
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 8:39 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc edu> 

A complimentary soccer coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson 

Efite Soccer magazine is offering you the opportunity to claim a full 

coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson absolutely free 

The session focuses on attacking wing play and shooting. Key 

elements covered include quick interplay on the wing, crosses in to the 

danger area and shooting from outside the box Dowilk~ad it now and 

score more goals from the flanks 

Si~ Alex Fe~~.~sor~, manager, Manchester United, says: 

"This is a powerfu! session that encourages players to practice hard, 

perfect their roles and reinfome habits, and is at the heart of why we are 

regarded as such a potent attacking force in the Barclays Premier 

League." 

Coaching sessions direct from the men at the top 

Elite Soccer is a monthly e-magazine that contains six professional 

coaching plans in each issue, including at least one written by a 

current Premier League manager. You only get a limited amount of 

time to train with your team, make the most of it by using the most 

innovative coaching tactics from the best in the business. 

In recent times, Elite Soccer has included plans written by the likes of 

Roberto Mancini, Ars~ne Wenger, Harry Redknapp, David Moyes, Roy 

Hodgson and many more. There is no observed or recycled content - 

these sessions come direct from the best coaches in the world. 

Make sure that you ~!.~!~!’f.~?.ig.~i:’:[ Sir Alex Ferguson’s session now to see 

what Elite Soccer can offer you and your team. 

Sessions that are easy to apply to your team 

manager, Manchester 
United, says: 

"Elite Soccer allows aspiring 

coaches to team what we do as 

professional managers to help 

them improve. I wish f’d had it 

when f started coaching ." 

manager, Arsenal, says: 

"Elite Soccer is a fantastic 

magazine that helps coaches 

get the most out of their players. 

encourage aft my" coaches to 

read it. " 

David ~oyes, manager, 
Everton, says: 



Elite Soccer is published in partnership with the League Managers 

Association (LI’~), and our privileged access to this group will enable 

you to learn directly from the top professional managers in the English 

leagues. Use Elite Soccerto find out what these top coaches are 

working on with their players right now. 

The coaches write their sessions so that they are easy to follow and 

last approximately one hour. They will tell you exactly what equipment 

you need, how many players are involved and how you can progress a 

session. You can use as much or as little of a session as you need to 

meet your specific objectives for your team. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips, Elite Soccercan help in 

your quest to coach a successful, winning team. If you want to stay 

ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is 

the best coaching tool for the job. Make a start now by :~.g.£,’.[!!.?.#!~i!zg Sir 

Alex Ferguson’s training session absolutely free. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

.~2L~¢e 5:~cce¢ publisher 

P.S. Elite Soccer is the monthly e-magazine that you can use to wow 

your players. If players are bored in training, you can say "here’s a 

session they use at Manchester United" and w’atch the extra effort that 

generates. Make sure that you £~.92:~t:!!.?.&~!. your free session today. 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 

E: 

"There are a tot of soccer 

magazines about but none that 

present coaching plans from 

leading professionals in the 

same way and with the same 

quality that Elite Soccer does." 

Ala~-~ ~>a~de~, manager, 
Newcastle United, says: 

"1 took forward to reading Elite 

Soccer and finding out what 

other coaches are up to. 

We spend a huge amount of 

time working on our sessions. 

For coaches with fewer resources 

and smaller support teams, Elite 

Soccer can help tremendously" 
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Tuesday’s TV: Promotion Or Rele~Jation 

Gol.’TV has one oi l:he oddit:ies el t:he Bbndesl.i?>a set:bp~ where t:he 16th-ptace 8undesUga ~inisher phws the }rd-pl.ace team in 

the 2.Bu~xJeshga to figure out who gets the ~ast spot }n the Lopfli~ht. The 2.Bu~xJeshga c(ub is Fortuna Dussetdorf. hosth]g 

He~ha Berlin a~ 2:30pm ET. 

Their Words 

.see u.s ~m.pr~,,ve e~ rxnd e~ry w~ek." San dose [or~ard Alan 

Scotland Squad For USA Friendly 

GK: Marl Giiks, Craig Gordon, Ab.an McGregor 

DE:F: Phil ~ards~ey Christophe Berra~ Gary Ca~dweK~ RusseU Martin, Cha~ie Mu[grew~ Lee WaUace~ Andy Webstec Stereo 

Wh ~1:1:a 

F(}{~: David Goodw~]{~e~ Crai!~ ,~ack~U.-Smil:h. Kenny Mi{~er, Johnny 

N.Buyen Wins POTW 

New Engf.and’s Lee Nguyen was named ,~ajo~ League Soccer’s Ptaye~ of Lhe Week for Week 10 on Monday. Nguyen scored 

b/vice h~ New Engl.and’s 4-1 win against Vancouver, NBuyen’s 8eels were his first in Meier League Soccer. 

The Drop 

Bo[ton, Bf.ackburn, and Wo[verhampton are now Championship dubs~ and under England’s biz~ re I.eague [~bets that’s not e 
good thing. AK three have been piaying is the Premie~ League ~ong enough ~ot to wast to spend mu[tipie season,s ~einventirtg 

what brought them success. They want a quick return, a successfu{ tower ~Kdsion season fo}.[ovve~ by enough to stay up ~n 

2013-14. It’s that kind of ~o~g-term p~anning that’s the nightmare scenario for a~[ Premier League teams, put best at the end 

of Sunday’s 8ames by Stoke C~ty mana!~er Tony Fui.~s, Continue readJn~ "The Drop" .. 

Lady who built Brian Chin~ loves House that Chin~ Built - Item The Houston Chronic]o’s .Jose de Jesus Ort:iz: "She was my 

first coach and ~ow my biggest fan." 

Lea.~ue-leadinR Real Salt Lake faces dearth of ~ames in next month - from The Salt Lake TNbune’s Michael C. Lewis: But 

that disparity ends now .... 

Lee N~uyen ~ets redemption - from The Boston Herat(]’s Ky~e McCarthy: "tt: was a (drear win. 

Rennin takes blame for shaky loss - from The Vaneobver Sbn’s Brbce Const:ant:ineab: T’he next: two weeks ale crucia~ .... 

An eventful day for the Union~ on and off field - from The Philadelphia Dai~.y News’s Marc Narducci: After the ?>ame 1:he 

Union were mo~e res~ained~ 

Sounders FC’s win streak comes to end with 1-0 loss to Real Salt Lake .. Item The Seattte Times’ Joshua ,~ayers: "When 
top teams meet~ there’s sometimes not a for that separates the two/’ 

RSL’s Espindola credits newborn son for extra motivation - flora MLSsoccer.com’s Randy Da,,ds: ’qEvery goaf is goi~g to be 

Chester’s newtax proF)sal has Union seeing red - i~om The Delaware Counl:y Times’ Timothy [.o!#~e: "We found out a~x)uL 
it through the rumor milL" 

The Beautiful Game breaks through in EPL - from Soccer America’s Pau~ Garch~er: Man,City ~eeded he~p. 

THE END OF THE DR~ - from The go[ton News: ~ut whenever has the beautiful game eve~ been so st~aightfort,,,ard? 

Wednesday’s TV: Libertadores 

Cope Libe~tadores on F~:~x beportes: Liberl:ad - Uniw!~rsidad de Chile at 6: 30pro and Vasco Da Garna o Corinthians at 9pro as 

we open Ll~e quarterfinal, stage. The Libertad - Universidad matchup is the only oneone of the quarterfinMs that doesn’t 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 3:19 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Coming Soon to the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

An Ackland-Kidzu Collaboration 

In this speciat program for 4- to 8-year-otds, we’tt 
investigate paintings, quirts, cottages, and 
photographs on viewin the Acktand’s exhibition 
Piece byPiece, then head over to Kidzu Chitdren’s 
Museumtomakebookmarksandcottaborateona 
quirt for disptay at Kidzu. 

$5 per child. Pre-registration required: call 
Kidzu Children’s Museum at 919.933.1455 or 

register online at kidzuchildrensmuseum.org. 

International Art Museum Day 
Enjoy Ackland iVlembership Discounts this Weekend! 

Museum Day by: 

¯ ::, 7::.7 :~iiiiiiiiiiiii i~i~~~gh Sunday, May 20th! Take 

iiiii: iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii advantage of this offer at the 
ii~i~i.i~iii~i~i Acktand Museum Store[ 

In cerebration of International 
Museum Day (this Friday, May 
18th), the Acktand Museum Store is 
offering a 10% discount on all 
Ackland Memberships at 
the Ln...d.!.v.!.d...u...a..[...L..e...v...e..t....a...n..d.. 
above from Friday, May 18th, 

Participate in International Art 



¯ PostingimagesofyourvisittotheAck[andoranotherart 
museum on Ftickr using the "ArtMuseumDay" tag 

¯ Fottowing our countdown of the Top Ten Ways to Enjoy Art at 
the Ackland on Facebook 

¯ Telling us what you like about visiting at the ack[and via 
Facebook, Twitter, or our comment book in the Museum! 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The ack[and is pleased towe[comeThe Carrborators and their 
"americana styte" btend of fork, rock, and jazz ~nfluences. [nlw tagered 
vocat harmonies ~ntertw~ned w~th a m~x of flatp~cMng and finger-stgted 
guitars, mandolin, dobro, harmonica, and bass. The Carrborators’ music 
w~[[ enhance gout experience of the current exhibitions T~ornton D~al: .......................................................... 
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Th~s month’s gam~tg ~ag enabtes gou to bu~td museum memories w~th 
the ch~tdren ~n gout rife white enjw~ng the vMd and tgHcat drawings ~n 



Join a Family Tour at 2:00 PM to discover lots of ways to interact with 
art, and enjoy Story Time together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on activities at 
the Creation Station and Treasure Hunts in the galleries are available 
throughout the afternoon. Come for a little while or stay for the whole 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended [or c~ldren 
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Saturdag, 2 June, ~0:30 ~-~2:00 PN 
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Thursdag, ~4 June, 6:00-8:00 PN 
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The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made 
possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 
members and friends tike you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your 
membership do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 
editor. 

1943; tithograph; Gift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Images: 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: The IViusic Lesson (detait), 

Ronatd Lockett, American, 1965-1998: Rememberin~ Sarah Lockett (detait), c. 1997; found metat, wire, wood, and 
paint. Gift of the Arnett Correction and Acktand Fund. 

Dene6 Btack, Stroll on Patton Avenue (detait), acrytic on canvas. 

Sigmar Potke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zEhlen die Punkte), 2002. 
James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Correction. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928:Bi9 Mouth Lady Knows How to Hold the Lon9 Neck Tiger, 1991; watercotor. Acktand 
Art Museum, Gift of the Sours Grown Deep Foundation. 

Romare Bearden, American, 1911-1988: Untitled (detail), 1976; screenprint on cotton. Lent by Susie Ruth Powe[L 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPNMag Coaches Fundraising <coachesprogram@espnmail.com> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 12:11 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

It’s Always FundraS~sing Season 

Sign Up Now > 

.:~ Your Team Keeps 75% of Each Order! 

It’s Always Fundraising Season 

ESPN The Magazine 

W~th our free fundraising kit, your team can sell 2-year 
subscriptions to ESPN The M~gazit?e (new, gift or renewal) 

and KEEP 75% of the money! Whether you sell 5 
subscriptions or 50, your team keeps $30 from each order, 

No minimums, no deadlines, and no inventory to store, 
The current program is a $152 value for just $40! 

Learn More > 

Insider: Magazine subscribers also receive exclusive access to ESPN Insider and 

the ESPN The Magazine App for iPad for FREE! 

Please do not reply to this email as this address is not monitored. 

For all other inquiries, click here. 

This email was sent to: anson@email.unc.edu 

Unsubscribe from ESPNMag Coaches Fundraising 

If you wish to unsubscribe from this mailing, please click here. 

Add me to ESPN’s Do Not Email list 

This email contains an advertisement from: ESPN, 605 3rd Ave New York, NY 10158. To 

unsubscribe from all types of future commercial email from ESPN, regarding its products and 

services, click here. 

@ ESPN Internet Ventures. All Rights Reserved. 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rsaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US $e(:cer Players News[ette~ <sews~etter@usns~:{~a.com> 

Thursday, ,~ay 17. 2012 12:16 PM 

Do~rance~ Mbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ ~ay 1Yth, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ M~y 17th, 2012 

Thursday’~ TV: Mexico Champion 

~4exi(:e’s (].ausura fisa[ series opess oa Tel.eFutura: ,~4ostef fey - Sanles [.a(~baa at: lOpm. Co{)a Libertaderes oa Fox Depor~es: 

Boca gurdors - Ffun’dnese at 6:)0pro and Ye]ez Sarsf}e]d - Santos at 9pro. A~4 Times E~ster’~? 

Their Words 

pro~d 5e~.~zs~ fit .foes ht~nd in bond with what y~e’t’~ doinf~." US ~ado~al "[ea~n ~:oach Jurgen Klinsmann. 

DC 2 - Colorado 0 

b~ flesh el 11,593 lass on Tuesday nighh at R~K Shadium, DC United shutout hhe Rapids is a game where Ehey put ten of 

twelve shots on goal ~¢ayne De Rosario operEed the sc:oHn~ h~ the 25th minute with Hamdi Sa[ihi doub{h~g the lead in the 

weiR, and we work this way evel7 day/’ Sa]ihi said. "And now everybody care see that every day this is working better and 

\~aa(:euvef asd "[’oroato drew 1-1 ia the first [eg ef the Casadias Charapk~nship. "l’ofes~:e’s Ryes Jehasoa opeaed the s(:odag 

in the 66th minute. Eric Hassb equa[ixed in stoppage tm~e. The winner advances Eo U~e CONCACAF Champions League. ’fie 

was a }~ood result, bu~: if you watched the whole game we deserved to win." "]’ofes~:e coach Area Wh~:er sakL "The first haU, 

we had some difficulties and we ~ot better during hhe game. After the 1..0 goal we had hhe opportuniW to get the second 

a[~d ~hkd (~oa]s asd a~: these ~x~oment:s~ these ale ~he ~x~os~ ~rspo~tant s[tuatiess where we have to t:[s[sh, in the esd~ 

Vancouver tr~ed wiEh a tot of crosses and set p~eces to score and finM[y U~ey ~ot ~t," 

What Ever Happened To: Guy Newman 

By Clemente Lisi -. NEW YORK, NY (May ’i6, 2012) US Soccer P/aye~ s - Guy Newrsas is one of those who played h~ both the 

outdeor aad Jadoer veR[Jes o~ t[~e S~)~r~ ~ t I~ (:~)t~ ~:~y throu~hout the 1970s and ’80s, [Jke many who played ia ~:he er~gina] 

North Amedc:an Soccer League, Newn]an had to transition a~d play indoors when the outdoor pro {eague folded. For Newman, 

he dida’t (:are whe~:her he [)iayed oa aa~:ura[ grass er oa a (jrees carpet under a roo~, 

"l [eve bo~h games~" the former deiender said, "Just as whea t was a kid, t loved [)l.aying fiw.~-a-side o~ 11 oa<~k]e~ i~ dida’t 

mat[.er as tong as I was playing, I used to say, however~ that if f was playing in San Diego in August f would preler the 

outdeor ~[ame, but 1I I was ]1"1 Bblfaio is Jasuary f WOLE[d ~r@I~E!r the isdoor variety," 

Newmaa~ the sos ef forraer Eag[ish p]ayer aad famed (:each Roe Newman, wes the US Open Cup in 1977 with ~acc:abi Los 

An~e[es, a semipro dub, before signin~ w~th the NASL’s Tampa Bay Rowdies. in 1978. he played for Lhe Fort Lauderda[e 

Strikers asd re[towed his father to the expansion M~ami Amer}car~s two years [ate~ in the Arserk:an Soccer League. The team 

lasted one season and folded. ~n 1980, Ron Newman was named coach of Lhe San Diego Sockets. and a~ain, Guy lot[owed h~s 

dad. Continue reading "What Ever Happened To: Guy Newman" ,, 

D.C. United looking much improved, but crucial MLS stretch awaits - from The Washington Post’s Steres Golf: This 
[xebab{y isn’t a charapioaship ~eam. 

Hassli aims to get even with Toronto o from The Province’s ~,Aarc Weber: "Sut aew we have aaot:her (:haac:e and it st:arts oa 

Wednesday." 

Sounders known for celebratin~ road wins in son~ - flora The Seattle Times’ Joshua ~ayers: Catchy~ huh? 

Manchester City: Will Summer Shopping for Players Decide Next Season’s League Title, Too? ¯ item The Times’ Tony 

Oalglish an appointment out of time ~ ~rem Seccerset’s Rk:hard JelLy: "D~sa~)pointia8" was the word owaer .Jeha W Hemy 
dip[omatir2~[[y used. 

Friday’s TV 

No games today. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

BigSigns.com Newsletter -~ales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 4:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Profile Feature: Red Bull Finds Solutions For Event Brm~ding 

Anson, Red Bull Even[ Marketin~ Manager, Jason Hines, approa(:hed us lo,:)khN for a solution for sponsor 

and event branding. The challenge was to find s]~na~e display systems that could be used at more than 

seventeen nationwide Garner Brakers events, He needed portaNtRy and ease of use, wN[e offedn~ 

custom]zabH]V to adapt to mut~ple event sponsors. 

We presented him with ModStar® A-frame systems. Made fl-m-n li~htweiBht, yet durable coroplast, 

ModStar~ offers complete ~.:usLomization with our Tru-Sat~n Premium banners attached uskN Ve~cro. As an 

alternative Lo hea’deu sag~’, padded systems. 

portab~Hty we needed," Says H~nes, "ModStar’s made ft to ~d[ seventeen G~arne Brakers events, 

We are r~ovv usin~ t~e exfstir4~ frames ~and addin~ new brar~d~n~ for our Copa-de-Oa~[e events," 

We offer ~.reat options to handle your event and fadlity improvements: check out our Interior Walt 

Graphics, Pole banners~ GatorAd® concrete decals, Porta-Cade® portable barricade systems, Event Fence, 

Event Shelters and our Conference and Trade Show ~raphics 

Anson call or email today to get more information, Or you can simply send us your logos, a photo of the 

Only two more weeks for our May LOGOMat Giveaway: 

Click to find out how to claim your complimentary custom desiqned Io~qo mat in May: 

Dura-Mesh® Graphics Project~ MavLOGOMAT Giveaway 

Corey Leonard 

President 

Bi£Si~jns,com 

P (800) 790-7611 

E sales@bi~si~ns.com 



BigSig!;..~ corn I 22 S Harbor D.qv~ Suite I{}l ;= (}rand ~--I.wen, Mi 49417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 8:51 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Mothers -- Saints or Scapegoats? 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ~ xour subscriptions. 

~What Will Matter by Michael Josephson 

WhatWillMatter.com I About Michael I Subscribe I Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 775: May 10 - 17, 2012 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the founder and president of the nonprofit Josephson 

Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

Help keep this newsletter free 

Iwa t e~pD ~ t m 0 ¢ea n d~e eei ~ e a 

~ Get the podcast in iTunes 

~ Get the iPhone or Android app 

To hear Michael read each 
commentary, crick on the title 
(in blue) and press the "play" 
button that appears on the 
blog post. 

Worth Watching 
A world without morns. 
What would it be like? 
Watch and comment 

Mothers -- Saints or 
Scapegoats? 
What class of people has 
been more glorified or vilified 
than Mothers? On the one 
hand, we are frequently 
confronted with an idealized 
image of the sainted, angel 
mother, often with white hair 
and hands callused from 
work. On the other hand, 
mothers turn into a different 
sort of creature when they 
become mothers-in-law, the 
most dreaded of relatives and 
the butt of countless jokes. 

Worth Watching 
Thank you, Mom! 
Bible verses that praise 
mothers, and modern 
illustrations. 
Watch and comment 

Worth Watching 
Kids answer questions 
about their morns. 
Funny, touching stuff! 
Watch and comment 

Worth Watching 
Mother’s Day -- a 
funny video about 

Matte~i 

C aia#tei e u a !on matei!a s 

Proceeds from t hesale of Michael s 
books a ndCDssupport ~hara~ter 
education in sChoolsi ~hop h#~# >> 

E liothrou~h o urcatalocl>> 
Get a payee cop~ >> 

Interested in youth ethics and 
education? Visit our Character 
E d u ca to r B Ioq 

NewintheBIog 

pro ct~basedlearnin On school 

oes a t hewa 

Herels one s~hool that takes project 
based learning as far as it Can go 
throughout evew lesson in the whole 
s~hooli 



Listen or read more 

Getting Started 
Chris’s parents were proud of 
him when he graduated from 
college. But it’s been six 
months and he hasn’t gotten 
a job yet. In fact, he hasn’t 
looked seriously. He has no 
idea what he wants to do and 
he’s thinking of grad school. 
His parents accuse Chris of 
being lazy and afraid to enter 
the real world. 
Listen or read more 

Lessons from the Monkey 
Pot 
Many years ago a man came 
to a village in [ndia to catch 
monkeys so he could sell 
them to zoos. The monkeys, 
however, were YeW clever 
and evew sort of trap he set 
failed. A young boy watched 
the man’s pathetic efforts 
and laughed. The man said, 
"[f you can catch me a 
monkey [’11 give you $2." 
Listen or read more 

We Expect More of Adults 
Although Mark wasn’t much 
of an athlete, his dad urged 
him to play youth baseball. 
Mark liked to play, but he 
was hurt by the remarks of 
teammates and spectators 
whenever he struck out or 
dropped a ball. Just before 
the fourth game of the 
season, Mark told his dad he 
didn’t want to go. "[’m no 
good," he said, "and 
everyone knows it." 
Listen or read more 

"I Didn’t Want the Janitor 
to Lose His Job" 
If we don’t give these 
children moral instruction, 
many of them will become 
predators. And [ know it 
works because of Jesse, a 
young man [ met in Tulare 
County, California. 
Listen or read more 

Watch and comment 

Quotes 
The best quotes ever 
about mothers, 
collected by Michael 
Josephson 
Read and comment 

Worth Seeing 
Vintage cards and 
images for Mother’s 
Day 
See and comment 

Our new booklet helps teens 

Chaia~tei edu~ati~n matei!a!s 

A great gi~ for graduations barand 

for others it’s to be 
sure you are better. 

See and comment 

Worth Watching 
Three Great Videos 
about Jesse Ownens’ 
1936 Olympic 
Performa nce 
Watch and comment 

Maggie comments 
on ...Couraqe is also 
what it takes to sit 
down and listen...: 
"Over the last six 
months I have been in 
recovery. It wasn’t 
until I was in rehab 
and now in recovery 
that I realized it does 
in fact take just as 

Would you like to know what your 
high school students thinkabout 
¢ h eati n g b u llyi n g i and vari o u s hi g h 

risk behaviors? How about what they 
do? 

S i~nupnow>> 
Eea#n m o Ce >> 

Book an Anti,Bullying Workshop 

c hool¢limat We lllgivey roy 
s ustaina b le st rategiesto m a ke sure 

iiiiiSignUpiforiOinieofiOiuriSeminarsiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Observation 
Some mothers are 
never disappointed; 

bi~hdays! Help teens make 
some are never 

decisions that build character and 
satisfied. Some brag 

increase long#term happiness: 
obnoxiously about their 
children; others 
complain and criticize 

Buy now >> 

incessantly. Some 
moms are instinctively Free shippinq for orders $30 and up! 

supportive and 
Flip through our catalocl >> 

accepting; others are Get a paper copy >> 

controlling and 
judgmental. Most are a 
little of each. For some 
the challenge is to be The 2012 Report Card on the 
a s good a s you r m om; Ethics of American Youth 



Michael now writes two 
discussion-promp ting 

commentaries each week for 
broadcast over the public 

address system at Downey 

(CA) Unified School District. 
If you would like to get your 

school involved in either the 
pilot or the national launch of 

this initiative, please email 

u_As. Or visit our bloq to learn 
more. 

#9 Lessons from the 
Monkey Pot 
What can you learn from a 
greedy monkey who just 
won’t let go, no matter the 
consequence? 
Listen or read more 

¯ #:10 3esse Owens and Luz 

Long -- Sportsmanship 
and Character 

Late in life, famous athlete 
Jesse Ownes said that what 

he valued most from his 
Olympic experience had been 

his friendship with Luz Long. 

Listen or read more 

much courage to sit 
and listen." 

Dupree Hull 

comments on Trust, 

Promises, and Good 

Friends: "Yes, Jessica 
was being a good 

friend. That reflects 
good parenting. If it 

wasn’t for Morn calling 

Sarah, Morn would 
probably never had 

known that her 
daughter was left at 

the party and refused 

to use drugs." 

Do you have thoughts 

or questions about any 
of these blog posts? 

Please post a 

comment! 

Ou~ CharaCter DeVelopment Seminars 
e quipeducators~youth~serViCe 
lea de and Co m munity b u ildersto 
beeffeetiveeha~aeteredueato~s: 

Up~oming seminars in 2052: 

3une $3~lS; San Antonio >> 

¯ 3une20~22 Indianapolis>> 
¯ ]une26~28iLosAnqeles>> 

¯ ]uly18~20iAtlanta>> 

¯ 3u y30~Augi 1;Philadelphia>> 

See ~ompletesChedule 
Eea~n mo~e >> 

Sign Up for One of Our Webinars 

O urwebinars Convenient 
a ffo rdable way to learn Valua b le 
cha~acter~development techniquesi 
Learn mo#eiseesehedule>> 

n o u rSp o r ts m a n s hi p~#g 

Pa~entsi he~e!s a lesson that e~en the 
loved ones of pro athletes haveto 
learn: Bequietiorsi back 

ItCan be ha~d; but try to sit baCkand 
relax; and enjoy watChing your kids 
show you whattheylre Capable of 
WI~HOUT your he 

V isitt h e b loq >> 
Getm onthlye~newslette 

Michael 
Josephson 

Looking for a Speaker or Consultant? Book Michael .losephson, 

Michael Josephson motivates audiences from the government, business, 

journalism, law, education, sports, policing, and the military with his unique 

delivery, engaging presentations, and personal attention to your organization’s 

needs. Call 800-7::[1-2670 or learn more. 

The nonprofit Josephson Institute is working to create a world where people act more ethically. 

Your donations enable us to offer services and resources like this newsletter. Donate >> 

Problems accessing links? This newsletter may be in your junk-mail folder, where links are 

disabled. Solution: add commentary@iiethics.orq to your address book or approved sender list. 



Josephson Institute 
9841 Airport Blvd., #300 I Los Angeles, CA 90045 I 800-711-2670 
Josephsonlnstitute.orq I CharacterCounts.orq 

©2012 Josephson Institute. "CHARACTER COUNTS!" is a registered trademark of 
Josephson Institute. 

Manaq~ newsletter subscriptio£~ I Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Friday’s TV 

No (~arnes to,Jay, 

Vancouve~"s Eric HasslL 

Monterrey 1 - Santos Lasluna 1 

Herculez Gomez was on the bench fo~ Santos Lafiuna in a 1-1 draw with Ntonterrey Lo open the Mexican CI.ausura finaf.s. 

Santos went up a ~oa[ on tt~e road in the 69th minute when Org)e Pe~a~ta scorin~ from distance. That ~ead held rote stoppage 

time when Humberto Suazo converted a penally. The ser~es resumes on Sunday for the decidin~ ~eg at d~e Nuevo Esta~io 

Chivas USA And New York Swap Pearce For Agudelo 

~ajor Lead, LEe Soct::~Pr saw two of its clubs swap Nat:ional ’Tea(n p(ayers on Thursday, wit:~ New Yo(k sending Juan Agudelo 
Chives USA in exchange for Heath Pearce and af[ocation iYEoney. The trade makes both players available fo~ this weekend’s 

games~ Continue readinq "Chives USA And New York Swap Pearce For Agudelo" - 

Chivas USA Makes Second Move, Picks Up Califf 

On a busy day foe Chives US/~ they comp(e~ed a trade that sends Ntichael. Lahoud and af.[ocadon money to Phif.adef@Ma in 

exchan$e for Danny Ca[i~ ~ObHous{y, {os[ng Heath. our thoughts were to acquire a (:enter back~" Chives USA coa~:~ Robin 

Fraser said. "And we had the ab~{ity to ~et Danny Ca{ill who’s a p{aye¢ w~o has p{ayed in a ~.ot of p{aces, he has some ~ood 

experies~:e% he’s a very e~penenced and hard-costal defende~." 

Trades, Spending, And Playoffs 

By J Hutcherson o WASHiNG’TON, I)C (May ~8~ 2012) US Soc~:er PI.ayers -- Leave [1: to t4ajor [.eagbe Soco~tr to try an~} 

takeover the stow k~,,hen most of us are fo~:used on the Chanlpions League fine{ and nationa~ team roster anr~ouncements. 

Thursday was a banner day for p{aye~ movernen{ ~n R~LS. with the Juan Agude[o ~or Heath Pearce trade and the Danny Ca{fff 

move makm~ Chives USA a con’oe{[b’tg roan’t. Credit the ~:{~b w}th tin’thug, redirecting the ~:onve~sat~on h~ the days before 

their home da~:e a~ainst {he Los An$e~es Gal.axy. 

AI.{ of a sudden, we’re tZIdng about Chivas USA’s upside and what the ad~}il:ions mean for an 8~:t~-ph}ce team. Add in 

issues w~th the clubs A$ude[o an~ Ca}.~ff ace (earing, and Week 11 ~ets that unexpecLed boost o~ added inLH~ue. Continue 

readin~ "Trade% Spending, And P[ayoffs"- 

Berhalter’s American revolution - from ,~¢LSsoccer.conl’s Gre~ Se[tze~ : "we’re fo~:usin$ on the next game/ 

Seeing red sparks Crew on offense - from The Co{umbus D}spatdYs Adam Jardy: Reinforcements are on the way~ however. 

Crumbling defense has left FC Dallas in tou~h spot - from The De{ins ,~¢o~ ning News~s Steve ~unt: [Us a trend FCD coach 

Sd~et[as Hyndman and h~s staff are hopin~ to change. 

Soccer In The S~rm - from ESPN.com’s Wayne Dre~s: ’lt’s wiM o~ound ~ece, isn’t W(’ he says. 

Kenny Dal~lish is ~ne but has Fenwav taken on ~o much at Liverpool? - from The GbaEJian’s DaHd Conn: Liverpool. 
supporters w~{{ demand a coherent p{a~ from FSG 

Suspensions leave Bayern~ Chelsea ~th lineup quandaries for final - from SLcorn’s Jonathan Wgson: Bayerffs ~meup 
probabl.y easier {o predi(:~: than Chelsea’s 

Bayern Final With Chelsea Tests German Economics on Soccer Field - from gk)omberg’s ’X~[iq Panja: gayern [~ a 
R~iCfOCOSR~ Of how Gel’a~any a~ana~e5 its econo~y, 

Weekend "I-V: Champions League 



Seturday 

The Champiens I.e~gue final, is on Fox: Bi~yem ,~bnk:h o Che~.sea at 2pro. AL~[.S on ESPN~: Chivas USA - [.A at lO:~Opm. 

Continue readin~ "Weekend l’V: Champions League" ,, 

::X:: FeedBlitz Top Slot 

Click here to so[ely unsubscribe Fron? "US:’.occerP~ayers." Click here to ~4ew moilin~ orchives, here to chon~e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh <IVlMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 5:36 PM 

grashton@david~m.edu; libold@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estephen~m@duaa.duke.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; santortt~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@mailer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; madrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthotpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena tloyd@ncsu.edu; 
beck)~@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost,~miami.edu; ’n.nonnan@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagan@~niami.edu’; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@emafil.unc.edu>; ducar(~buncaa.unc.edu; ronnie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heatber.henson@behnont.edu; l~lle.roelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.f~avel@behnont.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; jefe~yr,~clemson.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shorne@elon.edu; brianlee@lsu.edu; 

seraYy gw@me~eer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; aana~ners@athletics.msstate.edu; myranda@athlelics.msstate.edu; 

beth.acreman@murraystate.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; acromwell@athletics.uc£edu; chale@athletics.uc£edu; jonlipsitz@uky.edt~; 

mrayn2@uky.edu; aaron.rodgers@ukT.edu; mmott~olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edt~; rthomps3@olemiss.edt~; bdrew~ey@olemiss.edu; 

mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; linda.hamilton@unf.edu; morgan.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@!m£edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; 

COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; SmithJR5@gwm.~.edu; dschilte@admin.usf.edu; chrisbrown@admin.usf.edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.usf.edu; 

kiahab@wottbrd.edu; ficanklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; strickla~dsc@appstate.edu; richtka@auburn.edu; 

kzm0001@aubum.edu; AMB0023@aubum.edu; tx~olek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clark@cmnpbell.edu; fica~klinl@campbell.edu; 

~ftballg@campbell.edu; gevan@centenary.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; 

jack~mll@cofc.edu; mcnamarak@cofc.edu; donnenwirth@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; cher~jas@ecu.edu; hensonha@mail.etsu.edu; 
bdooley@fau.edu; krmounce@gardner-u, ebb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; lindses~’ax~derspiegel@georgiasouthern.edu; 

bdunleavy,~georgiasouthern.edu; niji.olagbegi@sums.edu; beopham@ju.edu; edade@u.edu; korr2@jacksonville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; 

j~nirelax~d@mail.lipsco~nb.edu; kshe~ry@latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scurvelo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@~noreheadstate.edu; 

w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; djlara~!moreheads~ate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sbums@scsu.edu; jorlowsk(b!stetson.edu; 

pharbin@uab.edu; scotwieland@louisiana.edu; ld’e~guson@louisville.edu; lindsay.basalyga~eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; 

Jmitchell@soccermail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; DBrizard@tntech.edu; bob.mnch@citadel.edt~; chrisbentley@troy.edu; cscanla~a@troy.edu; 

sselby@ia.ua.edu; fbdelgado@ualr.edu; clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; sholeman@SPORTS.UGA.EDU; dblank@sports.uga.edu; 

RCONFER@SPORTS.UGA.EDU; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; 

mmforcuc@uncc.edu; smnugen@uncg.edu; jlcorti@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; cairneyp@uncw.edu; banaesm@uncw.edu; 

elovaaram@uncw.edu; mvaxg@u~uthal.edu; scott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megm~.foreste@usm.edu; jkirt@utk.edu; 

bpenskyl@utk.edu; jd-kyze@utc.edu; c~nn@utm.edu; pmcnamal@utm.edu; lmarcoui@utm.edu; tcherman@email.wcu.edu; 

millerc@email.wcu.edu; ja~m.neidell@wku.edu; heinzm@winthrop.edu; rodriguezs3@winthrop.edu; eterrill@csuniv.edu; 

jperson@flnarion.edu; snml~erjee@fmarion.edu; athdam@la~gate.gsu.edu; bfontain,~)highpoint.edu; ldbntain@highpoint.edu; 

mbedll@highpoint.edu; davis@jsu.edu; atswif@~jsu.edu; kristen.fillmore@nicholls.edu; dylan.haxrison@nicholls.edu; 

bhornbuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; BamaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconno@saintleo.edu; 

a~nie.hamel@saintleo.edu; GLUCEY@UT.EDU; chestlm@fiu.edu; kschroed@fiu.edu; iponyeado@baxton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; 

sNnohs@brevard.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; 

dwaAntra@catawba.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; bell@chowan.edu; elewis@guilford.edu; wsocce@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; 

whiling@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; samantha.huecke@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; bnille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; 

riggsash@meredith.edu; bbiancur@ncwc.edu; lkjenkin@peace.edu; Elijah.Dento@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; 
turnblome@queens.edu; decesare@queens.edu; jay.callahma@salem.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; 

gcurneen@mngate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu 

LDC United Elite 94.95 PDA College Showcase Schedule 

Coaches - Below is the LDC United Elite 94.95 (class 2013} schedule for the upcoming PDA College Showcase Tournament Saturday May 26 - Monday May 28. We 

have some excellent competition over the three day period and I look forward to hearing from you after the event. The team has been playing well this U17 year 

winning their flights at Bethesda, CASL and Disney. 

Girls U17 Memorial Red 

Saturday May 26 

9:40 AM VSA HEAT BLUE (VA) vs. LDC UNITED ELITE 94.95 (PAE) @ RU-WER #3 

Sunday May 27 

8:00 AM ¥?d~IKEE UNITED F.C. BLAZE (CT) vs. LDC UNITED ELITE 94.95 (Pz~E) @ RU-BUSCH #1 

Monday May 28 

10:50 AM LDC UNITED ELITE 94.95 (PAE) vs. SO CAL BLUES U17 - HELM (CAS) @ RU-V~,%R #2 

We will have player profile books at the event and please respond if you would like one emailed to you, 

Thankyou, 

Michael McHugh 

Elite Player Development Director 

717-805-4085 



i.~.i Description: LDC United 

Logo3 

wwwJdcunitedelite9495.com 

www.ldcunited.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org> 

Saturday, May 19, 2012 2:46 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Free webinar May 23. In-service workshops avaJlable all summer. 

CHARACTER COUNTS Update ] 

In this issue: 

~mservice workshops, funding opportunities, webinars, 
professiona~ development, nationwide survey, and a new guide for 
teens 

.~i In-Service Workshops 
Summer In-Service Workshops 

c~n choose from a variety of topics----- ~nck~dh~g b~]lyin9, schoo~ climate, and 
sew~ce ]earn~ng ----- ~d we’ll l~]or the program to s~t you~ needs. 

Learn more 

:::N Grant 
...... opportu nil¥ 

Grant Opportunities 
We’ve posted three new ways for yeu to fund your CC! preg~am. 

But yodll h~ve [e act fast -- all application deadfiaes are Ibis men[h. 

Learn more 

:~’-’i CC! Week 
Now Available: Downloadable Resources for CC! Week 

Ocleber 21-27 may sound like a fong way off, but it’s only a few weeks after the 

s~a~t el the new scheot year, Reflister now ~ad get your teseurces earl% Wdve 

already D:~sl:ed two ~ns~a~ments ef ~ree dow~k)adebk~s. Amoqg the resoLH’(:es: 

materials to he~p you ~nvo~ve the hush,less con~n~un~ty, ~esson plans, and pto~ecl- 

based learning ~deas, 

Register now>> Learn more 

~:i No cyberbullying Next Free Webinar: May 23 
Learn how le get staded with CHARACTER COUNTS! and hew to make sute it 
stays effec(ive and streng~ Webinar starts a~ nooa {Pacific}. 

May 23: Getting Started With CHARACTER COUNTS! 

Register now >> 2012 webinar schedule 

Character 

Development 

Seminars 

Character Development Seminars 
Invest three days ~his summer. Enjoy ~he beneli~s all year Ion~, 

Our new S-day training provides higMy successful strate.gies that instill character 
wk~es and crea~e phys~c~Hy and emotionally sa~e envkonmen~s.Youq~ ~e~rn ~o 
aurture ~c~dem~c achievemeat ~ad in~e~ecbJ~ developmen~ as we~ as etMc~L 

so(:~al, a~d emefieRa~ {~fewl:~ LJ~aem~R{~ eeufaes: 

June t3-15, San Antonio 

June 20=22, Indianapolis 

June 26-28~ Los Angeles 

July 18-20~ Atlanta 

July 30-Aug. 1~ Philadelphia 



¯ Aug. 6-8, Los Angeles 

See full schedule >> Learn more >> Download brochure 

Character 

Development Seminars 

Hosted Character Deve~opn~ent Seminars 

Want to atlend ~’~ Ch~’~racter Development Seminar, but don’t have enough money in 
~he budget? ~-~os~ one ~ and take adva~tage o~ b~g discou~ts o~ enro~menL Vale’re 
acaepfin~ Pregram Nests for these ~em}r~ats: 

Please cont~c~ us a[ 800-711-2670 for details. 

Report Card ] 
How Ethical Are Your Students? 

of America~ ~eenagers. Gel a confidential repo~t on how your school’s resu~ls 
compare to na[~o~a~ averages. 

Si.qn up now >> See the 2010 Report Card 

.~i Teaching Resource 
Help Teens Learn to Make Good Choices 
Using the Six Pillars of Characte~ as guides for their mcxa] compass, this boold~t 
walks ~ee~s ~hrou~}h a s~ep-by..s~ep preaess R)r ma~g l:ou~}h chok:es toda% and 

Buy now >> Browse the online store 

,,;20! 2 Josephson Institute. 9~;41 ,~4roort Blvd., #300 Los Ar:geles CA 90045 

Unsubscribe from these updates [ Newsletter subscriptions == CharacterCounts.org 

¯ _.::.’~.:: Center for Youth 
Ethics 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:4~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!v <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

,~4onda% ~4ay 21. 2012 11 ::}3 ~4 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu> 

The US Soccel’ Players Newsletter USSocce~ P[ayeFs ¯ ~ay 21st. 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ May 2 t~t, 2012 

Roster Set For USA 

On Sunday~ US National Team coach Jurgen K[insmann Narned the rest of his roster for the upcoming fnend~ies and Wo~fd 

Cup Qua~iHe~s. "When you (~o ~nto a trak~in$ camp period I.iM~ this yeu ha~e additk)na~ p~ayers for seves~ reasons~" 

~[insmann explained. First you want to see where they are at~ you want to put them through testin8, and you want to cover 

in}uFed, so ye~ need to ungerstand where d~e pool o~ players is in case you have to make a chan~e." Continue readin~ 

"Roster Set For USA" ,, 

US Soccer Explains TV Issues For Guatemala - USA 

The Gui}temi}{a - USA World Cup Qualifier on June 12t:h wi{~ on{y be ava~]ab{e on pay-per-vN~w ~n the UnH:ed States, The US 

Socce~ Federation has released a FAQ on the issues su~roundh~g te]evising an away Qualifier. Under CONCACAF ru{es~ the 

home team controls Lhe broadcast rights for World Cbp Qba]iHets. Guatemala seh:l the btoadcasl: rights to "[’tafHe Sports in 

both English and Spanish, with T~affic Sports opting to make the game on~y avaflabte on pay-pop,dew through h’,tegrated 

Spo~ts 

National Teamers Abroad: Superliga 

Oguchi Onyewu got the start fo~ Sporting in their 1-0 Portuguese Cup lina[ toss to Academica, The game’s enty goal. came in 

the 3rd minute when Marinho Correia headed in the winner. In Denrnark. Michael Parkhurst’s Nords}aeUand beat Clarence 
Goodson’s ~Fondby 1.0 wiLh Parkhu~st assistM~ on Lhe ~oaL Norway, an6 R~car~o C~rk’s Stabaek were shuLouL 2-0 by 
Haugesund, 

Santos Lasuna 2 - Monterrey 1 (3-2 

the title 3-2 on aggregate. With the series tied 1-t after the openh~g ~eg Dasie] Luduena started the scoring ~s the 

minute k)r SanLos with Oribe Pes~ta doubUng the lead in the 64th. Monterrey pul.{ed a goal back in the 78t:h mh~ute, but with 

SanLos ho[ding Lhe tiebFeake~ &~onterFey needed two mo~e for Lhe w~n. ~nsLead. Lhe score sLayed 2-1 on the nighL an~ the 

t~ge went Lo ~gntos Laguna. Herculez Gomez was on the bench fix Santes. 

MLS Week 1 1: The Score Draw 

In a weekend where most soccer fans were iocused on the Champions League final., ~ajor League Soccer pushed ahead with 

eight Saturday games and one on Sunday. The h~gh~i~ht of the weekend? How about the quk:My ~evamped Ch~vas USA 

beating the Los Ange[es Ga[axy 1 .O on SaLurday n~ght. LA was reduced to 10. men in the 70th minute when Junior Lopes was 

sent off for a handba{[ in the box. Ckdvas USA=s Jose Co, tea converted the pena[ty for the w}m Both of Chivas USA’s new 

editions - Danny Ca{iff and Juan Aqude[o ~ starLed. 

"It’s kind of been the same old story," I.A midiie[der Landon Donovan said. "First ha{f was not great fer e~ther sMe. They 

had the one chance off the posL but not a lot of chances. ~ thought we p~ayed reaUy we~l is the beginning of the second ha~f~ 

and had some chances Lo score and dkJn’[. And 1:lien ene khld of weird p{a’¢ and that deLermined the game and l:#)al:~s kh)d 

bow’s {Us been a[[ year~" 

/also on Saturday, Vancou~z-r and Seattte dFew 2-2 at $C Place. Atain Rochat scored foF the Whitecaps in the 12th minute with 

E:ddie Johnson equa]izk~g for Seatt[e ir~ the 47th. Vancouver was back in ~ront t:hreugh Carni[o Sanvezzo h~ the 82nd~ wH:h 

Fre~y X~ontero sptitting the poinLs with a sLoppage time goal New Yo~k bert Montrea[ 2.1 in front of 20,373 at Olympic 

Stadiura. Bernardo Corradi opened the scoring for the ~mpact in the 22nd rainute~ with the Red gu~ts ]eve~ when Kenny Cooper 

scored m the 37d~. New Yod( wenL ~own a man when Victol’ Pa[ssen was senL off in Lhe 58th minuLe~ buL gel the shoFb 

handed winne[ when Dane Richards scored in the 67Lb. Continue reading "MLS Week 11 : The Score Draw" ,, 

Tuesday’s TV: Club vs Country 

E:SPN Deportes has the Baye~ n Mbnk:h - HeI[and iHend[y at 2: }Opm ET, 
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FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke z<tavid.clarke@coach- soccer.corn> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 8:55 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

The secrets to my 84% win ratio last season 

The secrets to my 84% win 
ratio last season 

My name is David Clarke and I would like to invite you to join 
Better Football Coaching today. 

I am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience in 
grassroots soccer and my team has just finished its season 
with 16 victories from 19 games. 

Start using my FREE drills and skills sessions to boost your 
own team’s win ratio. 

100s of FREE football drills for all coaching levels 
and ages of players 

Sign up here today and you will receive a coaching session 
that you can print out and use at your very next practice. 

Then I’ll send you an email twice a week with illustrated drills, 
fitness guides, coaching tips or match tactics for you to save 
and use at your leisure. 

If you’re new to coaching, pressed for time, struggling for 
ideas in training or not as high up the league table as you’d 
like, these sessions are for you. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance 
and PRACTICAL ideas to aid your sessions. 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 
qualification. 

Advice from Academy Premier League coaches 

Get fresh ideas from my coaching buddies like Keith Boanas, a 
UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier Academy League coach Mike 
Beale, and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Join the thousands of coaches who have seen their results 
improve thanks to this valuable advice. 



Receive three free reports within moments of 
joining 

:[. :[0 Proven Tips For A More Successful Season - easy to 
read and use at a moment’s notice, T guarantee they will 
make you think again about some of your coaching 
methods. 

2. 11 Secrets of Successful Corners - increase your corner 

conversions and give your players the tools to defend 
against every corner fired at them. 

3. An ]:ntroduction to Small-Sided Games - three easy to use 
training games, promoting skills and team work. 

Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help your 
football coaching TODAY. 

A bit about me 

Now, ]:’m no ,lose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but I have 
won more than my fair share of leagues and trophies at all 
levels of junior football. 

Equally important to me is that all my teams have one thing 
in common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 
football. This is the type of football that is fun to play, watch 
and coach, and which more often than not produces winning 
results. 

I have to contend with the same obstacles as most other 
coaches. Disruptive kids, questioning parents and the need to 
give all my players a fair amount of time on the field are all 
issues ][ deal with in my newsletters. 

Sign up to Better Football Coaching now at: 

For your peace of mind 

Tf yOU don’t like what T provide, you can unsubscribe from 

Better Football Coaching at any time with a click of your 
mouse. 

I also promise that ]: will NEVER rent or sell your email 
address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Football Coaching can 
help your coaching and your team’s performances, please visit 
my website: 

If you think this service would be valuable to someone you 
know, please forward this email onto them. 

,lust to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in football, 



David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Football Coaching 

Click here to join Better Football Coaching now 

Better Football Coaching 
Headow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey GU5 0AB 
UK 

Tel: +44 (0):[483 892894 
Fax: +44 (0):[483 894:[48 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.corn 

© 20:[2. Better Football Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Posiliv Performance Consulting <lindse)~positivepefform.com@mai149.usl.mcs~’.net> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 6:59 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Mental Toughness Newsletter 

®b;e yc, p ~yers a ’ment:~ worb:out’ for success on and off the coud 

What they are 
saying .... 

[-~erformance m~kes, I hi,.qhb’ 

to msxlmize their players~ 

pctel~ial I krlewwbat 

but the posl~ive [eedback 

overwhelm::ng. We:::l defm::tely 

be working wi~b [.indsey 

again. 

Take a Vacation! 

Vacations ca~ give us time for .se]f-reflecfio~L which can 

be good bt~t can also unlock Ieelings of bek~g 

unproductive or st~r up old emotions that are eas~er to 

~gnote ~n the hustb and bristle o~ everyday H~e. Back in 

the d~y, ~ hated taking d~ys off. I thought it was bodRg. 

And I never thought about rest ~n the context of a ~ar9er 

picture. It j{~st ~elt lazy. 

My first reaf vacation wasn’t until f was well into my mid- 

20s and even then f remember running on the beach 

feeling sort of odd without the structure of practbe. 

And that sort ef ddve ~s typi(:~ for many atNetes m~d 

coaches, we are al~ used to goh~g going go~ng That’s 

mentality ~s what got us to where we are .... ~t can a~so be 

the kiss of death k~r amb~tien, heakh, happiness and 

many othe[ usefu~ and productive emotions. 

So vacations serve a v~ts] purpose ~n our overall resah 

for success. But for some of us~ we need to pt’epare to 

enjoy our vacation. Here’s how to make yoMr vacation the 

most productive, healthy, and hea~n9 getaway you’ve 

experbnced: 

VVhe[e is youl favolite vacation spot? Shale with us 

My top 5: 

1. Greek Islands (SantodnL C4-ete) 

2. Fallen Lea~ Lake, Tahoe 

3~ PoAo~a Valley, CA 

4. E~]at, ~srae~ 

5, Spill Croatia 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Cla:cke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 1:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

My Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions 

David Clarke’s Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions 

Dear Anson, 

I’ve launched a series of coaching e-book manuals called David Clarke’s 
Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions featuring 50 complete coaching 
sessions on a range of important aspects of coaching and playing soccer. 

I wanted you to be amongst the first to know about them, and get a great 
offer too! 

Make your life easier 

They’re designed to make your life easier by giving you complete sessions 
of approximately one hour each. All you have to do is choose the session 
that’s relevant to your needs. 

If you see a problem with a particular aspect of your team’s play in a 
match you’ll be able to pick out a session that will help to solve it at your 
next training nighL 

I’ve chosen 50 sessions from the thousands I’ve used during my five years 
as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly and 20 years as a youth soccer 

coach. 

They’re divided into five e-book manuals which group sessions on similar 
topics: 

Great Goalkeeping 

Dynamic Wide Play 

Dedicated Defence 

Perfect Passinq 

Superstar Skills 

Each manual is written, illustrated and laid-out to the same high standard 
as each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly so you can be sure of the quality. 

They can be printed easily on any desktop printer giving you a complete 
session plan on a single page. Just tuck it in your pocket and away you 
go. 

Tried, tested and proven to work 

And like everything in Soccer Coach Weekly, the sessions are tried, 
tested and proven to work with grass roots teams - including my own. You 
can be sure you’re not wasting your or your players’ time with ill thought 
out and inappropriate sessions. 

To prove the quality of these new Soccer Coach Weekly manuals I’m 

going to give you a session for free; click here and download a sample 
session from Perfect Passing. 

In each manual the sessions come in two sections: core skills and 
advanced skills. This enables you to use them with players of any ability, 
whether they are new to the game and learning skills for the first time, or 
trying to add the extra 5% to their game that will set them apart from the 
average player. 

The next time you’re at a loss as to what to do at training you’ll be glad to 
have David Clarke’s Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions at your 
disposal. 

Over 50 hours of coaching 



I’ve distilled the best sessions I’ve used over the years giving you over 50 
hours of coaching. And while I spent years bringing these sessions 
together, you can access them in a matter of minutes, simply by ordering 
today. 

I guarantee that you’ll understand every word in my Ultimate Soccer 

Coaching Sessions and that you’ll have a smooth time running any of the 
50 sessions you get. 

You won’t be left scratching your head wondering what’s going to happen 
next and your players - and their parents! - won’t lose faith in a coach 
who looks like he doesn’t know what he’s doing. 

So do yourself a favour and qrab these special new manuals today. 

Limited time offer 

PLUS! For a limited time I’ll send you Superstar Skills free when you order. 

Superstar Skills features 10 sessions based on the skills of some of the 
World’s greatest players like Johan Cruyff, Cristiano Ronaldo, Ronaldinho, 
and Lionel Messi. 

Who wouldn’t want to coach their players to follow in the footsteps of 
those guys? 

Superstar Skills is yours free when you order the full set of manuals 
today. 

So don’t delay, get my Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions today. 

Download your free sample session and order your copies here. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, Editor 

PS - I’m so confident in the quality of my Ultimate ~ccer Coaching 
Sessions and your ability to run them successfully that I offer a 100% 
money-back guarantee. You’ve got nothing to lose! 

Green Star Media Lid 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 

Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 
UK 
T: +44 (0):[483 892894 
F: +44 (0):[483 894148 
E: david.clarke@coach-soccer.corn> 

Unsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Tournaments <mlibber@elitetoumaments.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 6:52 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

Kirkwood Boys Premier Toumament/PA Classics (MAC) - Registration Deadline 

Elite Logo 

Coaches/Mmlagers: 
Just wanted to renlind you of a few quickly approaching deadlhles. 

The Kirkwood Premier Tou~amment deadline is FRIDAY, MAY 25th! 
Also, PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup (MAC) deadline is quickly 

approaclfing at the beghuling of June. Be sure not to miss these 
APPROACHING DEADLINES!! I hope to see your team’s registration 

soon mid mn excited to see your tealn compete fllis smmner! 

Kirkwood Boys Premier Tournament 
New Castle, DE 
June 16-17, 

Deadline: MAY ~sth 

For Application Click HERE 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup 

Lancaster, PA 
Boys %reekend: July 7-8, 2o12 (Deadline: dune l) 

Girls Weekend: July ~4-~5, 2o~2 (Deadline: dune 8) 

For Application Click HERE 

Logo 

Forward email 

This email was sent to anson@email,unc.edu by dominic@elitetournaments,com 
_Ll_2_d__a__t__e__k~__r_9_f_LLe.~N__~La_LL_A__d__d__Le__s__s. ~nstant removal with ._S__a__f_�_.__U__n__s_g_b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_%v__a__c_L_r_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

Elite Tournaments i 401 Center Street #205 :: Nount Airy i ND i 21771 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, May 23, 2012 12:13 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: Rush’s Evans Named Player of the Week 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward this email 

This ernail was sent Lo ansorl@email,unc,edu by corrlrnunications@us[~ccer.corn :: 
Update Profile/F_mail Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

United Soccer Leagues :: 1715 N West Shore Bird Suite 825 i Tampa FL :: 33607 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Club eNewsletter <Contactus@c~xolina-club.com> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 11:03 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Anson, The Carolina Club eNewsletter: June 2012 

Reading this on a mobile device? Try our optimized version here: http://wwwclubnewsmaker.net/carolinaclub/indexOOO590494.cfm?x=b184RS¥,bcL67kiy 





Created by V~ - Member Experience. Activated. 

This email was sent to: anson@email.unc.edu 

From Carolina Club eNewsletter, PO BOX 111 Stadium Drive at Ri, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 USA 

(REMOVE) - to be instantly deleted from this list. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 11:55 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - May 24th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - May 24th, 2012 

Thursday’s TV: Libertadores 

Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Santos - Velez Sarsfield at 7pm and Universidad de Chile - Libertad at 9:30pm. Mexico’s 

U-23’s play Morocco’s U-23’s at 11:30am on Telemundo s part of the Toulon tournament in France. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We’ll play Chelsea on 28 July in Miami - announced Adriano Galliani today - then on 4 August in Pittsbur~, 

we’ll play a~ainst another team yet to be decided and we’ll have a friendly a~ainst Real Madrid on 8 August in 

New York in the marvelous New York Yankee stadium." AC Milan CEO Adriano Galliani. 

Nordsjaelland 3 - AC Horsens 0 

Michael Parkhurst and Nordsjaelland won the SAS-Li~aen title at Farum Park on Wednesday. Mikkel Beckmann opened the 

scorin~ in the 45th minute. Andrea Laudrup made it 2-0 in the 82nd and Andreas Bjelland finished off the 3-0 shutout in the 

87th minute. Clarence Goodson’s Brondby finished the season in 9th-place after a I-0 loss to already relegated Lyn~by. 

Goodson subbed out in the 50th minute with an injury. Norway, and Ricardo Clark’s Stabaek were shutout I-0 by Viking. 

San Jose Comes Back 

The story of the Wednesday ni~Jht MLS ~lames turned out to be the late show, with San Jose ~Jettin~J a 3-2 win over Los 

An~leles at the Home Depot Center. Hector Jimenez opened the scorin~J for the Galaxy three minutes in, but would be sent 

off in the 59th minute. LA’s Mike Ma~lee doubled the lead in the 73rd. San Jose ~lot a ~loa[ three minutes later throu~lh 
Steven Lenhart and were level when Khari Stephenson scored in the 82nd. Four minutes into stoppa~le time, Alan Gordon 

scored the winner. 

"Personally, after all that l’ve been through, it felt ~reat to score that ~oal," Gordon said. "I have no hard feelings from my 

time with the Galaxy and I mean no disrespect to the organization, but for me, personally, this is one that I will remember." 

LA’s other team ended New York’s win streak in a I-I draw at Red Bull Arena. Chivas USA’s Juan Pablo Angel scored in the 

47th minute with Kenny Cooper equalizin~ for New York in the 56th. At Toyota Park, the Chica~o Fire beat FC Dallas 2-I. 

Dallas’s Matt Hedges opened the scorin~ in the 41st minute with Sebastian Grazzini equalizin~ for the Fire in the 45th. The 

teams traded penalties in the second-half with Chica~o ~oalkeeper Sean Johnson savin~ Bias Perez’s attempt in the 50th 

minute. Dallas keeper Kevin Hartman blocked Grazzini’s penalty in the 62nd minute, but Marco Pappa put in the rebound. 

Pappa had entered the box early, but the referee missed the infraction. Continue readin~ "San Jose Comes Back" ~ 

The Cost Of The Cup 

By Justin Shaffer - SEA-I-FLE, WA (May 24, 2012) US Soccer Players -- The new US Open Cup biddin~ and draw process was 

supposed to chan~e thin~s. It was supposed to mean that lower division teams would ~et more home ~ames and the benefit 

of home field advantage a~ainst Major League Soccer teams. They told us it would ensure MLS teams with deeper pockets 

didn’t ~et home-field advantage throughout the tournament simply because they could offer a hi~her bid. The new process 

did that. What fans didn’t count on was the revamped Open Cup rules allowin~ the MLS teams to buy the hostin~ rights after 



they’d been assigned to their lower-division opponents. 

On Monday, the Portland Timbers announced they had a deal in place with the Wilmington Hammerheads, a potential third 

round opponent, to move the game from Wilmington to Portland. Following their second round victories Tuesday night, the 

Atlanta Si[verbacks and Minnesota Stars each announced they’d also successfully negotiated to allow their Third Round MLS 

opponents - Seattle and Salt Lake - to host. 

From a business perspective, this makes a[[ the sense in the world for Portland, Seattle, and RSL. And apparently those 

teams made the decision worthwhile to their opponents. As Si[verbacks chairman Borris Jerkunica explained it, "Seattle 

Sounders FC presented us with an offer that we simply couldn’t refuse, and in the end, it was a decision that was based on 

the balance between instant gratification and long-term improvement." 

The benefit to Seattle is dear. They’[[ get an opportunity to play another home game at the Starfire Sports Complex, where 

they have yet to lose in Open Cup play. Since its entrance to MLS in 2009, Seattle’s front-office has made winning trophies a 

priority. Following a mode[ established by DC United, Seattle used the old Open Cup bidding system to ensure they played 

as many home games as possible. In their run of three-straight USOC wins, only three of the Sounders twelve games were on 

the road. Continue reading "The Cost Of The Cup" ~ 

Financial mismanagement allegations stun CONCACAF - from Reuters’ Mike Co[left: Hew COHCACAF president Jeffrey Webb 

said he was "shell-shocked, dismayed and mad" 

D.C. United’s Hamdi Salihi finally seems comfortable with his new surroundings - from The Washington Post’s Steven Goff: 

"You need goals to live." 

Can women’s pro soccer make it in U.S.? Yes, but ... - from ESPHW’s Ju[ie Foudy: To me, this is less of a gender issue and 

more of a pro-league issue. 

Emotional Didier Drogba says now is the right time to leave Chelsea - from The Guardian’s Dominic Fifie[d: For Drogba the 

dust is still settling on the most glittering night of Chelsea’s history. 

Premier League: the alternative results table - from Channel 4: "It’s destroying any natural competitive balance .... " 

Premier League rivals count the cost of Chelsea’s Champions League triumph over Bayern Munich - from The Telegraph’s 

Matt Scott: But Chelsea would be the big beneficiaries. 

Friday’s "I’V: del Rey 

Spain’s domestic cup final is on ESPH Deportes at 3:45pm: Bilbao - Barcelona for the Copa de[ Rey. ESPH Deportes also has 

the Costa Rica - Guatemala friendly at 9pm. Both Times Eastern 

I~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinfl archives, here to chanfle vour preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ 

Privacv 

Your requested content detivery powered by FeedBtitz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +I .978.776.9498 



Sent: 

To: 

Suhject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 12:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your players can head it without feaJc like Drogba a~d Mfiller 

Didier Drogba’s header for Chelsea in the 
Champions League final on Saturday has to 
be one of the most powerful I’ve ever seen. 
Thomas M011er’s header that put Bayern 
Munich in front wasn’t bad either. The final 
was a tale of two headers that used timing, 
accuracy and excellent technique to 
perfection - and that takes practice. 

Most coaches of junior teams find that their 
players shy away from the ball in the air - 
it’s the fear of the unknown. Remove the 
fear and you’ll get your players heading 
with confidence. And guess what? Readers 
of this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly are 
going to find out how to take the fear out 
of heading for their players. Remove fear like this from heading 

I know you want your players to be able to 
score brilliant headed goals like Drogba and M011er, but don’t scare them by 
getting them to head hard balls. That’s a quick way to stop them turning up 
to training. 

That’s why the lead session in this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly is 
designed to help your players enjoy heading. Responsible coaches should 
make sure they are coaching heading in the right way because otherwise 
they could put players off heading for life. 

In this week’s issue, we’re offering you the chance to take the fear out of 

heading for your players, and here’s the best bit, it only costs $1 for a five- 

issue trial to Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Also in this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly 

As well as our session to take the fear out of heading, this week’s Soccer 
Coach Weekly" also contains: 

Break for the border - a great non-ball game from Aldershot Town 
UlOs coach Steven Lapere. This game teaches players positional 

play, overloads and decoy runs. Get Steven’s break for the border 

game now 

¯ Steve Watson’s cone countdown. A quick-fire contest using ever- 
changing conditions to improve players’ teamwork and shooting 
accuracy. Get Stove’s cone countdown game now 

A three-player counter game with neutral players from Premier 
League Academy soccer coach Michael Beale. This four-team attacking 
game rewards positive goalscoring outcomes. Use Michael’s 
attacking game today 

How to use Q and A sessions with players AND parents. Find out 
how to clain honest feedback 

Soccer Coach Weekly can make your life easier and help you develop your 
players in to match winners. When you sign up today for just $1 I’ll send 
you the new issue with a session that will help you take the fear out of 
heading PLUS the next four issues of Soccer Coach Weekly. AND I’ll also 
send you four free reports: 



The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual 

20 easy ways to improve your soccer coaching 

Champions! - create a winning team in three easy steps 

5 rules for dealing with disruptive kids 

For just $1 you could be as happy as David Scragg of Quinns FC in Western 
Australia who says: 

"I have been coaching junior football for eight 

years in both England and Australia and have tried 

several different coaching manuals throughout 

that time with varied success. 

Since subscribing to Soccer Coach Weekly I have 
found my sessions easier to plan given the Ume 
constraints of being a volunteer coach with a full 
time job to hold down. I have also seen the 
enjoyment on our players’ faces and enthusiasm to 
train since using the quick guides and drills." 

Our session to take the fear out of heading is only available this week - see 

how it can get your players heading like Drogba and MOiler for only $1. 

Don’t miss out - subscribe now. 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

info@qreenstarmedia.net 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter, com <commentao’@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 7:21 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Lit~- Cha~ging Act of Sportsmanship 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manag~e your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ne~ed radio corrm~en~ator :and 
the found~,~r and president ef the r!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Find and fellow 

Heip keep tMs ~ewstetter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sipi, eJ p:-int o~ 

To he~r Nic’h~e/ re~d 

"play" 5utto~;’ that ~ppe~rs 

Avoiding Temptations 
When my daughter Samara 
was feur she poinb,~d to 
delicate glass vas~,~ and 

asked, "What’s that?" "It’s 
v~ry sp~cia~i’ [ 

"it was my mother’s~ I 
rea~y fee~ bad if ~t ever got 

to never: r~ever touch 
W~thout a moment’s 

you should never, never put 

~t where i can reach ~t," 

Listen or read more 

Eighteen Random Life 
Rules 
:t,, Fk:d the lessen in every 

failure ap, d you’lt new’,-r fail, 
2, The iikelihood that you’re 
ri,~ht is not increased by ti:e 
intensity ef your conviction, 
3, Real [fiends help you feel 
worthy and make you want 
to be better, 4. Whe~ yo~’re 

Listen or read more 

I’m Better Than That 

was bei:~g raised by his 

mothe.~ wi:o didn’t knew how 
to cope w~th his 
uncontrollable temper, She 
knew he was angry that h~s 

fadser had aBando~ed h~r% 

So, Wi:at Is 
S portsma~:ship? 
Read and comment 

Two Seftbalt Players’ 
Life--C~ia n f~irig Decisions 
Watch and comment 

So, Why Should We 

Sportsmanship> 
Watch and comment 

The Mersi Dimension of 
S po..’¢s: Guiding 
Principles for AtMet~c 
Competition 
Read and comment 

Obser-vatio~-~ 
Ceaci:i.."..g Zs Ati About 
Teachir% by ~ehn 
Wooden 
Read and comment 

If you p~a~ on getting 

Read and comment 

Talent is necessary but 
net sufficient, Winpers 
I".qdst also hav~’.- 

character, 
- ~,’~chae~ 3osephson 
Read and comment 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pro~:eeds frem the sale of Mi(:i:ael’s 

books and CDs support (:i:a!acter 

education: in sci:oois. Shop here 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

educati~>~~? Visit o~4~" Character 
Educator Bloq 

We Stop Hate: Teens qather 
together online to stop bullying 

Some of the must exciting parts of 
the growing .momen{um against 

butiying are the efl:o.."~s made by 
teeps themselves to connect with 

each other, support each ether, and 
speak out :3g:3ins~ behaviors [hey find 
u n ac(:epta hie, 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life, 

:~i Charactereducation materials 



seemed te work. So she 
sen!: Ron to spend the 
summer on his grandparents’ 
farm, When he came home, 
he was a ci:anged boy, His 
morn asked him what 
h a p pe n 
Listen or read more 

Parents Are Teachers First 
When ~ohn Wooden, the 
legendary basketbati coaci:, 
referred to the laat ~]ame he 
"ever taagh~i’ he ~as asked 

Listen or read more 

Coaching for Character 
Coaches wi:o seek to hone 
the ..’~ental and physicai 
skilts o1: winni..’~g while 
ignoring merai virtues of 
honor and decency !:oo 

oRen produ.::e magnificent 
competitors who are 
menaces .to society, 

Listen or read more 

#11 A Life-Chanqinq Act 
of Sportsmanship 
Mallory He, ltman, the first 
baseman for her cotiege 

she was about ~o make a 
choice that woaid chan0e 
her iife, 
Listen or read more 

#3.2 Shopping Carts and 
Character 
W~ien Leon was L(4, his 

father asked him to !eturn a 
shopping cart in a grocery 
store parMrH~ ~ot, Leon was 
annoyed. "C’mon, Bad/’ he 

sa~d~ "No one recants 
carts anymore. That’s why 

~hem." 

Listen or read more 

~ritR, utlh comments on 

Mothers - Saints or 
Scapeqoats?; "i think one of 
the bhT~es{ opportun4~es we 
have as parents ~s to 
acknowledge oar 

say, for example, ’I’m sorry, 
t don’t ~ike how I handled 
that’, thereby gh%g our 
children ’permission’ to be 

Quotation 
some 2000- yea r-old 
advice on what it takes 
to become an Oly..’~pian 
Read and comment 

The Olympic (:reed and 

Read and comment 

Some 2000-.yea r.-old 
advice on what i~ takes 
to become an Olympian 

Read and comment 

t pray net for victory, 
but to do my best. To 

me, the coaching 
profession ~s one o1: 
noblest and most 

manhood. No man ~s 
too good to be the 
ath~eUc coach for 

know that for another 
20 years or so. 

See and comment 

Be demanding without 
beiru~ demeaning, 
Successful programs 
consis~ of people 
working hard, worMng 
together, wM~e never 
werryk~g abos~ who 

~ets t~e credit, Shou~ 

cr~Udsm. 
.... Don Meyer~ a~b-tkne 

h~ NCAA men’s 
basketbaU h~story, w~th 

922 career v~c~or~es in 

See and comment 

It% about the journey 
..... m}ne and yours ..... 

and ~:t~e iives we ca..’~ 
touch, the ~egacy we 

world we can c~ange 

for the better, 
w~ go wrong at 

con~ro~ your 

approach~ and 
response. You~ 
are !:o comp~Mn or to 

out how to make the 
s~tuaUon better, 

don’t v’~h~ on emo~en, 
yOU w~n OP 8xecat~on, 
.... Tony Dungy, NFL 

Coach, 
Co~ts Super Bow~ 
Wmne: 2007 

Read and comment 

A great resource for .teachers, and a 
perfect gie for graduations and other 
spe.::ial occasions, Help teens make 
decisions that build character and 
k~c~ease ~osg-.term happh~ess. 

Buy now >> 

Free shippinq for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 

Would you iike te know what your 
hig~i school s~udents U’,ink abou~ 
cheating, baitying, and various hioh-- 

risk behaviors? How about what they 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

Book an Anti-BulIyinq Workshop 

Learn how to inte.~vene, combat 
cyberbuUying, and promote a positive 
school .::limate, Weqt ~:~ive you proven, 
sustainable strate.~ies to make sure 
a~ of your kids 0et the t~eatment 
they deserve. 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
leaders, and comma.."..ity ~uiiders to 
be ei’fectiw~ character educators. 

Upcoming seminars in 201.2: 

June 13-15, San Antonio >> 

June 20-22, Indianapolis >> 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

July 18-20, Atlanta >> 

July 30-Aug. 1, Philadelphia 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our we, birbhrs are a convenient, 
affordable way to learn valuable 
cha ratter- development teci:niques. 

Learn more, see schedule >> 

our Sportsmanship Blog 

Invited to "Make a Wish " high school 
athlete gives back 

Rashawn King could have had any 

the ma.qy people 
through Ms 

Visit the blog ~> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 



oI~ The Choices You Make In 
Your Life: "i 

::X:: Michael 

....... Josephson 

io~,.’:naiism, las~,,, educ~tiorb sports, i>olicim~, and ti:e miiitary vdth his u~fique 

delivery, e.."..gagi~g presentations, a:"..d perso:"..ai atte~.tiols !:o your orga~iz~tio~’s 
~.eeds, C~It ~O0~TIg,-~670 or learn more, 

Your ,’to~atio~s ep~bie us to offer services ~t~d !eso~:ces }ike this mtwsiette:, Donate 

Prevent this ~e~.vsiette~ from Is.."..di~g i~ yo<tr ~u~k folder by adding commentary@iiethics.orq to 
your s~dd~’ess book o:" approved se~d.~.." lis~. 

9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An.q~÷i÷.% C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

02012 Josephson Institute, "CHARACTER COUNTS!" is ~ registered tl;~dern~ik of 
Josepi’,son h",siituts~ 

Manaqe newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS Sportsmanship Newsletter <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, May 24, 2012 9:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 5/3/12: A lesson for parents: Be quiet, or move back! 

Sport ..... hip Bloc 

Center for Sports Ethics ~ Training I Products Donate 

Did yea get d~fis from a friend? Subscribe here >> 
S~ppo~t ~:~e, od spo.."Lsrnm~sM~, Make a tax-deductible donation >> 

What People Are 
Bermuda 

Kids in Bermuda pursue 

victory with honor 

Youth, Sports, and Recreation 

afterschoot p!ocrams, commmfit’>, 

character, 
Read more ,, 

Parents, here’s a lesson that the loved ones of even pro 

athletes have to learn: Be quiet, or move back! 

case cap be an exampie to parepts who m~ed to s~t back, ~’e~x, and 
enjoy watching their Mds show what they’re capabk~ of W~THOUT their 

Read more>> 

[~ character education materials 
Our new booklet helps teens 

prepa~re for life 

bat mit?.vahs, swe.et sixteen:s, and 
birthdays! Heip tee.."..s make decisio~:s 
Libel baitd character m.",d im::r&~ase 
ie..", g-- t e r m 
Buy now >> 
See sportsmanship materials >> 

A new type of coach - at recess 
Can (:oac.=’!es help t;tudents get ti:e most o~..’t of #lay thYie? A 9ro~dng 

organ~zaNon says "coacMng" at recess ca~ vk~d great benefits, 
Read more >> 

Tell us what you would do When the best thin~j a coach 

can do is step away 

situatiop? Your team is not playing 
to the best of their ability, they’re 

not focused, they’re losing games, 
arid r~ethirig you do or say seems to 
be gett~r~g through to them, How 
did you handle ~t’> Tiffs coach just 
walked away, 

Read more >> 

New movies build interest in the surprisingly egalitarian and 

mentally challenging sport of archery 
Cas you ~:ame a competitiw~ higi: school sport that takes pi:ysicat sk~H 

m’~d menta~ d~sdpHne, but ~ w[fich ~either boys nor g~fis have a 

phys~ca~ advantage over the other? Read more >> 

Trivia: Archery at the Olympics 

Whici: coantI°y has wen the most gold medais in competitioP,? 
Read more >> 

Saying... 

DirR Ammo~-~ comments 
o~: Nutty stall tactics fail 
team in Oreqon state 
championship game. What 
would you do?: "AKhosgh 
~t makes for a bor~r~g 

the tactics." 

Car~os Arroyo comments 
on Nutt~ stall tactics fail 
team in Oregon state 
championship qame, What 
would you do?: "~ was 
aiways taught to 9ire 

your aH ~ everythh’u~ you 
do to the best of year 
ability, I wou~d r~Lher ~ose 

knowh’u~ I d~d. Besides, 
m~sdes an8 upsets do 
hsppen,,,and the ~st ~s 

little movie about a little 
team -- and a bi~ 
message: "What a 
wonderful littk’,- mov~e~ I 

w~ share ~t w~th the stal:~ 
at my schooL" 

Mary Arm Qu[r~a~-~ 
comme..",~s o..’~ A little 
movie about a little team 
-- and a biq messaqe: 
"Ny take-away: it’s ~ 
about the p~’ocess am~ 

the practice. Su~:sesses 

keep score on the 

comments o..".. Deion 
Sanders to parents: Lay 
off the yelling and 
remember to have fun!: 
"Cer,:~ ratuiatie~a Deiom 
"Fh~s ~s a gre~t show~ 
a youth sports 
psychologist and I’m so 



::X WhatWill Matter Michael Josephson’s podcast and 
mobile app 

Visit the bloq ~ 
Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app ~> 

Will, Fern, and the Power of Encouragement 

p~t, Read more >> 

Unsubscribe i Manaqe newsletter subscriptions i Josephsonlnstitute om 

~] Center for Sports 
Ethics 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!v <r~ev~!~Iet:t:er@usnst:£a.com> 

~’rida% May 25. 2012 12:25 PM 

Do~rance~ Mbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsier[or USSocce~ Players ¯ May 25th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - May 25th, 2012 

Spain’s domestic cup fina[ is oa ES~N Deportes at: 3:45pm: Bitbao o Ba~c:e[ona ior the Copa dot Roy. ES~N Deportes also has 

the Costa Rica - Ouatemafa fliendty at 9pra. Both Times E~tern 

Klinsmann Names 23 

h~ advance of Saturc!ay’s friendly a~ainst ScoUand in Jacksonville {apm ET ¯ NBC SperLs Network) US/a coach Jur~en Kbnsmann 

reduced his roster to 2} players. 

"We have said from the beginning that these games are a[] about resu[ts~ and we have chosen the 23 players who are in the 

best h:~rm right now aad ready to k~et the ~ob doaefl [[~ns[~]an[~ said Jn a press statement, "These ~[uys haw[~ phi ~n a 

tremendous amount of ha[d wo[k ~ the [as[ 10 days~ and they a~e hun~l7 to ~et sta[ted with the matches. We war~t to thank 

the p~ayers who have ~one back Lo ~heir (:~b~s h:~r a~ of ~heir e~h:~r~ here. They are kno(:kh~ on the door and wi{~ be ~eady t:o 

~o ~f needed7 

GK: B~ad Guzan {As[on Vii[a), Tim Howard (Ever[on), tqick Rimando (Real. SaIL Lake) 

DEF: Carlos Bocane!~ra (Ran!~[’s), ()e()tr~ Cameron (Houston Dynamo)~ Edgar Castfl.[o (Club "F~jbana}~ Steve Chefundo[o 
(Nam~over 96), Clarence Goodson (~ron~by), Oguch~ Onyewu (Spot[in8 Lisbon), M~d~ae[ M~D: Ky~e Beckerman (Real SMt 

Lake), ~k:hae{ Bradley (thieve Verona), Joe Corona (CbJb Ti]u~na) ,~¢~u[ice Edu {Rangers}, Fabian Johnson (Hoffenhe}m), 

Jerm~me Jones (Scha[ke 04), Jose To~res {Pachuca) 
FOR: Jo~# Mtidore {~ A[kmaar), Terrence Boyd (Bo~ussia Dortmund}~ C~int Dempsey (Futhan~0, La~don Donovan (LA GMaxy), 

~er(:b~e~ Goraez (Santos)~ Chrh~ Wondo[owski (San Jose Earthquakes} 

Scouting Report: Scotland 

By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK~ NY ff4ay 25~ 2012) US Soccer Players -o Fo~ the USA~ the next five games could i~deed be the 

most im£orb~n~ o~ 2012. W~th three fliend~ies and two Work~ Cup QuaUfiers on the schedule over the nex~ three week% the 

National Team is embarkin~ on ~ts toughest stretch of ~ames o~ the sLi[[-e~ [y Ju~en Kiinsmann era, First up is ~ friendly on 

Saturday a{~ains[ Scot,and at Ew~rBank Fiel.d h~ ,Jackson~i{~e) FL (apm ET - NBC Sports), 

A w~,~e~ alto( 1:he Scottish club seasol) olficia[t~" carae to i~s conc[usion, ScoL[aad coati) Crai!~ Li?veJP iS usinf~ tl)e !~a(~)e 

p~esare his squad for the star~ oi UEFA World Cup Qua[ifyin~ in September, The Scottish players spent d~e past week 

trainin~ at the horse of the NFL’s Jacksonvif[e Ja£uars before taking on the Urdted States in what v~’flf certainfy be a physical 

~ame. 

"We’re aK [ookin~ felward Lo this match, which gives us a chance te test eurse[ves against a nation tha~ is emerging as one 
of the top sides i~ world footbaKJ* Levein said. Continue readin~ "Scoutin~ Report: Scotland" ~ 

Donovan candidly discusses future~ retirement in wide-ran~jing Q&A ~ from Sl.com’s Orar~t Wahl: ’Tnl excited to play 

a~ain. {)ecabse Jt:’s l)eei~ a ton~ ~JiT~e," 

We’re Playing WHO? - fl’ora The MN’]" 81.o8: You would assurae that the Destroyers wob[d l)e pret:ty nervous kaowia8 that they 

were latin2 the best players in the United States. 

Youth is being served in Major League Soccer .. Item The Sa[t Lake T~ibune’s Michael C Lewis: "Ten years ago, we ceu[dn’t 

have said that" 

Beckham rips refs after loss - from 5SPNLosAn!~eles’s Scott Frent:h: He .just didlYt help, 

Colorado Rapids’ Conor Case¥~ Omar Cummings still slowed by injuries - from The Denve~ Post’s .John Henderson: "()mar 
takes the best of Conor and �onor the same." 

Juan Rom&n Riquelme and Boca have the final word - just for a change .. frem The GuardiaNs JonaLhan Wilson: He can 

be frustrati~. 



Weekend TV: National Team In Action 

Saturday 

The United States kicks off tl~e iirs~ oi five ~ames wi~h a friencKy a~ains~ Scot,and at 8pro ~ on NBC Spor~s and GM~v~s~on. 

Continue readin~ "Weekend ~: Nationat Team In Action" ~ 

::::+:;:: FeedBlitz Secondar,!Slot 

C~fck here to so]~e~y unsubscrfbe ~oo! ’L l~So!:i:er,~:’~ye;:~." Clfck here to view mafffn~ archfves, here to thence your pre[erences~ or here to subscrfbe , Prfvecy ~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Saturday, May 26, 2012 3:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

6A small-sided games: coaching core skills to advanced tactics 

Dear Coach, 

Mike Beale, a very well respected academy coach at a top Pren’ier League club, sent me the en" all below that I thought I would remind you 

about, l can thoroughly recommend hisbook 

Yours in soccer 

.N 

Kevin Barrow 

Eiite Soccer 

Dear Anson, 

Small-sided games are acknowledged throughout the 

coaching profession - from grassroots to the top of 

the professional game - as one of the best ways to 

coach soccer skills and tactics. 

Why use small-sided games? 

¯ More player participation 

¯ D ifferent games mean different problems to 

solve and skills to use 

¯ More touches of the ball 

¯ More passes attempted 

¯ More lvls attempted 

¯ More goals scored 

¯ More goalkeeper participation 

¯ N o referee needed 

¯ N o results recorded 

64 Small-Sided Soccer 

Gamesone per page, covering 

every aspect of the game 

PD F and spiral-bound -take it 

straight onto the training 

ground or print and 

distribute amongst your 

players and colleagues 

Set up instructionslisting 

equipment needed and how to 

lay out the pitch 

¯ Rules of each game clearly 

explained so that everyone 

knowswhat they’re doing 

Three illustrationsfor each 

game to help you and your 

players visualise the progression 

of the game 

Click here to download 

a sample pa.qe 

Players take responsibility 



No coaching- the game isthe 

teacher 

I’m a firm believer in the idea that players learn the 

game from playing. I’ve designed these games to help 

coach players in every aspect of the game, from 

individual core skills, to team-based attacking 

strategies. 

These games are tried, tested and proven with both 

grassroots beginners and top youth players in 

professional academies. They are designed to 

stimulate players and lead them down the most 

effective paths of learning. 

Some games get your players working on passing 

skills in competitive scenarios, while others are more 

tactically focused, providing your players with the 

skills to see the opportunities before them on the 

pitch. 

Players will develop core skills through the sheer 

number of touches that each game guarantees. At 

the same time they will develop "soccer vision" - the 

ability to see spaces on the pitch - as each game is 

played in realistic game conditions. 

And because of the pitch dimensions, you can run 

several games simultaneously, perhaps focusing on 

different disciplines, so that all of your players are 

playing all of the time. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you an 

array of skills, techniques and strategies to give your 

team an edge. 

So why not be among the first to own a copy ofthis 

unique resource? 

You can buy 64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesin two 

formats: 

An A4 PD F document stored on your computer. 

You can help the environment by saving trees and 

using less chemical-based ink by only printing out the 

games you need for the day. 

An A4 user-friendly spiral bound printed report for 

your bookshelf or desk. Spiral bound means you can 

use it without having to hold the page open as with 



most bound books. You can copy or print as many 

copies as you like for distribution to your players and 

co Ileagues. 

A sample page from the manual 





Why small-sided gameswork 

The inspiration for the use of small-sided games in coaching lies in 

street soccer and "kickabouts" on the nearest available patch of grass- 

small groups of players playing intense, high-tempo, skilful, competitive- 

yet-fun soccer. 

It’s widely held that the practise was first adopted as a structured 

coaching method by the Dutch Soccer 

Association back in the 1970s under the guidance of Rinus Michels, the 

inspiration behind what became known as Total Soccer. 

The Dutch recognised the decline in street soccer and the damaging 

effect that would have on developing players in future generations. 

They formulated the 4v4 method as a response and it became widely 

known as "the Dutch way". The Dutch produced some ofthe best 

soccer teams the 

world has ever seen - an amazing achievement for a nation 

of that size. 

64 different games, including: 

3 Zone "Playm aker" Game 

Free Your Team Mate 

Target Man 

Tony Carr, D irector of the W est Ham United Academy (and editor of 

Smart Sessions), describes how when he was a player at W est H am in 

the 1960sthe great Ron Greenwood used small-sided games at the 

heart of his coaching philosophy. Greenwood produced players of the 

calibre of Bobby Moore, Geoff H urst and Martin Peters. Tony is 

responsible for some of the best players in the modern English game - 

Cole, Ferdinand, Carrick, D eFoe, Lampard, Terry etc. 

Possession v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 



Regardless of its origins, small-sided games work and more 

and more grassroots coaches and international associations 

(see below) are realising the benefits of the approach, Players and teams 

get better - faster! 
...and many, many more. 

Dramatically improve your team’s performance 

I 



As an experienced youth soccer coach, I know three 

thingsto be true about small-sided games: 

1. They have improved my players’ technique 

2. They have boosted our team performance 

3. W e have a lot of fun of playing them. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you a ready 

made answer to all of your coaching issues. N ot scoring 

enough goals? Use a finishing game. N eed your defence to 

work more as a unit?W e have defensive games. Passing 

not sharp enough?Take your pick. You could usea 

different game each session without repeating yourself all 

se aso n. 

Your players will love these games. They’ll grow in 

confidence and maturity, their decision-making will be 

enhanced and their skill and control will be super- 

charged. 

Try a sample page. Print it out and take it to practise. 

Your players will love it. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesis only available here, so 

order now and take your playersto the next level. 

W ith best wishes 

M ike Beale 

Money Back 
Guarantee 

You may cancel your 

electronic or print copy 

order within 30 days for a 

full money-back refund. 

For the printed (hard copy) 

version, post them back to 

my publisher at the address 

below with a note 

explaining that you wish to 

cancel. 

If you purchase a PDF 

please delete it from your 

computer hard drive and 

destroy any printed copies. 

Then send a signed letter to 

the address below indicating 

you have done so. 

P.S. The cost works out at 42p per game! Unbeatable value by anyone’s standards. 

P.P.S. Remember, you have everything to gain and nothing to lose. You are completely 

protected by my publisher’s money back guarantee. This means if you are not satisfied 

with the Manual you can cancel your order within 30-days and claim all your money 

back. 

A ny questions? N eed service? 

Contact Duncan in customer services: 

U K Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: d uncanh @,qr eenst ar rn edia.net 

U nsubscribe. 





FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke z<tavid.clarke@coach- soccer.corn> 

Monday, May 28, 2012 4:24 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Are your soccer training sessions boring and in need of a kick start? 

Are your soccer training 
sessions boring and in need 

of a kick start? 

Dear All soil, 

My name is David Clarke and I would like to invite you to join 
Better Soccer Coachin~ today. 

If you are struggling for ideas in training then my selection of 
free drills, which include many from established Premier 
Academy League coaches, will help give your players fresh 
impetus and ultimately improve results. 

I am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience in 
grassroots soccer and I am all too aware of the importance of 
keeping my players’ motivation levels up in training. 

lOOs of inspiring soccer drills for all coaching 
levels and ages of players 

Sign up here today and you will receive a dynamic coaching 
session that you can print out and use at your very next 
practice. 

Then I’ll send you an email twice a week with illustrated drills, 
fitness guides, coaching tips or match tactics for you to save 
and use at your leisure. 

If your sessions have become cumbersome and predictable, 
perhaps because of a lack of preparation time, your prayers 
have been answered. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance 
and PRACTICAL ideas to aid your sessions. 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 
qualification. Sign up here. 

Advice from Academy Premier League coaches 

Get fresh ideas from my coaching buddies like Keith Boanas, a 
UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier Academy League coach Hike 
Beale, and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Join the thousands of coaches who have seen their results 
improve thanks to this valuable advice. 

Click here to join now 



Receive three free reports within moments of 
joining 

1. 10 Proven Tips For A Mtore Successful Season - easy to 
read and use at a moment’s notice, T guarantee they will 
make you think again about some of your coaching 
methods. 

2. 11 Secrets of Successful Corners - increase your corner 
conversions and give your players the tools to defend 
against every corner fired at them. 

3. An introduction to Small-Sided Games - three easy to use 
training games, promoting skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help 
your soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

A bit about me 

Now, i’m no _lose IVlourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but I have 
won more than my fair share of leagues and trophies at all 
levels of junior soccer. 

Equally important to me is that all my teams have one thing 
in common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 
soccer. This is the type of soccer that is fun to play, watch 
and coach, and which more often than not produces winning 
results. 

I have to contend with the same obstacles as most other 
coaches. Disruptive kids, questioning parents and the need to 
give all my players a fair amount of time on the field are all 
issues I deal with in my newsletters. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching now at: 

For your peace of mind 

if you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from 
Better Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your 

mouse, 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell your email 
address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer Coaching can 
help your coaching and your team’s performances, please visit 
my website: 



if you think this service would be valuable to someone you 
know, please forward this email onto them. 

Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

Click here to join Better Soccer Coachin~ now 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey GU5 0AB 
UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 
Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david,clarke@coach-soccer,com 

© 2012. Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 9:40 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

From Soccer Coach Weekly David Clarke’s Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions 

From Soccer Coach Weekly 
David Clarke’s Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions 

Dear Anson, 

I’ve launched a series of coaching e-book manuals called David Clarke’s 
Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions featuring 50 complete coaching 
sessions on a range of important aspects of coaching and playing soccer. 

I wanted you to be amongst the first to know about them, and get a great 
offer too! 

Make your life easier 

They’re designed to make your life easier by giving you complete sessions 
of approximately one hour each. All you have to do is choose the session 
that’s relevant to your needs. 

If you see a problem with a particular aspect of your team’s play in a 
match you’ll be able to pick out a session that will help to solve it at your 
next training night. 

I’ve chosen 50 sessions from the thousands I’ve used during my five years 
as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly and 20 years as a youth soccer 
coach. 

They’re divided into five e-book manuals which group sessions on similar 
topics: 

Great Goalkeeping 

Dynamic Wide Play 

Dedicated Defence 

Perfect Passinq 

Superstar Skills 

Each manual is written, illustrated and laid-out to the same high standard 
you see in each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly so you can be sure of the 
quality. 

They can be printed easily on any desktop printer giving you a complete 
session plan on a single page, Just tuck it in your pocket and away you 
go, 

Tried, tested and proven to work 

And like everything you read in Soccer Coach Weekly, the sessions are 
tried, tested and proven to work with grass roots teams - including my 
own. You can be sure you’re not wasting your or your players’ time with ill 
thought out and inappropriate sessions. 

To prove the quality of these new Soccer Coach Weekly manuals I’m 
going to give you a session for free; click here and download a sample 
session from Perfect Passing. 

In each manual the sessions come in two sections: core skills and 
advanced skills. This enables you to use them with players of any ability, 
whether they are new to the game and learning skills for the first time, or 
trying to add the extra 5% to their game that will set them apart from the 
average player. 

The next time you’re at a loss as to what to do at training you’ll be glad to 
have David Clarke’s Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions at your 
disposal. 



Over 50 hours of coaching 

I’ve distilled the best sessions I’ve used over the years giving you over 50 
hours of coaching. And while I spent years bringing these sessions 
together, you can access them in a matter of minutes, simply by ordering 
today. 

I guarantee that you’ll understand every word in my Ultimate Soccer 

Coaching Sessions and that you’ll have a smooth time running any of the 
50 sessions you get. 

You won’t be left scratching your head wondering what’s going to happen 
next and your players - and their parents! - won’t lose faith in a coach 
who looks like he doesn’t know what he’s doing. 

So do yourself a favour and qrab these special new manuals today. 

Limited time offer 

PLUS! For a limited time I’ll send you Superstar Skills free when you order. 

Superstar Skills features 10 sessions based on the skills of some of the 
World’s greatest players like ]ohan Cruyff, Cristiano Ronaldo, Ronaldinho, 
and Lionel Messi. 

Who wouldn’t want to coach their players to follow in the footsteps of 
those guys? 

Superstar Skills is yours free when you order the full set of manuals 
today. 

So don’t delay, get my Ultimate Soccer Coaching Sessions today. 

Download your free sample session and order your copies here. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, Editor 

PS - ]~’m so confident in the quality of my Ultimate Soccer Coaching 
Sessions and your ability to run them successfully that T offer a :[00% 
money-back guarantee. You’ve got nothing to lose! 

Green Star Media Lid 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 
UK 

T: +44 (0):[483 892894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894148 
E: david.clarke@coach-soccer.corn> 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 5:57 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

How work on the training ground won Premier League promotion 

Picture the scene. It’s Friday 13 April 2012 
and Reading travel to Southampton on the 
back of a quite remarkable run of 13 wins in 
15 games= W~th Southampton top and 
Reading second, the winner is almost 
guaranteed to win the npower Football 
League Championship and take their place 
in the 2012/13 Barclays Premier League. 

Although Southampton start well, it is 
Reading that take the lead after some 
fantastic work on the right wing by Jimmy 
K6b~. K6b6 fires in a great cross and Jason 
Roberts powers home a header. 

Southampton come roaring back and 
equalise just after half time but in the 71st 
minute the title race swings once and for all 
in Reading’s favour. K6b6 again is the 
provider and this time Adam Le Fondre 
knocks the ball home. In this email you’ll find 
out: 

Jimmy K~b~ in action against Southampton 

How Reading manager Brian McDermott’s coachinq sessions are planned and how 
they pay off in match situations 

Why you can use a coaching session from McDermott with your team - whatever the 

level 

How K~b6’s influence on that crucial game came straight from practice on the training 
pitch 

Why the world’s best managers write up their coaching sessions only for Elite Soccer 

How we are celebrating the success of three Elite Soccer contributors in leading their 
sides to the Premier League with a special offer for you 

When you subscribe to Elite Soccer ~>e~’ore midr~i~.l.ht or~ S~nday 3 J~.~ne, we’ll send you our 
new issue featuring Brian McDermott’s coaching session on crossing and finishing plus two 
issues featuring coaching sessions from the other managers who won promotion from the 
Championship this season - Nigel Adkins (Southampton) and Sam Allardyce (West Ham 

United) free. 

[ ii~iI Subscribeto Elites ..... 
today 

The crossing and finishing session that Brian McDermott runs with his Reading side is the lead 
coaching session in the new issue of Elite Soccer, published today. Elite Soccer is the only 
magazine featuring training sessions written by the world’s best coaches because it is 
published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Brian uses this session with his side regularly to reinforce good habits. And now you too can 
use it with your team and improve their output from wide positions. 



Subscribe bef~:w{.~ midni~.~[ <m Su~-~ay 3 J~, and as well as our new Brian McDermott 
issue with his variable crossing and finishing coaching session, we’ll also send you issues 
featuring sessions from Nigel Adkins and Sam AIlardyce FREE. This offer represents your only 
opportunity to get these sessions with a subscription - and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

Jimmy K6b6’s contribution that night at St Mary’s showed how working on your crossing and 
finishing can pay off handsomely in match situations. The work that Reading put in on the 
training pitch enabled them to go to the league leaders and come away with three crucial 
points. 

Elite Socceris designed to give coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of 
the game for them to improve their coaching and their team’s results. 

You can use Brian ~cDermott’s crossing and finishing session with your team. In fact, we are 
so confident that you can improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat we offer a 
100% money back guarantee on every subscription. 

And remember, if you subscribe bef<sre ~[~id~igbt c~ Sunday 3 Ju~/e., you’ll receive two 
free issues including sessions from Nigel Adkins on defending crosses and from 
Sam Allardyce on overloads in attacking play. 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

Southampton Manager Nigel Adkins 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine 
published with the LMA. That is why we can 
provide coaching sessions first-hand from Premier 
League managers like Brian McDermott, Nigel 
Adkins and Sam Allardyce for you to use with your 
team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us 
and we put them in a format that coaches at all 
levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back 
to the manager and check the session is exactly 

as he runs it. 



West Ham Manager Sam Allardyce 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid 
out or more authentic. And you can use Elite 
Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a 
Thursday evening, just as easily as professionals 
can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your 
team and if it doesn’t you can have your money 
back. 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

days! 

When you subscribe before mi(~ni~.~[ ers S(~d~y 3 Juts{.~ you will receive the June issue 
featuring Brian McDermott’s session on variable crossing and finishing. 

AND! we will also send you the December 2011 issue with Nigel Adkins’ look at defending 
crosses and the October 2011 issue with Sam AIlardyce’s session on overloads in attacking 
play. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Brian McDermott and 
receive two free issues of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at 
midrd~ht o~~ S~day 3 Ju~~e and will not be made available again. 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 June you will also receive the following: 

Malky Mackay (Cardiff) - striker combinations and link play 

Kenny Jackett (Millwall) - attacking in a 4-3-3 formation 

Nell Cutler (Scunthorpe United) - dedicated keeper session 

Colin Lee (Notts County) - forward runs and passes 

Noel Mitchell (Northern Ireland U15s Girls) - midfield rotation 
Elite Soccer- June 2012 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

Nell Warnock (Leeds United) - the confrontation line 

Martin Allen (LMA Ambassador) - rotational play in midfield 

Mick Wadsworth (LMA Ambassador) - forward thinking 

Graeme Jones (Wigan Athletic) - position-specific possession 

Tom Little (Huddersfield Town) - possession keeper catch 
Elite Soccer- December 

Subscribe to Elite S ...... today 



Ars~ne Wenger (Arsenal) - passing through the lines 

Jamie Pitman (LMA Ambassador) - possession and support 

Terry Brown (AFC Wimbledon) - breaking opposition lines 

Darren Robinson (LMA Ambassador) - purposeful possession 

Stephen Constantine (NEA Saiamina) - corner kick routine 
Elite Soccer - October 

To get all of these sessions m one go - you must subscribe before 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 

English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

The managers featured in this special offer have all achieved their season’s goal - promotion 
to the Premier League. If you want to achieve your coaching goals next season - you need 
Elite Soccer. Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve 
your coaching and your team’s results. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 

Elite 

Soccer 

logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. ](f you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 
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The US Soccer Ptayers ~ewste[ter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Xlay BOth, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ May 30th, 2012 

Wednesday’s TV; USA o Brazil 

The United States o ~razil. friendly is on ES~N2 and "l’eleFutura aL 8prn. ESPN2 has Spain - South Korea at 2pro. /~o6~ 7}¢mes 
E~stern 

Video: BocaneRra In Scotland Part 2 I Main I Studio 90 Preview: USA - Brazil ~ 

Open Cup: Big Night For The Lower Divisions 

fieM for Lhe FourLh Round. 

On Tuesday, San AnLonio (tqASL) shutouL Houston 1.0 and Michigan {PDL} beat Chicago 3.2 in overLime. In a break fl’om Lhe 
upset% Sporting ~(C beat O~fando (USL Pro) 3-2 and DC United needed overtime to get past R~d’m’,ond (USL Pro} 2-t. Back to 

the shock resuf.Ls, DayLon (USL Pro} beat Columbus 2-1 and Charlotte (USL Pro) shutout FC Dallas 2.0. 

Two more wins for N~LS Learns, with San .Jose advancing past Fort LauderdMe (NASL) 2-1 and PhiLadeLphia shutting out 

Rochester 3-0. Harrisbu~ beat New England on pena]ties after drawing 3-}. New Yo~k shutout Charleston }-0. Another wm 

for MLS, with Chinas beating Ventura County {PDI.) 1-0, 

Carohna (NASL) beat Lhe Galaxy 2-1, Colorado advanced past Tampa (NASL.) 3-1, Same score but Lhe NASL side won in 

Minnesota’s 3-1 ~esutt over gait Lake. Continue reading "Open Cup: Big Night For The Lower Divisions" ,, 

The Open Cup Repeats The O~uestion 

By J Hutcherson o WASHING’TON, DC (May 30~ 2012) US Soccer PI.ayers -- 11: would be interesting to be abh~t to wdLe that Lhe 

US Open Cup ni~ht of upsets reaU.y changed Ehinfis, Seven M~jo~ League Soccer clubs have.,, and this ~s where we ~un iRto 

trouble, Undefaeh]e~ed~ Disappointed? Perhaps Lhe best way ~o pu~ it is that Lhese seven clubs - and pol:entk}[[y two rnore 

[aLer tonighL ¯ didn’t Lake advantage o~ an opporLumty, 

The Open Cup Repeats The Question 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC fMay 30~ 2012) US Soccer P{ayers o~ It woufd be interesting to be able to write that the 

US Open Cup night of upsets reall.]~" cha[’~(~ed Lhi~’~.~s, Seven Maj()r League Soccer cI(~bs have.,, and this is where we tun into 

trouble. Underad’deved? Disappointed? Perhaps the best way to put it is that these seven (:~ubs o and potenda~fy two more 

IaLer tonighL o didn’t Lake advantage oi an opport:unity, 

Why is phrasing so important here? We{I, wi~h 16 el Lhe k.eague’s 19 teams geographical.{y eUsib{e for Lhe Open Cup and a]{ of 

them entering m the Third Round the expectation was that the topKight woul.d swamp the competition, An MLS team in 

every Fourth Round ma~chup~ with mos~ o~ Lhe pairings MLS vs MLS. h~stead~ the lower (hvisions didn’~ have as much troubl.e 

as anybody expected, So back to ou~ quesE~on. Why is that phrasing so m~port~nt? 

fL’s simp{e. We have to accounL for the [eve[ of commitment by these MLS clubs, This time Last week, it f.oeked high, Under 

the new competition ru{es~ a coin f{ip decides who hosts games, but there’s a c]ause that aLLows for a team that foses the flip 

to buy the hosLing righLs fron~ Lhe team LhaL wins, 

Three MLS teams that test Lhe coin Less decided d~ey’d be ha\dn9 some of LhaL action, and spent to host their games. Rear 

Sa{t Lake stressed the competitive advantage, and ended up Losing 3o’i to Minnesota in front of t7,212 fans. We’re going to 
assbrne veP¢ few Of ~hose ians at:~ended )Vdnnesota’s last hoq~e game~ AS ior t"~,S[.~ Let’s .just say head coat:h Jason Kreis had to 

make the Mnd of press statement nobody enjoys. Continue reading "The Open Cup Repeats The Question" ,, 

The U.S. national team is up next for Fulham’s Clint Dempsey but more could be on the way ~ from The Washington 

~OSt’S ~t:even (~olf: ~You tzan~t behove all Lhe speculation.~ 

Johnson continues to shine at left back for USMNT o Item Soccerbylves’s France Panizo: and he even showed his {~uality 
dMbb[ing skil.{s on a pai~ el occasions. 

Back in the national team pictur% Herculez Gomez hopes his best days are still ahead - from OoaLcem’s SeLh Vertebtey: 

"It happens to a loL oi players in ~[.S - they get test in the shulf]e~" Gomez said, 

Klinsmann says Brazil ultimate measurin~ stick - from MLSsoccer.corn’s Simon Borg; "We want to look good against them." 

Major League Soccer’s errant son returns to teach it a lesson o from The Footy Btog’s Jason Davis: The ramifications of 



is italian football more corrupt, or do they just get caught more often? o from "[’he Gdardian’s Jotm Fool:: P~ut it wasn’t 

enough. 

Will Ferrell ~rdon Ramsa in’ured in charity soccer match .. from USA Today’s Ann Otdenbur£: ~t was supposed to be a 

~r~(~.~/~ame be~weel~ related ~)ros arid t~e s~Grs 

’And now, we ~ ~ hell’ - Avram Grant - from 85C Sport’s Dan Wal.ke~: "~Ve been to this p[ao% ~ had to 

Thursday’s TV 

Two inLernatiena[ fliend[ies on ESPN DeperLes: Germany - lsFae[ aL 2:30pro and France - Serbia at 4:30pro. U~ivision has the 

?~exico - Bosi~ia ,.~ Herzegovii~a fMend[y at 8:45pm from So[diet F~e{d in Chicago. A~ Times E~s’~ern 

i:~;~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i -                   I 

i:~;~i FeedBlitz Secondan!Slot 

i -                  j 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 1:44 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

What’s Coming Up at the Ackland? Lots! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

What a Difference Your Gift Makes! 

welcomes 
visitors of 
all ages 
from 
around 

__ the 
campus, 
the 
Triangle, 
and the 
world 
into our 
galleries. 
Through 

art, we create innovative connections across the campus and the community, 
researching and presenting art for the benefit of the broader public. 

Help us continue to create opportunities for learning, contemplation, 
discovery, and delight for every member of the community. Please make your 
generous g~f’~ tod~y~ 

Ackland Members: Discounted Calder Tickets! 



Now in its final weeks, the Nasher Museum of Art’s exhibition Alexander Calder and 
Contemporary Art: Form, Balance, doy ~lives a fresh perspective on the modern 
sculptor and his influence on a new ~eneration of artists. 

As a special offer, Ackland Art Museum members receive a 20% discount on 
general adult tickets to the exhibition (limit two discounted tickets per 
purchase). Act on this offer today, as the show’s last day is Sunday, June 17th! 

¯ Purchase tickets in person at the Hasher, 
¯ Call the Duke University Box Office at 919-684-4444, or 
¯ Purchase tickets online usin~ the promo code CalderNCMuseums. 

Show your Ackland Art Museum membership card when buyin~ in person or pickin~ 
up your tickets at the Hasher Museum’s Will Call. 

Take advantage of this and other Members’ opportunities, including a 10% 
discount at the Ackland Museum Store, by becoming an Ackland Member today! 
Memberships may be purchased online or at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Art Adventures: Piecing It Together 
Saturday, 2 June, 10:30 AM-12:00 PM 



for 6- to 9-year-otds, ArtAdventures sessions provide kidswith a guidedviewofart 
in the Acktand’s gatteries, fottowed bythe opportunityto create take-home 
treasuresinanadjacentartstudiousingnewty-tearnedart-makingtechniques. 

In this session wewitt tookatthevarietyofcottages and constructions in the 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Drawing in the Galleries 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

On the second Saturdayofevery month, Amanda 
Hughes, the Acktand’s director of externat 
affairs, reads participants in a creative 
exptoration of a particutar object in the 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, 
etc.).Atttevetsarewetcome. 

.............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

This program invites 10- to 13-year-otds to took 
at setected works in the Acktand’s gatteries 
and identify techniques that the artists used to 
make them. Gattery teachers demonstrate and 
teach technicat skirts, which participants can 
then appty to their own artistic creations. 

A mixofdrawing fromworks on disptayand 
creatingone’s own originatworks is offered in 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Free to members I $5 non-members. 
Pre-registrationrequired:culbert@unc.edu or919.962.3342. 

Art Literature in the Galleries 
Summer 2012: "Black Experience in/~odern and Contemporary Art 

The Ackland’s popular Art ~t Literature in the Galleries program resumes in June 
with a readin~ selection that will broaden appreciation for and explore relationships 
betweenworksonviewattheAcklandthissprin~andsummer. 

Thursday, 14 June, 6:30-8:00 PM: Toni Morrison’s Sula 
Spacestillavailable--RSVPtoday] 

Toni Morrison’s Sula explores the complex 
attachment between Sula Peace and Nel Wright, 
be~innin~ with their childhood in a primarily 
black Ohio neighborhood. The choices they 
make on their respective paths to womanhood 
question what it means to exist and survive as 
blackwomen in America. Works in Thornton 
Dial: Thou~htsonPaperopen rich visua[ 
doo~ays to understandin~ more about these 
characters’experiences. 

Discussion co-facititated by program coordinator 
Lestie Batkany and Rebecka Rutted~e Fisher, 
Assistant Professor of En~tish and Comparative 
Literature, UNC-ChapetHitL 

Free to Ackland members, high school 
students, andvalid UNCOneCard holders I $5 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 
RSVP to acklandRSVP@ unc.edu or 919.843.368 7. 

Clickhereto learn moreabouttheSummer2012Art~ Litprograms. 

Looking Ahead... 

Music in the Galleries: Tea Cup Gin 
Sunday, 17 June, 2:00 PM 

Art ~t Literature in the Galleries: Gloria 
Naylor’s Mama Day 
Thursday, 19 July, 6:30-8:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesdays, 12 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Tuesday, 26 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Tuesday, 3 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 



The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by 
generous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends tire 
you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 
Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 
dottars support our mission! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Images: 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, 1889-1975: The Music Lesson (detail), 1943; lithograph; 
Gift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928:Bi9 Mouth Lady Knows How to Hold the Lon9 Neck Tiger, 1991 ; watercotor. Acktand Art Museum, 
Gift of the Sours Grown Deep Foundation. 

Dene~ Btack, Stroll on Patton Avenue (detait), acrytic on canvas. 

Sigmar Potke, German, 1941-2010: His Highness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wann zEhlen die Punkte), 2002. James Keith 
Brown and Eric Diefenbach Correction. 

Egon Schiete, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; btack cotored pencit. Burton Emmett Correction. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928: Picture Frame--Life Go On, 1991; watercotor and graphite. 30 x 22-3/8 in. Courtesy of Mr. Tom 
Larkin. 

Ronatd Lockett, American, 1965-1998: Rememberin~ Sarah Lockett (detai[), c. 1997; found meta[, wire, wood, and paint. Gift of the 
Arnett Correction and Acktand Fund. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentao’@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2012 5:32 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally ~nt 5,24,12: Avoiding Temptations 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manag~e your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ne~ed radio corrm~en~ator :and 
the found~,~r and president ef the r!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Find and fellow 

Heip keep tMs ~ewstetter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sipi, eJ p:-int o~ 

To he~r Nic’h~e/ re~d 

"play" 5utto~;’ that ~ppe~rs 

Avoiding Temptations 
When my daughter Samara 
was feur she poinb,~d to 
delicate glass vas~,~ and 

asked, "What’s that?" "It’s 
v~ry sp~cia~i’ [ 

"it was my mother’s~ I 
rea~y fee~ bad if ~t ever got 

to never: r~ever touch 
W~thout a moment’s 

you should never, never put 

~t where i can reach ~t," 

Listen or read more 

Eighteen Random Life 
Rules 
:t,, Fk:d the lessen in every 

failure ap, d you’lt new’,-r fail, 
2, The iikelihood that you’re 
ri,~ht is not increased by ti:e 
intensity ef your conviction, 
3, Real [fiends help you feel 
worthy and make you want 
to be better, 4. Whe~ yo~’re 

Listen or read more 

I’m Better Than That 

was bei:~g raised by his 

mothe.~ wi:o didn’t knew how 
to cope w~th his 
uncontrollable temper, She 
knew he was angry that h~s 

fadser had aBando~ed h~r% 

So, Wi:at Is 
S portsma~:ship? 
Read and comment 

Two Seftbalt Players’ 
Life--C~ia n f~irig Decisions 
Watch and comment 

So, Why Should We 

Sportsmanship> 
Watch and comment 

The Mersi Dimension of 
S po..’¢s: Guiding 
Principles for AtMet~c 
Competition 
Read and comment 

Obser-vatio~-~ 
Ceaci:i.."..g Zs Ati About 
Teachir% by ~ehn 
Wooden 
Read and comment 

If you p~a~ on getting 

Read and comment 

Talent is necessary but 
net sufficient, Winpers 
I".qdst also hav~’.- 

character, 
- ~,’~chae~ 3osephson 
Read and comment 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pro~:eeds frem the sale of Mi(:i:ael’s 

books and CDs support (:i:a!acter 

education: in sci:oois. Shop here 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

educati~>~~? Visit o~4~" Character 
Educator Bloq 

We Stop Hate: Teens qather 
together online to stop bullying 

Some of the must exciting parts of 
the growing .momen{um against 

butiying are the efl:o.."~s made by 
teeps themselves to connect with 

each other, support each ether, and 
speak out :3g:3ins~ behaviors [hey find 
u n ac(:epta hie, 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life, 

:~i Charactereducation materials 



seemed te work. So she 
sen!: Ron to spend the 
summer on his grandparents’ 
farm, When he came home, 
he was a ci:anged boy, His 
morn asked him what 
h a p pe n 
Listen or read more 

Parents Are Teachers First 
When ~ohn Wooden, the 
legendary basketbati coaci:, 
referred to the laat ~]ame he 
"ever taagh~i’ he ~as asked 

Listen or read more 

Coaching for Character 
Coaches wi:o seek to hone 
the ..’~ental and physicai 
skilts o1: winni..’~g while 
ignoring merai virtues of 
honor and decency !:oo 

oRen produ.::e magnificent 
competitors who are 
menaces .to society, 

Listen or read more 

#11 A Life-Chanqinq Act 
of Sportsmanship 
Mallory He, ltman, the first 
baseman for her cotiege 

she was about ~o make a 
choice that woaid chan0e 
her iife, 
Listen or read more 

#3.2 Shopping Carts and 
Character 
W~ien Leon was L(4, his 

father asked him to !eturn a 
shopping cart in a grocery 
store parMrH~ ~ot, Leon was 
annoyed. "C’mon, Bad/’ he 

sa~d~ "No one recants 
carts anymore. That’s why 

~hem." 

Listen or read more 

~ritR, utlh comments on 

Mothers - Saints or 
Scapeqoats?; "i think one of 
the bhT~es{ opportun4~es we 
have as parents ~s to 
acknowledge oar 

say, for example, ’I’m sorry, 
t don’t ~ike how I handled 
that’, thereby gh%g our 
children ’permission’ to be 

Quotation 
some 2000- yea r-old 
advice on what it takes 
to become an Oly..’~pian 
Read and comment 

The Olympic (:reed and 

Read and comment 

Some 2000-.yea r.-old 
advice on what i~ takes 
to become an Olympian 

Read and comment 

t pray net for victory, 
but to do my best. To 

me, the coaching 
profession ~s one o1: 
noblest and most 

manhood. No man ~s 
too good to be the 
ath~eUc coach for 

know that for another 
20 years or so. 

See and comment 

Be demanding without 
beiru~ demeaning, 
Successful programs 
consis~ of people 
working hard, worMng 
together, wM~e never 
werryk~g abos~ who 

~ets t~e credit, Shou~ 

cr~Udsm. 
.... Don Meyer~ a~b-tkne 

h~ NCAA men’s 
basketbaU h~story, w~th 

922 career v~c~or~es in 

See and comment 

It% about the journey 
..... m}ne and yours ..... 

and ~:t~e iives we ca..’~ 
touch, the ~egacy we 

world we can c~ange 

for the better, 
w~ go wrong at 

con~ro~ your 

approach~ and 
response. You~ 
are !:o comp~Mn or to 

out how to make the 
s~tuaUon better, 

don’t v’~h~ on emo~en, 
yOU w~n OP 8xecat~on, 
.... Tony Dungy, NFL 

Coach, 
Co~ts Super Bow~ 
Wmne: 2007 

Read and comment 

A great resource for .teachers, and a 
perfect gie for graduations and other 
spe.::ial occasions, Help teens make 
decisions that build character and 
k~c~ease ~osg-.term happh~ess. 

Buy now >> 

Free shippinq for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 

Would you iike te know what your 
hig~i school s~udents U’,ink abou~ 
cheating, baitying, and various hioh-- 

risk behaviors? How about what they 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

Book an Anti-BulIyinq Workshop 

Learn how to inte.~vene, combat 
cyberbuUying, and promote a positive 
school .::limate, Weqt ~:~ive you proven, 
sustainable strate.~ies to make sure 
a~ of your kids 0et the t~eatment 
they deserve. 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
leaders, and comma.."..ity ~uiiders to 
be ei’fectiw~ character educators. 

Upcoming seminars in 201.2: 

June 13-15, San Antonio >> 

June 20-22, Indianapolis >> 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

July 18-20, Atlanta >> 

July 30-Aug. 1, Philadelphia 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our we, birbhrs are a convenient, 
affordable way to learn valuable 
cha ratter- development teci:niques. 

Learn more, see schedule >> 

our Sportsmanship Blog 

Invited to "Make a Wish " high school 
athlete gives back 

Rashawn King could have had any 

the ma.qy people 
through Ms 

Visit the blog ~> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 



oI~ The Choices You Make In 
Your Life: "i 

::X:: Michael 

....... Josephson 

io~,.’:naiism, las~,,, educ~tiorb sports, i>olicim~, and ti:e miiitary vdth his u~fique 

delivery, e.."..gagi~g presentations, a:"..d perso:"..ai atte~.tiols !:o your orga~iz~tio~’s 
~.eeds, C~It ~O0~TIg,-~670 or learn more, 

Your ,’to~atio~s ep~bie us to offer services ~t~d !eso~:ces }ike this mtwsiette:, Donate 

Prevent this ~e~.vsiette~ from Is.."..di~g i~ yo<tr ~u~k folder by adding commentary@iiethics.orq to 
your s~dd~’ess book o:" approved se~d.~.." lis~. 

9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An.q~÷i÷.% C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

02012 Josephson Institute, "CHARACTER COUNTS!" is ~ registered tl;~dern~ik of 
Josepi’,son h",siituts~ 

Manaqe newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, May 30, 2012 5:47 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: Richard Named Player of the Week 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

FonNard this email 

This ernail was sent to anson@am~iLuac,edu bv communications,.@uslsoccer.com i 
Ubdat~ Profi!~Z~rn~j!Address Instant iemoval with Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privac~Po[icv. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMater.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 5:45 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Be Optimistic: Keep Your Fork 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManaRe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the founder and presMent of the r~onprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHA~ER COUNTS~, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

"play" butto~;’ that ~ppe~ws 

Day of Gratitude 
Our nation was conceived by 

ideaiistic and ceura,:~eous 
political leaders, bat it was 
preserved by the im.mense 
and imr.qeasu.."able sacrifice 

of m~H~ons of so~d~ers who 
fosght and d~ed, 

Listen or read more 

Memorial Day, a Day of 
Remembrance 
~t~s net j~st an excuse for a 

three-day weekend o!" a day 
for barbeqae and beer, 

Memoda~ Day ~s a thr~e for 
Nr~encans {o connect with 
our natkna~ Mstory and core 
raises by honoring those 
who ~ave {he~r ~ves f~ght~n~ 
tot tb~s cosn{ry, 

Listen or read more 

Keep Your Fork 
Whe~: Tiltie died in i:er 90s, 
her friends were taken aback 
when they viewed her body 

and noticed a fork in her 
right hand, 
Listen or read more 

Trust Is More Important 
Than Truth 
AttDougi: honesty is an 
important virtue, i’r.q riot a 
trati:-tellir~g fa~:atic. Tr~..’th 
can sometimes be sacrificed 
re.." another ethical vaiue, 

over the pubfic ~ddt’ess 

s}Lstem at Dew, e/ 
U;~/fFed Sc/?ool Distr/ct, 
if you wo~Jd l#~e ~o get 

<~it,6er the pilot or 

initiative, ple~se email 

u~, Or visit our 
/<~a ~’n more. 

#13 A One-Minute 

Graduation Speech 
Whether you are 
graduad~:!} or :~et, it’s 
likely that success and 
happiness are high 

among you.." goals, 

ThatS fine; but be 
careful, they dent 
always come ~ogether, 

Net ali successful 
people are i:appy and 
not all happy people are 

successful. 
Listen or read more 

#14 Failin~ the 
I nteQ ritv Test 

all Dad an important 
physics exam on 
I,’ler,tay, Bat Cited 
persuaded Dis buddies 

to take a weekend trip 
to go to a .."ock 
concert, They all 

agreed they would 
study in the .,’tar driving 

Find ~..",d fellow Flichael,., 

Help keep this newsktter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $:1.00 or 

sigi:ed p:-int of 

poem "Wilei. W’Ui 

[ i~i Character educati .... terials ] 

Pro~:eeds from the sale of 

books and CDs support 

edacation in schoois. Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

What is project-based learning? 

Need a quick k:troductien to the 

theme of CC! Week 20~,27 Check out 
this short, fun video from the Back 
insdtute, 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
~are for life, 

Character education materials 

A great resource for teacher% and a 
perfect gift re.." gradeatio..",s and other 
special occasions, Help teeps mak~,t 
decisions that build character and 
ir!c.."ease Iong--terr.q happiness, ~ 

now >> 

Free sMppk~g for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 



and it’a so.metimea okay to 
praise a pteaer~t you distike 
or choose kindness over 

Listen or read more 

Motive, Tact, Tone, Timinq 
TrusLwor[hineas is essential 
to 9cod :elatienships~ and 
honesty is essentiai to 

trustworthiness. But what 
honesty reqehe5 us ~o 

Lislen or read more 

G~enr~ comments on Trust Is 
Nore [mportant Than Truth: 
".~ feel su:e ti:at you woaid 
agree that teasing out the 
’r~ght’ course of action ~n 
any particula~~ s~tuaUon can 

am a bH: surprised tha~ you 

Lai~e Olivet comments on 
Parents Are Teachers First: 

coaches have a i:uge impact 
on our youth, Z a~so agree 

work at a h~gh schoo~ and 

see first h,~nd what #oo~~ 
pa~ent~ng pro~uces," 

there a..’~d buck, buL i~ 
never i:ai>i>ened that 
way. 

Listen or read more 

Poster .- Learn from 
your past~ b~.:t live for 
your future, 

See and comment 

Teens 
Poster - To B~’! what 
you want to 
what you wast 
have~ to GO where you 
wart to go.,,~O what 

you haw~ to 

See and comment 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 

Would you Uke to knew what your 
high ad:ool students think about 
cheating, bullying, and various high- 
dsk behaviors? How about wt~at they 

Siqn up now >> 
Learn more >> 

Anti-Bullying Workshop 

cyberbuUying, and p~omote a positive 

school climate, We’il give you proven, 

they deserve, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
leade.~s~ and comm~mity l>uikde.~s to 
be effective character educatola. 

Upcominf[ seminars in 20:[2: 

June 13-15, San Antonio >> 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

July 30-Aug. 1~ Philadelphia 

Aug. 6-8, Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webinara al°e a convenient, 
afl:o.."dable way to lemn valuable 
ch a :a(:tet-development te(:i:niques. 

Learn more see schedule>> 

our Sportsmanship Bloq, low IBis 

Free camp prepares football players 
for college on AND off the field 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 
Josephson 

~¢..’ichaet Josephson moUvates audiences from U:e government, business, 

journaiism, taw, education, sports, policing, and the miiitary with his unique 

de very, e :gag ig prose itat o is, and personai atte.."..tion to yo~. r o~ganization’s 

needs, Calt 8OO--7:t ~,-2670 o.." learn more, 

Your donations en~bie us to offer services and [esources Uke i:his newsietter, Donate >> 

Preven~ this newsietier from landing m your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org ~o 
your add~’ess book o.~ app!’oved sonde.~ list 



9841 Airpe~l Bi’~d,, #300 i Los Angeies, CA 90045 I 800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Friday, June 1,2012 8:20 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

48 hours left: coaching sessions from McDermott, Adkins and Allardyce (and Wenger!) 

{and 

Picture the scene. It’s Friday 13 April 2012 
and Reading travel to Southampton on the 
back of a quite remarkable run of 13 wins in 
15 games= W~th Southampton top and 
Reading second, the winner is almost 
guaranteed to win the Npower Football 
League Championship and take their place 
in the 2012/13 Barclays Premier League. 

Although Southampton start well, it is 
Reading that take the lead after some 
fantastic work on the right wing by Jimmy 
K6b6. K6b6 fires in a great cross and Jason 
Roberts powers home a header. 

Southampton come roaring back and 
equalise just after half time but in the 71st 
minute the title race swings once and for all 
in Reading’s favour. K6b6 again is the 
provider and this time Adam Le Fondre 
knocks the ball home. In this email you’ll find 
out: 

Jimmy K~b~ in action against Southampton 

How Reading manager Brian McDermott’s coachinq sessions are planned and how 
they pay off in match situations 

Why you can use a coaching session from McDermott with your team - whatever the 
level 

How K~b6’s influence on that crucial game came straight from practice on the training 
pitch 

Why the world’s best managers write up their coaching sessions only for Elite Soccer 

How we are celebrating the success of three Elite Soccer contributors in leading their 
sides to the Premier League with a special offer for you 

When you subscribe to Elite Soccer before midnight on Sunday 3 June (JUST 48 HOURS 
LEFT~}, we’ll send you our new issue featuring Brian McDermott’s coaching session on 
crossing and finishing plus two free issues featuring coaching sessions from the other 
managers who won promotion from the Championship this season - Nigel Adkins 
(Southampton) and Sam Allardyce (West Ham United) free. 

[ ii.~j Subscribeto Elites ..... today 

The crossing and finishing session that Brian McDermott runs with his Reading side is the lead 
coaching session in the June issue of Elite Soccer- out now. Elite Soccer is the only 
magazine featuring training sessions written by the world’s best coaches because it is 
published in partnership with the League Managers Association (L~A). 

Brian uses this session with his side regularly to reinforce good habits. And now you too can 
use it with your team and improve their output from wide positions. 



Subscribe before midnight on Sunday :3 June {JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!), and as well as our 
new Brian McDermott issue with his variable crossing and finishing coaching session, we’ll also 
send you issues featuring sessions from Nigel Adkins and Sam Allardyce {and Ars~ne Wenger) 
FREE. This offer represents your only opportunity to get these sessions with a subscription - 
and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

[ i:~i: Subscribeto Elite Soccer today 

Jimmy K6b6’s contribution that night at St Mary’s showed how working on your crossing and 
finishing can pay off handsomely in match situations. The work that Reading put in on the 
training pitch enabled them to go to the league leaders and come away with three crucial 
points. 

Elite Socceris designed to give coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of 
the game for them to improve their coaching and their team’s results. 

You can use Brian McDermott’s crossing and finishing session with your team. In fact, we are 
so confident that you can improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat we offer a 
100% money back guarantee on every subscription. 

And remember, if you subscribe before midnight o~ Sunday 3 June {JUST 48 HOURS 
LEFT!), you’ll receive two free issues including sessions from Nigel Adkins on 
defending crosses and from Sam Allardyce on overloads in attacking play. 

[ ii~iI Subscribeto Elites ..... today 

Southampton Manager Nigel Adkins 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine 
published with the LMA. That is why we can 
provide coaching sessions first-hand from Premier 
League managers like Brian McDermott, Nigel 
Adkins and Sam Allardyce for you to use with your 
team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us 
and we put them in a format that coaches at all 
levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back 
to the manager and check the session is exactly 
as he runs it. 



West Ham Manager Sam Allardyce 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid 
out or more authentic. And you can use Elite 
Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a 
Thursday evening, just as easily as professionals 
can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your 
team and if it doesn’t you can have your money 
back. 

[ i:~i: Subscribeto Elite Soccer today 

Offer only available for 2 more days! 

When you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 June (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!) you will 
receive the June issue featuring Brian McDermott’s session on variable crossing and finishing. 

AND! we will also send you the December 2011 issue with Nigel Adkins’ look at defending 
crosses and the October 2011 issue with Sam Allardyce’s session on overloads in attacking 
play. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Brian McDermott and 
receive two free issues of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at 
midnight on Sunday 3 June (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!) and will not be made available 
again. 

[ i:~i: Subscribeto Elite Soccer today 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 June you will also receive the following: 

Malky Mackay (Cardiff) - striker combinations and link play 

Kenny Jackett (Millwall) - attacking in a 4-3-3 formation 

Nell Cutler (Scunthorpe United) - dedicated keeper session 

Colin Lee (Notts County) - forward runs and passes 

i×ii 

Noel Mitchell (Northern Ireland U15s Girls) - midfield rotation 
Elite Soccer- June 2012 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

the Oece~-~be~" 2011 

Nell Warnock (Leeds United) - the confrontation line 

Martin Allen (LMA Ambassador) - rotational play in midfield 

Mick Wadsworth (LMA Ambassador) - forward thinking 

Graeme Jones (V~gan Athletic) - position-specific possession 

Tom Little (Huddersfield Town) - possession keeper catch 
Elite Soccer- December 

2011 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 



Ars~ne Wenger (Arsenal) - passing through the lines 

Jamie Pitman (LMA Ambassador) - possession and support 

Terry Brown (AFO Wimbledon) - breaking opposition lines 

Darren Robinson (LMA Ambassador) - purposeful possession 

Stephen Constantine (NEA Salamina) - corner kick routine 
Elite ~occer - October 

To get all of these sessions m one go - you must subscribe before midnight on Sunday 3 
June (JUST 48 HOURS L~FT~). 

[ ii~iI Subscribeto Elites ..... today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 

English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

The managers featured in this special offer have all achieved their season’s goal - promotion 
to the Premier League. if you want to achieve your coaching goals next season - you need 
Elite Soccer. Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve 
your coaching and your team’s results. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 

Elite 

Soccer 

logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer,com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. ](f you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Se(:cer Players News[etti!v <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

Dorra~ce~ Albert A IV <a~son@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US SocceF Pt~yers Newsletter USSocce~ P[ayeFs ¯ Jane I sL 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Ju~e l~t, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

"We’ve £o~1 ~o b~ smart, ~il~’er o~.~t ~he bad ~,nd ~cI<e in 6~e ~o~’,d." US Nationa~ Team forward Herculez Gomez. 

Scoutin~I Report: Canada 

By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK, NY {J~ne 1~ 2012) US Soccer Players -- AfteF/osin$ 4-1 to 8FaziL the USA wiK look to reboand 

on Sunday when }t takes a rare trip north to Toronto to play Canada at BMO FieLd (7pro - NBC Sports Netwo~ k) in its fina~ 

tune-up ahead of World Cup Quaqfyin~, Wh~[e USAlCanada conjures up images of men wearin8 skates s[appin8 a~ound a 

pu(:k~ th~s matchup is a fHendty to cornmemorate the 100th anniversary of Canada% soccer federatiom 

For Canada~ the game wiU be a gauCe of whether its ptaye~s~ those based ir~ Europe arid MLS, have made any strides in 

irnpFoving as a set:(:er nation, For 1:he USA~ i~ is anothe~ chast:e el: (Iominatis$ a CO~,ICACA{-" opponent, 

A{though Canada~ til*e the United StaLes, is a nation ef immigrants, seo::er has had dfffi(:bity estabUshh~g it:seU~ as a 

spectator sport, White hockey (ontinues to dormnate the Canadian sports ~ar~dscape~ soccer is steadily 2rowing - thanks m 

Canadians are consumed by the Stan[ey Cup FinMs - featu~ ing two American teams {Los Angeles Kings and New Jersey 

DeVillS) ne {ess - bo~h the US and Canada wiU do batl:~e at a so(:cer-specifi(: sl:a(]idm ~ha~ h~ expecl:ed Le ~eature a {arge crowd, 

Montreal m the origina{ NASE era, when the ~mpacE was a }.ower division dub, and net that Ehey~re m ~a]or Leagae Soccer~ 

Canada’s other two MLS Learns in Toronto and Vancouver can count on their horne support. The MLS MVP a~d Pb~yer of the 

~4onth ~s Canadian, and Toronto went f~the~ than any MLS dub m the 2011-12 CONCACAF Champions Lea~e, Yet the 

Natior~a~ Team p~og~anl remains at issue, Continue readin~ "Scout~n~ Report: Canada" ~ 

Gomez gets his chance for U.S. in loss, hopes for another - flora USA Today’s M~chaef Ftorak: "We’re not scoring enough 
yet," K[insrnann said, 

U.S. soccer coach Jurgen Klinsmann urges his players to get nasty after watching his team get schooled by Brazil 
from the N’Y Daffy News’s Frank Iso[a: "It’s urd)etievabte somedrnes." 

Klinsmann shows i.~norance of American culture - frorn The Houston Chronide’s Jose de Jesus Oft}z: We are not a nation 

et: l:Ioppi?fS al’ld cheal)-shoL ar~Jsl:s. 

Klinsmann’s ’nasty’ comments spoil the moment - from Soc~:er America’s ~4ike Woit:all{a: I’d ra[hi~r have a U,5, team iight 

foF the comeback with such spirit and risk a rout than be satisfied with a narrow }.oss~ 

Scoreline doesn’t tell whole story in USMNT loss to Brazil ¯ from MLSsoccer,com’s Simon BoFg: "Bat we didn’t do that and 

we ~ot punished o~ the other e~d." 

U.S. gets reality check in 4-1 loss to Brazil o frorn the Sporting News’s ~rian Straus: "They don’t skip a beat.** 

Weekend 

Saturday 

Fox Soccer has Eng{and 11 Be[~i~m at 12pro, ESPtq Deportes has Norway - Croatia at 1pro ET, Continue reading "Weekend 
~: Friendlies" ,, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org> 

Saturday, June 2, 2012 1:12 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

In-service workshops available all summer 

CHARACTER COUNTS Update ] 

In this issue: 

~mservice workshops, funding opportunities, webinars, 
professiona~ development, nationwide survey, and a new guide for 
teens 

.~i In-Service Workshops 
Summer In-Service Workshops 

c~n choose from a variety of topics----- ~nck~dh~g b~]lyin9, schoo~ climate, and 
sew~ce ]earn~ng ----- ~d we’ll l~]or the program to s~t you~ needs. 

Learn more 

:::N Grant 
...... opportu nil¥ 

Grant Opportunities 
We’ve posted three new ways for yeu to fund your CC! preg~am. 

But yodll h~ve [e act fast -- all application deadfiaes are Ibis men[h. 

Learn more 

:~’-’i CC! Week 
Now Available: Downloadable Resources for CC! Week 

Ocleber 21-27 may sound like a fong way off, but it’s only a few weeks after the 

s~a~t el the new scheot year, Reflister now ~ad get your teseurces earl% Wdve 

already D:~sl:ed two ~ns~a~ments ef ~ree dow~k)adebk~s. Amoqg the resoLH’(:es: 

materials to he~p you ~nvo~ve the hush,less con~n~un~ty, ~esson plans, and pto~ecl- 

based learning ~deas, 

Register now>> Learn more 

~:i No cyberbullying Next Free Webinar: May 23 
Learn how le get staded with CHARACTER COUNTS! and hew to make sute it 
stays effec(ive and streng~ Webinar starts a~ nooa {Pacific}. 

May 23: Getting Started With CHARACTER COUNTS! 

Register now >> 2012 webinar schedule 

Character 

Development 

Seminars 

Character Development Seminars 
Invest three days ~his summer. Enjoy ~he beneli~s all year Ion~, 

Our new S-day training provides higMy successful strate.gies that instill character 
wk~es and crea~e phys~c~Hy and emotionally sa~e envkonmen~s.Youq~ ~e~rn ~o 
aurture ~c~dem~c achievemeat ~ad in~e~ecbJ~ developmen~ as we~ as etMc~L 

so(:~al, a~d emefieRa~ {~fewl:~ LJ~aem~R{~ eeufaes: 

June t3-15, San Antonio 

June 20=22, Indianapolis 

June 26-28~ Los Angeles 

July 18-20~ Atlanta 

July 30-Aug. 1~ Philadelphia 



¯ Aug. 6-8, Los Angeles 

See full schedule >> Learn more >> Download brochure 

Character 

Development Seminars 

Hosted Character Deve~opn~ent Seminars 

Want to atlend ~’~ Ch~’~racter Development Seminar, but don’t have enough money in 
~he budget? ~-~os~ one ~ and take adva~tage o~ b~g discou~ts o~ enro~menL Vale’re 
acaepfin~ Pregram Nests for these ~em}r~ats: 

Please cont~c~ us a[ 800-711-2670 for details. 

Report Card ] 
How Ethical Are Your Students? 

of America~ ~eenagers. Gel a confidential repo~t on how your school’s resu~ls 
compare to na[~o~a~ averages. 

Si.qn up now >> See the 2010 Report Card 

.~i Teaching Resource 
Help Teens Learn to Make Good Choices 
Using the Six Pillars of Characte~ as guides for their mcxa] compass, this boold~t 
walks ~ee~s ~hrou~}h a s~ep-by..s~ep preaess R)r ma~g l:ou~}h chok:es toda% and 

Buy now >> Browse the online store 

,,;20! 2 Josephson Institute. 9~;41 ,~4roort Blvd., #300 Los Ar:geles CA 90045 

Unsubscribe from these updates [ Newsletter subscriptions == CharacterCounts.org 

¯ _.::.’~.:: Center for Youth 
Ethics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 10:04 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Coach like a promotion winner - offer ends at midnight tonight 

Dear Anson, 

OFFER ENDS AT M~DNIGHT TONIGHT (Sunday 3 June) 

If you subscribe to Elite Soccer by midnight tonight, you will receive the June 2012 issue 
featuring Reading manager Brian McDermott’s variable crossing and finishing session. 

You will also receive our December and October 2011 issues free. These issues feature the 
other two managers to have won promotion to the Premier League this season - Nigel Adkins 
(Southampton) and Sam Allardyce (West Ham United). 

Also included in these issues are sessions from high-profile managers Ars&ne Wenger 
(Arsenal), Nell Warnock (Leeds United) and Malky Mackay (Cardiff City). 

You will receive all of these sessions and more when you subscribe to Elite Soccer before 
midnight tonight (Sunday 3 June}! 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

The crossing and finishing session that Brian McDermott runs with his Reading side is the lead 
coaching session in the June issue of Elite Soccer- out now. Elite Soccer is the only 
magazine featuring training sessions written by the world’s best coaches because it is 
published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Brian uses this session with his side regularly to reinforce good habits. And now you too can 
use it with your team and improve their output from wide positions. 

Subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 3 June}, and as well as our new Brian 
McDermott issue with his variable crossing and finishing coaching session, we’ll also send you 
issues featuring sessions from Nigel Adkins and Sam AIlardyce (and Ars6ne Wenger) FRE~E. 
This offer represents your only opportunity to get these sessions with a subscription - and it 
won’t cost you a penny extra! 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

Winger Jimmy K6b6’s contribution to Reading’s victory at Southampton in April showed how 



working on your crossing and finishing can pay off handsomely in match situations. The work 
that Reading put in on the training pitch enabled them to go to the league leaders and come 
away with three crucial points. 

Elite Socceris designed to give coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of 
the game for them to improve their coaching and their team’s results. 

You can use Brian McDermott’s crossing and finishing session with your team. In fact, we are 
so confident that you can improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat we offer a 
100% money back guarantee on every subscription. 

And remember, if you subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 3 J~me), you’ll receive 
two free issues including sessions from Nigel Adkins on defending crosses, Sam 
Allardyce on overloads in attacking play and Ars~ne Wenger on passing though the lines. 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

Coa~shing sessio~’~s yo~ ~%~or~’t find 

Southampton Manager Nigel Adkins 

West Ham Manager Sam Allardyce 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine 
published with the L~A. That is why we can 
provide coaching sessions first-hand from Premier 
League managers like Brian McDermott, Nigel 
Adkins, Sam Allardyce and Ars6ne Wenger for 
you to use with your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us 
and we put them in a format that coaches at all 
levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back 
to the manager and check the session is exactly 

as he runs iL 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid 
out or more authentic. And you can use Elite 
Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a 
Thursday evening, just as easily as professionals 
can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your 
team and if it doesn’t you can have your money 
back. 

i:~i: Subscribeto Elite Soccer today 

Offer ends today! 

When you subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 3 June) you will receive the June 
issue featuring Brian McDermott’s session on variable crossing and finishing. 

AND! we will also send you the December 2011 issue with Nigel Adkins’ look at defending 
crosses and the October 2011 issue with Sam Allardyce’s session on overloads in attacking 
play. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Brian McDermott and 
receive two free issues of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at 
midnight tonight (Sunday 3 Ju~e) and will not be made available again. 

[ i:~i: Subscribeto Elite Soccer today 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 3 June) you will also receive the following: 



Malky Mackay (Cardiff) - striker combinations and link play 

Kenny Jackett (Millwall) - attacking in a 4-3-3 formation 

Nell Cutler (Scunthorpe United) - dedicated keeper session 

Colin Lee (Notts County) - forward runs and passes 

Noel Mitchell (Northern Ireland U15s Girls) - midfield rotation 

Subscr~betoE,teS ..... today 

Neii Warnock (Leeds United) - the confrontation line 

Martin Allen (LMA Ambassador) - rotational play in midfield 

Mick Wadsworth (LMA Ambassador) - forward thinking 

Graeme Jones (Wigan Athletic) - position-specific possession 

Tom Little (Huddersfield Town) - possession keeper catch 

Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

t~~. Octo~- 2~}11 iss~e fe;-~t~.~ri~.~ Sam 

Ars&ne Wenger (Arsenal) - passing through the lines 

Jamie Pitman (LMA Ambassador) - possession and support 

Terry Brown (AFC Wimbledon) - breaking opposition lines 

Darren Robinson (LMA Ambassador) - purposeful possession 

Stephen Constantine (NEA Salamina) - corner kick routine 

Bite Soccer-June 2012 

Elite Soccer= December 

2011 

Elite Soccer - October 

To get all of these sessions ~n one go - you must subscribe before midnight tonight 
(Sur~day 3 June). 

[ ii.~.iI Subscribeto Elites ..... today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Brian McDermott, Nigel Adkins and Sam Allardyce have all achieved their season’s goal - 
promotion to the Premier League. If you want to achieve your coaching goals next season - 
you need Elite Soccer. Subscribe by midnight tonight and stop missing out on coaching 
sessions that could improve your coaching and your team’s results. 

Yours in soccer, 



Paul Mortimer 
Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 

Elite 

Soccer 

logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU50AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul, mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 

delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 

Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Seccer Players News[ette~ <news~etter@usnsLpa.com> 

Monday~ June 4. 2012 12:~9 ~M 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US 5occeF P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Jane 4th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - 3une 4th, 2012 

Canada 0 - USA 0 

Canada cefebrated its soccer association’s centennial with a scoreless draw against the Urdted States on Sunday s}ght at BMO 

FiekJ in TorenLe~ Bot:h ~eams had trosb~e ~enes~t:h~g effense, wH:h Canada p~El:t:h~g ~h~’ee of their st~ sho~s on target and the 

USA ~inishin~ w~th three from seven, The United States had ~o make a mste~ ad~ustmen~ after announcing their 18-man 

Uneup, with Edgar Cas~iU.e added in place ef Fabian Johnson and sLart~ng the game, The United States opens CQN{:ACA~’ 

We~[d Cup Quaqfyin2 on Friday a~ainst Antigua ~ Ba~buda in Tampa, ~L {Ypm ~ .. ESPH}, 

’l think the lirs~ hail we were doing quite wait in terms of possession and movin~ the bat[ arounSi USA coach Jur~en 
K~insmann said. "1 think what we were lacking was creath~g mo~e chances m the final thhd to ~et down to the end@~es and 

~et crosses m. We t~aine8 on d~a~ and wanted to do that more~ The second ha[~ was more open, E~ther ~eam corm have 

scored a goat, especially m the last couple of minutes. Overall the result is fine, and we’re now i8 or 19 days into the camp 
where we have dane a I.ot ef hard werk, New we wfl.[ really be ab[e to k~eus on the Wor[d Cup qbahLiers~ and we’re [eokh~g 

fol~vard to $ettin~ the process started/’ Continue reading "Canada 0 - USA 0" ,, 

New England 2 - Chica~o 0 

l’~eW ~n(~]and (~t)~ the hoqle shut:cut: in the only ~tajo{ [.ea}~ue $eccer gaqle ef the ~A, eekend, ~oth }~ea{s came in ~:he second- 

hail w~th 64th-minute subst~tuEe Ke[yn Rowe scoring in the 69th minute off an assis~ fl’om Benny Fei}.haber, The second goa}. 

came fosr q~inutes h~t:er, with Fei{habe~ scoring and Rhwe providing the setbp. Matt Reis needed three saves ~e~" the el.ean 

sheet~ 

f saw Ke[yn gel in behind their left back," Feif.haber said of the iirsL goal.. ’1 just pat it in Lo him and he reaUy d~d the rest~ 

He took a $ood first touch ~ it wasn’t an easy s}tuatios - it was p~obab~y a lot harder than the breakaway he had right when 

~e (~ot ~t in and he just firfished it real.{y niee{y with a kind o~ a toe poke with his right ~eo~, The second one~ I get a bat{ wi~h 

just a ton of space on the ~ight side. Ke]yn was rum’fir,~ through the middle a~d I lust put hh’s through and followed up with 

my rbn. He .just put me hi perfe(:t{y," 

The Problems With Pier 40 

’Wha~ is popular Ls net ntways r~r4h£. What is ri~h£ is not ~ways poputnr." Francesco TottL 

By Cesar Diaz - NEW YORK~ NY (Jun 4.20t2) US Soc<:e~ Players -- For the past few years, £a}or League Soccer comn’dss}oner 

Don Oarber has openE.y signaE.ed his m~en~ons ~or a second New York ck~b. He also said that in order ~or a second dub ~o 
exist there must be a stadhJm pb~m In addit}om that stadium should be within the five boroughs, 

Manhattan and Queens are the preferred candidates for a New York club that actually plays in Ne~h Yo~k. With the belief that 

a true IqYC team wouk[ s~ise the League’s profile akmg with revenue~ MLS has dedk:ated staff and fesosr~:es te find a 

stadium s}te and ~et a dea~ ]n p~ace before b[ing]n~ hi an hYvestoPope~ator. ~t’s normally the other way a[ou~d m MLS, 

stressing the imperLanee o~ a [’~ew York ~eaql to the people runrffng the LeagLEe, 

While this may appear possib~.e, hew realist:k: is iti’ Continue reading "The Probl.ems With Pier 40" ,, 

Tuesday’s TV 

ESPN Depertes has Sweden - Serbia at 1pro and France - Estonia at 3pro 

l 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Positiv Performance Consulting <lindse)~positivepefform.com@mail50.usl.mcs~’.net> 

~Vednesday, June 6, 2012 8:00 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

ESPN and Mental Training 

®b;e yc, p ~yers a ’ment:~ worb:out’ for success on and off the cc,~d 

What they are 
saying .... 

~-~ertormance m~kes, I highly 

to msxlmize their players~ 

pctel~ial I krlewwl~at 

but tl~e posl~ive [eedback 

overwhelm::ng. We::d defm::tely 

be working wi~h [.indsey 

again. 

ON A MISSION!!!! .... 
"Every a~hlete, a~ every level should be giver~ ~he 

met~tal too~s to be successful, o~ the playin9 field 

and oil. ’" 

We are passionate about sharing the ~mpo~ance of 

men~al ~raining with atNetes m~d coaches across the 

count% And we are pFoud to have been featured on 

ESPN ~com ~as~,.~. Kate Fager, wrote an 

amazing p~ece on our m~ssion, speaking wi~h 

Katie AbrahamsomHe~derson Women’s 

Basketball Coach a~ U a~ Albany (on how Positive 

Performance helped her program adjust to a new 

ceaching staff~ and the correlating change in 

mindset. Th~s led them to win the Amefica~ E~st 

conference a~d get the schooFs 1st NC.~ 

tournm~en~ bid) 

Kelly Graves Women’s BasketbN~ Coach at 

Gonzaga U (on how Positive Perfem~ance he~ped 

a successfu~ program maintain [hek dom#~ance 

(by making the NCAA Sweet 16) after some key 

£fayers graduated.) 

~,’:!i.~::!fLl!¢.!#. [e read this ar[icie on our mission to bring 

marital training to every athlete. 

Watch what Want to 
Charli Turner ~iRiS~;)@h at 

.......... 
sas~ about h--g?V TO~ s a y 
Positive ~i56~[PPC? 
Perfomsance .... ~ 
....................................................... 5~F~::: 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMater.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 1:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofgina]ly ~nt 5,1/12: Failing the Integrity Test 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManaRe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the founder and presMent of the r~onprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHA~ER COUNTS~, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

"play" butto~;’ that ~ppe~ws 

Day of Gratitude 
Our nation was conceived by 

ideaiistic and ceura,:~eous 
political leaders, bat it was 
preserved by the im.mense 
and imr.qeasu.."able sacrifice 

of m~H~ons of so~d~ers who 
fosght and d~ed, 

Listen or read more 

Memorial Day, a Day of 
Remembrance 
~t~s net j~st an excuse for a 

three-day weekend o!" a day 
for barbeqae and beer, 

Memoda~ Day ~s a thr~e for 
Nr~encans {o connect with 
our natkna~ Mstory and core 
raises by honoring those 
who ~ave {he~r ~ves f~ght~n~ 
tot tb~s cosn{ry, 

Listen or read more 

Keep Your Fork 
Whe~: Tiltie died in i:er 90s, 
her friends were taken aback 
when they viewed her body 

and noticed a fork in her 
right hand, 
Listen or read more 

Trust Is More Important 
Than Truth 
AttDougi: honesty is an 
important virtue, i’r.q riot a 
trati:-tellir~g fa~:atic. Tr~..’th 
can sometimes be sacrificed 
re.." another ethical vaiue, 

over the pubfic ~ddt’ess 

s}Lstem at Dew, e/ 
U;~/fFed Sc/?ool Distr/ct, 
if you wo~Jd l#~e ~o get 

<~it,6er the pilot or 

initiative, ple~se email 

u~, Or visit our 
/<~a ~’n more. 

#13 A One-Minute 

Graduation Speech 
Whether you are 
graduad~:!} or :~et, it’s 
likely that success and 
happiness are high 

among you.." goals, 

ThatS fine; but be 
careful, they dent 
always come ~ogether, 

Net ali successful 
people are i:appy and 
not all happy people are 

successful. 
Listen or read more 

#14 Failin~ the 
I nteQ ritv Test 

all Dad an important 
physics exam on 
I,’ler,tay, Bat Cited 
persuaded Dis buddies 

to take a weekend trip 
to go to a .."ock 
concert, They all 

agreed they would 
study in the .,’tar driving 

Find ~..",d fellow Flichael,., 

Help keep this newsktter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $:1.00 or 

sigi:ed p:-int of 

poem "Wilei. W’Ui 

[ i~i Character educati .... terials ] 

Pro~:eeds from the sale of 

books and CDs support 

edacation in schoois. Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

What is project-based learning? 

Need a quick k:troductien to the 

theme of CC! Week 20~,27 Check out 
this short, fun video from the Back 
insdtute, 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
~are for life, 

Character education materials 

A great resource for teacher% and a 
perfect gift re.." gradeatio..",s and other 
special occasions, Help teeps mak~,t 
decisions that build character and 
ir!c.."ease Iong--terr.q happiness, ~ 

now >> 

Free sMppk~g for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 



and it’a so.metimea okay to 
praise a pteaer~t you distike 
or choose kindness over 

Listen or read more 

Motive, Tact, Tone, Timinq 
TrusLwor[hineas is essential 
to 9cod :elatienships~ and 
honesty is essentiai to 

trustworthiness. But what 
honesty reqehe5 us ~o 

Lislen or read more 

G~enr~ comments on Trust Is 
Nore [mportant Than Truth: 
".~ feel su:e ti:at you woaid 
agree that teasing out the 
’r~ght’ course of action ~n 
any particula~~ s~tuaUon can 

am a bH: surprised tha~ you 

Lai~e Olivet comments on 
Parents Are Teachers First: 

coaches have a i:uge impact 
on our youth, Z a~so agree 

work at a h~gh schoo~ and 

see first h,~nd what #oo~~ 
pa~ent~ng pro~uces," 

there a..’~d buck, buL i~ 
never i:ai>i>ened that 
way. 

Listen or read more 

Poster .- Learn from 
your past~ b~.:t live for 
your future, 

See and comment 

Teens 
Poster - To B~’! what 
you want to 
what you wast 
have~ to GO where you 
wart to go.,,~O what 

you haw~ to 

See and comment 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 

Would you Uke to knew what your 
high ad:ool students think about 
cheating, bullying, and various high- 
dsk behaviors? How about wt~at they 

Siqn up now >> 
Learn more >> 

Anti-Bullying Workshop 

cyberbuUying, and p~omote a positive 

school climate, We’il give you proven, 

they deserve, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
leade.~s~ and comm~mity l>uikde.~s to 
be effective character educatola. 

Upcominf[ seminars in 20:[2: 

June 13-15, San Antonio >> 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

July 30-Aug. 1~ Philadelphia 

Aug. 6-8, Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webinara al°e a convenient, 
afl:o.."dable way to lemn valuable 
ch a :a(:tet-development te(:i:niques. 

Learn more see schedule>> 

our Sportsmanship Bloq, low IBis 

Free camp prepares football players 
for college on AND off the field 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 
Josephson 

~¢..’ichaet Josephson moUvates audiences from U:e government, business, 

journaiism, taw, education, sports, policing, and the miiitary with his unique 

de very, e :gag ig prose itat o is, and personai atte.."..tion to yo~. r o~ganization’s 

needs, Calt 8OO--7:t ~,-2670 o.." learn more, 

Your donations en~bie us to offer services and [esources Uke i:his newsietter, Donate >> 

Preven~ this newsietier from landing m your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org ~o 
your add~’ess book o.~ app!’oved sonde.~ list 



9841 Airpe~l Bi’~d,, #300 i Los Angeies, CA 90045 I 800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

@20’i2 Josephson institute, "CI--~ARACTi)[R COUN-~’~’~!" is a ~egislered trademark ~f 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, June 6, 2012 5:37 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: Wildcats’ Hayes Named Player of the Week 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward this email 

] 
If hiS emsil was sent to anson@emaiLunc,edu by ,c_9_n_)_[~_u__n_j_c__a_t_jg_n__s__@__u__s_[~_c__c_#_r_:c__9_[~ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

United Soccer Leagues i [715 N West Shore Bird Suite 825 :: Tampa FL :: 33607 



World Cup Champion and Olympic Gold-Medal winning coach Tony DiCicco 

invites Challenger Sports campers to the 2012 SoccerPlus camps! 

Challenger Sports now has a residential camp program to offer our most serious soccer 

players. AND what is exciting is these residential camps are run by the most successful 

international soccer coach in America! 

Tony DiCicco has run SoccerPlus camps for 30 years and offer a specialist GoMkeepergchoof 

and FieldPfayerAcademy. SoccerPlus have established a reputation of being some of the 

most highly regarded residential soccer camps in the country! 

The Goalkeeper School will once again offer 4 different goalkeeper programs to accommodate 

anyone from beginning goalkeepers through national team prospects. For youth, club and 

high school goalkeepers we offer these very popular options: National Training Center (NTC); 

our Challenge Program and our Competitive Program. ALL FOR KEEPERS! 

2012 marks the return of our Advanced National Training Center for college-and professional- 

bound goalkeepers. Recommend your goalkeepers today! 

The FieldPlayer Academy offers two programs: our Striker School designed for all players, all 

positions and is focused on the attacking side of their game AND our FieldPlayer Academy 

which offers functional positional play and 11vll coordination for each line of the team. 

Invest in your future..,SoccerPlus Goalkeeper School or FieldPlayer Academy will challenge 

you and the SoccerPlus staff will guide you to success. Gre~t Co~ches M~ke Every Minute 

Count! 

Enroll Today! Go to www.soccerplus.org 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR CHALLENGER CAMPERS ! 

2012 marks the very first year of the Challenger-SoccerPlus partnership and we would like to 

offer a special discount to any of our past campers to experience this incredible coaching 

program. 

We would like to invite you to attend a SoccerPlus camp this summer and we would like to 

award you a special $25 dicount towards the cost of the camp. Not only will this be a great 

camp where you will rub shoulders with some of the top players in the region, but this could 

also be your ticket to England! We will be selecting players from the SoccerPlus camps to 

represent the USA in a top level tournament in England for a future event] 

A complete listing of SoccerPlus camps can be found at www.soccerplus.org - Simply register 

online and use code britishsoccercamps to get your $25 discount. 

Parents: I am delighted to be a part of the Challenger Sports team and I look forward to 

working with Challenger campers this summer. The SoccerPlus camps are a great addition to 

the Challenger day camp program and provide a natural step up for older and more 



competitive players who are looking to play at high school, college and beyond! 

I promise a challenging week, a week of learning and when your players leave a SoccerPlus 

session, they leave with self-confidence, self-motivation and self-direction. 

Please contact me directly if you have any questions regarding the 2012 SoccerPlus camps 

Tony DiCicco - Founder of SoccerPlus Camps. 

Check out our list of camps now at vwwv.soccerplus.or~ and don’t forget to redeem your ~25 

discount with code britishso¢¢ercamps ! 





FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer P[ayer~.~ News[ette~ <news~et:t:erc0usnstpa.com> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US 5occeF P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ June 8th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - JuNe 8th, 2.O12. 

Friday’s TV: Qualifiers and Euro 

CONCACAF War kJ Cbp Qbatifyin$ on ES~N: USA ~ Ant:~f~ua and Oar~u~Ja at 7pro, ~,£exico - Guyana ~s on Univision at 7: 30pro, 

Euro 2012 on ESPN: Pob~nd - Greece at t 1:30am and Russia ~ Czech Repub[h: at 2:30pro. A[~ T~mes E¢,stern 

Their Words 

wav~nS,.. ~’s £reat. ~ hop~ it w~ cant~nu~ until ~h~ ver~ end of the tournament." Poland coach Franciszek 

Smuda. 

Five Thin~s For Antigua and Barbuda 

By J Hutcherson ¯ WASHINGTON, DC (June 8, 2012) US Soccer Players .. With the United States openin~ World Cup 
O.ua{ifymg tom?,ht at Raymond James Stadium (7pro ~ - ESPN) here’s the return of my fwe thin~s Fm ~ooking for from 

t:oni~ht’s {~am~, W~’~I. sl:a~t vvi~:h an obviobs issue lk)r any overrna~:ched si~:ua~:h)n. 

An easy one to be honest. There’s a tendency from some teams to start losing shape when everything is going the}r way, If 

there’s no need for defensive ~Jul:y, pl.ayers be(~in to press higher and higher up the ~iel.d. The result can certain{y be worth 

more goals in a tournament setdn~ where 90~1 difference counts, Then agam~ sacrff~cin~ shape can {end to bad habits, 

Loose soccer is dan~erous soccer~ t~ivint~ up opportbnities that woub:{n’t otherwise be there, }t~s ~:he d~fference b~l:w~en what 

we saw with Spain a year ago and Brazi[ [ast week in ~riendUes agah~st the USA. Spain did a bette~ job of keepin~ shape and 

B~azfl didn’t. The half-chances and a]most goa~s for the USA a~ainst gra~{ took away flora B~a~[’s performance a~d ca[]ed the 

fina{ score into question, A ~ew ~ays {a[e~, 8razi{ couldn’t gee thei~ chances to count in a s~utout loss to Brazil O~ course, 

othe~ than heat a[[ of these examples occur~ed i~ settin!~s where weather wasfft an issue. 

"[’he expectation is a w~t: fi~Icl on ~:’~iday ni!~ht: with a ~’I)~, ~:han~:e of prec:~pb:ation, ~,~amel.y~ that form o~ precJpJtal:~on ~s 

th~indersto~ms. Not only is there the iss~ie of how the bail pb~ys o~ a ~ess than idea[ p[ayin~ surface, there’s the problem of 

potential de~ays due to I.i$htning. ~oth o~ these are obstacl.es and both take tweakin(~ what:ever !~ame pl.an was in p~ac:e, 

no~ an insult ~o d~e opposition to make conditions ~ significant par~ o~ the focus. Toni~th weathe~ could e~si[y bo~ the 

~ame dowrb wear out pl.ayer!b and chanf~e ~:he flow of the ~ame, Y~s> that impacts everyone on the fiek] ~)ut i~ needs ~o be a 

point of focus for d~e Umted Sta[es~ Continue readinfl "Five Thinfs For Antiflua and Barbuda" ,, 

Whitecaps’ Cannon still has a ball tending net - flron~ tt~e Va~~couvelr Sun’s ~an~ Tucker: "1 enjoy that 

Danny Mwanga excited to play for Portland Timbers .. from The Ore~onian’s Geoffrey C. ?,rno[d: ~#a’~,an~a said he didn’t 
have any issues with Nov~’ak. 

12 Potential Stars for Euro 2012 - from The NY Times’ Graham Ruthven: and the overaf[ vibrancy of their Dortmu~d 

contingent cou[c! see d~em emerge as somethin~ of a surprise, 

Roma return to Zemanlandia - from James Horncastb.~: As a pubhcity ~.;t:unt:, it hved up to much oi its {~ffhn~. 

Manchester United: 659 million people can’t be wrong. Can they? - f~om 3port:in!~ tntetti}~ence’s ~.li(:k Harris: ~r’he new data 
fett me perplexed for severa~ more reasons. 

Weekend q~7: Euros 

Saturday 

Euro 2012 on ESPN: Hal.land o benmark at 11:45am ar~J Germany - Porl:u~at at 2: ~0pm, GoFI’V has the Brazi~ - Ar!~entina 

f~iendty at 3pro, A~ Thses Eastern 

Sunday 



Eu~o 2012 on ESPi~: France - En~land at I ~ :,~5~m ~nd Ukraine ~ Sweden at 2:~O~om ET. 

i[~:~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

¯                   I 

::~:+:;:: FeedBlitz Secondan!Slot 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com --qSale@BigSigns.com> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 12:40 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Can Facility Improvements Increase Your Funding? 

vie>, the mes>qge bebvv dick here¯ or ’,,fit w~wu.bi~signs.com 

Yes they car’.., We know imp:oveme~ts iike our Dura-Mesh Fence Screens, a[o~ biank waUs arsd 

chain ~ink fe~ci~ make a d~amatX: h~pact in d~e [oo~. o~ your ~adUty, Bu~ how can ~adUty 

Accordin~ b> rise ! ece~v~ AFCA® a~’dc[e "Stuff: Attendance 8c Participation", updating 

aUfieSc @lector undels~ands the psycho[o$~cai impact on reai ~evemseo READ MORE 

We offer ~.~ieat options to t:andte your faci(ity improvements and sponso~’stqp active, tion, with 

e<cepdorsa~ valse~ CUck (o see: Interior Wall Graphics~ Pole banners~ GatorAd® 

de~’ab~ i Porta-Cade® Dot[able barrio’Male systems, Fence Screens, and Event Shelters, 

A.~?son, ca.=,i or use ~ .:(}<lay to get r~’..o~e ir:folmaSom O~ ema~ us your k}~os, a photo 

of d~e a~ea you waist covered~ some basX: meast~ ements and we’ [ pt t t%~eter a flee 

mockup for you, 



Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers; saiesmen; and production techl°=icia~s BigSigns corn is ready to ser,/e your stadium graphics al°=d event signage i°=eads 

We are located il°: downtow~ Grand Haven, Michigan. along the iakeshore 

BigSi.~t!~’s !;ore I 22 S Harbor Dri~e 8u}1:a 101 i Giaild ?-Iaven Mi 49417 



Fioom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suhject: 

David Clarke z<tavid.clarke@coach- soccer.corn> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 8:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Improve yonr players’ goal-per-game ratio 

From the desk of David Clarke, 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching. 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Dee r ~yl soyl , 

My game Double Crossers is all about finishing off crosses into the penalty 

area. If you can coach your team to get their shots on target they are on to 

a winner - it is very difficult for youth keepers to save accurate shots from 

close range. This game is only available in this week’s issue of Soccer 
Coach Weekly. 

All the way up to Premier League level, players are rewarded for accurate 

finishing. For instance, Stewart Downing had 72 shots this season without 

scoring. On the other hand, Clint Dempsey scored 22 times from the four 

shots a game he averaged. 

The difference is exaggerated further at youth level. If your centre forward 

gets four shots on target every Saturday, the chances are he will score a lot 

of goals. 

That’s why my session in this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to 

help your players finish better. 

In this week’s issue, I’m offering you the chance to improve your players’ 

goal per game ratio, and here’s the best bit, it only costs $1 for a five-issue 

trial to Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Also in this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly 

As well as my session to improve your players’ finishing, this week’s Soccer 

Coach Weekly also contains: 

¯ A game from Steve Watson which is all about shooting for the 

target as a team but with penalties for players who miss. Get 

Steve’s shooting game now 

A warm-up that gets your players passing, turning and moving. Get 

this warm-up now 

A small-sided game from Premier League academy coach Michael 

Beale called Two in and two wide. Each team has attacking wingers 

who can’t be tackled to create an overload situation. Use Michael’s 

Two in and two wide qame today 

¯ Two coaches discuss whether you should give your players lifts home 

- are you crossing a line when you let them into your car? It’s a tricky 

one 

Soccer Coach Weekly can make your life easier and help you develop your 

players into match winners. When you sign up today for just $1 I’ll send 

you the new issue with a session that will help your players finish better 

PLUS the next four issues of Soccer Coach Weekly. AND I’ll also send you 

four free reports: 



The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual 

20 easy ways to improve your soccer coaching 

Champions! - create a winning team in three easy steps 

5 rules for dealing with disruptive kids 

Why upgrade to Soccer Coach Weekly 

I’m not saying that Better Soccer Coaching won’t help 

you become a better coach because it will. 

But if you want more than a good season, if you want to 
be top of the league then Soccer Coach Weekly is for 
you - start your trial now. 

Soccer Coach Weekly can take your coaching to the 

next level: 

Detailed session 
analysis 

Prints to an A4 page 

Advertising inissue each 

For just $1 you could be as happy as Paul Norris of Woodbank FC in Bolton, 
England who says: 

"I wish I had this type of advice when I was 

starting out in junior soccer coaching (over eight 

years ago). It’s ideal for outfining the approach to 

managing junior soccer teams." 



My session to improve your team’s shooting is only available this week. 
Don’t miss out - subscribe now. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching. 

Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 
UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 
Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 
Email: info@qreenstarmedia.net 

Unsubscribe 



Dear Parent, 

We hope your child enjoyed the previous Challenger British Soccer Camp experience. 
This summer we launched our new 1,000 touches camp curriculum and the parent reviews 
have been tremendous! Camps are filling up fast so please take this opportunity to sign up 
now and avoid being disappointed. 

All camps feature: 

All British Coaching Staff 
Fr~e Camp T-Shirt 
Free Soccer Ball 
Free Soccer Poster 
Individual Skills Evaluation 
New 1,000 touches Camp Curriculum 
Daily World Cup Tournament 

Challenger offers a number of camps in ~our area. To find the perfect match for 
your child, check out our complete listing of events. 

CHALLENGER VIDEO TIPS: 
Challenger will be sending out video tips every three weeks so that campers can practice some of 

prior to camp. 

Watch free instructional soccer videos from Challenger Sports - Play Videos 

Sincerely, 

Challenger Sports 

info@challen.qersports.com 
800-878-2167 

~iI Challenger World Tours 

Enjoy the ultimate European 
soccer experience - represent 
Team Challenger and the USA 
in some of England’s top 
tournaments! 

SoccerPlus Camps 

Overnight Camps! 
Challenger presents 
SoccerPlus camps from 
World Cup and Olympic 
winning coach Tony DiCicco. 

Visit their site - save $25 with 
code britishsoccerca mps. 

Fox SoccerTM 

FOX Soccer and FOX Soccer 
Plus bring the highest level of 
p[~)fessional soccer to viewers 
every day including Barclays 
Premier League and UEFA 
Champions League. 



I www.soccerpluscamps.con~ I www.ro×soccer.com 
I 





FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Setter Players News[ette~ <news~etter@usnsLpa.com> 

Do~rance, A{bert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P{~yers News{e[ter USSocce~ Players ¯ ~une 12th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ June 12th, 2Ot2 

Tuesday’s TV 

The Gual:ema]a ~ USA Werld Cup QuaLifier is avai{al£e on pay-per-v~ew at 10prn~ E] Sa{vader - Me:<k:o is on ’Ti!4emundo at 
9;30pro. Euro 2012 on ESPN: Greece - Czech Reput£ic at t1:45am and Poland - Russia at 2:30pro. A~ Th~es E~stern 

Scouting Report: Guatemala 

By Clemente Lisi -. NEW YORK~ NY (3une 11, 2012) US Soccer Players ... Four days after posting a 3.1 win over tiny Aatigua 

and ~arbuda before a hospitab{e Tampa crowd to open Wo~[d Cup Qua{flying, the USA w~[[ face Guaterna[a on Tuesday (10pro 

E:’T- PPV} he,ere a decided[y more parl:isan crowd aL the Est:adk~ Nack~nal./sCat:ee F[ores in Guatemal.a City. The Guaterna[ans 

are a lot more talented than Antigua and Barbuda - and far hungrier for a victory &fEet starth~g the Semifinal Round with a 

k)ss Lo Jamak:a, 

for USA teach Jurgen g{insmann, winne~ el a Work] Cup k~ 1990 and Eu~epean Championship in 1996 as a player wi~h 

naEK,e Oermaay~ what awai[s him wi[}. be a new experience. Fans pe[tiag the pl.aye~s with deb~is~ sub-pa~ HeM con@dons, 

unbearable heat and humidity and po[k:e in Met gear a~e the nerm ir~ ~ha~ part o~ the worl.d duMng a hi,h-stakes rnaLch. Fer 

p{ayers [ike Tm~ Howard, Caries Bocanegra, an8 Landon Donovan~ the s~t~at~en wi[[ be sm~i}.ar ~o pasL Worm C~p q~a[iHe~s~ 

Experienced of nel:~ i[ h~ always a l:rk:ky Las]~ to pby a Centre[ American oppenent on ~ts home LuM:. 

"The on~.y sirni[ar situation we had (to a ])[ace and opponent like Ouatema{a) was during January camp against Panama~" said 

K[insrnana. referring Lo the USA’s 1-0 in Panama City. "Fo~ us. it is reaU.y important that we prepare the team in a why LhaL 

they go the}r own pace, their own speed and that they demand everything of themse[ves in o~der to keet) the bar as high as 

pessib]e. }I we are able to execute a very fi}sbpa(:ed game; a very determined one - and technk:a[[y are on a very high [eve] - 

then hopefufb/we can break them down." Continue reading "Scouting Report: Guatemala" ~ 

Five Things For Guatemala 

By J Hutcherson o WASHING’TON. DC (June ’t2, 2012) US Soccer P[ayers o- Game twe ef CONCACAF Worl.d Cup Qua[ffyh~g for 

the US/~ has them on the road in Guatemala City (10pro ~ - PPV}, Fle~e a~e five things to I.ook out for as the Uaited SLates 

pbys for away pmnts. 

Don’t Let This Become An MLS Game 

That’s the Big threat GuaLema[a poses when the strongest piaye~s on their squad play in Ma~or League Socce~. Why is this a 

p~ob{ern? The unpredictabi{ity of MLS games. We see stronge~ teams {ose every week m League p]ay, advantages turn into 

~.~abi[ities. and Learns eek out wins in ways LhaL work against paying ~or ebLe players. Why bother, if the opposidoa wi{[ do 

whateve~ it takes over 90 rnmutes to neutralize the obvious points of attack? How does a tears wo~k around that? They force 

their game and t:q/to rnkfimize the opporl:uniHes tk~r mistakes. Ne ~oin~ behind early and (:basing the equabzer. Ne iso[ated 

p]ayer giving up the ba[~ h~ a dangerous posit~on. Lirmt the chance for luck to p{ay a re[e. This ~s tough for any team, but }t 

plays a}~ak~sl: ~he fbJke feel:of that de~ermhles so mb(:h hi ~4ajo~ [.ea~be Soccer. 

The Offensive 

We’ve already seen an example of this from Euro 2012 where H@.[and could certain(y shoot but cou{dn’t seem Lo sco~e. That 

game m~f~ht as we{] have {)een an e:<erc~se m a ~ul:i[e acLK, e effense, ’The shel:s were there, they were taken, they just dkhYt 

faU, The United SLates kaow how that works. A team sLrug~[es againsL its own almost.success, a situation where the 

avagabgity of chances work against them. The early mdk:ato~ are frustration shots frorn d}stance. If the ba]~ is blasted from 

outside the a~ea because attempts Lo carry ~t into the box have enged w~th haU chances and saves~ that’s frusLraL~oa~ It’s the 

same tl’dng when shot selection goes wanting and a team makes it urmecessan[y more diffk:u{t. Continue reading "Five 

Things For GuatemaLa" ,, 

USA midfielder Jose Torres: Klinsmann wants us all to shoot more - trrern (~oa],tx)rn’~[ Ryan Dempsey: "Fhe ~ecevery is 

gems g~eat so I~nl not too wormed." 



USA has short- and long-term issues on outside - fro~’r~ Soccer 

there is no sho~tsge of option, s at [eft b~ck. 

Mattocks makes most of his boast o from The Province’s Msrc Weber: They’ve now matched thei~ win tots[ from a misere~b[e 

fhrst: ~/~[.S sess(m, 

Monday Postsame: Besinnin8 for USMNT~ end for Col FC o from ~/~tSsoc<:er.com’s Jotm ~o[ster: Let’s tske snot:~er 

similar ~estt~re? 

Football Needs ~ Protect Its Integrity - from Hu¢lin~Lon PosL’s Syhda Schenk: So far th~s ~s neL happenin 

2012 on ESPN: Denmark o Po~tuzs[ at 11:45am a~d He[land - Ge~malw at 2:30#m ET. 

i[~:~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

¯                   I 

::[:+:]:: FeedBlitz SecondanlSIot 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 12:03 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Euro 2012 oiler - .save 20% on the LMA’s online coaching course 

I’m writing to tell you about our exciting partnership with the League Managers 

Association (LMA) - the body rcpresenfing elite professional soccer managers in the 
UK. 

In association with the LI~A~, we are offering you priority" access to a ground-breaking 
professional soccer dcvelopment course. 

De~,eloping a Culture of Excellence is an online course that allows ambitious coaches to 

learn from the greats of the modern game - including Sir Alcx Ferguson, Arsene Wenger, 

David Moyes, Roy Hodgson and Martin O’Neill. 

If you are serious about developing your coaching career, you should consider taking 

part this unique learning exp~’ience. You’ll get a certificatc at the end and it will make a 
great addition to your coaching CV. 

Please read the personal invitation from LMA chairman and former England manager 

Howard Wilkinson. 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 

Registered Office: Meadow View, Tarmery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, 
Surrey, GU5 0AB, UK. Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-so ccer .com 

(c_~ 2012 Green Star Media Ixd 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner <noreply@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 1:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Attn TDS Members: Exclusive Hotel Di~ount 

] 
Choice Hotels International ] 

Make Choioe Hotels Part of Your Game Plan 

Click h erie to view online 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 4:24 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We can help your team 

Header 

Being smart about raising money is no longer optional. 

Budget cuts and a tough economy make it mandatory. 

Be smart. Use the [nternet for what it was made to do: 
share your story, connect with people, get contributions. 

Put us and our very simple, proven program to work. 

Hand out a flyer and spend five minutes perfecting the 
donation page we’ll create. That’s it. 

You will generate a lot of financial support with practically 
no effort. 

Coaching a fall or winter sport? Get your returners going 
right now with just a click. 

No selling. Nothing to handle or deliver. No set-up cost. 

Click to start or get more info: www.Eeachinc~OurGoal.org 

Proof: 

- Rancho Cucamongo HS Football: over six thousand dollars. 
- [rmo HS Girls Soccer: over threee thousand dollars. 
- Dakota Ridge HS Football: over seven thousand dollars. 
- Sanata Nonica HS Lacrosse: over seven thousand dollars. 

Reaching Oar Goal 
We help people accomplish amazing things. 
258 Route 117 Bypass Road 

Bedford Hills, NY 10507 
su pport@. ReachinqOurGoal .orq 
www.ReachinqOurGoal.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 8:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofgina]ly ,sent 6/7/12: Mental Sunshine aJ~d Flowers 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Managte your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

~eek 778: June 

Michael Josephson is a no~ed radio corr:r.nen~ator 
the founder and president of the :!onprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Mental Sunshine and 
Flowers 
D~ve had [o under~:~o painis1 
throat s;..’rge:y. Since 

wasn’t a young man and made 
his living as a professional 
speaker, the experience was 
frigi:tenin9 asd traumatic, 
Listen or read more 

Who’s Right and Who’s 
Wronq? 
The vek~me and virsIence, of 

disafb’eemer~t on is~.~es ~ke 
stem ce~ research, about,on, 
and gay unions ~s testimony 

nql~ons of Americans are ~h~ed 

up on oppoMte s~des of a 
chasm, appalled at the etMca~ 
poverty o~ those they 
d~sagree w~th~ 
Listen or read more 

The Parable of Brother Leo 
An old iegend toils of a 

prompting 

over ~’/~e public 

Downey (C4) 
S4hoo/ Di~;tr/<’t. if you 
would/{k<~ to get your 

~choo~ mvoived 

in/dath’% p/ease emafl 
us. Or visit our blog ~’o 

# 15 A Teacher’s 

Dilemma About 
Grades 
Wi;en i was a 
professm’, [ 

administered 
choice t~sts that 
corrected by 
One day, Pen came to 
my offk:e mformh~9 me 
Z made a scoring error 
.... in his [aver, 
Listen or read more 

Heip keep this newsletter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribut~ $100 or_ 

poem "’Whst Wiil 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Proceeds from ti:e sate of 

books a:~d CDs sut>port charact,,~r 

edacation in schools, Shop here 

Flip through our cataloq 
Get a paper copy 

e~:~ucatio~? Visit o~r Character 
Educator Bloq, Rece.."..tiy posted; 

Show responsibility: be money smart! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life, 

::~:~;;:: Character education materials 



r.~o..",astery in France 
knowp t lu’o ~,.’ g h o ~,.’t 

because of the extraordinary 
leaaei°ship of a man known 
only as B.."oti’,e~ Leo. 
Listen or read more 

The Best Dad 
Years ago I hea!’d a sto!’y of a 
Sad name8 Paul who gave his 
young son a smati ci:alkboard 
to 9reel;ice writing on. One 
evenk~9 h~s son (:a~ed out 
from the bedroom, "Dad, how 

Listen or read more 

Learninq From Piqeons 
During an exl,’,e..’ir.~ent, pigeons 
were p~,.’t in (:~ges with one 

green and one red button. 
one cage, ~1: ~he b~ds 

get food eve~y dme~ in the 

y~e~ded food 

Listen or read more 

~SritR~th comments on Trust 
Is More Important Than 
Truth: "Mid~aei, I haw~ to 
disagree with ti:is one, Whiist 
you don’t 
have to hurt a person’s 
feelings when ~hey g~ve you 
g~l:~ you d~s~k% you ~:ou~d 

M~d ~essi!) en e~os~ty 

~ob comments on Who’s Riqht 
and Who’s Wrong?: "How 
about lying, s~eali..",g o~ 
mu:de¢.." Should we take a poll 

to find out if they al~e wrong? 
A consensus is not a .."eiiabie 
mo!’al compass. The~’e is such 
a thing as truth." 

on There’s No Such Thing as 
Business Ethics: "The ~dea 
that critics ~pp~es m b~smess 

conclusion that the~e’s no 

responds: "Very vaiid poin~ 
Chris. In a~ effo~’t to re~nforce 

etMcs ~s grounded ~ an8 

b/og posts? Pie~se pos~ ~ 

Poster-- 
Gene.."osity ts Doing 

Somethin£# Fo~’ Othe.."s 
Eve:! Wi:en 
Certain You Wilt Get 
Nodiing Back, ~-!ven A 
Thank You, 
.... Michaei 3osephson 

See and comment 

Poster .-- in You Wars[ 

To Know A Pe~so~fs 
Rea~ Va~ses Look How 
They Spend Their 

~4oney, 

See and comment 

A great I’esource for teachers, an8 a 
perfect gift for graduations an8 other 
speciai occasions. Buy now >> 

Free shipphig for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 

Would you like to know what your 
high school stuaents think about 
cheatinfb bultyin,~b and various high-- 
~isk behavio:s? How about wi:at they 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

Boc~k ~-~ Anti-Bullyinq Workshop 

[eayn i:OW tO i.qte.~vene~ 

cyberbultyi.."..g, and pro.mote a positive 
schooi ciimate, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educato:s~ youth-service 
leaders, and community builders to 
be effective character educators. 

Upcemipg seminm’s in 2i)12: 

June 13-15, San Antonio >> 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

July 30-Aug. 1, Philadelphia >> 

Aug. 6-8, Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

OU~’ webina~’s are ~ ~:onv6~ni~.~nt, 

affordable way to tea~n \,ah~abie 
character-development techniques, 

Learn more, see schedule >> 

Danqerous bounties move to kids’ 
leagues 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e=newsletter >> 

Michael 

Josephson 

~,!~chae~ ]osephson motivates audiences from the gove~mellt, bus~ness, 

Ineeds, Call 800-7I~-.2670 or learn more, 

The .qo.qp~’ofit 3osephsor~ institute is wo!idng to create a wodd where people act mere 



984t/\i~pod [’~i~d. ~300 i ’Los/\rtf~/.~i’,.~ ~. C/\ 9g045 I 8g0-.71 t-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

~Vednesday, June 13, 2012 4:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Exhibitions & Progra~ns: Ackland Art Museum 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Earthly Delights: Pottery & Textiles 

Openin8 reception: Thursday, 14 June, 6:30-8:30 PM 

As space is limited, a reservation is required to attend the reception. 

Please RSVP to 919.962.0216. 

The works of potter Joseph Sand and textile 

artist Sondra Dorn reveal keen obse~ations 

of and deep connections to the world 

around them. 

Technology -- in the form of airplanes, 

microscopes, and computers -- enables 

Sondra Dorn to shift between different 

vantage points and to see both the micro 

and the macro, but the linen that she works 

with ultimately brings her art back to a human, personal scale. "1 engage 

with the forms I’ve discovered in the woHd around me, dissot~n8 and 

reconstituting them with fabric, thread, dye and ink," says Dorn. 

Sand says of his work, "[it’s been] 

cultivated within the lineage of the strong, 

functional ethics of Bernard Leach, Michael 

Cardew, and Mark Hewitt. In this respect, 

my work has a strong connection to the 

past." It is also influenced by Sand’s 

ongoing study of contemporary pottery, 

Southern alkaline g[azes, and Midd[e 

Eastern and East Asian design. 

Thursday evening’s opening reception 

feature live music by local harpist Ke[sey 

Bennett. 

Earthly Delights: Pottery & Textiles will be 

on view in the Ackiand Museum Store 

through 4 August 2012. 

Sunday, 17 June, 2:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the month, enjoy music 

in the Acktand galleries. A wide variety of 

performers can be heard, from classical 

quartets to bluegrass, to enhance your 

Museum experience. 

This Sunday, Tea Cup Gin plays jazz and show 

tunes from the early 20th century, drawing 

inspiration from performers such as Jelly Roll 

Morton, Fats Waller, Hoagy Carmlchaet, W.C. 

Handy, and Nt[ie Hohday. 

Free and open to the public. 



Addin~l to the Mix 4: Johann Joachim K~ndler’s Apollo 

June - 12 Ausust 2012 

This exhibition focuses on a major example 

of eighteenth-century Meissen porcelain 

recently acquired by the Ackiand: a figure of 

Apollo by Johann Joachim K~ind[er. Porcelain, 

long made in China, was first produced in 

Europe around 1710 at the Meissen factory 

near Dresden, and K~ndler was recognized as 

the foremost European sculptor in the 

medium. 

In Addin~ to the ~Aix4, the Apollo figure is 

shown alongside a variety of works from the 

Ack[and’s collection to highlight the 

distinctive qualities of porcelain as a medium 

for sculpture. Additionally, a selection of 

prints and drawings examines various 

aspects of Apollo -- sun-god, lover, slayer of 

the monstrous python, and patron of poetry - 

- as visualized by artists from the sixteenth 

to the n|neteenth century. 

A~’t & L~te~ature ~-~ the 

Summer 2012: "Black Experience in Modern and Contemporary Art 

and Literature" 

The Ackland’s popular Art & Literature in the Galleries program continues this summer 

with a reading selection that will broaden appreciation for and explore relationships 

between works on \dew at the Ackland. 

Art and Literature in the Galleries programs take place on select Thursday 

evenings from 6:30-8:00 PM, during the Ackland’s extended evening hours. 

14 June: Toni Morrison’s Sula -- FULL 

19 July, Gloria Naylor’s Mama Day 

This novel explores the clash between ideas commonly 

held in urban, "modern" America and cultural beliefs 

deeply rooted in religion and spirituality. Like Sula, it 

grapples w~th a tender but painful relationship between 

two women, in this case the mystical heater Mama Day 

and her liberated great-niece, Ophelia. Among the 

Ackland works we will bring into our discussion will be 

Alison Saar’s Smokin’ Papa Chaud and Cool IHaman, both 

of which reference transformational energy as well as 

identity stereotypes. Facilitated by program coordinator 

Leslie Ba[kany. 

16 August, Edward P. Jones’s Lost in the City 

The protagonists this award-winning collection of short stories are black men and 

women living in Washington, D.C., during the 1960s and ’70s. Characters that 

transcend their meager existence in unexpected -- and sometimes heroic -- ways 

figure prominently in fourteen beautifully crafted stories. Several of these characters 

could have been models for works on view in the summer exhibition Director’s Choice. 

Co-facilitated by John Bowles, Associate Professor of African American Art, Art 

Department, UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Free to Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC OneCard holders 

$5 each session for all others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Click here to learn more about the Summer 2012 Art 8 Lit programs. 



Sunday, 24 3une, 2:00-4:O0 £M 

~uild museum memories w~th the chffdren m 

your {fie at the Acktand’s monthly Famibt ~y[ 

Come fo~ a {itt]e while or stay for the who{e 

afLernoon -- Ws a[t FREE{ 

**Please note that Family Day activities are 

recomn’~ended for children ages 4 to 8 years 

old,** 

Fatuity Tour @ 2:00 £/~ 

Learn abeuL ways Le interacL with the arL on v~ew h~ P~e~e by Pie~: ~ui~s, (:o~ge.s, 

~nd Constructions. 

Story T~me @ 3:00 PM 

Creation Station, drop ~n Z:00~4:00 PM 

Enjoy hands-on "quilt" and col.[age makk~g, 

Treasure Hun~:s, available 2:00-4:00 PA 

What can you spy with your little eye? 

Every year, 

the Acktand 

welcomes 

visitors of 

aii ages 

from 

around the 

campus, 

the 

Triangle, 

and the 

world into 

our 

galleries. 

Through 

art, we 

create 

innovative 

connections 

across the 

campus and 

the 

community, 

researching 

and 

presenting 

art for the 

benefit of 

the broader 

public. 

Help us continue to create opportunities for learning, contemplation, discovery, 

and delight for every member of the community, Please make your generous gift 

today. 

Looking 

Yoga in the 

Galleries 

Tuesday, 26 

June, 12:00- 

1:00 PM 

Tuesday, 3 

July, 12:00- 

1:00 PM 

"Last Look" 

at 

Thornton 

Dial: 

Thoughts 

on Paper 

Sunday, 1 July, 1:00-5:00 PM 

On the last day of the exhibition, enjoy refreshments, tours, and music by the Sigmon 



i×ii 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubbc programs are made possibte by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you, 

Become a member of the Ackl.and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission[ 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Images: 

Jean Metzin~er, French, 1883-1956: Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Art 

Museum, Acktand Fund. 

Sondra Dorn, Sea Hollyfn a Cool Green Sky, 2011; textite. 

Joseph Sand, Monumental Jar, 2012, approx. 51" h, pottery, ash 8raze. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Pfcture Krame--Lf;fe Go On, 1991; watercotor and 8raphite. Courtesy of Mr. Tom Larkin. 

Sondra Dorn, Re[lectfon Serfes: Desert Mornfns, (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed textite with stitchin8 mounted on board. 

Johann Joachim K~indter, German, 1706-1 775: Apollo, from the Bath of Apollo centerpiece, c. 1748; porcelain with dear 8raze. 

Acktand Art Museum, Gift of the William E. Shipp Estate, by exchanse. 

Sismar Potke, German, 1941-2010: Hfs Hfs, hness, or When Do Pofnts Count (£H. - Oder warm z~hlen dfe Punkte), 2002. James Keith 

Brown and Eric Diefenbach Coltection. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Tf$,er Wfll Standby Thfs Lady, As Lffe Go On, 1991; watercotor. Acktand Art Museum, Gift of 

the Sours Grown Deep Foundation. 
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FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Prayers News[etti!v <newsletterc0usnst:pa.com> 

Thursday, June 14. 2012 11:31 &~ 

Do~rance~ Atbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~yers Newgetter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ June 14th. 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Ju~e 14th, 2Ot2 

Wednesday’s TV 

Eu~e 2012 on ESPN: Denmark o Po~tu~}al at 11:4Sam and HoII.and - Germany at 2:30pro ET. 

Their Words 

ri~h~ m~n to ~od dhelsea en~’o .furtf~er ~ucce.ss. "’ Chelr;ea CEO ~#n GouHay announcing ~:hat the club 

dropped the ~ntedm t~de for man,Set Roberto Di Matteo. 

Klinsmann’s Continuin~I Revolution 

By Charles Boeh~ - WASHINGTON, DC iJtme 1% 2012) US Soccer Ptaye~s - Tuesday mght’s 1-1 World Cup quaUfym~ draw 

Guatemala prompted an interesting range of reacUons from fans, pundits and other observers of the US National Team~ Fo~ 

some, Marco Pappa’s 8}rd n’thlute free kick equahzer n’teant that Jurgen ktinsmann’s tean’t had fumb{ed away a victory, 

and simple. Others more or ~ess shrug~;ed and accepted a road point, mindfu[ et: Los Chr~;gnes’ mJsse(~ chances and the 

substantia[ cha[~en£es inherent to any qua~ifyin~ ~isit to Centre[ 

Given that the trip to Guatemala City stands out as their tot~ghest match of this m~md, the Yanks didn’t need to win last 

night. T’aldn~ four points Item the first two 2ames o~ CO~ACACAF Group A su2{~es~s that safe passa{~e to the final., hexa~ena[ 

round is ~ssured, just as it has been for mo~e Lh~n a deca~e~ Whi}.e this pa~ticu[~ USA squad’s pe~ formances have shown 

to be as unpredicLab{e as any h~ recent memory, H: wfl.[ b~k~ a cot[apse of qle~lurrlenta[ proporUons to end up outside the 

That woMd atso impty that ten months into K[insmann’s tenure~ the concept of "business as usual" h~sn’t chan~ed much~ i� 
at art That begs a few questions about the whereabouts of the transformaUve effect K[insmann was supposed to have on 
th~s Lem~, not to mention the entire national, team system. 

After a [on£-~ unnin£, on.a~ain-off-again courtship by US Soccer Fede~ ation p~esident Sunil. Gu[ati, K[insmann was MoughL on 

fast summe~ with a b,,,,ofo[d brief: elevate the pro~ran’t to the proverbial "next [eve[" by pmmptin~ ~rowth and dynamism at 

a[[ a2e [eve[rb while maintaining a steady course towards a ber[h in the 2014 Worl.d Cup. Continue readin~ "K[insmann’s 
ContinuinR Revolution" ,, 

The Euros: Strategy And Tactics 

By Jason Davis o WASHINGTON. DC (June ’t % 2012) US Soccer Prayers - Se flit, the European Championships has been a 

study in h~if-baked ideas on how to 8o about wmnin~ a soccer ~ame. So f~. the European Championship have ha~d[y been 

one o~ these tourna~ents ~ha~ !~e~s trends we’ll see retched onto around the worl.d h~ the years ahead. So far, the European 

Championships haven’t been a showcase for truly g~o~L teams, but a lesson that more often than not, matchups make 

m~tches. 

Is there a c[ear, positive, successful method of p]ay that is catching anyone’s eye tht~s far.? 

As}de flora the rush of ach ena[ine and quesUonabfe officiaLm~ that gave [is a surprisin2[y entertaining ’i-1 opener beb,~,,een 

Poland and G~eece~ a sL~on~ performance by Russia a~insL the unde~wheh~m~ Czechs, and (ff you want to be kind to the 

Croatia~s rathe~ tha~ hard on the Irish) Croatia*s three gear outburst a!~ainst h’e~a~d, the tour~amer~t has bee~ mo~e marked 

more by thin~;s done poer[y than by thh~gs done well. 

We~ve seen Spain; the pred:ournament favodt:e and reignh~g Wer~(~ a~d ~uropea~ champien~ demure ~e~T~ p~ayin}~ a 

ded}cated striker. Vincente De[ Bosque opted - rather than send out & [ineQp with a second or third choice forward in the 
formal:ion ~ to pack his team fu[~ of rnidfN~]d tah~nt. ~: wed~d and it didn’t~ and Spain emerged from l:hei~ opening ~reup 

maLch with Ita~.y with one ~oa[ and one point. 

There’s no reason to think that Spain’s gambit wiU catch on, snaking through world soccer the way so many of d~aL countr~is 

st:ytist:k: ca~Jing cards haw!~ ow!~r the ~.ast iew years, f t:aty didn’t p~ay Catenaccio, but U~ey did sUfl.e the Spanish. Lesser t:eams 

wiU find it difficult ~o ~ep[icate even the limited success De[ Bosque’s team found. Continue readin£ "The Euros: Strate£;y 
And Tactics" - 

Now Is The Time In Soccer When We Dance - from Sports l[[t~strated’s Grant Wah[: K[msrnann’s U.S. project is mu[ti[ayered. 

Armchair Analyst: Three thinss we learned from Guatemala vs. USA o from MLSsoccer.com’s ~atthew Doyle: There 
st~.I be tou~h days t:e come. 



US draw reveals obvious limitations - f~om Fox SocceCs K, es Gatarcep: Everythin~ ehan~ed ~n the second 

Peter Nowak fired: Philadelphia Union dismiss famed coach ~ ~rom The Sporth~g NewCs 

~na~ have 4-4-4 reasons ~ ~ace - from The Houston Chromcte’s Jose ~e 

Cannon has a hatred of ~oals against - from ’The Provi~(:e3 ~,~r’(: Weber: "he’s still. 

FHday’s TV 

Eu~o 2012 on ESPN2: Ukraine ¯ France aE 11:45pro and Swede~ - En~tand at 2:~Opm ET, 

i~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

I 

i~i FeedBlitz Seconda~,Slot 

Click here to so~ely unsubscribe from "U~:~o¢~cerP!~,ers "Click here to view moilin~ orchives, here to chon$e your pre~erences> or here to subscribe ~ Pri~42cy ~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 9:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dying From the Cold Within 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaRe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a no~ed radio corrm~en~ator and 
the founde~" and president ef the r!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

.~i Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

.~i Getthe podcast in iTunes 

~,.-i: Get the iPhone or Android app 

Dying From the Cold 
Within 
©he o~ the ;.."e~ chatienges 

overcomin~ e, ur naturai 

religiously, o~ ~deo~o,~k:a~y~ 
Listen or read more 

The Blue Stone and the 
White Lie 
When my daughter Abrieile 

down the hail screambg. "I 

don’t want to die! 
swatiowed a ste~e!" I 
immediateiy determined tha~ 
nothin,~ was obst:u’ctinp.’ her 

throat, but she was stilt in a 
panic, "t{’s 
I tried to soothe her. 
Listen or read more 

Advice About Teens 
Here are three s;,.’ggestio~:s 
for the parents of young 
teens, eli learned [hrough 

my own mistakes: First, 

remember ti:at adok~scents 
are o~ a physicai and 

emotional rotier coaster. 
Listen or read more 

Box Full of Love 
Todd was a sadly quiet 
eleven-year-old st!aggliru~ 

system ~" Down;~y (CA) 

resurne ~he:b ir~ the 

"!our ,s4’hoo] 
efti?.~r H.~.~ PriOr" or the 

px~ase email 
u~. O: visit our blo~ 

# 16 Teenagers Lead 
the Way 
Olivia Gardner was a 
sixth f~rader in Northern 
Califorpia wlY,.m she 

suffered an epiieptic 

seizure in fiont el: her 

Immed~atdy, the name- 
caU~ng began, The 

freak," "retard:" "weirdo" 

cyberbu~yh’u~ as a few 

~ast,i stade~ts set up 
an "O~v~a Haters" 
webs~te. 
Listen or read more 

#17 The Summer 3ob 
Conundrum 
Sulia, an eleventh 

Help keep this newsletter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donatiom 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribut~ $100 o[ 

poem "’<V h:s t 

i 
k~sU:eri 

Character educati .... terials 

Pre(:eeds from tire sate of kiichaet;s 
hocks arid COs sut>port character 

edscaUon ~n schools, Shop here >> 

Flip through our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

e~:~ucatio~? Visit. our Character 
Educator Bloq0 Rece.."..tiy posted: 

Comprehensive new "dignity" act 
qoes into effect... 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life, 

i~i Character education materials 

A great resource for teachers, and a 
perfect ~:~ift for graduations and odser 

~.;t>e~:i~i o~:casions. Buy now >> 

Free shipping for orders $30 and up! 

Flip through our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 



ago and Be was living witi: 
an aunt wBo made i.: known 
~ha~ she .."esers~ed the 
respopaibiiity, 
Listen or read more 

The Carrotr the Egg, and 
the Coffee Bean 
Let’s face it, Painfui perso.."..ai 
bauma and tragedy .... hke 
Hh~ess or hs~ary~ death of a 

an m~expected b~eakup of a 

unavoidable, 
Listen or read more 

Who’s Riqht and Who’s 
Wrong?: ".."4o~’ality ia net 
semething that shouk~ 
~eg~s~ated EVER~ it h, not our 
right or oar r~’1~ss~o~ ~o judge 

compass ~eads them~ That 
~ef~ so~e~y to the 

change, that ~s hsev~tab~e," 

D~-~ comments on Who’s 
Right and Who’s Wrong?: 

subjective relativism comes 
from moderr~ism which 
became the new ’go,den 
calf’ ~ the r:rench 
~evo~ution, ’Zf ~t feels good, 

is our fa~en nature to tMnk 
and act ~h~s way," 

~¢cott ~’-~aths~was~ cemmer~ts 
on SOMETHING TO THINK 
ABOUT FOR TEENS #15: A 
Teacher’s Dilemma About 
Grades: "]~ve ~e~rd th~s 
sto~y ~efo~e and my oph~on 

has evob/e8 over t~me, At 

come to understand ~t was 
an oppor~unky ~’or teadfing 
Ron another ~esso~ ~ 

assignment to design 
advePtisi.."..g brochure in 
ar~ art ciasa, And 

Roberts, reid her she 

in advertising 
reaiized that was 
exactly vvha.: she’d iike 
to 
Listen or read more 

Would you like te kriow what your 

cheating, bullying, and various 
risk behaviors? How abou~ what they 

Sign up now >> 
L~am moF~ >> 

Anti-Bullyin~ Workshop 

Learn i:ow to intervene, combat 
cyberbullyi..",g, and p.."o..’~ote a positive 
scheei ciir.qa~e, 

Learn more >> 

Ou~ Character Development Seminars 

be effective ct~aracter educate.~s, 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

JulY_0 A- u .~ Philadel hie >> 

Aug, 6-8~ Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our w~,sbi[~ars aye 8 ¢:onv@.qient, 

affordable way :o ~earn vak~abk~ 
ch a ra c~er-, deve~opmen~ techniques, 
Learn more see schedule 

How sportsmanship changes lives -- 
thoughts from Michael Iosephson 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

i.~.i Michael 
Josephson 

Piichael 3osephsor~ r.qo~iva~es audiences frem the goverriment, busir~ess, 

}ourr~a~sr~% ~aw, education, sports, poP,chug, arid the m~tm’y w~th Ms umque 

de~very, er~gag~ng presentations, arid persor~a~ atte~t~en to yeur organization’s 

~eeds~ {::all 800-7]~-,2670 or learn more, 

The nonpi°ofit 3osephson ~nsti.su.Se is working to create a world where people ac.: more ethicMiy, 
Yam’ doriations e..",abie us to offer services and resources like this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsiette~ from la.qding in your iunk folder by adding commentary@iiethics,org to 
Voul° address book o~ approved sende~ list. 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An,~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or,q I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i2 Josephson institute, "(}HARACT}}!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephsot~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:56 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Euro 2012 oiler - .save 20% on the LMA’s online coaching course 

I’m writing to tell you about our exciting partnership with the League Managers 

Association (LMA) - the body rcpresenfing elite professional soccer managers in the 
UK. 

In association with the LI~A~, we are offering you priority" access to a ground-breaking 
professional soccer dcvelopment course. 

De~,eloping a Culture of Excellence is an online course that allows ambitious coaches to 

learn from the greats of the modern game - including Sir Alcx Ferguson, Arsene Wenger, 

David Moyes, Roy Hodgson and Martin O’Neill. 

If you are serious about developing your coaching career, you should consider taking 

part this unique learning exp~’ience. You’ll get a certificatc at the end and it will make a 
great addition to your coaching CV. 

Please read the personal invitation from LMA chairman and former England manager 

Howard Wilkinson. 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 

Registered Office: Meadow View, Tarmery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, 
Surrey, GU5 0AB, UK. Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-s occer, corn 

(c_~ 2012 Green Star Media Ixd 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 
Friday, June 15, 2012 11:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
2 books, 72 professional coaching plans 

Dear Anson 

Act now to guarantee yourself 72 professional soccer coaching plans 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ 
Series includes full coaching 
sessions written by Sir Alex 
Ferguson, Harry Redknapp, 
David Moyes, Roy Hodgson 
and 68 other professional 

coaches in book format. For a 
full list of coaches included and 
details of their sessions, 
please click here. 

Published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA), these 
two books are a complete toolkit of coaching sessions, with a professional seal of 
approval. With Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series you will always be able to 
find a training session to meet the specific needs of your team and to help you 
improve your results! 

Because of our partnership with the LMA, we can provide full coaching sessions 
written by the best managers in the best league in the world. There is no observed 
or recycled content. It is absolutely true to say that no other organisation in the world 
can offer you this coaching intelligence. 

You can get your copy of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series in a format to suit 
you. If you want a complete catalogue of sessions, spiral-bound with a plastic cover 
to protect it from the elements - order a print copy. If you like to prepare on your 
computer prior to training and pick out individual training sessions - order the 
books as PDFs. Make these unique books work for you by choosing the format 
that suits your coaching style. 



By now, you might be expecting this unique coaching resource to set you back 
hundreds, maybe even thousands of pounds. Well think again! You can purchase 
both books in PDF format for $67. For just $6 more you can get both in print too! 

So, what are you waiting for? Star coaching like the best in the business - act now 
to guarantee your copy. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If 
you’re not happy with your book, just let me know and I’ll give you a full refund. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0) 1483 891075 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ Ju~e 15th, 2Ot2 

Friday’s TV 

2012 on e.’S~N2: Ukraine o France at: 1 ’f:~15i)m and Sweden - England at 2: 

Their Words 

Spurs chairman Daniel Lew, 

Questions: Soccer-Specific Stadiums 

By Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (June 14, 2012) US Soccer Pfayers -- In Thursday’s co[~mrh Tony joins a Guardian columnist 

in celebrating .lay DeMe~it’s p[ay in the 2009 Confederations Cup and tries to draw conclusions from a sobering leek at the 

reef cost of an MLS stadium. 

How long is US U~20 forward Omar Sa~gado out for after injuring his fifth metatarsa~ in his right 

foot? 

He’K miss at [east a couple oi months, he to~d Marc Weber of The Province. Sol,ado, who has ah eady started as many games 

this season as a[t test season, s~ffered the injury playing;., in Uruguay fu~ the U-Z0 team. 

Where will US National Team player Drew Moor be playi~8 over the next several years? 

than 200 regular season games in his MLS career. If you took in the dict}onar£ under re[iab[e~ you see Moor’s picture. Ok~ not 

reaI[y but: yob get the idea. He’s one oi 1:hose players t:hat: simply rnakes his team bett:er~ Continue reading "Questions: 

Soccer-Specific Stadiums" .. 

What Ever Happened To: Zak Ibsen 

By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK~ NY (June t4, 2012) US Soccer Players -- Zak Ibsen loves the beach. Always has. He afsu always 

f.o’¢ed soccer. It was no surprise that Ibsen combined those two roves a decade a~o an8 used them :o overcome a terrible 

d~ug addiction. Years earUe~, if)sen used what he [earned on those same California beaches to make it as a pro in Gem~any 

and [ate~ win two MLS Cups. 

Ibsen capt:ured an NCAA tit~e wit:h IJCLA in ’f990. He t:hen wen~: to try his {uc]~ in Europe. I{~sen p~ayed fo~ both German 

FC S~a~b~ ucken and VfL Bochum, but decided tu return home when Majo~ League Socce~ 8or off the ~round in 1996. He 

wou~d play ik)r Rye teams (New En$[and. DaKas. Chicago, Los Ansel.es and San Jose) and won ~:it:h~s wb:h the Fi~e in 1998 and 

Earthquakes in 2001, tn Germany~ I~sen recM[ed that he stru~$(ed ~o Set a contract. 

"My experience p[ayin8 proiessionaU.y in Ge~ many was equal parts rewardin8 and chal.[enfiin$," tie said~ "This was by fa~ the 

hardest and best: decision } had made in my ~.ife. 

~However, as most: A~’~iH’iean p~.a]/e{s durir~> t:his e~’a, } encoun~:ered some ma~er di~i(:u(ties findin~ and si~nin~ with a team~ 

Within a short dine of my alTiVa[~ ~ quickiy reMized my a~ent was f~t[ of empty p{omises so I ~i~ed hm~ and went at ~t 

~ used to get ~p in the rno{nin$, pack up my dears and hop on the train en route to the nearest p{ofessiona{ c~ubs with my 

(resume) in hand. I would wa~t for the coach to ar~ive, knock on h~s office door, and fo~ce ~W way in ~o plead for a tryout 

that very day." 

Ibsen said his effo~t to sisn with a team "went on for some time before I played welt enough to overcome my desperation" 

and olfered a ~:on~faet with Bochum. F’C Saarbrucken~ where Eric W’¢nah:la p(a’¢ed~ a{so showed an hl~:eres~ hi the youn!~ tbsen. 

He said it was the former Nationa] Team star pavin~ the way for other Amel’]cans. 

"{Wyna[da) was on fire, coufdn’t stop scoring and really [aid the foundation fo~ the American players who fuf[owed," he said. 

"Eric’s success brou!~ht: much needed ~:redibi[ity to t:he Amerk:an player." Continue reading "What Ever Happened To: Zak 

Ibsen" .. 

Mixed results for Klinsmann~ United States .. from Fox Soccer’s Ires Ga[a~cep: So what have we [earned after the US 

nat:ional teafn~s i’ecel’lt: run ef mat:ehes,~ 



Nowak’s roup,~pproach wore thin in Phill( - from Soccer America’s R)d~e Mahoney: This year~ PhflLy stm’ted near the 

bottom of the standings ~nd stayed there .... 

’~here has ~een inconsistency d~eFe m those pes~tiens that ~ don’t }]ke," Pareja sa~d, 

Getting healthy no easy task for Crew " ~ ) r~t The COI. umbus D~Spatch’s Adam Jmdy: the resu}.ts have been mined. 

Ukraine’s Andriy Shevchenko eyes a move ~ MLS after Euro 2012 . 
America." 

Weekend TV: The Return Of Major League Soccer 

AiteF spending two weeks pl.ayin~ only Lwe League g~mes and the Fourth Round of the US Open Cup. ,~,,~LS returns with nine 
games on the schedute. 

Saturday 

Eb~o 2012 on ESPI’~: Czech Re~mbLi< - PoLand ~ 2::}{}pro. F.’:SPN 2 has Greece o ~’{u!~!~i~ ~lso ~t: 2: 9{}p~]’~. Fmor t:f~ose won<leFing why 

we’re no [en~er geLdn~ eur deuM.eheac!ers, the ihm[ group staze games are played at q~e same Lime. Continue readinz 

"Weekend TV: The Return Of Maior League Soccer" ,, 

i~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 1:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

GSI Sports Tournaments 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

available (Overla nd Park Soccer Compiex 

Forward this email 

This email was sen[ to anson@ema&urlc,edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel.net 

Updat~ F’rol’i]~/~m#j]Address instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

SPORTS 5360 College Blvd i Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kozlowski <j ustkoz@comc&st.net> 

Saturday, June 16, 2012 12:06 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Letter of Introduction 

JAYNA N.KOZLOWSKI 

Jun~-¯ 1.5, 2011_2 

My name is ,~ayna Kozlowsl,:[ and ~ am enrolled m the Class of 20~4 at Carl Sandburg High School in Orland Park, ~[.. I have recently started mv search for a college to further rny 

educahon and University of North Carolia-.Chapel H[I~ is high on my hst of chok:es. My goal academically ~s to pursue a degree in giolog~cai Sciences and I am impressed by the 

programs that UmveFsity of North Caroiia-.Chapel Hill has to offer. 

As~amalsoamembeFoftheWindyC~WPrideSoccerClub,yoursoccerprogram~sanotherprh~narysource~finterest‘ ~ beliew~ that my sk[lls and abiiities would fit well into your 

and it is my hope to do so for a Division ] School such as Un[w~rs~ty of North CaFolia-Chapel Hill. 

I wiil be in Kaiamazoo, MI with my Club Team, Windy Qty Pride 44., for the Kaiamazoo h-witatk)nai on June 23rd and 24th If you or one of your staff is piann[ng on making the trip, ~ 

field! As of Fight now my team schedule ~s below. Please note that I playon the U~5 team due to mv late bh’th date. 

My [eam is also participa[ing in US C~ub Soccer £egio~a~ in Liberwviile~ ~L on June 29dLdg 2, 20~2. ~f gou have a~W interest i~ at[e~din~, I can forward my schedule to you orlce it is 

released. I would be honored 11: god could make either trip. 

Coach Dorrance, ~ believe University of North Caro~ia-Chape~ Hdl is a ~ood ~i[ for me academically and athletically and I appreciate any cor~sideration you can give me as a future Tar 

Heel. Please ~orward any information on your programs as well as any suggesLions you have on how best to prepare [o aLtend Universi[y o~ Nor[h Car~i~pel Hiq in [he ~all of 

2014. 

Jayna N. Kozlowski 
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Eu~e 20’f2 on ESPN: £~eaUa - Spain a~ 2::}0pro; and en 

MLS Week 1 5: Bad Starts For New Coaches 

First off~ yes we checked and it’s officia[fy Week 15 even thou!~,h onbl two ~anles have been played since the last time we 

spo~e, Somehow. we’[I, dee[ with this ~empora[ anoma[y h~ a mature and measured fagfion, As R~r the weekend that was 

&~ajor League Soccec there was none of the new co~ch m~gic that leads to wins, ,k,~aybe that takes a coach comin~ 

eb~side of the orf~an~z,~t:ion to wo~’k, h~stead~ i~ was Phih~de~{~hh~ ~:oach ,John Hackworth ~osh~!~ his f~rst ot~icia~ ~ame h~ the 
top job 1-0 (e DC United and Toronto’s Paul Manner also on the wren$ side of the shutout in a 2..0 loss (e Spo~tm 

Who has the bigger gripe? Well of course [ha[ weuId be our favorite team when it comes to reteUing what happened 

postgame. "If we play that way every week, we’re !~,onna win a for of games.** H~ck~horth said. "So, I*m disappointed but 

take a lot oi posi Uves eu[ el U~is game." Remember kids, P hi{ade{phia never f.oses, They ~ us[ don’[ come awry wi[h three 

points. Chris PontKis a~d the goa~ he scored in the 78th minute means DC did. 

In the Kansas ve~ sion of Kansas City~ Toronto had no a]te~ naUve stol-y to tell C.~ Sapong (18th) and Ju[io Cesa~ (:}Sth) got 

the ~ea[s ancI .Jimmy ~,Iietse~ ~’f~a(]e three sa~es for tt~e clean shi?et~ ’¢7a!~ it: a fair resul.~? 

waves. We chan£ged it sUghUy fo~ the first 15 (minutes) of [.he second had and went a I.itUe bit hi$her with the guys ou[. wide. 

Aiter 60 minutes, we cornp[ete[y (:han!~ed t:he system, It just wasn’t: meant: 1:o be t:oni$hl:," And you ~ot scored on by a 
defensive midfie[der. Continue readin£I "~LS Week 15: Bad Starts For New Coaches" ,, 

Rookies and Awards 

By Dario Camacho - MtAMI~ FL {bin t 5~ 2012} US Soccer Pfayers - As we approach the midpoint of the seasom the obligatory 

pro$nosticatin~ oi post-season awards begins, ~t’s p~ for the course. An American pastime m and of itself, When it comes 

to sports~ }t~s almost compulsive to a de~ree. We have to document a~d statistically arrange ~(ayers onto a ~ist that signifies 

who is best a(: wha(: they do, ~ost Va[uaJ)~e Ph~yers~ best strikers, best defenders and so on, Anywhere you see a dep(:h chart 

that ~sgt put to!~ether by the actua~ coac:h~ it’s this process at work. 

It’s no su~ prise then that amongst a[[ the different categories we have fo~ the various end-ofoyea~ awards, Rookie of the 

Year shoul.d al.~eady enl:e~ the conversation, The importance of such an award coutd t~e ar(~ued~ s~nee ~,~[.S recruits be~in with 

an asterisk especia[I.y i~ they’re co[ie~e piayers, The coUege system doesnX exist in the ~est of the professional socce~ 

~andso~pe~ Rewa~’din~ a p~ayer for ha~inf~ a rema~’k~)b[e debbt season as a 22-year-o{d p~’ofessk)na( rni!~ht not ma~e a (or of 

sense to the res~ o~ the wo~[8, but it’s standard practice m the USA, 

The Rookie oi the Year award melters, It’s an indication el a young1 pf.ayer seLtin9 i[. right at his earliest opportunity as a 

p~o. The current US World Cup quatit\/in~ team currently holds three recipients of the award. Ose of them is C[int Dempsey, 

currentl.y the American player with the most upside in England’s Premier League, As indicators ~le, the award is si~nil~cant, 

Continue readin8 "Rookies and Awards" ,, 

Tue~day*~ TV 

Euro 2012 en ESPN: En~[and o Ukraine at: 2: ~0pm~ an(I Sweden o Fran~:e on ESPN2 also at 2:3(Ii)m ET, 

i 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Posiliv Performance Consulting <Iindse)~positivepefform.com@mai152.usl.mcs~’.net> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 9:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Mental Toughness Newsletter 

®b;e yc, p ~yers a ’ment:~ workout’ for success on ar:d off the coud 

What they are 
saying .... 

empowered our athlete’s 

minds as basl.,etbali pbyers 

b=.lt []qore impqta~tly; as 

young ’¢~omen PPC taught 

to exce: it! campetil:ion and in 

sitdation ~n ~he~r I~e We can:l: 

~’,,ait 1:o ’work w::~h L:ndsey 

Pre-Game Mental 
Routine 

How many fleshman players have you had over the 

years that have NO IDEA how to prepare for a game? 

Some of them need this !?4.(~:!i~!g.g}.t/\l[heugh this can be 

true for eveB, class, freshman in part~cu~ar often have 

~azy menta~ habits. ~f they are geod enough to p~ay at 

co~bg~ate level chances are they were faMy dominate at 

the Mgh schoo~ level. ~N~ich means fix most of them, that 

they weren’t pt~shed or chalbnged mentally. 

I’ve heard from many coaches that they are shadng my 

encourage you to conth~ue this practice. It’s a great way 

to connect w~t[~ yot~r future players and atso remind them 

that they need to prepare mentally as wel~ as physically 

for the next level Many of them wi~] need a reminder that 

[hey won’t be ebb to coast ~n college- a consistent pro-. 

game routine can he~p them focus and prepare Rot only 

for this summe~ but also for your program. Th~s a~tic]e ~s 

for the Mgh school basketbN~ community but ~t’s reNly 

aimed at all athbtes. ] hope you’ll enjoy it 

ciick here to read my latest ESPN HoopGurtz Article 

’S/lind yot.i~ Business." 

Also ![[.¢.i’.,..L’,.~.{~ for more. articles en mental performance. 

training. Interested in oar services? Ciick here to read 

mo~e about what we do.. 

*Forward to a friend that’s fooking to grow as a coach 

and have them sign up for my free newsletter 

Watch what Want to 
Chadi Turner @ ~What 
t~@i~~h~~{o 5l~1~~~:g .......... 

Positive , 
F~~~S~:i~a nce .... WSi(g~ ....................... 
....................................................... 
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Tuesday’s TV 

2012 on ESP~,I: England - Ukraine at 2: 30pro, and Swe@~n - F’s~nce on ESPN2 also at: 2:~0~rn ET. 

coach Hans Backe. 

Bernier named POTW 

Montreal. midfieMer Patrick ~ernier is ,~ajo~ League Soccer’s P[ayer of the Week for Week 15, ~¢tLS announced on Monday. 

Bern~er assisted on three of the h’npacUs four goa[s h~ their 4-1 win ove~ Seattle. This ~s Bomber’s debut season in MLS and 

his first POTW award. He p~cked ~p seven of the 18 first choice votes~ bea~m~ Reat Sa}.~ Lake’s Fabian ~spind@.a by one 
vote. BermeUs teammate Fe~ipe Martins p}cking up two and Ch}cago teammates Chris Ro[fe a~d Patrick Nyarko and 

Vancosver~s ~)a~ren Mat:t:ocks ~e~zeived one each. 

Corner: The Soccer Cycle 

We’re going to return to socce~, but we’re starting with basebaLL ~V~ost of us know someone who }s the dassk: basebaf{ 

obsessive. Arcane triv~a~ stats o{~sess~ves, ~he ty{~e where 16:} regular season games each year hm’t enough. We%’e {~ro~abl.y 

abe seen some o~ d~e same people gel barned ouL on Lhe sport and ~ind someLhin9 else to do w~th their tm~e. 

Now of course Lhat woul.d never happen wiLh the people’s game, Lhe fi(o~y game, or however e(se you want ~o ca}.[ soccer ~o 

sepas~tie ~t ~rom jus~ another sport. Aft:or atL> if yos’re not fo(~owing rnu{l:~p~e teams in mu[~:~p(e teagues and 
yoa’~e har@.y a fan at all A~ [east that’s how ~t can seem, The ~eMi~y~ on the ethe~ hand~ ~s qu~te similar to any o~he~ 

Too much, and the enthus}asm will beam to wa~e. 

Before the ~atest expass~on successes~ the~e was a story that used to make the rounds in Ma~or League Soccer. Every ofb 

season was the same~ tryin~ to rebuild season ticket }Jsts ~ha~ had been h~t by nen-renewMs, A season of intensely foKowin$ 

a dub was enough for some peopte. Is that respect~ MLS 

The biggest ’dos a cero’ of all time - from Ph}~y.com’s Jonathan Tannenwa~d: But when the calendar turned past the 90’% 

1:he U.$. started to seize contro~ o~ 1:he r~va~ry. 

After road ~n~ RSL looks poised to control race for MLS title - from The SaL~: I.a~¢e TribLEne’s ,~4~(:haeL C Lewis: "We v~:ere 
beate~ by a better team/~ the Goats’ Ryan Smith 

Regular break is good for MLS ¯ ~rom Socce~ AmeMca’s Ftid~e Mahoney: And, to parlay a pure ~t’s back wiEh a vengeance, 

hierw Henry hint~ he will not ~oach when hi~ playin~ career ends - from GoaLcom’s 

Jay De~erit’s Ion~ ~nding road: Vancouver caps hi~ journey - from the Spo~tmg News~s Br~an St~aus: I~ Jay DeMerit ha~ 

i~: easy, he wou{dn’t ~)e ,Jay DeMerit. 

~re money means more pain for fans - from Fox Soccer’s Amy Lawren~:e: Some 60 per cent: o~ P~emier League d.ubs 
reported a ross when the (ast ~inanc~a( accounts were reteased. 

This bubble ain’t burstin~ yet: all the details you’d ever want ~ know about the Premier League’s new ~ deals - fl’om 
Spo~tmg IntelLigence’s Nick Herr}s: Th}s represented a staggenng increase 

SFL’s Longmuir doubtful about merger times~ale - from The Hera~d’s Graerne Macphe~son: "bat that’s as fa~ as we’ve got 

at 1:his moment in time,.. 

Wednesday’s TV 

Euro 20i2 takes a break between rounds and none of the s}x MLS games make it to nationa] T’7. Cope L}bertadores on Fox 

Espanot: Corinthians - Sant:os at 8::~0pm ET. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 8:58 PM 
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Originally sent 6/14/12: The Blue Stone a~d the White Lie 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaRe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a no~ed radio commentator and 
the founde~" and president ef the r!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

.~i Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

.~i Getthe podcast in iTunes 

~,.-i: Get the iPhone or Android app 

Dying From the Cold 
Within 
©he o~ the ;.."e~ chatienges 

overcomin~ e, ur naturai 

religiously, o~ ~deo~o,~k:a~y~ 
Listen or read more 

The Blue Stone and the 
White Lie 
When my daughter Abrieile 

down the hail screambg. "I 

don’t want to die! 
swatiowed a ste~e!" I 
immediateiy determined tha~ 
nothin,~ was obst:u’ctinp.’ her 

throat, but she was stilt in a 
panic, "t{’s 
I tried to soothe her. 
Listen or read more 

Advice About Teens 
Here are three s;,.’ggestio~:s 
for the parents of young 
teens, eli learned [hrough 

my own mistakes: First, 

remember ti:at adok~scents 
are o~ a physicai and 

emotional rotier coaster. 
Listen or read more 

Box Full of Love 
Todd was a sadly quiet 
eleven-year-old st!aggliru~ 

system ~" Down;~y (CA) 

resurne ~he:b ir~ the 

"!our ,s4’hoo] 
efti?.~r H.~.~ PriOr" or the 

px~ase email 
u~. O: visit our blo~ 

# 16 Teenagers Lead 
the Way 
Olivia Gardner was a 
sixth f~rader in Northern 
Califorpia wlY,.m she 

suffered an epiieptic 

seizure in fiont el: her 

Immed~atdy, the name- 
caU~ng began, The 

freak," "retard:" "weirdo" 

cyberbu~yh’u~ as a few 

~ast,i stade~ts set up 
an "O~v~a Haters" 
webs~te. 
Listen or read more 

#17 The Summer 3ob 
Conundrum 
Sulia, an eleventh 

Help keep this newsletter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donatiom 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribut~ $100 o[ 

poem "’<V h:s t 

i 
k~sU:eri 

Character educati .... terials 

Pre(:eeds from tire sate of kiichaet;s 
hocks arid COs sut>port character 

edscaUon ~n schools, Shop here >> 

Flip through our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

e~:~ucatio~? Visit. our Character 
Educator Bloq0 Rece.."..tiy posted: 

Comprehensive new "dignity" act 
qoes into effect... 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life, 

i~i Character education materials 

A great resource for teachers, and a 
perfect ~:~ift for graduations and odser 

~.;t>e~:i~i o~:casions. Buy now >> 

Free shipping for orders $30 and up! 

Flip through our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 



ago and Be was living witi: 
an aunt wBo made i.: known 
~ha~ she .."esers~ed the 
respopaibiiity, 
Listen or read more 

The Carrotr the Egg, and 
the Coffee Bean 
Let’s face it, Painfui perso.."..ai 
bauma and tragedy .... hke 
Hh~ess or hs~ary~ death of a 

an m~expected b~eakup of a 

unavoidable, 
Listen or read more 

Who’s Riqht and Who’s 
Wrong?: ".."4o~’ality ia net 
semething that shouk~ 
~eg~s~ated EVER~ it h, not our 
right or oar r~’1~ss~o~ ~o judge 

compass ~eads them~ That 
~ef~ so~e~y to the 

change, that ~s hsev~tab~e," 

D~-~ comments on Who’s 
Right and Who’s Wrong?: 

subjective relativism comes 
from moderr~ism which 
became the new ’go,den 
calf’ ~ the r:rench 
~evo~ution, ’Zf ~t feels good, 

is our fa~en nature to tMnk 
and act ~h~s way," 

~¢cott ~’-~aths~was~ cemmer~ts 
on SOMETHING TO THINK 
ABOUT FOR TEENS #15: A 
Teacher’s Dilemma About 
Grades: "]~ve ~e~rd th~s 
sto~y ~efo~e and my oph~on 

has evob/e8 over t~me, At 

come to understand ~t was 
an oppor~unky ~’or teadfing 
Ron another ~esso~ ~ 

assignment to design 
advePtisi.."..g brochure in 
ar~ art ciasa, And 

Roberts, reid her she 

in advertising 
reaiized that was 
exactly vvha.: she’d iike 
to 
Listen or read more 

Would you like te kriow what your 

cheating, bullying, and various 
risk behaviors? How abou~ what they 

Sign up now >> 
L~am moF~ >> 

Anti-Bullyin~ Workshop 

Learn i:ow to intervene, combat 
cyberbullyi..",g, and p.."o..’~ote a positive 
scheei ciir.qa~e, 

Learn more >> 

Ou~ Character Development Seminars 

be effective ct~aracter educate.~s, 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

JulY_0 A- u .~ Philadel hie >> 

Aug, 6-8~ Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our w~,sbi[~ars aye 8 ¢:onv@.qient, 

affordable way :o ~earn vak~abk~ 
ch a ra c~er-, deve~opmen~ techniques, 
Learn more see schedule 

How sportsmanship changes lives -- 
thoughts from Michael Iosephson 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

i.~.i Michael 
Josephson 

Piichael 3osephsor~ r.qo~iva~es audiences frem the goverriment, busir~ess, 

}ourr~a~sr~% ~aw, education, sports, poP,chug, arid the m~tm’y w~th Ms umque 

de~very, er~gag~ng presentations, arid persor~a~ atte~t~en to yeur organization’s 

~eeds~ {::all 800-7]~-,2670 or learn more, 

The nonpi°ofit 3osephson ~nsti.su.Se is working to create a world where people ac.: more ethicMiy, 
Yam’ doriations e..",abie us to offer services and resources like this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsiette~ from la.qding in your iunk folder by adding commentary@iiethics,org to 
Voul° address book o~ approved sende~ list. 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An,~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or,q I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i2 Josephson institute, "(}HARACT}}!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephsot~ 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Wednesday’s TV 

~:bfe 20’f2 takes a I)reak between rounds and none of ~he six ~[.S 

Espanof: Corinthians - Santos at 8:~0pm 

~,s re.?at’ded ¢.s ~ s~’r~e~i~: ~ong-~rm pro jet:t,’" Ran~ers ~:hairr~an Malcolm Murray. 

Real Salt Lake’s Latest Journey 

By Dario Camacho ¯ Ml/~’tl~ FL {Jun 20, 2012} US Soccer PLayers ... In 2011, Real Sa{t Lake was one goal away from becoming 

one of the best teams Maio~ League Soccer had eve~ seen. A tremendous run towards the CONCACAF Champions League 
final, against Monterrey o~ ~:he N~exk:an ]eagbe propelled RSL te near ray~:hi(:a{ sta~:us. O~ course, as t:ai~y ta{es g(b the Hna] 

dkhYt re]low tl’~e script. That goa~ never came~ and RSL became the team that almost ~:ou~d. 

As disappointing as that run ended~ the team has a~A, ays remained in ~:ontention since }t won its MLS Cup }n 2009. As 

toni:endows ge~ so do expect:athens. Se far ~n [~I)’t2~ R.~}. ~S ~T~i?et~n~ them. 

afLer a shaky start to Ll~e season. Losing aL home at R~o Tinte SLadium against an unde~whehning Chives USA side gave way 

some concerns about consistency, Shades of ~he Z0~ 1 season~ when many pundits beUew!~d RSI. h~ {:hampions League f~na{ 

Less on Apri{ 27th impacted q~eir play in ,Majo~ League 

Chives USA might have been a bUG Since that game, RSL has Los[. twice to feU.ow contenders Sporting Kansas ¢i[.y and San 

Jose. Those bA, o games can also be seen as stips. Undefeated in May and June~ Rear Salt Lake ~s now on an e~ght-game 

unbeaten streak. At 10-3..2, RSL is elf [.o its best s[art. Continue reading "Real Salt Lake’s Latest Journey" ,, 

Questions: Winnin~l The West 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (June ’i9, 2012) US So~:eer P[ayers oo In Tuesday’s column, Tony studies the effe~:t coac:hing 

changes had this weel~nd in ~LS. asks if Sa{t Lake can hR the Supporter’s Sh~e~d~ and g~ves sarl:oda[ advk:e (:e (:he 

Whitecaps. 

Did the recent coaching changes have any effect on results this past weekend? 

"]’ake Paul Mariner sayinf~ in his introdb(:tory press conferen(:e that he was "si(:k of hearing about sys~eras," for what it:~s 

worth. His debuh as Toronto F¢ head coach [ooked a f.ot [ike any othe~ TFC game this season. Torenhe was out-passed, 

possessed~ and out-shot cornprehens}ve[y by Kansas City. That Toronto averaged 2.7 passes [)el" minute, compared to 4.4 

passes per minute for Kansas Ci[y, does no[ even begin [o highqght d~e dominance gansas City enjoyed. PhiladeLphia did 

Look better against DC United~ but finishing remains a problem for the Union. Continue reading "Questions: Winning The 

West" ,, 

R.I.P Alkis Pana~loulias 

Former United States and Greek National Team coach A{kis Panagoufias died on Monday, PanagouHas wfl] be remembered as 

the coach who took Greece t:o ~he 1994 World Cup, but his (:a~ee~ bridged bo~h ~he LiSA and his home{and. Continue reading 

"R.I.P Alkis Panagoulias" ,, 

R. I. P Andy Mate 

CONCACAF has confirmed ~ha~ US National. Team player Andy ~V~al:e died on ~,~ay 13th a~ the age ef 72. Mate had erie cap wit:h 

the Nadona{ Team, appealing in [.[~e 1!}64 game against Engl.and, Continue reading "R.I.P Andy Mate" ,, 

Numerolo~y: How advanced stats are chan.~ing our ~ame - fl’om ML%occel’.con% Ben Jata: They are afl reeking [.o assess 

pe~ forrnance through sew and more relevant info 

Portland Timbers face Sounders in match with ’extra importance’ - flora The Oregonian’s Geoffrey C, Arnold: The 



Even in brown they bend, don’t break - tYorn The Var[~:ouver Sun’s Cam Tu~:ker: %dw~F~.:ity faced the Whil:ec:~:s al: a]rno!;t 

every tu~[~ Saturday, 

Slaven Bilic leaves Croatia a proud but disappointed man .. Item The Guardiaa’s AI.eksan~er Hol.iga: h:edi: reacdoa after 

Poland and Ukraine has ~ven us excitement, new stars and the hallmarks of a classic tournament o fl’om The 
Te[egr~ph’s Heary Winter: The iooLbaU’s beea Lerrific. 

Eu~o 2012 moves to the quarterfmaf stage~ starting with the Czech Repubiic -- Portuga~ at 2:.~09m ET o~ ESPN. 

i:~:~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 
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i -                  j 
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A message from Tony DiCicco! 

"SoccerPlus FieldPlayer/Striker Academy and Goalkeeper School are underway 
and I am pleased to announce that SoccerPlus continues to set the standard for 
education on and off the field. Our talanted staff is dedicated and watching our 
student athletes thrive in our challenging but supportive environment is wonderful to 
witness. I am excited to be so active in our camps this year and encourage all 
dedicated players to look at attending one of our camp weeks before the summer 
ends." 

Read what two of our former campers have to say: 

"Tony DiCicco is one of the best coaches I’ve ever worked with. His passion for and knowledge of 
the game has challenged me as a player and developed my skills in a way that has allowed me to 
succeed as a professional I recommend SoccerPlus FieldPlayer or Striker Academy for any 
player aspiring to take their game to the next levefl" 
Nikki Washington - 3 time NCAA National Champion; U20 WC Champion; WPS Pro Player 

"Attending SoccerPlus Goalkeeper School nurtured my passion and gave me the detail I needed 
for my game. SoccerPlus helped inspile me to achieve my highest playing level SPGS is a must 
for any goalkeeped" 
Nick Rimando - Pro player MLS; US Men’s National Team 

3SPphotos 

You know our program...we will challenge you but we will be with you every step of the way. 
Together we will get you to the next level. GREA T TEACHERS MAKE EVERY MINUTE COUNT! 

ENROLL TODAY: WWW.SOCCERPLUS.ORG 

I look fo~vard to seeing you soon! 

i~ ton~troph~125px 

Tony DiCicco = Founder of SoccerPlus Camps, 
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Thursday’s TV; The quarters 

Their Word~ 

we wou~dn ’~ ge~ ~u~" of ~h~ .~ro~;,’. ’" England manager Roy Hod~son. 

MLS Week 1 S. S: Donovan Show 

Landon Donovan was the dilference in what could be a turning point fo~ the Log Angel.es Gal.axy as they tp/to tun~ their 

cutting the ~ead in half. He setup ~%~ike ~agee for tl’,e equa[izer in the 50th minute. ~agee ~etun’,ed the favor in the Bath~ 

assisting on })onovan~s };oa{ in the 3-2 win~ 

~Fabul.ous," LA coach Bruce Arena said. "i"’t~at:~s the khxJ of pl.ayer that Landon is, he is (:ertain~y capabl.e of doing that. You 

know the~e were some ~reat bails on some counter attacks; obv~ousl.y the first ~oa[ was a mistake by Be[t~an and ~e had a 

great pass on ~agee’s goa~ for ~he second goa~ and/sCa~ee ~ave him a great pass to pbsh Landon behind for the ~:hird goal.. 
was a 9~eat performance by Leaden and by d~e whole team. We hun~ ~n there, we were ~ [i~Ue uMuc~/~o be behind 2..0 ~nd 

that had a~ the makings of a d~sas~er." 

Toronto coa(h Pau{ Mariner got his firsL point, with the enlbatt[ed Reds drawing .%3 with HousLon at BBVA Compass Stadiunl. 

ToronLo’s Jeremy ~-fab. opened the scoring in the 1;LI~ minute. Bobby 13oswe[[ equalized for ~{ouston in the 20th, only fo~ Ll~e 
visitors to take charge. Danny Koeve~ roans had Toronto b~ck in front two minutes [ater and and he doubled that feed in the 

~l%:h. Not to be outdone, Will. Bruin cbt t:~e I.ead in hal.I in the 73~d and eqbaIized in stoppa2e time. Continue readin,~ "MLS 

Week 15.5: Donovan Show" ~ 

No Country for Klinsmann 

By C~arJes BoehBl~ - WASH]NGi"’OI.~ IX: (.June 21) 2012) US Soccer P~ayers -~ One of the more intriguing, and ot:~en 
over{ooked, aspects o~ Bob 8rad{ey’s stint in charge of Lhe N~don~{ Team was h~s wi{[ingness to he}.p members of his 9{ayer 

poe{ se~:~Ere opportunities ove~seas. In seres:: ~ns~:an::es> gs:d{ey provkled a bi~: o~ ex~:ra pl.aying time ~or those being scouted 
by European dubs, granting t~me[y exposul’e and [ending extra [egitimac~ fol’ Americans ready to move on from &~ajor 

League Soccer. 

Whether you think this tactic wag counterproductive to a domestic league t~’Eat bas~ from its inception~ afways been the 

biggesE incubator of National Team taf.ent, o~ merely the wo~k of ~ canny ~nEernationM cead~ ensuring that h~s players 

continued to deve~o~ h~ the most demanding environment ~ossib~e. there’s little doubt that that B~ad[ey~s successor st~ong{y 
agrees wb:h the philosophy. 

In fact, euR’ent US l’~ationa[ Team Jurgen Ktinsmann has pursbed th~s approad~ even mo~e open~y, essential.{y requiring 

based pb~yers to spend a b~rge (hunk of tbei~ winter offseason tra}mn~ with E~o~ean dubs and urgin~ ~LS to extend 

a{readwarduous season to a I.ength ~o~e (:ornpaa~b{e to ~ts (:oLEn~erparts across the pond. Sob~ces c~ose to severe{ b~en~ed 

young US intel’nadona[s say d~a~ K[insmann has made it c[ea~ that a move into the so.ca[led "24/7 soccer cui~ures" 

abroad wou~d bene~i~ their Nal:iona~ Team prospe(:~s~ 

"In Europe or in South America, they I.N~!~ and breathe so~:c:er ate. day I.ong," ~4linsmann told Sports Illustrated ~.a~e ~ast year. "So 

I want U~em to understand there is a socia( responsibi[iW to their ~ob. In order to get ~.o Lhe next. level t need them Lo 

understand there is more than iust training and ~anles to their iobs." 

But where does that leave e~ite pfayers who happen to be happib/enscosced stateside? Is K[insmans disposed against those 

plying U~eir ~.rade in ML$? if so, does ~e have grounds fo~ such a mindset? Continue reading "No Country for K!insmann" ,, 

The search for soccer’s version of LeBron James needs to be put on hold - flora GoaLcem’s .~ike S[ane: "I U~ink I prayed 
nly first cap at 24, asd I stir[ made over ’i 00 (caps) through rny career." 

Screamin~ blue murder - [ronl The Herald’s ,~,~achael Grant: We~f, fine; the point has been made often enough by now. 



Gerrard is the architect and inspiration for Hodgson’s England ~ Irom the Daily Mai~’s MaFt:in Samuel: Ai~d ~eFhaps this 

~o~ to be Gerhard’s European Champicmsh~9 c~mp~i~m 

Cesare Prandelii proud Italians love Italy’s football o from The Guard~a~’s S~d Lowe: "We showed we have hear~ and 
perso~al.b:y." he said, 

Bundesiiga tops European shirt sponsorship league - fFom Soccere:<: However, it: is the Spanish PrimeFa I)ivi!;icm which is 

the bigges~ stFu~gl.er, 

Eu~o 2012 o~ ESPN: Germany o (h eece a~ 2:30pro L-F, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 
Thursday, June 21, 2012 1:44 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
2 books, 72 professional coaching plans 

Dear Anson 

Act now to guarantee yourself 72 professional soccer coaching plans 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ 
Series includes full coaching 
sessions written by Sir Alex 
Ferguson, Harry Redknapp, 
David Moyes, Roy Hodgson 
and 68 other professional 

coaches in book format. For a 
full list of coaches included and 
details of their sessions, 
please click here. 

Published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA), these 
two books are a complete toolkit of coaching sessions, with a professional seal of 
approval. With Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series you will always be able to 
find a training session to meet the specific needs of your team and to help you 
improve your results! 

Because of our partnership with the LMA, we can provide full coaching sessions 
written by the best managers in the best league in the world. There is no observed 
or recycled content. It is absolutely true to say that no other organisation in the world 
can offer you this coaching intelligence. 

You can get your copy of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series in a format to suit 
you. If you want a complete catalogue of sessions, spiral-bound with a plastic cover 
to protect it from the elements - order a print copy. If you like to prepare on your 
computer prior to training and pick out individual training sessions - order the 
books as PDFs. Make these unique books work for you by choosing the format 
that suits your coaching style. 



By now, you might be expecting this unique coaching resource to set you back 
hundreds, maybe even thousands of pounds. Well think again! You can purchase 
both books in PDF format for $67. For just $6 more you can get both in print too! 

So, what are you waiting for? Star coaching like the best in the business - act now 
to guarantee your copy. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If 
you’re not happy with your book, just let me know and I’ll give you a full refund. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0) 1483 891075 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 
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Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Troth Atx~ut Trust 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManuRe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ne~ed radio corrmnen~ator and 
the foun,d’,~" and president ef the nenprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Find and follow i~lichaet~_ 

Heip keep this ~ewstettel° free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sipi, eJ p:-int o~ 

poem "What W~i 

Keep Singing, Michael 
According to a story in 
Womasn~s: D~y magazine, 
ew~!’y day since r,’iichael 
found out he was going to 

touch h~s mommy’s tummy 
tenderly and stag a~[ the 

songs he knew, 
Unforhma~ely, the b~by was 
born k~ critical condition and 

the doctors warned that the 

{hroegh {~se week, 
Listen or read more 

Fixin~ Toxic Relationships 
Are there peel:de in your life 
who reg.:dariy cause you to 
feel bad about yourseif7 
~’4ost of us care vdia[ others 
think of us, so knowing that 
someone doesn’t ~ke approve 

made o~ how we look can be 

Listen or read more 

Perfect Father’s Day Gift 
When i was young: i idoiized 

rny fa[her, j~(if~ing him for his 
virtues, For most of the rest 

judging him for hh~ faults, I 

Listen or read more 

of comrnentark~s for 

s~m~mer h~atus and w~ 
return ~n the Fa~L 

My Favorite Father’s 
Day Presents 
Papa, You’re the 
g.."ea[es~ man I know. 
Ti:ank you for aiways 
being t~e~e fo~" me and 

guiding me. You’re the 
closest th~ng [o a 
superhero. You know 
year dad’s awesome 
when yo~’d ~ove him 

dad. Lucky enough for 
me, he is my dad, 

Coolest dud ~ couk~ 
ask for, 
I ~ove you, M~chae~ 

~’orward to many~ 

years of annoyhsg you, 
~ Yo~r favorite 

da ~K~hteC Mataya 
Read more and 
comment 

Great Quotes About 
Fatherhood 
No word makes me 

"daddy~ when i(s 

directed to me, --. 

Oh, the comfort~ the 
~nexpressible comfort 

of f~,teiin,~ safe with a 
person, having neiti:er 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pnxeeds frem the sale of Mi(:i:aei’s 

books and CDs suppe~’t (:i:a!acter 

education in sci:oois. Shop here 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

educati~>~~? Vi~it ou~" Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently posted: 

Congratulations to the 2012 National 
Schools of Character! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life. 

~i Charactereducation materials 

A great resource for teadw.-rs, and a 
perfect gift [or ~:~raduations and etcher 
specia~ occasions, Buy now >> 

Free shipping for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Digging and Filling Holes 

Ethics of American Youth 
Chadie~ a road crew 



pai~ of workers from o~:e of 
his c~ews seemingly hard a!: 

,4~ork, He watched one feltow 
dig a hole wi:ile his pa.~tnet 
waited a few ndnutes and 
then i’itied the hole. Al%er a 
few ~epeNt~ons, ChaliCe 

Listen or read more 

The Truth About Trust 
Everyone seems to 
ur~dersQmd ~he imporQmce 

doub~ the v~ta~ role that ~t 
p~ays ~ perso~a~ 

po~th:s~ We wan~ to trust 
the peo@e ~ls our ~ves and 
we want {hem to 
Listen or read more 

Ta~%~r~ comments on Dying 
From the Cold Within: 
pastor read this poem during 
a sermo~ whe~ I was h’~ the 
s~xth grade and I have had ~!: 
~Tsemor~zed eve~ sh~:e ~hen 
am now 33), This ~s by 
my favoste poem am~ ~t 
rea~y touched me g~ow~g 
~rs }(Ywhere pr@ud~ces 
kk~ds a~e yew much 

commo~@ace, I was happy 
[o see ff shared on here," 

,~Sar~dra Dar~ger comme:~ts 

on Dyinq From the Cold 
Within: "I am certain 

from [my daughter] by 
example, As fa~ as I ca~ see, 
she ~s l:o~ow~ng ~r~ your 
footstep% 

and she does~’t even know 

Thank you for a great 

weSs~!:e, from which I have 
~ea~ned to 
~T~a ny ways." 

,~er~" Yolat~g comments on 

Who’s Right and Who’s 
Wrong?: "The bible 

_. per your belief. "[’he bible is 
a religious teaching! I don% 
ha\,e to subs(:Nbe to the 

authority, Perhaps you 

believe that, but others have 

to weigh thoughts nor 
measure words, but 
pouring them oil out, 
just as !:i:ey are, ci:aff 
and grain together, 
ce~tam that a faithfu~ 
ha~d w~H take and s~ft 
them, keep ~4~hat ~s 
worth keepk~g, am~ 
w~th a Breath of 
k~ndness b~ow the rest 
away,-- D~nah Cra~k 
Listen or read more 

A tr(~ly touching 
Fath e!"s Day 
commercial; A Father’s 
Love i’o~ His Son. 
Watch and comment 

Worth Wat(:hi~g 
Dad’s Can’t ,,, 
Watch and comment 

A special Fadser’s Day 
Prayer 

Watch and comment 

Father’s Day Vi.qtage 
Cards and Images 
See and comment 

Woukt you iike ~o know wha[ your 
high school students think about 
cheatit~g~ builyit~g, and \,adous high~ 
dsk Sehav~ors7 How aSoat what they 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

[~ook a~-~ Anti=Bullying3 Workshop 

Learn how to hiterve~:e, combat 
cyberbultying, and promote a positive 

school climate, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
teade.."s, and community buiide.."s 1:6 
be effective characte.~ ed~catots. 

U pco~’~in g semir!ars: 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

~ul 30-Au .~ Philadel him >> 

Aug. 6-8, Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

affordable way to learn valuabte 
ch a factor- develop.me~:t teci:~:iques. 

Learn more see schedule 

o~r ~ortsmanshi~, Recendy 
posted: 

It’s How You Finish That Counts 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

Hichael .]osephso.q motivates audiences from the gove~’nmel’~t, busi.qes% 

journalism, ~aw, educatkm, sports, po~k:h~g, and the m~tary v,4th h~s unique 

de~vety, e%h~g~ng presentation% a~d petso~a~ atte~tkm to your o~gan~zath>n’s 

~eeds, Call 800-7S4-,2670 or learn more, 

The r~or~profit ~osephson ins{i~u~e ~s wo.."king to create a world where people ac~ more 
Your donations epabie us to offer services and !eso~..’rces like this pewsiette.q Donate >> 



~l’event this ne~.’,~siette~ fl°om Im."..ding in 7o~tl- junk folder b7 addin.~ commentary@iiethics.orq to 

9841 Airpott Bird, #300 i Los An,~tei÷,s, CA 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.or?l 

~b20"..2 Josephson Institute, "CHA}’~ACTE[-< COU~’qTS!" is ~ registered m~dern~Ik of 
Josepi’..son 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer P[ayer~.~ News[ette~ <new!~Ietterce~usn~.~t:pa.com> 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ &me 22nd, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Ju~e 22:~d, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

Their Words 

we’re ~he~d in ~ ~me with ~ short time to ~o m~l<in~ sure that "we ae~ the ~ame out. We need to m~na~ 
~ha~ just o lib’de 4>i~ be~ ~r." Van~:ouve~ ~:oach Martin Rennes. 

Mexico - USA scheduled for August 1 5th 

The United SLates Soccer Federation announced on Thursday that the US National Team wit[ piay .~exico st Aztec~ Stadium in 

~ex}co City on At~gt~st i 5th. The ~ame wi[{ be on ESPN and Univis~on. "Mexico has p~oven to be one of the top teams in the 

vepy spe~:ia{ riw]#,4 and the chance to be challenged h~ an environment hke Est~dio Aztecs in ~ex}co C~ty wfl] be ~nother 

important experience for the devel.opment of our p~ayers." 

Olsen to lead All-Stars 

With d~e recent coaching chan~e in Philadelphia requiringin8 a new Af.[..Stsr team coach, ,~ajor League Socce~ announced on 

Thursday that DC UniLed’s Ben ()[sen wo~fld be t:~Ung that rol.e, "’[’his is a huge hono~ ." ()[sen sak] h~ a press statement, 

League has been a majo~ part of my tile, both as a prayer and now as a coach, an6 it’s ~iven me a lot, UiL~mate[y~ this 

recogniUon comes because of my team and rny staff~ b~it to represent the Leagt~e on a big stage like this is a tea] privi[e£e." 

The &~LS A}.[..Stars p[ay Che{sea on July 25th aL PPL Park {8:S0pm ET - ESPN2 and Te[eFutu~a). Voting Cot the A{[.SLars ~s 

cur~entb/being held at m[ssoccer.com 

McBride Joins Wembley FC for FA Cup Run 

Brian Mcbride wit[ be returnin}~ to o:~mpetiUve socce~ as a member of Wemb[ey FC. The ~:[bb p~ays h~ En}~[and’s non-[ea}~ue 

pyran~t~d, but has signed David Seaman, Ray Parlour, ~4art}n Keowm Graeme Le Saux, and C]audio Can~g£ia a~on£ with 
~4cB[ide for this season’s FA (:L~p. The c{b{~ is sponsored by Budweiser and the PA Cup campa[~n will be the sbbject o~ a 

documentary series ca{{ed O~eam, On, The Journey o~ WemMey FC~ 

O.uestions: Playing Away 

By Tony Edwards o San ,Jose, CA (June 21. 2012) US So~:cer P[syers -- In "l"hursday’s o:~hJmn. Tony as~s wha~ separates 
ptayoff teams ~rom non. pt~yoff te~rns in N~ajo~ League Soccer, reO~rns to the individual versus system ~ebate, ~nd predicts 

which ~%S team wi[{ m~ke ~ ~un u# the standings. 

What’s the most pronounced difference in MLS this season between playoff and nomp[ayoff 

teams so fa~ this season? 

Pe~ formance on the road. Of the ten teams currently in the pf.ayoff spots~ Chicago, Houston. Seattie~ and Colorado have 

Josh*t?, re,toads on the ~oad. is this a case of the p{ayoff teams being that much better than the non-p]ayoff teams o~ is it 

qui~ ks in specific games, once you get be{ow the surface? Given that six teams in MLS have one or ~.ess wins on the road, 

this suggests the tean~ts are that much better. With that in mind, it’s no s~rprise that those teams we mentioned are 4th or 

%:h in their respective conferences. 

So with Montreal’s Saputo Stadium re~openin~ this past weekend, when is the next MLS stadium, 

Next season? 2014.i’ Esrthquakes President Dsvid Kavs[ isn’t committing. Accordin~ to sn interview in the San Jose Business 
Journal, Kava{ said the franchise is woddn~ on stadiL~m desi~}ns and wob{dn’t ~[ve ~n estimated openin~ da{e~ beyond 

"}.ookin~ to break ground this year." Continue reading "Questions: P[aying Away" ,, 

Altidore finding peace in Holland ¯ from Fox Soccer’s ires Ga{arcep: Everythint~. has changed this past year, 



Loss to Galaxy shows RSL has not arrived yet ¯ from The SaI.L Lake Tribune’s ~urt Kr~gthorpe: Bu~ ~ d~dn~ 

D~namo rally to salvage tie vs. MLS-worst Toron~ FC - from The H~us~n Chr~n~d.e~g Jose d~ ~esus Or~z: a5 d~e c~wd 

~eFe~tsded ~:he ~)~,~taf~o with ~.o~Jd 

New Union coach hard at work - flora The F~hfl~de~ph~ News’ Kerith G~br]ek Spo~tin~ ](~ns~s City’s philosophy of buiLdin~ 

s~.~ccess d~rou~h youth is similar to the Union’s. 

Po~land~ Seattle stoke Major League Soccer rival~ - flora USA Today’s Michael Rorek: Sea,de a}.rea~y has d~e Mstol~ to 

Karagounis’ fight for Greece ~es beyond football - f~om The S~:ore’s James Nomcast[e: ~ev¢ were p~epared to 

Weekend TV: Quarters Continued 

E~iro 20i 2 on ESPN2: Spain ~ France at 2:30pm. MLS on Gatavtsion: DaLlas - Chivas USA at 9prn, A~ Times £ns£ern Continue 

reading "Weekend TV: Quarters Continued" ,, 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

¯                   I 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~Slot 

Clfck here to solely unsubscribe from "!JS!Socce;P~yers, " Clfck here to vfew mefffn~ orchfves, here to chono~e your preferences, or here to subscrfbe o Prfvocy~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh <MMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Saturday, June 23, 2012 11:01 AM 

grashton@david~m.edu; libold@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estepheu~m@duaa.duke.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; santorti~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@mailer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; madrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthorpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena floyd@ucsu.edu; 
beck)~@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost@miami.edu; ’n.nonnau@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagau@~niami.edu’; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@ema~l.unc.edu>; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; ronnie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heatber.henson@behnout.edu; l@e.roelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.fiavel@behnout.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shorne@elon.edu; brianlee@lsu.edu; sera .fv gw@~nercer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; 

a~mnuers@athletics.~nsstate.edu; myrauda@athletics.msstate.edu; beth.acremau@~nurraystate.edu; aFeltou@samford.edu; 
acmmwell@athletics.ucf.edu; chale@athletics.ucf.edu; jonlipsilz@uky.edu; mrayn2@uk3~.edu; aaron.rodger@uky.edu; 

mmott@olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrewrey@olemiss.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey~unca.edu; 

linda.hmnilton@unf.edu; morgma.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@unf.edu; smithsaT@gwm.sc.edu; COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; 

Smith~lR5@gwm.sc.edu; dschilte@admin.usf.edu; chrisbrown~admin.us£edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.usf.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; 

ficanklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; richtka@auburn.edu; kzm0001 @auburn.edu; 

AMB0023@auburn.edu; poolek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clark@campbell.edu; t?anklinl@campbell.edu; softba]lga@campbell.edu; 

geva~s@centenary.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@cot~.edu; jacksonll@cofc.edu; 

mcnamaxak@coI~.edu; donnenwirthr@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; cherrv~ja@ecu.edu; hensonh~mail.etsu.edu; bdooley@I?au.edu; 
knnouuce@gardner- webb.edu; ~pilch@garduer-webb.edu; lindses~a~derspiegel@georgiasoutbern.edu; lxtunleavy@georgiasouthern.edu; 

niji.olagbegi@jsums.edu; bcophmn@ju.edu; edade@u.edu; korr2@jacksouville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; jmireland@mail.lipscomb.edu; 

ksheny~ @latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scm~elo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@Inoreheadstate.edu; w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; 

djlar@moreheadstate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sburris@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetson.edu; pharbin@uab.edu; scotwielaud@louisiana.edu; 

Id’erguson@louis~’ille.edu; liudsay.basalyg@eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; Jmitcbell@soccelrnail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; 

DBrizard@tntech.edu; bob.winch@citadel.edu; chrisbentley@troy.edu; cscanlau@troy.edu; sselby@ia.ua.edu; fbdelgado@ualr.edu; 

clmcuaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uncc.edu; 

smnugen~uncg.edu; jlcorti@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; cairneyp@uucw.edu; barnesm@uncw.edu; elovaaram@uucw.edu; 

mvarg@usouthal.edu; scott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megan.tbreste@usm.edu; jkir@utk.edu; bpenskyl @utk.edu; jd- 

kyze@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal @utm.edu; lmarcoui@utm.edu; tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@emaJd.wcu.edu; 

ja~n.neidell@wku.edu; heinzm@winthrop.edu; rodriguez~@mnthrop.edu; eterrill@catniv.edu; jperso@tinarion.edu; 

smukheljee@tinarion.edu; ath&un@langate.gsu.edu; btbntain@highpoint.edu; kii~ntain@highpoint.edu; mbeall@highpoint.edu; 

davis(a)jsu.edu; atsmf@~jsu.edu; kristeu.fillmore@nicholls.edu; dylan.harrison@nicholls.edu; bhornbuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; 

BamaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconno@saiutleo.edu; annie.hmnel@sa~utleo.edu; 

GLUCEY@UT.EDU; chestnut@fiu.edu; kschmed@fiu.edu; iponyeado@barton.edu; michaellyuch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; 

browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; dwaintra@catawba.edu; 

phelpm@chowan.edu; bell@chowan.edu; elem@guilford.edu; wsocce@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whilingu@lmc.edu; 

blewitta@lr.edu; smnantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; l, anille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@mereditla.edu; 

bbiancu@ncwc.edu; lkjenkins@peace.edu; Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; tumblome@queens.edu; 

decesare@queens.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; lars.anderssou@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uucp.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; 

s.rahko@wingate.edu 

LDC United Elite 94.95 Region I Championships Schedule 

Coaches -it is Michael McHugh from the LDC United Elite 94.95 / class 2013 and below is our schedule for the Region 1 Championships being held in Lancaster, 

Pennsylvania. I have players in all positions working through the college recruiting process and hopefully you can make it to see our team play. 

Friday June 29 

9:45 AM Game Start Time 

LDC United Elite 94/95 (PA-E} vs. CFC United (CT) @ Classics Soccer Park field #22 

Saturday June 30 

4:45 PM Game Start Time 

LDC UNted Elite 94/95 (PA-E) vs. KSC Courage (DE) @ Classics Soccer Park #18 

Sunday July 1 

1:15 PM Game Start Time 

[.DC United Elite 94,/95 (PA-E) vs. Seacoast United (NH) @ Classics Soccer Park #21 

Monday July 2 

Semi-Final 

10:00 AM Game Start Time 

Group B winner vs. Group C winner @ Classics Soccer Park #22 

Tuesday July 3 

Final 

10:00 AM Game Start Time 

Winner of Semifinal i vs. Winner of Semifinal 2 @ Classics Soccer Park #22 

Address for all our games: 

Classics Soccer Park 

1461 Lancaster Road 

Manheim, PA 17545 

We will have team profile packets at all games and if you would like one emailed to you let me know and I will send it. 

Thank you 

Michael McHugh 

Elite Player Development Director 

717-805-4085 



i.~.i Description: LDC United 

Logo3 

wwwJdcunitedelite9495.com 

www.ldcunited.com 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Monday, Jnne 25, 2012 9:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We can help your team 

Header 

Being smart about raising money is no longer optional. 

Budget cuts and a tough economy make it mandatory. 

Be smart. Use the [nternet for what it was made to do: 
share your story, connect with people, get contributions. 

Put us and our very simple, proven program to work. 

Hand out a flyer and spend five minutes perfecting the 
donation page we’ll create. That’s it. 

You will generate a lot of financial support with practically 
no effort. 

Coaching a fall or winter sport? Get your returners going 
right now with just a click. 

No selling. Nothing to handle or deliver. No set-up cost. 

Click to start or get more info: www.Eeachinc~OurGoal.org 

Proof: 

- Rancho Cucamonga HS Football: over six thousand dollars. 
- [rmo HS Girls Soccer: over three thousand dollars. 
- Dakota Ridge HS Football: over seven thousand dollars. 
- Santa Nonica HS Lacrosse: over seven thousand dollars. 

Reaching Oar Goal 
We help people accomplish amazing things. 
258 Route 117 Bypass Road 

Bedford Hills, NY 10507 
su pport@. ReachinqOurGoal .orq 
www.ReachinqOurGoal.orq 

If you would like to forward this mes.ss..’!e to .someo~:e else, please Click Here. 

If you wouki prefer not fo receive falther mess~,~]es from this sender, piease Click Here and cotsfirm yoa~ ~eqb’est,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, June 25, 2012 8:15 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin June 2012 

i~ii Junelssue 
In the run up to a game where he is expecting 
his side to have a lot of possession, Andr~ 
Villas-Boas focuses on possession principles 
and addresses technique, build-up play, mobility 
and defensive structure. See his approach in this 

month’s Elite Soccer. 

During his successful attempt to save Bristol 
City from relegation, Derek Mclnnes saw the 
benefits of his side’s functional attacking play - 
find out how he coached it. 

Leyton Orient manager Russell Slade shows 
you how to get your players to master basic 
skills such as movement and rotation in 
receiving the ball. 

Plus there are fantastic sessions from Bury 
manager Richie Barker on lvl situations; 
Bradford City manager Phil Parkinson on 
focusing defenders in the lead up to a match; 
and LMA Ambassador Chris Sulley provides a 
session on attacking skills in the final third of the 
pitch. 

MANAGER PROFILE 
Andr~ Villas-Boas is widely regarded 
as one of the most promising young 
coaches in world footbafl. 

Bdfish V~rg~n ~s~a~ds ~at~ona~ team. A~er working st 

cha.~ge the club wol~ the Portuguese C~I); the 
Po~-luguese Supercup, we~ the e~t~ P~h~ie~ra [.~9~ 

Chelsea. 

i~i AndreVillas Boas 

id SUBSC~BE.OW 



If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please forward this email to 
them, They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin her_ 

f’ES’I°IMONtAL OF THE MONTH 

~ " 
E~h’e S~,,cc~r ptovides inspired train#}g solutions to the ptoblems we see ia our teams 

eve~ t~me ~ play a match. Whether we take the exact traimng session p~vided or 

manipulate # ~o su# ourteam, lhe ideas for be#ertraining are lhe~e. As a Division I 

college coach it is important that I have sessions #~at are appropriate for mo~ senior 

players and ~~e sesMons h~ ~h~ Soccer are more auited ~’e my ~eve~ ~’~ those m 

i.~.i SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLi\SSIC MANAG~RIAL QUOT£ 

~ "The goalkeeper is the jewel in the cro~4n and getting at him 
should be almost impossible. !t is the biggest sin in football 
to make him do any "wot:k." 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Marketing manager, Elite Soccer 



Green Star Media In Association with the LMA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suhject: 

David Clarke z<tavid.clarke@coach- soccer.corn> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Broil 3 - Argentina 4 - achieving success the right way 

From the desk of David Clarke, 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching. 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Did you see that amazing game last week? I’m not talking about the Euros, 

but a friendly that finished Brazil 3 - 4 Argentina and featured a fantastic 

hat-trick from Lionel Hessi. 

He came bursting out of midfield for all of his goals - watch them if you 

can. Watching brilliant games like this always makes me even more keen to 

be successful with my team and replicate the joy that this success brings. 

But there is a balance to be struck between wanting to coach a winning 

team and developing your players successfully. You need to avoid creating a 

win at all costs mentality that reflects you rather than your players. 

Your desire for success should drive you to create that winning team by 

developing your players. If you go chasing success by aggressive, forceful 

tactics, you won’t achieve it. Your objective should be to attract success, 

not chase it. 

I am excited to say that I can provide you with sessions that will develop 

your players AND make your team more successful - both now and in their 

future soccer endeavours. 

I’m already doing that for the readers of Soccer Coach Weekly. When 
they get this week’s issue they are going to start showing their teams how 
to burst from midfield and build up to that point where their team is scoring 
goals for fun. 

So now I want you to join them and join me in creating a culture of success 

and player development in your team. 

Subscribe to Soccer Coach Weekly and get this issue to start you on your 

way to creating players who burst out of midfieid more effectively. 

Remember: a five-issue trial to Soccer Coach Weekly costs just $1. 

Also in this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly 

As well as my session to improve your players’ ability to break out of 

midfield, this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly also contains: 

A warm-up from Premier League academy coach Michael Beale that 

uses visual and audible cues to help with positional sense in a match. 

Get Michael’s warm-up now 

A small-sided game from Michael Beale called Fox and Hounds. The 
fox has to knock balls off cones before the hounds can tag him. Get 
this small-sided game now 

Steve Watson tells you how to improve weaker players. Find out 
more now 

My touchline tale about how T was told off for not making my players 
sit up straight during team talks. Read this touchline tale now 



Our groat dobato this week is what should you do if one of your 

players is receiving some rough treatment? Should you respond in 

kind? 

Soccer Coach Weekly can make your life easier and help you develop your 

players into match winners. When you sign up today for just $1 I’ll send 

you the new issue with a session that will help your players break from 

midfield better PLUS the next four issues of Soccer Coach Weekly. AND 

[’11 also send you four free reports: 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual 

20 easy ways to improve your soccer coaching 

Champions! = create a winning team in three easy steps 

5 rules for dealing with disruptive kids 

My session to improve your team’s play from midfield is only available this 
week, Don’t miss out - subscribe now, 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coacl~ing, 

Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly, 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 
UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: info@greenstarmedia.net 

Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 1:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofgina]ly ,sent 6/21/12 - Fixing Toxic Relationships 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManuRe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ne~ed radio corrmnen~ator and 
the foun,d’,~" and president ef the nenprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Find and follow i~lichaet~_ 

Heip keep this ~ewstettel° free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sipi, eJ p:-int o~ 

poem "What W~i 

Keep Singing, Michael 
According to a story in 
Womasn~s: D~y magazine, 
ew~!’y day since r,’iichael 
found out he was going to 

touch h~s mommy’s tummy 
tenderly and stag a~[ the 

songs he knew, 
Unforhma~ely, the b~by was 
born k~ critical condition and 

the doctors warned that the 

{hroegh {~se week, 
Listen or read more 

Fixin~ Toxic Relationships 
Are there peel:de in your life 
who reg.:dariy cause you to 
feel bad about yourseif7 
~’4ost of us care vdia[ others 
think of us, so knowing that 
someone doesn’t ~ke approve 

made o~ how we look can be 

Listen or read more 

Perfect Father’s Day Gift 
When i was young: i idoiized 

rny fa[her, j~(if~ing him for his 
virtues, For most of the rest 

judging him for hh~ faults, I 

Listen or read more 

of comrnentark~s for 

s~m~mer h~atus and w~ 
return ~n the Fa~L 

My Favorite Father’s 
Day Presents 
Papa, You’re the 
g.."ea[es~ man I know. 
Ti:ank you for aiways 
being t~e~e fo~" me and 

guiding me. You’re the 
closest th~ng [o a 
superhero. You know 
year dad’s awesome 
when yo~’d ~ove him 

dad. Lucky enough for 
me, he is my dad, 

Coolest d~d ~ couk~ 
ask for. 
I ~ove you, M~chae~ 

~’orward to many, 

years of annoyhsg you, 
~ Yo~r ~avorite 
da~ghteC Mataya 
Read more and 
comment 

Great Quotes About 
Fatherhood 
No word makes me 

"daddy~ when i(s 

directed to me, --. 

Oh, the cemfort~ the 
~nexpressible comfort 

of f~,teiin,~ safe with a 
person, having neiti:er 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pnxeeds frem the sale of Mi(:i:aeFs 

books and CDs suppe~’t (:i:a!acter 

edacatio~ h~ schools. Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

educati~>~~? Vi~it ou~" Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently posted: 

Congratulations to the 2012 National 
Schools of Character! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life. 

~i Charactereducation materials 

A great resource for teadw.-rs, and a 
perfect gift [or ~:~raduations and etcher 
specia~ occasions, Buy now >> 

Free shipping for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Digging and Filling Holes 

Ethics of American Youth 
Chadie~ a road crew 



pai~ of workers from o~:e of 
his c~ews seemingly hard a!: 

,4~ork, He watched one feltow 
dig a hole wi:ile his pa.~tnet 
waited a few ndnutes and 
then i’itied the hole. Al%er a 
few ~epeNt~ons, ChaliCe 

Listen or read more 

The Truth About Trust 
Everyone seems to 
ur~dersQmd ~he imporQmce 

doub~ the v~ta~ role that ~t 
p~ays ~ perso~a~ 

po~th:s~ We wan~ to trust 
the peo@e ~ls our ~ves and 
we want {hem to 
Listen or read more 

Ta~%~r~ comments on Dying 
From the Cold Within: 
pastor read this poem during 
a sermo~ whe~ I was h’~ the 
s~xth grade and I have had ~!: 
~Tsemor~zed eve~ sh~:e ~hen 
am now 33), This ~s by 
my favoste poem am~ ~t 
rea~y touched me g~ow~g 
~rs }(Ywhere pr@ud~ces 
kk~ds a~e yew much 

commo~@ace, I was happy 
[o see ff shared on here," 

,~Sar~dra Dar~ger comme:~ts 

on Dyinq From the Cold 
Within: "I am certain 

from [my daughter] by 
example, As fa~ as I ca~ see, 
she ~s l:o~ow~ng ~r~ your 
footstep% 

and she does~’t even know 

Thank you for a great 

weSs~!:e, from which I have 
~ea~ned to 
~T~a ny ways." 

,~er~" Yolat~g comments on 

Who’s Right and Who’s 
Wrong?: "The bible 

_. per your belief. "[’he bible is 
a religious teaching! I don% 
ha\,e to subs(:Nbe to the 

authority, Perhaps you 

believe that, but others have 

to weigh thoughts nor 
measure words, but 
pouring them oil out, 
just as !:i:ey are, ci:aff 
and grain together, 
ce~tam that a faithfu~ 
ha~d w~H take and s~ft 
them, keep ~4~hat ~s 
worth keepk~g, am~ 
w~th a Breath of 
k~ndness b~ow the rest 
away,-- D~nah Cra~k 
Listen or read more 

A tr(~ly touching 
Fath e!"s Day 
commercial; A Father’s 
Love i’o~ His Son. 
Watch and comment 

Worth Wat(:hi~g 
Dad’s Can’t ,,, 
Watch and comment 

A special Fadser’s Day 
Prayer 

Watch and comment 

Father’s Day Vi.qtage 
Cards and Images 
See and comment 

Woukt you iike ~o know wha[ your 
high school students think about 
cheatit~g~ builyit~g, and \,adous high~ 
dsk Sehav~ors7 How aSoat what they 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

[~ook a~-~ Anti=Bullying3 Workshop 

Learn how to hiterve~:e, combat 
cyberbultying, and promote a positive 

school climate, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
teade.."s, and community buiide.."s 1:6 
be effective characte.~ ed~catots. 

U pco~’~in g semir!ars: 

June 26-28, Los Angeles >> 

~ul 30-Au .~ Philadel him >> 

Aug. 6-8, Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

affordable way to learn valuabte 
ch a factor- develop.me~:t teci:~:iques. 

Learn more see schedule 

o~r ~ortsmanshi~, Recendy 
posted: 

It’s How You Finish That Counts 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

Hichael .]osephso.q motivates audiences from the gove~’nmel’~t, busi.qes% 

journalism, ~aw, educatkm, sports, po~k:h~g, and the m~tary v,4th h~s unique 

de~vety, e%h~g~ng presentation% a~d petso~a~ atte~tkm to your o~gan~zath>n’s 

~eeds, Call 800-7S4-,2670 or learn more, 

The r~or~profit ~osephson ins{i~u~e ~s wo.."king to create a world where people ac~ more 
Your donations epabie us to offer services and !eso~..’rces like this pewsiette.q Donate >> 



~l’event this ne~.’,~siette~ fl°om Im."..ding in 7o~tl- junk folder b7 addin.~ commentary@iiethics.orq to 

9841 Airpott Bird, #300 i Los An,~tei÷,s, CA 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.or?l 

~b20"..2 Josephson Institute, "CHA}’~ACTE[-< COU~’qTS!" is ~ registered m~dern~Ik of 
Josepi’..son 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



FI~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

XL Soccer Tours <ciaran@xltravel.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 6:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Come & Watch the BaJcclay’s Premier League 2012-13 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

THE PREMIER LEAGUE IS BACK! 
There are only 3 garnes left before Ihe Euros are 

over! kbw are you going to cope when this 
beautiful glut of quality soccer carries to an end? 
Where will you get your nexI ’foolball fix’?! 

Don’t panic, help is at hand; the Premier League 
slaris again on Augusl 18th and we want you to 
join us. Last season saw Manchester City become 
the 5Ih ieam io ii~l the Premier League trophy 
since its inception 2O years ago, and next season 
already promises to have more teams than ever 
wing For the top spot. 

We have designed some off-the-shelf packages 

at great prices witin games involving all of the 

top teams from last year~ Click on the pictures 

below lo see lhe ilineraries in more detail: 



i~i Tilanksgiving Feast 



if yOU have a specific game, date or location in 

mind lhat doesn’l match up \;vilh our packages 

just email info@xtraveLcom or call toll free 877- 

28~-380g with your preferences and \,re will be 

happy Io lailor a package especially for you to 

any’ game! 

Fort,yard email 

This email was sent to anson@e.m~il.unc.edu bv info@xltravel.com 
Update Profije/Emajj Address Irls~ant removal wi~il SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privaq! Policy. 

XL Travel 13662 Crystal River Drive :: Suite 4,-4,-2 :: Orlando :: FL 32828 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 11:08 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
What Chelsea did in training on 24 August 2011 

What Chelsea did in training on 24 August 2011 

Having taken four points from their opening 
two league games of the 2011/12 season, 
Chelsea’s third league fixture was against 
newly-promoted Norwich at Stamford Bridge 
on 27 August 2011. 

New Chelsea manager Andr~ Villas-Boas 
was confident that his side would have a lot of 
possession and therefore decided to run a 
possession-focused coaching session on the 
Wednesday in the week of the game. 

In his own words, Villas-Boas describes that 
session: 

"Throughout the session we work on our 
possession principles focusing on our build-up 
play from the back and our mobility as a team. Jos~ Bosingwa scores Chelsea’s first 

We also touch on the principles of our goal in their 3-1 victory over Norwich 

defensive organization, working on the 
distance between players when we are not in possession and the use of offside". 

It worked. Chelsea won the game 3-1, enjoying 69% of possession in the process. In this email 
you’ll find out: 

How the statistics from that match show that Andre’s meticulous planning paid off - and 
how you can use that successful coaching session with your own team, whatever level 
you play at 

About an enthusiastic and hard-working coach who was able to get to the top of the 
game having not played professionally. Be inspired to achieve your coaching aspirations 

Why the world’s best managers write up their coaching sessions only for Elite Soccer 
and how you can get 18 free coaching sessions with our very special offer 

When you subscribe to Elite Soccer before midnight on Sunday 1 July, we’ll send you our 
new issue featuring a coaching session from Andr~ Villas-Boas on possession principles plus 
three issues featuring coaching sessions from Roy Hodgson, Harry Redknapp, David Moyes 
and 15 other professional coaches free. 

Meticulous planning pays off on match day 



Andr~ Villas-Boas is renowned as a brilliant planner and deep tactical thinker. His possession 
session is so detailed that it works on technique, build-up play, mobility and defensive structure. 
It even goes as far as to tie in why the side play offside - Norwich were caught offside six times in 
that game at Stamford Bridge. 

In fact, the statistics from that match show just how effective his side were at putting into practice 
the principles worked on during that Wednesday training session. 

The possession principles session that Andr~ Villas-Boas ran with his Chelsea side that day is 
the lead coaching session in the new issue of Elite Soccer, published today. Elite Soccer is the 
only magazine featuring training sessions written by the world’s best coaches because it is 
published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Now you too can use this session with your team and improve their play in possession of the ball 
and their structure without it. 

Subscribe before midnight on Sunday I July, and as well as our new Andr~ Villas-Boas 
issue with his possession principles session, we’ll also send you issues featuring sessions from 
Roy Hodgson, Harry Redknapp and David Moyes FREE. This offer represents your 
opportunity to get these sessions with a subscription - and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

About Andr~ Villas-Boas 

Andr~ Villas-Boas is widely regarded as one of the 
most promising young coaches in world football. 

Despite never playing professionally, at just 21 he 
landed the role of head coach with the British Virgin 
Islands national team. 

After working under Jos~ Mourinho at Chelsea and 
Internazionale, he returned to his native Portugal to 
rescue Academia de Coimbra from relegation from the 
Primeira Liga. 

From there he moved to Porto where in a season in 
charge, the club won the Portuguese Cup, the 



Portuguese Supercup, went the entire Primeira Liga 
season unbeaten (winning the title by more than 20 
points) and clinched the UEFA Europa League. 

Though his spell in charge at Chelsea was brief, he is 
widely tipped to land another major role soon. 

You can use Andre’s possession principles session 
with your team. In fact, we are so confident that you can 
improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat 
we offer a 100% money back guarantee on every 
subscription. 

And remember, if you subscribe before midnight on 
Sunday 1 July, you’ll receive three free issues 
including sessions from Harry Redknapp on 
encouraging creativity, Roy Hodgson on pressing 
and screening and David Moyes on changing 
attacking angles. Andrd Villas-Boas 

Coaching sessions you won’t find anywhere else 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine 
published with the LMA. It is designed to give 
coaches at all levels access to coaching plans 
from the top of the game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions 
first-hand from top class managers like Andr~ 
Villas-Boas, Harry Redknapp, Roy Hodgson 
and David Moyes for you to use to improve as a 
coach and improve the performance of your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us 
and we put them in a format that coaches at all 
levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back 
to the manager and check the session is exactly as 
he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out 
or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an 
amateur team on a Thursday evening, just as 
easily as professionals can use them at their 
training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your 
team and if it doesn’t you can have your money 
back. 



Offer only available for 5 days! 

When you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 1 July you will receive the July issue featuring 
the session from Andre Villas-Boas on possession principles. 

AND! we will also send you the April 2011 issue with Harry Redknapp’s look at encouraging 
creativity, the July 2011 issue with Roy Hodgson’s insight into pressing and screening and the 
January 2011 issue with David Moyes’ session on changing attacking angles. So hurry - don’t 
miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Andr~ Villas-Boas and receive three free 
issues of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at midnight on 
Sunday 1 July. 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midniqht on Sunday 1 July you will also receive the following: 

From the July 2012 issue featuring Andr~ Villas-Boas: 

¯ Derek Mclnnes (Bristol City) - Functional attacking plan 

¯ Russell Slade (Leyton Orient) - Playing through the thirds 

¯ Phil Parkinson (Bradford City) - Defending positions 

¯ Richie Barker (Bury) - 1v1 attacking and defending 

¯ Chris Sulley (LMA Ambassador) - Attacking skills in the final third 

Elite Soccer - July 2012 

From the April 2011 issue featuring Harry Redknapp: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Kenny Jackett (Millwall) - Perfect wing play 

¯ Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Counter-attacking plays 

¯ Dario Gradi (Crewe Alexandra) - Defensive progressions 

¯ Dan Walder (Luton Town) - Pole to pole vision 



¯ Jimmy Gilligan (Stevenage) - Switching forward focus Elite Soccer-April 2011 

From the July 2011 issue featuring Roy Hodgson: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Andy Thorn (Coventry City) - Balancing the back four 

¯ Richie Barker (Bury) - Pre-season practice 

¯ Gary Johnson (Northampton Town) - Long-range shooting 

¯ Paul Hart (Charlton Athletic) - Becoming pass masters 

¯ lan Dipper (Sunderland) - Creative play around the box 
Elite Soccer - July 2011 

From the January 2011 issue featuring David Moyes: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Aidy Boothroyd (Coventry City) - Transition game 

¯ Russell Slade (Leyton Orient) - Possession and retention 

¯ Graham Westley (Stevenage) - Shooting from distance 

¯ David Pleat (LMA Ambassador) - Extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton (Nottingham Forest) - Keeper reactions and 
¯ 

decisions Elite Soccer - Jan 2011 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight on Sunday 1 July. 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your coaching 
and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available until Sunday 1 July. 



Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this 
message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 
3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 1:44 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Hot Days? Cool Art & Music at the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Sunday, 1 July, 1:00-5:00 PN 

Free and open to the public 

On the final day of these two exh~Nt~ons, enjoy [~8ht refreshments and 

graded tours~ 

1 : 15 PM - Tour of Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper by Ack[and docent 

Karen Moffitt 

3:15 PM - Tour of Piece by Piece: Quilts, Colla~es, and Constructions 

by exNbit~on curator Kimberty Kutz 

Cop~es of the exhibition pubticat~on Thornton 

Dial: Thoughts on Paper w~[[ be avaitabte for 

~urchase at 15% off at the Nuseum 

throughout the afternoon. 

Before seein~ Hard Truths: The Art of 

Thornton Dial, opeNn~ at the N~nt Nuseum 

on June 30th, ~ain ~nsi~ht into Diat’s earhest 

drawings (1990-1991) by seein~ them at the 

AcMand this week~ 

July, 2:00 PM 

Sl:r~n?..ers, a three-~eneratien t)[ue~t’ass 

Carohna. 

Every Lhh*d Sunday of Lhe month, enjoy 

music in the Ack[and galleries. A wide 

variety of performers can be heard, from 

c[asska[ quartets to btuegrass, to enhance 

On the final day of the exhibitions 

Thornton Dial: Thaugt~ts on Paper and 

Piece by Piece: Quilts, Collages, and 

Con.s~:ruc~ions. enjoy musk: by ~:he S~gmon 

and £ospe[ band from Newton, NerLh 

The Bad News: the Ack[and Museum Store, at the corner of Franklin and Columbia 

Streets, experienced some flooding last week and is temporarily closed. 

The Good News: no inventory was damaged, and assessments and repairs are 

already underway! We will have the store open again as soon as it is poss~b[e -- 

check ._a__c___k_!_a___n__d__:£_r_o~ for re~lutar updates. 

We thank you -- our customers, downtown neighbors, and other friends -- for 



your patience and support! 

Copies of the book Thon~ton D~: 

P~,oe# wi~( be avaitaM.e ~or pur(:hase at 1:5% off th~s 

weekend, 

Look for the Sto~e table in the ~useum tabby from 

1:00-5:00 PM this Saturday and SLmday 

7/1 )~ the [ast Lwo days of Lhe 

"Tfds book ~s ~ ~th ~asdnat~n£ commeot~ry 

an arUs~ wbo is fast: earmn9 ~e~:o~n~on as oo~ o.f 

Joa#n£ Cubbs ad~uncL curator of art In~ianapo(~s 
anizer of the exMbition Hard 

£,u!:h~;: The Art o~ 77?orneon 

Through 6 January 2013 

Newty installed in Gallery 5 are selections 

from the Ackland’s outstandin8 collection of 
art from Southern and Western Asia. 

From a tenth-century indian sculpture of 

Vishnu to a thirteenth-century Tibetan 

Mahakata to a fifteenth-century Syrian 

mosque lamp, the works on view are 

evidence of the stren£zth and diversity of the 

Ack[and’s collection of Asian art. 

Tuesday, 3 Ju~y, I2:00-1:00 P~ 

Take a break flora your week and expiate :.: 

the world of yosa in the beautiful~ ~:ool ....... 

Sa~ieries of the Ack[and! 
This hour-[on~ session, offered by 

registered yo£a Leacher Jeanne MaFsha[[, 

a[[ows you to practice 

yo$a poses inspired by the art in the 

Be$inners are welcome. Yo~a ma~s are 
provided. 

Wear com~ortabke clothing that wii[ allow you to stretch. Because the gatier~es tend 

to be cool ]~{{ht ]ayers are recommended. 

Free for b&embers I 55 for non-members. 

Because space is {imited, {>{ease pre-register by eB~ai~: acklandRSVP¢ unc.edu. 



A~°t Adve~tu~es; 

Saturday, 7 July, 10:30 Ahl - 12:00 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-o{ds~ Art Adven[ures sessions provide kids with guided 

vie,,,,, of a~t in the Ack{and’s ga{leries, followed by the opportunity to create take~ 

home treasures in an adlaeen~; art s~;udio using newbt4eamed arbmakh)g 

[ech niq Ue~, 

This month, we’{{ be rooking at ~ beautiful fifteenth-century Japanese screen 

currently on kdew a[ the Ack{and~ In [he studio~ we’lt do Japanese brush painting 

(sum/-e) on H(:e paper. 

Free for ~embers I 55 for non-members. 

SI)~(:e is [imfi:ed; pre-regis~:rat,ion required: culbert@ unc. edu or 919,962.3 

and 

presenting art for the benefit of the broader public. 

Help us continue to create opportunities for learning, contemplation, 

discovery, and delight for every member of the community. Please make your 



generous gift today. 

Look~ 
in the Galleries: The 

Durham Ukulele Orchestra 
Sunday, 15 July, 2:00 PM 

Family Day: The Summer Fun 

Read-In 
Sunday, 22 July, 2:00-4:00 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emaii to the editor. 

Jean Metz nger, French, 1883-1956: Londscape, 1904; oit on canvas. Acktand Art 

Museum, Ack[and Fund. 

Thornton Diat, American, born 1928: Pfcture Frame--Lf,fe Go On, 1991; watercotor 

and graphite. Courtesy of Mr. Tom Larkin. 

Johann Joachim K~ndter, German, 1 706-1 775: Apollo, from the Bath of Apotto centerpiece, c. 1748; porcetain with dear glaze. 

Acktand Art Museum, Gift of the Wittiam E. Shipp Estate, by exchange. 

(on book cover) Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: Lady Holds the Lon$, Neck Bfrd, 1991 ; watercotor, graphite, and btack 

cont6 crayon on paper. Gift of the Souls Grown Deep Foundation. 

Dancing Ganesha, possibty Madhya Pradesh, mid-tenth to mid-eteventh century CE; sandstone. Gift of Ctara T. and Gitbert J. 

Yager in honor of Dr. Chartes Morrow and his wife, Mary Morrow, for their many contributions to the University and to the 

Ackland Art Museum during his term as Provost. 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent to anson@emaikunc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 
Ug~te F~rof[lej~rna[[~dd£~ ~nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy PoJjc~. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!,~ <nev~s~etterc0usns~:pa.com> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 11 :SY &~ 

Do~rance~ Mbert A IV <anson~em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ June 28th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - JuNe 28th, 2Ot2 

Thursday’s TV: Euro 2012 

The othe~ Euro 2012 sermIina[ is on ESPN: Germany- Italy a~ 2::}0pro E’[’. 

Their Words 

beo~ us h~re in ~he Cup, ~ ~o~ to ,o~cy ~hem twice o~ah~, so we’;’~ ~oh~ ~o ~ook forward ~o ~h~, " San Jose 

CONCACAF Announces New Committees 

In what is being c:at~ed a ’road map to reform.’ CONCACAF has announced three new comm}ttees: Integrity, Audit 8: 

CompUance, and EtMcs. ’~he creaUon o~ these committees ~s d~e next [ofi~ca[ s~ep in the trm~sfom~at~on o~ CONCACAF, 

demonstrating that we are committed to transparency and ~eform," CONCACAF pros}dent Jeffrey Webb said in a p~ess 

statement, "We are worldn(~ rnet~cuI.ous{y with professionals possessh~g competen~:e and hl~:(b~fi~:y to fi{~ positions on ea~:h 

committee. The Inte$riW Committee w~[ be comp[etOy h~dependent and wiU be free to carl~t out the}[ respective mandates." 

Montreal 0 - Toronto 3 

"~’~:~r(~t:~ F(: shutoMt ~ontreal on Wednesday night in 1~r~t: ~:~t~ ~ 4~ ~ "I 2 at Sap(Eto Stadium, ’Torsi:on Frings opened the scoring in 

the 52nd minute. Ryan Johnson made it 2-0 in the 72nd and Danny Koevermans linished off q~e scoring six minutes [a[.er, 

Toronto goalkeeper t~,ilos Kocic needed two saves fo~ the clean sheet, Continue readin~ "Montreal 0 - Toronto 3" ,, 

Meetinsl Jozy Altidore 

By Cesar Diaz ¯ NEW YORK, tqY (Jun 27~ 2012} US Socce~ Players -- Anyone who is nMve enough to beUeve that America 
never embrace soccer needs to ~isit New York City*s US Socce~ Way. For soccer fans based in New York City, US Socce~ Way 

is located on 5}rd Street, in that one Mock across the street flora the Empire S~ate Buitdmg, fans have the option 

to[[owin$ their favorite [ea~t~e at the Footbat[ Factory at Legends and Jack Dempsey*s. 

Last Sunday, socce~ fans made a ~isit to US Soccer Way to watch the Euro 2012 match between the England and Italy. New 

’fork Red BbUs sul)port:er!~ were ab~o on hand to take the bus l:r~p to Red Bu~ Arena ~or the NY-DC United showdown~ D~sgusted 

by the 4-1 thrasl’dng DC mt]eashed on the Red BuUs earher in the season, these supporte[s were itc:hi~g for payback. 

Whi[e many were there toc:t~sin$ on Euro 20i2. there was anothe~ reason to make the t~ip to Dempsey’s on Sm’tday .- a chance 

to meet a Ior[~ler Red ~U[L NO~;’,’ ~;’,’it:h A[[ A[kmaar in t:he Nett~erland!~ ,Jozy A[tido~e is coming off of a !~eason where he scored 

22 goals and tied ior sevenU~ in goals scored in the Eredivisie, 

The Net,/Jersey nadve and US National Team p[aye~ was on hand Lo sign auLographs and Lake photos with his fans while 

rinsing money for his Founder}on. In add}tiom he wiU be participating in the fifth annual Steven Nash Fotmdation Showdown 

on Wednesday~ June 27~ 2012, 

Mtidore reLurned to a New Yo~k soccer community that’s surprisingly ti$hbkni[, given the size o~ the $reater metropo[iLan 

area. Everyone seems to know each other or someone who knows someone else. That [ends a fami]iar}ty that was 

noUceabh~u As MUdore P~nished his I.uneh wb:h his home S~Ep{~:~r~rs~ t{){)iCS ranf~}d fr~)rn ~:h~ R~d B(E~(S match to whether New 

York wiU be awarded a second franchise. Very Htt[e was said about [~ro 2012 because the 20i 4 Wo~[d Cup~ CONCACAF 

QuaUfiers. and tsCL.S a~:Uon had more weigh~ with this <:~ow(L Continue readin~ "Meetin~ Jolt A[tidore" 

’Jinxed’ at home~ Real Salt Lake packs bags for Columbus - irom "The Salt t.ake "I’ribune’s BiI~ O~am: ~V~eanwhile~ RSL is 2- 
2.0 in its f.ast lou~ on the road. 

Former Rutgers player Alexi Lalas has a different Iook~ but is the same face of soccer - f~’o~ The Newark Star. Ledger’s 

Jorge Cast:i]~.o: "We pb~ him back ~he~’e and he was phenomenaL" 

FC Dallas unveil AdvoCate as first-ever jersey sponsor - from ~,~LSsoc~:er,eom’s Simon gorg: Advo(:a~e CEO Ri~:ha~d Wright 
reveal.ed that Lhe dee{ wife{ ~un through the end of the 2015 season~ 

Kraft: ’I’d rather give to charity than invest in EPL’ ¯ from CNN: because the economics of footbMi make no business 



~’~L$ oa NBC Spo~ts Network: Kansas City ¯ Chicago at 81)m ET. Sl)ortia~ is 3rd in the E~st w~th Chica~e in 4th. The te~ms ~re 

~ep~rated ~y foyer i)oi~ts ,,’~,i~t~ ~oth on 1 [~ g~mes p~ayed. (:hic~go is k~oking k~r their third ~’,,i~ 

::::~:::: FeedBlitz Secondary!Slot 

Clfck here to sefelV unsubscrfbe froth! ’U~o!:i:er,~:’~ye;:~." Clfck here to view mefffng, erchfves_, here to thence vour preferences~ or here to subscrfbe , Prfvecv ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 12:38 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: Fury’s Woods Named Player of the Week 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward this email 

This email was sent Lo anson@email,unc,edu by corrlrnunications@us[~ccer.corn :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

United Soccer Leagues :: 1715 N West Shore Bird Suite 825 i Tampa FL :: 33607 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson <commenta~@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 6:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tell Everything 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManaRe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 781: June 22-28~ 2012 

Michael Josephson is a no~ed radio corr:men~ator and 
the foun,d’,~" and preaident ef the r!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Find m",d follow i~lichaet~_ 

Heip keep tMs ~ewstettel° free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sigi, eJ p:-int o~ 

poem "What WUi 

dtio (in bfue) ~nd pross 

Enough is Enough 
What does it take to make 
you happy? How much de 
you have to tiave to be 

~ratel:u~? "[’o t~e barefoot 

o~d shoes. To the ma~ w~th 

shoes, ]’o the man w~th new 

shoos, A~d, of course, the 
feUow w~t~ no feet weuk~ be 
happy to be barefoot, Listen 
or read more 

Tell Evervthinc! 
Can a job a.o.oii~:a:~t properiy 
witi:i:old information about a 
criminal record or being fired 

in a previoas iob? Can a 

woman who has ~ust started 
dating properiy aay nothing 
about a previous ma.."ria~:~e or 
abortion:? These ace 
problems of candor: Whe~ 
doea an ethicai person haw~ 
a dt~ty to .~eveat normative 
information: about i:is past? 

Listen or read more 

Digging and Filling Holes 
Ctiaitie, a read crew 
supervisor for hif~hvvay 

pa~ ef werkers fiom o~e ef 

5on-~,e,~hing ,~,,:~ Th)nk 
About, Nk:hae[’s ser~es 
of commentaries for 

~een5, has ~or~e on 
summer Matas and w~ 
retarn h~ the FaU, 

My Favorite Father’s 
Day Presents 
Papa, You’re tt~e 

~:~rea~est man i know, 
Thank you for always 
being ti:ere for me and 
guM~g me, You’re the 
cJoses~ thing ~o a 
superhero. You k~ow 
yos~ dad’s awesome 
when you’d ~ove ~fim 

even ~f ~e W~Sn’[ your 
dad, Lucky enough fo~ 
me, ~e ~s my dad. 
Ceo~es~ dad I couk~ ask 
for, 
I ~eve you, N~chad 

3osephson, Looking 
forward to many, 

rnany, qlany ~s~o~e 
years of annoying you, 
- Your ~’avoH~e 
daughter’, Mataya 
Read more and 
comment 

Great Quotes About 
Fatherhood 
No word makes me 
happie! tl~a.q the wo~’d 

dh°ected to me,-- 
btichaei )osephson 

the comfort, ti:e 
i..",expressible comfort of 
feelip9 safe with a 
I)o~’sop, having neither 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pro~:oeds from the sale of Mi(:i:aei’s 

booka and CDa suppo~’t (:i:a!acter 

education in aci:oois. Shop here 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

ed~cati~>~~? Visit our Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently posted: 

Congratulations to the 2012 National 
Schools of Character! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life. 

~i Charactereducation materials 

A great resource for teadw,-rs, ant; a 
perfect gift [or ~:~raduations and etcher 
special occasions, Buy now >> 

Free shipping for ordera $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 



his c~ews seeming}y hs~d 
work, He watd~ed one 

few repet~tbns~ 

Us{en or read more 

The Truth About Trust 
~vei°y0ne seems te 

of trust. No ese seems to 
doubt the vitai rele thst ~t 
p~ays m persona~ 

politics. We want to trust 

we want them {o trus~ ~s, 
Listen or read more 

Patrick A, Toff~er comments 
on The Truth About Trust: 
"t’,li(:i’.sel, .~ s~ree, We trust 
others when they 
consistently demonstrate 
they are cempe~en~ {o do 
whs~ ~hey say they w~U and 
they d~sp~ay the character 
{o do so m a good way, ~f 

must a~so manifest 
cols-~pete~ce and character," 

Bre~da comments on Th__e 
Truth About Trust: "BumF:er 
{ha{ you deviated ~nto 
politics and ended your 

trust~" 

cer.nments en Worth 
Watching -A Father’s Love 
for His Son:".Dsd ,~nd [ 
watched th~s together. You 
should {007 

~o~s~ W~itbec~4 cemmests 
on The Truth About Trust: 
"~nte.."esting that you have 
such an ac~:urate know}edge 
of the public’s conc~ousness, 
Hopefully you~ know~edge oF 
th~s pubhc extends beyond 
yo~r ow~ con~:~oas~es5," 

{o weigh thoughts nor 
~Yie?s~JJr~: wo!’ds~ i)at 

just as they are, chaff 
snd grah~ ~ogether, 
certah~ that a fM~hfuJ 
hand wH[ ~ake and s~X 
{hem, keep wha~ ~s 
worth keeph~g, snd 
w~th a breath of 
kh~dness b~ow ~be res~ 
sway, -- Dh-~sh Cra~k 
Listen or read more 

A buly {ouching 
Father’s Day 
commerciai: A Father’s 
Love for His Sen, 
Watch and comment 

Dud’s Can’t ,,, 
Watch and comment 

A speciai Father’s Dsy 
Prayer 

Watch and comment 

Cards and Imsges 
See and comment 

Would yeu iike ~o know whs{ yeur 
high school students think shout 
cheating~ b~,.’ilying, and various h~gh~ 

r~sk Sehav~ors7 How aSoat what they 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

[~ook ar~ Anti-Bullying3 Workshop 

Learn how to hitervene, cemba.: 
cyberbultying, s..",d promote s positive 

s.::h eel ctimste, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
tesde.."s, and community buiide.."s te 
be effectiwt characte.~ educstors. 

Upcoming seminars: 

.luly 30-Aug. 1~ Philadelphia 

¯ Au. 618 Los An eles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

OUr webinsrs a~e s cenvenient, 
affordable way to learn vsiuabh~ 
ch a racter- develop.q~ent teci:niques. 

Learn more see schedule 

~¢ Sportsmanship BIo~, Recendy 
posted: 

It’s How You Finish That Counts 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

.."4ichael 3osephson r.no{ivs{es audiences frem the government, business, 

]ourna~sm, law, educst~on, sports, po~dng, and the rrfi~tm’y with Ms urfique 

de~very, erHh~ging presentations, and persona~ sttent~en ~o your orgmfization’s 

needs~ Call 800,-7~-,~670 or learn more. 

The nonprofit }osephson ~nstitute is working to create a world where people act mere ethicMiy, 
Your donations e..",sbie us to offer services and resources like this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~,sietter flom }anding in your iusk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
your address book or approved sesder }ist 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An,~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or,q I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i2 Josephson institute, "(}HARACT}}!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephsot~ 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

David Claxke ~xtavid.claxke@coach- soccer.cam> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 7:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

11 Secrets to Successful Comers. Download today. 

Deax Anson, 

Did you know that in m~ average soccer match a team will win 6 comers? 

But chances are you will only score from 1 in 30*. 

Improving your team’s conversion rote ~om comers will greatly increa~ your 
chances ofwi~ing and put pressure on ~vur opponents. 

Thffs why my new re~ 11 Secr~s to Successful Corners, given away f~e to 

new Be~er Soccer Coaching members, could ~ the most influential repo~ for 

you this ~ason. 

Just click on the link to mgis~ter and get your t?ee coW. 

Send me m~ of 11 Secrets to Success[ul Corners 

11 Secrets to successful corners 

cover image 

My fm~tastic report will help your team 

increase its comer conversion, mad give 

your players the tools to defend against 
every comer fired at them. 

The match-specific advice in this report 

will revolutionize your approach to 
comers, giving your team a winning 

advm~tage. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday mad Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains 

eau to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

pertbrma~ce of your teach, with contributions from English Premier League 

coaches. 

Our regnlar contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West ttmn Academy 

(and the man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in the 

English game including England international players Rio Feldinand, Frank 

Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick). 

We also feature Mike Beale oftbe Chelsea FC Academy, Tony Rock of Fulham 

FC, Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, and our own David Clarke - an FA 

Level 2 coach and a man with a track record (and silvela~-are) in minis and youth 

soccer that maser of us can only dream of. 

Click here to join Better Soccer Coaching today 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our free 

training tips a~d ideas in their inbox eve~ Tuesday mad Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that maser members find they receive a drill or game they 

can pnt to use with their team straight away. 

What’s more, sign-up today and as a special pre-season welcome you will get a 

second free report: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 



All you need to do is go here, enter your emml address and select your cotmtry of 

residence, mad I’ll ~nd you the free report straight away. Your first issue of Better 

Soeeer Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, and I promise 

never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter 

your email address and countu. 

If you have any questions abom Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got aW questions about Better Soccer Coaching please 

do not hesitate to contact me using the details below, or visit my website at 

wrwv. bettersoceercoach ing. com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tmmery Lane, Bramley, 

Guikttbrd, GU50AB, United Kingdom 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

EmoJd: info(~bettersoccercoaching.com 

* Premier League 2009/10 season, soume Opta. 

Unsnbscribe, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkus&com> 

Friday, June 29, 2012 11:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Huma~ Kinetics: Read ~ open access ar~Jcle t~om new journal 

Editor Jane Clark reflects on need for 
new journal 
The second issue of Kinesiolo.qyReview continues to provide a 
variety of evaluative review articles covering kinesiology and its sub- 
disciplines. Editor Jane E. Clark offers her thoughts on why we need 
this new journal in kinesiology dedicated to reviews: 

"Of all the scholarly publications that you read in kinesiology, how 
many focus on or even accept evaluative, it~tegrative reviews of the 
extant literature? At a time when we can ’google’just about anything 
we want to know, where do we find thoughtful scholarly work that 
integrates a body of literature, makes sense of the seemingly 
endless and expanding corpse of work in an area of kinesiological 
inquiry, and inspires future research directions? It is into this space 
that Kinesiology Review seeks to move by publishing evaluative, 
insightful, and integrative scholarly reviews of kinesiology research, 
both basic and applied." Read more. 

, Visit t~,,r,N.KR-Journal.com to read more from Dr. Clark, browse a complete table of contents for 
the second issue, and for a limited time, receive open access to this recently published review: 

Scope, Impact. and Methods of National Institutes of Health Funded Research in 
[]Kinesiology 

Subscribe now for complete access to all issues of KR, or encourage your institution to 
subscribe to this scholarly journal. 

I 

Stay connected with HK 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 
Human Kinetics 11607 N. Market St. I Champaign IlL I 61820 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Friday, June 29, 2012 11:26 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
48 hours left: coaching sessions from Villas-Boas, Redknapp, Hodgson and 
Moyes 

48 hours left: coaching sessions from Villas-Boas, Redknapp, Hodgson 
and Moyes 

Having taken four points from their opening 
two league games of the 2011/12 season, 
Chelsea’s third league fixture was against 
newly-promoted Norwich at Stamford Bridge 
on 27 August 2011. 

New Chelsea manager Andr~ Villas-Boas 
was confident that his side would have a lot of 
possession and therefore decided to run a 
possession-focused coaching session on the 
Wednesday in the week of the game. 

In his own words, Villas-Boas describes that 
session: 

"Throughout the session we work on our 
possession principles focusing on our build-up 
play from the back and our mobility as a team. Jos~ Bosingwa scores Chelsea’s first 

We also touch on the principles of our goal in their 3-1 victory over Norwich 

defensive organization, working on the 
distance between players when we are not in possession and the use of offside". 

It worked. Chelsea won the game 3-1, enjoying 69% of possession in the process. In this email 
you’ll find out: 

How the statistics from that match show that Andre’s meticulous planning paid off - and 
how you can use that successful coaching session with your own team, whatever level 
you play at 

About an enthusiastic and hard-working coach who was able to get to the top of the 
game having not played professionally. Be inspired to achieve your coaching aspirations 

Why the world’s best managers write up their coaching sessions only for Elite Soccer 
and how you can get 18 free coaching sessions with our very special offer 

When you subscribe to Elite Soccer before midnight on Sunday 1 July (JUST 48 HOURS 
LEFT!), we’ll send you our new issue featuring a coaching session from Andr~ Villas-Boas on 
possession principles plus three issues featuring coaching sessions from Roy Hodgson, Harry 
Redknapp, David Moyes and 15 other professional coaches free. 



Meticulous planning pays off on match day 

Andr~ Villas-Boas is renowned as a brilliant planner and deep tactical thinker. His possession 
session is so detailed that it works on technique, build-up play, mobility and defensive structure. 
It even goes as far as to tie in why the side play offside - Norwich were caught offside six times in 
that game at Stamford Bridge. 

In fact, the statistics from that match show just how effective his side were at putting into practice 
the principles worked on during that Wednesday training session. 

7 Shots on target iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 6 

8 Shots off target iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

2 ~ Offsi de 6 

69;6 P osse ss i o n °/o il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il il iI 30:4 

Graph reproduced from Teamtalkicom 

The possession principles session that Andr~ Villas-Boas ran with his Chelsea side that day is 
the lead coaching session in the new issue of Elite Soccer, published this week. Elite Soccer is 
the only magazine featuring training sessions written by the world’s best coaches because it is 
published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Now you too can use this session with your team and improve their play in possession of the ball 
and their structure without it. 

Subscribe before midnight on Sunday I July (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!), and as well as our 
new Andrd Villas-Boas issue with his possession principles session, we’ll also send you issues 
featuring sessions from Roy Hodgson, Harry Redknapp and David Moyes FREE. This offer 
represents your opportunity to get these sessions with a subscription - and it won’t cost you a 
penny extra! 

About Andr~ Villas-Boas 

Andrd Villas-Boas is widely regarded as one of the 
most promising young coaches in world soccer. 

Despite never playing professionally, at just 21 he 
landed the role of head coach with the British Virgin 
Islands national team. 

After working under Josd Mourinho at Chelsea and 
Internazionale, he returned to his native Portugal to 
rescue Academia de Coimbra from relegation from the 
Primeira Liga. 



From there he moved to Porto where in a season in 
charge, the club won the Portuguese Cup, the 
Portuguese Supercup, went the entire Primeira Liga 
season unbeaten (winning the title by more than 20 
points) and clinched the UEFA Europa League. 

Though his spell in charge at Chelsea was brief, he is 
widely tipped to land another major role soon. 

You can use Andre’s possession principles session 
with your team. In fact, we are so confident that you can 
improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat 
we offer a 100% moneybackguarantee on every 
subscription. 

And remember, if you subscribe before midnight on 
Sunday 1 July (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!), you’ll 
receive three free issues including sessions from 
Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity, Roy 
Hodgson on pressing and screening and David 
Moyes on changing attacking angles. 

Andrd Villas-Boas 

Coaching sessions you won’t find anywhere else 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine 
published with the LMA. It is designed to give 
coaches at all levels access to coaching plans 
from the top of the game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions 
first-hand from top class managers like Andr~ 
Villas-Boas, Harry Redknapp, Roy Hodgson 
and David Moyes for you to use to improve as a 
coach and improve the performance of your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us 
and we put them in a format that coaches at all 
levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back 
to the manager and check the session is exactly as 
he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out 
or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an 
amateur team on a Thursday evening, just as 
easily as professionals can use them at their 
training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your 
team and if it doesn’t you can have your money 
back. 



Offer only available for 48 more hours! 

When you subscribe before midnight on Sunday I July (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!) you will 
receive the July issue featuring the session from Andr~ Villas-Boas on possession principles. 

AND! we will also send you the April 2011 issue with Harry Redknapp’s look at encouraging 
creativity, the July 2011 issue with Roy Hodgson’s insight into pressing and screening and the 
January 2011 issue with David Moyes’ session on changing attacking angles. So hurry - don’t 
miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Andr~ Villas-Boas and receive three free 
issues of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at midnight on Sunday 
1 July (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!). 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midniqht on Sunday 1July (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!) you will also receive 
the following: 

From the July 2012 issue featuring Andr~ Villas-Boas: 



¯ Derek Mclnnes (Bristol City) - Functional attacking plan 

¯ Russell Slade (Leyton Orient) - Playing through the thirds 

¯ Phil Parkinson (Bradford City) - Defending positions 

¯ Richie Barker (Bury) - lvl attacking and defending 

¯ Chris Sulley (LMA Ambassador) - Attacking skills in the final third 

Elite Soccer - July 2012 

From the April 2011 issue featuring Harry Redknapp: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Kenny Jackett (Millwall) - Perfect wing play 

¯ Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Counter-attacking plays 

¯ Dario Gradi (Crewe Alexandra) - Defensive progressions 

¯ Dan Walder (Luton Town) - Pole to pole vision 

¯ Jimmy Gilligan (Stevenage) - Switching forward focus 
Elite Soccer - April 2011 

From the July 2011 issue featuring Roy Hodgson: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Andy Thorn (Coventry City) - Balancing the back four 

¯ Richie Barker (Bury) - Pre-season practice 

¯ Gary Johnson (Northampton Town) - Long-range shooting 

¯ Paul Hart (Charlton Athletic) - Becoming pass masters 

¯ lan Dipper (Sunderland) - Creative play around the box 
Elite Soccer - July 2011 



From the January 2011 issue featuring David Moyes: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Aidy Boothroyd (Coventry City) - Transition game 

¯ Russell Slade (Leyton Orient) - Possession and retention 

¯ Graham Westley (Stevenage) - Shooting from distance 

¯ David Pleat (LMA Ambassador) - Extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton (Nottingham Forest) - Keeper reactions and 
¯ 

decisions Elite Soccer - Jan 2011 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight on Sunday I July 
(JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!). 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your coaching 
and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available until midnight on 
Sunday 1 July (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!). 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 



T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this 
message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 
3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ JuNe 29th, 20t2 

Friday’s TV 

tJLS on NBC Sl:~oJs Network: Kansas City o (:hk:a~o at 81)m Ei"’, Si)ortin!~ is [~r(I in t:t~e East: wil:t~ (:t~k:a~e in ,Ith, "l"t~e t:eams are 

separated by four points with both on 15 ~ames p(ayed. Chicaf, o is foekin~ fo~ their third wm in a row. 

Questions: Marshall’s Recovery 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (June 28. 2012) US Soccer P[ayers oo h~ Thursday’s edition of the 5 Questions. Tony asks 

t~ew {2had Marsha[]~s ret:overy ~fem a coneussk~n B {~oJn{~ and ern})~asizes Lhe need fl)f 8 chancre in the S~EbS~Jtiution ruh~ w~e~ 

How is US Natio~a~ Team defender Chad Marshall doiBg as he recovers from 

He returned to traininq this week Ier the first time since he suffered a cenc~}ssion o~ ~ay 4th, The C~ew a~e treadin$ 
cautiously w~th h,¢arsha[{, as d~ey shout& fJarshaK suffered Lhe concussion whe~ he was hit in d~e face by a vo[}.ey flon~ a 

t:ea~ male J~ pr~:tk:e, net: fror~ a header as ~ad ~)een repo~ted, 

Wt}ile tJarshaI.Us injbry happe~led in t}ra{:l:ice, not a !~ame~ } wiI[ r@eat my propose] d June 5th that t:he hea~LEi~, and 
shou[c! a[[ow an extra substitution ior p{ayers who have possibte co]~cussions, A p{ayer’s toilS, term hea/q~ is too it@errant to 

tot tactical co~cerns idfuesce a dedsio~ as to whethe~ or not to take a pfayer off the 

How many goals has Montreal scored i~ their last three League games? 

Nine~ with four aaainst Sea~g.e and HousLon aL home bookendin$ a 2-1 f.oss to Chives in Carson, Somewhat surp~ isma~.y ~iven 

thei~ eaKy-season stru!~g{es, Montreal has scored 24 goa{s this seasorb which is behind only four teams {San Jose, DC~ New 

Yor~q and Sa[t Lake). Wit:h [)esi!~)ated P[ayer ~f~a~(:{} [3~ Vaie now di~;R~lIe. ,~4onl:rea] needs ~:o de semethin~; about it:s road 

record {1-7d ) before the’/can be considered a p[ayoff contende~. Getting{ shutout at home b0 bt Toronto on Wednesda’y 

rfigN doesn’t help, Continue readin~ "Questions: ~arsha[[’s Recovew" - 

Edu remains upbeat despite turmoil - from F~:{x Soccer’s Ires (~a~an::ep: "~Et2 this year~ eveq4t~in{1 £iust: Idnd of catatxEIted 1:i) 

the extreme_. ," 

Schmid: Sounders need to maintain composure ¯ from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: Schmid voiced his i~ustration aRer 
that ~ame, and he repeated it Wednesday. 

Busy stretch puttin 
performed like a vePi mature 

D.C. United again proving to be tough on their turf ¯ from The WashingLon Times’ Thomas Royd: RFK Stadium, it vvoutd 

@9ear~ is a piece worth fearin~ once more. 

M.L.S. Readjusts Its Focus to Site of World’s Fairs o from The NY Times’ Jack Boil: the league says it woukf take probably 
two years te coml)[et:e construct:ion of the Fivately financed st:odium 

David Beckham has had his moments in the sun. it is time to move over o Item The &~ardian’s L.OLEBe Tidy[or: There are 

rare exceptions to this rule. 

Rangers newco: Plans for club to enter Scottish Division One - flora BK Sport: A~xt serdor Scottish footba{t fiRu~es are 

Folx}sin~ that Ran~;ers start: season 2012° 

IFAB to 8ive floal line technology/green li~ht- report o from Seo::erex: "I’t~e tFA~3 will repert:{,~dty stress t:hat: l:t~e Wst:ems wi[[ 
be @proved as an aid to reierees~ raLher tha~ the u/Limate decisiom maker~ 

Weekend TV: Euros Conclude 



On Saturday, the USA Women io{ay Canada on bfBC at 2pro. MLS on Ga[avision: Toronto - iqY at 7pro. San Jose .- LA is on 

ESPIq2 oL 10])m. Continue readin~l "’Weekend "i-V: Euros Conclude" ,, 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

¯                   I 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda[ySlot 

Click here to solely unsubscribe from "US~occerP!a~,ers "Click here to view moiling orchives, here to chon£e your preferences> or here to subscribe ~ Pri~cy ~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MyLocker <info@mylocker.net~ 

Friday, June 29, 2012 2:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Get a Custom T-shirt on the House 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

Having problems viewing this e-mail? Please click here, 

July Custom Gear Special at MyLocker.net - Get a Custom tee on us when you order $85 in gear. 



@2012 MyLocker, LLC. All rights reserved. 
28241 Mound Road / Warren, MI / 48092 

My Locker 

28241 Mound Road 
Wan~en Michigan 48092 

l~5~itedStates 

’][’his email is intended for ~x~son~)e~n~l.unc.edu. 

Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Sunday, July 1,2012 12:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
OFFER ENDS AT MIDNIGHT TONIGHT: coaching sessions from Villas-Boas, 
Redknapp, Hodgson and Moyes 

OFFER ENDS AT MIDNIGHT TONIGHT (Sunday 1 July) 

If you subscribe to Elite Soccerby midnight tonight, you will receive the July 2012 issue 
featuring a coaching session from Andr~ Villas-Boas on possession principles. 

You will also receive our January, April and July 2011 issues free. These issues feature coaching 
sessions written by David Moyes, Harry Redknapp and Roy Hodgson. 

You will receive all of these sessions and more when you subscribe to Elite Soccer before 
midnight tonight (Sunday 1 July)! 

Meticulous planning pays off 

Andr~ Villas-Boas is renowned as a brilliant planner and deep tactical thinker. His possession 
principles session is so detailed that it works on technique, build-up play, mobility and defensive 
structure. 

Now you too can use this session with your team and improve their play in possession of the ball 
and their structure without it. 

Subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 1 July), and as well as our new Andr~ Villas- 
Boas issue with his possession principles session, we’ll also send you issues featuring sessions 
from Roy Hodgson, Harry Redknapp and David Moyes FREE. This offer represents your 
opportunity to get these sessions with a subscription - and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

Coaching sessions you won’t find anywhere else 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine 
published with the League Managers 
Association (LMA). It is designed to give coaches 
at all levels access to coaching plans from the top 
of the game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions 
first-hand from top class managers like Andr~ 
Villas-Boas, Harry Redknapp, Roy Hodgson 
and David Moyes for you to use to improve as a 



coach and improve the performance of your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us 
and we put them in a format that coaches at all 
levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back 
to the manager and check the session is exactly as 
he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out 
or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite $occersessions with an 
amateur team on a Thursday evening, just as 
easily as professionals can use them at their 
training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite $occerwill improve your 
team and if it doesn’t you can have your money 
back. 

Offer ends today! 

When you subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 1 July) you will receive the July issue 
featuring the session from Andr~ Villas-Boas on possession principles. 

AND! we will also send you the April 2011 issue with Harry Redknapp’s look at encouraging 
creativity, the July 2011 issue with Roy Hodgson’s insight into pressing and screening and the 
January 2011 issue with David Moyes’ session on changing attacking angles. So hurry - don’t 
miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Andr~ Villas-Boas and receive three free 
issues of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at midnight tonight 
(Sunday 1 July). 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight tonight you will also receive the following: 

From the July 2012 issue featuring Andrd Villas-Boas: 



¯ Derek Mclnnes (Bristol City) - Functional attacking plan 

¯ Russell Slade (Leyton Orient) - Playing through the thirds 

¯ Phil Parkinson (Bradford City) - Defending positions 

¯ Richie Barker (Bury) - lvl attacking and defending 

¯ Chris Sulley (LMA Ambassador) - Attacking skills in the final third 

Elite Soccer - July 2012 

From the April 2011 issue featuring Harry Redknapp: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Kenny Jackett (Millwall) - Perfect wing play 

¯ Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Counter-attacking plays 

¯ Dario Gradi (Crewe Alexandra) - Defensive progressions 

¯ Dan Walder (Luton Town) - Pole to pole vision 

¯ Jimmy Gilligan (Stevenage) - Switching forward focus 
Elite Soccer - April 2011 

From the July 2011 issue featuring Roy Hodgson: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Andy Thorn (Coventry City) - Balancing the back four 

¯ Richie Barker (Bury) - Pre-season practice 

¯ Gary Johnson (Northampton Town) - Long-range shooting 

¯ Paul Hart (Charlton Athletic) - Becoming pass masters 

¯ lan Dipper (Sunderland) - Creative play around the box 
Elite Soccer - July 2011 



From the January 2011 issue featuring David Moyes: 
The clubs listed are correct as of the time of publication 

¯ Aidy Boothroyd (Coventry City) - Transition game 

¯ Russell Slade (Leyton Orient) - Possession and retention 

¯ Graham Westley (Stevenage) - Shooting from distance 

¯ David Pleat (LMA Ambassador) - Extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton (Nottingham Forest) - Keeper reactions and 
¯ 

decisions Elite Soccer - Jan 2011 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 1 
July). 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your coaching 
and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available until midnight tonight 
(Sunday 1 July). 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 



T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this 
message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 
3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoal.com> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 12:06 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Product Release: All-Surface Coerver Goal 

WC-24ASG Coerver® Coaching All-Surface Goal 

The rarest offering to the Kvdk Goat Coerver® Coaching Training fine is 

h~. Th~ WC-Z4ASG Co~,~¢ Co~h*~ AU-S~ T~*~*~ 
provides the same flexibility for training that the standard version offers. 

The WC-24~G includes all-surface shoes rather than shoes that spike into 

~s~p: s~0,00 ~h 

Kwik Gou’l [.1:d 1140 F’u’ci[ic Drive i Q~iu’kericwr!. PA 18951 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 6:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

6A small-sided games: coaching core skills to advanced tactics 

D ear Anson, 

Mike Beale, a very well respected academy coach at a top Premier League club, sent me the email below 

that I thought you’d be interested in, I can thoroughly recommend his book. 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

D ear Anson, 

Small-sided games are acknowledged throughout the 

coaching profession -from grassrootsto the top of the 

professional game - as one of the best waysto coach 

soccer skills and tactics. 

Why use small-sided games? 

More player participation 

D ifferent games mean different problems to solve 

and skillsto use 

More touchesofthe ball 

More passes attempted 

More lvls attempted 

Moregoalsscored 

More goalkeeper participation 

No referee needed 

N o results recorded 

Players take responsibility 

No coaching-the game isthe teacher 

I’m a firm believer in the idea that players learn the game 

from playing. I’ve designed these games to help coach 

players in every aspect of the game, from individual core 

skills, to team-based attacking strategies. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games one 

per page, covering every aspect of 

the game 

PD F and spiral-bound -take it 

straight onto the training ground or 

print and distribute amongst your 

players and colleagues 

Set up instructionslisting 

equipment needed and how to lay 

out the pitch 

Rulesof each game clearly 

explained so that everyone knows 

what they’re doing 

Three illustrationsfor each game to 

help you and your players vieualise 

the progression of the game 

Click here to download 

a sam pie page 

These games are tried, tested and proven with both 

grassroots beginners and top youth players in professional 

academies. They are designed to stimulate players and lead 

them down the most effective paths of learning. 

Some games get your players working on passing skills in 



competitive scenarios, while others are more tactically 

focused, providing your players with the skills to see the 

opportunities before them on the pitch. 

Players will develop core skills through the sheer number 

oftouchesthat each game guarantees. At the same time 

they will develop "soccer vision" - the ability to see spaces 

on the pitch -as each game is played in realistic game 

conditions. 

And because of the pitch dimensions, you can run several 

games simultaneously, perhaps focusing on different 

disciplines, so that all of your players are playing all of the 

time. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you an array of 

skills, techniques and strategies to give your team an edge. 

So why not be among the first to own a copy of this unique 

resource? 

You can buy 64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesin two 

fo r m at s: 

An A4 PD F document stored on your computer. You can 

help the environment by saving trees and using less 

chemical-based ink by only printing out the games you 

need for the day. 

An A4 user-friendly spiral bound printed report for your 

bookshelf or desk. Spiral bound means you can use it 

without having to hold the page open as with most bound 

books. You can copy or print as many copies as you like 

for distribution to your players and colleagues. 

A sample page from the manual 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





Why small-sided games work 

The inspiration for the use of small-sided games in 

coaching lies in street soccer and "kickabouts" on the 

nearest available patch of grass - small groups of players 

playing intense, high-tempo, skilful, competitive-yet-fun 

so coer. 

6 4 different games, including: 

3 Zone "Playmaker" Game 

Free Your Team Mate 

Target Man 



It’s widely held that the practise was first adopted as a 

structured coaching method by the Dutch Soccer 

Association back in the 1970s under the guidance of Rinus 

Michels, the inspiration behind what became known as 

Total Soccer. 

The Dutch recognised the decline in street soccer and the 

damaging effect that would have on developing players in 

future generations. They formulated the 4v4 method as a 

response and it became widely known as "the D utch way". 

The Dutch produced some ofthe best soccer teamsthe 

world has ever seen - an amazing achievement for a nation 

of that size. 

Possessio n v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

Possessio n v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

...and many, many more. 

TonyCarr, DirectoroftheWestHam United Academy 

(and editor of Smart Sessions), describes how when he was 

a player at W est Ham in the 1960sthe great Ron 

Greenwood used small-sided games at the heart of his 

coaching philosophy. Greenwood produced players of the 

calibre of Bobby Moore, Geoff Hurst and Martin Peters. 

Tony is responsible for some of the best players in the 

modern English game -Cole, Ferdinand, Carrick, DeFoe, 

Lampard, Terry etc. 

Regardless of its origins, small-sided games work and more 

and more grassroots coaches and international associations 

(see below) are realising the benefits of the approach. 

Players and teams get better - faster! 



Dramatically improve your team’s performance 

As an experienced youth soccer coach, know three things 

to be true about small-sided games: 

1. They have improved my players’ technique 

2. They have boosted our team performance 

3. W e have a lot of fun of playing them. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you a ready made 

answer to all of your coaching issues. N ot scoring enough 

goals? Use a finishing game, N eed your defence to work 

more as a unit?W e have defensive games. Passing not 

sharp enough?Take your pick. You could use a different 

game each session without repeating yourself all season. 

Your players will love these games. They’ll grow in 

confidence and maturity, their decision-making will be 

enhanced and their skill and control will be super-charged. 

Try a sample page. Print it out and take it to practise. Your 

players will love it. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesis only available here, so 

order now and take your playersto the next level, 

W ith best wishes 

M ike Beale 

Money Back Guarantee 

You may cancel your electronic 

or print copy order within 30 

days for a full money-back refund. 

For the printed (hard copy) 

version, post them back to my 

publisher at the address below 

with a note explaining that you 

wish to cancel. 

If you purchase a PD F please 

delete it from your computer 

hard drive and destroy any 

printed copies. 

Then send a signed letter to the 

address below indicating you 

have done so. 

P.S. The cost works out at 42p per game! Unbeatable value by anyone’s standards. 

P.P.S. Remember, you have everything to gain and nothing to lose. You are completely protected by my 

publisher’s money back guarantee. This means if you are not satisfied with the Manual you can cancel your 

order within 30-days and claim all your money back. 



Any questions? N eed service? 

Contact Duncan in customer services: 

U K Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: duncanh@greenst ar m edia.net 

U nsubscri be. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Tuesday, Jnly 3, 2012 10:00 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ontlet Event- Up to 70% OffGTM Gear 

Nil GTM Outlet- Up to 70% Off 

spend $200 and receive free shippi!~(j on aii orders delivered i~ [be United Slates 

ABOUT GTM EMAIL SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH 

GiM Hi,,£o:"~ 3:.lb.’,cdbe Receive ¢.,atalo~! 

@2012, G]’M SPOR’iSWEAR@ INC 520 McCALL RD, MANHArTAN, KAhlSAS 66502 I ALL RIGHrS RESERVED 

I[ ~ou have questions regarding this emaii, please call 1 877.671.2394 ciick h~sre to chat with a customer service represen~alive 



After working under .los~ IVlourinho at 

Chelsea and [nternazionale, he 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 3:18 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

KANSAS CITY SOCCER TOURNAMENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? http:!!www.qsisports.com,/index.asp 

GSI SPORTS FALL TOU/:{NAMENTS 
Dear Anson~ 
As your team is making plans for the upcoming fall season, here 

are 4 exceptional tournaments that we are running this fail! 

All tournament information can be found at www.GSisports,com. 

Please email rne if you have any questions or i[you are 

interested in any of our events. 

Thanks, 

Huw Savage 

GSI SPORTS 



DEADLI~E ~ August 17th 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaiJ was sent to anson@emaikunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel.net 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College BIvd :: Overland Park KS 66211 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh-<MMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 5:57 PM 

grashton@david~m.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estephen~m@dtma.duke.edu; daJmz@wfu.edu; santort[~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@mailer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; andrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthotpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena floyd@ncsu.edu; 
becky@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost@miami.edu; ’n.nonnan@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagan@~niami.edu’; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@emaAl.unc.edu>; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ro~mie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heather.henson@behnont.edu; l~dexoelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.fiavel@behnont.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shome@elon.edu; brianlee@lsu.edu; sera .fv gw@~nercer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; 

a~lanners@athletics.~nsstate.edu; myranda@athletics.msstate.edu; beth.acreman@~nurraystate.edu; aFelton@samford.edu; 
aca~mwell@athletics.uc£edu; chale@athletics.uc£edu; jonlipsitz@uky.e&~; mrayn2@uky.edu; aaron.rodger@uky.edu; 

mmott@olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrewrey@olemiss.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey~unca.e&~; 

linda.ha~nilton@unf.edu; morga~a.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@unf.edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; 

SmithJR5@gwm.sc.edu; dschilte@admin.us£edu; chfisbrown~admin.us£edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.us£edu; kiahab@woffor&edu; 

l}anklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; richtka@auburn.edu; kzm0001 @auburn.edu; 

AMB0023@auburn.edu; poolek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; t?anklinl@campbell.edu; softba]lga@campbell.edu; 

geva~s@centenaty.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@co&stal.edu; michnercm@cot~.edu; jacksonll@cofc.edu; 

mcnamaxak@coI~.edu; donnenwirthr@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; cherrv~iia@ecu.edu; hensonh~mail.etsu.edu; bdooley@I?au.edu; 
kianounce@gardner- webb.edu; lpilch@gardner-u, ebb.edu; lindses~,a~derspiegel@georgiasouthern.edu; lxlunleavy@georgiasouthern.edu; 

@i.olagbegi@jsums.edu; beophmn@ju.edu; edade@ju.edu; korr2@jacksonville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; jmireland@maAl.lipscomb.edu; 

ksheny@latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scmwelo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@~no~eheadstate.edu; w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; 

djlara@moreheadstate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sburris@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetson.edu; pharbin@uab.edu; scotwieland@louisiana.edu; 

Id’erguson@louis~’ille.edu; lindsay.basalyga@eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; Jmitchell@socce~rnail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; 

DBdzar&~}tntech.edu; bob.winch@citadel.edu; chrisbentley@troy.edu; cscanlan@troy.edu; sselby@ia.ua.edu; fbdelgado@ualr.edu; 

clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uncc.edu; 

smnugen~uncg.edu; jlcorti@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; caimeyp@uncw.edu; barnesm@uncw.edu; elovaaram@uncw.e&~; 

mvarga@u~mthal.edu; scott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megan.fores~ter@usm.edu; jki(t@utk.edu; bpenskyl @utk.edu; jd- 

kyze@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal @utm.edu; lmarcoui@utm.edu; tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@emaJ4.wcu.edu; 

ja~n.neidell@wku.edu; heinzm@winthrop.edu; rodriguez~@winthrop.edu; eterrill@csuniv.edu; jperson@tinarion.edu; 

smukhe~jee@finarion.edu; athda~n@langate.gsu.edu; btbntain@highpoint.edu; kiimtain@highvmat.edu; mbeall@highpoint.edu; 

davis(a)jsu.edu; atswi~jsu.edu; kristen.fillmore@nicholls.edu; dylan.harrison@nicholls.edu; bhombuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; 

BamaSoccer@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconnor@saintleo.edu; annie.ha~lel@sa~ntleo.edu; 

GLUCEY@UT.EDU; chestnut@fiu.edu; ksch~ed@fiu.edu; iponyeadol@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevead.edu; 

browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catau, ba.edu; pfdend@catawba.edu; dnb~own@catawba.edu; dwaint~a@catawba.edu; 

phelpm@chowan.edu; bella@chowan.edu; elewis~guilford.edu; wsoccer@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whilingn@lmc.edu; 

blewitta@lr.edu; sa~nantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; l, aniller@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@mereditla.edu; 

bbiancur@ncwc.edu; lkjenkins@peace.edu; Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; tumblome@queens.edu; 

decesaret@queens.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; 

s.rahko@wingate.edu 

July Summer Camp Dates 

Coaches - it is Michael McHugh from LDC United Elite 94.95 out of central Pennsylvania and our team just finished up the Region 1 Championships and I have some 
very good 2013’s that are working through finding their college home. Please get back to me on the following: 

* Dates for camps this month of July 

* Where are you at with your 2013 class 

* What positional needs do you have for 2013 
Thank you 
Michael McHugh 
Elite Player Development Director 
717-805-4085 

i~i 
Description: LDC United 

Logo3 

www.ldcunitedelit e9495.com 

www.ldcunited.com 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS Sportsmanship Newsletter <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 8:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

It’s How You Finish That Counts 

Sport ..... hip Blog 

Center for Sports Ethics i ~ Training I Products Donate 

Did you get this from a friend? Subscribe here >> 
Support ~:~<,,od spo.."Lsr.qm~sh@, Make a tax-deductible donation >> 

~;wua~ What People Are ix; Shawn Johnson "Raising an Olympian" Series Saying... 
Salutes the Morns 

"Raisi.."..g a~ Oiympian" profiles aeveral peat 
mrs cu..".."en[ Otympim~s, i..",ciudi..",g gymnast 
a~d 2009 CHARACTER COUNTS~ ~ Iowa 
award w~er Shawn 3obnson, 

Read more >> 

It’s HowYou Finish That Counts 
[NSPIPAT~ONAi. 

It’s HowYou Finish That 

Counts 

Meghan Vogei won the 1,600,- 
meter Division :(H state [~L~e, 
That was the second most 

day, 

Read more >> 

i~] character education materials 
Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life 

and bat mitzvahs, sweet sixteess, 
and birthdays! ..Help teens make 
decisions LhaL bu~d character and 
h<:rease ~o~g--term happh’~ess~ 

Buy now >> 
See sportsmanship materials >> 

BAD COACH~S 

A Fine Hockey Tradition Gets Tainted 
A youth hockey coach m grk~sh Co~umbL~ was arrested for tr~ppisg a~ 
oppoMng p~ayer ~n the post-game handshake H~e. The coach a~eged~y 

was p~ay~sg, 

more >> 

XI: Hooping it Upfor Peace Hooping it Up for Peace 
is~’aeii a~d Palestirda:~ studests recet~tty 
came togethel 
basketball game for peace, The game was 
orgardzed by [he Peace Players 

teaches Mds ~eadersh~p, basketball, and 

Read more 

Poll: Tampa Rays Pitcher Cheats: Who’s to Blame? 

Cast your vote to see who% really to b~ame. 
Read more >> 

French Runner Shoves Harmless Mascot 
-ri:ose poor mascots, They wear ti:ose stuffy outfits in the stifii~g 
heat, arid what de Lhey get for their efforts? They get 

Read more >> 

Movies Build Interest in 
the Surprisingly 
Egalitarian Sport of 
Archery: "] love the fact 

~(ci:ery is taking 20J,2 
urn’, and ~V by sterm~" 

,So~ ~, commests os New 
Movies Build Interest in 
the Surprisingly 
Egalitarian Sport of 
Archery: "Living i~ NM 
Fv~., aiways had an 
k~teresL the native 
culture of the Amedcan 
wes~ and rye bee~ 

enpy~ng pr~mffWe archery 
for the past 7 years 
now,.,Z encourage the 
youds of America to take 
Lh~s 

on Tell Us What You 
Think: Are Letters of 
Accountability a good 
way to deal with hazinq? 
"Gr~,~at kid! Hopel:@~y 
LeBron w~ abe read tMs 
and fisd time to meet 
w~th tMs ~mpress~v% 

3oh~-~ W}tte~ comments 
on Tell Us What You 
Think: Are Letters of 
Accountability a good 
way to deal with hazinq? 
":( ,,’~’~s builied and hazed 
as a Rid asd ~4.qded ap h~ 
rehab as a ressB. A 
p~b~c forum a~d exposure 
o~ such crbr~es to the 
masses C~%~e$ coh~2s{O8 

to reso~ve the issues ~s a 

comments on Invited to 
"Make a Wish " Hiqh 
School Athlete Gives 
Back: "What a wondei°fui 
sLo.."y. Rashaw..", is a 
.~ema ~’ka hie yot~ t~ g ma n 
and the story broaght 
tears to my eyes," 



::X WhatWill Matter Michael Josephson’s podcast and 

mobile app 

Michaei ;osephson’s commentaries, Plus 
quotes, pi~otos, arid 

Visit the bloq >> 
Subscribe to the podcast 
Get the app >> 

oP. Invited to "Make a 
Wish," Hiqh School 
Athlete Gives Back: lust 
v,4,~en I despah" of 

to me ~ke tb~s, Tha~k you 

Unsubscribe i Manage newsletter subscriptions := JosephsonlnstJtute orq 

Center for Sports 
Ethics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson <commenta~@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, Jnly 3, 2012 8:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally Sent 6/28/12 - Tell Ever£thing 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManaRe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 781: June 22-28~ 2012 

Michael Josephson is a no~ed radio corr:men~ator and 
the foun,d’,~" and president ef the r!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Find m",d follow i~lichaet~_ 

Heip keep tMs ~ewstettel° free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sigi, eJ p:-int o~ 

poem "What WUi 

dtio (in bfue) ~nd pross 

Enough is Enough 
What does it take to make 
you happy? How much de 
you have to tiave to be 

~ratel:u~? "[’o t~e barefoot 

o~d shoes. To the ma~ w~th 

shoes, ]’o the man w~th new 

shoos, A~d, of course, the 
feUow w~t~ no feet weuk~ be 
happy to be barefoot, Listen 
or read more 

Tell Evervthinc! 
Can a job a.o.oii~:a:~t properiy 
witi:i:old hifermation about a 
criminal record or being fired 

in a previoas iob? Can a 
woman who has just started 
dating properiy say nothing 
about a previous ma.."ria~:~e or 
abortion:? These ace 
problems of candor: Whe~ 
does an ethicai person haw~ 
a dt~ty to .~eveat normative 
information: about i:is past? 

Listen or read more 

Digging and Filling Holes 
Ctiaitie, a read crew 
supervisor for hif~hvvay 

pa~ ef werkers fiom o~e ef 

5on-~,e,~hing ,~,,:~ Th)nk 
About, Nk:hae[’s ser~es 
of commentaries for 

~een5, has ~or~e on 
summer Matas and w~ 
retarn h~ the FaU, 

My Favorite Father’s 
Day Presents 
Papa, You’re tt~e 

~:~rea~est man i know, 
Thank you for always 
being ti:ere for me and 
guM~g me, You’re the 
cJoses~ thing ~o a 
superhero. You k~ow 
yos~ dad’s awesome 
when you’d ~ove ~fim 

even ~f ~e W~Sn’[ your 
dad, Lucky enough fo~ 
me, ~e ~s my dad. 
Ceo~es~ dad I couk~ ask 
for, 
I ~eve you, N~chad 

3osephson, Looking 
forward to many, 

rnany, qlany ~s~o~e 
years of annoying you, 
- Your ~’avoH~e 
daughter’, Mataya 
Read more and 
comment 

Great Quotes About 
Fatherhood 
No word makes me 
happie! tl~a.q the wo~’d 

dh°ected to me,-- 

the comfort, ti:e 
i..",expressible comfort of 
feelip9 safe with a 
I)o~’sop, having neither 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pro~:oeds from the sale of Mi(:i:aei’s 

books and CDa suppo~’t (:i:a!acter 

education in aci:oois. Shop here 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

ed~cati~>~~? Visit our Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently posted: 

Congratulations to the 2012 National 
Schools of Character! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life. 

~i Charactereducation materials 

A great resource for teadw,-rs, ant; a 
perfect gift [or ~:~raduations and etcher 
special occasions, Buy now >> 

Free shipping for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 



his c~ews seeming}y hs~d 
work, He watd~ed one 

few repet~tbns~ 

Us{en or read more 

The Truth About Trust 
~vei°y0ne seems te 

of trust. No ese seems to 
doubt the vitai rele thst ~t 
p~ays m persona~ 

politics. We want to trust 

we want them {o trus~ ~s, 
Listen or read more 

Patrick A, Toff~er comments 
on The Truth About Trust: 
"t’,li(:i’.sel, .~ s~ree, We trust 
others when they 
consistently demonstrate 
they are cempe~en~ {o do 
whs~ ~hey say they w~U and 
they d~sp~ay the character 
{o do so m a good way, ~f 

must a~so manifest 
cols-~pete~ce and character," 

Bre~da comments on Th__e 
Truth About Trust: "BumF:er 
{ha{ you deviated ~nto 
politics and ended your 

trust~" 

cer.nments en Worth 
Watching -A Father’s Love 
for His Son:".Dsd ,~nd [ 
watched th~s together. You 
should {007 

~o~s~ W~itbec~4 cemmests 
on The Truth About Trust: 
"~nte.."esting that you have 
such an ac~:urate know}edge 
of the public’s conc~ousness, 
Hopefully you~ know~edge oF 
th~s pubhc extends beyond 
yo~r ow~ con~:~oas~es5," 

{o weigh thoughts nor 
~Yie?s~JJr~: wo!’ds~ i)at 

just as they are, chaff 
snd grah~ ~ogether, 
certah~ that a fM~hfuJ 
hand wH[ ~ake and s~X 
{hem, keep wha~ ~s 
worth keeph~g, snd 
w~th a breath of 
kh~dness b~ow ~be res~ 
sway, -- Dh-~sh Cra~k 
Listen or read more 

A buly {ouching 
Father’s Day 
commerciai: A Father’s 
Love for His Sen, 
Watch and comment 

Dud’s Can’t ,,, 
Watch and comment 

A speciai Father’s Dsy 
Prayer 

Watch and comment 

Cards and Imsges 
See and comment 

Would yeu iike ~o know whs{ yeur 
high school students think shout 
cheating~ b~,.’ilying, and various h~gh~ 

r~sk Sehav~ors7 How aSoat what they 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

[~ook ar~ Anti-Bullying3 Workshop 

Learn how to hitervene, cemba.: 
cyberbultying, s..",d promote s positive 

s.::h eel ctimste, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
tesde.."s, and community buiide.."s te 
be effectiwt characte.~ educstors. 

Upcoming seminars: 

.luly 30-Aug. 1~ Philadelphia 

¯ Au. 618 Los An eles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

OUr webinsrs a~e s cenvenient, 
affordable way to learn vsiuabh~ 
ch a racter- develop.q~ent teci:niques. 

Learn more see schedule 

~¢ Sportsmanship BIo~, Recendy 
posted: 

It’s How You Finish That Counts 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

.."4ichael 3osephson r.no{ivs{es audiences frem the government, business, 

]ourna~sm, law, educst~on, sports, po~dng, and the rrfi~tm’y with Ms urfique 

de~very, erHh~ging presentations, and persona~ sttent~en ~o your orgmfization’s 

needs~ Call 800,-7~-,~670 or learn more. 

The nonprofit }osephson ~nstitute is working to create a world where people act mere ethicMiy, 
Your donations e..",sbie us to offer services and resources like this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~,sietter flom }anding in your iusk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
your address book or approved sesder }ist 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An,~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or,q I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i2 Josephson institute, "(}HARACT}}!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephsot~ 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa].com> 

Thursdw, July 5, 2012 11:41 AM 

Donance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The New Shopping Cart at Kwikgoal.com is Complete 

A brand new shoppin~ experience awaits you at kwik~ oaL corn w~th our 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

purchase your ~avorite Kwik Goa~ trai.i., items or ,rub that 

We hope you enjoy your future Kwik Goal shopping experienced 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz,com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers Newstetti!,~ <nev~sletterce~usnst:{~a.com> 

Thursday~ JuLy ~ 2012 11:59 A~ 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson6~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newge~ter USSocce~ Players ¯ July 5d~, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ July 5th, 2012 

Thursday’s TV 

team plays I.eon at 8: }0pro El" on "l"eteFut:tara. 

Their Words 

he~d~ ~oo~dnS~ ~o~vard ~nd ~*ondnue *~o push." San Jose forward A~an Gordon, 

CONCACAF confirms meetinR with CONMEBOL 

Os Wednesday~ ¢ONCAt’AF announced that p~esident Jeffrey Webb and vice-presidest and Mexi(:o FootbaU Federation 

presidenL JusUno Compean were ~n Brazil to meet w~th the executive committee of CON~¢tEBOL, South American socce~ ’s 

8overmng body, On the agenda [s "a spec:ia~ Copa America in 2016 to celebrate the t00th am’dversary of CONMEBOL that 

wou~d involve CONCACAF’s partnership an(J parLidpaticm, referee deve[opme~flb technk:a~ programs and other syner21es," 

July 2012 FIFA Rankin~ 

The United States dropped to }6th }n the FfFA WorLd Rankinfl released on Wednesday. The United States beat AnUflua and 

Ba~buda anti drew with Gt~a~:erna~a in Worh:l Cup Quatifyin2 ~Jt~rin~ U~e rankhx~s period. N~exico is 19Lh, k~]Lowed by Panama 

48th and Costa R~ca in 57th, Five CONCACAF teams are beLween 63rd and 68Lh~ The next ran~dnfi w~it be reteased on/~ugust 

8th. TOP ~EN~ 

The Fourth ol JuLy games p~esented more questions than answers on Wednesc!ay, Sportint~. KC got a 3-1 win over ~#tontreat at 

Saputo StadhJm. Patr~ce Bernier opened the sc:oring for the home side ~ the 49U~ minute~ but that was ~t for the h~lpact 

of~ense~ Kansas City equaUzed through Kei Kamar~ ~n the 57th and went ahead from a Graham Zusi float in the 75Lh miracle, 

Jacob Pete[son fin~shed off the scorin~ }n the 82nd. 

"I Lhink toni2ht we had some issues in the first haff~ but in the second half we made the (:hanfle~ Spo~tinfl coach Peter 

Vermes said. "Wen thou~h the’{ s~:ored~ eur ~]en~:al.ity was r~flht, ~n(] because o~: Lhe (:hanfles we f~a~Je, we added the three 

Da[tas - Toronto firdshed t- 1 at FC Daftas Stadium, Dattas Look the toad m the 5th minuLe from a Zach Loyd float, Toronto was 

Level when Danny Koevermans scored in the ~lst. Vancouver bea~: Co[orado 1-0 at bk:ks S{)er~:infl Goods Park from a Darren 

tCtattocks 8oat in U~e 43rd minute. Real Sat~ Lake - Seattle ende~ scoretess~ 

b~ U~e tale game. LA Lost to PhiLadeLphia 2.1. Jack Mclnerney opened the sco~infl in Lhe 46th minuLe lor the Union, with Chat! 

Ba~ rett equation2 for the G~faxy in the 7}rd. ~ich~et Farfan scored the v¢}nner five m}nutes into stoppafle Lime. Om~r 

Gonzatez made his 2012 debut lor the Gataxy~ ptayint~, the fi~st..hatL 

’q fetL realty flood." Gonzatez saic!. "1 was realty happy to gel out there. I was p~etty ne¢¢ous the whote day, but once the 

bte~,~,, the whistle f was re~dy to 2o ~nd ~ felt comfortable, ~ 

The Best Ever MLS Game? - flora Socce~ America’s Paul Gardner: This was the (:omp[ete soc:ce~ p~cka~e. 

Som~ne needs to light a fire under ~inV Sounders ~ from The Seattle Th"~es’ Steve KeUey: This was the best team 

meney (:ouh:l buy. 

~.L.S.: ~ntreal Gambles on Star Power - from The NY ]’imes’ Eric Beard: ~assio~ ~or seo::er in ~,~on~rea[ is not ~ew, 

Mind-shift shaping a ~nning season - from The Va~(:ouver Sun’s h~h~ Madntyre: ~n othe~ wor~Js. ~:he Ca~)s are twice as 

as they were, 

Goalkeeper Brad Guzan close D re-si~nin~ for Aston Villa ¯ from The Independent’s John Curds: V~Ua are hop~n~ Guzan 

!dflf~ up bek~re the star~: o~ a three-~arne tebf of Americ:a h~ 12 days Ume. 

United confirms US IPO plan - ~om S~)~:[<:~rr~x. 

Manchester United tackle debt by fioatin~ on New York Stock Exchange - ~om The Guardian’s Davh:l Conn. 



i’~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i~i FeedBlitz Secondar/Slot 

Click here to solely unsubscribe ?to ~ "U~’.’.o~:cerP!~yers." Click here to ~4ew moilin~ orchives, here to chon~e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privocy ~ 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jimmy Daniels <coach@foxsporPoacks.com> 

Friday, July 6, 2012 1:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

Logo Team Wear (Hoody, Sweatpants & Tee Shirt) under $50 with l’ree shipping 

ECONOMY PACK FOR YOUR TEAM 

Economy spor~ p~cks ~for schools/~eom .for less th~n our compe~i~iono 

Pockoges st~rt form Under 

FREE SHiPPINGI 

BRON~ PACKAGE: $49.95 (INCLUDES FREE SHIPPING) 
Hooded Sweatshirt - Any available color 
Sweatpants-Spod - Any available color (w/pockets and open bottom) 
Dd Blend Tee Shid - Any available color 

SILVER PACKAGE: $62.95 (INCLUDES FREE SHIPPING) 
Hooded Sweatsh~d - Any available color 
Sweatpants, Open Bottom w/Pockets - Any available color 
Dri Blend Tee Shid - Any available color 
Badger Pro 9" Mesh Shoals with pockets - Any available color 

GOLD PAC~GE: $74.95 (INCLUDES FREE SHIPPING) 
Sport Wick Hoody or ~/4 Zip Pull-Over 
Sweatpants, Open Bottom w/Pockets - Any available color 
Performance Tee Sh~d (Dr~ Fit/Moisture ~ck~ng) -Any available color 
Pedormance Sho~s (Dri Fit/Moisture ~cking) -Any available color 

P~TINUM PAG~GE: $84.95 (INCLUDES FREE SHIPPING) 
Warm up Jacket 
Warm Up Pants 

Ultimate Pedormance Tee ShM 
FREE SET UP - On orde~ of 24 packs or more ($50 set up fee if less than 24 packs) 
FREE ART CHARGE - We will email you a mock to show your team logo 
FREE COACHES PACK - With pre-paid order (12 or more packs) 
NO MINIMUM ORDER - Order only what you need 

Schoo~ PE Uniforms? 
PE Tee SP~Tr~s,..~6,99 LIMITED TIME OFFER ~4.99 ea 

PE Shorts,.. S~2.99 LIMITTED TIME OFFER ~9.49 ea 

Price includes a one-color/iocatlon slikscreen 7mo~Tnt. 

FREE SHIPPINGI 

FREE SET-UP (on orders over 250 oTeces), 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Prayers News[ette~ <news~etter@usns~:{~a.com> 

Do~rance~ Mbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ Jury 6d~, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ July 6th, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

Ne (~ari~es today, 

Their Words 

Toron~ coach Paul 

IFAB Rules on Goal-Line Technology 

The Inte~ nationaf FootbaU Asset}aden Board rufed on Thursday that goafqine techso[osy wiU be impfemented. The ruling 

stressed that the Lwo technical s@.utions wiU onl.y be used for goab[ine ~ u/in%. The IFAB a{so app~ eyed the [we additional 

ass}stant referees that have been in pta(e for the UEFA (bib tournaments and Euro 2012. Continue reading "IFAB Rules on 

Goal-Line Technology" ,, 

MLS Disciplinary Committee acts a~ainst LA, Montreal 

Los An$etes Galaxy m}dfietder David Beckham, LA coach ~ruc:e Arena~ and )S~ontrea[ coa(h Jesse ~a~sch were air sanc:tioned 

by ~,Aajor Lea2~ue 5e~:cer’s bisci{~l.inary CernrniHee, ~,£}.S has an~euE~ce(]~ ~eckhan~ w~ miss one game and {~ay a Rne for "his 

confl on,athena[ and p~ovocadve behavior durin9 an8 imme81ate[y fo[Iowin9 the OMaxy’s 4-S Ioss a~ San Jose on June }0th." 

Arena and ~,£aFsch were f~ned ~er "pub{ic crith::ism e~ the of Heial.s." The a~ount o~ the fines were ~lot 81ade {)u~)~c. 

Ran~ers anywhere but the Premier Lea~.ue 

ByJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTOtq~ DC (Jul.y 6~ 2012) US Soccer Prayers -. Oh SceUand~ what are you reab.y thintdnfi? 

friends north of Hachian’s Wa]~ are rosins the ])~ot over Ransoms h~ aU directions. Allow them ba(k ~to the Scottish P~emier 
League, and some would have the basic integrity of that augus~ competition crumb[ing. Punish them fuUy by makh~g them 

re-enter the profess~o~a~ game at the ~owest [eve[~ and we’re ta[kin$ civil u~rest. Or something. 

For these arguing that the rest of Scottish soccer wflf take a learned decision when }t comes to Rangers, forget about it. The 

FepFesentat:ives ei o~he~ dubs who weuh:l very much ~ike ~:o ~e the ~:op tieHs e~ite aFe ~ein~ ~:o a~:~ in their immediate se~- 

interest. We’ve already seer, that fronl the SPL, who noted Rangers out. ~t’s worth askin$ if any of thorn ~eaUy beUeve that 

preservinf~ the san(:tRy o~ ~:he~r [ea~ue wi~[ keep them warrn at ni(~h~ wkfi[e {esh~!~ si!~n~fk:an~: spensersh~p rneney and ~enera~ 

interest. 

Though it’s easy enough to confuse the issue here, what’s in pl.ay is simp{e. A mino~ European f.eague with ~.we e[i[e reams ~s 

knowin~[y (:han!~ing that to one eh~:e ~eam. Se~ aside everythh~!~ ets(b })ecause that’s 1:he bi~ ~)ieture ~ssue ~or Seet~:~sh 

soccer. We can ~a{k abou~ economic modern, financia{ ~mproprie~y, and the basic rules d~a~ shou{d 9overn the appropriate 

conduct of dubs. but a[{ of that has to be we}fihed agah~st the reaUties of a strugfi]in$ {eague. 

~S~ake no mistake, the Scottish Prernie~ Lea$ue won’t emerge from this any stronger. There’s an ofd saying m h~LS cin:~es 

that ne fan roots fo~ sin~[e..entiW. That may er may no~ be ~.~ ue, but i~. can be ~eworded to give i~. mo~e meaning, Not enough 

fans vote for side,e-entity. Scotland’s atternpts to prove a point wi/~ cost them rnore than punishin$ Ran~ers, and it doesn’t 

take an advanced de}~ee in el:hk:s t:o ~ease out: why. Continue reading "Rangers anywhere but the Prem|er League" ,, 

Alexi Lalas Has He Regrets About Bringing David Beckham to Major League Soccer - fl’om l.~E31.~’s ~arcus {Kwesi ()’,~a~d: "It 
Pea[[’) info~ nled me in a way that f hadn’t been as a 

Fire at a loss without a .~eographical rival ¯ from The Dail.y Hera~d’s Orrin Schwarz: Chica~o trul.y is flyover 

David Wan~erin: American Soccer Historian (1962-2.012) .. Item Socce~ America’s fCdke Weita~/a, 

The Fraudulence of Soccer Formations - from The Wail Street JournaVs Jonathan CI.efig and ~,a~thew Fu~erman: 

Premier League clubs clock up 190~000 air miles as worldwide pre-season tours kick off~ i~em The I)aity i~aWs Adam 

SherwoOd: They wif~ pl.ay on ~hree continents before ~aunchin~ their bid to ,/’,,rest the Premie~ League bid from rivab City, 

Rodgers may need to add to player pool .. from Soccernet’s Norman Hubbard: Red,ors’ philosophy hetped ~et him appointed 
Liverpoo~ rnanage~. 
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SOCCERPLUS 2012 CAMPS - INCREDIBLE! 

This year’s SoccerPlus camps have created some incredible experiences for players all over the 
country and the good news is there is still time to r~gister for some of our most popular camp 
venues! 

Read what some of our campers and parents have to say about this year’s camps. 

"The entire camp atmosphere is full of positive energy, from the campers and the staff. It was a real 
honor to get to meet, be coached by, and interact with TONY DICICCO. I still am so happy about it. 
Also I didn’t just learn fi~)m Tony and the staff but the other campers. We helped each other and 
brought each other up. I really loved the fact that EVERYONE there campers and staff and Tony 
himself knew my name. That makes me really feel like a family atmosphere and really feel like my 
experience and learning matters, which is what all camps should strive for. I really enjoy going to 
this camp! Not only just for soccer but for the amazing people and envoirment. I really think that you 
all have a great program, that benefits all that attend. Keep up the good work, you all rock! I love 
you all and hope to see you next year!" 
SoccerPlus Camper - Ohio Wesleyan University 

I just want to say thank you again for inviting me to ANTC and being such a great coach I really appreciate 

all of the feedback that you gave me and for pushing me to my limits the whole week Just thank you for 

putting on a great camp and being someone that I really look up to.. 

SoccerPlus Camper - ANTC 

"Anytime she is out with you guys is a great time for her. She looks fonNard to SP every year and 

really enjoys being able to tell people she is a part of that family. I could never find the words to 
thank you guys enough for what you have done for her over the years, and for the advice and 
guidance you guys gave her as she navigated through the very difficult landscape of college 
recruiting. All she has accomplished and has been given the opportunity to do with soccer is a 
direct result of something you guys have done with her or set in motion, and for that I am forever 
grateful and in your debt." 
Parent of SoccerPlus Camper 

"This was by far the best soccer camp I have attended. All of the coaches were very knowledgeable 
and helpful throughout the course of the week. My Director (Ben Pinkerton) mentioned in one of the 
film sessions that one of their goals was to make this our best week of the summer, and personally 
I believe you met that goal." 
SoccerPlus Camper - Ohio Wesleyan University 

"By far the best camp I have ever gone to I never want to leave when it comes time to go and 
throughout the summer and school year I always wish I was still at camp Thank You!!" 
$occerPlus Camper - Ohio Wesleyan University 

Find a SoccerPlus location near you! 

SoccerPlus Twitter Feed: 

Fantastic week at @soccerDlus or~lo The quality of training and the amazing staff coaches 
never cease to amaze me! US U15 National Team Keeper 

Had a great week at @soccerpkis_org ANTC! Love getting to train with the best goalkeepers 
in the country #partofthecult! 

One of the most intense soccer experiences in the country. Proud to be in #ANTC2012 



Had an incredible week here in Florida! ANTC was an amazing experience! Thank you so 
much @soccerpk~s_org 

No better feeling than completing a week at @soccerplus_org camps. Thanks everyone for a 
great week at ANTC 

SPGS was the best week of my summer. I’ve had the best training, learned so much, and 
made great friends! thank you 

I love all the friends I made at SoccerPlus this year! 

SoccerPlus is always the best week of my summer and I’ll definitely be back next yeaH 

Take your game to the next level and let us prepare you for the fall season like never 
before! 

ENROLL TODAY: WWW.SOCCERPLUS.ORG 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Monday, July 9, 2012 11:08 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

It’s Here! GTM’s New Fall Sport Catalog 

¯ "~:: GTM        ]              ITEES I BAGS I POLOS I JACKETS I UNIFORMS I WARM-UPS I FLEECE 

.~’~i Shop GTM’s New Fall Catalog Online 

FREE SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive fl-ee shipping on aii orde~-s dei~ve~-ed in ti~e United States 

ABOUT GTM EMA~L SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH GTM 

,~;, 2012, GYM SPORTSWEAR,:~. INC. 520 McCALL RD, MANHATTAI’,!, KAI’,!SAS 66502 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questi,ans regarding th~s email please call 1 8?~’.51~3.2808 ~[!~.g..[t~[~ to chat w~th a customer service representative 

or email i!~.~,~.iN.i:!!~:r~?.~L~ Please do nol ~eply rJirectl7 to this email. 
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Their Words 

driven coach, ’ KNVB ~irector Be~ van Oostveen~ 

MLS Week 18: All-Star Announcement 

We’ll start with the big revea[ durin{{ ha[ftirae of Sunday’s Chicaso - LA game. Your 20i 2 MLS A[/-Star First X~ (as voted by 

the fans} are: Jim~W Nielsen, S~even Bei~ashour, Auretien Co{[in. Jay DeMerit, Heath Pearce, Dared Beckham. D#ayne De 

Rosario. Landon Donova~, Graharn Zusi, Thie~ ry Henry, and Chris Wondo[owskh As a]ways~ MLS has to ruin the tim by 

rera~ad]n{~ us ~h@ ~:each of the A[/-~:ar "]’eara caa [)1c]~ whoever he wants for the actual rosier; m@an]n}~ ~:he fua resumes on 

July 15th with the 18-n’tan roster announcement and the two commissioner p}cks. 

Meanwhite, on the fietd~ the Galaxy shutout Chica$o 2-0 with both goa[s scored by Robbie Keane (28th and 78th}. Atso on 

Sunday, Ph~{adel.[xh~a shutout Toronto 3d). Gab.Her Goraex opeaed ~:he s<:erh~}1 h~ the 34th rainute wi~:h Freddy Adu doub{h~}1 

the read two mh~utes [ater~ Andone Hoppeno[ scored the [hind Boa[ h~ the 78~h minute. New Eng[and continued the Sunday 

trend wJ{h their 2-0 shutout of New York. [.ee ~’~guyen scored in ~:he 24th wh:h Jerw Seastsen addhlg {he secoad ia {he 84th 

minute. 14,373 showed up to watch the game at Off{eLLa SLed{urn. Finishin~ off L[~e Sunday scores, Montrea[ beat Columbus 

2-1 at Sapu{:e Stadium. Co{bmbus took the {ead threlJ{{h ~t~{evan ~,A*re[[(~vJc’$ 64th mhlute opener. Za*e~ ga/enthl equa{ized for 

the ~mpac[ m the 78th w{[h Pa[Hce germer scorm8 the winner in the 89th mh~ute. Continue reading "MLS Week 18: All-Star 

Announcement" ,, 

Italians in MLS 

By Clemente Lisi - NEW YOR~4. N¥ (July 9~ 2012} US Soccer Players -- Players frora a~t ove, the work~ haw~ ea{~ed Ma~er 

League Soccer home. MLS has been, and continues to be~ a tel{action of America. Ha~{ing flora South America. Europe, 

AfN(:a and Asia. there have been maay p[aye~s - both f~eod, bad and somewhere in betweea - who have sify~ed wi~:h teams 

since [he League’s reception in 1996. ~ta[y ts a country that has p~oduced a disproportionate amount of soccer talent over 

With that in raiad; i{ is int:erest:ing when a team like the Men{real h~paet signs four ~ta{ians in a singh~ season. The retest 

s{gn{ng came this past Thursday when the team confirmed ~t had acqmred AC Mi{an ~efender A{essandro NesEa~ The 5&year- 

old is the latest ]ta[ian p{ayer to enter the League, but rnore on that later, Overall ]ta[ian p{ayers have been reluctant to p~ay 

in the United States~ 

"They (my teammahes} will teach me about this new League and how to handle games in whaL is a new place ior me," Nesta 

told reporters Friday at a news conference. "The rest wi[[ work itsetf out." 

It hasn’t always worked itself out. The few who made the ]ourney in 1996 were rmdfie[der Roberto Donation1 and defender 

l@::e/a Carice[a~ beth seHUng in ~’~ew York to pray with the MetreStars. Beth are perfect examples of why ~a]ians have been 

mixed bag, but have mostly been a bad ~nvestment, The a~gume~t ove~ the va[ue of ~talia~ players and what they can 

contribute te MLS is agah~ at H~e forefront gh~en the [rapacUs receat meves~ Continue reading "Italians in MLS" ,, 

Tuesday’s TV 

games today. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 2:57 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

KANSAS CITY SOCCER TOURNAMENTS 

Having trouble viewing this email? http:!!www.qsisports.com,/index.asp 

GSI SPORTS FALL TOURNAMENTS 
Dear Anson~ 
As your team is making plans for ~he upcoming fall season, here 

are 4, exceptional tournaments that we are running this fall! 

All tournament information can be found at www.GSisports.com. 

Please email me if you have any questions or if you are 

interested ~n any of our events~ 

Thanks, 

Huw Savage 

GS~ SPORTS 



DEADLI~E ~ August 17th 

Forward this email 

] 

This emaiJ was sent to anson@emaikunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel.net 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College BIvd :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkusa.com> 

Tuesday, Jnly 10, 2012 10:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New release offers m~ excellent learning tool tbr risk evaluation and incident prevention 

A systematic approach incorporating 
54 real-life scenarios 
Risk Mana~lement in Outdoor and Adventure Programs: Scenarios 
of Accidents, Incidents, and Misadventures offers both students and 
professionals practice in applying risk management strategies. More 
than 50 reaMife scenarios represent various situations encountered 
in outdoor and adventure programming, such as peanut allergies, 
bridge jumping, stalking by mountain lions, and lightning strikes. 
Accidents and mishaps are a reality in outdoor and adventure 
programs. Applying risk management strategies to the scenarios in 
Risk Management in Outdoor and Adventure Pre~lrams gives outdoor 
adventure leaders increased knowledge of the inherent risks of their 
profession as well as their legal responsibilities in programming, 
leadership, and managemenL 

Learn more from Risk Manaqement in Outdoor and Adventure 
Pregrams and order your copy today! 

FIND MORE ONLINE! E-book available / Contents / About the Author 

I i~;iI Read an Excerpt 

Reduce the probability and severity of accidents. Risk is an essential element in the conduct of 
any guided or adventure program. 

L 
More Excerpts Online: 
Plan to meet the standard of care 

Can good judgment lead to a misadventure? 
[ 

Aram Attarian, PhD, is an associate professor in the department of parks, recreation, and 
tourism management at North Carolina State University in Raleigh. He is the owner of the risk 
management consultation firm www.adventurepro.qrammana.qement.com and serves as the 
director of the National State Park Leadership School. 

Attarian has over 30 years of experience in adventure education and outdoor leadership working 
with a range of individuals and settings, including adjudicated youth, college and university 
programs, businesses, camps, and Outward Bound. 

Learn more about Aram Attarian. 
L                                                                    J 

Stay connected with HK 



Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 

Human Kinetics I 1607 N. Market St. I Champaign I ILl 61820 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPNMag Coaches Fundraising <coachesprogram@espnmail.com> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 12:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

It’s Always Fundraising Season. 

Sign Up Now > 

.:~ Your Team Keeps 75% of Each Order! 

It’s Always Fundraising Season 

ESPN The Magazine 

W~th our free fundraising kit, your team can sell 2-year 
subscriptions to ESPN The M~gazit?e (new, gift or renewal) 

and KEEP 75% of the money! Whether you sell 5 
subscriptions or 50, your team keeps $30 from each order, 

No minimums, no deadlines, and no inventory to store, 
The current program is a $152 value for just $40! 

Learn More > 

Keep an eye out - ESPN Coaches Fundraising Program 
postcards will be arriving in homes soon! 

Insider: Magazine subscribers also receive exclusive access to ESPN Insider and 

the ESPN The Magazine App for iPad for FREE! 

Please do not reply to this email as this address is not monitored 

For all other inquiries, click here. 

This email was sent to: anson@email.unc.edu 

Unsub$cribe from ESPNI~ag Coaches Fundrai$ing 

If you wish to unsubscribe from this mailing, please click here. 

Add me to ESPN’$ Do Not Email li~t 

This email contains an advertisement from: ESPN, 605 3rd Ave New York, NY 10158. To 
unsubscribe from all types of future commercial email from ESPN, regarding its products and 

services, click here. 

© ESPN Internet Ventures. All Rights Reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 8:11 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Onigiua]ly sent 7/5/12: Improving Your Lit~ by Improviug Your Mind 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manag~e your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ne~ed radio corrm~en~ater and 
the founde~" and president ef the r!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT ..... 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Find and fellow F1ichaet~_ 

Heip keep this newsletter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sipi, eJ p:-int o~ 

7~ he~r Nic’h~e/ re~d 

"play" 5utto~;’ that ~ppe~rs 

Power of Words 
"Stick and stones can break 
your bones bat names wiit 

fact, insalts, teasing, 
malicioPs gossip and verbal 

more enduring pMn than 

Listen or read more 

Democracv - Respectful 
Discourse 
On this 4th of ]uiy, i hope 
you wili take time 
experience pride ~n and 

appreds~on for t~e 
qualities of our cou~try, 
Listen or read more 

Happiness and Purpose 
~’m~;ependence and the 56 

men who risked their Hves 

docume~ts ~ human history. 
At the core of the 
Deda~at~o~ ~s the p~ofound 

assertion that each of us 
has an una~ie~able right to 
"~fe, ~berty, an8 the pursuit 
of ~app~ness," 
Listen or read more 

Borrowinq One Hundred 
Dollars 
Tirp, knew his fati:e!" was an 

hr:perta.."..t t~wyer who 

worked most nif~hts and 
weeke~:ds, So he was 

the [am~ of the 

home of the brave," 
Ether bav~s 

"I like to see a man 
p:"oud of ti~e place in 
which he iives, I like to 
see a mat~ iive so that 
his place wilt be proud 
ef him," ~ Abra~am 

Read more and 
comment 

Pester - What is the 
Essence of America? 
See and comment 

Poster - Abraham 
Lincoln, 
See and comment 

posters, 
See and comment 

WORTH 
Amazing vinta~:~e 
patriotk photos, 

See and comment 

what is necessary; 
then do 
possible 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pro~:eeds from the sale of Mi(:i:ael’s 

books at~d CDs suppo~’t (:i:a!acter 

edacat~on h~ schools. Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

educatio))? Visit o~4r Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently posted: 

Kindness to the Rescue 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life, 

Character education materials 

great reso~Jy~le roy ~:eacher$~ a.q(i a 
~erfect g~ft for graduations and other 
speda~ occasions, Buy now >> 

Free shil>piru~ for orders $30 and up! 

Flip throuqh our cataloq >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

The 2012 Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth 



~i~:]ht he gel ~p the nerve to 
it~te!!upt Isis dad’s v,~erk to 
asK: "How muds do iawyers 

Listen or read more 

l~mprovinq Your Life by 
~Your Hind 
Our abiiitiea to thit~t< reaao.q 

CO~foYta~J@ ,~n~ me~e 

Listen or read mor~ 

comments on Digging and 
Fillinq Holes: ’7 have a~ways 
e~joyed the way yo~ <:o~vey 
your messages. 

Th~s was a~d o~d ]eke, but 
your ~essa~e ~s conveyed 

and pay attention to these 

Ki~-~ 5to<:kdale commet~ts 
on How Honest Do You Have 
to Be: "G.."ea[ descriptkx~ of 
"hor~esty," ewm ~f (or 
espedaUy afteO ] had to 
~ook up the 8efin~os of 

See and comment 

Poster-. Ti:e bast way 
[o knew your future is 
to create it. 
See and comment 

Poster --. America is a 
so~:g that sounds the 

together, - ~’,lichaei 
]osephson 
See and comment 

Poster --. Life begbs at 
[he end ef your 

ce~ort ZO ~’H~. 

See and comment 

Poster-- Knovdng is not 
enough; We ~’~ast 
apply. Wfl~h~g ~s no~ 
enough; we must do, - 

Goethe 

Would yeu iike ~o know wha[ yeur 
~figh school students thi~sk about 
cheatimL builyimL and various 

Sign up now >> 
Learn more >> 

~:~ok a~-~ Anti-Bullying] Workshop 

Learn how to interred:% comba.: 
cyberbultying, a..",d promote a positive 

school climate, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth-service 
leaders, a~d comr.~u.."..ity buiide.."s 1:o 
t>e effective characte: 

U pcomi..’~g seminars: 

July 30-Aug. i, Philadelphia 

Au . 6-8 Los An eles>> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Odr we, binars ~re a cenve..",ient, 
affo~dable way to learn vaJuable 
cha rector- developme~:t teci:~:iques. 

Learn more see schedule 

"Raising an Olympian" Salutes the 
Hems 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

..’*,!ichaet ]osephso..".. motivates audiences from .she government, 

ioan"..aiism, taw, education, sports, policing, a.."..d ti:e miiitary with his unique 

delivery, e.."..gaging presenta.sions, a.."..d perso.."..ai atte~:tion to your organization’s 

needs, Call 800-,7:1,/,--2570 or learn more, 

The :~o:~profit R>.~ephser~ it~stitute is wo!t<iru~ to create a world where people act more ethk:aliy, 
Your donations e~:abk’.- us to offer services and resoaFces like .shis ~:ewsietten Donate >> 

Prevent [Isis newsietter i:rom la.."..din~:~ in your iunk fetder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 

your address book o.." approved sender lisL 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An,~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or,q I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i2 Josephson institute, "(}HARACT}}!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephsot~ 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Wednesday’s TV 

Their Words 

Questions: Stadium Streaks 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Jury 10, 2012) US Soccer Prayers .... b~ Tuesday’s edition, Tony rooks aL how ran8 it has 

been since the Red BulLs won ~n tqew En~[and, studies how Likely it ~s that a two-time rdayer of the Month will win the MVP 
award~ and p~ays an interestin8 $ame o~ Vermes o~ Cruy~f. 

Whe~ is the ~ast time the New Jersey MLS franchise won a League ~jame at Gillette Stadium 

a~ainst New England? 

Back when they were the MetroStars. in 2002, 

Yes, New Enstand had sopte very $ood teams over this period of trine, but MLS schedu[in$ has given the Met~oStarsiRed 

Bui~s plenty of oppo~tunit:y over the years to eke out a 1-B win a~ainst the rbn of p~ay or haw~ a str~ker haw~ one of those 

days when evepith}s~ $oes in. That it hasn’t happened ~s one of those aberrations that ~ves the broadcasters somethb’tfi to 

t:al.k about ew~q/time the Revs host the Red Bu][s. 

San Jose’s Chris Wondolowski "was named MLS P[aye~ of the Month i~ June, the second time he 

has bee~ so honored this season, How many other p~ayers have won P~ayer of the Mo~th twice ~ 

Fou~ othe~ players have been named Prayer of the Month twice in a season (C[int Mathis in 2000b Carlos Ruiz in 2002, 

L.an(Jon Donovan in 2B0[{~ and Juan Pab[o An~e[ ~n 20B7). k~terestin$[y, on~.y Ruiz won the [.ensue Mosl: Va[uable Player Awar(J. 

a[thoush Mathis was a fina[isL in 2000. Continue readinq "Questions: Stadium Streaks" ~ 

Talkin8 with soccer artist Tim Bradford 

B7 Cesar Diaz o NEW YORK~ NY (July 1B~ 2B12} US So~:cer P[ayers -- Any(me who reads When $atur~Jay Comes (W$C), Britain’s 
reading independent ~ooLba[[ ma$azine is aware of the pubi~cat~on’s quality of articles as wet[ as art work. Long before 

became a norm, WSC mission since 1986 was to connect with passionate and serious teotba[[ supporters, 

With the support and contributions from their ~eader% socce~ writers as weft as award-winnin$ author% WSC has been abfe 

to provide a serious and entertainin£g view of socce~ in an effort to maintain their fan base, For the past few months, Fve 
interacted with WSC illustrator Tim Bradford v~a emai]s and Skype, 

Tim is a funny person to ta~k to, and it’s not surprising that he’s also one of the top people creatively covering soccer, One of 
1:he bet:t:er moments durin!~ our ~:(mversat:ions was when hh~ Rye and nine-’Fear-(~d sons o~me in I.ookin8 for him. "[’hey wanted 

to go outside, but when they R~und out I was from the United States the attention shifted towards n~te. Well at ~east 

temperari[y, 

fi you’re a fan (31: Docto~ Who, he reminds me (31: the Fiith Doctor because underneat:h his humor and charm I.ii!,s an 

who is e×tremeiy know[edseabie and compassionate fo~ the spo~t he’s been f@.[owin~ his entire iife, t-tis view of socce~ is 

intec[ious because }’l~,~s not: tookin~ at t:he 8a~li~" frora an analyt k:a[ perspective: he’s seein{~ is from an artist:k: view, 

"k~ iootbaq, there have been occasions when beauty ~Joesn’t triumph," Bradierd t:ol.d me, ’q"al~e Ior exampl.e t:he 1982 Brazi[ 
National Team. What a beautiful, team LhaL is Kawed forever, Even d~ou~h they iaif.ed to win the World Cup, piayers [ike Zico 

and Socrates are [e!;.,ends. Days before Socrates passed away, f c~eated a p}e(e of rny interpretation of Brazit’s ’82 team. To 

be honest, t am so dose with this portrait that I have no intention of seliin~ it." Continue reading ’Ta[kinfi with soccer artist 

Tim Bradford" ~ 



Portland Timbers’ festering issues lead to firing of coach John Spencer - from Tt~e Ore~oniar~’s Geolfrey C, An~o~£ an~ 

he ext)e(~s ~o have a new coach 1It t)~ace by d~e end of the "tear. 

~i Schmid ever feel he was on the hot seat during.the winless streak? o from The Seattle Times’ Joshua Mayors: "I 

United owners to jump-start stadium talks 
~hey would prefer to slay in 

Balance of power shifting as more players ,join exodus to emerging markets ¯ irom Go~i,com’s Lear~der Schaedaeckens: 

Dynamo supports Cameron’s transfer to Stoke City - from Tire Houston Chronide’s Jose de Jesus Ortiz: The Dynamo 

receive two-thi~ds of the transier fee on Cameron, 

Colorado Rapids out of MLS playoff picture~ but taking form at midpoint - from The Denver Post’s Nick Groke: It 
dete~ red Colorado’s 

A Soccer Prodigy, at Home in Brazil - flora Tire NY Th’aes’ Sam Borde~: "That sayin~ we tafk about---. Ire is doin~ it." 

Ne (~araes replay. 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

¯                   I 

i.~.i FeedBlitz SecondarySIot 

Clfck here to solely unsubscrfbe r~rom "!JS!Soc(e;P~yers, " Ctfck here to vfew rnafffn~/ orchfves, here to chono~e your preferences, or here to subscrfbe o Prfvocy~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

~Vednesday, July 11, 2012 12:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Draw, Experience, Discus~ ENoy: Summer at "the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

£cMar~d Art Museum Co~ect~on 
Opens Friday, 1 3 July 201 2 

Selected by Emily Kass, Director 

of the Ack[and Art Museum, this 

exhibition brin~s tosether 

hNh[i~hts from the Ack[and’s 

8rowin8 permanent co[[ecOon of 

art sir~ce 1950. 

Abstract and fi£ura[ wor~ in the 

exhibition ranse from the 

powedut--such as Willie Core’s 

Nan Spirit NasA, Alison Saar’s 

~moMn’ Pepe Chaud, and 

Seymour Lipton’s Sentinel II--to 

the playful, inc[udin8 Sandy 

Sko!~tund’s A Breeze at Work and 
Hans (Jean) Arp’s The 5meli Theater. 

On ~ew durhN the months of July and Ausust 2012, the 30 pa~ntinss, 

sculptures, and photosraphs in Director’s ChNce may even offer visitors 

hints of summertime places, acti~ties, and sensations; consider Julian 

Stanczak’s Glare, Fetrath Hines’ Aquatic A~entures, Jules OtitsM’s Waves 

and Clouds, and Burk Uzzte’s Red Hamburgers. 

Remember: Museum admission is always free! 

Museum Hours: Wed o SaL: 10 AM- 5 PM, Thurs: 10 AM - 8 PM, Sun: 1 PM 

- 5 PM. Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 

Saturday, 14 July, 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

On the second Saturday of every 

month, Arnanda Hu£hes, the 

Ack[and"s director of external 

affairs, leads partidpants in a 

creative exploration of a 

particular object in Lhe Museum"s 

collection. 

grin8 paper and dry media 

(crayon, pencils, etc.). A[i [eve& 

are welcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Draw~n$ for Tweens 



Saturday, 14 July, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

This program invites 10- to 13-year- 

otds to look at selected works in the 

Ackland’s galleries and identify 

techniques that the artists used to 

make them. Gail.ery teachers 

demonstrate and teach partidpants 

technical skit[s, which they can then 

appty to their own artistic creations. A 

mix of drawing from works on display 

and creating one’s own original, works 

is offered in each session. Material.s 

are provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Pre-reostration required: 

culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Sunday, 15 Judy, 2:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the 

month, enjoy music in the 

Acktand gal.l.eries. A wide 

varieb! of performers can 

be heard, from c:l.assical. 

quartets to bluegrass, to 

enhance your Museum 

experience. 

This Sunday, the Ack[and 

wetcomes back the group 

that makes big sounds 

with tiny instruments! The 

Durham Ukulele Orchestra prays a range of tunes, from jazz standards to 

rock ctassics tike "Psycho Kil.l.er" by Tatking Heads--al.[ on ukul.e[es! 

Free and open to the public. 

Monday, 16 June, 3:00 PM 

Orange County Public Library, Hfllsborough 

Led by Ackl.and educator Beth Shaw 

McGt4re, "Making Dreams Real" 

demonstrate to tweens and teens (ages 

11-19) how works of art at the Ackl.and 

Art Museum depict artists’ dreams, 

both good and bad. Participants 

then visual.ly express their own dreams 

on a canvas using charcoal (note: dress 

for mess). 

Free; £__n__[i___n__e____r___e_~i__s__t__r__a__t__i_£__n_. required or 

ca~l 919.2:45.2525. 

Please note thct this is event will be 

held ut the Orenge County Publ.ic 

Library in Hil.l.sborough. 

Ar’t & L~terature ~n the Galleries 

Summer 2012: "Black Experience in Modern and 

Contemporary Art and Literature" 

The Ackl.and’s popular Art & Literature in the Gal.[eries program continues 

this summer with a reading setection that will. broaden appreciation for 

and expl.ore relationships between works on view at the Ackl.and. 



Thursday, 19 July, 6:30 PM 

Gloria Naylor’s Mama Day 

This never exptores the dash between ideas 

commonty herd in urban, "modern" America 

and cultural behefs deeply rooted tn reUfiion 

and spiriLuaUty. Like Sul~, iL grapples with a 

tender but painful relationship between two 

women, in this case the mysUca[ heater 

Mama Day and her Uberated great-niece, 

Opheha. Among the Ack[and wor~ we 

bring into our discussion wilt be AUson Saar’s 

Smokin’ P~p~ Ch~ud and Cool ~m~n, both 

of wMch reference transformaUona[ energy as weft as idenUty 

stereotypes. 

FaciUtated by program coordinator Leshe Ba[kany. 

Free ~ Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC 

OneCard holders I $5 each session for all others. 

As space is Hmited, pre-re~stration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Sunday, 22 July, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Cerebrate the season by Ustenin~ to 

coot stories about summer fun! The 

Acktand’s Summer Read-In presents 

~reat chitdren’s and adotescent 

titerature read atoud in the Acktand’s 

~aUeries from 2:00 to 4:00 PM. 
Throughout the afternoon, make a 

funny bu~ or other paper sculptures at 

the CreaUon Station or find treasures 

tn the Museum w~th Scavenger Hunts 

~n the ~aUeHes. 

Come for a ~tt~e ~ffe or stay f~r the w~)[e a~.erno(m 

Recommended fbr children ages 4 to IB years 

Look~ 
"Last Look" Tour - Chords of Memory: Litho.~raphs by 

Thomas Hart Benton ......................................................... 

Sunday 5 August, 2:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 



Tuesday, 31 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Tuesday, 7 August, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends Ijke you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership doUars support our mission! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

Imases: 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oi~ on canvas. 

AcMand Fund. © Estate of AFthUF Dove. 

Jutian Stanczak, American (born in Poland), born 1928: Glare, 1969; acrytic on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Edsar Desas, French, 1834-191 7: Spenish Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Ack[and Fund. 

Sondra Dorn, Re[lectfon Series: Desert A4ornfn~ (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed textile with stitchin8 mounted on board. 

Sismar P otke, German, 1941-2010: His Hf~hness, or When Do Points Count (S.H. - Oder wenn z~hlen die Punkte), 

2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Cotlection. 

Francisco de Goya, Spanish, 1 746-1828: The Sleep o]= Reason Produces ~Monsters E! Sueno De Le Razon Produce 

A4onstruos), Prate 43 of Los Caprichos, 1799; etchin8 with aquatint. Acktand Fund. 

Camit[e Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks o]~ the Oise, Neer Pontoise, 1876; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, July 11,2012 3:46 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NEW LAUNCH - Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea ~ Aa soa 

Act now fo~° you~~ best,.eve~° D~’e.. 
season .., with he~p from the 

p~°os 

Pre-season is here again and professional clubs are 
starting to get their players into peak physical 
condition. 

They have schedules in place for the next few weeks. 
VVhen that first competitive ball is kicked their 
players will be as strong, fit and fast as they can be 
and their technique will remain intact when they do 
get tired. 

And now for the first time ever, Elite Soccer: The 
Professional Fitness Plans provides the exact 
plans that these professional coaches are using so 
that you can get your team into the best possible 
shape. 

the to~,~ of the 9a~}e 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results. 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 



endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 

Where else can you get the pre-season fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are 
currently embarking on, to use with your players? You could be better prepared for the new season than 
any other side in your league. 

~iI SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop your players fitness in these five key areas 
throughout pre-season, building up to the big kick-off. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish pre-season fitness work but if they know 
they are using the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you get off to a flying start in 
the league. Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly 
points at the end of games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up 
niggly injuries and keep your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper pro-season - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

[ ~:~ StGN u~ NOW 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact pre-season plans. These plans are not recycled - they have never been 
published before. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ’/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow~coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

% Green Star Media ~i In Association with the LMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 5:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: Williams Named Player of the Week 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

OUR SPONSORS 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc.edu by communications@uslsoccer.com I 
Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy, Policy. 

United Soccer Leagues I 1715 N West Shore BIvd I Suite 825 I Tampa I FL I 33607 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer S ’radium Improvements 

view the messmate L.e[ow dick here¯ or vii~ ’,^rvw~.bigsigns.com 

I haw_, a few ideas !:hat can help you improve the look of your s.:adium, One of the mos.: 
noticeable ways of upgrading your a.dsietic facili.sy is to wrap your Meacher tops, b~e~cher 
backs and cha~nq~nk Fendng w~h Dura-Nesh Fence Screens~ No~ on~y does ~Ms beautify 
your stadium, ~t brands your pro~ram and s~reru~thens your home fiek~ advantage, 
Locker Room & Interior WaU 6raphics make a huge ~mpact on your team. GMn the 

g~aph~cs, ~epresest~n9 your team’s tenacity, guUd team p~de and gese~ate the kh’~d of 
exc~temen~ that w~U e~e(:tr~fy you~ team, 

Our Modstar A-Frame Siqn System works great i:or dispiayim:~ sponsor adve.."~iseme..’~ts o.." 
stadism gr~phk:s on your s~de~ine ~nd end zone. Co~s~on safe and it’s a ~reat way to 
generate s~onsor revenue or d~sp~ay schoo~ brasd~ng. 

Anson, Below are some links to other products you might also want to check ou.~, Give me 
a tail or shoot me a..’~ email to help you make your proiect happen. 

Take a iook: Feather Flaqs, Stadium Graphics and Brandinq, Scoreboard Back Banners and 
Pop Up Tents, 

Click on any photo below for more production information. If you can "t see the photos below, click here. 



BigSigns corn I 22 S Harbor Dri’~e Suite 101 :: Grand Ha,/en, Mi 49417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 5:30 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tee & Short Packages Start at $11- Euds Soon! 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

~::GTM I ITEES IBAGS IPOLOS I JACKETS IFLEECE IWARM-UPS ISHORTS 

Tee & Short Packages Start at Just $11 

SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive free shipping on aii orders delivered in the United States 

ABOUT GTM EMA~L SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH GTM 

Privacy Po:icy Ema~: P:-etei~:nces V~ew O:~:na Catsiogs Facebook 

to: 2012. GYM SPORTSWEAR:. IN0:. 520 McCALL RD, MANHATTAN. KANSAS 66502 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questions regarding this email please call IBTL 516.2810 ~[!~.~..:t~[~ to chat with a customer service representative 

or email in ~’~.y.~:.m.com Please do nol ~eply rJirectl;, to this emaih 

Tee and Short Package includes Short Sleeve 50/50 White Tee with two color imprint design of your choice and Sport Performance Short. Performance 

Tee and Short Package includes Short Sleeve White Performance Tee with two color imprint design of your choice and Sport Performance Short. 

Minimum of 36 packages. Not valid on past purchases or with other discounts. Limit one offer per order. Offer expires July 31,2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentaD’@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 8:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

What Make s Us t tappy? 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManaRe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Iosephson is a noted radio cem.mentator and 
[h~,~ founder and p~esid~mt ei: the nenprei:i~ Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics a:~,~t CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iTunes 

Get the iPhone or Android app 

Do a Little More 

named Kitty Genov~,~se 

the 38 r~e~ghbors h-~tervened 
or ca~ed for he~p, Some 

were afraid, 
Listen or read more 

So What Makes Us Happy? 
There is an ever-growing 
body e[ knowied@ abou[ 
the natm’e and ca~ses of 

fun or p~easure, it’s a more 

durable sense of 
Listen or read more 

Noah’s Term Paper 
Noah .."ealiy needed m~ ’A’ on 

a tenn .,s,@e!’, ~-~is f!’iend 

Some say ti’,e f)’st 
three words you see 
Best describe you. 
Wbt do you think? 

Post tt~e first th~’ee 
words you see b this 

Read more and 
comment 

comments on Thee 
Peculiar Concept of 
"Ethics Laws" "~ love 
your cduml’~s ~l’~d I 
a b~g ~:ar~, I met you 
Bosto~ after ¢~,’~ 1., But 

you ended your 

detere~ce and ~s 
important [~rst step,’ 

Noah’s Term Paper: 
a g r~.~e with 

Find and folIo,:~ i~lichael,., 

Heip keep ttiis newsletter free .... 

make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

sipi~eJ p:-int d 

Character educati ..... terials ] 

Pro~:eeds from the sale of 
and {::bs suppo~’t (:i:a!acter 

edacation ili sci:oois. Shop here 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

education? Visit our Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently posted: 

Kindness to the Rescue 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Our new booklet helps teens 
prepare for life, 

Character education materials 

A Qreat .~esoaB:e for teacher$~ ,~.q(i ;~ 
perfect g~ft for graduatio~s al~d other 
speda~ ocas~ons. Buy now >> 

Free shippiru~ fo: orders 

Flip throuqh our cataloq 
Get a paper copy >> 



don°t write and offers 
g~ve Mm m pa~er Ms alder 
brother g~t ~ ’A’ o~ ~hree 
years 
Listen or read more 

Family Values 
Our vaiues - the core 
beliefs thin: driw:- behavior ..... 
determine our character, our 
e~ii.::s m~d our potential, 
Thus, the most important 
thing we can do for our 
d~itdren is to stimulate ~hem 
to develop positive varies 

w~se, happy and good, 
Listen or read more 

Experimental Operation 
Teas, m", emnest 8.-yeaPold~ 

was werried~ Her iittie 
brother was very sick a.qd 

she overhear8 her morn 
crying on the phone: "They 
say h~s only chance ~s an 
expedmenta~ eperadon but it 

and d~ere’s no way we can 

Listen or read more 

Richard comments on 
WORTH READING: The 
Greatest Quotes on 
Patriotism: "Is there 
parN.::ula.." reason as 
why a quote ~rom 
Ronah~ Reagan was not 

included? He sa~d a 
number of very 

be~utffu~ commen~s 
about our magnificent 
ceuntryF’ 

Sorrowing One Hundred 
Dollars: "Take heed to 
this and ii\,e it," 

Learn how to intervene, combat 
cyberbl.@ying, and promote a positive 
school dima.Se, 
Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators, youth~service 
leaders, and community b@~ders to 
be efl:ect@e character 

Upcomh~g seminars: 

~u[y 30-Aug. ~ Philadelphia >> 

¯ Aug. 6-8~ Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our we[si.’..~Fs are a colsvenielst, 
af[ordable way to learn vah.~abte 
d~a racteP developme.qt tech.qiques~ 
Learn more see schedule 

our Sportsmanship Bloq, Recently 
posted: 

"Raisinq an Olympian" Salutes the 
Moms 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly elnewsletter >> 

::~:: Michael 

Josephson 

..’*,!ichaet 3osephso..".. motivates audiences from .she government, business, 

iour..’~aiis..’~b taw~ educa{ion, aports~ policing, and the miiitary with ~iis uni%~e 

needs, Call ~;00~.7~,/,--2670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit 3osephson institute is working to create a world where people act more etMcatiy, 

Your donations enabk’.- us to offer services and resources like .shin newsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent d~is newsietter flora Im",ding in your iunk fetder by adding commentar~ to 
your addres<, book or approved sender list. 

984t i\i~pod ~Xvd. #300 [ Los i\89eie ~. C/\ 90045 1800-71 t-2870 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

%2012 dosephson Institute, "CH.~’R" CTEK COLNTS/’ is a regis{e~ed irademark of 
k~sepi’.,so8 h:,siit ute 

Manaqe newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 11:47 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - July 13th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - July 13th, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

No games today. 

Their Words 

"From Pel~ and Messin~ to China~lia, Carlos Alberto and Beckenbauer, the Cosmos have always stood for 

excellence. While we celebrate and embrace our rich heritage, we hope you’ll join us as we create new 

memories. We’re excited about this first step and we’ll have more announcements and information re~ardin~ 

the team and our home stadium in the very near future." Cosmos chairman Seamus O’Brien announcing the 

club has joined the North American Soccer League. 

Europa League: Stabaek exits 

Ricardo Clark’s Stabaek are out of the Europa league in the first qualifying round after losing their series with Finland’s JJK. 

Stabaek lost the opening game on July 5th 2-0 and won the home leg 2-1 on Thursday to lose 3-2 on aggregate. Clark played 

in both legs, leaving last night’s game in the 42nd minute due to injury. 

Questions: Styles of Play 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (July 12, 2012) US Soccer Players -- In Thursday’s edition, Tony looks at styles of play in 

Major League Soccer from a few angles. What a coach won’t accept, what stats really mean, and how long a team waits for 

plans to come into focus. 

Which MLS head coach promises his team won’t be parking the bus to get a result? 

The Rapids’ Oscar Pareja, who broadly criticized teams playing a conservative style in comments to the Denver Post. "They 

want to wait for the mistake and hold," he said. "If people are waiting for that from me, it’s not going to happen." 

Hey, credit at least one coach for putting words and his own reputation behind what we see week-after-week in this League, 

but there’s a reason that approach is so popular. We’ve seen enough teams end up losing badly only to argue in the postgame 

comments that they were the ones playing better soccer. Ok, but there’s no alternative standing for doing things right. You 

still have to come away with the points. 

Which team in MLS has the fewest assists so far this season? 

FC Dallas, with only 9 assists on their 17 goals. Forward Blas Perez has a third of those assists to lead the club. He also leads 

the dub with 5 goals. If you’re thinking what I was, that it has to be because of penalties, we’re wrong. Dallas has only 

converted two. 

While David Ferreira did play the entire game for Dallas this past weekend, they have only three wins this season, all at 

home, and have the second-worst goal difference in the League. Continue reading "Questions: Styles of Play" ~ 



OPTA Spotlight: Who’s midseason favorite for MLS MVP? - from MLSsoccer.com’s Andrew Wiebe: From a statisticat 

perspective, he has as competting a case as any prayer in MLS. 

TFC wins thiller over Whitecaps - from The Toronto Sun’s Richard Mauntah: His attempt to shake it off for a coupte of 

minutes did not work. 

Sounders have one hand on U.S. Open Cup - from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: "and we’re going to try to win the fourth 

one on the road." 

MLS Secrecy Creates Suspicions - from Soccer America’s Paut Gardner: Are the referees that bad, or is the DC being over- 

officious? 

Wambach prepared to lead team USA - from Fox Soccer’s Ives Gatarcep: "You don’t know how many more chances tike these 

you witt have in your career." 

Hunter Freeman solidifying Colorado Rapids’ backline after Kimura trade - from The Denver Post’s Nick Groke: Instead, 

Freeman earned the spot. 

Red Bulls negotiating with a DP, & it’s NOT Stephen Ireland - from The NY Post’s Brian Lewis: But that doesn’t mean the 

club is standing pat. 

Soccer roots go back many years for SKC’s Besler, Sinovic - from The Kansas City Star’s Tod Patmer: Of course, that’s water 

under the bridge now for the whore Sporting KC ctan. 

Impact sign one, trade another - from The Montreat Gazette’s Randy Phittips: "He did his training at FC Baser, which is a 

ctub that is renowned for devetoping great prayers." 

Weekend TV 

Another weekend without a tot of nationat avaitabte options. On Saturday, NBC Sports Network has the Portland - LA game 

at 11pm. Sunday brings us two MLS games: New York - Seattte on ESPN at 4pm and Houston - DC on Gatavision at 9pm. 

There’s a Monday game on Go[TV: the Monaco - Newcastle United friendly at lpm. All Times Eastern 

~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 

~ FeedBlitz Secondary Slot 

Click here to safelv unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailin~ archives, here to chan~e vour preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 2:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Smart coaches get these sessions 

i i’~ Have Tony Carr of West Ham Utd on y .... 

Dear Anson, 

Please read the message from Tony Carr below and 

save yourself a lot of stressful last-minute 

scratching around for sessions. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite $occ, er 

Dear Coach, 

Ny name is Tony Carr and I want to help you 

develop the stars of the future. 

Why am I qualified to do that? 

Well, as Academy Director at West Ham United I’ve 

coached and helped to develop some of the best 

players in world football. 

Here are just a few of the great players (many that 

have gone on to become England internationals) 

that have come through the West Ham Utd 



Academy in the 37 years since I was appointed 

Director of Youth Football: 

Rio Ferdinand 

Frank Lampard 

Michael Carrick 

.toe Cole 

3ohn Terry 

Glen 3ohnson 

.~ermain Defoe 

Over the years I have gathered a huge amount of 

information and experience on the most effective 

ways to coach football~ 

And 3[ want to share it with you. 

Take a trial to my SmartSes$ion$ for just $1 and 

each week I will email you a complete, easy to use, 

print-and-go coaching plan that will improve your 

coaching and your players. 

There is no substitute for organisation and planning 

at all levels from grassroots to professional soccer. 

And now, with my Smart Sessions you can take 

English Premier League planning onto the training 

ground with you whatever your team’s level~ 

8 reasons to try Smart Sessions today 

:!.. Receive a new coaching session by email 

every week 

2~ Keeps your coaching relevant and fresh 

3. Saves you time 

4. Covers the core skills, advanced tactics, 

decision-making and much more 

5. Two versions - pick and match them to the 

skills levels of your players 

6~ Two handy sheets - a complete, progressive 

training session every week 

7. Builds into a valuable library of coaching 

resources 

8. Best of all try them for $1 _. and get a free 

warm-ups manual worth $47 

"I can’t say enough about your Smart Sessions! 

They come in an easy to understand format, which 

is perfect for a coach like me with a lot of playing 

experience but not very much coaching 

experience! 

I am able to print off the session of interest and 

take it right to the field, and before I know it, the 

kids are having fun and learning some new skills at 

the same time! 

I have the complete library for my reference, and I 

tell you, I need all the help I can get! 

Thanks again, for a great product that lives up to "The sessions have helped me 
its name!!" focus on developing skills of 



Willie Root, Coaching Coordinator, 

Red Wing Soccer Club, 

Competitive/Travel Side affiliated to the 

Minnesota Youth Soccer Association 

Smart Sessions are split into two categories. Core 

and Advanced Skills. 

Core Skills: Core Skills are sessions suitable for 

coaching the basics of the game to school children 

and club youth players, players new to the game, 

and any players wanting to brush up their skills. 

These sessions are more suited to Recreational 

Te~. 

Advanced Skills: Advanced sessions are for 

coaches of children or adults who want to develop 

their skills further, and for coaches of experienced 

players. 

Advanced Skills sessions are more tactical in nature 

and are designed to get your players using their 

skills in a more organized team environment. 

Advanced Skills sessions are therefeore more suited 

to 

"The Smart Sessions practise plans have been a 

great help to me and some of the other coaches in 

our league. 

younger players as well as refining 

techniques of more advanced 

players. I use the sessions to help 

overcome the deficiencies that 

present themselves in game 

situations and to keep the 

interest levels high" 

Rusty Gordon, Wheatland Union 

High School, California, USA 

"The sessions provide me with a 

constant stream of new ideas." 

George Ashison, West Metro 

Ulls, USA 

"I’ve been coaching girls’ youth 

soccer in the Baltimore area for 7 

years now, and each year brings 

a new set of challenges. The 

biggest always seems to be ’How 

am I going to plan my training 

sessions for these young girls so 

as to keep them engaged and 

having fun, while at the same 

time teaching them new skills?’ 

With your Smart Sessions, for the 

first time I feel like I have an 

excellent solution all in one 

concise but teachable format. I 

look forward to receiving many 

more Smart Sessions--I know my 

girls will benefi!!" 

We have compiled all of the sessions in a binder for 

ease of use with our Recreational teams, as well as 

our local Travel teams. The drills pertain to all skill 

levels with the basic set-up and the progressions." 

3ira Farrell, Coach, 

Soccer Association of Columbia 

(Maryland, USA) 

3eft Fuller - Wayne County Youth Soccer 

League, Huntington, W,VA, USA 

What to expect from Smart Sessions 

Each Smart Session, whether Core or Advanced, 

has all the information you need to run a full 

coaching session of between 45 minutes and 1 hour 

30 minutes, including recommendations for a warm- 

up, the details of the main session, development 

and game situation. 

"I think Soccer Coach Smart 

Sessions are GREAT!! I use 

Advanced for my U-15G team and 

Core for my U-lOG team. 

They have brought new drills to 

my teams and have helped stave 

off the boredom of the same old 

drills. 

My new inexperienced coaches 

like them especially when I am 

not at training due to their ease 

to use. 

I look forward to receiving my 



Smart Sessions are very much in tune with my 

coaching philosophy. They promote a well organized 

and disciplined approach. They also help you to 

appreciate the benefits of the particular practise 

and how to maximize the learning experience for 

you and your players. 

new sessions each week." 

Alan Buster, Head Coach 

U-10 Girls and U-15 Girls 

SHU Furies Select Team 

"I use the Advanced Sessions 

more often but the Core Sessions 

provide a nice periodic return to 

the basics. The game seems to 

be reaching a higher level at a 

younger age in Atlanta, GA. 

Parents are still concerned with 

wins and loses but they are 

understanding that we must learn 

to play before we learn to 

compete." 

Hark HacKain, 

Director of Coaching, 

Atlanta Fire United, GA, USA 

Have a plan and work to it. And above all else, 

make sure you and your players have fun. 

Click here to learn more about how my Soccer 

Smart Sessions can help save you time and effort 

and give you better players. 

Regards, 

Tony Carr, Editor 

P.S Don’t miss out on my special offer 8 weeks for 

just $I and a free warm-ups manual worth $47. 

Click here. 

100% 

Satisfaction 

Guarantee 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, Tannery Lane, BramJey, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK, 

Green Star Media Ltd, Company number: 3008779, 
Telephone: +-44 (0)2483 892894, Fax: .+.44 (0)2483 894148 

Email: dunca nh@greenstarmedia,net 
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Youth Insider: Super-20 League Top Perfimners 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ .July 16th, 2012 

has the Moaaco o Newcastle Uaited f~iendty at 

MLS Week 19: All-Stars Await 

We start with another ESPN game and another opportumty for t6a}or League Soccer to make a very speciat announcement. 
This tirae~ i t:’s t:he 2012 A{I.-St:ar Game rest:er~ no~ t:o be confused with ]as1: wee]~}s Ian vot:ing resu{ts fer the s~art:ing el.even. 

GK: Dan gennedy (Chh’as USA), Jimmy Nietsea (Sporting Kansas City} 

Earthquakes£ Jay De~ent (Vancouve~ Whitecaps FC), Heath Pearce (New York Red Bu{b), Caries Va[des (Phgade{pl’da Un~on~ 

~]D: Osva{do A{onso (Seattle Sounders FC), Da~d~ Beckham (LA Ga{axy), Ky{e Beckerman (Rea{ Satt Lake), Dwayne De 

RosaMo (D.G United}~ Landon Donovan (LA Oata~)~ Graham Zus~ (Sporting Kansas C~ty) 

FOR: Th~erW Hemy (New Yerk Red Buib)~ E~die Johnson (Seattte Sounders FC)~ Chris Pont~us (D.C, United), Chris 

Wondo]owski (San Jose Earthquakes) 

As for the game that bookended the AltoSta~ reveaL. New York and SeattLe drew 2-2 at Red But] Arena. SeattLe’s Atvaro 
Fernandez o£eaed the s(:oriag oa the road ia the l#~th mJnute~ but newest Red But{ Sebastian Le Tou:< had Lhe home side 

equa{ eight rnmutes ~ater. Joe[ Lindpere made it 2-1 New York h~ the 61st~ but the lead only held far five rob’aires when Fredy 

~,~en~ero ~eve~ed the sco~e. Was this the garae ef the weekead m MI.S? Ne, Jt was not. 

That: partk:ul.ar hoaer goes to a Iepsided resuh from the day before when San Jese bea~ Rea[ Salt Lake 5-B. Ye% 5@. Trust 

us, we checked, We a{so checked fo~ red cards, ~nd sure enough Lhere was one, W~Lh San Jose I.eadin~ 1-0 ~rom an 18th. 

miaute Chris Woadok>wski goa{~ Kyte Be~:kerraaa was shown a st:raigh~ Fed card fix arguing in ~he 57th minute, Alan Gerdon 

made it 2-0 Quakes five minutes {ater. Wondotowski agde8 another goat in the 72nd and Simon Dawkins scored in the 79th. 

That {eft Wondo~owski to finish off h}s habtrk:k m the 80th rnmute. 

~lf you fook at the tape of this matc:h~ you wilt see that aft ] had to do was finish and that is a credit to my tearnrnate%" 

Continue reading "MLS Week 19: Art-Stars Await" 

Return of the Superliga 

The 2012-I 3 Supertiga season started ever the weekead m Denmad<, with ¢{aregce Goods<m takiag his ~egu]ar i:4ao!~ ia 
Brondby’s starting Lineup in a 1-0 toss to Odense Bg. Jacob Schoop scored Lhe game’s only goat in the 17th minute. 

Did Net P~ay: Chartie Davies (Rande;s 1 - Sonderjyske 6), Ricardo CLark (Stabaek 1 - Sogndat 3) 

Bradley joins Roma 

After" weeks of seecu[ation~ Mk:haet Bradley is now officially a mernber of AS Roma after agreeing to a four-year deaf. CaUing 

the epperLunity to sign with the club "once in a Lifetime," BradLey is par~ of a ~eam w~th high expectations a~Ler finishing Lwo 

points outside of the European pi~:es ~ast season. Bradley joined the team on Sunday, and according to a report on the club’s 

offida[ site he was on the E~ammg HeM kess than two houl’s Mter arMving. Accerdin~ to ~eperEs~ Chievo ~eceived $4.5 mi{[ion 

far Bradley. 

Guzan re-ioins Aston Villa 

Aaet:heF raeve that had been rumored for awhite is atso offit:iat. "Fheu9h he teft the t:tbb at the end ei Iast: seasoa, U$ 

National Team goalkeeper Brad Guzan is once again a membe~ of Aaron ViLLa, Guzan has signed a three.year contract and is 

with the club for ~he start of their US t:our. Continue reading "Guzan re-joins Aaron ViLLa" ~ 

The All-Star Game counts 

By Dario Camacho ¯ M]/~I~ FL (Juty 13, 2012} US Socce~ Ptaye~s -- If thelre is a ~eferendum on the slate of k~ajor League 

Soc~:er~ it’s the AU-Star game. The yearly event is the pinna~:te of the summe~ fMend{ies. The opponenL no~ma[bl a European 

elite> swoopin~ in Cot the weather, regaining match fitness, an~ setting tots of tickets to its American fans. The goal MLS 

putting on a show. The c:un eat formal has been desc:~ibed as the best setup that any of the major [eagues hi the US has for 

aa A[[-StaF garae, 



League on the wo~fd pecking order, and with some caveats the AfbStar game can do just that. How wefL MLS’s best players 

heat and Lhe m~dd[~ag m~d-season c~awL that usuaL[y [u[Ls us to s[eep. The enLertainmenL va[ue ~s h~h~ ~uL aL the same t~me 

so is [he potential downside, Lose badty, and the eonversaUon quh::k[y sh~fts. 

United and a stron~ Sounders team. That game~ ~f you reca{L was a debac{e, A b{ack eye to the League after a 7.0 tl’OUl~C~J~g 

to a SeattLe squad that was considered a reaUy good team, As a who~e~ the game wasn’t flatte~ing~ but ]ooking at the detags 

the scol’e qne wasn’t as representative of how [he who{e thing went down, Continue readinq ’The MbStar Game counts" 

CONCACAF names new ~eneral secretar~z 

Traffic Sports USA marketing executive Enrique Sanz has been named the new general secretary of CONCACAF, He wiU 

Tuesday’s TV 

::X:: FeedBlitz Top Slot 

::X:: FeedBlitz Seconda~/Slot 

Click here to sa~ely unsubscribe from "!JS!~occe;P~ayers, " Click here to view m~ilin~/ archives, here to change your preferences, or here to subscribe o Privacy~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 3:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NEW LAUNCH - Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea ~ Aa soa 

Act now fo~° your best,.eve~° Dre-- 
season .., with he~p from the 

pros 

Pre-season is here again and professional clubs are 
starting to get their players into peak physical 
condition. 

They have schedules in place for the next few weeks. 
VVhen that first competitive ball is kicked their 
players will be as strong, fit and fast as they can be 
and their technique will remain intact when they do 
get tired. 

And now for the first time ever, Elite Soccer: The 
Professional Fitness Plans provides the exact 
plans that these professional coaches are using so 
that you can get your team into the best possible 
shape. 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results. 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 



endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 

Where else can you get the pre-season fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are 
currently embarking on, to use with your players? You could be better prepared for the new season than 
any other side in your league. 

~iI SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop your players fitness in these five key areas 
throughout pre-season, building up to the big kick-off. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish pre-season fitness work but if they know 
they are using the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you get off to a flying start in 
the league. Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly 
points at the end of games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up 
niggly injuries and keep your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper pro-season - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

[ ~:~ StGN u~ NOW 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact pre-season plans. These plans are not recycled - they have never been 
published before. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ’/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow~coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

% Green Star Media ~i In Association with the LMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkusa.com> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 2:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New release oli:ers a current look at enduring, contemporary, and emerging "topics in the field 

~ I~i News 1 ~HKHomeI 

Learn global perspectives on a range 
of issues in adventure programming 
Controversial Issues in Adventure Programming offers an engaging 
approach to the consideration of enduring, current, and emerging 
issues in the field. Written primarily for upper-level undergraduate 
and graduate students, the text presents 20 issues in a debate 
format, challenging students to think critically, reflect, and respond 
as future leaders and administrators in adventure programming. 
Practitioners can also use this text as a reference that offers new 
and updated perspectives on enduring and emerging issues as well 
as a synthesis of the most recent scholarly literature. In addition, it 
serves as a resource for understanding how the adventure 

programming industry can contribute to addressing issues of broad 
societal concerns. 

Learn more from Controversial Issues in Adventure Programming 
and order your copy today! 

FIND MORE ONLINE! E-book available / Contents / About the Author 

r~ 

Read an excerpt 

[~Four issues that negate the purpose and benefits of program accreditation. At first glance, it 
appears that accreditation may be a no-brainer. Literature within the adventure programming 
industry suggests that the majority of outdoor professionals support the accreditation process 

(Bassin et al., 1992; Cockrell and Detzel, 1985; Gass, 1999). 
r 
More Excerpts Online: 

Technology compromises the wilderness experience 
Supervision reduces risk in outdoor education activity 
L ] 

Bruce Martin, PhD, is an associate professor in the department of recreation and sport 
pedagogy at Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. He is an author of the text Outdoor Leadership: 
Theory and Practice (Human Kinetics, 2006) and has authored numerous publications related to 
the practice of outdoor leadership and adventure programming. Martin has more than 20 years of 
experience as an outdoor and adventure programming professional and has worked as a camp 
counselor, professional river guide, and Outward Bound instructor. 

Mark Wagstaff, EdD, is a professor in the department of recreation, parks, and tourism at 
Radford University in Radford, Virginia. He is a coauthor of OutdoorLeaderehip: Theoryand 
Practice (Human Kinetics, 2006); Backcountry Classroom: Lessons, Tools and Activities for 
Teaching Outdoor Leadere (Globe Pequot Press, 2005); and Technical Skills for Adventure 
Programming (Human Kinetics, 2009). 

Read more about these authors. 
L 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 
Tuesday, July 17, 2012 9:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Perfect Defending - 67 easy to coach marking, blocking and tackling drills 

Best Way to 
Defending 

The 
Coach 

Skills to 
Tactics 

From Core 
Advanced 

Dear Anson, 

Defence is a combination of spacing and timing. Have you seen your team 

out-manoeuvred and out-paced in front of their goal? Do you want to 

retain possession and stay on the offensive? 

Whether you are tired of watching the goals roll in, or want to ensure 

that your team is always on the offensive, you need Perfect Defending. 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Dear Coach, 



If you’ve got defending problems, I may have an answer. 

Coaching defending to young players is difficult - kids are brought up 
to think that scoring is everything. 

That’s why I have launched a new coaching manual containing a series of 
fun drills that focus entirely on defending. 

Perfect Defending is the ultimate resource for coaches who want to 
introduce and develop defensive skills and techniques in their training 
sessions without losing their players’ interest. 

Order Now 
Practice a Vast Array of Skills 

The 67 drills and games in Perfect Defending 
cover the complete range of defending skills 
and techniques to help your defenders improve 
in every department: 

¯ Marking 

¯ Tackling 

¯ Blocking 

¯ Jockeying 

¯ Positioning 

¯ Forcing the direction of play 

¯ Clearances 

¯ Recovery runs 

The drills are divided into 5 categories: 

¯ Individual Defending 

¯ Defending In Twos 

¯ Defending In Small Groups 

¯ Team Defending, and 

¯ Fun Defending games 

Individual Defending gives players a chance to 

About Me 

So who am I, and why am I qualified 

to give you advice? 

As a Chelsea FC Academy Coach I 

work closely with kids and young 

adults, developing talented players 

into the stars of the future. 

My playing experience covers all 

levels of the game. I was a 

professional with English 

Premiership club Charlton Athletic 

and FC Twente of the Eredivisie in 

the Netherlands. I’ve also played 

for a number of English 

Representative teams and US 

colleges. 

My professional qualifications 

include: 

- UEFA A licence 

- UEFA B licence 

- FA Level 2 

- Sports Psychology diploma 



practice the core defending skills. This forms 
an obvious starting point for young or 
inexperienced players but is also extremely 
valuable for older players who tend to lose 
focus on these vital skills over time. 

Defending in Twos, Defending in Small Groups 
and Team Defending provide different 
challenges as your players learn to take the 
core skills into more competitive and match- 
like scenarios. 

your training session when your players show 
signs of fatigue or a loss of concentration. 

- Sports Nutrition diploma 

- Futebol de Salao coaching 

qualification 

- Community Sports Leader Award 

- FA Youth Coaching qualification 

- FA Child Protection qualification 

Currently, I am working towards a 

degree qualification in 

Professional Football Management 

and Business. 

Fun Defending Games gives a few ideas for ways 
to challenge your players with a light-hearted iiMY coaching career has so far 

edge These games are perfect to introduce in iiincluded spells at Chelsea FC ¯ 
Ladies, Crystal Palace FC Ladies 

’ and AFC Wimbledon U19s. I am now 

the Chelsea FC youth development 

officer. 

I have a deep love and enthusiasm 

for the game, and I’m keen to share 

my knowledge and experience with 

coaches around the world. 

Building from individual defending to team 

defending in this way, players are able to 

constantly refine their understanding of the 

roles and responsibilities in defensive 

positions. 

Players will learn how their position and the position of their team- 

mates can be used to neutralize an attack and give their team the 

greatest possible chance of winning back possession. 

Simple to Understand, Easy to Use 

[Click to enlarge] 



Clever Design 

I designed Perfect Defending with you, the coach, in mind. 

Each page follows the same format: 

Introduction - An explanation of the drill and the skills and techniques 

it focuses on. 

The set up - Shows everything you’ll need to run the drill from the size 

of the area to the number of balls and cones. 

The steps - All of the movements and components of the drill, explained 

in plain English. Large text makes everything easy to read, even in 

driving rain and wind. 

What to call out - Three handy phrases per drill, never be short of 

something to say to encourage and educate your players. 



Key - Hakes sure you can differentiate between runs, dribbles and passes 

in the illustrations. 

Category - Five groups: Individual defending, defending in twos, 

defending in groups, team defending, and fun defending games. 

Illustrations - One for each of the steps means that you can easily 

visualise the sequence of movements that are involved in each drill. 

Captions - Underline what’s happening in each illustration. 

Slide Tackle & Block Tackle Technique 

The manual also includes a step-by-step guide to 

executing two of the defender’s most valuable 

moves, the block tackle and the slide tackle to 

print and distribute to your players. 

Just a few of the 
drills included: 

¯ None Shall Pass 

¯ 2vl Recovery Run 

¯ Defend the Dribble, Defend 
the Cross 

¯ Penalty Area Battle 

¯ Sweeper Game 

¯ Multi-Ball 

¯ King of the Ring 

¯ Rugby Football 

Two Free Sample Drills 

The proof of the pudding is in the eating, so 

the saying goes, and I couldn’t agree more. 

I’ve selected two drills from the book that 

you can download immediately for free. Give 

one a go with your players and I’m certain 

you’ll be rushing back from training to place 

your order. 

ivl Front and Back is from the Individual 
Defending category, it is extremely easy to 
execute and teaches players the how to defend 
with attackers facing towards and away from 
goal. 

Sweeper Game is taken from the Defending in 
¯ CoconutShy Small Groups category, it works on 

communication as well as taking up covering 
...and 58 more. positions as a sweeper 

What Others Are Saying About Perfect Defending... 



"This manual is superbly designed and illustrated with easy to understand 
instructions and diagrams to match. I am sure that it will help to create fun and 
educational sessions that will feed your players’ enthusiasm for the game." 

- Keith Boanas, Surrey County FA Head Coach 

Andy (front, centre) on a coaching day with Wisla Krakow U12s in Poland 

"Michael Beale and Better Football Coaching have created a superb resource. The Perfect 
Defending manual is full of superb illustrations which make defending simple to understand and 
progress sessions to match the ability of the players. 

VVhether your players are playing in advanced academies or junior football this resource will help 
develop both individual and team play." 

- Andy Sasimowicz, Blackburn Rovers Premiership Academy, UK 

"I’m Director of Coaching at Grange Thistle Football Club and have approx. 650 players between 6 and 16 with 60 
coaches. 

I’ve passed on different drills from the book to coaches to suit their needs with respect to ages and all of them have 
commented on how much better their teams are defending as individuals and as a team. 

I love how the drills move from small games, lvl, 2v2 up to full squad drills. The diagrams are easy to follow and 
understand as you have small notes to explain each step as well. All in all a must for all coaches along with Football 
Attack!. 

Finally, I don’t know if we are winning more games but we are definately playing better football and the kids look 
forward to training as the sessions are fun interesting and above all teaching them the skills to play better football." 

- Brynn Partington, Director of Coaching, Grange Thistle FC, UK 



"Perfect Defending has become an asset in my coaching arsenal. Exercises are clear, easily 
understood by both experienced high level coaches, and those parents who are volunteers 
beginning with players who are under 10 years old. The layout of the material and the various 
progressions are easy to follow and more then anything else make sense. The presentation is 
understandable and the images are clear and well defined. 

Over this past season I have coaches boys and gifts from U-8 to U-19, from recreational to candidates for 
the Olympic Development Program. No matter which exercise I might choose, whether it be on lvl 
defending or team defending my first resource is your book. When analyzing a game, I am able to identify 
my opponents defensive holes much more easily and exploit them. In conjunction with this book, the 64 
Small-Sided Games book forms a dynamic duo of coaches material. 

The price is right, the customer service is top shelf. As a coach looking for reference material, you cannot 
miss with these books." 

- Jonathan Kessler, Warrior Soccer Academy, USA 

"Over the years I have purchased many books and DVD’s on teaching and coaching soccer to 
both my players and assistant coaches. A few books have offered some good advise but Perfect 
Defending has placed the others back on the shelf. I carry Perfect Defending and Soccer Attack in 
my bag. 

They are both easy to follow and have so many options for drills that we use on the pitch on 
Sundays. I can go an entire season without once repeating a drill if I choose or replay drills that 
work well. 

The diagrams save me a lot of board time as I show my players and they find them east to follow." 

- Rich Brooks, West Milford Soccer Club, New Jersey, USA 

"I coach an under 1 l’s team and they really love practising the exercises that Perfect Defending suggests. 

Before getting the book the defensive part of our game was quite weak. 

These drills have improved this greatly and Im sure we’ll go from strength to strength. They allow me to 
teach the children the defensive elements of the game in a fun and interesting way." 

- Dave Jones, Jags White Ull, Southport, UK 



"I bought "Perfect Defending" to add to the "64 Small-Sided Football Games" and "Football Attack!" 
books I’ve already bought from your company and extensively used. 

I coach for the biggest soccer company in the USA and work with teams of boys and girls from U11-U18 
of all abilities. As such I have to have a large resource library. The books I purchased from you honestly 
form part of every session regardless of age, gender or ability. 

The players enjoy the exercises and have improved greatly. The young players learn from the games 
themselves with little input from me whilst I can go into much more depth with the older players with the 
same exercise. 

The diagrams are simple to understand and progress nicely. Your coaching manuals have definitely 
changed my coaching for the better. Sessions are more fun, faster paced and, most importantly, all game 
tel ate d." 

- Daniel Dawson, Manchester, UK 

"I’ve found the "Perfect Defending" Manual loaded with great games that are not 
only fun, but incredibly relevent from the U10 to the U19 players. 

The diagrams are easy to follow and the coaching points are simple. 

These games provide the impetus to create very dynamic sessions that use the 
game as the teacher and provide the game situations that the players encounter 
that they will need to solve come Saturday or Sunday. 

The kids have now looked at defending in a manner that is something to look 
forward to and take pride in." 

- Keith Whitmer, South Bay Force, California, USA 



"Since purchasing Perfect Defending it has helped me enormously as a coach and given me a greater 
understanding of the technical aspects of the discipline. 

The drills are well laid out and easy to understand and implement. 

Our defence now works a lot better as a unit. 

As far as customer service is concerned I have always received a first class response to any requests for 
publications and have not had to wait too long for delivery." 

- Paddy Hill, Norton & Stockton U 15 JFC, Middlesborough, UK 

"It’s just as simple as the stuff in the FA Level i 
handbook but more interesting and easier to 
understand too." 

- Des Clark, Reserve Team Manager, Surrey Athletic, UK 

Available in PDF and Hard Copy 

You can buy Perfect Defending in two formats: 

An A4 PDF document stored on your computer. You can help the environment 
by saving trees and using less chemical-based ink by only printing out 
the games you need for the day. 

An A4 spiral bound printed report for your bookshelf, desk or kitbag. 
Spiral bound means you can use it without having to hold the page open 
as with most bound books. You can copy or print as many copies as you 
like for distribution to your players and colleagues in your club. 

Or, get both formats. Combine the benefits of immediate PDF delivery and 
the ease of printing individual drills with the practicality and 
durability of the colour printed version. 

100% Risk Free 



Perfect Defending is only available from Better Football Coaching and 
can be ordered using our secure website for your peace of mind. I also 
offer a ’no questions asked’ money back guarantee so your order is 
completely risk-free. 

In the unlikely event that you are not entirely satisfied with Perfect 
Defending you can return your copy within 90 days for a full refund - 
that way, you risk nothing. 

Order Now - Risk Free 

All the Inspiration You Need 

Perfect Defending is an instant reference and the only source of 
inspiration you’ll need for introducing defending as a regular feature 
of your training sessions. 

It will take the chore out of struggling for new ideas, perfect for 
coaches who are running weekly sessions and struggling to balance the 
time needed to prepare for training with the constant demands of modern 
life. 

What’s more, if you can’t make a session you can give the book to a 
parent or assistant safe in the knowledge that even novice and beginner 
coaches will be able to run the drills. 

Regards, 

Michael Beale 

PS - Getting your team to practice just two or three of these drills 
could change the way they defend and make a big difference to your 
season. 

PPS - Remember, with our 100% satisfaction money-back guarantee you risk 
nothing when you order Perfect Defending. Cancel your order within 90 
days for a full-refund. 



Green Star Media Ltd Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, 

Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom Company number: 3008779. 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

Email : info@bettersoccercoaching, com 

Unsubscribe. 

© 2012. Green Star Media Ltd 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 5:39 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your Soccer Stadium 

view the messmate L.e[ow dick here¯ or vii~ ’,^rvw~.bigsigns.com 

I haw_, a few ideas !:hat can help you improve the look of your s.:adium, One of the mos.: 
noticeable ways of upgrading your a.dsietic facili.sy is to wrap your Meacher tops, b~e~cher 
backs and cha~nq~nk Fendng w~h Dura-Nesh Fence Screens~ No~ on~y does ~Ms beautify 
your stadium, ~t brands your pro~ram and s~reru~thens your home fiek~ advantage, 
Locker Room & Interior WaU 6raphics make a huge ~mpact on your team. GMn the 

g~aph~cs, ~epresest~n9 your team’s tenacity, guUd team p~de and gese~ate the kh’~d of 
exc~temen~ that w~U e~e(:tr~fy you~ team, 

Our Modstar A-Frame Siqn System works great i:or dispiayim:~ sponsor adve.."~iseme..’~ts o.." 
stadism gr~phk:s on your s~de~ine ~nd end zone. Co~s~on safe and it’s a ~reat way to 
generate s~onsor revenue or d~sp~ay schoo~ brasd~ng. 

Anson, Below are some links to other products you might also want to check ou.~, Give me 
a tail or shoot me a..’~ email to help you make your proiect happen. 

Take a iook: Feather Flaqs, Stadium Graphics and Brandinq, Scoreboard Back Banners and 
Pop Up Tents, 

Click on any photo below for more production information. If you can "t see the photos below, click here. 



BigSigns corn I 22 S Harbor Dri’~e Suite 101 :: Grand Ha,/en, Mi 49417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa].com> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 10:15 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ka~ Infini~ Pop- up Goal tbr Under $50 

Show your support for the U.S. Soccer National Teams 

L~censed pop-up goal The 2B7801 U.5. Soccer ~nfinlty@ 

SALE PRICE: $44,99 each 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Kwik Goal Lid I i,10 Pacific Dri’,e :: QuakeiSown, PA ~ 895i 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 1:21 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Sport Catalog! See What’s New for Fall 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

"I’~::GTM J ITEES IBAGS IPOLOS I JACKETS IFLEECE IWARM-UPS ISNORTS 

:@i HaveYou Seen the New Fall Sport Catalog? 

FREE $N~PPING I sp’end $200 and receive free shippin(j on aii orders delivered in [he United Slates 

ABOUT GTM EMA~L SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH GTM 

qc~ 2012, G]’M SPOR’[SVgEAR!~ INC 520 McCALL RD, MANHArTAN, KANSAS 66502 I ALL RIGHIS RESERVED 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke z<tavid.clarke@coach- soccer.corn> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 1:49 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 

Are your soccer training sessions boring and in need of a kick start? 

Are your soccer training 
sessions boring and in need 

of a kick start? 

Dear All soil, 

My name is David Clarke and I would like to invite you to join 
Better Soccer Coachin~ today. 

If you are struggling for ideas in training then my selection of 
free drills, which include many from established Premier 
Academy League coaches, will help give your players fresh 
impetus and ultimately improve results. 

I am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience in 
grassroots soccer and I am all too aware of the importance of 
keeping my players’ motivation levels up in training. 

lOOs of inspiring soccer drills for all coaching 
levels and ages of players 

Sign up here today and you will receive a dynamic coaching 
session that you can print out and use at your very next 
practice. 

Then I’ll send you an email twice a week with illustrated drills, 
fitness guides, coaching tips or match tactics for you to save 
and use at your leisure. 

If your sessions have become cumbersome and predictable, 
perhaps because of a lack of preparation time, your prayers 
have been answered. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance 
and PRACTICAL ideas to aid your sessions. 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 
qualification. Sign up here. 

Advice from Academy Premier League coaches 

Get fresh ideas from my coaching buddies like Keith Boanas, a 
UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier Academy League coach Hike 
Beale, and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Join the thousands of coaches who have seen their results 
improve thanks to this valuable advice. 

Click here to join now 



Receive three free reports within moments of 
joining 

1. 10 Proven Tips For A Mtore Successful Season - easy to 
read and use at a moment’s notice, T guarantee they will 
make you think again about some of your coaching 
methods. 

2. 11 Secrets of Successful Corners - increase your corner 
conversions and give your players the tools to defend 
against every corner fired at them. 

3. An introduction to Small-Sided Games - three easy to use 
training games, promoting skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help 
your soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

A bit about me 

Now, i’m no _lose IVlourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but I have 
won more than my fair share of leagues and trophies at all 
levels of junior soccer. 

Equally important to me is that all my teams have one thing 
in common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 
soccer. This is the type of soccer that is fun to play, watch 
and coach, and which more often than not produces winning 
results. 

I have to contend with the same obstacles as most other 
coaches. Disruptive kids, questioning parents and the need to 
give all my players a fair amount of time on the field are all 
issues I deal with in my newsletters. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching now at: 

For your peace of mind 

if you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from 
Better Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your 

mouse, 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell your email 
address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer Coaching can 
help your coaching and your team’s performances, please visit 
my website: 



if you think this service would be valuable to someone you 
know, please forward this email onto them. 

Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

Click here to join Better Soccer Coachin~ now 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey GU5 0AB 
UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 
Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david,clarke@coach-soccer,com 

© 2012. Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, July 18, 2012 5:37 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: Long Island’s Ferris Named POTW 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward this email 

] 
If his email was sent to anson@emaiLunc,edu by ,c_9_n_)_[~_u__n_j_c__a_t_jg_n__s__@__u__s_[~_c__c_#_r_:c__9_[~ :: 
Update Prof:ile/Ernail Address £nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

United Soccer Leagues i [715 N West Shore Bird Suite 825 :: Tampa FL :: 33607 



View the Web Version of this email 
Please add Contactus(~carolina-club corn to your address book to ensure that our emails reach 3,our inbox 

::N:: Fop~/ard TOF, Friend 





Published by VCT 

This email was sent to anson@email unc.edu from Carolina Club 
Unsubscribe I Receive m Plain Text I Report Misuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMattencom <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 6:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Beginning of Positive Thinking 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaF~e your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio ~:emmentater 
the founder and pi°eside~t of the .."..el’~prefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Get th .... kly ..... letter~ 

Get the podcast in it .... J 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Too Poor to Give 
When Teresa, a widow wi[h 
four yousg ci:ikdre:~, saw a 
notice that members of her 
church wo~d gather to 
de~ver presents and food to 
a r~eedy family, she took 
$~0 ou~ of her sav~ngs ~ar 

[h~e to jam a corwoy goh-~g 
to the home that was to 

Listen or read more 

The Beqinninq of Positive 
Thinking 
t am a stress believer i:~ ti:e 
power of positiw:- thhikillg, 
which is ~i’,e {itte o1: a besb- 
selli.q,~ beck published ~ 
1.952 by Dr, Norman V~n(:ent 

preacher and pastor who 
popularized the ~dea that ~f 
you can change your 
attitude, you ~tan char~ge 
year I~fe, 
Listen or read more 

If It’s Broken, Try to Fix It 
Former President ]immy 
Carter was 70 years 
whe~ he wrote this poem 
about Ms father: This is a 
pai:~ I mostly bide/ But 

of b~ood or seed endure,i 
And even r~ow t fee~ 
The hu~ger for 

outstretched hm~d,i A man’s 
embrace to take me h~,i The 

Find arid l:eilow Michael,,, 

Help keep ti:is .."..ewsietter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

Check out ~,’iichael 
]osephsen’s bloq on 
business ethics and 
leadership for a 
variety of quotes we 
posted this week. 

What Will 

Matter print 
l Contribute $10.0 or 

[4icha~d% ciesa=.c 
poem "Whet Wiil 

.~iI Character education materials 

Proceeds from the Said ef Hi~:lsaei’s 
books and CDs s~,.’ppert dsaracte! 

education i~ schools, Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 

Adam 
comments on So, 
What Makes Us 
Happy?: "Very 
then, if happiness is a 
reflection of 
serial:action 

drcumstalsce perhaps 
the question car~ 
more pear, teddy o~%red 
as, ’what should make 
us happy‘>’ " 

comments on So, 
What Makes Us 
HapAy?: "A mentor 
once said to me s;ome 

parents these days 

are wo~’k~!) to make 
tbeh" (:h~dren happy 
whe~ they should be 

be adaptable,’ I 

thought that was a 
w~se s[atement 
years 

Kate-W comments on 

Noah’s Term Paper: 
"i.{very situatior~ is ari 
opportunity for 
teaching values to 

childre..",, Y~s: they wili 
de ’,,,:hat ti:ey wiil de, 
whe~ they ai°e not 
witi: yea but my 45 

~xh.~catio~? Visit o~*~’ Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently posted: 

Empty Desks in D.C. Send Message 
About Dropout Rate 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD, 

Character education materials 

Wids dips from popular mew~s, yea 

can engage stt~dents in ,discussio,qs 

about bullying and mere, Buy now >> 

Learn about streaming arid site- 
server optie.qs, 

Free shippi..’~g for orders $30 arid up! 

Flip through our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 



Listen or read more 

Rebuildincl Your Life and 
Reputation 

one o~ them~ ~:~ the short 
term ~ m~y have he~ped, 

Listen or read more 

What You Do I"s What 
You’ll Get 
~f you want to hel~ your 

are a ~ew things you can 

~ots of books ~n their homes 

Listen or read more 

year oid d,~u~:~htera a~iti 
teil me they hea: my 
voice in their head 
@ten, They may not 

Anti-Bullying Workshop 

Learn how to intervene, combat 
cy~serSutiying, and promote a positive 

Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip edacaters, yeuth,-service 
iea~ers~ and .::ommuni~y t.,.uilders ~o 

be effect~wu character educators, 
Upcomh~g seminars: 

July 30-Aug. 1~ Philadelphia 

Aug, 6-8~ Los Angeles ~> 

See com£~lete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webina r5 

,~l:i’orda hie w,~y 
(:h ~ ra cter-- development te~:hn~ques~ 

Learn more, see schedule 

our Sportsmanship Bloq~ Recently 
posted : 

Andy Murray Shows Character in 
Defeat 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

:: :~ :: Michael 
Josephson 

~qichaet Josephson motivates audiencea from ti:e government, ~susiness, 

}ournaiiam~ law, education, sports, po~dn% and the m~tm’y w~th Ms umque 

de~very, en~p~ging presentations, and persona~ attention ~o your orgm~zation’s 

needs, C~ 800--7:t~2670 or learn more, 

Your donations e.."..a hie as to offer services and resources like this .."..ewsietter, Donate 

Preven~ this newsiet~er from Janding m yeur junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.orq ~o 
your address book o: approved sende: list 

9841 Airpor~ Bird., #300 == Los An.geie.s, CA 90045 I 800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.orq I CharacterCounts.org 

@2012 Josephson Institute, "CI4ARA..:TER Ct.,UNT,.<" is a registered t~adema~k of 

Manaqe newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Saturday, July 21, 2012 8:01 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Watch Chelsea and PSG play - and see how they train too! 

DearAnson, 

Chelsea’s pre-season tour of the USA represents a rare opportunity to see the European 
champions in live action. 

The Blues continue their tour on Sunday when they face their former manager Carlo Ancelotti’s 
Paris Saint-Germain at the Yankee Stadium in New York and Elite Soccer magazine has a 
unique giveaway to mark this special occasion. 

YOUR SPECIAL OFFER: 
Free coaching sessions from Roberto Di Matteo and Carlo Ancelotti when you subscribe 

To mark Chelsea’s first trip to the States in three years, Elite Soccer is offering you a fantastic 
opportunity to claim full coaching sessions from current manager Roberto Di Matteo and 
previous Blues boss Ancelotti free - when you subscribe today! 

That’s right - you will get two free issues containing sessions from Roberto Di Matteo and Carlo 
Ancelotti when you take out a subscription to Elite Soccer before midnight on 24 July. 
Subscribe now and you will also receive a session from another former Chelsea boss, Andre 
Villas-Boas, from our July issue. 

Elite Soccer is the only e-magazine that provides coaching sessions written by professional 
coaches in the English leagues. Published in partnership with the League Managers Association 
(LMA), Elite Soccer is a monthly title containing six full coaching sessions that you can take on 
to the training ground and use to make your team more successful. 

The secrets to Italians’ success at Chelsea 

Claim the free sessions from Di Matteo and Ancelotti now when you subscribe today and then 
watch the pair lock horns in what should be a fascinating tactical battle between Chelsea 
managers past and present as the Blues take on PSG. 

Di Matteo guided Chelsea to Champions League glory in May and was handed the job on a full- 
time basis earlier in the summer. 

Now you can find out exactly how he coaches in one of your two free issues of Elite Soccer. Di 
Matteo’s session focuses on improving attacking balance when going forward and reveals some 
of the tactics that helped the Blues to that Champions League and FA Cup double. 

Roberto Di Matteo, manager, Chelsea, says: 



"This session improves and develops attacking balance when going forward. Often we have to 
switch play or break out at pace, and it’s important that we retain structure and don’t become one 
dimensional." 

Carlo Ancelotti, manager, Paris Saint-Germain, says: 

"This session is based on tactical work, movement and patterns of play in the middle and 
attacking thirds of the field. It uses a 4-3-2-1 formation, and a system that has always offered me 
great success at Milan, Chelsea and PSG." 

Once you have read these free sessions, you will be ready for Sunday’s glamor friendly at the 
Yankee Stadium. But remember, to get this special offer you must subscribe by midnight on 
Tuesday 24 July. 

You can use the Di Matteo and Ancelotti sessions to boost your team’s impact in the attacking 
third. In fact, we are so confident that you can improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccer 
that we offer a 100% money back guarantee on every subscription. 

Remember: This offer closes at midnight on Tuesday 24 July 

If you subscribe to Elite Soccer before midnight on 24 July you will receive two free issues 
containing sessions from Roberto Di Matteo and Carlo Ancelotti. Get Elite Soccer now and we 
will send you the new issue featuring Andre Villas-Boas as you start your subscription. 

The new Tottenham Hotspur boss gives a fascinating session on how to improve your side’s 
possession play. That’s two free issues giving a unique insight into the Italians’ coaching 
methods and a session from Villas-Boas, one of the most exciting managerial appointments of 
the summer. 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight on Tuesday 24 July you will also receive the following: 

From the July 2012 issue featuring Andr~ Villas-Boas: 

¯ Derek Mclnnes (Bristol City) - Functional attacking plan 

¯ Russell Slade (Leyton Orient) - Playing through the thirds 

¯ Phil Parkinson (Bradford City) - Defending positions 

¯ Richie Barker (Bury) - 1v1 attacking and defending 

¯ Chris Sulley (LMA Ambassador) - Attacking skills in the final third 

From the April 2012 issue featuring Carlo Ancelotti: 

Elite Soccer - July 2012 



¯ Nigel Clough (Derby County) - improving technical ability 

¯ Mark McGhee (Bristol Rovers) - counter-attacking transitions 

¯ Mark Robins (LMA Ambassador) - awareness and rotation 

¯ David Unsworth (LMA Ambassador) - wide players and shape 

¯ Paul Kee (Northern Ireland Under-21s) -defending corner kicks 

Elite Soccer - April 2012 

From the February 2011 issue featuring Roberto Di Matteo: 

¯ Paul Lambert (Norwich City) - crossing and finishing 

¯ Les Parry (Tranmere Rovers) - concise corner kick routine 

¯ Paul Buckle (Torquay United) - the passing diamond 

¯ Ben Garner (Crystal Palace) - defending against counter-attacks 

¯ Willie Donachie (Newcastle United) - positivity and awareness 

Coaching sessions you won’t find anywhere else 

Elite Soccer is the monthly 
coaching e-magazine published 
with the LMA. It is designed to 
give coaches at all levels access 
to coaching plans from the top of 
the game. 

That is why we can provide 
coaching sessions first-hand 
from top class managers like 
Roberto Di Matteo, Carlo 
Ancelotti and Andre Villas-Boas, 
for you to use to improve as a 
coach and improve the 
performance of your team. 

The managers provide their 
sessions direct to us and we put 
them in a format that coaches at 
all levels can use. Once we’ve 
done that, we go back to the 
manager and check the session 
is exactly as he runs it. 

Elite Soccer - February 2011 

Carlo Ancelotti Champions League success as a player and as a manager 



It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a Thursday evening, just as 
easily as professionals can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team and if it doesn’t you can have your 
money back. 

Don’t miss this excellent opportunity to gain a greater understanding of the tactics of Di Matteo, 
Ancelotti, Villas-Boas and a host of other coaches by subscribing~od~y. But hurry - this offer 
must end at midnight on Tuesday 24 July. 

Yours in soccer 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this 
message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 
3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Monday, July 23, 2012 7:06 AM 

Dorrauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Up to 70% Offat GTM’s Outlet Fxent 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

Shop the GTM® Outlet Event 

FREE SH~PPING I spend $200 and receive free shipPin9 on all orders deiivered in the Umted States 

ASOUT GTFA EFAAIL SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT WITH GTM 

0 2g12. GTM SPORTSWEAR~:,, INC 520 McCALL RD, MAN~qATTAN. t<ANSAS 86502 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If yeu have questions regarding this ema~i, please call 1.87772’1 5658, ~)[:}~.~[:Ls~.to chat with a custemer service representative 

or ernaii i~f,’z~2i~4!m com. Please do ~lot reply directly lo this email 



Dear Parent, 

We hope your child enjoyed the previous Challenger British Soccer Camp experience. 
This summer we launched our new 1,000 touches camp curriculum and the parent reviews 
have been tremendous! Camps are filling up fast so please take this opportunity to sign up 
now and avoid being disappointed. 

All camps feature: 

All British Coaching Staff 
Fr~e Camp T-Shirt 
Free Soccer Ball 
Free Soccer Poster 
Individual Skills Evaluation 
New 1,000 touches Camp Curriculum 
Daily World Cup Tournament 

Challenger offers a number of camps in ~our area. To find the perfect match for 
your child, check out our complete listing of events. 

CHALLENGER VIDEO TIPS: 
Challenger will be sending out video tips every three weeks so that campers can practice some of 

prior to camp. 

Watch free instructional soccer videos from Challenger Sports - Play Videos 

Sincerely, 

Challenger Sports 

info@challen.qersports.com 
800-878-2167 

~iI Challenger World Tours 

Enjoy the ultimate European 
soccer experience - represent 
Team Challenger and the USA 
in some of England’s top 
tournaments! 

SoccerPlus Camps 

Overnight Camps! 
Challenger presents 
SoccerPlus camps from 
World Cup and Olympic 
winning coach Tony DiCicco. 

Visit their site - save $25 with 
code britishsoccerca mps. 

Fox SoccerTM 

FOX Soccer and FOX Soccer 
Plus bring the highest level of 
p[~)fessional soccer to viewers 
every day including Barclays 
Premier League and UEFA 
Champions League. 



I www.soccerpluscamps.con~ I www.ro×soccer.com 
I 
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Monday’s ]W 

National Teamers Abroad: Apertura opens 

Mex}co’s Faf{ season started under a sew name for the cornpetitios~ Liga MX. Hercu~ez Gomez started strong for Santos 

l.aguna~ scorinf~ the winner in a 2-1 resb~.t e~er San I.uis, wi~h Santos down a (~oa] a minbte in, Caries Quinl:i?~o (}quaIized in 

the 4th minute, Gomez scored in the 72rid. 

Jonathan Bo~ns~e~n subbed on in the 86d~ minute for Tig~ es in 4-0 shutou[ el Chiapas~ Man Pu{ido t’Yth), Juninho {19Eh)~ 

Lucas Lobes (:}Sth) a~d Manuel Garda (40th) scored the gems. Edgar Cast~o’s Ti}uana a~so opened the season with a 

shuLeu~, bearing DaMarcus Beasley’s Puebta 2.0~ Casdb.o subbed off m the 62nd minu~e~ Beastey {ef~ in the 22nd with an 

Terrence Boyd needed four minutes to score his first goal m AustMa’s BundesLiga Leading Rap}d Vienna to a 4@ win over 

Wacher "]’1rot. Boyd wasn’t done, recording an assisl: and scorin(4 Rapid’s Iourth goal in the 71st rninute. Continue readin~ 

"National Teamers Abroad: Aperture opens" - 

MLS Week 20: Lopsided Results 

while shutting out Portland at FC DaUas Sta@um. Ok, technicab.y DaU.as on{y scored four. A Portland own goal opened Lhe 

so:~rin(j in the 16th ramute and Andrew Jacobsen made H: 2-0 at ~he halIR ’Three minutes a~ter l:he break, it was :}-0 DaUIaS 

fl’om a Jackson goal Scott Sea[y added a fourth in Lhe 69th and Ruben Luna finished of� the scorin$ in Lhe 81st minute. 

Jackson assisted os the 4th and 5th goa~, enough to put him in the conversation fo~ Player of the Week honors. 

"Jackson has worked] so hard since he’s been back," DaUas coach Sche]tas Hyndman said. "What a for of peot£e don’t know 

we did Ehe yo-yo [beep] test about U~ree weeks ago, He ~inished o~ the charts, He ~ot a 31, The [eam average is 21, I ask 

him what"s going orb a~d he says he’s wo~kh"~g out twk:e a day. He"s wanted to help the tearn~ and although he hasn’t put 

himseU ~n fronl: of a f~oa~ as much; now that we have ~)eop~e who can utiUze his speed, } thh~k you’U, see hm~ as more ef a 

threat/ 

If you prefer you~ shutouts mu[ti-goaL Houston satisfied at home with a 3-0 win over Montreal Macournba Kandji opened the 

scorin$ in the 71:h minute. Sob, by Boswe~t made it 2-0 in the 84th and Kandji scored his second f$ve minb~es later. The Gal.axy 

abe scored Lhree gems but didn’~ ge~ the shLl[OLIt ir~ a ~’1 C[~SICO Win. The Oa}.axy gems came flora the usual suspects. 

Robbie Keane opened the scorin$ in H~e 14th rninu~:e off an assist: from David ~e(:kham and ,Juninhe. ~t was Landon Donevan’s 

turn in d~e 48th, wid~ Keane and Beckham 9ro~ddin~ the service. Peele Ca~doso cu~ the lead in haU for Chives USA m the 
52nd. Donovan scored again h"t the 78th mh~ute with SHas Gaut and Omar OonzaEez assisth~g. OonzaEez subbed on in the 68th 

minute. Continue reading "MLS Week 20: Lopsided Results" - 

European soccer at Yankee Stadium 

By Clemente Lisi -. Bronx, NY (Jufy 23~ 2012} US Soccer Players ~- When f was m h}gh schoo{ 20 yea~s ago, the school soccer 

team played many of its flames on a bumpy and dusLy fie:d {ocated in the shadows e~ Yankee ~tad$urn. Wi~:h ~:he 

of subway cars within earshot, my teammates and ~ spent many weekday afternoons at Macornbs Dam Park t~’yi~ to score 

goa~s for }.aSa~[e Academy before sparse crowds that inc{uded a few pa~ents and curious onh:~okers, } d~dn~t score too many 

~oa[s back then, but ~ do remember how ~reat i~ fett to have Yankee Stadium as a backdrop. 

Times change and a new Yankee Stadium was built ahead oi the 2009 baseba{[ season on the site ol where f used to play 

soccer. A new Macornbs ~am Park was bu~U: across the street, fl~atLEE’~ng a stal:e-ol:-the-ar~: so<x:er f~e~d, }~ on~y ~ was ~n hitch 

school now to p{ay on such a great surface, When En~{ish ~ants Che[sea, winners of the Champions League, and fl’ee- 

spending French ciub Pans Sah~t-Gerrnain took to the fieid at Yankee Stadium Sunday night as part of the WoHd Footba~[ 

ChaUen~e~ it marked d~e first.eve~ soccel’ game at d~e new s~aSium, 

"This is a spectacuf.ar piece for footbaU," Che[sea manager Roberto D1 Mat~eo said after Lhe game. ’fit truf.y felt Uke a 

Champions League match." Continue reading "European soccer at Yankee Stadium" - 

Tuesday’s TV: Sudamericana 
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Tuesday’s TV: Sudamericana 

Fox Deportes has !~ames i~em the first sb~f~e of the Copa Sudamericana: Danubio - Otimpia at 6pro and ’Ti~cuari o Cobre[oa at: 

8;30pro. Both Times E~stern 

Their Words 

p~y on." San .Jose Earthquakes coach Frank Yallop, 

Carr named POTW 

Houston’s Ca/en Cart is the P]ayer of the Week winner for Week 20, ,~Aa}or League Soccer announced on Monday. Cart scored 

boLh goals in Ftouston’s 2-0 win against Kansas CiLy on Wednesday and p~cked up an assist in the 3.0 shutout of MonL~ ea[ on 

Saturday. This }s h~s first P{ayer of the Week award, pickm~ up five of the 20 first-place votes. The La Oa{axy’s Lasdon 

Donovan received four votes~ followed by VancouvePs 9arq/Robson wiLh Lhree. DenovaWs [eamrnal:e David Be(:kharn and New 

York’s Kenny Cooper e~ch ~eceived two votes~ with four p~ayers (Jackson. Jairo Air}eta. Macoumba K~ndji, and YP Lee} 

gettin}~ a vete apiece. 

Corner: The Summer 2012 Transfer Market 

Dependin~ en how seriously you focus on Lhe Eurepe~n ~ossip, Lhe summer of 2012 m~ht seem like a bit of a [eLdewn in 

terms of p~ayer movefnenL. ~[afne it on the Eufepean Championships and even Lhe ()[ymph::s, but so fgr we hgven’L seen the 

~dnd of moves that dr~w attention on both s~des of the At[antic, In �act, for the most part wh~t we’re seein8 ~s some o~ the 

stronger teams in Europe looking worse off than they were at the end of the 20t 1 ~ i Z season. 

What that hasNt meant is the super clubs of Europe rei?,rdn~ in spendin?,. Far from it~ but the market }s wo~ king a~ainst 

clubs iocused on holding enLe as much ei their cur~enL squad as possible. 

Yes, Chelsea spenL over $48 mi/fien for Eden Hazard~ !~ couple of tiers down fl’om that ameunt~ Manchester United, Arsenal, 

we’re discussm}~, Lhere’s sti[~ Lhe fee~in~ that teams ha~e yet to show they’U spend en the b/pes of players Lhat wi~/~:han~e 

thin!~s qu~ck~y. That inc{udes Che~sea, who don’t need to be reminded that theh" Champions League trophy d}dn’t ton’re w}th 

the F~em~er I.ea!#~e Lith~, Continue reading "Corner: The Summer 2012 Transfer Market" ,, 

Building for this Season 

By J Hutcherson ¯ WASNItqGTON, D� (July 24~ 2012) US Soccer Players -- The insistence on bui/dint~, and keeping a core t~J cup 

of players in professional sports h~ someLMn~ we see repeated across ~’4of th AmerCe:an professional sports, tn the National 

FeoLba[[ League, app[yin2 a f~anchise ta~ Lo a quarterback ~s a[mosL a ~equ~emenL, The best play the Sulk of Lhe~r careers 

with one club. h~ baseball, keeping a tean’t to£ethe[ is the ha[[ma[k of hea~ib/financed organizations that can spesd enou!~h 

to re-si~n thei~ free a~ents, The dynasW teams m basketbaU and hockey win mu[L~p[e titles 5y keepin~ key players Losethe~, 

Pe~ haps pal’L of d~is is because college selves as a develepmenLal pfatfo~ m for bod~ coaches and players in Nerd~ American 

spo~ts. That level is all about trans~tior~ for players, ~f not fo~ coaches. Four yea~s ~s as much as any team can ~et with the 

same ~roup of pl.ayer% and iL’s nerma[{y 

At: the proiessienat Iew!4, Ii~mitiarit.y" is a way to build success, Se much so> in ~:t~ that it’s worth riskin{~ the ~)~r()~){~S ~ t ~:~3 

bMng. Teams obviously don’t work, but or!#~mzations c:onthlue to tinker across multiple seasons hopin$ it all comes to!~ether. 

]’here’s a veeabu~ary o¢ spo~ts jargen t:o des~:ribe [ettinf~ a ~:encept <~o and starting over, From rebuil.din}~ to b[ov4n~ t:hin}~s 
up, the preference for season, to.season sLabi[~ty is c[ea~, 

Then there’s Central and South America, where it simply doesn’t work that way. The major South American clubs are almost 

notofiou!~ for bui[dhx~ teams LhaL are on{y intended to exis[ t:or a specific tournarnen[ o~ season, P~ayers and coaches atike 

are brought in wiLh an asree~ upon purpose~ a clear goal Win or [ose~ they’re broughL in for the shorL haul Continue 

reading "Buitding for this Season" ~ 

Bradley Shines at Wrigley Field in Roma Debut o frorn The NY Times’ Ben Strauss; "He knows Italian football, and it he/#ed 
him a lot." 

Don Garber~ MLS commissioner~ discusses state of league in SN Conversation - frorn The Spert:h~g News’s 5Man Straus: "l 



All-Star Game is Major League Soccer’s ~ft to Philadelphia Union fans - frorn The Ph~ade~ptfia Dafl.y News’s KeMth G~BMe~: 

A b~g even~ at a sinai{ venue isn’t out of Lhe ordinap/, 

Mariner and Toronto FC thri~n~ waters - from The Gl.obe an~ Mafi.’s Pau}. AttHe}.& it atso couMa’t have come 

MLS tries to build through Euro club visits o from The Boston GI.obeY mnaIie Ben.jamin: ~ut who are the LJveq:~oo] ~Jieh~rcls 
who wil{ .... be packing Fenwa ,., Park~ 

Wed~esday’s TV: Olympics and AS6 

ESPN2 has the Liverpoo] - Rome fMeBdb/at 6:30pro fo[fo~,~,,ed by the MLS A][-Stars vs Che]sea at 8:30pro. The USA Women’s 

Olympic r~ms starts on NBC spo~ts Network agains~ France at noon, Fox Soccer has the Manchester UniEed ¯ Shangha~ - 

SheBua friendly at 8am, DFB Cup on Go]~7: ’O]adb~ch - gayem ~unic:h at 12pro. Also oB Oo{~, the Fene~bache - Wis[a 

Kr~}kow friend[y el: 2pro. {:op8 SurJameri{:~}n~ on Fox Deportes: "[’achi~a - Bar{:e{on~ ~}t 8:30pm. Ad[ T’h~es ~s’tet’n 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Go Pro Workouts <eblas~goproworkouts.com@createsend4.com> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 1:02 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Sport Specific Training from "the Pros 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 3:18 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NEW LAUNCH - Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea ~ Aa soa 

Act now fo~° you~~ best,.eve~° D~’e.. 
season .., with he~p from the 

p~°os 

Pre-season is here again and professional clubs are 
starting to get their players into peak physical 
condition. 

They have schedules in place for the next few weeks. 
VVhen that first competitive ball is kicked their 
players will be as strong, fit and fast as they can be 
and their technique will remain intact when they do 
get tired. 

And now for the first time ever, Elite Soccer: The 
Professional Fitness Plans provides the exact 
plans that these professional coaches are using so 
that you can get your team into the best possible 
shape. 

the to~,~ of the 9a~}e 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results. 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 



endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 

Where else can you get the pre-season fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are 
currently embarking on, to use with your players? You could be better prepared for the new season than 
any other side in your league. 

~iI SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop your players fitness in these five key areas 
throughout pre-season, building up to the big kick-off. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish pre-season fitness work but if they know 
they are using the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you get off to a flying start in 
the league. Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly 
points at the end of games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up 
niggly injuries and keep your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper pro-season - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

[ ~:~ StGN u~ NOW 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact pre-season plans. These plans are not recycled - they have never been 
published before. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ’/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow~coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

% Green Star Media ~i In Association with the LMA 



i~:~:~i BSN Sports I Collegiate Pacific 

::, e :: http :/iwww.bs nsport:s.co m/exclusions, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

~Vednesday, July 25, 2012 2:28 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Museum Store Reopens Friday! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Ack/ar~d ~se~m Store Reopens! 
Repair work following a flooding incident is complete 

::x:: 

The Ackland Museum Store, on the corner of Franklin and 

Columbia Streets, in downtown Chape~ Hill, will reopen for 

business on Friday, 27 July, at 10:00 AM. 

The Museum Store was forced to dose after a p[umbm~l problem on 18 

June 2012 caused f[oodin~l on most of the bt4tdin.q’s first floor. No 

inventory was dama..qed, but the Store’s carpethLq, some of the drywat[, 

the cash wrap counter, and many shelving units needed to be reptaced. 

In the Museum Store’s retail gat[ery space, the exhibition _E___q_r__t__h__/y_ 

_D___e__i]~_h___t_s_, featuring pottery by Joseph Sand and textites by Sondra Dorn, 

wi[[ again be on v~ew. The show’s closing date has been extended to 10 

Auoot~st 2012. 

"’We would like to thank the many people who assisted us in our 

rebuitding efforts, especially our loyal customers, who have emai[ed, 

ca[led, and dropped by the store to cheer us on," said Mice Southwick, 

Ac’k[and Museum Store Mana£er. 
The Ac’k[and Museum Store supports the educ’ationa[ mission of the 

Ack[and Art Museum, with air proceeds from the Store supporting* the 

Museum’s exhibition and education prog*rams. 

Ackland Museum Store hours: 

Monday o Saturday 10:00 AM o 5:30 PM 

Thursday 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Sunday 12:00 o 5:00 PM 

Ackland Art Museurn mernbers receive a 10~; discount on most Museurn 

Store purchases. In addition, members enjoy speciat discounts durin8 

severat desisnated Member Shoppin~ Days throushout the year. For 

membership information, please c’a[[ 919.966.5736 or dick here. 



Ar~ Adventure~ 
Saturday, 4 August, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Har~ Benton 
Sunday 5 August~ 2:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesda% 31 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Tuesday~ 7 August, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possibl.e by generous support from AcMand Art Museum 

members and friends IjRe you. 

Become a member of the Ackl.and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the AcMand’s eonews? Send an emait to the 

editor. 

Images: 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree Forms, 1932; oil on canvas. 

Ackland Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Rose Piper, American, 191 7-2005: Stow Down Fref~ht Trafn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. © Estate of 

Rose Piper. 

Sigmar Potke, German, 1941-2010: Hfs Hfghness, or When Do Pofnts Count (S.H. - Oder warm z~hten dfe Punkte), 

2002; color screenprint on commerda[ty printed fabric. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Cogection. 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 

Ugd~te Prof[lej~rna[[~cld£~ ~nstan~ renlovalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy PoJjc~. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Team Connection <enews@teamconuection.com~ 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 5:11 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save the Dates! Team Connection Warehouse Sale 

Team Connection Email 

Find us eisewhere: 

[ .~.iI Social Media i .... 

© 2012 Team ConneceJon All rigi~ts resented. 

?~’rr~ Ccmr~ec;tion, ir~c j 8! !5 Aik;r~ Pl;::e I High ."-"c~irlt, NC 27283 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 6:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin July 2012 

FORTHCOMING ISSUE 
We are delighted to announce the fine-up for the ,~S.[.£L~{~.~.:.~ issue of 
Elite Seecer (published toda#: 

i~i Junelssue 
When you start coaching a new group of 
players, you will want to introduce your playing 
philosophy. This is the situation Chris 
Hughton is now in - see the high4empo 
session he will be using at Norwich City to 
work on fast passing and effective switching of 
play. 

Anthony Hudson of Bahrain U-23s provides a 
10v10 session to work on your side’s defensive 
structure but if you do ever find yourself short 
at the back, Walsaffs Dean Smith can help 
your players defend lvl situations. 

Plus a gt~at session on support and changing 
places from Aldershot manager Dean 
Holdsworth; Dylan Kerr of Khatoco Khanh 
Hoa looks at defending the box; and LMA 
Ambassador Graham Mitchell helps you to 
break lines in the attacking half. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAGER PROFILE 

Former Tottenham Hotspur defender 
Chris Hughton was named manager of 
the month in both August and 
September 2009 as he got Newcastle 
United off to the best start in the club’s 
1’20 year history 
H:~ving nei ur~iil this point h~d a p~rm~nent 

Af!e.~ k÷sviP,{! Newcastle; Hug.hton 
B~ms~r~gham C@ ~e a Champ~or~sh~p p~sy~off p~ace 
sea ~on and on 7 June 2012 he was appHn~ed 

Chris Hutton 

To ~ir:d out his coachir:g 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 



If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please forward this email to 
them. They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin ~.. 

TESTIMONIAL OF THE ~,;1ONTH 

~ " 
As a coach working overseas, it is incredibly helpful to have 

access to the latest sessions from English League coaches. 
~}te Soothe#" arriving by email means that coaches anyv~there 
in the world can put on Premier League training sessions with 
their team." 

i.~.i SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLASSIC MANAGERIAL QUOTE 

~ "/ started coaching for one reason and that was to make a 
difference for peop/e, not just as footballe~s but as human 
beings. I’m learning lessons all the time." 

-, B~’enda~:~ Rodgers 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media i,’~.; In Association with the LMA 
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The US Soccer Pt~yers Newsb~ter US%cce~ Prayers ¯ Jury 26th~ 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ July 26th, 2012 

Mu[t:il){i? O[y~ll)it: options as t:he Msr~’s tourna~li?nt o}:~er~s w~th Hondu~’as - ~,4oro(:co a[ ~am on ~.~{~ Spor[s [~eh~o$k, ]s~exieo 

p{ays South Korea at 9:30am, re[rowed by UAE - Uruguay at i2pm~ G~eat Britain - Sene$a~ at }pro. and Se{arus - Ne~,, Zea{and 

at ~1:45pm. MSNBC has Spah~ - Japan at 9:~?}am. 6abon - Sw~txerBnd at 11 :~{~am, and Egypt - Brazil. a{ 2:~{~pm. 

Su~ame~ icana on Fox Deportes: Ouaran~ - Oriente Petrobro at 6prn an~ O’Hi%ins - Co, re Po~teno at 8:30pm~ A~ Tim~s 

All-Stars 3 - Chelsea 2 

The 2B12 Major l.ea1~ue A{l-SI:ar game ended with a sI:ol:~pa?>e ~ime winner for MI.S. Eddie Johnsoffs shot defl.ecI:ed ofi of 
Chelsea’s David Luiz and over ~oa[keeper %ss Turnbu[L 

The A[[.Sta~s opened the scqin~ in Lhe 21£ minute when Chris Wendo[owski beat Henrique I-tiBrio~ startin~ for Chelsea in 

place of ~eflu[ar $oaikee[~er Peter Cech ,/,,he didn’t dress. John Terry equalized k~r (:hel.sea in the [¢2nd minute. Fran~ [.ampard 

assi£ed on [he Teny fleer and put CheBea ahead wid~ a gear of his own in Lhe 58th minuLe, Chris Pontius equalized ~or the 

g[bS~ars m the 7}rd m~nute and abn~ with ~y[e Bed~erman assisted on Johnson’s glst minute w~nner~ 

Both teams used art of their avaitabb substitutes~ eight for the Art-Stars and ten for Chelsea. Jay DeMerit and SLoven 

Beitashour pbyed the iu[[ 90 for the/~[bStars, wiLh Branis[av bono\dc ~o1% Lhe distance ior Che[sea~ 

What Cahill could mean to New York 

BV Jason Davis o WASHINGTON~ DC (Jury i9, 2012) US Soccer Prayers oo Here*s a snapshot, taken just before Evertos 

franch}se: 

The New York Red Bu][s are reading the Ea£ern Conference on }8 points. The’/ve scored :}7 gee]s, second on]y to the San 

Jose Earth~uakes across M[.S. Their bi~est star. Thierry Henry, is ha~inf~ a ste[~ar year~ ber~e~idn~ ~mm the m’d~a[ of 
intermittent US inte~ national Kenny Cooper. Between them, Henry and Coope~ have 23 gears, a sta%erin$ toter d~a[ 

outstrips eve~/preseason projeetk~n. 

Se[)ast]an [.e "]’oux is now in t:he rni:<, havin[[ aMivsd via trade w~th the Vancouver Whi~:eca}:~s. "[’hou(~h the [~ed ~u[]s are 

assured of nothi% yet, and have managed it air without a classic midfie[d p[aymaker, t[~e offense does not show any sign d 

being their eventual Aehi[tes heel, 

Meanwhile. b.few York’s defense is a 8anle of musical (:hairs where the contestants air [imp or are disqualifiedo °and then 

reinstated...aL random and unp~edictabb intervab, The potential is there, and in stretches this season the FLed Burrs have 

done a passable job of keepin8 the othe~ team off the scoreboad. YeL between injuries and sus[0enslons, continuity has 

been nonexistent, What is Hans Backe’s best foursome at t:he back? Franl4y, it’s hard to say. Continue readin8 "What Cahi[[ 

could mean to New York" ,, 

Toward a more perfect coachin~J carousel 

By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON. DC (,Jury 2[i~ 2012) US Soccer Prayers -- We [earn in grade school h~ this country that one 

of ou~ government’s g~eaE strengths ~s its bas~s on "[aws, Rot men." In the United SLates, the political focus ~s on the 

system. It’s a hed% against a cuff of [~ersonaLity, Based on our increasinfll.y soFhis~k:ated> yet sti{~ stranfle, reLatkmship 

top coaches, it would seem that the American soccer nation is stir[ makin$ up its mind on which is the better choice, 

Consider the empbyment arc of the elite socce~ coach in this country. They pay their dues, climb the ranks, find success, 

and become the [eade~ everyone wants work1% for thei~ team. Only ~t often does¢t bst. The fit isn’t nsht thinss don’t $o 
as planned, or al:ter~l:k8 spans - whether those of p]ayers~ fans~ or even exe(:utives - wane. When a (hanf~e ~s made. the 

coach is [eft to rebuild his reputation. 



top, Others dress their wounds differentfy and tFS new directions or rofes: Curt Onatfo~ Dave Saracharb Tom Soehn and John 

Are they fired because they’re not good eaou~h at the jokh or did they just iind ~hemselves in the wroa8 place a~ the wrong 
dine? Schmid~ il youq.k remember, was actuaKy 6ismissed whil.e h~s LA G~k~xy sat atop Lhe ,~kLS sLand~n~s #~ 2004. The dub 

That’s the stuff of nightmares for" coaches, where not even tangible success is enough to raake the difference. Enough c(ubs 

and countMes view their coaches ~s e~pendab[e m}dd[e-management to suggest a trend. Histork:~Wt~ it’s different in England 

and a few other £l.aces where 1:he c:ul.L o~ Lhe raa~a~ger st:~][ has hl~[uen(:e, Yet evea Lher(b the devot:k)a can’L be La]~en for 

gr~ate~. Co~ches become vag~bonds, shopping t:he~r Meas from job ~o job, t~ying to Rad ~h~ e{usive fiL MeanwMLe. sorae 

of the~ coUe~gues are al.{owed Eo keep their ~obs even when things go bad{y wron~. Continue readin~ ’Toward a more perfect 

coachin~carouseC ,, 

MLS takes in the big picture ¯ Item ESPN,com’s Ro~e~ Bennett: "The new breed in .~LS are as much fans and m~ssionaMes 
for the (~rowth of t:he sport in FIt)~th Araerk:a as they ~re owaers." 

D.C. United Coach Ben Olsen embodies his home town’s scrappy mentality - tYom T’~e Wa.shiagtoa Post’s S~:even Goffi 
~You mention Ben O[sen to kids here," former M~dd[etown coach Bob StiLL sa~d. "they know who you ~’e talking abouL. ~’ 

From Across the City~ and the World~ Players Form a Soccer Powerhouse .. Item The NY Times’ Vivian Yee: Their 
internat~ona{ sty{es~ they say~ acid flukfity and c:reativ~ty to their game. 

Former Cascade Surge coach Rennie now a success in the MLS o frora The Statesman Journat’s Joseph D’Hippotito: ’~Fhat 

compf.ete view of the game has he{pad tr~nsfo~ rn th~s team, ~ 

Dynamo’s Creavalle fulfillin~l father’s dream - from The Houston Chronk:l.e’s Jose de Jesus Ort:iz: "I would ~lways go ou~ and 
play on my own m the yard," Warren said. 

Fox Deporl:es has Morel.ia 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~ySlot 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kozlowski <j ustkoz@comcast.net> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 2:08 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Tournament Schedule 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Just a quick note to keep you updated on my schedule. I have been asked to guest play at the upcoming US Club Soccer National Cup Tournament this weekend in 

Waukegan, IL. I know it is short notice, but I am hoping that if you or any of your staff will be attending this event, you can stop by one of my games to see me play. 

I’ll be wearing #44! My schedule is below. 

Date                    Time Away Team Field # Game # 
Friday 

7/27/203-2 
3:00 pm Alliance 9 3-36 

Saturday 

7/28/2012 
3:00 pm Windy City Pride 45 9 3-33 

Sunday 

7/29/203_2 
4:3_5 pm COSC 95 Red 9 3_o~3 

Monday 

7/30/203_2 
3_3_:00 am Wildcard #2 7 3_35 

US Club Soccer 

National Cup XI Finals 

U16 Girls Premier 
Home Team 

Windy City Pride 45 

MPS Lady Knights 

Windy City Pride 45 

Wildcard #3_ 

Also, although neither of these events has been confirmed yet, I am tentatively scheduled to play at the following tournaments in the late summer/early fall. I will 

send you a confirmed schedule of these games once I know their status. 

Crew Cup Grand Rapids, M I August 24-26, 203_2 

WAGS Washington, DC area October 6-8, 203_2 
I look forward to seeing you out on the field! 

Sincerely, 

Jayna Kozlowski 

2playsoccer @comcast.n et 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

XL Soccer Tours <ciaran@xltravel.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 4:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

XI, Soccer Tours - College Tours 2013 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward email 

This email was sen[ to anson@email.unc,edu by inf:o@×[trave[,£om 



_Update Profile/Email Add_res.__~s instant removalwith SafieUnsubscribe’’ Privac~ Polic~L, 

XI_ Soccer World Orlando 825 Courtland Street i Orlando i FL 32804 



FIrom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke z<tavid.clarke@coach- soccer.corn> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 7:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The secrets to my 84% win ratio last season 

The secrets to my 84% win 
ratio last season 

My name is David Clarke and I would like to invite you to join 
Better Soccer Coaching today. 

I am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience in 
grassroots soccer and my team has just finished its season 
with 16 victories from 19 games. 

Start using my FREE drills and skills sessions to boost your 
own team’s win ratio. 

100s of FREE soccer drills for all coaching levels 
and ages of players 

Sign up here today and you will receive a coaching session 
that you can print out and use at your very next practice. 

Then I’ll send you an email twice a week with illustrated drills, 
fitness guides, coaching tips or match tactics for you to save 
and use at your leisure. 

If you’re new to coaching, pressed for time, struggling for 
ideas in training or not as high up the league table as you’d 
like, these sessions are for you. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance 
and PRACTICAL ideas to aid your sessions. 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 
qualification. 

Advice from Academy Premier League coaches 

Get fresh ideas from my coaching buddies like Keith Boanas, a 
UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier Academy League coach Mike 
Beale, and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Join the thousands of coaches who have seen their results 
improve thanks to this valuable advice. 



Receive three free reports within moments of 
joining 

:[. :[0 Proven Tips For A More Successful Season - easy to 
read and use at a moment’s notice, T guarantee they will 
make you think again about some of your coaching 
methods. 

2. 11 Secrets of Successful Corners - increase your corner 

conversions and give your players the tools to defend 
against every corner fired at them. 

3. An ]:ntroduction to Small-Sided Games - three easy to use 
training games, promoting skills and team work. 

Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help your 
soccer coaching TODAY. 

A bit about me 

Now, ]:’m no ,Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but T have 
won more than my fair share of leagues and trophies at all 
levels of junior soccer. 

Equally important to me is that all my teams have one thing 
in common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 
soccer. This is the type of soccer that is fun to play, watch 
and coach, and which more often than not produces winning 
results. 

I have to contend with the same obstacles as most other 
coaches. Disruptive kids, questioning parents and the need to 
give all my players a fair amount of time on the field are all 
issues ][ deal with in my newsletters. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching now at: 

For your peace of mind 

If you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from 
Better Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your 

mouse. 

I also promise that ]: will NEVER rent or sell your email 
address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer Coaching can 
help your coaching and your team’s performances, please visit 
my website: 

[f you think this service would be valuable to someone you 
know, please forward this email onto them. 

,Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in soccer, 



David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

Click here to join Better Soccer Coaching now 

Better Soccer Coaching 
lVleadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey GU5 0AB 
UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 
Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.corn 

© 2012. Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 8:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good Decisions Start With a Stop 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Managte your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commer~tato!" a:!d 
the founder and president of the nonprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!~ 

Get th .... kly .... letterl 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Authentic Apology 
Authestic apologies cas 

work like a heaiing ointment 

on oid weunds, dissoive 
bitter ~r~d~es, a~d repair 

e~courage both part~es ~o 

respect. 
Listen or read more 

Good Decisions Start With 
a Stop 
More 0fte;~ than we like, 

that ca.."., have serieus and 
lasting imp,~d en our lives, 

Do we .90 ales.9 with the 
crowd? Do we :eli someone 
eft, qui[ a job, er end a 

relatior~si~ip? U~for[uriately, 
these decisions a.~e not 
preceded by a drum I°otl 

are high, 

Listen or read more 

Chart e Eve thin 
I..ooki~:g back on your iife, 
wh~t wouid you change if 
you could? L.’~ [he classic 

small-.town ba~k officer 
pkyed by ~mmy S~ewart, ~s 

peopk is Bedford ~:a~s 

borm The movie ~s a 
l:svodte because it afi’~rms 
how each of us touches the 

Check cut Michael 
}osep, hsor£s blog on 
business ethics and 
leadership %: a 
varkty of quotes we 
p, es~ed this week. 

;-sJ~isor~ comments on 
Digging and Fillinq 
Holes: "Up untii the 
last two mopti:s i 

have worked my 
hardest aiways 
strivin.9 for exceiiesce 
in my over 2t.0 years of 

service .... Lateiy, 
have fiaaily given in to 
the idea that 
excetiellce is not 

esvisioss, Now, I do 
only what i am reid, 

when I alr: told to do 
it, as :( 1:eel t have 
beep worn dow.q by 
the ’system.’ De you 
have any advice fur 
meT’ 

~Tr[t Ri,tth comments 
e~ If It’s Broken Try 
to Fix It: ".~ reaily i:ad 
trouble with the 

state.merit, ’Kids ~et 
oaly aeed to kaow 
the’y’re lo\,ed, they 
need to feel worthy of 

cur kwh,’ We haw~ 
a tv,,,Ws gWe:~ 
unconditional ieve to 
our ch~k~ren, t[’s ~ot 
about be[ag werthy 

but th~s statement 
made me wonder 
whether our 
philosophy w~H 

Help keep ti:is .."..ewsietter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
l Contribute $10.0 or 

[4icha~d% ciesa:.c 
poem "Whet Wiil 

.~iI Character education materials 

Proceeds from the said of Mi~:haei’s 
books and CDs s~,.’pport ~:haracte! 

education in schools, Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

ed~.~::ation? Visit m*r Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently peered: 

Empty Desks in D.C. Send Message 
About Dropout Rate 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD. 

Character education materials 

Wids clips frem peW.liar mowes, yeu 

about bullying and n"..oI°e, Buy now >> 

Learn abo~t streaming and site- 
server optio.qs, 

Free shipping fur orders $30 and up! 

Flip through our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 



Listen or read more 

The Family Treasure 
A 5-year-oid girl >{’ti call 
Sarah knocked overa 
dispiay case that co:~tained 

once owned by her great-. 

that vase a~d frequently 

treassre, "Y’~ie vase hiL t~ie 

Sa~aB, stocked 

done, screamed ~nd bega~ 

UsIen or re~d more 

The Difference Between a 
Child’s Purse and a Dollar 
Bil~l 
Wh<,m Notiy foum~ a <hiid~s 

piastic purse with three 
quarters inside, she 
chanted, "Finders keepers, 
Jose!’s weepers." But i:er 

morn said .the right thing to 

went to the Los.t anI Found 
office, 
Listen or read more 

Family Values: 
wosld be interesied ~n 
read~n9 your family 
values 

Book ar~ Anti-Bullying Workshop 

Learn how ~o ;niervene, combal; 
cybe!’bI~liying~ and promote 

Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip ed(~caiors, youIh-service 
ieaders, am~; commi~nity builders to 

be effective character educators, 
Lipcomh~g seminars: 

]ul 30-Au ~ladel hia >> 

Aug. 6-8~ Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

affordable way to iearn vak~abh_, 
ch a ra ct el’- d eveiop n"..e nt techniques, 
Learn more~ see schedule >> 

Andy Murray Shows Character in 
Defeat 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 

Josephson 

Book Michael Josephson= 

jour~iism, taw, education, sports, polimng, ~m~ the military ,v~tD 

delivery, e~g~gh~g presentations, ~m~ #erso~i ~tte~tmn to your 

~eeds. CaM 800-.75~-2570 o~ learn more~ 

The nonprofit }osephson Bistita~te is working to create a woad w~iere people act more 
Y<~ur donatkms e:!abie ~,.’s to <Wfer servi<es and resou!<es Uke this :!ev,,-:;iette!, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsier.tot from landing in your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
your aadress book or app~ow’.-d sender list. 

98,11 Ailpod Bbd. 2300 ~ Los A~ge=e~, ,~A 900<_ ~ 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or~ ~ CharacterCounts.or~ 

@2012 Josephson institute. 
dose, p b ,~;o~ h:sfitute, 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



SOCCERPLUS CAMP 
NORTHFIELD MOUNT HERMON SCHOOL, MA 

camp program rolls out across the US, we wanted to remind you that there is still 
time to sign up for goalkeeper, field player and team training programs at the camps being held at 
Northfield Mount Hermon School MA 

d staff crop 

Closed 
GK 

PROGRAM \,v~it list open 

Ju129-Aug 3 GK NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER OPEN 

GK CHALLENGE PROGRAM OPEN 

Au~l 5-17 
GK 

2-WEEK GOALKEEPER Closed 

12 Wks} PROGRAM wait hst open 

2-WEEK FIELDPLAYER 
FP 

PROGRAM 

Closed 
NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER 

\,va it list o pe n 

CHALLENGE PROGRAM 

COMPETITIVE PROGRAM 

CORE PROGRAM 

FIELDPLAYER ACADEMY 

STRIKER PROGRAM 

FIELDPLAYER CORE PROGRAM 

Aug 12=17 GK NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER OPEN 

GK CHALLENGE PROGRAM OPEN 

GK COMPETITIVE PROGRAM OPEN 

FP FIELDPLAYER ACADEMY OPEN 

GIRLS’ PRESEASON TEAM 
Aug 17-20 

Team WEEK OPEN 

~FOR TEAMS OF 15 OR MORE)_ 

This summer SoccerPlus camps have created some incredible experiences for players all over the 
country, r ead what some of our campers and parents have to say about this year’s camps. 

"The entire camp atmosphere is full of positive energy, from the campers and the staff. It was a 
honor to get to meet, be coached by, and interact with TONY DlClCCO. I still am so happy about it. 
Also I didn’t just learn from Tony and the staff but the other campers. We helped each other and 
brought each other up. I really loved the fact that EVERYONE there campers and staff and Tony 
himself knew my name. That makes me really feel like a family atmosphere and really feel like my 
experience and learning matters, which is what all camps should strive for. I really enjoy going to this 
camp! Not only just for soccer but for the amazing people and envoirment. I really think that you all 
have a great program, that benefits all that attend. Keep up the good work, you all rock! I love you all 
and hope to see you next year!" 
SoccerPlus Camper - Ohio Wesleyan University 



I just want to say thank you again for inviting me to ANTC and being such a great coach. I really 
appreciate all of the feedback that you gave me and for pushing me to my limits the whole week. 
Just thank you for putting on a great camp and being someone that I really look up to.. 
SoccerPlus Camper - ANTC 

"Anytime she is out with you guys is a great time for her. She looks forward to SP every year and 
really enjoys being able to tell people she is a part of that family. I could never find the words to 
thank you guys enough for what you have done for her over the years, and for the advice and 
guidance you guys gave her as she navigated th[~)ugh the very difficult landscape of college 
recruiting. All she has accomplished and has been given the opportunity to do with soccer is a direct 
result of something you guys have done with her or set in motion, and for that I am forever grateful 
and in your debt." 
Parent of SoccerPlus Camper 

"This was by far the best soccer camp I have attended. All of the coaches were very knowledgeable 
and helpful throughout the course of the week. My Director (Ben Pinkerton) mentioned in one of the 
film sessions that one of their goals was to make this our best week of the summer, and personally I 
believe you met that goal." 
SoccerPlus Camper - Ohio Wesleyan University 

"By far the best camp I have ever gone to I never want to leave when it comes time to go and 
throughout the summer and school year I always wish I was still at camp Thank You!!" 

$occerPlus Camper - Ohio Wesleyan University 

Find a SoccerPlus location near you! 

SoccerPlus Twitter Feed: 

Fantastic week at t~_.soccer~lus or~lo The quality of training and the amazthg staff coaches 
never cease to amaze me! US Ut 5 National Team Keeper 

Had a great week at @soccerplus_org ANTC! Love getting to train with the best goalkeepers in 
the country #partofthecult! 

One of the most intense soccer experiences in the country. Proud to be in #ANTC2Of2 

Had an incredible week here in Florida! ANTC was an amazing experience! Thank you so 
much @soccerplus_org 

No better feeling than completing a week at @soccerplus_org camps. Thanks everyone for a 
great week at ANTC 

SPGS was the best week of my summer. I’ve had the best training, learned so much, and 
made great friends! thank you 

I lave all the friends I made at $occerPlus this year! 

SoccerPlus is always the best week of my summer and I’ll defthitely be back next year! 

Take your game to the next level and let us prepare you for the fall season like never 
before - ENROLL TODAY! WWW.SOCCERPLUS.ORG 
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Fox Deporl:es has Morel.ia 

Their Wards 

Questions: Data 

By Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (July 26.20t2) US Soc(e~ Ptaye~s -- Thursday and Tony tooks at a dassi( MLS club. 
wonders how statistical data powered an expansion draft, and salutes an underapprecia[ed American in the EPL, 

Which American club has FIFA, cam chosen to include in their ’Classic Clubs’ series? 

Bethlehem Sleet? The Cosmos? The St, Louis Steamers? DC United, whic:h, ac(:o~ din$ to FIFA play in their "spirituaf home" of 

RFK St:adium. Even in the age of the Pacdk: Northwest as the van(~uard o~ Ma~or [.ea2ue $o~:(:er. ~ don’1: thh~k Lhere’s much of 

an argument that the Leasue’s f}rst dynesW is worth honorh~fl, Still, headings like =birth of an institut}on’ and ’making of a 

legend’ pul: leo [[~b(:h stress on the pasL. ~t’s been yea~s s~nce DC UnJ[ed was [he ~:[bb [hal [)esl: represented Major }.eaflue 

Socce~. and [hal should be taken as a challenge, Nobody wants [o be classic reck when [he scene has moved on. 

Which MLS coach told Soccernomics co-author Simon Kuper that his franchise was usin~ 

statistical data to ~uide their expansion draft? 

Seatl:h!Ps Sinai Schmid aceerdin~ tO an h~t:erview Kuper {~aw.~ 1:o the Optasportspro website. Ac~:ordin{~ te Kuper, Schraid said 

Seattle used sLatisticat analysis Le $ive Lhem insishL into hew to build the Learn, 

"He le[t d~aL was the diilerence beLween Seattle and Lhe ether clu~s in their expansion draft .. Lhey were aMe Lo use the data 

te 8ukle thei~ drait and select: betl:e~ players/’ Kuper sakL Continue reading "Questions: Data" ,, 

What Ever Happened To: Mike Ammann 

By Ctemente Lisi .- NEW YORK, NY (July 26, 2012) US Soccer Players -- Ferme~ goalkeeper Mike Ammann is a big believer in 

gr~in~ balk. Fo~ced into early retirement balk in 2001, An’~mann stayed away f~om the game for a few years. But Ammann 

[ew[~ for so(x:er was Leo sl:ronf~. That’s when he decided to use h~s 15-year e:q)erien(:e in Majo~ League Soc(:e~ Lo Lee and he[p 

budding $oaties attain the tools they need by opening the Twenty-Four Seven Goalkeeper academy in 

"My oldest son is a goalkeeper and I wanted to make sure he was getting properly traised as much as possible and it has lead 

te us wo~kin!~ with a lot ol promisinf~ boys and ~r~s hl V~hlh~" he sa~d, "1 ~ea[[y en~oy passin~ en my experiences and 

watchin8 them achieve their goa[s. ~t really is great as we have a [or of differenL levels and they each have different 

How Arnmann~ 4’t, {~e~an his ewn goa[keepin(~ career was a l:[u~e, ~1: a~e lcl, he vo/ulltx.~er~.~d [o start: i~’[ ~’[et: alter a i:ea]’:’)]Y)a[e 

failed Lo show up to a $ame. 

"The coach asked who wanEed to play and I raised my hand," he recalled. ’q had watched enough of my brother as a 

goalkeeper so I fisured I could do it, I made some saves in that Same and it was enough for me to catch the bugJ’ 

Amrnann would go on to have a su(cessful college (areer at Cal State-Fu/lerton. In 1993~ the Titans reached the Rnal Four. tf 

that appea~ed to be a huge feat, whaL would happen to Ammann a year later was even bigge~, That’s when he received a 

phone call from ,~iake Stevens. the director of Char[ton Athletic. Stevens had spotted Ammarm at the Final Four asd offered 

him a trainin8 stinl: with the En?,fish ~:fu~)~ Continue reading "What Ever Happened To: Mike Ammann" ~ 

Wondo chases long-standing record - from ESPN,com’s Jeff Carlisle; So can Wondotowski be the one te break t:hrough7 

Top 5 thin~ to look forward to in MLS’s second half o frem The "Forento Sun’s Kurt:is Lawson: As many as fiw~ MI.S el.ub!b 
maybe nreFe, could be on the hunt for new head coaches by the end of 2012~ 

Landon Donovan: Eddie Johnson is a much better player now. from Goal.corn’s Alex Labidou: Oenevan believes the 



Britain’s David Beckham remains at heart of game’s evolution - i~om The Washm~t:on lm~es~ Thomas FIoyd: "and you 

fee~ the ~eve~ of the excitement, the ~eve~ of the fans {~ettin~ mvoh~ed." 

Da~d Beckham recalls his first "ob ~k ~ar OI m i~adium ¯ flora ’(~hoo{ Sports’ 

Rogers: "tt: was my Rrst )oh and ~ was so happy to be ~ettin~ a >/a~e for the first time." 

Weekend TV: ,~LS~ Friend~ies Olympics 

Saturday, and the US Women p[ay Colombia at 12pro on NBC Sports Network, ,g,~LS on NB¢ Sports: DaU.as - LA at 8pro. ESPN2 

has the Cbetsea - >itai~ friend[y at 6pro and the DC - PSG friendty is on Fox Soccer at 10pro. 

On Sunday, the MeiYs Olympic scbedu[e is sprit between ~’ASbfBC and Te{emundo startii~£ at 9:30am. NBC Sports bfetwo[k has 

the Phitadetphia ¯ New En~[and ~ame at 7pro. 

There are no ~ames on the schedule fo~ Monday. A[f Times 

i~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

, 
i~i FeedBlitz Secondary Slot 

C~ick here to safe~y unsubscribe ?to ~ "US’...occerPhsyers." Click here to ~4ew maffin5; archives, here to chang/e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Monday, July 30, 2012 9:51 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Don’t Miss It! Tee & Short Package Oiler Ends Tomorrow! 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

-I"~::GTM I ITEES IBAGS IPOLOS I JACKETS IFLEECE IWARM-UPS ISNORTS 

Ends Tomorrow! Tee & Short Packages Start at Just $11 

FREE SH~PPING I spend $200 and receive free shipPin9 on all orders deiivered in the United States 

ASOUT GTM EMAIL SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT WITH GTM 

Privacy Polic’y ~5:’~ail F’~e~e~eRces View Ci¢~lirle Cstalogs Pscebook 

O 2g12. GTM SPORTSWEAR@, INC 520 McCALL RD, MANHATTAN. KANSAS 86502 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questions regarding this ema~i, please call 1.877 6~’1 239?, ~)[:}L~[:L~.to chat with a customer service representative 

or emaii i.r.:.’[.,9~.~i~..~£.Lq~’~[Tb Please do not reply directly lo this email 

Tee and Short Package includes Short Sleeve 50/50 White Tee with two color imprint design of your choice and Sport Performance Short. Performance 

Tee and Short Package includes Short Sleeve White Performance Tee with two color imprint design of your choice and Sport Performance Short 

Minimum of 36 packages. Not valid on past purchases or with other discounts. Limit one offer per order. Offer expires July 31,2012. 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players Newsfetti!v <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

Monday~ Ju~y :}0, 2012 ~2:1 ~ PM 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaikunc.edu~ 

The US 5occeF P(ayers News(e~ter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ Jury 30th~ 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ July 3Oth, 2012 

Monday’s TV 

Ne (~araes replay, 

p~tch," f~om a New York Red BM~s press ~e~ease, 

MLS Week 21: Wishing every night was wig night 

Before we head to the results, fet% start with another" ~ound of designated prayer exc}ternent. Late Friday~ Columbus 

announced that Federico Higuain had signed, In a press statement Columbus presMent and GM Mark McCuf[ers thanke~ both 

Crew and MLS staff "for theh" expertise and diligence in seeing this con’tp[k:ated and ~engthy negotiation to fruition." 

Not to be outdone~ Seattle also added a designated p/aye~ on Friday. Christian T~tfert joins the club from Kaisers/autern and 

And now for the games on the field. 

Oh to be a profess}ona/soccer player with a notk:eabfe hairstyle. From Neymar to apparentfy Steven Lenhart~ that’s what 

gets t:he fans going, Saturday h~ San Jose was the e:<quisb:e{y bs~nde~J "Lenhart wig nk~ht p~esente~J by (:esmo Caterh~g" and 

what fun d~e real. Steven Lenh~t ha~, W~th Chicago [e~ding from a 37[h minute Chris RoUe goal [he curly hea~ed one 

snored an equ~U~er a fu{] e~ght minutes h)Le $~eppage time te split the points, And.,. and.,. Lenhart’s f~ea{ carae five 

minutes afEer the Quakes’ Ai~n Gordon was sent off. Take ~t away man of the moment 

never say die and we neve~ colne into a game or at any moment in the game do we U~ink that we a~e going to lose," 

Lenhart said. "1 think we have had that mentality alf season. We are very strong as a team w}th our focus and 

deEerminadon." Continue reading "MLS Week 21 : Wishing every night was wig night" ,, 

National Teamers Abroad: A ~oal in Mexico 

Michael Orozco took full advantage in the 55th minute of San Luis’s 2o’i loss to Cruz AzuL Standing near the penalty spot, 

Orozco shot directly at C~ ux Azu[ 8ca{keeper YesgarL Gut:k~rez who bobbled the sa~e, that can(:e{h~J out Cruz Axu~’s lYth 

minute opener, but it would be the visitors taMng a][ three points w}th an 84th n’drmte winner. 

Jose TO~TeS was the second p/aye~ sent off for Pachuca who were shutout 3-0 by Atlas. With Arias up a goal Jorge 

Hernandez was red carded in the 65th rninuLe with ’T~:~rres fo[/ewhx~ three rainutes [ater. Atlas snored their second in the 73EI 
minuEe and a Pachuca own.gea{ finishe~ things off in d~e 91st On Friday, Edgar dante,)o’s T~uana was shutouE 4-0 by Leon, 

Sunda% and DaMarcus Beasley started for Pueb{a in a :~-1 k)ss te "lloh~ca, Pueb]a e{~ua{ized in the 32nd but were two 9oa~s 

~own when HermiRio M~randa was red carded m the 7End. In Sunday’s [aLe game~ H~rcu~ez Gomez picked up a yeUow card in 

f}rst-ha~f stoppage time and subbed out hi the 58th mhlute for Santos Laguna, In the 89th mhlute Gomez’s stNke partner 

Cal’{os QumEero scored ~or the 1..0 wm over Ch~vas~ 

Terre~ce goyd is quickly becoming a regular with new club Rapid Vienna. He went the distance in a 1.0 win over Wiener 

Neustadt. In Denmark~ Chad~e Davies s@)bed on fo~ Randers in the 71st minute in ~ 2~t comeback win over A~hus. Rande~s 
feK behind in the :}3rd minute but were ]eve[ by the 49Lh and ahea{J lk}r good in the 66th. Sl:ayhlg in Denmark. &¢i~:~sae{ 

Parkhurst pk:ked up a 7Sth n]ir, ute ye]~ow card and subbed out three n]irmtes {ate~ h~ a 1-1 draw w~th Odense. NordsjaeKand 

took the h~ad in the 16th rmnuLe ,,’~,i~h Odense equa~izk[g h~ the gls~. Continue readin~ "National Teamers Abroad: A goal 

Mexico" ,, 

Tell Me About: Stoke City 

"[’he city where former Guns ’n Roses guitaMst Slash spent his early years is now the new home ef US ~,lational Tearn player 

Goofy Cameron, Stoke City is a Premier League club comin~ off a 14th-p/ace finish in 2011.12, Sust like Slash, Stoke are also 

cull ent]y on tour in North Amerk:a. 

Why Are We Here? 



goes t:hrou~h, he’ll be ge~tIin8 his ol)poFt:unity in 2012~13~ St:oke [)aid a t:~a~sler fee for hIis se~,/ice, s. sh~:~,,Iing how serious[y 

they see h~s impact with their dub, 

St:oke~u[)on-Trent, or St:oke~ono’[’Fent to it:s fFiends and Stoke to the ~est of us, a cH.y since 1925 [o(:ated in the Wes~ 

#~M[ands. It’s about an hou~ fl’om SEoke Eo you~ choice of ~h’mingham to the south, Uverpoo[ to the Ro~ thwest~ and 

~Aanchest:er ~o ~he ~ortheas~. ~he homes o~ the neares~ [~em~eF League clubs. H~stofica[/y known ~oF potte~y~ yes 

Stoke has a population of areund 240,000, In England. that’s more than enough to support a P~emie[ League team. 

Unfortunate[y~ we’~e too late to look forwa[d to visiting Ceramk:a, a ])otteq~ rnuseunl that closed last year. Chin up though~ 

there’s stff[ hhe Potteries ~iuseum ~ A[t Gallery and the ~asch~aEh~g O[adstone Pohte~i ,~,~useum, a working coal-powered 

potte~. Hey, have you eve~ seen a masswe bottle Ri[n~ Continue reading ’Tell Me About: Stoke C~ty" ~ 

Tuesday’s TV: Olympics, CCL 

"[’he US Women play North Korea at ’t2:l[ipm o~ ~,IS{: Spo~ts Network. ESPN2 has t:he Red Bu]l~.~ o Spurs frie~dfy at 7pro. The 

COt’~CACAF Champions League sEarts en Fox Soccer Channel with Herediano - Real Salt Lake aE ~O])m. All, Times "g~si:~,rr~ 

l 
iXi FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i 
iXi FeedBlitz SecondarySIot 

Click here to solely unsubscribe ir r~ "US:occerP!~ye s " Click here to view moilin2 orchives, here to chon,~e your pre[erences, or here to subscribe ~ Privecyr~.1 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 1:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

More Soccer Stadium Improvements 

view the messmate below dick here. or vii~ wvwv, bigsigns.com 

Anson, I have a few quick ideas that will help you brand your soccer program. 

Dura-Nesh Fence Screens are great for branding your chain link fence, bleacher fronts, 
tops and backs. They beautify your stadium, brand your program, and strengthen your 
home field advantage. 

Locker Room & Interior Wall Graphics make a huge impact on your team. Build team pride 
and generate the kind of excitement that will make your sporting events memorable and 
electrifying. 

Nodstar A-Frame Systems work great for displaying sponsor advertisements or stadium 
graphics on your sideline and end zone. Nodstar is collision safe and is a great way to 
generate sponsor revenue or display school branding. 

Anson, Give me a call or shoot me an email if you’re interested. Also send me your 
images, loges, measurements, digital photo of the area you would like to brand and 1 will 
have my design department make a free mock up for you. 

Click: Feather Flacls, Stadium Graphics, Scoreboard Graphics, and Pop Up Tents. 

Corey L~oua~ C. 

P: (gO0? 7~0.761 ": 

Click any photo below for more product information. If you can’t see the photos below, click here, 

Dur~-Hesh F~nce ~creens can make your stadium pop and enhance your home field advantage, 

Click h~re for ~ ~uote 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers: saiesmen and production techrAcia~s, BigSigns corn is ready to serve )’our stadium graphics and e’~ent signage needs 

We are located h°= do,,~mtow~ Grand Ha,/ei], M~cI-Agan, along the iakeshore 

~ ~ 22 S Harbor Ddve Sdi[e 101 :: Grand Haven, Mi 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MyLocker <info@mylocker.net~ 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 12:40 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

August New Arfi wls 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

Au_gust Custom Gear Special at MyLocker.net - Get a Custom tee on us when you order $85 in gear. 



@2012 MyLocker, LLC. All rights reserved. 
28241 Mound Road / Warren, MI / 48092 

M.v Locker 
28241 J~loundRoad 
Warren 3/[ichigan 48092 

UnitedStates 

This email is intended for a~sou@emaJl.uuc.edu. 

Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland AJ~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:23 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Look, Linger, aM Learn: Summer at the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

13 July 2012 - 26 August 2012 

Selected by Emily Kass, Director of the 

Acktand Art Museum, this exhibition 

brin£s to~ether hNh[~hts from the 
Ackland’s ~rowm~ permanent collection of 

art since 1950~ 

Abstract and fNurat works in Lhe 

exhibition range from the powerfut--such 

as Wittie Co[e’s Man Spirit Mask, Alison 

Saar’s SmoMn’ Papa Chaud, and Seymour 

Dpton’s Sentinel II--to Lhe playful, 

including Sandy Skog[und"s A Breeze at 

Work and Hans (Jean) Arp"s The Small 

Theater. 

On ~ew during the months of July and August 2012, the 30 pah~tings, 

scutptures, and photographs in Director’s Choice may even offer v~sitors 

h#~ts of summertime ptaces, acLJ~tJes, and sensatbns; consider Julian 

Stanczak’s Glare, Fetrath Hines" Aquatic A~entures, Jules Otitsk~’s Waves 

and Clouds, and Burk Uzz[e’s Red Hamburgers. 

Remember: Museum admission is always free! 

Museum Hours: Wed - Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM, Thurs: 10 AM - 8 PM, Sun: 1 PM 

- 5 PM. Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 

"Last Look" Tour: L~thographs by Thomas Hart 

On the final day of the 

exhibition, curator Laura Fravel 

gives a guided tour of "Chords of 

Memory: Lithographs by Thomas 

Hart Benton." Among oLher 

topics, she will discuss Benton’s 

attempts to visually "record~’ 

earty 20th century songs of the 

rura[ South and Midwest and the 

rapidty disappearing way of tile that they represenLed. 

Free and open to the public. 

Sunday, 5 August, 2:00 PM 



A~t £dventu~®s: Co/oG C~r~vas~ a~d YOU 

Saturday, 4 August 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM (FULL) 

1:00 - 2:30 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-oLds~ Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 

a guided view of art in the AckLand~s gaUeries, foU.owed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using newly- 

[earned arL-makh~ techniques. 

In this session we wi[[ ~ook at works on display in Direc~or~ Choice: Art 

Since 1950 ~rom the Ack~and Art Museum Collection and then ~o to the 
studio to pabst OUF OW~ Ca~Vases. 

Free ~ members [ $5 non-members. Pre-reg~strat~on required: 

culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

*Please note the AM sess~o~ is FULL* 

Drawing for Tweens 
SaLurday 11 August, 10:30 AM 

Saturday 11 August, 10:00 AM 

The AckLand’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from AckLand Art Museum 

members and friends Like you. 

Become a member of the Ackl.and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership doLLars support our mission! 

Comments on the AckLand’s e-news? Send an email, to the 

editor. 

Irnases: 

Arthur G. Dove~ American~ 1880-1946: Tree Forms~ 1932~ oi~ on canvas. 

Ack~and Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 



Julian Stanczak, American (born in Poland), born 1928: Glare, 1969; acrylic on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, born 1889-1975: The Musfc Lesson (detail), 1943; titho£raph, sift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Fref.~ht Trafn, 1945-1947; off on canvas. Ackland Fund © Estate of 

Rose Piper. 

Sondra Dorn, Reflect(on Serfes: Desert A4ornfn~ (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed re×tile with stitchin8 mounted on board. 

Sismar Polke, German, 1941-2010: Hfs Ffi~,hness, or When Do Pofnts Count (S.H. - Oder warm z~ihlen dfe Punkte), 

2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Near Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 

This enlail was se~lt Lo ansorl@ernaii.u~c.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 
Update Profile/F_mail Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa£com> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 2:02 PM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Product Alert: Pre-Game 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

2B91 01C Pre- Game Goa I 

The new Pre-Game Goal from Kwik Goa~ allows ~oa[keepers to have their pre~£ame 

warm-ups to the sMe of the main goa~ area, saving wear and tear on the ground 

button assembly and h~ctudes two styles of ~round shoes: natura[ surface and 

suHace friendly, 

asap: s  50.00 

Ha,An~ troubte v~ewmg this email, click here 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .................................................................................................................................................... 

Kwik Goal Lid I i,10 Pacific Dri’~e :: QuakeiSown, PA ~ 895i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Team Goes National After 20 year Drought (Using This) 

20 years... 

240 months... 

7,300 days... 

Thal’s how long a college team took to 

go back to the playott~s. 

I think we both agree, that’s a mighty 

LONG time. 

So what changed? Was it better players? 

Better coaching? Less Competition? 

Actually the players got bettel; so 

did the coaching because of something 

coiled Epic Soccer Training. 

And as far as the competition, it 
was not less, the team jnst became 

MORE competitive than their competition. 

So what’s Epic Soccer Training? What’s 

so great about it? 

Epic Soccer training is not yonr ordinary 

training program tbr Soccer. It’s a tested 

program flaat u~s drills and exercises to 

create the modern day elite soccer player. 

Speed 

Focus 

Power 
Explosion 

Skill 

Conditioning 

That’s what Epic Soccer Training is 

all about. The best way to train all 

those areas without wasting time. 

So what was fl~e result? Players were 

more skillful, coaches looked better 
after teaching the kids file new training 

method, mad as far as the competition? 

Well the te~m flat out blew them away! 

See this video and learn what Epic 

Soccer Training is and what it 

do for you when you begin to use it: 

Exclusive Video on Epic Soccer Trainin~ < 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 6:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofgina]ly sent 7/26,12: Authentic Apology 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Managte your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commer~tato!" a:!d 
the founder and president of the nonprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!~ 

Get th .... kly .... letterl 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Authentic Apology 
Authestic apologies cas 

work like a heaiing ointment 

on oid weunds, dissoive 
bitter ~r~d~es, a~d repair 

e~courage both part~es ~o 

respect. 
Listen or read more 

Good Decisions Start With 
a Stop 
More 0fte;~ than we like, 

that ca.."., have serieus and 
lasting imp,~d en our lives, 

Do we .90 ales.9 with the 
crowd? Do we :eli someone 
eft, qui[ a job, er end a 

relatior~si~ip? U~for[uriately, 
these decisions a.~e not 
preceded by a drum I°otl 

are high, 

Listen or read more 

Chart e Eve thin 
I..ooki~:g back on your iife, 
wh~t wouid you change if 
you could? L.’~ [he classic 

small-.town ba~k officer 
pkyed by ~mmy S~ewart, ~s 

peopk is Bedford ~:a~s 

borm The movie ~s a 
l:svodte because it afi’~rms 
how each of us touches the 

Check cut Michael 
}osep, hsor£s blog on 
business ethics and 
leadership %: a 
varkty of quotes we 
p, es~ed this week. 

;-sJ~isor~ comments on 
Digging and Fillinq 
Holes: "Up untii the 
last two mopti:s i 

have worked my 
hardest aiways 
strivin.9 for exceiiesce 
in my over 2t.0 years of 

service .... Lateiy, 
have fiaaily given in to 
the idea that 
excetiellce is not 

esvisioss, Now, I do 
only what i am reid, 

when I alr: told to do 
it, as :( 1:eel t have 
beep worn dow.q by 
the ’system.’ De you 
have any advice fur 
meT’ 

~Tr[t Ri,tth comments 
e~ If It’s Broken Try 
to Fix It: ".~ reaily i:ad 
trouble with the 

state.merit, ’Kids ~et 
oaly aeed to kaow 
the’y’re lo\,ed, they 
need to feel worthy of 

cur kwh,’ We haw~ 
a tv,,,Ws gWe:~ 
unconditional ieve to 
our ch~k~ren, t[’s ~ot 
about be[ag werthy 

but th~s statement 
made me wonder 
whether our 
philosophy w~H 

Help keep ti:is .."..ewsietter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
l Contribute $10.0 or 

[4icha~d% ciesa:.c 
poem "Whet Wiil 

.~iI Character education materials 

Proceeds from the said of Mi~:haei’s 
books and CDs s~,.’pport ~:haracte! 

education in schools, Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

ed~.~::ation? Visit m*r Character 
Educator Bloq, Recently peered: 

Empty Desks in D.C. Send Message 
About Dropout Rate 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD. 

Character education materials 

Wids clips frem peW.liar mowes, yeu 

about bullying and n"..oI°e, Buy now >> 

Learn abo~t streaming and site- 
server optio.qs, 

Free shipping fur orders $30 and up! 

Flip through our catalog >> 
Get a paper copy >> 



Listen or read more 

The Family Treasure 
A 5-year-oid girl >{’ti call 
Sarah knocked overa 
dispiay case that co:~tained 

once owned by her great-. 

that vase a~d frequently 

treassre, "Y’~ie vase hiL t~ie 

Sa~aB, stocked 

done, screamed ~nd bega~ 

UsIen or re~d more 

The Difference Between a 
Child’s Purse and a Dollar 
Bil~l 
Wh<,m Notiy foum~ a <hiid~s 

piastic purse with three 
quarters inside, she 
chanted, "Finders keepers, 
Jose!’s weepers." But i:er 

morn said .the right thing to 

went to the Los.t anI Found 
office, 
Listen or read more 

Family Values: 
wosld be interesied ~n 
read~n9 your family 
values 

Book ar~ Anti-Bullying Workshop 

Learn how ~o ;niervene, combal; 
cybe!’bI~liying~ and promote 

Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip ed(~caiors, youIh-service 
ieaders, am~; commi~nity builders to 

be effective character educators, 
Lipcomh~g seminars: 

]ul 30-Au ~ladel hia >> 

Aug. 6-8~ Los Angeles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

affordable way to iearn vak~abh_, 
ch a ra ct el’- d eveiop n"..e nt techniques, 
Learn more~ see schedule >> 

Andy Murray Shows Character in 
Defeat 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 

Josephson 

Book Michael Josephson= 

jour~iism, taw, education, sports, polimng, ~m~ the military ,v~tD 

delivery, e~g~gh~g presentations, ~m~ #erso~i ~tte~tmn to your 

~eeds. CaM 800-.75~-2570 o~ learn more~ 

The nonprofit }osephson Bistita~te is working to create a woad w~iere people act more 
Y<~ur donatkms e:!abie ~,.’s to <Wfer servi<es and resou!<es Uke this :!ev,,-:;iette!, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsier.tot from landing in your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
your aadress book or app~ow’.-d sender list. 

98,11 Ailpod Bbd. 2300 ~ Los A~ge=e~, ,~A 900<_ ~ 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or~ ~ CharacterCounts.or~ 

@2012 Josephson institute. 
dose, p b ,~;o~ h:sfitute, 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

~Vednesday, August 1, 2012 1:38 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

2012 GSI COLLEGE SHOWCASE 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

2012 GSl COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
November 16 o 18 

::N:: GSI SPORTS Tournaments Banner 

De~r 

The 2012 ~iSI Coll~g~ Sho~vc~s~ is an estaNished and renowned 

tournamen~ he~d at the state of the art Ovedand Park Soccer 

Complex, [his is an annual invitational showcase for young men 

and women soccer o~yers who want to p~ay at the college leve~ 

held on Friday, November Z6 through Sunday November 

More than 600 collegiate coaches from D[v[s;ons I, 

NJCAA from across the US are invited to scout players, Last year, 

:1.56 teams from :1.2 different states attended the Showcase, more 

that :1.80 college coaches came to watchl We are expecting a ton of 

collage coaches again tNs vear.,.,.don’t miss out this extraordinary 

showcase event~ 

Ih a n ks, 

Huw 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, August 1, 2012 5:47 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: Ottawa Captures First W-League Title 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TRNO9OSCdirector@e.sincsports.com 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 9:49 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Adidas Labor Day Shootout 

i:~i sincSForts.com ] 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 8:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

From Average to All-Conference (just got this) 

As a coach we’ve come across all types of players from 

the average players to the superstars. 

But where the real satisfaction lies is when the average 

player steps up their game, gets more focused, dedicated 

to their training and becomes a great player! 

That’s what happened to Jamie’. Here’s what she wrote: 

"I was an average soccer player but after applying the 

Epic Soccer Tminin~ Principles I got voted All-Conference 

on my college soccer temn and even becmne captain! I honestly 

cannot thal~ you enough!" 

Can you imagine one of your kids telling you that after 

you use the Epic Soccer Training? Imagine ifjust 2-3 

players on your team went from average to All-Conference? 

That would probably mean more wins, and possibly a championship! 

Talk about beefing up the resume. 

Check out this video and see what Epic Soccer Training 

is all about and how you can use it today: 

Froln Average to All-Colfference and Team Captain < 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Team Connection <enews@teamconnection.com~ 

Thursday. August 2, 2012 11:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Starts Tomorrow! Warehouse Sale Doors Open at 9 AM 

Team Connection Email 

Find us eisewhere: 

[ .~.iI Social Media i .... 

© 2012 Team ConneceJon All rigi~ts resented. 

?~’rr~ Ccmr~ec;tion, ir~c j 8! !5 Aik;r~ Pl;::e I High ."-"c~irlt, NC 27283 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ Aug 2~d, 2012 

Thursday’s TV: LA gets Re~l 

The Wod.d FootbaU Cha{Ienge resumes on ESPN2 wid~ LA - Rea{ Madrid at 10: ~0~)rn. CONCACAF Champions League on 

Univis~on Deportes: W. Connection - Xe]~]u at 8pro. Fox Soccer and Unimsion Deportes have Seattle - C~]edorda at lOpm. CD 

O]impia - CD FAg ~s en Ga]a~dsh:~n at 10pro. Cope Sudamericana on Fo:< {)epoxies: into Gas - Mi{~enarios a~: 3~rn, E~uidad - 

Mineros 6pro, and ~l.oommg - Umvers~dad CatoUca at 8:30pro, A~ Times E~stern 

Their Words 

"’We were sU~ wry upbeat i~ ~Jre lod<er room. Af!’er the g~me w~ ~ed about how it’s re~V ~ heme-r~d- 

CCL: Toronto Rets three points 

Toronto FC opened their Group 1 schedu]e with an easy 5-1 win over Agui]a in the CONCACAF Champions League. P]aying at 

hoq~e, Toronto put 6 dozen shet!~ on ~:r6me from ~ taken to Agu~]6’!~ four ~ro[T~ e~ht~ Lb~!~ ~]va o~ened the scor~n~ for 

Toronto }~ the 9th minute a~d it was 2-0 by the t7th f~onl a Reggie Lambe goal Agui[a c~t that lead }n half in the }7th 

[Tfinbte~ but ~:ha~: was it fix their effense, TerFy bunHe[d scored ]’oren~:o’s third 8ca{ in the 40th q~inute with Lambe gettin8 

his second of the game eight minutes [ater~ Ryan Johnson finished off the scoHn~ in Ehe 58th minute, Continue reading 

"CCL: Toronto gets three points" - 

Champions League: Anderlecht wins 

Sacha K~.}estan subbed on in the 61s[. minute for ,~.nderiech[. in a 5-0 shutout of FK Ekranas in the Third Round of Champions 

League qua{ifying. Torn De Sutter opened the scoring two nlirmtes in at Constant Vanden Stock StadhJm a~d da Rocha Kanu 

deub~ed the lead h~ the 21st, Deiudonne Mbokani scored in the 41st and ~2nd minutes, with t4ilIan ,Jevane~4c adding the tif~:h 

goa~ h’, the 86th. The home and away se~es concludes next Wednesday at the Aukstaitija Stadium in Lithuania. 

Real Salt Lake’s version of redemption 

By Jason Davis o WASHINGTON, DC (Aug 1) 2012) US Soccer PI.ayers -- Redemption stories require IMI.ure to wetly, it’s one ef 

the basic elements need to make the narrative possible, WiU~out fai{u~e~ there is no redemption, The trick Ues in flaming 

iust what (:onstitut:es IMI.ure in the first place. 

Two years ago. Rea[ $aU: Lake came within minutes oi winning ts~,aior Leasue $(K:ce~’s Iirst continental championship in the 

current tournament iormaL Their success was unprecedented, [.heir run su~ prising il only because MLS laces so many 

disadvantages o particu{ar]y the timing of the knockout rounds during the N~LS preseason o in the region’s biggest cfub 

competiUon, 

By making U~e finn{ of the 2010-11 ediUon~ Real. Salt Lake seemed to p~ove that it was possible for an American dub [.o [.ake 

on the Mexican powerhouses a~d have a ~eg~timate chance at winning. RSL even managed to garne~ support from disparate 

and riva~ qbarl:e~s, helped by seine League premoUon~ vk} the ~MLS4RSL hash~:a8 on Twitter, RSl.’s run went beyond mere 

club g{oFy. ~t ref{e(:ted on the Eeague ~s @ whole @nd meshed w~t]] the spirit of Don G~rber’s re~eated desire to get an MLS 

team (:e the (:[ub Worl.d (:up. 

L.osing that Iinal t:o Monterrey - with their dee~)er roster, their bigger payre][~ and thei~ estabUshed name - was onl.y a faih~re 

for RSL in the technica}, sense, Every step past [he g~oup singe 

a(:com~)]ishment at all (:ertah~y, RSL would be ba(:k~ pvttin8 ~we~y~:hin8 they have into anon:her shet at the ~:it{e. The new 

seriousness w~th which RSL treated [he tournament was the overnding legacy 

Does U~a[. mean RSL’s tel.urn to the compeLition, af[.er a year away~ represents a chance for redemption? Continue readinq 

"Real Salt Lake’s version of redemption" ,, 

CONCACAF’s Enrique Sanz vows to rid the region of corruption and raise the level of play - gem GeM.corn’s John 

Our main ~opic is reform, 

Cah#l impressive in debut; Red Bulls lose to Tottenham - from The NY Post’s 13finn Lewis: "It’s geod t:e see~ geod to know 

that we’re hard to break down." 



Cahill won’t solve Red Bulls’ style problem o Irom Soccer ~merica~s P~dl. G~rdne~: Sever~teen years oi formte!~!~ soccer, 

players rur~i~ii~£ ~round~ oftei~ er~er~et~ca~[y, usua[~’y to ~o avail, 

A New World Order at Old Trafford - flora The Waft St Journat’s Je~son Gay: look at who’s comh~$ to scrotum for them 

Team USA yet to hit full stride - from F’ox Soccer’s fves Gatarcep: "[’~e efiort~.~ of O’P, eiIl.% I.eFetbet an~ Bdehl.er had to be 
the most satisiyin8 and e~co~ra$in8 for S~ndhase, 

Friday’s TV 

The USA Women pfay iqew Zeafai~d at 9:30arn on NBC Sports Network, Afso on NBC Sports iqetwork. Houston - NY at 8pm. 

LIni\dsio~ DeporLes has Tij~ana ¯ UNAM Pk~m~s 

::X:: FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~/Slot 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 4:29 PM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2 tx~oks, 72 coaching plans 

Dear 

Elite Soccer: The            .~ 

Collectors’ Series includes 
full coaching sessions written 

by Sir Alex Ferguson, HalD~ 

Redknapp, David Moyes, 

Roy Hodgson and 68 other 

professional coaches in book 

fom~at. For a full list of 

coaches included and detaJls 

of their sessions, please click 

here. 

Published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA), these two books 

are a colnplete toolkit of coaching sessions, ruth a plx3fessional seal of applx3w2l. With Elite 

Soccer: The Collectors’ Series you will ~ways be able to find a training session to meet the 

specific needs of your teoa~ and to help you ilnprove your results! 

Because of our paytnership with the LMA, we can provide lull coaching sessions written by the 

best managers in the best league in the world. There is no observed or recycled content. It is 

absolutely true to ~y that no other orgm~isation in the world can olt~r you this coaching 

intelligence. 

You cm~ get your coW of Elite Soccer: The Collec~tors’ Series in a format to suit you. If you 

waist a complete catalogue of sessions, spiral-tx~und with a plastic cover to protect it from the 
elements - order a print copy. If you like to prepare on your computer prior to training and pick 

out individua2l t~ning sessions - order the books as PDFs. Make these unique books work for 

you by choosing the fomiat that suits your coaching style. 



By now, you might be expecling this unique coaching resoarce to set yon back hundreds, maybe 

even thoasands of pounds. Well think again! You can purchase both books in PDF format for 

$77. For just $6 Inore you can get both in print too! 

So, what a~re you wa~ting for? Start coaching like the best in the basiness - act now to gnaramee 

your copy. 

Yonrs in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 

happy with your bx~ok, jnst let me know aJ~d I’ll give you a full refund. 

Get In Toach 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View-, 
Tarme~y Lane, Brmnle55 Guildford 

GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Didn’t eNoy this emaJd? Unsubscfibe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, August 2, 2012 6:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Teach your soccer players the Ronaldo chop and other superstar skills 

Dear Anson, 

The Cristiano Ronaldo chop, the Robinho 

stepover, the Cruyff turn...i’ve written 

coac~hing sessiDns on them all. 

Now you can teach your players the skills of 

the superstars by joining Better Soccer 

Coaching, the leading newsletter for" 

grassroots soccer coaches. 

When you si@n up to this free service you will 

receive my Superstar Skills PDF (I’ve sold 

thousands of these for $~4 each) at no charqe, 

containing these coaching sessions: 

1 . Cristiano Rona3do "chop" 

2. Robinho stepover 

3. The Messi challenge 

4. Xavi and !niesta 

5. The next...Jack Wiishere 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for" all coaching levels 

and ages of players 

SiGn uH~ here today aRd you car print off a 

free session or new training idea to use at 

your very next practJ se. 

I’ll then send you an email t%~ice a ~¢eek %~ith 

illustrated drills, fitness guides, coaching 

tips or match tactics for you to save and use 

at your leisure. 

Soon you ~¢111 have an extensive library of 

PROVEN guidance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 

your coaching° And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need J s your emai] address, country 

and coaching qualification. SJqn ~lp here. 

Within moments of joining, I’l~ send you a 

further three free reports by emaii : 

#1: ~0 Proven Tips For A More Success. ful 

Season - Easy to read aRd b~se at a moment’s 

notice, I guarantee they will make you think 

again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: ~1 Secrets Of Successful Corners - 

Increase your corner conversions and give your 

players the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 



#3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use training games, promot’_ng 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidance tc help your soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to ~oin now 

For vDur ~Deace cf mind 

If you don~t like what I provide, you can 

unsubscrJbe from Better Soccer Coaching a~ any 

time with a click of your mouse. 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell 
your email address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Se~er 
C~hing can heirp your coaching and your 
team’s rperformances, please visit my websJte: 

bet t e ESOCCe r coacl’iilq. 

Just to remind you the service is completely 
free . 

Yours in socceE~ 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be 

valuable tc scmecne you kltow, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 
Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. i am an English FA 

Level 2 coach with i5 years’ experience 

coaching junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mcurinhc or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

and trophies at all levels of juRior soccer. 

More important to me is that all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they play fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

soccer" that is fun to play, watch and coach, 

and which more often than not produces winning 

results. 

But it’s not just me ~ritlng in Better Soccer 
Coaching. i get help from coaching buddies 
llke kelth Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 
Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 
Tony Carr, director of the ?’lest Ham Academy. 

Siqn up to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 



Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Guiidford 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email : david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

@3 20~2. Better Sox’.er CDaching 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 11:06 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Au~ 3rd, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Aug 3rd, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

The USA Women play New Zealand at 9:30am on NBC Sports Network. Also on NBC Sports Network, Houston - NY at 8pm. 

Univision Deportes has Tijuana - UNAM Pumas at 8:30pm. Santos Lacuna - Pueb[a is on Univision Deportes 2 at 8pm. 

Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We are surrounded on all sides by the Alps, with fantastic scenery and lovely clean air. The trainin~ pitch is 

4,000 feet which means they have to physically adapt to the altitude. As to whether it’s lon~ lastin~ when the 

players ~et to ~round level remains to be seen, but they certainly enjoy it." Fulham director of sports 

medicine and exercise science Mark Taylor. 

Europa League: Win for Hannover 96 

Steve Cherundo[o ~ot the start and Hannover 96 ~ot the 3-0 shutout of St Patrick’s in the openin~ [e~ of their Third Qua[ifyin~ 

Round serie. It took six minutes for Hannover to take the lead at Dublin’s Richmond Park when Leon Andreasen scored. 

Christian Pander made it 2-0 in the 67th and Didier Konan Ya finished off the scorin~ in the 80th minute. Ron-Robert Zie[er 
kept the clean sheet with two saves. 

Terrance Boyd started for Rapid Vienna in a 2-1 loss away to Vojvodina that saved the action for the second-half. With 

Vojvodina ahead from a 75th-minute ~oa[, Rapid had a chance to equalize in the 82nd from the penalty spot. The shot hit 

the bar, and Vojvodina picked up what looked like an insurance ~oa[ four minutes into stoppage time. Rapid wasn’t through, 

with Deni Ajar scorin~ two minutes later. 

CCL: Win for Seattle 

Seattle opened their 2012-13 CONCACAF Champions Lea~lue schedule with a 3-I win over Caledonia on Thursday ni~Jht at 

CenturyLink Field. The home side went ahead in the 19th-minute when Sammy Ochoa scored, and it was 2-0 at the half hour 

mark from a Fredy Montero ~Joa[. Andy Rose made it 3-0 in the 43rd, with Caledonia pu[[in~J a ~Joa[ back in the 50th. 

Also in the Champions League, Olimpia shutout CD Fas 3-0 and W Connection drew 2-2 with Xe[aju. 

Questions: Expansion class of 2004 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Au~l 2, 2012) US Soccer Players -- In Thursday’s edition, Tony asks what the future holds for 

the expansion class of 2004, Chivas USA and Real Salt Lake. 

What is Chivas USA’s long-term plan? 

It has been considered for a while that an athlete’s prime years are ~enera[[y in the 27-30 range, ~ive or take a few years 
dependin~ on the athlete. Speakin~ broadly, by this point, you’ve ~ot enough experience that you know what you’re doin~ 

and your body is still able to recover. 



A quick Look at former US National Team player Robin Fraser’s roster shows four players in that range, Nick LaBrocca, Dan 

Kennedy, James Riley, and Oswa[do Minda (compare that with Salt Lake’s eight players in that range and a few more about 

to enter it). 

Yesterday, Chivas acquired 34-year-oLd Designated PLayer ShaLrie Joseph from New EngLand, presumably to slot in with 

veterans such as Danny CaLiff, ALejandro Moreno, and Juan PabLo AngeL.Now, at some point down the road, Chivas 

presumably wiLL have a few international sLotslsaLary cap room avaiLabLe, but picking up a player such as Joseph is the mark 
of a team adding a veteran for a Late-season push, not a team building for the future. The standings, and Chivas’ attacking 

output (they’ve been outscored by Chris WondoLowski) do not bear that out. 

Is it time for some changes at Real Salt Lake before next season? 

Former US National team player Jason Kreis and General Manager Garth Lagerway have built a team in SaLt Lake that is often 

both easy on the eyes and a winner. ALong with SeattLe, SaLt Lake is a blueprint for what this League can be outside of the 

major metropolitan areas. However, this season the red cards have come out at key times (such as against San Jose and 

Herediano) and the team has faLLen short in competitions it prioritized, such as Losing to Minnesota in the US Open Cup. 

Continue reading "Questions: Expansion class of 2004" ~ 

August sets up as dream month for Gomez - from MLSsoccer.com’s Tom MarshaLL: There’s another game that Gomez has 

been thinking about a Lot: Mexico vs. the United States in Estadio Azteca on August 15. 

Ready for New Zealand - from ESPN’s Jeff Car[isle: "and I think that’s the perfect way to be." 

D.C. United’s new owners see ’a pathway’ to a new stadium - from The Sporting News’s Brian Straus: The "this" to which 
Levien referred is the construction of a permanent home for United .... 

End of an Era - from New EngLand Soccer Today’s Sean Donahue: StiLL, even at 34, Joseph provided a combination of skiLLs no 

one else on the team possessed. 

La Liga clubs up in arms as Primera matches set for midnight kick-offs - from FourFourTwo.com’s Tim Stannard: the 

highlight of their genius being Zaragoza against Va[[ado[id finishing at about one in the morning on Tuesday 21st August. 

Alex Ferguson ’insulted’ by Manchester United IPO gain claims - from The Independent’s Simon Stone: "This is an accusation 

that insults me." 

Weekend TV: Olympics and League 

Saturday 

OLympic Men’s soccer quarterfinals on MSNBC: Japan - Egypt at 7am, Mexico - Senegal at 9:30am, Brazil - Honduras at 12pm, 

and Great Britain - South Korea at 2:30pm. The Brighton - CheLsea friendly is on GoLTV at 10am. PSG - BarceLona is on ESPN 

Deportes at 2pm. Liga MX on Fox Deportes: Cruz AzuL - Chivas at 6pm. Univision Deportes has Queretaro - Pachuca at 6pm 

and AtLas - Tigres at 10pm. Monterrey - Jaguares is on TeLeFutura at 8pm. 

Sunday 

Fox Soccer PLus has Dundee United - Hibs at 7:30am. CLub friendLies on Fox Soccer: VaLeranga - Manchester United at 10am 

and Real Madrid - Santos Laguna at 11pm. MLS on NBC Sports Network: PortLand - DaLLas at 7pm. On ESPN2: SeattLe - LA at 

9pm. Liga MX on Univision: ToLuca - Leon at Ipm. Univision Deportes has AtLante - CLub America at 7pm. 

Monday 

The OLympic Women’s tournament semiginaLs are on NBC Sports Network starting at noon. All Times Eastern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 11:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

What most ~ccer training lack (it’s not what you "think) 

Goaaaaaa,~l! 

Remember the days when we would hear 

that on our tvs over and over again. 

The realily is that while scoring is 

a big part of soccer, any real coach 
knows that defEn~ is what wins chmnpionships. 

Also they ki~ow "that in order to be a great 

det~nsive reran, you need to be able to 

play the game at the ~me intensity that 

you started the game with. 

This boils down to something called 

Conditioning. 

In most sports a lot of the athletes 

are at the same level, the great elite 

athletes, the teams that excel are the 
ones who never let their foot offthe gas. 

This is where having an elite conditioNng 

program is great. Soccer skills can only 

go as t~r as your conditioning "takes you. 
Fundamentals go out the door when we’re tired. 

In Epic Soccer Tminin~, one of the great 

parts of the program is that it has a 

conditioning guide from one of the best 

high school conditioning coaches in gd 

of the U.S. 

In it you roll learn what conditioning 

works best for your players! We are 

not talking about cookie cutter programs, 

where it’s the same or, same ol. We mean 
conditioning for SOCCER! 

Watch this video below and see how you 

can incorporate elite conditioning to 

build your elite team and lots more: 

Elite Conditioning (The Missing Link) < 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke ~xtavid.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 1:33 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Build a fitter, faster team inj ust 4 weeks 

Dear Anson 

Build a fitter, faster team in just 4 weeks! 

My primaly goal in pre-season is to get my team ready to win games when the regular season 
arrives. 

If you win eve~’ friendly, you still start the season with zero points. Don’t get me wrong - 

friendlies will help, but you need to get your preparation right first. 

What you should do in pre-season is work on your team’s weaknesses and boost their fitness. I 

don’t use this special time to work on my team’s strongest s~tuff- and neither should you. Pre- 

season is difl’erent - you work to get players up to ~ratch for tough games ahead. 

Fitness is key - when it really counts, when you want to win as many ’redl’ gaines as possible 

during the regular season - you’ll be glad that you used your pre-season wisely. 

I have devised a special pre- season plan that can help you build a tiRer, li~ster team in just 

4 weeks. To receive it all you have to do is take out a 5-issue $1 trial to Soccer Coach 

WeeM.y tod ay. Take your trial by 15 Augufft and this special pre- season plan won’t cost you a 

pe~my extra. 

My ultimate pre-season plan 

My four-week plan to get all the individuals in your team 1007o read?, for the new season is 

based al~ound fitness, ball skills and being mentally prepared for the new season. Here’s how it 

breaks down: 

Week 1: Kick Off - your players have had a good break but now they’re back in the swing of 

things, it’s importa~t they taJ~e things seriously. The first training session back should set a 

precedent tbr the rest of the season, so get their tbcus now and it should remain. 

In week 1, I show you how to set that precedent and give you a full break-down for your first 



75 minute training session back. Get m,/4-week pre- season guide now! 

Week 2: The hard work begins - Sports science experts agree that jump-s~rting the central 

nervous system quickly in training is essential. You can achieve this by setting up ladder drills 

and mini- hurdles to promote mental agili~- wNch can be transfened into physical agili~ as the 
session progresses. 

In week 2, I show you how to get players up-and-running quickly and include more ball work 

in a slightly extended session. Get my 4-week pre-season guide now! 

Week 3: In full swing - By now your pre-season is in full swing, you’ve recapped the basics 

of passing, possession and fitnes~ and there has been plen~ of small-sided game play thrown 

into the mix as well. This is the week where you delve down into what your players are going to 

produce in the coming season. 

In week 3, we look at a table of physical qualities, teclmical qualities, tactical qualities and 

mental qualities so you have the information you need to pick your players’ positions. Get my 4- 

week pre-season guide now! 

Week 4: The tgmal piece of the puzzle - The last pre-season training session is all about 
stepping up and brushing up. At this stage, you’re looking at tire ~nishing touches and putting 
into practice ever3. ~king your players have learnt so thr. 

In week 4, the focus is on fitting things togethm; refieshing drills from previous weeks and 
ending with a fitter, more tactica2lly awaxe side. Get my 4-week pre-season guide now! 

Remember, this pre-season plan to build a fitter, faster team in just 4 weeks is only available 

when you take out a 5-issue trial to Soccer Coach Weekly before 15 August. This trial costs 

just $1’. 

Get your first issue of Soccer Coach Weekly mala!! 

When you subscribe to Soccer Coach Weekly, you will receive your first issue on the veo~ 

same day! This week’s issue contains a host of great drills for youth teams from myself and 

fellow youth coaches - working at all levels of the game including at a Bazclays Premier League 

academy. 

Click here to read more, see examples of previous articles and learn what coaches like you 
have to say about Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Soccer Coach WeeMy is put together tbr new soccer coaches and coaches of inexperienced 

players and children. Sent by email as a PDF each week, it’s packed with fi-esh mad innovative 

dflls to implement in your training sessions. 

With clear illustrations, simple instructions and proven tools and techniques explak~ed in plain 
English, Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to overcome a host of evmTday coaching 
cba2llenges. 



,lust by taking the trial, you’ll begin to build a comprehensive, easy-to-use library of coaching 

intbmmtion covering most aspects of the game. 

You’ll get the current issue and the next 4 issues as if you we~e a full member, so you can see 

how I deliver my training advice and techniques. 

In addition, I’m ott~ring a free warm-ups manual that will give you 126 warm-ups and cool- 

downs proven to prepare your players at training and on match day. 

It is yours to keep, even if you don’t become a full member. 

Available exclusively to you when you take out a $1,4 issue trial membership to 
Soccer Coach Weekly. 

I am co~fident all members will see a big improvement in their coaching and the team’s 

performance. In fact, if you’re not completely satisfied with Soccer Coach IVeekly, you can 

cancel your membership at any- time and I’ll refund your money. 

"There are so many websites, books and CDs 
on coaching soccer it is difficult to know 
which ones will be most helpful. 

I was not sure if Soccer Coach Weekly would 
be relevant to my coaching needs, however I 
liked what I saw on the website and signed 
up for the free intro offer. In each issue 
there were practice drills or other 
coaching tips I could immediately apply to 
coaching my team, so I become a subscriber. 

In addition to the great weekly tips, there 
are many other great resources I have 
received that have made this a great 
investment. 

I am also the director of coaches for a 
large youth soccer league and will be 
recommending this resources to our 
coaches." 

Todd Hanson, Orange Junior Soccer Club, California 

"I find myself eagerly waiting for the next 
issue of Soccer Coach Weekly and can’t seem 
to get enough." 

Moises Ramirez, AYSO, Madison, Alabama 

"I was a little worried about how I could 
use the different drills and activities 
specifically for my teams. Ii~m~ediately 



after receiving the first issue, I 
implemented the drills and Coaching 
Session. The players responded very well. 

Soccer Coach Weekly has strengthened my 
teams and kept training sessions fun and 
filled with energy. I have used the 
Coaching Sessions for both my Club Teams 
and Recreational Teams. There is something 
for every level of player and coaches 
alike. 

I would definitely recommend Soccer Coach 
Weekly to any coach, no matter the level or 
age of the player. You can learn just as 
much from your subscription than you can by 
spending hundreds of dollars and countless 
hours in coaching classes and clinics." 

Coach Donovan, FC Long Beach, Cal~[ornia 

"Other coaches ask me how I know so much - 
I tell them it’s all in the preparation :)" 

John Reese, I~Vest Feliciana Soccer, Louisiana 

"At first glance of Soccer Coach Weekly I 
did not think that it would add anything 
new to my collection of books, journals and 
DVD’S. 

After a few weeks I saw a fresh, new 
approach to keeping my players interested 
in drills and ways to work on techniques 
that kept them interested. 

Unlike my books and DVD’S I do not have to 
search for a drill or bring my laptop to 
the field for demonstrations. The 
illustrations and simple directions are 
easy to follow and show my players." 

Rich Brooks, Head Coach, ~Vest Milford Arsenal Ul l, New 
Jersey 

Try my proven soccer drills and tips with a trial membership of Soccer Coach V~Teekly 

Soccer Coach ~Teekly is onr flagship newsletter for new coaches and coaches of 

inexperienced players and children. 

It is a 5-page coaching "bible" packed with "tips, tools, checklists, and ideas, delivered in PDF 

fommt direct to your inbox eveu week. 

Soccer Coach IVeekly covers all aspects of the game. Become a me,nber and you will benefit 
from expe~t guidance on: 



Coaching core skills 

Plasming and managing training sessions 

Match day strategies and tactics 

Game analysis 

Motivating young players 

Creating a running ~nentality 

Warming-up, fitness and conditioning 

Player ~nanagement and selection 

Individual and team discipline 

Get the benefits of a Soccer Coach Weekly memberslfip today 

~i 

New sessions, exercises and drills delivered every week 

Learn about new coaching methods, remember training approaches you’d 
ibrgotten 

Save time with your coaching preparation, make your litb easier 

Beco~ne a better soccer coach 

Improve your team’s performance, win more games 

Get your players to have more fun 

And you get even more too! 

Sign up to Soccer Coach Weekly today and benefit from 5 weeks of practical soccer 

coaching tips and tactics lbr $1 . You’ll then receive by email: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach WeeMy straight away. 

The next 4 issues on publication, delivered direct to your intx~x every 
Wednesday. 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual and 20 Easy- Ways to Improve 

Your Soccer Coaching FREE 

If you have any questions about taking out a trial membership, or would like more information 

about how Soccer Coach Weekly can help you become a better coach, please don’t hesitate 

to get in touch. 

Call +44 1483 892 894 from outside the UK. 

Yours in soccer, 



David Clarke, 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly 

Join the Soccer Coach Weeldv community 

Click here to read more about Soccer Coach Weeldv 

Soccer Coach Weekly 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tammi31 Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK, 

Company number: 3008779. 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596. 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 
Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 
Email: david.clarke@coach- soccer.com 

2012. Green Star Media Ltd 

Ifyoffre not completely satisfied 

with Soccer Coa& Weekly, 

you c~m cmacel your membership 

at a~y time and I’ll refund your 

money. 

Don’t want to recieve these emails, Unsubscribe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Saturday, August 4, 2012 11:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Shock The World! (Video Inside) 

Checking up on the olympics and 

I saw that some of the ~:avorites have 
already been knocked out of the competition. 

Spain is gone and so is Uruguay. Shocker! 

But this email is not about that shocker. 

It’s more about the shock your competition 

will t~el when your temn dominates them. 

More goals, great conditioning, better det~nse, 

awesome ball ha~dling... 

Tiffs is all Epic Soccer Training users have 

shaxed with us! They’ve revealed that they 

all have been better with the use of the progrmn. 

It’s broken up into 3 ~nodules which help to 
create the ideal training fotmdation to build 

an excellent team. 

The 3 modules are: 

1) The Rock - This is where the foundation of 
your traAning is built and the skills needed 

to excel are groomed. 

2) The Cup - Expa~d on the basics in this module and 

leam how to build your skills ruth special moves 

and training techniques to take your gmne to the 

next level 

3) The Factor,:" - Combining the skills a~d drills 

from tbe first two Inodules to create the complete 

elite soccer player. 

New Way To Train For Soccer <      Video 

As a coach all three modules ale essential for 

building a complete team. This is the same system 

that help create all-america~ all city player~ 

and even lead a team back to the NCAA playott?~ 

after 20 years 

Watch "this video and see if this system can 

help you prepme for a running season this year! 

New Way To Train For Soccer < = = = Video 
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Monday’s TV 

The Olympic Women’s tournament semiginal.s a~e on NBC Sports Network starting at noon. 

MLS Week 22: R.I.P. Kirk Urso 

Alt thoushts in Major League Soccer shifted after Sunday morning’s armouncernent that CoLumbus Crew midfieider Kirk Urso 

career as an MLS prolessionaL and his Loss is leLt across the enth’e MLS community, Oa ~ehMf of ML MLS P~ye~s, we mourn 

his ~oss and e~tend our thoughts ~nd prayers to his family in ~heh" tm~e of need," 

On FMday Houstoi~ shutout New York 2-0 in front of 22,039 at BMO FieLd. Jermaine TayLor oDei~ed the scoriiw., two minutes 

in with CaLen Cart ~ettia~ a goaL ia the 28th minute, TaLLy HaU needed two saves fo~ the shutout, Saturday, and DC United 

beat CoLumbus V0 on a 49th minute Chris Pontius goal, At Giffette Stadium~ Kansas City shutout New EngLand 1o0. Teal 

Bunbup/scored the 20th-rniaute wianer~ Continue reading "MLS Week 22: R.I.P. Kirk Urso" ,, 

National Teamers Abroad: Gomez keeps at it 

Though the Liga MX season is stiU in 

was HercuLez Gornez getting ~ 8o~{ ~or Sant:os [.~guna in a 2~2- d~aw with Puebh~ on Frk]ay. CarLos Qmnte~o opened the 

scorin8 for Santos in the 6th minute w~th Gomez doub{mg that Lead in the 15th. DaMarcus Beas[ey and Pueb{~ wou{d come 

back through two M~tias MusHz~ goats (65th and 80th) to sprit the points, Gomez subbed out h) the 71st miracle, He would 

p~ay 74 minutes on Sund~y in a 2..1 exhibition 

Staying in Mexico, Edgar CastiKo and Tijuana beat Utq>,~~. Pumas 1-0 at Estadio CaLiente, PabLo AguiLar seined the game’s onLy 

goa~ h~ the 45th mixture. Castff[o was ye~k~w carded in the 5th minute. Michael O~ozc:o’s San Luis came back agai~st Morelia 

and then ~ve up a Lwo-~oa[ Lead ia a 3- 3 draw~ A 45Lh minute Sebastian Feraandez ~oa[ LeveLed the score and Fernandez 

San Lugs up from the ~ena~ty spot seven minutes Later. Sa~tiago T~e][ez rnade it 4~i m the 66th but More[ia goals m the 85th 

and 88th split the points, 

Austrian BundesIiga, and Terrence ~oyd went the distance fo( Ral)id Vienna. <4hut:out ~-0 at home ~y Austria Vienna in the 

Viennese derby on Sunday. Austria Vienna’s goMs came in the 38th, 52nd~ and 83rd minutes, h~ BeLgiurn~ Sacha KUestai~ 

subdued on in the 81st minuti? for Anded.echt in a 14) win ore( Beerschot, Continue readin~ "National Teamers Abroad: 

Gomez keeps at it" ,, 

Olympic potentials 

By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK. NY (Au8 6, 2012) US Soccer PLayers - The 2012 Summer O[ympk:s haw~ fe~tured many 

wonder~u[ mornents~ The men’s socce~ tournament ~or instance, has been [o~de~ with rwetin8 matches, surprise outcomes, 

arid penaLW-k}ck drama in the elimination ~ound. Ws also been a shop window of so~ts fo~ young Major League Soccer pb)yers 

L~ke DC Unitedh Andy Majar, Though Ws Mw~ys race ~o see foreign dubs interested m MLS p~ayers, what abou~ MLS dubs 

potentia~bl si~ning O~ymp~ans~ 

For fans of Major League Soccer, watchii~g the Oh!topics couM also be an opportunity to scout talent. Even on MLS budgets, 

there are oppo~tunitk~s frorn a swath of players theft a~e rno!d:~y Under-Z3, Some would {~kelly re~uire ~ team ~o spend 

Desi~m>ted Player money, but others might be available within a team’s existi~)g cap space. With that in mind, here are rny 
f~ve p~ayers (and the tearns that o:~uLd use them) who wouh~ be 8rear for MLS h~ 201 

The 23.yearmoLd goaLkeepe~ is one of the reasoas why the Central AmeMcaas did CONCACAF proud by reachia$ the 

semifinals. His st~ saw}s asainst Spain helped Honduras seal a 1-0 win in the first found and in the process he~ped oust ).a 

Roj~ from d~e tournarnenL The Spanish media w~s so stunned by Mendoza’s pe~form~ace ~h~ the spo~ts daiLy Marca 

him by say}ng~ ~What a n~2ht for Mendoza. We are sure~y ~om~ to ~emernber Mendoza for the rest of o~ (1yes." Me~doza 

~ave up jus: two foMs in the openin~ roun~ but Honduras’ Gnde~effa run ended Saturday af~e~ i~ was ebminated by B~aziL. 

Me[~doza is under (:ont~act with Ho[~duran chub CD P[atense, but currently sits on the bench behind veteran Junior MoraLes, 

Potential team: The New York Red BuLfs have had a goafkeepii~$ carouse[ over the past two years. Mendoza is young, but 

he’d give them the st:abiLit:y in the back t:h~t the team could re~[]y use if it: vvan~s to compete Ior ~ titl.e. Continue reading 

"OLympic potentials" ,, 



Tuesday’s TV: Semi~ 

Otympic ,~ken’s semiii~aks on NBC Sports tqetwork a~d Tekemundo: Japan - B~exico at 12pro and Brazil - South Korea 

E~st~rn 

i’~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

:::~:: FeedBlitz Seconda~Slot 

Click here to solely unsubscribe ?ro~? "USSoccerP!~yers." Click here to ~#ew moilin~ orchives, here to chon~e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privecy ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, August 6, 2012 12:48 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NEW LAUNCH - Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea ~ Aa soa 

Act now fo~° you~~ best,.eve~° D~’e.. 
season .., with he~p from the 

p~°os 

Pre-season is here again and professional clubs are 
starting to get their players into peak physical 
condition. 

They have schedules in place for the next few weeks. 
VVhen that first competitive ball is kicked their 
players will be as strong, fit and fast as they can be 
and their technique will remain intact when they do 
get tired. 

And now for the first time ever, Elite Soccer: The 
Professional Fitness Plans provides the exact 
plans that these professional coaches are using so 
that you can get your team into the best possible 
shape. 

the to~,~ of the 9a~}e 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results. 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 



endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 

Where else can you get the pre-season fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are 
currently embarking on, to use with your players? You could be better prepared for the new season than 
any other side in your league. 

~iI SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop your players fitness in these five key areas 
throughout pre-season, building up to the big kick-off. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish pre-season fitness work but if they know 
they are using the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you get off to a flying start in 
the league. Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly 
points at the end of games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up 
niggly injuries and keep your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper pro-season - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

[ ~:~ StGN u~ NOW 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact pre-season plans. These plans are not recycled - they have never been 
published before. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ’/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow~coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

% Green Star Media ~i In Association with the LMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CampusFundrais~r <assistan@campusfi~ndraiser.com> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:04 AlVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Let us help you make the most of your fimdraJ sing eflbrts this tall! 



.’S~mpus,’sun..<.:~sei-:: i i2 lu:npike ~-Rd ~te 30,~ Westmo:oug.~ r,.,’.’A ,OigS~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aol.com> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 9:10 AlVl 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Have You Seen This [Video] 

Soccer training as we know it has 
chm~ged. 
This video shows you how: 
New Way To Soccer Training < Video 
There’s a phase that sws if you 
keep doing the same thing over and 
over agmn, expecting diftErent result~ 
that’s the definition ofinsaniU. 
If you want lx~ get better results with 
your soccer team, better skills, better 
plwers, try something new. 
New Way To Soccer Trainiua < Video 

reddiok baseball ~ 52,1 ur:lor: a,;e ~ new prcMder:ce ni 0?~74 I ii.~.ii iContact- TW It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 1:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

GTM Coach Gear ] A Protbssional Look tbr Every Sport 

This message contains graphics¯ If you do not see the graphics, click here to view¯ 

~::GTM      J           ITEES IBAGS IPOLOS I JACKETS IFLEECE IWARM-UPS ISHORTS 

:Ki GTM Coach Gear 

SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive free shipping on aii orders delivered in the United States 

,::;, 2012. GYM SPORTSWEAR.::. INC. 52g McCALL RD, MANHATTAN. KANSAS g65g2 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questi,ans regarding this email please call 1 g?~.599.4026 ~[!~.g..:t~[~ to chat with a customer service representative 

or email in ~’~.y.~:.m.c<~m Please do nol ~eplg rJirectl;, to this emaih 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Wednesday, Augnst 8, 2012 9:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Mexico vs Broil lbr Gold Metal (Who You Got?) 

The Olympics has i~atured some pretb" 

impressive soccer and finally it’s now 

down to two countries, Brazil mad Mexico. 

Brazil was not much of a shock but the fact 

that Me, co is their opponent kind if is. 

Who do you have running the gold? 

Broil or Mexico? 

I’m going with the ~mderdog and choosing 

Mexico to shock the world. 

This upcoming season, your opponents might 
look at you as the underdog in your division 

and one way to Inake sure you beat them is to 

prepare your team like never before. 

One way is to apply a new way of training 
your soccer players for the upcoming season. 

Check out this video abont the NEW way 

Soccer players should train: 

New Way of Soccer Training (Video) < 
Chances are many of the coaches who have 

been good axe relaxing right now, thinking 

they got this upcoming season in the bag. 

B ut that’s not you! You’re always looki ng 

for that EDGE. Epic Soccer Training is 

the edge you’ve been looking for. Drills, 

exercises, workouts, that are all used 

to efficiently train TODAY’s soccer athletes. 

Learn iftNs new way is right for you 

by checking ont the video below: 

New Way- of Soccer Training (Video) < 



Baseball / Softball Facilities Management Gymnastics Soccer 

Basketball Fencing Hydration /Safety Speed and Agility 

Benches/Bleachers Field Marking Lacrosse Sports Medicine 

Campus Recreation Fitness / Weightlifting Locks/Lockers Tennis 

Cheedeading. Flag Football Mat~s Track and Field 

Coaching Supplies Football Physical Education Uniforms & Apparel 

Concessions Games / Game Tables Scoreboards Volleyball 

How does this special promotion work? 

Use flyer codex7 before midnight on 08/3:~/12, Orders must reach minimum promctionai 

amount befo[e shipping and taxes are applied. Orders $500-$999 receive $50 discouat, 

Orders $1000+ receive $200 discou~t. Discount will be ~3p~iied ~t step 3 of checkout, Cannot 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 8:13 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

5 fitness plans free: TODAY ONLY 

Dear Anson, 

Pro-season Special Offer: 
5 professional fitness progran~rnes when you subscribe - TODAY 
ONLY 

Today only we are offering you the chance to get Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans FREE. Written by professional coaches, this is the ultimate guide to getting your team 
ready for the season ahead. 

We have sold thousands of copies of Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans at $37 
each - but you can get your copy free by subscribincl to Elite Soccertoday. 

Remember: this offer ends at midnight tonight (9 August 

[ ii’~’iI Subscribeto Elites ..... today 

Elite Soccer publishes six coaching sessions every month written by professional coaches 
from the English game - including at least one Premier League manager. This is possible 
because the e-magazine is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA). 

So if we say that we are publishing a coaching session that comes direct from Carlo Ancelotti, 
it means that the session comes direct from Carlo Ancelotti! It is not reproduced from 
watching DVDs of his teams play or observing him coach from afar (like some other products 
you might have seen advertized). 

The current issue of Elite Soccer contains a great session on fast passing written by new 

Norwich City manager Chris Hughton. Take up our very special offer offer to receive Elite 
Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans free (today only) with a subscription and you’ll 
receive Chris’ session today. 

[ ii.~.iI Subscribeto Elites ..... today 

About E~#e Soccer: The Professiona~ Fit#ess P~ans 

Perfect for pre-season, Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is the first time five 
professional fitness coaches have provided the plans that they use to get their players in 
peak physical condition, for you to use with your team. 

The plans are written by fitness specialists such as Gary Walker, Head of Strength and 
Conditioning at Manchester United and Scott Miller, first team fitness coach at Fulham. The 
five fitness areas covered are strength and conditioning, agility, football fitness, muscular 
endurance and technique training. 

Get your players as fit as the pros and see how many extra points that fitness generates for 
your team this season. Take up our very special offer offer to receive Elite Soccer: The 
Professional Fitness Plans free (today only) with a subscription and get your team fitter 
than they have ever been. 

[ ii~iI Subscribeto Elites ..... today 

Once your subscription is active you will receive six sessions from professional coaches in 
the English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your 
subscription. Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. Today (9 August) is 
your only chance to take up this offer! 

Yours in soccer 

[ ii.~.iI Kevin B ....... ignature 



Kevin Barrow, 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

P.S. Subscribe now and you will receive your first issue of Elite Soccertoday. Your copy of 
Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be sent to you in a separate email 
tomorrow (Friday 10 August) 

::~:: Elite 

...... Soccer 

logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 

Surrey GU5 0AB, 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: kevin, barrow@coach-soccer.corn 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Thursday, Angust 9, 2012 6:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ontlet Event- Up to 70% OffGTM Gear 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

~i GTM Outlet- Up to 70% Off 

FREE SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive free shipping on aii orders delivered in the United States 

ABOUT GTM EMA~L SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH GTM 

,:;, 2012. GYM SPORTSWEAR.::. INC. 52g McCALL RD, MANHATTAN. KANSAS 665g2 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questions regarding this email please call 1 g?h440.5014 :[!~.g..:t~[~ t,a chat with a customer service representative 

or email in ~:?~’2~oF.~:.m.c<)m Please do nol ~eply rJirectl;, to this emaih 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, August 9, 2012 10:26 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Ceil For More Civility 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaRe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the i:ounder and presiden[ of U~e nonprofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ..... letter 

Get the podcast in iTunes 

G~t the i~h ..... ~n~roi~ app 

Don’t Brag, But Be Proud 
Today, after winning a big 
game i~’s common 

athietes and fans to chant, 

classless d~sp~ay of serf- 

taunUng. I someUmes fee~ 

Listen or read more 

A Call For More Civility 
When George Washington 

,~’~as ,’[6~ he discovered a 
booklet of 110 maxims 
describing i:ow a wolf 
mannered person shosid 

behave, He was so 
convinced ti:at ti:ese 
maxims weuid help him 
become a better person 
[ha~ he set out to 
incorporate them it!to i:is 
daiiy living, 
Listen or read more 

What I Know About Life 
The eider i get .she tess I 

know, but I know some 
things: .~ know that ]% a 
work ~n process and tha~ 

between who I am and who 
I want to be, i know that 
don’t bare to be s~ck to get 
be[[e~ and that every day 
[xings opportun~Ues to 

hr~prove my ~[fe and my 
ch~rac[er, 
Listen or read more 

Josephson Institute’s 
Quotations Bank 
O~r page of 

sportsmanship quotes 
elTers pienty o[ wit and 

ir~spiring wisdom to help 

you put the O~ymp~cs 
perspecUw~, 

Sportsmanship Blog 
Check out our iatest 
pos~s on Use good° 
bad, and ugly Olympic 
moments, 

comments on Beginning 
of Positive Thinkinq: 
"Th~s message was 

phenomenuL It shows 
yo~ how to see beyond 
yos~ obstades~ 
teach you how to 
stand up, believe h~ 
yourse~[, and have a 

The Family Treasure: 
"Whe..’~ t was a .::hiid, t 
was yelled at by my 
mother, when I would 
brake something, I 

promised myset.~ that I 

wouid never yeil a~ my 
.::hiidren for doinf~ the 

Aldi~ comments on 
QUOTE: Good decisions 
are good decisions: 
think it’s simple, 

strMghtforward and to 

the 

Judy comlr:en.sed en 

Find and l:oliow 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 

poem 

ii.~.iI Charactereducation materials ] 

Proceeds from the sate of r,’iichaeFs 
books and CDs st@port character 
education in schools. Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

educatio~T Visit our’ Character 
Educator Bloq, Recen.siy posted: 

Education Law Amended to Include 
Tus Valores Cuentan Values 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD, 

i~i Character education materials 

With dips f.."om popuiar movies, you 
can en.Qe.Qe ~.,~, ..:,~o i.q discussions 

about buliyi.."..g and .more. Buy now >> 

Learn about streaming and site- 
server options. 

Free shipping for orders $30 and 

Get a cataloq >> 



Shoppinq Carts and 
Rationalizations 
When ~,,e think about 

d~s~fl~y~g generosity, or 
exB~bHJNg se~f- sacrifice, 
These name cho;ces 

much smaller events ire 
apologizing when we’re 

when ~s embarrassmg~ 

Listen or read more 

How Much Do You Want it 
to Be? 
A camp, aNy ,~’~as hMN~ 
new CEO~ After a:~ 
exte~:sive interview e~c~ 

finaNs~ was asked o~e 

Nambers, The aNSV,~er could 
be p~s four, zero or 

Listen or read more 

Good Decisions Start 
With Stop: "This so 
very important! I reatiy 
like ti:is message a~:d 
v~,ilt be si~ariNg i~ ON my 
Sacebooki’ 

Book ~l’~ Anti-Bull¥inq Workshop 

sdieel ctimabm Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth-service 
leaders .:o be effectiw’,- ch~ractel° 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

Sept. 19-21~ San Jose~ CA >> 

Oct. 2-4, Los Angeles~ CA >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

afferdabl<,t way to learn valuable 

Learn more see schedule>> 

Olympic Badminton Scandal: 
Overreaction or DiscLraceful? 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 

Josephson 

~ourr~aNsm, law, educatien, sports, policing, arid the miNtary with his uNiqae 

delivery, er~ga~IiNg preseNtatioNs, arid persor~ai atte~tien to yeur OrgaNIZatiON’S 

~eeds, (:Call 800,-7~,~-2670 or learn more, 

Your donations enable us to oiler services aNd .."esources li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

PreveNt this NeS~,sietie~ flom la:~diNg iN yeur iuNk folder by adding commentary@jiethics,org to 
your address book o~ approved seNde~ list. 

9841 Ahpott Bird. #300 i Los Angeb,s, CA 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.oLq I CharacterCounts.orq 

<:>2012 Josephson Institute, "OHARAJTf.:!R COUNTL’,-/is a re!~b,~tered te~7~dems~ek of 
Josephson t:~stifufe, 

Manage newsletter subscriptions Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 9:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This is How You Win It All! [Go USA] 

First off congratulations are in 

order to the USA Women Soccer team 
for bringing home the gold! 

What an incredible defensive performance 

those ladies put on for the 2-1 victoD~. 

The performance led me to break down 

a philosophy that is necessary 

all soccer coaches ifflaey want to 

be an excellent defensive team. 

It’s what I like to ceil the 3 Ds. 

Decision 

Determinalion 

Discipline 

Most people don’t think of great defense 

in those terms but that’s what it takes 

to be a great defense. 

In Epic Soccer Training you learn how to 

enhance the skills of your soccer atNetes 
so they are able to play stellar del~nse, 

amongst numerous of other skills they will 

pert~ct. 

When it comes to playing great dei~n~ you 

have to first have the right ~nindset (Decision). 

You musl not beat yourself (Discipline). 

You must give it eve .rything you got (Determination). 

It’s this kind of s~mff you roll be able 

to maximize with ,sound tra]ning principles 

found in the Epic Soccer Training Program. 

If you haven’t yet seen the video 

that breaks down how a former all-american 

used this exact training program to take 

his game to new height~ you need to. 

Check out the video below: 
New Way To Soccer TraJmin~ (Video) < 

This message was sent to enson@em, aii uric edu fi-om: 

reddick basebsll :: 52,1 ul°:lol°: ave :: new providel°:ce ni 07974 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org~ 

Friday, August 10, 2012 11:56 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL uuc.edu> 

Three iuslal]ments of free chaJracter education resources now available 

Joi .... global charact .... paign./ 

The 3rd installment of resources is now online. 

We’ve just posted more free resources for CHARACTER COUNTS! Week 2012, if you’ve 
a~e~dy r-eg~ster-ed for the ~AFeek, ~ust cl~ck here ~’~d "%’pc your ema~ and #~ssword to 
~CC~SS ther~ 

.~-laven’t registered yet? Take a moment now (realiy, that’s ail it will ta’ke} and get access Lo 
the instaitments of resources. 

regist ..... 

this ine’.’sssilment, yo.:2tt find: 

Free video st~eam..ing from ~:ilm Clips far Cha~acter ,~,(ducstio~s 
Sample v~deo d~p and activities from Auto--B-.Good 
Rubrics and pre]ect based ~eam~n9 
CC~ Week scrag by D~ve K~rx~o~n 
q~ps for paren~ (~n English and Spanish) 
Lesson p~an on mak~n9 good choices (for teens) 
Samples from our new "Today Coup%s" product 1~r m~ddb schoo~ stude~sts 

o + ¢ The next insta’liment of free ~esources will be available it’.. cap,ember and wiit inctu Je more 
ideas ar’,d :esources for eiel~’..enta~: middle, and high s,~, ,oc ~ ~ ~e l: emaii you when ti’..ey’:e 
ready. Meanwhile you can check out our Lesson Plan Bank, 

Ple~se feel flee to cali the CCI Nationai Office ’at 890-7I 1 --2~70 if you have ~sy queddons, 

learn more about CC! Week here. 

Have fun planning! (We’ve posted a worksheet in Instaliment 2 to iselp you with that.) 

CHARACTER COUNTS! :: [:~:; :: Character 

Counts.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Sunday, August 12, 2012 10:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Funds tbr Your Team the Smart Fasl Way 

Reaching Our Goal 

Reaching Our Goal is the best. quickest and easiest way to 

get money for yonr team. 

Designed specifically tbr sports teams with no time to waste. 

College, high school and travel teams nationwide use us. 

No ~lling and no set-up costs. Takes minutes. 

hnmediate result. 

~vw.ReachingOu~oal.org 

Questions? 914-384-4311 

Jon Goldman 

Managing Partner 

ReacNng Our Goal 

t: 914-384-4311 

e: ~on~ReacN~NOu~oN.org 

u~,w.ReachingOu~oal.org 

If yoLi woLild like Io torw~d tt~i~ message Io someor:e else, please Click Here, 

If you wouid prele~ no[ to ~eceive f(srlhsr mess~sges from [his sender, please Click Here a..",d confirm yo~sr request,~ 



Dear Parent, 

We hope your child enjoyed the previous Challenger British Soccer Camp experience. 
This summer we launched our new 1,000 touches camp curriculum and the parent reviews 
have been tremendous! Camps are filling up fast so please take this opportunity to sign up 
now and avoid being disappointed. 

All camps feature: 

All British Coaching Staff 
Fr~e Camp T-Shirt 
Free Soccer Ball 
Free Soccer Poster 
Individual Skills Evaluation 
New 1,000 touches Camp Curriculum 
Daily World Cup Tournament 

Challenger offers a number of camps in ~our area. To find the perfect match for 
your child, check out our complete listing of events. 

CHALLENGER VIDEO TIPS: 
Challenger will be sending out video tips every three weeks so that campers can practice some of 

prior to camp. 

Watch free instructional soccer videos from Challenger Sports - Play Videos 

Sincerely, 

Challenger Sports 

info@challen.qersports.com 
800-878-2167 

~iI Challenger World Tours 

Enjoy the ultimate European 
soccer experience - represent 
Team Challenger and the USA 
in some of England’s top 
tournaments! 

SoccerPlus Camps 

Overnight Camps! 
Challenger presents 
SoccerPlus camps from 
World Cup and Olympic 
winning coach Tony DiCicco. 

Visit their site - save $25 with 
code britishsoccerca mps. 

Fox SoccerTM 

FOX Soccer and FOX Soccer 
Plus bring the highest level of 
p[~)fessional soccer to viewers 
every day including Barclays 
Premier League and UEFA 
Champions League. 



I www.soccerpluscamps.con~ I www.ro×soccer.com 
I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 3:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

(-A Small-Sided Soccer Games: coaching core skills to advanced tactics 

D ear Anson, 

Mike Beale, a very well respected academy coach at a top Premier League club, sent me the email below 

that I thought you’d be interested in, I can thoroughly recommend his book. 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Dear Coach, 

Small-sided games are acknowledged throughout the 

coaching profession -from grassrootsto the top of the 

professional game - as one of the best waysto coach 

soccer skills and tactics. 

Why use small-sided games? 

More player participation 

D ifferent games mean different problems to solve 

and skillsto use 

More touchesofthe ball 

More passes attempted 

More lvls attempted 

Moregoalsscored 

More goalkeeper participation 

No referee needed 

N o results recorded 

Players take responsibility 

No coaching-the game isthe teacher 

I’m a firm believer in the idea that players learn the game 

from playing. I’ve designed these games to help coach 

players in every aspect of the game, from individual core 

skills, to team-based attacking strategies. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games one 

per page, covering every aspect of 

the game 

PD F and spiral-bound -take it 

straight onto the training ground or 

print and distribute amongst your 

players and colleagues 

Set up instructionslisting 

equipment needed and how to lay 

out the pitch 

Rulesof each game clearly 

explained so that everyone knows 

what they’re doing 

Three illustrationsfor each game to 

help you and your players visualise 

the progression of the game 

Click here to download 

a sam pie pare 

These games are tried, tested and proven with both 

grassroots beginners and top youth players in professional 

academies, They are designed to stimulate players and lead 

them down the most effective paths of learning. 

Some games get your players working on passing skills in 



competitive scenarios, while others are more tactically 

focused, providing your players with the skills to see the 

opportunities before them on the pitch. 

Players will develop core skills through the sheer number 

oftouchesthat each game guarantees. At the same time 

they will develop "soccer vision" - the ability to see spaces 

on the pitch -as each game is played in realistic game 

conditions. 

And because of the pitch dimensions, you can run several 

games simultaneously, perhaps focusing on different 

disciplines, so that all of your players are playing all of the 

time. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gemeswill give you an array of 

skills, techniques and strategies to give your team an edge. 

So why not be among the first to own a copy of this unique 

resource? 

You can buy 64 Smal!-Sided Soccer Gamesin two 

fo r m at s: 

An A4 PD F document stored on your computer. You can 

help the environment by saving trees and using less 

chemical-based ink by only printing out the games you 

need for the day. 

An A4 user-friendly spiral bound printed report for your 

bookshelf or desk. Spiral bound means you can use it 

without having to hold the page open as with most bound 

books. You can copy or print as many copies as you like 

for distribution to your players and colleagues. 

A sample page from the manual 





Why small-sided games work 

The inspiration for the use of small-sided games in 

coaching lies in street soccer and "kickabouts" on the 

nearest available patch of grass - small groups of players 

playing intense, high-tempo, skilful, competitive-yet-fun 

so coer. 

6 4 different games, including: 

3 Zone "Playmaker" Game 

Free Your Team Mate 

Target Man 



It’s widely held that the practise was first adopted as a 

structured coaching method by the Dutch Soccer 

Association back in the 1970s under the guidance of Rinus 

Michels, the inspiration behind what became known as 

Total Soccer. 

The Dutch recognised the decline in street soccer and the 

damaging effect that would have on developing players in 

future generations. They formulated the 4v4 method as a 

response and it became widely known as "the D utch way". 

The Dutch produced some ofthe best soccer teamsthe 

world has ever seen - an amazing achievement for a nation 

of that size. 

Possessio n v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

Possessio n v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

...and many, many more. 

TonyCarr, DirectoroftheWestHam United Academy 

(and editor of Smart Sessions), describes how when he was 

a player at W est Ham in the 1960sthe great Ron 

Greenwood used small-sided games at the heart of his 

coaching philosophy. Greenwood produced players of the 

calibre of Bobby Moore, Geoff Hurst and Martin Peters. 

Tony is responsible for some of the best players in the 

modern English game -Cole, Ferdinand, Carrick, DeFoe, 

Lampard, Terry etc. 

Regardless of its origins, small-sided games work and more 

and more grassroots coaches and international associations 

(see below) are realising the benefits of the approach. 

Players and teams get better - faster! 



Dramatically improve your team’s performance 

As an experienced youth soccer coach, know three things 

to be true about small-sided games: 

1. They have improved my players’ technique 

2. They have boosted our team performance 

3. W e have a lot of fun of playing them. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you a ready made 

answer to all of your coaching issues. N ot scoring enough 

goals? Use a finishing game, N eed your defence to work 

more as a unit?W e have defensive games. Passing not 

sharp enough?Take your pick. You could use a different 

game each session without repeating yourself all season. 

Your players will love these games. They’ll grow in 

confidence and maturity, their decision-making will be 

enhanced and their skill and control will be super-charged. 

Try a sample page. Print it out and take it to practise. Your 

players will love it. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesis only available here, so 

order now and take your playersto the next level, 

W ith best wishes 

M ike Beale 

Money Back Guarantee 

You may cancel your electronic 

or print copy order within 30 

days for a full money-back refund. 

For the printed (hard copy) 

version, post them back to my 

publisher at the address below 

with a note explaining that you 

wish to cancel. 

If you purchase a PD F please 

delete it from your computer 

hard drive and destroy any 

printed copies. 

Then send a signed letter to the 

address below indicating you 

have done so. 

P.S. The cost works out at 42p per game! Unbeatable value by anyone’s standards. 

P.P.S. Remember, you have everything to gain and nothing to lose. You are completely protected by my 

publisher’s money back guarantee. This means if you are not satisfied with the Manual you can cancel your 

order within 30-days and claim all your money back. 



Any questions? N eed service? 

Contact Duncan in customer services: 

U K Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: duncanh@greenst ar m edia.net 

U nsubscri be. 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:@’naif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US $e(:cer Players News[ette~ <newsbtterce~usnsL{~a.corn> 

Tuesday, Auf~ust 14~ 2012 12:16 Pts¢ 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~yers Newsb~ter USSocce~ Players ¯ Au~ 14th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Aug t4th, 2012 

Tuesday’s TV 

Cope Sudamerk:ana onFox DeperLes: Cerro Largo - Aurora at: ’3: ~0pm~ National. o frquique aL 8pro. and ~,4flk~naries - Int:i Gas 

at 10:.’¢0pm, Cope ~exico on Gab>ision: Correcoaminos - Cfub Anlerica at 10pro, A~ T~m~s E¢,stern 

What’s the point of August friendlies? 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Au!~, i4, 2012) US Soccer Pfayers - If you’re a European c[ub~ there’s a quick and abrupt 

answe~, They:- is none. Su~ prisingiy, FIFA actually [~stene~ and we only have one more yea~ Lo enjoy watcNng Lhe August 

dale d~srupt the ea[y goings of the European seasons. Wi[[ arty teals ta][ for a friendly dale that seen~ts designed to renind 

everyone that FI~% sets Lhe s(:hedu~e7 

For A~li!,riean so(:eer l:an!b the Au}~t~st dale ~s meaL assoda[ed with the prest~}~e friend[y, ,~4exk:o Lhis year and ~asl:; ~razi~ 

2010, and .... Well that’s the extent of the August date. Pdo~ to tML August ~,,~s a t}n~e for ~arnes that counted m 
(K}NCA(~AF, Or, more to Lhe pont fix Qmfederatbns hke UE~IA~ ne games aL aE Under Lhe new dea~ U~FIA’s dubs pressed 

F~FA into acceptin8, doubbheader internaLiona[ fixture dates become the norm. 

So what have we bat,." Again, some of the biggest stalehoNers in world soccer have that same quick answer. Yet, the goats 

no small part abouL time management, 

The clubs want Lo timi[, access fq the sake of thei~ schedule, their investmenL and their chances, The NaLional Teams need 

access and FIFA needs to support the fi ame~,,q k that (reaLes the nluRbyear Wqk~ Cup cycles. Both understand the Lucrative 

nab.~e of a successfu[ friend{y, yet Lhe two groups are at odds over priority, C{u~s spendin9 weeks in foreign counLfies 

expanding their brand is good business. Flea carving out signifi(ant time for National Teams to be together doesn’t have the 

saree priority ~er the C~LE~)S. And so on. un[:~ we end tip w~th the kind o~ re[atk~nshi£ LhaL creates Lhe mu(:h mah!~ned 4ugusL 

date. Continue readin£ "What’s the point of August friend[ies?" ,, 

Though painful to watch~ Mexico’s success helps the U.S. national team - from GoaLcom’s Seth Verte[ney: There is good 

New Mexican Wave Threatening To Sink USA - from Forbes’ I~obby Md4ahon: I~ut the ~ead te su~x:ess is s~rety a strai@t 
one as ,~@xico iound out aL the 2002 World Cup Finals. 

Offensive drought persists for Revolution - from The goston Gbbe’s Frank De[i’Apa: "The~e were obviousf# a few things 

that tzeuid have been done better,,,." 

Union’s Hackworth sees promise in Soumare’s debut ~ from The Detawa e Counb! Times’ ~atthew De George: "It’s never 

easy.,_" 

Chelsea 2-3 Manchester City: five Community Shield talking points - imm The Guardian’s David Hytner: The septupb 

(h earn has died, 

Wednesday’s TV: Azteca 

"l’l~e ff, exiee - USA friendly is en ESFN2 and UnMsion at 8pro, AIso en ESFNg: Germany o Arg, entina at ~::X}pm, LJnivisien 

Deportes teas France - Uruguay at 3prn. Cope Sudamencana on Fox Deportes: LDU koja o Menages at 8prn. A4~ T~mes Easte/’n 

i~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 



i :i~:i FeedBlitz S .... da~,Slot 

Clfck here to solely unsubscrfbe from "L~<occerF’~eye;~, " Clfck here to view mofLfne; orchfves, here to chon,~e your preferences, or here to subscrfbe , Prfvecy ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristin Loving <kloving@xtrammffundraising.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 14, 2012 2:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope your back to school preparations are going well’. It’s Kristin again and I’m just following up with you in regards to your Soccer program at The University of North Carolina. I have 
been assisting a number of Soccer programs like yours raise more funds than in their previous years. ADs are excited about me getting this information out to you as soon as possible, and 
wanting me to follow up before the start of the new school year - with our Sunmaer promotion still in effect, now is a perfect time to start. 

Particularly to you, The University- of North Carolina Soccer Platinum MVP Cards are now- available to help you raise funds as soon as you would like, and with zero upfront costs Pelfect 
fundraiser to stalt at anytime. We are the Nation’s premier fundraising discount cards provider Our cards are extremely easy to sell and you will soon see why thousands of teams use our 
cards as their main fundraiser eve~z year - and continue to come back to us each year. 

Here are a few details... 

*Our cards come loaded with amazing discount for your suppolters We have thousands of locations in and around your area that oiler great discouaats This is ~vhy organizations sell more 
and raise more with our cards. Discounts are to thousands of local and national places like your favorite restaurants, entertainment, recreation, movies, golf and much more. See the 
discounts in your area: http:/Tw~vw.xtramal~fundraisin~.com 

*Bonus: Free $25 Restaurant Gift Certificate ~vith each card. This is in addition to the thousands of other discounts that come with the cards. As if our cards weren’t already easy enough to 
sell. (Some fundraisers only sell this - With us, it’s just added on as a bonus to you and your supporters) 

*You pay nothing up front Basically, it’s a risk-free way of raising thousands of dollars for your Soccer program in a very short period of time - and, you can begin as soon as you want. 

*We do All of the work so you can ~2~cus on coaching Now, we even help you sell the cards too 

*We custom design your card with your colors, logo, schedule, etc, giving your program first class exposure See what your card could look like: http:i/wwwxtramanfundraisin~.com 

*Your supporters will be receiving something of great value for their support and will be happy to come back each year for their new ~I]ae University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum card. 
Supporters wil [ easily save what they spent on the cards in just a couple uses with most going on to save hundreds over the year, which is very refreshing in today’s economy and a perfect 
fundraiser to start at anytime - with our cards, fundrai sing gets easi er each year. 

*New - We can @our option) create a customized website for your Soccer program so that friends and family can buy a card directly Because our cards work all over the state and country, 
friends and family can now purchase cards from anywhere - and actually benefit from the card This increases sales greatly. 

*We work with you ever5," step of the way, provide marketing materials to help you organize and run your campaign - again, I make this extremely simple and easy for you 

Here are some average campaign profit examples (Now, up to 80% profit!): 

20 Participants selling 10 cards each - $2,200 

60 Participants selling 10 cards each - $7,800 

150 Participants selling 10 cards each - $22,500 

It is really that simple, and you will be able to see why thousands of programs continue to come back to us each year - you will not be disappointed 

Is there a good time that we could talk for a few minutes about your fundraising goals? Also, would you like to see the discounts in your area? You ~vill be very impressed. 

Thanks you so much for your time, I really do appreciate it. Talk to you soon, 

Kristin Loving 
NC Team 
Toll Free: h800.405.6020 
Office: 602.404.6480 
"The Nation’s #1 Fundraising Cards - for a reason" 
http ://,~~v.xtramardundr aisin~, com 

What our customers are saying... 

Below are a handful of corrmrents that were taken from letters and emails sent into our corporate office. 

Steve Ybat~a - Centennial HS Head Track and Soccer Coach 
"I have used many fundraising discount cards in the past and not one 
of them compares to your fundraising cards. The discounts that came 
with your fundraising cards made them extremely easy for ottr players 
to sell. Because of the huge anrount of discounts and the quality-, our 
kids were able sell to friends and family all over the state and 
countl3Z. We saw a huge increase in sales because of this! See you all 
next year..." 

Mike Welnick - Head Fundraising Coordinator - Booster Club 
"You all take great pride in offering an outstanding product for our 
supporters. There were so many discounts that came with your 
fundraising cards, that the?, appealed to everyone As you could tell 
with our additional orders for more of your fundraising cards, they 
were extremely easy to sell This was the first discount card 
fundraiser that our players and parents enjoyed being a palt of. Keep 
tap the quality of ;vork, it does not go unnoticed’." 



Lisa Bracht - Vistancia Elementary School 
"Thank yuu su much, again, fur providing our elementary schoul with a 
high quality fundraising discount cards. Each year the parents luok 
forward tu duing this fundraiser and seeing the new fundraising 
cards This year was our must prufitable fandraiser ever since using 
your cumpany uver the past few years. As ahvays, we luok furward to 
wu~king with yuu again next year. Thanks again!" 

Tony Vining - CHS Head Basketball Coach 
"I just had to write your company after being an extremely satisfied 
customer for two years now. We tried every product under the sun when 
it came to fundraising and it always seemed to be like pulling teeth 
to get our supporters to buy anything. \X~nether it was cookie dough, 
candles, candy, magazines, catalog sales, donations, you name it our 
supporters did not like over-paying for products. Fortunately, a 
friend recommended you all to me a couple years ago and we have never 
been happier. Our discount card fundraiser is a huge hit with our 
supporters and each year just keeps getting better[ Fundraising 
doesn’t get any easier than that." 

Linsday Dugovich - Head Softball Coach Towson HS 
"What a great experience, easiest and most profitable fundraiser we 
have cver done[" 

Derrick - L. Sports Ccnter 
"You guy-s really know what you’re talking about in regards to 
supporter loyalty. I didn’t think the fundraising cards could do 
any better than last year, but this year’s discount card fundraiser 
was even better." 

Dino - Jonathan Dayton HS 
"Your company was great, your sales rep Shana was prompt and 
efficient. She did ~vhat she said, follow up was great. She was the 
main reason we did the promo with the fundraising cards and ~ve will 
do it again tbr sure .. thanks" 

Jill Mertens Lake Oswefo HS 
"I feel like this discount card fundraiser was a great success and I 
sold fundraising cards to our soccer coach while recommending your 
company" 

Lisa Soars Head Soccer Club Fundraising Coordinator (Lou Fusz) 
"I wanted to let you know ~vhat a GREAT experience I had working with 
Liana Our ti~ndraising cards order did not end up being large, but 
her dedication to making sure we were satisfied and happy never 
stopped Her follo~v-up ~vas amazing, and she bent over backwards to be 
sure every one of my questions, and needs were met in a timely 
manner. She was also very pleasant and ~vas never frustrated at the 
eft;art it took to reach me at times She was wonderful to work with[" 

Jean Nishi - Nanakuli HS 
"Thanks so much for all your help with my fundraising discount cards! 
I will definitely pass along your company name to others looking for 
a fundraising opportunity" 

Sherry Richardson - Fellowship for Christian Athletes 
"Your company helped us in a very crucial time and was very flexible 
to our needs. Your company helped us raise a great deal of muney in a 
very shurt period of time The pruduct is perfect and very easy to 
sell. Yuur design team was very goud especially because I was very 
picky as to what I wanted. The fundraising cards are very 
professiunally done! I am very happy that I chose to work with yuu!" 

Brian LaSusa -RCK Varsity Coach 
"Everything was great[ Tim Vining was attentive, enthusiastic, and 
flexible. I will definitely use yuur cumpany again for our discuunt 
card fundraiser! Thanks!" 

This message was sent to ansun@emaihunc.edu frum: 
Xtraman Fundraising i 3240 E Uniun Hills Dr 

Suite 161 

I Phoenix, Arizuna 85050 

Unsubscribe: 

http:i/app.icuntact.cum/icp/mmail-mpruflle.pl?r 50247127&1 2244&s NP9C&m 475155&c 560050 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter, com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 7:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally Sent g/9/12: What I Know About Lit~ 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaRe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the i:ounder and presiden[ of U~e nonprofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Getth .... kly ..... letter 

Get the podcast in iTunes 

G~t the i~h ..... ~n~roi~ app 

Don’t Brag, But Be Proud 
Today, after winning a big 
game i~’s common 

athietes and fans to chant, 

classless d~sp~ay of serf- 

taunUng. I someUmes fee~ 

Listen or read more 

A Call For More Civility 
When George Washington 

,~’~as ,’[6~ he discovered a 
booklet of 110 maxims 
describing i:ow a wolf 
mannered person shosid 

behave, He was so 
convinced ti:at ti:ese 
maxims weuid help him 
become a better person 
[ha~ he set out to 
incorporate them it!to i:is 
daiiy living, 
Listen or read more 

What I Know About Life 
The eider i get .she tess I 

know, but I know some 
things: .~ know that ]% a 
work ~n process and tha~ 

between who I am and who 
I want to be, i know that 
don’t bare to be s~ck to get 
be[[e~ and that every day 
[xings opportun~Ues to 

hr~prove my ~[fe and my 
ch~rac[er, 
Listen or read more 

Josephson Institute’s 
Quotations Bank 
O~r page of 

sportsmanship quotes 
elTers pienty o[ wit and 

ir~spiring wisdom to help 

you put the O~ymp~cs 
perspecUw~, 

Sportsmanship Blog 
Check out our iatest 
pos~s on Use good° 
bad, and ugly Olympic 
moments, 

comments on Beginning 
of Positive Thinkinq: 
"Th~s message was 

phenomenuL It shows 
yo~ how to see beyond 
yo~r obstades~ 
teach you how to 
stand up, believe h~ 
yourse~[, and have a 

The Family Treasure: 
"Whe..’~ t was a .::hiid, t 
was yelled at by my 
mother, when I would 
brake something, I 

promised myset.~ that I 

wouid never yeil a~ my 
.::hiidren for doinf~ the 

Aldi~ comments on 
QUOTE: Good decisions 
are good decisions: 
think it’s simple, 

strMghtforward and to 

the 

Judy comlr:en.sed en 

Find and l:oliow 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 

poem 

ii.~.iI Charactereducation materials ] 

Proceeds from the sate of r,’iichaeFs 
books and CDs st@port character 
education in schools. Shop here >> 

Flip through our catalog 
Get a paper copy >> 

educatio~T Visit our’ Character 
Educator Bloq, Recen.siy posted: 

Education Law Amended to Include 
Tus Valores Cuentan Values 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD, 

i~i Character education materials 

With dips f.."om popuiar movies, you 
can en.Qe.Qe ~.,~, ..:,~o i.q discussions 

about buliyi.."..g and .more. Buy now >> 

Learn about streaming and site- 
server options. 

Free shipping for orders $30 and 

Get a cataloq >> 



Shoppinq Carts and 
Rationalizations 
Whe~ ~,,e think about 

d~s~fl~y~g generosity, or 
exB~bHJNg se~f- sacrifice, 
These name cho;ces 

much smaller events ire 
apologizing when we’re 

Listen or read more 

How Much Do You Want it 
to Be? 
A camp, aNy v’~as hMN~ 
new CEO~ After a:~ 
exte~:sive interview e~c~ 

Nambers, The aNSV,~er could 
be p~s four, zero or 

Listen or read more 

Good Decisions Start 
With Stop: "This so 
very important! I reatiy 
like ti:is message a~:d 
v~,ilt be si~ariNg i~ ON my 
Sacebooki’ 

Book ~l’~ Anti-Bull¥inq Workshop 

sdieel ctimabm Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators at~d youth-service 
leaders .:o be effectiw’,- ch~ractel° 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

Sept. 19-21~ San Jose~ CA >> 

Oct. 2-4, Los Angeles~ CA >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

afferdabl<,t way to learn valuable 

Learn more see schedule>> 

Olympic Badminton Scandal: 
Overreaction or DiscLraceful? 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach-soccer.corn > 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:52 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Use the Olympics to inspire young soccer players 

From the desk of David Clarke, 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching. 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly, 

Dea r An son. 

Usain Bolt, Jessica Ennis, Michael Phelps, Oscar Pistorius, Bradley 
Wiggins, Allyson Felix or David Rudisha? It is hard to know who I have 
been inspired by most during the fantastic Olympic Games in London. 
And what’s even better - the kids [ coach have been inspired too. 

They are coming to pre-season training talking non-stop about different 
events [ have never even heard them mention before. This Olympics 
was all about creating a legacy - so it got me thinking, how do I as a 
football coach capitalise on this enthusiasm? 

I think I’ve come up with the perfect answer - a five-star five-event test 
based on Olympic events. And it is all included in this week’s Soccer 
Coach Weekly so you can use it with your team too! 

I call this my Soccer Pentathlon - it’s great fun and gets your players 
going for Gold. Throwing, kicking, heading, sprinting and dribbling are 
all tested. It helps you find out which of your players are golden 
nuggets and there is even a certificate to hand out at the end! 

Capture the spirit of the Olympics and put on a really fun, innovative 
and new coaching session that both you and your players can enjoy. 

And you can get this very special issue of Soccer Coach Weekly- plus 
the next four when you take a five-issue trial for just $1 today! 

One of the events that I was enthralled by at the Olympics was the 
men’s handball final - France overcame Sweden in a fantastic tussle 



running out 22-2:[ winners. 

The win was built on a powerful defence while Michael Guigou was the 
hero at the other end, throwing in five goals. 

]I’ve decided to play a small-sided handball game this week with my 
players and I reckon you should too. Premier League Academy Coach 
Michael Beale carries on the Olympic theme in this week’s Soccer 
Coach Weekly by providing a handball game that’s great fun and will 
improve your players’ tactical awareness. 

You can get this handball-inspired game in this week’s very special 
issue of Soccer Coach Weekly- plus the next four issues when you 
take a five-issue trial for just $:[ today! 

And there’s more! ]:n this week’s Soccer Coach Weekly you’ll also find: 

My Touchline Tale - this week I look why winning at all costs is not 
the right mentality when you’re going for gold. Style, skills, 
technique and effort are more important. Get my Touchline Tale now 

Footy4Kids Editor Steve Watson’s provides his top seven reasons 

kids want to play football - use them to motivate your players. Get 

Steve’s knockout qame now 

The big debate - with all these other sports filling our players’ 

imaginations, should we encourage kids to play other sports, 
even if it means less time at football practice? Read the biq debate 

now 

Soccer Coach Weekly can make your life easier and help you become a 
better coach. When you siqn up today for just $:[ I’ll send you the new 
issue featuring my guide to taking advantage of the enthusiasm 
generated by Bolt, Ennis & co PLUS the next four issues of Soccer 
Coach Weekly. And if you do it by midnight tonight (Wednesday :[5 
April) you’ll also receive my pre-season plan to help you build a fitter, 
faster team in just 4 weeks. 

AND as if that wasn’t enough, I’ll also send you four more free reports: 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual 

20 easy ways to improve your soccer coaching 

Champions! - create a winning team in three easy steps 

5 rules for dealing with disruptive kids 



My Olympic-themed special issue is only available this week. Don’t miss 
out - sign up today. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching, 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 
UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 
Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 
Email: info@greenstarmedia.net 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 1:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer player acids speed and stamina (Sto~ Inside) 

The other day I shared an e-mail which 

talked about the value of speed and how 

it kills the competition. 

Well now check out the e-mail I’ve received 

from a father about his daughter’s progress 

using Epic Soccer Training : 

"We (my daughter a~d I) have gone through the 

fitness training exercise aM it has improved 

my daughters speed and staJnina significantly. 

The skills portion of your program i s outstanding 
and she is working on these daily. 

Regmding the skills portion of your program I 

think the content is outsta~ding. It is imperative 
for kids to have this training in addition to that 

at either the recreation or travel program level as 

there is not enough time in most team practices to 

get adequate touches needed to develop top skills. 

Your program content if followed and practiced 

consistently roll improve a players skill and 

contidence. My daughter Cassy is practicing all 

drills in your "Rock" catego~. Your videos help 

her understand the relevance of each of the drills 
to gmne situations, body control, conditioning mid 

touch. 

I think your content is spot on and philosophy 

rega~rding individua1 development is the key to 

producing outstanding soccer players in this 

count~. Please keep up the good work..." 

All the bes~ 

Fausto 

Check the video below to see if Epic Soccer Training 

is right for you. 

Epic Soccer Training (Video) < 

This message was sent to enson@em, aii uric edu fi-om: 

reddick b~’s.~!b~}} :: 524 tmk~n ~w~ :: n~’,. p~e’,&J~m~:e~ nj 07974 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TRN875SCdirector@e.sincsports.com 

Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:15 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Adidas Savannah Senior Cup College Showcase 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@maiLfeedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Thursday, Au~lust 16, 2012 12:08 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Au~116th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Aug 16th, 2012 

Thursday’s TV: Copa 

Copa Sudamedcana on Fox Deportes: Universitario de Sucre - Liverpool (Uruguay) at 6pm and Lara - To[ima at 8:30pm ET. 

Mexico 0 - USA 1 

The United States shutout Mexico on Wednesday night to record their first win at Estadio Azteca. Michael Orozco was the 

~oa[ scorin~ hero for the USA, finishin~ off a sequence in front of the Mexico ~oa[ in the 80th minute that started with a run 

into the box from Brek Shea. Orozco had subbed on three minutes earlier. Tim Howard kept Mexico out with several quality 

saves for his 28th shutout at National Team [eve[. 

"It took a lot of ~rit and determination," Howard said. "We went out there and played our hearts out tonight. It’s not lost on 

any of us that we made history. We’re just so proud of those ~uys. We worked hard. We played we[[ and we had to weather 

their storm most of the ~ame and we did that." Continue readin~ "Mexico 0 - USA 1" ~, 

Five Things from Mexico 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Au~l 16, 2012) US Soccer Players - The United States won a ~lame that many had already 

written off we[[ before kickoff on Wednesday ni~Jht at Azteca Stadium. Instead, a ~Iroup of USA players decided why not now 

and why not us. The result was a reassessment of what was supposed to be taken for ~Iranted about a USA team on the road 

in Mexico City. Here are five thin~Js to take from a memorable ni~Jht for National Team soccer. 

A Howard Reminder 

When you have former US National Team ~loa[keeper and now television analyst Kasey Keller p[ayin~J down his own historic 

~lame a~Jainst Brazil while p[ayin~J up what Howard did on Wednesday, you’ve seen somethin~J special This is nothin~J new for 

Howard, even in front of an unfamiliar defense. No ~loa[keeper in the world should be expected to always be there, but 

more often than not Howard manacles to ~let into position. No team in the world should always expect their keeper to bail 

them out, but a ~Jeneration of US defenders put the same faith in Howard that they used to have in Keller and Brad FriedeL 

As with seemin~J[y everythin~j in American soccer, questions occasionally rise about the depth of the USA ~Joa[keepin~J corp. 
That’s expected, but with Howard on his ~lame the US can play to the same advanta~le as the world’s elite teams. They have 

a ~loa[keeper that can make himself the difference throu~lh exceptional and consistent play. Continue readin~J "Five Thin~Js 

from Mexico" ,, 

MLS: Draws and a win 

Major Lea~lue Soccer scheduled three ~lames for Wednesday’s international match day. While Landon Donovan was p[ayin~J 

the first half in the USA’s win over Mexico, his Los An~le[es Galaxy teammates were in Columbus drawin~J I-I with the Crew. 

Jairo Arrieta opened the scorin~J for the home side in the 47th minute with Robbie Keane equa[izin~J in the 64th. The ~lame 

was the first time Columbus played since the death of rookie midfie[der Kirk Urso. 

"I can’t say enou~lh about what the fans did toni~Jht and have done to honor Kirk Urso," Columbus midfie[der Cole Grossman 

said. "It’s pretty special to look up there and see a[[ the 15’s and KU’s and a[[ the various tributes. At the end of the ~lame, 



just looking up there almost brought tears to my eyes. The fact that they care so much about one of their own is very 

speciaL" 

At BMO Field, Toronto and Portland played out a 2-2 draw. Sa[ Zizzo opened the scoring for the Timbers in the 21st minute. 

Toronto’s Eric Hass[i equalized in the 57th, with Luis Silva putting them up a goal six minutes later. Dar[ington Nagbe 

equalized for Portland in the 82nd minute. Continue reading "MLS: Draws and a win" ~ 

MLS is not on schedule: Uneven number of matches complicates playoff outlook - from The Washington Post’s Steven Goff: 

the divide is just three points but with fewer dubs maintaining practical chances of advancing. 

Jeff Stelling: Presenter predicts gloomy seasons for Tottenham’s Andre Villas-Boas and Chelsea’s Roberto Di Matteo - 

from The Independent’s Jack Gaughan: "but it is a big ask." 

Hannover - These are the Good Old Days - from Bundes[iga Fanatic’s Ansgar Locke: So, where does that leave Hannover 96 

this season? 

Friday’s TV: Liga MX 

Ligue 1 on Univision Deportes: LiLLe - Nancy at 2pm. Tijuana - Tigres is on Univision Deportes at 8:30pm. Fox Deportes has 

Cruz AzuL - Leon at 10:30pm. Same time for MoreLia - PuebLa on ESPN Deportes. All Times Eastern 

~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 
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Sent: 
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Subje~: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esbowles~email.unc.edu; 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL uuc.edu> 

New Exhibitions and Events: Urban Sketchers and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

f,o  ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Opening Reception: Thursday, 

Urban Sketchers at Ackland Museum Stere 
16 August, 6:30-8:30 PM 

The sights and sounds of cities 

wortdwide -- from London to 

Lisbon, from Singapore to San 

Francisco -- come alive in the 

vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ack[and Museum Store’s retail 

ga[ten! space. 

Seeing the World, One Drawing at 

a Time: Urban Sketchers is the 

first group show ever done by 

members of this global non-profit 

organization. 

Read more here and come to ................................... 

tonight’s opening reception! 

The show wit[ be on view at the 

Acktand Museum Store through 6 October 2012. 

Director’s Choice: Art since 1950 [rom ~he Ackland Ar~ 
Museum CoLLection 
On view through August 26 

ixii 
SeLected by EmiLy Kass, Director of the Acktand 

Art Museum, this exhibition brings together 

highlights from the Acktand’s growing permanent 

coLLection of art since 1950. 

Abstract and figurat works in the exhibition 

range from the powerful to the ptayfu[, and 

inctude art by Wittie Cote, ALison Saar, Seymour 

Lipton, Sandy Skogtund, and Hans (Jean) 

Arp. The 30 paintings, sculptures, and 

photographs in Director’s Choice may even offer 

visitors hints of summertime places, activities, 

and sensations; consider JuLian Stanczak’s Glare, 

Fetrath Hines’ Aquatic Adventures, Jutes O[itskfs Waves and Clouds, and Burk 

Uzzte’s Red Hamburgers. 

Coming Soon! 

This faLL, A SEASON OF JAPAN celebrates myriad aspects of 

Japanese art and culture through ten unique exhibitions and 

instat[ations of art from the Acktand’s cot[ection, as we[[ as 

art from prominent private co[tections. 



Art & Literature °’Extension" Tour 
of Director°s Choice 
Saturday, 18 August, 2:00 PM 

perhaps whet your appetite for further reading. 

This public 

tour of the 

exhibition 

Director’s 

Choice 
ma kes 

between 

the works 

and the 

August Art 

Literature 

discussion 

of Lost in 

the City by 

Edward P. 

Jones. 

Whether or 

not you’ve 

read these 

short 

to make 

exci ti ng 

observations 

and 

Free and open to the public. No reservation necessary. 

Art & Literature in the Galleries: Fall 2012 
"A Season of Japan in Art & Literature" 

This fall, Art & Literature in the Ga[leries will explore interesting relationships 

between the Japanese art that will be on view at the Ackland and two Japanese novels 

and a poetry anthology. Read the selected book(s), look at the art, and become part 

of this popular series by joining the discussions one Thursday evening each month. 

13 September, 6:30 - 8:00 PM 

An Artist o]~ the Floating World by Kazuo Ishiguro 

11 October, 6:30 - 8:00 PM 

Poems in The Penguin Book of Japanese Verse 

15 November, 6:30 - 8:00 Phi 

Masks by Fumiko Enchi 

Learn more about each session’s works ol art and 

literature. 

Free to Ackland members, high school students, 

and valid UNC OneCard holders I $5 each session 

for a~l others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 



Look~n~ Ahead.,. 

Yoga in the Galleries - Start your semester off right! 

Tuesday, 21 Ausust, 12:00-I:00 PM 

Tuesday, 4 September~ 12:00-I :00 PM 

Tuesday, 18 September, 12:00-I :00 PM 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by 

~enerous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends tike 

you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dottars support our mission! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Imases: 

Rose Piper, American, 191 7-2005: Slow Down Frefooht 7Yarn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund 

Kumi Matsukama, YakusMdke Park, 2012; watercolor. 

Julian Stanczak, American (born in Poland), born 1928: G lore, 1969; acrylic on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Edo=ar Deo=as, French, 1834-191 7: Spanish Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Ackland Fund. 

Willie Cole, American, born 1955: ~Aan Sp~Ht ~,lask, 1999; photo-etchins, embossins, hand colorin8 (and scorchins); screenprint 

(and scorchins), woodcut. Ackland Fund. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th 5anke~ Kanze Noh, 1958; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Collection. (c) Estate of 

I kk6 Tanaka. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-I 903: The Banks of the O~se, Near Ponto~se, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Forward this email 

This enlail was sent Lo ansorl@ernaiLu~c.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__!~__r_o__r_lLeZ~__~_La_lL_&d__d__Le__s__s. Znstar, t remaval with ._S__a__r#__U_~_s__@__s__c__@__e_" [_%v__a__c_~___r_~_oJj_c_y_. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aol.com> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 4:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Julio is a better player due to THIS! 

Jusl got an ema~l from Julio Aguil~x 

after using Epic Soccer Tr~ning, see 

what he had to say: 

"Your soccer training has really helped 

me a lot and gave me goals to become a 

better soccer player." 

Tho~ who use Epic Soccer Trmning 

simply become better soccer players. 

The training program uses HD Videos, 

detailed blueprint on exactly what 
drills you should peffomi to 

become the best soccer player you 

can be. 

If you’re are interested at a]l in 

playing better ,soccer as a player 

or building a team of good soccer 

players you need to see this video 

below: 

Soccer Training Video < 



IN STOCK NOW! - Gear Pro-Tec Shoulder Pads 
24 hour Quick Ship! 

Having trouble finding shoulder pads? We have Gear Pro-Tec shoulder pads in 
stock and ready to ship to you within 24 hours! 

Patented Z-Cool technology keeps players cool and Ultra-Light Protection 
makes these shoulder pads 35% lighter than traditional pads. 

"Our Players love the fit and feel of our Gear shoulder pads. We have used 
them since our football program’s inception in 2009. Our absence of shoulder 
and upper-body injuries, combined with competitive pricing and unrivaled 
customer support shows that you can’t go wrong with Gear products." 

- Adam Howard - Head Football Coach Notre Dame College of Ohio 

Contact us today at 1-800-527-7510 and get your pads in time for football 
season. 

View Our Full Collection of Shoulder Pads 

x 

Baseball / Softball Facilities Management Gymnastics Soccer 

Basketball Fencing Hydration /Safety Speed and Agility 

Benches/Bleachers Field Markinr~ Lacrosse Sports Medicine 

Campus Recreation Fitness / Weightlifting Locks/Lockers Tennis 

Cheedeading. Flag Football Mat~s Track and Field 

Coachinq Supplies Football Physical Education Uniforms & Apparel 

Concessions Games / Game Tables Scoreboards Volleyball 

zf you have any suggestions on how we can improve, please email us, 

Unsubscribe 
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Friday’s TV: Lisa MX 

Lisue l on Uni\,ision Depor[es: I. iU.e o Nancy at 2pro. "[’ijuana - Tigres is en Univisien I)eportes a[ 8: ~{)pm. Fox beportes has 

Cruz Azu{ - Leon at 10:30pro. Same time for" ,~,~,o~ e[ia - Pueb{a on ESPN Deportes. A~ Times E~stern 

Their Words 

Everton’s season 

By J Hutcherson ¯ WASHINGTON, DC (Aug 17, 2012) US Soccer Players -- Fo~ these of you who aren’t fans of the 

revot~ing contenders ~ Engtand~s Pren’der League, there’s some good news for 20tb i 3. Though the dueling Manchesters writ 

a[n]ost assbfed{y be (:orape~in9 fo~ the tiHe. ~:he London ~:en~ingent rnk4h~ not have done enou~;h. "]’hat includes 

Arsenal 4th-pb~ce Spurs, 6th-place Che[sea. and 9th~p[a(:e ~u[harn. What that (:ou~d create th}s season is a reshuff[hlg of the 

dubs capable o~ quaUfying for Euro~)e in (:he :}rd (:hrouf~h ~th spots~ and wi~h i(: a reassessraen~ o~ (:he Preraier {.eaf~ue. 

these I(£!epin~ score at: horae, once a~ain ~t’s the two ,~8n(:hes[er ~ean~s ~taXin~ the 8~ost iET~p~essive p{a’{e~ ET~oves. 

They’ve spenL, with Lhe incomin~ p[ayers upgrading their chances, This ~s in cont~asL to the reigning European champions 

{he~sea. who are riding ~:he beneLi~: o~ that nh::e shiny trophy. ~t’s poUte to in~:tude the Champions Leagbe winner among the 

favorites for the Premier League titl.e, ~ut it’s not exactty rea[isdc~ Even with the problems Arsena{ have created for 

themselves. (:he,sea are stiU. missin~ }:deees. 

Yes, we’re talking about the team that signed Osca~ ~ but that ~emains a calculated risk. It’s the same situation fo~ Eden 

Hazard m expecLin~ youn~ players to adjust immediate}.y ~o the ~dnd of soccer Che[se~ needs to p}.ay. Though there’s 

more than enough teem this season for a dub to slip and have tinle to recove~ ~ CheLsea should stiL~ be considered about the 

eontras~ of sb/[es between Euro~)e and the Premier League. ’The Manchester dubs get that dgh~: in a way that hasn’t apphed 

to Chelsea in severa~ seasons. They know as we[[ as anybody that spending on its own isn’t enough. 

Arsenal have set themselves up as the most financiaUy pragmatic c~ub in the Prep’tier League, so their response to the 

Robert Van Persie issue was as ~)redicl:aM.e as it was seULde~eatins. Van Persie is the k~nd of ~)l.ayer du~s normally ~uUd 
around, and the p[ayer himsed was questioning ArsenaCs wiKingness to push forward, h~anchester United has no such qua{ms, 

addh~g Van ~ers~e as they try ~e squeeze past Man~:hes~er City a~ the ~ep o~ d~e table, Continue reading "Everton’s season" ~ 

Questions: Concussions 

By Tony Edwards ¯ San Jose, CA (Aug 16, 2012) US Soccer P{aye~s -- In Thursday’s column, Tony sees a US tqadona[ Team 
p]ayer go down with a concussion and asks again how Ions it wfi[ take before ~%~LS and FIFA put pfayer health first. 

Hew many concussions is it going to take before MLS and FIFA change their substitution rules? 

When US National Team P[aye~ Jay Det~erit knocked herds with geaU,:eeper Brad Knighton on Saturday, he went back into the 
game afterwards. DeS~erit t£ayed a [ittfe whife [onger. then had to be substituted with concussion symptoms. 

There should have bees so question, even though b@,~,eHt "passed some side~ise tests," of him going back into the game. 

a~ah’*st the three allowed substitutions. 

Is it fair to the [.eam to have to k)ring in a substi[.ute wire might not have warmed up? tqo[. enti~e/y, but a shorbterm result is 

nothin?, corapa~ed wit:h a {)l.ayer’s Iileleng rnenta{ and [)hy!@::at hea{th. Continue reading "Questions: Concussions" ~ 

Self-belief behind USA’s historic w~n - from Fox Soccer’s Jamie ’Treeker: ~l never thought t’d sco~e a goal at the Azteca." 

said @ ozco. 

Historic win in Mexico provides mental value for U.S. going forward - from SI.com’s G~ant Wahl: Cameron played like 
taking on ~V~exico in the Azteca was no big deal 

Players move on~ but don’t forget o from The Ce[bun’ms Dispatch’s ~k:hae[ Arace: ’"The bigger thing was what we played 

for 7 



Clark workin~ his way back into Dynamo’s fold - 1~r~’~ ~1~ Hobston Ch~oni~:~e’s Jose de 

Nick De Santis: almost 20 years of bleedin~ Impact blue - fl’om The ~4ontrea~ Gazette’s 

Weekend TV: Premier League returns 

Saturday 

EPL on b’.’SPN: Arsena~ o Sbsderl.an~ i~ ~ 0am, On Fox Soccer: WBA ~ Liverpool at 9:30am. Newca~s~e - S£urs at: l 2pro, West 

Ham - As~on VK~a at 2:30pm~ and Reading - S~oke City at 4:}0pro, ~ox Soccer P~us has Fu~ham ¯ Noreich City a~ ~0am an6 

QPR ~ Swansea aL :~:30prn, SP[. on FS+: Ross Codnt:y - Cett:~: at ~am. 

La L~ga moves to betN Spor~ (avai[abfe oi~ DirecTV and DISH Ne~work) CeSta Vi~o ~ Ma~aSa a~ ~pm~ Sevfl~a ~ OetMe at 3pm~ 

arid Ma[to~ca - Espa~yo[ at 5pro. L~gue 1 or~ Un~ds~on Deportes: Lyo~ ~ Troyes at 11am and Lonent ~ Montpe[~er at 2pro, 

EredMsie on ESPN beportes: PSV - Recta at 12:45#rn, 

L.i~a MX on Univiskm: Querel:a~o - C~.u~: America at 6pro. On LJrfiviskm I)e£ort:es: ~4onl:em!~y - At:[a~nte at: 8pro an(~ San I.uis - 
Chivas at 10pro. UnMsion DeporLes 2 has Atlas - Jasua~es at 10pro, Santos La$ana - UN/~: Pumas is on Tel.eFutura at 8pro. 

4~~, T~me5 E~stern 

MLS on NB¢ Sports Network: DC ¯ PhiladeipMa at 5pro, O~iavisien has ~Y - Port[nnd ~ 7pro. 

EPL on Fox Soccer: Wigan - Che[sea at 8:30am and Manchester C~Ly .. Southampton at 10:30am. SPL on Fox Soccer Plus: 

Ligue 1 or~ bern Sport: ~S~arse[ites - T~oyes at 8am. Urdqs}ort Deportes has Ajacc[o - F~SG at 3pro. La Li~a o[~ belN Sport: Rea{ 

Ma~i~ ¯ Valencia at lprm Barcelona - RaM Socie~ad aL Spin, and Levante .. At[etico Madrid at 5D~, 

Liga X~X on Univisiom To[uca .. Pachaca at lprm A~{ 7~mes E~stern 

Monday 

E:verton Manchest:er Unit:ed al: :pro E:’T on ESPN2. 

::~:3: FeedBlitz Top Slot 

I c:     I 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

XL Soccer Tours <ciaran@xltravel.ccsend.com> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 1:04 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Watch our New XI, Soccer Tours Commercials on FSC! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward email 
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XL Soccer World Orlando 825 Courtland Street :: Orlando :: FL 32804. 
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Monday’s TV 

Ew!~rt:on Manchester United at 3pro ET on EBPN2, 

National Teamers Abroad: It’s Altidore... again 

The start of the Premier League seaso~ might be the easy headtine, but for America~s Abroad Jozy Alitdore’s sec:o~d 
debble-goat game was the story. AU:~do~e epened the s~:erB~g h~ AZ’s [%1 wh~ ove~ Hera~:~es B~ the 16t:h ~T~B~ute. M~a~ten 

MaFLe~is ~oub[ed the lead ten minutes [ater~ Heracles would ~et a ~oa[ bad( three minutes from Lime. ~uL it would be A[Li~e~e 
agaB~ w~th a stoppage t~rae goal 

Michael Parkhurs~ atso 8or a goat, scon~g the 8ame-wh~er in Nordsjaettand’s t-0 over Aarhus. P~rkhurst scored }~ the 75d’, 
minute. C~re~ce Goodse~ ~ot d~e equMizer six minutes from t~me fo~ B~ondby m a 1-1 draw w~th Copenha~em Ch~r~e 
Da~des subbed on in the 72~xJ mh~ute for Randers~ shutt}~g out SRkebor~ t @. h’, Swedem A~e~a~dro Be~ya w~s ~so a goat 

scoFer though He[singborg wou[~ lose 2.1 to EUs~org. Bedoya was yellow car~ed in the 43rd mh~ute. SacRa K~jesta~ subbed 

on in the 80th nlinute for Ander~echt~ beating Mons 2-1. 

In the Premier League, Brad Friedel was in $oat for" Spurs }s a 2-1 Ions to Newcastfe, W}th Newcastte opes}s~ the scorm~ 

the 54t:h mh~ute~ "[’ottenham’s Jermaine beF’ee equaUzed in the 76th. Newcastle were ahead fix good four minutes ~at:er after 

convertin~ a penalty, Th~ Ream and Bolton were shutout 2-0 by Burntey. Scotb)sd~ and Carton Boca~e~ra was irt the 

hneup ~er Ranaers as they beat East: ShM.ington {g-1 at [brox. Continue reading "Nationat Teamers Abroad: It’s A[tidore... 

aflain" ,, 

MLS Week 24: RouRh Night at RFK 

what was supposed to be a must-win sc:e~ario for the Phitadetphia Union on Sunday night at RFK Stadium. the points were 

sprit ~nd the angst was raise~. Brian CarroU opene~ the scorin8 ~or the Union in the 8th minute, an~ Philadelphia put the ~aU 

the back of their own net in the 71st. 

DC thought they had atready equati~ed, but the referee caUed off a 64th rmnute goaf, ~,,¢ayne De Rosario ]ooked tike the hero 

tk~r DC with an 87t:h mh~ute penaLt:y~ but his attempt had t:o be ret:aken aRer the referee caUed fo~ encroachment, DCs 

Bra~ko Boskov}c was sent off in the ensuing disagreement over the caU, and De Rosario was unsuccess[u~ with his second 

at(:ernpt. PhKade[phia’s Sheanon WiU.b}ms headed ~k~r a sl.~ghl:~y earlier (:ban expected exit in the 89tl~ rninu(:e~ 

AI.se en Sundav, Pertland rooked t:e Be wetl in control against New Yod< onty to end up ~esh~g ~-2. ~right Dfl~ epened (:he 

scoring for d~e TimBers in ~he 8d~ mim~te, ~nd i~ was 2.0 Portland when Dar[ington Hagbe scored in the 32rid, The Fte~ BuKs 

got a gea~ two mh~utes before haU:~:h~e frern Kenny Cooper whe had subbed on mh~utes earlier. The score was h~ve[ when Tim 

Cah~K scored m the 45Lh~ Heath Pearce ~ot New Yo~ k’s winner ~n the 83rd, tn the n~htcap~ Houston drew 2.2 with Co[umbus~ 

B~ad D~vis got the first go~[ in d~e 19th n’dnute~ with the Crew a~swering through Cote Orossm~n (3 }rd) ~d Eddie G~ven 

(58th). Adam Mofiat equMized for the Dynamo in d~e 82rid minute. Continue reading "MLS Week 24: Rough Night at RFK" ,, 

For MLS, digital is an attempt at fillin~ the gaps 

By Dario Camacho - MIAMI, FL (Aug t0, 2012} US Soccer rdayers -- There is a gap that ,V,a}or League Soccer }s try}sg to 

b~idge, Cens~der ~:he rflne~een existing teams as sa~:et{i~es ftea~:hlg ()BI the vas~ ~ands~:ape of North America. E:a~:h team ~s a 

se~f sufticient~ independent identity~ part of a set of ~iche markets that have e~t~e~ched socce~ foUowers~ groups, fans. 

They work as anchors. The,/work to create a relevant framework that MLS cart use to 8row the League. Grow them in these 

raarRet:s, sn~lat[ er raarqui?e, aBhd ge~: thern hh~:e ~h~9 te{evision nationa{ spot{ight hi hopes o{ giving ~:he League a br()ad~r 
appeal Use the {eve;a~e of regionM rwMries and the odd summer friendly to show off the passion persomfied by fans 

wavin9 f~ags, screaming chants> and berating opponents. 

Passien. I t:’s a marl~tabte quaUty, erie t:hat:, as MI.S chief raarket:ing efiicer Howard Handh~r atluded to in an ESPN intersiew. 

is capabte of transcendin~ the tocat ma~ kets and creating North American appeal.. 

’tn workin~ with the NFL. t thought f had encountered rabid fans at OFeen Bay or Chica~o, but: mingting with these (SeatLte) 

fans I reatized their support was an expression of their own identit}es oo a reflection of who they a~e and what it means to be 

20- and i~Ooyearootds in SeattLe," Handier totd ESPN, 



transform that passion for a s}ng(e team, to oi~e t~qat encompasses the Leasue as a who{e. T~qe jumi0 from ’my te~m’ 

~eague’ within the Ie×k:on of fan iniatbation, Continue reading "For MLS, digital, is an attempt at fiUing the gaps" 

Tuesday’s TV: Champs Leagues 

UEFA Champions League o~ Fox Soccer Pf.us: Spartak ~.’toscow ¯ FeneFbache ~[ 12pro. On Fox Soccer: Fb[sinbo~ g ¯ Celtic aE 

2::X)pm. F’ox Spor~s l’@~ has goruss~a ,~oeneheng{adbach - I)in~mo Kiev at 2:45pm, 

Cope Sudarnericai~a on Fox ~eportes: Sao Pau]o - Bahia at 8:15prn and Unive~.qdad San Ma~tin - Eme{ec at 10:30pm, Copa 

g~exico on ESPN DepoF~es: Ja~uaFes - UN/@,~ Pumas aL 8pro a~d Quz Azu( ¯ A(tamiFa at loam, CONCACAF Champion, s League: 

Real Satt Lake - Tauro at lOprn on Fox Soccer. A~ Ths~s Eastern 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 12:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2 tx)oks, 72 coaching plans 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ 
Series includes full coaching 
sessions written by Sir Alex 

Ferguson, Harry Redknapp, 
David Moyes, Roy Hodgson 
and 68 other professional 

coaches in book format. For a 
full list of coaches included and 
details of their sessions, 
please click here. 

Published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA), these 
two books are a complete toolkit of coaching sessions, with a professional seal of 
approval. With Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series you will always be able to 
find a training session to meet the specific needs of your team and to help you 
improve your results! 

Because of our partnership with the LMA, we can provide full coaching sessions 
written by the best managers in the best league in the world. There is no observed 
or recycled content It is absolutely true to say that no other organisation in the world 
can offer you this coaching intelligence. 

You can get your copy of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series in a format to suit 
you. If you want a complete catalogue of sessions, spiral-bound with a plastic cover 
to protect it from the elements - order a print copy. If you like to prepare on your 
computer prior to training and pick out individual training sessions - order the 
books as PDFs. Make these unique books work for you by choosing the format 
that suits your coaching style. 



By now, you might be expecting this unique coaching resource to set you back 
hundreds, maybe even thousands of dollars. Well think again! You can purchase 
both books in PDF format for $77. For just $6 more you can get both in print too! 

So, what are you waiting for? Star coaching like the best in the business - act now 
to guarantee your copy. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If 
you’re not happy with your book, just let me know and I’ll give you a full refund. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscdbe here 
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Tuesday’s TY: Champ~ Lea~ue~ 

UEF£ Champions League en Fox Soccer Plus: Spatter t4oscow 

2:30pm. Fox Sports Net has Borussia Moenchengladbach - Dinan’to Kiev at 2:45pm. 

Cope Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: Sao Pau]o - Bahia at 8:1Spin and Unive~sidad San Martin - Zme/ec at 10:}0pm, Cope 

Mexico on ES~N Deport:on: Jaguares - UNAM Pumas at Spin and C~ux Azul - Alt:amira at 10am, CONCACAF Champkms League: 

Real Salt Lake - Tauro at 10pro on ~ox Soccer. At~ %~mes k~sZern 

T~eir Words 

}/oup~y." ~ewYork coach Hans Backe. 

Everton 1 - Manchester United 0 

Tim }toward needed ieu~ saves t:e shutout: N~anchester United. with Everton epen~ng U~e~r 2012-13 Premier League season 

with a wh~ at Goodison ~ark. Marouane FeUaini scored the game’s only goat in the 57tb nlinute. Everton outshot United 18 to 

1’I. pul:1:in~ seven shots on ~rame I:o Uni1:e(]’s four. 

bad Loi manage~ David Moyes said "If you Lumed off for a rninute the combinaLions Lbey’ve got up f~ont and Lhe way they 

play around the edge ef the box, t:hey’re very> very good 

Ferreira wins POTW 

FC Dallas midfielder DaHd Ferreira won Major League Soccer’s Player oi the Wee[,: award fo~ Week 24, Ferreira had a goal 

and three assists b’t two games. Dallas bert Vancouver and Real SMt Lake. This is Ferrei~a’s second Ptaye~ of the Week win. 

Tell Me About: Recopa Sudamericana 

On Wednesday~ South America’s version of the Super Cup kicks o~f at the Es~:adh:~ Nackma/in Santiage~ Ch[~e, The t:v~,e4eg 

compeUtion is a meeting of the 20i 1 Copa L~bertadores champions Santos and Cope Sudame~icana winners Univers}dad de 

championship is ceremonial with on{y the Cope Libertadores winne~ advandrtg to F~FA~s C{ub Wor[d Cup. 

Unlike U~o Europeaa version~ the Recopa is played ou~. ove~ ~.wo-te% held a month apart, the deciding game between 

Universidad de Chile and Santos won’t: be [*e~d un~:[~ September, Santos as the ~:opa [.ibeyt:ado~es w~nney hosts ~:~e seeond-[e~}~ 

In an additional twisL d~e current Cope L~bertado~es champion doesn’t pal’ddpa~e unU{ the foUowin~ yea~ due to the Cope 
Sudamedcana schedule. The 2012 Sudanlericasa is on~mn~ - there’s a @me on the same night as U’e Recopa opener- but 

the Mbertadores M~eady crowned Cormd~ians champions on July 4th, U~a~ quaUfied CoMnthians ~o~ the 2012 Cb.~b Worm Cup 
(ater th~s year m 3apan. Santos, as the 201 i Libe~tadores winner, partk:ipated h~ the 20t 1 Ctub World Cup finishing 2nd to 

winner Barcelona. 

$O why {he ~leed for {he ~ecopa? tt:’s a ~}ood ([uestien. w}{h {he touynaETEent no{ t:itt:hlg we{~ ~nt:o [:~e $eu{~ Zr[~eFkan ea{enda{, 

The second stage of the 2012 Cope Sudamencana doesn’t end unU] the middle of September, with the tournament c:ondudh~g 

on OeeeET~bey 12th. Again, in yet ariel:her conl:{i(:t: on ~:be Seu~:~ Arneri(:a~l o~[en(]ar, ~:~a~:]~ ~:~e saqle (]a~:e t~e ~:uyrent: Copa 

Libertadores champions w~{[ be playing in the Club Wo~Ld Cup semifinab m Toyota, Japan. Continue readin~ "Tell Me About: 

Recopa SudameMcana" ,, 

The Impact is for real - from The Montreal GazeUe’s Pat Hk:key: but tonight we didn’l: back dov~,n." 

D.C. United left in fit for being tied - IYern The Examiner’s (:raig Sl:ouffer: buI: l:[~al: was only one piece of the madness I:bat 
took hold. 

Miller bemoans ’horrendous week’ ¯ item The P~ oqnce’s Marc Weber: a monEh after his signing, there remains much to 

prove .... 

Amid the mess and madcap scheduling~ La Liga reignites - and delights - from The Guardian’s Sid Lowe: Sometm’es, 
sornehew~ ~eo~baU Hnds a way. 



p~ope~ match has bees 

in Sliver of Old U.S.S.R. Hot Soccer Team Is Virtual State Secret - from The bf¥ Times James Monta~ue: F.C. SheMff has 

Premie~ League on ESPN2: Che(sea - Reac~h~. at 2:30pro, Champions Leasue on Fox Soccer: Bra~ja- Udinese at 2pro, -Fox 
Soccer Plus has Limasso[ - Ande~fecht at 2pro (Spin on Fox Soccer}. 

The Recopa Sudame~icana starts tonight on Fox Deportes: Universidad de Chile o Santos at 9pro. The second ]eg isn’t unt}~ 

September 26th. Copa SudameMcana on Fox Deportes: Boca gurdors - lndependiente at 6:30pro. 

Copa Mexico on Univi.qon Deportes: Neza - AtLas at 5pm~ MeMda - UNAM Pumas at 8pro, and Club America - Co~ecamh~,os at 

10i)fn. A~.aiie[ense -’Ti~res is on Gala~ision a~ 10pro. 

COf.ICACAF Champions L :~ague: CD Fas - Hosston at 10pro. 4~[ ’Time:; 

i 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 

Wednesday, Augnst 22, 2012 8:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Video - Ladder Drill - Speed and Agility Training 

TheCoaches Insider ~i 1877.386.4840 

~ 

[~ S ..... Newsletter J 



[)~ Coach Dave Brandt and players demonstrate a 7 Touch Speed 

..... Passing Drill -Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach Dave Brandt and players demonstrate a 7 Touch 

Speed Passing Drill 

Provided by DVDSoccerOo~ch 

i~i Facebook 

Steve Grieve - Modern Soccer Tactics ....... 

Spare’s formation is a source of great debate and intri£~ue~ Is it a 4-3- 

3? Is it a 4-3°3-0? Is it a 4-6-0? Is it a 4-2-3-I? Is it a 4o2-4-0? Is it a 

2-2-2? I think it’s a comMnaUon of the above~ Some matches they w~]] 

ensure they have a centra~ str~ke[~ generally Cesc Fabregas, who w~l] 

rotate tMs role w~th David Silva, w~th Xav~ and ~n~esta... 

Hope Solo pen~orms the Shot from Side/Center - Watch it Here! 

In this soccer training video, US National Goalkeeper Nope So~o 

)erforms the Shot from Side,’Shot from Center with coaching by Phil 

VVheddon. 

Video provided by STACK.corn 

Hazing investi.qatien under,ray at HSU; alleqations sudace in wake 

men’s soccer team padv 

Lindsey tt~1L~on men and Lee women ~ead NAIA preseason ~ankh~{!s 

Former UNC cepta~n passes away 

Sign Up a 

Colleague! 

Get Some Green 

for your Team - 

ESPN Coaches 

Fundraising 

adve[tisemenl 



click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 10:38 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ronaldo Moves (Mastered) 

Only if you’re living under a rock would 

you not know who Cris~tiano Rondldo is. 

If you like soccer you know who he is, 

because those who don’t like soccer 

even know of his greatness on the field. 

In Epic Soccer Training there’s a 

HD video that goes over some of Ronaldo’s 

patented moves that make him one of the greatest 

players today. 

That combined with many other training videos 

on how to: 

- Master Four conditioning 

- Improve BaJl Skills 

- Increase Speed and Agility 

-And Lots More... 

These my the things you roll find when you give 

Epic Soccer Training a t~. 
What axe you waiting for, you have absolutely 

nothing to lose, and only victory to gain 

this upcoming season. 

Be the rockstar coach that thought his teaan 
how to dominate his competition with 

the drills and skills leasned from 

Epic Soccer Training. 

’I’~ it today here < 

You won’t regret it’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

W-League Communications <communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, August 22, 2012 4:22 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

W-League Weekly: W-League College Honors 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email.~mc.edu b~, communications@usl~ccer.com :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Addiess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Piivacy Policy. 

United Soccer Leagues :: 1715 N West Shore Bird Suite 825 :: Tampa FL :: 33607 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 6:20 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free small-sided soccer games. Download today. 

Is this email not displaying properly? Vie~v in yore- browser. 

As a soccer coach, you ~ow how fl’ustrating it can be when a training session is ruined because 

the players are more interested in messing around than paying attention. 

Chances are they’re bored -- but it’s up to you as the coach to Inake the training sessiou 

exciting. 

One of the best ways to do this is by using small-sided games. Recognized worldwide by top 

teams, youth academies and governing bodies, small-sided games develop the essential core 
skills in fresh and fun ways. 

Today you can do,aafload a FREE copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games when 

you sigu up to my Better Soccer Coaeking e-newsletter. 

The games are devised by Michael Beg]e, who played the game prot~ssioually, but whose real 

gift now lies iu a natural ability to devi~ practical coaching sessions that engage and excite 
playel~. "Some coaches find it di.ff~cult, but 1 can just vi~mlize what will work, "he says 

matter- of- factly, adding: ’7’m.just lucky." 

Too right he is! I know how hard it is to keep trainiug fresh.., so no wonder Michael is held in 

such high regard by leading professional clubs. 

I cau heartily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to evely youth coach 

inteut on improving their players’ essenlia~ soccer skills, while at the same lime having fun. It 

could very well be the difference betw’een success and failure tbr your team this season. 

To get your free coW of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, all you have to do is 

subscribe to Better Soccer Coaching. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives you flee advice each 

week. 

You may be askiug, "Why so ~nuch fiee stufI?", or "Where’s the catch?". Well, we hope we 
can tempt you with our other great coaching manuals and books in the future! 

Of course, though, you are uuder no obligation to buy from us or even to receive marketiug 

from us, and I promise we’ll never lent or sell your email address to anybody else. 

Just click here to re~ister and ~et your free of An Introducgion to Small-Sided Games 

::X:: Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mss 

Cover 

Using sma]l-sided games in training gives a 

uumber of coaching benefiks: 

1. Mole player participation 

2. More touches of the ball 

3. More passes attempted 

4. More lvls attempted 
5. More goals scored 

6. More goalkeeper participation 

7. Different games mean differeut problems to 

solve aud skills to use. 

Sigu up to Better Soccer Coaching today to clailn your copy of the most important report 

for this season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games today. 



Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains easy to 

digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the performance of your 
te~n, with contributions from English Premier League Coaches. 

Our contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy and the man 

responsible for bringing through sotne of the finest players in the English g~ane including 

England international players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lamp~xd, Joe Cole and Michael Camck. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

There is advice from me, David Clarke, an English FA Level 2 coach ruth 15 years’ 

experience, and we also include training sessions from Keith Boanas. a UEFA A-licensed 

coach and Premier League Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Sign up here and join the 225,000 coaches worktwide who are getting our training tips and 

ideas in their inbox eveD Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience shows mos~t subscribers find they receive a drill or gmne they can put to use 

with their tean~ straight away. 

Plus, s~gn- up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you roll get two further exclusive 

free reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a 3Iore Successful Soccer Season 

11 Secrets t~’Sucees~ful Corners 

All you need to do is go here, enter your email address and select your country of residence, 

and I’ll then ~nd you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of Better Soccer 
Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to ioh~ Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time -- though I doubt you’ll want to -- and I promise never to rent 

or sell your ema~l address. All you need to do is click here and enter your email address and 

countly~. 

If you have may questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can contact me directly by 

replying to this emafil. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Yours in soccec 

David Claxke 
Editor. Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please do not hesitate to 

contact me using the details below, or visit our website at www. bettersoccercoaching, com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Guildtbrd, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

© 2012 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MyLocker <info@mylocker.net~ 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 10:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Activate your Custom Soccer Shop 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

Soccer Team Gear Available at MyLocker - Get a Custom tee on us when you order $85 in gear. 

My L ocker 

28241 ~[oundRoad 

Warren JVIichigan 48092 

United States 

@2012 MyLocker, LLC. All rights reserved. 
28241 Mound Road / Warren, MI / 48092 

Thi s email is intended for a~son@emaAl.unc.edu. 



Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 

%. 



View- the Web Version of this email 
Please add Contactus@carolina-club.comto ?’our address book to ensure that our emails reach your inbox. 

::X:: i:o:?~r,d Fo A Friend 





Published by VCT 

This email was sent to anson@email unc.edu from Carolina Club 
Unsubscribe I Receive m Plain Text I Report Misuse 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:03 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Beat the Rain iu GTM Water Repellent Warm-Ups 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

FREE SH~F~PING I spend $200 and receive free shippin9 on all orders deiivered in the Umted States 

ABOUT GTFA EFAAIL SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT WITH GTM 

0 2g12. GTM SPORTSWEAR~:,, INC 520 McCALL RD, MANHATTAN. t<ANSAS 86502 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questions regarding this ema~i, please call 1.877 909 2348, ~)[:~.~[:Ls~.to chat with a customer service representative 

or ernaii i~fq~2i~4!m com. Please do not reply directly lo this email 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Illinois Springfield Soccer Get’s Make-Over 

Anson, 

University of Illinois Springfield’s Athletic Department was looking for a way to make-over 
their facility. They turned to .~.ig.~igD.~,.~g?~.C0.’.~ excellent customer service and design team, 
to beautify their university and create a lasting impression with eye-catching Dura-Nesh 

Scott Reed, Associate Director of Athletics, told us, "The banners are up and look great! 
Everyone is very excited." Our Dura-Nesh Banners and vin~ banners were a great way for 
the university to create that unique atmosphere and sense of identity for their program. 

Thank you, ..U...n..i.v..~..r.~i.t.~....o..f....~.[ji.a..o.i.LS..p..Ehn.g.f.[.e..Cd.. for allowing ~i..%S..ig..n..~=..c_.q..m... to participate in your 
campus wide branding. We are truly honored to display our products throughout your 
campus. 

Anson, call us today or reply to this email and let us go to work for you! Also send me 
your images, logos, measurements and digital photos you would like to brand and I will 
have my full design team create a mock up for you. 

Click any photo below for more product information. If you can’t see the photos below, 

,~.~.[.a....~..~..~...~...a.~..n..~...r..~. - beautify your stadium and strengthen your home field advantage. 

[] [] 

~.~pJ~9.~!.p.~:.~E~.~..~p.~.~.~:~ - create a sense of identity throughout your campus. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Illinois Springfield Soccer Get’s Make-Over 

Anson, 

University of Illinois Springfield’s Athletic Department was looking for a way to make-over 
their facility. They turned to BigSiqns.com’s excellent customer service and design team, 
to beautify their university and create a lasting impression with eye-catching Dura-Mesh 

Banners and custom vinyl banners. 

Scott Reed, Associate Director of Athletics, told us, "The banners are up and look great! 
Everyone is very excited." Our Dura-Mesh Banners and vinyl banners were a great way for 
the university to create that unique atmosphere and sense of identity for their program. 

Thank you, ~ of 111inois S~field for allowing BiqSiqns.com to participate in your 
campus wide branding. We are truly honored to display our products throughout your 
campus. 

Anson, call us today or reply to this email and let us go to work for you! Also send me 
your images, logos, measurements and digital photos you would like to brand and I will 
have my full design team create a mock up for you. 

Click other products: Locker Room &. Interior Wall Graphics, Buildinq Wraps, Concrete 

Decals, Hodstar A-Frames, Pop Up Tents, Event Mesh., Hedia Backdrop, and Feather 

Flags. 

Click any photo below for more product information. If you can’t see the photos below, click here. 

Dura H~sh Banners - beautify your stadium and strengthen your home field advantage. 

::x; 

C~lstom Printed ~an~er$ - create a sense of identity throughout your campus. 

We are iocs,,[ed in dov’,,r.towri Gn,,r!d i-Js~ven blicl~igs,,r!, alor!g [l~e iakeshoie 





B}gSig!;d c’om I 22 S Hai-bor Od’,~ Sui!:~. }{}} i (}n~nd ~--}~ven, Mi 49417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke ~xtavid.cla~:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 11:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Stop their Pirlo 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in vom- browser. 

DearAnson, Free Gift 
During England’s run to the quarter-finals of Euro 2012, the), 

defended well - not ev’en Italy’s Andrea Pirlo could create a goal I’ll also send you a FREE copy 

against them.~                                             of The Ultimate Soccer 

Wann-ups Manual (worth $47) 
This week’s Soccer Coach Weekly will help you tighten your       with my complimenta when you 

defence with a session from England coach Ray Lewington that join. 
I watched him take with a Fulhmn Academy team. 

If you were inspired by the ability of England defenders like Ashley ...... 

Cole or John Teiry to clem the ball and cover in defence during 

Euro 2012, Ray’s DedicatedDefending session is one for you. 

Englm~d didn’t lose a game, letting in only three goals in the 

competition despite facing s~me of the deadliest strike~ in Europe 

like Zlatan Ibmhimovic, Andriy Shevchenko and Mazio Balotelli. 

This session will get your players emulating Engla~d’s excellent 

record in defence. 

Ray Lewington j oined the England set- up from English Premier 

League temn Fulham and I was one of the coaches invited to his 

exclusive session which I have recreated for readers of Soccer 

Coach Vr~ekly. 

As well as this great defensive session, this week’s issue also includes: 

MinefieM- Get your players using quick passing and decision ~naking in this great 

game from Steve Watson 

In my Touchline Tales" I explain why allowing the parents of the opposition to wind you 

up is bad practice 

Check out Premier League Academy coach Michael Beale’s small-sided game where 

players who defend well receive the reward 

Blow away the cobwebs - tbur great wws to get your plwers back into the swing of 
things tbr the new season 

PLUS! Find out the b~z from the coaching world in our discussion forum: this week the question is 
Should we let k~ds learn Ire m their mistakes or teach them the way?" 

So don’t ~niss this week’s Soccer Coach WeeMy and the ne:a information- packed 4 issues.., all yours 

for JUST $1. 

Click here to take out trial lnembership today! 

I’ll also send you a FREE copy of The Ultimate Soccer 

Wami-ups Manual (worth $47) AND three other guides with my compliments when you join. 

Click here to read more, see examples of previous articles and learn what coaches like you have to say 

about Soccer Coach Weekly. 



Soccer Coach Weekly is put together tbr new ~ccer coaches and coaches of inexperienced players and 

children. Sent by email as a PDF each week, it’s packed with fresh and innovative drills to implement in 

your training sessions. 

With clea~r illustxations, simple instructions and proven tools and techniques explained in plain English, 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to overcome a host of eve~day coaching challenges. 

lust by takin~ the trial, you’ll begin to build a comprehensive, easy-to-use library of coaching 

information covering most aspects of the game. 

~M! you have to do is take a $1 no-obligation trial. 

You’ll get the cnrrent issne and the next 4 issues as if you were a full member, so you can see how I 

deliver my training advice and techniques. 

In addition, I’tn offering a free waaan-ups mmmdl that will give you 126 waaan-ups and cool-downs proven 

to prepare your players at training and on match day. 

It is yours to keep, even if you don’t become a full member. 

Available exclusively to you when you take out a $1,5-issue trial ~nembership to Soccer Coach 

Weeldv. 

I am confident all members will see a big improvement in their coaching and the team’s performance. In 

fact if you’re not completely satisfied with Soccer Coach Weekly, you can cancel yonr membership at 
any time and I’ll refund your money. 

Try ~ny proven soccer drills and tips with a trial membersltip of Soccer Coach Weeldv 

Soccer Coach Weekly is our flagship newsletter for new coaches and coaches of inexperienced players 

and children. 

It is a 5-page coaching "bible" packed with tips. tools, checldists, and idea,s, delivered in PDF format 

direct to your inbox every week. 

Soccer Coach Weekly covers all aspects of the gan~e. Become a member and you will benefit from 

expert guidance on: 

Coaching core sldlls 

Plarming and managing training sessions 

Match day strategies and tactics 

Game analysis 

Motivating yonng players 

Creating a wi~ming mentali~ 

Wanning-up, fitness and conditioning 

Player management and selection 

Individual and team discipline 

Get the benefits of a Soccer Coach WeeklF ~nembe~hip today 

New sessions, exeleises and drills delivered every week 



¯ Learn about new coaching methods, remember training approaches you’d forgotten 

¯ Save time with your coaching preparation, make your life easier 

¯ Become a better soccer coach 

¯ Improve your team’s pertbrmance, win more games 

¯ Get your players to have more fun 

5 issues plus four free gifts for S1 

Sign up to Soccer Coach WeeMy today and benefit from 5 weeks of practical soccer coaching tips and 
tactics Ibr $1 . You’ll titan receive by emml: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly straight away. 

’][’he next 4 issues on publication, delivered direct to your inbox ever?" 
Wednesday. 

¯ The Ultimate Soccer Wama-Ups Manual 

¯ 20 Easy Ways To Improve Your Soccer Coaching 

¯ Champions’. Create a wim~ing team in three easy steps 

¯ 5 roles for dealing with disruptive kids 

If you have any questions about taking out a trial membership, or would like more information about how 
Soccer Coach WeeMy can help you become a better coach, please don’t hesitate to get in touch. 

Call +44 1483 892 894 from outside the UK. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly 

JoMtheSoccerCoach Wee~ycommuni~ 

"I find myself eagerly waiting for the next issue of 
Soccer Coach Weekly and can’t seem to get enough." 

Moises Rmnirez, AYSO, Madison, Alabama 

"I was a little worried about how I could use the 
different drills and activities specifically for my 
teams. Immediately after receiving the first issue, I 
implemented the drills and Coaching Session. The 
players responded very well. 

Soccer Coach Weekly has strengthened my teams and 
kept training sessions fun and filled with energy. I 
have used the Coaching Sessions for both my Club 
Teams and Recreational Teams. There is something for 
every level of player and coaches alike. 

I would definitely recoK~tend Soccer Coach Weekly to 
any coach, no matter the level or age of the player. 
You can learn just as much from your subscription 
than you can by spending hundreds of dollars and 
countless hours in coaching classes and clinics." 

Coach Donovan, FC Long Beach, CaliforTtia 



"Other coaches ask me how I know so much - I tell 
them it’s all in the preparation :)" 

John Reese, West Feliciana Soccer, Louisiana 

"At first glance of Soccer Coach Weekly I did not 
think that it would add anything new to my collection 
of books, journals and DVD’S. 

After a few weeks I saw a fresh, new approach to 
keeping my players interested in drills and ways to 
work on techniques that kept them interested. 

Unlike my books and DVD’S I do not have to search for 
a drill or bring my laptop to the field for 
demonstrations. The illustrations and simple 
directions are easy to follow and show my players." 

Rich Brooks, tlead Coach, West MilJbrd Arsenal U11, New Jersey 

Click here to read lnore about Soccer Coach Weekly 

Soccer Coach Weekly 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, BranJey, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK. 

Company number: 3008779. 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596. 

Telephone: ~ 44 (0)1483 892 894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach- soccer.com 

2012. Green Star Media Ltd 

If you’re not completely satisfied 
witlaSoecer Coach WeeMy, 

you can cancel your membership 
at any time and I’ll refund your 

money. 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 11:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Funds tbr Your Team the Smart Fasl Way 

Reaching Our Goal 

Reaching Our Goal is the best. quickest and easiest way to 

get money for yonr team. 

Designed specifically tbr sports teams with no time to waste. 

College, high school and travel teams nationwide use us. 

No ~lling and no set-up costs. Takes minutes. 

hnmediate result. 

~vw.ReachingOu~oal.org 

Questions? 914-384-4311 

Jon Goldman 

Managing Partner 

ReacNng Our Goal 

t: 914-384-4311 

e: ~on~ReacN~NOu~oN.org 

u~,w.ReachingOu~oal.org 

If yoLi woLild like Io torw~d tt~i~ message Io someor:e else, please Click Here, 

If you wouid prele~ no[ to ~eceive f(srlhsr mess~sges from [his sender, please Click Here a..",d confirm yo~sr request,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoaJ.com> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 11:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

See T.O.M. In Action 

Kw~k ¢~oal’s Training Opponent Mannequin® 

TOa is we~t known for Ms most common use over the years: restart trainh~2. Today, 
TOM is bein9 incorporated in more ways than you may have ever considered, find 

Kwik Gou’l L1:d1140 F’u’ci[ic Drive i Q~iu’kericwr!. PA 18951 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Friday, Au~lust 24, 2012 12:13 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Au~ 24th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Aug 24th, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

Li~ue 1 on belN Sport: Evian - Lyon at 2:45pm. NBC Sports Network has Philadelphia - Real Salt Lake at 7:30pm. Li~a MX on 
Fox Deportes: Ja~uares - Queretaro at 8:30pm. Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"It was the exact opposite ¯ asked for in the dressing room. If you don’t close people 
down, you’re going to get punished. " Toronto coach PaulMariner. 

Europa League: Hannover wins 

Steve Cherundolo started for Hannover 96 in their 5-3 win over Stask in Wrodaw. Hannover’s Leon Andreasen opened the 

scorin~ in the 7th minute and Jan Schtaudraff doubted the read in the 25th. Stask putted a ~oat back in the 34th, but it was 

3-1 Hannover when Lars Stindt scored in the 40th minute. Stask came back in the second-hatf, scorin~ in the 54th and 
equatizin~ in the 61st. Andreasen scored his second ~oat of the ~ame to put Hannover back in front in the 82nd and sub 

Manuet Schmiedebach finished off the scorin~ three minutes tater. Continue readin~ "Europa League: Hannover wins" ~, 

CCL: LA wins 

The Los An~letes Gataxy beat Metapan 5-2 in CONCACAF Champions Lea~lue pray on Thursday ni~Jht at the Home Depot Center, 

but it took a quick comeback. Metapan opened the scorin~J in the 17th minute, ~Jivin~J up an own-~loat equatizer three 

minutes tater. Robbie Keane put LA ahead in the 22nd, with David Beckham scorin~J in the 45th minute. Keane was sent off 

in the 70th. Junior made it 4-I LA in the 82nd. Metapan converted an 87th minute penatty, but Junior woutd score a~Jain 

three minutes into stoppa~le time. Continue readin~J "CCL: LA wins" ,~ 

Questions: Quote of the year 

In Thursday’s edition, Tony hi~hti~hts a contender for quote of the year as Satt Lake ~ets their Champions League campaign 

back in order, handicaps the race for the tast ptayoff spot in the Western Conference, and han~s a corner for Jaime Moreno 

to drive home. 

If you have to be missing three center backs, is playing a non-Mexican team at home in the 
Champions League a good way to regain some confidence? 

Let’s ask Rear Satt Lake ~oatkeeper Nick Rimando, who not onty had a shutout, but ~ave us an entry for quote of the year. 

"...we at[ knew what Panama was ~oin~ to try to do when they came here - sit back, fat[ down, and their trainer probably ran 

more than their players," Rimando told MLSsoccer.com. 

With a 2-0 victory over Tauro FC of Panama, Satt Lake stays in the runnin~ for advancement to the next round. But, 

continuin~ a season-[on~ theme, RSL made it difficult. They couldn’t turn a massive possession advantage in the first half 

into ~oa[s (both ~oa[s came after ha[ftime) and saw Ky[e Beckerman sent off with a straight red card after a dangerous 

tackle. 



While there’s been many questions asked of San Jose coach Frank Yallop and his team’s style of 
play, is another West Coast team also getting a reputation because of yellow card accumulation? 

"I don’t think we’re getting a reputation at a[[," Whitecaps Head Coach Martin Rennie told the Vancouver Sun. "A lot of the 

yellow cards have been very, very soft yellow cards." As for the other color card, Rennie attributed a[[ of those - each and 

every one - to "professional fouls." We[[, that dears everything up. Continue reading "Questions: Quote of the year" ~ 

Looking ahead to U.S. World Cup qualifying - from Soccernet’s Jeff Car[isle: The Americans knew to a man that they had 

ridden the defend-and-counter playbook to perfection .... 

Gavin Wilkinson weathers the storm of frustrated Timbers fans’ - from The Oregonian’s Geoffrey C. Arnold: "I’d much 

rather have fans that care," Wilkinson said. 

Discussion puts Hackworth, Adu on same page about role with Union - from The Delaware County Times’ Christopher A. 

Vito: "and if he does that, it puts us in a better position." 

Manchester United and Manchester City split by proposals on Premier League financial controls - from The Telegraph’s 

Matt Scott: One option would be to adopt wholesale the Uefa FFP regulations. 

Michael Laudrup says Swansea’s philosophy attracted him to Wales - from BBC Sport: "1 did some research about this team 

and club," he told BBC Sport. 

Simple stroll turns tricky for Liverpool - from Fox Soccer’s Jonathan Wilson: Can his possession-based approach really 

energize a dub desperately scrabbling to recapture past glories? 

Weekend TV: Euro starts 

Saturday 

Premier League on ESPN2: Swansea - West Ham at 7:30am. Fox Soccer has Manchester United - Fu[ham at 9:30am, Chelsea - 
Newcastle at noon, Aston Villa - Everton at 2:30pm, and Southampton - Wigan at 5pm. On Fox Soccer Plus: Spurs - WBA at 
9:45am and Norwich - QPR at 4pm. Championship on belN Sport: Blackburn - Leicester at 10am. On FS+: Sunderland - Reading 
at 2pm. Scottish Premier League on FS+: Inverness - Celtic at 7:45am. 
Bundes[iga on Go[TV: Greuther Furth - Bayern Munich at 9:30am, Eintracht Frankfurt - Bayer Leverkusen at 12:30pm, and VfB 
Stuttgart - VfL WO[fsburg at 2:45pm. Serie A on belN Sport: Fiorentina - Udinese at 12pm and Juventus - Parma at 2:45pm. La 
Liga on belN Sport: Malaga - Ma[[orca at 5pm. Ligue I on Univision Deportes: Valenciennes - Ajaccio at 2pm. Eredivisie on 
ESPN Deportes: Ajax - Breda at 3pm. 

Liga MX on Univision: Club America - Tijuana at 5:30pm. Univision Deportes has Tigres - To[uca at 8pm. Pachuca - Santos 

Laguna is on Te[eFutura at 8pm. All Times Eastern 

Sunday 

MLS on NBC Sports Network: LA - Dallas at 7pm. On ESPN2: Kansas City - NY at 9pm. 

Premier League on Fox Soccer: Stoke - Arsenal at 8:30am and Liverpool - Manchester City at 10:30am. 

Bundes[iga on Go[TV: Hannover - Scha[ke at 11:30am. Ligue I on belN Sport: Montpe[[ier - Marsei[[e at 8am and PSG - 

Bordeaux at 11am. La Liga on belN Sport: Osasuna - Barcelona at Ipm, Getafe - Real Madrid at 3pm, and Valencia - Deportivo 

at 5pm. Eredivisie on ESPN Deportes: Heracles - Feyenoord at 8:30am and Groningen - PSV at 10:30am. 

Liga MX: UNAM Pumas - Cruz Azu[ on Univision at Ipm. Pueb[a - San Luis is also at Ipm on ESPN Deportes. Univision Deportes 

has At[ante - Atlas at 7pm. AI~ Times Eastern 

Monday 

The USA - Germany game in the Under-20 Women’s World Cup is on ESPN2 at 3am. 
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Monday’s TV 

today, 

National Teamers Abroad: Stoke 

The bi9 news over Lhe weekend is Stoke City moving for Maur]ce Edu, Though Lhe move has ye~ to become ofFiciaL Stoke 

C~ty has confirmed they’ve a~reed to person~ terms with Edu and a~e waitm~ on a work permit, Feffow Ame~ica~ G~ff 

CaBTBerO~B had 8 s~:ron~ debut ~or S~o~e in a scoreless ds~w with Arsenal.~ earnin~ praise from Stoke mana~e~ "[k)ny Pu~is. 

~i? did i~,xo!~ptional.[y we[I. in the circu~3stano!!s, but we p[ayetJ th{ei? i~atchi?s out in t:hi? Stat:es reo!~ntl.y and we were 

impressed with the standard of tootbalL** Pu~is told his club’s official, site. "The~e is certainly a nlarket out the~e and we 

hopefuUy stuns to be ~)rin$ing k~ another American k~ter’natior~a[ by o:~mt£etm$ the si~nin~ of Maurice Edu," 

E~sewhere in the P~emier I.ea!~ue, ’~"iB~ Howard and Eye, ton bea~: Ash:on Vil.{a 3-I. Erk: {.i~:haj subbed on in the 60th minut(b 
assisdn~ on ~arin E[ Ahmadi’s consolation goal. in the 75th minute, That was onl.y one of two shots Yiffa put on frame. For 

Ever~:on~ Steven Pienaar opened the scorin~ h~ the ~:hkd minute with Marouane F’el.~aini {31st) and Nikk:a Je{avk: (44th) al.so 

~ettin~ 9oa(s, Brad FrieZe[ was in ~oa[ for Spu~s in a 1-1 draw wi~h WBA, Continue readin~ "National Teamers Abroad: Stoke" 

MLS Week 25: Goals ~alore 

Imagine you’re attendin8 your Mrs[ ,~lajo~ League Soccer $ame in San Jose, Columbus, or you were off to see Chivas USA this 

weekend. What you ~ot were f~oa{s, ~ots of thorn, Now. h’na$ine your surprise when you figure out this ~sn’t MLS as usual 

What~ This isn’t a [ea{5~e where teams resullar]y combir~e for 5, 7~ and 8 ~oa[ ~;ames? 

Saturday’s Late shov~ b~kes the prize fix floa[s scored, with Seattle knockh~f~ off Chh, as USA 6-2 at the Home Depot Center. 

Fredy Montero d~d half of Seattle’s scodn$~ w~th $oa[s m the 27th, 34th, and 67th on I’ds way to what should be a P[aye[ of 
the Week award. He a[so picked up the assist on Brad Evans’s lOth mh~ute opener. Seat:~:[e was ahead by three ~oa[s when 

Chivas USA’s Juan Agude[o ~ot d~em on the board in Ehe 38th minute, The game looked wid~in ~each when Chivas USA’s M~ile~ 

Botanos made it 3-2 m ~:he 64th. The Montero }~oa{ ~hree minutes ~alle~ and Samue~ Ochoa s(:ormf~ in the 80th put ~:he f~ame to 

bed, Chivas USA ~ot credited w~th a stoppage tm~e own Boa[ to fimsh off d~e scorin9, 

Co[umbus’s 4- 3 win over New Engtand gave us our seven-goat hhri[ter. It was Lhe Revs takin8 [he ead.y lead on hhe road 
through Ryan Guy (t7th} and Jemi Bengston (23rd). The Qew responded with a three goal comeback h~ the sec:ondq’~aLf w~th 

Federico Hi~uain (26th), Jairo A~ Meta (32nd)~ and H~guain again (43rd}, Lee N~uyen equalized ~or New Engtand in the 81st, 

but it was A~ r[eta scoring {o[umbus’s winser in the 86th mhtute. Continue reading "MLS Week 25: Goals galore" ,, 

The playoff race 

By J Hutcherson o WASHINGTON~ DC (Aufl 27, 2(112) US Soccer Players - Ca{I. it t:he puff towards mediocrity. Major I.eaflue 

Soccer’s odd version of parity ~s once aSain ca[Era8 seed teams m[o question while rna[dn$ sure d~ere’s no Sap ah the Lop o~ 

the table, W~th the ~:op three ew~n or~ (~araes p]aye~J, ~:here’s ~}ve pokers {)e~:weer~ ~}~st an~J l:[~ird, ’[he~e are also no obvk~bs 

Las[ season, we had the juggernaut of the Los Anse[es Galaxy s[ow[y [osim4 t~action and rna[dn$ the Suppm tots’ Shield race 
seem [~ke lust that. a competition. ~nstead of walking away w~th the [e~u[ar season title, ethel teams were aUowed in. 

Namety, Seatde~ who fimshed four petals behind LA. The gap between 2rid and 3rd [asL year was substantial (10 points)~ but 
ten points was aU that separated 4th throuf~h 11Lb. ~rt MLS, there’s very rarely a runaway whiner. 

Th}s season, that sarne plot heeds, Seven points }s the difference from being top of the table in the East and hold1% onto the 

East: p[ayoif s[ot. In the West. it’s 13 point:s but seven ot: thosi? ~s the (~ap San Jose has bu~[t at the,~ top o1: the,~ table. 

l’4ow wait a ~11nu[e, Here we! are t:a[kinS~ aboLEt the [~c~ o~ a fLHlaway ~:[ub p~[~n~ on points and San Jose appears [o be dok~f~ 

just that. h’~deed, they are. but only retadve to the Western Conference, Their Supporters’ Sh}etd [ead is th[ee points. 

"There’s also the r~agSk~8 fee~ing that it’s not c[ear which San Jose team wit[ show bp, }s it 1~oh11~ to be the one wi~:h ~:he 

Leasue-~es[ -~19 9ea[ diffe~endah o~ [he one hhah loses [o learns like Mon[rea[ and Vancouve[? Continue readin8 "The p[ayoff 

race" ,, 

Tuesday’s TV: Champions Leagues 



Plus). CONCACAF L’hampions Leasue oi~ Fox Soccer a~d U~ivision Deportes; Toronto - Sar~tos La~una at 8pro. Urdvisio~ 

5pro, Ce/aya .. Me, ida at 8pm~ ar~ Leon - Mo~]aracas a~ 10pro. On Univ~sion Deportes 2: ~qecaxa - Pumas Mo~e/os at 8pro. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Monday, August 27, 2012 1:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Up to 70% Off Soccer Gear- Last Chance to Stock Up 

[ ~ GTM Outlet EventI 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

UNIFORI~]S    WARM-UPS I JACKETS I PANTS ITEES FLEECE I BAGS 

SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive free shipping on eii orders delivered in the United States 

ABOUT GTM ENAIL SETTINGS NORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT WITH GTM 

,:~;, 2012, GYM SF’ORTSWEAR,:~. INC. 523 McCALL RD MANHATTAN, KANSAS 665g2 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questi,ans regarding th~s email please call 577’ 732 9906 £[!q~:..!2~[£ to chat w~th a customer service representative 

or email i[7.(4:!~.iD3.i:[17:~::.;.~! Please do nol ~eply rsirectl? to this emaih 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 5:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

GSI College Showcase - College Coach invitation 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

2012 GSI College Showcase 
Ovcrlm~d Park Soccer Complex 
November 16-18, 2o12 
Dear Anson, 
We look forward to wdeoming you to Overland Park for the 2o~ 2 GSI 
Summer College Showcase tournament where we will have 15o+ great 
teams from across the Midwest attending. We hope you can join us in 
November! 
College coaches who have not signed up yet please _eJ__i__e_)__!!__e_r___e_tt 
SCHEDULE of EVENTS 
SCHEDULE of EVENTS 
FRIDAY = NOVEMBER 16. 
Games will kick offon Friday night at 6:3opm, 8:oopm & 9:3opm please 
cheek in at the Main building at the Complex. We have a hospitality 
room set for you where you can sign in and pick up player profile books. 
We will have 79 teams playing on Friday night so please try to attend if 
you cant 
SATURDAY = NOVEMBER ~ 7. 
7:45am - 9:ooam College Coaches breakfast (coffee, juice, bagels 
provided by Bruegger’s Bagels 
- OP Soccer Complex, player profiles, tournament schedules and field 
maps will be provided 
8:ooam GSI College Sho~vease matches begin. 
19:oopm - ~:oopm College Coaches lunch provided by Salsarita’s 
Mexican Restaurant - - OP Soccer Complex hospitality room. 
6:oopm - 8:oopm - College Coaches BBQ Dinner provided by Burnt End 
Restauranttt OP Soccer Complex hospitality, room. 
9:3opm - Last Game Kick off’!! 
SUNDAY = NOVEMBER 
7:15am College Coaches breakfast - OP Soccer Complex 
7:3oam GSI College Showcase matches begin - OP Soccer Complex 
n:3oam - 9:oopm College Coaches lunch provided by Johnny Bruseo’s 
Pizza and salads 
5:3opm GSI College Showcase matches end. 
Important information regarding hotel reservations 
To keep the process as simple as possible and ensure we can 
accommodate as many colleges as possible, we ask that you follow these 
guiddines: 

Register for the event at HTGSports.net. Online registration will 
be up soon! 
Hotel accommodations will be funded by GSI Sports. 
There will be a room cap ofso rooms available to the 1st 5o 
college coaches who make their reservations AND register for the 
event through our system. (Please register before November lst) 
They will ask you for credit card # for incidentals. In addition, your 
card will be charged a cancellation fee if you resetwe a room and 
you do NOT call them at least 24 hours betbre if you cancel or do 
not show. 
Every effort will be made to grant specific requests but due to the 
amount of rooms needed for this event we ask for your flexibilitT. 

We are glad you will be joining us and if there is anything else vve can do 
to help you please let us know! 

GSI SPORTS 
536o College Blvd 

Overland Park, Kansas 66911 

Forward this email 



This errlail was sen[ to ansol~@email,urlc,edu by hsavacje@gci[ravel.net 
U~odate Profile/Email Address Instant ren~ovalwith SafeUnsubscdbez’~ Privacy Policy, 

GS] SPORTS 5360 College Bird i Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMater.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, Angust 28, 2012 9:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 8/23/12: Slow Dance 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Managte your subscriptions. 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 789: August 17-23~ 20~t2 Find and l:eilew Michael,,, 

Michael Josephson is a neted radio commentator 
the founder and president of the ~:onprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Get th .... kly .... letter_j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

d~ie (in biue) and press 

The Trust of Our Children 
There’s ne doubt abeu~ ii: 
Trust is an asset to asy 
relationship, and distrust is 

an enormoas liability. But 

demea~ and distort its true 

ou~ wo~ihisess, ~{ gel my 
<iearesL vote ef [rust when 
] stop to appreciate the 
ways my young daughters 
~rest their daddy, 
Listen or read more 

The Value of Trust 
P~ teenager wants {e go te 
a party, but si:e’s sure her 
morn won’t let her, So she 
and her friend concoct s 
lapse cover story. What’s 

to their p~rents from time 
to ih~e, ~nd {he~r parents 
probably i~ed to their 
parents. 
Listen or read more 

The Illusion of Success 

achh~ver~:est it; to set 
aggressive performance 

objectives that, ~ke the 

pace racing greyhounds, 
push employees to maximum 

effort, Us~n~i "sb’eich ~ioa~s" 

Help keep tDis newsletter flee ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
i Contribute $10.0 or 

HichaH% ciesa=.c 
poem "Whet Wiil 

Checl4 out Ivli<haei i.~i Character education materials 

~esephsen’s bloq on 
business ethics and Proceeds from the sale ef H~<haePs 
leadership [era books and CDs suppert <haracter 
variety of %~etes ~,e educat~o~ i~ schools, Shop here >> 
posh~d th~s week. 

~ Get a paper copy >> 

Tom 
commented on 
Rock First: "My 
~mdersianding is that 

beer is added last, r~ot 
wa~er, The 
demonstration beMg 

iife brings, there 

~.~duca}:ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Recently posted: 

Saluting the 2012 National Schools of 
Character 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Ii~.H’rt commel3t&,d on 

Enough Is Enough: 
"This was epic and 

made me reflect on my 
actions and thoughts, 
"]’oe 

Ar~gie comment<d o~ 
WORTH READING - 
The Olympic Creed 
and Oath: "1 fke your 
website, it has ma~y 

~hat { need," 

on What I Know About 
Lif~: "Everyday 
teaches us aH new 

thanks fer this quote, 
ShabmP’ 

on The Value of Trust: 
THis is so very 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD. 

i%i Character education materials 

can engage students in discussions 
about builyisg and mere, Buy now >> 

Learn aboa~t streaminq and site- 
server options, 

Free sbippD"..g for orders $30 and up! 

Get a cataloq ~> 



spawn disho:~esty al’,~ 
irrespensibiiity, 

Listen or read more 

Slow Dance 
~ once heard ttie diair.man 
and CE© 0~ ~ h~e public 

aga~, he wou~d have spent 
mol’e t~me with h~s family, 

]’ha~’s not news, but to 

Listen or read more 

Coach Wooden the 
Philosopher 
,*~ccordi..",g to Heriry D~vid 

rhore:~u, ,~ phiiosopi’,e.." is :~ 
person who seeks to 
undel-stand and solve the 

life, net only theor@:icalty, 
but practicMiy. A .true 
p, hibsop, her, Thoreau added, 

that i:e seeks to live wiseiy 
ale8 so lives a life o~ 
simp, lic4y, independersce, 
ma~rh~nimity a:~d trust, 
Listen or read more 

amy o~ ~hes-e aio(~ 

[-~ook a~-~ Anti-Bullyinq Workshop 

(:ybe:buliying, and promote a positive 
school ciin".,ate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educ,~tors and youth-service 
ieaders to be effective characte: 
educators. Upcoming seminars: 

Sept. 19-21, San Jose, CA >> 

Oct. 2-4, Los Angeles~ CA >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webinsrs are a 
affo~dable way to iea:n valuable 
ci: a i°a cter.- deveiopment techniques, 

Learn more, see schedule 

our Sportsmanship Bloq~ Recently 
posted : 

Melky Cabrera Gets Busted 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:: Michael 
Josephson 

~qichaet Josephson motivates audiences from the government, business, 

journaiism, taw, education, sports, pd~d~g, and the m~Htal’y w~th Ms mdque 

de very, e~gag ig preseitat o is, and persona~ attent~e~ to ym.r organ~zatbn’s 

needs, Ca~ 800--2:t£~2620 or learn more, 

The m)pprofit ]osephson ’~ ,: "~ ’~ is ~:orkin.9          a ~oHd whe~’e people act mere ethicatiy, 
Youl" donations e.."..a hie as to offer services and resources like !:his .."..evvsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsietter from landing m your jerik folde~’ by adding commentary@iiethics.orq to 
your add~’ess book or approved sender list 

9841 Airper~ Bird. #300 i Los Angeies, CA 90045 1800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

@2012 dosephson Institute, "CHARA 5TER Ct.,UNT...?’ is a registered badema~k of 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 

Click here to unsubscribe. 
To update your profile click here 

Click here to shaze this email with a t~en~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:15 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin - August 2012 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in your browser. 

~:i: September Issue 
When Newcastle United expect their next 

opponent te pose a significant threat from the 
wings, Alan Pardewwill run a session 
specifically focusing on defending crosses. 

See that session which notably paid off last 
season in home and away victories over Stoke 
City. 

Defensive technique is further examined in the 
new issue by Brentford manager Uwe Rosier, 
and LMA ambassador Kevin Blackwell 
whose session is also ideal for topping up 
fitness. 

There is plenty of attacking content too, with 
sessions from Hartlepool United manager 
Neale Cooper on the timing of runs, Liverpool 
Academy manager Steve Cooper on 

movement in the final third and LMA 
ambassador Paul Stephenson on improving 
attacking overloads. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAGI!~R PROFILE 
A quite remarkable 2011/12 season 
saw Alan Pardew named beth the LMA 
Manager of the Year and Barclays 
Premier League Manager of the Year, 
as recognition for Newcastle United’s 
exceflent campaign. 
hiis side finished 5lh in ~i:e Prs~",ier League bea~inf~l 

P~rdew wi:o has stso msnaged Souti’,amplon, 

2004 he ;~chieved promotion to the Pi~÷mie.~ Le~gue 

Alan Pardew 

find out his coaching sec~<÷ts, dick 



SUBSCRIBE NOW 

If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please forward this email to 
them. They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin 

-T~!~S’-TI~IONb~L OF -THE 

"~’~t÷ Sec~:-e~" is a fantastic resource giving an easy to 
understand insight into sessions run by coaches and 
managers at the highest levels of the game. It’s great to know 
that even at this level a session can be organised so simply 
with such useful and positive outcomes. 

The sessions wifl trigger an idea or something new for ~vour 
team, and knowing that the top coaches and top players in the 
world are doing the same thing is satisfying in itself. I full}," 
recommend ~.~e So~ce~" 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CL,~SSIC MANAGERIAL QUOTE 

"A .ot of football ouccess io in the mind. You must be,love 
you are the bes, and then make sure ,ha, you are." 

-. Bil~ Sha~k~y 
Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 



Green Star Media In Association with the LMA 



From: Elite Soccer < pauli m ortim er@coach~socceri com > 

Sent: Wednesday, August 29; 2012"10:55 AM 

To: Dorrance;AI bert A IV <anson@email iu nci edu> 
Subject: Coach like the Manager of the Year 

Trouble Viewing this email? Click here t0 View in your browser: 

Dear Anson, 

The September edition of Elite Soccer, now out, features a coaching session written by the 
current Manager of the Year - Newcastle United boss, Alan Pardew. 

AND if you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 2 September you will also receive the 
August issue featuring a session from the man who started Newcastle’s renaissance, Chris 
Hughton. 

Take this unique opportunity to find out how two of the Premier League’s most respected 
managers approach their coaching, by subscribing today. Remember- this offer ends at 
midnight on Sunday 2 September. 

That’s right - you can coach your team in the same way that Manager of the Year Alan 
coaches Newcastle and Chris coaches Norwich - so make sure that you subscribe to Elite 
Soccer today. 

Alan Pardew details the work he does on 
defending crosses at Newcastle United 

Alan’s session, written for Elite Soccer, works 
on players’ recovery runs and teaches the best 
run to make out of possession to protect the 
goal. 

The session then progresses to bring in other 
scenarios, for example full backs showing 
opponents down the outside and wide 
midfielders doubling up with full backs. 

Alan runs this session in the days leading up to 
a game in which he knows that the other team is 
going to pose a significant threat from the 



wings. 

This session paid dividends in home and away 
victories over Stoke City during the 2011/12 
season. These were fixtures where this session 
was used in Newcastle’s preparation. 

And if you subscribe now, not only will you get 
our Alan Pardew issue you will also get August’s 
issue, featuring a session from Chris Hughton. 

Remember, our Chris Hughton issue is only 
available if you subscribe before midnight 
on Sunday 2 September! 

Chris Hughton shows you how to coach the 
playing philosophy he is bringing to Norwich 
City 

As Chris himself puts it "When you come into a 
new club as I have, the challenge is to combine 
what has worked well for the club with your own 
personal philosophies. Mine revolve around 
playing passing football with a good, positive 
tempo. 

Norwich have always been a high tempo, hard- 
working team. We want to keep strong elements 
of what the club is used to while bringing in new 
ideas. It’s important for coaches to take their 
philosophy with them to new clubs". 

Chris’ session aims to get his Norwich side 
playing high-tempo passing football, utilising 
effective switching of play. The session is 
always geared towards finding a positive end- 
product. 



Elite Soccer is the only resource that can give 
you access to Chris’ coaching session but we 
can only do so if you SUBSCRIBE before 
midnight on 2 September. 

All the coaching sessions in Elite Soccerare 
written by the managers themselves. 

We are the only title that can provide this first- 
hand information - thanks to our partnership 
with the League Managers Association 
(LMA). 

Offer only available for 5 days! 

When you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 2 September you will receive the 
September issue featuring Alan Pardew’s session on defending crosses. 

AND! we will also send you the August 2012 issue with a session from Chris Hughton looking 
at fast passing. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Alan Pardew 
and Chris Hughton. Please remember though that this offer ends at midnight on Sunday 2 
September. 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 2 September you will also receive the following: 

From the September 2012 issue featuring Alan Pardew: 

¯ Neale Cooper (Hartlepool United) - Timing of runs 

¯ Uwe Rosier (Brentford) - Defending techniques 

¯ Steve Cooper (Liverpool) - Movement in the final third 

¯ Paul Stephenson (LMA Ambassador) - Attacking overloads 

¯ Kevin Blackwell (LMA Ambassador) - Pressing as a unit 

Elite Soccer - September 
2012 



From the August 2012 issue featuring Chris Hughton: ........................................................ 

¯ Dean Smith (Walsall) - Match-specific defending 

¯ Dean Holdsworth (Aldershot) - Support and changing places 

¯ Anthony Hudson (Bahrain U-23s) - Defensive shape 

¯ Dylan Kerr (Khatoco Khanh Hoa) - Defending the box 

¯ Graham Mitchell (LMA Ambassador) - Breaking lines 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight on Sunday 2 
September. 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 

Elite Soccer- August 2012 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

P.S. Alan and Chris are part of a group of great coaches who have provided sessions for Elite 
Soccerthat includes the likes of Sir Alex Ferguson, Arsene Wenger, Roberto Mancini, Carlo 
Ancelotti, Roy Hodgson, Andre Villas-Boas and David Moyes. Subscribe today and stop 
missing out on the best coaching sessions from the best league in the world. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your coaching 
and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available until Sunday 2 
September. 
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Subject: 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

XI, Soccer Tours Opens New Office 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Au~ 29th. 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ A~ 29th, 2012 

Wednesday’s TV 

Champions League on Fox Soccer: Cet~ic - He[sin~bo~g at 2pc an~J Fenerbache ~ $partak Moscow at ~prn {2pc on Fox Soccer 

PbJs). COb~CACAF Champions League on Fox Soccer: Los AngeLes ~ Puerto Rico at 10pc. Copa Sudameric:ana on Fox 

Their Words 

Anderlecht advances~ Specter scores 

Sacha K~ef~staa gel the start in d~e second-Leg of/~nderLecht’s Champions League pLayoff series with AEL. AnderLed~t won 2..0 

on the n~ght~ 3-2 on aggregate to qualify for the group stage. Oeiudon[~e Mbokan~ opened the scoring in the 81st re}sure and 

O~e~sandr Yakovenke s(:ore~J ~n the 89th~ KL.jestan was ye[k~w o~rde~J in stoppage t~me. 

Eric Lichaj also started for ViLLa. Fabian OeLph (38th), Chris Herd (66th) and Oarrei~ Bent (81st) scored. Continue reading 

"AnderLecht advances, Specter scores" ,, 

CCL: Toronto 1 - Santos Lacuna 3 

Herculez Gomez started and played 76 minutes for Santos Laguna in an away win in the �ONCAC/~F Champions League 

~roup stage. Santos Led from the 49th rnk~ute when barwin Quh~tero scored. "[’orente equabzed throu$h Qum~:~/Arnarikwa 

the 68th, but Santos scored twice h~ stoppage t~me to take the same, Daniel Luduena SoL a 90th mh~ute $oa[ and Candido 

Ramhez added Santos Laguna’s third m the 9Znd, Toronto scored on their only shot on floa], with Santos puttin 

22 shots on frame~ Continue readin~ "CCL: Toronto 1 - Santos Laguna 3" ,, 

Questions: Lea~{ue Leaders 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose~ CA (Au$ 28, 2012) US Soccer PLayers oo In Tuesday*s column. Tony Looks at unexpected ways 

Men,reaL ~s teading the [.eagu(b sa[utes Dwayne De~osark~, and suggests ~)C Urfite(J’s executives might know better than ~e 

While Montreal might rue dropped points earlier in the season in terms of playoff qualification, 

what three races are they easily wi~nin~ this season? 

WhiLe Marsc:h’s ~eam needs ~e keep up their steLLar ~ecen~ play, an~J f~et some he[[b to qua[fly for tt~e p[ayo~f% Montreal Lea~Js 

the League in penalty kick attempts, penalty kick 8on[s, and thnes Ragged for offsMes. The lmpact have taken, and made, 

aLL 9 of ~heh" penalty Mcks. San Jose h~ second. ,,’~,i~ six attempts. Montreal has ~een caug~t effsMe 91 times tMs season. 

with Co{umbus second with 79. 

Dwayne De Rosario’s next ~oa[ wi[[ be his 100th in League p[ayo Who ~ould be the next to joi~ 

him at this plateau? 

De Ro will be the 7th player t:i) reach 100 8oars, On ~he active in ML.S List, Edson Budd[e has g2 goals, 9 mere t:han Houston’s 

Brian Ching, foLLowed by Juan Pabto Angel with 

It wasn’t that DC United was second best on Saturday night to Montreal, it was the 

’"]’his is very peer scheduling," Unb:ed [~reskJent: Kevin Payne to[d the Washington Post. The League "neelJs t:i) pay more 

attention te the competitive aspects." Continue reading "Questions: League Leaders" ,, 

Sporting’s Bunbury tears knee ligament% will miss rest of season - flea the Kansas City StaFs Ted PaLme~: "1 talked to 
him today~ and he has a vec~ good attitude about everythii~g " coach Peter Vermes said. 



Gruenebaum expected back against Union - from The ¢oLurabus Dispatch’s 4dam Jardy: "t doa’t kaew what’s 8om~ ei~ 

take care of it." 

Canzano: Even the idiots and morons must know this was the right move b~ Timbers ~ flora the Ore~onk~n’~ John 

Versatile Evans makes himself invaluable for Sounders at midfield - from The News ’Tribuae’s 
vers~d{i~% "a b~essing and a 

19-Year-Old American Flashes Potential for Birmingham City .. from The NY Tmtes’ B~ian 

Athletic Bilbao impotent as Marcelo Bielsa’s project unravels apace - from The Guardian’s S~d Lowe; ~t Athletic have 
conceded aiae ~o~[s already end ~t jusL doesfft feel. n~ht. 

Will Premier League First Impressions Be Lasting? - from Forbes’ ~obby McMahoa; Ws a descnpt~oa L[~L could be applied 

to the team over the last few seasons. 

Follow the Money-But Where? o from The Wa{f Street Jourm~D; Gabde{e Marcott~: The reb~tive merits of the two raode[s 
C:aI~ ~ad have beert c[i!,b~L{,~d eBdte!~s[y. 

Malaga’s Champions League journey clouded by financial crisis + from BBC SporL’s Aady Brasset~: Se the club’s eurre~L 
financial troubles have come as a shock to many~ at Least outside Spain. 

Thursday’s TV 

E:uroD~ League on Fox Soc{:e~: Liverpool. o He~ts at :Ipm. later Mih~[} + V~s{ui is el} beIN S#ert: +~t 2:45pm. CONCACAF 
Champioas League on Fox Soccer and Univis~oa Depo~tes: Cniedonia - Senttl.e at 8pro nod Oiimpin .. Houston at 10pro. 

UnMsmn Deportes 2 has Tauto - Herediano at 8pm+ CoD~ ~¢d on UnMsmn Deportes: At{as - Quz Azu[ at i2prn. ESPN 

Deportes has Pueb[~ ¯ To[uca aL 8pro. Copa Sudameric~aa on Fox Depo~ Les: Tiaras - Argentines at 6pro ~rtd Racing - Co[oa at 

8:30prm A~ Times E~stern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

~Vednesday, August 29, 2012 3:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate "A Season of Japan" ! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

This faLL, the Ack[and celebrates myriad 

aspects of Japanese art and culture through 

ten unique exhibitions and instaLLations of 

art from the Museum’s coLLection, as weLL as 

art from prominent private coLLections. ALL 

told, A SEASON OF JAPAN showcases more 

than six centuries of creativity. 

Japanese exhibitions currentLy on ,4ew and upcoming. 

ReLated programs and events for FamiLies & ChiLdren and AduLts. 

Celebrate "A Season of 
Japan" with us! 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, 6 September 
6:00-8:00 PM 

Food, drink, and a drumming performance 

by TriangLe Taiko (6:00 PM). 

Free and open to the publLc. 

Through 6 October at the Ackland Museum Store 

Urban Sketchers 

The sights and sounds of cities 

worldwide -- from London to 

Lisbon, from Singapore to San 

Francisco -- come alive in the 

vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ack[and Museum Store’s retail 

gaLLery! space. 

This exhibition is the first group 

show ever by members of this 

gLobaL non-profit organization. 

See a video about the show. 

Learn more about Urban 

Sketchers. 

Art Adventures: Th~nk 
Saturday, 1 September, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 



Designed for 6- to 9-year-ol,ds, Art 

Adventures sessions provide kids with a 

guided view of art in the Ack[and’s 

galleries, foil,owed by the opportunity to 

create take-home treasures in an 

adjacent art studio using new[y-l,earned 

art maMng techniques. 

In this program, kids will. l,earn about 

Japanese brush painting in connection 

with the Ackl,and’s current exhibition of 

recentl,y conserved screens and scrol,l,s, 

then try their hand at brush painting with 

ink in the studio. 

Free for Members, $5 for non- 

members. Space is limited; RSVP to 

culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Opening at Hanes Art Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 

P{ece Offe~"{~Lg: Textile W<-~"k.~ by 

30 August - 5 October 2012 

Public reception: 

Thursday, 30 August, 6:00-9:00 PM 

This group show features the work of 

textil,e artists who chal,l,enge the 

perceived boundary between craft and 

fine art. A[hson Smith and Ben Venom 

are up-and-coming members of the 

Bay Area contemporary art and quil,t- 

making scene. Hol,l,is Chate[ain and 

Marga de Bruijn are involved in 

various TriangLe quil,t-making groups. 

Works wiLL be displayed in both the John and June Al,Lcott GaLLery and the 

Al,l,cott Undergraduate Gal,l,ery in the Hanes Art Center. Admission is free. 

Gal,tery Hours: Monday-Friday, 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Yog~ {r~ the 
Tuesday, 4 September, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Take a break from your day and expl,ore 

the worl,d of yoga in the beautiful. 

setting of the Ack[and! This hour-Long 

session, offered by registered yoga 

teacher Joanne MarshaLL, provides an 

opportunity to practice a series of 

gentle yoga poses inspired by the art in 

the gaLLery. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats are 

provided. Wear comfortabl,e cl,othing that wil,l, a[l,ow you to stretch. Layers 

are recommended, as the gal,[eries get coo[ at times. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Space is limited. Register by email: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 



Looking Ahead... 

DRAWING IN THE GALLERIES 

Special "Location Drawing" session, with Amanda Hughes and Laura 

Frankstone of Urban Sketchers 

Saturday, 8 September, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

DRAWING FOR TWEENS 

Saturday, 8 September, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

TEA AT TWO: "Behind the Scenes: Scrolls and Screens" 

with Ackland conservator Lyn Koehnline 

Wednesday, 12 September, 2:00 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and pubiic pro~Irams are made 

possibie by £~enerous support from Ackland Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum{ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackiand’s e-news? Send an email to the 

editor. 

Imases: 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Fref~ht Trafn, 1946-1947; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund 

I kk,5 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sankef Kanze Nob, 1958; cotor screen print. Merritt C. Berman 

Cot[ection. (c) Estate of Ikk~5 Tanaka. 

Suhita Shirodkar: Fountafn, Los Gatos, 2012; watercolor and pen on paper. 

Kasamatsu Shiro, Japanese, 1898-1991 : Seaweed Harvest, 1956; cotor woodbtock print. Gift of Dou8 and Otsa Eyre. 

Mekata Morimichi, Japanese, 1815-1880: One Hundred Bfrds Admfrfng the Peacock (detail), 1860, color on sitk. Gift 

of Eric and Martha Murray, ’87 and 

Ben Venom, Don’t Wake Me Lucffer!, 2010, Hand-made quirt: heavy metal t-shirts, fabric, battins, thread. Courtesy 

of the artist. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks o]~ the Oise, Near Pontoise, 1876~ oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 11:58 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Aug 30th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Aug 30th, 2012 

Thursday’s TV 

Europa League on Fox Soccer: Liverpool - Hearts at 3pm. Inter Milan - Vas[ui is on belN Sport at 2:45pm. CONCACAF 

Champions League on Fox Soccer and Univision Deportes: Caledonia - Seattle at 8pm and O[impia - Houston at 10pm. 

Univision Deportes 2 has Tauto - Herediano at 8pm. Copa MX on Univision Deportes: Atlas - Cruz Azu[ at 12pm. ESPN Deportes 

has Pueb[a - To[uca at 8pm. Copa Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: Tigres - Argentinos at 6pm and Racing - Colon at 8:30pm. 

All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"Back in "99, ¯ think we were just expected to go and score every- time we had the ball, but 
nowadays ¯ think fans appreciate we’ll play a certain way in order to get the result we 
need." retired Manchester United goalkeeper PeterSchmeiche[. 

MLS: De Ro Scores 

At RFK Stadium, Joe[ Lindpere had New York up a goal in the 19th minute. It took DC two minutes to pull level through Nich 

DeLeon. DC would take the lead when Dwayne De Rosario scored his lOOth MLS goal in the 68th. Wi[man Conde equalized for 

the Red Bulls in the 88th. Continue reading "MLS: De Ro Scores" ~, 

CCL: LA 4 - Puerto Rico 0 

A version of the Los Angeles Galaxy that bore little resemblance to their regular lineup had no trouble with the Puerto Rico 

Islanders in CONCACAF Champions League play. Tommy Meyer opened the scoring for LA in the 7th minute. Jose Vi[[arrea[ 

scored in the 46th, and Jack McBean added a third in the 80th minute. Michael Stephens finished off the scoring two minutes 

later. Continue reading "CCL: LA 4 - Puerto Rico 0" ,~ 

Williams optimistic, but pragmatic about Reggae Boyz 

By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (Aug 29, 2012) US Soccer Players -- With the dock ticking down towards next month’s 

USA - Jamaica World Cup qualifiers, I sought out the perspectives of one person with as much knowledge of the two nations’ 

footba[[ing fortunes as anyone: retired Jamaican midfie[der Andy Williams. 

Born in Canada to emigrant parents, the [ongtime Reggae Boyz star played collegiate soccer in the United States, spent most 

of his dub career in Major League Soccer, and remains one of the most creative talents ever to don a Jamaican jersey. He 

now coaches for Real Salt Lake, the dub where he ended his playing days last year. 

Williams graciously shared his thoughts on the current state of the Reggae Boyz under his former teammate Theodore 

Whitmore. While he declined to make any bold predictions about his country’s upcoming showdowns with the US, he clearly 

believes that Jamaica and its rising generation of young talents can break down their nation’s long-running struggles against 

the Yanks. 

Andy, what do you think about Jamaica’s upcoming matches against the US? 



Weft, it won’t be easy for sure. I know our team is stitt going through the process of adjusting under coach Whitmore. I think 

he’s going to be bringing in quite a few new prayers for these two games coming up. They’ve been doing OK in their other 

games recentty, but it’s atways a difficutt test going against the U.S. For some reason we atways struggte. 

HopefuLLy it’LL change this time around - soccer’s a funny sport, anything can happen. I’m sure we have an advantage at 

home. Coach [Jurgen] KLinsmann and the US National Team right now, the way they’ve been playing, they’ve gone down to 

Mexico and broken their streak. So we’re taking that and saying we can do it back to them, and break our streak against [the 

USMNT]. Continue reading "WiLLiams optimistic, but pragmatic about Reggae Boyz" - 

Real Salt Lake’s game preparation is a 24-hour commitment - from The Salt Lake Tribune’s Martin Renzhofer: preparation 

becomes even more important. 

No distraction, drama as MLS end looms for Caps’ Richards - from MLSsoccer.com’s Martin MacMahon: "I want to push as far 

as I can to try and win an MLS Cup before I Leave." 

Latest collapse a ’wake-up call’ for Toronto FC - from GoaL.com’s Rudi SchuLLer: "it’s seLf-assessment first, no finger 

pointing." 

MLS midseason moves, good and bad - from Soccer America’s Ridge Mahoney: Trying to strengthen a team in midseason can 

be a treacherous exercise. 

Theo Walcott’s pace is still an asset but Nol0s have the greatest currency - from The Guardian’s Paul Wilson: football 

clubs seem mostly interested in players with brains. 

Friday’s TV: Super Cup 

UEFA’s Super Cup is on Fox Soccer at 2:30pm: CheLsea - AtLetico Madrid. BundesLiga on GoLTV: Mainz - Greuth Furth at 

2:30pm. NBC Sports Network has PortLand - CoLorado at 10:30pm. Liga MX on Univision Deportes: Tijuana - Jaguares at 

8:30pm. On Fox Deportes: MoreLia - UNAM Pumas at 10:30pm. All Times Eastern 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aol.com> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 4:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

TraJ ning And Still No Results... (Here’s Why) 

Many athletes train, I think evelyone knows 

that without sortie training the chalices of 

being vepy good is veiy small! 
Effort, sweat are necessary to excel on the 

soccer field. But what happens when eft’ort 

is given and results don’t follow? 

This can be di~oaraging liar coaches as well 

as players! Can you imagine coaching a child 

and telling them to work hard, oNy m ~e 

they are exactly where they started or 

perhaps even worst than before? 

How does the child feel? ’][’hey now believe 

that working hard results in nothing, and 

that sets them up for a life of mediocrity. 
Chances axe ifs not your fault when 

things like this happen. The reason 

for it is because we have been led to 

believe there’s ONLY ONE WAY to train 
for soccer. 

That’s FALSE’. There’s many ways to 

train for soccer and in order to get 

the best results you must go ahead and 

use the Inost efiEctive way to train for 

soccer. 

Soccer is a game of speed, stamina. 

agiliu, changing direction just 

to name a few. 

But often the program don’t train these 

things? Instead we are told to roll out 

soccer baJls and have kids kick around and 
hope they find the ~lution. 

It’s no wonder they are not doing well. 

Enters Epic Soccer Training. Ifs a training 

system that was developed by a guy who was 

tired with the ’old’ way of soccer training. 

He developed it and turned himself into an 

ALL-AMERICAN. The same system was then 

passed onto a college who for over decades 

never made the playoffs, and after being 

exposed to Epic Soccer Training they made 

the tournament for the first time in over 

15 years. 

So what makes Epic Soccer Training different? 

It trains Soccer Players to do what they 

do in games in a strategic and et][Ective 

way that actaaJly produces results over 

and over and over again. 

No more depressed kids running around like 

chickens without heads. No Inore do you 

have to shake your opponents hand in defeat 

for the millionth time. 

Victol7 is yours and is possible with the 

right training program and Epic Soccer 

Training is that. 

Watch this video and you decide if 

you can aflbrd to not use this new 

way to train for Soccer. 

Epic Soccer Trainin~ Video < 

reddick baseball ~ 52,1 ur~lor~ ave ~ new provider~ce, ni 07~74 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMater.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, August 30, 2012 10:47 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Deal or No Deal? 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Managte your subscriptions. 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 790: August 24-30~ 2012 

Michael Josephson is a r~eted radio commer~tato.." arid 
[he founder and p~esider~t oi:the nonproi:i~ Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics a:~d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

:i’~’i: Getthe iPh ..... Android app 

drie (in bIue) ~nd press 

Competition and the Arts 
Competi[ion o~ten brings out 
the best performance but i~ 

doesn’t always bring out the 

mus: survive a~d thrive i~ a 
competitive commurfity ~s 
rade and roagh as any, 

Listen or read more 

What I Want My Daughter 
to Get Out of Sports 
Several years ago, when my 
daughLer Carissa was abou[ 
to enter bet first gyrm~asti(:s 
competitiol% I wrote her a 

arid go, is %r her athletic 
expede~ce. Here’s a revised 

versions: Ply dem’est Carissa, 
~ kr~ow you’ve worked hard 
to p~epare yourself to 
compete, and I know how 
much you want to whi. 
Listen or read more 

An Uncomfortable 
Moment of Truth 
Wise:! my dau~thte!s were 
younger a:~d wanted to 
spend time wi.th me, I used 

to l]a:i4e each one o~ ar~ out- 
Of-tow~! trip for aione time, 

As especiaity memorabIe one 
was with my youngest 
daughter t4ataya whe~ she 

Listen or read more 

Check out 
Josephsen% bloq on 
business ethics and 
leadership for a 
variety of quotes we 
posted this week. 

The Illusion of 
Success: "Thank you 

for "your commentary 

The IIlusien of 
Success. After reading 
this on August 24, 
201.2 my thoughts 
drawn to a~other 

great 

tragedy, La~ce 

What is Character?: 
"Great piece ~ut the~e 
~s somethh-~ corffus~ng 
~T~e. C~n you please 

Since peopie behave 
d ~fl:ere~r(~y ur~der 
d~fferei~t 

car~ we rea~y ~e~i ~t 

good character or 

The Value of Trust: 
"Awesome truth to 
[his s[ory, Kids dori’[ 
see the ib"ipo:ta:!ce of 

tetiing .that iittte white 
lie. What is it ~eir~g to 

hurt? Who wHi it hurt? 

arid follow Michael,,, 

Help keep tDis newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
l Contribute $10.0 or 

[4icha~d% ciesa:.c 
poem "Whet Wiil 

.~i Character education materials 

Proceeds from the sale ef Hi~:haei’s 
books and C.Ds s~..’ppert ~:l~aracter 

education i~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa};ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Recently posted: 

Texas School District Honors Alumni 
as Pillars of Character 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD, 

Character education materials 

With cips from popular movies, you 
car~ engage students in discussior~s 
about bailying and more, Buy now >> 

Learn about streaming arid site- 
server optier~s, 

Free si:ippD"..g for orders $30 and up! 

Get a catalog >> 



Ramadan Kareem 
Ramadan Ksreem. Rsmads..’~ 

bh.,@,@’.~ (May every year 

P~ease for~ve my 

respectfully offer wm’m 
w~shes and greetings to my 

Listen or read more 

Deal or No Deal? 
S~rah’s It:ore agreed to let 
her t6-yem."-oid go to s 
party if si:e promised ~o be 
home by m~dn~ght, But as 

approad~ed, Sarah dk~ a 
qukk riskirev,,a rd 

morn wou~d be m~gry ~nd 

she w~s hav~ng so much fun 

Listen or read more 

How can it Hurt? They 
do~:h] see ti:e 
patti or let’s say the 
big picture!" 

S~y~ comments 

Good Decisions Start 
With Stop: 

you dedded to not to 
make a~y deds~o~s 

the moment, which 

my opirAorU 

Do y~;.; h~ve 

any of these 

@:~ok ors Anti- Bull¥in!3 Workshop 

LesrP, how te h~tervene~ combat 
cyberbutiying, and promote a positive 
schoo~ dh~ate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educaters a:!d youtt~-servk:e 
ieaders te be effective character 

edu~;aters. Upcoming seminars; 

Se t. ~ San]ose CA>> 

Oct, 2-4~ Los Ancjeles, CA ~> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Ol]r weDinsrs 2~re s coP, venieP,~,~ 

affordable way to learn vataable 

ci: a ra cter- deveiopment ~echniques, 
Learn more. see schedule 

Armstrong Gives Up the Battle 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 
Josephson 

Looki~-~g for a Speaker or Cor~s{~ttar~t? Book Michael Josephson0 

~4h::hael 3osephsor~ r.qotivstes audiences from the government, busir~ess, 
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FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMater.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 2:10 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Deal or No Deal? 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Manacle your subscriptions. 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 790: August 24-30~ 2012 

Michael Josephson is a r~eted radio commer~tato.." arid 
[he founder and p~esider~t oi:the nonproi:i~ Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics a.qd CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

:i’~’i: Getthe iPh ..... Android app 

drie (in bIue) ~nd press 

Competition and the Arts 
Competi[ion o~ten brings out 
the best performance but i~ 

doesn’t always bring out the 

mus: survive a~d thrive i~ a 
competitive commurfity ~s 
rade and roagh as any, 

Listen or read more 

What I Want My Daughter 
to Get Out of Sports 
Several years ago, when my 
daughLer Carissa was abou[ 
to enter bet first gyrm~asti(:s 
competitiol% I wrote her a 

arid go, is %r her athletic 
expede~ce. Here’s a revised 

versions: Ply dem’est Carissa, 
~ kr~ow you’ve worked hard 
to p~epare yourself to 
compete, and I know how 
much you want to whi. 
Listen or read more 

An Uncomfortable 
Moment of Truth 
Wiser! my dau~thte!s were 

younger a.qd wanted to 
spend time wi.th me, I used 

to l]a:i4e each one o~ ar~ out- 
Of-tow~! trip for aione time, 

As especiaity memorabIe one 
was with my youngest 
daughter t4ataya whe~ she 

Listen or read more 

Check out 
Josephsen% bloq on 
business ethics and 
leadership for a 
variety of quotes we 
posted this week. 

The Illusion of 
Success: "Thank you 

for "your commentary 

The IIlusien of 
Success. After reading 
this on August 24, 
201.2 my thoughts 
drawn to a~other 

great 

tragedy, La~ce 

What is Character?: 
"Great piece ~ut the~e 
~s somethh-~ corffus~ng 
~T~e. C~n you please 

Since peopie behave 
d ~fl:ere~r(~y ur~der 
d~fferei~t 

car~ we rea~y ~e~i ~t 

good character or 

The Value of Trust: 
"Awesome truth to 
[his s[ory, Kids dori’[ 
see the k.~iporta.qce of 

tetiing .that iittte white 
lie. What is it ~eir~g to 

hurt? Who wHi it hurt? 

arid follow Michael,,, 

Help keep tDis newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
l Contribute $10.0 or 

[4icha~d% ciesa:.c 
poem "Whet Wiil 

.~i Character education materials 

Proceeds from the sale ef Hi~:haei’s 
books and C.Ds s~..’ppert ~:l~aracter 

education i~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa};ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Recently posted: 

Texas School District Honors Alumni 
as Pillars of Character 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD, 

Character education materials 

With cips from popular movies, you 
car~ engage students in discussior~s 
about bailying and more, Buy now >> 

Learn about streaming arid site- 
server optier~s, 

Free si:ippD"..g for orders $30 and up! 

Get a catalog >> 



Ramadan Kareem 
Ramadan Ksreem. Rsmads..’~ 

bh.,@,@’.~ (May every year 

P~ease for~ve my 

respectfully offer wm’m 
w~shes and greetings to my 

Listen or read more 

Deal or No Deal? 
S~rah’s It:ore agreed to let 
her t6-yem."-oid go to s 
party if si:e promised ~o be 
home by m~dn~ght, But as 

approad~ed, Sarah dk~ a 
qukk riskirev,,a rd 

morn wou~d be m~gry ~nd 

she w~s hav~ng so much fun 

Listen or read more 

How can it Hurt? They 
do~:h] see ti:e 
patti or let’s say the 
big picture!" 

S~y~ comments 

Good Decisions Start 
With Stop: 

you dedded to not to 
make a~y deds~o~s 

the moment, which 

my opirAorU 

Do y~;.; h~ve 

any of these 

@:~ok ors Anti- Bull¥in!3 Workshop 

LesrP, how te h~tervene~ combat 
cyberbutiying, and promote a positive 
schoo~ dh~ate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educaters a:!d youtt~-servk:e 
ieaders te be effective character 

edu~;aters. Upcoming seminars; 

Se t. ~ San]ose CA>> 

Oct, 2-4~ Los Ancjeles, CA ~> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ A~ 31~t~ 2012 

Friday’s TV; Super Cup 

UEFA’s SbpeF Cup is on Fox Soccer a~ 2::~0pm: CheLsea ~ Atl.etk:o Madrid. ~undes[iga on (~eI.TV: Ma~nz - Grebth Fbrth a~: 

2:30pro. b~BC Spo~ts Network has r~ortland - Colorado at 10;30pro. Liga ~¢d on Uni~dsion Deportes: Tijuana - Ja~ua~es at 

8::}0pm. On Fox beportes: Mere{in - UN~4 Pumas at 10::�0pm. k~ Times Ea.sterr~ 

Their Word~ 

Jamaica has caUed in 24 p[aye~s ior the two World CLip Qualifiers against Lhe United States in September, The squad includes 

nine players based in Maio~ League Soccer. 

GK: Dwayne Mg[er (Sy~ianska, Sweden), Duwayne Kerr iStron’~men~ Norway}, Jacomeno Barrett (Mente~o Bay United~ 

,Jamaica) 

~EF: Je~nlaine TayLor ~ouston Dynamo~ USA), Adrian Ma~iappa (Readin$ FC En~and)~ ~icoy W~Uiams (Toronto 

Canada)~ Andrae CampbeU {Nottodden S~ Norway)~ Nyron Nesworthy (Warlord FC, Engtand}~ Shaver Thomas (Men~:rea[ 

h~pacL Canada), Level Pakne~ (PortLand Timbers~ USA), O’Brian Woodbine (VPS Vaasa, FinLand} 

&qD: Rode~ph Aust$n (L.eeds~ En$Land), Je-Vaughn Watson (Heustx)n Dynamo. USA)~ Er~e~ Stevens {A~ne~:~ Gardens ~’C. 

Jamaica), Jason Monison (Aa}.esund, No,way), Ewan Grandison {PoFLmore Umted. Jamaica), Joe[ Senior {Ha~bour 

Jarna~:a) 

FOR: Luton She[ton {KaFabukspor~ Turkey), Ryan Johnson (To~onto FC, Canada), Ra~dn B~yan (Vicem Hai Phon~, Vietnam), 
Dane Richards {Vancouver Wh}tecaps, Canada), Oma~ Cummings (Colorado Rapids, USA)~ T~amaine Stewart (Aa[esund, 
No~way)~ Darren Ma[[ocks (Vancouver Whitecaps, Canada} 

CCL: Win for Seattle, draw for Houston 

At the Larry Gomes Stadium in T~irddad ~ Tobago, Seattle had Utt[e trouble with Cafedonia in a }-t win in the CONCACAF 

Champions I.ea<~ue. Seat:t:b!is Ab!~x Casl~y opened the s(:orin<~ in t:he 45~h and it was 2-(I when Samuel Ochoa scored in the 

60th minute. Caledonia ~ot a $oa[ back in the 67Lh, buL F~edy Montero scored Seattle’s third Lwo minuLes [ateF. Continue 

reading "CCL: Win for Seattl.e, draw for Houston" ~ 

Bi.~ ~ames for Diskerud and Boyd 

Mix D~skerud was tire he~e for Rosenberg in the Europa League pf.ayoff round, advancing them pasL Legia Warsaw 2..1 on Lhe 
rd~ht and ~o2 on asgregate, Le$]a took the feed in the :~6th minute with Tore Regmrussen equaLizin$ for Rosenborg in the 

69th, Diskerud scored the winner on Lhe night and ior the series in the 87th minute, Continue reading "Big games for 

Diskerud and Boyd" ~ 

Europa ~roups announced 

The draw forr 1:I’ve 2()’f 2- 1:@ ~uFopa I.ea(~#e (~rouI) sl:a(~e was he[d eartie~ ~:oday in Mona(:o~ wi~:h Lwe se~:s o~ Natk~na[ "l"eame£s 

dubs d~awn into the same ~roup, Mix D~ske~ud~s Rosenbo~$ and Terrence Boyd~s Rap~d Vienna are in Group K, while Steve 

Cherundo{o~s Hannever and ALejandFo Bedeya’s Heb~ing~er(~ were bo~h drawn into Group L. Continue reading "Europa groups 

announced" ,, 

Questions: Standings and tickets 

B’¢ Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (Ab(~ ~0, 2012) DS Se<:cer PLayers -- h~ "Thursday’s o:4umn. Tony asks what ~:he RevoLu~:ion 

needs ~o do after Wednesday’s cOtapse~ questions the ethics of consuttm~ wiLh a coach unde~ contract to anod~er entiLy, and 

wonders if Montreal will ~aise attendance by [owe~ing ticket paces. 

While Wednesday evening’s eomeback was stirring, was ~here bigger news around Chivas USA? 

The is~nchise annebnced that Jorse VeF~ar’a a~’~d An?>etica Fuentes essent:iaqv bou~ht: eut t:heir !FeFqler partners (and people 



since the team was founded, What this means for LA’s othe~ Major League Socce~ dub is a question on the minds of anyone 

interested in Chivas USA. Yet anothe~ revampi’ A new stadium? A future that doesn’t invo{ve s~rug~{ing to kee~ up with their 

neighbors [he GMaxy? 

Should New England look for a ~:rade for newly signed Juan 

Ridge ~V~ahoney in the Soccer America Confidenda{ repert:ed that the Rays had the chance to move their new]y-signed 

m~dfieMer. That would seem unbke{y~ but a~[er Jay Heaps’s sMe {brew away a {brae, goal. lead [e a team [ha[ ha8 only scored 
17 goa~s a[] season before d~[s game maybe Ehe RevohJdos seed to took at ways to ~emake their Eeam defense next season. 

Revotution supporters w~[[ point to the team’s bette~ .than-them recor~ goal difference of -5 as a reason hoe to do a ~ota{ 

rebu~[d, wh~{e others w~]~ point to their 6~ ~ 4~6 ~ecord as enough evidence that some th~ngs need to change. Continue reading 

"Questions: Standings and dckets" ~ 

Timbers pick ’cerebral coach’ in Akron Zips’ Caleb Porter - from The Portland Tribune’s Stephen Ale:<ande~: "1 never said 

that we needed a guy who had been a~ MLS coach." 

Real Salt Lake’s fan base kee~ - from The SM[ LM,:e Tribune’s h~artin Renzhofer: "The {east of my worries now is 

Sounders’ road trip borders on extreme o from The News "FHbune’s ben Ruiz: P~y t:he time the wheel.s toLEt2h dOW~’I ~t: Sea~’]’ac 
again on Monday~ they will. have b ave[ed 11~150 miles. 

John Hackworth concedes that the Philadelphia Union are out of the playoff race ¯ lrom Phff[y.com’s John Hackworth: 
"and I think we should concentrate on p[ayin~ good socce~ the rest of the way." 

Premier League spending breaks £4bn barrier over last decade o from BBC Spo~t’s ~en Smith: Once again, Chelsea look 

set to {eat1 the way .... 

Weekend TV: Before the break 

Saturday 

EPL on ESPN2: Was[ Ham ¯ Fu[ham ah 7:30ram Fox Soccer has Spurs ¯ Norwich at 9:30am~ Manchester City ¯ QPR at 12pro, 

%qgan ~ Stoke at 2: ~0pm~ ~nd Swanse~ ~ SunderLand at 4:30prn, Fox Soccer PLus has WBA ~ Everton at 9:45am. 

Ch~nlp~onsh~p on belN Sport: Nottingham Forest - Chart{on ~t loam, 

Bundeshga on GoLTV: Nuremberg - gorussia Dortmund at 0:30am and Dusseldorf o ’Gladbach at 12:30pm. Serie A on be]N 

Spo~t: ’Terino - Pescara at 12pro and ~o[ogna - MiLan at ~pm. [.igue 1 on UnivJsion Depot{as: Lyon - Valenciennes at 11am and 

ijacc~o - E~dan at 2pro. 

Liga MX on ESPN Deportes: Quz Azu] - Pachuca at 6prn. Queretaro - At{ante is on Univiskm Depot{as ? at 6pro. Te{eFutura 

E~st~r~ 

Sunday 

MLS on Gal.avisien: (:hicaoe - Housb:n at ~’pm, On Ng(: Sports Network: San Jose - Chiv~s USA ~t: 9pm. 

P~emie~ League on Fox Soccer: Liverpool - Arsena~ at 8:30am and Southampton - Manchester United at 10:30am. Gox Soccer 

P[us has Hewcast[e .. Aston V~[[a at 10:45am, 

Ln Liga on belN Spo~t: Rnyo VaKencano - Se\dKa at 6am, Rent Madrid - Granada at 2pm~ and Barcelona - Valencia at 4pm~ 

Eredi,,dsie or[ ESPN Depot{as: V~tesse - Feyenoo~d ~t 6:30am, PSV - AZ at 8:50am~ and He~enveen - Ajax at ~0:30am. Dgue 

en belN Spo~t: Bordeaux - Hk:e at 8am. On Univ~sion Oepertes: Bordeaux - Nk:e at Barn, Marse~]ie - Rennes at 1 larn, and 

- PSG at 3pro. Bundest~ga on Go[~’: VfL WO[fsburg - Hannover at 9: ~0~n’[ ~nd gayern Munich - Stuttgart at i 1 : ~0am. Sene A 

[.iga MX on Univision: "l’o[uea - C{ub ,~merica ht 1 pro. "[’el.emundo has Chivas - Pueb{a at 5pro. A~ Times 

Monday 

No games today, 
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Sent:Sunday, September 2;20122:08 PM 

To: Dorrance;AI bert A IV <anson@email iu nci edu> 
S ubj ect: O F F E RE N DSATM I DN IGHT TO N IG HT: coaching session s from Pa rdew and 

Hughton 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in your browser. 

Dear Anson, 

If you subscribe to Elite Soccer by midnight tonight, you will receive the September 2012 
issue featuring a coaching session from Manager of the Year Alan Pardew on defending 
crosses. 

You will also receive our August 2012 issue free. This issues features a coaching session 
written by Chris Hughton on fast passing. 

You will receive both of these sessions and more when you subscribe to Elite Soccer 
before midnight tonight (Sunday 2 September)! 

That’s right - you can coach your team in the same way that Manager of the Year Alan 
coaches Newcastle and Chris coaches Norwich in the Premier League - so make sure that 
you subscribe to Elite Soccer today. 

Alan Pardew details the work he does on 
defending crosses at Newcastle United 

Alan’s session, written exclusively for Elite 
Soccer, works on players’ recovery runs and 
teaches the best run to make out of possession 
to protect the goal. 

The session then progresses to bring in other 
scenarios, for example full backs showing 
opponents down the outside and wide 
midfielders doubling up with full backs. 

Alan runs this session in the days leading up to 
a game in which he knows that the other team is 



going to pose a significant threat from the 
wings. 

This session paid dividends in home and away 
victories over Stoke City during the 2011/12 
season. These were fixtures where this session 
was used in Newcastle’s preparation. 

And if you subscribe now, not only will you get 
our Alan Pardew issue you will also get August’s 
issue, featuring a session from Chris Hughton. 

Remember, our Chris Hughton issue is only 
available if you subscribe before midnight 
tonight (2 September) 

Chris Hughton shows you how to coach the 
playing philosophy he is bringing to Norwich 
City 

As Chris himself puts it "When you come into a 
new club as I have, the challenge is to combine 
what has worked well for the club with your own 
personal philosophies. Mine revolve around 
playing passing football with a good, positive 
tempo. 

Norwich have always been a high tempo, hard- 
working team. We want to keep strong elements 
of what the club is used to while bringing in new 
ideas. It’s important for coaches to take their 
philosophy with them to new clubs". 

Chris’ session aims to get his Norwich side 
playing high-tempo passing football, utilising 
effective switching of play. The session is 
always geared towards finding a positive end- 
product. 



Elite Soccer is the only resource that can give 
you access to this coaching session but we can 
only do so if you SUBSCRIBE before midnight 
tonight (2 September). 

All the coaching sessions in Elite Soccerare 
written by the managers themselves. 

We are the only title that can provide this first- 
hand information - thanks to our partnership 
with the League Managers Association 
(LMA). 

Offer only available until midnight tonight! 

When you subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 2 September) you will receive the 
September issue featuring Alan Pardew’s session on defending crosses. 

AND! we will also send you the August 2012 issue with a session from Chris Hughton looking 
at fast passing. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Alan Pardew 
and Chris Hughton. Please remember though that this offer ends at midnight tonight 
(Sunday 2 September). 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight on Sunday 2 September you will also receive the following: 

From the September 2012 issue featuring Alan Pardew: 

¯ Neale Cooper (Hartlepool United) - Timing of runs 

¯ Uwe Rosier (Brentford) - Defending techniques 

¯ Steve Cooper (Liverpool) - Movement in the final third 

¯ Paul Stephenson (LMA Ambassador) - Attacking overloads 

¯ Kevin Blackwell (LMA Ambassador) - Pressing as a unit 

Elite Soccer - September 
2012 



From the August 2012 issue featuring Chris Hughton: ........................................................ 

Dean Smith (Walsall) - Match-specific defending 

Dean Holdsworth (Aldershot) - Support and changing places 

Anthony Hudson (Bahrain U-23s) - Defensive shape 

Dylan Kerr (Khatoco Khanh Hoa) - Defending the box 

Graham Mitchell (LMA Ambassador) - Breaking lines 

Elite Soccer- August 2012 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your coaching 
and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available until midnight tonight 
(Sunday 2 September) 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

P.S. Alan and Chris are part of a group of great coaches who have provided sessions for Elite 
Soccerthat includes the likes of Sir Alex Ferguson, Arsene Wenger, Roberto Mancini, Carlo 
Ancelotti, Roy Hodgson, Andre Villas-Boas and David Moyes. Subscribe today and stop 
missing out on the best coaching sessions from the best league in the world. 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight tonight (Sunday 
2 September). 
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MyLocker <info@mylocker.net~ 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 6:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Activate your Custom Soccer Shop 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

Soccer Team Gear Available at MyLocker - Get a Custom tee on us when you order $85 in gear. 

My L ocker 

28241 ~[oundRoad 

Warren JVIichigan 48092 

United States 

@2012 MyLocker, LLC. All rights reserved. 
28241 Mound Road / Warren, MI / 48092 

Thi s email is intended for a~son@emaJl.unc.edu. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 5:14 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Japanese Posters, Photographs, Screens, Scrolls, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Celebrate "A Season of Japan"! 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, 6 September 
6:00-8:00 PM 

Join us for festive food, drink, and 
drumming by Triangle Taiko (6:00 PM 

performance). 

Get the first look at the 86 spectacular 

posters in Elegance and Extrava~anese Posters [rom 

the Merrill C. Berman Collection! 

See animated short films from the 1960s and 1970s by Tadanori 

Yokoo and Keiichi Tanaami in Pop Goes Japan! 

Japanese screens and scrolls., prints, photography, and ceramics 

are also on view. 

Free and open to the public. 

The exhibition catalogue for Ele~jance and Extravagance wi[[ be 

available for purchase at the Acktand Museum Store. 

Dr~:~w}ng ~n the Galleries: ’~Urban Sketchff~g" 
Saturday, 8 September, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Amanda Hughes of the Acktand and Laura Frankstone of Urban 

Sketchers wit[ co-fadl.itate this speda[ Drawing in the Ga[teries 

session. 

Participants wit[ visit ~ the World, One Drawin a~g at a 

Time, the show of works by Urban Sketchers correspondents 

currently on view at the Ack[and Museum Store, discuss 

location drawing, and sketch in the Museum galleries or 

outside (weather permitting). 

Free. 



D ~’aw~--~ for" 
saturday, 8 September, 10::30 AM- 12:00 PM 

This program invites 10- to 13-year-o[ds to took at selected works in the Ack[and’s galleries 

and identify techniques that the artists used to make them. Gallery teachers demonstrate 

and teach participants technical skills, which tweens can then apply to their own artistic 

creations. A mix of drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is 

offered in each session. Materials are provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration is required and space is limited. 

RSVP to Caroline Culbert at culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Tea a’~ 

with Lyn Koehnline, Conservator, Ackland Art Museum 

Wednesday,12 September, 2:00 PM 

See the 

remarkable 

transformation 

that some of 

the Ack[and’s 

best Japanese 

screens and 

scrolls have 

undergone, 

having just 

returned to 

the Museum 

from the 

Nishio 

Conservation 

Studio in 

Washington, 

D.C. 

Ack[and 

consel~lator 

Lyn KoehnUne 

shows us the 

"before" of 

these 

venerable 

artworks, 

describes and 

illustrates with 



photos the 

nature of the labor-intensive conservation process, then leads us on an "after" tour of the 

works on view. Attendees are invited to tour the Ackiand’s conservation studio following the 

gaLLery talk. 

Presented in connection with the exhibition New Lisht on Japanese Paintins: Recently 
Conserved Screens and Scrolls part of the Ackland’s "Season of Japan." 

Wednesday, 12 September, 7:00 PM 

Scree~in~ at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Frankli~ St., Downtown Chapel 

Hill 

and the Duke-UNC Consortium for 

Cedars in the Pines, a film by Akram Khater and Danica 

Cuiiinan (2011 ), is a documentary about the 120-year 

history of Lebanese immigrants in North Carolina. 

Interviews with first-, second-, and third-generation 

Lebanese Americans convey individual and family 

experiences of departure, struggle, opportunity, and 

community. The film raises broadly relevant questions 

about the immigrant experience in terms of maintaining 

culture and the relationship between identity and place. 

Fi[mmaker Akram Khater will be present for Q ~ A 

following the screening. 

Part of the "Cinema of the Global Middle East" film 

series, sponsored by Art/Islam, the Center for the Study 

of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations at UNC-CH, 

Middle East Studies. 

Click here for the complete Fail 2012 Ackiand Film Forum schedule. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Offida| Media Sponsor of the 

Ackland Film Forum. 

Curators’ Semi~’~ar S÷ri÷s: 
Treasures of Japar~ese Art from 

Throughout the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," informal Thursday evening seminars with 

curators will be offered, allowing for an intimate, guided look at Japanese objects from the 

Museum’s collection that are not currently on display. 

Session One: Nineteenth-century Photographs 

Thursday, 13 September, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Join Timothy Riggs, the Ack[and’s Curator of Collections, 

for an intimate look at hand-selected nineteenth-century 

Japanese photographs. 

Each session limited to 15 participants. 

$25 per session for Ackland members; $35 for non- 

members. 

Advanced registration is required. RSVP to 

acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Upcoming sessions (all meet on Thursdays, 6:00-7:30 

PM): 

11 October I Noh and Kabuki Theater Woodblock Prints 

8 November I Japanese Lacquer 

13 December I The Influence of Japanese Art on Western Art-making 

Through 6 October at the Ackiand Museum Store 



The sights and sounds of cities worldwide -- from 

London to Lisbon, from Singapore to San Francisco -- 

come alive in the vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ackland Museum Store’s retail gallery space. 

This exhibition is the first group show ever by 

members of this global non-profit organization. 

See a video about the show. 

Learn more about Urban Sketchers. 

Looking Ahead... 

TOUR: Art 8: Literature Connections 

Saturday, 15 September, 2:00 PM 

MUSIC IN THE GALLERIES: Junko 

Sunday, 16 September, 2:00 PM 

YOGA IN THE GALLERIES 

Tuesday, 18 September, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possible by generous 

support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership dollars 

support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

Imases: 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: S/ow Down Frefs, ht Trofn, 1946-I 947~ oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund 

I kk~ Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The ~th Sonkef Konze Nob, 1958~ color screen print. Merril~ C. Berman Collection. (c) Estate of I kk~ 

Tanaka. 



Kasamatsu Shire, Japanese, 1898-1991: Seaweed Harvest, 1956; color woodblock print. Gift of Oou~ and O~a Eyre. 

Kumi Matsukama, Yakushf-fke Park, 2012; watercolor. 

Unidentified Artist: Orris Wayside Rest~n~o, 19th century; a~bumen print. Gift from the Stephen White Collection of Japanese art. 

Suhita Shirodkar: Fountoin~ Los Gates, 2012; watercolor and pen on paper. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Benk~ o,f the O~se, Neer Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email,~inc.edu by esbowles@email,unc.edu 

U~date Profile]ErnailAddress ~nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Ar~ Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S, Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS Sportsmanship Newsletter <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 6:59 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Armslrong elves Up the Battle 

Sport ..... hip Bloc 

Center for Sports Ethics ~ Training I Products Donate 

Dki you get this from a frie~d? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

Armstronq Gives Up the Battle 

Arm:strong is now zero-time Tour de [-:ran(:e 

that was ~anded dow~ by the U,S. A~tt- 

~fet~me ban from the sport he once 
dominated when he derided not to 

wants to move o~ with his Hfe? 
Read more >> 

Growing Lack of Respect 
Concerns Online Gaming 
Industry 

,%late,corn a.."..d The" Net; York 
?’;rues ~iave l:ocdsed o..", 

g!’owlP9 #.~eblem of sexual 
harrassme~t asd cyberbutiyi~:9 

Read more >> 

Character education materials 

CONCL:Sd~ONS 

Create a Culture of 

Kindness With the Latest 

Film Clips DVD 

you ca~ e.."..gage students i..".. 
d~sc~ss~or~s abost bullying arid 
baaing. Buy now >> 

Learn aboe[ streaming arid site- 
server eptior~s, 
Sportsmanship materials >> 

FOOTBALL 

Hazing in Football: Is it Goinq Overboard? 
The return of fooL.bail each ;:\~guat ~s o[ter~ ~ccompa~b~d by the returr~ 

:w~ce a day ~ 90-.degree heat, t~ey of:en need to b~ow off some 
steam, and that us~a~y mea~s p~ck~g or~ the yeum~er arid sma~ev 
D~ayers, At ~east that’s the excuse we us~a~y hear. 

Read more >> 

What People Are 
Saying,.. 

Post good 

JK comments es All-Star 
MVP Melky Cabrera Gets 
Busted: "I wosde: if he 
vvas uM~g TRT. WMc~ 
doctors do prescribe. 
Lhe figh~ game yo8 
actually get exemption, s 
fo~ :ak~sg testostero~e." 

es Andy Murray Shows 
Character in Defeat: 
"W~at a gre~[ response~ 
do~Yt ~o~ma~y v,,atd~ 

order to see how well he 
p~ays th~s corn~m~ year/’ 

[’}a~ Ni~-~er comments on 
All-Star MVP Melky 
Cabrera Gets Busted: 
"The curre~t 50 game 
s~spens~o~ ~s sufddent 
for Lhe r~ght s~de of Lhe 
~ea~to, To ba~a~ce o~ 

hU~ {:: ~mmed~ate~y before 
the start of Ms first game 

Olympic Badminton 
Scandal: Overreaction or 
Disgraceful?: "If ’/otire 
9oing to throw a match, 
don’t make it that 
obv~o~s, :( don’L ever~ p~ay 
badnqnto~ but eve~ i 

could tell sometMng was 



Is The Mercy Rule Good 

For Little Leaquers? 

recently .::oriclsded w4h a t2-2 
victory by ~apap over" the U,S. 
tems-~ from Goodk~ttsvH~% 

g~me, They also d~sp~ayed 
great sportsmanship and 
charac{er m v~ctory by showir~g 

opposests throughout the 
to~rRey, Read more >> 

All-Star MVP Melky Cabrera Gets Busted 
Amo.g’..el° high- profile .qt,<ier league b~.seb~il pl~yel° h~,s tested ~esitive 
rot a banned substance, -This time it’s San Francisco Gian.Ss ostfieider 
.."4elky Cabteta, who j~s~ happened ~o be e..",joymg his finest season 

Read more >> 

T~rNNIS 

US Open Creates Sportsmanship Award 
-Tennis m~d s~,ortsmanship are two words .:l~t don’t aB~ays go ha~d-. 
~n,-h~nd, From the famous rants of 3ohn ~qcEnroe ("You cannot be 
sedo~sY’} and d~e crazy snUcs of ~h~m-~y Cormors ~o the more recer~t 
~ndde~ts h’~vo~vh’u~ Serena W~ams, arguhu~ w~th ~m~p~res am~ ~h~e 
jadges has a~ways bees a part of the game, Read more >> 

i.~ WhatWill Matter 

~,IICHAt:L 30SEPHSON:S SLOG 

Read Michael Josephson’s 

commentaries on the ~ 
Did yo~t km~w the:e’s a who~e sectkm o~ 
sportsmansMp ~n ~,t~dsae~ 3osephso~s "What 
W~ Flatter" b~og? Check it out >> 

Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app >> 

os Olympic Badminton 
Scandal: Overreaction or 
Dis~raceful?: "~f wM~h~g 

pillars come M. Accord~sg 
to the creed doh-~g your 
best at each ~eve~ ~s~ 
Where wos~d your 
~espect be to your 

"/2012 Josephson Institute 984! Airpod ~ivd #300, Los A!lgeles CA 90045 

"Pursuinq Victory With Honor" snd "CHARACTER COUNTSP’ :~Ie ~egistere~: t~adem:~s or .Jos~pi~son 

Unsubscribe i Manage newsletter subscriptions == Josephsonlnstitute.org 

Center for Spo~ts 

Ethics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 8:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New To Coaching? (Read This) 

Ever tried something new? 

How did it feel at first? Kind of 

odd m~d feeling yonr way around fight’? 

It probably would be much easier if yon 

had some pointers on how to go abont 

fighr? 

I got you covered. 

I just lbund this farm the Epic 

Soccer Trainin~ "Coaches Comer" 
where they have tips for coaches 

on how to prepare a temn for victory.. 

Here’s what they wrote about Coaching 

A New Team: 
For the first couple of sessions ruth 

a new team just let them play. 

-Obsen,e where they are technically. 

-Determine who your athletes are. 

-Look for players that are brave. 

- Look tbr your ball winners. 

-Look for your ball hogs as they are 

typically the most comfortable on the ball. 

With this information you c~ now begin 

to design sessions that address your temn’s 

weaknesses/needs. 

For more info on how to take your coaching 

to a "NEW" level, watch this video: 

Epic Soccer Training <     Video 



FeedBtitz <feedblitz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Prayers News[ette~ <nev~s~etter@usnstpa.com> 

Wednesda% September 5, 2012 9:59 A~4 

Do[rance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ Sept 5th. 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Sept 5th, 2Ot2 

Wednesday’s TV 

NBC Sports l@two~k had Co{orado 

Their Words 

Higuain named POTW... again 

Col.urabus Crew forward Pederk:o Higuak~ won his second-consecutive P~ayer of the Wee]~ awafd~ ~ajof League Soccer has 

t,~ontreaL He picked up 17 of the 19 fkstd)~ace votes, wH:h San Jose’s Ramiro CorraLes receiving the other two, 

Bernier wins Player of the Month 

tCtontrea[ midiieider PaLdce Be~ nier is ,~lajor League Soccer’s Player of the 6ionhh for AugusL MLS arrnounced on Tuesday, 

Montreal was a perfect 4-0-0 over the month with Be~ nier scoring three times with three ass}sis. Bernier ?,or eight of the 19 

votes, tying Seattle’s Fredy tctontero. 8ernier got the nod with five 2hal-choice votes ~o Montero’s four~ Oab.as’s David Ferreria 

received two ’ist-cho}ce votes and the Crew’s Feder}co Higuain a]so got a vote. 

Why Are We Here? 

The ~::apt:ain of the/.hlited States ~.la~iona~. "]’eara chose to stay witt~ ~,angeFs~ even at:t:er the t:[ub was FeLe~ated to ~t:otland’s 

Third Divisiom Rather than ~emain with the dub while Lhey prayed away dates aL smaK staciiums in the wif.c~s of Scotland, 

Bocanegra has 8one on Loan and wiI[ be st)endk~8 the 2012-13 season in Spare. 

A~d Where Are We7 

Like Ehe club’s name suggests, San[ander. lt’s a city oi just under 185,000 on Spain’s nord~ern coast, Yes, that means 

Bocanegra pu~ted off a move from Glasgow to a c}ty by the bay is northern Spain where it’s rareb/over 70 de?,rees. The city 
home oi the Unive~sit,y of (:anta~)ria~ notab{e for its nautic:al, studies program. 

And The C~ub? 

Raring got its start in 1913 and has spent most of the past two decades in the topflight. The h}ghest they eve~ f}s}shed 

during that run was 6th m 2007-08. "[’hat’s ab~o their highest finish ~n 44 seasons of La I.i$a soc(:e~, It’s a sho~t hst o~ honors 

for Radn~, ~housh d~ey have spent more seasons ~n the first division than ~he second, The hope ~s d~e 2012..1 } season ~oes 

a h:~t tire 2001d)2, "That season, Raring turn@d rig~t arobnd from re[ef~gtio~) and won promotion as the 2ndd:flace firfisher h~ 

the Se~unda, Continue readin~ "Tell Me About: Racin~ de Santander" ,, 

Spurs fans will love Dempsey - Klinsmann - fl’om Reuters’ Simon Evans: ’l’m pleased because I can certainly te[/him about 
that club, which is a vep,~ specia~ one in E~g~and obviousb/," he said. 

’Nobody comes to your office and bosses you around’ o frorn TropiGo~’s Mrd’,aef Low}s: Wetf, usuat~y good for the home 

team. ~arety good lor the visitors~ 

Shea eyes first taste of qualifying as Jamaica match looms - from ML.Ssoccer.com’s Daniel Robertson: "ft: doesn’t matte~ 

~A, ho you*re p[ayirlg aga}~st~ it’s a World Cup quatifier and that’s where you yeast to be." 



Nicol slams Liverpool’s ’horrendous’ decision to loan Carroll 
seI~s~b~e offer then L’lirEt Dempsey w’ou/d be a Liverpool ~tayer ~i~hL 

’Now Is The Time’ - flora The Jamaica Gleaner’s Andre Lowe: ’~The 9layers know what they have to do," 

Thursday’s TV 

GetTV h~s the Swe~Je~ 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

::X:: FeedBlitz SecondaB/Slot 

Clfck here to solely unsubscrfbe from "!JS!~o~:ce;P~ayers, " Clfck here to vfew meflin~ orchfves, here to chonge your preferences, or here to subscrfbe o Prfvocy~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 5:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Facility Makeover 

AlisOn, 

Makeover your facility and brand your soccer program today! With your vision, your Iogos, 
and our Stadium Graphics we can take your facility branding makeover and bring it to the 
next level. Below are some examples of projects we can help you with. 

bura-Mesh Fence Screens are great for branding your chain link fence, bleacher fronts, 
tops and backs. They beautify your stadium, brand your program, and strengthen your 
home field advantage. 

Locker Room &, Interior Wall Graphics make a huge impact on your team. Build team pride 
and generate the kind of excitement that will make your sporting events memorable and 
electrifying. 

Porta-Cade Portable Barricades is a great, light weight, modular solution for crowd control 
and event branding. The steel frame assembles quickly and can be covered with our 
premium, digitally printed polyester material making branding and advertising simple. 

Anson, Give me a call or send me an email and we’ll go to work for you. Also send me your 
images, logos, measurements, and digital photo of the area you would like to brand and I 
will have my full design team create a mock up for you. 

Other Products: Feather Fla~s, Indoor Graphics, Breakawav Banners, Scoreboard 

Graphics, Field RunnerFlaqs, WalIPaddincl, PadstarA-Frames Pop Up Tents, Concrete 
Decals:, and Nodstar A-Frame Systems, 

¯ 

Click a~y p~oto below for more product infarmatioa, 

Fence Sc~een~ can make your stadium pop and enhance your home field advantage, 
C~ick here for a qu~te 

Locker Roon~ ~ ~r~tel-ior Wall Graphics ~ Displaying Po~ta-Cades Portable Barricades agreat~ light 

your vision helps reinforce the team mission, weight, modular solution for branding or advertising. 

Click here for a q~ote Click here for a ~uote 



B}gSig!;d c’om I 22 S Hai-bor Od’,~ Sui!:~. }{}} i (}n~nd ~--}~ven, Mi 49417 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 1:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Don’t Hurt Your TeaJn By Doing TttIS! 

As coaches we all want what is best for our 

players and am willing to do whatever it takes 

to do, right? 

That’s a no- brainer. 

But recently reading the coaches 

comer that’s a part of a soccer 
training program called... 

"Epic Soccer Training" 
I stumbled utx~n something that didn’t 

make sense to me until I read it over 

and over again. 

It talked about how as coaches we can 

actually hurt our teams progress when 

we actually pm’ticipate in the practice 

sessions. 

How does me playing with my team hurt 

them? 

Well it s~tes something that we should 
take into consideration. When a real 

game comes, do the players play with 

the coach on the field? 

Obviously not. And isn’t it said that 

the way you practice is the way you 

will play in the game? Yes! 

So why put the players in an unnatural 

situation by pa~icipating in the pmcfice 

itsel£ 

Something to think about huh? 

Now I’m not stating that you cannot 

perform demonstmfions, or go through 

a drill, because the kids do need 
INSTRUCTION. However, you wmat them 

to dictate the way "they play on the field 

with you serving morn as a thcilitator. 

This is just one of many tips you can 

learn as part of the Epic Soccer Training 

progrmn. 

It includes 4 modules with cutting edge 
training techniques that am promised 

to deliver results, as well as the coaches 
comer which I grabbed this tip from, a fitness 

program and lastly a sports nutrition guide. 
To see a video that "talks about the program 

and whether it’s right tbr you check 

it out here: 

Is Epic Soccer Training Right For You? <    Video 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 12:10 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Sept 7th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Sept 7th, 2012 

Friday’s TV: Qualifying 

Jamaica hosts the United States at 8pm on belN Sport. ESPN Deportes has Canada - Panama at 7:30pm. Mexico - Costa Rica is 

on Te[emundo at 10pm. 

ESPN Deportes has Russia - Northern Ireland at 11am, Bu[saria - Italy at 2:30pm, and Hot[and - Turkey at 4:45pm. Go[TV has 

Kazakhstan - Ireland at 12pm and Montenesro - Poland at 2:30pm. Univision Deportes has Germany - Faroe Islands at 2:30pm. 

belN Sport has the Ecuador - Bo[iva qualifier at 5pm. Al! Times Eustern 

Their Words 

"It was up to nine or i0 winless and that was definitely weighing us down. We know we’re a 
better team than that and we’re capable of being much higher up on the table and picking up 
more points than we have thus far. " New England defender Chris Tierney. 

Howard: "1 think we feel confident." 

By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (Sep 6, 2012) US Soccer Players -- Amid wins and tosses, new coachin8 resimes, and 

any number of other chanses to the US National Team over the past half-decade, 8oa[keeper Tim Howard remains a 

constant. A remarkably consistent touchstone for his team, Howard is one of coach Jursen K[insmann’s few unquestioned 

starters at this early stase in 2014 World Cup qua[ifyins. 

Last week Howard carved out some time for a conversation with USSoccerP[ayers.com about the current mindset of the 

National Team, K[insmann’s effect on the squad, and the upcomin8 qualifiers asainst Jamaica. 

What’s your take on the general outlook among the team going into these qualifiers against 
Jamaica? 

I think we fee[ confident. After that win that we had at Azteca, it boosted everyone’s confidence. Not that we were [ackin8 

in it, by any means, because I think we’d been p[ayin8 we[[. But when you’re at the top [eve[, which we are, you take any 
tittle incentive you can. So 8oin8 into these 8ames that, at the moment, mean everythins, because Jamaica and ourselves 

top the 8roup with four points.., it’s important that we 8eL some points in the bas. I think the positive is that we play away 

from home first. Away from home always seems to be that much tousher, and if we can 8eL some points there, that 

boost us even further. 

There’s a bit of concern among fans given the injuries to Michael Bradley and Landon Donovan, and 
Clint Dempsey’s recent lack of action. Is that a concern for the team as well? 

I 80 back to the same asainst Mexico. We didn’t have a ton of our players and we stilt 8ot the victory. Bein8 able to do that 

aLLows us to 80 in - even thoush you always want your best players ptayin8 - it kind of aLLows us to 80 into that environment 

and say, ’Look, even thoush we don’t have them, we’ve 8or Buys that who can step up, Buys who are capable of 

performins.’ Continue readin8 "Howard: "1 think we feel confident.’"’ >> 



Houston 1 - Real Salt Lake 0 

Houston returned to their winning ways on Thursday night, in front of 18,452 at BBVA Compass Stadium. After Brad Davis 

failed to convert a Dynamo penalty in the 74th minute, Colin Clark was successful in stoppage time. Salt Lake goalkeeper 

Nick Rimando was called for a foul in the box, setting up the penalty. Houston had the slight edge on shots (11 to 10) and 

shots on goal (4 to 3). 

"It’s one of those games where you do what you think is right," Rimando said of the sequence that led to that stoppage time 

penalty. "1 don’t know if you ca[[ it a mistake. The bail is in the air, I’m coming in the air and not intending to hit 

(Macoumba) Kandji, but it happens. He made a great run. We didn’t have any pressure on the ball and I committed. Once I 

committed, I had to go out. I didn’t want to get stuck in no-man’s-land. At the end of the day it’s a play I want to take back 

for sure and get these guys in the locker room a point back." 

USMNT plays basketball & learns how to tear phone books - from MLSsoccer.com’s Robert Andrew Powell: "We had a good 

time," manager Jurgen Klinsmann said afterwards. 

Jamaica soccer team hopes to continue country’s happy run - from The Washington Post’s Steven Goff: At the very least, 

the Reggae Boyz have emotional currency. 

The U.S. is in pain heading into World Cup qualifiers - from Goal.com’s Frank Isola: Such is life during the qualifying stages. 

Dual citizens add to United States soccer roster - from The Miami Herald’s Michelle Kaufman: Those are exactly the words 

Klinsmann wants to hear. 

Manchester United to argue case for tighter controls on spending in the Premier League - from The Independent’s lan 

Herbert: "Something has to be done, so we support these measures." 

Is Financial Fair Play working? - from Soccernet’s Gabriele Marcotti: "UEFA has made it very clear that it has closed all 

loopholes in terms of getting around the FFP regulations." 

Weekend TV: During the break 

Saturday 

The Under-20 Women’s World Cup final is on ESPNU and Univision Deportes: USA - Germany at 6:15am. The UEFA World Cup 
Qualifer between Scotland and Serbia is on ESPN Deportes at lOam. 

Sunday 

No games today. 

Monday 

GolTV has the Brazil - China friendly at 9pm. All Times Eastern 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aol.com> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 8:18 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How To Lose Ever?., Soccer Match (Avoid This!) 

School has opened up and some high schools in 

my mea have already ldcked offtheir season, 
so I’m sure yon have as well. 

One thing that I realized is that the way 

yon prepare your players has a direct impact 

on how they perform in the actual games. 
Are you preparing them to be most effective 

on the field or are you training them in a 

way "that does more harm then good. 

When it comes to excelling at ~ccer conditioning 

is a big piece of the puzzle. The teani that has 

to most energy ibr the entire game most of the 

time will ran, assuming that the two teams me evenly 

matched sldlls-wisc. 

Here’s how you will lose every, soccer match... 

If you train your soccer players to run LONG 

DISTANCE. 

Many coaches buy into the mentali3~ of rnrming 

their team to the gronnd during practice becanse 

that’s what they learned coming np. 

This is flat ont wrong and does more tIARM to 

your "team then you can imagine. 

Here’s why. Soccer is a gmne that involves a lot 

of short bursts and sprinting which requires a good 

use of i:ast-twitch muscle fibers. When you do 

long distance you are training your slow-twitch 

muscle fibers, the ones that are not used as 
much when playing soccer. 

So what do you do? Make sure that you don’t do 

no more than a 2 mile rnn at the most when doing 

any can of long disq,ance training. Instead tbcus 

on stuff like shuttle rnn~ where they are cons~tanfly 

doing short high intensi~ runs. 

Want an entire 4 week workout progrmn fi)r yonr 

players? One that you can even use right now 

as your season starts? 

Then you need to check out this 

about a ’NEW’ soccer tr~ning program 

called: 

Epic Soccer Training < - - - 
In it you will see a short video that talks 

abont how a new soccer training method has 

been producing insane resnlts for soccer 

players all over the country. 

Plus it comes with the fitness program that 

help get your players in tip-top soccer shape. 

Check out the video today by going here: 

Epic Soccer Training < - - - 
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The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Sept 
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Got’IS/has the Brazit o China iHendty at 9pro. 4~ T’,9~es fi?~s~’et’rr 

Seattle 2 - Chivas USA I 

In the onty game oi the weekend in t~’rajo~ League Socce~, Seattte hem up at home in front of :18,!}44 fans in a comeback win 
over Chivas USA. The visitors opened the scoring with ~ Nick L~grocca goal }n the eighd’, minute. Eddie Johnson equ~Hzed 

for Seattl.e h~ the 2~th mh~ute and scored the w*nner h~ the gS~:h. Seattb~ obtsho~ Chivas USA 1 :} to 7. putting H~e of these 

on frame to Chwas USA’s four. The result h~d broader m’,p@:adons, with San Jose the first team to ~uakify for the ~LS 

p~ayoffs. Continue readinq ’"Seattle 2 - Chivas USA 1 ’" ~ 

WCQ,: Jamaica 2 - USA 1 

Ctint Dempsey scored for the United States :16 seconds in[.o q~eir Wortd Cup Quaqfier against. Jamaica in Kin%[.on, but it w~s 

the heine side’s night Jamak:a equal.iz~d in the 24th minbte through Rando{ph Austin and got a 62nd minLEte winner 1:~r()l’r~ 
Luton Shektom Both of 3am~ica’s Soaks came from flee kicks. The Unite~ StaEes wikk host Jamaica on Tuesday m Ce[umbus~ 

Ohio (7D~ ET - ESPN2}. Continue reading "WCQ: Jamaica 2 - USA 1" ,, 

CONCACAF O.ualifying: Still to play 

By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK, NY (Sep 8. 2012) US Soccer Prayers -. Wertd CLip Quatifying resumed Friday nigh[, with six 

games that were supposed to hetp dran~tadcatty reduce the numbe~ of teams that could clinch a spot to the six-team 

~exagena~. They didn’t 

mathematicatty etirninated, some are in better position to qualify isuch as ,~,~,exico and Canada) compared to others iCuba 

and Ouyana). Continue reading "CONCACAF Quatifying: Stitt to pray" ,, 

Klinsmann’s confidence game 

By Charles Boehm - KINGSTOtq~ JA,~,,d’JCA (Sep 9, 2012} US Soccer Prayers ... The office of the President of the United States 

has a wetbdocumented tendency to speed up the aging process. Those who e~ter the White House tend to exit with more 

wrinktes~ more gray hair~ and a bone-weariness [.l~a[. moderates their subsequent caree~ choices. 

The position oi head coach of the US Natienat Team certainty hasn’t reached that fever of intensity yet. However, as the 

team’s stature grows and fans become more dernanding~ matters are slowty but surely moving in that directiom 

Friday night’s 2-1 Wo~fd Cup Quatifying tess to Jamaica in this hard-edged, industriat capitat has presented aurgen Ktinsmann 

wit:h the first: fu[[-f[ed~ed "gu~: ~:he(:k" of h~s 1 ~ months in charade of the Yard, s. Sma[~ but subt[e signs o~ the %owing stakes 

could be seen on his face, both in the run-up to the game and ~ts aftermath. 

So fa~ we’ve seen a sunny, composed Ktinsmans, an ete~ naf optimist atways focused on the big picture and the way forward. 

The Jamaica setback rew~a[ed 9hm{)ses o~ a s~:ee~y ~:empetitive bedrock underneath ~he "()r~nsmann~ persona. "[’his may yet 

dramaE~caU.y chan~e Ehe character o~ the qualifying cycte~ perhaps gatvanizing this team in a way that his mei[ow s~de cannot~ 

Continue readin~ "Klinsmann’s confidence game" ,, 

Jamaica Beats U.S. in World Cup Q.ualifier~ 2-I - ffem "Tl~e NY "Fimes= Andrew Keh: In a]t~ it sheutd make Ik)r a cornpetlin$ 
night of soccer. 

Three thin@ we learned from the US loss in Kingston ¯ from MLSsoccer.com’s Matthew Doyte: but i[. does mean we’ve got 
troubte. 

Sloppy play~ lackluster tactics doom U.S. in historic defeat to Jamaica - from Sf.corn’s Grant Waht: "B~t it is what it is," 

Jamaica setback raises serious concerns for USA - from Soccer America’s Paul Kennedy: But the [ate charge that has been 

the ha]tmark o~ so many U.S. games on the road in Cencacaf quaUfy~n~ never mal:eHal.~x~d. 

Problematic U.S. midfield must improve ~ from ESPN’s ,Jeff Cartis~e: It was a point that was net lost on U,S. manager 

They have dane it[ BaVz stun USA in WC qu~lif~in~ thriller - flora The J~m~c~ ObserveCs bn B~nett: Then c~rne that 



U.S, team members respond to trash-talkin~ Jamaicans o Irom Goal com~s Mike SI.ane: But the mar~agef’s atdtude changed 

when a Jarnak:an ~ou~ nakist asked an a~g~ essive question, 

h~ ¢ONCAG~F WorI(I (:uI) Qua~.ifying~ the United States plays Jamak:a at 8pro on ESPN2 an~ Gala~isk)8, Urfivision has Mexi(:o o 

Cesta ~ica at 9pro, Panama .. Canada is on ESPN Deportes at 9pro, 

UEFA Wod.d Cup Qualifying: Easiand ¯ Ukraine at Spin oa Fox Soccer. Uni\,isien DepoF~es ~tas F~ance ¯ Be[a~us abe a~ 
On ESPN Deportes: Georgia ~ Spain at 1 ::}0pro and Portu~a{ - Aze~ t)a~.ian at 3:15pro. 

¢ONMEBOL Wortd Cup Qualifying on belN Sport: Chi~e ~ Colomb}a at }:30pm, Uruguay - Ecuado~ at 5:}0pm~ Paraguay 

Venezuela a~ 7::10pm, ant! Peru ¯ ArgenEina at 9:30pro. At~ T,4m~s L~as~rn 

i~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i 
i~i FeedBlitz SecondarySIot 

Click here to so~ely unsubscribe fro ~ "US:’.occerP!~yers." Click here to ~#ew moffin~ orchives, here to chon~/e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Monday, September 10, 2012 11:15 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

5 Items for $55- Outfit the Entire Team in GTM 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

FLEECE 

Outfit the Team with 5 Great Items for $55 

FREE SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive fl-ee shipping on aii orde~-s dei~ve~-ed in ti~e United States 

ABOU’r GTM EMA~L SET’rINGS NONE WAYS TO SHOP CONNEC’r W~TH GTN 

,~;, 2012, GYM SPORTSWEAR,:~. INC. 52g McCALL RD, MANHATTAh!, KAh!SAS g65g2 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questi,ans regarding th~s email please call 1 g?~’.90g.g314 ~[!~.g..[t~[~ to chat w~th a customer service representative 

or email i!~.~,~.iN.i:!!~:r~?.~L~ Please do nol ~eply rJirectl7 to this emaih 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPNMag Coaches Fundraising <coachesprogram@espnmail.com> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 12:34 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Back to school... Backto Fundraising! 

ESPN Coaches Fundraising I Sign Up Now >> 

.:~ Your Team Keeps 75% of Each Order! 

Back to School...Back to Fundraising! 

ESPN The Magazine 

With our flee fundraising kit, your team can sell 2-year 
subscriptions to ESPN The Magazine (new, gift or renewab 

and KEEP 75% of the money. 

No minimums, no deadlines, and no #~ventoty to store. 

The current program is a $152 value for just $40~ 

Learn More >> 

Insider: Magazine subscribers also receive exclusive access to ESPN Insider and 

the ESPN The Magazine App for iPad for FREE! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 1:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special trial ofl~r: 3 issues of Elite Soccer for JUST $1 

View this e~nafil online 

Dear Anson, 

Specia~ trial offer: 3 issues of Elite Soccerfor JUST $4 

We have re-opened our popular 3 issues for $1 offer for a limited time period only. Make sure 
that you don’t miss out on 18 Elite Soccer coaching sessions for just $1 by signing up for this 

special offer today. 

With Elite Socceryou will learn what the top professional managers in the English leagues are 
coaching their players right now. 

Elite Soccer coaching sessions are easy-to-follow and last approximately one hour. Managers 
explain what tactics they use in defence and attack, plus they share those little gems of wisdom 
that really bring out the best in their players. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips you will soon learn all it takes to coach a 
successful, winning team. 

Your very special trial issues... 

The three trial issues of Elite Soccerinclude complete coaching sessions from: 

Issue one: Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity 

Kenny Jackett on perfect wing play 

Karl Robinson on counter-attacking 

Dario Gradi on defensive progressions 

Dan Walder on pole to pole vision 

Jimmy Gilligan on switching forward focus 

Issue two: Roy Hodgson on pressing and screemng 

Andy Thorn on balancing the back four 

Richie Barker on pre-season practice 

Gary Johnson on long-range shooting 

Paul Hart on becoming pass masters 

lan Dipper on creative play around the box 



issue three: David Moyes on changing attacking angles 

Aidy Boothroyd on the transition game 

Russell Slade on possession and retention 

Graham Westley on shooting from distance 

David Pleat on extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton on keeper reactions and decisions 

Take out today’s three issue trial offer and you will get a total of 18 coaching sessions - for 
JUST $1. 

Elite Soccerpublishes coaching sessions from the best managers in the best league in the 
world. We can only provide these sessions because of our unique partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA).These guys do not provide this information for anyone else! 

If you want to stay ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is the 
best coaching tool for the job. 

With today’s special three issue trial offer, you can see if Elite Soccer is for you for just $1- but 
hurry as this offer is only open for a limited time only So take out your Elite Soccertrial today! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Elite Soccer 
Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media 2012. 

FOLLOW US ON 

TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke ~xtavid.cla~:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 8:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Back-to-~hool special: get your t~ee pre-season plm~! 

Dear Anson, 

Back-to-school special: get your free pre-season plan! 

Now that you’re back at school, you’ll have lilnited lime to get your team in shape to win 
games. Exfiibition games will help, but you need to get your preparalion right firfft. 

~i 

What you should do in the fime you have before matches start, is work oil your team’s 

weaknesses and boost their fitness. I don’t use this special lime to work oil my team’s strongest 

s~alff- and neither should you. Pre-season is different - you work to get players up to scratch 

for tough games ahead. 

I have devised a special pre- season plan that you can use to b~tild a fitter, faster team in just 

4 ~eeks. To receive it all you have to do is take out a 5-issue $1 trial to Soccer Coach 

Weekly today. Take your trial by 17 September. just 6 days away, and this special pre-season 

plan won’t cost you a dollar extra. 

My ulthnate pre-season plan 

My four-week plan to get all the individuaJs in your team 100% rea@ for the new season is 

based around fitness, ball skills and being mentally prepared for the new season. Here’s how it 

breaks down: 

~Zeek 1: Kick Off - your players have had a good break but now they’re back in the swing of 

things, it’s importaa~t they taJ~e things seriously. The first trmning session back should set a 
precedent for the rest of the season, so get their focus now and it should iemain. 



In week 1, I show you how to set that precedent and give you a full break-down tbr your first 

75 minute training session back. Get my 4-week pre- season guide now! 

Week 2: The hard work begins - Sports science experts agree that jump-s~rting the central 

ne~wous system quickly in training is essential. You can achieve this by setting up ladder drills 

and mini-hurdles to promote mental agility which can be transfmred into physical agility as the 

session progresses. 

In week 2, I show you how to get players up-and-running quickly and include more [’all work 

in a slightly extended session. Get my 4-week pre-season guide now’. 

Week 3: In full swing - By now your pre-season is in full stung, you’ve recapped the basics 
of passing, possession and fitness and there has been plenty of small-sided game play thrown 

into the mix as well. This is the week where you delve down into what your players axe goiug to 

produce in the coming seasou. 

In week 3, we look at a table of physical qualities, teclmical qualities, tactical qualities and 

mental qualities so you have the mt’onnation you need to pick your playms’ positious. Get my 4- 

week pre-season guide uow! 

Week 4: The final piece of the puzzle - The last pre-season training session is all about 

stepping up and brushing up. At this stage, you’re looking at the finishing touches and putting 

into practice everytking your players have learnt so far. 

In week 4, the focus is on fitting things together, ret~eshing drills t?om previous weeks and 

ending with a fitter, more tactically awace side. Get nay 4-week pre-seasou guide now! 

Remember, this pre-season plan to build a fitter, faster team in j ust 4 weeks is only available 

when you take out a 5-issae trial to Soccer Coach Weekly before 17 September - that’s next 

Mouday’. This trial costs just $1! 

Get your first issue of Soccer Coach Weekly today! 

When you subscribe to Soccer Coach Weekly, you wtll receive your fira issue on the very 

same day’. This week’s issue coutaius a host of great drills tbr youth tean~s fiom myself and 

fellow youth coaches - working at all levels of the game includiug at a Baxclays Pre~nier League 

academy. 

Click here to read more, see examples of previous articles and learn what coaches like you 

have to say about Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is put together for coaches of kids of school age. Sent by email as a 

PDF each week, it’s packed with flesh and innovative drills to implement in your training 

sessions, 

Vv~ith clear illustrations, simple instructions and proven tools and techniques explained in plain 
En~ish, Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to overcome a host of everydW coaching 
challenges. 



Just by taldn~ the trial you’ll begin to build a comprehensive, easy-to-use library of coaching 

infom~ation coveting most aspects of the game. 

You’ll get the current issue and the next 4 issues as if you were a full member, so you can see 

how I deliver my training advice and techniques. 

In addition, I’m ofl~ting a flee w~3~m-ups manual that will give you 126 w~3~m-ups and cool- 

downs proven to prepaxe yoar players at training and on match day. 

It is yours to keep, even ifyoa don’t become a full metnber. 

PLUS! If you subscribe before midnight on 17 September, as a back-to-school special offer 
I’ll send you my pve-season guide build a fitter, t~ster team in just 4 ~eeks at no extra 

cost! 

Available exclusively to you when you take out a $1~ 5 issue trial membership to 
Soccer Coach ~Zeeldy. 

I san confident all tnembers will see a big improvement in their coaching and the temn’s 

performance. In fact, if you’re not completely satisfied with Soccer Coach g/~ekly, you can 

cancel your tnembership at any time and I’ll refund your money. 

"There are so many websites, books and CDs 
on coaching soccer it is difficult to know 
which ones will be most helpful. 

I was not sure if Soccer Coach Weekly would 
be relevant to my coaching needs, however I 
liked what I saw on the website and signed 
up for the free intro offer. In each issue 
there were practice drills or other 
coaching tips I could immediately apply to 
coaching my team, so I become a subscriber. 

In addition to the great weekly tips, there 
are many other great resources I have 
received that have made this a great 
investment. 

I am also the director of coaches for a 
large youth soccer league and will be 
recommending this resources to our 
coaches." 

Todd Hanson, Orange Junior Soccer Club, California 

"I find myself eagerly waiting for the next 
issue of Soccer Coach Weekly and can’t seem 
to get enough." 

Moises Ramirez, AYSO, Madison, Alabama 



"I was a little worried about how I could 
use the different drills and activities 
specifically for my teams. Immediately 
after receiving the first issue, I 
implemented the drills and Coaching 
Session. The players responded very well. 

Soccer Coach Weekly has strengthened my 
teams and kept training sessions fun and 
filled with energy. I have used the 
Coaching Sessions for both my Club Teams 
and Recreational Teams. There is something 
for every level of player and coaches 
alike. 

I would definitely recommend Soccer Coach 
Weekly to any coach, no matter the level or 
age of the player. You can learn just as 
much from your subscription than you can by 
spending hundreds of dollars and countless 
hours in coaching classes and clinics." 

Coach Donovan, FC Long Beach, California 

"Other coaches ask me how I know so much - 
I tell them it’s all in the preparation :)" 

John Reese, I~Vest Feliciana Soccer, Louisiana 

"At first glance of Soccer Coach Weekly I 
did not think that it would add anything 
new to my collection of books, journals and 
DVD’So 

After a few weeks I saw a fresh, new 
approach to keeping my players interested 
in drills and ways to work on techniques 
that kept them interested° 

Unlike my books and DVD’S I do not have to 
search for a drill or bring my laptop to 
the field for demonstrations. The 
illustrations and simple directions are 
easy to follow and show my players." 

Rich Brooks, Head Coach, ~Vest Milford Arsenal Ul l, New 
Jersey 

Try my proven soccer drills and tips with a trial membership of Soccer Coach V~Teekly 

Soccer Coach ~Teekly is onr flagship newsletter for new coaches and coaches of 

inexperienced players and children. 

It is a 5-page coaching "bible" packed with "tips, tools, checklists, and ideas, delivered in PDF 

fommt direct to your inbox eveu week. 



Soccer Coach Weekly" covers all aspects of the game. Become a mmnber and you will benefit 

from expe~t guidance on: 

Coaching core skills 

Plasming and managing training sessions 

Match day strategies and tactics 

Game analysis 

Motivating young players 

Creating a running ~nentality 

Wanning-up, fitness and conditioning 

Player management and selection 

Individual and team discipline 

Get the benefits of a Soccer Coach Weekly memberslfip today 

~i 

New sessions, exercises and drills delivered every week 

Learn about new coaching methods, remember training approaches you’d 
ibrgotten 

Save time with your coaching preparation, make your life easier 

Becotne a better soccer coach 

Improve your team’s performance, win more games 

Get your players to have more fun 

And you get even more too! 

Sign up to Soccer Coach Weekly today and benefit from 5 weeks of practical soccer 

coaching tips and tactics for $1. You’ll then receive by entail: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach WeeMy straight away. 

The next 4 issues on publication, delivered direct to your intx~x every 

Wednesday. 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual and 20 Easy Ways to Improve 

Your Soccer Coaching FREE 

PLUS! If you subscribe before midnight on 17 September, as a back-to-school special offer 
I’ll send you my pre-season guide build a titter, tbster team in just 4 weeks at no extra 

cost! 

If you have any questions atx)ut taking out a’trial membership, or would like more intbm~ation 
about how Soccer Coach Weekly can help you become a better coach, please don’t hesitate 



to get iu touch. 

Call +44 1483 892 894 from outside the UK. 

Yours in soccer~ 

David Clarke, 
ttead Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly 

Join the Soccer Coach Weekly community 

Click here to read more about Soccer Coach Weeklv~ 

Soccer Coach Weekly 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, 

Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK. 

Company nmnber: 3008779, 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach- soccer.com 

© 2012. Green Star Media I ~td 

Ifyoffre uot completely satisfied 
with Soecer Coach Weekly, 

you can cancel your membership 

at any time and I’ll refund your 

money. 

Don’t want to recieve these emails, Unsubscribe here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 10:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Improve Your Soccer Facility 

AlisOn, 

Improve your facility and brand your soccer program today! With your vision, your Iogos, 
and our Stadium Graphics we can take your facility branding improvements and bring it to 
the next level. Below are some examples of projects we can help you with. 

bura-Mesh Fence Screens are great for branding your chain link fence, bleacher fronts, 
tops and backs. They beautify your stadium, brand your program, and strengthen your 
home field advantage. 

Locker Room &, Interior Wall Graphics make a huge impact on your team. Build team pride 
and generate the kind of excitement that will make your sporting events memorable and 
electrifying. 

Porta-Cade Portable Barricades is a great, light weight, modular solution for crowd control 
and event branding. The steel frame assembles quickly and can be covered with our 
premium, digitally printed polyester material making branding and advertising simple. 

Anson, Give me a call or send me an email and we’ll go to work for you. Also send me your 
images, logos, measurements, and digital photo of the area you would like to brand and I 
will have my full design team create a mock up for you. 

Other Products: Feather Fla~s, Indoor Graphics, Breakawav Banners, Scoreboard 

Graphics, Field RunnerFlaqs, WalIPaddincl, PadstarA-Frames Pop Up Tents, Concrete 
Decals:, and Nodstar A-Frame Systems, 

Click a~y p~oto below for more product infarmatioa, 

Fence Sc~een~ can make your stadium pop and enhance your home field advantage, 
C~ick here for a qu~te 

Locker Roon~ ~ ~r~tel-ior Wall Graphics ~ Displaying Po~ta-Cades Portable Barricades agreat~ light 

your vision helps reinforce the team mission, weight, modular solution for branding or advertising. 

Click here for a q~ote Click here for a ~uote 
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FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <news~etterc0usns~:pa.com> 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US 5occeF P~yers Newge~ter USSocce~ Players ¯ Sept 

USSoccerPlayers - Sept 1 tth, 2012 

h~ CONCACAF World Cup QuaUfying~ the Unil:ed States plays Jamak:a at 8pm on ESPN2 and Ga~avisior~. Ur~iv~sk~n has Mexi(:o - 

Cesta Rice at 9pro. Panama ~ Canada ~s on ESPN Deportes at 9pm. 

UEFA World Cup Q.ua]iti/ir~g: Eng]and - Ukraine at 3pro on Fox Soccer. Us~vision Deportes has F~asce - Be{a~us also at 3pro. 

On ESPN Deportes: Georgia - Spah~ a~: ~ ::}0pro and Por~:ugal. - Azerbai.jan at 3:15pro. 

CONMEBOL Worl.d {:up QuaU~ying on be~N Sport: {:hi{e - Co,eretria el: ~: 30pro, Uruguay - Ecuador at 5:~{}pm~ Paraguay - 

Venezuela a~ 7:30pm, an~ Peru ¯ ArgenUna at 9:30pro. A~ Tim~s ~as~rn 

Their Words 

Hotspur’s official site. 

Four Things for Columbus 

gyJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Sap 11,20t2) US Soccer Prayers .- CONCACAF’s Group A could become complicated at 

the e=r~d oi l:he fright, tf thhx~s ~o as ~:he United States expecl:s~ l:h~ee teams shoul.d be separated by goal different:e, Thai: wit~ 

take a quick st~Lement of purpose a~ainst a Learn that beat Lhe USA just a ~ew days ~go. Jamaica looms large, showing up 

kleas that U~e US tried to put into practk:e over 9{} minbtes in kingston. With that in rnind~ here’s what: Frn [ooking for ]al:er 

It’s been awhile since we’ve seen the fack of com~tections between the midfie[d and the defense and the attack that was on 

display over {arge portions oi the game in Jamaica. Thee mi~h[’ve ~een drcumst~ntiaL Overlapping assignments, ~n 

opponent not playing ~s e@ected, and the speed of play cart c~tch up with arty team. ~o~ the Urdted States~ it produced a 

~ack o~ cohesion wi~:h the rnk[fieh:l turnin8 from an advantage ~:o a trouble spot. The US mklfie~d corps is arguaM.y the 

strongest in CONCACAF, and }t’s a ~eputation that’s been earned. Now we see that it can a~so be a ~iabi[}ty, with the m}dfie]d 

provh:lh~g b:s own disrupUon at the expense of any flow. W~thout that, the US was fo~c:ed into the kind of sl:opis~:art p~ay ~:ha~: 

ral’el.y benefits a team at any level Qed~t Jamaica fo~ the ~ame they p{ayed, buE part of this was US tactics not wol’king. 

The Defensive Midfielder 

Jurger~ KUnsmann is r~ot: l:he Iirst US Nal:iona] Team coach who seems Uke he (:an’(: hel.p himse]~ wher~ it comes 1:o bU{izing 

~efensive-minde~ midfietde~s. H~s predecessor was fond of using Lwo defensive midfiek~e~s in ~ames where it was arguable 

if one was even necessary, h~stead of estab{ishing a vats}on of the US that was a][-out attack~ taking advantage of the 

weaknesses of overmatched opponents, we gel a hesitant Learn cMcu}.ating the Hsk/l’eward on chances. That hasn’L changed 

for the better under K{insmann. There’s still too much expected of the defensive midf}e{d and too many players committed to 

the cause. When that doesn’t: work. ~t produc~s aE~ incohere~t set of ass~g~ments ~:ha~: gjw~t the opposi~:io~ an uE~ecessary 

advantage. Even/ team gives up advantages~ no matter how sUght. The trk:k is making sure you’re not creaUng 

oppor~:un~l:i~ for 1:he oppo[~en~: that ~ve~ f~o~:hif~g ~n return. Too much stress on the link between the [~idP~e[d and 1:he 

defenders doesn’t do much in terms o~ retul’n~ ~[’s i’ea{[y that simp{e. Continue reading "Four Things for Columbus" ,, 

Tell Me About: Spurs 

C{i~t [)e~s~.y is set t:o q~al~£! his d(!I)ut with n@w c[ul) "[’otl:e~haR1 Hotspur once the in~ernal:ional break concludes. Oempsey 

wiU become Ehe third high-profi{e American ac!diUon to Spurs in recent years~ and the firsE outfield player. 

Why Are We Here? 

After one of the best displays by any American player who took his game to Europe, Clint Dempsey compfeted a move 

sobthwesl: London to norl:h Londo[~. ’Though the e:<pec:~:al:k~n was Oempsey wob{d be j(~irflng Amerk:an-owned Liverpool. ~:he 

final day of the transfer window herd a major surprise. Dempsey ~s now teammates with Brad Friede] at Sp~r% a (l~ib 

to make sure their 4~:h-p[a(:e finish last season was yet another step on their path to be(:orni~8 a Ut]e (:onl:e~der~ Continue 



reading "Tell Me About: Spurs" ,, 

U.S. wants to ’~et bi~er’ a~ainst Jamaica o from The Columbu!; Dis~)aI:<:h=s Shawl) Aqtche~).: They s~)ent a ~ensthy portion 

a~ ope~ tramm~ sessio~ today workir~ o~ fmishm$ from wide positior~s. 

Five observations from USMNT trainin~ - ~om ,~,~LSsoccer.com’s Gre~ Lores: "We’re a}.[ pretty 

Soccer as we~L" 

USA fans left unimpressed after loss - i~om Fox Soccer’s Leande~ Schaer[aecke~s: ~ew of them were able to watch the 

~ame to be2m with, 

Now happy at Chivas USA~ Juan Agudelo feels Red Bulls weren’t interested in his development - from Goat,corn’s Alex 
Labido~: And what exactly does K[insm~nn ex]>ec~, el youn~ A~delo? 

Uefa’s bloated World Cup qualifying system looks totally bonkers ¯ i~em The Guardian’s Amy Lawrence: al.i i~ a compl.etely 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~Slot 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 9:00 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

AVOID the Letdown! (READ TillS) 

Las~ night the U.S. avoided the big 

letdown that it rendered about a week 
ago by defeating Jamaica 1-0. 

Today I write you about how to avoid 

a letdown this season with your soccer 

team. 

Let’s look into what a letdown is. 

A letdown is when you axe expected 

to win a match and tbr some reason 

your team comes out flat. 

Why do teams come out flat? It’s not 

because they lack ability, so what is 

it’? 

It’s all MENTAL! I’m pretty sure without 
a few exceptions, all the players are 

almos~ on the same level playing field. 

However, the best TEAMS are the ones 

who are mentally tough. 
In order to avoid letdowns you need to 

ch~mge your mindset. Your temn needs to 

undersIand that at any moment they can 

be beat, so they cannot sleep on an opponent. 

’][’hey Inust not take practice lightly, because 

their upcoming match is against mi inferior 

opponent. This is what happened to the U.S. 

against Jamaica las~ week and led to their 

unfol~nate, yet fol~nate lost. 

How you prepare to play. the menta1 capaci .ty in 

which you come into a game roll ultimately detem~ine 

the end resnlts. 
So how what do you use to prepare your team? Are you 

making sure that you go above a~d beyond Mint the 

average coach is doing? 

If you want to get on board and be above average 

and head towards being elite, then you need 

to check out this video that talks about 

a ’NEW way of training soccer players that 

many coaches across the country are using 

and getting quick results: 

Epic Soccer Training (Video) < - - - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke ~xtavid.cla~:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 11:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Back-to-~hool special: get your t~ee pre-season plm~! 

Dear Anson, 

Back-to-school special: get your free pre-season plan! 

Now that you’re back at school, you’ll have lilnited lime to get your team in shape to win 
games. Exfiibition games will help, but you need to get your preparalion right firfft. 

~i 

What you should do in the fime you have before matches start, is work oil your team’s 

weaknesses and boost their fitness. I don’t use this special lime to work oil my team’s strongest 

s~mff- and neither should you. Pre-season is different - you work to get players up to scratch 

for tough games ahead. 

I have devised a special pre- season plan that you can use to b~tild a fitter, faster team in just 

4 ~eeks. To receive it all you have to do is take out a 5-issue $1 trial to Soccer Coach 

Weekly today. Take your trial by 17 September. just 5 days away, and this special pre-season 

plan won’t cost you a dollar extra. 

My ulthnate pre-season plan 

My four-week plan to get all the individuaJs in your team 100% rea@ for the new season is 

based around fitness, ball skills and being mentally prepared for the new season. Here’s how it 

breaks down: 

~Zeek 1: Kick Off - your players have had a good break but now they’re back in the swing of 

things, it’s importaa~t they taJ~e things seriously. The first trmning session back should set a 
precedent for the rest of the season, so get their focus now and it should iemain. 



In week 1, I show you how to set that precedent and give you a full break-down tbr your first 

75 minute training session back. Get my 4-week pre- season guide now! 

Week 2: The hard work begins - Sports science experts agree that jump-s~rting the central 

ne~wous system quickly in training is essential. You can achieve this by setting up ladder drills 

and mini-hurdles to promote mental agility which can be transfmred into physical agility as the 

session progresses. 

In week 2, I show you how to get players up-and-running quickly and include more [’all work 

in a slightly extended session. Get my 4-week pre-season guide now’. 

Week 3: In full swing - By now your pre-season is in full stung, you’ve recapped the basics 
of passing, possession and fitness and there has been plenty of small-sided game play thrown 

into the mix as well. This is the week where you delve down into what your players axe goiug to 

produce in the coming seasou. 

In week 3, we look at a table of physical qualities, teclmical qualities, tactical qualities and 

mental qualities so you have the mt’onnation you need to pick your playms’ positious. Get my 4- 

week pre-season guide uow! 

Week 4: The final piece of the puzzle - The last pre-season training session is all about 

stepping up and brushing up. At this stage, you’re looking at the finishing touches and putting 

into practice everytking your players have learnt so far. 

In week 4, the focus is on fitting things together, ret~eshing drills t?om previous weeks and 

ending with a fitter, more tactically awace side. Get nay 4-week pre-seasou guide now! 

Remember, this pre-season plan to build a fitter, faster team in j ust 4 weeks is only available 

when you take out a 5-issae trial to Soccer Coach Weekly before 17 September - that’s next 

Mouday’. This trial costs just $1! 

Get your first issue of Soccer Coach Weekly today! 

When you subscribe to Soccer Coach Weekly, you wtll receive your fira issue on the very 

same day’. This week’s issue coutaius a host of great drills tbr youth tean~s fiom myself and 

fellow youth coaches - working at all levels of the game includiug at a Baxclays Pre~nier League 

academy. 

Click here to read more, see examples of previous articles and learn what coaches like you 

have to say about Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is put together for coaches of kids of school age. Sent by email as a 

PDF each week, it’s packed with flesh and innovative drills to implement in your training 

sessions, 

Vv~ith clear illustrations, simple instructions and proven tools and techniques explained in plain 
En~ish, Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to overcome a host of everydW coaching 
challenges. 



Just by taldn~ the trial you’ll begin to build a comprehensive, easy-to-use library of coaching 

infom~ation coveting most aspects of the game. 

You’ll get the current issue and the next 4 issues as if you were a full member, so you can see 

how I deliver my training advice and techniques. 

In addition, I’m ofl~ting a flee w~3~m-ups manual that will give you 126 w~3~m-ups and cool- 

downs proven to prepaxe yoar players at training and on match day. 

It is yours to keep, even ifyoa don’t become a full metnber. 

PLUS! If you subscribe before midnight on 17 September, as a back-to-school special offer 
I’ll send you my pve-season guide build a fitter, t~ster team in just 4 ~eeks at no extra 

cost! 

Available exclusively to you when you take out a $1~ 5 issue trial membership to 
Soccer Coach ~Zeeldy. 

I san confident all tnembers will see a big improvement in their coaching and the temn’s 

performance. In fact, if you’re not completely satisfied with Soccer Coach g/~ekly, you can 

cancel your tnembership at any time and I’ll refund your money. 

"There are so many websites, books and CDs 
on coaching soccer it is difficult to know 
which ones will be most helpful. 

I was not sure if Soccer Coach Weekly would 
be relevant to my coaching needs, however I 
liked what I saw on the website and signed 
up for the free intro offer. In each issue 
there were practice drills or other 
coaching tips I could immediately apply to 
coaching my team, so I become a subscriber. 

In addition to the great weekly tips, there 
are many other great resources I have 
received that have made this a great 
investment. 

I am also the director of coaches for a 
large youth soccer league and will be 
recommending this resources to our 
coaches." 

Todd Hanson, Orange Junior Soccer Club, California 

"I find myself eagerly waiting for the next 
issue of Soccer Coach Weekly and can’t seem 
to get enough." 

Moises Ramirez, AYSO, Madison, Alabama 



"I was a little worried about how I could 
use the different drills and activities 
specifically for my teams. Immediately 
after receiving the first issue, I 
implemented the drills and Coaching 
Session. The players responded very well. 

Soccer Coach Weekly has strengthened my 
teams and kept training sessions fun and 
filled with energy. I have used the 
Coaching Sessions for both my Club Teams 
and Recreational Teams. There is something 
for every level of player and coaches 
alike. 

I would definitely recommend Soccer Coach 
Weekly to any coach, no matter the level or 
age of the player. You can learn just as 
much from your subscription than you can by 
spending hundreds of dollars and countless 
hours in coaching classes and clinics." 

Coach Donovan, FC Long Beach, California 

"Other coaches ask me how I know so much - 
I tell them it’s all in the preparation :)" 

John Reese, I~Vest Feliciana Soccer, Louisiana 

"At first glance of Soccer Coach Weekly I 
did not think that it would add anything 
new to my collection of books, journals and 
DVD’So 

After a few weeks I saw a fresh, new 
approach to keeping my players interested 
in drills and ways to work on techniques 
that kept them interested° 

Unlike my books and DVD’S I do not have to 
search for a drill or bring my laptop to 
the field for demonstrations. The 
illustrations and simple directions are 
easy to follow and show my players." 

Rich Brooks, Head Coach, ~Vest Milford Arsenal Ul l, New 
Jersey 

Try my proven soccer drills and tips with a trial membership of Soccer Coach V~Teekly 

Soccer Coach ~Teekly is onr flagship newsletter for new coaches and coaches of 

inexperienced players and children. 

It is a 5-page coaching "bible" packed with "tips, tools, checklists, and ideas, delivered in PDF 

fommt direct to your inbox eveu week. 



Soccer Coach Weekly" covers all aspects of the game. Become a mmnber and you will benefit 

from expe~t guidance on: 

Coaching core skills 

Plasming and managing training sessions 

Match day strategies and tactics 

Game analysis 

Motivating young players 

Creating a running ~nentality 

Wanning-up, fitness and conditioning 

Player management and selection 

Individual and team discipline 

Get the benefits of a Soccer Coach Weekly memberslfip today 

~i 

New sessions, exercises and drills delivered every week 

Learn about new coaching methods, remember training approaches you’d 
ibrgotten 

Save time with your coaching preparation, make your life easier 

Becotne a better soccer coach 

Improve your team’s performance, win more games 

Get your players to have more fun 

And you get even more too! 

Sign up to Soccer Coach Weekly today and benefit from 5 weeks of practical soccer 

coaching tips and tactics for $1. You’ll then receive by entail: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach WeeMy straight away. 

The next 4 issues on publication, delivered direct to your intx~x every 

Wednesday. 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual and 20 Easy Ways to Improve 

Your Soccer Coaching FREE 

PLUS! If you subscribe before midnight on 17 September, as a back-to-school special offer 
I’ll send you my pre-season guide build a titter, tbster team in just 4 weeks at no extra 

cost! 

If you have any questions atx)ut taking out a’trial membership, or would like more intbm~ation 
about how Soccer Coach Weekly can help you become a better coach, please don’t hesitate 



to get iu touch. 

Call +44 1483 892 894 from outside the UK. 

Yours in soccer~ 

David Clarke, 
ttead Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly 

Join the Soccer Coach Weekly community 

Click here to read more about Soccer Coach Weeklv~ 

Soccer Coach Weekly 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, 

Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK. 

Company nmnber: 3008779, 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach- soccer.com 

© 2012. Green Star Media I ~td 

Ifyoffre uot completely satisfied 
with Soecer Coach Weekly, 

you can cancel your membership 

at any time and I’ll refund your 

money. 

Don’t want to recieve these emails, Unsubscribe here 
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The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ Sept 12th~ 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Sept I Eth, 2012 

Wednesday’s TV 

No game!~ today. 

Chris Arrnas. 

WCQ,: USA 1 - Jamaica 0 

"[’he United Stat:es took the lead in Grebp A of (:ONCACAF’ Wod.d (:b{) {~ba]it~/~ng wi~:h a ’~ ~{} win over ,~amai(:a at (:~ew Stadium 

Columbus. After h~tting the frame of the goa~ three times hi the first-ha~t, Herculez Gomez scored from a free kkk ~s the 

"}[ith rainLEte, US coa~:h Jbrgen Kl.insmam~ made seves~ changes te h~s s~:art:hlg [ineup~ w~th the US domb~ating possession for 

[ar~e s~retches of the 9ame, The US, Jama~ca~ and Guatemala a~e now [evet with seven points with the US hoidb]$ the 

th~breaker on goab~ scored over Guatema[a~ 

~’f think that energy was transmitted to us th~obghout: the week," Gomex said of the fan support: the US ~e~:eived in 

Columbus. "We knew how important they thought it was. We have a (or of experience on this team. I don*t think anybody 

here took Jamaica for granted, We k~ew what we were getting into, We weren’t pleased with our performance on Friday and 

because we weren’t pleased with that periormance we were ab. rea[(y excited and chomping at the !oit to $et at them 

tonight," Continue reading "WCQ: USA 1 - Jamaica 0" ,, 

CONCACAF Qualifying{: Top of the ~roups 

BV Clemente Lisi ~ NEW YORK. NY (Sop 12, 2012) US So~:(:er PLayers ~ Mexico pun~:hed b:s ti(:~1: te the Hexagona[ on "[’besday 

night after defeating Costa Rica 1-0, becoming tl’te fhst team to advance out of the Sen~tffina[ Round. For Mex[co~ }t was 

their first game at Es~:adie Axteca sin~:e (osing te the United $~:ates there tast raenth in a Niend[y, 

At ~he sam(,~ time, the evenin?> was faust-win ior se~!~ral, tearas, A quartet: oi Central. American t:eams - Panama. Honduras, 

Ouatema(a and ~[ Sal.vadol’- air recorded victol’ies to keep thei~ B~azif. ’14 hopes alive in what tuned out to ~oe a night of 

intesse games. 

The games produced four 1-0 results, prowng once again how tight it has bee~ this summer in the ~ace for the six-team 

final round~ Ol tl~e 12 teams participatin~ in this round, Cuba is the only one mathematica{[y eliminated lrom contention 

after four games. 

With the USA beating Jamaica 1-0 in ¢ohlmbus~ here is a recap of the other five games: Continue reading "CONCACAF 

Qualifying: Top of the groups" ,, 

Four thin~s from Columbus 

By J Hutcherson o WASHINGTO~4, DC (Sop t 2: 2012} US Soccer Ptaye~s - Group A is now a fight amo~g three teams tied at 
the top, and it took a USA free kk:k ~:o make ~:ha~: happen. As the @:tober games ~oom~ here are four thh~gs ~rem an 

interesting nigh~ in CONCACAF Wortd Cup Qua}.~fyin~. 

T~e Crew’s Goal 

As im the goal itself that got hit three times by US shots in the first-half, One time can be unlucky, two unfortunate, but 

when the third shot hits the irame any team shou[d st~t wondering what’s happemng, The United SLates canied that 

discontent h~to the {ocke~ room. but ke#t #tossing, That’s not ~ [eve[ of maturity or a team do}rig what they’re su#posed to 

~o, Instead, ~t’s ~n insistence that eventua}.[y the shot wi{[ Carl This wasn’t soccer in theory, where we rely on the old 

ha~h’narks of ’p~ayin8 your game’ a~d ’keeping at it.’ This was a World Cup Qua~ifie~ that needed to be wo~ a~d a team that 

didn’t [e~: a situatk~n turn in[o an ex~:use. The free k~:k that beat ,~amaica was as bnl.ike~y as the ba[~ hitth)g [he fFarae not 

on~:e~ Ftot tw}ce, but thr~ce, Sometimes, that’s how ~t works. Continue readin~ "Four thinfls from Columbus" ,, 

Q, uestions: Rosters, Limits, and Markets 

BV Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (Sop 1 ’t, 2i)12i US Sock:or PI.ayers -- tn "I’besday~s column, Tony asks abobt rosters, 



According to Maior League Soccer r~fes~ the finaf roster does not have to be set unti[ this Saturday, September 15th at 5 pm 

active b~g league ~oster d~at they ~re considering altering d~ose ru~.es ~or next season. MLS sho~l.d consider altering its roster 

rules as we{~, movJn(~ the roster freeze dea(J~ne e~r[ier ~( ( ncot~ra0e teams to manage their rosters better (Jt~ring ~:he 

season, 

injured el’ legitimately ~navai(aM.e, Continue readin~ "Questions: Rosters~ Limits~ and Markets" 

Thursday’s TV 

No 9ames today. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 1:31 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 9/6/12: Wisdom in 20 Words or Fewer 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manaqe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radie ~:ommentater 
the founder and president of the .."..ol~profit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Get the weekly e-newsletter 

I~:i Get the podcast in iT .... 
f 

:.:.~.:: ~otthe iF’h ..... A0droid app 

Blessinq or Curse? 
~ L.’-~an a~id 

The cempanio:! despaired, 
but the man sMd maybe 

some ~ood weuk~ come 
~t, They came upon 
stranger who iseeded the 

man’s he~p, The stranger 

who gave the man 

r~e~f~hbors praised h~s ~ood 

luck asd sa~d: 
b~essed you are to have 

Listen or read more 

My Dad Sam Burke 
As.q~s father: Sam .Surke, 
was ip ti:e last sis.gas of 

cancer, a~d his ..’seeds had 
gone beyer~d what she 
could provide at home, 

S~ie was distraught ~t the 
theught of p~adng hh~ m a 

~:onva[escent home, The 

co~firmed ~er worst fears. 
Listen or read more 

Wisdom in 20 Words or 
Fewer (Part One) 
Since ..’~y chiidren were 

small, I iaunched their day 
with the invocation to "be 
good, have fun and 
t hope they remember that 

daughter Samara ~s 

~4elp keep ttiis newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

Check out btichaet 
~Iesephsois blog on 
business ethics and 
leadership far s variety 
of qt~etes we posted this 
week, 

ii.~ WhatWill Contribute $100 or 

poera "What 

::~] 

Proceeds ~rem the sa~e o~ 
books am~ CDs suppo~’t character 

education h~ schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

comments op What is 

Character?: "Character 
is: as mentier~ed, ,Mio we 
are and what we do 
whe~ ~o one ~s baking. 

ar~y g~ven [hs~e but when 

eth~cM pdsdp~es ~ke The 

stea~k~g, etq we eat 
away at oar good 

TR ,~Sa~sal comments on 
Quick Thouqhts: I 
Thouqht the SupeF Bowl 
Clint Eastwood Ad Was 
TeFFific. What Did You 
Think?: "~vta c~ nificent 

sk~p~y won a new 
reader." 

ads.station? Vi.~it ~:" Character 
Educator Blog, Receptiy posted: 

Introducinq Jeff McMurdy, New 
Director of CHARACTER COUNTS! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD. 

::X:: Character education materials 

Deal or No Deal?: "This 
was a very good essay. 

Heweveb i[ does 
consider these aspects 
of SarM~g mother’s 

character, ~:~h~ch wo~d 
s~ow her ~o forg~ve 
Sarah~ reaso~ w~th her 
more, and gb/e her a 

Witi: clips from RePaint movies, you 
engage sLudenLs ir~ discussiens 

abeut buliying and more. Buy now >> 

Learri abeut streaminq m."..d site- 
server options, 

Free shipphig for orders $30 and up! 
Get a cataloq >> 



3,000 miles away, ~ .SLink a 

more de.sailed set of 
maxims is needed~ 
Listen or read more 

It’s Your Job to Enjoy 
Your Job 
Labor Day is, firs.: and 

,4~ork to do aomething you 

domestic ~asks awa~tMg 

~dea~ ~me to th~nk about 
the ro~e that work p~ays ~n 
your HFe, For some, work ~s 

what they have ~o do to 
make a 8ecest ~vMg, For 
ethers, work ~s do~rH~ what 
they wan~ ~o do to make s 

Listen or read more 

A Dad Sending His 
Dauqhter Off to Colleqe 
~{ want {o ahme a sli~htiy 
edited portion of a ie~ter 
my friend ,Scott Raecker 
wl’ote to his 8aughter 
[-~P,-sily on sending her off to 
colie,’.!e: I"ly Dear Emily~ I"ly 
life changed .rise day we 

found out that you were 
on you.." ,4~ay, F~om that 
moment fo.~wan~, you have 
been on my mud and heart 
.... every day. 
Listen or read more 

Above,comments on 
Ramadan Kareem: 
"~ am a I,’luslim. [ low~ 
peace an8 ~ove !:o spread 
peace, Thank you 

Ms~ght of muslims’ way of 

the:~e biog pos:~? Pfe~se 

~ook ar~ Anti-Bullying Workshop 

cyberbultying, and ~.~omote a positive 
school dime.to. Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators arid youth-service 
leaders ~o be effective chara.::~er 
educators, UpcomkH,,.’ semir~ars: 

Sept. 19-21~ San 3ose~ CA >> 

Oct. 2-4~ Los Angeles, CA >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our webinara are a conve.."..ient~ 

afl:o~dable way to learn valuabie 
ch a ra de!- development: techniques. 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Hazing Football: Zs it Going 
Overboa rd? 

Visit the blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:: Michael 
Josephson 

Book Michael ]osephson, 

~qichaet 3osephson motivates audiences from ti:e government, business, 

journaiism~ taw, education, sports, policing, and the miiital’y witi: his unique 

delivery, erH~a~:~ing presentations, and personai attention ~o your o.."ganization’s 
needs, Calt 80g--7:U,~.2,670 o.." learn more, 

The nonprofit ~osephson ’~ ,= "~ ’~ is ~orkmg          a ~oHd whe~e people ac~ more ethically, 
Youl" donations enable us to offe~ services and resources Hke th~s newsletter, Donate >> 

Preven~ this newsiet~er from landing m your junk folde~’ by adding commentary@iiethics.org ~o 
your ad(k’ess book o.~ app!’oved sende.~ list 

Josephsor~ Ins~i~at~.~ 
9841 Airpe~S Bird. #300 i Los Angeies, CA 90045 1800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

@2012 dosephson Institute, "CHARA sTER Cc, UNT,,,?’ is a registered badema~k of 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 

Click here to unsubscribe. 
To update your profile click here 

Click here to share this email with a frien~ 
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W-League Weekly: Caps’ Richardson Leads Top Performers 
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The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Video - Coach John Kerr - Passing/Receiving Drill 
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Blue Devils Passing/Receiving Drill- Watch it Here! 

The Blue Devils hone their passing and communication skills through a 

Passing/Receiving Drill with instruction by head coach John Kerr. 

Videe previded by STACK.corn 

Joe Baur o .SYACK.corn " " 
Sporting Kansas City font~ard C.J. Sapong made his mark in the soccer 

world with a successful 2011 campaign that wen him MLS Rookie of the 

Year honors. Opposin£~ coaches and players will be payin£~ a lot more 

attention to the 23-year-old stud from Manassas, Va. this season. 

Sapong knows it. That’s why he’s not taking a break this off-season, 

instead pushing himself to an entirely new leveL. ~:::~=i.~i!=.=i=i..~i~i=.=i::i...:::-..i.: 

High Ball Shooting Drill-Watch it Here! 

VVatch as players compete in a drill to improve their high bali 

shooting technique. 

Provided bv DVDSoccerCo~ch 

U.S. Soccer rule hu~linq some hi,qh school teams 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 scoreboard 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 Scoreboard 

Carolina connection powe~s Americans to world title 

Do~Yt ~org~t to Fo~’wa~’d this ~mait to you~" A~istant Coaches~ 

Sign Up a 

Colleague! 

Quality Custom 
Awards - Since 
1987 - 
www.sm ~Av,,a rds. 
corn 

advertisement 



click here 
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Moving Beyond 9/11 
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11 Secrets to Successful Comers. Download today. 

Deax Anson, 

Did you know that in all average soccer match a team will win 6 comers? 

But chances are you will only score from 1 in 30*. 

Improving your team’s conversion rote from comers will greatly increase your 

chances of winning and put pressure on your opponents. 

That’s why my new report 11 Secrets to Successful Corners, given away free to 

new Better Soccer Coaching members, could be the most influential report for 
you this season. 

Just click on the link to regis~ter and get your ficee coW. 

Send me my copy of 11 Secrets to Successful Corners 

11 Secrets to successful corners 

cover image 

My fm~tastic report will help your team 

increase its comer conversion, mad give 

your players the tools to defend against 
every comer fired at them. 

The match-specific advice in this report 

will revolutionize your approach to 
comers, giving your team a winning 

advmltage. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains 

eau to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

pertbrma~ce of your team, with contributions from English Premier League 

coaches. 

Our regular contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West ttmn Academy 

(and tile man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in tile 

English game including England international players Rio Feldinand, Flank 

Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick). 

We also feature Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 
Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our free 

training tips a~d ideas in their inbox evew Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that mos~t members find they receive a drill or game they 

can pnt to use with their team straight away. 

What’s more, sip.n-up today mid as a special pre-season welcome you will get a 
second free report: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

All you need to do is go here, enter your emaJl address and select your country of 
residence, and I’ll send you the ti’ee report straight away. Your first issue of Better 



Soeeer Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, aad I promise 

never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter 

your mnail address and countly. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please 

do not hesitate to contact me using the details below, or visit my website at 

wryly, bettersoceercoach ing. com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannmy Lane, Bramley, 

Guildfbrd, GU50AB, UNted Kingdom 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: info@bettersoccercoaching.com 

* Premier League 2009/10 season, soume Opta. 

Unsubscribe, 
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Save $$$$$ with Just Keepers!! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 11:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Play like Ba~ccelona in just 9 sessions 

more successful soccer coach 

in ii~-~st 9 s÷ssions~ 

Dear Coach, 

What’s the biggest single obstacle standing between you and your 
determination to be a better junior soccer coach? 

Is it a shortage of time to prepare for your weekly training sessions, 
given the demands of work and home life? 
Or do you worry about your lack of soccer coaching knowledge and your 
limited previous experience of the game? 

Well, here’s some good news. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to help you overcome both of those 
problems. 

And to prove it, I’d like to offer you the opportunity to take out 
a 5 issue trial for just $1. If you do I’ll even send you my 
manual Play Like Barcelona in 9 Sessions at no further 
charge. This new manual will help your team develop the 
technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of position with 
their one-touch passing and create more goalscoring chances. 

When you take my $1 trial today, you’ll get all the following 
delivered direct to your email address: 



The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you just 
as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our subscription 
service works. 

¯ PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of my manual PlayLike 
Barcelona in 9 sessions at no extra charge. This manual features great 
sessions originally published in Soccer Coach Weekly on tiki-taka, 
movement, lvl skills and one and two-touch passing 

]:f you’re anything other coaches I have worked with recently, you’ll have 
watched this glorious Barcelona team over the last few seasons and thought 
’if only I could get my players passing, dribbling and pressing like this side’. 

[magine if your team had the technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of 
position with their assured one-touch passing and create regular goalscoring 
chances. 

PlayLike Barcelona Xn 9 Sessions will show you how and it is yours free 
when you take out a $1 trial to Soccer Coach Weekly, 

The free manual includes sessions on tiki-taka, movement, iv:[ skills and one 
and two-touch passing that will help transform your team and infuse them 
with the characteristics that have made Barcelona such a dominant force in 
world soccer. 



Tiki-Taka, the Barcelona way - this session focuses 
on the short passing and neat interchanges 
personified by Xavi and Andres Iniesta. This exercise 
can be played with any age group and will get your 
players passing from one end of the field to the 
other. Put this session into practice now! 

¯ Spanish class - make the ball your players’ friend 
with this one and two-touch passing session. Give 
your players the belief that they can move the ball 
around without surrendering possession. Give your 
players a Spanish lesson! 

° Quick feet, quick minds - this passing and movement 
session will have your players thinking and moving 
quicker. Anticipation is key! Find out more now 

Feint praise for players - have your players beating 
opponents in iv:Is by teaching them to feint properly. 
They’ve watched Lionel Messi breeze past players on 
TV with a drop of the shoulder - now get them 
practicinq the technique 

Dynamic dribbling - the ability to dribble effectively 
is crucial to the Barcelona gameplan. Teach your 
players to glide effortlessly forward like mini Iniestas! 
Learn more 

¯ On the move - the ability to move well off the ball is 
a crucial component of Barca’s playing style. Move 
before the ball is played and your team will provide 
more of a threat going forwards. Unlock the key to 
your team’s movement 

The space race - do you ever marvel at the way 
Barca players can always find space to run into? Run 
this session a handful of consecutive weeks and reap 
the rewards as your players open up new avenues of 
attack. Find out more now 

Catalonian keepball - what’s the best way to stop 
opponents scoring? By keeping the ball, of course. 
Barcelona are so good defensively because they 
dominate possession. Here is a game created 
specifically for the purpose of keeping the ball. Take a 
$1 trial now 

¯ Pressing with purpose - your players will not always 
keep possession, but this session will help them win 
it back quickly. Hard work, concentration and focus 
are the key aspects of this session. Discover the key 
to winninq back possession now 

These 9 sessions will help your team play with style and finesse, while 
achieving the results to match. Imagine turning up for games secure in the 
knowledge that your team is technically superior and able to dictate the 
tempo. 

Experience the satisfaction of your team not only getting positive results, but 
in the right way, and as a result of your Barcelona-style training sessions. 

This guide will help you to dramatically improve in your team’s results and 
style of play, as well as showing you the quality of the sessions I publish in 
Soccer Coat# WeeMy. 3ust take a look at the illustration below to see how 
much you get on every page of this great manual. 



Weekly trial 

To find out how Soccer Coach Weekly boosts your ability to coach your junior 
players, simply click on the link below. 

Or keep on reading if you want more details on this fantastic service for junior 
soccer coaches. 

Here are five questions you may have about Soccer Coach Weekly : 

1. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

2. How can I be sure the advice is reliable? 

3. How quickly can I expect results? 

4. How can I be sure Soccer Coach Weekly is for me? 

5. What do I get for my 5 issue trial? 

Q &o What exactly does Soccer Coach WeeMy do? 

Soccer Coach Weekly is an advisory newsletter delivered direct to your email 
address via the internet. 

Unlike most soccer coaching information, it’s aimed specifically at coaches of 
junior players from 4 to 16 years of age. And it’s written by fellow junior 
soccer coaches, with firsthand experience of the kinds of coaching challenges 
you face week in and week out. 

That means the emphasis is very much on proven, can-do strategies for 
raising your game.., and the success of your players. 

Every week Soccer Coach Weekly provides you with practical tips and 
techniques to make your coaching more effective and rewarding for all 
concerned, 



All the articles are concise and to-the-point - and seldom more than one page 
in length. That’s because we know that the vast majority of junior soccer 
coaches have very little spare time. 

The last thing you need is pages and pages of heavy reading. 

So each article in Soccer Coach Weekly concentrates on the essential 
information you need to know. Plus, there are plenty of helpful diagrams and 
pictures to illustrate the important points being made, for example showing 
you how to position your players on the field, or perform a particular training 
exercise. 

While it’s brief, and quick to read, Soccer Coach Weekly covers a wide range 
of coaching topics: 

fitness 
psychology 
planning training sessions 
player management and selection 
child safety 

core skills 
personal development 
match strategy and tactics 
dealing with difficult parents 
developing team spirit 
individual and team discipline 

warm-ups 
training games 

... and much, much more. 

Here are five quick examples of recent articles. 

EXAMPLE # 1 

How to take the fear out of heading the ball 

Lots of kids don’t like heading the ball. And that’s only natural. After all, why 
would you want to put your head in the way of an object you think might hurt 
it? 

But if you don’t learn this important ball-control skill properly, and preferably 
at a young age, you’re not going to be much use on match day to the rest of 
your team. 

Fortunately, at Soccer Coach Weekly we have a great training technique for 
overcoming your kids’ typical ball heading anxieties. In just three easy steps, 
you can teach your players to head the ball with accuracy and confidence. 

It’s the perfect exercise for your next training session. It’s tried and tested. 
And it’s fun. 

EXAMPLE # 2 

The A-Z of child protection 

In this increasingly risk-averse world, the last thing you need is a parent 
threatening legal action because he or she claims you didn’t look after little 
Johnny during soccer practice, or on match day. 

So each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly looks at one aspect of child safety. 
You get practical answers to key questions like: 

What are your primary responsibilities as a junior soccer coach? 
Which are the potentially risky situations you should anticipate - and 



what proactive steps can you take to avoid them? 
How do you spot potential abuse off the pitch, and what can you do in 

such situations? 
What essential equipment should you keep in your medical bag for match 
day and training sessions? 
What other sensible measures can you take to ensure that, should a 
child in your care be injured on the playing field, they can be given 
prompt and appropriate medical care? 

With Soccer Coach Weekly in your kit bag, no-one can accuse you of not 
taking your responsibilities seriously. 

EXAMPLE # 3 

"The dark art" of the quick, accurate throw-in 

In youth soccer, nearly 70% of throw-ins are foul throws. The result? Your 
team loses the ball to your opponents. 

To reverse these odds, every player on your team must be prepared to 
execute a proper throw-in, and get the ball back into play almost 
immediately. Indeed, such a sudden restart can catch your opponent’s 
defence off-balance and greatly increase your odds of keeping possession. 

That in turn offers your players the chance to get behind the defence and 
make a run on goal. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we teach a simple, five-point plan for learning 
the art of the quick, accurate throw-in. Teach it to your team at this week’s 
training session and you could be well on your way to dominating the next 
match - and the scoreboard. 

Our throw-in training also includes a technique for increasing by as much as 
30% the distance that your players can throw the ball. 

Just imagine how disconcerting that will be to your opponents the next time 
you play a game... 

EXAMPLE 

How to referee the under 5s 

Most qualified refs avoid this age group. It’s just too demanding! So chances 
are one of these days you’ll be press-ganged into doing the job - probably at 
short notice - simply because there’s no one else available. 

Don’t worry. Tn Soccer Coach Weekly we explain some of the best ways to 
structure a game for such young players, bearing in mind their limited 
attention spans, their resistance to conventional techniques for restoring on- 
the-field discipline, and their tendency to charge around after the ball like 
bees after a honey pot. 

And we tell you how to deal with the most common referee situations - 
handball, penalties, throw-ins and back passes - in a way that won’t spoil the 
kid’s fun and make you look like an ogre to players and parents alike. 

Last but not least, we show you how to get the parents constructively 
involved, so they become a useful resource rather than standing around on 
the sidelines distracting you and your players. 



EXAMPLE # 5 

Building the correct skills base with your junior players 

Some skills are absolute "must-haves" for any soccer player, regardless of 
age. [ndeed, they are so important that you need to give them priority. 
Because when you teach your players these skills, you’re investing in their 
future and that of your team. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we’re currently running a series of articles on 
essential player skills. Each issue we highlight a particular individual skill and 
show you the most effective way to teach it to your players. 

Sign up to our low-cost trial today and you’ll learn these training techniques 
too. 

And, should you decide to subscribe at the end of your 5 issue trial, you’ll 
also benefit from all these future Soccer Coach Weekly articles: 

What should you do with substitutes who are not up to the standard of 
the rest of the team? Hide them or put them in the thick of the action? 
How do you train players who have never before kicked a ball? 
How do you deal effectively with unruly parents? 
What makes for a successful captain? 

How best to score from a free kick 
Landing your corners on the penalty spot 
Teaching your players penalty techniques for shooter and goalkeeper 
How do you keep your training sessions fun, fresh and stimulating week 

in and week out? 
How do you reverse a losing streak? 
How do you coach unfamiliar positions you never played yourself? 
How can you be a close mentor to the kids, yet keep a professional 

distance? 
How do you gain the respect of arrogant young players? 
How can you overcome your team being the smallest in the league and 
overcome other physical disadvantages? 
How do you prevent interfering parents undermining your relationship 
with the players? 
Tactics against a team that cheats 
How do you discipline and control young soccer players? 
Making the most of the 4v4 training techniques that form the basis of 
Dutch Vision, the coaching technique inspired by the Dutch soccer 
association with Louis van Gaal, .]ohan Cruyff, Rinus Michels, and Marco 
van Basten 
How do you use the team building process to develop the style of play, 

and achieve success? 
Why coaching technique and inspiring the soccer brain is better than 
running sprints and laps 
Using 3v3 for 4, 5 and 6 year olds to develop ball manipulation skills 
Teaching communication on the field using terms like "man on" or "time 
and turn", and how your players should communicate with opposition 
players, spectators, officials etc 
How can you teach crossing and finishing more effectively? 
Give your players match-winning insight: what effect will the field have 
on the game? What’s the best way to deal with wind and sun? 
What can you do when the opposition’s tactics mean your players are all 
playing to a different tune, for example they only have three at the back 
and your wingers cannot exploit the advantage? 

You’ll find all these topics, and more, in forthcoming issues of Soccer Coach 
Weekly. 

What’s more, you can suggest your own topics for future issues by emailing 
the editor with details of the soccer coaching issues that matter most to you. 



This question is of critical importance to any junior soccer coach who takes his 
or her responsibilities seriously. After all, you’re coaching a group of 
youngsters - including your own son or daughter, most likely. The last thing 
you want to do is accept any old advice. 

So let me tell you a bit about my experience and credentials. 

I’m certainly no armchair enthusiast. Quite the contrary. My junior soccer 
coaching pedigree is a pretty distinguished one - and I have the silverware to 
prove it. 

But it was all very different when I first began over ten years ago.., which, of 
course, is exactly why I think my perspective on soccer coaching is so 
valuable to Soccer Coach Weekly readers. 

I started out in 1997, trying to find my oldest son a team to play in. lit wasn’t 
easy; the lad wanted to be in the same team as his friends, but the problem 
was, their school had little interest in team sports. 

That meant I first had to create a team from scratch, made up of boys from 
two classes. Then T set about coaching two teams (an A and a B) right from 
under 4 to under 12. 

When my second son was 4, [ did the same for him. 

So I was now faced with the challenges of coaching two teams at under 4 and 
two teams at under 7 every Saturday morning plus match days. 

It was a pretty hectic time! 

Needless to say, by the time I came around to coaching my second son I had 
gained a much better idea of how to train junior soccer players - and ][ began 
to get the match-day results ][ was after. 

I based my new coaching approach on a holding/passing game which in itself 
is based on the Dutch 4v4 system aimed at giving young players the skills to 
be good soccer players, irrespective of their relative physical size and 
strength. 

The results were impressive. 

My team began to beat every team they played, and won the league against 
some big, strong competition. Even though my team was a small Surrey 
primary school, everyone began to fear playing against us and we came up 
against a lot of aggressive, pushy teams. 

Today, my team still wins most of our games even though we now play 11-a- 
side in a big Surrey league. 

I have just about seen it all, from my oldest son’s first team which lost 7-0 in 
their very first game to turning them around over the season until it was them 
winning 7-0. 

[ know what coaches feel, what they worry about, what goes through their 
mind when they are losing, how it feels to win trophies. 

I know what they need to succeed. 

My mission, as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly, is to help soccer coaches 
just like me be the very best they can be - and in doing so save them much of 
the time, effort and sheer aggravation I had to go through. 



Your 5 issue trial contains a wealth of practical advice and training materials - 
all of it designed to help you become a more knowledgeable and confident 
soccer coach. 

Siqn up for your 5 issue trial, and you’ll receive it within minutes of accepting 
our offer. 

That means you could be reading our advice, and putting it into practice, as 
early as your next training session or match day. 

Take the quick throw-in technique I mentioned earlier. [t’s just one of the 
highly effective training tips you could use to gain an almost immediate 
advantage over your opponents. 

Remember: 70% of throw-ins at junior level result in a loss of possession to 
the opposition. So if you hone your team’s throw-in skills at your very next 
training session you could be dominating match-day possession within 7-10 
days - and perhaps even winning your next game. 

That’s just one example of the almost-immediate information advantage that 
you get only from Soccer Coach Weekly. 

[’m confident of two things: (1) the sheer usefulness and effectiveness of our 
training advice; and (2) the ease with which you’ll be able to raise your game. 

Indeed, it’s because I’m so sure you’ll see measurable progress within such a 
short period of time, that I want you to try out our soccer coaching advice 
before you sign up to the full service. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is written by junior soccer coaches for junior soccer 
coaches. 

As editor, [ have extensive first-hand experience of coaching in the kinds of 
situations that you face. And the same goes for each of the expert 
contributors [ choose to share their experiences with you. 

The proof of this is in the reader feedback we’ve already received. Comments 
like these from junior soccer coaches just like you: 

"I’m a busy person all week - f run a small company, the local village hall and 
recreation ground, have a young family and run a junior village soccer club 
with four teams in five leagues. I read Soccer Coach Weekly and think: 
"There’s someone else who understands where I’m coming from. It’s my 
language and it’s the language of the sort of development I want my players 
to be coached, listening too"." 
Nick t4iles, Culm United Youth FC, Uffculme, Devon, England 

"What an outstanding resource." 
John Bardwell, Wexford Soccer Club 1997 Boys, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 

"I have purchased many books on coaching, your material is up with the best 
of them." 
Frank hfcClean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, Northern Ireland 

"I wish f had this type of advice when f was starting out in junior soccer 
coaching (over 8 years ago). ]:t’s ideal for outlining the approach to managing 
junior soccer teams." 
Paul Norris, Woodbank FC, Bolton, England 

"It’s a fantastic resource and something I have waited for a long time." 
Colin Hakin, Luton Borough soccer Club, Luton, England 

"The tips are easy to apply and remind us of the fun part of the game." 



Xavier Fostier, Tilston, Cheshire, England 

"I’m just starting out as a coach. My oldest boy is five and at the moment I 
take the Under 5s, Under 6s and am just starting to coach the local primary 
school under 8s. I think your journal is just what I need." 
Dave Buckley, hfalmesbury, England 

But you don’t need to take my word for it - or the words of these satisfied 
subscribers. Try out Soccer Coach Weekly for yourself at virtually no cost, 
with our special 5 issue trial plus get a free copy of PlayLike Barcelona ~’n 
Sessions too. 

If in the next 4 weeks you don’t see a marked improvement in your confidence 
on the field, and your ability to work with your players, their parents and 
officials, then don’t take out a full subscription. It’s as simple as that. 

And don’t forget, you’ve got a full four weeks to try before you buy... 

To start your 5 issue trial, click on the link below now. It’s just $1 through 
your credit card. 

This nominal payment is simply to cover our administration costs for 
delivering your first trial issues. (We rely on private membership subscriptions 
only. We receive no grants or aid from any government department or sports 
coaching organization.) 

As soon as we receive your instructions all this is yours - delivered direct to 
your email address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

¯ The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you just 
as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our subscription 
service works. 

PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of my manual PlayLike 
Barcelona in 9 sessions at no extra charge. This manual features great 
sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lvl skills and one and two-touch 
passing 



Yours in soccer 

David Clarke, Head Coach 

P,S. Just think how much time and effort you’ll now save each week, simply by 
using our carefully-selected junior soccer coaching tips. No more searching the 
Internet to find something to do with your team on the weekend. And no 
more worrying about whether your coaching is up to scratch. It’s all taken care 
of for you - courtesy of Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: info@~reenstarm edia. net 

Unsubscribe. 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!v <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

Dorrance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US SocceF P(ayers News(e~ter USSocce~ Players ¯ Sept 14th~ 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Sept 14th, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

£[.S on NBC Sports Network: Kansas City o Heustxm at B: S0prn. On Un~visk~n Depertes; [.A - {]el.oracle at 11 pro. }.~$a MX on 

Fox Deportes: Jaguares - To~uca at 8:30pm. Un~vis~on Dopester has Pachuca - More~}a at 8:30pm. Dgue t on bMN Sport and 

U~hdsion Depor(:es: ~SG - Toulouse a(: 2: ~0pm. Bundes~if~a on Ge[~Y: Augsbbrg ~ Wel.~sbur(4 el: 2: 3Bpm. A~ Tfmcs £r~sff’erri 

Their Words 

MLS and the CONCACAF developmental model 

By Jason Davis o WA$HING’T()N~ De (Sep 14, 21)’t2} US Soccer P~ayers -- From the outseL Major League Se~:cer wasn’t .just 
abou~ 8ettmg pro~essienM soccer back on the American sports map a~ter a decade4on8 abseace~ ~ wasn*t just about 

mo[~ffyh~g F~FA so l:hey~d give us a World {:up~ or $i~in8 a few Arnerk:an prefessiona(s in need of a .job a p~ace to p~ay. I~ was 

about giving the next ~eneration 
m’,pro~emer, t of the United States Nadonat Team. This wou~d ine~itabbt ~ead to a Wof(d Cup tit~e, the explosion of soccer 

into the maiastream, ned a parade down Broadway. The League’s mandate was ~o "expand the popularity of soccer ia the 

United States." The quickest way to achieve that ~oa[ was a winnin$ National Team. 

So far, the effectiveness of MLS as a developer of US internationab rs an open questiom It’s difficult to quantify the impact 

the League has had ()~ the evera[~ quaUty of Amerk:an p~aye~s, in par~: because some o~ the country’s best ta~en~ goes abroad 

before ever suith~$ up for an MLS team. Still Me]or Lea$ue Soccer ~s the [a~est enlp~oyer of American p~ayers at a top- 

flight {eveL At the ~er,i {easl:~ ~LS has gh, en Americans ful.{time jobs p{ayh~g pn:~fessiena[ so(x:er outdoors. Lots of Jmerh::as 

p{ayin$ is bette~ than a scattered handful, of Americaas tookin~ fo~ careers in distant {ands. 

f~.’s an obvious statement, but act evely MLS p[aye~ is American. This was aever inteaded to be a dosed league. Not on[y 

were there net enough Amerk:ans to fil.[ every ~ester spoL but bringing in a cemp{ement o~ p[a’Fers ~rom a~ebnd the wor[d 

accelerated U~e overM[ quMi~y of the competition. As a matter o~ convenience. ~am~[iari~y, and cost, however, MLS has 

naturally relied on nearby countries to improve their teams. That meant ~abbm$ talent not only from powerful soccer 

nations and ~egiona( g~ant Mexico, bu~ aiso fl’om terser soccer coun[Hes [Jke Canada and Lhose in the Caribbeaa and Central 

America, 

MLS was fike a new shinin~ lisht in the worfd of CONCACAF soccer fo~ many ptayers anxious to move beyond small ponds in 

eounllries where some (:[ut~s might have opporllbni~ies bull the Ieagues as a whole weren’t t:e sbffndard~ The American League 

was stab[e~ the [ifesty{e $ood, and the pay conlpetitive. Continue reading "MLS and the CONCACAF developmental mode[" ,, 

CONCACAF creates Integrity Committee 

h~ response to quest:k)ns ever aeceuntabi{ib¢ and ~ransparency, CONCACAF has announced a three-person 

Committee. The new committee is tasked wid~ "ensurm~ accoun~ab~kity, transparency, and ~ood ~overnance amon~ 

CONCA{:AF Congress and member CO(H]t ¢ies" and v~,i{~ eve�see "aK investigations pertainin$ to past pra(:~:k:es from 1:he 

p~e~dous leadership m order to ensure clarity resar~in$ a[[ pan, inS issues w~thin the newly reformed confederation.’~ The 

three members of the committee are former Barbados chief justice David Sh’nmon% who w}~ sepTe as chair, accounting 

specie[is[ E~nes[e Hempe~ and former US D~stnc[ Court 3udge Ricardo Urbina. Continue reading "CONCACAF creates Integrity 

Committee" ,, 

Jurgen Klinsmann’s open-mindedness keeps Americans with clear heads - flora The Sportin~ News’s Brian Straus: That 

Notice how Jur~en Klinsmann was not smilin~ in his first must-win game with USA - t:rern Goat.corn’s Fraak Iseta: This 
bHn~s us back to g~irrsmaan .... 

Donovan sweats out US win while rehabbin~ back in LA - flora MLSsocce~ .corn’s ScoWL F~ench: "t think d~reu~hou~ US 

there was a eeII.ect:J~e SiXth OI re[ieI," 

What is American Soccer? o from Howler’s Matt:hew Doy{e: Gettin8 to that ]eve], ene way er anel:her, has t)een the goal of 

the U.S. ever since. 



The Klinsmann Reality Check ¯ from Soccer American’s Mike Woit~l.ta: The opLimistic take was that resutts suflered ~s ~e 
was introducing his grand lop,g-term p{an to take the USA to a higher level 

~LS ends summit in good mood o from The Columb~s Dispatch’s Steven Wa~ to,berg: The goal of MLS, Nm’¢ said, }s to 

create a [eve~ playing fief.c! for the smab.-m~rket Learns. 

Dynamo face health issues as season winds down - f~om ’The ~odston Cfironk:Ie’s Jose Ortiz: ’Whey pI~yed a lot: oi minbtes 

m a sho~t period of time/’ Kim~e~r said. 

Weekend TV: Retur~ of the Leagues 

~LS gets netwo~ k television with Po~tb)nd - Seattfe on NgC at 3:30pro. 

Premie~ League on Fox Socce~ : QPR - Chelsea at 9:30am, Sunderland o Liverpool at 12pm~ Stoke - t~e~nchester City at 

2:30pm~ ~nd Fu}.ham .. WBA at 5pm. Fox Soccer P[~s ~as Man, chester Umted - Wi~n at 9:45am, Arsenal - Seuthan~pton at 

12pro a~d Astor~ Vff~a - S~,,a~se~ at 4pro. Norwich - West Ham is o~ ESPN Deportes ~t 7:30am. Scottish Premier League 

FS~: St ,Johnstone - Celtic at 7: 30am a~d bd~ldee - ~otherwe[{ at 2pm, Cfi~mpionship on ~)e{~,~ Sport: Cardiff - Leeds at 10am. 

Bm"tdesf}Sa os Go[TV: Bayem Murdc:h - Mainz at 9:30am, Gruethe~ Fu~th - Schalke at 12:30pm~ asd Bort~ssia Dortmund - Bayer 

L.everkusei~ at 2:;}(}pro, $erie A on k:,e{~4: Pa(ermo - Caf~{iari at 12pro, [.~ }.~ga o~ be~’4: GetMe - Bar(:e{on~ at 2pro a~d 5evflLa - 

Re~ MadrkJ at 4pro. belN Espa~o~ has MaLaga - Leva~te at: l{}~m ~ad V~[ea(:~a - Ce[ta Vigo at 12pra, [.iSbe 1 on UnivisJon 

Deportes: T~ oyes ¯ Lii[e aL 11am an8 Val.encie~]nes ¯ Bordea~.~x at 2pro. 

Li$~/~,~¢4 on UnMsion: �[ub America ¯ S~mtos Lag~.m~ ~t 5:30pro. Univision Deportes has Ti$res - Cruz Azu[ at 8pro and Arras ¯ 
O.ueretaro at lOpm, A~i T~mes Eastern 

Sunday 

E:PI. on Fo× So(:~:er: Reading - Spurs at 10: 30am, Serie A (m betN Sport: Roma - Bol.o}~n~) at 9am a~d Torino - ~nl:e~ ~,4i[an at 

2:45pm. ~e~N Espano[ ~as Ge~]oa .. Juventus ~t 9am (1pro o~] be~N). B~.mdes[ig~ on OoiWA Fre~bur~ ¯ Hoffenheim aL 9:30am 

and Eintracht Frmtkfurt - Hamburg ~t 1 t:30~n~t. Ligue 1 on Univis~on Deportes: Re~mais ~ Lorient at 8~n~t ~nd Lyon - A}a(:cio 

at t 1am (atso o~ 

Liga ,~,4J4 on Fox Depo~tes: PuebLa o Monte~ey at 1pro, On Univision Deportes: UNAM Pun]as - San Luis at ’ipm and AtLas]re o 

ESPN2 ~as EverLon .. Newcastl.e ~t Spin. La Liga on beIN Sport: Yaf.[ado[id - Real Boris at }:30pro ET. 

i 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 6:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Condition Your Team in jus~t FIVE minutes (Must-See’.) 

As coaches we all know that whenever we are playing 

a game i~s ilnportant that we finish s~trong mad 
not just start strong. 

The big thing is when we axe coaching how do we 

incorporate conditioning that is fast and 

easy to implement no matter the practice? 

Especially, when we axe pressed tbr time... 

The m~swer is Mini Metabolic Conditioning! 

I know yoffre saying what the beck that 

metals. In english it means you ale 

able to use more muscles, burn fat, and 

build endurmice super fas~t, mthout having 

to spend hours of practice time to condition 

your athletes. 

Check out this video on what Mini Metabolic 

Conditioning can do for you: 

Condition Your Team In Just 5 Minutes < 

The stuffI love the most about this, is "the 
thct I can literally throw these at the end of 

practices and know tbr sure that the athletes 

will be better conditioned, burn fat, and be 
ready to crnsh the co~npetition. 

I lmow for a fact that this tro~ning is not 

what the "Average" coach is doing. I also 

know that if you’re reading this e-Inail 

yon ale not tD~ing to coach an "Average" 

team! 

Get this plug and play conditioning 

guide by going here: 

Condition Your Temn In Jnst 5 Minutes < 

IMPORTANT NOTE 

I have to let you know. that this pmgroa~ 

is on sale and it expires in 24 hours. Sorry 
for the late notice, I just saw- this ~d 

conl&ft let you miss out! 

Condition Your Team In Just 5 Minutes < 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CampusFundraiser <assistan@campusfi~ndraiser.com> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 8:33 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Our fuudraisers get your group on the thst track to tinancial fieedom! 

Fu.ndraiser 
Online - All Year 

In this low effort fundraiser, groups can 
participate in market research studies 

sent directly to their email Completed 
surveys raise money for the group 

throughout the year Family, friends and 

alumni can help too! 

Textbook 
Fmadraiser 
Online - All Year 

Search for books on your own Group 

Page to find the best prices on 

new,used and rentals at places like 
Chegg, Barnes&Nobles, Textbooks.com, 

Half.corn and many otehr popular 
retailers. Make money for your group 

with every purchase! 

Sell 3 Magazine Fundraiser 
1 Event - 1 Week 

Don’t dread the "s" word! Sales events have a bad rap, 
with the image of going door to door and asking 
strangers to spend lots of money on things they don’t 
need. In this event, extended magazine subscriptions 
are offered at fantastic values. The group makes more 
money, quickly, by offering people something they 
already buy! The average household still subscribes to 
4 print magazines a year, making a 3 magazine 9oal 
easier than ever! Titles like: 

People 
Sports Illustrated, 
Entertainment Weekly 
Rolling Stone 
GQ 
Allure 
mJt’fie 

Lot~ iVlore! 

The average group earns well over $1200, with our top 
team earning over $9600, making this our most popular 
and profitable event ever! 

C~rnpti!~Fur!!Sr~is*;ri 112 Ti;r!;piiu:’ Rd St,~! 304: ~,,~,;~ ......... ~+.,--,-..-h:;, k’I,,’-" 0158 i~i iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortime@coach- soccencom> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 10:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How finisNng finesse has helped The Gills to top League Two 

Dear Anson, 

Gillingham’s 4-0 win over Bristol Rovers on Saturday saw them consolidate their position at the top of 

League Two, 

Martin Allen’s side also claimed the scalp of Bristol City, a team two divisions above them, in the first round 

of the League Cup. It has been a spectacular start to the 2012-13 season, with Gillingham three points 

clear at the top of League Two. 

Fourteen goals in just six league games is an impressive return and it is clear that the players are 

benefitting from the training sessions that Gills manager Allen is running on finishing. In October 2010 Allen 

wrote up a session on finishing finesse for Elite Soccer and his players have certainly demonstrated a 

calmness in front of goal this season. 

Home Away 

1 Gillingham                         6 2 1 0 8 2 3 0 0 6 2 10 16 

2 Port Vale 6 2 1 0 10 3 2 0 i 6 4 9 13 

3 Fleetwood Town 6 2 2 i 5 1 2 0 1 5 1 8 13 

4 £xeter 6 1 1 1 4 4 3 0 0 9 3 6 13 

5 Accrington Stanley 6 1 1 1 3 4 2 1 0 5 1 3 11 

6 Rotherham 6 3 0 0 8 0 0 1 2 4 9 3 10 

7 Bradford 6 3 0 0 9 1 0 1 2 2 8 2 10 

8 Southend 6 2 0 1 4 2 1 1 1 6 6 2 10 

Gillingham’s prolific finishing has sent them clear in League Two table (table reproduced from BBC website) 

Danny Kedwell’s first goal in the opening League Two game of the season against Bradford City was a 

perfect example of the type of finish Allen wants to see from his players. 

Kedwell ran onto a long ball from Charlie Allen and from an acute angle lobbed the ball over goalkeeper Matt 

Duke and into the corner. 

It was an exquisite finish and he would go on to add to that goal with a penalty as he helped the Gills to a 
3-1 win. 

"Finishing is all about technique inside the box, being clinical, and controlling a shot," Allen wrote in Efite 

Soccer. 

When you subscribe to Elite Soccer today, you’ll receive the current issue featuring a session from Manager 

of the Year Alan Pardew. AND if you subscribe by midnight on Tuesday ~8 Septer~ber, you’ll also receive our 
October 2010 issue featuring Martin Allen’s session on Finishing Finesse absoN~tely free. 

After that, you’ll get the latest issue of Elite Soccer sent to your email address every month for the duration 
of your subscription. 

If you’re looking for solutions to your coaching problems you should look no further than Elite Soccer - 

published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA) representing all professional soccer 
managers in the English leagues. 

Visit www.elitesoccercoachinq,net to discover more and to join the coaching elite today, 

I know you’ll be inspired - Subscribe today! 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 

Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 

PS - Elite Soccer is not available in the shops or from other websites. It can only be ordered from 
www.elitesoccercoachinq, net 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 

Bramley, 
Sun’ey GU5 0AB, 

United Kingdom 



T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer,corn 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are not an 
intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any 

attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. Registered in 

England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 6:57 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Messi challenge. Free session download. 

Dear Arls orl, 

Lione~ MessJ’s attacking ability from both 

wide and centra~ areas is unrivalled. 

Get yDur players to x~py him in the Messl 

challenge     a free session that will give them 

the confidence to attack from any position. 

You can teach your players the skills of MessJ 

and other superstars of the world game by 

j Dining Better Soccer Coaching, the leading 
newsletter for grassroots soccer coaches. 

When you slc~n up to this free service before 

midnight on Tuesiav you will receive my 

Superstar Skills PDF (worth $14 each), 

containing the Messi challenge and these 

coaching sessions: 

1. Cristiano Ronaldo "chop" 

2. RobiRho stepover 

3. The Cruyff turn 

4. Xavi and Kniesta 

5. The next...Jack WJishere 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and ski~is sessions 

for al~ coaching levels 

and ages of players 

Siqn tip here ~odav and you can print off a 

free session or ne~¢ training idea to use at 

your wery next practise. 

I’ll theR send yob~ aR email twice a week with 

illustrated drills, fitness quJdes, coachinq 

tips or match ~ac~ics for you to save and use 

at y)ur leisure. 

Soon you will have aR exteRsive library of 

PROVEN quJdance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 

your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country 

and coaching qb~alification. Siqn uo here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you a 

further three free reports by emaii: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful 

Season - Easy to read and use at a moment’s 

notice, I guarantee they will make you think 

again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: il Secrets Of Successful Corners - 



I:~crease your corner conversions a:~d give your 

players the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 

#3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use training games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidance to help your soccer coaching TODAY. 

C~ick here tc icin now 

For your peace of mind 

If you. don’t like what I provide, you can 

~Lnsubscribe from Better Soccer Coaching at any 

time with a click of you~ mouse, 

I a~so promise that I will N~VER rent or sei~ 

your email address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer 
Coaching can he3p your coaching and your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachi n @. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer 
Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clar]e. i am an English FA 

Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coachinq junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

ani trophies at all levels of junior s~ccer. 

More important to me is that all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they play fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

sox~er that is fun t~ play, watch and :oa:h, 

and which more often than Rot produces wiRniRg 

results. 

But it’s not just me writing in Better Soccer 
Coaching. i get help from coaching buddies 

3ike Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Siqn u~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 



Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 

B~ al’~ley 

Gb~iidford 

Sur£ey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 8941S8 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccerocom 

2012. Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscr]be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fastest Funding For Your Team, Period 

Reaching Our Goal 

It’s September, so no more waiting, hesitating or pl~ocrastinating! 

Kick offyour Reaching Our Goal campaign today because it is 

insanely easy and because your team can really use the money. 

Right now, thousands of dollaJcs are flowing into the accomats of 

teams just like yours all over the country, using Reaching Our Goal. 

Team me~nbersjust log in some email addresses of supporters 
who ~night live axound the comer, in the next state or anywbere in 

the world! That’s it, we do the rest. 

Raising money has never been this easy, so let’s get it going. 

If you need help, ins1 reply to this emaJl or send a brief text to 

914-384-4311. 

RECENT PROFITS: 

Fossil Ridge ItS Football: $6,39S 

Westlake (CA) HS Baseball: $7,840 
Aliso Niguel HS Basketball: $7,511 

South Brunswick HS Lacrosse: $7,254 
Great Oak HS Cross Countiy: $10,045 

Tuscarora HS Soccer: $4,420 
Grayling HS Gol£ $1,480 

Stone Bridge HS Basketball: $5,320 

Maria Carrillo HS Football: $5,388 
Linganore ItS Soccer: S2,875 

Moorpark [iS Baseball: $3,914 

Robinson ItS Wrestling: $4,880 

Canyon ItS Volleyball: $4,142 

Battle Mountain HS Basketball: $4,370 

Florida Christian HS Baseball: $4,505 

"Save our Sports" Danbu~ HS Freshmen: $4,870 

Easton HS Softball: $3,517 

Jon Goldman 

Managing Partner 

Reaching Onr Goal 

t: 914-384-4311 

e: jon~ReachingOurGoal.org 

www.ReachingOurG oal.org 

If you wouid prefer not f<* re.ce.ive flJlth<÷r me.ss;~.~te,s from this sender, pie~se Click Here and co ~f "r yo~J~ ~eq~ est ~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland ~xal Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:10 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL uuc.edu> 

Film, Photography, Sake Tasling, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Forum Lc,~c 

Thursday, ~0 September, 7:00 PM 
Screening at the Varsity Theatre 

123 E. Franklin St., Downtown Chapel Hill 

Zu[ema, Perta, and Victor tabor as 

mNrant farm workers, sacrifidn8 

their own childhoods to help their 

families survive. The Harvest I La 

Cosecha profiles these three chitdren 

as they fot[ow the hat~/est and 

provides an intimate ~iimpse into 

their lives. This powerful documentary 

is from the producers of the Academy 

Award-nominated film "WAR/DANCE" 

and executive producer Eva Lon~oria. 

The Harvest I La Cosecha is the first 

of four films presented in the series 

"Celebrating Hispanic Heritage 

Month," organized by the Institute for 

the Study of the Americas at UNC-Chape[ Hill 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Click here for the complete Fal! 2012 Ackiand Film Forum schedule. 

~ N orth Carotina PuNic Radio WUNC is the Offidat Media Sponsor of the 

Acktand Film Forum. 

ExMb~tior~ Cat~:do?,ue: J~:~panese Poster-s 
Available at the Ackland Museum Store 

Love our current exhibition of Japanese posters? You’ll definitely want to 

pick up a copy of the exhibition’s cataiosue at the Ackiand Museum Store! 

At[ 86 posters in Elegance & Extravagance: Japanese Posters from the 

~erritl C. Berman Collection are illustrated in fuji color, with an 

annotated checklist and biosraphica[ notes on each artist |nduded. 

$19.95 (Ackland Members: $14.95) 

Focus on Photot~raphy ~n Chape~ Hfi[i[ 



The Ackland is one of (at least) 
four Chapel Hill venues to be 

focusing on photography this fall: 

At the Ackl.and through October 

21, a new acquisition by a 

prominent contemporary 

Japanese photographer is the 

dramatic centerpiece of _A_ _ _d_ _ _d_ _f_ _n_ ~ 

to the Mix 5: Hiroshi Su~imoto’s 

"LightninS Fields no. 176" (2009). 

The exhibition of work by many 

different photographers 

explores scientific phenomena, 

the role of chance, and "camera- 

less" photography. Read the independent Weekly review. 

Through October 2012, FRANK Gallery is hosting "In Focus," a town-wide 

festival of photography. An exhibition, panel discussions, lectures, an 

outdoor slide show, an area-wide photo scavenger hunt, and other events 

are taking place either at FRANK or nearby locations. See the fu~l 

schedule of programs. 

The Center for the Study of the American South at UNC is showing work 

by documentary photographers Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian this 

fall. Select photographs from their collaborative work on death row 

culture, titled In Tills Timeless Time: Livin~ and D~ing on Death Row in 

America, will be on view through the Fall 2012 semester at the Love 

House and Hutchins Forum (410 East Franklin Street). 

And opening today at UNC’s Fed Ex Global Education Center is Ancient and 

Living g4a~/a Throush the Pt~oto~raphic Lens, an exhibition of 20 large 

photographs of Maya peoples and sites taken by National Geographic 

staff members while on assignment. 

Family [’~ay: A Palette of P~ants in Japa~ese Art 
Sunday, 23 September, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Build museum memories with the 

children in your life at the Ackl.and’s 

monthly Family Day! 

The September Family Day will focus on 

plants as they are seen in the 

exhibition East Faces West: The 
hlodern Japanese Print. Join a Family 

Tour at 2:00 PM to learn more ways to 

interact with art, and enjoy Story Time 

together at 3:00 PM. Hands-on 

activities at the Creation Station and 

Scavenger Hunts in the galleries are 

available throughout the program. 

Come to Family Day for a little while 

or stay for the whole afternoon --it’s FREE! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 

4-8 years old. 

Thursday, 27 September, 6:00 - 8:00 PM 

The Ackland Art Museum aims to excite the 

sense of taste as well as sight during its Fall 

2012 "Season of Japan." In this evening 

program you’lL learn about and taste a 

selection of Japanese rice wines (sake), one 

of the most renowned flavors of Japan. 

Light appetizers complementing each sake 

will be set~/ed. 

Jujube Restaurant hosts this event, taking place at the Ackland. 



Limited to 20 participants. 

$25 for Ackland members; $35 for non-members. 

Advanced registration is required. RSVP to _a_..c_.k_!a__n_..d_..R~__..v__p__r~_u_._n_..c_:..e_d__u_. 

Through 6 October at the Ackland Museum Store 

U rba~-~ Sketchers 

The sights and sounds of cities 

worldwide -- from London to 

Lisbon, from Singapore to San 

Francisco -- come alive in the 

vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ack[and Museum Store’s retail 

gallery space. 

This exhibition is the first group 

show ever by members of this 

global non-profit organization. 

See a video about the show. 

Learn more about Urban Sketchers. 

TOUR 

"Perspectives on Elegance and 

Extravagance in Japanese Design" 

Sunday, 30 September, 2:00 PM 

ART FOR LUNCH 

"Transwar Design: Yusaku Kamekura 

from Nippon Kobo to the Tokyo 

Olympics" 

Wednesday, 3 October, 12:00-1:00 PM 

PUBLIC LECTURE + FILM 

"Fire and Water: The Apocalyptic 

Imagination of Hayao Miyazaki" 

Thursday, 4 October, 5:30 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by generous support from 

Ackiand Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and 

how your membership dollars support our 

mission! 

Comments on the Ackiand’s e-news? Send an 

email to the editor. 

I kk~ Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sonkef Konze Nob, 1956; corot screen print. Merrit[ C. Berman 

Co~[ection. C) Estate of Ikk~ Tanaka. 

Shigeo Fukuda, Japanese, 1932-2009: UCC Coffee, 1964/65~ cotor [ithosraph. Merrill C. Berman Co[[ection. 

Hiroshi Susimoto, Lfs, htnfn~ Ffelds no. I76, 2009; 8etatin sitver print. 56-3/4" x 47" (149.2 cm × 119.4 cm). Edition of 

5. ¢~ Hiroshi Susirnoto, courtesy The Pace Gat[ery. Photo courtesy The Pace Gattery. 

Kasamatsu Shiro, Japanese, 1898-1991 : Seoweed Horvest, 1956; cotor woodbtock print. Gift of Dou8 and Otga Eyre. 

Nina Johansson, Aspudden, Stockholm - Lookfn9 Out the Kftchen Wfndow, 2012; watercotor on paper. 

Promotional poster for Prfncess ~ononoke (Dir. Hayao Miyazaki, 1997). 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 

Forward this ernail 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 8:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofginally ~nt 9/13/12: Making the Best of Family Relationships 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Manaqe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentate.." and 

the .%under and president of the mx~p!ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Get 
th .... kly ....... letter~ 

Get th--"~ podcas----~ i’~ iTune--~ j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

The Journey Through 
Adolescence 
One of the tougi:es.: ~obs i..".. 

[eenager. [’~verythiag is in 
transition, Everythip9 is 
intense .... eve.."., apati:y, Kids 
on the brink el: adulthood 
have to cope with 

inconsistencies and 

conflicts, The desire to be 
special and dil:l:erea[ ciashes 

with the seed to belom~ and 
fit in, 
Listen or read more 

Are You the Father Your 
Child Deserves? 
Listening to 9/11 survivors 
re-live the horrendous evest 
that si:attered their liw’,-s 
should remiad us a~ to treat 
every day as a g~ft, and to 
treasure every oppo~tus~ty 
to g~ve or ~ece~ve ~ove, Th~s 
~s especk~y bee for 
parents~ A ~avoHte story ~s 
about a iO-year-.o~8 boy 
who was tok~ by h~s father 
not to expect h~m to go to 

h~s soccer 9ames, The dad 
expk~ned to h~s son that he 
was a very busy kwyer and 
~ha~ ~f he wanted to become 
a partner, he had to work 

most nh~hts and weekends, 
Listen or read more 

Movinq Beyond 9/11 
Eve bee.."., ealightened 
upiifted by the many a!’ticles 
and TV specials 
co m me m o ra .d..".. g the 
anniversary of 
at~a(:ks, Iris hs~por~ant and 

Help keep .d’ds newsier.Set free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 
Matter print 

i 

Check out Michaei 
?osephson’s bloq on 
business ethics and 
leadership for a 
variety of quo.Ses we 
posted this week. 

[ ’~}i Characler educati terials 

Proceeds from the Said of Michaei’s 
books and CDs support character 

eSucatkn h’~ schools, Shop here 

Get a paper copy 

comr.nents on It’s Your 
.lob to Enioy Your .lob: 
"Our two famiiy 
mantras growing both 
kids s~be~t 23 years 
apart have been: 
’Make ~t fl.m’ 
happy and grow/ The 

the first ’make R fun’ 
mantra I am 

comments on What is 
Character?: 
"Ci:aracter ia, i 

believe, a kh’~dred 
sphit wRh integr~ty, 
£n~egr~ty won~ ~e~ you 
stea~ eve~ though you 
won’t get caught, 
Good character ~s the 
result of strong 
integ rity," 

comments on My Dad 
Sam Burke: 
read tMs [ was 
reminded of my morn 
who ~s 1500 
away ~n 

get to see once 
twke a year because 

of d~e d~stance and 
coal I w~sh ~ was 
ckser so ] (:oa~d do 

ed~catio~Y? Visit our Character 
Educator Bloq, .qecently posted: 

Pinwheels for Peace 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Create a culture of kindness with 
the latest film clips DVD. 

i~ill Character educati .... terials 

With dips from popular movies, you 
can engage students in discussions 
about builyirig and more, Bu£ now >> 

Learn about streaminq and site- 
server options, 

Free si:ippi.."..g for orders $30 and up! 

Get a cataloq >> 

Anti-Bullying Workshop 



to i:ono!" witi: reve.~ence and 
gl’atitude the Hves ~os~ and 
mangled and the noble 

them, 
Listen or read more 

Makinq the Best of Family 
Relationships 
For meat el: us~ 

l:a..’~Hy gatherings, On 

experience real pleasure 
spesdk~g t~me w~th relatives 
w~th ,M~om we have so many 

Listen or read more 

You’re Only Cheating 
Yourself 
].:~s in the news ail the time 
-- kids are cheating in aci’,eei 
in new ways and at 
unpi°ecede.."...~e8 rates, One of 
the reasons ~s t~e way 

w~th or ~!}nore ~he undeHyh~g 
~ssues of ~tegHty an8 

character, Fo~ ~nstanc% a 

d~scourage k~Ss from 
cheat~sg ~s~ "You’~e 

Listen or read more 

Movin Be ond 9’11: 
~Good hx~ght-- 

remembe~ and ~et 
There ~s a ~rne for 

~aughY 

Blessinq or Curse?: "He 
Seems to 
when good things 
h,~ppen, ~’~la ybe 
compassion 

gra~tude ~oo bu{ he 

exper[en~:e joy know 
pa~n w~ pass," 

<vbe.~b~,.’ilyiru~ and promote a positive 
school ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth-service 
leaders to be effective characte.~ 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

Sept. 19-21~ San Jose, CA >> 
Oct. 214~ Los Angeles~ CA >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our webina.."s are a ce..",venie..",~ 
afiordabie way {o learn vaiu,~ble 
ci:a ractep-deveiot>ment 

Learn more, see schedule 

our Sportsmanship Bloq, Recently 
posted: 

New Orleans Saints’ Player 
Suspensions Overturned 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly elnewsletter >> 

:: :~ :: Michael 

Josephson 

for a ,Speaker ~r Co~s~.~ltar~t’.~ Book Michael .1osephsono 

Flichaet ]osep~sse..", motivates audiences from d’,e governmenL busi..",eas~ 

ieu.."..’~aiis..’~b taw, educa{ion, sports~ policing, a.qd the miiitary witi~ ~fia uniq~e 

needs, C,~ll ~00~7~--2~S70 or learn more, 

The nonprofit }osephson L{nstitute is working to create a world whei°e people act m..ol’e ethicatiy, 

Your donations enabie us to offer sol’vices and resoaFces like .:his newsiette~, Donate >> 

P~event {Isis newaietter i:rom la..",dim:~ in you~ iunk folder by ,~dding commentar~ to 
vou~" addres<, book o!" app.%veal sender list. 

984t i\i~pod ~Xvd. ~300 i ’Los i\sf~eie ~. C/\ 90045 I 800-71 t-2870 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

%2012 dosephson institute, ~%H/’R" CTE~-< COL.NTS," is a regis{e~ed irademark of 
k~sepi:so8 h:,siit~te 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 

Click here to unsubscribe. 
To update your profile click here 

Click here to shaxe this email with a frieud~ 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hill Cam~w <froy@tfianglesportscommission.com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 3:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

North Carolina Olympic Celebration: Only 9 Days Away! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

North Carolina 0bwnpic Celebration: Sept. 28-30 

Time is running short to get your tickets for the North Carolina Olympic Celebration. This 3-day 
event, celebrating North Carolina’s Olympic & Paralympic athletes and the 25th anniversary of the 
1987 U.S. Olympic Festival, will culminate with the Olympic Athlete Celebration on Saturday, 
September 29th. 

There are several groat events scheduled to take place throughout the three days. 

On Friday, September 28th, we will host the North Carolina Sports Summit at the Embassy 
Suites. This gathering of sports business leaders is assured to be a great learning opportunity for 
anyone currently working in or interested in breaking into the sports industry. A full line-up of 
speakers can be found here. 

Also to be held on the 28th is the Olympic Coaches Luncheon. Four North Carolina Olympic 
coaches will be on hand for a panel discussion and an up-close look at the Olympic experience. 
Mike Krzyzewski, Head Coach of the U.S. Olympic Men’s Basketball team, Drew Johansen, 
Head Coach of the U.S. Olympic Diving team, Dave Marsh, Assistant Coach of the U.S. Olympic 
Swimming team, and George Williams, Head Coach of the 2004 U.S. Olympic Track & Field 
team will provide insights. There will also be a special presentation of the AI Buehler Coaching 
Excellence Award to Coach Krzyzewski. 

On Saturday the 29th, 2x Olympic Gold Medalist Cullen Jones, will serve as featured speaker 
for the Olympic and Paralympic Athlete Celebration - a can’t miss evening celebrating North 

Carolina’s athletes returning from London and North Carolina’s Olympic athletes from years past. A 
special torah ceremony, silent auction, awards program, and the opportunity to celebrate our 
Olympians make this a night you won’t want to miss. 

A full itinerary for the weekend and a link to book hotel rooms is available here. 

Tickets are now on sale and available here. 

Don’t miss out on your opportunity to take par1 in this special weekend! 

i~+~i USOF 87 25th Anniversan/logo 

Were you a part of the 1987 U.S. Olympic Festival? Athletes, volunteers, staff, and spectators will 
be gathering in the Triangle September 28th-30th to reminisce on this, the 25th Anniversary of 
North Carolina’s largest ever sporting event! Special activities including area sports facility tours, in 
addition to all of the North Carolina Olympic Celebration events, will make for a very special 
reunion for 1987 alumni. 

A full itinerary for the weekend is available here. 



Tickets are now on sale and available here. 

Official Sponsors: 

Thank you to our Table Sponsors: Atlantic Tire, Ca[y Chamber of Commerce, Duke Athletics, Eye Care Associates, 

Golden Corral, Greater Raleigh Convention & Visitols Bureau, Kilpatrick, Townsend & Stockton, Raleigh Orthopedics, 
Red Hat, Sports Endeavors, Summit Hospitality, Wasserman Media Group, 

Forward email 

This email was se~lt to anson@ernaiLunc.edu by fro~,@trian~esportscommissiorl.com 
Update Profile/Email Address }’nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

Triangle Sports Commission :: 401 Harrison Oaks Blvd. Suite 215 :: Cary :: NC 27513 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 5:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Soccer Stadium Graphics 

II L:r~ab[e b~ view the mess~@e L.e[ovv dick here. or ’,,i i~ ’,^rvwv, bigsigns.com 

Anson, Our NEW Dura-Mesh Banners are a great way to upgrade your facilities, brand your 
program, and increase recruiting prospects. Made up of extremely durable 

poly-coated vinyl, our banners allow for 30% wind pass through and our 2" hems virtually 
never tear. Our Dura-Mesh Banners are printed using UV protected Ultra-Brite inks making 
your stadium graphics POP. Build school pride and generate the kind of excitement that 
will make your sporting events memorable. Click here for a quote on Dura-Mesh Banners. 

Our Porte-Cede Portable Barricades are a lightweight, modular solution for crowd control 
and event branding. The steel frame assembles quickly and can be covered with our 
premium, digitally printed polyester material 
making branding and advertising simple. The 
Porta-Cade is also available with four 
removable foot options, each of which can 
be rotated 22.5 degrees to allow the 
barricades to be stacked closely together 
during storage. Click here for a cluote on 
Port-Cade Portable Barricades. 

Anson, call me today or reply to this email 
and let us go to work for you. We will get you a timely quote and our talented creative 
department will put together a design that will set your event apart. 

Click Other Products: Buildinc~ Wraps, Concrete Decals, Custom Banners, Po~ Up Tents, 
Event Nesh, Media Backdrop, Feather Flaqs, and Wall Graphics. 

Comprised of :.mique teams of desigse~s: p~oiect managei-s, salesmes, and oroduction technicians BigSigss corn is ready to ser~e yo:.i~ stadLIm grap~iics, end e,;ent slgnage needs 

We ere located in downtown GFand Ha’~en Michigan, along the iakeshoi-e 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MyLocker <info@mylocker.net~ 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 6:17 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Customize Your Soocer Team Apparel 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

Soccer Team Gear Available at MyLocker - Get a Custom tee on us when you order $85 in gear. 

My L ocker 

28241 ~[oundRoad 

Warren JVIichigan 48092 

United States 

@2012 MyLocker, LLC. All rights reserved. 
28241 Mound Road / Warren, MI / 48092 

Thi s email is intended for a~son@emaJl.uuc.edu. 



Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 

%. 



FeedBtitz <feedbhtz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Soccer Players Newsletti!v <newsletter@usnst:{~a.com> 

Thursday, $epl:em~er 20. 2012 12:14 PM 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Pt~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Sept 20th~ 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Sept 2Oth, 2012 

Thursday’s TV 

MLS on ESPY.f2: PMtadelphia - DC at 8pro. 

Ebfopa Leasue on Fox Soccer: Youn!~ Boys - l.iver{)ool at 12:45pm~ S{)urs - Lazio a[ 3pro; and Fener{)ache - Marsei{te at 5pro. 

Fox Soccer Plus has Mantinlo - Newcasde at 12:45pn~t, h’tter MiEan - Rubh~ Kazan at 39rn (a~so on ESPN Deportes) and Lyon 

Sparta Prasue at 5pro {else on ESP~J Deporl:es). ESP~J Depo~tes has ~a{~oe[ "]’el Av~v - Al:~el:~co ~!~adrid at I pro. CO~JCACA~" 

Champions Leasue on Fox Soccer and Umv~sien Depertes: 1-touston - CD FAS at 8pro. On Umvis~en Depor~es: M~nicipat - 

Thei~ Words 

Champions Lea~lue: Shakhtar Donetsk 2 - Nordsjaelland 0 

Mk:hae{ ~arkhurst got t:he start for Nordsjaettand in l:hei~ Champions k.ea~ue Group E opene~, k~ut St~akhtar Donets~ k~ot the 

goals. ~n ~ront of 51,624 at Oon~ass Arena, Shakhtar’s ~qenrik Mkhitapian opened the scorin$ in the 44d~ minute and ~inished 

it off i~ the 76th. Shakhtar take the ~ead in the Stoup, with ~uvestus and Chebea drawir,!~ 2-2 in London. 

CCL: Santos and Seattle win 

Her~:ulex Gomex ~ot: the st:art and {~l.ayed 72 minutes for Santos La~una in l:heif 44) shutobt o~ A(~u~ta in CONCACAF 

Champions League Group t. AK of Santos’s seals came in the second-half at the Estadio Cuscadan in E~ Sa~vado~. Jesus 

E:scobaza opened t~e scorin~ h~ the 48t~ minute, wit~ Aaron (}al.indo doubhng the read in the [iSth, Es~:obaza scored asain 

the 61st, with Marc Crosas su(cessful]y converting a penalty h~ the 76th minute. A~{u~la took two shots without putting the 

ba{~ on fFame. Continue reading "CCL: Santos and Seattle win" ,, 

MLS: Shutouts for Sportin~ and Crew 

On d~e road at Red glib. Arena, Sporting Fansas City {~ad no proMems on Wec!nesday night in a 2-0 s{~utout oi New York, CJ 
Sapon$ had Sportin$ in front by the t2th n’ti~lute and Kei garnara finished off the scorin?, seven rmnutes b]ter~ headi~]?, i~] a 

Gra~am Zusi corner, Jimmy Nielsen needec! four saves for q~e shu~ouL Continue readin,q "MLS: Shutouts for Sportinfl and 
Crew" ,, 

Worldwide sta~e also a shop window for Parkhurst 

By Charles Boehm - WASIqING’FOIJ~ DC {$ep 20, 2012) US $o(:cer Players ~ There aren’t ~uite as many these days as there 

on(e we~e~ but plenty of white whales ~enlain fo~ US soccer~ elusive milestones that typically serve as ~eatit’~ checks on 

optimism abobt the sport’s p~of~ress, 

The UEFX £t~ampions League may l)e t:he biggest el them aI/. Q.ua/itativety, it represents the {oiliest heishts a {~ro p{aye~ can 
attain in his career, a coitection of the planet’s ~est talent pe~formin$ in 0enL of dec!icated ~loba[ television auc!iences, 

Yet~ the number of US players who have earned d~e right to compete on that ratified stafie ~emains c!epressingfy small. Only 

an even s(:ar~zer handltEI - CIabdio Reyna, baMarcus ~3easley (and ~e/istin!~ (je~s a Iot touf~eF fFori~ t:heF~.~) - haw!~ consisl:entty 

distinSuis~ec! themselves at that level It’s more than beim4 on a squat!, it’s being selectee! to start in these samos that count 

most at (:lub level. 

This year’s group stage }sc[udes three Yanks: JermaJne Jones (Scha[ke 04), Sacba K/.iestan (A~xJer[echt) and Michael 

Parkhu~st Pfis unexpected ascension to d~is rare company is probaMy only surpassec! by the degree to w~ich his mec!est 

Danish club, FC Nords.j@~fand, are drastically overachiev~sg merefy to stand amens Europe% efite. 

The upstart side qualif}ed for the first time by ~irtue of w}srdn8 their first-ever Superti@ championship last seasos. 

Combined with Denmark% improved rankin~ h~ the UEFA ~:oe~i(:ien~ rankinss, that a~owed for d~re(:t prowess ~o ~he Wob~ 

round. Not a single member of the squad has Champions League experience. Continue readinR "Worldwide stare also a shop 

window for Parkhurst" ,, 

AEG sale may be a bolt from NFL blues o from The I.A ~rimes’ ~rj Simers: If so, tMs makes this mesa AEG safe all al~obt 



Galax ma et new owner as arent corn an ut on sale ¯ from MLSsoccer.com’s Jonah Freedm~n: /~ s~Le would mark 

the fir~.~t: time ~r~ (ea~ue history that A~schut2 wou[d i~ot be into[veal 

Real Madrid flawed but talented enough to hold off Manchester City - fl’om SI .com’!~ ,fo~at:hai~ Wib.~on: The p, reat 
Hu~£j~riar~ coach Beta Guttmar~ aiways insisted "the third seasor~ is fataL/’ 

Real Madrid 3-2 Man City: Why City left Bernabeu empty-handed ¯ from B~C S~r ~’s Robbie Savage: h~aicon w~s ~ot ~tt 
the r~ces at aLL i~ the first h~[f ~t right-back. 

Champions League cash negates Ioss~ says Lawwell o from The Hera]d’s ~i(:h~eL Gr~nt: "We need to be ini~ov~tive, 
arid Look at more ways to trir~g in mo~ey arid ir~crease the ’GDF of the, game." 

Who is Vladimir Petkovic? How a full-time charity worker became coach at Lazio - from The FooLy BLot~,’s Pao[o Ba~dini: ’t 
believe footbatLers s~qo~Ld be judged not only as footbaL[ers but also as people who ~eed to be nourished spirituaLLy/’ 

Leo~ aL 8:30pro, On Fox Oepo~tes: More[ia ¯ Tigres at 10:30pm~ ,4~f Times 

Clfck here to sorely unsubscrfbe from "U~<occerF’~eye;~, CSck here to view mofSn~ orchfves, here to chonr~e your preferences~ or here to subscrfbe , Prfvecy ~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 5:40 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special trial ofl~r: 3 issues of Elite Soccer for JUST $1 

View this e~nafil online 

Dear Anson, 

Specia~ trial offer: 3 issues of Elite Soccerfor JUST $4 

We have re-opened our popular 3 issues for $1 offer for a limited time period only. Make sure 
that you don’t miss out on 18 Elite Soccer coaching sessions for just $1 by signing up for this 

special offer today. 

With Elite Socceryou will learn what the top professional managers in the English leagues are 
coaching their players right now. 

Elite Soccer coaching sessions are easy-to-follow and last approximately one hour. Managers 
explain what tactics they use in defence and attack, plus they share those little gems of wisdom 
that really bring out the best in their players. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips you will soon learn all it takes to coach a 
successful, winning team. 

Your very special trial issues... 

The three trial issues of Elite Soccerinclude complete coaching sessions from: 

Issue one: Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity 

Kenny Jackett on perfect wing play 

Karl Robinson on counter-attacking 

Dario Gradi on defensive progressions 

Dan Walder on pole to pole vision 

Jimmy Gilligan on switching forward focus 

Issue two: Roy Hodgson on pressing and screemng 

Andy Thorn on balancing the back four 

Richie Barker on pre-season practice 

Gary Johnson on long-range shooting 

Paul Hart on becoming pass masters 

lan Dipper on creative play around the box 



issue three: David Moyes on changing attacking angles 

Aidy Boothroyd on the transition game 

Russell Slade on possession and retention 

Graham Westley on shooting from distance 

David Pleat on extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton on keeper reactions and decisions 

Take out today’s three issue trial offer and you will get a total of 18 coaching sessions - for 
JUST $1. 

Elite Soccerpublishes coaching sessions from the best managers in the best league in the 
world. We can only provide these sessions because of our unique partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA).These guys do not provide this information for anyone else! 

If you want to stay ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is the 
best coaching tool for the job. 

With today’s special three issue trial offer, you can see if Elite Soccer is for you for just $1- but 
hurry as this offer is only open for a limited time only So take out your Elite Soccertrial today! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Elite Soccer 
Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media 2012. 

FOLLOW US ON 

TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 
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Friday’s TV 

ChampioI~ship on belN Spo~t: BI.ackburn o Mid{J~.esbrough at 2: 3Bpm. Liga MX on F’ox DeporLes an{J ESFN De£orLes: Pueb]a - 

Leo~ at 8:30pro, On Fox Deportes: Mo~etia - Tigres at lO:30pm. A~{ Th~es £~stern 

Europa League: Groups begin 

C~in~: ,D÷mpsey got: the s~art and almost got a goal. in ’~ottenham’s O-B draw w~th I.axio in Group ,J. Dernpsey had a goal c:at(ed 

back for offside, orEe of three for Spurs who led on shots takem shots on goa[~ and co[rEels, Dempsey subbed out in the 76th 

"{’erre~’~ce Boyd }~ot t:he star~ in Rapid Vii~,nna’s 2oi ~oss to ~x b~skerud~s Rosenbor<~ who took the b~ad in Lhe 18th rninuLe 

an~ were up b~o $oa(s by d~e 60th. Rapid’s comeback s~a~ted when X~a~kus Ka~zer equalized Bye minu~es }.ater~ but they 

fa[~ed to ~:oDve{t a 69t~ 8~iDute p~}na[ty, Ra[)id hosL~}d the game} in an empty stadium due to UEFg sanctions over earlier 
crowd ~roub}.e, Diskerud subbed out in s/oppage time, Continue reading "Europa League: Groups begin" ,, 

Philadelphia 0- DC 1 

DC United picked up a road win OrE Thursday rd~ht, beatin~ Phitade~ph}a in front of 16,024 at PPL Park, Lionard Paioy scored 

the game’s only goa~ h~ the BYLh mhlute. The Union had the bette~ offensive states, ~JoubUn!~ UniLed’s shots total 14 ~o 7 and 

putting 5 of those on frame to DC’s 2. Ph}~ade[phia also ~ed 5 to 2 on corner kicks, but couldn’t find a way past B}U Hamid, 

With t:~ve of the six teams h~ the top six spots in the EasLern Confereno~ on 29 {~arnes £1.ayed~ DC moves ~o 4th-p[ace, 

CCL: Lopsided win for Houston 

The Houston dynamo had no prob[em putting away CD FAS on Thursday night at BBVA Compass Stadium m a 4-0 shuLouL 

Balancing Lheh" Major [.eaf~ue $o<:(:er schedu[e, home fie[d, and Lhe qba~iLy of their opponent~ ~ousto8 went WJ~ a 
transitional lineup that mck~ded a mix of regulars an~ squad p}.ayers, Giles Barnes put the Dynamo up a gee}. in Lbe 21st 

minute and }t was 2-0 when Bobby Boswet~ scored h~ the 44th. Cam Weaver made ~t }0 h~ the 49th and Calen Ca~r finished 

of~ the scorin~ in d~e 78th minute, Continue readinq "COL: Lopsided win for Houston" ,, 

Are the Red Bulls Contenders or Pretenders? 

By Cesar Oiaz - NEW YORK~ NY (Sep 20, 20i2) US Soccer Pfayers -- OrE Wednesday mght, the Red] Buf[s bad the opportunity to 

el.aim the Eastern Conference ~op spot from Spor~in~ Kansas Cb:y. P~ayin~ aL Red Bu[I. Arena. ~his was a ma~ch between Lhe 

team with the best MLS home record versus the team wiLh the best road record. With the opportunity to exorc~se arty doubt 

from their sLEpporLers~ the £e(J Bul.[s fai~e~J as they were method~ca~[y broken down by Kansas City.~ 

Despite Wednesday’s rfigh~ convk~cing 2@ k)ss. ~he Red BuU.s rernah~ i=q ~Mrd place m t:he Eastern Conl;!~rence with a 14o8-7 

recerd~ Prier to Wednesday ni$hL’s co[[apse~ the Red Bu[[s had not [ost in five matches. During that streLch, dadn$ from 

August 1Bth - Septernbe~ 1St:h, 2012. Uqe Red BuILs outscored ~heir opponents ’t 1-!i. 

While the goal. difierence may be impressiw% the ~eaUty is [ha[ the Red BLEt[S have not: p[ayed we[t (Xaring t:hat: stretch. 
their iive maLches against Houston, PerL[and, Kansas City, DC UniLed and Cekwnbus, the Red Bulls raUied in feu~ of d~ose 
contests to finish with a 3-0°2 record. On paper, eveFythin~ is g~eat, tn context~ $etdn~ shutout by Sportm~ wasn’t a 

surprise. 

Prior to Kansas City~ many in Uqe NYiNJ area had reasons t:o believe ~ha~ this rnay be the Red BuUs’ year. LasL Saturday, New 

Yo~k throttled the Co]un’Ebus Crew 3-1, including Thie~pi Henpi’s "o]impico" goal That was an exclamation point, but it’s not 

New York’s regu[a~ game, 

than posiLives, Whi[e iL’s commendab[e that the Red BuKs a~e having a solid season, in the end, soccer is stiU a game of 

tactk:s. 



Se >;e~re teft: with t:t~e qbest:ien, are t:t~e P, ed {~uII.s contenders or pret:enders? Continue reading "Are the Red Burls Contenders 

or Pretenders?" >> 

Michael Arace commentary: Is another Massive season brewinR? o frorn The CohJmbus Dispatch’s Michaef Arace: There 

solr~ething p’~a~icat, anc~ e{usiwb about ~)eaking at ttqe right t:irne." 

D,C. United hasn’t found a role for hitlh-priced Hamdi Salihi o from The Washinston Post’s Steven G~" fi: He was, 
esser~ce, the iina~ piece in formia~ ~ p~ayoff conferee!or, 

Dynamo rookie Creavalle has a chance to shine again - from The Houston Ch~’onic{e’s Jesus Ort.iz: ~<innear h~s made no 

secret that wii~ning the MLS Cup is his and the Dyi~arno’s to]) priority annua{ty 

Major League Soccer reaches a crossroads in youth development - from Goat.corn’s Seth Vertetney: How was this gap 

created? 

Rooting for Home~ if Not Yet a Home Team - fl’om The tqY Times’ James ,~ontague: This pecubar situation a~ose because 
Kosovo does not have a rec:ogmzed nationa[ soccer team. 

Weekend TV: Big games Sunday 

Saturday 

EPL on ESPN2: Swanson - Everton at 7: }0am. On Fox Soccer: Chetsea - Stoke at 9: }0arn, Wigan - Ftffharn at 12prn, 

Southampton o Asl:on Vi[ta at 2pro, and West Ha~’~ - Sunde~tand at 4p~]’~, Fox Sot:(:e~ P{us has WSA - Reading el: 9: 45am. 

BundesLi~a on Ge{’l’V: Sd~a{ke - Bayern A~unk:h at: 9: 30am and Hamburg - Borbssia Dortmund at 1 l:30arn, k.a Lisa en belN 

Sport: Real Zaragoza - Osasuna at 10am. Rea{ Boris - Espanyo~ at 2pro, an~ ~arce[ona ¯ Granada aE 4pro, kigue 1 on UaMsion 

Deportes: Bastia - PSG at 11am and }.orient: 

[.iga t~@( on A~eca and ESPN Deportes: (:~(E~ AZb{ - (:ibm) America at 6pro. Uni\,ision Depo~tes has A~onterrey o Queretaro al: 

8pro and Ti]uana - At.{as at. 10:30pro, San Luis ,, Pachuca is on Univision Deportes Dos at 8pro, Te{eFutu~a h~s Santos L~uR~ 

- Jaguares at 8prm 

t4LS on NBC Sports Network: RSL - Portland at 8pro. A~ 5gmes Eastet’*~ 

Sunday 

~.’~.. on Fox So(:c(,’r: (.iverpoel - ~sa, anct~esl:i?~ Unite(] at 8: 30am and tsa, anchesl:e~ City - Arsena{ al: 10:30am. Fox Soccer P~bs has 

Spurs ¯ QPR at 10:4§~m and tqewcastie ¯ Norwich at 1pro. Scottish Premier League on FS÷: Aberdeen ¯ Mo[helwe{i at Y:45am, 

Eredi\dsie on ESPN Deportes: Den Haas - Ajax aL 7:30am. Serie A on beltq Sport: U@aese - ,~i[an aL 9am. Ligue 1 on 

UnJ,,ds}on Depo~ tes: Bordeaux - Ajecc}o at 8am and Li[{e - Lyon at 3pro. On be]N Sport: Marse~]~e - Ev~an at 1 tam. Bundes[~ga 

on Ge{TV: ~ayer Leverkusen - ’Gl.adbach aJ: 9: 30arn and We~der ~rernen V~B SJ:bttf~art aJ: 11:30am. La I.~ga on be~N S~mrL 

Rayo Va~[e~c:a~o - Rea[ Madrid at }:30pro, 

Lisa t¢~? on Uni,,dsion Deportes: To{uca o At[ante at lprn, 

MLS on Ga[avismn: DC o Chivas USA at 7pro. AL~ Times £~s~’ern 

Champior[strit) on belH Sport: giackpoo] - Huddersiie~.d at 2:45pm. La l.i}}a on belH Sport en Es{xanok {)eportb/o - Sex4{I.a al: 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~Slot 

Click here to solely unsubscrfbe from "O5!;occe;P~ayers, " Click here to dew moflin~ archives, here to chon~e your pre[erences, or here to subscribe o Prfvocy~ 
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All-Star Cast for NC Obanpie Celebration Weekend 

The North Carolina Olympic Celebration Weekend kicks off with one of the biggest names in the sports industry and 

concludes with the world’s second-fastest man on water! Ben Sutton, President of IMG College, the largest collegiate 
marketing company in the world, leads off the North Carolina Sports Summit at 10am on Friday, September 28th, while 

Cullen Jones, North Carolina’s most-decorated 2012 Olympian, talks about the US Olympic Team’s gold-medal 

achievements, at the Olympic and Paralympic Athlete Celebration on Saturday, September 29th. In between, at lunch 

on Friday, noted Olympic coaches Mike Krzyzewski (Men’s Basketball), Drew Johansen (Diving), Dave Marsh 

(Swimming), and George Williams (Track & Field) discuss the 2012 London Olympic experience. All events are open 
to the public and fake place at the Embassy Suites Hotel in Cary. Tickets are available at 
www.tria nglesportsco m missio n.com. 

North America Table Tennis Championships Success 

X:: North American Table Tennis 
...... Championships 2012 

Teaming up with the Town of Cary, the Greater Raleigh Convention & Visitors Bureau, and the Cary Table Tennis 

Association, the Triangle Sports Commission helped host the third major Table Tennis Championships and second 

international event of the year over Labor Day Weekend, Bond Park Communit~ Center in Cary again was transformed 
into a high-level Table Tennis venue, and hosted over 70 top players from Canada and across the United States, 

London 2012 Olympians Lilly Zhan9 and Erica Wu competed, and Lilly took the 9old medal in both the Junior and Senior 

Women categories Scott Butler of Winston-Salem, former US Olympic Festival-’87 star athlete, and his brother Jim, 

two-time US Olympian, competed, with Jim capturing the silver medal in the Senior Men’s division, Other champions 
included Canada’s Pierre-Luc Theriault in Senior Men’s, Canada’s James Pintea in Junior Men’s, USA’s Allen Wang in 

Cadet Boy’s, and USA’s Tina Lin in Cadet Girls, 

Cary’s National Recognition 

The Town of Cary, home of the Triangle Sports Commission, was recently recognized as being one of the best 

places to live, as ranked by Money Magazine The high ranking is not a surprise as Cary often appears on many top 

places to live lists What was a nice development, though, was the list of items that caused Cary’s ranking to be so 
high. Here is what Money Magazine had to say: "The past 10 years have seen dramatic population growth in Cary, 

with newcomers attracted to its pleasant weather, safe streets (the League of American Cyclists has praised its 

accommodations for cyclists), and educational opportunities (the three biggest universities and research facilities in 
North Carolina are located close by). It’s also a slice of heaven for sports lovers: Besides tons of college sports, Cary 

is home to the U.SA. Baseball National Training Complex." 



The effort to attract USA Baseball to the Triangle and to develop their National Training Complex in Cary was led by 

the Triangle Sports Commission. "It was thrilling to see that all those years of hard work on developing new, top- 

quality sports facilities in the Triangle, particularly in Cary, is really starting to pay off," said Hill Carrow, CEO of the 
Triangle Sports Commission "It’s a first for our region to have a sports venue cited nationally as positively affecting 

the quality of life in the community, which validates our whole rationale for leading the charge on getting such facilities 

built in the Triangle" 

Upcoming Events 

Mark your calendars for Wednesday, October 24th, when the Triangle Sports Commission, together with the 

Morrisville Chamber of Commerce and the Business & Professional Women’s Association, host Super KNOW 
(Knowledgeable Network of Women) at the Hilton RDU from 11:30 am to 1:30 pro, featuring the four head Women’s 

Basketball Coaches of our Triangle NCAA Division I basketball programs: Kellie Harper, NC State; Joa nne McCallie, 
Duke; Sylvia Hatchell, U NC; and Vanessa Taylor, NC Central Tickets are available at _w_____w2g___~L’g_9_r__rj_s_y_jJJ_e__c__[~__a___m___b__e__r_~_o__r.g_~ 

Forward entail 

] 
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Play like Baxcelona in just 9 sessions 

more successful soccer coach 

in ii - st 9 s÷ssions  

Play like Barcelona in just 9 .... ions 

.?~i TB/it now: 5 issues for just $1 

Dear Coach, 

What’s the biggest single obstacle standing between you and your 
determination to be a better junior soccer coach? 

Is it a shortage of time to prepare for your weekly training sessions, 
given the demands of work and home life? 
Or do you worry about your lack of soccer coaching knowledge and your 
limited previous experience of the game? 

Well, here’s some good news. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to help you overcome both of those 
problems. 

ii~;~iI Playlike Barcelona in just 9 .... ions 

And to prove it, I’d like to offer you the 
opportunity to take out a 5 issue trial for just 
$1. If you do Vii even send you my manual Play 
Like Barcelona in 9 Sessions at no further 
charge. This new manual will help your team 
develop the technical ability to manoeuvre 
opponents out of position with their one-touch 
passing and create more goalscoring chances. 



When you Lake my $:[ trial today, you’ll get all 
the following delivered direct to your email 
address: 

¯ The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you just 
as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our subscription 
service works. 

PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of my manual PlayLike 
Barcelona in 9 sessions at no extra charge. This manual features great 
sessions originally published in Soccer Coach Weekly on tiki-taka, 
movement, 1vl skills and one and two-touch passing 

If you’re anything other coaches I have worked with recently, you’ll have 
watched this glorious Barcelona team over the last few seasons and thought 
’if only I could get my players passing, dribbling and pressing like this side’. 

Imagine if your team had the technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of 
position with their assured one-touch passing and create regular goalscoring 
chances. 

PlayLike Barcelona Zn 9 Sessions will show you how and it is yours free 
when you take out a $1 trial to Soccer Coach Weekly. 

The free manual includes sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lvl skills and one 
and two-touch passing that will help transform your team and infuse them 
with the characteristics that have made Barcelona such a dominant force in 
world soccer. 



Tiki-Taka, the Barcelona way - this session focuses 
on the short passing and neat interchanges 
personified by Xavi and Andres Iniesta. This exercise 
can be played with any age group and will get your 
players passing from one end of the field to the 
other. Put this session into practice now! 

¯ Spanish class - make the ball your players’ friend 
with this one and two-touch passing session. Give 
your players the belief that they can move the ball 
around without surrendering possession. Give your 
players a Spanish lesson! 

° Quick feet, quick minds - this passing and movement 
session will have your players thinking and moving 
quicker. Anticipation is key! Find out more now 

Feint praise for players - have your players beating 
opponents in iv:Is by teaching them to feint properly. 
They’ve watched Lionel Messi breeze past players on 
TV with a drop of the shoulder - now get them 
practicinq the technique 

Dynamic dribbling - the ability to dribble effectively 
is crucial to the Barcelona gameplan. Teach your 
players to glide effortlessly forward like mini Iniestas! 
Learn more 

¯ On the move - the ability to move well off the ball is 
a crucial component of Barca’s playing style. Move 
before the ball is played and your team will provide 
more of a threat going forwards. Unlock the key to 
your team’s movement 

The space race - do you ever marvel at the way 
Barca players can always find space to run into? Run 
this session a handful of consecutive weeks and reap 
the rewards as your players open up new avenues of 
attack. Find out more now 

Catalonian keepball - what’s the best way to stop 
opponents scoring? By keeping the ball, of course. 
Barcelona are so good defensively because they 
dominate possession. Here is a game created 
specifically for the purpose of keeping the ball. Take a 
$1 trial now 

¯ Pressing with purpose - your players will not always 
keep possession, but this session will help them win 
it back quickly. Hard work, concentration and focus 
are the key aspects of this session. Discover the key 
to winninq back possession now 

Tiki-taka, the Barcelona 

way 

ii~iI Quick feet, quick minds 

i~i Oatalonian keepball 

These 9 sessions will help your team play with style and finesse, while 
achieving the results to match. Imagine turning up for games secure in the 
knowledge that your team is technically superior and able to dictate the 
tempo. 

Experience the satisfaction of your team not only getting positive results, but 
in the right way, and as a result of your Barcelona-style training sessions. 

.~i T~/it now: 5 issues for just $1 

This guide will help you to dramatically improve in your team’s results and 
style of play, as well as showing you the quality of the sessions I publish in 
Soccer Coat# WeeMy. 3ust take a look at the illustration below to see how 
much you get on every page of this great manual. 



Soccer Coach Weekly 

Weekly trial 

To find out how Soccer Coach Weekly boosts your ability to coach your junior 
players, simply click on the link below. 

Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 

Or keep on reading if you want more details on this fantastic service for junior 
soccer coaches. 

Here are five questions you may have about Soccer Coach Weekly : 

1. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

2. How can I be sure the advice is reliable? 

3. How quickly can [ expect results? 

4. How can [ be sure Soccer Coach Weekly is for me? 

5. What do [ get for my 5 issue trial? 

Q &o What exactly does Soccer Coach WeeMy do? 

Soccer Coach Weekly is an advisory newsletter delivered direct to your email 
address via the internet. 

Unlike most soccer coaching information, it’s aimed specifically at coaches of 
junior players from 4 to 16 years of age. And it’s written by fellow junior 
soccer coaches, with firsthand experience of the kinds of coaching challenges 
you face week in and week out. 

That means the emphasis is very much on proven, can-do strategies for 
raising your game.., and the success of your players. 

Every week Soccer Coach Weekly provides you with practical tips and 
techniques to make your coaching more effective and rewarding for all 
concerned. 



All the articles are concise and to-the-point - and seldom more than one page 
in length. That’s because we know that the vast majority of junior soccer 
coaches have very little spare time. 

The last thing you need is pages and pages of heavy reading. 

.~i T~/it now: 5 issues for just $1 

So each article in Soccer Coach Weekly concentrates on the essential 
information you need to know. Plus, there are plenty of helpful diagrams and 
pictures to illustrate the important points being made, for example showing 
you how to position your players on the field, or perform a particular training 
exercise. 

While it’s brief, and quick to read, Soccer Coach Weekly covers a wide range 
of coaching topics: 

fitness 
psychology 
planning training sessions 
player management and selection 
child safety 

core skills 
personal development 
match strategy and tactics 
dealing with difficult parents 
developing team spirit 
individual and team discipline 

warm-ups 
training games 

... and much, much more. 

Here are five quick examples of recent articles. 

EXAMPLE # 1 

How to take the fear out of heading the ball 

Lots of kids don’t like heading the ball. And that’s only natural. After all, why 
would you want to put your head in the way of an object you think might hurt 
it? 

But if you don’t learn this important ball-control skill properly, and preferably 
at a young age, you’re not going to be much use on match day to the rest of 
your team. 

Fortunately, at Soccer Coach Weekly we have a great training technique for 
overcoming your kids’ typical ball heading anxieties. In just three easy steps, 
you can teach your players to head the ball with accuracy and confidence. 

It’s the perfect exercise for your next training session. It’s tried and tested. 
And it’s fun. 

EXAMPLE # 2 

The A-Z of child protection 

In this increasingly risk-averse world, the last thing you need is a parent 
threatening legal action because he or she claims you didn’t look after little 
Johnny during soccer practice, or on match day. 

So each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly looks at one aspect of child safety. 
You get practical answers to key questions like: 

What are your primary responsibilities as a junior soccer coach? 
Which are the potentially risky situations you should anticipate - and 



what proactive steps can you take to avoid them? 
How do you spot potential abuse off the pitch, and what can you do in 

such situations? 
What essential equipment should you keep in your medical bag for match 
day and training sessions? 
What other sensible measures can you take to ensure that, should a 
child in your care be injured on the playing field, they can be given 
prompt and appropriate medical care? 

With Soccer Coach Weekly in your kit bag, no-one can accuse you of not 
taking your responsibilities seriously. 

Try it .... 5i ..... for just $1 

EXAMPLE # 3 

"The dark art" of the quick, accurate throw-in 

In youth soccer, nearly 70% of throw-ins are foul throws. The result? Your 
team loses the ball to your opponents. 

To reverse these odds, every player on your team must be prepared to 
execute a proper throw-in, and get the ball back into play almost 
immediately. Indeed, such a sudden restart can catch your opponent’s 
defence off-balance and greatly increase your odds of keeping possession. 

That in turn offers your players the chance to get behind the defence and 
make a run on goal. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we teach a simple, five-point plan for learning 
the art of the quick, accurate throw-in. Teach it to your team at this week’s 
training session and you could be well on your way to dominating the next 
match - and the scoreboard. 

Our throw-in training also includes a technique for increasing by as much as 
30% the distance that your players can throw the ball. 

Just imagine how disconcerting that will be to your opponents the next time 
you play a game... 

EXAMPLE 

How to referee the under 5s 

Most qualified refs avoid this age group. It’s just too demanding! So chances 
are one of these days you’ll be press-ganged into doing the job - probably at 
short notice - simply because there’s no one else available. 

Don’t worry. Tn Soccer Coach Weekly we explain some of the best ways to 
structure a game for such young players, bearing in mind their limited 
attention spans, their resistance to conventional techniques for restoring on- 
the-field discipline, and their tendency to charge around after the ball like 
bees after a honey pot. 

And we tell you how to deal with the most common referee situations - 
handball, penalties, throw-ins and back passes - in a way that won’t spoil the 
kid’s fun and make you look like an ogre to players and parents alike. 

Last but not least, we show you how to get the parents constructively 
involved, so they become a useful resource rather than standing around on 
the sidelines distracting you and your players. 

Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 



EXAMPLE # 5 

Building the correct skills base with your junior players 

Some skills are absolute "must-haves" for any soccer player, regardless of 
age. [ndeed, they are so important that you need to give them priority. 
Because when you teach your players these skills, you’re investing in their 
future and that of your team. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we’re currently running a series of articles on 
essential player skills. Each issue we highlight a particular individual skill and 
show you the most effective way to teach it to your players. 

Sign up to our low-cost trial today and you’ll learn these training techniques 
too. 

And, should you decide to subscribe at the end of your 5 issue trial, you’ll 
also benefit from all these future Soccer Coach Weekly articles: 

What should you do with substitutes who are not up to the standard of 
the rest of the team? Hide them or put them in the thick of the action? 
How do you train players who have never before kicked a ball? 
How do you deal effectively with unruly parents? 
What makes for a successful captain? 

How best to score from a free kick 
Landing your corners on the penalty spot 
Teaching your players penalty techniques for shooter and goalkeeper 
How do you keep your training sessions fun, fresh and stimulating week 

in and week out? 
How do you reverse a losing streak? 
How do you coach unfamiliar positions you never played yourself? 
How can you be a close mentor to the kids, yet keep a professional 

distance? 
How do you gain the respect of arrogant young players? 
How can you overcome your team being the smallest in the league and 
overcome other physical disadvantages? 
How do you prevent interfering parents undermining your relationship 
with the players? 
Tactics against a team that cheats 
How do you discipline and control young soccer players? 
Making the most of the 4v4 training techniques that form the basis of 
Dutch Vision, the coaching technique inspired by the Dutch soccer 
association with Louis van Gaal, .]ohan Cruyff, Rinus Michels, and Marco 
van Basten 
How do you use the team building process to develop the style of play, 

and achieve success? 
Why coaching technique and inspiring the soccer brain is better than 
running sprints and laps 
Using 3v3 for 4, 5 and 6 year olds to develop ball manipulation skills 
Teaching communication on the field using terms like "man on" or "time 
and turn", and how your players should communicate with opposition 
players, spectators, officials etc 
How can you teach crossing and finishing more effectively? 
Give your players match-winning insight: what effect will the field have 
on the game? What’s the best way to deal with wind and sun? 
What can you do when the opposition’s tactics mean your players are all 
playing to a different tune, for example they only have three at the back 
and your wingers cannot exploit the advantage? 

You’ll find all these topics, and more, in forthcoming issues of Soccer Coach 
Weekly. 

What’s more, you can suggest your own topics for future issues by emailing 
the editor with details of the soccer coaching issues that matter most to you. 

Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 



This question is of critical importance to any junior soccer coach who takes his 
or her responsibilities seriously. After all, you’re coaching a group of 
youngsters - including your own son or daughter, most likely. The last thing 
you want to do is accept any old advice. 

So let me tell you a bit about my experience and credentials. 

I’m certainly no armchair enthusiast. Quite the contrary. My junior soccer 
coaching pedigree is a pretty distinguished one - and I have the silverware to 
prove it. 

But it was all very different when I first began over ten years ago.., which, of 
course, is exactly why I think my perspective on soccer coaching is so 
valuable to Soccer Coach Weekly readers. 

I started out in 1997, trying to find my oldest son a team to play in. lit wasn’t 
easy; the lad wanted to be in the same team as his friends, but the problem 
was, their school had little interest in team sports. 

That meant I first had to create a team from scratch, made up of boys from 
two classes. Then T set about coaching two teams (an A and a B) right from 
under 4 to under 12. 

When my second son was 4, [ did the same for him. 

So I was now faced with the challenges of coaching two teams at under 4 and 
two teams at under 7 every Saturday morning plus match days. 

It was a pretty hectic time! 

Needless to say, by the time I came around to coaching my second son I had 
gained a much better idea of how to train junior soccer players - and ][ began 
to get the match-day results ][ was after. 

I based my new coaching approach on a holding/passing game which in itself 
is based on the Dutch 4v4 system aimed at giving young players the skills to 
be good soccer players, irrespective of their relative physical size and 
strength. 

The results were impressive. 

My team began to beat every team they played, and won the league against 
some big, strong competition. Even though my team was a small Surrey 
primary school, everyone began to fear playing against us and we came up 
against a lot of aggressive, pushy teams. 

Today, my team still wins most of our games even though we now play 11-a- 
side in a big Surrey league. 

I have just about seen it all, from my oldest son’s first team which lost 7-0 in 
their very first game to turning them around over the season until it was them 
winning 7-0. 

[ know what coaches feel, what they worry about, what goes through their 
mind when they are losing, how it feels to win trophies. 

I know what they need to succeed. 

My mission, as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly, is to help soccer coaches 
just like me be the very best they can be - and in doing so save them much of 
the time, effort and sheer aggravation I had to go through. 

.~i Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 



Your 5 issue trial contains a wealth of practical advice and training materials - 
all of it designed to help you become a more knowledgeable and confident 
soccer coach. 

Siqn up for your 5 issue trial, and you’ll receive it within minutes of accepting 
our offer. 

That means you could be reading our advice, and putting it into practice, as 
early as your next training session or match day. 

Take the quick throw-in technique I mentioned earlier. [t’s just one of the 
highly effective training tips you could use to gain an almost immediate 
advantage over your opponents. 

Remember: 70% of throw-ins at junior level result in a loss of possession to 
the opposition. So if you hone your team’s throw-in skills at your very next 
training session you could be dominating match-day possession within 7-10 
days - and perhaps even winning your next game. 

That’s just one example of the almost-immediate information advantage that 
you get only from Soccer Coach Weekly. 

[’m confident of two things: (1) the sheer usefulness and effectiveness of our 
training advice; and (2) the ease with which you’ll be able to raise your game. 

Indeed, it’s because I’m so sure you’ll see measurable progress within such a 
short period of time, that I want you to try out our soccer coaching advice 
before you sign up to the full service. 

.~i T~y it now: 5 issues for just $1 

Soccer Coach Weekly is written by junior soccer coaches for junior soccer 
coaches. 

As editor, [ have extensive first-hand experience of coaching in the kinds of 
situations that you face. And the same goes for each of the expert 
contributors [ choose to share their experiences with you. 

The proof of this is in the reader feedback we’ve already received. Comments 
like these from junior soccer coaches just like you: 

"I’m a busy person all week - f run a small company, the local village hall and 
recreation ground, have a young family and run a junior village soccer club 
with four teams in five leagues. I read Soccer Coach Weekly and think: 
"There’s someone else who understands where I’m coming from. It’s my 
language and it’s the language of the sort of development I want my players 
to be coached, listening too"." 
Nick t4iles, Culm United Youth FC, Uffculme, Devon, England 

"What an outstanding resource." 
John Bardwell, Wexford Soccer Club 1997 Boys, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 

"I have purchased many books on coaching, your material is up with the best 
of them." 
Frank hfcClean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, Northern Ireland 

"I wish f had this type of advice when f was starting out in junior soccer 
coaching (over 8 years ago). ]:t’s ideal for outlining the approach to managing 
junior soccer teams." 
Paul Norris, Woodbank FC, Bolton, England 

"It’s a fantastic resource and something I have waited for a long time." 
Colin Hakin, Luton Borough soccer Club, Luton, England 

"The tips are easy to apply and remind us of the fun part of the game." 



Xavier Fostier, Tilston, Cheshire, England 

"I’m just starting out as a coach. My oldest boy is five and at the moment I 
take the Under 5s, Under 6s and am just starting to coach the local primary 
school under 8s. I think your journal is just what I need." 
Dave Buckley, hfalmesbury, England 

But you don’t need to take my word for it - or the words of these satisfied 
subscribers. Try out Soccer Coach Weekly for yourself at virtually no cost, 
with our special 5 issue trial plus get a free copy of PlayLike Barcelona ~’n 
Sessions too. 

If in the next 4 weeks you don’t see a marked improvement in your confidence 
on the field, and your ability to work with your players, their parents and 
officials, then don’t take out a full subscription. It’s as simple as that. 

And don’t forget, you’ve got a full four weeks to try before you buy... 

.~i Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 

To start your 5 issue trial, click on the link below now. It’s just $1 through 
your credit card. 

~i Soccer Coach Weekly 

This nominal payment is simply to cover our administration costs for 
delivering your first trial issues. (We rely on private membership subscriptions 
only. We receive no grants or aid from any government department or sports 
coaching organization.) 

As soon as we receive your instructions all this is yours - delivered direct to 
your email address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques, 

¯ The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you just 
as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our subscription 
service works. 

PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of my manual PlayLike 
Barcelona in 9 sessions at no extra charge. This manual features great 
sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lvl skills and one and two-touch 
passing 

Try it .... 5i ..... for just $1 



Yours in soccer 

David Clarke, Head Coach 

P,S. Just think how much time and effort you’ll now save each week, simply by 
using our carefully-selected junior soccer coaching tips. No more searching the 
Internet to find something to do with your team on the weekend. And no 
more worrying about whether your coaching is up to scratch. It’s all taken care 
of for you - courtesy of Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: info@~reenstarm edia. net 

Unsubscribe. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 
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Monday, September 24, 2012 12:16 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 
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USSoccerPlayers - Sept 24th, 2012 

Monday’s TV 

Championship on belN Sport: B[ackpoo[ - Huddersfie[d at 2:45pm. La Liga on belN Sport en Espano[: Deportivo - Sevi[[a at 
3:30pm. Al! Times Eastern 

MLS Week 29: Dropping Games 

As always as we head towards the end of Major League Soccer’s regular season, there are teams leaving points on the table 

that desperately need them. The Philadelphia Union is playing out the schedule caught in the limbo of still not officially 

being out of p[ayoff contention but having no reasonable chance of making up at [east 15 points over their remaining six 

games and needing help from the team in 5th-p[ace. Still, they had no problem knocking off that team in 5th-p[ace, beating 

the Houston Dynamo 3-I on Sunday afternoon at PPL Park. Freddy Adu opened the scoring in the 28th minute with Houston 

equalizing in the 44th. It was Adu again in the 50th and Josue Martinez finishing off the scoring in the 70th minute. 

"Nobody’s happy," Dynamo midfie[der Brad Davis said. "We wanted to come in here, get a win, and that didn’t happen. With 

four games [eft, you know, it’s got to come out. Everybody’s got to have the proper head to win this week. You’ve got to 

have the desire. The coach and teammates, you can only talk so much. It eventually comes down to each individual and 

putting everything that they have on the field for ninety minutes. That’s what it takes to win." 

Also on Sunday, Branko Boskovic scored in the 64th minute and DC beat Chivas USA I-0. Vancouver and Colorado finished 2-2 

at BC Place. The Rapids took the lead through Omar Cummings in the 34th minute. A[ain Rochat equalized for Vancouver in 

the 64th and Kenny Miller put them ahead four minutes later. Jamie Smith equalized for Colorado in the 86th minute. 

Continue reading "MLS Week 29: Dropping Games" ~, 

National Teamers Abroad: Hoffenheim scores 

A big result for the US players at Hoffenheim was a disappointment for Steve Cherundolo and Hannover 96. Fabian Johnson 

and Danny Williams scored in Hoffenheim’s 3-1 win on Sunday at the Wirso[ Rhein-Neckar-Arena. A Hoffenheim own goal put 

Hannover up in the 26th minute, but Johnson equalized a minute later. Sejad Sa[ihovic scored in the 82nd and Williams got 

Hoffenheim’s third goal in stoppage time. 

"l’m delighted that the [ads have been rewarded for their hard work," Hoffenheim manager Markus Babbe[ said. They never 

let up and fought right to the end. We looked defensively solid and also managed to perform we[[ in attack. I never thought 
that we would lose the game today." 

Also in Germany, Timmy Chandler’s Nurnberg lost 2-I to Eintracht Frankfurt. Chandler had subbed off in the 70th minute 

with his dub down two goals. Sebastian Po[ter, who subbed on in place of Chandler, would score six minutes later. 

Jermaine Jones and Scha[ke 04 were shutout 2-0 by Bayern Munich. Continue reading "National Teamers Abroad: 

Hoffenheim scores" ,~ 

Tell Me About: Hoffenheim 

With two US National Team players in their regular lineup, Hoffenheim has drawn the attention of American fans. What 



some misht not know is that this is a dub with less of a topf[isht history than most Major Lea~lue Soccer teams. To the 

know[eddie .... 

Why Are We Here? 

US National Team coach Ju~len K[insmann’s outreach to USA-e[isib[e German players brou~lht in Hoffenheim teammates 

Fabian Johnson and Danny Williams. Both are now familiar faces in the US squad. 

And Where Are We? 

As the name su~l~lests, Hoffenheim. It’s technically a vfl[ase of just over 3,000 people outside of Sinsheim in the Rhine- 

Neckar resion of southwest Germany. That doesn’t ~let us to major metropolitan standards either, with Sinsheim’s population 

under 36,000. That includes Hoffenheim and Steinsfurt, the suburb that has the area’s bi88est draws. Those would be the 
Sinsheim Auto and Technik Museum and Hoffenheim’s stadium. The museum is no joke, with a Concorde on the roof and the 

bi88est collection of Formula I race cars in Europe. Continue readin8 "Tell Me About: Hoffenheim" ~ 

Tuesday’s TV: Leagues and Cups 

Bundes[isa on Go[TV: Bayern Munich - VfL Wo[fsbur~l at 2pm and Eintracht Frankfurt - Borussia Dortmund at 4pm. Lea~lue Cup 

on beIN: Leeds - Everton at 2:30pm. Serie A on belN en Espano[: Fiorentina - Juventus at 2:30pm (5pm on belN Sport). 

CONCACAF Champions Lea~lue on Fox Soccer: ASufla - Toronto at 10pm. AI! Times Eastern 

~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 

~ FeedBlitz Secondary Slot 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailing archives, here to change vour preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ 

PrivacV 

Your requested content detivery powered by FeedBtitz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +I .978.776.9498 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 3:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free Xavi a~d Iniesta passing session 

Dear Arls orl, 

Xavi and Inies~a are two greats of the modern 

game - now help your players to imitate them. 

This free session ~ill elevate the skills of 

your players so they can pass and move like 

these Spanish mas~ers. 

You can teach your players the skills of Xavi, 

Iniesta and other superstars of the world game 

by j~ining Better Soccer Coaching, the leading 
newsletter for grassroots soccer coaches. 

When you slc~n up to this free service before 

midnight on Tuesdav you will receive my 

Superstar Skills PDF (worth $14 each), 

containing a Xavi and Kniesta session along 

with these coaching sessions: 

~ . Cristiano Ronaldo "chop" 

2. Robinho stepover 

3. The Cruyff turn 

4. The Messi challenge 

5. The next...Jack Wiishere 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for all coaching lew~is 

and ages of players 

Sic~n u~ here today and you can print off a 

free session cr i~ew training idea to use at 

your very Rext practise. 

then send you an email twice a week with 

illustrated drills, fitness guides;, coaching 

tips or match tactics for you to saw~ and use 

at your leisure. 

Soon you wil~ have an extensive library of 

PROVEN guidance and PRACTKCAL ideas to help 

your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is yoer email address, country 

and coaching qualification. Siqn uN here. 

WithiR momeR~s of joiniRg, I’ll send you a 

further th~ree free reports by emaii: 

#1 : i0 Proven TJr~s For A More Successfu~ 

Season - Easy to real and use at a moment ~ S 

notice, I gb~arantee they will make you ~hink 

again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: ll Secrets Of Successful Corners - 



I:~crease your corner conversions a:~d give your 

players the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 

#3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use training games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidance to help your soccer coaching TODAY. 

C~ick here tc icin now 

For your peace of mind 

If you. don’t like what I provide, you can 

~Lnsubscribe from Better Soccer Coaching at any 

time with a click of you~ mouse, 

I a~so promise that I will N~VER rent or sei~ 

your email address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer 
Coaching can he3p your coaching and your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachi n @. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer 
Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clar]e. i am an English FA 

Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coachinq junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

ani trophies at all levels of junior s~ccer. 

More important to me is that all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they play fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

sox~er that is fun t~ play, watch and :oa:h, 

and which more often than Rot produces wiRniRg 

results. 

But it’s not just me writing in Better Soccer 
Coaching. i get help from coaching buddies 

3ike Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Siqn u~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 



Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 

B~ al’~ley 

Gb~iidford 

Sur£ey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 8941S8 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccerocom 

2012. Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscr]be 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 6:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Soccer Stadium Improvements 

II L:r~ab[e b~ view the mess~@e L.e[ovv dick here. or ’,,i i~ ’,^rvwv, bigsigns.com 

Anson, Our NEW Dura-Mesh Banners are a great way to upgrade your facilities, brand your 
program, and increase recruiting prospects. Made up of extremely durable 

poly-coated vinyl, our banners allow for 30% wind pass through and our 2" hems virtually 
never tear. Our Dura-Mesh Banners are printed using UV protected Ultra-Brite inks making 
your stadium graphics POP. Build school pride and generate the kind of excitement that 
will make your sporting events memorable. Click here for a quote on Dura-Mesh Banners. 

Our Porte-Cede Portable Barricades are a lightweight, modular solution for crowd control 
and event branding. The steel frame assembles quickly and can be covered with our 
premium, digitally printed polyester material 
making branding and advertising simple. The 
Porta-Cade is also available with four 
removable foot options, each of which can 
be rotated 22.5 degrees to allow the 
barricades to be stacked closely together 
during storage. Click here for a cluote on 
Port-Cade Portable Barricades. 

Anson, call me today or reply to this email 
and let us go to work for you. We will get you a timely quote and our talented creative 
department will put together a design that will set your event apart. 

Click Other Products: Buildinc~ Wraps, Concrete Decals, Custom Banners, Po~ Up Tents, 
Event Nesh, Media Backdrop, Feather Flaqs, and Wall Graphics. 

Comprised of :.mique teams of desigse~s: p~oiect managei-s, salesmes, and oroduction technicians BigSigss corn is ready to ser~e yo:.i~ stadLIm grap~iics, end e,;ent slgnage needs 

We ere located in downtown GFand Ha’~en Michigan, along the iakeshoi-e 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 7:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sport Your Pink in October Shop GTM Sportswear 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

~::GTM I ITEES IBAGS IPOLOS I JACKETS IFLEECE IWARM-UPS ISHORTS 

FREE SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive free shipping on aii orders delivered in the United States 

ABOUT GTM EMA~L SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH GTM 

Privacy Po:icy Ema~: P:-etei~:nces V~ew O:~:na Catsiogs Facebook 

,:~;, 2012. GYM SPORTSWEAR.:#. iNC. 52g McCALL RD, MANHATTAN. KANSAS g65g2 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questi,ans regarding this email please call 1 g?hg0g.g317 £[!~.g..:t$[~ to chat with a customer service representative 

or email in ~:?~’2#oF.~:.m.c<)m Please do nol [eply rJirectl;, to this emaih 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 11:31 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

M_ASSIVE Glove Sale Now On’. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 8:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

(-A Small-Sided Soccer Games: coaching core skills to advanced tactics 

D ear Anson, 

Mike Beale, a very well respected academy coach at a top Premier League club, sent me the email below that 

thought you’d be interested in. can thoroughly recommend his book. 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

;g:: 64 Small-Sided Soccer Ga mes 

If this err all is not displaying properly, view in your browser 

D ear Coach, 

Small-sided games are acknowledged throughout the coaching 

profession -from grassrootsto the top of the professional 

game -as one of the best waysto coach soccer skills and 

tactics. 

Why use small-sided games? 

i 64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 

Order Now! 



More player participation 

Different games mean different problems to solve and 

skills to use 

Moretouchesoftheball 

More passes attempted 

More lvls attempted 

Moregoalsscored 

More goalkeeper participation 

No referee needed 

N o results recorded 

Players take responsibility 

Order No~. 

No coaching- the game is the teacher 

I’m a firm believer in the idea that players learn the game from 

playing. I’ve designed these games to help coach players in 

every aspect of the game, from individual core skills, to team- 

based attacking strategies. 

These games are tried, tested and proven with both grassroots 

beginners and top youth players in professional academies. 

They are designed to stimulate players and lead them down 

the most effective paths of learning. 

Some games get your players working on passing skills in 

competitive scenarios, while others are more tactically 

focused, providing your players with the skills to see the 

opportunities before them on the pitch. 

Players will develop core skills through the sheer number of 

touches that each game guarantees. At the same time they will 

develop "soccer vision" - the ability to see spaces on the pitch 

- as each game is played in realistic game conditions. 

And because of the pitch dimensions, you can run several 

games simultaneously, perhaps focusing on different 

disciplines, so that all of your players are playing all of the time. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you an array of skills, 

techniques and strategies to give your team an edge. 

So why not be among the first to own a copy of this unique 

resource? 

You can buy 64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesin two formats: 

AnA4PDFdocumentstored on your computer. You can help 

the environment by saving trees and using less chemical-based 

ink by only printing out the games you need for the day. 

An A4 user-friendly spiral bound printed report for your 

bookshelf or desk. Spiral bound means you can use it without 

having to hold the page open as with most bound books. You 

can copy or print as many copies as you like for distribution to 

your players and colleagues. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games one per 

page, covering every aspect of the game 

PD F and spiral-bound - take it straight 

onto the training ground or print and 

distribute amongst your players and 

colleagues 

Set up instructionslisting equipment 

needed and how to lay out the pitch 

Rulesof each game clearly explained 

so that everyone knows what they’re 

doing 

Three illustrationsfor each game to 

help you and your players visualise the 

progression of the game 

Click here to download 

a sample page 



A sample page from the manual 





W hy sm all-si ded gam es wo r k 

The inspiration for the use of small-sided games in coaching 

lies in street soccer and "kickabouts" on the nearest available 

patch of grass- small groups of players playing intense, high- 

tempo, skilful, competitive-yet-fun soccer. 

64 different games, including: 

3 Zone "Playmaker" Game 

Free Your Team Mate 

Target Man 

It’s widely held that the practise was first adopted as a 

structured coaching method by the Dutch Soccer 

Association back in the 1970s under the guidance of Rinus 

Michels, the inspiration behind what became known as Total 

Soccer. 

The D utch recognised the decline in street soccer and the 

damaging effect that would have on developing players in 

future generations. They formulated the 4v4 method as a 

response and it became widely known as "the Dutch way". 

The Dutch produced some ofthe best soccer teamsthe 

world has ever seen - an amazing achievement for a nation of 

that size. 

TonyCarr, DirectoroftheWest Ham United Academy (and 

editor of Smart Sessions) describes how when he was a player 

at W est H am in the 1960s the great Ron Greenwood used 

small-sided games at the heart of his coaching philosophy. 

Greenwood produced players of the calibre of Bobby Moore, 

Geoff Hurst and Martin Peters. Tony is responsible for some 

of the best players in the modern English game - Cole, 

Ferdinand, Carrick, DeFoe, Lampard, Terry etc. 

Possession v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

Possession v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

...and many, many more, 

Regardless of its origins, small-sided games work and more 

and more grassroots coaches and international associations 

(see below) are realising the benefits of the approach. Players 

and teams get better - faster! 



Dramatically improve your team’s performance 

As an experienced youth soccer coach, I know three things to 

be true about small-sided games: 

1. They have improved my players’ technique 

2. They have boosted our team performance 

3. Wehavealotoffunofplayingthem, 

64 Smal!-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you a ready made 

answer to all of your coaching issues. N ot scoring enough 

goals? Use a finishing game. N eed your defence to work more 

as a unit?W e have defensive games. Passing not sharp enough? 

Take your pick. You could use a different game each session 

without repeating yourself all season. 

Your players will love these games. They’ll grow in confidence 

and maturity, their decision-making will be enhanced and their 

skill and control will be super-charged. 

Money Back Guarantee 

You may cancel your electronic or 

print copy order within 30 days for a 

full money-back refund. 

For the printed (hard copy) version, 

post them back to my publisher at 

the address below with a note 

explaining that you wish to cancel. 

if you purchase a PD F please delete 

it from your computer hard drive 

and destroy any printed copies. 

Then send a signed letter to the 

address below indicating you have 

done so. 



Try a sample page. Print it out and take it to practise. Your 

players will love it. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesis only available here, so 

order now and take your players to the next level. 

W ith best wishes 

Mike Beale 

P.P.S. Remember, you have everything to gain and nothing to lose. You are completely protected by my 

publisher’s money back guarantee. This means if you are not satisfied with the Manual you can cancel your order 

within 30-days and claim all your money back. 

Any questions? N eed service? 

Contact Duncan in customer services: 

U K Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: d uncanh @,qr eenst ar m edia.net 

U nsubscri be. 

P.S. The cost works out at 42p per game! Unbeatable value by anyone’s standards. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 10:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally ~nt 9/20/12: The Twists aJ~d Turns ofI it~ 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaRe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 793: Nept, 14-20, 2012 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the i%snder and presiden[ of U~e nonprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics am~ CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Get the weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

~et the ~h ..... ~naro~d app 

The Pursuit of Human 
Perfection 
3evvs ail over the world are 

in ~he rnids~ of a IO~day 
pedod (:ailed the High 
Days, It starts w~th Rosh 

Hashanah, a ce~ebr~t~en 
a new year, and ends wkh 
Yore g~ppar, a so~em~ day of 
atonemest The 

ob~gaUo~ of each person to 
conUm.la~y assess and 
~mpreve Ms or her 

Listen or read more 

The Twists and Turns of 
Life 
Years ago, Rabbi Steven 
Cart Resben introduced the 
New Year rituals of Rosh 
t-{aahanai: by holding up a 
Io..",g: coiled rarn% herin 
Poh~tk~g ou~ the twists and 

tur~s, he used the shofar 

straight and predictable," 
Twists, dips and be~ds, as 
we~ ~s ups and downs are 

Listen or read more 

The Power of One 
Reading about the 
old "rogue trader" arrested 
in Lendor~ for unauti~orized 
ba..",sactiens that cost the 
Swiss Bank UBS $2 b~l~on 
caused me to th~nk about 
the power of one person. 

Heip keep this newsletter fl°ee ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

Check out Michael 
~osephsois blog on 
business ethics and 
leadership for a variety 
of quotes we pealed 

this week, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

M:.¢haei% ciassic 

[ ii.~j Character educati .... terials ] 

education in sch, eois. Shop here 

Get a paper copy 

Ruth comments on Thee 
Journey Through 
Adolescence: 
"Exceikent, Posting this 
on the fl’idge for my 

teens,,, and the rest of 

Tell Someone They’re 
Valued: "One of the 
deepest desires of man 
is the desire ~o be 
~pprec~ated, Everyone 
appredat~ng others h~ 
turn l:@l:fl~s ~h~s desire 
asd creates the mutua~ 
encouragement to fu[fi~ 
one’s purpose ~s ~fe." 

,SopHia (:emmet:is on 

My Dad Sam Burke: "I 
am so moved by Ann% 
story and ~t brk~gs up 
my expeNence when 
my dear dad d~ed." 

education-@ Visit our Character 
Educator BIog0 Re~:ently posted 

Free Lesson Plans For Worldwide 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week and a 
Chance to Win $200 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Get Your Goodies in Time for 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week 

Character education materials 

,Sally Scheib comments 

on Movinq Beyond 
9/11: "Well pst, We de 
:~ot honor others by 
makip9 eurseives 
.miserable Bet by 
remembering ~hem w~th 
~ove arid thanksgiving 
and by Hvh@ out the 
best U~t U~ey have 
gWen to 

We’ve get a special section @ osr 
store for items that will help you add 
fun and fiair to yeur CC! Week 
activ~Ues ..... ~1 whi~e you sspport the 
nonp~ofit ~osephson I~sUtute, D~sp~ay 
posters and banners to raise 
awareness, @ay CD’s at your events, 
and d@tdbu~e pend~s~ p@s, wdst 

bands, r~bbo~s~ a~d suckers as 
pNzes, Buy now >> 



changed !:he cool’so of 

o ~d i..", s ~y peopie, 
Listen or read more 

Kids Like to Win, Adults 
Need to Win 
Whetb.er yea’re a sports fan 

acknowledge the pewerfui 

h~dudkH~ our v~ews on wha~ 

Listen or read more 

Tell Someone They’re 
Valued 
Ti:e students at Sandy% 
high school were Badly 
si~s:ken by the news ~ha~ s 

The su~dde no~e sa~d, 

teacher, rea~zed t~s was 
teachabk~ moment 
the ~mporta~ce of making 

asked the class to ~mag~ne 
they were abou~ to d~e and 

~o wNte a no~e 
someone how and why you 
appreda~e them," 

Listen or read more 

~}avid 
com.ments on Wisdom 
in 20 Words or Fewer: 
Part 1: "Her~,ds s 
wisdom poem ~n 
predse~y 20 words 

L~e is mosdy f~ot~ and 

On~y two d@~gs stand 

Courage h~ you~~ own/~ 

Register for CC! Week and get 
do~, n lea da hie .~esou tees. 

Anti-Bullyinq Workshop 

cyberbuilying, and ~ron"..ote a positive 

school climate. Learn more >> 

Oaf Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and ye(~th~service 
I~,tad~,t:s to be effective character 
educators, Upcoming seminal’s: 

Oct. 2-4~ Los Angeles, CA >> 

Oct. 29-31, Chicago, IL >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Odr we, binars a~e a ~:onvenient, 
affo!’dsbie way to learn vaiuable 
character- development tecb.niques. 

Learn more see schedule 

The Stephen Strasburq Shutdown: 
it Ricjht? 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

:: :~ :: Michael 

Josephson 

iX.’ichaet ]osephson motivators audiences from ti~e gevernr.qenL business~ 

needs, (:all 800-,7~-2~70 e~ learn more~ 

The nonprofit 3osephson itnstitute is working to create a world where people act mol’e etMcatiy, 
Your donations enabie ~s ~o ol:i%r se~’vi.:tes arid resources like this newsiette..", Donate >> 

Prevent this newsietter fiom landing in your .its~t< folder by adding commentary@jiethics.org te 
your address book or aRp~ow’,-d sender list. 

984t i\4~pod ~Xvd. ~300 i t.o,s i\sf~eie ~. C/\ 90045 I 800-71 t-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

@2012 dosephson Institute. "CHARACTER COL.~N TS!" is a re,~tis~e~ed irademark of 
£~sepi’,.so8 t!:,siit~te 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 

Click here to unsubscribe. 
To update your profile click here 

Click here to shaxe this email with a friend~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 9:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your September bulletin from Elite Soccer 

Stoke City’s use of the long throw is one of the 
hottest topics of conversation among fans of 
the Barclays Premier League. 

Love it or hate it, it is an integral part of the 
Potters’ match day tactics. Now for the first 
time, you can find out how Tony Pulis 
coaches attacking throws. 

Passing and movement are themes in this 
month’s sessions from Middlesbrough 
manager Tony Mowbray, Shrewsbury Town 
boss Graham Turner and Fleetwood Town’s 
Micky Mellon. 

Meanwhile LMA Ambassador Terry Brown 
looks at the art of finishing. 

Zonal marking is a controversial topic, 
something Charlton Academy Director Paul 

Hart admits. In his session, he shows how 
this system works successfully when properly 
coached. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAG[!!R PROFILE 
Since 2006, Tony Pulis has been 
making history as the manager of 
Stoke City. Taking the Potters into the 
top flight in 2008 after a 23-year 
absence, he then took the club to the 
first FA Cup final in their 148=year 
history in 2011. 

Giiii~X~t.h~m, Bdstoi City, r>ortsmout.h a~d Plymouth, 

ti:e tougi:est to play ~,~tainst in the Barct~ys Plemiel 

Alan Pardew 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 



If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please forward this email to 
them. They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin h<÷~ 

TESTIMONIAL OF THE MO~slTH 

~ " 
~.-~V~¢e Secce~° is written by coaches who spend a lot of their 

week coaching players and it shows. 

It is always refreshing to find out the sort of work that full-tinge 
coaches who earn their living from developing players do with 
their players - and Elite Soccer does that. 

I know of no other magazine which has at its disposal such a 
wealth of expertise." 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLi\SSIC MANAG~RIAL QUOT~. 

~ " Football is simple but the hardest thing to do is play simple 
football" 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 
your browser. 

In Association with the LMA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkusa.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 10:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New relea~ oilers a rich m~d comprehensive introduction to recreation mad leisure 

Foundational information and career 
exploration 

Introduction to Recreation and Leisure Second Edition is a 
textbook designed for the first undergraduate course in a recreation 
or leisur~ program. In this text, emerging and leading pmfessionaN 
and eminent scholars in leisure education offer their perspectives on 

the industry. In the new edition of Intreduction to Recreation and 
Leisure, you’ll find a web resource that supports students in the 
classroom as well as in the online setting with ways to explore the 
foundation of recreation and leisure and its opportunities for careers. 

Complete information available online at 
w, wv.Hu ma n Kinetics.com/I nt roductiontoRecreationand Leisu re2 E 

Instructor guide * Test package 
Presentation package ¯ Web resource 

Read more from Introduction to Recreation and Leisure Second 
Edition and order your copy today[ 

eBook format 

also available 

FIND MORE ONLINE! E-book available / Contents / About the Author 

L 

~ Read an excerpt! 
Learn the differing definitions of play, recreation, leisure, and flow. The challenge in 

[~]learning more about this field as a personal pursuit, professional career, or a combination of both 
is to grasp the size and significance of the world known as parks, recreation, and leisure. 

Read More > 
L 
More Excerpts Online: 

Six trends have implications for nonprofit recreation and leisure services providers 
Professionals should be prepared to serve the public 
Internet influences leisure meaninqs, activities, and spaces 

L                                                                        1 

Connect with HK 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 

Human Kinetics 11607 N. Market St. I Champaign IlL 161820 





FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles~email.unc .edtp 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 12:09 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Vik Muniz, Hayao Miy~aJai, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

/~ck~a~d Film Forum: Waste.~ Lond 
Thursday, 27 September, 7:00 PM 

(Lucy Walker, 2010) 

Filmed over nearly three 

years, Waste Land fotiows 

renowned artist Vik Muniz as he 

journeys from his home base in 

Brooklyn to his native Brazil and 

the world’s largest garbage dump 

on the outskirts of Rio de 

Janeiro. There he photographs 

an ectectic band of "catadores"-- 

self-designated pickers of 

recyciabie materials. His 

collaboration with these 

inspiring characters as they 

recreate photographic images of 

themselves out of garbage 

reveals both their dignity and 

despair as they begin to re-imagine their lives. This moving documentary 

"with a stirring score by Moby...[is]a heart-warming tale of human 

dignity and innovation, and was a worthy winner of the World Cinema 

Documentary Audience Award" (Huffington Post). 

Admission is free for students with a valid university or high school 

ID, $4 for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box 

Office. 

This is the second of four films presented in the series "Celebrating 

Hispanic Heritage Month," organized by the Institute for the Study of the 

Americas at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

N~:: Ackland Film 

Forum Logo 

See a list of all the Ackland Film Forum’s 

screenings on its webpage or on its 

NEW gacebook page! 

Acktai?d Firm Forum Special ShowiI~: 



Friday, 28 September, 7:30 PM 

of the 20th century’s largest 

Sidney Rittenberg, who attended UNC in 1937-1940, went 

to China in 1945 as a Chinese linguist and interpreter with 

the U.S. Army. After the war, he linked up with the 

Chinese Communists and remained in China for 35 years, 

working as an English language specialist for New China 

News Agency and Radio Beijing. He came to know 

intimately all the top leaders of the Communist Party, 

including Mao Zedong. On two occasions, however, he was 

arrested and placed in solitary confinement. Altogether he 

served sixteen years in prison -- nearly half his time in 

China. 

Filmed over a five-year period, Revolutionary (2011 ) 

)rovides a compet[ing, complex, and unique understanding 

revotution. 

From 1994 to 1998, Rittenberg was a visiting professor of history at UNC, teaching 

courses on the Chinese revolution. He is considered one of the most knowledgeable 

foreigners about contemporary Chinese politics and economy. 

Sidney Rittenber~ and filmmakers will attend this screening. 

**Admission is FREE.** 

Presented in connection with the Program in the Humanities’ Adventures in Ideas program 

"China Since 1949~" sponsored by the Program in the Humanities and Human Value% the 

Center for Global Initiative% the Department of History~ the Carolina Asia Center~ and the 

Ackland Art Museum. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUHC is the Offidal Media Sponsor of the 

Ackland Film Forum. 

"Pe~spect, ives o~t E[es3a~ce and Extrava~.>;at~ce it~ 
Japanese Design" 
Sunday, 30 September, 2:00 PM 

Explore the artistic and cultural elements that shape the 

Ackiand’s exhibition of modern Japanese posters, 

Elegance and Extravagance, with its curator, Peter 

Nisbet, and graphic designer Molly Renda (Exhibit 

Program Librarian, NCSU Libraries). 

Free and open to the public. 

Art For Lunch: "Tra~tswar Des?Sn: Yusaku Kamekura from 
Nippon Kobo to the Tokyo Olympics" 
Wednesday, 3 October, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Gennifer Weisenfeid (Duke University, Art, Art History, and Visual Studies) 



Bring a bag [unch (yes, people do!) and enjoy an hour 

of inspiration and information about art currentiy on 

view at the Ackiand. 

Renowned designer and art director, Yusaku 

Kamekura is widely heralded as a pillar of the 

postwar Japanese design field. But despite the 

standard emphasis on Kamekura’s triumph, his 

success was not simply a postwar phenomenon. It 

was built on a deep foundation of design practice and 

a professional network developed in the 1930s and 

’40s, when he worked with some of the most talented 

designers of the period at Nippon Kobo design studio. 

This talk will explore Kamekura’s work during and 

after the Asia-Pacific War to excavate the transwar 

continuities of Japanese design in the service of commerce and the nation. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@ un c. edu. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 all others. 

Presented in connection with the exhibition Elegance and Extravagance: Japanese Posters 

from the Merrill C. Bermao Collection. 

~b(ic Lecture + Fi(tT] 

"Fire a~d Water; The Apoca(ypSc Ima~ination of ~4ayao 

tv~iyazaki" 
Thursday, 4 October, 5:30 PM 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, Fed Ex Global Education Center, UNC- 
Chapel Hill 

In this talk, Susan Napier (Tufts University, Japanese 

Language and Literature) will explore the artistic practices 

of Hayao Miyazaki, director of the films Princess 
Mononoke, My Neighbor Totoro, and Spirited Away, among 

others. 

Napier is the author of Anime from Akira to Princess 
A4ononoke : Experiencing Contemporary Japanese 

Animation, as well as From Impressionism to Anime: 

Japan as Fantasy and Fan Cult in the Western 

Imagination. 

Napier’s talk wiil be followed by a screening of Isao Takahata’s Grave of the 

Fireflies (1988) at 7:00 PM. 

Free and open to the public. 



Saturday, 6 October 2012. 

MUSEUM STORE HOURS 

Mon, Tue, Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri, Sat I0:00 AM- 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PMo 5:00 PM 

Beginning 

this 

Thursday, 

27 

September, 

select 

merchandise 

at the 

Ackland 

Museum 

Store will be 

discounted 

40% or 

more! 

Ack[and 

Members will 

receive an 

additional 

107{ off sale 

)rices. 

Hurry in for 

best 

selection ! 

The sale 

continues 

through 

Looking 

Tuesday, 2 October, 12:00-I:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Wednesday, 10 October, 2:00 PM 

Tea at Two: "Colors of Confinement: Rare Color Photographs of 

Japanese American Incarceration in World War Ir’ 

Thursday, 11 October, 10:00 AM 

Opening of the Japanese Market, Ackland Museum Store 

Thursday, 1 1 October, 6:00 PM 

Curator’s Seminar: Nob and Kabuki Theater Woodblock Prints from Storage 

Sunday, October 14, 2:00 PM 

Tour: "Perspectives on Japanese Painted Screens and Scrolls" 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ackiand Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackiand’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Senkef Kenze Nob, 1958; color 

screen print. Merri[~ C. Berman Collection. O Estate of Ikk6 Tanaka. 

Vik Muniz, American, born Brazi% 1961: Prometheo, efter Tftfen (Pfctures of Junk), 2006; 

Chromoo=enic print. Ackland Fund. 

Shigeo Fukuda, Japanese, 1932-2009: UCC Co~ee, 1984185; color lithograph. Merrill C. Berman Coltection. 

Nina Johansson, Aspudden, Stockholm - Lookfn.2 Out the Kftchen Wfndow, 2012; watercotor on paper. 



Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders o;f Life on Earth, 1965; color screen irint, Merrit[ C. Berman Co[[ection. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Expo "70, Japan World Exposftfon, 1967; co[or offset tithograph. Merri[[ C. Berman 

Co[[ection. 

Promotionat poster for Prfncess Mononoke (Dir. Hayao Miyazaki, 1997). 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 

Forward this email 

]his email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address }’nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i :110:1[ S. Columbia Street CB 34,00 Chapel Hill IIC :: 27599-34,00 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh <MMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 7:27 PM 

grashton@david~m.edu; libold@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estephen~m@duaa.duke.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; santorti~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@mailer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; madrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthorpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena tloyd@ncsu.edu; 
beck)~@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost@miami.edu; ’n.nonnan@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagan@~niami.edu’; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@ema~l.unc.edu>; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ronnie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heatber.henson@behnont.edu; l@e.roelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.fmvel@behnont.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; jefeiyr@clemson.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shorne@elon.edu; brianlee@lsu.edu; 

seraYy gw@me~eer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; mna~ners@athletics.msstate.edu; myranda@athlelics.msstate.edu; 

beth.acreman@murraystate.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; acromwell@athletics.uc£edu; chale@athletics.uc£edu; jonlipsitz@uky.edu; 

mrayn2@uky.edu; aaron.rodgers@uk~.~.edu; mmott~olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrew~ey@olemiss.edu; 

mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; linda.hamilton@unf.edu; morgan.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@tm£edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; 

COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; SmithJR5@gwm.~.edu; dschilte@admin.usf.edu; chrisbrown@admin.usf.edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.usf.edu; 

kiahab@wottbrd.edu; ficanklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; strickla~dsc@appstate.edu; richtka@auburn.edu; 

kzm0001@aubum.edu; AMB0023@aubum.edu; D~olek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clark@cmnpbell.edu; fica~klinl@campbell.edu; 

~ftballg@campbell.edu; gevan@centenary.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; 

jack~mll@cofc.edu; mcnamarak@cofc.edu; donnenwirth@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; cher~jas@ecu.edu; hensonha@mail.etsu.edu; 
bdooley@fau.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; lindses~’miderspiegel@georgiasouthern.edu; 

bdunleavy@georgiasouthern.edu; niji.olagbegi@sums.edu; beopham@ju.edu; edade@u.edu; korr2@jacksonville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; 

j~nirelmid@mail.lipsco~nb.edu; kshelry@latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scurvelo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@~noreheadstate.edu; 

w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; djlara@moreheads~ate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sbums@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetson.edu; 

pharbin@uab.edu; scotwieland@louisiana.edu; ld’e~guson@louisville.edu; lindsay.basalyga@eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; 

Jmitcbell@soccermail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; DBrizard@tntech.edu; bob.mnch@citadel.edu; chrisbentley@troy.edu; cscanlma@troy.edu; 

sselby@ia.ua.edu; tbdelgado@ualr.edu; clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; 

calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uncc.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; jlcoN@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; cairneyl0@tmcw.edu; 
barnesm@uncw.edu; elovaa~am@uncw.edu; mvarga@usoutha£edu; ~ott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; mega~.ibreste@usm.edu; 

jkirt@utk.edu; bpenskyl@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal@utm.edu; lmaJccoui@utm.edu; 

tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@email.wcu.edu; ja~m.neidell@wku.edu; heii~m@winthrop.edu; rodriguezs3@winthrop.edu; 

eterrill@csuniv.edu; jperson@linalion.edu; smukherjee@iinarion.edu; athdam@langate.gsu.edu; bfontain@highpoint.edu; 

ldbnta~n@highpoint.edu; mbeaJl@highpoint.edu; davis@su.edu; atswift@j su.edu; l~isten.fillmore@nicholls.edu; 

dyla~.hamson@nicholls.edu; bhornbuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; BmnaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; 

tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconno@sa~ntleo.edu; a~lnie.hamel@saintleo.edu; GLUCEY@UT.EDU; chestnut@fiu.edu; kschroed@fiu.edu; 

iponyeado@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; 

pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; dwaintra@catawba.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; bella@chowan.edu; elems@guilford.edu; 

wsoccer@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whitingn@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; samantha.huecker@myJr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; 

kmille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@me~edith.edu; bbiancu@ncwc.edu; lkjenkin@peace.edu; 

Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; turnblome@queens.edu; decesare@queens.edu; jay.caJlahan@salem.edu; 

lars.anders~n@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu 

LDC United U18G Class 2013 Discover Cup Schedule 

Coaches - below is the Discovery Cup schedule for the LDC United Elite 94.95 UISG / Class 2013 and I know this is a difficult weekend with your seasons going on 
but hopefully you can get to our games on one of the days. This team has gotten stronger each year and I have some players in all positions including GK that are in 
the college search process and please reach out to me after the event to discuss players that you have an interest in. 
Saturday October 6 
5:00 pm       McLean ECNL Power vs. LDC United Elite 94.95 @ Maryland SoccerPlex Field 18 (my GK will not be playing this game due to a HS game, guest GK will 
be used for this game) 
Sunday October 7 
1:30 pm LDC United Elite 94.95 vs. Bethesda Storm @ Maryland SoccerPlex Field :13 
4:30 pm LDC United Elite 94.95 vs. FASA Unity Elite @ Maryland SoccerPlex Field 24 
Thank you 
Michael McHugh 
LDC United Elite 94.95 
2012 Eastern Pennsylvania State Cup Champions 
2011 Eastern Pennsylvania State Cup Semi-Finalists 
2009 Eastern Pennsylvania State Cup Finalists 
www.ldcunitedelite9495.com .................................................................... 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoaJ.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 10:41 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Product Feature ChaJ~ge: Soccer Mediciue Ball 

I B2608 Soccer/Vted*c{ne Ball 

The new Soccer Medicine Bali is now available ~n b~ght yeUow, 

aUovdng for better visibil, ity in training. The IB2608 is in stock and 

MSRP: $74.00 each 

K’,,vik C{ioal i..k.~ I 140 Pacil::c []~!:v.~! :: CL,"uakeH:o~’,,n .:.:;& I {%)51 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, September 27, 2012 10:56 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Low Price Gloves’. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TRN875SCdirector@e.sincsports.com 

Friday, September 28, 2012 3:06 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Adidas Savannah Senior Cup College Showcase 









From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Friday, September 28, 2012 12:40 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
72 hours left: coaching sessions from Pulis and Pardew 

72 hours left: coaching sessions from Pulis and Pardew 

Stoke City’s use of the long throw is one of the hottest topics of conversation among fans of the 
Barclays Premier League. 

Love it or hate it, it is an integral part of the Potters’ match day tactics. But for all the debate, 
coaches have rarely had advice from the best in the business on how to practise this skill with 
their team. Now for the first time, Stoke boss Tony Pulis provides rare insight into the tactics he 
uses with his team to maximise their output from attacking throws - long and short - only in the 
new issue of Elite Soccer. 

In this email you’ll find out: 
How you can use Stoke City’s training methods to improve your team’s effectiveness 

¯ from attacking throw-ins 

How you can use the subtleties of the long throw with your throw-in specialist more 
¯ effectively - and why, if you do not have a long-throw specialist, you may want to recruit 

one! 

¯ 
VVhy the world’s best managers write up their coaching sessions only for Elite Soccer 
and how you can get 6 free coaching sessions with our very special offer 

When you subscribe to Elite Soccer before midnight on Monday 1 October (JUST 72 
HOURS LEFT!), we’ll send you our new issue featuring a coaching session from Tony Pulis on 
attacking throw-ins. Plus we’ll send you our September 2012 issue featuring coaching sessions 
from Manager of the Year Alan Pardew and 5 other professional coaches free. 

Expand your knowledge of attacking throws 

Many armchair pundits doubtless watch Stoke’s 
attacking throw-ins without appreciating the 
processes that go into making them work on 
match day. 

As with everything at a Premier League club, 
meticulous preparation goes into making sure that 
come 3pm on a Saturday afternoon, the side is 
fully prepared and everyone knows what to do in 
every situation. 

That goes for throw-ins as much as any other part 
of the game. Tony Pulis’s session in the new 
issue of Elite Soccer looks at the psychology of 
the long throw, the tactical arrangement of 



players, how you can adapt your throws 
depending on the opposition’s strengths and 
weaknesses, when a short throw is a better 
option, attacking runs, trajectory, guarding against 
counter-attacks and a variety of spots to aim the 
throw. 

All of this information can help you make more of 
your team’s throw-ins - and if you don’t have a 
long-throw expert in your ranks, you’ll want one 
after reading this session! As Tony Pulis puts it 
"The long throw provides us with a guaranteed 
method of gaining free entry into the penalty box". 

Tony Pulis’s attacking throw-in session that he 
runs with his Stoke City side is the lead coaching 
session in the new issue of Elite Soccer, 
published today. Elite Soccer is the only 
magazine featuring training sessions written by 
coaches from the best league in the world 
because it is published in partnership with the 
League Managers Association (LMA). 

Now you too can use this session with your team 
and improve your output from long throws. 

Rory Delap demonstrating his trademark 
long throw-in as manager Tony Pulis looks on. 

Subscribe before midnight on Monday 1 October (JUST 72 HOURS LEFT!), and as well as 
our new Tony Pulis issue with his attacking throw-ins session, we’ll also send you our 
September 2012 issue featuring a session from Manager of the Year Alan Pardew FREE. This 
offer represents your last opportunity to get Alan Pardew’s session on defending crosses with a 
subscription - and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

About Tony Pulis 

Since 2006, Tony Pulis has been making history as 
the manager of Stoke City. Taking the Potters into the 
top flight in 2008 after a 23-year absence, he then took 
the club to the first FA Cup final in their 148-year 
history in 2011. 

He has now managed more than 300 games at Stoke 
having also taken charge at AFC Bournemouth, 
Gillingham, Bristol City, Portsmouth and Plymouth. In 
all this time, Pulis has never once suffered relegation. 

His Stoke City side have forged a reputation as one of 
the toughest to play against in the Barclays Premier 
League with an uncompromising and fierce, yet highly 
tactical style. 

You can use Tony’s attacking throw-ins session with 
your team. In fact, we are so confident that you can 
improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat 
we offer a 100% moneybackguarantee on every 



subscription. Tony Pulis 

And remember, if you subscribe before midnight on Monday I October (JUST 72 HOURS 
LEFT!), you’ll also receive our September 2012 issue free including a session from 
Manager of the Year, Alan Pardew of Newcastle United. 

Coaching sessions you won’t find anywhere else 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine published with the LMA. It is designed to give 
coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of the game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions first-hand from top class managers like Tony 
Pulis and Alan Pardew for you to use to improve as a coach and improve the performance of 
your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we put them in a format that coaches at all 
levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back to the manager and check the session is 
exactly as he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a Thursday evening, just as 
easily as professionals can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team and if it doesn’t you can have your 
money back. 

Offer only available for 3 more days! 

When you subscribe before midnight on Monday 1 October (JUST 72 HOURS LEFT!) you 
will receive the October issue featuring the session from Tony Pulis on attacking throw-ins. 

AND! we will also send you the September 2012 issue with Alan Pardew’s look at defending 
crosses. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Tony Pulis and 
receive a free issue of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at 
midnight on Monday 1 October. 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midniqht on Monday 1 October you will also receive the following: 

From the September 2012 issue featuring Alan Pardew: 

¯ Tony Mowbray (Middlesbrough) - Playing through the lines 



¯ Graham Turner (Shrewsbury Town) - Movement and rotation 

¯ Micky Mellon (Fleetwood Town) - Interplay with small-sided games 

¯ Paul Hart (Charlton Athletic) - Zonal marking from corners 

¯ Terry Brown (LMA Ambassador) - The end product 

Elite Soccer - October 2012 

From the September 2012 issue featuring Alan Pardew: 

¯ Neale Cooper (Hartlepool United) - Timing of runs 

¯ Uwe Rosier (Brentford) - Defending techniques 

¯ Steve Cooper (Liverpool) - Movement in the final third 

¯ Paul Stephenson (LMA Ambassador) -Attacking overloads 

¯ Kevin Blackwell (LMA Ambassador) - Pressing as a unit 

Elite Soccer- September 
2012 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight on Monday 1 
October (JUST 72 HOURS LEFT!). 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your coaching 
and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available until Monday 1 October. 

Yours in soccer, 



Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this 
message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 
3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketincj emails 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Sunday, September 30, 2012 9:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The ultimate soccer waJm-ups manual 

stale? 

Do Vou need some inspiration for the 
trainin#  jround or before a match? 

Dear Anson, 

Do you find that you use the same warm-up routines at the 
start of every training session or match? It’s that old "if it 
ain’t broke, don’t fix it" trap. But many coaches tell me that 
it’s the warm-up that prompts most of the "same old, same 
old" complaints from players. 

I’d like to introduce you to Michael Beale, who can show 
you how to freshen up your warm-ups. 

Over to Michael .... 

Hi, I’m Michael Beale and I want to 
tell you how you can build on a 
successful warm-up, it’s worth 
investing in getting them right. 

The task for you as a coach is to 
stimulate your players. 

And that’s where The Ultimate 
Football Warm-Ups Manual comes 

::X:: Order Now! 

What are the benefits? 

If you can come up with a new warm-up idea, or even a 
variation on an old theme, you should get a more positive 
response from the players in the rest of the session. They 
will then be more likely to achieve your objectives. 

The Ultimate Football Warm-Ups Manual is designed to 
break you and your players out of your old habits. By 
picking and choosing the warm-ups which most suit your 
players, and rotating them regularly, you will: 

improve them physically 
improve them technically 
improve their decision-making 
improve their problem-solving 
reduce the occurence of injuries 
inspire them to improve their performance 
build team spirit and understanding 

I am absolutely certain that my warm-ups will reinvigorate 
your training and you and your players will look forward to 



every session. What’s more, you’ll have a lot of fun 
together in the process. 

The manual features 126 warm-ups including: 

Warm-ups without a ball 
Agility ladder warm-ups 
Warm-ups with a ball each 
Warm-ups with a ball between two 
Group warm-ups 
Warm-up circuits 
Pre-match warm-ups 
Warm downs 

Each warm-up includes: 

a clear illustration showing how to arrange your 
players and the actions and movements required 
a list of instructions for organising your players 
what to shout - to help you get across the key action 

points 
progressions to help your players take the warm-up to 

the next level 

:::~:: Order Now! 

I can’t overemphasize how important it is that your warm- 
ups reflect real match conditions as far as possible. 

It’s also important to ensure that your players get as many 
touches with a ball as possible - that’s why they’re there! 

You can also rest assured that I’ve taken full account of 
the latest thinking on the scientific and medical aspects of 
the warm-up and your players will benefit from increased 
fitness and fewer injuries. 

Much thought has gone into the design of each warm-up to 
ensure that it is easy to follow and easy to communicate to 
your players. 

About Michael Beale 

As a Premier League 
Academy Coach ][ work 
closely with kids and 
young adults, developing 
talented players into the 
stars of the future. 

Order Now! 

I have a deep love and enthusiasm for the game, and 
I’m keen to share my knowledge with coaches around 
the world. 

My playing experience covers all levels of the game. I 
was a professional with Charlton Athletic and FC Twente 
of the Eredivisie in the Netherlands. I’ve also played for 
a number of English Representative teams and US 
colleges. 

My professional qualifications include: 

UEFA A licence 
UEFA B 
FA Level 2 
Sports Psychology diploma 
Sports Nutrition diploma 
Futebol de Salao coaching qualification 
Community Sports Leader Award 



¯ FA Youth Coaching qualification 

¯ FA Child Protection qualification 

Currently I am working towards a degree qualification in 
Professional Football Management and Business. 

My coaching career has so far included spells at Chelsea 
FC Ladies, Crystal Palace FC Ladies and AFC Wimbledon 
U19s. I am now a Premier League Academy Coach. 

i i~i Order Now! 

The Ultimate Football 
Warm-Ups Hanual will 
become the only warm-up 
guide you need, and you’ll be 
able to use it for years. 

With sections on stretching 
and warm-downs as well, it’s 
the complete package. 

Nothing similar exists. 

You can buy The Ultimate 
Football Warm-Ups Manual 
in two formats: 

An A4 PDF document 
stored on your computer 
An A4 compact spiral 
bound printed manual 
for your bookshelf. 

You may cancel your 
order within 30 days 
for a full money-back 
refund. 

For the printed version, 
post it back to us at 
the address below with 
a note explaining that 
you wish to cancel. 

For the PDF version, 
please delete it from 
your computer hard 
drive and destroy any 
printed copies. Then 
send a signed letter to 
the address below 
indicating you have 
done so. 

Here’s a sample of what coaches have been saying 
about The Ultimate Football Warm-Ups t4anuah 

".,,a must for the coach’s kitbag," 
Frank McLean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, 
Northern Ireland 

"A great one stop shop for all levels, The 
exercises are easy to follow and easy to 
expand on by adding your own ideas, " 

Brian Hobbins, Dishforth AFC, UK 

"Your manual not only helped me put a more 
structured warm-up and training schedule 
together, it also allowed me to have a 
Saturday off and my assistant who had lacked 
confidence to train the children on his own to 
then take a full session. " 
Barry Duncan, Great Wakering Rovers Lions 
and Tigers, UK 

Order Now! 

"The manual has given my training sessions 
structure and planning, as well as making the 
players think and most importandy have fun. 
My attendance at training is at an all time 
high, " 
Stuart Davis, Berkeley Vale Soccer Club, 
Australia 



"I am a UEFA B coach and have been coaching 
for many years. However I found the Manual 
inspirational. " 
Mike McGough, Racing Blythe Youth Football 
Club, UK 

"THE best training book I have. It’s easy to 
use and my players love it. I show the players 
the diagram we are going to use, then we walk 
through it. " 
Adrian Everett, Jex Rangers U23s, UK 

"Great reference manual! Keeps things fresh 
and new. The kids get excited when I 
introduce something new...it encourages 
creativity in me and in them!" 
Elizabeth Noonan, Pittsford Mustangs U15s, 
USA 

The Ultimate Football Warm-Ups Ivlanual is an instant 
reference, all in one place, right at your fingertips, 
inspiration sourcebook. No more endless searching for 
something new to do in the warm-ups. 

Running your coaching sessions will be easier. Each warm- 
up is clearly and simply explained, with illustrations. This 
guide is great for coaching beginners and experienced 
coaches alike. What’s more, if you can’t make a session 
one night and need to use a stand-in, you might tell them 
to use warm-ups 67, 94 and 103. Job done! 

If you ever have to take regular training or coaching 
sessions you’ll appreciate the sheer helpfulness of this 
resource. This really is a no-nonsense, user-friendly and 
above all, functional tool that will work for you. 

The Ultimate Football Warm-Ups Hanual is only available 
from us online so buy now and give your players the edge. 

::X:: Order Now! 

Regards 

Michael Beale 

P.S. There are 126 different warm-ups in this manual. You 
could use two different drills every week for a year and 
never repeat yourself! 

Unsubscribe 

Better Football Coaching 
Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 

Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery lane, Bramley, 
Guildford, GU50AB, United Kingdom Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2012 Green Star Media Ltd 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 11:37 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
OFFER ENDS AT MIDNIGHT TONIGHT: coaching sessions from Pulis and 
Pardew 

Dear Anson, 

OFFER ENDS AT MIDNIGHT TONIGHT (Monday I October) 

If you subscribe to Elite Soccer by midnight tonight, you will receive the October 2012 issue 
featuring a coaching session from Tony Pulis on attacking throw-ins. 

You will also receive our September 2012 issue free. This issue features a coaching session 
written by Manager of the Year Alan Pardew. 

You will receive both these sessions and more when you subscribe to Elite Soccer before 
midnight tonight (Monday 1 October)! 

Expand your knowledge of attacking throws 

Tony Pulis’ session in the new issue of Elite Soccer looks at the psychology of the long 
throw, the tactical arrangement of players, how you can adapt your throws depending on 
the opposition’s strengths and weaknesses, when a short throw is a better option, attacking 
runs, trajectory, guarding against counter-attacks and a variety of spots to aim the throw. 

Now you too can use this session with your team and improve your output from long throws. 

Subscribe before midnight tonight (Monday I October), and as well as our new Tony Pulis 
issue with his attacking throw-ins session, we’ll also send you our September 2012 issue 
featuring a session from Manager of the Year Alan Pardew FREE. This offer represents your 
last opportunity to get Alan Pardew’s session on defending crosses with a subscription - and it 
won’t cost you a penny extra! 

Coaching sessions you won’t find anywhere else 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine published with the LMA. It is designed to 
give coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of the game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions first-hand from top class managers like Tony 
Pulis and Alan Pardew for you to use to improve as a coach and improve the performance of 
your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we put them in a format that coaches at 
all levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back to the manager and check the session is 



exactly as he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite $occersessions with an amateur team on a Thursday evening, just as 
easily as professionals can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite $occerwill improve your team and if it doesn’t you can have your 
money back. 

Offer ends today! 

When you subscribe before midnight tonight (Monday 1 October) you will receive the 
October issue featuring the session from Tony Pulis on attacking throws. 

AND! we will also send you the September 2012 issue with Alan Pardew’s look at defending 
crosses. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Tony Pulis and 
receive a free issue of Elite $occertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at 
midnight tonight (Monday I October). 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midnight tonight you will also receive the following: 

From the October 2012 issue featuring Alan Pardew: 

¯ Tony Mowbray (Middlesbrough) - Playing through the lines 

¯ Graham Turner (Shrewsbury Town) - Movement and rotation :~:~:-...~ ~.~ 

¯ Micky Mellon (Fleetwood Town) - Interplay with small-sided 
games 

¯ Paul Hart (Charlton Athletic) - Zonal marking from corners 

¯ Terry Brown (LMA Ambassador) - The end product 

Elite Soccer - October 2012 

From the September 2012 issue featuring Alan Pardew: 

¯ Neale Cooper (Hartlepool United) - Timing of runs 



¯ Uwe Rosier (Brentford) - Defending techniques 

¯ Steve Cooper (Liverpool) - Movement in the final third 

¯ Paul Stephenson (LMA Ambassador) -Attacking overloads 

¯ Kevin Blackwell (LMA Ambassador) - Pressing as a unit 

Elite Soccer - September 
2012 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight tonight 
(Monday 1 October). 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 
English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your coaching 
and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available until midnight tonight 
(Monday 1 October). 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 



F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete this 
message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company 
number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Soccer Prayers News[ette~ <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

Monday, OcLobe~ 1. 2012 12:04 P~ 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Piayers Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Oct 1st, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Oct 1st, 2012 

National Teamers Abroad: Dempsey 

US National Learn p{ayer Clint Dempsey ,/’,,as one of the heroes ior TeLtenham Hetspur~ beating Manchester United 3-2 on 

Saturday at Old Trafford. Brad Friede[ was h~ gear for Spurs who opened the scoring through Jan Ve~ tonghen in the 2nd 
minute. Spurs were up two by the 32nd when Gareth Ba[e scored. United cut the ~ead to one in the 51st, but Dempsey had 

them ahead by two gears a minute rater. United responded immediately, scoring m the 5}rd nl]ralte, but were unable to 

equalize. 

"Ever since i’ve been at the cl.ub~ evee¢ time we ~:ome here we seem to eit:her get a [ea~J and k~se it or get bea[en," Barge 

saJ~d. "Over the [asL 20..odd years it’s been one of those things LhaL happens in footbaK~ but now it’s finaU.y over." 

Dsewhere in the P~emier League, Tim Howard and Everton came from behind to beat Southampton 3-1. Leon Osman’s 25th 

minute goal. oance[~e(J out $outhampton’s 6th mhlbte opener and [’4fl@:a .Jel.axdc scored hl the [¢2nd and )8th minutes. ()eoff 
Cameroa’s Stoke CiLy shuLouL Swansea 2..0 with Pete~ Crouch scoring both goals. Brad Guzaa was in ~oa[ Cot Aston Vi[[a’s 1- 

draw w~th WBA in a West Mid,ands derby. Danes Bent equalized in the g0th minute for VitLa. 

A teasue down, Jonathan Specter and Birmin$han~ City beat Bri$htos 8: Hove A[bion 1-0 on a 26th minute Cbns Burke goal 

Frank S~mek and Ca~f]s[e were shutout 2.0 by Craw[ey Town. 

Jozy Altidore scared AZ’s second gem and assisted on their third in a 3-} draw with RKC Waatwijk at AFAS SLadien, AZ 

flora a 5th minute Viktor E[m Boa[ with RKC equa[izmg m the 16tb, A[t~dore put AZ back up h~ the 24th minute, but RKC were 

[eve[ by the 2Zth and ahead in the 47th. A~tkk~re setup Adam Maher’s whiner in the 86th ~flnbte. (ZerOes ~ocaneg~a and 

Racing Santartder drew i-t with Numanda in Spain’s se(:ond d~vision, Torrance Boyd started for Rapid V~em’ta and subbed 

OLEt (81 the hour mar~ ~r~ a 2-0 S[)utoLEt Ot’ WackeF h~nsbrtK:k. ~4arkus gatzer (481:h) and ~i [~ }<a~ Grozeruk {86th) scored the 

goal.s, Grozeruk subbed on for goyd~ who was yeUow carded m the 44Lh minute, Continue readin8 "National Teamers Abroad: 

Dempsey" .. 

MLS Week 30: Four Goals 

We $oL two examples el Major Lea$ue Soccer Learns scorin$ four times over the weekend~ starchI with New York’s 4.1 

defeat of Toronto. This ~s exactly the kind of game where the Red Bu~]s should be scorm~ m ~umbe~s, but it wouldn’t be ML5 

m 2012 wiEhout drama~ That came courtesy o~ Toronto’s 6[h minute opene~, meaning New Yo~ k’s ons[a~gh[ was a comeback 

effo~t. Markus Ho~gerssos equalized in the 1}th mh~ute~ with Kenny Coope~ scoring m the 27th and 88th. Th~erq7 Henq7 

f~8~s~ed off ~e s~:or~ng three ~flnbtes into stoppage time. Henq/assh~l:ed on the other three 

()tar other Iou~ goa[ tl~riRer was an unnecessaq/relrfin~Jer that Chives USA ~s strugg(ing, Rea[ SaI.L Lake got Lhe 4-0 shutout at 
The Home Depot Center, w~th A[varo Saborio scoring three m a row w~th ~oab in the 8th, i lth, and 65th minutes, Pau[o Jr 

added a fourth in the 81st, 

%~ery happy wiU’t U’te \4ctoe¢ and performance of the team anc~ the wirt on the road/~ nabs" rio said, "W :~ worked hard to 

create chances and sco~e, the midfiel.ders did their job to set chances," 

In the Friday ~ame, Spo~tin~ Kansas � ity reminded the Eastern Conference that they’re slit[ the Loam to beat with a 2-0 

shutout of Chicago. Graham Zusi scored in the 11tb and 96th minutes. Ch}cago=s Gosza]o Segares was sent off in the 94th. 

On Saturda% Columbus beat Philadelphia after dropping a two ~ea}. read. Jah’o Arrieta scored in the 44th and 50Lh minute, 

but goa~s from Danny Cruz {65th) and Jack Mclnerney (86th) had the Union ~eveL t4flovan M~rose~dc scored the Crew’s winner 

a minute }.ater. Hosoutson $ot $oa[s hem Ricardo Clark (7/th) and Boniek Galrda (SSrd) to shutout New End[and 2-0 at BBVA 
Compass 5tadhJm. Seattte and Vancouver ended scoreless. Continue readinq "MLS Week 30: Four Gears" ,, 

Tell Me About: Nordsiaelland 

Nor~Js.iae[tand had t:he best iinish of t:heir sho~t history Iast: season, showing that they can compete in Den~ark’s 

Supe~ kNaen. They had hop hem their US National Team defender. Last season’s dtte means this season there’s Champions 

champions Chelsea. 

Why Are We Here? 



Mk:hae{ Pa~ khurst, who l.eft the New Engl.and Revo]ution in :2008 and }omed Nordslae[]and iust as the c]ub was on the rise. A 

regul.ar in [he squad. Parkhurst is cl.osin9 ia on 100 appearaaces, A Bradenten p~educL he has ~4 caps with the National. 

Team. 

And Where Are We? 

The sm~{] t:own el F~rum~ on the is{a~nd of Ze~h~nd in Denmark. With a~ popbl.ation oi under 20,0{XI they’~e fi~rnl.y in the 

shadow of Copenhagen. t2 rnil.es to the so~ith. The Hi]l.erodmotorvejen - the eq~iivalent of a US interstate - divides the town 

with Nordsj~el,l.and in ~e ~:’arum Wes~ s~ect:k)n~ Continue reading ’Tel.[ Me About: Nordsiael.l.and" ~ 

UZFA Champions League on Fox Soccer: S])art~R ~,~oscow ¯ �el.tic at 12pro, Cl.uj ¯ ~,’~anchester United at 2:30pm, 

- Chel.sea at §#m (2::~0pm on Fox Soccer Pl.us), and Benfic~ - B~rcel.ona at 7pro. gd T~m~s 

i:~:~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i:~;~i FeedBlitz SecondarySIot 

Clfck here to sefelV unsubscrfbe f~or~! ’U~So!:i:er,~:’~ye;:~." Clfck here to view mefffn2 erchfves, here to thence vour preferences, or here to subscrfbe , Prfvecv ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 1:33 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Press Cont~rence Signage 

Anson, 

Our Media Backdrops are designed to set up quickly without hassle. Amplify your events, 
press conferences, tradeshows, or any other high visibility events with our vibrant colors 
and vivid graphics. Made up of wrinkle resistant, non-glare materials, our Tru-Satin and 
Dura Feb Media Backdrops will create a professional image for your organization or key 
sponsors and leave a lasting impression amongst the crowd. 

Our Media Backdrop Stands are made of lightweight aluminum alloy and come in different 
sizes. Whether you are looking for a large 8 x 16 or a standard 8 x 8, each stand offers 
multiple size adjustments. Setting up your stand is easy, takes less than ten minutes, and 
no tools are needed. 

Anson, call me today or reply to this email and let us go to work for you. Our full design 
team will lay out your Media Backdrop to your specifications using your colors, logos, 
measurements, and digital photo you would like to brand and create a mock up for you. 

Click for other products: Buildinq Wraps, Concrete Decals, Custom Banners, Pop Up Tents, 

Event Mesh, Feather Flaqs~ Dura Mesh Banners and Wall Graphics. 

S~g~s .cem~:~ ~ ......................... 

Click any ~hoto below for more orofluct information. If you can’t ~ee the ohoto~ below click 

N*di~ ~a~kdr*p ~ × :~ - create a professional image and leave a lasting impression. 

C~i~k here f~r a quote 

~ackdr~p 8 x 8 - has m6itiple size 

adjustments, 

Click h~re for a qu~te 

O~td~>or M~di~ [~ackaro~ - designed to set up quickly 

without hassle. 

C~ick h~re for ~ qu~t~ 

We ~:re ieczted in downtown Ol-zl°:d Hsven Michigzl°:, ~:lol°:g the iekeshoi-e 



B}gSig!;d c’om I 22 S Hai-bor Od’,~ Sui!:~. }{}} i (}n~nd ~--}~ven, Mi 49417 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkus&com> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 3:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Human Kinetics: View the 2013 Sport Management Catalog oNine 

Easily find sport management 
resources for all areas of interest 
Human Kinetics is proud to offer a complete selection of resources 
for the sport management field. You may now easily find the latest 
titles, ideal course texts, and current journals in your areas of 
interest by browsing through the new 2013 Interactive Sport 
Manaqement Catalog. The catalog is designed to help you: 

Find complete information about each title with "read more" 
links 
Instantly request exam copies for specific texts with links to 
the online request form 
Easily order books in both print and e-book formats 
View information on instructor resources by clicking on 
"Ancillaries" areas 
Find free webinar recordings and other unique features 

View the interactive cataloq now[ 

N EED A HARD COPY? Request the print version of this cataloq 

Receive discounts on products in this 
_catalog with HK Rewards 
By joining HK Rewards, you receive exclusive discounts on most products offered through 
the Human Kinetics website. To join this free program, simply subscribe or confirm your 
subscription to any of our e-newsletters. 

Sign up now! 

Already an HK Rewards member? 

Log in to the Human Kinetics website and your special pricing will be displayed on each 

product page you visit! 

Connect with HK 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 

Human Kinetics 11607 N. Market St. I Champaign IlL 161820 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Posifiv Performance Consulting ~:Iindse.5~positiveperform.com@mail123.us2.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 5:00 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Men’ml Toughness Newsletter 

i ::~’g Positk,e Pe#ornsanceConsultln9 

Words of 
Wisdom 

tho.se wi~o think 

-Rich~rd Bach 

University of Utah 
Wcwtler!’s BB,~\I..L ;! y~ ~ eke ~ b 

Ute’s FAN lest with Lindsey a~er completing 

What’s 
happening 

M.idvvest and some 

iocal VVash h-Lqtor= 

schoolsi 

Free Pre-practice Routine Consultation 
i~ you ~ead ~his nev,/slet~e~ ~e!:lUL’.riy, it’s: probabi~, ~o surpdse to i~ear me say iout~Res are ~r~pol~aRt Most o~ us run 

on autopi~ot for most of t~e day to conser~’e men~ energy so the more healthy habitusl rouUnes we csn esta b~ish 

take long, nor should it, but should inch.~de some of the following visualization, bresthing, positive se~fta~k, gos~s, 

breattfin9 and for cormsctin9 to ourselves h~ the crazk~ess o~ a typical say Th~s time ~s not ~ust got a[hbtes 

~ke a free 30 m~nute consu~tat~o~ on your ex~t~ 

Marketing Powered by MaiiChimp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David CDJcke <david.cDJ:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 12:02 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to coach 39 stunning I vl skills 

Can’t view this email properly? Op¢~/in your browser 

Dear Anson, 

How to coach 39 stunning 
1vt skills 

i’ve made a great discovery 
that will help you teach 39 
stunning lvl moves and skills. 

They are all in this best- 
selling Make Your Move DVD 
from our partners Coerver, the 
World’s no1 Soccer Skills 
Teaching Method. 

I thought you should know 

about this fantastic DVD, and 
rm sure you will find it of 
interest. 

This hugely popular DVD is easy to use with your teams and 
players - rm finding it a real help with mine. 

The skills are on three action-packed 30 minute DVDs but 
Coerver is including another two FREE bonus DVDs! These 
cover speed, ball mastery and group attack. 

Don’t miss out on this superb opportunity to take your team to the 
next level. So order Make Your Move today and improve your 
team’s skills and moves now! 

Please hurry, this special offer is available for a limited time 
only 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. It’s no surprise this comprehensive, modern skills system is 
in high demand. To find out more click here. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, 
Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom Company number: 
3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 



Email:david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2012 Green Star Media Ltd 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 12:13 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Oct 2nd, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Oct 2nd, 2012 

Tuesday’s TV: Champions League groups 

UEFA Champions League on Fox Soccer: Spartak Moscow - Celtic at 12pm, Cluj - Manchester United at 2:30pm, Nordsjaelland 

- Chelsea at 5pm (2:30pm on Fox Soccer Plus), and Benfica - Barcelona at 7pm. Liga MX on Univision Deportes: San Luis - Club 

America at 9:30pm. Chivas - Tigres is at 11:30pm on Telemundo. Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"Those teams will carry-not only the pride and hopes of their national association, but 
also those of every- footballer in their country-, from the youngest child chasing a football 
in the park, to the most seasoned veteran whose passion for the game has only deepened with 
the passage of time." FIFA general secretary Jerome VaJcke. 

Henry wins POTW 

Thierry Henry’s three assists and a goal in New York’s 4-1 win over Toronto was enough for Player of the Week honors in Week 

30. Henry also won the award in week’s 2, 3, 5, and 28. He was the League’s Player of the Month in March. 

Corner: Houston 

If you had to pick a contending team that has yet to qualify for Major League Soccer’s playoffs, it’s questionable whether or 

not Houston is the best selection. The Dynamo might have already made their run for 2012, and what we’re seeing now is a 

team with its best soccer in the rearview mirror. Currently 5th-p[ace in the Eastern Conference where only leaders Sporting 

Kansas City have formally advanced to the p[ayoffs and with only a point separating them from 6th-p[ace Columbus, this 

could be Houston’s swansong. 

Then again, Houston has a clear path to the postseason. Their subpar display against Philadelphia and inability to take points 

off the better Eastern Conference teams can be wiped away with wins over Montreal, Philadelphia, and Colorado. Those two 

Eastern Conference games are at home, increasing the pressure on the Dynamo to simp[y get it done. 

Still, this is MLS where it’s LikeLy several Eastern Conference clubs will be watching results from other games as the season 

draws to a dose. It’s a game of odd dub out, with New York, Chicago, DC, Houston, and Columbus a[[ forecasting a future 

where they’re not the one wondering what happened to their season. Continue reading "Corner: Houston" ~ 

Danny Williams Finds His Happy Place, for Club and Country - from The NY Times’ Brian Sciaretta: "1 am just very thankful 

and happy to play for the U.S. team." 

Pro-soccer stadium could be in Orlando’s future - from TheOrlando Sentinel’s Mark Schlueb: No plan has been proposed, and 

the team has not yet asked for public funding. 

Mayor hopes to bring Revolution to Revere - from The Boston Globe’s Mark Arsenault: In Springfield, Mayor Domenic Sarno 

took the opposite path, by inviting gambling companies to his city. 

DC United not perfect, but happy with improving road form - from MLSsoccer.com’s Nick Cammarota: "it’s something to 



build on." 

Portland Timbers turn attention toward Seattle - from The Oregonian’s Geoffrey C. Arnold: Yes, it’s rivalry week again. 

Arsenal only has themselves to blame - from ESPN’s Gabriele Marcotti: But the problem on Saturday was as much structural 

as individual. 

Wednesday’s "I’V: Champs League and Liga MX 

Champions League on Fox Soccer: Zenit St Petersburg - Milan at 12pm, Manchester City - Borussia Dortmund at 2pm, Arsenal 

- Olympiacos at 5pm, and Ajax - Real Madrid at 7pm (2pm on Fox Soccer Plus). 

Liga MX on Univision Deportes: Toluca - Queretaro at 8pm and Monterrey - Tijuana at 10pm. Galavision has Santos Laguna - 

Atlas at 9pm. ESPN Deportes has Cruz Azul - At[ante at 8pm. belN Sport has the Brazil - Argentina friendly ay 9pm. 

Times Eastern 

~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 

~ FeedBlitz Secondary Slot 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinfl archives, here to chanfle vour preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ 

Privacv 

Your requested content delivery powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +I .978.776.9498 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 11:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

(}4 Small-Sided Games - free with Soccer Coach Weekly. Until Sunday only! 

k]eas or~ or match 
days 

~i Takeyour trial nowtoavoid 

disappoinment 

you a free PDF copy of the best-selling manual 54 SmaH~ 

Academy Coach Michael geale has sold thousands of copies 
at $43 each, Get yours free now! 

X:: Order Now! 

Dear Coach, 

What’s the biggest single obstacle standing between you and your 
determination to be a better junior soccer coach? 

¯ Is it a shortage of time to prepare for your weekly training sessions, 
given the demands of work and home life? 

¯ Or do you worry about your lack of soccer coaching knowledge and 
your limited previous experience of the game? 

Well, here’s some good news. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to help you overcome both of those 
problems. 

And to prove it, I’d like to offer you the 
opportunity to take out a 5 issue trial for just 



$:[. And, when you take your trial before 
midnight on 7 October I’ll even send you 
Michael Beale’s manual 64 Small-Sided 
Games in PDF format at no further charge. 
This best-selling manual will help your team 
develop the technical ability to manoeuvre 
opponents out of position with their one-touch 
passing and create more goalscoring chances. 

When you take my $1 trial today, you’ll get all 
the following delivered direct to your email 
address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you 
just as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our 
subscription service works. 

PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a PDF copy of Michael 
Beale’s best-selling manual 64 Sma]l-~ded Games at no extra 
charge. The games in this manual are tried, tested and proven with 
both grassroots beginners and top youth players in professional 
academies. They are designed to stimulate players and lead them 
down the most effective paths of learning. 

The inspiration for the use of small-sided 
games in coaching lies in street soccer and 
"kickabouts" on the nearest available patch of 
grass - small groups of players playing 
intense, high-tempo, skilful, competitive-yet- 
fun soccer. 

It’s widely held that the practise was first 
adopted as a structured coaching method by 
the Dutch Football Association back in the 
1970s under the guidance of Rinus Michels, 
the inspiration behind what became known as 
Total Football. 

The Dutch recognised the decline in street 
soccer and the damaging effect that would 
have on developing players in future 
generations. They formulated the 4v4 method 
as a response and it became widely known as 
"the Dutch way". The Dutch produced some of 
the best soccer teams the world has ever seen 
- an amazing achievement for a nation of that 
size. 

64 different games, including: 

3 Zone "Playmaker" Game 

Free Your Team Mate 

Target Plan 

Xi Small-Sided Gam~ 

Tony Carr, Director of the West Ham United 
Academy describes how when he was a player 
at West Ham in the :[960s the great Ron 
Greenwood used small-sided games at the 
heart of his coaching philosophy. Greenwood 
produced players of the calibre of Bobby 
Moore, Geoff Hurst and Martin Peters. Tony is 
responsible for some of the best players in 
the modern English game - Cole, Ferdinand, 
Carrick, Defoe, Lampard, Terry etc. 

Regardless of its origins, small-sided games 
work and more and more grassroots coaches 
and international associations are realising 
the benefits of the approach. Players and 
teams get better - faster! 

Possession v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

~i Small-Sided Gam~ 

...and many, many more. 

Get 64 Small-Sided Soccer Games now with your $1 Soccer Coach 
Weekly trial. But please hurry, because this fantastic offer is only 
available until midnight on 7 October! 



Order Now! 

~i4Scaall-Sfded Soccer G~es will give you an array of skills, techniques 
and strategies to give your team an edge. Just take a look at the 
illustration below to see how much you get on every page of this great 
manual. 

% 64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 

~d~ight o~ 70~ober~ 

To find out how Soccer Coach Weekly boosts your ability to coach your 
junior players, simply click on the link below. 

Order Now! 

Or keep on reading if you want more details on this fantastic service for 
junior soccer coaches. 

Here are five questions you may have about Soccer Coach Weekly: 

1. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

2. How can [ be sure the advice is reliable? 

3. How quickly can [ expect results? 

4. How can [ be sure Soccer Coach Weekly is for me? 

5. What do ][ get for my 5 issue trial? 

Q &, What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

Soccer Coach Weekly is an advisory newsletter delivered direct to your 
email address via the internet. 

Unlike most soccer coaching information, it’s aimed specifically at 
coaches of junior players from 4 to 16 years of age. And it’s written by 



fellow junior soccer coaches, with firsthand experience of the kinds of 
coaching challenges you face week in and week out. 

That means the emphasis is very much on proven, can-do strategies for 
raising your game.., and the success of your players. 

Evew week Soccer Coach Weekly provides you with practical tips and 
techniques to make your coaching more effective and rewarding for all 
concerned. 

All the articles are concise and to-the-point - and seldom more than one 
page in length. That’s because we know that the vast majority of junior 
soccer coaches have very little spare time. 

The last thing you need is pages and pages of heavy reading. 

Order Now! 

So each article in Soccer Coach Weekly concentrates on the essential 
information you need to know. Plus, there are plenty of helpful diagrams 
and pictures to illustrate the important points being made, for example 
showing you how to position your players on the field, or perform a 
particular training exercise. 

While it’s brief, and quick to read, Soccer Coach Weekly covers a wide 
range of coaching topics: 

fitness 
psychology 
planning training sessions 
player management and selection 
child safety 

core skills 
personal development 
match strategy and tactics 
dealing with difficult parents 
developing team spirit 
individual and team discipline 

warm-ups 
training games 

... and much, much more. 

Here are five quick examples of recent articles. 

EXAHPLE # I 

How to take the fear out of heading the ball 

Lots of kids don’t like heading the ball. And that’s only natural. After all, 
why would you want to put your head in the way of an object you think 
might hurt it? 

But if you don’t learn this important ball-control skill properly, and 
preferably at a young age, you’re not going to be much use on match day 
to the rest of your team. 

Fortunately, at Soccer Coach Weekly we have a great training technique 
for overcoming your kids’ typical ball heading anxieties. In just three easy 
steps, you can teach your players to head the ball with accuracy and 
confidence. 

It’s the perfect exercise for your next training session. It’s tried and 
tested. And it’s fun. 

EXAHPLE # 2 

The A-Z of child protection 



In this increasingly risk-averse world, the last thing you need is a parent 
threatening legal action because he or she claims you didn’t look after 
little Johnny during soccer practice, or on match day. 

So each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly looks at one aspect of child 
safety. You get practical answers to key questions like: 

What are your primary responsibilities as a junior soccer coach? 
Which are the potentially risky situations you should anticipate - and 
what proactive steps can you take to avoid them? 
How do you spot potential abuse off the pitch, and what can you do 
in such situations? 
What essential equipment should you keep in your medical bag for 
match day and training sessions? 
What other sensible measures can you take to ensure that, should a 
child in your care be injured on the playing field, they can be given 
prompt and appropriate medical care? 

With Soccer Coach Weekly in your kit bag, no-one can accuse you of not 
taking your responsibilities seriously. 

Order Now! 

EXAHPLE # 3 

"The dark art" of the quick, accurate throw-in 

In youth soccer, nearly 70% of throw-ins are foul throws. The result? Your 
team loses the ball to your opponents. 

To reverse these odds, every player on your team must be prepared to 
execute a proper throw-in, and get the ball back into play almost 
immediately. Indeed, such a sudden restart can catch your opponent’s 
defence off-balance and greatly increase your odds of keeping possession. 

That in turn offers your players the chance to get behind the defence and 
make a run on goal. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we teach a simple, five-point plan for 
learning the art of the quick, accurate throw-in. Teach it to your team at 
this week’s training session and you could be well on your way to 
dominating the next match - and the scoreboard. 

Our throw-in training also includes a technique for increasing by as much 
as 30% the distance that your players can throw the ball. 

]ust imagine how disconcerting that will be to your opponents the next 
time you play a game... 

EXAMPLE 

How to referee the under 5s 

Host qualified refs avoid this age group. [t’s just too demanding! So 
chances are one of these days you’ll be press-ganged into doing the job - 
probably at short notice - simply because there’s no one else available. 

Don’t worry. In Soccer Coach Weekly we explain some of the best ways 
to structure a game for such young players, bearing in mind their limited 
attention spans, their resistance to conventional techniques for restoring 
on-the-field discipline, and their tendency to charge around after the ball 
like bees after a honey pot. 

And we tell you how to deal with the most common referee situations - 
handball, penalties, throw-ins and back passes - in a way that won’t spoil 
the kid’s fun and make you look like an ogre to players and parents alike. 

Last but not least, we show you how to get the parents constructively 



involved, so they become a useful resource rather than standing around 
on the sidelines distracting you and your players, 

.~i Order Now! 

EXAI~IPLE # 5 

Building the correct skills base with your junior players 

Some skills are absolute "must-haves" for any soccer player, regardless of 
age. ]:ndeed, they are so important that you need to give them priority. 
Because when you teach your players these skills, you’re investing in their 
future and that of your team. 

So in Soccer Coach Weel(ly we’re currently running a series of articles on 
essential player skills, Each issue we highlight a particular individual skill 
and show you the most effective way to teach it to your players. 

Sign up to our low-cost trial today and you’ll learn these training 
techniques too. 

And, should you decide to subscribe at the end of your 5 issue trial, you’ll 
also benefit from all these future Soccer Coach Weekly articles: 

What should you do with substitutes who are not up to the 
standard of the rest of the team? Hide them or put them in the 
thick of the action? 

How do you train players who have never before kicked a ball? 

How do you deal effectively with unruly parents? 

What makes for a successful captain? 

How best to score from a free kick 

Landing your corners on the penalty spot 

Teaching your players penalty techniques for shooter and 
goalkeeper 

How do you keep your training sessions fun, fresh and 
stimulating week in and week out? 

How do you reverse a losing streak? 

How do you coach unfamiliar positions you never played yourself? 

How can you be a close mentor to the kids, yet keep a 
professional distance? 

How do you gain the respect of arrogant young players? 

How can you overcome your team being the smallest in the 
league and overcome other physical disadvantages? 

How do you prevent interfering parents undermining your 
relationship with the players? 

Tactics against a team that cheats 

How do you discipline and control young soccer players? 

How do you use the team building process to develop the style 
of play, and achieve success? 

Why coaching technique and inspiring the soccer brain is better 
than running sprints and laps 



Using 3v3 for 4, 5 and 6 year olds to develop ball manipulation 
skills 

Teaching communication on the field using terms like "man on" or 
"time and turn", and how your players should communicate with 
opposition players, spectators, officials etc 

How can you teach crossing and finishing more effectively? 

Give your players match-winning insight: what effect will the 
field have on the game? What’s the best way to deal with wind 
and sun? 

What can you do when the opposition’s tactics mean your players 
are all playing to a different tune, for example they only have 
three at the back and your wingers cannot exploit the 
advantage? 

You’ll find all these topics, and more, in forthcoming issues of Soccer 
Coach Weekly, 

What’s more, you can suggest your own topics for future issues by 
emailing the editor with details of the soccer coaching issues that matter 
most to you. 

So take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of Michael Beale’s manual 
64 Small-Sided Soccer Games at no extra charge. 

Order Now! 

How can I be sure the advice is reliable? 

This question is of critical importance to any junior soccer coach who 
takes his or her responsibilities seriously. After all, you’re coaching a 
group of youngsters - including your own son or daughter, most likely. The 
last thing you want to do is accept any old advice. 

So let me tell you a bit about my experience and credentials. 

i’m certainly no armchair enthusiast. Quite the contrary. My junior soccer 
coaching pedigree is a pretty distinguished one - and [ have the 
silverware to prove it. 

But it was all very different when I first began over ten years ago... 
which, of course, is exactly why [ think my perspective on soccer coaching 
is so valuable to Soccer Coach Weekly readers. 

I started out in 1997, trying to find my oldest son a team to play in. It 
wasn’t easy; the lad wanted to be in the same team as his friends, but 
the problem was, their school had little interest in team sports. 

That meant f first had to create a team from scratch, made up of boys 
from two classes. Then I set about coaching two teams (an A and a B) 
right from under 4 to under 12. 

When my second son was 4, I did the same for him. 

So I was now faced with the challenges of coaching two teams at under 4 
and two teams at under 7 every Saturday morning plus match days. 

It was a pretty hectic time! 

Needless to say, by the time I came around to coaching my second son I 
had gained a much better idea of how to train junior soccer players - and 
I began to get the match-day results I was after. 

I based my new coaching approach on a holding/passing game which in 
itself is based on the Dutch 4v4 system aimed at giving young players the 



skills to be good soccerers, irrespective of their relative physical size and 
strength. 

The results were impressive. 

iVly team began to beat every team they played, and won the league 
against some big, strong competition. Even though my team was a small 
Surrey primary school, everyone began to fear playing against us and we 
came up against a lot of aggressive, pushy teams. 

Today, my team still wins most of our games even though we now play 
11-a-side in a big Surrey league. 

I have just about seen it all, from my oldest son’s first team which lost 7- 
0 in their very first game to turning them around over the season until it 
was them winning 7-0. 

I know what coaches feel, what they worry about, what goes through their 
mind when they are losing, how it feels to win trophies. 

know what they need to succeed. 

My mission, as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly, is to help soccer coaches 
just like me be the very best they can be - and in doing so save them 
much of the time, effort and sheer aggravation ][ had to go through. 

So take your $1 trial today and I’ll send you a copy of Michael Beale’s 
manual 64 Small-S~ded Soccer Game~ at no extra charge. But hurry, 
because this offer is only available until midnight on 7 October. 

Order Now! 

How quickly can ::1: ~×pec~ r~su~ts? 

Your 5 issue trial contains a wealth of practical advice and training 
materials - all of it designed to help you become a more knowledgeable 
and confident soccer coach. 

Siqn up for your 5 issue trial, and you’ll receive it within minutes of 
acceptinq our offer. 

That means you could be reading our advice, and putting it into practice, 
as early as your next training session or match day. 

Take the quick throw-in technique I mentioned earlier. It’s just one of the 
highly effective training tips you could use to gain an almost immediate 
advantage over your opponents. 

Remember: 70% of throw-ins at junior level result in a loss of possession 
to the opposition. So if you hone your team’s throw-in skills at your very 
next training session you could be dominating match-day possession 
within 7-10 days - and perhaps even winning your next game. 

That’s just one example of the almost-immediate information advantage 
that you get only from Soccer Coach Weekly. 

I’m confident of two things: (1) the sheer usefulness and effectiveness of 
our training advice; and (2) the ease with which you’ll be able to raise 
your game. 

[ndeed, it’s because [’m so sure you’ll see measurable progress within 
such a short period of time, that I want you to try out our soccer coaching 
advice before you sign up to the full service. 

So take your $1 trial today and T’II send you the 64St~afl~SidedSCoccer 
Games manual at no extra charge. But please hurry, because this offer is 
only available until midnight on 7 October. 



Order Now! 

Soccer Coach Weekly is written by junior soccer coaches for junior soccer 
coaches. 

As editor, I have extensive first-hand experience of coaching in the kinds 
of situations that you face. And the same goes for each of the expert 
contributors ][ choose to share their experiences with you. 

The proof of this is in the reader feedback we’ve already received. 
Comments like these from junior soccer coaches just like you: 

"i’m a busy person all week - I run a small company, the local village hall 
and recreation ground, have a young family and run a junior village soccer 
club with four teams in five leagues. I read Soccer Coach Weekly and 
think: "There’s someone else who understands where i’m coming from. 
it’s my language and it’s the language of the sort of development I want 
my players to be coached, listening too"." 
Nick Miles, Culm United Youth FC, Uffculme, Devon, England 

"What an outstanding resource." 
John Bardwell, Wexford Soccer Club 1997 Boys, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 

"I have purchased many books on coaching, your material is up with the 
best of them." 
Frank hfcClean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, Northern Ireland 

"I wish I had this type of advice when I was starting out in junior soccer 
coaching (over 8 years ago). it’s ideal for outlining the approach to 
managing junior soccer teams." 
Paul Norris, Woodbank FC, Bolton, England 

"it’s a fantastic resource and something I have waited for a long time." 
Colin Hakin, Luton Borough Football Club, Luton, England 

"The tips are easy to apply and remind us of the fun part of the game." 
Xavier Fostier, Tilston, Cheshire, England 

"I’m just starting out as a coach. Hy oldest boy is five and at the moment 
I take the Under 5s, Under 6s and am just starting to coach the local 
primary school under 8s. I think your journal is just what I need." 
Dave Buckley, Malmesbury, England 

But you don’t need to take my word for it - or the words of these satisfied 
subscribers. Try out Soccer Coach Weekly for yourself at virtually no 
cost, with our special 5 issue trial plus get a free copy of 64Smafi~Sided 
Soccer G~n~es too. 

if in the next 4 weeks you don’t see a marked improvement in your 
confidence on the field, and your ability to work with your players, their 
parents and officials, then don’t take out a full subscription, it’s as simple 
as that. 

And don’t forget, you’ve got a full four weeks to try before you buy... 

Try out Soccer Coach Weeklywith a trial for $1, and now until midniht 
on 7 October you will get a free copy of 64 St#all-Sided Soccer Games 
too, 

Order Now! 



To start your 5 issue trial., click on the link below now. It’s just $:t through 
your credit card. 

Order Now! 

This nominal payment is simply to cover our administration costs for 
delivering your first trial issues. (We rely on private membership 
subscriptions only. We receive no grants or aid from any government 
department or sports coaching organisation.) 

As soon as we receive your instructions all this is yours - delivered direct 
to your email address: 

¯ The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you 
just as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our 
subscription service works. 

PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of Michael Beale’s 
manual 64 Small-~;Med ~occer Games at no extra charge. This 
manual will give you an array of skills, techniques and strategies to 
give your team an edge. 

X:: Order Now! 

Yours in soccer 

David Clarke 

David Clarke, Head Coach 

P.S. Just think how much time and effort you’ll now save each week, 
simply by using our carefully-selected junior soccer coaching tips. No more 
searching the Internet to find something to do with your team on the 
weekend. And no more worrying about whether your coaching is up to 
scratch. It’s all taken care of for you - courtesy of Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 



Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: info(@greenstarmedia, net 

Unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

"I’m a better soccer player clue to THIS!" (Julio’s Story) 

Jusl got an emaA1 from Julio Aguil~r 

after using Epic Soccer Tr~Aning, see 

what he had to say: 

"Your soccer training has veally helped 

me a lot and gave me goals to become a 

berter soccer player." 

Tho~ who use Epic Soccer Trmning 

simply become better soccer players. 

The training program uses HD Videos, 

detailed blueprint on exactly what 

drills you should perfomi to 

become the best soccer player you 

can be. 
If you’ve ave interested at all in 

playing better ,soccer as a player 

or building a team of good soccer 

players you need to see this video 

below: 

Soccer Training Video < 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS Sportsmanship Newsletter <characterconntssports@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 7:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sportsmanship Tough to Find at Ryder Cup 

Sport ..... hip Bloc 

Center for Sports Ethics i ~ Training I Products Donate 

Dki yea get this from a friend? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

Sportsmanship Tough to Find at 

Ryder Cup 

in’~prob~ble comeba<ks in Ryder Cup 
history. Dow~ £0-4 at one pellet; Europe 
u~t~matdy beat team USA &4,5 
The v~ctory was ewm mare ex~raor~Mary 
because ~t ha##ened ~n front of a 
raucous, p~o- USA crowd ~n Chicago, 
Read more >> 

COLl. EGF.: 

College Football Cupcakes: Fair or 

Unfair? 

(:oilege feetbail begins. Top-ra:~ked 
schools play much srr:alier s(:hoo~s that 
are dubbed "cupcakes." Why? The 

schools get ar~ easy wb~ arid the 
cu~tc~kes get cash. But ~s ~t koshe~ 

Take the poJl read more >> 

Character education materials 

CHARACTER COUHTS! 

Week: October 21-27 

Shop now for de<orstk>ns, 
curricle< ~pp~reb and 

~ware~ess ~tems, And don’t 
forget to ~ister for the free 
resources we’ve #osted~ 

The Shutdown of Stephen Strasburq: Is it Right? 
)-’he first,-piace Washington Nationals decided to shut down their ace 
pitching phenom, Stepi:en Strasburg, for the remainder of the regular 
season arid ti~e pbyofl:s (which WasMrigtor~ is likHy to gualil:y for), 
St!’asbu:g was in fine form, but he was a year removed f:om -’..ommy 
goi:li surgery and the Nationais wanted to exercise caution in 
protecting {heir investrnenL 

Take the poll, read more >> 

iowa School Hosts "Good Sport 
Day" 

Iowa promotes good sportsmanship w~th 
~n a~m.la{ "Good Sport Day" for ~rea 
dementary schools, ChUdren ~eal’ll 
conflict resolution s{ra{eg~es and ways 
to disphV good sportsmansMp through 
ro~e.-p~ay~g activities, 
Read more >> 

What People Are 
Saying... 

~o respond, Post good 

)de,~:t t~ke us b:~ fask, or 

CVCli~-~# Far~ comments 
on Armstrong Gives Up 
the Battle: "WhUe ] hope 
against hope ti:at Lance 
Armstrong is t.."uiy 
inr~ece..",< at this point ~ 
believe that his guilt or 
il3..’ioceBce is a 
point, The fuels as £ 
u’nd~,t:stand the, tin are that 
no one has ever .’beat the 

USADA, the del:er~dan~ is 
~uilty u..",~it proven 
irmo(:ent and there is no 
way to prove a negative," 

o:! Armstrong Gives Up 
the Battle: "N~’,- may have 
changed buL {he facts 
remain that there ~,e 

many ready to testify 
that he broke the redes. ~f 
chara<ler counts d~en he 
shouk} be apologizing," 

Growing Lack of Concern 
Jn Online Gaming 
Industry: "Th~s ~s just 
what ~ was d~scuss~ng m 
my Plh~d~e Schoo~ chss, 
Thanks for the post," 

glizab~.~th Hill cor.qmer~ts 

on Is the Mercy Rule 
Good For Little Leaquers: 
"I actuafiy think there 
si~ouid be the .."nercy rule 

but not for the reasons 
stated, i wou~d 
k~ds to finish the 

scheduled Mn~ngs of pk~y 
to increase 
expe~e~ce a~d healthy 
competition, However, 
r~ot at the ex~tense of an 
opposMg 
hum~at~orC’ 



New Orleans Saints Player Suspensions Overturned 

.players implicated i~ the Nero, Odes.."..s Saints’ ’~Ray-.for-.pMn" sc~ndat on 

are o~ce ~g~h~ e~g~b~e to play ~ the ~4FL th~s seasom 

Read more >> 

i~] WhatWill Matter 

~,I£CH,:,~-~L ]09E~;~HSON=S SLOG 

Doing Sports Right 

play basketball i~ the wors.: way. 
Ut~i’ort~mately, give.."., my s~ze 
that*s how ] p~ayed~ Read more >> 

Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app >> 

CV~3@qa Reed 

o..’~ Is The Mercy Rule 
Good For Little 
Leaguers?: "Ny husbam~ 
a~d ~ both fee~ that the 

v,~a ~a sted at th e c~ty a ~d 
~owll ~eve~ of Utt~e ~eague. 
As far as the L~ttJe 

goes ~..they should be 
g~ven the oRRo~tus~ty to 
complete the game 

Unsubscribe i Manaae newsletter subscriptions == J~osephsonlnstitute.orq 

Center for Sports 

Ethics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 10:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Media Star Backdrops 

Anson, 

Our Media-Star Backdrops are premium quality and designed to set up quickly without 
hassle. Amplify your events, press conferences, tradeshows, or any other high visibility 
events with our vibrant colors and vivid graphics. Made up of wrinkle resistant, non-glare 
materials, our Tru-Satin and Dye Sub Media-Star Backdrops will create a professional 
image for your organization or key sponsors and leave a lasting impression amongst the 
crowd. Click here for a quote on Media-Star Backdrops. 

Our Media=Star Backdrop Stands are made of lightweight aluminum alloy and come in 
different sizes. Whether you are looking for a large 8 x .t6 or a standard 8 x 8, each stand 
offers multiple size adjustments. Setting up your stand is easy, takes less than ten 

minutes, and no tools are needed. 

Anson, call me today or reply to this email and let us go to work for you. Our full design 
team will lay out your Media-Star Backdrop to your specifications using your colors, Iogos, 
measurements, and digital photo you would like to brand and create a mock up for you. 

Click for other products: Dura-Mesh Banners, Buildincl Wraps, Concrete Decals, Custom 

Banners, Pop Up Tents, Event Mesh, Feather Flags, and Wall Graphics. 

click here. 

Media gackdrop e x I~ - create a professional image and leave a lasting impresmon, 
C~ick here ~or ~uote 

Media Nackdrop 8, x Ig - has multiple size 

adjustments. 

Click here for a quote 

Outdoor H~zdia Nack~rop - designed to set up quickly 

without hassle. 

Click here for a quete 



B}gSig!;d c’om I 22 S Hai-bor Od’,~ Sui!:~. }{}} i (}n~nd ~--}~ven, Mi 49417 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortime@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 10:13 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Arsenal 3-10lympiakos: pass masters go top of their CL group 

Dear Anson, 

Arsenal went a long way towards qualifying for the Champions League second 
round on Wednesday with a 3-1 win over Olympiakos at the Emirates Stadium. 

The Gunners enjoyed 66% of the possession and an 89% pass completion rate, 

impressive statistics in European football’s premier club competition. 

But it was a stubborn defensive display from the Greek side in the first-half as the 
teams went in 1-1 at the break. Arsenal knew they needed to add greater 
penetration to their game in order to break down the visitors. 

In the 56th minute, Ars~ne Wenger’s side produced a goal typical of their slick style 

of play and the type of move that was a product of the Frenchman’s training 

methods. Very few people are lucky enough to know exactly how Arsenal train but 

Wenger gave a fascinating insight for Elite Soccer subscribers last year by writing 
up his passing through the lines coaching session in the e-magazine, 

Kieran Gibbs found Gervinho on 
i i"~i Lukas Podolski scores after a fine passing move the left who shifted the ball first 

time to the team’s main 
technician, Santi Cazorla. Again, 

first time, the Spaniard played a 

pass back to Gervinho, in the 
process dissecting the Olympiakos 

defense. Lukas Podolski was on 

hand to convert Gervinho’s cross 
at the end of a flowing move. 

Arsenal dominated the second- 
half as they provided another 

lesson in manipulating the ball 
and carving out opportunities with 

intricate and precise passing. 

Lukas Podolski scores alter a fine passing move 

"This is a session that incorporates quick combination passing, positional awareness 
and intelligent decision-making," says Ars~ne in Elite Soccer. 

Now by subscribing to Elite Soccer, you can use Ars&ne’s session in training to 
improve your team’s ability to pass through the lines. You will be able to enter 
matches far more confident about your players’ all-round awareness and ability to 
open up defensive opponents with incisive passes. 

We all know it is far harder to create than destroy on the pitch, but this session will 

make life much easier for you and your players as they learn to keep possession 
better before playing the kind of passes that lead to goals and ultimately improve 

results. 

Until midnight on Friday ~ October you can claim the issue of Elite Soccer featuring 
a session written by Arsenal manager Ars~ne Wenger on passing through the lines 

free when you subscribe. 

After that, you’ll get the latest issue of Elite Soccer sent to your email address 
every month for the duration of your subscription. 

If you’re looking for solutions to your coaching problems you should look no further 

than Elite Soccer - published in partnership with the League Managers Association 
(LMA) representing all professional soccer managers in the English leagues. 

Subscribe today and you will also receive the October issue with a session written 

by Stoke City manager Tony Pulis on attacking throws in the final third. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

PS - Elite Soccer is not available in the shops or from other websites. It can only be 
ordered from www.elitesoccercoachinq.net 

Green Star Media Ltd 



Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 

Surrey GU5 0AB, 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer,com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 

recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 

immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 

retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. Registered in 
England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 11:49 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Oct 4th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Oct 4th, 2012 

Thursday’s TV: Lots of Europa 

Europa League on Fox Soccer: Panathinaikos - Spurs at lpm, Liverpool - Udinese at 3pm, and At[etico Madrid - Victoria P[zen 

at 5pm. Fox Soccer Plus has Neftci - Inter Milan at 12pm, Newcastle - Bordeaux at 3pm and Sparta Prague - Bilbao at 5pm. 

Liga MX on ESPN Deportes: Jaguares - More[ia at 9:30pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We feel confident now and our form has been impressive. We don’t stop here though. We have 
to improve our home form as well and we have to focus on that to make sure we continue this 
sequence. " Spurs manager Andre VHJas-8oas. 

Schalke draw, Malaga win 

In Champions League play involving National Teamers on Wednesday, Scha[ke 04 and Montpe[[ier drew 2-2 at Ve[tins-Arena. 

Montpe[[ier opened the scoring in the 13th minute with Scha[ke’s Julian Drax[er equalizing in the 26th. Montpe[[ier’s Garry 

Boca[y was red carded in the 52nd minute and K[aas-Jan Hunte[aar converted the ensuing penalty. Montpe[[ier scored in 

stoppage time to split the points in Group B. Jermaine Jones wasn’t in the squad for Scha[ke. 

Sacha Kljestan and Ander[echt were shutout 3-0 at home by Malaga in Group C. Malaga opened the scoring in first-half 

stoppage time. Sacha K[jestan subbed on for Ander[echt at ha[ftime. Malaga converted a penalty in the 56th and E[iseu 

scored his second goal of the game in the 64th minute. Oguchi Onyewu wasn’t in the squad for Malaga. 

Union and Whitecaps win on Wednesday 

Chicago couldn’t come up with enough in front of 16,375 at Toyota Park to take advantage of their 31st game, losing 3-1 to 

Philadelphia. With any points, the Fire would’re taken 2nd-p[ace in the East as they pulled [eve[ on games played with the 

contenders. Instead, they remain in 3rd trailing New York on goal difference. Continue reading "Union and Whitecaps win on 

Wednesday" ~ 

Why isn’t MLS like Europe? 

By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Oct 4, 2012) US Soccer Players -- Like reports from a distant front, American soccer fans 

often hear from players who have taken their careers abroad that everything in Europe is more. More intense, more 

engrossing, more strenuous, just a lot more. Players who have permanently moved to the Continent speak of constant 

competition for places. Slip up, even in training, and you might find yourself warming the bench or worse. Pressure, from 

both inside and outside the dub, turns the volume on the existence of a professional soccer player to eleven. 

Conventional wisdom, informed by those reports from the front, states that when compared to the Major League Soccer way 

of doing things, European soccer is a step above. That’s true even in those cases where the competition itself is not 

significantly better than what the American League has to offer. 

That reality is a big part of why United States National Team coach Jurgen K[insmann helped orchestrate offseason training 



stints for MLS players LikeLy to fisure in his plans. KLinsmann’s opinion of MLS notwithstandins, the head coach cLearLy sees 

value in sendin8 American-based players overseas for a crash course in how an aLL-encompassin8 soccer culture operates. It’s 

the eatins-sLeepins-Livins-breathin8 the same he wants youn8 American players to experience, in addition to the more 

intense, more internaLLy competitive trainin8 atmosphere. 

MLS is made up of 19 teams now, each one with their own unique approach. The differences may be smaLL, but as a rule head 

coaches Like to put their own stamp on how their teams work and prepare. Is it possible that there are teams in MLS that 

approach the accepted European standard of intensity and competition? If so, would strivin8 for that standard 8ive them an 

advantase here? 

AppLy enoush pressure, and you misht set a diamond. AppLy too much, and you’LL end up with dust. Continue readin8 "Why 

isn’t MLS Like Europe?" - 

Winning boosts soccer in San Jose, Kansas City - from USA Today’s Frederick Dreier: "In years past that didn’t happen." 

Union’s workhorse Okugo already looking ahead - from The Delaware County Times’ Christopher A. Vito: But if he’s 

sufferin~ from fatigue, he certainly hasn’t shown it. 

Seattle Sounders: Can’t have a scoreless draw without a shutout - from The SeattLe Times’ Don Ruiz: "1 knew I didn’t have 

enough on it," Parke said. 

A Professional on Pitch - from The WaLL St JournaL’s MarshaLL Heyman: Mr. SoLLi has been DJin8 since he was 19 .... 

Roberto Mancini: I don’t need to learn about Europe but my Manchester City team does - from The Independent’s Tim 

Rich: "It is important for us to ~et into the second sta~e because, after that, anythin~ can happen." 

Friday’s TV: Bundesliga, Ligue 1, SPL, and Liga 

BundesLisa on GoLTV: Aussbur8 - Werder Bremen at 2:30pm. Lisue I on belN Sport: St Etienne - Nancy at 2:45pm. Scottish 

Premier Leasue on Fox Soccer PLus: Inverness - Ross County at 2:45pm. La Lisa on belN Sport en EspanoL: CeLia Viso - SevflLa 

at 3:30pm (Tpm on belN). All Times Eastern 

~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 

~ FeedBlitz Secondary Slot 

Click here to safelv unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailin~ archives, here to chan~e vour preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ 

PrivacV 

Your requested content detivery powered by FeedBtitz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +I .978.776.9498 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 12:50 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

2012 GSI COLLEGE SHOWCASE 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

2012 GSl COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
November 16 o 18 

::N:: GSI SPORTS Tournaments Banner 

De~r 

De~r (Cont~c~ F~rs~" 

The 2012 GSI College Showcase ;s an estaNished and renowned 

tournament he~d at the state of the art Ovedand Park Soccer 

Complex. Th~s ~s ~n annual invitational showcase for young men 

and women soccer o~yers who want to p~ay at the college leve~ 

held on Friday, November Z6 through Sunday November 

More than 600 collegiate coaches from D[v[s;ons I, 

NJCAA from across the US are invited to scout players. Last year, 

:1.56 teams from :1.2 different states attended the Showcase, more 

that :1.80 college coaches came to watchl We are expecting a ton of 

collage coaches again tNs vear.....don’t miss out this extraordinary 

showcase event~ 

lh a n ks, 

Huw 



Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel.net 
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GSI SPORTS 5360 College Blvd i Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristin Loving <kloving@xtrammffundraising.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 1:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope this new school year has gotten off to a great start for you! It’s Kristin again and I’m just following tap with you in regards to your Soccer program at The University of North Carolina. 
ADs are excited about me getting this information out to you as soon as possible, and especially wanting me to follow up during the start of the new- year The reason being, I have been 
assisting a number of Soccer programs like yours raise more funds than in their previous years - with our Labor Day promotion still in effect, now is a perfect time to st.art. 

Particularly to you, The University- of North Carolina Soccer Platinum MVP Cards are now- available to help you raise funds as soon as you would like, and with zero upfront costs Pelfect 
fundraiser to stalt at anytime. We are the Nation’s premier fundraising discount cards provider Our cards are extremely easy to sell and you will soon see why thousands of teams use our 
cards as their main fundraiser eve~z year - and continue to come back to us each year. 

Here are a few details... 

*Our cards come loaded with amazing discount for your suppolters We have thousands of locations in and around your area that oiler great discouaats This is ~vhy organizations sell more 
and raise more with our cards. Discounts are to thousands of local and national places like your favorite restaurants, entertainment, recreation, movies, golf and much more. See the 
discounts in your area: http:/Tw~vw.xtramal~fundraisin~.com 

*Bonus: Free $25 Restaurant Gift Certificate ~vith each card. This is in addition to the thousands of other discounts that come with the cards. As if our cards weren’t already easy enough to 
sell. (Some fundraisers only sell this - With us, it’s just added on as a bonus to you and your supporters) 

*You pay nothing up front Basically, it’s a risk-free way of raising thousands of dollars for your Soccer program in a very short period of time - and, you can begin as soon as you want. 

*We do All of the work so you can ~2~cus on coaching Now, we even help you sell the cards too 

*We custom design your card with your colors, logo, schedule, etc, giving your program first class exposure See what your card could look like: http:i/wwwxtramanfundraisin~.com 

*Your supporters will be receiving something of great value for their support and will be happy to come back each year for their new ~I]ae University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum card. 
Supporters wil [ easily save what they spent on the cards in just a couple uses with most going on to save hundreds over the year, which is very refreshing in today’s economy and a perfect 
fundraiser to start at anytime - with our cards, fundrai sing gets easi er each year. 

*New - We can @our option) create a customized website for your Soccer program so that friends and family can buy a card directly Because our cards work all over the state and country, 
friends and family can now purchase cards from anywhere - and actually benefit from the card This increases sales greatly. 

*We work with you ever5," step of the way, provide marketing materials to help you organize and run your campaign - again, I make this extremely simple and easy for you 

Here are some average campaign profit examples (Now, up to 80% profit!): 

20 Participants selling 10 cards each - $2,200 

60 Participants selling 10 cards each - $7,800 

150 Participants selling 10 cards each - $22,500 

It is really that simple, and you will be able to see why thousands of programs continue to come back to us each year - you will not be disappointed 

Is there a good time that we could talk for a few minutes about your fundraising goals? Also, would you like to see the discounts in your area? You ~vill be very impressed. 

Thanks you so much for your time, I really do appreciate it. Talk to you soon, 

Kristin Loving 
NC Team 
Toll Free: h800.405.6020 
Office: 602.404.6480 
"The Nation’s #1 Fundraising Cards - for a reason" 
http ://,~~v.xtramardundr aisin~, com 

What our customers are saying... 

Below are a handful of corrmrents that were taken from letters and emails sent into our corporate office. 

Steve Ybat~a - Centennial HS Head Track and Soccer Coach 
"I have used many fundraising discount cards in the past and not one 
of them compares to your fundraising cards. The discounts that came 
with your fundraising cards made them extremely easy for ottr players 
to sell. Because of the huge anrount of discounts and the quality-, our 
kids were able sell to friends and family all over the state and 
countl3Z. We saw a huge increase in sales because of this! See you all 
next year..." 

Mike Welnick - Head Fundraising Coordinator - Booster Club 
"You all take great pride in offering an outstanding product for our 
supporters. There were so many discounts that came with your 
fundraising cards, that the?, appealed to everyone As you could tell 
with our additional orders for more of your fundraising cards, they 
were extremely easy to sell This was the first discount card 
fundraiser that our players and parents enjoyed being a palt of. Keep 
tap the quality of ;vork, it does not go unnoticed’." 



Lisa Bracht - Vistancia Elementary School 
"Thank yuu su much, again, fur providing our elementary schoul with a 
high quality fundraising discount cards. Each year the parents luok 
forward tu duing this fundraiser and seeing the new fundraising 
cards This year was our must prufitable fandraiser ever since using 
your cumpany uver the past few years. As ahvays, we luok furward to 
wu~king with yuu again next year. Thanks again!" 

Tony Vining - CHS Head Basketball Coach 
"I just had to write your company after being an extremely satisfied 
customer for two years now. We tried every product under the sun when 
it came to fundraising and it always seemed to be like pulling teeth 
to get our supporters to buy anything. \X~nether it was cookie dough, 
candles, candy, magazines, catalog sales, donations, you name it our 
supporters did not like over-paying for products. Fortunately, a 
friend recommended you all to me a couple years ago and we have never 
been happier. Our discount card fundraiser is a huge hit with our 
supporters and each year just keeps getting better[ Fundraising 
doesn’t get any easier than that." 

Linsday Dugovich - Head Softball Coach Towson HS 
"What a great experience, easiest and most profitable fundraiser we 
have cver done[" 

Derrick - L. Sports Ccnter 
"You guy-s really know what you’re talking about in regards to 
supporter loyalty. I didn’t think the fundraising cards could do 
any better than last year, but this year’s discount card fundraiser 
was even better." 

Dino - Jonathan Dayton HS 
"Your company was great, your sales rep Shana was prompt and 
efficient. She did ~vhat she said, follow up was great. She was the 
main reason we did the promo with the fundraising cards and ~ve will 
do it again tbr sure .. thanks" 

Jill Mertens Lake Oswefo HS 
"I feel like this discount card fundraiser was a great success and I 
sold fundraising cards to our soccer coach while recommending your 
company" 

Lisa Soars Head Soccer Club Fundraising Coordinator (Lou Fusz) 
"I wanted to let you know ~vhat a GREAT experience I had working with 
Liana Our ti~ndraising cards order did not end up being large, but 
her dedication to making sure we were satisfied and happy never 
stopped Her follo~v-up ~vas amazing, and she bent over backwards to be 
sure every one of my questions, and needs were met in a timely 
manner. She was also very pleasant and ~vas never frustrated at the 
eft;art it took to reach me at times She was wonderful to work with[" 

Jean Nishi - Nanakuli HS 
"Thanks so much for all your help with my fundraising discount cards! 
I will definitely pass along your company name to others looking for 
a fundraising opportunity" 

Sherry Richardson - Fellowship for Christian Athletes 
"Your company helped us in a very crucial time and was very flexible 
to our needs. Your company helped us raise a great deal of muney in a 
very shurt period of time The pruduct is perfect and very easy to 
sell. Yuur design team was very goud especially because I was very 
picky as to what I wanted. The fundraising cards are very 
professiunally done! I am very happy that I chose to work with yuu!" 

Brian LaSusa -RCK Varsity Coach 
"Everything was great[ Tim Vining was attentive, enthusiastic, and 
flexible. I will definitely use yuur cumpany again for our discuunt 
card fundraiser! Thanks!" 

This message was sent to ansun@emaihunc.edu frum: 
Xtraman Fundraising i 3240 E Uniun Hills Dr 

Suite 161 

I Phoenix, Arizuna 85050 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 11:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

(}4 Small-Sided Games - ruth Soccer Coach Weekly. Until Sunday only! 

k]eas or~ or match 
days 

~i Takeyour trial nowtoavoid 

disappoinment 

:If you take my $~ trial by midni#ht on 7 October I’ll send 
you a free PDF copy of the best-selling manual 54 SmaH~ 

Academy Coach Michael geale has sold thousands of copies 
at $43 each, Get yours free now! 

X:: Order Now! 

Dear Coach, 

What’s the biggest single obstacle standing between you and your 
determination to be a better junior soccer coach? 

¯ Is it a shortage of time to prepare for your weekly training sessions, 
given the demands of work and home life? 

¯ Or do you worry about your lack of soccer coaching knowledge and 
your limited previous experience of the game? 

Well, here’s some good news. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to help you overcome both of those 
problems. 

And to prove it, I’d like to offer you the 
opportunity to take out a 5 issue trial for just 



$:[. And, when you take your trial before 
midnight on 7 October I’ll even send you 
Michael Beale’s manual 64 Small-Sided 
Games in PDF format at no further charge. 
This best-selling manual will help your team 
develop the technical ability to manoeuvre 
opponents out of position with their one-touch 
passing and create more goalscoring chances. 

When you take my $1 trial today, you’ll get all 
the following delivered direct to your email 
address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you 
just as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our 
subscription service works. 

PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a PDF copy of Michael 
Beale’s best-selling manual 64 Sma]l-~ded Games at no extra 
charge. The games in this manual are tried, tested and proven with 
both grassroots beginners and top youth players in professional 
academies. They are designed to stimulate players and lead them 
down the most effective paths of learning. 

The inspiration for the use of small-sided 
games in coaching lies in street soccer and 
"kickabouts" on the nearest available patch of 
grass - small groups of players playing 
intense, high-tempo, skilful, competitive-yet- 
fun soccer. 

It’s widely held that the practise was first 
adopted as a structured coaching method by 
the Dutch Football Association back in the 
1970s under the guidance of Rinus Michels, 
the inspiration behind what became known as 
Total Football. 

The Dutch recognised the decline in street 
soccer and the damaging effect that would 
have on developing players in future 
generations. They formulated the 4v4 method 
as a response and it became widely known as 
"the Dutch way". The Dutch produced some of 
the best soccer teams the world has ever seen 
- an amazing achievement for a nation of that 
size. 

64 different games, including: 

3 Zone "Playmaker" Game 

Free Your Team Mate 

Target Plan 

Xi Small-Sided Gam~ 

Tony Carr, Director of the West Ham United 
Academy describes how when he was a player 
at West Ham in the :[960s the great Ron 
Greenwood used small-sided games at the 
heart of his coaching philosophy. Greenwood 
produced players of the calibre of Bobby 
Moore, Geoff Hurst and Martin Peters. Tony is 
responsible for some of the best players in 
the modern English game - Cole, Ferdinand, 
Carrick, Defoe, Lampard, Terry etc. 

Regardless of its origins, small-sided games 
work and more and more grassroots coaches 
and international associations are realising 
the benefits of the approach. Players and 
teams get better - faster! 

Possession v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

~i Small-Sided Gam~ 

...and many, many more. 

Get 64 Small-Sided Soccer Games now with your $1 Soccer Coach 
Weekly trial. But please hurry, because this fantastic offer is only 
available until midnight on 7 October! 



Order Now! 

~i4Scaall-Sfded Soccer G~es will give you an array of skills, techniques 
and strategies to give your team an edge. Just take a look at the 
illustration below to see how much you get on every page of this great 
manual. 

% 64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 

~d~ight o~ 70~ober~ 

To find out how Soccer Coach Weekly boosts your ability to coach your 
junior players, simply click on the link below. 

Order Now! 

Or keep on reading if you want more details on this fantastic service for 
junior soccer coaches. 

Here are five questions you may have about Soccer Coach Weekly: 

1. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

2. How can [ be sure the advice is reliable? 

3. How quickly can [ expect results? 

4. How can [ be sure Soccer Coach Weekly is for me? 

5. What do ][ get for my 5 issue trial? 

Q &, What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

Soccer Coach Weekly is an advisory newsletter delivered direct to your 
email address via the internet. 

Unlike most soccer coaching information, it’s aimed specifically at 
coaches of junior players from 4 to 16 years of age. And it’s written by 



fellow junior soccer coaches, with firsthand experience of the kinds of 
coaching challenges you face week in and week out. 

That means the emphasis is very much on proven, can-do strategies for 
raising your game.., and the success of your players. 

Evew week Soccer Coach Weekly provides you with practical tips and 
techniques to make your coaching more effective and rewarding for all 
concerned. 

All the articles are concise and to-the-point - and seldom more than one 
page in length. That’s because we know that the vast majority of junior 
soccer coaches have very little spare time. 

The last thing you need is pages and pages of heavy reading. 

Order Now! 

So each article in Soccer Coach Weekly concentrates on the essential 
information you need to know. Plus, there are plenty of helpful diagrams 
and pictures to illustrate the important points being made, for example 
showing you how to position your players on the field, or perform a 
particular training exercise. 

While it’s brief, and quick to read, Soccer Coach Weekly covers a wide 
range of coaching topics: 

fitness 
psychology 
planning training sessions 
player management and selection 
child safety 

core skills 
personal development 
match strategy and tactics 
dealing with difficult parents 
developing team spirit 
individual and team discipline 

warm-ups 
training games 

... and much, much more. 

Here are five quick examples of recent articles. 

EXAHPLE # I 

How to take the fear out of heading the ball 

Lots of kids don’t like heading the ball. And that’s only natural. After all, 
why would you want to put your head in the way of an object you think 
might hurt it? 

But if you don’t learn this important ball-control skill properly, and 
preferably at a young age, you’re not going to be much use on match day 
to the rest of your team. 

Fortunately, at Soccer Coach Weekly we have a great training technique 
for overcoming your kids’ typical ball heading anxieties. In just three easy 
steps, you can teach your players to head the ball with accuracy and 
confidence. 

It’s the perfect exercise for your next training session. It’s tried and 
tested. And it’s fun. 

EXAHPLE # 2 

The A-Z of child protection 



In this increasingly risk-averse world, the last thing you need is a parent 
threatening legal action because he or she claims you didn’t look after 
little Johnny during soccer practice, or on match day. 

So each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly looks at one aspect of child 
safety. You get practical answers to key questions like: 

What are your primary responsibilities as a junior soccer coach? 
Which are the potentially risky situations you should anticipate - and 
what proactive steps can you take to avoid them? 
How do you spot potential abuse off the pitch, and what can you do 
in such situations? 
What essential equipment should you keep in your medical bag for 
match day and training sessions? 
What other sensible measures can you take to ensure that, should a 
child in your care be injured on the playing field, they can be given 
prompt and appropriate medical care? 

With Soccer Coach Weekly in your kit bag, no-one can accuse you of not 
taking your responsibilities seriously. 

Order Now! 

EXAHPLE # 3 

"The dark art" of the quick, accurate throw-in 

In youth soccer, nearly 70% of throw-ins are foul throws. The result? Your 
team loses the ball to your opponents. 

To reverse these odds, every player on your team must be prepared to 
execute a proper throw-in, and get the ball back into play almost 
immediately. Indeed, such a sudden restart can catch your opponent’s 
defence off-balance and greatly increase your odds of keeping possession. 

That in turn offers your players the chance to get behind the defence and 
make a run on goal. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we teach a simple, five-point plan for 
learning the art of the quick, accurate throw-in. Teach it to your team at 
this week’s training session and you could be well on your way to 
dominating the next match - and the scoreboard. 

Our throw-in training also includes a technique for increasing by as much 
as 30% the distance that your players can throw the ball. 

]ust imagine how disconcerting that will be to your opponents the next 
time you play a game... 

EXAMPLE 

How to referee the under 5s 

Host qualified refs avoid this age group. [t’s just too demanding! So 
chances are one of these days you’ll be press-ganged into doing the job - 
probably at short notice - simply because there’s no one else available. 

Don’t worry. In Soccer Coach Weekly we explain some of the best ways 
to structure a game for such young players, bearing in mind their limited 
attention spans, their resistance to conventional techniques for restoring 
on-the-field discipline, and their tendency to charge around after the ball 
like bees after a honey pot. 

And we tell you how to deal with the most common referee situations - 
handball, penalties, throw-ins and back passes - in a way that won’t spoil 
the kid’s fun and make you look like an ogre to players and parents alike. 

Last but not least, we show you how to get the parents constructively 



involved, so they become a useful resource rather than standing around 
on the sidelines distracting you and your players, 

.~i Order Now! 

EXAI~IPLE # 5 

Building the correct skills base with your junior players 

Some skills are absolute "must-haves" for any soccer player, regardless of 
age. ]:ndeed, they are so important that you need to give them priority. 
Because when you teach your players these skills, you’re investing in their 
future and that of your team. 

So in Soccer Coach Weel(ly we’re currently running a series of articles on 
essential player skills, Each issue we highlight a particular individual skill 
and show you the most effective way to teach it to your players. 

Sign up to our low-cost trial today and you’ll learn these training 
techniques too. 

And, should you decide to subscribe at the end of your 5 issue trial, you’ll 
also benefit from all these future Soccer Coach Weekly articles: 

What should you do with substitutes who are not up to the 
standard of the rest of the team? Hide them or put them in the 
thick of the action? 

How do you train players who have never before kicked a ball? 

How do you deal effectively with unruly parents? 

What makes for a successful captain? 

How best to score from a free kick 

Landing your corners on the penalty spot 

Teaching your players penalty techniques for shooter and 
goalkeeper 

How do you keep your training sessions fun, fresh and 
stimulating week in and week out? 

How do you reverse a losing streak? 

How do you coach unfamiliar positions you never played yourself? 

How can you be a close mentor to the kids, yet keep a 
professional distance? 

How do you gain the respect of arrogant young players? 

How can you overcome your team being the smallest in the 
league and overcome other physical disadvantages? 

How do you prevent interfering parents undermining your 
relationship with the players? 

Tactics against a team that cheats 

How do you discipline and control young soccer players? 

How do you use the team building process to develop the style 
of play, and achieve success? 

Why coaching technique and inspiring the soccer brain is better 
than running sprints and laps 



Using 3v3 for 4, 5 and 6 year olds to develop ball manipulation 
skills 

Teaching communication on the field using terms like "man on" or 
"time and turn", and how your players should communicate with 
opposition players, spectators, officials etc 

How can you teach crossing and finishing more effectively? 

Give your players match-winning insight: what effect will the 
field have on the game? What’s the best way to deal with wind 
and sun? 

What can you do when the opposition’s tactics mean your players 
are all playing to a different tune, for example they only have 
three at the back and your wingers cannot exploit the 
advantage? 

You’ll find all these topics, and more, in forthcoming issues of Soccer 
Coach Weekly, 

What’s more, you can suggest your own topics for future issues by 
emailing the editor with details of the soccer coaching issues that matter 
most to you. 

So take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of Michael Beale’s manual 
64 Small-Sided Soccer Games at no extra charge. 

Order Now! 

How can I be sure the advice is reliable? 

This question is of critical importance to any junior soccer coach who 
takes his or her responsibilities seriously. After all, you’re coaching a 
group of youngsters - including your own son or daughter, most likely. The 
last thing you want to do is accept any old advice. 

So let me tell you a bit about my experience and credentials. 

i’m certainly no armchair enthusiast. Quite the contrary. My junior soccer 
coaching pedigree is a pretty distinguished one - and [ have the 
silverware to prove it. 

But it was all very different when I first began over ten years ago... 
which, of course, is exactly why [ think my perspective on soccer coaching 
is so valuable to Soccer Coach Weekly readers. 

I started out in 1997, trying to find my oldest son a team to play in. It 
wasn’t easy; the lad wanted to be in the same team as his friends, but 
the problem was, their school had little interest in team sports. 

That meant f first had to create a team from scratch, made up of boys 
from two classes. Then I set about coaching two teams (an A and a B) 
right from under 4 to under 12. 

When my second son was 4, I did the same for him. 

So I was now faced with the challenges of coaching two teams at under 4 
and two teams at under 7 every Saturday morning plus match days. 

It was a pretty hectic time! 

Needless to say, by the time I came around to coaching my second son I 
had gained a much better idea of how to train junior soccer players - and 
I began to get the match-day results I was after. 

I based my new coaching approach on a holding/passing game which in 
itself is based on the Dutch 4v4 system aimed at giving young players the 



skills to be good soccerers, irrespective of their relative physical size and 
strength. 

The results were impressive. 

iVly team began to beat every team they played, and won the league 
against some big, strong competition. Even though my team was a small 
Surrey primary school, everyone began to fear playing against us and we 
came up against a lot of aggressive, pushy teams. 

Today, my team still wins most of our games even though we now play 
11-a-side in a big Surrey league. 

I have just about seen it all, from my oldest son’s first team which lost 7- 
0 in their very first game to turning them around over the season until it 
was them winning 7-0. 

I know what coaches feel, what they worry about, what goes through their 
mind when they are losing, how it feels to win trophies. 

know what they need to succeed. 

My mission, as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly, is to help soccer coaches 
just like me be the very best they can be - and in doing so save them 
much of the time, effort and sheer aggravation ][ had to go through. 

So take your $1 trial today and I’ll send you a copy of Michael Beale’s 
manual 64 Small-S~ded Soccer Game~ at no extra charge. But hurry, 
because this offer is only available until midnight on 7 October. 

Order Now! 

How quickly can ::1: ~×pec~ r~su~ts? 

Your 5 issue trial contains a wealth of practical advice and training 
materials - all of it designed to help you become a more knowledgeable 
and confident soccer coach. 

Siqn up for your 5 issue trial, and you’ll receive it within minutes of 
acceptinq our offer. 

That means you could be reading our advice, and putting it into practice, 
as early as your next training session or match day. 

Take the quick throw-in technique I mentioned earlier. It’s just one of the 
highly effective training tips you could use to gain an almost immediate 
advantage over your opponents. 

Remember: 70% of throw-ins at junior level result in a loss of possession 
to the opposition. So if you hone your team’s throw-in skills at your very 
next training session you could be dominating match-day possession 
within 7-10 days - and perhaps even winning your next game. 

That’s just one example of the almost-immediate information advantage 
that you get only from Soccer Coach Weekly. 

I’m confident of two things: (1) the sheer usefulness and effectiveness of 
our training advice; and (2) the ease with which you’ll be able to raise 
your game. 

[ndeed, it’s because [’m so sure you’ll see measurable progress within 
such a short period of time, that I want you to try out our soccer coaching 
advice before you sign up to the full service. 

So take your $1 trial today and T’II send you the 64St~afl~SidedSCoccer 
Games manual at no extra charge. But please hurry, because this offer is 
only available until midnight on 7 October. 



Order Now! 

Soccer Coach Weekly is written by junior soccer coaches for junior soccer 
coaches. 

As editor, I have extensive first-hand experience of coaching in the kinds 
of situations that you face. And the same goes for each of the expert 
contributors ][ choose to share their experiences with you. 

The proof of this is in the reader feedback we’ve already received. 
Comments like these from junior soccer coaches just like you: 

"i’m a busy person all week - I run a small company, the local village hall 
and recreation ground, have a young family and run a junior village soccer 
club with four teams in five leagues. I read Soccer Coach Weekly and 
think: "There’s someone else who understands where i’m coming from. 
it’s my language and it’s the language of the sort of development I want 
my players to be coached, listening too"." 
Nick Miles, Culm United Youth FC, Uffculme, Devon, England 

"What an outstanding resource." 
John Bardwell, Wexford Soccer Club 1997 Boys, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 

"I have purchased many books on coaching, your material is up with the 
best of them." 
Frank hfcClean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, Northern Ireland 

"I wish I had this type of advice when I was starting out in junior soccer 
coaching (over 8 years ago). it’s ideal for outlining the approach to 
managing junior soccer teams." 
Paul Norris, Woodbank FC, Bolton, England 

"it’s a fantastic resource and something I have waited for a long time." 
Colin Hakin, Luton Borough Football Club, Luton, England 

"The tips are easy to apply and remind us of the fun part of the game." 
Xavier Fostier, Tilston, Cheshire, England 

"I’m just starting out as a coach. Hy oldest boy is five and at the moment 
I take the Under 5s, Under 6s and am just starting to coach the local 
primary school under 8s. I think your journal is just what I need." 
Dave Buckley, Malmesbury, England 

But you don’t need to take my word for it - or the words of these satisfied 
subscribers. Try out Soccer Coach Weekly for yourself at virtually no 
cost, with our special 5 issue trial plus get a free copy of 64Smafi~Sided 
Soccer G~n~es too. 

if in the next 4 weeks you don’t see a marked improvement in your 
confidence on the field, and your ability to work with your players, their 
parents and officials, then don’t take out a full subscription, it’s as simple 
as that. 

And don’t forget, you’ve got a full four weeks to try before you buy... 

Try out Soccer Coach Weeklywith a trial for $1, and now until midniht 
on 7 October you will get a free copy of 64 St#all-Sided Soccer Games 
too, 

Order Now! 



To start your 5 issue trial., click on the link below now. It’s just $:t through 
your credit card. 

Order Now! 

This nominal payment is simply to cover our administration costs for 
delivering your first trial issues. (We rely on private membership 
subscriptions only. We receive no grants or aid from any government 
department or sports coaching organisation.) 

As soon as we receive your instructions all this is yours - delivered direct 
to your email address: 

¯ The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you 
just as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our 
subscription service works. 

PLUS: take a trial today and I’ll send you a copy of Michael Beale’s 
manual 64 Small-~;Med ~occer Games at no extra charge. This 
manual will give you an array of skills, techniques and strategies to 
give your team an edge. 

X:: Order Now! 

Yours in soccer 

David Clarke 

David Clarke, Head Coach 

P.S. Just think how much time and effort you’ll now save each week, 
simply by using our carefully-selected junior soccer coaching tips. No more 
searching the Internet to find something to do with your team on the 
weekend. And no more worrying about whether your coaching is up to 
scratch. It’s all taken care of for you - courtesy of Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 



Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: info(@greenstarmedia, net 

Unsubscribe. 
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The US Soccer’ Players Newgetter USSocce~ P~aye~’s ¯ Oct ~th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Oct 5th, 2012 

Friday’s TV: Bundes~iga, Ligue t~ SPL, and Lisa 

Bundesq~a on GotlTV: Au!~sburf~ ~ Werder ~remen at 2::COpra, Li~be I on be~N Sport: St Etienne - Nancy at 2:45pm. Scottish 

Premier Lea2ue on Fox See<or Ph~s: ~nverness - Ross County at 2:45~rn. La Li!~a on be~N Sport en Espanoh CeSta V~2o - 

Seville at :}: ~Opm (7pro on be~N)~ ,~ "~’~mes E~s~ern 

Their Word~ 

Europa League: Hannover lead Group L 

S~eve Cherundo~o ~ot L[~e start fo~ Hannover 96 in a 2-1 win ever Levante at AWDlArena. Hannover played a man down 

from the 9th-mh~ute and trailed when Levante converted the ensuing{ pena[t’/, Szabo[cs Hus~ equalized flora the penalty 

spot in the 21st and Dkl~er Ya konan scored Hannover’s winner in the 49th 811nute. A[so in (}roup L, A{{ja~J¢’o Bedoya 

started and ptayed 4i minutes for He[shx{bor~ drawing 2~2 with Twente, Niko[a Durdic opened the s<orin~ for Hetsin~bor!{ in 

the 7th and doubh~d the lead in the 4~rd, ’~wente sta}~ed a [ate o:~meback, scorin$ in the Y4~:h and equaHzin$ in the 88~:h 

nJnute, He[stabbers are ~ot:om of the 9ro~p~ Continue readinfl "Europa Leaflue: ~annover lead Group L" ,, 

Wondolowski wins third Player of the Month award 

~,Aajor Lea?>ue So<cer announced on Thursday that San Jose’s Ch~’~5 Wondok)~k} ~s A*~[$’s ~[ayer 0[ tel(} ~()nth re{ September 

2012. Wondotowski won the awmd m hpH[ an8 June~ setting a new ~ ecor8 for awards in a single season. The h~LS [eadel’ m 

scon~ Wo~do~owskl had [our goa~s and two assists in September. 

Questions: Work rate 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, C/¢ (Oct 4, 2012} US Soccel’ P[ayel’s .1 In Thin sday’s cohm~n, Tony rooks at [he impact two 

untimely injuries might have~ asks when Chives USA ~s going to score agam~ and sables two players who more than put m a 

shift th~s season. 

How much does losing Mehdi Ballouchy for the season hurt San 5ose~s chances in the p[ayoffs? 

&{ere U~an you’d expect, for a team [ikef.y to win the Supporte~ ’s Shietd. 

Shea SaUnas is just ~ettin~ back [o playing, .~artin Chaves and Simon Dawkins are hurt San Jose isn’t getUn~ [he w~dth 

from their ~u[~backs. Rat~ae{ ~aca might have hH: a Wall{, M~ th~s is a k~n9 way o~ sayhx~ Ba~k~b(:hy was the p{aye~ with ideas for 

San Jose, 

But Sar~ Jose keeps getUng resu{ts Tony, thegn a{[ that matters. Fai~ enough, but West Coast catenaccie against SeatUe and 

[unlping [on~{ ba{[s into the box to sa{va~{e a draw at home doesn’t exactbl scream ’peakin$ at the ri~{t~t time,’ 

Three ~james left in the regular season, his team stru8811n8 to maintain a p[ayoff spot in the 

Eastern ¢onference~ what’s the ~ast thin~ Houston coach Dominic Kinnear "wants to have 

happen? 

How [o gee his team a home p[ayoff game? Running out of those ’DY[@¢{O’ beanie caps he’s favore~? Not ha~dn~ enough 

Adidas-branded appar(J to wear on the s~dellh~(g How about grad Davis bmv~n~ practk:e after 10 minutes on Tuesday with a 

There’s sti[[ a few days before Houston p[ays ~tontrea[ this weekend, and ~tontrea[, Uke most of the teams in the Eastern 

Conference is [ousy on the road {2-12-1 ). Though we’ve already picked them as the team with the easiest route to a top- 
three seed in [he East, there’s sub. those ~ames [eft to p[ay. As it stands, Houston could ~ eaUsticaUy finish any’#here from 

second to sixth in the <onference. Continue reading "Questions: Work rate" ~ 

Heath Pearce - from American So<cot Now: It’s somethin?, Vve a{ways dreamed of. 



Innovative spirit puts MLS on front line of soccer’s evolution - from The Sportm~ News’s Brian Straus~ They con~idere~ 

Portland Timbers say they’re ready for expected large crowd in Seattle o Item The Ore~onianY Geoffrey ¢, Arnold: and 

the atmosphere wife{ cause goosebumps, 

How to Survive the Apocalypse ¯ from Grant{and’s Brian PhiKips: Dining that decade-pl.us, Everton has been the Premier 

End of the line~ Rio: Hod~son tells fellow Tube travellers it’s over for Ferdinand o from The Mk~or’s ,John Cross amJ 
Jmnes Eisen: Ferc!inand, capped 81 times, hat! not @iron up on an England reca{L 

Weekend TV: ¢lasices 

Saturday 

EPL on ESPN2: Manchester City o Sunde[{and at 7: }0am. Fox Soccer has Che[sea - Nolsvich at 9:30am, West Ham - AH;ena{ at 

12pro, Swansea .. Reading ~t 2:30pm and WBA - QPR at 4:30pm, Championship on be~N Spo~t: gh’mingham - Huddersfie[d at 

10am. Scottish Prom}or League on Fox Soccer P~us: Co{tic - Hearts at 7:45am. 

Bundesf}ga on Go{TV: Bayem Munk:h o Hoffenheim at 9:30am and Schafke - Wolfsburg at 1 ’i :30am. La Liga on belN Espano~: 

Rayo Ya[{e(:ano - De£orti~o at 10am, Va{ta~Jol.kJ - Espanyo[ aL 2£rn, and £ea[ Boris - £ea[ S(x:iedad at 4pro. On bel~’~ sport; 

Za~a$oza - Getafe at 5prYL Serie A on belN: Chievo - Sampdona at i2prn and Genoa - Pa{e~mo at }pro. Dgue t on UnMsmn 

Oeportes: Montpe~[~er - E~ian aL 11am and }.~[e - Aja(:cio at 2pro, On belN: "[k~u{ouse - Va~endennes at Ypm. 

Li~a MX on Univiqon: C{ub Amerk:a o Chh’as. Uni~ision De£ortes has ]"igres - P(EeM.a at 8pro an~J At:{as - Crbz Azul at 10pro, 

quereta~o ¯ Santos Laguna is on Univision Depo~tes 2 at 8pro, Te{eFutura has Pachuca .. Leon aL 8pro. 

MLS on NBC: NY - Chicago at 3:30pm, NBC Sports Network has LA ¯ Sa(t Lake at 9pro, A~I Tim~s E~sstern 

Sunday 

P{us has Liverpe@... Stoke at 9:45am and Spins - Aston Vi{{a at 12pro. 

Eredivisie on ZSPN Deportes: Ajax ¯ Utrecht at 6:30am~ PSV ¯ NEC at 8:30am, ant! AZ - Twente at 10:30am, Serie 

Spo~t; Siena - Ju~entus at 9am~ b, el~’~ and be~N ~spano{ ~ave the se~:ondd~al.~ of {~e Mih~n - kH:e~ k~c~h~n game at 3;45pm, 

Lign on belN Spo~t en Espan@x kevante - Va{enc~a a~ 11arm Bn~ce}.ona - Rea{ Madrid at 1:30pro (same dine on ~e~N)~ and 

gi{bao - Osasuna at 6:45p~YL be~{’,~ also has At{etico Madrid - Ma{aga at 6:45pm. L~2ue 1 on belN: Lorient - Lyon at i 1am. On 

Univision Deportes: Marsei{{e. PSG at 3pro. 

Li~a P0( on Univision: UNAM Pumas - Menterrey at 1pro. Univision Deportes has At[ante - Mereqa at 7pro an~ Tijuana - 

To{uc:a at 9pro. Ja~a~ares - San Luis is on ESPN Depo~tes at 6pro. 

MLS on Ga{a~,dsion: Ch}vas US~ - Dallas at 7pro, ESPN has Seatt{e - Portland at 9pro, A4{ T~mes Eastern 

i~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~Slot 

Clfck here to sol’ely unsubscrfbe from "US~occe;P!ayers "Clfck here to vfew muffing orchfves, here to chonse your pre]~erences~ or here to subscrfbe ~ Prf142cy ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

8 complete coaching plans that roll ~ve you time and eltbrt 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in your browser. 

iX Have Tony Carr of West Ham Utd on your side 

Dear (sForename) 

No coach can have too many plans, so I knew you’d 

be interested in this fantastic offer from Smart 

Sessions. 

Written and developed by professional coach Tony 

Carr, Smart Sessions builds into a complete 

coaching library. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

Dear Coach, 

My name is Tony Carr and T want to help you 

develop the stars of the future. 

Why am T qualified to do that? 

Well, as Academy Director at West Ham United I’ve 

coached and helped to develop some of the best 

players in world football. 



Here are just a few of the great players (many that 

have gone on to become England internationals) 

that have come through the West Ham Utd 

Academy in the 37 years since I was appointed 

Director of Youth Football: 

Rio Ferdinand 

Frank Lampard 

Michael Carrick 

Joe Cole 

John Terry 

Glen Johnson 

Jermain Defoe 

Over the years I have gathered a huge amount of 

information and experience on the most effective 

ways to coach football. 

And 3[ want to share it with you. 

Take a trial to my SmartSes$ion$ for just $1 and 

each week I will email you a complete, easy to use, 

print-and-go coaching plan that will improve your 

coaching and your players. 

There is no substitute for organisation and planning 

at all levels from grassroots to professional soccer. 

And now, with my Smart Sessions you can take 

English Premier League planning onto the training 

ground with you whatever your team’s level. 

8 reasons to try Smart Sessions today 

1. Receive a new coaching session by email 

every week 

2. Keeps your coaching relevant and fresh 

3. Saves you time 

4. Covers the core skills, advanced tactics, 

decision-making and much more 

5. Two versions - pick and match them to the 

skills levels of your players 

6. Two handy sheets - a complete, progressive 

training session every week 

7. Builds into a valuable library of coaching 

resources 

8. Best of all try them for $1 _. and get a free 

warm-ups manual worth $47 

"I can’t say enough about your Smart Sessions! 

They come in an easy to understand format, which 

is perfect for a coach like me with a lot of playing 

experience but not very much coaching 

experience! 

I am able to print off the session of interest and 

take it right to the field, and before I know it, the 

kids are having fun and learning some new skills at 

the same time! 

I have the complete library for my reference, and I 

tell you, I need all the help I can get! 

Thanks again, for a great product that lives up to 

"The sessions have helped me 

focus on developing skills of 

younger players as well as refining 

techniques of more advanced 

players. I use the sessions to help 



its name!!" 

Willie Root, Coaching Coordinator, 

Red Wing Soccer Club, 

Competitive/Travel Side affiliated to the 

Minnesota Youth Soccer Association 

overcome the deficiencies that 

present themselves in game 

situations and to keep the 

interest levels high" 

Rusty Gordon, Wheatland Union 

High School, California, USA 

"The sessions provide me with a 

constant stream of new ideas." 

Smart Sessions are split into two categories. Core 

and Advanced Skills. 

Core Skills: Core Skills are sessions suitable for 

coaching the basics of the game to school children 

and club youth players, players new to the game, 

and any players wanting to brush up their skills. 

These sessions are more suited to Re~ea~ianal 

Tea~. 

Advanced Skills: Advanced sessions are for 

coaches of children or adults who want to develop 

their skills further, and for coaches of experienced 

players. 

Advanced Skills sessions are more tactical in nature 

and are designed to get your players using their 

skills in a more organized team environment. 

Advanced Skills sessions are therefeore more suited 

"The Smart Sessions practise plans have been a 

great help to me and some of the other coaches in 

our league. 

We have compiled al! of the sessions in a binder for 

ease of use with our Recreational teams, as well as 

our local Travel teams. The drills pertain to all skill 

levels with the basic set-up and the progressions." 

Jeff Fuller - Wayne County Youth Soccer 

League, Huntington, W,VA, USA 

What to expect from Smart Sessions 

Each Smart Session, whether Core or Advanced, 

has all the information you need to run a full 

coaching session of between 45 minutes and 1 hour 

30 minutes, including recommendations for a warm- 

up, the details of the main session, development 

and game situation. 

George Ashison, West Metro 

Ulls, USA 

"I’ve been coaching girls’ youth 

soccer in the Baltimore area for 7 

years now, and each year brings 

a new set of challenges. The 

biggest always seems to be ’How 

am I going to plan my training 

sessions for these young girls so 

as to keep them engaged and 

having fun, while at the same 

time teaching them new skills?’ 

With your Smart Sessions, for the 

first time I feel like I have an 

excellent solution all in one 

concise but teachable format. I 

look forward to receiving many 

more Smart Sessions--I know my 

girls will benefi!!" 

Jim Farrell, Coach, 

Soccer Association of Columbia 

(Maryland, USA) 

"I think Soccer Coach Smart 

Sessions are GREAT!! I use 

Advanced for my U-15G team and 

Core for my U-lOG team. 

They have brought new drills to 

my teams and have helped stave 

off the boredom of the same old 

drills. 

My new inexperienced coaches 

like them especially when I am 

not at training due to their ease 

to use. 

I look forward to receiving my 

new sessions each week." 

Alan Buster, Head Coach 

U-:t0 Girls and U-15 Girls 



SHU Furies Select Team 

"I use the Advanced Sessions 

more often but the Core Sessions 

provide a nice periodic return to 

the basics. The game seems to 

be reaching a higher level at a 

younger age in Atlanta, GA. 

Parents are still concerned with 

wins and loses but they are 

understanding that we must learn 

to play before we learn to 

compete." 

I~ark HacKain, 

Director of Coaching, 

Atlanta Fire United, GA, USA 

SmattSessions are very much in tune with my 

coaching philosophy. They promote a well organized 

and disciplined approach. They also help you to 

appreciate the benefits of the particular practise 

and how to maximize the learning experience for 

you and your players. 

Have a plan and work to it. And above all else, 

make sure you and your players have fun. 

Click here to learn more about how my Soccer 

Smart Sessions can help save you time and effort 

and give you better players. 

Regards, 

Tony Carr, Editor 

P.S Don’t miss out on my special offer 8 weeks for 

just $1 and a free warm-ups manual worth $47. 

Click here. 

100% 

Satisfaction 

Guarantee 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. Fax: +44 (0)i483 894148 

Email: du ncanh@qreenstarmedia.net 

@2012 

Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 12:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

From Good to Great (The Secret) 

When it comes to great soccer players there 

are m,o things they ~J1 have: 

1) Great Skill 

2) Great Work Ethic 

The first part is often times a gift that they 

are born with. They were designed to play the 

gmne a~d thus it comes naturaJly to them. 

When it comes to soccer players with great 

skills, we "think ofPele, Messi, Ronaldo 
righr? 

These guys look like magicians with their 

feet and a soccer ball. 

But skills without a strong work ethic only 
creates "good" players, not "great" ones! 

As coaches it’s the stone thing. We want to 

be great coaches, that win games, championships, 

and transform the good players into great 

players. 

Every great player had a great coach to help "them 

get there. It’s not something m accomplish 

on their own. 

With "that saJ~d, what new things you are doing 
to make sure you’re THAT COACH! 

Check out a cool resource that you should 

definitely consider using for making sure 

you become THAT coach: 

Epic Soccer Training (Video) <     Good to Great 

[i~i iContact - Tr,! It Free! 



Hi Anson Dorrance, 

I don’t usually do this, but I feel like doing something a little 
extraordinary today... I’ve come to understand that when 
things go well for you, you’ve got to pay it forward so that 
others experience abundance too. I call it wealth without 
compromise, the kind that benefits all. 

This is an ebook you can’t afford to miss, and by sharing it 
with your customers too, you’ll find they get more inspired 
and motivated to reach their health-fit goals. Plus you’ll 
attract new clients too, usually within just days. It’s no 
charge, nothing. It’s my gift. 

It’s literally the best shortcut out there, and everyone’s 
looking for it, especially busy women. It’s easy to follow and 

i free to download right #.~!:f! ~> 

But that’s not all, Fabienne at Client Attraction has asked 
me to share with you her top selling ebook to help you get 3 
new clients in the next few days. So you’ll get both right 
away. This is something she’s currently selling on her 
website for $39 (and like the Weight Loss Shortcut which I 
provide to give fast effective results, it’s something she’s 
used for many years to get new clients). Act NOW, 
Fabienne’s ebook is only available free for a few days. 

These 2 ebooks work exceptionally well together, 
because without a fast doable health-fit shortcut to give you 

your clients outstanding presence, business can be 
really tough! Plus, you’ll need a system and tools that really 
work to attract new clients. Where this really pays off is 
when you start helping your clients do the same. 

DOWNLOAD THE 2 ~FREE~ EBOOKS NOW! 

nite Passion, 
i Suzanna 

p.s. If you like it, then pay it forward too. Let everyone know 
how to get it... use it, share it, and especially tell me how 
you like it and what results you got from it, OK? I want to 

i spread the word that anyone can getFit, stayFit and attract 
i clients quickly and easily. OK, enjoy!! 

Share 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MyLocker <info@mylocker.net~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 6:35 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Activate Your Custom Soccer Team Shop 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

Soccer Team Gear Available at MyLocker - Get a Custom tee on us when you order $85 in gear. 

My L ocker 

28241 ~[oundRoad 

Warren JVIichigan 48092 

United States 

@2012 MyLocker, LLC. All rights reserved. 
28241 Mound Road / Warren, MI / 48092 

Thi s email is intended for a~son@emaJl.uuc.edu. 



Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 

%. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 7:25 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally seut 10/4,12: It’sNot Easy 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Manaqe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 795: Sept, 2S®Oct, 4, 20112 

Michael Josephson is a re>ted radio ~:emme~tater 
the founder and pi°eaide~t of the .."..ol’~profit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Get the podcast in iT .... j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Riqhteousness Revealed 
in Conduct 
It’s hard to took a~ the world 
and some of ti:e peopie who 

seem to get ~head 
occas~or~a~y askh~g ourselves 
why v,:e should be ethical 

~ke tMs, the question 
be ogf ~im~ts for people who 

bd~efs, After a~, 

Listen or read more 

It’s Not Easy 
I..et°s be honest. ~.khics is 
not for wimps, it’s net easy 
being a ~:~ood persom X’s not 
easy ~o be hor~es~ when ~ 
m~ght be costly, to p~ay 
whe~ others cheat, or to 
keep ~ncenven~ent prom~ses. 
It’s ~ot easy to stam~ up fo~" 

d~fer~ng v~ewpohsts, 
Listen or read more 

The Self-Portrait Called 
Character 
Whiie I was o~: a radio cail-i~: 
si:ow taiki~:g about cheati~:g, 
a iiste~er I’il cult Sta~ 
mocked my concerto Ide 
cheated to 9et into coiie~e, 
he sMS, He chested ~n 
co,Jesse to gel a }oh, And 
now he oc(:~s~o~y che~ts 
on h~s job to get ahe~d~ is 

Check out [4ichaei 
]osephaon’s bloq on 
business ethics and 
leadership for a 
variety of quotes we 
poa.~ed this week. 

Sarah 
comments oll Let the 
Butterfly Struqqle: 
a~:~ree ~o[alty w~th th~s, 
It’s deep and preferred 
truth. Keep d’~em 

Chris, comments on 
Doinq Sports Riqht: "~ 
haw~ ~o say :t am very 
disappointed witi: 
today% schoo~ spo~’ts~ 
Nowadays, M~chad, 
you wou~d r~ot have 
bee~ able to play at 

aU, as there are no C 

Freshman teams at 
our schoo~ fo~ a~ 
sports, especM~y the 
g#~’s teams." 

Doinq Sports Riqht: 

sports done welt 
be a character builder 
and that we mus~ ho~d 
h~div~dua~s who cheat 
or exMb~t poor 
sportsmanship 

is simpl~stk: to 
the b~ame o~ ’bad 
apples," 

Find arid feltow 

~qetp keep dlia ~:ewaletter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

Sighted p:ii=t o~ 
[,I ;.clelei’s ciassic 
poeln "Wb,.-st Wili 

[ ’~}i Charad~er educati terials 

Proceeds from the sale of ~4ichael’s 
books asd CDs support character 

education ~s schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 

edu~.’,atio~-@ Visit our Character 
Educator Blog, Re~:estl’>, posted 

Checkinq in With the National 
Schools of Character - Part 3 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Get Your Goodies in Time for 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week 

Character education materials 

We’ve got a special section in our 
a[ore for i~ems that will help you add 
fro: asd fiai~ to you~ C{::~ Week 
activities ..... a~{ whi~e you support the 

posters and bam~ers to raise 
awareness~ p~ay CD’s a: your even:s, 

asd d~stdbu~e pe~d~s~ p~lss, wrist 

bands, r~bbor~s~ arid st~ckers as 
prizes, Buy now >> 



their kids how te cheat. 
Listen or read more 

Be What You Want to Be 
"What v’dti you be when yeu 
grew up?" It’s a serious 
questiom As kids, we knew 

we were seine te be 
something and that te be 

sernethin~:~ ~,’~’as to be 

amb~t~o~s changed, we knew 

what we were ~Hng to be 

chHce~ 

kisten or read more 

I Just Talk to People 
~’4arta was a hard-werking 
single mother, Whe:’~ her 

r.Hnisbv ~.~erme..’~ized ~bost 
"~v~ng a Ufe tha~ matters/’ 
she worried dsa~ worMng ~o 

church wasn’~ enough. 5o, 
on the bus to work she 

could do and volunteer work 
she coHd trT~ Sylvia, an 
e~der~y womas, saw the 

asked wha~ was w~’ong. 
Listen or read more 

WORTH SEEING AND 
READING: Happy 
To~e[her or Alone: 
Words and Images 
About Love and 

Relationships: "I 
wa~(:hed a 
documentary ca~ed 

"The ~}east~u~ ]’ruth," 

touched me so deeply 

down, A~ the end of 
the moHe I saw credff 
g~ven to "Character 
Counts" by 3osephson 

~nst~tute of EtMcs," 

Register for CC! Week a..’~d ge~ free 

dewnteadabte resources. 

~ook a~ Anti-Bull¥inq Workshop 

cyberbu’ilying, ar!d promote a poHt~ve 

schoo~ cUmate. Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
eqsip edscate.."s and youth-service 
leade!’s to be effective character 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

Nov. 7-9~ Dallas~ TX >> 

Nov. 14116~ Newark~ NJ >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our v’~ebina.."s are a convenient, 
affordabie way to lear:~ vaiuabte 

ch a !’a cte~’~ development techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

our Sportsmanship Bloq, Recently 
posted : 

Sportsmanship Tough to Find At 
Ryder Cup 

Visit the bioq >> 
Get monthly elnewsletter >> 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

Look[~-~g for a Sl:seaker or C<~r~s~ta~t? Book Michael Josephson0 

~4ichael 3osephson moUvates asdiences frem the government, bssiness, 

journalism, Jay’s, education, sports, po~dng, and the trUe,tory with 

de~very, enfp~gW~g presentations, and persona~ attention ~o your 

needs, CaU 8OO--2:t £H~620 or learn more, 

The nonprofit 3osephson institute is working to create a world where people act mere ethicMiy, 
Your donations enabie us to oiler services and resources li:ke this newsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsietker from landing ;n yeur jsnk folder by adding commentary@jiethics,org to 
’:our ad,d~’ess book or app!’o\,ed sender list 

9841 Airport Bird., #300 ’, Los A~x~}eie.s, CA 90045 I 800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q ] CharacterCounts.org 

@2012 dosephson Institute, "CHARA STER CL, UNT..,?’ is s registered t~adems~k of 

Mana~he newsletter subscr~ i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 

Click here to unsubsc6be. 
To update your profile click here 

Click here to sh~xe this email with a frien~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 11:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Coaching plans from Wenger, Ancelotti and 70 others 

CO# CH#~,~G PLANS FROM W2~NGER #NCEL 0 T’H AND 7#, OTHERS/ 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series 
Volumes 3 and 4 include full coaching ..... 
sessions written by Ars~ne Wenger, 
CaHo Ance/otti, Roberto Mancini, 
Andr~ Villas-Boas and 68 other 
professional coaches in book format. 

For a full list of coaches included and 
details of their sessions, p~ease c~ick 

here. 

These brand new books from Elite Soccerwill provide you with a whole range of 
diverse professional coaching plans. The caliber of the coaches in these new 
volumes is simply extraordinary. 

Published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA), these 
two books come with a professional seal of approval. With Elite Soccer: The 
Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 4 you will always be able to find a training 
session to meet the specific needs of your team and to help you improve your 
results! 

Because of our partnership with the LMA, we can provide full coaching sessions 
written by the best managers in the best league in the world= There is no observed 
or recycled content. It is absolutely true to say that no other organisation in the 
world can offer you this coaching intelligence. 

/N A F©~@~ T TO SL~T YOU 

You can get your copies of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 
4 in a format to suit you. If you want a complete catalogue of sessions, spiral- 
bound with a plastic cover to protect it from the elements - order print copies. If you 
like to prepare on your computer prior to training and pick out individual training 
sessions - order them in PDF. Make the book work for you by choosing the format 
that suits your coaching style. 

SO HOW MUCH? 
Today, you can get Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 4 in 
both print and PDF format for just $83. That is just $1.15 a session! 

So, what are you waiting for? Complete your Elite Soccer collection - act now to 
guarantee your copy. 

Yours in soccer, 



Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If 
you’re not happy with your book, just let me know and I’ll give you a full refund. 

Green Star Media In Association with the LMA 
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Wednesday’s TV 

No ~ames today. 

Their Words 

"We want to play a high paced game, we want to push the back line up, we want high pressure 
whenever it’s possible and we want to combine this as much as possible. This type of style 
was not doable in Jamaica because the field was impossible to play a passing game." US 

National Team coach Jur~en Klinsmann. 

Klinsmann reworks roster 

USA coach Jursen K[insmann announced on Tuesday that Brek Shea (abdominal strain) and Landon Donovan (knee) would miss 

the October World Cup Qualifiers due to injury. Both players reported to camp where they were diasnosed and eventually 

released. "It’s unfortunate for Landon and Brek that they won’t be able to play," K[insmann said in a press statement. 

"Landon was very optimistic over the weekend when his knee was fee[in8 much better, but now he needs time to recover. We 

knew Brek was a question mark comin8 in, and now we have a dear picture of where he stands. We feet confident that the 

8roup we have wi[[ set the job done." 

Friedel’s Position 

By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Oct 10, 2012) US Soccer Players -- If you’re American, a fan of Brad Friede[’s, someone 

who buys the notion that players should keep their startin8 jobs as Ion8 as their performances are up to snuff, or a[[ of the 

above, it’s a little difficult to stop and celebrate the end of Friede[’s historic 310-same streak of Premier Leasue 

appearances. Somethin8 is off about the way Andre Vii[as-Boas chose to end Friede[’s amazin8 run of starts as a topflisht 

8oa[keeper. Friede[’s streak ended with a fizzle, not because he wasn’t 8ood enoush anymore, but because Vii[as-Boas or his 

bosses couldn’t wait any [onser to justify spendin8 money on a pricey alternative. 

Settin8 aside the isnominy of it, thoush, it’s worth pausin8 for a moment to consider what Friede[’s accomplishment means. 

Friede[ spent eisht years as a constant in 8oat for three different teams in the hishest profite [easue in the wortd. It’s 

incredibty impressive. If we can set past the stranse, unsatisfactory endins, we can rishtty stot the streak in amon8 the 

8reatest ever achievements for Americans in the sport. 

Vi[[as-Boas’s decision to start French international Huso L[oris in Friede[’s place adds further context to the incredible nature 

of the streak. Friede[ did everythin8 he could to remain top of the depth chart, whether it was Blackburn, Aston Villa, or 

Spurs. He did his job in the most competent, professional way possible. He avoided dub intrisue. The quality of his play 

never dipped enoush for his job to be in question, and so it never was. 

For eisht years, if there was a [easue same on the docket and Brad Friede[’s team was involved, the American’s name was on 

the team sheet. Fdede[ was able to keep himself above the usual melodramatic fray that seems part and parcel with the 

operation of a bib Ens[ish dub. He never 8ave a manaser or a chairman the opportunity to question his performance. 

It can’t be overstated that Fdede[’s run is even more impressive because he did it despite chansin8 dubs twice. His move to 



ViLLa in 2008 and then to Tottenham in 2011 had no feeling out period. He joined as the starter and kept the job, game after 

game. Continue reading "FriedeL’s Position"- 

Questions: MLS numbers and trouble for FC Dallas 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Oct 9, 2012) US Soccer PLayers -- In Tuesday’s column, Tony asks what has become of Major 

League Soccer’s commitment to American players, Looks at League-wide penalty kick numbers, and wonders about 

management decisions in DaLLas and New Jersey. 

What is the percentage of minutes played in MLS by American players this season? 

According to Jeff CarLisLe on ESPN.com, the percentage has faLLen this season to 52.4% through October Ist. In 2011, the 

percentage was 55.75%. As the article notes, that’s a significant drop from the almost 70% in 2006. Last time I checked, there 

are a few more teams now than there were in 2006. 

CarLisLe quotes MLS Executive Vice President of Competition and PLayer ReLations Todd Durbin as saying that, for the League, 

it’s about quality of play. "From our vantage point, the most important thing we need to be doing right now, is to be doing 

everything that we can to get the best product on the field," he said. 

Why is it that when the League declines to pay players competitive salaries or sanction transfer fees, it’s about ’what’s best 

for the League’ and ’financial stability,’ but when numbers show playing time for American players (one of the reasons FIFA 

approved MLS as a Division One competition) declining, it’s about ’quality of play?’ 

Its playoff hopes depending on a win against Chivas USA on Sunday, what happened to Dallas? 

Vancouver thrashed Chivas 4-0 in midweek Last week, but DaLLas couldn’t hold serve on Sunday. In a must-win game, DaLLas 

trailed on shots, possession and passing against a team that has scored three fewer goals this season than Chris WondoLowski. 

What does this say about DaLLas? Continue reading "Questions: MLS numbers and trouble for FC DaLLas" - 

Sounders, Timbers crowd impressive - from Fox Soccer’s KyLe McCarthy: 

RSL took big step forward in road win over Galaxy - from The Standard-Examiner’s Justin Johnson: "We’ve said that as far 

as we are concerned the pLayoffs started weeks ago." 

15-year-old Fire here to stay - from The Chicago Tribune’s Jack McCarthy: "We’re at a better point where a Lot of better 

days are to come." 

St. George’s Park: Future of English football in full bloom - from BBC Sport’s Phil McNuLty: Quite simply, St. George’s Park 

contains everything anyone connected with the EngLish game would want in state-of-the-art form. 

Enough of the jokes, it’s time we got serious about diving - from The Independent’s James Lawton: to say that its reLentLess 

cheapening has reached periLousLy close to a point of no return. 

How can football solve a problem like diving? - from The Guardian’s Sean IngLe: Sounds preposterous, or utopian, or possibly 

both. 

Thursday’s "IV 

No games today. 
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North Carolina Sports Summit 

The weekend got off to an amazing start at the Embassy Suites Hotel in Cary with Ben Sutton, President of IMG 
College, the world’s largest collegiate marketing company, kicking off the revival of the North Carolina Sports Summit 

on Friday, September 28. 

North Carolina leaders in the sports business and tourism industry followed, including sports marketing executives, 

Elizabeth Lindsey, Co-President of WMG Consulting and Cameron Wagner, Senior Vice President of GM R; sport venue 
managers, Susan Braman, General Manager of the Greensboro Aquatic Center, and Larry Perkins, Vice President & 
Assistant GM of the PNC Arena; sport governing body officials, Paul Seller, Executive Director of USA Baseball, 

Nadine Day, President of US Masters Swimming, and Jeff Wise, Executive Director of the US National Whitewater 

Center; and Olympic exper[s, Tom Halleran, Director of Business Development, SP Plus Gameday, Will Johnson, 
Owner of WJ Events, and Shannon M izell, Broadcast Operations Manager for NBC News. 

A focal point of the day was the Olympic Coaches Luncheon. The Luncheon featured George Williams, Head Coach, 

2004 (Athens) US Olympic Track & Field Team; Drew Johansen, Head Coach, 2012 (London) US Olympic Diving 

Team; David Marsh, Assistant Coach, 2012 US Olympic Swimming Team; and Coach Mike Krzyzewski, Head Coach, 

2012 & 2008 US Olympic Men’s Basketball Team. 
Many thanks go to luncheon sponsors WMG Consulting, Duke Universit~ Athletics, St. Augustine’s Universit% WRAL- 

TV and FoxS0. 
Students and sports industry executives dominated the attendees, with St. Augustine’s University, NC State 

University, Duke Universit% UNC-Chapel Hill, and Campbell Law School represented among the 150 participants 

Olyrnpie Outreach 

The next morning featured Olympic Outreach programs in table tennis and swimming, with a Table Tennis clinic at the 

Embassy, led by two-time Olympian Diana Gee of Cary, and 1987 US Olympic Festival Gold Medalist Kim Gilbert of Los 
Angeles. Simultaneous with the Table Tennis Olympic Outreach was the Swimming Olympic Outreach program held at 

Pullen Park Pool in Raleigh and led by Olympic Festival Gold Medalist Nadine Day. 

Over 40 area young people participated in the two programs, accompanied by a roughly equal number of parents. 

Special thanks go to Dwayne Jones of the Town of Cary Parks, Recreation & Cultural Resources Department, for 
coordinating the Table Tennis Outreach Program and providing the official Olympic Trials Table Tennis tables. Thanks, 

too, to Terri Stroupe, Cit~ of Raleigh Aquatics Director, and her team at the City of Raleigh Parks & Recreation 
Department for facilitating the Swimming Outreach Program. 

Obanpie and Paralympie Athlete Celebration 



The evening was highlighted by the Olympic & Paralympic Athlete Reception & Banquet that featured Olympians from 
the 1952 Games (Helinski, Finland) to this years London Games. NC State NCAA Basketball Champion and 1972 

Olympian Tommy Burleson, the last person at the Olympic Village to see the Israeli athletes alive, led a special moment 

of silence for the 40th anniversary of the M unich Massacre. Tommy also acknowledged the passing during the last 

year of three noted North Carolina Olympians: Anita Zetts, the state’s oldest Olympian, a gymnast in the 1948 London 
Games; Mark Lenzi, Olympic Diver in the 1992 (Barcelona) and 1996 (Atlanta) Games and Head Diving Coach at East 

Carolina University; and coaching legend and former US Olympic Committee President, LeRoy Walker, Head US 

Olympic Track & Field Coach atthe 1976 Montreal Games 

Brian Hoyle, the voice of the Carolina Hurricanes at PNC Arena, served as Master of Ceremonies. Charlotte resident 

Cullen Jones delivered a heartfelt and entertaining keynote address, and testimonials by award winners Manteo 
Jones, Western Carolina University coach and 2012 Olympic Silver Medalist in the Men’s 4x400 Relay (track & field); 

and Ashley Thomas, wheelchair athlete and Executive Director of Bridge II Sports in Durham inspired the 200 

audience members 

Award winners were Cullen Jones, NC’s most-decorated 2012 Olympian, the LeRoy \Nalker Outstanding NC Male 
Olympian Award; Manteo Mitchell, who ran his 4x100 relay leg on a broken leg, the Kay Yow Courage Award; and 

Bridge II Sports and its executive director, Ashley Thomas, the Triangle’s Paralympic organization, the Hill Carrow 

Regional Sports Leadership Award (The previous day Coach Mike Krzyzewski received the AI Buehler Coaching 

Excellence Award and Abby Johnston received the LeRoy Walker Outstanding NC Female Olympian (with her coach, 
Drew Johansen, accepting on her behalf).) This was Cullen Jones’ second LeRoy Walker Outstanding NC Olympian 

Award, having captured the same honor with his 2008 Olympic Games pertormance in Beijing. 

25th Anniversary of U.S. Olympic Festival - ’87 

~"i USOF 87 25th Anniversary logo 

One other key component that truly helped "make" the weekend was the commemoration of the 25th Anniversary of 

U.S. Olympic Festival-’87, considered the Triangle’s brightest shining moment and still the largest event ever staged in 

North Carolina. Festival athletes from as tar as California, staff from as far as Nevada, volunteers and Board 
members all convened at the Athlete Reception & Banquet to reminisce and catch up with prior colleagues and 

associates An extensive collection of Olympic Festival memorabilia decorated both the reception and dining areas 

and served as genuine reminders of the magnitude and professionalism of that monumental event. 
Festival accomplishments such as the uniting of the Triangle; founding of North Carolina Amateur Sports, the State 

Games of North Carolina, and the Bull Durham Blues Festival; expediting of construction of 1-40, Raleigh-Durham 

Airport, and fiber optic cable throughout the region; and the roadside flower program that continues across the state 

of North Carolina were cited as keys to growth, development, and cooperative planning efforts for the central region 

of the state. 
1987 Olympic Festival athlete attendees were Greg Burgess (swimming), Nadine Day (swimming), Diana Gee (Table 

Tennis), Kim Gilbert (Table Tennis), and William Keever (swimming) Other Festival reunion attendees included 1) staff 
members Winkle LaForce, Participant Services; Tom Halleran, Transportation; Hill Carrow, President & Executive 

Director; Anne Franklin, Opening Ceremonies; Cathy Stuart, Legal; and Janis Matson, Operations; 2) Sport 
Coordinators Guy Troy, Modern Pentathlon; AI Buehler, Track & Field; and Jim McQueen, Table Tennis; 3) Board 

Members Bill Francis, Stan Campbell, Nora Lynn Finch, and Smedes York; and 4) Volunteers Nan Hannah and Jane 

Ragan. 

Celebration Stars: Olympians, Paralympians, and 
Sponsors 

North Carolina Olympians & Paralympians participating in the weekend’s activities included: 

AI Buehler, Greg Burgess, Tommy Burleson, Diana Gee-McDonnell, Sylvia Hatchell, Drew Johansen, Cullen Jones, 
Leora "Sam" Jones, Jamill Kelly, Dave Kiley, Mike Krzyzewski, David Marsh, Manteo Mitchell, Lary Schulhof, Arnold 

Sowell, Guy Troy, and George Williams. 

Special thanks go to our numerous outstanding sponsors, led by partners Capitol Broadcasting Company and 

Progress Energy, and including: Media Partners, Fox 50 & WRAL-TV; Gold Sponsor, NC Amateur Sports; Silver 
Sponsor, Sports & Properties, Inc.; Bronze Sponsor, Triangle Orthopaedic Associates; Official Suppliers, Town of 

Cary and the Embassy Suites Hotel; and Olympic/Paralympic Reception & Banquet Table Sponsors Atlantic Tire, 

Captive Aire, Eye Care Associates, Golden Corral, Greater Raleigh Convention & Visitors Bureau, Raleigh 

Orthopaedics, Red Hat, Sports Endeavors, and Summit Hospitality; Shared Table Sponsors, Cary Chamber of 

Commerce, Kast-a-Way Swimwear, and Kilpatrick Townsend; and Contributors Preston Development, Dek Driscoll, 
and Joe Freddoso. 

Upcoming Events: SuperKNOW, October 24th 



Presented by: 

The TSC is partnering with the Morrisville Chamber of Commerce and the Business & Professional Women’s 
Association on SuperKNOW (Knowledgeable Network of Women), Wednesday, October 24, 11:30am to 1:30pro at 

the Hilton RDU, featuring the Triangle’s NCAA Division I Women’s Basketball Coaches-Kellie Harper, NC State; Sylvia 

Hatchell, UNC; Joann McCallie, Duke; and Vannessa Taylor, NC Central-in an ESPN-style living room chat with 

moderator Debra Morgan of WRAL-TV. The SuperKNOW is a first-ever event with all four coaches and is presented 
by Rex Hospital Pelvic Health Center¯ Tickets are available for purchase online at www.morrisvillechamber.orq, while 

sponsorships and tables are available by contacting the Triangle Sports Commission at 919678,1651 or 

froy(@~trianglesportscom missio n corn. 
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Two things "a-ue of all coaches 

Reaching Our Goal 

First, I know of no coach that wakes up and shores "I can’t wait to raise money today!" 

Second, I know of no coach that would not welcome an e~ra three thousand dollars or 
tive thousand dollars or ten thou~nd dollars for their team. 

That is exactly what we do, every day. It is painless ettbrtless m~d IZast, too. 

If you are coaching a non-revenue sport at a big University, or a:ay sport at a Inediuln- or 
small-sized one, put us on your team. Hundreds of college coaches across the countly 

axe worldng with us right now. 

Yon roll spend just a few minutes, sell notking, lose no time from practice. Nothing to 

subscribe to or any crazy commission scheme. We have simply automated the process of 

people from around the conntD’ donating to your team. 

Just handing out a piece of paper to your athletes is pretty much the extent of your effort. 

You can be raising money right now by clicking the big green button at 
www.ReachingOurGoal.org or click the Free Intb button or reply to this email with your 
cell phone. 

No office numbers please. Coaches am never at their desks and we am all too busy to 
play phone tag, right? 

You can also call me on my cell, which is 914-384-4311. Starting now means a lot of 

e~ra money in a few weeks. 

Thanks for your time a~d look forward to colmecting with you. 

Jon Goldma~ 

Managing Partner 

Reaching Our Godl 

t: 914-384-4311 

e: ion(gb ReachingOulGoal.org 

vwvw.ReachingOurGoal.om 
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Thursday’s TV 

No ~ames today. 

Their Words 

"But they’ve all got to be doing it on the training pitch first and foremost. Players get 
judged all time on how they train everyday and how they go about their business." 
Birmingham City manager Lee Clark. 

Castillo, Fabian Johnson out for USA 

Ed~lar CastiLLo wiLL miss both of the October WorLd Cup QuaLifiers and Fabian Johnson won’t be in the squad for the first 

~lame, the US Soccer Federation announced on Wednesday. CastiLLo injured his foot and Johnson is recoverin~J from the flu. 

"ObviousLy it’s a difficult situation Losin~J Fabian for the Anti~Jua ~lame and Ed~lar bein~J unavaiLabLe for both," USA coach 

Jur~len KLinsmann said in a press statement. "We were in a similar situation for the first match a~Jainst Anti~Jua ~t Barbuda in 

June, and we wiLL be prepared. Fabian has been iLL since the weekend, and we were waitin~J to see if he would be healthy 

enou~lh to join us in Miami. At this point, it is in everyone’s best interest to aLLow him to fuLLy recover from his iLLness and 
come into Kansas City ready to play a~Jainst GuatemaLa." 

Frieders Position 

By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Oct 10, 2012) US Soccer PLayers -- If you’re American, a fan of Brad FriedeL’s, someone 

who buys the notion that players should keep their startin~J jobs as [on~l as their performances are up to snuff, or aLL of the 

above, it’s a LittLe difficult to stop and celebrate the end of Friede[’s historic 310-~lame streak of Premier Lea~lue 

appearances. Somethin~J is off about the way Andre ViLLas-Boas chose to end Friede[’s amazin~J run of starts as a topf[i~Jht 

~loa[keeper. Friede[’s streak ended with a fizzle, not because he wasn’t ~lood enou~lh anymore, but because ViLLas-Boas or his 

bosses couldn’t wait any Lon~ler to justify spendin~J money on a pricey alternative. 

Settin~J aside the i~Jnominy of it, thou~lh, it’s worth pausin~J for a moment to consider what FriedeL’s accomplishment means. 

Friede[ spent ei~Jht years as a constant in ~loa[ for three different teams in the hi~Jhest profile [ea~lue in the world. It’s 

incredibly impressive. If we can ~let past the strangle, unsatisfactory endin~J, we can ri~Jht[y slot the streak in amon~l the 

~Ireatest ever achievements for Americans in the sport. 

Vi[[as-Boas’s decision to start French international Hu~lo L[oris in Friede[’s place adds further context to the incredible nature 

of the streak. Friede[ did everythin~J he could to remain top of the depth chart, whether it was BLackburn, Aston ViLLa, or 

Spurs. He did his job in the most competent, professional way possible. He avoided dub intri~Jue. The quality of his play 

never dipped enou~lh for his job to be in question, and so it never was. 

For ei~Jht years, if there was a [ea~lue ~lame on the docket and Brad Friede[’s team was involved, the American’s name was 

on the team sheet. Friede[ was able to keep himself above the usual melodramatic fray that seems part and parcel with the 

operation of a bi~J En~J[ish dub. He never ~lave a mana~ler or a chairman the opportunity to question his performance. 

It can’t be overstated that FriedeL’s run is even more impressive because he did it despite chan~Jin~J clubs twice. His move to 



ViLLa in 2008 and then to Tottenham in 2011 had no feeling out period. He joined as the starter and kept the job, game after 

game. Continue reading "FriedeL’s Position" ~ 

Boca, Edu heavy-hearted in Gers exit - from Fox Soccer’s Leander SchaerLaeckens: "If the national team wasn’t involved, I 
would have 100 percent stayed with no regrets." 

New Answer for U.S. Team May be an Old One: Eddie Johnson - from The HY Times’ WaLter ViLLa: Johnson said he was 

ready for the challenge. 

Handing out off-beat MLS awards - from SI.com’s ALecko Eskandarian: No midseason additions compLeteLy changed the 

dynamic of a team like Higuain and Arrieta. 

Waukesha: Birthplace of U.S. soccer? - from Wisconsin Soccer CentraL’s Eric Anderson: The footbaLL rules speLLed out in 

BeadLe’s book essentiaLLy are the 1863 London FA Laws, with some selective editing. 

Fifa make pledge over empty seats at 2014 World Cup - from The Independent’s Ben Rumsby: "But we wiLL do our maximum 

to reduce that to a strict minimum." 

Germany still caught in those post-Euro blues - from The Irish Times’ Raphael Honigstein: Hot everyone would agree. 

Friday’s TV: Qualifiers 

The Antigua ~t Barbuda - USA WorLd Cup QuaLifier is on belN Sport at 10pm. ALso in CONCACAF, belN has GuatemaLa - Jamaica 

at 10pm. Guyana - Mexico is on TeLemundo at 8pm. belH Sport en EspanoL has Panama - Honduras at 10pm. 

UEFA WorLd Cup QuaLifying on ESPN2: Russia - Portugal at 11am. ESPN Deportes has BeLarus - Spain at 2pm, Armenia - ItaLy at 

4pm, and HoLLand - Andorra at 6pm. GoLTV has Faroe IsLands - Sweden at 2pm and IreLand - Germany at 4pm. EngLand - San 

Marino is on Fox Soccer at 4pm. Univision has the France - Japan friendly at 3pm. 

CONMEBOL qualifying on belH Sport: Ecuador - ChiLe at 5pm. belH Sport en EspanoL has CoLombia - Paraguay at 4:30pm and 

Argentina - Uruguay at 8pm. AI! Times Eastern 
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Baloney Sandwiches 
When ~aaori, a construction 
worker, tool< a sandwich 
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ask your w~fe to make you 
some~b~lsg e~se." 3aso~ 
~’ep~ed, "]’~a ~’s the 
probh~m~ ~ly wife d~dn~t 
make the aand~ch~ t~ d~d." 
Lots of people {ondm.iaUy 

as Hot,ms when ~t’s thee to 
eat them, 

Listen or read more 

"If" BV Rudyard Kipling 
It’s a pi~y that so many 

cemmerciaiized ctich~s 

because~ w~ien we’ve heard 

con(:ent~ate hard enough 
to ~stes to ~ts messages. A 

"if~ by Rudyard 
Listen or read more 

Chan~ Lives 
Long a,~o when i was a taw 
professor, I was at a 
~:on[’erer~ce arid a .."sari [~ 

wa~’m~y, He sah~ he wanted 
to thank me for changing 
h~s ~’e, t was ernbm~assed 
as I [~stened to h~m te[[ me 

that he had met me after a 

law school 
Listen or read more 

historicaily why 
spo!ts,’activities are in 
the schools," 

Gi~sa P’allica comments 
on It’s Not Easy: "[ was 
straggiing ,,viti~ the 

mentor~n9 a parHcu~ar 
cbUd agMn th~s year 

due to hscreased 
demands on rny thne--a 

consumh~g dHc pro~ect, 
a new dog, etc. "[’hen t 

"it*s ~’~ot Easy" and the 
ds~ee words, "keep 
h-~conven~er~t p~omises" 
h~t me ~U<e a 

"If’ By Rudyard Kipling: 
"Beautiful poem! I read 
it ou~ loud once and 
ti:en listened to the 
recording to reatiy soak 
rt ail irL" 

comments on It’s Not 
Easy: "I believe in this 
so much~ Everything 
that ~s worth debug 
~s ~ot easy, I 

that d~e most ~mpertant 
example of th~s 

P/ea:~e pos:~ 4 

Character education materials 

We’ve get a special section in our 
store for items that wilt help you add 
Rm and [iair to your CC! Week 
activities -- ail while you support the 
noop~ofit 3osephson I~st~tute, D~sp~ay 
posters and harmers to raise 
awareness~ p~ay CD’s at yo~r events, 
and d~str~bate penH~s, pk~s, wr~st 

bands, ribbons, and st~ckers as 
prizes, Buy now >> 

Reqister for CC! Week and get free 
downteadabte .."eseu r cos. 

Book ar~ Anti- Bullying Workshop 

hea~n ~iow to intervene, 
cyberb~,.’ilying, and pnxeote a positive 

schoH cUmate. Learn more 

Oar Character Development Seminars 
equip educators a~d yoath-.service 
leade.."s to be effective .::~ia~acter 
ed~,.’cators, ’Spcoming seminars: 

Nov. 7-9, Dallas, TX >> 

Nov. 14-16, Newark, NJ >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

af[erdabie way to learn vaiuabte 
ch a !a~:ter- development tech:!iques~ 

Learn more see schedule>> 

ou~- Sportsmanship Bloq, Rece~t~y 
posted : 

To Run or Not to Run 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

:: ~:+:~ :: Michael 
...... Josephson 

Book Michael Josephson~ 

~,’iichaH ~Sosephson motivates audier~ces from ti:e qevernment 

~omnaUsm, ~aw, edu(:athxb sportsb pe}h:~ng, and the m~Utary ,Hth 

needs, CaU 800-,7:t b-2<570 or learn more, 

The ..",onprofil: }osephson iristit(~te is working to create a world ,4~[iere people act mo~e ethicatiy, 
Your donations er!abie ~,.’s to offer servi~:es and resoa!~:es like this :!ev,,siette!. Donate >> 

Prevent this newsiettel° from landing in your }unk folder by a88ing commentary@iiethics.orq to 



9841 Airpe~l Bi’~d,, #300 i Los Angeies, CA 90045 I 800-7t 1-2670 

~hsonlnstitute.or~l I CharacterCounts.orcj 

Mana?le newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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The Antigba & Bafbuda o USA World Cup quaUfier is on be]N Sport at 10pro. ALso in CONCACAF. be]N has Guatemah~ o 

Jamaica at 10pro. G~iyana - t4exk:o is or~ Te[emur~do at 8pro. befN Sport en Espar~o] has Panama o Hor~duras at ’i0pm. 

UEFA Wo~fd Cup Qualifying on ESPN2: Russia - Portuga] at l lain. ESPN Deportes has gefarus o Spain at 2pm~ Arme[~ia - Italy 

at 4pro, and Ho{]and - Ando~ra aL 6pro. (;o~ has Faroe hd.ands - Sweden at 2pm and I~e~and ~ Germany aL 4prn. England - 

S~n M~rmo is on Fox Soccer ~E 4pro. Univision h~s the France - ~apan fliead{y at 3pro. 

CONMEBOL qua{ifying on be]N Spo~t: Ecuador ¯ Chil.e at 5pro. be]N Sport en Espano[ has Colombia - Paraguay aL 4::10pm and 

Argent:ina - Urbgbay at gpm. A~ 77me.s 

Their Words 

Preview: Antigua ~ Barbuda - USA 

By Charles Boehm ~ WASHINGTON, DC (Oct 11 2012) US Soccer Pfayers -- United States P~esMent Barack Obama is 

campaigaing for reef.ecLion which wi~{ do much to define his legacy m h~s home~and~ Yet. he’s a~.ready been m~mo~ta{ized by 

the Caribbea~ island of Antigua, whose tallest point was renamed ’%~ount Obama" three years ago m a nod to h~s status as 

~’the first biack presiden[ of Ehe Umted St~Les of America, as a symbol of excei[ence, triumph, hope and dignity ~of aK 

people/’ ac:co~di~g to a ma~ke~ at ~ts base. The peak isn’t much by g~oba~ sta~dards~ o~y t ,319 feet above sea ~eveL though 

"jibe US Nat:iona{ ’Team ~isit:s the t:iny ish~nd this week with a fitting task: dispal:~:h the spirited. ~)ut I.imited. chaKense of 

Antigua ~ Barbuda on ~iday night (Tpm ET .- be~N Sport). Three poh~,ts puts them m an eas~er position to advance whe[~ 

Guatemala v~si~s ].iw~strong SportIing Park in kansas C~ty for Tuesday’s derisive ~ina{ mat~:h in Group A of ~e sem~fh~a[ 

CONCACAF World Cup quaiifyin9 round, Antigua ~t Barbuda shou[~ be a simpie hike> but ~t’s st~K a challenge uader uncertain 

Earptarked as the sacrificia[ [arabs of this stage A[~tigua & Barbuda are stuck in the Group A basement ])[it have provided 

s~rp~isiag ~esisLance in their deepest qua[iiying run to date. The Benaa 8oys do their best to defend in packs and possess 

enough ath{eticism to cause trouble, as striker Peter ~yers shewed by t)a%ing ~ead goals against Guatemafa and the United 

SLates, 

The minnows gained positives - and probab{y t:ac~ica{ lessons - from ~heir ~-1 {oss to the USA in Jbne, while the Yanks have 

fost the solstices of four }mportant coi~tr}butors due to ini~m~ and fffness this week, a key cent~a] midfie~der has missed 

t:raininf~ l:irne~ and several regu[ars a~e off the rosl:e~, 

"Competing we[] was jus~ parL el t:t~e plan." A~:tB head coach "Tom Cb~tis l:o{d F~FA.~:om in August. ~We wanLed to be 

organized and make iE d~ff~cu[L for [the US] to play agaiast us. BuL ou~ ~oa[ ~sn’L just ~o compeLe~ 1Us Eo gee ~esu[Ls. ] fee[ 

we cob[d have gotten more from L~e Same. and that’s just what we’{[ aim to do when they come to play ~ES here in {~Ee ]’etu~’n 

SLib., the contrast betweea Lhe two programs is striking, For af.[ the growing pains associated vviLh the United StaLes’ fi~sL 

year under head coach Jurgen K]insrnanrh the US Fe~lains a we[bfunded regional giant. Th}s inc[u(~es a diverse p[ayer poe{ 

~eep eaough EhaE pregame media coverage has focuse~ oa who ~sn’[ in the squad, Continue reading "Preview: Antigua 

Barbuda - USA" ,, 

Questions: Goal difference 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Oct 11. 2012) US Soccer P[ayers -- In Thursday’s co[Utah, Tony ougines the Ga{axy’s 

p~ayoff option% measures negative goal diffe~ e~c:e~ arid compares point totals in the Eastern Conference as a feature of an 

br~)~]anced 

What’s the best option for the Galaxy at this point in the season? 

The GMaxy is twe points behind dried, prate Seattle in the Weste~ a Cenference, Hevvever, Seattl.e has a game 



Los Angetes’ two remaining games are a~ Sa~ Jose and home agah~s~ Seattie~ GK, en the we[bdocumen~:ed i~jbry [xeb[ems 

the Oa~a~ are having should B~uce Arena’s team push to overtake Seattle arid play Salt Lake in the cor~terence semi-finals, 

e~" iJse the tiqle [e (~ive ~:~eh" inexpef ien~:ed defense so~e ~hlutes~ ~nowisg they web[d host [he Wes[er~ Confere~ce wi{d- 

card $ame? 

Given Salt Lal(e’s current form, the Galaxy may want to take their c~ances against (likely) Vancouver and d~en San Jose, Los 

Anf~el.es has a sigi~iticai~tfy bett:er read and home record than the Whitecaps, 

As of Wednesday, Chives USA~s goal difference stood a~ °32, Will they have the wers~ goal 

difference in League history? 

Let’s hope not~ Chivas USA in 2005 and Tampa Bay in 2001 s~a~ e d~e worst foal c!ifierence in League history with -36, Salt 

Lake in 2005 was at o}§ asd the A~,et~oStars famous t999 team was at <}4. Looking for something positive, that ~S~etroStars 

team went i~om ..:14 m 1999 to -~8 in 2000, Chives USA went i~om .:~6 in 200S to ÷:~ in 2006, Tampa Say went from - }6 

to...wel[~ we shou]d stop whi]e we’re ahead. Still. is there a bette~ example than that massive change for the better i~ gee] 

c!ifierentia/for q~e possibili[.ies that exist fo~ bad teams m 2012 [.o become good [.earns in 20137 Continue reading, 

"Questions: Goal difference" ,, 

Michael Bradley providin~ leadership for U.S. men’s soccer team o from The Aqami ble~ald’s h~icbetle Kaufman: he has 

bi?en called up to the U,S, team 70 timi?s, so t:~e sqbad has come te rely o8 Ms Ieadi!,rship, 

Pressure on Klinsmann~ depleted U,S. team to take care of business - from SI,com’s (~ ~ra~ ~: W~ ~: ~:~,’~’ ~i ~ are these two 

~ames,~ 

Portland Timbers hope more .goals follow field expansion in 2013 . from The ORe~onian’s Geoffrey ¢~ ArnoM: &~LS 
recommei~ds t:t~e ideal I}eid size Ier it:s ti?arns be 120x7!i and req~Eires teams to make its Iiefd sizes a minimum oi 

With native son’s return~ Sounders full at the net - frem The News "I’Hbune’s ben Ruix: He seems to be returning te form 
as the Sounders are in a lO.day breal( in their ~’tajor Lea$ue Soccer season. 

MLS officials discuss NYC expansion plans~ eye on 2016 . Item ~’tLSsoccer,com’s Simon Borg: But as impor[.an[.ly, it is the 
"borne of soccer in New York City right now/’ accord~ to Abbott. 

The contrastin~ fortunes of Tiiuana and Pachuca o from Soc~:e~ 365’s Tom ~S~arsha/l: Os the fiefd~ }t simpfy hash’ t 

clicked .... 

Do late ~oals equal Serie A excitement? - from Eurospo~t’s James Herncastfe: ’°1"he only thing t~at: ~:eusts is resbfts." 

Weekend TV: Li~a MX 

~v~exico’s Liga ~’¢d has games on the schedule dunng the irtterrtatior~al b~ oak. On Saturday~ Urdvision Depo~tes has Santos 

l.ag~.Ena - "I’ijuana at g{)rn. Same time fo~ Sai~ l.uis - Al:Iai~te en Univiqon Depo~tes 2,/s~,ent:errey - ’Teluca on TetePul:bs~, and 

Leon - Tig~es on Tetemundo, 

On Sunc!ay, UNAM Pumas - Pachuca is on Univision at 1pro, Fox Depo~tes has Puebla - Club America a~. 5pro ant! Chives .. 

Jasuares is en "I’eli?munde at 6i)m, 

There aren’t: a~y games on ~4onday’s schedble, 4U ’T~me:; £o,sterr~ 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~,Slot 

CUck here to solely unsubscrfbe eom "!JS!Socce;P~yers, " tuck here to vfew mefUn~/ orchfves, here to chon~e your preferences, or here to subscrfbe o Prfvocy~ 
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Play like Baccelona in just 9 sessions 

more successful soccer coach 

in ii~-~st 9 s÷ssions~ 

yo~Y~ sg~ver be short of ideas 
or~ tr~ir~ir~g or match days 

s~p#ort of parents 
officials 

i × ~v ~e ~o~ in i~st ~ .... ions 

moveme~-:~t~ lvl sk~s a~:~d or~e a~:~d two.--to~mh pass~r~#~ 

~i T~/it now: 5 issues for just $1 

Dear Coach, 

What’s the biggest single obstacle standing between you and your 
determination to be a better junior soccer coach? 

Is it a shortage of time to prepare for your weekly training sessions, 
given the demands of work and home life? 
Or do you worry about your lack of soccer coaching knowledge and your 
limited previous experience of the game? 

Well, here’s some good news. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to help you overcome both of those 
problems. 

And to prove it, I’d like to offer you the 
opportunity to take out a 5 issue trial for just 
$1. If you do sign-up before midnight tonight, 
I’ll even send you my manual ~layLike 
Barcelona in 9 Sessions at no further charge. 



Play like Barcelona in just 9 .... ions 

This new manual will help your team develop 
the technical ability to manoeuvre opponents 
out of position with their one-touch passing and 
create more goalscoring chances. 

When you take my $1 trial today, you’ll get all 
the following delivered direct to your email 
address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekly, which I’ll send to you just 
as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our subscription 
service works. 

PLUS: take a trial by midnight tonight and I’ll send you a copy of my 
manual Play Like Barcelona in 9 sessions at no extra charge. This 
manual features great sessions originally published in Soccer Coach 
Weekly on tiki-taka, movement, lvl skills and one and two-touch 
passing 

If you’re anything other coaches I have worked with recently, you’ll have 
watched this glorious Barcelona team over the last few seasons and thought 
’if only I could get my players passing, dribbling and pressing like this side’. 

Imagine if your team had the technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of 
position with their assured one-touch passing and create regular goalscoring 
chances. 

PlayLike Barcelona Xn 9 Sessions will show you how and it is yours free 
when you take out a $1 trial by midnight tonight to Soccer Coach Weekly. 

The free manual includes sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lvl skills and one 
and two-touch passing that will help transform your team and infuse them 
with the characteristics that have made Barcelona such a dominant force in 
world soccer. 



Tiki-Taka, the Barcelona way - this session focuses 
on the short passing and neat interchanges 
personified by Xavi and Andres Iniesta. This exercise 
can be played with any age group and will get your 
players passing from one end of the field to the 
other. Put this session into practice now! 

¯ Spanish class - make the ball your players’ friend 
with this one and two-touch passing session. Give 
your players the belief that they can move the ball 
around without surrendering possession. Give your 
players a Spanish lesson! 

° Quick feet, quick minds - this passing and movement 
session will have your players thinking and moving 
quicker. Anticipation is key! Find out more now 

Feint praise for players - have your players beating 
opponents in iv:Is by teaching them to feint properly. 
They’ve watched Lionel Messi breeze past players on 
TV with a drop of the shoulder - now get them 
practicinq the technique 

Dynamic dribbling - the ability to dribble effectively 
is crucial to the Barcelona gameplan. Teach your 
players to glide effortlessly forward like mini Iniestas! 
Learn more 

¯ On the move - the ability to move well off the ball is 
a crucial component of Barca’s playing style. Move 
before the ball is played and your team will provide 
more of a threat going forwards. Unlock the key to 
your team’s movement 

The space race - do you ever marvel at the way 
Barca players can always find space to run into? Run 
this session a handful of consecutive weeks and reap 
the rewards as your players open up new avenues of 
attack. Find out more now 

Catalonian keepball - what’s the best way to stop 
opponents scoring? By keeping the ball, of course. 
Barcelona are so good defensively because they 
dominate possession. Here is a game created 
specifically for the purpose of keeping the ball. Take a 
$1 trial now 

¯ Pressing with purpose - your players will not always 
keep possession, but this session will help them win 
it back quickly. Hard work, concentration and focus 
are the key aspects of this session. Discover the key 
to winninq back possession now 

Tiki-taka, the Barcelona 

way 

ii~iI Quick feet, quick minds 

i~i Oatalonian keepball 

These 9 sessions will help your team play with style and finesse, while 
achieving the results to match. Imagine turning up for games secure in the 
knowledge that your team is technically superior and able to dictate the 
tempo. 

Experience the satisfaction of your team not only getting positive results, but 
in the right way, and as a result of your Barcelona-style training sessions. 

.~i T~/it now: 5 issues for just $1 

This guide will help you to dramatically improve in your team’s results and 
style of play, as well as showing you the quality of the sessions I publish in 
Soccer Coat# WeeMy. 3ust take a look at the illustration below to see how 
much you get on every page of this great manual. 



Soccer Coach Weekly 

To find out how Soccer Coach Weekly boosts your ability to coach your junior 
players, simply click on the link below. 

:Kil TPt it now: 5 issues for just $1 

Or keep on reading if you want more details on this fantastic service for junior 
soccer coaches. 

Here are five questions you may have about Soccer Coach Weekly : 

1. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

2. How can T be sure the advice is reliable? 

3. How quickly can T expect results? 

4. How can T be sure Soccer Coach Weekly is for me? 

5. What do [ get for my 5 issue trial? 

(~ /,. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

Soccer Coach Weekly is an advisory newsletter delivered direct to your email 
address via the internet. 

Unlike most soccer coaching information, it’s aimed specifically at coaches of 
junior players from 4 to 16 years of age. And it’s written by fellow junior 
soccer coaches, with firsthand experience of the kinds of coaching challenges 
you face week in and week out. 

That means the emphasis is very much on proven, can-do strategies for 
raising your game.., and the success of your players. 

Every week Soccer Coach Weekly provides you with practical tips and 
techniques to make your coaching more effective and rewarding for all 



concerned. 

All the articles are concise and to-the-point - and seldom more than one page 
in length. That’s because we know that the vast majority of junior soccer 
coaches have very little spare time. 

The last thing you need is pages and pages of heavy reading. 

.~i Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 

So each article in Soccer Coach Weekly concentrates on the essential 
information you need to know. Plus, there are plenty of helpful diagrams and 
pictures to illustrate the important points being made, for example showing 
you how to position your players on the field, or perform a particular training 
exercise. 

While it’s brief, and quick to read, Soccer Coach Weekly covers a wide range 
of coaching topics: 

fitness 
psychology 
planning training sessions 
player management and selection 
child safety 
core skills 
personal development 
match strategy and tactics 
dealing with difficult parents 
developing team spirit 
individual and team discipline 
warm-ups 
training games 

... and much, much more. 

Here are five quick examples of recent articles. 

EXAMPLE # 1 

How to take the fear out of heading the ball 

Lots of kids don’t like heading the ball. And that’s only natural. After all, why 
would you want to put your head in the way of an object you think might hurt 
it? 

But if you don’t learn this important ball-control skill properly, and preferably 
at a young age, you’re not going to be much use on match day to the rest of 
your team. 

Fortunately, at Soccer Coach Weekly we have a great training technique for 
overcoming your kids’ typical ball heading anxieties, in just three easy steps, 
you can teach your players to head the ball with accuracy and confidence. 

It’s the perfect exercise for your next training session. It’s tried and tested. 
And it’s fun. 

EXAMPLE # 2 

The A-Z of child protection 

In this increasingly risk-averse world, the last thing you need is a parent 
threatening legal action because he or she claims you didn’t look after little 
Johnny during soccer practice, or on match day. 

So each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly looks at one aspect of child safety. 
You get practical answers to key questions like: 



What are your primary responsibilities as a junior soccer coach? 
Which are the potentially risky situations you should anticipate - and 
what proactive steps can you take to avoid them? 
How do you spot potential abuse off the pitch, and what can you do in 
such situations? 
What essential equipment should you keep in your medical bag for match 
day and training sessions? 
What other sensible measures can you take to ensure that, should a 
child in your care be injured on the playing field, they can be given 
prompt and appropriate medical care? 

With Soccer Coach Weekly in your kit bag, no-one can accuse you of not 
taking your responsibilities seriously. 

%i T~/it now: 5 issues for just $1 

EXAMPLE # 3 

"The dark art" of the quick, accurate throw-in 

In youth soccer, nearly 70% of throw-ins are foul throws. The result? Your 
team loses the ball to your opponents. 

To reverse these odds, every player on your team must be prepared to 
execute a proper throw-in, and get the ball back into play almost 
immediately. Tndeed, such a sudden restart can catch your opponent’s 
defence off-balance and greatly increase your odds of keeping possession. 

That in turn offers your players the chance to get behind the defence and 
make a run on goal. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we teach a simple, five-point plan for learning 
the art of the quick, accurate throw-in. Teach it to your team at this week’s 
training session and you could be well on your way to dominating the next 
match - and the scoreboard. 

Our throw-in training also includes a technique for increasing by as much as 
30% the distance that your players can throw the ball. 

3ust imagine how disconcerting that will be to your opponents the next time 
you play a game... 

EXAMPLE 

How to referee the under 5s 

Host qualified refs avoid this age group. Tt’s just tOO demanding! So chances 
are one of these days you’ll be press-ganged into doing the job - probably at 
short notice - simply because there’s no one else available. 

Don’t worry. [n Soccer Coach Weekly we explain some of the best ways to 
structure a game for such young players, bearing in mind their limited 
attention spans, their resistance to conventional techniques for restoring on- 
the-field discipline, and their tendency to charge around after the ball like 
bees after a honey pot. 

And we tell you how to deal with the most common referee situations - 
handball, penalties, throw-ins and back passes - in a way that won’t spoil the 
kid’s fun and make you look like an ogre to players and parents alike. 

Last but not least, we show you how to get the parents constructively 
involved, so they become a useful resource rather than standing around on 
the sidelines distracting you and your players. 



Try it .... 5i ..... for just $1 

EXAHPLE # 5 

Building the correct skills base with your junior players 

Some skills are absolute "must-haves" for any soccer player, regardless of 
age. indeed, they are so important that you need to give them priority. 
Because when you teach your players these skills, you’re investing in their 
future and that of your team. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we’re currently running a series of articles on 
essential player skills. Each issue we highlight a particular individual skill and 
show you the most effective way to teach it to your players. 

Sign up to our low-cost trial today and you’ll learn these training techniques 
too. 

And, should you decide to subscribe at the end of your 5 issue trial, you’ll 
also benefit from all these future Soccer Coach Weekly articles: 

What should you do with substitutes who are not up to the standard of 
the rest of the team? Hide them or put them in the thick of the action? 
How do you train players who have never before kicked a ball? 
How do you deal effectively with unruly parents? 
What makes for a successful captain? 
How best to score from a free kick 
Landing your corners on the penalty spot 
Teaching your players penalty techniques for shooter and goalkeeper 
How do you keep your training sessions fun, fresh and stimulating week 
in and week out? 
How do you reverse a losing streak? 
How do you coach unfamiliar positions you never played yourself? 
How can you be a close mentor to the kids, yet keep a professional 
distance? 
How do you gain the respect of arrogant young players? 
How can you overcome your team being the smallest in the league and 
overcome other physical disadvantages? 
How do you prevent interfering parents undermining your relationship 
with the players? 
Tactics against a team that cheats 
How do you discipline and control young soccer players? 
Making the most of the 4v4 training techniques that form the basis of 
Dutch Vision, the coaching technique inspired by the Dutch football 
association with Louis van Gaal, Johan Cruyff, Rinus Michels, and Marco 
van Basten 
How do you use the team building process to develop the style of play, 
and achieve success? 
Why coaching technique and inspiring the soccer brain is better than 
running sprints and laps 
Using 3v3 for 4, 5 and 6 year olds to develop ball manipulation skills 
Teaching communication on the field using terms like "man on" or "time 
and turn", and how your players should communicate with opposition 
players, spectators, officials etc 
How can you teach crossing and finishing more effectively? 
Give your players match-winning insight: what effect will the field have 
on the game? What’s the best way to deal with wind and sun? 
What can you do when the opposition’s tactics mean your players are all 
playing to a different tune, for example they only have three at the back 
and your wingers cannot exploit the advantage? 

You’ll find all these topics, and more, in forthcoming issues of Soccer Coach 
Weekly. 

What’s more, you can suggest your own topics for future issues by emailing 
the editor with details of the soccer coaching issues that matter most to you. 



Try it .... 5i ..... for just $1 

This question is of critical importance to any junior soccer coach who takes his 
or her responsibilities seriously. After all, you’re coaching a group of 
youngsters - including your own son or daughter, most likely. The last thing 
you want to do is accept any old advice. 

So let me tell you a bit about my experience and credentials. 

T’m certainly no armchair enthusiast. Quite the contrary. My junior soccer 
coaching pedigree is a pretty distinguished one - and I have the silverware to 
prove it. 

But it was all very different when I first began over ten years ago.., which, of 
course, is exactly why [ think my perspective on soccer coaching is so 
valuable to Soccer Coach Weekly readers. 

I started out in 1997, trying to find my oldest son a team to play in. It wasn’t 
easy; the lad wanted to be in the same team as his friends, but the problem 
was, their school had little interest in team sports. 

That meant I first had to create a team from scratch, made up of boys from 
two classes. Then I set about coaching two teams (an A and a B) right from 
under 4 to under 12. 

When my second son was 4, I did the same for him. 

So I was now faced with the challenges of coaching two teams at under 4 and 
two teams at under 7 every Saturday morning plus match days. 

It was a pretty hectic time! 

Needless to say, by the time I came around to coaching my second son I had 
gained a much better idea of how to train junior soccer players - and I began 
to get the match-day results I was after. 

I based my new coaching approach on a holding/passing game which in itself 
is based on the Dutch 4v4 system aimed at giving young players the skills to 
be good soccer players, irrespective of their relative physical size and 
strength. 

The results were impressive. 

My team began to beat every team they played, and won the league against 
some big, strong competition. Even though my team was a small Surrey 
primary school, everyone began to fear playing against us and we came up 
against a lot of aggressive, pushy teams. 

Today, my team still wins most of our games even though we now play 11-a- 
side in a big Surrey league. 

I have just about seen it all, from my oldest son’s first team which lost 7-0 in 
their very first game to turning them around over the season until it was them 
winning 7-0. 

I know what coaches feel, what they worry about, what goes through their 
mind when they are losing, how it feels to win trophies. 

know what they need to succeed. 

My mission, as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly, is to help soccer coaches 
just like me be the very best they can be - and in doing so save them much of 
the time, effort and sheer aggravation I had to go through. 



Try it .... 5i ..... for just $1 

Your 5 issue trial contains a wealth of practical advice and training materials - 
all of it designed to help you become a more knowledgeable and confident 
soccer coach. 

Sign up for your 5 issue trial, and you’ll receive it within minutes of accepting 
our offer. 

That means you could be reading our advice, and putting it into practice, as 
early as your next training session or match day. 

Take the quick throw-in technique I mentioned earlier. It’s just one of the 
highly effective training tips you could use to gain an almost immediate 
advantage over your opponents. 

Remember: 70% of throw-ins at junior level result in a loss of possession to 
the opposition. So if you hone your team’s throw-in skills at your very next 
training session you could be dominating match-day possession within 7-:[0 
days - and perhaps even winning your next game. 

That’s just one example of the almost-immediate information advantage that 
you get only from Soccer Coach Weekly. 

I’m confident of two things: (:[) the sheer usefulness and effectiveness of our 
training advice; and (2) the ease with which you’ll be able to raise your game. 

Indeed, it’s because I’m so sure you’ll see measurable progress within such a 
short period of time, that I want you to try out our soccer coaching advice 
before you sign up to the full service. 

Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 

Soccer Coach Weekly is written by junior soccer coaches for junior soccer 
coaches. 

As editor, ]: have extensive first-hand experience of coaching in the kinds of 
situations that you face. And the same goes for each of the expert 
contributors I choose to share their experiences with you. 

The proof of this is in the reader feedback we’ve already received. Comments 
like these from junior soccer coaches just like you: 

"I’m a busy person all week - I run a small company, the local village hall and 
recreation ground, have a young family and run a junior village soccer club 
with four teams in five leagues. I read Soccer Coach Weekly and think: 
"There’s someone else who understands where I’m coming from. It’s my 
language and it’s the language of the sort of development I want my players 
to be coached, listening too"." 
Nick hfiles, Culm United Youth FC, Uffculme, Devon, England 

"What an outstanding resource." 
John Bardwell, Wexford Soccer Club 1997 Boys, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 

"I have purchased many books on coaching, your material is up with the best 
of them." 
Frank hfcClean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, Northern Ireland 



"T wish ][ had this type of advice when ][ was starting out in junior soccer 
coaching (over 8 years ago). Tt’s ideal for outlining the approach to managing 
junior soccer teams." 
Paul Norris, Woodbank FC, Bolton, England 

"Tt’s a fantastic resource and something I have waited for a long time." 
Colin Hakin, LurCh Borough Football Club, Lurch, England 

"The tips are easy to apply and remind us of the fun part of the game." 
Xavier Fostier, Tilston, Cheshire, England 

"I’m just starting out as a coach. My oldest boy is five and at the moment I 
take the Under 5s, Under 6s and am just starting to coach the local primary 
school under 8s. I think your journal is just what I need." 
Dave Buckle),, hfalmesbur),, England 

But you don’t need to take my word for it - or the words of these satisfied 
subscribers. Try out Soccer Coach WeeM), for yourself at virtually no cost, 
with our special 5 issue trial plus get a free copy of PlayL~ke Bar~elo~a In 
~e~L~on~ too. 

If in the next 4 weeks you don’t see a marked improvement in your confidence 
on the field, and your ability to work with your players, their parents and 
officials, then don’t take out a full subscription. It’s as simple as that. 

And don’t forget, you’ve got a full four weeks to try before you buy... 

.~i Try it now: 5 issues for just $1 

To start your 5 issue trial, click on the link below now. It’s just $1 through 
your credit card. 

Coach Weekly 

This nominal payment is simply to cover our administration costs for 
delivering your first trial issues. (We rely on private membership subscriptions 
only, We receive no grants or aid from any government department or sports 
coaching organisation.) 

As soon as we receive your instructions all this is yours - delivered direct to 
your email address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach WeeM),, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

The next 4 issues of Soccer Coach Weekl),, which I’ll send to you just 
as our regular subscribers receive it so you can see how our subscription 
service works. 

PLUS: take a trial by midnight tonight and I’ll send you a copy of my 
manual Pla),Like Barcelona in 9 sessions at no extra charge. This 
manual features great sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lvl skills and 
one and two-touch passing 



:@i TP~/it now: 5 issues for just $1 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

David Clarke, Head Coach 

P.S. lust think how much time and effort you’ll now save each week, simply by 
using our carefully-selected junior soccer coaching tips. No more searching the 
Internet to find something to do with your team on the weekend. And no 
more worrying about whether your coaching is up to scratch. It’s all taken care 
of for you - courtesy of Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Ereephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

gmail: info~reenstarmedia, net 

Unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 10:50 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Ultimate Coaching Sessions - special launch offer 

The best-value way to receive Elite Soccer’s professional coaching advice 

The best-value way to receive Elite Soccer’s professional coaching advice 

Dear Anson, 

Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching Sessions will make your life easier by giving 
you access to the personal training sessions of the world’s best coaches. 

you see a problem with a particular aspect of your team’s play in a match you’ll 
be able to pick out a session that will help to solve it at your next training night. 

We have chosen 25 of the best sessions from the hundreds published in Elite 
Soccer. 

They’re divided into five manuals which group sessions on similar topics: 

¯ Elite Soccer’s UIHmete Attacking Sessions 
¯ Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Defending Sessions 

Published in PDF format and delivered as soon as you order, they can be printed 
easily on any desktop printer. Just tuck them in your pocket and away you go. 

And like everything published by Elite Soccer, the sessions are written by 
professionals at the very top of the game, including Premier League and 
Champions League winning managers. 

Only Elite Soccercan publish coaching sessions from the top managers because 
it is published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Sessions written by the likes of SirAlex Ferguson, Roberto Mancini, Ars#ne 
Wenger and Carlo Ancelotti are included. Don’t accept inferior imitations - get 
the real thing written by the world’s best managers. 

Here’s a full list of what you’ll get when you buy today: 

~ SirAlex Ferguson - V~ng play & shooting 

~ Carlo Ancelotti - Attacking movement in a 4-3-2-1 

~ Roberto Di Matteo - Attacking aims 

,~ Alan Pardew- The final third 

~ David Moyes - The ’switch’ 

Ultimate Attacking 

Sessions 



Roberto Mancini - Decisive defending 

Brian McDermott- Shot blocking 

Nigel Adkins - Defending crosses 

Steve Bruce - Defending as individuals & in pairs 

Dave Jones - Penalty box battles 

i.~.i Ultimate Defending 
Sessions 

Ars~ne Wenger- Passing through the lines 

Roy Hodgson- Pressing and screening 

Harry Redknapp- Encouraging creativity 

Andr# Villas-Boas - Possession principles 

Roberto Martinez - The lvl situation 

UL T~MA TE GOALK~,:~7,:~P~NG SESSIONS: 

Ultimate Midfield 

Sessions 

Eric Steele - Keeper match day warm-up 

Andy Quy- Great goalkeeping 

Adrian Tucker- Keeper’s kicking drill 

Steve Sutton - Keeper reactions and decisions 

Seamus McDonagh = Direct distribution 

::~:: Ultimate 

Goalkeeping 

Sessions 

Richard Hawkins - 15:15 drill 

Tony Daley- Match day recovery session 

Damian Roden - Dynamic warm-up 

Antonio Gomez- Pro-match warm-up 

Tom Little - Possession keeper catch 

::~:: Ultimate Fitness 

Sessions 

The sessions contain over 25 hours of coaching straight from the training grounds 
of some of the best clubs in the world. You can be sure you’re not wasting time with 
ill thought out and inappropriate sessions. 

The next time you’re at a loss as to what to do at training you’ll be glad to have 
Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching Sessions at your disposal. 

So do yourself a favour and grab these special manuals today. 

A FR~E So-~LE SESSION 

To show you the quality you can expect from Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching 
Sessions, I am providing you with a free session from the midfleld manual. 

Simply click here to download Harry Redknapp’s session on Encouraging 
Creativity. 

For a limited time, I am making these PDF manuals available at just $9 each. And 
if you buy all five, it gets even cheaper - you’ll get the whole set for $37 (that’s a 
saving of 18%!). 



This is the most cost-effective way of receiving the unique sessions published in 
Elite Soccerthat we have ever offered. 

So don’t delay, get Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coachin9 Sessions today. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

P.S. - I’m so confident in the quality of my Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coachinq 
Sessions and your ability to run them successfully that I offer a 100% money-back 
guarantee. You’ve got nothing to lose! 

Green Star Media in Association with the LMA 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <news~etter@usns~:{~a.com> 

Monday~ Oc:~:obe~ 15~ 2012 12: ’~ 5 PM 

Dorrance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US 5occeF P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Oct 15th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Oct t5th, 2012 

I’Ve f~ames today, 

WCQ,: Antigua ~, Barbuda 1 - USA 2 

Eddie Johnson scored both ~oa[s on a troub[in~ night for the Uni[.ed S~ates a~ainst Antigua it 8arbud~. Johnson opened the 

seemed unable to put ~of~el:her al:tac:kisf~ moves on ~he tiny fie~J in North ~eund. W~th the ~ame h) sto~@a~e t~rne~ Jehnson 

scored the winner. The USA hosts Guatemala on October 16th in Kansas City. Continue readin~ "WCQ: Antisua ~ Barbuda 1 - 

USA 2" ,, 

Video: Hi~hli~hts 

Video: Post-game press conference 

Video: Player interviews 

Fabian Johnson to miss Guatemala game 

The illness that kept Fabian Johnson from reporting to c~mp wiK keep hint ou[. el q~e Oc[.ober quafJfiers entirely, q~e US 
Soccer Federation confi~ reed in a~ announcement. Johnson has the fl.u, and wif/not be avai]at£e for Tuesday’s game a~;.,ainst 

GuaLemal~. Th~L [eaves Lhe USA wiLlt 16 field players ~nd three ~oMkeepers. 

National Teamers Abroad: Liga MX 

Mexico’s Li~;.,a ,M~K played over the international break. M~chael Orozco subbed o~ in the 8Oth minute fo~ San Luis h~ their 

~Js~w wi~:h At~ante, Luis ~en~Joz,~ opened the scerh~g fl:~r Sa~ L~is h~ the 2nd ~h~ute w~th ~,~ee ~,~@ya ~JoubUng that ~ead i~ the 

0 loss to U~,~A~ ~uRlas. 3onst,f~an Borns~:e{n got ~:he star~: fo~ "F~2~es in thei~ 2q) I.oss to Leon. No ~’~ationaE "Yearners were 

invob~e~ in S~ntos La~un~’s 2.2 dl’aw w~th T~juana, 

Late Goal Eases Pressure on U.S. in World Cup O.ualifying ¯ from The NY Times’ Brian Sciarett~: it w~s a ~ifiicu[t week 

the Usi~ed S~al:es .... 

U.S. can breathe after stunning win against Antigua; more thoughts - from SI.com’s Grant Wahl: What’s more, ~4linsmann 
picked a strange time to teach a ~esson .... 

USA’s performance should worry fans - from Fox Soccer’s Ky[e McCarthy: Gooc! teams usuM~y do jus[. that a~ains~, poor 
opposition. 

Eddie Johnson revival puts U.S. on brink of advancing o from ESPN’s Paul Can’: Ten of Johnson’s 14 international goab 
have been in Werld Cup {~ualifyin~, 

THE USMNT GOT THE JOB DONE~ BUT ANOTHER FLAT PERFORMANCE IS A CAUSE FOR CONCERN o Item 5oc(:e~ By tvetis 
Ires Ga/ar~:ep: but there were as many questionable decisions made by K/insman~ as there were ~;.,ood ones. 

Klinsmann’s men slay the minnow - from Soccer America’s Mike Woita[ta: 5o why wouldn’t the USA refish facing a squad 

ranked ll)~th in the world? 

Three thin~s we learned from a terrible trip to the Caribbean o from MLSsec~:er’com’s Mat:t:hew Doyle: Quite simpty~ 
because Lhe c~e~tive aLLacking pf.ayers we have are> for some undisclosed reason~ in K[insmann’s do~house~ 

Takeaways from the U.S.’s win in Antigua: States find their hero ¯ from Pro Soccer Tal.k’s Richard Farley: Front then on, it 

was the same. attacl~-chalten(~ed U.S, we%’e ceme t:o know unde~ ,fur(~en KI.insmann. 

Tuesday’s TV; CONCACAF semis 

CONCACAF’s semil~nal World Cup Qualilying sta~le concf.udes with USA - Guatemal.a on ESPN2 and Te[eFutura at 7pro, beIN 

Sport has Jamaica - Ant}$ua & Barbuda deb~yed at 12:30am. Um~ds}on has Mexico - Et Salvador at 9pm, Honduras - Canada 

~Jel.ayed en be~N Sport al: lg::}0pm (ti~e en be~N en EspanoL at 4prn), bet~’~ Spor~: en Espano~ has Costa Ric:a - Guyana ~Jetayed 

at 12:30am. 



8pro, ~eIN Spo~t en Espaao{ ~as Venezuela ,, Ect~ador aL 6pro, A#I T~m,~s 

:i~:i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i~i FeedBlitz Seconda~,Slot 

Click here to solely unsubscribe from "!J~:~o¢-cerP!a~,ers "Click here to dew moilin~ orchives, here to chon~e your pre[erences> or here to subscribe ~ Pri~cy ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPNMag Coaches Fundraising <coachesprogram@espnmail.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 12:20 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].uuc.edu> 

How much money does your team need to raise? 

ESPN Coaches Fundraising I Sign Up Now >> 

.:~ Your Team Keeps 75% of Each Order! 

How much money does your team need to raise? 

ESPN The Magazine 

With our free fundraising kit, your team can sell 2-year 
subscriptions to ESPN The Magazir~e (new, gift or renewal) 
and KEEP 7!~% of the money. To make $900, your team just 

needs to sell 30 magazine subscription orders. 

If you sell 50 orders, your team keeps $I ,500. 
If you sell 100 orders, your team keeps $3,000. 

The possibilities are endlessl 

No minimums, no deadlines, and no invento~ to store. 

Learn More >> 

Insider: Magazine subscribers also receive exclusive access to ESPN Insider and 

the ESPN The Magazine App for iPad for FREE! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

For the team: faster, easier and smarter funding 

Reaching Our Goal 

September, hundreds of coaches across the country each raised thousands of dollars. 

They sold nothing ... athletes did their part at home in about fifteen minutes ... coaches 
simply handed out a piece of paper. 

One coach said it best: "Absurdly easy and extremely fast." Isn’t that what you want 

when it comes to rinsing money? 

Last Inonth, to kick offthe school year~ contributom gave over m,o hundred and fifty 

thousand dollars to our teams. 

This month it will be more. Fast. easy’ and smart. 

www.ReachingOurGoal.org. Because you have mnch better things to do with your time. 

IVhatyoudo... 

- hand your athletes a piece of paper with a web address or tbrward them a link 

What athletes do ... 

- log in and enter mnail addresses of Mults who know them 

V/hat we do ... 

- everything elsc! 

H,~v to contaet us: 

- go to www.ReachingOurGoal.org and click the Try It Now button to start 

- go to www.ReachingOurGoal.org and click tim Free Infokit tbr more details 

- reply to tiffs e,nail ruth call ,ne in tbe subject, your nanm and your plione number in tbe 

message 

- call or text me at 914-384-4311 

A little more detail... 

- we create a sIx~nsorship page for your team ruth graphics, images and a letter 

- your athletes enter into our wstem - for one-lime use only’ - email addresses of adults 

who know them 

- we send an email to each adult from each afl~lete inviting them to visit your sponsorship 

page 
- supporters read about your team and donate $25 or more by check or credit card, 

average donation is $52 

- each contributor receives a thank you gift of fifty dollaacs in savings redeemable at 

thousands of restaurants mound the country 

- tean~s average 80% profit margins and will raise between three thousand and seven 
thousand dollars 

Jon Goldman 
Managing Partner 
Reaching Our Goal 
t: 914-384-4311 
e: jon@ReachingOurGoal.org 
www.ReachingOmGoal.org 



you wouid ~rele~ nei ~o ~eceive farlhsr n~essages froln ibis sender, piease Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:03 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Bring On The Rain!! 











Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

XL Soccer Tours <ciaran@xltravel.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 1:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Visit the brand new St. George’s Park with XL SOCCER TOURS! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 









Forward email 

This email was sent to a[lson@email.unc,edu by cia[an@xltravel.com 
U#dat~ [:’r£fi]~/~maj]Address ~,nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Priva~t Po[ic¥~ 

XI_ Soccer World Orlando 825 Courtland Street i Orlando i FL 32804 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 1:59 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL uuc.edu> 

Triangle TaJko, New Exhibitions, Employee Appreciation, and More’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Tuesday, 16 October, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

FREE admission 

A harmless tooLing, middte-aged 

fortune tetter arrives at the        :IN 

apartment of bohemian actress 

Deniz. Over a cup of homemade 

Turkish coffee, the fortune teller 

reveals that she is a vengeful 

grandmother seeking justice for 

the death of her granddaughter, 

which she believes is the fautt of 

Deniz’s partner, Dr. Sema. She 

drugs Deniz and when the caretaker comes to her rescue and Dr. Sema 

arrives home, the three end up as prisoners at gunpoint. As night fails, 

each character is revealed to be someone other than who they present to 

the world. We reatize that no one is innocent and that each person has 

been tying to the others in some way. 

In the Qur’an, the pomegranate (nar) is a symbo[ of goodness and is 

thought to have healing powers. The story of a woman’s search for 

justice, Mar explores the tensions between our similarities and our 

differences, and the risks of challenging the community that binds us 

together. 

Omit 0hal is prominent and award-winning Turkish director whose film 9 

was the Official Turkish Entry for Best Foreign Language Film at the 2003 

Academy Awards. 

This is the second of three films presented in the series 

"Cinema of the G[obat Middte East," sponsored by 

Art/Istam, the Carohna Center for the Study of the 

Middle East and Muslim Civilizations, and the Duke-UNC 

Consortium for Middle East Studies. 

North Carotina Pubhc Radio WUNC is the officia[ media 

sponsor of the Acktand Firm Forum. 

Thursday, 18 October, 6:00 PM 

Sample Japanese matcha (green tea) 

white teaming about traditionat and 

contemporary tea practices in Japan. 

Then enjoy the Japanese art on view at 

the Ack[and during the Museum’s 

extended evening hours. 

Led by Nancy Hamitton, Cultural 

Programming Coordinator, Sarah P. Duke Gardens, and instructor in the 

Urasenke Tradition of Tea. 

Limited to 20 participants. 

$25 for Ackland members; $35 for non-members. 

Advanced registration is required. RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 



Friday, 19 October 

UNC employees: Visit the Ackiand Art 

Museum booth at the UNC 

Department Fair (inside the Student 

Union) from 9:00 AM - 3:00 PM this 

Friday during Employee Appreciation 

Day! 

Show your Faculty/Staff OneCard at the Ackland Museum Store and 

get these savings (Friday, 19 October only!): 

¯ 15% off selected items throughout the store 

¯ 20% off ail Ackiand Museum Memberships 

Ack~and Museum Store hours for Friday, 19 October: 10 AM-5:30 PM. 

You MUST present your valid UNC Faculty/Staff OneCard to receive these 

discounts. 

Opening Friday, 19 October: 

Pictures of Vanity Fair: The Traditional 

Japanese Print 

New Light on Japanese Painting: Recently 

Conserved Screens and Scrolls - Part 2 

Modern Japanese Ceramics from the Ack[and 

Art Museum Collection 

Sunday, 21 October, 2:00 PM 

Location: Hanes Art Center Auditorium, UNC Chapel Hill 

tile 

~niy 

~’ai ko 

~roup 

ih 

North Carolina and one of only a few in the Southeast -- returns for 

another dynamic performance during our Season of Japan. If you enjoyed 

their performance at our opening reception, you won’t want to miss 

seeing them again, this time at Hanes Art Center Auditorium~ where 

they’[[ have more drums and more drummers! 

FREE and open to the public. 

This performance is part of the Ackland’s ongoing Music 

in the Galleries series. 

Sunday, 21 October, 1:00-5:00 PM 

Be sure to see Hiroshi Sugimoto’s dramatic, large- 

scale photograph Li$htnin$ Fields no. 176, on 

view through Sunday, 21 October 2012. 

Lightning Fields no. 176 is the result of an 

experimental project involving the release of a 

significant electrical charge on film submerged in 

water, resulting in small flashes of light racing 

across the surface and creating complex textural 

effects. Accompanying the work are nineteenth- 



through twenty-first-century photographs from the AckLand’s collection 

that deal with scientific phenomena, the role of chance, the elimination 

of the camera from the process, and other related themes. 

Read the Independent Weekly review. 

In conjunction with the AckLand’s "Season of 

Japan," the AckLand Museum Store will feature an 

in-store Japanese Market showcasing Japanese 

products and crafts that quote tradition with a 

contemporary flair. 

A wide variety of textiles, bamboo and wooden 

items, ceramics, paper items, and metalwork will 

be available for purchase. SiLkscreen prints by 

Local artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks 

featuring ul<iyo-e graphics by ZubeLLe Bike Et 

Board Factory wi[[ be avai[ab[e in [imited 

quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: I0:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Oojira 

(Oodzill(~) 
Thursday, 25 October, 7:00 PM 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-on Art 
Classes for UNC Students 
"Drawing Nature" 
Friday, 26 October, 4:00-7:00 
PM 

Bunka no Hi - Japanese Culture Day 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Art For Lunch 
Wei-Cheng Lin on "Japanese Screens: History and Function 
in Early Modern Japan" 
Wednesday, 7 November, 12:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults students and children on 

the .V_.!S_!_T. page of our website. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by generous support from 

AckLand Art Museum members and friends Like 

you. 

Become a member of the AckLand Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and 

how your membership dollars support our 

mission! 

Comments on the AckLand’s eonews? Send an 

emaiL to the editor. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders of Lffe on Earth, 1965; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman 

Collection. 

kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sankei Kanze Noh, 1958; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Co[[ection. 

Estate of Ikk6 Tanaka. 



Shoji Hamada, Japanese, 1894-1977: Flat Square Flask wfth turquofse decoratfon, c. 1965; stoneware with wood- 

ash 8raze. Acktand Fund. 

Hiroshi Sugimoto, Japanese, born 1948: Lfshtnfn.£, Ffelds no. I76, 2009; gelatin silver print, 58-3/4" × 4T’ (149.2 cm 

x 119.4 cm), edition of 5. © Hiroshi Su£imoto, courtesy The Pace Gattery. Photo courtesy The Pace Gatlery. 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email.~inc.edu b~, e_,sbowles@email.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 10:58 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Ultimate Coaching Sessions - special launch offer 

The best-value way to receive Elite Soccer’s professional coaching advice 

The best-value way to receive Elite Soccer’s professional coaching advice 

Dear Anson, 

Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching Sessions will make your life easier by giving 
you access to the personal training sessions of the world’s best coaches. 

you see a problem with a particular aspect of your team’s play in a match you’ll 
be able to pick out a session that will help to solve it at your next training night. 

We have chosen 25 of the best sessions from the hundreds published in Elite 
Soccer. 

They’re divided into five manuals which group sessions on similar topics: 

¯ Elite Soccer’s UIHmete Attacking Sessions 
¯ Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Defending Sessions 

Published in PDF format and delivered as soon as you order, they can be printed 
easily on any desktop printer. Just tuck them in your pocket and away you go. 

And like everything published by Elite Soccer, the sessions are written by 
professionals at the very top of the game, including Premier League and 
Champions League winning managers. 

Only Elite Soccercan publish coaching sessions from the top managers because 
it is published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Sessions written by the likes of SirAlex Ferguson, Roberto Mancini, Ars#ne 
Wenger and Carlo Ancelotti are included. Don’t accept inferior imitations - get 
the real thing written by the world’s best managers. 

Here’s a full list of what you’ll get when you buy today: 

~ SirAlex Ferguson - V~ng play & shooting 

~ Carlo Ancelotti - Attacking movement in a 4-3-2-1 

~ Roberto Di Matteo - Attacking aims 

,~ Alan Pardew- The final third 

~ David Moyes - The ’switch’ 

Ultimate Attacking 

Sessions 



Roberto Mancini - Decisive defending 

Brian McDermott- Shot blocking 

Nigel Adkins - Defending crosses 

Steve Bruce - Defending as individuals & in pairs 

Dave Jones - Penalty box battles 

i.~.i Ultimate Defending 
Sessions 

Ars~ne Wenger- Passing through the lines 

Roy Hodgson- Pressing and screening 

Harry Redknapp- Encouraging creativity 

Andr# Villas-Boas - Possession principles 

Roberto Martinez - The lvl situation 

UL T~MA TE GOALK~,:~7,:~P~NG SESSIONS: 

Ultimate Midfield 

Sessions 

Eric Steele - Keeper match day warm-up 

Andy Quy- Great goalkeeping 

Adrian Tucker- Keeper’s kicking drill 

Steve Sutton - Keeper reactions and decisions 

Seamus McDonagh = Direct distribution 

::~:: Ultimate 

Goalkeeping 

Sessions 

Richard Hawkins - 15:15 drill 

Tony Daley- Match day recovery session 

Damian Roden - Dynamic warm-up 

Antonio Gomez- Pro-match warm-up 

Tom Little - Possession keeper catch 

::~:: Ultimate Fitness 

Sessions 

The sessions contain over 25 hours of coaching straight from the training grounds 
of some of the best clubs in the world. You can be sure you’re not wasting time with 
ill thought out and inappropriate sessions. 

The next time you’re at a loss as to what to do at training you’ll be glad to have 
Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching Sessions at your disposal. 

So do yourself a favour and grab these special manuals today. 

A FR~E So-~LE SESSION 

To show you the quality you can expect from Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching 
Sessions, I am providing you with a free session from the midfleld manual. 

Simply click here to download Harry Redknapp’s session on Encouraging 
Creativity. 

For a limited time, I am making these PDF manuals available at just $9 each. And 
if you buy all five, it gets even cheaper - you’ll get the whole set for $37 (that’s a 
saving of 18%!). 



This is the most cost-effective way of receiving the unique sessions published in 
Elite Soccerthat we have ever offered. 

So don’t delay, get Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coachin9 Sessions today. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

P.S. - I’m so confident in the quality of my Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coachinq 
Sessions and your ability to run them successfully that I offer a 100% money-back 
guarantee. You’ve got nothing to lose! 

Green Star Media in Association with the LMA 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Se(:cer Prayers News[etti!v <newslet:t:er@usnst:pa.com> 

Wednesda% October ~£~ 2912 ~ 1:37 A~ 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newge~ter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ Oct lYth, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Oct t 7th, 2.O12. 

Wednesday’s TV: ,M~ajor League Soccer 

Their Words 

Jurgen Klinsmann, 

WCO.: USA 3 - Guatemala 1 

The United States suc:cessfuf[y na~isated the sernffinaf sta$e of Wo~fd Cup Qualifying advancin$ to the Hexa$ona[ ~ound as 

the winners ef Group A~ Gua~:erna{a pr(A4ded an eagy sca~e when Ca~h)s Ru~z s~:ered b the {~th mhlute~ but Carh)s ~o(:ane%a 

revered the score h~ the i0th. From then om it was the C~int Dempsey show for the USA. Dempsey scored }n the 18tb minute 

Group A*s other game, that means Guatemab~ }s the odd team out on goa~ differes(e. Continue readin~ "WCQ: USA 3 - 

Guatemala 1" ~ 

Video: Hi~lhlights: USA 3 - Guatemala 1 

Video: USA - Guatemala: Player reaction 

Video: USA - Guatemala: Post-.~ame press conference 

Questions: How many keepers? 

By Tony Edwards ¯ San Jose, CA (OcL 16~ 2012) US Soccer Prayers .. In Tuesday’s column, Tony counts the ~oal.keepe~s in 
Seat:tie. contrasts the seo::er and !~ridiron situation in Vancouver, and dif~s deeper into penalty kiel, s. 

How many ~oa~keepers are on the Sounders roster? 

Five: Mid, eel Gspul’nin~, Mal’cus Hahnemann, An@ew Weber~ Josh Ford, and Bryan Meredith. Hahnemann could make his 

first start for the Sounders not th}s comin~ Wednesday a~ainst Salt Lake~ but the fof[owin~ Wednesday a~ainst ~a~ athon in 

the CONCACAF Champions League. 

The question is more than just how do you $eL aU iive enou$h time in practice~ Andrew Weber was hi$My thou$hL of comin$ 

out of CaL Gspurnin~ is hav}n~ a $ood season~ Hahnemann has nine nationM team (aps and~ at 40 and comin~ out of 

ret:h’ernen~:. A[~ o~ ~:~em should be ~:()m~)et~n}~ for a stan:h~!~ .job, but: why are U~e Sounders choosh~ ~() ma~ pi(:~Jn}~ a 

this (ornp~icated especia[b/near the end of the re~ub~r seaso~ Habnemann is a [on$-term target for the Sounders~ with the 

expe~:ta~:ion that he would repb(:e Kasey Keller. h~stead, he ~oins aft:or an ext:ended delay and time fix other contenders 

the job Lo noL only emer$e, buL to 8eL regular praying time. 

When is an MLS team ~ein$ to isire Manny La~os as their lsead coacls? 

other coaches with fewer coaching a(comp[ishments than Lager receive o])po~tunit}es~ Lager keeps p~osdng his worth 

Minnesota. tn 2012~ he’s overcoming chaUenge alter d~aUenge to get ~is sixd~..seed Minnesota Stars into the NASL 
champ}onship series. 

To review~ the Stars are a [ea$ueoowned club who 8a}ned the rant ptayoff seed this year. after w}nnin?, the NASL p[ayoffs rant 
season. For the w~d-car(] el.h~ination f~arne~ 1:he S~:ars had te traw~t to Pverto Rico~ wb~r’e U~ey had never wen before, and 

defeat the b[ande[s. Then the Stars took out top-seed {and b~ASL story of the year) San Antonio to earn the nf~ht to defend 

their dtl.e~ The Stars wK[ pray the Tampa Bay Rowdies in ~he final.s. Continue readin~ "~uestions: ~ow many keepersT’ ,, 

Old friends Dempsey, Johnson find chemistry again for US 
fine.’ 



Johnson continues comeback with ~em in U.S.’ win over Guatemala - frem Shcem% Gri~nt W~hI: Thi~t ,letm!~on has done 

The Hex is ne~ for the U.S. men’s team - from ESPN’s Roger Be~mett: ~ut ~f this w~s ~ test of the Americans~ 

(~ ~:~ey ~assed imp~ess~vel.y. 

USA must improve before ne~ round - frem Fox SocceCs ~i[~ ~ei~:er: Yes~ ~t ~s grow~n~, ~)u~: from - ai~d i~to - what2 

Tick~ tick - ~at’s that? The sound of the U.S. attack clicMn8 - from Pro Soe(:er ’lark’s R~:h~}~d ~’~}~[ey: the U.S. 

If the U.S. Thought Guatemala Was Hard... ¯ from The Wa[{ Street JournM’s Matthew Futterma]~: ~t o]~[y ~eEs harder now~ 

Thursday’s TV: Del Roy 

belN Sport has Las Patinas o Raci~!~, Santander 1it the third round of the Copa Def Roy at 3pro ET. 

i[~:~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

Click here to solely unsubscribe from "USSoccerF’~eye;s, " Click here to v~ew moiling, orchives, here to chon,~e your preferences> or here to subscribe, Privecy ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 11:57 AM 

Dorvauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special trial ofl~r: 3 issues of Elite Soccer l’or JUST $1 

Dear Anson, 

SpecN trial offer: 3 issues of Elite Soccerfor JUST $1 

We have re-opened our popular 3 issues for $1 offer for a limited time period only. Make sure 
that you don’t miss out on 18 Elite Soccer coaching sessions for just $1 by signing up for this 

special offer today. 

With Elite Socceryou will learn what the top professional managers in the English leagues are 
coaching their players right now. 

Elite Soccer coaching sessions are easy-to-follow and last approximately one hour. Managers 
explain what tactics they use in defence and attack, plus they share those little gems of wisdom 
that really bring out the best in their players. 

With so much expe~t advice at your fingertips you will soon learn all it takes to coach a 
successful, winning team. 

Your very special trial issues... 

The three trial issues of Elite Soccerinclude complete coaching sessions from: 

.~.i Harq Redknapp 

Roy Hodgson 

Issue one: Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity 

Kenny Jackett on perfect wing play 

Karl Robinson on counter-attacking 

Dario Gradi on defensive progressions 

Dan Walder on pole to pole vision 

Jimmy Gilligan on switching forward focus 

ii~iI Order Now! 

Issue two: Roy Hodgson on pressing and screening 

Andy Thorn on balancing the back four 

Richie Barker on pre-season practice 

Gary Johnson on long-range shooting 

Paul Hart on becoming pass masters 

lan Dipper on creative play around the box 



.~.i David Moyes 
issue three: David Moyes on changing attacking angles 

Aidy Boothroyd on the transition game 

Russell Slade on possession and retention 

Graham Westley on shooting from distance 

David Pleat on extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton on keeper reactions and decisions 

ii~iI Order Now! 

Take out today’s three issue trial offer and you will get a total of 18 coaching sessions - for 
JUST $1. 

Elite Soccerpublishes coaching sessions from the best managers in the best league in the 
world. We can only provide these sessions because of our unique partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA).These guys do not provide this information for anyone else! 

If you want to stay ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is the 
best coaching tool for the job. 

With today’s special three issue trial offer, you can see if Elite Soccer is for you for just $1- but 
hurry as this offer is only open for a limited time only So take out your Elite Soccertrial today! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Elite Soccer 
Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

View this email online 

FOLLOW US ON 

TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Green Star Media 2012. 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <news~etterce~usnst{~a.com> 

Thursday~ October 18, 2012 12:08 P~ 

Dorrance~ Mbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P{~yers News{e~ter USSocce~ Players ¯ Oct 18th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers 

Thursday’s ~7: Del Roy 

belH Sport has I.as ~ah’nas 

Seattle 0 - Salt Lake 0 

Majo~ Leasue Soccer’s retl~rn to action OrE Wednesday nisht at CenturyLmk Field ended in a scoreless draw. Seattle’s Zach 

Scott picked up a second yeUow card in the 30th minute~ and FSL couldn’t capitalize on the man aclvanta~e~ Salt Lake 
fm}slned with t:} shots to Seattfe’s 10, putting five of dnose on frame to dne Sounders’ two. RSL fed five to dn~ee on corner 

kicks. Continue readin8 "Seattle 0 - Salt Lake 0" ,, 

Gamesmanship in CONCACAF 

By Jason Davis o WASHINGTON~ DC (Oct ’i7~ 2012) US Soccer Players -- The United States went down to St 3ohn’s. Antigua 

and--f~et t:his--found the c:ondit~ons (]i~ficbU:. The fie~d was a be~, s~apped down in the m~dd[e of a (:r~:ket ova~ that ~ad not 

wanLed fo~ use. ~L was muddy. The footin~ was mLermittend.y L~eacherous~ Passes missed their mark, noL just because of 

up~ bM(s sailed o~ veered off talr$e~ makm~ [on~ passes and c~osses ~’hit and hope** prospects. The dm~ensions were d~ht~ 

cutdn~ down on the available space on the wings, making it tricky for the Americans to fief the bail ])el’rind their opponents’ 

crowded defensive line. 

The conditions wel’e~ in a wol’d, difficu[L. ~,aybe LhaUs not enough to expf.ain or excuse an underwhe/rnin~ US performance, 
but it was certainfy a factor. 

Antig~a 8: Barb~da manipulated al] of the conditions, save the weather, to their maxml~rn possible advantage. It was a 
c:heice te ~.ay out a small fie~d des{~ite the e:<panse of ~he ~:ricket o~{ making a mud1 ~ar!~er one possible. ’The mbddy bo!~ ef 

the midfie~d~ the part of the f}e[d most cruda[ to US suc~zess and And$~a’s efforts to frustrate, lust so happened to <:oincide 

with the ~:ri(:ket pit~:h (the hk~h-traHi(: I:flayin2 area h: ~:ri(:~t: used for bow{in2 and batl:irG~). Fol.[owin2 what mif~ht be l:e{raed 

a ~ran~ tradition** of CONCACAF ~amesrnanship~ the minnow welcomed the wha}.e. ~ut made sure to make d~e stay as 

There mk~hI: l)e ne ether r%~ien in I:he worl.d that is home to mo~e home P~etd ma(:hinath:~ns than CONCACAF. If there is~ d]e 

whatever (~e~a~} means necessary to ne!~ative[y affect your opponents* p~ay ~s not only e~pected it m~2ht even rise to the 

[eve[ of "L~a~ition." Anythin~ done for [on~ enough can become tradition, an~ CO~qCACAF cert~in[y has enough history with 

the type of vesue choices on d}sptay h~ St. John’s to n’take atn’tost make it an indispensable part of the res}on’s Ment}ty. 

South AmeMca has Bolivia. with their breath-stea[ing attitude advantage in La Paz. Europe has Russia, the on[y major nation 

to resist on an at tiMdal, surface, to ~o wid~ ti~e barebones fadI.H:ies ef tiny no-hope soccer nations hke t]~e Farce Is{ands. 

Africa has sometimes dan!~erous~ ab,~Tays intense~ atmospheres from E~ypt to South Af~’ic:a and evep,~where in between. At{ of 

of edges seems somehow :ess int:ms~c to the p:ocess---and [ess con~Hved.---than the s:anda:~ in CONCACAF. Continue readin~ 

"Gamesmanship in CONCACAF" ,, 

No hex, just humiliation for Canada in World Cup qualifying - fl’em ’The CBCs Ni~el [~ed: Anothe( ~uatifying ~Wcte has 
come and gone and CanaGa has been downgraded to junk status~ 

Germany in state of shock after ’60 minutes heaven~ 30 minutes hell’ - from The Guardian’s Sachin Nakrani: "lUs very 

bitter," he said. 

Serbian football’s latest embarrassment o frorn BBC News’s Guy De{atmey: Radio station B92 catfed the events a "scandaf". 

Olympic Stadium planning flaws are exposed by £200m U-turn over retractable seating - from The Telegraph’s Pauf 

~4el.se: "]’l~ey v’,,ere the en[y options, and ~he p~io:~ or prevaE’~o~t~on ~s becomin~ clear. 



Champiens~ip on bettq Sport: Shelfiel.d Wednesday .. Leeds United at 2:40pro, Ligae 1 on Uni\dsion Depo~ tes: Bordeaux - Li~e 

i’~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

:::~:: FeedBlitz SecondarySIot 

Click here to solely unsubscribe ?ro~? "US’.’.occerP!~yers." Click here to ~4ew moilin¢/ orchives, here to chon~/e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 8:58 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to coach 39 stunning I vl skills 

Dear Anson, 

How to coach 39 stunning 
1v1 skills 

i’ve made a great discovery that 
will help you teach 39 stunning 
lvl moves and skills. 

They are all in this best-selling 
Make Your Move DVD from our 
partners Coerver, the World’s 
no1 Soccer Skills Teaching 
Method. 

I thought you should know about 
this fantastic DVD, and rm sure 
you will find it of interest. 

i i~i MakeYour Move 

This hugely popular DVD is easy to use with your teams and 
players - rm finding it a real help with mine. 

The skills are on three action-packed 30 minute DVDs but 
Coerver is including another two FREE bonus DVDs! These 
cover speed, ball mastery and group attack. 

Don’t miss out on this superb opportunity to take your team to the 
next level. So order Make Your Move today and improve your 
team’s skills and moves now! 

Please hurry, this special offer is available for a limited time 
only 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. It’s no surprise this comprehensive, modern skills system is 
in high demand. To find out more click here. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, 
Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom Company number: 
3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 
Email:david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 



© 2012 Green Star Media Ltd 

Can’t view this email properly? Open in your browser 
Unsubscribe 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save the Dates! Team Connection Warehouse Sale 

Team Connection Outlet Header 

Team Connection 
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Find us eisewi~ere: 

@2012 Team Conc,,e~ion All rights reserved. 





Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:4~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Sol:car PLayers NewsLetti!v <r~ewslet:t:er@usnst-£a.com> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

~he US Soccer P~ayers Mews~eLter QSSocce~ PLayers ¯ Oct 19th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Oct t 9th, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

(:hampiensM£ on betl’~ Sport:: Shelfiel.d Wednesday ~ Leeds Urfited at- 2:40pro. }.~$ue 1 on UnK4sk)n Depo~tes: ~o~deaux - LiUe 

at 2:30pm. Bundes~iD~ on Go[W: Hoffenheim - Greuther ~urth at 2:30pro. L}$a A~X on ESPN Deportes: Ja$uares - Pueb[a at 

8:30pm. A~ Times E~s~ern 

Their Words 

Russia - USA set for Nov 14th 

The United States Soccer Federation announced os Thursday that the US bfationaL Tears 

g~asnedar en November 14th. The game wRI be avaiLab{e on ESPN2 and Univisior~ Depertes at 10are 

Q, uestions: Hexagonal qualifying 

By Tony Edwards ¯ San Jose~ CA tOc~ 18~ 2012) US ~r .... , :~o~ce~ PLayers .. Tony Looks at CONC/~CAF avoiding takhN the Lead on 

scheduUn$ for 2013, a Landmark event i~ Stuart He[dares recovery and Brian ~uUan’s incredH)[e p[ayoff run 

New that the U~ited States has advanced to the final round of World Cup 20t4 qualifications (the 

hex} when can I ~uy my tickets for US home games? 

Right now, t-hat’s an open question. According to Jack Bell in the New York Times "in August. 2010, officials from 
CONCACAF...decided that the teams that advan(e to the final round of quahfyh~{{ woukJ attempt to fashion a schedu[e 

themse[ves," 

With that meet.ing scheduled fo~ Friday, all we know is that there will be five home games and five read games. Not. only 

next year a Gold Cup yea~ (almost all of Juty), but t4exico ~s abe pLayh~{~ in the Confederations Cup in Brazil in [ate June for 

two weeks. F~A dat-es (ex(:{udin~ frN~ndb{ dates} k~eLude March 22- 26, .June Y~ 11~ June 14-18, Sept-erabe~ 6-10, October 1 

15, and November i 5~i 9. but rumors have the Hex start}n~ on the February 6th fdencHy date. The draw for the World Cup 

De(:embef 6. 2013, h~ Brazil 

Speaking of the Hex and the Gold Cup,, is there a chance US Nationa~ Team player Stuart 

will De able to p~ay a part? 

Hotden is reporting for training with his Batten Wanderers team for the first time since Last April as his ~ecovery from two 

knee sb~er~es continues. The arti(:[e ~n the Bolt-on News eautk~s that He, den ~s~ close to l:~rst-t-earn act:~on yet-, but hails 

his return to trainhN as a "Landmark" event. HoLden commented on twitter: "Just ~inished my Last on.field session at Eqte 

F’r~ NeedLess te say they saved t-b~ best ~er Last hahn. wi[~ def s~eep we~L on t~e f~ight tx)rag’ Continue reading "Questions: 

Hexaflona[ qua[ifyinfl" ,, 

Klinsmann, CONCACAF, and the Eastern Conference 

ByJ Hutcherson - WASHfNGTON~ De (Oct 19, 2012) US Socce~ PLayers - Letters tm~e, and we start w}th Will’s response to 

Field Conditions where I made t-he fiek~ in St Johns 1:he prindp[e ant:af~enh~t in 1:he Ant-~$LEa ~ Barbuda - USA st-cry: "Ybu have 

Six £oint-s from 1:we ~araes a~xJ q(EaLifyh~?, in fir!d:opLace in G~eup A is enou}~h of a~ answe~ r~t r~ow~ } thoug~ht Jason Davis 

~i~ a ~ood job expiainin~ why in his Gamesmanship article, Where you’re ~i~ht and ~ mi$h~ be wrong is the discom~ec~ 

between what: Khnsraann su}18ested when ~e took the job and w~at- pb}yed out- over t:he semifinal round, For me, tlhat- has as 

much to do wid~ overexposinR the coach ear{y on, KUnsrnann gave too many interviews, said too much, and the messa~e 

beo~me a chal.{enge we{~ above ~et-t-ing *rite the Hexagena~ round, 

end up out o.ff posftion or pressed ~nto ~en,fce , and it rarely seems Uk~ the best we can de. In the back ef m, y mh*d is what 



We can argue about what’s the si~gte most import:ant: thi~g e~ US ceac:h Jurgen KUn~.~n~ann’s punch [~s~. but: there’s a good 

enough argument foF Tornnw’s point. It’s thai./ef[, back problem, the one we’ve been [Mking about lot yeaFs. Continue 

reading "K[insmann~ CONCACAF, and the Eastern Conference" ~ 

U.S. must resolve key issues before the Hexagonal in ’13 - ffem The Spo(ting Nevvs’s Brian St(aus: P4tin~.~marm ~ow has 
more than three months to plan for the Hex~gonM .... 

Klinsmann preparing USA for tougher tests than CONCACAF ¯ irom GoM, com’s Frank De[i’Apo: how tough is the Hex go~n~ 
to be? 

FC Dallas must win at and get help to keep playoff hopes alive o from The DaUas ~%~orning News’s Steve Hunt: FCD wiU 

Sounders Putting Up Big Numbers ~ item "]’he NY Times’ Uvio P~ird: ~ut perhaps mo~e toiling are the ether game!; that drew 

big c~ owds. 

Toronto FC e ui ment mana er knows ins and outs of MLS - from The Canadian Press’s Nei[ Dav~dson: There’s [aundl7 to 

BBC Sport Price of Football survey 2012 o from ~B(: Sport, 

Weekend TV: Lond@n derby 

Fox Soccer has t:t~e US Women 

Premie~ League on ESPN2: Spu~s - Chel.sea at: 7: 3{}am, On Fox Se(:(:e~: Mand~es~:er Uni~:ed - Stoke City at 9:30am. Norwid~ - 

ArsenM at lepta, and Liverpool - Readin~ at :~:30pm. Fox Soccer Plus has WBA - ~ancheste~ Gb/~t 9:45am~ Fu[ham - Aston 

V~]ta at ’12pro, a~d West Ham Uni~:ed ~ Southampton at Zpm. S(:ottis~ Premh~¢ League on FS+: St ts~Jrren - Celtic at 7::~0am~ 

Bundes[iga on Go[’[~: Fo~tuna Dusse[dert:~ Bayem Munich at 9::X~am. Werde~ B~emen - ’G]adbach a~: lZ:30pm, and ~on~ssk~ 

Dortmund .. 5~hu[ke at 2:~09m~ Lu LJga on be]N Spo~t eR [spano{: ~la[aga ¯ Va[[ado[~d aE fOum and ReM Mud[~d .. £e[ta Y~o at 

12pro (9:~{}pm e~ be~N). {)~ belN Sport: Va[en(:ia - gK[)ao at 2pro and Deportivo - ~ar~:e]e~a at 4pro. Serie A on be]N: 
Juventus - Napo[i aE 12pro. On be~N Espano[: Laz~o .. M~ian at 2:40pro, [redivisie on [SPN Oepo~ Los: PSV - Wfi.[em I1 at 

1:45pm. L~ge t on Un~ision Oeportes: PSG - Stade Reims at 1 t :30am (6:15pro on be]N) and State Renna~s ~ Montpel[ie~ at 

2pro, 

Liga ,~X on Univision: Club America - Leon at 69m. Uni\dsion DepoFtes 2 has Que~et~o ¯ MoFe/i~ at 6pro and AUas - San Luis 

at 10prn. Urdvision Deportes has Pchuca ~ ~V~onterrey at 8pro. Tigres o UNAM Pumas is on Te[eFutura at 8pro. 

MLS on NBC Sports Network: Houston - Philadelphia at 7:30am. A~ Tfmes E~,stern 

Sunday 

Premier League en Fox Sock:or: S(mder[and - Newcastle [J~]it:e(I at 8: :~0am an(I QPR - E:w.~ten at 10::�0am, SPL en Fox Se(:cer 

Pius: Hearts ¯ Mohhe~wet[ at 7:45am~ 

Bunde~.~[iga on GoI:TY: Nurnbe~g o Augsburg at 9:30am and Hamburg - VfB S~:uttgart: ~: 1 l:30an~, SeHe A on [)elN Sport: h~ter 

~S~itan - Catania at gain, Chievo - Fiorentina at 1pro, Genoa - Roma at 2:45pm, and Parma - Sampdoria at 7pro (on belN 

Espanh:~[ at 9am), Ligue 1 on Univisien Depertes: Ajacdo - Bas~:ia at 8am and Lyin - Brest at 1lain (al.se on belH), l.a Liga on 

belN Espano[: Espanye[ - Rayo at 11am and Fief[ Sociedad - At[et~co Madrid at 3:30prn (5pm on be]N)~ 

Liga ~¢04 on Univision: To/uca - Santos Lacuna a~. 1 prn, Univision Deportes has AUante ¯ Chiws ~. 7prn, 

~ILS on Ga[avision: San Jose ¯ LA ~t 7pro. ESPN has Se~tUe - D~i/as at 9pro. A~t T~m, es E~stern 

Monday 

L.a [.iga on beIN Sport: SeniUa o t4aUorca at 3::~0pm 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pianeta Sport <info@pianetasporLorg> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 3:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Pianeta Sport Newsletter 2010 

cesch city perm 
transfer by boa[ to St Mark’s 

manager throushout the tour 

hail-day g:Jided tours in: Venice 



pax .~ 1 free: 77900 pe~ 

meet & gleet at the ahpo~t ape!; arrival 

3 rflghDs irt Milan or Coma 

2 hai?.day g@ded t.surs i1~: Milan 

frill:d37 ptibiio boat till, at or: LDI, e Coma 

4 Isights ils R.:;me 

3 ~igh~ W= ffiorence 
14 meals 

3 gsmes 
pr~sx~l~ ce~.:sh a~ d~aposa~ 

coach city permits 

3 haiBday guided tau!s in Raffia, 

J 

29 pax ÷ t f~’ee: 842.00 per 

4 nights in Rams 

3 I%.ghts iri Naplea 

4 nights i!~ Flelence 

14 meals 

3 gsmas 

coacil city pen;~its 

2 half-day gs~lded tours in: Milar~ 8nd 

fulFday pt~bN,:; best ~icke~ c:<~s I.ske 

e~bance [icket to The Lbst Supper 

20 pax ÷ ! lies: 008,08 pet 

59 pax ~" i t~ee: ~7.00 per 

4 aigi~ts ia Rome 

3 nights i!~ Flelence 

coacil city permits 

Vatican and Fiole!;ce 

2 etfi~a!~ce tickets to the C:olise=.ii-~ and 

ROME & NAPLES: 7 sighte 

29 pax + ’i f~ee: 983,00 per 

4 !;igi;ts h; Rome 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
cos ch ~t disposed              coach cib’ ~eimits                    p~ivat¢ coac!-~ st disposal 

3 half-day guided tou:’s in: Roale. tour manage:" thioughout the toul 

e~: ~ r:ca ~:{:Ka~ 1:o Vst:cs~ rv~:sse~n~ vatica n and Na pies 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 ent;s,~ce t~ckets b the Col~se~,m, the 

C~pri ~s~nd-Napbs 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org~ 

Friday, October 19, 2012 10:18 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Seven Days of Character 

Joi .... global charact .... paign. J 

Seven Days of Character 
An activity idea for each day of CHARACTER COUNTS! Week 

You t~egistet~ed for CC! VWek, you downloaded our re÷;eu:ce÷;, and now you%e ready 
to celebrate, Log in and down,cad our suggestions $r Seven Days of Cha~’acter, 
%~/e’ve hsduded a @an for ad@ts and another for k~ds. D~stfibute them to parents, 
coW,caiques, students, and ~eem members ...... eye,Tone who m~ght went to sha~s the 

.Haven’t registered yet? It% r’..ot too late. Everyo:-.e who registers witi be e~tered 
to wi~ $£00 to spend in our online store!* ~@@’li randomiy select five @i~sne~’-s at 

the end of CCI VVeek 

The CO! Natior:al Office 

if you stiil want more ideas, don’t forget to check out 
our- Lesson Plan Bank, And don’t miss rise 
Doonesbury cartoons, wb.ich we’li be posti:-.g daiiy 
th,’,sughout fl?e week in our Character Educator 
Blog, 

,.~ sure to email us your photos so we can post 
them on our Flickr page. (Please give us the who- 
what~whemwhere details on each one ) 

Call the CC! National Office at 800W11 .-2~:W0 if you 
have any qttestio~’..s. Of learn more about CC! 
Week here, 

Thanks, and have a terrific week! 

*Purci~ases made with ti~e $200 store c~edit are not rekmdsbte for oasis. Credit expires 

December 3t, 2012, 

CHARACTER COUNTS! ::X:: Character 

Counts.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pianeta Sport <info@pianetasporLorg> 

Saturday, October 20, 2012 6:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Pianeta Sport Newsletter 2010 

cesch city perm 
transfer by boa[ to St Mark’s 

manager throushout the tour 

hail-day g:Jided tours in: Venice 



pax .~ 1 free: 77900 pe~ 

meet & gleet at the ahpo~t ape!; arrival 

3 rflghDs irt Milan or Coma 

2 hai?.day g@ded t.surs i1~: Milan 

frill:d37 ptibiio boat till, at or: LDI, e Coma 

4 Isights ils R.:;me 

3 ~igh~ W= ffiorence 
14 meals 

3 gsmes 
pr~sx~l~ ce~.:sh a~ d~aposa~ 

coach city permits 

3 haiBday guided tau!s in Raffia, 

J 

29 pax ÷ t f~’ee: 842.00 per 

4 nights in Rams 

3 I%.ghts iri Naplea 

4 nights i!~ Flelence 

14 meals 

3 gsmas 

coacil city pen;~its 

2 half-day gs~lded tours in: Milar~ 8nd 

fulFday pt~bN,:; best ~icke~ c:<~s I.ske 

e~bance [icket to The Lbst Supper 

20 pax ÷ ! lies: 008,08 pet 

59 pax ~" i t~ee: ~7.00 per 

4 aigi~ts ia Rome 

3 nights i!~ Flelence 

coacil city permits 

Vatican and Fiole!;ce 

2 etfi~a!~ce tickets to the C:olise=.ii-~ and 

ROME & NAPLES: 7 sighte 

29 pax + ’i f~ee: 983,00 per 

4 !;igi;ts h; Rome 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
cos ch ~t disposed              coach cib’ ~eimits                    p~ivat¢ coac!-~ st disposal 

3 half-day guided tou:’s in: Roale. tour manage:" thioughout the toul 

e~: ~ r:ca ~:{:Ka~ 1:o Vst:cs~ rv~:sse~n~ vatica n and Na pies 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 ent;s,~ce t~ckets b the Col~se~,m, the 

C~pri ~s~nd-Napbs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortime@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 11:33 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How Ancelotti took PSG top in France 

How Ancelo~i took PSG top in ~:rance 

Dear Anson, 

Carlo Ancelotti’s Paris Saint-Germain are unbeaten in nine league games and went 

top of Ligue 1 with a victory over Reims at the weekend, 

Kevin Gameiro scored the only goal of the game after 65 minutes, heading in a 
superb cross from Maxwell, as PSG moved above Marseille on goal difference at the 
summit of the French top flight. 

Carlo’s men are yet to lose in the league this season, and the 4-3-2-i formation 

that has helped the Italian win the league in both his homeland and England, 

appears to be working its magic in the French capital. 

PSG managed a pass completion rate of 87% against newcomers Reims, and also 

had the lion’s share of the possession - 58% - as they made it five wins out of six 

games. 

This slick formation has helped 

summer signing Zlatan Ibrahimovic 

become the league’s top scorer 

with nine goals and this is thanks 
in no small part to the likes of 

Javier Pastore, Jeremy Menez and 

Nen6, who provide so much 

creativity behind the striker. 

For a limited time only, we are 
offering you the chance to gain a 
unique insight into the inner 
workings of Carlo’s 4-3-2-i 
formation. He wrote up a detailed 
four-page session on attacking 
movement in a 4-3-2-1 formation 
in the April 2012 issue of Elite 
Soccer. 

i i~i Lukas Podolski ...... ftera fine passing .... 

PSG sit top of Ligue 1 after nine matches (table 

reproduced courtesy of Socce~’ay.com) 

"This session is based on tactical work, movement and patterns of play in the middle 
and attacking thirds of the field," Carlo wrote in Elite Soccer, 

Now by subscribing to Elite Soccer, you can use Carlo’s session in training to 

improve your team’s attacking play. The session will help your players construct box- 

to-box passing moves and exploit the space in behind the opposition’s back line. 

These tactics have proved hugely successful at the summit of European soccer, also 

delivering Carlo Champions League crowns in 2003 and 2007. 

Until midnight on T~esday 2:3 October you can claim the issue of Elite Soccer 

featuring a session written by Paris Saint-German manager Carlo Ancelotti on 

attacking in a 4-3-2-1 formation free when you subscribe. 

After that, you’ll get the latest issue of Elite Soccer sent to your email address 
every month for the duration of your subscription. 

If you’re looking for solutions to your coaching problems you should look no further 

than Elite Soccer - published in partnership with the Leag,,e Managers Association 
(LMA) representing all professional soccer managers in the English leagues. 

Subscribe today and you will also receive the October issue with a session written 
by Stoke City manager Tony Pulls on attacking throws in the final third. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

PS - Elite Soccer is not available in the shops or from other websites. It can only be 
ordered from www.elitesoccercoachinq.net 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 

Bramley, 



Surrey GU5 0AB, 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul. mortimer@coach-soccer.corn 

****************************************************** 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 

recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 

retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. Registered in 

England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@maiLfeedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 11:43 AM 

Dorrance, ALbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter USSoccerP[ayers - Oct 22nd, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Oct 22nd, 2012 

Monday’s TV 

La Liga on belN Sport: SeniLLa - MaLLorca at 3:30pm ET. 

FIFA draw to decide Hex schedule 

CONCACAF announced on Friday that the Hexagonal round of WorLd Cup QuaLifying wiLL start on February 6th, concluding on 
October 15th. What they didn’t announce was the schedule, with the confederation opting to Let FIFA determine the draw. 

That wiLL happen within the next thirty days. 

National Teamers Abroad: Premier League starts 

In the Premier League, Brad Friedel and Clint Dempsey were in the starting eleven for Spurs, Losing 4-2 to CheLsea in a 

London derby. CheLsea were in front by the 17th minute at White Hart Lane, with WiLLiam GaLLas equalizing for Tottenham in 

the 47th minute. Spurs went ahead when Jermaine Defoe scored seven minutes Later. CheLsea answered back in the 66th 

minute and took the Lead for good in the 69th. They scored their third a minute into stoppage time. 

"At 3-2, we had chances to Level the score and 4-2 is irrelevant because we were searching for 3-3," Spurs manager Andre 

ViLLas-Boas said. "Everyone is disappointed because we wanted to go nearer to the top and this was a good chance to bring 

them down, but we have 30 more games ahead of us and we have to be focused and ready for them. 

Brad Guzan started and Eric Lichaj subbed on in the 62nd minute for Aston ViLLa, Losing 1-0 to FuLham. Lichaj picked up a 

yeLLow card in the 77th minute. Geoff Cameron and Stoke City Lost 4-2 to Manchester United. Tim Howard and Everton drew 

1-1 with QPR. Everton trailed from the 2nd minute, equalizing on a 33rd minute own goal Steven Pienaar was red carded in 

the 61st minute. 

In the Championship, Tim Ream got the start for BoLton in a 3-2 win over Bristol City. Jonathan Spector exited in the 94th 

minute in Birmingham City’s 1-1 draw with Leicester City after picking up a second yeLLow card. Zak Whitbread started for 

Leicester, getting yeLLow carded in the 44th minute. In League One, Frank Simek and CarLisLe were shutout 2-0 by 

CoLchester. Robbie Rogers subbed on in the 83rd minute for Stevenage, beating MK Dons 1-0. 

BundesLiga, and Fabian Johnson’s Hoffenheim drew 2-2 with Greuther Furth. Hoffenheim Looked to have a Late winner when 

Jose[u scored his second goal of the game in the 89th minute, but Greuther Furth equalized for the third time three minutes 

into stoppage time. Jermaine Jones subbed on in the 79th minute for Scha[ke in their 2- win over Borussia Dortmund. 

Scha[ke opened the scoring through Ibrahim Ale[Lay in the 14th minute with Marco Hoger doubling the Lead in the 48th. Steve 

Cherundolo’s Hannover 96 Lost 3-1 to Eintracht Frankfurt. Mohammed Abde[[aoue cut Eintracht’s Lead in half in the 43rd 
minute, but that was it for the Hannover offense. Timmy Chandler’s Nurnberg finished 0-0 against Augsburg. Continue 

reading "National Teamers Abroad: Premier League starts" ~ 

MLS Week 32: Regular Season Champions 

San Jose already had the Supporters’ ShieLd in place when they took the field against Los AngeLes on Sunday night. That 
game finished 2-2 with aLL goals scored in the second-haLf. Robbie Keane put the GaLaxy up in the 59th with Marvin Chavez 
equalizing for San Jose two minutes Later. Edson BuddLe put LA back in front in the 69th, with Chris WondoLowski equalizing 



in the 73rd minute. 6,256 fans showed up at the site of San Jose’s new stadium to participate in a world record 
~roundbreakin~ ceremony. 

"This is a landmark day for a[[ Bay Area soccer fans," Earthquakes president Dave Kava[ said in a press statement. "I couldn’t 

be more proud to be a part of this organization. The support from our fans has been tremendous the entire way through this 

process, and today was somethin~ speciaL" 

San Jose wasn’t the only team ce[ebratin~ early in Week 32. DC United sealed a p[ayoff spot for the first time in five seasons 

with their [ate winner a~ainst Columbus. Eddie Gaven put the Crew up on the road seven minutes in with DC’s Flick DeLeon 

equa[izin~ in the 39th. Jairo Arrieta had Columbus back in front in the 41st with Marce[o Sara~osa equa[izin~ in the 59th. 

Lewis Flea[ put DC in the p[ayoffs and ended Co[umbus’s season with his 91st minute ~oa[. 

Earlier on Saturday, Toronto and Montreal finished scoreless and so did Flew York - Kansas City. Flew En~[and took the role of 

spoiler to heart, shuttin~ out Chica~o I-0 on a 17th minute Diego Fa~undez ~oa[. Philadelphia looked to be doin~ the same on 

the road a~ainst Houston, but two [ate ~oa[s were the difference in the 3-I Dynamo win. Macoumba Kandji opened the 

scorin~ in the 5th minute with Jack Mclnerney equa[izin~ for the Union in the 19th. Houston took the lead in the 71st minute 

and Brad Davis put the ~ame out of reach four minutes later. Chivas USA was shutout at home 2-0 by Colorado in a ~ame of 

two teams p[ayin~ out their schedule. Martin Rivero (16th) and Kamani Hi[[ (43rd) scored for the Rapids. Continue readin~ 

"MLS Week 32: Regular Season Champions" - 

Tuesday’s TV: Champs and Liga 

Champions League on Fox Soccer: Spartak Moscow - Benfica at 12pm and Manchester United - Bra~a at 2:30pm, and 

Barcelona - Celtic at 5pm (2:30pm on Fox Soccer Plus). COFICACAF Champions League on Fox Soccer and Univision Deportes: 

Houston - O[impia at 8pm and Real Salt Lake - Herediano at 10pm. Ga[avision has Chorrfl[o - Monterrey at 10pm. Li~a MX on 

Fox Deportes: More[ia - Atlas at 9:30pm. All Times Eastern 

I~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 12:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Is THIS Guy For Real? (He did it Again’.) 

Oh my Gosh! 

Is tiffs guy for real? 

He did WHAT again? 

3 goals... 

1 game... 

That’s what people were stating when they 
j ust wi’mess Messi scoring another 3 

goals again. 

This guy is unbelievable. 

Training tbr Messi is something he 

takes just as seriously as he does 

his perfom~ance on the field. 

It’s a big part why he is as great as 

he is. 

Serious training Serious Results 
How’s your training? Have you tried an~thing 

new? To be different than your compe/ition 

you need k~ do something they aren’t doing. 

We’ve found a resource that is diO~rent 

than the "conventional" tmiNng for soccer. 

Here’s a short video that tells you 

all about it: 

New Soccer Training, Better Results < - - - Video 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pianeta Sport <info@pianetasporkorg> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 12:32 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Pianeta Sport - Italy - The Sports We Deal With 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 6:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ATTENTION all soccer coaches 

Hi Anson, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better 

Soccer Coaching, the leadiRg website for 

grassroots soccer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

~0Os of FREE soccer 

drills and ski3is sessions 

for all coac, hing levels 

ani ages cf players 

Siqn tip here today and you can print off a 

free session or ne~¢ training idea to use at 

your wery next practise. 

then send you an emai] twice a week wit]< 
illustrated drills, fitness quJdes, coachinq 
tips or match tactics for you to save and use 
at your leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes 

of Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have aR exteRsive library of 

PROVEN quJdance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 

your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country 

and coaching qualification. Siqn uo here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful 

Season - Easy to read and use at a moment’s 

notice, I guarantee they will make you think 

again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: il Secrets Of Successful Corners - 

Increase your corner conversions and qive your 

players: the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 

#3: AR iRtroduction 7’o Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use traJninq games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidaRce to help your" soccer coachiRg TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your oeace of mind 



If you don’t like what I provide, you can 

ur~subscribe from Better Soccer Coaching at any 

time with a click of you~ mouse° 

I also promise that I wi3i NEVER rent or sell 

your emaJ] address or details to anyone else. 

So ~¢hat have y~u got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer 

Coaching can help your coaching and your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachi n cT. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yollrs in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you tr~ink trois service WOuLid be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 
Coachinq no~ 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. ! am an English VA 

Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coacr~ing junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

ani trophies at all levels of junior sx~,cer. 

More important to me is treat all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they p]ay fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

sox~er that is fun t~ play, watch and :oa:h, 

and which more often than not produces winning 

results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my 

coachinq buddies Boanas, Beaie and Carr who 

will help you take your sessions and results 

onto the next level. 

Siqr~ u(~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
~e adow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GuJ i dford 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email : david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2012. Better Soccer Coaching 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Tuesday, October 23,2012 11:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Ultimate Coaching Sessions - special launch offer ends soon 

The best-value way to receive Elite Soccer’s professional coaching advice 

The best-value way to receive Elite Soccer’s professional coaching advice 

Dear Anson, 

Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching Sessions will make your life easier by giving 
you access to the personal training sessions of the world’s best coaches. 

you see a problem with a particular aspect of your team’s play in a match you’ll 
be able to pick out a session that will help to solve it at your next training night. 

We have chosen 25 of the best sessions from the hundreds published in Elite 
Soccer. 

They’re divided into five manuals which group sessions on similar topics: 

¯ Elite Soccer’s UIHmete Attacking Sessions 
¯ Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Defending Sessions 

Published in PDF format and delivered as soon as you order, they can be printed 
easily on any desktop printer. Just tuck them in your pocket and away you go. 

And like everything published by Elite Soccer, the sessions are written by 
professionals at the very top of the game, including Premier League and 
Champions League winning managers. 

Only Elite Soccercan publish coaching sessions from the top managers because 
it is published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Sessions written by the likes of SirAlex Ferguson, Roberto Mancini, Ars#ne 
Wenger and Carlo Ancelotti are included. Don’t accept inferior imitations - get 
the real thing written by the world’s best managers. 

Here’s a full list of what you’ll get when you buy today: 

~ SirAlex Ferguson - V~ng play & shooting 

~ Carlo Ancelotti - Attacking movement in a 4-3-2-1 

~ Roberto Di Matteo - Attacking aims 

,~ Alan Pardew- The final third 

~ David Moyes - The ’switch’ 

Ultimate Attacking 

Sessions 



Roberto Mancini - Decisive defending 

Brian McDermott- Shot blocking 

Nigel Adkins - Defending crosses 

Steve Bruce - Defending as individuals & in pairs 

Dave Jones - Penalty box battles 

i.~.i Ultimate Defending 
Sessions 

Ars~ne Wenger- Passing through the lines 

Roy Hodgson- Pressing and screening 

Harry Redknapp- Encouraging creativity 

Andr# Villas-Boas - Possession principles 

Roberto Martinez - The lvl situation 

UL T~MA TE GOALK~,:~7,:~P~NG SESSIONS: 

Ultimate Midfield 

Sessions 

Eric Steele - Keeper match day warm-up 

Andy Quy- Great goalkeeping 

Adrian Tucker- Keeper’s kicking drill 

Steve Sutton - Keeper reactions and decisions 

Seamus McDonagh = Direct distribution 

::~:: Ultimate 

Goalkeeping 

Sessions 

Richard Hawkins - 15:15 drill 

Tony Daley- Match day recovery session 

Damian Roden - Dynamic warm-up 

Antonio Gomez- Pro-match warm-up 

Tom Little - Possession keeper catch 

::~:: Ultimate Fitness 

Sessions 

The sessions contain over 25 hours of coaching straight from the training grounds 
of some of the best clubs in the world. You can be sure you’re not wasting time with 
ill thought out and inappropriate sessions. 

The next time you’re at a loss as to what to do at training you’ll be glad to have 
Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching Sessions at your disposal. 

So do yourself a favour and grab these special manuals today. 

A FR~E So-~LE SESSION 

To show you the quality you can expect from Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coaching 
Sessions, I am providing you with a free session from the midfleld manual. 

Simply click here to download Harry Redknapp’s session on Encouraging 
Creativity. 

For a limited time, I am making these PDF manuals available at just $9 each. And 
if you buy all five, it gets even cheaper - you’ll get the whole set for $37 (that’s a 
saving of 18%!). 



This is the most cost-effective way of receiving the unique sessions published in 
Elite Soccerthat we have ever offered. 

So don’t delay, get Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coachin9 Sessions today. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

P.S. - I’m so confident in the quality of my Elite Soccer’s Ultimate Coachinq 
Sessions and your ability to run them successfully that I offer a 100% money-back 
guarantee. You’ve got nothing to lose! 

Green Star Media in Association with the LMA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Posiliv Performance Consulting ~-lindse.,,~positivepefform.com@maill21.us2.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Nell Fortner, Coach Abe, and Journals 

University at Albany Head Coach Katie 
Abrahamson-Henderson... 

on imp~eme~ting ~e~ta~ Performa~ee Training 

Words of 
Wisdom Katie Abrahamson-Henderson: University of Albany ~ Catching 

I’ve jus~ feund no ratings yet 14 ~,,, Nell 
1 g.c::O0 ’ways 

c~ck here ~o ~earn more about ~enta~ Performance Tra~nh~g, FO~ 

!\t Ul:ah WomenLs 

a~d H-~e UW[SCA 

Wh at’s ~ teat to ,,latch 
happening ~o~t~,~ ~o~h-:~ 

and dedicated 
Gearmgupforwerk p~ayer5 TheUtes 
with 3 PACI 2 completed eur ~/t/J’. 
Scheols and 8 

t~/.~:~...~[:~{~L£~- 1:he 

2 weeks It’s germs ~raining! Ge Utes! 
be a great whhlw~nd 

of mental tr@nmg~ 

Dear Diary .... 
Selfoa~are~ess is a h~ge compo~ent of ~e~ta{ Performat~ee Training, 

Joulnafs should be a part of any athletes routine, They can be a lecord of workouts~ thoughts~ goafs, reefs, fears: they 

can be fulf of words that analyT.e where you are now, how far you’ve come and where you want to go I sta~1ed using 

wed<out journals from ~he momen~ I moved from ’playing around’ [o ’working out’-, and they were incredibly helpful. Not 

only did they g~ve me a ~ecord of the mibstones ~’d passed but they also gave me another moment of that great feeling of 

accomplishment. You finish a workeuL you feel good about compb~ing a task; you write i~ down, you ~ee] tha~ 

again, It’s great for malk~g phys~ca~ plogress, 

But another importan[ componen[ [o journal writing is to analyze your mentat game, Many athletes ptay bet[or as they 

mature s~mply because they are mo~e awe[e, mo~e ~nte~igent, more v~g~la~t of VqHAT WORKS FOR THEMI A faste[ way of 

gaining tMs aware~sess ~s to s~mp~y do it on a regular basis. Especially in th~s fast paced world we Hve ~n... ~t’s ~mperat~ve to 

take some leflecfive th~e~ to be stiE to become aware of ourselves and LEARNI But we are ta]khsg about young people 

here w~th a lot of d~ffere~t respons~b~]itbs dudng the course of a s~g~e day P~obaMy most of them want to go home and 

watch ~v, ~f they don’t have study~ng to de, And ~hey need that down t~me. [ha~’s why ~t’s up ~o coaches to provide ~he 

structure of mental training w~th~n the team. Jouma~ writing can be powe~f~l ~f done fo~ only 10 mh~utes after practice even 

once a week Not o~s~y is that t~me helpful but ~t will also make your athletes more aware throu9hoMt the week4hey’H be 

~hinldng abou~ what to w~te. 10 m~nutes a weekL,,. ~o bdng awareness to your athlebs- you have no idea how powerk~l ~t 

can be. 

P.!ig.k..!X!£!}. to lear~ more about ~e~ta~ Performa~ee Training, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI College Showcas~ <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

~Vednesday, October 24, 2012 11:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

GSI College Showcase - College Coach invitation 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

2012 GSI College Showcase 
Ovcrlm~d Park Soccer Complex 
November 16-18, 2o12 
Dear Anson, 
We look forward to wdeoming you to Overland Park for the 2o~ 2 GS[ 
Summer College Showcase tournament where we will have ~66 great 
teams from across the Midwest attending. We hope you can join us in 
November! Click here to see the ACCEPTED TEAMS!! 
College coaches who have not signed up yet please _e_]__i__e_kJ!__e_r___e_t ! Please 
register if you are going to attend, we need to make sure that we have 
enough player profile books and food for all !! 
SCHEDULE of EVENTS 
SCHEDULE of EVENTS 
F[~ffDAY - N,OVEMBER 16. 
Games will kick offon Friday night at 6:3opm, 8:oopm & 9:gopm please 
cheek in at the Main building at the Complex. We have a hospitalitT 
room set for you where you can sign in and pick up player profile books. 
We will have 72 teams playing on Friday night so please try to attend if 
you cant 
SATURDAY - N,OVEMBER 17. 
7:45am - 9:ooam College Coaches breakfast (coffee, juice, bagels 
provided by Bruegger’s Bagels 
- OP Soccer Complex, player profiles, tournament schedules and field 
maps will be provided 
8:ooam GSI College Showcase matches begin. 
12:oopm - 2:oopm College Coaches lunch provided by Salsarita’s 
Mexican Restaurant - - OP Soccer Complex hospitalib~ room. 
6:oopm - 8:oopm - College Coaches BBQ Dinner provided by Burnt End 
Restauranttt OP Soccer Complex hospitality" room. 
9:3opm - Last Game Kick of!!! 
SUNDAY - NOVEMBER 18. 

-- 7:15am College Coaches breakfast - OP Soccer Complex 
7:3oam GSI College Showcase matches begin - OP Soccer Complex 
~ l:3oam - 2:oopm College Coaches lunch provided by ,Johnny Bruseo’s 
Pizza and salads 
5:3opm GSI College Showcase matches end. 
Important information regarding hotel reservations 
To keep the process as simple as possible and ensure we can 
accommodate as many colleges as possiNe, we ask that you *bllow these 
guidelines: 

Register for the event at HTGSports.net. Online registration will 
be up soon! 
Hotel accommodations will be funded by GSI Sports. 
There will be a room cap of 5o rooms available to the 1st 50 
college coaches who make their reservations AND register for the 
event through our system. (Please register before November 1st) 
They will ask you for credit card # for incidentals. In addition, your 
card will be charged a cancellation fee if you reser~-e a room and 
you do NOT call them at least 24 hours before if you cancel or do 
not show. 
Every efJtbrt will be made to grant specific requests but due to the 
amount of rooms needed fbr this event vve ask fbr your flexibility. 

We are glad you will be joining us and if there is an.vthing else vve can do 
to help you please let us know! 

GSI SPORTS 
536o College Blvd 

Overland Park, Kansas 66211 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ Oct 24th, 2012 

Wednesday’s TV: More Champions Leagues 

UEF’A Champions League en Fo~ Seecer: ).’:enit ~ AndeHeeht at 12pm~ Ajax - ~,~anchester City at 2:45pm~ and 8orussia 

Dortmund - Rea~ ~adrid ~t 5pro (2;45pm on Fox Socce~ Plus). CONCACAF Champions League on Fox Soccer: Santos Laguna - 

"[’oronte aL 8£m (a~so (m Un~vis~en Deportes 2) and Seattb~ - ,~ga~athon at 10pro, Gal.avk~ion has "[’~g~es - A~a.jue~ense aL 10pro. 

T~eir Words 

National Teamers Abroad: Impressive result for Nordsiaelland 

M~chael Parkhurst. and Nor(]sjaet(and might be on the outsMe h:~ol<h]g in when b: comes te suc(:essfu(~y navigaLing Champi(ms 

League Group E, but they’re showing that they belong in Europe’s premier tou~ nament. On Tuesday Nordsjae~(and fiMshed 

1 against lt:al.k}n charnph:~ns Juventus. No~ds~ae~l.and’s ,~ikke~ Be~:kmann o£ened the scoring in Lhe 50th minute wiLh Juventus 

equa[~n~ in the 81sL. W~th their su~ prise 2.1 win over Che[sea~ ShakhLar Donetsk now has a Lhree pe~nL lead m the group 

with seven poinl:s from t:hree games p[ayed. FourLh-p[ace Nord~(jae{~and trai~ ,~bvenl:bs. who are undefeat:ed in group p[ay wb:h 

three draws~ by two points. 

CCL: Draws for Houston and RSL 

Houston and O[irnpia finished t-1 at BBVA Conlpass Stadium on Tuesday night. O[irnpia opened the s(o~in~ in the 21st 

minute with Houston’s Aadrew Hainau[t equa[iziag in the 65th minute. The poinL was enough for Houston Lo wia Group 

The referee sent off Houston (oach Dominic K}nnear }n the 40th rn}nute. 

At Rio Tinto Stadium~ Rear Saft Lake and Herediano firdshed sco~etes% with Herediano advancin~ as Group Z winners. "It’s a 

tebgh one to take." RS~., rni(]fielder ~4yte 8eeker~’~an said, "We t:reated eneugh chances te score I:OLH" er five t:onight~ bbt we 

didrCt and so we’re rtot nlovirt~ oft," Continue reading "CCL: Draws for Houston and RSL" ,, 

RSL’s point 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Oct 19, 2012) US Socce~ Players - Rea~ Salt Lake teach Jason ~reis can choese to #l.ay 
up Lhe mo~a[ v~cLory aspecL of his club’s 1-1 draw wiLh He~ed~aao on Tuesday night ia Lhe CONC/~CAF Champions Leasue% but 

in a[{ other ~espe(:ts it was a k~ss, As everyene knew going h% RSI. needed three points to win Group 2 in the ’ordy the winner 

advaaces’ rea~.~ty of group sta~e p~.ay. ~nsLead. Herediano p~.ayed for anything but a toss on the ~oad and goL the ~esu~.t. Sti~.L 

there’s that moral ~dc:tory to consider. 

"I am ~eafty, reatiy proud of ou~ guys tonight/’ Kre}s said wh}te addressing the media postogame. 

AL haiftirne, I tof.d Lhem that the performaace Lhey had puL out was spectacuta~ m my eyes. We were dom~ ab. the Lhiass that 

you need to do to win big ~ames like this ex(:ept that f}na[ touch. ~t just came down to one player makin~ one play; 

re[l: U~*~ iL wou[d ~:ome t:onight and ~’m shocked that we didn’[ gel it. 8uL we need to rno~e forward and forgeL t:his quid~iy 

be(ause we have a t~tt[e LOi~lqlaFsenL or" o~r own con’ling ~p." 

Ah, the o[d (ompa~ison between the Champions League and MLS Cu9 now made by the o~e team that’s supposed to have 

priorities in order. Rea~ Salt Lake is a Champions League team after al.[~ stressing the importance of Lhe teurnamen~ lk)r both 

itself and the League it ~epresents. Theyhe one of the few~ perhaps the only, ~4LS team to truly pdoritize one over the other 

no matl:e~ how briefly. 

Wit:h no chance of Iinishing any [ewer than their current third h~ the Western Conference and avoiding the Pl.ay-ln Round and 

no chance of fiMshh~g first, we a~ready have RSL% p[ayoff opponent. Though they can swap places with 2hal-place Seattte in 
the standings, it doesn’t niake enough difference to push a final regub~r s~ason !~ame against Vancouver to the top of the 

to-do [isL They dMn’t, because fo~ Real Sait Lake this is a tournament that matters. 

Coming oil a bye week in MLS and p[aying at home in the Champioas League, RSL fai{ed to advance, but there’s a good 
argument that they d~dn’t fair to meet exsectations. I nstead~ it’s anothe~ example of how ~t goes w~ong fo~ ~LS in this 

teurnament. ~)uL it’s net an ~ndk:tmenL against RSI.~s strategy. 



right things leading into these games, This isn’t Houstorb where wasted opportunity after wasted opportunib/in MLS play 

means that even a s{ight chan~:e at finishin$ h~gh enough ~o avok~ tha~ MI.S PI.ay-k~ Round is enough to send out a makeshift: 
[~neup in a decisive Champions League game, Of course, Houston managed to get the pomE they needed to advance. That’s 

how it v~,orks for N£S h~ the bizam:~ work] of this tournament, Continue reading "RSL’s point" ,, 

Landon Donovan~ on the record ~ item ~-:SPH’s Roge~ Bennei:i:: ’I am aI: a l)oint where I real.iH~ that if I am to come back 
need to dr) se with the right mindseL" 

Ben Olsen leads D.C. United back into MLS playoffs ¯ Item The Wahsin~ton Pest’s Mike Wise: WetL yes and 

D.C. United takes major step in climb back to MLS prominence ¯ Item GooLcem’s Avi Creditor: The rester new is tight on 
:~ostseason experience and he~W on a b{end of yo~ln~ talent 

MLS becoming breeding ground for young American coaches - from The Newark S~aroLedger’s F~ank Giase: "They are very 

a~:qressive in a (:ood WaV and the’! l’~a’,/e a good attitLEde~" 

Ajax boss De Boer building for a brighter future - from BgC Sport’s Chris Bevan: tt: has atso become a necessit:y, 

Arsene Wenger defends ’absurd’ decision to fly from London to Norwich o from The Independent’s Simon Rice: The flight. 

which wo@d have t~ken around ~ § minutes, has been criticised by green ~:~mpaigners and Labe~fed "absurd". 

The Most Important Soccer Performance Analyst You Have Never Heard Of - from Fo~ bes’s Bobby Mc~%hon: Reep 

I)e]ieved that in order to win, t:he ~arae had to be st:ri])ped to t:he essentials~ 

Europa League on Fox Soccer: Maribor - Spu~s at 1pro and Live~ pool.. /~nzhi at 3pro, Fox Soccer Pkus h~s ]nte~ Mi{~n - 

Soccer and Univ~sion Deportes: Metapan .. LA at lOpm, Ga{avision has Chivas Xel.aju at lOpm, Ai[ Wines E~ste£n 

i:~i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~,Slot 

Click here to so[ely unsubscribe from "US~occerP!a~,ers "Click here to view moilin9 orchives, here to chon£e your pre[erences> or here to subscribe ~ Privacy ~ 

@ FeedBtkz~’’ ~ Emai{ Contact and Sociaf Media Marketing Automatk)n t ~aNw.feedbiitz.com I info@feedbtkz.com I Privacy I FAQ I Terms of Service I Site Map 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu> 

~Vednesday, October 24, 2012 12:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Fmnily Day this Sunday, Japane~ Culture Day, mad Godzilla Attacks! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Thursday, 25 October, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all others. 

Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

tareb! 

)n 

:he 

icreen~ 

:his 
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lapanese 
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;odzit[a, 
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)tihan 
:reature 

nutated 

~y 

luc[ear 

adiation. The 

nonster 

~ttacks 

the 

people of Japan, forcin8 them to rehve the horrors of nuclear devastation. 

The people fish[ back, but Godzi[[a’s presence [eaves [in£erin~l questions 

about the apocalyptic atmosphere of postwar Japan. 

This is the second firm in the series "Aesthetics of the End: Cinema of 

Apocatypse in Japan" presented in connection with the Acktand’s Season of 

Japan. 

North Carolina PuNic Radio WUNC is the official media 

sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 



Friday, 26 October, 4:00-7:00 PM: "Drawing Nature" 

UNC students: Start your weekend creatively with this hands-on art class 

designed especially for Carolina students. 

Art a [a Carte participants (Oct 12) sketch desisns for [inoteum prints. 

See the Ftickr photo set for this session! 

Halloween is around the corner! In this session, we’ll practice capturing 

moody effects of shadow and texture in nature using artists’ pencils. 

Weather permitting, students wi[[ have the option of working outdoors. 

Spooky! 

Classes are designed for beginners, but are also suitable for students 

with some art experience. Instructors: Connie Zamorano, artist, and 

Erica Longenbach, art historian. 

Cost: $8 per class; all materials provided. 

Registration is required, as space is limited. Enrollment limited to 15 

people. RSVP to culbert@unc.edu. 

Art & la Carte on Friday, 2 November, 4-7 PM = Mixed-Media Collage! 

Saturday, 26 October, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Free and open to the 



public.                                                         3uiid 
museum memories with the children in your life at the Ackiand’s monthly Family Day! 

Throughout Family Day, museum docents will be available for Artful Conversations for 

families in the galleries, providing touchabies, stories, and information about the works 

of art on view. Join Story Time at 3:00 PM and get creative and the Creation Station 

from 2:00-4:00 PM. 

Family Day is FREE, so come for a little while or all afternoon! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for chitdren ages 4-8 years old. 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM-5:00 

PM 

Celebrate the Japanese national holiday 

honoring culture and the arts at the Ackiand Art 

Museum! Explore the Ackiand’s exhibitions of 

Japanese art, take part in a hands-on workshop, 

and marvel at demonstrations of traditional 

Japanese arts and crafts throughout the day. 

We’ll explore haiku, origami, bonsai, and more! 

This all-ages event is present as part of the 

Ackiand’s "Season of Japan.=’ 

programs 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 



During this one-day sale, current Ackland Art Museum 

members will save 20% on their purchases at the Ackland 

Museum Store! 

In conjunction with the Acktand’s "Season of 

Japan," the Museum Store is currentl.y featuring 

an inostore Japanese Market with a wide variety 

of products and crafts that quote Japanese 

traditions with a contemporary fl.air. 

Textffes, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, 

paper items, metal.work, and many other products 

are available for purchase. Si[kscreen prints by 

local artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks 

featuring ukiyo-e graphics by Zube[[e Bike ~t 

Board Factory are avai[abl.e in Umited quantities. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum 

fJarefoot Gen 
Thursday, 1 November, 7:00 PM 

Art For Lunch 

"Japanese Screens: History and Function in Early Modern 
Japan" with Wei-Cheng Lin 

Wednesday, 7 November, 12:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adul.ts, students, and chil.dren on 

the ._V_!__S_!__T_ page of our website. 

The Ackl.and’s exhibitions and pubUc programs are made 

possibl.e by generous support from Ackl.and Art Museum 

members and friends hke you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dol.l.ars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an email, to the 

editor. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders of Lffe on Earth, 

1965~ color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Collection. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Sankei Kanze Noh, 1958; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Collection. © Estate of 

I kk6 Tanaka. 



John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: Howl,low, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 

Forward this email 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu; 

~Vednesday, October 24, 2012 2:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Correction: Family Day is Sunday, Oct 28th, 2-4 PM 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 
Please note the cc,.r,,"ecg cla,’,t~?~ ~-’?,r’,,d tim(~t for this month’s 

Family Day, "Animals in Japanese Art": 

Sunday, 28 October, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Buitd museum memories with the chitdren in your life at the Acktand’s monthly Famity Day! 

Throughout Sunday’s Family Day, museum docents will be available in the galleries for Artful 

Conversations with families, providing touchab[es, stories, and information about the works of art 

on view. Join Story Time at 3:00 PM and get creative and the Creation Station from 2:00-4:00 PM. 

Family Day is FREE, so come for a little while or all afternoon! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 4-8 years old. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC-Chapel Hill 

101 S. Columbia Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

ackland.or~I 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 7:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Video - Drills for Goalkeepers - MaJaing Good Decisions and Covering Angles - Coach Casey Mann 

TheCoaches Insider ~i 1877.386.4840 

Newsletter 



Drills for Goalkeepers -Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach Casey Mann drills goalkeepers on making good 

decisions and covering angles, 

Provided by Championship Productions 

Nov "1, 2012 2:00PM - 3:00PM EDT or Monday Nov, 5, on demand 

"~ii Facebook 
Presenter Dorothy L. Espe~age, Ph.D. ..... 

This free webinar will expose athletic directors, principals, coaches, 

teachers, and parents to the problem bullying and provide action-steps 

for preventing and responding to it Just some of the topics covered in 

this hour-long webinar include cyber-bullying, bullying forms and 

contexts, risk factors, prevention strategies... 

Five-Ball Soccer Shooting Drill-Watch it Here! 

Shauna Rohbock, National Guard Sergeant and former professional 

soccer player, demonstrates a shooting drill that will improve kicking 

accuracy and speed. 

Video provided by STACK.corn 

A Minnesota Hi.qh School Soccer Game Broke Out Into A Brawl 

Stanford reclaims top spot in NSCAA Coaches’ Poll 

4ember Ca[e p[ogram 

Lawmakers propose chan.qes to Utah’s concussion ~aw 

Sign Up a 

Colleague! 

Get Some Green 

for your Team - 

ESPN Coaches 

Fundraising 

adve[tisemenl 



click here 
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Thursday’s TV: Europa and CCL 

Eb~el)a [.eaf~ue es Fox Sec(:er: ~aril)eF o Spurs at 1 pm and }.iverpeo{ - Anzhi a~ 3pro, Fox Se(:(:e~ ~us has h~er ~as ~ 

Partizan at i pro, t.4ewcast[e United - Bruise at {¢pnl and Panathinaikos - Laz~o at 5prn. CONCACAF Charnp~ons Lea~ue on Fox 

Soccer asd Uni~ision Deportes: Mel:a~an - ~.A a[ 10pro. Ga~a~4sh>n has Chi~s - Xe[aju at 10pro. A~ 7"ime.s 2~ern 

Their Words 

Champions League: Shutouts for Schalke and Mala~a 

Jermaine Jones played the se~:esdohal.I tk)r SchaLke I)4 in a d~ama~ic 2o{} shutout ef Arsenal at t:he Emirat:es Stadium, Ibrahim 

AfeLLay setup KLaas..Jan HunteLaar’s opener in the 76th minuEe ant! thes scored a ~oaL of his own ten minutes LaEer. SchaLke 

are top of Group B with seven points from t:hree games, Lea~Jhx~ ~rsenal b’4 a point~ 

Arsenal assistant manager Steve BouLd spoke to the media, o~II.is~ ArsenaL’s play ’jaded’ and sayln8 "ith t:he ball we tad< a bit 
of confidences" Continue reading "Champions League: Shutouts for SchaLke and MaLaga" ,, 

CCL: Result for Seattle, Gomez scores 

The big news for SeattLe in CONCACAF Champions League pl~y on Wednesday was Marcus Hahnem~nn ~ettin?, h}s first game 
in goal Otherw~se~ it was busisess as usual in Group 4 wb:h the Soun(Jers beatin8 Marathon 3-1 at (:esturyL.h~k ~’ie~d, Seat~b~ 

takes 12 points from their foul grou# stage S{ames with ~ +7 goal differential Sammy Ochoa {Z3rd), Steve Zakuani {Z7th) 

and I)avid Esl:Fada (76th) s(:o~ed fo~ the Sousders. 

In "]’orfeon, b~ert:LEte2 Gomez ?>et the start asd t:he goal in Sast:es La(~bna’s 1-I) shutout of ’TeFonto, {’Jorae2 act)fed in t:~e 7:¢rd 

minuLe~ with SasLos advancin$ from Group I wiLh 12 points Item four $ames asd a ÷12 goal differenLiaL 

ALso in ¢CL pLay~ Tigres beaL ALajueLense 5-0 Lo at!vance in Group 6. ALan PuLide had a hat-trick ior Tigres. 

Kansas City 2 - Philadelphia 1 

Attempting to play the role of spoile~ ~ Ph}Lade[phia became the Latest team to ~us into diffi(:uLty at Livestron!~ Park. A 40th 

minute Jacob Petersos ~oa] put Kansas Cit’y up~ with PhiLadelphia equa]i~ng through Antoine Hoppenot in the 53rd, CJ 

Sapesg s(:o~ed S~)oF~:isg’s whiner in the 82nd rainu~:e. {~vh~g Kansas (:ib¢ home fiel.d advanb~e in the Eastern Conference 

p~ayef~ b~a~:ket, Sperl:in~ h~ ~he first ~eam to fh~ish l:hei~ regblar season sc:hedu[e, wi~h 5] points ~rom their ]4 <~ames asd 

six. point [ea~ over 2sd.p[~ce DC Usited. Continue readin~ "Kansas CiW 2 - Philadelphia 1" ,, 

For MLS, it’s still the schedule 

By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Oct 2% 2012) US Socce~ Ptaye~s -- For aLL the rneddting ~a]or League Soccer’s a[t- 

pt)v~i~,rIuI brais l:R~st does wi(:h ~he Lea{4be’s format and s(:hedbb~. (:he 2012 ref~ul.ar seases is se~ to cl.ese wb:h a bb: ef a 

whimper, W~th lust a !~ame left to play for i 8 out of 19 teams, all ten p[ayoff pa~ticipasts are set. Wh}le there’s still some 

~e(:keyh~ over see(hnf~ whi(:h cob[~J ~Jetermine home ~ie[d adv~ntage down 1:he ~h~e. rues1: ef the Leaf~ue~s re(~u{ar season 

bush]ess ~s complete. 

MLS certainly didn’t want this. The League endeavored Lo keep the drama aLive down to the i~sL week of the season with 
revised sl:R~c:t:ure for [~I)’t2. The unba~an~zed ~zes~eFen~ze-k)~zL~se(] schedb~e, h~ a(]d~t~es to ~im~tJn~ trave~ and fosteFh~g 

rivaLries~ was supposed to make the end o~ the campaiSn an intense battle for the pLayoffs. ~ns[ead. only the East has asy 

hit:risque, [irai~:ed by [he ~novd.edge that no one (:as win or Lose a ~l.ayef~ pesities. 

That Eastern intrigue is about ~voiding the Pt~yqs Rousd. Unless your club }s involved, there’s Littte widespread appeal to 

the 4~h vs 5th game. 

It’s a pity then, that ~ame 34 for Lhe each of Western Conference p[ayof~ quMffiers means nothin~ in ~erms of the 
standings. San Jose has ab’eady dah’~ed the Supporters’ Shield. and a gap between Seattle and Real Salt Lake and the fourth 
and R~h p~a~:es means there’s so chance o~ the GaLaxy or Yan~:ebve~ ca~(:hin~ up. [.A is set to heat the p[sy-in round~ whKe 



Wo~dofo~,~,,ski to break the MLS goaLoscorin~ re~:o~d away to already e~im}nated Portland. He’s ~ot a shot, ~:o~sidelin~ tt~e 

"]’k~bers shod~Jy de~e~se~ bu~ the our:come of the game ~s of a~raos~t: no eense~ue~ce, {.A p~ays out: t~x} s~:~iB{~ w~th a ~a~e 

against Sea~de~ who mi~hL have des~% on fir~is~ir~ secor~d, though the benefit d startin~ a~ home in the semifir~aks 

fi~ake, Continue readin~ "For MLS~ it’s stik[ the scheduke" ,, 

D.C. United looking for new "61ory Days" .. Item The Was~ir~gLon Times’ John Haydon: knc! his boss was in agreemenE. 

Goalie Chris Seitz’s biggest save ¯ from ESPN’s Wayne Drehs: "Then I get that en41U’ 

Tom Curtis Resigns .. Item The Ar~tigua Observer’s t4eo Bapdste: ABFA Pl’eside~t Everten "Batev¢ Gonsab~es said his 
admimstration w~] be ~ooking to build on Curtis’ su~:cesses ~oi~L,’~ 

Why players refusing to support Kick It Out deserve admiration not condemnation ~ from Tt~e h~}rror’s Oliver Holt: It is 

aI~ ac:knowted!~.ement: tibet vd~e massiw~ pregress ~as been raa~k~ h~ fi~hting radsm in E:ng~ish fix~l:bal.~ there ~s sl:il.~ mud~ to 

be done. 

Jackson Martinez’s arrival at Porto a testament to the club’s global scoutingnetwork o from "The Score’s James 

Homo~s~t:{e: ,Jad~.s(~i~ has instead he~.i)ed resol.ve a rath~.~r diifi(:~.t: ei~e Ier I~is new dub side, 

Friday’s TV 

Scottish Premier League or~ Fox Soccer Ptus: Med~en%[I. ¯ ~-fiberniar~ at 2:45pm, Bundes[iga on GetTY: Augsburg - Hamburg at 

2:.’COpra, L}~ue t on U~Msion Deportes: St Etienne - Ren~es at 2:30pro. A~[ Tb~es 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz SecondaB/Slot 

Clfck here to solely unsubscrfbe from "OS!Soc:ce;P~yers. " Clfck here to dew rnefffnl orchfves, here to chon~?e your preferences, or here to subscrfbe o Prfvocy~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 10:17 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea ~ Aa soa 

Act now to improve your 
team’s fitr~ess with he~p from 
the pros 

The season is underway again and professional 
clubs need to keep their players in peak condition. 

They have schedules in place to make sure they are 
as strong, fit and fast as they can be and their 
technique will remain intact when they do get tired. 

And now Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans provides the exact plans that these 
professional coaches are using so that you can get 
your team into the best possible shape. 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

SIGN UP NOW 

P~-~s fror~ the to[# of the 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results= 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 
endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 



Where else can you get the fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are using, to 
imrpove the condition of your players? 

~i SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop and maintain your players fitness throughout 

the season. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish fitness work but if they know they are using 
the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you climb the league. Elite 
Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly points at the end of 
games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up niggly injuries and keep 
your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper fitness plan - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

[ ~ StGN u~ NOW 

So~ how 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact fitness plans. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

today. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ~/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow(~,coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media ~i In Association with the LMA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iufo <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:17 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

KEEP PROTECTED! ..Reusch & Uhlsport! ..In stock tbr immedia’te despatch! 









Night 

Low Country Shrimp Boil 



s~o~ 

Lo~’~, Cou rely 

Shdmp Boii 

Date! 

famiiy f-end y cha-ty ..... C~assic Golf 
fu~]d~aiseF w~}~ be~e1:~1: Tournament 

care for ALS, oar Cook @t 

both. 

Damgerous Words 
~.obert Neff, Pb..D~, Mental l-rainer@ 

heartbeat, they can ~so detect your 
bra~nwaves, R tu~ns oat your b~a~n 

s~ledng you~ thoughts, ]h~s ~5 where 

sctu~Xy ch~nOe the way our body 

has a dramatic af[ect on ou~ he~th and 

Xn t~e }u~y edition of Psychology today~ 

5~mp~y sea~ng ON~ negative wo~d. 

Bubbling Under 

LEvan Rothman 

tn ti:e world of 9ot< Bubbling 
~te S;~tRX! P881~?~; {}tsb Under 

>~: rTrTT~ I DDD 

Camyon Crest Wins 2012 Acura 

~7:: 20<’: 

Charnp~or~shi 

~}t~ q three 

tc ~, 

Find Hotels 
F~nd ~ etels ~ ~         I .... 

ClubCorp Team Championship 
in Three-Hole Play-Off 

Xt was 8.nybody% 
tollrnc.mel~t going into ..... 

2012 Acu~a CkibCo~p 

Ba:ton Creek Reso:t & 

but after an exc~tmg~ n~}~--b}tmg three- 

Fisd hotels 

sew [xJ:e~ seaFch 

great s~v~ngs on some of [he to~ hole,s, 

Access Hnd Hote{s R-o:i: the members- 

Dine with us :for A Week of 
Giving Thanks 
h)in u5 ~’(~" A Week of Giving Thask5 

.r"londay -- Fr~d~y, b~ovembeF 12 - t6 
We’re ce~eblat~ng 55 ye~ls wRh a week 

of de{~c~ous di:i~ng at pa~iidpat~ng 

Silver Oak XVine in a Bottle 
Engraved with Your Logo or 
Name: The Perfect Client Gift 
for the Holidays 

S~lv~r Oak 

WiPe is ofi:erisg booties 
o~: the 2007 Shyer Oak 

~apa C~berne[ c~slom 
e:ig~aved ;~tb yo<~r ~ogo or n~me for 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 5:56 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Nature of ChaJracter 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Manage your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

~A~eek 798: October 

Michael Josephson is a .."..ob,~d radio commentator and the 
fore:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

First, and mes~ important: Happy CHARACTER COUNTS! 
Week! There’s stili time to register and download your 
free resources, We’~ be updaUng our Facebook paqe and 
o~ Character Educator Bloq to show how people around 
[he weHd are ce~ebrat~r~g CC~ Week, 

Also, ati graduates of our Character Development 
Seminars are irivi~ed to aUerid a free workshop that ~’ti 
cond~,.’ct Dec, I ~ Los A~!~e~es, The h’~te~sWe program 

h~corporated ~n~o our redes~f~ned CHARACTER COUNT!5~ 
4,0 pro~ram. If you work with young people and have 
never" attended th~s ~d~y semma~, then learn more here 
or check the schedule for a~ even: near you. 

Finaliy, [ wa:~t to iet eve~yone I<now ti:at we continue to 
post new quote pesters on my Facebook paqe and on 
WhatWillMatter.com, Feet free to print them, We 
ericourage sharing, so click these "sha.."e" ar!d "like," 
buttons in Facebook so eli yea!" fiienda can see U’~em 
tee~ 

t i~2 Getth .... kly 
q 

/ 

lett~e 

Get the podcast in iT .... 
j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

The TEAM Approach to 
Teaching Character 
I want my kids to be smart 

and successful, but ] Mso 
want them to be good, i 
wan[ therh [o be the kind o[ 
peo~fle other pare~ts woah~ 
~ke to see theh- k~da marry, ] 
a~so want them to make 
sound, va~ues~ based 
derisions that v,4~ huh> them 
be safe asd happy, So, Hke 
mos~ parents~ I spersd bts 

Cheek out 
Quotes & Observations 
re.." a variety o[ 

and motivationai %.’ores 
we posted tMs week, 

De:(t Let Others Define 

See and comment 

Quote and Poste~’," 
Great Leaders Are 
]"eachers~ Not Tyrants, 
See and comment 

Find arid l:oilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter fl’ee ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the aaie of ~’vlichaei’s 
books and CDs support clsa~a(:ter 

education in schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa~:ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blog0 Re~:ently pet;ted: 

Presidential Proclamation Kicks off 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week 
Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletteF >> 

Character education materials 

Keep U’..a~ charac~e.."-buikting 
message fropt and center even after" 
CC~ Week, D~sp~ay pos~ers and 

d~str~bute pencils, ph-~s: wr~st bands, 

throughout the year, Buy now >> 

Register for CC[ Week and get free 
dewnloadable resources, 



time trying to i..’~stili in them 

responsibility, fMrnas~, and 

k~ndnass, 
Listen or read more 

The Values Our Kids Learn 
From Others 
Blessed with the 
opportunities and obiigatiens 

of raising four young 
daughters, my ,~’SFe Anne and 
t are prefoundiy 

v~kH~s that ~’~fl~ he~p them 

become capable, 

and happy adults, I thk~k 
we’re doing ~ pretty good 

enough, 
Listen or read more 

A Person of Character 
I..et% face it, it% not easy to 
become a person of 
characl;e..", tt "takes a 9ood 
head’t, but ~t a~so req@res 
wisdom to know dgbt from 

costly, k~conve~qent, or 
d~fficuff, Becomh~g a person 
of character ~s a J~Febng 
quest to be better, 

Listen or read more 

The Nature of Character 
Abraham Lincoln was very 

concerned with d3~Factar~ 

ba~ he aiso was aware of the 
importance of i:a\,ing a good 
reputation. He axpiained ti:e 
difference ti:is way: 
"Ci~aracter is iike a tree and 
reputation iike its shadow. 
The shadow is wi:at we think 
o[ i’t; the tree is the real 
thing," 

Listen or read more 

We Don’t Need Anti= 
Bullying Programs 
Though intensive media 
attention on bailying has died 

to d~m~n~sh the Hves of tens 
of thousands o~ s~udents 
every day. Accordhsg to a 

a~ h~gh schoo~ s~uden~s say 

selflessly upse~ thegn, A 
shs~sr number sa~d they had 

Listen or read more 

comments ors We Don’t 
Need Anti-Bullying 
Programs: "You are 
corrac.s, Pao@e of 
character don% 

the desha a~d ~biIity 
<ontro~ (subju~iate} 

others," 

comments on Every 
Good Decision Starts 
With a Stop: "This is an 
attra<t@e ~mafle--. ’start 
with a stop’ -- and i 

know m,~ny Of US ,Ke 

funning full speed and 
need it as a remh~der." 

Every Good Decision 
Starts With a Stolx 
"Whih~ this is safe 

advk% some~U~-~es 

ahead. I know that to 
many peepie seem to 
have ibis att~iu~e bet 
the out came is worth 
fhe ~sk sometimes you 
h~ve to t~ke 

comments on Doctoring 
With a Heart: "re.." aDout 
20 years ~:ow my wife 

and I have been blessed 
{o have su~:h a docLor, 
Dr Geo~’ge Houtoussis is 

a very kind and 

who has often gone 
above and beyond the 
cam of du~y ~s caring for 
us and many of h~s other 

patients." 

~ook al-I AntjlBull¥ing Workshop 

I..earp he~,~,, ta h’~tervem~ combat 
cyberbuiIying, and promote a positive 
ached ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators arid youth-service 
leaders to be effective ¢haracte: 
educators, Upcoming semhiars: 

Nov. 7-9, Dallas >> 

Nov. 28-30, Los Angeles 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webina.."s are a convenient, 

ci: a iacter.-daveioplr:ent techniques, 

Learn more see schedule 

e/,t~" Sportsmanship Blog, RecanNy 
posted: 

Lance’s Lonq Fall Continues 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly elnewsletter >> 

Michael 

Josephson 

for a Spouter or Col~sultar~t? Book Michael Josephson0 

..",!khaet ]esaphson motivates audiences from .She government, business, 

iournaiism, law, education, sports, polichig, and the military wi.sh his unique 

delivery, enga@ng presentaiiens, ~nd personsi tIIention to yam’ or!ptnization% 

r~eeds, Call ~;00-,7~--2670 or learn more, 

The :~o:@rofit ;asephsan institute is woNdng to create a wodd where people act mere 

Your done.siena enabie us to Offal" sol’vices alid resources like .shin newsie.s.ser, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsietter flora la..",dh’~g h’~ your junk fokier by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
vou~" addras<, book o!" approved sande! list. 



984t 0~,i~pefl Bird. #300 i Los 0~,n~38ies, C/~ 9004.6 I 800-71 t~2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I Cha~acterCounts.org 

#~2012 Josephson institute. "CHAR/>,CTER COUNTS!" is a regisle~ed irademark ot 

Mana,qe newsletter subscriptions [ Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pianeta Sport <info@pianetasporkorg> 

Saturday, October 27, 2012 6:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Pianeta Sport - Italy - The Sports We Deal With 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkusa.com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 11:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Human Kinelics: Emerging trends in sport management education 

l i~. HKH ..... 

Insightful journal devoted to pedagogy 
in sport management 

Sport Management Education Journal (SMEJ) promotes 
advancement of the body of knowledge in pedagogy as it relates to 
sport management education and disseminates knowledge about 
sport management courses, curricula, and teaching. This 
established annual journal, previously published by the North 
American Society for Sport Management, addresses a wide range of 
issues concerning graduate and undergraduate education in sport 
management. Topics of interest include curriculum planning, 
curriculum design, future employment requirements, trends and their 
impacts, course content, fieldwork, internships, experiential learning, 
teaching methods, accreditation, community education, and tenure 
and promotion. 

October 20t 2 issue now available! View the current issue 
contents. 

FIND MORE ONLINE! Subscription rates / Editorial board / Issue contents 

Submit your manuscript to SMEJ 

~Sport Management Education Journal encourages the submission of manuscripts in a 
number of areas as they relate to diverse issues in the field of sport management 
education. Manuscripts based on conceptual, philosophical, and empirical inquiry will be 
considered for publication. Studies using quantitative and/or qualitative approaches are 

welcomed. Please visit the SMEJwebsite for more information. 

Connect with HK 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 

Human Kinetics 11607 N. Market St. I Champaign IlL I 61820 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 12:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Oct 29th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Oct 29th, 2012 

Monday’s "I’M 

La Lisa on belH Sport: Real Va[[ado[id - Real Sociedad at 4:30pm ET. 

National Teamers Abroad: Forward 

C[int Dempsey scored the second 8oa[ in Tottenham’s 2-1 win over Southampton on Sunday at St Mary’s and Brad Friede[ 

picked up the shutout. Gareth Bale opened the scorin8 in the 15th minute. Dempsey’s 8oa[ came in the 39th. Southampton 

pulled a 8oa[ back in the 66th minute. Dempsey subbed out in stoppase time. 

"We didn’t want to concede that second 8oa[," Tottenham’s William Ga[[as told the club’s official site. "We a[[ wanted to 8o 

back to London with a[[ three points - that was very important for us." 

Also in the Premier Leasue, Brad Guzan started and Eric Lichaj subbed on in the 54th minute for Aston Vi[[a’s 1-1 draw with 

Norwich City. Christian Benteke scored for Villa in the 27th minute with Norwich equa[izin8 in the 79th. Geoff Cameron 

started for Stoke in their scoreless draw with Sunderland. 

In Ens[and’s lower divisions, Tim Ream and Bo[ton lost 2-1 to Midd[esbroush. Jonathan Spector was a [ate sub in Birminsham 

City’s 1-0 shutout of Leeds. Leroy Lira scored City’s winner in the 76th minute. Zak Whitbread and Leicester City lost 2-1 to 

Crystal Palace. In Leasue One, Frank Simek and Car[isle lost 4-2 to Bournemouth. 

Terrence Boyd scored Rapid Vienna’s second 8oa[ in a 2-0 shutout of Red Bu[[ Sa[zbur8. Steffen Hoffman opened the scorin8 in 

the 14th minute with Boyd doub[in8 the lead in the 47th. He picked up a yellow card in the 68th minute. Jozy A[tidore 

assisted on Johann Gudmundsson’s 88th minute winner in AZ’s 2-1 defeat of Vitesse Arnhem. Roy Beerens opened the scorin8 

for AZ in the 39th minute. Carlos Bocanesra and Racin8 Santander were shutout 1-0 by E[che. A[ejandro Bedoya played 78 

minutes for He[sinsbors, beatin8 GAIS 3-1. Clarence Goodson and Brondby drew 1-1 with Midtjy[[and. Brondby’s Quincy 

Antipas equalized in the 81st minute. Goodson picked up a yellow card in the 27th minute. Continue readin8 "National 

Teamers Abroad: Forward" ~ 

MLS Week 34: Table Set 

Major Leasue Soccer’s 2012 resu[ar season comes to an end with a last bit of drama courtesy of the Chicaso - DC same. With 

DC United takin8 second-place in the Eastern Conference with a point or better, Chicaso was unable to come up with a [ate 

winner. The effort was there, the 8oa[ wasn’t. The Fire’s Patrick Nyarko opened the scorin8 in the 16th minute with Lionard 

Pajoy equa[izin8 in the 50th. The result means Chicaso faces Houston in the Play-In Round. 

As for Houston, the Dynamo their resu[ar season ended on a down note with a 2-0 loss to Colorado. A quick look at Houston’s 

lineup explains the disparity. With their Play-In ticket already punched, the resu[ar season finale became a formality. 

Kamani Hi[[ (9th) and Andre Akpan (76th) did the scorins. 

"When a team has nothin8 to lose, and they are throwin8 that many people at you, they’re 8oin8 to set some looks, you 

know?," DC coach Ben O[sen said. "You take out that period at the end where they were throwin8 a lot of numbers, and I felt 

we played very we[[." 



DC’s opponent in the pLayoffs wiLL be New York, finishing off the season with a 3-0 shutout of PhiLadeLphia. Kenny Cooper 

scored on either side of Thierry Henry’s 35th minute goaL. ALso on Saturday, an 88th minute AJ Soares goal was the 

difference for New EngLand in a I-0 shutout of MontreaL. 

In the weekend’s other significant story Line, San Jose’s Chris WondoLowski tied but didn’t beat Roy Lassiter’s singLe-season 

scoring record in his club’s 1-1 draw with PortLand. As the score suggests, Wondo[owski got the Earthquakes’ goal in the 24th 

minute. Bright Dike equalized for the Timbers in the 67th. Real SaLt Lake and Vancouver finished scoreless at Rio Tinto 

Stadium. Continue reading "MLS Week 34: TabLe Set" ~ 

New deal for EPL in USA 

NBC wiLL be the home of EngLand’s Premier League starting in 2013-14. According to reports, NBC wiLL pay $250 miLLion for 

three seasons. "The NBC Sports Group has an exceLLent track record in sports broadcasting and wiLL showcase the BarcLays 

Premier League to fans across the USA through its extensive network of channels and high quality production," Premier 

League CEO Richard Scudamore said in a press statement. "We are extremely pleased that NBC has chosen to invest in the 

Premier League and Look forward to working with them for many years to come." 

CONCACAF signs with Univision, EPL on NBC 

CONCACAF announced on Monday that Univision bought the Confederation’s Spanish-Language television broadcast rights in 

the United States for the Champions League through 2021-22 and the GoLd Cup through 2021. "This substantial deal 

demonstrates the growing interest in the game among American fans and wiLL ensure miLLions more can enjoy their favorite 

matches throughout the United States," CONCACAF president Jeffrey Webb said in a press statement. "Our fans in the U.S. 

have incredible passion and excitement for the sport, and we are pleased to give them more access to watch the games they 

Love." 

Tuesday’s "I’V: Cup and Copa 

League Cup on belN Sport: Reading - Arsenal at 3:45pm. Copa deL Rey on belN EspanoL: LLagostera - VaLencia at 3pm (7:45pm 

on belN) and ALaves - BarceLona at 5pm (10pm on belN. Copa Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: Gremio - MflLonarios at 

7:30pm. All Times Eastern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 1:49 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Messi Monday’. (Video Highlights) 

As we ale bracing omselves for the 

stom~ of Humcane Sandy I wanted to 
share with you a cool video showcasing 

probably the best player in soccer 

right now: 

Lione Messi (Video Highlights) < - - - 
There are t}w who can score, handle 

the ball, and entertain a crowd as he 

does. 

So as many of yon on the east coast stay 

inside today, enjoy this cool video: 
Messi Monday < - - - 

reddick baseball ~ 52,1 ur:lor: a,;e ~ new prcMder:ce, ni 0?~74 I ~.~j iContact- T~y It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.cam> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 3:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Chelsea 2-3 Manchester United: How Fe~uson has his attackers living 

a~ack~rs firin~ 

Dear Anson, 

S~r Alex Ferguson ditched h~s d~amond formation in favor of more width against Chelsea and it 
pa~d off as Manchester United secured a priceless victory against their HUe rivals. 

Antonio Valencia’s vibrant display on the right gave Ashley Cole more problems than he is 

accustomed to, and it was from his cross that United forged an early 2-0 lead in an explosive 
encounter at Stamford Bridge. 

The Ecuadorian produced a fine run and his cross for Robin van Persie on the edge of the 

area was exquisite. Van Persie lashed the bail home clinically with his weaker right foot to 
put United further ahead. 

This was the third match running in which United’s precise crossing and one-touch finishing 

had made the difference. 

Ferguson wrote up a detailed attacking wing play and shooting session in the October 2010 

issue of Elite Soccer and the goals United have been scoring lately have been the direct 

result of work put in at the club’s Carrington training ground. 

INII Sir Alex Ferguson’s side have scored 10 goals in their last three 9ames 

Get access to the session that has helped trigger a lO-goal rush in Man United’s last three matches 

Although Sir Alex has opted for a diamond formation in recent matches, he knows the value 
of accurate balls into the area from wide positions. 

In the 4-2 win over Stoke City nine days ago, Van Persie curled in a delicious fizzing cross 

from the left for Wayne Rooney to head in his first Premier League goal of the season. 

Valencia then teed up Van Persie, just as he did at Stamford Bridge, while United’s third goal 

was the result of a fine cross from Rooney, with Danny Welbeck the beneficiary. 

In the 3-2 Champions League win over Braga last Tuesday, United were up to their old tricks 

again. Javier Hernandez scored his side’s fh’st and third goals after getting his head to 

precise crosses from Shinji Kagawa and Tom Cleverley. 

"This session is at the heart of why we are regarded as such a potent attacking force in the 
Barclays Premier League," Sir Alex wrote in Elite Soccer, 

Sir Alex has won no fewer than 12 Premier League titles and two Champions League crowns 
in a distinguished managerial career. 

Now you can benefit from his expertise by claiming your free attacking wing play and 

shooting session written by the man himself. 

The session will help your support players engineer chances through quick, instinctive 

interplay on the wing and your strikers to finish first time when the ball arrives into the area. 

Until midnight on Tuesday 30 October you can claim the issue of Elite Soccer featuring a 
session written by Manchester United manager Sir Alex Ferguson on attacking wing play and 
shooting free when you subscribe. 

After that, you’ll get the latest issue of Elite Soccer sent to your email address every month 
for the duration of your subscription. 

If you’re looking for solutions to your coaching problems you should look no further than Elite 

Soccer - published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA) 
representing all professional soccer managers in the English leagues. 

Subscribe today and you will also receive the October issue with a session written by Stoke 

City manager Tony Pulis on attacking throws in the final third. 

Yours ill Soccer, 



[ ii’~’iI David Clarke ] 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

PS - Elite Soccer is not available in the shops or from other websites. It can only be ordered 
from www.elitesoccercoachinq.net 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 

Bramley, 

Surrey GU5 0AB, 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul, mortimer@coach-soccer,corn 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you 

are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 

delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 12:50 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

More New Gloves + The Snood Is Back! 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 1:02 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Oct 30th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Oct 30th, 2012 

Tuesday’s TV: Cup and Copa 

League Cup on belN Sport: Reading - Arsenal at 3:45pm. Copa de[ Rey on belN Espano[: L[agostera - Valencia at 3pm (7:45pm 

on belN) and A[aves - Barcelona at 5pm (10pm on belN. Copa Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: Gremio - Mi[[onarios at 7:30pm. 

All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"Certainly over the last couple of months, I’ve heard comments about the team quitting. 
I’ve said along that this team hasn’t quit. These guys are fighters, they’ve had really bad 
moments of misfortune, which has led to eroded confidence and we’ve seen that, but we have 
not seen quit." Chivas USA coach Robin Fraser. 

Cooper wins POTW 

New York forward Kenny Cooper is Major League Soccer’s Player of the Week for the final week of the regular season, MLS 

announced on Monday. Cooper scored two goals in the Red Bulls 3-0 shutout of Philadelphia in Week 34. 

Keeping score for Toronto 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Oct 30, 2012) US Soccer Players - This morning, Toronto is once again going to remind 

the rest of Major League Soccer that they’re a team in transition. It’s a creative way to maneuver around being a team in 

trouble. Toronto management always seems to have a plan, pulled from the failure of the last plan. It’s gotten bad enough 

that the media is turning on itself and the dub, trying to maintain credibility in one of the few MLS markets that gets the 
kind of blanket coverage normally associated with bigger professional sports. 

Toronto has it a[[ in theory. Fan support, ownership that wi[[ spend on players, and facilities that are among the best in this 

League. What they don’t have is enough points over the course of the season to qualify for the p[ayoffs. As obvious as that 

may sound, it’s the difference between their management giving a squad enough time to turn that around or resorting to yet 

another revamp. 

Maybe the club’s faithful are at the point where they have no choice but to disagree, but the club’s management isn’t exactly 

wrong. MLS isn’t a circuit where a multi-season revamp makes sense. Youth movements are for other sports. MLS is about 

transition, and there are enough examples to hold Toronto to a standard. Solutions exist for problems and teams can improve 

from cupcakes to p[ayoff contenders in the months between the dose of one season and the beginning of another. It works in 

the other direction as we[[, with good teams one season floundering the next. 

So back to this morning, where the club’s exit interviews held for public consumption let us know that 2013 has already 

started for TFC and that there are no quick fixes. Yet, common sense suggests otherwise on both fronts. Continue reading 

"Keeping score for Toronto" ~ 

MLS stage set for dramatic playoffs - from Fox Soccer’s Ky[e McCarthy: The compressed schedule moves from game to game 

almost as quickly as the MLB and the NBA postseasons. 



Landon Donovan goes all 90 for L.A. Galaxy - from Pro Soccer Talk’s Steve Davis: Well, those four plus the Galaxy, 

obviously. 

Crew’s Higuain offers tasty teaser in season finale - from MLSsoccer.com’s Craig Merz: Higuain made a sharp move around a 

defender and fired into the right corner. 

Toronto FC wraps up worst-ever season with loss to Columbus Crew - from The Toronto Star’s Daniel Girard: The 23 points 

is also the Reds’ worst total in their six years of existence. 

Chivas Guadalajara not living up to potential or expectations - from Goal.com’s Brent Latham: Chivas are nothing to be 
afraid of right now. 

Premier League managers feel heat as they move near the transfer window - from The Independent’s Jack Pitt-Brooke: 

Every season there tends to be at least one winter dismissal towards the bottom of the Premier League. 

Wednesday’s TV: MLS Play-In 

The Eastern Conference Play-ln Round is on ESPIq2: Chicago - Houston at 9pm. 

bellq Sport has Chelsea - Manchester United in the League Cup at 3:45pm. Copa del Rey on bellq Espanol: Jean - Atletico 

Madrid at 12pm (I 1:55pm on bell, l) and A[coyano - Real Madrid at 5pm (10pm on bell, l). DFB Poka[ on Univision Deportes: 

Bayern Munich - Kaiserslautern at 3:30pm. French Cup on bellq at 7:45pm: PSG - Marseille. Serie A on bell, l: Juventus - 

Bologna at 5:45pm and bellq Espanol: Inter Milan - Sampdoria at 9:30pm. Copa Mexico on Galavision: Correcaminos - Dorados 
at 11 pm. All Times Eastern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter, com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:38 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 10/25/12: The Values Our Kids Learn From Others 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Manage your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

October 

Michael Josephson is a .."..ob,~d radio coP..-~men~a[o~ and the 
fore:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

First, and mes~ important: Happy CHARACTER COUNTS! 
Week! There’s stili time to register and download your 
free resources, We’~ be updaUng our Facebook paqe and 
o~ Character Educator Bloq to show how people around 
[he weHd are ce~ebrat~r~g CC~ Week, 

Also, ati graduates of our Character Development 
Seminars me i~ivi~ed to aUe~id a free workshop that ~’ti 
cond~,.’ct Dec, I ~ Los A~!~e~es, The h’~te~sWe program 

h~corporated ~n~o our redes~f~ned CHARACTER COUNT!5~ 
4,0 pro~ram. If you work with young people and have 
never" attended th~s ~d~y semma~, then learn more here 
or check the schedule for a~ even: near you. 

Finaliy, [ wa:~t to iet eve~yone I<now ti:at we continue to 
post new quote pesters on my Facebook paqe and on 
WhatWillMatter.com, Feet free to print them, We 
ericourage sharing, so click these "sha.."e" ar!d "like," 
buttons in Facebook so eli yea!" fiienda can see U’~em 
tee~ 

t i~2 Getth .... kly 
q 

/ 

lett~e 
1- 

Get the podcast in iT .... 
j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

The TEAM Approach to 
Teaching Character 
I want my kids to be smart 

and successful, but ] Mso 
want ti:em to be good, i 
wan[ therh [o be the kind o[ 
peo~fle other pare~ts woah~ 
~ke to see theh- k~da marry, ] 
a~so want them to make 
sound, va~ues~ based 
derisions that v,4~ huh> them 
be safe asd happy, So, Hke 
mos~ parents~ I spersd bts 

Cheek out 
Quotes & Observations 
re.." a variety o[ 

and motivationai %.’ores 
we posted tMs week, 

De:(t Let Others Define 

See and comment 

Quote and Poste~’," 
Great Leaders Are 
]"eachers~ Not Tyrants, 
See and comment 

Find arid l:oilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter fl’ee ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the aaie of ~’vlichaei’s 
books and CDs support clsa~a(:ter 

education in schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa~:ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blog0 Re~:ently pet;ted: 

Presidential Proclamation Kicks off 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week 
Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletteF >> 

Character education materials 

Keep U’..a~ charac~e.."-buikting 
message fropt and center even after" 
CC~ Week, D~sp~ay pos~ers and 

d~str~bute pencils, ph-~s: wr~st bands, 

throughout the year, Buy now >> 

Register for CC[ Week and get free 
dewnloadable resources, 



time trying to i..’~stili in them 

responsibility, fMrnas~, and 

k~ndnass, 
Listen or read more 

The Values Our Kids Learn 
From Others 
Blessed with the 
opportunities and obiigatiens 

of raising four young 
daughters, my ,~’SFe Anne and 
t are prefoundiy 

v~kH~s that ~’~fl~ he~p them 

become capable, 

and happy adults, I thk~k 
we’re doing ~ pretty good 

enough, 
Listen or read more 

A Person of Character 
I..et% face it, it% not easy to 
become a person of 
characl;e..", tt "takes a 9ood 
head’t, but ~t a~so req@res 
wisdom to know dgbt from 

costly, k~conve~qent, or 
d~fficuff, Becomh~g a person 
of character ~s a J~Febng 
quest to be better, 

Listen or read more 

The Nature of Character 
Abraham Lincoln was very 

concerned with d3~Factar~ 

ba~ he aiso was aware of the 
importance of i:a\,ing a good 
reputation. He axpiained ti:e 
difference ti:is way: 
"Ci~aracter is iike a tree and 
reputation iike its shadow. 
The shadow is wi:at we think 
o[ i’t; the tree is the real 
thing," 

Listen or read more 

We Don’t Need Anti= 
Bullying Programs 
Though intensive media 
attention on bailying has died 

to d~m~n~sh the Hves of tens 
of thousands o~ s~udents 
every day. Accordhsg to a 

a~ h~gh schoo~ s~uden~s say 

selflessly upse~ thegn, A 
shs~sr number sa~d they had 

Listen or read more 

comments ors We Don’t 
Need Anti-Bullying 
Programs: "You are 
corrac.s, Pao@e of 
character don% 

the desha a~d ~biIity 
<ontro~ (subju~iate} 

others," 

comments on Every 
Good Decision Starts 
With a Stop: "This is an 
attra<t@e ~mafle--. ’start 
with a stop’ -- and i 

know m,~ny Of US ,Ke 

funning full speed and 
need it as a remh~der." 

Every Good Decision 
Starts With a Stolx 
"Whih~ this is safe 

advk% some~U~-~es 

ahead. I know that to 
many peepie seem to 
have ibis att~iu~e bet 
the out came is worth 
fhe ~sk sometimes you 
h~ve to t~ke 

comments on Doctoring 
With a Heart: "re.." aDout 
20 years ~:ow my wife 

and I have been blessed 
{o have su~:h a docLor, 
Dr Geo~’ge Houtoussis is 

a very kind and 

who has often gone 
above and beyond the 
cam of du~y ~s caring for 
us and many of h~s other 

patients." 

~ook al-I AntjlBull¥ing Workshop 

I..earp he~,~,, ta h’~tervem~ combat 
cyberbuiIying, and promote a positive 
ached ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators arid youth-service 
leaders to be effective ¢haracte: 
educators, Upcoming semhiars: 

Nov. 7-9, Dallas >> 

Nov. 28-30, Los Angeles 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webina.."s are a convenient, 

ci: a iacter.-daveioplr:ent techniques, 

Learn more see schedule 

e/,t~" Sportsmanship Blog, RecanNy 
posted: 

Lance’s Lonq Fall Continues 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly elnewsletter >> 

Michael 

Josephson 

for a Spouter or Col~sultar~t? Book Michael Josephson0 

..",!khaet ]esaphson motivates audiences from .She government, business, 

iournaiism, law, education, sports, polichig, and the military wi.sh his unique 

delivery, enga@ng presentaiiens, ~nd personsi tIIention to yam’ or!ptnization% 

r~eeds, Call ~;00-,7~--2670 or learn more, 

The :~o:@rofit ;asephsan institute is woNdng to create a wodd where people act mere 

Your done.siena enabie us to Offal" sol’vices alid resources like .shin newsie.s.ser, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsietter flora la..",dh’~g h’~ your junk fokier by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
vou~" addras<, book o!" approved sande! list. 
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#~2012 Josephson institute. ~’CHAR/>,CTER COUNTS!" is ~ regisle~ed iradem~rk ot 
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Click here to unsubscribe. 
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Click here to shaxe this email with a friend~ 
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Michael Josephson is a .."..ob,~d radio coP..-~men~a[o~ and the 
fore:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

First, and mes~ important: Happy CHARACTER COUNTS! 
Week! There’s stili time to register and download your 
free resources, We’~ be updaUng our Facebook paqe and 
o~ Character Educator Bloq to show how people around 
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Seminars me i~ivi~ed to aUe~id a free workshop that ~’ti 
cond~,.’ct Dec, I ~ Los A~!~e~es, The h’~te~sWe program 

h~corporated ~n~o our redes~f~ned CHARACTER COUNT!5~ 
4,0 pro~ram. If you work with young people and have 
never" attended th~s ~d~y semma~, then learn more here 
or check the schedule for a~ even: near you. 

Finaliy, [ wa:~t to iet eve~yone I<now ti:at we continue to 
post new quote pesters on my Facebook paqe and on 
WhatWillMatter.com, Feet free to print them, We 
ericourage sharing, so click these "sha.."e" ar!d "like," 
buttons in Facebook so eli yea!" fiienda can see U’~em 
tee~ 
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want ti:em to be good, i 
wan[ therh [o be the kind o[ 
peo~fle other pare~ts woah~ 
~ke to see theh- k~da marry, ] 
a~so want them to make 
sound, va~ues~ based 
derisions that v,4~ huh> them 
be safe asd happy, So, Hke 
mos~ parents~ I spersd bts 

Cheek out 
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re.." a variety o[ 

and motivationai %.’ores 
we posted tMs week, 

De:(t Let Others Define 

See and comment 

Quote and Poste~’," 
Great Leaders Are 
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See and comment 

Find arid l:oilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter fl’ee ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 
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Get a paper copy 

educa~:ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blog0 Re~:ently pet;ted: 

Presidential Proclamation Kicks off 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week 
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Get monthly e-newsletteF >> 

Character education materials 

Keep U’..a~ charac~e.."-buikting 
message fropt and center even after" 
CC~ Week, D~sp~ay pos~ers and 

d~str~bute pencils, ph-~s: wr~st bands, 

throughout the year, Buy now >> 

Register for CC[ Week and get free 
dewnloadable resources, 
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and happy adults, I thk~k 
we’re doing ~ pretty good 

enough, 
Listen or read more 

A Person of Character 
I..et% face it, it% not easy to 
become a person of 
characl;e..", tt "takes a 9ood 
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wisdom to know dgbt from 

costly, k~conve~qent, or 
d~fficuff, Becomh~g a person 
of character ~s a J~Febng 
quest to be better, 

Listen or read more 

The Nature of Character 
Abraham Lincoln was very 

concerned with d3~Factar~ 

ba~ he aiso was aware of the 
importance of i:a\,ing a good 
reputation. He axpiained ti:e 
difference ti:is way: 
"Ci~aracter is iike a tree and 
reputation iike its shadow. 
The shadow is wi:at we think 
o[ i’t; the tree is the real 
thing," 

Listen or read more 
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selflessly upse~ thegn, A 
shs~sr number sa~d they had 
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comments on Every 
Good Decision Starts 
With a Stop: "This is an 
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with a stop’ -- and i 

know m,~ny Of US ,Ke 

funning full speed and 
need it as a remh~der." 
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Starts With a Stolx 
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ahead. I know that to 
many peepie seem to 
have ibis att~iu~e bet 
the out came is worth 
fhe ~sk sometimes you 
h~ve to t~ke 
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With a Heart: "Fo.." aDout 
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and I have been blessed 
{o have su~:h a docLor, 
Dr Geo~’ge Houtoussis is 

a very kind and 

who has often gone 
above and beyond the 
cam of du~y ~s caring for 
us and many of h~s other 

patients." 

~ook al-I AntjlBull¥ing Workshop 

I..earp he~,~,, ta h’~tervem~ combat 
cyberbuiIying, and promote a positive 
ached ciimate, Learn more >> 
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See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webina.."s are a convenient, 
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Learn more see schedule 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MPS: Camps & Clinics <andrew@masspremiersoccer.ccsend.com> 

~Vednesday, October 31, 2012 12:47 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

November One-Day Clinics - Only $20! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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%i SoccerPlus Logo 
CMYK 

Hello players, parents and coaches, 

This is a special invitation to all members of our SoccerPlus 
Community. We are again offering our Early Enrollment Discount 
Program to reward our most-committed students. 

Now is a great time to share your love for SoccerPlus with your 
friends and family, so that they can get in on the discount too! 

This year we will bring new developments in both the Fieldplayer Academy and the Goalkeeper 
School, with new programs to further challenge our students. In addition, we will be offering a 
College ID Camp in which we will attract many college coaches to come and observe and help 
our students in the college recruitment process. (Details of new programs will be released, along 
with the confirmed 2013 camp schedule, no later than December 1 .) 

Yes, the[~ will be a lot of new opportunities and pt~g[ams, but our foundation of educating the 
total child and providing our students with cutting-edge instruction will never change. 

ii~iI fieldplayeL programs 

This is how the Early Enrollment Discount Program works: 

Register by clicking here to leave your $250 deposit toward camp 
in 2013. (One deposit is required per student.) 

The 2013 schedule will be released at wvwv.soccerplus.or.q no 
later than December 1,2012. (Information about the schedule 
cannot be confirmed until that time.) 

The 2013 schedule will be very similar to the 2012 schedule but 
there may be some changes in dates and locations, as well 
as additional locations. 

Once the schedule is released, determine which camp dates and 
location work best for your family, then write to us with your 
camp selection. 

/tAIL: info@soccerplus.org ~ CALL US: 1-800.533-7371 



Thanks for your continued support of SoccerPlus. I can’t wait to work with all of you in the 

summer of 2013! 

Sincerely, 

Tony DiCicco 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

XL Soccer Tours <ciaran@xltravel.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 2:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Watch European Soccer, Live & In Person! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh <IVlMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 6:34 PM 

grashton@david~m.edu; libold@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estepheu~m@dtma.duke.edu; da]uz@wfu.edu; santort[~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@mailer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; madrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthorpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena floyd@ucsu.edu; 
beck)~@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost@miami.edu; ’n.nonnau@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagau@~niami.edu’; Dorr~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@emafil.unc.edu>; ducar@uucaa.uuc.edu; ronnie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heatber.henson@behnout.edu; l@e.roelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.fmvel@belmont.edu; eradwan@clemsou.edu; jefe~yr@clemson.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shorne@elon.edu; brimflee@lsu.edu; 

ser~£y gw@me~eer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; mn~ners@athletics.msstate.edu; myrauda@athlelics.msstate.edu; 

beth.acreman@murraystate.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; acromwell@athletics.uc£edu; chale@athletics.uc£edu; jonlipsitz@uky.edu; 

mrayn2@uky.edu; aaron.rodgers@uk~.~.edu; mmott~olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrew~ey@olemiss.edu; 

mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; linda.hamilton@uuf.edu; morgan.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@tm£edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; 

COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; SmithJR5@gwm.~.edu; dschilte@admin.usf.edu; chrisbrown@admin.usf.edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.usf.edu; 

kiahab@wottbrd.edu; ficanklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; strickla~dsc@appstate.edu; richtka@auburn.edu; 

kzm0001@aubum.edu; AMB0023@aubum.edu; tx~olek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clark@cmnpbell.edu; fica~kliul@campbell.edu; 

~ftballg@campbell.edu; gevan@centenary.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; 

jack~mll@cofc.edu; mcnamarak@cofc.edu; donnenwirth@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; chen)jas@ecu.edu; hensonha@mail.etsu.edu; 
bdooley@fau.edu; krmounce@garduer-webb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; lindses~’m~derspiegel@georgiasouthern.edu; 

bdunleavy@georgiasouthem.edu; uiji.olagbegi@sums.edu; beopham@ju.edu; edade@iu.edu; korr2@jacksouville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; 

j~nirelm~d@mail.lipsco~nb.edu; kshe~ry@latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scurvelo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@~no~eheadstate.edu; 

w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; djlara@moreheads~ate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sbums@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetsou.edu; 

pharbin@uab.edu; scotwieland@louisiaua.edu; ld’elguson@louisville.edu; lindsay.basalyga@eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; 

Jmitcbell@soccermail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; DBrizard@tntech.edu; bob.mnch@citadel.edu; chfisbeutley@troy.edu; cscanlma@troy.edu; 

sselby@ia.ua.edu; tbdelgado@ualr.edu; clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; 

calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uucc.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; jlcoN@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; cairneyp@tmcw.edu; 
barnesm@uncw.edu; elovaaram@uncw.edu; mvavg@usouthal.edu; scott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megm~.foreste@usm.edu; 

jkirt@utk.edu; bpenskyl@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal@utm.edu; lmaJccoui@utm.edu; 

tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@email.wcu.edu; ja~m.neidell@wku.edu; heii~m@winthrop.edu; rodriguezs3@winthrop.edu; 

eterrill@csuniv.edu; jpersou@fmarion.edu; smukheljee@fmarion.edu; BHeembrock@fmarion.edu; ath&un@la~gate.gsu.edu; 
bibnt~n@highpoint.edu; Id’ontain@highpoiut.edu; mbedll@highpoint.edu; davis@j su.edu; atsmf ,a)jsu.edu; kristen.fillmore@nicholls.edu; 

dyla~.h~mson@nicholls.edu; bhombuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; BmnaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; 

tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.ocouuo@s~ntleo.edu; ~lnie.hamel@saintleo.edu; GLUCEY@UT.EDU; ches~tnut@fiu.edu; kschroed@fiu.edu; 

ipouyeado@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; mdswau@catawba.edu; 

pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; dwaintra@catawba.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; bella@chowau.edu; elems@guilford.edu; 

wsoccer@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whitiugn@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; samantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; 

kmille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@me~edith.edu; bbiancu@ncwc.edu; lkjenkin@peace.edu; 

Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; turnblome@queens.edu; decesare@queens.edu; jay.caJlahan@salem.edu; 

lars.anders~u@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu 

LDC United U18G Class 2013 Bethesda Schedule 

Coaches - below is our Bethesda College Showcase schedule at the Maryland SoccerPlex for the LDC United Elite 94.95 U18 Girls. I have some very good players 

in all positions including GK from one of the stronger teams in region I that are in the college recruiting / search process and hopefully you can see them play next 

weekend or at the upcoming CASL event. My last run through of players in the 2010 class produced a large number of immediate impact D1 players and there are 

some nice players on this 2013 team that would be nice finds at this stage of the process. 

Friday November 9 

1:15 PM       LDC UNITED ELITE 94.95 vs. FC VIRGINIA FCV COURAGE 94 (VA) @Maryland SoccerPlex #09 

Saturday November 10 

9:45 AM       LDC UNITED ELITE 94.95 vs. NJSA ’04 STORM (N J) @ Maryland SoccerPlex #22 

Sunday November 11 

11:30 AM      LDC UNITED ELITE 94.95 vs. SMITHTOWN KICKERS SC SPIRIT (NYE) @Maryland SoccerPlex #21 

We will have team profiles to hand out at the event but if you would like one emailed to you then let me know. 

Thank you 

Michael McHugh 

Head Coach 

LDC United Elite 94.95 

2012 Eastern Pennsylvania State Cup Champions 

2012 Region 1 Championships 

2012 ASL 1 

www.ldcunitedelit e9495.com 

717-805-4085 
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Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commenta~’@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Real Golden Rule as the Road of Honor 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
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Listen or read more 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach-soccer.com> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 10:16 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

48 hours left: The training ground secret that could give you 25% more goals 

In this email you’ll find out: 

~ \~Vhy 8 r~ew co~c~°s ~’~(:~thods have e~’~abk.,d hi.s te~m~ to score 2~% 

establish yo~r tea~-~’~ i~-~ a higher’-divisio~ ,-a[~d ~pset 

* }~ow yo~ ca~-~ steal th÷ t~’~.~i~--~i~--~£~ 9ro~~d secrets of the wo~’k~% best 

D~a r All son ~ 

In the Premier League last year, West Bromwich 
Albion scored 44 goals at an average of 1.15 
goals per game. 

Despite playing the likes of Manchester City, 
Tottenham Hotspur, Liverpool and Everton in 
their first eight games this season, new manager 

Steve Clarke’s West Bromwich Albion side are 
scoring at a rate of 1.50 goals per game. 

Imagine if your team scored 25% more goals - 
where would that leave you in the league? 

Steve Clarke’s penalty box session can help 
you improve your output in front of goal. The 
session is all about quality delivery of crosses 
into the box - whipped, driven and from set-plays 
- as well as quality finishing from headers, 
volleys, shots and rebounds. 

As Steve Clarke himself puts it: "It’s important to 
practise this session because despite the minute 

attention to detail that soccer demands, it is basic 
technique, skill and tactical awareness that 
ultimately leads to goalscoring chances being 
created. And that applies at aft levels of the 
game." 

James Morrison celebrates 

James Morrison celebrates his opening goal 

against QPR with Goran Popov. 

Steve Clarke’s penalty box session that he runs with his West Bromwich Albion team is the 
lead coaching session in the new issue of Elite Soccer, published today. Elite Soccer is the 
only magazine featuring training sessions written by coaches from the best league in the 
world because it is published in partnership with the League Managers Association 
(LMA). 

Now you too can use this session with your team and improve your crossing and finishing. 

Subscribe before midnight on Sunday, 4 November (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!}, and, as 
well as receiving our new Steve Clarke issue with his penalty box session, we’ll also send 
you our October 2012 issue featuring a session from Stoke City manager Tony Pulis FREE. 
This offer represents your last opportunity to get the session from Tony Pulis on attacking 
throw-ins when you take a subscription - and it won’t cost you a cent extra! 

Subscribe to Elite Socoer today 

About Steve Cla~ke 



Steve Clarke has had an impressive start to life in 
management with early season Premier League 
victories for his West Bromwich Albion side over the 
likes of Liverpool and Everton. 

Previously, Clarke had acted as a deputy to some of 
the highest profile managers in the game including 
Jose Mourinho, Sir Bobby Robson and Kenny 
Dalglish. 

Clarke began coaching in 1998 after making 520 
appearances for St Mirren and Chelsea. He was also 
capped six times by Scotland. 

You can use Steve’s penalty box session with your 
team. In fact, we are so confident that you can 
improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat 
we offer a 100% money back guarantee on every 
subscription. 

Steve Clarke 
And remember, if you subscribe before midnight 
on Sunday, 4 November (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!}, 
you’ll also receive our October 2012 issue free including a session on attacking 
throw-ins from Tony Pulis of Stoke City. 

Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

Elite Socceris the monthly coaching e-magazine published in association with the LMA. It is 
designed to give coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of the game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions first-hand from top-class managers like Steve 
Clarke and Tony Pulis for you to use to improve as a coach and improve the performance 
of your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we put them in a format that coaches 
at all levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back to the manager and check the 
session is exactly as he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a Saturday morning, just as 
easily as professionals can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team and if it doesn’t, you can have your 

money back. 

l ii ~:~ iI Subscribe to Elite S .... today 

When you subscribe before midnight on Sunday, 4 November (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!} 

you will receive the November issue featuring Steve Clarke’s penalty-box session. 

AND we will also send you the October 2012 issue with a session from Tony Pulls on the 
attacking throw-in. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique opportunity to coach like Steve 
Clarke and receive a free issue of Elite Soccertoo. Please remember though that this offer 
ends at midnight on Sunday, 4 November (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!). 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so when 
you subscribe before midniclht on Sunday 4 November you will also receive the following: 



Graham Westley (Preston North End) - Defending at set- 
plays 

Call Fletcher (Plymouth Argyle) - Attacking movement for N-° 

10s 

Gary Rowett (Burton Albion) - Switching play 

Tommy Wilson (Rangers) - 4-2-3-1 alternatives 

~, Kevin Nicholson (Exeter City) - Free-kick routines 

Elite Soccer- November 2012 

i:~i: Subscribe to Elite Socoer today 

~’~’o~ the October" 2012 iss~e feat~.t~’im.:~ ~"o~y Pu~is: 

Tony Mowbray (Middlesbrough) - Playing through the lines 

Graham Turner (Shrewsbury Town) - Movement and rotation 

Micky Mellon (Fleet, wood Town) - Interplay with small-sided 
games 

Paul Hart (Charlton Athletic) - Zonal marking from corners 

Terry Brown (LMA Ambassador) - The end productt 
Elite Soccer- October 2012 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must subscribe before midnight on Sunday, 4 

November (JUST 48 HOURS LEFT!). 

Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches in the 

English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your 
coaching and your team’s results. Remember: This special offer is only available until 
midnight on Sunday, 4 November. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

P.S. Please remember that this special offer is only available until midnight on Sunday, 4 
November so please don’t delay and subscribe to Elite Soccertoday! 

Elite 

Soccer 

logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mo rtimer@coach-soccer.com 



This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 2:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WATCH THIS (Video) 

It’s Friday and statifftics show 

it’s one of the most popular days 

that people sit on a computer to watch 

videos. 

Me personally, the videos I care to watch 

are about soccer. The other day I sent 

you Messi’s highlights but today I’ve 

stumbled upon a video about... 

Soccer Training! 
The video talks about a "NEW" way for 

training Soccer that has produced all 

star high school players, led a team 

to the college playoffs for the firs~t 

time in decades and lots more. 

It’s a short video but definitely one 

worth sharing. Check it out here: 

Soccer Training < - - - (Video) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Team Connection <enews@teamconnection.com~ 

Friday, November 2, 2012 3:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

We’re Opening Our Doors and You’re Invited Special OilEr!! 

Team Connection Outlet Header 

Team Connection 

ASOUT US I CUSTOMER SERX,’qCE I POLICIES 

Find us eisewi~ere: 

@2012 Team Conc,,e~ion All rights reserved. 



Team Ccri!;ecl:ion. inc.~ ~[i~ ~ .... ,:\~".,’,..,.., Place I ~-ti.~}12 Pcint, NC 27263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:35 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special trial ofl~r: 3 issues of Elite Soccer for JUST $1 

Dear Anson, 

SpecN trial offer: 3 issues of Elite Soccerfor JUST $4 

We have re-opened our popular 3 issues for $1 offer for a limited time period only. Make sure 
that you don’t miss out on 18 Elite Soccer coaching sessions for just $1 by signing up for this 

special offer today. 

With Elite Socceryou will learn what the top professional managers in the English leagues are 
coaching their players right now. 

Elite Soccer coaching sessions are easy-to-follow and last approximately one hour. Managers 
explain what tactics they use in defence and attack, plus they share those little gems of wisdom 
that really bring out the best in their players. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips you will soon learn all it takes to coach a 
successful, winning team. 

Your very special trial issues... 

The three trial issues of Elite Soccerinclude complete coaching sessions from: 

Issue one: Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity 

Kenny Jackett on perfect wing play 

Karl Robinson on counter-attacking 

Dario Gradi on defensive progressions 

Dan Walder on pole to pole vision 

Jimmy Gilligan on switching forward focus 

Issue two: Roy Hodgson on pressing and screening 

Andy Thorn on balancing the back four 

Richie Barker on pre-season practice 

Gary Johnson on long-range shooting 

Paul Hart on becoming pass masters 

lan Dipper on creative play around the box 



issue three: David Moyes on changing attacking angles 

Aidy Boothroyd on the transition game 

Russell Slade on possession and retention 

Graham Westley on shooting from distance 

David Pleat on extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton on keeper reactions and decisions 

Take out today’s three issue trial offer and you will get a total of 18 coaching sessions - for 
JUST $1. 

Elite Soccerpublishes coaching sessions from the best managers in the best league in the 
world. We can only provide these sessions because of our unique partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA).These guys do not provide this information for anyone else! 

If you want to stay ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is the 
best coaching tool for the job. 

With today’s special three issue trial offer, you can see if Elite Soccer is for you for just $1- but 
hurry as this offer is only open for a limited time only So take out your Elite Soccertrial today! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Elite Soccer 
Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 
View this email online 

FOLLOW US ON 

TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Green Star Media 2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@maiLfeedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 12:14 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Nov 5th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Nov 5th, 2012 

Monday’s TV 

Premier League on ESPN2: WBA - Southampton at 3pm. La Liga on belN Sport: Getafe - Real Betis at 3:30pm. All Times 
Eastern 

National Teamers Abroad: Assists in Germany 

We start in the Bundes[iga, where Fabian Johnson and Danny Williams’s Hoffenheim got the better of Jermaine Jones and 

Scha[ke, beating them 3-2. Johnson setup Kevin Vo[[and’s 13th minute opener with Scha[ke equalizing twice. Sven 

Schipp[ock scored Hoffenheim’s winner in stoppage time. Jones subbed out in the 77th minute. Timmy Chandler assisted 

on Timo Gebhart’s 76th minute goal for Nurnberg’s 1-0 shutout of Wo[fsburg. Steve Cherundolo and Hannover shutout 

Augsburg 2-0. Marne Diouf opened the scoring in the 26th minute with Lars Stind[ doubling the lead in the 85th. 

Jozy Altidore and AZ lost 2-1 to VVV Ven[o when the away side came up with a 94th minute winner. VVV opened the scoring 

in the 79th minute with Erik Fa[kenburg equalizing for AZ in the 87th. Carlos Bocanegra and Racing Santander beat A[corcon 

2-1. In Serie A, Michael Bradley’s Roma beat Palermo 4-1. Roma led from the 11th minute when Francesco Totti scored. 

Palermo ruined the shutout with an 84th minute goal Sacha Kljestan and Ander[echt beat Meche[en 4-1. Tom de Sutter 

scored three of Ander[echt’s goals. Terrence Boyd and Rapid Vienna lost 2-1 to Sturm Graz. Trailing by two goals, Guido 

Burgsta[[er scored for Rapid in the 67th minute. 

In Denmark, Charlie Davies subbed on in the 75th minute in Randers’s scoreless draw with Horsens. Clarence Goodson’s 
Brondby were shutout 3-0 by Odense. Michael Parkhurst and Nordsjae[[and beat Sonderjyske 2-I. Morten Nordstrand 

equalized in the 39th minute and Mikke[ Beckmann scored the winner in the 72nd. Alejandro Bedoya and He[singborg drew 

2-2 with Gefle. He[singborg fe[[ behind in the 11th minute but equalized with a Mattias Lindstrom goal in the 37th and took 

the lead when Niko[a Durdic scored six minutes later. Bedoya subbed out in the 84th minute. Mix Disekrud’s Rosenborg lost 

2-I to Stromgodset. Diskerud played 87 minutes. Continue reading "National Teamers Abroad: Assists in Germany" ~, 

MLS Playoffs: Slight advantage 

Major League Soccer’s 2012 semifinal opening legs still have plenty of questions remaining. To start, when wi[[ we see a goal 

in the Seattle - Salt Lake series? Opening on Friday night at CenturyLink Field, the game ended scoreless with both 
goalkeepers doing their part. RSL’s Nick Rimando finished with five saves to Michael Gspurning’s four, and it was Rimando 

getting the plaudits for keeping his team in the game. 

"1 think it wi[[ have to go down as one of the single best individual performances by any player that’s ever worn an RSL 

jersey," Salt Lake coach Jason Kreis said. 

Rimando’s individual performance didn’t set the tone for the weekend. At RFK Stadium on Saturday night, own goals did the 

scoring in a 1-1 draw. DC United missed a penalty and ended up with ten men after Andy Najar picked up a second yellow 

card for tossing the bail at the referee. New York couldn’t take advantage, with their offense never seeming to click. 

Continue reading "MLS P[ayoffs: Slight advantage" ,~ 



MLS and the Playoff Standard 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Nov 5, 2_012) US Soccer PLayers - The majority of complaints about the pLayoff setup 
concern the two-Leaf series. So how about 8ettin8 rid of the two-Leaf series? This is an old point in this Lea~lue and we’ve seen 

a variety of answers. Thou~lh it manacled to throw me on an annual basis, MLS used to foLLow the two-Leaf Conference 

semifinals with a sinsLe ~lame Conference championship. Instead of 8oin8 aLL in with a sinsLe-same setup, they added a 

second-Leaf to the championships. 

Part of this is tryin~ to meet a worldwide standard. In most places, pLayoffs mean two-Le~s. The Champions League and 

Europa in Europe, Copa Libertadores in South America, and CONCACAF’s own Champions League make a distinction between 

sin~Le-~ame knockout domestic cups and bi~er knockout tournaments. Two-Le~s means important, but MLS doesn’t have to 

foLLow tradition. 

There’s no pressin8 need to see what MLS teams can do over a two-Leaf series since even thou~lh we already have a sinsLe 

~lame elimination tournament that normaLLy features MLS clubs pLayin8 each other. The US Open Cup isn’t a bib enou~lh 

competition in the eyes of most fans to confuse its sinsLe-knockout setup with the MLS pLayoffs. That takes away the identity 

issue found in other countries. For a major European Lea~lue with two domestic cups, identity and importance are serious 

concerns. That’s not how it works here. 

With that in mind, there’s no pressure for the MLs pLayoffs to be distinctive. They can take from whatever model they Like, 

tweak as needed, and try to come up with somethin~ that rewards and entertains. Those two points have to balance with 

each other. 

This is a League that doesn’t make its regular season champion its overaLL champion, so there shouldn’t be the expectation 

that the pLayoffs come to the same conclusion as the regular season. That Limits the advantages any team should have once 

the postseason starts. It’s also part of the problem with the two-Le~ series. Continue readin~ "MLS and the PLayoff Standard" 

Marsch ’parts ways’ with Impact 

When a club that didn’t make the postseason caLLs a press conference for a pLayoff Saturday, the news is LikeLy to be 

important. Montreal announced earlier today that coach Jesse Marsch is no Lon~ler with the club. "It is important to clarify 

that this is not a dismissal or a resisnation, but rather an amicable partin8 of ways," Impact president Joey Saputo said in a 

press statement. "ALthou~lh the decision was a tou~lh one to make, it was made mutuaLLy for the benefit of the club. WhiLe 

we had the same Lon~l-term objectives for this team, we realized over the past few weeks that we did not share the same 

philosophy as how to ~let there. Jesse always had the club at heart and he did his very best to succeed." Continue readin8 

"Marsch ’parts ways’ with Impact" ~ 

Tuesday’s TV: Champions League 

Champions Lea~lue on Fox Soccer: Manchester City - Ajax at 2:30pm, Real Madrid - Borussia Dortmund at 5pm (2:30pm on Fox 

Soccer PLus), and SchaLke 04 - Arsenal at 7pm. 

~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 



~ FeedBlitz Secondary Slot 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinfl archives, here to chanfle vour preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ 

PrivacV 

Your requested content detivery powered by FeedBtitz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +1.978.776.9498 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.claxke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 3:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

11 Secrets to Successful Comers. Download today. 

Deax Anson, 

Did you know that in all average soccer match a team will win 6 comers? 

But chances are you will only score from 1 in 30*. 

Improving your team’s conversion rote from comers will greatly increase your 

chances of winning and put pressure on your opponents. 

That’s why my new report 11 Secrets to Successful Corners, given away free to 

new Better Soccer Coaching members, could be the most influential report for 
you this season. 

Just click on the link to regis~ter and get your ficee coW. 

Send me my copy of 11 Secrets to Successful Corners 

11 Secrets to successful corners 

cover image 

My fm~tastic report will help your team 

increase its comer conversion, mad give 

your players the tools to defend against 
every comer fired at them. 

The match-specific advice in this report 

will revolutionize your approach to 
comers, giving your team a winning 

advmltage. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains 

eau to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

pertbrma~ce of your team, with contributions from English Premier League 

coaches. 

Our regular contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West ttmn Academy 

(and tile man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in tile 

English game including England international players Rio Feldinand, Frank 

Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick). 

We also feature Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 
Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our free 

training tips a~d ideas in their inbox evew Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that mos~t members find they receive a drill or game they 

can pnt to use with their team straight away. 

What’s more, sip.n-up today mid as a special pre-season welcome you will get a 
second free report: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

All you need to do is go here, enter your emaJl address and select your country of 
residence, and I’ll send you the ti’ee report straight away. Your first issue of Better 



Soeeer Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, aad I promise 

never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter 

your mnail address and countly. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please 

do not hesitate to contact me using the details below, or visit my website at 

wryly, bettersoceercoach ing. com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannmy Lane, Bramley, 

Guildfbrd, GU50AB, UNted Kingdom 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: info@bettersoccercoaching.com 

* Premier League 2009/10 season, soume Opta. 

Unsubscribe, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Team Connection <enews@teamconnection.com~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Temn Connection Fall Warehou~ Sale Starts Thursday’. 

Team Connection Outlet Header 

Team Connection 

Find us e~sewhere: 

© 2012 Team Co;qnectioc’. All rights reseP,,ed 



Team ,¢3oa~e,stbn, inc i 6~5 Aite~ Place I High Point, NC 2?263 



Fix)mr 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS Sportsmanship Newsletter <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

SoCal Students Honored at Character Dinner 

Sport ..... hip Blog 

Center for Sports Ethics i ~ i Training I Products Donate 

Dki yea ,’.!et this from a friend? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

SoCal Students 
Honored at Character 
Dinner 

Southern Cati%rnia 

stt~dent-athletes and nine 
administrators were 
he..",ered for [heir 

and sports.q~anship a.s a 
gala dinner aboard 

Que,en Ha;’y m Leng Beach, 

Read more 

FEATLIRE 

To Run or Not to Run 
The act of running iaps or wi..’yJ 

spI°i.."..ts has long been used ~ 
motivating tool 1:o.." high s.::hool 
coaches that are looking to send 
a message to their team, Bu’~ 
~sowo the Des Ivtoi..",es, ]:ewa s.::~sooi 
district is cur!ently loekin9 into 
whether s;,.’ch discipiina!y 
practices should be eliminated, 

Take the poll read more >> 

Character education materials 

Free Resources and Great 

New Products on Sale Now! 
Shop now for decoratio.qs, 
cui°i°io:da, apparel, and 

aware~ess fferns, And 
forpet [o ~ister for the free 
resources we’ve 

NBA Cracks Down on Flopping 
-Yi:e NBA seaso.."., tips eft tonk, th.: with an interesting new policy that 
could improve both sportsmanship on the court and tire ov(’,-I°ati quality 
o1: [~ie game. This year, piaye.."s that make a habit of flopping 
(exaggeratiru~ a fati to tire g~ound in order to get a foul calted) wiil be 
subject te fi.."..es and even suspensions, 
Read more >> 

Inspirational High 
School Football 
Game Goinq 
Hollywood 
L.", 2008~ a high school 
i’ootball game i..", Texas 

between Gainesville 
State Sci:ooi and 
Grapevi..",e Faith Christian 
High School gained 
.."..a.sienal attention, but 
.’..or because of who won 
e.." lest 
Read more >> 

What People Are 
Saying,.. 

fo ~’<~spond. Post good 

)de,~:t t~ke us b:~ fask, or 

}--’~ ~’ts u m c o r.q m e n t ~,~ on 

College Football 
Cupcakes: Fair or 
Unfair?:;;]: feet for the 
p~ayers on the ~ess 
D~v. Z footba~ prop~ams 
who scheduled 
the much ~srger and 
heralded schools~ The 
AA teams and poor 

Learns ca~ ~(dn a~ ent~e 
seasons w~th key 

guaranteed mosey so 
they ~:a~ fund their 

G~’eg OE~et comments 
Sportsmanshi~ 
Find at Ryder Cup: "i 
ti:ink we should not 
ove.."ieek the exempla.."y 
sportsma ssi:il:~ exhibited 

by Phil Nk:keis<m in his 
fi.."..ai match. He applauded 
wi’..e~ Xastin Rose made 
ti:at crazy putt o.q 1.7 and 
was very ciaasy thru the 
end o1: the 

Nhat~ comments on The 
Shutdown of Stephen 
Strasburg: "The true 
reaso.q he was shut dov, m 

the Nat~orsa~s had o~ the~ 

Rid’~ comme.."...ss on Thee 
Shutdown of Stephen 
Strasburq: 
down Strasbt~rg is (.qiv a 
potentiai band aide and 
s~icki.."..g ~o thei~ dedsie..", 
is a noble .posture by the 
..qationais. But, it’s t~’ue 

the traditio.."..al .mecha.."..ics 
ei: pitching is are unnatural 

motion ti’,at affects the 
iong term viabiiity of the 
eibow alo~i(j with the 
si:eulder," 

Bi~I ~e~ez ce.q~ments o.’.. 



Kershaw Wins the Clemente. is Baseball Kinq of the Character 
Awards? 

iS,~gete,’,~ Dodgers, received .:.h.e R~b~’.-i°t~ Ck’,-me~te Award, which, 
accotdir~g to ~’4LB, "t’ecogruzes the pis~yet" who best e×emplifies the 

~dMdual’s co~tdbutio~ ~o Ms team." 
Read more >> 

Lance’s Lonq Fall Continues 

order to 
more 

i~ WhatWill Matter Doing Sports Right 

piay b~sketb~il h~ !:i:e worst way, 
Urifertur~atety, givet~ my s~ze at~d taierit, 
i:ow .~ piayed, Read more >> 

Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app >> 

Sportsmanship Touqh to 
Find at Ryder Cup: 
"Speski~g of 
sportsmanship, or the 

:iack of it, hew ~bout that 

f~om Gree~ Bay," 

Unsubscribe i Manape newsletter subscriptions == Josephsonlnstitute.orq 

Center for Sports 
Ethics 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commenta~’@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 2:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 11/1/12: The Power in Me 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaRe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commen~a[o~ arid the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

thh; ~ews~ette~ and te the What WH~ Matter Bh>g that we 

hope you wql fh~d valuable. F~rst, to establish a more 

Mk:haeF (see be~ow), Second, we want to make ~t 

ema[[ address; michaeJjosephson@jiethics.org, Third, 
we’ve added to the Meg more quotes, hr~ages, msd 
to vk~eos arid art~des that we think yeu’~ hke. We’ve 
up the quotes as posters so you can p~int and share 
them w~th others, Our goa~ ~s to make the ent~e 
browseworthy ..... p~ease v~Mt the homepage at 
WhatWillNatter.com as often as yo~ can. We’re 
confident every v~s~t v,4U e~d h~ d~scovery of new 

Gratitude, Compassion and Civic Duty in the Wake 
of Sandy 
The t~t~pre~:edented devastation caused t>y Hu~dca~e 
Sandy chaUenges us to be beth more gratefu~ for aU we 
have a~d compasMo~a~e, ge~uh~e~V compass~o~ate, 
[award those who have suffered ~fe--a~ter~ng ~osses. At 

and ~t deserves your attelst~os and part~dpat~om It’s 
l:rustrat~r~g that mar~y of us ~@e ~r~ so~k~ bh.~e or red 

are presumed a~d, we are effecth/dy tom that our 

vote.., 
Read more 

j 
i~i Getth .... 

kly ...... letter 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

Money Is the Icinq, Not 
the Cake 
Despite the advice ef 

short.::omirigs of .mor~ey, i~’s 

Stein’s observation: "I\~e 
been ri.::h arid I’ve beer~ 

Check out .."4ici:ael’s 

Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of insightful 

arid .motivatier~al (arid 
printable!) quotes we 
posted this week. 

i.ean~ fiem you! past, but 
iive for your future. The 
bes~ is yet te come, 
See and comment 

Find arid foilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem ":,,.’~’hat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Preceeds f!om the saie of Hk:haei’s 
becks and Cbs support d~ara(:ter 

educat[o~ [~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa}:ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 

How Did You Celebrate CC! Week? 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

Keep d’..a~ charac~e.."-buiiding 

posters and bamiers to rMse 
awareness and distribute pencils, 

st~ckers as prizes throughout the 
year, Buy now >> 

[-~ook a n Anti- Bullvi nq Workshop 

L~-,arP. how to il3t~’.-I°veP.e~ 
cyberbu~ymg~ and promote a positive 
schoo~ d~mate~ Learn more 



poor. Rici~ is better," 
Listen or read more 

The Power in Me 
When my dough{or Sar.nma 
was 8: she wrote a poem as 
a so~g far some fliends who 

band: When she showed ~t 
to he~ morn she sMd~ "Don~t 
show ~t to Daddy because 

he w~ want to read ~t on 
the radio," She was ~ght. 
Listen or read more 

The ~ntimidatinq Power of 
~ntegrity 
A .~eacher once wrote toiling 
me that a parent with a 
g.."ea{ deai o~ .:flout a{ her 
s(:i:ooi asked he!" to ci:apge 
attendance records to .q~ake 

her child’s re.:tord look 
better~ Ti:e teacher said 
she .dsough.: iong and hard 
abou.: the reques.: bu.~ 
eventualiy refused, knowing 
it wou{d make the parent 
angry, 
Listen or read more 

Takinq Charqe of the 
Balloon 
A man in a hot air 

}owered it to shou.: to 
feilow on {he ~:~round, "’The 
wi.qd~s blow~: me off course, 

Can you toil me wi:ere 
am?" The man rep~ed~ 

"’Su~e~ Yo~Ye h~ver~m~ 
about 60 feet over 
wheat fie~d," "You must be 
an engineer," the 

know?" d~e man rep~ed. 
Listen or read more 

The Real Golden Rule as 
the Road of Honor 
Five hund.."ed years befo.."e 

the birth of Chris{, 
Confu’(:k,.’s was asked: "Is 
there one word that may 
serve as a rule of practice 

a nswered, "Reciprocity. 
What you do not want done 

to you.."seli’, do not do to 
others." This basic pri.qcipie, 

now calted .die Goiden Rule, 
can be found in every .."aaior 
religion and phiiosophy, 
Listen or read more 

.Sack 
comments on The Values 
Our Kids Learn From 
Others: "t4~, ,Sosephsop, 
wan.: to thank you for 
your t~me and efl:or~ of 
~he g~eat years of 
proHdh~g us w~th yo~r 

Taking Charqe of the 
Balloon: "What a great 
metaphor to use for 

young ieaders! Thanks as 
always for your insigi:tfai 
pea{s!" 

We Don’t Need Anti- 
~ra ms: "Th e 
problem ia so much 
.’broader than any type of 

problem ~s our culture, 

Ida just ~ot ~cooF to be 

on We Don’t Need Anti- 
Bullying Programs: 
wouid go as far as to say 
that everyope needs 

be reminded to be kind to 
o{hers on a reguiar basis 
1, Deca~se even 

more k{nd perse~ }n the 

werk~ wou~d be most 
welcome," 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youti:-servk:e 
{eadei°s to be effective character 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

Nov. 7-9~ Dallas >> 

Nov. 28-30~ Los Angeles 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

OIlY weDina!s ,’~re a copveniept~ 

affordabie way to learn vaiuabfe 

ci: a i°acter.-deveieplr:ent techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

our Sportsmanship Blog~ Recendy 
posted : 

NBA Cracks Down on Flopping 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly elnewsletter >> 

Michael 
Josephson 

b’iichaet 3esephson motivates audiences from ti:e government, business, 

journaiism, taw: education, sports, policing, and the ir:iiitary witi: his uniqae 

de very, e:gag ig prese itatois, and personaiattentiontoyel, rorganization’s 

needs, Colt 8OO--7:t ~,~,2670 o.." learn more, 

The popprofit }osephson .~nstitute is working to c~eate a woHd whe~’e people act more ethicatiy, 
Your donations enabie as to offer services and resources like this newsietter, Donate >> 

Proven{ this newsietter from landing m your junk folder by adding commentary@]iethics.org {o 

your addsusa book or app!’o\,ed sonde: list, 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An,~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 
Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

¢)20i2 Josephson institute, "OHARAC’I’}}!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephson 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 

Click here to unsubscfibe. 

To update your profile click here 

Click here to share this email with a frien~ 
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Sent: 
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Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 7:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ROCKY Turns Into Soccer Player (Details Inside)e 

Have you seen amy of the Rocky ~novies? 
Chances are if you have not seen them all, 

yon seen at least one, or heard some band 

playing the song somewhere dnring yonr time. 

Question for you. 

What makes Rocky’s sto~ so GREAT? 

Is it because he was Italim~? 

Nope... 

Perhaps it was his nice U.S. boxing 

trunks? 
Nope... 

Tlfink again. 

We’d all agree what makes the stoly of Rocky 

so great is because he was the underdog. He 
was not the biggest, strongest, or fastest, 

but ruth hard work he propelled himself 

to greatness. 

Well I found a video of the Rocky of soccer. 

Check it out here: 

Rocky Plays Soccer < - - - Video 

Yoffll learn of a young boy who rode the bench 

and how he was able through a "new" way of lxaining 

for soccer take his gmne to the next level. 

I won’t ruin the stoly and tell you what ended 

up happening or how high he went. Watch it for 

yourself here: 

Rocks~ Plays Soccer < - - - Video 

[i~i iContact - Tr,! It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 9:04 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea ~ Aa soa 

Act now to improve your 
team’s fitr~ess with he~p from 
the pros 

The season is underway again and professional 
clubs need to keep their players in peak condition. 

They have schedules in place to make sure they are 
as strong, fit and fast as they can be and their 
technique will remain intact when they do get tired. 

And now Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans provides the exact plans that these 
professional coaches are using so that you can get 
your team into the best possible shape. 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

SIGN UP NOW 

P~-~s fror~ the to[# of the 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results= 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 
endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 



Where else can you get the fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are using, to 
imrpove the condition of your players? 

~i SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop and maintain your players fitness throughout 

the season. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish fitness work but if they know they are using 
the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you climb the league. Elite 
Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly points at the end of 
games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up niggly injuries and keep 
your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper fitness plan - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

[ ~ StGN u~ NOW 

So~ how 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact fitness plans. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

today. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ~/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow(~,coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media ~i In Association with the LMA 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ Nov 7th, 2012 

Wednesday’s TV 

~4ajor League Soccer Conference semifinals se~:ondotegs on NBC Sport:s ~,let.work: ~,IY - bC at 8pro and E:SPN2: San ,Jose - LA at 

1 lpm. 

Champions League on Fox Soccer: grace- ~anchester United at 2:30pro. Celtic -. Ba~cefona at 5pro, and CheLsea Schakhtar 

Dones[k at 7pro (2:30pro on Fox Soccer P[us). L.iSa MX on Uni~4s~on Depor[es: d~onterrey - "[’o[uca at 9:30pro, A~ ’Tffnes 

E~st~rn 

T~eir Words 

November 2012 FIFA Ranking 

The United SLates moved up five spots Lo 27Lh in the FIFA WorLd Rankin8 released on Wednesday, The USA beat AnLisua 8t 

Ba~buda and GuatemaLa b’, WoHd Cup O.ua[ifyin$ durin$ the rankin~s period. Mexico moves up five spots to 14th, foKowed by 

Panan’ia at 46th and Jamaica at 50th. Honduras is 56th w}th Ha}ti }n 57th and Canada }n 60th. The next rankm~ wH~ be 
tel.eased en De(:ernbe~ ’tgLh~ TOP ~EN~ 

Champions League win for Anderlecht, draws for Schalke and MalaBa 

Sacha K/jestan and Ander[echt pickted up three points in Group C with a 1.0 shutout of ZeniL on Tuesday in 8ruseef.s. k[jestan 
setup Dieurnerd Mbokanffs t6th mh~ute winner. In Group B. Jermaine Jones got the start for Scha~ke in their 2-2 draw w~th 

Arsena{ at the Ve[tins..Al’ena, Arsena[ ted 2-0 by the 26th minute, but K[aas.Jan Hunte[aar scored for Schatke in firsbhatf 

stoppage time. Jefferson Fa~ fan equahzed in the 67th minute. 

"For us it was important first of aK not to ]ose and ff possibfe to win/’ Arsena] manager Arsene Wenger said. "We managed 

the first part:, net the second one." Continue reading "Champions League win for Ander[echt, draws for Schaike and Malaga" 

Questions: LA’s semifinal 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Nov 6, 2(I12) LIS So~:cer P~ayers-- In Tuesday’s edith:~n. Tony asks what Los Angeh~ts couh:l 

have done Sunday evenin~ to chan~e the ~esu[t a~ams~ San Jose. continues Lo wonde~ why MLS makes Ufe d~fficu[t ~or i~seU. 

and sa[uLes veteran goa~keepers~ 

What adjustments could Bruce Arena have made to take control of the Western Conference 

semi4ina~ firstdeg? 

If anyone beUeved San Jose coach Frank YaUop when he said during the buiidup to the game d~aL San Jose was going Lo 

att:ack~ a quid~ Iook at the starting Une-up quid~[y disabused LhaL notk~n. %~U.op essent~a~h{ sent out three attackers 

(Wondo[owski, Lenha~t~ and Mart~n Chavez} and seven defenders~ Even then~ Chavez, ether than herin9 a jeweb,i 

ma{function...we~L Let’s be polite and say it wasn’t h}s night. 

To go aU Jonathan WiLson or Zon~4/~l¢,rMng on you, LA ]eft four in the back against two San Jose forwards. If you subscribe 

to the idea of having one more defende~ than attacker, thai [eft one p[ayeF redundant, 

’Ah but Tony,’ you say, ’fu{tback Seen F’s~nkIin pl.ayed mo~e Ul~e a wingoback and was oiten I.A’s most advanced piaye~.’ Vd 

counter that if you are San Jose, who would you ~ather have taking n’tore touches for the Gafa#i - Sean Frankhn or Landon 

Denovan~ Continue reading "Questions: LA’s semifinaL" ,, 

Howard reflects on decade in EnBland~ looks at future options - from Sl.~:em’s Grant Wah[: Howard now ho[ds the tep 

current mark of 192 consecutive tea~ue sta~ is, 

Despite a busy schedule~ the USA January camp still carries value - from Goal.corn’s Avi Creditor: The~e is a proven way 

Union manaser John Hackworth offers mixed signals on Freddy Adu - from The PhKade{phia Inquirer]; Marc Harducd: 



Hackworth has net chan(~ed Ms st:ant:e, 

Tou~h break for the L.A. Gala~ now do-or-die ~ ~rom The LA Times’ Chris ~rs~dne: There are more 

~ame thar~ at a~/d~e Lakers ~anles th~ouShout h~stoq~. 

~al deficit is dauntin but not insurmountable - i~ron~ The Kansas City Star"s Tod Pa[n~e~’: 

Jose’s dead,rise, 

Thursday’s TV; Europa 

14aior League Soccer Western Conference semifinal second.left on NB¢ Sl)orts Network: :~a.t Lake - Seattle at 10pro, 

Europa Lea$ue on Fox. Soccer: Anzhi £akhachka[a .- Live~ pool aL 12pro, Spurs -. ,~aribor aL 3pm~ and £a~seif.ie -- ’O[adbach aL 

5pro. Fox Soccer Plus has CLub Brug~e -- Newc:ast[e at 1pro, Partizan - ~nter Milan at 3pro, arid Na9o~ - Dnipro at 5pro. Copa 

Sudame~icana on Fox DeporLes: Universidad Care[ice - IndependienLe at 5pro and Ti~res - Cerro Porteno at 7: 30pro. A~ 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~/Slot 

Clfck here to solely unsubscribe fr n "U’~occe;m, uye s " Clfck here to vfew mofffnl orchfves, here to chon,~e ,your pre,ferences: or here to subscrfbe ~ PrfvecyF1 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 1:59 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

Akira Kurosawa, Japanese Lacquer, Drawing in the Galleries, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Thursday, 8 November, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Students are FREE ~th valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. T~kets are avMlable at the Varsity Theatre Box 

A reinterpretation of William Shakespeare’s Kin9 Lear, Ran is Japanese 

fiimmaker Ak~ra Kurosawa’s epic tale of an elderly 16th-century wartord 

who announces that he wilt divide his Mnsdom equally amon8 his three 

sons, as he assumes that the three wi[[ act in consort to become stronser 

than one. In his dota£ze, he fails prey to the false flattery of his two 

treacherous sons, while banishin8 his younsest son, the only member of 

the family who loves him enou~lh to te[[ him the unvarnished 

truth. Because of his foolish pride, his domain collapses under its own 

weight as the sons battle each other for total control 

" For aficionados of the war movie, the western, and the period action 

epic, Ran is necessary viewhN...a firm of briitiantty composed panoramas 

and intricatety choreographed battles." -- Amy Taubin, The Village Voice 

This is the fourth and fina[ firm in the series "Aesthetics of the End: 

Cinema of Apocalypse in Japan" presented in connection with the Ack[and’s 



Season of Japan. 

Ackland 
Film 
Forum 
Logo 

See the full Ackiand Film Forum schedule. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the official media 

sponsor of the Ackiand Film Forum. 

Thursday, 8 November, 6:00-7:30 PM: "Japanese 

Lacquer" 

This informal evening seminar 

allows dose attention to intriguing 

and beautiful works of Japanese art 

from the Ack[and’s collection that 

are not currently on display. Join 

Timothy Riggs, the Ackiand’s 

Curator of Collections, in the 

Museum’s Study Room for an 

intimate look at a variety of works 

of Japanese lacquer. 

Limited to 15 participants per seminar. 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: ._a_c__k_!_a__n_.d_ .R__S_..V_ .P_ ~_ _u_n_ _ .c_ _._ .e_ d_ _u., 

$25 per session for Ackland members; $35 for non-members. 

Saturday, 10 November, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

On the second Saturday of every 

month, Amanda Hughes, the Ackiand’s 

director of external affairs, leads 

participants in a creative exploration 

of a particular object in the Museum’s 

collection. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, 

pencils, etc.). AI[ levels are welcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Saturday, 10 November, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

This program invites 10- to 13-year-oids to look at selected works in the 

Ackiand’s galleries and identify techniques that the artists used to make 

them. Gallery teachers demonstrate and teach participants technical 

skills, which tweens can then apply to their own artistic creations. A mix 

of drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is 

offered in each session. Materials are provided. 



Free to members J $5 non-members. 

Registration is required and space is limited. 

RSVP to culber~@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

.Jan Bardsley (UNC-Chapel Hill, Asian Studies) 

Wednesday, 14 November, 2:00 PM 

On select Wednesdays, Tea at Two 

features a spedal guest speaker 

accompanied by refreshments and 

conversation. 

American-style beauty contests, 

complete with young women in 

tiaras, sashes, and swimsuits, 

became big business in Japan in the 

1950s and were even hailed as 

displays of women’s rights in the 

new postwar, in this talk, Professor 

Jan Bardsiey wilt focus on the rise 

and fatt of It6 Kinuko, who captured 

the Miss Japan crown in 1953, 

thrilled Japanese by taking third 

place in the Miss Universe Contest, 

and became the nation’s first top fashion model, but tater feil prey to 

charges of greed, ego, and too much independence. 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 

In conjunction with the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," 

the Museum Store is currently featuring an in-store 

Japanese Market with a wide variety of products and 

crafts that quote Japanese traditions with a 

contemporary flair. 

Textiles, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, paper 

items, metalwork, and many other products are 

available for purchase. Si[kscreen prints by local artist 

Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks featuring 

uldyo-e graphics by Zube[ie Bike & Board Factory are 

available in limited quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 



Ackland Film Forum: Silent Films with Original Live Music 

performed by Ensemble Ascolta 
Thursday, 15 November, 7:00 PM 

"Art ~ la Carte" - Hands-on Art Classes for UNC Students: 

Self-Portrait Prints 
Friday, 16 November, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Tour: Art ~t Literature Connections 

Saturday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries: OnJuKai 
Sunday, 18 November, 2:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adutts, students, and chi{dren on 

the VISIT pa~e of our website. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc pro£~rams are made possib[e by 

~enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends [iRe 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dolJ.ars support our mission[ 

Comments on the Ackl.and’s e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Ando Hiroshise, Japanese, 1 796-1858: UntiUed, n.d4 color woodblock. UNC AFt Department Co{tection. 

Akira Kurosawa, Sti~{ from Ran (I 985). 

Makoto Nakamura, Japanese, born 1926: Love in Color, ]~or Shiseido, 1970; CO,OF offset {ithoSFaph. MerriU C. Berman 

Col{ection. 

Album with Lacquer Covers, Japanese, 19th century; {acqueF. Gift from the Stephen White Co{{ection of Japanese 

Art. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: Nihon Buyo, for UCLA Asian Performin~ Arts Institute, 1981; corot offset 

[ithograph. Merritt C. Berman Co[[ection. 

Rose Piper, American, 191 7-2005: Slow Down Freight Train, 1046-1047; oit on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 
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Hi Anson Dorrance, 

Let’s face it, just about everyone is talking about passion 
i these days. Heck, in my email just today, the new 
broadcasts were; master passion, stay passionate, stir 
passion, along with of course the free webinars and 
ebooks to support or should I say sell the idea. Now don’t 
get me wrong here, I strongly believe passion is at the root 
of all success, in fact I call it "Will To Do", as it’s the 
unstoppable driving force that gets things done, and gets 
us to take action. However the difficult part is in the ’how 
to’, not in the ’what’ (which is easily identified). As it turns 
out the natural laws for accomplishing this are very 
~recise. 

9n our website, ..B...o...d..?z’...F..~..t..L..![..e.:..c...o..~ >> even the header 
announces "Where Women and Men with the passion for 
accomplishment getFit and stayFit". We built it because as 

i you know, even if you love what you do, it takes an extra 
boost to ignite passion for both work and working out, and 
we need to do that with much more speed, ease and 
efficiency than we ever have in the past. You can read 

i S~za~na~s StorL4..~#~..~ and find out how she put into 
TM action a new fitness modality (Body’Fit pHx ) on par with 

discovery of yoga, Pilates and martial arts. It works and 
I can personally testify to that. By the way, when Suzanna 
started signing her articles and videocast email posts, 
Ignite Passion, that’s when it seems the current buzz about 

really ’ignited’. 

3ut not to digress, the point of my rouse is this; yes, we all 
have passion, but the key to success is in fact figuring out 
how to fire it up without getting over-worked, overweight, 
and stressed out. I love Alicia Keys new album, "~!.~’.!..~. 
Fire" ~> wow what a great way to realize that the secret is 
in how you fan the flame. Here’s the catch - passion is not 
just an intellectual concept, the intellect by itself comes 
with a lot of baggage, the kind that usually stops you dead 
in your tracks. Some people call it karma, others call it 
limiting beliefs. Either way, we need a method that doesn’t 
require thinking ourselves into it. 

What I’m saying is that we can’t ignite passion with thought 
alone, it’s way too difficult, and way too unreliable. I’ve 
found that the kind of driving force willpower that gets 
things done can only be accomplished consistently by 
working directly with the body. That’s because the power 
I’m referring to here is the ’will to do’ soul at the core of our 
existence that comes from deep within the gut and can 
only be integrated with the mind if we ... click ~.fl~Le.. >~ and 
discover the secret to how you can ignite passion quickly, 
easily and effectively in just a few minutes first thing every 
morning, without having to think about it. 

Make Your Mark, 
Douglas 

Fourteen years ago we 
founded Body’Fit Life’S... 
facilitating individuals and 
groups in a method that 
accelerates learning the 
complete pHx routine in just 
21 days. The overall success 
of this system has 
empowered each one in 
establishing a regular and 
consistent routine of habit 
force and most excitedly, 
consistent health fitness 
results for peak living and 
business achievement. 

What’s pHx? Its exercise that 
fits. My (Suzanna’s) curiosity 
over the last 35+ years of 
doing the routine daily, and 
seeing the restorative results 
that I, and now others have 
achieved, led me to research 
and test the physiological 
3arameters behind the 
specialized series, and more 
fully comprehend why pHx 
works so easily in minutes. 

My formal physiotherapy 
background served me well in 
assessing the inductive 
research undertaken; I ask 
you to please read the #.~.#..~> 
story. It stands as one of the 
most complete effective 
fitness programs developed to 
date. You’ll never regret your 
decision to include it. 
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Friday’s TV 

Bundes{isa on Got]’V: W~ainx- ~,lurnbe~ at: 2: 30£rn. Same time k)r L.iSue 1 on Un~vision De£or~es: Nancy - ~ennes. Liga £X on 

ESPN Deportes and Aztec:a: ~4ore[ia - Santos Lagua at 10: ~0pm. mun2 has Leon - Arras at i 0: ~0pm (11:30pro on Tetemundo) 

Their Words 

Europa League: Hannover, Spurs win 

Thursday’s Europa League schedu{e brought indi~idua{ success for Meja~dro Bedoya, but a }-2 {ass for He[singborg in Group 
l., Facin~ ofi agains~ Steve Cherun~)k)’s Hannover 95 at AWD-Arena~ ~arne Diou~ put Hannover up in ~he 3~d minute and 

~oub{ed the {cad in d~e 50th. Heisingbor~ equa{~ze~ m the 59d~ with a Nikola Durd~c goal and iL was Bedoya equa{izin8 m the 

67th. A stoppage l:h’ne penaU:y derided the game) w~th Szabo[cs Husz~i successfully c(~nvertinf~ in the 91st: rninuLe~ 

R~ Group K~ ]’errence P~oyd and Rapid Vienna were shLEt:eLEt: ]~-0 ~y Bayer Leverkusen. 8oyd exit:ed in t:he 86th rninut:e aft:or 
picking up a ye{b’~, card in the 81st Mso in Group K, Mix D~s~terud suUoed on in the 62nd minute for Rosenbo~ in a 3..1 
to t~etatist who {ed fl’om the 4th minute. Borek Dockaf’s 42nd minute equa{ize~ was it for tl~,e Resenborf., offense. Continue 

reading "Europa League: Hannover, Spurs win" ,, 

DC and Seattle advance 

The readjusted and then de{ayed Eastern Conference fina{ series between De and New Yo~k ended with an 88th minute Nk:k 

DeLeon goat on ’Thursday ni~h~ in Harrison, New Jersey. I)C advance 1-0 en the night: and 2-’t en aggregate. Continue reading 

"DC and Seatt{e advance" ,, 

Questions: Chanties in MLS 

B’¢ Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (Nov 8~ 2012) US Soccer PIayers oo fn Thursday’s co{bran, ’Ti:~ny asks ~f tonight’s the night: 
for Fredy &~ontero, takes a {oak at opportunities for PorUand and Co[o~ado~ and wonders why non..p[ayoff Learns continuing Lo 

trahl. 

Besides the hiring of CMeb Por~er to be head coach, what’s ~loin~l to chan~e i~ Port,and befaFe 

next season? 

Seeming{y not a {or, according to Timbers owner ,~erritt Paul.son. Gavin Wi{kinson wi{{ continue as Genera{ Manager and the 
current assistants wil{ ~eturn. Pau{son c:ites or@niTational condrmib/~ but is that the best way forward? 

This is a team, other than having San Jose’s number U’ds yea~ that had twice as many {asses as wins. seemed to have 

few ideas offensive{y, and finished c{oser to Chivas USA than to the p{ayoffs. 

’Wait: a rninut:e.’ you might be tem£ted t:e ask. "Dk]n’L it envy take 4~ £oh]Ls to make t:he ptayoffs in the Western 

Conference this season?* The odds of Dat~as and Come,ado fairing on thei~ faces a~ain seem minimal Yancouve~ is ~ikeb/to 

impro~. It is a £reLLy safe statement: to make that b: is }~ein}~ to take mo~e ~han 43 poin~s t:e make 1:he p]ayoffs in ~he 

Western Conference m 2013~ 

In bri~ging back Oscar Pareja as head coach what is one piece of advice Rapids technical 

dffecter Paul 5tara has for Pareja next season? 

Fare.ja~s hiring was~ i)resumably~ t:e p{ay at:t:s~t:tivi~,, attacldn9 soccer, His remil:~ at: teas~ in pa~t. was 1:i) t:ake t:he Rapids 

away from their reputation fo~ p{aying a ’saiety.fi~sU game, That dashed with a ~oster i{{-suited to Pare.ia’s 4..:I-3, injuries, 

and 19 {osses, despite a geaIodifierence of on{y °6. Continue reading "Questions: Changes in MLS" ,, 

Burns: No huge turnover for Revolution during offseason - irom t4LSsoccer.com’s Kyl.e ,~Ac(:arthy: "We’ve {ooked at a 
bunch of p{ayers over the past few weeks." 



Arsenal fans cannot expect trophies says Fulham boss Martin Jol - from The h/dependen[’s Ben Rumsby: "Frustra[ed is 
probably the better word." 

Celtic’s win over Barcelona came via an outstanding scouting network - from The Guardian’s Ew’an Murray: It also 

endorses ~ust hew impressive Cef~tic’s shock victory, arc! genera{ peHermance~ actuab~y was, 

Six Scottish football clubs facing ’bleak prospects’ of survival - from "R~e ScotsmaI~’s BHan F’erSusom t:b!~ I.evel. oi desree 
of "fiI~aI~cia~ fff health" in Scottish football was three times h~gher tha~ across English ~eague c~ubs. 

Weekend TV: MLS finals 

~lanchester Unitec! at 12prm SouthampEon -- Swansea Ci[y at 2:30pro, and Reading .- Norwich at 4:30pm~ On Fox Soccer 

Wigan - WBA at: 10am a~xJ Stoke ~ QPR at 12pro, Scottish Premier League on F$~: t[~vemess - Hearts at 7am, (:hampio~ship 

on betN Sper~.: Bf.ackburn -. Birmingham ¢i~.y at 10am, 

Bundes[iga on GoI.T¢: Baye~ n ~lunich- Ein~racht Frankfu~ ~ at 9::~0am arid Augsbu~ -- gerussia Dortmund at 1 l:30am~ L~ Lisa 

o~ be~N Sport en EspanoL Rayo Vat[ecano -- CeSta ViSe at loam, Rea~ Zaragoza - Depo~tivo at 2pm, and Mab)ga - Rear 

Sociedad at 4pro, On betN Sport: Espanyo[ - Osasuna at 12pro, Ser~e A on belN Sport [spano(: Cag[iari -. Catama at 12pro, On 

belN: Pescara -. Juve~tus at 2:45pm. Ligue i on Urdvision Deportes: Lff~e - Brest at 11am a~d To~ouse - Ajaccio at 2pm (59m 

on beIH}, 

TohJca at 10pro. On TeteFutura: eachuca - Jaguares at 8pro. A~{ Times 

Sunday 

MLS pl.ayoffs on NBC Sports Network: Houston - DC at 4pro arid ESPN: LA -. Sea~.d.e at 9pro, 

P~emier League on Fox Soccer: Mancheste~ City - Spurs a~. 8:30am and Chelsea - Liverpool at 10:30am, Fox Soccer Pf.us has 

Newcastle- West Ham at 10am. SPL on FS-~: Hiberrdan- Dui~dee Uidted at 7:4§am. 

Bundes~iga on GoiTV: Woffsburg .- Bayer Leverkusen at 9:30am and Stuttgart .- Hai~sover at 1 t :30am. La Lisa on befN Sport: 
~al.k)r<:a - Barceh:~na a~: ~ l:4~}am, bel~,~ en Espa~o~ has Ariel:ice Madrid - Ge~:afe at 1:45pro a~d Levante 

pm (9:30pn’t on be~N). Serie A os be~N Espaso[: Genoa - NapeS1 at 9an’t. belN has Lazio - Rome at 9am~ Ata[ar~ta .- ~ste~ 

at 2:4~pm, and ~,~a~ - Fiorentina at [~pm, L.~sue 1 o~ U~d~,ish:~n Deportes: ~,~arse~e - Nice at Sam, On be~’~: Mo~tpe{~ier - PSG 

at Ypm, Erediv~sie on ESPN Deportes: V~tesse A~nhem - Twente a~ 6:50am~ PEC Zwo[[e - Ajax at 8:S0am, and ?SV - 

Heerenween at ’t0: 30am, 

6prm AI~ T~m~s Ees~,n~ 

Mo~day 

FA Cup on Fox .Soc(:e~: Wiml)[edo~ - York Cit:y at 2: 30pro 

::X:: FeedBlitz Top Slot 

i.~.i FeedBlitz Seconda~/Slot 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M Rios2015@sinclink.com 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 12:24 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Raleigh (CASL) Showcase 

1 
Sports in College I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 12:38 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

GloveGlu Back In Stock! 







Fl’lim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 2:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Revamp Your Facility ruth Wall Graphics 

Anson, Wall Graphics are an easy upgrade for your 
facility 

Cerfforming k&~alf SId~z sle ~m essy way cleate 
~ppeal~ng ~tmosphere. They provide ~ "psi~]ted 

logo d~splayed ols your walls, B~gSigns,com ca~ help you. 

Our Dura-Skit~ Wall F~bric is a gre-’,tt way to dress up 
smooth aurfacea Nk~ dry %’al~ ~nd ~r~ e~sy te ~nstalL 
BigS~gns~com a~so offers Dura-Flex Wall Frame Systems, 
at~ot, v~g you to turn s b~a~q~ wat~ ~nto a dy~sm~c brs~d~g 
gu~ph~c, The grapMc ~s stretched t~gh{ s~d ca~s be chs~sged 
out easily to ~romote muNpls spo~ts dudqg the yea~. 

Anse~, BigSigns,corn has top ~otch 
services [or your ..’~ext project. Give t..’-~e 

quote here, Ser:d me a digital photo of the area you wa:?t 
[o brat~d, {he dit..’-~e..’~sions and your loges or photos and 
will ,h~ve my desigt: team c~e~te a mock up to.< you. 

Corey Leonard 

smooth wall sui!ace~s iil<;e dry wall 

Click her® for a Quote 

800o790W~;I i 
See Other Products: Media Backdrops, Fealher Flags, GatorAds, ChampionsMp Ba~ner~. Step Sigms 

Click hece roe ~ Quote. 

BigSi,q:ns corn, 122 S Harbor Dd’~e S:.iite 101 :: Grand Ha,len, Mi 49417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 12:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Soccer Trmning (Results) 

"Until I found this system, I was an average soccer 

player at best but now I’m an all american, and I owe 

it all to this sys~tem’’ -Chas Smith 

"Your soccer training has really 

helped me a lot and gave me goals 

to become a better soccer player" 

- Julio AguilaJc 

"My daughter has gone through the 

fitness traJming exercise mad 
it has improved my daughtets speed 

and stamina significantly. The skills 

portion of your program is outstanding and 

she is working on these daily." 

- Fausto 

So what is their secret? What is the 

training system they’ve used to get results? 

Epic Soccer Training! 
There’s ve~ little on the web that can compete 

with the results Epic Soccer Training produces. 

This is a just atip of the iceberg on what 

you can expect. 
Check out this video that shows what Epic 

Soccer Training is all about: 

Exclusive Video On "NEW" Way To Train For 

Soccer < 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@maiLfeedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 12:37 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Nov 12th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Nov 12th, 2012 

Monday’s TV 

FA Cup on Fox Soccer: Wimbledon - York City at 2:30pm ET. 

Roster announced for Russia friendly 

On Monday, United States National Team coach Jurgen Klinsmann released his 21-man roster for Wednesday’s friendly 

against Russia (lOam ET - ESPN2). "We ask for these games because they are big learning curves for us," Klinsmann said in a 

press statement. "We need to measure ourselves against the best teams out there and build even more confidence. We want 

to close the year in a very positive way and then go into a busy 2013 that includes World Cup qualifying, the Gold Cup and 

some exciting friendlies." Continue reading "Roster announced for Russia friendly" ~, 

National Teamers Abroad: Another AZ goal for Altidore 

Jozy Altidore once again showed he can score in the Eredivisie. With AZ trailing ADO Den Haag 2-1, Altidore equalized in 

the 64th for the 2-2 draw. Sacha Kljestan also scored, part of a glut of goals from Anderlecht in their 6-1 defeat of Club 

Brugge at the Constant Vanden Stock Stadium. Kljestan scored Anderlecht’s fourth goal in the 54th minute. 

Michael Bradley and Roma lost 3-2 to Lazio in the Rome derby. Roma led from a 9th minute Erik Lamela goal, but gave up 

three unanswered before Mira[em Pjanic scored in the 86th. Oguchi Onyewu and Malaga lost 2-1 to Real Sociedad in the 

Primera Division. Sociedad opened the scoring in the 1st minute with Javier Savio[a equalizing in the 37th. Sociedad got 

their winner in the 59th minute. A league down, Carlos Bocanegra’s Racing Santander was shutout 1-0 by Girona. 

Bocanegra picked up a yellow card in the 27th minute. Terrence Boyd subbed on at ha[ftime in Rapid Vienna’s 2-0 loss to 

Wo[fsberger. Continue reading "National Teamers Abroad: Another AZ goal for A[tidore" ,~ 

MLS Playoffs: Leads for Houston and LA 

Once again, the Houston Dynamo took full advantage of hosting the first-leg of a playoff series, and once again they take a 

two-goal lead into the second-leg. This time, it was DC United’s turn to find out what playoff home field advantage means 

at BBVA Compass Stadium, losing 3-I to the Dynamo. DC led when Nick DeLeon scored in the 27th minute, taking that score 

into halftime. Houston’s Andre Hainault equalized in the 51st and Will Bruin put the Dynamo up in the 68th. Kofi Sarkodie 

finished off the scoring in the 81st minute. Houston out shot DC 19 to 9 putting seven of those shots on goal to DC’s three 

and leading six to two on corners. 

"There was no yelling, no heads down," Houston coach Dominic Kinnear said of his locker room at halftime. "Guys were just 

sitting there realizing we were down I-0. We said we had 135 minutes to get a goal back but we would like to get a result 

here at home so let’s continue to push forward, try and create chances and hopefully one of those would go in. These guys 

have been here before, l’m sure we were a little upset at being behind at halftime, but by no means were we really 

frustrated." Continue reading "MLS Playoffs: Leads for Houston and LA" ~ 

Fraser exits Chivas USA 

Chivas USA announced on Friday that coach Robin Fraser, his assistant Greg Vanney, and technical director Simon Elliott are 



no [on~ler with the club. Fraser spent two seasons in char~le of Chivas USA, finishin8 8th and 9th in the Western Conference. 

Tuesday’s TV 

FA Cup on Fox Soccer Plus: Braintree Town - Tranmere at 2:30pm ET. 

~ FeedBlitz Top Slot 

]~ FeedBlitz Secondary Slot 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinfl archives, here to chanfle vour preferences, or here to subscribe ¯ 

Privacv 

Your requested content detivery powered by FeedBtitz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +1.978.776.9498 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commenta~’@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 1:55 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Live Backwards 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manaqe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 800: November 2-8~ 2012 F.ind arid feilow Michael,,, 

Michael Josephson is a ..",e~ed radio commentator arid the 
fern:dot and presidept of ti:e no:!#rofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Help keep this .."..evvsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

Wek, e made some changes in thh; newsletter and to the 

regularly v~s4 the b~o~ homepa~e at WhatWillNatter.com 
and brov,~se around. We’ve added more guotes, ~mages, 
and ~hq(s to qdeos (wePe set up the guotes as posters 
so you ca~ print a~d share them with others), We’re 
con[~den[ every v~s4 w~ end h~ d~scevery of new 
WeR~e a~so made ~t eas~e~ for you to establish a more 
d~rect connection w~th P1~chae~ 3osephso~ through 
new l:eats~e ~:a~ed "~lemo F~om ~l~:hae~" arid by 
you send comments and share your tho~ghts 
suggestions with h~m at michaeljosephson@jiethics.org. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem "i,,.’vbat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds from the saie of Hkhaei’s 
books and Cbs suppert d~ara(:ter 

education i~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 
Celebrating 800 Weeks of Commentaries 

that this week’s newsletter aci:ieves a m[[estor~e i ~ever 

been peM~shh-~# my thoughts on :p.~st about arwth~ng I education? V~s~t o~w Character 

years, If you find va~ue M my efforts pk~se write me a~ 
michaeljosephson@jiethics.org, i ca~ ~ever get ~oo 
m~ch approval 

Hiqhliqhts from CHARACTER COUNTS! 
Week 2012 

Second, I wa~:t to comment o~: the most recent 
elec~io..",, "l’he iota:% reich[less c~mpa~gning is ritually eve..", 
We have a I-besident uptil the yea: 201.6 and a Con.gress 
until 20:[4, Now it’s our choice whether each of us as 

citizens wilt participate a~:d demand that our ~eaders 
par[~dpa[e ir~ collaborative dfir~Mr~f~ and creative 

Read more 

ii.~.iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter~ 

Get the podcast i------------~ iTu n e’-~ j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

The Truth About Trust 

u.."..dersta~d the importance of 
[rust, No one seems to do~b~ 
the vital role that it plays 
perso~:ai retatio~:ships~ 
busir~ess, arid peiikics, We 
war~t 1:o {r~st the people 

Check out 
Quotes & Observations 
for s va:iety of 

.."aotivatier~a I (arid 
prh’~tab~e~) guotes we 
posted th~s week, 

Leade~’@’~[p arid k’it~~[cs 
Watch his entire one- 
hour-and-45- minute 

Keel> ti:st characte!@uiiding 
message front and center, Display 
posters and bamiers to raise 
awsre..’~ess arid diskrib~te pencils, 
pins, wrist bands, ribbon:s, and 
stickers as pri:zes ti:roughout the 
year, Buy now >> 

£;ook ar~ Anti-Bullyi ng Workshop 

sci:ool climate, Learn more >> 



Listen or read more 

Eiqht Laws of Leadership 
Take a look atom:d, Businesa~ 

education~ ~t~. ~ there’s 

m~ ~nd women who Mwe 
v~s~on ~d the ability to 
cha~ge th~ngs for the better, 
Listen or read more 

Character Is an Essential 
Competence 
If you were hiring a new 

demonstrated competence -- 
knowiedg% e×pe.."ien co, 
intelligence, 

rdat~onsh~p ak~s ~d the 
abfl4y to motivate, m~n~ge, 
and solve p~ob~ems. Su~ what 

about qualities such as 
honesty, mora~ courage, 
accountability, arid l:~h’ness? 
Listen or read more 

Live Backwards 
~)en iust came to to’/,m as a 
new rabbi, Unfortunately, his 
first official duty was to 
~:ond~tt a ~~ner~ s~rv~ce ~’or 
A~bert, a man s~ho 
eighties w~th ~o ~e~atives. 
$~r~ce Ber~ dkh-~’t knew the 
deceaaed pe~aona~y, he 
paused from bh~ sermon ~o ask 

weuk~ say somethMg good 
about Aibed, There was no 

Listen or read more 

We Shape Our Own 
Character 
there’~,~ rio doubt that our 

effect on oul° future, What we 
Paus~ re~’..embe.."~ however, is 
no[ merely how powerfu~ 

deathly, Bat how powerfa~ we 
are M shap~r~g our owr~ 

characte~ and, the~efo~e, our 
own desdBy. 
Listen or read more 

presentation at 
Catifo:nia State 
University, No~thridge, 

"What we have done 
for ourselves alone dies 
with us; ,M~a[ we have 
do~:e for @,’i:e!’s and ti:e 
world ~emains and is 

See and comment 

Dia~a ~4o comments on 
The Intimidating Power 
of Integrity: "Some of 
the best advice you 

you’ve ever given, 
~4ichael, When I give a 
response to an imp!’ope~" 
request, I cati it 
~openir!g Pay mouth and 
ietting my 9randma 

The Real Golden Rule as 
the Rule of Honor: 

iife, but I do think of it 
as behavior that 
benefits me, ~ot that 2t 
w~ receive 
from others but h~ the 
way ~ba~ ] fee~ good 
abeu~ myself." 

We Don’t Need Anti- 
Bullying Programs: 
"A.~te! thirty years 
teaching chiktren in 
both private and pubiic 

schoois, I have 
addressed the ce:~cerns 
spoken of by creating a 
.’8 U S i~: p r Og ra .."8 
suppod teachers, 

students and parents." 

Patri~k comments on 
We Shape Our Own 
Character: "Michaeb 
you are co..".."e.::t and 
!eseard~ deea confirm 
that our character h~ 

developed through 
activity, ~n ~t~ud h-~g 

experience and 

reflection." 

Our Character Develozoment Seminars 
eguip educaters a:~d youti:-servk:e 
leadei°s to be effecth/e character 
edu~tators, Upcommg seminars: 

Nov. 28-30~eles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

OIlY weDina!s ?s[e a (:opveniep~,~ 

affo~’dabie v,,ay to learn vaiuable 
ci: a i°acter.-deveieplr:ent techniques, 
Learn more see schedule 

Athleti<:s a~:~ a<:ade~x~ics, 

o~.~r Sportsmanship BIo~, Re~tendy 
posted : 

High School Football Team Helps 
Victim of Bullying 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:: Michael 
Josephson 

~qichaet 3esephson motivates audiences from the government, business, 

journaiism~ taw, education, sports, policing, and the miiitary witi: h~s mdque 

de~very, er~gaging presentations, arid persor~a~ attention to your orgmfization’s 

needs, Ca~ 800--7:t~26~0 or learn more, 

The m)pp~’ofit ]oaephson ’~ ~, "~ ’~ "~s ~orkh~g          a ~oHd whe~’e people act more ethically, 
Your donations enable us to offe~ services and resources Hke th~s newsletter, Donate >> 

Proven[ this newsietter from lar~ding m your junk folder by adding commentary@jiethics.org to 



9841 Airpe~l Bi’~d,, #300 i Los Angeies, CA 90045 I 800-7t 1-2670 

~hsonlnstitute.or~l I CharacterCounts.orcj 

Mana?le newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaiLfeedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US $e(:cer Players News[ette~ <news~et:t:erce~usns~:{~a.com> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~em~iLunc.edu) 

The US Soccer P~yers Newsletter ugSocce~ P[ayers ¯ Nov 13th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Nov 13th, 2012 

Tuesday’s TV 

FA Cu~) on Fox Seccer PI.us: Braintree "[k)wn - "[’ranme~e at 2: 30pro E[T. 

Thei~ Words 

Preview: Russia- USA 

By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON. DC (blov 13. 2012) US Soccer P{ayers -- JurSen klir, smann’s effort to test the US Nation,at 

Team with demandin~ intemadona[ ~rien~[ies continues in faraway Krasnodar on Wednesday, as the Yanks visit Russia for 

theft" final match of 2012 (10am ~ - ESPN2). 

Armd a brief b~eak from the tensio~ of CONCACAF quatifyin2, Klir,smann has called in a hybrid US ~oster featuring both 

re?,ulars and newceme~s whk:h sheu~d rnake for h~:eres~:in~ vh~,v~,inf~ a!~ains~ a top4:~e~ European opponent~ Ve~:eran ~ces ~ike 

Howard. Cartes Bocane~ra, a~]d ~ichae~ Bradtey populate the back hne and defer]sire m}dfiek~ ostensibly offering a solid 

founda~:ion k~r risin<~ tah~nts to make an impression further up-Lk}kL 

The team ?,at:hered for a day el t:rainin?, in Frankfurt. Germany on Monday belere makin?, ~he nearly-EflKl0-rm~.e ieurney te 
southeas~ Russia. There they wi[[ face a t.echnica/, dynamic side whid~ has besun 2014 World Cup QualifY/in8 campaign in 

~)i~’[rI~]!et Ia¢.[hi:[)~’~ with fo~.~r \:~i~’~!~ from four f~arnes and no ?,eab= (:em:eded. 

Several. faces from t:he Undero2~’s will Ix)ok ier a memoraM.e ca~ wi~h the senier team ~his week. Jesh Gat:~ and ,k:.~eph Gyau 

are classic win~ers whose speed and a~gressien offe~ welcome wide options for the US~ while .~ix Diskerud brin~s a c~eaLive 

streak to attackm~ rnidfiefd. 

The flont li~e also includes two more of their teammates from the Under-23 squad. Terrence Boyd was one of the standouts 

from d~at. star-crossed experience and offers many of ~he t~et..forward tools needed m the 4.5-1 and 4.3-3 formations 

K]insmann often ut~]izes. N~eanwhi[e, Juan A!~ude~o has a chalice to restate h}s ir, terr,at}o~a{ crede~tia[s after a trying club 

(:ampai~n wi~h Chivas USA~ 

Aft:er mi!~sin?, t:he Oct:ober ~taalilier!b both Jozy AI.tidere and Sacha K~jestan are in st~en(~ form for theh" respective ctut:,s and 

will fee~ bullish about making an h’spac:t in K~asnoda~. ~t was~]’t ~ong a!~o that str}ke~ He~cu[ez Gomez was the team’s most 

p~e~T~nent abse~ee~ bt~t he has t)ecome a constant prese~(:e for ~he US and sh()uh:~ see th~e as we~L Continue readin~ 

"Pre~ew: Russia - USA" ,, 

Corner: The New York Red Bulls 

So once asah]. New York p~esses the reset button. After alf, you can’t call reptacm2 the coache% the key flont office 

personnel, and appointm~ global an~ local sporting directors as a logical pl’ogress~on ~rom what was in place at d~e start of 

the 20i2 Major League So(:ce~ season. Th~s is Red Bu[~s soccer, a~d ~t would be a mistake to take a~ythh~{~ for g~a~ted. 

O~] Friday, New York wasted no time in actin$ after exitm~ a bizarre playoff series. The ~ea~ rartsement~ the snow, a~]d then 

1:he cards and f~eais that de~:ermined bC was sti~h~:[y better over 180 minu~:es con~:tude(] wi~h New Yor~ anneunchx~ that coach 

Ha~]s Backe wou~d be seeh]!~ out his (:ont~act a~d [eavin~ the club at the e~]d of the year. ~nstead of a new coach, Red Bu[[s 

Make ne mist:al~e~ jus~ tike Gerard Heull.ie~ in Red Bt~U.!: f~.ot~al ca~acib¢, Andy Roxbur?,h is a signiik:ant addition. ’That’s net 

just. by MLS standards. 8oth of these two have the resume to suggest they can make a difference in New Yo~k, even if 

neithe~ of ~hem has ~he head eoa(:hinf~ title, fnstead~ ~;ike Petke cur~en~.y iiII.s that jo~ on an int:erim basis while New York 

searches ior yet another solution. Continue readin~ "Corner: The New York Red Bulls" ,, 

Chandler~ Altidore return~ join young U.S. roster to face Russia - from SI.com’s G~anL Wahl.: Say heil.o Lo some youn~ 

Early strike erodes will of Sounders defense o frorn The Houston Chro~icle’s Do~ Ruiz: That game Schrnid mentioned was a 
4-0 ~’out. oi the Oal.axy on Au~. § in SeatUe. 

Galaxy beats Sounders~ 3-0~ to take control of playoff series - fl’om The LA Times’ Kevin ~axter: In d~e Galaxy l.ocke~ 



BBVA Compass Stadium has a ~nning edge - ~rom The Houston Chronk:Ws ,Jesus Ortiz: Sunday’s se(:ou~ crowd 
was the {ar~esL in the venue’s h~sto:’y. 

Wednesday’s TV: FriendJy 

Russia - USA is on e.’SPI.42 and Univision Deporl:es aI: loam. belN SperL has A~enl:ina - Saudi Ara~ia at 
Spain aL 4pro. ESPN Degortes has Czech Regub{ic - SI.ovakia at 1 l:30am and Holland - Germany at 2: 30pro, On 

Ar$enLma - Saud~ Arabia aL 12pro, Zns{and - Sweden at Z:30pn% and h’e{and - Greece at 4:~0pm. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland .Cut Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 3:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Talks, Tours, Live Music, Films -- So Much to Enjoy’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

TALKS 

Jan Bardsley (UNC-Chapel Hill, Asian Studies) 

Wednesday, 14 November, 2:00 PM 

On select Wednesdays, Tea at Two 

features a spedat guest speaker 

accompanied by refreshments and 

conversation. 

American-styLe beauty contests, 

complete with young women in tiaras, 

sashes, and swimsuits, became big 

business in Japan in the 1950s and 

were even hailed as displays of 

women’s rights in the new postwar. In 

this talk, Professor Jan BardsLey wiLL 

focus on the rise and faLL of It6 

Kinuko, who captured the Miss Japan 

crown in 1953, thriLLed Japanese by 

taking third place in the Miss Universe 

Contest, and became the nation’s first top fashion modeL, but Later feLL 

prey to charges of greed, ego, and too much independence. 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 

Tony Reevy (Director, UNC Institute for the Environment) 

Saturday, 17 November, 3:00 PM 

This iLLustrated talk considers O. 

Winston Link, who photographed the 

Norfolk and Western, the last major 

steam railroad in the United States, 

when it was converting its operations 

from steam to diesel, in the 1950s. 

Reevy, director of UNC’s Institute for 

the Environment, wit[ be avaiLabLe at 

the Ack[and Museum Store foLLowing the 

talk to sign copies of his book O. 

Winston Link: Li]*e ALong the Line. 

Free and open to the public. 

ACKLAND FILM FORUM 

.    .. ~x ,~..?. ,,.., ¢,~ ,,.. ,,.~ ¢.x ~b, 

Thursday, 15 November, 7:00 PM 



In this special Ack[and Film Forum program, the Asco[ta Ensemble 

(Stuttgard, Germany) performs live film underscoring to a number of 

silent films. Among other pieces of existing and newly-composed film 

scores, the ensemble wilt premiere a work by UNC Professor of 

Composition Alien Anderson to accompany the iconic experimental short 

film Filmstudie by Hans Richter. 

This screening/performance is the first of three events in the Talking 

Music Series in the UNC-Chape[ Hilt Department of Music. 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID. 

$4 for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box. 

Ackland Film 
...... Forum Logo 

See the fut[ Ack[and Firm Forum schedule. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the offidat media 

sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

TOURS 

Thursday, 15 November, 7:00 PM 

Join Evan Ross as he discusses the representation 

of democratic government in art currently on view 

at the Ack[and, from the Roman Empire as seen in 

Rubens’ Roman Imperial Couple to 19th-century 

America in Hiram Powers’ marble bust Duff Greene. 

Free and open to the public during the Ackland’s 

extended Thursday evening hours. 

Saturday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

This public tour of the exhibition Elegance and 

Extravagance makes connections between the 

posters on view and the book selected for 

November’s Art ~t Literature book discussion. 

Whether or not you’ve read Masks, an early 20th- 

century work by Fumiko Enchi, you’re sure to make 

exciting observations white on this tour and 

perhaps whet your appetite for further reading. 

Free and open to the public. 



HANDS-ON 

Friday, 16 November, 4:00-7:00 PM, "Self-Portrait Prints" 

Start your weekend creatively with 

hands-on art classes designed 

especially for Carolina students. Each 

class begins at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, where you’l,[ examine the 

techniques, materials, and effects 

other artists have achieved. You’[[ then 

go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to 

try the techniques yourself as you 

create works of art that you can take 

home. 

In this week’s session, get ready for your 15 minutes of fame. (Look up 

Andy Warhol’s famous quote if you don’t already know it). Bring a 

photograph of yoursel,f, and create a three-color portrait print that would 

make Andy--and your family--proud! 

Instructors are Connie Zamorano, artist, and Erica Longenbach, art 

historian. Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Art ~ l,a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carol,ina Parents’ Council 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: culbert@unc.edu. 

$8 per class. Materials provided. 

MUSIC 

Sunday, 18 November, 2:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the month, 

enjoy music in the Ackl,and 

galleries. A wide variety of 

performers can be heard, from 

classical, quartets to bluegrass, 

to enhance your Museum 

experience. 

Onjukai, literally meaning "music 

tree," is a trio of local musicians 

that pl,ays a wide variety of 

Japanese songs -- from traditional, works to anime songs. The group 

features flute (Wakana Nishiyama), koto (Tomomi Thorbjornsen), and 

v~oia (Yuka Yoshie). 

Free and open to the public. 

Reservations and tickets are NOT REQUIRED. 

Please arrive early to find a spot. 

SHOPPING 

In conjunction with the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," the Museum Store is 

currently featuring an in-store 

Japanese Market with a wide variety 

of products and crafts that quote 

Japanese traditions with a 

contemporary fiai r. 

Textiles, bamboo and wooden items, 

ceramics, paper items, metal,work, 

and many other products are avaiiabie for purchase. Siikscreen prints by 

iocai artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks featuring ukiyo-e 



graphics by Zube[[e Bike & Board Factory are available in Umited 

quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

Store Closed: 

Thursday, 22 November 

Store Open: 

Friday, 23 November, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM -extended hours! 

Saturday, 24 November, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM -extended hours! 

Sunday, 25 November, 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

REGULAR STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat I0:00 AM- 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 20 November, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Museum Closed: 

Thursday, 22 November 

Museum Open: 

Friday, 23 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Saturday, 24 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Sunday, 25 November, I:00 - 5:00 PM 

Family Day: Images of People in Japanese Art 
Sunday, 25 November, 2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults, students, and children on 

the VISIT page of our website. 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emaff to the editor. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Hfroshfmu Appeals, 1983; cotor offset tithograph. Merritt C. Berman 

Co[[ection. 

I kkB Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: Nfhon Buyo, for UCLA Asf~n Per]~ormfn9 Arts instftute, 1981; color offset 

tithograph. Merrit[ C. Berman Correction. 

Makoto Nakamura, Japanese, born 1926: Love fn Color, [or Shfsefdo, 1970; co[or offset [[thograph. Merr[tt C. Berman 

Correction. 

Peter Paut Rubens, Flemish, 1577-1640: Romen tmperfet Couple, c. 1615; oit transferred to masonite panet. 

Acktand Fund. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Senkef Kenze Noh, 1958; color screenprint. Merdt[ C. Berman 

Correction. 

Kun[ch[ka Toyohara, Japanese, 1835-1900: Werrfor Unsheeths Sword, n.d., from Trfptych o[ Three Kebukf Actors As 

Werrfors; woodcut. Transferred from Louis Round Wilson Library, Rare Book Co[tection, Bequest of Susan Gray 

Akers. 

Forward this email 

rl~s emsil was sent to anso~@emad.unc.edu by ._e__s_’_o__o_~_%Le__s_@_e___m___a_LLu__n__c_=#_d__~_[ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[01 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



Kinetics Coming Soon 

~ ust sta d for ca " ry pTh 

cornprehensive and practical discussion of campus recreation 

management. Chapters covering foundational topics of budgeting, 

marketing, assessment, risk management, and management of 

person nel, facilities, and services are complemented by current topics 

in technology, programming, and community building Both current and 

future professionals can rely on Campus Reereadonal ,Sports as a 

source of guidance in the management of today’s indoor and outdoor 

recreation and sport facilities. 

today! 

FIND MORE ONLINE! E-bookavailable/Contents/AbouttheAuthor 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea ~ Aa soa 

Act now to improve your 
team’s fitr~ess with he~p from 
the pros 

The season is underway again and professional 
clubs need to keep their players in peak condition. 

They have schedules in place to make sure they are 
as strong, fit and fast as they can be and their 
technique will remain intact when they do get tired. 

And now Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans provides the exact plans that these 
professional coaches are using so that you can get 
your team into the best possible shape. 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

SIGN UP NOW 

P~-~s fror~ the to[# of the 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results= 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 
endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 



Where else can you get the fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are using, to 
imrpove the condition of your players? 

~i SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop and maintain your players fitness throughout 

the season. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish fitness work but if they know they are using 
the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you climb the league. Elite 
Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly points at the end of 
games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up niggly injuries and keep 
your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper fitness plan - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

[ ~ StGN u~ NOW 

So~ how 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact fitness plans. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

today. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ~/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow(~,coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media ~i In Association with the LMA 



Fl’lim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 12:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Transform yo ur Blank Walls 

Anson, Wall Graphics are an easy upgrade for your 
facility 

Cerfforming k&~alf SId~z sle ~tl~ essy way cleate 
~ppeal~ng ~tmosphere. They provide ~ "psi~]ted 

logo d~splayed ols your walls, B~gSigns,com ca~ help you. 

Our Dura-Skit~ Wall F~bric is a gre-’,tt way to dress up 
smooth aurfacea Nk~ dry %’al~ ~nd ~r~ e~sy te ~nstalL 
BigS~gns~com a~so offers Dura-Flex Wall Frame Systems, 
at~ot, v~g you to turn s b~a~q~ wat~ ~nto a dy~sm~c brs~d~g 
gu~ph~c, The grapMc ~s stretched t~gh{ s~d ca~s be chs~sged 
out easily to ~romote muNpls spo~ts dudqg the yea~. 

Anse~, BigSigns,corn has top ~otch 
services [or your ..’~ext project. Give t..’-~e 

quote here, Ser:d me a digital photo of the area you wa:?t 
[o brat~d, {he dit..’-~e..’~sions and your loges or photos and 
will ,h~ve my desigt: team c~e~te a mock up to.< you. 

Corey Leonard 

smooth wall sui!ace~s iil<;e dry wall 

Click her® for a Quote 

800o790W~;I i 
See Other Products: Media Backdrops, Fealher Flags, GatorAds, ChampionsMp Ba~ner~. Step Sigms 

Click hece roe ~ Quote. 

BigSi,q:ns corn, 122 S Harbor Dd’~e S:.iite 101 :: Grand Ha,len, Mi 49417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 1:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Warm-Ups tbr $29 or Less’. Shop the GTM Outlet 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

Warm-Up Outlets 

FREE SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive free shipping on aU orders delivered in the United States 

ABOUT GTM EMA~L SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH GTM 

,~;, 2012, GTM SPORTSWEAR@. iNC. 52g McCALL RD, MANHATTAN, KANSAS g65g2 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questi,~ns regarding th~s email please call 1 g?h51g.2807 ~[!t:~:..!2~[~ to chat w~th a customer service representative 

or email i::~qs;2~oF9:.n:.cc.m Please do nol ~epl~" rJirectly to this emaih 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Video with George Gelnovatch - Univ. OfVirgiNa - Teach Passing Drill 

TheCoaches Insider ~i 1877.386.4840 

~ 

[~ S ..... Newsletter J 



Team Passing Drill-Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach George Gelnovatch teaches a Team Passing 

Provided by Cha~’~pior~sh{p Productio~s 

Simon Hartley - Be World Class 

Mental toughness is a term that’s used a lot these days. Coaches know 

the importance of having players with mental strength. However, many 

experienced coaches say they have seen these characteristics 

become increasingly scarce in recent years. Toughness is becoming a 

highly prized commodity... 

Shooting Technique-Watch it Here! 

Facebook J~:i Twitter 

Watch a review ef techf~ique when shooting to score. 

Provided by DVDSoccerOoach 

Breadbent and Dikranian to be inducted i~to the NSCAA Hall of Fame 

YVbrld Ct~p hosl Brazil strt~gg~es 1o fi~ stadiums 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz@mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 11:00 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Nov 15th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Nov 15th, 2012 

Thursday’s TV: Mexico playoffs 

FA cup on Fox Soccer: Atrincham - Burton A[bion at 2:30pm. Liga MX p[ayoffs on Univision Deportes: Monterry - Tijuana at 
8pm and Te[emundo: Chivas - To[uca at 10pm. Copa SudameFicana on Fox DepoFtes: Mi[[onaFios - GFemio at 7pm. All Times 
Eastern 

Their Words 

"This is the return of the prodigal son. From its inauguration, the plan was to make Chivas 
USA the son of Chivas de Guadalajara. Along the way it got away from that and the clubs 
suffered a divorce in philosophy and structure." Chivas USA ownsr Jorg~ V~rgar~. 

Five From Russia 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Nov 15, 2012) US Soccer P[ayers - On Wednesday, the USA fai[ed to [ose against the 9th- 

ranked team in the wor[d. Let me stop you before [erring me know FIFA Ranking is meaning[ess. Let’s just assume that a 

team having no troub[e in UEFA qua[ifying is qua[ity, certain[y not business as usua[ by CONCACAF standards. The setting and 

the circumstances didn’t favor the US. Lacking options, they put together a game that equa[ized the threats Russia showed 

ear[y and often. Here are the four things I took from watching an ear[y morning friend[y. 

The Attack 

Russia moving ear[y took the g[oss off of anything short of a series of quick US counterattacks. What that overshadowed ear[y 

on was a US forward paring capab[e of seeing [ines and creating threats. Though it deve[oped s[ower than some might have 

[iked, The Jozy A[tidore - Hercu[ez Gomez partnership had its moments. Their sty[es aren’t as comp[imentary as a traditiona[ 
strike partnership and there weren’t [ong periods of sustained pressure. Instead, there were enough suggestions that these 

two wou[d produce a goal That kept Russia’s defenders in p[ace and their transitions careful Eventua[[y, that a[so created 

opportunity for the United States. 

Howard 

Once again, Tim Howard made the kind of saves that are famitiar to anyone paying attention to what he does with Everton. 

At dub [ever, Howard is the difference between a team threatening to take a European spot at the expense of significantty 

more expensive squads and one fighting for respect in the middte of the tabte. With that in mind, it’s hard to overptay his 

importance. There’s this idea that teams are supposed to have backups for the backups, but it’s a strength that the US has 

the rarest in a series of truty etite goatkeepers. Continue reading "Five From Russia" ~ 

Quote Sheet: Russia 2 - USA 2 

Coach Jurgen Klinsmann 

On the match a~ainst Russia: 



"We saw a very entertaining game. Russia proved why they are one of the best teams in Europe, and we wanted to see how 

good we are against such a strong team. I think you saw we can compete with very good teams in the world. The way our 

team fought back twice after being down a goal was great. It showed a lot of personality. It showed a lot of character. This 

is a young team, and a team that is growing. We are pleased with the game overall, and to score in the last minute was 

great." Continue reading "Quote Sheet: Russia 2 - USA 2" >> 

U.S. fortunate to escape Russia with draw in final match of 2012 - from SI.com’s Grant Wahl: It’s fair to ask if Michael 

Bradley may now be making The Leap. 

USA ends year with more questions - from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaerlaeckens: Stunned, Russia pursued the go-ahead goal 

with fresh gusto. 

Flashes and questions define Josh Gatt’s U.S. debut - from Pro Soccer Talk’s Richard Farley: but the bigger picture was an 

encouraging if mixed bag. 

Three things we learned from a balmy night in Krasnodar - from MLSsoccer.com’s Matthew Doyle: What he should get 

credit for is pressuring the Russian backs and checking to midfield constantly .... 

Liga MX needs to take a break during international dates - from Goal.com’s Brent Latham: and FIFA has gone to great 

lengths to set up a calendar to avoid these sorts of conflicts. 

Friday’s TV 

Ligue 1 on Univision Deportes: Lorient - LiLLe at 2:30pm ET. 

e!se {r~ p!a~e: ~is m~st-~ead .you c~r~ 

0,/{ k    f 1(/007< ] o ..,,1 7ot~ 0t~tI~ ....................................................................................................................................................................... 

C~ick here to safe~V unsubscribe from "USSoccerP~ayers." C~ick here to view mai~inR archives, here to chanRe your preferences, or here to subscribe 

Privacy 

Your requested content deriveW powered by FeedBtitz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, ~ 01776, USA. +I .978.776.9498 





Why Vertical Integration is a 
Game Changer Throughout the 
Economy 

tSro~ ght to yo~,.’ by Vistage ]nternatio~af 

Inspirato: Your Club Within 
Cl~ubCorp 

members e:sjoy the ~uxu~-y 

Mental Toughness in Sales? 
You’d Better Believe It! 
by Sarah Frey, NS, CNT 8,. Robert Neff, 

P h.~D., C ,,’vYr 

Power Brunch 
For gFidiFo~ pat"ries, these ,~e~r~},o 
dishes jus~ ca~ ’~ be bea~ 
by Robin Barr Sussman i Photo by R.3, 

Hinkle 

An Alternative to Win/Lose Negotiation 
A Resourc~ ~OF Achieyi~g ~’b’7,%/M,qn Resuit~ 

by w2wlink expert ]ean Lewis 

FIJI Water Delive~~ 2013 ClubCorp Tournaments 

a:sd ter~5, f~c~Ht~es~ ~ the U~ted States, 

You~-s~s:e~sts h] 201.3. {-3e o~] the }ooko~t 
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courses and some distributed products; it is not valid for customers in Australia and New 

~- 
~b~b~~r;s~rences here 

Hurt]an Kinetics 11607 N. I~larket St. I Champaign IlL. 16182~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPNMag Coaches Fundraising <coachesprogram@espnmail.com> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 12:13 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

How can a great gift help your team? 

ESPN Coaches Fundraising I Request New Kit >> 

.:~ Your Team Keeps 75% of Each Order! 

Back to School...Back to Fundraising! 

ESPN The Magazine 

The holiday season is rapidly approaching and 
a 2-year subscription to ESPN The M~gaz#~e 

is the perfect gift for spor~s enthusiasts, 

%qth our free fundraising kit, your team can 
sell 2-year subscriptions to ESPN The Ma~azine 

(new, gift or renewal) and KEEP 75% of the money[ 
By selling just 30 magazine subscription 

orders, your team can make $900! 

If you sell gO orders, your team keeps $1,500. 
if you sell lOe orders, your team keeps 

No minimums, no deadlines, and no inventory to store, 

Click on the link below to get started! 

Request New Kit > > 

Insider: Magazine subscribers also receive exclusive access to ESPN Insider and 
the ESPN The Magazine App for iPad for FREE! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commenta~’@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 9:24 PM 

Dor~ance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Converting Pessimists Into Optimisks 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ ManaF~e your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Find arid feilow Michael,,, 

Michael ]osephson is a noted radio ,::of;~mentabr arid the 
foul:de! an,’t preside~:t of ti:e ne:!p~’efit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

Help keep this .."..e,,,’~’sk_,tter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

i~ews~etter and ~s the What W~ Matter Bbg, We 

the bbg home~a~}e at WhatWillMatter.com and browse 
around, arid that yo~ do so 
are ~nvited to send your co~i-~me~ts d~recdy 
~osephso~s at michael~osephson@~iethics,or~, 
us w~sa~ you flfink of the newsletter and bbg ~n genera~ 
a~sd !:~e sew features ~n part~cu~ar~ and don’t forgot to 

~oin us on Facebook and ~e~ t~e What Will Matter app 
fO~ yOU~" sma~phone. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the saie of Mkhaei’s 
books and CDs support 

education i~ schools, Shop here 

So Much to Be Thankful For 
[ be£~in t~e 80t£ week o[ these commentaries with 

the days ~eadk~9 up to Thankseq~!). H~gh on my ~st 

to touch some ~ves ~n a meaningful way. 

I am grateful that I’ve fi~atiy ioan:od tha.: feeBg a~d 
expressing gra[itude is a.::tua~liy a ~:~reat gift itsei[, 
disI~osition toward the (iay, towar(i rr:y work and toward 
my iifo i~provos dralr:aticatly wi:en ~[ took at 

This i:as boo~: o~e of the it.-)os.: difficuit years of it.-)y life. 
Sew,-rat of my daughters have iw,-oded medical 
and my marria~:]e of 2,0 years bs (tissolved. My heai~h 
basicaily good but the deteriostion of my ~.~ind and ~>ody 
has dearly begun, ~ have more aches 
er~er~y and 
Read more 

ii~iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

Lessons From a Carrott 
E~[q and Coffee Bean 

trauma a~d .tragedy ..... like 
ilir~ess or ~n)~ry, deat~ o1: a 

{:hock out Michael’s 
Quotes & Observations 

r~:oti\,ationai 
printabie!) gee.sos 
posted ~his week, 

Dorit do any[hir~:~ today 
that wilt da.."keri 

Get a paper copy 

education? Visit o~r Character 
Educator BIogo Ro~:ently Isstod: 

Meet the New Faces of CHARACTER 
COUNTS! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

Keep ti:at charade!-buiiding 
message front alid colitor, .Display 
postoI°s alsd ba~:liors to raise 
awareness a~ri(t distrib~te pe..’~cils, 

pins, wrist i>ands, rit~t~u:s, and 
stickers as pri:zes ti:roughout the 
yeast, Buy now >> 

£;~:~ok ar~ Anti-Bullyi ng Workshop 

sci:ool ciilr:ate, Learn more >> 



unavoidable, The question 
Wiil these private caiamitiea 
erode our capacity to be 
happy or cause Ins go be~2ome 
s~ronger and bette~ able ~o 

I~fe? 
Listen or read more 

Moral Courage - The 
Engine of Integrity 
Mignon McLaughlin teits us, 
"People are made of ilesh and 
b~ood and a m~rade fiber 
c~Hed courage/~ Courage 
comes ~n b~vo forms: 
co(H’a~e a~d mor~ 
Physica~ courage is 
demonstrated by acts of 
bravery where persorsa~ harm 

preserve cherished 
Listen or read more 

Converting Pessimists Into 
Optimists 
Every full life has i~s bright 
days and its (lark days, its 
triumphs and defeats, 
calm an8 s~ormy seas, 

ex#e~ences couh~ justify 
v~ewhsg the pas~ through the 
~ens of gratitude or 
d~sappoh-~tmenL i~w~d the way 
we characterize o~r hh~tory 

wH~ de~emdne whe~be~ we 

hopefu~ expectations or 
anxious trepMadom 

Listen or read more 

Ask What Can You Do For 
Your Country 
Lq i96t, Presiden~ ~0hr~ F, 
Kem:edy inw>ked my 
generatiop to "Ask not what 
your country can 8o for you 

your country/~ We are 
fortunate to Hve ~n a free and 

so~d~ers serve theh" fellow 

Listen or read more 

Trust Involves Character 
and Competence 
Today, I want ~o [alk abou[ 

the qualities that generate 
trust, flr: talking about being 
trusb, vord’,y, not bua[im~ 
others. There’s a relationship 
between the two co~cept% 

but a derision to trust 

mora~ obligation, 
Listen or read more 

See and comment 

What we have (ior!e for 
ourseives alone dies 
with us; what we bare 
done [or others arid the 

work~ remah~s and is 
~mmo~tak 
See and comment 

it’s very hard to accept 
and cope wi[h the 
reality that everythin9 
t>rokep cannot be fixed 

and that every problem 
cannot be so~ved, A~ 
you can do ~s accept 
and adapt, makMg the 
bes~ ou~ of the bes~ 
you can do, 
Comment 

Thank you, Veterans, 
Whatever our views on 
war ~n ger~era~ or mW 

a mora~ duty._ 
Read more comment 

~,ta~ ~ler~ co.mr~:ents 
on Memo From Michael: 
Celebrating 800 Weeks 
of Commentaries: 
"Ti:ank you for the 

perspective on the 

refreshing, Wish 
~n Waah~ngton could 

we a~ want reusonab~e 

~i~’~s~ [’~OX com:"der~ts 

Worth Seeing: 
Sometimes You lust 
Have to Lay Down Your 
Head and Rest: "Your 
#oste!’s are 
awesome~ Our 
and grar~dchHdren need 
to see posters ~l<e th~s 

a~thedme..and the 
more positive tBMgs we 
pe~ ou~ ehere ~be be~er 
we can he~p make 

Live Backwards: "i think 
Mr. ;oaephson’a 
message ~s ..’i~ht ori 
target, it is easy to iive 
your life doMg m~sch~ef 
and creating chaos, ~t ~s 
much harder to bye your 
~fe as though ~t ~s your 

to ~eave the world a 
bette: piece, Your ~fe ~s 
~ke go~d, spend R 

Our Character Develo#ment Seminars 
equip educators a.qd youti:-service 
leaders to be effective characte: 
e, dLP:tators, Upcoming seminars: 

Nov. 28-30~eles >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

OIlY we[>ina!s ,’are 8 (:oDvenieDt~ 

affordabie way to lea::~ vaiuable 
ci: a racter.-deveiopment techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

City Requires Sportsmanship Class for 
Parents 

Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 



:: :~ :: Michael 

Josephson 

<h~-~s~t~r~t? Book Michael 3osephson~ 

learn more~ 

Your donations enabie ~s [o el:i:er se~’vi.::es arid resources like d~is newsiette..", Donate 

Prevent this newsiette~ fi’om bm~;ing in your junk folder by 
vou~" mJdr~s~, book o!" a~p:owd s~mde!" list. 

984t/\4~pod 8bd. [~300 i ’Los/\rtf~,~i~,,~ ~. CA 9g045 I 8g0-.71 t ..2~70 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.org 

,!~}201 i{ Josephson institute. 

Manage newsletter subscriptions [ Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 6:54 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Brand New Premier Sock Tape! 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 11:47 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Coaching plans from Wenger, Ancelotti and 70 others 

CO# CH#~,~G PLANS FROM W2~NGER #NCEL 0 TT/ AND 7#, OTHERS/ 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series 
Volumes 3 and 4 include full coaching ..... 
sessions written by Ars~ne Wenger, 
CaHo Ance/otti, Roberto Mancini, 
Andr~ Villas-Boas and 88 other 
professional coaches in book format. 

For a full list of coaches included and 
details of their sessions, p~ease c~ick 

here. 

These brand new books from Elite Soccerwill provide you with a whole range of 
diverse professional coaching plans. The caliber of the coaches in these new 
volumes is simply extraordinary. 

Published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA), these 
two books come with a professional seal of approval. With Elite Soccer: The 
Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 4 you will always be able to find a training 
session to meet the specific needs of your team and to help you improve your 
results! 

Because of our partnership with the LMA, we can provide full coaching sessions 
written by the best managers in the best league in the world= There is no observed 
or recycled content. It is absolutely true to say that no other organisation in the 
world can offer you this coaching intelligence. 

#~ A F©~@~ T TO SL~T YOU 

You can get your copies of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 
4 in a format to suit you. If you want a complete catalogue of sessions, spiral- 
bound with a plastic cover to protect it from the elements - order print copies. If you 
like to prepare on your computer prior to training and pick out individual training 
sessions - order them in PDF. Make the book work for you by choosing the format 
that suits your coaching style. 

SO HOW MUCH? 
Today, you can get Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 4 in 
both print and PDF format for just $83. That is just $1.15 a session! 

So, what are you waiting for? Complete your Elite Soccer collection - act now to 
guarantee your copy. 

Yours in soccer, 



Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If 
you’re not happy with your book, just let me know and I’ll give you a full refund. 

Green Star Media In Association with the LMA 
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Friday’s TV 

L.igue 1 en Univisien Depertes; {.orient - LiUe 

Their Words 

Liga MX: Monterrey 0 - Tijuana 1 

Ed$ar Castfl(o 8or the start for Tijuana in their 1 o0 opening ~eg win in their quarterfina~ series with Monterrey. US Under-20 

Nationaf. Team prayer Grog Ga~ subbed on m the 7gd~ minute and scored ~he game’s only gee( in q~e g6th minu[.e. The 

series concludes on Sunday in Tijuana. Joe Co~ ona was on the bench for Ti}uana. 

Bocanegra expected to miss six weeks 

The apparent hamstring strain t:hat: led to United States National Team <aptain Car{os ~ocane9ra subbing out h~ the ’t 8th 

nlinute of the Russia - USA friendfy on Wednesday is a torn hamstring in his [eft fe~. According to his (:~ub Racing Santander’s 

official site. goeanegra wiI[ need six weeks of reeoviHy. 

Picking an MLS keeper 

ByJason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Nov 14, 2012) US Soccer Pf.ayers -- Goalkeepers are an odd breed, Not necessarily in 

pe~rsenality, though they eft:on carry, as a ~r~)~J~> , a ~reputat~on ~er being se[T~e o~ ~:he stranger charac~:ers in the game. 

~oa[keepe~s alre an odd b~eed because finding one you can ~epend on week in and week eu[ ~sn’[ as easy as i[ migh[ seem, 

Because theh act ~s mostly so~o in a sport that requhes the rest of the team to operate in harmony pk:king a goa]keeper 

isn’t the same as signing say~ a [eft back. 

The teams sdU standing in the ~¢tLS ptayoffs ab. went abou[ choosing their keepers in very different manners, ye[ aU found 
rest [~ne of defense they trust ~rnphc~tb/. Despite the oddity of the keeper-finding p~ocess~ ~t’s Uke so many other personnel 

tasks in tsCL.S in that the~e are a myriad o~ ways t:o ge~: the job done, and no parth::uiar rou~e stands eu~: as the most 

effective. 

So, how do you find yoursetf a goaf.keepe~ LhaL can help you make the conference finals? Any way you can. 

Galaxy,’ number one Josh Saunders is the journeyman who spent muttip[e seasons in the second division, always bouncing 

between ~ebs. Atter backing up high-priced signin~ Donevan Rk:ke~:~:s l:h~eugh three seasons, Saunders made the most 
chance duHn9 a Ricke[ts injury absence and effectively grabbed [he ~ob for good web before LA traded Ricketts to Mon[rea~. 

before the 20i 2 campaign. 

It was Saunders in gear when the Galaxy took home a title in 20i 1. His ernergence as a clear number one afiowed the Galaxy 

to shed payroU by trading Ricket[.s and bo[s~er the [.eam e{sewhere for 2012, One could say ~he Gataxy go~ [ucbi with 

Saunder% but then. they did sign him as a backup h~ the first p{ace. 

The Ga]axy’s Western Conference opponent% the Seatt]e Sounders, faced the task of rep]acing a ]egend heading into 2012. 

With Kasey KeUer’s retirernent, the Sounders had b~g shoes to t:~1[ in net both from a gee{keeping and leadership standpoint. 

Seattle went international signing AustMan goalkeeper Michae] Ospun’dng. Over the course of the season, Ospurning 

~us~:ified the decision with ten shutouts and a [.eague-h~ading gears against average for starters, The Sounders approach is 

p~obaM.y the most atypical, for MLS, but it’s ~ifficu{t to argue d~ey didn’[ get a good return on [hei~ investment Continue 

reading "Picking an ~LS keeper"- 

World-class players Michael Bradley~ Tim Howard need more help o from The Sperth~g News’s ]3Man Straus: The Row ef 
pray didn’t lavor the Americans, hue the scoreboaKI doesn’t 

D.C. United’s Nick DeLeon rising to the occasion in playoffs ¯ i;om The Washington Thnes’ Thomas Royd: Fans across 
~eague certainfy have ~ea~ ned as much in the past week. 

For Sounders, all-out attack on Galaxy is necessary but risky - from The Seattle Times’ Joshua Mayors: "It’s a bit of a cat- 
and. mouse game," said midfietde~ B~ad Evans, 



Referee executive clarifies comments: Hainault deserved a red card .. from MLSsocce~ .corn’s Gre~ L@.as: "I made the 

initiaf s~atem~nt o~ my rea{-tm~e opinion w~hout having the adva~ta.q,e of a repfay," he continued. 

John Motson: Maradona, Van Basten~ Gazza and now Ibrahimovic... my top 10 international ~oals ever - from Th~ Dai{y 

Weekend TV: Lond@n derby 

S~turday 

P~emier League on ESPN2: Arsenal. ¯ Spurs at 7::10am. On Fox Soccer: WSA ¯ Chef.sea at 10am, Norwich - Manchester UniLed 

at: 12pm~ I.i~erpoo~ - Wisan a~: 2: ~{}pm~ and Newcastle - Swansea at 5pro. On Fox So(:(:e~ P~us: Manc:hest:e~ Cb:y - Ash:on Villa 

at 10am~ Reading - EverEon aE 12pro, and QPR. Southampton at 2pro. Championship on be]N: Card~ff ¯ M~d~{esbrough at 

12pro. 

Bundesf}ga on Go{TV: Numbers - Bayern Munich at 9::}0am and Bayer Leve~ kusen - Scha[ke at i 2:}0~m. E~edwisie on ESPN 

DeperLes: Den Haa~ .. PSV at 12:45pm. Ligue 1 on Univ~sion Deportes: PSG - Rennes at 11am (6pro on beiN) and VMenc~ennes 

- Montpe[~}er ~t 2pro. Sede A on be]N: Juventus - Lazio at 12pro. L~ Lisa on be~N De,often: Osasun~ - Mab~ga ~t 10~n’u 

Va{enda - Espanyo~ al: 12pm~ ~ar~:e~ona - :Earaf~oza al: 2pro (same time on be~N) and Real t,~adrh:l ~ 9i~bao at: 4prn (same time 

on 

Lisa ,~4J4 p[ayoffs on Univisk)n Depo~tes: Club America - Mo~elia at 6pro. Te[emundo has Leon o Cruz Azul at 8pro. A~ Times 

Sunday 

MLS Conference finafs secondo[egs on NBC Spo~ts Network and Um,,ds}on Depo~tes; DC ~ Houston at 4pm~ and ESPN: Seattle - 

[.g at 9pro. 

~s~otherwe~[ at 7:4§am. 

Bundes[i@ on GofTV: We~der Bremen o Fortuna Dusseldorf at 9:30am. Erediv~sie on ESPN Depo~tes: Utrecht - %~,,ente at 

7: 30am and Ajax - ~NV Ven[o a~ 9::}(}am. Ligue 1 on Univ~sion ~)e~on:es: Lyon - Reims at: 1(}am, SeMe A on ~e~N: ~n~er t~il.an - 

Cagl.~aM at 9am, Fiorentina ¯ Atalanta aL lpm~ and Sampdoria ¯ Genoa at 2:45pm. La Lisa on belN Deportes: Granada - 

A~:keHo:~ ~adrM a~ 1:45pro and SevHka - Bells at: :~:45prn, 

Lisa ,~4JK p[ayoffs on Univi.qon: Tolu(:a - Chivas at 1 pro, and Univision Deportes; Ti}uana 

E~st~rn 

Serie A on betN: Roma - "[’orh~o at: 2:45pm E:’T, 

::~:: FeedBlitz Top Slot 

::::+;]:: FeedBlitz SecondaB!Slot 

l c:     I 

Click here to sa~ely unsubscribe fro ~, ’LIf;Sn!-cerP;nye;,~." Click here to view mailing/archives, here to change your pre[erences, o; here to subscribe , PrivetV ~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Posiliv Performance Consulting <Iindse)~positivepefform.com@mai158.usl.mcs~’.net> 

Friday, November 16, 2012 1:28 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Mental Toughness Newsletter 

Words of 
Wisdom 

through athli.~ti::s 

ihat many .’if t~s first 

that fear car: be 

tamed that on a 

team the whole is 

the ability to be 

What’s 
happening 
Reading: T~=) ant k; 

Ov~.m=;te’.d- We all 

at~ribtd:e Mozu~ rt’s 

sta~ed training at 

the age of 3 By the 

time he composed 

h~s Ist symphony 

th~n 15 ye~rs 

Is a Rigid Mindset 
Holding You Back?... 
You knowthe player: he or she is 

so ridiculousfy hard on themselves 

tha~ they might as weft be playing 

with handcuffs on. They obsess 

about mistakes, they have anxiety 

about failure that hasn’t even 

happened~ they are at t~mes even 

hmder on ~hemse]ves ~han you are 

on them. 

One of the biggest issues f see 

repeatedly in ~W work with athletes 

is ~he tendency to expec~ perfection, 

be obsessive about details~ be 

competitive to the point of making 

themselves s~ck wi~h anxiety, t call R 

a hig~d’ mindset. High standalds are 

of course desirable, and ff you ask 

any coach ~hey’d ebv~ously prefer 

perfectionist atMetes ove~ 

unmotivated and lazy. But the 

proMem with th~s perfectionism is 

that ~t a~most always ~eads to 

anxiety, fea~, and unnecessary 

stress. 

I know this because I had this 

tendency myseff. And the upside 

was that this ~igid mindset kep~ me 

in the gym shooting fo~ hours, made 

me ~i~ weights on days when my 

body wake up screaming, and 

wou~dR’t ~et me quit uRt~l ] dM the 

entire workout, she[ a perfect swish, 

or won whatever competition I was 

engaged in ~t was a very good tMng 

when applied ~e my work e~hic, 

But then I got a litlle elder and my 

work ethic was solidified. I was in the 

habit of outworking people, ~ was set 

~t~ my routines of shoot~ng and ti~ting 

and mnnh]g. I knew how and what 

to do to keep me at the top of my 

game. 

A Busy 
November.. 
A big t~ank you to ell ef 

Thar:k you to the coaching 

staff and players for theh- 

dedication to Met=tel 

Pefom~ance lrsir:ing! fe 

And f started noticing that this 



mentality that had gotten me so far~ 

was ~ow holdi~g me back when it 

came to corr~peti[ion~ And this is 

’~y: 

when we take it i~to performance 

a~d campedtia~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 12:49 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

JUST ARRIVED! ..New Nike & Presicion GK 









"Discover the four cardinal rules for fi#ing in fitness. 
And why if even one of the four cardinal rules is 
missing your best intentions will fail." 

Hi Anson Dorrance, 

I remember a few years back when we first coined the 
term ..’because it fits’. Within a few weeks everyone from 
car dealers to property developers picked up on it and 
started using it as a marketing ploy to sell the perception 
that what they offered was your perfect fit. But what does it 
really mean to achieve a true body fit, and why does it 
matter anyway? 

To go beyond the limiting beliefs we inevitably absorb, a 
reliable process is needed for objective clear thought to 
emerge. I’ve found the symmetry of our physical foundation 
provides a crucial point of reference for logical analysis, if 
it’s to have the scope to match reality as it is. Case in point: 
our musculo-skeletal system gives us an understanding of 
structure. It cooresponds to that component of our mental 
landscape related to stability - our ability to get ’down to the 
bone’ to the root of things. 

I recently had the opportunity to observe this first hand 
when I had my two front teeth restored and repaired. When 
the dentist originally worked on them, she didn’t leave 
enough space for them to move comfortably with changes 
in muscular tension throughout the day. This resulted in 
pressure on my skull and even threw out the symmetry of 
my spine slightly, leading to a generalized weakness and 
pain that I suddenly began experiencing. What was 
perhaps even more disconcerting was the headache I 
would get when I tried to think. 

It was an eye opener to observe directly how restricting the 
movement of my teeth affected the alignment my whole 
skeletal structure. And how closely the mind follows the 
pre-established pattern of the body. We’re made with 
absolute perfection aren’t we? It reminded me to never take 
for granted the precision with which our body and mind fit 
seamlessly together. I’ll never regret the years I’ve spent 
figuring out how to design exercise to mould my body into 
its perfect pattern. Little did I guess it would not only give 
me a keen awareness of my own body, it was this very 
same program which also fortified the ’will to do’ to 
communicate with the doctor exactly what I needed. 

... enter your name and email Here ~ if all you want for 
Xmas is everything your two front teeth signify, aka, how to 
fail-proof fitness to fit in. After all isn’t that really what it 
comes down to? 

Ignite Passion, 
Suzanna 

Fourteen years ago we 
founded Body’Fit LifeTM... 
facilitating individuals and 
groups in a method that 
accelerates learning the 
complete pHx routine in just 
21 days. The overall success 
of this system has 
empowered participants to 
establish a regular and 
consistent routine of habit 
force and most excitedly, 
consistent health fitness 
results for peak living and 
business achievement. 

What’s pHx? Its exercise that 
fits. My (Suzanna’s) curiosity 
over the last 35+ years of 
doing the routine daily, and 
seeing the restorative results, 
led me to research and test 
the physiological parameters 
behind the specialized series, 
and more fully comprehend 
why pHx works so easily 
within minutes. 

My formal physiotherapy 
background served me well in 
assessing the inductive 
research undertaken; I ask 
you to please read the ~ >> 
story. It stands as one of the 
most complete effective 
fitness programs developed to 
date. You’ll never regret your 
decision to include it. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 8:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thanks to THIS...(We made the tournament) 

The NCAA Soccer tournament is entering the 

second roun& and it reminds me of a story. 

I heard fiom this video: 

Made Tournament Because of This < - - - 

In the video it talked about a *NEW* soccer 
traiNng program that helped a soccer team 

make the NCAA tournament. 

What was really impressive was not oNy 

they made the toumaJnent because of 

this new training, but the fact that 

it was their first appearance in DECADES ! 

They give this new soccer tro~ning 

program a]l the credit for their new 

found success, so I wanted to share 
it with you here: 

New Soccer TraiNn~ Program < - - - 
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Monday’s TV 

Houston wins the East 

Houston drew 1-1 with DC on the night at RFK Stadium, taking the Eastern Conference final series 4-2 on aggregate. 

Oscar Gareia scored fo~ Houston in th(} :X~d minute, wit:h granko Bosl~o\dc (eqbatizin$ for Uni~(ed 

LA wins the West 

The Los Angeles Gaf.axy wi[[ host Houston in the 2012 MLS Cup. with both wiidca~d teams advancin£1 on Sunday. In 

Seattle. the Sounders tho~ht they had t~ken art early [e~d on the night only to have Eddie Johnson’s o#ener c:at[ed for 

offsi~e~ Johnson responded with a 12Lh minute go~{~ and it was 2.0 Seattle when Zach Scott scored in the 5/th. That cut 

2 LA on agf~f~}~ate. The re~ere~} fed ~::ard~}d Osva[do ~l.onso as ~:he f~al’ne ended, shewinf~ h~ a se~:o~x] yeUow for diss~}nt. 

Berry named MLS Rookie of the Year 

Chicago’s Austin Berp,~ is Maio~ League Soccer’s Rookie of the Year, MLS announced on Monday. Belqy fed across a[~ of 
~hi? votin?, b[ocks~ rece~vin(~ over haL~ t:h(~ votes in ~:he c{ub and ~edia s(~c~ions and ov(~r ~0:L of ~:he player votes. A{so 

announce~ on Monday, Berry’s teammate Logan Pause is the 2012 ~ndividua[ Fag Piay whiner and the New England 

~evol.ution won l:h~ ~eam Fair P~ay award. 

Tijuana advances in Li.~a ALX playoffs 

Tijuana and Monter~ ey d~ew 1.1 on Sunday night, v’,,id~ Tijuana advancing to the Liga ~’sX Apertu~a semifina[s 2.1 on 

aggregate. Pab[o Agui[ar opened the scoring fo~ T}juana in the 51st minute with Monte[lay equa]iz}sg deep into 

stoppage time at the Esta~io Cai~ente. Edgar Cast~{o started for T~juana wid~ ~irst-ie~ hero Grog Garza subbing on in 

the 71st minute. Joe Corona was on the bench. Tijuana wiU face ~eg~]ar season lsbp{ace finishers To[uca in the next 

roLEnd, W~)(~ advanced []-2 ever C~)iv~s. In the o~h@r semifinal, series. Leon wil.{ ~)l.ay Club America. The semifinals rna~:ch 

the to9 ~our regu{ar season f}~}shers against each other. To{uca holds that tieb~eake~ advantage over Tijuana. who 

~}nished 2nd in ~:he regular sessen, 

National Teamers Abroad: Tou~h ~ames in the Premier LeaRue 

tt was tough ~oin~ fol’ Americans in England’s Premier League ove~ the weekend, with two Nadonaf. Teamers Abroad 

t:[bbs ~ivi~g up five goa~s. Spurs w~re en 1:he wren8 s~de o~ a [~-2 I.oss ~:o Afse~al. at l:h~ Emifal:es Stadibm. W~th 

Tottenham ~akin~ the lead in the 10th minute. ~oM scorer Emmanuel A~ebayor exited to a red c~d eight minutes 

Arsenal led 2-t at the break~ with Clint Dempsey subbm~ on for the second~ha[f. Gareth Bale scored fo~ Spurs in the 

70~h minute to make it 4.2~ and AFsenat ~o~ their fifd~ ~oM of the ~arne in stoppage dine. 

N ’rn sad, t’m disappointed," Adebayor told his cl.ub’s offida[ site. I scored my first ~oak of tl~e season and t was so 

happy~ but the~ it was a .~0o50 bail ~ went for ~t and the ~eferee dec~ded to gwe me a red c:a~d. It was d~ff~cu~t to let the 

l:ea[T~ dow~ like that. ~ 

who feU behind in the 43rd rn]mJte ~nd game up fou~ more goa~s in the sec:ond@~atf. V}Ua manager Pau~ Lambert 

~)oh~ted to a questionable penalw ca[[ h~ favor of Ci~:y in the 5~Ith as the point of no return k)r his cl.ub. 

"Hew he caU ~hat: a~ an import:ant: poin~ in the ?,ame? He’s got t:o be lg0 ~. I am ’t0{} i’, sure it wa~.~n’t a {)ena[ty. 

tt’s the wrong decision. In big £1ames, you’ve ~ot to cal.[ tl~ese thin% right and that was definitely 

Af.so in the Premier Lea£1ue, Tim Howard and Everton I.ost 2.1 to Reading at the Madejstd Stadium. Eve~ton led from a 

10th n’dnute Steven Naisrnith goa{~ but Reading equa{ized in the 5t st and converted a 79th minute penalty for" the win. 

Continue reading "Rational. Teamers Abroad: Tough games in the Premier League" ,, 

WinninR the North London derby 

gyJ Hutcherson - WASHfNGTON~ DC (Nov t9~ 2012) US Soccer Players - It’s easy to trot out the standard coachospeak 



Ik)~{OWi~g Arrsei’lal.s ~.~2 wiD ~:~v~r Tottenham in England’s Premie~ League on Sunda7. ~4ore specificaKy, b:’s a 5~2 win m 
one of that League’s most contentious derb~es~ a showdo~,,n of neighbors ~h~t’s supposed ~o be ~ hi~h~gh~ g~me. 

~nstead~ i~ hinged on an ear{y Fed card that ~urned the game ~rom com])etib~ve ~nl:o an attempt by S])urs no~: to ~et in so 
many ~oab, 

Though the announcers were quick with the recycled adages of how a man down can be an advantage, [.l~e reality was 

otMious for anyone bot:herh~g t:o war:oh. Against any team in the t:op hatf oi 1:he tabte. 11-vo 10 for 7:~ minutes should 

mean a {opsided [oss, Spurs were rio different, bu[. ih’s word~ asking what 5-2 ~ea{[y means for beth teams. 

For Spurs> the answer is easy enough. It’s a differenL game after Emmanuel Adebayor made his ex~L in ~he ~Sth minuLe, 

Essentia~bt~ their day was done. Teams aren’t supposed to ~ecover from their goa~ scorer trying a tackle that’s a h~gh 

percentage for a card ~nd a good chance the card in question w~K be ~ed, WiEh [he occas~ona{ Ruke of an exception, that 

So what about Arsenal our flveogoa] thriUers( For them, it’s not so easy. Until the 18th nlinute~ Spurs p~ayed the better 

s~w on the fie[d~ Tottenham’s game ~{~n looked [~ke an exe~ cise h~ bup, dng Arsenal early. ~t’s ~uite the statement of 

{)ur{)ose p{ayh~g at ~he EmiFates Sb~dium. sho~mg aside any ~espec~ for ~he opposit:k)n by pu~tmg your game on hJ~[ 

display. It was wo~dn$. Continue reading "Winning the North London derby" ,, 

Tuesday’s TV: Groups 

Champions League on Fox Soccer: Spartak Moscow o Barcefona at 12pn’u Juventus - Chelsea at 2:.’¢0pm, Oa[atasaray o 

Mancheste~ United at 5pro (2:30pro on Fox Soccer P[us), and Benfica ¯ Celtic at 7pro. A~t T~n?e~ E~stern 

Sponsor message 
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ge 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach-soccer com> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 7:46 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc edu> 

Claim your complimentary coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson 

Elite Soccer magazine is offering you the opportunity to claim a full 

coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson absolutely free 

The session focuses on attacking wing play and shooting. Key 

elements covered include quick interplay on the wing, crosses in to the 

danger area and shooting from outside the box D.’>/,~nbad it now and 

score more goals from the flanks 

$i~ Alex Fe~~]~.~sor~, manager, Manchester United, says: 

"This is a powerfu! session that encourages players to practice hard, 

perfect their roles and reinfome habits, and is at the heart of why we are 

regarded as such a potent attacking force in the Barclays Premier 

League." 

Coaching sessions direct from the men at the top 

Elite Soccer is a monthly e-magazine that contains six professional 

coaching plans in each issue, including at least one written by a 

current Premier League manager. You only get a limited amount of 

time to train with your team, make the most of it by using the most 

innovative coaching tactics from the best in the business. 

In recent times, Elite Soccer has included plans written by the likes of 

Roberto Mancini, Arscne Wenger, Carlo Ancelotti, Roberto Di Matteo, 

David Moyes, Roy Hodgson and many more. There is no observed or 

recycled content- these sessions come direct from the best coaches 

in the world. 

Make sure that you qg’,.,t~[}.i.;!i~.~! Sir Alex Ferguson’s session now to see 

what Elite Soccer can offer you and your team. 

Sessions that are easy to apply to your team 

manager, Manchester 
United, says: 

"Elite Soccer allows aspiring 

coaches to team what we do as 

professional managers to help 

them improve. I wish !’d had it 

when ! started coaching ." 

manager, Arsenal, says: 

"Elite Soccer is a fantastic 

magazine that helps coaches 

get the most out of their players. 

encourage aft my" coaches to 

read it. " 

I3avid ~oyes, manager, 
Everton, says: 



Elite Soccer is published in partnership with the League Managers 

Association (LMA), and our privileged access to this group will enable 

you to learn directly from the top professional managers in the English 

leagues. Use Elite Soccerto find out what these top coaches are 

working on with their players right now. 

The coaches write their sessions so that they are easy to follow and 

last approximately one hour They will tell you exactly what equipment 

you need, how many players are involved and how you can progress a 

session You can use as much or as little of a session as you need to 

meet your specific objectives for your team. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips, Elite Soccercan help in 

your quest to coach a successful, winning team. If you want to stay 

ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is 

the best coaching tool for the job Make a start now by ~3!~[~j Sir 

Alex Ferguson’s training session absolutely free 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

~.:~#~ ~.e~’¢~r publisher 

"There are a lot of soccer 

magazines about but none that 

present coaching plans from 

leading professionals in the 

same way and with the same 
quaiity that Elite Soccer does." 

Al~n P~rdew, manager, 
Newcastle United, says: 

"t took forward to reading Elite 

Soccer and finding out what 

other coaches are up to. 

We spend a huge amount of 

time working on our sessions. 

For coaches with fewer resources 

and smaller support teams, Elite 

Soccer can help tremendously." 

P.S. Elite Soccer is the monthly e-magazine that you can use to wow 

your players If players are bored in training, you can say "here’s a 

session they use at Manchester United" and watch the extra effort that 

generates. Make sure that you ,’iow!~li;ad your free session today. 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pianeta Sport <info@pianetasporLorg> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Pianeta Sport Newsletter 2010 

cesch city perm 
transfer by boa[ to St Mark’s 

manager throushout the tour 

hail-day g:Jided tours in: Venice 



pax .~ 1 free: 77900 pe~ 

meet & gleet at the ahpo~t ape!; arrival 

3 rflghDs irt Milan or Coma 

2 hai?.day g@ded t.surs i1~: Milan 

frill:d37 ptibiio boat till, at or: LDI, e Coma 

4 Isights ils R.:;me 

3 ~igh~ W= ffiorence 
14 meals 

3 gsmes 
pr~sx~l~ ce~.:sh a~ d~aposa~ 

coach city permits 

3 haiBday guided tau!s in Raffia, 

J 

29 pax ÷ t f~’ee: 842.00 per 

4 nights in Rams 

3 I%.ghts iri Naplea 

4 nights i!~ Flelence 

14 meals 

3 gsmas 

coacil city pen;~its 

2 half-day gs~lded tours in: Milar~ 8nd 

fulFday pt~bN,:; best ~icke~ c:<~s I.ske 

e~bance [icket to The Lbst Supper 

20 pax ÷ ! lies: 008,08 pet 

59 pax ~" i t~ee: ~7.00 per 

4 aigi~ts ia Rome 

3 nights i!~ Flelence 

coacil city permits 

Vatican and Fiole!;ce 

2 etfi~a!~ce tickets to the C:olise=.ii-~ and 

ROME & NAPLES: 7 sighte 

29 pax + ’i f~ee: 983,00 per 

4 !;igi;ts h; Rome 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
cos ch ~t disposed              coach cib’ ~eimits                    p~ivat¢ coac!-~ st disposal 

3 half-day guided tou:’s in: Roale. tour manage:" thioughout the toul 

e~: ~ r:ca ~:{:Ka~ 1:o Vst:cs~ rv~:sse~n~ vatica n and Na pies 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 ent;s,~ce t~ckets b the Col~se~,m, the 

C~pri ~s~nd-Napbs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 6:41 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New Nike Mercurial Just Arrived! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Performance Goalkeeping <info@performmacegoalkeeping.com> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 8:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

PGK Newsletter December 2012 

Having trouble viewing this email? www.performanceqoalkeepinq.com 

_ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
D .... bet, 20,2 In This ~ssue 

Welcome to the Performance Goalkeeping newsletter. In Q&A with ]on Busch 
this months addition we have a lot to talk about. We have 
just gone live with th ........ ion of ...... bsite ~,~g-[G~-[~)-~ 

The new s~te has a            Up Cominq PGI< Courses 
whole new look, more content, a GK sport science area, 
and a brand new Nemb ........ PI .... take a minute to ~GgHqembers Area 

take a look ....... d it and feel free to gi .... feedback. Thank You 

Also in this i ....... h .... Q~ with San 3ose Earthquakes Side Subheadinq 

goalkeeper, ]on Busch. You can read through the first half 
Sponsored By 

of the interview, and ~o read more join the PGK Members ......................................................................................................................................................... 

Our main feature this month is a QSd~ with former USA U17 
GK, U20 GK, 2008 MLS GK of the year and current San ,jose 
Earthquakes Keeper .]on Busch. We managed to grab 
for an interview, chat about his career as a pro Keeper, and 
his goalkeeping glove company HP Goalkeeping. 
What was your path into the Pro game and to San ,jose first 
tearn? 
[ spent 5 years in the USL getting games before the 
Columbus Crew drafted me. After 5 years in Columbus I 
was traded to the Chicago Fire. [ spent 3 years in Chicago 
before [ was traded to San 3ose. [ have been here for 3 
years now. 
What was the hardest transition fforr, l the college game to 
the pro game, if you can remember back that far? 

On our redeveloped site we 
have many new features. One 
of the new features is a PGK 
Members Area. As a PGK 
member you will get 
continued updates that will 
ensure you are on the cutting 
edge of training methodology, 
and GK sports science. Our 
goal is simple: improve your 
knowledge to become a better 
goalkeeper and coach. 
A snapshot of what is included 
in the member’s area: You will 
find the following in the PGK 



Ha-ha it was a long time ago, over 16 years. The biggest 
thing was the pace of play. Everything was much quicker 
then the college game. It took me some time to get use to 
the pace of the game. 
So you are 36 now Jon! How has your approach to the off:- 
season and pre-season chaP, ged? 
I have found, as I have gotten older i need to take a little 
time off right at the end of the season. I usually take 2 
weeks away From any kind of working out. This allows me 
to decompress and step away from soccer. Once that time 
is done I start working out in the gym again. I really don’t 
like to take too much time off because as you get older it 
takes longer to get going again after 
a long break. I usually don’t start any type of goalkeeper 
training until 3 weeks before preseason starts. Our 
preseason is 9 weeks long so that is plenty of time to get 
myself sharp so I don’t need to do too much GK training 
before then. 
We are sure you get this a lot, at 5’$0" you are on the 
shorter end of: what is typically thought of: for a GK, has this 
effected your career, training or approach to the game? 
Yes ~ have heard about my height since ~ was with the US 
U-17 National team. I have had to work very hard on 
dealing with crosses and having bodies around me and 
bumping into me. 
I have constantly had to prove people wrong and show 
them that I could handle the high balls even with the lack of 
size. 

Goalkeeping Training 
Exercises. 
Goalkeeping Sports 
Science information. 
Training Articles and 
Video. 
Exclusive interviews. 
PGK Newsletter. 
10% off PGK Courses 
and Apparel. 
15% off GK gloves, kit, 
and more at 

The Soccer Lovers at Anchor 
helped us improve our brand 
and designed a new web site 
complete with a members 
area for premium content. For 
more information on Anchor 
Communications & Digital 

Services, visit 
Yi.P~ ~.’~:.~! q~.! ~.~~L !~.g~.~!~ 

Sponsored By 

~i Nike 

Nike 

How do you prepare ,"or a game at 4-4:30pm 
K.O.? What changes for a 7:30-Sprr, l K.O.? Any 
Superstitions? 
The biggest difference when you have an 
afternoon game is that I don’t really have time 
for a nap, so I try to sleep in a little bit more 
in the morning. When we play an evening 
game i usually get up around 9am and take a 
nap around $2. I don’t really have any 
superstitions; i do like to get to the stadium 
early so that I can get into the grove of game 
day. 
Wl~at is a typical in season training week look 
like for you when you have one game a week? 
Monday is always plyo and handling day. I 
have a weighted vest that I wear during this 
session so that I really work on my 
explosiveness. Tuesdays are more handling 
and shots, both From the middle and angles. 
Wednesdays are high balls and crosses. 
Thursdays are a little lighter with handling and 
distribution. Friday is a light day, simple 
handling, some work with the back line and 
some shooting at the end. I try not to do too 
much the day before a game. Most of my 
work is done early in the week, Monday thru 
Wednesday. 
What is a typical in season training week look 
like for you when you have two game week? 
When we have 2 games a week, the days in 
between games are a bit lighter to make sure 
I recover for the next game. I won’t use the 
weight vest any week we have 2 games a 
week. 

What is a typical in season training week look 
like for you when you have two garne week? 
When we have 2 games a week, the days in 
between games are a bit lighter to make sure 
I recover for the next game. I won’t use the 
weight vest any week we have 2 games a 
week. 
Who is the toughest forward or the best front 
line you have faced’? 
There have been so many of them; it is hard 
to name only one. Brian Mcbride was one of 
the best pure finishers i have ever seen. 
What other goals or ambitions are you looking 
to reach in your career, coaching, 
managel’nent, play into your 40’s? 
First I want to play as long as possible and as 
long as my body will allow me to. After that I 
want to be a full time GK coach, maybe with 
an MLS team. 
What has been the biggest change in the 
game or training for you over the years? 
The biggest thing for me is making sure I 
don’t over due it when training. I have a hard 
time getting off the Field during the week 
because I love to train. So as you get older 
you have to learn to listen to your body more. 
To see this interview in Full, please visit 

and sign 
up for our member’s area. 

PGK would like to thank .]on Busch for his time and wish him all the best in the future. If you want 
to know more about .]on and the HPG Brand you can visit, 

Do you want to Partner with Performance Goalkeeping? if: you feel we can benefit each other 
contact us at info@performa:’v:egoali<eeping.com. 
We want to hear form you. if you have a good idea for a newsletter or feature, email us at 



Forward this email to Goalkeepers you know 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu by info@performanceqoalkeepinq.com 

Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt iemeval ~’ddl Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 

Performance Goalkeeping 6407 Bardstown Road :: Louisville :: KY 40291 



Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esbowles~email.unc .edu-~ 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 12:18 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL uuc.edu> 

Fmnily Day + Shop Local at the Ackland Museum Store 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

FAMILY DAY 

Sunday, 25 November, 2:00-4:00 

LooMng for something fun to do with the tittle 

ones and the extended famity over the tong 

holiday weekend? 

Take a break from the mat[ mayhem and come to 

the Ackiand Art Museum to make some museum 

memories with the chitdren in your tile! 

At this month’s Family Day, we’ll took at how 

artists in Japan represent people ~n their art. 

F~nd your favorite "art face," do your best impression of it, and 

snap your photo! 

Follow the dues and go on an artwork treasure hunt with your 

family! 

Visit our Creation Station to make your own artwork to take home! 

Join us for Story Time at 2:30 and 3:30 

Come to Family Day for a little while or stay for the whole afternoon 

--it’s all FREE! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended ~or children ages 

4-8 years old. 

The Ackiand Museum Store is stocked with beautifut hohday gift items 

for young and old, as wet[ as decorations and greeting cards! 

Please note that the 

Museum Store Nil be 

closed on Thursday, 22 

November, for 

Thanksgiving. 

Beginning Friday, 23 November, the Museum Store will offer 

extended holiday hours: 

Monday, Tuesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM- 7:00 PM 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Friday, Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

C H ~ I 5%%..".~ S [-’.V ~?~: 
10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 



Acktand Museum Store: acktandstore@unc.edu (p) 919.962.0216 

xi 

In conjunction with the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," the Museum Store is 

featuring an in-store Japanese Market with a wide variety of products 

and crafts that quote Japanese traditions with a contemporary flair. 

Textites, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, paper items, metalwork, 

and many other products are available for purchase. Siikscreen prints by 

local artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks featuring ukiyo-e 

graphics by Zubeiie Bike ~ Board Factory are available in limited 

quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

~’,,USEU~#S THAN~(SGIVING WEEkENd} ~OU~-~S 

Museum Closed: 

Thursday, 22 November 

Museum Open: 

Friday, 23 November, I0:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Saturday, 24 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Sunday, 25 November, 1:00 - 5:00 PM 

Bring your visiting friends and relatives to the Ackland for some 

quality time! As always, admission is FREE. 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-on Art Classes for UNC 

Students 

~lakin9 ivlonoprints 

Friday, 30 November, 4:00 - 7:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum 

6aza Hospital 

Thursday, 29 November, 7:00 PM 

Art Adventures for Kids! 

Japanese Woodblock Prints 

Saturday, 1 December 

Morning Session: 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Afternoon Session: 1:00 PM- 2:30 PM 

Tour: "Perspectives on Japanese Ceramics" 

Sunday, 2 December, 2:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults, students, and children on 



the VISIT page of our website. 

~ 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

do[tars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Hfroshima Appeals, 1983; color offset lithograph. Merrill C. Berman 

Collection. 

Kunichika Toyohara, Japanese, 1835-1900: Warrior Unsheaths Sword, n.d., from Trfptych of Three Kabuki Actors As 

Warriors; woodcut. Transferred from Louis Round Wilson Library, Rare Book Collection, Bequest of Susan Gray 

Akers. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sankei Kanze Noh, 1958; color screenpdnt. Merrill C. Berman 

Collection. 

Ando HirosMge, Japanese, 1 796-1858: Untitled, n.d.; color woodblock. UNC Art Department Collection. 

Forward this email 

] 
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FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <news~etterce~usns~:pa.com> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~em~iLunc.edu) 

The US 5occeF Players Newsletter UgSocce~ P[ayers ¯ Nov 20th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Nov 2Oth, 2Ot2 

Tuesday’s TV: Groups 

Champions }.ea~ue on Fox Sock:or: Spar~:ak Mes~:ew ~ Barcek)na at 12pro. guventus - Chelsea at 2:Z}{}pm~ Ga~atasaray ~ 

Ma~cheste~ U~ited at 5pro (2:30pro o~ Fo~ Soccer Plus), and Benfi(a - Celtic at 7pro. A~ Th?~es Easter~ 

Their Word~ 

Roma 2 - Torino 0 

M~chael Bradley and Rome shutout Tolino at Lhe Stadio O[impico on &~onday. Pablo Osva[do opened Lhe scorin~ 

the penalty spot in the 71st mhtute with Mh a[em Pjan}c doub~in~ the ~ead }~ the 86th. With the w}~ Rome a~e 6th in the 

table t:rai~h~ R~me rh~a~s {.~z~o by ~:hree poh~:s with aU dubs on 13 ~ames p~ayed. Continue readin~ "Rome 2 - Torino 0" 

Win or Lose, Cup Beckham’s last Galaxy game 

On ~V~onday, Los Angeles Galaxy midIie/der David ~eekham announced (:ha(: the be~:ember 1st MLS Cup fina~ wi~ be his 
last same for the dub. ’Tve had an incredibly special dine pi~yin~ ~or the LA Oaiax]£ howe~s-r, ] wante~ to experience 

erie ~ast cha~en~e before ~:he end ef my p[a’/h~<~ career/Beckham said in a press s~6tement. "~ don’t see this as ~he end 

of my relationship wid~ d~e league as my ambition ~s to be part of the ownership s[rucb.~re m the futureJ’ Continue 

readin~ "Win or Lose. Cup Beckham’s last Galaxy ~ame" ,, 

Beckham’s MLS 

[~yJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON. De {Nov 20. 2012} US Soccer Ptaye~s -Is it possible to discuss David Beckham without 
making ~t about the who~e of Ma~or League So(:ce~? ~t’s tough to a~ue that there’s any se~aratio~ betwee~ Beckham’s 

tenure in ,~LS and the Lea~ue’s steps lk)rward~ but ~s it fair~ We~ve aU read ~:he quotes from club and Leasue officials 

(redith’,!~ Beckham w~th reorieati~ professional so(:ce~’s scope i~ North Amer}ca a~on2side his owe statements that cast 

joining the [.es An~e[es Gal.ax~/as about si¢~l:~(:ant[y mole than just win~h~!~ MLS Cups. 

~e(:kharn’s en~r’¢ into this Lea~ue [)e(:a~]’~e a statement ef cemmitmen~ that thh]!~s would chancre. 
fah’, d~is was more a statement of recommitment fo~ wh~L the League promised from d~e ouLset. After a[h the original 

intent was p[aye~ deve~epmen~: a~isned wi~:h brin~ing in enou~h es~:abbshed ~:a~en~ to provide a new soc~:er I.eaf~ue 
credibility. Had some of those earlier si~nin% worked better in pracL~ce than they did in theory, we’re describin~ a 

d~ffe~e~t [e~sue than the one we 8or by the 

MLS misstepped~ badly enough that I~ow eve~ the maiI~ actors will talk about how the League itself was in peril ii~ the 

e~a of conh~action. Now, thole a~e p[obaM.y more M[S faas with no firs[hand know[edse of the bad oid days than 

Expans}on added faas and marquee 9[ayers added a higher profile. The League eha[~fled~ a[~d though some might 
questk)n the difectk)n there’s ne denyin(f the dit~eren~:e. 

P/at:ing Be(:kham hi the center oi that transforrn~t:ion is proba{)/y mere fail than bnfair. Though ~:he g[oss he brought 

MLS started to erode with the loan move to Mitam that was a d~s(ussio~ amoafl the most (ommitted fans. The 

supelrshar is [he difference between that ~oubied league and d~e one now tatkin~ abouh a 20d~ club. 

Too much? Am f fai[in8 for [hal same [ine repeated so often it has to be [~ue? The one hhah credi[s LA as [he true 

v~sJenarJes h~ l:h~s [.ea~ue~ l:akh~ ~:he steps 1:o ~nst~/{ ~ha~ supers~:ardom d~at’s the difference h:~r any/asl:inf~ mainstream 

rewrite that takes away too much, It re-crafts the NILS story ~n a way that fra~k[y is less beUevab[e than the }nfluenc:e of 

oae marquee p[ayer~ Continue readin8 "Beckham’s ~LS" ,, 

Back in MLS Cup~ ’12 Galaxy happy to do it the hard way .. Irom H%Ssoccer,com’s Jonah F;eedman: But the Gataxy 
f~ave their 9ei~u]timate arf~umertt on Sunday .... 

Sounders ousted by LA - from The News Tribuae’s Ooi~ Ru}z: Sudden[y~ they were two-thirds of the way to everdng the 



D.C. United ousted from MLS playoffs by Houston Dynamo - i~om ’The Wa~.~hin(~to~ Po!;t’~.~ Steven Goff: "’Fhere h~ve 
been obsta~:~es after ob~tade~ ~nd these Mds kept pus~flng throu£hJ~ 

The Greatest Game ¯ ~rom S~ Nation’s John Car[h~: in ~occer, bi~ ~e~ms fit ab~ s~zes. 

,~4ontpe[[ier aL 5pro (2:30pm on Fox Soccer Plus), anc~ Ande~E.echt - Mitan at/pro, befN SporL has d~e Argentina ¯ Brazil 

friend[’y at 7print..4~ T~mes E~stern 

Sponsor message 

ge 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, November 21, 2012 11:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Time is rulming out to grab a thanksgiving bargain 

HAPPY THANKSGIVING 
Celebrate with up to 30% off all Better Soccer Coaching books and DVDs = for a limited 
time only! 

Dear Anson, 

Uptake for the Better Soccer Coaching Thanksgiving special offers has been huge! 

In fact, because their offers have been so successful, they have even added Elite $occer~ 7"he 
Professional Fitness Plans as another option for you to choose from. So don’t delay if you 
want to take advantage of fantastic savings on coaching books, DVDs, and manuals.., there’s 
never been a better time. 

But be advised - you need to be quick! 

Scroll down to see what’s still available... 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

P.S. Please note - this offer must end on November 23rd. Don’t miss out! 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 
Coachinq core skills to advanced tactics 

Written by Michael Beale, Premier League Youth Development 
Officer. Small-sided games are recognised as the best way to i .~. 

coach soccer skills and tactics to grassroots beginners and 
professional professional players alike. 

"The instructions are easy to understand, the games are fun 
and they helped me tremendously in my first year as a head 
coach for high school age kids. I highly recommend the small 
sided games for any age level coach" 

- Scott Fads, Naaman Forest HS, Dallas, USA 

ORDER HERE Was~.~0~=~ = Tod~y $37 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual 
:~2fi q~ick, easy and f~n ways to kick=start your coaching 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual is the definitive 
reference book if you need to banish boredom and inject 
some fun into your training sessions while keeping your players 
keen and properly prepared for the session or match ahead. 

"The drills detailed in this great manual helped to put the fun 
and competition back into my practices. This is especially 
important since I never played soccer, but as a former hockey 
player I understood the importance of getting the most out of 
a training session. " 

- Eugene Gorman, U12 Girls Coach, New Hyde Park, NY, USA 

~ = Tod~y $37 ORDER HERE 



Perfect Defending 
G7 easy to coach drills for markir~g~ tackling and b~ockir~g 

Perfect Defending is the ultimate resource for coaches who 
want to introduce and develop defensive skills and techniques in 
their training sessions without losing their players’ interest. 

"Over the years I have purchased many books and DVDs on 
teaching and coaching soccer to both my players and assistant 
coaches. A few books have offered some good advice but 
Perfect Defending has placed the others back on the shelf." 

- Rich Brooks, West Milford Soccer Club, New Jersey, USA 

ORDER HERE Was~.~’* = Today $37 

Soccer Attack 

Contains 80 tried and tested drills to coach every aspect of 
scoring from individual core skills, to team-based attacking 
strategies. 

"The lads enjoy the challenge of the variation in the drills and it 
makes coaching what it should be, fun with a purpose." 

- Paddy Hill, Coach, Coulby Newham Juniors Under 14a, UK 

Soccer Attack will give you an array of skills, techniques and 
strategies to give your team an edge. 

Today $37 ORDER HERE 

Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 year olds 

Games are the best way to teach a range of basic soccer skills. 
Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 Year Olds covers all of the basic 
skills such as passing, shooting, dribbling, heading and even 
goalkeeping. 

"A fantastic collection of fun, simple, clear, entertaining and 
most of all instructive games which keep my under 8’s 
interested and enjoying themselves." 

- Craig Leverington, Hawkwell Athletic, Essex, England 

ORDER HERE Was $-~-~J. - Today’ 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds 

By the age of 9 children are becoming aware of the benefits of 
team work so you need to start developing it in your players. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds introduces teamwork 
in a variety of ways. 

Working independently. 

Working in pairs. 

Working as a group. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds shows you how you 
can engage your players, introduce essential soccer skills and - 
most importantly - create a safe and friendly place for young 
children to learn and have fun. 

ORDER HERE 



Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 15 year aids 
25 fun games 

They may be older, and T’m sure they will argue they’re wiser, 
but teenagers still want to have fun, And that’s the common 
element of all the games in Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 15 
Year Olds. 

"No more wondering what else you can do to improve your 
players, just open the book and find your answers right there, 
You will not be disappointed with this book!" 

- Terry Michler, CBC High School, USA 

ORDER HERE Was ~.~, - Today 

64 Hare Small-Sided Games 
Hare games! Hare goa~s~ Hare fun! 

How would you like every one of your training sessions to offer 
players more games, more goals and more fun - while ensuring 
they learn all the skills and techniques needed to play the 
game? 

What sets this manual apart from the original 64Small-Sided 
Games is that I have grouped complementary games together 
to use on one pitch. Meaning you can plan a training session in 
which a number of games are happening simultaneously. 

Was ~,~,~ - Today ORDER HERE 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors Series Vol. 1 
Coaching sessions written by Sir Alex Ferguson, P~oy Hodgson 
and Alan Pardew 

For the first time ever,training sessions written by the best 
soccer coaches in the best league in the world are now 
available. Elite Soccer: Collectors Series Vol.1 includes easy 
to follow illustrations showing you exactly what to do to 
recreate professional coaching sessions with your team 

"Elite Soccer is a fantastic magazine that helps coaches get 
the most out of their players. Z encourage all my coaches to 
read it" 

- Arsene Wenger, Manager, Arsenal FC 

ORDER HERE Was ~’~’~ ~. - Today $37 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans 
Your chance to improve your team’s fitness with help from the 
pros 

The season is underway again and professional clubs need to 
keep their players in peak condition. They have schedules in 
place to make sure they are as strong, fit and fast as they can 
be. 

An d n ow Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans 
provides the exact plans that these professional coaches are 
using so that you can get your team ira the best possible 
shape. 

Today $27 ORDER HERE 



DVDs 
Soccer EyeQ 
Training ground secrets to give your players a "sixth sense" 

This DVD from Kevin McGreskin at Soccer eyeQ shows you 
how to coach players to be aware of what’s happening on 
the pitch. The sessions feature an animated introduction 
making them very easy to follow. Key coaching points are 
also highlighted so you can be sure players are getting the 
most out of each drill. 

Produced for coaches and teachers of youth players, this 
DVD will make awareness become a habit. 

Today $42 ORDER HERE 

The Soccer Goalkeeping DVDs 
Hore than 160 drills and practices by goalkeepers for 
goalkeepers 

Produced and presented by Alex Welsh, goalkeeping coach 
with Arsenal FC and coach educator for the English FA, 
this set of DVDs will have your goalkeepers, at whatever 
age or level, performing to the best of their abilities. 

"A fantastic set of training ideas with many great pointers 
documented in tremendous depth." 

- Nell Rudd, Head Goalkeeping Coach, Carlisle United 
FC Centre of Excellence 

ORDER HERE Was $46 - Today $4:1L 

Hake Your Hove DVD 
The ultimate lvl survival kit 

Make Your Move DVD gives you the tools to teach a 
lifetime’s worth of tricks to beat your team’s opponents. 
This best-selling DVD offers a unique approach to lvi 
situations. 

This Coerver Coaching DVD promises you a lifetime of 
skills and moves allowing your team to be the envy of your 
opposition at the fraction of the cost of hiring a specialist 
skills coach. 

Today ORDER HERE 

Coach Great Soccer DVD 
Revealed! The skills sessions used at Real Hadrid, Arsenal, 
Bayern Hunich and many more top clubs,,, 



Produced and presented by Coerver Coaching, this 
DVD gives you a step by step guide to teach your 
players the skills they need to succeed at every level in 
the modern game 

"If I had been exposed to such a coach and program 
when I was young, it would certainly have made me a 
better player." 

- 3urgen Klinsmann, Head Coach, United States 
Soccer Team 

ORDER HERE 

Feel The Speed 
Turn good players into great players 

-- Imagine how your soccer team would perform if every 
player was 20% or even 30% faster on their feet. 

This highly regarded DVD shows you how to coach your 
players to have explosive speed and reactions, Mike 
Antoniades has used this approach successfully with top 
players and grassroots teams around the world and the 
secrets are captured here for you to pass on to your 
players. 

-- ORDER HERE W~s~,~=~ - Today $49 

My 100% guarantee. If you don’t benefit from any product, 
contact me within 30 days and I will refund the payment in 
full, directly to your credit or debit card - no questions 
asked. Please also know that T take your security and the 
safe handling of your confidential personal information very 
seriously. All order pages are stored on a secure server as 
authenticated by the security certificate logo of Thawte, an 
independent security agency. Entering information on a 
secure page means no one else can see the data. 

Better Soccer Coaching. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office:Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, 

Surrey, GU5 0AB, UK. Company number: 3008779. 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2012 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ h~ev 21st, 2012 

Wednesday’s TV; Champs League 

Cham~k~ns I.ea!~ue on F~:~:< Soccer: Zenit - ~,~a~a~a a~: 12pm~ ~anchester City ~ ~Rea~ ~4adrh:l at 2: ~0~rn, Arsena~ 

Montpe~tier at 5pro {2:30pro on ~ox Socce~ Pbis)~ and Ander~ed’,t - ~s~i[an at 7pro. be~N Sport has the A~gentina 

fl’iend~y at Ypm. A~ TTmes 

Their Word~ 

Nordsjaelland 2 - Shakhtar Donetsk 5 

M~ch~e~ Parkhurs~’s Nerdsjaeb.and l>tayed a stren~ first-half a$ainst Shakhta~ Donetsk in the Champions Leasue on 

Tuesday, but had no answe~ ~n the second. ~¢~o~ten No~dstrand opened the s~:odn!~ for Nordsjae]~and at their [;arke~ 

from Kaspe~ Lorentzen. ShaM’,tar equal}zeal just before ha[fth"ne and dominated the second-ha~f~ scodn!~ three more 

(~oa~s. Parkhursl: pi(:ked u~) a ye{~ew o~rd t:hree m~nbtes into stoppa(~e l:irne. With one peinl: from five (~ames in Group 

No~ds]ae~{and wi[] finish fourth ~egardEess of what happens on the fina~ match day. Shakhtar leads the !~roup with 

undefeated Juventus in se~:end and {:he,sea stiU. in cont:enl:~on ~n third. Continue reading "Nords~ae[[and 2 - Shakhtar 
Donetsk 5" .. 

Questions: Acceptable seasons 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA {Nov 20~ 20’i2) US Soc~:e~ P[aye~ s -- h~ Tuesday’s column, Tony looks at su~:cessful 
seasons in &~LS, the retease of the Rapids’ lace ei the lranchise~ and shru% a~ the news d~a~ Red gu[[ might not be 

totally in favor of a b~ew York CiW based frand’dse. 

Looking at the Easter~ ¢o~fere~ce, which franchises can say they had eve~ an acceptable 

season? 

The definition of success isn’t absotute, but there have to be some markers, Kansas City won a trophy and made it to 

the CONCACAF Champions League. Houston is ptayin$ for a Cup and also made the Champions League, DC Us}ted 

~erhaps made mo~e ~ro(~ress 1:ban 1:hey had a ri~ht te mal~, ~V~ay~e Chio~e everac:h~eved~ but net: m atl:endan~:e, 

Looking at the Western Conference, same question~ which f~aachises, as it stands i~ ~ate 

November, can really claim to have had successfu~ season, s? 

San Jose won the Supporter’s Shield, Los Angeles is t£aying for a Cup, Vancouve~ made the playoffs in their second 

season in the League, Ew~n ~enerousl.y in(:hJdin(~ Chk:aSe and Vancobver (4:~ points in :~4 (~ames) m ~:he answers t:o these 

two questions, that ]eaves 12 out o1 19 teams that need some form of overhau~ in the {far too short) offseason, 

This is the (or more ac~:u~atefy~ one of the) problem(s) in ~S~ajor League Soccer. Twefve teams who have their sales 

Iorces t:ryin~ t:o answer unansweral£e questions when i)etentiat oust:omens ask 1:hem why they should pa~t with their 

ha~d.earned cash this holiday season. Continue reading "Questions: Acceptable seasons" ,, 

David Beckham will leave the Galaxy different from how he found it - from The LA Times’ Kevin Baxte~ : Beckham 

Beckham authored key chapter of MLS history in stint with Galaxy o from Sf.~:orn’s Grant Wahl: What comes next for 
the ~7-year-e[d Beckham? 

Messi’s greatness more than numbers - from Fox Soccer’s Leande~ Schaed.aeckens: BuL Messi new so transcends his 
sport that we*re ctutchin~ onto wehd. hurriedly contrived records lust to frame the unprecedented parameters of his 

%eatness. 

BUNDESLIGA: THE SIXTIES o Item The inside Left:% Christel)h Wa~ner: "l’SV were. at that tirne~ one ef the best teams 
Germany~ as wet~ as the better supported of the ~unich clubs. 



Thursday’s TV; Europa and Playoffs 

ge 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IMG Academy <info@imgacademy.com> 

~Vednesday, November 21, 2012 8:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

IMG Academy’s Black Friday/Cyber Monday deal: 15% offcamps! 



TMs ~mrsil was sent by: ’~1¢3 ~e~.’~ia 
420 West 4_~th SE:eeE New York, NY, ~0036 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, November 22, 2012 11:33 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Great Christmas Gitt Ideas! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 6:00 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Black Friday Special...FREE Standard Worldwide & 2nd Class Shipping’. 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh <IVlMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Saturday, November 24, 2012 12:21 PM 

grashton@david~m.edu; libold@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estephen~m@dtma.duke.edu; da]uz@wfu.edu; samort[~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@mailer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; madrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthorpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena floyd@ncsu.edu; 

beckT@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost@miami.edu; ’n.nonnan@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagan@~niami.edu’; Dorr~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@emafil.unc.edu>; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ronnie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heatber.henson@behnontedu; l@e.roelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.fmvel@behnontedu; eradwan@clemson.edu; jefe~yr@clemson.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shorne@elon.edu; brimdee@lsu.edu; 

ser~£y gw@me~eer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; mn~ners@athletics.msstate.edu; myranda@athlelics.msstate.edu; 

beth.acreman@murraystate.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; acromwell@athletics.uc£edu; chale@athletics.uc£edu; jonlipsitz@uky.edu; 

mrayn2@uky.edu; aaron.rodgers@uk~/.edu; mmott~olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrew~ey@olemiss.edu; 

mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; linda.hamilton@un£edu; morgan.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@tm£edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; 

COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; SmithJR5@gwm.~.edu; dschilte@admin.usf.edu; chrisbrown@admin.usf.edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.usf.edu; 

kiahab@wottbrd.edu; ficanklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; strickla~dsc@appstate.edu; richtka@auburn.edu; 

kzm0001@aubum.edu; AMB0023@aubum.edu; v~olek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clark@cmnpbell.edu; fica~klinl@campbell.edu; 

~ftballg@campbell.edu; gevan@centenary.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; 

jack~mll@cofc.edu; mcnamarak@cofc.edu; donnenwirth@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; chen)jas@ecu.edu; hensonha@mail.etsu.edu; 
bdooley@fau.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; lindses~’m~derspiegel@georgiasouthern.edu; 

bdunleavy@georgiasouthem.edu; niji.olagbegi@sums.edu; beopham@ju.edu; edade@iu.edu; korr2@jacksonville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; 

j~nirelm~d@mail.lipsco~nb.edu; kshe~ry@latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scurvelo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@~no~eheadstate.edu; 

w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; djlara@moreheads~ate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sbums@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetson.edu; 

pharbin@uab.edu; scotwieland@louisiana.edu; ld’elguson@louisville.edu; lindsay.basalyga@eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; 

Jmitcbell@soccermail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; DBrizard@tntech.edu; bob.mnch@citadel.edu; chfisbentley@troy.edu; cscanlma@troy.edu; 

sselby@ia.ua.edu; tbdelgado@ualr.edu; clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; 

calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uncc.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; jlcoN@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; cairneyp@tmcw.edu; 
barnesm@uncw.edu; elovaaxam@uncw.edu; mvaxga@usouthal.edu; scottebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megantbreste@usm.edu; 

jkirt@utk.edu; bpenskyl@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal@utm.edu; lmaJccoui@utm.edu; 

tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@email.wcu.edu; ja~m.neidell@wku.edu; heii~m@winthrop.edu; rodriguezs3@winthrop.edu; 

eterrill@csuniv.edu; jperson@fmarion.edu; smukheljee@fmarion.edu; BHeembrock@fmarion.edu; athchun@la~gate.gsu.edu; 
bibnt~n@highpoint.edu; Id’ontain@highpointedu; mbedll@highpoint.edu; davis@j su.edu; atsmf ,a)jsu.edu; kristen.fillmore@nicholls.edu; 

dyla~.h~mson@nicholls.edu; bhombuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; BmnaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; 

tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconno@s~ntleo.edu; ~lnie.hamel@saintleo.edu; GLUCEY@UT.EDU; ches~tnut@fiu.edu; kschroed@fiu.edu; 

iponyeado@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; 

pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; dwaintra@catawba.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; bella@chowan.edu; elems@guilford.edu; 

wsoccer@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whitingn@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; samantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; 

kmille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@me~edith.edu; bbiancu@ncwc.edu; lkjenkin@peace.edu; 

Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; turnblome@queens.edu; decesare@queens.edu; jay.caJlahan@salem.edu; 

lars.anders~n@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu 

LDC United U18G Class 2013 CASL College Showcase Schedule 

Coaches - Below is our CASL College Showcase schedule for the LDC United Elite 94.95 U18 Girls. I have some very good players in all positions including 

GK from one of the stronger teams in region I that are in the college recruiting / search process and hopefully you can see them play next weekend. My 

last run through of players in the 2010 class produced a large number of immediate impact D1 players and there are some nice players on this 2013 team 

that would be nice finds at this stage of the process. P~ease reply back to me with positional needs that you have for the 2013 c~ass and ~ will get 

back to you if ~ have a p~ayer that fits what you need so your time watching games is better maximized at this event. 

Friday 11/30 

10:00 AM LDC United Elite 94.95 vs. FC Copa Real @ WRAL Field # 07 

Saturday 12/1 

11:45 AM LDC United Elite 94.95 vs CASL 94 Elite @ WRAL Field # 09 

Sunday 12/2 

9:45 AM LDC United Elite 94.95 vs FC Frederick @ Heritage HS 1 

Friday and Saturday Games Address: 

WRAL Soccer Center 

7700 Perry Creek Road 

Raleigh, NC 27616 

Sunday Game Address: 

Heritage High School 

1150 Forestville Road 

Wake Forest, NC 27587 

We will have team profiles to hand out at the event but if you would like one emailed to you then let me know. 

Thankyou 

Michael McHugh 

Head Coach 

LDC United Elite 94.95 

2012 Eastern Pennsylvania State Cup Champions 

2012 Region 1 Championships 

wwwJdcunitedelite9495~com 

717-805-4085 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IMG Academy <info@imgacademy.com> 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 6:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

No need to wait in line... Get 15% off a~ IMG Academy camp right now’. 



i 

800-872 4;425 

420 Wes~ 4S~h SEreeE New York, NY, ~0036, USA 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Sunday, November 25, 2012 12:08 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Come On You Reds! ...Join The Red Palm Revolution! 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to coach 39 stunning I vl skills 

Dear Anson, 

How to coach 39 stunning 
1v1 skills 

i’ve made a great discovery that 
will help you teach 39 stunning 
lvl moves and skills. 

They are all in this best-selling 
Make Your Move DVD from our 
partners Coerver, the World’s 
no1 Soccer Skills Teaching 
Method. 

I thought you should know about 
this fantastic DVD, and I’m sure 
you will find it of interest. 

i i~i MakeYour Move 

This hugely popular DVD is easy to use with your teams and 
players - rm finding it a real help with mine. 

The skills are on three action-packed 30 minute DVDs but 
Coerver is including another two FREE bonus DVDs! These 
cover speed, ball mastery and group attack. 

Don’t miss out on this superb opportunity to take your team to the 
next level. So order Make Your Move today and improve your 
team’s skills and moves now! 

Please hurry, this special offer is available for a limited time 
only 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. It’s no surprise this comprehensive, modern skills system is 
in high demand. To find out more click here. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, 
Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 
Email:david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2012 Green Star Media Ltd 

Can’t view this email properly? Open in your browser 



ii__Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IMG Academy <info@imgacademy.com> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 1:55 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

Last chaJ~ce to get 15% off an IMG Academy caJnp! 

420 West-. 45t-.h SLreeL New York, NY, 1003~, USA 

specia~ offe!! 
I 

8:00 p,m, ~:~ST t~:day~ 

More ~t~formation: 
800~872 4~425 

15tsubscribe ! J~r~date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M Rios2015@sinclink.com 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:11 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CASL reminder 

1 
Sports in College I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 10:53 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Great Christmas Gitt Ideas! 









FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players Newsfette~ <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu) 

The US Soccer Pt~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Nov 27th~ 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Nov 27th, 2Ot2 

Tuesday’s TV 

Their Word~ 

behind me so he ~s u~,sur~ of where ~’o s’t~d ~}ow, b~ U~ot’.s jus~ footba~et~ end si~y 

Johnson wins Comeback award 

Seattle SoLEnders forward [-[ddie .Joh~’~son capped a standout rot:urn to Major Leaf~ue Set:cot by winning the Leaf~ue’s 

Comeback Player of the Yea~ award ler 2012~ Johnson scored 14 $oals in 28 games, becoming one of the Lop eflensive 

threats in MLS, He scored the winning {lent in the I.ea{lue’s Al.{oSta~ Game and used his club play t:i) return te the US 

National Team. Continue reading "Johnson wins Comeback award" .. 

What pro sports league has the most in common with Major League Soccer? 

By J Hutcherson o WASHINGTON, DC {Nov 26, 20t2) US Soccer Players .- Normafb/ most peopfe accept flattering 

comparisens~ Ws human nature to decide ~ha~ the pe~son making even a dec~ded[y unf~kel.y connection must see 
somethin$ you on~y not}co at the ver£ best moment of your very best day. It has to be true. it’s in the othe~ directios 

that ~:reub[e {ooms, Net en[y is an unf{atterh~g comparison certainly inn,:curate ~egard[ess ef i~:s med~:, h:’s a[so unhelpful 

’~’he same holds for wenderILEt B’lstitu~ions fik{.~ pretessiena/sports Leagues, {2empare es~:abbshed ~’~orth Amerk:an eh’cuits 

to successfu~ examp[es from the entertainment indust[y~ and of course, it’s not on[y accurate but also wo~thwhi{e. ~ffs 

the same for a net qui~:e as established [{}ague eempared ~e its o{der bre~:hers. Whether er no~: any of ~:hese eemparh~ons 

a~e accurate is whe{{y beside the point, So, of course, I’m ~oin2 to take d~in% in the o~he~ 6irecE~on when iE comes to 

t~a£~er }.{}ague Seecer~ 

Spendin8 the weekend in Canada~ it: was surpdsin<~ty hard te aw)id the buildup for the 100th Grey Cup~ the 

championship o~ the Canadian FootbMt/~ssocia~on. Ye~, ~or all the attention, ~t was a [1Life odd. Aton%ide Lhe b~ game 

in Toronto were quest}ons about the viability of the [eague~ one of the finatists, and whether or not enough people eves 

cared eu~si~e of a few markets where the CFL ~s successful There was even the old appea~ ~e nationalism ~order~n~ on 

j}ngo}sm in favo~ of a uMque]y Canadian league playing in the shadow and w~th blanket coverage of the best gridiron 

{eague in the world te the south. D~d ] mention some CFL players enky make around 40k a season? Should I add the part 

about expansion efforts and f{uctuatin~ sponsorship? Quotas fo[ domestic players on rosters~ What about the orsamzed 

fan groups ~:ha~: talk about how much they appreciate the aceessibi~iLy ef the players compared to other sperts~ ~s any e~ 

this beginnin~ to sound like another [eague we know7 

How about the ongoing debate over Canadian iootball.specific stadiums of around 20k capacity Lo create ticket scarcity 

and de~3and a{t)nf~sid{,~ t:he reade-de View ef sha{ed stadiuras? }n ~:he era before seecer-spe~:iti~:iLy~ that was a cerumen 

sentiment with MLS teams stuck in NationM Foo[~aK League venues that took bi$ events ~o fill Stage the Ol’ey Cup hi 

Toronto with the other finahst one of the bigger draws and get Justin Bieber to do the halftime show and it’s the same 

resu[t~ Suddenty, a market w~th scant ~n~erest ~n thei~ own footba[[ league sells out Ehe big stadium. 

Pm no[ through with the comparisons, After reading several days’ worth of newspaper coverage, there’s no avoidin$ the 
behef that when the guy who used to own the LA Kh~g% Wayne Gretzky~ and John Candy owsed the A~8onauts the team 

and ~:he CF’L as a whole were headh~g towards a new~ebnd ce/ebrh:y statbs, ’That moment B1 the sun was brief; and 

hedg}ng a league on ce[ebnty }nvolvement should seem a[l-too-fami[iar. So should a league overbl rehant on inlported 

p[ayers and coaches. £ont~nue reading" What pro sports league has the most ~n common with ~ajor League Soccer?" - 

Landon Donovan hints MLS Cup may be his last game with L.A. Galaxy - from The LA Times’ Kevin Baxter: "But when 
he’s been healthy he’s been the most influential player we’ve had." 

Beckham was worth it for MLS - from The Miami Heraid’s Micheiie Kaufman: Absolutely. 

Replacing David Beckham around the Home Depot Center - from Pro Soccer Taik’s Steve Davis: the other wiidcard 
here might be Omar Gonzaiez. 

Clint Dempsey’s taken some hard knocks at Spurs but don’t count him out - from The Evening Standard’s Tom 



Coiiomosse: "I didn’t have a pre-season at all, so I’m trying to play catch-up a little bit." 

Harry Redknapp must be patient w~th new boss~ but who is really in charge at stru~lin~l QPR? - from The 
Independent’s Sam Wallace: Redknapp will be taking on his fourth Premier League fire-fighting role in the space of eight 

years. 

The IJSA Women - Iretand friendly is o Fox Soccer at 9:30pm~ 

Premie~ League on ESPN2: ,~,~anchester United ¯ West Ham United at 3pro. Fox Soccer has Chel.sea .. Fu(ham at Rpm and 

stoke C~ty - Ne~,,,cast]e United at 5pro. Everton ~ Arsena~ ~s on Fox Soccer P~us at 3prn w~th Southampton - Norwich at 

7pm~ ScotE~sh Premier League on FS+: Hearts - Ce}.dc at 5pro. Bundes[iga on Oo}.W: Freibur~ - 8ayen~ ~,¢unich at 2prm 

Li~ue i on Univision Depo~tes: ~4a~seit~e - Lyon at :¢pm. Copa de{ Roy on be~N Sport: ~ar(e~ona - A~aves at 3: }0pro. Copa 

5bdamericana on Fox beportes: Sao ~auio - Ca~:ol.io~ at: 6:~Opm, A~ Times’ ~’~s~6r~ 

ge 

Click here to s%fely unsubscribe from "Ll~Soccer,~’~ove;s~ " Click here to view moiling, orchives, here to chon,~e your preferences, or here to subscribe, PrivetV F~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Giving Tuesday, Art Adventures, Perspectives on Ceramic~ and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

The Ackiand 

Art Museum 

encourages 

you to take 

part in a new 

and gratifying 

holiday 

tradition. 

GivingTuesday 

is a national 

day of g|ving 

at the start of 

the annual 

holiday 

season, 

celebrating 

and 

encouraging 

charitabte 

activities that 

support 

nonprofit 

organizations. 

As you 

consider your 

end-of-year 

gifts to 

charitable 

organizations, please consider giving to the Ackland Art Museum. There are many 

ways to give! 

Make a Donation 

iNi Adopt a Work of Art 

Volunteer at the Ackland 

Shop at the Ackland Museum Store 
Thanks fOF giving to the Ackiand AFt Museum on this 
inaugurai Giving Tuesday! YOUF geneFosity helps to ensuFe 
that the Ackiand and its aft wilt continue to be a valuable, 
accessible Fesource foF geneFations to come. 

ACKLAND F~LM FORUM 
Oaza Hospital (2009, dir. Marco Pasquini) 

Thursday, 29 November, 7:00 PM 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

Admission is FREE. 

x 

in the 1970s, Beirut’s Gaza Hospitat was estabtished as the main medica[ 



services center run by the Pa[estinian Liberation Organization (PLO) in 

Lebanon. Today, the she[[ of the war-scarred building is home to 

hundreds of Palestinian refugee families. Drawing on archive film from 

the Hospital’s past, and on interviews with Hospital staff, Pasquini’s 

elegantly composed documentary chronicles this history, from the 

Hospital’s celebrated foundation as a cornerstone of a revolutionary 

welfare program begun by the PLO, to its destruction and subsequent 

transformation into a vertical refugee camp. 

This film is part of the series "Cinema of the Global 

Ackland 
Middle East," sponsored by Art/Islam, the Carolina 

Film Center for the Study of the Middle East and Muslim 

Forum I Civilizations and the Duke-UNC Consortium for Middle 

~ East Studies. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUHC is 

~i 
the official media sponsor of the 

Ackland Film Forum. 

Art & ~a Carte: Art Classes for UNC Students 

Friday, 30 November, 4:00-7:00 PM 

"Makin8 Monoprints" 

× 

Start your weekend creatively with a hands-on art class designed 

especially for Carolina students. Each Art ~ [a Carte class begins at the 

Ackland Art Museum, where you’ll examine the techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have achieved. You"It then go to a studio in Hanes 

Art Center to try the techniques yourself as you create works of art that 

you can take home. 

MAKING MONOPRINTS 

Most prints come in multiple copies, but monoprints are unique. In this 

class you’[[ explore technique and color, and go home with a one-of-a-kind 

work of art that just might make a perfect holiday gift for that special, 

hard-to-shop-for someone in your tile. 

Instructors are Connie Zamorano, artist, and Erica Longenbach, art 

historian. Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Art ~ [a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: culbert@unc.edu. 

$8 per class. Materials provided. 

Art Adventures: Japanese Woodblock Prints 

Saturday, 1 December 

Mornin~l session: 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 
Afternoon session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 



Designed for 6- to 9-year-o[ds, Art Adventures sessions provide Rids with 

a guided view of art in the Ack[and’s galleries, followed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using newly- 

[earned art-making techniques. Materials are provided. 

This month, we wilt be [ook|ng at traditional Japanese woodblock prints in 

the galleries, then making our own woodblock prints in the studio. 

Please specify your desired time slot (AM or PM) when reserving. 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 

Space is limited; RSVP to culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

TOURS o Free and Open to the Public 

"Buddhist Art" 

Thursday, 29 November, 7:00 PM 
Ack[and Student Guide Fortes[ Finch leads this discussion of the spread 

of Buddhism and Buddhist art throughout Asia. The tour wilt touch upon 

the basic tenets of Buddhist philosophy and the rehgious, social., and 

even economic rotes it has played in the hves of various peoples. 

"Water in Modern Japanese Posters" 

Saturday, 1 December, 2:00 PM 
Join Ack[and Student Guide Audrey Fisher on a water-themed tour of the 

exhibition Elegance and Extravagance: Japanese Posters ]~rom the Merrill 

C. Berman Correction. This conversational tour makes connections 

between water and post-war graphic design in Japan, and is offered in 

connection with UNC-Chape[ Hill’s pan-campus initiative, 

"Water in Our World." 

"Perspectives on Japanese Ceramics" 

Sunday, 2 December, 2:00 PM 

Trace the connections between the ancient 

vessets of the Japanese tea service and more 

contemporary ceramics seen in the Ack[and’s 

extensive collection with Morgan Pite[ka (UNC- 

Chapel. Hi[[, Asian Studies) and Amanda Hughes 

(Ack[and Art Museum, Director of External. 

Affairs). 

Holiday Shopping at the Ackland Museum Store 



EXTENDED HOLIDAY HOURS 

Now through the end of the year: 

Monday-Tuesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM (extended hours) 

Friday-Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

Christmas Eve, Monday, 24 December: I0:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

Christmas Day, Tuesday, 25 December: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve, Monday, 31 December: 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

New Year’s Day, Tuesday, I January: CLOSED 

The JAPANESE MARKET continues at the MUSEUM STORE 

through 3f December 20i2. Learn more! 

LooMn~ Ahead,,. 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 4 December, 12:00 PM 

Art For Lunch: "The Art and Politics of 

Samurai Sociability" 

Wednesday, 5 December, 12:00 PM 

Tour: "Art of the Afterlife: Death and 

Remembrance in the Greek and Roman 

Worlds" 

Thursday, 6 December, 7:00 PM 

Drawin~l in the Galleries 

Saturday, 8 December, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Dra~n~ for Tweens 

Saturday, 8 December, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults, students, and children on 

the VISIT page of our website. 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from AcMand Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the 

editor. 

Edsar Desas, French~ 1834-1917: Sponfsh Dance, c. 1885~ cast 1921; 

bronze. Acktand Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hilt, Ack[and Fund. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Expo "70, Japon World Exposftfon, 1967; color offset lithograph. Merrill C. Berman 

Collection. 

Shoji Hamada, Japanese, 1894-1977: Flat Square Flask wfth turquofse decoration, c. 1965; stoneware with wood-ash Blaze. Ackland 

Fund. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese~ born 1936: The Wonders of L~j=e on Earth~ 1965; color screen print. Merril~ C. Berman Collection. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@emaiL~inc.edu by esbowles@email,unc.edu 
_U_2_d__a__t__e__L~_o__f_LLe]g__m___a_LL__A__d__d__r__e__s__s. £nstar, t removal with .S_a__f~..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_Lb_e_ ~’ [_L~zi__v__a__c_~__[_LoJj_c_y_. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 4:32 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Discounts Available On Soccer Facility Upgrades 

Anson, Receive a discount on your next stadium 
graphics upgrade, just read on. 

Have you been thinkir~g about revamping your facility to 
keep up with the national trend of branding with Stadium 
Graphics? Let B~gS~g~s.com he~p yo~ accomplish your 
goa~, whi~e sav~ng your budget[ VVe are offedng you a 

20% d~scount on Stadium GrapMcs bil~ed before the end 
of December. Get your d~scount now on the fo~low~ng 
products: V’~a~ Graphics, Du~a~Mesh Banners a~d 
Fence Screens, Chem~onsMp Banners, Custom 

Banners B~eacher Graphics, Gym Graphics. Locker 
Room Graphics and Scoreboard GrapMcs. 

Our talented design team will ensure your Facility have 
eye-catching graphics that will enhance team spirit. Our 
customers have sa~d that our graphics ha~e helped 
recruit Nayers, created an excitement among fans and 
made neighboring schools jealous~ 

Anson, Give me a call or send me an emait and we’ll go 
to work for you. You can also get a quick quete here. 
Send me a digital photo of the area you want to brand 
with dimensions and your loges or photos and I will have 
my design team create a mock up for you. 

Cerey Leonard 
President 
800-.790-7611 

BigSigns cam I 22 S Ha~-bor Dri’~a Suite 101 :: Grand Ha,/en, Mi ,;9,;1?                                                                                 ~ 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 9:38 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Exclusive: A Jos~ Mourinho coaching session for you 

ELITE SOCCER EXCLUSIVE: A JOSI  MOURINHO 
COACHING SESSION FOR YOU 

Dear Anson, 

That’s right! Elite Soccefs new 
issue - out today - offers you the 
once in a lifetime opportunity to 
coach your team using a session 
written by Jos~ Mourinho. 

The biggest name in world soccer 
coaching right now, Jose Mourinho 
has personally written this session. 

There is plenty of analysis of Jose’s 
coaching around but this is the only 
session straight from the man 
himself. 

This is only possible because Elite 
Socceris published in partnership 
with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) of which Jose 
is a member. 

So if you want first-hand coaching 
advice from Jose Mourinho to use 
with your team, there is only one 
place you can get it: Elite Soccer. 
But you must act now - Jose’s 
session won’t be available for long! 

THE SPECIAL SESSION 

In winning the 2012 La 
Liga title, Jose 
Mourinho’s Real Madrid 
broke a number of 
records; securing 100 



points in a single season, 
scoring 121 goals, 
gaining 16 away wins and 
32 wins overall. They 
conceded just 31 goals - 
a testament to Mourinho’s 
widely respected 
organizational skills. 

And the great news is 
that Jos6 is willing to 
share the training session 
he uses to work on 
defensive organization - 
with you! 

Get Jos~ Mourinho’s exclusive session, 
only in this month’s Elite Soccer 

Jos6 runs this session with his Real Madrid side but don’t worry, it doesn’t require you to 
have world-class players or expensive equipment at your disposal. The session can be easily 
put into practice with a team of amateurs on one soccer pitch. 

As Jos~ Mourinho himself puts it: 

"While this session is simple in terms of training method, 
the complexity comes through the fundamentals of team 
tactics." 

-Josd Mourinho, Real Madrid 

So if you want to get your team more organized and don’t know which session to use - make 
sure you use one from the very top. Only Elite Soccercan offer you the opportunity to 
organize your team in the same way Jos~ Mourinho organizes his Real Madrid side. Don’t 
miss out on this unique opportunity - subscribe today. 

JOSl~ MOURINHO 

During a seven-year professional 
playing career Mourinho 
appeared for Rio Avenue, 
Belenenses and Sesimbra in his 
native Portugal. But it was as a 
coach that he caught the eye, 
initially at Vit6ria de SetSbal in the 
early 1990s. 

In 1992, he worked at Sporting 
Lisbon alongside Sir Bobby 
Robson, before the pair moved 
on to Porto then Barcelona. 

His first chance to take on first- 
team manager duties came at 

Josd Mourinho 



Benfica in 2000, before he REUTERS: Tariq AIAli 

switched to Uni~o de Leiria and 
then Porto. Arriving at Porto signalled the start of an incredible coaching success story. 
There he won the Portuguese Primeira Liga and Champions League before moving to 
Chelsea in 2004 and clinching the Barclays Premier League title in his first two seasons and 
the FA Cup in his third. 

In 2008 he moved to Inter Milan where in his second season he won the Champions League 
for the second time in his career as part of a superb treble of domestic league, domestic cup 
and European honours. 

A move to Real Madrid followed in 2010, where he won the Copa del Rey in his first season 
and La Liga in his second, achieving 100 points in the process and ending Barcelona’s run of 
three straight titles. 

JOSI~ MOURINHO’S MANAGERIAL RECORD 

Table reproduced from Wikipedia 

What coach couldn’t learn from a man with a coaching record like this? And now you have 
the opportunity to do just that - subscribe to Elite Soccer today and you can use Jose 
Mourinho’s session on defensive organization with your team. Imagine howyour players will 
react in training if you tell them that they are training in exactly the same way as Real Madrid! 

We are so confident that every coach can benefit from Jose Mourinho’s coaching session 
that we offer a 100% money back guarantee on every subscription. 

Thousands of Elite Soccer subscribers will get this session. Don’t fall behind your peers - 
subscribe today. 

Subscribe now to start coaching like Jose Mourinho! 

THE ONLY MAGAZINE THAT CAN PROVIDE THESE SESSIONS 



Elite Soccer’s partnership with the LMA gives 
coaches like you access to coaching plans from the 
top of the game. 

It means that we can provide you with coaching 
sessions first-hand from the likes of Jose Mourinho. 
Plenty of other publications will give you their take on 
these coach’s methods but then you or I could do that. 

Elite Soccer is the only magazine in the world that gives 
you the opportunity to say to your players "today we 
are training like Real Madrid" and know that it is 
absolutely true. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we 
put them in a format that you can use. Once we’ve done 
that, we go back to the manager and check the session 
is exactly as he would run it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or 
more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions without state-of- 
the-art facilities, just as easily as professionals can use 
them at their training ground. 

So don’t miss out on this once in a lifetime chance to 
coach your team using a session written by Jose 
Mourinho. 

And who knows who else you might miss sessions 
from? We have had sessions written exclusively for the 
magazine from the likes of Sir Alex Ferguson, Ars~ne 
Wenger, Roberto Mancini, Carlo Ancelotti, David 
Moyes, Roy Hodgson, Roberto Di Matteo, Andr~ 
Villas-Boas, Alan Pardew and many, many more. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team 
and if it doesn’t you can have your money back. 

Issues of Elite Soccer you’ve 
already missed 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so 
when you subscribe today, you will also receive the following sessions: 

¯ Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Pressing 
¯ Jimmy Bell (Rochdale) - Defending shapes, movement and cover 

¯ Darren Sarll (Stevenage) - Creating overloads in defence 
¯ lain Brunskill (Blackburn Rovers) - Passing functions 

¯ Lee Johnson (LMA Ambassador) - The art of pinning 



Get all of these sessions along with Jos~ Mourinho’s session on defensive 
organization when you subscribe today. 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches, on the 
last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. Subscribe now- make 
your team more organized the Jose Mourinho way. 

Subscribe today and remember - this may be the only chance you ever get to use a 
genuine training session from Jos~ Mourinho with your team. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 10:40 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin: Jos~ Mourinho Special 

side using a session written by Jos~ Mourinho, ~f you don"t already 
q~@j~~.[~.~t - you m~st ~o so now to avoid m~ssing out~ 

MAFJAGER F>ROF~LE 
During a seven-year 
professional playing 
career Mourinho            ~.~.~ dos@ Mourinho at Santiago Bernabeu ~adium in Madrid. Real 

Madrid vs Betis 

appeared for Rio Avenue, 
Belenenses and Sesimbra 
in his native Po~ugaL But 
it was as a coach that he 
caught the eye, initiafly at 
Wtdria de Set(~bal in the 
eady 1990s. 

Fiis fiu~i chance to iake on firsblaam 

de La~Ha and then Poflo, A~rb~ng a~ 

~sr~ms~ra L~ga and Champions 

t..", 2008 he moved lo inie~ I~’tilar: wise..’8 in his second ssason he won the Cham~}~ons Lesgu8 
the second1 t~m8 ~n h~s csreer as pa~1 o~a supe~ t~eb~e of ~lomesfic ~ea~3ue, domestic cep and 

To ~ir:d oet his coaching secreis: 

.~::: su~scRl~ ~o~¥1 R~O~W OUR SOSe MOURI..O ISSU~ 

FORTHCO}7]ING ISSUE 
The full fine-up for the December 20f2 issue. 



November Issue 

b~<÷~ki~:~! Real ..%.adrid sid(~ ~ with yo~! 3"he 
sessio..", ~ecuses on defensive orgsniza~ion, 

MK Dons, who tool,is a[ pressing and 

.~i SUBSCRIBE TODAY- RECIEVE OUR JOS~ MOURINHO ISSUE 

TESTIMONIAL OF THE MONTH 

~ "As a regular reader of ~?~e S~cce~: I’m delighted to share 
with you one of my own coaching sessions. Make sure that 
you read my session - exclusively in E~#e Soccer." 

CW>,SS~C MANAGERIAL QUOTE 

~ " 
f hate to speak about inddduals, Players don’t win you 

trophies - teams win trophies, squads win trophies., 

%~ SUBSCRIBE TODAY- RECI~E OUR JOS~ MOURINHO ISSUE 

If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please forward this email to 
them. They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin b.~.. 

i~i SUBSCRIBE TODAY- RECIEVE OUR JOS~ MOURINHO ISSUE 

hope that you enjoy using this free session with your team to improve their retention of the ball. 

And don’t forget the only way to receive a coaching session written by Jos6 Mourinho is to 
subscribe to Elite Soccer ! 

Yours in soccer, 



Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 
your browser. 

i,’~ In Association with the LMA 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristin Loving <kloving@xtrammffundraising.com> 

Wednesdav November 28 2012 1:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you had a wonderli~l Thanksgiving! It’s Kristin again and I’m just following up with you in regards to your Soccer program at The Universit3,- of North Carolina. ADs continue to be 
excited about me getting this information out to you, and especially wanting me to follow up as we head into the next season. The reason being, I have been assisting a number of Soccer 
programs like yours raise more funds than in their previous years - with our Holiday promotion in effect, now is a pelfect time to start 

Just to recap - Particularly to you, The University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum M\,~P Cards are now available to help you raise funds as soon as you would like, and with zero upfront 
costs. Perfect ti~ndraiser to start at anytime We are the Nation’s premier fundraising discount cards provider. Our cards are extremely easy to sell and you will soon see ~vhy thousands of 
Soccer programs use our cards as their main fundraiser evew year - and continue to come back to us each year. 

Here are a few details... 

*Our cards come loaded with amazing discount for your suppolters We have thousands of locations in and around your area that oiler great discounts This is ~vhy organizations sell more 
and raise more with our cards. Discounts are to thousands of local and national places like your favorite restaurants, entertainment, recreation, movies, golf and much more. See the 
discounts in your area: http:/~w~vw.xtramanfundraisin~.com 

*Bonus: Free $25 Restaurant Gift Certificate ~vith each card. This is in addition to the thousands of other discounts that come with the cards. As if our cards weren’t already easy enough to 
sell. (Some fundraisers only sell this - With us, it’s just added on as a bonus to you and your supporters) 

*You pay nothing up front Basically, it’s a risk-free way of raising thousands of dollars for your Soccer program in a very short period of time - and, you can begin as soon as you want. 

*We do All of the work so you can ~2~cus on coaching Now, we even help you sell the cards too 

*We custom design your card with your colors, logo, schedule, etc, giving your program first class exposure See what your card could look like: http:i/www xtramanfundraisin~.com 

*Your supporters will be receiving something of great value for their support and will be happy to come back each year for their new ~I1ne University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum card. 
Supporters wil l easily save what they spent on the cards in just a couple uses with most going on to save hundreds over the year, which is very refreshing in today’s economy and a perfect 
fundraiser to start at anytime - with our cards, fundrai sing gets easi er each year. 

*New - We can @our option) create a customized website for your Soccer program so that friends and family can buy a card directly Because our cards work all over the state and country, 
friends and family can now purchase cards from anywhere - and actually benefit from the card This increases sales greatly. 

*We work with you ever3," step of the way, provide marketing materials to help you organize and run your campaign - again, ! make this extremely simple and easy for you 

Here are some average campaign profit examples (Now, up to 80% profit!): 

20 Participants selling 10 cards each - $2,200 

60 Participants selling 10 cards each - $7,800 

150 Participants selling 10 cards each - $22,500 

It is really that simple, and you will be able to see why thousands of programs continue to come back to us each year - you wil[ not be disappointed 

Is there a good time that we could talk for a few ruinutes about your fundraising goals? Also, would you like to see the discounts in your area? You ~vill be very impressed. 

Thanks you so much for your time, I really do appreciate it. Talk to you soon, 

Kristin Loving 
NC Team 
Toll Free: h800.405.6020 
Office: 602.404.6480 
"The Nation’s #1 Fundraising Cards - for a reason" 
http://~~v.xtramanfundraisin~.com 

What our customers are saying... 

Below are a handful of corrmrents that were taken from letters and emails sent into our corporate office. 

Steve Ybatia - Centennial HS Head Track and Soccer Coach 
"I have used many fundraising discount cards in the past and not one 
of them compares to your fundraising cards. The discounts that came 
with your fundraising cards made them extremely easy for ottr players 
to sell. Because of the huge anrount of discounts and the qualitT-, our 
kids were able sell to friends and family all over the state and 
countl3Z. We saw a huge increase in sales because of this! See you all 
next year..." 

Mike Welnick - Head Fundraising Coordinator - Booster Club 
"You all take great pride in offering an outstanding product for our 
supporters. There were so many discounts that came with your 
fundraising cards, that the?, appealed to everyone As you could tell 
with our additional orders for more of your fundraising cards, they 
were extremely easy to sell This was the first discount card 
fundraiser that our players and parents enjoyed being a palt of. Keep 
up the quality of ;vork, it does not go unnoticed’." 



Lisa Bracht - Vistancia Elementary School 
"Thank yuu su much, again, fur providing our elementary schoul with a 
high quality fundraising discount cards. Each year the parents luok 
forward tu duing this fundraiser and seeing the new fundraising 
cards This year was our must prufitable fandraiser ever since using 
your cumpany uver the past few years. As ahvays, we luok furward to 
wu~king with yuu again next year. Thanks again!" 

Tony Vining - CHS Head Basketball Coach 
"I just had to write your company after being an extremely satisfied 
customer for two years now. We tried every product under the sun when 
it came to fundraising and it always seemed to be like pulling teeth 
to get our supporters to buy anything. \X~nether it was cookie dough, 
candles, candy, magazines, catalog sales, donations, you name it our 
supporters did not like over-paying for products. Fortunately, a 
friend recommended you all to me a couple years ago and we have never 
been happier. Our discount card fundraiser is a huge hit with our 
supporters and each year just keeps getting better[ Fundraising 
doesn’t get any easier than that." 

Linsday Dugovich - Head Softball Coach Towson HS 
"What a great experience, easiest and most profitable fundraiser we 
have cver done[" 

Derrick - L. Sports Ccnter 
"You guy-s really know what you’re talking about in regards to 
supporter loyalty. I didn’t think the fundraising cards could do 
any better than last year, but this year’s discount card fundraiser 
was even better." 

Dino - Jonathan Dayton HS 
"Your company was great, your sales rep Shana was prompt and 
efficient. She did ~vhat she said, follow up was great. She was the 
main reason we did the promo with the fundraising cards and ~ve will 
do it again tbr sure .. thanks" 

Jill Mertens Lake Oswefo HS 
"I feel like this discount card fundraiser was a great success and I 
sold fundraising cards to our soccer coach while recommending your 
company" 

Lisa Soars Head Soccer Club Fundraising Coordinator (Lou Fusz) 
"I wanted to let you know ~vhat a GREAT experience I had working with 
Liana Our ti~ndraising cards order did not end up being large, but 
her dedication to making sure we were satisfied and happy never 
stopped Her follo~v-up ~vas amazing, and she bent over backwards to be 
sure every one of my questions, and needs were met in a timely 
manner. She was also very pleasant and ~vas never frustrated at the 
eft;art it took to reach me at times She was wonderful to work with[" 

Jean Nishi - Nanakuli HS 
"Thanks so much for all your help with my fundraising discount cards! 
I will definitely pass along your company name to others looking for 
a fundraising opportunity" 

Sherry Richardson - Fellowship for Christian Athletes 
"Your company helped us in a very crucial time and was very flexible 
to our needs. Your company helped us raise a great deal of muney in a 
very shurt period of time The pruduct is perfect and very easy to 
sell. Yuur design team was very goud especially because I was very 
picky as to what I wanted. The fundraising cards are very 
professiunally done! I am very happy that I chose to work with yuu!" 

Brian LaSusa -RCK Varsity Coach 
"Everything was great[ Tim Vining was attentive, enthusiastic, and 
flexible. I will definitely use yuur cumpany again for our discuunt 
card fundraiser! Thanks!" 

This message was sent to ansun@emaihunc.edu frum: 
Xtraman Fundraising i 3240 E Uniun Hills Dr 

Suite 161 

I Phoenix, Arizuna 85050 

Unsubscribe: 

http:i/app.icuntact.cum/icp/mmail-mpruflle.pl?r 50247127&1 2244&s NP9C&m 495886&c 560050 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 9:57 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free Trio Sling Bag with Wa~an-Up! Shop GTM 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

Shop GTM Warm-Ups 

FREE SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive fl-ee shipping on aii orde~-s dei~ve~-ed in ti~e United States 

ABOU’r GTM EMA~L SET’rINGS NONE WAYS TO SHOP CONNEC’r W~TH GTM 

to: 2012, GYM SF’ORTSWEAR ~. INC. 520 McCALL RD, MANHATTAN, KANSAS 66502 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questions regarding this emsii please call 1 877.51,9.2806 g[[9.~...~[!~ to chat with a customer service representstive 

or email i!~.~,~.:N.::!!~Z:~rL:L~ Please do nol ~eply rJirectl7 to this emaih 

Complimentary Trio Sling Bag with any regular priced warm-up purchase, while supplies last. 

Excludes fleece warm-ups Not ’~alid with any other offers or past purchases Offer expires December 14, 2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz®mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:36 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Nov 29th, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers - Nov 29th, 2012 

Thursday’s TV: Final in Mexico 

The first-leg of the Liga MX Apertura final series is on Univision Deportes: Tijuana - To[uca at 10pm. Copa Sudamericana 

on Fox Deportes: Mi[[ionarios - Tigres at 7pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"They have grinders on their side of the ball too. Eor those guys who are all good 
players, they have other good players behind them, who maybe have a different role on 
the team." Houston coach Dominic ~nnear. 

Midweek in England and Germany 

In the Premier League on Wednesday, Geoff Cameron got the star for Stoke City who came back to beat Newcastle 2-1 

at the Britannia Stadium. Trailing from the 47th minute, Stoke’s Jonathan Wa[ers equalized in the 81st and Cameron 

Jerome scored the winner four minutes later. The referee booked Cameron in the 59th minute. In London, Clint 

Dempsey’s Spurs beat Liverpool 2-1 with goals from Aaron Lennon in the 7th and Gareth Bale in the 16th minute. Bale 

played a part on a[[ three goals, assisting on Tottenham’s opener and causing the own-goal that put Liverpool on the 

board in the 72nd minute. Dempsey subbed out n the 64th minute. Tim Howard was in goal for Everton’s 1-1 draw with 

Arsenal at Goodison Park. Arsenal took the lead in the opening minute, but Marouane Fe[[aini equalized in the 28th. 

Continue reading "Midweek in England and Germany" ,, 

Wondolowski wins MVP 

In what was as dose to a rock as possibte in Major League Soccer’s awards, the League named San Jose forward Chris 

Wondolowski its 2012 Most Valuable Player. Wondo[owski tied the MLS record for goals scored in a season with 27. He 

took over 90% of the club and media votes and 70% of the player votes. 

Fixing US soccer’s ’donut hole’ 

By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (Nov 29, 2012) US Soccer Prayers -- The nation’s identification and development 

structures for elite youth players continue to grow, yet talented young American professionals are failing through the 

cracks - and no one seems completely sure what to do about it. 

The onset of the MLS offseason atways brings a spate of waivers, dectined contract options and other mechanisms for 

jettisoning players. This year’s edition featured an unsettling new wrinkle, however, as several clubs cut ties with 

products from their own youth academies. The bloodletting was particularly noteworthy in Dallas, where Homegrowns 

Bryan Leyva and Ruben Luna were unceremoniously dropped by coach Sche[[as Hyndman along with another local boy, 

Bruno Guarda. 



FC Da[[as’s youth system is widely regarded as one of the most successful in the US, with many products moving up and 

joining the senior team. Hyndman’s cuts even drew criticism from Pab[o Ricchetti, a former FCD player who is now a 

youth coach himself. 

"FC Dallas has the #1 Academy but academy players have no space on starting 11," he tweeted this week. "Do they 
realize the potential and money are losing? "It’s frustating [sic] how FC Dallas waste talent just because they don’t know 
how to finish the excellent job Academy coaches are doing." 

In fact, many of the League’s most effective young Americans have seemingly [aid the foundation for pro success with a 
stint in the college ranks - exactly the path that MLS youth academies are supposed to be rendering obsolete. Continue 
reading "Fixing US soccer’s ’donut hole"’ ,, 

Site format switch for MLS title game works out in Galaxy’s favor - from The LA Times’ Kevin Baxter: ’Td rather be 

playing in L.A. than Houston." 

Folding up isn’t in the cards for Dynamo’s Ching - from The Houston Chronic[e’s Jesus Ortiz: but he’[[ proudly te[[ you 

not many folks have gotten as much out of their talent as he has. 

The MLS play-off system is coming under scrutiny - from WSC’s Ed Upright: In the fast 11 years the title match has 
been contested by top-four teams on onty three occasions. 

Liga MX breathes fresh air in form of Tijuana - Leon semifinal - from Goat.corn’s Brent Latham: So whether or not the 
power shift is permanent, you’[[ be seeing a tot more of these two teams in the coming months. 

UEFA discussing changes in club competitions - from Reuters’s Ju[ien Pretot: "There is nothing decided yet." 

Fridays’ TV 

Bundes[iga on Go[TV: Fortuna Dusseldorf - Eintracht Frankfurt at 2:30pm. Ligue 1 on Univision Deportes: Ajaccio - St 

Etienne at 2:30pm. Serie A on belN Sport: Catania - Milan at 2:45pm. All Times Eustern 

10 Ways to 
Generate |ncome 
i:n Retirement 



t 0 Ways to 
Generat:e Income 
in Retirement 

Click here to sefelv unsubscribe from "USSoccerPleyers." Click here to view meilin~ erchives, here to thence vour preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivetV 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 7:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Took OVER 10 years to get here’. (Soccer Sto~) 

A decade... 

We can all agree that a decade is a long time 

right? Imagine a coach who has been coaching 

for a decade compared to a coach just starting 

out. There’s a huge dif[~rence. 

With that said imagine a team that year in 

and year out never makes the playof[S, and 

having the dronght last for over a decade? 

What would it tbel like to finally break 

the trend aM finally ma~e the playott~ 
especially after such a drought’? 

Well this one college team experienced 

this and to say it was an exciting ti~ne 

for them is a BIG understatement. 

So what made the difference? Was it the 

talent? The coach was the same, but there 

was one distinct dif[~rence. 

They trained dif[~renfly! 
The coach discovered a diltErent training 

progrmn that he’s never u~d with his players 

prior. This training program prodnced an 

all-americm~ player who once made a living 

on the bench! 

So the coach decided hey, if it can work for 

him then what would happen ifI used this 

training with my entire temn? 

The results? 

The monkey offtheir backs as they claimed 

a playoffbirth! Those kids roll now be 

changed forever because they know they 

broke the losing trend. 

Imagine Mint kind of citizens those kids 

will be with that belieil And this was 

made possible because a coach decided to 

take a leap of faith m~d do something 

dif[Erent. 

Here’s a video that tells yon about 

Tt~&T training he used with his reran: 

Program leads to Playof[’s < - - - 
The of[season is here for most soccer programs 

and if you want to ensure that your fate is 

better than last year, there is no better 

time to start than now. 

Check out the video and see if you too, 

can be like that coach who decided to do 

a new, and was rewarded handsomely tbr it: 

Progr~m leads to Playof[S < - - - 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Seccer Players News[ette~ <news~et:t:er@usnst{~a.com> 

Friday~ Ne~ember [�0~ 20~2 12:1 ~ PM 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Mov 30th, 2012 

Their Words 

Li~a iV9(: Tijuana 2 - Toluca I 

Edgar Castillo and Joe Corona started in Ti]uana’s 2-1 firsbfe~ wm agmnst Tofu(a in the Liga MX finat series. Fide~ 

Martinez epened the scorin~ in the 24th minute with "]’o{uca equal.izk~8 twe rainutes {a~er, Pab[o AgtEitar s(:ore~J in the 

40Lh minute to pat Tijaona up a ~Oa}. aS the series heads into Stm~ay’s decidin~ {e~, Corona subbed out in the 73rd 

m~nb{e, 

The Cup is the stow 

8yJ Hutcherson - WASMfRGTOM, DC {Nov 30. 2012) US Soccer P{aye~s -it must be tou~h to be the other MLS finaf.ist. 

On Monday Major League So(cer commissioner Don Oarber turned the State of the Leasue confere~ce ~:a~{ into an open 

mic ~iif on rnu{tip[e top~cs~ addin~ to the story {ines in a week that’s suppose~ to be about one ~me. Gather ~ot in Une 

with his League’s dubs a~d a supersta~ p{aye~ hi ~e~outm~ the conversation away f~orn the ~a~YEe on the fie~d. Expansion 

AiT~id all. oi t:t~is~ Houston waits Ier their t:hance. ~[ven in their raarke~:. ~:he ~{ut: o~ other ~sCLS~retated ~l~k)r~T~atk)~ 

threatesed to ~a, uamp the obv}ous stow. Someone has to w~n on Saturday (4::}0pro ET- ESPb~) and it coutd easily be the 

tn st)ert:s a{ any {e~e{~ there’s l:a[~ of ~esl)e(:{, So8]etiraes> it ber~Jers en t~e (:~ich~} ~er a teara ~:a}(i~x~ any chance at a 

sU~ht motivationa}, e~e, That’s not the case for lqoustom Thei~ opponent and their League seemed to ~o ou~ o{ their 

way during the two-week break between the Conference fi~a~ and MLS Cup to make the Dynamo’s im/olvement ab~ost 

suped~cia{, An opponenL is necessary to sta~e a finM, but the ~ea{ stoly is the end of the Beckharn era w~th the Ga}.axy, 

Or, it’s expans}on to ~ew York C~ty... or Tampa... or it’s the MLS awards schedu{e that (:ou[@Yt wait unt}{ after the 

season ~ctuaU.y ende& Were ~ny Dynamo p{ayers mdaded on Major Leasue Soccer’s Bes~ XI? Mepe~ 

We~ve seen tlhis before. One teara en(Js u[) ~] the [)es~tk)~] whe~’e tlhey’re a[[~K)st ~ee{~ll[~ [Jke tlhey shoukJ be a[x)k)~izJn~ 

for detrac:ti[~$ from the b}$ger stories. Yet, they’re the other team w~th a shot at wi[ming the t}tie. It’s another siKy 

championship week. Make that championship weeks, since o~r frie~d the s(:hed~e save us that extended break. 

On the fieM where it mattel’s~ we have a rematch of a~uab[y the a]ost competitive teams in MLS this season, That 

does net:hing to d~s~zfe(Jit w#~al: San ,Jese and Kansas City ~JkJ durinf~ l:~e ~e2tE~aE" season, buts bo{h el: thera ~ai[ed at the 

most cornpeLit~ve sLase of the League schedule, ~f rnakin~ the piayoffs deLermines success and Cai}.~re in MLS~ p[ayin$ 

l:~eb{~ l:~e brad~ht turns a success~u~ team into a sub,error one. "[’hat?s l:~e case k~r Los Anf~e[es and Hobsten, ~eth 

m~ht have t~ken the/on~ ~o~te throush the pt~yoff% but both showed they have a competitive edge. That’s how a 

witdcard k~ocks o~t the ch~mp~o~ i~ both (o~ferences. Continue readin~ ’~he Cup is the stog" ~ 

Toluca gunning for title record in Liga MX final against Tijuana o frorn FootbaB.(om’s Tom Marshall: Tiiuana showed 

iI’~ t:he second ~.ef~ tt~at they t:an 

Taming the wild: Bobby Boswell thrives after conforming to ’Dynamo Way’ - frera The S~orI:ing News’s Brian 

~ut the "Dynamo Way" t~ans(ends individuals, even if one of thern happened to head-butt d’Ee od’Eer, 

David Beckham bids a final goodbye to Galaxy play - frorn The LA Times’ Kevin Baxter: "He was are unbelievable 

as"~bassador ier the Iea~be, t~or the Galaxy/’ 

Robbie Keane could be Galaxy’s next big star - f~em USA Today’s Frei:leF’i(:l~ [)~’eier: "We I~F’~O\A; with the quality ef 
p{ayers we have, we can beat anybody," 

Sporting KC’s Jimmy Nielsen is MLS .goalkeeper of the year .. lrom The Kansas City Stads Tod PMmer: "We have a 



~>reat {ire here ~r~ Kal)sa~.~ City arid (:eu[dn~t {)e happie~,~ 

TFC turns ~ an old hand ~th the selection of Pavne - ~fem The Teronto G{obe and Mai{’s Pau{ Attfie{d: ~ut, <:rd(:iaU~ 

he does have the ~owin~ endorsement of the h~cumbe~t mar~a~ement team, 

A New Stadium in Pittsbur~ .. ~rom The NY Times’ David Kiipatrick: W~at is most s~art[in~ is the location, 

Weekend TV: MLS Cup 

Premier League on ~SPN2: Wes~ Ham United - CheLsea at 7: 30am. ()f~ F~:~x Soccer: Manchester City ~ Ew~¢Lon at 9: 

Re,dinS .. Manchester Urfite~ at 12prm Fu[ham - Spu~s at 2:30pm~ and qPR - Aston Villa at 4:30pro. On Fox Socce~ 

Arsenal ~ Swa~sea at 10am. L~verpoo[ Southampton at 2pro, and WBA - Stoke City at 4pro. FA Cup on FS+: Harrogate 

Town - H~sLh]~s UaiLed at 8am an~ PNE - GiUingham at 12pro. On Fox Soccer: ShefHeM Umted - Po~t V~ie ~t 6:30pro. 

Championshi9 on be~N Sgort: Cqcsta~ Palace - Brighton at 10am. 

Bundeskiga on GofTV: Schakke o ’Gfadbach at 9:30am and Baye~ n Munich - Borussia Dortmund ~t ’i2: ~0pm. E~ed~dsie on 

~SPN De])orl:es: ~Wer~te ~ De~ Haa~ at: 12:45pm and Ajax - PSV al: 2:45pm. [.igue 1 on belN Spert and UnJvisJof~ 

Degortes: Lyon ~ Mo~tpeUier at 12pro and Nice - PSG at 29m on U~]~dg~orl Deportes (~pm on be~N). La L~ga on be]N en 

E:s£~no~: Getable - M~{aga a[ 10am. Va~en(:i~ - Rea[ Sededad al: 12pm~ ~ar~:e]ena - Bi~bae at: 2prn (a~so on be~N), and Rea[ 

Madrid ¯ Atl.etico Madrid at 4pro (~{so oa ~e~N), Sede A oR belN: Jt~venLus - Torino at 8:30pro, A~ T~m~s E~stern 

Sund~y 

].ig~ MX final, on 

7:30am, Rotherham - Notts County at 2pro, and Craw[ey Town - Che£~ssford at §pro. ©s i%× So(:ce~ P[us: Ab’eton Town 

Leyt:on Orrier~t al: 1{}am, 

gundesiiga on Gel:TV: Hefienheirn - Werder Bremen at: 9::~{}am ~nd Vfl. Wo{fsbdrg - Hambdrg a~ 12pro. Se[ie A en belN 

Sport: Siena ¯ Rom~ ~t 9am and Fiorentin~ .. Sampdoria at 2:45pm, be~N eR Espano[ has ~nter Milan ¯ Palermo at 9~m 

(~4~m en be~N). [.igue 1 on Univision Deportes: ~rest - M~rseK]e al: 9am. beiN has ’Troyes ~ Re[rues at 12prn. L.a [.ig~ on 

belN Esp~no[: Deportivo - Real Betis at 1 lam~ Ce[t~ Vigo - Levante at lprm and Maliorc~ .. Z~ agoza at 3prn, A~ Tim#s 

E~,sten3 

Premier League on ESPN Deportes: Newc~sUe - Wigan at 3pro, La Lig~ on be]N: Sevii~a - VaUz~dofJd ~t 3:;0pro. Ai~ Tim~s 

Sponsor message 



Click here to solely unsubscribe ,from "!J~:~o~-cerP!~,ers "Click here to vfew moiling orchi~,es, here to chon~e your pre]=erences> or here to subscribe ~ Pri~4~cy ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 11:57 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New Adidas.....Hum., Limited Availability’. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 2:02 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Just In Time For Christmas!! New Adidas & UhIsport now in stock! 





From: 
Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:59 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
You can coach like Jose Mourinho 

YOU CAN COACH LIKE JOSI  MOURINHO 

Dear Anson, 
You may not have world-class players or fantastic facilities at your disposal but you can still 
coach your players like they are Real Madrid and you are Jos~ Mourinho. 

How? Because Jose has written up a coaching session he uses with his Real Madrid side 
exclusively for Elite Soccer. And the beauty of the session is that it is incredibly simple to 
set-up and run. 

"While this session is simple in terms of training method, 
the complexity comes through the fundamentals of team .~.~.~,,~,, ~,~-" 
tactics." . 

- Josd Mourinho, Real Madrid 

The session focuses on defensive organization and there is no coach in the world who is 
more meticulous in setting up his side properly than Jose. 

This is a once in a lifetime opportunity for you to coach like Jose and for your players to train 
like Real Madrid. Don’t deny yourself this opportunity - the session will not be available for 
long so subscribe today. 

THE SPECIAL SESSION 

In winning the 2012 La 
Liga title, Jose 
Mourinho’s Real Madrid 
broke a number of 
records; securing 100 
points in a single season, 
scoring 121 goals, 
gaining 16 away wins and 
32 wins overall. They 
conceded just 31 goals - 
a testament to Mourinho’s 
widely respected 
organizational skills. 



And the great news is 
that Jos6 is willing to 
share the training session 
he uses to work on 
defensive organization - with you! 

Get Jos~ Mourinho’s exclusive session, 
only in this month’s Elite Soccer 

Jos6 runs this session with his Real Madrid side but you can run it with your side too - it is 
easy to understand and to use. 

So if you want to get your team more organized and don’t know which session to use - make 
sure you use one from the very top. Only Elite $occercan offer you the opportunity to 
organize your team in the same way Jos~ Mourinho organizes his Real Madrid side. Don’t 
miss out on this unique opportunity - subscribe today. 

JOSI~ MOURINHO READS ELITE SOCCER -WHY DON’T YOU? 

In 588 games as a professional 
coach, Jos~ Mourinho has a win 
percentage of nearly 70% and a 
goal difference of +713! 

If a coach with this sort of record is 
a regular reader of Elite Soccer- 
shouldn’t you be? 

Subscribe today and you’ll be able 
to use Jos~ Mourinho’s session on 
defensive organization with your 
team at your next training session. 

Imagine howyour players will react 
in training if you tell them that they 
are training in exactly the same way 
as Real Madrid! 

We are so confident that every 
coach can benefit from Jos~ 
Mourinho’s coaching session that 
we offer a 100% money back 
guarantee on every subscription. 

Thousands of Elite Soccer          . 
subscribers have already received this session and are using it with their team. 

Don’t fall behind your peers - subscribe now. 



THE ONLY MAGAZINE THAT CAN PROVIDE THESE SESSIONS 

Elite Soccer’s partnership with the LMA gives you 
access to coaching plans from the top of the game. 

It means that we can provide coaching sessions first- 
hand from the likes of Jose Mourinho. Plenty of other 
publications will give you their take on these coach’s 
methods but then you or I could do that. 

Elite Soccer is the only magazine in the world that gives 
you the opportunity to say to your players "today we 
are training like Real Madrid" and know that it is 
absolutely true. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we 
put them in a format that you can use. Once we’ve done 
that, we go back to the manager and check the session 
is exactly as he would run it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or 
more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions without state-of- 
the-art facilities, just as easily as professionals can use 
them at their training ground. 

So don’t miss out on this once in a lifetime chance to 
coach your team using a session written by Jose 
Mourinho. 

And who knows who else you might miss sessions 
from? We have had sessions written exclusively for the 
magazine from the likes of Sir Alex Ferguson, Ars~ne 
Wenger, Roberto Mancini, Carlo Ancelotti, David 
Moyes, Roy Hodgson, Roberto Di Matteo, Andr~ 
Villas-Boas, Alan Pardew and many, many more. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team 
and if it doesn’t you can have your money back. 

Issues of Elite Soccer you’ve 
already missed 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so 
when you subscribe today, you will also receive the following sessions: 

¯ Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Pressing 

¯ Jimmy Bell (Rochdale) - Defending shapes, movement and cover 
¯ Darren Sarll (Stevenage) - Creating overloads in defence 

¯ lain Brunskill (Blackburn Rovers) - Passing functions 
¯ Lee Johnson (LMA Ambassador) - The art of pinning 



Get all of these sessions along with Jos~ Mourinho’s session on defensive 
organization when you subscribe today. 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches, on the 
last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 

Subscribe now - remember you don’t need world-class players or fantastic facilities at your 
disposal to coach your players like they are Real Madrid and you are Jos~ Mourinho. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

PS You may never get the opportunity to coah like Jos~ Mourinho again - don’t miss 
out! 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: Freephone 0800 028 3596 (UK only) 
T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 (from outside the UK) 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 





FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:4~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLetti!v <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

,~4onday~ December ~ 2012 11:40 AM 

Dorrance~ Albert A W <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccel’ Pi~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Dec 3, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 3, 2012 

Monday’s TV 

Premie~ League on ESPN2: New(:ast]e - Wigan at: ]prn. FA Cup on Fox So(:eer: Che]tenham o Hereford at 2:45pm, La Liga 

on befN: SevilLe o VaL[ado[id at 3: ~0pnl. A~ ThYmes 

Toluca 0 - Tijuana 2 

Tijuana shut:out "]’oLuca 2-0 at: "]’oLuca’s Nemesio Dia~ st:adium to wh~ the 2012 USa ,~4X Aperl:u~a tiL[e 4-1 on aggregate. 
R~ch~d Ruiz opened the scoMng on the night m the 70th an~ it was 2-0 a minute Inter when Dub~e~ R~scos scored. 

£d~ar (:asti~k~ and Joe Corona sta~[ed for Ti~uana) w~th Co~ona subbing ou[ h~ the 67th 

National Teamers Abroad: Goals for Boyd and Whitbread 

Since we always start with the goal scorers~ this week that means we open in AustMa before mo\dn~ to EngLand’s 

Championship. SpecificaLly, that means Terrence Boyd’s standout pe~ formance for Rap~d Vienna in their 4-3 win over 

Rk~d. ~oyd opened the scoring m the 25th minute with Ried equaUzing in the :}4th. Boyd setup two Den1 A[a~ goa[s on 

eithe~ s~de of &n A~ar penakty for I’ds habtnck. That put Rapid up 4-1 by the 80th minute. Ried weren’t through, 

(:onverLhx~ an g%:h mh)ute pena{ty and scodn~ in stoppage 1:1me but unabl.e to come up with an equa{izer. 

Elsewhere in Europe. Michae~ Bradley’s Rome beat Siena 3-1. Rome trailed from a 25th minute goal but ,~4attia bestro 

equalized in the 6:1~d minute and would score Rome’s third m stoppage Lime. Jozy AIt~d~re and AZ Lost 2-1 to Utrecht, 

AZ are 12th in t:he Eredivisie table. In BeLgium. Bathe Klje.stan and Ande~Le(:ht beat grugge 

Our second goal comes irom Zak Whitbread in Leicester Cit:y’s 4-1 win over Derby County aL the Kin8 Power Stadium. 
Wh~tb~e~d opened the scoring in the 7Lh minute and ~artin Waghorn put Leicester in the [e~d ~or ~oo~ in the 23r~. 

Though Derby pu~[ed a Boa{ back in the :}gth rninute~ Da~dd Nugent scored twice m the second-hail. 

"We made an outstanding start to the game and for us to get two goals from that #eriod was MchLy deserved. It was the 

best footbaLL we have played this season," Leicester manager Nige[ Pearson said. Continue reading "National Teamers 

Abroad: Goals for Boyd and Whitbread" ~ 

Five ThinRs from MLS 2012 

By Clemente Lisi - Carson. C4 (bec 1,2012) US Soccer PI.ayers ~ The bi8 sto~ylines ahead of Seturday*s M[.S Cup Fine[ 6][ 

invo[ved the Los Angeles Galaxy. It was a{~ about whether they wou~d repeat as champions. ~t was a[[ about the 

advantage o~ p[ayh~g el: home, It was all. abobt David ~e(:kharn’s [ast competitive game with the team. ~t was a{] about 

whether Landon Donovan would ~et~re when it was a[[ ove~, 

OddLy, the line[ turned out to be a repeat of 2011. fL featured the same teams (Los AngeLes and Houston), the same 

venue (Home Depot Center} and Lhe same weathe~ {~ain hours before the game). ~t Lurned out to be a dveLing fina[~ 
loaded wiLh offense hem two Learns that had played defense for much of the year. In the end, it was the Oa[ax:~ who 

w~ote the ending to th~s season. Down 1-0 at hatfth~ne, the Oa[a~i scored three unanswered goals - two from the penalty 

spe[ -. to de,eat [he Dynamo 3-1 before a c~owd of 30.510. 

"It was a wonderful season. The guys worked hard and they came through," said Ga[a)ei coach Bruce Arena. 

against Houston, when we were down, we fought back. We did that af[ season long." 

With the ~’4LS Cup Final in the h}story book% here are my highlights of the 20t2 season: Continue reading "Five Things 
from MLS 2012" ,, 

Tuesday’s TV 

Champions League on Fox Soccer: Borussia - Dortmund .. ,~4anchesLer City at 2: 30pro, Rea{ ~4adrid ¯ Ajax at 5pm~ and 

OLympiacos - Arsenal aL 7pm~ Fox Soccer PLus has P,i{an - Zenit at 2:}0pro. PSG ¯ Porto is on Fox Deportes at 

Coppa ItaLia on belN Sport; Catania - CittadeL[a at 12:30pm. A~ Th~,~s 



ge 

Click here to sofely unsubscribe ?ro ~ ’USSo~cer~!~yers.’ Click here to ~4ew moilin~ orchives, here to chon~e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 11:52 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How Matt Smith went from bench to all-american (Video) 

Have you ever rooted for the underdog? 

What makes an underdog s~to~ so special is 

that no one expects it to happen. It gives 

hope, allows us to believe in the dreams and 

visions we all, at one point or m~other have. 

It’s why today I want to share a video I came 

across about a high school soccer player who 

went from being on "the bench to become a 

high school all-americm~. 

Here’s the video: 

Matt goes from bench to all-americma <- - - (Video) 

Matt was jus~t like the average player on your 

team; you know the one that works hard, but isn’t 

quite good enough to be more than just a practice 

player. 

Because of a new training program that Matt 

discovered he suddenly found himself not only 

playing, but actually becoming the best player 

on Ms reran. 

This new training program has been used by soccer 

coaches and the resulks have been staggering to 
say the least. 

I’~n not sure how long this video roll be up 

for so check it out while you ca~: 

Matt aoes from bench to all-american <- - - (Video) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 5:30 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free small-sided soccer games. Download today. 

Is tiffs email not displaying properly? View in yore- browser. 

Hi ~ason, 

As a soccer coach, you lcnow how frustrating it can be when a training session is ruined because 
the players are more interested in messing around than paying attention. 

Chances are they’re bored -- but it’s up ~o you as the coach to make the training session exciting. 

One of the best ways to do this is by using small-sided games. Recognised worldwide by top teams, 

youth academies and governing bodies, small-sided games develop the essential core skills in fi’esh 

and fun ways. 

Today you can download a FREE copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games when you sign 

up to my Better Soccer Coaching e-newsletter. 

The games are devised by Michael Beale, who played the game professionally, but whose real gift 
now lies in a natural ability to devise practical coaching sessions that engage and excite players. 

"Some coaches’find it difficult, but l can just vis’ua/is’e what will work, "he says matter-of-factly, 
adding: "!’m just lucky." 

Too right he is! I Lnow how hard it is to keep training fresh.., so no wonder Michael is held in such 

high regard by leading professional clubs. 

I can heartily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to every youth coach intent on 

improving their players’ essential soccer skills, while at the same time baying fun. It could very well 

be the difference between success and failure for your team this season. 

To get your i¥ee copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, all you have to do is subscribe to 

BetterSoeeer Coaching. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives you free advice each week. 

You may be asking, "Why so much fi’ee stuf£?", or "Where’s the catch?". Well, we hope we can 

tempt you with our other great coaching manuals and books in the future! 

Of course, though, you are under no obligation to buy from us or even to receive marketing from 

us, and I promise we’ll never rent or sell your email ad&ess to anybody else. 

Just click here to re~ister and Cet your fi’ee of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games now. 

Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mes 

Cover 

Using small-sided games in training gives a 
number of coaching benefits: 

1. More player participation 
2. More toucbes oftheball 

3. More passes attempted 

4. More lvls attempted 
5. More goals scored 

6. More goalkeeper participation 

7. Different games mean different problems 

to solve and skills to use. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most important report tbr this 

season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction ¢o Small-Sided Games today. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains easy to digest 

Soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the performance of your team, with 

contributions from English Premier League Coaches. 

Our contributors include Tony Catz, director of the West Ham Academy and the man responsible 

for bringing tlu’ough some of the finest players in the English game including England international 
players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lampard, Joe Cole and i"v~chael Can’ick. 



Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

There is advice from me, David Clarke, an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience, and 

we also include training sessions from Keflh Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 

Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Sign up here and join the 225,000 coaches worldwide who are getting our training tips and 

ideas in their inbox eve~ Tuesday and Thnrsday. 

Our experience shows most subscribers find they receive a drill or game they can put to use with 

their team straight away. 

Plus, sign-up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you will get two further exclusive free 

reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

l I Secrets of Successful Corner~ 

All you need to do is go here. enter your email address and select 5,our couutry of residence, and I’ll 

then send you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of BetterSoeeer Coaching won’t be 

far behind. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coachin~ today 

You can unsubscribe at any time -- though I doubt you’ll want to -- and I promise never to rent or 

sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter your email address and country. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can contact me directly by replying to 

this email. 

I look tbrward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Yours in Soccer, 

!)avid Clarke 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If yon have got any questions abont Better Soccer Coaching please do not hesitate to 

contact me using the details below, or visit our website a’t ~vw. bettersoecereoaching, com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tanneu Lane, Bramley, 

Gnildlbrd, GU5 0AB, United Kingdo,n. 

Telephone: ~44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

~.~ 2012 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS - Sportsmanship Blog <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Collegiate Scoring Record Sparks Debate 

Sport ..... hip Blog 

Center for Sports Ethics i ~ i Training I Products I Donate 

you get this from a friend? Subscribe here ~ 
Suppert good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

Collegiate Scorinq Record Sparks 
Debate 
Nebedy denies that Grinnetl Cetiege 
bas:ketbail player Sack ]ayior scored &38 
points in one game. So wi:y are some 
peopie questioning the new cetiegiate 
record? 

Take the poll, read more >> 

PGA Takes Shot to the Belly 

te beily putt. The eion~a~ed putter has heipe~ t~e 
game of severa~ players on the PGA Tour, but ~s ~t 
too good to Be fair? 

Take the poll, read more >> 

Character education materials 

These Cars Give Kids a Moral 
Compass 

What People Are 
Saying... 

Post good 

Lance’s Long Fall 
Continues: "~ fee~ for the 
p~ayers o~ the k~ss than 

D@. Z footba~ programs 
who scheduled against 
the m~:~ ~a~ger 
heralded schools, The 
AA [earns ~nd poor I~A 

teams can r~n an 
season with key 

~u~r~n[eed mo~ey so 
they can fund 

Ra~’~dg (:omme~ts on T~ 

and other activities (for grades I-. 

4), See all our Auto-B-Good 
products. 

Newfl°omourpeputarAuto-.B,-Good ZRun or Not to Run: 
ser~es: an English language arts disc: coaches are the last ones 
with 180 priptable games, puz;,’.les    Li~aL may can he~p these 

k~ds, 3ust don~t go 
: overboard, bat put them 

: ~n their p~ace." 

]OCI<S BEHAVING FXC~PT]ONALLY 

High School Football Team Helps Victim of Bullying 
In Queen Creek~ Arizona, a sephe.more speciai.-needs student was the 

target of repeated bullying at school .... until the varsity quarterback 
and some f.."iends reseived to ta.::kie the issue. 
Read more >> 

Notre Dame’s Manti Te’o Wins 

Sportsmanship Award 
Iris been a great year fer .Notre bame 
footbali. The team is ranked -#-1 and 

)~nu~ry. And thek s{ar hnebacker, 

Ma~t~ Te%, ,i~st rece~w~d the Awards 

Sportsms~sMp Award, 
Read more >> 

Todd comments on To 
Run or Not to Run: 
"Eve.."yorie is afraid el: 
getting sued by parents 
who do not want Lo see 

They thk~k they are 

protecth~g their chihL In 

spoiled, unruly children," 

: Rich cerumen:is on To Run 
or Not to Run: "Fifteen 
years ago, my wife was 

: running at the track a~d 
: confronted a footbaU 
coach, who was fordng a 

Z boy [o rim the sLeps o1: 
the stadh~m a number of 

: !:k~-~es, Ltf ~t was not fast 
Yot:~~-~ spor#rs ermugh, thai t~me d~d not 

Ci~ Requires Sportsmanship Class for Parents : count, She cha~Wnoed 
In an interest~n~ tw~sL the cry of Danv~k~, V~rg~nia, ~s requ~d~g parents: the coach to ~o ava~ and 

C?~ti’~m Star Zrffx/ne reports that Danv~e’s Parks and Re(:readon Z prk~dpa~ el: the schook" 
~eaders saw the need to ’?educe poor attitudes and harsh comments 
at you’d~ basketba~ games," ~od~ comments on High 
Read more >> School Football Team 

: Helps Victim of Bullying: 



i i’~’~ WhatWill Matter Kids Like to Win; Adults Need to Win 
..=~verywi:ere we sue .:h~.: ~ iot of ~d~i!:t,~ .... both 
coaches ~.."..d p~e.."...:s ..... need to g~ow ~p a~:d 

e: smbitioss, Read more >> 
Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app >> 

school’s soc~a~ pyramid, 
What they do does 
dow~ ~o how their 
c~assmates be~ave~ 

boys s~ood 8p for ~heh" 

Unsubscribe i Manage newsletter subscriptions i Josephsonlnstitute.org 

Center for Sports 
Ethics 



The Coaches Insider 

in time for Christmas~ 

Content Includes: 

Click here to view a Sample! 

click here 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 7:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Facility Upgrades 

We Amp!.ify Your Brand 

Anson, Receive a 20% discount on your next 
stadium graphics upgrade, just read on. 

Have you been thinking about revamping your facility to 
keep up with the national trend of branding with Stadium 
Graphics? Let B~gS~g~s.com he~p you accomplish your 
goa~, whib sav~ng your budget[ VVe are offedng you a 

20% d~scount on Stadium GrapMcs Mlbd before the end 
of December. Get your d~scount now on the fo~low~ng 
products: V*da~l Graphics Dula-Mesh Banners and 
Fence Screens, Cham~onsMp Banners, Custom 

Banners Bbacher Graphics, Gym Graphics. Locker 
Room Graphics and Scoreboard GrapMcs. 

Our tabnted design team will ensure your Facility have 
eye-catching graphics that will enhance team spirit. Our 
customers have sa~d that ou~ graphics ha~e helped 
recruit p~ayers, created an excitement among fans and 
made neighboring schools jealous~ 

Anson, Give me a call or send me an emait and we’ll go 
to work for you. You can also get a quick quete here. 
Send me a digital photo of the area you want to brand 
with dimensions and your loges or photos and I will have 
rny design team create a mock up for you. 

Cerey Leenard 
President 
800-.790-7611 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers; saiesmen and production techl°:lcia~s BigSigns corn is ready to serve your stadium graphics al°:d e’~ent signage i°:eads 

’,,,Ve are located il°: downtow~ Grand Haven, Michigan, along the iakeshore 

r~ I 22 S Haibor Drive Sdi[e 101 :: Grand Haven, Ivli 4#417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoal.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 9:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Product Alert: Coach Categow 

[ 



MS R~ach 

Quickly d~agram tactics to prayers with either the d~ erase #en or 

the Player I.D. Magnets, wMch include inserts for players names 

MS ach 

Contains a fold~out fuK-fiet~ magnetic d~ erase board and a section 

to store add~tona[ notes 

~ MS~~ch 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!,~ <news~etter@usnstpa.com> 

Tuesday, De~:ember 4, 2012 12:17 P~ 

Do{rance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Settee P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ P[ayecs ¯ Dec 4, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 4, 2012 

Tuesday’s TV 

Champions l.eagbe on Fox Soccer: Borussia o Dortmund - Man,chester C~ty at 2::}Opm~ Reat Ma~Jd~J - Ajax at t~pm. an~J 

O[ympiaeos - Arsena~ at 7pro. Fox Soccer PI.us has ddtaB - Zegit at 2::}0pro. PSG - Porto is on Fox Depo~tes at t~pm. 

CopRa Ita[ia on belN Spo~t: Catania .. CiLLade[[a aL 12:30pm. A~ Times E{~stern 

Their Words 

Gonzalez: "1 couldn’t believe it was happening to me" 

{~y Clemente Lisi - Carson; CA (Dec 3~ 2012) US Soccer P[ayi~’Fs - Atl:ack~8}~ firepower is a ha[h’nark of the Los Ange{es 
Ga[axy. Yet, was Oma~ Gon~n[ez, a defende¢, who made the di¢lecence when it matte~e~ most this past Satucday in the 

MLS Cup Fh’~a[ agah~st the Houston Dynamo. ~t was GonTa[ez’s header that put the Ga~a~i back on the comeback trai{~ 

91vin~ h~m and the Learn back. to.back 

"t remember d~at the bafl came into my c!irection," Gonzalez reca[[ec! in the locker room after the ~ame~ "That’s w~en ~ 

saw the ba{[ and decided to ~ive it a knock. ~ got ove~ my guy and put the ba{[ ha. ~ couMn’t believe it was happening to 

"That kBo~:k" - as GoBzal.ez put it - resu[ted i8 the bat[ getting past Dynamo 8oa[~eper "FaKy Ha[[ to tie the score, By the 

dine the ~ame was over. the Gataxy had triumphed 3-1 with Gonza[ez acceptin~ the MLS Cup ~4ost Va{uab{e P{aye~ 

trophy. Gonza~ex was ego o~ the first pl.ayers the {:oa~:hing staf~ hugged on{:e a[~ t~e }:4eye, s were h) the [o(:b~r room, 

At 6-foob!~, Gonzal.ez is a [ean~ but imposin8 player. He k~oks as ii he st~ou[{J be p[ayh)g for the Los Ange[es ].aiders. 

~nsteact, as the Oa[a~’s center back, d~e 24..year..o[d spent the season commandin8 a backtine that was responsib[e for 

~e{phx4 the team 8o a~[ the way, After the game. coach Bruce Arena heaped praise on GoBzal.ez. (:a[~i88 him the 

Lea£ue’s "best center back" and a p[aye~ who ~beton% on the NaLiona[ Team" -- a message to USA coad~ Jucgen 

R({}nsrsanrt who was sittir~ in the stands at The Home Depot Cer~te[. Gor~za~ez has lust two caps to h~s credit but has put 

himseE£ in posit~on ~er reguta~ catbups a~Ler LMs seasom 

Genza[ez is a ~umbf.e guy~ He doesn’t like to taik about Mmse[f~ h~stead, Genza[ez crec!ited Arena and Ms teammates -- 

players like David Beckhan’t, Landos Donovart and Robbie Keane in part}cu[ar -- for getting the Ga[axy anothe~ t}tte. 

Continue reading "Gonza[ez: "l couldn’t believe it was happening to me’"’ ~ 

Corner: Chelsea’s Manager 

The~e are competing myths about the r@.e of d~e manage� in English socce¢. One ~ackens bad( to girded days ei yore 

w~en the manager fbg~:tioned as the chief operating officer of a <:[uB on the tie[{£ the frost ofHee~ agd even stadh~m 

operations. The mana$e~ was the person in charge, with classic accounts 0� the Bi~$est names in English mana$ement 

Badgerir~g re[uctant ~:hairmen a~d Batt[ing tb~ board tk~r the necessary grads to do tb~@ £~ob. h: was ~eh" £~oB as ~ey saw 

With Engqsh clubs adoptin$ the standards of North American sports business n~anagement~ the~e are now reM CEOs, 

COOs~ chief financial off[ce~s~ executive vice p~esidents, and 1eve~s of bureaucracy that don’t mesh we~[ with the 

ideal in fact, d~ere are those w~o a¢gue d~aL the manager on}.y ~eai[y maLLets on the trainin~ $¢ound. ¢~’er the 90 

minutes, he does veq¢ little to impact the gan~te othe~ than not messing up the substitutions and relaying the 

appropriate segtirnen[ at ha~fl:B’f~e. ~t’s sti{I, the Engl.ish manage~ answering questions after the game, {A, it~ ~ng[an{J yet 

to ~P~e ir~ to the kind of access to p~ayers taker~ for $ranted ir~ North An’terica and elsewhere }n Europe. Continue readin~ 

"Corner: Chelsea’s Manager" ,, 

Galax¥~ after winning two titles, must now deal with transition o from The LA ’~’}mes’ Kevm Baxter: They starte~J 

plreparing for geckham’s MLS retirement cturin$ the summe~, weeks befece it was announced puMicf.y~ 

Babbel sacked as Hoffenheim coach ¯ from Seccernet’s Stephan Uecsfe[d: aiter his team had taken onl.y six points from 
thei~ last ten ~ames. the c{ub decided to dispense with his sersdces. 

Malaga the headline name as UEFA takes action against nine clubs - from Soccerex: Despite its trout£es Mafaga has 



Why Michel Platini should go back to future and lose Europa League expansion o from The Ii~(lel)endenI:=s 
Wal(ace: Uefa is certainly right when it fiefs that the E~ropa Leasue is boring 

Socce~ Ptus at 2:30pro), and Barcetona ¯ Benfica at 7pro. FS-~ has Celtic ¯ Spartak ,~oscow a~ §pm~ Coppa Italia on belN 

Sport: Cag[iad - Pesc:a~ a at 12:}Opm. Copa Sudameri(a[~a on Fox Deportes: Tigres - Sao Pau[o at 6:30pn’t. A~4 Times 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 4:59 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

SmnuraJ~, Romans, Greeks, Fathers, Daughters... 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news [rom the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Tomorrow! 
Art For Lunch: "The Art and PNitics of Samurai 
Sociability" 
Wednesday, 5 December, 12:00 PM 

of politicized sociabitity. 

Bring a bag [unch and enjoy an hour of 

inspiration and information about art |n 

the Ack[and’s collection. 

Atthough usuaity thought of as 

individualist swordfighters and rigid 

adherents to the honorabte Bushido code 

of ethics, Japan’s pre-modern warriors, 

the samurai, were profoundly soda[ 

people. This tatk by Morgan Pite[ka 

(UNC-Chape[ Hi[[, Asian Studies) 

illustrate the role of art in the 

interactions between elite warriors in 

the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, with a particutar focus on 

banqueting, gift-giving, and other forms 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders, $5 for all others. 

Calling all Fathers and Daughters! 

The Ackiand Art Museum announces an open cat[ for father-and-daughter 

participants in an interactive, performance-based art work in the 

upcoming exhibition More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharing since the 

1990s. 

Greensboro-based artist Lee Watton is currentty seeking father-daughter 

pairs (of ail ages!) to perform his art work Father and Daughter View the 

Exhibition, an orchestrated, exhibition-specific piece that blurs the 

boundaries between real life and performance. 

Click here for more info about taking part in Father and Daughter View 

the Exhibition... 



Tour: "Art of the After|ire: Death and 

Remembrance in the Greek and Roman Worlds" 
Thursday, 6 December, 7:00 PM 

The ancient Greeks and Romans concerned 

themsetves with being remembered after 

death no matter what their betiefs about the 

aftertife were. This tour, ted by Acktand 

Student Guide Steve Burges, witt examine the 

Ancients’ intentionat visuat tegacies, from the 

geometric designs of the earty Greeks to 

sotemn portraits of the deceased from the 

Ctassicat period, to the Romans’ gtorified 

depiction of the deceased as brave hunters 

and warriors. 

Free and open to the public. 

Let°s Draw! 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 8 December, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Amanda Hughes (Director of Externat 

Affa|rs) reads partic|pants in a 

creative exptoration of a particutar 

object in the Acktand’s correction. Bring 

paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, 

etc.). Art revers are wetcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday, 8 December, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

This program invites I0- to 13-year-o[ds to 

took at selected works in the Ack[and’s 

ga[teries and identify techniques that the 

artists used to make them. Gallery teachers 

demonstrate and teach participants technicat 

ski[is, which they can then appty to their own 

artistic creations. A mix of drawing from 

works on display and creating one’s own 

origina[ works is offered in each session. 

Materiats are provided. 

Free to members, $5 non-members. 

Registration is required and space is 

limited. 

RSVP to culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

ART ~ LITERATURE IN THE GALLERIES 

Read the book, took at the art, and join the discussion at the Acktand Art 

Museum’s poputar Art ~ Literature in the Gatteries series. Discussions are 

co-facititated by program coordinator Lestie Batkany and an invited 

schotar. 

SPRING 201 3 BOOK DISCUSSIONS: LOVE! 

What a rich topic to exptore in art and titerature through the ages! In 

January, Art ~ Literature in the Gatteries witt took at works about rove in 

the Acktand’s permanent correction, then move on, in February and 

March, to art in the exhibition More Love: Art~ Politics~ and Shoring 

since the 1990s. 

Click here for program descriptions~ a complete ~chedu[e~ 
and to reRister. 

Free to Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC One 

Card holders I $5 for all others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@ unc. edu or 919.843.3687. 



Ho|iday Shoppin~ at the Ackland Museum Store 

EXTENDED HOLIDAY HOURS 
Now through the end of the year: 

Monday-Tuesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM (extended hours) 

Friday-Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Sunday: 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Christmas Eve, Monday, 24 December: 10:00 AM- 4:00 PM 

Christmas Day, Tuesday, 25 December: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve, Monday, 31 December: 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

New Year’s Day, Tuesday, I January: CLOSED 

The JAPANESE MARKET continues at the MUSEUM STORE 

through 31 D~cernber 2012. ~.[.~...~.~[~.! 

Lookin~ Ahead... 

Tea at Two: "Theater of the Streets: Popular Performance in 

Postwar Okinawa" 

with Chris Netson (UNC-Chapet Hit[, Dept. of Anthropotosy) 

Wednesday, 12 December, 2:00 PM 

Book Club Night 
Thursday, 13 December, 6:30 PM 

Treasures of Japanese Art from Storage 

’"Japonisme’: The Inftuence of Japanese Art on Western Art-making" 

Thursday, 13 December, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Illustrated Talk 8 Book Signing: "The Aesthetics and Spirit of 

Stones in Japan" 

with Norris Brock Johnson 

Saturday, 15 December, 3:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 18 December, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubhc pro~Irams are made possible by 

8enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s eonews? Send an emaiL to the editor. 



I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sonkef Konze Noh, 1958; corer screenpr[nt. Merdt[ C. Berman 

Correction. 

Utasawa Kunisada, Japanese, 1786-1864: Actor: Somurof fn Block; color woodblock print. UNC Art Department 

Correction. 

Kuro: Tokyo Motor Show, 1956; corer offset tithosraph. Merritt C. Berman Cot[ection. 

Peter Paut Rubens, Flemish, 1577-1640: Romon tmperfol Coupte, c. 1615; oit transferred to masonite panet. 

Ack[and Fund. 

Forward this email 

]his email was sent to anson@email,unc.edu by esbowles(~emaii.unc.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address Ir~stant [eme,,’al witil SafeUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pianeta Sport <info@pianetasporLorg> 

~Vednesday, December 5, 2012 6:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Pianeta Sport Newsletter 2010 

cesch city perm 
transfer by boa[ to St Mark’s 

manager throushout the tour 

hail-day g:Jided tours in: Venice 



pax .~ 1 free: 77900 pe~ 

meet & gleet at the ahpo~t ape!; arrival 

3 rflghDs irt Milan or Coma 

2 hai?.day g@ded t.surs i1~: Milan 

frill:d37 ptibiio boat till, at or: LDI, e Coma 

4 Isights ils R.:;me 

3 ~igh~ W= ffiorence 
14 meals 

3 gsmes 
pr~sx~l~ ce~.:sh a~ d~aposa~ 

coach city permits 

3 haiBday guided tau!s in Raffia, 

J 

29 pax ÷ t f~’ee: 842.00 per 

4 nights in Rams 

3 I%.ghts iri Naplea 

4 nights i!~ Flelence 

14 meals 

3 gsmas 

coacil city pen;~its 

2 half-day gs~lded tours in: Milar~ 8nd 

fulFday pt~bN,:; best ~icke~ c:<~s I.ske 

e~bance [icket to The Lbst Supper 

20 pax ÷ ! lies: 008,08 pet 

59 pax ~" i t~ee: ~7.00 per 

4 aigi~ts ia Rome 

3 nights i!~ Flelence 

coacil city permits 

Vatican and Fiole!;ce 

2 etfi~a!~ce tickets to the C:olise=.ii-~ and 

ROME & NAPLES: 7 sighte 

29 pax + ’i f~ee: 983,00 per 

4 !;igi;ts h; Rome 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
cos ch ~t disposed              coach cib’ ~eimits                    p~ivat¢ coac!-~ st disposal 

3 half-day guided tou:’s in: Roale. tour manage:" thioughout the toul 

e~: ~ r:ca ~:{:Ka~ 1:o Vst:cs~ rv~:sse~n~ vatica n and Na pies 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
3 ent;s,~ce t~ckets b the Col~se~,m, the 

C~pri ~s~nd-Napbs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 8:14 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Get something you really want this Christmas 

Order quickly to guarantee pre-Christmas delk~ery 

Dear Anson, 

If you’re anything like me, you spend more time in the run up to Christmas thinking about what 
other people would like instead of what you would like. Then, when someone asks you what you 
want, you don’t know what to tell them. The result? Another year’s worth of sweaters you’ll 
never wear and DVDs you’ll never watch. 

So make sure you ask for something really useful this year. Something that you can use week 
after week all year round. Getting your partner or a friend to buy you Elite Soccer: The 
Collectors’ Series this Christmas, will give you 72 complete training sessions from professional 
coaches that will take you all the way through to next Christmas. It is the perfect gift for any 
serious soccer coach! 

i.~.i Get something you really want this Christmas 

So, forward this email on to your girlfriend, wife, partner or friend and tell them you’ve decided 
what you want for Christmas and this is it! 

The books start at just $47 but hurry, if you want a print copy that you can open on Christmas 
Day you will need to place your order by: 

The coaches who have written the sessions in Elite Soccer: The Collectors’Series include Sir 
Alex Ferguson, David Moyes, Harry Redknapp, Alan Pardew and 68 others. This is the first time 
sessions from all these top coaches have been made available to buy in book format and that 
is thanks to our exclusive partnership with the League Managers Association. You cannot 
get sessions from these great coaches anywhere else. 

Get something you really want this Christmas 

Simply follow this link to find out more about how Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series can 
help you improve as a coach and win more games. Then forward this email on today to a friend 
or loved one, telling them which volumes and format you want, safe in the knowledge that you 
will have a gift to really look forward to on Christmas Day. Alternatively of course, you could just 
treat yourself! 

Remember you must order by Monday 10 December if you want to open your printed book 
under the tree this Christmas! 



i.~.i Get something you really want this Christmas 

Have a fantastic Christmas and a winning NewYear. 

Yours in soccer, 

[ ~ 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series 

PS. Delivery of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series is free - there are no hidden costs! 

Get ~-~ 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow~b, coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLetti!v <news~et:t:er@usns~:{~a.com> 

Wed nesday~ December 5~ 2012 12:10 PM 

Do~rance~ ALbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccel’ P[ayers News[eLter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Dec 5, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 5, 2012 

Wednesday’s TV 

Socc:e~ rdus at 2:}0prn), and 0ar(etona o Benfica at 7pro. FS-~ has CeLti( - Spartak Moscow at .~pm. Coppa ItaLia on belN 

Spo~t: Cag~iar~ - ~es(:ara at 12: 30pro, Copa Sudamerio~na on Fox Deporl:es: "[’igres - Sao £auto at ~:30pm. A~ 77rues 

Their Words 

UCL: Schalke and Mala~a finish top of their groups 

3ermaine Joses subbed on in the 72nd minute for S~:haLl~ (M’s ’t oi ds~w wit:h MontpeLIier in t:heir Cham~ions 

Group B finale on Tuesday, SchaLke’s 0ene6ikt Howedes opened the scoHn~ in the §6th minute with 

equaIi~Jng (:hree minutes ]al:er, SchaLke finished top ol t:he Stoup wit:h Arsenal also advan(:in(~ to the knoc:kout found in 
second., pLace~ 

tn Group C, O~uchi Onyewu and MaLaga drew 2.2 with Sacha Kl.iestan’s AnderLechL, Duda put MaLaga up in the 45th 

with AnderLecht equafizing in the 50th minute, it was Duda again h~ the 61st, w}th Ande~ ]e(ht getting an 89th rn}~ute 

equaLizer, MaLaga adwnces h~ lsbp[ace w~th Mffan h~ 2nd. Ande~Lecht ~nishe~ bottom of [he group, The ~eferee booked 

K{~estan in the :}3rd rnim£e. 

Beckham’s Significant Role 

8y Zac Lee Ri~l~ o LOS ANGELES> CA (Dec !i, 2012) US Sock:or PLayers -- "One mo~e year" ran!~ ou~: in the LA Galaxy 

~ocker room on Saturday, "One more year>" d~e fans chante~ two days [ate~ to ce~ebraLe Lhe MLS Cup triumph, 

Un~ert:unate~y~ tk~r the Ga[axy fi~tNuL there wiff be ne more years for David ~ec:khara h~ Ma~or Lea$ue Soe(:er, 

advent.urn is over, Beckham had an opt.ion year in his con~ract~ bu~ decided to decline it, announcin~ the impendin~ 

dworce before the ,~,¢LS Cup final 

came to the dec:ision soLeLy because t felt f}ke t’d achieved everythin!~, I wanted to achieve with the Gata×y, on the 

l~eLd and off the i~eLd," 8eckham saicL 

The GaLaxy went on to win the iinaL beating the Houston Dynamo 3-1~ tt marked a second consecutive ~.’tLS Cup for Los 

AngeLes, its third final m four years. The GaLaxy. also won two Suppo~ tots’ ShieLds in that time. 

"He’s done mo~e in MLS and for the GaLaxy than any of us wouM have m~agmed," LA coach Bruce Arena sakf. "He’s 

wort:h a {t)~ i~ore to 1:he League 1:ban we e~er t:ebL~J have thought:." 

Arena is t:al.king about more than sportin~ rael:ri(:s, When 0e(:kham joined MLS in 2007, his team was poor (l:he GaLaxy 

d}dn’t make the p[ayoffs in 2007 or 2000), but he provided publieit? and a cred}bffity arguably no other soccer player 
the ~:ebL~J have, AI: the time. he had .just won a I.ea!~ue t:il:Ie with Real Madrid and the S~anish 

him, Instead, he chose ~.o move his family ~.o BeverLy 

"When f decided to come he~e~ I kind of raised a LittLe bi~. ol in~.eresL" Beckham said. ~’f hope that’s what f’ve done, tf 

that’s 1:he sin!~te thing I’ve done~ then great." Continue readin~ "Beckham’s Sisnificant RoLe" ,, 

About 3~000 attend Galaxy celebration ~ from The LA Tm’~es’ Kevin Baxter: "f think we’re 21vmg the Lakers a Littfe 
ol a run for thei~ money," 

Tim Ream hopes New York Red Bulls build around American players - from GoaLcom’s ALex Labidou: ’1 think that 
will defimtefy hetp the teamF’ 

RSL hopes payroll cuts lead to scoring increases ~ from The SaLt Lake Tribune’s ~urt ~(ra!~,tho~ t)e: And then they traded 

were for ,., who. exat:tl.y? 

Wilkinson: Trades just start as Timbers take on new look o from MLS!;oc(:er,com’s Dan tteL Of course, t:here are also 
sacrifices that come ~,~,,ith peH;onneL decisions. 



drcbmst~n(:es at the ~:]~]) but I was i~t:dgued by t:~e project," Onyewu t:o]d gP~: SporL 

C~ub Worm Cup on Fox Soccer: S~nfrecce Hi~oshim~ - Auct,J.anc! City 

Earop~ League oa Fox Soccer: LMinese .. Liverpool ~L 1 pm~ Spu~s .. P~nath~naikos at 3pro, ~ad Bordeaux - NewcasU.e 
United ~t 5pro. Fox Soccer P{us h~s Fenerbache - ~G[~dbach at i pro, h~ter M~{~ - Neftd at 3pro, and V~kto~ P[ze~ - 

Atl.etico Madrid at 59m. A~ T~mes E~s~ern 

~ 

ge 

Click here to so,rely unsubscribe from "U~Soccer,C’!evers~ " Click here to view moiling, orchives, here to chonse your preferences, or here to subscribe, Privet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TRN 159SCdirector@e.sincsports.com 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 9:17 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Beast Of The East 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Triangle Spo~s Commission <~froy@trim~glesportscommission.com> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 10:21 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Triangle Sports Commission: Seasons Greetings 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

O[ficial Par:i~ers 

Forward em~il 

This email was sent to anson@ema~kunc.edu by groy@trian~lespo~tscommission.com 

~£~#te ~ rof[le/gma[[~##Zfla~ ~nstant removal with SafeUnsubscdbe ’’ Priv~c~ PgJJ£X. 

Triangle Sports Commission :: 401 Harrison Oa~ Blvd. Suite 215 :: Ca~ :: NC 27513 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 11:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Great Christmas Gitt Ideas! 









FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!v <news~etter@usnsL£a.con~> 

’Thursday~ December 6~ 2012 12:2B PM 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Pt~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Dec 6, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 6, 2012 

Wednesday’s ~’ 

Socce~ rdus at 2:}Oprn), and Bar,:atone o Benfica at 7pro. FS-~ has CeLtic: - Spartak Moscow at .Spin. Coppa ItaLia on belN 

Spo~t: Ca2~iar~ - Fescara at 12: 3Bpm. Cope Sudamerio~na on Fox Deportes: "[’i2res - See £auto at ~:30pm. A~ 7"hY~e.s 

Words 

wronS, ¢’t lunch dm~, then you S, et b~ck on tr~ck h3 the even~@." Bayern Mu~fch chef Alfons Schuhbeck. 

Jones in the USA midfield 

By Charles Boehm o WASHING’TON. DC (Dec 6~ 2012} US Soccer PIayers -~ It’s an e~d idea that cornn~unieaL~on ~s 

leadership a~d Jur2en K~insmann is doing a fair job of [ivin!~ out that m~xin’t w~th h~s p~ oa~:tive entr4es to the American 

so~x:er media. The [atest was a breakfast meeting with journalIists in the rumup Lo [ant week’s MLIS Cup at the Home 

Depot Center. To his credit, in the US National Team boss faced up to a ~ong-simmerin$ frustration of some US fans... 

his seemingly implacable t:aith in Jermaine ,Jones. 

The stee[y midiiekJ enforcer £o{arizes opinion Uke on{y a se[e(:t few of his Yi~nk predecessors e~er have. $orne see a 

walking ye[[ow.ca~d magnet~ an ~mprec~se passer w~th the temperament of a ticking t~me bomb~ Od~ers, Kqnsmann 

in(:{uded~ see an ]rnposin}~ physiea[ specimen with enou2~h drive, quality and ex£e[ience to feature ~e~;u~ar[y for a tro£hy- 

~untin$ 8undes[~$a club advancin8 to the knockout sta~es 0� the UEFA Champions Lea$ue. 

As it turns out, K[insmann also at!mires many of the trails that Jones cietracLors f~nd so unsett[in~ in }.ar$e part because 

the’y tend to have a s}mifar effect on the enemy. 

is one of those p{ayers that no opponent wou{d tike to dee{ with~" K[insmann said. "There are pfayers who. when 

see ~he8~ on ~he l:h~@J, the o])pon~nL st:ru}~(~es w~th. ~t’s L~ke. ’Shoot. this ~uy a~ah~?’ ]LESt h]s pf~senc:e, 

Jones be@n his as~:endano/into German soccer’s elite at h}s hometown ctub Eintracht Frankfurt, a squad tagged with 

the ni~:kname Labnische bi~a {Moody Dive) a few decades a~o due Lo a £ropensity to ~eat Lop teams and lose to weaker 

ones~ However~ accordin$ to K[insmann~ there’s no such ~ussiness on offer fl’om d~e tattooed German-American. 

"It’s t~is wibJn£jness not to let e~o," continued d~e US coach~ "He is aB’~,ays ~eady for d~e $~ind, He ~rmds you unt~[ the 

9{~th minute. That’s somethin$, this manta[ £resenee that exists on the field. ~t’s not neeessari[y what you see when 

flron~ the stanSs, when you see passes completed, duels won and a[[ that .... Ws onty something d~e prayers sense," 

Continue readin~ "Jones in the USA midfie[d" ,, 

MLS to queens 

By Cesar Diaz - FLUSHfNG~ qUEENS (Dec 5, 2012) US Soccer Players ... On Tuesciay, Decembe~ 4, 2012, ,Ma~or League 

Soccer hosted a Soccer Town HaL[ over at the Queens Theatre. The purpose of this meeting was for d~e pub{it and 

residen[s to {earn a{~out hew an ~4[.5 stad]u[T~ WOLE[d bene]r~t their ~:ommbnit’¢. Those hi aLtendance consis[ed of Iota[ 

pohtic}ans, supporters ~roups youth socce[ p[o~ran’ts, unions. Iota[ merchants and several Lat}no~based or$an~zations. 

bespite the cu[Lura[ difference, the majority in attendance were in so~idarb:y ~or ~4[.5 bdngh~!~ so~x:er Lo Queens, 

Prior to event kickin~ olf~ } had the opportbnib¢ to ta[k wit:h some oi the participants who ILEt[y (}ndorse M[S’s plan, 

AU~edo A~ rieta, CEO of d~e Hispanic ChamSer oi Commerce oi Queens believes that a stadium wi[[ b~in~ in adciitiona[ 

revenue ~o [o(:a[ bbsinesses in the iood and retail industry. 

In addition> to ereatin?> iobs~ Ardeta beqew!~s that iL wi~[ (:feaZe a ri{)p~e e]:~e~:t as 81ore concerts and hl~ernat]ona~ 

fliend[y matches can take piece m Queens. As a result, an increase of ~obs combined with an reflux of revenue 

enhance the economic state of Queens. 

Oswa[do Ouzmam Pros}dent of the Ecuadorian Civic Committee of New York be[ieves a MLS stadium wi[[ help enhance 

and iml)rove the current state of the F[ushin}~ Meadows Corona Park. "With a $ood number of residents bein$ Lath~o 
and soc~:er beh~!~ our number one sport~ the h~ternationat fr~esd~ies over at Qti Field (MLB stadium of the NY Mats) for 

the £asL few years have pro~n of the pbf(:hashl~; power of I.atinosi’ he nab:l, 



"O.ueens~s bey" and how mad~ a ~4LS sta@um weuf~6 mean to him~ #4LS. an6 the borough, Continue readina~"MLS to 

Queens" ,, 

M.L.S. Sets Si)hts on Team and Stadium in Queens ~ ~rom Y’f)e NY "l’)mes’ Daqd Pk:ker: )t iet~ a Iot: ).(ke a soccer 

match. 

Potential MLS targets for 2013 - from ~4LSsoccer.com’s Gre~ Se/Lzer: Believe it or not, Lhe mes~ tantaqzin~ aisf~e this 
"tear is ~he o~e populated by the US nationaf team’s regional nvab, 

Will MLS favor youth over a~in~ stars? o frets Fox Soccer’s Leander Schae~faeckens; however poo~ ~efevisios ratinSs 

raay condnue to be, 

How The 2012 MLS Cup Was Won And David Beckham’s Most Underrated Q~uality ¯ item Forbes’ Bebby 

Just after half-tirae Houston’s passin~ ~n their half became uncharacteristically s~oppy and ~t proved to be a pre~cursor 

Fitness in the 21st century o from Se~:cer America’s Mike WoitaL[a: Perhaps~ bb~ hew much oi it is Iit:aeaa? 

Friday’s TV 

Ligue 1 on befN and Univision Del)ortes: Toulouse - Bastia at 2:4§pm~ La Li£ja on belN Espane/has Esl)anye[ - Sevi[/a at 

~ 

ge 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Posiliv Performance Consulting <Iindse)~positiveperform.com@mai152.usl.mcs~’.net> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 2:45 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NBA’s Jamal Crawtbrd 

Words of 
Wisdom 

who thinks he can " 

NBA’s Jamal Cra~ord on Mental Toughness 

NBA’s Jamal Crav~ord and Alvin Snow on Mentaf Toughness with 

Positive Perfomsance 

cUck here to ~earn more about ~ental Performance Training. 

-Vi~e Lombardi 

What’s 
happening 

C:niir:e lrair:ing 

[oois 

In the 
News 
Shout 
out to 
PPC 
Clients: 

LJtsh Ul:es fo! 

trleir 8-0 start 

to the 

University at 

Albany for 

wmr!ing 

58-56~ 

Mental 

toughness 

Struggling in Silence 
You would think after working with athletes at every feral that ] wouldn’t be surprised by much and I certainly wouldn’t 

keep being surprised by the same thing But t am 

I am constantly, consiste~stfy surprised by how many athletes struggle in silence with mentaf game issues It’s 

rampant. And there is [his culture in a[Metics that often tells an athtete: "VVa will help you with your skills, your 

conditioning, your strength, but your mentality? You are on your own. Figure it out. You shouldn’t be straggling with 

that." 

This is of course a ddicufous message because there is no athlete in the world that hasn’t struggled mentally° thatLs 

the whole reason tha~ not every one can hang in athletics. The pressure, the s~ress, ~he constantly having to prove 

yourself. It’s a mentaf chaftenge and athletes need the mental skills to dse up to the challenge. After alt~ they don’t 

know what they don’t know a~d if they are never taught, it’s difficult to know how to train the [)rain 

Recently I sat down with NBA great Jamaf Cra,,~dord to talk about the mental side of the game (video above). Jamaf is 

o~e of the most physically talented players that I’ve ever see~ but f think youll be ~nterested h~ hearh~g what he has 

to say about his mind. Eve[y atMete ~n the woltd needs menta~ skills to be successful, even the most talented~ Check 

out our v,/ebs~te for more ~nformafion 





Remember, to redeem this discount online, enter E7282 as your promo code at checkout. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claacke <david.claa:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 4:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

10 proven tips tbr a more successful season 

Dear Anson, 

Super-chaacge your coaching skills and make training sessions a lot more fun for you and your 

players with 10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Season. 

It contains the most usefifl ideas, tactics and advice that I’ve learnt from over 20 years of coaching 
youth teams. 

And it’s yours today absolutely FREE! 

Click here to download vour~ of 10 Proven ~or a ~Iore Successful Season 

My name is David Clarke. I am an English FA Level 3 coach with 15 yeaacs’ experience coaching 

junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m no Jos6 Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but I have won my 

fair share of leagues and trophies at all levels of junior soccer. 

I’ve been luckT enough to work with Premier League academy coach Mike Beale and the legendau 
ToW Carr of the West Ham Academy (be’s helped the likes of Frank Lanlpard, Rio Ferdinand and 
Joe Cole come through the ranks, to name but a few’.). Learning from the best has helped me 
enormously - and I know it call help you too. 

I’ve condensed all the most useful coaching ideas and advice I’ve learned as a youth coach in 
10 Proven Tips for a 31ore Successful Season. 

It’s yours flee of charge when you sign up to my flee Better Soccer Coaching weeldy newsletter - 

full of tips, training drills and specidt oft~rs sent direct to your inbox for convenience. 

10 Proven Tips for a 31ore Successful Season contains the following 10 chapters: 

i:~i 10 Proven Tips cover image 

¯ Make Sure Your Players Are Listening 

¯ Plan Your Sessions and Make Them Full 

¯ Teach the Basics First: Shielding the Ball 

¯ Use Small Sided Games in Training 
¯ Invest Time in All Your Players 

¯ Reward Your Players 

¯ MaJae a Ditt~mnce on Match Days 

¯ MaJae Eveu Second Count at Half Time 
¯ Run Your Team on the Right Fuel 

¯ 30 Miimte Warm-Up 

I have no doubt that my 10 Proven Tips for a 3Iore Sucees,ful Season will make tmAning 

sessions exciting, motivate players, and improve your team’s pertbnna~lce. 

Click here to iohi Better Soccer Coaching today 

Plus, as a special addition, I have two more exclusive FREE reports to send to you when you join 
Better Soccer Coaching : 

11 Secrets of Successful Corners - details subtle ways in which you can improve this vital 

area of your temn’s game. 

An Introduc¢ion to Small-Sided Games - gives you lbur fun and fast games to improve 

players’ core skills. 

Register to my free info-packed weekly newslettel; Better Soccer Coaching, and get your three 

FREE reports I O Proven Tips for a More Successful Season, I I Secrets of Successful 



Corners, and An [ntroduction to Small-Sided Games. 

Click here to register and get your t?ee reports. 

About Better Soccer Coach 

Sent re, ice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains easy to digest 

soccer skills and drills alined at improving your coaching and the perfolmance ofyoar teaIn, with 
contributions fiom English Premier League Coaches. 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who are getting our training tips and ideas in 

their inbox every- Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that most members find they receive a drill or game they can put to use 

with their tean~ straight away. 

All you need to do is go here, enter your email address and select your country of residence, and I’ll 

send you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of Better Soccer Coaching won’t be far 

behind. 

Click here to joh~ Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, and I promise never to rent or sell 

your e-mail address. All you need to do is click here and enter yonr email address and conntry. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me directly by replying to 

this email. 

I look tbrward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Gnildford, GU5 0AB, UNted Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

Unsubsefibe 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 10:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Coaches Talking to Coaches About Us 

Reaching Our Goal 

Bill Swertfager, John Jay High School Wrestling: "... over $4,000 in our fi~t week.., insanely eas3 .... my 

guys spent a few minutes ... we can can focus on coaching." 

Tony Lavorato, Maine South High School Basketball: " on our way to over $7,000 in protit ... takes 

minutes ... ~ld nothing ... easiest, classiest and most proiEssional fundraising ... my seventh year dealing with Jon 

and his company." 

Kris Kut, ITte ~Ttadel Track: "... no easier way to raise money ... over $9,000 this year.., the best" 

3Iark Ullman, Team President, University of Rhode Island Skiing: " ... ~l incredible asset to our 

organizalion..., our #1 fundmising camp~gn to &ate." 

Kent Smith, Alamosa HS Basketball: "This online program was super ... we certaAnly want to do it again 
next year." 

Erin Clao,, Washington and Jefferson College Softball: " ... quick and helpful responses ... loved being able 

to track my team and how much they were raising ... a great system ... absolutely ret~r other coaches ." 

Phil Schuman, Campbell College Lacrosse: °°The new platform made it simple and easy ... we would 
certaAnly recommend to oilier programs; p~:rticularly firs1 year programs like ours." 

Josh Steffen, Concordia University Basketball: " wonderful and successful experience with Reaching our 

Goa~ ... vely easy to use and a great help ... definitely going to be involved in the program agaAn." 

Art Hunsdorfer, Salina HS Baseball: "... by far the easiest fundraiser we have ever done ... raised over 

$7000 ... about 15 minutes of work ... company did everything to make our experience smooth and as easy as 

possible. " 

Mike Papadopoulos, Vacaville High School Football: "Great opportaniU! Tbe target group was mainly 

outside of our comnmnity ... exceeded all my expectations!" 

Kimi Dona, Campo ~rdi tfigh School Cheer: " nothing but success with this fundraiser. Quick, easy, no 

up front costs, and no selling anything! I love it!" 

Our marl: Shnple + Fast + Easy = Smart 

Text or call me today. Be raising money tolnorrow. 914-384-4311. 

Jon Goldman 
Managing Partner 

Reaching Our Goal 

t: 914-384-4311 

e: jon~ReachingOurGo~J.org 
u~,w.ReachingOurGoal.org 

If yoLi woLild like Io torw~d tt~i~ message Io someor:e else, please Click Here, 

you wouid prele~ noi to ~eceive f~srlhsr mess~tges from ibis sender, piease Click Here a..",d confirm yo~sr request,~ 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti?~ <news~et:t:er@usns~:pmcom> 

Do~rance~ Mbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ P kayers ¯ Dec Y, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 7, 2012 

Friday’s TV 

Li~ue 1 on l)efN ~nd Univision Deportes: "Fouk~use - Basl:ia at: 2:45pra~ La [.ig~ en belN Esp~no~ has Espanye~ 

Their Words 

~t"~.d~ ~td~=~-e.~d÷~ Pablo Mastroeni. 

Bedoya scores in Europa League 

Mejandro Bedoya scored for He[singborg m their 3-1 over Tweste is Europa League action on Thursday. Niko[a Durdic 

opened the scoring m the 6th minute and Bedoya got a ~oa[ m the 21st Thomas So, urn made ~t 3.0 m the 67U~ with 

Twente spoiling the shutout m the 74th rninute. 

Afso in Group L, Steve Cherundo~o subbed on in the 71st minute for Hannover 96’s 2°2 draw with Levante. Harmove~ 

were ahead 2-0 with Didier Ya ~onan’s seal in the 261:h [Tfinute~ but {.cyanic eu~: the {cad in haU early in the second-haU 

and equalized four minutes into stoppage time. Hannove~ wins the group with a one-point [cad over Levante. 

Hel.singborg and "]’vv~}~)~:~} ex~l: the eempel:ition w~th He~singk)erg Rnishin8 l:hird on goal di~:~}ren(:~}. Continue readin~ 

"Bedoya scores in Europa League" .. 

For MLS, it’s the ratings 

~vJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, bC {bec 7, 2012) US Socce~ P{aye~s - "]’here was a time ir[ Major League Soccer when 
~ny and ~{~ comparisons ~o ~he o~ igina{ North American Soccer League soccer brought rooks o~ shock ~nd horror fl’om 

~eague officials. Bb~mh~g ~{aye~ sab~ries as the prh’nary proMem w~th its predecessor~ MLS adopted a p~an to control 

spending known as singte-enE~ty. At ~ts basic {eveL singke-endW’s primary function is to centre{ sMaries by {imidng the 

market fo~ the services of professiosak soccer pkayers at the highest [eve[ in North Amerk:a. 

There’s a way to kook at what MLS*s founders envisioned as twins to keep dubs from working against their mutual best 

c~ub gets in fmanciak troubke, or a team rekoc~tes 1Us used as proof that stogie-entity has to be the bette~ answer. 

’ThaUs ~ue even when M[.S shares ownership w~th teams in traditional.ky run kea~ues, 

tn t:he MLS mindset:, t:he prira~ry problem is a league a]k)wing t:e~ms t:o eempet:e ior players both initial.{y and when 
pi.ayers become avai[ab{e for lree agency’. },,~ol’e than any other pro cflcuit, MLS limits how pi.ayers enter their league. 

They have no mech~nism at a~{ Ior free agency, set:t:ing tl~e el.ock back t:o the early 197(Ys in terms of player freedom of 

movement in North American pro sports. 

Again, the focus is on contro[ting costs creating an Mmost fantasy league where no one reaUy knows the worth 

players. That aUows the League to keep a low salary cap and a version of parity, even in a league where roster 

exemptions M{ow one MLS Cup final.ist to spend over five times more on their players than the other team, 

MLS made this the primary distinction between what happened with the originM NASL and what wouf.d take soccer into 

the future. To get there, they downplayed or ignored other issues that had just as much to do wiU’, the NASL’s eventual 

faiku~e as ph~yer sakaries. Bbt we’re not: supposed te t~{]~ at)eut b:. The NASL ~:o ,~A~.S comparison is not onky unpopbkar hl 

Major League Socce~ choke% it’s sirnp~y not entertained. Single-entity ~s the separation point, and that prohibits 

meamng~u] ~:ost comparison. In ~:he ~[.S [~findset) that’s t~ue even as Mi.S makes the same choices that he~ped bring 

[he MASL’s ~un [o an unfortunate end. Continue reading "For ~LS, it’s the ratings" ,, 

BOCANEGA CLOSE TO RETURNING FROM HAMSTRING INJURY ¯ from Soccer by Ives: Bocanegra admitted that he near~y 

made a rao~e to ~81ier }.e~ue Soece~ t:his pgst suraraer,. ,, 

Dynamo build foundation for more title pursuits - from The Houston Clvonk:~e’s ,fose de ,Jesus Ortiz: They haven’t lest: 

at home to an MLS team since June 2011. 

Kaka open to joining LA Galaxy if transfer agreement reached - fl’om The Sporting News’s Brian Straus: "1 wif.[ go ii I 
have an agreernent with the club." 

Five Americans Who Could Leave M.L.S. and Head Abroad This Winter - from The MY Times’ John Godfrey: This one 

iS a bi~ OI a no-I):’aine:" .... 



Brad Friedel has future at Tottenham despite recent preference for Hugo Lloris insists Andre Villas-Boas - from 
The h~dependent’s Pauf Hirst: "he has been such an important pfayer for us." 

Warrior Sports makes second ma~with Sevilla deal o from Soccere×: "With a presei~ce in La Liga, we h~ve 

the abfl.ity t:o connect wit:h a new {egion of iootbatl ians...." 

Bundesliga 50: The 19707s - Scandals~ Success and Sponsors o from SundestiSa Fanat:k:h~ ChMstoph Wa~ner: In a 
w~y~ the ~970s were all. ~beut Gt~dbach~ 

Weekend TV: M~nchester derby 

Saturday 

Premier League on ESPN2: Sunderland - Che[se~ at 10am. Fox Soccer has Arsenaf o WBA at 9:30am, Swansea - Nol~vk:h 

City at 12pro, and Southarnptoa - Readin~ at 2prn. Fox Soccer Ptus has Aston V~[{a - SLoke at 10am and Wigan - QPR at 

2pro. Sc:ottish Premier League on FS~-: ki]m~r~ock - Celtic ~t 7:30am. 

Bui~des[iga on GetTy’: Augsburg - Bayern Munich at 9::}0~m and Boruss}~ Dortmund - VfL Wo[fsburg at 1 t ::}0am. L~ Liga 

on be~N Sport en Espanol.: Rea~ So(fieda~J - Gel:ale aL 10am, Va~]a~Jo]kJ - Real. MadrkJ a~ 2£m ~a~so on be~N), an~J Osasuna - 

Vakencia at 4pro. be]N has Makaga - Granada at 6pro. $ene A on be~N EspanoL Atakanta - Parma at 1 ~pm a~d Roma - 

F’kxentina al: 6pro {4pro on be~N). Lige 1 en belN and Univ~sion Oeportes: PSG - Evh~n at 11am, Univisk)n DeperLes has 

MontpeKier .. A}accio at 2pro. A~ Tim~s 

Sunday 

Early start for the Club World Cup on Fox Soccer: Uisan - MonteM’ey at: 2am and Hireshima - Ah-Ah[y at 5::}0am. 

Premier {.eagde en Fox Seo::er: We!d: Ha~l Un~Led ~ Liverpool at gain and Man~:hester (] Ly ~ Man(:hesLer United at 

i0:~0am. Fox Soccer P~us has Evertos - Spurs at 10am. Scottish P~emier League on FS+: Dundee - Dundee UMted at 

7:4 5am. 

8undesUSa on Ge{’FV: ;(Xixlbad~ - Mainx at 9:30am and Hannover 96 - Bayer ].ever]~usen at 11:30am, SeHe A on be]N: 

Pale~ me .. Juventus aL 9am~ Inter’ Mi{an - Napo[i a~ 5pm~ and Tormo - Mitan at 8:30pm (gain on belN en Espano~), La Liga 

on bel~4 Espanol.: BiU)ae- Cetta Yigo at 1 l am, Attel:i(:o Madrid - DepoHiw)aL l£rn (a~se en belN), and Rea{ 9et:~s - 

Barcelona at 3pro (a{so oa be[N)~ Ligue 1 on Unhds~ol~ DeporLes: Re,ms ¯ BorQeaux aL 8am and Ma~sefi.{e ¯ Lorient a~ 3prn 

{1 t am o[~ belN). Erediv~sie on ESPN Deportes: PSV - Twe[~te at 10::}0an’t. A~# Times Ems~ern 

Menday 

Premier League oa ESPN2: Fu~ham ¯ Newcastl.e United at 5pm~ Serie A on beltq en Espane~: SampdoMa ¯ Udinese a~ 1pro 

and 8elegna 

Sponsor message 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org~ 

Saturday, December 8, 2012 12:47 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Michael Jo~phson is turning 70. Join the celebration. 

Here at CHARACTER COUNTS! we’re celebrating the 70th birthday of our president 
and founder, Michael Josephson, the best way we know how -- by cont[nuir~g our 
mission to improve the ethical quality of societ~ and change lives. 

if you’ve found vafue in Michaef’s work, please send us a note wishing him a Happy 
Birthday and telfing him how he’s affected your fife. We will collect these messages 
and present them to him in a book. 

We afso hope you wilf take this opportunity to show your gratitude by making a tax- 
deductible donation in honor of the hard work and dedication Michael Josephson has 
put into our nonprofit organization for so many years, tf you regularly donate we hope 
you’ll boost your contribution a little, tf you’ve never donated before, what a great time 
to start. 

Since it’s Michaef’s 70th birthday we are asking peopfe to make a taxable donation of 
7~J~_, but $7 or $700 would be equalfy appreciated. V’vhat’s important is that every little 
bit hefps. 

Those who contribute $100 or more will receive a signed poster from Michael, and 
donors of $250 or more will be invited to a special personal reception hosted by 
Michael early next year. 

VVith your help we can continue to dramaticalfy reduce behavior problems in schools, 
increase focus on academics and create a change in school culture and priorities. 

If you’d prefer to pay by check, please mail your donation to: 

Character Drive 
Josephson Institute 
9841 Airpo~l Bfvd., #300 
Los Angeles, CA 9004.5 

Remember, donate $100 today and we’tl send you a signed 
poster from Michael Josephson. Thank you! 

Donate Today 

Sincerely, 

CHARACTER COUNTS! Team 

i 
ii.~.II CHARACTER COUNTS! ~~ 

72)12 .Jose~.,h.,,on Ii~’slil:.:i.e. 9B41 Airi.;o:t ~’,~vd, :~:300 Los, r 
~}ce~es .’2:A 90045 

[                                 ~ Josephson Institute Center for Youth Ethics 
"C~ARACTER COUNTS~" and "The Six Pillars of Character" ar~ ....... 

Unsubscribe from these updates ~ Manage newsletter 

subscriptions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 11:17 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Get something you really want this Christmas 

Order quickly to guarantee pre-Christmas delk~ery 

Dear Anson, 

If you’re anything like me, you spend more time in the run up to Christmas thinking about what 
other people would like instead of what you would like. Then, when someone asks you what you 
want, you don’t know what to tell them. The result? Another year’s worth of sweaters you’ll 
never wear and DVDs you’ll never watch. 

So make sure you ask for something really useful this year. Something that you can use week 
after week all year round. Getting your partner or a friend to buy you Elite Soccer: The 
Collectors’ Series this Christmas, will give you 72 complete training sessions from professional 
coaches that will take you all the way through to next Christmas. It is the perfect gift for any 
serious soccer coach! 

i.~.i Get something you really want this Christmas 

So, forward this email on to your girlfriend, wife, partner or friend and tell them you’ve decided 
what you want for Christmas and this is it! 

The books start at just $47 but hurry, if you want a print copy that you can open on Christmas 
Day you will need to place your order by: 

The coaches who have written the sessions in Elite Soccer: The Collectors’Series include Sir 
Alex Ferguson, David Moyes, Harry Redknapp, Alan Pardew and 68 others. This is the first time 
sessions from all these top coaches have been made available to buy in book format and that 
is thanks to our exclusive partnership with the League Managers Association. You cannot 
get sessions from these great coaches anywhere else. 

Get something you really want this Christmas 

Simply follow this link to find out more about how Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series can 
help you improve as a coach and win more games. Then forward this email on today to a friend 
or loved one, telling them which volumes and format you want, safe in the knowledge that you 
will have a gift to really look forward to on Christmas Day. Alternatively of course, you could just 
treat yourself! 

Remember you must order by Monday 10 December if you want to open your printed book 
under the tree this Christmas! 



i.~.i Get something you really want this Christmas 

Have a fantastic Christmas and a winning NewYear. 

Yours in soccer, 

[ ~ 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series 

PS. Delivery of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series is free - there are no hidden costs! 

Get ~-~ 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow~b, coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS - Sportsmanship Blog <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 1:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Originally ~nt 12/3/12 - High School Football TeaJn Helps Victim of Bullying 

Sport ..... hip Blog 

Center for Sports Ethics i ~ i Training I Products Donate 

Dki you ,’.!eL thia from a friend? Subscribe here ~ 
Support good sportsmanship, Hake a tax-deductible donation 

Collegiate Scorinq Record Sparks What People Are 
Debate Saying... 
Nobody denies that Grinnetl Cetiege 

:.~,(~ 0~ ~:~ basketba~ p~ve~’ ;ack ]"ay~o~ scored ~38 .?oin @e/~*5"f ~" ..... 

people questioning the ~ew co~eg~a{e ~o ~’espond. Pos~" good 
record? )de~s~, L~ke us b:~ t’~sk, or 
Take the poll, read more >> poae ~ 

PGA Ta~es Shot to the Belly Lance’s Long FMI 
The world of p~’ofess~o~a~ golf ~s embroiled ~ an Continues: "] fee~ for the 
~r~[eresth-~ deb~Le right ~ow: to be~y p~tt or noL p~ayers o~ the ~ess than 

to belly putt. Theeb~s~a[ed pa~tter has~e~ped t~se D~v. Zfeetba~ 

game of severa~ p~ayers on the PGA Tour, but ~s ~t who scheduled a(ja~nst 

too good to be Lab-? the mu~:~ ~arger 

Take the poll, read more >> heralded schools. The 
AA [earns and poor 

guarani[cod mo~ey so 

ce~cass~om~ 
they can fund 

These Cars Give Kids a Moral 
pro~’ams." 

Compass Ra~-~dy comme~ts on T~ 
New from our popular Auto-.g.-Good Run or Not to Run: "The 
ser~es: an English language arts disc: coaches are the ~ast ones 
w~th 180 #r~tab~e games, #azalea Lh~L may car~ he~ these 
and ether activities (for grades i-. k~ds, 3ust don~t go 
4), See all our Auto-~Good overboard, but put them 
products. ~ t~e~ 

Character education materials 

Todd comments on T~o 
lOCKS Bb~HA\;ING L:XC~q]ONAi..L’¢ Run or Not to Run: 
High School Football Team Helps Victim of Bullying "Ew~ryo~e is afrak~ of 
I~ Quee~ Creek~ Arizo~a, a se~hemore spedab-needs studenL was Lhe getth>~ sued by parents 
tal’get of i’epeated buUy~g a~ schoo~ .... u~t~ the varsity quarterback who do ~ot wa~t ~o see 
a~d some l:dends reso~ved to tackle the ~ssue. t[~eir ch~d d~scip~h~ed, 
Read more >> They thk~k they are 

~x~ Notre Dame’s ~anti Te’o Wins spo~ed, eme~y ch~k~ren," 

....... 8~o~smanship Award 
It’s beer~ 8 great year ~    ~ ~ 
football q’]~e team ~s tasked -#-1 asd 

Ha~t~ To’o, ,j~st rece~ved the Awards 

a~d Recogn~L~os AssodaL~os’s (ARA) 
Sportsmassh~p Award, 
Read more >> 

"/ob~~-~ SPORTS ermu~b Lha[ t~me d~d neL 
CiW Requires Sportsmanship Class for Parents counL She challenged 

C?~ti’~m S~’ar Zribune re#errs t~at Dasv~e’s Pa~ks and Re(:reath>n pr~r~dpa~ el: t[~e schook" 

~eaders saw the seed to "reduce poor aLL,furies sad hal’sh comments 
at yout~ basketba~ (james/~ ~od~ ~:ommests on High 
Read more >> School Football Team 

Helps Victim of Bullying: 

l:¢ic~ comme~:ts on To Run 
or Not to Run: "Fifteen 
years afro, my wife was 
~ussh~g at the track a~d 
confronted a footbaU 
coach, who was fob’ring a 

the stadhJm a number of 
t~mes, if ~t was not fast 



i i’~’~ WhatWill Matter Kids Like to Win; Adults Need to Win 
..=~verywi:ere we sue .:h~.: ~ iot of ~d~i!:t,~ .... both 
coaches ~.."..d p~e.."...:s ..... need to g~ow ~p a~:d 

e: smbitioss, Read more >> 
Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app >> 

school’s soc~a~ pyramid, 
What they do does 
dow~ ~o how their 
c~assmates be~ave~ 

boys s~ood 8p for ~heh" 

Unsubscribe i Manage newsletter subscriptions i Josephsonlnstitute.org 

Center for Sports 
Ethics 



Flolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 11:44 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Okinawan Theater, Japanese Stones, ttoliday Shopping, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news [rom the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Tomorrow! 
Tea at Two: "Theater of the Streets: Popular 
Performance in Postwar OMnawa" 
Wednesday, 12 December, 2:00 PM 

On selected Wednesdays, Tea at Two features a special guest speaker 

accompanied by refreshments and conversation. 

Acktand members are invited to join us 

this Wednesday for an exptoration of 

the performing arts and artistic tile in 

postwar Japan, as Chris Nelson 

(Anthropotogy, UNC-Chapet Hitt) 

examines the rote of theater and 

comedy in shaping and reshaping 

Japanese cultural memory. 

Nelson’s recent book, Dancing with the 

Dead: Memory, Performance, and 

Everyday Life in Postwar Okinawa, 

examines traditional forms of social 

organization and genres of ritual and 

performance, building on severat years 

of ethnographic and archival research 

that he carried out in Okinawa, Japan. 

Presented in connection with Elegance and Extravagance: Japanese 

Posters from the A4errilt C. Berman Collection. 

Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 

An RSVP is required, as space is limited: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the generosity of Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

Book Club Night 
Thursday, 13 December, 6:30 PM 

This speciat program for art- and book- 

[overs Mike focuses on Japanese poetry 

in connection with the AckIand Art 

Museum’s Season of Japan 

exhibitions. 

Throughout the Batteries, visitors wilt 

find poems paired with works of art on 

view. After reading and looking, 

explore the artistic connections that 

hnk these works with friends from 

your book dub--or meet new book- 

[overs--in a guided discussion. 

Free and open to the public. No RSVP 

required. 

Hlustrated Talk & Book Signing 
"The Aesthetics and Spirit of Stones in Japan" 
Saturday, 15 December, 3:00 PM 



Norris Brock Johnson (UNC-Chapel Hill, 

Professor Emeritus, Anthropoiosy) will 

discuss archaic and contemporary 

animistic conceptions of stones and 

rocks both naturally-occurring and 

placed, as well as rituatized behaviors 

toward them. Examples from Professor 

Johnson’s recent book, Tenry6-ji: The 

Life and Spirit of a Ky6to Garden, reinforce rocks and stones as the basis 

of garden landscaping in Japan. A book signing wi[i follow the talk. 

Free and open to the public. No RSVP required. 

Ange[s,.,and Airplanes 
Natalia Goncharova’s ~tystical Images of War 

For its contribution to the campus- 

wide celebration of The Rite of Spring 

at 100, the Ackiand Art Museum is 

exhibiting Natal.ia Goncharova’s 

Mystical Images of War, a powerfu[ 

portfolio of fourteen Lithographs 

published in Moscow the year after 

Stravinsky’s artistic bombshell. 

With their fascinating combination of 

primitivism and modernity, violence 

and redemption, Goncharova’s hybrid 

images, published just after the 

outbreak of the First WorLd War, 

bring together many of the features 

that characterized the radicality of 

Strav~nsky’s piece. Learn more about the exhibition. 

On view through 6 January 2013. 

Ho|iday Shoppin~ at the Ack[and Museum Store 

Open unti! 8:00 PM this Friday, 14 December, 
for 2nd Friday ArtWalk! 

EXTENDED HOLIDAY HOURS 

Now throu~lh the end of the year: 

Monday-Tuesday: I0:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM o 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM (extended hours) 

Friday-Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Sunday: 12:00 PM - 5:00 PM 

Christmas Eve, Monday, 24 December: I0:00 AM- 4:00 PM 

Christmas Day, Tuesday, 25 December: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve, Monday, 31 December: 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

New Year’s Day, Tuesday, I January: CLOSED 



The JAPANESE MARKET continues at the MUSEUM STORE 
through 31 December 2012, 

LooMn~ Ahead... 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 18 December 

12:00-1:00 PM 

Coming 1 February 2013 

More Love: Art, Pol,itics, and 

Sharin~ since the 1990s 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and publ,ic prosrams are made possibte by 

~enerous support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends l,iRe 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackl,and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dol,[ars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackl.and’s e-news? Send an email, to the editor. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sankef Kanze Noh, 1958; color screenprint. Merrill C. Berman 

Co[[ection. 

Cami[te Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the O~se, Near Ponto~se, 1876; oil on canvas. AcMand Fund. 

Ando Hiroshise, Japanese, 1 796-1858: Untitled, n.d.; cotor woodMock print. UNC Art Department Co~tection. 

Nata[ia Goncharova, Russian, 1881-1962: Angels and Aeropianes from A~yst~cal tma~es o]~ War, 1914; [ithosraph. 

Lent by Peter and Cecity Nisbet. ~o 2012 Artists Rishts Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: ~tore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. ~ Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann k~aupin Ga[tery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Forward this email 

This email was sen~ to a[lson@email.unc.edu by esbowles@ernail.unc~edu 

Update Profile/Email Address [~stan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privao/Policy, 

Ackland Art IVluseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3zt00 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 4:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 12"6/12: Emotional Resilience 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaF~e your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,~d radio cemmen~a[e~ and the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillNatter.com, Eut you may also send feedback 
directly to ~’,iichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Thouqhts on Tuminq 70 

I am spp.."eachir~¢:~ this ias~ month of 20t2 wi[~i optimism 

and a t;peciai eager~:ess to et~ter a (:ompletely new year, 
a biank canvas on which ~ hope to pMs~ a grand is-~ura~ of 

] cot~fess that [ have some t!epidatier~ as I ai>p!’oach my 
70th birthday (Decembe~ i0} ..... ~ha~ really, rea~y sounds 

u~(:erta~ty has probably made d~e decision for 
though my wo~derfu~ daughters have offered to 

a~’e~’t the ~oyous occasion, s ~hey used to be, though 
certa~s~y as one gets o~der the reasons for rea~ gratitude 
become ,., 
Read more 

ii~iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

Forqivinq Without 
Condoning or Forgetting 
~ suspect ail of us have been 
hurt i~: deep and lasting ways 
by the vvords or ac:s of 
another. ~’s norma~ ~n such 

toward the pe~so~ who hu~t 

Check ot~t ~’~lichael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a v:~..’iety of ir~si~:~htl:ut 

:and motiw~tionat (and 
pr~ntab~e~) quo~es we 
posted th~s week, 

Everybody can be great, 
because anybody 

See and comment 

Find and feilow Mich:sel,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the saie ef Hi~:haei’s 
becks and Cbs support d~aracter 

education i~ schools, Shop here 

Get a paper copy >> 

educa};ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 

Fun Christmas Facts 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

New from our popul:s.." ,5,u~e-B.-Good 
series; an English language arts disc 
with 180 printabie games, p~zz~es 
and edger activities (for grades 1--4), 
Nero from Auto-~Good >> 

~ook a~-~ Anti-Bullyinq Workshop 



of a gl-u~tge, Usuaily this 
causes more unhappiness for 
us than ti:e ~)e~sen we’re mad 

Listen or read more 

hero was exemplified by a 
whi{e-hatted cowboy, there 
was a clarity and simplicity to 

this he~o’s mo~al cede that 

and wrong, s, As ~ became 

mo~e so~fl~st~cated, ~t was 
easy to r~d~cu~e these 

etMcs and 
Listen or read more 

If I Could Give You 
Anything 
It’s a tradition d.urin~ a bat 

parents to detWer specific 
blessings to their ci:iid, i 
wl’ote another poem for the 

occasion and theu~h ~ 
couldn’t ~ead ~t then w~hout 
a few sobs, ~ wast ~o sha~e 
~ w~th you h~ the hope you 
wi~ @sd some use fo~’ 4, 
Listen or read more 

Emotional Resilience 
Despite .~e.manticized myths 
about the giolfiousty carefl°ee 
teenage yeal’s, adolescence 

emot~ona~ battlefield where 
young people mast fight the~ 
~’~ay threu~h ~nsecuH~y, 
de~ess~on and ange~~, 

Listen or read more 

Not Everyone in Need Has 
a Brick 
A successful man known for 
his p, hiianthropy ,~’~as driving 
Isis new car throu~:~h a poor 
part of town, He’d d!’iven the 
route hundl’eds of times 
bel:o~’e on his ,4~ay home, A 
young boy tried to flag him 
down. The man was in a 
hu~’~’y a..’~d didn’~ wan~ ~o 
invoived, so he pretended he 

didn’t see him 
Listen or read more 

~i~@ comr~e..",~s on Tf 
You Were Arrested for 
Kindness: "i often read 
you.." c o ..’~m-~. e n t a .."i e s, 

seidom ieave 
comment. 
smiled at the initial 
question, Then, 
~ead more of the story 
and the quotes 
reaiis~ed this ~s one of 
your 

Tit~ comments on If You 
Were Arrested for 
Kindness: "We ali, 
evel’yone of us have 
respective chatie~ges. 
Ply belief is t~at we 
g~ven opportunities to 
~e the ’bette~’ person 
we are h-~fluenced ~o 

SONETHZNG TO THZNK 
ABOUT FOR TEENS #17: 
The Summer Job 
Conundrum: "Yha~ was 

!~’obabiy othera and [ 
jsst wa~t evel’yone to 
know ~se more stuff put 
in your i~fe is more fun 
that ~s c~ea:ed," 

Le,~rn how to inte~ve.qe~ C()ml)It 

cy~serb.uUying, and promote a positive 
school ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equi~t educator’s and youth-see’vice 

leaders to be effective cha~a(:te!" 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

Jan. 23-25, Los Angeles 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webina~rs a~’e a ~:onve, nient, 
affordable way to lea!n vaiuable 
cha ractel’- deveiopment techniques, 

Learn more see schedule >> 

PGA Takes Shot to the Belly 
Visit the bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

Michael 

Josephson 

Looking,% fo~" a 5i>eake~’ or Cor~s~slta~~t? Book Michael 3osephson, 

Plk:hael 3osephaon motivates audiences from the government, business, 

journaiism, la,~’~, education, sports, policing, and the mi~tm’y with his umque 

de~ivery, enfh~ging presentations, and persona~ attention ~o your orgmfization’s 

needs, Cat 800--2:t£-2620 or learn more, 

Youl" donations enabie us to offer services and resources like this newsletter, Donate >> 

Preven~ this newsietier from landing m your junk folde~’ by adding commentar~ ~o 
your add~’ess beok o.~ app!’o\,ed sonde.~ list 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los An,~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or,q I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i2 Josephson institute, "(}HARACT}.:!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephsot~ 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 9:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brand Your Soccer Facility Like Us 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Anson, We amplified our brand by launching a new 
website and we want to help you do the same by 
branding your Soccer facility. 

Take adw~ntage of this 2(1% discount en yeur branding 

project when you visit ~,v~m,bifls~ns,com, Presenting 
your soccer brand to fans and p~ayers is #T~po~tanL 
~ncrease your tearn sp#~t with branding p~oducts I~ke 

Bleacher Graphite, Scoreboard G~aphJcs and Fence 
Scree~s~ 

University of Michigan branded their stadium with vibran[ 
Bleache~ Graphics and Fence Screens., capitalizing on 
prominent brand. Bleacher Graphics can use simple 
graphics to promote your brand, team spirit and 
success. 

Scolebeard Graphics & Bleacher Graphics build your 
brand in an unforgettable manner. Graphics allow you to 
~ecognize team achievements in an attrac[ive and 
unfergettable way. This 20% discount is only w~lid on 
orders placed through December~ visit 
w~,~%~,.bi#signs.com to gel your order s[arted [oday. 

Anson, Gbe me a call or send me an email and we’ll go 
to work for you. You can also get a quick quote here. 
Send rne a digital photo el [he area you wan[ to brand 
with dimensions and your loges or photos and I will have 
my design team create a mock up for you. 

Corey Leonard 
President 
800-790-7611 

Comprised of :J~ique teams of designers proiect msnsgeFs, salesmen, snd eroduction technicians BigSig~s corn is ready to 5e~’~e your stadium graprlics, end e,/ent slgnage needs 

We ere iocsted in downtown Grsnd Ha’~en Michigsn, along the iakeshoFe 

BigSi.~t!;s cot!’; I 22 55 Harbor Drive 8u}1:e 101 i Giand blu,,~en bli 49417 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

~Vednesday, December 12, 2012 12:15 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Stay Warm!...Beat The Cold Weather! 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 12:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ATTENTION all soccer coaches 

Hi Anson, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better 

Soccer Coaching, the leadiRg website for 

grassroots soccer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

~0Os of FREE soccer 

drills and ski3is sessions 

for all coac, hing levels 

ani ages cf players 

Siqn tip here today and you can print off a 

free session or ne~¢ training idea to use at 

your wery next practise. 

then send you an emai] twice a week wit]< 
illustrated drills, fitness quJdes, coachinq 
tips or match tactics for you to save and use 
at your leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes 

of Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have aR exteRsive library of 

PROVEN quJdance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 

your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country 

and coaching qualification. Siqn uo here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful 

Season - Easy to read and use at a moment’s 

notice, I guarantee they will make you think 

again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: il Secrets Of Successful Corners - 

Increase your corner conversions and qive your 

players: the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 

#3: AR iRtroduction 7’o Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use traJninq games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidaRce to help your" soccer coachiRg TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your oeace of mind 



If you don’t like what I provide, you can 

ur~subscribe from Better Soccer Coaching at any 

time with a click of you~ mouse° 

I also promise that I wi3i NEVER rent or sell 

your emaJ] address or details to anyone else. 

So ~¢hat have y~u got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer 

Coaching can help your coaching and your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachi n cT. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yollrs in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you tr~ink trois service WOuLid be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 
Coachinq no~ 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. ! am an English VA 

Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coacr~ing junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

ani trophies at all levels of junior sx~,cer. 

More important to me is treat all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they p]ay fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

sox~er that is fun t~ play, watch and :oa:h, 

and which more often than not produces winning 

results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my 

coachinq buddies Boanas, Beaie and Carr who 

will help you take your sessions and results 

onto the next level. 

Siqr~ u(~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
~e adow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GuJ i dford 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email : david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2012. Better Soccer Coaching 





FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLetti!v <new!~Iet:t:erce~usnst:£a.com> 

Wed nesday~ December 12. 2012 1:08 PM 

Do~rance~ ALbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US SocceF P[ayers Newsletter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Dec 12~ 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 12, 2012 

We launched the new version of USSoccerPlayers.com today, Hove a look end ~et us know 

what you think, 

USA Women - China is on Fox Soccer aL 8:30pro, 

FA CLip on Fox Soccer: MansfieLd Town - LincoLn City at 2::10pm. EngLish League Cup on betH: Swanson - Midd[esbrough 

at 6pro. Cope de~ Roy on belN: BarceLona - Cordoba at 2pm and CeSta Vi~o ~ Rea~ ~adr}d at 4pn~t. belN Es~ano~ has 

At:[eLk:o ~adrid - Geta~e at: 9pro. Co])pa H:al.ia on be~N: Juvent:us - Ca{~[iari at 9£rn. [.~gue ’f on Univh~ion Deporl:es: 

Ajaccio ~ Reinls at 1 pm and Bastia - MarseflLe at 3pro. Copa SudameHc:ana on Fox Deportes: See Pau[o ~ Ti~res at 

Their Words 

Feilhaber with Sporting KC 

Umted States Nationaf Team p[ayer Benny Fe~[haber rs now a member of Sport}n$ Kansas Cit% the club announced on 

Tuesday, "I am ~eaUy excited to come Lo Sporting Kansas C~ty." Feithabe~ said, "It ~s a Lop-class organization and Learn 

in Major Leag~ie Soccer. ~ly ~oaL }s to help the team however I can. I car, not wait to play in the best stadiunl in the 

Lea(]ue 8nd in front of a great fan base, ~ am a~ready hyped for the ~}t’s~ home game." Read More 

questions: Signings 

]3y Tony Edwards .. San Jose, CA (Dec 11~ 2012) US Soccer PLayers -. in Tuesday’s ceLumm Tony asks if the RevoLution 

need ~o sign a freeo]dC]~ speciaLisl:~ wonders it: Vancouver needs to sign a fofward~ and expta~ns the dit:~eren~:es between 

{art week’s Re-EnLW Draft and d~is week’s Re. Ent~i draft, 

the 2012 season, which team suffered the most fouls and which had the best ~foul 

differential’ between fouls created and fouls suffered? 

The Whiteo~ps suffered the most iouL% wil:h 510 o~ILed agah~st their o£ponents. However~ the Revolution suffered a 

whopping 123 more fouls than they committed ($60 committed to 483 suffered), 

On average~ that is between three and lore additional fouls per game the RevoLution suffered. But does it mean 

anything.? G~ven the discre]>ancy~ ~t doesn’t seem to be about the ~eferees (:a~ing ~9~ay on~ more frequentb/o~ abo~it 

New England needin~ to ’ge~ tou~her~’ but it’s ~or Jay Heaps and Mike ~urns to figure out if this dat~ is repeatable and 

bringing h~ a player with dead baU sk}Us, h~terest}ng~y~ for aU the talk on the West Coast about San Jose’s style of p~ay~ 

to 444 [SaLt Lake]). 

Which teams were the Rapids happiest to see o~ the schedule i~ 2012? 

’The~e are no easy games, etc, et:c, but t:he £a£ids were & 1 -1 against PortLand and Chives USA this past season with 

foals for and 2 ~ainst, For a :earn that wenL 11-19-4 over~[ {~7 points, .6 ~o~ difference), that’s a Lhfld of their 

])o~nt5 ~ro~ thos~ ~ive ~r[~es. ~ga~nsL the rest o~ ~he We!d:ern Conferen~:~ the ~}:~]ds were ~-~4~. {1: that record ~s 

changed to 5.8-5, say, in 2013, then 2012 wiU be Looked at as a transitional season coach Oscar Pareja remade the 

team. If the song ~ema~ns the same, Rapids fans a~e ~ooking at yet anothe~ season of ~ebuiLding. Read More 

Jurgen Klinsmann’s mantra: More is better, more and more is best o from The Sportin?, News’s Brian St~aus: "You ~:an 
only gel beLLe; and 8eL closer to the best in the world if you do mo;e than them," KLinsmann said, 

BOCANEGRA HELPING NEXT GENERATION OF PROS WITH MLS COMBINE PREP CAMP - from Soceerbylves: "We leave 

them v4th thin~s they can use once the season starts and they be~in their first year," Bocanegra sa~d. 



An American soccer holiday wish list o from GoaLcoq’~.~ A\4 Creditor: One cob~.c~ a~’~ue that training wit:t~ Premier 

Le~e players is ~t te~s~ be~er th~n tofl~n~ in fl’~e depths of Scotland’s wors~ 

Usin.~ Technolo M.L.S. Looks South - from The NY Times’ Lhdo Bird: Players are commonly 

throLE~ the t:ata~o~ aqt:l it: ]~as {e(l t:o a qumb(!r ot: t:li!~cov(!ry c]air[~s al’lc~ 

The State of Analytics: Isolating for individual skill in football maV not require robots~ lasers 
R~chard Whittal.i: Addressing aU. three is a ~a~{ order. 

Football is a toxic sport that is now spinning out of control - flora The Te~eg~ap~fs P~.~[ H~%’vard: W~oL we need~ you 

feel is ~ m~ss ~e.iect~on by s~ppo~ters g~o~ps of the kind of behaviou~ so m~ny fee] appalled 

Thursday’s TV: Club World Cup 

CONCACAF’s entry in the Club Worl.d Cup faces off with UEFA’s e~{y T~ursday on Fox Soccer: .~onLerrey ¯ �~eisea at 
5:30am. FA Cup on Fox Soccer: Hastings United - He~rrogate Town at 2::}Opm. Coppa ~ta~ia on belN Sport: NY~an - 

Regf~h~a at 3~)m. Copa ~Jel. Rey on belN en Espano{: IleVanLe - Rea~ Zara~oza at 2~)m and LlaS Fa]mas ~ R~a{ BeL~s at 4pro. 

Ligue 1 on Univ}sion Deportes: Bordeaux - St Etienne ~t :}pro {Spin on belN). A~ T~mcs Eas~¢n~ 

ge 

ge 
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Youth Insider: Champions Crowned At Super Y Finals 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 
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Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

(Sve Good Memories 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manaqe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,,d radio cemr~.’~..",~a~e~ arid the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillNatter.com, Eut you may else send feedback 
directly to i’4ichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

I want to thank eli of you who se~:t such kind and 
charitabie birthday wishes, i am aide deeply g.."a~eful re.." 
the kind arid charitabie donations .mariy el: you have 
made to ti:e nonprofit ]osepi:son Institute, 
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New Resuch Argos Range..Jus~t In Time For Christmas! 







FeedBtitz <feedbUtz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLette~ <news~etter@usns~:pa.com> 

Friday~ December ’N, 2012 1 ~ :29 ~4 

Do~rance~ ALbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer P~yers News~eLter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Dec 14, 2012 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 14~ 2.012. 

Their Words 

"When i~" .gees ~o pen~.% yau ~:no~ tha~" yau ~.an win ~w~d yau ~.an lo.~;ei’ Arsenal ~na~a~eF Arsene Wen~er~ 

questions: Passin~ Rates 

By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Dec 13~ 2012) US Soccer PLayers .- In Thursday’s coLamn, Tony asks at which player 

~:ompLeted the most passes in MLS in 2012, LooKs ahead to see what ~ecords might fa{~ in 2013, and examines the ~eap 

into M}.S from eo~l.e~e an{J the aea{Je~)y, 

Which player ~ed MLS in 2012 in successful passes? 

De× M~:Carty of the Red BuUs wins the ’20t 2 Xasd Award’ with 1 ~852 completed passes. 

As many of you would quickfy point out, a pass in midfieLd or a pass back to the defenders counts as rauch in the 
au~)eFs as a through bail thai: pu~s a ierwaFd on ~oaL Ual:iL a system ~s widely available t:hat: o~n account fix t:hese 

evenLs, what choice do we have? 

the lirst time in a whiLe~ the League has cenL~aL midfieiders who can pass, not just destroy~ OsvaLdo ALonso~ Sam 

CFOIliI1, Jetl [.aFen~2ewkz~ and M(:{2art~’{ aFe ~eb~ exarap~es o~ ~)[8’{ers who [~)~h12 p~ay ~2he ~Ma~e~e position/ but aFe also 

involved in eve~ythin~ that goes on for theh teams, 

What historic record~ are most likely to fell durin~ the 2013 sea,on? 

There are a few that could fail next season. La~don Donovan needs 10 goals to tie Jeff Cunningham as the League’s 
time goal scorer {1 ~:I to 12:1 ). Denovan ab~o has 35 ~arae winnin~ ~{>a~s, ~:~aiLing (28nnin{~ham’s 40. Jesse Marsch’s 

~ ecord of 
next hal:d:Fiek~ Chris WoadoLowsk~ w~L tie Stern ,Jeha and D~ege Serna ~er the h~ague reeoF{] of ~ hat lxi~:ks ia a ca~ee~, 

Read 

The Playoff Picture in North America 

By J Hutcherson o WASHING’TON, DC (Dec Z~ 2{}12) US So(x:er Players - Never a<:cbse Ma£}or Lea{lue SoceeF of beiag Lal:e 

to foU.ow ~ trend. Thoush they have nothing on the arena spo~ts, especiaLLy the National Hockey Leasue, MLS beat Major 

League Baseba{{ to p~ayoff expansion and both of them are we~{ ahead of the Nat~ona{ Football League. 

tt’s the NFL that’s Late to the party, no~,~,, taLkin$ about expandinfl their pLayoffs frora the ~:u~ rent dozen to as many as 16 
teams, As expected, this news isn’t exactLy welcome by traditionaLists and [hose wondering about Lhe 1repot[ante ol Lhe 

re~ufar season. It’s a fair enough point, and ~t apt)Lies to every League that’s aheady been down this road. 

The NHL solved their ridicufous pLayoff systera where more teams got m than didn’t through e~pansion, That returned 

some ol t:he Luster l:o oae oi l:he bet~:er pl.ayef~ forraa~:s. Sevea-~}ame gHads wb:h uaUmJted overtimes te de{:Jde a whv~er 

ht each ~anle. PLayoff beards that Look Like something from an A&E reality series. The feeHn~ of accompL~shmer, t that 

oaLy coraes wheD the entiFe setup ~ee[s [ike a {~iaDt obstac[e <:obese, ~t hasa’l: been as easy 1:or [he ~,~ationa[ Basketba[[ 

Association, a [eaSue U~a~ Likes to tinker. St1[[. it’s the alone [eaSues ~ha~ created ELse concept of 16 p[ayo~ en[Hes even 

if it creates opporl:uaib¢ f{x mediocre ~:[bbs te make the pLayoffs. 

MI.S[s i~uml)ers dolYt Lead themselves to that kind of inflation bbt it’s the saree bas~: idea, (~el:l:ing to 19 (:tubs makes ~:he 
ten ptayoff Eeams seem more rea{istic than it ~i~ a few years a~o when 8 o~ the Lea$ue’s 13, 12, and even 10 Eeams 
made the postseasom It seems Like a [ong time a$o~ but orKe upon a t}me MLS was a [ea~ue where O~bl two teams 

misse~ out~ Sort of Lakes the intensi~y ou~ o~ a resu[ar season, Read ~re 

Kaka may be good fit for MLS~ but Galaxy shows patience ¯ from USA Today’s Frederick Dreier: At 30, gaka iits the 
model of MLS acquisitiom 



Dynamo flip script with "pretty" 2012 o frorn MLSsoccer,com’s t4atthew Doyle: Nonetheless, not everything was 

MLS stadium originally considered over a decade ago - irom Qdeens Chroniclers Joseph 

~ecommendatio~ reads: "Pa~ kmg lot west of Shea --- openoarr 2~,O00ose~t soccer stadalm, 

You Shouldn’t Watch the Club World Cuj) ¯ from G~and.arrd’s Derrnet HunL: Eve~ FIFA seem dismLeresLed in what 

AC Milan - A club in transition o from Sackpage FootbatUs Conor C[anc/: "What wiU happei~ wit:~ ~C Mi[an?" 

Weekend TV: Club Cup Fina~ 

S~turd~y 

The USA Wemen play Chinn en NBC Spo~ts Network aL 7pro, 

Premier League on ESPN2: Newcasg.e UniLed ¯ MaachesLer City at 7:30am, Fox Soccer has M~nchester United - 
Sundertand at 9;:~0am, Stoke - Eve~ton at IZprn~ and L~verpoo~ - Aston V~Ua at 2#rn. On Fo~ Soccer Plus: Q.PR - Fu[ham 

et 9:4~em and Norwich ¯ W~£em aL 8pm. Championship on be~N SporL: B[ackpoo[ ¯ Blackburn at 10am. Scottish Premier 

League on FS~-: Dundee United - ~nverness ~t 12pro. 

Bundestiga on Go(W: Baye~ Leverkusen o Hamburg at 9:30am and Schatke - Freiburg at 12:}0pro. L}gue 1 os Univ}sios 

DeporLes: Toul.ouse - ~tarsei~Le at ’t larn amJ "Froyes - kja<(:h:~ aL 2pro, Eredivisie on ESPN Deportes: NEC - PSV at 2: 45pro, 

Serie A on be~N Sport: Udmese - Pa[errno at 12pn’t a~d Lazio - I~ter M~[an at 2:4Spn’t. La Li~a on be@4 en Zspanok Getafe 

- Osasdna at 10am, MaUorca - BKbao at 12pro, Granada - Real. Soeiedad at 2pro, and Sevi(h~ - Ma[a£a at 4pro, A~ "F~me~ 

C~,ub Wor[d Cup on Fox Soccer: AI AMy o Monl:em!~y ior :}rdop[ace at: 2::}0am and Corint:hians o Chef, sea for the tig, e at 

5: ~Oarn. 

Premier League on Fox Soccer: Spu~s - Swaasea at 8:30am and WBA - West Ham at 10:30am, 

gundesiiga on OoiTY: Heffenheirn - ~orussia Dortmund at 9:30am and Werder Bremen .. Nurnberg at 11:30am. Eredivisie 

on ESPN Deportes: Wit[era H - Aja~ at 10::�0am, Serie A on be~N: ,JdvenLus - Atal.anLa at 9am and Napo{i - ~ol.oSna at 

8:SOpm, betN Espano[ has Mi{aa - Pescara at 9am. La L~ga on be~N SporL ea ZspaRo[: Va[eacia - Rayo VaU.ecano at 11am, 

Real t4adHd - Espano{ at 1pro (also on belN} and Barce{ona - At[etk:o Madrid at ~pm (a{so on belN). Ligue 1 on Univ~sion 

Deportes: Nancy - Bordeaux at 8am and PSG - Lyoa at 3pro (Spm on belN}, St Etienne ¯ Lorient aL 11am on be]N, A{[ 

T~mes Eastern 

EPL on ESPtq2: Reac!ing ¯ A~senai at 3pro. La Liga on belN: Depo~ Live .. Va{[adoUd at 2pro. A~t Times E~stern 

Sponsor message 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org~ 

Friday, December 14, 2012 10:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Your school’s CttARACTER COUNTS! program 

I ~ Character Development Training 

Dear Educator, 

CHARACTER COUNTS! is consing to you, The National Office of CHARACTER COUNTSI 
would iike to kr..ow more about yo~,tr school’s implementation efforts, and finci out if we can offer 
you the oppo~eJ~nity to serve as ~ location for or~e of our regional training programs. 

This is ~a gre~at opportur’..iLy [or your s-t,’.a ff to take advantage of our redes~gr~ed trak~ng ----- 
CHARACTER COUNTS~ 4.0 --- whbh features ~a fu~ ~nte~rat~on of the newest re,aching practices 
and strategies for nurtunng soc~, emot[on~J and ~c~dem[c growth and achieving required 
:~v’~dards h~ these categories, 

Once you complete this survey, ~s CHARACTER COUNTS~ rep.~eser:t~sLive wiil contact you shorLly 
\,vith. more det~siis. Thra.~-:k you for p~sd.icip~sLir’..9 ------we look forward to he~sring from you! 

VWtrm Recjards, 

Chrk~t[r~s~ Butler, CCI Relationship Manager 
CHARACT~E.R COUNTS! National O~ice 
Josephson h~stitute, o~ Ethics 
800~71 t-2670: ext 8i 2 

[ ~<:: Take the survey        ] 

i.~.i CHARACTER COUNTS! 
:: :~ :: Character 

Counts.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 7:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Play like Baxcelona in just 9 sessions 

in ii - st 9 s÷ssions  

Xf you take out a subscription before midnight on Wednesday 
29 December, X’II send you a free copy of my manua~ Play Like 
Barcelona in 9 Sessions featuring great sessions on tiki-taka 
(short passing)~ movement~ 2v2 skills and one and two-touch 
passing 

Order Now! 

Dear Coach, 

What’s the biggest single obstacle standing between you and your 
determination to be a better junior soccer coach? 

Is it a shortage of time to prepare for your weekly training sessions, 
given the demands of work and home life? 
Or do you worry about your lack of soccer coaching knowledge and your 
limited previous experience of the game? 

Well, here’s some good news. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to help you overcome both of those 
problems. 

And to prove it, I’d like to offer you the opportunity to take out 
a 6 month subscription for just $57 - reduced from $78~ If 
you subscribe before midnight on 19 December I’ll even send 
you my manual Play Like Barcelona in 9 Sessions at no 
further charge. This new manual will help your team develop 
the technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of position 
with their one-touch passing and create more goalscoring 
chances. 

When you take a subscription today, you’ll get the following 
delivered direct to your email address: 



The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

PLUS T’II send you a copy of my manual PlayLike Barcelona in 9 
sessions at no extra charge. This manual features great sessions 
originally published in Soccer Coach Weekly on tiki-taka, movement, 
lvl skills and one and two-touch passing 

If you’re anything other coaches [ have worked with recently, you’ll have 
watched this glorious Barcelona team over the last few seasons and thought 
’if only [ could get my players passing, dribbling and pressing like this side’. 

Tmagine if your team had the technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of 
position with their assured one-touch passing and create regular goalscoring 
chances. 

PlayLike Barcelona Xn 9 Sessions will show you how and it is yours free 
when you take out a subscription to Soccer Coach Weekly before midnight 
on 19 December, 

The free manual includes sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lvl skills and one 
and two-touch passing that will help transform your team and infuse them 
with the characteristics that have made Barcelona such a dominant force in 
world soccer. 



Tiki-Taka, the Barcelona way - this session focuses 
on the short passing and neat interchanges 
personified by Xavi and Andres Iniesta. This exercise 
can be played with any age group and will get your 
players passing from one end of the field to the 
other. Put this session into practice now! 

¯ Spanish class - make the ball your players’ friend 
with this one and two-touch passing session, Give 
your players the belief that they can move the ball 
around without surrendering possession. Give your 
players a Spanish lesson! 

° Quick feet, quick minds - this passing and movement 
session will have your players thinking and moving 
quicker. Anticipation is key! Find out more now 

Feint praise for players - have your players beating 
opponents in iv:Is by teaching them to feint properly. 
They’ve watched Lionel Messi breeze past players on 
TV with a drop of the shoulder - now get them 
practicinq the technique 

Dynamic dribbling - the ability to dribble effectively 
is crucial to the Barcelona gameplan. Teach your 
players to glide effortlessly forward like mini Iniestas! 
Learn more 

¯ On the move - the ability to move well off the ball is 
a crucial component of Barca’s playing style. Move 
before the ball is played and your team will provide 
more of a threat going forwards. Unlock the key to 
your team’s movement 

The space race - do you ever marvel at the way 
Barca players can always find space to run into? Run 
this session a handful of consecutive weeks and reap 
the rewards as your players open up new avenues of 
attack. Find out more now 

Catalonian keepball - what’s the best way to stop 
opponents scoring? By keeping the ball, of course. 
Barcelona are so good defensively because they 
dominate possession. Here is a game created 
specifically for the purpose of keeping the ball. Click 
here to read more 

¯ Pressing with purpose - your players will not always 
keep possession, but this session will help them win 
it back quickly. Hard work, concentration and focus 
are the key aspects of this session. Discover the key 
to winninq back possession now 

These 9 sessions will help your team play with style and finesse, while 
achieving the results to match. Imagine turning up for games secure in the 
knowledge that your team is technically superior and able to dictate the 
tempo. 

Experience the satisfaction of your team not only getting positive results, but 
in the right way, and as a result of your Barcelona-style training sessions. 

Order Now! 

This guide will help you to dramatically improve in your team’s results and 
style of play, as well as showing you the quality of the sessions I publish in 
Soccer ~2oach I/Vee/dy. 3ust take a look at the illustration below to see how 
much you get on every page of this great manual. 



Soccer Coach Weekly 

To find out how Soccer Coach Weekly boosts your ability to coach your junior 
players, simply click on the link below. 

i ’~ i Order Now! 

Or keep on reading if you want more details on this fantastic service for junior 
soccer coaches. 

Here are five questions you may have about Soccer Coach Weekly : 

1. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

2. How can [ be sure the advice is reliable? 

3. How quickly can I expect results? 

4. How can I be sure Soccer Coach Weekly is for me? 

5. What do [ get for my subscription? 

(~ :L What exactb/does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

Soccer Coach Weekly is an advisory newsletter delivered direct to your email 
address. 

Unlike most soccer coaching information, it’s aimed specifically at coaches of 
junior players from 4 to 16 years of age. And it’s written by myself and other 
junior soccer coaches, with firsthand experience of the kinds of coaching 
challenges you face week in and week out. 

That means the emphasis is very much on proven, can-do strategies for 
raising your game.., and the success of your players. 

Every week Soccer Coach Weekly provides you with practical tips and 
techniques to make your coaching more effective and rewarding for all 
concerned. 

All the articles are concise and to-the-point - and seldom more than one page 
in length. That’s because we know that the vast majority of junior soccer 



coaches have very little spare time. 

The last thing you need is pages and pages of heavy reading. 

Order Now! 

So each article in Soccer Coach Weekly concentrates on the essential 
information you need to know. Plus, there are plenty of helpful diagrams and 
pictures to illustrate the important points being made, for example showing 
you how to position your players on the field, or perform a particular training 
exercise. 

While it’s brief, and quick to read, Soccer Coach Weekly covers a wide range 
of coaching topics: 

fitness 
psychology 
planning training sessions 
player management and selection 
child safety 
core skills 
personal development 
match strategy and tactics 
dealing with difficult parents 
developing team spirit 
individual and team discipline 
warm-ups 
training games 

... and much, much more. 

Here are five quick examples of recent articles. 

EXAMPLE # 1 

How to take the fear out of heading the ball 

Lots of kids don’t like heading the ball. And that’s only natural. After all, why 
would you want to put your head in the way of an object you think might hurt 
it? 

But if you don’t learn this important ball-control skill properly, and preferably 
at a young age, you’re not going to be much use on match day to the rest of 
your team. 

Fortunately, at Soccer Coach Weekly we have a great training technique for 
overcoming your kids’ typical ball heading anxieties. In just three easy steps, 
you can teach your players to head the ball with accuracy and confidence. 

It’s the perfect exercise for your next training session. It’s tried and tested. 
And it’s fun. 

EXAMPLE # 2 

The A-Z of child protection 

In this increasingly risk-averse world, the last thing you need is a parent 
threatening legal action because he or she claims you didn’t look after little 
]ohnny during soccer practice, or on match day. 

So each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly looks at one aspect of child safety. 
You get practical answers to key questions like: 

What are your primary responsibilities as a junior soccer coach? 
Which are the potentially risky situations you should anticipate - and 
what proactive steps can you take to avoid them? 
How do you spot potential abuse off the pitch, and what can you do in 
such situations? 
What essential equipment should you keep in your medical bag for match 
day and training sessions? 



What other sensible measures can you take to ensure that, should a 
child in your care be injured on the playing field, they can be given 
prompt and appropriate medical care? 

With Soccer Coach Weekly in your kit bag, no-one can accuse you of not 
taking your responsibilities seriously. 

Order Now! 

EXAMPLE # 3 

"The dark art" of the quick, accurate throw-in 

In youth soccer, nearly 70% of throw-ins are foul throws. The result? Your 
team loses the ball to your opponents. 

To reverse these odds, every player on your team must be prepared to 
execute a proper throw-in, and get the ball back into play almost 
immediately. Indeed, such a sudden restart can catch your opponent’s 
defence off-balance and greatly increase your odds of keeping possession. 

That in turn offers your players the chance to get behind the defence and 
make a run on goal. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we teach a simple, five-point plan for learning 
the art of the quick, accurate throw-in. Teach it to your team at this week’s 
training session and you could be well on your way to dominating the next 
match - and the scoreboard. 

Our throw-in training also includes a technique for increasing by as much as 
30% the distance that your players can throw the ball. 

lust imagine how disconcerting that will be to your opponents the next time 
you play a game.,. 

EXAMPLE # 4 

How to referee the under 5s 

Most qualified refs avoid this age group. It’s just too demanding! So chances 
are one of these days you’ll be press-ganged into doing the job - probably at 
short notice - simply because there’s no one else available. 

Don’t worry. ]In Soccer Coach Weekly we explain some of the best ways to 
structure a game for such young players, bearing in mind their limited 
attention spans, their resistance to conventional techniques for restoring on- 
the-field discipline, and their tendency to charge around after the ball like 
bees after a honey pot. 

And we tell you how to deal with the most common referee situations - 
handball, penalties, throw-ins and back passes - in a way that won’t spoil the 
kid’s fun and make you look like an ogre to players and parents alike. 

Last but not least, we show you how to get the parents constructively 
involved, so they become a useful resource rather than standing around on 
the sidelines distracting you and your players. 

Order Now! 

EXAMPLE # 5 

Building the correct skills base with your junior players 

Some skills are absolute "must-haves" for any soccer player, regardless of 
age. Indeed, they are so important that you need to give them priority. 
Because when you teach your players these skills, you’re investing in their 
future and that of your team. 



So in Soccer Coach Weekly we’re currently running a series of articles on 
essential player skills. Each issue we highlight a particular individual skill and 
show you the most effective way to teach it to your players, 

Subscribe to Soccer Coach Weekly today and you’ll learn these traininq 
techniques too. 

And, should you decide to subscribe, you’ll also benefit from all these future 
Soccer Coach Weekly a rti c l e s: 

What should you do with substitutes who are not up to the standard of 
the rest of the team? Hide them or put them in the thick of the action? 
How do you train players who have never before kicked a ball? 
How do you deal effectively with unruly parents? 
What makes for a successful captain? 
How best to score from a free kick 
Landing your corners on the penalty spot 
Teaching your players penalty techniques for shooter and goalkeeper 
How do you keep your training sessions fun, fresh and stimulating week 
in and week out? 
How do you reverse a losing streak? 
How do you coach unfamiliar positions you never played yourself? 
How can you be a close mentor to the kids, yet keep a professional 
distance? 
How do you gain the respect of arrogant young players? 
How can you overcome your team being the smallest in the league and 
overcome other physical disadvantages? 
How do you prevent interfering parents undermining your relationship 
with the players? 
Tactics against a team that cheats 
How do you discipline and control young soccer players? 
Making the most of the 4v4 training techniques that form the basis of 
Dutch Vision, the coaching technique inspired by the Dutch soccer 
association with Louis van Gaal, ]ohan Cruyff, Rinus Michels, and Marco 
van Basten 
How do you use the team building process to develop the style of play, 
and achieve success? 
Why coaching technique and inspiring the soccer brain is better than 
running sprints and laps 
Using 3v3 for 4, 5 and 6 year olds to develop ball manipulation skills 
Teaching communication on the field using terms like "man on" or "time 
and turn", and how your players should communicate with opposition 
players, spectators, officials etc 
How can you teach crossing and finishing more effectively7 
Give your players match-winning insight: what effect will the field have 
on the game? What’s the best way to deal with wind and sun? 
What can you do when the opposition’s tactics mean your players are all 
playing to a different tune, for example they only have three at the back 
and your wingers cannot exploit the advantage? 

You’ll find all these topics, and more, in forthcoming issues of Soccer Coach 
Weekly. 

What’s more, you can suggest your own topics for future issues by emailing 
the editor with details of the soccer coaching issues that matter most to you. 

Order Now! 

This question is of critical importance to any junior soccer coach who takes his 
or her responsibilities seriously, After all, you’re coaching a group of 
youngsters - including your own son or daughter, most likely, The last thing 
you want to do is accept any old advice, 

So let me tell you a bit about my experience and credentials. 

I’m certainly no armchair enthusiast, Quite the contrary, My junior soccer 
coaching pedigree is a pretty distinguished one - and ]: have the silverware to 
prove it. 



But it was all very different when [ first began over ten years ago.., which, of 
course, is exactly why [ think my perspective on soccer coaching is so 
valuable to Soccer Coach Weekly readers, 

T started out in :[997, trying to find my oldest son a team to play in. Tt wasn’t 
easy; the lad wanted to be in the same team as his friends, but the problem 
was, their school had little interest in team sports. 

That meant [ first had to create a team from scratch, made up of boys from 
two classes. Then [ set about coaching two teams (an A and a B) right from 
under 4 to under :[2. 

When my second son was 4, I did the same for him. 

So I was now faced with the challenges of coaching two teams at under 4 and 
two teams at under 7 every Saturday morning plus match days. 

It was a pretty hectic time! 

Needless to say, by the time ][ came around to coaching my second son I had 
gained a much better idea of how to train junior soccer players - and ~ began 
to get the match-day results ~ was after. 

~ based my new coaching approach on a holding/passing game which in itself 
is based on the Dutch 4v4 system aimed at giving young players the skills to 
be good soccer players, irrespective of their relative physical size and 
strength. 

The results were impressive. 

My team began to beat every team they played, and won the league against 
some big, strong competition. Even though my team was a small Surrey 
primary school, everyone began to fear playing against us and we came up 
against a lot of aggressive, pushy teams. 

Today, my team still wins most of our games even though we now play :[:[-a- 
side in a big Surrey league. 

T have just about seen it all, from my oldest son’s first team which lost 7-0 in 
their very first game to turning them around over the season until it was them 
winning 7-0. 

~ know what coaches feel, what they worry about, what goes through their 
mind when they are losing, how it feels to win trophies. 

know what they need to succeed. 

My mission, as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly, is to help soccer coaches just 
like me be the very best they can be - and in doing so save them much of the 
time, effort and sheer aggravation [ had to go through. 

i’~’i Order Now! 

Soccer Coach Weekly contains a wealth of practical advice and training 
materials - all of it designed to help you become a more knowledgeable and 
confident soccer coach. 

Take out your subscription, and you’ll receive it within minutes of acceptinq 
our offer. 

That means you could be reading our advice, and putting it into practice, as 
early as your next training session or match day. 

Take the quick throw-in technique I mentioned earlier. It’s just one of the 
highly effective training tips you could use to gain an almost immediate 
advantage over your opponents. 

Remember: 70% of throw-ins at junior level result in a loss of possession to 



the opposition. So if you hone your team’s throw-in skills at your very next 
training session you could be dominating match-day possession within 7-:[0 
days - and perhaps even winning your next game. 

That’s just one example of the almost-immediate information advantage that 
you get only from Soccer Coach Weekly. 

I’m confident of two things: (:[) the sheer usefulness and effectiveness of our 
training advice; and (2) the ease with which you’ll be able to raise your game. 

i:~i Order Now! 

Soccer Coach Weekly is written by junior soccer coaches for junior soccer 
coaches. 

As editor, I have extensive first-hand experience of coaching in the kinds of 
situations that you face. And the same goes for each of the expert 
contributors I choose to share their experiences with you. 

The proof of this is in the reader feedback we’ve already received. Comments 
like these from junior soccer coaches just like you: 

"I’m a busy person all week - I run a small company, the local village hall and 
recreation ground, have a young family and run a junior village soccer club 
with four teams in five leagues. I read Soccer Coach Weekly and think: 
"There’s someone else who understands where I’m coming from. It’s my 
language and it’s the language of the sort of development I want my players 
to be coached, listening too"." 
Nick I~iles, Culm United Youth FC, Uffculme, Devon, England 

"What an outstanding resource." 
John Bardwell, Wexford Soccer Club ;~997 Boys, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 

"I have purchased many books on coaching, your material is up with the best 
of them." 
Frank hfcClean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, Northern Ireland 

"I wish ][ had this type of advice when ][ was starting out in junior soccer 
coaching (over 8 years ago). It’s ideal for outlining the approach to managing 
junior soccer teams." 
Paul Norris, Woodbank FC, Bolton, England 

"It’s a fantastic resource and something I have waited for a long time," 
Colin Hakin, Luton Borough Soccer Club, Luton, England 

"The tips are easy to apply and remind us of the fun part of the game." 
Xavier Fostier, Tilston, Cheshire, England 

"I’m just starting out as a coach. My oldest boy is five and at the moment I 
take the Under 5s, Under 6s and am just starting to coach the local primary 
school under 8s. I think your journal is just what I need." 
Dave Buckley, ~Vlalmesbury, England 

But you don’t need to take my word for it - or the words of these satisfied 
subscribers. Try out Soccer Coach Weekly for yourself with our special 
subscription offer, plus if you subscribe before midnight on :[9 December you 
will get a free copy of Play Like Barcelona In g Sessions too. 

If you don’t see a marked improvement in your confidence on the field, and 
your ability to work with your players, their parents and officials, then don’t 
take out a full subscription. It’s as simple as that. 

Order Now! 



To start your subscription, click on the link below now. It’s just $~7 for a 
month subscription - reduced from 

As soon as we receive your order all this is yours - delivered direct to your 
email address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

PLUS take out a subscription before midnight on 19 December today and 
[’11 send you a copy of my manual Play Like Barcelona in 9 sessions at 
no extra charge. This manual features great sessions on tiki-taka, 
movement, lv1 skills and one and two-touch passing 

i~i Order Now! 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, Head Coach 

P.S. ]ust think how much time and effort you’ll now save each week, simply by 
using our carefully-selected junior soccer coaching tips. No more searching the 
Internet to find something to do with your team on the weekend. And no 
more worrying about whether your coaching is up to scratch. Tt’s all taken care 
of for you - courtesy of Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: info@greenstarmedia, net 

Unsubscribe 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 10:50 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Get Jose Mourinho for Christmas 

GET JOS  MOURINHO FOR CHRISTMAS 

Dear Anson, 

If you’re anything like me, when 
someone asks you what you want 
for Christmas, you don’t know what 
to tell them. The result? A year’s 
worth of sweaters you’ll never wear 
and DVDs you’ll never watch. 

So make sure you ask for 
something really useful this year. 
Something that you really want. Get 
your partner or friend to buy you a 
subscription to Elite $occerAND if 
you subscribe before Christmas, 
you will receive a session written by 
Jos~ Mourinho. 

Imagine telling your players that 
they are using a coaching session 
that Ronaldo, Ramos and Alonso 
are using at Real Madrid. They’ll be 
so excited! 

So get your Jose Mourinho 
coaching session for Christmas - it 
really is the perfect gift for any 
serious coach! 

THE SPECIAL SESSION 

In winning the 2012 La 
Liga title, Jose 
Mourinho’s Real Madrid 
broke a number of 
records; securing 100 
points in a single season, 
scoring 121 goals, 
gaining 16 away wins, 



and 32 wins overall. They 
conceded just 31 goals - 
a testament to Mourinho’s 
widely respected 
organisational skills. 

And the great news is 
that Jose is willing to 
share the training session 
he uses to work on 
defensive organisation - 
with you! 

Get Jos~ Mourinho’s exclusive session, 
only in this month’s Elite Soccer 

Jose runs this session with his Real Madrid side but don’t worry, it doesn’t require you to 
have world-class players or expensive equipment at your disposal. The session can be easily 
put into practice with a team of amateurs on one soccer pitch. 

As Jose Mourinho himself puts it: 

~’~ "While this session is simple in terms of training method, 
the complexity comes through the fundamentals of team 
tactics." 

-Josd Mourinho, Real Madrid 

So, forward this email on to your girlfriend, wife, partner or friend and tell them you’ve 
decided what you want for Christmas and this is it! 

Subscriptions start from $37 but hurry, if you want your Jose Mourinho issue on Christmas 
Day, then make sure that you order now! 

JOSl~ MOURINHO 

During a seven-year professional 
playing career Mourinho 
appeared for Rio Avenue, 
Belenenses and Sesimbra in his 
native Portugal. But it was as a 
coach that he caught the eye, 
initially at Vit6ria de SetQbal in the 
early 1990s. 

In 1992, he worked at Sporting 
Lisbon alongside Sir Bobby 
Robson, before the pair moved 
on to Porto then Barcelona. 

His first chance to take on first- 
team manager duties came at 
Benfica in 2000, before he 
switched to Uni~o de Leiria and 

Josd Mourinho 
REUTERS: Tariq AIAli 



then Porto. Arriving at Porto signalled the start of an incredible coaching success story. 
There he won the Portuguese Primeira Liga and Champions League before moving to 
Chelsea in 2004 and clinching the Barclays Premier League title in his first two seasons and 
the FA Cup in his third. 

In 2008 he moved to Inter Milan where in his second season he won the Champions League 
for the second time in his career as part of a superb treble of domestic league, domestic cup 
and European honours. 

A move to Real Madrid followed in 2010, where he won the Copa del Rey in his first season 
and La Liga in his second, achieving 100 points in the process and ending Barcelona’s run of 
three straight titles. 

JOSI~ MOURINHO’S MANAGERIAL RECORD 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: 

Table reproduced from Wikipedia 

Simply follow this link to find out more about how Elite $occercan help you improve as a 
coach and win more games. Forward this email on today to a friend or loved one, telling them 
you would like Elite $occerfor Christmas, safe in the knowledge that you will have a gift to 
really look forward to on Christmas Day. Alternatively of course, you could just treat yourself! 

Remember you must subscribe now if you want your Jose Mourinho session before 
Christmas arrives! 

We are so confident that every coach can benefit from Jose Mourinho’s coaching session 
that we offer a 100% money back guarantee on every subscription. 

Thousands of Elite Soccer subscribers will get this session. Don’t fall behind your peers - 
subscribe today. 

Subscribe now and receive your very own coaching session written by 
Jose Mourinho before Christmas! 



THE ONLY MAGAZINE THAT CAN PROVIDE THESE SESSIONS 

Elite Soccer’s partnership with the LMA gives 
coaches like you access to coaching plans from the 
top of the game. 

It means that we can provide you with coaching 
sessions first-hand from the likes of Jose Mourinho. 
Plenty of other publications will give you their take on 
these coach’s methods but then you or I could do that. 

Elite Soccer is the only magazine in the world that gives 
you the opportunity to say to your players "today we 
are training like Real Madrid" and know that it is 
absolutely true. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we 
put them in a format that you can use. Once we’ve done 
that, we go back to the manager and check the session 
is exactly as he would run it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or 
more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions without state-of- 
the-art facilities, just as easily as professionals can use 
them at their training ground. 

So don’t miss out on this once in a lifetime chance to 
coach your team using a session written by Jose 
Mourinho. 

And who knows who else you might miss sessions 
from? We have had sessions written exclusively for the 
magazine from the likes of Sir Alex Ferguson, Ars~ne 
Wenger, Roberto Mancini, Carlo Ancelotti, David 
Moyes, Roy Hodgson, Roberto Di Matteo, Andr~ 
Villas-Boas, Alan Pardew and many, many more. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team 
and if it doesn’t you can have your money back. 

Issues of Elite Soccer you’ve 
already missed 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional coaches, so 
when you subscribe today, you will also receive the following sessions: 

¯ Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Pressing 

¯ Jimmy Bell (Rochdale) - Defending shapes, movement and cover 
¯ Darren Sarll (Stevenage) - Creating overloads in defence 

¯ lain Brunskill (Blackburn Rovers) - Passing functions 
¯ Lee Johnson (LMA Ambassador) - The art of pinning 



Get all of these sessions along with Jos~ Mourinho’s session on defensive 
organisation when you subscribe today. 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches, on the 
last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. Subscribe now- make 
your team more organised Jose Mourinho the way. 

Subscribe today and remember - this may be the only chance you ever get to use a 
genuine training session written by Jos~ Mourinho with your team. 

Have a fantastic Christmas and a winning New Year. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

PS. Subscribe to Elite Soccer today to avoid disappointment! 

SOCCER 
Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: Freephone 0800 028 3596 (UK only) 
T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 (from outside the UK) 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you 
are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and 
delete this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. 
Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 
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Monday’s TV 

EPL on ESPY,f2: Readin~ - A~senal. at 3pro. La [.iga on belN: Depo~tivo o Va{tadeIid at 2pro. ,~ "i’im~es L[as~ev~ 

National Teamers Abroad: Two for Jozy, Bi~ Win for Villa 

Jozy Altidore scored both ~Oafs fo~ AZ, beating PEC Zwo[fe 2o’i in front of 11 ~06t at the ~JsseMe~ta Stadio~. A~tido~e 

opened the scodn8 in the 2rid minute and doubled the ~ead in the ~d, AZ a~e 12th in the Erediv~sie table, Serie A. and 

~i~hae~ Bradley subUe~ out in the 68~h minute for Rome in their 1-0 ~oss to Chievo. ~n Spain’s second ~Kdsion, Car~os 

~oca~e~a returned ~er Ra(:in~ Santander h~ t~eh’ lq) I.oss te Sabade~L The referee cautioned Becane2ra in the 7~l:h 

minute, Terre~ce Boyd and Rapid Vienna wel’@ shutout 1-0 by Wiener Neustadt in Austria’s 8undesUga, In Belgium, 

Sacha KIjestan’s Ander~ed’,t beat Leuven 2-1 w}th Dieurflerc~ scoring both of Ander{echt’s goa~s. 

In the Zn~lish Premier Lea~ue, B~ad Guzan and Eric Lichaj were in the eleven for Aston ViKa. beating Liverpool 3o’i at 

~’,nfie[d. Christian genteke had two goals for Vi~[a, who led 3-0 when Live~ pool puked a goal back in the 87th minute. 

"The f~roup deserve every bit of ~:redit that’s cominf~ tl)eh’ way," Vil.[a manager Paul. Lambert said. "They have been 

absol.utel.y brilliant s}nc:e 1 have bees at the cl.ub. We have bees fantastic. I can’t speak highl.y enough of them. They 

have ~iven it e~e~l/t:hing riley I~ave ~ot~ HopefuD¢ now we can continue t:o clm~b this table." Read More 

Schalke 04 get new coach 

Schal.ke 04 announced on SundRy d~at they were partin~ ways with head coach ~’k~ub Stevens ’by mutuM a~reement’ the 

day after ~:hey ~ost [%1 to Fre~bbrf~. US Nal:iena~ "[e~m pb~yer Jerma~ne,Jones is currengv servin~ a red card 
s~spension, and missed Saturday’s ~ame. SchMke are on a ~un o~ form that ~oppe~ them ~rom tid.e contender to mid. 

"When I was unveil.ed as under-17 coach m summer. I never thought I’d take charge of the first team here," Kel.fer tol.d 

the club’s official site~ "1 was simpl.y l.ooking forward to an exciLin~ chal.ienge in Lhe youLh setup~ Wo~kin~ w~th the 

under-17s over the b~st few months has been great fun. The boys are eage~ to [earn and have had a fantastic season so 

far. "l]~e big~est difference between yebth footba[~ and p~et:essional, foel:ba~[ is that the ~me ~s even faster at this l.evel.. 

The intensity is almost the same~ however. We trai~ed under ~drtua[ professiona~ conditions with the under-17s." 

Buddle, Califf, Casey Get New MLS Clubs 

exited the re.entry d~af~, by dec[inin~ their pick. [A’s draft picks iorced a reshulf[in~ of thei~ squad, with Edson ~udd~e 

traded to ([ol.ofado for a supl)l.i!,fnen~at dry,it pic]~ and el.location money~ 

"tt’s unfortunate, tn a perfect werld~ Edson weul.d stil.l, be part ef our team, but tile ~’e~lity oi M}.S is it’!; not a perfect 

wo~l.d," Galaxy coach Bruce Arena said, "We have sal.aW-cap ~estrictions and other obl.i~ations tha~. we need to adhere 

to. Unfortunatel.y as is the case basical.fy every year~ you’ve ~Ot to make moves to maintain the integrity of the safety 

cap." 

Toronto took Danny Cal~:f wid~ the first pick and Conor Casey is now a member of the Phil.adel.phia Union. "Conor 

makes us a better team," Ph}l.adel.phia coach John Hackworth said. "He has proven that he can be one of the best 
lk)rwards in this Iea~ue and ior the ~.lational. team. Our staff bel.ieves l:l~al: Cenor st~l.t has many ~o~{s l.i!,It in him." Read 

More 

Tuesday’s TV 

on befN SpoIr~.: inter Mil.an .. t-taKes Verona at 3pro ~ Whelre dO We stand in the Coppa? Good question. We’lre ~n the 

~mEnd of ’t6~ a s~n~b~-darne to de(:~de who advances to the quarl:e~fina[s. Apparent[y~ ~ust ~e make th~n~s interestin~ 
Coppa ~ta[~a switches to two.[e~s for the semffina~ and then back to a sin~te ~ame final Several o~ the Sonic A 

hea~t,,eights have ab’eady advanced to the quarterfina~ sta~e, w}th Michael Bradley’s Rome a]on~ with Milan and 

Juvent~s ~o~n~ d~roush [asL week. The winner of Lhe ~nte~ - Verona Same wi[[ pl.ay the winner o~ MapoU ¯ Be[eSna. Rome 

are in Inter% port~o~ of the bracket with that matchup potentia~b/the two-[e!~$ed senlifinaL 



ge 

Click here to sofely unsubscribe ?ro ~ ’USSo~cer~!~yers.’ Click here to ~4ew moilin~ orchives, here to chon~e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 2:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Oops.. S om ethi ng Went Wrong 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Anson, The huge response rate to our offer 
caused a quote malfunction. 

Due to the overwheh~~ing response to our 20% discount 
offer, we were unable to retrieve some quote requests, 
VVe sincerely apologize for an inconvenience this may 
have caused. If you submitted a quo[e, please take the 

time to resubmit here. 

If you didn’t submit a quote, you can still take advantage 
of the 20% discount on your next branding project. 
Presenting you baseball brand ~e fans and players is 
important increase your team spirit with branding 
products like B~eachel Graphics, Scoleboard GrapMcs 
a~d Fence 8cree~s. 

Uni~ersity of Michigan branded theh" stadh~m with vibrant 
Bleacher Glaphics and Fence Screens, capitalizing on 
prominent brand. Bleacher G~ephics can use simple 
graphics ~e p~emote you~ brand, team spirit and 
Success 

Scoreboard Glaphics & Bfeachel Graphics build your 
brand. This 20% discount is only w~fid on orders placed 
through December° visit ’~’,~,w.bJgsignscem to get your 
order started today. 

Arisen, Give rne a call or send rne an emai] and we’ll go 
to work far you. You can also get a quick quote here, 
Send me a digital photo of the area you want to brand 
with dimensions and your ~ogos or photos and ~ w~l have 
my design team create a mock up for you~ 

Corey Leonard 
President 
800-790°761 I 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers; saiesmen and production techr:icians BigSigns corn is ready to serve your stadium graphics ar:d e’~ent signage r:eeds 

We are located it: downtow~ Grand Ha,/en, M~cl-:igan, along the iakeshore 

~ ~ 22 S Harbor Ddve Sdi[e 101 :: Grand ~qaven, Mi ,¢~,¢17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach-soccer com> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 2:22 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc edu> 

Claim your complimentary coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson 

Elite Soccer magazine is offering you the opportunity to claim a full 

coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson absolutely free 

The session focuses on attacking wing play and shooting. Key 

elements covered include quick interplay on the wing, crosses in to the 

danger area and shooting from outside the box D.’>/,~nbad it now and 

score more goals from the flanks 

$i~ Alex Fe~~]~.~sor~, manager, Manchester United, says: 

"This is a powerfu! session that encourages players to practice hard, 

perfect their roles and reinfome habits, and is at the heart of why we are 

regarded as such a potent attacking force in the Barclays Premier 

League." 

Coaching sessions direct from the men at the top 

Elite Soccer is a monthly e-magazine that contains six professional 

coaching plans in each issue, including at least one written by a 

current Premier League manager. You only get a limited amount of 

time to train with your team, make the most of it by using the most 

innovative coaching tactics from the best in the business. 

In recent times, Elite Soccer has included plans written by the likes of 

Roberto Mancini, Arscne Wenger, Carlo Ancelotti, Roberto Di Matteo, 

David Moyes, Roy Hodgson and many more. There is no observed or 

recycled content- these sessions come direct from the best coaches 

in the world. 

Make sure that you qg’,.,t~[}.i.;!i~.~! Sir Alex Ferguson’s session now to see 

what Elite Soccer can offer you and your team. 

Sessions that are easy to apply to your team 

manager, Manchester 
United, says: 

"Elite Soccer allows aspiring 

coaches to team what we do as 

professional managers to help 

them improve. I wish !’d had it 

when ! started coaching ." 

manager, Arsenal, says: 

"Elite Soccer is a fantastic 

magazine that helps coaches 

get the most out of their players. 

encourage aft my" coaches to 

read it. " 

I3avid ~oyes, manager, 
Everton, says: 



Elite Soccer is published in partnership with the League Managers 

Association (LMA), and our privileged access to this group will enable 

you to learn directly from the top professional managers in the English 

leagues. Use Elite Soccerto find out what these top coaches are 

working on with their players right now. 

The coaches write their sessions so that they are easy to follow and 

last approximately one hour They will tell you exactly what equipment 

you need, how many players are involved and how you can progress a 

session You can use as much or as little of a session as you need to 

meet your specific objectives for your team. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips, Elite Soccercan help in 

your quest to coach a successful, winning team. If you want to stay 

ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is 

the best coaching tool for the job Make a start now by ~3!~[~j Sir 

Alex Ferguson’s training session absolutely free 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

~.:~#~ ~.e~’¢~r publisher 

"There are a lot of soccer 

magazines about but none that 

present coaching plans from 

leading professionals in the 

same way and with the same 
quaiity that Elite Soccer does." 

Al~n P~rdew, manager, 
Newcastle United, says: 

"t took forward to reading Elite 

Soccer and finding out what 

other coaches are up to. 

We spend a huge amount of 

time working on our sessions. 

For coaches with fewer resources 

and smaller support teams, Elite 

Soccer can help tremendously." 

P.S. Elite Soccer is the monthly e-magazine that you can use to wow 

your players If players are bored in training, you can say "here’s a 

session they use at Manchester United" and watch the extra effort that 

generates. Make sure that you ,’iow!~li;ad your free session today. 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 8:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Helping today changes lives tomorrow. 

Xll Josephson Institute 

Make a rea~ difference in the 
lives of students - arid teachers, 

Donate No,,’,, 

Schools and teachers face more challenges today than ever before, and they often have too 

Few resources to overcome d~ose challenges. But there is hope that we have turned a 
corner. 

Our recently released survey of over 20,000 high school students showed d~at teens are 
lying, cheatin~j and stealin~ at a h)wer rate than at any time in the last 10 years (though the 
overall nurnbers are still way too high). 

At CHARACTER COUNTS!, our proqrams change school culture For the better. rhis year alone, 
our g~ro~jrams have touched the lives of millions of children and their families and helped 
schools get the resources and training they need to reduce incidents of violence, 
suspensions and expulsions and improve student attendance and performance. 

Through the help of contributing donors, there is so much more we can do. Please know that 
your support will make a meaningful and lasting difference. Give generously. If you’d prefer to 
contribute by check, please maiJ your donation to: 

Character Drive 
Josephson Institute 

9841 Air~ort Blvd., #300 
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

Sincerely, 

Nichael 3osephson 
President, ]osephson Institute 

Donate Now 

Josephsonlnsfitute.or# I CharacterCounts.orq 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPNMag Coaches Fundraising <coachesprogram@espnmail.com> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 12:01 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

We can help your temn raise money! 

ESPN Coaches Fundraising I Sign Up Now >> 

.:~ Your Team Keeps 75% of Each Order! 

How much money does your team need to raise? 

ESPN The Magazine 

The holiday season is in full swing and a 2-year subscription 
to ESPN The Magazine is the perfect gift for sports 

enthusiasts. 

With our flee fundraising kit, your team can sell 2-year 
subscriptions to ESPN The Magazine (new, gift or renewal) 

and KEEP 75% of the money. To make $900, your team just 
needs to sell 30 magazine subscription orders. 

If you sell 50 orders, your team keeps $1,500. 
If you sell 100 orders, your team keeps $3,000. 

The possibilities are endless’. 

Click on the link below and get started now: 

Learn More >> 

Insider: Magazine subscribers also receive exclusive access to ESPN Insider and 

the ESPN The Magazine App for iPad for FREE! 





It’s prepa~’ation and effort that takes you to the NEXT level. Go Pro Workouts makes i~s easy for 

you, whe~’e you a~e 1-click away from the best digital / mobile workout ~’egimens on the markefl And 

the best pair is yeu can stair TODAY!. 

~ Professional sport~, pecific training pro,~tram 

covering stre~n~th, cardk), agility, epee~d, a~d 

~ Exe~c~se v~deos featuring you~ PRO ~n 

action 

~ Advanced tracM~g to chad progress ever 

time 

~ ShaF~ ~[~r~ct~er~s so ~e~E car~ shar~ arid 

compete w~h friends 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Positiv Performm~ce Consulting <Iindsey positiveperfom~.com@mail129.us2.mcsv.net> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 7:59 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

The GiiI of Stress Reduclion 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke ~avid.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 10:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Play like Barcelona in just 9 sessions - until midnight tonight 

Order Now! 

Dear Coach, 

What’s the biggest single obstacle standing between you and your 
determination to be a better junior soccer coach? 

Is it a shortage of time to prepare for your weekly training sessions, 
given the demands of work and home life? 
Or do you worry about your lack of soccer coaching knowledge and your 
limited previous experience of the game? 

Well, here’s some good news. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is designed to help you overcome both of those 
problems. 

And to prove it, I’d like to offer you the opportunity to take out 
a 6 month subscription for just $57 - reduced from $78~ If 
you subscribe before midnight tonight I’ll even send you my 
manual Play Like Barcelona in 9 Sessions at no further 
charge. This new manual will help your team develop the 
technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of position with 
their one-touch passing and create more goalscoring chances. 

When you take a subscription today, you’ll get the following 
delivered direct to your email address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 



right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

¯ PLUS I’ll send you a copy of my manual PlayLike Barcelona in 9 
sessions at no extra charge. This manual features great sessions 
originally published in Soccer Coach Weekly on tiki-taka, movement, 
lvl skills and one and two-touch passing 

If you’re anything other coaches [ have worked with recently, you’ll have 
watched this glorious Barcelona team over the last few seasons and thought 
’if only [ could get my players passing, dribbling and pressing like this side’. 

Imagine if your team had the technical ability to manoeuvre opponents out of 
position with their assured one-touch passing and create regular goalscoring 
chances. 

PlayLike Barcelona Xn 9 Sessions will show you how and it is yours free 
when you take out a subscription to Soccer Coach Weekly before midnight 
tonight. 

The free manual includes sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lv:[ skills and one 
and two-touch passing that will help transform your team and infuse them 
with the characteristics that have made Barcelona such a dominant force in 
world soccer. 



Tiki-Taka, the Barcelona way - this session focuses 
on the short passing and neat interchanges 
personified by Xavi and Andres Iniesta. This exercise 
can be played with any age group and will get your 
players passing from one end of the field to the 
other. Put this session into practice now! 

¯ Spanish class - make the ball your players’ friend 
with this one and two-touch passing session, Give 
your players the belief that they can move the ball 
around without surrendering possession. Give your 
players a Spanish lesson! 

° Quick feet, quick minds - this passing and movement 
session will have your players thinking and moving 
quicker. Anticipation is key! Find out more now 

Feint praise for players - have your players beating 
opponents in iv:Is by teaching them to feint properly. 
They’ve watched Lionel Messi breeze past players on 
TV with a drop of the shoulder - now get them 
practicinq the technique 

Dynamic dribbling - the ability to dribble effectively 
is crucial to the Barcelona gameplan. Teach your 
players to glide effortlessly forward like mini Iniestas! 
Learn more 

¯ On the move - the ability to move well off the ball is 
a crucial component of Barca’s playing style. Move 
before the ball is played and your team will provide 
more of a threat going forwards. Unlock the key to 
your team’s movement 

The space race - do you ever marvel at the way 
Barca players can always find space to run into? Run 
this session a handful of consecutive weeks and reap 
the rewards as your players open up new avenues of 
attack. Find out more now 

Catalonian keepball - what’s the best way to stop 
opponents scoring? By keeping the ball, of course. 
Barcelona are so good defensively because they 
dominate possession. Here is a game created 
specifically for the purpose of keeping the ball. Click 
here to read more 

¯ Pressing with purpose - your players will not always 
keep possession, but this session will help them win 
it back quickly. Hard work, concentration and focus 
are the key aspects of this session. Discover the key 
to winninq back possession now 

These 9 sessions will help your team play with style and finesse, while 
achieving the results to match. Imagine turning up for games secure in the 
knowledge that your team is technically superior and able to dictate the 
tempo. 

Experience the satisfaction of your team not only getting positive results, but 
in the right way, and as a result of your Barcelona-style training sessions. 

Order Now! 

This guide will help you to dramatically improve in your team’s results and 
style of play, as well as showing you the quality of the sessions I publish in 
Soccer ~2oach I/Vee/dy. 3ust take a look at the illustration below to see how 
much you get on every page of this great manual. 



Soccer Coach Weekly 

To find out how Soccer Coach Weekly boosts your ability to coach your junior 
players, simply click on the link below. 

i ’~ i Order Now! 

Or keep on reading if you want more details on this fantastic service for junior 
soccer coaches. 

Here are five questions you may have about Soccer Coach Weekly : 

1. What exactly does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

2. How can [ be sure the advice is reliable? 

3. How quickly can I expect results? 

4. How can I be sure Soccer Coach Weekly is for me? 

5. What do [ get for my subscription? 

(~ :L What exactb/does Soccer Coach Weekly do? 

Soccer Coach Weekly is an advisory newsletter delivered direct to your email 
address. 

Unlike most soccer coaching information, it’s aimed specifically at coaches of 
junior players from 4 to 16 years of age. And it’s written by myself and other 
junior soccer coaches, with firsthand experience of the kinds of coaching 
challenges you face week in and week out. 

That means the emphasis is very much on proven, can-do strategies for 
raising your game.., and the success of your players. 

Every week Soccer Coach Weekly provides you with practical tips and 
techniques to make your coaching more effective and rewarding for all 
concerned. 

All the articles are concise and to-the-point - and seldom more than one page 
in length. That’s because we know that the vast majority of junior soccer 



coaches have very little spare time. 

The last thing you need is pages and pages of heavy reading. 

Order Now! 

So each article in Soccer Coach Weekly concentrates on the essential 
information you need to know. Plus, there are plenty of helpful diagrams and 
pictures to illustrate the important points being made, for example showing 
you how to position your players on the field, or perform a particular training 
exercise. 

While it’s brief, and quick to read, Soccer Coach Weekly covers a wide range 
of coaching topics: 

fitness 
psychology 
planning training sessions 
player management and selection 
child safety 
core skills 
personal development 
match strategy and tactics 
dealing with difficult parents 
developing team spirit 
individual and team discipline 
warm-ups 
training games 

... and much, much more. 

Here are five quick examples of recent articles. 

EXAMPLE # 1 

How to take the fear out of heading the ball 

Lots of kids don’t like heading the ball. And that’s only natural. After all, why 
would you want to put your head in the way of an object you think might hurt 
it? 

But if you don’t learn this important ball-control skill properly, and preferably 
at a young age, you’re not going to be much use on match day to the rest of 
your team. 

Fortunately, at Soccer Coach Weekly we have a great training technique for 
overcoming your kids’ typical ball heading anxieties. In just three easy steps, 
you can teach your players to head the ball with accuracy and confidence. 

It’s the perfect exercise for your next training session. It’s tried and tested. 
And it’s fun. 

EXAMPLE # 2 

The A-Z of child protection 

In this increasingly risk-averse world, the last thing you need is a parent 
threatening legal action because he or she claims you didn’t look after little 
]ohnny during soccer practice, or on match day. 

So each issue of Soccer Coach Weekly looks at one aspect of child safety. 
You get practical answers to key questions like: 

What are your primary responsibilities as a junior soccer coach? 
Which are the potentially risky situations you should anticipate - and 
what proactive steps can you take to avoid them? 
How do you spot potential abuse off the pitch, and what can you do in 
such situations? 
What essential equipment should you keep in your medical bag for match 
day and training sessions? 



What other sensible measures can you take to ensure that, should a 
child in your care be injured on the playing field, they can be given 
prompt and appropriate medical care? 

With Soccer Coach Weekly in your kit bag, no-one can accuse you of not 
taking your responsibilities seriously. 

Order Now! 

EXAMPLE # 3 

"The dark art" of the quick, accurate throw-in 

In youth soccer, nearly 70% of throw-ins are foul throws. The result? Your 
team loses the ball to your opponents. 

To reverse these odds, every player on your team must be prepared to 
execute a proper throw-in, and get the ball back into play almost 
immediately. Indeed, such a sudden restart can catch your opponent’s 
defence off-balance and greatly increase your odds of keeping possession. 

That in turn offers your players the chance to get behind the defence and 
make a run on goal. 

So in Soccer Coach Weekly we teach a simple, five-point plan for learning 
the art of the quick, accurate throw-in. Teach it to your team at this week’s 
training session and you could be well on your way to dominating the next 
match - and the scoreboard. 

Our throw-in training also includes a technique for increasing by as much as 
30% the distance that your players can throw the ball. 

lust imagine how disconcerting that will be to your opponents the next time 
you play a game.,. 

EXAMPLE # 4 

How to referee the under 5s 

Most qualified refs avoid this age group. It’s just too demanding! So chances 
are one of these days you’ll be press-ganged into doing the job - probably at 
short notice - simply because there’s no one else available. 

Don’t worry. ]In Soccer Coach Weekly we explain some of the best ways to 
structure a game for such young players, bearing in mind their limited 
attention spans, their resistance to conventional techniques for restoring on- 
the-field discipline, and their tendency to charge around after the ball like 
bees after a honey pot. 

And we tell you how to deal with the most common referee situations - 
handball, penalties, throw-ins and back passes - in a way that won’t spoil the 
kid’s fun and make you look like an ogre to players and parents alike. 

Last but not least, we show you how to get the parents constructively 
involved, so they become a useful resource rather than standing around on 
the sidelines distracting you and your players. 

Order Now! 

EXAMPLE # 5 

Building the correct skills base with your junior players 

Some skills are absolute "must-haves" for any soccer player, regardless of 
age. Indeed, they are so important that you need to give them priority. 
Because when you teach your players these skills, you’re investing in their 
future and that of your team. 



So in Soccer Coach Weekly we’re currently running a series of articles on 
essential player skills. Each issue we highlight a particular individual skill and 
show you the most effective way to teach it to your players, 

Subscribe to Soccer Coach Weekly today and you’ll learn these traininq 
techniques too. 

And, should you decide to subscribe, you’ll also benefit from all these future 
Soccer Coach Weekly a rti c l e s: 

What should you do with substitutes who are not up to the standard of 
the rest of the team? Hide them or put them in the thick of the action? 
How do you train players who have never before kicked a ball? 
How do you deal effectively with unruly parents? 
What makes for a successful captain? 
How best to score from a free kick 
Landing your corners on the penalty spot 
Teaching your players penalty techniques for shooter and goalkeeper 
How do you keep your training sessions fun, fresh and stimulating week 
in and week out? 
How do you reverse a losing streak? 
How do you coach unfamiliar positions you never played yourself? 
How can you be a close mentor to the kids, yet keep a professional 
distance? 
How do you gain the respect of arrogant young players? 
How can you overcome your team being the smallest in the league and 
overcome other physical disadvantages? 
How do you prevent interfering parents undermining your relationship 
with the players? 
Tactics against a team that cheats 
How do you discipline and control young soccer players? 
Making the most of the 4v4 training techniques that form the basis of 
Dutch Vision, the coaching technique inspired by the Dutch soccer 
association with Louis van Gaal, ]ohan Cruyff, Rinus Michels, and Marco 
van Basten 
How do you use the team building process to develop the style of play, 
and achieve success? 
Why coaching technique and inspiring the soccer brain is better than 
running sprints and laps 
Using 3v3 for 4, 5 and 6 year olds to develop ball manipulation skills 
Teaching communication on the field using terms like "man on" or "time 
and turn", and how your players should communicate with opposition 
players, spectators, officials etc 
How can you teach crossing and finishing more effectively7 
Give your players match-winning insight: what effect will the field have 
on the game? What’s the best way to deal with wind and sun? 
What can you do when the opposition’s tactics mean your players are all 
playing to a different tune, for example they only have three at the back 
and your wingers cannot exploit the advantage? 

You’ll find all these topics, and more, in forthcoming issues of Soccer Coach 
Weekly. 

What’s more, you can suggest your own topics for future issues by emailing 
the editor with details of the soccer coaching issues that matter most to you. 

Order Now! 

This question is of critical importance to any junior soccer coach who takes his 
or her responsibilities seriously, After all, you’re coaching a group of 
youngsters - including your own son or daughter, most likely, The last thing 
you want to do is accept any old advice, 

So let me tell you a bit about my experience and credentials. 

I’m certainly no armchair enthusiast, Quite the contrary, My junior soccer 
coaching pedigree is a pretty distinguished one - and ]: have the silverware to 
prove it. 



But it was all very different when [ first began over ten years ago.., which, of 
course, is exactly why [ think my perspective on soccer coaching is so 
valuable to Soccer Coach Weekly readers, 

T started out in :[997, trying to find my oldest son a team to play in. Tt wasn’t 
easy; the lad wanted to be in the same team as his friends, but the problem 
was, their school had little interest in team sports. 

That meant [ first had to create a team from scratch, made up of boys from 
two classes. Then [ set about coaching two teams (an A and a B) right from 
under 4 to under :[2. 

When my second son was 4, I did the same for him. 

So I was now faced with the challenges of coaching two teams at under 4 and 
two teams at under 7 every Saturday morning plus match days. 

It was a pretty hectic time! 

Needless to say, by the time ][ came around to coaching my second son I had 
gained a much better idea of how to train junior soccer players - and ~ began 
to get the match-day results ~ was after. 

~ based my new coaching approach on a holding/passing game which in itself 
is based on the Dutch 4v4 system aimed at giving young players the skills to 
be good soccer players, irrespective of their relative physical size and 
strength. 

The results were impressive. 

My team began to beat every team they played, and won the league against 
some big, strong competition. Even though my team was a small Surrey 
primary school, everyone began to fear playing against us and we came up 
against a lot of aggressive, pushy teams. 

Today, my team still wins most of our games even though we now play :[:[-a- 
side in a big Surrey league. 

T have just about seen it all, from my oldest son’s first team which lost 7-0 in 
their very first game to turning them around over the season until it was them 
winning 7-0. 

~ know what coaches feel, what they worry about, what goes through their 
mind when they are losing, how it feels to win trophies. 

know what they need to succeed. 

My mission, as editor of Soccer Coach Weekly, is to help soccer coaches just 
like me be the very best they can be - and in doing so save them much of the 
time, effort and sheer aggravation [ had to go through. 

i’~’i Order Now! 

Soccer Coach Weekly contains a wealth of practical advice and training 
materials - all of it designed to help you become a more knowledgeable and 
confident soccer coach. 

Take out your subscription, and you’ll receive it within minutes of acceptinq 
our offer. 

That means you could be reading our advice, and putting it into practice, as 
early as your next training session or match day. 

Take the quick throw-in technique I mentioned earlier. It’s just one of the 
highly effective training tips you could use to gain an almost immediate 
advantage over your opponents. 

Remember: 70% of throw-ins at junior level result in a loss of possession to 



the opposition. So if you hone your team’s throw-in skills at your very next 
training session you could be dominating match-day possession within 7-10 
days - and perhaps even winning your next game. 

That’s just one example of the almost-immediate information advantage that 
you get only from Soccer Coach Weekly. 

I’m confident of two things: (1) the sheer usefulness and effectiveness of our 
training advice; and (2) the ease with which you’ll be able to raise your game. 

i:~i Order Now! 

Soccer Coach Weekly is written by junior soccer coaches for junior soccer 
coaches. 

As editor, I have extensive first-hand experience of coaching in the kinds of 
situations that you face. And the same goes for each of the expert 
contributors I choose to share their experiences with you. 

The proof of this is in the reader feedback we’ve already received. Comments 
like these from junior soccer coaches just like you: 

"I’m a busy person all week - I run a small company, the local village hall and 
recreation ground, have a young family and run a junior village soccer club 
with four teams in five leagues. I read Soccer Coach Weekly and think: 
"There’s someone else who understands where I’m coming from. It’s my 
language and it’s the language of the sort of development I want my players 
to be coached, listening too"." 
Nick I~iles, Culm United Youth FC, Uffculme, Devon, England 

"What an outstanding resource." 
John Bardwell, Wexford Soccer Club ;~997 Boys, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada 

"I have purchased many books on coaching, your material is up with the best 
of them." 
Frank hfcClean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, Northern Ireland 

"I wish ][ had this type of advice when ][ was starting out in junior soccer 
coaching (over 8 years ago). It’s ideal for outlining the approach to managing 
junior soccer teams." 
Paul Norris, Woodbank FC, Bolton, England 

"It’s a fantastic resource and something I have waited for a long time," 
Colin Hakin, Luton Borough Soccer Club, Luton, England 

"The tips are easy to apply and remind us of the fun part of the game." 
Xavier Fostier, Tilston, Cheshire, England 

"I’m just starting out as a coach. My oldest boy is five and at the moment I 
take the Under 5s, Under 6s and am just starting to coach the local primary 
school under 8s. I think your journal is just what I need." 
Dave Buckley, ~Vlalmesbury, England 

But you don’t need to take my word for it - or the words of these satisfied 
subscribers. Try out Soccer Coach Weekly for yourself with our special 
subscription offer, plus if you subscribe before midnight tonight you will get a 
free copy of Play Like BaroaIona In 9 ~ession.~ too. 

If you don’t see a marked improvement in your confidence on the field, and 
your ability to work with your players, their parents and officials, then don’t 
take out a full subscription. It’s as simple as that. 

Order Now! 



To start your subscription, click on the link below now. It’s just $~7 for a 
month subscription - reduced from 

As soon as we receive your order all this is yours - delivered direct to your 
email address: 

The current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, so you can start to profit 
right away from all our training tips and techniques. 

PLUS take out a subscription before midnight tonight and I’ll send you a 
copy of my manual PlayLike Barcelona in 9 sessions at no extra charge. 
This manual features great sessions on tiki-taka, movement, lv$ skills 
and one and two-touch passing 

i~i Order Now! 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, Head Coach 

P.S. ]ust think how much time and effort you’ll now save each week, simply by 
using our carefully-selected junior soccer coaching tips. No more searching the 
Internet to find something to do with your team on the weekend. And no 
more worrying about whether your coaching is up to scratch. It’s all taken care 
of for you - courtesy of Soccer Coach Weekly. 

Any questions? Need service? 

Contact Customer services: 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: info@greenstarmedia, net 

Unsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

~Vednesday, December 19, 2012 10:58 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Holiday Shopping, Museum ttours, and More Love! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Holiday Shopping at the AcMand Museum Store 

Shop at the Acktand Museum Store for 

beautifu[ gifts for everyone on your list! 

EXTENDED STORE HOURS 

Now through the end of the 

year: 

Monday-Tuesday: 10 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10 AM - 7:00 PM 

Thursday: 10 AM - 8:30 PM 

Friday-Saturday: 10 AM - 7 PM 

Sunday: 12 - 5 PM 

Exceptions: 

Christmas Eve: 10 AM - 4 PM 

Christmas Day: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve: 10 AM - 4 PM 

New Year’s Day: CLOSED 

Visit the JAPANESE MARKET within the MUSEUM STORE 

through 31 December 2012! 

F~nal Weeks! 
A Sea,on of Japan on view 

Sunday, 6 January 201 3 

Exuberant posters. Serene woodbtock prints and scrotts. Sassy 70s films. 

With five exhibitions and hundreds of works of art, the Acktand’s Season 

o~ Japan has something for everyone, but those somethings won’t be 

around for much [ongeH Sunday, 6 January 2013, is the last day you can 

see these masterpieces of Japanese art spanning ten centuries. 

Bring guests visiting from our of town: the Ack[and offers FREE 

admission to a[[ and setections from our permanent co[[ection are also on 

\dew[ 



Art is Good for You! 
Take a Break in our Galleries this Season,.. 

Throughout December 2012, the Ackland 

v~ll be open during its regularly 

scheduled hours: 

Wednesday, Friday, Saturday: 10 AM - 5 PM 

Thursday: 10 AM - 8 PM 

Sunday: 1 PM- 5 PM 

The Ackland is always CLOSED on 

Mondays and Tuesdays, including these 

dates: 

Mon, 24 December (Christmas Eve) 

Tue, 25 December (Christmas Day) 

Mon, 31 December (New Year’s Eve) 

Tue, 1 January (New Year’s Day) 

Shop the UNC Press Sale (Books Aake Great 

Gifts) ! 

Save 40 percent on all UNC Press 

books this holiday season! 

Shop UNC Press for Acktand titles 

such as Thornton Dial: Thoughts 

on Paper and Circa 1958: Breakin~ 

Ground in American Art. 

Orders of S75.00 or more 

receive FREE shipping! 

Enter code 01 HOLIDAY at checkout to receive your discount. 

LooMn8 Aheado., 

Coming 1 February 2013 

More Love: Art~ Politics~ and 
Sharin9 since the 1990s 

ivlore Love is the first major 

exhibition to investigate the ways 

in which contemporary artists have 

addressed love as a political force, 

as a philosophical mode[ for equitable knowledge exchange, and as social 

interaction within a rapidly changing landscape of technology and social 

media. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ackiand Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Membership supports our mission and benefitsyou! 

Comments on the Acktand’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sankei Kanze Noh, 1958; color screenprint. Merdtt C. Berman 

Collection. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Neor Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders of Lffe on Eorth, 1965; color screen print. MerriU C. Berman 

Collection. 

Takaku Aigai, Japanese, 1 796-1843: Snow-Covered Plum Tree, early to mid 19th century; hanging scroll; color on 

paper. Gift of Ruth and Sherman Lee. Conservation treatment for this scroU painting, completed in 2012, was made 

possible by grants from the Institute of Museum and Library Services, the E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter 

Foundation, and the Office of the Office of the Provost of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt. 

Egon Schie[e, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seated Woman, 1918; black colored pencil Burton Emmett Collection. 



Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: 44ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. &~ Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin Ga[tery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu bv esbowles@email.unc,edu 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nstant iemoval widl SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy’. 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 
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Wednesday’s TV: C~ps 

..S~:eve Chen~dolo’s Hannover 96 travel.s 1:i) the Wesl:fal.enstadion to p{ay Bo~ussh~ 

16 on Un~v~s~on De~ortes at 3pro. The DFB Poka~ uses a roundq)w~ou~d draw, so the win~er 

the quarterRna~s~ Coppa ~taha on be~N $porL Lazio 

~ol.ogn~ ~E 9pm~ England’s League Cup on be~N Sport: Leeds 

the semis. "[’hose pairings wHI be se~: by a draw) w~th ~rad Guza~ and Eric L~chaj~s As~:on Vii{a, Bradford (:i~:y) and 

Swansea C~ty a{ready in the semffina{s, A~ Tfmes E~st~rn 

Their Words 

’:The schedule w~s put tegether poorly, /~ ~ h~.cr~dib~y cha~ng~n~, h~cred~biy ~w2w~rd, and it w~s just 

December 2012 FIFA Rankin~ 

The United States dropped a spot: 1:i) 28th in the FWA World Ranking tel.eased on Wedaesday. The USA drew 2-2 with 

Russia during the ra~kings period. Mexk:o also (hopped a spot to 15th, followed by Ha~ti who take third-place h~ 

CO~,K:A{:AF aft:or rao~4n}~ up 18 ph~ces to 391:h, Panama fe[{ Rye ph~ces to 51st, fol.{owed by Jamaio~ in 56~:h and 

Honduras in 58th, and Jamaica at 5Oth, HaiLi’s su~ prise rise ~s due to mu[~pte games in Lhe Caribbean CLIp where d~ey 

~inished t~ird, CaFH>beaa (:up w~nners Cuba rao~d up 41 places to ~00 in the rardd[~gs. The ne:<t ranking wi~] be 

~e[ease~ on January 17Lh, TOP ~EN~ 

Goals for Altidore and Onyewu 

Good r[ews for National Tearooms flora the E~i~opean domestic GIp% with dozy A~t~d~re and Oguchi O~yewu s~:o~ir[g 

goa{s on "[’besday. Ml:ido~e’s came m AZ’s 4-2 wia over Dordrech~ ~n tl~e KNVB Cuph~ ~obad o~ 16. P[ay~ng at {}ordrech~:’s 

GN Bouw Stadiom Air}dore’s 25th minute goal was AZ’s second of the game. Do[drecht staged an m’dike[y comeback to 

cbt ~:he s~:ore to :¢-2 in the 82nd [Tfinute; but AZ’s Rubd ~oymans scored ia s[oppage time~ 

t[7 Spain’s Copa de[ Roy, Oguchi Onyewu equa{ized three minutes ~nto s~:oppage time k)r ~4al.a}~a’s bl Hrst4eg draw with 

Eib~, The referee booked Onyewu in the 14th minute~ The Lwo-[eg round o~ 16 ser~es concludes on Jam~y 8th~ The 
winner p~a’/s the winner of the Levaate - Real. Zaragoza serk~s. 

With Jermaine 3o~es’s (:um!~nt suspeasion not app{yiag to the DFB ~oka]. he got t:he sl:a~t ior Scha]ke in a 2-1 {oss to 
~,~ainz, K[aas Jan Hunte[aar equaUzed fo~ Scha[ke in the 7Sth minute, but Mainz scored the winner in the Z, En8 to 

advance. The referee booked Jones in the 66th minute. 

Parkhurst Moves to Bundesli~a 

Afte~ winning the Danish 5upe~ [iga due with No~dsjaeU.and, US Nationa{ Team defen~er M~chae~ Parkhurst joins 

German Bundest~ga dub A~gsburg. The club announced the move on Tuesday~ w~th sporting manager Jurgen Re[]man 

st:ressiag Par]~hurst’s ab~]i~:y to play on the r~ght and ~:he I.eft side of defense. "We are sure ~:ha~: he ,,’~,i{] help the team~" 

Rol[man said, A~gsburg ~e currently ~n 17th~{~:e~ t~ed on ~oh~ts and goa~ d~fference w~th {~st p~ace Greuther Furth. 

Tell Me About: FC Augsburg 

~’C Augsbur}~ a~e a new aame al: Bundes~J}~a ~.eve~.~ promot:ed to Germany’s topiU}~ht ior the 2(111-12 season and finishing 

14Lh, They’d [ike to repeat Lha[. finish this season, buL so far it hasn’t been easy for U~e Fu%ersLa~dLer. 

Why Are We Here? 

Though the destinat}en was a sm’prise, the move certain~y wasn’t. !Vdchaef Parkhurst {eft Nordsjae]~and a winne~ and 

now faces a chM[enge at a strugg~Jng Bundes{i~ c~ub. Augsburg aren’t basking in success in 2012.13, ~nd it wi[[ be 

interesting to see what Parkhurst adds to a c~b ir[ search of sigrdf}cmtt he~p. 

And Where Are We? 



northwest of Murdch. The cib! is Remain daring to t 5BC. As expel:ted, the city’s h}stork: distrk:t is~ we~f, histork: with a 

9th century cathech’a~ and the kind of a~c:hi~:ec~ure tha~: ]ends ~l:sed to fairy ta~es, ’The cl.ub ~ets its nk:kname. 

o,/e~ 260.000, the 24~h {a~gest city i8 Germany. Read ~re 

U.S. men’s soccer team headed to Compass - f~em The Houston Chronic]e’s Avi Credit:or: "It’s always been 
oars ~o bring the aaLioaal ~eam to Houston." Dyaamo presideat Chris Canetti saic!. 

Lambert’s Villa: no country for ’basic’ men ¯ from Seccernet’s Michael Cox: Vi{[a’s weekend f.ine..up a~ainst Live~ pool. 
was the}r your[gest ii~ Premie~ League histoq7 .... 

What are MLS clubs getting from loan assignments? o from Pro Soccer Ta{k’s Steve Davis: it’s fair to wo[~der how the 

Not just a European vacation for D.C. United’s Naiar - fl’om The Wahsington Exi~miner’s Crag; Steblfer: Ni~ja~" waists 

to move to Europe, ~I~(f Ande~fecht ~:ou{d~’t be a muc~q bette~ fit .... 

Sporting KC relentless in its championship pursuit - flora GoaLcom’s Avi C~edito~: that question fingers no more. 

Thursday’s TV: La Liga 

It’s $panish [.eagbe action for "l’hdrsday, otherwise know8 as La [.iga on be]N Sport: Rayo Ya{~eo~no - Lepanto at: 2pro, 

Real Socie~ad ¯ Sev~b.a at 4pro, ar~ Espanyol. ¯ Deportivo at 6pro (4pro en belN en Espar~o{). ~r~ the absence of matinee 

w~ong en6 of d~e tab[e~ the Espanyo{ ¯ ~eportivo clash is a maEchup of 19th vs 20th. A~ T#~s ~es£~rn 

ge 

Sponsor message 

Clfck here to solely unsubscrfbe from "US£~ccerF’~aye;£ " Clfck here to view mofffne; orchfves, here to chon,~e your preferences, or here to subscrfbe , Prfveq/~ 
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Thursday"s TV: La Liga 

tt:’s Sparfish L.eag(Ee action for ]"~’~ursday~ ether~;~is~} k~’lo\~’~] as La L~}~a ()n betN Sport: Rayo Va][e(:ano ~ Levante at 2pm~ 

Rea~ Sodedad ~ Sev~]~a at 4pro, and Espanyo{ ~ Depo~ tivo at 6pro (4pro on belN en Espano~). In the absence of matinee 

idols Bar(:el.ona and Real Madrid~ we get 6th-£1.a~:e Levante plating 10t:hH:~ace Val.iecano as the h~gh]ighL match, AI: the 

wmn~ end of the [abte, U~e Espanyo/- Deport~vo clash is a matd~up o~ 19Eh vs 20U~ iU~ Times E~ster~ 

"The ph~n is to build a team around a strong basis of young #l.ayers~ in order to get t:hem to devek)p their 

ta{ent at the Club." Arsenal ~aana~er Arsene Wenger. 

Hannover exit DFB Pokal 

A tough night for Steve Che~undolo’s Hannover 96~ exiting Germany’s domestic cup after a .% 1 foss to Borussia 

I)o~traund in the Round e~ 16 on Wednesday, Hannove~ traKed ~y l:h~ee goa~s when Marne Diou~ scored in the 79th 

minute. The referee cautioned Cherundo]o in the }gth and he subbed out }n the 67th mh]ute. 

"We are natu~aLfy ve~.-y d}sappointed with this big defeat but we must admit that there wasn’t mu(h for us in the game~" 

(:he~(Endolo said. "{)ortmund gave (ES no ~:han~:e whatsoever, 1~ yeu play against a high qua]it:y team ~ike them, yO(E haw~ 

dose the space down because if you don’t it wi}.[ be imposs~b{e for yot] to win," 

Training days 

~3v Charles Boehm o WASHING’TON. DC (Dec 20, :~I)’t2) US Soec:er PLayers -- WiLl American sec~:er ever sert: odt its 

schedules? 

A great many peopf,e in and around d~e sport spend a ~reat deal of time thinking and talking abot~t training time and 
season ]ength in the conte~t of pfayer development. Yet~ m cfassk:afb/chaotic fashion, we remain some ways away flora 

settling on an arrangement that evePione accepts. 

From US NationM Team head coad~ Ju~gen KLinsmann on down, it’s widely heLd d~at the coLLege and Major League Soccer 

seasons a~e too sho~t. That ~uns hand in hand w~th the notion that youth prospects pb~y too many games when they 

shou{d be training more; and LEnder mo~e demanding (:h’eumsLances. [.asL fal.{) K]insmann dice,:ted most of ~he doraesLi~> 

based Nationa~ Teamers towards whiter trairdng stints in Europe as he exhorted the MLS powers-that-be to "stret(h this 

season 1n1:o a formal that is ~:(H~)petitive wH:h the fesl: of the wer{d." 

luLL schedu{e is what we expect, 2012’s ~ecord for the Longest campaign in ,~%S history wiLL faLL in 2013, 

The Lowest-hanging fruit in this pal’ticutal’ conundrum, the heretofore ~ette~ .skeLter patterns of elite youd~ dubs, now 

face the ~igidity of the US Soccer DeveLopment Academy’s schedule. The DeveLopmentaL A(ademy now plays lOmlonth 

season, barring participation in ~figh school soccer and other popuLa~ competitions. It’s a direct ~esponse to the 

traditional approach that sees top-tie~ teams travef ta~ wide and often in search of maximum exposure to coLLege 

scorers, Read More 

30 Under 30: Sports o from Forbes: Michael P~rad]ey Mkffie]der. AS Rema, 25 

Jesse Marsch wants ~ coach Canada and he’s the perfect fit - from GoaL(:om’s Nk:k Sa~etLi: And he wouk~ be a 

perfect fit. 

S~ing KC signs Claudio Bieler as new designated player - from The l(ansas City StaPs Tod PaLmer: giele~ eertain{y 

~:o[T~es with a scorer’s ped~%ee. 

Hillsborough families say justice is on the way a&er inquest verdicts quashed at High Court - ~rom "The Liverpool. 

Echds David BarUe[t: "Let’s pause for [he memory of e~ch 

Tito Vilanova to under~ surgew and chemotherapy a&er cancer relapse .. from The G~ar6inNs S~d Lowe: No tong- 

~er[~ decisions ~ave {)een q~ade and there h~s been no !~b~e!~Lk)n LhaL V~[~nov~ W~[[ have tO sl:e~) down, 

Rac% blin8 and les Bleus - from The New Statesman’s Simon K~per: A working-class boy from Lyon, bomenech grew up 

Lo 5e an aggresswe, mousLadfioed foot .. 



SaNe A on belN: Pescara - Catan~a at ~2pm and Cng~ad ¯ Juven~us at 2;45pm, Fo~ those o~ you net fo[[ew~ng the 

~ea~gue, Jbver~l:us have a sever~-poirH: ~ap at: the t:op of the 1:able. Ca~g~iari are in 16t:h. so it’s a meetint~ o~ verb/~oo~ 

so mud~ The othe~ game ~s 8th vs 18th. La Liga o~] belN en Espano[: ’¢a[e~]c~a .. Oeta~e at 2pro arid At[et~co MadrM 

tetra Vi~o at 4pro (6:}0pro on be~N), Atletico ~adrid a~e the surprise team h~ Spaim second to Ba~ce~o~a a~d ahead of 

MadrM by fou~ poir~ts afLer 16 games~ Celia V~o are 15th, exacLiy the k~nd of game a Learn like At[et~co shoul.d 

The other game is a 7th (Getafe) vs 1 lth with three ~oh’,ts separ’at}~g them. Ligue i o~] Univ~sio~] Deportes: Brest 

:~] Sp ......... ge 

CLick here to safely unsubscribe fro -e "USSoccerPL{~yers." CLick here to ~4ew maiLinc/ archives, here to chan~e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy r~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.claJ:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 8:57 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Banish boredom with 126 soccer wa~m- ups 

sta e? 

Do Vou need some inslpiration for the 
trainin#  jround or before a match? 

Dear Anson, 

Do you find that you use the same warm-up routines at the 
start of every training session or match? It’s that old "if it 
ain’t broke, don’t fix it" trap. But many coaches tell me that 
it’s the warm-up that prompts most of the "same old, same 
old" complaints from players. 

I’m David Clarke, editor of Better Soccer Coaching and I’d 
like to introduce you to Michael Beale, who can show you 
how to freshen up your warm-ups. 

Over to Michael .... 

Hi, 

I’m Michael Beale, and I want to tell 
you how you can build on a successful 
warm-up, it’s worth investing in 
getting them right. 

The task for you as a coach is to 
stimulate your players. 

And that’s where The Ultimate Soccer 
Warm-Ups I~anual comes in. 

::X:: Order Now! 

What are the benefits? 

If you can come up with a new warm-up idea, or even a 
variation on an old theme, you should get a more positive 
response from the players in the rest of the session. They 
will then be more likely to achieve your objectives. 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups I~anual is designed to 
break you and your players out of your old habits. By 
picking and choosing the warm-ups which most suit your 
players, and rotating them regularly, you will: 

¯ improve them physically 

° improve them technically 

° improve their decision-making 

improve their problem-solving 



¯ reduce the occurence of injuries 

¯ inspire them to improve their performance 

¯ build team spirit and understanding 

I use these warm-ups week-in week-out with my players 
and I am absolutely certain that they will reinvigorate your 
training, and you, and your players, will look forward to 
every session. What’s more, you’ll have a lot of fun 
together in the process. 

The manual features :[26 warm-ups including: 

¯ Warm-ups without a ball 

¯ Agility ladder warm-ups 

¯ Warm-ups with a ball each 

¯ Warm-ups with a ball between two 

¯ Group warm-ups 

¯ Warm-up circuits 

¯ Pre-match warm-ups 

¯ Warm downs 

Each warm-up includes: 

¯ a clear illustration showing how to arrange your 
players and the actions and movements required 

¯ a list of instructions for organising your players 

¯ what to shout - to help you get across the key action 
points 

¯ progressions to help your players take the warm-up to 
the next level 

~Ki Order Now! 

I can’t overemphasize how important it is that your warm- 
ups reflect real match conditions as far as possible. 

It’s also important to ensure that your players get as many 
touches with a ball as possible - that’s why they’re there! 

You can also rest assured that I’ve taken full account of 
the latest thinking on the scientific and medical aspects of 
the warm-up and your players will benefit from increased 
fitness and fewer injuries. 

Much thought has gone into the design of each warm-up to 
ensure that it is easy to follow and easy to communicate to 
your players. 

Continue reading to learn more about me and The Ultimate 
Soccer Warm-Ups ~4anual. 

Kind regards, 

Mike 



About Mike 

As a Premier League 
Academy Coach [ work 
closely with kids and 
young adults, developing 
talented players into the 
stars of the future. 

Order Now! 

I have a deep love and enthusiasm for the game, and 
]I’m keen to share my knowledge with coaches around 
the world. 

My playing experience covers all levels of the game. I 
was a professional with English Premiership club 
Charlton Athletic and FC Twente of the Eredivisie in the 
Netherlands. I’ve also played for a number of English 
Representative teams and US colleges. 

My professional qualifications include: 

UEFA A licence 
UEFA B 
FA Level 2 
Sports Psychology diploma 
Sports Nutrition diploma 
Futebol de Salao coaching qualification 
Community Sports Leader Award 
FA Youth Coaching qualification 
FA Child Protection qualification 

Currently [ am working towards a degree qualification in 
Professional Football Management and Business. 

My coaching career has so far included spells at Chelsea 
FC Ladies, Crystal Palace FC Ladies and AFC Wimbledon 
U19s. I am now a Premier League youth development 
officer. 

Order Now! 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm- 
Ups Manual will become the 
only warm-up guide you 
need, and you’ll be able to 
use it for years, 

With sections on stretching 
and warm-downs as well, it’s 
the complete package. 

Nothing similar exists. 

You can buy The Ultimate 
Soccer Warm-Ups Manual i n 
two formats: 

¯ An A4 PDF document 
stored on your computer 

An A4 compact spiral 
bound printed manual 
for your bookshelf 

You may cancel your 
order within 30 days 
for a full money-back 
refund. 

For the printed version, 
post it back to us at 
the address below with 
a note explaining that 
you wish to cancel. 

For the PDF version, 
please delete it from 
your computer hard 
drive and destroy any 
printed copies. Then 
send a signed letter to 
the address below 
indicating you have 
done so. 

Here’s a sample of what coaches have been saying 



about The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual: 

"...a must for the coach’s k/tbag." 
Frank I~cLean, Ballynahinch Olympic FC, 
Northern Ireland 

"A great one stop shop for all levels. The 
exercises are easy to follow and easy to 
expand on by adding your own ideas." 
Brian Hobbins, Dishforth AFC, UK 

"Your manual not only helped me put a more 
structured warm-up and training schedule 
together, it also allowed me to have a 
Saturday off and my assistant who had lacked 
confidence to train the children on his own to 
then take a full session." 
Barry Duncan, Great Wakering Rovers Lions 
and Tigers, UK 

"The manual has given my training sessions 
structure and planning, as well as making the 
players think and most importantly have fun. 
My attendance at training is at an all time 
high. " 
Stuart Davis, Berkeley Vale Soccer Club, 
Australia 

"I am a UEFA B coach and have been coaching 
for many years. However I found the Manual 
inspirational. " 
hfike i~cGough, Racing Blythe Youth Football 
Club, UK 

"THE best training book I have. It’s easy to 
use and my players love it. I show the players 
the diagram we are going to use, then we walk 
through it. " 
Adrian Everett, Jex Rangers U23s, UK 

"Great reference manual! Keeps things fresh 
and new. The kids get excited when I 
introduce something new...it encourages 
creativity in me and in them!" 
Elizabeth Noonan, Pittsford hfustangs U15s, 
USA 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups I~anual is an instant 
reference, all in one place, right at your fingertips, 
inspiration sourcebook. No more endless searching for 
something new to do in the warm-ups. 

Running your coaching sessions will be easier. Each warm- 
up is clearly and simply explained, with illustrations. This 
guide is great for coaching beginners and experienced 
coaches alike. What’s more, if you can’t make a session 
one night and need to use a stand-in, you might tell them 
to use warm-ups 67, 94 and 103. Job done! 

If you ever have to take regular training or coaching 
sessions you’ll appreciate the sheer helpfulness of this 
resource. This really is a no-nonsense, user-friendly and 
above all, functional tool that will work for you. 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Hanual is only available 
from us online so buy now and give your players the edge. 

Order Now! 

Regards 



Michael Beale 

P.S. There are 126 different warm-ups in this manual. You 
could use two different drills every week for a year and 
never repeat yourself! 

Unsubscribe 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, 

Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom Company number: 3008779. 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2012 Green Star Media Ltd 



.~i SoccerPlus Logo 
CMYK 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS from SOCCERPLUS! 

From the SoccerPlus Family to your family, sincerest wishes for a 
safe and happy holiday season! 

We can’t wait to see all of our students again in 2013. We’re 
excited for a lot of new programs and locations as well as returning 
to many of our favorite places throughout the country. We’re 
working around the clock to make sure that with all of the new and 
exciting developments, that your 2013 registration process is 
smooth and enjoyable. We now expect to release the schedule in 
early January. 

As a reward to our loyal students and to thank you for your 
patience as we work to release the schedule, $occerPlus is 
going to extend the Early Registration discount program 
through January 31, 2013! 

This year we will bring new developments in both the Fieldplayer Academy and the Goalkeeper 
School, with new programs to further challenge our students. In addition, we will be offering a 
College ID Camp in which we will attract many college coaches to come and observe and help 
our students in the college recruitment process. (Details of new programs will be released, along 
with the confirmed 2013 camp schedule, in early January.) 

Yes, there will be a lot of new opportunities and programs, but our foundation of educating the 
total child and providing our students with cutting-edge instruction will never change. 

This is how the Early Enrollment Discount Program works: 



ii"~iI fieldplayer programs Register by clicking her~ to leave your $250 deposit toward camp 
in 2013. (One deposit is required per student.) 

The 2013 schedule will be released at wvwv.soccerplus.org in early 
January. (Information about the schedule cannot be confirmed 
until that time.) 

The 2013 schedule will be very similar to the 2012 schedule, but 
there may be some changes in dates and locations, as well 
as additional locations. 

Once the schedule is released, determine which camp dates and 
location work best for your family, then write to us with your 
camp selection. 

/tAIL: info@soccerplus.org ~ CALL US: 1-800.533-7371 

Thanks for your continued support of SoccerPlus. I can’t wait to work with all of you in the 
summer of 2013! 

Tony DiCicco 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh <IVlMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Saturday, December 22, 2012 8:23 AM 

grashton@david~m.edu; libold@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estephen~m@duaa.duke.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; santort[~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@maiIer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; madrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthotpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena floyd@ncsu.edu; 
beck)~@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost@miami.edu; ’n.nonnan@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagan@~niami.edu’; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@emafil.unc.edu>; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; rotmie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heatber.henson@behnont.edu; l@e.roelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.fmvel@belmont.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; jefe~yr@clemson.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shome@elon.edu; brimflee@lsu.edu; 

seraYy gw@me~eer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; mna~ners@athletics.msstate.edu; myranda@athlelics.msstate.edu; 

beth.acreman@murraystate.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; acromwell@athletics.uc£edu; chale@athletics.uc£edu; jonlipsitz@uky.edu; 

mrayn2@uky.edu; aaron.rodgers@uk~.~.edu; mmott~olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrew~ey@olemiss.edu; 

mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; linda.hamilton@unf.edu; morgan.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@tm£edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; 

COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; SmithJR5@gwm.~.edu; dschilte@admin.usf.edu; chrisbrown@admin.usf.edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.usf.edu; 

kiahab@wottbrd.edu; ficanklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; strickla~dsc@appstate.edu; richtka@aubum.edu; 

kzm0001@aubum.edu; AMB0023@aubum.edu; tx~oIek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clark@cmnpbeIl.edu; t]ca~klinl@campbell.edu; 

~ftballg@campbell.edu; gevan@centenary.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; 

jack~mll@cofc.edu; mcnamarak@cofc.edu; donnenmrth@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; cher~jas@ecu.edu; hensonha@mail.etsu.edu; 
bdooley@fau.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; lindses~’m~derspiegel@georgiasouthem.edu; 

bdunleavy@georgiasouthem.edu; niji.olagbegi@sums.edu; beopham@ju.edu; edade@iu.edu; korr2@jacksonville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; 

j~nirelm~d@mail.lipsco~nb.edu; kshe~ry@latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scurvelo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@~noreheadstate.edu; 

w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; djlara@moreheads~ate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sbums@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetson.edu; 

pharbin@uab.edu; scotwieland@louisiana.edu; ld’e~guson@louisville.edu; lindsay.basalyga~eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; 

Jmitcbell@soccermail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; DBrizard@mtech.edu; bob.mnch@citadel.edu; chrisbentley@troy.edu; cscanlma@troy.edu; 

sselby@ia.ua.edu; tbdelgado@ualr.edu; clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; 

calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uncc.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; jlcoN@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; caimeyl0@tmcw.edu; 
bamesm@uncw.edu; elovaaram@uncw.edu; mva~ga@usouthal.edu; scott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megan.foreste@usm.edu; 

jkirt@utk.edu; bpenskyl@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal@utm.edu; lmaJccoui@utm.edu; 

tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@email.wcu.edu; ja~m.neidell@wku.edu; heii~m@winthrop.edu; rodriguezs3@winthrop.edu; 

etemll@csuniv.edu; t]~i@tina~on.edu; Btteembrock@ihaarion.edu; athdmn@langate.gsu.edu; blbntain@highlyoint.edu; 

ldbnta~n@highpoint.edu; mbeaJl@highpoint.edu; davis@su.edu; atswift@j su.edu; l~isten.fillmore@nicholls.edu; 

dyla~.hamson@nicholls.edu; bhombuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; BmnaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; 

tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconno@sa~ntleo.edu; a~lnie.hamel@saintleo.edu; GLUCEY@UT.EDU; chestnut@fiu.edu; kschroed@fiu.edu; 

iponyeado@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; 

pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; dwaintra@catawba.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; bella@chowan.edu; elems@guilford.edu; 

wsoccer@guilford.edu; momllc@lmc.edu; whitingn@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; samantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; 

kmille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@me~edith.edu; bbiancu@ncwc.edu; lkjenkin@peace.edu; 

Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; turnblome@queens.edu; decesare@queens.edu; jay.caJlahan@salem.edu; 

lars.anders~n@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; gcumeen@mngate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu 

Winter Clinics 

Coaches - please let me know if you are having any winder clinics and if you have a field player or GK need for the class of 2013 so I can pass that on to my U18’s. 

Thank you 

Mike McHugh 

LDC United Elite 94.95 

717-805-4085 





you will receive our December issue featuring a coaching session 
written by Jos~ Hourinho! 

Best For,,, 

¯ Qualified coaches 
¯ Experienced coaches 

¯ Coaches of talented players 

Weekly receive drills from the training 
grounds of the top academies around the 
world plus advice and best practice for 
coaching problems. 

Soccer Coach Weekly is the ideal 
coaching tool for enthusiastic coaches of 
junior players who want to become better, 
As well as coaching sessions, subscribers 
receive advice on everything from handling -- 
difficult parents to giving enough playing time to weaker squad 
members. 

Best For.,, 

° Improving Grass Roots coaches (U6=U16) 
° Enthusiastic and ambitious coaches 
° Club coaching directors 

Smart Sessior~s                        ~ 

Smart Sessions is written by Tony Carr, 
the academy director at Premier League 
team West Ham United. Subscribers to 
Smart Sessions receive a ready made 
coaching plan that they can take on to 
the training ground and use with their 

Smart Sessions keep your training fresh 
every week without you needing to spend 
any time preparing. There are two types 
of Smart Sessions subscription - Core 
and Advanced. Choose Core for skills and 
techniques - the building blocks of 
coaching development. Choose Advanced 
if you work with slightly older age groups 
(U14-U16) or academy teams. 

Best For... 

¯ Grass Roots coaches (U6-U16) 
° Academy coaches 
° Time-poor coaches 



Find the perfect ~ast minute gift 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.claxke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, December 24, 2012 8:25 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

11 Secrets to Successful Comers. Download today. 

Deax Anson, 

Did you know that in all average soccer match a team will win 6 comers? 

But chances are you will only score from 1 in 30*. 

Improving your team’s conversion rote from comers will greatly increase your 

chances of winning and put pressure on your opponents. 

That’s why my new report 11 Secrets to Successful Corners, given away free to 

new Better Soccer Coaching members, could be the most influential report for 
you this season. 

Just click on the link to regis~ter and get your ficee coW. 

Send me my copy of 11 Secrets to Successful Corners 

11 Secrets to successful corners 

cover image 

My fm~tastic report will help your team 

increase its comer conversion, mad give 

your players the tools to defend against 
every comer fired at them. 

The match-specific advice in this report 

will revolutionize your approach to 
comers, giving your team a winning 

advmltage. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains 

eau to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

pertbrma~ce of your team, with contributions from English Premier League 

coaches. 

Our regular contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West ttmn Academy 

(and tile man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in tile 

English game including England international players Rio Feldinand, Flank 

Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick). 

We also feature Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 
Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our free 

training tips a~d ideas in their inbox evew Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that mos~t members find they receive a drill or game they 

can pnt to use with their team straight away. 

What’s more, sip.n-up today mid as a special pre-season welcome you will get a 
second free report: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

All you need to do is go here, enter your emaJl address and select your country of 
residence, and I’ll send you the ti’ee report straight away. Your first issue of Better 



Soeeer Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, aad I promise 

never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter 

your mnail address and countly. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please 

do not hesitate to contact me using the details below, or visit my website at 

wryly, bettersoceercoach ing. com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannmy Lane, Bramley, 

Guildfbrd, GU50AB, UNted Kingdom 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: info@bettersoccercoaching.com 

* Premier League 2009/10 season, soume Opta. 

Unsubscribe, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Monday, December 24, 2012 10:44 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

FREE UK & Worldwide Standard Delivery...Hurry Oiler Ends Soon! 



The shops may not be open but there is still a way to buy a 
fantastic gift and have it delivered today. Order a magazine 
subscription to one of the great soccer coaching titles listed below 

Order now and we can email you your first copy of any of these 

opportunities for adaptation and progression. If you order today, 



Soccer Coach Weekly is written by myself 
in conjunction with a number of top 
coaches of young players including Michael 
Beale - a coach at a Premier League 
Academy and Steve Watson, Editor of 
Footy4Kids. Subscribers to Soccer Coach 
Weekly receive drills from the training 
grounds of the top academies around the 
world plus advice and best practice for 
coaching problems. 

~occer Coach WeeklF is the ideal 
coaching tool for enthusiastic coaches of 
junior players who want to become better. 
As well as coaching sessions, subscribers 
receive advice on everything from handling 
difficult parents to gNing enough playing time to weaker squad 
members. 

B~st For.,, 

¯ ~mproving Grass Roots coaches (U6-U~6) 
¯ Enthusiastic and ambitious coaches 
¯ Club coaching directors 

Smart Sessions is written by Tony Cart, 
the academy director at Premier League 
team West Ham United. Subscribers to 
Smart Sessions receive a ready made 
coaching plan that they can take on to 
the training ground and use with their 
side. 

Smart Sessions keep your training fresh 
every week without you needing to spend 
any time preparing. There are two types 
of Smart Sessions subscription - Core 
and Advanced. Choose Core for skills and 
techniques - the building blocks of 
coaching development. Choose Advanced 
if you work with slightly older age groups 
(U14-U16) or academy teams. 

Best For,.. 

¯ Grass Roots coaches (U6-U16) 
¯ Academy coaches 
° Time-poor coaches 

So, you can still make it a great Christmas for a soccer coach or 
enthusiast you know - or just treat yourself. Order one of our 
fantastic magazine subscriptions today. 

Have a wonderful Christmas and all the best for your coaching in 
2013. 

Yours in soccer, 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <bo,ana~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 28, 2012 3:03 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Celebrate the Season of (?lying 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Celebrate the season with a gift to the Ackland Art 

Museum! 

As we look to the New Year, we see More Love on the horizon. Opening 

on February 1, More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin~ since the 1990s 

brings works by 35 emerging and estabtished artists who demonstrate 

love as a potitica[ force, as a phitosophica[ mode[ for equitable knowledge 

exchange, and as social interaction within traditional and new media. 

The exhibition wi[[ undoubtedly challenge and engage, confound and 

delight, as visitors are invfted to reconsider love in contemporary art. 

We hope you wit[ join us in this extraordinary project by making a gift 

today. 

In addition to More Love, in the coming year, your gift wi[[ support: 

EducationM programs that serve the people of North Carotina and 

beyond 

Exhibitions that present and interpret an outstanding collection 

Technology that makes our art and scholarship avai[abte to 

electronic visitors from around the world 

Annual operating fund to keep the Ack[and free for at[! 

To donate ptease visit: 

htLps://secure.dev, unc.edu/gift/Default aspx?s=513200381452733 

and select Acktand Art Museum. 

In the last days of 2012, you can make a difference at the Ack[and. I hope 

you wilt remember the Museum as we ring in the New Year. 

With sincere thanks, 

Emity Kass 

Director 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email.urlc.edu by bryarla@emai[~urlc\edu :: 

Update Profile/Email Address [nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Saturday, December 29, 2012 8:54 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Work off all that Christmas excess 

I hope that you had a fantastic Christmas break filled with turkey, Christmas pudding and 
mince pies. 

Now that the festive seasion is drawing to a close, you’ll need a plan for getting your 
players back into shape. 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is the perfect solution. Get your copy now 
so that you can make sure that your players work off the Christmas excess quickly and 
efficiently. Just think how much better you will perform if your players are fitter than their 
opponents - whatever they got up to this Christmas. 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at 
professional clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results. 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional    ix 

Fitness Plans are written by: ..... 

¯ Gary Walker - Head of Strength & 

Conditioning, Manchester United 

° Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, 

Fulham 

~ Tom Little - First Team Fitness Coach, 

Huddersfield 

~ Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, 

Sheffield Wednesday 

~ Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC 

Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness 
schedule focusing on a specific area. They are 
muscular endurance, technique, 
endurance and soccer fitness, agility and 
strength and conditioning. 

VVhere else can you get the fitness plans that 
the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia 
are using, to improve the condition of your 
players? 

SIGN UP NOW 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop and maintain your players fitness throughout 
the season. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish fitness work but if they know they are using 



the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you climb the league. Elite 
Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly points at the end of 
games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up niggly injuries and keep 
your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper fitness plan - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the results on 
match day. 

.~.~ S~N up NOW 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact fitness plans. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

today. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and I’ll give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow@coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

X:: Green Star Media i ii.~.iI In Association with the LMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claacke <david.claa:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, January. 1, 2013 12:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

10 proven tips tbr a more successful season 

Dear Anson, 

Super-chaacge your coaching skills and make training sessions a lot more fun for you and your 

players with 10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Season. 

It contains the most usefifl ideas, tactics and advice that I’ve learnt from over 20 years of coaching 
youth teams. 

And it’s yours today absolutely FREE! 

Click here to download vour~ of 10 Proven ~or a ~Iore Successful Season 

My name is David Clarke. I am an English FA Level 3 coach with 15 yeaacs’ experience coaching 

junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m no Jos6 Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but I have won my 

fair share of leagues and trophies at all levels of junior soccer. 

I’ve been luckT enough to work with Premier League academy coach Mike Beale and the legendau 
ToW Carr of the West Ham Academy (be’s helped the likes of Frank Lanlpard, Rio Ferdinand and 
Joe Cole come through the ranks, to name but a few’.). Learning from the best has helped me 
enormously - and I know it call help you too. 

I’ve condensed all the most useful coaching ideas and advice I’ve learned as a youth coach in 
10 Proven Tips for a 31ore Successful Season. 

It’s yours flee of charge when you sign up to my flee Better Soccer Coaching weeldy newsletter - 

full of tips, training drills and specidt oft~rs sent direct to your inbox for convenience. 

10 Proven Tips for a 31ore Successful Season contains the following 10 chapters: 

i:~i 10 Proven Tips cover image 

¯ Make Sure Your Players Are Listening 

¯ Plan Your Sessions and Make Them Full 

¯ Teach the Basics First: Shielding the Ball 

¯ Use Small Sided Games in Training 
¯ Invest Time in All Your Players 

¯ Reward Your Players 

¯ MaJae a Ditt~mnce on Match Days 

¯ MaJae Eveu Second Count at Half Time 
¯ Run Your Team on the Right Fuel 

¯ 30 Miimte Warm-Up 

I have no doubt that my 10 Proven Tips for a 3Iore Sucees,ful Season will make tmAning 

sessions exciting, motivate players, and improve your team’s pertbnna~lce. 

Click here to iohi Better Soccer Coaching today 

Plus, as a special addition, I have two more exclusive FREE reports to send to you when you join 
Better Soccer Coaching : 

11 Secrets of Successful Corners - details subtle ways in which you can improve this vital 

area of your temn’s game. 

An Introduc¢ion to Small-Sided Games - gives you lbur fun and fast games to improve 

players’ core skills. 

Register to my free info-packed weekly newslettel; Better Soccer Coaching, and get your three 

FREE reports I O Proven Tips for a More Successful Season, I I Secrets of Successful 



Corners, and An [ntroduction to Small-Sided Games. 

Click here to register and get your t?ee reports. 

About Better Soccer Coach 

Sent re, ice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains easy to digest 

soccer skills and drills alined at improving your coaching and the perfolmance ofyoar teaIn, with 
contributions fiom English Premier League Coaches. 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who are getting our training tips and ideas in 

their inbox every- Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that most members find they receive a drill or game they can put to use 

with their tean~ straight away. 

All you need to do is go here, enter your email address and select your country of residence, and I’ll 

send you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of Better Soccer Coaching won’t be far 

behind. 

Click here to joh~ Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, and I promise never to rent or sell 

your e-mail address. All you need to do is click here and enter yonr email address and conntry. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me directly by replying to 

this email. 

I look tbrward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Gnildford, GU5 0AB, UNted Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

Unsubsefibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

~Vednesday, January 2, 2013 7:26 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

M_ASSIVE JANUARY SALE NOW ON! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedbtitz®mait.feedbtitz.com> on behatf of 
US Soccer Prayers Newstetter <newstetter®usnstpa.com> 

Wednesday, January 2, 2013 12:13 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson®emait.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Jan 2, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers- Jan 2, 2013 

Tuesday’s TV: The Premier League Celebrates New 
Year’ s 
It’s 2013, or at teas[ it wit[ be by the time Tuesday’s Premier League schedute kicks off. Fox Soccer has WBA - Futham at 

7:30am and Wigan - Manchester United at 10am. Fox Soccer Ptus has Spurs - Reading at 10am. Let’s potitety say that 

there’s sizabte gaps in the standings in at[ of these match-ups and reave it to your discretion for how you choose to 

spend your Tuesday morning. Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"If you took at the tea~Jue, maybe the top hatf of it are at[ ~loin~l for the fourth ptace and nearty every ~lame 

you ~Io into is a massive ~lame. Over the years, more and more dubs have probabty ~lot into that situation 

where they are ~loin~l to be competin~l for the top four and the mana~ler here has to take credit for what 

he has done." Ever[on forward Steven Naismith. 

National Teamers Abroad: Dempsey Scores in Spurs 
Win 
US Nationat Team prayer Clint Dempsey returned for Tottenham in their 3-1 win over Reading in Engtand’s Premier 

League. Reading took a 4th minute read but Spurs were [eve[ six minutes tater when Michae[ Dawson scored. Emmanue[ 

Adebayor made it 2-1 Tottenham in the 51st with Dempsey finishing off the scoring in the 79th minute. 

"Credit to Reading, they managed to get in behind us and had the chance to get back to 2-2," Spurs manager Andre 

Vittas-Boas said. "At times, we haven’t had that tuck in the running of a game, but they didn’t score and then we 

managed to score to put the game to bed. It’s an important win." 

Atso in the Premier League, Geoff Cameron’s Stoke City were shutout 3-0 at Manchester City. Brad Guzan’s As[on vitta 

drew 2-2 with Swansea at the Liberty Stadium. The home side took the read in the 9th minute with Andreas Weimann 

equatizin8 for Vitta in the 44th. Vitta went ahead from the penatty spot in the 84th minute, but Swansea sprit the points 

with a 95th minute equatizer. Read More 

Questions: Castillo Keeping Busy in 2013 
By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Jan 1, 2013) US Soccer Players -- On the first day of 2013, Tony looks at a very busy 

2013 for one US National Team defender, a former MLS player’s retirement, and the ~oa[keeper conundrum in Major 

League Soccer. 



Which US National Team player might have the busiest schedule of any 
player in 2013? 

How about Ctub Tijuana defender Edgar Castitto. Besides possibte cart-ups for Wortd Cup quatifiers and the Gotd Cup, 

Tijuana defends its titte in the upcoming Liga MX Ctausura, ptus participation in the Copa Libertadores and the 

CONCACAF Champions League. 

Which former MLS defender, who won multiple MLS Cups, announced his 
retirement last week? 

Ryan Cochrane announced on his Twitter feed that "another career opportunity" had come up and he was retiring from 

playing. Cochrane had just re-signed with the NASL San Antonio Scorpions for 2013, following a 2012 season where the 

Scorpions had the NASL’s best regular season record with Cochrane named to the NASL Best XI. Cochrane played for San 

Jose, Houston, and New England in MLS, won two MLS Cups, played for the United States U-20 team, and was a Hermann 

Trophy semifinalist at Santa Clara. Read More 

Soccer anyone? It’s snowing out, you know- from Pro Soccer Tatk’s Steve Davis: So, yes, the weather is a major 

impediment. 

Blatter Critical of M.L.S. in Interview- from The NY Times’ Andrew Das: That witt of course come as a surprise to the 

fans and the cities where M.L.S. is, weft, recognized. 

"Soccer Night in Newtown" to be held next week - from The examiner’s Phit Naegety: News of the event spread tike 

witd fire to soccer personatities. 

Monday Postgame: New year, new hope for nine MLS teams - from MLSsoccer’s John Botster: To paraphrase their new 

coach, the Engtish [anguage doesn’t have enough verbs for what needs to be done at Chivas USA. 

Best signings of the Summer - from Backpage Footbatt: Right back: Geoff Cameron ( Stoke City) 

Thursday’s TV: Scottish Premier League on Fox 
Soccer Plus 
Like the titte says, Thursday takes us to Scottand for Fox Soccer Ptus’s coverage of Hearts - Hibs at 2:45pm. That’s 

otherwise known as the Edinburgh derby, with Hibs hotding the top position in a meeting of 4th vs 9th. 

99 Retirement Tips 
i Fro m Ken Fisher 

you have, aS 500; 0,00 po.~ol~: io 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CampusFundraiser -~assistan@campusfi~ndraiser.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 3, 2013 9:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Make 2013 the year your student group finally makes some serious money! 

CampusFur:draiser :: 1 i2 ~urnp~,;e £d Ste 304 :: VVestborough M~ 01581 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 10:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3 Ways to Jump-Start Your Soccer Brand in 2013 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Anson, A lot of teams took their branding to the 
next level in 2012. 

Start 2013 off the right way and brand your soccer 
facility with high impact graphics. Order your ModStar 
Graphics, scoreboard r41aphics and Fence Screens 
today. 

ModStar AoFrame Systems and graphics brand your 
field and create sponsorship opportunities. Use simple 
graphics o~ loges to generate pride from your fans. 

Scotebeard graphics and Fence Screens turn your plain 
stadium into an exciting branded atmo.~phere, enjoyed 
by fans and players. Display your pride and brand using 
these high impact graphics. 

Anson, Gbe me a call or send me an email and we’ll go 
to work for you. You can also get a quick quote here. 
Send rne a digital photo oF [he area you wan[ to brand 
with dimensions and your loges or photos and I will have 
my design team create a mock up for you. 

Coray Leonard 
President 
800-790-7611 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers; saiesmen and production tecmdcia~s BigSigns corn is ready to ser,/e your stadium graphics ar:d e’~ent signage r:eads 

r~ ~ 22 S Harbor Ddve Sdi[e 101 :: Grand Haven, Mi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz®maiLfeedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter®usnstpa.com> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 12:32 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson®emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Jan 3, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Jan 3, 2013 

Thursday’s TV: Scottish Premier League on Fox 
Soccer Plus 
Like the title says, Thursday takes us to Scotland for Fox Soccer P[us’s coverage of Hearts - Hibs at 2:45pm. That’s 

otherwise known as the Edinburgh derby, with Hibs holding the top position in a meeting of 4th vs 9th. 

Their Words 

"No matter how you win the league, it is always mainly down to a ~roup of players rather than one 

individual, but currently he is scorin~ the ~oa[s." Manchester United defender Rio Ferdinand. 

Newcastle 1 - Everton 2 
Tim Howard’s Everton came from behind to take at[ three points at St James’ Park on Wednesday, beating Newcastle 2- 

1. Newcastle opened the scoring in the second minute, holding that lead until Leighton Baines equalized in the 43rd. 

Victor Anichebe scored the winner in the 60th minute. Everton are 5th in the Premier League table, trailing 4th-p[ace 

Chelsea by twopoints but on 21 8ames played to Chelsea’s 20. 

"We had to do it the hard way a~ain, unfortunately, but that has been the way it is," Everton manager David Moyes said. 

"The result was right in the end." 

R. I.P. Ben McLaughlin 
The United States National Soccer Team Players Association extends its deepest sympathies to the family of Bernard 

’Ben’ McLaugh[in, who died on December 27th. McLaugh[in had 12 appearances with the US National Team, making his 

debut on August 2nd, 1948 against Italy in the Olympics. McLaugh[in played in at[ of the Qualifiers leading up to the 

1950 World Cup, but was unable to travel to Brazil His last cap came against Iceland on April 28th, 1957. From the 

time McLaughtin debuted in 1948 unti[ that fast cap, he prayed in 13 of the 22 8ames the USA prayed. The Nationa[ 

Soccer Hat[ of Fame inducted McLaugh[in in 1977. 

What Major League Soccer Needs in 2013 
By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 3, 2013) US Soccer Players - With the international transfer window open and 

the combine on the calendar, it’s time to start thinking seriously about Major League Soccer. Here are four big picture 

8oa[s I would like to see the League achieve in 2013. 



Money Matters 

Right now, there’s not enough difference between modets in Major League Soccer. The marquee designated prayer 
moves haven’t done enough to make them mandatory for a dub to compete. That might read a [ittte suspect when the 
two-time defending MLS Cup champion happens to be a team stocked to the [imit with marquee designated prayers, but 
that hasn’t changed the way other dubs do business. The Gataxy’s earty struggtes join a [onger fist of ’evidence’ that 
spending beyond the satary cap might not make any difference at art. It’s not just underfunded teams making and even 
winning MLS Cup, it’s the week-by-week grind of the regutar season that doesn’t atways favor the dubs witting to spend. 
In 2013, it woutd be beneficia[ to the League if a gap appears between those witting to spend and those attempting to 
keep to smart budgets. It’s for the good of MLS that the League eventuatty passes smart budget teams by. In theory, the 
designated prayer rute shoutd’ve caused this to happen atready, but perhaps this is the season where it becomes 
unavoidabte. Read More 

Klinsmann, Sermanni have big tasks - from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaertaeckens: Yet the gap between what Ktinsmann 

sees and what everybody etse has observed is growing targe. 

Union’s Mclnerney set to break out in 2013 - from MLSsoccer.com’s Greg Latas: And now, if you ask us, he’s ready to be 

devastating. 

Looking ahead at 2013 for Mexico - from Goat.com’s Brent Latham: In addition, Et Tri can take aim at the record of 22 

points from 10 games that Costa Rica achieved in the 2001 Hex. 

Forget Great Wins and Losses: 2012’s Most ’Meh’ Sports Happenings - from The Attantic’s Henry D. Fetter: 7. The 

soccer victory no one watched. 

Bridgeview slides further into debt to support stadium - from The Chicago Tribune’s Joseph Ryan and Joe Mahr: 

Municipat finance experts say it is another worrisome sign for a smart suburb that took a huge gambte to buitd the 

20,000-seat professionat soccer stadium. 

Friday’s TV: Game On in La Liga 
As we’ve atready discovered, perhaps you shoutdn’t trust our soccer tv previews. After doing ourpart to hetp jinx Aston 

Vitta by praying up what turned out to be topsided tosses, we dismissed Chetsea - QPR on Wednesday’s schedute. Of 

course, the tast ptace team beat the 3rd-ptace. Was it a thritter based on technicat prowess? No. Was it art that 

exciting for the neutrat supporter? Wett, maybe stoppage time seeing if the resutt reatty woutd stay 1-0. Stitt, our bad. 

For Friday, we get a tonety La Liga game on belN Sport: Rear Zaragoza - Rear Betis at 3;30pm ET. Betis are 5th to 

Zaragoza’s 12th. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Thursday, January. 3, 2013 1:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fast Funding For Your Team 

Reaching Our Goal 

Want more geax. more training tools and a bigger travel budget for your team? 

You’d never go into competition unprepared so why go into a season under-funded? 

We roll help you raJ~se flae money you need in minutes wifl~out selling ~mything. 

F~t, painless and hassle-ii~ee. No bull, no excuses. Just results. 

More info: Get The Fundin~ Facts 

Call/text me today, launch campaign minutes later: 914-384-4311. 

Jan Goldman 

Managing Partner 

Reaching ant Goal 

t: 914-384-4311 

e: ion~ReachingOurGoal.org 
www.ReachingOurG oal.org 

If you wouid prefer not f<* -e, ce, ive flJ t ~e" r~e, ss~te,s from this sender piease Click Here a.~d ;o ~f "r ’~’olJ~ ~eq~ est ~ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu; 

Thursday, Januao, 3, 2013 2:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Final Days and New Beginuings -- All with Great Art! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

F~n~l Days: Don~t Miss "A Season of Japaff°! 
On view through Sunday, 6 January 2013 

Exuberant posters. Serene woodblock prints. Sassy ’70s films. 

With five exhibitions and hundreds of works of art, the Ackiand’s Season 

o]’Japan has somethin£ for everyone, but those somethin£s won’t be 

around for much longer! Sunday, 6 January 2013, is the fast day you can 

see these masterpieces of Japanese art spanning ten centuries. 

Free admission, with donations accepted. 

"You’ll be stunned by the show’s visual variety, which is balanced by its 

pristine presentation." - - Chris Vitiello, Independent Weekly 

Click here for the full review. 

Art Adventures for Kids: °’Portraits°’ 
Saturday, 5 January 

AM Session: 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

PM Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 



,ids, 

~rt 

~dventures 

essions 
~rovide 
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~ided 
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~ckiand’s 

alieries, 

o[iowed 

he 

opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using new[yoiearned 

art-making techniques. Materials are provided. 

This month, we’ll explore portraits, both in the galleries and in the studio! 

NEW: Register for Art Adventures online! Click here to re~ister. 

A New Semester of "Art ~ la Carte" Begins! 
H~nds-on Ar~ Cl~sses for UNC S~uden~s 

Selec~ Frid~ys~ 4:00-7:00 

Carolina students: start your weekend creatively with low-key, hands-on art 

classes designed especially for you! Each class begins at the Ackiand Art 

Museum, where you’ll examine the techniques and materials other artists have 

achieved. You’ll then go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to try the techniques 

yourself as you create works of art that you can take home. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with some 

art experience. Cost is S8 per class; materials provided. 



Friday, t I 3anuary, 4:00-7:00 PM: 

Exquisite CorpsefSurrealism 

Learn how to play the Surrealists" favorite creative, cooperative drawing 

game. Distortions and juxtapositions resul,t in fantastic composite figures 

(note: results wi[[ be exquisite but do not involve corpses!). 

FUTURE CLASSES: 

25 January: Charcoal‘ Drawing 

8 February: Pop-up Greeting Cards 

15 February: Prints with Friends 

22 February: Wire Scul,pture 

1 March: Co[l,age 

Click here for detailed class descriptions. 

Register online. 

Art ~ l,a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council.. 

Save the Date: W~nter Pajama Party! 
Saturday, 19 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 

~O~~:aches 

~nd 

~eckties! 

~eards 

~nd 

~ows! Chil,dren 

,a rs 

~re 

nvited 

o 

:ome 

o 

he 

~ckl,and 

eady 

o 

Iress 

Ip 

ike 

he 

men 

and women they’l,l, find in the artworks on view. Hands-on activities wil,l, 

incl,ude trying on costumes and making accessories such as jewel,ry and 

mustaches. Read-aloud stories rel,ated to dressing up will, give l,itt[e ones a 

chance to snuggl,e up with their l,oved ones. 

Free and open to the public. 

PJ attire encouraged, and "binkies" and "lovies" are welcome! 

Presented in co[l,aboration with P[ayMakers Repertory Company. 

Open~n~ 1 February 2013 

I~ore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin9 since the 1990s 



g4ore Love is the first major exhibition to investigate the ways in which 

contemporary artists have addressed love as a pol‘itica! force, as a 

philosophical model‘ for equitable knowl‘edge exchange, and as social 

interaction within a rapidly changing landscape of technology and social. 

media. Learn more[ 

LooMr~ Ahe~d~,, 

Drawing for Tweens 

Now with online registration availabl.e! 

Saturday, 12 January, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 12 January, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries 

Cryoacoustic Orb: A Sound 

Instat[ation by Jonathon Kirk 

and Lee Weisert 

Sunday, 20 January, 1:00 - 5:00 PM 

The Ackl‘and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possibte by 

generous support from Ackl‘and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Membership supports our mission and benefitsyou! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Sh]~eo Fukuda, Japanese, 1932-2009: UCC Co~ee, 1985; co[or offset []tho~raph. Merrill 

C. Berman Cot[ection. 

Toyohara Kunichika, Japanese, 1835-1900: Senzekf Ye~orS, scene [rom "The Treesury o[ Loyel Retefners (Chushfn~ure)", 

n.d.; color woodblock print (one of a triptych). Transferred from Louis Round Wilson Library, Rare Book Collection at 

UNC, Bequest of Susan Gray Akers. 

Cami[te Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Neer Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: A4ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy 

the artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 2:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free small-sided soccer games. Download today. 

Hi Anson, 

As a soccer coach, you know how frustrating it can be when a training session is ruined because 
the players are more interested in messing around than paying attention. 

Chances are they’re bored -- but it’s up to you as the coach to make the training session exciting. 

One of the best ways to do this is by using small-sided games. Recognised worldwide by top teams, 

youth academies and governing bodies, small-sided games develop the essential core skills in fresh 

and fun ways. 

Today you can download a FREE copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games when you sign 

up to my Better Soccer Coaching e-newsletter. 

The games are devised by Michael Beale, who played the game professionally, but whose real gift 
now lies in a natural ability to devise practical coaching sessions that engage and excite players. 

"Some coaches.find it d~ff?cult, but I can just visualise what will work, "he says matter-of-factly, 

adding: ’7’m just lucky." 

Too right he is! I know how hard it is to keep training fresh.., so no wonder Michael is held in such 

high regard by leading professional clubs. 

I can heartily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to every youth coach intent on 

improving their players’ essential soccer skills, while at the same time baying fun. It could very well 

be the difference between success and failure for your team this season. 

To get your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, all you have to do is subscribe to 

BetrerSoeeer Coaching. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives you free advice each week. 

You may be asking, "Why so much free stufP?", or "Where’s the catch?". Well, we hope we can 

tempt you with our other great coaching manuals and books in the future! 

Of course, though, you are under no obligation to buy from us or even to receive marketing from 

us, and I promise we’ll never rent or sell your email ad&ess to anybody else. 

Just click here to register and get your fi’ee of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games now. 

Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mes 

Cover 

Using small-sided games in training gives a 
number of coaching benefits: 

1. More player participation 
2. More touches oftheball 

3. More passes attempted 

4. More lvls attempted 

5. More goals scored 

6. More goalkeeper participation 

7. Different games mean different problems 

to solve and skills to use. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most in~portant report for this 

season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games today. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching coutains easy to digest 

Soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the performance of your team, with 

contributions from English Premier [ eague Coaches. 

Our contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy and the man responsible 

for bringing ttu’ough some of the finest players in the English game including England international 
players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coachinz today 



There is advice from me, David Clarke, an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience, and 

we also include training sessions from Keflh Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 
Acaden~y coach Mike Beale. 

Sign up here and join the 225,000 coaches worldwide who are getting our trainiug tips 

ideas in their inbox every Tue~tay a~d Thursday. 

Our experience shows most subscribers find they receive a drill or game they can put to use with 

their team straight away. 

Plus~ sign-up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you will get two further exclusive fi’ee 

reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a ?¢Iore Successfitl Soccer Season 

11 Secrets of Successful Corner~ 

All you need to do is go here. enter your email address and select your country of residence, and I’ll 

then send you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of Better Soccer C~aching won’t be 

fat" behind. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time -- though I doubt you’ll want to -- and I promise never to rent or 

sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter your email address and country. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can contact me directly by replying to 

this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Yours in Soccer, 

David Clarke 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coachin~ please do not hesitate to 

coutact ~ne using the details below, or visit our website at www. bettersoccercoachin~, com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Guildlbrd, GU5 0AB, UNted Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

~ 2013 Belter Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paulimortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Friday, January 4,2013 9:49 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

David Moyes’s unique coaching method can improve your team 

DAVID MOYES’S UNIQUE COACHING 
METHOD CAN IMPROVE YOUR TEAM 
Des~" Anson. 

Over the last two years, Elite 
Soccer has provided a host of 
coaching sessions frorn the 
biggest names in world soccer 
coaching. 

The coaching method that 
David Moyes provides in the 

new issue - out today = is 
unique. 

In it, he ~lks you through how 
he divides his training space to 
work with his players. This David I~]oyes taking training at Everton. 

method gives players a 
~t~o~ i~ / ca~ ~i~ 

complete understanding of their role within the team structure. 

Splitting training space up in this way helps players understand compactness, 
pressing, positional and directional play, and enables you to communicate with all 
your players quickly and effectively. 

David Moyes’s segmented training spaces method that he uses with his Everton 

side features in the new issue of Elite Soccer, published today~ Elite Soccer is the 
only magazine written by coaches from the best league in the world because it is 
published in partnership with the League ~anagers Association (L~A)~ 

i~ Su bscribe to Elite Soocer today 

WORK AS A TE!AM ~ AND SEE-: WHAT YOU ACHIEVE 

Wednesday’s victory at Newcastle United, saw Everton jump above Arsenal into fifth 
place in the Barclays Premier League -just two points behind European Champions 
Chelsea. In an impressive first half of the season Everton have beaten Manchester 

United and drawn at reigning champions Manchester City. 

All of this has been achieved despite the club operating on a significantly smaller 
budget than the sides around them at the top of the table. It is easy to see how 
Moyes’s coaching of team play regularly pays off in match situations. 

Now you too can use David Moyes’s training method with your team and improve the 
output of all your players within the team structure. Getting the most from your team 
as a collective unit will enable you to perform strongly against sides who rely on a 
few talented individuals. 

When you subscribe you’ll also get access to free templates containing the pitch 

layouts that make this session work so effectively. You will be able to download as 
many as you like to help organize your session. 

Sutsscritse before ~-~id~ig~t o~ t~onday 7 Ja[~uary, and aswell as our new 
David Moyes issue, we’ll also send you our December 2012 issue featuring a 
session from Real Madrid manager Jos~ t~4ourinho FREE. This offer represents 

your Past opportunity to get the session from Jos~ Mouri~ho on defensive 

organization with a subscription - and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

ii"~ Subscribe to Elite S .... today 



David Moyes is third in the list of 

English soccer’s current longest- 
serving managers. In 2012, he 
celebrated 10 years in charge at 
Everton, during which time he has 

made the Toffees a consistent and 
highly competitive outfit. 

Since arriving at Everton, Moyes has 

brought Champions League soccer 

to Goodison Park after a fourth-place 
finish in 2005 and taken his side to 
the FA Cup final in 2009. 

i.~.i David Moyes at La Rosaleda, Malaga, Spain. 

David Moyes 

Before that he oversaw Preston North 
End’s rise from the bottom end of League One to the Championship play-offs after 
finishing his playing career atthe club. He also turned out in defence for the likes of 
Celtic, Bristol City and Dunfermline Athletic. 

You can use David’s segmented training spaces method with your team. In fact, we 

are so confident that you can improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat 
we offer a 100% money b~;vsk %lamntee on eveR,, subscription. 

And remember, if you s~bscdbe before mi~n}ght o~ ~v~onday 7 Janizary, you’ll 
also receive our December 2012 issue free including a sessio~ on defensive 
organization from iconic Real ~adrid manager, Jos~ ~ourinho, 

~~ su~,o,i~,o ~i,~s .... ,o~ 

COACHING SESSK)NS YOU WON’T F~ND ANYWHERE ~LS~: 

Ell~e Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine published with the LMA It is 

designed to give coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of the 
game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions first-hand from top class managers 
like David Moyes and Jos~ Mourinho for you to use to improve as a coach and 

improve the perforrnance of your team, 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we put them in a format that 
coaches at all levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back to the manager and 
check the session is exactly as he runs it. 

It could not be dearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a Thursday 
evening, just as easily as professionals can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team and if it doesn’t you can 
have yo~lr mon~,y back. 

iii~ Su bscribe to Elite S .... today 

OFFER ONLY AVAILABLE FOR 4 DAYS~ 

~en you subscribe before m~dn~ght on ~onday 7 January you will re~ive the 
January issue featuring David Moyes’s look at segmenting your training space. 
And you’ll also get access to free templates confining the p~tch layouts that make 

this session work so effectively. You can download as many as you I~ke to help 
organize your session. 

AND! we will also send you the December 2012 issue with a session from Jos@ 

Mourinho on defensive organization. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique 
opportunity to coach like David Moyes and receive a free issue of Elite Soccer 
too. Please remember though that this offer ends at ~°f~}dni.~ht on Monday 7 
January. 

X Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional 
coaches, so when you s~bs~tib~ ~for~ ~id~fight o~ Monday 7 J~L~y, you 

will also receive the following sessions: 



Martin Allen (Gillingham) - Forward play in and around the box 

Nea~ Ard~ey (AFC \&/imbledon) - Defending principles in units 

~an Barac~ough (Sligo Rovers) - Midfield rotation, forward play 

Simon Hollyhead (Malrno) - Tactical, physical and positional 
training 

Kevin Thelwel~ (Wolves) - Developing build-up play 

Elite Soccer 
January 2013 

FROM THE ~,.:}KC~.-:.~ B~.-:.R :£012 ISSUE FKAI~L~RING JOB}.-’:. 

Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Pressing 

Jimmy Bell (Rochdale) - Defending shapes 

lain Bru[~skill (Blackburn Ravers) = Foptvard passing 

Darren Sarl~ (Stevenage) - Creating overloads in defence 

Lee Johnson (LMA Ambassador) - The art of pinning 

Elite Soccer- 
December 2012 

To get all of these sessions in one go -you must s~bs¢~ibe before midni~]~t on 

[~ Subscribe to Elite S .... today 

After that you w~ll receive an ~ssue, featuring six sessions from professional 

coaches, on the last Wednesday of eve~, month for the duration of your subscription. 
S~bsc~ibe #o~- don’t fall behind your coaching peers= 

#.~.~[:!.~#..~#.~2: and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve 
your coaching and your team’s results. Remember: this special offer is only available 
until Monday 7 January, 

Yours in soccer, 

i×ii 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

PS If you think education is expensive - try ignorance! Get coaching 
sessions from .~.~!.~!.~..~:t~.22~9.5..~[J.;!...~.~.~.~..~!.2~.~!.~!~.9..~5!.~2[ 

[ ~ Elite 

"": Soccer 

logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tanner}, Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 
recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 



immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd Company number 3008779. Registered in 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLetti!v <newslet:t:er@tlsnst:{)a.com> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ PLayers ¯ Jan 4, 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3~n 4, 2013 

FHday’s TV: Game On in La Liga 

V~Ua by playing up what turned out to be Lopsided Losses, we d}smissed CheLsea - QPR on Wednesday’s schedule. Of 

course, the h~s~: place team beat the ~rd-p~aee. Was it a ~:t~riUer based on teehniea[ ~)rowess~ No. Was it aU that excH:h~g 

~ol’ the neutral suppoFLer? WeLL maybe stoppage dine seeh~g if the ~esu[t reaLLy would slay 1..0. St~[L our bad. 

go~ Friday, we get a I.oneLy La Liga game on belN Sport: Real. Zaragoza - Real Boris aL 3G0pm ET. Boris a~e 5th to 

Zarago:.:a~s ’t 2th. 

Their Words 

did not have iL as good as Lhey have iL now," Razor said. "We did some good things, but I ~ eaiLy 

d}drCt start playing f}rst-tearn pro games until I was 24. Now, they’re 17, 18, and they’re knocking on the 

door~" US Na~:iona~ "resin Mum Ante Razow 

Major League Soccer’s Take on Transfer Season 
By Jason Davis .. WASHINGTON, DC (Dec gg, 2012) US Socce~ PLayers - Jest as the semiannaai fren~i begins m ~urope~ 

wt~ea every moden~t:eLy unsetth~d star and even a few corap{e~:el.y corafo~tab[e ones are I.inked with shocking moves te 
new teams~ Majo~ League Socce~ and its clubs sit Mty by waitm~ ~or theh’ momenL In few rare cases LhaL wiU mean 

jumping into the Hay h~ a bh:{ to boLs~:er H~eh" ros~:ers. In others, i~: means dea~ia~ wH:h up to a month of s~mpan~: 

specutadon and poss~bte Loss of one of their own youn~ perfo~ reefs. 

MLS fans siL on the sidelines Lwiddiing thei~ thumbs, hopeful ior the day the ligurative smoke signal iriSeS flronl climb 

announcin?, a new addition, but keenly awa~e that MLS is a spectator to the Cont}nentaf ma~ ket, not a truly active 

participant:. 

dubs based on a range of very specific conditions. ~t’s the teams facing early challenges in the CONCACAF Charnp~ons 

~oreisn aLtendon in par~ because d~e~r contracts are running Low on time, That’s a distinc~ minoFity ~n th~s League, 

Read Nore 

Questions: Can Villa Play Their Way to Safety? 
By Tony Edwards - San Jose. CA {Jan 1~ 2013) US Soccer PLayers ¯ h~ Thursday’s coLamn, the number 1 ? appears Lwice. 
Afso a look at Aston VifLa’s upcoming schedule, Kansas City’s attack, and Colorado’s road form. 

schedule potentially any k~nder to Brad Guza~, EHc kichaj, and Aston 

As of Tuesday afEernoon, ViLLa had 19 poinEs from 21 games, jest ahead of Soathampton and Wigan both with 18~ ViUa 

doesn’t p]ay a League game agmn until Saturday January 12th. when they face Southampton, then West Bromwich on the 

19th. and 1:hey {:llese out Janbary ,,’~,i~:~ NewcastLe on Tuesday the 29t:h. February bHn@~ Everten. West Ham. and A~sena]. 

March is Manchester C~ty, Reading, Queens Park Rangers, and LwerpooL 

Anion VilLa isn’t going to sulw~ve on goal difference, but there’s a ]or of rnediocHty in the EPL this season. The key for 

Vfl]a is keeping themselves out: oi t:he Wigan, Reading, Sogtharapt:on conw!~rsatien. ViILa cogl.d ride t:~eir Lbck and figure 

[hat Lwo ol Ehose Ehree wilt drop alongside QPR, but there’s enoagh reasonable poin[s toil on [heir schedule to make i[ a 

non-issue. Read More 

Commissioner Garber ’surprised’ by Blatter’s MLS comments - frera Sl~:em’s (Hant WaM.: bst tt~e commissioner 
cLeaHy wanted to provide details on the League’s accomplishments. 

Gerber responds to Blatter’s criticism .. from The WashingLon PosL’s Steven Goif: Oarbe; said he was "su;prised" by 



An ungrateful FIFA president - irom Scx:cer America’~.~ P~Et ~nI’~edy: It’s a dassk: ha~-erapt7~ h~I.Vfl~U k>oE. 

Kljestan on the Ups~ng for Both Club and Country - from American Soccer ~4ow’s Brian S~::ia~ei:ta: "~l?Ler that, I Sot 
m~rried ~nd Lh~L was the high[ighL o~ my Ufe." 

Eye.on the perfect fit for Leishton Baines ¯ from Soccen~e#s M~d~e[ Cox: BuLb in spo~tin8 an~ pe~son~[ Le~m% 

WII Trapp: One ’Bus Leads Home - from The Shia Ouardk~a: At 19 years aid, there is ao poh~L in WU’s memory where 

Weekend TV: FA Cup and the Return of L ga MX 

Wh~[e the FA Cup takes over the English schedule, Serie A and L~ L[ga return from a brief winter break. There’s ~[so the 

specifk:~bt T~g~es - J~gu~es on Urdvision Deportes ~t 8pro on Saturday and Sunday’s Pueb~a - T~}~an~ game on ESPN 

De#ortes at: 1pro, got:h are ~:hances to see US soc(:e~ p{ayers debdt with new dubs: Jose "l’or~es with "l’ipres and Michae{ 

Oroz(:o with Puebta. 

F’A Cup on Fox Soccer: Southampton o (:he{sea at 9: 30am and We~.~t Ham United o ~Aanchester United at: 2: ~0pm, On Fox 

Soccer PbJs: Brighton - Newc~sL[e ~t ::::10am, PeLerborough United ,, Norwich City ~L 10am, and ,~Aacc[esfie[d ,, Cardifi at 

2pm. 

La L~ga on belN Sport en ~spano[: Levante o ~i{bao at ’i0arn, Granada o Va{enc~a at 12pn’u Deportivo - Ma[aga at 2prn 

(4:40pro on be, IN), ~nd SeviU.a - Os~sun~ ~L 4pro (6:20pro on beINL Serie A on belN: Cat~nia - Torino at 12pro and L~zio 

- Cag]ian at 2:40prn. Univision Depo~tes has the Lfl{e o Nimes O~ympique French :~p game at ,.: ~0prn. 

Liga MX on Uni~is[on: Ctub America o Monterrey at 5:30pro. Un[vis[on Deportes has Tigres - Jaguares ~t 8pro and San 

Tim~s E~s~rn 

Sunday 

FACuponFox ~" "~’ - - :~o..L..r. Swansea Arsenal at 8:30an~t and Mansfield Liverpoo{ at 10:30am. 

Serie A on belN: Jtwentus o San’Epdoria at 9am, Mi{an - Sien& &t 5pro, and Napo[~ - Ram& at 9pro. L& L~ga on beIN: Real 

MadMd ¯ Real. Sodedad at 11 ~m, Barcelona ¯ Espanyo[ at 1 pro, and M~[[orc~ - At[etico Madrid at 3pro. French Cup ~n 

UnWision Deportes: ~arse~[ie ~ Ouh’~gan’Ep at 8arfl. 

Liga MX on Uni\dsion: UiqAM Pumas o Atlas at lprn. Same time for Pueb[a - T}.iL~ana on ESPN Deportes at 1pro. 

’Telemuado has Chi,/as 

Monday 

Fox Soccer PbJs has Che[tenharn Town . Eve~ton in the FA C~p at 2:30pro, La Liga on belt’4 Sport: Rayo V:.~Uecano ¯ 

Geta~e at Zpm. A~ T’:mes E?x~t~:e:’n 

9e 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

Friday, Janua~ 4, 2013 4:15 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

2013 Spring Soccer Tournaments 

Having trouble viewing this email? http:!!www.qsisports.com,/index.asp 

GSI SPORTS hosts several 
Dear Anson, 

Hope you are we[{? As your team is making plans for the upcoming 2013 spring season, here are 4 

fantastic tournaments for you to 

ii.~.iI Border Batttle Tou rna ment 

First up, The 9th Annual BORDER BATTLE: We are very excited to have the 2013 Border Battl.e 

Tournament back at one of the country’s finest soccer facilities: THE OVERLAND PARK SOCCER 

COMPLEX on March i - 3, 2013. 
298 teams from 14 different states attend last year to kick off the Spring Season. The tournament 

was ra~ed as a PLATINUN Tournament by GoLSoccer and wiR feature many S~ate and Regional 

Championship teamso 

To cater to a[[ of the teams, ~ames wi[[ be played at the OP facility and the 18 field complex at 

Heritage Soccer Park. This event WiLL se[[ out. We recommend that your team re~isters early to 

avoid disappointment. This is a ~{reat tournament to Kick Off your Spring season! 

MORE INFO: http://w~.gsisports.com/t-BorderBatt[e.asp 

i ~:*;; i KC Champions Cup Tournament 

Next, the KC CH~4PION CUP hekl on April 12 - 14, 2013 also held at THE OVERLAND PARK SOCCER 

COMPLEXH 

285+ teams attended KC’s ~a~gest single weekend tournament in 2012~ the KC Champions Cup 

tou~ nament w~[[ feature a compet~thze bracket for ALL [eve~ of teams w~th 3 or 4 t~ers m each 

d~ision. 

The tournament is open to Boys Ug-U19 and Girls US-U14. 

A[[ ~arnes w~[[ be held at the Overland Park Soccer Complex and Heritage Soccer Complex in O[aLhe 

Kansas. 

MORE INFO: http://www.gsisports.com/t-KcChampCup.asp 

Nutmeg Tournament 

May 10 - 12, 2013H The NUTMEG TOURNAMENT he{d at the POLO GROUNDS in Kansas City! 

The 6th Annual Nutmeg Tournament has been designed to specifically cater to Division Ill to 

Di~dsion Vii boys and ~{ir[s teams. Other GSI tournaments have been estabhshed as key area events 

for top premier teams, such as the Border Battle, KC Friendly Games and the KC Champions Cup. 

This tournament is for the teams who cannot compete at the top [eve[. It matches the abihties of 

the lower premier teams so LhaL each game can be competitive and cha[[enging for n[[ invo[ved. 

MORE INFO: http://wv~.gsisports.com/t-Nutmeg.asp 



The GSI SU&V~ER COLLEGE SHOWCASE held on July 26 o 28 wi[[ be held at the POLO Fields in Kansas 

C~ty! 

After havin.q a huge success with the 201 i & 20i2 GS~ College Showcase, with over i65 teams and 

ove~ 190 college coaches eversee~n~ Lhe ~ames, GS~ is proud to announce d~e 2013 Summer College 

Showcase Teurnarnend This is an invitational showcase [or young men and women soccer players 

who want to play at the college ~eveL More than 600 collegiate coaches flom Divisions I~ I[~ [[1~ 

NA[A~ and NJC~ are ~vited to scout p~ayers. 

MORE INFO: http://w~.gsisports.com/t-SummerShowcase.asp 

A[[ tournament information can be found at wvew.GSisports.com. Please emai~ me if you have any 

questions or if you are h)~eres~ed in any of our eventso 

Thanks, 

Huw Savage 

GS~ Sports 

Tournament Dh’ector 

hsavagecO!~dtraveL net 

913~660-7763 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@emaikunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel.net 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__!L~_o__f_LLe~__~_La_LL_A__d__d__Le__s__s. instant i-emoval with ._S__a__fB__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_~_r:Lv__a__c_y__[_Lo_Jj_c_y_. 

GS~ SPORTS 5360 College Blvd :: Overland Park KS 662~ 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paulimortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Sunday, January 6, 2013 7:34 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

24 hours left: Moyes and Mourinho share their coaching secrets 

24 HOURS LEFT: MOYES AND 
MOURINHO SHARE THEIR COACHING 
SECRETS 

Over the last two years, Elite 
Soccer has provided a host of 
coaching sessions from the 
biggest names in world soccer 
coaching. 

The coaching method that 
David Moyes provides in the 
new issue is unique. 

In it, he talks you through how 
he divides his training space to 
work with his players. This 
method gives players a 
complete understanding of 

their role within the team structure. 

David Moyes taking training at Everton. 

Splitting training space up in this way helps players understand compactness, 
pressing, positional and directional play, and enables you to communicate with all 
your players quickly and effectively. 

David Moyes’s segmented training spaces method that he uses with his Everton 

side features in the new issue of Elite Soccer, out now. Elite Socceris the only 
magazine written by coaches from the best league in the world because it is 
published in partnership with the League t~anagers Association (Lt~A). 

I ~:.~ : Subscribe to Elite S .... today 

WORK AS A T£AM ~ AND SEE WHAt YOU ACHIEVE 

Wednesday’s victory at Newcastle United, saw EveRon jurnp above Arsena~ ~nto fifth 

p~ace in the Barclays Premier League -just ~£o points behind European Champions 
Chelsea. In an impressive first half of the season Eve~on have beaten Manchester 
United and drawn at reigning champions Manchester Cir. 

All of this has been achieved despite the club operating on a significantly smaller 
budget than the sides around them at the top of the table. It is easy to see how 
Moyes’s coaching of team play regularly pays off in match situations. 

Now you too can use David Moyes’s training method with your team and improve the 
output of all your players within the team structure. Getting the most from your team 
as a collective unit will enable you to perform strongly against sides who rely on a 
few talented individuals. 

When you subscribe you’ll also get access to free templates containing the pitch 

layouts that make this session work so effectively. You will be able to download as 
many as you like to help organize your session. 

Subscribe before midnight on ~londay 7 January (JUST 24 HOURS LEFT!), 
and as well as our new David ~oyes issue, we’ll also send you our December 2012 
issue featuring a session from Real Madrid manager Jos~ Mourin~o FREE. This 
offer represents your ~ast opportu#ity to get the session from Jos~ ~ourinbo 

on defensive organization with a subscription - and it won’t cost you a penny extra! 

i~’{ Su bscribe to Elite Soccer today 



Di-~OJI D MOYb-.S 

David Moyes is third in the list of 

English soccer’s current longest- 
serving managers. In 2012, he 
celebrated 10 years in charge at 
Everton, during which time he has 

made the Toffees a consistent and 
highly competitive outfit. 

Since arriving at Everton, Moyes has 

brought Champions League soccer 
to Goodison Park after a fourth=place 
finish in 2005 and taken his side to 
the FA Cup final in 2009. 

::.~.i David Moyes at La Rosaleda, Malaga, Spain. 

David Moyes 

Before that he oversaw Preston North 
End’s rise from the bottom end of League One to the Championship play-offs after 
finishing his playing career atthe club. He also turned out in defence for the likes of 

Celtic, Bristol City and Dunfermline Athletic. 

You can use David’s segmented training spaces method with your team. In fact, we 

are so confident that you can improve your side’s results by using Elite Soccerthat 

we offer a 100% n~on~u~n;intee on ever}, subscription. 

And remember, if you ~.~.~.[:!.~# before midnight on Monday 7 January (JUST 
24 HOURS LEFT!), you’ll also receive our December 2012 issue free 
including a session on defensive organization from iconic Real Madrid 
manager, Jos~ Mourinho, 

::~! su~,c,i~,o~i,~s .... to~ 

COACHING SESSIONS YOU VVON’T F~ND ANYWHERE E~LSE 

E~ite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine published with the L~A. It is 

designed to give coaches at a~l ~evels access to coaching plans from the top of the 
game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions first-hand frorn top class managers 
like David Moyes and Jos~ Mourinho for you to use to improve as a coach and 

improve the performance of your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we put them in a format that 
coaches at all levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back to the manager and 
check the session is exactly as he runs it. 

It could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an arnateur team on a Thursday 
evening, just as easily as professionals can use thern at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your tearn and if it doesn’t you can 

have yeul" money b~ck. 

::’~ Subscribe to Elite S .... today 

OI:IH~.R ONLY AVAILABLE FOR 24 HOURS! 

VVnen you 2.9.#.~.£~.(#.~ before mid~lght on Me,day 7 ~anuary (~UST 24 NOUNS 

LEFT~) you will receive the Janua~ issue featuring David Moyes’s look at 
segmenting your training space. And you’ll also get access to free templates 

confining the pitch layou~ that make th~s session work so effectively. You can 
download as many as you I~ke to help organize your session. 

AND! we will also send you the December 2012 issue with a session from Jos~ 

Mourinho on defensive organization. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique 
opportunity to coach like David Moyes and receive a flee issue of Elite Soccer 
too. Please remember though that this offer ends at midnight on Monday 7 
January (JUST 24 HOURS LEFT!) 

Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 



PLUS! Every’ issue of Elite Soccer contains six sessions from professional 
coaches, so when you subscribe before midnight on Monday 7 January (JUST 
24 HOURS LEFT!}, you will also receive the following sessions: 

F’RO~ TI-{~~ JANUA~Y £013 ISSU~.-~. F’~.-~.ATURING Di~V1D MOYES: 

Martin AHerl (Gillingham) - Forward play in and around the box 

Nea~ Ard~ey (AFC Wimbledon) o Defending principles in units 

lan Barac~ough (Sligo Rovers) - Midfield rotation, forward play 
Simor~ Hoffyhead (Malmo) - Tactical, physical and positional 
training 

Kevin Thelwe~ (Wolves) - Developing build-up play 

ixii 

Elite Soccer- 
January 2013 

Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Pressing 

Jimmy Bel~ (Rochdale) - Defending shapes 

~ain Brunskill (Blackburn Rovers) - Fo~,,ard passing 

Darren Sarff (Stevenage) - Creating overloads in defence 

Lee Johnsor~ (LMA Ambassador) - The art of pinning 

Elite Soccer- 

December 2012 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must #.#.~.~.[!.~. before midnight on 
Monday 7 January (JUST 24 HOURS LEFT!). 

Subscribe to Elite S .... today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional 

coaches, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your subscription. 
S~ bscribe #o~- don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

~!#.~.~#.£[!.~.~.~..~A~.#.2 and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve 

your coaching and your team’s result& Remember: this special offer is only available 
before midaight on Moaday 7 January (JUST 24 HOURS LEFT!). 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

PS If you think education is expensive - try ignorance! Get coaching 

sessions from/3~wi~.~ r~oyes ~nd Jos~ ~’4ouri~ho tod~ 

Soccer 
logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.corn 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paulimortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, January 7, 2013 9:19 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Last chance for Moyes and Mourinho 

OFFER ENDS AT MIDNIGHT TONIGHT (MONDAY 7 JANUARY) 

If you e~.~bscribe to Elite Soccerby midnight tonight, you will receive the January 
2013 issue which shows you how David Moyes divides up his training space to 

coach team play in a compact area. 

You will also receive our December 2012 issue free. This issue features a coaching 
session on defensive organization written by iconic Real Madrid manager Jos~ 

Mourinho. 

You will receive both these sessions and more when you subscribe to Elite Soccer 
before midnight tonight (Monday "7 January}! 

i~’{ Su bscribe to Elite Soccer today 

David Moyes’s segmented training spaces method that he uses with his Everton 

side features in the new issue of Elite Soccer, out now. Elite Socceris the only 
magazine written by coaches from the best league in the world because it is 
published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA). 

Now you too can use this training methodology with your team and improve the 
output of all your players within the team structure. 

!~£!~?.!%.~.-.i.l~f! before midnight tonight, and, as well as receiving our new David 
Moyes issue with his segmented training space methodology, we’ll also send you 
our December 2012 issue featuring a session from Real Madrid manager Jos@ 

Mourinho FRE E. This offer represents your last opportunity to get the session from 

Joe6 Mourinho when you take a subscription - and it won’t cost you a cent extra! 

i.~ Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

COACHING SESSIONS YOU WON’T FIND ANYWHERE ELSE 

Elite Soccer is the monthly coaching e-magazine published with the LMA. (t is 

designed to give coaches at all levels access to coaching plans from the top of the 
game. 

That is why we can provide coaching sessions first-hand from top class managers 
like David Moyes and Jos~ I\,~ourinho for you to use to improve as a coach and 

improve the performance of your team. 

The managers provide their sessions direct to us and we put them in a format that 
coaches at all levels can use. Once we’ve done that, we go back to the manager and 
check the session is exactly as he runs it. 

(t could not be clearer, easier to use, better laid out or more authentic. 

And you can use Elite Soccer sessions with an amateur team on a Thursday 
evening, just as easily as professionals can use them at their training ground. 

We guarantee that Elite Soccerwill improve your team and if it doesn’t you can have 

)’~-~ Su bscribe to Elite S .... today 

OFFER ENDS TODAY! 

VVnen you t&~:mL[~t&[(~2, before midnight tonight (Monday 7 January) you will 

receive the January issue featuring David Moyes’s divided coaching space 

method. 

A N D we will also send you the December 2012 issue with a session from 



Mourinho on defensive organization. So hurry - don’t miss out on this unique 

opportunity to coach like these top managers and receive a free issue of Elite 
Soeeertoo. Please remember though that this offer ends at midnight tonight 
(Monday 7 January). 

ii~ SU bscribe to Elite S .... today 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soceercontains six sessions from professional 
coaches, so when you subscribe before r~idniqht on Monday 7 January you will 

also receive the following: 

FROM THE JANUARY 2013 ISSUE FEATURING DAVID MOYES: 

Martin Alien (Gillingham) - Forward play in and around the box 
Neal Ardley (AFC Wimbledon) - Defending principles in units 
~an Barac~ough (Sligo Revers) - Midfield rotation, forward play 
Simon NoHyhead (Malmo) - Tactical, physical and positional 
training 
Kevin TheIweH (Wolves) - Developing build-up play 

Elite Soccer- 
January 2013 

THE ~’)ECE~4BER 2012 ~SSk.IE FEATURING JOS~ MOURINHO; 

Karl Robinson (MK Dons) - Pressing 

Jimmy E}el~ (Rochdale) - Defending shapes 

lain 8runskill (Blackburn Rovers) - Fop~¢ard passing 

Darren SaHI (Stevenage) - Creating overloads in defence 

Lee Johnsor~ (LMA Ambassador) - The art of pinning 

Elite Soccer- 

December 2012 

To get all of these sessions in one go -you must ~.#.~.#.£[.!#.¢: before midnight 
tonight (Monday 7 January). 

:i~ Su bscribe to Elite S .... today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches 
in the English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your 
subscription. Subscribe now- don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your 
coaching and your team’s result& Remember: This special offer is only available 
until ~idnight tonight (Monday 7 January)! 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

P.S. Please remember that this special offer is only available until midnight tonight 
(Monday 7 January) so please don’t delay and subscribe to Efi~e Soccertoday! 

:~¢ Elit~ 
Soccer 

logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 



Tanner}, Lane, 
Brarnley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: Freephone 0800 028 3596 (UK only) 
T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 (from outside the UK) 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com 

This e-rnail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 
recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. Registered in 
England. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkus&com> 

Monday, Januao, 7, 2013 11:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Huma~ Kinetics: Learn concepts that shape the field of sport management 

l i~. HK Home 

L 

Discover key knowledge and career 
=opportunities in sport management 
Fundamentals of Sport Manaqement presents foundational 
knowledge of sport management and what sport managers do to 
help readers prepare for advanced study or practice in the field. The 
text offers insights into the impact of the sport industry and the 
possibilities for employment in sport. Written by an author team with 
experience in both the academic world and sport industry, the book 
is a resource for those engaging in the field of study for the first time, 
seeking an overview of the career options available in sport 
management, or looking for a reference to assist in their roles in the 
sport industry Read more. 

View all titles in Human Kinetics’ Fundamentals of Sport and 
Exercise Series. 

L J 
L J 

FIND MORE ONLINE! E-book Available / Contents / About the Authors 

F 

Join HK Rewards now and save! 
Fundamentals of SportManagementwill be available in February, but can be pre- 
ordered now[ Join HK Rewards and immediately enjoy exclusive discounts: 
w~,~.Hu ma n Kinetics.com/Rewa rds. 

I 

Connect with HK 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 

Human Kinetics 11607 N. Market St. I Champaign IlL 161820 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristin Loving <kloving@xtrammffundraising.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 12:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you had a wondertM Holiday and wish you all the best in the Ne~v Year! It’s Kristin again and I’m just following up with you in regards to your Soccer program at The Universi~z of 
North Carolina ADs continue to be excited about me getting this information out to you, and especially wanting me to follow up as we head into the next season. The reason being, I have 
been assisting a number of Soccer programs like yours raise more funds than in their previous years - with our Holiday promotion in effect, now- is a perfect time to start. 

Just to recap - Particularly to you, The University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum M\,n? Cards are now available to help you raise funds as soon as you would like, and with zero upfront 
costs. Perfect ti~ndraiser to start at anytime We are the Nation’s premier I~adraising discouaat cards provider. Our cards are extremely easy to sell and you will soon see ~vhy thousands of 
Soccer programs use our cards as their main I~adraiser evew year - and cuntinue to come back to us each year. 

Here are a few details... 

*Our cards come loaded with amazing discount for your suppolters We have thousands of locations in and around your area that oiler great discouaats This is ~vhy organizations sell more 
and raise more with our cards. Discounts are to thousands of local and national places like your favorite restaurants, entertainment, recreation, movies, golf and much more. See the 
discounts in your area: http:/Tw~vw.xtramal~fundraisin~.com 

*Bonus: Free $25 Restaurant Gift Certificate ~vith each card. This is in addition to the thousands of other discounts that come with the cards. As if our cards weren’t already easy enough to 
sell. (Some fundraisers only sell this - With us, it’s just added on as a bonus to you and your supporters) 

*You pay nothing up front Basically, it’s a risk-free way of raising thousands of dollars for your Soccer program in a very short period of time - and, you can begin as soon as you want. 

*We do All of the work so you can ~2~cus on coaching Now, we even help you sell the cards too 

*We custom design your card with your colors, logo, schedule, etc, giving your program first class exposure See what your card could look like: http:i/wwwxtramanfundraisin~.com 

*Your supporters will be receiving something of great value for their support and will be happy to come back each year for their new ~I]ae University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum card. 
Supporters wil [ easily save what they spent on the cards in just a couple uses with most going on to save hundreds over the year, which is very refreshing in today’s economy and a perfect 
fundraiser to start at anytime - with our cards, fundrai sing gets easi er each year. 

*New - We can @our option) create a customized website for your Soccer program so that friends and family can buy a card directly Because our cards work all over the state and country, 
friends and family can now purchase cards from anywhere - and actually benefit from the card This increases sales greatly. 

*We work with you ever5," step of the way, provide marketing materials to help you organize and run your campaign - again, I make this extremely simple and easy for you 

Here are some average campaign profit examples (Now, up to 80% profit!): 

20 Participants selling 10 cards each - $2,200 

60 Participants selling 10 cards each - $7,800 

150 Participants selling 10 cards each - $22,500 

It is really that simple, and you will be able to see why thousands of programs continue to come back to us each year - you will not be disappointed 

Is there a good time that we could talk for a few ruinutes about your fundraising goals? Also, would you like to see the discounts in your area? You ~vill be very impressed. 

Thanks you so nmch for your time, I really do appreciate it. Talk to you soon, 

Kristin Loving 
NC Team 
Toll Free: h800.405.6020 
Office: 602.404.6480 
"The Nation’s #1 Fundraising Cards - for a reason" 
http ://,~~v.xtramardundr aisin~, com 

What our customers are saying... 

Below are a handful of corrmrents that were taken from letters and emails sent into our corporate office. 

Steve Ybat~a - Centennial HS Head Track and Soccer Coach 
"I have used many fundraising discount cards in the past and not one 
of them compares to your fundraising cards. The discounts that came 
with your fundraising cards made them extremely easy for ottr players 
to sell. Because of the huge anrount of discounts and the quality-, our 
kids were able sell to friends and family all over the state and 
countl3Z. We saw a huge increase in sales because of this! See you all 
next year..." 

Mike Welnick - Head Fundraising Coordinator - Booster Club 
"You all take great pride in offering an outstanding product for our 
supporters. There were so many discounts that came with your 
fundraising cards, that the?, appealed to everyone As you could tell 
with our additional orders for more of your fundraising cards, they 
were extremely easy to sell This was the first discount card 
fundraiser that our players and parents enjoyed being a palt of. Keep 
tap the quality of ;vork, it does not go unnoticed’." 



Lisa Bracht - Vistancia Elementary School 
"Thank yuu su much, again, fur providing our elementary schoul with a 
high quality fundraising discount cards. Each year the parents luok 
forward tu duing this fundraiser and seeing the new fundraising 
cards This year was our must prufitable fandraiser ever since using 
your cumpany uver the past few years. As ahvays, we luok furward to 
wu~king with yuu again next year. Thanks again!" 

Tony Vining - CHS Head Basketball Coach 
"I just had to write your company after being an extremely satisfied 
customer for two years now. We tried every product under the sun when 
it came to fundraising and it always seemed to be like pulling teeth 
to get our supporters to buy anything. \X~nether it was cookie dough, 
candles, candy, magazines, catalog sales, donations, you name it our 
supporters did not like over-paying for products. Fortunately, a 
friend recommended you all to me a couple years ago and we have never 
been happier. Our discount card fundraiser is a huge hit with our 
supporters and each year just keeps getting better[ Fundraising 
doesn’t get any easier than that." 

Linsday Dugovich - Head Softball Coach Towson HS 
"What a great experience, easiest and most profitable fundraiser we 
have cver done[" 

Derrick - L. Sports Ccnter 
"You guy-s really know what you’re talking about in regards to 
supporter loyalty. I didn’t think the fundraising cards could do 
any better than last year, but this year’s discount card fundraiser 
was even better." 

Dino - Jonathan Dayton HS 
"Your company was great, your sales rep Shana was prompt and 
efficient. She did ~vhat she said, follow up was great. She was the 
main reason we did the promo with the fundraising cards and ~ve will 
do it again tbr sure .. thanks" 

Jill Mertens Lake Oswefo HS 
"I feel like this discount card fundraiser was a great success and I 
sold fundraising cards to our soccer coach while recommending your 
company" 

Lisa Soars Head Soccer Club Fundraising Coordinator (Lou Fusz) 
"I wanted to let you know ~vhat a GREAT experience I had working with 
Liana Our ti~ndraising cards order did not end up being large, but 
her dedication to making sure we were satisfied and happy never 
stopped Her follo~v-up ~vas amazing, and she bent over backwards to be 
sure every one of my questions, and needs were met in a timely 
manner. She was also very pleasant and ~vas never frustrated at the 
eft;art it took to reach me at times She was wonderful to work with[" 

Jean Nishi - Nanakuli HS 
"Thanks so much for all your help with my fundraising discount cards! 
I will definitely pass along your company name to others looking for 
a fundraising opportunity" 

Sherry Richardson - Fellowship for Christian Athletes 
"Your company helped us in a very crucial time and was very flexible 
to our needs. Your company helped us raise a great deal of muney in a 
very shurt period of time The pruduct is perfect and very easy to 
sell. Yuur design team was very goud especially because I was very 
picky as to what I wanted. The fundraising cards are very 
professiunally done! I am very happy that I chose to work with yuu!" 

Brian LaSusa -RCK Varsity Coach 
"Everything was great[ Tim Vining was attentive, enthusiastic, and 
flexible. I will definitely use yuur cumpany again for our discuunt 
card fundraiser! Thanks!" 

This message was sent to ansun@emaihunc.edu frum: 
Xtraman Fundraising i 3240 E Uniun Hills Dr 

Suite 161 

I Phoenix, Arizuna 85050 

Unsubscribe: 

http:i/app.icuntact.cum/icp/mmail-mpruflle.pl?r 50247127&1 2244&s NP9C&m 502472&c 560050 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoal.com> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 9, 2013 11:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Kwik Goal NSCAA Convention App Available Soon 

The Kwik Goa! Convention App Available Soon! 

The Kwik Goal NSCAA Convention App puts the entire Convention at your fingertips 

through your mobile device. 

Make Your Schedule 
Schedule 

Keep up to date on clinics, lectures and meetings and their 

times and locations, as the entire Convention Schedule is 

kept here. 

My Schedule 

With so many daily events on the schedule, you can easily 

miss something. Use the My Schedule section to keep the 

events you plan on attending in an organized list. Just 

highlight the event in the Schedule section and it will save it 

in this section. 

Track of What You Learn 
Notes 

Lost your pen? Use the Kwik Notes 

section to keep your notes from field or classroom 

sessions and have them sent right to your email. 



Find Entertainment 
Restaurants 

A short list of the local places to grab a bite to eat along with 

directions to the location. 

Hotels 

A list of the local hotels so you can find your way to 

colleagues after the day is done. 

Know what people are saying about the NSCAA 

2013 all week long! Whether following along 

Kwik Goal’s official Facebook and Twitter accounts or 

the NSCAA Convention feed, this part of the app 

plugged in and on top of what’s going on all 

around you. 

Instagram? Follow along with us as we bring 

,ou behind-the-scenes moments from around the 

Plus, you can join the app, too! All you need 

do is upload your pics with the hashtag #nscaaindy. 

Kwik Goal Lid I i,10 Pacific Drbe ~ Quakeiiown, P£ ~ 895i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 12:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Top 3 Soccer Branding Products 

Anson, A lot of teams took their branding to the 
next level in 2012. 

Start 2013 off the right way and brand your soccer 
facility with high impact graphics. Order your ModStar 
Graphics, scoreboard r41aphics and Fence Screens 
today. 

ModStar AoFrame Systems and graphics brand your 
field and create sponsorship opportunities. Use simple 
graphics o~ loges to generate pride from your fans, 

Scotebeard graphics and Fence Screens turn your plain 
stadium into an exciting branded atmosphere, enjoyed 
by fans and players, Display your pride and brand using 
these high impact graphics, 

Anson, Gi~e me a call or send me an email and we’ll go 
to work for you, You can also get a quick quote here. 
Send rne a digital photo oF [he area you wan[ to brand 
with dimensions and your loges or photos and I will have 
my design team create a mock up for you. 

Coray Leonard 
President 
800-790-7611 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers; saiesmen and production tecm°:icia~s BigSigns corn is ready to ser,/e your stadium graphics ar:d e’~ent signage r:eads 

r~ ~ 22 S Harbor Ddve Sdi[e 101 :: Grand ~qaven, Mi ,¢~,¢17 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 2:45 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Create, Experience, Learn, Enjoy...all at the Ackla~d’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Low-key, Hands-on Art Classes for Carolina Students 

Select Fridays, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Couldn’t get in to the studio class you 

wanted this semester? Fee! like trying 

something new and artsy in a no- 

pressure environment? 

Ease into the new semester creatively 

this Friday with an art crass designed 

espedai[y for you! 

Offered on select Friday afternoons, 

"Art & [a Carte" classes are designed 

for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Learn more... 

Cost: $8 per class covers all 

materials. Take your art home with 

you! 

Friday, 11 January~ 4:00W:O0 

Learn how to play the Surrealists’ favorite cooperative drawing game. 

Distortions and juxtapositions result in fantastic composite figures (note: 

results witl be exquisite but do not involve corpses!). 

Re,~ster online. 

Art ~ [a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council 

Drawing for Tweens 

Saturday, 12 January, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Now with online registration available! 

Learn more... 

Drawing in the Galleries 

Saturday, 12 January, 10:00 AM- 12:00 PM 

Learn more... 

At the Museum Store 

Japanese Market extended through Sunday, 13 



January! 

The Japanese Market features a wide variety of products and crafts that quote 

Japanese traditions with a contemporary flair. 

Te×tiies, bamboo and wooden items, ceramics, paper ~tems, metalwork, and many 

other products are available for purchase. Siikscreen prints by local artist Vidabeth 

Bensen and skateboard decks featuring ukiyo-e graphics by Zubeiie Bike ~ Board 

Factory are available in hmited quantities. 

AND...the Museum Store *SALE* continues... Enjoy 50% off SELECT holiday (and 

other) merchandise through Sunday, 13 January. 

Open~n~ 1 February 201 3 
More Love: Art, Politics, ond Shoring since the I ggos 

More Love is the first major exhibition to investigate the ways in which 

contemporary artists have addressed love as a political force, as a 

philosophical mode[ for equitable knowledge exchange, and as soda[ 

interaction within a rapidly changing landscape of technology and soda[ 

media. Learn more! 

LooM~ Ahead,,, 



Hanes Visiting Artist Lecture: Sharon Lee Hart 

Thursday, 17 January, 6:00 PM 

121 Hanes Art Center 

Ackland Fi~m Forum: The Pruitt I~oe I~yth 
Thursday, 17 January, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre on Frankhn 

Winter Pajama Party! 
Saturday, 19 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Presented in collaboration with P[ayMakers Repertory Company. 

Music in the Galleries: 

"Cryoacoustic Orb" - A Sound installation by Jonathon Kirk 

and Lee Weisert 

Sunday, 20 January, 1:00-5:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possib[e by generous 

support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: /~ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. 

© Tracey Emin, Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin Gat[ery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent Lo anson@ernaiLunc.edu by esbowles@emaj!~unc~du 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i :110:1[ S. Columbia Street CB 34,00 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-34,00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 2:48 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ATTENTION all soccer coaches 

Hi Anson, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better 

Soccer Coaching, the leadiRg website for 

grassroots soccer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

~0Os of FREE soccer 

drills and ski3is sessions 

for all coac, hing levels 

ani ages cf players 

Siqn tip here today and you can print off a 

free session or ne~¢ training idea to use at 

your wery next practise. 

then send you an emai] twice a week wit]< 
illustrated drills, fitness quJdes, coachinq 
tips or match tactics for you to save and use 
at your leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes 

of Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have aR exteRsive library of 

PROVEN quJdance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 

your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country 

and coaching qualification. Siqn uo here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful 

Season - Easy to read and use at a moment’s 

notice, I guarantee they will make you think 

again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: il Secrets Of Successful Corners - 

Increase your corner conversions and qive your 

players: the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 

#3: AR iRtroduction 7’o Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use traJninq games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidaRce to help your" soccer coachiRg TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your oeace of mind 



If you don’t like what I provide, you can 

ur~subscribe from Better Soccer Coaching at any 

time with a click of you~ mouse° 

I also promise that I wi3i NEVER rent or sell 

your emaJ] address or details to anyone else. 

So ~¢hat have y~u got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer 

Coaching can help your coaching and your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachi n cT. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yollrs in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you tr~ink trois service WOuLid be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 
Coachinq no~ 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. ! am an English VA 

Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coacr~ing junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

ani trophies at all levels of junior sx~,cer. 

More important to me is treat all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they p]ay fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

sox~er that is fun t~ play, watch and :oa:h, 

and which more often than not produces winning 

results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my 

coachinq buddies Boanas, Beaie and Carr who 

will help you take your sessions and results 

onto the next level. 

Siqr~ u(~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
~e adow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GuJ i dford 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email : david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2013. Better Soccer Coaching 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

XL Soccer Tours <ciaran@xltravel.ccsend.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 6:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Amazing Coaching Optx~rtunities Across Continents 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward email 

This email was sent to anson@emsil.unc,edu by ciaran@xltravel.com 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___r!~_o__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ ~,nstant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_l:jb_A~’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_}L_~_o_[Lc~ 

XI_ Soccer World Orlando 825 Courtland Street :: Orlando :: FL 32804 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS - Sportsmanship Blog <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 9, 2013 10:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Will Armstrong Come Clean? 

Sport ..... hip Bloc 

Center for Sports Ethics ~ Training I Products I Donate 

Dki you get this from a friend? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

Should the Redskins Have Played 

Robert Griffin II1? 

After the Redskins.-b_’eahawks ptayoff game 

other: Why did the Redskins coach ~et an 
~n~ured quarteFback co~th~ue to p~ay? 
Take the poll, read more >> 

Character education materials 

Ft~ ATU R E 

Will Armstronq Come Clean? 
Ti:ere’s speculation that Lance ArmstrorK.i k, 
pkmn~ng a confession, He’s scheduled to 
appear or~ Oprah W~n~’rev on ~anuary 17 to 
address years of ac(:~sat~ons of cheating, and 
charges of ~y~sg aboat the use of 

perfermance-.enhanc~ng dFugs :hroughout 
stoned cyc~h~g career, 
Read more >> 

These Cars Give Kids a Moral 

Compass 

series: an Enqlish lanquage arts 
disc wid~ 
pdzzles and other activities (for 
g~’ades 1.--I.). See all our Auto-B- 
Good products. 

Soccer Coach Elects to Not Run Up Score 

teach his te~m a iesson about sportsmanship and didn’t atiow them to 

run up ~be score on an opponent, The resa~t: b~s team was e~iminated 
from the to~rnarnenL 
Read more >> 

Spurs Draw Controversial Fine From 

NBA Commish 
A higMy a..",Licipated match~p between two 
elite NBA teams, the ~a~am~ Heat and the S~n 
Antonio Spurs, was notable for who d~dn’t 

constitutes fair competK~on at the pro ~eveL 

Read more, take the poll >> 

Fans Are the Real Losers in NHL Lockout 
The .’qttL is in danger of iesing yet am>ti:e! t;eas(m due to a k~(:kout, 

The ~eag~e ~nnounced ~t w~s cance~l~nO a~ Oames thro~gh ~an~ary 
meaning a~mos~ half the schedule for the 2012-t3 season has been 
~ost a~ready, 
Read more >> 

What People Are 
Saying... 

Post good 

us b:~ ~~sk, or 

Colleqiate Scorinq Record 
Sparks Debate: "At wi:at 
point did .this team spor.t 

become so k~dw~dua~zed? 

PeeWee ~eagues that 
don’t keep score~ ~ wou~d 
be embarrassed to ho~d 
~b~s record F i obtah~ed ~t 

Colleqiate Scorincl Record 
Sparks Debate: "Ne erie 

is a record~ but not one 
.that witi be universaily 
recognized." 

[-3ob comments on 

Colleqiate Scorinq Record 
Sparks Debate: 

out ~f tMs. They have 
p~ayed a run and 
enterta~nh~9 style for 
years. They arent 

~4ela~ie Bur~s cerements 
on Hiqh School Football 
Team Helps Victim of 
Bullvinq:"As a High Schoo~ 
Leacher ~nd mother of a 
Varsity cheerk~ader and 
varsity footbs~ p~ayer, ~ 
know how bad bu~yhsg 
can be. B~G HATS OFF to 
you guys~ Th~s ~s an 

any teacher arid mother" 

School Football Team 
Helps Victim of Bullying: 

: "Congratulations to the 
footba~ team and you 



i i~ WhatWill Matter if You Love Competition, You Never Lose 

hem" ti:at ~ stro.."..g competitor is 
h.:3v~.~ to withdr,~w~ Are you ow~..’joy~d 

compete agah~st ~he ve~’y best? Read more 

Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app >> 

Unsubscribe i Manage newsletter subscriptions == Josephsonlnstitute.org 

Center for Sports 

Ethics 
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FeedBtitz <feedbUtz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players Nevvs[ette~ <news~et:t:erce~usnsLpa.com> 

Thursday~ January 10~ 2013 12:14 PM 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Jan 10, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ J~ 1 O, 2013 

Thursday’s TV: Another Day of Copa Del Rey 

Copa del. Roy oa belH Sport: Getale o ~tl.etico AAadrkJ al: 1: ~Oprn wi~h At~el:~co {ead[ng ~-0, Ba~ce{ona - Con:lo{~a 

3:30pro and }t’s Barca i~ front 2-0. and Rea~ Boris ~ Las Pah’nas at 10:30pro even at 1 d. A [u~ fact about the Copa 

R~y, it’s 11 yea~s el.dot than l:he US Open Cup, The trophy goes home permanent:~y wit:h the wh~aer fo~ any c~ub winning 

three cups in a row or five a[Losethen Or, you know~ d~ey )ust deride that a winner ~ets to keep it like SeviUa in 2010. 

~ey~ $exdUa ask~d po~iLe[y though why a c~bb decided LhaL Spaia vvinnh)g ~he Wo~[~J Cup raeant: they should f~el: to keep 

the domestic cup is aa in~e~estia~ quest~om Anyway~ d~e cut,eat si[ve~ trophy celebrates it’s third birU~day this 

season._ sort of. Th}s is the t~ophy Barcelona took on that bus ~}de and managed to ~un ove~. A~ T#~s 

Their Words 

MLS and the Ideal of an American Soccer Club 

8yJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC {Jaa 8, 2013) US Soccer PI.ayers - When you beUeve you can take a few things for 

{~Fant:ed about yobf favorite doraest:k: soccer [ea{~b(S o~e c{ub (Jeci(Ji~{~ to opt ~or a different way can seem a bit jafrJnG 

The respoase to Menu eat hnpact presMent goey Saputo’s tweets outiinin2 Ms vision for his dub wasn’t exact}.y 

accepting, instead, nlany ~a~or League Soccer fans wondered why it’s ok for a~ MLS owne~ to ta{k about {ess of an 

American presence in a prm~ari{y AmeMc~a [eague. 

’l don’t know why everyone is getting theh underwear a in a knot..." 

’l never said t didn’t want American players/’ 

’l said that being in a city w}th a European irffhJence~ our fans w~nt to see p~yers other than Americans/’ 

"1 also (hd say that because we are ]in~dted h~ the amour[t of foreigners, we have to work within a system 

that integrates the two," 

Anyone who ieb.ows ,~LS knows it’s rare~y that simple, Saputo’s coachin~ aad player personne~ moves speak to a tweak 

on a different vision fo~ what it means to be an ~4LS club. Like the New York ~ed ~uUs~ }t~s a model that borrows hea~iLy 

from Europe, Un[U(e the Red Bu[[s~ Sapu~o’s team p}.ays in perhaps the most European dry m North America, 8arrin$ an 

expansion to Quebec Qty that’s not Likeb/to chan~e. Faced with that veq¢ specific c}rcumstanc:e~ the h’npact 

Klinsmann: 8-9 players from camp may make Honduras trip~ but not Donovan o from MLSsoceer’s Scott French: 
but four p~ayers on the camp roster are from ,~4a}or League Soccer. 

Chris Wondolowski: The Making of a Star - from Soccer America’s Mike Woital[a: That’s because kds dad, Johrb was 
p~.aying along, 

The Exporting of Commercial American Football Talent - from The SMn Guardian: Specifk:aUy, it is the VIP aad 
Premium experience that is p~evidec! the most attention and fo~ good ~easen, 

Robbie Findley could be on his way back to RSL - from The Salt Lake Tribuae’s Aaron Fa[k: Find[ey scored 29 goals 

four seasons with RSL 

Caleb Porter easer to start as Timbers new head coach o frorn The Oregonian’s Geoffrey C, Arnold: Even with 

credeatia/s at Akrorb making the transiLioa from coUege to the pros isn’t going to be easy fol’ Porter, 

TFC introduction of Ryan Nelsen as head coach met with skepticism ¯ from The Teroato Sun’s Ku~tis Larsoa: 
Confused "yet? 

FMday’s TV: Ugue 1 and Uga MX 



We start wiLh Ugue I on beIN Sport: St Etienne - Touk~use at Ipm and PSG - ~ja<:~:i(~ at ~pm. There’s a three-way ~ie 
ato9 the L~ue ~ t~ble, with PSG ~head of Lyon and ~arse~e on ~oa~ difference. PSG’s meeting with Aj~cc~o ~s a 1st vs 

16~h rnatch-d~>. La L.~f~a on be~N S£orL en Espano~: Bil.~)ao - Rayo Val.~enc:ano at 3:3(>~)m. Mo~4n~ to I.~ga ~4X. ESPN 

Deportes has Ja~uares .. C{ub America at 8:30pro and Santos Lacuna ¯ Chives ~s on Uni~ds~on Depor~es at 10:30pro. 

A note flora yesterday’s ediLion. Whil.e we admiL to wriLin~ I~rce[ona when we mean~ Reat M~drid wh~[e describin~ the 

we apo~og~zh~g to Rea~ Madrid o~ Ba~ca~ 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 9:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emM.unc.edu> 

Happiness Is a Choice 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Manacle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentate.." arid 

Institute of Ethics a:~d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

We ~.mce, urage you to bre, w~.~.~ and p¢:,,s{ comments at 
WhatWillMatter.com, But you may also send ff,~edback 

directly .to Nichaet at michaeliosephson@iiethics.org, 

~ i~i ii Getth .... kly ...... letter 

[~}i Get the podcast in iT ..... 

.~j Getthe iPh ..... Android app 

the bJog post. 

Be What You Want to Be 
It% a serious qu’estion, As 
kids, we knew we were going 

be something was to be 

amb~t~o~s chasged, we knew 

choke. When Z este~ed 
UC[A Law Scheo~ h-~ 1964, i 
wanted to do good, Yet 
when I graduated th~’ee 

years kter, I just wasted to 
de we~L 

Listen or read more 

The Seven Cs of Character 
As yeu consider your 
fo~ the N’,~w Year, i hope 

you’ll thhik about working on 
your .::~iaracte..", No, you’re 

to ~mp~y you’re a bad person, 

h~ve to be Mck to get 

Check out Michael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 

i.."., s k,~ h t f u I and 
metivatienai (and 
printabie!) quotes we 
posted this week, 

Q~o[e a~~d ~oster~ 
write it on yeu’r heart 
that every day is ti:e 
best day in the year. 

See and comment 

,S~,lita comme~:ts on 
The Emotional 
Dimension of 
Resolution: "Yore biegs 

very informative, thus 
t iearned a iet, Your 
post h~sp~red me to do 

some self-check, t 
bogus to share them 
w~th my daughter arid 
frknds as v,,e~L Thank 
yOd 50 

Find and fetiow 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

ii.~ WhatWill Contribute $3.00 or 
Matter print 

,.,r~91@ee.2 ,~; ~,, ~7,;~ we 

poem "What 

Ch~a,~i ..... ,~i~] ::~] 

Proceeds ~rem the sak o~ Mk:hae~’s 
books a~d CDs suppo~’t character 

education h~ schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 

e@scation? Vi.~it m~r Character 
Educator Blog, Receptiy posted: 

Is Character in Your School’s DNA? >> 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:+:;i Character education materials 

New from our popular Auto-B-Good 



Listen or read more 

Happiness Is a Choice 
In a Peanuts ~:ar~o0n: Lu~:y 

you think we were put on 

make others happy~" Lucy 
reptiles, "~ don’t thk~k ~’m 

then ~dds, ~but nobody’s 
making me very happy 
e~dser. Somebody’s not debug 

Listen or read more 

Good Relationships Make a 
Good Life 
If we interviewed :I00 i:appy 
people, I think the most 

denominator ,~’~ou~d be good 
re~t~onsh~ps~ Despite the 

w~despread p~omot~on of 
rn~[er~a~sm and wn~ty ~n our 
culture, wealth and beauty 
are not esough to produce 
happiness. 

Listen or read more 

The Emotional Dimension 
of Resolution 
One of the most importa..’~t 

aspects of livin.g a good life 

is feeihig good about the iife 
,~’~e iive, Whether ,~’~e are 
happy, content and/or 
fu~fiUed can be affected by 
our physical cond~t~oms. Bat 

~n the end, these 
states are emoHons, deep 
and ~ntense fee~ngs that 
[orm spontaneously 
response ~o events. 
Listen or read more 

The Seven Cs of 
Character: ".~ hope ti:e 

Seve~ C’s of chan~cter 

poster~ ]’he 
~s 

"T~’~ed~ ~:omments on 
Happiness Zs a Choice: 
"G~eat read, Thanks 
for a~ of the great 

reminders [o 
h a p p y 

comments on The 
Emotional Dimension of 
Resolution : "Tha n k you 
very much for 
beautifu~ p~e(:e._thank 
you for ~eminding me 

memories," 

series: an English language arts disc 
with 180 ~xintable games, 
and other activities (for g~ades ,’.,-.4}. 

More from Auto-B-Good >> 

E~.t~.’,ator’sl Book ~ Anti-Bullying 
Workshop 

Learn how to intervene, comba[ 
cyberbultying and ~romotea positive 
school climate. Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators arid youth~service 
~eade~s to be effective (:haracte~~ 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

~ Feb. ~9-2~ Jonesborou@ 
~ Feb. 20-22 Friendswood, ~ >> 
~ Feb. 26-28 Phoenix, AZ>> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

cha racte~ development techniques, 
Learn more see schedule 

ou~ Sportsmanship Bloq, Recently 
posted: 

Should the Redskins Have Played 
Robert Griffin Ill? >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

Look[~-~g for a 51ae~-~ker or Cer~s~ta~t? Book Michael 3osephson0 

~4ichael 3osephson motivates audiences from the government, business, 

journalism, ~as% educatk~n, sports, pouring, and the m~tary v,4th h~s unique 

deUvery~ en(~ag~na presentat~ons~ and persona~ attentkm to your organ~zathxYs 

needs, CaU 800,-7~,2670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit ~osephson inaU~u~e ~s wo.."king to create a world where people ac~ more edsicaliy, 
Your donations enabie us to offer services and .."esources li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~-.Jette~ flom landing in your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
your address book o~ approved sende~ list. 

9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los Angeie,s, CA 90045 1800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 9:50 AIVI 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special trial ofl~r: 3 issues of Elite Soccer for JUST $1 

Dear Anson, 

SpecN trial offer: 3 issues of Elite Soccerfor JUST $4 

We have re-opened our popular 3 issues for $1 offer for a limited time period only. Make sure 
that you don’t miss out on 18 Elite Soccer coaching sessions for just $1 by signing up for this 

special offer today. 

With Elite Socceryou will learn what the top professional managers in the English leagues are 
coaching their players right now. 

Elite Soccer coaching sessions are easy-to-follow and last approximately one hour. Managers 
explain what tactics they use in defence and attack, plus they share those little gems of wisdom 
that really bring out the best in their players. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips you will soon learn all it takes to coach a 
successful, winning team. 

Your very special trial issues... 

The three trial issues of Elite Soccerinclude complete coaching sessions from: 

Issue one: Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity 

Kenny Jackett on perfect wing play 

Karl Robinson on counter-attacking 

Dario Gradi on defensive progressions 

Dan Walder on pole to pole vision 

Jimmy Gilligan on switching forward focus 

Issue two: Roy Hodgson on pressing and screening 

Andy Thorn on balancing the back four 

Richie Barker on pre-season practice 

Gary Johnson on long-range shooting 

Paul Hart on becoming pass masters 

lan Dipper on creative play around the box 



issue three: David Moyes on changing attacking angles 

Aidy Boothroyd on the transition game 

Russell Slade on possession and retention 

Graham Westley on shooting from distance 

David Pleat on extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton on keeper reactions and decisions 

Take out today’s three issue trial offer and you will get a total of 18 coaching sessions - for 
JUST $1. 

Elite Soccerpublishes coaching sessions from the best managers in the best league in the 
world. We can only provide these sessions because of our unique partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA).These guys do not provide this information for anyone else! 

If you want to stay ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is the 
best coaching tool for the job. 

With today’s special three issue trial offer, you can see if Elite Soccer is for you for just $1- but 
hurry as this offer is only open for a limited time only So take out your Elite Soccertrial today! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Elite Soccer 
Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 

TWITTER 

I ii.~.iI JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

View this email online 
Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media 2013. 
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FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:@rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US $(x:(:er PLayer~.~ NevvsLette~ <news~etter@tlsns~:pa.com> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ PLayers ¯ Jan 11,201~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3~n 1 t, 2013 

FHday’s TV: Ligue 1 and Liga MX 

We start wit:h Ligue ’t on beI~.l Spert: St E:tienne - "Fouleuse at l pm and PSG - Ajaccie at ~pm. T’here’s a threeoway tie 

atop the Li2ue 1 table, with PSG ahead of Lyon and MarseiLte on ~ea[ difference. PSG’s meeting with Ajaccie is a 1st vs 

16th match-up. La Lisa en befN Sport: en EspanoL Bfl.bao - Rayo VaKencano at 3::X>pm. Me\,ing to I. i2a MX. e.’SPN 
beportes has Jaguares .. CLub America at 8::10pm and Santos Laguna ¯ Chives is on Uni\dsion DeporLes at 10:30pro. 

US Soccer Players ~ 2013 

With the site refaund% we’d tike to ask your opinion on the new site and ou~ articles. What works, what could we be 

demg dilferenLLy, and what sheuLd we be thinking about in 2013? Let us knew at editor@usnstpa.com 

Their Words 

"You expect the guys who have been here before, tike KyLe Beckerrnan and Graham Zusi. to pass on their 

and youl’ cennectors~ There alre qu~te a few p{aye~s who have been in with the NatienM Team who alre 

mature enough to undetrstand what this is all abeuL" USA NatR~na~ Team coac~ Jurgen Klinsmann, 

Kirovski Takes Technical Director Role with Galaxy 
US National Soccer Team alum Jovan Kirevski is the Los AngeLes GMaxy’s new LechnicaL direcLer, the club announced on 

Thursday. ](irovski served as an assistant coach for LA m 20t2, and now wiLL focus on scoutin~ and the club’s youth 

seLup. 

"t am exalted te begin this next chapt:er ef my o~reer and IeeLt:hat with ~]’~y hist:ery as beth a player in ML.S and 

as welt as my time spent as a coach ( Kirovski said. "I am perfectly suited fop this ~oLe as the club’s first TeehnicM 

Directer. ] wa~= born and ~aise~ in Southern CaLifornia and I ]eve being a pa~t of this c]ub and helping it cent:inue to 

expand and gro~,~,, as the p~emier club in Major League Soccer." 

Crowded Home Field: The Heated Race to Host USA 
World Cup Qualifiers 
By Charles Boehm o WASHIHGrON. DC (Jan 11,2012) US Soccer P]ayer~= -o’Fhe US National Team is geaHn~ uI) for what 
Looks Like a [ough path through the COt’4CACAF HexagonaL quaLiiying round in 2013. The baEde to win hosting rights for 

~heir home games is provin}~ near[y as intense. 

’ri~ke surging fan interest Leveb.~ areund the ~:euntry, add a growing nuraber of vh~bLe candidate (:itie% and sprinkle h~ 

[he h~gh slakes of arguab{y the most evenly matched Hex group ever. The resuLE is a E~ght race to impress the UniEed 

States Soccer Fede~ation’s top brass as they rnuK where this year’s five home qualifiers will take place. Rumors, 

repo~’ts, and VIP twitEer jousting o~fe~’ gUmpses of the comptex~ behind-the-scenes maneuvering to host one o~ these 

games. BLame social rnedia, espeda[]y the t44 characters variety, and this is new territor]. 

US Soccer’s venue selection process for important WoHd Cup qualifying matches was once refative]y st~aishtforward. 
~’intJ sta(Jiuras w~h (Jeeent ~rass Su~faces~ ~n a[’eas w~th a h~stot~/e~: su~)por~in{~ soo::er~ an(] ave1(] ~hose w~:h 

expatriate populations from the op~osh~g nation. 

That’s not an easy checklist perhaps ])tit a re]ativebl uncomplicated one. Fop years, the Federation made its decisions 

with [imit:ed public specu[ation er Lebbyh~g. Af~:er a~[, attendan~:e numbers tk)r quaLifke~s did net c{irab past ~:he 

mark with any regularity until the 1998 ~c[e. IL was once even retaLivety commonpLace ~or the same stadium to host 

multiple US matches in the same ~eund ef qua~i~’¢in~, an henor ~:ha~: l:~e eLd Fo:<boro S~adh~m in Massachusetts and 

Ohio’s CoLumbus Cl’ew Stadium share. 

It’s difficult to eversLate how different the picture Looks today. In 2013. it would probabLy be toughel’ to find areas of 

the co~mtry without an h~terest in hosting a US National Team game that counts. That’s why we’re seeing so much 

~obbying from MLS cities {ike Seattle> Porgand, and Kansas City aton%ide pLaces {ike Nashvit[e. There are more qu~tity 

MLS venues -- with rnore Legitimate cases to host -- than eve~, and the pLayfuL public sparring between Port,and Timbers 



competitiveness. Read More 

D.C. United ~uires Brazilian forward Rafael - from The Washington Post’s Steven Golf: "This is our guy~" O]sen 

said, 

The best women’s player~ MLS coaching changes and mere mailbag - from SI.com’s Grant Wahl t think having a 

soccer ~eferee on-h~nd wou{d be ~ ~ea~ idea for an}/sEudio show. 

Winning Over The World - from The C{~ssica{’s Noah Davis: this has made ~rad{ey both popu{ar and the most visib{e 

Ameriear~ coach in tl’~e inte~ national soccer wor{d, 

Long MLS Break Creates Rumers~ Opportunities o from AmeHc:an Soccer New’s ,~4att ThacRer: Hewever~ Arsen~f heav~{y 

scouts North America and cou{d swoop in for the right p{ayer. 

Birmingham City supporters turn on club over £14m debt to owner Young ¯ i~om The Guardian’s David Corm: The 
cfub has issued no further comments to c{arify any of these issues, 

Paolo I)i Canio on hand of Suarez~ paying for players and tiramisu o from BBC Sport: Anything f can do to achieve 

this t wi{{ do. 

Weekend Soccer TV: Aston Villa Get Another Test, 
Arsenal Meet City 
Fo~ p~oof that we never {earn, we’re once again advising you to spend pa~t of your Saturday watching As{on Vif{a. The 

series ear[ie~ th~s week. Currently in 16th.p[ace, Lhey p[ay 17{h-place SouLhamptoa at 4pro oa Fox Soccer m exact[y the 

On Sunday~ :A,e turn our aI:~enI:ion ~o ~rsena{ - ~!~an(:hester {~1:y on Fo:< $o(:eer a~: ~ {}::~0a81 for ob~dous reasons, ~ey; we 
canOE a{ways t:~ to pu{{ subtext to en~ross you in a game you m~ght otherwise i~nore. It’s the same for Manchester 

United - Liverpool at gain on Fox Soccer~ even with Liverpoo~ once agah", out of the European slots h~ 8th and traiUng 

United ~y 21 points, 

Saturday 

Prermer League on ESPN2: QPR - Spurs at 7:30am in a variant of the London de~bys most American fans find fami{iar, 

QPR’s Loft:us R£>ad s~:adh~m is in Shepherd’s Bush a~ter aU.. For those of you interested ~n QPR’s riS~: tO the l:o~ff]ight~ 
Nedl.~x has The Four Year P{an documentap/on its s[reaming service, What you’[[ quick{y {earn is how a ve~ few peop{e 

can run an Enghsh club. {t might not be that way everywhere, but i~:’S a{so no~: out of the ordh~ary. Moving orb ESPN 
~eportes has Stoke ¯ Che{sea at 10am, Fox Soccer has No~s, vich ¢~ty ¯ Newcastle URite~ at 9:3OaR~. $uR~er[a~(~ - West 

Ham at 12pro, Fu]ham - Wigan at Zpm~ and Antes Vfl{a ~ Southampton at 4pro. Fox Soccer P{us has Ever{on - Swansea at 

loam aad Readiag ¯ WBA at 3pro, Championship on be]N Spo~t: M~dd{esbrou~h - We{ford at loam, Read More 
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The US Soccer Players News[eLter USSocce~ Players ¯ Jan 14, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ J~n 14, 2013 

Monday’s TV 

La Lit.’,a on belN Sport: Getaie - Granada at 2pro ET, 

Tough Weekend in the Premier League for US 
National Team Players 
a~nt Dempsey subbed o~ m the 69th rmnute for Totter~harn, firdshing 0-0 against Queens Park Ran?,ers at Loftus Road. 

frustrating and ~t was a}.ways gems Eo be one of [hose days," gve~ton’s Phi[ Neville said, ’They gee men behind the baU. 

a~d ~t was obvious from the start that they were gong to camp in their ow~ box but they were goh~g to hit us on the 

courtier attack," 

Brad Guzan’s Aston ViU.a were shutout 1..0 by Southampton at ViUa Pa~k. A 34th minute penalty was the difference, wid~ 

Villa droppir~g h"~to the ~e[egaticm zone in tSth-p[ace. Geoff Can~ero~’s Stoke City were shutout 4-0 by Chelsea, with 

Steke produch~g two owmgoats a~d giving up a #e~a~ty at the ~rita~mia SLadium. Read More 

Wondolowski: "We are going into a big year" 
By Clemente Lisi -- Carson~ CA (Jaf~ 14, 2013) US Soccer Players -- Chris Wondol.owski happily sigf~ed autographs lot falls 

ir~side a tent durJDg last ~x)nLh’s ML5 Cup Fina~ oul:sRk~ "The Home bepot Center, Fans dre!~!~ed h~ Los An2el.es Ga[axy 

and HousLon Dynamo jerseys lined up ~or over an hour before Lhe game to get Wondokowsk~’s sig~ature and pose ~or a 

"This is g~eat," Wondo[owski said. "The fans are a huge part of the flame and t fove meeting them. It’s great to see so 

maf~y fans out here ior such a big ~ame," 

Wondo[owski was mo~e than happy Lo attend the League’s championship match on December 1 sL -. even though he was 

con’dng off a season where he and h}s San Jose Earthquakes teammates cou{d have easily been ill the locker room 

getth~g ready for Lhe title game rather Lhan Lhe parkh~g {or ha~ging out with fans, Instead, Sa~ Jese [esL to the GaLaxy 

in the corfference semifinals. 

"The p]ayoffs were difficult for us," Wondo[owski admitted that afternoon "There are many teams m the League that 

are ![tlr:[)l’lg~ "llhe p[ayoffs bring out the besl: ii~ everyone, I think we saw that this year," 

W(mdotowski is ri~;ht, The GaLaxy~ the eventual. MLS champi(~i~s, had ~ot come off a b’,reat: regu~.a~ !~eason. 

Wonde[ewski’s Learn, Lhe Earthquakes, won Lhe Supporters Shield after cerr~pi[ing a regu[a~ .season record of 19.6-9, By 

<omparisem t:he Gataxv firfished ii~ fourth-place in the Westeri~ Conference with a 1{;-12-6 record. 

O1"~ a pefsoi~at ~oti?~ WondoLowski scori?d [~7 f~oa{s JD 20~2 - tyinf~ ~,o~/Lassit~;r’s ’t6-yi?ar fet:ord for Lhe rDe!d: str]k~;s il’~ a 

single ~4LS season -- en route to winnin8 Lhe Golden Bat[ as top score~ and League MVP~ 

"It was a big honor for me to finish at the Lop ahead of so many great players in d/is League," he said oi his season 

total Read More 

Tuesday’s TV: Rey 

Copa del. Rey ei~ belN Sport: Real. Madrid - Valencia at 3pro E’]’, "Th~s is the first-{eg of a quartet’~i~a~ series, h~ I.a [.iga, 

Real MadrkJ are in .~rd with Va{encia in , th. The two teams are separated by seven poir~ts. 
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A couple of "must read" blog posts foryou today, that 
you’ll relate to, ff you’re struggling to lose weight, keep 
your pH and mood balanced even when you exercise, 
and your face looking youthful & wrinkle free. 

Take a look here Anson Dorrance, 

; Ci~cuI~tio~ C~uci~i ] ~o Weigh~ Loss ~ 

pHx ] Why t~e Unusual Focus ~.~ 
p~4x ] Why the U~usua~ Focus Pa~ ~l ~ 

Wdnk~e Proof Sk~ ] W~th~n Re~ch ~ 

my suggestions, you’ll achieved pH balanced 
i exercise in just minutes regardless of your schedule or 
regular workout. 

And you’ll get past the underling cause of wrinkled skin. 

Discover the first step to health and a stay fit life. 

Ignite Passion with pHx, 
i Suzanna 

My formal physiotherapy 
background has served me 
well in assessing the inductive 
research undertaken; Read 
about the pHx story 14e~e .~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claacke <david.claa:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, January. 14, 2013 11:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

10 proven tips tbr a more successful season 

Dear Anson, 

Super-chaacge your coaching skills and make training sessions a lot more fun for you and your 

players with 10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Season. 

It contains the most usefifl ideas, tactics and advice that I’ve learnt from over 20 years of coaching 
youth teams. 

And it’s yours today absolutely FREE! 

Click here to download vour~ of 10 Proven ~or a ~Iore Successful Season 

My name is David Clarke. I am an English FA Level 3 coach with 15 yeaacs’ experience coaching 

junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m no Jos6 Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but I have won my 

fair share of leagues and trophies at all levels of junior soccer. 

I’ve been luckT enough to work with Premier League academy coach Mike Beale and the legendau 
ToW Carr of the West Ham Academy (be’s helped the likes of Frank Lanlpard, Rio Ferdinand and 
Joe Cole come through the ranks, to name but a few’.). Learning from the best has helped me 
enormously - and I know it call help you too. 

I’ve condensed all the most useful coaching ideas and advice I’ve learned as a youth coach in 
10 Proven Tips for a 31ore Successful Season. 

It’s yours flee of charge when you sign up to my flee Better Soccer Coaching weeldy newsletter - 

full of tips, training drills and specidt oft~rs sent direct to your inbox for convenience. 

10 Proven Tips for a 31ore Successful Season contains the following 10 chapters: 

i:~i 10 Proven Tips cover image 

¯ Make Sure Your Players Are Listening 

¯ Plan Your Sessions and Make Them Full 

¯ Teach the Basics First: Shielding the Ball 

¯ Use Small Sided Games in Training 
¯ Invest Time in All Your Players 

¯ Reward Your Players 

¯ MaJae a Ditt~mnce on Match Days 

¯ MaJae Eveu Second Count at Half Time 
¯ Run Your Team on the Right Fuel 

¯ 30 Miimte Warm-Up 

I have no doubt that my 10 Proven Tips for a 3Iore Sucees,ful Season will make tmAning 

sessions exciting, motivate players, and improve your team’s pertbnna~lce. 

Click here to iohi Better Soccer Coaching today 

Plus, as a special addition, I have two more exclusive FREE reports to send to you when you join 
Better Soccer Coaching : 

11 Secrets of Successful Corners - details subtle ways in which you can improve this vital 

area of your temn’s game. 

An Introduc¢ion to Small-Sided Games - gives you lbur fun and fast games to improve 

players’ core skills. 

Register to my free info-packed weekly newslettel; Better Soccer Coaching, and get your three 

FREE reports I O Proven Tips for a More Successful Season, I I Secrets of Successful 



Corners, and An [ntroduction to Small-Sided Games. 

Click here to register and get your t?ee reports. 

About Better Soccer Coach 

Sent re, ice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains easy to digest 

soccer skills and drills alined at improving your coaching and the perfolmance ofyoar teaIn, with 
contributions fiom English Premier League Coaches. 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who are getting our training tips and ideas in 

their inbox every- Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that most members find they receive a drill or game they can put to use 

with their tean~ straight away. 

All you need to do is go here, enter your email address and select your country of residence, and I’ll 

send you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of Better Soccer Coaching won’t be far 

behind. 

Click here to joh~ Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, and I promise never to rent or sell 

your e-mail address. All you need to do is click here and enter yonr email address and conntry. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me directly by replying to 

this email. 

I look tbrward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Gnildford, GU5 0AB, UNted Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

Unsubsefibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

GTM Sportswear <gtmsportswear@email.gtmsportswear.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 9:01 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Have You Seen It Yet? The New Sport Catalog Is ttere! 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see the graphics, click here to view. 

[~ New Spring Sport Catalog! 

FREE SHIPPING I spend $200 and receive free shipping on aii orders delivered in the United States 

ABOUT GTM EMA~L SETTINGS MORE WAYS TO SHOP CONNECT W~TH GTM 

,:;, 2013. GYM SPORTSWEAR.::. INC. 52g McCALL RD, MANHATTAN. KANSAS g65g2 I ALL RIGHTS RESERVED 

If you have questions regarding this email please call 1 g?hg0g.3398 :[!t;.g..!).~[~ t,a chat with a customer service representative 

or email in [q~’2~oF.~:.m.c<)m Please do nol ~epl~" rJirectl;, to this emaih 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa].com> 

Tuesday, JanuaU 15, 2013 10:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last Minute NSCAA Convention Notes from Kwik Goa] 

~n~ormation On The Booth, The Clinics and The App 

The Booth 

For 2013, Kwik Goal. wil.l, have 2 booths adjacent to each other. The main booth is number 

3403. This is our standard booth that features products, meeting areas and where we 

offer" a sinai.l, purchasing space for" a few items. 

The second booth is number 3408 and is directl.y behind the main booth. This booth wil.l. 

feature a 2B3804 6 ~{’ x 18 ~{’ Fusion Goal. as wel,.l, as our assortment of soccer goal. anchors. 

Final.l.y, your visit to the Kwik Goal. Booth can earn you a 25% discount on any Kwik Goal. 

product on KwikgoaLcom, through February 28, 2013. Visit the Booth for detail‘s.* 
*Please Note a QR reader will be needed to the obtain discount, these can be downloaded at either the App Store or 
Gooste Pray 

The Clinics 

Kwik Goal‘ wil‘l‘ be sponsoring 2 Fiel.d Sessions in Indianapol.is. 

The first session wil.[ be presented by George Crampton, Head Coach of DeSal.es University, 

NSCAA Staff Member and UEFA ’A’ License hol.der. 

The second session wil.l, be presented by Richard Harris, Assistant 1st Team Coach / GK 

Coach of Mol.de FK. 



Kwik Goa~ NSCAA 20t 3 Convention 
App 
The Kwik Goal Convention App is now available in the 

Itunes Store and Goog[e Play. Set your schedule, keep 

notes and stay connected to Twitter and Facebook 

updates with this dynamic app. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 15, 2013 11:22 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaik unc.edu> 

Get Joe Hart’s Gloves! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 12:11 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special trial ofl~r: 3 issues of Elite Soccer for JUST $1 

Dear Anson, 

SpecN trial offer: 3 issues of Elite Soccerfor JUST $4 

We have re-opened our popular 3 issues for $1 offer for a limited time period only. Make sure 
that you don’t miss out on 18 Elite Soccer coaching sessions for just $1 by signing up for this 

special offer today. 

With Elite Socceryou will learn what the top professional managers in the English leagues are 
coaching their players right now. 

Elite Soccer coaching sessions are easy-to-follow and last approximately one hour. Managers 
explain what tactics they use in defence and attack, plus they share those little gems of wisdom 
that really bring out the best in their players. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips you will soon learn all it takes to coach a 
successful, winning team. 

Your very special trial issues... 

The three trial issues of Elite Soccerinclude complete coaching sessions from: 

Issue one: Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity 

Kenny Jackett on perfect wing play 

Karl Robinson on counter-attacking 

Dario Gradi on defensive progressions 

Dan Walder on pole to pole vision 

Jimmy Gilligan on switching forward focus 

Issue two: Roy Hodgson on pressing and screening 

Andy Thorn on balancing the back four 

Richie Barker on pre-season practice 

Gary Johnson on long-range shooting 

Paul Hart on becoming pass masters 

lan Dipper on creative play around the box 



issue three: David Moyes on changing attacking angles 

Aidy Boothroyd on the transition game 

Russell Slade on possession and retention 

Graham Westley on shooting from distance 

David Pleat on extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton on keeper reactions and decisions 

Take out today’s three issue trial offer and you will get a total of 18 coaching sessions - for 
JUST $1. 

Elite Soccerpublishes coaching sessions from the best managers in the best league in the 
world. We can only provide these sessions because of our unique partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA).These guys do not provide this information for anyone else! 

If you want to stay ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is the 
best coaching tool for the job. 

With today’s special three issue trial offer, you can see if Elite Soccer is for you for just $1- but 
hurry as this offer is only open for a limited time only So take out your Elite Soccertrial today! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Elite Soccer 
Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 

TWITTER 

I ii.~.iI JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

View this email online 
Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media 2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 1:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emM.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 1/10/13: Good Relationships MaI:e a Good Life 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. Managte your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentate.." arid 

Institute of Ethics a:~d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

We ~,mce, urage you to bre, w~,~,~ and p¢:,,s{ comments at 
WhatWillMatter.com, But you may also send ff,~edback 

directly .to Nichaet at michaeliosephson@iiethics.org, 

~ i~i ii Getth .... kly ...... letter 

[~}i Get the podcast in iT ..... 

.~j Getthe iPh ..... Android app 

the bJog post. 

Be What You Want to Be 
It% a serious qu’estion, As 
kids, we knew we were going 

be something was to be 

amb~t~o~s chasged, we knew 

choke. When Z este~ed 
UC[A Law Scheo~ h-~ 1964, i 
wanted to do good, Yet 
when I graduated th~’ee 

years kter, I just wasted to 
de we~L 

Listen or read more 

The Seven Cs of Character 
As yeu consider your 
fo~ the N’,~w Year, i hope 

you’ll thhik about working on 
your .::~iaracte..", No, you’re 

to ~mp~y you’re a bad person, 

h~ve to be Mck to get 

Check out Michael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 

i.."., s k,~ h t f u I and 
metivatienai (and 
printabie!) quotes we 
posted this week, 

Q~ob5 a~-~d ~oster~ 
Write it on you’: heart 
that every day is ti:e 
best day in the year. 

See and comment 

J~,lita comme~:ts on 
The Emotional 
Dimension of 
Resolution: "Yore biegs 

very informative, thus 
t iearned a iet, Your 
post h~sp~red me to do 

some self-check, t 
bogus to share them 
w~th my daughter arid 
frknds as v,:e~L Thank 
yod 5o 

Find and fetiow 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

ii.~ WhatWill Contribute $100 or 
Matter print 

,.,r~91@ee.2 ,~; ~,, ~7,;~ we 
bl~cheei’s 
poem "What 

Ch~a,~i ..... ,~i~] ::~] 

Proceeds ~rem the sak o~ Mk:hae~’s 
books a~d CDs suppo~’t character 

education h~ schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 

e@scation? Vi.~it m~r Character 
Educator Blog, Receptiy posted: 

Is Character in Your School’s DNA? >> 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:*;;i Character education materials 

New from our popular Auto-B-Good 



Listen or read more 

Happiness Is a Choice 
In a Peanuts ~:ar~o0n: Lu~:y 

you think we were put on 

make others happy~" Lucy 
reptiles, "~ don’t thk~k ~’m 

then ~dds, ~but nobody’s 
making me very happy 
e~dser. Somebody’s not debug 

Listen or read more 

Good Relationships Make a 
Good Life 
If we inte.~viewed :I00 i:appy 
people, I think the most 

denominator ,~’~ou~d be good 
re~t~onsh~ps~ Despite the 

w~despread p~omot~on of 
rn~[er~a~sm and wn~ty ~n our 
culture, wealth and beauty 
are not esough to produce 
happiness. 

Listen or read more 

The Emotional Dimension 
of Resolution 
One of the most importa..’~t 

aspects of livin.g a good life 

is feeihig good about the iife 
,~’~e iive, Whether ,~’~e are 
happy, content and/or 

our phys~ca~ cond~t~o~a. Sat 

~n the end, these 
states are emotions, deep 
and ~ntense ~ee~nga that 
[orm spontaneously 
response ~o events. 
Listen or read more 

The Seven Cs of 
Character: ".~ hope ti:e 

Seve~ C’s of chan~cter 

poster~ ]’he 
~s 

"T~’~ed~ ~:omments on 
Happiness Zs a Choice: 
"G~eat read, Thanks 
for a~ of the great 

reminders ha 
h a p p y 

comments on The 
Emotional Dimension of 
Resolution : "Tha n k you 
very much for 
beautifu~ p~e(:e._thank 
you for ~eminding me 
ha hang on to the 
memoy~es," 

series: an English language arts disc 
with 180 /xintable games, 
and other activities (for g~ades .’,.-.4}. 
More from Auto-S-Good >> 

Learn how to intervene, 
cyberbultying and ~tromote ,,~ positive 
school climate. Learn more 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators arid youth-service 
teade.~s to be effective 
educators, Upcoming sendnars: 

Feb. 19-21 3onesborouqh0TN >> 
Feb. 20-22 Friendswood, TX >> 
Feb. 26-28 Phoenix, AZ>> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

cha racte~ development techniques, 
Learn more see schedule 

ou~ Sportsmanship Bloq, Recently 
posted: 

Should the Redskins Have Played 
Robert Griffin Ill? >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

Look[~-~g for a 51ae~-~ker or Cer~s~ta~t? Book Michael 3osephson0 

~4ichael 3osephson motivates audiences from the government, business, 

journalism, ~as% educatk~n, sports, pouring, and the m~tary v,4th h~s unique 

~e~very, en~h~g~ng presentations, and persona~ attentkm to your organ~zathxYs 

needs, CaU 800-7~.~.2670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit ~osephson inaU~u~e ~s wo.."king to create a world where people ac~ more 
Your donations enabie us to oiler services and ,,"esources li::<e this newsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~-.Jette~ flom landing in your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics,org to 
your address book o~ approved sende~ list. 

9841 Rirpott Bird. #300 i Los RtXgeie.% CA 90045 1800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

C,20i 3 Josephson Institute, "CHARA.71].:!R COUNTS.-," is a registered t~adema~k ol 
Josephsot~ t,qstifufe. 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 4:36 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Best Soccer Graphics of2012 

Anson, University of Maryland used high impact 
graphics to boost their brand in 2012. 

Using simpb graphics, University of Maryland was able 
to promote their brand and display championships using 
bleacher plaphics, bow fiar4s and fence screens. 

Their entire facility was transformed, boosting net only 
their school brand but also their pride. Fence Screens 
were used to provide attention grabbing graphics at 
facility entrances. Bowflacls and bleacher glaphics were 
used to increase excitemen[ and pdde wi[h players and 
fans. 

All of these attention grabbing graphics helped to 
enhance University of Me@end’s brand in many 
different sports. BigSigns,cem offers hundreds of 
products to help you do the same. 

Anson, Give me a call or send me an emai] and we’ll go 
to work fer you. You can also get a quick quote here, 
Send me a digital photo of the area you want to brand 
with dimensbns a~d your bgos or photos and ~ w~l have 
my design team create a mock up for you~ 

Corey Leonard 
President 
800-790~761 I 

Compdsed of unique teams of designers, project managers;saiesmen end productiontechnicia~s BigSigns com is ready to sewe your stadium graphics ande’~entsignageneeds 

VVe are located in downtow~ Grand Ha,/en, M~cl-:~gan, along the iakeshore 

i~ ~ 22 S Ha[her Ddve Sdi[e 101 :: Grand Haven, Mi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz®mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter®usnstpa.com> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 12:56 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson®emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Jan 16, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Jan 16, 2013 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: SuperDraft and Domestic 
Cups 
MLSsoccer.com and ESPN’s ontine outtet wit[ carry the 2013 MLS SuperDraft starting at 12pm. Copa de[ Rey on belN Sport 

brings us the first-re8 of the quarterfina[ series between Attetico Madrid and Rear Betis at 4pm. For those of you 

assuming Spanish soccer begins and ends with whatever order Rear Madrid and Barcetona are in at the top of the tabte, 

Attetico Madrid are 2nd in the standings with a seven-point read over Madrid’s other dub. Ligue 1 on Univision Deportes: 

Lyon - Evian at 2:30pm. Copa Mexico on Univision Deportes: Puebta - Cetaya at 10pm. Al! Times Eastern 

Google Hangout 
We’re doing a Goog[e Hangout tonight at 9:30pm ET where Charles Boehm and Jason Davis wi[[ discuss the MLS combine 

and tomorrow’s Super Draft. 

Colorado Gets Opening USA Home Qualifier 
The United States Soccer Federation announced on Tuesday that the USA wi[[ play their March 22nd World Cup Qualifier 

against Costa Rica at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park in Commerce City, Co. "We are reatty excited to pray our first home 

quatifyin8 match at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park," US coach Jurgen Ktinsmann said. "Winning 8ames at home in Wortd Cup 

quatifyin8 is crucia[, and we reatty are expecting the fans in Co[orado to bring us a huge home-fietd advantage." The 

game is scheduted for 10pm ET on ESPN. 

Chelis Changes the Plot at Chivas USA 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 16, 2013) US Soccer Players - Jos~ Luis Sanch~z Soil, the man known as "Che[is" 

and the new head coach of perennia[ basket case Major League Soccer ctub Chivas USA, can be forgiven for not having 

the best 8rasp on the machinations that 8o into the MLS SuperDraft. He’s new to this after art, suffering from the usua[ 

unfamitiarity with the MLS process that affticts most foreign coaches. He’s [earning on the fly, and no one seems to have 

totd him that it’s best to keep your SuperDraft cards dose to the vest. 

When he brazenly declared his first choice for Chivas’s number two overall pick on Thursday to be UConn senior Carlos 

A[varez, Che[is broke a cardinal rule of the draft process. Even if Chivas is certain of their pick, it’s not customary to 

te[[ the world who you plan to choose. Doin~ so eliminates almost any chance of [evera~in~ draft position into a trade 

for additional picks, a common move at any draft. By statin~ flatly who Chivas USA wanted, Che[is turned Thursday into 

a for]one conclusion for his team. 

That seems fine with Carlos A[varez, the player coveted by Che[is. A[varez told Soccerbylves’s Ives Ga[arcep on 



unequivocally Sunday "I want to go to Chivas." The dub, despite its struggles in recent years, is the young Ange[ino’s 

preferred destination. That’s as much about the club’s connection to its Mexican sister dub than anything Chivas USA 

has done in MLS, but it speaks directly to the renewed push to focus on Mexican-American talent. In a small way, Chivas 

USA’s proclamations are validated by A[varez’s preference. Another young Mexican-American player in the pool, North 

Carolina’s highly rated Mikey Lopez, echoed A[varez’s statements. 

So, in yet another rebuilding offseason for Chivas USA, the two most prominent players of Mexican descent year’s draft 

class appear to be embracing the dub. This is at [east an early indication that Che[is’ could have some substance to go 

with the rhetoric. Considering the state of the MLS draft (valuable, but hardly crucial to a team’s success) and the tong- 

term direction of MLS player development, what Chivas USA loses in draft leverage through Che[is’s words is ultimately 

of tittle import. If the dub is going to follow through on its promises, missing out on a pick or two in a draft that 

features few players who fit their criteria hardly matters. Read More 

Can "luck" and skill be separated in soccer? - from MLSsoccer’s Devin P[eu[er: But, I don’t think that un-mode[ed bias is 
tuck. 

Despite shortcomings, college soccer is still relevant - from GoaLcom’s Avi Creditor: Don’t think for a second that it 

doesn’t serve a useful purpose, though. 

QPR ready to spend big again in transfer window to avoid relegation - from BBC Sport’s Ben Smith: "Football needs to 

change," he declared. 

NFL could teach the Premier League a great deal about financial fair play - from The Independent’s James Lawton: 

There are many such regulations, of course .... 

David Bernstein issue casts shadow over FA’s 150th anniversary - from The Guardian’s Owen Gibson: made harder by 

the FA’s unending capacity to shoot itself in the foot. 

Is Neymar smart to stay in Brazil? - from ESPN FC’s Ed Ma[yon: Neymar is the smiting vanguard who reaches out to the 

world and tells us that things have changed. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Big Names in the FA Cup 
Fox Soccer has our FA Cup coverage starting with Manchester United - West Ham United at 3pm, Arsenal - Swansea City 

at 5pm, and Chelsea - Southampton at 8pm (2:45pm on Fox Soccer Plus). Copa de[ Rey on belN Sport: Real Zaragoza - 

Sevi[[a at 1:30pm and Barcelona - Malaga at 3:30pm. Coppa Italia on belN Sport: Fiorentina - Roma at 8pm. 

Copa Mexico on Univision Deportes: La Piedad - San Luis at 4pm and Merida - UNAM Pumas at 1-pm. Ga[avision has Club 

America - A[tamira at lOpm. All Times Eastern 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirectory.com> 

Thursday, January. 17, 2013 6:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Video with Ala~ Kirkup - Univ. Florida - W~11 Drill W~m Ups 

TheCoaches Insider ~i 1877.386.4840 

~ 

[~ S ..... Newsletter J 



Wall Drill Warm Ups -Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach A~an Kirkup teaches Wall Drill Warm Ups. 

Provided by CH~mpio~sHip Produc’dons 

Soccer has an incredibly long and grueling season, Your body is 

probably battered and bruised from repeatedly sprinting and battling 

opponents. When the season ends, your first instinct might be to rest, 

and you should o but not for too long, This is the time to perform 

workouts that fix issues from youi" season and set you up for a 

off-season,., 

Leg Rai .... ith Hip-Up - Watch it Here! 

V~atch as the University of ~ary~and [~en’s Soccer performs 

Leg Raises with Hip-Up, 

Provided by s~r’ACK.com 

Patrick Mullins. Cwstal Dunn named top college soccer players 

2012 Top Colle,qe Assistant Coaches ~ CSN Salutes F~fleen Of 

The Besl ~ Co~ege Soccer 

College sts~ ready fo[ MLo combine 

ODP resd~es for G~ds Nafions~ Tra~nJn~ Ca~ 

Do~’t ~or~et to ~:o~’w#~’d th~s ~ma~ to yo~" Assistant Co~ches~ 

Sign Up a 

Colleague! 

Quality Custom 
Awards - Since 
1987 - 
www.sm[Awa rds. 
com 

advertisement 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedblitz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers Ne~;,,,sLetti!,~ <newsletter@usnst:t)a.cum> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 12:15 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Jan 17,201~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3~n 17, 2013 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: SuperDraft and Domestic 
Cups 
MLSsoccer~cem and ESPN’s enqne outlet wil.t carry the 201:1 B~LS SuperDraft starting at 12pm~ Cope dot Roy on belN Sport 

bri~gs us the first-Leg of the quarterfir~aL series betwee~ Atletico Madrid and Real get}s at 4pro. For those of you 

assuming Spanish soc~:er begins and ends wi(:h whate~er o~der ~ea[ Madrk] and gareek~na are in at: the (:op o~ the tabLe. 

AlLot}co Madrid are 2nd i~ the star,dings w~th a sevempomt ~ead over Madrid’s other c~ub. ki~ue 1 on Um~ds}on 

beportes: Lyon ~ Exdan at 2: 30pro, Cope Me:<k:u on Univisiun bepurtes: Pueb[a - Ce[aya at 10pro, A~ "Dme~; Eas~ey~ 

Their Words 

chskman Karl-Heinz Rummeni~ge. 

Roma Wins in Coppa Italia, Malaga draws with 
Barcelona 

The referee was busy is Roma<s t-0 shutout of Fiorentina in the Coppa ItaLia on Tuesday> se~ding off two Rome players 

a~xJ une from Fiorentina Late in extra ~;ime. WRh the game scoreless through 90 minutes, Rome’s Matth~ Desk;re got a 

goal in the 971h that turned out to be the wls~er. Rome’s Rodrigo Taddei exited h~ the i 17th fo[[owed by Fiorenth~a’s 

,Juan Cuadrado and Rome’s Oo(Jo in the ’f22~x1, The referee booked Michael ~radtey i~ the 55~;h mhlute. Ruma a(Jvan~:e 

to play Inte~ Milan in d~e next round, 

’Today there was a Lot to fight for, most of all. because of a Fiorentina side that caused us to suffe~ ." Rome coach 

Zdenek Zeman said. "ALL t;he buys b’.ave their all. and some even gave more than riley I~ad. I ~Jon’t tMnk 1:hey played fur 

~he coach but rather ~or the ~ans and the dub~ Thh~% went very welL, although [ w~sh we wou[dn’~ have suffered so 

r~uch 

Onyewu was on the bench for Malaga in their 2-2 draw with BarceLona i~ the first-leg of their Copa deL Roy 

quarLerfinaL ser~es. &~ata~a’s &~anue[ ~Lurra opened the scorinf at Camp Nou wiLh a 26th ruinute ~oa[. Lionel Messi 

for Barca in the 29th rn}~ute a~)d P~yo[ put them ahead a n’~inute Later. W~th Mafa~a down a n’~an flora the 75th 

Bayern Munich Creates a Bundesliga Moment in 
2013-t4 

J Hutcherson o WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 17. 201}) US Soccer PLayers .- So, the BundestNa becomes the most interesting 

league in t;he world, That’s what; happens </,,hen Pep Guardlo{a goes ahead and Lets the rest of 

sabbatica{ in New York I’ea{[y w~[[ oll{y [ant a goal’, Guardio[a has a dear with Bayern Munich, instan~ty confirming next 

seasotl as one O~: the big}~est hi recent h~story ~or one of the b~g(~es[ teams ~n [;he wuf[d, 

’ThaUs the power of Pep, Lh~ke:J h~ ways rea{ an:J imagined wH;h every el.h:e el.ub in ~;he worl.(L HV: choi~:e is an h:~;erestin~ 

one because i: speaks no: on{y to Baye~ n as a dub, bu: also to :he BundesL~a as a League, Considered by some critics to 

contain the most parity of a~W of d~e major European leagues, Gerraasy’s topf[igh~ h}stor[ca~b/doesn’t enjoy the 

spendin~ powe~ of ~op c[ubs in Italy, Spain~ and En~[and~ That hasn’t stopped gundes[iga c[ubs ~rom pro~ressin$ in the 

Champio::s League> but it does ~mse questions about turnln~ a Oern’lan c{ub h’lto the equivalent of a Ma::chester United, 

Chelsea, Real Ma~Jdd. or Guardiol.a’s on{y other (:uaei~h~g job. P(: ga~(:eLona, 

20’tI}-’UI WiLL be the season uf [he ~ar(:a cum~afisoll at: ~ayertl ~s~utli~:h. (~uard~o[a duesn~t hawE~ the tuugh slop on ~i!; 

~esume. He’s ~ever had to rebuild a strugg@~g club or suffer for resources to compete, gve~ the struggle betwee~ Reat 

Ma~Jdd an~J Baron at the ~;op of 1:he Primera ~;ab{e was new~r a[)out one el.ub havhlg more resou~(:es ~;han ~;he other. When 

Guard~ota rebuilt gel’ca, he d~d it by swappin~ out p{ayers worth m~ttions of Euros w~th ethel’ p[ayers wolth ruit[ions of 



recent seasons is that they’re an eveW other yea~ dub, Walk away with the title one season, str~ggfe the next~ and 

~hen ~)acl~ on ~op, It’s a consi!~tent:y issdi!,, one that costs ct)at:~i!,s l:hei~ iobs at: a t:[bb ~ha~ expects to be in col)ten~ion in 

every competition they enter, In other wo~ds~ it’s exacUy the kind of presst~re Guardie[a expects aiteF so much time at 

~3arcOona. Read More 

U.S. January camp offers award of further international involvement - from Goal.=s Zac Lee Rigg: KIinsmann singled 

o~t ~he SpoFdn~ K~ns~s C~ty m~df~eMer - ~s weU. as Geo~f Cameron -. as an example of how a 3am~al~ camp can ignite a 

career. 

World Cup 2014: SKC’s Benny Feilhaber eager to reward coaches’ faith - from The Sporting News’s Brian Straus: 

"and } wanL the l)e!d: out Of m~/!~e~t~ and R~y l:ea~’~’~a~e!L ~ 

Cosmos serious about new stadium~ separate from MLS plans - from SI.com’s Grant Wah{: But: the Cosmos are 

increasm~[y fookin~ [ike a competitor and ~ot a prospective member of MLS, 

MLS SuperDraft still offers values o from ESPN F¢’s Jeff Carlisle: That [evet of influence has lessened in recent years, 

MLS draft brin more corn etition for la er aRents o from USA Today’s F~ederk:k Dreier: According to a~ents 

inter\dewed ior the story, t:~e race to identify t:al.ent:, create re~.ationships and then si~n player!; at an ear{y a~e has 

9reat[y intensified~ 

A stop and chat with Sounders FC sporting director Chris Henderson ¯ i;em The Seattf.e Times’ Jesh~a Mayers: "No~ I 
~hink we’d {ike to keep that dnt:i] drai~ day," 

Friday’s TV Takes Us to the Championship and 
Mexico 

Chnmpionship socce~ on beIN Sport: Leicester CiLy ¯ Middiesbre~gh nt 9pro, That’s a match-t~p ei 3~d and 5th in 
End{andes second tie~ wet{ wo{th your time in a ~eag~ie with 24 teams. Univision has Li~ue 1 : Lyon - Evian at 2::¢0pm, 

so~t of previn~ our point about lopsided matchups, Lyon is 1st to Evian’s dis~an~ l/th. Liga MX on h~un 2: Leon 
at 9::¢Opm. A~ Times E¢,stern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 17, 2013 2:36 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NIKE Pink.....Now in Stock! 







FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Human Kinetics <hkemail@hkusa.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 3:36 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hnma~ Kinetics: Learn financial concepts tbr success in the sport industry 

Understand the issues, concepts, and 
=principles of sport finance 
Sport Finance, Third Edition. grounds students in the real world of 
financial management in sport, showing them how to apply financial 
concepts and appreciate the importance of finance in sound sport 
management practices. Thoroughly updated with several new 
chapters recognizing the challenges facing today’s professionals, 
this text engages students with a practical approach to traditionally 
difficult financial skills and principles. To assist in teaching readers 
financial skills that will help them understand the drivers of financial 
success or failure in the sport industry, the text contains engaging 
sidebars, a complete case study, and instructor ancillaries. Read 
More > 

r 

FIND MORE ONLINE! E-book Available / Contents / Ancillaries / About the Authors 

Request an exam copy and view 
ancillaries online 
~port Finance, Third Edition, will be available in February, but you can request an exam 

copy now! This edition features a full suite of updated instructor ancillaries, including an 

instructor guide, presentation package, and test package. All ancillary materials are free to 
course adopters and available online at www.HumanKinetics.com/SDortFinance. 

Connect with HK 

Subscribe, unsubscribe, or customize your email preferences, here. 

Human Kinetics11607 N Market St. IChampaignllLI61820 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.cla~:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, January. 17, 2013 7:42 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free small-sided soccer games. Download today. 

Hi .4mson, 

As a soccer coach, you know how frustrating it can be when a training session is ruined because 

the players are more interested in messing around them paying attention. 

Chances are they’re bored -- but it’s up to you as the coach to make the training session exciting. 

One of the best ways to do this is by using small-sided games. Recognised worldwide by top teams, 

youth acadenfies and governing bodies, small-sided games develop the essential core skills in fresh 

and fan ways. 

Today you can download a FREE copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games when you sign 

up to my Better Soccer Coaching e-newsletter. 

The games are devised by Mid~ael Beale, who played the game professionally, but whose real gift 
now lies in a natural ability to devise practical coaching sessions that engage and excite players. 

"Some coaches f?nd it d~ficuh, but l can 2lust visualise what will worA; "he says matter-of-factly, 

adding: ’7’m just lucky." 

Too right he is! I know how hard it is to keep training fresh.., so no wonder Michael is held in such 
high regard by leading professional clubs. 

I can heartily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to every youth coach intent on 

improving their players’ essential soccer skills, while at the same time having fan. It could very well 

be the difference between success and failure for your team this season. 

To get your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, all you have to do is subscribe to 

Better Soccer Coaching. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives you free advice each week. 

You may be asking, "Why so much free stuff’?", or "Where’s the catch?". Well, we hope we can 

tempt you with our other great coaching manuals and books in the future! 

Of course, though, you are under no obligation to buy from us or even to receive marketing from 

us, and I promise we’ll never rent or sell your email address to anybody else. 

Just click here to register and get your free of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games now. 

Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mes 

Cover 

Using small-sided games in training gives a 

number of coaching benefits: 

1. More player participation 
2. More touches oftheball 

3. More passes attempted 

4. More lvls attempted 
5. More goals scored 

6. More goalkeeper participation 

7. Different games mean different problems 

to solve and skills to use. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most important report for this 

season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction W SmMl-Sided Games today. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Bater Soccer Coaching contains easy to digest 

Soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the perthrmance of your team, with 



contribmions from English Premier League Coaches. 

Our contributors include Tony Carr, director of tJae West Itam Academy and the man responsible 

for bringing through some of the finest players in the English game including England intcrnational 
players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

There is advice from 1he, David Clarke, an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience, and 

we also include training sessions from Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 

Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Sign up here m~djoin the 225,000 coaches worldwide who are getting our training tips and 

ideas in their inbox every Tuesday and Thmsday. 

Our experience shows most subscribers find they receive a drill or game they can put to use with 

their team straight away. 

Plus, sign-up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you will get two furtJaer exclusive 

reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a AIore Successful Soccer Season 

11 Secrets" of Successful Corners 

All you need to do is go here. enter your email address and select your country of residence, and I’ll 

then send you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of BeCterSoccer Coaching won’t be 

far behind. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You c~m unsubscribe at any time -- though I doubt you’ll want to -- and I promise never to rent or 

sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter your email address and country-. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can contact me directly by replying to 

this emaiL 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Yours in Soccer, 

David Clarke 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please do not hesitate to 

contact me using the details below, or visit our website at www. bettersoccercoaching, cont 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

¢’? 2013 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos=phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 9:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Self-Portrait Called Character 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute. ManaRe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 810: January 11-17~ 2013 

Michael Josephson is a ne~ed radio corrm~en~ator and 
the founder and president of the nonprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, Eut you may also send feedback 
directly te [’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Michael 3osephson Amonq Top Thouqht Leaders in 
Trustworthy Business Behavior 

Tr{,.’st Across America has named Mkhaei 3osepi:ao:~ 
one of the i00 -Top Thought Leaders i~ Trustworthy 
Business Behavior for 20,’L3, Read more >> 

Get the weekly e-newsletter 

I~:i Get the podcast in iT .... 
f 

:.:.~.:: ~otthe iF’h ..... ~,0droid app 

Two Sets of Proud Parents 
I received an email with a 
s{ory wer~h sharing, Only 
the nab~ies lsave been 
changed to preserve 
privacy. Dou~ is the proud 
and loving l:ad~er ef Emma, s 
h~gh schoo~ jumor who takes 
a ~eadersh~p class 
responsible for putting on 
dances am~ other s~udest 
events, A~ s~sdes~ body 

o[~cers mus~ take ~he c~ass~ 

~ke Emma who ,just ~ke to 
part~dpate are a~so e~ro~ed. 
Listen or read more 

The Self-Portrait Called 
Character 
W~iiie t w,~s on a radio caiFin 
show taiking about cheating, 

a iistenel° ~’il call Stan 
mocked my concern, fie 
cheated to ge~ ~n~o (:o~ege, 

he sMd, He cheated k~ 
co~ege to get a lob, A~d 
now ~e occasionally cheats 

on h~s ~ob to ~et ahead, ~ 
fact, he condeded, cheating 

Chuck out ~’~lichael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 

insi~:~ htful arid 
meti\,atienai (a.qd 
printabie!) quotes we 
posted this week, 

comments on Be What 
You Want to Be: 
’L.",’..ici:ael, that was wetl 
said..~ think many 

tk~es we ~ose our 

year true story about 

homework can break 
you ~" 

Emily ce.mments en 
Be What You Want to 
Be; "This is a t- cky 
one .-- Z used ~e think 

[ ~,anted to be was 
cl4t~ca~ but I’m finding 
more and mere [~at 

who I want to be ~s~ 
mere ~mporta~t dsat 

whaL" 

Find and fetio,~’~ btichaei.,, 

Help keep this ~ewstetter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

ii.~ WhatWill Contribute $100 or 

P,liche cd’s classic 
poem "What W~ 

Proceeds from the sa~e of Mk:hae~’s 
books and CDs support character 

educa:~o~ b schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 

eds.scation? Vi.~it o~" Character 
Educator Blog, Recentiy poated: 

New Survey Measures Educators’ 
Attitudes Towards School Climate 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~i Character education materials 

I~Sew from our popular Auto-B~Good 
series: an Enqlish lanquaqe arts disc 
wi[~i t80 printable games, puzzles 
and other activities (for grades ~-4). 
~ore from Auto-B-Good >> 



their kids how to ci:eat. 
Listen or read more 

I Just Talk to People 
Maria vv~s ~ 

minister" se.m~onb’.ed about 

she wol’ried that working te 
~’~ise he.." kids ~nd going to 
ch~..’~’ch wasn’t enough, 
on the bus to work si:e made 
a iist or ether jobs she .::osId 
do and volunteer work she 
couid try, 

Listen or read more 

How Huch Do You Want it 
to Be? 
The iosnde~ of ~ company 
needed to cheese his 
successon He stud~ed 
i’esumes and ta~ked to 
~’eferences, but be derided 
to ask on~y one question 
during the fina~ ~n~erv~ew: 
"How rn~ch ~s 2 4- 22" 
Listen or read more 

Findinq the Healthy 
Balance 
~t’s beth a strem:~th and 

~ong. Whatever we hsve~ 

wherever we are, most of us 
want mo~e and bette~, When 

oe~’ insatiability can turn h~to 
happh~ess~crushing greed~ 
avarice and obsessive 
ambition, 
Listen or read more 

How Much Do You 
Want it to Be?: 
"~,’iichaet~ we are 
aF~vays ~ook~n9 for ~ 
’rh~ht’ answer, In 

state the cNteda fo~~ 

(derision, action} 

You Love Com~ 
You Never Lose: "~ 
agree cempletebi wRh 

a~ways strive to be 

someths-~es when you 
know you dent have 
toughs (:ompedt~on you 
wos’t be @ayhsg your 

Lea~a how to i~~t~.."vene, ~::ombat 

oiberbull’ting, ar~(i promote a positive 

5choo~ d~mate. Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth-selwice 
leade.."s te be e[fective character 
educato.~s, Llpcomin9 seminars: 

Feb. 19-21 ]onesborouqh, TN >> 
Feb. 20-22 Friendswood IX>> 
Feb. 25-27, Los Anqeles area >> 
Feb. 26-28 Phoenix, AZ>> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our webinars are ~. convenient, 

affo~’dable way to learn valsabie 
character-development techniques, 

Learn more see schedule>> 

Did Baseball’s Hall of Fame Voters Go 
Too Far? >> 
Get monthly_e-newsletter >> 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

for a Speaker or g<>nsulta~-@;> Book Michael Josephson0 

V..ichael .~osephso:~ motivates audiences from the gove~nment, bus~sess, 

journalism, ~aw, educatkm, sports, po~k:h~g, and the m~tary v,4th h~s unique 

de~very, engaging presentation% and persona~ attentkm to your organ~zath)n’s 

~eeds, Call 800-7~4-,2670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit ~osephson ins{itute ~s wo.."king to create a world where people act mere ed~icaliy, 
Your donations enabie us to offer services and !eseL.’rces like this newsiette.q Donate >> 

Pl~event this newsietter fl°om landing in youl~ junk folder by addhig commentary@iiethics.orq to 
yos~ address book 0.." approved sonde.." lisL 

9841 Airpott Bird, #300 i Los Angeie,s, CA 90045 1800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.org 

6~20".. 3 Josephson Institute, "CHARACTER COUHTS!" is a registeled tladeri~alk of 
,~o~_~e pi’,so n k.siituts, 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS - Sportsmanship Blog <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, JanuaD, 17, 2013 9:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 01/09/13: Soccer Coach Elects to Not Run Up Score 

Sport ..... hip Bloc 

Center for Sports Ethics ~ Training I Products I Donate 

Dki you get this from a friend? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

Should the Redskins Have Played 

Robert Griffin II1? 

After the Redskins.-b_’eahawks ptayoff game 

other: Why did the Redskins coach ~et an 
~n~ured quarteFback co~th~ue to p~ay? 
Take the poll, read more >> 

Character education materials 

Ft~ ATU R E 

Will Armstronq Come Clean? 
Ti:ere’s speculation that Lance ArmstrorK.i k, 
pkmn~ng a confession, He’s scheduled to 
appear or~ Oprah W~n~’rev on ~anuary 17 to 
address years of ac(:~sat~ons of cheating, and 
charges of ~y~sg aboat the use of 

perfermance-.enhanc~ng dFugs :hroughout 
stoned cyc~h~g career, 
Read more >> 

These Cars Give Kids a Moral 

Compass 

series: an Enqlish lanquage arts 
disc wid~ 
pdzzles and other activities (for 
g~’ades 1.--I.). See all our Auto-B- 
Good products. 

Soccer Coach Elects to Not Run Up Score 

teach his te~m a iesson about sportsmanship and didn’t atiow them to 

run up ~be score on an opponent, The resa~t: b~s team was e~iminated 
from the to~rnarnenL 
Read more >> 

Spurs Draw Controversial Fine From 

NBA Commish 
A higMy a..",Licipated match~p between two 
elite NBA teams, the ~a~am~ Heat and the S~n 
Antonio Spurs, was notable for who d~dn’t 

constitutes fair competK~on at the pro ~eveL 

Read more, take the poll >> 

Fans Are the Real Losers in NHL Lockout 
The .’qttL is in danger of iesing yet am>ti:e! t;eas(m due to a k~(:kout, 

The ~eag~e ~nnounced ~t w~s cance~l~nO a~ Oames thro~gh ~an~ary 
meaning a~mos~ half the schedule for the 2012-t3 season has been 
~ost a~ready, 
Read more >> 

What People Are 
Saying... 

Post good 

us b:~ ~~sk, or 

Colleqiate Scorinq Record 
Sparks Debate: "At wi:at 
point did .this team spor.t 

become so k~dw~dua~zed? 

PeeWee ~eagues that 
don’t keep score~ ~ wou~d 
be embarrassed to ho~d 
~b~s record F i obtah~ed ~t 

Colleqiate Scorincl Record 
Sparks Debate: "Ne orie 
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: "Congrat~aUons to 
footba~ team and you 
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Friday’s TV Takes Us to the ChampionsMp and 
Mexico 

Championship socce~ on beIN Sport: Leicester CiLy ¯ Middlesbreugh at 9pro. That’s a match-up ei 3~d and 5th in 
England’s second tie~, well worth your time in a league with 24 teams. Univision has kNue 1 : Lyon - Evian at 2:30pm, 

sort of provinf~ our pok~t about: I.ops~ded matchups, Lyon is 1st t:o Evh~n’s disLanL lYth. Lig~ MX on Mbn 2: Leon - Tohx:a 

at 9:30pm, A~ T~mes E~,stern 

Their Words 

iadiity leek like. _we need to re-do it! You gLlys have a beaudiu/home here. It makes me want to be a 
soccer piayeH" The NBA’s Jason Kid v~s~ts To~enharn’s trah~nN center. 

Stoke City Loans Maurice Edu to Bursaspor 
US Natk)nat "[’e~m ph~ye~ MaurR:e Edu wiR spend the ~est: o~ t:he 2012-13 se~son in Turkey w~th Bu~saspor, Stoke City 
announced on Thursday. The loan move ~s complete, w}th B~rsaspor introducing their newest player earlier today. Ed~ 
has one ~p£ear~n(:e wiLh Stoke s~nce joining them from S~:ott~sh p[rernieF [.ea~ue (:[ub [~an!~e[rs at t:he St~[r[: O~ t2he 

season. Ed~ was a re£u[ar at Ran£ers ~ast season, leaving the chub as a res~{t of their demotior, to the lowest tier of 

Scottish #roN~ssiona~ soccer. 

Major League Soccer and the Rest of the World in 
2022 

J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON~ DC (Jan 18, 2013) US Soccer Players -Major League Soccer commissioner Don Ga~ber’s 

introductoq~" speech at: "Yhursdayq~ ML~ SuperDr~t in h~dianapoUs was wh~L we’ve come to e~pe(:t from the Leaf~ue. ~t 

is what we’ve been hearing for years with a more recent twist. The Leag~e rni£ht be in growth mode, but it’s aimin!~ to 

be elite within a decade~ 2022 looms, the targe[ date fo~ MLS to be ab}.e to say that this League is among the wo~f.d’s 

best. WeYe ass~m]in£ that’s without a long list of caveats. 

What that requires m practice starts with figuring out player recruitment and compensation. It woukf rerg~re a 

translormation Item M[.S’s version o~ sin~e-enLit:y into somethin~ dose~ t:o what we see f~om other ~eagues h~ ~nd ob[ 

of soccer. Short of an equally transformative moment across Europe and So~ith America, no league is likely to push into 

l:~at: elite I.eve~ with sing{e-entit:y in place eking wb:h a one-sided a#pro~ch to the Uansh~¢ system. You have t:o pay Lo 

piay in od~e~ dub-centered leagues, somed~in$ MLS nol’ma[(y tl’ies to avoid by encoura~in~ El’ans~e~ tal’~e[s to ~et ou~ of 

their ~:<istin}~ ~:ontr~cl:s. "[]~ose seL~in}~ t:ea~s would undoubt:edb¢ prefer de~in2 wiLh individba[ dubs in cornpetiLion with 

e~ch other irather than a monolithic ~ea~ue representing muRip[e dubs, 

MLS might have a hedge heFe~ Financiaf. Fai~ Play could be such a disruptive moment in European socce~ that it changes 

everything. That’s not empty hyperbole. Should financial refo~ rn reset the European £ame, it also affects So~th 

America. Africa, North America, and everywhere else European dubs go in search of talent, Ws the price of being 

£[oba[ leader in professional dub so(:ce~, potentially destabHi~ng the game in a way that wo~iLd allow a plucky North 

American/e~gue t:o improve b:s st;and~rd~ ]’hen a$airb that’s a f~rty sign~fi(:ant: hed};e~ Read More 

Questions: Julio Cesar in Toronto and Changes in 
Chicago and Salt Lake 
Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Jan 17, 2015} US Soccer Players - In Thursday’s column, Tony looks at draft and 
development strategies h~ Major Lea}~ue .~oc(:er counts on more than t:wo hands how rn~ny ~:Lbbs JuUo (:esar has played 

for, and exan’tines the North American Soccer Lea£~e’s expansion. 



How many clubs has nev¢ Toronto FC si~ning Julio Cesar p~ayed for during 
his professbnal career? 

The B~ azitia~ midfieider played fo~’ Kansas City the last t~#,’o seasons. He started with C.D. ~a~ath6n whe~ he was 

and has played for 1> dubs {Toronto w~[[ be h~s 14 . CounL~ng ,ksa~athon, that s Rea[ Mad~d, AC M~[an, BenHca~ 
Wien, Real Vak[adokkL Bokton Wanderers. Tigres U~’qAL. O[yrnp~acos FC~ E D~nan~o Bucu~’esti. Ga~iantepspo~. MafiLimo 

Funcha[~ and ~<ansas City. 

Toronto president Kesdn Payne cited his dub becomin8 "more diffi~tu[t to pray against" and Cesar as being part of the 

"~)a(:k[)one~ o~ l:[~e c[u~) in ~he ~(~1 ~ season. We’ve noted before "]’oK~nk)’s prob~qx~s with (:ono[~din~ $oa[~ [ant season, 

However’. cello(tin8 e@enenced defenders and defensive midfietders isn’t a ])[an~ it’s hoping enough of thorn nan hold it 

toge{he~ over ~:he season to get "]’oK)nR) 

The NASL may only have seven teams for its Spring 2013 season, but 

which dry announced yesterday it would have a dub fn the NASL for 

20i47 

Indianapo[is joins Virginia and Ottawa as teams who publicly have conm~iLted to joining the NASL next year, What could 

Klinsmann assesses early U.S. camp~ updates on Donovan~ more - from SIx:om’s Grant Wahh What we’re 
pieased about is the way the players have handled themsebes aiready in caa~K 

Dynamo’s Bruin impressing Klinsmann in first US camp - fron~ g4LSsoccer’s ~iair/~ngu[e: "Wil.{ is a team player, is 
fo~:used ~4/7 and he’s a great finisher~" ~(hnsrnann added, 

What They Eat For Breakfast ~ from The MNT Bbg: Having breakfast in the morning before the intense traininfl 
sessions begin is critica[ and somethk~g that a lot of players have had to adjust to in their’ me, a[ l)lanning~ 

Frank de Boer predicts Bayern success for Pep Guardida o Item 8~(: Sport’~ (:hris Bevan: k[!;t:ead the ,llffear-ol.d 

~undes]iga-bound. and hoping to re[low his trophy-laden spe{[ as Berne{one coa(h by bui{d~ng a sini{a [y spe(tacubr era 

Pep Guardiola follows in Louis van Gaal’s tactical footsteps once more - from The ()uardian’s #,h:hae[ (:ox: but Van 
Oaal. is arguably £ill. the a~a~or architect of this side~ 

Weekend TV: Another Big Premier League Sunday 
"[’his wee]~end’!~ fe(:ommended viewing is to 9o with the o])vk)us. Fox Soo::er’s S{~nday [kemier League f~ames b[ing {~ 

Che{sea - Arsena[ at Barn and Spurs .. Mand~es~er United at lO:30am. Weie ~oing to ~o ahead and assurne no one needs 

the hard sell on why those two games might be wo[th your time. Also this weekend, Af[ica’s Cup of Nations kicks off on 

Saturday, The US coverage {s on ESEq’s online.only channe[ ESEqS,com, Check youl’ cabb p~ovidel"s ave[ability ~or that 

(hanne[ and it’s tournament schedu{e. One last re(o~r~r~endation, Sundajs Pueb]a - Santos Laguna game on ESPN 

~)ev~rte~ at l[x~t That’~ Mk:hae[ O~oxco, Oa~,garcus Beas[ey~ and Her~:utex Oo*~ex to [)ut it: into [JS Natkmal. Team terms. 

Saturday 

Premier’ League on ESPtq2: £P~anchesEer City - Fu/harn at 10am. Fox Soccer has Live~ peel .. Norwich City at 9: 30am, WBA 

- Aston Vi[I.a at 12[)m, West Ham United ~ qPR at h30pm, and $wansea - $k~b (:i~:y at ~[)81. On Fox Soot:or PL{~s: 

~qe~vcast[e - Reading at 1Oan~ and Wigan - Sunderland at 3pnt Chan~pbnshlp on be~N Spo~t: Oe~by County - ~qoEtingham 

Fo~’est at i0arfl. Scottish P~’emier League on FS+: St N~irren - Ross County at 7e$San’~. 

gundes{iga on GotTV: Baye~n Munkh - Greuther Furth at 9:}0am and We~der Bremen - gorussia Dortmund at 12:}0Fr[, 

La Liga on be]N en Espano[: O~anada - Rayo Vatl.ecano at 10am, Rear Sociedad - Barcelona at 12pro (also on be]N) Garage 

- SevilLe at Zpn] and Me[age - CeLia Vigo at 4pro, Se~ie A on be]N: Juventus - Udinese at Z:40pm, be]N Espano[ has 

Palermo - Lazio at 9pro. Ligue 1 on Univisbn {)epo*tes: Marse~]b - Mon~:[)e[tbr at 1 lain and Ajao::b - Va[endennes a~: 

3pro. Read More 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Monday, January 21, 2013 10:44 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Stunning New Adidas Model! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.claxke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, January 21, 2013 4:08 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to coach comers - free PDF book. Download today. 

Deax Anson, 

Did you know that in all average soccer match a team will win 6 comers? 

But chances are you will only score from 1 in 30*. 

Improving your team’s conversion rote from comers will greatly increase your 

chances of winning and put pressure on your opponents. 

That’s why my new report 11 Secrets to Successful Corners, given away free to 

new Better Soccer Coaching members, could be the most influential report for 
you this season. 

Just click on the link to regis~ter and get your ficee coW. 

Send me my copy of 11 Secrets to Successful Corners 

11 Secrets to successful corners 

cover image 

My fm~tastic report will help your team 

increase its comer conversion, mad give 

your players the tools to defend against 
every comer fired at them. 

The match-specific advice in this report 

will revolutionize your approach to 
comers, giving your team a winning 

advmltage. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains 

eau to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

pertbrma~ce of your team, with contributions from English Premier League 

coaches. 

Our regular contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West ttmn Academy 

(and tile man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in tile 

English game including England international players Rio Feldinand, Flank 

Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick). 

We also feature Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 
Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our free 

training tips a~d ideas in their inbox evew Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that mos~t members find they receive a drill or game they 

can pnt to use with their team straight away. 

What’s more, sip.n-up today mid as a special pre-season welcome you will get a 
second free report: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

All you need to do is go here, enter your emaJl address and select your country of 
residence, and I’ll send you the ti’ee report straight away. Your first issue of Better 



Soeeer Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, aad I promise 

never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter 

your mnail address and countly. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please 

do not hesitate to contact me using the details below, or visit my website at 

wryly, bettersoceercoach ing. com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannmy Lane, Bramley, 

Guildfbrd, GU50AB, UNted Kingdom 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: info@bettersoccercoaching.com 

* Premier League 2009/10 season, soume Opta. 

Unsubscribe 



%i SoccerPlus Logo 
CMYK 

THE 2013 SCHEDULE IS HERE! 
NEW LOCATIONS, NEW PROGRAMS, NEWWEB SITE - 

SAME SOCCERPLUS EXPERIENCE. 

VISIT THE NEW SITE 
READ WHAT FOUNDER TONY DICICCO IS SAYING ABOUT 

2013 
CLICK HERE TO REGISTER FOR CAMP 

SOCCERPLUS HAS ANNOUNCED 22 CAMPS, SPANNING 16 STATES 

HERE’S A UST OF NEW LOCATIONS FOR 2013: ...................................................................................................................................... 

Arizona - Embry Riddle Aeronautical University - Prescott, AZ 

Connecticut -Avon Old Farms School -Avon, CT 

Connecticut - Loomis-OhMfee Schoo~ = Windsor, CT 

Georgia - Michelle Akers Soccer Far~n - Powder Springs, GA 

Missouri - University of Missouri-Kansas City = Kansas City, MO 

Texas - University of Texas-Arlington -Arlington, TX 

Virginia - University of Richmond - Richmond, VA 
Washington - Camp Casey - Coupeville, WA 

CLICK HERE FOR THE FULL SCHEDULE 

NEW PROGRAMS IN 2013 

%i gkindex photo1 

Combining the coaching world’s best curriculum for 
goalkeeper technique with enhanced focus on tactical 
understanding and reading the game from the goalkeeper 
position. 

Fie~dplayer Technic~ Acade~ny: 
Intense focus is placed on developing players’ individual 
technique and decision-making, Learning to play in tight 
spaces, take-on dribbling, and combination play are among 
the many skills emphasized in a coach:student ratio you 



won’t find at other camps. 

Share the experience of a SoccerPlus education with your 
entire team. Any group of 10 players or more can join us 
through this new program featuring the core principals of our 
fieldplayer curridculums, sessions tailored to your individual 
group, and a bonding experience unlike any other. 

Goalkeeper Co~ecfe ID Camps: 
SoccerPlus Goalkeeper School has been the leading name in 
GK education for 32 years. Who better to provide the ultimate 
environment for coaches to watch your skills on display? With 
SoccerPlus’s extensive connections to the men’s and 
women’s college game, this event is sure to draw a crowd. 
We’ll showcase all aspects of your game, and provide you 
with tools and guidance for navigating the college [~cruitment 
process. 

For more information: info~soccerplus.or~l or 1-800-533-7371 

SOCCERPLUS IS PROTECTED BY STORELLI SPORTS. 
Click on the banner below to learn more about this revolutionary new line of protective gear. 

Enter "SOCCERPLUS20" when ordering from the Storelli web site and receive a 20% discount! 

storellihorizontalba n neremail-500px 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@brainsynctechnology.com on behalf of 

BrainSync Technology <info@bmin~’nctechnology.com~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 9:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Meditation caaa help athletes 

Hi there! 

We have some great great news! Meditation isn’t just for monks seeking enlightenment -- scientific research shows that athletes can also benefit from the practice. 

The improved concentration, relaxation and endurm~ce that result fi~om meditation help athletes of all ages excel. Visualization techniques employed during meditation 
can also lead to success on the track, court or field. Whatever your sport, introducing meditation into your lit~, or evenj ust meditating for a couple hours before a 

gmne, can maJ~e a difference when it comes to winning or losing. 

Stress during a game can intert~re with athletes’ judgment and cause poor pertbrmance. Meditating before a game, or even a couple hours betbre a game, cm~ reduce 
stress levels and enable an athlete to feel relaxed and calm. The cotnbination of relaxation m~d ale~tness is key to succeeding at m~ay sports. 

That’s why Free Your Mind audio meditation can really help you! 

We want you to ki~ow that just for a week you can get "Free Your Mind" audio meditation for FREE! Free Your Mind is one of the easiest ways to restore balance, 

boost and elevate your mood. Join thousands in the BrainSync Experience and start your journey ruth this FREE Transcendental Sotmds audio track. 

What you have to do: click the link below add Free your Mind to cart and start experience deep meditation in minntes! 

http://www.brainsynctechnology.com/shop/t~e-your- mind/ 

Also, we’ve changed our newsletter provider and also our spam & privacy policy with ZERO tolerance’. 

What you have to do: click the link below to confirm that you s~till w~t to receive email from us. If you do not click the link, you will never hear from us again :) 

http:/iscripts.dreamhos’t.com/add list.c~i?~ b29459a4c51fflbld167bff234534e92 

To get the mos~t out of Free Your Mind audio meditatior~ why not t~ the following: 

* Get comfortable ~ stretch out, get into your favorite position and try to keep still 
* Slimulate other senses ~; light some incen~ tbr a more all-encompassing l~el 

* Take a hot bath ~; the hot water will increase your blood flow and level of relaxation 

* Play it before you sleep [J use Free Your Mind as a soothing melo@ to help you drift off 

* Commit [J try listening to your audio 2-3 times a day, everyday, to see added benefits and deeper relaxation. 

* A combination of the above 

* OrALL oftl~e above :-) 

If you love the track, or waaat to suggest news ways for people to experience it, then please do leave us a comment. 

If you loved this free audio meditation you can get your hands on the entire Trm~scendental Sounds Collection! ONLY $29.95 (from $44.70) 

http:/i~v.brainsynctechnology.com/shop/transcendental- sounds- collectior~,’ 

With love, 

The BminSync Technology Team 

P.S. Remember! If You do not want to receive further emails from us, all you have to do is to ignore this email. We are sonN to see you go ~ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mike McHugh <IVlMcHugh@hydroworx.com> 

Tuesday, January, 22, 2013 11:42 AM 

grashton@david~m.edu; libold@davidson.edu; aldrutchas@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 

kely@duaa.duke.edu; estephen~m@duaa.duke.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; santort[~a)wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; mkrikori@mailer.t?~u.edu; 

ebell2@l;u.edu; madrew.burr@furman.edu; stevenspringthorpe@ncsu.edu; chris shaw@ncsu.edu; dena floyd@ncsu.edu; 
beck)~@gators.uaa.ufl.edu; tom.anagnost@miami.edu; ’n.nonnan@~niami.edu’; ’m.kagan@~niami.edu’; Dorr~ce, Albert A IV 

<anson@ema~l.unc.edu>; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ronnie.hill@vanderbilt.edu; heatber.henson@behnont.edu; l@e.roelke@belmont.edu; 
travis.fmvel@behnont.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; jefeiyr@clemson.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shorne@elon.edu; brianlee@lsu.edu; 

ser~Yy gw@me~eer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; mn~ners@athletics.msstate.edu; myranda@athlelics.msstate.edu; 

beth.acreman@murraystate.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; acromwell@athletics.uc£edu; chale@athletics.uc£edu; jonlipsitz@uky.edu; 

mrayn2@uky.edu; aaron.rodgers@uk~j.edu; mmott~olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrew~ey@olemiss.edu; 

mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; linda.hamilton@un£edu; morgan.church@unf.edu; m.schneider@tm£edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; 

COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; SmithJR5@gwm.~.edu; dschilte@admin.usf.edu; chrisbrown@admin.usf.edu; ATHWSOCl@admin.usf.edu; 

kiahab@wottbrd.edu; ficanklyn.davies@aamu.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; strickla~dsc@appstate.edu; richtka@auburn.edu; 

kzm0001@aubum.edu; AMB0023@aubum.edu; D~olek@apsu.edu; nsmith@bsc.edu; clark@cmnpbell.edu; fica~klinl@campbell.edu; 

~ftballg@campbell.edu; gevan@centenary.edu; tammy.decesare7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; 

jack~mll@cofc.edu; mcnamarak@cofc.edu; donnenwirth@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; cher~jas@ecu.edu; hensonha@mail.etsu.edu; 
bdooley@fau.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; lindses~’miderspiegel@georgiasouthern.edu; 

bdunleavy@georgiasouthem.edu; niji.olagbegi@sums.edu; beopham@ju.edu; edade@u.edu; korr2@jacksonville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; 

j~nirelmid@mail.lipsco~nb.edu; kshelry@latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scurvelo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@~noreheadstate.edu; 

w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; djlara@moreheadsSate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sbums@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetson.edu; 

pharbin@uab.edu; scotwieland@louisiana.edu; ld’e~guson@louisville.edu; lindsay.basalyga@eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; 

Jmitcbell@soccermail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; DBrizard@tntech.edu; bob.mnch@citadel.edu; chrisbentley@troy.edu; cscanlma@troy.edu; 

sselby@ia.ua.edu; tbdelgado@ualr.edu; clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; 

calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uncc.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; jlcoN@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; cairneyl0@tmcw.edu; 
barnesm@uncw.edu; elovaaram@uncw.edu; mvavg@usouthal.edu; scott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megm~.foreste@usm.edu; 

jk~rt@utk.edu; bpenskyl@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal@utm.edu; lm~Jccoui@utm.edu; 

tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@email.wcu.edu; ja~m.neidell@wku.edu; heii~m@winthrop.edu; mdriguezs3@winthrop.edu; 

eterrill@csuniv.edu; t]~itt@tina~on.edu; Btteembrock@ihaarion.edu; athd~un@langate.gsu.edu; blbntain@highlyoint.edu; 

ldbnt~n@highpoint.edu; mbeaJl@highpoint.edu; davis@su.edu; atswift@j su.edu; l~isten.fillmore@nicholls.edu; 

dyla~.h~mson@nicholls.edu; bhombuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; BmnaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; 

tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconno@s~ntleo.edu; ~lnie.hamel@saintleo.edu; GLUCEY@UT.EDU; chestnut@fiu.edu; kschroed@fiu.edu; 

iponyeado@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; 

pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; dwaintra@catawba.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; bella@chowan.edu; elems@guilford.edu; 

wsoccer@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whitingn@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; samantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; 

kmille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@me~edith.edu; bbiancu@ncwc.edu; lkjenkin@peace.edu; 

Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; turnblome@queens.edu; decesare@queens.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; 

lars.anders~n@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu 

LDC United UI 8G Class 2013 Triangle Friendlies Schedule 

Coaches - Below is our Triangle Friendlies College Showcase schedule for the LDC United Elite 94.95 O18 Girls. I have some very good players in all 

positions including GK from one of the stronger teams in region I that are in the college recruiting / search process and hopefully you can see them play 

this Saturday. My last run through of players in the 2010 class produced a large number of immediate impact D1 players and there are some nice players 

on this 2013 team that would be good finds at this stage of the process. Please rep~¥ back to me with positioaa~ needs that you have for the 2013 

class and I wil~ get back to you if 1 have a player that fits what you ~eed so your time watching games is better maximized at this event, 

Saturday January 26 Game Schedule / WE ARE ONLY PLAYING ON SATURDAY 

9:15 AM LDC United Elite 94.95 vs. NCA Alliance @ Jordan Park #03A 

2:00 PM LDC United Elite 94.95 vs. LNSC Eclipse @ Jordan Park #04A 

Field Address: 

Jordan SC 

445 Treetop Drive 

Fayetteville, NC 28311 

We will have team profiles to hand out at the event but if you would like one emailed to you then let me know. 

Thankyou 

Michael McHugh 

Head Coach 

LDC United Elite 94.95 

2012 Eastern Pennsylvania State Cup Champions 

2012 Region 1 Championships 

www.ldcunitedelite9495.com 

7:17-805-4085 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLetti!v <new!~Iet:t:erce~usnst:{)a.com> 

’Tuesday, January 22, 2013 12:02 PM 

~orrance, ALbert A IV <anson~emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer P{ayers News{aLter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Jan 22, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3~n 2:2, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: League Cup Challenge for 
Aston 

EngLand’s League Cup on befN SporL: Asten ViLla - Bradiord City second.leg aL 2:45pm with AsLon Vil.La trailing b.l. �oppa 

ItaLia on beHq: Juventus - Lazio at 4:45prn (2:45pm 

Anzoategui a~: 6~)rn and Leon - Deportes k~uique at 8: 30pro. Copa Cen~:roamerR:ana on Gol.~: Nk:araf;ua - ge{ize al: 5pro, 

Panama - Honduras at 7pro and Costa Rica 

Their Words 

"ft:~s wha[ 1:hey caLI t:he iut:k et: 1:he (:haml)ions. When i[h~ come [o [he ~:run(:h t:hin9s have always }~one our 
way: agams~ Paraguay m the Wo~[d Cup, ~taiy at EURO 2008. Portugal a few months ago and against 

Q oatia m the same tournament too. We’ve had ~uck. Of course we have. But we*ve a~so got a 

competitive streak, and that’s helped us make the most o~ it," Spain midfieMer Xavi Hernandez. 

Southampton 0 - Everton 0 
Tim Howard took his regular place in gverton’s starting eleven, i0Laying out a scoreless draw against Southampton on 

10 to 6. Everton are 5th ht the Premier League with Southampto~ in 15th. 

"1 think iL balances out/’ Howard said~ "There were times in the first haii of Lhe season where we weren’t earning dean 

shee~:s and we go~: barfed ou~: with geal.s ~md won 9arn :~s. Se we al.{ h~ve our :~obs ~:o de, ffke ~ say, and we (ffd it weU 
against Southampton. The goab wiU. come." Read More 

Corner: Schalke 04"s Bundesli a Chances 
It was a game that might’re been overlooked due to the Lack of involvement of both cfub’s US National Team Players, 

but Schaike 04% 5-4 win over Hannover 96 on Friday aL the VeRins..Arena put Jermame Jones’s dub within striking 

distance of the Sundest~ga’s Charnp~ons League p]aces. With the season newly resumed from whiter bl’eak. Scha[ke 

s(:ored f~ve times wi~:h Hve different p{aye~s ~or the sl:rongest: et~ensive per~ormano~ et: the weekend in Germany. That 

the defense affowed four second-haLf goa~s doesn*t matter when it*s Scha]ke takb’,g all three poh~ts. 

Scha[ke*s points total has them 5th in the Bundesfiga after 18 games~ two behind Eintracht ~rankfurt directly in front of 

them and 17 points behind Leaders Bayem Murfid~. h:’s a fair question te ask d we~d be d~scussing Eintrach~: ff ~:hey 

employed the set,rices o~ a US Nationa~ Team player. The answer is, o~ course, yes we would, but that doesn’~ take 

away ~om S(:ha]ke’s run ef form h~ the gundes]iga. It hasn’t been good. Read More 

Galaxy is ready to open camp~ but will Landon Donovan be there? - from The L.A Tirnes’ Kevin g~xt:e~: "But that’s only 
a leeLing," 

Major League Soccer’s player personnel system becomes a little more transparent - from Phiity,cem’s Jonathan 
Tannenwa[d: And they discussed how youth players progress through a club’s academy en route to the senior team. 

MLS SuperDraft: How 2013 went~ by the numbers - flora MLSsoccer.com: CaLifornia led the way with 4 pfayers 

Fifa president Sepp Blatter’s new hard line on racism wins cautious approval from anti-discrimination campaigner 

Will 2013 be Mexico’s year in the Copa Libertadores? - from Goal..com’!~ Tern ~/~arshaib In sum, the ~Rub meims 

busir~ess, 

Playing the long game - from Soccerex’s Frank Dunne: But the road to ~0rofit can be a h)ng and risky one. 

Wednesday’s TV: Premier League and Copa dell Rey 

Ptr~}rni~}r Leas!ue on Fe:< Soco!!r brin!~!~ U!~ another London derby: Atrs~}l’laL ° W~}St Harn United al: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu,; 

~Vednesday, January, 23, 2013 12:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Film, Family Fun, aM "More Love" ou the Horizou! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

f om ,he ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Ackland F~lm Forum: F~ Wars 
Thursday, 24 January, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 1 23 E. Franklin Street, Dewntown Chapel 

Hill 

What happens when gay white 

homebuyers move into a working-class 

btack neighborhood? Shot over a four- 

year period, Linda Goode Bryant and 

Laura Poitras’ Fla9 Wars (2003) is a 

poignant and very persona[ took at a 

community in Columbus, Ohio, 

undergoing gentrification. 

Winner of the Jury Award at the South 

by Southwest Film Festival, Flag Wars 

is a candid, unvarnished portrait of 

privilege, poverty and local politics 

taking place across America. 

Presented in connection with 

Ptaymakers Repertory Company’s productions of A Raisin in the Sun and 

Clybourne Park (26 Jan - 3 Mar 2013). 

Free and open to the public. 

North Carotina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media .~ 

Sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

See the complete Ack[and Film Forum 

~¢,-’i Ackland spring schedule. 
Film Forum 
Logo 

Follow the Ack[and Film Forum on Facebook. 



Friday, 25 January, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Start your weekend creatively with a 

hands-on art class designed especially 

for Carolina students. 

Each Art ~ la Carte session begins at 

the Ackiand Art Museum, where you’[[ 

examine the techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have achieved. 

You’ll then go to a studio in Hanes Art 

Center to try the techniques yourself as 

you create works of art that you can 

take home. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but 

also suitable for students with some art 

experience. Materials are provided. 

This week’s session is Charcoal 

Drawing. Using this staple of artists’ studios, you’[[ practice drawing 

shapes, forms, and gestures without getting bogged down in detail. 

See a fuji schedule and descri tions of u comin sessions[ 

$8 per class. All materials provided. 

Registration is required, as space is limited. RSVP online here! 

These classes are supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ 

Council 

Family Day: "Hats Off to You!’~ 
Sunday, 27 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Famity Day is back in fuji swing for 2013! 

Th~s Sunday, wear your favorite hat to the Museum and look for works of 

art with people wearing a variety of hats and headwear. Be inspired to 

make and decorate your own hat to wear home. Join us for Story Time at 

3:00 and 4:00 PM white wearing your new creation. Come for a tittle while 

or stay for the whole afternoon! 

Please note that Family Day acti\dties are recommended for children ages 

4 to 8 years old. 

Free and open to the public. 



More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin9 since the 1990s includes nearly 50 

works of art that actively engage with love and the many ways it can be 

expressed through beauty, emotion, humor, texts, elaborate craft, sound 

environments, and interactive projects. For each of the artists in the 

exhibition, love is a significant tool or strategy that constitutes a creative 

practice built on generosity, inclusiveness, sharing, and questioning. 

Learn more! 

Follow the Ackland on Facebook, as we introduce you to the 33 

artists in More Love! 

Ope~ Ca~ for Volunteers! 
Be a part of a Yoko Ono piece in t~tore Love 

Time to Tell Your Love (2012) by Yoko Ono invites Ackiand visitors to 

demonstrate their love while in the Museum, and to have that gesture 

photographed in exchange for the gift of a glass prism provided by Ono. 

Volunteers are needed during the 

entire run of the exhibition More Love 

to help make Time to Tell Your Love 

possible. YOU can volunteer to be one 

of the people who snaps a photo of 

visitors demonstrating their love and 

helps distribute glass prisms. 

Sign up today to volunteer! 

More Love Openin~ Weekend Events 
Members’ Preview 

Thursday, 31 January, 5:00-6:00 PM ...... 

Drinks, hors d’oeuvres, and the first look 

at More Love! 

Members: RSVP online 

Public Opening Reception 

Thursday, 31 January, 6:00-8:00 PM 

I~tore Love Book Signing 

Saturday, 2 February, 2:00 PM 

Ackland Museum Store 

Curator’s Tours of t~lore Love 

Sunday, 3 February, 2:00 PM and 3:30 PM 

Led by Claire Schneider 



THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubUc prosrams are made 

possible by 8enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends Uke you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Edgar Degas, French, 1834-191 7: Sponfsh Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Ackland Art Museum, The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hi[[, Ack[and Fund. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Near Pontofse~ 1876; oi~ on canvas. Ack~and Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: MyBest Thfn~ (video stig), 2011; digital video. TRT: 1:39:1 7 minutes. O Frances 

Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: More Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. ¢~ Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin Ga[[ery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Janine Antoni, American, born 1964: Mortar and Pestle, 1999; chromogenic print. 47 15/16 x 47 15/16 inches (121.8 

x 121.8 cm), edition of 10. :’-~ Janine Antoni. Courtesy of the artist and Luhring Augustine, New York. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu bv esbowles@email.unc,edu 
._U_D_d___a_t__e___Er_o__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a_Le__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_A]’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~L_E_o_[Lc2, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 11:25 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Special trial ofl~r: 3 issues of Elite Soccer for JUST $1 

Dear Anson, 

SpecN trial offer: 3 issues of Elite Soccerfor JUST $4 

We have re-opened our popular 3 issues for $1 offer for a limited time period only. Make sure 
that you don’t miss out on 18 Elite Soccer coaching sessions for just $1 by signing up for this 

special offer today. 

With Elite Socceryou will learn what the top professional managers in the English leagues are 
coaching their players right now. 

Elite Soccer coaching sessions are easy-to-follow and last approximately one hour. Managers 
explain what tactics they use in defence and attack, plus they share those little gems of wisdom 
that really bring out the best in their players. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips you will soon learn all it takes to coach a 
successful, winning team. 

Your very special trial issues... 

The three trial issues of Elite Soccerinclude complete coaching sessions from: 

Issue one: Harry Redknapp on encouraging creativity 

Kenny Jackett on perfect wing play 

Karl Robinson on counter-attacking 

Dario Gradi on defensive progressions 

Dan Walder on pole to pole vision 

Jimmy Gilligan on switching forward focus 

Issue two: Roy Hodgson on pressing and screening 

Andy Thorn on balancing the back four 

Richie Barker on pre-season practice 

Gary Johnson on long-range shooting 

Paul Hart on becoming pass masters 

lan Dipper on creative play around the box 



issue three: David Moyes on changing attacking angles 

Aidy Boothroyd on the transition game 

Russell Slade on possession and retention 

Graham Westley on shooting from distance 

David Pleat on extra man overload play 

Steve Sutton on keeper reactions and decisions 

Take out today’s three issue trial offer and you will get a total of 18 coaching sessions - for 
JUST $1. 

Elite Soccerpublishes coaching sessions from the best managers in the best league in the 
world. We can only provide these sessions because of our unique partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA).These guys do not provide this information for anyone else! 

If you want to stay ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is the 
best coaching tool for the job. 

With today’s special three issue trial offer, you can see if Elite Soccer is for you for just $1- but 
hurry as this offer is only open for a limited time only So take out your Elite Soccertrial today! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Elite Soccer 
Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 

Email: kevin.barrow@coach-socce r.com 

Call us on: 
+44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 

TWITTER 

I ii.~.iI JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

View this email online 
Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media 2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 24, 2013 11:30 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New Adidas Predator Pro UCL.... 100% Water Resistant! 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 2:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer drills t?om Premier League Academy coaches 

Hi Ansc n, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better Soccer Coaching, the 

leading ~ebsite for %~rassroots soc~cer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for all coachinq levels 

and ages of players 

Simn um here today and you can print off a free session or new 

traJninq idea to use at your very next practise. 

I’ll then send you an eraail twice a week with illustrated drills, 

fitness guides, coaching tips oK match tactics fox you to save 

and use at your" leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes of Keith Boanas, a 

UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier League Academy coach Mike Beale, 

and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance and 

PRACTICAL ideas to help yo~ir coaching. And it’s all FREE.! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 

qualification. Si@n up here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful Season - Easy to read 

and ’lse at a moment’s notice, I guarantee they will make you 

think again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: i1 Secrets Of Successful Corners - Increase your" corner 

conversions and give yo~ir players the tools to defend against 

every corner fired at them. 

il3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - Three easy to use 

training games, promoting s]ills and team wor] . 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help 

yo~ir soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your peace of mind 

If you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from Better 



Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your mouse. 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell your emaii address 

or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For mDre information cn how Better Soccer Coaching can help your 

coaching ani yDur team’s perfDrmances, please visit my wehsite: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachinc, com 

Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in sDccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be valuable to someone you 

kn~, please f~rward this email ~nt~ them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 

Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. i am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 

years’ experience coachinq junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m 

no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but K have won more than 

my fair share of leagues and trophies at all lew~is cf junior 

soccer. 

More important to me J s that a] i my teams have one thinq J n 

common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 

soccer. The type of soccer that is fun tc play, watch and coach, 

ani which mDre often than not prDdu~es ~innlng results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my coaching buddies 

Boanas, Beale and Carr who will help you take your sessions and 

results onto the next leve~ . 

Sign u~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Guiidfc rd 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

20i3. Better Soccer Coaching 

UnsubscrJbe 



..la ~. a~y S~te ~de Sa ~ gs 

How does this special promotion wo~’k? 

!90! Diplomat Dr i DsHss, TX 75234 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 9:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Power of Words 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manacle your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb.~d radio commen~o~ and the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e nor!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillNatter.com, Eut you may also send feedback 
directly to ~’4ichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

A Father-Daughter Adventure 
I jest returned fi°olr: a nearly 3-.week ~o.urney to 
Sostheas[ Asia with my daughter Samara, a 3,9~year~eid 
sopbome:e at NYU, it was an exceptional trip, We 

visited pa!i’s of the work~ i’d ~ever been to before -- 
Sh~gapore, ThM~and, Cambodia, V~etnam and China (Hong 

the opportunity to spend so much one-on-one tb~e w~th 
the yosng woman my first baby ~ [sad be~:ome was 

Read more >> 

ii~iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

dr/e (/n b/ue) ~nd press 

~:~n ~he bl~:W peal 

Gifts From the Heart Are 
Gifts of the Heart 

man roaming ttie desert 

came across a spring of 
delicious .::~ystal.-clea~ water. 
The water was so sweet he 
fiiled his leather canteen so 

he ceaid b..’in~ some back to 
a tribal eider who bad been 
bin teaci:e!, 
Listen or read more 

Digging and Filling Holes 

Check out Mici:ael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of insig~itful 

and .."aotivational (and 

posted this week, 

~:,~d com:ue~:ts o~: Two 
Sets of Proud Parents: 
"i’ve heard the p.."om 

da~e story repor[ed 
before, but it stiil 
ceased me to tear 
rhank you ~Sr rem~nd~ng 
me of young people’s 
~nnate goodness." 

Find and foilow Mici’,ael,., 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem "i,,:vbat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the saie ef Hi~:haei’s 
books and Cbs support d~ara(:ter 

educat[o~ [~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa};ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 

White House Releases School Safety 
Proposal >> 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 



Charlie, a read crew 
supervisor re.~ highway 

pa~ of workers from one 
h~s cre~4~s seemh~g~y hard 

wa~ted s ~ew m~nu~es and 

few ~epeUgons Chad~e 

The ho~e=f~er was offended~ 
~’We’ue bee~ do~g th~s ~ob 

Listen or read more 

The Power of Words 
"’Sticks and stones may 
break my borons, but names 

Listen or read more 

The Wisdom and 
Philosophy of Dr, Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 
~O!" a man ~ho ne~er 

reached @..e age ef 40~ Dr, 

post~e~fu~ and ~m~o~%~n~ body 

of thought, He was a 

form of books o~~ treatises, 

few art~cles~ 
Listen or read more 

I’m Only a One=Star 

,~roul:* of A.m~y ge.qerats about 
the way politicians often 

chubman of U~e 
Appropriations Committee 

makes trucks, we?e probably 
going to buy those t~scks, 

Listen or read more 

Findinq the Healthy 
Ba la n ce: "Wen d e.."i’u 1 
articl% ~,’i .q 
..’*,lost of the time your 
articles come itite my 

iil:e when theyt."e most 
.qeeded, This one is no 

excepUon 

Ski~> comments on The 
Self=Portrait Called 
Character: "Cheating --. 
remember U~e shock and 

when my grandson 

to the back ~ages of 
schoo~ text book to find 
the a~swers :o the work 
shee~ 

~am comments on The 
Wisdom and Philosophy 
of Dr. Martin LutheF 
King, Jr.: "I liken Dr. Kiru~ 
to a prophet,,, Dr. King’s 

was the anger born of 
h-~) ~ st~c% ~neq~ity: 
~nequa~ty, po~k:e 
brata~y and 
segregaUon." 

or qu<’-.sdons ~bout any 

New from our popular Auto- B-.Geod 
series: an English languaqe arts disc 
witi: ~80 printabie ,~ar~:es~ 
and other activities (for grades 1-.4}, 
More from Auto-B-Good >> 

<vbe.~builyiru~ and promote a positive 
school ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth--service 
leaders to be effective characte.~ 
educators, Upcomilsg seminars: 

* Feb, 19-21 Jonesborough, TN>> 
* Feb, 20-22 Friendswood TX >> 
,, Feb. 25-27, Los Anqeles area >> 
~ Feb. 26-28, Phoenix, AZ 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Sig~ u~ for a 

t,%,u~ webitsars ar~,~ a Cer~venier~t, 
affordabie way to lean: vaiuable 
ch a ratter- deveiepn-’..ent techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Sportsmanship Blog, RecenUy 

The Strange Tale of Manti Te’o >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

Look[~-~g for a 51:~eaker or Consu~ta~t? Book Michael 3osephson0 

~@::hael 3osephson meUva~es audiences from the geverriment, busir!ess, 

journalism, la,~’~, education, sports, po~dng, and the m~tat’y with Ms umque 

de~very, en~p~gir~g preser~tatior~s, and persona~ attention ~o your organ~za’Uon’s 

~eeds, CaM 800,-7~&-2670 or learn more, 

The nonpi°ofit ]osephson institute is working to create a world where people act mere ethicMiy, 
Your dotiations enabie us to offer services and resources li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~,-.;iette~ from la.qding in your iunk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
youl° address book or approved sender list. 

9841 Airpor( Bird., #300 == Los A~x~}eie,s, CA 90045 1800-7t 1-2gTO 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz®mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter®usnstpa.com> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 12:12 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson®emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Jan 25, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers- Jan 25, 2013 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Bundesliga, Ligue 1, and Liga 
Steve Cherundo[o’s Hannover 96 are in action on Friday. They play Werder Bremen at 2:30pm on Go[TV. Ligue I on 

Univision Deportes: Valenciennes - Lyon at 2:30pm (4:15pm on belN Sport). Liga MX on ESPN Deportes: More[ia - Chivas 

at 8:30pm. Univision Deportes has Santos Laguna - Leon at 10:30pm. Copa Centroamericana on Go[TV: Guatemala - 

Panama for 5th-p[ace at 4pm, semifinal one is Honduras - Belize at 6:30pm and semifinal two is Costa Rica - E[ Salvador 

at 9pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"It is not enough to give a fine. Playing a game without spectators is one of the possible sanctions, but the 

best would be the deduction of points and the relegation of a team, because finally the dub is responsible 

for their spectators." FIFA president Sepp Blatter addresses racism in soccer. 

A Draft Heard Round the World 
By Charles Boehm - INDIANAPOLIS, IN (Jan 25, 2012) US Soccer Players -- Lately, American soccer focuses on exporting 
its most promising players to more demanding professional environments. What if importing talent is the way of the 

future? 

In 1998, Major League Soccer tweaked the format of its third All-Star Game to feature a "USA vs. World" contest 
between the league’s top domestic and foreign performers, instead of the "East vs. West" construct which ruled for 
most of the event’s early history. 

Paced by US National Teamers Brian McBride, Cobi Jones and A[exi La[as, the USA side won 6-1 at Orlando’s Citrus Bow[. 
In the aftermath of a difficult World Cup ’098, perhaps, on some [eve[, this was a statement game. The format wouldn’t 

stick. Soon, the All-Star Game became another ritua[ized extension of North American soccer’s constant self-evaluation 
against the outside world, evolving into an annual "challenge" against a blue-chip foreign dub. To promote it, MLS 
appeals to the same types of loyalties we normally associate with international soccer, complicated in years when the 
visiting team features a US National Team player. 

Looking down the roster of that ’98 World squad, it wouldn’t be controversial to suggest that its modern equivalent 
would fare considerably better in such a contest nowadays (journeymen Jan Eriksson and Geoff Aunger made the 
starting XI, for example). MLS’s [eve[ of overseas talent got better over the years, and not only via highly visible 
mechanisms like Designated Players. 

Foreign players take many avenues to MLS, including mid-level veterans (think of names like Dave van den Bergh, Joe[ 

Lindpere) and opportunity-chasing NCAA imports (Dane Richards and Patrick Nyarko, for example). As I saw last week 

during the 2013 MLS Combine and SuperDraft process that played out in South Florida and central Indiana, it’s even 

happening in our own youth development structures. Read More 



Believing in the U.S. Team, but Demanding More - from The Hew York Times’ Andrew Keh: At teast that is how their 

coach seems to see things. 

Sandwiching the pyramid? MLS and USL Pro strike deal for restructured Reserve League - from Indy Week’s Neit 

Morris: The other big question, of course, is what effect this modified Reserve League witt have on the NASL. 

MLS, USL partnership integral to rise of pro game - from The Sporting News’s Brian Straus: But the sotution to that 

probtem has proven etusive. 

More details of the Major League Soccer-United Soccer Leagues partnership - from Phitty.com’s Jonathan 

Tannenwatd: Hott noted that the Union-Harrisburg retationship is a good exampte for other affitiate partners to fottow. 

Expect another Sounders attendance record - from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: The current MLS season home- 

attendance record is 43,144 per game, set by Seattte in 2012. 

Title race may be over... But the relegation battle isn’t! - from Inside Spanish Soccer’s Heath Chesters: few woutd have 

predicted they were destined to go down. 

Weekend Soccer TV: FA Cup Fourth Round 
Like the titte says, this weekend brings us the Fourth Round proper of Engtand’s FA Cup. The matchups don’t exactty 

scream ’yes, wett worth your Saturday or Sunday morning’ and that goes hand-in-hand with the tack of American 

invotvement. With Saturday’s Botton - Everton game not on US tetevision, it’s tough to pick a hightight game. The rest 

of Europe is no hetp, though if you have GotTV Augsburg - Schatke on Saturday at 9:30am is of interest. Why? We’re stitt 

working out which team Schatke actuatty is in 2013. 

Saturday 

FA Cup on Fox Soccer: Brighton - Arsenat at 9:30am and Manchester United - Futham at 12pm. Fox Soccer Ptus has Stoke 

City - Manchester City at 7:45am, Norwich - Luton at 10am, and Macctesfietd - Wigan at 7pm. Scottish Premier League 

on FS+: Dundee United - Ross County at 2pm. 

Bundestiga on GotTV: Augsburg - Schatke 04 at 9:30am and Freiburg - Bayer Leverkusen at 12:30pm. La Liga on belN 

Sport en Espanot: Cetta Vigo - Rear Sociedad at 11am. Serie A on belN: Juventus - Genoa at 2:45pm. Ligue 1 on Univision 

Deportes: Rennes - Marseitte at 11am (atso on belN) and Evian - Ajaccio at 2pm. Read More 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, January 25, 2013 5:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer drills mad coaching advice eve~ week - no charge 

Hi Anson, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better 

So~er Co~hing, the leadiRg website for 

grassroots soccer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

~0Os of FREE soccer 

drills and ski~is sessions 

for all coac, hing levels 

ani ages cf players 

Siqn tip here ~odav and you can print off a 

free session or ne~¢ training idea t) use at 

your wery next practise. 

then send you an emai] twice a week wit]< 
illustrated drills, fitness quJdes, coachinq 
tips or match tactics for you to save and use 
at your leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes 

of Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have aR exteRsive library of 

PROVEN quJdance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 

your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country 

and coaching qualification. Siqn uo here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful 

Season - Easy to read and use at a moment’s 

notice, I guarantee they will make you think 

again about sor@e of your coaching methods. 

#2: il Secrets Of Successful Corners - 

Increase your corner conversions and qive your 

players the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 

#3: AR iRtroduction 7’o Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use traJninq games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidaRce to help your" soccer coachiRg TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your oeace of mind 



If you don’t like what I provide, you can 

ur~subscribe from Better Soccer Coaching at any 

time with a click of you~ mouse° 

I also promise that I wi3i NEVER rent or sell 

your emaJ] address or details to anyone else. 

So ~¢hat have y~u got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer 

Coaching can help your coaching and your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachi n cT. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yollrs in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you tr~ink trois service WOuLid be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 
Coachinq no~ 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. ! am an English VA 

Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coacr~ing junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

ani trophies at all levels of junior sx~,cer. 

More important to me is treat all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they p]ay fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

sox~er that is fun t~ play, watch and :oa:h, 

and which more often than not produces winning 

results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my 

coachinq buddies Boanas, Beaie and Carr who 

will help you take your sessions and results 

onto the next level. 

Siqr~ u(~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
~e adow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GuJ i dford 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email : david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2013. Better Soccer Coaching 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reaching Our Goal <snpport@reachingourgoal.org> 

Monday, Januao~ 28, 2013 10:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Coach, did we make it too easy? 

Reaching Our Goal 

In the life of a coach, is there such a thing as "too easy"? 

Not when it comes to raising money. 

In a recent un~ientific Iyoll of coaches, fund raising won as the least thvorite coaching activity. 

So, we turned it into an utterly painless, lightning thst process. 

How’s this for speed: email kack your roster with m~ email address ibr each player. 

’Fell us how you roll spend the thousands you’re about to get. 

And.... you’re done. Quick and simple enough? 

Click to see what we do ne~. 

Jon Goldmm~ 

Managing Partner 

Reaching Our Goal 

t: 914-384-4311 

e: ion~ Reachi~NOurGoal .org 
u~,w.ReachingOurGoal.org 

If yoLi woLild like Io torw~d tt~i~ message Io someor:e else, please Click Here, 

If you wouid prele~ no[ to ~eceive f(srlhsr mess~sges from [his sender, please Click Here a..",d confirm yo~sr request,~ 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, Januao, 28, 2013 1:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

For soccer dads aM moms who are short of time 

Hi Anson, 

I am writing to invite you to join Be%%er 

Se~er Ce~hing, the leadiRg website for 

grassroots soccer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

~0Os of FREE soccer 

drills and ski~is sessions 

for all coaching levels 

ani ages cf players 

Siqn up here ~odav and you can print off a 

free session or ne~ training idea tD use at 

your w~ry next practise. 

then send you an emai] twice a week wit]< 
illustrated drills, fitness quJdes, coachinq 
tips or match tactics for you to save and use 
at your leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes 

of Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have aR exteRsive library of 

PROVEN quJdance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 

your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country 

and coaching qualification. Siqn um here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful 

Season - Easy to read and use at a moment’s 

notice, I guarantee they will make you think 

again about sor@e of your coaching methods. 

#2: il Secrets Of Successful Corners - 

Increase your corner conversions and qive your 

players the tools to defend against every 

corner fired at them. 

#3: AR iRtroduction 7’o Small-Sided Games - 

Three easy to use traJninq games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidaRce to help your" soccer coachiRg TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your ~seace of mind 



If you don’t like what I provide, you can 

ur~subscribe from Better Soccer Coaching at any 

time with a click of you~ mouse° 

I also promise that I wi3i NEVER rent or sell 

your emaJ] address or details to anyone else. 

So ~¢hat have y~u got to lose? 

For more information on how Better Soccer 

Coaching can help your coaching and your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachi n cT. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yollrs in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you tr~ink trois service WOuLid be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this emaii onto them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 
Coachinq no~ 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. ! am an English VA 

Level 3 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coacr~ing junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

ani trophies at all levels of junior sx~,cer. 

More important to me is treat all my teams have 

one thing in common -- whatever their standard 

they p]ay fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

sox~er that is fun t~ play, watch and :oa:h, 

and which more often than not produces winning 

results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my 

coachinq buddies Boanas, Beaie and Carr who 

will help you take your sessions and results 

onto the next level. 

Siqr~ u(~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
~e adow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GuJ i dford 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email : david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2013. Better Soccer Coaching 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, Januao, 29, 2013 11:13 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New Adidas & Under Armour Products..NOW 1N STOCK! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedBlitz <feedblitz®mail.feedblitz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <newsletter®usnstpa.com> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson®email.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerPlayers - Jan 29, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers- Jan 29, 2013 

Tuesday’s TV: US National Team Back in Action 
The United States National Team makes its 2013 debut against Canada on ESPN 2 at 9pm. 

Premier League on Tuesday: QPR - Manchester City on ESPN Deportes at 2:45pm. Fox Soccer has Aston Villa - Newcastle 

at 2:30pm. Same time for Stoke - Wigan on Fox Soccer Plus. Coppa Italia on belN Sport: Lazio - Juventus at 2:45pm. 

This series is tied 1-1 but will give us the finalist that will face the winner of the Roma - Inter series when that 

concludes in April. As we’ve already pointed out, the Coppa Italia schedule has a sizeable gap between legs for the 

conclusion of Inter-Roma. Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Anzoategui - Tigre at 5pm and Deportes Iquique - Leon at 

7:30pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"1 see the media are reading Roma their last rites although our results haven’t actually been that bad, 
though obviously not acceptable at this stage. We’ve drawn two and won two of our last four. Having said 
that we need to look at where we can go and everyone needs to be accountable." AS Roma sportin~ 
director Walter Sabatini. 

Preview: USA- Canada 
By Charles Boehm - INDIANAPOLIS, IN (Jan 29, 2012) US Soccer Players - As it does almost every year, the US National 
Team closes out its January camp with an international friendly on home soil this week. While normally these games are 
true friendlies, Tuesday’s game against Canada at Houston’s BBVA Compass Stadium (gpm ET - ESPN2) occurs a week 
before the USA’s opening final round World Cup Qualifier. For US National Team coach Jurgen Klinsmann, this turns the 
regular January friendly into an exercise in finding as many as eight players to join the European-based players for that 
game against Honduras on February 6th (4pm ET - belN Sport). 

"From the beginning, it wasn’t just preparing for a friendly," goalkeeper Tally Hall told MLSsoccer.com on Sunday. 
"Jurgen came in and said there’s six to eight guys from this group that will move into a World Cup qualifier against 
Honduras so that has made the Canada a vehicle to get ready for that. This is a camp that we’re getting ready for 
something and if you do it right you can be a part of that." 

One of three Houston Dynamo players hoping to see action at their club team’s home stadium, Hall looks like a strong 
candidate to earn a slot in that select group, as do his Dynamo teammates Brad Davis and Will Bruin. Hall has reportedly 
shown well over the past three weeks of workouts in Southern California as he looks to haul himself into contention for 
the third spot on the USA’s goalkeeping depth chart behind starter Tim Howard and backup Brad Guzan. 

Up the field, Davis has made a richly deserved return to the international level after several years in the wilderness 
despite his sustained excellence in MLS play. The left-footer has been logging time at the left midfield spot that lacks a 
truly established incumbent, and when you add in his sterling set-piece skills, it would appear that a capable showing 



against Canada could well vault the 31-year-old onto the travel roster for Honduras. Read More 

USA- Canada and Developing a 
Rivalry 

Northern Soccer 

By Tom Dunmore - CHICAGO, IL (Jan 29, 2013) US Soccer Players - "US MNT Opens Centennial Celebration Year Against 

Northern Rivals Canada," reads the headline in the US Soccer Federation press release ahead of a friendly international 

with Canada this Tuesday. That rivalry between the United SLates and Canada is a long one - longer even than the press 

release Lille indicates - but, unfortunately, it hasn’t stoked the development of soccer in North America, as we can see 

by looking back aL the history of the "Northern Rivalry." 

It is, as the press release says, the centennial year for US Soccer, founded in 1913. The series with Canada is older, 

dating all the way Lo 1885. In fact, the United SLates and Canada played the first international held outside of the 

British Isles, with the Canadians claiming a 1-0 win in Newark, New Jersey. 

US Soccer doesn’t recognize that game. That’s fair enough, considering the circumstances. IL was, after all, played a 

full 28 years before there was a national governing body for US soccer. Roger Allaway, a renowned historian of American 

soccer, says US Soccer has good reason beyond that organizational fact not to recognize the game, noting that "the 

American Football Association, which organized the United SLates team, was really a regional organization, centered in 

New Jersey, not a national one." 

Indeed, it was the parochialism of the American Football Association (AFA) that in part prompted the formation of the 

United SLates Football Association (USFA) in 1913, now known as the US Soccer Federation. The AFA had managed to 

organize one more game against Canada in 1886, once more held in Newark, with the US this Lime recording the victory 

with a 3-2 score Line. Decades would then pass before the US played another international against anyone else. On 

August 20, 1916, the US played Sweden, winning its first official international under USFA auspices 3-2 in Stockholm. 

Read More 

Friendly gives Klinsmann test drive - from Fox Soccer’s Kyle McCarthy: IL isn’t a coincidence that Klinsmann cited 

Beckerman and Zusi as potential examples for other players Lo follow. 

Now Klinsmann must back up his salty talk - from MLSsoccer’s Charles Boehm: International management is a very 

different beast from the club level .... 

America’s Next Top Messi - from ESPN FC’s Roger Bennett: "It’s just too easy for talent to fall through the cracks right 

now." 

Bedoya Considers the Next Stop in His Soccer Odyssey - from The New York Times’ Andrew Keh: "So many more 

factors come into play." 

Going for broke is a risky business but Aston Villa seem intent on backing the plan - from The Independent’s Sam 

Wallace: Perhaps the most remarkable aspect of Villa’s misfortune is the fact that iL has the scope Lo gel so much 

worse. 

Germany’s most bountiful scorer can’t sniff national team - from SI.com’s Raphael Hongstein: Kiess[ing has gotten so 

used to the perennial snubs that he barely shrugged at his Latest rejection. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Premier League and Mexico 
on ESPN2, Real- Barca on belN 
The Premier League on ESPN2: Manchester United - Southampton at 3pm. Fox Soccer has the game most neutrals would 

find intriguing: Arsenal - Liverpool at 2pm. Reading - Chelsea is on Fox Soccer PLus at 3pm. Scottish Premier League on 

Fox Soccer PLus: St Mirren - Inverness at 5pm. Coupe de France on Univision Deportes: Rouen - Marsei[[e at 2:45pm. 

Copa del Rey on belN Sport: Real Madrid - Barcelona at 3pm. Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Gremio - Liga de Quito 

at 7pm. ESPN2 and UniMas have the Mexico - Denmark game at 10pm. Al! Times Eastern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa].com> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Enter tbr a chance to win a U.S. Soccer Fan Pack 

CONTEST 

if you "Like" the Kwik Goal Facebook Page, you are 
automatically entered to win a U.S. occer Fa~ P~ck. 

This {s the first of 10 chances to w*n U.S. Soccer gear from Kwik 

Goal. Each chance wit[ take p[ac~ around the 10 U.S. World Cup 

Q.uaUfiers in 2013. The contest will be run from the Kw~k Goal 

gacebook Page. 

For the chance to win a U.S. Soccer Fan Pack (containing one sca,% 
one decat and one ~ msack), simply go to Facebook.comlKw~kgoa[ 

and c[ick the WCQ contest tab or dick {:~{~.~ and like the RG page. 

The w~nner wfl[ be se[ected at random foUow{ng the match. 

Keep an eye on the Kwik Goal Facebook Page as the March QuaUfiers 

will bring two more tasks for opportunities to win more U,S, Soccer 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

I<wik Goal Lid I i,I0 Pacific Dri’~e == Quakei%wn, PA ~ 895i 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristin Loving <kloving@xtrammffundraising.com> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:19 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope the start to the new- year has been great for you! It’s Kristin again and I’m just following tap with you in regards to your Soccer program at The University- of North Carolina. ADs 
continue to be excited about me getting this information out to you, and especially wanting me to follo~v up as we head into the next season The reason being, I have been assisting a 
number of Soccer programs like yours raise more funds than in their previous years - with our Holiday promotion in effect, now is a perfect time to start. 

Just to recap - Particularly to you, The University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum M\,~P Cards are now available to help you raise funds as soon as you would like, and with zero upfront 
costs. Perfect ti~ndraiser to start at anytime We are the Nation’s premier fundraising discount cards provider. Our cards are extremely easy to sell and you will soon see ~vhy thousands of 
Soccer programs use our cards as their main fundraiser evew year - and continue to come back to us each year. 

Here are a few details... 

*Our cards come loaded with amazing discount for your suppolters We have thousands of locations in and around your area that oiler great discounts This is ~vhy organizations sell more 
and raise more with our cards. Discounts are to thousands of local and national places like your favorite restaurants, entertainment, recreation, movies, golf and much more. See the 
discounts in your area: http:/Tw~vw.xtramal~fundraisin~.com 

*Bonus: Free $25 Restaurant Gift Certificate ~vith each card. This is in addition to the thousands of other discounts that come with the cards. As if our cards weren’t already easy enough to 
sell. (Some fundraisers only sell this - With us, it’s just added on as a bonus to you and your supporters) 

*You pay nothing up front Basically, it’s a risk-free way of raising thousands of dollars for your Soccer program in a very short period of time - and, you can begin as soon as you want. 

*We do All of the work so you can ~2~cus on coaching Now, we even help you sell the cards too 

*We custom design your card with your colors, logo, schedule, etc, giving your program first class exposure See what your card could look like: http:i/wwwxtramanfundraisin~.com 

*Your supporters will be receiving something of great value for their support and will be happy to come back each year for their new ~I1ne University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum card. 
Supporters wil [ easily save what they spent on the cards in just a couple uses with most going on to save hundreds over the year, which is very refreshing in today’s economy and a perfect 
fundraiser to start at anytime - with our cards, fundrai sing gets easi er each year. 

*New - We can @our option) create a customized website for your Soccer program so that friends and family can buy a card directly Because our cards work all over the state and country, 
friends and family can now purchase cards from anywhere - and actually benefit from the card This increases sales greatly. 

*We work with you ever3," step of the way, provide marketing materials to help you organize and run your campaign - again, I make this extremely simple and easy for you 

Here are some average campaign profit examples (Now, up to 80% profit!): 

20 Participants selling 10 cards each - $2,200 

60 Participants selling 10 cards each - $7,800 

150 Participants selling 10 cards each - $22,500 

It is really that simple, and you will be able to see why thousands of programs continue to come back to us each year - you will not be disappointed 

Is there a good time that we could talk for a few minutes about your fundraising goals? Also, would you like to see the discounts in your area? You ~vill be very impressed. 

Thanks you so much for your time, I really do appreciate it. Talk to you soon, 

Kristin Loving 
NC Team 
Toll Free: h800.405.6020 
Office: 602.404.6480 
"The Nation’s #1 Fundraising Cards - for a reason" 
http ://~~v.xtramardundr aisin~, com 

What our customers are saying... 

Below are a handful of corrmrents that were taken from letters and emails sent into our corporate office. 

Steve Ybatia - Centennial HS Head Track and Soccer Coach 
"I have used many fundraising discount cards in the past and not one 
of them compares to your fundraising cards. The discounts that came 
with your fundraising cards made them extremely easy for ottr players 
to sell. Because of the huge anrount of discounts and the qualitT-, our 
kids were able sell to friends and family all over the state and 
countl3Z. We saw a huge increase in sales because of this! See you all 
next year..." 

Mike Welnick - Head Fundraising Coordinator - Booster Club 
"You all take great pride in offering an outstanding product for our 
supporters. There were so many discounts that came with your 
fundraising cards, that the?, appealed to everyone As you could tell 
with our additional orders for more of your fundraising cards, they 
were extremely easy to sell This was the first discount card 
fundraiser that our players and parents enjoyed being a palt of. Keep 
up the quality of ;vork, it does not go unnoticed’." 



Lisa Bracht - Vistancia Elementary School 
"Thank yuu su much, again, fur providing our elementary schoul with a 
high quality fundraising discount cards. Each year the parents luok 
forward tu duing this fundraiser and seeing the new fundraising 
cards This year was our must prufitable fandraiser ever since using 
your cumpany uver the past few years. As ahvays, we luok furward to 
wu~king with yuu again next year. Thanks again!" 

Tony Vining - CHS Head Basketball Coach 
"I just had to write your company after being an extremely satisfied 
customer for two years now. We tried every product under the sun when 
it came to fundraising and it always seemed to be like pulling teeth 
to get our supporters to buy anything. \X~nether it was cookie dough, 
candles, candy, magazines, catalog sales, donations, you name it our 
supporters did not like over-paying for products. Fortunately, a 
friend recommended you all to me a couple years ago and we have never 
been happier. Our discount card fundraiser is a huge hit with our 
supporters and each year just keeps getting better[ Fundraising 
doesn’t get any easier than that." 

Linsday Dugovich - Head Softball Coach Towson HS 
"What a great experience, easiest and most profitable fundraiser we 
have cver done[" 

Derrick - L. Sports Ccnter 
"You guy-s really know what you’re talking about in regards to 
supporter loyalty. I didn’t think the fundraising cards could do 
any better than last year, but this year’s discount card fundraiser 
was even better." 

Dino - Jonathan Dayton HS 
"Your company was great, your sales rep Shana was prompt and 
efficient. She did ~vhat she said, follow up was great. She was the 
main reason we did the promo with the fundraising cards and ~ve will 
do it again tbr sure .. thanks" 

Jill Mertens Lake Oswefo HS 
"I feel like this discount card fundraiser was a great success and I 
sold fundraising cards to our soccer coach while recommending your 
company" 

Lisa Soars Head Soccer Club Fundraising Coordinator (Lou Fusz) 
"I wanted to let you know ~vhat a GREAT experience I had working with 
Liana Our ti~ndraising cards order did not end up being large, but 
her dedication to making sure we were satisfied and happy never 
stopped Her follo~v-up ~vas amazing, and she bent over backwards to be 
sure every one of my questions, and needs were met in a timely 
manner. She was also very pleasant and ~vas never frustrated at the 
eft;art it took to reach me at times She was wonderful to work with[" 

Jean Nishi - Nanakuli HS 
"Thanks so much for all your help with my fundraising discount cards! 
I will definitely pass along your company name to others looking for 
a fundraising opportunity" 

Sherry Richardson - Fellowship for Christian Athletes 
"Your company helped us in a very crucial time and was very flexible 
to our needs. Your company helped us raise a great deal of muney in a 
very shurt period of time The pruduct is perfect and very easy to 
sell. Yuur design team was very goud especially because I was very 
picky as to what I wanted. The fundraising cards are very 
professiunally done! I am very happy that I chose to work with yuu!" 

Brian LaSusa -RCK Varsity Coach 
"Everything was great[ Tim Vining was attentive, enthusiastic, and 
flexible. I will definitely use yuur cumpany again for our discuunt 
card fundraiser! Thanks!" 

This message was sent to ansun@emaihunc.edu frum: 
Xtraman Fundraising i 3240 E Uniun Hills Dr 

Suite 161 

I Phoenix, Arizuna 85050 

Unsubscribe: 

http:i/app.icuntact.cum/icp/mmail-mpruflle.pl?r 50247127&1 2244&s NP9C&m 505996&c 560050 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, Januaw 29, 2013 12:35 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL uuc.edu> 

Fiud "More Love" at the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

More Lave Opens 1 February 2013 

Presenting a broad spectrum of art made over the East twenty years, 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharing since the 1990s (1 February - 31 

March 2013) is the first major exhibition to investigate the many ways 

contemporary artists have addressed the subject of love. Organized for 

the Ackland by consulting curator Claire Schneider, More Love includes 48 

works of art by 33 emerging and established contemporary artists for 

whom love is a central preoccupation. 

From Jim Hodges’ large-scale curtain of sitk flower petals to Julianne 

Swartz’s site-specific sound installations, from sculptural pieces by Janine 

Antoni and Louise Bourgeois to video work by Mona Hatoum, Tad 

Hozumi, Frances Stark, and others, the artists in More Love invite, 

enact, and reflect on multiple modes of expressing love. Learn more! 

More Love Openir~g Weeker~d Events 
Members’ Preview ::~:: 
Thursday, 31 January, 5:00-6:00 PM ...... 

Members £et the first look at More 

Love! 

RSVP online 

Public Opening Reception 

Thursday, 31 January, 6:00-8:00 PM 

I~ore Love Book Signing 

Saturday, 2 February, 2:00 PM 

Ack~and Museum Store 

Curator’s Tours of I~ore Love 

Sunday, 3 February, 2:00 PM and 3:30 PM 



Led by Claire Schneider 

Ack[and Film Forum: Turkey’s 
Thursday, 31 January, 7:00 PM 
Varsity Theatre, Downtown Chapel Hill 

For years, Turkey has been run by 

stridentty secular business and potiticat 

elites, while its devout Muslim citizens 
have been pushed to the political and 

economic fringes. But now, even the 

most committed Muslims are embradng 

Westernosty[e capitahsm and commerce 

and are ascending in Turkish society at 

the ballot box and in big business. This 

documentary captures a modern -- and to many Westerners, surprising -- 

face of Islam rarely seen in the American med~a. 

Free and open to the public. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 

Sponsor of the Ack[and F|[m Forum. 

See the complete Ack[and Film Forum 
Ackla nd spring schedule. 
Film Fol~l m 
Logo 

Follow the Ack[and Film Forum on Facebook. ~.~ 

SESSION RESCHEDULED: 
Art & ia Carte: Hands-on Art Classes for UNC 

Friday, 1 February, 4:00-7:00 PM 
**Please note: this session of Art & la Carte was originally scheduled 

for Friday, 25 January, but was rescheduled due to inclement 

weather.** 

Start your week end creatively with a hands-on art class designed 

espedai[y for Carohna 

students. Each Art ~ [a 

Carte begins at the 

Ack[and Art Museum, 

where you’ll examine the 

techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have 

achieved. You’[[ then go to 

a studio in Hanes Art 

Center to try the 

techniques yourself as you 

create works of art that you can take home. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with 

some art experience. Materials are provided. 

This week’s sessmn is Charcoal Drawing. Using this staple of artists’ 

studios, you’[[ practice drawing shapes, forms, and gestures without 

getting bogged down in detail 

Registration is required, as space is limited...l~__.V__.P__.o_n_!i_.n_e___h__e_.r_e_!_ 

Cost is $8 per class. 

Art ~ [a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council 

Programs Youql LOVE ~n February 

FAMILY & CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS 

ART FOR LUNCH TALKS - RSVP ONLINE (and bring your lunch!) 

"Love Freaks! (And Order Avenges)" 

Miche[te Robinson, American Studies, UNC-Chapet Hi[[ 

Wednesday, 6 February, 12:00 PM 

"Love 2.0: It Pays to Upgrade" 

Barbara Fredrickson, Psychology, UNC-Chape[ 

Wednesday, 6 March, 12:00 PM 

TEA AT TWO - RSVP ONLINE 



"The Alchemy of Desire" 

Teka Se[man, Assistant Director, MFA Program in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts, Duke University 

Wednesday, 20 February, 2:00 PM 

"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the Age of Digital 
Reproduction" 
Pau! Jones, Journalism and Mass Communication, UNC-Chape[ Hi[[ 
Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 

PUBLIC TOURS 

LOVE SONGS IN THE GALLERIES: "Community Love Jukebox" 
ACKLAND FILM FORUM at the VARSITY THEATRE: 

"LOVE on FILM" 

Untitled (Jim Hodges, Carlos Marques da Cruz, and Encke King, 2010) 

Thursday, 21 February, 7:00 PM 

Me and You and Everyone We Know (Miranda July, 2005) 

Thursday, 7 March, 7:00 PM 

Films of Yoko Ono: No. 4 (1966) and Fly (1970) 

Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Tracey Ernin, British, born 1963: 44ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin GaUery, New York and Hon£ Kon£. 

Egon Schie[e, Austrian, 1890-1918: Sooted Women, 1918; btack cotored pencit. Burton Emmet[ Co[tection. 

Felix Gonza[ez-Torres, "Untftled" (Portraft of Ross fn L.A.), 1991. Candies individually wrapped in multicolored 

cellophane, endless supply. Overall dimensions vary with installation. Ideal weight: 1 75 pounds. © The Felix Gonzatez- 

Torres Foundation. Courtesy of Andrea Rosen Garter% New York. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Bonks of the Ofse, Neor Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: 44yBest Thfn.~ (video still), 2011; digital video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. © 

Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Forward this email 

This enlail was sent Lo ansorl@ernaiLunc.edu by esbowles@email.unc.edu 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter, com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 1:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 1/24/13: The Wisdom and Philosophy of Dr. Maxtin Luther King, Jr. 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manacle your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,~d radio commen~a[o~ and the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e ne.qp~’efit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, Eut you may also send feedback 
directly te ~’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

A Father-Daughter Adventure 
I jest returned fi°olr: a nearly 3-.week ~o.urney to 
Sostheas[ Asia with my daughter Samara, a 3,9~year~eid 
sopbome:e at NYU, it was an exceptional trip, We 

Sh~gapore, ThM~and, Cambodia, V~etnam and China (Hong 

the opportunity to spend so much one-on-one tb~e w~th 
the yos~sg woman my first baby ~ [sad be~:ome was 

Read more >> 

ii~iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

Gifts From the Heart Are 
Gifts of the Heart 

man roaming ttie desert 

came across a spring of 
delicious .::~ystal.-clea~ water. 
The water was so sweet he 
fiiled his leather canteen so 

he ceaid b..’in~ some back to 
a tribal eider who bad been 
his teaci:e!, 
Listen or read more 

Digging and Filling Holes 

Check out Mici:ael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for ~ variety of i~isig~itful 

and mot~vat~or~a~ (and 

posted this week, 

~:,~d comme~:ts o~: Two 
Sets of Proud Parents: 
"i’ve heard the p.."om 

da~e story repor[ed 
before, but it 
caused me to tear ~p, 

thank Veu ~r rem~nd~ng 
me of young people’s 
~nnate goodness." 

Find a~id foilow Mici’,ael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem "i,,:vbat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the saie ef Hi~:haei’s 
books and Cbs support d~ara(:ter 

educat[o~ [~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa};ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 

White House Releases School Safety 
Proposal >> 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 



Charlie, a read crew 
supervisor re.~ highway 

pa~ of workers from one 
h~s cre~4~s seemh~g~y hard 

wa~ted s ~ew m~nu~es and 

few ~epeUgons Chad~e 

The ho~e=f~er was offended~ 
~’We’ue bee~ do~g th~s ~ob 

Listen or read more 

The Power of Words 
"’Sticks and stones may 
break my borons, but names 

Listen or read more 

The Wisdom and 
Philosophy of Dr, Martin 
Luther King, Jr. 
~O!" a man ~ho ne~er 

reached @..e age ef 40~ Dr, 

post~e~fu~ and ~m~o~%~n~ body 

of thought, He was a 

form of books o~~ treatises, 

few art~cles~ 
Listen or read more 

I’m Only a One=Star 

,~roul:* of A.m~y ge.qerats about 
the way politicians often 

chubman of U~e 
Appropriations Committee 

makes trucks, we?e probably 
going to buy those t~scks, 

Listen or read more 

Findinq the Healthy 
Ba la n ce: "Wen d e.."i’u 1 
articl% ~,’i .q 
..’*,lost of the time your 
articles come itite my 

iil:e when theyt."e most 
.qeeded, This one is no 

excepUon 

Ski~> comments on The 
Self=Portrait Called 
Character: "Cheating --. 
remember U~e shock and 

when my grandson 

to the back ~ages of 
schoo~ text book to find 
the a~swers :o the work 
shee~ 

~am comments on The 
Wisdom and Philosophy 
of Dr. Martin LutheF 
King, Jr.: "I liken Dr. Kiru~ 
to a prophet,,, Dr. King’s 

was the anger born of 
h-~) ~ st~c% ~neq~ity: 
~nequa~ty, po~k:e 
brata~y and 
segregaUon." 

or qu<’-.sdons ~bout any 

New from our popular Auto- B-.Geod 
series: an English languaqe arts disc 
witi: ~80 printabie ,~ar~:es~ 
and other activities (for grades 1-.4}, 
More from Auto-B-Good >> 

<vbe.~builyiru~ and promote a positive 
school ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth--service 
leaders to be effective characte.~ 
educators, Upcomilsg seminars: 

* Feb, 19-21 Jonesborough, TN>> 
* Feb, 20-22 Friendswood TX >> 
,, Feb. 25-27, Los Anqeles area >> 
~ Feb. 26-28, Phoenix, AZ 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Sig~ u~ for a 

t,%,u~ webitsars ar~,~ a Cer~venier~t, 
affordabie way to lean: vaiuable 
ch a ratter- deveiepn-’..ent techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Sportsmanship Blog, RecenUy 

The Strange Tale of Manti Te’o >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

Look[~-~g for a 51:~eaker or Consu~ta~t? Book Michael 3osephson0 

~@::hael 3osephson meUva~es audiences from the geverriment, busir!ess, 

journalism, la,~’~, education, sports, po~dng, and the m~tat’y with Ms umque 

de~very, en~p~gir~g preser~tatior~s, and persona~ attention ~o your organ~za’Uon’s 

~eeds, CaM 800,-7~&-2670 or learn more, 

The nonpi°ofit ]osephson institute is working to create a world where people act mere ethicMiy, 
Your dotiations enabie us to offer services and resources li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~,-.;iette~ from la.qding in your iunk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
youl° address book or approved sender list. 

9841 Airpor( Bird., #300 == Los A~x~}eie,s, CA 90045 1800-7t 1-2gTO 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

¢}2013 Josephson Institute, ’X)HARA,;rER COUNTS,-?’ is a re!~isl:ered t~adema~k el 
Josephsot~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 6:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer drills t?om Premier League Academy coaches 

Hi Ansc n, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better Soccer Coaching, the 

leading ~ebsite for %~rassroots soc~cer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for all coachinq levels 

and ages of players 

Simn um here today and you can print off a free session or new 

traJninq idea to use at your very next practise. 

I’ll then send you an eraail twice a week with illustrated drills, 

fitness guides, coaching tips oK match tactics fox you to save 

and use at your" leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes of Keith Boanas, a 

UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier League Academy coach Mike Beale, 

and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance and 

PRACTICAL ideas to help yo~ir coaching. And it’s all FREE.! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 

qualification. Si@n up here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful Season - Easy to read 

and ’lse at a moment’s notice, I guarantee they will make you 

think again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: i1 Secrets Of Successful Corners - Increase your" corner 

conversions and give yo~ir players the tools to defend against 

every corner fired at them. 

il3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - Three easy to use 

training games, promoting s]ills and team wor] . 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help 

yo~ir soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your peace of mind 

If you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from Better 



Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your mouse. 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell your emaii address 

or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For mDre information cn how Better Soccer Coaching can help your 

coaching ani yDur team’s perfDrmances, please visit my wehsite: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachinc, com 

Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in sDccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be valuable to someone you 

kn~, please f~rward this email ~nt~ them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 

Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. i am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 

years’ experience coachinq junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m 

no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but K have won more than 

my fair share of leagues and trophies at all lew~is cf junior 

soccer. 

More important to me J s that a] i my teams have one thinq J n 

common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 

soccer. The type of soccer that is fun tc play, watch and coach, 

ani which mDre often than not prDdu~es ~innlng results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my coaching buddies 

Boanas, Beale and Carr who will help you take your sessions and 

results onto the next leve~ . 

Sign u~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Guiidfc rd 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

20i3. Better Soccer Coaching 

UnsubscrJbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, January 30,2013 10:23 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin: January 

~"i December Issue 

In the lead-up to Queens Park Rangers’ game 

at Chelsea on January 2, Harry Redknapp 
identified that Chelsea like to play out from the 
back, pushing their full-backs forward thus 
giving their wide players freedom. So 
Redknapp worked on scenarios to prevent that 
happening. See the session he used to secure 
a famous victory. 

The new issue contains a great variety of 

sessions. Starting at the back, Shrewsbury 
Town manager Graham Turner examines 
how and when keepers should come for 

crosses. Meanwhile, Cheltenham Town boss 
~ark Yates focuses on reorganizing defenders 
for the second phase of crossing. 

Moving further forward, Everton academy 
manager Alan Irvine provides a session on 
blind side runs, Birmingham City coach 
Michael Johnson looks at attacking with a 
spare man and Newcastle United youth coach 
Liam Bramley discusses the options your 
number 10 has when he is pressed from 
behind. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAGER PROFILE 
Harry Redknapp cut his managerial 
teeth at Bournemouth in the 1980s 
masterminding an FA Cup win over 
Manchester United, as weft as 
promotion from the old Third Division 
~qis l~e~’t roie was at VV<~st }-~am United 

Sou~hsmp~en ~o~owsd before he jo~nsd 

~qe s~eered the ciub to satetl/ in his first seasol~ and 

~b.en tool{ SI)urs to sn unprecedented fou~b.~place 

West Ham United v Queens Park Rangers - 

..... Upton Park Credit: Action Images/Alan 

Walter Livepic 

To find oui Iris coaching secrsts, ~!}£L.!}a.% 



SUBSCRIBE NOW 

If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please fo~Nard this email to 
them. They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin 

"T~STIMONIi\L OF "THE MONTH 

"After thirteen years in coaching. Elite Soccer offered a refreshing 
,change to my tried and tested dn;lls. ?~his benefited myself and my 
team as players started to enjoy sessions more. ! would not hesitate in 
tecommending Elite Soccer as a coaching advice magazine," 

i.~.i SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLASSIC MANAGERIAL QUOTE 

~ " 
I’m very excited with this team because they are ’playe~:ish’ 

~ if there is such a word ~ they !ove to p!ay. " 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 
your browser. 

i~-~ In Association with the LMA 





From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 30, 2013 11:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

FC Kansas Cit.3, Open T~outs 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward this email 

This email was sent [o anson@emaiLunc.edu by hsavar4e@qcitravel,net 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’’ Privacy Policy. 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College BIvd :: Overland Park KS 66211 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maiLfeedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <new!~Iet:t:erce~usnst:pa.com> 

Wednesday, ,Janizary ~0. 201 ~ 1 

Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson6~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Jan 30. 201 

USSoccerPlayers ~ J~ 30, 2013 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Premier League and 
 exico on ESPN2, Rea  garca on beIN 
The P~emier League on ESPN2: Mancheste~ United - Southampton at 3pro. Fox Soccer has d~e ~ame mes~ neutrals woutd 

find h’~tdgumg: Arsenal - Liverpool at 2pro. Reading ~ Chelsea }s on Fox Soccer P~us at :}pro. Scottish Prom}or League on 

~’e~ Soccer ~[us: ~t: ~drren - hwerness a~: 5pro, Coupe de ~’rance on Unhdgk)n Depo~tes: Rotten - ff~arsei~[e at 2:45pm. 

Copa de[ Roy on bMN Sport: Real Madrid - Barcelona at :}pro. Copa Libertadores on Fo~ Depo~tes: Gremio - L~2a de 

Their Words 

"We’l.l Lry to be Lhe team we have always been at the gernab~}u. We’ll be I.ooking Lo play ou~ iooLbafl, 

mg~ose our style and get a ~ood resuft _. We each have our own styles and we’fl be competing as hard as 

we can/’ Barce{ona assistant manager Jordi Roura, 

USA 0 - Canada 0 
It was a night of first for severaf US National Team players, winning their first caps against Canada in a scoreless draw 

made the}r debuts at full National Team level. Both teams struggled to create chances, with the US domh~athtg the 

possession but unable to threaten Canada’s goal ]’he Uni~:ed States regroups for their epen~n~ ~an~e ~n the ~ina~ round 

o~ CO~CACAF World CLIp QuaUfyin~ on Februal7 6th ~n Honduras (4pro ~ - be~ Sport). Read More 

Altidore Scores in Troubling Game, Premier League 
Results 

We s[art: with a r~;R~inder of [he broader preblelr~s sock:or p~ayers face in some palls of Europe, Pl.aying away at Den 

gosch’s Stadion de VUrt . Lhe referee stopped AZ’s quarterfinal. KNVB Cup ~ame so o~lic~ats could address the crowd over 

racist abuse directed at US soccer player Jozy A~t~dore. The ~anle continued, with AZ advancing 5~0 and Den Bosh 

fin~shh~g with rune mere A[ddore won and then converEed a pena{ty h~ the 39Eh minute and assisted on ,~’s Hna[ goal 

He addressed the crowd }ssues }n his postgame comments. 

was raised better than that to respond to such ridiculous behavior," Altidore said. ’~{ou would hope that humanity can 

be better tha~ that." 

AZ are the first club to advance to the quarterfinals, with the ~<NVB Cup resettins., the field after each stage. Firstopface 

E~edivisk,~ cl.t~b PSV play !ith-pta<e Feyenoerd and ]’went:e and Ajax meet in a 2nd vs ~rd matchup, 14thop~.ace PEC ZweBe 

host 14Lh..p[ace He~acl.es in the ~emainin~ quarLerfinaL 

the Premier League, Brad Guzan slatted and Eric L~chaj was on the bench for Aston ViUa’s 2-1 loss Lo NewcasUe at 

equaUzer. Oeoff Cameron’s Stoke City gave up a kwo-goa[ tend to d~aw 2-2 with WNam Ryan Shawcross opened the 
scorh~g in the 23rd minute with Peter Cro~Jc~ getting a goa~ ht the 48tb. 

The Goals for the USA 

{~y J Hutcherson o ~TASHINGTON, I)C (,Mn :}0,201 S) US Soccer Players - First: oH. t don’t tMnk anybody realty needs a 

~ecture on over or unde~u,a~uing the Januapi friendly. Had last si~bt’s USA -- Canada game prayed out as a confirmation 

setup lacks too many regulars and doesn’t lend itself to meanin~fu[ cone[us}otis when p[ayh~g a game outs}de of the 

interna~:k)na[ re~ease wh~do,,’~,~ ]’hat nom~aU.y counts ~i:~r the epponen[ as we~. and it’s why a few years ago one ef those 

opponents tried to get the game rectassified as a B.[eve[ hiend}.y after the ~act~ 

It’s aiso why Ju~en KI.insmann is the laLest US National Team coach Lo be put in the position of drawhN whaL he 



comphme~t on how they worked ~nd how much work they put h~/’ KHnsma~m stud. ~You c:ou{d see thaE a~[ that work 

wore oB their ~egs~ and they were missing Lhe I.ast [b:t:b~ piece to it i~ creating tiBa~ chances, p~ayhx~ the RR~er bat{ iB[o 

the box, and finishin~ dfinSs off, Unfortunate~.y~ we couP.ShY do tha~ tonight a~ah~st a ve~ defensive-minded Canada. 

whys Eo score ~Ba~ one ~oa{ EhaE did~’~ come, ~ ~ead More 

MLS finds its footing .. lrom Crah~’s New York Business: But a quick I.ook at Major League Soccer’s numbers shows the 

idea is quite i~bounds. 

Qatar~ate~ doubts over Qatar 2022 linger o from Soccer America’s Paul )(ennedy: The accusations ares’t exactfy 

~e~!!Iat:o~’y but: the’~ a~e nuq~e~’ous, 

Fans turn up heat on Rafael Benitez as Chelsea bid for Jack Butland - from The E\,e~i~g S1:andard’s Simon Joh~son: 
"v~’e~e training we[{~ prepanng for the ~anles prope~fy a~d we ~hink ~,~,,e’re ready." 

Mario Balotelli: Mandni fails to manage the unmanageable ~ flora The Guardian’s Phil McNutty: and tt~is~ it seem% 

WaS OI~e Of the I~ori~eB~s t:hat: t:(H~il}ulled ~o his {]el)arllb~e. 

tha~ ~asE yea~ ," 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Cops Rey snd 
Ubertsdores 

Bel~,l Sport has t:he Copa De{ key: Atl.etk:o Madrkl - Se~i{I.a al: 4pro. "this is the openk~f~ ]ef~ o~ t:hei~ semiH~)al, series. {2opa 

Libe~ ~aSo~es on Fox Depo~tes: O{~mp~a ¯ Defenso~ a~ 5pro and U Va[[ejo - T@Jma aE 7:30pm~ These a~e both ~irs~ sta~e 

games in theft" second game. These aren’t twodeg aggregate goal series. They] e separate games w~th three points fo~ a 

win and a point ~or a tie, The team with the most points advances, O}.m~p~a ¯ Defensor drew 0..0 m their opene~ and 

Tohma wo~ i-0, A~ Thnes E¢,stern 

Sponsor message 

powered by 
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t work with athletes a lot on fear. The proMem is this: most athletes think feeling fear is a weakness It% not. Our bodies are designed te feel fear- the proble~ 

to deal ~,ith fear, let[ing Iear run your Iifa, being scared ol Iear. [:.ear is olten jus[ about being uncomfortable. Being uncomlertable is a GOOD ~hing, only the~ 

with being uncomfo~tabfe. 

tWe had a few expeliences latefy that have made me think about fea~ in a very pe~sonat way: two we~e in the ocean, one was on a flying trapeze, (yes that’s 

the air). 

t went snolkeling in Hawaii oval the holidays, which normalfy wouldn’t be that significant except fo~ this time in palticuta~. It was a tel~ible idea. Once my boyfri~ 

the rocky shore and got in the water, the tide shifted and we were caught in a washing machine of currents The strength of the ocean was throwing us aroun, 

siren went oil florn shore. One second we were ~hrown up against lava rock, ~he nex~ we were dragged out to sea wi~h ~he tide, ~s,e were ~etting tossed around. 

swallowing water. We couldn’t swim in, and we couldn’t hold on to the locks. It was terrifying. 

We did eventually find a ~ock that we held on to as the ocean tried to break us free. VVe waited and then swans to the next ~ock bloody and b~uised~ finally ma 

closer to shore 

The expelfence was scaw of coulse, but it ~eally made me think about fear in a new way. When t felt the tide shift~ when t felt that powerlessness in the sben.~ 

the tsunami warning system go off, I wanted to panic My mind started tMnking, ’tMs ~s the end, we are caught ~n a tsunami, we a~e screwed." 

re ~ead tMs ar[ic~e end more on [~ental Performance [re#~#~g .... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach-soccer com> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 1:25 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc edu> 

Claim your complimentary coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson 

Elite Soccer magazine is offering you the opportunity to claim a full 

coaching session written by Sir Alex Ferguson absolutely free 

The session focuses on attacking wing play and shooting. Key 

elements covered include quick interplay on the wing, crosses in to the 

danger area and shooting from outside the box D.’>/,~nbad it now and 

score more goals from the flanks 

$i~ Alex Fe~~]~.~sor~, manager, Manchester United, says: 

"This is a powerfu! session that encourages players to practice hard, 

perfect their roles and reinfome habits, and is at the heart of why we are 

regarded as such a potent attacking force in the Barclays Premier 

League." 

Coaching sessions direct from the men at the top 

Elite Soccer is a monthly e-magazine that contains six professional 

coaching plans in each issue, including at least one written by a 

current Premier League manager. You only get a limited amount of 

time to train with your team, make the most of it by using the most 

innovative coaching tactics from the best in the business. 

In recent times, Elite Soccer has included plans written by the likes of 

Roberto Mancini, Arscne Wenger, Carlo Ancelotti, Roberto Di Matteo, 

David Moyes, Roy Hodgson and many more. There is no observed or 

recycled content- these sessions come direct from the best coaches 

in the world. 

Make sure that you qg’,.,t~[}.i.;!i~.~! Sir Alex Ferguson’s session now to see 

what Elite Soccer can offer you and your team. 

Sessions that are easy to apply to your team 

manager, Manchester 
United, says: 

"Elite Soccer allows aspiring 

coaches to team what we do as 

professional managers to help 

them improve. I wish !’d had it 

when ! started coaching ." 

manager, Arsenal, says: 

"Elite Soccer is a fantastic 

magazine that helps coaches 

get the most out of their players. 

encourage aft my" coaches to 

read it. " 

I3avid ~oyes, manager, 
Everton, says: 



Elite Soccer is published in partnership with the League Managers 

Association (LMA), and our privileged access to this group will enable 

you to learn directly from the top professional managers in the English 

leagues. Use Elite Soccerto find out what these top coaches are 

working on with their players right now. 

The coaches write their sessions so that they are easy to follow and 

last approximately one hour They will tell you exactly what equipment 

you need, how many players are involved and how you can progress a 

session You can use as much or as little of a session as you need to 

meet your specific objectives for your team. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips, Elite Soccercan help in 

your quest to coach a successful, winning team. If you want to stay 

ahead of the game and out-wit your opposing coaches, Elite Soccer is 

the best coaching tool for the job Make a start now by ~3!~[~j Sir 

Alex Ferguson’s training session absolutely free 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 

~.:~#~ ~.e~’¢~r publisher 

"There are a lot of soccer 

magazines about but none that 

present coaching plans from 

leading professionals in the 

same way and with the same 
quaiity that Elite Soccer does." 

Al~n P~rdew, manager, 
Newcastle United, says: 

"t took forward to reading Elite 

Soccer and finding out what 

other coaches are up to. 

We spend a huge amount of 

time working on our sessions. 

For coaches with fewer resources 

and smaller support teams, Elite 

Soccer can help tremendously." 

P.S. Elite Soccer is the monthly e-magazine that you can use to wow 

your players If players are bored in training, you can say "here’s a 

session they use at Manchester United" and watch the extra effort that 

generates. Make sure that you ,’iow!~li;ad your free session today. 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 

F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
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Featuring Video with Bmndon Koons - Otterbein Univ. - Passing Square 

TheCoaches Insider ~i 1877.386.4840 

~ 
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[)~ PassingSquare-Watch it Here! 

VVatch as Coach Brandon Keens explains the Passing Square. 

Previded b",/Ch~mpio~ship Productions 

Feb. 7, 2013 I:00PM -2:00PM EDT or On Demand 

P~esen~e, G,e~ Winkle, ~i~i~ Facebook I × Twi~erll × More... I 
This free webinar will help coaches and athletic directors work 

effectively with parents to influence positive behavior and garner 

suppmt. Just some of the topics covered in this hour-long webinar 

include describing who is the "model parent," parent types and 

cemmunicating with each, pre-season parent meetings necessities, tips 

for communicating with parents, and more... 

:~ Goalkeeper W .... p Dril- Watch it Here! 

Watch as the Coach John ~urphy explains his 

Goalkeeper Warm Lip Drill. 

Previded by Champio~ship Prod~c~ior~s 

C!ub~!o punish fans who racial!y abused Altidore 

Klinsmann’s lauded depih nowhere to be found 

Top 150 Recruits In The Class Of 2013 

2013 MLS Supplementsi Drsfl hi#hiights 

Did we get it ri_qht? Look back at ’09 

Sign Up a 
Colleague! 

Get Some Green 

for your Team - 

ESPN Coaches 

Fundraising 

adve[tisemenl 



click here 
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Youth Soccer Insider: The tricky challenge of managing routs 

Thursday, Jan. 31,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

The tricky challenge of managing routs 
By Mike Woitalla 

Our previous YouthSoccerlnsider, "Preventin.q Lopsided Scores" by Randy Vogt, addressed the issue of how 

coaches should react when their team is routing an opponent. Vogt offered some excellent suggestions. But it’s a 

tricky issue indeed. 

I once coached in a league that, for the youngest age groups, had a rule that when a team went up by four goals, 

the leading team was to remove a player after each additional goal. And while I comprehend the spirit of the rule, I had 

problems with it. 

The main one being quite obvious: less playing time for children who had come to the park looking forward to enjoying soccer. 

I’ve been on both sides of routs as a coach. When my team was on the winning side, I’d suggest to the other coach to add 

players - instead of having us take players off the field. If we were getting routed, I’d ask the other coach to let us add players 

and urge them notto remove kids. 

This usually worked, although once a ref said we had to stick with the rules. I’m all for small-sided games at younger ages, 

but prefer a crowded field to sidelining eager players. And especially at the rec level, one should be able to improvise, such as 

mixing up the teams at halftime. Maybe borrowing a goalkeeper from the stronger team. 

FII never forget the look on an 8-year-old boy’s face, after scoring yet another goal, and the ref yelling at the coach, ’~(ou have 

to sub him!" He was near tears and it was understandable. He was thoroughly confused at being punished for succeeding. 

For sure, coaches who encourage their teams to run up the score of a game that’s already a rout are jerks. But even if you 

don’t want the rout to continue, it’s a tough situation to manage. Vogt’s suggestions - eg: telling players only to shoot on goal 

with their weaker foot - are on the right track. 

Other options include asking the team to string together a certain number of passes before shooting. Or moving the high 

scorers in defensive positions; having defensive players who hardly ever score play forward. 

Whatever strategy the coach employs to prevent humiliation for the opponent, I think it should be done as discreetly as 

possible. That’s based on my sense that an opponent feeling sorry for you hurts more than getting beaten badly. 

Like so many things in coaching, there’s no perfect formula. You try your best to balance all the factors. How do you prevent 

embarrassing an opponent without punishing your own players for excelling? 

A reasonable solution I’ve believed in is whispering to the players who are the most likely to score to resist the shot and look 

to set up teammates for whom scoring is rare. 

Youth soccer in America at the competitive levels has gotten pretty sophisticated in methods of flighting teams so that major 

mismatches are rarer at the older age groups, it seems to me. 

The last time I coached a game that was pretty much decided with time left - although not a terrible rout yet - I told a 

defensive-minded 13-year-old player who’d never scored in my memory to go in at center forward and get a goal. 

’I don’t want to," she said. When I asked her why not, she said, ’q-hey don’t deserve to lose that bad." 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bay United/Bay Oaks in Oakland, 

Calif. He is the co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper. Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are 
arehived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider Nog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider 

Thursday, Jan 31, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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The US Soccer Players Newge~ter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Jan ~ 1,201~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3~n 3t, 2013 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Copa del Rey and 
Libertadores 

beltq Sport has the Copa Det Ray: Atl.etico &~adrid - SeviU.a at 4pro. This is the openin~ [e~ oi thei~ semiiinal, series. 
Libe~ tadores on Fox Depo~tes: O[m~p~a - Defensor at 5pro and U Va~[ejo - Tohma at 7:30pro. These are both first sta~e 

games in their second game. These aren’t twoqeg aggregate goal. series. They’re separate games w~l:~ l:~ee points 

win and a point for a tie. The team with the most points advances. O~m~p}a - Defensor drew 0-0 in their opener and 

Their Words 

"Our dub continues to ~et a tot of attentien throughout Europe. As we do with afl of our decisions~ we 
always think about the ~ong-te~ nl impact on our organization, as we[[ as the sho~t-te~ nl. U~timate[y, this 

opportunity at[ows us ~o ~e- invest back into the dub and soUdify oar core sroup of players." Sporting KC 

Win for Everton, Draw for Spurs 
’~"im I-toward’s Ew!~rt:en beat West Bromwich ALbion 2-1 on Wednesday at Grodisen Park. Leishton Baines had both of 

ZvertoWs ~oaLs~ scorin~ h~ d~e 29th and converting a f}rst-ha[f stoppage time penalty. Zverton are fifth in the Premier 

Lea(~be, a point behhld Spurs a~Id with a three-point [cad over Arsenal.. 

’qt’s important that we keep winning games and pk:kh~g tap points in the r~$ht pl.a~:e% keep hangin$ on te the tearns 
above us and dose the gap," Baines said. "Atso it wit[ be nice to get a b~t of distance ~rom the ~eams below us. What we 

want is a f~ood, excitin~ end te the season where we are competh~g and are in the mi:<. We are ~n a ~oed position and 

are styli in d~e cap, so it’s a[[ sd[[ to play for." 

As for 4th-pl.ace Spurs, they came back to draw 1-1 with Norwich City. Alter fafling behind in the ?2nd minute, Gareth 

Bale equalized in the 80th. Cl~n~ Dempsey started and subbed out in the, ’ist minut... Brad griede~ was on the bench. 

’qn the first hail we were nowhere near good enough not at tt~e races," Bale said. "At hail-time, the gaffer told us what 

we needed te do and we came out in t:[~e seo:~nd haU: a compl.ete[y diilerent team," 

Klinsmann Creates a Tactical Issue 

~y Jason Davis o WASHINGTON, DC {Jan 31~ 2013) US Soccer Players - After a tough to watch friendb/between the 

United States and Canada on Tuesday ni~t in Heusten, the qu~:k takeaway a~ter an a~duous 90 mh~utes was that 

maybe [he Umted States and Canada shou[dn’[ p}.ay each other anymore. They shoal.d certainly take a break, at }.eas~. 

Nelih~l$ ~oed happe~ls when the two get together, and by nothing geod, ~ o~ o:a~rse mean 8{}a~s~ 

tt: wart fb~ther than that tt~eugh. Pert~aps because ef Nat~ona{ ’~ear[~ o}ach ~b~en Khnsmanrfs stran$e compu~sk~n to 

start players out of posiUon or because Canada entel’ed a meanmgl.ess ~riend}.y with a youn$ team bent on constr~ctin$ 

the space in midfieLd and smothering the American attack, nothing seriously approaching a goal happened, The 
Canadians threatened a time o{ two through DC Umted s~a{ Dwayne DeRosal’io~ an8 the Arner~can o~fense picked up a 

bit of {ire when Benny Fei[haber entered the game. Sti{L fo~ the most part, the two sides rnere~y knocked the ba{~ around 

withost ~iving any indicatien l:[~al: they meant to use ~t ~er ~[s intended pu~pose~ 

KI.insmann said afterwards that he was tReased with the pfegress rnade by ~is tearn over ~he last three wee]~s, ’There 

was no e~idence of that progress is the finished product on Tuesday night, though a handful of players managed to give 

somel:[~ing of a neteworthy performan~:e, ,k~sh Gatt ir~ pa~tk:bkar entered in the second ~atf and p~evided an immedh~te 

spa~k, i~ onky because he appeared ~o ~e the only p(ayer on the ~ie}.d wikkin~ to take a 

The whole episode was an exercise in censep,~atism, fi’om the lineup KUnsmann pat out to start to the way those players 

went about their task. The en[y thin}; more conservative than the US approa~:h and pl.ay on ’Tuesday nig~t was Canada’s 

plan to s~t behind the bah., dose down potential passin$ }.anes m midfietd w~th extra bodies, and hope to find their way 

into the American net kda a counterattack or set piece. 

The game was a classic exampte of t~’~e limbo in w~’dch the United States remains mired eA’~en it comes to dictating a 



Despite quiet niBht, Besler~ Gonzalez state their US case - if ore ~4LSsoccer.com’s Darrell. LovetL: 
did~’L af.ways come ofi, d~e though~ 9Focess behind them may have ca~.~ght K~insmann’s eye, 

U.S. vs. Canada: Americans slu~Igish in 0-0 draw in World Cup prep ¯ from The .Sportir~$ News’s Bria~ Stra~s: T~a~ 

U.S., Canada play to another scoreless draw ~ from ESHq’s Jaso~ Yo~k: The U.S. comgteted 130 {)asses into the 
aLtacldn9 thiFd of the fieid, whid~ nearly douM.ed its iota[ ii~ June’s score[ess dFaw againsL Canada, 

U.S. talent pool looks more like puddle in 0-0 draw - fFom SI.com’s Tom DaFt: This was not a~ occasio~ to find 

9ositives. 

FA Cup spilleth over: shocks aplenty keep the competition alive o from Wor{d So~:cer’s Bria~ G{am41~e: B~t ’21a~t 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Li ue, Liga, Serie A, and 
Bundes i a 
])elN Sgort has Roma - Cagtiari at 2:45pm (4: }0pro o~ ])elN). Mich~e~ Bradie’is ciu]) had ~ coachh~g issue over the week~ 

p{ace Cag{iaFL Bundes[~ga ot~ Go{TV: Werde~ B~emen - Hanf]over 96 on Oo}.~ S~eve C~telrL~ndO[O continues to recoveF 

Li~ue 1 o~ be~N and Univision Deportes: Toulouse - PSG at 2:30pro. 

ge 

d by 
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How to coach comers - free PDF book. Download today. 

Deax Anson, 

Did you know that in all average soccer match a team will win 6 comers? 

But chances are you will only score from 1 in 30*. 

Improving your team’s conversion rote from comers will greatly increase your 

chances of winning and put pressure on your opponents. 

That’s why my new report 11 Secrets to Successful Corners, given away free to 

new Better Soccer Coaching members, could be the most influential report for 
you this season. 

Just click on the link to regis~ter and get your ficee coW. 

Send me my copy of 11 Secrets to Successful Corners 

11 Secrets to successful corners 

cover image 

My fm~tastic report will help your team 

increase its comer conversion, mad give 

your players the tools to defend against 
every comer fired at them. 

The match-specific advice in this report 

will revolutionize your approach to 
comers, giving your team a winning 

advmltage. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains 

eau to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

pertbrma~ce of your team, with contributions from English Premier League 

coaches. 

Our regular contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West ttmn Academy 

(and tile man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in tile 

English game including England international players Rio Feldinand, Flank 

Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick). 

We also feature Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 
Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our free 

training tips a~d ideas in their inbox evew Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that mos~t members find they receive a drill or game they 

can pnt to use with their team straight away. 

What’s more, sip.n-up today mid as a special pre-season welcome you will get a 
second free report: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

All you need to do is go here, enter your emaJl address and select your country of 
residence, and I’ll send you the ti’ee report straight away. Your first issue of Better 



Soeeer Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, aad I promise 

never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter 

your mnail address and countly. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please 

do not hesitate to contact me using the details below, or visit my website at 

wryly, bettersoceercoach ing. com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannmy Lane, Bramley, 

Guildfbrd, GU50AB, UNted Kingdom 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: info@bettersoccercoaching.com 

* Premier League 2009/10 season, soume Opta. 

Unsubscribe 
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Section 2: David Beckham tteads to Paris 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, Jan. 31, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Beckham Signs Five-Month Contract with PSG 
Independent                                                                                               ~ 

Former LA Galaxy midfielder David Beckham has signed a five-month contract with Paris Saint- 

Germain, the French club announced during a press conference on Thursday. Beckham completed a medical in 

Paris earlier in the day and could theoretically be available for PSG’s Ligue 1 game against Toulouse tomorrow 

night~ However, during the press conference, the 37-year-old revealed that he wasn’t game fit, so it would probably 

take a "few weeks" for him to feature for his new club. Beckham also announced that his salary, which wasn’t 

disclosed, would go entirely to charity. 

In an interview with the Independent, Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger agreed that Beckham, who has been training 

with Arsenal ahead of today’s announcement, would need to get in shape before he is ready to play games. "He 

told me that he doesn’t look at all to be in shape. Beckham is super-ambitious," Wenger said. "If, in his mind, he 

wanted to play in the Premier League he would not have gone on holiday. He would have prepared and come in 

and tried to impress me. He told me he has done nothing at all." 

Beckham becomes PSG’s second major signing of the January transfer window, after Brazilian Lucas Moura joined 

the club from Sao Paulo for $61 million. Over the summer, the super-rich French club spent more than $135 million 

on Ezequiel Lavezzi, Thiago Silva, Marco Verratti, Gregory van tier Wiel and of course, Zlatan Ibrahimovic. 

In addition to the French domestic league and cup competitions, Beckham will also be eligible to play in this 

season’s U EFA Champions League, where PSG will take on Valencia in the Round of 16 on February 12. 

- Read the whole story... 

Copa Clasico Tied 1-1 at ’Haiftime’ 
Reuters 

Real Madrid and FC Barcelona battled to a I-1 draw in the first-leg of the Copa del Rey semifinal at the Santiago 

Bernabeu on Wednesday. Barca enjoyed the majority of possession and took time lead in the 50th minute when 
Lionel Nessi intercepted a clearance and passed to Cesc Fabregas, who finished low passed time onrushing 

Diego Lopez. Real searched for an equalizer and was ultimately rewarded in the 81st minute as 19-year-old man- 

of-the-match Rafael Varane headed home from a Mesut OzH cross. 

"It’s like a dream come true, incredible to score a goal like that against Barcelona at just 19," Varane said after the 

game. "The second leg will be evenly matched and we’re going to play a good game there to win." Barca’s 

Fabregas was also pleased with the result. "This is obviously a good result; we are in the Bernabeu, a very tough 

field, and we will have our own fans behind us for the return leg of the draw," the former Arsenal midfielder said. 

"l"m new here but I saw a very united and strong locker room," Diego Lopez, who was signed on Jan. 26 to provide 

cover for injured goalkeeper Iker Casil~as, said. "We’re conscious this is a very tough rival, but we came out and 

showed our best side and displayed good ball controL" 

Barcelona assistant coach coach dordi Roura said the semifinal was always likely to be decided in the return leg. 

"These matches are always difficult and I had said that in all probability the semifinals would likely be decided in 

Barcelona and that’s exactly what’s going to happen." Roura stepped in for head coach Tito Vilanova, who is 

undergoing cancer treatment in the United States. The second-leg will be held at the Camp Nou on Feb. 27. 

- Read the whole .~tary... 

Metro 

As time transfer window closes, Russian giant Anzhi Makhachkala is on the verge of beating Chelsea and Tottenham 

to the signature of Shakhtar Donetsk midfielder Willian. According to reports, the in-demand Brazilian, who has 

particularly impressed in the UEFA Champions League this year, now looks certain to head from Ukraine to Russia 

for $54 million. 

It was rumored earlier today that the move to Anzhi had collapsed, with Chelsea and Spurs both scrambling to make 

a last minute bid for the 24-year-old, but it now appears that the deal is close to completion, Metro reports. 



Willian scored twice at Stamford Bridge against Chelsea in the Champions League earlier this year, as Shakhtar 

helped kick the reigning European champion out of the competition. The former Corinthians player had previously 

said he hoped for a move to London, but neither Chelsea nor Spurs seemed willing to pay his enormous transfer 

fee. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Queens Park Rangers has made its second major signing of the January transfer window, completing the $20 

million capture of Christopher Samba from Russian giant Anzhi Makhachkala. The 28-year-old defender signed a 

four-and-a-half year deal at Loftus Road. The former Blackburn Rovers star is seen as a replacement for Ryan 

Nelson, who heads for Major League Soccer’s Toronto FC as its new head coach tomorrow. 

"This is an unbelievable signing," ecstatic QPR coach Harry Redknapp said. "[QPR Owner] Tony Fernandes 

deserves a lot of credit for this one - he has worked so hard on bringing him in ... Chris is just what we need. He’s a 

monster. Great in the air, quick, a leader, strong, fantastic in both boxes, hard as nails. He’s a proper center-half 

[central defender]." 

Not everyone is happy with the move: Anzhi Makhachkala coach Guus Hiddink criticized Samba for the way he 

handled the transfer. "He (Samba) started the preseason training with us but in recent days he began to contact 

England despite the fact that he is still under contract with Anzhi," Hiddink said. "I’m really upset with this situation as 

Samba departed even without saying goodbye to anyone of us. Whatever is going on, I believe, you should never 

ignore people with whom you were working side by side." Samba had only joined Anzhi last summer after former 

club Blackburn Rovers was relegated flom time English Premier League. 

- Read the whole story... 

Looking Like Rona~do, Bale Rescues Tottenham 
Independent 

Gareth Ba~e, who scored a fantastic goal for Tottenham Hotspur against Norwich City on Wednesday, admitted 

that he tries to emulate Real Madrid striker Cristiano Rona~do on the field. The Welshman’s 80th minute solo run 
and swerving shot flew past Norwich keeper Mark Bunn to rescue a point for Spurs, which is now just one point 

above fifth-place Everton. 

"You put your targets high," Bale said after the game. "The way Ronaldo plays, he’s the best all-round player in the 

world. People have said things in the past and the stuff he does is similar to what I do. He is a benchmark for every 

player who wants to be that good and it’s useful to look at other players, watch how they do things and take my 

game to another level." The 23-year-old has been regularly linked with a move to Real Madrid this summer. "Apart 

from [Barcelona striker] Lionel Messi, Ronaldo is on a different planet and I’d love to be half as good as him," he 

added. 

Despite Bale’s late strike and a late shot from substitute Gylfi Sigurdsson, Tottenham barely troubled the Norwich 

goal over time 90 minutes, leading to speculation that Spurs will try to sign a striker before the transfer window shuts 

tonight. 

"It was obviously great to get the goal but we’re a bit disappointed," Bale admitted. "In the first half we were nowhere 

near good enough, not at the races," he said. "In the second half we controlled the game and played some good 

football. We had quite a few chances and were quite unlucky not to win in the end." 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer America Confidential: MLS holds onto Agudelo, for now 

Thursday, Jan. 31,2013 

MLS holds onto Agudelo, for now 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

More than two years after he scored on his debut for the USA in South Africa, Juan Agudelo is apparently 

staying in MLS. He among several MLS young players to be pursued by foreign teams in the past few months. 

The league signed off on deals to sell FC Dallas midfielder Brek Shea (Stoke City) and D.C. United midfielder Andy Najar 

(Anderlecht). 

Shea, 22, was issued the UK work permit needed to finalize his deal, which is reportedly worth 2.5 million pounds ($3.9 

million). Figures in connection with the Najar transfer have been estimated at $3 million. 

A training stint with Glasgow Celtic last November sparked some interest in Agudelo from the Scottish club, and according to 

a source, an offer was made this month, but the offer has been rejected and Agudelo will not be joining Celtic during the 

January transfer window. 

Safe to say, the club that offered a relatively paltry $1 million for Shakie Joseph while he was at the peak of his powers six 

years ago probably offered a lot less for Agudelo, despite his potential and age (20). 

MLS, however, must sign Agudelo to a new contract in fairly short order or risk losing him for nothing, as he is entering the 

final year of his MLS contract. He earned $100,000 in guaranteed compensation (base salary: $70,000) in 2012. 

The departure of former head coach Robin Fraser and hiring of Jose Luis Sanchez Sola raised questions about Agudelo’s 

status with Chivas USA, which acquired him from the Red Bulls last summer in exchange for defender Heath Pearce and 

allocation money. 

The new coach, nicknamed "El Chelis," has jettisoned several players since taking command, yet hasn’t expressed a desire 

to get rid of Agudelo, who scored just three goals in 20 games as Chivas USA stumbled to a last-place finish= 

Since its inception, MLS has kept guarded its reasons for deciding to sell certain players and retaining the rights to others. 

Money is an important consideration, and the desire and ambition of the player must be factors as well. Since opinions vary 

as to what might be in the player’s best interest, those evaluations can get murky. 

The sale of Jozy Altidore to Spanish club Villarreal in 2008 was sharply criticized, since he left the league at 18 after playing 

less than two full seasons with the MetroStars/Red Bulls. But a price tag of $10 million, which is still a record for an MLS 

player, played a powerful role in the decision, as did the nearly $5 million paid for TFC midfielder Maurice Edu, then 22, by 

Glasgow Rangers that same year. 

Though they ar~ four years apart in age, Edu (38 games) and Altidore (37) had played about the same number of MLS 

matches when they were sold. Both had already debuted for the national team, as has Agudelo. And Agudelo has played 

more MLS games (52) than either Edu or Altidore, and many people predicted great things for him when he scored six goals in 

27 games for New York in the 2011 season. But Altidore needed a change of clubs, to AZ, to find his feet in Europe. Rangers’ 

financial troubles prompted Edu’s move to Stoke City, for which he rarely played, and he’s been loaned to Turkish club 

Bursaspor. 

Agudelo has left his first club, his future to be determined. Selling the right player to the right club at the right time at the right 

price would meet the best interests of everyone, but those factors rarely converge. 

Sporting Kansas City couldn’t block Roger Espinoza’s move to Wigan, since he was out of contract to the MLS team, and it 

surely would rather keep Kei Kamara than loan him to Norwich City, but it has approved a loan deal that runs until May 6. 

Kamara, 28, isn’t a young player yet many of the same considerations apply. 

Najar’s deal started as a loan, too, but after seeing him in games Anderlecht opted to buy up. Najar and Shea head overseas 

with a lot more game experience than the other players discussed her~ as well as their first caps. 

Najar (82 MLS games) debuted for Honduras in 2011, and Shea (98 league matches) got his first cap in 2010, a month before 

Agudelo scored in his first international. 

The Agudelo case will bear close watching in the next few months. Will the Colombian native hold down a starling role for 

Chivas USA under its Mexican-centric coach? Will MLS pursue a new deal with him aggressively, or lose him as a free agent? 



Can he solidify a place in the U.S. squad while competing with Altidore, Terrence Boyd, Herculez Gomez, and others? 

It’s good news for MLS that foreign teams see value in its young players and in many cases, pay decent money for them. 

When the players flourish everybody wins, but that’s not a given. The saga of Agudelo will take interesting twists this year. 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, February 1,2013 

Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Friday action includes games from Germany, Mexico, France, Spain and Italy .... The Africa Cup on Nations 

continues on Saturday and Sunday with quarterfinal games. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

France TOULOUSE-PSG (live) 2:25 pm. 

Italy ROMA-CAGUARI (delay) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-CAGLIARI (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-BILBAO (delay) 4:45 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany WERDER BREMEN-HANNOVER 96 (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LOBOS BUAP-LA PIEDAD (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TOULOUSE-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COMMA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) noon. 

England EVERTON-ASTON VILLA (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England READING-SUNDERLAND (delay) 5:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England ARSNAL-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SWANSEA CITY (delay) 2 pm. 

England WIGAN-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) Noon. 

ESPN2 

England QPR-NORWICH CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England QPR-NORW~CH CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEEDS UNITED-CARDIFF CITY (live) 9:55 am. 

Spain GETAFE-DEPORTIVO (live) 11:55 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 1:55 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:55 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-CELTA (live) 9:55 am. 

italy TORINO-SAMPDORIA (live) 11:55 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-LEVANTE (live) 1:55 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:55 pm. 



Italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MAINZ 05-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HAMBURG-EINTRACHT FRANKFURT (live) 12:30 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-NEZA (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico AMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LORIENT-RENNAIS (live) 10:55 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 1:55 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-TOLUCA (live) 7:55 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico TIGRES-TIJUANA (live) 7:55 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CRUZ AZUL (live) 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ARSNAL-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England READING-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WIGAN-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

England QPR-NORV~CH CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

Africa Cup of Nations GHANA-CAPE VERDE (live) 9:50 am= 

Africa Cup of Nations SOUTH AFRICA-MALl (live) 1:20 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-DEN HAAG (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal GUIMARAES-PORTO (live) 3:30 pm, 

SUNDAY, February 3 

FOX SOCCER 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:25 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia ADELAIDE-SYDNEY (delay) 2 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:25 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONARCAS (live) 12:55 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy GENOA-LAZIO (live) 8:55 am. 

Italy CHIEVO-JUVENTUS (delay) 10:55 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 12:55 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BETIS (live) 2:55 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship COLOMBIA-PARAGUAY (live) 7:55 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy SIENA-INTER MILAN (live) 8:55 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 10:55 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 12:55 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship URUGUAY-ECUADOR (live) 3:25 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship CHILE-PERU (live) 5:40 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship COLOMBIA-PARAGUAY (live) 7:55 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-JUVENTUS (delay) 11 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BORUSSIA MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pm. 



UNIVISlON 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 12:55 pm, 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-LYON (live) 8 am. 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 12:55 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-MONTERREY (live) 6:55 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-SAN LUIS (live) 12:55 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 

ESPN3.com 

Africa Cup of Nations IVORY COAST-NIGERIA (live) 9:50 am. 

Africa Cup of Nations BURKINA FASO-TOGO (live) 1:20 pm. 

Netherlands TWENTE-UTRECHT (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands VW VENLO-AJAX (live) 8:30 arm. 
Portugal BENFICA-SETUBAL (live) 3:15 pro. 

TBA 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Faceboek 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com~ 

Friday, Februa~ 1, 2013 7:25 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Stoke Ci~ high on ’U-S-Shed 

What They’re Saying Today’s News - Friday, Feb 1, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"is this a joke? You think a 

player worth $30 million Stoke City high on ’U-S-Shea’ ~ 
would play in a Danish club by Paul Kennedy 
I never head about? This 

[AMERICANS ABR©ADIBrek Shea began the week as usual, continuing his recovery 
has to be the biggest joke I 

from surgery to remove a bone in his foot and trsining with FC Dallas on Monday morning. By 
have heard in 10 years. I 

don’t know the club, I don’t 
Thursday, the final day of the January transfer window, the 22-year-old midfielder was greeted to 

chants of "U-S-Shea" as he left training at English club Stoke City. The Potters reported the know the sporting director. 

Never heard of them." transfer fee to be 2.6 pounds ($4 million), tying it for fourth among the highest estimated fees an 

MLS club has paid for an American. - Read the whole story 

-- Schalke 04 defender 

Kyriakos Papadopouios 

puts to rest rumors of a 

move to Danish club 

SonderjyskE (The 

Guardian.) 

Payne questions fitness of Toronto players 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOWN] When he took the job of president in late November, Kevin Payne 

figured he had a lot of work ahead of him to turn around hapless Toronto FC. But he may not have 

realized what he was getting himself in until winter training camp opened 10 days ago at the 

Training Ground, where he discovered some of the players had arrived out of shape. For more on 

Toronto’s problems, plus preseason news from Chicago, D.C. United and San Jose ... - Read the 

whole story 

Happy Feet 
by Christen Press 

[THE PITCH 20~3: Blog 21 In three years, 5-foot-1 Spaniard Veronica Boquete went from being 

an unknown to a star in WPS and Sweden’s Damallsvenskan. Christen Press’s new teammate 

and roommate assures her more success will come thanks to her luck cleats. - Read the whole 

story 

Saborio heads Tic© roster for Panama trip 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HE×AG©NAL COUNTD©V~IAIvaro Saborio, who captained Costa Rica to the 2013 Copa 

Centroamericana title, is among four MLS players in the Ticos’ squad that will face Panama in 

their Hexagonal opener Wednesday at Panama City’s Estadio Rommel Fernandez. - Read the 

whole story 

Straiqht red for tanqled laces 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Oil ~he Post] Two players got their cleats entangled on Saturday in the 

Netherlands and the referee showed one a straight red card for his chosen method of getting 

unstuck. - Read the whole story 

Top 5 goals from around the world 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Beautiful goals with lively music and a heavy South American flavor 

reminds us that the World Cup in Brazil is less than 500 days away. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

National Signing Day is February 6. We asked 
five standout recruits to give us their plans 
for the big day as well as insight into their 
college selections. 

LO0 H G AHEAD 
While 2013 MLS draft picks compete for 
roster spots in camps this month, we’re 
previewing 25 players who will be in the 
conversation for the 2014 MLS SuperDraft. 

DOWN SO .JTH 
A pair of girls, including a member of the IMG 
Academy 150 for the class of 2014, explain 
their decisions after committing to schools in 
the southeast. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Sydney Leroux reportedly 
datinq NFL player J.J. Watt, 
91st Minute is reportedly 
jealous. 

Colleqe Cribs: Marquette’s 
Paul Dillon shows us the art 
of ’chillin’. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Princeton 6iris Soccer Camps 

The 3rd Annual Princeton Girls Soccer ID 
camp grades 9-11 will be on March 9-10, 
2013, on Princeton’s campus. 

The Elite Overnight Camp, for grades 7-12 
will be held on July 21-24, 2013. The camp 
will feature high-level coaching, including 
Princeton Head Coach Julie Shackford and 
Recruiting Coordinator Esmeralda Negron. 

STGN UP NOW BEFORE SPACE RUNS OUT! 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 1, 2013 10:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: ESPN picks up Mexico’s Tri through 2014 

Friday, Feb. 1,2013 

ESPN picks up 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Mexico’s Tri through 2014 
By Paul Kennedy 

Mexico has drawn huge television audiences for years on Spanish-language television, and ESPN now hopes to 

get into the act and tap into its growing following of English-speaking Hispanics who support the Tri. 

Wednesday’s Mexico-Denmark international friendly on ESPN2 marked the first game to be aired as part of an agreement 

between Univision Deportes and ESPN to telecast Mexican national team matches on ESPN’s English=language networks 

and digital platforms through 2014. 

The deal covers Mexico’s home World Cup qualifying matches and international friendlies. The series of 20 matches will 

conclude with Mexico’s last match before the 2014 World Cup. It will include the Mexico-USA World Cup qualifier on March 

26. The game is the only U.S. road qualifier for which BelN SPORT does not hold the rights. 

’q-he Mexican national team plays an exciting brand of soccer that has attracted a passionate, loyal fan base not only in 

Mexico but throughout the U.S.," said Scott Guglielmino, the ESPN senior vice president for programming. "As ESPN 

continues to build towards the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil, this agreement represents an opportunity to add a premier 

soccer property that will appeal to all fans, including our growing Hispanic audience." 

Univision Deportes and ESPN already hold the media rights, in Spanish and English, respectively, to the U.S. national team 

home games, as well as the 2014 World Cup in Brazil. World Cup rights will move to Fox and Telemundo for 2018 and 2022. 

MLS T’v’ DEALS. The Los Angeles Galaxy will have 21 and 17 MLS games on new home Time Warner Cable SportsNet and 

Time Warner Cable Deportes, respectively, 2013. Time Warner Cable SportsNet’s debut broadcast will be the SuperClasico 

against Chivas USA March 17. Time Warner Cable Deportes’ first broadcast will follow six days later for the Galaxy-Colorado 

match. 

- The Houston Dynamo entered into a three-year agreement with Comcast SportsNet Houston (CSN) to air approximately 15- 

20 games per season. CSN will produce Pregame Live and Postgame Live shows, a weekly in-season magazine show and 

other specials. As part of the agreement, KPRC, the local NBC affiliate, will air a select number of Dynamo games. 

SPORTING KC-B©ULEVARD ALLIANCE. Sporting Kansas City has entered into a five-year deal with Boulevard Brewing 

Company. As the official craft beer sponsor of the team, the brewery will operate the Boulevard Members’ Club at Sporting 

Park. "This has been in the works for a long time," said Jeremy Ragonese, Boulevard’s director of marketing, said in a 

statemenL "Our mutual fans have been outspoken in their support for an alliance between Boulevard and Sporting KC, and 

their passion for our brands makes this a natural fit." 

ALIANZA LIVE ON SUNDAYS. Salvadoran club Alianza has a televison deal of its own on American television. Estrella TV will 

carry Alianza matches in the Primera Division, beginning on Sunday afternoon. 

Emaih Send releases to Soccer America 

Friend Soccer AmericaFacebook 

Follow Soccer AmericaTwitter 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blog= 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer Training <~kris4futbol@aol.com> 

Friday, Febma~ 1, 2013 10:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Open group ~ssions tbr the month of February start this S unday. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

elite soccer logo 

Please visit Elite- Soccer-Tmining.org 

Open roup 

sessions of the month 





Forward this email 

This email ’~:as sent to a~lsc~l@uncaa,unc.edu by kri~futbol~laol.com 
Update Profile/Email Address instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’ Privacy Policy. 

Elite Soccer Training i P.O. Box 4127 i chattanooga,TN ::TN i 37405 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz,com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <news~et:t:er@usnsLpa.com> 

~’riday, February 1. 2013 12:12 P~ 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players News[aLter USSocce~ Players ¯ Feb I, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb i, 2013 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Ugue, Liga, Ser e A, and 
gundes iga 

beIN Sport has Roma - Ca~Uari at 2:45pm {4:30pro on beIN}. ,~lichae[ g~ad[ey’s club had a ceachin~ issue over d~e week, 

with rumors of a change. Zdenek Zernan kept his job and no~,, the 8th-p~ace club expects aU three points agains~ i6th- 

p{ace Cas[iarL ~undesUga en Go{’FV: Werdef ~femen - Hannover % on Go[~ Steve {]h@rundc~o c:onl:~nues to recov@r 

from knee pain, w~th Hannover i0th to Warder Bremen’s 12th. La LNa on belN ZspanoL VaKadoUd - gffbao at 4:45pnl. 

Ligue 1 on be~N and Univision 9eportes: "[’ou~obse - FSG at 2:30pro. A~ 77rues £’a~;~et’n 

Their Words 

chose Palls because I can see what the dub a~e tryin~ to do, t can see who the dub are tryh 

m. It’s an exciting city and now there’s a dub that’s going to have a lot of s~ccess over the next ten, 

S0 years. ~’m veW honoured Fve been picked to be part of the future o~ PSG," PSG midfie~der Da~d 

Beckham 

Maior League Soccer’s January Economy 
gy J Hutcherson o WASHINGTON, IX: (Feb 1, 2013) US So(x:er Players- Major League Soc<er’s January transfe~ window 

experience nl~ght stiU have been decidedly one-sided, but it dk~ ~ve the League a valuable talking point. It’s not ~ust 

that flxeign dubs want their pl.ayers, it’s that fo[r@i(~n el.ubs l:4aying in wel.{ known top ~eagbes want theirr p~ayers. That 
hods as mud~ ~or the high profile free move of out of contrac~ superstar David Beckham to P~is Saint-Ge~ main as it 

does ~or ~h@ ~oans and trans~(}rs of estab41shed ~s¢[.5 Lal.(}nt. 

League. Shea’s transfe~ mana#ed to avoid gettin# caught up in diilering prices, work permit issues, and pf.aying chicken 

with the transfer deadline as Stoke completed the deal just in time. 

Yes, this is stiU MLS in the European transfe~ market where they prefer payments than paying. There wasn’t two-way 

traffic, and it’s a winnab[e argbment: that the p[aye~s [eavhxg MLS in Janbary ma~e it a weaker I.eague than it was in 

December. Though the one-s}ded treatment of transfers is cert~in~y ~4LS bus}hess as usual this January might finaUy 

send the dear message d~at the League needs to pay for p~ayers the sarae way forogn dubs pay them. 

What:~s soraewha~ sb~prisin}~ iS ~,£[.~ sei?[Tted unint:(}ri?s~@d 

this Lea$ue. Yes, MLS wed6 to ave~d the retirement c~rcuit compl.aint },eve},ed at them by peop[e who don’~ know the ins 

and outs of Ma~or Leagbe $o(:eer to have a wor~hwhi[e opinion. 

before a be[oved player that w~K always be more descry associated with a different dub m a different [eague s~$ns off. 

The improved fever of <ompetition that’s existed for at b~ast a decade and the simpl.e fia<t of the American summer sees 

to that Read Nore 

Questions: The Seattle Sounders Defense 

Ton)/Edwards - San ,Jose, CA (Jan 31 2013) US Soccer Players - In Thursday’s edition of the 5 Questions, 
’Ton’.,’ I.ooks al: Seat:t:~.e’s options for (:entra[ defense, looks forward to see~n~ Ramiro {:orra[es p[ay thh~ season and 

salutes US Nat~ona~ Team goalkeepers. 

With Seattle ~osi~g Patrick la~ni for a while, what are S~@ Schmid’s 

options i~ central defense? 

Schraid~!~ seen it a][ as a coach, so whfl.e laQni’s start of ts~h?h?g camp injury is unfor[unat~ Seatt]@ Wi[~ ~ind a way to 

adjust, They might choose to ~o wiLh Zach Scott und[ lanm is back p}.aying central defense (repo~ Ls say he’s ouL for up 

to si:< weeks), whk:h seems 1:he raost: 1.1]~£~],{ route; 1:hey al.so might: do a gareeh:~na~ as it were, and p[ay a 
centrMidefensive midfie[der in central defense and let Jhon gennedy Hurtado do the heavy tilting. 

The point being~ ~eatt{e has a month to get it figured out, and lanni might be back belere then, The uncomfo~ tab{e 

pa~aUe[ to last season’s Galaxy loss of Ornar Oonzatez going into the regular season and the Chanlpions League 



rounds wilt no doubt be on Sehmid~s mind. Read More 

Both, According to Geefi Lepper’s article on mtssocce~ ,com~ Co~ rates wit[ re.sign with San Jose Lo play for Lhe team and 

career is that he c~n slit[ pt~y at ~ h~sh [eve[ in a variety of posi[~ons: fullback, wide midfietd~ central midfie[d~ and 
perhaps even central defense. Co~ rates should %e been the option to slot h~ next to Victor Bernardez in centra~ defense 

when Jason Hernandez wasn’t available tast season. 

Altidore shru~s off racist chant% says he’ll pray for abusive fans ¯ from Sf.com’s Grant WahL: "Then I unde~sLeod 
clearly it was for me." 

Parkhurst ready to fight in Germany o from MLSsoccer,com’s Grog Seftzer: For no~,~,,, Parkhurst says everyone at 

MLS represents Prem value for money - from ESPN FC’s Graham Rdthven: Nowhere is this shift: il) attit:dde toward 

mine e\ddenL than the Premier Lea~ue~ 

Torres’ renewed effort already paying dividends for Union ¯ from The DeLaware �ounty Times’ MatLhew DeGeer~e: 

’~’i:~rres is ready Lo ctairn sorneLhinf~ from what looked to be the ashes of his career in ~hilac~etphia. 

Porter: Timbers now have ’true team’ o from The PortLand "I’irnbers’ St:ephen Ate>ander: He was taciturn enough t:o iind 

prob[ems even with a 3..1 \dctor~. 

Weekend Soccer TV: Premier Lea lue Saturday 
Now wait a minute, I know you’re US Soccer Pfayers and atf, but are you seriousfy encouragin~ me to watch Everton - 

Asten Vi[ta on Saturday (2:30pro ¯ Fox Soccer). Why yes~ we are. See, AsLon Yfi.ta m~ht be Lhe best sLery m the Premier 

League right now, CaU it commitn’~er~t~ vision, or inactiorh but theyie stick]rig with their manager. ~t makes for 

Soccer P{us has Arsena~ ~ Stoke at 10am for those of you ready to anoint Stoke City as the new Team Amer}ca, 

Saturday 

Pre~lN!r League on Fox Soccer: New{:as[t{.’ - CheLsea at: 9: ~{}am~ ]:’dtham o Mant:hes[er Unitec~ at 12pro. Ev{.’rton - Aston 

Yi[ta at 2:30pm, and Reading ¯ Sundertand aL 5:30pm. Fox. Soccer PLus has Arsenat .. Stoke City at 10am, West Ham - 

Swanson at 2pro, and Wigan o Southampton at 4pm. ESF~N2 has Queens Park Rartge~s - Nol~vk:h at 7:30am. 

Championship on beIN Sport: Leeds ¯ Cardifi aL 10am. 

gundesti~a on Oo[W¢: Mainz - Bayern Munich at 9::~0am and Hamburg - E~nLracht FrankfurL aL 12:30pm. La L~ga on be[N 

Espanok Osasuna - CeSta Vigo at 10an~t, Espanyo~ - Levante at 2pn~t, and Granada ~ Rea~ Madrid at 4pn~t (abe on belN}, 
belN has Ge[afe - Deport~vo at 12prn, Serie g on be[N Espano{: "Torino - SampdoHa at 12prn and #’4apoh - Ca[anna at 6prn 

{a~so on belN), L}gue t on Usi~ds}on Deportes: LoHent - Refines at i lain and Bordeaux - Valenciennes at Zpn~t (a[so on 

belH}. Read More 

ge 

d by 
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Clfck here to sa[ely unsubscrfbe fr n "US~o’~ce;#~,@’e ~ " Clfck here to vfew maftfn~; ~rchfves, here to chan~e ,)/our prel~erences, o~ here to subscrfbe ~ Prfwcy~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA Advertiser <info@nscaa.com> 

Friday, Februaly 1, 2013 12:27 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Last chance claim a complimentaxy coaching ~ssion l]com Jose Mourinho 

Dear Coach 

If you have yetto claim your free Elite Soccer coaching session written by Real 
Madrid manager, Jos~ Mourinho, make sure that you ~2~2.~.~.{~f!. it NOWt 

:~-~ Subscribe to Elite S .... today 

Published in partnership with the League 
Managers Association (LMA), Elite Soccer 

gives you access to coaching plans from the best 
managers in the best league in the world. 

It is the only e-magazine in which the top managers 
including those in the English Premier League 
share their training sessions. In their own words 
they describe how you can improve your team’s 
play. 

Ciick here to download Jos@ Mourinho’s session 

now. 

Each issue of the e-magazine contains six 
exclusive professional coaching plans. Recent 

contributors include: 

Sir 

Alex Ferguson, Roberto Mancini and Arsene 

Wenger have all appeared in Elite Soccer 

Sir Alex     Ars~ne    Roberto 
Ferguson    Wenger    Mancini 

Jos~’s session focuses on defensive organization. Key elements covered include 
depth control, double marking and distances and movement between defenders in 
protecting against attacking crosses arriving from the flanks. 

~ "The organization of this session is simple - tittle 
equipment is required. The complexity comes through 
the fundamentals of team tactics, but this session offers 
a strict template on which we can build." 

See how Elite Soccer can improve your coaching by 
from Jos~ Mourinho now - do it today to avoid missing out! 

Yours in soccer, 



Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, Elite Soccer 

Elite 
Soccer 
logo 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 
recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779 Registered in 
England. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

Emaii I \’\;e,b~te I ,’3end to a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~i Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Free Kick Magazine <newsletter@freeldckmag.com> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 12:31 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

Last Day Eax]y Bird: Youth Spring Soccer League 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Friday, Febmaly 1, 2013 3:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ATTENTION all soccer coaches 

Hi Ansc n, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better Soccer Coaching, the 

leading ~ebsite for %~rassroots soc~cer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for all coachinq levels 

and ages of players 

Simn um here today and you can print off a free session or new 

traJninq idea to use at your very next practise. 

I’ll then send you an eraail twice a week with illustrated drills, 

fitness guides, coaching tips oK match tactics fox you to save 

and use at your" leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes of Keith Boanas, a 

UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier League Academy coach Mike Beale, 

and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance and 

PRACTICAL ideas to help yo~ir coaching. And it’s all FREE.! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 

qualification. Si@n up here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful Season - Easy to read 

and ’lse at a moment’s notice, I guarantee they will make you 

think again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: i1 Secrets Of Successful Corners - Increase your" corner 

conversions and give yo~ir players the tools to defend against 

every corner fired at them. 

il3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - Three easy to use 

training games, promoting s]ills and team wor] . 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help 

yo~ir soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your peace of mind 

If you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from Better 



Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your mouse. 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell your emaii address 

or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For mDre information cn how Better Soccer Coaching can help your 

coaching ani yDur team’s perfDrmances, please visit my wehsite: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachinc, com 

Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in sDccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be valuable to someone you 

kn~, please f~rward this email ~nt~ them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 

Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. i am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 

years’ experience coachinq junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m 

no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but K have won more than 

my fair share of leagues and trophies at all lew~is cf junior 

soccer. 

More important to me J s that a] i my teams have one thinq J n 

common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 

soccer. The type of soccer that is fun tc play, watch and coach, 

ani which mDre often than not prDdu~es ~innlng results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my coaching buddies 

Boanas, Beale and Carr who will help you take your sessions and 

results onto the next leve~ . 

Sign u~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Guiidfc rd 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

20i3. Better Soccer Coaching 

UnsubscrJbe 
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Hexagonal opener starts off severest test for 
Klinsmann 
By Ridge Mahoney 

in the aftermath of a laborious 0-0 tie with Canada Tuesday night, comfort can be found in the fact that a 

European-heavy team will probably open the Hexagonal Wednesday against Honduras in San Pedro Sula. 

That’s a nice thought, but matters won’t be quite that simple, as the German Bundesliga contingent is far from ready. 

injuries could sideline outside backs Steve Cherundolo and Fabian Johnson, and out-d-action regulars Jermaine Jones 

(suspended from Bundesliga play) and Danny Williams (benched) may not be fit enough to go. 

Those in England - Geoff Cameron, Clint Oempsey and Tim Howard - have been playing in cold rain and snow flurries, 

and won’t easily adapt to temperatures expected to be in the low 80s. They can be as game-sharp as all get-out, but the 

much warmer weather will severely test their stamina. The Honduran federation also scheduled the game for late afternoon, not 

at night, when a harsh sun could possibly exacerbate the discomfort. 

Coach Jurgen Klinsmann can, of course, supplement the squad for Honduras with his pick of the players who faced Canada, 

but whether from lack of game action or other reasons, few looked ready to tangle in a knock-down, drag-out battle typical of 

Concacaf qualifiers. 

Yes, it’s only the first 10 matches, but this is shaping up - aside from Mexico, which opens at home against Jamaica that 

same night - as a fiercely competitive Hexagonal. 

The top three of six advance automatically to the 2014 World Cup, and the fourth-place team gets a cushy playoff series with 

the Oceania winner, so the odds of the Americans reaching Brazil are quite good. 

Yet scraping through as the fourth-place finisher isn’t what U.S. Soccer had in mind when it hired Klinsmann, and while 

qualification is always the bottom line, federation officials - as well as fans and media - will expect progress in the Klinsmann 

tenets of skillful, creative play. 

One of his proclamations upon being hired was to broaden the national team’s representation of players based in Mexico, and 

since those players started their seasons in early January in conditions somewhat similar to those in Honduras, it would seem 

obvious for him to dip into Liga MX. 

While there’s only a handful of players with national team experience south of the border, most of them are playing regularly 

for successful teams. 

Forward Herculez Gomez (Santos) played the last U.S. seven games of 2012; he scored in Santos’ Clausura opener with a 

header against San Luis and has appeared in all four league games. Edgar Castillo and Joe Corona at~ regular starters for 

defending league champion Club Tijuana, and midfielder Jose Torres - cut loose by Pachuca in December after playing more 

than 150 games for the club since his debut in 2006 - has started both games for Tigres since returning from injury. 

Defender Michael Orozco Fiscal, scorer in the historic 1-0 defeat of Mexico at Azteca Stadium last August, has gone on 

loan from San Luis to Puebla and has appeared in tht~e league matches. A Puebla teammate, DaMarcus Beasiey, has been 

mostly ignored by Klinsmann - he played just 45 minutes in 2012 - and he’s getting regular time (three starts, one sub 

appearance) for his club. 

Situations like this are those in which Klinsmann must earn his keep: His MLS players are out of season, his Euro options are 

limited by climate change, and of the Mexican-based players only Gomez (three U.S. goals last year in 11 appearances) has 

proven to be consistently reliable at the international level. 

The uncertainty at outside back would suggest Castillo, though his defensive work is suspect. An experienced, skillful 

midfielder like Torres is an asset, but he’s not quite found a comfort level - or the right position - for the USA. 

if the Americans get a point out of Honduras, or perhaps steal a victory -as they did in the penultimate game of the last 

Hexagonal to clinch a spot at the 2010 World Cup - the Canada game will be regarded as a throwaway. 

Still, there were questions about why Klinsmann didn’t start a creative central midfielder - Benny Feilhaber, Mix Diskerud 



and Alejandro Bedoya had all been in camp - against an opponent expected to bunker in after being embarrassed 4-0 by 

Denmark. 

Wednesday’s Honduras game is just the first of many important games, but the USA’s direction will be just as intriguing as 

the resulL 
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Hexagonal: Mexico’s Tri temporarily brought down 
to earth 
By Paul Kennedy Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

Following its gold medal in men’s soccer at the 2012 London Olympics, Mexico is being trumpeted as a favorite to 

win the 2014 World Cup, but that’s getting ahead of the game.                                               I~ 

Since 1994, El Tri has qualified for the every World Cup and advanced to the knockout phase only to lose in the 

round of 16 every time. 

Then there is the matter of getting through the Hexagonal. Yes, Mexico will be heavy favorite to win the Concacaf final-round 

qualifying group. 

And yes, it was the only team to sweep its six games in the semifinal group. But it didn’t exactly overrun the opposition -- the 

only victory by more than two goals came at Guyana when it scored all five goals in the last 12 minutes. 

If Chepo de la Torre’s muchachos needed to be brought down to earth, Wednesday’s friendly against Denmark certainly 

would do it. They could only manage a 1-1 tie against a team missing all its foreign-based stars and they were jeered off the 

field by the 43,000-plus crowd at the University of Phoenix Stadium. 

WHY THE USA SHOULD BE CONFIDENT. The USA beat Mexico each time it has hosted the Tri in the last three 

Hexagonals. Each game was played in Columbus, Ohio, and each game ended 2-0. Mexico will be heavily favored when it 

hosts the USA March 26 at Azteca Stadium, but it has lost its air of invincibility. The USA’s 1-0 win over Mexico in August 2012 

was its first victory over El Tri on Mexican soil in 25 meetings. 

WHY THE USA SHOULD BE WORRIED. The last time the two teams faced offwhen something was on the line, Mexico won 

handily. The Tri came back from 2-0 down to win the 2011 Gold Cup final going away, 4-2. And Mexico has since upgraded its 

team, winning the gold medal in men’s soccer at the 2012 London Olympics and incorporating many of its under-23 players 

into the full national team. 

WHO YOU ALREADY KNOW. In just two-plus seasons at Manchester United, Javier Hernandez has already scored 46 goals 

in all competitions and is at 24 already the best-known Mexican player internationally since Hugo Sanchez of Atletico Madrid 

and Real Madrid fame. This will be Chicharito’s first Hexagonal. Players back from the 2009 Concacaf finals include Carlos 

Salcido, Giovani dos Santos and Andres Guardado. 

WHO YOU’LL KNOW SOON. The excitement surrounding Mexico’s national team centers on its young midfielders fast- 

tracked from the 2012 Olympic team: Javier Aquino, Hector Herrera and Marco Fabian. Aquino moved from Cruz Azul to 

Villarreal in Spain at the end of the January transfer window, while Herrera, who goes by the nickname "El Zorrillo" (The 



Skunk), and the popular Fabian will remain at Pachuca and Chivas, respectively, through Mexico’s Torneo Clausura before 

probably moving to Europe. 

SCHEDULE. 

Day 1: Feb. 6 vs. Jamaica (TV: UniMas, ESPN2, 9:30 p.m. ET). 

U.S. Series: Day 3 -- March 26: Mexico vs. USA in Mexico City; Day 8 -- Sept. 10: USA vs. Mexico at site TBD. 

ROSTER (Jamaica game): 

Goalkeepers: Jose de Jesus Corona (Cruz Azul), Cirilo Saucedo (Tijuana), Alfredo Talavera (Toluca). 

Defenders: Francisco Rodriguez (Club America), Hector Moreno (Espanyol, Spain), Jorge Torres Nilo (Tigres), Darvin 

Chavez (Monterrey), Diego Reyes (Club America), Hugo Ayala (Tigres), Severo Meza (Monterrey), Paul Aguilar (Club 

America). 

Midfielders: Javier Aquino (Villarreal, Spain), Carlos Salcido (Tigres), Angel Reyna (Pachuca), Hector Herrera (Pachuca), 

Jesus Molina (Club America), Marco Fabian (Guadalajara), Andres Guardado (Valencia, Spain), Fernando Arce (Tijuana). 

Forwards: Giovani dos Santos (Mallorca, Spain), Javier Hernandez (Man. United, England), Aldo de Nigris (Monterrey), Oribe 

Peralta (Santos). 

Tomorrow: Jamaica. 
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Saturday, Feb. 2, 2013 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

English Premier League leader Man United plays at Fulham on Saturday .... Bundesliga leader Bayern Munich 

faces Mainz 05 on Saturday .... Spain leader Barcelona plays at Valencia on Sunday .... The Africa Cup on 

Nations continues on Saturday and Sunday with quarterfinal games. ,.. The U=20 South American championship 

continues on Sunday. 

(Aft t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) noon. 

England EVERTON-ASTON VILLA (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England READING-SUNDERLAND (delay) 5:30 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England ARSNAL-STOKE CiTY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SWANSEA CITY (delay) 2 pm. 

England WIGAN-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) Noon. 

ESPN2 

England QPR-NORWICH CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England QPR-NORWICH CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEEDS UNITED-CARDIFF CITY (live) 9:55 am. 

Spain GETAFE-DEPORTIVO (live) 11:55 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 1:55 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:55 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-CELTA (live) 9:55 am. 

italy TORINO-SAMPDORIA (live) 11:55 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-LEVANTE (live) 1:55 pm= 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:55 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MAINZ 05-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HAMBURG-EINTRACHT FRANKFURT (live) 12:30 pm, 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-NEZA (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LORIENT-RENNAIS (live) 10:55 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 1:55 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-TOLUCA (live) 7:55 pm= 



UniMas 

Mexico TIGRES-TIJUANA (live) 7:55 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ARSNAL-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England READING-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WIGAN-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England QPR=NORWICH CITY (live) 7:30 am= 

Africa Cup of Nations GHANA-CAPE VERDE (live) 9:50 am. 

Africa Cup of Nations SOUTH AFRICA-MALl (live) 1:20 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-DEN HAAG (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal GUIMARAES-PORTO (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:25 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia ADELAIDE-SYDNEY (delay) 2 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WEST BROM=TOTTENHAM (live) 8:25 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONARCAS (live) 12:55 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy GENOA-LAZIO (live) 8:55 am. 

italy CHIEVO-JUVENTUS (delay) 10:55 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 12:55 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BETIS (live) 2:55 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship COLOMBIA-PARAGUAY (live) 7:55 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy SIENA-INTER MILAN (live) 8:55 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 10:55 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 12:55 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship URUGUAY-ECUADOR (live) 3:25 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship CHILE-PERU (live) 5:40 pm. 

South American U-20 Championship COLOMBIA-PARAGUAY (live) 7:55 pm. 

italy CHIEVO-JUVENTUS (delay) 11 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BORUSSIA MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 12:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-LYON (live) 8 am. 
Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 12:55 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-MONTERREY (live) 6:55 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-SAN LUIS (live) 12:55 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 



Africa Cup of Nations iVORY COAST-NIGERIA (live) 9:50 am. 

Africa Cup of Nations BURKINA FASO-TOGO (live) 1:20 pm. 

Netherlands TWENTE-UTRECHT (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands VW VENLO-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 
Portugal BENFICA-SETUBAL (live) 3:15 pm. 

~4ONDAY, February 4 
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Last chance - coaching sessions from Redknapp and Moyes 

LAST CHANCE - COACHING SESSIONS FROM REDKNAPP AND 
MOYES 

If you subscribe to Elite Soccerby midnight tonight, you can find out how to beat 

teams with more talented players than your own in a coaching session written by 
QPR manager Harry Redknapp. 

You will also receive our January 2013 issue free. In this issue, Everton manager 
David Moyes talks you through how he divides his training space to coach team 

play - use it to get your side performing better as a unit. 

You will receive both these sessions and more when you subscribe to Elite Soccer 
before midnight tonight (Sunday 3 February)! 

i~i Su bscribe to Elite Soccer today 

OFFER ENDS TODAY! 

Harry Redknapp masterminded QF’R’s shock win at Chelsea on 2 January by 
preparing his side in great detail. His players went on to the pitch knowing when to 
press, which opponent they were responsible for tracking, when to drop back and 
cover space and how to react to team mates being pulled out of position. 

This was all down to the session he ran with his side in the build-up to the game. 
And now you can use this session with your team to overcome sides few would 
expect you to beat. The session features in the new issue of Elite Soccer, out now. 
Elite Soccer is the only magazine written by coaches from the best league in the 
world because it is published in partnership with the League Managers 

Association (LMA). 

Sub~;c~ibe before midnight tonight, and, as well as receiving our new Harry 
Redknapp issue with his session on overcoming talented sides, we’ll also send you 
our January 2013 issue featuring Everton manager David ~oyes’s divided training 

spaces methodology F RE E. This offer represents your last opportunity to get the 
issue from David Moyes when you take a subscription - and it won’t cost you a cent 

extra ! 

Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

PLUS! Every issue of Elite Soecercontains six sessions from professional 
coaches, so when you subscribe before midniqht on Sunday 3 February you 

will also receive the 

THE FEBRUAR’{ 2013 ~SSUE FEATURING HARRY RE£~KNAPP: 

Graham Turner (Shrewsbury Town) - \,Mnen to come for 
crosses 

~ark Yates (Cheltenham Town) - Defending the second ball 

Alan Irvine (Everton) - Blind side runs 

Liam Bramley (Newcastle United) - Options for your number 10 

Michael Johnson (Birmingham City) o Attacking with a spare 
man 

Elite Soccer- 



February 2013 

Martin Allen (Gillingham) - Forward play in and around the box 

Nea~ Ard~ey (AFC \,Mmbledon) - Defending principles in units 

lan Baraclough (Sligo Rovers) - Midfield rotation, froward play 

Simon Hollyhead (Mab~o) o Tactical, physical and positional 
training 

Kevin ThelweH (Wolves) - Developing build-up play 

Elite Soccer 

January 2013 

To get all of these sessions in one go - you must ~.#.~.~:!.~# before 
tonight (Sunday 3 February), 

Subscribe to Elite Soccer today 

After that you will receive an issue, featuring six sessions from professional coaches 

in the English leagues, on the last Wednesday of every month for the duration of your 
subscription. Subscribe now - don’t fall behind your coaching peers. 

Subscribe today and stop missing out on coaching sessions that could improve your 
coaching and your team’s results. Remember: This special offer is only available 
un’dl midnight tonight (Sunday 3 February)} 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of Marketing, E~ite Soccer 

P.S. Please remember that this special offer is only available until midnight tonight 
{Sunday 3 February) so please don’t delay and subscribe to Elite Soeeertoday! 

Soccer 

Io9o 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 (from outside the UK) 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.co m 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 
recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 
retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779 Registered in 
England. 

Uneubt~cribe from marketinA emails 
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Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 
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NEW ENGLAND 

SOUTH 

.......................... 

SOUTH-W~ST ................................... 

WEST 

1~’~" ~RNA’FIO~L ......................................... 

BERKSHIRE SOCCER ACADEt~.~Y FOR GIRLS .......................................................................................................... 

The Berkshire Soccer Academy for Girls is a private residential summer camp located in East OUs, Massachusetts for girls, ages 9- 

17, who are passionate about the game and looking to take their soccer to the next level. As the only spedatty summer soccer 

camp to infuse balance and fun into an elite training experience, we provide a true "soccer plus camp" environment to help ... 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s 11ational and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s 11ational Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS .................................................................................. 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exdting opportunity for players to experience 

spedalized soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert 

coaches. In Barcelona, enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and fadlities for a true Bara experience. In 

addition to world-class training, players partidpate in daffy ... !;~!)~[£}~.e.‘~}~![!~[!?~[L!~[!~{}[[~?~![[!?~£~!~{}~Le~[~{[~£~{{~#~:!~£[!}.: 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL ~ COLLEGE ID CAMP .......................................................................................................................... 

The Ray Reid Soccer School is offering a College ID Camp held at UConn in Storrs, Connecticut, open to boys entering grades 9 - 

12. The College ID Camp is a 4-day, 3-night colle~ate showcase and competitive training program for players who plan to play at 

the college level. Staffed entirety by cortege coache% from a range of Division I to Division III schools across ... ~)[ete session 

......................................................................... 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL - ELITE ACADEMY 

The Ray Reid Elite Academy held at the University of Connecticut offers two week-long sessions (5 days, 4 nights) for boys ages 

18. Whether attending as an individual or coming to train with your team, all players will be challenged by a rigorous training 

schedule led by Coach Reid and some of the country’s top collegiate coaches on first-class training fadlities. In .....Li.o...~?.p..!.e...t.~ 

NO. 1 SOCCER ....................................................... 

11o.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http:Iiwww.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info®nolsoccercamps.com Joe 



Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating p{ay on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES .. NEW ENGLAND AREA 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months. We 

will be in the Boston, MASS area at the North Shore Arena in Topsfield, MASS on February 23rd, 2013 ........ Danbury, CT at the 

Danbury Sports Dome on February 24th, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all high school age boys ... 

LEHIGH MEN’S SOCCER SPRING ID CLINICS ............................................................................................................ 

The purpose of these clinics is to provide a competitive training environment for the college bound player. Training and playing 

sessions will be designed to assess players readiness for Division 1 competition. Players will be evaluated by the Lehigh Men’s 

Soccer coaching and strength staff in the following disciplines: technical mastery, tactical understanding, goalkeeping, training 

habits and mentality, ball a~ility training, speed training ... ~j~!~j~2~}~!~J~]~2[[~j~J]h.~.!3~[%9~[(.~])3~!~.~.!~:~ 

SOCCERPL US CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

LEHIGH MEN’S SOCCER SUMA~ER [D ACADEMY 

Academy is open to all boys entering grades 9-12. The Academy offers: -Nike soccer ball and Nike T-shirt for every player - 

Immersion into college training environment -College seminar and panel discussion -Written player evaluation for juniors and 

seniors only -Advanced Goalkeeping training -Numbered pinnies for easy identification by college coaches -Meet current Lehigh 

coaches and players July 14-16th For more information check out www ... 

LEHIGH SOCCER SLIMMER DAY CAMPS 

Offered to boys and ~irls ages 4-14 and features: Tikes and Spikes option for ages 4 and 5. Day camp and extended day camp for 

ages 6-14. Camps offer: - - Biggest day camps in the Lehigh Valley - Nike t-shirt for every kid - Coached by Lehigh student-athletes, 

club & HS coaches - Focus is on skill development and having fun - Players of all levels are welcome - Certified Athletic ... 

~/ete session information on SoccerAme~ica.com. 

HARE SOCCER CAMPS - ADVANCED ~ ELITE RESIDENTIAL GOALKEEPER CAMP ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

The Advanced / Elite Residential Goalkeeper Academy Camp is open to boys and girls, entering incoming fall grades 5-12 who are 

dedicated to goalkeeping. Designed for the serious goalkeepers and those who have aspirations to play soccer at the collegiate 

level. The HGA Residential Camp focuses on both the physical and the mental aspect of goalkeeping. Its goal is to enhance each 

PREMIER SOCCER C,,~PS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLS/Professional/CoHege Players ... 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYI..AND BOYS CAMP 

Sasho Cirovsld’s Maryland Soccer Camp is now open for registration for Summer 2013! The Maryland Soccer Camps are designed for 

players 8-18 years old and led by the University of Maryland coaching staff along with many other top level Division I coaches. 

These camps are geared to take players and elevate their skills to the next level. Regardless if you are coming as ... 



NOo I SOCCER C ~.4dV~PS 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 2013 http: //www, no1 soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo® no1 soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the bar in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES - PENNSYLVANIA 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months. We 

will be in Scranton~ PA at Riverfront Sports on February 9th, 2013 ........ Pittsburgh, PA at the PISA Complex in Cheswick, Pa on 

February 17th, 2013 ........ Philadelphia, PA Area at The 422 Sportsp[ex in Pottstown, PA on February 18th, 2013 ........ All these ... 

RU]"GERS SOCCER ACADEMY 

2013 Camp DetailsTentative Summer Overnight and Commuter Dates SOCCER I July 7 - July 11, 2013 SOCCER 2 July 21 - July 25, 2013 

ATHLETIC REVOL UTION SOCCER CAMP 

Virginia- Summer camps ages 6 and up! Premiere Youth Fitness and Athlete Development Program. Reinforce complex soccer skills 

and manipulation/control such as: dribbling, passing, running, shooting, kicking, rules of the game, positions, complex motor skills, 

and teamwork. 

LA~(E PLACID SOCCER CENTRE ............................................................................... 

Lake P[add Soccer Centre Overnight and Day Camps since 1976 with core focus on individual soccer skills improvement through 

the Coercer Coaching Method. International staff, World Cup Stars, unmatched fadlities, campus security 24/7, TEAM Training 

program, advanced session, full GK program,36 years camp program experience, Accredited Certified Athletic training staff, the 

BEST camp food and a FUN week make LPSC the best ... 

NYC SOCCER ACADEMY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

The NYC Soccer Academy at Columbia University Baker Athletics Complex is committed to training players between the ages of 6- 

18 in the technical, tactical and athletic aspects of soccer. SPRING BREAK CLINICS (Ages 6-18) Session 1 - March 18 - 21 Session 2 - 

March 25 - 28 SUMMER CAMPS (Ages 6-18) Session 1 - June 10 - 14 Session 2 - June 17 - 21 Session 3 - June 24 - 28 Session ... 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL PRE-SEASON TEAM C,.’~.IP ............................................................................................................................................................ 

The camp is designed to help High School players and teams prepare for their upcoming season and pre-seasons. The camp will 

enhance individual skills while building team concepts and will include a specific curriculum that includes group and individual 

attacking prindples, group and individual defending prindples, attacking play, possession with a purpose exerdses, finishing 

exerdses and 1 lv 11 team tactics. The evening sessions will ... ~..~..!}?.P..~..e...t.~..~.e..s.~Le.}?..!.~t.~?.!~!}?:a..t.~.~1.~.~..~.~.~!~.~.~.~.~.~:. 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - ADVANCED SOCCER CAMPS 

The Advanced Soccer School is an instructional camp designed for the dedicated soccer player. It is ideal for those players who 

have aspirations to compete at the select/dub, O.D.P., and college level. The Advanced camp will provide a challenging training 

environment for the players with a spedfic curriculum for each age group. An emphasis will be placed on the habits and ... 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - SU/vW~ER fD CAMP ....................................................................................................... 

The College Identification Camp is a two day camp that is designed for High School age players who have aspirations to compete 

at the college level and/or are considering Loyola University Maryland Soccer as their college choice. The camp will provide a 

challenging training environment and give players the opportunity to experience an NCAA Division 1 training program. The camp 

wi It include trai ni ng ... 

SF. JOHN’S SLIMMER SOCCER 

DAVE MASUR SOCCER CAMP PROGRAMS St Johns University, Queens, NY 6 camp weeks for Boys Et Girls ages 5-14 years. At the Dave 



Masur Soccer Kid program, participants wilt improve their soccer skirts in a friendly and fun titled environment. Art the game skirts 

such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small sided games, practices and game 

ST. JOHN’S ELITE OVERNIGHT C’A.@P 

The Dave Masur Residential Premier/Elite Camp wilt follow the same coaching format used by one of the best teams in the 

country. Campers will benefit from the opportunity to work with Coach Masur, his staff and top level collegiate players where 

they wilt share with you their coaching strategies to develop you into a national caliber player. Overnight Camps at St John’s ... 

MON[CLAIR SOCCER C~PS 

At the Montdair Soccer Camp, directed by St. John’s University head men’s soccer Dave Masur and Montclair State women’s 

coach Pat Haughter, participants from kindergarten to lOth grade wilt improve their soccer skills in a friendly and fun filled 

environment. All the game skills such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small 

sided games, practices ... 

ST. JOHN’S ELITE I DAY CLINIC 

JRo PREMIER ACADEMY PRESE~qTED BY SASVARtWAY SOCCER [RAINING CENTERS 
................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

This age group of premier 10-14 year otds usually get oveHooked at most camps only to be placed with older kids where they may 

get a challenge, but are still an afterthought. SasvariWay developed this special program for these age groups so they can have an 

opportunity to compete with and against the best players. Premier level players seek out the highest level of ... ~le1:e session 

h"~formatmn on SoccerArnerica.cem. ......................................................................... 

DISNEY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Play and learn side by side with superstars of the game in the middle of the magic. You never know who you’ll meet during this 4- 

Day Instructional Camp at ESPH Wide World of Sports Complex. Past camp sessions have featured appearances from professional 

English Premier League players including Craig BeUamy of Liverpool, Paul Robinson of Blackburn Rovers, and Aaron Hughes of 

SOCCERPLUS CA~v~PS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 WoHd Cup Championship in 2008 ... Com~ple[e sessio~ 

HS ELITE CAMP 

This spedat camp will be directed by SasvadWay International Staff. High School age players (male and female) ages 13 - 19 only 

are invited to this event and should have experience in playing in high school or entering high school in the Fall of 2013. The goat 

is to create a focused and challenging training environment that will inspire and bring out the best in ... 

PREMIER SOCCER C/qv~PS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLSIProfessionatlCottege Players ... 

COASTAL CAROLINA SOCCER ACADEMY AND C~PS 

JOIN US IN 2013! In 2013 our sessions wilt be Session 1 June 22-25 and Session 2 June 27-30 and booking your individual place or 

your team place wilt start in November. We have one of the most exdting and challenging soccer camps in the USA. Over the 

years, we’ve had 100’s of teams and their coaching staff and 1,000’s ... 



JUVEi’,F[US SOCCER SCHOOL MIAMi 

Soccer Cage Miami has partnered with the prestigious Juventus F.C. Experienced coaches will be arriving from Italy to train kids 

by following the Juventus School Method. Top quality~ age appropriate technical and tactical exercises will be provided. Kids will 

develop and improve their soccer ski[is in a fun and safe environment. Children wiU learn soccer secrets from Juventus 

professionals and will have the ... ~9.~.!~.~.~.~?~!.~!~..!!~t~’~[.~:~..~.!~..~..~.~!~.~.~:.~]~ 

PRESTON GOLDFARB~S "EXCEl. L ENCE THROUG H FUNDAMENTALS" SOCCER CAMP 

For 27 years, the Preston Goldfarb’s "Excellence Through Fundamentals" Soccer Camp has been doing it the right way. Unlike many 

camps that play games all day, we are focused on developing the player through intense training designed to increase technical 

ability and tactical awareness. I believe that if you just play games all day, you only continue to practice bad habits! That is ... 

COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs all 

at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity well prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... ~dete session infermation on Sec£erAn~erica~com~ 

NO. 1 SOCCER 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: / iwww. nol soccercamps, com Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... 

Come join the exclusive club of over 700 players from Europe, Africa and the USA who have attended the International Soccer 

Academy in Auburndale (Orlando), FL (USA) and compete with players from throughout the world. Since 2003, this unique camp 

has brought together top international coaches and youth national & regional level players for a one of a kind experience in the 

USA’s top tourist destination. Whether you are an elite player striving to play professional or college soccer; or an average player 

who is very committed to your own improvement, the International Soccer ... 

.......................................... 

USF SOCCER CAMPS IUN]VERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA MEN’S F.t WOMENS SOCCER] 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps 

for boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schilte-Brown understand how important it is to offer very 

spedfic programs for all ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS ................................................................................. 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 College ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College 

Programs all at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capadty well 

prior to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over I00 players. Due ... ~lel:e session infermatJon on 

.......................................... 

SOCCERPL US CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ....C.~!.}![~.!f!.Le...t..e....!:.e..;s.~!!~L! 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS .................................................................................. 



WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exalting opportunity for players to experience 

spedalized soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert 

coaches. In Barcelona, enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and fadlities for a true Bara experience. In 

addition to world-class training, players partidpate in daily ... 

NOo I SOCCER 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.cam Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.l Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the baU in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES - MICHIGAN 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months ......... 

We will be in the Detroit Area at Oakland Yard in Waterford, MI on February 9th, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all high 

school age boys and girls of all positions. Look For More Information on our web site. www ... 

ILLINOIS SKILL SCHOOLS 

Illinois’ Most Effective Skil[-Spedfic Soccer Training! Illinois Skill Schools’ "numbers approach" brings the best skill development 

methods from all over the world to Illinois with particular influence from Brazil, Holland, England and Spain. Take the "Skill Band 

Challenge" today!!! ~lel:e session information en So(ce.rAme~ica.~:om. 

SOCCER, PLUS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... Co~b,~te session 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLS/ProfessionaUCoUege Players ... Co,~tete sessmn h~formatien on $occerArnedca.com. 

US COLLEGE SOCCER‘ ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs all 

at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, fiUed to capacity well prior to the registration 
deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... !~,.~)~.!~e_.2~..~.?.!:L![!~I~[~.~Le.!:L~.~].[~.~.~[~[~.O.~:.~.~]:" 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 2013 http: //www. no1 soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ no1 soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps 

for boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schilte-Brown understand how important it is to offer very 

specific programs for all ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... 



US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS ................................................................................. 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 College ID Camp in the US for both mate and female players, offering over 20 Top College 

Programs all at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, fined to capacity well 

prior to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... ~.~/ete session information on 

UNIVERSITY OF TEX.~q,-TYL.ER SPRING SOCCER 

The UT Tyler Men’s Soccer program will be offering a camp March 2nd & 3rd lead by head coach Kenny Jones from 1:00pm- 

6:00pm. Registration is open to all 9th-12th graders at $50 for one day, or $95 for both days. ~let~.~ session in[’orm~Jon on 

.......................................... 

SOCCERPL US CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ....C.~!.~!:~.!f!.[.e...t..e:..!:.e..~!!~L! 

PREMIER SOCCER ................................................................ 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US Hationai Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLSIProfessionallCollege Players ... 

WSU COUGAR ID ELITE CAMP 

The Cougar ID Camp is designed to ~ive each camper an inside look into what it means to be a collegiate soccer player. Campers 

will be put through training sessions that will mirror sessions that the WSU soccer staff run for their current team. Each session 

will test the campers technically, physically as well as expand their tactical knowledge. The sessions will be run ... 

GOT SKILLS 

At the I Got Skills Soccer camp, players improve their soccer skills and develop a higher level of confidence with the baH. 

Constantly beating their opponents I on I Simp[y because they know "I Got Skills." I Got Skills Soccer Camp is Brought to you by 

Hawaii Street Soccer. Each Camp will improve the skills of all players from Be~nner to Elite. Beginning players ... 

......................................................................... 

NO,’f SOCCER CAMPS 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: I lwww. nol soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the bah in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

MANCHESTER UNITED SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Official Summer Soccer Camps of one of the most prestigious and powerful soccer clubs in the world~ learn to play the 

Manchester United Way at Manchester United Soccer Schools! This is the official camp of one of the world’s most popular clubs 

and in 2012 alone, children from more than 70 different countries attended a Manchester United Soccer Schools residential 

AC ~ILAN JUNIOR CAMP 



The AC Milan Junior Camp (MJC) is the Official Summer Academy Soccer Camp organized by one of the most prestigious, powerful, 

and popular soccer clubs in the world: AC Milan. The soccer training sessions, depending on your site, will be led by such AC 

Milan soccer legends as Filippo Galli (former player and AC Milan Youth Department Manager), PieMno Prati (former player and 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

The FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exalting opportunity for teens to experience specialized soccer training through an 

official partnership with one of the world’s most successful soccer teams and their expert coaches. Enjoy exclusive access to FCB 

training methods and fadlities (You will play at the training center of FC Barcelona and the Masia (FCB Academy)! for a tree Barca 

CHELSEA SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of world-famous Chelsea FC of the English Premiership (first division) allows campers to gain an insight 

into the training methods and techniques which comprise the Chelsea Soccer Schools model. The camps take place at Chelsea 

FC’s world-class Cobham, Surrey training fadiity; the same fadiity where the Chelsea first team practices. The camps also include 

a weekend visit to Chelsea ... ~lete session inl-orm~tion on Sc<<erAmerica.com. 

REAL k.IADRID SOCCER CAMP ......................................................................... 

The Real Madrid Soccer Camp allows its participants to experience the offidal soccer camps of one of the world’s most famous 

soccer clubs, Real Madrid! Camp participants will be immersed in Spanish culture and experience a "Madddista" environment. 

Spanish Classes option available and training at Valdebebas (Real Madrid FC training facility). Participants experience the training 

methods used by Real Madrid to train their ... ~!E~[~2~s~s~P~Ln~[2!~!~?~]~ti~?~2~c~Lc~!~L~])~E~£~!E~ 

RCD ESPANYO[. BARCELONA SOCCER CA@P 

This Barcelona Soccer Camp is carried out in collaboration with the RCD Espanyol of Barcelona; one of Barcelona’s two 

professional soccer teams and a team that is more than 100 years old. 1 session for Boys and 1 session for Girls, Spanish Classes 

option available. RCD Espanyol de Barcelona’s scouting staff will be on site evaluating players and making direct contact with ... 

JUVENTUS TURIN SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Juventus Soccer Camp is the Offidal Soccer Residential Summer Camp organized by one of the most prestigious and powerful 

soccer club in the World: Juventus of Turin. Special Sessions at the Training center of Juventus first team fadlity in Vinovo near 

Turin. Juventus is the most successful team in the history of Italian soccer and has spent all but one year of its ... ~..o.!E~.~.~2 

PARfS-SAIN]-GERivt~IN ACADEMY SOCCER CAMP .......................................................................................................................... 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of the Pads Saint Germain ("PSG") soccer team of the France League I championship. The new 

"Galacticos" soccer club in Europe with coach Carlo Ancelotti and soccer superstars Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Motta Thiago, Javier 

Pastore, Lucas Moura and Ezequiel Lavezzi. Camp partidpants will experience Professional French Soccer Academy life at an elite 

training facility outside Paris. The camps also include a ... 

CAP G]RONDINS BORDEAUX SOCCER CAMP 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of the Bordeaux soccer team of the France League 1 championship. The Bordeaux soccer camp is the 

oldest and most respected soccer camp in France. Some camp sessions even include visits from Bordeaux first team players (based 

on the players’ schedule and availability) and feature a half-hour long question and answer session where camp participants can 

ask the professional players ... ~)lete ses!~ion informatien on S,:x:cerAmed<a.com. 

ARSENAL SOCCER SCHOOLS ........................................................................ 

Arsenal Football Club is one of England’s most successful soccer clubs. Learn and develop your soccer skills and Play The Arsenal 

Way! This camp features various drills and games designed to improve campers’ individual skills and soccer knowledge. The Arsenal 

camp is designed with the serious player in mind and includes a player assessment from the Arsenal head coach on Mondays 

BOBBY CHARI..TON SOCCER AND SPORTS ACADEi~,Y 



One of the oldest and most respected soccer camps in En~land~ the 6obby Charlton Soccer and Sports Academy is the camp that 

launched the career of soccer superstar David 8eckham. The camp was created by England’s most popular soccer player of all- 

time, Sir Bobby Charlton. The camp features a world-famous soccer skills test and the top performers from these tests are invited 

SPA~IISH FEDERATION INTER~IA]"iO~IAL SOCCER CA~P ......................................................................................................................................... 

This is the Offida[ camp of the 2010 FIFA World Cup Champion / 2008-2012 European Champions Spanish Soccer Federation. The 

Spanish Soccer Federation International Soccer Camp takes place at La Ciudad del Futbol in Madrid, This site serves as the home 

for the Spanish National Soccer Team and campers will play at the same site used by the rei!]nin~ World Cup and European 

SOCCER CAMPS 

Ho. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: / lwww. nol soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s blo.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin~ camp concentratin~ play on both sides of 

the ball in the attackin~/defendin~ third of the field immediately in front of the ~oal. Enterin~ its 37th consecutive year of 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES o CANADA ........................................................................................................ 

The Premier Colle~le Combines are a ~reat way for hi~lh school players to be seen by Colle~le Coaches in the winter months ......... 

We will be in blia~ara Falls, Canada at the blia~ara Falls Sportsplex on March 2nd, 2013 ........ Toronto Canada at The County Day 

School in Kin8 City on March 3rd, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all hish school a~e boys and ... Corn~.~lete 

h"~formatron on 5occerAmeHca.corn. 

To submit your free listin~ (maximum of 1 5 listin~Is per or~lanization) to Soccer America Camps 
8 Academies, ~Io to Soccer America. 
For information on advertisin~l in Soccer America Camps ~ Academies, contact Dou~l Murdock 
or call 1-510-374-2967 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(@~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

@ 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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MtDoWEST ........................... 

SOUTH..WEST 

WEST 

~NTERNATIONAL ......................................... 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 23, 20~3 

High School 

.~.E.E~!E.~..~.~LLEG.E..Gg~.~.E.:...~9.~.,...~?~5. 
Noah Shore Arena Topsfie[d Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player wiU play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field tu~ fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - DANBURY, CT 
Danbury Sports Dome Danbury Connecticut (Hew England Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

FIELDHOUSE FC COLU~BtA CUP 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

March 2 (U12G) March 3 (U12B) March 9 (U14G) March 10 (U14B) March 16 (U16G) March 17 (U16B) March 23 (UI8G) March 24 

(U18B) .... A Fieldhouse FC Nor’Easter Champions League Event .... By age group, series of once-per-month single day 8-team 

tournaments from Nov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

FIELDHOUSE FC FLAT BRO01< SHOOTOUT 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

April 6 (U12G) April 7 (U12B) April 13 (U14G) April 14 (U14B) April 20 (U18G) April 21 (U18B) April 27 (U16G) April 28 (U16B) .... A 

Fieldhouse FC HoCEaster Champions League Event .... By age group, series of once-per-month single day 8-team tournaments from 

Nov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: $200 per ... 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

CINCO DE MAYO CLASICO .................................................................. 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 



***MUST QUALIFY*** May 4 (Girls) May 5 (Boys) .... Fieldhouse FC HoVEaster Champions League Finals .... By age group, series of 

once-per-month single day 8-team tournaments from Hov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco 

de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: $100 per team. 45 minute games. Penalty Idcks if tied ..... Teams are seeded from 1 to 4 based 

Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9 - U19 

NEW ENGLAND SOCCER CLASSIC 8t SHOWCASE 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 12, 2013 

Two levels of competition offered in all competitive age groups UI1-U19. UIO offered in 6v6 and 8v8 formats. UIO ~ U11 Friendship 

Festival with 4 match guarantee. Ull offered in Friendship and Championship competitions. U12 offered in 8v8 and 11 v 11 

Championship Formats. Limited enrollment - teams are accepted on a rolling basis upon the completion of the registration and 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

UIO - U15 Boys ~t Girls 

G4S CHALLENGE CUP 
Coventry Rhode Island (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday~ May I, 2013 

This is our 2nd Annual G4S Challenge Cup which was formally known as the Joe Strauss Memorial Tournament which ran for 15 

years. The G4S Challenge Cup Memorial Day Soccer Tournament will be held at the Fish Hill Soccer Complex in Coventry, RI. After 

15 very successful years the family of Joe Strauss decided to no longer run the Memorial Day Soccer Tournament. However ... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9 - U15 

NESC CO].LIA,~BUS DAY CLASSIC 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 

- All matches at Hauset Regional High School, Eastham MA. - No Friday night team check-in. - Saturday team check-in beginning at 

8 AM - 11 AM. - Two day event: Saturday ~ Sunday. - U9 ~ UIO Friendship Festival (6v6 or 8v8) - 4 match guarantee. - Ull offered in 

Friendship and Championship 8v8 formats. - U12 offered in 8v8 and 11vll Championship Formats - 2 competitive levels offered in 

U11-U15 ~lel:e tournam~.mt inl-om~ation on Socce~m~.~rica.(:om. 

Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 

Mens Open~ Womens Open, Coed Open 

15"T’H AN N UAL FLA~V~ES SC IN DOOR TOLl RNA~V~ENIS 
Warminster Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ Jan. 26, 2013 

This is the 15th edition of our annual indoor tournament. Last year we had a terrific turnout and great competition in 3 

tournaments. This year we look to add a 4th and will likely have 2 mens~ womens and coed competition. Teams are guaranteed 

games of 25 minutes. The tournament runs midnight to 6am on Sunday~ February 3. Play 5 + keeper. Sprintturf surface ... 

Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

High School 

PREA,,~IER COLLEGE CO~BINE - SCRANTON P~P_A_A 
Riverfront Sports Scranton Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

High School 

Sahlen’s Sports Park Buffalo New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with HO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

High School 



The Fieldhouse at Canaan New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with 110 BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 

High School 

Long Island Indoor Sports Complex Freeport New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by coRege coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - PITTSBURGH, P~A 
PISA Complex Cheswick Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches dudng the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE ~ PHILADELPHtA~ 
The 422 SportsPIex Pottstown Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

U8-U19 

NJ WILDCATS SPRING KICKOFF tNVIiATIONAL 
Long Branch, NJ New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 

Ug-U12 

AMANDA POST BOYS WEEKEND 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

About the Tournament In Loving Memory of Amanda Post The Amanda Post Memorial Tournament is a tournament that has a lot of 

meaning not only to the organizations and participants of this event, but also the community around it. This annual tournament is 

dedicated to the memory of Amanda Josephine Post, who passed away in 2009 during her freshman year at River Hill High ... 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

ug-u12 

AMANDA POST GIRLS WEEKEND 
Covenant Park in Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: FMday, Feb. 8, 2013 

About the Tournament In Loving Memory of Amanda Post The Amanda Post Memorial Tournament is a tournament that has a lot of 

meaning not only to the organizations and participants of this event, but also the community around it. This annual tournament is 

dedicated to the memory of Amanda Josephine Post, who passed away in 2009 dudng her freshman year at River Hill Nigh ... 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U8-U14 

STo JOHN’S SOCCER SPRING TOURNAMENT 
Queens New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

The Dave Masur Preseason Tournament will feature approximately three 30 minute games per team, with a final number to be 

determined based on the number of teams entedng the tournament. All tournament games will be coordinated to finish in a four- 

hour time frame. - 7-on-7 games on 35x55 yard fields. - Full-size goals allow for plenty of scoMng opportunities for all ages! - A 

minimum of three ... Co_~tete tournament h~tormation on SoccerArnedca.com. 



Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

ug-u12 

3RD ANNUAL MCLEAN PREMIER TOURNAMENT - GIRLS Ug-LJ1?. 
McLean Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

McLean Youth Soccer and adidas invites your team to apply for participation in the 3rd Annual McLean Premier Soccer 

tournament! The tournament will be held over two weekends in March and is open to Ug-U12 boys and girls travel/select teams. 

All games win be played in McLean, VA. The GIRLS tournament wiU be held on March 16-17~ 2013. The BOYS tournament will be _. 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18/19 

NEW JERSEY CUP .............................................. 
New Jersey New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. I, 2013 

The 9th Annual New Jersey Cup is US Club Soccefs state championship for member clubs and teams. Preliminary-round games 

commence in March, 2013, and culminate in the semifinalslfinals May 11 -I 2. Teams that win their first game of the New Jersey Cup 

advance in the championship bracket, one-loss elimination. Teams that lose their first game of the competition wiU move into the 

consolation ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U11-U19 

BALTIMORE ,,’V~NtA BOYS WEEKEND .......................................................................................... 

Ellicott City, Bel Air, Jarrestville, Anne Arundel County Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan 25, 2013 

The Baltimore Mania Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. The Baltimore Mania Soccer 

Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams must be 

affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. ~ 

.................................................................................................. 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U9-U12 

3RD ANNUAl.. MCLEAN PREMIER TOURNAMENT - BOYS Ug-U12 
McLean Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

McLean Youth Soccer and adidas invites your team to apply for participation in the 3rd Annual McLean Premier Soccer 

tournament! The tournament will be held over two weekends in March and is open to Ug-U12 boys and grls travel/select teams. 

All games will be played in McLean, VA. The GIRLS tournament will be held on March 16-17, 2013. The BOYS tournament will be ... 

~lete tournament information on SoccerAnselica,corn, 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U11-U19 

BALTIMORE N~I, UA GIRLS WEEI<END 
ENicott City, Bel Air, JarrestviUe, Anne Arundei County Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

The Baltimore Mania Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. The Baltimore Mania Soccer 

Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams must be 

affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. !~..o..n.}~.!~.~ 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 through Saturday, March 30, 2013 

US-U19 

~’IETHER UNITED SPRING INVITATIONAL ................................................................................................... 
Delaware County, PA Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March I, 2013 

Nether United Soccer Club is pleased to present its 14th Nether United Spring Invitational~ "Powered by Adidas" on Saturday~ 

March 30th, 2013. The tournament is one of Southeastern Pennsylvania’s largest one-day tournaments and this is due to the many 

regional area clubs and our committed volunteers and local community businesses that support our event year after year. We are 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U9-U19 Boys and Girls 

2013 STELLAR ONE KIMOYO CLIP 
Roanoke Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

A TOURNAMENT FOR A GREAT CAUSEH Come join us in beautiful Roanoke, VA for our 5th annual Stellar One lqmoyo Cup. The 

tournament helps provide used soccer equipment to children in Africa. We encourage all teams partidpating to donate all and 

any used soccer equipment. Our Kimoyo foundation will hand deliver the equipment to children all over Africa. This tournament 



Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

B/G U15-17 

EMPIRE CUP COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
Rochester, IIY New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, April 18~ 2013 

The Empire Cup College Showcase invites boys and girls teams U-15 through U-17 to participate in our 10th Annual Empire Cup 

College Showcase. Rochester, NY is located in Upstate Hew York and is easily accessible by major highways. The Showcase has 

traditionally drawn teams from throughout New Jersey, Delaware, Hew York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Canada. The Empire 

Cup College Showcase is the premier college ... ~lete l:ou~ ni~m,:.~nt information on SoccerAmedca 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U9-U19 

THE CHALLEHGER INVITATIONAL 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Fdday, April 19, 2013 

The Challenger Invitational is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a USYS Sanctioned tournament. All teams must 

be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. ~ 

.................................................................................................. 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

YORK CUP CLASSIC 
York, PA Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

York USA will host boys and girls travel teams in the U9 through U19 age groups at the 2013 York Cup Classic soccer tournament. 

The 2013 event will held May 17th, 18th and 19th at various venues in and around York, Pennsylvania. As in past tournaments, well 

over one hundred teams from central, eastern, southcentral, and southeastern Pennsylvania as well as northcentral and 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U8 thorugh U14 

YORK C/J[~ RECREATIONAL 
York Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

York USA invites any and all boys and girls recreational soccer teams to join us for the 6th Annual York Recreational Soccer 

Tournament. This year’s event is open to U8 and older age groups. The tournament will be held at a single venue~ the 

Northeastern Youth Sports Association’s PPL Soccer Complex just outside of York, Pennsylvania providing easy access to Route 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

U8-HS 

35TH ANNUAL EAST FISHKtLL MEMORb-~L DAY TOURtq/.V~ENT ....................................................................................................................................................... 
East Fishkill New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, May 20, 2013 

- 150 minutes of playing time guaranteed for all age groups (typically 3x50’ games). - 3 referee system for all age groups. Mini 

waiting between games. Teams brackets are normally completed in 5 hours (1 hour rest between each of 3 games) - Managed by 

Got Soccer (ranking points awarded for U12 and above) - Boys play Saturday. Girls play Sunday. ~..o.!~.}.~..~.~!~[!~!~])~.~.!~9[!~!.~2~ 

................................................. 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U8 through U19 

t88 CHALLENGE 
Oneonta, New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 10, 2013 

When making the derision on which tournament to bring your team to, what is important to you? What factors do you look for in 

each event that help you decide which tournament is best for your team? Here at the 188 Challenge we believe that we have 

many of the features you are looking for and more! * Low Fees - The 188 Challenge is one ... ~)~.~t~.¯ tournam~.~nt inl-o~rnation on 

.......................................... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9-19 

COLUMBIA INVITATIONAL 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April I~ 2013 

The Columbia Invitational is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams 

must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. 



Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

UI0-U18 

NEW ENGLAND CO,~AETS GOLDEN GOAl. h~,EMORIAL WEEKEND TOURNAMENT 
Fort Ann, IIY Ilew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, April 20, 2013 

Golden Goal is proud to host the Hew England Comets - Golden Goal Memorial Weekend Tournament. Visit the Lake George area 

and play in competitive soccer games at one of the most exceptional venues on the East Coast at the foothills of the Adirondack 

Mountains. The Tournament is open to boys and girls teams from U10 through U18. Teams will play 4, 50-minute games. 

Friday, May 31, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

U8-U19 

39TH ANNUAL CHILI SOCCER IHVtTATIONAL 2013 
Rochester Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 

This is a Classic Travel Tournament. Chili is located 10 miles west of Rochester, IIY. Many of the games are played on the pristine 

fields of Davis Park in Chili, HY. We are welcoming boys and girls, age groups U8-U19 We expect over 100 teams again this year from 

Hew York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Delaware and Canada. 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

U10-U19 

US CLUB SOCCER ~AA~YLAND (:LIP 
UMBC in Baltimore, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday~ May I, 2013 

Boys and Girls -U10-U19 Recreation Travel and Travel Level Brackets Available 3 Game Minimum; plus playoffs Recreation Travel 

level will be a state competition only. W~nners will not advance to Regionals. Travel Level winners will advance to US Club Soccer 

Regional Competition. Application Fees: Recreation Travel U10-U14 S350; U15-U19 $375 Application Fees: Travel U10-U14 S425; U15- 

U19 S450 All fees include administration cost and field ... ~lete tou~rlamerlt irl~ermadon on Soc£erArl~edca.c,:)m~ 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u19 

SOUTHERN MARYLAND CLASSIC 
Bryantown Sports Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Southern MD Classic is open to ati competitive and classic club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through the 

Maryland State Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their 

respective state assodations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u19 

~-~SON DIXON CUP ................................................. 
Hagerstown Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Mason Dixon Cup Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through 

the Maryland State Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their 

respective state assodations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

tournament. Permission to Travel ... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9-U19 

KIRF, WOOD BOYS PREMIER TOURNA~AEN] 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

We feature 15 quality grass fields, three of which are Bermuda grass and one synthetic turf field Many of the games will be played 

at the KSC fields, some games will be played at the Governor Bacon Health fadlity and Gunning Bedford School as well our 

tournament accepts over 200 teams from 15 states and Canada. ~lete l:oumament information on SoccerArl~edca~c,:)m~ 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 through Sunday~ June 23, 2013 

Girls U12-U17 

Horthem VA Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 10, 2013 

1 Division Per Age Group: Winner will automatically qualify for the 2013 WAGS Tournament. !~.~.!~.~.~.~.~!~.~]~.~.~.~[o.!~!]!~!~.~..~ 



Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

Adult 

5TH ANNUAL COt@~ONWEALTH CLASStC ....................................................................................................... 
Fredericksburg Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Commonwealth Soccer League, Inc., will be hosting the Commonwealth Classic Iiv11 adult soccer tournament on June 29-30, 2013 

on the Bermuda grass fields at Patriot Park in SpotsyLvania County, Va. We offer divisions in: Men’s Premier, Competitive and Over- 

40; Coed Premier and Competitive; and new this year a Women’s Open Invitational division. AIL teams are guaranteed at Least 3 

game. Games are ... 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

ug-u19 

MID ATLANTIC CUP BOYS WEEKEND 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June I, 2013 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

u8-u19 

COBRAS FC 2SRD ANNUAL SUMMER CLASSIC 
Rochester New York (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entw Deadline: Monday~ June 17~ 2013 

Our tournament attracts some of the finest Boys and Girls U8-U19 soccer teams from across the northeast and Canada resulting in 

a solid competitive tournament. Every team is guaranteed at least 3 games. Games are played on high quality, well groomed fields. 

Saturday night "Family Fun Festival" including dinner, entertainment and fireworks. This is considered a "friendly non-competitive" 

tournament for ages ug-uI0 ~Iete tourn~ment information on Soc(:erAmeFic~.~om. 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

U9-U19 

MID ATLANTIC CUP GIRLS WEEKEND ............................................................................................. 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

~(fCK I[ 3V3--PFITSBURGH .................................................................. 
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 

IqCK IT 3V3..-FLEMINGTON 
Flemington New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick it 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

Men’s Open Division and Women’s Open Division 

22ND ANNUAL LOHG ISLAND WOMEN’S SOCCER TOURN,-~EHT ............................................................................................................................................................... 
Stony Brook University P-Lot Fields New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

LIWSL is proud to announce their 22nd Annual Long Island Women’s Soccer League Tournament. The tournament contains a 

women’s open division and a men’s open division. Level of play: competitive to very competitive. Format: 1 lvl 1 ; 4 games, 70 

minutes each; 3 offidals for every game. 

Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

UIS-U19 

KIRI<WOOD ~ALJI.. WELLBORN BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, July 2, 2013 

We feature 15 quality grass fields, three of which are Bermuda grass and one synthetic turf field Many of the games will be played 

at the KSC fields. 



Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 11, 2013 

US-Adult 

IqCK IT 3V3..-YORk( REGIONAL 
York Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will pray 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

US-U19 

k~,CDONOGH / PIPELINE SC SUtC@,ER CLASSIC 
McDonogh School and Garrison Forrest School Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 

The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer teams pending approval 

International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can apply now. ~lete I:ournamenl 

......................................................................... 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

ug-u19 

OBGC CAPITAl.. CUP 
Ellicott City, Olney, Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ July 13~ 2013 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

U9-U15 

KEYSTONE CLIP 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Aug. 12, 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

U10-U18 

7TH ANNUAL DISCOVERY CUP ............................................................................ 
Boyds Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 

The Maryland SoccerP[ex imfites your team to apply for partidpation in the 7th Annual DISCOVERY CUP! The tournament is a 

premier level tournament for highly competitive GIRLS teams and has gained notoriety for its rising level of play and 

competitiveness! ALL teams will play their games at the finest soccer complex in the United States...a fadlity consisting of 12 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U18 Girls 

FREDERICK CUP GIRLS PREMIER TOLIRN~AENT 
Kirkwood Soccer Club Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Sept. 7~ 2013 

Kirkwood Soccer Club presents the Frederick Cup Girls Premier tournament to be held over Columbus Day Weekend (October 12- 

13, 2013). This is a Premier Girls event open to teams in the U0g to U18 age groups. This tournament will have divisions for all levels 

of play (premier, elite E~ classic travel). !~!]z!~!}~t~e~!~!!![]~[}~e~]z!~{]z!£{[[!~!!~!]~!~!~S~£{~!~£{~]z!e~[!£~:~!~!~!:. 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Girls U11-U19 

WAGS RAEL VODICKA MEMORIAL IOURN,~ENT PRESENTED BY THE NSC~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 
Horthern VA Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

ug-u19 

SAC COLUk~BUS DAY 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

The SAC Columbus Day Tournament is open to ati competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club. AI[ teams must be affiliated 

and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations~ US Club Soccer, SAY or AYSO. The 

tournament is also open to any international teams in the COHCACAF region. Where: The primary sites will be Covenant Park, 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 



U15-U19 Girls 

CHARLOTTE MORAN GIP, LS SHOWCASE ................................................................................................... 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Nov. 2, 2013 

The CMGCS Tournaments are open to U15-U19 Girls teams. A ONE day Showcase will be held on Friday, November 29th and a TWO 

day Showcase will be held on November 30-December 1 at the Kirkwood Soccer Complex in New Castle, Delaware. This premier 

soccer fadlity is home to 13 quality fields, including 3 Bermuda grass fields and 1 Field-Turf synthetic field. Join us in ... 

................................................................................................... 

Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

Adule 

LISASA FSSA WINTER 7V7 CUP 
Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25~ 2013 

Adult 7v7 tournament - 3 game minimum - eight divisions include Men’s Open, 030, 040, 050, 060, Women’s Open and 030, Coed. 

Play soccer all weekend watch MLS Pro Soccer Classic games all night! Discount tickets to MLS games Saturday night ($10 to 

watch two games). Free Saturday night tournament party, new complex with turf fields, great hotel discounts, near theme parks - 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

US-U18 

DISNEY PRESIDENT’S DAY SOCCER FESTIVAL PRESENTED BY ..~S ROMA FOOTBALL CLUB ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Jan. 15, 2013 

Spend your winter break outdoors at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort! The Disney 

President’s Day Soccer Festival presented by AS Roma Football Club will be filled with great soccer competition and great fun for 

the whole family at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort. This year we will have an Elite Division for the UI 5-UI 8 age groups ... 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

UIO to U1% Boys and Girls 

2013 PENSACOLA CLASSIC ................................................................... 
Ashton Brosnaham Sportsplex~ Pensacola Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Jan. 27, 2013 

We are looking forward to hosting old and new soccer friends alike for the 2013 Pensacola Classic. Make plans to join teams from 

across the southeast for a fantastic weekend of soccer action. An annual tradition, the Pensacola Classic provides a perfect 

opportunity to kick off your spring season. With average highs in the 60s and lows in the 40s, Pensacola is a great ... ~ 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

U9 - U14 

~{OOK/.’:kBURRA CHALLENGE CUP ................................................................................ 
Sumter South Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Jan. 31, 2013 

Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

U14-U19 Boys 

TWIN CITY BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
~nston Salem North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 11, 2013 

The Twin City Boys College Showcase will be held at BB~T Soccer Park. Tournament Facts: When: February 24th-26th, 2012 Who: 

Boys - U15(8/1/96) to U19 (8/1/92) The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club 

Soccer teams pending approval International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can 

Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

U15-U19 

TWIN CITY BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE .................................................................................................... 
BB&T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer teams pending approval 

International approval from the US Soccer Federation. All tournament games will be held on the 13 full size Bermuda turf fields at 

BB~T Soccer Park in Advance, NC. Co_~j~tete tournament infm mabon on Socce~Arner~ca.com. 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 



U9-U14 

~013 OC¥S RECREATIONAL 
1900 Seminole Soccer Loop Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Orlando City Youth Soccer is hosting a 2013 Recreational Tournament. The tournament will last two days and recreational teams 

will be able to enjoy great competition and have fun! 

Friday, March 22, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U9-U19 Boys and Girls 

Memphis Tennessee (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ March 1, 2013 

This Tournament is now open to U9 - U14 AND U15 - U19 competitive travel teams, Club teams, ODP teams and foreign teams. The 

tournament for the older age groups will be specifically set up for players seeking college scholarship opportunities. Player Profile 

books wiR be provided to all attending College Coaches detailing all teams and players. As well as FREE accommodation (limited)and 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

u9-u19 Boys and Girls 

SOUTHERN SOCCER CUP 
Montgomery Alabama (South Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15~ 2013 

Be one of the first to play on the south’s newest soccer complex! 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 through Sunday, March 31, 2013 

U9-U18 

DISNEY SPRING SOCCER tNVIiAirIONAL PRESEiIIED BY ,AS ROMA FOOiBALL CLUB ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Feb. 28~ 2013 

Enjoy your spring break outdoors at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! Disney Spring Soccer Invitational presented by AS Roma 

Football Club is a new event that is guaranteed be fitted with great soccer competition and fun for the whole family at the Watt 

Disney World(R) Resort. This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all USSF/FIFA affiliated organizations for boys ... 

~.~?.!~.?B.~.~.~..!~!!~!~.:~!2.~!~.~j~!~.f...~.~.£n.~!~?.!L~!~L~]2~/!~!~?~!~:~!~ 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 through Sunday, March 31, 2013 

U9-U18 

EAS’1"ER INVf’[’A’TIONAL TOURNAMENT 

Seminole Soccer Complex 8~ Lake Sylvan Park Florida (South Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Dec. 31, 2012 

The 2013 Easter Invitational Tournament will be hosted by USL’s 2012 Regular Season Champions Orlando City Soccer Club. Limited 

by invitation only, up to a maximum of 144 teams will be competing over 4 days. Starting with a seeding day on Thursday and three 

tournament matches over Friday and Saturday, the tournament will conclude with semifinals and finals on Easter Sunday. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

Girls UIS-U19 

SOUTHERN SOCCER SHOWCASE 
BB~T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ March I, 2013 

The Southern Soccer Showcase for Girls will be held at BBS~T Soccer Park. This nationally recognized event brings the best of 

women’s college soccer together with club soccer all in one location! ~Iete tourn~ment information en SoccerAmetica.cem. 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

u9-u14 Boys and ug-u19 Girls 

,,-’:’,LLf,~NCE PREMIER CUP 
Knoxville Tennessee (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 15, 2013 

FC Alliance is proud to announce its 12th Annual Alliance Premier Cup (APC). APC will offer the highest level of youth soccer in 

the Southeast. APC is an invitational tournament where teams are selected on their competitive performance in tournament and 

league play. All state champions wiU automatically be accepted. We are expecting 160+ teams to participate and this will allow us 

Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9-U19 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April I, 2013 



Come enjoy an exalting weekend at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex’s largest 3-day soccer tournament! The Disney Memorial 

Day Soccer Shootout presented by Danimals(R) attracted more than 600 teams in 2012 That resulted in more than 500 soccer 

matches in just three days! Register early to secure your spot. Spaces filled up quickly last year. This is an FYSA Sanctioned 

Tournament, which ... 

Saturday~ May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

Ug-U18 

OCYS k’~EMORb~L DAY TOURN)a~ENT ............................................................................................ 
Seminole Soccer Complex ~ Sylvan Lake Park Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wed nesday~ May 15, 2013 

Kick off the summer with the OCYS Memorial Day Tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys and girls Ug- 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

US-Adult 

~ICK I1 3V3-~BENIONVILLE 
Bentonville Arkansas (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards for Each Player 

on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor 

items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lei:e tournament 

......................................................................... 

Friday, June 7, 2013 through Sunday, June 9, 2013 

UI4-U19 

NSCAA COL [. EG E SHOWCAS E - SOUTHEAST 
Manchester Meadows Park South Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ May 10, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Southeast will take place June 7-9, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Southeast is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

Monday, July 15, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U18 

DISNEY CUP INTERNATIONAL YOUTH SOCCER TOURN/.~AENT PRESENTED BY AS ROMA FOOTBALL CLUB 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

Take on the world in the middle of the magic at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! The Disney Cup International Youth Soccer 

Tournament presented by AS Roma Football Club held has attracted teams from more than 20 countries for 13 years and 

continues to grow. Compete at world-class facilities while also enjoying everything the Walt Disney World(R) Resort has to offer. 

The Disney ... ~£ete tournament inIormat:ion on SoccerAmerica.corn. 

Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U9-U14 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Start your season the right way at the Disney Pre-Season Soccer Kick-Off presented by AS Roma Football Club. This youth 

tournament will be held at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex and is open to boys and girls U9-U14. Kick-off your season and 

spend a weekend at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort! This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all ... ~ 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U10-U18 

TWIN CITY CLASSIG .................................................. 
BBI~T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U15-U18 

DISNEY SOCCER SHOWCASE _QUALIFIER PRESENTED BY AS ROMA FOOTBALL CLUB 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier presented by AS Roma Football Club maybe your ticket to the Proving Ground. The top two 

finishers in each age group at the Qualifier wiR earn an automatic berth into the Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma 

Football Club (UIS-U18) in December, and the winners will be guaranteed a spot in the top flight. This is an FYSA Sanctioned ... 



Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U-10-U-19 

PUBLbX ATLANTA CUP ....................................................... 
Atlanta Georgia (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 1, 2013 

Georgia Soccer is pleased to invite your team to apply to the PublJx Atlanta Cup - Labor Day weekend, August 31- September 2, 

2013. Now in its 35th year, the tournament has become one of the premier tournaments in the country. Already a Labor Day 

Weekend fixture in the Southeast, the Publix Atlanta Cup is one of the biggest and most competitive three-day tournaments in ... 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U18 

OCYS BOYS’ LABOR DAY IOURN ~V~ENT ................................................................................................... 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 

Wrap up the summer with the OCYS Labor Day tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys ug-u18. 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

ug-u18 

OCYS GIRLS’ COLUMBUS DAY IOURN,~ENT ................................................................................................................ 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

The Girls Fall Festival Tournament is a highly competitive tournament is geared for girls Ug-U18, held over Columbus Day Weekend. 

Saturday, Feb. 9,2013 through Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

High School 

Oakland Yard Waterford Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with 110 BOARDS. Each team consists of B field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-U19 

MOTOR CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Taylor/Detroit Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ Jan. 28, 2013 

Motor City Indoor Soccer Challenge February 15-17, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for division champions and finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US~ U% U10, U11, U12~ U13, U14, U15~ U16, U17 & U18 Girl’s U8, ug, U10~ Ull, U12, U13~ U14, U15, U16~ U17 ~ U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Adult Co-Ed Open, 

Recreation, Over 30 

i~,OTOR CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Taylor/Detroit Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Jan. 28, 2013 

Motor City Indoor Soccer Challenge February 1 5-17, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for division champions and finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s U8, U9, UIO, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 8~ U18 Girl’s U8, U9, UIO, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 ~ U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

GLASS CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Rossford/Toledo Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

Glass City Indoor Soccer Challenge March 1-3, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for Division Champions and Finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, Ug, UIO, Ull, U12, U13~ U14, U15, U16~ U17 & U18 Girl’s US~ Ug~ UIO, Ull, U12~ U13, U14~ U15, U16, U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30~ Over ... 



Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Men’s Open, Division 2~ Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Adult Co-Ed Open, 

Recreation, Over 30 

GLASS CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE ........................................................................................................... 
Rossford/Toledo Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

Glass City Indoor Soccer Challenge March 1-3, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for Division Champions and Finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 ~ U18 Girl’s U8, US, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... ~ 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U15-U19 

OHIO GALAXIES GIRLS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ................................................................................................................. 
Xenia Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

We are pleased to invite your team to apply to the Ohio Galaxies Girls College Showcase! The Showcase is designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition at a fraction of the cost of major tournaments. All of our matches will be played 

on state-of-the-art synthetic turf fields. Being a Showcase event, we organize our match locations to be not only convenient ... 

Friday, March 15, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

BOYS AND GIRLS U9-18 

F~/Ji~, WINTER INDOOR SOCCER INVITE 2.013 
STURTEVAIIT IHDOOR SPORTSPLEX Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 4~ 2013 

PUMA V~nter Invite 2013 https~~~events~g~tsp~rt~c~m~(S(zlaxxx55a2g~~az2h~sq3kz4))~events~default~aspx?EventiD=292~8 

Application: https://events~g~tsp~rt~c~m/((z~ay~c~55a2g~az2h~sq3kz4))/f~rms/app/Defau~t~aspx?Event~D=292~8 Hosted by ACE 

Soccer Club March 1 5th - 17th, 2013 Sturtevant Indoor Soccer Complex, Sturtevant, WI 10116 Stellar Ave, Sturtevant, WI 53177 Just 

2 miles from Hwy 94, east of Hwy 20 and Hwy H across from Marcus ... ~)l~.~te tournament reformation on So~:£erArnedca~com~ 

Friday, March 15, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U15 to U19 

OHIO GALAXIES BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
Xenia Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

We are pleased to invite your team to apply to the Ohio Galaxies Boys College Showcase! The Showcase is designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition at a fraction of the cost of major tournaments. ALL of our matches will be played 

on state-of-the-art synthetic turf fields. Being a Showcase event, we organize our match locations to be not only convenient ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 

High School 

Miami Valley School Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with HO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U8-U18 

MICHIGAN FUTSAL CUP 2013 ........................................................................ 
Grand Rapids Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 4, 2013 

Michigan’s Largest and Longest Running Futsal Tourney! Ten Years! Top Competition! Great Facilities! Exhibition Game! Low Cost! 

Alliance is running the extremely successful Futsa[ Cup again in 2013 and we would love for you to participate! The tournament 

runs from March 16th-17th, 2013 and itis an all day event. It is being held at Davenport University and Ginga Courts both in 

Grand ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

Boys and Girls U9-U18 

MCC/REVOLUTIOH SPRING S~OOTOUT 2013 
Murray Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 8, 2013 

This is a USYSA tournament sanctioned through the Kentucky Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be in good standing with 



their state associations. Player passes, 5 copies of your state-approved rosters, permission-to-travel forms (out-of-state teams 

only) and notarized medical release forms will be required for all teams. Up to three USYSA registered guest players may be added 

to a team roster. US Club Soccer ... ~.~P.!~.~.~.~9.~!~.(~]~.~.~.~.e.!3E~!~.~..~!]..~.~£[~.~E~.~.~!]1~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U8-U19 

EMERAL D CUP .. BOYS 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Last year marked the first year that the Emerald Cup was played over TWO weekends - the last weekend of MARCH for the BOYS 

and the first weekend in APRIL for the GIRLS. It made for back-to-back weekends of exciting soccer action for some of the top 

teams from all over the Midwest (and Canada)! In total, nearly 400 teams participated over the two weekends ... 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24~ 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

THE E~-~RLY BIRD SPRING SOCCER INVITATIONAL ........................................................................................................................... 
HiUiard/Columbus Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 

Early Bird Spring Soccer Invitational Charter member of the "Ohio Soccer Tournament Series" March 23-24, 2013 Benefiting the 

KIDS league of Greater Columbus Guaranteed three games Awards for division champions and finalists Age Brackets Boys U8, 

UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 ~ U19 Girls US, Ug, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 ~ U19 Cost: 5400 per 

team ... 

Friday, April 5, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

U8-U19 

EMERALD CUP - GIRLS 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 

Last year marked the first year that the Emerald Cup was played over TWO weekends - the last weekend of MARCH for the BOYS 

and the first weekend in APRIL for the GIRLS. It made for back-to-back weekends of exciting soccer action for some of the top 

teams from all over the Midwest (and Canada)! In total, nearly 400 teams participated over the t~,o weekends ... Cem~lete 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

Age Brackets Boy’s US, U9, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 ~ U18 Girl’s U8, ug, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 ~ 

U18 Men’s Open, Divis 

WAZ;-~SPRfNG Fff]ENDL]ES 

Monroe (Mid-West Region) Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 25, 2013 

The Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to our 7th annual Spring Friendlies April 6-7~ 2013, hosted by Waza FC West ~ South at 

Munson Park Monroe MI. This year’s Friendlies will offer competition for boys US-U18 and girls US-U1 5 age groups. Each 

participating team will play three or four (3 or 4) games in a round-robin format. The Waza Friendlies are designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition without the pressures of results and standings, and at half the price of major 

tournaments. As you’re planning for your 2013 upcoming spring season and tournaments, please consider the Waza Friendlies as a 

great way to get your team ready for Spring! Teams from Michigan, Ohio and Canada have participated in the past, including the 

Cleveland FC~ THT~ Grand Rapids Crew~ TKO, Pacesetters, Vardar~ MI Hawks-Wolves, Hammer FC, Kingdom Premier and many other 

top clubs. Several different divisions are offered in order to provide your team with the right competition level. This year we are 

looking forward to seeing you all back again and we are eager to meet many new teams ! 3 Games: One (1) day Format FEES: 6v6 - 

$225 8v8 - $250 11vl 1 - 5275 FEES: 4v4 - $100 (U6 ~ U7) 4 Games: Two (2) day Format FEES: 6v6 - $250 8v8 - $275 11vl 1 - $300 Three- 

game (one-day) format may play on either day. You may request which day you’d like to play; however we can not GUARANTEE 

that date. It will depend on the number of teams in the age group. ~-e-~:~[~!~-e-~L(~:~(~!Et-:~!:~)~a--~-e-~?~!:~:~:~: 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

BUI3-BU19 

SL.SG BOYS COLLEGE SHOWC.4~SE 
Southern Illinois and St. Louis Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15~ 2013 

One of the top Boys Showcases in Region II. This event attracts teams from over 14 states and Canada annually and has 100+ 

college coaches. Played in both Southern Illinois and St. Louis, MO the event attracts top clubs and also hosts 4 USDA Academy 

games each year. Ask about our USDA Pre Academy Divisions for BU13-BU14. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

BU8-BU18, GUg-GU14 

Collinsville and St. Louis Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, March 7, 2013 

One of the oldest and best tournaments in the Midwest. In 2011, we attracted 276 teams from around the country. All age groups 



offer both Gold and Silver level competition and every division vies for a championship Cup! The event is open to Boys and Girls. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

UI2-U19 

PREMIER TURF INVITATIONAL 2013 
Grand Rapids Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 

Alliance Soccer Club and it’s State Premier, MRL, and National League teams welcomes highly competitive clubs from across the 

Midwest and Canada to compete in the 2013 Premier Turf Invitational. For over 10 years, Alliance has hosted spring tournaments 

with our largest being a 200+ team event in 2008. Seeing a need for an Elite Level April event in Michigan, we have rebranded ... 

Friday, April 19, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

UI4-U19 

Elizabethtown Sports Park Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Central will take place April 19-21, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available~ 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Central is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

assodations, US Club Soccer, SAY, or ... ~j~!~9~V~!:~)~!~!~1~!~!~2~!~t~[)~)~ 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

u10-u18 

2013 LOUISVILLE CUP GIRL~ TOURNAMENT PRE~ENTED BY KENTUCI<Y FIRE JUNIORS ~ JAVANON 
Louisville Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, March 9, 2013 

The Louisville Cup is an annual tournament hosted by the Kentucky Fire Juniors (KFJ)(formally Mockingbird Valley Soccer Club). 

This year, KFJ and Javanon Soccer Club are working together to present the 2013 Louisville Cup, in an effort to attract the most 

competitive competition in all age groups. This popular event for GIRLS ONLY will be held APRIL 20-21. All games are played on ... 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

U8-U19 

CLUB OHIO NIKE CHALLENGE CUP ....................................................................................... 
Dublin Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 

Annually held over two weekends in April in Dublin, OH. Girls play April 20-12 and boys play April 27-28. Come to Dublin, Ohio for 

one of the largest and most competitive youth tournaments in the region. Last year we welcomed over 600 teams. We look 

forward to a great turnout again. Application deadline is February 3. Apply today and reserve your rooms! Go to ... 

Friday, April 26, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

U8-U19 

CHALLENGER CUP 
Shawnee, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 22, 2013 

The Challenger Cup, on April 26-28, 2013, is a great mid-season tournament for lower level premier (DII, III, IV, V) and recreational 

teams. All other events at this time of year cater to the ’elite’ premier teams only. However, the Challenger Cup witi offer your 

team(s) the perfect opportunity to prepare for the spring season by playing against other teams of similar ability ... ~ 

.................................................................................................. 

Friday, April 26, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

BOWLING GREEN SPRING SOCCER C’.HALLENGE ........................................................................................................................ 
Bowling Green Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 18, 2013 

Bowling Green Spring Soccer Challenge April 26-28, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams will receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club Age Brackets Boys U9(U8), U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 & U19 Girls U9(ug), U9, U10, 

U11, U12 ... 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

u10-u18 

2013 LOUISVK.LE CUP BOYS TOURNAMENT PRESENTED BY KENTUCKY FIRE JUNIORS ~t JAVANON 
Louisville Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, March 9~ 2013 



The Louisville Cup is an annual tournament hosted by the Kentucky Fire Juniors (KFJ)(formaily Mockingbird Valley Soccer Club). 

This year, KFJ and Javanon Soccer Club are working together to present the Louisville Cup~ in an effort to attract the most 

competitive competition in all age groups. This popular event for BOYS ONLY will be held APRIL 27-28. All games are played on 

Friday, May 3, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U8 Boys and Girls to U18 Boys and U14 Girls 

TONY GL~"v’IN SOCCER CL.ASSg: .......................................................................................... 
St. Louis/St. Charles Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Fdday~ March 22, 2013 

The Tony Glavin Soccer Club, Official Celtic FC International Affiliate, announces the The Tony Glavin Soccer Classic to be held 

May 3-Sth, 2013. the Tournament is brought to you by UMBRO, Dr Pepper/Tup and Melander Sports Medicine. This is the 16th 

year of the Classic that annually attracts teams from over all over the Midwest. The tournament takes place at the Tony Glavin ... 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

NSC SPRING CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 12, 2013 

Fifth annual tournament featuring teams from across the Midwest~ all games played in one location to start off the spring season. 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U/8-U/18 Boys ~t U/8-U/14 Girls 

MISSOURI RUSH MDC COLLEGE.-. SHOWCASE 
St. Louis/St. Charles Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April 22, 2013 

Missouri Rush Soccer Club announces the MDC College Showcase to be held May t0-13th~ 2013. This event will take place at the 

St. Louis Youth Soccer Assoc. Complex in St. Charles, MO. Missouri Rush MDC College Showcase is open to U15, U16, U17, E~ 

U t 81 t 9 Boys Teams plus we will host U/8-U / 14 Boys ~ Gi rls Teams as i n the past. We will have ... ~9.(!}]?.!.e...!~..~!~.{~(!~ELe..f!!L!}?.!i~[(!}~.!!.~!)! 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

Boys U7-U18; Girls UT-U14 

PUMA 2013 ANNUAL MIDWEST SPRING SOCCERFEST .................................................................................................................................... 
POLONIA SOCCER COMPLEX, FRANKLIN, WISCONSIN Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

The PUMA 2013 Annual Midwest Spring Soccer Fest is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA 2013 Midwest Spring 

Fest is hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from 

all States and teams/dubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition ... 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Monday, May 13, 2013 

U13-U19 

WOODBURY SUk@~ER CLASSIC U13-U19 .................................................................................................... 
Bieleberg Sports Center Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

Boys U8 - Ut9, Girls U8 - Ut4 

APT~E.ED FORCEES CLiP .................................................... 
Moline Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

Moline United is proud to announce the 5th Annual Armed Forces Cup. The tournament is open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club 

soccer and AYSO teams. We offer great competition from many clubs throughout Iowa and Illinois. All games for all ages are played 

within one complex. All champions and finalists receive a team trophy and individual trophies All U8 and .. 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

US-U12 

THE JUNIOR CUP ............................................ 

New Albany Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1~ 2013 

The Junior Cup caters to the younger ages and is located at one facility. ~)lete tournament information on 

.......................................... 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U6-U14 



LEAWOOD SOCCER FESI ................................................................ 
Leawood, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

An end of season tournament for recreational teams only! This is a unique opportunity for your team to play against the 

recreational teams of other clubs, at one of the finest soccer complexes in Kansas City! ~.~)~.!~.~.~.~9.~[~.~]~.~.~.~:[.o.!~!]!~.~.~..~!~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U7 through HS 

KC PRIME SOUTHSIDE SPRING SHOO~OU~ ........................................................................................................... 
Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1~ 2013 

Southside Spring Shootout May 17th-19th~ 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: May I, 2012 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) $225, U9 - UIO (6v6) S300, U11 - U12 (8v8) $350, 

U13 - U15 8~ HS (11v11) S450 Contact HamelAddress: Shane Dewald 16400 Mullen Road, Belton, MO 64012 Contact PhonelEmaik 816- 

348-7400, ext. 7408 ... 

Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U8 - U19 

SCHAUMBURG Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, April 6~ 2013 

Grove United Soccer Association invites you and your teams to join us for one of the largest Memorial Day Tournament in the 

Midwest. Last year we hosted over 435 teams from all across the Midwest. Our tournament is held at a 1st rate complex featuring 

Premium Turf~ lights, and grass fields. Teams come back year after year because we deliver a great overall tournament ... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

NSC CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ May 3, 2013 

Come and play in the Premier Memorial Day Soccer Tournament in the Midwest over Memorial Day Weekend. Teams from the five 

state area compete in this event held in one location at the National Sports Center. 

.......................................... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

Adult Open, Men and Women Divisions 

~.~..GU. ~.. &..D.K!=~:. 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 3~ 2013 

Come and play in the Premier Adult Memorial Day Weekend tournament in the Midwest. Winning teams are eligible for cash prizes. 

Teams come from the five state area and all games are played in one location. *Flew for 2013 Women’s Division 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

STARBURST SOCCER SPECTACULA, R ........................................................................................... 
HiUiard/Dublin/Columbus Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 15, 2013 

Starburst Soccer Spectacular May 25-26, 2013 Benefiting the KIDS league of Greater Columbus Ohio Guaranteed three games 

Awards for division champions and finalists Age Brackets Boys ug(u8), U9, UIO, U11, U12, U13, U14, UIS, U16, U17, U18119 Girls U9 

(U8), U9, UIO, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18119 Cost :$400 per team (U9 & UIO), S425 per team (U11 ~ U12 ... ~..o.!)?j~.~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

Under 8 - 17 Boys and Girls 

CREEK CL~SStC SOCCER irOURNAMENT .................................................................................................... 
Beavercreek Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April 8, 2013 

The Creek has over 20 years of tournament experience~ it promises to provide a fun filled competitive event for boys and girls in 

the u8 - u17 age groups. Our event is ideal for teams at all levels of play and we encourage soccer clubs to consider using our 

event as an opportunity to bring multiple teams to compete at our tournament. Clubs with 8 ... ~)fete [eurnament information 

................................................. 

Friday, June 14, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

WALMART ALL ,.S, MERg.:AN CUP 



Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

Come and play in the 7th Annual Walmart AH American Cup. Featuring full length games, teams from the five state area and playing 

Friday, June 14, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9-U12 

WOODBURY SUtC~ER CLASSIC US-U12 ................................................................................................. 
Bieleberg Sports Center Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U9-19 Boys and Girls 

AC MILAN CONTINENTAl. CUP 
North Coast Premier Soccer Complex Ohio (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 

The AC Milan Continental Cup, a part of the larger Continental Cup International Youth Sports Festival, is an annual event in 

Cleveland, OH. This yeaCs event will run from July 4-7, 2013 at the North Coast Premier Soccer Complex. Teams from around the 

world will converge on Northeast Ohio to compete for the prestigious Continental Cup crown. In 2012 over 3,000 athletes ... 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

$CHWAN’S USA CUP WEEKEND ............................................................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

A Weekend kickoff tournament to the largest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere, featuring top 

level competition, a three game guarantee and an athlete party. Games all played in one location. Corn[~lete tournament 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3VJ-..MILWAUKEE 
Milwaukee Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-oST, LOUIS ........................................................... 
St, Louis Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

US-U19 

SCHWAN’S LISA CUP 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Come experience the [argest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere. Every July, more then over 950 

teams come to the National Sport Center to compete and participate in activities, to create memories that will last a lifetime. 

Teams of all abilities and levels are accepted into this flighted tournament. ~[ete tournament informatiorl on 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

High School Teams Only 

NSCAA HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER SHOWCASE ............................................................................................................. 
Indianapolis Indiana (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

The Indiana Champions League and the NSCAA proudly presents the 2013 NSCAA High School Summer Showcase to be hosted at 

the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IN (Indianapolis~ Indiana). Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to ca[[ 

itself "Home of Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. ~lete tournament: inIo~malion on 

.......................................... 



Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

IqCK IT ~V3..-CHICAGO 
Chicago Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Friday, July 26, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

men and women adults 

29TH ANNUAL GOAL FOR GOAL SOCCER TOURHI~ENT ............................................................................................................................................ 
W~chita, Kansas Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

A 6 v 6 tournament for Open A Men, Open A Women, Over 40 men, and Over 50 men. 

Friday, Aug. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

UT-U14 Boys; U7-U18 Girls 

PUMA 2013 ANHUAL MIDWEST FALL SOCCERFEST ............................................................................................................................. 
POLONIA SOCCER COMPLEX, FRANKLIN, WISCONSIN Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 29, 2013 

The PUMA 2013 Annual Midwest Fall Soccer Fest is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA 2013 Midwest Fall Fest 

is hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from all 

States and teams/clubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition ... 

Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

Boys U8-14/15, Girls U8-19 

BOWLING GREEN FALL SOC¢ER CHALLENGE .................................................................................................................. 
Bowling Green Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 22, 2013 

Bowling Green Fall Soccer Challenge August 24-25, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams will receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club Age Brackets Boys U9(UB), ug, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14/I 5, Girls U9(UB), ug, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8-U14 Boys ~t Girls 

SCHWABEN (:LIP 
Buffalo Grove Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

Competitive youth soccer tournament on some of the most pristine grass fields in the northwest suburbs of Illinois. Intimate family 

fun tournament located all at one site. 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8 to U14 

/’4EAD CUSA (:LIP 
Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Region) 
Entry Deadline: Monday~ July 15~ 2013 

Tournament located in the Dayton OH area. 34th year this upcoming Labor day 2013. Over 500 teams aged U8 to U14 a Platinum 

level tourney. Over 50 irrigated fields all in three locations. BIGGEST trophies and BEST COMPETITION you will get. Three levels of 

Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U9 through U14 Boys and Girls 

NSC F~LL CUP ..................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 13, 2013 

Come play in the largest fall soccer tournament in the midwest. The eigith annual Fall Cup features great competition for boys 

and girls ages U9 to U14, featuring games played in one location at the National Sports Center in Blaine, MN. ~..o.!~2j2}£:~~ 

Thursday~ Oct. 24~ 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28~ 2013 

U9-U14 



KICK-OR-TREAT INDOOR YOUTH .................................................................................. 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exdting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: club, intra-dub, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. Age groups are, 

U9/I0, U11, U12, U13, U14. 

Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

U8-U18 Boys- US-U19 Girls 

WAZA SPOOKTACULAR 
Monroe/Dundee Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday~ Oct. 8, 2013 

Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to the Waza Spooktacular Tournament on October 25-27, 2012, hosted by Waza FC West 

South and MASA at Munson Park in Monroe, MI. This year’s Spooktacular will offer competition for boys and girls in the U8 

through U18 age groups. The Spooktacular format calls for three preliminary-round games with Final Matches in each division ... 

Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

Men’s Open 

~ICK-ORoTRE/-\T INDOOR ADULT ................................................................................. 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exdting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: dub~ intra-dub~ tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U7 through NS 

~C PRIME SOUTHSIDE FALL SHOiDTOUT .................................................................................................... 
Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Southside Fall Shootout November 8 - 10, 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: October 1, 2013 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) $250, U9 - UlO (6v6) $325, Ull - U12 (8v8) 

$375, U13 - U15 & HS (11v11) S475 Contact Name/Address: Shane Dewald 16400 Mullen Road, Belton, MO 64012 Contact 

Email:sdewald@beltonparks.com ... 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR YOLtTH ....................................................................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ Dec. 6, 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exalting competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament. 

Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January 1st. 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

Men’s Rec and Men’s Open 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR ADLILT 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6~ 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exciting competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament 

Adult Version. Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January 1st. 

.......................................... 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

UIS-U19 

NSCAA COL 1. EG E SHOWCA5 E - SOUTH 
North East Metro Park in Plugervi[le, TX Texas (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25~ 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - South will take place February 16-18, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - South is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 



Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U15-U19 Boys and Girls 

FC DALLAS 3RD A~dNUAL COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
FC Dallas Stadium and Complex Texas (South-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

FC Dallas announces the FC Dallas College Showcase to be held March 9th-10th, 2013. This event will take place at the Complex at 

FC Dallas Stadium in Frisco, Texas. The FC Dallas College Showcase is limited to U15, U16, U17, ~ U18/19 Boys and Girls Teams. We 

will have coaches representing HCAA DIV I, II, III, NAIA programs as well as Junior Colleges. Each ... C(u~lel:e Lournamenl 

......................................................................... 

Friday, April 12, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

U8-19 

LEXUS TULSA CUP 
Tulsa Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 15, 2013 

One of the largest tournaments in Oklahoma, we wil[ host boys and girls competitive and juniors teams from U7 to U19. Last year’s 

event had teams from seven states and will provide Gold and Silver divisions. The tournament will be held at the high quality Indian 

Springs and Metro Tulsa Soccer Complexes. Take this opportunity to get some quality games in before your ... ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..TLILSA 
Tulsa Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ May 24, 2013 

3v3 Soccer Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - 

Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to 

sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World 

Championships! ~[ete tou~namem: info~m:~ion ,.?n Socce~Ame.rica.con~. 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

U15-19 

ADIDAS 5.~4 SklANNON SHOWCASE 
Tulsa~ OK Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Oct. 20, 2013 

Top and largest college showcase in Oklahoma with college coaches from ALL college divisions. College coaches love coming to 

this event because of the wide demographic mix of teams. Last year featured teams from 9 different state associations. Games 

played at high quality complexes and also features other events such as college seminar for all partidpants. ~..o.!~3~..e.~..~.~£!3~!~3.e.!3~ 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 

Adults 

MEN"S AND WOME~’S SPRING CUP 
South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Feb. 20, 2013 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 at Goals Los Angeles Kick Off 10:00 AM S10O Per team Open to All Our first Men’s Open tournament of 

the year is here before you know it. This men’s tournament will prove to be the event that helps you keep your new years 

resolution of keeping fit and in shape. Only $100 per team, this tournament ... 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U9-U18 Boys ~ Girls 

COR~EI..L COI..I..EGE R~,~S FUTSAI.. TOLJR~AMENT 
Richard & Norma Small Sports Center, Cornel[ College Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1], 2013 

Corne[I College Men’s soccer team is offering the opportunity to continue to play and work on your game during the winter. S[ip 

on a pair of flats and bring your game inside. Play the fast paced, skilled game of Futsal on Cornell College’s indoor mondo surface. 

A quick and fast surface that is easier on the joints than a concrete or wooden ... ~..q.n..~.!~;~..e...t..o...u.[.n.3..~..n..t...~..n..ti?.!2]3~.ti.’..o..~..~~ 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

Open ~t Coed 

COR~dELL COLLEGE R~S FUTSAL TOUR~4~-%~ENT ............................................................................................................................ 
Richard & Norma Small Sports Center, Cornel[ College Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 



CorneU College Men’s soccer team is offering the opportunity to continue to play and work on your game during the winter. Slip 

on a pair of flats and bring your game inside. Play the fast paced, skilled game of Futsa[ on Cornel[ College’s indoor mondo surface. 

A quick and fast surface that is easier on the joints than a concrete or wooden ... ~..o.!~.~.~..~L~!~:!)2.~!~..!!~1~.[[~.1~.~!~...o.!~ 

.......................................... 

Saturday, March 9~ 2013 through Sunday~ March 10, 2013 

Boys ~t Girls U9 - U19 

VEblTURA COUNTY FUSIObl SPRING CLASSIC ............................................................................................................... 

Ventura California (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 22~ 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Spring Classic is a Class I ~ III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer 8~ AYSO 

teams. All teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. 

Champions receive a trophy ~ medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams ... 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 through Saturday, March 30, 2013 

Adults 

FIESTA DE FUTE~,OL SPONSORED BY: RED BULL 
South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday~ March 26~ 2013 

Saturday~ March 30, 2013 at Goals Los Angeles Kick Off 7:00 AM $200 Per team Open to Adults Ready to fly to ~ew York and watch 

the Red Bulls play.7 Well now is your chance. Red Bull and Goals Soccer Centers is proud to announce the "Fiesta de Futbol", a 

one day open adult tournament. This adult tournament will offer the best competition ... 

.......................................... 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

US-U14 Boys and Girls 

CRSA CHILLOUT PRE-SEASON TOURNAMENT 
Tuma Soccer Complex - Cedar Rapids Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ March 8~ 2013 

The players and parents of the Cedar River Soccer Association welcome you to the CRSA ChillOut Pre-Season Tournament - April 13- 

14, 2013. The ChilIOut is historically Iowa’s largest single weekend soccer event, averaging 220 teams over the last 5 years. We will 

host U8-U14 boys and girls teams in two competitive divisions. All games will be played on the 30 grass fields at the ... ~.g.r?22.!.e..t:.e.. 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

Youth, Adult and Pro Division 

BE,,-".,C~ SOCCER JAM ..................................................... 
San Diego - Fiesta Island California (West Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 5, 2013 

Beach Soccer Jam is faster, hotter version of the world’s most popular sport. A soft sand surface allows players to try diving 

headers, bicycle kicks and exdting tricks more freely. The sport is spectacular. The sand adds another dimension to the sport, 

putting aerobic strength, teamwork and individual skills to the test. Coaches tell us that Fiesta Island has the perfect depth of ... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U-11 to U-19 boys and girls 

SAN FRANCISCO CUP ...................................................... 
San Frandsco California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April 1, 2013 

Open to all US Soccer-affiliated teams and international youth soccer organizations, including US Club Soccer, USYSA, HorCal 

Premier, and CYSA-Horth (Silver Division or higher). Boys and Girls, Ull to U19 (teams are allowed 7 guest players). Each team is 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

Boys ~ Girls U9 - U19 

VENTUFU.\ COUNTY FUSION CLAStCO ............................................................................................ 
Ventura California (West Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Clasico is a Class I & Ill Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer ~ AYSO teams. All 

teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~t medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams 

partidpating ... 

Friday, June 7, 2013 through Sunday, June 9, 2013 

GU9-19 

AVALANCHE IblVtI4{TIONAL ~ SHOWCASE 
Park City Utah (West Re~ion) 



Entry Deadline: Monday, April 15, 2013 

The Avalanche Invitational is a stay-and-play tournament that provides opportunities for top-performing female athletes of all ages 

to compete. The Elite College Showcase level allows players to demonstrate their talents to college coaches and recruiters, while 

the Elite Competitive level challenges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best ~Iete tourn~ment information on 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

US-Adult 

Denver Colorado (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards for Each Player 

on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor 

items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

h]formabon on 5occerArneHca.com. ......................................................................... 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

US-Adult 

I<ICK IT 3V3..-PORTLAND 
Portland Oregon (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 21~ 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards for Each Player 

on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor 

items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Friday, July 5, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U15-U19 

HSCA/-~, COLLEG E SHOWCASE - NORTHWEST ................................................................................................................. 
WPFC Field Complex Washington (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Northwest will take place July 5-7, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Northwest is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

US Club sanctioned tournament. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

associations or US Club Soccer ... 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

.~.!~.~...!]L.~X~t::.~.E!).~.~.~...!.,)!:J.CL!. 
Denver Colorado (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams %,ill play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

KiCK IT 3V3--DES MOINES ................................................................. 
Des Moines Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams %,ill play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

U16, U17, U18 

COLLEGE SEARCH I<K~KOFF 
Muscatine Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 15~ 2013 

College Search Kickoff (CSK) is an invitational showcase for youth soccer players who want to play on the college level and are 

getting ready to enter their junior or senior year in high school in the fall. USA and Canadian U16, U17 and U18 club and league 

select teams registered for the 2012-2013 seasonal year are eligible. Collegelnfo and the Iowa Soccer Association sponsor ... 

Friday, July 26, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 



]~fCK IF 3Vg~WAIL 

Vail Colorado (West Re81on) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Free Participant T-Shirt - Awards 

for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample 

fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 11, 2013 

Boys ~ Girls U9 - U19 

VENTURA COUNTY FUSION INVITATIONAL 
Ventura California (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Invitational is a Class I ~ III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer ~ AYSO teams. 

AR teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~t medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Saturday, March 2, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - NIAGARA F~LLS CANADA .............................................................................................................................................. 
Niagara Falls Sportsplex Niagara Falls Ontario Canada International (International Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COg~BINE - TORONTO CANADA 
................................................................................................................................ 
The County Day School King City Ontario Canada International (International Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier Col[ege Combine is a great way to be seen by co[[ege coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

9-19 

NORNAt.NE C/J~ AALBORG DENMARK 
AALBORG, DENMARK International (international Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ March I, 2013 

Nrhalne Cup - is organized for the 29th time at, the Ascension Holiday May 5-13, 2013. Nrhalne Cup 2012 had almost 550 teams 

participating from 14 countries - Brazil~ England, USA, Russia, Finland~ the Netherland% Ireland~ Non~,ay, Sweden~ Germany, Czech 

Republic, Ukraine, Italy, and Denmark. At Nrhalne Cup the most important thing is the football and the matches against teams from 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

Several 

,@~ST E RD/.s,M CUP ............................................ 
Amsterdam International (International Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 3, 2013 

The year 2013 marks the 15th annual Amsterdam Cup. This year a total of between 160 and 200 teams from different countries will 

be accepted to partidpate. The tournament is open to all teams that are members of their F.I.F.A. affiliated national assodations. 

The tournament is held on different sports facilities in Amsterdam and surroundings on both grass and artificial soccer ... 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 through Friday, July 12, 2013 

UIO to U18 

~ANGA CUP - INTERNATIONAL ............................................................................. 
Canberra, Australia International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 31, 2013 

PLEASE NOTE: This international tournament is in the Land DOWN UNDER - AUSTRALIA The Kanga Cup is the largest International 

Youth Football Tournament in the Southern Hemisphere. Held annually each July in Canberra, Australia. The week long event 

proudly champions the mission of ’Uniting the Youth of the World through Football’. The Kanga Cup is run by Capital Football, the 

governing body for football in ... !~..~.!~.~!~.t.~..t.~...L!!~!~..~..n..~..e.!~..t...~.!~..f..~.~!~.a..t.!..~.!~.~.~!~.~\!~!~.~.~!~].~ 



Monday, July 22, 2013 through Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Boys U19 to U11 and Girls U19 to U12 

DANA CUP HJRRII’~G 2013 
Hjrring Denmark International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1~ 2013 

Founded in 1982, Dana Cup welcomes more than 800 teams from 45 countries each summer in H:irring, Denmark. The Worlds third 

largest and the Worlds most international youth soccer tournament with 907~ foreign teams. Excellent grass fields in a safe 

environment with 20.000 participants playing in international groups. A fantastic organization with top class personal customer 

To submit your free listing (maximum of 1 5 listings per organization) to Soccer America 
Tournament Calendar, ~Io to Soccer America. 
For information on advertisin~l in Soccer America Tournament Calendar, contact Dou~l Murdock 
or call 1-510-374-2967. 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Monday, Februao, 4, 2013 6:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Leslie Osborne Joins Red Stars for 2013! 

L 0 B R S! HSWIT RED ST SFOR2013 ~I It~n e ~ rls~ o~lll~ive ~Jee a ge n~ s,~ n, n g !~:l~,s sea so n. 
Chicago has added veteran midfie der and captain Leslie 
Osborne. "I believe this was the next step for me to take 
professionally and personally," the USWNT veteran and 
Wisconsin-native said. Read more from Leslie at 
._c___hj___c___a__g__o___r:__e____d___s__L_a__r___s_:___c___o_____m_.. 

lIST RS AV 4 ICKIHSUPPE HTALD AFT 
__d__r___a__f__t_ _t__o____t__a___k____e__~ J_a___c__e__ __o__n____T_ J__1_~!_r__s___d____a_y_.___F____e__b___r__u___a__(_y_ __7___t__h_ -~---t-~-~ ......................... 
supplemental draft is made up of domestic and international 
free agents, as well as previously undrafted college seniors. 
These draftees will join the 7 national team allocated players 
previously announced, as well as the 4 college draftees, and 
5 free agents signed by the Red Stars. 

vTHREE DSTAR CA LED HTOUSW T !tl etera’:n~annon ~Jxx~ea~d~nes a trio o~ ~I~ p~yers that 
have j~!o~cl £h~ U~NT ~@mp £h~ ~k under new head 
coach Tom Sermanni. Keelin Winters and first time call-up, 
and #:[ overall college draft pick, Zakiya Bywaters were also 
invited. Good luck to the CRS with the USWNT! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Monday, February 4, 2013 6:33 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Arsenal v West Ham Review, Importance of One-Touch Passing, How to Score With the 4-2-3-1 and More... 

YOUR WEEKLY UPDATES AND NEW 
ARTICLES 

Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Email Newsletter. This week we have FIVE new 

articles for you Check them out below. 

NEW BOOK = Coaching the 4-2=3-’1 Advanced Ta~i~s 

used to devastating effect by Manchester United and 

Real Madrid and advanced dr/Is for ooaching your 

players in this highly attaoking and flexible R)rmation 

Ooaehinq the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides you 

with an in.-depth look at the formation that is dominating 

European soccer. Ceaohing the 4-2-3-.1 Advanced 

3-.3 and to oreate mere scoring opperturfities. 

Coaching Seminar - Feb 22123 
We hope yeu wtl jein us for our annual ~eachin~ seminar en Feb 22 & 23 If yeu are busy that 

weekend, yeu Dan register fer the Livestream eptien arid watch the seminar frorn the oornfert of your 

ewn heine as off:on as yeu like for 30 days. Checkout the details here. 

Win $200 of Books and DVDs 
Following the success of our last competition, we are launching a second competition. Simply share 

your favorite Defending small-sided game/drill/exercise and you will be entered to win $200 of books 

and DVDs 

It’s really simple. Clck here for more detais 

Video Library and Bomber Drills Database For 
those of you who subscribe to our __N__e___m___b___e_[_~_r_!!_Ls____D___a_N__b___a__s__e_" and/or __W___C___C_____V_!_d___e__o____L__!_b_z_a__~, will know 

that we have uploaded tons of BRAND NEW content over the past few weeks. For those who don’t 

s~bs~Fibe, all i can say is you aFe missing out big time Click the links above to find out what you are 
missing. 

This weeks articles ................................................................................. 

WCC Newsletter - Advanced Tactics for the 4-2-3-1 

Soscer Conditioning - Winning the Ball Back (luiekly and Working on Conditionin.g 

Coaching Soccer Tastiss - Arsenal v West Ham - Good movement Disrupts the West Ham 

Defense to Score Four Second Half Goals 



FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter - GK Drill for Conditionin~q and Shot BIockin~q 

FineSoccer Drills Newsletter-. The Importance of One=Touch Passin~:l 

Coaching Advanced Players .- Scorinfi Goals With the 4=2=34 

Creut~ve A~ck~ng Dri~s - Take a vid:ual pitch side seat and watch how 

Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players to move, 

~hink and react so they can be mere creatiw~ in a~ack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creatiw~ a~acking session Watch how Woodward trains a 

group ef players te he winners, with a progressive session that hones 

their thinking, mew~men[ and creativity in getting the hall across the line 

~o score Includes a FR~ companion eSook with easy-te-.read 

descriptions and diagrams ef what is shewn in this 6 videe set. Click 

here for more info. 

WOO V}deo L~bfa~- Basically. we haw~ taken almest all ef cur 

DVD collectien and put them enline where yeu can access ~hem 

24/7 enline and even viewthem en your phene at the training ~ield. 

You can easily find the videe you are locking fer using the 

powerful "Keyword" search er video "tags" Ne need ~e ever buy 

another coaching DVD again Oli~k here for mere ~nfo. 

T~e Complete Gei~e to 

Coaching A~vanced P~ayers 

consists of 6 eBooks and 10 

videos that will give your 

players that extra 5-10% they 

need to develop them from 

being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player. If you coach a 

competitive club~ high school 

............. : : orcollege team this isforyoul 

The Complete Gside to Coaching Advanced Playe~, by Canadia8 U18 National Team Coach, Rob 

Gale ~s a soccer training course specially’ designed to give players the extra ct~allenge they need to 

take their skills to an advanced level. ~ere info. 

~ 
Ce~eh~g the 4-2-3-t shows you why the formation is becoming 

~ 
one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer Now 

~ 
you can discover howto train your playe~ to utilize this highly 

~ 
flexible and a~acking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Facked 

~ ...... with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and guidance 

~ ,~. on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset, this book 

~.~ ~ p-ov des you wth everyth ng you qeed to know about p ay qg the 4- 

video series that allows you sit back 

and watch session after session on 

howto fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. RaBdy WaldrB~. one of 

the most experienced minds in US 

soccer, shows you through practice 

drills and demonstrations how to 

coach your team to take full 

advantage of this popular formation 

to get into attacking positions, to 

break down opposition a~acks and win more games 

Discove[ how to Harness the e~citi~g 4~24-! formatio# and replicate 

the devastating attacking power of the world’s most successful teams 

If you’ve been looking for a way to coach your team how to play the 4-2-3-1. 

you’ve just found it. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is a special 12-pa~ video series 

which provides a comprehensive tactical and training guide to this exciting 

formation. Utilized by Real Madrid. Chelsea and the most successful 

sides in the Euro 2012 tournament the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and attacking 

power is fast becoming the formation of choice for leading coaches all 

over the world ~ore iafo. 



tile world’s rnost popular R3rmal:ions are played and what training 

systems are needed to play ~hem effectiw~ly. Rather than R3cus en 

technique or ffsrmal:ions independently, this book shews you how to 

combine elements like building blecks te create cemplete ’three 

: dimensional training’. Check it out here. 

comprehensive guide to the concept 

of training players so they become 

more experienced in the positions 

day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 

................... [:: orany other formation, this book 

provides a unique new training method for developing your team in multiple areas in the same 

session. ~or~Bfo. 

~o~er~ A~ckh~g & Goa~sco~g - Finally, a book focused on 

what players love best: Scoring goals~ This book is packed with 

100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, to 

control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop the killer 

instinct on goal. Moderf~ A#ae~ag & ~oalseoriag provides you 

with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

: and points on the league table. 

Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe. 

~ ~ ~ 
S~ccer Co~d~ti~ ~e~t~y - New Cutting Edge Soccer Conditioning 

~ ~ ~ Sessions and Drills Delivered Every Month for Improving the Strength 

Speed and Agility of Your Players 

~ ,;.=;~ Finally a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arrived~ 

~ ~ ~ ~occer ~o~dide~i~g Monthly provides you a~icles and videos every 

~ ~ ~ month with new drills and exercises to improve your team’s physical 

~ ~ ~ ~==~=,~]~]~ ~ fitness so they can run harder for longer every game. With new drills 

~ ~bridgesthegapbe~¢eensoccertraini~gandon-fieldpefformance 

and does all your conditioning planning for you. ~9_[#__~£. 

To~I SocCer Coad~t~o~i#g: A Ball-Or~ea~ted Approac~ is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have one or 

~o coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough choices 

about which to focus on. 

: To address the problem, Cresser created a methodology on how 

............. training. The result is To~I Soccer Oo~ditio~iaq: A 8all-Or~eatated 

Approach, a two book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and athletes that 

want to maximize their practice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or technical training 

sessions. ~ore ~afo. 

~o~¢ra Soccer Tactics -. If you want to dew, lop a better 

sides then look no further. 

...... 

pages ef insights on how the great club s~des, like Barceloaa, 
~ ~a~cbester U~ffed and Arseaal, manage to dominate teams. In 

add~tien, these books ~eature an array ef drills and exercise so you can 

train your team to emulate some of the world’s el~te clubs and players ..................................................................................................................................................... 

~o~e i#fo 

know abou~ coacMng the 4-3-3, including the rormal:k)rYs development to 

~=~=~=~=~ ~ ~_; th~ ~o~erront or ~opean ~k,b ~occe~, how it ~ ~t~zed by the wer~d’~ be~t .................................................................................................................................................... 

: team ul:d~ze the 4--3.-3 te be more offensive, flexible and d~fflcul~to defend 

against. ~ere ~afe. 

David P~a~ Tactical Play#ooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

championship winning coach! In this special set, ~a~chester 

Assis~t ~aaager #avid Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation 

Whether they play 4-4-2.4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 



The NoAh Carolina Way With Arisen Dorrance - Discow~r the secre[s of hew 

ARSon Dorrance. erie ef US soccer’s mest legendary coaches, achieved a 

93.4% winrfing a~erage, wen 20 eut ef 27 National Championships and led 

his team te win 92 games in a row. 

In this special 21 par~ video series (almost 4 hours ef content). Derrance 

shows yen the philesephy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

hampienship winning teams fer more than 30 years. ~o~e 

A Tactical A~al~s of ~C Barcelona - This beck has been selling like 

wildfire wi[h coaches from ew~r 30 counbies buying. My guess is tMs will be 

cur best selling book ef the year. More i~fo. 

...... ~dwnced P~yer- i~ our latest book and perfect Jf you coach ~ competitive 

~:~ :~;~,:~ club te~m, high school or college team. ~ore 

Finally, a book focused on the missing ]ink 

youth training! ]his is a unique book that shows 

you how to train players to develop tactical 

~~~:::::.~:.~ ~:: ~::~ knowledge, faster decision making and sma~er 
~:’::’: :~[[ ’: : use of the ball This is an aspect sorely missed 

[: ...... in most training programs, but can make all the 

........................... :[:: difference in taking your players to an elite level 

~ore i~fo. 

44-2 v4-~-3- This book has been one of our best selling books ever the 

~~: i ~,;L.:;’-: past few years. This book takes an in-depth look at ~vo of the greatest 
~:.;.;.;~ ~=.~{]~ managers/coaches in today’s game_Sir Alex ~ergusoa and Jose 

and their respective systems of play. O_[~_~.~[&[~.[_~£[A_].£f£. 

~ 
Beale is packed with 1~ d,ills a,d exercises to improve your players 

~- ..... reactions, a~acking instincts and consistency in the box so they can score 

~ :~]=~=~.:..: more often and win more games. Olie~ here fe~ ~ere i~fo. 

Zonal ~end~ng the l~lian Way provides an in- 

depth look at the Italian back four and their 

philosophy of total team defending This book jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were 

actually used to train the national team in Italy’s 

1994 and 2006 World Cup campaigns. l-his makes 

..................... :Ct}~{ this book an ideal addition to your library, whether 
you’re a student of the game or an elite level coach. 

because it will enrich your understanding of the Italian defensive game and how you can apply their 

World Cup winning drills to improve your own team’s defending. 

N~W Goalkeeper Coaching Web Site - Don’t forget to check out our new 

web site specifically for goalkeeper coaching 

~ ~[~a4: This web site will be especially useful for coaches of teams who don’t have 
.the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

Best Wishes. 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

Monday, February 4, 2013 7:27 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: The projected U.S. 23 for Honduras clash 

What They’re Saying 

"My reaction is that I’m 

absolutely disgusted with 

his behavior. It’s not 

possible that our players 

can put so much in to the 

game and one of the group 

lets them down." 

-- West Bromwich Albion 

coach Steve Clarke on his 

defender Goran Popov, who 

was red-carded in the 

second half of a 1-0 loss to 

Tottenham Hotspur for 

spitting at Tottenham’s Kyle 

Walker (Reuters) 

Today’s News - Monday, Feb 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

The projected U.S. 23 
by Paul Kennedy 

~ 
[USA-HONDURAS1 Last but not least, Jurgen Klinsmann will release the USA’s travel 

rester for Wednesday’s World Cup 2014 qualifier against Honduras (TV: beIN Sport, belN Sport en 

Espanol, 4 p.m. ET) on Monday morning. All signs pointed to seven players, maybe eight, who 

played in last Tuesday’s 0-0 tie with Canada being on the plane to San Pedro Sula, meaning 

several foreign-based stars won’t be making the trip. - Read the whole story 

Rivals call up 12 MLS players 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] The USA’s five rivals have announced their rosters for the opening 

of the Hexagonal. The squads include 12 current MLS players and seven former MLS players, 

including Honduran Roger Espinoza and Jamaican Dane Richards, who moved abroad in 

January. For all the information on Wednesday’s three matches ... - Read the whole story 

Yanks feature in Mexico thriller, Kljestan cuts mustache 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROADl Jose Tortes (Tigres) and Edgar Castillo and Joe Corona (Tijuana) 

squared off in a battle of unbeatens in Mexico’s Liga MX, and the game produced a thrilling 2-2 

draw. Tigres and Tijuana remain tied for first place in the Tomeo Clausura after five games with 

four wins and one tie. Andedecht’s string off 11 straight Jupiler League wins with Sacha KIjestan 

in the lineup ended when it was held to a 2-2 tie by Standard Liege. Following the game, Kljestan 

cut his mustache that had become the lucky symbol of Andedecht’s streak. - Read the whole 

stow 

Crew’s Duka headed to Chicaqo for Oduro 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOWN] The trade hasn’t been made official yet, but more and more details are 

emerging surrounding the trade reported by SBI on Friday evening sending Dilly Duka to the 

Chicago Fire for Dominic Oduro. For more on the Duka-Oduro deal, plus preseason news from 

Los Angeles, Montreal, Portland and Sporting Kansas City ... - Read the whole story 

Osborne and Whitehill head free-aqent si.qnin.qs 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] National Women’s Soccer League continued the process stocking their rosters for the 

league’s inaugural season with the signing of free agents. Each club could sign up to four orfive 

players through Jan. 31. Confirmed signings included former U.S. national team players Lesley 

Osborne (Chicago) and Cat Whitehill (Boston). Other players inked for the 2013 season include 

Australians Lisa De Vanna (Sky Blue FC) and Samantha Kerr 0Nestern New York) and 

Spanish international Adriana 0Nestern New York). - Read the whole story 

ivory Coast comes up short again 
by Soccer America 

[AFRICA CUP OF NATIONS] Once again, Didier Drogba’s Ivory Coast came up empty in the 

Africa Cup of Nations, losing to Nigeria, 2-1, in Sunday’s quarterfinal. Host South Africa was also 

eliminated, falling in a shootout to Mali. The weekend results set up semifinal matchups between 

Nigeria and Mall and Ghana and Burkina Faso. - Read the whole story 

The amazing run of Ezekiel Isoken Henty 
by Soccer America 

~/IDEO PICK: Golaze] An epic coast-to-coast gallop in Italy by 19-year-old Ezekiel Isoken 

Henty, who sprinted past, and ran over, the Varane defense for AC Milan’s Primavera team. - 

Read the whole story 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[{.,tti!,~ <new!~Iet:t:er@usnst:{)a.com> 

Moaday, ~’ebruary 4, 2B13 ~2:2~ PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US SocceF Players News[eL[or USSocce~ P[ayeFs ¯ Feb 4,2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 4, 2013 

bionday’s Soccer TV 

Klinsmann Names Roster for Honduras Qualifier 
On Monday morning, US National Team coach Juraen K[insmann announced his resLer ler Wednesday’s World Cup 

QuaUfier in Hoadusas (4pro El" - belN), ’The team wi[I t:sain in Miami o8 Moaday l)efor{} del)artii’i~ ior Honduras, 

"W{; waBt to haw!! a seBse of ur~eI~(:y t’~ht from the s[:art ot: the Final [~oundi" ~[insmaan sa~d. "We haw[~ a [or of fespe(:[: 

for Honduras, but ou~ message to the team is that we ~e ~oin~ there to ~et Lhree points. One thin~ we [earned from 

the Sen’dfina{ Round is that you have to bling the rK~ht menta{ity to p{ay in the tough games on the road, and Fm 

confident we are ready to do [haL." 

GK: BFad Guzan (As[on Villa .. 5/3 SO}, Tim Howard (Ever[on - 221!} SO). Sean Johnson (Chicago Fire ¯ 
DEF: Matt Bonier (5po~tin~ Kansas City - 0/0), Caries Bocmte!~a {Racing Santande~ - 31/5), Geoff Cameron (Stoke 

Omar Gonza{ez (LA Ga{a~ - 010), Fabian Johnson (Hoffenheim - 3f0). M}chae{ Parkhurst {A~gsbur{~ - 

M}O: Mk:hae{ Bradley (Roma - 19/5), Brad bay, s (Houston Dynamo - B/B), Maark:e E:du (Bu~saspor - 9/0), aermah~e 

Jones (Scha[ke 04 . 5/0), Sacha KUestan (AndeF[echt - 12/0), ,Jose Tortes (T~g~es - 9/0), Danny WiUIams {Hoffenheim 

4/B), Graham Zusi (Spott:in~ Ka~sas City - 3 

FOR: Jo~ A[Lidore (AZ A[kmaar .. 17/6). CUnt Dempsey {Tottenham Hotspu~ - 26/10}, He~cu[ez Gomez (SanLos - 6/2), 

[ddie ,Johnson (Sea,:tie Sounders - 1 l 

Honduras Roster for Wednesday’s World Cup 
Qualifier 
Gg: tqoe[ Va[[adares {OUmpia), Denis EscobeF {O[impia}, gos~ Mendeza (Marathon) 

DEE: Arnold Pera{ta (Vida) Bryan Becke{es (O{impia), Vk:tor Bemardez (San Jose Earthquakes), Osman Chavez (Wis[a 

KFakow}, Maynor FNueroa (Wigan), Juan Pab[o Monies (PtaLense)~ Juan Carlos Oarcia (OUmpia), Or[in Pera[ta P#ida) 

~AID: Luis Garrido (Red Star), Jor~e Ctaros {Hibern~an}, Roger Espinoza (WiSan, En$~and}, A~ex Lopez (OUmp~a}, Andy 

Najar (Ander]echt), Oscar Boniek Gareia (Houston Dyaamo}, N~ark~ ~4artinez {SeattLe Sounders}, Akk) Ovk~do (Rea] 

Espana) 

FOR: Jerry Ben!~tso8 (New Ea$iaad Revolution), Roger Rhjas (()lirnpia), Car[) (2ost:~y {Veria), Geor$ie Welcome 

(Mota~ua), Ch~isE~an A[tamirano (Marathon) 

Howard and Guzan Split the Points in the Premier 
Leasue, Johnson Starts 
tB a meeting; of US NatioBat Team players in En?,tand’s Premier [.ea{4u{b "Jim How~Fd’s Everto~} drew 3<} wb:h Brad 

Guzan"s As[on ViUa at Ooodison Park. Christian Benteke had YiKa up Lwo minuLes into the game, with Victor Anichebe 

equaU~ing ir~ the 21st, Gabriel A$bon[ahor made it 2~ 1 Vi~[a h~ the 24th aBd 1t: was 3~ 1 who8 ~eBte~h scored his se{:oad 

goa[ in Ehe 61st mim~te. Malrouan@ gel[aM1 got a ~oa{ back for Everton i~ the 69th minute and equaUzed thFee mJnu~es 

into stoppage tm~e. 

’lt reaUv frustrates you but the way we pfayed comin~J., here, I don’t think anybody gave us as earth]v "V}Ua manager 

Paul Lambert said ef the sEoppage time Everton equabze~, "Pro net one to feel. sorry for myself. We’re fNhtin9 like he[[ 

to ~et out of it a~d ff we keep p[ayin?, like that then we’t[ win more {J.,ames than 

CH~t Dora#soy and Spurs beat West Brom ’i-O with a 67th minute goal flora Gareth Bate. Geof[ Can~ero~’s Stoke City 

were s[~utoat l-O by Arsenal Cameron subbed out in ~:he 84th rnir~u~:e. A [eagae dowm ~’{m {~eam’s Bo[t:on lost 2-1 to 

Warlord. Be{ton took the lead with a 32~d minute penalty. Warlord equahzed in the }6th minute and got a 70th n’drmte 

winBer, Fraak S~r~ek’s (2arhs[e Unit:ed beat Tranrnere ’td) o8 a 44th miBate Ro~y Loy $oa[ in League One. 

Mk:hae[ Brad{ey’s Roma lost ,I-2 to Ca(�liar1 in .~erie A. korea’s Francesco ’]’otto e(i~a[ixed in the 35th minut:e [)LEt Roma 
feU behind 4-1~ ~,1arquinhe scored ior Rema m the 93rd minute, aozy Altfdore’s AZ were shu~eu~ 1.0 by Groninaen. The 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS - Sportsmanship Blog <charactercountssports@jiethics.org> 

Monday, Februao, 4, 2013 1:41 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Did Baseball’s Hall of Fame Voters Go Too Far? 

Sport ..... hip Bloc 

Center for Sports Ethics i ~ i Training I Products I Donate 

Dki you get this from a frie~d? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

Josephson Institute’s Rich Jarc 
Discusses Armstrong and Te’o on 
NBC News 

ILk:i: }arc s.,’~eaks with NBC News re.sorter 
Co~:,.>.~: No~ ~bout the Lance Armstrong 

Read more see the video >> 

The Controversial Tennis "Timeout" 

The boos .."ained down on Victeria Azme~ka 
at the Australia~ O.,’~en whe~: she tailed an 

Read more, take the pol~ >> 

Character education materials 
COqCES2;IO~’~S 

These Cars Give Kids a Moral 

Compass 

series: an English language arts 
disc with 180 printable games, 
puzzles arid other :activities (for 
grades I-4). See all our Auto-B- 
Good products. 

CO L LEd.H: F:OO’=’BALL 

The Strangle Tale of ~anti Te’o 
Ir~ ene o[ the oddest stories i..", vecenl: memory, news broke Lha{ Nob’e 
Dame% star ~nebacke~ am~ 2012 He,smart casd~date ~v~ant~ Te% was 
the possible v~c!:~m of a~ e~aborate hoax hs whkh he fom~d out the ~ate 
g~dfdend he thought he o~ce had, never eMsted a~d Mso therefore 
d~d~’L (be. Sound sb’a~ge? it guts we~rder, 
Read more >> 

Did Baseball’s Hall of Fame Voters Go 

Too Far? 

elected ~o piayers to the H~ii of Fame this 
year, :[t was the first year no living ex-player 
was elected si..",ce t960. Severai wrkers 
have said th~s was because so many of the 

most worthy cam~idates were ~i~ked to 
steroids, 
Read more, take the poll >> 

Soccer Player Kicks Ball Boy 
Wtieti:er yeu call it soccer or footbatb the goal remMns the same: get 
Lhe bail i~te die ether Learn% goai. Also, do riot kick the b:sil boy in the 
stomach wi:ile he’s dev, m, 
Read more >> 

What People Are 
Saying,.. 

Should the Redskins Have 
Played Robert Griffin 
"Yes i:e stiould of started, 

Lineal gel wo~’se ~3a 
game went o~ ti:e coach 

shoaid of k:"..ew solr:ethi~g 
was wrong ar!d pulled i~ir.q 
before it .(}or any worse/’ 

: Westo~% ce.mments e..", 
Should the Redskins Have 
Played Robert Griffin III: 
"Griffi~ is a tougti player, 
He did .."..eL wan~ to be 
removed, yes the coach 

a.."..d tt~e doctor should 
: have putied him, but 

Loughness is key, You 
piay to wi.q the game," 

Should the Redskin~ Have 
Played Robert Griffin 
"I th~k the co~ch 
o~" take~ h~rn out o1: t~e 

afte~ he was ~eady hurt 
was a hordb~e m~stake, 

h~s e~t~e caree~ as a 

Soccer Coach Elects to 
Not Run up the Score: 
’qhere’s a difference 

between a ~l:e ~esso~ arid 
a(:tua~y adva~cm!} ~ a 

Leach Lhem ~fi’e ~essons 

doesn% matter," 

Carl comments e..", Soccer 
Coach Elects to Not Run 
Up Score: "Z ~iso 
Cor.q.’ser~(i CeP::h Rona~ 

~’o~ takk~g a stand a~d 



i i’~ WhatWill Matter 

Observation: The Vast Difference 

Between Lance Armstronq and Manti 

Te’o 

..... he no.: oIfly cheated his way .:o fame, 
builied others a~d betrayed is-~o~s who 
believed h-~ h~s se~f-~r~gh~eo~s c~a~ms ~hat 

Read more >> 
Subscribe to the podcast >> 
Get the app ~ 

~,eachisg the ~ight vat~tes 
to this team, his team 

Unsubscribe i Manage newsletter subscriptions == Josephsonlnstitute.org 

Center for Spo~ts 

Ethics 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <socceront~@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, Februao, 4, 2013 3:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Soccer On TV: Monday, February 4, 2013 

Monday, Feb. 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Wednesday, the USA faces Honduras in its first game of the final round of 2014 World Cup qualifying, and 

Mexico hosts Jamaica .... Wednesday fdendlies include France-Germany and England-Brazil. The Africa Cup of 
L2222J Nations resumes at the semifinal stage on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the w~ek.) 

?~ONDAY, Febr~lary 4 

no live games 

TUESDAY, February 5 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

international U-21 Friendly ENGLAND=SWEDEN (live) 2:25 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

international U=20 Friendly FRANCE-PORTUGAL (live) 2:25 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

International U-21 Friendly ENGLAND-SWEDEN (live) 2:25 pro. 

~EDNESDAY~ Feb~ua~}i ~ 

BelN SPORT 

international FriendlySPAIN=URUGUAY (live) 12:55 pm. 

2014 Concacaf WCQHONDURAS-USA (live) 3:55 pm= 

2014 Concacaf WCQPANAMA-COSTA PICA (lie) 8:55 pro. 

ESPN2 

International Friendly FRANCE-GERMANY (live) 2:55 pro. 

2014 FIFA WCQ MEXICO=JAMAICA (live) 9:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Friendly ENGLAND-BRAZIL (live) 2 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Friendly SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 12:55 pro. 

2014 Concacaf WCQ HONDURAS-USA (live) 3:55 pm. 

2014 Concacaf WCQ PANAMA-COSTA PICA (lie) 8:55 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

international Friendly FRANCE-GERMANY (live) 2:55 pm. 

2014 FIFA WCQ MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9:30 pro. 

UNIMAS 

2014 FIFA WCQ MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations MALl-NIGERIA, Semifinal (live) 9:50 am. 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations BURKINA FASO-GHANA, Semifinal (live) 1:20 pm. 

international Friendly NETHERLANDS-ITALY (live) 2:25 pm. 

international Friendly FRANCE-GERMANY (live) 2:55 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

international Friendly ENGLAND-BRAZIL (On Demand) 5 pm. 

THURSD#,Y, Feb~a~ 7 

TBA 



FRIDAY, Feb~’ua~y 8 

BelN SPORT 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

England WATFORD-CRYSTAL PALAOE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England WATFORD-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG=BASTIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-PACHUCA (live) 10:25 pm. 

SATURDAY~ February ~ 

ESPN2 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

ESPN3.com 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations TBA, 3rd Place (live) 12:50 

SL~NDAY, February 10 

ESPNg.com 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations TBA, Final (live) 12:50 

Portugal PORTO-OLHANENSE (live) 3:15 

MONDAY~ February "~ "~ 

ESPN2 

England LIVERPOOL=WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (livE) 3 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on "IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Feb 4, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com~ 

Monday, Februm), 4, 2013 3:49 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Nearly 400 Rigged Games Identitied in Europe 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Feb. 4, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Europol Identifies 380 Rigged Games 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Europol, the European Union’s law enforcement agency that specializes in criminal intelligence, said that 

some 380 games across Europe were fixed. Suspected games include World Cup and European Championship 

qualifiers and two UEFA Champions League games -- one of which was reportedly in England. 

Speaking at the Hague in the Netherlands, Europol said that an extensive organized crime syndicate based in Asia 

has been working with criminal networks around Europe, and that around 425 referees, club officials, players and 

criminals have been involved in fixing games. The organization believes that game-fixing has taken place in 15 

countries and 50 people have so far been arrested. According the report, criminals put nearly $22 million on fixed 

games and made nearly $11 million in profits. 

Europol execs worried that this could be merely the "tip of the iceberg." According to Rob Wainwright, director of 

Europol: "It is clear to us this is the biggest-ever investigation into suspected match-fixing in Europe. It has yielded 

major results which we think have uncovered a big problem for the integrity of soccer in Europe. We have 

uncovered an extensive criminal network." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Ba~otelii Hits Brace in MiMn Debut 
Football Italia 

Mario Balotelli scored twice on his return to the San Siro as AC Milan beat Udinese, 2-1, to move into a tie for 

fourth place in Serie A, alongside Inter, Balotelli’s former club, which lost 3-1 at relegation-threatened Siena. 

The former Manchester City striker was not supposed to start against Udinese, but did so anyway due to an injury 

to Giampaolo Pazzini in the warm-up. Balotelli’s first was a tidy finish to the near post from Stephan E~ 

Shaarawy’s deflected cross in the 29th minute. His second came from the spot in time fourth minute of stoppage 

time. 

"He played very well and has some exceptional qualities, but therm we all knewthat," Milan coach Massimiliano 

Allegri said of BNotelli after the game. "1 was also fortunate, as he wasn’t meant to start. He has to improve, seeing 

as he is only 22." 

While he was pleased with Balotelli’s debut, Allegri admitted that the late penalty, which won Milan the game, was 

cruel on Udinese. "It wasn’t a penalty," he said. "We were lucky when it came to the referee’s decision. I am pretty 

honest when it comes to evaluating incidents and I will say that the Udinese player gets the ball. It’s certainly not a 

penalty that you can give." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Mancinh EPL Title Race Not Over 
BBC Sport 

On Saturday, Sergio Aguero rescued a point for defending EPL champ Manchester City in a 2-2 tie at home to 

Liverpool, while Manchester United picked up three more points with a I-0 win against Fulham at Craven Cottage, a 

result that left City nine points behind United at the top of the Premier League. 

Despite the widening gap at the top, City coach Roberto Mancini insists that time title race is not over. "This 

championship is not over, absolutely not," he said following the Liverpool tie. "There is still time for a team to make a 

mistake. 

"We probably now need to win all of our 13 [remaining league] games, but if not 11 or 12," he added. "This is 

football and it can happen. Last year we recovered eight points in the last six games. It is not finished." The Italian 

once again targeted the Manchester derby on April 6 as the pivotal game. "For us it is important to play the derby 

game only two or three points behind." 

- Read the whole story... 



Guardian 

UEFA has warned Europe’s richest clubs, including Manchester City, Chelsea and Paris Saint-Germain, that they 

will not be able to "cheat" their way through Europe’s new financial fair play rules. A simulation based on the last 

three years of club revenues showed that 46 clubs would have failed UEFA’s break-even test. Of the 46, 20 had 

losses of more than $61 million over three seasons that would lead to an automatic ban from European competition. 

Three of the 20 are believed to be super-rich Chelsea, Manchester City and PSG. In an interview with the Guardian, 

UEFA General Secretary Gianni Infantino suggested that that the jaw-dropping sponsorship agreements between 

Manchester City and Etihad ($157 million per season for four seasons) and PSG and the Qatar Tourism Authority 

($315 million per season) might not be "fair value." City is owned by Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed bin Zayed AI 

Nahyan, who also happens to be chairman of Etihad Airways. Similarly, PSG is owned by the Qatari Investment 

Authority. Since both club and sponsor have the same owner, Infantino said an independent panel of experts would 

need to assess the "fair value" of these sponsorships. 

"Everyone, including PSG, knows the rules and knows when they kick in," Infantino said. "They know the rules are 

that they have to generate revenues to cover their costs without cheating." Financial fair play goes into effect next 

spring, which means sanctions would be handed out for the 2014-15 season. 

- Read the whole story... 

Eurosport 

Jose Mourinho wants to return to Chelsea, Chelsea wants the "Special One" back at Stamford Bridge, and the 

reunion could be sooner than anyone expected. That’s what England’s back pages reported on Monday after both 

Chelsea and Real Madrid slumped to defeats over the weekend in the Premier League and La Liga, respectively. 

Chelsea lost to a Moussa Sissoko-inspired Newcastle, 3-2, while Real looked poor in its 1-0 defeat away to 

Granada, which came courtesy of a Cristiano Rona~do own goal. 

The results left both clubs possibly wanting a coaching change sooner rather than later, according to reports. "All 

the Special One is waiting for is the call from Blues’ billionaire owner Roman Abramovich, who is desperately 

seeking a new manager," says The Sun. Other reports claim that Abramovich will fire interim coach Rafae~ E}enitez 

if the Blues do not beat W~gan at home this weekend. 

The irony, Eurosport points out, is that with just one win in its last six games in all competitions, Chelsea might 

welcome one of Abramovich’s quickfire coaching changes right now, especially when you consider the large number 

of Blues fans that never accepted Benitez as the club’s manager in the first place. 

However, The Daily Mail says negotiations with Mourinho are preliminary and Chelsea would only sign him at the 

end of the season: "Chelsea have started the process of negotiation with Jose Mourinho about his potential 

availability in the summer and his desire to return to Stamford Bridge." 

- Read the whole story... 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, Februal3, 5, 2013 4:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu~ 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, February 5, 2013 

Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Wednesday, the USA faces Honduras in its first game of the final round of 2014 World Cup qualifying, and 

Mexico hosts Jamaica .... Wednesday friendlies include France-Germany and England-Brazil. The Africa Cup of 
LLELJ Nations resumes at the semifinal stage on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~l is always subject to chan~le. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throu~lhout the w~ek.) 

TUESDAY, February,’ ~; 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International U-21 Friendly ENGLAND-SWEDEN (live) 2:25 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

international U-20 Friendly FRANCE-PORTUGAL (live) 2:25 pm= 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

International U=21 Friendly ENGLAND-SWEDEN (live) 2:25 pro. 

WEDNESDAY, Feb~ary ~ 

BelN SPORT 

International FriendlySPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 12:55 pm. 

2014 Concacaf WCQHONDURAS-USA (live) 3:55 pm. 

2014 Concacaf WCQPANAMA-COSTA RICA (lie) 8:55 pm. 

ESPN2 

International Friendly FRANCE-GERMANY (live) 2:55 pm. 

2014 FIFA WCQ MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Friendly ENGLAND-BRAZIL (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Friendly SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 12:55 pm. 

2014 Concacaf WCQ HONDURAS-USA (live) 3:55 pm. 

2014 Concacaf WCQ PANAMA-COSTA RICA (live) 8:55 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Friendly FRANCE-GERMANY (live) 2:55 pm. 

2014 FIFA WCQ MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

2014 FIFA WCQ MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

international Friendly SWEDEN-ARGENTINA (live) 2 pm. 

International Friendly IRELAND-POLAND (delay) 4:30 pm. 

Brazil BOTAFOGO=CORINTHIANS (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations MALl-NIGERIA, Semifinal (live) 9:50 am. 

20t3 Africa Cup of Nations BURKINA FASO=GHANA, Semifinal (live) 1:20 

international Friendly NETHERLANDS-ITALY (live) 2:25 pro. 

International Friendly FRANCE-GERMANY (live) 2:55 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

International Friendly ENGLAND-BRAZIL (On Demand) 5 pm. 

THURSDAY, ~bi’~y 7 



TBA 

FRIDAY~ ~eb~ua~y 8 

ReIN SPORT 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

England WATFORD-CRYSTAL PALACE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England WATFORD-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico DORADOS-U de GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

SATURDAY, Fe~ary ~ 

ESPN2 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT-ETIENNE-MONTPELLIER (live) 10:55 am. 
France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-JAGUARES (live) 5:55. 
Mexico MONTERREY-GUADALAJARA (live) 7:55 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-ATLANTE (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIJUANA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 7:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations TBA, 3rd Place (live) 12:50 pm. 

SUNC~AY, Feb~ua~’y 10 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations TBA, Final (live) 12:50 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-OLHANENSE (live) 3:15 pm. 

MONDAY, February 11 

ESPN2 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (livE) 3 pro. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Feb. 5,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(@~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Tuesday, FebruaD, 5, 2013 6:33 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

More Sessions Uploaded to the Member Drills Database - Barcelona Tactics, SSG For Transition and More 

We have just uploaded the latest issue (February) of the WORLD CLASS COACHING Magazine but 

before I list the latest articles included in this issue, I wanted to share with you a recent testimonial 

from Bob Hansen of Crystal Lakes Soccer Federation whose club lust subscribed all of their 

coaches to the Member Drills Database: 

To see what kind of discounts you can get for your club coaches to have unlimited access to the 

Member Drills Database, simply email me at mikesaif@.worldclasscoachieq.com 

"1 started coaching in 1991 and probably spent hundreds of dollars on 

books and videos, so that I could feam to coach my three sons f wish 

the Member Drills Database existed back then. I am now the 

Recreational League Director for the Crystal Lake Soccer Federation, 

and while looking for training aids for my coaches I discovered the 

Members Drill Database. It is AMAZING! 

There is so much material and it can be used by any coach at any level. 

It has drills and exercises that wilt help any coach put together great 

training sessions f was so impressed with it, that t recommended it to 

our coaches. After taking a look at it, the coaches loved it too and we 

ended up signing up as a club with over 80 of our coaches. World Class 

Coaching also made it affordable by giving us a sizable discount. The 

bottom line is, our coaches now have a great resource and our players will no doubt benefit from the 

training... Bob Hansen 

Here are the articles just published in the February issue 

Barcelona - A tactical analysis of Barcelona based on a Champions League game 

Transition- A small-sided game to teach transition from midfield to attack 

Technical Training - Sporting KC Head Coach Peter Vermes shares a passing and receiving 

session 

VIDEO -Coaching Legendary 1vl Moves 

Six Favorite Shooting Activities - Lawrence Fine takes a look some shooting and finishing 

drills and exercises 



President 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

The Member Drills Database now has over 6,000 pages of drills 

and exercises covering every topic imaginable. It’s pretty easy to 

see why thousands of coaches from over 40 countries subscribe 

to the Member Drills Database 

There’s a reason coaches like Anson Dorrance, Randy 

Waldrum and Liverpool Academy coach, Phil Roscoe, 

recommend the Member Drills Database. Check it out for 

yourself. 

"Discover the training methods of 
the world’s top soccer coaches and 
teams with access to l O00s of real 

drills and training sessions" 
Unbelievable, I know! But it°s true - you can get access to soccer drills, 

exercises and compiete training sessions of the wor~d°s biggest c~ubs like 
Juventus, PSV Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A,C, 

l~ilan, Liverpool, Atletico Mineiro, IVlLS teams, top college programs, the 
world’s best women’s and youth teams, and many others, 

Dear Coach, 

Do you ever find yourself running the same drills and coaching sessions, year after year? Are you 

finding it difficult to motivate your players? Are you able to provide them with training sessions they both 

enjoy and help their skills to improve? 

Well, now you can with access to the training sessions used by many of the world’s top soccer 

coaches at your fingertips, whenever you need it 

Our Member Drills Database gives you 24/7 access to over 5000 of pages of soccer drills, exercises 

and complete training sessions used by some of the most famous names in soccer, like Juventus, 

Ajax and A.C. Milan and others. 

With access to a library of over 10 years worth of training sessions, our Member Drills Database is like 

having the world’s top coaches by your side on their training field. With it, you will be able to invigorate 

your training sessions with new ideas, philosophies and the best drills and exercises used by the top 

teams to take themselves to the next level. 

Get a free account to our Session Designer with your l~ember 
Drills Database subscription and easily create your own 

professiona~ ~ooking soccer diagrams..,see below for more info, 

With on-demand access, there is also no more hunting through files or old training manuals to find a 

specific session for your team You can print off a new soccer drill mere minutes before a training 

session and be ready to go the moment you step on the pitch. 

You can search our Member Drills Database by topic, club, coach or any other keyword. It’s all there, 

right at our fingertips. You can find whatever you need in seconds from over 30 different categories, 

whether it’s shooting, set plays, or conditioning. 

We want to ensure our Member Drills Database gives you the most complete set of soccer drills, 

exercises and complete training sessions available. So as well as giving you access to 1000s of 

pages from the last 10 years, the Member Drills Database will be.. 



"UPDATED EVERY MONTH W~TH NEW DRILLS, TACTICS AND 
COMPLETE SESSIONS" 

Unlimited access 

Print as many pages as you like 

whenever you need them 

Save time by searching and finding new 

training sessions and drills in seconds 

Access sessions on your smart: phone 

and tablet and deploy them immediately 

at the training field 

Watch videos of drills in action 

Choose from over 30 different topics 

"Real soccer drills, exercises and complete training sessions 
used by the world’s top teams ~d coaches" 

Here are just a few of the sessions you will find in the Member Drills Database. 

Cruzeiro - This session by one of Brazil’s top clubs focuses on individual technical aspects of 

defensive clearances and one-touch passing. 

Juventus - A great tactical session from pre-season training when Marcelo Lippi was the manager 

Ajax - This article is a series of drills from Holland’s top club. The drills focus on a small-sided game 

with target players and 7v6 attack v defense game. 

PSV Eindhoven - A complete training session with a focus on shooting and lots of progressions 

Barcelona -A look at the pre-game warm-up exercises and routine of the Spanish club. 

Liverpool - An academy team session that focuses on training wide players to combine with 

midfielders and forwards in order to break down defenses 

Manchester United - A session of the U 14 Academy team on long passing and receiving. 

Frans Hoek - Hoek was an assistantZgoalkeeper coach at Ajax for 12 and Barcelona for six years This 

session focuses on goalkeepers dealing with the back pass. 

Anson Dorrance - USA’s most successful coach conducted this session on the "Technique Olympics" 

showing howto quantify technique and make it part of the "Competitive Cauldron". 

Norway U18 National Team - A complete training session focusing on possession. 



coaching staff 

Think about it. What better way of invigorating your training sessions and improving team performance 

than to use the same drills and exercises used by the world’s top teams and coaches? Our Member 

Drills Database is perfect. You will literally have 1,000s of pages of top quality coaching material at your 

fingertips 24/7. 

But don’t take our word for it. Hear what other coaches are saying about the Member Drills Database 



As you can see from the comments, the Member Drifts Database offers real benefits for both your own 

coaching abilities and the success of your team. 

Below you can see examples of the wide array of publications included in the Member Drills Database. 

YES YOH GET 24q" ACCESS TO ALL O~ THIS. And remember, we update the database with new 

material every month. To see an example of the drills and training sessions you will get access to, 

£_l_~.£1£_h_#__r._e___f_e_~Le___f~:e_._e___l_e_.o__~f at the January, 2011 issue. 

And while you are taking a look, check out all the bookmarks and search functions as well as the 

magnification and video functions. 



So there you go. 

You will get 24/7 access to all of the publications above, totaling I ,O00s of drills, exercises and 

complete training sessions which you can search through in seconds and print out minutes before a 

training session. 



See the Member Drills Database in action with this short movie and see the benefits of its unique 

functions like Keyword Search, Magnification, Bookmarks, Movies and more, 

How do we cornpare 

Now let’s take a look at howthe Member Drills Database compares with other options that are 

available, I haven’t included the names of the other companies, but if you know of them, you should be 

able to easily figure out who they are, 

* Cost is approximate in U, S, Dollars ~or a one-year subscription 

As you can see, the Member Drills Database offers great value, provides access to higher quality 

content and includes many time-saving, productivity enhancing features like "Keyword Search", 

"Magnify", "Integrated Movie Clips", "Bookmarks" and others. 



Along with your subscription to the Member Drills Database, we will give you a free account to our 

Session Designer where you can create your own professional looking diagrams like these. You can 

see a video overview of the Session Designer here. 

So here’s e×actiy what you°l~ get 

Access to over 5,000 soccer driIls, exercises and complete training sessions used by some 

of the most famous names in soccer 

Quickly search content by topic, club, coach or any keyword using the online "search" 

feature 

Choose drills from over 30 different topics, including shooting, conditioning, technical and 

tactical sessions 

Access drills on your smart phone and tablet at the field 

24f? Access to a whole host of new co,tent available exclusively online 

Online access to the ~ast T~N years ma~azine issues 

Hew edition of the WORLD CLASS COACHING magazine online every month while your 

subscription is active 

Plus access to over 20 other e×ciusive publications of age-group and training topics 

Lot’s more material to come including every previoas issue of the WORLD CLASS 

COACHING Magazine 

So don’t settle for the same tired drills and training sessions you have been teaching year after year 

Gain access to the latest ideas, philosophies and trends of many of the world’s leading coaches to 

invigorate your training sessions and give your players the best chance to improve. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. We are getting incredible feedback about our Member Drills Database. Don’t forget to check out 



the January issue of the WORLD CLASS COACHI NG Magazine using the link above. This will give you 

a good idea of how good the Member Drills Database is 

P.P.S And don’t forget you get a free account to our Session Designer along with your subscription. 

........................... d~:ii :;.:.:.~.~ ....... 

~ ~i~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard - BigSigns.com <Sales@BigSigns.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 9:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Facility Tmnstbrmation Products 

We Amplify Your Brand 

Anson, Improve your soccer brand with high- 
impact graphics. Below are 3 products that will 
help you transform your facility. 

Your socer facili~, should represent your brand, team 
achievements and pride, Scoreboard .qraphics, bleacher 

~raphics and Ience screens ate some el [he bes[ 
products to use when transforming your facility, 

Scolebeard .qraphics and bleacher raraphics are a great 
way to promote your brand with simple graphics, such as 
your logo, Cover high [raIfic areas with these durable 
a~d long lasting products to ensure your brand ~s 
represented throughout your stadLim. Fence screens 
provide an exciting and branded atmosphere for your 
far~s and #ayers. Using these three products, you can 
completely trar~sform your entire faci~ky 

Anson, Let me help you transform your soccer facility, 
Give me a calf or send me an emait. You can also get a 
quick quote here. Send me a digital photo of the area 
you want to brand with dimensions and your loges or 
pho[es and f will have my design team create a mock up 
for you 

Corey Leonard 
President 
800-790-761 I 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa].com> 

Tuesday, Februau 5, 2013 10:51 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Backyard Goal Club Packs Are Back 

282201CLUB Project Strikeforce Goal Club Pack 

(Save S130.00 on ~I 
MSRP: $1,190,00 pack 

2B1202CLUB Sh~p Shooter Goal Club Pack 



Kwik Go~d i..i~ I S 40 P~cific ©~w!. Qu~ ~e Io ,’,, : PA i 595S [ii~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Iufo <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, Februao, 5, 2013 1 l:10 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Great New Nike Products Now Iu Stock’. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedbtitz®mait.feedbtitz.com> on behatf of 
US Soccer Prayers Newstetter <newstetter®usnstpa.com> 

Tuesday, February 5, 2013 12:07 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson®emait.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Feb 5, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Feb 5, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV 
The internationat window means no ~ames on Tuesday. 

Their Words 

"Bremen deserved their win, I’tt admit that. They apptied far more pressure over the 90 minutes and above 

art, are a side with a 8rear dear of quatity in attack. As I said before the same, we wanted to keep a dean 

sheet. We didn’t defend art that badty but we coutdn’t pray our same in the second hatf, tike we had done 

in stases of the first." Hannover 96 manager Mirko Slomka. 

Preview: Honduras- USA 
By Charles Boehm - MIAMI, FL (Feb 5, 2012) US Soccer Prayers - The United States Nationat Team’s road to Brazit 2014 

resumes under a hot Honduran sun at Estadio Otimpico in San Pedro Suta on Wednesday afternoon (4pm ET - belN Sport). 

The oddty scheduted ~ame presents the USA with a range of demandin~ circumstances as they try to open the Hexa~onat 

round of CONCACAD Wortd Cup Quatifyin~ with an away win. 

"You ~et to this round and everythin~ ~ets cranked up a few notches. The quatity of the opponents ~ets better, the 

spotti~ht comes on brighter, the mar~in of error is that much smatter," US midfietder Michaet Bradtey said after his 

team’s Monday mornin~ trainin~ session at Ftorida Internationat University. The team teft for San Pedro Suta a few hours 

tater. 

This match is the first of three away ~ames out of the USA’s openin~ four Hex contests, a schedutin~ kink that has raised 

the stakes around a road trip that was atways ~oin~ to be a stiff chatten~e ~iven Los Catrachos’ stron~ form and wett- 

batanced squad. 

"I think they’ve done very, very weft over the fast coupte of years, obviousty quatifying for [Wortd Cup] South Africa and 

then chatten~Jin~J us and Mexico in this re,lion, havin~l prayers now overseas with a tot more presence than ever before," 

US coach Jur~len Ktinsmann said on a Monday media conference cart. "That’s a coupte of si~Jnats they send out which are 

very stron~l from their end. Footbatt-wise and ptayin~J-wise, they’ve done weft. You have strikers up front with [Jerry] 

Ben~Itson who can atso harm an opponent. You have tRoller] Espinoza in midfietd, who has a tot of creativity and a 

wonderfut touch. A very stron~l defense, physicatty very stron~l. That’s why we respect them and that’s why we’ve done 

our homework." Read More 

US National Team player Kenny Cooper Returns to 
FC Dallas 



Kenny Cooper is once again a member of FC Dattas, with the dub moving for the New York Red Butts forward and 

Toronto forward Eric Hassti on Monday. In return, New York gets attocation money and Toronto receives Dattas’s second 

round 2014 SuperDraft pick. Read More 

Corner: Everton’s Position in the Premier League 
Table 
Like the ctich~d ptot of a bad movie, if something good happens for one team with American prayers, things get difficutt 

for another. That’s the quick takeaway from Everton - Aston Vitta’s six-goat thritter over the weekend, a 3-3 draw that 

hetps out Vitta and hurts Everton. 

As atways in the Premier League, it’s the tabte. Vitta’s point doesn’t push them out of the retegation zone, but it atso 

keeps their probtems somewhat manageabte. Everton, at the other end of the tabte, see their gap between 5th and 4th 

increase to three points white 6th-ptace Arsenat dose to within one. Good news for Ctint Dempsey and Brad Friedet’s 

Tottenham in 4th perhaps, but not the story Everton wanted to tett against an overmatched Vitta. 

That’s the thing about the Premier League. The names of the estabtished dubs grow so famitiar season after season that 
we atmost need reminding that Aston Vitta aren’t very good this year. Everton are, and fairing to win against a team tike 
Vitta ends up being art about Everton. To some extent, that’s flattering. Everton have earned their spot as a team just 
outside of the Champions League ptaces, a position made even more impressive since it’s at the expense of other 
estabtished contenders. Though Spurs made the biggest move in recent seasons and Chetsea rooms as the exampte of 
turning a mid-tier dub into a champion, Everton operates on a different budget. Read More 

U.S. opens tricky final round of World Cup qualifying at Honduras - from SI.com’s Grant Waht: And more than ever for 

the U.S., there is atso pressure from within .... 

Hex could be toughest ever for USMNT - from MLSsoccer.com’s John Botster: But this year, the two candidates for the 

rote, Jamaica and Panama, seem untikety to fottow the script. 

How Klinsmann put together his U.S. coaching staff- from Goat.com’s Zac Lee Rigg: "A coach staff it’s extremety 

important, tike a team, that the puzzte is the right one, that the chemistry is the right one," Ktinsmann said recentty. 

To Do the Expected, the U.S. Is Bracing for the Unexpected - from The NY Times’ Andrew Keh: Understanding the 

task, Ktinsmann has toggted his stance quickty between confidence and caution. 

MLS stars may finally get a chance on U.S. national soccer team - from The LA Times’ Kevin Baxter: "Now it’s my job to 

go out and make the most of it." 

Transfers a sign of MLS’ growing strength, not weakness - from The Sporting News’s Brian Straus: But in reatity, 
they’re art part of MLS’ stow-growth ptan. 

British football warned not to be naive over match-fixing - from The Independent’s Robin Scott-Ettiot: "However, we 

are surprised generatty by the scare of the criminat enterprise invotved and how widespread it is." 

Wednesday’s TV Schedule: World Cup Qualifiers in 
CONCACAF 
We start with the Hexagonat stage of CONCACAF Wortd Cup Quatifying. The Honduras - USA game is on belN Sport at 

4pm. Atso on belN Sport: Panama - Costa Rica at 9pm. ESPN2 has Mexico - Jamaica at 9:30pm. 

Europe is in friendty mode for our internationat Wednesday. Spain - Uruguay on belN at lpm. Engtand - Brazit is on Fox 

Soccer at 2pm. ESPN2 has France - Germany at 3pm. GotTV has Sweden - Argentina at 2pm and Iretand - Potand at 

4:30pm. All Times Eastern 



Sponsor message 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to v~ew mailin~ archives, here to chan~e vour preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivacV 

Your requested content delivery powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +1.978.776.9498 



F~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 12:23 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer America Classitieds: Tuesday, Februa~ 5, 2013 

Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S DLASSIFIEDS 

SoccerAmedca Classifieds connect soccer companies and organizations to America’s soccer community twice a ~ 

week with listings of the latest soccer products, soccer programs, soccer jobs, and soccer opportunities. 

Classified Ad Rates: 

100-word text ad with link in Soccer America Classifieds e-newsletter: 4 weeks/S200, t3 weeks/S400, 26 weeks/S600, 62 
weeks/S1000 (50 cents per word over 100; $5 per additional link). Contact Doug Murdock doug@socceramerica.com 510-374- 

2967. 

Premium Classifieds 

BOOK: OUR COMPETITION IS THE WORLD r~ 
"Youth soccer in America today is a hot topic and a growing t~volution. The book is a rare glimpse into coaching and player 

challenges faced here in the world of U.S. youth soccer. Baker beautifully expresses eye-opening concepts that spring from 

his experiences around the world. In the world of opinions in youth soccer, clarity of vision is rare. Baker’s vision is a beacon 

of light that will hopefully attract coaches from coast to coast and will improve the fabric of youth soccer in this generation." - 

Diane Scavuzzo (Editor in Chief, Soccer Nation Magazine) http://v~Nw.amazon.com/website http://www.soccer-artistry.com/ 

Soccer America Classifieds 

ACADEMIES & CAMPS 
DELIMA SOCCER TRAINING CAMPS IN BRAZIL 

Since 1999 hundreds of dedicated players and parents have traveled to Brazil under Delima Soccer’s supervision to experience 

a once in a lifetime opportunity. Whether you are a top player looking for an individual intensive training camp with a Pro Club 

or a Coach seeking training and games for your high school, club, or college level team, Delima Soccer assures you the best 

soccer, education and cultural experience possible. Book during the 2013 FIFA Confederations Cup and get in on the action! 

Players must be age 13 and up to participate. Quality, Safety, High Level Soccer. www.delimasoccer.net. 

DISNEY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Join us for the 2013 Third Annual Disney Soccer Academy. This 4=Day Instructional Camp at ESPN Wide World of Sports 

Complex will feature appearances from professional soccer players. Please note players are subject to change. The Disney 

Soccer Academy features: Dynamic camp curriculum for ages 6-18. High-energy licensed coaches from around the world, 

Age-appropriate coaching, Focus on technical development and small sided games. Registration for the 4-day session is $390 

per child and includes: Daily on-field instruction on world-class fields, Appearances by professional soccer players, Event t- 

shirt, Athlete gift, Daily Lunch. Dates: Week 1: June 17-20, 2013, Week 2: June 24-27,2013, Week 3: July 1-4,2013 & Week 

4: July 8-11,2013. Visit DisneySoccerAcademy.com for more information. 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

PLAY THE BAR(~A WAY! The official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exciting opportunity for boys, ages 12-18, to 

experience specialized soccer training with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert coaches. Work with 

FCB’s youth coaches at the club’s official training grounds in Barcelona. Enjoy exclusive access to FCB training methods and 

facilities for a true Barga experience. In addition to world-class training, players participate in daily soccer-related workshops 

and enjoy cultural tours and visits. Space is limited, visit: www.fcbsoccercamps.com 

NEW SCHULZ ACADEMY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 

Train like a Pro with the Pros in sunny Florida! You want to get prepared for college scholarships or professional soccer? Join 

the new Residency Program at the Schulz Academy, which has the best track record in developing professional soccer 

players in the U.S. We also offer Summer Residency Camps. For more information, call 561/479-2637 or go to 

www.sch ulzacademy.com. 

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC & SOCCER ACADEMY 

BASED IN LEEDS, ENGLAND, Richmond International Academic and Soccer Academy (RIASA) is the world’s first University 

program that offers an accredited American Undergraduate degree while playing at a Professional Soccer Academy. Details at 

www.riasa.orq. RIASA is searching for qualified, experienced coaches/scouts who can identify talent and have contacts within 

the North American Select/Premier club or academy system. RIASA is especially interested in developing working 

~lationships with top premier, select clubs and/or academies in the USA for recruitment purposes= Contact: Brian Haley at 

bhaley@riasa=org for full details. 

SOCCER CAMPS INTERNATIONAL 



EUROPEAN SUMMER CAMPS. Next summer, learn from the Best Clubs in England, Spain, Italy and France! Elite European 

Professional Soccer Clubs Official Soccer Camps are waiting for 7 - 18 years of age players from all over the World! Exclusive 

Access! Professional Coaches! ENGLAND: Manchester United Soccer Schools, Chelsea Soccer Schools, Arsenal Soccer 

Schools. SPAIN: Real Madrid Foundation Soccer Camps, FC Barcelona Soccer Camps, Spanish Soccer Federation 

International Soccer Camp. ITALY: AC Milan Junior Camps, Juventus Summer Camps. FRANCE: Paris Saint Germain 

Academy, Bordeaux Camps. Visit our website for full details: www.soccercampsintemational.com Register Now! Contact us 

1-866-374-9899 

APPAREL 
GLADIATOR SPORTS CUSTOM SOCCER UNIFORMS 

Top manufacturer of Soccer Gear and Apparel. We make the latest styles of soccer uniforms for $29.99, track suits $29.99, 

scrimmage training vests (bibs) $3.99, team jackets $49.00, sweatshirts $19.99, fleece shirts $19.99, and referee uniforms 

$39.99. High Quality -- Low Prices -- All Sizes. We create custom soccer jerseys with the sublimation process: youth club 

jerseys, replica jerseys, and your own designs. Discounts for schools, colleges, and leagues. One4ime design set-up fee. E- 

mail your design and team name to usgladiators@aol.com or call 703-878-9434 or visit VWWV.GLADIATOR-SPORTS .com 

MACO INTERNATIONAL 

Apparel/Uniforms, Balls and complete Soccer Gear by Maco. Call us today for a complete line of high quality soccer gear. We 

offer Jerseys $6.00 each and complete set of uniforms as low as $12.00/set. Hand-stitched soccer balls as low as $6.00. 

Field marking paint $32.00/case= Goal nets 2mm $55.00/pair and 3ram $75.00/pair. We also carry cones, goalie apparel and 

gloves, referee equipment, and shinguards. We can put your logo on balls and uniforms. Maco Int’l 1=800-586-8585 

www.maoosocoer.oom Emaik salesCb.maoosocoer.oom 

SOCCER AMERICA SHOP 

Get your gear here. For the best selection and service of official soccer jerseys from around the globe, visit 

SoccerAmericaShop.com. Soccer America Shop also has a huge selection of soccer cleats, balls, equipment and more for 

the soccer player in your life. Your one=stop soccer source: SoccerAmericaShop.com= 

AWARDS 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Rixstine has the industry’s largest assortment of unique and customizable soccer awards= Visit ~,wv.soccerfun.net or contact 

us directly at 1-,800--347-3810. Rush orders welcome! 

BOOKS 
THE COMPLETE SOCCER GOALKEEPER 

Shut down opponents - stop every shot! Only The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper, by Tim Mulqueen with Mike Woitalla, shows 

you how to combine awareness, technique, and physical conditioning to anticipate the opponent’s every move. TCSG also 

includes advice from leading goalkeepers and exclusive insights from today’s top attackers. Order: 

htt p://vwvw.h u ma n kinetics.corn 

BUSINESS OWNER: FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES 
MIGHTY KICKS 

Be your own boss, generate huge revenue, make a career in soccer and help kids! Mighty Kicks provides a highly developed, 

hugely popular mobile soccer program for youngsters. Our experience, methods, systems, training and support provide 

measures for success that you cannot get from starting from scratch. EASIER, FASTER, SMARTER. Are you qualified? 

Unbeatable value: www.mi.qhtvkicks.net Contact: luke(~,mi.qhtvkicks.net 

COMBINE 
PRO SOCCER COMBINE 

IN BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA March 3rd to March 9th, 2013. This is your opportunity to be seen by scouts from some of 

the biggest teams!!! Email: futbolsoccerevents@hotmail.com Facebook: Futbol Soccer Events 

DVDs 
REEDSWAIN SOCCER DVDs & BOOKS 

Huge selection and great prices on soccer DVDs, books, software and training equipment for coaches, players and fans. 800- 

331-5191 

ELECTRONIC SOCCER 
GLOWBALL 

The ultimate unique game of table footbaE Press a button and score a goal. Comes in a 5 or 11 a side table with all the 

whistles and bells, electronic scoreboard, lighting around the pitch, remote controls or table buttons. Play singles or doubles, 

penalty shootouts. Excellent for club or commercial premises. Remote control programmed to access game fees from credit 

cards. Eliminate coin collection. International FIFA rules. World and local competitions. Enquiries(~,.qlowball.co.nz. Watch 

action on www.qlowbaEco=nz or http//www.youtube.com/watchW=AMH7NhTy=oU 

FREE YOUTH SOCCER WEBSITE 
SOCCER TOUGHNESS 

New FREE Soccer Toughness website features include: Logbook: log hours, training notes, goals, assists...stats 

(monthly/weekly graphs), File storage: keep any soccer documents (medical releases, medical insurance card, player 

cards...), ideal tools for parents. Free Mental Soccer tests. Start your own soccer blog or team biog. Have your own soccer 

wall (photos, videos, post your next practice/events). Share your thoughts with other players around the world. Allows you to 

share your posts on Facebook. Download our new iPhone app. We are now in Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Italian. 

Register now, it is free! www.soccertou.clhness.com 

FUNDRAISING 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 



Are you looking for a new, fun way to raise funds? Let us help! We have a large and unique line of soccer gifts that you can 

sell. Any unsold merchandise may be returned and we will not charge you. Visit www.soccerfun.net to see products. Contact 

us directly at 1-,800--347-3810 to learn more! 

GIFTS 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Let Rixstine supply the fun! We offer the largest selection of soccer novelties and gifts in the United States. Deck out your 

party and award players, coaches, parents, and sponsors. Check out our specials on www.socceffun.net. Contact us directly 

at 1-800-347-3810. 

GOALKEEPER TRAINING BUSINESS 
JUST4KEEPERS 

Are you tired of banging on doors to conduct clinics at clubs? Would you like to start your own Goalkeeper Training business? 

Does training keepers on your time with them coming to you rather than running belween clubs to train a few keepers here 

and there sound good? Just4Keepers, THE International Goalkeeper Academy, is looking to bring Just4Keepers Coaching 

philosophy, brand and products, to the United States. We at~ looking for high caliber, high quality, individuals interested in 

starting their own Just4Keepers goalkeeper academies. If you love coaching goalkeepers, have a knack for connecting and 

helping them improve their game. If you have a strong desire to bring quality training to an underserved position. Then J4K IS 

what you are looking for. Take the next step...VlSlT.., www..qoalkeeper-iobs.com J4K Academies will soon be running in areas 

of FL, NY, NC, NJ & VA. Join the growing Number of Just 4 Keepers Academies in the USA! 

INSURANCE 
K & K INSURANCE Sports insurance for camps, teams, leagues, instructors, tournaments, and events. Call 1-800-426-2889 

for more information. 

M E DAL S/PATC H E S/P 1 N S 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Choose from a wide selection of medals, patches, and pins or create your own with Rixstine! These make great tournament or 

year’s end awards. Visit www.soccerfun.net or contact us directly at 1-800-347-3810 to learn more. 

PUBLICATIONS 
GOLDEN TRIANGLE SOCCER 

G.T.S. Weekly - (Golden Triangle Soccer) - A Pittsburgh soccer publication - A proud sponsor of the Pgh Riverhounds. 

Promoting soccer and covering the ’Hounds and more! To find out more, contact K.C. McEIroy. Web: http://www..qts09.com/. 

Email: usasoc54(~,yahoo.com. Fax: (412)688-0466. Also located on Facebook! 

SOCCER TOURS 
CHALLENGER SPORTS 

Take the soccer tour of a lifetime with Challenger Sports. This isn’t just an incredible soccer vacation, you and your players 

can train with and compete against British professional teams, local club teams and international opponents in tournaments 

and friendly matches. Custom itinerary exclusively for your team. Coach Travels free! 1-800-730-9441 

TEAM PRODUCTS 
SPORTABILITY 

ONLINE REGISTRATION & LEAGUE ADMINISTRATION FOR CAMPS & LEAGUES. Do you run camps or leagues? Give 

participants an easy way to register and process payments using Sportability. As an administrator, you can collect everything 

you have collected from your paper registration form, while accessing information without the struggles of deciphering 

handwriting or collecting checks. Once the registration process is complete, you can form teams, create schedules, enter 

scores to generate standings, communicate with participants, etc.._ everything you need for a successful program. Call toll- 

free 877-530-1248. 

Soccer America Classifieds for Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013 
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Soccer America Confidential: Chandle~’s "tale is one of patience 

Tuesday, Feb. 5,2013 

Chandler’s tale is one of patience 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

If Tim Chandler plays against Honduras on Wednesday, the first of 10 Hexagonal games, he will be the latest 

player sired by an American and raised in Germany to be bound to the U.S. team. And he will ahnost immediately 

take on a vital role as the Americans embark on qualification for the 2014 World Cup. 

It’s not simply that Chandler plays outside back, where aside from veteran Steve Cherundolo, the U.S. team has used 

stopgap measures for much of the past decade. The much-maligned Jonathan Bornstein stepped up his game at the 2010 

World Cup, but since leaving Chivas USA to test his luck in Mexico has disappeared from the national team. 

Like Cherundolo, Chandler plays regularly in the German Bundesliga, where Coach Jurgen Klinsmann started his illustrious 

career before adding to his fame in Italy and England. The emergence of another Bundesliga regular, Fabian Johnson, has 

eased the pressure on Klinsmann to fill that spot, and like Johnson, Chandler can play either corner, and so can yet another 

Bundesliga-based player, Michael Parkhurst. 

Yet not many players appear in nine friendlies before playing in a competitive match, and Chandler’s avoidance of playing in a 

game that would tie him to the USA prompted rumors and speculation. Was he under pressure from his club, Nuremberg, as 

former U.S. international Tony Sanneh suggested? Did he hold out hope he’d be summoned by the German national team? 

Was he just a flake, or too lazy to rack up the thousands of air miles and annoying jet lag that plagues Concacaf players 

t~quired to cross the Atlantic Ocean? 

One facet of coaching the USA that Klinsmann has needed some time to comprehend is the arduous distances often traveled 

by U.S. players based in Europe to play in their Concacaf qualifiers. When first called into the national team by predecessor 

Bob Bradley, Chandler balked at flying to the U.S. to play in the 2011 Gold Cup, citing fatigue after a long European season. 

Subsequent efforts by Klinsmann to field him in Concacaf games were rebuffed, and his decision not to play in the semifinal 

qualifying round last year left some fans and journalists exasperated. 

Yet while Klinsmann said last summer the U.S. program had "moved on," he didn’t slam the door on Chandler. Only a coach 

overstocked with national team players could afford to take such an extreme stance, and Klinsmann doesn’t enjoy that luxury. 

Managing personalities is just as important as preaching tactics and providing motivation, and Klinsmann knew drawing a line 

in the sand would accomplish nothing with a young player- Chandler turns 23 on March 30 - still finding his feet in the 

professional game. 

Klinsmann didn’t hesitate to call in striker Terrence Boyd, 20, last year before he’d played a first-team Bundesliga match, 

and while that decision flustered some observers wondering about veterans of MLS and other leagues who were passed over, 

Boyd has since moved onto Rapid Vienna and is scoring regularly. That’s a step down in leagues, but a jump up into the first 

team. He wasn’t called in for the Honduras game but is certainly in the pool, the Bundesliga contingent of which continues to 

grow. 

’What will bear watching over the next year or so is whether the younger Bundesliga players ascend to bigger clubs in the 

Bundesliga or elsewhere. International play sharpens their abilities and increases their value, but comes at a cost in fatigue, 

possibility of injury, and intense pressure. Cherundolo, who turns 34 on Feb. 19, has played more than a decade at Hannover, 

but he’s an exceptional case= 

"It’s a huge opportunity for Timmy and I think he’s simply just maturing," said Klinsmann pointedly and politely. "He’s growing 

into his role as a full-time professional and that’s why we were very patient with Timmy to mature. 

"It’s a coach’s job to understand where certain players are in their own process and pick them up to help them get to the next 

level. We are patient with Timmy to get to the next level, and now there is this opportunity of a big World Cup qualifier coming 

up." 
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World Cup Watch: Hexagonal: Honduran stax Costly ready with ’knit~ between his teeth’ 

Hexagonal: Honduran star Costly ready with 
between his teeth’ 
By Paul Kennedy Tuesday, Feb. 5, 2013 

’knife 

Carlo Costly knows what it’s like to play the United States. The 30-year-old forward is one of only three starters 

left from the Honduras team that played the USA in the 2009 Hexagonal. 

The Catrachos lost both games - the first after Costly put them ahead at Chicago’s Soldier Field in the 5th minute 

- and the sting of those losses was only tempered when Honduras later qualified for the 2010 World Cup - than ks to 

American Jonathan Bornstein and his stoppage-time goal that earned the USA a 2-2 tie with Costa Rica and dropped the 

Ticos into fourth place in the final Hexagonal standings. 

Costly, who arrived in San Pedro Sula Monday night after playing in Greece on Sunday, has put those losses behind him. 

"We know the ability of the United States," he says, "but every game is different." 

Costly says Honduras is ready to go to war and get a result with the advantage of playing at home and - this time - in the 

afternoon heat. 

"You have to go with a knife between your teeth," he says, "and battle them one on one to get a result." 

Costly had the longest journey, arriving Monday night after practice from Greece, the sixth country he has played in the last 

six years after stints in leagues in Poland, England, Romania and Mexico and MLS. 

Despite his late arrival, Costly, who spent the second half of the 2011 season in MLS with the Houston Dynamo, will be 

playing on Wednesday. 

Unlike his counterpart Jurgen Klinsmann, who is keeping details of the U.S. lineup secret, Honduran coach Luis Suarez 

announced his starting lineup early on Tuesday. 

LM4Y THE USA SHOULD BE CONFIDENT. The USA swept the two-game Hexagonal series in 2009, winning in Chicago, 2-1, 

and in San Pedro Sula, 3-2, to clinch a berth at the 2010 World Cup with a game to go. The USA also won in San Pedro Sula, 

2-1, in 2001 en route to a berth in the 2002 World Cup finals. 

WHY THE USA SHOULD BE WORRIED. As Costly noted, Wednesday’s game is different. It will be played in the afternoon, 

and the USA has always struggled in afternoon qualifiers in Central America. The last afternoon game Honduras played in San 

Pedro Sula was against Canada on the final day of the semifinal round of qualifying in October 2012, and the Catrschos ran 

Canada offthe field, 8-1. Circumstances dictated that that game be played in the afternoon. The Cuba-Panama game had to 

be played simultaneously in Havana, where there were no lights. Wednesday’s game will be played in the afternoon by design, 

and the Honduran government has ordered an afternoon national holiday so fans can watch the match. 

Vv’HO YOU ALREADY KNOW.Victor Bernardez, Jerry Bengtson, Oscar Boniek Garcia and Mario Martinez are the four 

MLS players in the Honduras squad, and they are all in Suarez’s starting lineup. Colorado youth product Roger Espinoza, 

who recently left Sporting Kansas City for English club Wigan, will run the midfield= Goalie Noel Valladares and Maynor 

Figueroa, who plays with Espinoza at Wigan, join Costly as the tht~e holdovers from 2009. 

Vv’HO YOU’LL SOON KNOW. Celtic defender Emilio Izaguirre was scratched because of an injury, meaning that Juan 

Carlos Garcia will start at left back. Right back Arnold Peralta, holding midfielder Luis Garrido and Garcia are three most 

inexperienced players in the Honduran lineup and the players the USA will look to exploit. 

SCHEDULE. 

Day 1 : Feb. 6 vs. USA (TV: belN Sport, beln Sport en Espanol, 4 p.m. ET). 

U.S. Series: Day 6: June 17 - USA vs. Honduras at site TBD. 

HONDUFLAS ROSTER (USA game): 

Goalkeepers: Noel Valladares (Olimpia), DoNs Escober (Olimpia), Jose Mendoza (Marathon). 

Defenders: Arnold Peralta (Vida), Bryan Beckeles (Olimpia), Victor Bernardez (San Jose Earthquakes), Osman Chavez 

(Wisla Krakow, Poland), Maynor Figueroa (’Wigan, England), Juan Pablo Montes (Platense), Juan Carlos Garcia (Olimpia), 

Odin Peralta (Vida). 

Midfielders: Luis Garrido (Red Star, Serbia), Jorge Claros (Hibernian, Scotland), Roger Espinoza (Wigan, England), Alex 

Lopez (Olimpia), Oscar Boniek Garcia (Houston Dynamo), Mario Martinez (Seattle Sounders), Aldo Oviedo (Real Espana). 

Forwards: Jerry Bengtson (New England Revolution), Roger Rojas (Olimpia), Carlo Costly (Veda, Greece), Georgie Welcome 



(Motagua), Christian Altamirano (Marathon). 

Note: Altamirano and Odin Peralta and replaced the injured Andy Najar and Emilio Izaguirre. 

Previously: Mexico I Jamaica I Panama I Costa Rica 

Friend Soccer America:Facebook 

Follow Soccer America:Twitter 

Sign up: World Cup Watch 

Post your response to the public World Cup Watch biog. 

See what others are saying on the World Cup Watch bloq. 
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Watch LIVE Coverage of National Signing Day! 

Get Exclusive Coverage of 2013 Signing Day with ULive 

ULive is your home for the most extensive streaming video coverage of National 
Football Signing Day, Wednesday, Feb. 6th. Featuring live programming from 
over 75 Football Bowl Subdivision and Football Championship Subdivision 
announcements, follow all the latest signing day news as it breaks. Covering the 
most streaming video content across the SEC, Big Ten, Big 12, ACC, C-USA, Big 
East and all the major football conferences. 

Watch exclusive videos, letter-of-intent announcements, catch live press 
conferences and get up-to-the minute updates as recruits sign across the nation. 
Get to know the student-athletes before they hit the field to help your team or 
watch them become your rival. 

Fans looking to subscribe to ULive can click here to sign up at a monthly rate of 
$17.95 or save big by signing up for a full year at $129.95. 

Follow your favorite teams throughout the offseason with live Spring Football 
games and other exclusive content. Get your fix before the 2013 college football 
season kicks off. Show your school spirit and stay one step ahead of the 
competition with ULive! 

Anywhere, anytime! 
Get Online. It’s Gametime! 
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Win $200 of Books and DVDs 

Here’s How ~the Competition Works 

It’s really simple, email in your favorite DEFENDING SSG/drill/exercise. Include any diagrams and 

explanation text, and that’s it We will look over all the entries and make a top five list and announce the 

winner. 

The best format to create your drill/exercise is in a Microsoft Word doc or similar, a PDF file, Google 

doc, etc and attach to your email 

The winner can choose $200 from our selection of over 100 books, 100 DVDs and even our growing 

selection of eBooks and online videos. We will even cover the cost of shipping 

Please email your entry to cs~,worldclassceachirlq.com and make the Subject line, "Defending 

Competition" 

We will select a winner on March 5. 

Click here for more details and the fine print. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 
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Section 1 : Four years on, victory is bittersweet -- USA-Honduras 

What They’re Saying 

"That’s all. Now let’s go and 

watch the household’s little 

, the crazy head [Mario 

Balotelli]. Girls are also 

invited if they want to come 

with me. You’ll also have the 

chance to meet with the 

president [Silvio 

Berlusconi]." 

-- Paelo Berlusconi, the vice 

president of AC Milan and 

brother of club president 

Silvio Berlusconi, uses a 

racial slur at a political rally 

for right-wing coalition party 

People of Freedom before 

the attendees went to watch 

AC Milan play Udinese. The 

racist comment was caught 

on camera. Last month, 

AC Milan players left the 

field during a friendly game 

at which Pro Patria fans 

chanted racial abuse at 

Milan’s Kevin-Prince 

Boatenq (.International 

Business Times.) 

Today’s News - Wednesday, Feb 6, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Four years on, victory is bittersweet                     ~ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HONDURAS-USA] The setting for the USA’s Hexagonal opener Wednesday has been 

framed in such harsh terms that few would imagine Jurgen Klinsmann’s boys escaping with a 

victory. Yes, it will be hot. Yes, Estadio Olimpico will be packed. And yes, San Pedro Sula is the 

murder capital of the world (for whatever impact that has on the game). But four years ago, the 

USA traveled to San Pedro Sula for a qualifier against Honduras and came away with not only a 

win but a berth in the 2010 World Cup. That game marked a high water mark for the national team 

program that would within days be hit had by misfortune from which it is has yet to recover. - 

Read the whole story 

Catrachos are set, Klinsmann is mum 
by Soccer America 

[HONDURAS=USA] Honduras coach Luis Suarez named his starting lineup that will feature four 

current and two former MLS players for Wednesday’s Hexagonal opener against the United 

States (TV: BelN Sport, BelN Sport en Espanol, 4 p.m. ET). U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann was 

less forthcoming about his plans ... - Read the whole story 

Mexico’s Chepo aims for 10-0-0 
by Soccer America 

[HEYC~,GONAL: Day 1] Day 1 of the Hexagonal will conclude in the evening with two games: 

Mexico-Jamaica and Panama-Costa Rica. Mexico is 12-0-0 in competitive matches under Coach 

Chepo de la Torte, whose goal is to win every game in the Hexagonal. "You can’t always win," 

he says. "But you can always try." For information on the matchups ... - Read the whole story 

FC Dallas is off to Cancun 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOWN] In the old days, most MLS clubs headed abroad for spring training. 

Guadalajara in Mexico and the La Manga sports club in Spain were popular destinations. This 

year, FC Dallas, which headed to Cancun, Mexico, on Tuesday, will be the only MLS club that 

will travel abroad. For more on the trip, plus preseason news from New York, Portland and 

Vancouver ... - Read the whole story 

Taylor headed to Seattle, Chalupny rejoins Chicago 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] The Seattle Reign announced four free-agent signings, among them 2011 Soccer 

America College Player of the Year Lindsay Taylor, who spent last summer in Norway after 

finishing up at Stanford. The Chicago Red Stars’ three signings included 2008 U.S. Olympic gold- 

medalist Lori Chalupny. - Read the whole stow 

Defender gets caught up in his work 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post]Fable Ferreira raced back to make a wonderful clearance in Brazil’s 

Serie B last Wednesday and the play ended with the defender tangled up in the net while lying on 

his back as the entire goal was collapsing on top of him. - Read the whole story 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Following successful combines in Philadelphia 
and Dallas, the TDS Combine Series will be 
kicking 2013 off in Southern California. Check 
out our entire 2013 nationwide schedule! 

National Signing Day is here! We’re covering 
this historic day and want you to be a part of 
it! Send us your Signing Day photos to take 
part in our exclusive Signing Day gallery. 

Chargers SC star Cameron Thomas has a 
bright future ahead at the collegiate level, 
but first he’s trying his luck with a brief six- 
month trial at a German club instead of his 
final semester in high school. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Alex Morgan becomes Katy 
Perry for ESPN iVlaqazine, we 
become weak in knees. 

UC Irvine beats Real Salt 
Lake in MLS friendly, earns 
bragging rights. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: ’Players benetit ti-om t~cing ditI~ring styles’ (Q&A with PDA’s Gerry McKeown) 

Wednesday, Feb. 6,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

’Players benefit from facing differing styles’ (Q&A 
with PDA’s Gerry McKeown) 
interview by Mike Woitalla 

New Jersey’s PDA, one of the nation’s top youth clubs for boys and ig~ls, participates in the U.S. Soccer 

Development Academy and ECNL. It’s also launching a residency program in partnership with St. Benedict’s Prep 

School. Gerry McKeown has coached at PDA since its founding in 1999 and is club’s boys director of coaching. 

We spoke with McKeown, who is also US Club Soccer Id2 Boys Program Director, about his club’s success and 

key issues in U.S. youth soccer. 

SOCCER AMERICA: What have been the keys to PDA’s success? 

GERRY McKEOWN: Initially, our facility attracted a lot of attention and was critical in accruing talent. Today our reputation for 

comprehensive player development and success with the college placement process has made PDA a desirable location in 

New Jersey. Retention of the coaching staff has been a huge factor in maintaining a high level of play and ensuring that our 

young players have the technical foundation to succeed later. 

SA: How do you judge whether your coaches are doing a good job at various ages? 

GERRY McKEOWN: It’s much easier now ... We have a simple formula based on the online rankings multiplied by the number 

of trophies they have won .... Just kidding! 

It is important to prioritize the goals for each age group. The priorities in Zone 1 [U-6 to U-12] are very different than with the 

U.S= Development Academy or ECNL teams. But they are linked in that if the players are not given the proper technical base 

when they are young and not provided the freedom to experiment with the game they will never be able to compete at the 

highest levels with increased speed of play and decision-making. 

It is critical that the coaches understand the age group they are involved with and that they challenge the players with an age- 

appropriate curriculum. If the players are enjoying the experience, then it speaks favorably for the coach. 

SA: Do your coaches specialize in certain age groups or do they stay with their teams for long periods? 

GERRY McKEOWN: While there is no definitive rule for longevity with a single team, it would be unusual for a coach to be with 

any group for more than three years. Our coaches tend to specialize within age groups. 

The traits required for coaching our young players lean toward individuals that are positive, good technical demonstrators, 

patient, nurturing and willing to accept losing for proper style of play. 

The coaches of our older, more competitive teams tend to be more tactically demanding, passionate, task-oriented and 

knowledgeable of the college recruitment process. 

SA: How do you balance the pressure to win games and coaching in a way that is good for long-term 

development? 

GERRY McKEOWN: At PDA, talent and character development are the priority, not winning. If our coaches adhere to that, we 

will win our fair share of games. 

SA: One valuable experience for young players, which may not help teams win, is giving them opportunities to 

play different positions. How does PDA approach that? 

GERRY McKEOWN: At the younger ages, our coaches understand the importance of variety not only to stimulate the players 

but also to let them see the game from another perspective. 

For example, there is benefit in letting a goalkeeper experience playing forward and vice versa. There is a real bonus for the 

club when we have a handful of players on our competitive teams who are versatile enough to play multiple positions. 

SA: What role do tryouts play for your club at various age groups? 

GERRY McKEOWN: Tryouts and talent identification are pivotal for the success of our program. Obviously, it is more 

important at the youngest age groups to attract the best players to our club. As teams get older the movement of players 



between clubs significantly decreases. The critical age groups are 12-14, which is when players get more or less serious 

about the game. 

SA: How has the Development Academy’s ban on high school play affected PDA? 

GERRY McKEOWN: The high school ban has had a significant effect on our program in that we have strong affiliations with a 

number of local schools. These relationships are long term and strong and will survive through the restrictions, but it is 

unfortunate that the Academy will lose some very talented players. 

We feel that ther~ are some excellent high school environments in New Jersey and our programs supplement each other. 

New Jersey is a saturated Academy market with four teams and I am not sure it is beneficial to further compromise the level of 

play by excluding these players. We have young men who have been at our club since age 10 who have to make a decision 

as to whether they have to miss their senior year of high school soccer in order to compete for 10 Academy games in the fall. 

It is not a decision we are willing to make for them but it is important that they have a team at PDA regardless of how they 

choose. 

SA: Has the Development Academy had the positive effect on the American youth game that was hoped for? 

GERRY McKEOWN: I think we can answer that question 10 years from now. It certainly has set some standards for 

curriculum and raised the trsining4o-game ratio, which has been hugely positive= I do worry that we become an increasingly 

homogenous group of coaches, teams and players. There is benefit in facing differing styles of play, cultures, ethnicities, 

socioeconomic status and being able to solve the challenges presented by each. 

SA: Has the ECNL improved the soccer landscape for elite girls? 

GERRY McKEOWN: Our Girls Director of Coaching is Mike O’Neill, and he believes, "Yes, 100 percent." The ECNL model of 

having more training and fewer games, more quality matches and standards for coaching development has made a big 

improvement to the game in a short period of time. The ECNL has also improved the process for identifying the top players for 

our youth national teams. 

SA: Has the Development Academy and ECNL made soccer more or less expensive for players? 

GERRY McKEOWN: ECNL has made it less expensive since there is only one league so the number of games and travel has 

gone down. The schedule is set six months in advance which helps with the costs. 

The Development Academy has done both. For the limited MLS markets, it has eliminated the costs for play. However, for 

many players in the Midwest and West the travel costs have soared. In the Northeast, we can drive to all league games so the 

travel costs are less significant and PDA has lowered the cost to participate in the Academy. 

SA: How much of a challenge is it for PDA to provide opportunities for lower-income players? 

GERRY McKEOWN: While it is a challenge, the club has been committed from the beginning that no players should be 

denied because they cannot pay. There is a need-based criteria similar to the College Financial Aid Assistance that is based 

on income and family size. 

SA: How does it fund them? 

GERRY McKEOWN: Fund-raising and donations cover the costs of scholarships. 

SA: PDA is set to launch a residency program in partnership with St. Benedict’s Prep School ... 

GERRY McKEOWN: This program was put in place to attract players who may not have access to a year-round competitive 

soccer environment. Whether their interest is playing in the Development Academy or the top high school program in the 

country we want to provide the opportunity to these student athletes. The players will attend school and reside at St. 

Benedict’s and will have year-round comprehensive soccer programming by training at St. Benedict’s and PDA. 

SA: If you had a magic wand, how would you use it to improve youth soccer in America? 

GERRY McKEOWN: Create a street culture of impromptu games involving whole communities with diversity of age, race and 

ethnicities. Magically place two futsal goals at every basketball and unused tennis court in America. 

Having soccer people making soccer decisions that are based on what is best for players and their development as people 

and young athletes. 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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Wednesday’s TV Schedule: WoHd Cup Qualifiers in 
CONCACAF 

We start with the Hexagonal stase of CONCACAF WoHd Cup Qualifying. The Honduras - USA t~ame is on beIN Sport at 

4prn. A/so on belN Spo~t: Panama - Costa Rice at 9pro. ESPN2 has Mexico - Jamaica at 9:30pro. 

Europe }s in friendly mode fo~ our it,,err, at}one/Wednesday. Spain - Uruguay on be]N at 1pro. England - B~azi] is on Fox 

Soccer el: 2pro. E:SPN2 has FraBc:e - &ermany at 3pro. Go{’FV has Sweden - Arf~endna at 2pm and I~eh~Bd - Peh~Bd at 

4:30pro. A~l Thnes Eastern 

Their Words 

50 thin% to 8o wrong from d~e moment you step off the p~ane to when yea take off a~am. Pool’ field% 

cro~,,ds that are loud and mtimidadng~ issues m the hotel, whatever. There’s no ~se worrtHng abo~t }t, or 

comp{ainin~, because Ehads just wasted energy. Fol’ the guys, Uke nwseU, who have been through i~ 

before, we know what it’s ~}ke. For d’te yomt~er ~uys, they’][ have to Rgure it o~t quick]y/’ USA m~dfielder 

Mimhael Bradley, 

US National Team player Brad Evans: "it’s going to 
be a battle" 

By Charles Boehm o MIh’4f, FL (Feb 6, 2012) US Soccer Players - It’s taken Brad Evans a 2real dee[ of hard work, and 
sustained qua{ib{ at <tub LeveL, 1:o reach hB late!d: achk~vement. Evans earned a spot on the United States Habkma[ 

Team’s roster fo~ this week’s Wo~fd Cup qualifier agamst Honduras. 

A key co# in the Seattle Sounders’ midfie/d since the club’s al’Hval in Major League Soccel’, the Arizonan earned a 

f{eetin2 opportunity wH:h the USA in the 2009 &e~d Cup. Now, he’s the {ate:d: Nat:k)r~a{ ’~am player te use the January 

camp to get back into the internationa[ picture. His efforts impressed head coach Jurgen KUnsmann enough to make the 

testin~ trip to San Pedro Su{a, 

With a raft of E~iropeambased veterans in his us~ia/position, Evans }s a ton?, shot to rnake Wednesday’s fme~ip. Yet. his 

versatile skills set as a midfie/der and Hght back helped make him the Swiss Army knife oi [<linsmann’s travel.ing party, 

and he’s p~tched in for the ride w}th characteristic spirit and enthusiasm. 

Evans, who dearly mvests both mental and physicaf energy into his ?.ame, spoke with USSoccerPfayers.com on a range 
t)I t:opics as tt~e U~ prepared to depaf~ t:er ~enduras, 

You’ve been ca[~ed up to the Nadona~ Team before, but never in a game 

of th~s magnitudeo How are you feeling? Are the butterflies a bit stronger 

this rime around° 

This will be ray first qua{flier. Pve played a couple of fHendties, a couple of games in the Oofd Cup, but this will be the 

first time I’ve ?,otten oaIfed up fo~ a World Cup qbatit’ie~. So that in il:seft’ is an honor, and I’m extremely proud and 

excited. Read More 

U.S. ready for tough test against Honduras in the Hex - fl’om ESPN FC’s Roger Bennett: Rather, it’s the kind of 

stat{~rneBt they ~A~lt IY~ak{~ in doin~ SO. 

U.S. Defender Jumping In With Both Feet This Time o from The NY Tm~es’ B~ian Sciaretta; Once he enters the game, 
he wiU. finally be an ofiidal American player. 

USA begins its World Cup quest in the most violent city in the world ¯ imm Yahoo! Sports’ ,Martin Ro~ers: The road 

has to start somewhere thou.r~,h .... 

Postcard from San Pedro Sula - from The Washington Post’s Sloven Golf: It is a scene not unlike those I’ve witnessed 



temporary," Shanks said. 

Comin to a town near ou: theTi res invasion - fl’om So¢cer36§’s Tom M~sh~[[: So why Tiaras? 

Thursday,s Soccer TV 

Sponsor message 

powered by 

d by 
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Free small-sided soccer games. Download today. 

Hi .4mson, 

As a soccer coach, you know how frustrating it can be when a training session is ruined because 

the players are more interested in messing around them paying attention. 

Chances are they’re bored -- but it’s up to you as the coach to make the training session exciting. 

One of the best ways to do this is by using small-sided games. Recognised worldwide by top teams, 

youth acadenfies and governing bodies, small-sided games develop the essential core skills in fresh 

and fan ways. 

Today you can download a FREE copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games when you sign 

up to my Better Soccer Coaching e-newsletter. 

The games are devised by Mid~ael Beale, who played the game professionally, but whose real gift 
now lies in a natural ability to devise practical coaching sessions that engage and excite players. 

"Some coaches f?nd it d~ficuh, but l can 2lust visualise what will worA; "he says matter-of-factly, 

adding: ’7’m just lucky." 

Too right he is! I know how hard it is to keep training fresh.., so no wonder Michael is held in such 
high regard by leading professional clubs. 

I can heartily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to every youth coach intent on 

improving their players’ essential soccer skills, while at the same time having fan. It could very well 

be the difference between success and failure for your team this season. 

To get your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, all you have to do is subscribe to 

Better Soccer Coaching. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives you free advice each week. 

You may be asking, "Why so much free stuff’?", or "Where’s the catch?". Well, we hope we can 

tempt you with our other great coaching manuals and books in the future! 

Of course, though, you are under no obligation to buy from us or even to receive marketing from 

us, and I promise we’ll never rent or sell your email address to anybody else. 

Just click here to register and get your free of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games now. 

Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mes 

Cover 

Using small-sided games in training gives a 

number of coaching benefits: 

1. More player participation 
2. More touches oftheball 

3. More passes attempted 

4. More lvls attempted 
5. More goals scored 

6. More goalkeeper participation 

7. Different games mean different problems 

to solve and skills to use. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most important report for this 

season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction W SmMl-Sided Games today. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thursday), Bater Soccer Coaching contains easy to digest 

Soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the perthrmance of your team, with 



contribmions from English Premier League Coaches. 

Our contributors include Tony Carr, director of tJae West Itam Academy and the man responsible 

for bringing through some of the finest players in the English game including England intcrnational 
players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick. 

Click here to loin Better Soccer Coaching today 

There is advice from 1he, David Clarke, an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 years’ experience, and 

we also include training sessions from Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League 

Academy coach Mike Beale. 

Sign up here m~djoin the 225,000 coaches worldwide who are getting our training tips and 

ideas in their inbox every Tuesday and Thmsday. 

Our experience shows most subscribers find they receive a drill or game they can put to use with 

their team straight away. 

Plus, sign-up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you will get two furtJaer exclusive 

reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a AIore Successful Soccer Season 

11 Secrets" of Successful Corners 

All you need to do is go here. enter your email address and select your country of residence, and I’ll 

then send you the free reports straight away. Your first issue of BeCterSoccer Coaching won’t be 

far behind. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You c~m unsubscribe at any time -- though I doubt you’ll want to -- and I promise never to rent or 

sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter your email address and country-. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can contact me directly by replying to 

this emaiL 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Yours in Soccer, 

David Clarke 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please do not hesitate to 

contact me using the details below, or visit our website at www. bettersoccercoaching, cont 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

¢’? 2013 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 
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iNi Sator Soccer Website 
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Elite Soccer Training <~kris4futbol@aol.com> 
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Summer Camp dates & moments from the 3v3 Live Tournamen!! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

elite soccer logo 

Please visit Elite- Soccer-Training.org 

DATES: 3une at Finley Stadiu~ and June 

d aye soCceefuntobehadhyalH~hesnowhelpedal!~leiL!ste 
a~ebelow a~e a few pi~sf~om the ~ a y~ 

P iease~youha~eothe~pi~u~es~o t heda p lease post them on 







Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by kris4futbol@aol.com 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address :nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

Elite Soccer Training :: P.O. Box 4127 :: chattanooga,TN ::TN :: 37405 



j ~w p~’et~v weIl, I spend less Urne ~hir~king 

...... more time analyzing heart, confidence, and 

[ion Here are a few insights from yesterday: 

~ L; ’~[    ~ 1 *’e~’ ~       Forward ~yed, Sefore he was the underdog vdth zer( 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......... [o :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~                       Fdend :tat~ons and everythin~ he did was a bonus 



49ei’s had confidence while the Ravens we~’e 

W~Hing at each ethel t~ghL a~d trying ~ee hard. 

Momentum ~s the most obvbus exampb we have 

every win~g coaches worst nightmare~ 

o~ extenuatff,9 c~cums~ances tha~ have the 

to throw e team or ~ p~ayer ’off’ if they bt ~t. And it 

k)s~g, they let fear in You couRJ tel~ by their body 

kmguage and behavbr that they ~elt a detay 

e PMy~ng to Wh~iTry~ng not to ~ose: ] could be 

else wouM they waste three plays from the 7-yard 

counting you~ cMcke~s before they hatch .... 

when ff’s t~me to W~N. Pe,iod. No othe~ thoJghts are 

appropriate o~ helpful 

atMetbs c~ck here. 

on the left s~debar, Share on f~cebook, tweet er 

u~subscdbe f!om this Hst uj2date s~:bscdstk~ 2: efere:~ces 
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Section 2: It’s 2014 or Bust for Bob Bradley mad Egypt 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ Feb. 6, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

It’s 2014 or Bust for Bob Bradley and Egypt 
Slcom                                                                                                    ~ 

Despite social and political upheaval all around him, former U.S. men’s national team coach Bob 

Bradley is still in Egypt. Now coach of the Egyptian national team, Bradley says he’s not going anywhere until after 

the 2014 World Cup, which he hopes the Pharaohs will qualify for. So far, his team is in a good position to do just 

that, with six points from its opening two World Cup qualifiers. 

Bradley took time job as head coach of Egypt in October 2011, about nine months into a nationwide revolution that 

has seen massive cultural and political upheaval across the country. Just over a year ago, on Feb. 1,2012, 70 

soccer fans were killed in a massacre at Port Said following a game between local clubs AI Masry and AI ANy. 

Shortly thereafter, the Egyptian league decided to shut down for a year. It was only reopened last week. 

"When we came here, I certainly understood the challenge," Bradley tells SI.com’s Grant Wahl. "1 knew what v~ 

were getting into. The only thing I wasn’t expecting was for the league to be shut down." When asked why he and 

his family haven’t decided to leave Egypt, he says: "When you’re given the opportunity to be a leader, you’re trying 

to set the right tone, to establish a real trust with guys. We’re not just in on the good days. We"re in. You can’t have 

guys who are in halfway. We’re going to be brothers in this whole thing. If this is what you’re trying to speak to them 

about on a regular basis, it doesn’t work if you’re on the first plane out." 

As Wahl reports, there are currently two documentary film projects follow#rag Bradley and the Pharaohs in their 

quest to qualify for the World Cup for the first time since 1990. 

- Read the whole story... 

Berlusconi’s Brother Uses Racist SMr to Describe Ba~oteN 
Independent 

Paolo 8erlusconi, younger brother of AC Milan President and former Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, 

controversially described new arrival Mario Balotelli as "the family’s little n ....... ahead of the Rossoneri’s 2-1 win 

against Udinese at the San Siro on Sunday. The comments were made during a political meeting in Monza near 

Milan and were caught on video by local reporters. 

His full comment: "OK, we are all off to see the family’s little n .... . He’s a crazy head. All the young ladies are invited 

as well - you can even have a chance to meet the president (Silvio Berlusconi)." 

A spokesperson for AC Milan said there would be no comment from the club regarding the video. 

The younger Berlusconi’s racist comment comes at a particularly sensitive time for Milan and for Italian soccer, the 

Independent points out. Just prior to Christmas, Milan midfielder Kevin-Prince Boateng staged a walk-off in a 

friendly game after being racially abused. Both teams followed him and the friendly was abandoned. His actions worm 

praise from President Berlusconi at the time. 

- Read the whole story... 

Debrecen Confirms Europoi Probe into 2009 Liverpool Game 
ESPN Soccernet 

Hungarian club Debrecen on Tuesday confirmed that its UEFA Champions League group stage game against 

Liverpool at Anfield in 2009 was part of a game-fixing investigation by Europol. On Monday, Danish newspaper 

Ekstra Bladet broke the news, saying that sources within Europol had confirmed time investigation. 

Apparently, Debrecen goalkeeper Vukasin Poleksic was told to let in at least three goals in order to trigger an 

"over 2.5 goals" bet against Liverpool, but Debrecen only lost the game 1-0. Poleksic would later receive a two-year 

ban from UEFA for failing to report a match-fixing approach from a Croatian crime syndicate in a later Champions 

League game against Fiorentina, which Debrecen lost 4-3. According to the Ekstra Bladet report, Fiorentina and 

Liverpool were never suspected of any wrongdoing. 

In an interview with the Daily Marl, Pokeksic claimed that replays failed to prove that he played suspiciously. 



"Anyone whe watched the match would know that what people are saying is bull," Poleksic said. "We lost 1-0 at 

Liverpool and I played a good game. I made lots of saves: a one-on-one against Albert Riera, one from Fernando 

Tortes, one from Steven Gerrard. I remember it all. How can anyone say I threw the game?" 

- Read the whole story._ 

ESPN Soccernet 

In response to the Europol investigation of nearly 700 games worldwide on suspicion of match-fixing, Wales coach 

Chris Coleman says that in his time spent abroad, he felt that "something was going on" while he was a coach in 

Spain with Real Sociedad and Greece with Larissa. 

’q’ve managed in Spain, I’ve managed in Greece. Some of time games I’ve been involved in, I can tell you, wasn’t 

fair," Coleman told Sky Sports News. "Something was going on. You can’t pinpoint it, but you know there’s 

something going on because of time decisions that are made during the 90 minutes, or even some of the 

performances of the opposition. You’re scratching your head, bizarre things - so you know there’s something not 

quite right." He added: ’q didn’t know anybody that was connected with it, but it was different to what I’ve been used 

to." 

Coleman, who has also been head coach at Fulham and Coventry City, said he had never witnessed anything 

suspicious in Britain. "’1 can honestly say, hand on my heart, and I’m proud to say that in all my experience of 

managing on our island, I’ve never been suspicious of anything - never been suspicious of a referee being corrupt, 

never been suspicious of my own players or the opposition players or the opposition manager, anybody on my staff. 

I’ve never ever seen it, honestly." He added that the Europol revelation is "frightening, really, startling, and 

shameful." 

- Read the whole story._ 

For Burkina Faso coach Paul Put, who finds his team in the semifinal of the African Nations Cup against Ghana 

today, it was no great surprise that Europol should find evidence of game-fixing in as many as 380 games across 

Europe. Put is one of the few coaches to return to the game after having been banned for match-fixing. He served a 

three-year ban after being found guilty of fixing two games in 2005 as coach of Belgian club Lierse. 

"Match-fixing has always existed insoccer," Put says. "If you look at cycling, at Lance Armstrong, it’s always him 

who is pointed at but everybody was taking drugs. It’s not that I’ve been doing match-fixing, not at all, but it has 

been declared in the media like this." Put insists that like Armstrong, he has been branded a scapegoat. "You have 

to see what’s going on in soccer," he added. "There are a lot of big international players who are involved in match- 

fixing." 

In Put’s case, more than 40 people have been charged as part of a game-fixing ring organized by the Chinese 

businessman Ye Zheyun, but only one, Put himself, was suspended by the Belgian soccer federation ahead of the 

criminal trial, which might not come to court for another two years. "You know there are more than 40 people," he 

said, adding that he felt threatened at the time: "The whole of Belgian soccer was sick ... I was threatened by the 

mafia. My child was not safe. They threatened me with weapons and things like that. It’s not nice to talk about these 

things but this is the reality." 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer America Confidential: A defeat of historic proportions 

Wednesday, Feb. 6,2013 

A defeat of historic proportions 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

For the first time in the history of the Hexagonal, the USA has lost its opener. Or its opening away game, for that 

matter. 

The 2-1 loss to Honduras also ended a string of three straight wins over the Catrachos in World Cup qualifying in San Pedro 

Sula dating back to 1965. 

The defeat was all the more painful because the USA led after 35 minutes thanks to Clint Dempsey’s well-taken goal. But it 

was one of the few times the USA threatened the Honduras defense with any kind of buildup. 

The USA was let down by its defense on both goals. Much of the blame for the loss will go to the new partnership of Geoff 

Cameron and Omar Gonzalez in the middle of the backline. 

Yes, they were both caught napping and badly exposed on Jerry Rengtson’s winning goal. But the USA had lost since ceded 

control of the game to the Catrachos. 

WEARY GERMANS. It never looked good for the USA when Jurgen Klinsmann had to take off Danny Williams and 

Jermaine Jones around the hour mark. 

W~lliams, who has lost his starting job at Hoffenheim, struggled with his composure. Jones, who had just come back for 

suspension with Schalke 04, was needed in the final half hour. His telling passes had set Dempsey for the goal and sprung 

Eddie Johnson for the best U.S. chance before that, Jozy AItidore’s poke over the bar. 

The game was a struggle for the other two German-Americans, Timmy Chandler and Fabian Johnson. Chandler was 

beaten time and again by Carlo Costly, and Johnson spent part of the second half in midfield. On the second Honduran goal, 

he could only watch as Oscar Boniek Garcia raced through the U.S. defense to feed Bengtson for the winning goal. 

(If you’re wondering how players like Boniek Garcia and Bengtson - still in MLS pre-season - had their legs late in the game, 

they had the advantage of playing last month in the Copa Centroamericana, where Honduras finished second to Costa Rica.) 

HEXAGONAL MATH. More important than the points the USA left on the table at the Olimpico are the three points Honduras 

took. 

A tie or loss on Wednesday would have cranked up the pressure on the Catrachos as their next game is also at home - 

against Mexico. 

If Honduras had one or two points after two games, it would have been panic time for the Catrachos. Now they have three and 

are looking for six out of six after two games. 

WHAT,~ NEXTI On the other hand ... the next match against Costa Rica on March 26 becomes a proverbial must-win game 

for the USA. 

W~th road games against Mexico and Jamaica to follow, the USA suddenly finds itself behind the eight-ball. It won’t want to 

return to the Office - where it lost last September - and face Jamaica in June with less than three points after three games. 

USA in Hexagonal 

(Points after 3 Games): 

1997:4 

2001:9 

2005:6 

2009:7 

’What can Klinsmann do differently against Costa Rica? Not much. He’ll want to hope Steve Cherundolo (currently injured) is 

available again. And he’ll have to figure out what to do in midfield if Williams isn’t playing at Hoffenheim. (Which makes 

Maurice Edu’s loan move to Turkey all the more important.) Don’t expect to see a change in the Chandler~Gonzalez, at least 

for the Costa Rica game. 

But there’s almost no chance Landon Donovan - whose offensive spark the USA could have have used against Honduras - 



will be available by then if he indeed returns to action this year for the USA. 

More than ever, Donovan is the elephant in the U.S. locker room. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 

Wednesday, Feb. 6, 2013 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rw-ood bostonbreakers.com@reply.bronto.com on behalf of 

Boston Breakers -crwood@bostonbreakers.com> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 6, 2013 8:15 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@em~Jl.unc.edu> 

First Boston Breakers Academy launches with Weston Soccer Club 

::~:: Breakers Banner 

First Boston Breakers Academy set to launch 

The Boston Breakers are partnering and launching a Boston Breakers Academy 
in Weston with the Weston Soccer Club. 

"The Weston Soccer Club is pleased to participate in the Breakers Academy 

program," WSC President Steve Russell said. "Our players train with 

professional athletes in a challenging and engaging environment that breaks 
from the typical ’skills and drills clinic’ model. The Breakers act as teachers, 

coaches and role models to our young athletes, and we consider ourselves 
fortunate to be a part of their Academy." 

"We are very pleased to be launching the first Boston Breakers Academy 
program in conjunction with Weston Soccer Club," Boston Breakers General 
Manager Lee Billiard said. "They have a great organization, community, and 
passionate players and coaches who over the years have always had a strong 
partnership with the Boston Breakers. The have a strong development 
philosophy across their club, which falls into line with what we stand for at the 
Breakers." 
The Breakers Academy is the only Professional Women’s Soccer Youth 
Development Program in New England, offering young female players, ages 8- 
12, an opportunity to learn the game from Boston Breakers pro players and fully 
licensed coaches who will deliver coaching instruction focused on technical skill 
building, ball mastery and tactical instruction. The Academy targets players who 
need/desire extra development and advanced training to supplement what they 
do within their local community soccer program. 
Read more about the Boston Breakers Academy 

The Breakers are on 
the move 

The Boston Breakers are 
relocating, heading from our 
current location in Norwood, 
Mass., to 8 Medford St., in 
Somerville, Mass. The move will 
officially take place on 
Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013. 

The new address is: 8 Medford 

Street, Suite 1, Somerville MA 
02143, and the new office 
phone number will be: 617- 

945-1704, 

memberships on sale! 

The Breakers continue to stack their 
roster with some of the best players in 
the world. Just this week, the club signed 
former England National Team and 
Arsenal star striker Lianne Sanderson 
and recently added Cat Whitehill, a rock- 
solid defender who returns for her second 
season as a Breaker. The duo joins a 
Breakers team that already includes 
Olympic gold medalists Heather O’Reilly, 
Sydney Leroux, and Heather Mitts, 
Canadian bronze medalist Rhian 
Wilkinson, rising Canadian star Adriana 
Leon, and two of Mexico’s up-and-coming 
players Cecilia Santiago and Anisa 
Guajardo. 

With Thursday’s NWSL Supplemental 



Draft sure to bring more world class 

players to the Breakers, now’s the perfect 
time to lock up season tickets. You can 

order full or half season memberships 

on our website or by calling 617-945- 

1704. If you have any questions, feel 
free to check out our Tickets parle on the 

Breakers website. 

Forward to a friend I Manage Preferences i Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FCElite16@aol.com 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 10:17 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sports Performance Product 

Hi Anson, it was good talking with you earlier today. Always nice to hear you’re doing well. I just wanted to send you an email with how to order the Sports Performance 
Recovery Drink for yourself when ever you may run out and need to get some more. 
The web site to order the products is on the business card I gave you: 
* www.MichaelDema kis.com 
* Click on where it says "Shop Now" 
* Click on where it says "Performance Elite" 
* Click on where it says "Post Workout Recovery Sports Drink" 

You can get it in Chocolate or Vanilla. 

If you order it in Pouches, each pouch is one serving (easier that way plus you can carry a pouch with you which is easier). 
* Just click on "Add To Cart" and checkout. When Checking out it will ask you to "Create a New Account", just click on "Become A Customer", fill out the information and 
you will be all set then. 
* The Muscle Fuel Pre-Workout is also there if you need that too. 
There are also 3 other product lines if you want to check them out to see what they are. One is the Trim product line which helps maintain proper weight management (I can 
discuss this product line with you if you ar~ ever interested). I have some players on this for them to maintain a healthy athletic weight and it also helps them to eat properly 
and healthy and shows them what a nutritional diet should be for active individuals. Another line is the Active product line, which is an energy line for active individuals. And the 
last is the Wellness product line which is all vitamins, minerals, multi-vitamins, and all healthy wellness products you would by in a GNC, Vitamin Shop or Drug Store but 
these products are safer and healthier to take. Just things to look at and look over. 
If you have any questions regarding anything, I am always here to help you out in any way I can= 
You good friend, 
Michael Demakis 
Strength & Conditioning 

Advocare Sports/Active Nutrition vww~.MichaeIDemakis.com 
516-551-3053 



F~)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, Februa~, 7, 2013 4:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, February 7, 2013 

Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French, English and Mexican action on Friday.... The Africa Cup of Nations final is on Sunday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the ~ek.) 

THURSDAY, Feb~L~ary 7 

No live games 

FRIDAY, ~ebma~y 8 

BelN SPORT 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

England WATFORD-CRYSTAL PALACE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England WATFORD-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico DORADOS-U de GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

SATURDAY, February ~ 

ESPN2 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-WIGAN (live) 9:30 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) Noon. 

England NORWICH CITY-FULHAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England SWANSEA-QPR (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 
England SUNDERLAND-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-READING (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England CHELSEA-WIGAN (live) 9:30 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-SCHALKE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil GUARANI-SAO PAULO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS43UILMES (live) 5:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT-ETIENNE-MONTPELLIER (live) 10:55 am. 

France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-JAGUARES (live) 5:55. 

Mexico MONTERREY-GUADALAJARA (live) 7:55 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-ATLANTE (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico SAN LUIS-PUEBLA (live) 9:55 pm. 



UNIMAS 

Mexico TIJUANA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 7:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations GHANA-MALl, 3rd Place (live) 12:50 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-QPR (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-WIGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, Feb~a[y 10 

FOX SOCCER 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 8:25 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

EnglandASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 8:25 am. 

EnglandMANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 10:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-FORTUNA DUSSELDORF (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-PAULISTA (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico NEZA-MERIDA (live) 4 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France EVIAN-MARSEILLE (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIGRES (live) 12:55 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-PACHUCA (live) 4:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations NIGERIA-BURKINA FASO, Final (live) 12:50 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-OLHANENSE (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (livE) 3 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 6:32 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Important Updates - You roll like these’. 

RANDOM UPDATES 

Hi Anson! 

I wanted to let you know of some of the exciting updates we have in store over the next few weeks and 

months 

Video Library 
Here are some of the videos we will be uploading to the WCC Video Library, in the coming 

weeks...AND, more will be added to that list 

Functional Training For Attacking 

Lessons From the U20 World Cup 

Using Width in Attack 

Coaching Essential Technique 

Nutrition For Peak Performance 

Dynamic Diamond Drills 

Small-Sided Games For Possession 

Combination Play For Strikers 

Coaching Creative Attacking Play 

Developing Creative Movement 

Developing a Possession Style of Play 

Coaching the Striker 

Zonal Defending 

Coaching the Competitive Goalkeeper 

Coaching Team Defending 

New Video/eBooks Products 
We don’t even have a name for these yet, but in the next month or so, we will release a totally new 

product that I haven’t seen anywhere else Basically, they are a series of videos that analyze game 

situations with narration and graphics that also include exercises and drills that are related to the video 

topic that you can do with your team Added to this is an eBook that puts the exercises and drills into a 

readable format. 

We are very excited about these new products and should have something to show you as an example 

pretty soon. 

Webinars 
We are planning on conducting webinars wlnere guest coaches will conduct video reviews and 

describe tactical and technical points as well as show various drills and exercises We are still working 

on the finer points of these but hope to bring the first webinar in early spring. 

Best Wishes~ 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Coaching & Leadership Journal <coachingleadershipjournal@leadershippublishingteam.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 9:50 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Coaching and Leadership Journal: Strategies, Ideas and News To Help You Lead Your Team 

The Coaching and Leadership Journal: Strategies, ideas and News To Help You Lead Your Team 

~i http:/ileadershipp 
ublishingteam.com 

/images/gd 17143 
63cl b59f44f71gb 
aOf181f350 ndwf.j 
Pg 

Request a Sample Issue 

Coach, 

The Leadership Publishing Team thought you might be interested in our Coaching and Leadership Journal. The journal is a monthly source of leadership ideas and 

techniques written specifically for leaders. Each month our editors comb through hundreds of the latest coaching, leadership and management content from print 

to the web. Then the best of the best is condensed into a quick, easy to read format. 

Everyone needs advice and reminders about how to be a superior and dynamic leader. Let us do the work for you and deliver it right to your office. No other 

publication gives you so much information that is so easy to find and use. 

You are bombarded with informational overload on a daily, hourly, and minute basis. This is where CU comes in--like a debriefing, you’ll get the most pertinent 

leadership information and tactics each month. No matter what team you lead, CU is sure to give you tips and innovative approaches to motivating the people you 

lead. 

"There is so much information out there and it can be so time consuming trying to find it. Coaches don’t have time to read blogs, and other material that can provide 

some really great information. Our journal allows them to get the information they need without having to waste time searching for it. I believe the top people in any 

profession never stop learning and that is the main objective of this journal, provide coaches and leaders the means to learn without having to waste their valuable 

time."--Dan Spainhour, Founder of The Leadership Publishing Team 

When you subscribe you will get: 

A one-year subscription to The Coaching and Leadership Journal (12 print issues). 

Access to The Coaching and Leadership Journal website. 

The digital version of the current issue of The Coaching and Leadership Journal 

Access to our weekly blog The Team Leadership Report which includes timely and relevant coaching and leadershi 

stories. 

Strategies to motivate your team and staff. 

Quotes, anecdotes and trends to use in your team meetings and practices. 

Ideas and philosophies from prominent leaders to help your team rise to any challenge. 

Tactics to get the most out of your team and an edge on your competition. 

Ideas and techniques that help you and your staff communicate more effectively with your team. 

Intelligently priced at $149 

Subscribe Now 

Your purchase order is good with us 

For more information please visit The Leadership Publishing Team 

information as well as motivational 

A Product of http://leadershippublishingteam.corn 

Coaching and Leadership Journal is a product of The Leadership Publishing Team. The Leadership Publishing Team produces leadership ~mprovement newsletters, guidebooks, videos, 

reports and audio programs. The Leadership Publishing Team is headquartered in Winston Salem, North Carolina. For more information about these and other products visit us at 

htt [~:jjl ea d e rship publ [shin~t e a rn ~corn. 

The Leadership Publishing Tearn 

310 West 4th Street 

Suite 409 

Winston Salem, NC 27101 

Contact Us 

You are receiving this email because you are a member of collegiate athletic staff. 

If you do not wish to receive future e mails from The Leadership Publishing Team please _u__L!_s__u___b_~_£7_j__b__e____h__e___r_’_e. 

Priw~cy Po[ic~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA College Newsletter <lis~nscaa.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 10:15 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Nutrition Impactiug PerformaJ~ce 

Problem viewing this email? Click here for our online version. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
The NSCAA offers its condolences to the family friends and 
colleagues of Messiah’s Layton Shoemaker. Shoemaker passed 
away January 1 and is survived by Garie, his wife of 44 years, son 
Brent, and son Brett and daughter-in-law Vicky. 

Shoemaker was the Falcons’ former director of atNetics and 
men’s soccer coach, as well as a long time member of the 
NSCAA. 

Photo credit. GoMessiah.com 

Considered the father of modern-day soccer at Messiah College, 
his teams set the foundation for the present-day powerhouse 
men’s and women’s soccer programs. 

Shoemaker arrived at Messiah College in 1974 to become the fi~th 
.................................................................... head coach in men’s soccer history. In 23 years, he directed the 

TheJa~uary-Feb~ Falcons to a .751 winning percentage, with a 316-96-27 overall 
#ditio~#tth# record, eight NCAA tournament berths, and NCAA Final Four 
~rJoum}its~w appearances in both 1986 and 1988. 

Shoemaker was a 45-year member of the NSCAA co-author of 
the NSC~ Code of Ethics and Iongtime chair of t~e NSC~ 
Ethics Committee when it established the NSCAA Team Ethics 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Awards. 

Read more about Shoemaker’s contributions to the Falcon 
community and to the game of soccer here. 

Spring training for many programs is rapidly approaching and it 
may be a time to introduce a different performance strategy that 
players can implement during the off-season. 

In the Online Resource Library is "Planning Your Eat-Howto 
Periodize Nutrition for Improved Pe~ormance,"which discusses 
planning nutrition to possibly impact a player’s performance at 
practice or on gamedays. 

Planning, or periodization as it is known, is the act of pulling out a 
calendar, looking at the dates an athlete must peak for the most 
impo~ant competitions, and effectively planning the training 
process to achieve optimal performance for the most impo~ant 

~th careful planning and communication, performance 

~~~adva~ta~es~a~ be realizedwithoutconsuming 
a great deal of time, spending large amounts of money or altering 



Throughoutwinter, the NSCAAannounced the winnersofits2012 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAwards~ including PlayersoftheYear, Team EthicsAward 

You can find the full listing ofthewinners’ announcementsatthe 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAdditi~na~~y~ NSCAA.comrecentlyfeaturedseveral Coachofthe 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii SoccerJoumal, Dr, Mike VoightofCentral Connecticut State 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii details methodsthatcoachescan utilize to improve their players’ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii The focusofthe article isempowering athleteswith quality 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii practice skills. Dr. Voight has devised and worked from a quality 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii practice model whichwasderived from the theoretical, empirical, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and practical workfrom numerousdisciplines, including motor 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii In addition to being found in the Pre-Season Soccerdoumal, this 

The 2013 Summer CoachingAcademiesschedule has been set 

Designedforcoacheswitha moreadvanced levelofexperience 
in the game, the National, Advanced National Advanced National 
Goalkeeping, and Premier Diploma coursesthat comprise the 
Coaching Academies are offered in two primary formats (two 

Visit the master course schedule to find a course that fts your 

The NSCAA is offering interested individualsthe chance to work 
directly with State girectorsto assistwith setting up courses, 
recruiting candidates, finding site Iocationsand more! This 
position iscommission based and ison a course-by-course 

Find more information about this position here. Contact Marisa 
Leconte at mleconte@nscaa.com or913-362-1747 (x1010) to 
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$~bject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <nev~s~et:t:erce~usns~:pa.com> 

Thursday, February 7, 20~ S 1 ~ :45 ~¢, 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson6~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Feb 7,201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 7, 2_O1 3 

Thursday’s Soccer TV 

The internatienat b~eak means ne t.’,a~’~es today~ 

Their Words 

"and new we need to pick up mo~e expe~ience so we can be be~ter prepared for major tournaments and 

com~et:e w~hout fear. We need to ]eam how to take en t:he bi~..’, teams: l)y showin¢, them respect while 
believing in our abi[i[y to perfo~ m at q~e very highest {eveL" Italy coach Cesare Prandelli, 

World Cup Qualifying: Honduras 2- USA t 
The Umted States font to Honduras in their opening game in the final Hexagonaf round of We~fd Cup Qua[ifyinG With 
Hondb~as eptin~ fo~ an af~:ernoen s~:art in San Pedro $u[a, the USA took the ~ead when (:l.h~: ~)empsey scored ~n the 36t:h 

minute. Hond~ras equa{~zed three nlira~tes [ater with Juan Car[on Garda scodn!~ from a bi<¢c]e kick. Jerry gengtson 

scored 1:he w~nner in the 79th minute, 

scoreless, Read More 

Four from Honduras, with a Stop in Mexico City 
8y J Hutcherson o WASHINGTON, IX: (Feb 7, 2013) US Soc~:er P~ayers - Before we ~et ~nto yesterday’s Hondura~ - USA 

fame, let’s tatk about Mexico -. Jamaica. A~ Azteca, Jamaica prayed like the team expec~n~ to win, That d~dn’t turn 

into three points in CONCACAF World Cup Q.ua[ffyinR, but }t certa}n[y showed that this team ~s in contention. It also 

bl’ough~ a quick end to the ~dea that ,~¢ex~co wi[[ have an easy t~me in [he Hexagonal Afte~ Wednesday’s openin~ day~ 

there a~e no [onge~ any favor}ten and ever] team m the Hexagona~ has Lots to think abo~t between now and March Z2nd. 

Nome F~eld Advantage 

If you’re not famiIiar with the CONCACAF re?,ien, the de!~ree ef diffi(:tM.y is never likely to ~esonate, It’s different he~e, 

with ~eams praying up any and at[ advantages since that could be the difference between success and fai[ure~ The draw 

en the mad chch~i looms [ar~}e in ~%rth and Central ~rner~oa, sk~ee the home team u~iua~l.y ta~es every available ~itep te 
make games as difficult as poss~b{e, 

Just one examp[e, Pl’io~ to q~e start of yesterday’s Honduras .- USA ~ame, reporters on site described how nice the 

p[ayin~ surface was at the Estadio O{impico, freshb/mowed the m!~ht before. What nobody outside of the Honduran 

team saw comin~ was ~ha~ d~e field wouidn’~ be soaked prior to same t~me, [%t only were they piay~n~ at 3pro m the 

afternoo~ iota[ time, the f}e]d was dG;, 

If you’ve ever seen what English clubs do to the field }ust before the start of their games, you know that watering the 
~)l.ayin~..., surface a{[ows the ba[[ to move. When it’s dry ~rass. 1:he ba{[ tends to stop, Sure. both teams have t:o play the 

same surface but the home team knows what to expect frorn that surface. Advantage played, exactly what we should 

expect in 

"[’O t)ut "it: into I)i?> picture t:er~Y~s} there’s simph¢ no expe~:tatiens for anyl:hin~ positive~ Any breaks the away team gets 

a~e just. that, unexpected benefits. For the most pal’t, U~e ~ame plan shou}.d consider the wors~ and adjust accol’dina[y~ 

Read Mope 

What Ever Happened To ... Jamar Beasle¥ - from ~,ALSsoc~:er,eem’s Hk:k Firchau: "I’m not off the radar. Pm never 

sitting out," 

How German police fell on European football’s biggest match-fixing scandal by accident ¯ from The Tetegraph’s 
Ketso: There are tho~i~ht to be around two dozen committed fixe~ s operatin~ o~it of Singapore 

Why have PSG signed Beckham? o from The h’,dependent’s Matthew Riding: when Beckham does ~et on the pitch, he 
wiII. ~:ert:ainty brin<~ [eadership and eensistency to PSG’s performances, 



Friday’s Soccer TV: France and England 

Bastia at 2:30pro. That’s David Beckham’s new club top of the tame a~ainst 13th~p~ace ~astia, be~N 

has Er~[a~d’s Champior~ship: Wa~for’d - Crystal Palace at ~:30pm. That’s a 4d~ vs 5~h match-up. 

Sponsor message 

powered by 

d by 

Clfck here to sol’ely unsubscrfbe fro ~, ’L ISSo!ier,~:’[#ye;’L" Clfck here to view maflfn~; archfves, here to change your pre[erences, or here to subscrfbe , Prfvecy ~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Elite Soccer Training <~krisdfutbol@aol.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 7, 2013 11:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL uuc.edu> 

2013 Elite Soccer Training College Signing Cra~ up (College-Bound Resources Guide & Video/Nutrition tbr soccer) 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

elite soccer logo 

Please visit Elite- Soccer-Tminingx~rg 

I feel that it is very important that players and the parents of players as young as seventh and eight 
grade begin to educate and prepare for the years to come. Every year I end up having the talk ~vith 
player or parent of a high school sophomore or junior about ,~hat they should do about being 
recruited and most of the time they are so far behind and starting 
so very late in the process. Hopefully the inJbrmation belou’ u’ill helpjM everyone. 

20~2 H oh days ~dvance H,g h School g C o I leg e Open Sessions 













(~iite Soccer Training 

Forward this email 

This email ’~:as sent to a~lso~l@u~lcaa.ur~c.edu by [<__rj_~_~___f_u__l__b__o_j_~L’_a__o_[:_c__o__n:j. 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalw[th SafeUnsubscribeT~’ Privacy Policy. 

Elite Soccer Training i P.O. Box 4127 i chattanooga,TN ::TN :: 37405 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 7, 2013 11:58 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Nike Gunn Cut..Hurry Limited Stock! 







To~ 

US Youth Soccer <broadcast@usyouthsoccer,org> 
Thursday, February 7, 20:[3 [2:38 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A :IV <anson@email,unc,edu> 
Teams and Schedule Announced for 20:[3 US Youth Soccer ODP Championships 

To view this message in a browser~ piease clici< here 

ODP Championships Home J Twitter I Facebook I ~nstagram J YouTube 

FR%SCO, Texas (Feb, 7, ;~O~3) -- US Youth Soccer’s elite will compete at the 
20:[3 US Youth Soccer Olympic Development Program (US Youth Soccer ODP) 
Championships to be played March :L and 3 at the FC Dallas Stadium Complex 
in Frisco, Texas. 

State-level US Youth Soccer ODP Boys and Girls teams in the !~996 and :[.997 
age groups will play semifinal matches on Friday, r,~arch :[, beginning at 
with championship and consolation matches to be played Sunday, March 3 
beginning at 8 a.m. The teams competing qualified by winning their respective 
age group at their US Youth Soccer ODP Regional Championships. 

The players must try out to qualify for the program’s high-level through a 
series of trials at their local, State Association and then Regional levels. Those 
selected are exposed to the nation’s best coaches, trainers and facilities. 

US Youth Soccer ODP is the original Olympic development program and the only 
elite player development program that can claim members of Major League 
Soccer and National Women’s Soccer League, well as a majority of: current and 
past national and youth national team members, as alumni. With programs in 
all 55 State Associations, as well as regional and national championships and 
participation in international tournaments, US Youth Soccer ODP continues to 
offer development and exposure opportunities to any player, regardless of 
hometown or club affiliation. 

National ~uaiifiers 
:~99~ Girls Teams: New Jersey, Indiana, Georgia, California South 
~L996 ~oys Teams: Eastern Pennsylvania, Wisconsin, North Carolina, California 
South 
:~997 Gills Teams: Eastern New York, Michigan, North Texas, California South 
~L997 Boys Teams: Virginia, Michigan, Florida, California South 

Time Age Group Team Team 
:[ p.m. 97 Girls Cal South v Michigan 

$ p,m. 97 Boys Michigan v Florida 

3 p,m, 97 Boys Virginia v Cal South 
North 

3 p.m. 97 Girls 
Texas 

v Eastern NY 



5:30p,m, 96 Girls :Indiana 
Eastern 

5:30 p,m, 96 Boys    PA 

North 
8 p,m, 96 Boys Carolina 

New 8 p,m~     96 Girls 
3ersey 

v Georgia 6 

v Wisconsin 7 

v Cal South 6 

v Cal South 7 

8 a,m~ 97 Boys 6 

8:30 a.m. 97 Gills 7 

~0 a,m, 96 Boys 5 

&0:30a.m. 96Girls 8 

8 a.m~ 97 Boys 5 

8:30a.m. 97 Girls 8 

$0 a.m. 96 Boys 6 

$0:30 a.m. 96 Girls 7 

*Subject to change, please check USYout.hSoccer.org for rite most current 
schedu/e. 

Scouting the top youth talent in the country, collegiate coaches will observe 
the US Youth Soccer ODP Championship players during these matches, The 
participants represent the future of American soccer at the collegiate and 
international levels. 

US Youth Soccer is divided into four regions, Region I (East), Region 
(Midwest), Region III (South) and Region IV (West) to assist in national 
competitions, 

For more information regarding US Youth Soccer ODP and the US Youth Soccer 
ODP Championships visit 
www,usyouthsoccer,org/ prograras/ OlyrnpicDevelopr~entPrograra /. 

### 

ODP) - US Youth Soccer ODP, established in $977, is the original Olympic 
development program in the United States. Formed to identify a pool of players 
in each age group from which a National Team could be selected for 
international competition, selected players are exposed to the nation’s top 
coaches from collegiate institutions, U~S. Soccer and the professional leagues. 
Programs exist in each state and with competitions such as the US Youth 
Soccer ODP National Championships, :Interregional Training/Competition, 
Regional Camps and :International play. US Youth Soccer QDP continues to lead 
the way in elite player identification and development. US Youth Soccer ODP is 
an approved program of the U.S. Soccer Federation. 

About the United States Youth Soccer Association (US Youth Soccer) = US 
Youth Soccer - "The Game for ALL Kids!®’, is the largest youth sports 
organization in the country and largest member of the United States Soccer 
Federation, the governing body of soccer in the United States~ US Youth Soccer 
registers more than 3 million players annually, ages 5 to ~9, and over 900,000 
administrators, coaches and volunteers in 55 member State Associations. US 
Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for players 
at every level of the game. For more information, visit 
www,~S~outhSoccer,org, 

l~ledia P,e~luest; When referring to the US Youth Soccer Olympic Development 
Program, the original elite player program in the United States, please refer to 
the program only as the US Youth Soccer Olympic Development Program or US 
Youth Soccer ODP, and never as USYSODP or simply ODP. We appreciate your 
cooperation. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com~ 

Thursday, Februao, 7, 2013 1:21 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Gulati Contident Donova~ Will Return to National Team 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Guiati Confident Donovan Will Return to Nationa~ Team 
Sporting News                                                                                              ~ 

Landon Donovan may have been sorely missed on Wednesday as the USA lost 2-1 to Honduras in the 

Concacaf Hexagonal opener in San Pedro Sula, but according to U.S. Soccer Federation President Sunil Gu~ati, 

the LA Galaxy’s star man will return to the national team before too long. 

At least, he hopes so. 

When asked about Donovan’s future ahead of Wednesday’s loss, Gulati told Sporting News: "1 have no doubt he’ll 

play at some point." Of course, neither he nor LA Galaxy coach Bruce Arena knows when that will be, or even if 

national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann will call on him once he returns to the MLS club. 

"We are going to go on without Landon at some point, whether it’s today, six months from today or two years from 

today," Gulati added. "He’s been an important player, no doubt. We had the best record in our history last year (9- 

2-3), and he didn’t play that many games (six). "But I’m certainly hoping he’ll come back." 

Gulati’s comments echoed those of Arena, who two weeks ago said Donovan is "definitely playing this year, but 

we’re just working out a return date that makes sense for all of us." Donovan, 30, is still taking his break from the 

game -- but at least no one is talking about retirement anymore. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Report: Chelsea Opens Contract Talks with Lampard 
Daily Mail 

It appears that Chelsea owner Roman Abramovich may have changed his mind over the future of Frank 

Lampard. Sources at Stamford Bridge tell the Daily Mailthat last week the club opened talks with Lampard about a 

contract extension, indicating that Abramovich, who is under pressure from fans following a string of poor results as 

well as time unpopular appointment of Rafael Benitez as manager, has had a change of heart since telling the 34- 

year-old midfielder to find a new club towards the end of last year. 

The talks, while "positive", are preliminary, the report says, although the sources claim that formal offer will soon be 

on the table. As a 12-year servant to Chelsea, Lampard is undoubtedly popular with Blues fans, but a string of 

strong performances since his return from injury in early December has caused both Abramovich and En.qland 

coach Roy Hodgson to consider sticking with the aging star, who has seven goals in his last nine EPL games. The 

Blues midfielder also scored a stunning winner in England’s 2-I win against Brazil at Wembley on Wednesday. 

Meanwhile, news of Abramovich’s change of heart could send the Los Angeles Galaxy, which is still seeking to 

replace David Beckham, back to the drawing board. Despite the MLS club’s lucrative a two-and-a-half year offer, 

Lampard has repeatedly said that remaining at Chelsea would be his first choice--although that hasn’t been an 

option until now~ 

- Read the whole story... 

EU Transfer System Must Be Reformed, Report Says 
Gaurdian 

A new study from the European Commission has put ferth a series of proposals regarding the reformation and 

regulation of the transfer system in European soccer. "Professional soccer has recently been confronted with a 

financial crisis in spite of strong income growth," the report says, adding that time inflated transfer fees paid for 

superstar players are contributing to a looming debt crisis in European soccer. 

Its recommendations for change include: capping transfer fees at 70 percent of a player’s gross salary for the entire 

period of his contract; regulating buy-out clauses as well as the loan transfer system; the establishment of a limit on 

the number of players per club; a "fair play levy" on transfer fees beyond a certain amount that trickles down to less 

wealthy clubs; and addressing the issue of third-party ownership of player contracts. 

Since the 1995 Bosman ruling, which allowed players to move freely within the European Union once their contract 



had expired, European clubs’ collective annual transfer spend has increased from $541 million to $4 billion in 2010- 

2011, a rise of 744 percent, the report says. Of course, that money is concentrated on a very small number of clubs 

that can afford to buy players at inflated prices. Many clubs take on more and more debt to buy top players, but the 

report warns that if they gamble incorrectly, and lose a key revenue stream like the UEFA Champions League the 

following season, some might not be able to service their debt any longer, meaning they would have to go into 

bankruptcy. 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Sky Sports News 

At a meeting of the English Premier League’s 20 chairmen, clubs voted "overwhelmingly" in favor of introducing 

financial restrictions, including short-term limits on pay raises and forcing clubs to work towards breaking even. The 

EPL’s 20 members agreed to reconvene this week, when 14 votes would be required to approve the financial 

proposals. 

Full details of the agreement will be disclosed later today, but West Ham Chairman David Go~d told Sky Sports 

News: "The clubs supported change. We’ve all voted and it was overwhelmingly supported. Some clubs are a little 

concerned, but the vast majority voted in favor. That will now go to the board for putting into rules, and we’ll vote on 

that in April. 

’qt"s not a salary cap," he added, "it"s a restraint on over-spending. If clubs increase their revenues then they can 

increase their spending. We have got restraint, that’s the important thing." 

The move toward financial regulation follows UEFA’s Financial Fair Play initiative. Under UEFA’s new rules, clubs 

are being forced to minimize losses or they risk the possibility of exclusion from European competition beginning 

with the 2014-2015 season. 

- Read the whole story... 

Liverpool’s Jamie Carragher to Retire This Summer 
ESPN Soccernet 

Liverpool defender Jamie Carragher has announced that this season will be his last as a professional soccer 

player. V~th his current contract set to expire at the end of the season, the 35-year-old has confirmed he will hang 

up his boots after 16 years at Anfield. 

"This will be my last season at Liverpool and my last as a professional footballer," Carragher announced on 

Liverpool’s official Web site. ’q’m making this announcement now because I don’t want the manager or the club to be 

answering questions on my future when I’ve already decided what I am going to do. I will be fully committed between 

now and the end of the season to doing the very best for Liverpool Football Club, as I’ve done my entire career 

since joining aged just nine-years-old. It has been a privilege and an honour to represent this great club for as long 

as I have and I am immensely proud to have done so and thankful for all the support I have had." 

Carragher made his debut for Liverpool in January 1997; since, he has made 723 senior appearances for the 

Reds, winning a number of trophies, including the U EFA Champions League, the U EFA Cup, two FA Cups and 

three League Cups. Only lan Oallaghan, who played 857 times for Liverpool between 1960 and 1978, has made 

more appearances for the club than Carragher. 

- Read the whole story... 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 7, 2013 1:37 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ATTENTION all soccer coaches 

Hi Ansc n, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better Soccer Coaching, the 

leading ~ebsite for %~rassroots soc~cer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for all coachinq levels 

and ages of players 

Simn um here today and you can print off a free session or new 

traJninq idea to use at your very next practise. 

I’ll then send you an eraail twice a week with illustrated drills, 

fitness guides, coaching tips oK match tactics fox you to save 

and use at your" leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes of Keith Boanas, a 

UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier League Academy coach Mike Beale, 

and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance and 

PRACTICAL ideas to help yo~ir coaching. And it’s all FREE.! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 

qualification. Si@n up here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful Season - Easy to read 

and ’lse at a moment’s notice, I guarantee they will make you 

think again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: i1 Secrets Of Successful Corners - Increase your" corner 

conversions and give yo~ir players the tools to defend against 

every corner fired at them. 

il3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - Three easy to use 

training games, promoting s]ills and team wor] . 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help 

yo~ir soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your peace of mind 

If you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from Better 



Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your mouse. 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell your emaii address 

or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For mDre information cn how Better Soccer Coaching can help your 

coaching ani yDur team’s perfDrmances, please visit my wehsite: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachinc, com 

Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in sDccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be valuable to someone you 

kn~, please f~rward this email ~nt~ them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 

Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. i am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 

years’ experience coachinq junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m 

no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but K have won more than 

my fair share of leagues and trophies at all lew~is cf junior 

soccer. 

More important to me J s that a] i my teams have one thinq J n 

common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 

soccer. The type of soccer that is fun tc play, watch and coach, 

ani which mDre often than not prDdu~es ~innlng results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my coaching buddies 

Boanas, Beale and Carr who will help you take your sessions and 

results onto the next leve~ . 

Sign u~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Guiidfc rd 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

20i3. Better Soccer Coaching 

UnsubscrJbe 



FF~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MIKE POPE <mikepope@anthouytmvel.com> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 3:49 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <aJason@email.unc.edtp; Shelly Streetl <sjgreeu@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Travel Reservation February 15 for AI,BERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Your Travel Arranger is pleased to deliver your complete travel itinerary through Sabre® Virtually There®. 

Click here to access Your reservatiou on the web or a mobile device. 

Ifiuemry 
ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Reservation code: ZSVBJR 

Fri, ~’eb lb 

Flights: DELTA AIR LINES iNC, DL 3486 

Operated by: PINNACLE DBA DELTA CONNECTION 

From: RALEIGN DURHAM, NC (RDU) 

Departure Terminal: TERMINAL 2 

To: DETROIT METRO, HI (DTW) 

Arrival Terminal: E.N.MCNAP~RA TEF~{INAL 

Class: Coach 

Seat(s):Check-In Required 

Status: ConfiNaed 

Aircraft: CANADAIR REGIONAL JET 

Duration: 2hour(s) and 0~’inute(s) 

~’requent Flyer: DELTA AiR LINES INC 2232570347 

Notes : 

SEAT ASSIGNMENT LIMITED TO AIRPORT CNECK IN 

ONLY 

Please verify flight times prior to departure 

Sat, Feb 16 
Flights: DELTA AIR LINES INC, DL 3285 
Operated by: PINNACLE DBA DELTA CONNECTION 

From: DETROIT METRO, MI (DTW) 
Departure Te<mina]: E.H.MCNAKARA TERMINAL 
To: RALEIGH DURHPd~, NC (RDU) 
Arrival Terminal: TERMINAL 2 
Class: Coach 

Seat(s):Check-ln Required 

Status: Confirmed 
Meal: 
Aircraft: CANADAiR REGIONAL JET 
Duration: lhour(s) and 46minute(s) 
Frequent g’lyer: DELTA AIR LINES INC 2232570347 
Notes : 

SEAT ASSIGNMENT LIMITED TO AIRPORT CNECK IN 

ONLY 

Please verify ~]ight times prior to departure 

Fri, Jan 03 
Other: 

Status: Confirmed 

Info<mation:THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY TRAVEL INC. 

ARRANGER REMARKS: 

FOR EHERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 

24 HOURS A DAY. PLEASE GIVE YOUR VlT CODE..S715C 

PASSENGERS REQUIRED TO SNOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 

*********************************************** 

Departs: 12:40Dm 

Arrives: 2:40pm 

Airline Confirmation: G~BN~’K 
Smoking: No 
Distance (in Miles) : 504 

Departs: l:51pm 

A:rives: 3:37pm 

Airline Confirmation: G4BNFK 

Smoking: No 

Distance (in Miles): 504 

*** ANTHONY TRAVEL UNC ********************* 

PNONE NUMBERS 919-843-5580 AND 9i9-843-5076 

FARES ARE SNBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED. 

SERVICE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFNNABLE 

PLEASE LOOK OVER THiS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF 

ANY DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING 

ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME MAY RESULT 

IN A PENALTY FEE. 

UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 

PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 

AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 

SECURITY CHECKPOINTS. A BOARDING PASS KhY BE 

OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER, AIRLINE 

KIOSK, OR iN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE WEBSiTE 



~ ~II~IPORTANT BAGGAGE AND CARRY-OH LUGGAGE ** 

PLEASE CHECK AIRLiHE WEBSITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 

REGARDING ALL BAGGAGE ALLC’WANCES AND ADDITIOHAL FEES 

************************************************* 

FOR THE HOST CURREHT INFOR}~TION ON AIRPORT 

SECURITY PLEASE CHECK WWW. TSA. GO’,? 

e2’icket Receipt (s) : 

0067204634090 - DORRA!A 

For your convenience, a text version of your itinerary’ is included in this e-mail and was current as of the time 

the e-mail was sent. Please click on the link above or contact Your Trm~el Arranger for the most cnrrent 

i~ffommtion. 

Viliually There® allows you to review or print your reservations, as well as: 

Register tbr trip reminders and cancellatio~v’delay notifications 

View maps & driving directions 

Review city guides & restaurant recommendations 

Get up-to-date weather and much more! 

You may al~ access your reservation on fl~e web or tkom your mobile device at www.virtuaJlvthere.com. 

Simply enter yonr las~ name and the six-character reservation code provided to you by Your Travel 

Arranger. As a securi~ measure, you will be prompted to enter your e-mail address or a password that 

Your Travel Ananger may have provided to you. If you have any qnestion abont which e-mail address to 

use, we recommend that yon use the one that received this e-mail. 

Click here to opt out of receivina future e-~nails from Virtually There. 

Click here to validate or enter TSA Secure Flight iat’onnation 

If the atx~ve link is inactive, please paste this URL into your browser to access your re~rvations: 

https://~’w.virttmllvthere.cona/new/reservationsChron.html? 

emailT~cpe EIVLX&host lW&pn~VI,2OD6N70GNR&name DORRANCE&language 0&email~ 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY TRAVEL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 7, 2013 6:59 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter (Boys Edition): Ramos named U.S. U-20 qualif.ving roster 

Ramos calls up 18 players for qualifying 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA UNDER~20 MEN] U.S. under-20 national team coach Tab Ramos named an 18-player roster for the 

CONCACAF U-20 Championship Feb. 18=March 3 in Puebla, Mexico. The U.S. roster features 11 professional 

players - five from MLS, three from Mexico, two from Germany and one from England - six college players 

and one high school player. Two more players are expected to be added to the team though foreign clubs are 

not required to release their players. - Read the whole story 

Academy will cover all costs beginning in 20"13=’14 
by Soccer America 

[COLORADO RAPIDS] The Colorado Rapids’ top competitive youth teams, which participate in the Development Academy, 

will be fully funded by the MLS club starting in the 2013-14 season. - Read the whole story 

Alliance formed with South Bay Force and West Coast FC 
by Soccer America 

[LOS ANGELES GALAXY~ The Los Angeles Galaxy has formed LA Galaxy Academy Alliance, a development program in 

association with youth club partners South Bay Force and West Coast Futbol Club, as well as adidas, that will be an integral 

part of the pathway for players to join for the LA Galaxy Academy. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA Boys High School Winter Top "10 
by Soccer America 

[RANKINGS] Montverde (Fla.) Academy is No. 1 in the NSCAA Boys High School Top 10 winter rankings. Montverde 

overcame a 1-0 deficit to defeat Phoenix Brophy Prep, 3-1, in the Montverde Academy Tournament final last month. For the 

complete Top 10 ... - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[NEXT GENERATION SERIES] Atlanta Fire United and Southern Soccer Academy are the latest youth clubs to be accepted 

into the Next Generation Series, the new development program engineered by USL and IMG Academy. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 7:34 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Ethics of Gay Rights 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 

You’re receiving this because of your relationship with Josephson Institute¯ Manacle your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,,d radio con.-~men~s~or and the 
fern:dot snd presidept of ti:e nor!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

~%>e encoursQe you to Drowse s~l~ post co.ql~l~.ents 

WhatWillMatter.com, Eut you may slso send 
directly te Michael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.org, 

Supporting Gay Rights 
One thing ~Vve ies.."ned in the 83.3 weeks ~ve 

who ~ove you (or at ~east s~y they do) can turn 
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Paul Gardner: Euro police gambling probe lacks crucial details 
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Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Euro police gambling probe lacks 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

crucial details 
By Paul Gardner 

Europol forced itself into the news last week - the soccer news, that is - with a quasi-apocalyptic announcement 

that was not actually news at all. 

We were informed that Europol has extensive information on a vast network of illegal gambling on soccer - a global network it 

seems, based in Asia. Actually, Europol has told us this before. So why is it telling us again? 

A word or two about Europol. It operates out of The Hague, Netherlands, where it is based in a huge and quite remarkably ugly 

building - "brutalist" seems altogether too benign a term to describe its architecture. Inside this eyesore, labor Europol’s 800 

staff members. Yes, eight hundred. 

There is a sturdy logic to Europol’s function. In a world where borders are increasingly porous, policing can no longer limit 

itself to single countries. Crime operates internationally, policing must do the same. 

It lists its chief "Areas of Expertise" as "drug trafficking, illicit immigration networks and trafficking in human beings, illicit 

vehicle trafficking, cybercrime, money laundering and forgery of money." 

No mention of gambling, or soccer, it will be noted. 

Europol, says its website, is "the European Union’s law enfomement agency." ’Which doesn’t sound right, not for an 

organization that admits it has "no direct powers of arrest." What Europol does, evidently, is to investigate, collect evidence 

and then to inform the legal authorities in EU countries about what they have uncovered. Analysis, says Europol, is "at the 

core" of what it does. 

Which brings us closer to the mystery of Europol’s non-news news announcement. It begins to look like a public reminder - 

even a despairing cfl de coeur- to those European countries that it deems are not listening, that are not taking action. 

The Germans, in 2009, did act, arresting 17 people and seizing around $1.5 million in cash and "other assets." But the 

announcement of the swoop - "over 50 raids in four countries" and the arrests was significantly short on details. No one was 

named, nor were any of the 200 allegedly fixed games identified - though it soon became clear that they were games from 

lower leagues involving little=known teams. 

The ring-leaders, said the Germans, had been caught, but that seemed hardly to matter given the atmosphere of menace that 

was painted: The ominous phrase "tip of the iceberg" was used. 

But ... details. Where were the details? They were not to be found - for the plausible reason that this was an ongoing 

investigation, and more arrests could be made. But there was said to be evidence of some $15 million in profits by illegal 

gambling cartels. 

’Which, it seems to me, is where the biggest problem lies. At first hearing, that’s a lot of money. But is it? Estimates of the 

amount of money bet daily-- mostly on soccer - have been as high as $3 billion. The bulk of this comes from the Far East, 

where the appetite for gambling, particularly among the Chinese, is depicted as voracious. 

The background, then, is that of a multi-billion dollar activity: According to one expert, the three largest - legal - betting 

houses in Asia each handle $2 billion worth of bets a week, while journalist Declan Hill, author of "The Fix," a book dealing 

specifically with illegal gambling, calculates that Asian gambling, both legal and illegal, is a $450 billion-a-year industry. 

Alongside those figures the amounts paraded by the investigators are negligible. The discrepancy is clearly to be seen in the 

latest Europol report, which credits the gambling syndicates with $11 million in profits and $3 million in bribes during 2008- 

2011 period. 

In short, whatever may be the looming menace of widespread gambling, the latest Europol report does not make a very 

convincing case. The report seems to be based heavily on old cases and an investigation that has already been repotted, and 

it is short on names and games and most details. It is difficult not to question the validity of a report that raises the specter of 

game-fixing, but totally fails to give any details of what sort of fixing is involved (e.g. is it result-fixing, or is it the much simpler 

spot-fixing?), and also omits to explain how the fixing was accomplished. 

At a more fundamental level, one might even ask whether the report is saying that any games have been proved to have been 



fixed. It talks of 680 games have been identified as "suspicious." 

Just one hint of a specific game was allowed to slip through the lack of details - a tantalizing reference to a Champions 

League game in England. 

This was evidently meant to shock people. A top game in England? Probably it did shock - for a few hours. But the game was 

quickly identified as that between Liverpool and the Hungarian club Debrecen, played in 2009. A game that had already been 

investigated by UEFA because the Debrecen goalkeeper was known to have talked with supposed match-fixers. He was duly 

given a two-year ban (for failing to report his contact with the gamblers), but that was all - Debrecen later stated that the 

UEFA disciplinary committee had established that "no bribe[y, betting fraud or the influencing of the match took place" in any 

of its games. 

If it was Europol’s intention to cause increased attention to the gambling situation by hinting at English club involvement, it 

appears to have backfired. 

What I have written here is in no way intended to belittle any possible threat of widespread game-fixing. But from virtually all 

reports, the heart of the illegal gambling problem lies in the Far East, in Singapore. Beyond the immediate remit of Europol. It 

is in Asia that any effective police measures will have to be taken. A utterly frustrating situation for Europol. 
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NEW ENGLAND 

SOUTH 

.......................... 

SOUTH-W~ST ................................... 

WEST 

1~’~" ~RNA’FIO~L ......................................... 

BERKSHIRE SOCCER ACADEt~.~Y FOR GIRLS .......................................................................................................... 

The Berkshire Soccer Academy for Girls is a private residential summer camp located in East OUs, Massachusetts for girls, ages 9- 

17, who are passionate about the game and looking to take their soccer to the next level. As the only spedatty summer soccer 

camp to infuse balance and fun into an elite training experience, we provide a true "soccer plus camp" environment to help ... 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s 11ational and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s 11ational Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS .................................................................................. 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exdting opportunity for players to experience 

spedalized soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert 

coaches. In Barcelona, enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and fadlities for a true Bara experience. In 

addition to world-class training, players partidpate in daffy ... !;~!)~[£}~.e.‘~}~![!~[!?~[L!~[!~{}[[~?~![[!?~£~!~{}~Le~[~{[~£~{{~#~:!~£[!}.: 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL ~ COLLEGE ID CAMP .......................................................................................................................... 

The Ray Reid Soccer School is offering a College ID Camp held at UConn in Storrs, Connecticut, open to boys entering grades 9 - 

12. The College ID Camp is a 4-day, 3-night colle~ate showcase and competitive training program for players who plan to play at 

the college level. Staffed entirety by cortege coache% from a range of Division I to Division III schools across ... ~)[ete session 

......................................................................... 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL - ELITE ACADEMY 

The Ray Reid Elite Academy held at the University of Connecticut offers two week-long sessions (5 days, 4 nights) for boys ages 

18. Whether attending as an individual or coming to train with your team, all players will be challenged by a rigorous training 

schedule led by Coach Reid and some of the country’s top collegiate coaches on first-class training fadlities. In .....Li.o...~?.p..!.e...t.~ 

NO. 1 SOCCER ....................................................... 

11o.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http:Iiwww.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info®nolsoccercamps.com Joe 



Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating p{ay on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES .. NEW ENGLAND AREA 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months. We 

will be in the Boston, MASS area at the North Shore Arena in Topsfield, MASS on February 23rd, 2013 ........ Danbury, CT at the 

Danbury Sports Dome on February 24th, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all high school age boys ... 

RNUNES OLE ................................. 

This summer we have something special for soccer players of all ages - this is what you’ll enjoy: - Indoor ~t outdoor soccer fields 

for "rain or shine" play. - Free swimming pool access (with lifeguard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new playing experience. - 

Summer camps at the Ole Arena - fun and a great way to learn. - "Ole Summer Training" - for beginners to advanced players (U9 - 

LEHIGH MEN’S SOCCER SPRING ID CLINICS 

The purpose of these clinics is to provide a competitive training environment for the college bound player. Training and playing 

sessions will be designed to assess players readiness for Division I competition. Players win be evaluated by the Lehigh Men’s 

Soccer coaching and strength staff in the following disciplines: technical mastery, tactical understanding, goalkeeping, training 

habits and mentality, ball a~ility training, speed training ... ~lete session in~-orm~tion on Soc~:er~m~.~rica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS O.s4AP S ..................................................... 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

......................................................................... 

LEHIGH MEbI’S SOCCER SUMMER fD ACADEMY 

Academy is open to all boys entering grades 9-12. The Academy offers: -Hike soccer ball and Hike T-shirt for every player - 

Immersion into college training environment -College seminar and panel discussion -Written player evaluation for juniors and 

seniors only -Advanced Goalkeeping training -Numbered pinnies for easy identification by college coaches -Meet current Lehigh 

coaches and players July 14-16th For more information check out www ... Co,~tet~ session in~ormat~on on 5occerAmerica.com. 

LEHIGH SOCCER SU/~g, ER DAY 
................................................................................................ 

Offered to boys and ~rls ages 4-14 and features: Tikes and Spikes option for ages 4 and 5. Day camp and extended day camp for 

ages 6-14. Camps offer: - - Biggest day camps in the Lehigh Valley - Nike t-shirt for every kid - Coached by Lehigh student-athletes, 

club 8~ HS coaches - Focus is on skill development and having fun - Players of all levels are welcome - Certified Athletic ... 

HARE GOALKEEPER ACADEMY C~PS ~ ADVANCED ~: ELFTE RESIDENTIAL GOALKEEPER .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

The Advanced / Elite Residential Goalkeeper Academy Camp is open to boys and girls, entering incoming fall grades 5-12 who are 

dedicated to goalkeeping. Designed for the serious goalkeepers and those who have aspirations to play soccer at the collegiate 

level. The HGA Residential Camp focuses on both the physical and the mental aspect of goalkeeping. Its goal is to enhance each 

PREMIER SOCCER CA~,~PS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLSIProfessionallCoUege Players ... ~)l~,~te s~.~s!~ion information on Socce, rAmeri~:~.com. 



UNIVERSITY OF ivk~RYLAND BOYS ................................................................................................... 

Sasho Cirovski’s Maryland Soccer Camp is now open for registration for Summer 2013! The Maryland Soccer Camps are designed for 

players 8-18 years old and led by the University of Maryland coaching staff along with many other top level Division I coaches. 

These camps are geared to take players and elevate their skills to the next level. Regardless if you are coming as ... ~ 

......................................................................................... 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: I lwww. nol soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES - PENNSYLVANIA 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months. We 

will be in Scranton, PA at Riverfront Sports on February 9th, 2013 ........ Pittsburgh, PA at the PISA Complex in Cheswick, Pa on 

February 17th, 2013 ........ Philadelphia, PA Area at The 422 Sportsplex in Pottstown~ PA on February 18th, 2013 ........ All these ... 

RUTG ERS SOCCER ACADEMY 

2013 Camp DetailsTentative Summer Overnight and Commuter Dates SOCCER I July 7 - July 11, 2013 SOCCER 2 July 21 - July 25, 2013 

ATHLETIC REVOLUTION SOCCER ................................................................................................... 

Vir~nia- Summer camps ages 6 and up! Premiere Youth Fitness and Athlete Development Program. Reinforce complex soccer skills 

and manipulation/control such as: dribbling, passing, running, shooting, kicking, rules of the game, positions, complex motor skills, 

and teamwork. 

LAKE PLACID SOCCER CENTRE 

Lake Pladd Soccer Centre Overnight and Day Camps since 1976 with core focus on individual soccer skills improvement through 

the Coerver Coaching Method. International staff, World Cup Stars, unmatched fadlities, campus security 24/7, TEAM Training 

program, advanced session, full GK program~36 years camp program experience, Accredited Certified Athletic training staff, the 

BEST camp food and a FULl week make LPSC the best ... ~let~.~ session information on So~:cerAmedca 

NYC SOCCER ACADEMY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

The HYC Soccer Academy at Columbia University Baker Athletics Complex is committed to training players between the ages of 6- 

18 in the technical, tactical and athletic aspects of soccer. SPRING BREAK CLINICS (Ages 6-18) Session I - March 18 - 21 Session 2 - 

March 25 - 28 SUMMER CAMPS (Ages 6-18) Session I - June 10 - 14 Session 2 - June 17 - 21 Session 3 - June 24 - 28 Session ... 

MARYLAND SOCCER CAMP FOR GIRLS 

For more info please visit: www.terpssoccercamp.com Day camps: June 12-15 at UMDIJune 17-21 at TBD Residential at UMD: June 

23-26/July 10-13 ~fete session ~ntormation on SoccerAmer~ca,com, 

RUTGERS SOCCER ACADEMY- COLLEGE tD ............................................................................................................................ 

March 16 & 17, 2013 Hosted in "The Bubble" on campus at Rutgers University High School ages 14-18 years old 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY NIGH SCHOOL PRE-SEASON TEAM CAMP 

The camp is designed to help High School players and teams prepare for their upcoming season and pre-seasons. The camp will 

enhance individual skills while building team concepts and will include a specific curriculum that includes group and individual 

attacking prindples, group and individual defending prindples, attacking play, possession with a purpose exerdses, finishing exerdses 
and 1 lv 11 team tactics. The evening sessions will ... ~!~?~e~t~2~e~s~?~!~t~!]~?:~t~1~?~n~£!~2~£~:" 



LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - ADVANCED SOCCER CAMPS 

The Advanced Soccer School is an instructional camp designed for the dedicated soccer player. It is ideal for those players who 

have aspirations to compete at the select/club, O.D.P., and college level. The Advanced camp will provide a challenging training 

environment for the players with a spedfic curriculum for each age group. An emphasis will be placed on the habits and ... 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - SUk,94ER fD CAMP ....................................................................................................... 

The College Identification Camp is a two day camp that is designed for High School age players who have aspirations to compete 

at the college level and/or are considering Loyola University Maryland Soccer as their college choice. The camp will provide a 

challenging training environment and give players the opportunity to experience an NCAA Division 1 training program. The camp 

DAVE MASUR SOCCER CAMP PROGRAMS St Johns University, Queens, NY 6 camp weeks for Boys ~t Girls ages 5-14 years. At the Dave 

Masur Soccer Kid program, participants will improve their soccer skills in a friendly and fun filled environment. All the game skills 

such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small sided games, practices and game 

ST. JOHN’S ELITE OVERNIGHT CAMP 

The Dave Masur Residential PremierlElite Camp will follow the same coaching format used by one of the best teams in the 

country. Campers will benefit from the opportunity to work with Coach Masur, his staff and top level collegiate players where 

they will share with you their coaching strategies to develop you into a national caliber player. Overnight Camps at St John’s ... 

MONICLAIR SOCCER CAMPS ........................................................................ 

At the Montdair Soccer Camp, directed by St. John’s University head men’s soccer Dave Masur and Montdair State women’s 

coach Pat Naughter, participants from kindergarten to lOth grade will improve their soccer skills in a friendly and fun filled 

environment. All the game skills such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small 

sided games, practices .., 

ST. JOFIN’S ELITE 1 DAY CLINIC 

RNUNES OLE 

This summer we have something special for soccer players of aR ages - this is what you’ll enjoy: - Indoor ~t outdoor soccer fields 

for "rain or shine" play. - Free swimming pool access (with lifeguard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new playing experience. - 

Summer camps at the Ole Arena - fun and a great way to learn. - "Ole Summer Training" - for beginners to advanced players (U9 - 

JRo PREMIER ACADEMY PRESENTED BY SASVARIWAY SOCCER TRAINING CENTERS 

This age group of premier I0-14 year otds usually get overlooked at most camps only to be placed with older kids where they may 

get a challenge, but are still an afterthought. SasvariWay developed this special program for these age groups so they can have an 

opportunity to compete with and against the best players. Premier level players seek out the highest level of ... 

DISNEY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Play and learn side by side with superstars of the game in the middle of the magic. You never know who you’ll meet during this 4- 

Day Instructional Camp at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex. Past camp sessions have featured appearances from professional 

English Premier League players including Craig BeRamy of Liverpool, Paul Robinson of Blackburn Rovers, and Aaron Hughes of 



SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... Com.plet:e session 

HS ELITE 

This spedal camp will be directed by SasvadWay International Staff. High School age players (male and female) ages 13 - 19 only 

are invited to this event and should have experience in playing in high school or entering high school in the Fall of 2013. The goal 

is to create a focused and challenging training environment that will inspire and bring out the best in ... ~.~!)2J2).~)..).~)~.~. 

PREMIER SOCCER C,,s~PS ................................................................ 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLS/Professiona[/Col[ege Players ... 

COASTAL CAROLINA SOCCER ACADEMY AND CAMPS 

JOIN US IN 2013! In 2013 our sessions will be Session 1 June 22-25 and Session 2 June 27-30 and booking your individual place or 

your team place will start in November. We have one of the most exciting and challenging soccer camps in the USA. Over the 

years, we’ve had lO0’s of teams and their coaching staff and 1,000’s ... 

JUVEN[US SOCCER SCHOOL MIAM1 ......................................................................................... 

Soccer Cage Miami has partnered with the prestigious Juventus F.C. Experienced coaches will be arriving from Italy to train kids 

by following the Juventus School Method. Top quality, age appropriate technical and tactical exercises will be provided. Kids will 

develop and improve their soccer skills in a fun and safe environment. Children will learn soccer secrets from Juventus 

professionals and will have the ... 

PRESTON GOLDFARB’S "EXCELLENCE THROUGH FUNDAMENTALS" SOCCER CAMP 

For 27 years, the Preston Goldfarb’s "Excellence Through Fundamentals" Soccer Camp has been doing it the right way. Unlike many 

camps that play games all day, we are focused on developing the player through intense training designed to increase technical 

ability and tactical awareness. I believe that if you just play games all day, you only continue to practice bad habits! That is ... 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #I ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs all 

at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity well prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... ~dete session information on Seccer,~rnedca~com~ 

SOCCER 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 2013 http: / iwww. no1 soccercamps, com Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ no1 soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... !~!):(!~!~.‘~.e.~}~.!!!!!!?[L!~r.!~![!}?~1‘~!!EL~!!~!~e.~[‘~r.!}~!~(!~!~!!.~: 

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER ACADEMY.; ORLANDO, FI.__~ 

Come join the exclusive dub of over 700 players from Europe, Africa and the USA who have attended the International Soccer 

Academy in Auburndale (Orlando), FL (USA) and compete with players from throughout the world. Since 2003, this unique camp 

has brought together top international coaches and youth national 8~ regional level players for a one of a kind experience in the 

USA’s top tourist destination. Whether you are an elite player striving to play professional or college soccer; or an average player 

who is very committed to your own improvement, the International Soccer ... 



USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps 

for boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schilte-Brown understand how important it is to offer very 

specific programs for all ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #I College ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College 

Programs all at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity well 

prior to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... 

SOCCERPLUS C~PS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s Hational Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... Cor~g)[ete ses!~ion 

h"~formabon on SoccerAmeHca.com. ......................................................................... 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exalting opportunity for players to experience 

specialized soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert 

coaches. In Barcelona, enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and fadlities for a true Bara experience. In 

addition to world-class training, players partidpate in daily ... ~lel:e se!~sion information en SoccerAmedca,com, 

NO. 1 SOCCER CAMPS ....................................................... 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: / lwww. nol soccercamps, com Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the bah in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES - MICHIGAN ............................................................................................................ 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months ......... 

We will be in the Detroit Area at Oakland Yard in Waterford, MI on February 9th, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all high 

school age boys and ~irls of all positions. Look For More Information on our web site. www ... 

ILLINOIS SKILL SCHOOLS ............................................................... 

Illinois’ Most Effective Skill-Spedfic Soccer Training! Illinois Skill Schools’ "numbers approach" brings the best skill development 

methods from all over the world to Illinois with particular influence from Brazil, Holland, England and Spain. Take the "Skill Band 

Challenge" today!!! 

CARTHAGE COLLEGE SOCCER C’~APS 

The Carthage College Soccer Camps directed by Steve Domin continues to be the Midwest’s leading training ground for all levels 

of soccer players; both intermediate and advanced ’keepers and field players who wish to improve. All while enjoying the 

amenities of a model, sharp, clean, safe campus at one of America’s top academic institutions. The Camp is widely regarded as the 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY ELITE fD CAMP .............................................................................................................. 

The Elite ID Camp is designed for motivated high-school age players who are competitively involved in club and/or high school 

soccer who want to improve their technical and tactical skills. This camp encourages young players to become better players and 

teammates in sessions that are both challenging and enjoyable. Illinois State Elite ID Clinic is designed as a small environment (max. 



ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY FUTURE REDBIRD DAY CAMP 

Join us for four days of training "Redbird-style" where the IHinois State coaching staff as well as current members of the team 

help your child develop the skins that have helped to make the Redbirds one of the top coUegiate programs in the region. This 

competitive and fun environment win help young soccer players develop as well as fall in love with the ... 

SOCCERPLUS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

......................................................................... 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS ................................................................ 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our Hational Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 
are Hational Team Players or MLSIProfessionaUCoUege Players ... !~.~)~.!~‘~e~..!~L!~tf.~.E~?.!~L~$.~~E~:~:" 

COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #I ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs all 

at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity weU prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: / lwww. nol soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attackingldefending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps 

for boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schilte-Brown understand how important it is to offer very 

spedfic programs for all ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS ................................................................................. 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 College ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College 

Programs all at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capadty well 

prior to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... !~!!Z!{!}.~.e....~.~!t~:!!}~]!.!~]!!i~!![!!}#.![!!}~]!.}~.{! 

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-TYLER SPRING SOCCER CAMP 

The UT Tyler Men’s Soccer program will be offering a camp March 2nd & 3rd lead by head coach Kenny Jones from 1:00pm- 

6:00pro. Registration is open to all 9th-12th graders at S50 for one day, or $95 for both days. ~det~.~ session in~erm~don on 

.......................................... 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOCCER 

Whether your son or daughter is a novice soccer player who’s just beginning in this wonderful sport, an experienced player 

striving to gain an edge against his or her opponents, or a team preparing to capture a league or tournament championship, The 

University of Texas Soccer Camp directed by Angela Kelly offers a training environment and program spedfically designed to meet 



SOCCERPL US CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... ~..o.[~3.~..~.~2!9.~ 

PREMIER SOCCER C~PS ................................................................ 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLS/Professional/College Players ... ~C~‘~}~I~!~t~sj~n~!}~r~[~a~t~!~q~n~!}~r~!}~:~!~!}~: 

WSU COUGAR ID ELITE CAMP 

The Cougar ID Camp is designed to 8ive each camper an inside look into what it means to be a collegiate soccer player. Campers 

will be put through training sessions that will mirror sessions that the WSU soccer staff run for their current team. Each session 

will test the campers technically, physically as well as expand their tactical knowledge. The sessions will be run ... 

SKILLS 

At the I Got Skills Soccer camp, players improve their soccer skills and develop a higher level of confidence with the ball. 

Constantly beating their opponents 1 on 1 Simply because they know ’1 Got Skills." I Got Skills Soccer Camp is Brought to you by 

Hawaii Street Soccer. Each Camp will improve the skills of all players from Besinner to Elite. Beginning players ... !~.~j~!~.3~.~?~)..o.!:! 

......................................................................... 

NO,f SOCCER CAMPS 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 2013 http: //www. no1 soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo® no1 soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

Nb.~NCHESTER UNITED SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Official Summer Soccer Camps of one of the most prestigious and powerful soccer clubs in the world; learn to play the 

Manchester United Way at Manchester United Soccer Schools! This is the offidal camp of one of the world’s most popular clubs 

and in 2012 alone, children from more than 70 different countdes attended a Manchester United Soccer Schools residential 

camp. Camp ... ~lete ~;ession information on Socce~America.com. 

AC ~ILAN JUNIOR CAMP 

The AC Milan Junior Camp (MJC) is the Officia[ Summer Academy Soccer Camp organized by one of the most prestigious, powerful, 

and popular soccer dubs in the world: AC Milan. The soccer training sessions, depending on your site, will be led by such AC 

Milan soccer legends as Filippo Galli (former player and AC Milan Youth Department Manager), Pierino Prati (former player and 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

The FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exalting opportunity for teens to experience specialized soccer training through an 

official partnership with one of the world’s most successful soccer teams and their expert coaches. Enjoy exclusive access to FCB 

training methods and facilities (You wiU play at the training center of FC Barcelona and the Masia (FCB Academy)! for a true Barca 



CHELSEA SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of world-famous Chelsea FC of the English Premiership (first division) allows campers to gain an insight 

into the training methods and techniques which compdse the Chelsea Soccer Schools model. The camps take place at Chelsea 

FC’s world-class Cobham~ Surrey training fadlity; the same fadlity where the Chelsea first team practices. The camps also include 

a weekend visit to Chelsea ... 

REAL MADRID SOCCER CAMP ......................................................................... 

The Real Maddd Soccer Camp aRows its participants to experience the official soccer camps of one of the world’s most famous 

soccer dubs~ Real Madrid! Camp participants will be immersed in Spanish culture and experience a "Madddista" environment. 

Spanish Classes option available and training at Valdebebas (Real Maddd FC training fadlity). Partidpants experience the training 

methods used by Real Madrid to train their ... 

RCD ESPANYOL BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

This Barcelona Soccer Camp is carded out in collaboration with the RCD Espanyol of Barcelona; one of Barcelona’s two 

professional soccer teams and a team that is more than 100 years old. 1 session for Boys and 1 session for Girls~ Spanish Classes 

option available. RCD Espanyol de Barcelona’s scouting staff will be on site evaluating players and making direct contact with .,. 

JUVENTUS TURIN SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Juventus Soccer Camp is the Offidal Soccer Residential Summer Camp organized by one of the most prestigious and powerful 

soccer club in the World: Juventus of Turin. Special Sessions at the Training center of Juventus first team facility in Vinovo near 

Turin. Juventus is the most successful team in the history of Italian soccer and has spent all but one year of its ... ~ 

......................................................................................... 

PARIS..SAINT..GER~i~AIN ACADEMY SOCCER C.~P 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of the Pads Saint Germain ("PSG") soccer team of the France League 1 championship. The new 

"Galacticos" soccer club in Europe with coach Carlo Ancelotti and soccer superstars Zlatan Ibrahimovic~ Motta Thiago~ Javier 

Pastore~ Lucas Moura and Ezequiel Lavezzi. Camp partidpants will experience Professional French Soccer Academy life at an elite 

training facility outside Pads. The camps also include a ... ~lel:~,~ session information on So£cerAmedca ,~:om, 

CAP GIRONDfNS BORDEAUX SOCCER CAMP ............................................................................................................. 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of the Bordeaux soccer team of the France League 1 championship. The Bordeaux soccer camp is the 

oldest and most respected soccer camp in France. Some camp sessions even include visits from Bordeaux first team players (based 

on the players’ schedule and availability) and feature a half-hour long question and answer session where camp participants can 

ask the professional players ... 

ARSENAl. SOCCER SCHOOLS 

Arsenal Football Club is one of England’s most successful soccer clubs. Learn and develop your soccer skills and Play The Arsenal 

Way! This camp features various drills and games designed to improve campers’ individual sldRs and soccer knowledge. The Arsenal 

camp is designed with the serious player in mind and includes a player assessment from the Arsenal head coach on Mondays 

during the ... ~/ete session inforrnation on SoccerAmelica,cm-m 

BOBBY CHARLTON SOCCER AND SPORTS ACADEMY 

One of the oldest and most respected soccer camps in England~ the Bobby Charlton Soccer and Sports Academy is the camp that 

launched the career of soccer superstar David Beckham. The camp was created by England’s most popular soccer player of aR- 

time~ Sir Bobby Charlton. The camp features a world-famous soccer skills test and the top performers from these tests are invited 

SPANISH FEDERATION I~qTERNATIONAL SOCCER CAMP 

This is the Offida[ camp of the 2010 FIFA World Cup Champion / 2008-2012 European Champions Spanish Soccer Federation. The 

Spanish Soccer Federation International Soccer Camp takes place at La Ciudad del Futbol in Madrid. This site serves as the home 

for the Spanish National Soccer Team and campers wit[ play at the same site used by the reigning World Cup and European 



SOCCER CAMPS 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 2013 http: //www. no1 soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ no1 soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Flo.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin~ camp concentratin~ play on both sides of 

the ball in the attackin~/defendin~ third of the field immediately in front of the ~oal. Enterin~ its 37th consecutive year of 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES o CAb~ADA ........................................................................................................ 

The Premier College Combines are a 8rear way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months ......... 

We will be in Niagara Falls, Canada at the Niagara Falls Sportsplex on March 2nd, 2013 ........ Toronto Canada at The County Day 

School in Kin8 City on March 3rd, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all hish school a~e boys and ... Corl~.~ete !~.~ssion 

......................................................................... 

To submit your free listing (maximum of 1 5 listings per organization) to Soccer America Camps 
8 Academies, go to Soccer America. 
For information on advertising in Soccer America Camps ~ Academies, contact Doug Murdock 
or call 1-510-374-2967 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mikeO, socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

@ 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Soccer America Tournament Calendar: Thursday, Feb. 6, 2013 

Thursday, Feb. 7, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

~ 
SourH 

MtDoWEST ........................... 

SOUTH..WEST 

WEST 

~NTERNATIONAL ......................................... 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 23, 20~3 

High School 

.~.E.E~!E.~..~.~LLEG.E..Gg~.~.E.:...~9.~.,...~?~5. 
Noah Shore Arena Topsfie[d Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player wiU play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field tu~ fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - DANBURY, CT 
Danbury Sports Dome Danbury Connecticut (Hew England Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

FIELDHOUSE FC COLU~BtA CUP 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

March 2 (U12G) March 3 (U12B) March 9 (U14G) March 10 (U14B) March 16 (U16G) March 17 (U16B) March 23 (UI8G) March 24 

(U18B) .... A Fieldhouse FC Nor’Easter Champions League Event .... By age group, series of once-per-month single day 8-team 

tournaments from Nov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

FIELDHOUSE FC FLAT BRO01< SHOOTOUT 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

April 6 (U12G) April 7 (U12B) April 13 (U14G) April 14 (U14B) April 20 (U18G) April 21 (U18B) April 27 (U16G) April 28 (U16B) .... A 

Fieldhouse FC HoCEaster Champions League Event .... By age group, series of once-per-month single day 8-team tournaments from 

Nov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: $200 per ... 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

CINCO DE MAYO CLASICO .................................................................. 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 



***MUST QUALIFY*** May 4 (Girls) May 5 (Boys) .... Fieldhouse FC HoVEaster Champions League Finals .... By age group, series of 

once-per-month single day 8-team tournaments from Hov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco 

de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: $100 per team. 45 minute games. Penalty Idcks if tied ..... Teams are seeded from 1 to 4 based 

Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9 - U19 

NEW ENGLAND SOCCER CLASSIC gt SHOWCASE 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 12, 2013 

Two levels of competition offered in all competitive age groups UI1-U19. UIO offered in 6v6 and 8v8 formats. UIO ~ U11 Friendship 

Festival with 4 match guarantee. Ull offered in Friendship and Championship competitions. U12 offered in 8v8 and 11 v 11 

Championship Formats. Limited enrollment - teams are accepted on a rolling basis upon the completion of the registration and 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

UIO - U15 Boys ~t Girls 

G4S CHALLENGE CUP 
Coventry Rhode Island (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday~ May I, 2013 

This is our 2nd Annual G4S Challenge Cup which was formally known as the Joe Strauss Memorial Tournament which ran for 15 

years. The G4S Challenge Cup Memorial Day Soccer Tournament will be held at the Fish Hill Soccer Complex in Coventry, RI. After 

15 very successful years the family of Joe Strauss decided to no longer run the Memorial Day Soccer Tournament. However ... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9 - U15 

NESC CO].LIA,~BUS DAY CLASSIC 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 

- All matches at Hauset Regional High School, Eastham MA. - No Friday night team check-in. - Saturday team check-in beginning at 

8 AM - 11 AM. - Two day event: Saturday ~ Sunday. - U9 O~ UIO Friendship Festival (6v6 or 8v8) - 4 match guarantee. - Ull offered in 

Friendship and Championship 8v8 formats. - U12 offered in 8v8 and 11vll Championship Formats - 2 competitive levels offered in 

U11-U15 ~lel:e toun~am~.~t i~-om~atio~ on Socce~m~.~rica.(:om. 

Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

High School 

Riverfront Sports Scranton Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

High School 

Sahlen’s Spots Park Buffalo Hew York(Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with HO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE .- CANPd~N NY 
The Fieldhouse at Canaan Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 

High School 

PREA,~IER COLLEGE COk~BINE- LONG ISLAND, NY 



Long Island Indoor Sports Complex Freeport New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by coUege coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in I 5 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COk~BINE ~ PIITSBURGH I~]_A 
PISA Complex Chesv~ck Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

High School 

P...~@.~.!.B.B..£~LL~.LGg~!.!~£.:.2.E!L~..~:~L.~LK!;5..P.& 
The 422 SportsPlex Pottstown Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

U8-U19 

NJ WILDCATS SPRING KICKOFF I~IVITATtONAL .................................................................................................................... 
Long Branch, NJ New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 

U9-U12 

,~ANDA POST BOYS WEEKEND ................................................................................ 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

About the Tournament In Loving Memory of Amanda Post The Amanda Post Memorial Tournament is a tournament that has a lot of 

meaning not only to the organizations and participants of this event, but also the community around it. This annual tournament is 

dedicated to the memory of Amanda Josephine Post, who passed away in 2009 during her freshman year at River Hi[[ High ... 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

U9-U12 

,@V~A~IDA POST GIRLS WEEKEND 
Covenant Park in Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Fdday, Feb. 8~ 2013 

About the Tournament In Loving Memory of Amanda Post The Amanda Post Memorial Tournament is a tournament that has a lot of 

meaning not only to the organizations and participants of this event, but also the community around it. This annual tournament is 

dedicated to the memory of Amanda Josephine Post, who passed away in 2009 during her freshman year at River Hill High ... 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U8-U14 

STo JOHN’S SOCCER SPRING TOURNA,~ENT 
Queens New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

The Dave Masur Preseason Tournament will feature approximately three 30 minute games per team, with a final number to be 

determined based on the number of teams entering the tournament. All tournament games will be coordinated to finish in a four- 

hour time frame. - 7-on-7 games on 35x55 yard fields. - Full-size goals allow for plenty of scoring opportunities for all ages! - A 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U9-U12 

3RD ANNUAL MCLEAN PRE~v~tER IOURN~ENT - GIRLS Ug-U12 ............................................................................................................................................................. 
McLean Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Feb. 9~ 2013 

McLean Youth Soccer and adidas invites your team to apply for participation in the 3rd Annual McLean Premier Soccer 

tournament! The tournament will be held over two weekends in March and is open to Ug-U12 boys and girls travel/select teams. 

All games will be played in McLean, VA. The GIRLS tournament will be held on March 16-17, 2013. The BOYS tournament will be ... 



Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18/19 

NEW JERSEY CLIP 
Flew Jersey New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

The 9th Annual New Jersey Cup is US Club SocceCs state championship for member clubs and teams. Preliminary-round games 

commence in March~ 2013, and culminate in the semifinals/finals May 11 -I 2. Teams that win their first game of the New Jersey Cup 

advance in the championship bracket, one-loss elimination. Teams that lose their first game of the competition will move into the 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

Uii-U19 

BALTIMORE MANb.~ BOYS WEEKEND .......................................................................................... 

ERicott City, Bei Air, Jarrestville, Anne Arundel County Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 
Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

The Baltimore Mania Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. The Baltimore Mania Soccer 

Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. AR teams must be 

affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US C{ub Soccer. 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U9-U12 

3RD ANNUAL MCLEAN PREMIER [OURNAMENT - BOYS Ug-U12 

McLean Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 
Entry Deadline: Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

McLean Youth Soccer and adidas invites your team to apply for participation in the 3rd Annual McLean Premier Soccer 

tournament! The tournament will be held over two weekends in March and is open to U9-U12 boys and ~irls travel/select teams. 

All games will be played in McLean~ VA. The GIRLS tournament will be held on March 16-17, 2013. The BOYS tournament will be ... 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 20i3 

UII-U19 

BALTIMORE k’b@qA GIRLS WEEKEND ........................................................................................... 
ERicott City, Be[ Air, Jarrestville, Anne Arundel County Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25~ 2013 

The Baltimore Mania Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. The Baltimore Mania Soccer 

Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams must be 

affiliated and their p[ayers registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 through Saturday, March 30, 2013 

U8-U19 

NETI-tER UNITED S~RING INVITATIONAL 
Delaware County, PA Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March I, 2013 

Nether United Soccer Club is pleased to present its 14th Nether United Spring Invitational, "Powered by Adidas" on Saturday, 

March 30th, 2013. The tournament is one of Southeastern Pennsylvania’s largest one-day tournaments and this is due to the many 

regional area clubs and our committed volunteers and local community businesses that support our event year after year. We are 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U9-Ui9 Boys and Girls 

2013 STELLAR O:NE KtMOYO CUP ................................................................................... 

Roanoke Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

A TOURNAMENT FOR A GREAT CAUSE!! Come join us in beautiful Roanoke, VA for our 5th annual Stellar One Kimoyo Cup. The 
tournament helps provide used Soccer equipment to children in Africa. We encourage all teams paFtidpating to donate all and 
any used SOCCer equipment. Our Kimoyo foundation will hand deliver the equipment to children all over Africa. This tournament 
offers all levels of ... 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

BIG U15-17 

EMPIRE CUP COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
Rochester, NY New York (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, April 18, 2013 

The Empire Cup College Showcase invites boys and ~rls teams U-15 through U-17 to partidpate in our lOth Annual Empire Cup 

College Showcase. Rochester, NY is located in Upstate Flew York and is easily accessible by major highways. The Showcase has 

traditional[y drawn teams from throughout New Jersey, Delaware, New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Canada. The Empire 



Cup College Showcase is the premier college ... ~.~!~?~.e~9-.~.~.~!~!3~:~..!~1e!~.jJ~!.~!~.9.!1~i~.~!~!E~!~.~:.~!E: 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

ug-u19 

THE CHALLENGER INVITATIONAl.. 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

The Challenger Invitational is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a USYS Sanctioned tournament. All teams must 

be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state assodations or US Club Soccer. ~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

YORK CUP CLASSIC ................................................. 
York, PA Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1~ 2013 

York USA will host boys and girls travel teams in the U9 through U19 age groups at the 2013 York Cup Classic soccer tournament. 

The 2013 event will held May 17th, 18th and 19th at various venues in and around York~ Pennsylvania. As in past tournaments, well 

over one hundred teams from central, eastern~ southcentral, and southeastern Pennsylvania as well as northcentral and 

northeastern ... 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U8 thorugh U14 

YORK CUP RECREATIONAL 
York Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1~ 2013 

York USA invites any and all boys and girls recreational soccer teams to join us for the 6th Annual York Recreational Soccer 

Tournament. This year’s event is open to U8 and older age groups. The tournament will be held at a single venue~ the 

Northeastern Youth Sports Association’s PPL Soccer Complex just outside of York, Pennsylvania providing easy access to Route 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

Ug-HS 

35TH ANNUAL EAST FISHKILL MEMORIAL DAY TOURNAMENT 
East Fishkill New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, May 20, 2013 

- 150 minutes of playing time guaranteed for all age groups (typically 3x50’ games). - 3 referee system for all age groups. Minimal 

waiting between games. Teams brackets are normally completed in 5 hours (1 hour rest between each of 3 games) - Managed by 

Got Soccer (ranking points awarded for U12 and above) - Boys play Saturday. Girls play Sunday. 

Saturday, May 25~ 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U8 through U19 

t88 CHALLENGE ......................................... 
Oneonta, Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 10, 2013 

When making the dedsion on which tournament to bring your team to, what is important to you? What factors do you look for in 

each event that help you decide which tournament is best for your team? Here at the 188 Challenge we believe that we have 

many of the features you are looking for and more! * Low Fees - The 188 Challenge is one ... 

.......................................... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9-19 

COLUMBIA fNVFIATfONAL 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April 1, 2013 

The Columbia Invitational is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams 

must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. 

Saturday~ May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

U10-U18 

NEW ENGLAND COMETS GOLDEN GOAL MEMORIAL WEEKEND TOURNAMENT ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Fort Ann, NY New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, April 20, 2013 

Golden Goal is proud to host the Hew England Comets - Golden Goal Memorial Weekend Tournament. Visit the Lake George area 

and play in competitive soccer games at one of the most exceptional venues on the East Coast at the foothills of the Adirondack 

Mountains. The Tournament is open to boys and girls teams from U10 through U18. Teams will play 4, 50-minute games. 



Friday, May 31, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

U8-U19 

39TH ANNUAL CHILI SOCCER INVITATIONAL 2.013 
Rochester New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday~ April 30~ 2013 

This is a Classic Travel Tournament. Chili is located 10 miles west of Rochester, NY. Many of the games are played on the pristine 

fields of Davis Park in Chili, NY. We are welcoming boys and girls, age groups U8-U19 We expect over 100 teams again this year from 

New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Delaware and Canada. 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

U10-U19 

UMBC in Baltimore, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 

Boys and Girls -U10-U19 Recreation Travel and Travel Level Brackets Available 3 Game Minimum; plus p[ayoffs Recreation Travel 

level will be a state competition only. ~V~nners will not advance to Regionals. Travel Level winners will advance to US Club Soccer 

Regional Competition. Application Fees: Recreation Travel U10-U14 $350; U15-U19 $375 Application Fees: Travel U10-U14 5425; U1 

U19 S450 All fees include administration cost and field ... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

Ug-U19 

SOUTHERN ~IARY[.AND CLASSIC 

Bryantown Sports Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24~ 2013 

The Southern MD Classic is open to ati competitive and classic club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through the 

Maryland State Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their 

respective state associations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u19 

i~ASO N DIXON 
Hagerstown Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Mason Dixon Cup Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through 

the Maryland State Youth Soccer Association. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their 

respective state associations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u19 

~IP, KWOOD ~OYS PREMIER TOUPdqAk~EHT 
.......................................................................................................... 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

We feature 15 quality grass fields, three of which are Bermuda grass and one synthetic turf field Many of the games will be played 

at the KSC fields, some games will be played at the Governor Bacon Health fadlity and Gunning Bedford School as well our 

tournament accepts over 200 teams from 15 states and Canada. 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 through Sunday, June 23, 2013 

Girls U12-U17 

WAGS RAEL VODICKA MEMORIAI.~LJALIFIER TOURNAME~T 
Northern VA Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 10, 2013 

1 Division Per Age Group: Winner will automatically qualify for the 2013 WAGS Tournament. 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

Adult 

5TH ANNUAL CO~@~ONWEALTH CLASStC 
Fredericksburg Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Commonwealth Soccer League, Inc., will be hosting the Commonwealth Classic 11vll adult soccer tournament on June 29-30, 2013 

on the Bermuda grass fields at Patriot Park in Spotsylvania County, Va. We offer divisions in: Men’s Premier, Competitive and Over- 

40; Coed Premier and Competitive; and new this year a Women’s Open Invitational division. All teams are guaranteed at least 3 



Saturday, July 6, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

LI9-U19 

k~lD ATLANTIC CUP BOYS WEEKEND 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

u8-u19 

COBRAS FC 23RD ANNUAL SUMMER CLASSIC 
Rochester Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ June 17, 2013 

Our tournament attracts some of the finest Boys and Girls U8-U19 soccer teams from across the northeast and Canada resulUng in 

a solid competitive tournament. Every team is guaranteed at least 3 games. Games are played on high quality, well groomed fields. 

Saturday night "Family Fun Festival" including dinner, entertainment and fireworks. This is considered a "friendly non-competitive" 

tournament for ages U8-U10 ~fete tournament information on 5occerAmerica.corn. 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

ug-u19 

MID ATLANTIC CUP GIRLS WEEKEND 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

U12 - U18 BOYS ~t GIRLS 

OL E t NTERNATIONAL TOU RN>V~ENT 
Lake George Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 

Compete with International Teams - OU OI International Tournament is the soccer summer highlight Are you ready to compete? 

This summer, soccer teams (U12-U18, both boys 8~ girls) from all over the world will come together at the "Golden Goal" soccer 

facility to compete in the OI International Tournament during the July 19-21st weekend. Our two-day tournament is an optimal 

measure of your team’s performance - and an ideal opportunity to meet other players from the USA and overseas! Ideal vacation 

location The Golden Goal facility is located in upstate Hew York - an unforgettable vacation playground for the whole family that 

includes the popular Lake George re81on and Saratoga Springs. Golden Goal is the ideal soccer venue with four lighted turf fields 

5~ four professional grass surfaces nestled in 200-acres of forest. In addition, the "Olympic Village" cabins provide the players a 

comfortable Iod81ng and place to make friends, a dining area and entertainment center for when they’re off the field. Your 

soccer highlight for the summer Here’s what you need to know to take part in the OI International Tournament 2013: Tournament 

is held Friday-Sunday, July 19-21, 2013 Check-in time Friday afternoon at 4pm; check-out time Sunday at 12 noon Friday night: 

tactical training session under the lights for all teams Saturday: a minimum of three games for each team (50 minutes each) Sunday 

morning: two teams meet for the final - and the ... ~fete tournament ~nformation on SoccerAmerica,com, 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

I<ICK IT 3V3..-PITTSBIJRGN 
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 

~ICK IT 3VJo-FLE~fNGTON .................................................................... 
Flemington Hew Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams vail play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great pMzes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

Men’s Open Division and Women’s Open Division 

22ND ANNUAL LONG 1SLAND WOMEN’S SOCCER TOURNA/V~ENT ............................................................................................................................................................... 
Stony Brook Llniversity P-Lot Fields Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

LIWSL is proud to announce their 22nd Annual Long Island Women’s Soccer League Tournament. The tournament contains a 

women’s open division and a men’s open division. Level of play: competitive to very competitive. Format: 1 lvl 1 ; 4 games, 70 

minutes each; 3 offidals for every game. ~lete tournament information on SoccerAmedca,com, 



Saturday, Au~. 3,2013 through Sunday, Au~. 4, 2013 

LIIS-U19 

~<IP, KWOOD PAUL WELLBORN BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ................................................................................................................................................... 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Ent~ Deadline: Tuesday~ July 2~ 2013 

We feature 15 quality Brass fields, three of which are Bermuda Brass and one synthetic turf field Many of the 8ames will be played 

at the KSC fields. 

Saturday, Aus. 10, 2013 throush Sunday, Aus. 11, 2013 

US-Adult 

/~CK I’[" 3V3--YORK REGIONAL ............................................................................ 
York Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Resion) 

Ent~ Deadline: F~day, Aus. 2, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams ~ll play 4 to 7 8ames) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams ~n Each Di~s~on - Chance to win ~reat p~zes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

qualification for the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~[eLe toum~ment information en Soc(:erAmeric~.~em. 

Saturday, Aus. 17, 2013 throush Sunday, Aus. 18, 201~ 

US-U19 

~tCDONOGH / PIPELINE SC ................................................................................................................... 

AcDonosh School and Gar~son Forrest School Ma~[and (Aid-Atlantic Resion) 

Ent~ Deadline: Wednesday, July 31~ 2013 

The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrest~cted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer teams pendin8 approval 

International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can apply now. ~lel:e Leurnamen~ 

......................................................................... 

Friday, Aus. 30, 2013 through ~onday, Sept. 2, 2013 

Ug-U19 

OBGC CAPITAl.. CUP 
Etticott City, Otney, Columbia Ma~[and (Mid-Atlantic Resion) 

Ent~ Deadline: Saturday} ~uly 1% 2013 

Saturday~ Aus. ~1~ 201~ throush Sunday~ Sept. 1~ 201~ 

ug-u15 

KEYSTONE CUP ........................................ 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Re81on) 

Ent~ Deadline: Monday, Aus. 12, 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 201~ throush ~onday, Oct. 14, 201B 

UlO-U18 

7TH ANNUAL DISCOVE£~~ CUP ............................................................................ 
Boyds Ma~land (Mid-Atlantic Re,on) 

Ent~ Bead[ine: Saturday~ Aus. 24~ 2013 

The Ma~[and SoccerPtex im4tes your team to apply for part]dpation ]n the 7th Annual DISCOVERY CUP! The tournament is a 

premier leve[ tournament for hishty competitive GIRLS teams and has 8ained noto~ety for its ~sin8 level of play and 

compet]flveness! ALL teams v4N play their 8ames at the finest soccer compIex in the Llnited States...a fadt]ty consistin8 of 12 

btuesrass fie[ds, 7 bermuda ... 

Saturday~ Oct. 12~ 201~ throush Sunday~ O{t. 13~ 201~ 

ug-u18 Girls 

~EDERICK CUP G~R[.S PRE~ER TOURN~AENT 
Kirkwood Soccer Club Detaware (~id-Atiantic Re,on) 

Ent~ Deadline: Saturday~ Sept. 7} 2013 

Kirkwood Soccer Club presents the Frede~ck Cup Girls Premier tournament to be held over CoIumbus Day Weekend (October 12- 

13, 2013). This is a Premier Girts event open to teams in the U09 to U18 abe ~roups. This tournament will have divisions for all levels 

of play (premier, eIite & classic travel). 

Saturday~ Oct. 12~ 2013 throush ~onday~ Oct. 14~ 201B 

6iris Ull-U19 

WAG5 RAEL VOD~CKA MEMORIAL ]OU£N}~ENT PRESENTED B~~ THE NSC~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Northern VA Vir81nia (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Ent~ Deadline: Saturday~ July 20~ 2013 

Saturday~ Oct. 12~ 201~ throush Sunday~ O{t. 13~ 201~ 

ug-u19 

SAC COLUMBUS DAY 
Co[umbia, MB Ma~iand (Mid-At[an~c Re81on) 



Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

The SAC Columbus Day Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club. All teams must be affiliated 

and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations, US Club Soccer, SAY or AYSO. The 

tournament is also open to any international teams in the CONCACAF region. Where: The primary sites will be Covenant Park, 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

U15-U19 Girls 

CHARLO1TE MORA~q GIRLS SHOVVCASE 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Nov. 2~ 2013 

The CMGCS Tournaments are open to Ul 5-U19 Girls teams. A ONE day Showcase wiR be held on Fdday, November 29th and a TWO 

day Showcase win be held on November 30-December 1 at the Kirkwood Soccer Complex in New Castle, Delaware. This premier 

soccer fadlity is home to 13 quality fields, including 3 Bermuda grass fields and 1 Field-Turf synthetic field. Join us in ... 

.................................................................................................. 

Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

Adule 

USASA FSSA WfNTER 7V7 CUP 
Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

Adult 7v7 tournament - 3 game minimum - eight divisions include Men’s Open, 030, 040, 050, 060, Women’s Open and 030, Coed. 

Play soccer all weekend watch MLS Pro Soccer Classic games all night! Discount tickets to MLS games Saturday night ($10 to 

watch two games). Free Saturday night tournament party, new complex with turf fields, great hotel discounts, near theme parks 

great family ... 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

U9-U18 

DISblEY PRESIDEbII’S DAY SOCCER FESTIVAL PRESENTED BY AS RC)~V¢~ FOOTBALL CLUB .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Jan. 15, 2013 

Spend your winter break outdoors at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort! The Disney 

President’s Day Soccer Festival presented by AS Roma Football Club will be filled with great soccer competition and great fun for 

the whole family at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort. This year we will have an Elite Division for the U15-U18 age groups ... 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

U10 to U19, Boys and Girls 

20’13 PENSACOLA CLASSIC 
Ashton Brosnaham Sportsp[ex, Pensacola Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Jan. 27~ 2013 

We are looking forward to hosting old and new soccer friends alike for the 2013 Pensacola Classic. Make plans to join teams from 

across the southeast for a fantastic weekend of soccer action. An annual tradition, the Pensacola Classic provides a perfect 

opportunity to kick off your spring season. With average highs in the 60s and lows in the 40s, Pensacola is a great ... 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

U9 - U14 

KOOKABURRA CHALLENGE CUP ................................................................................ 
Sumter South Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Jan. 31, 2013 

Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

U14-U19 Boys 

TWIN CFTY BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ..................................................................................................... 
Winston Salem North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, ~an. 11, 2013 

The Twin City Boys College Showcase will be held at BBgtT Soccer Park. Tournament Facts: When: February 24th-26th, 2012 Who: 

Boys - U15(8/1/96) to U19 (8/1/92) The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club 

Soccer teams pending approval International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can 

apply ... ~.~.[~I~!~9.~)~[~(~[~(~!E]‘]~!~)~:a.~9.~!~[~:~: 

Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

UIS-U19 

TWII,~ CITY BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE 



BB~T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer teams pending approval 

International approval from the US Soccer Federation. All tournament games will be held on the 13 full size Bermuda turf fields at 

BB~T Soccer Park in Advance, NC..C.‘..e..~.~.n.I~..!~.t.~...t.?..~)..r.~?..a.!~.~...~?..t..!.~?..~!~.~.~}~..~.~.~.~.~!Z~;~.{~.~.~ 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

Ug-U14 

201’30CYS RECREATIONAL TOURN ~V~ENT 
1900 Seminole Soccer Loop Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

OHando City Youth Soccer is hosting a 2013 Recreational Tournament. The tournament will last two days and recreational teams 

will be able to enjoy great competition and have fun! ~.~.!~!~[~[]~[~}.[~.e.!~!~.~.[~.~!]~.~!~.~!~.~.~!]1: 

Friday, March 22, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U9-U19 Boys and Girls 

20’1.!~ .IOHN TALL .P.~’ SHOWCASE(UIS..U19i 8: SHOOTOUT~Ug-U14} 
Memphis Tennessee (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

This Tournament is now open to U9 - U14 AND U15 - U19 competitive travel teams, Club teams, ODP teams and foreign teams. The 

tournament for the older age groups will be spedficaUy set up for players seeking college scholarship opportunities. Player Profile 

books will be provided to all attending College Coaches detailing all teams and players. As well as FREE accommodation (limited)and 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

u9-u19 Boys and Girls 

SOUTHERN SOCCER CLiP ............................................................... 
Montgomery Alabama (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 

Be one of the first to play on the south’s newest soccer complex! .~‘.~.~..:~3~[.e..tLe...t.~..~...Ln..a..r?2.~J?..t..[~‘....f.¢..??3~.t.i.~J?...9.[]..?~.@~@.~.~;J.~.~.~.9~2= 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 through Sunday, March 31, 2013 

Ug-U18 

DISNEY SPRING SOCCER INVITATIONAL PRESEN"[’ED BY AS ROMA FOOTBALL CLUB 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Feb. 28, 2013 

Enjoy your spring break outdoors at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! Disney Spring Soccer Invitational presented by AS Roma 

Football Club is a new event that is guaranteed be fitted with great soccer competition and fun for the whole family at the Walt 

Disney World(R) Resort. This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all USSF/FIFA affiliated organizations for boys ... 

~i~2 ~.!~..~.o..~.[.~ ~2 ~.~ ~.!.~’i?.!:!~!~ ~?..2~..~.?.~.~!::~.~.~.~ ~.:~2~.: 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 through Sunday, March 31, 2013 

ug-u18 

EASTER INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT 
Seminole Soccer Complex & Lake Sylvan Park Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Dec. 31, 2012 

The 2013 Easter Invitational Tournament will be hosted by USL’s 2012 Regular Season Champions Orlando City Soccer Club. Limited 

by invitation only~ up to a maximum of 144 teams will be competing over 4 days. Starting with a seeding day on Thursday and three 

tournament matches over Friday and Saturday, the tournament will conclude with semifinals and finals on Easter Sunday. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

Girls U15-U19 

SOUTHERN SOCCER SHOWCASE .................................................................................. 
BBZtT Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March I, 2013 

The Southern Soccer Showcase for Girls will be held at BB&T Soccer Park. This nationally recognized event brings the best of 

women’s college soccer together with club soccer all in one location! ~)fete t:ournament: information on .;occe~America.com. 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

u9-u14 Boys and u9-u19 Girls 

ALLIANCE PREMIER CUP 
Knoxville Tennessee (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 15, 2013 

FC Alliance is proud to announce its 12th Annual Alliance Premier Cup (APC). APC will offer the highest level of youth soccer in 

the Southeast. APC is an invitational tournament where teams are selected on their competitive performance in tournament and 

league play. All state champions will automatically be accepted. We are expecting 160+ teams to participate and this will aNow us 



Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

ug-u19 

DISNEY MEMORIAL DAY SOCCER SHOOTOUT PRESE~ITED BY DANIMALSIR! 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April I~ 2013 

Come enjoy an exciting weekend at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex’s largest 3-day soccer tournament! The Disney Memorial 

Day Soccer Shootout presented by Danimals(R) attracted more than 600 teams in 2012 That resulted in more than 500 soccer 

matches in just three days! Register early to secure your spot. Spaces filled up quickly last year. This is an FYSA Sanctioned 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

ug-u18 

OCYS MFJ~Of<IAL D/-~Y TOURN/.\~’IENT 
Seminole Soccer Complex & Sylvan Lake Park Florida (South Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 

Kick off the summer with the OCYS Memorial Day Tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys and 8iris 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

US-Adult 

~;ICK IT 3VJo-BEHTOHVILLE ..................................................................... 
BentonviUe Arkansas (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 

the Kick It 3v3 Resional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~..o.!)2j2}.~..~.gj!~Z]Z~[]Z~])j~.~j)~9.[Z~]~i~!j][)..?.]! 

.......................................... 

Friday, June 7, 2013 through Sunday, June 9, 2013 

U14-U19 

blSCAA COLLEG E SHOWCASE - SOU’ir’HEAST ............................................................................................................... 
Manchester Meadows Park South Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 10, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Southeast will take place June 7-9, 2013. PremieG ELite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Southeast is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. ALl teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

assodations, US Club SocceG SAY, or ... 

Monday, July 15, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U18 

DISHEY CUP INIERHAItONAL YOUTH SO¢CER [OURNAMEHT PRESENTED BY AS ROMA FOOTBALL ¢LUB 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

Take on the world in the middle of the magic at ESPN Wide World of Sports Comptex! The Disney Cup International Youth Soccer 

Tournament presented by AS Roma Football Club held has attracted teams from more than 20 countries for 13 years and 

continues to grow. Compete at world-class facilities while also enjoying everything the Walt Disney World(R) Resort has to offer. 

The Disney ... 

Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U9-U14 

DISNEY PRE-SEASON SOCCER I<ICK..OFF PRESENTED BY AS RO,~A FOOTBALl.. CLUB 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Start your season the right way at the Disney Pre-Season Soccer Kick-Off presented by AS Roma Football Club. This youth 

tournament will be held at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex and is open to boys and girls ug-uI4. Kick-off your season and 

spend a weekend at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort! This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all ....C.~!!Z!f!.~.~.t..e: 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U10-U18 

TWIN CITY CLASSIC .................................................. 

BB~:T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. I, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

UIS-U18 



WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier presented by AS Roma Football Club maybe your ticket to the Proving Ground. The top two 

finishers in each age group at the Qualifier will earn an automatic berth into the Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma 

Football Club (U15-U18) in December, and the winners will be guaranteed a spot in the top flight. This is an FYSA Sanctioned ... 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U-10-U-19 

P/J~I.IX ATLANTA CUP 

Atlanta Georgia (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July I, 2013 

Georgia Soccer is pleased to invite your team to apply to the Publix Atlanta Cup - Labor Day weekend, August 31- September 2, 

2013. Now in its 35th year, the tournament has become one of the premier tournaments in the country. Already a Labor Day 

Weekend fixture in the Southeast, the Publix Atlanta Cup is one of the biggest and most competitive three-day tournaments in ... 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

ug-u18 

OCYS BOYS’ LABOR, DAY TOU~N/~,~ENT ................................................................................................... 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 

Wrap up the summer with the OCYS Labor Day tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys U9-U18. 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

ug-u18 

Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

The Girls Fall Festival Tournament is a highly competitive tournament is geared for girls U9-U18, held over Columbus Day Weekend. 

Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - DETROIT,_ MICHIGAN 
Oakland Yard Waterford Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-U19 

MOTOR CI’[’Y INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE .............................................................................................................. 
Taylor/Detroit Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Jan. 28, 2013 

Motor City Indoor Soccer Challenge February 15-17, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for division champions and finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13~ U14, U15, U16, U17 8~ U18 Girl’s ug~ ug, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14~ U15, U16, U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30~ Over 40 Women’s Open~ Division 2~ Recreation~ Over 30, Over ... ~ 

.................................................................................................. 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30~ Over 40 Women’s Open~ Division 2, Recreation~ Over 30, Over 40 Adult Co-Ed Open, 

Recreation, Over 30 

~O"FOR CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE .............................................................................................................. 
Taylor/Detroit Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Jan. 28, 2013 

Motor City Indoor Soccer Challenge February 15-17, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for division champions and finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, U9, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U1% U15, U16, U17 & U18 Girl’s US, ug, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 8~ U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... ~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 



Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

GLASS CFTY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE ............................................................................................................ 
Rossford/Toledo Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

Glass City Indoor Soccer Challenge March 1-3, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for Division Champions and Finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 & U18 Girl’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 E~ U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2~ Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30~ Over ... ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Men’s Open, Division 2~ Recreation~ Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Adult Co-Ed Open, 

Recreation, Over 30 

GLASS CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE ........................................................................................................... 
Rossford/Toledo Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

Glass City Indoor Soccer Challenge March 1-3, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for Division Champions and Finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 E~ U18 Girl’s U8, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... ~ 

.................................................................................................. 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U15-U19 

OHIO GALAXIES GIRLS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ................................................................................................................. 
Xenia Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

We are pleased to invite your team to apply to the Ohio Galaxies Girls College Showcase! The Showcase is designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition at a fraction of the cost of major tournaments. All of our matches wiR be played 

on state-of-the-art synthetic turf fields. Being a Showcase event, we organize our match locations to be not only convenient ... 

Friday, March 15, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

BOYS AND GIRLS U9-18 

PUMA WINTER INDOOR SOCCER INVITE 2013 
STURTEVANT INDOOR SPORTSPLEX Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 4~ 2013 

PUMA V~nter Invite 2013 https~~~events.g~tsp~rt.c~m~(S(zlaxxx55a2g~~az2h~sq3kz4))~events~default.aspx?EventiD=292~8 

Application: https:~~events.g~tsp~rt~c~m~((zlaxxx55a2g~~az2h~sq3kz4))~f~rms~app~Default.aspx?Event~D=292~8 Hosted by ACE 

Soccer Club March 1 5th - 17th, 2013 Sturtevant Indoor Soccer Complex, Sturtevant, WI 10116 Stellar Ave, Sturtevant, WI 53177 Just 

2 miles from Hwy 94~ east of Hwy 20 and Hwy H across from Marcus ... ~lete tournament information on ~occerAmedca~com~ 

Friday, March 15, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U15 to U19 

OHIO GALA)(IES BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
Xenia Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

We are pleased to invite your team to apply to the Ohio Galaxies Boys College Showcase! The Showcase is designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition at a fraction of the cost of major tournaments. All of our matches will be played 

on state-of-the-art synthetic turf fields. Being a Showcase event, we organize our match locations to be not only convenient ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 

High School 

Miami Valley School Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Co_2.~_~/ete tournament info~ mation on Socce~Amenca.com. 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U8-U18 

MICHIGAN FLITSAL. CUP 20’1,3 
Grand Rapids Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 4, 2013 

Michigan’s Largest and Longest Running Futsal Tourney! Ten Years! Top Competition! Great Fadlities! Exhibition Game! Low Cost! 

Alliance is running the extremely successful Futsal Cup again in 2013 and we would love for you to participate! The tournament 

runs from March 16th-17th, 2013 and itis an all day event. It is being held at Davenport University and Ginga Courts both in 



Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

Boys and Girls US-U1B 

MCC/REVOLUTIOH SPRING Sk~OOTOUT 2013 ................................................................................................................ 
Murray Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 8, 2013 

This is a USYSA tournament sanctioned through the Kentucky Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be in good standing with 

their state associations. Player passes, 5 copies of your state-approved rosters, permission-to-travel forms (out-of-state teams 

only) and notarized medical release forms will be required for all teams. Up to three USYSA registered guest players may be added 

to a team roster. US Club Soccer ... 

Friday, March 22, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

US-U19 

...F..~4F....F~AL~..GL~..=..B..~Yl-.S:. 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Last year marked the first year that the Emerald Cup was played over TWO weekends - the last weekend of MARCH for the BOYS 

and the first weekend in APRIL for the GIRLS. It made for back-to-back weekends of exciting soccer action for some of the top 

teams from all over the Midwest (and Canada)! In total, nearly 400 teams participated over the two weekends ... Com~}lete 

.................................................................................................. 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

THE EARLY BIRD SPRING SOCCER INVITATIONAL 
HiUiard/Columbus Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 

Early Bird Spring Soccer Invitational Charter member of the "Ohio Soccer Tournament Series" March 23-24, 2013 Benefiting the 

KIDS league of Greater Columbus Guaranteed three games Awards for division champions and finalists Age Brackets Boys US, U9, 

U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 ~t U19 Girls U8, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 Et U19 Cost: 5400 per 

team ... ~ete tournament h"~format~or~ on SoccerArnerica.corn. 

Friday, April 5, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

US-U19 

EMERALD CUP .. GIRLS 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 

Last year marked the first year that the Emerald Cup was played over TWO weekends - the last weekend of MARCH for the BOYS 

and the first weekend in APRIL for the GIRLS. It made for back-to-back weekends of exciting soccer action for some of the top 

teams from all over the Midwest (and Canada)! In total, nearly 400 teams participated over the two weekends .....Li.o..~;.n.[~..!2.t.~ 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

Age Brackets Boy’s US, ug, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 ~ U18 Girl’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 ~ 

U18 Men’s Open~ Divis 

WAZASPRING FR(ENDL(ES 

Monroe (Mid-West Region) Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 25, 2013 

The Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to our 7th annual Spring Friendlies April 6-7, 2013, hosted by Waza FC West ~t South at 

Munson Park Monroe MI. This year’s Friendlies will offer competition for boys U8-U18 and girls U8-U1 5 age groups. Each 

partidpating team w~ll play three or four (3 or 4) games in a round-robin format. The Waza Friendlies are designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition without the pressures of results and standings~ and at half the price of major 

tournaments. As you’re planning for your 2013 upcoming spring season and tournaments, please consider the Waza Friendlies as a 

great way to get your team ready for Spring! Teams from Michigan, Ohio and Canada have participated in the past, including the 

Cleveland FC~ THT, Grand Rapids Crew, TKO, Pacesetters, Vardar~ MI Hawks-Wolves, Hammer FC, Kingdom Premier and many other 

top clubs. Several different divisions are offered in order to provide your team with the right competition level. This year we are 

looking forward to seeing you all back again and we are eager to meet many new teams ! 3 Games: One (1) day Format FEES: 6v6 - 

$225 8v8 - S250 11vl 1 - S275 FEES: 4v4 - S100 (U6 & U7) 4 Games: Two (2) day Format FEES: 6v6 - S250 8v8 - $275 11vl 1 - S300 Three- 

game (one-day) format may play on either day. You may request which day you’d like to play; however we can not GUARANTEE 

that date. It will depend on the number of teams in the age group. 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

BU13-BU19 

SLSG BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ..................................................................................... 
Southern Illinois and St. Louis illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15~ 2013 

One of the top Boys Showcases in Region II. This event attracts teams from over 14 states and Canada annually and has 100+ 

college coaches. Played in both Southern Illinois and St. Louis, MO the event attracts top clubs and also hosts 4 USDA Academy 

games each year. Ask about our USDA Pre Academy Divisions for BUI3-BU14. ~lete toum~ment information en 

.......................................... 



Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

BU8-BUI 8, GU8-GU14 

CollinsviNe and St. Louis Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, March 7, 2013 

One of the oldest and best tournaments in the Midwest. In 2011, we attracted 276 teams from around the country. All age groups 

offer both Gold and Silver level competition and every division vies for a championship Cup! The event is open to Boys and Girls. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

U12-U19 

PREk~,IER TURF INVITATIONAL 2013 
Grand Rapids Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 

Alliance Soccer Club and it’s State Premier, MRL, and National League teams welcomes highly competitive dubs from across the 

Midwest and Canada to compete in the 2013 Premier Turf Invitational. For over 10 years~ Alliance has hosted spring tournaments 

with our largest being a 200+ team event in 2008. Seeing a need for an Elite Level April event in Michigan, we have rebranded ... 

Friday, April 19, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

U14-U19 

NSCIu-\ COLLEGE SHOWCASE - CENTRAL ....................................................................................................... 
Elizabethtown Sports Park Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Central will take place April 19-21, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Central is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

assodations, US Club Soccer, SAY, or ... !~.~!!:(!£~..~.~.e.~..!:£!!~:!?.‘~!:(!.~:!?.!L!!~.!9.!]:!!~.!!.~!!~..!EL~i.£~!~.!~!:(Le.~!~[:.~!~!~£: 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

ulO-u18 

2013 LOUISVILLE CLIP GIRLS IOURN,~ENT PRESENTED B,Y KEN[LtC~:Y FIRE JUNIORS & JAVANON ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Louisville Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, March % 2013 

The Louisville Cup is an annual tournament hosted by the Kentucky Fire Juniors (KFJ)(formally Mockingbird Valley Soccer Club). 

This year, KFJ and Javanon Soccer Club are working together to present the 2013 Louisville Cup, in an effort to attract the most 

competitive competition in all age groups. This popular event for GIRLS ONLY %dll be held APRIL 20-21. All games are played on ... 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

US-U19 

CLLIB OHIO NIKE CHALLENGE CUP 
Dublin Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Feb. % 2013 

Annually held over two weekends in April in Dublin, OH. Girls play April 20-12 and boys play April 27-28. Come to Dublin, Ohio for 

one of the largest and most competitive youth tournaments in the region. Last year we welcomed over 600 teams. We look 

forward to a great turnout again. Application deadline is February 3. Apply today and reserve your rooms! Go to ... 

Friday, April 26, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

US-U19 

CHALLENGER CUP 
Shawnee, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 22, 2013 

The Challenger Cup, on April 26-28, 2013, is a great mid-season tournament for lower level premier (DII, III, IV, V) and recreational 

teams. All other events at this time of year cater to the ’elite’ premier teams only. Nowever~ the Challenger Cup v4l[ offer your 

team(s) the perfect opportunity to prepare for the spring season by playing against other teams of similar ability ... ~.£!]?j~!~.e. 

Friday, April 26, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

~OWLING GREEN SPRING SOCCER CHALLENGE ......................................................................................................................... 
Bowting Green Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 18, 2013 

Bowling Green Spdng Soccer Challenge Apdl 26-28, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams wilt receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club Age Brackets Boys Ug(U8), Ug, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 & U19 Girls ug(u8), ug, U10, U 
11, U 12 ... ~!E[!I~!.e.~!~[:£~!:~.!:e.:~:[!L!~:[!:£!:[!}~!:~!EL9~.L~!!~:~.!:~:[!:e.:~Q~:~:~!:~.!!:" 



Saturday, April 27, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

u10-u18 

2013 LOUISVILLE CUP BOYS TOURNAff, ENT PRESENTED BY ~(EN1UCKY FIRE JUniORS ~ JAVANO~ ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Louisville Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Ent~ Deadline: Saturday~ March % 2013 

The Louisville Cup is an annual tournament hosted by the Kentucky Fire Juniors (KFJ)(formally Mockingbird Valley Soccer Club). 

This year, KFJ and Javanon Soccer Club are working together to present the Louisville Cup, in an effort to attract the most 

competitive competition in all age groups. This popular event for BOYS ONLY will be held APRIL 27-28. All games are played on 

Friday, May 3, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U8 Boys and GirLs to U18 Boys and U14 GiNs 

TONY GI..AVIN SOCCER C[.ASSKI XVI 
St. Louis/St. Charles Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 22, 2013 

The Tony Glavin Soccer Club, Official Celtic FC International Affiliate, announces the The Tony Glavin Soccer Classic to be held 

May 3-Sth, 2013. the Tournament is brought to you by UMBRO, Dr Pepper/Tup and Melander Sports Medicine. This is the 16th 

year of the Classic that annually attracts teams from over all over the Midwest. The tournament takes place at the Tony Glavin ... 

~/ete tournament information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

NSC SPRING CLIP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 12, 2013 

Fifth annual tournament featuring teams from across the Midwest, all games played in one location to start off the spring season. 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U/8-U/18 Boys & U/8-U/14 Girls 

~ISSOURI RUSH ~DC COLLEGE SHOWCASE .............................................................................................................. 
St. Louis/St. Charles Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 22, 2013 

Missouri Rush Soccer Club announces the MDC College Showcase to be held May 10-13th, 2013. This event will take place at the 

St. Louis Youth Soccer Assoc. Complex in St. Charles, MO. Missouri Rush MDC College Showcase is open to U15~ U16, U17, & 

U18/19 Boys Teams plus we will host Ui8-Ui14 Boys & Girls Teams as in the past. We w~N have ... ~..o.!)3~.~.e...~.~!!]!)~.~)~!]~.~.~.e.£!E~!9.£ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

Boys U7-U18; Girls U7-U14 

PU/V~ 2013 ANNUAL MIDWEST SPRING SOCCERFES[ 
POLONIA SOCCER COMPLEX, FRANKLIN, WISCONSIN Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April I, 2013 

The PUMA 2013 Annual Midwest Spring Soccer Fest is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA 2013 Midwest Spring 

Fest is hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from 

all States and teams/dubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition ... 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Monday, May 13, 2013 

UI3-U19 

WOODBURY SUMN~ER CLASSIC U1 3-U19 
Bieleberg Sports Center Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

Boys U8 - U19, Girls U8 - U14 

ARME[) FORCES CUP ..................................................... 
Moline Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

Moline United is proud to announce the 5th Annual Armed Forces Cup The tournament is open to all U.S Youth Soccer, US Club 

soccer and AYSO teams. We offer great competition from many clubs throughout Iowa and Illinois. All games for all ages are played 

within one complex All champions and finalists receive a team trophy and individual trophies. All U8 and .. C.’lm~)ieie l:ou:~ameni 

]D.[~.[E3.~.[g~..~.~!.:~.~2.[~E3.~..:~i~&~.O..[T:.. 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

US-U12 

THE JUNIOR CUP 
New Albany Ohio (Mid-West Region) 



Entry Deadline: Monday, April I, 2013 

The Junior Cup caters to the younger ages and is located at one facility. ~)lete tou~u~ment inferma~:~on 

.......................................... 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U6-U14 

LEAWOOD SOCCER FES[ ................................................................ 
Leawood, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

An end of season tournament for recreational teams only! This is a unique opportunity for your team to play against the 

recreational teams of other clubs, at one of the finest soccer complexes in Kansas City! 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U7 through HS 

~{C PRI/v~E SOUTHStDE SPRING SHOOTOUT .......................................................................................................... 
Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 

Southside Spring Shootout May 17th-19th, 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: May 1, 2012 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) $225, U9 - UIO (6v6) $300, Ull - U12 (8v8) $350, 

U13 - U15 ~ HS (11v11) $450 Contact Name/Address: Shane Dewald 16400 MuUen Road, Belton~ MO 64012 Contact Phone/Email: 816- 

348-7400, ext. 7408 ... 

Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U8 - U19 

SCHAUMBURG Illinois (Mid-West Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, April 6, 2013 

Grove United Soccer Association invites you and your teams to join us for one of the largest Memorial Day Tournament in the 

Midwest. Last year we hosted over 435 teams from all across the Midwest. Our tournament is held at a 1st rate complex featuring 

Premium Turf, lights, and grass fields. Teams come back year after year because we deliver a great overall tournament ... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

NSC CLIP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 
Entry Deadline: Friday, May 3~ 20i3 

Come and play in the Premier Memorial Day Soccer Tournament in the Midwest over Memorial Day Weekend. Teams from the five 

state area compete in this event held in one location at the National Sports Center. ~.@!})j~.~..~.~!~!]}:.a.!]!~!}~.).!~g.~!](~!.~!L.o.!! 

.......................................... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

Adult Open, Men and Women Divisions 

Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 3, 2013 

Come and play in the Premier Adult Memorial Day Weekend tournament in the Midwest. Winning teams are eligible for cash prizes. 

Teams come from the five state area and all games are played in one location. *Hew for 2013 Women’s Division 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

STARBURST SOCCER SPECTACULAR ........................................................................................... 
HiUiard/Dublin/Columbus Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 15, 2013 

Starburst Soccer Spectacular May 25-26~ 2013 Benefiting the KIDS league of Greater Columbus Ohio Guaranteed three games 

Awards for division champions and finalists Age Brackets Boys U9(U8), ug, UIO, U11, U12, U13, U14~ U15, U16, U17, U18/19 Girls U9 

(U8), Ug, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18/19 Cost :$400 per team (U9 ~t UlO), $425 per team (Ull 

Saturday, June I, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

Under 8 - 17 Boys and Girls 

CREEK CLASSIC SOCCER "]’OURNAk~EN’]" .................................................................................................... 

Beavercreek Ohio (Mid-West Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 8, 2013 

The Creek has over 20 years of tournament experience, it promises to provide a fun filled competitive event for boys and girls in 



the u8 - u17 age groups. Our event is ideal for teams at all levels of play and we encourage soccer clubs to consider using our 

event as an opportunity to bring multiple teams to compete at our tournament. Clubs with 8 ... 

................................................ 

Friday, June 14, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

WALk,¼RT ALL AMERK’~AN CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

Come and play in the 7th Annual Walmart All American Cup. Featuring full length games, teams from the five state area and playing 

Friday, June 14, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9-U12 

WOODBURY SUMMER CLASSIC U9-U12 
Bieleberg Sports Center Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U9-19 Boys and Girls 

AC MILAN CONTINENTAL CUP 
North Coast Premier Soccer Complex Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 

The AC Milan Continental Cup, a part of the larger Continental Cup International Youth Sports Festival, is an annual event in 

Cleveland, OH. This year’s event will run from July 4-7, 2013 at the North Coast Premier Soccer Complex. Teams from around the 

world will converge on Northeast Ohio to compete for the prestigious Continental Cup crown. In 2012 over 3,000 athletes ... 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

SCHWANS USA CUP WEEKEND ............................................................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

A Weekend kickoff tournament to the largest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere, featuring top 

level competition, a three game guarantee and an athlete party. Games all played in one location. Complete.~ tournament 

h]formatmn on SoccerAmer~ca.cem. ......................................................................... 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

IqCK IT 3V3..-MILWAUKEE 
Milwaukee Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

~ICK IT 3V3o-ST. LOUIS ............................................................ 
St. Louis Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams v~g play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~19.~.!2~.~9.~.[~t[~.~ 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U19 

SCHWAN’S USA CUP .................................................... 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Come experience the largest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere. Every July~ more then over 950 

teams come to the National Sport Center to compete and partidpate in activities, to create memories that will last a lifetime. 

Teams of all abilities and levels are accepted into this frighted tournament. ~l~.~l:e ~:eurnam~.~nt inl-om~atien on 

.......................................... 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

High School Teams Only 



NSCAA HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER SHOWC~E ............................................................................................................. 
Indianapolis Indiana (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

The Indiana Champions League and the HSCAA proudly presents the 2013 HSCAA High School Summer Showcase to be hosted at 

the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IN (Indianapolis, Indiana). Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to call 

itself "Home of Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. ~}lete tournament: informs}lion on 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

IqCK IT 3V3..-CHICAGO 
Chicago Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams wilt play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Friday, July 26, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

men and women adults 

29TH ANNUAL GOAL FOR GOAL SOCCER TOURN/-qP~ENT 
............................................................................................................................................ 

~chita, Kansas Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

A 6 v 6 tournament for Open A Men, Open A Women, Over 40 men, and Over 50 men. 

Friday, Aug. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

UT-U14 Boys; U7-U18 Girls 

PUMA 2013 ANNUAL MIDWEST FALL SOCCERFEST ............................................................................................................................. 
POLOHIA SOCCER COMPLEX, FRAHKLIH, WlSCOHSIH Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 29, 2013 

The PUMA 2013 Annual Midwest Fall Soccer Fest is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA 2013 Midwest Fall Fest 

is hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from all 

States and teams/dubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition ... 

Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

Boys U8-14115, Girls U8-19 

BOWLING GREEN FALL SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Bowling Green Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 22, 2013 

Bowling Green Fall Soccer Challenge August 24-25, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams will receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club Age Brackets Boys U9(U8), ug, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14/I 5, Girls U9(U8), ug, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14, U1 

U 16 ... 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8-U14 Boys ~t Girls 

SCHWABEN (:LIP 
Buffalo Grove Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

Competitive youth soccer tournament on some of the most pristine grass fields in the northwest suburbs of Illinois. Intimate family 

fun tournament located all at one site. 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8 to U14 

MEAD CUSA (:LIP 
Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ July 15~ 2013 

Tournament located in the Dayton OH area. 34th year this upcoming Labor day 2013. Over 500 teams aged U8 to U14 a Platinum 

level tourney. Over 50 irrigated fields all in three locations. BIGGEST trophies and BEST COMPETITION you will get. Three levels of 

Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U9 through U14 Boys and Girls 

NSC F~LL CUP ..................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 13, 2013 



Come play in the largest fall soccer tournament in the midwest. The eigith annual Fall Cup features great competition for boys 

and girls ages U9 to U14, featuring games played in one location at the National Sports Center in Blaine, MH. ~..o.!~j2~.~~ 

Thursday, Oct. 24, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

U9-U14 

KICK-ORoTREAT INDOOR YOUTH .................................................................................. 
I1ational Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exalting competition in the IISC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: club, intra-dub, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. Age groups are, 

U9/10, Ull, U12, U13, U14. 

Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

U8-U18 Boys- U8-U19 Girls 

WAZA SPOOK’TA¢’ULAR ........................................................... 
MonroelDundee Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2013 

Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to the Waza Spooktacular Tournament on October 25-27~ 2012, hosted by Waza FC West 

South and MASA at Munson Park in Monroe, MI. This year’s Spooktacular will offer competition for boys and girls in the U8 

through U18 age groups. The Spooktacular format calls for three preliminary-round games with Final Matches in each division ... 

~:9~:~-~!~-~-~-~[~:~!~t-:9-!:!~1~9~?~2~9-~e~!::~2~ 

Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

Men’s Open 

KICK-OR-TREAT INDOOR ADUI..T 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: FHday~ Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exalting competition in the lISC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: club, intra-dub, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. ~i!}~:!!I}.!.e..:Le.. 

Friday, Nov. B, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U7 through HS 

KC P RIA,~E SOUTHSIDE FAL L SHOOTOUT 
Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Southside Fall Shootout November 8 - 10, 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: October I, 2013 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) $250, U9 - U10 (6v6) S325, U11 - U12 (8v8) 

S375, U13 - U15 ~t HS (11v11) S475 Contact HamelAddress: Shane Dewald 16400 Mullen Road, Belton, MO 64012 Contact 

Email:sdewald®beltonparks.com ... ~IeLe tournm~ent information en S,:x:cerAmeFi~:~.£em. 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR YOUTH ....................................................................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exalting competition in the HSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament. 

Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January 1st. 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

Men’s Rec and Men’s Open 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR ADULT 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exciting competition in the HSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament 

Adult Version. Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January 1st. 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

U15-U19 

NS¢AA C.OLLEG E SHOWCASE - SOUTH .................................................................................................. 
North East Metro Park in PlugervJlle, TX Texas (South-West Region) 



Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase -South will take place February 16-18, 2013 Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - South is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

associations. US Club Soccer, SAY, or ....c=‘.~.g~9&~Le..t:.e.~Lg~Ln~.a..r.~.~.~9~.t~il‘....f~E.~3~.t.i.g~9~?~!]~::.g~2~.e.~.&.~l:.q.~?~!~9~.a.‘~.g.r.~& 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U15-U19 Boys and Girls 

FC DALLAS 3RD ANNUAL COLLEGE SHOWCASE ....................................................................................................................... 
FC Dallas Stadium and Complex Texas (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Feb. I0~ 2013 

FC Dallas announces the FC Dallas College Showcase to be held March 9th-10th, 2013. This event will take place at the Complex at 

FC Dallas Stadium in Frisco, Texas. The FC Dallas College Showcase is limited to U15, U16, U17, ~ U18/19 Boys and Girls Teams. We 

will have coaches representing HCAA DIV I, II, III, FIAIA programs as well as Junior Colleges. Each ... 

information on SoccerArne~ica.com. ......................................................................... 

Friday, April 12, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

U8-19 

LEXUS TULSA CUP 
Tulsa Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 15, 2013 

One of the largest tournaments in Oklahoma, we will host boys and girls competitive and juniors teams from U7 to U19. Last year’s 

event had teams from seven states and will provide Gold and Silver divisions. The tournament will be held at the high quality Indian 

Springs and Metro Tulsa Soccer Complexes. Take this opportunity to get some quality games in before your ... (.~..o.!!.~9.!~.!.~ 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

US-Adult 

~:ICK IT 3V3o-TULSA 
Tulsa Oklahoma (Sauth-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

3v3 Soccer Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player 

on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor 

items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

U15-19 

ADtDAS SAM SHANNON SHOWCASE 
Tulsa, OK Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Oct. 20, 2013 

Top and largest college showcase in Oklahoma with college coaches from ALL col[ego divisions. College coaches love coming to 

this event because of the wide demographic mix of teams. Last year featured teams from 9 different state associations. Games 

played at high quality complexes and also features other events such as coRege seminar for all partidpants. C..~)f~.~te ~:eurnam~.~n~: 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 

Adults 

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S SPRIHG CUP ....................................................................................... 
South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Feb. 20, 2013 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 at Goals Los Angeles Kick Off I0:00 AM SI00 Per team Open to All Our first Men’s Open tournament of 

the year is here before you know it. This men’s tournament will prove to be the event that helps you keep your new years 

resolution of keeping fit and in shape. Only S100 per team, this tournament ... 

.......................................... 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

ug-u18 Boys [~ Girls 

CORNELL COLLEGE R,,-’;’.4~S FUTSAL TOURNAMENT 
Richard & Horma Small Sports Center, Cornel[ College Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 

Corner College Men’s soccer team is offering the opportunity to continue to play and work on your game during the winter. Slip 

on a pair of flats and bring your game inside. Play the fast paced, skilled game of Futsal on Cornell College’s indoor mondo surface. 

A quick and fast surface that is easier on the joints than a concrete or wooden ... ~Ie~:e tourn~ment information on 

.......................................... 



Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

Open ~ Coed 

CORN EL L COL L EG E RAMS FU TSAL TOU RN,,s2C~EN T ............................................................................................................................ 
Richard ~t Florma Small Sports Center, Cornel[ College Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15~ 2013 

CorneFl College Men’s soccer team is offering the opportunity to continue to play and work on your game during the winter. Slip 

on a pair of flats and bring your game inside. Play the fast paced, skilled game of Futsal on Cornel[ College’s indoor mondo surface. 

A quick and fast surface that is easier on the joints than a concrete or wooden ... ~Ie~:e tourn~ment hfformation en 

.......................................... 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

Boys ~ Girls U9 - U19 

VENTLJRA COUNTY FUSION SPRING CLASSIC 
Ventura California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 22~ 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Spring Classic is a Class I ~t III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer ~t AYSO 

teams. All teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~t medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams ... 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 through Saturday, March 30, 2013 

Adults 

FIESTA DE FUTBOL SPONSORED BY: RED BULL ....................................................................................................................... 
South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 at Goals Los Angeles Kick Off 7:00 AM $200 Per team Open to Adults Ready to fly to Flew York and watch 

the Red Bulls play? Well now is your chance. Red Bull and Goals Soccer Centers is proud to announce the "Fiesta de FutboF’, a 

one day open adult tournament. This adult tournament will offer the best competition ... 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

U8-U14 Boys and Girls 

CRSA CHILLOUT PRE-SEA.gON TOURN/-\MENT 
Tuma Soccer Complex - Cedar Rapids Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 8, 2013 

The players and parents of the Cedar River Soccer Association welcome you to the CRSA ChillOut Pre-Season Tournament - April 13- 

14, 2013. The ChillOut is historically Iowa’s largest single weekend soccer event, averaging 220 teams over the last 5 years. We will 

host U8-U14 boys and girls teams in two competitive divisions. All games will be played on the 30 grass fields at the .. CorrLPlete 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

Youth~ Adult and Pro Division 

BEACH SOCCER JAM ..................................................... 
San Diego - Fiesta Island California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 5, 2013 

Beach Soccer Jam is faster, hotter version of the world’s most popular sport. A soft sand surface allows players to try diving 

header% bicycle kicks and exdting tricks more freely. The sport is spectacular. The sand adds another dimension to the sport, 

putting aerobic strength, teamwork and individual skills to the test. Coaches tell us that Fiesta Island has the perfect depth of ... 

~:9~:~ J~.!~..~.e..~.~.~ ~:~ ~.~ ~.!.~:~:.°.!:!E~ 9E.2~..~..°.~.~!::~.~.~.~ ~.:~2~).: 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U-11 to U-19 boys and girls 

SAN FRANCISCO CUP 
San Frandsco California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April 1~ 2013 

Open to all US Soccer-affiliated teams and international youth soccer organizations, including US Club Soccer, USYSA, NorCal 

Premier, and CYSA-Florth (Silver Division or higher). Boys and Girls, Ull to U19 (teams are aFlowed 7 guest players). Each team is 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

Boys ~t Girls U9 - U19 

VEN1URA COUNTY FUSION CLAStCO ............................................................................................ 
Ventura California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Clasico is a Class I ~t III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer [t AYSO teams. All 

teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~ medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams 

partidpating ... 



Friday, June 7, 2013 through Sunday, June 9, 2013 

GU9-19 

AVALANCHE INVITATIONAL .. SHOWCASE 
Park City Utah (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 15, 2013 

The Avalanche Invitational is a stay-and-play tournament that provides opportunities for top-performing female athletes of all ages 

to compete. The Elite College Showcase level allows players to demonstrate their talents to college coaches and recruiters, while 

the Elite Competitive level challenges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

US-Adult 

~ICK IT 3V3oDEHVER {JUNE~ 
Denver Colorado (West Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 

the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~..o.!}2j2~.~..~.~!~!~.~!]:~!~.~j~.~i~!.~!]..9.!~ 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

US-Adult 

~ICK IT 3V3o-PORTLAND .............................................................. 
Portland Oregon (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 21, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 

the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~le~e tournan~ent information on 

.......................................... 

Friday, July 5, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U15-U19 

HSCAA COLLEG E SHOWCASE - NO~THWESF 
WPFC Field Complex Washington (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Northwest WIU take place July 5-7, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be avaitable~ 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Northwest is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

US Club sanctioned tournament. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

associations or US Club Soccer ... 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

B/G U-10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,19 

EMFC ADIDAS PRE,~IER CUP 
Eugene Oregon (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ June 21, 2013 

The Eugene Metro Futbol Club is offering a Premier Soccer Tournament for Elite, Premier and Select Tournament teams from 

across the United States. The tournament is US Club sanctioned and is accepting competitive teams from US CLUB and USYSA. -4 

game minimum -Sth game for teams making it to the Consolation or Championship round on Sunday -Medals for Ist, 2nd, 3rd, 4th 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..DENVER tJU[.Y~ 
Denver Colorado (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Resional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-oDES MOfNES ................................................................. 
Des Moines Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Resional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lete tournament 



Thursday, July 25, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

U16, U17~ U18 

COLLEGE SEARCH KICKOFF 
Muscatine Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 

College Search Kickoff (CSK) is an invitational showcase for youth soccer players who want to play on the college level and are 

getting ready to enter their junior or senior year in high school in the fall. USA and Canadian U16, U17 and U18 club and league 

select teams registered for the 2012-2013 seasonal year are eligible. Collegelnfo and the Iowa Soccer Association sponsor ... 

Friday, July 26, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-oVAIL 
Vail Colorado (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Re81onal Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, Au~. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 11, 2013 

Boys ~t Girls U9 - U19 

VENTURA COUNTY FUSION INVITATIONAL ......................................................................................................... 

Ventura California (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Invitational is a Class I & III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer & AYSO teams. 

All teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~ medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams 

partidpating .,. 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Saturday, March 2, 2013 

High School 

~REMIER COLLEGE COMBINE .. NIAGARA FALLS CANADA 
Hiagara Falls Sportsplex Hiagara Falls Ontario Canada International (International Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with HO BOARDS. Each team consists of B field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

~i~/~ ~.!~..~.e..~.[.~ ~/~ ~.~ ~.!.~’i.°.[[~l:a.~t ~/?..2~..~..°.~.~ [:~.~.~.~ ~.G2~!: 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - TORON[O CANADA 
The County Day School King City Ontario Canada International (International Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

9-19 

AALBORG, DENMARK International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ March 1, 2013 

Nrhalne Cup - is organized for the 29th time at, the Ascension Holiday May 5-13~ 2013. Nrhalne Cup 2012 had almost 550 teams 

participating from 14 countries - Brazil, England, USA, Russia, Finland, the Iletherlands, Ireland, Horway, Sweden, Germany, Czech 

Republic, Ukraine, Italy, and Denmark. At Hrha[ne Cup the most important thing is the football and the matches against teams from 

other countries. Each team will ... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

Several 

AMSI ER D ~V~ CUP ............................................ 

Amsterdam International (International Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 3~ 2013 



The year 2013 marks the 15th annual Amsterdam Cup. This year a total of between 160 and 200 teams from different countries will 

be accepted to partidpate. The tournament is open to all teams that are members of their F.I.F.A. affiliated national associations. 

The tournament is held on different sports facilities in Amsterdam and surroundinss on both ~rass and artificial soccer ... 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 through Friday, July 12, 2013 

UI0 to U18 

/(ANGA CUP - IhIIERN~]"IONAL 
Canberra, Australia International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 31, 2013 

PLEASE NOTE: This international tournament is in the Land DOWN UNDER - AUSTRALIA The Kanga Cup is the laq]est International 

Youth Football Tournament in the Southern Hemisphere. Held annually each July in Canberra, Australia. The week lon~ event 

proudly champions the mission of ’Unitin!] the Youth of the World throush Football’. The Kansa Cup is run by Capital Football, the !~overnin~ 
body for football in ... ~..~.}~I~.!~..~.~.~).[}~.~!~}~.~.!}~.]‘~[~.~J..~.}~..~.~.j~.~.~[~}~.~J.~:.~.~]:" 

Monday, July 22, 2013 through Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Boys U19 to U11 and Girls U19 to U12 

DANA CLtP HJRRING 2013 
Njrrin!~ Denmark International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday~ May I, 2013 

Founded in 1982, Dana Cup welcomes more than 800 teams from 45 countries each summer in Hjrrin!], Denmark. The Worlds third 

lar!~est and the Worlds most international youth soccer tournament with 907~o forei!~n teams. Excellent !]rass fields in a safe 

environment with 20.000 participants playin8 in international !]roups. A fantastic or!]anization with top class personal customer 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 throush Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 

Ull, U13, U15, U17 Boys 

BRAZIl.. FOOTBAL L CU];’ 2013 
Brasilia, Brazil International (International Region) 

The 6th edition of the BRAZIL FOOTBALL CUP 2013 will have 64 teams divided in 04 categories: U-11, U-13, U-1 5 and U-17 Boys. In 

the past editions of the tournament, teams have participated from Canada, Mexico, Uruguay, Ghana, United States, Scotland and 

SIovenia. From Brasil, top clubs such as Fluminense, Cruzeiro, Flamengo, Corinthians, Vitria da Bahia, Noroeste, Itabuna, Audax and 

dozens of other important ... 

To submit your free listing (maximum of 1 5 listings per organization) to Soccer America 
Tournament Calendar, go to Soccer America. 
For information on advertising in Soccer America Tournament Calendar, contact Doug Murdock 
or call 1-510-374-2967. 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: U.S. woes compounded -- Cherundolo under knife 

What They’re Saying Today’s News -- Friday, Feb 8, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"Without injury or without 

cards or mishaps, I think I Cherundolo’s knee su r.qery compounds Hex woes 
can get 20 goals this by Paul Kennedy 
season." 

[USA MEN] One #ayer the USA could have used against Honduras on Wednesday 

was 33-year-old right back Steve Cherundolo, the only U.S. player from the 2-1 win 

over the Catrachos in their 2001 Hexagonal match in San Pedro Sula still active on the national 

team. But the Hannover 96 captain’s knee injury that kept him out of Wednesday’s game is 

serious enough that it required arthroscopic surgery on Wednesday. - Read the whole story 

-- Vancouver’s Darren 

Mattocks, who scored 

seven goals as a rookie last 

season despite missing 

two months of action 

because of a cooking 

accident injury. 

(~ LSSoccer.com) 

Rapids’ Castrilion requires knee surgery 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOVVN] The Colorado Rapids’ injury problems in midfield mounted as 

midfielder Jaime Castrillon, one of MLS’s top Colombian imports of 2012, will require knee 

surgery and be out indefinitely. The loss of Castrillon, the club’s leading scorer with with eight 

goals in 2012, follows that of Argentine playmaker Martin Rivero, who broke his foot in practice 

last week. For more on the Rapids, plus preseason news from D.C. United, Montreal, New 

England and New York ... - Read the whole story 

Sermanni: ’1 reckon Jurqen’s job is touqher’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA=SCOTLANDl Only in the United States could the first women’s international of the year 

outdraw the first men’s international. That’s what’s expected Saturday when a new era in U.S. 

women’s soccer starts as Tom Sermanni makes his debut as U.S. national team head coach 

against his native Scotland at EverBank Field in Jacksonville, Fla. It’s a fact not lost on Sermanni, 

who says there’s nothing like it in the world of women’s soccer than the U.S. national team. - 

Read the whole story 

Tarpley and Kai .go in Supplemental Draft 
by Soccer America 

[NWBL] Former U.S. national team players Lindsay Tarpley (Chicago) and Natasha Kai 

(Washington) were among the players taken in Thursday’s Supplemental Draft held to fill out 

National Women’s Soccer League. For all the selections ... - Read the whole story 

Liverpool calls up 18-year-old Pelosi for Europa League 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS .ABROAD] Marc Pelosi, the 18-year=old American midfielder, was one of three 

players Liverpool called up from its under-21 team for the Europa League. - Read the whole story 

Northern Virqinia club welcomes Cavalry 
by Soccer America 

[NASL1 The new NASL team based in Northern Virginia will be called Virginia Cavalry FC. The 

name for the club, which will begin play in 2014 and be based in Loudoun County, was chosen 

from among nearly 2,000 suggestions. - Read the whole story 

Player moves, PSG, and a bold new voice 
by Samuel Charles 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The round of 16 starts Tuesday so we’re tracking player 

movement, acknowledging the fact Paris Saint-Germain’s money is paying dividends and 

wondering out loud if soccer broadcasts in America will ever be the same after Wednesday. - 

Read the whole story 

Barca video tribute celebrates Messi’s new deal 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: La Pulga]Lionel Messi signed a contract extension with Barcelona through 2018 

and as you might expect the Spanish team released a classy and exciting two-minute video 

celebrating its indomitable Argentine. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

What men’s programs fared the best on 
national signing day? We rank the top 20 
recruiting classes for 2013. 

MORE: 20:[3 Girls Recruiting Class Rankings 

Not all teams land in the top 20 recruiting 
class rankings, but all have potential. Here’s 
a look at five girls recruiting classes that 
could end up paying huge dividends. [] 

MORE: Five Boys Classes with Potential 

Check out our Signing Day gallery and send 
us your photos to join the other future 
college athletes from all around the country. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Racism is still prevalent in 
the modern qame, and Mario 
Balotelli is proof of that. 

A few Siqninq Day standouts 
shared their thouqhts about 
fulfilling their dreams. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

College Soccer Preparatory Academy 

The College Soccer Preparatory Academy is 
back for its third summer[ 

After two highly successful SOLD OUT 
summers at Slippery Rock University, the 
CSPA has expanded west to Athletes in 
Action and east to Kutztown University. 

The new programs will add to the CSPA 
legacy of providing the proper facilities and 
infrastructure necessary to allow each and 
every one of our campers to gain the 
knowledge needed to be prepared for success 
on and off the fields today, tomorrow, and in 
college[ 

CLZCK HERE FOR MORE INFORMAT:[ON! 
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Soccer Business Insider: U.S. Soccer launches digital mag~ine 

Friday, Feb. 8, 2013                                                       ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

U.S. Soccer launches digital magazine 
By Paul Kennedy 

U.S. Soccer has gone digital with a new magazine and Facebook app to provide fans with content and interactive 

features on the men’s national team as it plays in the Hexagonal. 

The first issue of "Anthem" - currently available for iPad and iPhone with an Android version coming soon - included an inside 

look at the U.S. roster for the opening qualifier against Honduras, an interactive Hexagonal schedule, coaching staff bios, a 

gallery of photos and a look-back at the 2009 game in Honduras when the United States qualified for the 2010 World Cup. 

The first issue is free, while future issues will be available for a small fee. About 12 issues around men’s and women’s national 

team matched will be published in 2013. 

U.S. Soccer has also produced a Facebook app "Supporters Xl" that allows fans to share their preferred starting lineup. Fans 

could select the starters for Wednesday’s game from Jurgen Klinsmann’s roster of 24 players, putting them in one of 10 

different formations, and share their lineup with friends on Facebook ahead of the game. 

RED BULLS LAUNCH TICKETING APP. MLS’s New York Red Bulls released a ticketing app developed by their partner, 

AudienceView, that allows Facebook fans to buy and reserve seats on the social networking site. The Red Bulls are the first 

pro sports team to implement this technology that allows fans who "like: the Red Bulls on Facebook to buy tickets for 

themselves and reserve seats for up to 24 hours so friends and family can access and buy those same reserved seats and 

ensure they all sit in the same section and row during the match. The technology kicked off with a special 24-hour pre-sale 

window for the team’s Mamh 16 home opener, available only to Facebook fans. 

MORENO JOINS UNION TELECASTS. Alejandro Moreno will join JP Dellacamera as the color analyst on the Philadelphia 

Union’s local MLS telecasts in 2013. The former Venezuelan international has also worked for ESPN. Comcast SportsNet and 

the Comcast Network, now in their third season, will air 20 Union matches, and WPVI-TV/6abc will air three games. 

SKC EXTENDS RADIO DEAL. Sporting Kansas City announced a two-year extension to the club’s broadcast agreement with 

Sports Radio 810 WHB, which has a listening audience that includes the states of Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska and 

Oklahoma. The station will broadcast each of SKC’s five English-language nationally televised home matches in 2013 and also 

air an hour-long radio show hosted by Callum Williams beginning Feb. 26 and continuing weekly throughout the season. 

ROMA MOVES ON TO VINE. Roma might struggling on the field - Coach Zdenek Zeman was fired after last Friday’s game - 

- but Michael Bradley’s Italian club is touting itself as one of the most social media friendly clubs in the world with a 

presence on Pinterest, a Linkedln club page and its own iTunes playlists. Digital-Football.corn reports that the Giallorossi have 

moved on to Vine, Twitter’s video-sharing app to show behind-the-scenes clips of the players on matchday. 

MEXICO-JAMAICA VIEWERS. Despite the 0-0 draw, Mexico’s World Cup 2014 qualifier against Jamaica on Wednesday drew 

the second largest audience ever on its new Univision home, UniMas. The broadcast averaged 3.3 million viewers. It was also 

the most-viewed program in the Los Angeles market. 

Email: Send releases to Soccer America 

Friend Soccer AmericaFacebook 

Follow Soccer AmericaTwitter 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your resoonse to the oublic Soccer Business Insider bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider bloq. 

Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 
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Julie Foudy Contest vote now! 



Julie Feudy I 806 E A’~enids Pico Suite i, #318 i Ssl°: Ciemente, ,¢3a 92673 ::::::.~.:: iContact - T~y It Free! 



S~bject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Soccer PLayer~.~ NewsLetti!v <news~et:t:erc0usnsL£a.com> 

~’ric~ay, February 8,201:} 12:11 P~ 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer PLayers News[eLter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Feb 8,2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 8, 2013 

Friday’s Soccer TV: France and England 

The European club schedule resumes on Friday with two games, befN Sport and Univis~on Deportes have PgG - 

gastia at 2:30pro. Fhaffs David geckham’s new dub top of the tame a~ainst 13th-p[ace gastia, be~N 

also has EngLand’s Championship: Warlord - Q~/sta~ PaLace at 4:30pm~ That’s a 4th vs 5th match-up. 

Their Words 

’~Today the dubs have voted in principle for sew Financial ReguLations that wiLL further benefit the 

sustainable ~unning ol their businesses, whiLe aLtewing secure owner investment, as weLL as enhance 

reputation of the Premier League as an or£an}sation that takes its responsibilities ir~ the ~ov@rnance 

arena ser~ous[yJ’ Prom{or League {;EO Richard Scudamore. 

Sacha Kljestan Staying with Anderlecht 
AnderLecht announced on Friday a new three-yea~ contract with US soccer player Sac:ha k[jestan, who joined the dub 

frorn Chivas USA in 2010. KIjest:an has 79 appeanm<es and seven goa~s with £ndertecht and 37 appeanmces with the US 

NationaL Team. Ander[ech~ a~e in firsb place in BeLgium’s Pro Lea$ue with a six-pom~ Lead oveF Zu[te-Waresem afte~ 24 

(~a rnes p~ayed. 

One Small Step toward Premier League Parity 
By J Hutcherson - WASHfNGTON, DC {Feb 8, 2013) US Socce~ PLaye~ s - Now we know Lhat lor gnsLand’s P~emier 

League, Financial Fair PLay won’t be the same as it ~s for UEFA. h~stead, it wg[ be a Less disruptive set of Um~tations. 

order arid others w}tho~t the abiUty to spend Uke the ecor~omic etite, but it*s also r~ot the d}sruptive moment that ~esets 

the Premk~r Lea(~ue. 

The #romise ol Financial Fair PLay is iust that. a ~airness that doesn’L <urrent:[y exist h~ the [eaf~ues across Europe. The 

Premier Leasue chose to focus on one aspech o~ d~a[ probtem, the benefactor mode[. On [he surface, it’s a siLLy move. 

’The hope of se man# c[ubs at aLL Ileve~s of the Enf~hsh ~arne ~s thai: someone v4[[ ta~ ever theh’ team w~th the type ef 

inRux o~ cash ILeaL turns them ~nto contenders, it’s the pro~ess~ona[ socce~ equK,a[enh of winnh~8 the Lot[cry, and 

part of the competition. Under the new P~emier Leas~e re£u[ations, it’s now an artifact of an eartier era. 

Now we know what most troubled other Premier League clubs, and for good ~eason. Imagine you’re a dub chairman 

t~,iintt to iigure out ways to suppty the tens of miLLions of doLLars necessaW to chanse things ~or your team while 
competin£ a~ah~st clubs with seemingly u~Un’dted resources. Of course, you’re Uke[y to focus on that aspect, and 

a~)[)arent2[y, enou~lh teams ~¢~tre i~ a~ree~[ent: that the benefacto~ mode[ is a man, or part o~ 1:he fir~ar~cia[ problem to act. 

Read Nore 

Loss to Honduras turns up pressure on Klinsmann - from SI.com’s Grant WahL: What cart get better in the midfieLd 

a(~aiI~s[ Costa £ica nexL rnotlth? 

U.S. faces rough road ~ Brazil as Jur~en Klinsmann’s club fighting through generational transition in American 
soccer ¯ from The NY Oa~[y News’s FiLip gondy: "ALon8 the way we’[[ need every Buy," BradLey said. 

Te Kloese reveals ChJvas USA masterplan ¯ ~rom NILSsoccer.cem’s Tom g~,8~sha[[: W~ere ~t aLL sets sUs~tLy comp[icahed 

is wRh Ch~vas Gbadal.aja~a’s ~4exican<)nb{ po[kp{ arid the movemer~t ef prayers bet:weer~ the two ~r~sl:ituLk)r~s. 

~ccer’s New Match-Fixin8 Scandal - from Grant[and’s Brkm Phfl.hps: ~tal:<h-~ixing is <errodin$ the inte$riLy ef the 

~ame at eve~ Level 

Match fixing revelations are latest in long line of football scandals ¯ from B~’ian G[anv~Ue: ~iaLch fixm~ alas is noLbin 

The reality behind the match-fixing headlines - from ESPN FCs Gab~ie~e ~arcoLti: And that can be a s~£n that 



Weekend Soccer TV: Premier League, Bundesliga, 
and Liga MX 
There’s ~ let of Pl’emier League avai{ab[e on Saturday~ b~t if you stil.{ h~ve access to Go~TV weYe pickir~g the Bayerr~ 

i~mk:h - S~:ha~h 0~ game at 12:~0pm as ~:he o~e ~rom Europe most worth yo~r tm~e. Why~ Seha~k~ drops ~oh~:s 

seemin~}.y at r~ndom, ~u~ they’re st~[~ in contention in the B~mdes[i~, Bayern are top of the ~ab[e by a dozen points, 

This ~anle could be a repeat of Bayer~’s 2-0 wm i~ September }ust as eas}~y as ~t couM be a remi~lder of why sixth-p{ac:e 

Scha[ke shouMn’t be overlooked, 

Af.so on Saturday, Tij~.~na hosts �~ub America on Uni,~,,~s at 8pro, This is a team wid~ US National. Team players in key 

~o~es against one of ~ex}cds glamor ~:~ub% and ~t’s Tijuana as defe~dh~g champions and ahead of third-p[a~:e America by 

afways worth watching. 

Saturday 

Prermer {.ea~ae (~[~ E:SPN:~: Spears - Neweast:{e U~il:ed at 7: 30arm {:ox Soc(:e~ has (:heb.~ea - Eigi~n at 9:30i~m, Southampton 

¯ Manchester Qty at 12pn~, Norwich ¯ Fu{ham at l::I0])m, and Swansea - QPR a[ 4:30pro, On Fox Socce~ P{us: Sunde~f.anc! 
- Arse~a{ at 10am and Stoke o Readin~ at 5pro. Scottish Premier Leag~e o~ FS~-: Inverness - Ce{tic at 7am. Read More 

ge 

powered by 

Sponsor message 



d by’ 
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Section 2: Paris SG Pushes Beckham Debut Forward 

By Ross Fadner, Frida;4 Feb 8, 2013 

PSG Pushes Beckham Debut Forward 
ESPN Soccernet 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Paris Saint-Germain coach Carlo Ancelotti says that David Beckham may make his first appearance 

for the French giant sooner than expected. After training this week with PSG staff at the National Tennis Center in 

London, Ancelotti said the former LA Galaxy midfielder could make his debut in the Feb 17 trip to Sochaux. 

"He’s worked really well," Ancelotti told reporters ahead of PSG’s home game against Bastia on Friday~ "Next week, 

when we get back from Valencia, he’ll be with us. He needs two weeks’ work. Perhaps he’ll be available for the 

Sochaux game or the week after. There’s no particular problem, just improving his physical condition." 

Beckham, who will travel to Spain to watch PSG’s UEFA Champions League Round of 16 first-leg game against 

Valencia on Tuesday, told PSG TV: "It’s going really well. I feel much better than I did two weeks ago. We’re working 

hard and I like that ... I’m impatient to meet my new teammates and discover the Parc des Princes. There are some 

great players in the team, and I’m really looking forward to training with them and working hard for the club. I hope 

to be able to help them win something soon." 

- Read the whole story... 

CAF Suspends Semifinal Ref 
Press Association 

Following strong criticism of his performance in the Africa Cup of Nations semifinal between Brukina Faso and 

Ghana (which Burkina Faso won 3-2 on penalties), referee Slim Jdidi from Tunisia has been suspended for a 

"period yet to be determined" by the Confederation of African Football. 

Among Jdidi’s more questionable decisions: sending off Burkina Faso’s Jonathan Pitroipa for diving in overtime (it 

looked like he was tripped), ruling out a legitimate Prejuce Nakoulma goal, and giving Ghana a debatable penalty. 

After time game, Burkina Faso coach Paul Put described Jdidi’s performance as "scandalous?’ 

In a press conference, CAF general secretary Hicham El AmraN said: "Time CAF is not happy with the refereeing 

of the match," El Amrani told a media briefing. We know that they (the referees) can make mistakes but he would 

hope for a better level of officiating." He added that Burkina Faso was likely to fail in its appeal of Pitroipa’s 

dismissal unless Jdidi owned up to his mistake in his game report. 

The African Nations Cup final between Nigeria and Burkina Faso will be held on Sunday in Johannesburg. Because 

Jdidi admitted his red card to Pitroipa was an error, Pitroipa will not be suspended for the finals. 

- Read the whole story... 

No Chelsea Dea~ for Larnpard 
The Sun 

Frank Lampard’s agent has denied reports that Chelsea has started negotiations over a contract extension. In an 

interview with The Sun, Steve Kutner, Lampard’s agent, said: "Nothing has changed regarding Frank’s situation at 

Chelsea." In other words, the 34-year-old will be leaving Stamford Bridge in the summer, when his contract with the 

Blues expires. 

Meanwhile, Encdand coach Roy Hodclson has comolicated matters by indicating that he would be reluctant to call 

on Lampard should he move outside of Europe at the end of time season. "If it’s not going to be Chelsea - and from 

what I’ve read and heard there is a chance of him moving on - I’m rather hoping he’ll still be either here or in 

Europe because that will make it easier for us to keep picking him," Nodgson said. "If he does take the David 

Beckham route and go over to America that doesn’t rule him out as such, but you will understand it does make life 

a little bit more difficult." 

Lampard is unlikely to play for another Premier League team, and his only offers thus far have been from the US 

(LA Galaxy), China and the Middle East. 

’q’m very understanding of where I’m at in my career, but if I can continue playing for Chelsea then the next World 



Cup is certainly a target for me," he told The Sun. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: La Li£1a Transfer Spending Plummets 
Football Espana 

A report from ESADE that looks into transfer activity in Europe’s top soccer leagues has revealed that La Liga has 

seen total transfer investment drop by a whopping 62 percent during the 2012-2013 season. Of the top five 

leagues, Spain saw the lowest investment, spending just $187 million in the summer and winter transfer markets this 

year. By comparison, the English Premier League spent $1.02 billion, Serie A spent $570 million, the Bundesliga 

$362 million and Ligue 1 $330 million. 

However, perhaps more significantly, La Liga topped the list as the league that uses the most homegrown players 

for the third consecutive year, with 155 recorded in 2012-2013. 

At an individual club level, Paris Saint-Germain’s $196 million was the most spent this season on transfers, followed 

by Chelsea and Zenit St. Petersburg, while no Spanish club made the top 10. 

- Read the whole story... 

Independent 

Six months after losing both C~int Dempsey and Mousa Dembele to Tottenham, Fulham coach I~artin Jol is still 

mourning their loss. If both of his star players had remained at Fulham this season, the Dutchman has no doubt the 

Cottagers could have competed for the top 10 in the Premier League. Instead, the London club is simply trying to 

stay in the league. 

Ahead of Fulham’s clash at Norwich this weekend, Jol said that Dempsey’s goals are what his team misses the most. 

"Clint Dempsey always made the difference," he said. "1 feel if Clint Dempsey hadn"t been here over the last three or 

four years, we could’ve ended up with a real problem. If you look at the points Fulham had because of him... Can 

you imagine the scenario if Clint hadn’t been here over the last three or four years? 

"Our strikers never used to score a lot of goals. Now I think we’re fine, but we don’t have Clint. If Clint had stayed 

think we would’ve been in the top 10." He added: "We sold our top scorer and he (Dempsey) was the top scorer for 

a couple of years. Last year he scored more goals than any year before - and Dembele was my best player, 

arguably." 

Dempsey scored 17 goals in the English Premier League last season and 23 in all competitions. 

- Read the whole story... 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

Tottenham (with American Clint Dempsey) hosts Newcastle Saturday morning .... The Africa Cup of Nations final 

is on Sunday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN2 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain MALLORCA-OSASUNA (live) 10 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) noon 

France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

italy LAZIO-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALLORCA-OSASUNA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-VALENCIA (livE) noon 

Spain LEVANTE-MALAGA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (delay) 6 pm. 

italy LAZIO-NAPOLI (delay) 9 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-WIGAN (live) 9:30 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) Noon, 

England NORWICH CITY-FULHAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England SWANSEA-QPR (delay) 4:30 pm= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 
England SUNDERLAND-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-READING (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England CHELSEA-WIGAN (live) 9:30 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-SCHALKE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil GUARANI-SAO PAULO (live) 2:30 pm. 

A rgentina BOCA JUNIORS-QUI LMES (live) 5:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT-ETIENNE-MONTPELLIER (live) 10:55 am. 
France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-JAGUARES (live) 5:55. 

Mexico MONTERREY-GUADALAJARA (live) 7:55 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-ATLANTE (live) 9:55 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico SAN LUIS-PUEBLA (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIJUANA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 7:55 pm. 



ESPN3.com 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:30 am. 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations GHANA-MALl, 3rd Place (live) 12:50 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-QPR (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-WIGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 

USSOCCER.com 

Wonen’s Friendly USA-SCOTLAND (live) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA43ETAFE (live)6 am. 

Italy CAGLIARI-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-ROMA (delay) 11 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain RAYO VALLECANO-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 6 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 11 am. 

Spain ATHLETIC-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain RAYO VALLECANO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 

Italy INTER MILAN-CHIEVO (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

EngiandASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 8:25 am. 

EngiandMANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

EnglandASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 8:25 am. 

EngiandMANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 10:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-FORTUNA DUSSELDORF (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-PAULISTA (live) 2 pro. 

Mexico NEZA-MERIDA (live) 4 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France EVIAN-MARSEILLE (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIGRES (live) 12:55 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-PACHUCA (live) 4:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Africa Cup of Nations NIGERIA-BURKINA FASO, Final (live) 12:50 pro. 

Portugal PORTO-OLHANENSE (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

~4ONDAY, February 

ESPN2 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France EVIAN-MARSEILLE (delay) 12:30 pro. 

Spain REAL BETIS-VALLDOLID (live) 3:25 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL BETIS-VALLDOLID (live) 3:25 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (livE) 3 pm. 
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NEW ENGLAND 

SOUTH 

.......................... 

SOUTH-W~ST ................................... 

WEST 

1~’~" ~RNA’FIO~L ......................................... 

BERKSHIRE SOCCER ACADEt~.~Y FOR GIRLS .......................................................................................................... 

The Berkshire Soccer Academy for Girls is a private residential summer camp located in East OUs, Massachusetts for girls, ages 9- 

17, who are passionate about the game and looking to take their soccer to the next level. As the only spedatty summer soccer 

camp to infuse balance and fun into an elite training experience, we provide a true "soccer plus camp" environment to help ... 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s 11ational and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s 11ational Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS .................................................................................. 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exdting opportunity for players to experience 

spedalized soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert 

coaches. In Barcelona, enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and fadlities for a true Bara experience. In 

addition to world-class training, players partidpate in daffy ... !;~!)~[£}~.e.‘~}~![!~[!?~[L!~[!~{}[[~?~![[!?~£~!~{}~Le~[~{[~£~{{~#~:!~£[!}.: 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL ~ COLLEGE ID CAMP .......................................................................................................................... 

The Ray Reid Soccer School is offering a College ID Camp held at UConn in Storrs, Connecticut, open to boys entering grades 9 - 

12. The College ID Camp is a 4-day, 3-night colle~ate showcase and competitive training program for players who plan to play at 

the college level. Staffed entirety by cortege coache% from a range of Division I to Division III schools across ... ~)[ete session 

......................................................................... 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL - ELITE ACADEMY 

The Ray Reid Elite Academy held at the University of Connecticut offers two week-long sessions (5 days, 4 nights) for boys ages 

18. Whether attending as an individual or coming to train with your team, all players will be challenged by a rigorous training 

schedule led by Coach Reid and some of the country’s top collegiate coaches on first-class training fadlities. In .....Li.o...~?.p..!.e...t.~ 

NO. 1 SOCCER ....................................................... 

11o.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http:Iiwww.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info®nolsoccercamps.com Joe 



Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating p{ay on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES .. NEW ENGLAND AREA 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months. We 

will be in the Boston, MASS area at the North Shore Arena in Topsfield, MASS on February 23rd, 2013 ........ Danbury, CT at the 

Danbury Sports Dome on February 24th, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all high school age boys ... 

RNUNES OLE ................................. 

This summer we have something special for soccer players of all ages - this is what you’ll enjoy: - Indoor ~t outdoor soccer fields 

for "rain or shine" play. - Free swimming pool access (with lifeguard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new playing experience. - 

Summer camps at the Ole Arena - fun and a great way to learn. - "Ole Summer Training" - for beginners to advanced players (U9 - 

LEHIGH MEN’S SOCCER SPRING ID CLINICS 

The purpose of these clinics is to provide a competitive training environment for the college bound player. Training and playing 

sessions will be designed to assess players readiness for Division I competition. Players win be evaluated by the Lehigh Men’s 

Soccer coaching and strength staff in the following disciplines: technical mastery, tactical understanding, goalkeeping, training 

habits and mentality, ball a~ility training, speed training ... ~lete session in~-orm~tion on Soc~:er~m~.~rica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS O.s4AP S ..................................................... 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

......................................................................... 

LEHIGH MEbI’S SOCCER SUMMER fD ACADEMY 

Academy is open to all boys entering grades 9-12. The Academy offers: -Hike soccer ball and Hike T-shirt for every player - 

Immersion into college training environment -College seminar and panel discussion -Written player evaluation for juniors and 

seniors only -Advanced Goalkeeping training -Numbered pinnies for easy identification by college coaches -Meet current Lehigh 

coaches and players July 14-16th For more information check out www ... Co,~tet~ session in~ormat~on on 5occerAmerica.com. 

LEHIGH SOCCER SU/~g, ER DAY 
................................................................................................ 

Offered to boys and ~rls ages 4-14 and features: Tikes and Spikes option for ages 4 and 5. Day camp and extended day camp for 

ages 6-14. Camps offer: - - Biggest day camps in the Lehigh Valley - Nike t-shirt for every kid - Coached by Lehigh student-athletes, 

club 8~ HS coaches - Focus is on skill development and having fun - Players of all levels are welcome - Certified Athletic ... 

HARE GOALKEEPER ACADEMY C~PS ~ ADVANCED ~: ELFTE RESIDENTIAL GOALKEEPER .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

The Advanced / Elite Residential Goalkeeper Academy Camp is open to boys and girls, entering incoming fall grades 5-12 who are 

dedicated to goalkeeping. Designed for the serious goalkeepers and those who have aspirations to play soccer at the collegiate 

level. The HGA Residential Camp focuses on both the physical and the mental aspect of goalkeeping. Its goal is to enhance each 

PREMIER SOCCER CA~,~PS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLSIProfessionallCoUege Players ... ~)l~,~te s~.~s!~ion information on Socce, rAmeri~:~.com. 



UNIVERSITY OF ivk~RYLAND BOYS ................................................................................................... 

Sasho Cirovski’s Maryland Soccer Camp is now open for registration for Summer 2013! The Maryland Soccer Camps are designed for 

players 8-18 years old and led by the University of Maryland coaching staff along with many other top level Division I coaches. 

These camps are geared to take players and elevate their skills to the next level. Regardless if you are coming as ... ~ 

......................................................................................... 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: I lwww. nol soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES - PENNSYLVANIA 

The Premier College Combines are a great way for high school players to be seen by College Coaches in the winter months. We 

will be in Scranton, PA at Riverfront Sports on February 9th, 2013 ........ Pittsburgh, PA at the PISA Complex in Cheswick, Pa on 

February 17th, 2013 ........ Philadelphia, PA Area at The 422 Sportsplex in Pottstown~ PA on February 18th, 2013 ........ All these ... 

RUTG ERS SOCCER ACADEMY 

2013 Camp DetailsTentative Summer Overnight and Commuter Dates SOCCER I July 7 - July 11, 2013 SOCCER 2 July 21 - July 25, 2013 

ATHLETIC REVOLUTION SOCCER ................................................................................................... 

Vir~nia- Summer camps ages 6 and up! Premiere Youth Fitness and Athlete Development Program. Reinforce complex soccer skills 

and manipulation/control such as: dribbling, passing, running, shooting, kicking, rules of the game, positions, complex motor skills, 

and teamwork. 

LAKE PLACID SOCCER CENTRE 

Lake Pladd Soccer Centre Overnight and Day Camps since 1976 with core focus on individual soccer skills improvement through 

the Coerver Coaching Method. International staff, World Cup Stars, unmatched fadlities, campus security 24/7, TEAM Training 

program, advanced session, full GK program~36 years camp program experience, Accredited Certified Athletic training staff, the 

BEST camp food and a FULl week make LPSC the best ... ~let~.~ session information on So~:cerAmedca 

NYC SOCCER ACADEMY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

The HYC Soccer Academy at Columbia University Baker Athletics Complex is committed to training players between the ages of 6- 

18 in the technical, tactical and athletic aspects of soccer. SPRING BREAK CLINICS (Ages 6-18) Session I - March 18 - 21 Session 2 - 

March 25 - 28 SUMMER CAMPS (Ages 6-18) Session I - June 10 - 14 Session 2 - June 17 - 21 Session 3 - June 24 - 28 Session ... 

MARYLAND SOCCER CAMP FOR GIRLS 

For more info please visit: www.terpssoccercamp.com Day camps: June 12-15 at UMDIJune 17-21 at TBD Residential at UMD: June 

23-26/July 10-13 ~fete session ~ntormation on SoccerAmer~ca,com, 

RUTGERS SOCCER ACADEMY- COLLEGE tD ............................................................................................................................ 

March 16 & 17, 2013 Hosted in "The Bubble" on campus at Rutgers University High School ages 14-18 years old 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY NIGH SCHOOL PRE-SEASON TEAM CAMP 

The camp is designed to help High School players and teams prepare for their upcoming season and pre-seasons. The camp will 

enhance individual skills while building team concepts and will include a specific curriculum that includes group and individual 

attacking prindples, group and individual defending prindples, attacking play, possession with a purpose exerdses, finishing exerdses 
and 1 lv 11 team tactics. The evening sessions will ... ~!~?~e~t~2~e~s~?~!~t~!]~?:~t~1~?~n~£!~2~£~:" 



LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - ADVANCED SOCCER CAMPS 

The Advanced Soccer School is an instructional camp designed for the dedicated soccer player. It is ideal for those players who 

have aspirations to compete at the select/club, O.D.P., and college level. The Advanced camp will provide a challenging training 

environment for the players with a spedfic curriculum for each age group. An emphasis will be placed on the habits and ... 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - SUk,94ER fD CAMP ....................................................................................................... 

The College Identification Camp is a two day camp that is designed for High School age players who have aspirations to compete 

at the college level and/or are considering Loyola University Maryland Soccer as their college choice. The camp will provide a 

challenging training environment and give players the opportunity to experience an NCAA Division 1 training program. The camp 

DAVE MASUR SOCCER CAMP PROGRAMS St Johns University, Queens, NY 6 camp weeks for Boys ~t Girls ages 5-14 years. At the Dave 

Masur Soccer Kid program, participants will improve their soccer skills in a friendly and fun filled environment. All the game skills 

such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small sided games, practices and game 

ST. JOHN’S ELITE OVERNIGHT CAMP 

The Dave Masur Residential PremierlElite Camp will follow the same coaching format used by one of the best teams in the 

country. Campers will benefit from the opportunity to work with Coach Masur, his staff and top level collegiate players where 

they will share with you their coaching strategies to develop you into a national caliber player. Overnight Camps at St John’s ... 

MONICLAIR SOCCER CAMPS ........................................................................ 

At the Montdair Soccer Camp, directed by St. John’s University head men’s soccer Dave Masur and Montdair State women’s 

coach Pat Naughter, participants from kindergarten to lOth grade will improve their soccer skills in a friendly and fun filled 

environment. All the game skills such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small 

sided games, practices .., 

ST. JOFIN’S ELITE 1 DAY CLINIC 

RNUNES OLE 

This summer we have something special for soccer players of aR ages - this is what you’ll enjoy: - Indoor ~t outdoor soccer fields 

for "rain or shine" play. - Free swimming pool access (with lifeguard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new playing experience. - 

Summer camps at the Ole Arena - fun and a great way to learn. - "Ole Summer Training" - for beginners to advanced players (U9 - 

JRo PREMIER ACADEMY PRESENTED BY SASVARIWAY SOCCER TRAINING CENTERS 

This age group of premier I0-14 year otds usually get overlooked at most camps only to be placed with older kids where they may 

get a challenge, but are still an afterthought. SasvariWay developed this special program for these age groups so they can have an 

opportunity to compete with and against the best players. Premier level players seek out the highest level of ... 

DISNEY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Play and learn side by side with superstars of the game in the middle of the magic. You never know who you’ll meet during this 4- 

Day Instructional Camp at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex. Past camp sessions have featured appearances from professional 

English Premier League players including Craig BeRamy of Liverpool, Paul Robinson of Blackburn Rovers, and Aaron Hughes of 



SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... Com.plet:e session 

HS ELITE 

This spedal camp will be directed by SasvadWay International Staff. High School age players (male and female) ages 13 - 19 only 

are invited to this event and should have experience in playing in high school or entering high school in the Fall of 2013. The goal 

is to create a focused and challenging training environment that will inspire and bring out the best in ... ~.~!)2J2).~)..).~)~.~. 

PREMIER SOCCER C,,s~PS ................................................................ 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are National Team Players or MLS/Professiona[/Col[ege Players ... 

COASTAL CAROLINA SOCCER ACADEMY AND CAMPS 

JOIN US IN 2013! In 2013 our sessions will be Session 1 June 22-25 and Session 2 June 27-30 and booking your individual place or 

your team place will start in November. We have one of the most exciting and challenging soccer camps in the USA. Over the 

years, we’ve had lO0’s of teams and their coaching staff and 1,000’s ... 

JUVEN[US SOCCER SCHOOL MIAM1 ......................................................................................... 

Soccer Cage Miami has partnered with the prestigious Juventus F.C. Experienced coaches will be arriving from Italy to train kids 

by following the Juventus School Method. Top quality, age appropriate technical and tactical exercises will be provided. Kids will 

develop and improve their soccer skills in a fun and safe environment. Children will learn soccer secrets from Juventus 

professionals and will have the ... 

PRESTON GOLDFARB’S "EXCELLENCE THROUGH FUNDAMENTALS" SOCCER CAMP 

For 27 years, the Preston Goldfarb’s "Excellence Through Fundamentals" Soccer Camp has been doing it the right way. Unlike many 

camps that play games all day, we are focused on developing the player through intense training designed to increase technical 

ability and tactical awareness. I believe that if you just play games all day, you only continue to practice bad habits! That is ... 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #I ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs all 

at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity well prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... ~dete session information on Seccer,~rnedca~com~ 

SOCCER 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 2013 http: / iwww. no1 soccercamps, com Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ no1 soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... !~!):(!~!~.‘~.e.~}~.!!!!!!?[L!~r.!~![!}?~1‘~!!EL~!!~!~e.~[‘~r.!}~!~(!~!~!!.~: 

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER ACADEMY.; ORLANDO, FI.__~ 

Come join the exclusive dub of over 700 players from Europe, Africa and the USA who have attended the International Soccer 

Academy in Auburndale (Orlando), FL (USA) and compete with players from throughout the world. Since 2003, this unique camp 

has brought together top international coaches and youth national 8~ regional level players for a one of a kind experience in the 

USA’s top tourist destination. Whether you are an elite player striving to play professional or college soccer; or an average player 

who is very committed to your own improvement, the International Soccer ... 



USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps 

for boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schilte-Brown understand how important it is to offer very 

spedfic programs for all ages and different abilifies. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #I College ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College 

Programs all at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity well 

prior to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... 

SOCCERPLUS C~PS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s Hational Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... Cor~g)[ete ses!~ion 

h"~formabon on SoccerArneHca.com. ......................................................................... 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exalting opportunity for players to experience 

specialized soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert 

coaches. In Barcelona, enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and fadlities for a true Bara experience. In 

addition to world-class training, players partidpate in daily ... ~lel:e se!mi,.?n information en SoccerAmeHca.com. 

NO. 1 SOCCER CAMPS ....................................................... 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: / lwww. nol soccercamps, com Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the bah in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... 

ILLINOIS SKILL SCHOOLS ............................................................... 

Illinois’ Most Effective Skill-Spedfic Soccer Training! Illinois Skill Schools’ "numbers approach" brings the best skill development 

methods from all over the world to Illinois with particular influence from Brazil~ Holland, England and Spain. Take the "Skill Band 

Challenge" today!!! 

CARTHAGE COLLEGE SOCCER C~PS ................................................................................................ 

The Carthage College Soccer Camps directed by Steve Domin continues to be the Midwest’s leading training ground for all levels 

of soccer players; both intermediate and advanced ’keepers and field players who wish to improve. All while enjoying the 

amenities of a model, sharp, clean, safe campus at one of America’s top academic institutions. The Camp is widely regarded as the 

"best ... 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY ELITE 

The Elite ID Camp is designed for motivated high-school age players who are competitively involved in club and/or high school 

soccer who want to improve their technical and tactical skills. This camp encourages young players to become better players and 

teammates in sessions that are both challenging and enjoyable. Illinois State Elite ID Clinic is designed as a small environment (max. 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY FUTURE REDBIRD DAY CAMP ................................................................................................................................................ 

Join us for four days of training "Redbird-style" where the Illinois State coaching staff as well as current members of the team will 

help your child develop the skills that have helped to make the Redbirds one of the top collegiate programs in the region. This 

competitive and fun environment will help young soccer players develop as well as fall in love with the ... Comple1:e session 

......................................................................... 



SOCCERPL US CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach in history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPS), Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team, guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 ... 

PREMIER SOCCER ................................................................ 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are NalJonai Team Players or MLSIProfessionallCoilege Players ... ~]~!~}~!I~-!~e~e~--!t~e~!E!~-{!-Z!E~!~:}~!~!-~{!-~!)~;--~!?~L~e~:~E~?-~!~!!]~-=~L~!)~!= 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 ID Camp in the US for both mate and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs all 

at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity well prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... ~lete session iifformation on SoccerAm~ri~:a.com. 

NOo I SOCCER CAMPS 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 2013 http: //www. no1 soccercamps, com Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ no1 soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the baU in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... 

USF SOCCER CAMPS ~_UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA MEN’S ~ WOMEN"S SOCCER) 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps 

for boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schilte-Brown understand how important it is to offer very 

specific programs for all ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 College ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College 

Programs all at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity well 

prior to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... ~le~e session infofmafion on 

UNIVERSITY OF IEXAS-TYLER SPRING SOCCER CAMP 

The UT Tyler Men’s Soccer program will be offering a camp March 2nd ~ 3rd lead by head coach Kenny Jones from I :OOpm- 

6:00pm. Registration is open to at[ 9th-12th graders at S50 for one day, or S95 for both days. !~.~!]?j~!~.e..?~?~Lo.!!.!!!;~i~!~(E]~.~..o.!!.~)2 

.......................................... 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOCCER ........................................................................................................... 

Whether your son or daughter is a novice soccer player who’s just beginning in this wonderful sport, an experienced player 

striving to gain an edge against his or her opponents, or a team preparing to capture a league or tournament championship, The 

University of Texas Soccer Camp directed by Angela Kelly offers a training environment and program spedfically designed to meet 

your needs ... 

GRADE SPORTS ACADEMY SUMMER CAMPS 

Professional, Recognized and Accomplished. The Grande Sports Academy coaching staff possesses a wealth of playing and 

coaching experience that elevates the camp to the highest level. Our elite coaches have had a storied professional playing 

careers and have translated their success on the field as players and have been recognized nationally and internationally as 



coaches. Grande Sports Academy Facts -Every GSA graduate as been 

SOCCERPL US CAMPS 

Tony DiCicco is the winningest US International coach Jn history. He has been Head Coach of the Boston Breakers of Women’s 

Professional Soccer (WPSb Head Coach of the US Women’s National and Olympic Soccer Teams and the Head Coach of the US U20 

Women’s National Team~ guiding the US to Olympic Gold in 1996, a U20 World Cup Championship in 2008 _. ~..0.!~(~.~.~..~.~2!~.(~ 

PREMIER SOCCER ................................................................ 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US Hational Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you witi dramatically improve 

your technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our 

Coaches are Hational Team Players or MLS/Professionai/Coliege Players ....C.‘.~!~I~..!~.t.~...~.~.~.~...n...~.!}~!~.a..t.!..q.n....~.!.~..~.~.~.~!]~:~!.~..c.~.~.~!~.~ 

WSU COUGAR ID ELITE CAMP 

The Cougar ID Camp is designed to ~ive each camper an inside look into what it means to be a coUegiate soccer player. Campers 

will be put through training sessions that will mirror sessions that the WSU soccer staff run for their current team. Each session 

will test the campers technically, physically as well as expand their tactical knowledge. The sessions will be run ... ~i!?[!!I~.!~ 

GOT SKILLS 

At the I Got Skills Soccer camp, players improve their soccer skills and develop a higher level of confidence with the ball. 

Constantly beating their opponents 1 on 1 Simply because they know ’1 Got Skills." I Got Skills Soccer Camp is Brought to you by 

Hawaii Street Soccer. Each Camp will improve the skills of all players from Besinner to Elite. Beginning players ... !~.~0~j~!~.3~.~?~)..o.!:! 

......................................................................... 

NO,f SOCCER CAMPS 

No. I Soccer Camps 2013 http: I lwww. nol soccercamps, corn Contact: J oe Mach ni k 843 270 2600 i nfo@ nol soccercamps.com J oe 

Machnik’s Ho.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of 

the ball in the attackingldefending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

Nb.~NCHESTER UNITED SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Official Summer Soccer Camps of one of the most prestigious and powerful soccer clubs in the world; learn to play the 

Manchester United Way at Manchester United Soccer Schools! This is the offidai camp of one of the world’s most popular clubs 

and in 2012 alone, children from more than 70 different countries attended a Manchester United Soccer Schools residential 

camp. Camp ... ~iete ~;ession information on Socce~America.cm-n. 

AC ~ILAN JUNIOR CAMP 

The AC Milan Junior Camp (MJC) is the Official Summer Academy Soccer Camp organized by one of the most prestigious, powerful, 

and popular soccer clubs in the world: AC Milan. The soccer training sessions, depending on your site, will be led by such AC 

Milan soccer legends as Filippo Galli (former player and AC Milan Youth Department Manager), Pierino Prati (former player and 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

The FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exalting opportunity for teens to experience specialized soccer training through an 

official partnership with one of the world’s most successful soccer teams and their expert coaches. Enjoy exclusive access to FCB 

training methods and facilities (You will play at the training center of FC Barcelona and the Masia (FCB Academy)! for a true Barca 



CHELSEA SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of world-famous Chelsea FC of the English Premiership (first division) allows campers to gain an insight 

into the training methods and techniques which compdse the Chelsea Soccer Schools model. The camps take place at Chelsea 

FC’s world-class Cobham~ Surrey training fadlity; the same fadlity where the Chelsea first team practices. The camps also include 

a weekend visit to Chelsea ... 

REAL MADRID SOCCER CAMP ......................................................................... 

The Real Maddd Soccer Camp aRows its participants to experience the official soccer camps of one of the world’s most famous 

soccer dubs~ Real Madrid! Camp participants will be immersed in Spanish culture and experience a "Madddista" environment. 

Spanish Classes option available and training at Valdebebas (Real Maddd FC training fadlity). Partidpants experience the training 

methods used by Real Madrid to train their ... 

RCD ESPANYOL BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

This Barcelona Soccer Camp is carded out in collaboration with the RCD Espanyol of Barcelona; one of Barcelona’s two 

professional soccer teams and a team that is more than 100 years old. 1 session for Boys and 1 session for Girls~ Spanish Classes 

option available. RCD Espanyol de Barcelona’s scouting staff will be on site evaluating players and making direct contact with .,. 

JUVENTUS TURIN SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Juventus Soccer Camp is the Offidal Soccer Residential Summer Camp organized by one of the most prestigious and powerful 

soccer club in the World: Juventus of Turin. Special Sessions at the Training center of Juventus first team facility in Vinovo near 

Turin. Juventus is the most successful team in the history of Italian soccer and has spent all but one year of its ... ~ 

......................................................................................... 

PARIS..SAINT..GER~i~AIN ACADEMY SOCCER C.~P 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of the Pads Saint Germain ("PSG") soccer team of the France League 1 championship. The new 

"Galacticos" soccer club in Europe with coach Carlo Ancelotti and soccer superstars Zlatan Ibrahimovic~ Motta Thiago~ Javier 

Pastore~ Lucas Moura and Ezequiel Lavezzi. Camp partidpants will experience Professional French Soccer Academy life at an elite 

training facility outside Pads. The camps also include a ... ~lel:~,~ session information on So£cerAmedca ,~:om, 

CAP GIRONDfNS BORDEAUX SOCCER CAMP ............................................................................................................. 

The Offidal Soccer Camp of the Bordeaux soccer team of the France League 1 championship. The Bordeaux soccer camp is the 

oldest and most respected soccer camp in France. Some camp sessions even include visits from Bordeaux first team players (based 

on the players’ schedule and availability) and feature a half-hour long question and answer session where camp participants can 

ask the professional players ... 

ARSENAL SOCCER SCHOOLS 

Arsenal Football Club is one of England’s most successful soccer clubs. Learn and develop your soccer skills and Play The Arsenal 

Way! This camp features various drills and games designed to improve campers’ individual sldRs and soccer knowledge. The Arsenal 

camp is designed with the serious player in mind and includes a player assessment from the Arsenal head coach on Mondays 

during the ... ~/ete session inforrnation on SoccerAmelica,cm-m 

BOBBY CHARLTON SOCCER AND SPORTS ACADEMY 

One of the oldest and most respected soccer camps in England~ the Bobby Charlton Soccer and Sports Academy is the camp that 

launched the career of soccer superstar David Beckham. The camp was created by England’s most popular soccer player of aR- 

time~ Sir Bobby Charlton. The camp features a world-famous soccer skills test and the top performers from these tests are invited 

SPANISH FEDERATION I~qTERNATIONAL SOCCER CAMP 

This is the Offida[ camp of the 2010 FIFA World Cup Champion / 2008-2012 European Champions Spanish Soccer Federation. The 

Spanish Soccer Federation International Soccer Camp takes place at La Ciudad del Futbol in Madrid. This site serves as the home 

for the Spanish National Soccer Team and campers wit[ play at the same site used by the reigning World Cup and European 



NO,1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http:!/w~,tw.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of the 

ball in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of operation ... 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES o CANADA ........................................................................................................ 

The Premier CoUe!~e Combines are a great way for hi!~h school players to be seen by CoUe!~e Coaches in the winter months ......... 

We will be in blia~ara Falls, Canada at the blia~ara Falls Sportsplex on March 2nd, 2013 ........ Toronto Canada at The County Day 

School in Kin~ City on March 3rd, 2013 ........ All these events are open to all high school a!]e boys and ... Con~.}~ete s~.~ssion 

......................................................................... 

To submit your free listin~ (maximum of 1 5 listin~Is per or~lanization) to Soccer America Camps 
8 Academies, ~Io to Soccer America, 
For information on advertisin~l in Soccer America Camps ~ Academies, contact Dou~l Murdock 
or call 1-510-374-2967 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 6:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter (Girls Edition): New U- 17 coach on ’disconnect’ at international level 

Snow on disconnect at the international level 
by Soccer America 

[US.a, UNDER-17 WOMEN] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team drew, 1-1, twice with their German 

counterparts during their recent camp at the Home Depot Center. The matches were the first for the U-17s as 

they start a cycle and also the first under new full-time head coach N.J. Snow. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] Cal South teams won regional titles to advance to the 2013 U.S. Youth Soccer ODP Championships 

March 1-3 at the FC Dallas Stadium Complex in Frisco, Texas. Cal South won both the 1996 and 1995 girls age groups at the 

2012 championships. For all the national qualifiers in the 1996 and 1997 age groups ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA Girls High School Winter Top iO 
by Soccer America 

[FL&NKINGS] Piano (Texas) West Senior is No. 1 in the NSCAA Girls High School Top 10 winter rankings. Piano is the only 

unbeaten and untied team in the Top 10. For the complete Top 10 ... - Read the whole story 

Marcantel named NSCAA High School Player of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS]Laura Marcantel, a senior forward at St. Joseph’s Academy (Baton Rouge, La.), was selected as the NSCAA 

High School Player of the Week for games played through Feb. 3. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, Februm7 11, 2013 4:20 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Soccer On TV: Monday, Februa~’ 11, 2013 

Monday, Feb. 11, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Liverpool hosts West Brom on Monday.... The UEFA Champions League round of 16 kicks off on Tuesday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the v~ek.) 

?~ONDA¥, F~bru~y t 1 

ESPN2 

England LIVERPOOL-~ST BROM (live) 2:55 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France EVIAN-MARSEILLE (delay) 12:30 pro. 

Spain REAL BETIS-VALLDOLID (live) 3:25 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL BETIS-VALLDOLID (live) 3:25 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 2:55 pro. 

Portugal BRAGA-PACOS DE FERREI~ (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, February 12 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League CELTIC-JUVENTUS (live)2:45 pm 

UEFA Champions League VALENCIA-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League VALENCIA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm 

UEFA Champions League CELTIC-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League VALENCIA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm 

UEFA Champions League CELTIC-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Libertadores EMELEC-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico LOBOS-AT~S (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico LA PIEDAD-JAGUARES DE CHIAPAS (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico SAN LUIS-CRUZ ~UL HIDALGO (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-CELAYA (live) 10 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup LEICESTER CI~-HUDDERSFIELD TO~ (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CELTIC-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pro= 

UEFA Champions League VALENCIA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 

W~DN~SDAY, Februar~ t3 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID~ANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm 



UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:45 pm 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm 

Copa Libertadores NEWELLS-OLIMPIA (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores PALMEIRAS=SPORTING CRISTAL (live) 7;30 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CORREGAMINO$-ATLANTE (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-NEZA (live) 6 pro= 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-MERIDA (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico NECAXA-AMERICA (live) 9:55 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-IRAPUATO (live) 8 pro. 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Feb. 11, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Monday, February 11,2013 6:17 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Progressive Finishing, Co,nplete Player ’Challenge’, Finishiug Rebounds and Mole... 

YOUR WEEKLY UPDATES AND NEW 
ARTICLES 

Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Email Newsletter. This week we have FIVE new 

articles for you Check them out below. 

How About the Video Library For FREE? 
Are you a DOC of a club with 20 or more coaches? Would you like a FREE subscription to the Video 

Library and its 4,00+ videos? 

If so, check out our new offer to Dhectors of Coachirlg here 

NEW BOOK- Coaching the 4o2~-1 Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 to the next level with 

this advanced tactical guide Discover how the 4-2-3-I is 
used to devastating eff’~ct by Manchester United and 

Real Madrid and advanced drills for coaching your 
players in this highly attacking and flexible f~rmation 

:::: :? : :: p ccer. Coaching the .’1-2-3-1 Advanced 

i:!i: ~ Tactics shows you how you can utilize this highly flexible 

formation to outwit teams playing a traditional 4-4-2 or 4- 

3-3 and to create more scoring opportunities. 

Coaching Seminar - Feb 22123 
We hope you will join us for our annual coaching seminar on Feb 22 & 23 If you are busy that 

weekend, you can register for the L.ivestrearn option and watch tile seminar frorn the cornfort of your 

own home as ofl:en as you like for 30 days. Checkout the detaile here. 

Win $200 of Books and DVDs 
Following the success of our last competition, we are launching a second competition. Simply share 

your favorite Defending small-sided gameldriillexerciee and you will be entered to win $200 of books 

and DVDs 

It’s really simple.._C__!!_c___k____h__e__r__e___[£_r__~__o__r__e____d__e___t__a_[!_s_. 

Video Library and Bomber Drills Database 
For those of you who subscribe to our Member Drills Datzbase and/or WCC Video Library, will know 

that we have uploaded tone of BRAND NEW content over the past few weeks For those who don’t 

subscribe, all I can say is you are missing out big time. Click the links above to find out what you are 

m=ssing. 

This weeks articles 

iiWCC Newsletter - Progressive Finishinq Game 



Soccer Conditioning .- The ’Complete Player’ Challenqe 

i Coaching Soccer Tactics - Attackinq From the 2nd Line in the 4=2=3=1 

FineSoccer Goaikeeper Newsletter - Leadin(l With the Hands When Divinfi 

FineSoccer Drills Newsletter - The importance Of Finishing Rebounds 

Coaching Advanced Players - Attacking From the Second Line - 2vl Exercise 

~r~e~R-e-c~e~n~t~!~y~R-e~!~e~a~s-e-d~B~-~k~d~y!~#~£~ 

Creative A~cking DriI~s - Take a vid:ual pitch side seat and watch how 

Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players te move. 

~hink and react so they can be mere creatiw! in attack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creatiw~ attacking session Watch how Woodward trains a 

group (if players te be winners, with a progressive session that herles 

their thinking, rTlew!men~ and creativity in getting the ball across the line 

iLe score Includes a FREE companion elBook with easy-te-.read 

descriptions and diagrams ef what is shown in this 6 video set. Click 

here for more info. 

WCC Video Libra,’ - Basically. we have taken ah’nost all of our 

DVD collection and put then] online where you can access them 

24/7 online and even viewthem on your phone at the training field. 

You can easily find the video you are looking for using the 

powerful "Keyword" search or video "tags" No need to ever buy 

another coaching DVD again Click here for more info. 

The Complete Gaide to 

Coachir~g Advanced P~ayers 

consists of 6 eBooks and 10 

videos that will give your 

players that extra b-10% they 

need to develop them from 

being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player. If you coach a 

competitive club~ high school 

............. : : orcollege team this isforyou! 

[hA ££mp!ete~|de to C£a£hj£~ Ad~a£ced Players. by Canadian U18 Nationa~ Team Coach. Rob 

Gale is a soccer training course specially designed to give players the extra challenge they need to 

take their skills to an advanced level. More info. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-t shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer Now 

you can discover howto train your playe~ to utilize this highly 

flexible and a~acking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-I. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and guidance 

on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset, this book 

prov des you w th everyth ng you need to know about p ay ng the 4- 

Coaching the 4-3-3 is a special 12- 

video series that allows you sit back 

and watch session after session on 

howto fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. Randy Waldrum. one of 

the most experienced minds in US 

soccer, shows you through practice 

drills and demonstrations how to 

coach your team to take full 

advantage of this popular formation 

to get into attacking positions, to 

break down opposition a~acks and win more games ~ore info 

Dis¢ove[ tow to Harness t#e exciting 4-~4-~ formation and replicate 

the devastating attacking power of the world’s most successful teams 

If you’ve been looking for a way to coach your team how to play the 4-2-3-1. 

yeu’w~ just found iL Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is a special 12-part video series 

which provides a c’.emprehensiw~ tactical and training guide Le this exciting 

formation. Utilized by Real Madrid. Chelsea and the most successful 

sides in the Eure 2012 tournamenL the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and attacking 

power is fast becoming the formation ef choice for leading coaches all 

ew~r the world ~ore info. 



tile world’s rnost popular R3rmal:ions are played and what training 

systems are needed to play ~hem effectiw~ly. Rather than R3cus en 

technique or ffsrmal:ions independently, this book shews you how to 

combine elements like building blecks te create cemplete ’three 

: dimensional training’. Check it out here. 

comprehensive guide to the concept 

of training players so they become 

more experienced in the positions 

day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 

................... [:: orany other formation, this book 

provides a unique new training method for developing your team in multiple areas in the same 

session. ~or~Bfo. 

~o~er~ A~ckh~g & Goa~sco~g - Finally, a book focused on 

what players love best: Scoring goals~ This book is packed with 

100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, to 

control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop the killer 

instinct on goal. Moderf~ A#ae~ag & ~oalseoriag provides you 

with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

: and points on the league table. 

Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe. 

~ ~ ~ 
S~ccer Co~d~ti~ ~e~t~y - New Cutting Edge Soccer Conditioning 

~ ~ ~ Sessions and Drills Delivered Every Month for Improving the Strength 

Speed and Agility of Your Players 

~ ,;.=;~ Finally a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arrived~ 

~ ~ ~ ~occer ~o~dide~i~g Monthly provides you a~icles and videos every 

~ ~ ~ month with new drills and exercises to improve your team’s physical 

~ ~ ~ ~==~=,~]~]~ ~ fitness so they can run harder for longer every game. With new drills 

~ ~bridgesthegapbe~¢eensoccertraini~gandon-fieldpefformance 

and does all your conditioning planning for you. ~9_[#__~£. 

To~I SocCer Coad~t~o~i#g: A Ball-Or~ea~ted Approac~ is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have one or 

~o coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough choices 

about which to focus on. 

: To address the problem, Cresser created a methodology on how 

............. training. The result is To~I Soccer Oo~ditio~iaq: A 8all-Or~eatated 

Approach, a two book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and athletes that 

want to maximize their practice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or technical training 

sessions. ~ore ~afo. 

~o~¢ra Soccer Tactics -. If you want to dew, lop a better 

sides then look no further. 

...... 

pages ef insights on how the great club s~des, like Barceloaa, 
~ ~a~cbester U~ffed and Arseaal, manage to dominate teams. In 

add~tien, these books ~eature an array ef drills and exercise so you can 

train your team to emulate some of the world’s el~te clubs and players ..................................................................................................................................................... 

~o~e i#fo 

know abou~ coacMng the 4-3-3, including the rormal:k)rYs development to 

~=~=~=~=~ ~ ~_; th~ ~o~erront or ~opean ~k,b ~occe~, how it ~ ~t~zed by the wer~d’~ be~t .................................................................................................................................................... 

: team ul:d~ze the 4--3.-3 te be more offensive, flexible and d~fflcul~to defend 

against. ~ere ~afe. 

David P~a~ Tactical Play#ooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

championship winning coach! In this special set, ~a~chester 

Assis~t ~aaager #avid Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation 

Whether they play 4-4-2.4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 



The NoAh Carolina Way With Arisen Dorrance - Discow~r the secre[s of hew 

ARSon Dorrance. erie ef US soccer’s mest legendary coaches, achieved a 

93.4% winrfing a~erage, wen 20 eut ef 27 National Championships and led 

his team te win 92 games in a row. 

In this special 21 par~ video series (almost 4 hours ef content). Derrance 

shows yen the philesephy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

hampienship winning teams fer more than 30 years. ~o~e 

A Tactical A~al~s of ~C Barcelona - This beck has been selling like 

wildfire wi[h coaches from ew~r 30 counbies buying. My guess is tMs will be 

cur best selling book ef the year. More i~fo. 

...... ~dwnced P~yer- i~ our latest book and perfect Jf you coach ~ competitive 

~:~ :~;~,:~ club te~m, high school or college team. ~ore 

Finally, a book focused on the missing ]ink 

youth training! ]his is a unique book that shows 

you how to train players to develop tactical 

~~~:::::.~:.~ ~:: ~::~ knowledge, faster decision making and sma~er 
~:’::’: :~[[ ’: : use of the ball This is an aspect sorely missed 

[: ...... in most training programs, but can make all the 

........................... :[:: difference in taking your players to an elite level 

~ore i~fo. 

44-2 v4-~-3- This book has been one of our best selling books ever the 

~~: i ~,;L.:;’-: past few years. This book takes an in-depth look at ~vo of the greatest 
~:.;.;.;~ ~=.~{]~ managers/coaches in today’s game_Sir Alex ~ergusoa and Jose 

and their respective systems of play. O_[~_~.~[&[~.[_~£[A_].£f£. 

~ 
Beale is packed with 1~ d,ills a,d exercises to improve your players 

~- ..... reactions, a~acking instincts and consistency in the box so they can score 

~ :~]=~=~.:..: more often and win more games. Olie~ here fe~ ~ere i~fo. 

Zonal ~end~ng the l~lian Way provides an in- 

depth look at the Italian back four and their 

philosophy of total team defending This book jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were 

actually used to train the national team in Italy’s 

1994 and 2006 World Cup campaigns. l-his makes 

..................... :Ct}~{ this book an ideal addition to your library, whether 
you’re a student of the game or an elite level coach. 

because it will enrich your understanding of the Italian defensive game and how you can apply their 

World Cup winning drills to improve your own team’s defending. 

N~W Goalkeeper Coaching Web Site - Don’t forget to check out our new 

web site specifically for goalkeeper coaching 

~ ~[~a4: This web site will be especially useful for coaches of teams who don’t have 
.the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

Best Wishes. 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 



The possession game: How Spurs 
have gone 10 unbeaten 

Dear Anson, 

And r~ Villas-Boas’s Tottenham Hotspur made it 10 games 
unbeaten in the Premier League on Saturday by defeating 

Newcastle United 2-1 at White Hart Lane. 

It was also the 10th consecutive Premier League encounter in 
which Spurs have enjoyed more possession than their 
opponents- possession of the ball is core to the Villas-Boas 
philosophy. 

Throughout this exceptional run, Spurs have demonstrated 
their ability to build from the back, and interchange positions 
when going forward. Few players demonstrate this philosophy 
better than Gareth Bale who, despite being regarded as a left- 
sided midfielder, is regularly the most advanced player, just as 





Make it a Tottenharn double 

When you subscribe to Elite Soccer today, we’ll send you this 
issue absolutely free! Make it a Tottenham double as you claim 
two sessions from Spurs managers past and present. 

Subscribe now and you’ll receive the current issue of Elite 
Soccer featuring ex-Spurs and current Queens Park Rangers 
manager Harry Redknapp’s session on how to beat the 
Champions League winners, where he reveals the tactics that 
helped his side beat Chelsea at Stamford Bridge earlier this 

season. 

AND if you subscribe by midnight on Tuesday 12 February, 
you’ll also receive our July 2012 issue featuring Andrb Villas- 
Boas’s session on Possession Principles absolutely free. 

After that, you’ll get the latest issue of Elite Soccer sent to 
your email address every month for the duration of your 
subscription. 

. If you re looking for solutions to your coaching problems you 
should look no further than Elite Soccer- published in 
partnership with the Leagu~Association (LMA) 

represenLing all professional soccer managers in Lhe English 
leagues. 

Visit Elite Soccer to discover more and find out how you can 
improve your side’s results with coaching sessions from the 
best in the business. 

I know you’ll be inspired- subscribe today! 

Yours in soccer, 

i 

Paul Mortimer 

Marketing Manager, Elite Soccer 



PS - Elite Soccer is not available in the shops or from other 

M~uuvv view, 
...... ,~ only for the addressee and any copy 

~, recipients If you are not an intended 

~’u~’r’~’~U5 0AB 
recipient, please advise the sender 

UH t~u r~ H~JUU~ 

without retaining acopy Green Star 
T" +44 (0)1483 89 1074                                               " 

I-" +44 (.u)14~3 ~ 414~ 
Registered in England. 
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Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 12:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Powerful Pairings in Round of 16 

America Shop ] 

This week’s slate of UEFA Champions League Round of 16 
games features three marquee matchups. Between them, 

these six teams have played in 41 European club championship 
games dating back to 1956 when the competition was known 
as the European Cup. Arsenal has never made it to the final. 

You can find an abundance of European club replica jerseys 
and all other things soccer at the SoccerAmericaShop. 

i~i Soccer America Shop 

http://www.socceramerica.com/unsubscribe/?hashid = 1 ff21 eade41721 c635cf217c8ef9c585 
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Soccer America Confidential: Gonzalez learned painful lessons in loss to Honduras 

Monday, Feb. 11,2013                                                    ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Gonzalez learned painful lessons in loss to 
Honduras 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Before we leave the Honduras-USA Hexagonal opener for the time being, examining the Omar Gonzalez 

situation is mandatory. 

For a first competitive cap in a hostile road environment, Gonzalez didn’t play poorly. He’s obviously strong enough and tough 

enough to get the job done. But games are won and lost at critical moments, which is when the inexperienced player- no 

matter how talented - may hesitate or falter. This befell Gonzalez several times during the match and unfortunately twice he 

came up wanting. 

Everyone identified his error on the winning goal, when instead of dropping behind goalkeeper Tim Howard to protect the net 

he glanced over his shoulder and reacted too slowly as fo~vard Jerry Bengtson banged home the winner. Yet he was also 

culpable on the first goal: When Honduras equalized shortly before halftime as the teams re-set following a corner kick, he 

inexplicably backed off pressuring Victor Bernardez, who thus had all the time and room he needed on the right flank to 

launch the cross that Juan Carlos Garcia lashed into the net with a spectacular bicycle kick. 

Yes, had Gonzalez instead tried to close down Bernardez the cross might have been delivered anyway. Yes, Michael 

Bradley should have challenged harder as Maynor Figueroa chested the ball into the middle, and perhaps Geoff Cameron 

could have taken a foot in the face to prevent Garcia’s amazing overhead volley. But Gonzalez’s bad judgment set the 

sequence in motion. 

(Too bad the BelN Sport announcers didn’t recall a similar goal scored by another defender, former U.S. international Marcelo 

Balboa, during a Gold Cup game in 1991. Everyone remembers the bike Balboa narrowly missed in the 1994 World Cup, but 

he struck a dramatic winner at the Rose Bowl to cap a 2-1 comeback defeat of Trinidad & Tobago.) 

As Bernardez chased down a corner kick, Gonzalez simply cannot do what he did: leave his opponent free and run back into 

the middle while Bemardez sized up his options. Bernardez showed during his first MLS season in 2012 with the 

Earthquakes, during which he lashed home a free kick and also first-timed a goal from a corner, he’s very efficient with the ball 

at his feet. In that situation, whichever player is nearest to the opponent with the ball has to defend; close down the space, 

guard the byline, and prevent the cross if possible. Maybe another center back can be left alone in that situation but not this 

one. 

Center backs at the international level don’t have a lot of wiggle room. Every ball played over the top, each pass slotted into 

the channel, and every high ball that drops into their area could be decisive. At least a dozen times a game, center backs are 

tested, and the Honduran defenders gave their younger American counterparts a good lesson in handling themselves with 

three valuable points on the line. Past editions of the Honduran team featured dangerous attackers but a vulnerable back line; 

that weakness has definitely been strengthened, and they can also contribute offensively. Garcia nailed the winner, Figueroa 

created both goals. 

The Gonzalez-Bernardez confrontation was an interesting preview of what will probably be many encounters, and endless 

comparisons. They will face each other when the Quakes and Galaxy play, and could well be the leading candidates to claim 

Defender of the Year honors. 

Bernardez missed a chunk of last season and didn’t win that category, though he was a finalist. He did pick up the Newcomer 

of the Year award. Gonzalez won Defender of the Year in 2011 and along with 2012 winner Matt Besler and a few others will 

vie with Bernardez as the leading candidates for 2013. 

Bernardez, 30, has the edge in experience - he also played in Europe and Mexico - over his U.S. counterparts, as does 

Figueroa, 29, who has played in the Premier League with Wigan since 2008 and is closing in on 100 caps. Considering that 

Gonzalez and Cameron ended with the game with a combined total of 16 caps, they will need to learn their lessons quickly if 

they are to successfully steer the U.S. back line through what is shaping up to be a hotly competitive Hexagonal. 

Somebody must assume Carlos Bocanegra’s leadership role if the veteran is indeed being relegated to being a backup. 

Cameron joined Stoke City a few months ago and is playing right back so the director’s job could fall to Gonzalez, who 

organizes for the Galaxy. Besler has taken on a commander’s role for Sporting Kansas City, which posted the best defensive 

mark in MLS last year, yet he just earned his first cap against Canada. 



Gonzalez, 24, is certainly a national team star in the making. Yet the U.S. needs are immediate and he may be required to 

shine quite brightly quite quickly. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Soccer America Confidential blo.q. 

Monday, Feb 11,2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org~ 

Tuesday, Februao, 12, 2013 1:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Save a spot in one of our free webinars this Wednesday 

View a nicer looking version of this message here: http:i/charactercounts.or~/hmaiL/M1030 webinar-promo-feb2013iM1030 webinar-prolno-feb2013.htlnl 

******************************************************************* FREE WEBINARS Coming to a computer near you 

http:i/charactercounts.orgitrainingiwebinars.html ******************************************************************* Getting Started With 

CHARACTER COUNTS! Februm3, 13, 2013 11:00-11:30 a.m. (PST) This free webinar gives an overview of CHARACTER COUNTS! and the steps you can 

take to get started. You’ll learn about our professional development, cumcular materials, consultation and free downloadable resoulces. Register now: 

https:i/w~v.surveymonkey.com/s/LGP7CNK Pillar Power’. February 13, 2013 12:00-12:30 (PST) Get tips and strategies on how to rev up your CHARACTER 
COUNTS’. initiative and keep students engaged and committed to practicing the Six Pillars of Character. We’ll give you Pillar Challenges and other activity ideas that you 

can use fight away. Register now: https:/,www.surveymonkey.com/~LGP7CNK See 2013 webinar ~hedule: http:/icharactercounts.org, trainin~/webina~s.html Want in- 

person training, Learn about our comprehensive Ct tARACTER COUNTS. 4.0 package a~d our Character Development Seminars. 

******************************************************************* Josephson Institute and CttARACTER COUNTS’. 9841 Airport Blvd., #300 

Los Angeles, CA 90045 ] 800-711-2670 JosephsonInstitute.org CharactelCounts.org (c)2013 Josephson Institute. "CHARACTER COUNTS!" is a iegistered 

trademark of Josephson Inslitute. To stop receiving these updates, click here: http:i/wsl.jiethics.or~/maileriusers~’unsubscribe.php? 

em~l=a~son@email.unc.edu&fom~ id=159&cust id~,)&email id=1076&stat id=4523 Manage newsletter subscriptions: http:,/ch~ractercounts.org/newsletters 
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Teach Your Players the Same lvl Moves Used By the World’s Top Players 

Give your players the confidence 
and technical ability to win more 

1vl situations and score more goals 
with this special t5 part video 

series focused on the art of winning 
the 

Dear Coach, 

Do your players struggle to win lvl situations? Do they panic when they find themselves on goal with 

just a defender to beat? The fact is that no matter how smooth your passing, your players will inevitably 

find themselves in Ivl situations which can decide the game. Whether it is running the ball down the 

wings or getting past defenders in the box, providing your players with the confidence and the technical 

ability to get past their opponents can give you a decisive edge. 

If you want to improve your players’ lvl ability, Legendary, lvl Moves shows you how. This special 

video series covers 15 effective lvl moves used by legendary players to get past defenders and 

through on goal. This includes Fake Shot, Puskas, Pull Back& Play, Maradona Turn, Rivelino, Swivel 

Stopover, Scissors, Matthews, Swivel/Swivel, TapNPlay, Stop Hop & Roll, Cruyff Turn, Spin Cruyff, 

Touch Hop/Scissors and the Ronaldinho 

Through practicing these legendary moves your players will be able to imitate the silky skills of players 

like Ronaldo, Maradona, dohan Cruyff, Zidane and Ronaldinho to create more goal scoring 

opporunities. So give your players the skills they need to win more lvl situations by providing them 

with the coaching to be found in Legendary lvl Moves. 



also your defenders’ ability to tacMe opponents in ~v~ 

The 15 videos in Legendary lvl Moves feature drills and coaching points that have been refined and 

tested over 30 years by the series’ creator, Andy Barney. They feature the silky moves used by 

legendary players like Johan Cruyff and IVlaradona as well as modern day stars like Ronaldo, Zidane 

and Ronaldinho. 

In the video series, Barney takes these moves and uses his ’Four Teaching Phases’ methodology to 

help players and coaches to learn them as effectively and quickly as possible. The outcome is that 

players will be able to develop deceptive dribbling skills, improved tactical speed and the technical 

skills to gain the edge in lvl situations. 

What’s more, your defenders can also benefit from the coaching drills in Legendary 1vl Moves The 

fact is that in game situations your defenders will need to be just as adept in blocking lvl moves as 

your attackers will need to be in completing them. As a result, the training drills demonstrated in 

Legendary 1vl Moves will enable your defenders to improve their ability to block and tackle opposing 

attackers in lvi situations 

"A special video series put together by a coach 13 National 



What’s covered in Legertdary Iv1 Moves 

The Legendary "lv’l Moves video series comprises of 15 videos with each focused on perfecting a 

specific lvl move. 

Every video is split into three sections The first section introduces the move with a detailed explanation 

of where players need to position themselves and where to move their feet to complete the move. 

Barney then runs through the move in more depth, providing detailed coaching points on exactly howto 

teach it to players The final section shows players performing a drill to demonstrate situations in 

which it can be used along with providing a practical coaching exercise The drills can be performed 

with cones or defenders. 

The 15 drills covered include Fake Shot, Puskas, Pull Back & Play, Maradona Turn, Rivelino, Swivel 

Stepover, Scissors, Matthews, Swivel/Swivel, TapNPlay, Stop Hop & Roll, Cruyff Turn, Spin Cruyff, 

Touch Hop/Scissors and the Ronaldinho 

Andy Barney with one of his National Championship teams 

The moves covered are the exact same moves used by Ronaldo, Maradona, Johan Cruyff and the 

world’s greatest players to improve their deceptive dribbling skills, their tactical speed and to gain an 

edge over opponents. Every video is packed with coaching points and clear demonstrations that show 

your players how to imitate the flair of their idols while gaining valuable skills they can use to beat 

opponents to create more scoring opportunities. 



W~at you will gain from Legendary Ivl Moves 

No matter how accomplished your team is at passing, lvl situations will occur as a natural and 

unavoidable part of the game. So if you’re team is to be successful, your players need to be trained and 

ready for them when they occur. What’s more, it can be nerve wracking for players when they find 

themselves in the opposition’s area with only a defender to beat. Without practicing these situations 

and building your players’ confidence to get past defenders, your players will not have the confidence to 

get past defenders and score. 

From Legendary "lv’l Moves, you will gain: 

Step by step guidance on coaching your players in 15 different moves for winning 1v1 

situations 

increased confidence when in lvl in situations. 

Greater creativity and flair through learning how to create goal scoring opportunities on 

their own 

Enhanced ability to handle the pressure when in the goalmouth through practicing lvl 

scenarios 

Your defenders will be better at beating opponents in 1vl situations through training with 

your attackers when they are developing their own Iv1 skills 

1vl moves require technical ability, quick thinking and quick feet. As a result, practicing 

these skills will help players to improve in other areas, such as ball control and mental 

agility 

You will improve the ability of your players to score more frequently and not cave in to the 

pressure 

The moves can also be used to buytime and space for holding up the bali while other 

players get into position to receive the ball 

Every player dreams of being able to play with flair like modern day stars, such as Ronaldo 

and Messi, as web as legends, like Cru~f and Maradona. They wBI love being able to develop 

these skills in training and gaining the confidence to use them in real games 

The videos all provide demonstrations of drills that can be used to train players in the lvl moves, 

using either cones or defenders. The drills can also be progressed by requiring players to first receive 

a pass or to perform a combination of moves before shooting. This enables you to adjust the 

complexity to suit players at a range of skill levels. But whatever the age, all players will love the 

opportunity to learn the lvl tricks they see displayed by the world’s most talented players to get past 

defenders and score. 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Legendary 1v! Moves unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, 

if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Legendary lvl Moves after six months then please 

contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

"Unleash the f~air and creativity of your players and create more 



Unless you have Beckham’s free kick accuracy, Barcelona’s smooth passing or forwards able to hit 

thundering strikes from outside the box, your players will need to win lvl situations if your team is 

going to score. Without practicing their lvl skills, your players will likely wilt under the pressure of 

finding themselves through on goal with just the defender to beat. Unless they know what to do and 

howto do it, they are more likely to lose the ball than score. 

If you get frustrated watching your players lose lvl situations, you need t~e coaching knowledge to 

be foundin Legendary lvl Moves. Rather than simply a collection of ball skills that would only be 

effective in a circus, this special video series provides effective and practical moves your players can 

use to get past defenders and into dangerous positions. What’s more, the videos show you exactly 

how the moves are performed and how to coach them. This includes how players should position 

themselves and howto trick defenders into placing themselves in positions that are easy to beat. 

Players like Ronaldo and Messi attract a lot of attention and highlight reels for their silky skills. But what 

goes with these skills, and what makes them so vital "to their teams’ success, is their incredible goal 

scoring rate. The ability to be able to beat defenders is a highly prized asset that can transform a 

team’s success from challengers to champions Legendary 1vl Moves shows you how to coach 

these skills and to create a team that can not only play with flair and creativity but can also score more 

often when in the box. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Legendary lvl Moves is a special set of 15 videos which show you how to coach 15 highly 

effective moves for winning 1vl situations. This includes skilful moves used by the likes of Ronaldo, 

Zidane and Maradona to awe crowds and other players alike Every move is explained in stages, with 

coaching points and suggestions on when they can be used to beat defenders and to create more 

scoring opportunities. 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in the Legendary 

lvl Moves video series after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked 
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Youth Soccer Retx~rter (Boys Edition): Development Academy college signings; ConcacafU-20 countdown 

Development Academy players off to co~Mge 
by Soccer America 

[2013 COLLEGE SIGNINGSl The sons of former U.S. national team stars John Harkes and Tab Ramos are 

among the Development Academy players who have made college commitments, lan Harkes (D.C. United 

Academy) will enroll at Wake Forest, while Alex Ramos (NJSA 04) will attend Iona.For a list of Development 

Academy college signings ... - Read the whole story 

Ramos: q expect us to be a possession team’ 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER=20 COUNTDOWN] The USA kicks off play at the Concacaf Under-20 Championship next week in 

Puebla, Mexico. Tab Ramos has been preparing the team in Toluca for the opening game against Haiti. He says he’s 

assembled some very good players, in particular on the offensive side of the ball, with the likes of Luis Gii of Real Salt Lake, 

Jose Villarreal of the Los Angeles Galaxy and Benji Joya of Mexican club Santos. Here’s what he had to say about the U- 

20s as the final training camp opened ... - Read the whole story 

German-American Kiesewetter gets calbup 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-20 MEN] Forward Jerome Kiesewetter, who plays for VfB Stuttgart II in Germany’s 3. FussbalI-Liga, was 

added to the U.S. under-20 national team’s roster for the 2013 Concacaf U-20 Championship, which kicks off Feb. 18. - Read 

the whole story 

U.S. U-20s on Fox Soccer ................................................................................. 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR1 U.S. fans can look forward to watching the U.S. under=20 national team in action in the Concacaf 

Undet~20 Championship as part of the expanded agreement between Concacaf and Fox Soccer. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[HOME DEPOT CENTER CAMP1 U.S. under-14 boys head coach Hugo Perez named 35 players for an eight-day training 

camp beginning Saturday at the Home Depot Center in Carson, Calif. The roster includes 34 of the 35 player born in 1999, 

plus Christopher Goslin, who was born in 2000. The New York Red Bulls lead all teams with four players in camp. For the 

complete roster ... - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, Feb. 12, 2013 
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Tuesday, Februao, 12, 2013 9:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Bnsiness Insider: MLS to launch ’Jersey Week’ promotion 

Tuesday, Feb. 12, 2013 

NLS to launch ’Jersey Week’ 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

promotion 
By Paul Kennedy 

Major League Soccer will launch its first "Jersey Week" with a national launch event Feb. 25 at Pier 59 Studios in 

conjunction with the New York Red Bulls. 

Artist Curtis Kulig will be unveiling original pieces of art featuring the 19 MLS clubs at this event to highlight this year’s theme 

"Jersey as ArL" 

There will also be 11 local events the week of Feb. 25-28 for MLS clubs will unveil new adidas primary, secondary or third 

jerseys. Perhaps the most ambitious effort will be Colorado Rapids’ jersey caravan to Breckenridge Ski Resort, Red Rocks 

Amphitheater, Elk Meadow/Bergen Peak, the Brown Palace and Confluence Park followed by a public party at Lodo’s Bar & 

Grill in downtown Denver, where the players will don the new jerseys for the first time. 

"Soccer supporters are extremely passionate about everything involving their club," said Maribeth Towers, senior vice 

president of consumer products for MLS. "But the jersey might be first and foremost. It is the crest that is closest to their 

heart. Jersey Week will celebrate the soccer jersey." 

Starting in 2014, all 19 MLS clubs will unveil at least one new jersey every year. 

MLS will also introduce the "True Colors" of MLS created by artists from the Futbol Artists Network (FAN). The canvas art will 

utilize club marks, club colors and jersey teaser images and be used in social media platforms in the two weeks leading up to 

Jersey Week. 

JERSEY WEEK: 

Feb. 25 

Houston (Primary & Secondary) House of Blues (private) 

New York (Primary) Pier 59 Studios (private) 

Feb, 25-26 

Colorado (Primary & Secondary) Jersey Caravan/Lodo’s (public) 

Feb. 26 

Chivas USA (Secondary) The Home Depot Center (private) 

Philadelphia (Third) Xfinity Live (public) 

Sporting KC (Primary & Third) The Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art (private) 

Toronto FC (Primary) The Berkeley Church (private) 

Feb. 27 

LA Galaxy (Secondary & Third) The GRAMMY Museum (public) 

Montreal (Third) New City Gas (private) 

Seattle (Primary & Secondary) Cinerama (private) 

Vancouver (Primary) Rocky Mountaineer Train Station (private) 

Feb. 28 

Portland (Primary & Secondary) "Last Thursday on Alberta Street" (public) 

CONCACAF-FOX SOCCER DEAL EXPANDED. U.S. fans can look forward to watching the U.S. under-20 national team in 

action in the Concacaf Under-20 Championship as part of the expanded agreement between Concacaf and Fox Soccer, 

Besides the Concacaf Under-20 Championship, Fox Soccer will also air the 2013 Concacaf Men’s Under-17 Championship, 

2014 Concacaf Women’s Under-17 and Under-20 Championships and 2015 Concacaf Women’s World Cup Qualifying. 

The U=S. U-20s open play Feb. 18 against Haiti in Puebla, Mexico (kickoff: 6:30 p.m. ET). 

Ernaih Send releases to Soccer America 

Friend Soccer ArnericaFacebook 

Follow Soccer ArnericaTwitter 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Pfayer~.~ Newsfette~ <newsletterce~usn~.~t:pa.com> 

Dorrance, ALbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ PLayers ¯ Feb 12, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 12, 20t3 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: The Champions League 
Knockout Stage 

The Champions League returns on Tuesday with the knockout stage of the 2012-13 competition on Fox Soccer: Celtic - 
Juventus at 2:45Drn ~nd V~[encia - PSG at 5prn (2:45pm o~ Fox Soccer Plus). CoDa kibe~tadores on Fox Depo~tes: 

Eme[ec - Ve/ez SarsPie[d at 7::}{}Din. Copa Mexico en Univision Deportes: La Piedad - ,}agL~a~es at 4Din, San Luis - Cruz 

Az~{ H}da{go at 8pro, and UNAM P~m~as - Cebaya at 10pro. On ESPN Deportes: Lobes - Atlas at 10pro, Ad T~mes Easten~ 

Their Words 

"~YOLE knew thai: when ~,eu t:eEY~e awa’[ from beETle to Manchest:er United ~,eu an:! a[ways going t:e have a [on~ 

afternoon and you hope that it goes your way. Today it didn’t/’ IEverbo~ goaU<eeper Tim Howard. 

What UEFA needs from the 2012-13 Champions 
League 
~yJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Feb ’i2, 201}) US Soccer Players .- On Tuesday, we return to Chan’tpions League 

business as usual. The knockout stage of the schedule, moves to h~gh[ight ~ames that are almost unavoMab[e for anyone 

with an interest in soccer in ~eneraL much less the European c~ub vaMebl. Though it’s not the SuDer League by another 

open competit~om W~th that in tub’,d, here are fo~r things ~ behove UEFA needs from the 2012-13 knockout rounds. 

A Dark Horse 

If you leek at the list of the 15 ~emaining teams, it’s easy enoD~h t:e play ’spot the outlier.’ Yes, a~/o~ these teams had 

to get through the group stage in first or second place, but some groups are a[ways tou~her than others. Add in c[ubs 

mana}~h)g [e sellf-destruet and erase their ~;~ve[ite Sl:aRES in the ~rou~)s. and there a~e always surprises in both 

directions. Teams that shouM’ve made the knockout rounds ending up in the Europa League or out of European 

competition entire{y and teams that weren’t favored ending up in the final 16. 

Celtk: is the team that best fits that description, esDedaf/y since they didn’t undergo a JanuaPy transformation like 

Galatasaray. Uniertunately for Celtic, the draw didn’t favo~ them, not even a little bit. Should Celtic -- Juventus play to 

form. it wilf be the Italian champions advancin?.. ~e need a better rnatch~p, and we get one next Wednesday. 

Ga/atasaray managed to tt~n themselves into more than a cfub expected to exit h~ the round of 16 o~ the Qt~arte~fina]s 

into a threat to the bighter teams. They did this by signing DkJk~r Drogba and WesLey Sne~jder in JanL~a~y, wiping out the 

scouting ~eports based on how they p[ayed in Olroup I’t. Those were f[attermg~ including how to stop BUIrak Yl[n?az. 

Read ~ore 

Corner: Celtic in the Champions League and 
Premier League 

odd season ~nto a major stol~. R~ngers’ demotion to the Third Division due tO Hnancia[ issues creates ~ scenario where 

the entirety of Scottish c{ub soccer is now in q~estion. Under an existing proposal, the {eague systera wo~]d revamp with 

new divisions ~n an attempt to create a competition that sponsors and broadcasters wou[d suppo~ L. 

If this sounds like a familiar stow, Scottish soccer normally seems to have a p~oposal under consideration as the league 

rarely keeps its forrn ove~ muftip/e seasons. Onfy this time, they’re considering an immediate future without the Old 

Firrn ef Ranf}ers and Ce]tk: D]ayinf} regu{ar/y scheduled f}ames. Except, at I.eas[ from Ce~tk:’s De~sDecl:ive. this hasn’t 

been the isst~e many predk:ted. 

Witho~t Rangers, Celtic dominate the Premier League as expected. What’s a surprise is that they’re playh~g games that 



sta~e, Thoush many expect this to be a quick exit fo~ Ce~t~c~ lust makh~ the ksockout ~ound car~ies with ~t the kind of 

e~:o~omic ~)rize t~al:’s a ~am ~ cha~pe~ ~1~ the Scottish Premier Lea!{ue, Read More 

Has MLS made WCQ.s tougher on US? - t:ro~’{~ ~,~l.Ssotx:e~’~eoi’l~’s ,Jot~’~ Bolster: £1.l totd~ .Jamaica has {~l.a~:ed :~4 {~l.ayers in 

,~,,~LS since the I.eague~s inception, deve[epmen~ ~.l~a~. has undoubtedly hef.ped the .IFF pFo~am. 

San Jose Earthquakes to start stadium construction by Feb. 26 . from The San Sese ~,¢ercuFy b!ews’s EI.liett Almond: 

"We vvaI~ t:o o~eI~ for l)e~iI~sis¢~ el I~ex~ !~ea!~tx~." Kava~ sait:l. 

FC Schalke 04: Bluer than Blue after Bayern Blowout - from Bundesti~a Fanatic’s Gerr~ Wittmann: When it rains~ it 

FOTBOL IN A BASEBALL PARK - flrom tB Bed With Malr&dona’5 D&ve Freeman: The resu[t was hardly 8rooted with a 8rear 

dea~ of surprise amongst the COlqCACAV community 

Bale and farewell~ Gareth? - flora ESPiq FC’s David Hirshey: itever misd the economi( reaf}ties of the rqemier League~ 

in ~A, hich iew el.ubs can i}Ifo~d to turn do~A,n an offe~ of $8{I rnit.tion fix 1:heir top pt.i~yers~ 

Manchester City’s demise - and United’s success - is an abject lesson in failing to spot the signs of complacency 
from The Tetesraph’s A~an Hanson: You can never absoluteb/say it is over in Februar~ but I see no (:orn~n~ back for City 

Wednesday’s TV: Rea  t addd -  anchester United 
the Champions Leasue 

~,¢atch night bye of the Champions League Round of 16 bnngs as d~e h~$hl.~$ht $arne on Fox Soccer: Rea}. ~tadnd ¯ 

Man,:hesS:or United at: 2:4’.}{~rn. Fox Soccer P[us has Shakhtar ~)onet:sk - Borussia ~)o~trnund at 2:#}pm {[ipm on Fox 

$occel’)~ Copa Ubertadores on Fox DeporLes: Newe[~s O[8 Boys - OUmp~a aL 4:30pro and Pa[rne~ras ¯ Sportm~ QisLa[ aL 

7: }0pro. Copa Mexico on Us}vision Deportes: A[tan~th’a - Neza at 6pn~t asd Pueb[a - ~¢~er}da at Spin. E$[~ Deportes has 

Correcammos - Attante a~ lOpm. Necaxa - Ctub America is on Ga[av~sion a~ lOpm. A~ Tim~s Eastern 

Sponsor message 

d by’ 



d by’ 

Clfck here to sa[ely unsubscrfbe fr n "US~o’~ce;#~,@’e ~ " Clfck here to vfew maftfn~; ~rchfves, here to chan~e ,)/our prel~erences, o~ here to subscrfbe ~ Prfwcy~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Foudy <mamie@juliefoudyleadership.com~ 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 8:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Support our girls_.3 days left to Vote! 

Hease take a few minutes to .~%,’...L~,~ and support 
these young women in theh- efforts to help others! 



Julie Feudy I 806 E A’~enids Pico Suite i, #318 i Ssl°: Ciemente, ,¢3a 92673 ::::::.~.:: iContact - T~y It Free! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kozlowski <~j ustkoz@comcast.net> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:19 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Upcoming Tournaments 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

As I am getting prepared to head down to Phoenix for the President’s Day Tournament, I received confirmation that I will also be attending the Ohio Elite College 

Showcase the following weekend, February 22-24, in Cincinnati, OH. i’m hoping that either you or one of your staff will be able to attend this tournament to see 

one of my games. 

[vly game schedules for both tournaments, as well as field directions and other info, can be found on my website at: www.kozkid.com 

I look forward to seeing you soon! 

Javna Kozlowski 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SoccerROM Admin <admin@soccerrom.com> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SoccerROM News - February 2013 

To keep you informed abom our latest updates, we’re writing with the following news itmns. Be sure to read the summaries and check out the links below! 

New Coaching Essay: "Defending in 2v3 Situations" 

Six New Exercises Posted 

New DVDs in the SoccerNIall! 

Febnmry DVD Giveaway Reminder 

New Coaching Essay: "Defending in 2v3 Situations" 

Although it doesn’t always happen this way, teams prefer to defend with superior numbers axound the ball. Howevm; your players need to rehearse these types of 

situations in practices, or they will not be effective as a defensive unit in ganges and will squander their advantage as a result. In this month’s featured coaching essay, 

SoccerROM co-creator Robert Pm~ writes on Defending in 2v3 Situations. This axticle discusses ways in which rapid recovery and collective defensive action can 

limit attacking options for the opponent, and it provides a series of recommended activities that you can use to remt’orce these concepts with your players in training. 

Six New Exercises Posted 

We have posted six new training exercises in the "Free Features" section of our site. The latest featured exercises (with full descriptions and 3-D illustrations) aJce: 

Exercise #1: lvlvl to a Large Goal 

Exercise #2: Po~,er Divin~ over Strin~ 
Exercise #3: Take It Back 

Exercise #4: Between-the-Le~ Catching Contest 
Exercise #5: The Takeover Circle 

Exercise #6: Closer and Closer 

New DVDs in the SoccerMall! 

We have just added some more new DVDs t?om Brandon Koons to the SoccerMall! Coach Koons designed a 3-DVD set to provide creative ways tbr young players 

to practice on their own, with a teammate, or with a parent. The videos will inspire players who simply need guidance on what to practice. After viewing the 2,000 

Touches Series, players will have eveuthing they need to go outside and get meaningii~l touches on the ball, and paJcents of young players will be able to create 

challenging exercises to help guide their young players toward improvement! 

¯ 2~000 Touches to Better Soccer: Dribbling and Goalkeeping Exercises 

¯ 2~000 Touches to Better Soccer: Juggling and Receiving Exercises 

¯ 2~000 Touches to Better Soccer: Passing and Shooting Exercises 

You can also purchase these DVDs in a set, and save $9.98! 

¯ 2~000 Touches to Better Soccer 3-Pack 

February DVD Giveaway Reminder 

You still have plenty of time to paNcipate in February’s DVD Giveaway! SoccerROM is temning up with Soccer Learning Systems to give away the following title: 

Soccer Counter Attackhig - The Quick Strike 

To be automatically entered into the drawing, simply make a purchase of $50 or more (excluding shipping and freight charges) from the SoccerROM SoccerlVlall by 

the end of February. For fifll giveaway roles, please see our Contest Rules page. 

Enter today, and take advantage of this easy opportunity to win a great video! 

Thanks! 

SoccerROM, LLC 

6929 JFK Blvd #20-261 

North Little Rock, AR 72116 

www.S occerR OkL corn 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 



If you do not wish to receive our monthly newslelters, please reply to this note to let us know and your addres:s will be blockedJ?om allJi~ture mailings. If 

this’ was fol~val"ded to you by a friend, you can join our mailing list by writing to admin(a~soeeerront com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 4:27 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, February 13, 2013 

Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2013 !i~!i}i: Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League round of 16 continues on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, February 13 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:45 pm 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm 

Copa Libertadores NEWELLS-OLIMPIA (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores PALMEIRAS-SPORTING CRISTAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CORRECAMINOS-ATLANTE (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-NEZA (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-MERIDA (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISlON 

Copa Mexico NECAXA-AMERICA (live) 9:55 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 



ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-IRAPUATO (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

Women’s Friendly USA-SCOTLAND (live) 8 pm. 

THURSDAY, February 14 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League SPARTA PRAGUE-CHELSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ATLETICO MADRID-RUBIN KAZAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ZENIT-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-METALIST (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League INTER MILAN-CLUJ (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NEWELLS-OLIMPIA (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores PALMEIRAS-SPORTING CRISTAL (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ZENIT-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League SPARTA PRAGUE-CHELSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LEVANTE-OLYMPIACOS (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-BENFICA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BATE-FENERBACHE (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-BUCHAREST (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NAPOLI-PLZEN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-METALIST (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League INTER MILAN-CLUJ (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ATLETICO MADRID-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MONCHENGLADBACH-LAZIO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League STUTTGART-GENK (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-DNIPRO (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, February 15 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD GUADALAJARA-CELEYA (live) 9:30 pm. 



UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France LILLE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-DEPORTIVO TEPIC (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal BEIRA MAR-PORTO (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, February 16 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 1 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (live) 9:30 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (live) Noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup LUTON TOWN-MILWALL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup MK DONS-BARNSLEY (live) 10 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (delay) Noon. 

BelN SPORT 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 10 am. 

Italy CHIEVO-PALERMO (live) noon. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Italy ROMA-JUVENTUS (delay) 4 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-VALENCIENNES (delay) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-CELTA (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ATHLETIC (live) Noon. 

Italy ROMA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (live) 9:30 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-EINTRACHT FRANKFURT (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-ITUANO (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-NECAXA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-VALENCIENNES (live) 11 am. 

France STADE BRESTOIS-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 



TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-SAN LUIS (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup LUTON TOWN-MILWALL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup MK DONS-BARNSLEY (live) 10 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, February 17 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMDORIA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (delay) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 3 pm. 

France SOCHAUX-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-ATLANTA (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALLORCA (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 3 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-STUTTGART (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-PALMEIRAS (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA (live) 6:15 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico UNAM-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.corn 

Portugal BENFICA-ACADEMICA (live) 3:15 pm. 

MONDAY, February 18 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 
Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper 

attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 5:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 Schedule & Venue Announced’. 

~h TARS OPEH SEASOH VS SEATTLE REIGH FC APRIL 
icago Red Stars have unveiled the schedule for the 

inaugural 2013 NWSL (National Women’s Soccer League) 
season, kicking off at home on Sunday, April 14, at 5pm CT 
against Seattle Reign FC, a team that features USWNT star 
Hope Solo. After that is a two-series matchup at home with 
Alex Morgan and the Portland Thorns on April 27 and May 12. 

The schedule features 11 home and 11 away fixtures that 
will conclude on August 18. See the full schedule at 
chicaqoredstars.com . 

~ SPORTS COMPLEX iH LISLE AHHOUHCED AS 
willplay all home matches in Lisle this 

season. Upgrades for Red Stars games include VIP fieldside 
seating, goal-line seating, a designated pregame tailgate 
area, free parking and a -beer garden. Red Stars home games 
will be an exciting experience for fans of all ages! 

OH SALE HOW, SIHGLE GAME TICKETS 
~eason ticket packs to choose from. All 

include extra perks like 10% off official merchandise, invite 
to Media Day, invite to a training session, and first choice of 
reserved seating. VIP tickets include waiter service field-side 
and are extremely limited. 
Purchase your season tickets here at redstarsgear.com . 
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Section 1: MLS defender addresses battle with depression 

What They’re Saying    Today’s News -Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2013 !i~iii~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"I’m not really big on 

personal accolades and 

awards. It’s just not my style. 

So for me, it’s another game. 

It’s exciting, I guess. I don’t 

know. It’s hard to explain 

because I don’t really put 

that much value on that kind 

of stuff. I put value on wins. I 

put value on 

championships." 

-- Abby Wambach on what 

will be her 200th appearance 

for the USA when it faces 

Scotland in a friendly on 

Wednesday (8 pm, live 

stream at USSoccer.com). 

(NBC Sports) 

Andy O’Brien addresses battle with depression 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                        ~ 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] At 33, Irish international Andy O’Brien is nearing the end of his 

career but feels he’s in a good place. He is using his time with the Vancouver 

Whitecaps to shine light on a mental health issues in soccer. He played more than 300 games in 

the English Premier League but only late in his career did his battle with depression come to the 

forefront. "Getting help is one thing I’m passionate about people doing," he now says. "I’ve had 

situations in the past where I should have understood myself better."- Read the whole story 

Another Spurs prospect joins Quakes’ camp 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOWN] The Earthquakes lost Simon Dawson, whose loan agreement they 

had with English club Tottenham was not renewed and who instead joined Aston Villa on loan. 

But they may get another young Spurs prospect. John Bostock, a 21-year-old attacking 

midfielder, started in Tuesday’s 4-0 win at the PDL’s Ventura County Fusion, the club’s last game 

at its camp at Oxnard College before heading to the Portland Preseason Tournament. For more 

preseason news ... - Read the whole story 

Ibra cracks, Ancelotti defends PSG star 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Zlatan Ibrahimovic is one of the great enigmas of international 

soccer. His Jekyll-and-Hyde behavior was evident in Tuesday’s UEFA Champions League match 

as he was sent off in stoppage time of Paris St. Germain’s 2-1 win at Valencia for a wild lunge at 

Mexican defender Andres Guardado that earned him a red card. He received the backing of 

PSG’s Italian coach, Carlo Ancelotti, who said the red card that will keep Ibra out of the second 

leg wasn’t justified. - Read the whole story 

Injured Morgan to sit out Nashville match 
by Soccer America 

[USA-SCOTLAND] More than 12,000 tickets have been sold for Wednesday’s USA-Scotland 

match at LP Field in Nashville, Tenn. (streamed on ussoccer.com at 8 p.m. ET). Alex Morgan, 

who injured her ankle in Saturday’s 4-1 win over Scotland on Saturday, will sit out the match, 

which concludes a two-game series to kick off the USA’s 2013 season under new coach Tom 

Sermanni. - Read the whole story 



FC Kansas City-Portland will kick off first season 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] The National Women’s Soccer League will kick off its first season the weekend of April 

13-14. The first game on April 13 will pit the Portland Thorns with Alex Morgan and Christine 

Sinclair at FC Kansas City, which will play its game at 6,150-seat Shawnee Mission North District 

Stadium but has yet to commit to a venue for the league opener. - Read the whole story 

Diskerud remains at Rosenborg 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Mix Diskerud will remain in Norway after all. The U.S. national team 

midfielder signed a t~vo-year deal with Rosenborg, the club he joined from Stabaek for the second 

half of the 2012 Norwegian season. - Read the whole story 

Freeman joins Cosmos as fifth signing 
by Soccer America 

[NASL] They won’t be playing in August, but the New York Cosmos have begun to stock up on 

players for their inaugural season in the NASL. Hunter Freeman, who spent six seasons in MLS 

and two in Norway, signed with the Cosmos instead of joining the New England Revolution, who 

had acquired his MLS rights in the 2012 Re-Entry Draft. - Read the whole story 

The week’s most incredible skills in Europ# 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic feet] An unbelievable two minutes of tricks and skills with excellent editing 

puts some of the most technical moments available anywhere all in one place. - Read the whole 

story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

With Signing Day in the past for 2013 
recruits, players ranked in the IMG Academy 
150 continue to make their college decisions. 
MORE: Top Five Transfers in Men’s Soccer 

Despite failing to qualify last cycle, new head 
coach Tab Ramos says his team isn’t under 
pressure as they prepare for next week’s 
CONCACAF qualifying tournament, 

PRO PROSPECTS 
A successful trial for a Colorado teen looks 
like it will end up with the youngster joining 
a Mexican club. Plus, a U.S. U15 BNT 
midfielder is called up by England. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Alex Morgan and Hope Solo 
hunq out with the 
Jacksonville Jaguars, just so 
you know. 

IMG’s Ian McCauley returns 
from Germany, talks to us 
about soccer...Turkish pizza. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Bison Soccer Camp 

Bison Soccer Camp remains the most 
affordable Elite level camp in the country. 

Campers have returned summer after 
summer due to the outstanding facilities, 
coaching, food and dorms. 

Register early before this summer is SOLD 
OUT once again. 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION! 
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Say no to flowers and chocs - get ~mething you really wa~t lbr Valentine’s Day 

VALENTINE’S DAY SALE 
Love is in the air, but it’s my love of football that matters to me the most, 

Dear Ansoo, 

Tt’s Valentine’s Day tomorrow and to show you just how much we care, please check out how 

much you can save in our Valentine’s Day sale. 

Instead of spending money on flowers and chocolates, why not get something that you really 
want for Valentine’s Day with up to $10 off all our coaching books and DVDs ~ only available 
until Thursday 14 February 

The savings have never been sweeter! 

But please hurry, because the prices on our fantastic coaching books and DVDs will only be held 
until midnight on Thursday :1,4 February. 

Love it? You bet... 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. Please note - this offer must end on Thursday 14 February. Will you be our valentine? 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 
Coaching core skills to advanced tactics 

Written by Michael Beale, Premier League Youth Development 
Officer. Small=sided games are recognised as the best way to 
coach soccer skills and tactics to grassroots beginners and 
professional professional players alike. 

"The instructions are easy to understand, the games are fun 
and they helped me tremendously in my first year as a head 
coach for high school age kids. I highly recommend the small 
sided games for any age level coach" 

- Scott Faris, Naaman Forest HS, Dallas, USA 

ORDER HERE Was~’~ - Today $37 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Hanual 
126 quick, easy and fun ways to kick-start your coaching 
sessions 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm=Ups Manual is the definitive 
reference book if you need to banish boredom and inject 
some fun into your training sessions while keeping your players 
keen and properly prepared for the session or match ahead. 

"The drills detailed in this great manual helped to put the fun 
and competition back into my practices. This is especially 
important since I never played soccer, but as a former hockey 
player I understood the importance of getting the most out of 
a training session, " 

- Eugene Gorman, U12 Girls Coach, New Hyde Park, NY, USA 

~,~. - Today $37 ORDER HERE 



Perfect Defending 
67 easy to coach drills for marking, tackling and b~ocking 

Perfect Defending is the ultimate resource for coaches who 
want to introduce and develop defensive skills and techniques in 
their training sessions without losing their players’ interest. 

"Over the years I have purchased many books and DVDs on 
teaching and coaching soccer to both my players and assistant 
coaches. A few books have offered some good advice but 
Perfect Defending has placed the others back on the shelf." 

- Rich Brooks, West Milford Soccer Club, New Jersey, USA 

ORDER HERE Was~=,~ = Today $37 

Soccer Attack 
80 shooting and finishing drills to score more goals 

Contains 80 tried and tested drills to coach every aspect of 
scoring from individual core skills, to team=based attacking 
strategies. 

"The lads enjoy the challenge of the variation in the drills and it 
makes coaching what it should be, fun with a purpose." 

- Paddy Hill, Coach, Coulby Newham Juniors Under 14a, UK 

Soccer Attack will give you an array of skills, techniques and 
strategies to give your team an edge. 

Today $37 ORDER HERE 

Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 year olds 
25 fun games 

Games are the best way to teach a range of basic soccer skills. 
Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 Year Olds covers all of the basic 
skills such as passing, shooting, dribbling, heading and even 
goalkeeping. 

"A fantastic collection of fun, simple, clear, entertaining and 
most of a/! instructive games which keep my under 8’s 
interested and enjoying themselves." 

= Craig Leverington, Hawkwell Athletic, Essex, England 

ORDER HERE Was $--~9 - Today $14 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds 
25 fun games 

By the age of 9 children are becoming aware of the benefits of 
team work so you need to start developing it in your players. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds introduces teamwork 
in a variety of ways. 

Working independently. 

Working in pairs. 

Working as a group. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds shows you how you 
can engage your players, introduce essential soccer skills and - 
most importantly - create a safe and friendly place for young 
children to learn and have fun. 

Was $-~’~ = Today $14 ORDER HERE 



Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 15 year olds 
25 ~un games 

They may be older, and I’m sure they will argue they’re wiser, 
but teenagers still want to have fun. And that’s the common 
element of all the games in Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 25 
Year Olds. 

"No more wondering what else you can do to improve your 
players, just open the book and find your answers right there. 
You will not be disappointed with this book!" 

- Terry Michler, CBC High School, USA 

ORDER HERE Was $-1-9 - Today $14 

64 Here Small-Sided Games 
Here games! Hore goals! Hore fun! 

How would you like every one of your training sessions to offer 
players more games, more goals and more fun - while ensuring 
they learn all the skills and techniques needed to play the 
game? 

What sets this manual apart from the original 64Small-Sided 
Games is that I have grouped complementary games together 
to use on one pitch. Meaning you can plan a training session in 
which a number of games are happening simultaneously. 

Today $47 ORDER HERE 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors Series Vol, 1 
Ceaching sessions written by Sir Alex Ferguson, Roy Hedgsen 
and Alan Pardew 

For the first time ever,training sessions written by the best 
soccer coaches in the best league in the world are now 
available. Elite Soccer: Collectors Series VoL1 includes easy 
to follow illustrations showing you exactly what to do to 
recreate professional coaching sessions with your team 

"Elite Se¢¢er is a fantastic magazine that helps coaches get 
the most out of their players. Z encourage all my coaches to 
read it" 

- Arsene Wenger, Manager, Arsenal FC 

ORDER HERE Was "~ ~,-.. - Today $ 

DVDs 
Soccer EyeQ 
Training ground secrets to give your players a "sixth sense" 



This DVD from Kevin McGreskin at Soccer eyeQ shows you 
how to coach players to be aware of what’s happening on 
the pitch. The sessions feature an animated introduction 
making them very easy to follow. Key coaching points are 
also highlighted so you can be sure players are getting the 
most out of each drill. 

Produced for coaches and teachers of youth players, this 
DVD will make awareness become a habit. 

SAVE $5 ORDER HERE 

The Soccer Go -Ikeeping DVDs 
Hore than 160 drills and practices by goalkeepers for 
goalkeepers 

Produced and presented by Alex Welsh, goalkeeping coach 
with Arsenal FC and coach educator for the English FA, 
this set of DVDs will have your goalkeepers, at whatever 
age or level, performing to the best of their abilities. 

"A fantastic set of training ideas with many great pointers 
documented in tremendous depth." 

- Nell Rudd, Head Goalkeeping Coach, Carlisle United 
FC Centre of Excellence 

ORDER HERE SAVE 

Hake Your Hove DVD 
The ultimate lvl survival kit 

Make Your Move DVD gives you the tools to teach a 
lifetime’s worth of tricks to beat your team’s opponents. 
This best-selling DVD offers a unique approach to lvl 
situations. 

This Coerver Coaching DVD promises you a lifetime of 
skills and moves allowing your team to be the envy of your 
opposition at the fraction of the cost of hiring a specialist 

skills coach. 

SAVE SS _ .O.__~_._D_~_~___H ..E__~._E_ 

Coach Great Soccer DVD 
Revealed.~ The skills sessions used at Real Hadrid, Arsenal, 
Bayern Hunich and many more top clubso,, 

Produced and presented by Coerver Coaching, this 
DVD gives you a step by step guide to teach your 
players the skills they need to succeed at every level in 
the modern game 

"If I had been exposed to such a coach and program 
when I was young, it would certainly have made me a 
better player." 

- 3urgen Klinsmann, Head Coach, United States 
Soccer Team 

ORDER HERE SAVE 

Feel The Speed 
Turn good players into great players 



Imagine how your soccer team would perform if every 
player was 20% or even 30% faster on their feet. 

This highly regarded DVD shows you how to coach your 
players to have explosive speed and reactions. Mike 
Antoniades has used this approach successfully with top 
players and grassroots teams around the world and the 
secrets are captured here for you to pass on to your 
players. 

ORDER HERE 

My 100% guarantee. If you don’t benefit from any product, 
contact me within 30 days and I will refund the payment in 
full, directly to your credit or debit card - no questions 
asked. Please also know that I take your security and the 
safe handling of your confidential personal information very 
seriously. All order pages are stored on a secure server as 
authenticated by the security certificate logo of Thawte, an 
independent security agency. Entering information on a 
secure page means no one else can see the data. 

Better Soccer Coaching. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office:Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, 

Surrey, GU5 0AB, UK. Company number: 3008779. 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2013 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Are Your Board Meetings Productive? 

Wednesday, Feb. 13,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Are Your Board Meetings Productive? 
By Tyler Isaacson 

Does this sound familiar? You cruise through the first few agenda items and all of a sudden the entire room is 

talking about an incident that happened in one of the travel or recreation games over the weekend. A couple of 

interruptions like this and before you know it the meeting runs an hour later than anticipated and you get very little 

accomplished. 

W~th 15 years of watching and participating on a soccer board, I realize it is very easy to lose your way. 

Here are a few ideas that may help you keep your meeting moving in the right direction. 

Have a plan, have an agenda 

Although this may seem basic, without an agenda your meeting is set for failure. We have a designated board member reach 

out to the entire board for agenda items a week prior to the scheduled meeting. This is done via email with a specific deadline 

to receive the items. The meeting is divided up in to sections based on the agenda items with each item allotted a certain 

amount of time. The president reviews the agenda prior to distributing via email/print. 

Days of the week 

Choose a day that is convenient for the majority of the board members. Keep in mind practice schedules (many are probably 

coaches) and school calendars. Back to school nights, parent teacher conferences, school plays, etc., will affect the 

attendance. We look at the school calendar at the beginning of every year to limit the conflicts. 

Start time 

Start the meeting on time each and every week and your board member will make sure they are there prior to the start time. 

Once you begin to start a few minutes late board members tend to arrive later and later. If the majority cannot make it on time 

move the scheduled time to make it more convenient for the majority. 

Keep it consistent 

Try to keep the meeting day consistent each month. It is easier for board members and their significant others to remember. 

you must make a change give at least 30 days notice to the board members so they can plan properly. 

Who’s in charge? 

President or VP or whoever you choose to run the meeting must take control. We like to have a designated person run the 

meeting and follow the agenda while the president intervenes when things begin to get off point. Side conversations are 

discouraged. 

Allow for New Business 

Board members do their best to get agenda items in on time but there are occasional items that don’t make the cut. Allow a 

few minutes at the end of each meeting for new business. If any of these items can be tabled to the next meeting - do it. You 

will be better prepared to tackle the issue if it is on the agenda ahead of the meeting. 

Use technology 

When issues arise requiring the boards immediate attention, many times you do not need to call an additional meeting. Use 

conference calling, on-line meetings, or email to resolve issues when possible. Non-scheduled meetings normally have low 

attendance and can be very unproductive. 

Fun Time 

While taking care of business is the ultimate goal of the meeting, the relationships with your fellow board members is an 

important part of the organization. Set aside time after the meeting to exchange stories. We sometimes extend our meeting at 

the local eatery - we don’t bring the agenda with us! 

If you are trying to attract new board members to your organization, inviting them to a meeting is one way for them to see what 

it is all about. Running an efficient meeting leaves a good impression on these prospects. The bottom line is most boards are 

made up of volunteers and their time is important. 

(Tyler Isaacson is a club president., travel coacti, recreation coacti, youth player, college player and dad. He has 30 years of 

playing and coaching experience. He is the founder of youthsoccerfOl.com a leader in on-line coaching education for all 

levels.) 
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Boston Breakers Unveil 2013 NWSL Schedule 

::~:: Breakers Banner 

Breakers open season April 14 at home vs. Washington 
Spirit 

The Breakers schedule consists of 22 games (11 at home, 11 on the road). 

Following the season opener against the Spirit, the Breakers hit the road to take 

on FC Kansas City on April 20. Kickoff is scheduled for 7:35 p.m. at Shawnee 

Mission North High School in Overland Park, Kansas. 

The Breakers open the season on S=,nday, April 14, 2013, at 6:30 p,m, ET at 

home against the Washington Spirit. 

The 2013 schedule features several marquee matchups for the Breakers, 
including four games against rivals Western New York Flash (Saturday, April 27, 

at 7:35 p.m., and Saturday, Aug. 17, at 7:35 p.m., both on the road at Sahlen’s 
Stadium; and at home on both Wednesday, June 5, at 7 p.m., and Saturday, 

"We are very excited to get the season underway. We obviously have a lot of 
talent in our Boston Breakers squad but opposing teams will also be brining 
their own talented players to Dilboy this season," Boston Breakers General 
Manager Lee Billiard said. "Players like Alex Morgan, Shannon Boxx, Abby 
Wambach, All Krieger, Christine Sinclair, Hope Solo and many, many others will 
be on display in Somerville. I am sure games will sell out in a short time, so my 
recommendation to Breakers fans is to purchase your tickets quickly." 

www,breakerstickets,com or call 617-945-1704. Group tickets must be 



Breakers open tryouts 
March 4 

The 2013 Boston Breakers open 

tryouts will be held Mondav, March 

4, 2013 at Harvard University in 
Cambridge, Mass. Tryouts will take 

place over the course of two 

sessions. 

Session 1: 9:00am - 11:00am 
Session 2: 1:00pro - 3:00pro 

To register, please complete the 

OPEN TRYOUT FORM. All candidates 
are responsible for their own travel 
expenses to and in the Boston area. 

A participation waiver will need to be 

signed at the field prior to 

participation and proof of health 

insurance must be shown. 
A tryout fee of $50 must be collected 

prior to March 4 to secure your spot. 

Send a check made payable to the 

BOSTON BREAKERS and mailed to: 
Boston Breakers Open Tryout, 8 

Medford Street, Suite 1, Somerville, 
MA 02143. 
If you would like to pay by credit card 
you can do so by calling the Breakers 

Sales Office at 617-945-1704. A 
confirmation of your registration will 

be sent once payment has been 
received. If you have any questions 

email 

bostonbreakers2013@g mail.corn or 

sschafer@boston breakers.com. 

Sign up for a Breakers 
Summer Program! 

If you would like to set up a Soccer 

Program for your team, club or 

organization or would like more 
information, please contact the 

Boston Breakers at 617.945.1704 or 

by emai£ 
For the competitive and recreational 
soccer player age 5-17 years. 

Programs will focus on teaching the 

individual techniques and tactics 

that are vital for all soccer players in 
a fun and exciting curriculum. 

Sessions run Monday through 

Thursday for 3 hours per day, 

morning/afternoon or evening. 

Have the Boston Breakers team 
practice in YOUR TOWN after 

YOUR Summer Soccer Clinic Program 

- Call 617.945.1704 NOW for more 
information regarding this amazing 
experience! 

For more about the Boston Breakers 
Summer Soccer Programs, read all 

about the various opportunities we 
have available. 

Forward to a friend I Manage Preferences i Unsubscfibe 
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By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ Feb. 13, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Celtic P~ays BMme Game, Following Juve Loss 
Sky Sports                                                                                                 ~ 

Neil Lennon acknowledged his team needs "a miracle" to reverse the 3-0 deficit Celtic will take to Turin 

for the return leg of its UEFA Champions League Round of 16 series against Juventus in three weeks. While each 

of Juve’s three goals came down to defensive errors, Lennon was furious with Spanish referee A~berto Undiano 

Mallenco, whom he accused of being "very pro-Juventus" throughout the game at Parkhead on Tuesday night. 

’q thought he was poor," Lennon told Sky Sports. "1 was disappointed with his performance to say the least." The 

Celtic coach said that throughout the 90 minutes, his players were being "fouled, manhandled," especially during 

set pieces. "Every time one of my players tried to move he was held," Lennon added. "He should have given a 

penalty on at least two occasions." Instead, Mallenco on two occasions saw fit to book Jure and Celtic players at the 

same time for jostling in the penalty box. 

Nevertheless, the goals Celtic conceded came down to individual errors, with defender Efe Ambrose, who had just 

returned from South Africa the day before after winning the African Nations Cup with Nigeria, culpable on two of 

them. While Lennon conceded that the Ambrose was "poor," teammate Kris Commons pointed the finger directly 

at the Nigerian, suggesting that Lennon probably shouldn’t have picked him. "Look, the manager picked him," 

Commons told The Guardian. "If he wasn’t feeling OK then he should have said so. If he felt good then he should 

have put in a better performances" 

- Read the whole story_. 

%&fobb~y’ De Gea Brings Poor Recor~t to the Bemabeu 
La Marca 

It’s one of those stats that might mean nothing, but La Marca points out that Manchester United goalkeeper David 

de Gea had a terrible record against Real Madrid when he played at city rival Atletico from 2009-2011, losing all 

five of his games against the La Liga giant, while conceding 11 goals. At Real’s Santiago Bernabeu stadium, the 

scene of tonight’s titanic U EFA Champions League Round of 16 first-leg clash between the Spanish champion and 

de Gea’s United, his record is even worse: eight goals conceded in three games. 

Nevertheless, de Gea believes he is a much-improved .qoalkeeper after 18 months at Manchester United despite 

being blamed for several goals United has conceded so far this season. The 22-year-old has even lost his starting 

place to Anders Lindegaard on a few occasions, but he believes the tentative performances for which he received 

so much criticism are behind him. "When you arrive at a new club it is normal there will be low points," de Gea said. 

"The important thing is to learn from them and improve. I know I am much better than when I first arrived at 

Manchester United." 

United coach A~ex Ferguson insists that some of the criticism leveled at his young No. 1 has been unfair. "It’s like a 

young kid taking his first steps forward, he wobbles, then gets up, wobbles, then gets up again and eventually he 

walks," he said. "The boy is walking now." 

Perhaps, but reports claim that de Gea could be on his way back to Spain next season, as Ferguson has been 

scouting Stoke City’s Asimir Begovic as a potential replacement. 

- Read the whole story... 

BBC Sport 

With the recent revelation of cyclist Lance Armstong’s use of performance-enhancing drugs, the subject of doping 

in sports has come to the fore, and The World Anti-Doping Agency (WADA) says that "the beautiful game" could do 

a lot more to combat drug use among soccer players. In particular, WADA president John Fahey says there is a 

need for increased testing of the blood-boosting drug called EPO. 

Speaking at WADA’s media symposium in London, Fahey said: "1 simply say this about foetball -- they are not 

testing enough for EPO. They can do more and we encourage them to do more."’ And by "more," he doesn’t just 

mean more tests. "Use intelligence," he said, "not just more tests." Of course, greater intelligence means throwing 



money and resources at the problem, but Fahey insisted, "this must be a priority to ensure the integrity" of the 

game. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Dortmund: Stopping Alonso Key to Beating Rea~ 
ESPN Soccernet 

Borussia Dortmund coach Jurgen Klopp revealed that the secret to stopping Real Madrid is taking playmaker 

Xabi Alonso out of the game, rather than trying to stop free scoring forward Cristiar~o Ror~aldo. Klopp’s team 

beat Real 2-1 in Dortmund and drew 2-2 in Madrid during the UEFA Champions League group stages, and was 

lauded for the tactics he deployed. 

"We knew where they would send their passes, how they look for Cristiano," Klopp said in an interview with E! Pals. 

"Our plan was to take Xabi [Alonso] out of the game. Because if Alonso can play as he wants it is impossible to 

defend against Madrid. And [Mario] Gotze covered him. We knew that if our fullbacks, [Lukasz] Piszczek and 

[Marcel] Schmelzer, moved around a lot, the advantage would be on our side against Cristiano. If you block Xabi, 

you make it so Pope always has the ball. That is a big difference." 

While Real Madrid faces Manchester United in its Champions League Round of 16 first-leg clash at the Santiago 

Bernabeu in Madrid tonight, Klopp’s Dortmund faces Shakhtar Donetsk in the Ukraine in its Round of 16 first-leg 

game. 

- Read the whole story... 

Liverpoo~ Admits Concerns Over Zenit Racism 
Guardian 

Ahead of Liverpool’s trip to St. Petersburg on Thursday, where the Reds will play Russian champion Zenit in the 

first-leg of its Europa League Round of 32 tie, Liverpool managing director lan Ayre pinpointed Zenit’s recent 

racism problems as a "major concern." In a manifesto published in December, a group of Zenit fans called the 

"Landskrona," urged the club not to sign black, South American or gay players, saying that the lack of black players 

and "sexual minorities" is important to the club’s identity. 

The troubling manifesto prompted Ayre to write to both UEFA and Zenit management expressing Liverpool’s 

concerns about its players and fans traveling to St Petersburg. He said the club would brief its players about how to 

react in the event of racism. "The most important thing for our players is that they remain professional throughout 

this," Ayre said. "We certainly won’t tolerate that type of attitude or any of those types of incidents from our team." 

As for the club’s traveling supporters, he said they would be issued with guidance on what to expect and how to 

behave. 

Zenit was the only Russian Premier League team without a black player until it signed Brazilian forward Hulk and 

the Belgian midfielder Axe~ Witse~ this summer. 

- Read the whole story... 
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MLS jumps into the jersey game 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

MLS hopes to get good mileage out of its designation of the third weekend of the season as "Rivalry Week," 

during which teams will squat~ off with traditional and/or regional rivals, but "Jersey Week" will be a harder sell, 

pun intended. 

Starting later this month, teams will roll out either new versions of their current jerseys - home, away, or third - or unveil the 

latter if it has no such garb already in its repertoire. The league has also mandated that each team will tweak, or change 

outright, one of its uniform designs every third year. 

Third kits, as they are known, have become quite the marketing rage in the past decade or so. The proliferation of third, and for 

some teams even fourth or fifth, versions of their uniforms are common practice, and routinely decried by critics as a 

shameless ploy to fleece fans who can’t seem to resist buying what their teams are wearing. 

Sometimes the third uniform depicts an element unique to that particular team. Portland added a rose-tinted outfit to honor its 

nickname as the "Rose City," and whether or not you like the city or the soccer team the relationship and connection are 

obvious. When D.C. United unveiled a third uniform, one of dark blue, many years ago it initially triggered obstinate criticism 

from those attuned to seeing their "Boys in Black" or in the alternate white strip wearing something else. 

The objections faded rather quickly, since the uniforms looked sharp and fell in line with the team’s original resistance to multi- 

colored monstrosities foisted upon the league in its early years. (Remember the garish green jersey adorned with a black bat 

once worn by the Tampa Bay Mutiny, orthe Life-Saver inspired shirt of the Kansas City Wiz?) 

Kevin Payne, D.C. United’s first GM who recently resigned as president to take up the helm of Toronto FC, proclaimed 

proudly at every opportunity that his team’s uniforms stood out in MLS because they looked like soccer uniforms, and not 

something culled from a shuttered surf shop or low-rent skate park. 

In its 18th year of existence, one can question the designs or color choices - see Vancouver’s brown unis or Seattle’s "Rave 

Green" as classic cases of acquired taste - but most of the time in MLS two teams take the field attired reasonably close to 

what’s accepted as a soccer uniform. United wore an orange-ish jersey as its third kit last year, and for some teams, like San 

Jose, they’re not much different than either the home or away jersey. 

Tolerance of such marketing money-grabs has its limits. Designs and colors and crests are embedded for many decades, and 

with some teams for more than a century. Manchester United a few years back introduced a green-and-yellow jersey similar to 

that one worn in its formative years when it was known as Newton Heath, and since it didn’t affect the team’s ability to win it 

gained some acceptance 

But another United uniform, of anthracite gray - similar color to that worn by the USA some years back - is t~garded as 

cursed. During the 1995-96 season, United failed to win any of five matches it played wearing the gray jersey. The last straw 

came against Southampton near the end of the season when United went down three goals at halftime. Manager Alex 

Ferguson ordered the players to wear the club’s third kit (at the time, blue-and-white) for the second half. United scored a 

goal yet still lost, 3-1, and after the match Fetguson decreed the players couldn’t see each other clearly in the gray uniforms. 

They haven’t been worn since. 

Fans, especially those with children who clamor to wear the newest jersey, had already questioned why a team with a third kit 

needed another one. Fair point. 

Commemorative or throwback jerseys for special occasions have been worn a few times by MLS teams. As the early days 

t~cede further into history, they will take on more of a nostalgic sheen. That doesn’t mean newer fans will rush out to buy up 

MetroStars ’97 replicas but viewing such relics on display will deeper their appreciation of the league’s past. 

What has all this to do with "Jersey Week?" Only that uniforms are very vivid elements of a team’s identity, and they shouldn’t 

be tampered with excessively. 

And since soccer fans are very superstitious animals, there’s always the chance that if the idea gets planted that a uniform, 

along with the referees and league officials and everybody else conspiring against the team’s success, is causing the team 

problems, it won’t be flying off the shelves. 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 
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Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Truths of the Modern Game Revealed 
By Paul Gardner 

An intriguing game, the Celtic-Juventus Champions League clash. Intriguing and revealing. Because it did reveal 

some oft-obscured truths about the modern game: Truths About ... 

... ITALIAN SOCCER: The 3-0 defeat that Celtic suffered - on its home field - was harsh, of course it was. But no one should 

be surprised when an italian team wins away from home. They’ve been doing it for decades, so they’re masters of the art. 

Clever, resourceful, and canny in defense, swift, skillful and deadly on the counter. Masters at absorbing pressure, masters at 

scoring those breakaway goals. 

Celtic surely knew, certainly should have known, all about that. Yet they played exactly the sort of game that Juventus might 

have wished for: waves of predictable attacking play, surges forward that left jittery defenders dangerously exposed. 

In the old days, the days when the infamous catenaccio was at its zenith, back in the 1960s, a game like this would probably 

have seen Celtic with the lion’s share of possession, say 70%, and a scoreline of 1-0 to Juventus. 

But things have changed. The ultra-defensive, game-killing rigidity of catenaccio has been laid to rest. Juventus had plenty of 

the ball against Celtic; the official stats actually show the Italians with a 51%-49% advantage. So the goalscoring opportunities 

are increased ... but with patience. 

No waves of all-out attacking for Juventus, just probing and teasing = but never, never in a way that found them outnumbered in 

defense= W~th an occasional long ball forward= 

... CROSSES: Juventus, then, made use of a varied attack. No such comment can be made about the Celtic offense which, 

predictably, relied heavily on crosses - or more accurately, high balls played into the Juventus goalmouth - crosses, corner 

kicks, free kicks, long throws. 

I counted 35 such high balls. None of them produced a goal (one of them probably should have done, but Efe Ambrose 

destroyed the chance by heading the ball weakly - and straight at Juventus goalkeeper Gianluigi Buffon). 

Virtually all of these balls count as speculative - not passes, simply balls that were dropped into the danger area, hoping that 

something would happen, hoping that it would be a Celtic player to get on the end of them. But how likely was that -- against 

an Italian defense, and one that knew what to expect anyway? ’l/Ve saw they scored many goals from corners and with 

crosses into the box, so we tried our best to make it difficult for them," was the comment of Claudio Marchisio, scorer of 

J~e’s second goal. 

One day, some strangely distant day, it will occur to the minds who control British soccer that crosses are a demonstrably 

low-percentage method of scoring goals. In this game - 35 crosses, no goals, only one shot on goal. 

Ten minutes into the second half, TV commentator Davie Pmvan (a former Celtic player) observed that "Juventus have 

defended crosses really well tonight." They had. But it was not difficult. 

... THOSE EXTRA OFFICIALS: I mean the Additional Assistant Referees, the AARs, who stand on the goal line near the 

goal, one at each end, and are in radio contact with the referee. They tell him, it is believed, about incidents in the penalty 

area and, most importantly, they judge on whether the ball has crossed the goal line into the goal. They are, clearly, well- 

positioned to see all of that, better than the ARs, better than the referee. 

They are the pet idea of UEFA president Michel Platini, his preferred option to goal-line technology (GLT). They sound like a 

great idea, but in practice they are proving to be of little use. Because they don’t seem to see anything. Prize Exhibit 1 came 

during Euro 2012 when the perfectly positioned AAR failed to validate a Ukrainian goal against England, even though the ball 

had clearly crossed the goal line. 

Exactly the same thing happened in the Celtic-Juventus game. That early Juventus goal came after a shot from Alessandro 

Matri had been scrambled out of the Celtic goalmouth. At that point, no indication was given by any of the officials, so play 

continued for another couple of seconds, time enough for Marchisio to latch on to the loose ball and slam it into the net. At 

which point the referee blew for a goal. It is clear he was signaling a goal by Marchisio. 

The official UEFA website gives the goal to Matri - which is correct, both in terms of what actually happened, and in terms of 

fairness - Matri’s shot clearly hadentered the net. But the decision to award the goal to Matd is not correct, not technically 



correct, when referring to the referee’s action. He did not signal a goal after Matri’s shot, but only after Marchisio’s. The blame 

for that error lies squarely with the AAR who failed to see that the ball had entered the net. UEFA might like to explain how it 

is able to revisit that action and award a goal that the referee, by his lack of action, had ruled was not a goal. 

... STAYING ON YOUR FEET: This is the war-cry of the anti-diving mob, who rant on about players who "go down too easily=" 

They should take a look at events right at the end of the first half of this game. In the 46th minute, Celtic’s Honduran defender 

Emilio Izaguirre had played the ball past Mirko Vucinic and was sprinting to catch up with it. Vucinic ran across and behind 

Izaguirre, lightly clipping his legs. "Not much contact there," as the witless anti-divers would say - but enough to cause 

Izaguirre to stumble as he ran forward, trying to stay on his feet. After two or three paces, Izaguirre lost his balance 

completely and pitched forward on to the ground. While this was happening, Vucinic was indicating that he hadn’t touched 

Izaguirre, and the ball ran over the sideline. So Izaguirre’s reward for trying to stay on his feet was that he lost control of the 

ball, he did not get a warranted free kick ... and Juventus got the throw-in. He also evoked this gem from commentator Davie 

Provan, who thought there should have been a free kick, but that Izaguirre ’~ook too long to go down." 
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Soccer America Tournament Calendar: Wednesday, Feb. 13, 2013 

Wednesday, Feb 13, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

~ 
SOUIH 

MtDoWEST ........................... 

SOUTH..WEST 

WEST 

~NTERNATIONAL ......................................... 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 23, 20~3 

High School 

.~.E.E~!E.~..~.~LLEG.E..Gg~.~.E.:...~9.~.,...~?~5. 
Noah Shore Arena Topsfie[d Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player wiU play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field tu~ fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - DANBURY, CT 
Danbury Sports Dome Danbury Connecticut (Hew England Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

FIELDHOUSE FC COLU~BtA CUP 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

March 2 (U12G) March 3 (U12B) March 9 (U14G) March 10 (U14B) March 16 (U16G) March 17 (U16B) March 23 (UI8G) March 24 

(U18B) .... A Fieldhouse FC Nor’Easter Champions League Event .... By age group, series of once-per-month single day 8-team 

tournaments from Nov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

FIELDHOUSE FC FLAT BRO01< SHOOTOUT 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

April 6 (U12G) April 7 (U12B) April 13 (U14G) April 14 (U14B) April 20 (U18G) April 21 (U18B) April 27 (U16G) April 28 (U16B) .... A 

Fieldhouse FC HoCEaster Champions League Event .... By age group, series of once-per-month single day 8-team tournaments from 

Nov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: $200 per ... 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U12-18 Girls/Boys 

CINCO DE MAYO CLASICO .................................................................. 
13132 State Rt 22, Canaan, NY 12029 Massachusetts (New England Region) 



***MUST QUALIFY*** May 4 (Girls) May 5 (Boys) .... Fieldhouse FC HoVEaster Champions League Finals .... By age group, series of 

once-per-month single day 8-team tournaments from Hov-Apr culminate with the top 4 teams (on points) meeting in May’s Cinco 

de Mayo Clasico finale ..... Cost: $100 per team. 45 minute games. Penalty Idcks if tied ..... Teams are seeded from 1 to 4 based 

Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9 - U19 

NEW ENGLAND SOCCER CLASSIC ~2 SHOWC.&SE 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 12, 2013 

Two levels of competition offered in all competitive age groups UI1-U19. UIO offered in 6v6 and 8v8 formats. UIO ~ Ull Friendship 

Festival with 4 match guarantee. Ull offered in Friendship and Championship competitions. U12 offered in 8v8 and 11 v 11 

Championship Formats. Limited enrollment - teams are accepted on a rolling basis upon the completion of the registration and 

application process. ~9~:~I~.!~..~.e..~.[(~.(~.!.(~[!~3~.~.~..~.~..~.?.~.~!~.~.~.~.~.~.~ 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

UIO - U15 Boys ~t Girls 

G4S CHALLENGE CUP 
Coventry Rhode Island (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday~ May I, 2013 

This is our 2nd Annual G4S Challenge Cup which was formally known as the Joe Strauss Memorial Tournament which ran for 15 

years. The G4S Challenge Cup Memorial Day Soccer Tournament will be held at the Fish Hill Soccer Complex in Coventry, RI. After 

15 very successful years the family of Joe Strauss decided to no longer run the Memorial Day Soccer Tournament. However ... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9 - U15 

NESC CO].LI~,~BUS DAY CLASSIC 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (Hew England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 

- All matches at Hauset Regional High School, Eastham MA. - No Friday night team check-in. - Saturday team check-in beginning at 

8 AM - 11 AM. - Two day event: Saturday ~ Sunday. - U9 O~ UIO Friendship Festival (6v6 or 8v8) - 4 match guarantee. - Ull offered in 

Friendship and Championship 8v8 formats. - U12 offered in 8v8 and 11vll Championship Formats - 2 competitive levels offered in 

U11-U15 ~lel:e tournam~.~nt inl-om~ation on Socce~m~.~rica.(:om. 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 

High School 

.E~.~!.!.~.~..~.~LL~G..~..G.~.~!.!~.~:..:.J:~.~.G...!~L~.~.~2.,...!~Z 
Long Island Indoor Sports Complex Freeport New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

High School 

PISA Complex Chesw~ck Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with HO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

High School 

PP~~ INE-PHtLADELPH ~A- PA 
The 4~2 SportsPlex Pottstown Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

U8-U19 

NJ WILDCATS S~R]NG KICKOFF INVITATIONAL 



Long Branch, NJ New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 

U9-U12 

AMANDA POST BOYS WEEKEND 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Fdday, Feb. 8, 2013 

About the Tournament In Loving Memory of Amanda Post The Amanda Post Memorial Tournament is a tournament that has a lot of 

meaning not only to the organizations and participants of this event, but also the community around it. This annual tournament is 

dedicated to the memory of Amanda Josephine Post, who passed away in 2009 during her freshman year at River Hill High ... 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

ug-u12 

,AMANDA POST GIRLS WEE~REND .................................................................................. 
Covenant Park in Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

About the Tournament In Loving Memory of Amanda Post The Amanda Post Memorial Tournament is a tournament that has a lot of 

meaning not only to the organizations and participants of this event, but also the community around it. This annual tournament is 

dedicated to the memory of Amanda Josephine Post, who passed away in 2009 during her freshman year at River Hill High ... 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U8-U14 

STo JOHN’S SOCCER SPRING TOURN.&~AENT 
Queens New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

The Dave Masur Preseason Tournament will feature approximately three 30 minute games per team, with a final number to be 

determined based on the number of teams entering the tournament. All tournament games will be coordinated to finish in a four- 

hour time frame. - 7-on-7 games on 35x55 yard fields. - Full-size goals allow for plenty of scoring opportunities for all ages! - A 

minimum of three ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U9-U12 

3RD ANNUAL iv~CLEAN PRE~v~tER TOURNAMENT - GIRLS Ltg~Lt12 ............................................................................................................................................................. 
McLean Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

McLean Youth Soccer and adidas invites your team to apply for participation in the 3rd Annual McLean Premier Soccer 

tournament! The tournament will be held over two weekends in March and is open to U9-U12 boys and girls travel/select teams. 

All games will be played in McLean, VA. The GIRLS tournament will be held on March 16-17~ 2013. The BOYS tournament will be ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U10-11-12-13-14-15-16-17-18/19 

NEW .~ERS .F.Y (’:LIP 
~ew Jersey Flew Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. I, 2013 

The 9th Annual New Jersey Cup is US Club Socce¢s state championship for member clubs and teams. Preliminary-round games 

commence in March, 2013, and culminate in the semifinals/finals May 11 -I 2. Teams that win their first game of the Flew Jersey Cup 

advance in the championship bracket, one-loss elimination. Teams that lose their first game of the competition will move into the 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

Uii-U19 

BALTIMORE fd~,-~Nb-~ BOYS WEEKEND 
Ellicott City, Bel Air, Jarrestville, Anne Arundel County Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday. Jan. 25, 2013 

The Ba[timore Mania Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. The Baltimore Mania Soccer 

Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams must be 

affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US C{ub Soccer. 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U9-U12 

3RD AHNUAL MCLEAN PREJ~IER TOURNAt~EHT - BOYS Ug-U12 ............................................................................................................................................................ 
McLean Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

McLean Youth Soccer and adidas invites your team to apply for participation in the 3rd Annual McLean Premier Soccer 



tournament! The tournament will be held over two weekends in March and is open to U9-U12 boys and girls travel/select teams. 

All games will be played in McLean, VA. The GIRLS tournament will be held on March 16-17, 2013. The BOYS tournament will be ... 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U11-U19 

BALTIMORE i~ANIA GIRLS WEEI<END 
ENicott City, Bel Air, Jarrestville, Anne Arundel County Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

The Baltimore Mania Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. The Baltimore Mania Soccer 

Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams must be 

affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 through Saturday, March 30, 2013 

Ug-U19 

~IETHEP, UNITED SPRING INVITATIONAL ................................................................................................... 

Delaware County, PA Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

Nether United Soccer Club is pleased to present its 14th Nether United Spring Invitational, "Powered by Adidas" on Saturday, 

March 30th, 2013. The tournament is one of Southeastern Pennsylvania’s largest one-day tournaments and this is due to the many 

regional area clubs and our committed volunteers and local community businesses that support our event year after year. We are 

proud to offer levels ... 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U9-U19 Boys and Girls 

2013 STELLAR ONE KIMOYO CLIP 
Roanoke Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

A TOURNAMENT FOR A GREAT CAUSEH Come join us in beautiful Roanoke, VA for our 5th annual Stellar One Kimoyo Cup. The 

tournament helps provide used soccer equipment to children in Africa. We encourage all teams partidpating to donate all and 

any used soccer equipment. Our Kimoyo foundation will hand deliver the equipment to children all over Africa. This tournament 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

B/G U15-17 

EMPIRE CUP COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
Rochester, NY New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, April 18, 2013 

The Empire Cup College Showcase invites boys and girls teams U-15 through U-17 to partidpate in our 10th Annual Empire Cup 

College Showcase. Rochester, NY is located in Upstate New York and is easily accessible by major highways. The Showcase has 

traditionally drawn teams from throughout New Jersey, Delaware, New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, and Canada. The Empire 

Cup College Showcase is the premier college ... ~)lele tou~arne~t fffformation on 5o~cerAmerica.com. 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U9-U19 

THE CHALLE~IGER INVITATIONAL 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

The Challenger Invitational is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a USYS Sanctioned tournament. All teams must 

be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state assodations or US Club Soccer. 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

YORK CLiP CLASSIC 
York, PA Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

York USA will host boys and girls travel teams in the U9 through U19 age groups at the 2013 York Cup Classic soccer tournament. 

The 2013 event will held May 17th, 18th and 19th at various venues in and around York, Pennsylvania. As in past tournaments, well 

over one hundred teams from central, eastern, southcentral, and southeastern Pennsylvania as well as northcentral and 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U8 thorugh U14 

YORK CUP .................................................................... 
York Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

York USA invites any and all boys and girls recreational soccer teams to join us for the 6th Annual York Recreational Soccer 



Tournament. This year’s event is open to U8 and older age groups. The tournament will be held at a single venue, the 

Hortheastern Youth Sports Association’s PPL Soccer Complex just outside of York, Pennsylvania providing easy access to Route 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

U8-HS 

35TH ANNLIAL EAST FISHKII..L MEMORIAL DAY TOURNAMENT 
East Fishkili Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry DeadLine: Monday, May 20, 2013 

- 150 minutes of playing time guaranteed for all age groups (typically 3x50’ games). - 3 referee system for all age groups. Minimal 

waiting between games. Teams brackets are normally completed in 5 hours (1 hour rest between each of 3 games) - Managed by 

Got Soccer (ranking points awarded for U12 and above) - Boys play Saturday. Girls play Sunday. 

Saturday, May 25~ 2013 through Monday~ May 27, 2013 

U8 through U19 

t88 CHALLENGE ......................................... 
Oneonta, Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 10, 2013 

When making the dedsion on which tournament to bring your team to, what is important to you? What factors do you look for in 

each event that help you decide which tournament is best for your team? Here at the 188 Challenge we believe that we have 

many of the features you are Looking for and more! * Low Fees - The 188 Challenge is one ... 

.......................................... 

Saturday, May 25~ 2013 through Monday~ May 27, 2013 

U9-19 

COLUMBIA fNVFIATfONAL 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

The Columbia Invitational is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club Sanctioned tournament. All teams 

must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations or US Club Soccer. 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

UlO-U18 

NEW ENGLAND COMETS GOLDEN GOAL MEMORIAL WEEKEND TOURNAMENT ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Fort Ann, NY New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, April 20, 2013 

Golden Goal is proud to host the New England Comets - Golden Goal Memorial Weekend Tournament. Visit the Lake George area 

and play in competitive soccer games at one of the most exceptional venues on the East Coast at the foothills of the Adirondack 

Mountains. The Tournament is open to boys and girls teams from U10 through U18. Teams will play 4, 50-minute games. 

Registration ... ~kete tournament information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

Saturday~ May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

Boys ~t GirLs Ug-U19 

POTOk~-~C MF~½~ORb-\L TOURN~-%~ENT POWERED BY" UNDER ARMOUR 
Germantown Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

Open to all levels of competitiveness. Play on perfect fields to include the 22 field MD SoccerPLex. PLayed in the Maryland suburbs 

of Washington, DC. Largest number of college coaches in attendance. Our 34th year. ~I!E[}I?.!.e.,.!~..~!}}J.[[(!~/][!.e.,.(!!L!/]!!:~!E[!}~.!~(!}}?..!E! 

Friday, May 31, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

US-U19 

39TH ANNUAL CHILI SOCCER INVITATIONAL 2013 
Rochester Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 

This is a Classic Travel Tournament. Chili is located 10 miles west of Rochester, IIY. Many of the games are played on the pristine 

fields of Davis Park in Chili, NY. We are welcoming boys and girls, age groups US-U19 We expect over 100 teams again this year from 

New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, Delaware and Canada. 

Saturday~ June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

UI0-U19 

US CLUB SOCCER MARYLAND CUP 
UMBC in Baltimore, MD Ma~land (Mid-Atlantic Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday~ May 1, 2013 

Boys and Girls -U10-U19 Recreation Travel and Travel Level Brackets Available 3 Game Minimum; plus playoffs Recrea~on Travel 

level NIl be a state competition only. ~nners will not advance to Regonals. Travel Level winners will advance to US Club Soccer 



Re81onal Competition. Application Fees: Recreation Travel U10-U14 S350; U15-U19 S375 Application Fees: Travel U10-U14 5425; U15- 

U19 $450 All fees include administration cost and field ... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u19 

SOUTHERN Mls, RYLAND CLASSIC 
Bryantown Sports Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Southern MD Classic is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through the 

Maryland State Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be affiliated and their players re81stered with USYSA through their 

respective state assodations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

tournament. Permission to Travel ... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9-U19 

MJ~ON DIXON CUP ................................................. 
Hagerstown Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Mason Dixon CLip Soccer Tournament is open to air competitive club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through 

the Maryland State Youth Soccer Assodation, All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their 

respective state assodations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

tournament. Permission to Travel ... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9-U19 

KIRKWOOD BOYS PREMIER TOURN.~ENT 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ May 24, 2013 

We feature 15 quality grass fields, three of which are Bermuda grass and one synthetic turf field Many of the games will be played 

at the KSC fields, some games will be played at the Governor Bacon Health fadlity and Gunning Bedford School as well our 

tournament accepts over 200 teams from 15 states and Canada. ~!}~[!I}~!.e.~}~)~[~!~{!.e.~[!~!~[!]~![~[~}~!~!!}~L2{!~!!]~[~[!.e.~{!~[~!]!?~{[~ 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 through Sunday, June 23, 2013 

Girls U12-U17 

Northern VA Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 10, 2013 

1 Division Per Age Group: Winner will automatically qualify for the 2013 WAGS Tournament. ~f~.~te tournam~.mt inl-orm~Bo~ on 

.......................................... 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

Adult 

5"TH ANNUAL CO~ONWEALTH C.L,aSStC 
Fredericksburg Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Commonwealth Soccer League, Inc.~ will be hosting the Commonwealth Classic 11vll adult soccer tournament on June 29-30, 2013 

on the Bermuda grass fields at Patriot Park in Spotsylvania County, Va. We offer divisions in: Men’s Premier, Competitive and Over- 

40; Coed Premier and Compefifive~ and new this year a Women’s Open Invitational division. All teams are guaranteed at least 3 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U9-U19 

MID ATLANTIC CUP BOYS WEEKEND 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

u8-u19 

COBRAS FC 23RD ANNUAL SUMPTER CLASSIC ................................................................................................................ 
Rochester New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, June 17, 2013 

Our tournament attracts some of the finest Boys and Girls U8-U19 soccer teams from across the northeast and Canada resulting in 

a solid competitive tournament. Every team is guaranteed at least 3 games. Games are played on high quality, well groomed fields. 

Saturday night "Fami[y Fun Festival" inc[uding dinner, entertainment and fireworks. This is considered a "friend[y non-competitive" 

tournament for ages U8-U10 ~2[!}j~!~!~2~!!~[!~{[~t[!~!~[!~!}[)~!‘~!2[!~![~‘.~.!}~L~.e.~[:~.~[!}~tE!!]~![~?.~ 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

ug-u19 



MID ATLANTIC CLIP GIRLS WEEKEND ............................................................................................. 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June I, 2013 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

U12- U18 BOYS ~ GIRLS 

eL E 1NTERNATIONA[. TOU RN£~AENT 
Lake George Flew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 

Compete with International Teams - el!~ el International Tournament is the soccer summer highlight Are you ready to compete? 

This summer, soccer teams (U12-U18, both boys & girls) from all over the world will come together at the "Golden Goal" soccer 

facility to compete in the el International Tournament during the July 19-21st weekend. Our two-day tournament is an optimal 

measure of your team’s performance - and an ideal opportunity to meet other players from the USA and overseas! Ideal vacation 

location The Golden Goal facility is located in upstate Flew York - an unforgettable vacation playground for the whole family that 

includes the popular Lake George re~ion and Saratoga Springs. Golden Goal is the ideal soccer venue with four lighted turf fields 

e four professional grass surfaces nestled in 200-acres of forest. In addition, the "Olympic Village" cabins provide the players a 

comfortable lodging and place to make friends, a dining area and entertainment center for when they’re off the field. Your 

soccer highlight for the summer Herds what you need to know to take part in the el International Tournament 2013: Tournament 

is held Friday-Sunday, July 19-21, 2013 Check-in time Friday afternoon at 4pro; check-out time Sunday at 12 noon Friday night: 

tactical training session under the lights for all teams Saturday: a minimum of three games for each team (50 minutes each) Sunday 

morning: two teams meet for the final - and the ... 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK I[ 3VJ~-PFITSBURGH .................................................................. 
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lete tournim~ent 

h]format~on on 5occerArne~ca.cem. ......................................................................... 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 

I<K~K IT 3V~..-FI..EMINGTON 
Flemington Flew Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

Men’s Open Division and Women’s Open Division 

22ND AItNUAL LONG ISLAND WOMEit’S SOCCER TOURN,-’~ENT 
Stony Brook University P-Lot Fields New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

LIWSL is proud to announce their 22nd Annual Long Island Women’s Soccer League Tournament. The tournament contains a 

women’s open division and a men’s open division. Level of play: competitive to very competitive. Format: 1 lvl 1 ; 4 games, 70 

minutes each; 3 offidals for every game. ~[~?j2}~!~!~])~[~])~j~])~[t[~!~[~.~.}~L~]~2~[~!~]~2~!~.~.}~ 

Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

UIS-U19 

KIRI<WOOD PAUL WELLBORN BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCA,~E 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday~ July 2, 2013 

We feature 15 quality grass fields, three of which are Bermuda grass and one synthetic turf field Many of the games will be played 

at the KSC fields. ~fete tournament h]formation on SoccerAmerica.com. 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 11, 2013 

US-Adult 

I<ICK IT 3VJ..-YORK REGIONAl. 
York Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~.~.~.n..~!b:Le.~.t..~.~[.n.~.~2~.n..t.~}~.n.L~.}~].~?~.~.~.n.~.~.[~2~2}~[j~[~E 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 



U8-U19 

MCDONOGH / PIPELINE SC SUMMEP, CL/~StC 
McDonogh School and Garrison Forrest School Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 

The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer teams pending approval 

International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can apply now. 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U19 

OBGC CAPITAL CUP 
Ellicott City, OIney, Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

U9-U15 

~EYS1ONE CUP ........................................ 
C(assics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ Aug. 12~ 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

U10-U18 

7TH ANNUAL DISCOVERY (}LIP 
Boyds Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 

The Maryland SoccerPlex invites your team to apply for partidpation in the 7th Annual DISCOVERY CUP! The tournament is a 

premier level tournament for highly competitive GIRLS teams and has gained notoriety for its rising level of play and 

competitiveness! ALL teams will play their games at the finest soccer complex in the United States...a fadlity consisting of 12 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U18 Girls 

FREDERICK CLiP GIRLS PREMIER TOURNA4~ENT ....................................................................................................................... 
Kirkwood Soccer Club Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Sept. 7, 2013 

Kirkwood Soccer Club presents the Frederick Cup Girls Premier tournament to be held over Columbus Day Weekend (October 12- 

13, 2013). This is a Premier Girls event open to teams in the U09 to U18 age groups. This tournament will have divisions for all levels 

of play (premier, elite ~t classic travel). ~!}}~e~!~E}~a~[~1~!}~!}~9~Q:~]~!}~1~]9~£c~/!~!}~!~£~:~9~E: 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Girls U11-U19 

WAGS RAEL VODICKA MEMORIAl.. TOURNAMENT PRESENTED BY THE NSCAA 
Northern VA Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ July 20~ 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U19 

SAC COLUMBUS DAY ..................................................... 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

The SAC Columbus Day Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club. All teams must be affiliated 

and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations, US Club Soccer, SAY or AYSO. The 

tournament is also open to any international teams in the CONCACAF region. Where: The primary sites will be Covenant Park, 

Howard Community ... 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

U15-U19 Girls 

CHARLOTTE MORAN GIRLS SHOWCASE ................................................................................................... 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Nov. 2, 2013 

The CMGCS Tournaments are open to U15-U19 Girls teams. A ONE day Showcase wi(I be held on Friday, November 29th and a TWO 

day Showcase will be held on November 30-December 1 at the Kirkwood Soccer Complex in New Castle, Delaware. This premier 

soccer facility is home to 13 quality fields, including 3 Bermuda grass fields and 1 Field-Turf synthetic field. Join us in ... ~ 



Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 throush Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

U9-U18 

DISNEY PRESIDENT’S DAY SOCCER FESTIVAL PRESENTED BY AS RO~,-~ FOOTBALL CLUB .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday~ Jan. 15, 2013 

Spend your winter break outdoors at ESPH Wide World of Sports Complex at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort! The Disney 

President’s Day Soccer Festival presented by AS Roma Football Club will be filled with !]teat soccer competition and !]teat fun for 

the whole family at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort. This year we will have an Elite Division for the U15-U18 a!]e !]roups ... 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

UIO to U19, Boys and Girls 

2013 PENSACOLA CLASSIC ................................................................... 
Ashton Brosnaham Sportsplex, Pensacola Florida (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Jan. 27, 2013 

We are tookin8 forward to hostin!] old and new soccer friends alike for the 2013 Pensacola Classic. Make plans to join teams from 

across the southeast for a fantastic weekend of soccer action. An annual tradition, the Pensacola Classic provides a perfect 

opportunity to kick off your sprin8 season. With averase hishs in the 60s and lows in the 40s, Pensacola is a !]real ... ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

U9 - U14 

KOOKABURRA CtIA[.[.ENGE CUP 
Sumter South Carolina (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Jan. 31~ 2013 

Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 throush Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

U14-U19 Boys 

TWIN CITY BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ..................................................................................................... 
W~nston Salem Horth Carolina (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 11, 2013 

The Twin City Boys College Showcase will be held at BB~T Soccer Park. Tournament Facts: When: February 24th-26th, 2012 Who: 

Boys - U15(8/1/96) to U19 (8/1/92) The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club 

Soccer teams pendin!] approval International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can 

Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 throush Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

U15-U19 

TWIN CFYY BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ..................................................................................................... 

BB~T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer teams pending approval 

International approval from the US Soccer Federation. All tournament games will be held on the 13 full size Bermuda turf fields at 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 throush Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 

U9-U14 

2013 OCYS RECREATIONAL TOURN/-\k~ENT .......................................................................................................... 
1900 Seminole Soccer Loop Florida (South Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Orlando City Youth Soccer is hostin8 a 2013 Recreational Tournament. The tournament will last two days and recreational teams 

will be able to enjoy !~reat competition and have fun! ~Iete tourn~ment information en SoccerAmerk:~.cem. 

Friday, March 22, 2013 throush Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U9-U19 Boys and Girls 

~!~b)~!:~Z~:~L~L~:~L~E~(~]~:~)~~9~i~2:~:!~:! 
Memphis Tennessee (South Re!lion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

This Tournament is now open to U9 - U14 AND U15 - U19 competitive travel teams, Club teams, ODP teams and forei!~n teams. The 

tournament for the older a~(e ~roups will be spedficaRy set up for players seekin!] colle!]e scholarship opportunities. Player Profile 

books w~ll be provided to all attendin!] College Coaches detailin!~ all teams and players. As well as FREE accommodation (limited)and 

food and ... 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

u9-u19 Boys and Girls 

SOUTHERN SOCCER CUP 
Montgomery Alabama (South Re~lon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 



Be one of the first to play on the south’s newest soccer complex! ~Ie[e tourn~ment h~formation on SoccerAmerk:~.com. 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 through Sunday, March 31, 2013 

ug-uI8 

DISNEY SPRING SOCCER INVITATIONAL PRESENTED BY AS ROMA FOOTBALL CLUB ................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Feb. 28, 2013 

Enjoy your spMng break outdoors at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! Disney SpMng Soccer Invitational presented by AS Roma 

Football Club is a new event that is 8uaranteed be filled with great soccer competition and fun for the whole family at the Walt 

Disney World(R) Resort. This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all USSF/FIFA affiliated organizations for boys ... 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 through Sunday, March 31, 2013 

ug-u18 

EASTER INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT 
Seminole Soccer Complex & Lake Sylvan Park Florida (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Dec. 31, 2012 

The 2013 Easter Invitational Tournament will be hosted by USL’s 2012 Regular Season Champions Orlando City Soccer Club. Limited 

by invitation only, up to a maximum of 144 teams will be competing over 4 days. Starting with a seeding day on Thursday and three 

tournament matches over Friday and Saturday~ the tournament will conclude with semifinals and finals on Easter Sunday. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

Girts UIS-U19 

SOUTHERN SOCCER SHOWCASE .................................................................................. 
BBIEtT Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March I~ 2013 

The Southern Soccer Showcase for Girls wiR be held at BB&T Soccer Park. This nationally recognized event brings the best of 

women’s college soccer together with club soccer all in one location! 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

u9-u14 Boys and ug-u19 Girls 

ALLIANCE PREMIER CUP 
Knoxville Tennessee (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Fdday~ March 15, 2013 

FC Alliance is proud to announce its 12th Annual Alliance Premier Cup (APC). APC will offer the highest level of youth soccer in 

the Southeast. APC is an invitational tournament where teams are selected on their competitive performance in tournament and 

leasue play. All state champions will automatically be accepted. We are expecting 160+ teams to participate and this will allow us 

Friday, May 24, 2013 throush Monday, May 27, 2013 

ug-u19 

DISNEY MEMORIAL DAY SOCCER SHOOTOUT PRESENTED BY’ 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April I, 2013 

Come enjoy an exalting weekend at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex’s largest 3-day soccer tournament! The Disney Memorial 

Day Soccer Shootout presented by Danima[s(R) attracted more than 600 teams in 2012 That resulted in more than 500 soccer 

matches in just three days! Register early to secure your spot. Spaces filled up quickly last year. This is an FYSA Sanctioned 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

ug-u18 

OCYS MF_~ORfAL DAY TOURN/-~rENT ............................................................................................ 
Seminole Soccer Complex & Sylvan Lake Park Florida (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 

Kick off the summer with the OCYS Memorial Day Tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys and ~rls U9- 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

US-Adult 

~(fCK I’[" 3V3~-BEN’[’ONVILLE ..................................................................... 
Bentonville Arkansas (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 ~ames) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 

the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lel:e [our~ame~t i~fo~rnatk~n o~ 



Friday, June 7, 2013 through Sunday, June 9, 2013 

U14-U19 

NSC,~4~ COLLEGE SHOWCASE - SOUYHEAST 
Manchester Meadows Park South Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May I0~ 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Southeast will take place June 7-9, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Southeast is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

assodations, US Club Soccer, SAY, or ... ~..~.!)~.~..~.~J!~j!3~!)~.~!3L!!)~.~]~L~.!L.~.~..~.~.~/..~!~.~!~:.~.:.~.~.!~: 

Monday, July 15, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U18 

DISNEY CUP INTERNATIONAL YOUTH SOCCER TOURN.4d~,ENT PRESENTED BY AS ROMA FOOTBALL CLUB 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ June 15, 2013 

Take on the world in the middle of the magic at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! The Disney Cup International Youth Soccer 

Tournament presented by AS Roma Football Club held has attracted teams from more than 20 countries for 13 years and 

continues to grow. Compete at world-class facilities while also enjoying everything the Walt Disney World(R) Resort has to offer. 

Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U9-U14 

DISNEY PREoSEASQN SOCCER KICK-OFF PRESENTED ~Y AS ROMA FOOTBALL CLUB .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Start your season the right way at the Disney Pre-Season Soccer Kick-Off presented by AS Roma Football Club. This youth 

tournament will be held at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex and is open to boys and girls U9-U14. Kick-off your season and 

spend a weekend at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort! This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all ... 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U10-U18 

TWIN CI]Y CLASSIC 
BBS~T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. I, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U15-U18 

DISNEY SOCCER SNOWCASE ~LJAL.IFIER PRESENTED BY’ .&g RO~ FOOTBALL CLUB 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier presented by AS Roma Football Club maybe your ticket to the Proving Ground. The top two 

finishers in each age group at the Qualifier will earn an automatic berth into the Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma 

Football Club (U15-U18) in December, and the winners will be guaranteed a spot in the top flight. This is an FYSA Sanctioned ... 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U-IO-U-19 

PUB[.IX ATLANTA CUP 
Atlanta Georgia (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July I, 2013 

Georgia Soccer is pleased to invite your team to apply to the Publix Atlanta Cup - Labor Day weekend, August 31- September 2, 

2013. Now in its 35th year, the tournament has become one of the premier tournaments in the country. Already a Labor Day 

Weekend fixture in the Southeast, the Publix Atlanta Cup is one of the biggest and most competitive three-day tournaments in ... 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U18 

OCYS BOYS’ LABOR DAY TOURN/~ENT ................................................................................................... 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 

Wrap up the summer with the OCYS Labor Day tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys U9-U18. 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U18 

Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 



Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

The Girls Fall Festival Tournament is a highly competitive tournament is geared for girls ug-u18, held over Columbus Day Weekend. 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls US-U19 

MOTOR CiTY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Taylor/Detroit Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Jan. 28, 2013 

Motor City Indoor Soccer Challenge February 1 5-17, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for division champions and finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s Ug~ Ug~ U10, U11, U12~ U13, U14, U15~ U16, U17 & U18 Girl’s US, Ug, U10~ Ull, U12, U13~ U14, U15, U16~ U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... ~9.(~]g.!~:~ 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Feb. 17, 2013 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Adult Co-Ed Open, 

Recreation, Over 30 

~,OTOR CITY INDOOR SOCCE.R CHALLENGE. 
Taylor/Detroit Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Jan. 28} 2013 

Motor City Indoor Soccer Challenge February 1 5-17, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for division champions and finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13~ U14, U15, U16~ U17 & U18 Girl’s U8~ U% U10, Ull, U12~ U13, U14~ U15, U16, U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

GLASS CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE ............................................................................................................ 
Rossford/Toledo Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

Glass City Indoor Soccer Challenge March 1-3, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for Division Champions and Finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s US, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13~ U14, U15, U16~ U17 & U18 Girl’s U8~ U% U10, Ull, U12~ U13, U14~ U15, U16, U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... ~..o.!~3j~.~ 

................................................................................................... 

Friday, March 1, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Adult Co-Ed Open, 

Recreation, Over 30 

GLASS CITY INDOOR SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Rossford/Toledo Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

Glass City Indoor Soccer Challenge March 1-3, 2013 Guaranteed Three Games Awards for Division Champions and Finalists Age 

Brackets Boy’s ug~ U% U10, U11, U12~ U13, U14, U15~ U16, U17 & U18 Girl’s U8, ug, U10~ Ull, U12, U13~ U14, U15, U16~ U17 & U18 

Men’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over 40 Women’s Open, Division 2, Recreation, Over 30, Over ... ~9.~.!~ 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U15-U19 

C.~}.......~.}..~’~.L.....L .Y:....~.!.~HIL >ALA, JE,~ .................................................................................... ®fRLS GOLLEGE SH©WCASE 
Xenia Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

We are pleased to invite your team to apply to the Ohio Galaxies Girls College Showcase! The Showcase is designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition at a fraction of the cost of major tournaments. All of our matches will be played 

on state-of-the-art synthetic turf fields. Being a Showcase event, we organize our match locations to be not only convenient ... 

Friday, March 15, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

BOYS AHD GIRLS U9-18 

PLtM, A WfNTER INDOOR SOCCER INVITE 20~3 ................................................................................................................. 
STURTEVAHT INDOOR SPORTSPLEX Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 4, 2013 

PUMA Winter Invite 2013 https~~~events.g~tsp~rt.c~m~(~(z~axxx55a2g~~a~2h~sq3kz4))/events/defau~t.aspx?EventiD=292~8 

Application: https://events.g~tsp~rt‘c~m/((zlaxxx55a2g~~az2h~sq3kz4))/f~rms/app/Defau~t~aspx?Event~D=292~8 Hosted by ACE 

Soccer Club March 1 5th - 17th~ 2013 Sturtevant Indoor Soccer Complex~ Sturtevant~ WI 10116 Stellar Ave~ Stur~evant~ Wi 53177 Just 

2 miles from Hwy 94, east of Hwy 20 and Hwy H across from Marcus ... !~!~]~!~!!])~!~1~!~3!~9~!~!~!)~i9~\!~1~[~!E~ 



Friday, March 15, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U15 to U19 

OHIO GALA,~’dES BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
Xenia Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 1, 2013 

We are pleased to invite your team to apply to the Ohio Galaxies Boys College Showcase! The Showcase is designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition at a fraction of the cost of major tournaments. All of our matches will be played 

on state-of-the-art synthetic turf fields. Being a Showcase event, we organize our match locations to be not only convenient ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE .. DAYTON~ OHIO 
Miami Valley School Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with HO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

U8-U18 

MICHIGAN FUISAL CUP 2013 
Grand Rapids Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 4, 2013 

Michigan’s Largest and Longest Running Futsa[ Tourney! Ten Years! Top Competition! Great Facilities! Exhibition Game! Low Cost! 

Alliance is running the extremely successful Futsal Cup again in 2013 and we would love for you to participate! The tournament 

runs from March 16th-17th, 2013 and iris an all day event. It is being held at Davenport University and Ginga Courts both in 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 through Sunday, March 17, 2013 

Boys and Girls U9-U18 

MCCIREVOL UTION SPRING SHOCffOUT 2013 
Murray Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 8, 2013 

This is a USYSA tournament sanctioned through the Kentucky Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be in good standing with 

their state associations. Player passes, 5 copies of your state-approved rosters~ permission-to-travel forms (out-of-state teams 

only) and notarized medical release forms will be required for all teams. Up to three USYSA registered guest players may be added 

Friday, March 22, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

U8-U19 

EMERALD CUP - BOY5 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 8, 2013 

Last year marked the first year that the Emerald Cup was played over ]3NO weekends - the last weekend of MARCH for the BOYS 

and the first weekend in APRIL for the GIRLS. It made for back-to-back weekends of exciting soccer action for some of the top 

teams from all over the Midwest (and Canada)! In total, nearly 400 teams participated over the two weekends ... 

.................................................................................................. 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 through Sunday, March 24, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

THE EARLY BIRD SPRING SOCCER INVt]A[fONAL .......................................................................................................................... 
Hilliard/Columbus Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 

Early Bird Spring Soccer Invitational Charter member of the "Ohio Soccer Tournament Series" March 23-24, 2013 Benefiting the KIDS 

league of Greater Columbus Guaranteed three games Awards for division champions and finalists Age Brackets Boys U8, U9, U10, 

Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 & U19 Girls U8, U9, U10, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 & U19 Cost: $400 per 

team ... ~o.D~p.i.~.?..$~Z~R~LjR[P.i:E!~io.~..~.~.~.o.~.?.~:~L]~?.i:j~.?.~qL 

Friday, April 5, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

ug-u19 

EMEP~LD CLIP ~ GIRLS 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15~ 2013 

Last year marked the first year that the Emerald Cup was played over TWO weekends - the last weekend of MARCH for the BOYS 

and the first weekend in APRIL for the GIRLS. It made for back-to-back weekends of exciting soccer action for some of the top 

teams from all over the Midwest (and Canada)! In total, nearly 400 teams participated over the two weekends ... 

.................................................................................................. 



Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

Age Brackets Boy’s US, U9, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17 ~ U18 Girl’s US, U9, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, UIB, U17 ~ 

U18 Men’s Open, Divis 

WAZA SPRING FRtENDLtES ................................................................... 
Monroe (Mid-West Re,on) Michigan (Mid-West Re,on) 

Ent~ Deadline: Monday, Mamh 25~ 2013 

The Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to our 7th annual Spring Friendlies April 6-7, 2013, hosted by Waza FC West ~ South at 

Munson Park Monroe MI. This year’s Friendlies will offer competition for boys U8-U18 and girls U8-U1 5 age groups. Each 

participating team v~ll play three or four (3 or 4) games in a round-robin format. The Waza Friendlies are designed to provide 

participants with the highest level of competition without the pressures of results and standings, and at half the price of major 

tournaments. As you’re planning for your 2013 upcoming spring season and tournaments, please consider the Waza Friendlies as a 

great way to get your team ready for Sprin!! Teams from Michigan, Ohio and Canada have participated in the past, including the 

Cleveland FC, TNT, Grand Rapids Crew, TKO, Pacesetters, Vardar, MI Hawks-Wolves, Hammer FC, Kingdom Premier and many other 

top clubs. Several different divisions are offered in order to provide your team with the right competition level. This year we are 

looking forward to seeing you all back again and we are eager to meet many new teams ! 3 Games: One (1) day Format FEES: By6 - 

S225 8v8 - S250 11vl 1 - S275 FEES: 4,/4 - $100 (U6 5~ U7) 4 Games: Two (2) day Format FEES: 6v6 - $250 8v8 - $275 11vl I - $300 Three- 

game (one-day) format may play on either day. You may request which day you’d like to play; however we can not GUARANTEE 

that date. It will depend on the number of teams in the age group. ~}lete tournament irlfen~atiorl on So~:cer,~rl~edca~com, 

Saturday, April 6, 2013 through Sunday, April 7, 2013 

BUI3-BU19 

SLSG BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ..................................................................................... 
Southern Illinois and St. Louis Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 

One of the top Boys Showcases in Region II. This event attracts teams from over 14 states and Canada annually and has 100+ 

college coaches. Played in both Southern Illinois and St. Louis, MO the event attracts top clubs and also hosts 4 USDA Academy 

games each year. Ask about our USDA Pre Academy Divisions for BU13-BU14. ~..o.!E~.}.~2..~.[!!~!E~!!L!])~.[t[O~.~.~])...e.£! 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

Bug-But8, GU8-GU14 

Collinsville and St. Louis Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, March 7, 2013 

One of the oldest and best tournaments in the Midwest. In 2011~ we attracted 276 teams from around the country. All age groups 

offer both Gold and Silver level competition and every division vies for a championship Cup! The event is open to Boys and Girls. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

UI2-U19 

Grand Rapids Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 

Alliance Soccer Club and it’s State Premier, MRL, and National League teams welcomes highly competitive dubs from across the 

Midwest and Canada to compete in the 2013 Premier Turf Invitational. For over 10 years, Alliance has hosted spring tournaments 

with our largest being a 200+ team event in 2008. Seeing a need for an Elite Level April event in Michigan, we have rebranded ... 

Friday, April 19, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

U14-U19 

NSCAA COLLEG E SHOWCASE - CENTRAL 
Elizabethtown Sports Park Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Central will take place April 19-21, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available~ 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Central is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

assodations, US Club Soccer, SAY, or ... 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 21, 2013 

u10-u18 

2013 LOUISVILLE CUP GIRLS [OURNAMENT PRESENTED BY KENIUC~{Y FIRE JUNIORS 8: JAVANON ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Louisville Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, March 9, 2013 

The Louisville Cup is an annual tournament hosted by the Kentucky Fire Juniors (KFJ)(formally Mockingbird Valley Soccer Club). 

This year, KFJ and Javanon Soccer Club are working together to present the 2013 Louisville Cup, in an effort to attract the most 

competitive competition in all age groups. This popular event for GIRLS ONLY will be held APRIL 20-21. All games are played on ... 



Saturday, April 20, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

ug-u19 

CLUB OHIO NIKE C~4ALLEHGE CUP ........................................................................................ 
Dublin Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Feb. 3, 2013 

Annually held over bvo weekends in April in Dublin~ OH. Girls play April 20-12 and boys play April 27-28. Come to Dublin, Ohio for 

one of the largest and most competitive youth tournaments in the region. Last year we welcomed over 600 teams. We look 

forward to a great turnout again. Application deadline is February 3. Apply today and reserve your rooms! Go to ... ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Friday, Apri! 26, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

U8-U19 

CHALLENGER CUP ............................................... 
Shawnee, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 22, 2013 

The Challenger Cup, on April 26-28, 2013, is a great mid-season tournament for lower level premier (DII, III, IV, V) and recreational 

teams. All other events at this time of year cater to the ’elite’ premier teams only. However, the Challenger Cup will offer your 

team(s) the perfect opportunity to prepare for the spring season by playing against other teams of similar ability ... ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Friday, April 26, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

Boys U8-19, Girls U8-19 

BOWLING GREEN SPRING SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Bowling Green Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 18, 2013 

Bowling Green Spring Soccer Challenge April 26-28, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams WIN receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club Age Brackets Boys U9(U8), U9, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 & U19 Girls ug(ug), ug, UI0, 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

u10-u18 

2013 LOUISVILLE CUP BOYS TOURH~-S~ENT PRESEHTED BY KENTUCKY FIRE JUNIORS O. JAVANON 
Louisville Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, March 9, 2013 

The Louisville Cup is an annual tournament hosted by the Kentucky Fire Juniors (KFJ)(formally Mockingbird Valley Soccer Club). 

This year, KFJ and Javanon Soccer Club are working together to present the Louisville Cup, in an effort to attract the most 

competitive competition in all age groups. This popular event for BOYS ONLY will be held APRIL 27-28. All games are played on 

Friday, May 3, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U8 Boys and Girls to U18 Boys and U14 Girls 

TONY GLAVIN SOCCER CLASSIC XVf .......................................................................................... 
St. Louis/St. Charles Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ March 22, 2013 

The Tony Giavin Soccer Club, Official Celtic FC International Affiliate, announces the The Tony Glavin Soccer Classic to be held 

May 3-Sth, 2013. the Tournament is brought to you by UMBRO, Dr Pepper/Tup and Melander Sports Medicine. This is the 16th 

year of the Classic that annually attracts teams from over all over the Midwest. The tournament takes place at the Tony Glavin ... 

Saturday, May 4, 2013 through Sunday, May 5, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

NSC SPRING CUP ........................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 12, 2013 

Fifth annual tournament featuring teams from across the Midwest, all games played in one location to start off the spring season. 

~3~.j~?~.2~.~iLl~.~E1~i~g~$~gD~2~[~E3~£i~.~E&~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U/8-U/18 Boys ~t U/8-U/14 Girls 

~ISSOURI RLtSH ~DC COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
St. Louis/St. Charles Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 22, 2013 

Missouri Rush Soccer Club announces the MDC College Showcase to be held May 10-13th, 2013. This event will take place at the 

St. Louis Youth Soccer Assoc. Complex in St. Charles, MO. Missouri Rush MDC College Showcase is open to U1 

U 18119 Boys Teams plus we will host U/8-U / 14 Boys E~ Gi rts Teams as i n the past. We will have ... 

................................................. 



Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

Boys U7-U18; Girls U7-U14 

PU~9-~ 2013 ANNUAL MIDWEST SPRING SOCCERFEST .................................................................................................................................... 
POLOHIA SOCCER COMPLEX, FRANKLIN, WISCONSIH Wisconsin (Mid-West Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April I, 2013 

The PUMA 2013 Annual Midwest Spring Soccer Fest is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA 2013 Midwest Spring 

Fest is hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from 

all States and teams/dubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition ... 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Monday, May 13, 2013 

U13-U19 

VVOODBURY SUMMER CLASSIC U13-U19 .................................................................................................... 
Bieleberg Sports Center Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Friday, May 10, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

Boys U8 - U19, Girls U8 - U14 

ARMED FORCES CUP 
Moline Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

Moline United is proud to announce the 5th Annual Armed Forces Cup. The tournament is open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. 

Club soccer and AYSO teams. We offer great competition from many clubs throughout Iowa and Illinois. All games for all ages are 

played within one complex. All champions and finalists receive a team trophy and individual trophies. All U8 and ... ~ 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 through Sunday, May 12, 2013 

U8-U12 

THE JUNIOR CUP ............................................ 
New Albany Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

The Junior Cup caters to the younger ages and is located at one facility. ~let:e teurnament informatien on 

.......................................... 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U6-U14 

LEAWOOD SOCCER FEST 
Leawood, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 19, 2013 

An end of season tournament for recreational teams only! This is a unique opportunity for your team to play against the 

recreational teams of other clubs, at one of the finest soccer complexes in Kansas City! 

Friday, May 17, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

U7 through HS 

KC PRIME SOUFHSIDE SPRING SHOOTOUT ........................................................................................................... 
Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1~ 2013 

Southside Spring Shootout May 17th-19th, 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: May 1, 2012 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) S225, U9 - UlO (6v6) S300, Ull - U12 (8v8) $350, 

U13 - U15 5t HS (11v11) S450 Contact Name/Address: Shane Dewald 16400 Mullen Road, Belton, MO 64012 Contact Phone/Email: 816- 

Friday, May 24, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U8 - U19 

GROV’E UNITED MEMORIAL DAY SHOOTOUT PRESENTED BY ~OUAKER OATS 
SCHAUMBURG Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ April 6, 2013 

Grove United Soccer Association invites you and your teams to join us for one of the largest Memorial Day Tournament in the 

Midwest. Last year we hosted over 435 teams from all across the Midwest. Our tournament is held at a 1st rate complex featuring 

Premium Turf, lights, and grass fields. Teams come back year after year because we deliver a great overall tournament ... 

~/ete tournarnent info~ n]ation on Socce~AmeRca.com. 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

NSC CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 3, 2013 



Come and play in the Premier Memorial Day Soccer Tournament in the Midwest over Memorial Day Weekend. Teams from the five 

state area compete in this event held in one location at the National Sports Center. 

.......................................... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

Adult Open~ Men and Women Divisions 

NSC CUP ADULT 

Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ May 3~ 2013 

Come and play in the Premier Adult Memorial Day Weekend tournament in the Midwest. Winning teams are eligible for cash prizes. 

Teams come from the five state area and all games are played in one location. *blew for 2013 Women’s Division ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

Boys U8-1% Girls U8-19 

SIARBURSF SOCCER SPECFACULAR ........................................................................................... 
Hilliard/Dublin/Columbus Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 15, 2013 

Starburst Soccer Spectacular May 25-26, 2013 Benefiting the KIDS league of Greater Columbus Ohio Guaranteed three games 

Awards for division champions and finalists Age Brackets Boys U9(U8), U9, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18119 Girls U9 

(US), US, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18119 Cost :S400 per team (U9 ~t U10), S425 per team (U11 5~ U12 ... ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

Under 8 - 17 Boys and Girls 

CREEK CLASSIC SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
Beavercreek Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ April 8~ 2013 

The Creek has over 20 years of tournament experience, it promises to provide a fun filled competitive event for boys and girls in 

the u8 - u17 age groups. Our event is ideal for teams at all levels of play and we encourage soccer clubs to consider using our 

event as an opportunity to bring multiple teams to compete at our tournament. Clubs with 8 ... 

Friday, June 14, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

WALt@.%RT ALL A~,ERfCAN CLIP ............................................................................. 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

Come and play in the 7th Annual Walmart All American Cup. Featuring full length games, teams from the five state area and playing 

Friday, June 14, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9-U12 

WOODBURY SUt~ER CLASSIC US-U12 ................................................................................................. 
Bieleberg Sports Center Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U9-19 Boys and Girls 

AC MILAN CONTINEHTAL CUP ........................................................................... 
North Coast Premier Soccer Complex Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May I, 2013 

The AC Milan Continental Cup~ a part of the larger Continental Cup International Youth Sports Festival, is an annual event in 

Cleveland~ ON. This years event will run from July 4-7, 2013 at the North Coast Premier Soccer Complex. Teams from around the 

world will converge on Northeast Ohio to compete for the prestigious Continental Cup crown. In 2012 over 3,000 athletes ... 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

SCHWAN’S USA CUP WEEKEND ............................................................................... 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ June 1~ 2013 

A Weekend kickoff tournament to the largest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere, featuring top 

level competition, a three game guarantee and an athlete party. Games all played in one location. ~i!E!!I}.!.e..~£.~!}£![~!~E!.e..[!!i 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 



/~fCK I[ 3VJ--MILWAUKEE ................................................................. 
Milwaukee Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~le~e tournament 

ir~formabon en SoccerArnerica.cem. ......................................................................... 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

I<K:K IT 3VJ..-ST, LOUIS 
St. Louis Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U19 

SCHWAN’S USA CUP .................................................... 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Come experience the largest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere. Every July~ more then over 950 

teams come to the National Sport Center to compete and partidpate in activities, to create memories that will last a lifetime. 

Teams of all abilities and levels are accepted into this flighted tournament. 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

High School Teams Only 

HSCAA HIGH SCHOOL SUMMER SHOWCASE 
Indianapolis Indiana (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

The Indiana Champions League and the NSCAA proudly presents the 2013 NSCAA High School Summer Showcase to be hosted at 

the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IN (Indianapolis, Indiana). Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to call 

itself "Home of Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. ~dete tournm~ent in¢ormation en 

.......................................... 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

~K~K I1 3VJ-~CHtCAGO 
Chicago Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams ~dlt play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lel:e tournam~.~nt 

Friday, July 26, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

men and women adults 

29TH ANNUAL GOAl. FOR GOAl. SOCCER TOURNAk~ENT 
Wichita, Kansas Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ July 13~ 2013 

A 6 v 6 tournament for Open A Men, Open A Women, Over 40 men, and Over 50 men. 

Friday, Aug. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

UT-U14 Boys; UT-U18 Girls 

PlJh~A 2013 ANNUAL h~,IDWEST FALL SOCCERFEST 
POLONIA SOCCER COMPLEX, FRANKLIN, WISCONSIN Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 29, 2013 

The PUMA 2013 Annual Midwest Fall Soccer Fest is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA 2013 Midwest Fall Fest 

is hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from all 

States and teams/dubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition ... 

Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

Boys U8-14/15, Girls U8-19 



BOWLING GREEN FALL SOCCER CHALLENGE .................................................................................................................. 
Bowling Green Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 22, 2013 

Bowling Green Fall Soccer Challenge August 24-25, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams wilt receive participation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club Age Brackets Boys U9(Ug), ug, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14/I 5, Girls U9(Ug), ug, U10, U11, U12, U13, U14, U1 

U 16 ... 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

ug-u14 Boys Et Girls 

SCHWABEN CLIP 
Buffalo Grove Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

Competitive youth soccer tournament on some of the most pristine grass fields in the northwest suburbs of Illinois. Intimate family 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8 to U14 

~4EAD CUSA CLIP 
Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Tournament located in the Dayton OH area. 34th year this upcoming Labor day 2013. Over 500 teams aged U8 to U14 a Platinum 

level tourney. Over 50 irrigated fields all in three locations. BIGGEST trophies and BEST COMPETITION you will get. Three levels of 

play 

Saturday~ Oct. 5, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U9 through U14 Boys and Girls 

NSC F~LL CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 13, 2013 

Come play in the largest fall soccer tournament in the midwest. The eigith annual Fall Cup features great competition for boys 

and girls ages U9 to U14, featuring games played in one location at the National Sports Center in Blaine, MN. ~..o.!~3j~.~ 

................................................................................................... 

Thursday~ Oct. 24, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

U9-U14 

KICK~OR-[REAT INDOOR YOUTH .................................................................................. 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exalting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: club, intra-dub, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. Age groups are, 

Friday~ Oct. 25~ 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

U8-U18 Boys- US-U19 Girls 

WAZA SPOOK’TACULAR ........................................................... 

Monroe/Dundee Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct 8, 2013 

Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to the Waza Spooktacular Tournament on October 25-27~ 2012, hosted by Waza FC West 

South and MASA at Munson Park in Monroe, MI. This year’s Spooktacular will offer competition for boys and girts in the U8 

through U18 age groups. The Spooktacular format calls for three preliminary-round games with Final Matches in each division ... 

Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

Men’s Open 

KICK-OR-TREAT INDOOR ADUI..T 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exalting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: club, intra-club, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. ~i!~[[!I}.!#~ 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U7 through HS 

Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 



Entry Deadline: Monday~ Oct. 14, 2013 

Southside FaN Shootout November 8 - 10, 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: October I, 2013 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) S250, U9 - U10 (6v6) $325, U11 - U12 (8v8) 

S375, U13 - U15 ~ HS (11v11) $475 Contact NamelAddress: Shane Dewald 16400 Mullen Road, Belton, MO 64012 Contact 

Email:sdewald®beltonparks.com ... ‘r.~.~...n..~.!~:~..e...t..~..~[!}~..n..~!}.t...~..n.L~..r.!.~?.~:!~.~..~!}..~2~.~.~}.~[).~.~.~!~E 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. I, 2014 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR YOUTH 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6~ 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exdting competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament. 

Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January 1st. 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. I, 2014 

Men’s Rec and Men’s Open 

HOLIDAY CLASSK~ INDOOR ADULT 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Fdday~ Dec. 6, 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exciting competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament 

Adult Version. Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January Ist. ~let~ tournarnent infm-mat~on on 

.......................................... 

Saturday, Feb. 16, 2013 through Monday, Feb. 18, 2013 

U15-U19 

NSCAA COLLEG E SHOWCASE - SOLITH 
North East Metro Park in Plugerville, TX Texas (South-West Re81on) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 25, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - South will take place February 16-I 8, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - South is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

USYSA sanctioned tournament.. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

UIS-U19 Boys and Girls 

FC DALLAS 3RD AN~UAL COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
FC Datlas Stadium and Comptex Texas (South-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Feb. 10, 2013 

FC Dallas announces the FC Dallas College Showcase to be held March 9th-10th, 2013. This event WIN take place at the Complex at 

FC Dallas Stadium in Frisco, Texas. The FC Dallas College Showcase is limited to U15, U16, U17, ~t U18/19 Boys and Girls Teams. We 

will have coaches representing NCAA DIV I, II, III, NAIA programs as well as Junior Colleges. Each ... ~12.~.!2~.~.o..V.!~[~2.~ 

......................................................................... 

Friday, April 12, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

U8-19 

LEXUS TULSA CUP 
Tulsa Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 15, 2013 

One of the largest tournaments in Oklahoma, we wil[ host boys and girls competitive and juniors teams from U7 to U19. Last year’s 

event had teams from seven states and will provide Gold and Silver divisions. The tournament will be held at the high quality Indian 

Springs and Metro Tulsa Soccer Complexes. Take this opportunity to get some quality games in before your ... ~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..TULSA 
Tulsa Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ May 24, 2013 

3v3 Soccer Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player 

on the Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor 

items - Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

U15-19 



ADIDA5 SA~ SHANNON SHOWCASE ........................................................................................ 
Tulsa, OK Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Oct. 20, 2013 

Top and largest college showcase in Oklahoma with college coaches from ALL college divisions. College coaches love coming to 

this event because of the wide demographic mix of teams. Last year featured teams from 9 different state associations. Games 

played at high quality complexes and also features other events such as college seminar for all participants. ~Iete tourn~ment 

tnformabon en SoccerAmeHca.com. ......................................................................... 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 through Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 

Adults 

A,~,EN’S AND WO/C, EN’S SPRING CUP ....................................................................................... 
South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Feb. 20~ 2013 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 at Goats Los Angeles Kick Off 10:00 AM 5100 Per team Open to AU Our first Men’s Open tournament of 

the year is here before you know it. This men’s tournament will prove to be the event that helps you keep your new years 

resolution of keeping fit and in shape. Only $100 per team, this tournament ... ~lel:e tournament information on 

.......................................... 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

U9-U18 Boys ~t Girls 

CORNELL COLLEGE RAMS FUTSAL [OURNAiV~ENT ............................................................................................................................ 
Richard & Norma Small Sports Center, Corne[I College Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: FHday, Feb. 15, 2013 

Cornel[ College Men’s soccer team is offering the opportunity to continue to play and work on your game during the winter. Slip 

on a pair of fiats and bring your game inside. Play the fast paced, skilled game of Futsa[ on Cornel[ College’s indoor mondo surface. 

A quick and fast surface that is easier on the joints than a concrete or wooden ... ~£ete tournament infom~tion on 

.......................................... 

Friday, March 8, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

Open [t Coed 

CORNE[.L COLLEGE RA~AS FUTSAL TOURNAMENT 

Richard & Norma Small Sports Center, Cornell College Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 

CorneU College Men’s soccer team is offering the opportunity to continue to play and work on your game during the winter. Slip 

on a pair of flats and bring your game inside. Play the fast paced, skilled game of Futsa[ on Cornel[ College’s indoor mondo surface. 

A quick and fast surface that is easier on the joints than a concrete or wooden ... 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

Boys ~ Girls U9 - U19 

VENTURA COUNTY FUSION SPRING CLASSIC 
Ventura California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Spring Classic is a Class I ~ III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer & AYSO 

teams. All teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~t medals. AU Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams ... 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 through Sunday, March 10, 2013 

US-U19 B/G 

2013 AJA.X SPRt NG TOU RNA~ENT .................................................................................... 
Ripon California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Feb. 9, 2013 

Ajax United has had a long standing high level of play in the central valley. We plan on continuing that standard with a few 

additions this year. This year’s tournament will be open to both boys and girls. Come join us for a great weekend of Soccer. Boys 

and Girls U8 - U19 Unrestricted US Club Sanctioned Event (open to all US Club, CYSA ... ~fete tournament into~ marion on 

.......................................... 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 through Saturday, March 30, 2013 

Adults 

FIESTA DE FUTBOL SPONSORED BY: RED BULL ...................................................................................................................... 
South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 

Saturday~ March 30, 2013 at Goals Los Angeles Kick Off 7:00 AM $200 Per team Open to Adults Ready to fly to New York and watch 

the Red Bulls play? Well now is your chance. Red Bull and Goals Soccer Centers is proud to announce the "Fiesta de Futbol", a 

one day open adult tournament. This adult tournament will offer the best competition ... ~Iete tourname~fl: fffformatiorl on 



Saturday, April 13, 2013 through Sunday, April 14, 2013 

U8-U14 Boys and Girls 

CP, SA CHILLOUT PRE-SEASON TOURN.~AENT 
Tuma Soccer Complex - Cedar Rapids Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 8~ 2013 

The players and parents of the Cedar River Soccer Assodation welcome you to the CRSA ChillOut Pre-Season Tournament - April 

13-14, 2013. The ChillOut is historically lowa’s largest single weekend soccer event, averaging 220 teams over the last 5 years. We 

will host Ug-U14 boys and girls teams in two competitive divisions. All games will be played on the 30 grass fields at the ... 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 through Sunday, April 28, 2013 

Youth, Adult and Pro Division 

BEACH SOCCER JMv~ 
San Diego - Fiesta Island California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 5, 2013 

Beach Soccer Jam is faster, hotter version of the world’s most popular sport. A soft sand surface allows players to try diving 

header% bicycle kicks and exalting tricks more freely. The sport is spectacular. The sand adds another dimension to the sport, 

putting aerobic strength, teamwork and individual skills to the test. Coaches tell us that Fiesta Island has the perfect depth of ... 

Saturday~ May 25, 2013 through Monday, May 27, 2013 

U-11 to U-19 boys and girls 

SAN FRANCISCO CUP ..................................................... 
San Frandsco California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 1, 2013 

Open to a[[ US Soccer-affiliated teams and international youth soccer organizations~ including US Club Soccer, USYSA, NorCal 

Premier, and CYSA-North (Silver Division or higher). Boys and Girls, Ull to U19 (teams are aRowed 7 guest players). Each team is 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 through Sunday, June 2, 2013 

Boys ~t Girls U9 - U19 

VENTURA COUNTY FUSION CLASK:O 
Ventura California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Clasico is a Class I l& III Tournament open to aR U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer ~ AYSO teams. All 

teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~ medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams 

Friday, June 7, 2013 through Sunday, June 9, 2013 

GU9-19 

AVALANCHE INVITATIONAL o SHOWCASE ....................................................................................................... 
Park City Utah (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, April 15, 2013 

The Avalanche Invitational is a stay-and-play tournament that provides opportunities for top-performing female athletes of all ages 

to compete. The Elite College Showcase level allows players to demonstrate their talents to college coaches and recruiters, while 

the Elite Competitive level challenges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best 

.......................................... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

US-Adult 

Denver Colorado (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7, 2013 

Each PLayer Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 

the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~)lete tournament information on 

.......................................... 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..PORTLAND 
Portland Oregon (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 21, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 



the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~..o.!~2j2~.~..~.~!~£!~.~!]:~!~.~j~.~£~!.~!]..9.!~ 

Friday, July 5, 2013 throush Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U15-U19 

HSCAA COLLEG E SHOWCASE - NORTHWEST 
WPFC Field Complex Washington (West Re!lion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7~ 2013 

The NSCAA Coliese Showcase - Northwest will take place July 5-7~ 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be avaiiable~ 

dependin8 on entries. The HSCAA College Showcase - Northwest is open to aR competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

US Club sanctioned tournament. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

associations or US Club Soccer ... 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

BIG U-IO,I 1,12,13,14,15,16,17,19 

EMFC ADIDAS PRE,,~fER CUP ....................................................................... 
Eugene Oregon (West Re!lion) 

Entry Deadline: Ffiday~ June 21, 2013 

The Eusene Metro Futbol Club is offerin!] a Premier Soccer Tournament for Elite, Premier and Select Tournament teams from 

across the United States. The tournament is US Club sanctioned and is acceptin~ competitive teams from US CLUB and USYSA. -4 

!lame minimum -Sth ~ame for teams makin~ it to the Consolation or Championship round on Sunday -Medals for lst~ 2nd~ 3rd~ 4th 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 throu!]h Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..DENVER 
Denver Colorado (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 !lames) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win ~reat prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Friday, July 19, 2013 throu!~h Sunday, July 21, 2013 

U10-U18 

STE/-qd~BOAT MOUNTAIN SOCCER TOURN##~ENT 
Steamboat Sprin!]s Colorado (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

We are well known for the fun, competitive atmosphere of our matches as well as the majestic settin!] in the cool mountain air, 

~reat activities for aR a!]es and a welcomins, friendly community that makes Steamboat Sprin~s one of the premier family resort 

destinations in the country! Registration is open for UlO-U18 Girls e Boys, Competitive ~ Premier teams. SMST is structured to 

offer fair competition within the Competitive (Silver) division; therefore Premier (GOLD) teams are welcome in abe !]roups U11-U16 

but ... ~)~!~!~)~)~][.~.[]~!~])~9~[~[~)~[~E 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 throu!]h Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..DES MOINES 
Des Moines Iowa (West Re!~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Fdday~ July 12~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 !lames) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win ~reat prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 throu!]h Sunday, July 28, 2013 

U16, U17, U18 

COLLEGE SEARCH KICKOFF ...................................................................... 

Muscatine Iowa (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 

Coliese Search Kickoff (CSK) is an invitational showcase for youth soccer players who want to play on the coliese level and are 

~ettin~ ready to enter their junior or senior year in hi!]h school in the fall. USA and Canadian U16, U17 and U18 club and league 

select teams registered for the 2012-2013 seasonal year are elisibie. Coiie!~elnfo and the Iowa Soccer Association sponsor ... 

Friday, July 26, 2013 throu!]h Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK I’[" 3V3~-VAIL 

Vail Colorado (West Re~ion) 



Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportanity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lete tournim~ent 

information on 5occerArneHca.com. 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 11, 2013 

Boys ~ Girls U9 - U19 

VENIUP~ COUNTY FUSION 1NVt1AFIONAL ......................................................................................................... 

Ventara California (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion ImAtationa[ is a Class I ~ III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer & AYSO teams. 

All teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~t medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams 

partidpating ... 

Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

Ug-U19 B/G 

201 3 AJAX UN ITED FAL [. TOU RN£~ENT 

Modesto and Ripon California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 

Time for our Fall tournament and it will be one of the best in the area. Does your team got what it takes, apply now and saveSS! 

Get into the fun of one of the treasued tournaments of the central valley. We are expecting teams from Northern and Southern 

California, Bay area, and Nevada. Teams return to us because we do our best to ... 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 through Saturday, March 2, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - NIAGARA F~LLS CANADA .............................................................................................................................................. 
Niagara Falls Sportsplex Niagara Falls Ontario Canada International (International Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier College Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position. Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each facility has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and 1 goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 through Sunday, March 3, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - TOROHTO CANADA ................................................................................................................................ 
The County Day School King City Ontario Canada International (International Region) 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINES The Premier Col[ege Combine is a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter 

months. Players are assigned to teams by position, Each player will play in 15 minute games spread throughout the event in front 

of college coaches. Each fadlity has field turf fields with NO BOARDS. Each team consists of 6 field players and I goalkeeper ... 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 through Sunday, May 19, 2013 

9-19 

NORHALNE CUP~. AALBORG DENMARK 
AALBORG, DENMARK International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 1, 2013 

Nrhalne Cup - is organized for the 29th time at, the Ascension Holiday May 5-13, 2013. Nrhalne Cup 2012 had almost 550 teams 

participating from 14 countries - Brazil~ England, USA, Russia, Finland~ the Netherland% Ireland~ Non~,ay, Sweden~ Germany, Czech 

Republic, Ukraine, Italy, and Denmark. At Nrhalne Cup the most important thing is the football and the matches against teams from 

Saturday, May 25~ 2013 through Sunday, May 26, 2013 

Several 

,~?v~ST E RDlq¢~ CUP 
............................................ 

Amsterdam International (International Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 3, 2013 

The year 2013 marks the 15th annual Amsterdam Cup. This year a total of bet~¢een 160 and 200 teams from different countries 

be accepted to partidpate. The tournament is open to all teams that are members of their F.I.F.A. affiliated national assodations. 

The tournament is held on different sports fadlities in Amsterdam and surroundings on both grass and artifidal soccer ... 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 through Friday, July 12, 2013 



UIO to U18 

KANGA CUP - INTERNATtONAL ............................................................................. 
Canberra, Australia International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 31, 2013 

PLEASE NOTE: This international tournament is in the Land DOWN UNDER - AUSTRALIA The Kanga Cup is the largest International 

Youth Football Tournament in the Southern Hemisphere. Held annually each July in Canberra, Australia. The week long event 

proudly champions the mission of ’Uniting the Youth of the World through Football’. The Kanga Cup is run by Capital Football, the 

governing body for football in ... !~:.£!~.:~.!£.t.~...t.~...~!!2~..9..n..Le.!~..t..~!~..f.2.r.!:£.a..~.!.£!].2!L~.£~2~\!~:[£!~.:~.£!~?.: 

Monday, July 22, 2013 through Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Boys U19 to U11 and Girls U19 to U12 

DANA CU~ HJRRING 2013 ................................................................. 
Hjrring Denmark International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1~ 2013 

Founded in 1982, Dana Cup welcomes more than 800 teams from 45 countries each summer in Hjrring, Denmark. The Worlds third 

largest and the Worlds most international youth soccer tournament with 90% foreign teams. Excellent grass fields in a safe 

environment with 20.000 participants playing in international groups. A fantastic organization with top class personal customer 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 through Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 

Ull, U13, U15, U17 Boys 

BRAZIL FOOTBALL CUP 20’13 

Brasilia, Brazil International (international Region) 

The 6th edition of the BRAZIL FOOTBALL CUP 2013 will have 64 teams divided in 04 categories: U-11~ U-13, U-15 and U-17 Boys. In 

the past editions of the tournament, teams have partidpated from Canada, Mexico, Uruguay, Ghana, United States, Scotland and 

SIovenia. From Brasil~ top clubs such as Fluminense~ Cruzeiro, Flamengo~ Corinthians, Vitria da Bahia~ Noroeste, Itabuna, Audax and 

dozens of other important ... ~[]}~!~!~2&![[~A[]}~[~![!~!})~]~[~!~[!~!]}~!?~[~.e.~)~[]}~[~[!]~[£[~?.: 

To submit your free listin8 (maximum of 1 5 listinss per orsanization) to Soccer America 
Tournament Calendar, 8o to Soccer America. 
For information on advertisin8 in Soccer America Tournament Calendar, contact Dou!g Murdock 
or call 1-510-374-2967. 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(@,socceramerica.com 
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© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 4:29 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, February 14, 2013 

Thursday, Feb. 14, 2013 !i~!i,.",.’i: Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Europa League knockout stage begins on Thursday with first-leg, round of 32 games .... There’s also Copa 

Libertadores action on Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, February 14 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League SPARTA PRAGUE-CHELSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ATLETICO MADRID-RUBIN KAZAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ZENIT-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-METALIST (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League INTER MILAN-CLUJ (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NEWELLS-OLIMPIA (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores PALMEIRAS-SPORTING CRISTAL (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League ZENIT-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League ATLETICO MADRID-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League INTER MILAN-CLUJ (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ZENIT-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League SPARTA PRAGUE-CHELSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LEVANTE-OLYMPIACOS (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-BENFICA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BATE-FENERBACHE (live) 1 pm. 



UEFA Europa League AJAX-BUCHAREST (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NAPOLI-PLZEN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-METALIST (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League INTER MILAN-CLUJ (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ATLETICO MADRID-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MONCHENGLADBACH-LAZIO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League STUTTGART-GENK (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-DNIPRO (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, February 15 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-TIJUANA (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD GUADALAJARA-CELEYA (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France LILLE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-DEPORTIVO TEPIC (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal BEIRA MAR-PORTO (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, February 16 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 1 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (live) 9:30 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (live) Noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup LUTON TOWN-MILWALL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup MK DONS-BARNSLEY (live) 10 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (delay) Noon. 

BelN SPORT 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 10 am. 

Italy CHIEVO-PALERMO (live) noon. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Italy ROMA-JUVENTUS (delay) 4 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-VALENCIENNES (delay) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-CELTA (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ATHLETIC (live) Noon. 



Italy ROMA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (live) 9:30 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-EINTRACHT FRANKFURT (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-ITUANO (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-NECAXA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-VALENCIENNES (live) 11 am. 

France STADE BRESTOIS-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-SAN LUIS (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup LUTON TOWN-MILWALL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup MK DONS-BARNSLEY (live) 10 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, February 17 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMDORIA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (delay) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 3 pm. 

France SOCHAUX-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 9 pm. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-ATLANTA (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALLORCA (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 3 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PSV-UTRECTH (delay) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands RKC WAALWIJK-AJAX (live) 10:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-GUADALAJARA (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-STUTTGART (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-PALMEIRAS (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA (live) 6:15 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico UNAM-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.corn 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.corn 

Portugal BENFICA-ACADEMICA (live) 3:15 pm. 

MONDAY, February 18 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Feb. 14, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 14, 2013 5:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Video with George Kun~ - UC Irvine - Box Passing Drill 

TheCoaches Insider ~i 1877.386.4840 

~ 

[~ S ..... Newsletter J 



Box Passing Drill - Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach George Kuntz teaches the Box Passing Drill, 

P~evided bv Championship Productions 

Chris Clements ....... 
Mannequins represent opponents on the field. They fill important 

spaces so the players need to pass and move around and between 

them. This ensures players move offthe ball to help the player on the 

ball have as many options as possible for a pass. The goal of the 

players is to find as much space as they can between the mannequins 

to give themselves as much space as possible.., i~i~£== £i’i.;%.=.~-~.£L 

Step Over - Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach John Kerr provides instruction on performing the 

Step Ow~r maneuver~ 

Provided bv SqFACK.com 

Andy O’Brien addresses battle with depression 

Soccer match4ixers spoke in elaborate codes 

Muslim socce[ #~ayer gets s~a[)d~ng ovation Jn debut w~th 

lerusa~em learn 

Sign Up a 

Colleague! 

Quality Custom 

Awards - Since 

1987 - 

www.sm[Awa rds. 

corn 

adveFtisement 



click here 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:32 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Teach Your Players the Same Killer lvl Moves Used By the World’s ’Fop Players 

Give your players the confidence 
and technical ability to win more 

1vl situations and score more goa~s 
with this specia~ 15; part video 

series focused on the art of winning 
the tvt 

for giving your players confiderlce...heck this is something they WANT to practice on their own. Talk 

about rnotiw]te your players! 

Coach Andy Barney breaks each of the 15 lvl rnow~s into great detail and with his Foe~ Teaching 

Phases, he makes it incredibly simple to teach your players these moves so they can be up and 

runrfing quickly and be effective in games. 

in this video series. Check out ~his 15 part video series, Leqenda~ 1vl ~oves here and see what 

Best Wishes, 

Nike Sail 

WORLD C~SS COACHING 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Go4theGoal Foundation <g4g@go4thegoal.ccsend.com~ 

Thursday, FebruaD, 14, 2013 7:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

What did G4G do this Valentines Day? 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

[his \;aientine’s d~y GodtheGoal cremated our first 3nnual    . 

Valentine gift bags to patients at hospitah~ and Ronald 
~’~cDollald houses from DC to Connecticut Included were 
the Pillow P~t D.~v Pups, G~ft Cards, candy, and G4G 
m~rchandise! 

We would not have been able to Sh;3r~ the I.ose~      , 
this V31entin~s Day without the support of many. ~ 

My Pillow Pets~ 

Save the date for Riehards River Run 
at Cooper River Park in Pennsauken NL        .~:: 

$~mday May 5th is only 3 mon~:hs awaV,.,m~rk 

your c~kmdar and get signed up early] Come 

out to suppor’[ children bsEtHng cancer[ 

The Go4theGoal Medical Adv{sory committee is proud to 
announce a grant in the amount of $100k awarded to 

Dr, Allison O’Neill at Dana Father for her work on 

Targeted Therapy for Ewing Sarcoma. 



Forward this email 

I 

1his emai[ was sent to a~so~@uncaa.unc~edu by g4q@go4thegoal.org 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:r~stant ieme,/al ~’~itil SafeUnsubscribe’’ Priva_cy Policy’. 

Go4theGoal 300 West Naple Avenue :: MerchanWille :: N.1 :: 08109 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 14, 2013 8:11 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: MLS’s national TV ad sales jump, Gus Johnson experiment reaction 

Thursday, Feb. 14, 2013 

NLS’s national TV ad sales jump, Gus Johnson 
experiment reaction 
By Paul Kennedy 

With its television deals with ESPN (eight-year agreement) and NBC (three-year agreement) set to expire after the ~ 

2014 season, Major League Soccer enters a critical period on the television front. 

Poor national television ratings have been the league’s Achilles heel, as evidenced by the low ratings for its return to network 

television - MLS’s Portland-Seattle debut game on NBC in September 2012 was the lowest-rated sports program of the 

weekend with a 0.4 - but IVILS did get some good news in the form of a bump in national television ad sales in the 2012 

regular season: an increase of 121 percent from $3.4 million to $7.5 million. 

The figures were published by Nielsen in its "State of the Media: 2012 Year in Sports" report. 

National television ad sales had fallen from from $4.3 million in 2010 to $3.4 million in 2011. MLS moved to NBC and NBC 

Sports Network after its agreement with Fox Soccer expired after the 2011 season. 

- Other MLS findings of note in the Nielsen report: Asian and African-American viewers of MLS Cup increased 267 percent 

and 130 percent, respectively, over the last three years= 

GUS JOHNSON EXPERIMENT. Gus Johnson’s debut on Fox Soccer with his play-by-play of the Real Madrid-Manchester 

United game dominated the attention of soccer tweeters on Wednesday afternoon. Reaction was generally positive ... 

= Richard Deitsch: "Casual fans and Gus lovers are pumped. Diehard soccer fans not as much. I’d say good news for Fox 

Sports for Game One=" (~,richarddeitsch 

- Roger Bennett: "And on Gus Johnson front: Superior to Dennis Miller and Rush Limbaugh combined. Gent has 5 years to 

get into gameshape. He will be golden" @rogbennett 

- Matthew Doyle: "I’m enjoying Gus Johnson. Quite a bit, actually=" (~,,MLS Analyst 

- Jeff Bradley: "In all seriousness, Gus was fine. Did not offend. Only criticism, was yapping about nothing when Ronaldo 

equalized. Teachable moment." (~..JerseyJBradley 

- Charles ~loehm: "Has he been anointed already? I thought that was twitter’s job! RT @sgevans: @cboehm soccer’s 

American voice." @cboehm 

My take? i’m still a Jim Nantz man. 

One comment: The Johnson hype did overshadow the continuing strong work by the Fox studio crew: Rob Stone, Eric 

Wynalda and the improving Brian McBride. (But what was Maria Melchiot doing in the studio?) 

SA on Twitter: FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

SA o~ Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer B~siness Insider: RSS feed 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business insider bloq= 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business insider biog. 

Thursday, Feb 14, 2013 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 10:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

72 more professional coaching plans 

[)ea ~ An son 

72 MORE PRO~S’S~ONAL SOCCER COACHh~.~G PLANS 

Elite Soccer~ The Collectors’Series Your chancetoget 72 more professional coaching 

Volumes 3 and 4 include full coaching ...... 
sessions written by Ars#ne Wenger, 
Roberto Mancini, Carlo Ancelotti, 
Andr~ Villas-Boas and 68 other 
professional coaches in book format. 

For a full list of coaches included and 
details of their sessions, p~ease c~ick 

here. 

As someone who has subscribed to Elite Soccer, you are going to love these two 
new books. The calibre of the coaches in these new volumes is extraordinary. 

Published in partnership with the League Managers Association (LMA), these 
two books come with a professional seal of approval. With Elite Soccer: The 
Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 4 you will always be able to find a training 
session to meet the specific needs of your team and to help you improve your 
results!. 

Because of our partnership with the LMA, we can provide full coaching sessions 
written by the best managers in the best league in the world. There is no observed 
or recycled content. It is absolutely true to say that no other organisation in the 
world can offer you this coaching intelligence. 

#~ A FORM/:~ T TO SU}T YOU 

You can get your copies of Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series Volumes 3 and 
4 in a format to suit you. If you want a complete catalogue of sessions, spiral- 
bound with a plastic cover to protect it from the elements - order print copies. If you 
like to prepare on your computer prior to training and pick out individual training 
sessions - order Volumes 3 and 4 in PDF. Make the book work for you by 
choosing the format that sui~ your coaching style. 

SO HOW MUCH? 
You can get Volumes 3 and 4 today in PDF AND print format and you will pay just 
$83. 

So, what are you waiting for? Complete your Elite Soccer collection - act now to 
guarantee your copy. 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 



P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If 
you’re not happy with your book, just let me know and I’ll give you a full refund. 

Green Star Media X In Association with the LMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 14, 2013 10:58 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Valentine’s Day Sale - offers end today! 

VALENTINE’S DAY SALE MUST END AT 
MIDNIGHT 

Love is in the air, but it’s my love of football that matters to me the most, 

Dear Anson, 

Today is Valentine’s Day! To show you just how much we care, please check out how much 
you can save in our Valentine’s Day sale catalogue. 

Instead of spending money on flowers and chocolates, why not get something that you really 
want for Valentine’s Day with up to $10 off all our coaching books and DVDs - only available 
until midnight tonight. 

The savings have never been sweeter! 

But please hurry, because the prices on our fantastic coaching books and DVDs will only be held 
until midnight tonight. Just scroll down to see all of our fantastic offers. 

Love it? You bet... 

Yours in soccer, 

[ ~ 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. Please note - this offer must end at midnight tonight. Will you be our valentine? 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 
Coachin~l core skills to advanced tactics 

Written by Michael Beale, Premier League Youth Development 
Officer. Small-sided games are recognised as the best way to 
coach soccer skills and tactics to grassroots beginners and 
professional professional players alike. 

"The instructions are easy to understand, the games are fun 
and they helped me tremendously in my first year as a head 
coach for high school age kids. I highly recommend the small 
sided games for any age level coach" 

- Scott Faris, Naaman Forest HS, Dallas, USA 

ORDER HERE Was~,-,.*’~" - Today $37 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual 
:~26 quick, easy and fun ways to kick-start your coaching 
sessions 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual is the definitive 
reference book if you need to banish boredom and inject 
some fun into your training sessions while keeping your players 
keen and properly prepared for the session or match ahead. 

"The drills detailed in this great manual helped to put the fun 
and competition back into my practices. This is especially 
important since I never played soccer, but as a former hockey 
player I understood the importance of getting the most out of 
a training session. " 

- Eugene Gorman, U12 Girls Coach, New Hyde Park, NY, USA 

Was $4-7- Today $37 ORDER HERE 



Perfect Defending 
67 easy to coach drills for marking, tackling and b~ocking 

Perfect Defending is the ultimate resource for coaches who 
want to introduce and develop defensive skills and techniques in 
their training sessions without losing their players’ interest, 

"Over the years I have purchased many books and DVDs on 
teaching and coaching soccer to both my players and assistant 
coaches. A few books have offered some good advice but 
Perfect Defending has placed the others back on the shelf." 

- Rich Brooks, West Milford Soccer Club, New Jersey, USA 

ORDER HERE Was~,-,.~=" = Today $37 

Soccer Attack 
80 shooting and finishing drills to score more goa~s 

Contains 80 tried and tested drills to coach every aspect of 
scoring from individual core skills, to team-based attacking 
strategies. 

"The lads enjoy the challenge of the variation in the drills and it 
makes coaching what it should be, fun with a purpose." 

- Paddy Hill, Coach, Coulby Newham Juniors Under 14a, UK 

Soccer Attack will give you an array of skills, techniques and 
strategies to give your team an edge. 

Was $-4--7 - Today $37 ORDER HERE 

Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 year olds 
25 f~n games 

Games are the best way to teach a range of basic soccer skills. 
Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 Year OId$ covers all of the basic 
skills such as passing, shooting, dribbling, heading and even 
goalkeeping. 

"A fantastic collection of fun, simple, clear, entertaining and 
most of all instructive games which keep my under 8’s 
interested and enjoying themselves." 

- Craig Leverington, Hawkwell Athletic, Essex, England 

ORDER HERE Was ~ 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds 
25 f~n games 



By the age of 9 children are becoming aware of the benefits of 
team work so you need to start developing it in your players. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds introduces teamwork 
in a variety of ways. 

Working independently. 

Working in pairs. 

Working as a group. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds shows you how you 
can engage your players, introduce essential soccer skills and - 
most importantly - create a safe and friendly place for young 

children to learn and have fun. 

Was $-~9 = Today $14 ORDER HERE 

Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 15 year olds 

They may be older, and I’m sure they will argue they’re wiser, 
but teenagers still want to have fun. And that’s the common 
element of all the games in Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 15 
Year Olds. 

"No more wondering what else you can do to improve your 
players, just open the book and find your answers right there. 
You will not be disappointed with this book!" 

- Terry Michler, CBC High School, USA 

ORDER HERE Was $-~E-9 - Today 

64 Hore Small-Sided Games 
Hore games! Hore goals! Hore fun! 

How would you like every one of your training sessions to offer 
players more games, more goals and more fun - while ensuring 
they learn all the skills and techniques needed to play the 
game? 

What sets this manual apart from the original 64Small-Sided 
Games is that I have grouped complementary games together 
to use on one pitch. Meaning you can plan a training session in 
which a number of games are happening simultaneously. 

ORDER HERE 

Elite Soccer: The Collectors Series Vol. 1 
Coaching sessions written by Sir Alex Fergusonr Roy Hodgson 
and Alan Pardew 

For the first time ever,training sessions written by the best 
soccer coaches in the best league in the world are now 
available. Elite $occer= Collectors Series Vol.1 includes easy 
to follow illustrations showing you exactly what to do to 
recreate professional coaching sessions with your team 

"Elite Soccer is a fantastic magazine that helps coaches get 
the most out of their players. I encourage all my coaches to 
read it" 

- Arsene Wenger, Manager, Arsenal FC 

ORDER HERE Was "~’~.-,, - Today $ 

DVDs 



Soccer EyeQ 
Training ground secrets to give your players a "sixth sense" 

This DVD from Kevin McGreskin at Soccer eyeq shows you 
how to coach players to be aware of what’s happening on 
the pitch. The sessions feature an animated introduction 
making them very easy to follow. Key coaching points are 
also highlighted so you can be sure players are getting the 
most out of each drill. 

Produced for coaches and teachers of youth players, this 
DVD will make awareness become a habit. 

SAVE SS _.O._.R__D._~_.R.____HS_..R__~ 

The Soccer Goalkeeping DVDs 
Hore than 160 drills and practices by goalkeepers for 
goalkeepers 

Produced and presented by Alex Welsh, goalkeeping coach 
with Arsenal FC and coach educator for the English FA, 
this set of DVDs will have your goalkeepers, at whatever 
age or level, performing to the best of their abilities. 

"A fantastic set of training ideas with many great pointers 
documented in tremendous depth." 

- Nell Rudd, Head Goalkeeping Coach, Carlisle United 
FC Centre of Excellence 

._.o._~.D._E__~__H_~8.8. SAVE 

Hake Your Hove DVD 
The ultimate lvl survival kit 

Make Your Move DVD gives you the tools to teach a 
lifetime’s worth of tricks to beat your team’s opponents. 
This best-selling DVD offers a unique approach to lvl 
situations. 

This Coerver Coaching DVD promises you a lifetime of 
skills and moves allowing your team to be the envy of your 
opposition at the fraction of the cost of hiring a specialist 
skills coach. 

SAVE $5 ORDER HERE 

Coach Great Soccer DVD 
Revealed! The skills sessions used at Real Hadrid, Arsenal, 
Bayern Hunich and many more top clubs,,, 

Produced and presented by Coerver Coaching, this 
DVD gives you a step by step guide to teach your 
players the skills they need to succeed at every level in 
the modern game 

"[f [ had been exposed to such a coach and program 
when [ was young, it would certainly have made me a 
better player." 

- 3urgen Klinsmann, Head Coach, United States 
Soccer Team 

ORDER HERE SAVE 



Feel The Speed 
Turn good players into great players 

-- Imagine how your soccer team would perform if every 
player was 20% or even 30% faster on their feet. 

This highly regarded DVD shows you how to coach your 
players to have explosive speed and reactions. Mike 
Antoniades has used this approach successfully with top 
players and grassroots teams around the world and the 
secrets are captured here for you to pass on to your 
players. 

ORDER HERE SAVE 

My 100% guarantee. If you don’t benefit from any product, 
contact me within 30 days and I will refund the payment in 
full, directly to your credit or debit card - no questions 
asked. Please also know that I take your security and the 
safe handling of your confidential personal information very 
seriously. All order pages are stored on a secure server as 
authenticated by the security certificate logo of Thawte, an 
independent security agency. Entering information on a 
secure page means no one else can see the data. 

Better Soccer Coaching. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office:Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, 

Surrey, GU5 0AB, UK. Company number: 3008779. 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2013 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 
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US Se(:cer PLayers Nev,,,sLetti!,~ <new!~Ietter@usnstpa.com> 
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The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ PLayers ¯ Feb 14, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 14, 2Ot3 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Europa League on the 
Schedule 
tt’s the Europa League Round of 32. This is a two-Leg aggregate ~oaLs series with all. the first-legs on Thursday and the 
~etu~n fog on Feb 21st. Fox Socce~ has Sparta Prague - CheLsea at t pm Spurs - Lyon at 3pm~ and At[edco ~adrid - 

Rubin Kazan at 5pro. On F’ex Soccer P~us: Zenit - Liverpool at 12pro, Newcastle - N~eta[ist at 3pro, and h~ter Aq~an - CRd 

at 5pro. Cope Mexico on ESPN ~eportes: U.A.G. - Moret~a at 10pro. A~ T~mes E~stern 

Their Words 

knew you’re ~eing, to be playing in difik:ult (:onditkms and sometm~es thin~s don’t go for you. [)ut 

we’ve just ~o~ to go there and be professionaL" exp[ained the EngLand internationaL. "You’ve ~o~ to make 

right decisions and not get caught up ha the different sW~e of play which the’f{[ tv~ and for(e on the 

USA at 32nd in February 20t3 FIFA Ranking 
The United States dropped four places to }2nd in the FIFA WorLd Rankin$ released on Thursday. The USA drew 0-0 with 

foLLowed by Panama at 42rid, Hair} at 50th, Honduras at 51st, and Costa Rica at 5}rd, 

At the top of the table, EngLand move up to 4th with UEFA holding low of the top five spots. The recently concluded Cup 

ol l’~atien!~ rnew~!~ winners Ni~;eria up 22 spel:!~ te ~0th. 

F’IFA announce next i~onl:h’s rankin~s on ~,~arch 1!ith. TOP TWENTY 

Bruce Arena Resets the Galaxy for 2013 
By Jason Davis .. WASHINGTON, DC (Feb 14, 2013) US Socce~ Piaye~s - Bruce Arena saved the Los/angeLes GaLax;~’. 

There’s really no other way to Look at it. I~ack in 2008, with the team in disarray, it was Arena that anived on the scene 

and slowly took the Gataxy back to the top o~ the Major League Soccer heap. NearLy four yeal’s [ater~ Arena’s faces a 

task much mo~e difficult than getting a good team p[ayin~ poorly to become a good team winnh~g titles. 

Beginning in 2009. Arena’s fLrst full season on the }ob at the Home Depot Center. the Gafa~c~ have coUected two 
Supporters’ Shieh:ls, appeared in l:h~ee/sCt.S Cup Fh~al.s, and wen two championships. Arena’s infh~ence is a direct reason 

for all of that success. Despite the League’s h~ghest payroll, navigating an ML$ season fraught by petit? with a roster 

pessess~n~ sb(:~ a d~spag~t:e rankle ef salaries is no easy task~ Arena’s greatest t:d~:k ever the past k~ur seasons 

twnm~ a motley c~ew into a cohesive unit. then ho[dm~ them to$ethe~, 

Thin% change in 201:1. The GaLaxy, evel’ so sLightLy, a~e cornirN apart at the seams. David Beckham has moved on, 

tradin~ the g~tx ef LA for the g~amo~ of Park~, }.anden Done~an h~ status is bnknev’,,n~ As ~f starth~g the season w~theut 

those two star players wasn’~ enough, the GaLaxy’s plan to replace and ~eioad is up in the ail’. Admitte~ target Frank 

Lampa~d is sudder@ back in Chelsea’s plans, and Engb)nd Nadonat Team manager Roy Hodgson has warned the 

midfie[de~ a~ainst a move ~o MLS. [f Lampard foUows in Beckharn’s ~eo~s~eps and makes d~e move to America, he 

m~ht risk h~s chance to reach the t00 cap milestone or appear in another World Cup. Lampard wouldn’t join the Galaxy 

unt~ after the end o~ the ~remie~ [.ea~ue seasen~ but ~he ~:ens~ant specul.atien sur~eundh~g a pessfl)~e ~[.$ move h~s 

done the Galaxy no favors as the? prepare to defend the}r back-to-back t}t[es. Read More 

MLS MVP Chris Wondolowski ponders move to midfield - from The Sportin2 News’s BMan Straus: San Jose coa(h Frank 

Yal.iop su?,<~ested re(:entty that W~: ndoiowsld is v’,,iU.ing to rnake OnofiOd sacrifices. 

Soccer could fill baseball void in Tucson - frern "~’h@ ~,It!!~)s~ls "~":"il)~.]~]:~}’s ~)e~] Ruix: IIOur fbtkEre d~earns v~,euLd be te have 
o~ 14 worLd-cLass soccer pitches and a fuiLy dedicated stadium." 

More to i~ssession stats than meets eye .. Item 6¢LSsoccer.com’s Devin PLeule~: gel’ example, Let’s take Last year’s San 

Jose Earthcg~akes~ the 2(,’b. Supporters’ ShieLd winners. 

Tab Ramos faces first test as U.S. Under-20 coach at World Cup qualifying - from The Newark Star-Led~er’s Frank 



Chelsea cannot afford to fail in the Europa League - ~r~ "~’~ "~.~’~; ~E~ ~.~: ~y~r~ ~;~:~ ~ ~r~ 

£b~mour wi]~ have to raise themsefves for ~ compeLition they mi£ht feel is below them, 

How is wrestlin~ at corners interpreted in different Euro~ ¯ from The Gu~rd~an’s: As ~s so often the 

Friday’s TV: Serie A, Bundes~iga, and C~ausura 

Sponsor message 
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ge 
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Sent: 
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Info <info~j ustkeepers.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 14, 2013 11:46 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

New Reusch Gloves...NOW 1N STOCK! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Thursday, Februa~ 14, 2013 11:55 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

GREATEST number in Soccer is... 

There’s no question that soccer is a team game. Unlike 

basketball where one person can go ahead and dominate 

a game on his own for the most part, this rarely is the 

case in Soccer. 

So many coaches go ahead and focus on improving 

team play 

But today you should know that the greatest number 

in Soccer is.. 

ONE. 

While it’s great to help build your team, it does not dismiss 

the fact it’s made up of individuals and the better the play 

of the individuals, the more potential the TEAM, will have 

If you’re looking for a way to improve each individual player 

on your team so they can dominate next season you 

need to see this video: 

Soccer Skills Enhanced (Video) < - - - 

You’ll hear about how many players gained confidence as 

well as improved soccer play, and howtheir team was 

affected positively for it 

reddick baseball :: 52,1 ul°:lm°: ave :: new providel°:ce ni 07974 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 12:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Join David Clarke’s Better Soccer Coaching 

Hi Ansc n, 

I am writing to invite you to join Better Soccer Coaching, the 

leading ~ebsite for %~rassroots soc~cer coaches. 

This service is entirely free to join and use. 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for all coachinq levels 

and ages of players 

Simn um here today and you can print off a free session or new 

traJninq idea to use at your very next practise. 

I’ll then send you an eraail twice a week with illustrated drills, 

fitness guides, coaching tips oK match tactics fox you to save 

and use at your" leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes of Keith Boanas, a 

UEFA A-licensed coach, Premier League Academy coach Mike Beale, 

and Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will have an extensive library of PROVEN guidance and 

PRACTICAL ideas to help yo~ir coaching. And it’s all FREE.! 

>>> All I need is your email address, country and coaching 

qualification. Si@n up here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful Season - Easy to read 

and ’lse at a moment’s notice, I guarantee they will make you 

think again about some of your coaching methods. 

#2: i1 Secrets Of Successful Corners - Increase your" corner 

conversions and give yo~ir players the tools to defend against 

every corner fired at them. 

il3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - Three easy to use 

training games, promoting s]ills and team wor] . 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical guidance to help 

yo~ir soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to join now 

For your peace of mind 

If you don’t like what I provide, you can unsubscribe from Better 



Soccer Coaching at any time with a click of your mouse. 

I also promise that I will NEVER rent or sell your emaii address 

or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For mDre information cn how Better Soccer Coaching can help your 

coaching ani yDur team’s perfDrmances, please visit my wehsite: 

bet t e rsocce rcoachinc, com 

Just to remind you the service is completely free. 

Yours in sDccer, 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you think this service would be valuable to someone you 

kn~, please f~rward this email ~nt~ them. 

Click here to join Better Soccer 

Coachinq now 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. i am an English FA Level 2 coach with 15 

years’ experience coachinq junior and under 18s soccer teams. I’m 

no Jose Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but K have won more than 

my fair share of leagues and trophies at all lew~is cf junior 

soccer. 

More important to me J s that a] i my teams have one thinq J n 

common -- whatever their standard they play fluid, passing 

soccer. The type of soccer that is fun tc play, watch and coach, 

ani which mDre often than not prDdu~es ~innlng results. 

I am joined at Better Soccer Coaching by my coaching buddies 

Boanas, Beale and Carr who will help you take your sessions and 

results onto the next leve~ . 

Sign u~ to Better Soccer Coachinq here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

Guiidfc rd 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

UK 

Tel: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

20i3. Better Soccer Coaching 

UnsubscrJbe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ma~ler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Thursday, Februaw 14, 2013 2:13 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Co,nplimentasy eBook - 44 Small- Sided Gmnes 

A Transform Your Training 
Sessions, Notivate Your Players and 

Win Nora Games With These 44 
Small-Sided Games! 

And it’s FREE .... 

Hi Anso~, 

Recently we had a competition where coaches from around the world were asked to submit their 

favorite small-sided games. As you can imagine, we recieved some great entries from coaches of all 

levels. 

After choosing the winner, we were left with a number of excellent drills and exercises that we didn’t 

want to go to waste We narrowed it down to the best of the best and were left with 44 small-sided 

games that cover every topic imaginable. So here they are 

Use them and add some variety to your training sessions. 

Confirm your address and et ac~ss to the eBook 

Here ~re jest a small s~mple of what is covered in this eBook 

¯ Show your fo~ards hew be exceBent target players 

¯ Improve the defensive pressure with this simple game 

¯ Teac~ transitien from from defense and midfield to a~ack 

¯ Keep possession be~er by using this game 

¯ Use these small-sided games with goals to ~oach sboot~ng and 



¯ Learn how neutral players can really improve your small-sided games 

¯ Games from 1vl to 9v~ that will transform you~ sessions 

PLEASE NOTE -. This is a limited-time effer. Our last free eBeok had 8,000 downloads irl just one 

week., and we plan to cap this effer once we get 8,000 downleads teo. 

Se act quickly and elk:l< Lhe link belew Lo gFab your free eBeok while yeu can. 

Confi~ your address and get access to the eBook 

Best Wishes 

Mike Saif 

WORLD C~SS COACHING 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 14, 2013 2:21 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Zida~e Backs Beckham; Brek Shea ’Ready’ for EPL Action 

By Ross Fadner, U~ursdax Feb. 14, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Zidane: Beckham Will Impress at PSG 
ESPN Soccernet                                                                                            ~ 

While many in the French media have dismissed David Beckham’s transfer deadline day move to Paris 

Saint-Germain as a marketing Noy, French legend Zinedine Zidane believes that the Englishman, whom he 

played with at Real Madrid from 2003-2006, still has the quality to impress at the top level. 

In an interview with French TV station Canal+, the former World Cup winner said that Beckham "is going to surprise 

you," although at 37, he is not going to play 90 minutes every game. "He’s there to bring his touch, and that he can 

do in 20 minutes or half arm hour," Zidane said. "He has a way of taking free kicks, a way of striking the ball that is 

different to others for cross-field balls of 30, 40 meters. I was fortunate enough to be on the receiving end of some 

of his cross-field passes." 

The three-time FIFA World Player of the Year also lauded his former teammate for his professionalism: "[Beckham] 

arrives three-quarters of an hour before training and leaves half an hour after everyone else," Zidane said. "He’s a 

truly great professional. He’s going to show certain people what ’professionalism’ means, and that can’t hurt certain 

people today." 

Beckham, a two-time MLS Cup winner in five seasons with the LA Galaxy, is expected to make his PSG debut 

against Marseille on Feb. 24. 

- Read the whole story... 

Shea Scores for Stoke Reserves, Says He’s Ready for EPL Debut 
ESPN Soccernet 

Brek Shea, who earlier this week scored for Stoke City’s reserves in a 2-1 loss against BurNey, claims he is ready 

to make his English Premier League debut for the Potters in the club’s next game against Fulham on Feb 23. The 

former FC Dallas midfielder says he has recovered from the foot injury that kept him out of action for time last four 

months, although he is not yet 100 percent. 

"As a player, I guess I am always going to say I am ready because I am itching to get out there and play for the 

football club," Shea told Stoke’s official Web Site. "But at the same time, you can’t rush things, and [coach Tony 

Pulis] and his staff are better qualified that me to make the decision on whether they think I am ready to play or 

not." 

Shea, who signed with Stoke two weeks ago on transfer deadline day, added that he is settling in quickly to his new 

surroundings. "Everybody has been really good with me, and they have all spoken to me and made me feel 

unbelievably welcome from the first minute I walked through the doors here," the 22-year-old said, noting that fellow 

US international Geoff Cameron has been especially helpful. "1 have been around his house quite a bit and I have 

been eating his food, which maybe he isn’t too happy about, but it’s all good." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ferguson Praises ’Excellent’ De Gea Followir~q Real Draw 
FI FA.co m 

Manchester United coach A~ex Ferguson singled out 22-year-old goalkeeper David de Gea for praise following 

the Red Devils’ 1-1 draw against Real Madrid in the first-leg of the UEFA Champions League Round of 16 series at 

the Santiago Bernabeu on Wednesday, a result which time United coach believes puts his team in a good position to 

qualify for the quarterfinals. 

’q thought De Gea was excellent and made four or five top saves, but he’s been performing well all season, he’s 

done well," Ferguson said, adding: "We would have taken 1-1 before the game. In the first-half I was disappointed 

at how deep we played, but the away goal is important. It’s not finished but it gives us a good chance to go 

through." 

The Scot also defended his tactics amidst suggestions that United played too defensively. "We had four attacking 

players in our team so I think we came to win the game. We were deep especially in the first half, but we made 



chances. 

"We’ll play differently at home," he added. "They counterattack [worked] very well but we have goals in our team. It’s 

still 50-50 but the team that scores first will have a good chance." The second-leg of the Round of 16 series will be 

played at Old Trafford in Manchester on March 6. 

- Read the whole story._ 

En~t of Tevez Saga in Sight for West Ham 
Evening Standard 

West Ham United will finally bring a close to the costly Carlos Tevez affair this summer, when the English Premier 

League club pays the final installment -- worth $9.3 million -- of the $28 million compensation deal it agreed to pay 

Sheffield United in 2009, which is due in July. 

Tevez played a crucial role in keeping West Ham in the Premier League in 2007, scoring the winning goal for the 

Hammers against Manchester Untied in the final game of that season, which led to West Ham’s survival and 

Sheffield United’s relegation. However, a fewweeks before that game, West Ham was fined $7.75 million after a 

Premier League inquiry found that Tevez’s contract was in breach of a league rule governing third-party ownership. 

Controversially, the club was not deducted points, and the Argentine was allowed to continue playing in its final 

three games of the season. 

After its relegation in 2007, Sheffield United took the case to an independent tribunal, which found that Tevez had 

been ineligible to play, as third-party ownership is prohibited in England. As a result, West Ham was ordered to pay 

the hefty fine. The $9.5 million installment will be hugely important to Sheffield United, now in League One, 

England’s third division. Last year, the club reported a $20 million loss. 

- Read the whole story... 

F~FA Lets Drogba Play for Gala D~rinc~ Shenhua ~nvestigation 
Associated Press 

FIFA on Thursday gave Didier Drogba a temporary license to play for Turkish giant Galatasaray, although his 

contractual dispute with Shanghai Shenhua is still being investigated. The decision clears the former Chelsea 

striker to play in Galatasaray’s U EFA Champions League Round of 16 first-leg clash against Schalke in Istanbul 

next Wednesday. However, FIFA says Drogba’s clearance is only given "without prejudice to and pending the 

outcome of a decision" in the contract case. 

Drogba joined Shanghai Shenhua in a two-and-a-half year deal last slimmer following Chelsea’s Champions 

League triumph, but reports claim that his salary of $310,000 per week has caused the Chinese club financial 

problems. Meanwhile, Turkish newspapers claim that the players contract with Shenhua was null and void as he had 

not been paid for the past three months. As a result, Drogba signed an 18-month contract with Galatasaray at the 

end of January. 

Two weeks ago, Shenhua released the following statement on its Web site: "The club is deeply shocked. Drogba is 

still a Shanghai Shenhua Football Club member as the contract between the two parties is still within its period of 

validity. The Shanghai Shenhua Football Club is ready to gather evidence and submit the findings to FIFA in order 

to protect its interests." 

- Read the whole story... 
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Women’s Sports News -- February 2o I ;3 

Women’s .q.porls Foundation 

SHE 8tudentsRun 

PhiliyStyle.jpg 

Febm~m’y aoi3 

~rSF Grants & ScholarsMps 
Apply No~: The Lfnda Rfddle/SGAZ4 Endowed Scholarship 
Are you a high school senior looking for funding to help you pursue your 
studies as well as your sport in college? Maybe you know someone who 
fits the bill? Then we’ve got good news {br 3~u~ We are now accepting 
appli~:.!kions {br our ~o~3 Lirtda Ridd[eiSGMA Scholarship, established 
2o*~ to provide )m~ung Dmale athletes of limited financial means the 
opportunib~ to continue to pursue their sport in addition to their college 
studies. Learn more and apply today 

Spotlight 

Students Run Philly St)de is the only program in Philadelphia that of{~ws 
marathon training to help girls succeed irt lifk~. By eonrtecdng students 
with adult mentors, girl runners accomplish goNs beyond what they ever 
imagined, including completing a marathon. In 2o12, x,~ awarded the 
organization with a GoGirlGot grant to e~and Students Run and reach 

more girls than ever. } tow will they use our funding to get more girls 
across the finish line in 20137 Learn more 

Office for Civil Rights Releases "Dear Colleague 
Letter" 

Reeen0> the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) issued a Dear Colleague Le~ev 
elari{~dng sehoo[’s obligations under tI~e Rehabi[itadon Act of ~973 to 
provide extraeurfieu [ar ad~1etie opportunities {hr studertts with 
disabilities. This development is huge - - it addresses the systematic 
exclusion aad discrimination these students Ihce. The OCR’s 
announcement underscores our belief khak every student, regardless of 
sex, means, race, rdigion and classified abiliD’, should be able to reap the 
benefits of sports. More oft d~e major milestone and what it rnearts 

27th Anm,al National Girls & VVomen in Spo~’ts Day 

From Capitol Hill {o hundreds of dries and towns across America, 2oE3’s 
National Girls & Women in Sports DW (NGWSD) was one to celebrate 
women’s and ghq’s participation and exedlence in sports. We honored the 
2~h annual NGWSD by lobbying on Capitol } till with d~ampion athletes 
whose own success stories have been shaped by their participation irt 
sports, {bllowed by a media briefirtg and parte] discussion designed to 
highlight the importance of girls’ participation in athletics. A fl_fll recap of 
our day in Washingkoa }>::::~:.:.::.. View photos from the 27th annual NGWSD 

Sights and Sounds.., 
t;~’om the lVebruary 6 SHARP Ir~ights 
"There is rto monetary minimum to be a phi]anthropisL To 
receiving the benefits of your generosity, every sir@e dollar counts." 
Deborah Slaner Larkin, Executive Director of USI2~ Serves and [briner 
Executive Direr:mr of the Women’s Sports Foundafioa. On February 5, as 
part of the natiomvide NGWSD celebration, Naner Larkin gave a talk on 
the real causes of change in girls’ and women’s sports at the University of 
Michigan for our SHARP Insights series. I,earn more about the series 
and The SHARP Center lbr Women artd Girls 



Five Questlo~s 

Gro~dng up ir~ New Mexic.o, A]ana Nichols was a typical high schoo]er 
with dream~ of ear~iag a sofkbafl scholarship. But during a saowboarding 
krip in 2ooo, A]ana a~empted a back flip, over-rokated and ]untied back- 
first on a rock, leaving her paralyze& Losing her focus and her 
idenkity, Alana wandered tbr a few years betbre findir~g khe sport t.hak 
wo~ald provide ar~ ad~]etie scholarship arid her first Paralyrnpie gold medal 
- wheelchair ba~keIbalL Thirkeen }~ar~ aRer that t3keNl flip, Alana is 
first U.S. woman to win Olympic or ParNympie golds in the Winker 
Summer Games. We sat down with Alana to learn more about her 
jo~amey, her second chance at sports and why our rnissior~ matters. More 
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Thursday, Feb. 14,2013 

The All-American MLS Best XI 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

In past seasons, filling out an all-American MLS Best Xl would entail great, shall we say, compromise. There were 

few, if any, worthy candidates at key positions such as attacking midfielder and in some seasons the pickings 

were pretty slim at outside back. 

More teams means more candidates at more positions, of course, and a feared dilution of talent through rapid expansion has 

been mitigated by an increase in the number of foreign slots per team to eight. Though the SuperDraft has been cut down to 

two rounds, there’s a general consensus that more players are coming out of college better prepared for the pro game. 

As several teams drifting away from the traditional 4-4-2 formation and take on their own unique identities, pegging a Best XI 

involves some compromise as well as subjective judgments. (This Best XI is designed to reward the top performers and 

probably wouldn’t be practical in its 3-4-3 formation.) 

This selection is based primarily on league performances during the 2012 MLS season. As of now, they are all employed by 

MLS teams. Filling the gap between the American players selected by U=S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann and the MLS Best 

we present this hybrid list. Let the quibbling begin. 

Goalkeeper---Nick Rimando (Real Salt Lake). He’s being pressed by younger challengers such as Tally Hall (Houston), Sean 

Johnson (Chicago) and Bill Hamid (D.C. United) but his reflex saves and unquenchable spirit keep him on top. 

Defender-Matt Besler (Sporting Kansas City). The Notre Dame product has been a back-line stalwart for SKC, earned 

Defender of the Year honors in 2012, and claimed his first cap against Canada. 

Defender --Jeff Parke (Philadelphia). He played the most minutes of any field player and with a variety of centerback partners, 

so he must have had something to do with Seattle’s second-best goals-allowed mark of 32. He should be a key cog as Philly 

~builds. 

Defender ~:)mar Gonzalez (Los Angeles). He’s the linchpin of the league champion, a rugged defender who can dominate in 

the penalty area at either end of the field, and on the fast-track to national team stardom. His return from injury last year 

stabilized a shaky Galaxy defense and helped claim a second straight title. 

Left midfielder-Brad Davis (Houston). He’s always among the league’s assist leaders. He hits the best left-footed sewes 

seen in MLS since the days of Eddie Lewis and in the past few seasons has sharpened his edge playing centrally. 

Holding mkffielder ---Dax McCarty (New York). A bright spot in an otherwise disappointing Red Bulls’ season, he gives new 

head coach Mike Petke a kindred spirit imbued with the same determination and dedication. His positional sense and 

accurate passing are not always appreciated on a team studded with glamorous names. 

Central midfielder--.Graham Zusi (Sporting Kansas City). His attacking prowess playing multiple positions in MLS prompted 

some unrealistic expectations when called to the national team; for him, running the show as SKC vies for its first MLS Cup 

appearance in mot~ than a decade is job one= 

Right midfielder q3hris Pontius (D.C. United). He finished the season playing more on the left but his skill and guile are 

effective anywhere in the attacking third. His health is essential for United and quite possibly the national team this year. 

Forwa[d --Chris Wondolowski (San Jose). A record-tying season of 27 goals confirms his status as one the league’s most 

dangerous players, and his ability to slide into midfield will again confound opponents in 2013. 

Forward -Landon Donovan (Los Angeles). He and Robbie Keane form the most lethal forward partnership in MLS and 

regardless of his numbers, his acumen on the dribble, knifing through from midfield, or running onto balls is unsurpassed in 

MLS. 

Fow~,atd -Eddie Johnson (Seattle). His rebirth after four long seasons in Europe doesn’t seem like a fluke. His powerful runs 

into the channels are difficult to defend and he’s much more effective checking back than he was before heading overseas. 

Reser~,es -Tally Hall (Houston), Seth Sinovic (Sporting Kansas City), Austin Berry (Chicago), Steve Beitashour (San 

Jose), Brad Evans (Seattle), Osvaldo Alonso (Seattle), Kyle Beckerman (Real Salt Lake), Chris Rolfe (Chicago), Kenny 

Cooper (FC Dallas), Alan Gordon (San Jose). 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, February 15, 2013 

Friday, Feb. 15, 2013 ~N~: Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

German Bundesliga leader Bayern Munich is in action on Friday .... There’s plenty of FA Cup action this weekend. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local fistings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, February 15 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-TIJUANA (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD GUADALAJARA-CELEYA (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France LILLE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-DEPORTIVO TEPIC (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal BEIRA MAR-PORTO (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, February 16 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 1 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (live) 9:30 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (live) Noon. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup LUTON TOWN-MILWALL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup MK DONS-BARNSLEY (live) 10 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (delay) Noon. 

BelN SPORT 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 10 am. 

Italy CHIEVO-PALERMO (live) noon. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Italy ROMA-JUVENTUS (delay) 4 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-VALENCIENNES (delay) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-CELTA (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ATHLETIC (live) Noon. 

Italy ROMA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (live) 9:30 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-EINTRACHT FRANKFURT (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-ITUANO (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-NECAXA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-VALENCIENNES (live) 11 am. 

France STADE BRESTOIS-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-SAN LUIS (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup LUTON TOWN-MILWALL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup MK DONS-BARNSLEY (live) 10 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup OLDHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-BLACKBURN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, February 17 

FOXSOCCER 



FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMDORIA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (delay) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 3 pm. 

France SOCHAUX-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-ATLANTA (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALLORCA (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 3 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PSV-UTRECTH (delay) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands RKC WAALWIJK-AJAX (live) 10:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-GUADALAJARA (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-STUTTGART (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-PALMEIRAS (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA (live) 6:15 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico UNAM-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup HUDDERSFIELD/LEICESTER CITY-WIGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-BRENTFORD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal BENFICA-ACADEMICA (live) 3:15 pm. 



MONDAY, February 18 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy SIENA-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Return To Play After Concussion -- The Latest Iufo 

Friday, Feb. 15,2013 

Return To Play After Concussion 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

-- The Latest Info 
By Dev K. Mishra, M.D. 

It seems we are bombarded with new information about concussions on an almost daily basis, and here is even 

more information to cause us to stop and consider the best time to return a young athlete to play. 

A recently published study showed that cognitive and functional deficits persisted in young athletes after sport- 

related concussion out to 2 months after the concussion. 

A group of concussed athletes were followed after girls soccer header concussion and tested at certain intewals. The 

concussed athletes were compared to a normal group of athletes also tested at the same time periods. The study showed 

statistically significant deficits in the concussed group compared to the control group in attention and task-switching at all 

time points tested, although the concussed group did improve over time. 

Based on these study results as well other study data, the researchers suggest that adolescents may require an extended 

recuperation time to completely recover brain function following concussion, and that specific concussion tests can provide 

valuable information for physicians carrying out follow-up assessments and determining proper time points for return to play. 

"If a person goes back to the playing field without a full recovery, that person is put into great danger of being re-injured," 

emphasized study author Li-Shan Chou quoted her~e. "In any given season, if you suffer a concussion, the chances of your 

suffering a second one is three to six times higher and suffering a third is eight times higher. There are accumulations in this 

kind of injury. It doesn’t go away easily." 

"The differences we detected may be a matter of milliseconds between a concussed person and a control subject, but as far 

as brain time goes that difference for a linebacker returning to competition too soon could mean the difference between 

another injury or successfully preparing to safely tackle an oncoming running back," said co-author David Howell. 

LM~at Can We Take Away From This Study? 

This was a well-conducted study that adds to our knowledge base about concussion. Sophisticated testing can often find 

differences that are very subtle, even to a properly trained physician skilled in concussion management. 

The field of concussion testing is evolving and we don’t yet have a consensus on which of the various test methods is best. 

Most physicians at the college and professional team level use some form of the paper-based evaluation known as SCAT2. 

Ideally, the athlete has had preseason testing when he or she was functioning normally. That baseline is then used later to 

determine the amount of deficit when compared to the post-concussion tests. Ideally you want the player back to their normal 

baseline before returning to play. 

The key takeaway for me is that young athletes may have deficits in brain function far longer than we would otherwise suspect 

from our standard office-based exam. More reason to be cautious in return to play after concussion. 

Further Reading1: 

YSI (Oct. 3,2012)"Crucial Concussion Evaluation Info for Coaches." 
Sports Concussion Library (includes downloadable Pocket Sports Concussion Assessment tool). 

(Dr. Dev K. Mishra is the creator of the SidelineSportsDoc.com injury mana~Jement pro~Iram for coaches. He is an orthopedic 

surgeon in private practice in Burlin~lame, Calif. He is a member of the team physician pool with the U.S. Soccer Foderation 

and has served as team physician at the University of California, Berkeley. This article first appeared on 

SidelineSportsDoc.com.) 
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Tuesday, Feb. 19,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

View the Game as an Art, not a War (Book Review) 
By Mike Woitalla 

Imagine if cookbook publishing in the USA had the same approach that the soccer coaching industry has had for 

decades. You’d find mainly Northern European recipes at your Barnes & Noble. And you’d be a pretty limited chef. 

In soccer terms, focusing so much on the Northern European methods is particularly stifling considering the 

USA’s demographics and the fact that Latin American and Southern European nations have been producing most of the great 

players and winning teams. 

It’s been more than two decades since a Northern European nation, on the men’s side, has won the World Cup, 25 years 

since an Olympic gold, and 17 years since lifting a European Championship crown. It’s been 32 years since Northern Europe 

has claimed a U-20 World Cup title. Our neighbor, Mexico, has won two of the last four U-17 World Cups. 

So Stan Baker’s "Our Competition is the World" passes my first test for a coaching book that offers examples from abroad: It 

presents models from nations that have been producing successful and attractive soccer. 

We won’t be able to import any specific system that perfectly suits the unique U.S. youth soccer landscape, but this book by 

Baker- an Oregon-based coach who is fluent in Spanish, has lived in Spain and South America, and besides his USSF A 

and Y, has coaching licenses from Argentina and Brazil - goes deeper into describing the environments that produce brilliant 

players than any I’ve read. Barcelona and Spain figure prominently, as do Brazil and Argentina. Baker also conveys some of 

the best of what U.S. and Northern Europeans coaches have to offer. 

Baker’s book also passes my most important test: It avoids - as much as a book for coaches can - aggrandizing the role of 

the coach. Baker stresses the importance of free play and makes a strong case against the perils of over-coaching. 

I like this advice from Baker in a section about inspiring players to be creative: 

"Another way to encourage such creativity is by holding practice sessions where there is no coaching and only free play. In 

this situation, those players who are normally fearful of making mistakes, when the coach is running practice, will have a 

chance to play in a worry-free environment." 

The book does provide, with clear directions, lots of useful practice exercises - ones that simulate the real game and steer 

young players to a style of play U.S. soccer is aiming for, eg: playing out of the back, possession-oriented, attack-minded. 

(A simple suggestion to coaches of young players to help encourage a possession game: Encourage that most throw-ins are 

to a teammate’s feet and passed back to the thrower.) 

Covering the whole spectrum, it includes advice on how to help players develop a love for the game that will encourage them to 

play on their own. 

The book is subtitled, "Ideas for implementing the United States Soccer Curriculum," which was unveiled by USSF Youth 

Technical Director Claudio Reyna in 2011, and it complements it well. 

Writes Baker: "As a melting pot of cultures, the United States soccer community is built on influences from all parts of the 

globe. Some view the game as an art, while others see it as more of a war. These differences in philosophy, the fractured 

nature of our youth organizations, along with the vast size of our country, have made it more difficult than some smaller 

countries to come together. Despite these difficulties, as we move forward, we should look to develop a common language 

amongst our players...." 

The book is chock-full of aphorisms from soccer minds from around the world (including Johan Cruyff, Pep Guardiola, Tele 

Santana), U.S. soccer leaders striving to get the youth game on the right track, and non-soccer figures such as John 

Cleese, Pablo Picasso and Ralph Waldo Emerson, These quotes complement the reference material - the examples of 

youth development guidelines from Spain, Argentina, Mexico, the English FA, U.S. Soccer- and the practical guidance for 

youth coaches= 

There is, I’ve found, an admirable hunger among American coaches to constantly educate themselves, and Baker delivers the 

perfect dish for youth coaches, whether they’re novice or vastly experienced. 



"Our Competition is the World: Ideas for implementin.q the United States Soccer Cun’iculum. "By Stan Baker 378 pages, 

2012. Lulu Publishing. $22.99. 
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"WOW! Great new look to go with the intbrmation that is otlbred - spot on." 

Take out a trial to your new look Soccer Coach Weekly 

Guy Anderson, Head Varsity Coach, Resurrection College Prep 
High School, Zllinois 

Dear Anson, 

I’m very excited to announce that last month I launched a new look 
Soccer Coach Weeklv. 

I’ve listened to subscribers and made big improvements to ensure 
that Soccer Coach Weekly remains the best youth soccer coaching 
magazine around. Take a look at what I’ve done and keep reading to 
see what my subscribers think. You’ll also find details of my best 
ever offer. 

MORE CONTENT 
Last year I increased Soccer ixi Look at how much moreyougettoday! 
Coach Weekly from five pages a 
week to six. And now I’ve 
doubled it to :[2 pages, jam- 
packed with first-class coaching 
advice. 

We can give you more drills, 
games and advice every single 
week with our new style Soccer 
Coach Weekly. You won’t be 
disappointed. 

GREAT VARIETY 
The Soccer Coach Weekly experts: 

David Clarke ::N:: Steve Watson ::N:: Micheal Beale ::N:: Keith Bonas 

David Clarke Steve Watson Nicheal Beale Keith Boanas 

Soccer Coach Weekly continues to deliver the variety of content 
that keeps your coaching fresh and exciting. You’ll be hearing from 
even more coaches - like Steve Watson of Footy4Kids, Premier 
League Academy Coach Michael Beale and Head Coach for Surrey 
County FA Keith Boanas - to make sure you’re always ahead of the 
game. 



BIGGER PICTURES 
ii.~.iI Bigger, cl ..... diagrams 

I’ve increased the size of the illustrations too. The illustrations are 
now clearer and crisper than ever making it easier for you to follow 
the action. View them easily on screen or on paper - even if you print 
in black and white. 
CLEARER TEXT 
We haven’t all got 20:20 vision - 
and my eyesight is deteriorating 
with age! - so to make things 
easier to read I’ve made the text 
sharper and more defined. 

And at the same time I’m makingi 
every instruction as clear as 
possible by cutting out the big 
words and the jargon, and concentrating on the fundamental steps to 
make your coaching successful, 

MY BEST EVER OFFER 
A five issue trial of Soccer Coach Weekly is ~i Play Like Barcelona 
just $1. It’s my best offer to give you a ...... 
chance to see how great Soccer Coach 
Weekly is. 

Start your trial of Soccer Coach Weekly for 
$:[ and if you do it today. You won’t regret it. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

PS - Keep reading to see what Soccer Coach Weekly subscribers 
think of the new look. Then find out what they’re raving about when 
you take a 97p trial today. 

WHAT READERS ARE SAYING 

- Lynn Eaton, Bemidji Youth Soccer, MN 

- .John Mandelker, Coach, Missouri 

- Tony Millar, Coach, Surrey, England 

- Ken McCarthy, Head Coach, MN 



- Dave Baldwin, Coach, Northants, England 

- Nouira Mounir, Gloucester City FC, UK 

- Jeff Cole, KC Select Soccer Club, USA 

- Chris Slack, Bucks CC Football Club, UK 

Coach Mark Finney, West Midlands, England 

- Andy Mueck, Coach, Virginia, USA 

1 WISH MY SESSIONS WERE MORE VARIED AND 
MORE FUN 

- Boyd Butler, England, UK 



] 
- Tom McCarthy, Coach, AZ, USA 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, 

UK. 
Company number: 3008779. 

UK Freephone: 0800 028 3596. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

© 2013, Green Star Media Lid 
Unsubscribe 

]If you’re not completely 
satisfied with Soccer 
Coach Weekly, you can 
cancel your membership at 
any time and ]:ql refund your 
money. 
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MLS Preview: Surprise choice Nelsen vies to 
resurrect Toronto 
By Ridge Mahoney 

The return to MLS of former D.C. United defender Ryan Nelsen had been expected. His new job title and 

employer certainly weren’t. 

Drastic measures were necessary after Toronto FC finished the 2012 season with the league’s worst record, 5-21-8, under 

interim head coach Paul Mariner. The first shock came when Kevin Payne left his post as D.C. president to cross the 

border, and after Mariner was ousted, Payne crossed the Atlantic Ocean to hire Nelsen away from the lineup of Premier 

League club Queens Park Rangers. 

TFC fans, disgruntled by coaching fiasco and seven playoff-less campaigns, thought they’d seen it all, but hiring a current 

player with no coaching experience was a new one. Another twist came when Nelsen bargained an early departure from QPR 

instead of finishing out the season while assistant coach Fran O’Leary tended to TFC matters, as was originally announced. 

That scenario never seemed plausible. 

One of the league’s top defenders during his MLS tenure (2001=04), Nelsen backstopped United’s championship team in his 

final season before starting a long stint with Blackburn, followed by shorter stays with Spurs and QPR. He holds no coaching 

certificates but is a student of the game laced with leadership ability. 

The "new era" envisioned by Payne under Nelsen, 35, hasn’t started so well. Lingering injuries have sidelined Designated 

Players Danny Koevermans and Torsten Frings, and goalkeeper Stefan Fret is recovering from a broken nose suffered in a 

preseason game Feb. 9 against Columbus. TFC lost to the Crew and the Union at the Disney World Pro Soccer Classic 

though it did drill Orlando City, 3-0. 

Reviving fan interest at BMO Field will take some doing, as acres of empty seats appeared in many games last year. Nelsen’s 

fiery, engaging persona will play well at the start but this franchise long ago tired of colorful personalities when they couldn’t 

get the job done. 

KEY PLAYER MOVES. The trade to Portland of Milos Kocic, who replaced Frei (broken leg) last year, leaves the short4erm 

goalkeeping duties in the hands of Joe Bendik, whom TFC acquired in exchange for Kocic. The well-traveled Justin Braun 

gets a chance to fill the forward hole vacated by Eric Hassli (traded to FC Dallas) and Ryan Johnson (also to Portland). To 

shore up a leaky core (a league=high 62 goals allowed in 2012) veteran Danny Califf and former U.S= U-20 defender Gale 

Agbossoumonde have been signed, along with holding mid Julio Cesar, formerly of Sporting Kansas City. Young Canadian 

Kyle Bekker impressed enough at the MLS Combine that Toronto took him with the No. 3 in the SuperDraft and he could 

star/in midfield. 

WHY BE OPTIMISTIC? The presence of Cesar and Califf should provide some stability in the middle, and Koevermans proved 

last year that he’s capable in the goalmouth by scoring nine goals in just 16 games for a bad team. Luis Silva (five goals, five 

assists) deservedly ranked among the league’s top rookies and there are role players - Ashtone Morgan, Terry Dunfield 

Logan Emory - who can be effective playing with the right teammates in the right system. Irish international defender Darren 

O’Dea played nine games after arriving in August from Glasgow Celtic; with Nelsen at the helm and Califf in the team, he can 

blossom into a reliable centerback. Payne helped build D.C. United into a respected franchise and has set out to do the same 

in Tomnto. 

WHY BE PESSIMISTIC? A coaching neophyte is going up against some very sharp rivals in the Eastern Conference, and the 

attack looks thin without Johnson, Hassli and Joao Plata, who was traded to Real Salt Lake. Frei is sidelined again after 

missing the entire 2012 season with that broken leg and didn’t get much competitive action in preseason before the broken 

nose. The starting XI looks average and there isn’t yet much depth, so the dependence on Frings (36) and Koevermans (34) 

will be extreme, and neither of them is young. 

LM-IY WATCH THIS TEAM? Nelsen’s team won’t lack for spirit and determination, and despite his age Frings plays with a 

poise seldom seen in MLS. Silva’s skill and vision can light up a match, Koevermans is a sharp finisher, and when Fret is on 

his game he’s spectacular. If TFC can be competitive, the crowds at BMO Field will revert to raucous mode. 

MLS PREVIEW SERIES: 

Eastern Conference:New England I Philadelphia 

Vv’estern Conference:Chivas USA I Colorado I Portland 
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Gus Johnson debut sets Fox Soccer afternoon 
viewing record 
By Paul Kennedy 

Gus Johnson’s much-hyped soccer debut on Fox Soccer was the most-watched weekday afternoon telecast in 

the network’s history. 

The Real Madrid-Manchester United Champions League match averaged 451,000 total viewers on Fox Soccer, marking an 

increase of 258 percent over the 2012 Champions League average audience for the same stage (126,000). 

The 2012 Champions League semifinal between Chelsea and Barcelona held the prior mark as Fox Soccer’s most-watched 

Champions League game and weekday afternoon telecast (425,000 total viewers). 

Fox Deportee’ Spanish-language telecast of Real Madrid-Man. United attracted 696,000 total viewers and was the most- 

watched sports telecast on all ad-supported cable that day. 

CREWADDS FOOD SPONSORS. MLS’s Columbus Crew has signed Papa John’s Pizza of Central Ohio and Columbus- 

based White Castle as its official pizza and hamburger sponsors. 

Papa John’s, which replaces Donatos as the Crew’s pizza sponsor, will be sold in its own permanent in-stadium concession 

stand and in-stadium concession sales. White Castle hamburgers will be offered on the Crew Stadium plaza as well at 

concession stands. 

’q’his marks the second professional sports partnership in Columbus along with the Blue Jackets," said Papa John’s of Central 

Ohio operating partner and franchisee Charles Burris. "Our organization is ready to kick it off with exciting promotions and a 

lot of fun for fans of the Crew." 

CENTRAL FLORIDA PANEL. Central Florida has been the news a lot recently with Disney Pro Soccer Classic at ESPN 

Wide World of Sports Complex and talk of Orlando seeking an MLS franchise. 

Phil Rawlins, who brought USL PRO’s Orlando City to Central Florida from Austin two years ago, will be moderating a panel 

discussion "The Future of Soccer in North America" sponsored by Moneycorp Thursday at the Celebration Golf and Country 

Club. 

Panel speakers will be Peter Vermes (Sporting Kansas City), Fran O’Leary (Toronto FC) and Perry Van Der Beck (Tampa 

Bay Rowdies). 

(Click here for registration information.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Soccer Amedca on FacebookSoccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 
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Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

The Decline --and is it to be the Fall? 
Wenger 

-- of Arsene 

By Paul Gardner 

Sadness -- though the rather lovelier French word tristesse seems more fitting -- haunts me when I consider what 

is happening to Arsene Wenger. 

It does not matter that most of Wenger’s present woes are self-inflicted. Never mind that he has lately been making rather 

foolish statements about his predicament. 

What hurts is to see the strained face, the red eyes, the deepening facial lines and the frightening -- but frightened -- glare of a 

man at bay. 

Wenger does not deserve this. Not because he has been a loyal servant of Arsenal. And certainly not because of his now 

rather distant days of glory with the club -- frankly, I don’t give a damn about Arsenal. But Wenger deserves better as a 

forthright champion of The Beautiful Game. 

For me, he is one of the few coaches with a right to that description. During the past two decades, years that have seen the 

relentlessly depressing advance of defensive, negative -- and overtly physical -- soccer, Wenger’s has been the most reliable 

voice reminding us, over and over, that soccer should not be played that way, that it should be a game of skill and artistry. 

Mind you, being faithful to Wenger has not always been easy -- he did, after all, stick by Patrick Vieira, hardly a paragon of 

clean play, and somehow he never seemed to see the action whenever one if his players was red-carded, something that 

happened much more than it should have done. But Wenger’s voice has been the rallying cry, the only one that has spoken 

out clearly against the crudeness of the English game’s Neanderthal wing, the only one that upbraided Tony Pulis’s Stoke City 

for their overtly rough-house play. 

The belief in The Beautiful Game was the rock on which Wenger built his early Arsenal teams. Teams that everyone admired 

for the beauty of their play. Teams that won trophies regularly. 

But that was then. Things have been going downhill for quite a while now. No trophies for -- how long is it? Eight years? Sorry, 

Arsene, but when things are not working -- for eight years, ye gods! -- change has to be at least considered. And that is 

something that Wenger has been finding difficult. 

The change must not be in Wenger’s devotion to skillful soccer -- but in how he sets about achieving it. As to that, one thing 

needs to be recognized from the start: Arsenal, under Wenger, has not been among soccer’s major spenders. It simply does 



not have the money that Manchester United and Chelsea -- and now Manchester City -- can fling around. 

Wenger has been wondrously clever at signing excellent players at bargain prices. Sometimes his cleverness has looked 

rather unpleasantly too clever: His poaching of the teenage Cesc Fabregas from Barcelona, without paying a fee, may have 

been technically spotless, but it left a nasty taste. Most of Wenger’s targets were French -- half of the famous unbeaten team 

of the 2003-04 season were French -- including Thierry Henry, bought for $11 million from Juventus. 

Wenger’s preferred players have continued to be French, or French-speaking, but the quality has dropped off alarmingly. 

Marouane Chamakh? Abou Diaby? Sebastien Squillaci? Gervinho? Johan Djourou? But the old acuity was at work with the 

signing of Robin van Persie (just $3.6 million!), while some young Brits -- Aaron Ramsey, Jack Wilshere, Kieran Gibbs and 

Carl Jenkinson were showing promise. 

Somehow, a team never appeared. For all his brilliance, van Persie, during his eight years at Arsenal, won only the FA Cup, 

and that was in his first year, 2005. Players came and went and it really did look increasingly as though Arsenal only entered 

the market late in the day, looking for last-minute bargains. The buildup to the current season was typical, with the late signing 

of Per Mertesacker, Santi Cazorla, Nacho Monreal, Lucas Podolski and Olivier Giroud. Not, by any means, a hopeless bunch, 

but this looked more like panic buying than team building. 

Top players departed -- Fabregas, van Persie, Samir Nasri and Gael Clichy -- either in search of a club that actually won 

trophies, or simply a club that paid them more money. 

Which brings us to the sorry scene of an Arsenal team that gets beaten at home by lower-level Blackburn, and follows that up 

by getting annihilated by Bayern Munich, also in front of its own fans at the Emirates. 

Then we get something we never thought to hear -- Arsenal fans booing this Wenger team. And an ominous absence of all 

those "In Arsene We Trust" banners that used to festoon the stadium. "What do you expect," snapped the increasingly short- 

tempered Wenger after the Blackburn debacle, "People to applaud when you lose a game like that? It’s absolutely normal." 

What was not normal, of course, was for Arsenal -- Wenger’s Arsenal -- to play such poor, such ordinary soccer. It is not too 
fanciful to hear the booing as a lament not for the loss, but for the loss of The Beautiful Game. 

Whatever magic Wenger was working in the early days has dried up. The players he is now signing are not good enough. And 
too many of them do not fit the Beautiful Game motif. 

Along with the booing comes all the talk of Wenger departing -- fired, pensioned off, stepping down, moved sideways, kicked 
upstairs -- whatever, but no longer the man in charge at Arsenal. 

That must not be. Not only Arsenal, but the entire sport of soccer needs Arsene Wenger, needs him as a stalwart who has 

stuck to his vision of skillful soccer through thick and thin. If things are not going so well, a hefty part of the blame for that lies 

with the club itself, with owner Stan Kroenke. 

It is clear that Wenger -- restricted by the club’s frugality, can no longer conjure star players out of thin air. Things have 

changed -- maybe the rest of the world has gotten wise to Wenger’s sleight of hand operations. He needs help -- money -- 

from Kroenke to go out and buy a couple of really top players. It may be argued that the coming UEFA regulations on fiscal 

prudence make that impossible -- or even unnecessary. 

Even if that be so, there is another step that needs to be taken, and this one is entirely up to Wenger himself. No one else is 

involved. I’ve mentioned 17 Arsenal players already, some good, some not at all good -- but they do all have one thing in 

common: none of them is from Latin America. 

That omission -- better call it an aberration -- of Wenger’s defies explanation. Here we have a man ferociously faithful to the 

Beautiful Game -- yet he will not sign the very players, the Latin Americans, who are most likely to give him that game. That 

very phrase, The Beautiful Game, was Pele’s way of describing the soccer that he and his fellow Brazilians played back in the 

1960s. And it is still Latins who are responsible for most of the top creative ball artists in the game. But not at Arsenal. 



Sure, Wenger has signed a handful of Brazilians and Argentines -- but none of top quality, and none who could be classified 

as major exponents of the beautiful game. The Latins he has employed have often been defensive players, almost never 

creative players. The unlucky Eduardo probably comes closest to representing the Beautiful game. The Brazilian who lasted 

longest was Gilberto -- a defensive midfielder -- with nothing particularly Brazilian about his game. More recently there have 

been Denilson and Andre Santos, both of them now on loan to other clubs. Then there was the Mexican Carlos Vela, signed 

as a promising youngster, repeatedly praised by Wenger -- yet rarely put on the field. He too was eventually loaned out -- he is 

now a regular scorer with his new club, Real Sociedad. 

Wenger’s aversion to Latin American players cannot be a matter of money. There are plenty of low-priced young players 

available to a coach who scouts and assesses them correctly. When Luis Suarez went, as a 19-year-old, to the non- 

fashionable Groningen in Holland, he surely didn’t cost them a fortune. Palermo paid Huracan only $6.5 million for the 20-year- 

old Javier Pastore (and when you consider that Wenger paid twice that for Gervinho ...). 

Now, it needs to be said that there is in England a very obvious attitude, a very English dislike of South American players. 

Maybe you have to be a psychologist to work out the reasons for that, but the discrimination is clear. England is way behind 

every other European country in signing Latin Americans. Just as England is way ahead of everyone else in finding excuses 

for not doing so. 

The Latins can’t adapt to the English game, they don’t like the weather, they miss their food, they won’t learn the language and 

on it goes. Never mind the amazing success that Juninho had at Middlesbrough in the early years of this century -- that must 

have been a fluke. His triumphs did not encourage English clubs to go on a Brazilian spending spree. Just as the success of 

Ossie Ardiles in the early 1980s had failed to ignite an Argentine boom. 

Basically, the English see the Latins as lazy, and that is all there all there to it. I’m using the present tense. Because ... just 

ponder this quote from Michael Owen, a skillful and intelligent English player, as he contemplated --just this past week-- 

Liverpool’s signing of the Brazilian Philipe Coutinho: "His challenge for the next few years will be to make sure he doesn’t drift 

in and out of games and has an impact over the full 90 minutes. You don’t normally associate work rate with players from 

South America ..." 

Maybe Wenger has subconsciously absorbed that insidious bias. It is clear that Wenger is not that interested in Latin American 

players. He rarely signs them, evidently has little interest in scouting them. It is a quite inexplicable blindspot for the man who 

is widely regarded as among the most intelligent and perceptive coaches in the modern game. 

So -- please, Arsenal, give Wenger more time -- and more money -- to rebuild a team that can once again delight us with The 

Beautiful Game. The sport needs Arsene Wenger, and it needs him to be with a big club that backs him to the hilt. 

But please, M.Wenger, come to your senses and overcome this ridiculous mental block that is depriving your team of the very 

players who would help you most. Please, dispel the melancholy tristesse that is settling on those of us who admire the man, 

and who love The Beautiful Game. 
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Kirk Ur~ Memorial Match 

Kirk Urso Memorial Match - February 24th, 20t3 

This Sunday, February 24th, the Columbus Crew and the University of North Carolina will play in the 
inaugural Kirk Ureo Memo#al Match in Greensboro, NC, with all proceeds benefiting the Crew Soccer 
Foundation’s Kirk Urso Memorial Fund. The Ureo Fund was launched in late 2012 to support heart 
health research and programming in memory of the Crew midfielder, and former North Carolina captain, 
who passed away at the age of 22 from a congenital heart defect last A ugust. 

Enjoy the match between MLS charter member Columbus Crew and UNC Men’s Soccer Team for a 
great cause, the Kirk Urso Memorial Fund to benefit congenital heart defect research. During the match 
there will be a silent auction with great items such as MLS Aut~Jraph Merchandise, UNC vs. Duke 
Mar~’s Basketbafl Tickets, Mia Hamm Signed Ball and much more! After the match get autographs from 

some of your favorite MLS and UNC players. 

Tickets are only $10 and must be purchased in advance to take advantage of this great opportunity. 
Tickets are available by contacting Macphereon Stadium at (336) 669-0841 or online at 
TheCrew.com/UreoFund. 

Attention ALL Youth Soccer Teams! 

You could be on the field pro-match for the High Five Tunnel as the Columbus Crew 
play UNC’s Men’s Soccer Team for the Kirk Ureo Memo#al Match on Sunday, February 

24th at l:00pm in Greensboro. Teams that buy 20 tickets or more will have their youth 

invited to be a part of the High Five Tunnel as teams come on to the field before the 
match (space is limited so order now!). 

If you cannot attend the match and still would like to contribute, please visit TheCrew.com/UrsoFund to 
make an online donation. Donations are tax deductible and can be made in any increment! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
600 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

~.~y?.g!JJ. l ".t~{~}.~!~J.~ l 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

.~iI Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 9:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Presidents’ Day Un-Celebration 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 
Your email anson@email.unc.edu is subscribed to this weekly newsletter. Mana~qe your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,,d radio commen~a[or and the 
foul:de!" and preside~:t of ti:e nor!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

g%~e enco~3[aQe yct~ to b[owse a[q~ post Co.ql~l~.ents at 

WhatWilNatter.com, [~t you may also send feedback 
directly to Michael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Yeu’li notice this week many of ~.~y posts we~e about 
honesty a~:d bte,~Fity, With ti:is week’s hd~day 
one of my heroes .... Honest Abe ..... i thought that 

~Sut ti:e new q~,.’otation posters on honesty that we 
poe.sad (see e(~r Quotes and Observations section) are 
f.."o..’~ s~,,verat fom-~er U.8. p~es~dents ~o m~tter yo~r 

And do~:’t fobget to share you! thoughts in the 
colt.-~me.."..ts section of any post. I love readbg your 
thou~:~htfui objections a~s v~,eil as your a~pproba~tion, 
Ho~:est. 

.... ..’qicha et 

:~ Getthe podcast in iT .... j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

How Honest Are You? 
Yesterday ~ marveied at the 
hq:es.sy of Patrick and 
Cat~erine for goin~:~ b 9rear 
lengths to returr~ my wallet, 
Perhaps yea wou~d have done 

~h~ngs ~s mo~e d~ff~cu~t than ~ 

to test you~ ho~esty, 

Listen or read more 

The Saqa of the Lost Wallet 

Ci:eck out i’,iichaei’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 
insightful and 

m o.: iva .:io..".. a I (and 
pr i.."4a hie!) quo[es 
posted this week. 

"Few men have the 
vir.:ae to withstand the 

George Washingtor~ 
See and comment 

"b’onesty is the first 
chapter of ti:e book of 
wisdom," ---- Thomas 
3 efi:e.."s o r! 

Find and l:oilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poer~ "i,,:’;bat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the saie of I’vlichaei’s 
books and CDs support cha~a(:ter 

education in schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 

Educator BIog0 Re~:ently pot;ted: 

Featured Lesson Plan: Rosa Parks 
Takes a Seat >> 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

New from our tmi>ula!" Auto~’b{3eod 
series: an English languaqe arts disc 
wit~ ~80 printabie g~m-:es, puzzles 
arid other actMt~es (for grades I-4), 
More from Auto-~Good >> 

~!ducat~rs; Book an Anti-Bullyin~ 
Workshop 



so delightfully surprised when 
I found a note on my door 

person wi:o said they found 
my wallet a few hours eariier, 
Apparently, alter putiing 
my credit card 

Listen or read more 

Motive, Tact, Tone, Timin.q 
T~stworti:ine~s 
good relations.hips, and 
honesty 

though, Iffs a~so Se~ng sh~cere 
and ford~dght, 

as d~shonest to decHve 

silence as 
Listen or read more 

The Presidents’ Day Un- 
Celebration - Honorinq Not 
Just the Great, But All the 
U.S. Presidents 
If yeu’re not going to sci:ooi 
or work today, it’s because 
it’s a national holiday, The 
country used to celebrate the 
birthdays of George 
Washington and Abraham 
Lin(:oln separateiy, but in 
t97t Rici:ard Nixon and 
Congress, in o.."de.." ~o c.."ea~e 
perpet~,.’ai three-day weekend, 
merge8 ti:e two i:oiidays into 

a brand Isew one ca{ted 
"~reside..",ts’ Day," to honor 

U.S, Presidents, 
Listen or read more 

Good Karma 
[ get lets of emails containing 
words of wisdom, Lt appreciate 
every one Of {~H~m, b~ one 

are 17 ~ncred~Ny powerf@ 
observations aUdbuted Lo the 
Da~a~ Lama worth posUng on 

Listen or read more 

See and comment 

~4[che{e comments on 

The True Meaning of 
Love is Not a MiracLe: 
"Wow. Thaid< you for 
writing this piece, 
Be,~ utifui!" 

The True Meaning of 
Love is ~ot a Miraq~.’ 

that ~ove req~ures work 

and patience, Love 

Memo from Michaeh 
The Loss of 
Daddyhood: 
"Pli~:hael, please 

remember you v,,ii{ 
aiways be a mode~ 

Ha~’d to beUeve the way 
your family has g~own." 

.~oan comme..’~ts on The 
Saga of the Lost 
Wallet: "it is .iust so 
.."eir~si~inf~ to know 
there are such 
wo~derf@ peo@e 
out there~ Thanks you 

Learn how to intervene, combat 
cyberbuilying, and promote a positive 
school ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Develo#ment Seminars 
equi# educators and youth~service 
leaders to be effective character 
educators, Upcer.qing ser.qina.."s: 

Feb. 25-27, Los Anqeles area 
Feb. 26-28, Phoenix, AZ >> 
Mar. 19-21 Minnea oils MN >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Sigr~ ~p for a webir~ar 

Our webina.."s are a convenient, 

ci: a racter.-deveioplr:ent techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Two High Schools Set Aside Rivalry, 
~ecial Needs Student >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

::X:: Michael 

....... Josephson 
LookirK~ for a ,’~laeak~r or ¢onsulta~-@? Book Michael .losephson0 

.."?..k:hael .}osephsor! motivates audiences from the go\,e~’nment, business, 

iournaiism, taw, education, sports, pouring, and the mU~tary w~th h~s unique 

needs, CaU 800-7],~-,2670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit Jesephsen ZnsUtute ~s wo.."king to create a world where people act more 
Your donations enabie us to offer services and !ese~,.’:ces like this newsiette:, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsietter from landing in your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.orq to 
your address book o.." approved sender lis{. 

dosephson ~stitute 
984t Ai~pofl Bird,, #300 i Los Angdies, CA 9004.5 I 800-71 t-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

6)2@’..3 Josephson Institute, "CHARACTER COUHTS!" is a registered tlademalk of 
Josepi’,son h",siit utd, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Friday, FebruaD 22, 2013 6:17 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Barcelona loses 2-0 and are still the besl team in the worl!! 

Barcelona lost 2-0 away at AC Milan this week in the Champions League Yet this loss just goes to 

showthat Barcelona are the number one team in the world. 

How can that be you ask? 

Quite simple really. When you take into account that it has been about 130+ games and over two years 

since Barcelona lost a game by two goals. Just think about that for a minute. It’s an incredible statistic. 

But this statistic is even more phenomenal when you consider that Barcelona has played at the 

highest level with games in La Liga and especially the Champions League. 

Check oat oar book qiving a tactical analysis of Barcelona..and find out why it was our best selling 

book of 2012 

Best Wishes, 

WORLD C~SS 

~HING 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

Friday, Februa~ 22, 2013 7:27 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Donovan offto ... Cambodia 

What They’re Saying 

"Nobody can fault [Landon 

Donovan’s] service for his 

club or national team. He 

has played in big games, he 

has had to carry the weight 

of multiple teams at the 

same time. Off the field, he 

has been the face of U.S. 

soccer. It’s a lot to carry. 

Credit to him: He has done 

it well and been very 

successful. He is a hard- 

working guy.... Nobody in 

the history of US. soccer 

has had to deal with all the 

pressure he has-- not one. 

He has been doing this 

since 1999: international 

games, international travel, 

World Cups, MLS ... I don’t 

think anybody is in a 

position to say what Landon 

should or shouldn’t do, or 

he needs to give this back. 

Because he has given the 

last 15 years of his life to it." 

-- D.C. United midfielder 

John Thorrington, a 

Iongtime friend of Landon 

Donovan, whose return to 

the field is still pending. 

(Washington Post) 

Today’s News - Friday, Feb 22, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Donovan off to ... Cambodia 
by Paul Kennedy 

~ 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Landon Donovan has been the man of mystery. On 

Wednesday night, he made his first public appearance since winning a fifth MLS Cup 

in December. He spoke at USC’s Marshall School of Business on his life on and off the field. 

Donovan, who plans on returning to the Los Angeles Galaxy late in March, said he would love to 

play for the national team - if given the chance. In the meantime, he said he was off to Cambodia 

for 10 days, saying soccer is not a big part of him and feeling he has so much more to give after 

soccer. - Read the whole story 

The 12 survivors from 2001 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MAKING A LIST] If you were wondering about Landon Donovan’s commitment to American 

soccer, consider this. He made his MLS debut in 2001 and has played in every season since 

then - and on top of that had four offseason spells at Bayer Leverkusen (2005), Bayem Munich 

(2009) and Everton (2010, 2012). He is one of only 12 players who played in 2001 and are still in 

the league. Only four players - Pabio Mastroeni,Chris Albright,Nick Rimando and Kyle 

Beckerman - have longer continuous service in MLS than Donovan. - Read the whole story 

Vancouver’s Rennie: Reo-Coker is ’a big piece for us’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOVVN] The Vancouver Whitecaps completed the signing of 28-year-old 

Englishman Nigel Reo-Coker, whose wife is American and who joined MLS instead of accepting 

offers from clubs in England and Russia. The move follows a settlement of the dispute of Reo- 

Coker’s discovery claim between the ’Caps and Cascadia Cup rival Portland and gives them 

potentially one of MLS’s top defensive midfielders. - Read the whole story 

Solo out, Horan in for Algarve Cup 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA WOMENITorn Sermanni’s 23-player roster for the annual Algarve Cup March 6-13 in 

Portugal includes seven players based abroad, including Paris St. Germain teenager Lindsey 

Horan, who turned down a scholarship to national champion North Carolina to play in France. 

The notable absentee: Hope Solo, who has damage to ligaments in her right wrist and may need 

surgery. - Read the whole story 

Spurs’ Friedel and Dempsey advance in Europa League 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICAH$ ABR©ADIBrad Friedel started in goal, and Clint Dernpsey came on as a 

substitute as Tottenham tied French club Lyon, 1-1, on the road on Mousa Dembele’s goal from 

25 yards in the 90th minute and moved into the round of 32 of the Europa League with a 3-2 

aggregate win. - Read the whole story 

Bad sport striker scores on collapsed keeper 
by Samuel Charles 

[’v’IDEO PICK: Off the Pos~lPiero Alva’s goal while opposing keeper Juan Flores laid 

motionless after collapsing from heat exhaustion in Peru was shocking, and the striker’s post- 

game comments exhibited no remorse whatsoever. - Read the whole story 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 
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© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 22, 2013 8:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: Prep star punished tbr U.S. duty; U-20s could make changes; D.C. standout nixed from U- 17s 

Player punished for U.S, duty 
by Soccer America 

[HIGH SCHOOL]Tegan McGrady, a sophomore at Santa Teresa in San Jose, Calif., has been suspended by 

the Central Coast Section for playing two games at a U-17 U.S. national team camp. - Read the whole story 

Chanqles ~pected for USA-Costa Rica game 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-20 CHAMPIONSHIPl First place in Group A at the Concacaf Under-20 Championship is on the line 

Friday when the USA faces Costa Rica. The USA will look to show major improvements after a disappointing showing in its 2- 

I win over Haiti. It will win the group with a win or tie. With two days to play in the group stage, the quarterfinal field is all but 

set. Only Canada and Nicaragua are left to fight out the eighth spot in Tuesday’s quarterfinals. - Read the whole story 

U,S. U=20s face Ticos Friday on Fox Soccer 
by Soccer America 

]SOCCER ON THE AIRl The USA will face Costa Rica Friday for first place in Group A at the Concacaf Under-20 

Championship in Puebla, Mexico (TV: Fox Soccer, 6:30 p.m. ET). For the complete television schedule ... - Read the whole 

story 

D.C. United standout nixed from U-17 team 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. U-17 BOYS NATIONAL TEAM]Michael Seaton, a 16-year-old forward who recently signed a homegrown contract with 

D.C. United, had to withdraw from a U.S. U-17 national team camp because he had represented Jamaica in official 

competition. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARD$ITaylor Eller, who helped Melbourne High School win a Florida state championship, and Chris Nichols, a senior 

goalkeeper from Vista Ridge High School (Cedar Park, Texas), were named the NSCAA High School Players of the Week. - 

Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, Feb. 22, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 
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Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 
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© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

We’ve taken a look at the U13, U14 and U15 
Boys in our monthly TeamRank update. Keep 
following us throughout the season as we 
track the best teams in the country. 

We break down the college destinations for 
the players ranked in the [MG Academy 150 
from the 2013 girls recruiting class. 
I~IORE: 2013 Boys Recruiting Rankings 

Lucas Del Rosario, LDR, had a stellar 
performance on Wednesday, as the CASL 
striker gave a glimpse of what to expect from 
a rising talent in this U~4 BNT cycle. 

DID YOU SEE? 

California High School match 
between Redondo Union, 
Great Oaks lasts 42 PKs. 

Landon Donovan tells USC 
class why he needs a break, 
opens up about US Soccer. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Indiana Soccer Camp 

Under the direction of ]ndiana University 
Men’s Soccer Coach Todd Yeagley, the 
]ndiana Soccer Camp is one of the nation’s 
most respected and long-standing residential 
soccer camps. ]n 2012, the Hoosiers won 
their 8th National Title and 18th appearance 
in the College Cup. 

Based on the camp tradition started by NCAA 
Division ~ All-time Winningest Coach 3erry 
Yeagley, Todd Yeagley continues the legacy 
of excellence in soccer camp administration. 

Countless players who have attended our 
camps have been heavily recruited, earned 
scholarships at top universities and have 
gone on to successful careers in the MLS, the 



U.S. National Team, and professional clubs 

The Indiana University Men’s Soccer players 
also enhance the camp experience with their 
demonstrations of fine skill and playing 
ability. 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, Februao, 23, 2013 4:25 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, Februa~ 23, 2013 

Saturday, Feb. 23, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

EPL leader Man United and La Liga leader Barcelona are in action on Saturday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the ~ek.) 

ESPN2 

England FULHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIGRES (live) 5:55 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England QPR-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-EVERTON (delay) Noon. 

England WEST BROM-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England READING-WIGAN (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England BRISTOL CITY-BARNSLEY (live) 10 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-VALENCIA (live) noon. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-SEVlLLA (live) 4 pm. 

France NANCY-ST ETIENNE (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALLORCA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-VALENCIA (live) noon. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm= 

Spain BARCELONA-SEVILLA (live) 4 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

Desert Diamond Cup SEATTLE-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England QPR-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-EVERTON (delay) noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-FORTUNA DUSSELDORF (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-LINESE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico DORADOS-PUMAS MORELOS (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France STADE RENNAIS-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO-LILLE (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVISION 



U-20 World Cup Qualifying JAMAICA-PANAMA (live) 4:30 pm. 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-ATLANTE (live) 10 pm. 

UNII~S 

Mexico MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England FULHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

Netherlands HERENVEEN-TWENTE (live) 2:45 pro. 

Portugal PORTO-RIO AVE (live) 3:15 pm. 

Disney Pro Soccer Classic TAMPA BAY ROWDIES-ORLANDO CITY (live) 6 pro. 

Disney Pro Soccer Classic MONTREAL IMPACT-COLUBUS CREW (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England READING-WIGAN (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying JAMAICA-PANAMA (live) 4:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

England QPR-MANCHESTER UNITED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, ~eb~uary 24, 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia MELBOURNE-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 8 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) 11:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 7:40 am. 

Australia MELBOURNE-SYDNEY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy JUVENTUS-SIENA (live) 9 am. 

Capital One Cup Final BRADFORD CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ATALANTA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Capital One Cup Final BRADFORD CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

italy INTER MILAN-AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands FEYERNOORD-PSV (live) 6:25 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-ADO DEN HAAG (live) 8:25 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BOR. M’GLADBACH-BOR= DORTMUND (live) 9:30 arm. 

Mexico LA PIEDAD-GUADALAJARA (live) 1:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DEFENSOR (live) 4 pro. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-TIGRE (live) 6:15 pro. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-LEON (live) 5:55 pm. 

UNIViSION 

MexicoTOLUCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

FranceLYON-LORIENT (delay) 9 pm. 

MexicoTOLUCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-MARSEILLE (delay) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 8 am. 

ESPNS.com 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-ADO (live) 8:30 am. 

Portugal BENFICA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) 2:15 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-HIBERNIAN (live) 11:30 am. 
England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-PESCARA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-PESCARA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Feb 23, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Please do not reply to this email. 
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F~)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, February 24, 2013 4:20 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, February. 24, 2013 

Sunday, Feb. 24, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Defending EPL champ Manchester City hosts Chelsea on Sunday.... Also on Sunday, the English League 

Captial One Cup final and the Milan derby. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SUNDAY. February 24 

FOX SOCCER 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 8 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) 11:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 7:40 am. 
Australia MELBOURNE-SYDNEY (delay) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy JUVENTUS-SIENA (live) 9 am. 

Capital One Cup Final BRADFORD CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy ATALANTA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Capital One Cup Final BRADFORD CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

italy INTER MILAN-AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands FEYERNOORD-PSV (live) 6:25 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-ADO DEN HAAG (live) 8:25 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BOR. M’GLADBACH-BOR. DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Mexico LA PIEDAD-GUADALAJARA (live) 1:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DEFENSOR (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-TIGRE (live) 6:15 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-LEON (live) 5:55 pm. 

UNIVISION 

MexicoTOLUCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FranceLYON-LORIENT (delay) 9 pm. 

MexicoTOLUCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-MARSEILLE (delay) 4 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 8 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-ADO (live) 8:30 am. 
Portugal BENFICA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 



England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-HIBERNIAN (live) 11:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-PESCARA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-PESCARA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, February 25, 2013 

Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s EPL, La Liga and Serie A action on Monday.... The USA faces Canada on Tuesday with a U-20 World 

Cup spot at stake. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN2 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-PESCARA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-PESCARA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

German Cup MAINZ-FREIBURG (live) 12:55 pm. 

French Cup SAINT=E]]ENNE-LILLE (live) 2:50 pro. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pro. 

Mexican Cup NECAXA-ALTAMIRA (live) 7:55 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 9 pm. 

Mexican Cup SAN LUIS-JAGUARES (live) 9:55 pm. 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:~{~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <newslet:t:erce~usnst:{)a.com> 

Monday, February 25, 20~ S 12:1 ~ PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson~emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players News[eLter USSocce~ Players ¯ Feb 25,201 ? 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 25, 20t3 

Monday’s Soccer TV Schedule 

A }.ericSon de~)y on ~S~N2: West: Ham - Spurs el: ~pm. Serk~ A on be~N: Ud~nese - Na~)o{~ at ’1pro and Lazk) 

3pro. La Liga on be~N: Levante - Osasuna at 5prn. A~ Times 

USA Under-20"s Win Group at CONCACAF 
Championship 
Wit:h t:heir place in t:he next: round abeady secure, 1:he United States Undero20 Nal:kmat Team shutout: Costa Rk:a l-(l on 

Friday night in &~exico. Jose ViU.arrea[ scored the game’s onty goal., headin~ ia a co~ne~ tdck in the 63rd minute. The USA 

’qn spite ef onty needin,; a draw 1:i) be in first place, I think the team showed it wanted t:i) go fo~ the wh%" U-20 Natkmal. 
Team coach Tab Ramos said~ "We knew we were praying a very difficutt lootbaU Learn. t thought we had the same under 
control the whofe time and I’m happy about that." Read More 

National Teamers Abroad: Assists in Germany, Goal 
for Boyd 
Jermaine Jones condm~ed his run of lorm fo~ Schatke 04, settia8 up Joel. Matip’s opening ~oa[ in Scha[ke.s 2-1 de,eat 

of Fortuna Dusseldorf. Fortu~a equalized in the 55th w~th Matip scoMng the wirme~ in the 81st mim~te. Jones pk:ked up 

a yeU.ow card m the 41st~ 

’It doesn’t happen alJ that often I:haI: a defender sco~es two in ~: ne <jame," Matip said, 

"~’i~mny Chandler assisted on Markus Feud.net’s 7Yth rnmut:e equaUxer in Number};’s 1-1 draw wit:h Sl:utt};art at: the 

Mercedes-Benz-A~ena. The referee booked Chandler in the 58th minute. Fabian Joh~son’s Hoffenheim lost ,-1 to 

Elsewhe~e in Eurepe, Rapkl Viem~a iel[ behind i:e R~d SuU Salzburg h~ l:he openh~g rmnu~:e [)ul: "Ferrence 8oyd equaUx~d 
Lhe 48th. Rapid wenL a man down in the 68th but would eclua[ize Lwo mo~e Limes Lo sp[i~ the pomps in the 3.G d~aw. 

Sac~a K~est.an sub~)ed OLEI: in ~:he 78th rninu~:e in Ande~Lecht’s 2-2 draw with CI.ub grugge. ~r~ Turkey, the referee sent 

~aur~ce Edu in d~e 80th minute in Bursaspor’s 2.1 loss to Gazian~epspor. 

Michael Bradley assisted oa Roma’s Lhird goal. in Lheir 3-2 win over ALa[anLa on a snowy Sunday m Beldame. A~al.an~a 
opened the scoMng at home nine rninutes m, but Rorna were/eve~ by the 1}th and ahead m the 34th. Atab~nta equalized 

in the 44th w~th Bradley settia9 up Vass~[is Torosidis’s winner in the 71st minute. ~n HoU.and, Jozy Air,dore’s AZ were 

shutout t-0 by NAC greda. Read More 

MLS Forms Youth Coaching Partnership with French 
Federation 

Major League Soccer anaounced oa Monday a partnership wiq~ q~e French FooLbaU. FederaLioa Lo form a 16-mond~ youth 

deve[oprne~t course for MLS academy coaches. Each MLS team. the [ea!aJe, and US Soccer wfl[ send o~e youth coach to 

the program, with the coach receivm,; F~ance’s El.ire Formatkm Coaching t.k:ense u~)on compLetkm. 

. FFF Course .- EighL weeks (320 hours) of field and classroom instruction 

European C]ub Observat}ons -- Two weeks of immersion at an intemationaf youth academy at two of the fo][owing 

clubs: Paris St. Germaia~ O{ympique Lyonaais, Real &~adrid, Ath[eLic Bi[bao~ VfB StuL[gart 

~ Integration of the ~ ro=,ram with ,~,,LS Academy -. Sreation a[~d, or modificatio[~ of the Club’s youth curricufum and 



system Ior the deveh:~t~men~ of {~l.aye~’s Read More 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Qua~ifyin$ and C~as~co ~n the 
Copa de[ Rey 

The U~ited States Unde~-20 Natiosa{ Team prays Casada fo~ a spot m the U-20 Worm Cup oi~ Fox Socce~ at 6pro, 

Sponsor message 

powered by 

ge 

Clfck here to sol’ely unsubscrfbe ~¢o ~, ’JSSo!ier,~:’;#ye; ’L" Clfck here to view maflfn~; archfves, here to change your pre[erences, o; here to subscrfbe , Prfvecy ~. 
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Section 2: Anti-racism campaigner uses N-word; Swansegs big ran; Real Madrid’s big week 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Feb. 25, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Anti-racism carnpai.qner resigns for using N=word 
Daily Mail                                                                                                  ~ 

The English FA has accepted the resignation of Pau~ El~iott after the anti-racism campaigner called 

former Charlton defender Richard Rufus "’n ....... in a furious string of text messages. Elliott, a former Chelsea and 

Celtic defender, resigned from his roles as a member of the FA’s judicial panel, as a nominated member of UEFA 

committees, and as a trustee of the "Let’s Kick Racism Out of Football"’ campaign. 

Elliott released a statement via Kick It Out on explaining his decision: 

"Earlier this week, a former friend and business colleague made public an SMS text message I sent him, in which I 

used a term which is widely known as being derogatory to my own community. I regret using it; it is inappropriate 

and not part of my everyday vocabulary. 

"As an advocate of high standards of public behavior, and integrity in public life, I know the use of this word sends 

out mixed messages and contradicts my position as a Kick It Out trustee." 

Earlier this year, EIliott became the first black soccer player to receive the Commander of the Order of the British 

Empire award at Buckingham Palace for sePvices to equality and diversity in soccer. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Swansea wins first title in a century 
Bloomberg 

Welsh English Premier League club Swansea City beat English fourth division Bradford City, 5-0, in England’s 

League Cup final -- the Capital One Cup -- to claim its first major trophy in its 101-year history. 

Bradford, the first fourth-tier club to appear in a major Wembley final, had goalkeeper Matt Duke red-carded while 

3-0 down. Nathan Dyer and Jonathan de Guzman scored two goals each and Michu struck once. The victory 

comes with a berth in next season’s Europa League -- a decade after the Welsh club nearly folded because of 

financial problems. 

"It was a great performance," Swansea coach Michael Laudrup. "As a manager it’s absolutely at the top, winning a 

trophy for the first time in 100 years. The first trophy is always special, and now next year in Europe. It’s a nice 

experience." 

Swansea almost went out of business and narrowly avoided dropping out of the Football League in 2003, surviving 

with a win over Hull City on the final day of the season of fourth division play. 

- Read the whole story... 

Inter fans direct racial taunts at Mario BaloteN 
AP 

Inter fans waved inflated bananas and jeered AC Milan’s Mario Ba~otelli when he faced his former club for the first 

time since transferring from Manchester City to Milan last month. 

Balotelli kept his composure and held a finger to his mouth to signal for quiet in the second half of the game that 

ended 1-1. 

"Balotelli did very well not to react to the provocations, I’m just sorry he wasn’t able to score," Milan coach 

MassimHiano Allegri said. "He had a great first half. Let’s not forget that he’s 22 years old and he was playing 

against his former squad. It’s to be expected that he felt pressure for this match." 

Inter supporters waved inflated bananas and whistled at Balotelli, who is a native of Ghana. He was facing Inter for 

the first time since transferring from Manchester City to Milan last month. BNotelli, who was born in Italy to Ghanaian 

parents, played for Inter from 2006-10, helping the club to three titles in his final season with the team. 



- Read the whole story... 

Rea~ i~adrid: 8 days will define season 
Guardian 

Real Madrid and Jose Mourinho have eight days to define a season, writes Sid Lowe. On Tuesday night Real 

faces Barcelona away in the Copa del Roy semifinal second leg at Camp Nou, having tied 1-1 in the first; on 

Saturday it plays Barcelona again in La Liga at home, and next Tuesday travels to Manchester United in the 

Champions League, also tied I-1 at home in the first leg. 

Trailing Barcelona by 16 points in La Liga, Mourinho has already declared "impossible" a league corwn this season. 

So it must get positive results at Camp Nou and Old Trafford in order to avoid elimination in the two remaining 

competitions. 

Or, to put it another way, Real could still be on course for a Copa del Rey final, having knocked out their bitterest 

rivals on route, and continuing its path toward a historic 10th European Cup - and the European Cup eclipses all 

else, always. Madrid’s task may not prove as huge as is presupposed either: two draws may be sufficient. Two 2-2s 

and they will go through. 

If Madrid does not get through it will not only mean that its season is effectively over with three months remaining, it 

will also mean that Mourinho’s record over three years at Madrid with the most expensive team in history will read: 

one league and one cup. Two major titles from a possible nine. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Paul Gardner: Klinsmam~ m~d the Gurus: Weird is the Word 

Monday, Feb. 25, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Klinsmann and the Gurus: Weird is the Word 
By Paul Gardner 

Jurgen Klinsmann’s coaching methods have always struck me as having a rather weird fringe to them. Remember 

the fitness gurus and the team chants with the German national team? Then the curious case of the Buddha 

statues at Bayern? 

Well, OK, if that stuff works, so be it. It worked for Germany, but Bayern was unimpressed and Klinsmann got himself fired. 

Now, while both Germany and Bayem seem to be getting along pretty well without Klinsmann, we’re getting a close up of his 

methods as he mentors the USA. 

Frankly, the weirdness is still much in evidence. Not that it would matter, not if the USA were winning games and playing 

sparkling soccer. Klinsmann has had couple of good results. But winning in Italy and in Mexico are wins that look good in the 

stats, but those were exhibition games and the awkward truth is that the USA did not play exactly riveting soccer in either of 

them. 

But the USA’s two most recent games were almost in the anti-sparkle category: An insipid 0-0 tie for the "B" team against 

Canada, followed by a characterless 2-1 World Cup qualifying loss to Honduras. Two games in which the USA struggled and 

stumbled and stuttered and was frankly boring to watch. 

When the results are not there, then the coach’s training methods come under scrutiny. Klinsmann has let us know, 

repeatedly, what he finds lacking in the make-up of American players. They don’t play enough games, they lack the every-day 

challenging, competitive environment that youngsters face in all the major soccer countries. 

A criticism that certainly has merit, though I find it extraordinarily odd that Klinsmann has so little to say about college soccer 

- still the training ground for the majority of American players, and the perfect example of what he is complaining about: a 

short season and a comfortable ambience. 

Klinsmann doesn’t like the comfort-zone atmosphere. He’s also let us know about how he would like to alter that. The key 

word is "nasty." That’s what he told us after the USA got mauled 4-1 by Brazil last summer: "We need to get an edge, [get] 

nastier." Any attempt to soften Klinsmann’s word is ruled out by his follow up: "Maybe we don’t want to hurt people. But that’s 

what we’ve got to do." 

And if there are any doubts remaining, you can just take a look at the player whom Klinsmann lauds as the ideal of this 

presumably super-fit and certainly nasty profile - the German-American Jermaine Jones. I can find nothing positive to say 

about Jones, a player with an appalling disciplinary record in the Bundesliga, the player whose gratuitous and nastily and 

dangerously vicious foul on Neymar during that Brazil game should have led Klinsmann to disown him. It did not - Jones still 

plays for the USA. A triumph for nastiness, and a clear spelling out of what Klinsmann means by it. 

The demand for more games might also be viewed with some suspicion, given that there are plenty of coaches around - World 

Cup coaches -- who feel that players are involved in too manygames. It has become a commonplace to excuse players who 

do not perform well in the World Cup by saying they’re tired, they’re "coming off a hard season." 

Of more immediate impact are a couple of aspects linked to the number of games: physical fitness and diet. Klinsmann has 

plenty to say on these topics. The health gurus are in evidence, and there is now a nutritionist. Can a national team coach, 

who sees the players for very limited periods, really control things like fitness programs and eating habits? Come to that ... are 

we being asked to believe that, in this day and age, young American athletes don’t know how to eat properly? I doubt that 

Klinsmann is confronted by a gaggle of fast-food-munchers and soda-guzzlers whenever he calls a national camp. 

Well, OK, attitude, nastiness, eating right and keeping fit - I’ll get back to them shortly, but for the moment, let’s listen to 

what Klinsmann has to say about the soccer. Speaking before the Canada game, Klinsmann emphasized ’l/Ve want them to 

enjoy themselves ... play fast-paced soccer, be there for each other, do a lot of movement off the ball." He told the Wall Street 

Journal’s Matthew Futterman of some aspects that had improved during his time in charge: ’q’he passing pace, the movement 

off the ball, playing out of the back with confidence." 

Playing out of the back is, to some extent measurable, by taking note of what the goalkeeper does. Does he belt all his kicks 

way downfield - or is he prepared to throw or roll the ball to a teammate? The Canada game was not a good occasion to 

assess this, as the U.S. goalkeeper Sean Johnson had very little to do. But against Honduras, Tim Howard saw plenty of the 

ball and had numerous chances to initiate "play out of the back" sequences. 



Did he do so? He did not. Howard had 31 occasions to put the ball into play (including goal kicks, free kicks, clearances) - 

and for 23 of these, he used the long ball, towering high kicks sent way down field. Only four times did he throw the ball to a 

teammate. When 75% of the goalkeeper’s distribution efforts are blind whacks upfield, it’s hard to detect any great inclination 

to "play the ball out of the back." 

Klinsmann’s wish for "a lot of movement off the ball" would no doubt be shared by most coaches. For sure. No coach wants 

his players standing around. I once asked the Dutch coach Rinus Michels, the putative inventor of the "total soccer" style, for 

his thoughts on the matter. He replied "It is not difficult to get players to do lot of running. But to get them to move 

intelligently ... ah, that is not so easy." 

I’m not at all sure how one measures intelligent running, except by looking at a team’s rhythm and at its results. The poor 

U.S. results against Canada and Honduras strongly suggest that all is not well in the movement-off-the-ball department. 

In the Honduras game, the USA was opposed by a strong team playing on its own field. Losing that game was no disgrace, 

but it’s surely OK to feel that Klinsmann, in charge of the team for a year and a half, should be giving us something better. 

What we’re getting does not look detectably better than - or different from - either Bob Bradley’s or Bruce Arena’s teams. 

From that point of view, it seems to me that heavy criticism can be visited on Klinsmann not for the loss in Honduras, but for 

the tie with Canada. After all, the U.S. team, "B" team let’s call it, was not patched together in five minutes. Klinsmann had 

selected these guys, and they were good players - in fact, five of them had been part of the MLS All-Star team in July. 

Crucially, and tellingly, Klinsmann had these guys in camp before the game for three anda half weeks. Evidently, that is not 

long enough for Klinsmann to get them playing the way he wants. Which is pretty bad news, because Klinsmann will not be 

getting any group of players together for much longer than that. 

Just before the second half of the game, Klinsmann was on TV, explaining a tactical switch he was about to make, then 

adding that he wanted the team to play with mor~ urgency. The attitude of the players, then, was too relaxed. 

But how could this be so after those three-and-a-half weeks, when Klinsmann must surely have brought that up, one of his pet 

peeves after all, again and again? And is not Klinsmann supposed to be a dynamite motivator? 

Something is wrong here - either the master-motivator is not so master, or the American players fatally lack the competitive 

streak. Or maybe they’re just too nice? That is, not nasty enough. 

I strongly doubt the latter. As for Klinsmann’s coaching and motivating methods, that gets us back to where I began. To the 

weirdness factor. 

Consider the topics - Klinsmann’s topics -- that we’ve been looking at: mental attitude (including the nastiness thing); fitness; 

nutrition. 

There is a strong thread running through that group. They are all self-help topics. Your local bookstore will offer you dozens of 

books dealing with them. And each book will claim to represent the ultimate wisdom. Just do what we tell you - the right 

mental exercises, the correct diet, the pr~)per fitness routine and you’ll be conquering the world and leaving the wimps behind. 

We have entered the world of gurus. 

When Klinsmann told the WSJ: ’1 certainly feel part of the American life style. I adopted a lot of components" he must have 

been talking about the California lifestyle. I’m not about to say that listening to the health gurus and the diet gurus and the 

motivational gurus is a total waste of time. But I do regard it as a bit weird. And when the gurus are employed to operate in 

areas where their expertise is unlikely to produce any dramatic effect, I have to wonder why they’re being employed at all. 

Over all these guru topics there hangs the unsavory suspicion of hucksterism. A suspicion that can only be dispelled by proof 

that the gurus are delivering. Are Klinsmann’s gurus delivering? 

Back in September last year during preparations for the world qualifier in Jamaica, there appeared at the USA’s national team 

camp - at Klinsmann’s invitation - a motivationist Donnie Moore, who climaxed his rousinq haran.que by ripping up phone 

books, breaking baseball bats, and then rolling up a frying pan. Boy, I mean, how inspirational can you get? 

Suitably fired up the USA took the field and lost 2-1 to Jamaica in what was probably the team’s worst performance, so far, of 

the Klinsmann era. 

Yeah ... I do find guruism weird. 

Post your response to the public Soccer Talk biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Talk blog. 
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Section 1: USA faces pressure-packed test against Canada 

What They’re Saying 

"One of their players was 

speaking after their keeper 

was sent off He said to his 

teammates, ’They will score 

eight or nine.’ I said, ’Don’t 

worry, we will keep the ball.’ 

It’s respect" 

-- Swansea striker Michu 

says his team took it easy 

on fourth division Bradford 

after its keeper was ejected 

in the 56th minute, when the 

EPL club was ahead 3-0, in 

last weekend’s English 

League Cup final. Swansea 

ended up winning, 5-0. 

(Daily Express) 

Today’s News = Tuesday, Feb. 26, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

USA will face pressure-packed test aqainst Canada 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[CONCACAF UNDER~20 CHAMPIONSHIPl The pressure will be on the USA when it 

faces Canada Tuesday in Puebla, Mexico, for one of four berths at the 2013 Under=20 

World Cup (TV: Fox Soccer, Univision Deportes, 6:30 p.m= E’I’). Since first qualifying for the 

World Youth Championship in 1981, the USA has never failed twice in a row to qualify for the U- 

20 championships. Canada split in its first two games at the 2013 Concacaf U-20 Championship 

but has had recent success against the USA. - Read the whole story 

Preseason underscores Western Conference’s depth 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDOWN] Preseason play did nothing to shoot down the argument that the 

Western Conference will be deep this season. The only team that could not take many positives 

away from the last month is Colorado, winner of only one of five matches. Seattle looked ready to 

tackle all comers, whether in MLS or Concacaf Champions League play, with a sweep of four 

games at the Desert Diamond Cup. The big surprise was CMvas USA, which went unbeaten with 

its new lineup imported from south of the border. For how the Western Conference teams fared, 

ranked 1-9 ... - Read the whole story 

Dempsey sidelined, Brooks’ Hertha claims first place 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD1 Clint Dempsey sat out Tottenham’s 3-2 win at West Ham United with a 

calf injury. The victory propelled Spurs into third place in the English Premier League ahead of 

defending champion Chelsea. In Germany, 20-year-old John Anthony Brooks started for Hertha 

Berlin in a 1-0 win over Kaiserslautem that moved it into first place in the German Bundesliga 2 

ahead of Eintracht Braunschweig. - Read the whole story 

Goals for Rapinoe and Horan in France 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Megan Rapinoe scored her first goal for French leader Lyon in its 5-1 

win at Guingamp, while Tobin Heath set up teenager Lindsey Horan for her 11th goal of the 

season in Paris St. Germain’s 2-0 win over Issy. - Read the whole story 

Excellent own goals in Turkey and Spain 
by Mike Woitalla 

~/I DEO PICK: Off the Post] One was really the goalkeeper’s fault and the other would go down as 

a golazo for the ages had it come at the other end. - Read the whole story 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 

Tuesday, Feb. 26, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDI= 

The USA faces Canada on Tuesday with a U-20 World Cup spot at stake.... Also on Tuesday, Barcelona vs. Real 

Madrid in the Spanish Cup. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup EVERTON-OLDHAM (live) 2 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-ROSS COUNTY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup EVERTON-OLDHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores PENAROL-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-SAN JOSE (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico CORRECAMINOS-DORADOS (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

German Cup MAINZ-FREIBURG (live) 12:55 pm. 

French Cup SAINT-ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:50 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexican Cup NECAXA-ALTAMIRA (live) 7:55 pm. 

Mexican Cup SAN LUIS-JAGUARES (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ABERDEEN-ROSS COUNTY (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying COSTA RICA-CUBA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup MIDDLESBROUGH-CHELSEA (live) 2 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying PANAMA-EL SALVADOR (live) 6 pro. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Del Rey SEVILLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey SEVILLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup MIDDLESBROUGH-CHELSEA (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BARCELONA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores CORINTHIANS-MILLONARIOUS (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico IRAPUATO-LOBOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

French Cup LORIENT-STADE BRESTOIS (live) 11 am. 

French Cup PSG-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm, 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pro. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico MERIDA-CELAYA (delay) 11 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES DOS 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying PANAMA-EL SALVADOR (live) 6 pm. 

GALAVISlON 

Copa Mexico NEZA-AMERICA (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-PUEBLA (live) 10 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying PANAMA-EL SALVADOR (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-JAMAICA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores SPORTING CRISTAL-TIGRE (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Libertadores LIBERTAD-PALMEIRAS (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SAO PAULO-THE STRONGEST (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIWSlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico LA PIEDAD-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (delay) 2 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 9 pm, 

BelN SPORT 

italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

England WOLVES-WATFORD (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm= 

Spain GETAFE-ZARAGOZA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

France MONTPELLIER-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD DE QUADALAJARA-VERACRUZ (live) 9:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

SATURDAY, M~ch 2 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 



England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 3 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (live) 11 am. 

France BASTIA-AJACCIO (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

UNIIV~S 

Mexico TIGRES-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am= 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

SUNDAY, M~ch 3 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 
England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France STADE BRESTOIS-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES DOS 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm. 

GALAVISION 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 
England TOT~NHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: MLS academy coaches offto French program 

Academy coaches off to French program 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

IMLS] Coaches from all 19 MLS clubs, plus representatives of Major League Soccer and U.S. Soccer, 

embarked Monday on a 16-month youth development course developed by the French soccer federation (FFF)      ~ 
to earn its elite formation coaching license. The program, hosted by the FFF at its famed Clairefontaine 

national training facility, is the same as the one it provides its domestic coaches. France is world famous for 

its development programs at clubs that have produced dozens of stars. - Read the whole story 

USA-Canada Tuesday on Fox Soccer 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR1 Fox Soccer’s coverage of the Concacaf Under-20 Championship from Puebla, Mexico, continues with 

the quarterfinals. The four quarterfinal pairings: USA-Canada and Cuba-Costa Rica on Tuesday and Panama-El Salvador and 

Mexico-Jamaica on Wednesday. For the complete schedule ... - Read the whole story 

U.S, under-17 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[CHULA VISTA CAMP] U.S. under-17 women’s national team head coach B.J. Snow called in 26 players for a training camp 

that will begin Saturday at the Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. The group includes 23 born in 1997 and three 

born in 1998: fow~ard Mia Gyau (daughter of former national team player Philip Gyau and sister of former U-23 Joe Gyau), 

and goalkeepers Brooke Heinsohn (the 6-foot granddaughter of NBA legend Tommy Heinsohn) and Kat Hess. - Read the 

whole stow 

Mulqueen to head U=13/14 Development Academy team 
by Soccer America 

[CHARGERS SC] Chargers Soccer Club named former U.S. Olympic team and MLS goalkeeping coach Tim Mulqueen as 

head coach of the club’s new U-13/14 U.S. Soccer Development Academy team, which will begin play in 2013. - Read the 

whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, Feb 26, 2013 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mnningways~championshipperfonn.com 

Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 9:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reverse 10 Afl~lete Complaints - Improve Motivation 

Assistant coaches and support staff are go-betweens for athletes. Go-betweens serve a vital role on teams because 
players talk more candidly about misunderstandings, frustrations and personal issues that may be clouding their 
performance focus. In this week’s blog, learn how to respond to the top 10 most common athlete complaints. 

http :!/cham pionshipperform.com!winningwaysbloq!reverse-ath lete-com plaints-im prove-m otivation-2 

Other great resources: 

Championship Performance coaches journal 

http://cham pionshipperform .com/coachinq-journal/cp-coaches-jou rnal 

Read This Book Tonight to Help You Win Tomorrow 

http~ [!c hamp!onsh!ppe rform ~ co mLbooks~read-th !s-boo k-tonig ht 

Winning the Athletic Mental Game 

http :/!chain pionshipperform.com/winninq-the-ath letic-m ental-qam e-2 

If you no longer wish to receive free Winning Ways blog alerts, simply reply to this email and type John 3:16 in the 
window. 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

Tuesday, Februaw 26, 2013 4:34 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Teen lhn confesses to lighting deadly flare 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ Feb 26, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Teen fan confesses to lighting deadly flare 
AP 

A 17-year-old fan of Brazilian club Corinthians has admitted he lit the flare that killed a 14-year-old 

Bolivian boy in a Copa Libertadores game last Wednesday. 

While 12 Corinthians fans remained in custody in Bolivia after being arrested following the game, the teenager, 

whose name was not disclosed, made the emotional confession to a Brazilian television channel with his mother by 

his side. He claimed he was not deliberately aiming the device at time Bolivian farms when it allegedly went off 

accidentally, hitting Kevin Beltran Espada in the face and killing him~ 

"When I first pulled the cord to set it off nothing happened, I didn’t know howto handle it," he told Globo TV. "V~en I 

pulled it again it just went off. I wasn’t aiming it, I didn’t know it was going to take off like that. When I found out what 

happened I just thought, ’My life is over, what am I going to do? I just killed a 14-year-old kid.’ I feel like I’m the worst 

person in the world. I don’t know what I’ll do with my life, I deeply regret what happened." 

Because he’s a minor, the Brazilian cannot be extradited to Bolivia to face charges. He"s likely to face community 

service in Brazil. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Serbia coach: Croatia game only about soccer 
Reuters 

Serbia coach Sinisa Mihajlovic is defusing tension ahead of next next month’s World Cup qualifier in Zagreb 

against Croatia. The bitter memories of Balkan conflicts that tore the former Yugoslavia apart should take a back 

seat to soccer, says the 44-year-Nd former international, who won the European Cup with Red Star Belgrade in 

1991 shortly before Yugoslavia’s violent breakup. 

"The match with Croatia will be a game of soccer and not war and it won’t be a problem," Mihajlovic said. "1 expect 

my players to deal with time occasion the right way because those soccer players who can’t take the pressure of 

high-profile games should get into another line of work, like office jobs. 

"My players have to believe in themselves and be confident about how good they are. I wish we could play matches 

against the likes of Croatia in front of a full house every week because that’s the quickest and best way for players 

to mature. 

The teams have never met as independent nations. Croatian authorities vowed to deploy a record number of police 

and both federations agreed to allocate no tickets for their away fans in either game of the series. The return leg 

scheduled for Sept. 6 in Belgrade. 

- Read the whole story... 

Beckenbauer says Bayem’s unstoppable 
ESPNFC corn 

"The championship can only be taken away from Bayern if a meteorite hits Sabener Strasse [Bayern’s training 

ground]," wrote former Bayern Munich star, coach and honory president, Franz Beckenbauer, in his column for 

Bild. 

Bayern Munich, which has uncharacteristically gone two two years without a Bundesliga title, has a 17-point lead at 

the top of the standings with 11 games left. It has 60 points from 23 games and a goal difference of 55. 

"This team never loses its touch," Beckenbauer wrote after last weekend’s 6-1 win over Werder Bremen. "Although 

everything was decided at halftime [against Bremen], [Franck] Ribery, [~rjen] Robben and [Mario] Gomez 

wanted to score. Seldom have I seen such a hungry Bayern team." 

In Champions League play, Bayern heads into the second leg of its round of 16 game with a 3-I edge over Arsenal. 



- Read the whole story... 

McClaren throws in towel at Twente 
AP 

After coaching England in 2006-07, a tenure in which it failed to qualify for the 2008 European Championship, 

Steve McC~aren bounced back in the Netherlands, guiding Twente to its first Dutch title, in 2010. 

McClaren left Twente after the title win, but returned in 2012 after an unsuccessful stint with Wolfsburg as the first 

English Bundesliga coach. 

His second Twente stint ended when he announced his resignation after four ties and two losses dropped Twente 

from first to fifth in the standings. 

"The club is bigger than any one individual and Twente is too big in my heart to stand in the way of its progress," 

McClaren said. 

- Read the whole story... 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

U.S. U20 Men’s National Team rebounded 
from an early deficit and cruised past Canada 
4-2 on Tuesday to clinch a spot at the 2013 
U20 World Cup. 

TALiENT ON D:[SPLAY 
The latest ECNL Showcase in Frisco, Texas, 
produced plenty of quality action as the top- 
flight elite girls league season continued. See 
who the big winners were. 

An MLS Academy said no to Giovane Lobo, 
but that did not discourage him and now the 
teenager is joining one of the most 
prestigious academies in South America. 

DID YOU SEE? 

This 2002 US World Cup 
photo shoot is the least 
sexy, sexy photo shoot of 
all-time. 

Gordon Parks rips women’s 
soccer, says it isn’t worth 
£1.2m investment. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Cal Poly Mustang Soccer Academy 

The Mustang Soccer Academy’s Individual 
Development Camps are ideal for a 
motivated player looking for personalized 
two-day training that simulates that of a 
high-level college soccer program. 

Players will train with the purpose of 
developing a better understanding of the 
importance of individual attacking and 
defending, as well as intelligent possession 
games that emphasize speed of play and 
decision-making at speed. 

The camp will also feature full side :[:[ vs. :[1 
matches with the college coaches so that 
they can showcase their abilities in game 



situations while also learning some of the 
tactical goals presented by the college 
coaches of the Academy, 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION! 
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Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:20 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Stuart Holden sees first league action in almost two years 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, Feb. 27, 2013 ~4..".’!~ Tweet This 

AP 

Stuart Holden played his first league game in more than 23 months, coming on as a substitute for Bolton 

Wanderers in the first half of its 1-0 win over Peterborough United in England’s League Conference. 

Share This 

When Holden was first sidelined with a knee injury in March 2011, Bolton was playing in the Premier League. But it 

has since been relegated and languishes in the middle of English soccer’s second level. The U.S. international had 

played in a League Cup match in September 2011 before needing further surgery on his knee eight days later. His 

first game of the 2012-13 season came in an FA Cup replay on Jan. 15. 

Bolton beat Peterborough on Craig Dawson’s goal in the fourth minute to rise five places to 10th in the 

Championship. 

- Read the whole story... 

Balotelli Commissions Statue of Himself 
ESPN FC 

Mario Balotelli has commissioned a life-sized statue of himself to be made at his home in Brescia. According to II 

Giornale di Brescia, the 22-year-old asked local artist Livio Scarpella to "immortalize" him in a statue depicting the 

pose he demonstrated after scoring his second goal in Italy’s 2-1 win in the Euro 2012 semifinal against Germany. 

"1 have received the commission, but I’ve never met Balotelli so I am working from photos," Scarpella told the paper in 

an interview. "1 presented several drawings but Mario wanted to be immortalized in a pose that shows him having 

scored a goal, highlighting his muscles and with an expression of defiance. I have imagined him as an athlete from 

ancient times and the statue will be a mix of classical and pop style in platinum and colored bronze with the eyes 

made of stones." 

Balotelli recently returned to Northern Italy to play for AC Milan in January after a turbulent three-year spell at 

Manchester City. He has scored four goals in his first four appearances for his new club. 

- Read the whole story... 

Fe_~Egie Watches as Ronaldo Steals Messi’s ~ 



Independent 

With Manchester United coach Alex Ferguson looking on in the stands, Real Madrid produced a near-perfect 

performance at the Camp Nou on Tuesday night to advance to the Copa del Rey final, winning 3-1 against archrival 

Barcelona. Los Blancos allowed Barca to dominate possession but suffocated World Player of the Year Lionel 

Messi, keeping the Catalan giant to only a handful of shots on goal. Cristiano Ronaldo stole the show, scoring in a 

record sixth consecutive ’Clasico’ away from home, with the first coming from the spot and the second from a quick 

counter. 

"We want to continue in the same vein," Ronaldo told Spanish television after the win. "This game gives us enormous 

confidence for the trip to Manchester." Just as it did last night, Real goes into next Tuesday’s UEFA Champions 

League Round of 16 second-leg at Old Trafford with a 1-1 draw. "We have to transfer this to the match against 

Manchester United," Real’s injured goalkeeper Iker Casillas said. "It is also 1-1 and we have to score and keep a 

clean sheet. That’s the aim that we’re going with." 

The Copa victory will come as a huge relief to the club and to under-fire Coach Jose Mourinho in particular, as Real, 

which hosts Barca in La Liga this weekend, trails the Catalan club by 16 points in the league. "We played a very good 

tie all round and this will motivate us to make a good showing of ourselves in other matches," Casillas added. 

"Winning the Champions League is a better possibility than the league, but Real Madrid will fight to the end." 

- Read the whole story... 

Benitez Hints at No Chelsea Future 
ESPN FC 

Rafael Benitez has hinted that he will most likely depart Stamford Bridge at the end of the season, when his short- 

term contract as Chelsea’s coach runs out. In an interview following the Blues’ 2-0 loss to Manchester City on 

Sunday, the former Liverpool manager indicated that he has given up hopes of landing the job on a permanent basis. 

"You know, more or less, how things go (at Chelsea) in terms of what happens if you lose or win," Benitez said. "1 

have a job to do and the players are clever enough and realize they will be here next season with long contracts. I will 

be working hard until the end. We have to try to beat Middlesbrough (tonight in the FA Cup 5th Round) and then 

move on. My job is to concentrate on the next game, not the speculation." 

When asked where it has gone wrong for him since he replaced Roberto Di Matteo, who was fired in November, he 

said: "1 accept we have had some games where we had to do better. At Manchester City (on Sunday), we still had a 

penalty and two counterattacks when we could have scored and made the difference, but we didn’t play at the level 

we could play and that is my concern." The Spaniard added that there were a few games Chelsea should have won 

where it gave away winning positions, including the recent clashes against Reading and Newcastle. 

- Read the whole story... 

Pirlo Doubts Juve’s Champions League Chances 
Football Italia 

Juventus’ veteran midfielder Andrea Pirlo says that his team might not be ready to win the UEFA Champions 

League, even though the Old Lady of Italian soccer already has one foot in the quarterfinal following its 3-0 first-leg 

win against Celtic in Glasgow. 

"We’re not ready to win the Champions League, even if we are still in there and giving it a go," the 33-year-old told 

La Repubblica. "There are sides in the competition who are a lot stronger than us." The 2006 World Cup winner said 

that although the likes of Real Madrid and Manchester United "are not that far away," they "are strong, stronger than 



us. They have champions all over the place, while we don’t. This is just the beginning for us." 

He added that retaining the Scudetto that Juve won last season is still the club’s top priority. "We started the season 

with the objective of winning again and, after spending last season together, there was the belief that we could do 

that." 

Pirlo also noted that he feels "proud" to still be playing at the top level, despite his age. "The years pass for everyone, 

but I feel up to the level of last season which was one of my best. It makes me proud that people man-mark me, 

seeing as that used to be treatment reserved for a No 10. It means that there is a certain amount of consideration for 

me ." 

- Read the whole story... 
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Paul Gardner: The Problem with Soccer by the Numbers 

Wednesday, Feb. 27, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

The Problem with Soccer by the Numbers 
By Paul Gardner 

Spurs coach Andre Villas-Boas was no doubt overstating things when he recently condemned soccer statistics 

as "useless." But his opinion is refreshing, to say the least. 

Because it is not often that a top coach speaks out, forthrightly, against any of the various systems and methods and plans 

and operations that now infest the sport. Virtually all of these programs rely on statistics, which means that they ultimately 

reduce the playing of soccer - all that movement, all those decisions, all that stress and sweat energy - to numbers. 

Right from the start, this sounds like a pretty questionable, not to say outright loony, notion. But we must bow to the eternal 

plea of the statisticians - that their stats are, indeed, simply numbers. Neutral numbers. They are not tainted by any sort of 

bias - political or religious or sporting - they are simply bland measurements. The problems with stats arrive with how they 

are interpreted, or rather, with who is doing the interpreting. That will be a real, live human person, and he, or she, almost 

certainly will have biases and prejudices. Some of them overt, but others rather well hidden, quite possibly hidden from the 

interpreters themselves. 

Soccer stats, from where I’m sitting, seem to be ideally formulated for misinterpretation. I can begin with some absurd 

goalkeeper stats. Stats that are likely to be used in a way that defies common sense - yet, used they are every day. Thus, it 

is common practice to credit goalkeepers with shutouts. If you look among the official MLS stats for goalkeepers, you will find 

a column headed ShO. 

A low shutout total is considered to be a good thing, a stat that really says something about a keeper’s ability to keep the ball 

out of the net. What a farce. Everyone in the game - and most of all, the keepers themselves - knows that repeated shutouts 

come not from goalkeeper heroics, but from sturdy team defending. A goalkeeper with a strong defense in front of him is like 

to have very little to do, only the occasional shot to save. Yet the sole, individual, merit for the shutouts goes to him. 

Despite the fact that the stats don’t say anything of the sort. The stat merely shows X number of shutouts for a particular 

team. Linking the number to the goalkeeper - well, who the hell had that idea? A goalkeeper, I’d guess. But it’s obvious 

nonsense. 

There is also this business of possession time, which has come to loom large among the soccer stats. And no one is quite 

sure what it means. 

It seems logical to assume that more possession means more likelihood of winning the game. That in turn, should mean more 

goals scored. But I’ve never seen a possession stat linked to a goals-scored star, so that may not be the case. 

Because the possession stat is dubious right from the start, it sounds good as a measure of a team’s dominance, but even a 

quick investigation of the figure tells you that it’s pretty meaningless - because there is possession, and then there’s 

possession. Passing the ball idly around in your own half, laterally and backward mostly, will up your possession stats, but as 

a guide to game dominance, or to scoring goals, that sort of possession doesn’t mean too much. 

No doubt soccer stats will get more and more sophisticated - that is to say complicated - quite possibly to the point where 

only an approved and duly diploma-ed member of the Association of Soccer Statisticians (that’s ASS, acronymically 

speaking) will be allowed to interpret them. 

For the moment we have a coach like Villas-Boas saying he doesn’t pay much attention to them - and his Tottenham Hotspur 

is playing well and lie third in the English Premier League. We also have a coach like Sam Allardyce who does like to use 

computer-based stats - and his West Ham United are playing poorly and are in 14th place in the EPL. 

That comparison also highlights what I consider the biggest objection to the use of stats as a coaching tool: That they create 

an impression that everything in the game can be measured and reduced to numbers - which can then be ’k, vorked on" to 

make things better. 

The enormous fallacy of that argument being that stats cannot measure the quality of play. This is an aesthetic judgment, way 

beyond the reach of numerical classifications. The aesthetics have to do with human qualities of human beings, they often 

defy norms and expectations. I recall the answer that the great ballet dancer Nijinsky gave when asked how he was able to 

make such prodigious jumps, seeming to defy gravity by the length of time he stayed airborne. He replied ’1 merely leap and 

pause." 



Maybe Ronaldo does the same. But no stat, nor any clever interpretation of a stat, is ever going to capture the essence or the 

beauty of those actions. 

A coach who relies on stats is unlikely to be too concerned about the aesthetics of the game. Which is why I find Villas- 

Boas’s put-down of stats so appealing. Whatever may be his reasoning it is encouraging to have a coach remind us that there 

is more to soccer than the arid regimentation of numbers. 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, March 1, 2013 

Friday, March 1, 2013 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA, which already clinched a spot in the U-20 World Cup, faces Costa Rica in the Concacaf U-20 

championship semifinals on Friday ... The MLS season kicks off on Saturday. MLS games are broadcast by NBC 

Sports Network, ESPN2, the Univision network, and are also available with the MLS Direct Kick package (f_ree the 

first two weekends_) and online streaming with MLS Live. Real Madrid hosts Barcelona in a La Liga clasico on 

Saturday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CUBA (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

England WOLVES-WATFORD (delay) 4:45 pm. 

ReIN SPORT en Espanol 

ItMy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-ZARAGOZA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MONTPELLIER-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CUBA (live) 6 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD DE QUADALAJARA-VERACRUZ (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Mexico JAGUARES-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-CUBA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-EL SALVADOR (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SATURDAY, #J~a~ch 2 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

England STOKE CITY=WEST HAM (delay) 4:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS HOUSTON-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 10 am. 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (delay) 12:30 pm. 



Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 3 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 10 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-RAYO (delay) 12:30 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN=STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-NACIONAL (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (live) 11 am. 

France BASTIA-AJACCIO (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS-COLUMBUS (livE) 10:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-MONTREAL (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am= 

Netherlands PSB-VVV VENLO (livE) 1:45 pm. 

Netherlands TWENTE-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal SPORTING LISBON-PORTO (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am, 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 
England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm, 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 9 am. 

France MARSEILLE-TROYES (live) 11 am. 



italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (delay) 1 pm. 

italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALLADOLID (live) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (livE) 3 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 am, 

Brazil SANTOS-CORINTHIANS (live)2 pm. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-PENAROL (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-UNION DE SANTA FE (live) 6:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France STADE BRESTOIS-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 4 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

GALAVISION 

U-26 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico LEON-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-REAL SALT LAKE (livE) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 
England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

March 4 

ESPN2 

England ASTON-VlLLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain SEVILLA-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain SEVILLA-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England ASTON-VlLLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England ASTON-VILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pro. 
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Sectiou 1: Eight MLS imports who could make the difference 

What They’re Saying Today’s News - Friday, IVlarch 1, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"He is, in all fairness, one of 
the coaches in the world Eight imports who could make the difference 
with the most prestige and by Paul Kennedy ~ 
qualification" 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The primary MLS transfer window has been expanded three 

weeks until May 6, so there is plenty of time for MLS clubs to make moves. Up until 

now, the activity during the MLS transfer window has been rather slow, in part because of the flow 

of players from Colombia - a huge source of talent in recent years - has all but dried up. Still, 

MLS clubs once again are depending on imports to play key roles. With Nigerian Obafemi 

Martins’ move to Seattle still to be finalized, here is a look at eight imports who could make a 

difference in 2013 ... - Read the whole story 

-- A statement from the 

Setubal town hall, whose 

general assembly voted 

unanimously to name a 

street after Coach Jose 

Mourinho, who was born 

and raised in Setubal, which 

lies southeast of Lisbon 

across the Tagus river. 

(Reuters) 

2013 MLS salary and roster rules 
by Soccer America 

[BY THE NUMBERS1 French star Thierry Henry blasted MLS’s salary cap, blaming it for the 

New York Red Bulls having to unload teammate Kenny Cooper to FC Dallas, and saying it must 

be changed if MLS wants to be compared to the big leagues of Europe.Just what is the salary 

cap for 2013? What are Designated Player salary charges? And minimum salaries?Here is a look 

at MLS’s 2013 salary and roster rules ... - Read the whole story 

SOCCER AMERICA POLL: Pick the MLS conference champions 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2013 COUNTDO~JN] MLS will kick off its 18th season Saturday with the same 19 teams it 

finished the 2012 season. Who do like in the Eastern Conference? The Houston Dynamo, the 

conference champion in 2011 and 20127 Sporting KC, the regular-season champion the last two 

years? Will the Los Angeles Galaxy again reign supreme in the Western Conference? Pick your 

conference chamI "       Read the whole story 

Portland trades Mwanga to Rapids, signs Piquionne 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 20~3 C©UNTDOV’v~I Danny Mwanga, the No. 1 pick in the 2010 SuperDraft, has been 

traded for the second time in less than eight months, moving from the Portland Timbers to the 

Colorado Rapids for a first-round pick in the 2015 MLS SuperDraft. The Timbers then turned 

around and signed another fo~vard, 34-year-old Frederic Piquionne. - Read the whole story 

Philadelphia-Sporting KC kicks off season on Saturday afternoon 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 1] MLS kicks off the 2013 season this weekend, its earliest start ever. 

Temperatures are expected to be in the 40s as the Philadelphia Union has the honor of the first 

start at PPL Park against 2012 Eastern Conference regular-season champion Sporting Kansas 

City. Six games will be played Saturday, followed by three more on Sunday, all on the West 

CoasL For the complete schedule, with national television viewing information ... - Read the 

whole story 

U-23s open with victory, Short goes down with knee injury 
by Soccer America 

[USA-NORWAYJ The USA beat Norway, 3-1, thanks to goals by Santa Clara transfer Morgan 

Marlborough, Toni Pressley, who recently signed with Ryazan VDV in Russia, and Washington 

Spirit rookie Stephanie Ochs in the first of three under-23 women’s matches in La Manga, Spain. 

There was bad news, though, as Boston Breakers defender Casey Short tore her ACL and MCL 

during a collision in the first half. - Read the whole story 

Ryan Giggs set to make his 1,000th appearance 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: GiggsyI A fantastic two-minute tribute from the BBC gives Ryan Giggs’ 

remarkable career the respect it deserves as the Manchester United legend is poised to play his 

1,000th game on Saturday. - Read the whole story 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The recruiting race for the U.S. U17 Women’s 
National Team is heating up with every camp. 
Find out the latest prior to March’s camp in 
Chula Vista. [] 

HI{@H SCHOOL POTW 
A senior from Louisiana and a sophomore 
from California are the latest 
NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School 
Players of the Week. 

The homegrown rule continues to impact the 
landscape of MLS and potential pros. What 
standout player in college or club soccer will 
be the next signing? 

DID YOU SEE? 

Landon Donovan is in 
Cambodia because what 
else is he gonna do? Like, 
play soccer? 

American Lindsey Horan 
talks playing with Paris St. 
Germain, call up to USWNT. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

SC F~tbol Academy at USC 

SC FOtbol Academy at USC is excited to 
invite you to our 2013 soccer camps and 
clinics. Under the direction of USC Women’s 
Soccer Head Coach All Khosroshahin, you are 
guaranteed to walk away having had the full 
student-athlete experience. 

Training sessions are similar to the training 
done with the USC players in an age 
appropriate setting, with individual GK 
training as well. Camp is open to all females 
3rd to 12th grade and junior college, but 
space is limited so sign up early. 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION! 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 4:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <~nson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, March 2, 2013 

Saturday, March 2, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS’s 18th season kicks off on Saturday. MLS games are broadcast by NBC Sports Network, ESPN2, the 

Univision network, and are also available with the MLS Direct Kick packa.qe (free the first two weekends) and 

online streaming with MLS Live .... Real Madrid hosts Barcelona in a La Liga clasico on Saturday .... UEFA 

Champions League second-leg, round of 16 games start on Tuesday.... The U.S. women open their Algarve Cup 

campaign on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, Marc~ 2 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWiCH CITY (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) noon. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (delay) 4:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS HOUSTON-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 10 am. 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 3 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 9:30 am. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 10 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-RAYO (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-NACIONAL (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE DE REIMS-PSG (live) 11 am. 

France BASTIA-AJACCIO (delay) 3 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-IVIONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS-COLUMBUS (livE) 10:30 pro. 

MLS SEA-rTLE-MONTREAL (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORV~CH CITY (live) 10 am. 

Netherlands PSB-VVV VENLO (livE) 1:45 pro. 

Netherlands -i3/~NTE-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal SPORTING LISBON-PORTO (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England WIGAN-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 
England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying CUBA-TBD, Concacaf 3rd place game (live) 4 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-TBD, Concacaf Final (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 9 am. 

France MARSEILLE-TROYES (live) 11 am. 
italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALLADOLID (live) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (livE) 3 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-CORINTHIANS (live)2 pro. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-PENAROL (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-UNION DE SANTA FE (live) 6:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE BRESTOIS-LYON (delay) 9 am. 



Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

U=20 World Cup Qualifying CUBA-TBD, Concacaf 3rd place game (live) 4 pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-TBD, Concacaf Final (live) 7 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico LEON-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-REAL SALT LAKE (livE) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

~’~ONOAY, ~arch 4 

ESPN2 

England ASTON-VILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain SEVlLLA-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain SEVILLA-CELTA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England ASTONWILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England ASTON-VILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pro. 

TUESDAY, ~ar~h 5 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-SANTOS (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

WEDNESDAY~ Match ~ 

PAY PER ViEW (Inteqrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-ICELAND (live) 9 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIGRES-SEATTLE (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (live) 2:45 pm. 



Concacaf Champions League XELAJU-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIGRES-SEAFFLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Subscribe to Soccer America E-Letters. 

Friend Soccer America Facebook 

Follow Soccer America Twitter 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 4:24 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

It’s the first weekend of MLS’s 18th season. MLS games are broadcast by NBC Sports Network, ESPN2, the 

Univision network, and are also available with the MLS Direct Kick packa.qe (free the first two weekends) and 

online streaming with MLS Live .... UEFA Champions League second-leg, round of 16 games start on Tuesday .... 

The U.S. women open their AIgarve Cup campaign on Wednesday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN2 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying CUBA-TBD, Concacaf 3rd place game (live) 4 pm. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-TBD, Concacaf Final (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 9 am= 

France MARSEILLE-TROYES (live) 11 am. 

italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (delay) 1 pm. 

italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 4:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CATANIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALLADOLID (live) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm= 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (livE) 3 pro. 

italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-CORINTHIANS (live)2 pm. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-PENAROL (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-UNION DE SANTA FE (live) 6:15 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico UNAM-GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE ERESTOIS-LYON (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM=GUADALAJARA (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 



U-20 World Cup Qualifying CUBA-TBD, Concacaf 3rd place game (live) 4 pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying USA-TBD, Concacaf Final (live) 7 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico LEON-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-REAL SALT LAKE (livE) 10 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am= 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

U-20 World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD (On Demand) 11:59 

b~ONDAY, ~’,~aarch 4 

ESPN2 

England ASTON-VILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain SEVILLA=CELTA (live) 3:30 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain SEVILLA-CELTA (live) 3:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England ASTON-VILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England ASTON-VILLA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pro. 

TUESDAY, ~’,,.~Fch 5 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-SANTOS (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

PAY PER VIEW (Integrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-ICELAND (live) 9 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS=CELTIC (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIGRES-SEATTLE (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League XELAJU-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIGRES-SEATTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer Training <~kris4futbol@aol.com> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 11:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Canceled Open Group Sessions for today. Sunday March 3rd 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

elite soccer logo 

Please visit Eli~e- Soccer-Tminingx)rg 

The Facebook Elite Soccer Training (http: //www.facebook,com / EliteSoccerTrainq) page will serve as the 
official website for all things Elite Soccer Training while www,elite-soccer-training_.__o___r_g is upgraded and 
under construction, Please join for weekly and monthly updates for group training l& camps! *www.elite- 
soccer-training.org will for now direct you to the Facebook page. 

T h egyN a t A 11 ~Sam t s t s be us e d by a no t h e rgr oupi Sort for thei 
late notice~ ~ 

Sore e exciting news to be an no u need by Elite Soccer Training in ~ 
the week tO come~ ~ 

SUMMER2013 ELidE SOCCER T~INING CAMP DATESi~un~10 13at~ 
G~ace Acad~m~ and Jun~ 2~ 28 at Fhfl~, ~ Stadium (Registration has started and ~ 

~U 8 &U lOi i 
Sunday~ fr6 00 30 at N II~SNnt~ N~ad~myi 
U 11 ~o U1 
Sunday 2 fr0m~ 00 5~30 atAll S NntSA~ad~m~ ~ 

High school group sessions(U I~ to U 18)~ 











~ fore y o u~¢ o~eg e o~ l~igh s C h o o~ 

ocus of ~e se~es 

a~d~nthep~o#ess o ~hei[ 



finishing ~his is not lust for fo~ards; 

Goalkeepe~ Sessions 





ii~iI elit ...... logo 

Wavier/Release Forms 
Brag Page 
Training Photos 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 7:28 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Magee toast ofMLS; Altidore breaks scoring record; epic Mexico-USA clash 

What They’re Saying 

"His second half was really 

good. I don’t think his first 30 

minutes were as good as I’d 

like to see. I don’t want to 

get on the wrong side of 

Magee, because he could 

get me fired at this point." 

-- LA Galaxy coach Bruce 

Arena on Mike Magee, 

whose first MLS hat trick 

powered the defending 

champions to a 4-0 win over 

the Chicago Fire in their 

MLS opener. (Soccer by 

Today’s News - Monday, March 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Magee: ’it was a helluva day’ 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Who needs Landon Donovan when you have Mike Magee? On 

a day that began when LA Galaxy players were handed their 2012 championship 

rings, Magee, best known for his playoff heroics, stole the show with the first three goals -- his 

first MLS hat trick - in the 4-0 win over his hometown Chicago Fire. The three goals weren’t just 

any ordinary goals, and they earned him the applause of his teammates when he returned to the 

locker room after the game. - Read the whole story 

Road teams enjoy record weekend 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 1[ A record four teams won on the road on the opening weekend of the 

2013 MLS season. The weekend began and ended with road wins by Sporting Kansas City and 

San Jose. In between, Columbus made easy work of hapless Chivas USA, and Montreal opened 

with a 1-0 win at Seattle. Portland made every effort to give its game to New York, who 

experienced travel woes to the game, but the Timbers pulled out a 3-3 tie in a barnburner before a 

packed house at Jeld-Wen Field. For a look at all the MLS action ... - Read the whole story 

Mexico claims epic battle of vatos 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF UNDER-20 CHAMPIONSHIP] The USA went toe-to-tie with youth giant Mexico, 

putting on one of the smoothest and grittiest performances ever by a U.S. youth team, before 

falling, 3-1, in overtime in the final of the Concacaf Under-20 Championship at a packed Estadio 

Cuauhtemoc in PueNa. Both teams had plenty of chances to win the game in regulation after it 

opened with two goals in the first 10 minutes, but Mexico finally took command in overtime after 

the USA (with only just 12 healthy field players available) tired in a battle of two teams whose 

players have grown up playing against and - in some cases - alongside one another. - Read the 

whole story 

Altidore breaks scorin£1 record, Gomez scores twice 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] dozy Altidore broke the record for goals in a season for an American at 

a foreign club he shared with Clint Dempsey when he scored his 24th goal of the season in 

Dutch club AZ’s 2-1 loss at RKC. Herculez Gomez scored two goals and assisted on the third 

goal as Santos won at Jaguares, 3-1. A back injury forced Tim Howard to sit out Everton’s 3-1 

win over Reading, ending his streak of 210 consecutive starts, just two shy of the Toffees’ record. 

Of the 11 foreign-based players who played for the USA in its Hexagonal opener, five did not play 

and a sixth, Michael Bradley, started Roma’s game on the bench. - Read the whole story 

U.S. under-23 women clobber Sweden, 6-0 
by Soccer America 

[FOUR NATIONS TOURNAMENT] The USA made it two big wins in two games at the Four 

Nations Cup for under-23 women’s teams in La Manga, Spain, with a 6-0 victory over Sweden. 

The first five goals came from Santa Clara or UCLA players before Dayton product Colleen 

Williams completed the scoring= For video highlights ... - Read the whole story 

Game to Watch: Ronaldo’s return to Old Trafford 
by Samuel Charles 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUEl Two juggernauts with a pair of prominent coaches battle for a 

quarterfinal birth when Real Madrid visits Old Trafford on Tuesday, and Cristiano Ronaldo returns 

to Manchester United, home to his greatest achievements, in a mouth-watering second leg (TV: 

Man. United-Real Madrid, 2:45 pm ET, Fox Soccer).- Read the whole story 

Soccer Art from Poland means tricks 
by Samuel Charles 

[’v’IDEO PICK: Magic Ieetj Soccer Art is an ingenious soccer freestyle group in Poland that spend 

thousands of hours practicing, filming and editing their art, so you can and enjoy all the fruits of 

their labor in just a couple magical minutes. - Read the whole story 
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Garber addresses Chivas USA train wreck 
By Paul Kennedy 

Major League Soccer has perhaps its most serious club crisis since it had to fold two teams in 2001, but 

Commissioner Don Garber isn’t yet ready to press the panic button. 

That’s what lots of folks were doing after getting a glimpse of Saturday’s crowd at the Home Depot Center for new-look (old- 

look?) Chivas USA’s opener against the Columbus Crew. 

The announced crowd of 7,121 was the smallest crowd for a home opener in MLS history. (The previous low: 7,143 for 

Chicago’s opener against New England in 2003. Only 5,000 seats were available at Cardinal Stadium for the Fire’s first game 

in Naperville, so many of the 7,143 fans had to stand.) 

But most observers put the HDC crowd at no more than 4,000. 

Speaking Saturday night to reporters in Seattle, the second of a four-leg West Coast trip on the opening weekend of the 

season, Garber said MLS believed in a second team in Los Angeles though he acknowledged the concept of a Mexican team 

"hasn’t turned out quite the way that we had hoped." 

Speaking to reporters Sunday at the LA Galaxy-Chicago match, Garber backed Chivas USA owners Jorge Vergara and 

Angelica Fuentes, saying they were committed to MLS and knew what needed to be done. 

Eight years after its launch, Vergara and Fuentes took full control of the team in the oftseason and promised the return of the 

"prodigal son." 

Chivas USA has lots going against it, having drifted all these years. 

The Chivas brand is not as popular as it used to be - as evidenced by lower U.S. TV ratings for the Mexican SuperClasico. 

The problems are in part Vergara’s doing as his micromanagement of Chivas de Guadalajara has made it one of the chronic 

underpetformers in Mexican soccer. 

The first launch of Chivas USA at least featured a few big-name players like Rarnon Ramirez and Francisco Palencia. 

The team Chivas USA put out against Columbus featured six starters of Mexican origin, plus two Americans and one 

Frenchman, Peruvian and Salvadoran. 

Chivas USA’s primary recruiting strategy this winter was to bring up players from the bottom of the food chain at Chivas de 

GuadNajara. Giovanni Casillas, who played on Mexico’s 2011 U-17 World Cup championship team, and Mexican-American 

teenager Julio Morales showed promise Saturday against the Crew. 

But the final score of 3-0 signaled that the latest incarnation Chivas USA is headed for a train wreck and the Rebano Angelino 

is in danger of matching its 4-22-8 record in its disastrous 2005 expansion year. 

That would be a sure way for no one to watch the Chivas USA not matter what kind of money the Vergaras think of throwing at 

it. 

MLS ATTENDANCE WATCH. MLS’s nine opening day crowds were down 9.5 percent from the opening-day crowds at the 

same venues in 2012. 

Seattle and Portland topped last year’s home-opening crowds, and Vancouver and San Jose were also sellouts. 

The most disappointing crowd was 20,148 for the defending champion LA Galaxy’s game against Chicago before which its 

players were presented their championship medals. The game was also the first since the departure of David Beckham. The 

Galaxy also played without Landon Donovan, who won’t join the team until the end of the month. 

MLS Opening Day Crowds 

ATT. TEAM (2012 OPENER) 

38,998 Seattle (38,709) 

21,000 Vancouver (21,000) 

20,919 Houston (22,039) 



20,674 Portland (20,438) 

20,148 LA Galaxy (27,000) 

18,160 Philadelphia (19,074) 

18,075 FC Dallas (20,906) 

10,525 San Jose (10,525) 

7,121 Chivas USA (14,464) 
2013 Average: 19,513. 

2012 Average: 21,573. 

MLS EXPANSION WATCH. Sports Illustrated’s Giant Wahl reported on Fox Soccer’s Goals on Sunday that Garber is eyeing 

Miami as an expansion target. The key: convincing Miami Dolphins owner Steve Ross (no relation to the late Steve Ross, 

who was chairman of the New York Cosmos’ parent company, Warner Communications, during their heyday) to include MLS 

soccer as part of proposed improvements of Sun Life Stadium. 
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Soccer players DON’T do this...(Right?) 

The soccer season is done for high school and 

college but that does not mean soccer is done. 

The Major League Soccer season is just beginning 

here in the US. and while they enter a season, 

high schoolers and college players are training, 

or are they and should they? 

There are those who will say that there is no 

reason for off-season training really. Just play 

soccer. 

This is what separates the elite teams from 

the teams that struggle each year to reach 

the next level 

Check out this video of a former all-american 

who has a slightly different approach that 

soccer players of all levels should use: 

Secc.~!r [r~;irfil~q Videa < --- Watch this 

In the video secrets are revealed that helped 

a former bench player become a professional 

player. 

reddick basebs,dl i 524 urfior! a~el r~ew prcvider!oe, r~i 07974 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The 2016 Girls IMG Academy 150 Rankings 
update is out today. With preparations for 
the 2014 World Cup underway, the 2016s 
have been busy in the last 6 weeks. 

UNCERTA: :NTY 
The focus shifts from the U20 to the U17 
men’s national team as U.S. Soccer looks to 

two-for-two in youth qualifying in 2013. [] go 

CAL 
There may have been sixteen teams 
competing for the 2013 ODP National 
Championships, but just one side took home 
a clean sweep. 

IviOR~: ODPCham ionshiosDa 1 

DID YOU SEE? 

The MLS season is riqht 
around the corner. We take 
a look at the top MLS 
supporter qroups. 

Rachel Price, former Top 100 
standout, WNT youth player 
and Eckerd freshman, was 
tragically killed on Thursday. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

IMG Academy 

The best players know the offseason is the 
time to improve, not rest on your 
accomplishments. And IMG Academy in 
Bradenton, Fla., is widely regarded as the 
world leader in helping athletes reach their 
true potential. With weekly and multi-week 
boys and girls soccer camps available 
throughout the summer, you will enter next 
season prepared to dominate. 

For more info: www.imgacademy.com 
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.~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 81~5: February 22=28~ 2013 

Michael Josephson is a :~eted radio cemme:~tater and the 
fou.."..der and preside.."..t of the nonprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com But you may also send feedback 
direc~ y ~o Michael at michaeliosephson@jiethics,orq, 

Rememberinq Dr. Jerry Buss 
Last week, the sporta world lost one of its giants. A man 

who made his h~Uxh~t sot o~qy os hK; team and hK; sport, 

but on those who worked w~th h~m a~d for h~m. 3erry 
Buss ..... the people [hat knew h~m bust ca~led h~m Dr, 

admirers, Buss was ~ot an ath{ete or a coach, He was hi 
a pos~t~on ~eas{ ~,::e~y {o have {he Mnd 01: ~mpact he has 

an owner w~tb no bad%round m sports, 

H’e stayed out of .she spotlight, like .she co~duc.sor of a 
great symphony i~ .she pi.s, as Mi eyes wa.sci:ed the show 
put e..", by the ~eams who were ~he Los .~ngeles Lakers 
uniform. ]’t turns out he was net merely the conductor.,, 

Read more 

i~i Get the weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Coachinq for Character 
I’ve spent tots of tir.qe with 

sob"ie of the world’s most 
successful coaches, i 
discovered ti:at many of them 

{tfink aboui character a lot, 
especially t:aits that 
hr:porta.."...s !:o wi:"..sing -- like 
sell:- dis~:ipiin e, p e .."s e v e r a ..", .:: e, 
resiliency ai:d ceur;~e, They 
pay k’,-ss attention to virtues 

like ho:"..esty, in.segrity, 

Che~:k out ~vlk:hael’s 

Quotes & Observations 

inshlhtful and 

moti\,atiosal (and 
printable!) quotes we 
posted riffs week. 

"Hate is too great 
burden to bear, {t 
is,iures the hater me:e 
than the hated," ---- 
Coretts Scott Kb~g 
See and comment 

Fi.qd and fellow 

Help keep iI~is newsletter free .... 
make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 

Character educati .... terials 

Preceeds from the -.’:ale of MichaH’s 
books and CDs support character 

education bs s.::hools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

I~tere.~;ted in yout~-~ ethi~s 
ed~matio~? Visit ok~r Character 
Educator Bloq0 Recentbi posted : 

Featured Lesson Plan: Rosa Parks 
Takes a Beat >> 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character educati .... terials 

New from our popular Au.so- ~3-.Geod 
series: an Enqlish lanquaqe arts disc 
witi: 180 printable ~tames, p~..’zaies 
and o.sher activities (for grades 1-.4), 
here from Auto-~Good >> 



Listen or read more 

Kids Like to Win~Adults 
Need to Win 
Whether yo.u’re a sports fan or 

that sports i:ave on our 

cuiture, The vak~es of miltions 
o[ participan[s and spectators 
are si:aped by the \,alues 
conveyed in sports, including 
our views of what is 
permissit>te and proper in the 

Listen or read more 

Tell Someone They’re 
Valued 
The s[ude..",ts at Sandy;s high 
school were badly shaken by 
the news that a ciassmate ha8 

said, "It% hard to ~ive whe~ 

~mportance of mak~9 people 
fee~ varied, He asked the class 
~o ~mag~ne they were abo(~t to 

appredate them," 
Listen or read more 

Fleas and Revolutionaries 
Positivity is a po,4~erf(~i change 
a.gent For one thing, peopie 
who go through ~fe w~th the 
positive perspective that the 

happier and more prod~(:t~ve 
than those who see ~t as haft 
empty, t[ has nothing [o do 

w~th how ma~:h water is rea[~y 

Listen or read more 

The True Meaning of Our 
Lives 
t saw a cartoon shewing an 

old king che,.::king in at the, 
.gates of h,,~aven~ He 
introduced i:imself as "Edward 
The Good," The gatekeeper 
with a iarge book i.q fro~:t of 

Listen or read more 

"~’rn not 
with },oar likir@ or 
disiiking me, Ail ~ ca~e 

is that you respect me 
as a haman being,". .... 
~acMe RoNnson 
See and comment 

~lid~e~e comments on 

The Saga of the Lost 
Wallet: "It is }ast so 
refreshing to know 
there are such 
wonderRa~ people 
out there~ rha~ks yo~ 
guys~" 

~-~ri,~.~ cerements en 

Tell Someone They’re 
Valued: "Ti~.is is se 
true, [ think abe, ut 
d~fferent our world 
wo@d ~>e ff we a~ were 
committed to 

even ~ust saying thank 
you and sm~sg, 

d ffferen 

The Presidents’ Day 
Un-celebration: 
"I wonder about 
changing the name 
1:.."ore P.."esidenffs (lay to 

Day.= ~n that way we 
car} .::hoose to honor 
peopie in our everyday 
lives,, 

~-~ob cor.mmer~ts on The 
Saqa of the Lost 
Wallet: "Ceei stories! 
by to live by the 

good oneY’ 

Ed~.~<:ators," ~o~>k ar~ Anti- Bullying 
Workshop 

Learr~ hew to ~nte~ver~e~ ~:ombal; 
syt>erbailyin.9, and promote a positive 
sci:ool ciimate, Learn more >> 

Oar Character Development Seminars 
equip educe[ors and yo~th~service 
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10 tips for the well-organized coach: 
matters 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

presentation 

By Don Norton Jr. 

One area of coaching that is occasionally overlooked is how we present ourselves to our players at training. I do 

believe in the old adage that you "never get a second chance to make a first impression." By present ourselves, 

am referring to how we look, the words we use when speaking, and the overall preparation that went into our 

sessiom The coaching schools in the United States and across the world stress to their candidates the 

importance of being prepatod for every session and never ’Winging it." 

Here are my 10 Rules for every training session: 

1. Arrive 20-25 minutes before every session, well groomed and wearing appropriate soccer gear. I have always told my 

players that if they arrive on time, they are late. They know that means they need to get to training before it is scheduled. (I do 

realize young players don’t drive themselves ...) When I blow my whistle all my players have water, their socks are pulled up, 

shinguards on and their shirt is tucked in. They are ready to train. 

2. Check the field to make sure that it is safe to train upon. I always walk around and check all areas of the field and make 

sure that the goals are properly secured and that there are no holes in the nets. The environment that my players train in must 

be safe. 

3. Carefully empty the ball bag, bibs and lay out all my cones for that day’s session. I never waste time putting cones down 

during training. Having cones laid out makes for a smooth transition from one activity to another, saves valuable time, and 

shows my commitment to the session. We all ask a lot from our players and we must give back just as much. Being prepared 

for every session is a given. And yes from time to time I will stop play and quickly "adjust" the distance of the cones that I laid 

out. 

4. I welcome every player with a smile and a handshake. I am a role model. The words I choose when speaking are important. 

know that my player’s experience in training and in the games can have a lasting impact on them. 

5. Start every session on time. I bring all my players together and they know that "if I can’t see your face, you aro in the wrong 

place." I take the sun and position my players so that there no distractions. I give a very brief age-appropriate talk about the 

day’s activities and offwe go. "No lines, no lectures and no laps." In every session we play small-sided games. I try to have a 

relaxed tone to my sessions, meaning players are never afraid to make mistakes and are encouraged to ’try moves." Training 

is where mistakes ato made, confidence is born and a love for the game blooms. 

6. Have my training session written down on a notecard that I carry with me. Coaches of all levels across the world carry 

them. If I need to refer to it, and I often do, it’s there for me. 

7. Deliver coaching points to my players using the PIP method. Positive - ’1 loved your run down the flank." Information - 

"Don’t forget to lock your ankle and get your hips square when shooting." Positive - "Keep up the good work." I try to never 

"over coach," meaning I don’t stop play often and strive to always have a theme and flow to training. I am always reminded of 

Alex Ferguson’s quote that ’~talking too much is a big danger for a coach. The words get lost in the wind." 

8. Have our assistant coach lead parts of every training session. I value "my colleagues" knowledge and want him to know that 

I respect his talents. Former Scottish national team head coach Craig Brown spoke at my SFA course and said ’1 never 

tofenod to our assistants as my assistants, but as my colleagues as a sign of respect." Theto is no better way to show him 

(and the players) your confidence in his abilities than to have your colleague lead parts of training. No egos allowed; it’s not 

about me, but always the team. The beauty of the game is that every coach brings his own style and unique perspectives to 

training and games. I believe that a player needs to hear different voices throughout his soccer career. 

9. Bring all players together at the end of training and very briefly summarize a few points about the session and make some 

"house-keeping" points if needed. I always want to leave my players on a positive note. Coming to training and playing the 

world’s greatest game should always be something that all players relish. I am the last person to leave the field. 

10. Evaluate the session in my Log Book later that day. I grade myself regarding what went well during the session, were my 

objectives achieved and what could I have done better. We all learn from our mistakes and every coach has had training 

sessions that they wish they could do over. Even though we have a plan for our training being flexible is important. Sometimes 

our players lead training in a different direction that is to be expected. I begin to prepare for the next training session. 



(Don No~on Jr. is the men’s assistant coach at Rowan University. He has the USSF "A" license, FA Ireland "A" license (UEFA 
"A" License), Scottish FA "A" Certificate, NSCAA Premier Diploma and USSF National Youth License. He is a NSCAA 

associate national staff coach and a USSF state coaching school instructor for the New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania 

Youth Soccer Associations. His w~itings have been published it~ various soccer magaz#~es. He has a BA from Gettysburg 

College and a MA from Rowat~ University.) 
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Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Nani red card reveals Fox TV experts are 17 years 
behind the times 
By Paul Gardner 

So it’s the referee’s fault again. A Turkish referee, Cuneyt Cakir, had the gall to red-card Manchester United’s Nani 

-- at Old Trafford, no less - and Real Madrid won the game. And a torrent of abuse has gathered about Cakir’s 

head. 

To be expected - at least from the ManU fans, and to a lesser extent from those fans who believe British clubs should win 

everything. But this particular wave of disgust with the referee seems to have ove~vhelmed our resident experts at Fox Soccer. 

Warren Barton, broadcasting live, and doing a pretty good job, was the first to succumb. Having just praised Cakir for "handling 

the game very well," he gasped at the red card, declared himself speechless, but managed to add ’Tve been in the game for 25 

years, I’ve never seen a red card for that." 

The particular ’~lhat" referred to by Barton was the sight of Nani’s cleats ramming into the rib cage of Real Madrid defender 

Alvaro Arbeloa. Barton admitted ’Yes, it’s a high foot" but insisted that the offense merited only "A yellow card - max - for 

me." 

Watching the replay, Barton indignantly asked "Is there any intent there whatever?" 

Back in the Fox studio, the assembled panel - with Rob Stone in the chair, and Eric V~nalda, Brian McBride and Richard 

Gough the opinion guys - had their say. 

McBride: Not a red card - there’s no intent. 

Gough: In a big game like this the referee has to be 100 percent correct, there can’t be any doubt in his mind," then, watching 

the replay again, "Definitely not intent involved." 

Rob Stone asked, tellingly, how do you judge intent? V~nalda admitted that he didn’t know. Stone commented "Impossible to 

judge intent." 

Back to Barton, now telling us "You have to be 100 percent certain there was intent". 

V~/nalda leveled the age-old criticism at referees: "... you wonder, how much do they really know? How much have they 

played the game?" 

And you might also wonder how much the panel of experts knows - how often have they t~ad the rules? Because here you 

have a bunch of four top ex-players, and none of them knows what the rule says - the very rule they’re discussing. I would 

have thought that when you’re employed - by which I mean paid -- to be an expert on soccer, one thing you’d do for sure - 

maybe the first thing - would be to bone up on the rules. 

Appallingly, none of these guys has. Allow me to make that worse - they are working from a rulebook that was re-written in 

1997. None of them, not Barton, not McBride, not Wynalda, not Gough, has bothered to keep up to date, to actually read the 

rules. 

What happened in 1997 (among other changes) was that "intent" was virtually written out of the rules. It remained only for 

cases of handball. For all other fouls, it ceased to be relevant. The fouls - kicking, tripping, charging, striking, pushing etc - 

are all still there, but the referee from then on has had to judge whether they are committed in a careless, or a reckless way, 

or if "excessive force" has been used. 

In 19961 attended a referees’ seminar on these changes, where it was announced, with relief I thought, that "referees will no 

longer be required to be mind readers." 

I’ll emphasize that I’m making no judgment on that rule change. But a change, a huge change, it was. Forget intent. Yet here 

we have the Fox experts condemning Cuneyt Cakir for failing to apply a rule that was abolished 17 seasons ago. 

Nothing in what I’m saying precludes the possibility that Cakir got the call wrong. But if he did, it had nothing to do with the 



presence or absence of intent. 

One might agree with Barton that this foul warranted only a yellow card, but that would be questioning Cakir’s judgment on the 

severity (and not the intent) of the foul. Cakir evidently judged the foul to involve the use of "excessive force" (defined in the rule 

book as "far exceeding the necessary use of force" and "in danger of injuring his opponent’) and therefore a r~d card. Barton 

would claim that it was only a "reckless" foul ("complete disregard to the danger to, or consequences for, his opponent’), and 

therefore a yellow card. 

That is an arguable issue. I’m not trying to sit on the fence here. Cakir’s decision is, to me, the correct one, within the rules, 

because that was how he saw the foul. Four Fox experts may well see it differently. But they need to do their homework 

before mouthing off. 

Amazingly, the most sensible comment on Cakir’s decision came from former ManU hard man and hit man, Roy Keane. It’s 

worth listening to - V’,,~nalda, who thinks only the players know what’s what - should pay attention. Here is Roy Keane: "In 

my career I would think ’did I give the referee a chance to send me off?’ If I did, then it is out of my hands. I think that is the 

right decision. It is irrelevant if Nani meant to do iL He should be aware of the players around him. Does he think that he will 

have 20 yards to himself?" 
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Soccer will be big 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

part of new FOX sports network 
By PauI Kennedy 

FOX Sports Media Group made official Tuesday what many have known for a long time. It is launching a new all- 

sports network, FOX Sports 1, on Aug. 17 in 90 million homes, making it the biggest sports cable network launch 

in history. 

Soccer will figure prominently on the network with midweek (Tuesday-Thursday) afternoon coverage of the UEFA Champions 

League and coverage of FIFA events, beginning in 2015 with the Women’s World Cup and including the 2018 and 2022 World 

Cups. 

Left unsaid was that FSI’s launch is expected to coincide with the demise of Fox Soccer. 

Other soccer holdings to air on FS1 include Concacaf events and the English FA Cup. Fox Soccer’s likely demise was 

accelerated when Fox lost its various European league properties to beIN Sport (Serie A and Ligue 1) and NBC (Premier 

League). 

FS1 will also include live coverage of college basketball and college football, staples of rival ESPN, as well as Major League 

Baseball, beginning in 2014~ 

FOX Sports air the NFL, so FS1 will have a heavy NFL influence on its studio and magazine shows. Regis Philbin’s "Rush 

Hour" will air daily 5-8 p.m. ET, and the hour-long "Fox Football Daily" will follow at 6 p.m. 

"As a company we haven’t been afraid to innovate and take well-calculated risks," FSMG Co-President and COOs Eric 

Shanks said. ’~Ve’ve devoted significant resources over the last few years to acquire and/or extend multi-platform rights with a 

wide variety of leagues and governing bodies well into the next decade, enough to give us a rich schedule right out of the box." 

PEP RALLY PLANNED FOR DENVER QUALIFIER. More than a game? The USA-Costa Rica World Cup qualifier March 22 at 

Dick’s Spotting Goods Park will feature all kinds of activities. 

A pep rally - free to all fans - will be held the night before the game at famed Paramount Theater in downtown Denver. U.S. 

head coach Jurgen Klinsrnann and select members of the team will be on hand to pump up the fans. 

Those fans who purchase VIP travel or ticket packages will be invited to a "Chalk Talk" luncheon on game day to hear the 

ESPN crew preview the game. A special tailgate party catered by three of Denver’s finest chefs will be held before the game. 

All fans will receive a free, special-edition game-specific scar[ to wear at the game. 

AYSO SNAGS KERRYGOLD. AYSO signed a a one-year sponsorship with Kerrygold, the premium brand of cheeses and 

butters made with milk of Ireland’s grass-fed cows. 

The sponsorship, which will be introduced to over 500,000 AYSO players and their families in early March, was implemented 

through Kerrygold’s marketing organization, the Irish Dairy Board, whose president Roisin Hennerty has three children in 

AYSO. 

’We are very excited to have Kerrygold on board and hope it’s the beginning of a long relationship," said Lynn Berling- 

Manuel, AYSO’s chief marketing officer. 

WORTH READING. With 2.081 billion euros ($2.72 billion), the Bundesliga’s 18 professional clubs broke the 2 billion-euro 

mark for the first time during the 2011-12 season, marking the eighth straight year of record revenues. 

With one of the lowest player salaries/revenues ratio of any league in Europe, the Bundesliga is considered the model for 

soccer leagues. 

Dirk Meyer-Bosse, the Bundesliga’s head of business and specialist media, talks to Sports Business Global about the 

secrets to the Bundesliga’s continued success. 
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Timbers-Red Bulls deliver the thrills MLS needs 
By Paul Gardner 

Well, here we go again. The trusty Red Bulls get off to a flying start in Portland, storming into a 3-1 halftime lead. 

Then, you’ll never guess what ... it all went wrong in the second half and those predictably fallible Bulls ended up 

hanging on for dear life to salvage a 3-3 tie. 

The Timbers, of course, had a lot to say about that result, by starting off poorly, then playing a second-half of excellent 

soccer. 

What I’m describing added up to a hell of a game to watch, and a wonderful TV spectacle. Not the least interesting part of this 

game was the debut of two young American coaches, Portland’s Caleb Porter, and the Bulls’ Mike Petke. But this business of 

coaches can be - usually is - made too much of. It is a subtext, operating well below the level of what brings the drama and 

the thrills to the game - which is the action on the field. 

We got plenty of that, more than enough to push the coaches into the background where, in my vision of the game, they 

belong. 

So - to the field and to the players. What they gave us was non-stop action. End-to-end play. Exactly the sort of soccer that 

MLS needs, that it should encourage. And we got six goals, ranging from brilliant through to tragicomic. 

Those six goals meant a game with a shape, like a well-constructed play. And a game that built to a wonderful climax. The 

excitement began early, with Portland’s Mikael Silvestre - one of the most experienced players in MLS - under pressure, 

making a banal error by tapping the ball back to his goalkeeper Donovan Ricketts. Poor Ricketts, with no chance or time to 

play the ball with his feet, hesitated, then fumbled it with his hands. Which should have been an indirect free kick to the Bulls. 

But the pace of the game was not going to allow time for such niceties - in a flash Fabian Espindola had the loose ball in the 

net with a deadly left-footed tap-in. 

After just eight minutes. Yep - this was going to be a game where you could portion out the excitement in minutes. Just five 

minutes later, Portland was level, thanks to a superb goal from Argentine Diego VNeri, a newcomer who looks like the real 

deal for Portland. Soccer artistry at its best, combining speed of thought, of action, and perfect delicacy of touch and control. 

At the other end, Espindola continued his muscular marauding and within 10 minutes, he struck again, quick as a cat to 

pounce on another Portland error. And again it was Silvestre who goofed, evidently baffled by the bounce of the ball off the 

artificial turf. Espindola raced into the Portland area, the ball at his feet, looking all the way for a partner to pass to - but 

eventually deciding to go it alone, one more step, then a thundering left foot drive into the net. Where VNeri had given us 

artistry, Espindola, another Argentine, replied with stunning power. 

Four frantic minutes later, following a Red Bulls corner kick, two Red Bull defenders engineered a nice goal as Heath Pearce’s 

low ball across the area was slammed home by Jamison Olave, lurking at the far post. 

After only 28 minutes, the Red Bulls were riding a 3-1 lead, and that, I guess, ought to have been that. Not really - there was 

simply too much going on in this game to feel that the action would dry up. You knew, for a start, that the Red Bulls would not 

be able to play defensively and protect that lead. They’ve never been good at that. And we’d already seen enough of the 

Timbers to know that they, with those 20,000-plus fans yelling their heads off, were not about to roll over. More - there was a 

lot of good soccer coming from Porter’s team, from Valeri, Diego Chara and Darlington Nagbe in particular. 

Meanwhile, back at the Red Bull ranch it was SNAFU as usual. The 3-1 lead was glittering on the scoreboard, but where was 

the sparkle on the field? Take away Espindola and Olave, take away a sort of satisfactory competence from the defense, and 

there remained a series of alarmingly sub-par performances. Whe[~ was Thierry Henry? Ditto Tim Cahill? Dax McCarty was to 

be seen, for sure, usually passing laterally or backward, repeatedly outfoxed by Valeri in midfield. Juninho contributed little - 

even his corner kicks were poor. 

From the Portland point of view, these Red Bulls must have looked invitingly fragile. And so they proved -- run ragged by the 

livelier Timbers in the second half. In the 55th minute, Andrew Jean-Baptiste saw his shot cleared off the goal line by Kosuke 

Kimura, but just one urgent minute later, the Timbers got the score to 2-3 when, from Valeri’s shot (yes, him again), Bulls’ 

goalkeeper Luis Robles palmed the ball out straight to Nagbe who walloped it into the net. 

The minutes were flashing by, more like seconds, full of excitement and action, attacking action. The Timbers left it late - 

another 27 high-speed, gripping minutes raced by and then Nagbe took over, bursting past McCa~ly with insulting ease and 



blasting a powerful shot that Robles, once again, managed only to bat out - this time the ball went to Portland’s Jose 

Valencia who dodged Roy Miller’s flailing challenge and calmly hit the ball hard back into the goalmouth. Where it ended up in 

the Red Bulls’ net. Three-three. Of course Portland desen~ed that goal, but how tragic, how typical of soccer’s unforgiving 

perversity, that it should have been the Bulls’ Olave -- splendid in defense all game long - who scored it, unable to get out of 

the way of Valencia’s driven ball, and deflecting it into the net. 

Some 10 rip-roaring minutes later it was over. The Timbers came close to winning it - ’Will Johnson having skied the ball over 

the bar from six yards, and Ryan Johnson, latching on to a superb lofted pass from Valeri had seen his shot well saved by 

Robles. 

But the score stayed at 3-3, the points duly shared between the frustrated Timbers and the relieved Red Bulls. 

Back to the coaches. How much influence did they have on this game? Well, they picked the players, for a start. That’s 

something - when it means bringing in guys like Diego Valeri, or snapping up a Fabian Espindola. And neither Porter nor 

Petke even tried to play defensively - though one wonders whether that was ever really an option here: Not r~ally, not for the 

Red Bulls with their chronic defensive frailties, not for the Timbers with 20,000 tumultuous fans demanding goals. 

But this looked like one of those games where the players have taken over - and those are always the best games. None of 

that tedious tactical stuff from the coaches, no attempts to turn the white-heat of a soccer game into a calculated chess 

match. In which case, I guess it’s fair to congratulate Porter and Petke for being savvy enough to let their guys get on with it. 

I’d love to see more of this rampant attacking soccer, with its goals and its saves and its misses and its thrilling brilliance and 

its equally thrilling mistakes. MLS could certainly do with more of this. But we all know that goals scare coaches. I’m 

wondering how many more Timbers games, or Red Bulls games, will feature six goals? 
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For better or worse, Vergara is 
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in charge 
By Ridge Mahoney 

I’m getting a real laugh out of all these fans and pundits wringing their hands about Chivas USA and imploring 

MLS commissioner Don Gather to do something. 

MLS has been trying to "do something" for nearly a year. As was reported by Soccer America in December and subsequently 

confirmed by other media outlets and Garber himself, the league has provided personnel and resources to assist the team in 

its operations as well as selling tickets and sponsorships. 

Periodic visits to Southern California by MLS president Mark Abbott and other executives last year were explained by the 

league as assistance in the buyout by owner Jorge Vergara of his partners, Antonio and Lorenzo Cue. I’m not sure I 

completely buy that, pun intended. 

It seems a monumental waste of time to have such a powerful and important person as Abbott, the league’s point man on 

issues such as expansion and stadium projects, to help facilitate an in-house transaction. But, of course, as a single-entity 

league, MLS retains control of all of its teams with a 50.1 percent ownership stake, so these already complicated deals would 

need greater oversight at the league level. 

Whether rumors of MLS inquiring about buying back the team from Vergara - a price of $25 million has been cited by a 

Southern California soume with ties to the team -- have any grain of truth or not, his decision to again re-brand Chivas USA 

with a strong Mexican/CD Guadalajara identity is off to a terrible start on and off the field. A dismal crowd announced at 7,121 

- which was probably closer to 5,000, if that - watched a 3-0 loss to Columbus Saturday night at Home Depot Center. 

And what can the league do? Since it technically owns all of the teams, MLS has, theoretically, greater leverage in dictating 

the course of Chivas USA. That’s the theoretical. The practical is radically different. 

Remember all the whining and crying from fans and journalists - not to mention a few coaches and general managers - during 

the league’s early years about it excessively controlling, and thus suppressing, certain teams? League-run teams were a 

staple of the league until it "contracted" Tampa Bay, and found owners for Dallas and San Jose. 

It wasn’t that long ago that just three ownership groups - the Phil Anschutz empire and the Kraft and Hunt families - wer~ 

the only stakeholders in MLS. (The Hunt family took over the Dallas Burn in 2002; it started out as a league-run team.) 

As it has expanded and widened its ownership to the current roster of 18 operator-investor groups, MLS has ceded greater 

autonomy to its teams. They can now develop their own players and sign them rather than relying exclusively on league-run 

mechanisms - player drafts, discoveries, weighted lotteries, etc. - and there’s little question the diversity of management 

philosophies has created teams of varied identities. 

Los Angeles and New York are going to spend the most, Columbus, Dallas and San Jose are among the most frugal. Sporting 

Kansas City built a futuristic facility, the Quakes’ new stadium won’t be as lavish. There are stadiums that serve as 

centerpieces of a soccer complex (Colorado and Dallas), and a multisport facility (Home Depot Center). 

But granting greater autonomy comes at a price, literally. When it approved Miami as an expansion team and accepted a fee 

of $20 million from Ken Horowitz, MLS took on a partner who ultimately couldn’t afford to keep the Fusion going. The price for 

an expansion team had dropped to $10 million by the time Vergara came aboard in 2004, though he also paid a fee of several 

million to set up shop in the AEG-controlled HDC. 

The league has revamped its financial rules so that losses are not shared more or less equally, as was the case when 

operations started in 1996. If your bottom line is hurting, you’re on the hook for a lot more of it than is, say, Seattle. The 

league is in a real pickle with Chivas USA, since it operates at the behest of an all-powerful Galaxy, which collects lease 

payments whether or not its tenant wins a game or draws a fan. 

MLS knew full well what Vergara had in mind at the time; to parlay the glorious history of CD Guadalajara into a Southern 

California branch office. Maybe he and the Cues believed the horizontal-striped jerseys and a fearsome Chivas mascot would 

translate into regular attendance by at least a portion of the Southland audience, and for a few seasons, Chivas USA actually 

did draw decent crowds and reach the playoffs (2006-09). 

But fortunes are not just trending downwards, they’ve apparently plummeted off a cliff. Three straight bad seasons have driven 

fans away. Former staff members who have talked to current members say there’s great uncertainty and anxiety inside the 



team’s offices, and if Vergara has a long-range plan in mind he’s not sharing it. Play elsewhere in L.A., move, sell? 

There’s been outrage at the club’s jettisoning of non-Hispanic players, but claims of discrimination in this regard are 

unfounded. MLS teams can sign a lot of international players as well as green-card holders, and Jose Luis Sanchez $ola 

and Vergara are perfectly within league rules if they want to sign players of Mexican origin. The same could be done, say, in 

Montreal, if it wanted to stock those slots solely with Canadians or Italians or Frenchmen, or with any combination thereof. 

Now, what the team cannot do is discriminate by language in its hiring of workers. It would be difficult to prove that a player 

was cut or traded, for example, because he didn’t speak Spanish, if such suspicions did arise. Competitive reasons could 

always be cited. 

That Vergara has come full circle back to that original premise of a Guadalajara identity after several re-brands, and now MLS 

must somehow balance its adherence to greater autonomy with a financial sinkhole that is also a public-relations eyesore. But 

Vergara is the boss, and to a great extent he can do whatever he wants, whatever that may be. 

the modern era of MLS, it’s his mess to clean up. At least for now. 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Concacaf Champions League, Copa Libertadores and Europa League action on Thursday.... The U.S. 

women continue their Algarve Cup campaign on Friday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League STEAUA BUCHAREST-CHELSEA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League STUTTGART-LAZIO (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-NEWCASTLE (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-FENERBACHE (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores CERRO PORTENO-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BOCA JUNIORS-NACIONAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-LA PIEDAD (live) 4 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-NEWCASTLE (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League STUTTGART-LAZIO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-FENERBACHE (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League STEAU BUCHAREST-CHELSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LEVANTE-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FRIDAY, 

PAY PER VIEW (Intenqrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-CHINA (live) 9 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain BETIS-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNlVlSlON DEPORTES 

France STADE RENNAIS-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CORRECAMINOS-NECAXA (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal PORTO-ESTORIL (live) 3 pm. 



Mexico MONARCAS-AMERICA (live) 8:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

FA Cup EVERTON-WIGAN (live) 7:30 am. 

England READING-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-BARNSLEY (live) noon. 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA (delay) 3 pm. 

England NORWICH-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England QPR-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-CELTIC (delay) noon. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup EVERTON-WIGAN (live) 7:30 am. 

England READING-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-BARNSLEY (live) noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FORTUNA DUSSELDORF (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay PENAROL-BELLA VISTA (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico DORADOS-NEZA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France PSG-NANCY (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (delay) 3 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-QUERETARO (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico SANTOS-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-LEON (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-KANSAS CITY (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-COLUMBUS (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-MONTREAL (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

South Africa KAIZER CHIEFS-ORLANDO PIRATES (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-JAGUARES DE CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup EVERTON-WIGAN (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-STOKE (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England QPR-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England READING-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-BARNSLEY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-HEARTS (live) 8:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) noon. 



FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm, 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CENTRAL ESPANOL (live) 5 pro. 

Argentina ATLETICO RAFAELA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 7:15 pro, 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PACHUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France NICE-MONTPELLIER (delay) 10 am. 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 2 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-PEC ZWOLLE (live) 9:30 am. 
Portugal BENFICA-GIL VICENTE (live) 3:15 pm. 

Mexico PUEBLA-UNAM (live) 6 pm= 

ML$ SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-HEARTS (live) 8:45 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) noon. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

PAY PER VIEW (Integrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-SWEDEN (live) 11 am. 

Soccer Ar~qerica on Twitter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, March 7, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: NHL ~ts high target for MLS 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 

NHL sets high target for MLS 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

If there’s one league Major League Soccer thinks can be a model for growing its national television audience, it’s 

the National Hockey League. 

Major League Soccer Commissioner Don Garber recently praised the NHL for taking what was a league with passionate local 

support but a weak national following and turning it into a national brand with a rapidly growing television audience. 

Just how far MLS has to go in matching the NHL’s success was evident with last week’s viewing figures on NBC Sports 

Network. 

MLS’s Houston-D.C. United match attracted 107,000 viewers on Saturday - up from the 82,000 to watch the 2012 FC Dallas- 

New York debut game on NBCSN - but that was a fraction of the 813,100 to tune in the next night on NBCSN for the Boston- 

Montreal NHL game. 

It should be noted Sunday’s game ranked as the fifth-most viewed regular-season NHL game ever on NBCSN, and five of the 

six most-viewed games on NBCSN have taken place this season. 

NBCSN’s inaugural "Wednesday Night Rivalry" - which capitalizes on strong regional rivalries in the NHL -- has been a big 

factor in the growth of the NHL’s viewership, made all the more remarkable because a long strike threatened to force the 

cancellation of the entire 2012-13 season. 

NBC and the NHL signed a 10-year, $2 billion contract in April 2011 - the kind of deal MLS can only dream about. 

While the 107,000 viewers for Houston-D.C. United were up 30 percent from the 2012 opener, they were down compared to the 

average of 122,000 viewers for MLS on NBCSN in 2012. Last year’s average was boosted by an average of 286,000 viewers for 

five MLS games aired during the Olympics when the network had its highest ratings of the year. 

By comparison, the NHL averaged 332,000 viewers per game on NBCSN during the 2011-12 regular season. 

RAPIDS HIRE FORMER BBC ANNOUNCER. Veteran English broadcaster Richard Fleming, who worked with the BBC, has 

joined the Colorado Rapids as their new director of broadcasting, a role that will include serving in the play-by-play role for 

telecasts on Altitude alongside color commentator Marceio Balboa. Fleming comes to the Rapids having most recently done 

commentary for Arsenal’s television broadcasts and website= 

FOUNDATION AND POLITICO TEAM UP. The U.S. Soccer Foundation, the major charitable arm of soccer in the United 

States, and political news organization Politico will partner to hold the inaugural Capital Soccer Classic in Washington, D.C., 

on April 24. The event, presented by Johnson & Johnson, will include a youth clinic as well as a series of games featuring 

members of Congress, including the bipartisan Congressional Soccer Caucus; other government officials; media celebrities; 

and former U.S. Soccer players, including John Harkes, CoN Jones, Eddie Pope, Claudio Reyna and Tiffany Roberts 

Sahaydak. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@worldclasscoaching.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:21 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Player Development and Training Methodology. That Has Made SpaJn the #1 Teaa~ in the World 

Hi Anson~ 
We are getting some great feedback on our new book, Coaching Spanish Soccer. Coaches are loving 

how it breaks down each position and explains their responsibilities and roles within the team. They 

are also beginning to implement some of the ideas that Spain uses to develop it’s youth players. 

Check out this review by Richard Edwards. 

This book explains how the great legend Johan Cruyff took what he had 

learned from the great Dutch team of the time Ajax, and introduced it at 

Barcelona when he became manager of the club. Taking the 

Barcelona style to where it is today, five dabbled with this formation 

used in this book to a relative success, since reading this though !’ve 

picked up a things I’d been missing. The silly little things that easily 

overlooked but make up the key components of the system. 

I’ve already put some of this into a training session using a phase of 

play and the players came of feeling more confident in the system, so if 

after one session they feel happier then there certainly is something to 

it. Richard Edwards, Maidstone United Ladies First team Manager 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Saif 

Spain’s victory at the World Cup and 
two European Championships in a 
row was no accident. Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that 
have made Spain today’s dominant 

soccer nation 
Your comNete guide to Spanish soccer has arrived! Coaching Spanish 

Soccer = The Nayer development and training methodology that has 
made Spain the #I Soccer Nation in the World tNls you everything you 
need to know about Spain’s rise to dominance. With an in-depth ~ook at 
the players; formation and the infrastructure that created a golden era of 
success, this comprehensive book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the 

secrets to Spain’s success and how you can apNy them to your own 

team 

Dear Coach, 

Spain won Euro 2008, the 2010 World Cup and Euro 2012 in scintillating style. Favorites for every 

tournament, they steamrolled through the opposition thanks to their accurate passing, rapid pace and 

technical superiority. Such was their confidence that they even played games without a striker. But 

Spain’s success is no surprise to anybody following their progress. It comes from two decades of 

gradual improvements in tactics, coaching and infrastructure. Spain now provides the blueprint for 

coaches at every level on howto develop a winning side. 

Coaching Spanish Soccer is one of the most comprehensive books you will find on Spanish soccer. 

Along with profiling the players and tactics, the book’s author, Jordi Pascual, digs deep into the 



foundations of why Spain has arisen from obscurit ~ to dominate soccer on the global stage, at both 

club and national level. 

From the adoption of Holland’s concept of ’Total Football’ to the national team’s to the grassroots 

coaching that continues to develop stars of the future, Coaching Spanish Soccer is your ultimate guide 

to adopting the most attractive, skilful and devastating style of soccer in the world today. 

°’This boo~’, covers everything you need to ~’,now about how 
took ’Tota~ Football’ to their hea~s and evolved it into the 
taka style of soccer that ~ow dominates world soccer" 

When Spain won their third international championship in a row it was no surprise to Spanish 

coaches. They knew that their current ’golden generation’ had been winning tournaments at youth level 

since the mid 1990s. They knew that they had the players with the technical ability and tactical nous to 

beat any team on the world stage. But this wasn’t always the case. 

Prior to 2008, Spain hadn’t reached the quarter finals of a major tournament since 1964. Both their 

clubs and international team were stuck playing a mediocre ’La Furia’ (the fury) style for decades, 

where they played with their heart but not with their head. This all changed with the appointment of 

Joban Cruyff as Barcelona manager in 1988, bringing with him the Dutch concept of ’Total Football’ 

and a new professionalism to developing young players. 

Coaching Spanish Soccer explores how ’Total Football’ became engrained into Spain’s soccer DNA 

and evolved into the tiki taka style for which it is now renowned It looks at how Spain’s players and 

coaches at every level have remained faithful to the concept, including how it is coached at a 

grassroots level and how the current international squad uses it to pass the ball all the way into the 

opposition’s net. 



"Expertly’ written by a Spanish coach with firsthand experience 
of how Spanish soccer has evolved over the ~ast two decades" 

This comprehensive book starts at the foundations of modern Spanish soccer in the early 1990s, 

when Barcelona, under Johan Cruyff’s management, won the Champions League. Coaching Spanish 

Soccer analyses the attributes of today’s current golden generation of players, such as Casillias, Xavi, 

Iniesta and Fabregas, the way it plays and the responsibilities of every player in the team. This 

includes a chapter on Spain’s technically gifted midfielders Xabi Alonso and Busquet, with an analysis 

of their importance in keeping the Spanish team’s shape, in creating space and dictating the pace and 

rhythm of the game. 

At Euro 2012, Spain rewrote the soccer coaching manual when they fielded a team with a ’false 9’ and 

played without a conventional striker. Pascual looks at how this controversial formation, with Fabregas 

dropping deep, confused the opposing defenders and created space for Spain to exploit. 

The second half of Coaching Spanish Soccerthen looks in-depth at the system and infrastructure that 

has enabled Spain to evolve into becoming today’s dominant soccer nation. This includes the role of 

Spain’s clubs in developing players at a grassroots level, how its scouting system works and the style 

of training in Spain and how it differs from that of other countries. 

Pascual also provides a chapter of typical Spanish drills and exercises, including those used by Johan 

Cruyff at Barcelona There are 19 drills in total, comprising of ’rondo’ possession exercises, small 

sided games and progressions with players working in pairs. These drills can all be adjusted with 

extra touches, grid sizes and numbers to suit the skill level of your players. 

Finally, Coaching Spanish Soccer looks at the culture of soccer in Spain. This includes a look at the 

clash of Spanish identities when Real Madrid and Barcelona collide, facts on the participation of 

people in soccer and how Spanish soccer will progress past today’s current golden generation of 

players and into the future 

Spain plays a fast paced, technically adept and entertaining style of soccer which coaches everywhere 

want to emulate. But learning to play this style requires more than simply drills and learning how to 

imitate Spain’s formation. You also need an in-depth understanding of the mentality, the players and 

the culture that has enabled this scintillating style of play to arise. This is what you will gain from 

Coaching Spanish Soccer 

In addition, you will discover: 

How Johan Cruyff’s appointment at Barcelona brought the concept of ’Total Football’ to 

Spanish club soccer along with new training methods and professionalism 

How Total Football replaced ’La Furia’ and evolved into the tiki taka style that Spain play with 

today 

An in-depth look at every player in the Spanish side, their roles and responsibilities and the 

unique skill set they bring to the team 

How Spain’s adoption of fast, rather than tall, defenders has enabled them to keep a 

impressive number of clean sheets through their style of play 

How Spain are able to create an abundance of passing triangles that enables them to move 

the ball into space and upthe pitch quickly 

A comprehensive guide to Spain’s golden generation, including profiles of Iniesta, Silva, 

AIonso, Fabregas and Busquet 

How Spain confused and outwitted opposition deference with a "false # 9" 



A guide to the coaching and scouting system that enables technically gifted players to be 

spotted and developed from a young age. This includes the role of clubs at grassroots level 

and the shift from looking for players with power to those with intelligence 

Drills and exercises you can use to coach your players in the fast paced, passing Spanish 

style of soccer 

Spain’s victory at the last two European Championships and the last World Cup have made coaches 

everywhere yearn to imitate their style of play Prior to 2008 Spain hadn’t reached a quarter finals since 

1964 So there are valuable lessons every coach can learn from the Spanish model on howto develop 

young players into stars of the future and to build a record beating run of success. 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Coaching Spanish Soccer unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you are not 

100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching Spanish Soccer after six months then please contact 

us for a no quibbles refund. 

Back Guara  tee 

"This book covers everything you need to know about Spanish 
soccer, frorn a~ i~*depth look at all the players to the forrnatio~ 
and the infrastructure that has created today"s most dominant 

team" 

It’s amazing to think that Spain was a mediocre team for decades before Johan Cruyff arrived at 

Barcelona, bringing with him the concept of ’Total Football’ and a revolution in Spanish soccer Spain 

now provides the benchmark for teams everywhere, both on how to develop young players from 

grassroots level and how to play a fast paced, technically adept style of soccer 

Coaching Spanish Soccer tells you everything you need to know about how Spain has evolved into 

today’s most dominant team. It will enrich your knowledge on today’s current golden generation and 

how Spain’s coaches weld them together into a cohesive unit that’s constantly moving around the pitch 

without losing its shape 

If you want to broaden your knowledge on Spanish soccer or want to discover how you can adapt 

Spain’s playing style for your own team, Coaching Spanish Soccer is packed with fascinating insights 

that will make it a valuable addition to your coaching library. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching Spanish Soccer is a comprehensive guide on the players, formation and culture that 

have enabled Spain to become the world’s most dominant team. The book provides you with 

everything you need to know about how Spain grew from obscurity to develop its current golden 

generation of players and to become the world’s dominant team 



P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching 

Spanish Soccer after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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The Latest firom the U.S. Soccer Foundation 

iNi u.s. Soccer Foundation ::N:: U.S. Soccer 

Foundation 

Claudio Reyna to Join the 2013 Urban Soccer 
Symposium 

Donate tothe U.S. Soccer 

Foundation 

It isn’t too late to ~ister for the Symposium al tile eady~bird tale: and ioir: 

.~i Cap Classic Logo 

Join us at the Inaugural 
Capital Soccer Classic! 

2013 Annual Grants 
Announced 

s {irsst db’ril~{i the Fail 2013 cycle, 

please visit 

wvvw.ussocceffoundation .or/og/our- 

grants ;~md co!:sect w4~i: u.s (m 
Facebook a~;d Twitter ?x the late.q 

Think Detroit PAL 

Click here for more details about 
the Capital Soccer Classic - we 
hope to see you t.he~d 

Latest Soccer for Success 
Data Released 

Want an Inside Look into the 
Foundation? 

bei’,ir:d-ti:e-scenes a~ the LLS. 

mo~d Subscribe to our blo~ 

Visit our blo~, s~t back 

read~9 today~ 

Our Programs 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedbUtz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLetti!v <newslet:t:erce~usnst:pa.com> 

Thursday, Ma~ch ?. 201~ 12:21 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson6~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ PLayers ¯ Nat 7. 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Mar 7, 2Ot3 

Thursday’s Soccer TV Schedule: Europa, 
Libertadores, CCL, and Mexico’s Cup 

The Europa League resumes on Fox Soccer with the first-Le~s from the Round of 16: Steau ¯ Bucharest - CheLsea aL 1pm~ 

Spurs - h~ter Milan at 3pro, and Stuttgart ~ Lazio at 5pro. Fo~ Soccer P~us has Anzhi - Newcast{e at 12pro ~enfica - 

Bordeaux at 3pro, aad P~zen ~ Feaerbache at Ypm. Copa Libertado~es on Fo~ Depottes; Corse Porteno - hldependiente at 

5pro and Boca Juniors - Nac~ona~ at 7:30pro. Cope Mex}co on Uni~ision Deportes: Cruz Az~i[ HidaLgo - La Piedad at 4pro. 

CON(;A(:AF Charap~oDs Lea(~ue en Fox SecceF: Hered~aDo - Los Angeles at 8pn~. A~ T’~t~es [~s’~’et’t~ 

Their Words 

’q don’E think he is in any fit slate to talk to Lhe referee about the decision. I Ehink it speaks voLumes that 
I am sat here and not the rnana¢~er of th}s fantastic footbaU c~ub," Manchester United assistant manager 

Mike Phelan, 

Champions League: Tigres t - Seattle 0 
Jose Tortes ~ot the start fo~ Tig~es at home in the CONCACAF Champions League quarterfinals, in a frustrating opener 

in their series with the Seattle Sounders. Abn ~u[kk~ finaUy scoFed ia the 73rd ra$aute, with r$gFes dominat$a~ the ~tm 

of p{ay. T~gres f}mshed with 18 shots to Seattle’s three~ putthtg seven of those on gee{ to Seatt{e’s two, Jonathan 

~or~st,ei~ wasn’t invoNed ~or "rk~res, 

’q feel good about where we’re eL" Seat:tLe coa~:h Si.qi Schmid said. "f think eUF best soccer is ahead of us, aad being at 
home in lront of eu~ fans with a good chance to advance in this tournamenL is where we wanted to be," Read More 

Copa Libertadores: Tijuana 1 - Corinthians 0 
Joe Corona started for Tijuana in their Cope Libertado~es Group 5 game a~ainst Corinthians on Wednesday night at the 

EsLadio CaLiente in a game between Mexico’s de~endin~ champions ~nd the current FIFA CLub WorLd Cup champions. 

gav~er Gando[fi scored for Ti]uana in the 66th minute for the 1-0 shutout. T~juana finished w~th e~ght shots on goal to 

nine pohtts, five ahead of second-pLace Corhtthians. Tijuana play Corinthians in See PauSe on March 13th. Edgar 

Cast.~k~ m~ssed the game as he recovers from fa~::ia~ fractures. Read More 

The Five Biggest Moves for Maior League Soccer 
With the 2013 season ldcking off and Major League Soccer clubs involved in the knockou[ sta~e of Ehe CONCACAF 

Champh:~as [.ea<~be, here are five b~ p~ ::tt~re items ,~LS faces. 

Completing New York Team Two 

There’s too mtmh at stake aL this poinL for MLS New YcTk not to happen. Yes, we already have a New York team. but 

p[ayin~ pedantic with a team based h~ New Jersey when another based in Queens is a possibfliW doesn’t make sense. 

The MetroStars tt~rned Red BU~[S have had years [:o <Taft a regional team without the kiad of suc<:ess the [’~ew York 

market should provide. There are over 18 m~]Lion people h~ the metropolitan area, and that sho~ffd be more than enough 

to get at [east 20.BOB people to show t~p each t:h’ae aa MIIS (:[ub takes the field. WheFe MI.s i’h~ds itse[f is weddng 

Lhrough a stadium deal and eventuaLLy findin8 on owner in pubUc, somed~in8 the League normaLLy ovoids on principle. 

This is the [eaf~t~e that ~:acks on every/press reLease dh~:t~ssing moaey wi[h ’ac~:ordia~ to b~af~ue poU~:% ~ T’ha~: tFans~at:es 

to ’none of your hush, ass,’ bu~ new ~t’s eveiNbody interested in ~he immediate future o~ this League’s business. That’s 

somewhat of a new reality for Major League Soccer. 

Leaving the Era of Secrecy 



P{aye~s Union now asnou~ces what their members make twice a season. Yet~ the ]eague persists is sot annou~cir[g 

American spo~ts league can move ~he focus back to only what happens on the field, The contemporary spo~ts fan 

expec~:s mo~(b reservi~<~ the d@t ~(~ .ju~£~e a team as mu(h ql fillan(es as pe~formallo~. I~I~1(~ (}~1~} {) ~ sal.ary caps ,t,,id~o~ 

enough into{marion to ju@e where a team s~a]ds has eroded aid the hague might as wei/fi~]~sh that off by announcin~ 

sun~tbers. This does nodi~]!g to impact the MLS version of singb-entity. The hague’s unfortu~ate insistence on the 

~ese~ve clause an~ ~o ~ree a~ency remains i~ p{ace. It simply gives the fans additional ~nforma[ion, Read More 

ilani red card reveals Fox "D/experts are 17 years behind the times ¯ from Soccer/~mefica’s Paul Gardner: how olten 
have they read the rules? 

Ferguson suffers cruelty of the European Cup o from ESHt’s John Brewi~x The effe~:ts of tqa~i*s send}~ off and the 
res(EttaE~t defeat: to ~eat ~,;~adrk] ha~!~ a distind ai~ of iinaIit.y about: them, 

Eergie’s Lost Weekend Started Here - from Eoi~ O’(:aLIa!~llan: ~’(~r Fe~gie and U~fited~ 1:he game was a wat:er<~hed, 

Aston Villa o~er Randy Lerner learnin~ harsh lesson of Premier League club in freefall - from The Teb(~raph~s 

Ke[so: The difficutties faced by those who rode the [as~ takeever wave offers a~othar~ 

~er’s ~attle for ~ew Yer~ - flora The Wail Street Jou~naB Graham Parker: That pushin8 has become more 

pror~o(ux:ed recently, 

MLS boss sets sights on Mexico - fror[~ The ~e,,’~,s Td[)(E~x}’s 0(8 Ruiz: a[thol~!~h (~aF[)er implied the pay ~ap isn’t that 

Frlday’s Soccer TV: Serfe A, La Lfsa, Lfsue 1 

r~ontine~ta] Europe brings us our Friday afternoon options for soccer is the United States. Serie A on belN Spqt: Genoa 

¯ Mi{an at 2:}Opm, That’s die ever popular 17th vs 3rd in ~ta{y, La Liga on beiN: Rear Boris - Osasuna a~ 5pro in a 

rneetin$ of 7th and iSth i~] the table, Lisue 1 o~ Uni~dsion Oeportes: Rennes - St [tie~ne at 2:}Opm bdnfls us our 
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Soccer America Contidential: For options on the left, look south 

Thursday, March 7,2013 

For options on the left, look south 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

The double-dip of Concacaf Hexagonal qualifiers against Costa Rica and Mexico is still two weeks away, yet 

there’s a good chance U.S= head coach Jurgen Klinsmann may have intriguing options for a spot on the field 

that’s been a black hole for much of his tenure. 

That’s the left side of midfield, which is often disregarded when he plays a trio of central mids whether or not he also deploys a 

forward, i.e., Eddie Johnson, in a pseudo-wide role. In his long career, Landon 

Donovan has played on the left side, but he’s still on hiatus and hasn’t been used in that spot since Klinsmann took over 19 

months ago. 

While Brek Shea may be the only "naturally" left-sided player of the current player pool to feature prominently, there are other 

possibilities emerging even if they, too, seem more suited to tucking inside than kicking up the sideline. Since Klinsmann has 

tended to use a German-based central player as a de facto left mid, he could look south of the border to follow the same 

formula. 

As he’s used different alignments and personnel, Klinsmann’s stated objectives of greater fluidity and invention have only 

occasionally been attained. Players need time and game-experience to figure each other out, true, but opponents - such as 

Honduras - have also seen the U.S. enough to know the strengths and weaknesses of the current crop of Americans. 

Among the dangers of injecting different influences during the Hexagonal are possible losses of cohesion and control of tempo. 

But if nothing else, Klinsmann needs alternatives to change not only players but tweak the style of play, and hopefully 

befuddle opponents. 

Since moving from Pachuca to UANL Tigres during the offseason in Mexico, Jose Francisco Torres quickly gained a starting 

spot and kept it for the undefeated leader of the Torneo Clausura has r~gained some of his confidence and assertiveness. 

There are still questions about his ability to hold and shield the ball under pressure at the international level, yet he’s adept at 

playing the type of passes the Americans generate only sporadically: balls slipped between defenders that can be controlled 

or hit at goal first-time. 

Those are the kind of passes Jozy Altidore feeds on for AZ Alkmaar, wher~ he plays not so much to crash his head into 

crosses but rather to shield tacklers with his body as he collects the ball on the move. Herculez Gomez has carved out a 

nice career in Mexico by chasing balls over the top and knifing into the channels to collect passes played into threatening 

positions. Since coming back to MLS a year ago, Johnson has shown sharp improvement in angling and timing his runs to get 

balls played between or just behind defenders. 

An excellent game for Club Tijuana Wednesday night against defending champion Corinthians in the Libertador~s Cup 

highlighted the rapid progress shown by Joe Corona since he debuted for the U.S. U-23s a year ago. The Xolos often play 

with a midfield three that floats across the field as play unfolds, and Corona serves as a two-way player who can take the ball 

foPcCard himself or find outlets in congested situations. He’s also improving as a marker and tackler. 

By playing in Mexico and against South American clubs - he came on as a sub when the Xolos opened the Libertadores Cup 

by stunning Colombian club Millonarios, 1-0, in Bogota - Corona is getting invaluable experience at a young age (22) in much 

the same environment as the U.S. endures in Hexagonal matches. 

For the next two qualifiers, Klinsmann’s MLS options are limited. The league just started its regular season and outside of 

Chris Pontius and Brad Davis, there are very few bonafide candidates. (Davis started and finished the sequence by which the 

Dynamo beat Santos Laguna, 1-0, Tuesday night in the Concacaf Champions League quarterfinals first leg.) 

Shea has only made two appearances as a sub since he left for Stoke City two months ago. His sharpness will be a question 

mark. 

Torres and Corona may not be the answers on the left side, but they are certainly legitimate options, especially with a game in 

Mexico City on throe days’ rest after hosting Costa Rica. 
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Soccer Business Insider: ESPN2 viewers down for exciting MLS opener 

Friday, March 8, 2013                                                     ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

ESPN2 viewers down for exciting MLS opener 
By Paul Kennedy 

The first game of the 2013 MLS season on ESPN2 was a showcase for all that is exciting about MLS. It’s isn’t 

every day that you have a 3-3 tie, and you can’t beat the atmosphere at Jeld-Wen Field. 

But Sunday night’s Portland-New York opener drew only 221,000 viewers - down 34 percent from the 337,000 viewers for the 

2012 opener on ESPN2, a Monday night game between Portland, again the host team, and Philadelphia. 

According to ESPN, the 20 MLS regular-season telecasts on ESPN and ESPN in 2012 averaged 311,000 viewers, up 7 

percent from the average of 292,000 viewers in 2011. It does not break the audiences down between ESPN and ESPN2. 

MORE TV NUMBERo. Staying in the Northwest, the numbers were better for the Seattle-Montreal game on Seattle’s local 

NBC affiliate. The broadcast peaked with a rating of 4.4 (percentage of households) and share of 9 (percentage viewing 

households) in the second half. (h/t @SonOfTheBronx) 

MLS LIVE GROWS. Chris Schlosser, general manager of MLS Digital, tweeted that MLS Live subscriptions were up 131 

percent for the first weekend of the 2013 season as compared to last season. 

WORTH READING. SI.com’s Grant VVahlranks the 50 most powerful people in U.S. soccer. They’re not all individuals. No. 1 is 

U.S. Sports TV executives. U.S. Soccer President Sunil Gulati and MLS Commissioner Don Gather are 2-3. Six players 

are on the list, in order, Alex Morgan, Hope Solo, Thierry Henry, Abby Wambach, Clint Dempsey and Landon 

Donovan. 

NY2 LOBBYING BILLS. How important is the MLS project to bring a 20th team to New York’s Flushing Meadows-Corona 

Park? The Daily News reported MLS spent more money on registered lobbyists in 2012 than anyone in New York. The $1.7 

million included $1.1 million to HR&A Advisors and $190,804 to Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP, MLS’s real 

estate advisers and real estate lawyers, respectively. MLS spokeswoman Risa Heller told the Daily Nevv~ "out of an 

abundance of caution, they registered [as lobbyists] because they are occasionally in meetings where lobbying takes place." 

New York Mayor Michae~ Bloomberg has made NY2 a priority project in the city. 
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Barcelona wins rematch a.,qainst National Selection 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

IID2 T©UR1 The id2 National Selection fell to Barcelona’s Infantil A squad (1999s), 2-1, in the third game of its 

Spanish tour. Edwin Lara (San Leandro Pumas) cut the deficit with a left-footed shot from the top of the box,       ~ 

but the comeback bid fell short in the 70-minute contest. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMYl Real So Cal (12-2-4) extended its unbeaten streak to 11 games with a 2=1 win over Crossfire 

and 1-1 tie with the Vancouver Whitecaps in the Development Academy’s under-17/18 age group. Elsewhere in the Southwest 

Division, the first-place Real Salt Lake AZ (13-2-3) has won all four games since the start of the year. The fourth-place 

Pateadores (10-6-3) stretched their unbeaten streak to six games, defeating Cal Odyssey, 6-1. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AV’VARDS] Evelyn Findlay, a freshman fowvard from Grand Terrace (Calif.) High School, and Haiden Lane, the 2012 

NSCAA Texas High School Player of the Year from Brenham (Texas) High School were named the 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week.< - Read the whole story 

Julie Foudy’s ’Choose to Matter’ winners 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDSl In conjunction with National Women’s History Month, former U.S. women’s national team captain Julie Foudy 

announced the grand prize winners of her Sports Leadership Academy (JFSLA) "Choose to Matter" contest. - Read the whole 

story 
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Friday, March 8, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Rondo" A simple practice game with multiple 
benefits 
By Stan Baker 

’Everything that goes on in a match, except shooting, you can do in a rondo. The competitive aspect, fighting to 

make space, what to do when in possession and what to do when you haven’t got the ball, how to play ’one touch’ 

soccer, how to counteract the tight marking and how to win the ball back." 

- Johan Cruyff (Legendary player for FC Barcelona and Holland) 

Definition of "rondo": A game where one group of players has the ball while in numerical superiority (3vl, 5v2, 5v5+2 etc ...) 

over another group of players. The basic objective of the group in numerical superiority is to keep possession of the ball while 

the objective of the group in numerical inferiority is to win the ball back. 

Rondos differ from other possession games in that the rondo is a game where the players occupy a preset space as opposed 

to a more random space. Positional games are games where players occupy spaces similar to those in the regular game e.g., 

outside back, center back, center midfield etc .... 

Rondos help develop the following areas1 : 

COGNITIVE In rondos the player is constantly perceiving and making decisions with respect to his teammates, opponents, 

position of the ball etc .... For this reason the capacity to make the correct decisions and the speed of play are improved. 

TECHNICAL COORDINATION. Due to the way that the rondo is set up, it is necessary to have control of the physical 

movements and technical skills with respect to time and space, the game, the ball and opponents. 

TEAM BUILDING. (mini-societies) With the type of work done in rondos, the understanding between teammates is improved, 

and the sense of "team" is also built. 

CREATIVITY AND EXPRESSION. The nature of the rondo, with its limited time and space, forces the players to use various 

technical and tactical abilities in order to solve constantly changing problems within the game= This helps develop creativity. 

COMPETITIVENESS. In the development of the rondo, the player’s competitive nature is improved. Players have to fight to 

make space, learn how to counteract marking and how to win the ball back. Nobody wants to be the one making the mistake 

which leads to time in the middle. 

PHYSICAL CONDITIONING. With rondos a team may work anaerobic resistance by varying the space, time and number of 

players involved. 

Excerpted from "Our Competition is the Wodd: Ideas for implementing the United States Soccer Curriculum. "By Start Baker 

378 pages, 2012. Lulu Publishing. $22.99. 

Watch a ~3afceiena rondoHERE 

~ ’~Eljuego del rondo y su aplicaciSn pr#ctica al entrenamiento de equipos de f~tbol de alto rendimiento" By Alberto Martin 
Barrero and Francisco Ignacio Martinez Cabrera. Faculty of Sport: Pablo de Olavide University, Spain). 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, March 10, 2013 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Manchester United hosts Chelsea in the FA Cup while Liverpool faces Tottenham in English Premier League 

action on Sunday. The MLS weekend concludes Sunday night with New York at San Jose. The USA faces I ii~i I 
LCL22J Sweden, coached by Pia Sundhage, for a spot in the AIgarve Cup final on Monday. 

(Aft ~irnes Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lramm#~l is always subject to chan~le. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throu~lhout the week.) 

ESPN2 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT 

italy JUVENTUS-CATANIA (live) 10 am. 

France BORDEAUX-BASTIA (live) noon. 

Spain CELTA-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (live) 4 pro. 

italy LAZIO-FIORENTINA (delay) 6 pm. 

italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (delay) midnight. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (live) 10 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-GETAFE (live) noon. 

Spain CELTA-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER-BOLOGNA (delay) 6 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-CATANIA (delay) 9 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-HEARTS (live) 8:45 am. 
England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) noon. 

England NEWCASTLE-STOKE (live) 2 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) noon. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CENTRAL ESPANOL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ATLETICO RAFAELA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 7:15 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico SAN LORENZO-TIGRE (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PACHUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 



France NICE-MONTPELLIER (delay) 10 am. 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 2 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-PEC ZWOLLE (live) 9:30 am. 

Portugal BENFICA-GIL VICENTE (live) 3:15 pm. 

Mexico PUEBLA-UNAM (live) 6 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-HEARTS (live) 8:45 am. 
FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) noon. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

PAY PER ViEW (Integrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-SWEDEN (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain ZARAGOZA-GRANADA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ZARAGOZA-GRANADA (live) 3:30 pm. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailer@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 6:33 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Switching to a 4-2- 3-1, Endurance and the First Touch, Training Advanced Players, Maintain Possession and More... 

YOUR WEEKLY UPDATES AND NEW 
ARTICLES 

Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Ernail Newsletter. This week we have FIVE new 

articles for you including a v|dA£that yo~ 6~ A~A #A~e Check them out below. 

WCC Training ~e~ter Problems Last Week 
I want to make a BIG apolog) to everyone for the issues we had with the WOO Training Center last 

week. New customers who requested our free 44 Small-Sided Games eBook were met with blank 

rnessages when trying to log in er not seeing their eBooks if l]ey did k)g in 

The bottom line was that we had a big surge of new requests for our [ree 44 Small--Sided Games 

eBook. This not only overloaded our servers, it took us over some kind o~ limit we had on our hosting 

account. This is over my knowledge level but is about as good a description as I can give. 

To make ma~ers worse, I am in Australia visiting my brother, so once we realized there was a problem, 

I had difficulty trying to communicate with our IT guys because of the time difference 

The bottom line is, our IT guys are great. They got it all fixed in less tlnan 24 hours and Inopefully we 

won’t Inave this issue again. If you are still having any problems please email ~s here and we will get 

right on it. 

So I’m really sorry and hope you understand. This new digital world we live in is pretty awesome for 

what it can do, but it means one issue can affect thousands. We will strive to do better. 

This weeks aRicles 

WCC News~e~e~ - $wit~hiflq to a 4-2-3-1 

Soccer Conditioning - First Touch Endurance Box 

C~aching Soccer Tactics - The Secret t~ TraininR and Motivatin~ Advanced Players 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsle~et -- Team Warm-Up To include the Goalkeeper 

FineSoccet Ddls Newsle~er - How To Maintain Possession From a Throw=in 

~Coaching Advanced Players - H~w To Train Advanced Players 

~_~_~__~_~_~_t~y_ Released Books and Videos 



Creative A~cking BriI~s - Take a vid:ual pitch side seat and watch how 

Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players te move, 

[hink and react so they can be mere creabw~ in a~ack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

cemple[e creatiw~ a~acking session Watch how Woodward trains a 

group ef players te be winners, with a progressive session that hones 

their thinking, mew~men[ and creabvlty in getting the ball across the line 

~Le score Includes a FREE companio~ eBook with easy-to-.read 

descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 video set. Click 

here for more i~fo. 

WCC Vi~eo Lib~a~ - Basically, we have taken almost ail of our 

DVD collection and put them online where you can access them 

24/7 online and even viewthem on your phone at the training field. 

You can easily find the video you are looking for using the 

powe#ul "Keyword" search or video "tags" No need to ever buy 

another coaching DVD again Click here for more info. 

Coaching A~vanced Players 

consists of 6 eBooks and 10 

videos that will give your 

players that extra 5-10% they 

need to develop them from 

being a ’talented’ piayer to an 

# ’elite’ player. If you coach a 

competitive club, high school 

or college team this is for you~ 

Gale is a soccer training course specially designed to give players the extra challenge they need to 

take their skills to an advanced levei. Mere 

Co~hiag the 4-2-34 shows you why the formation is becomiRg 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now 

you can discove~ howto train you~ playe~ to utilize this highly 

flexible and a~acking formation JR Coaching the 4-2-3-I. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and guidance 

on the formatioR’s philosophy and playiRg mindset, this book 

: provides you with everything you need to kRow about playing the 4- 

Take your knowledge of the 

4-2-3-1 to the next level with 

this advanced tactical guide. 

you with an in-depth look at 

the formatioR that is 

~2’h:gth’l;~ ~:’,~:;;CC~;~:c~i&~: ~ Advanced Tactics shows you how you can utilize 

I a traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more 

scoring opportunities. 

Coachiag the 4-3-3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit back 

and watch sessien after sessien erl hew te fully u[ilize the 4-.3-.3 

formation. RandyWaldr~m, end ef the mes~ experienced minds in US 

sec, cer, shews yeu threugh practice drills and demensbabons hew te 

ceach yeur team te take full advantage ef this pepular ferma[ien to get 

inte attacking positions, te break down eppositkm attacks and win mere 

games. ~ore ~afo. 

Discover how to Harness the exciting 4°2° 

3ot formation and replicate the devastating 

a tta c kin g pewe r ef th e we rld’s m o st 

I~ you’ve been k)oking fer a way te ceach yeur 

team hew te play the 4-2-3-1, you’w~ just 

feund it. Ceaching the 4-2-3-1 is a special 

12--par1: videe series which prevk]es a 

cemprehensive tactical and training guide to 

this exciting fermation. U[ilized by Real 

Madrid, Chelsea and the mest successful sides in the Eure 2012 teurnament, the 4.-2.-,>.-1’s flexiLili~y 

and attacking pewer is fast becoming the fermatien of cheice R]r leading coaches all ever ~he world. 

~o~e i~fo 



tile world’s rnost popular R3rmal:ions are played and what training 

systems are needed to play ~hem effectiw~ly. Rather than R3cus en 

technique or ffsrmal:ions independently, this book shews you how to 

combine elements like building blecks te create cemplete ’three 

: dimensional training’. Check it out here. 

comprehensive guide to the concept 

of training players so they become 

more experienced in the positions 

day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 

................... [:: orany other formation, this book 

provides a unique new training method for developing your team in multiple areas in the same 

session. ~or~Bfo. 

~o~er~ A~ckh~g & Goa~sco~g - Finally, a book focused on 

what players love best: Scoring goals~ This book is packed with 

100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, to 

control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop the killer 

instinct on goal. Moderf~ A#ae~ag & ~oalseoriag provides you 

with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

: and points on the league table. 

Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe. 

~ ~ ~ 
S~ccer Co~d~ti~ ~e~t~y - New Cutting Edge Soccer Conditioning 

~ ~ ~ Sessions and Drills Delivered Every Month for Improving the Strength 

Speed and Agility of Your Players 

~ ,;.=;~ Finally a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arrived~ 

~ ~ ~ ~occer ~o~dide~i~g Monthly provides you a~icles and videos every 

~ ~ ~ month with new drills and exercises to improve your team’s physical 

~ ~ ~ ~==~=,~]~]~ ~ fitness so they can run harder for longer every game. With new drills 

~ ~bridgesthegapbe~¢eensoccertraini~gandon-fieldpefformance 

and does all your conditioning planning for you. ~9_[#__~£. 

To~I SocCer Coad~t~o~i#g: A Ball-Or~ea~ted Approac~ is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have one or 

~o coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough choices 

about which to focus on. 

: To address the problem, Cresser created a methodology on how 

............. training. The result is To~I Soccer Oo~ditio~iaq: A 8all-Or~eatated 

Approach, a two book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and athletes that 

want to maximize their practice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or technical training 

sessions. ~ore ~afo. 

~o~¢ra Soccer Tactics -. If you want to dew, lop a better 

sides then look no further. 

...... 

pages ef insights on how the great club s~des, like Barceloaa, 
~ ~a~cbester U~ffed and Arseaal, manage to dominate teams. In 

add~tien, these books ~eature an array ef drills and exercise so you can 

train your team to emulate some of the world’s el~te clubs and players ..................................................................................................................................................... 

~o~e i#fo 

know abou~ coacMng the 4-3-3, including the rormal:k)rYs development to 

~=~=~=~=~ ~ ~_; th~ ~o~erront or ~opean ~k,b ~occe~, how it ~ ~t~zed by the wer~d’~ be~t .................................................................................................................................................... 

: team ul:d~ze the 4--3.-3 te be more offensive, flexible and d~fflcul~to defend 

against. ~ere ~afe. 

David P~a~ Tactical Play#ooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

championship winning coach! In this special set, ~a~chester 

Assis~t ~aaager #avid Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation 

Whether they play 4-4-2.4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 



The NoAh Carolina Way With Arisen Dorrance - Discow~r the secre[s of hew 

ARSon Dorrance. erie ef US soccer’s mest legendary coaches, achieved a 

93.4% winrfing a~erage, wen 20 eut ef 27 National Championships and led 

his team te win 92 games in a row. 

In this special 21 par~ video series (almost 4 hours ef content). Derrance 

shows yen the philesephy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

hampienship winning teams fer more than 30 years. ~o~e 

A Tactical A~al~s of ~C Barcelona - This beck has been selling like 

wildfire wi[h coaches from ew~r 30 counbies buying. My guess is tMs will be 

cur best selling book ef the year. More i~fo. 

...... ~dwnced P~yer- i~ our latest book and perfect Jf you coach ~ competitive 

~:~ :~;~,:~ club te~m, high school or college team. ~ore 

Finally, a book focused on the missing ]ink 

youth training! ]his is a unique book that shows 

you how to train players to develop tactical 

~~~:::::.~:.~ ~:: ~::~ knowledge, faster decision making and sma~er 
~:’::’: :~[[ ’: : use of the ball This is an aspect sorely missed 

[: ...... in most training programs, but can make all the 

........................... :[:: difference in taking your players to an elite level 

~ore i~fo. 

44-2 v4-~-3- This book has been one of our best selling books ever the 

~~: i ~,;L.:;’-: past few years. This book takes an in-depth look at ~vo of the greatest 
~:.;.;.;~ ~=.~{]~ managers/coaches in today’s game_Sir Alex ~ergusoa and Jose 

and their respective systems of play. O_[~_~.~[&[~.[_~£[A_].£f£. 

~ 
Beale is packed with 1~ d,ills a,d exercises to improve your players 

~- ..... reactions, a~acking instincts and consistency in the box so they can score 

~ :~]=~=~.:..: more often and win more games. Olie~ here fe~ ~ere i~fo. 

Zonal ~end~ng the l~lian Way provides an in- 

depth look at the Italian back four and their 

philosophy of total team defending This book jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were 

actually used to train the national team in Italy’s 

1994 and 2006 World Cup campaigns. l-his makes 

..................... :Ct}~{ this book an ideal addition to your library, whether 
you’re a student of the game or an elite level coach. 

because it will enrich your understanding of the Italian defensive game and how you can apply their 

World Cup winning drills to improve your own team’s defending. 

N~W Goalkeeper Coaching Web Site - Don’t forget to check out our new 

web site specifically for goalkeeper coaching 

~ ~[~a4: This web site will be especially useful for coaches of teams who don’t have 
.the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

Best Wishes. 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 
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Soccer Business Insider: Mm~. United-Real Madrid viewership tops 1 million 

Monday, March 11,2013                                                   ~ Tweet Thie ~ Share Thie 

Nan. United-Real Madrid viewership tops I million 
By Ridge Mahoney & Paul Kennedy 

Combined viewership on FOX Soccer and FOX Deportes topped 1 million last Tuesday for the Manchester United- 

Real Madrid UEFA Champions League match. 

According to Nielsen Media Research figures released by the network, FOX Soccer’s telecast drew 520,000 viewers and 

another 582,000 viewers watched on FOX Deportes for a combined viewership of 1~102 million 

viewers. 

Real rallied from a 1-0 deficit to win the match, 2-1, after a controversial red card to Nani left United down to 10 men, and thus 

took the series, 3-2, on aggregate. 

The FOX Soccer rating is the third highest recorded by the channel since its launch as Fox Sports World in 1997. The 2011 

Gold Cup final between the United States and Mexico rated at 1.1 million viewers and 

a CheNea-Liverpool telecast prior to the Super Bowl that same year generated a figure of 579,000. 

CHWAS USA, WEEK 2. There was good news and bad news Sunday afternoon on the Chivas USA front. Its crowd for Week 

2 was 6,801, down from the announced crowd of 7,121 - the lowest for an MLS home opener in league history - for its game 

against Columbus. The good news: the Rojiblancos rallied from a goal down to beat FC Dallas, 3-1, for their first win under 

new coach Jose Luis Sanchez Sola. Chivas USA will be the visiting team at the Home Depot Center Sunday night when it 

plays the LA Galaxy in the SuperClasico. 

MLS ATTENDANCE WATCH. Crowds for three of the four MLS teams who played their home openers over the weekend 

increased compared to their 2012 home openers. Toronto FC’s crowd was up almost 6,000 as it moved its game against 

Sporting Kansas City indoors to Rogers Centre from BMO Field. The only club whose crowd was down was Chicago, which 

attracted only 13,242 for its opener against New England. 

2013 MLS Home Openers, Week 3 

CROWD MATCH (2012 CROWD) 

25,991 Toronto FC-Sporting KC (20,070) 

17,072 D.C. United-Real Salt Lake (16,314) 
16,122 Colorado-Philadelphia (14,749) 

13,242 Chicago-New England (18,075) 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Major women’s programs continue to build 
their 2015 recruiting classes, with a pair of 
IMG Academy 150 recruits verbally 
committing recently. 

The final day of action at the Jefferson Cup 
saw champions crowned, as hardware was 
handed out. Find out which clubs returned 
home with an extra trophy in their carry-ons. 

The player pool for the U17 WNT is going to 
shift a number of times over the next year, 
which is why making a good first impression 
is so important for players. [] 

DID YOU SEE? 

Mamadou Lamine has been 
blind his entire life, but that 
didn’t stop him from 
identifying Barca players. 

id2 National Selection 
[nternational Tour suffers 
loss to Real Madrid. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Cal Soccer Academy 

At Cal Soccer Academy, we believe in 
providing the opportunity for players to reach 
their greatest potential by being challenged 
technically and tactically, in a fun and 
encouraging environment. 

The Cal Soccer Academy and camp curriculum 
has been developed to offer modern and 
successful training methods used in the 
United States and Europe. We also look 
forward to sharing training techniques and 
methods that helped the Cal Men’s Soccer 
Team win the Pac-12 Championship in 2006, 
2007 & 2010! 

Cal continues to be one of the nation’s top 
programs for developing talent to play 
professionally. [n 2012, Cal had 18 players in 
the pro ranks including 13 in the MLS and 



three in Europe. 

Be part of a tradition of excellence! Click 
here for more information, 
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Soccer Training gone WRONG!!! 

Most soccer training done out there sucks! 

Bold statement ? 

I know but hear me out. 

Any form of soccer training that is done which 

doesn’t simulate game speed naturally does no 

good to the soccer players doing them. 

Would you go and have a soccer player dribble 

the ball for 10 miles? 

No right? Because no soccer player goes consistently 

running for 10 miles with the ball during a game. 

If you’re going to have a better soccer team, then the 

training MUST mirror game speed and game like situations. 

Chances are you’ve done a little bit of this but most training 

out there don’t stress this enough. 

It’s why we are glad to have discovered Epic Soccer Training 

by Matt Smith! 

Matt Smith is a former Adidas All-American and he has put 

together a detailed program that shows a different soccer training 

approach which has been PROVEN to work for over 10,000 

soccer players 

You can watch all about the training he does and whether 

it’s right for you by going here: 

Epic Soccer Traininq < - - - Watch this video 

Want a leg up on your competition? 

This video will do it! And you best believe if your 

competitors care about winning, they might find 

this eventually, so get the leg up on them now 

and watch the video above. 
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Section 2: Rafa and Fergie Still Enemies; Ibrahimovic Annoyed with PSG Fans 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, March 11, 2013 Tweet This ~ Share This 

Independent 

There is still no love lost between Alex Ferguson and Rafael Benitez, who failed to shake hands 

following Manchester United and Chelsea’s 2-2 FA Cup quartefinal draw at Old Trafford on Tuesday. Chelsea 

recovered from a 2-0 deficit after halftime and looked much the better team, thanks in large part to changes Benitez 

made, bringing Eden Hazard on for Victor Moses and John Obi Mikel for Frank Lampard early in the second half. 

After the game, Benitez said he waited for Ferguson to shake hands but the Scot refused. Ferguson then blamed 

United’s poor second half on fatigue due to his team’s exertions against Real Madrid in the UEFA Champions League 

in midweek. "When you see teams giving the ball away the way we were then you have to understand the problem is 

the emotions and intensity of Tuesday night had taken its toll on one or two of the players, understandably," Ferguson 

said. "And I have no problems with that part." 

That response annoyed Benitez, because his team had traveled to Bucharest in the Europa League Round of 16 on 

Thursday. "1 thought you were joking," the Spaniard said on hearing of Ferguson’s excuse. "They were playing on 

Tuesday. We were playing on Thursday in Romania." 

The replay at Stamford Bridqe hasn’t been scheduled yet. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ibrahimovic Criticizes PSG Fans 
Goal.com 

Zlatan Ibrahimovic expressed annoyance at Paris Saint-Germain supporters’ attitude following his club’s come- 

from-behind victory over Nancy on Saturday. PSG received jeers and whistles after going 1-0 down, but two strikes 

from Ibrahimovic after halftime sealed the win. 

"They ask a lot," the former Inter and AC Milan striker told Le Parisien. "This is strange in view of what they had in the 

past. Because before, they had nothing." He added: ’Tve played in many big clubs and I know that nothing is ever 

easy." 

Elsewhere in Ligue 1, second-place Lyon and third-place Marseille canceled each other out in a boring 0-0 draw at 

the Stade Gerland. The result extended PSG’s lead at the top of Ligue 1 to four points. 



- Read the whole story... 

Gerrard: Suarez Should Win Best Player Award 
Reuters 

Liverpool captain Steve Gerrard claims that teammate Luis Suarez would be the greatest player ever not to win one 

of England’s player of the year awards if he is beaten out by the likes of Robin van Persie or Gareth Bale when the 

awards are handed out later this year. On Saturday, the Uruguayan striker scored his 22nd goal of the season, a 

brilliant first-time near post finish, in Liverpool’s 3-2 win against Tottenham. That goal moved him three clear of 

second-place van Persie in the Premier League scoring chart. 

"He’s been doing that for us all season," Gerrard told Liverpool’s official Web site on Monday. Suarez also won the 

penalty that Gerrard converted in the 82nd minute. "He’s top scorer in the league now and he’s been incredible. I 

can’t put into words how good he’s been. If he doesn’t win an award this year, he’ll be the best player ever not to win 

an award." 

Tottenham’s Bale is the odds-on favorite to land both the players’ player of the year award as well as the English 

writers’ award, and Gerrard admitted he would be hard to beat. "Bale’s in top form and probably one of the best 

players in the world on current form," he said. "But luckily enough, we’ve got a player who is as equally as good as 

him in Luis Suarez - and I think Luis may just pip him to Player of the Year, in my opinion." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rodgers Praises Liverp....O..O...[...P...r..o...g.r...e..s...S.. 
Guardian 

Liverpool coach Brendan Rodgers said his team had passed another marker of growth after beating Tottenham 3-2 

at Anfield on Sunday. A late Steven Gerrard penalty sealed the come from behind win for the Reds, ending Spurs 

12-game unbeaten streak. Sixth-place Liverpool has now won its last three Premier League games, and sits just 

seven points behind fourth-place Chelsea in the league table. 

"It is a big win," Rodgers said after the game. "It is a big game when you are playing against an opponent that has 

been challenging for the Champions League for the last three or four years. It’s a few years since Liverpool have 

beaten Tottenham. This is another marker in terms of our growth." 

Meanwhile, Spurs coach Andre Villas-Boas lamented Gylfi Sigurdsson’s missed chance in the second half. "The 

chance to go 3-1 from Sigurdsson [who hit a post] was a big, big chance, probably the moment of the game. We did 

ever so well to come back into the game and played well, managed to create good opportunities and it is a shame we 

could not control the game in the manner we should and win." 

- Read the whole story... 

Golden Replica of Messi’s Left-Foot on Sale for .$.5.25 Million 
Los Angeles Times 

A Japanese jeweler is selling a solid gold statue of Barcelona striker Lionel Messi’s left foot for $5.25 million. 

According to the LA Times, the 55-pound golden foot is so detailed you can see "blood vessels and swirls of skin on 

the bottom of the toes." 

Jeweler Ginza Tanaka created the statue to celebrate Messi’s unprecedented fourth consecutive FIFA Ballon d’Or 

award in January. Miniature versions of the Argentine’s foot will also go on sale to the regular public. According to the 

report, profits from the sales will go to the player’s charity, the Leo Messi Foundation, to help victims of the 



earthquake and tsunami in Japan two years ago. 

- Read the whole story... 
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If I Cou]d Be An~’here 

A Ca~olina doetora te lk’om your horn e in Bangkok is doable. Bt~ t as th e t; niversity o~tsourees m anagem en t of 

some online education m~d s[cps in[o [be wild w,)rld of massive ope~ olllJlle classes, it will have to ask what is 

doable and w~se, 

All ~re of the Forbidde~ Wa ter 

You’re ou{: of sch~-~ol and tmdecided in the wayward ear]y ~97os. Law? Polities? "~ou don’t expect to find the 

answet~ in the Great Dismal Swamp. That’s wha~ happened to Bland Simpson 

If you qua]fly for r~eed--based finandal aid, [iNC has your back. It’s an extraordinat3, commitment that is 

~ecom ng ~ ~ g~4e ’ cba let~ge to maintain. 
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Paul Gardner: Nice mn tbr the U-20s -- but don’t mention the Latinos 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Nice win for the U-20s -- but don’t mention the 
Latinos 
By Paul Gardner 

Tut, tut, Alexi Lalas, naughty, naughty. On a recent ESPN telecast Lalas had the bad taste, or the attention- 

seeking gall - orwas it simply the courage? - to bring up what has evidently become a thorny subject these 

days: the place of Latino players in American soccer. 

Lalas was referring to the policy of Chivas USA, and had this to say of Chivas USA’s recruiting: "It’s very clear that Chivas 

USA have targeted players that have Mexican and Hispanic parentage. Some people have called it racist, I don’t think it is - 

but it is, though, exclusionary." 

Lalas went on to pose this question: ’If you are a young boy playing soccer in Southern California right now, and you don’t 

have Mexican or Hispanic parentage, do you have an equal opportunity to play for both of your teams [i.e. Chivas USA and 

Galaxy] in Los Angeles? And I think the answer right now is ’No.’" 

Does he have a point? Yes, very definitely he does. And it’s a point that those of us who have been promoting the merits of 

Latino players need to acknowledge. 

To get some irritating factors out of the way or a start. This discrimination against Anglo (i.e. non-Latino) players that Lalas is 

talking of needs to be seen in the context of years, decades, of the reverse bias - that of a discrimination against Hispanic 

players. 

American soccer - and I’m very much including college soccer - has a long and unenviable record of deprecating the Latin 

game and its players. The situation has been improving. The move by MLS to shift youth development away from the colleges 

into club academies is having an effect. Take a look at these percentage figures for Latino players on MLS club academies at 

the under-16 and under-18 levels: 

Chicago 35% 

Chivas USA 75% 

Colorado 33% 

Columbus 4% 

Dallas 61% 

D.C. United 25% 

Houston 72% 

Kansas City 19% 

Los Angeles 62% 

New England 24% 

New York 29% 

Portland 37% 

Real Salt Lake 43% 

San Jose 48% 

Seattle 9% 

o For an overall average of 37 ’/o. A figure that is massively at odds with what we see from college soccer. It is a stat that ought 

to spell the death of college soccer as a pathway to pro soccer. A death from ineffectiveness, if you like, but shame should 

play its part as well. 

Yes, Latino players have found it difficult in American soccer. So, maybe, the sort of bias alleged by Lalas can be overlooked 

as late justice? No, not ~ally. The one prejudice does not excuse the other. But if we’re going to start making accusations of 

exclusionary practices, how about starting with an admission that most of the blame for this attitude lies with the Anglo side of 

the game? 

I haven’t seen any evidence that Lalas has ever spoken out on behalf of Latino players, or against the difficulties they face in 

the American game - so it’s hard to accept his criticism. But accepted it must be. Chivas USA should not position itself as 

being uninterested in Anglo players. 

But as soon as we start talking about the qualities of playe[s we are dealing with a specifically soccer issue. And this 

discussion starts with the fact that there is a specific Latin way of playing soccer, one that is recognized worldwide, and one 



that is seen as a style that features more ball-skills than any other style, and that includes elements of artistry and bravura 

that other styles lack or eschew. As its counterpoint, we have the no-frills, overtly physical game propounded by the northern 

Europeans, particularly the British, who claim greater action and excitement for their game, and like to see players "get stuck 

in." 

Those who do not, or refuse to, see these opposing forces do not belong in this debate. For they are the people who, lacking 

knowledge of the soccer nuances and subtleties involved, want to reduce this issue to a matter of racism, which it is not, and 

never has been. 

The fact is that a//soccer clubs in the world prQctice exclusion: Their coaches will have their preferences for the style of player 

that they like, and for the players that they don’t like - and those likes and dislikes are intimately related to the style of 

soccer that they want their teams to play. 

This type of discrimination is at work quite frequently in soccer, and it particularly involves attacking players. The departure of 

goalscorer Zlatan Ibrahimovic from Barcelona in 2011 came about because Coach Pep Guardiola felt he did not fit the Barca 

style. The same reasoning applied when Andy Carroll found himself unwanted by Liverpool’s new coach Brendan Rodgers. 

Both cases could be damned as bias against huge center forwards - sizeism, I imagine it would be called. You can see it that 

way, but it is essentially a matter of a soccer preference. There are, after all, plenty of soccer coaches who very obviously 

have no faith in small players. 

It comes down to this. Chivas USA wants to play a Latin-style, even a Mexican-style, of soccer. Who else would it recruit to 

accomplish that, other than Latin-style players? Well, it should also be looking to see if there are any Anglos who fit the bill. 

There won’t be many, but you never know. A Landon Donovan or a Clint Dempsey would do nicely. So the answer to the Lalas 

Lament about young Anglo players in Southern California is that the bias he complains of will exist - but it is one of many 

biases to be taken into account when considering the value of a soccer player. 

Above all, it is not- and Lalas was quick to acknowledge this - racism. It is exclusionary, maybe unnecessarily so (though 

Chivas did have four Anglos in its starting lineup this past weekend), but in principle no more exclusionary than any choice 

that a soccer coach will make in deciding to recruit or reject a player. 

At least Lalas discussed the subject on television. That is not what happened during the FOX telecasts of the USA’s team 

during the Concacaf under-20 championship. The team did well, getting to the final, improving with every game. For the final 

against Mexico, Coach Tab Ramos fielded a team in which eight of the 10 outfield players were Latino. 

Yet ... during that 2-hour telecast of the final, neither of the TV commentators, JP Dellacamera and Christopher Sullivan, could 

bring themselves to discuss, to even make a passing reference to, the overwhelmingly Latino character of this team. 

I find that extraordinary and, frankly, inexplicable. Not least because this was an exceptionally good performance from the 

USA. Actually, one of the best performances I have ever seen from any U.S. national team, at any level (my experience of 

U.S. national teams started in 1964, when I watched the USA, with one Latino player, get beaten 10-0 by England. Things 

have gotten better). 

Mexican youth soccer can lay claim to being the best in the world at the moment, so for the USA, playing in Mexico, to take 

the Mexicans to overtime is impressive. Doubly so, because it was not achieved by relying (as has invariably been the case in 

the past) on intimidating physical play and good goalkeeping. 

But things went way beyond the mere reliance on defensive qualities. We saw an American team playing with style, passing 

the ball well, crisply, accurately - and, yes, excitingly - trying, always, to play themselves out of tricky situations. All of the 

U.S. players looked comfortable on the ball - I have never seen that before. This was soccer con brio, with artistry as well as 

commitment, with skill and determination. 

What Tab Ramos and his team gave us down in Puebla was the breakthrough that American soccer has been seeking. Oh, if 

only ... I’m almost tempted to say that it was the breakthrough that the U.S. has been avoiding, because this has taken far too 

long. 

A point has been made: That we have, in this country, a lot of exceptional Latino talent. But will that point, at long last, be 

accepted? Is there still a reluctance to allow Latinos their place in U.S. soccer? That telecast - how was it possible for two 

experienced American soccer commentators to avoid discussing, to not even mention, the pivotal importance of what was 

happening in front of them? 

Could it be that the antipathy for Latino soccer is still around. You bet it could. I’m sure it is not part of either Dellacamera’s or 

Sullivan’s DNA, but in being coy about bringing the subject up they evidently sense an awkwardness about it. As though it is 

not quite the done thing to discuss in polite company. 

Yes, the old attitudes do hang on, but they need to be extinguished. You can see the contradictions involved by looking at 

those Academy percentages above. The overall trend is clearly toward accommodating Latino players. But not everywhere - 

and some of the lower figures come from surprising places. 

I suppose the biggest question to be answered, the one of immediate urgency, is this: Where does Jurgen Klinsmann stand? 

He saw the game, he knows - he must know - that he saw plenty of players on the field who match up to his desire for 

players who are fit, who play with an intense desire to win, and who play the sort of soccer that he claims to want. 

And he knows that most of them were Latino. Then why does he not acknowledge that? He is "excited about the qualification," 

and thinks it ’‘well deserved," he’s "happy for Tab Ramos." He says "we look at the individual talent, their strengths and 

weaknesses, and how they connect with each other. There are a lot of elements we talk about afterward with Tab Ramos 



because they’re the future a couple years down the road." 

So - does Klinsmann see a Latino future? Maybe. Maybe not - he talks, in tepid, Scrooge-like tones, of "a couple of individual 

talents coming through the ranks there," with no indication of who they might be. Maybe it’s the decidedly anglo goalkeeper 

who caught his eye? 

This is very disappointing. On this matter, as a result of what went on in the U-20 final, Klinsmann should be speaking out 

much more loudly, much more enthusiastically. Instead, we get the traditional omerta that envelops the Latino player and the 

Latino style. One has to wonder what sort of vision Klinsmann has for the future of American soccer if he cannot get truly 

excited about what Tab Ramos and his boys did in Mexico .... 

For Alexi Lalas, then, a sort of bouquet for bringing up what almost looks like a forbidden subject. But a sort of brickbat, too, 

for dubbing it "exclusionary" without pointing out that such measures are not unusual when it comes to assembling soccer 

teams. 

For JP Dellacamera and Christopher Sullivan nothing but questions - above all, what is it that makes a vir1ually alI-Latino team 

something that cannot be talked about? 

For Tab Ramos and his team, nothing but praise. For proving that those with unfailing faith in the Latino game have been right. 

That we have plenty of exceptional young talent among the Latino ranks, but we have so far failed to make use of it. I wish I 

could be confident that Tab’s message will be heard thr~)ughout American soccer. But it has not been heard before, and the 

entrenched ignorance of, and opposition to, Latin soccer runs mighty deep among the get-stuck-in crow& 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League round of 16, second-leg action continues on Tuesday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted, TV programming is always subject to change, Check your local listings, Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the v~ek,) 

TUESDAY, Ma~ch 12 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA=AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-GALTASARAY (delay) 6 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE=GALTASARAY (live) 3:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores VELEZ SARSFIELD-PENAROL (live) 6 pm, 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-GALTASARAY (delay) 8:30 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-XELAJU (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-JAGUARES (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-AMERICA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-GALTASARAY (live) 3:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AC MILAN (live) 3:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-XELAJU (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE-TIGRES (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-JAGUARES (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-AMERICA (live) 11 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, March 

PAY PER ViEW (integrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve CupUSA-GERMANY (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:30 pm, 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-PORTO (delay) 6 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS LACUNA-HOUSTON (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-HEREDIANO (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-PORTO (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (delay) 6 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BARECLONA-TOLUCA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores CORINTHIANS-TIJUANA (live) 9 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS LACUNA-HOUSTON (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-HEREDIANO (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-PUEBLA (live) 9 pro. 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-ATLAS (live) 11 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-PORTO (live) 3:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:45 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS LACUNA-HOUSTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-HEREDIANO (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-PUEBLA (live) 9 pro. 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-ATLAS (live) 11 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League INTER MILAN-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-STEAU BUCHAREST (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-STUTTGART (delay) 6 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-LEVANTE (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASLTE-ANZHI (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ZENIT-BASEL (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BORDEUAX-BENFICA (live) 9 pm, 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-VIKTORIA PLZEN (delay) midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 6 pro. 

Copa Libertadores SAN JOSE-MILLONARIOUS (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-LEVANTE (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League ZENIT-BASEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League INTER MILAN-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-STEAU BUCHAREST (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-VIKTORIA PLZEN (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BORDEUAX-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASLTE-ANZHI (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-STUTTGART (live) 4 pm. 

FRIDAY, March 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League Draw Quarterfinals (live) 6 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-HIBERNIAN (live) 3:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-AJACCIO (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain DEPORTIVO-CELTA (live) 4:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-AJACCIO (live) 3:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD DE GUADALAJARA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 10:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League Draw QUARTERFINALS TBD (live) 6 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-HIBERNIAN (live) 3:45 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal GIL VICENTE-BRAGA (live) 4 pro. 

Mexico JAGUARES DE CHIAPAS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 



ESPN2 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

NBC 

MLS NEW YORK-D.C. UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-CHICAGO (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia MELBOURNE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 2:30 am= 

England SWANSEA-ARSENAL (live) 10:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-READING (live) 1 pm. 

England ASTON VlLLA-QPR (delay) 3:30 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST BROM (delay) 5:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England SOUTHAMPTON-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

Australia MELBOURNE-WESTERN SYDNEY (delay) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England SWANSEA-ARSENAL (live) 10:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-READING (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

MexicoAMERICA-SAN LUIS (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-LYON (live) Neon. 

France LILLE-EVlAN (delay) 3 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-SAN LUIS (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-GUADALAJARA (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) midnight. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico PACHUCA-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

Mexico ATLAS-SANTOS (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 5 pm, 

MLS COLUMBUS-SAN JOSE (live) 5:30 pm, 

MLS SALT LAKE-COLORADO (live) 6 pm, 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

Nethlerlands PSV-RKC WAALW1JK (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTON VILLA-QPR (live) 11 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA-ARSENAL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-READING (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS DALLAS-HOUSTON (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England SUNDERLAND-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-WEST HAM (live) 11:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-DUNDEE (live) 11 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NEWCASTLE (delay) 1 pm. 



FOX DEPORTES 

England SUNDERLAND-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-WEST HAM (live) 11:30 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-LEON (live) 2 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-LEON (live) 2 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES=CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pro. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pro, 

UNIMAS 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AZ ALKMAAR-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 

MLS DALLAS-HOUSTON (live) 1 pm. 

Portugal GUIMARAES-BENFICA (live) 4:30 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-DUNDEE (live) 11 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NEWCASTLE (live) Neon. 

England CHELSEA-WEST HAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England SUNDERLAND-NORWICH CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

TBA 
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Section 1 : Klinsmann: Positive news on Demp~y and Jolmson 

What They’re Saying 

"If you were a footballer, 

what would your preferred 

position be?" 

"Do you know any footballer 

(except you) who is neither 

footed?" 

"How do you get to the other 

side of the road when you 

don’t know howto cross?" 

Today’s News - Tuesday, March 12, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Klinsmann: Positive news on Dempsey and Johnson 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[USA MEN] In a Twitter session with fans on Monday, U.S. national team coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann confirmed that he expected injured starters Glint Dempsey and 

Fabian Johnson to be ready for the upcoming World Cup 2014 qualifiers, in a separate podcast 

on Monday, Klinsmann suggested that it wasn’t an automatic that Landon Donovan will return 

to the national team after he resumes play with the LA Galaxy and that the USA might in the 

future line up with Michael Bradley and Jermaine Jones in central midfield without a holding 

midfielder behind them. - Read the whole story 

-- Some of the questions 

posed to Liverpool winger 

Stewart Downing when the 

club made him available for 

a Twitter Q&A. (Daily Mirror) 

Tigres brings ’B’ team to Seattle 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The Concacaf Champions League still has a ways to go 

before it will be taken seriously. Exhibit A: Runaway Mexican leader Tigres traveled to Seattle for 

the second leg of their quarterfinal series against the Sounders Tuesday with a team of reserves 

and youth team players. - Read the whole story 

Martins says he’s a Sounder 
by Soccer America 

[MLS ,~POTLIGHTjObafemi Martins tweeted that he is a Sounder, but Seattle management 

wasn’t quite ready to confirm the signing of the Nigerian international, whose contract buyout at 

Levante was confirmed by the Spanish club on Monday. - Read the whole story 

Jahn is San Jose’s newest Goonie 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS ROOKIE WATCH] Five rookies made their MLS debut over the weekend, including No. 1 

SuperDraft pick Andrew Farrell in New England’s 1-0 win at Chicago, but San Jose 

Supplemental Draft pick Adam dahn stole the show with the tying goal and ball that led to the 

penalty kick (twice taken) that won the game for the Earthquakes over New York. - Read the 

whole story 

Morgan’s goal sets up USA-Germany final 
by Paul Kennedy 

[ALGARVE CUP] Alex Morgan’s goal in the 56th minute earned the U.S. women’s national team 

a 1-1 tie against Sweden, coached by its former coach Pia Sundhage, and a berth in 

Wednesday’s Algarve Cup championship game against Germany (TV: pay-per-view, 1 p.m. Er). 

The tie also preserved the USA’s unbeaten streak of 28 games that has extended back more than 

a year to last year’s Algarve Cup. - Read the whole stow 

Costa Rica calls up Red Bulls’ Roy Miller 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOV’TN] Roy Miller, the goat in the New York Red Bulls’ 2-1 loss at San 

Jose Sunday night, is among 13 foreign-based players Costa Rica called up for its World Cup 

qualifiers against the USA March 22 in Commerce City, Colo., and March 26 against Jamaica. 

AIvaro Baborio (Real Salt Lake) and Jairo Arrieta (Columbus Crew) were also called up. - 

Read the whole stow 

Varmint invades game in Switzerland and bites players 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Oil ~he Post] A Swiss Super League game was interrupted by a rampaging pine 

marten in a scene that started out innocently enough and ended as you might expect when you’re 

reminded this small animal belongs to the weasel family, just like badgers and wolverines. - Read 

the whole story 
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Ofginally sent 3/T13: The Unexamined Lit~ 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ~e{ed radio corr:r.~e~{ator a..",d 
the i’ound~r and preside~[ of U~e nonprofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics am~ CHARACTER COUNTS!, 
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Soccer America Confidential: Here come the Canucks! 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 

Here come the Canucks! 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

I know it’s ridiculously early in the MLS season to get too giddy about anything, but the signs north of the border 

are glowingly positive. 

Montreal has already equaled its grand total of two road victories last year by winning in Seattle and Portland on back-to-back 

weekends. Like the Impact, Vancouver is also 2-0, with the revival of previously maligned DP Kenny Miller and performance 

of Japanese midfielder Daigo Kobayashi energizing the fan base. 

Toronto FC, the first Canadian MLS entrant, bears the stigma of failing to reach the playoffs in each of the six seasons since 

joining the league in 2007. But so far, TFC 2013 looks like a transformed team under new head coach Ryan Nelsen. It put up 

a good effort in its opener, a 1-0 loss in Vancouver, and efficiently topped the defending conference champion, Sporting 

Kansas City, 2-1, last weekend with two goals by newly signed font~ard Robbie Earnshaw. 

As MLS grapples with its rules of how to classify Canadian players - they are considered domestic playera if employed by 

Canadian teams but not if they play south of the border- and other issues faced by Americans playing for Vancouver, 

Montreal and Toronto, a new dynamic is forming. The Canadian contingent is establishing its presence. 

Stronger Canadian teams will not only sharpen the competition for playoff spots. It will also ratchet up pressure on several 

American laggards to boost their attendances and finances, and perhaps accelerate the signing of Designated Players. While 

none of the teams has splashed out anything close to the sums spent for David Beckham, Thierry Henry or Rafael 

Marquez, TFC did sign Julian de Guzman for an initial salary of about $1.9 million, and last year paid Torsten Frings 

approximately $2.4 million. 

More so on a per-capita basis than their American counterparts, the Canadian teams have been aggressive in signing DPs, 

and in the cases of former Whitecap Barry Robson and Mustapha Jarju, for example, cutting them loose when they under~ 

performed. 

You can say, rightly, those were bad moves, yet they were quickly corrected and in any case, show ambition if not 

necessarily wisdom. Montreal has gone very European in its foreign signings, and took the extreme step of dismissing head 

coach Jesse Marsch after a promising first season in favor of Swiss-born Marco $¢hallibaum. TFC took a major step by 

hiring Kevin Payne away from D.C. United, and Payne shocked the world again by hiring Nelsen, the defensive linchpin of 

United’s 2004 championship team. 

The Canadian teams are also out-performing many of their U.S. rivals at the gate, even if the expansion bumps enjoyed by 

Vancouver (2011) and Montreal (2012) are discounted. A sixth straight losing season dropped the average attendance in 

Toronto to an alMime low of 18,155 after it had regularly topped 20,000. Though that average TFC crowd dropped below the 

league average (18,803) for the first time, it’s still a figure several MLS teams have yet to attain since they joined the league. 

In its expansion season, Montreal drew 22,772 fans per game, third-best in MLS. Vancouver (19,475) ranked sixth as it 

became the first Canadian team to qualify for the playoffs. TFC’s all-time low figure landed it right in the middle, 10th, amongst 

the 19 teams. So why did MLS rebuff Canadian inquiries for about a decade, until forces converged by which BMO Field was 

built to house Toronto FC and several games of the 2007 FIFA U-20 World Cup? 

For better or worse, the founding fathers of MLS were reluctant to head north until every U.S. possibility had been researched. 

Considering they flirted with not one but two cities in Oklahoma - Edmond and Tulsa - as well as San Antonio before getting 

serious about Canada tells you something about their preferences. 

Yet as early as 1997 efforts were underway in Vancouver to eventually lure an MLS team. Though a proposed waterfront 

stadium that would have seated approximately 24,000 never came to fruition, and Toronto nicked the first Canadian MLS entry 

in 2007, the ’Caps finally made the jump from the second tier to MLS in 2011, along with Northwest rival Portland. 

’I understood that they were looking at being an American league, but if you look at North American sport, all the major 

leagues encompass Canadian clubs," says Vancouver president Bob Lenarduzzi, a native of British Colombia who was a 

teenager on the first Whitecaps team that began play in the old North American Soccer League in 1974. "If you look at the 

markets that had soccer teams there was success in all of those markets. In our case, having Vancouver match up with 

Portland, or Seattle and Portland, I thought would have been in any league." 

Vancouver has its geographical MLS rivals on the West Coast; Toronto and Montreal are not far from several U.S. rivals on the 

opposite side of the continent. 



And there’s a palpable tension whenever the Canadian teams play each other. Rivalries established in the NASL have been 

fueled sporadically by encounters in the lower divisions as well as a Canadian mini-tournament to determine the nation’s 

entrant in the Concacaf Champions League. It also doesn’t hurt that those cites have long-standing rivalries in hockey and 

Canadian football. Yet the passion for soccer isn’t confined to intr~-Canada showdowns, as was shown in 2008 when more 

than 2,000 TFC fans made the eight-hour trek to see their team in Columbus. Seeing so much red amongst the black-and- 

yellow helped convince separate Crew fan groups to ban together. 

impact captain Davy Arnaud grew up in Texas, attended West Texas A&M, and had played his entire pro career in Kansas 

City prior to be being traded to Montreal in November, 2011. He didn’t need much time to sense how different life was north of 

the border. The weather was just part of it. 

’*eah, you felt that right from the start," says Arnaud, who admits preseason training outdoors in early February severely tests 

his Texas blood. "Even the first time we played Toronto, the guys who had been here previously and been involved with the 

club were telling you it’s a big game. During the games you get the sense of how important it is to the clubs and to the fans." 

Success on the field and at the gate makes the Canadian contingent, small though it is, extremely important to MLS. 
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3 Proven Methods to Guard Against Over-Contidence 

Overconfidence develops when athletes pay less attention to detail, ignore critical information and lack focus both 
before and during the competition. Not taking an opponent seriously is a recipe for failure. Check out this week’s blog on 
3 Proven Methods to Guard Against Over Confidence: 

Newly revised for 20:t3: Our best selling mental toughness and motivation book for athletes: Read This Book Tonight 
to Help You Win Tomorrow 
http://cham pionshipperform.com/books/read-th is-book-to niq ht 
If you no longer wish to receive free Winning Ways blog alerts, simply reply to this email and type John 3::t6 in the 
window. (Also, feel free to forward this email to another coach who would be interested in our biog.) 
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Section 1: Teenagers lead LA Gala.-;y into semifinals 

What They’re Saying 

"1 did it so that if [Chris 

Wondolowski] made it, he 

would have to do it again, 

and then he missed Ihad 

the unfortunate luckthat 

Luis [Robles] saved the 

initial attempt." 

-- New York defender Roy 

Miller tries to explain why he 

so obviously encroached 

during San Jose’s penalty 

kick Of course, had the shot 

scored, the goal would have 

stood because the rules 

don’t punish the scoring 

team for an opponent’s 

violation. Instead, Chris 

Wondolowski got a second 

chance after Luis Nobles’ 

save and scored the 

stoppage-time gamewinner 

in San Jose’s 2-1 triumph. 

(The PK was awarded 

because of Miller’s 

handball.) (MLSSoccer.com) 

Today’s News - Thursday, March 14, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Teenaqers lead LA Galaxy into semifinals 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[C©NCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] For the first time since the launch of the 

Concacaf Champions League, two MLS teams will be in the semifinals. Just like the 

Seattle Sounders, who got a key goal from homegrown rookie DeAndre Yedlin in their 

comeback win over Tigres on Tuesday night, the Los Angeles Galaxy got goals from teenagers 

Jose Villarreal and Jack McBean to join the Sounders in the final four with a 4-1 win over 

Herediano on Wednesday. U.S. international Herculez Gomez ended the Houston Dynamo’s 

hopes to reaching the semifinals with the decisive second goal - his eighth, all against MLS 

clubs, in Concacaf play - in Santos’ 3-0 win over the Dynamo that erased the MLS club’s 1-0 

advantage from the first leg. - Read the whole story 

Ferretti: ’Playing against 12 is harder than usual’ 
by Soccer America 

[REACTION: Seattle Sounders-Tigres] MLS coaches are notorious for lashing out at Concacaf 

referees, so it was interesting to see how the shoe was on the other foot after the Seattle 

Sounders’ 3-1 win over Mexican leader Tigres that sent the MLS club into the semifinals, 3-2, on 

aggregate. Tigres coach Tuca Ferretti had no problem with the red card to his captain, Manuel 

Viniegra, that changed the complexion of the game. But he otherwise blasted Salvadoran referee 

Elmer Bonilla, saying that it’s hard to win when it’s 12 against 10. - Read the whole story 

USA set to face Belize for the first time 
by Paul Kennedy 

[GOLD CUP1 The USA will play Belize for the first time ever when it opens play at the 2013 Gold 

Cup July 9 at Portland’s Jeld-Wen Field. It will also face Cuba and Costa Rica in Group C. For the 

complete the Gold Cup schedule ... - Read the whole story 

Morgan leads Americans to ninth Alqarve Cup title 
by Paul Kennedy 

[UoA-GERMAN ~] Alex Morgan’s two goals were the difference as the USA won the Algawe Cup 

for a ninth time as it beat Germany, 2-0, in Wednesday’s final that pitted the world’s top two 

ranked teams in the world against each other. The tournament title was the first under new coach 

Tom Sermanni, who made a number of lineup changes. Longtime captain Christie Rampone 

did not play, FI FA Women’s Player of the Year Abby Wambach came off the bench for the first 

time since 2011, and Megan Rapinoe, the tournament MVP, was a late scratch due to an 

injury. - Read the whole story 

Mitts retires after 15-year international career 
by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] Heather Mitts, one of only four players to represent the USA on its 2004, 2008 

and 2012 Olympic gold-medal teams, announced her retirement at the age of 34. Mitts, who was 

allocated to the Boston Breakers of the new NWSL, had not traveled with the USA to the 2013 

AIgarve Cup. - Read the whole story 

Mexico recalls ex-SKC forward Bravo 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] Former Sporting Kansas City striker Omar Bravo has been 

recalled for the Mexican national team’s games against Honduras and the USA in World Cup 

2014 qualifying. Also back is veteran defender Jonny Magallon. The shakeup follows Mexico’s 

stunning 0-0 tie at home against Jamaica in their Hexagonal opener. - Read the whole story 

Newcomer Malaga joins old hat Bayern in final eiqht 
by Soccer America 

[BY THE NUMBERS] Bayern Munich and Malaga completed the final eight in the UEFA 

Champions League. Bayem, which survived a 2-0 loss at home to Arsenal, is an old hat at the 

Champions League with 11 appearances in the final eight. Malaga, a 2-0 winner over Porto, 

reached the quarterfinals in its first year in the competition. For more on the Champions League 

ahead of Friday’s draw in Nyon, Switzerland. - Read the whole story 



The unluckiest trio of the week 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Three victims cursed to different fates include a Greek striker who 

hits every bit of the woodwork without scoring, a fan in Spain who wishes he wasn’t, and a young 

star in Germany who’s brought to his knees by a teammate in painfully embarrassing fashion. - 

Read the whole story 
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Soccer Business Insider: FOX Sports to broadcast Gold Cup tbr first time 

Thursday, March 14, 2013                                                 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

FOX Sports to broadcast Gold Cup for first time 
By Paul Kennedy & Ridge Mahoney 

FOX Sports Media Group will broadcast all 25 Gold Cup matches for the first time in 2013. Coverage will include 

up to three games on FOX Sports, marking the first time it will provide network coverage of the Concacaf 

championship. 

FOX Sports will air a live match from the group stage, a quarterfinal round if the USA advances and the final on July 28 (3:30 

p.m. ET) from Chicago’s Soldier Field. 

Viewers will also have access to the entire tournament via FOX Soccer 2Go, FOX Soccer’s digital platform for computers, 

tablets and smartphones. 

’Our dedication to the growth of soccer in America has never been more evident than by the extraordinary coverage we have 

on tap for this year’s Gold Cup," said FOX Soccer Executive Vice President and General Manager David Nathanson in a 

statement. "In the months ahead, we look forward to sharing more details on our groundbreaking coverage plans." 

The tournament is a dress rehearsal of sorts for FOX, which will begin televising all FIFA events in 2015. 

(Click here for the Gold Cup schedule.) 

FA CUP VIELMNG RECORD. FOX Soccer’s broadcast of Sunday’s Manchester United-Chelsea match was the network’s 

most-watched FA Cup match ever, according to Nielsen Media Research. The match, which finished in a 2-2 tie, drew 450,000 

viewers, making it the fifth most-watched contest of any kind in FOX Soccer history. 

Top FOX Soccer Audience 

1. USA-Mexico, 2011 Gold Cup final (1.1 million viewers) 

2. Chelsea-Liverpool, 2011 EPL (579,000) 

3. Manchester United-Real Madrid, 2013 UEFA Champions League (520,000) 

4. Chelsea-Manchester United, 2012 EPL (499,000) 

5. Manchester United-Chelsea, 2013 FA Cup (460,000) 

FIRE SALES UP. Crain’s Chicago Business reports on a steady upward trend in season-ticket sales, a lucrative jersey 

sponsorship deal and a regular television partner has boosted optimism on the business side of MLS’s Chicago Fire: 

- The Fire now employs about 70 people (not counting players), which represents a 30 percent increase since 2007. Most 

additions were in ticket sales, marketing and corporate services. 

- Partnerships doubled in both number and revenue in 2012, in the wake of a jersey sponsorship deal signed with Quaker that 

is worth a reported $8 million over its three-year term that expires next year. 

- There are multiyear agreements with 70 percent of the club’s sponsors, as opposed to about 25 percent a few years ago. 

- A local television rights deal announced with WPWR-TV/Channe150 represents the first time the Fire has had a single, local 

TV destination. 

On the attendance front, the Fire averaged 16,409 fans in 2012, a 13 percent increase from 2011. Season tickets have nearly 

tripled since 2010 to approximately 5,300, and the team is shooting to hit 7,500 this season. 

An announced crowd of only 13,242 watched the 2013 home opener at Toyota Park, the earliest home game in Fire history. 

(V~nd chills were in the lower 30s.) 
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Section 2: Eaxly UCL Exits Confirm English Decline says Wenger 

By Ross Fadner, Thursda;4 March 14, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Wenger: UCL Exits Confirm Enq~ish Decline 
ESPNFC com                                                                                              ~ 

Arsene Wenger admitted that English clubs have fallen behind other European teams, as his team, 

Arsenal, became the fourth and final Premier League club to bew eut of this season’s UEFA Champions League, 

losing its twe-game Round of 16 series to Bayem Munich thanks to the away-goals rule. 

"it’s a massive disappointment for English football," Wenger said regarding the fact that this season, every English 

team was eliminated before the Champions League quarterfinals. "1 think it’s a massive wake-up call for us," he 

added. "It means the rest of Europe has caught up on us. We have to take that into consideration when we think 

about the future of the Premier League." 

However, Bayern Munich coach Jupp Heynckes insisted that the gap between the Premier League and the 

German Bundesliga is not as big as is being made out. "The English teams had an unlucky draw, with Manchester 

United against Real Madrid and Arsenal with us," he said. "Arsenal will be back again." 

Despite pulling out a surprise 2-0 victory at the Allianz Arena in Munich on Wednesday, the Gunners failed to 

progress due to the three goals it conceded against Bayern Munich in London three weeks ago. The series ended 

3-3. 

- Read the whole story_. 

lsco: Mala~a Deserves UCL Quarterfina~ 
ESPNFC corn 

Malaga hero Isco said his team fully deserved to qualify for the UEFA Champions League quarterfinals after 

beating FC Porto 2-0 at home in the second-leg of its two game Round 16 series with the Portuguese champ, which 

finished 2-1 on aggregate. "It’s a dream, something that had never been seen before in this city," Isco, who scored 

the opening goal shortly before halftime, said after the game. "We deserve it." 

In an interview with UEFA.com, the 20-year-old added: "An achievement like [reaching the quarterfinals] seemed 

impossible only a short time ago. It is a dream for everyone here. We came out of the blocks with a lot of intensify 

because that is what this tie demanded of us. We then settled into the match and showed what we were capable of. 

I think we dese~/ed the win." 

Teammate Jeremy Toulalan offered the highest possible praise for Isco, winner of the 2012 Golden Boy Award, 

comparing him to Barcelona’s Lionel Messi. "Those games, you have to have great players to unlock them. 

Barcelona have Messi, we have Isco," Toulalan said. "This is historic. Since the beginning of our adventure, we 

have tried to go the furthest possible. We had to qualify. We played to our strengths." 

- Read the whole story... 

Tevez Could Face Jail Time 
Telegraph 

Manchester City striker Carlos Tevez could spend the rest of the season in jail after he was charged with driving 

with a suspended license and no insurance. The Argentine was ordered to appear in British court on April 3. 

Tevez had received a six month suspension of his driver’s license in January, but was arrested in Cheshire last 

Thursday after being stopped by police while allegedly driving a sports car. If found guilty, the 29-year-Nd could be 

imprisoned for six months 

- Read the whole story._ 

Report: Man City Planning Summer C~ear Out 
Guardian 

Manchester City is understood to be contemplating a summer clear-out of several players at the end of this season, 

The Guardian reports. Carlos Tevez, Samir Nasri, Gareth Barry and Edin Dzeko are among 11 players whose 

futures are in doubt as Coach Roberto Mancini plans to take a big axe to his underachieving squad. 



According to the report, the Italian tactician believes time club’s inability to recruit time players he identified towards 

the end of last season proved to be a major factor in City’s disappointing season. While Mancini wanted the likes of 

Robin van Persie, Eden Hazard, Daniele De Rossi, Javi Martinez and Daniel Agger, he had to settle for 

Jack Rodweil, Javi Garcia, Matjia Nastasic, Scott Sinclair and Maicon. 

Barry is understood to have told reporters that Mancini, CEO Ferran Soriano and director Txiki Begiristain are 

going to scrutinize "the players they want to go with" in the future. He, Tevez and Joleon Lescott all have one year 

remaining on their contracts, while Kolo Toure, Roque Santa Cruz and Wayne Bridge are all out of contract and 

certain to leave. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Valencia Close to Bankruptcy 
AFP 

La Liga’s Valencia could be in serious financial trouble, as a Spanish court nullified a guarantee made by the 

Valencia regional government over a loan given to the soccer club by troubled Spanish bank Bankia. 

The original loan of $97.7 million, which has now grown to $I 12 million with interest payments, was taken out on 

behalf of the Valencia Foundation in 2009 so that it could buy shares in the club to keep it from defaulting on its 

debts. However, Spain’s Court of Administrative Dispute has now found that the local government finance arm, 

which guaranteed the loan, was acting against the interest of members of time Valencia Foundation by diminishing 

their interest in time club. 

The local government had already paid $6.3 million at the beginning of the year to cover a payment that the 

foundation failed to meet. Now that the local government can no longer help Valencia repay its debt, Bankia could 

effectively become its owner. The next payment is due at the end of August. 

- Read the whole story... 
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How ttappy Are You? 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email anson@email.unc.edu is subscribed to this weekly newsletter. Mana~qe your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio <:ommenta~o~ and the 
founder and president of ti:e nor!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 
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Soccer America Classifieds: Saturday, March 16, 2013 

Saturday, March 16, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S CLASSIFIEDS 

SoccerAmedca Classifieds connect soccer companies and organizations to America’s soccer community twice a ~ 
week with listings of the latest soccer products, soccer programs, soccer jobs, and soccer opportunities. 

Classified Ad Rates: 

100-word text ad with link in Soccer America Classifieds e-newsletter: 4 weeks/S200, 13 weeks/S400, 26 weeks/S600, 52 
weeks/S1000 (50 cents per word over 100; $5 per additional link). Contact Doug Murdock dou.q@socceramerica.com 510-374- 

2967. 

Premium Classifieds 

ASSISTANT MEN’S SOCCER COACH - PART=TIME ~ 
RIDER UNIVERSITY seeks an individual for the part-time position of assistant men’s soccer coach. Responsibilities include 

all aspects of on the field coaching, recruiting, academic monitoring, game day administration, and community relations. 

Bachelor’s degree required along with previous coaching experience at club, scholastic or collegiate level. Success individual 

must possess: an ability to recruit, instruct and motivate college age student athletes; strong recruiting contacts; a strong 

knowledge of and willingness to comply with NCAA rules; and excellent organization, interpersonal and computer skills. For 

more information on this position and for application instructions, please visit our website at www.rider.edu/hr, ’Employment 

Opportunities’. Position 116022. There may be an opportunity to make additional income with camp or coaching club soccer. 

AA/EOE 

FREE WEBINAR: 7 SECRETS TO EXCELLENCE ~ 
A big part of your game is missing. It is mission critical for you as a coach, league operator, player, parent, or referee to make 

known how the mental preparation for your game will catapult you to success. There are 7 Secrets to Soccer Excellence 

Webinar is a free hour-long interactive and resource-rich webinar hosted by Dr. A (aka, Andrea Wieland, PhD, Olympian, 

counseling psychologist, and health performance coach to the stars). At the free March 26, 2013 webinar, Dr A will pull back 

the curtain to t~veal secrets to excellent preparation and performance in your soccer game. If you at~ competitive, you will love 

this webinar. Register at http://elfit.com/recommendssoccerwebinar E1 Fit.corn offers a Soccer1 Fit plan, an integrated 

approach to total athlete system (mental preparation, fitness, nutritional guidelines) available in 4 or 8 or 12 week plans for 

serious athletes to "Prepare for Amazing." 

THE TAHUICHI WAY ~ 
INTERNATIONAL TRAINING CENTER/CAMP "If you want to be the best than you must train with the besL Then you must 

train with TAHUICHI!!!" This summer experience an intensive soccer training program from July 6 - August 6. Sign up today so 

we can take you to a place like no other place in the world and to be challenged like you never have been before. Since 1991 

we have trained over 2000 Americans. We are looking for males and females ages 13 - 22. Here is one moment of a Tahuichi 

Experience from a former player, "Collapsing into a sand dune has never been so comforting... After running tht~e miles to 

reach a ring of sand dunes, another three miles around them, and countless 100 foot sprints up them, I could feel my pulse 

behind my eyeballs. We were all slowly sinking into the sand, but we were all smiling. Our coaches were smiling too. 

Everyone around me had the look of a determined delirium (still saying, "More," still saying, "Bring it on’) found somewhere 

between insanity and a Spartan euphoria. I could feel it too. Maybe this feeling was Pride. Maybe it was oxygen deprivation. 

Either way, we knew we were no longer gringos. We were no longer whiny Americans. We were Tahuichis." Located in Santa 

Cruz, Bolivia, The Tahuichi Way is the most intense soccer camp in the world. It is for competitive soccer players only -- and 

should not be taken lightly. Notable graduates include former DC United MLS Legends Marco Etcheverry and Jaime Moreno, 

and Francisco Gdmez, captain of the 1995 US U-17 national team and former MLS player. Players must love the game and be 

willing to be immersed in another country’s culture, food, and lifestyle. Spaces are limited, so please apply early. For more 

information, visit http://www.tahuichi.com/, or contact Cony Konstin at (503) 799-4746. View ESPN Videos at 

t~,wv.tahuichi.com 

Soccer America Classifieds 

ACADEMIES & CAMPS 
DELIMA SOCCER TRAINING CAMPS IN BRAZIL 

Since 1999 hundreds of dedicated players and parents have traveled to Brazil under Delima Soccer’s supervision to experience 

a once in a lifetime opportunity. Whether you are a top player looking for an individual intensive training camp with a Pro Club 

or a Coach seeking training and games for your high school, club, or college level team, Delima Soccer assures you the best 

soccer, education and cultural experience possible. Book during the 2013 FIFA Confederations Cup and get in on the action! 

Players must be age 13 and up to participate. Quality, Safety, High Level Soccer. www.delimasoccer.net. 



DISNEY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Join us for the 2013 Third Annual Disney Soccer Academy. This 4-Day Instructional Camp at ESPN Wide World of Sports 

Complex will feature appearances from professional soccer players. Please note players are subject to change. The Disney 

Soccer Academy features: Dynamic camp curriculum for ages 6-18. High-energy licensed coaches fi~m around the world, 

Age-appropriate coaching, Focus on technical development and small sided games. Registration for the 4-day session is $390 

per child and includes: Daily on-field instruction on world-class fields, Appearances by professional soccer players, Event t- 

shirt, Athlete gift, Daily Lunch. Dates: Week 1: June 17-20, 2013, Week 2: June 24-27,2013, Week 3: July 1-4,2013 & Week 

4: July 8-11,2013. Visit DisneySoccerAcademy.com for more information. 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

PLAY THE BAR(~A WAY! The official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exciting opportunity for boys, ages 12-18, to 

experience specialized soccer training with the wodd’s most successful soccer team and their expert coaches. Work with 

FCB’s youth coaches at the club’s official training grounds in Barcelona. Enjoy exclusive access to FCB training methods and 

facilities for a true Barga experience. In addition to world-class training, players participate in daily soccer-related workshops 

and enjoy cultural tours and visits. Space is limited, visit: www=fcbsoccercamps.com 

NEW SCHULZ ACADEMY RESIDENCY PROGRAM 

Train like a Pm with the Pros in sunny Florida! You want to get prepared for college scholarships or professional soccer? Join 

the new Residency Program at the Schulz Academy, which has the best track record in developing professional soccer 

players in the U.S. We also offer Summer Residency Camps. For more information, call 561/479-2637 or go to 

ww,~=sch ulzacademy.com. 

SOCCER CAMPS INTERNATIONAL 

EUROPEAN SUMMER CAMPS. Next summer, learn from the Best Clubs in England, Spain, Italy and France! Elite European 

Professional Soccer Clubs Official Soccer Camps are waiting for 7 - 18 years of age players from all over the World! Exclusive 

Access! Professional Coaches! ENGLAND: Manchester United Soccer Schools, Chelsea Soccer Schools, Arsenal Soccer 

Schools. SPAIN: Real Madrid Foundation Soccer Camps, FC Barcelona Soccer Camps, Spanish Soccer Federation 

International Soccer Camp. ITALY: AC Milan Junior Camps, Juventus Summer Camps. FRANCE: Paris Saint Germain 

Academy, Bordeaux Camps. Visit our website for full details: www.soccercampsinternational.com Register Now! Contact us 

1-866-374-9899 

APPAREL 
GLADIATOR SPORTS CUSTOM SOCCER UNIFORMS 

Top manufacturer of Soccer Gear and Apparel. We make the latest styles of soccer uniforms for $29.99, track suits $29.99, 

scrimmage training vests (bibs) $3.99, team jackets $49.00, sweatshirts $19.99, fleece shirts $19.99, and referee uniforms 

$39.99. High Quality -- Low Prices -- All Sizes. We create custom soccer jerseys with the sublimation process: youth club 

jerseys, replica jerseys, and your own designs. Discounts for schools, colleges, and leagues= One-time design set-up fee. E= 

mail your design and team name to usgladiators~,aol.com or call 703-878-9434 or visit W’WW.GLADIATOR=SPORTS .com 

MACO INTERNATIONAL 

Apparel/Uniforms, Balls and complete Soccer Gear by Maco. Call us today for a complete line of high quality soccer gear. We 

offer Jerseys $6=00 each and complete set of uniforms as low as $12.00/set. Hand-stitched soccer balls as low as $6.00. 

Field marking paint $32.00/case. Goal nets 2ram $55.00/pair and 3mm $75.00/pair. We also carry cones, goalie apparel and 

gloves, referee equipment, and shinguards. We can put your logo on balls and uniforms. Maco Int’l 1-800-586-8585 

vvww.macosoccer.com Email: sales@macosoccer.com 

SOCCER AMERICA SHOP 

Get your gear here. For the best selection and service of official soccer jerseys from around the globe, visit 

SoccerAmericaShop=com. Soccer America Shop also has a huge selection of soccer cleats, balls, equipment and more for 

the soccer player in your life. Your one-stop soccer source: SoccerAmericaShop.com. 

AWARDS 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Rixstine has the industry’s largest assortment of unique and customizable soccer awards. Visit www.soccerfun.net or contact 

us directly at 1-800-347-3810. Rush orders welcome! 

BOOKS 
OUR COMPET/TION /S THE WORLD 

"Youth soccer in America today is a hot topic and a growing r~volution. The book is a rare glimpse into coaching and player 

challenges faced here in the world of U.S. youth soccer. Baker beautifully expresses eye-opening concepts that spring from 

his experiences around the world. In the world of opinions in youth soccer, clarity of vision is rare. Baker’s vision is a beacon 

of light that will hopefully attract coaches from coast to coast and will improve the fabric of youth soccer in this generation." - 

Diane Scavuzzo (Editor in Chief, Soccer Nation Magazine) http:llv~Nw.amazon.coml website http:/Iwww.soccer-artistry.coml 

THE COMPLETE SOCCER GOALKEEPER 

Shut down opponents - stop every shot! Only The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper, by Tim Mulqueen with Mike Woitalla, shows 

you how to combine awareness, technique, and physical conditioning to anticipate the opponent’s every move. TCSG also 

includes advice from leading goalkeepers and exclusive insights from today’s top attackers= Order: 

http://www.humankinetics.com or amazon.com. 

BUSINESS OWNER: FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES 
MIGHTY KICKS 

Be your own boss, generate huge revenue, make a career in soccer and help kids! Mighty Kicks provides a highly developed, 

hugely popular mobile soccer program for youngsters. Our experience, methods, systems, training and support provide 

measures for success that you cannot get from starting from scratch. EASIER, FASTER, SMARTER. Are you qualified? 



Unbeatable value: wvwv.mi.qhtykicks.net Contact: luke@mi.qhtykicks.net 

DVDs 
REEDSWAIN SOCCER DVDs & BOOKS 

Huge selection and great prices on soccer DVDs, books, software and training equipment for coaches, players and fans. 800= 

331-5191 

ELECTRONIC SOCCER 
GLOWBALL 

The ultimate unique game of table football. Press a button and score a goal. Comes in a 5 or 11 a side table with all the 

whistles and bells, electronic scoreboard, lighting around the pitch, remote controls or table buttons. Play singles or doubles, 

penalty shootouts. Excellent for club or commercial premises. Remote control programmed to access game fees from credit 

cards. Eliminate coin collection. International FIFA rules. World and local competitions. Enquiries(~..glowball.co.nz. Watch 

action on www.glowball.co.nz or http//www.youtube.com/watch?v=AMH7NhTy-oU 

FREE YOUTH SOCCER WEBSITE 
SOCCER TOUGHNESS 

New FREE Soccer Toughness website features include: Logbook: log hours, training notes, goals, assists...stats 

(monthly/weekly graphs), File storage: keep any soccer documents (medical releases, medical insurance card, player 

cards...), ideal tools for parents. Free Mental Soccer tests. Start your own soccer blog or team biog. Have your own soccer 

wall (photos, videos, post your next practice/events). Share your thoughts with other players around the world. Allows you to 

share your posts on Facebook. Download our new iPhone app. We are now in Spanish, Portuguese, French, German, Italian. 

Register now, it is free! vwvw.soccertou.qhness.com 

FUNDRAISING 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Are you looking for a new, furl way to raise funds? Let us help! We have a large and unique line of soccer gifts that you carl 

sell. Any unsold merchandise may be returned and we will not charge you. Visit wvw~.socceffun.net to see products. Contact 

us directly at 1-800-347-3810 to learn more! 

GIFTS 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Let Rixstine supply the fun! We offer the largest selection of soccer novelties and gifts in the United States. Deck out your 

party and award players, coaches, parents, and sponsors. Check out our specials on vwvw.soccerfun.net. Contact us directly 

at 1-800-347-3810. 

GOALKEEPER TRAINING BUSINESS 
JUST4KEEPERS 

Are you tired of banging on doors to conduct clinics at clubs? Would you like to start your own Goalkeeper Training business? 

Does training keepers on your time with them coming to you rather than running between clubs to train a few keepers here 

and there sound good? Just4Keepers, THE International Goalkeeper Academy, is looking to bring Just4Keepers Coaching 

philosophy, brand and products, to the United States. We are looking for high caliber, high quality, individuals interested in 

starting their own Just4Keepers goalkeeper academies. If you love coaching goalkeepers, have a knack for connecting and 

helping them improve their game. If you have a strong desire to bring quality training to an underserved position. Then J4K IS 

what you are looking for. Take the next step...VISIT.., vww~..qoalkeeper-iobs.com J4K Academies will soon be running in areas 

of FL, NY, NC, NJ & VA. Join the growing Number of Just 4 Keepers Academies in the USA! 

INSURANCE 
K & K INSURANCE Sports insurance for camps, teams, leagues, instructors, tournaments, and events. Call 1-800-426-2889 

for more information. 

M E DAL SiPATC H E SiP 1 N S 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Choose from a wide selection of medals, patches, and pins or create your own with Rixstine! These make great tournament or 

year’s end awards. Visit www.soccerfun.net or contact us directly at 1-800-347-3810 to learn more. 

SOCCER TOURS 
CHALLENGER SPORTS 

Take the soccer tour of a lifetime with Challenger Sports. This isn’t just an incredible soccer vacation, you and your players 

can train with and compete against British professional teams, local club teams and international opponents in tournaments 

and friendly matches. Custom itinerary exclusively for your team. Coach Travels free! 1-800-730-9441 

TEAM PRODUCTS 
SPORTABILITY 

ONLINE REGISTRATION & LEAGUE ADMINISTRATION FOR CAMPS & LEAGUES. Do you run camps or leagues? Give 

participants an easy way to register and process payments using Sportability. As an administrator, you can collect everything 

you have collected from your paper registration form, while accessing information without the struggles of deciphering 

handwriting or collecting checks. Once the registration process is complete, you can form teams, create schedules, enter 

scores to generate standings, communicate with participants, etc..., everything you need for a successful program. Call toll- 

free 877-530-1248. 

Soccer America Classifieds for Saturday, March 16, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SoccerROM News - March 2013 

To keep you informed abom our latest updates, we’re writing wifl~ the following news ite~ns. Be sure to read the summaries mid check out the links below! 

New Coaching Essay: "Cooperative Competition" 

Six New Exercises Posted 

More new DVDs in the SoccerIvlall! 

Video Winner & New DVD Giveaway Announced 

New Coaching Essay: "Cooperative Competition" 

Players participate in soccer for a rode range of reasons. To be effective in leading a group of players with diverse perspectives, coaches mus~t unders~nd the primaly 

motives float drive each of their players to play the game. In our latest l~atured coaching essay, Cooperative Competition. SoccerROM co-creator Robe(t Parr looks 

at players who view the game primarily as a cooperative experience, and contrasts fl~eir behaviors with those players who prefer to play for comperitive reasons. This 

a(ticle offers some specific advice to help coaches manage both Fpes of players in their pmcrices, and also shows how you cmi modi~ traditional traAning activities to 

create more effective variants that incorporate both comp@tive and cooperative elements that will appeal to players from across the psychosocial spectrum. 

Six New Exercises Posted 

We have posted six new training exerci~s in the "Free Features" section of our site. The latest featured exercises (wifl~ full descriptions and 3-D illustrations) axe: 

Exercise #1: Passing-by-Numbers 
Exercise #2: Harness Saves under a StrinR 

Exercise #3: Soccer Pon~ 

Exercise #4: Somersault Saves 

Exercise #5: Pass and Receive Pressure Trainin~ Trios 
Exercise #6: Get Up and Catch Before the Bounce! 

More new DVDs in the SoccerMall! 

We have just added some new DVDs from Bra~don Koons and Chris Kranjc to fl~e SoccerMall! Check out the links below to learn more, and order your copies 

today’. 

\Vimlin~ with High Pressure Defense 
Pressing in a 4-3-3 

Possession with Ihirpose Ufilizin~ Small-Sided Ganies 

Fitness Concepts in Soccer 
Finislfinff.: h~dividual and Team Aspects 

You can also pnrchase some of these DVDs in sets and save $5 on your purchase! 

Chris Kranjc’s Pressure Soccer 2-Pack 

Brandon Koons Soccer Drills 2-Pack 

Video Winner & New DVD Giveaway .Mmounced 

We are pleased to announce that Michael Sander (Clearwater. FL) was selected as our winner in fl~e Febma~ 2013 DVD Giveaway! Michael will receive a copy of 

"Soccer Counter Attacking - The Quick Strike" compliments of Soccer Learning Sys~te~ns. 

If you didn’t win last montl~ be sure to participate in May’s drawing for the following rifle: 

FC Barcelona Champions League Final 2011 

To be automatically entered into the drawing, simply make a purchase of $50 or more (excluding shipping and ~eight charges) from the SoccerMall between Ma~ch 

15, 2013 and May 31, 2013. For more details, please see our Contest Rules page. 

Enter today, and take advnntage of this easy opportunity to win a great video! 

Thmaks! 

SoccerROM, LLC 



6929 JFK Blvd #20-261 

North Little Rock, AR 72116 

www.SoceerRO~lI, corn 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.! 
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Section 1: Late goals, and controversy, fire up MLS Rivalry Week 

What They’re Saying Today’s News - Monday, March 18, 2013 !i~iii~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"There’s nothing you can do 

when a team drops nine 

guys into a 24-yard space. 

That’s always going to be 

difficult." 

-- Sporting Kansas City 

coach Peter Vermes after a 

0-0 tie with the Chicago Fire 

in which Vermes’ team had 

73 percent of the ball 

possession. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

Late goals, and controversy, fire up Rivalry Week 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                        ~ 

[MLS REWIND: Week 3] Finally, there was a spate of goals, late dramatics and, yes, 

controversy to fire up MLS’s Rivalry Week. FC Dallas blew a 2-0 lead against the 

Houston Dynamo but it came back to win, 3-2, on Kenny Cooper’s goal in the 90th minute that 

appeared to have followed a handball. Carlos Alvarez’s 89th-minute goal in his MLS debut gave 

Chivas USA a 1-1 tie with the Los Angeles Galaxy in a fiery SuperClasico. And it was one minute 

into stoppage time Saturday night when Rodney Wallace equalized for Portland in its 1-1 tie at 

Seattle. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Chivas USA earns ’a hundred points in respect’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT]Jose Luis Sanchez Sola is like no coach MLS has ever seen before. It isn’t 

every day that a coach says that his players played stupendously, but that’s what "El Chelis" did 

after overachieving Chivas USA’s surprise 1-1 draw--with 10 men --against the defending 

champion LA Galaxy. "On the field," he added, "we won a point, but off the field we won a 

hundred points in respect." - Read the whole sto~y 

Kinnear: ’Sometimes the cheaters win’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Houston Dynamo coach Dominic Kinnear seemingly ignored the apparent 

handball that contributed to FC Dallas forward Kenny Cooper’s winning goal in the home team’s 

3-2 win in Sunday’s Brimstone Cup. What he couldn’t let pass was what he felt was a Cooper dive 

that led to a free kick and the first of two FC Dallas goals in a minute in the first half. - Read the 

whole story 

Altidore bags 25th goal, huge game for Guzan 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Jozy Altidore added to his single-season scoring record for an 

American abroad with his 25th goal in all competitions in AZ’s 3-2 loss to Ajax in the Dutch 

Eredivisie. Clint Dempsey made his return after sitting out five games with a calf injury. He 

played the second half of Tottenham’s 1-0 loss to his old club, Fulham. Andrew Wooten scored 

his fifth league goal of the season for 2. Bundesliga club Sandhausen in its 2-2 tie at VfR Aalen. 

Two huge saves by Brad Guzan -- expected to start in the upcoming U.S. World Cup qualifiers -- 

helped Aston Villa hold off QPR, 3-2, for a result that moved Villa six points clear of the relegation 



zone in the English Premier League and left QPR in the basement. Once again, Fabian Johnson 

did not dress for Bundesliga candidate Hoffenheim, which was held to a 0-0 tie by Mainz. - Read 

the whole story 

Welcome. Make Yourself Uncomfortable. 
by Christen Press 

[THE PITCH: Blog 5]Christen Press now has six caps -- and four goals -- under her belt with the 

U.S. women’s national team, so she should be starting to feel comfortable and confident, right? 

Hardly. She’s rediscovered her old friend Angst and come to understand that the last place you 

expect to find complacency is on the national team. - Read the whole story 

Samaras, Griezmann and Totti are weekend’s best 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] A huge Greek player ends an epic game in Scotland, a 21-year-old 

Frenchman scores an astounding goal in Spain and an Italian legend shows off his passing skill 

while moving near the top of the scoring charts in Serie A, all in under 90 seconds. - Read the 

whole story 
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I HATE soccer player Matt Smith (Here’s Why) 

If you’re a soccer coach you’re going to completely LOVE 

Matt Smith, but let me go ahead and tell you why I H-A-T-E 

him 

As a coach who likes to have a leg up on the competition, 

I like it when I know something that my competitors have 

no clue about. 

It’s almost like the ’secret recipe’ that makes KFC better 

other chicken fast food spots. 

So when Matt Smith put together a video, one that shows 

how he went from a bench warmer to a professional soccer 

player, and decided to put it on the web for ALL to see. 

HATE was born 

Here’s the video: 

Matt Smith Reveals [video] < - - - 

Now I don’t really hate Matt Smith, and honestly a video 

like this is probably what is missing in the game of soccer 

training today 

But you need to see why Matt Smith was able to become 

so successful, and how your players too can be that! 

Check out the video when you get the chance 

before he takes it down because of haters like 

me 
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Soccer Business Insider: Do we have an MLS expression race? 

Monday, March 18, 2013 

Do we have an MLS expansion 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

race? 
By Paul Kennedy 

Don Garber has pushed for Major League Soccer’s 20th team go to a franchise in his native Queens, but the 

league commissioner admitted for the first time pressure was growing to get a NY2 stadium deal done. 

MLS has invested heavily in getting city approval for the construction of a stadium in Flushing Meadows=Corona Park, but the 

speed at which Orlando has moved forward on its own plans for a soccer stadium has outpaced the speed at which MLS been 

able to plow through the New York bureaucracy. 

"It needs to get done so that we can move on with our expansion plans," Garber told reporters at Saturday’s New York-D.C. 

United game at Red Bull Arena. ’I’m not going to put any timing on that but we’ve got to finalize our expansion plan. There’s a 

lot of activity in Orlando and we’ve got to figure out where that fits in with our expansion timing." 

The city of Orlando has been buying up land in the downtown area in the first move in the city’s bid to attract an MLS franchise 

with a soccer-specific stadium. 

MLS has not announced plans for expansion beyond 20 teams, though Garber has talked about the league’s competing goals 

of adding a second team in the most important media market and moving into the Southeast, where it has had no teams since 

the demise of Tampa Bay and Miami in 2001. 

’We are focused with Florida more so than we’ve ever been in the past," said Garber. ’q’here are about 80 million people in that 

part of the country and we don’t have any representation lower than [Washington] D.C., so Florida has become a bit more of a 

priority?’ 

RIVALRY WEEK CROWDS. MLS’s nine Rivalry Week crowds averaged 23,140, the highest weekly average so far in 2013. 

The largest crowd was 40,150 for the Seattle-Portland match, the Sounders’ seventh largest crowd for an MLS regular-season 

match. Montreal drew Toronto FC almost 38,000 fans for its home opener played at Olympic Stadium. 

Two games were sellouts in soccer-specific stadiums - Real Salt Lake-Colorado (20,370) and Sporting KC-Chicago (19,868) - 

while the New York-D.C. United game played in freezing temperatures drew 22,022 fans - the Red Bulls’ largest crowd for a 

home opener since their first season at Red Bull Arena. 

The most disappointing crowd was the announced crowd of 19,117 for the Los Angeles-Chivas USA match, the second 

smallest crowd ever for a SuperClasico regular-season game. 

Rivalry Week Crowds 

ATT. MATCH 

40,150 Seattle-Portland 

37,898 Montreal-Toronto FC 

22,022 New York-D.C. United 

20,870 Real Salt Lake-Colorado 

19,868 Sporting KC-Chicago 

19,117 Los Angeles-Chivas USA 

t6,628 Columbus-San Jose 

16,689 Philadelphia-New England 

15,623 FC Dallas-Houston 

23,140 AVERAGE 
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Section 2: Horror Tackle Det~nded; Greek Ban tbr N~i Salute; Beckham’s Guichard Return 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, March 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Wigan Chairman Defends McManaman Horror Tackle 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Wigan Chairman Dave Whe~an offered support for OaHum McManaman following his controversial 

tackle on Newcastle’s Massidio Haidara during Wigan’s 2-1 win on Sunday. Meanwhile, the English FA said it 

would consider whether to take action against McManaman after it receives the official report from referee Mark 

Halsey, who admits he did not see the challenge. 

After reviewing the incident, Whelan said: "If you play football and the ball bounces you are entitled to go and win it, 

kick it and get time ball, so long as you get the ball and the challenge isn’t too high. [McManaman’s boot] was 14 

inches from off the ground and that is what McManaman has done, he has gone for the ball and he has got the ball. 

The referee was 10 yards away, he saw him get the ball and didn’t even give a free kick, there is a lot to be said for 

that." He added: "It was a complete accident and I hope the lad from Newcastle recovers quickly and gets back to 

playing ." 

After the game, Newcastle coach Alan Pardew said, "1 think the cameras saw all the incidents. It speaks for itself, 

really. I do not want to say anything more as I will only get myself in trouble," he told the Evening Chronicle. "It looks 

like Haidara has done his knee ligaments. He has terrible bruising. It is not a nice feeling having one of your players 

going to a hospital for a tackle which has gone unpunished. I will just say it has been a day which will live long in time 

memory for all the wrong reasons?’ 

- Read the whole story... 

Greece Bans Player for Life for Nazi Salute 
Guardian 

The Greek soccer federation (EPO) on Sunday handed AEK Athens midfielder Giorgios Katidis a life ban from the 

national team after he gave what appeared to be a Nazi salute to AEK supporters in celebrating his winning goal in 

a 2-1 win over Veda in the Greek Super League on Saturday. 

"The player’s action to salute to spectators in a Nazi manner is a severe provocation, insults all the victims of Nazi 

bestiality and injures the deeply pacifist and human character of the game," EPO said in a statement. Katidis was 

also heavily criticized on Twitter and Facebook by fans and public officials. 

After the game, Katidis said that he gave the salute without knowing what it meant. "1 am not a fascist and would not 

have done it if I had known what it meant," the 20-year-old said on his Twitter account. 

AEK’s German coach, Ewald Lienen, backed Katidis. "He is a young kid who does not have any political ideas," 

Lienen said. "He most likely saw such a salute on the Internet or somewhere else and did it without knowing what it 

means." 

- Read the whole story... 

Beckham Buries an Old Nightmare, Plays First Fu~l Game for PSG 
Reuters 

Paris-Saint Germain drew 2-2 away to St. Etienne on Sunday, as David Beckham played his first full game in Ligue 

1. The location of his first full league appearance is somewhat ironic given that the last time Beckham played at the 

Geoffrey Guichard Stadium he was dismissed for kicking out at Diego Simeone in an infamous 2-2 draw between 

England and Argentina in the Round of 16 at the 1998 World Cup, which the South American team won on 

penalties. 

Even so, Beckham’s return to St. Etienne could hardly be described as a happy one, given the result, which saw 

PSG lose a 2-0 lead, although the 37-year-old played well, completing more passes (75) than his other teammates. 

Two minutes from time, Beckham had a chance to win the game with a trademark free kick, but it just curled wide. 

Despite the draw, PSG managed to extend its lead at the top of Ligue 1 to five points, as earlier in the weekend 

second-place Lyon suffered a heavy loss to Bastia, and third-place Marseille could only draw at home to Ajaccio. 



- Read the whole story... 

i~essi Hints at Are~entina Return 
ESPN FC 

Barcelona striker Lionel Messi hinted that he wants to return to his native Rosario to see out his career when his 

son, Thiago, who was born last November, is ready to begin school. Rosario is home to Newell’s Old Boys, Messi’s 

hometown club, which he left at age 13 to join Barca’s renowned La Masia youth academy. 

"1 would like to return to live in Rosario," the four-time Ballon d’Or winner said in an interview with Argentine TV 

channel TyC Sports. "1 do not know what will happen. My son will surely begin school there, then I do not know what 

will happen. I love it there. I have been a long time in Barcelona, and my home is here, but I always want to return 

home~" 

During the interview, Messi also commented on his relationship with the Argentine national team, which he admitted 

has not always been easy. "So many bad things, ugly things, happened with the national team that I heard 

everything there is to hear. Even from people who today speak well," he said. "1 knew I was not performing well for 

Argentina, but I was not the only one. The team were not doing well and some people wanted me to go out and win 

games on my own. Things were said that had nothing to do with playing well or badly, things outside soccer. I cried 

more than once, in 2006 and 2010, when we did not achieve our goals [at those World Cups]." 

Messi on Sunday scored two more goals in Barca’s 3-I win at home to Rayo Vallecano, extending his personal 

scoring run to 18 consecutive La Liga games, which is an ongoing record. Barca’s lead at the top is still 13 points. 

- Read the whole story... 

Independent 

Frank Lampard scored his landmark 200th goal for Chelsea on Sunday as the Blues cruised to a 2-0 win against 

West Ham United at Stamford Bridge. The achievement leaves the 34-year-old just two goals shy of Bobby 

Tambling’s Chelsea record of 202 goals for the club. 

Afterward, Lampard described Sunday’s game as "one of my best. Obviously, winning the Champions League and 

championships are the best, but personally getting 200 goals for time club, I never thought I would touch that so I am 

pleased to get it." The Chelsea vice captain insisted that surpassing Tambling’s record is not top of mind for him. 

"Everyone keeps talking about the goalscoring record, I would rather people kept quiet. Time important thing is trying 

to score goals to win games. We are in good form and everyone is at it. There is a good feeling around the place 

and we need to carry it on until the end of the season." 

Even West Ham coach Sam A~lardyce hailed the Chelsea legend for his achievement. "Frank Lampard is the ghost 

in the box that nobody seems to see," he said. "Massive credit to him for 200 goals in his career. A quality ball and 

a quality finish. Sometimes you can’t defend the quality they’ve got." 

- Read the whole story... 
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How To Coach "Killer Passes" the Barcelona Way 

Barcelona have been considered the #1 team in the world for a few years. l-hey are known for their 

quick "tika-taka" passing style and their ability to penetrate opposing defenses 

Below is an a~ticle of a review of how Barcelona are able to penetrate with "Killer Passes". The aRiole 

also includes hvo drills that you can do with your team to help train them to be~er penetrate opposing 

defenses. 

This aRicle is wri~en by Stevie Grieve, author of Coaching the 4-2-3-1 and Coaching t~e 4-2-3-1 

Advanced Tactics Check out info on these books below 

Ooaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now you 

can discover howto train your players to utilize this highly flexible 

and a~acking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Packed with 

~~ : the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset, this book provides .................................................................................................................................................... 

you with everything you need to knew about playing the 4-2-3-1. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides you with an in- 

depth look at the formation that is dominating European soccer. 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 to the next level with this 

advanced tactical guide Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics 

shows you how you can utilize this highly flexible formation to outwit 

teams playing a traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more scoring 

opportunities ~ore I~fo 

Best Wishes, 

Nike Sail 

WORLD C~SS COACHING 

How To Coach "Killer Passes" the Barcelona 
Way 
By Stevie 6rieve 

Barcelona in the 2012/2013 season have been almost unplayable Last season, they became slightly 

predictable, they suffered from no width or balance, especially on the left side, which Jordi Alba has 

fixed this season, and suffered from being too focused on playing centrally, and retaining possession 

when penetration oppo~unities have become available This season, Alba has contributed to the width 

and balance issue on the leR side, but more noticeable has been the massive amount of ’killer 

passes’ being played from all over the field In this game, Alexis, Messi and Vill~ ~11 scored from a killer 

pass from different areas of the field. 

A~exi~’ geal - Injects play~ a threugh ball 4e yard~ from geal be~een the center ba~k~ 



Iniesta dribbles forward with Alba irl suppert on the left te rnake a 2vl As Irliesta cuts inside, Alexis 

knews that a spaoe betweenthe lull backs is open [or a pass behind [he defense Alexis makes the run 

and Irfies~a makes a perfect pass [er Alexis te receive and pass areund ~he GK for 1-0. 

This geal is created because of the way Villa, Alexis and Messi have positioned themselves l:e leave 

spaces between the defense and use penetrating passes te get behind the bac, k 4. Vital te this is the 

timing ef the runs, and the triggers o[ when 1:o make them - the cut inside triggers the run frern the far 

side te effer a central through ball 

~essi’s goal - ~a~es~ ~ips a pass late the feb of Thiago a~er Messi ~a~es the s#a~e 

As Iniesta receives, again he has AIba offering support on the left side Villa moves inside to occupy the 

defender and leave Alba spare Messi will..(Slick here for the com[~lete article and the t’~t~o drille, 
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World Cup Watch: Beckenbauer: Br’~il will have huge advantage 

Beckenbauer: Brazil will 
By Francis Langbein Tuesday, March 19, 2013 

have huge advantage 

Rio de Janeiro recently hosted the Laureus Sports Awards and provided a forum for World Cup legends to discuss 

the World Cup in 2014. Former Dutch captain Ruud Gullit, 1966 World Cup champion Bobby Charlton, Marcel 

Desailly of the 1998 French World Cup team and the German Franz Beckenbauer, World Cup winner as both a 

player and a coach, attended. 

"Holland," Gullit said with a smile when asked what team will win in 2014, "of course." 

"Brazil is favored," Charlton said. 

Asked about Germany’s chances of winning, Beckenbauer answered, "Brazil has a huge advantage over Germany in this 

World Cup because of their home-field advantage." 

Host countries have an edge in every World Cup. The host country has won the final six times, but not since the 1998 

tournament in France. In 2010, host country South Africa failed to pass through the group stages. 

"We hoped," Beckenbauer said, "that an African team would make the breakthrough in South Africa. They have improved 

recently and we hope they can make the finals." 

In terms of winning as the host country, five-time champion Brazil has a greater chance of doing it than South Africa had. An 

African team has yet to make the World Cup semifinals. 

"Ghana almost did it last time," Ghanaian-French defender Desailly said. "But knowing the potential for African football, this is 

a problem. I believe there is a lot of work to do in every single league in Africa. They need players that play for their local 

teams and are able to deliver performance at the highest level. Three games in the first round [of the World Cup] takes a lot of 

energy. But if you are a local player in Ghana or from the Ivory Coast, the level of the pressure takes up all the energy. Then 

they enter the first round, they go to the second round, and because they are not professional players - and in Africa you only 

have two, three, four players who are top-class - it’s not enough to think of winning a World Cup." 

Desailly built on the importance of world-class players when talking about the Brazilian hosts. 

"They don’t have the top-class players they used to," he said. "Rivaldo, Ronaldo, Cafu, they were confirmed top-class 

players in European clubs and consideration worldwide was set. Neymar doesn’t have it. He has the potential, but we are not 

sure he is going to be able to perform when he’s facing European football or international games." 

For Brazilians, success in the World Cup isn’t just about winning: equally significant is winning with style= More important still 

in 2014 will be putting on a successful tournament. 

"The opportunity [to host] the World Cup," Desailly said, "is very good for them. We hope Brazil will do well because indirectly 

when you are a winner, and this happened to France in 1998 after we won the World Cup, it grows positive energy in the 

country. I don’t know if it’ll induce the economy of the country, but at least people will be much more motivated to invest on a 

more positive attitude. I hope Brazil and their economy will benefit from the success of their national team." 

"They need to finish building the stadiums," Beckenbauer joked, referencing reports that the stadiums won’t be ready. 

"But Brazilians," he added, "don’t need foreign influences to host. The most important thing is that Brazil breathes football 

more than anyone." 
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Section 1 : Report casts doubt on players’ t?aith in Klinsmann 

What They’re Saying 

"During the last 18 months 

Jurgen has introduced a lot 

of new ideas to the team 

and has a vision of how he 

wants to grow the program. 

Every coach around the 

world has his own style and 

methods. He has always 

been up front with players 

about where they stand and 

where he sees them going. 

Not every player is going to 

be happy with all of the 

decisions and methods, but 

he will tell you to your face 

where you stand. From a 

coach, that is the best thing 

you could ask for. One of the 

greatest strengths of this 

team has always been our 

unity and spirit, and we all 

remain committed to the 

cause of qualifying for the 

World Cup." 

-- Longtime U.S. captain 

Carlos Bocanegra on not 

being called up by Coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann for the 

crucial World Cup qualifiers 

against Costa Rica and 

Mexico. (Facebook) 

Today’s News - Wednesday, March 20, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Report casts doubt on players’ faith in Klinsmann 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[USA M~EN1 The road to the World Cup sure seemed easier in previous Hexagonals. 

The USA not only finds itself behind the eight-ball following its first-ever opening game 

defeat and a schedule that takes it on the road for three of its first four games, but injuries leave 

the U.S. backline devastated heading into the next two qualifiers. To top it off, a report published 

on Tuesday suggested there is "near unanimity regarding the players’ flagging faith" in Coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann. - Read the whole story 

Davis joins U.S. national team traininq camp 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] Houston Dynamo midfielder Brad Davis has been added to the 

U.S. national team roster for the World Cup qualifying matches against Costa Rica and Mexico. 

Davis, who dressed for but did not play in the Hexagonal opener at Honduras, is the 24th player in 

camp. - Read the whole story 

Ticos’ Acosta dropped due to visa snafu 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDO~.,’N] The USA has injury problems - loads of them - heading into 

Friday’s game against Costa Rica. As for the Ticos, their last-minute problem was administrative 

in nature. Mexican-based defender Johnny Acosta had to withdraw from the team for the trip to 

Colorado because he could not get a visa from the U.S. embassy in time for the trip. 

- Read the whole story 

Chivas USA’s Velasquez gets red card rescinded 
by Soccer America 

[IMLS DISCIPLINE] Chivas USA defender Joaquin Velasquez had his one-game suspension and 

fine rescinded for the red card issued in Sunday’s match against the Los Angeles Galaxy. - Read 

the whole story 

Nesta and Henry out of Saturday’s clash 
by Soccer America 

[MLS INJURY REPORTI Alessandro Nesta and Thierry Henry, MLS’s two former World Cup 

champions, will miss Saturday’s Montreal-New York match due to injuries. - Read the whole 

story 

D.C. United loans four players to Richmond 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] D.C. United became the first MLS club to announce USL PRO assignments as part 

of its affiliation agreement with the Richmond Kickers. Forward Casey Townsend and 

defendedmidfielder Taylor Kemp - both former University of Maryland stars -- 16-year-old forward 

Michael Seaton and midfielder Conor Shanosky will all join the Kickers for the 2013 USL PRO 

season. - Read the whole story 

Brooks scores twice in Bayern debut 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Amber Brooks, who helped North Carolina win the 2012 NCAA Division 

I women’s title, scored both goals, including the winning goal in the 90th minute, in Bayern 

Munich’s 2-1 win over SGS Essen in her Frauen-Bundesliga debut. - Read the whole story 

Cavalry called to clear crossbar covered with bees in Brazil 
by Samuel Charles 

[’v’l D~EO PICK: Off the PostI A game in Brazil’s first division was stopped to clear a swarm of bees 

using everything from fire, the fire department, a fire truck, gasoline, a ladder, beekeeping suits, a 

hefty bag, and a fire extinguisher, before continuing on. - Read the whole story 
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U=14 Academy League welcomes 22 newcomers 
by Mike Woitalla 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEM"=q U.S. Soccer has named the 22 new clubs that will join existing Academy clubs 

mostin thenewACademy’Sentrants.first_ ReadU-13/14the seasOn,whole storyWhich begins play next fall. Northern California, with seven, has the 

by Soccer America 

[TELEVISION] One of the nation’s top youth tournaments is getting increased television exposure on Time Warner Cable. The 

Dallas Cup, sponsored by Dr Pepper, will broadcast live and in high-definition all nine Gordon Jago Super Group games to be 

played at the Cotton Bowl, including the championship match on March 31. - Read the whole story 

European tour opens with 4-0 loss to France 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-18 MEN] The U.S. under-18 men’s national team dropped the first game of its European tour, falling to France’s 

U-18s, 4-0, on Tuesday in Clairefontaine. The Bleuets led 3-0 after 30 minutes and cruised to the victory Read the whole 

story 

Texans Luna and Cortinas score for Tigres 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Texans Uvaldo Luna and Alan Cortinas scored for second-place Tigres in its 3-3 tie with Chivas de 

Guadalajara in Mexico’s Sub 20 Fuerzas Basicas League on Saturday. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, March 20, 2013 
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Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

Getting players to pay attention 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

By Mike Woitalla 

It’s perfectly reasonable that children who show up to soccer practice might have a difficult time paying attention 

when the coach has something to say. They have, after all, spent an entire day at school listening to adults. And 

now it’s playtime. 

But even those coaches who follow the Three L’s - "No laps, no lines, no lectures" - must at times address the 

entire group. 

So how do you get a group of chatty, fidgety youngsters to pay attention for a few seconds? 

For young children, there are those methods used by elementary school teachers: ’If you can hear me, clap once .... If you 

can hear me, clap twice, etc;" various clapping patterns for the kids to follow; "1-2-3 Eyes on me" ... 

’I just talk quieter until they realize they have to quiet down to hear the info," says Julie Eibensteiner, coach at Minnesota’s 

Woodbury SC. "But I think how you carry yourself and your approach to practice usually commands attention. The more you 

say, the less value you have when you talk. If you only speak when you have something valuable to say, they will be waiting 

for it and tune in when you do talk." 

The coach’s positioning, posture and demeanor are crucial, explains lan Barker, the NSCAA’s Director of Coaching of 

Education: 

"Take off the sunglasses and baseball cap, so they can see your eyes," Barker says. "Turn their backs to the sun .... Turn 

their backs to distractions (parents, other action, etc.) 

’~3et down to their level ... squat or sit. Talk softly, so they have to listen harder. Tell a story or a joke to draw them in. Use 

first names or nicknames they respond to .... Sometimes I engage the most energetic child and his or her focus on me draws 

in the others." 

Sam Snow, US Youth Soccer’s Coaching Director, recommends initially making eye contact with all of the players, so that 

they know it’s time to tune in. 

Once you do get their attention, there’s the matter of retaining it. 

’Older players also tune out during a coach monologue, they are just better at faking rapt attention," says Snow. ’~/Vhen the 

players know the coach’s talk will be just another long monologue their attention quite naturally wanders. By engaging the 

players with one or two questions at the halftime or at a natural stoppage during a training session activity, the coach has the 

players’ attention." 

Michael O’Neill is the girls Director Of Coaching of New Jersey’s PDA. 

"Keep it simple," he says. "Quick and concise is the only way!" 

To players, he stresses the importance of eye contact and that only one person can talk at a time. For his coaches: 

"Patience, tone of voice - and eventually the good habits will take over." 

For sure, a coach’s job with a bunch of 6-year-olds is mainly about creating an active environment for them to discover the joys 

of the game. But just because the players are older doesn’t mean the lecture is effective. 

In his book ’’The Talent Code "Daniel Coyle investigated highly successful coaches and teachers. He reported that advice or 

instructions uttered by the great basketball coach, John Wooden, averaged four seconds: "No lectures, no extended 

harangues ... he rarely spoke longer than 20 seconds." 

What the great coaches and teachers Coyle studied had in common: 

’,The listened far more than they talked= They seemed allergic to giving pep talks or inspiring speeches; they spent most of 

their time offering small, targeted, highly specific adjustments. They had an extraordinary sensitivity to the person they were 

teaching, customizing each message to each student’s personality .... They were talent whisperers." 



Further Reading: YouthSoccerlnsider Lectufe them not 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer Amedca, is the co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer 

Goalkeeper. Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blo~q. 
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Wednesday’s Soccer TV 
No games today. 

Their Words 

"I’m sure that the five time winners will present an outstanding competition in 2014. It’s a question of 

trust and confidence - and from FIFA’s side, it’s totally there." FIFA president Sepp Blatter. 

Brad Davis Joins USA Camp 
United States National Team coach Jurgen Klinsmann added a 24th player to his roster on Tuesday, calling in Houston 

Dynamo midfielder Brad Davis. "It’s been a whirlwind few days but this comes with the territory," Davis said. "The easy 

part’s getting called in. It’s going there and staking a claim to go back each time that’s the hard part. Now I have a 

chance to go and there’s a job to be done." 

In Defense, Klinsmann Plays the MLS Alternative 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Mar 20, 2013) US Soccer PLayers - United States National 
Team coach Jur~en K[insmann has rarely passed on an opportunity to suggest ways Major League 
Soccer could improve itself. His dual Laments that the American season is too short and the 
environment not soccer-centric enough are constant refrains as he simultaneously coaches the 
senior squad and attempts to philosophically transform American soccer. It’s not that K[insmann 
doesn’t believe MLS is ~ood enough to produce quality players, he just clearly thinks it could be 
doin~ more. 

That explains why Klinsmann has spent so much of his tenure as US coach pushing MLS players to challenge themselves 

abroad and exhibiting a clear preference for foreign-based players. In those cases when Klinsmann does call-up domestic 

talent, it’s typically due to issues of depth. His most recent roster for crucial Hexagonal World Cup qualifying games 

against Costa Rica at home and on the road against Mexico is the latest example. Faced with a rash of poorly timed 

injuries, Klinsmann called in a group of defenders with just two foreign-based players. 

Preferences go out of the window in times of great need, like those the Americans are facing now with games against 

the top two teams in the region in a span of five days. Instead of a retinue of players getting regular time in Europe 

ready to step in, K[insmann has found ready - and match fit - replacements in Major League Soccer. His attitude about 



the teague’s abitity to produce internationat quatity prayers gets set aside mostty because he has no other choice. 

Sitting on the bench in Europe, no matter the pedigree of the ctub or the tevet of the teague, is no substitute for 

praying. Even MLS prayers, who Ktinsmann seems to be stowty warming to, are better options than idte names once 

written in ink on the Nationat Team tineup sheet. Say what you want about Ktinsmann’s methods, but he’s ctearty not 

btind to that fact. Read More 

Friendly fire: U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann’s methods, leadership, acumen in question - from The Sporting News’s 

Brian Straus: It wasn’t the defeat itsetf that proved so troubting .... 

Weakened U.S. team readies for Costa Rica and Mexico - from The Washington Times’ John Haydon: and we are 

confident our group witt get the job done," said Ktinsmann. 

Why Major League Soccer should not play this weekend - from Pro Soccer Tatk’s Steve Davis: The next matches for 

prominent teagues in Europe and Mexico? March 30. 

M.L.S. Plays On, Minus 38 - from The NY Times’ Jack Bert: The onty M.L.S. team without a prayer on internationat duty 

is the Rapids .... 

Michael Owen became an analogue striker in a digital world where his simple eye for goal was no longer enough - 

from The Tetegraph’s Jonathan Liew: Owen, tike us, ended up grasping desperatety at a past that woutd forever remain 

out of reach. 

Michael Owen retirement: The reaction - from The Independent’s Matthew Campetti: and you knew if you had him in 

your team he’s a danger and he can score the winning goat. 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Brazil- Italy 
The rive soccer returns for Thursday on belN Sport: Brazit - Itaty at 3:30pm and Ecuador - Et Satvador at 5:30pm, both 

internationat friendties. All Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 
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Section 2: Brazil rams to rebound against Italy 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, March 20, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Brazil aims to rebound against ~ta~y 
AFP 

Luiz Felipe Sco~ari, who coached Brazil to the 2002 World Cup title, is looking for his first win of his 

second stint at the helm when his team faces Italy in Geneva on Thursday (BelN Sport, 3:30 pm ET). 

Brazil fell, 2-1, to England at Wembley last month in game in which Ronaldinho saw a 19th minute penalty saved 

by England goalkeeper Joe Hart and was subbed at halftime. ScNari has not called the former World Player of the 

Year in for the Italy game and is looking to strikers Neymar (Santos), and Zenit Saint-Petersburg’s HuNk for goals~ 

While Brazil is an automatic qualifier for the World Cup it is hosting in 2014, Italy, which sits atop qualifying group B 

on 10 points, plays at Malta on Tuesday. 

AC Milan striker Mario Balotelli, who has scored seven goals in six games since joining the AC Milan from 

Manchester City in January, is likely to start up front for Italy with club-mate Stephan E~ Shaarawy. 

- Read the whole story... 

Cruyff: Barcelona doesn’t need Ne’/mar 
Marca.com 

Former Barcelona coach Johan Cruyff says the club need not pursue young Brazilian star Neymar. 

"[Barca] doesn’t need Neymar," said the former Dutch star. "Barca has a fantastic squad so why waste any money - 

although if he plays for the squad and for [Lionel] Messi then he would be a good fit, of course .... Messi has a 

different type of power at the club because he’s a true artist with the ball at his feet and you’re stupid if you don"t 

respect him." 

Cruyff also shared his views on Real Madrid coach Jose Mourinho: 

"He’s a great manager, but he was never a player and that’s noticeable -- that’s not to say that he’s a bad coach. 

Anyway, he has some great players although he could get a bit more out of some of them?’ 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho c~aims coach award was fixed 
Reuters 

Real Madrid’s Jose Mourinho said didn’t attend the FIFA Ballon d’Or gala after being told of irregulariities in voting 

for 2012 Coach of the Year, which went to to Spain’s Vicente del 8osque. 

"Am I sorry for not having gone to the gala? No. It was the right decision," Mourinho told RTP television. "One, two 

or three people called me saying they had voted for me but the vote showed up as cast for somebody else. So, I 

decided not to go." 

FIFA said in a statement: "FIFA confirms that the list of votes published on FIFA.com is accurate." 

- Read the whole story... 

Younq German keeper ~giured in durinq commercial shoot 
PA 

Kevin Trapp, Eintracht Frankfurt’s 22-year-Nd starting goalkeeper, will miss the rest of the Bundesliga season 

after breaking his hand during a commercial shoot. 

Trapp was to appear in a publicity campaign for Germany’s U-23 national team, for which he was slated to start 

against Israel on Sunday, when he fell and suffered the injury. 

"The injury to Kevin Trapp is unfortunate for Eintracht Frankfurt and certainly a major setback," Eintracht chief 

executive Heribert Bruchhagen said. "The medical prognosis is especially bitter. The medical prognosis is 



especially bitter .... We will discuss together with time German [soccer federation] and analyze exactly how the 

accident happened." 

Trapp said: "1 don’t know what happened. I started walking and all of a sudden I was down on the ground." 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

The Bahrain-based owners of Leeds United have started negotiations to sell the club they bought from time previous 

owner, Ke~) Bates, in December. 

In its financial statements, Gulf Finance House (GFH) state that it bought Leeds for "a bargain purchase" and is now 

putting the club up for sale, which it aims to complete within six months to a year. 

GFH also revealed it paid $33 million for Leeds and believes the club is worth $10 million more than that. 

Leeds is in 10th place ef the English second division. 

- Read the whole story_. 
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Soccer Business Insider: ESPN will offer unprecedented coverage of qualitiers 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 

ESPN will offer unprecedented 
qualifiers 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

coverage of 

By Paul Kennedy 

ESPN is pulling out all the stops for its coverage of the USA’s World Cup qualifiers Friday against Costa Rica 

(ESPN, WatchESPN, 10 p.m. ET) and Tuesday at Mexico (ESPN, WatchESPN, 9:30 p.m. ET). 

The Mexico-USA telecast will feature a one-hour pre=game show originating live from Mexico City, marking the first time ESPN 

is airing a one-hour pre-game preceding a World Cup qualifying match. 

ESPN will use 10 on-air commentators during the six-day window it will preview and cover the matches. 

USA vs. Costa Rica: 

Commentators: lan Darke, Taylor Tweilman. 

Sideline reporter Monica Gonzalez; 

Studio team: Host Bob Ley, analysts Kasey Keller, Alexi Lalas. 

Mexico vs. USA: 

Commentators: Darke, Twellman, Alejandro Moreno; 

Sideline reporters: Gonzalez (USA) and John Sutcliffe (Mexico); 

Studio: Ley, Keller, Lalas and ESPN Deportes’ Jorge Ramos. 

Among the features to air will be Jeremy Schaap’s report on Mexican-Americans who choose to play for either country and 

an essay on the depth and intensity of the Mexico-USA soccer rivalry featuring former Mexico star Jared Borgetti and Lalas 

(USA). 

- Web site ESPN FC will feature video reports and chats in addition to previews and match reports. 

UNEQUAL COVERAGE. The French web site sportbusiness360.com reports that FIFA’s Club Protection Program, an 

insurance scheme introduced in 2012 to compensate clubs when their players suffer long-term injuries while away on 

international duty, only covers men’s national team players, not women’s national team players. 

In response to a request from leading European women’s clubs asking for equal coverage, FIFA promised to "analyze the 

situation with the appropriate parties" before a "possible extension" of the coverage to women. 

"We think that female international players should equally be covered under this insurance plan," said Jerome Valcke, FIFA’s 

general secretary. "Men or women, players have the same importance." 

FIFA recently paid out approximately $2 million to Real Madrid after Brazilian star Marcelo was injured on national team duty. 

BEHIND THE SCENES. MLS Insider spent the day with the NBC announcing crew during its marathon coverage of Saturday’s 

Rivalry Day: New York-D.C. United live from Red Bull Arena and then the "MLS Breakaway" show from the NBC studios in 

Stamford, Conn. 

7UP GOLD CUP DEAL. Concacaf has named 7UP the official soft drink of the 2013 Gold Cup. 7UP will work with Traffic 

Sports, Concacaf’s commercial agency, to develop marketing programs around the tournament, which will take place July 7-16 

in nine U.S. cities. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy [ Ridge Mahoney [ Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider blo,q. 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, March 21,2013 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Brazil meets Italy in a friendly on Thursday in Switzerland .... Qualifying play for the 2014 World Cup continues 

around the world on Friday. In Concacaf action, the USA hosts Costa Rica on Friday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDY~Y, March 2) 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-ITALY (live) 3:30 pm. 

international Friendly ECUADOR-EL SALVADOR (live) 5:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-ITALY (live) 3:30 pm. 

international Friendly ECUADOR-EL SALVADOR (live) 5:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

U-21 international Friendly ENGLAND-ROMANIA (live) 2:55 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-MIRASSOL (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.cotn 

U-21 International Friendly ENGLAND-ROMANIA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN 

2014 World Cup Qualifier USA-COSTA RICA (live) 10 pm.[ 

ESPN2 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SPAIN-FINLAND (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ISRAEL-PORTUGAL (live) 8:45 am. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier CROATIA-SERBIA (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CROATIA-SERBIA (live) 1 pro. 

TELEMUNDO 

2014 World Cup QuaiifierHONDURAS-MEXICO (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

2014 World Cup Qualifier COLOMBIA-BOLIVIA (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier URUGUAY-PARAGUAY (live) 6 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ARGENTINA-VENEZUELA (live) 8 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier PERU-CHILE (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier JAMAICA-PANAMA (delay) midnight. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

2014 World Cup Qualifier COLOMBIA-BOLIVIA (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier URUGUAY-PARAGUAY (live) 6 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ARGENTINA-VENEZUELA (live) 8 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier PERU-CHILE (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier JAMAICA-PANAMA (delay) midnight. 

GOLTV 

2014 World Cup Qualifier KAZAKHSTAN-GERMANY (live) 2 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier SWEDEN-IRELAND (live) 4 pm= 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-GEORGIA (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-BRAVOS DE NUEVO LAREDO (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

2014 World Cup Qualifier USA-COSTA RICA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ISRAEL-PORTUGAL (live) 8:45 am. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BULGARIA-MALTA (live) Noon= 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier CROATIA-SERBIA (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ANDORRA-TURKEY (live) 2:15 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier LIECHTENSTEIN-LATVIA (live) 2:30 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SLOVAKIA-LITHUANIA (live) 3:10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier LUXEMBOURG-AZERBAIJAN (live) 3:15 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier SPAIN-FINLAND (live) 3:30 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ESTONIA (live) 3:30 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CZECH REPUBLIC-DENMARK (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier HUNGARY-ROMANIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MOLDOVA-MONTENEGRO (live) 3:30 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA-GREECE (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MACEDONIA-BELGIUM (live) 3:45 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier POLAND-UKRAINE (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NORTHERN IRELAND-RUSSIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SLOVENIA-ICELAND (live) 3:45 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier SAN MARINO-ENGLAND (live) 4 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SCOTLAND-WALES (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-GEORGIA (live) 4 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier USA-COSTA RICA (live) 10 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-COLUMBUS (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CYPRUS-SWITZERLAND (live) 12:30 pro. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay PENAROL-DANUBIO (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil SAD PAULO-BRAGANTINO (live) 5:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-NEWYORK 0ive) 4:30 pm= 

MLS HOUSTON-VANCOUVER (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CYPRUS-SWITZERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia BRISBANE-MELBOURNE (live) 2 am. 

UNIMAB 

MLS CHICAGO-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil GUARANI-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CERRO (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 



ESPN 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ECUADOR-PARAGUAY (live) 5 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (live) 8 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier COSTA RICA-JAMAICA (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (delay) midnight. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BOLIVIA-ARGENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (live) 7:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (live) 10 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (delay) midnight. 

UNIVISION 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier IRELAND-AUSTRIA (live) 6 pm. 

ONEWORLDSPORTS.com 

2014 World Cup qualifier AUSTRALIA-OMAN (live) 4:30 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier SOUTH KOREA-QATAR (live) 7 am= 

20t4 World Cup qualifier JAPAN-JORDAN (live) 10 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier UZBEKISTAN-LEBANON (delay) neon. 

ESPN3.com 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ARMENIA-CZECH REPUBLIC (live) Noon. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier ESTONIA-ANDORRA (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier TURKEY-HUNGARY (live) 2:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SERBIA-SCOTLAND (live) 3:30 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier MALTA-ITALY (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NORTHERN IRELAND-ISRAEL (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BELGIUM-MACEDONIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier POLAND-SAN MARINO (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier GERMANY-KAZAKHSTAN (live) 3:45 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 4 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 7:32 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Michael Bradley: ’It’s sha~neful and it’s embaJrassing’ 

What They’re Saying 

"To be honest, I think he did 

life a little bit in reverse He 

hadn’t switched off since he 

was 16, where most other 

guys didn’t start that life until 

their mid-20s. So now he 

needed this." 

-- Kyle Martino, on Landon 

Donovan’s sabbatical from 

soccer Martino, now an 

analyst for NBC Sports, was 

a teammate of Donovan at 

the 2001 U-20 World Cup, 

with the LA Galaxy, and at 

times with the full national 

team. (New York Times.) 

Today’s [~eWS ~ Thursday, March 21,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Michael Bradley: ’It’s shameful and it’s embarrassing’ 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[USA-COSTA RIGA] Nighttime temperatures are approaching freezing in the Denver 

area - there’s a threat of light snow in the forecast for Friday night’s USA-Costa RiGa 

qualifier = but there’s been plenty to keep U.S. national team players hot about. Senior members 

of the national team pushed back at a report in which players anonymously questioned Coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann’s tactics and the national team’s chemistry. Michael Bradley called the 

report "shameful" and "embarrassing," while Glint Dempsey, newly installed as team captain for 

Friday’s match against Costa RiGa and Tuesday’s game at Mexico, had little time for what 

described as "the little petty things." - Read the whole story 

Union close to making Adu-Kleberson swap 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT~ The Philadelphia Union may finally get its wish and move unwanted Freddy 

Adu. Union coach John Hackworth confirmed the MLS team is planning to send Adu to 

Brazilian club Bahia in return for 33-year-old midfielder Kleberson, who started on Brazil’s 2002 

World Cup championship team. Hackworth cautioned there were "still hurdles that have to be 

stepped over." - Read the whole story 

Palencia named director of soccer for Chivas clubs 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGH~ Former MLS player Juan Francisco Palencia has been named director of 

soccer for both Chivas de Guadalajara and Chivas USA. He joins Dutchman Dennis te Kloese, 

appointed sporting director for both Chivas teams in December 2012, as the head of soccer 

operations for the two clubs. - Read the whole story 

CBA deal paves way for U.S. players to report 
by Soccer America 

[NWBL1 U.S. Soccer and the Women’s National Team Players Association agreed to the material 

terms of a new collective bargaining agreement through 2016, paving the way for U.S. national 

team players to begin training with their NWSL teams on Wednesday. - Read the whole story 

Rapinoe makes Champions Leaque debut in 5-0 win 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ,ABROAD] Megan Rapinoe came on as a sub to make her UEFA Women’s 

Champions League in two4ime defending champion Lyon’s 5-0 win over Sweden’s LdB Malmo. 

Americans Yael Averbuch and Cam Levin (Gothenburg FC) and Kristen Edmonds (FC 

Rossiyanka) all started in the first leg of the quarterfinals. - Read the whole story 

Key offseason player moves 
by Soccer America 

[USL PR©1 The 2012 USL PRO season begins Saturday when the expansion Phoenix FC 

Wolves travel to the Los Angeles Blues. The opener comes two weeks before the majority of 

clubs in the 13-team league begin play. Four teams have agreements with MLS clubs to bring in 

players on loan. Other players with MLS like Jhonny Arteaga, Freddie Braun, Blake 

Brettschneider and Michael Seamon have moved to USL PRO clubs, while 2012 aIMeague 

picks Josh Rife and Matt Luzunaris have changed teams. For a look at a dozen key offseason 

moves ... - Read the whole story 

Messi, Muller, Thiago and Bale flexinq footwork 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic feetI Two more minutes of gifted and creative skills from Europe well edited 

and put to music you wouldn’t ever want to purchase means the Showboat series is alive and 

kicking. - Read the whole story 
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FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Bransterter [ ACTIVE Camps <intb@go.activenetwork.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:09 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Camp Success Playbook: #4 of 4 Strategies for 2013 

Full Ribbon 

Where de you iook feF inspiration ~nd Ldees to improve youF camp ~nd 9row your camp 
bus~ness? We suggest you ~ook to the g~an[s, Once L~pOR a time, they were sm~JL C~eady, 



Lessons From Amazon 

Whitepaper Thumbnail 

ACTIVE Netwofl< is cemmiited to resourcing you wilh ideas ie make you,~’ camp even 

Cheers, 

: Branstett Gener~N ,,’,~nage~, ACTIVE Network 
er 

Youti; & Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 7:29 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Klinsma~n on controvers?: ’I think it’s a great sigff 

What They’re Saying Today’s NeWS - Friday, March 22, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"1 feel confident. For the first 
time in a fewyears I’ve been Klinsmann on controversy: ’1 think it’s a great sign’ 
playing consistent minutes by Paul Kennedy 
over in England, so I feel 

[USA-COSTA RICAlJurgen Klinsmann’s positive attitude was certainly tested 
confident and I feel ready 

during a week when he lost four players to last-minute injuries or illness and the work 
I’m not newto the national 

he has done for the last 19 months came under a blistering attack. But he remained optimistic on 
team and I’m excited for the 
opportunity." 

the eve of Friday’s USA-Costa Rica game at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park (10 pm ET, 

ESPN/UniMas). - Read the whole story 

-- Brad Guzan, the starting 

US. goalkeeper against 

Costa Rica on Friday 

because of Tim Howard’s 

absence because of injury. 

(Goal corn) 

Pressure also on Mexico 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL: Day 2] The USA is not the only team feeling the pressure on the eve of Day 2 of 

the Hexagonal. Following its 0-O tie with Jamaica at Azteca Stadium in the Hexagonal opener, 

Mexico takes to the road to face Honduras Friday. The Catrachos were the only team to win on 

Day 1 and will hope to repeat their success against the USA when they return to the San Pedro 

Sula’s Estadio Olimpico. The Reggae Boyz host Panama in the other Hexagonal match with both 

teams looking for their first win. - Read the whole story 

U.S. home venues for Hexaqonal confirmed 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOO~J U.S. Soccer confirmed the four remaining home World Cup 2014 qualifying 

matches will be played at MLS venues, beginning with the June 11 game against Panama in 

Seattle. - Read the whole story 

MLS clears deck between semifinal legs 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Major League Soccer has rescheduled two regular-season 

games involving the LA Galaxy and Seattle Sounders to give the two remaining MLS 

representatives in the Concacaf Champions League a break between the two legs of their 

semifinal series. The league schedule released in January had created a similar break for the 

three MLS quarterfinalists between the two legs of the last round. - Read the whole story 

April tests increase competition in team 
by Soccer America 

[USA WOMENl Tom Sermanni called in 20 of the 23 players from the 2013 Algarve Cup 

championship team for the U.S. women’s national team’s matches against Germany April 5 in 

Offenbach and the Netherlands four days later in The Hague. The only players missing are Jill 

Loyden and Carli Lloyd, both injured at the Algarve Cup, and teenager Lindsey Horan, who will 

remain with her French club, Paris St. Germain. - Read the whole story 

Expanded championship faces challenqes 
by Soccer America 

[~01 ~ VVOMEN’S WORLD CUP] FIFA announced the schedule for the 2015 Women’s World Cup 

in Canada, where the 24-team tournament will be held June 6-July 5 in six cities. B.C. The final 

will be held in Vancouver’s B.C. Place Stadium, the site of the first-ever FIFA final on artificial turf. 

- Read the whole story 

Brazil and italy finish tied in Geneva after a classic friendly 
by Samuel Charles 

[’vqDEO PICK: Golazos]Mario Elalotelli’s stunning second-half curler capped a gripping 2-2 draw 

in Switzerland that featured terrific goals, abundant talent, strong challenges and a hard fought 

two-goal comeback by Italy against Brazil. - Read the whole stow 
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::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide We take a look at the U13-U15 Boys in our 
monthly Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. Keep following us as we track the 
best teams in the country. 

BA¢[,( TO 5¢ qOOL 
In conjunction with a new partnership with 
the French Football Federation, MLS coaches 
from each team began a coaching course at 
the end of February, 

GOLDEN FOOT 
While Colorado Rush’s star Danica Evans 
holds onto the top spot in the overall ECNL 
scoring race, three new players take over the 
top spots in their respective age groups. 
MORE: Best of the Best: Jefferson Cup 

[ ii;~:~iI Premier ContentI 

DID YOU SEE? 

How to Make it as a College 
Soccer Player: Spring Break 
Workout Plan. 

Artist ATFLenard paints 
Messi and Ronaldo with a 
soccer ball. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Miami Hurricane Soccer Camps 

Come and join the Miami Hurricane Soccer 
Family for our Elite Prospect Clinic and 
Residential Camp! 

All girls age 14 & up are encouraged to join 
in this great opportunity to get a closer look 
at what it takes to become an excellent 
collegiate player. 

Register today at 
www.miamihurricanesoccercamps.com ! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <socceronn,@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 4:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, March 23, 2013 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDI:: 

MLS Week 4 action stads on Saturday with D.C. United vs. Columbus.... 2014 World Cup host Brazil meets 

Russia in a friendly on Sunday .... The USA faces Mexico in World Cup qualifying on Tuesday.                   ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, March 23 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS D=C. UNITED-COLUMBUS (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CYPRUS-SWIi-ZERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay PENAROL-DANUBIO (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-BRAGANTINO (live) 5:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-NEWYORK (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-VANCOUVER (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier CYPRUS-SWITZERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

S~NDAY, Marc~ 24 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia BRISBANE4VlELBOURNE (live) 2 am. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil GUARANI-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CERRO (live) 5 pm. 

~ONOAY, March 25 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN=PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 



2014 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ECUADOR-PARAGUAY (live) 5 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (live) 8 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier COSTA RICA-JAMAICA (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (delay) midnight, 

2014 World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (delay) 2 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BOLIVIA-ARGENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (live) 7:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (delay) midnight. 

UNIViSION 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 3:30 pm= 

2014 World Cup Qualifier IRELAND-AUSTRIA (live) 6 pm. 

ONEWORLDSPORTS.com 

2014 World Cup qualifier AUSTRALIA-OMAN (live) 4:30 am. 

20t4 World Cup qualifier SOUTH KOREA-QATAR (live) 7 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier JAPAN-JORDAN (live) 10 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier UZBEKISTAN-LEBANON (delay) noon. 

ESPN3.corn 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ARMENIA-CZECH REPUBLIC (live) noon. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ESTONIA-ANDORRA (live) 1 pm= 

2014 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier TURKEY-HUNGARY (live) 2:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SERBIA-SCOTLAND (live) 3:30 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MALTAqTALY (live) 3:45 pro. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier NORTHERN IRELAND-ISRAEL (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BELGIUM-MACEDONIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier POLAND-SAN MARINO (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier GERMANY-KAZAKHSTAN (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 4 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face!oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, March 23, 2013 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <socceront~@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 4:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, March 24, 2013 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 4 action continues on Sunday with Chicago-Chivas USA.... 2014 World Cup host Brazil meets 

Russia in a friendly on Sunday .... The USA faces Mexico in World Cup qualifying on Tuesday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SUNDAY, go,~arch 24 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil GUARANI-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CERRO (live) 5 pm. 

?~ONDAY, March 2,5 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ECUADOR-PARAGUAY (live) 5 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (live) 8 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier COSTA RICA-JAMAICA (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (delay) midnight. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (delay) 2 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BOLIVIA-ARGENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (live) 7:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (delay) midnight. 

UNIVISION 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier IRELAND-AUSTRIA (live) 6 pm. 

ONEWORLDSPORTS.com 

2014 World Cup qualifier AUSTRALIA-OMAN (live) 4:30 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier SOUTH KOREA-QATAR (live) 7 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier JAPAN-JORDAN (live) 10 am. 

20t4 World Cup qualifier UZBEKISTAN-LEBANON (delay) noon. 



ESPN3.com 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ARMENIA-CZECH REPUBLIC (live) noon. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ESTONIA-ANDORRA (live) 1 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier TURKEY-HUNGARY (live) 2:30 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SERBIA-SCOTLAND (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MALTA-ITALY (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NORTHERN IRELAND-ISRAEL (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BELGIUM-MACEDONIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier POLAND-SAN MARINO (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier GERMANY-KAZAKHSTAN (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, March 24, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 8:19 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Advanced Tactics For the 4-2-3-1 - See How Mm~ Utd and Real Madrid Utilize the 4-2-3-1 

One of the reasons the Spanish National Team has been so successful lately, is the way in which they 

play with the 4-2-3-1. AND one of the main strengths of the 4-2-3-1 is the flexibility. Flexibility in the 

movement of players and positions during the game and flexibility in transitioning from defense to 

attack and vice versa. 

Our book, "Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics" goes into great detail on how best to utilize the 4- 

2-3-1 and is perfect for any coach who’s team plays with a 4-2-3-1 or is thinking of making the move to 

the 4-2-3-1. Check out the email below for more info. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 
to the next level with this advanced 

tactical guide. Discover how the 
3-1 is used to devastating effect by 
Manchester United and Real Madrid 

and advanced drills for coaching 
your players in this highly attacking 

and flexible formation 
Finally, it°s here! Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides you 

with an in-depth look at the formation that is dominating European 
soccer, Packed with tactical insights on the specific patterns of Nay of 

Manchester United and Rea~ Madrid, Coaching the 4-2=34 Advanced 
Tactics shows you how you can utilize this highly fie×ible formation to 

outwit teams playing a traditional 4-4-2 or 444 and to create more scoring 
oppo~tunitieSo 

Dear Coach, 

The 4-2-3-1 formation is much more than just an attractive playing style This formation is fast 

consigning the 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 to the history books after it was used by three of the semifinalists in the 

Euro 2012 tournament. The 4-2-3-1 is now used by many of Europe’s elite club sides, including 

Chelsea, Manchester United and Real Madrid, because it enables them to break through teams 

rooted to the spot playing more dated, rigid formations. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with tactical insights and an analysis of the 

patterns of play of Manchester United and Real Madrid, both in defense and in attack. Utilizing in-depth 

analysis, real screenshots from actual games and detailed diagrams, this book shows you exactly 

how elite players, such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in this formation 

and how it enables them to play in a more flexible, attacking style that can rip opposition teams apart 



In addition, Co~ching the 4-2-3-~ Advanced Tactics provides fifteen complete training sessions for 

drilling your teams in how to play this devastating formation This includes defensive training sessions 

on pressing triggers, mid defending shapes and controlling line depth along with attacking drills on 

triangulation, third man runs and attacking fullbacks 

This book is entitled Advanced Tactics for a reason: It shows you everything you need to know about 

howto fully utilize the 4-2-3-1 to take your team’s performance to the next level. 

can harness the flair and creativity of soccer’s most modern 
formation" 

The game of soccer never stands still New formations are evolving all the time that can give teams an 

edge over opponents stuck with more rigid styles of play. The 4-2-3-1 is one such formation that has 

risen to prominence over the last decade and is now utilized by many of Europe’s elite sides. Its 

popularity comes from its ability to rapidly shift to a 4-3-3, 4-4-1-1 and other formations in response to 

how the opposition is playing or to suit the stage of the game. 

What’s more, the additional line of players provided by the 4-2-3-1 enables teams to swamp the 

midfield as well as gain more players in the attack, making it a highly aggressive and entertaining 

formation to watch. It’s no ~/onder that teams with some of the most gifted attacking players in the 

modern game choose to play the 4-2-3-1. 



Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes the author’s first book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 book to 

the next level. It expands on the insights in the previous book while also providing a complete coaching 

guide in its own right. It shows you in -depth howthe 4-2-3-1 is played by Manchester United and Real 

Madrid, with step by step examples from real life games along with practical advice and analysis on 

how any team can use this formation to outwit and dominate the opposition, both in defense and 

attack. 

"Gain insights from a coach with a track record of developing 

What’s covered in CoachMg the 4-2-3~1 Advanced Tactics 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides an expert analysis of the playing style and 

tendencies of Manchester United and Real Madrid as well as complete training sessions for drilling 

your players in howto utilize the formation effectively 

t. Analysis of the strengths of the 4=2=3=1 in the attacking phases of play 

The first chapter looks at the tactical advantages that can be gained from the formation. This includes 

the flexibility and options gained from being able to make short passes between four lines instead of 

three and positional rotation in the center. 



This chapter also looks at the differences with the 4-4-1-1, the 4-5-1, 4-4-2 and 4-3-3, and the roles 

and responsibilities of every player. 

2. Using the 4-2-3-t’s flexibility to change formation in the attacking phase to disrupt marking 

schemes, find solutions and create chances to score 

Grieve now looks at how to transition the team from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 during the attacking phase and 

where players need to be to gain the maximum advantage Using detailed diagrams, this chapter 

shows you exactly where players need to be in order to transition back to a 4-3-3 smoothly. 

Grieve also analyses which formations struggle against a team playing the 4-2-3-1, with example 

scenarios of the ball in different areas of the pitch, such as how you can get the ball to the striker from 

the wings and to switch the ball to an attacker on the far side of the pitch. 

3. Analyzing Spain’s use of attacking fullbacks with a flexible midfield formation 

Spain is renowned for playing some of the most attractive and attacking soccer in the world. A core 

reason for this is the flexibility of the 4-2-3-1 formation. Grieve looks at how Spain uses the flexibility in 

midfield to retain possession and to push fullbacks into more advanced positions. Utilizing real 

screenshots of games, Grieve explains how Alba and Villa are able to exploit the space between the 

fullback and center back and how Busquet is able to create overlaps with Villa. 

4. Patterns of play and making a game plan to win using the 4-2-3-1. Real Madrid and Manchester 

United; the difference between the respective clubs’ systems of the same formation 

Grieve now analyses how Real Madrid and Manchester United use the 4-2-3-1. This includes an 

indepth look at how Manchester United defeated Arsenal’s 4-3-3, where ex-Gunners player Van Persie 

was able to score freely thanks to the extra numbers on the wing. Grieve also analyses the freedom the 

formation gives to Wayne Rooney, enabling him to bring opposition players out of position and to 

switch passes to create lvl situations on the far side of the pitch. 

Real Madrid has grown to dominate Spanish and European soccer, thanks to Jose Mourinho’s 

management and the 4-2-3-1 formation. In this chapter Grieve looks at how Mourinho utilizes the 

special abilities of his players. This includes the fluidity with which Alonso, Marcelo and Ramos play 

the triangular midfield and how Ronaldo makes his runs up the right side of the pitch, with Di Maria 

able to cut inside at will. 

5. Analyzing the strengths of the 4=2=3=1 in the defensive phases of play and changing formation to 

help defend better 

The 4-2-3-1 provides amazing defensive flexibility, with all players able to provide cover spread over 

four lines. In this chapter, Grieve looks at how Arrigo Saechi’s AC Milan and Antonio Conte’s Juventus 

teams used the 4-2-3-1 to Iockdown their goal from attacks 

Autho~ Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

Changing formation in the defensive phase to help defend better 

Grieve analyses how your team can move from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 to counter an attacking 4-4-2 side. 

This includes when the ball is at different defensive phases, such as with the ball at center back or 

fullback. Grieve then looks at howto reshape the defense if the opposing attacker gets into an 

advanced position, such as in the corner to make a cross. 

7. Defending on the sides in a 4-2-3-1; pressing, covering, changing opponents and the fullback 

defending with different team mates 

This chapter looks at how the 4-2-3-1 enables the fullback to work with a wide midfielder to defend on 

the sides of the pitch with a third midfielder able to shift over to close opposition attacks down This 

chapter then looks at how to switch the pass to the opponents weak defensive side and how to track 

midfield runners once you’ve stopped the immediate attack 

8. Training sessions defending 

Grieve provides five complete sessions comprising of multiple exercises. This includes drills for 

controlling line depth and covering key zones, defending on the sides, pressing triggers and midfield 

defensive shapes. All the sessions can be combined with transition play and counter attacking 

sessions, and every drill is provided with coaching points, diagrams and progressions. 



9. Attacking training sessions 

This book also provides ten complete attacking sessions, which include drills for small group play, 

triangulation, overlaps, third man runs and finishing. Grieve recommends finishing every session with 

a small sided game that encourages your players to practice the skills from the drills and to ask 

questions as to where they should move to and why. 

If you’ve ever wanted to imitate the exciting and attacking playing style of Manchester United or Real 

Madrid, this book shows you how. ¢oaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with in-depth 

analysis of how these teams get their players into the right positions to exploit static opposition and to 

get the ball into attacking positions. Along with the theory, you get 15 complete training sessions 

comprising of multiple drills you can use to train your players on positioning and howto play the 4-2-3- 

1 effectively. 

From Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics, you will gain: 

An enriched understanding ofthe roles and responsibilities of every player in the formation 

An analysis of the formation’s strengths against popular formations 

Guidance on where your players need to be to transition into a 4-3-3 or 4-4-1-1 

Howto change formation in the defensive phases to Iockdown the goal mouth 

H~w t~ defend a~~ng the side of the pitch~ uti~izing fu~~backs~ wingers and a flexib~e third man 

in midfield 

Real screenshots and play by play examples of how Manchester United and Real Madrid 

utilize the 4-2-3-1 to overrun the opposition and to create more scoring opportuntties 

Five complete training sessions, which include pressing triggers, defending on the sides 

and covering key zones 

Ten attacking drills which wig train your players in triangulation, 1-2s, overlaps, third man 

runs and more 

Your players will love playing the 4-2-3-1 due to its flexibility, attacking instincts and the 

opportunity to imitate the playing style of some of the world’s elite players 

If you’ve already bought Stevie Grieve’s previous book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1, you will find there’s still 

lots to learn in this follow up book. If you haven’t bought the previous book, you will discover that 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is a complete coaching guide in its own right. It provides 

everything, from the theory on roles and responsibilities through to real life practical examples up to 

training exercises to get your players playing it effectively. So whether you already play the 4-2-3-1 or 

would like to start, this book tells you everything you need to know in Grieve’s straightforward coaching 

style. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is not just a formation or system of play. It can also be described as a sort of 

philosophy on howthe game is played. This philosophy is based around flexibility. One of the 

strengths of the 4-2-3-1 is the flexibility it provides with the interchanging of positions of the midfielders 

and forwards This is one of the reasons opponents find it really hard to play against. 

This philosophy can AND should be adapted at a younger age too. So for those age groups that don’t 

play 1 lvl 1, this free eBook shows you how to adapt the 4-2-3-I to the small-sided soccer that younger 

teams play. Not only that, if you have a team that is just a year or two away from moving to 1 lvl 1, this 

eBook is perfect for helping them make the transition from the smaller numbers they are playing to the 

full blown version of the 1 lvl 1 4-2-3-1. 

GREAT FORTRAINING SESSIONS - The material in this eBook is also perfect for using the smaller 

numbers to create your 4-2-3-1 training sessions If you have 18 players or less on your team, you can 

use the formations in this eBook to set up small-sided games specifically designed to teach the 4-2-3- 

1 

And it’s free with your order of Coaching the 4=2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. 



WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards However, 

if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"It sl~ows you how to imitate the devastating playing style of 
Manchester United and Rea~ IV~adrid, and how to develop your 

team’s ability to play the 4-2~3~1 on the training pitch" 

Euro 2012 marked the arrival of the 4-2-3-1 as a dominant formation on the international scene. But 

coaches like Jose Mourinho and Alex Ferguson have been playing it for years because they know it has 

the flexibility and attacking fluidity that can overpower teams playing older, more rigid formations. It’s no 

secret that the 4-2-3-I is a key reason for their success at the top of their respective leagues. 

Now you can discover how to imitate their success in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. It 

explains everything you need to know about playing and coaching the formation Step by step 

screenshots and clear explanations enable you to see exactly how elite players, like Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in the formation and how they take advantage of its 

flexibility to create the abundance of goal scoring opportunities that bring them success 

To replicate their success playing the formation, you get fifteen complete training sessions for 

developing your team’s ability to play the 4-2-3-I effectively So everything is covered. If you want to step 

up and harness the most innovative and flexible formation in modern soccer, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 

Advanced Tactics is an in-depth tactical and practical guide that shows you how 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes an in-depth look at the formation, which includes 

an analysis of how Manchester United and Real Madrid utilize it to devastating effect The book also 

includes fifteen complete training sessions for improving your players’ ability to play the 4-2-3-1 

formation effectively, both in defense and attack 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 ’/o satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 4- 

2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 
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Soccer America Contidential: Mexico Dial: A triple threat no more? 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 

Mexico Diary: A triple threat no 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

more? 
By Mike Woitalla 

My first Mexico City visit for a clash between the giant neighbors’ soccer teams came in 1992. We were warned of 

the altitude, heat and pollution, which made breathing the air in the city built on a lake encircled by mountains 

equal to smoking two packs of cigarettes a day. 

The USA had Claudio Reyna, Brad Friedel, Cobi Jones, Alexi Lalas, Chris Henderson ... A U-23 team vying to qualify 

for the 1992 Olympic Games coached by a waiter. Coach Lothar Osiander’s full-time job was as serving food at Graziano’s in 

downtown San Francisco. 

The game was played at the Azulgrana Stadium, in front of 45,000 fans, in the evening. A pregame downpour cooled the air 

and seemed to cleanse the air. Goals by Henderson and Mike Lapper gave the USA a 2-1 win. Late in the game, the 

Mexican fans started chanting Oles when Americans connected passes. 

After the game, fans aimed trash and coins at the Mexican players, leaving them stranded in the middle of the field as the 

Americans players walked unmolested through the tunnel. ’We’re ashamed. We are responsible for this," said Mexican 

defender Manuel Vidrio as he looked sadly toward the fans, who also threw profane-laden insults. 

Those fans excepted, Mexico City struck me as an ovenNhelming friendly place -- not what I was expecting from one of the 

world’s biggest and most crowded cities. The impression was confirmed by my subsequent visits, which included Mexico-USA 

World Cup qualifiers at Azteca Stadium on Easter and Day of the Dead weekend, the latter in 1997 when Coach Steve 

Sampson’s team made history with a 0-0 tie, the only time Mexico didn’t beat the USA in a qualifier at home. 

Mexico’s capital is a hypermetropolis of 20 million people living within 600 square miles - roughly the size of Houston but with 

10 times as many residents. It has 85,000 streets - 850 of them are named "Juarez." My guide book warns of street crime but 

says traffic’s the real danger: "Never assume that a green light means it’s safe to cross the streeL" 

The good news is the air is much better. In the early 1990s, they closed many of the belching factories, and introduced 

unleaded gasoline and catalytic converters. Tuesday’s game is during Semana Santa, the pre-Easter vacation week that 

sends enough Capitalinos on holiday to keep traffic exhaust at a minimum. 

There’s still the altitude, 7,500 feet above sea level, but that didn’t seem to bother the USA when Jurgen Klinsmann’s team 

beat El Tri, 1-0, at Azteca in a friendly last August. Plus, most of the Mexican starters’ clubs don’t play at altitude, further 

diminishing the home-field advantage. And the USA played at a mile high on Friday, which could aid in acclimation. The 80- 

degree heat may feel more salving than threatening for the Americans in wake of their snow game in Colorado. 

Having beaten Costa Rica before their Azteca challenge took a load of pressure off the Americans, but the Mexicans started 

the Hexagonal - the final round of World Cup qualifying - with two ties, a scoreless opener with Jamaica at Azteca and 

Friday’s 2-2 at Honduras. 

In the past, Mexico played its games at high noon, figuring the heat would hurt the guests. Tuesday’s game doesn’t kickoff till 

late in the evening. How Mexico’s players respond to the pressure after their winless start to the Hexagonal should have more 

effect on the outcome than the heat, altitude or smog. 

Post ’,/our response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Tuesday, March 26, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA faces Mexico in World Cup qualifying on Tuesday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~Irammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~Is. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~Ihout the v~ek.) 

ESPN 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN-PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (delay) 6 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ECUADOR-PARAGUAY (live) 5 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (live) 8 pm, 

2014 World Cup Qualifier COSTA RICA-JAMAICA (live) 10 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (delay) midnight. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (delay) 2 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

2014 World Cup Qualifier BOLIVIA-ARGENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier CHILE-URUGUAY (live) 7:30 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier PANAMA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier VENEZUELA-COLOMBIA (delay) midnight. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm, 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

2014 World Cup Qualifier GERMANY-KAZAKHSTAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

2014 World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 4 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MONTENEGRO-ENGLAND (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier IRELAND-AUSTRIA (live) 6 pm. 

ONEWORLDSPORTS.com 

2014 World Cup qualifier AUSTRALIA-OMAN (live) 4:30 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier SOUTH KOREA-QATAR (live) 7 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier JAPAN-JORDAN (live) 10 am. 

2014 World Cup qualifier UZBEKISTAN-LEBANON (delay) neon. 

ESPN3.com 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ARMENIA-CZECH REPUBLIC (live) noon. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier ESTONIA-ANDORRA (live) 1 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier AZERBAIJAN=PORTUGAL (live) 1 pm. 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier TURKEY-HUNGARY (live) 2:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NETHERLANDS-ROMANIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier SERBIA-SCOTLAND (live) 3:30 pro. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MALTA-ITALY (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier NORTHERN IRELAND-ISRAEL (live) 3:45 pm, 

20t4 World Cup Qualifier BELGIUM-MACEDONIA (live) 3:45 pm= 

2014 World Cup Qualifier POLAND-SAN MARINO (live) 3:45 pro. 



2014 World Cup Qualifier GERMANY-KAZAKHSTAN (live) 3:45 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 4 pm. 

2014 World Cup Qualifier MEXICO-USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, 

GOLTV 

Brazil PAULISTA-SAO PAULO (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-MOGI MIRIM (live) 6:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-MONTPELLIER (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, ~arch 30 

ESPN2 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pm. 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (delay) 3:30 pm. 

England ARSENAL-READING (delay) 5:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (delay) 1 pm. 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (delay) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TROYES-SAINT ETIENNE (live) Neon. 
France AJACCIO-TOULOUS (delay) 3 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-UNAM (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-JAGUARES (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico SANTOS-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-LOS ANGELES (live) 2 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-DALLAS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm= 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Portugal ACADEMICA-PORTO (live) 2:15 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ARSENAL-READING (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 



England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SL~NOAY, ~’~.1~ch 3’1 

FOX SOCCER 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIdUANA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 
England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands RODA JC-PSV (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-NEC (live) 10:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

~’~ONDAY, April ’1 

ESPN2 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-SPORTING LISBON (live) 3:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, April 2 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 10 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, March 26, 2013 
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Originally sent 3,21,13: The Parable of the Carpenter 

************What Will Matter, by Michael Josephson*********** 

**************Week 819: March 15-21, 2013"******** 

This newsletter looks much better online: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43063&st id 4562&emai1 anson@email.unc.edu 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and the founder and president of the nonprofit Josephson Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS’. We encourage you to browse 
and post comments at ~VhatYVillMatter.com But you may also send feedback directly to Michael Josephson at michaeljosephson@iethics org. 

This newsletter presents the previous week’s updates to Michael’s blog at WhatWillMatter.com 

See all the ways you can receive and share these posts: 

http://wsl.jiethics.or~/mailer/redir.php?id 43064&st id 4562&email anson@email.unc.edu 

To manage your newsletter subscriptions: 
http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43065&st id 4562&email anson(h?email.unc.edu 

Trouble accessing these links? Check to see if this newsletter is in your junk-mail folder (links won’t work there) To ensure our newsletter is delivered to your inbox (rather than your junk 
folder), please add commentary@iethics.org to your address book 

AN’NOUNC F.M[~NT 

Michael Josephson on Business Ethics 

Just released: an extensive interview with Machae[ about corporate ethics programs. Published in Compliance & Ethics Professional magazine, the Q & A e×plores what companies should 
and shouldn’t do to bring v~rtue to their workplaces Read the inter~dew: 
http:i/wsl.iiethics.or~/mailer/redir.php?id 43066&st id 4562&email anson~email.unc.edu 

T[tlS WEEK’S CO]VfXK[~NTARIES 

Do Bad People Think They Are Good? 
When she was six, lay daughter Carissa asked, "Do dumb people think they’re smart?" Answering her own question, she added, "They probably do because they’re dumb." ’]’his made me 
think: "Do bad people think they are good?" I wouldn’t be surprised if most do. 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43067&stid 4562&email anson@emaibunc.edu 

Understanding Change: The Elephant and the Rider 
It took rue a long tm~e to realize the limitations of logic. For much of my life, including a 20-year stint as a law professor, I relied on discourse and reasoning to understand and resolve 
problems. I believed that I should suppress feelings that could result in irrational behavior, and I had little patience for those who seemed to govern their lives by emotions. 
http:i/wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43068&st id 4562&email anson(~email.tmc.edu 

The Parable of the Carpenter 
A master carpenter ~vho’d worked for the sarue builder for nearly 50 years announced he was retiring. The builder told him how much he appreciated his work and presented him with a 
$5,000 bonus. Then he asked if he would build just one more house. He owned a magnificent lot with a spectacular view and wanted to build a dream home there. 
http://wsl.iiethics.org/raailer/redir.php?id 43069&st id 4562&email anson,@,email.anc.edu 

Curing Victirmtis 
Watch your thoughts; they lead to attitudes. Watch your attitudes; the)" lead to words. Watch your words; they lead to actions. Watch your actions; they lead to habits. Watch your 
habits; they lead to character. Watch your character; it determines your destiny. 
http:i/wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43070&st id 4562&email anson(~email.tmc.edu 

Desiderata 
In 1927, Max Ehrmarm gave us timeless advice in a poeru called "Desiderata" (,Latin for "things desired")... 
http:i/wsl.iiethics.org/mailcriredir.php?id 43071&st id 4562&email anson(~email.unc.edu 

*************************************************************** 

QUOTES, OB SERVATIONS, AND WORTH YOLg-~ T~qE 
Check them out -- ruany of the quotes include photos and colorful backgrounds. Feel free to print and share. 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43072&st id 4562&email anson@email.uaac.edu 
http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43073&st id 4562&email anson@email.unc.edu 

Josephson Institute’s Quotations Bank 
Browse our bon mots: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43074&st id 4562&email anson@email.unc.edu 

YOUR FEF~DBACK 

Marti comments on Quote and Poster: "Stop trying to fit in when )’our were born to STAND OUT": "I really like this quote. I recently had it scribed on a dog-tag style necklace for my 13 
year old grandson." 



Dan comments on Just Keep On Knocking: "Thank you for such a powerful and inspiring message. Persistence often pays dividends, but takes moral courage." 

Patrick cormnents on Desiderata: "This has been a favorite of mine for many decades We use it with our students in the High School Leadership and Ethics Conferences" 

Sherry comments on Changing the World One Bite at a Time: "Consider me "joined!" I have been greatly touched by your insights and share them on Facebook hoping others will find 
ans~vers and helpful lessons, too." 

Do you have thoughts or questions about any of these blog posts? 
Please post a comment[ 

*************************************************************** 

MICItAEL JOSEP[tSON’S BOOKS AND CDS 

All proceeds from the sale of iVhchael’s books and CDs go to supporting character development education in schools. 
http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43075&st id 4562&email anson(~emaihunc.edu 

Get a paper copy: 
http:i/wsl.iiethics.or~/mailer/redir.php?id 43076&st id 4562&email anson~email.unc.edu 

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMI~NT, ’IRA[NING SE[VIINARS 

To register online or find out more, go to the links below or 

call 800-711-2670 or email trainmg@iethics.org 

--- Business Ethics Training -- 

The High Road to the Bottom Line: 

http:i/wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43077&st id 4562&email anson@emaihunc.edu 

--- Character Dcvelopment Seminars --- 
Our flagship training program for educators and youth-selwice 
leaders. Upcoming seminars: 

- March 25-27, California 

- April 9-11, Texas 

- May- 14-16, Kansas 

Learn more: 

http:i/wsl.iiethics.org&~ailcr/redir.php?id 43078&st id 4562&email anson(~email.tmc.edu 

--- Sportsmanship Seminars --- 
Integrate character and sportsmanship into your school or youth sports program. Learn more: 
http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43079&st id 4562&email anson,@,,email.unc.edu 

--- Webinars --- 
A convenient, affbrdable way to learn valuable character-development techniques. Learn more, see schedule: 
httD:i/wsl.iiethics.or~/mailcr/redir.phD?id 43080&st id 4562&email anson(~email.tmc.edu 

--- Anti-Bullying Workshops --- 
Customized workshops with proven, sustainable strategies. 
Learn more: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43081&st id 4562&email anson@emaihunc.edu 

--- Training for Public A&ninistrators and Managers --- 
Learn more: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43082&st id 4562&email anson@emaihunc.edu 

--- Training for School Administrators --- 
Learn more: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43083&st id 4562&email anson@emaihunc.edu 

--- Training for Peace Officers and Administrators -- 
Learn more: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43084&st id 4562&email anson@emaihunc.edu 

MORE JOSEPHSON INSTITUTE BLOGS 

Sportsmanship Blog: 

http://wsl.jiethics.or~/mailer/redir.php?id 43085&st id 4562&emai1 anson@emaihunc.edu 
Recently posted: A Coaching No-No 

http://wsl.jiethics.or~/mailer/redir.php?id 43086&st id 4562&email anson@emaihunc.edu 

Character Educator Blog: 
http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43087&st id 4562&email anson(~emaihunc.edu 
Recently posted: Are New" York’s Smaller Schools Better? 
http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43088&st id 4562&email anson(~emaihunc.edu 

Business and Leadership Blog: 



http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43089&st id 4562&email anson(i,’)email.unc.edu 

Recently posted: Michael Josephson Interviewed in Compliance & [~thics Professional Magazine 

http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43066&st id 4562&email anson(i,’)email.unc.edu 

Subscribe to monthly newsletters: 
http:i/wsl.iiethics.or~/mailer/redir.php?id 43090&st id 4562&email anson~email.unc.edu 

MICHAEL JOSEPHSON’S KE’~ ~-NOTE SPE.~(ING AiN~D CONSULTING 

One of the most dynamic lecturers in the nation, Michael Josephson continues to motivate audiences from the government, business, journalism, law, education, sports, law enforcement, 
military, and nonprofit communities with his unique delivery, powerful and engaging presentations on ethics and character, and personal attention to your organization’s needs. 

Mr. Josephson is also in high demand as a consultant for major corporations and organizations and presents nttmerous ethics workshops each year. All fees and honoraria for his services 
support the nonprofit Josephson Institute. 

For nrore information and to view an excerpt from one of his speeches, go to: 
http://wsl.iiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43091&st id 4562&email anson,@,email.~c.edu 

TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATIONS 

Josephson Institute is a nonprofit organization working to create a world where people act more ethically-. We need your help to continue to provide sel~’ices like this newsletter free of 
charge. 

Contribute $100 or more and receive a signed print of Michael’s classic poenr "¥Vhat Will Matter." 
http:i/wsl.iiethics.or~&~ailer/redir.php?id 43118&st id 4562&email anson(~email.tmc.edu 

If you prefer to write a check, please send it to the address at the bottonr of this page. 

Thank you! 

FACEBOOK AND TWITTER 

Facebook page: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43093&st id 4562&email anson@email.tmc.edu 

Twitter pages: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43094&st id 4562&email anson@email.unc.edu 
http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redirphp?id 43095&st id 4562&email anson@email.tmc.edu 

Also, check out the Character Cotmts page on Facebook: 

http://wsl.jiethics.org/mailer/redir.php?id 43096&st id 4562&email anson@email.unc.edu 

Josephson Institute 
9841 Airport Blvd., #300 I Los Angeles, CA 90045 1800-711-2670 
Josephsonlnstitute.org i CharacterCounts org 

©2013 Josephson Institute. "CHARACTER COUik’I’S!’’ is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute. 

To unsubscribe from this newsletter: 

http:i/wsl.iiethics.or~/mailer/usersiunsubscribe.php?email anson(a)email.unc.edu&form id 2&cust id 0&email id 1105&star id 4562 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:14 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

The Final Days of"More Love" - Be a Part of The!! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Final Days! See Nore Love by Sunday! 

More Love is in its FIVE final 

days at the Ackland! 

It’s a must-see, but don’t just take our 

word for it... 

"...one of the biggest and most 

chattenging shows of the year .... In at[ 

sincerity, this exhibition might wett 

make you cry, as weft as glow." 

-- Chris VitieLLo, In@Week 

to behotd," "fascinating, interesting," and "the tal.k of the town"! 

"Last Look" Tour of 

More Love 

Saturday, 30 March, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Led by Amanda Hughes (Director of External Affairs, Ack[and Art 

Museum). 

Come 

see 

(or 

see 

again!) 

the 

exhibit 

our 

visitor: 

are 

ca[ring 

"a 

pl.easut 

Crick for Museum & Store hours. 

AcMand Film Forum: Films by Yoko Ono 



Fly (1970) and No. 4 (Bottoms) (1966) 

Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre on Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

In connection with its exhibition More Love, the Ackiand wiii screen two 

16mm experimental films by Yoko Ono, whose work is also featured in 

the exhibition. Learn more. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

:i~:i Ackland The Ackiand Film Forum is made possible, in part, with 
Film 
Forum support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of 

Sma Catharine Boyer. 

North Carohna Public Radio WUNC is the Offida[ Media    I I 

Sponsor of the Acktand Film Forum. 

Performances begin Friday, 5 April 2013. 

Tickets are on sale now! 

By 

"The Last Word" by Dana Coen in Activated Art 2012 
theater 

entitled ACTIVATED ART, works of art in the Ack[and’s permanent collection may 

be experienced in unexpected and thought-provoking ways. Learn more about 

ACTIVATED ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your tickets in person or by phone 



(919.962.0216) through the Ackland Museum Store today! 

Designed for kids ages 5-12, these 

workshops provide a Tyvek kite and a 

wide assortment of materials for 

decorating it. Finished kites go on display 

in the Museum Store’s gallery space! 

Saturday, 6 April 

First session: 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Second session: 1:00 - 3:00 PM 

Sunday, 7 April 

First session: 12:00 - 2:00 PM 

Second session: 2:30 - 4:30 PM 

REGISTRATION INFO HERE! 

A~’t £dve~’~t~res: Greek 

Saturday, 6 April 

Morning Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 

Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

The Ackiand is pteased to host this 

year’s Triangle East Asia 

Colloquium (TEa, C)from 12-13 

April 2013. An annual event that 

promotes East Asian studies, TEAC 

is organized by the faculty from 

UNC-Chapel HiU, Duke University, 

and North Carolina State 

University. 

This year, the coiioquium’s theme 

is "Art about Art in East Asia." Six papers wiii investigate different ways 

in which one art medium represents art of another medium, e.g. a 

painting about music or a film about photos. 

Free and open to the public. 

See the complete schedule and register online. 

Lookin~ Ahead,~. 
Ackland Film Forum 

The Munchuriun Cundidute (John Frankenheimer, 1962) and 

Pull My Duisy (Robert Frank 8 Alfred Leslie, 1959) 

Tuesday, 2 April, 7:00 PM 



THANK YOU! 
The AcMand’s exhibitions and public prosrams are 

made possible by 8enerous support from Ack[and Art 

Museum members and friends like you. Become a 

member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an email, to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, 44ore Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 × 47 1/4 inches (46 × 120 

cm), edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist and Lehmann 

Maupin Gallery, New York and Hon=o Kon=a. 

Visitors to More Love: Art, Politics, end Shorin.g since the 1990s, seen 

with Jim Hodses’ You, (1997); Hadassa Gotdvicht and Anal Vovnoboy’s, 

Lulloby (2012); Tracey Emin’s I Think It’s in My Heed (2002); and Chris 

Johanson’s Untitled (Filling Up Time) (2012). 

Arthur G. Dove: Tree Forms, 1932; oi1 on canvas. Acktand Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Rivane Neuenschwander and Sersio Neuenschwander: Love Lettering, 2002; sinste-channe[ video with audio. TRT 6 minutes, 

22 seconds. Lent by Linda Pace Foundation, San Antonio. 

MiLton Avery, Devilish Nude, 1962; oi1 on canvas board. Acktand Art Museum, Bequest of CharLes and Isabel Eaton. 

Bucci Painter, Greek, Attic, 6th century B.C.: Vessel (Neck Amphore) with Apollo, Leto, ond Artemis. c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, Mack-figure ware. Ack[and Art Museum, Ack[and Fund. 

Forward this email 

[ 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc.edu bv esbowles@ernail.unc.edu 
Update Profi!e!Emaj! Address ~.nstant removal with SafeUnsubscrib~" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 10~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC 27599-3400 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <saconfidential@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, March 27, 2013 4:31 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer America Contidential: Mexico Diary: Lots of hype but no Goooool 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

Mexico Diary: 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Lots of hype but no Goooool 
By Mike Woitalla 

The back of a van in Mexico City’s Colonia Condesa is covered with bumper stickers, one of which reads "Jesus 

Saves ..." followed by smaller type: 

"He passes to Chicharito... Chicharito scores ... Goooool!" 

Javier "Chicharito" Hernandez is Mexico’s most popular player for his exploits at Manchester United and high-scoring rate 

for El Tri. The 24-year-old hit the net 30 times in 45 games for Mexico going into Tuesday’s qualifier against the USA. 

But he did not score against the Americans. Brad Guzan did the saving. And every Mexican daily on Wednesday morning 

had a photo of a frustrated Chicharito on its front page or cover of its sports section. 

Pictures of Hernandez holding his head in his hands, grabbing the goalpost and screaming in disappointment, looking skyward 

with a grimace. The headlines: 

La Aficion: "Pure Anguish" 

Refom?a: "Oh, What Pain" 

Esto: "And No Victory" 

El Universal. "Pressure Cooker" 

Cancha: "Oh My God!" (in English) 

Ovaciones’ giant letters screamed ’~/Vhat a Drag" - then it pointed out there was no goal in Azteca, no victory, no personality 

from El Tri. 

The game kicked off in 57=degree weather at 8:30 p.m. local time - a puzzling decision by the Mexican federation, which once 

always scheduled its big games in daytime, figuring the heat would wilt its foes. 

The usual army of vendors sold hats, flags, plastic trumpets and wigs that mimicked the mane of goalkeeper Guillermo 

Ochoa. Those who bought flags wasted $8, because poles were not allowed in the stadium. 

A mariachi band entertained the fans before the game, and team mascot "Kin," a cartoonish looking Azteca warrior, tried 

unsuccessfully to start a wave. The big screen issued a plea: "Show our good manners and nobility and remain absolutely 

silent during national anthem of the USA." 

There was some jeering, but not that much. And one does wonder why it’s deemed necessary to play anthems at such 

games when they are so often booed. Everyone in the stands seemed to sing the bellicose Mexican anthem. 

When U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann entered the field, he greeted Mexico coach Jose Manuel "Chepo" de la Torre and 

they walked with their arms around each other’s shoulders. 

One thing that’s clear after watching Klinsmann - on the field at games and practice, or when he speaks to the media pre- or 

post-game - he certainly does appear to enjoy his job, which exudes a confidence that’s likely to infect his players. 

After kickoff, the Mexicans seemed nervous, three times kicking the ball out of bounds while under pressure. But Giovani dos 

Santos began threatening down the wing, although kept choosing unwisely to deliver his balls in the air. In the seventh minute, 

the Mexicans strung nearly 20 passes together, each greeted with 100,000 oles. But the Mexican fans’ cheering was 

sporadic, often spurred by images from the big screens or in response to the "USA" cheers from the section of about 400 U.S. 

fans. 

With a few minutes left in the game, the cups of beer started flying, at the U.S. fans and into the media section. Why none of 

the 900 policemen on hand ever go into the stands to deter the such action continues to puzzle. 

At the end, the Mexicans jeered their own team and chanted "Chepo Fuera!" - demanding the sacking of a coach who three 

games into the Hexagonal has delivered three ties, including two at Azteca - the first also scoreless, against Jamaica. 

Unprintable were the chants directed at referee Walter Lopez, for not awarding a Mexican penalty kick or two. 

There are still seven games to go in the Hexagonal, in which the top three finishers qualify for Brazil 2014 and the four/h-place 

team plays off with New Zealand for a spot. The result is certainly a boost for the USA, which has four home games left, and 



isn’t devasting for the Mexicans, who although in fifth place are only two points behind leader Panama. 

In September, the two ~li~lantes of the region meet again, in Ohio. We’ll no doubt get another avalanche of hype about how 

huge a game it is because these countries have such a long, complex history, blah, blah, blah. 

Hopefully next time we’ll at least see a goal or two. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:29 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, March 28, 2013 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

European league action resumes Friday with French leader Paris St. Germain in action against defending 

champion Montpellier. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, March 28 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-MOGI MIRIM (live) 6:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, M~ch 29 

BelN SPORT 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-BIRMINGHAM CITY (live) 1:30 pro. 

FrancePARIS SG-MONTPELLIER (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-BIRMINGHAM CITY (live) 1:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PARIS SG-MONTPELLIER (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, March 30 

ESPN2 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pm. 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (delay) 3:30 pm= 

England ARSENAL-READING (delay) 5:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (delay) 1 pm. 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (delay) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-JUVENTUS (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy PALERMO-ROMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (live) 5 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONARCAS-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm= 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 1:30 pm. 

Uruguay DANUBIO-NACIONAL (live) 3:30 pm. 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-LINENSE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Mexico DORADOS-CORRECAMINOS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TROYES-SAINT ETIENNE (live) Neon. 

France AJACCIO-TOULOUS (delay) 3 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-UNAM (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-JAGUARES (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico SANTOS-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-LOS ANGELES (live) 2 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-DALLAS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Portugal ACADEMICA-PORTO (live) 2:15 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ARSENAL-READING (live) 11 am= 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

England WEST HAM-VVEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm, 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France BREST-LILLE (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON-SOCHAUX (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MARDID-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALLORCA-DEPORTIVO (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MARDID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

NetherlandsRODA JC-PSV (live) 6:30 am. 

NetherlandsAJAX-NEC (live) 10:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA=UANL TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-NUREMBERG (live) 11 am. 

Argentina INDEPENDIENTE-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 1 pro. 



Brazil SAO PAULO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-PUMAS MORELOS (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIJUANA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 
England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands RODA JC-PSV (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-NEC (live) 10:30 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN2 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEEDS UNITED-DERBY COUNTY (live) Noon. 

Spain ATHLETIC-GRANADA (delay) 2 pm. 

Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England LEEDS UNITED-DERBY COUNTY (live) Noon= 

Spain ATHLETIC-GRANADA (delay) 2 pm. 

Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 

ESPN3.com 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-SPORTING LISBON (live) 3:30 pm. 

TUBSg~&Y, A#~il 2 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 10 pm. 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 
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Soccer on TVRSS feed 
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Section 2: Luis Suarez could t~ce FIFA action; van Persie thrilled witl~ probable title 

By Ross Fadner, Thursda;4 March 28, 2013 

Suarez Could Face Action Over Punch 
Sky Sports 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Luis Suarez faces an anxious wait as FIFA considers taking retrospective action against the Uruguay 

forward for the apparent punch to the face he gave Gonzalo Jara during Uruguay’s 2-0 loss to Chile in South 

American World Cup qualifying. FIFA is still waiting on referee Nestor Pitana’s official report, and will decide if any 

action is necessary after receiving it. 

While replays show definite intent from Suarez, Jara did not go to ground, and the incident was unseen by Pitana. 

However, Suarez was later booked for protesting, which means he is already suspended for Uruguay’s next World 

Cup qualifier against Venezuela on June 11. 

The 2-0 defeat left Uruguay in sixth place in the ConmebN standings, two points behind Chile, which leapfrogged 

Uruguay into fourth, the last of the automatic qualification places. 

- Read the whole story... 

Independent 

Lionel Messi and Argentina struggled in the high altitude against Bolivia when the two nations squared off in South 

American World Cup qualifying on Tuesday, but the Conmebol leader still managed to come away from La Paz with 

a 1-1 draw, thanks to Ever Banega’s 40th minute equalizer, which was set up by a solo run from Messi 

La Paz sits at 13,123 feet above sea level, which is roughly equivalent to playing a game on top of California’s 

Mount Ritter in the Sierra Nevada. As such, Bolivia tends to do very well at home. In fact, the last time Bolivia hosted 

Argentina in World Cup qualifying in 2009, it wen 6-1, sparking rumors that then-coach Diego Maradona would not 

survive qualification (although Maradona eventually took Argentina to the 2010 World Cup). 

As the Independent points out, Messi getting sick on the field and winger Angel Di Maria receiving oxygen during 

the game underscored the difficult conditions. With that in mind, the 1-1 tie in La Paz could be seen as a victory for 

A~ejandro Sabella’s men, which currently lead the ConmebN standings with 23 points, four ahead of second-place 

Ecuador. 

- Read the whole story... 

Van Persie ’ThrNed’ with ProbaMe EPL Title ............................................................................................................................................ 

Guardian 

Manchester City coach Roberto Mancini may have conceded the Premier League title, but Manchester United 

striker Robin van Persie is taking nothing for granted. At 29, the Dutchman has yet to taste a league 

championship, but this year, a 13th Premier League title in 20 seasons looks a certainty for United, which is 15 

points clear of second-place City with just nine games to play. 

"That I’ll probably win my first championship is very nice," van Persie said in an interview. ’Tm really thrilled about it. 

Not winning titles has given me quite some pain and it has made me greyer." He added: "It still has to happen. We 

have to go to Sunderland and West Ham, and we have to play Chelsea [in Monday’s FA Cup quarterfinal replay] 

and if we win, we play back-to-back against City in the league and the FA Cup semi-final. Then we have Stoke. 

These are not summer-night games. I watched United drop the lead last season but it"s getting awfully close now, 

and I’m really happy with that." 

The former Arsenal striker said he’s aware of his recent drop in form for the Red Devils, having scored just one goal 

in his last ten appearances, but he notes that unlike during his time at Arsenal, not scoring is not necessarily a 

crisis for his new club. "My teammates all stood up," van Persie said. "Shinji [Kagawa] scored a hat trick [against 

Norwich City] and Wayne [Rooney] produced his usual goals. So that’s nice, that it doesn’t all go wrong [when he 

does not score.]" 

In spite of the dip for his club, van Persie scored three times in two World Cup qualifiers for the Netherlands during 

the international break, suggesting that he may be coming back to top form. 



- Road the whole story... 

’O~d Guy’ Totti Wants New Roma Deal 
Football Italia 

At the ripe old age of 36, AS Roma talisman Francesco Totti says he wants a new deal. The former Italy 

international, who made his Serie A debut for Roma 20 years ago, says he has no intention of bringing his 

distinguished career to an end. 

"Time has flown because I have done everything with passion," he said in an interview with La Gazzetta deflo Sport. 

"1 hope that continues even if my contract will expire next season. I’m hoping for a renewal and I’ll speak directly to 

President James Pallotta about it next week when he arrives." 

During the interview, Totti revealed that he came close to leaving his beloved club for Sampdoria and Real Madrid 

at two different junctures, but in the end, he decided to stay at Roma, where he’s won one Serie A title, two Italian 

Cups and two Italian Super Cups. 

Totti also lifted the 2006 World Cup with Italy, and last week opened the door for consideration for the Brazil 2014 

squad. "A World Cup is the maximum, especially in Brazil where soccer is everything. But if things went badly then 

everyone would knowwho to blame," he said. "The critics would say that Italy had taken an old guy who ruined the 

squad ..." 

- Read the whole story... 

Hazard Thanks EPL for Consistenc~f 
ESPN FC 

In an interview with French publication L’Equipe, Chelsea midfielder Eden Hazard reflects on the lessons he’s 

learned in his first season in the English Premier League. The Belgium international, who scored in each of his 

country’s two victories in World Cup qualifying during the international break, feels the most important improvement 

to his game has been consistency. 

’q’ve not performed well in some matches, very few, but I’ve never heard: ’Eden played badly’," Hazard said. ’q’ve 

had a lot of good games this year." He says he thought playing in England "would be harder physically," and that 

playing for Lille in Ligue 1 prepared him sufficiently. "1 get kicked less in the Premier League," he said. "They’re 

perhaps more violent, though. So now I don’t even tackle," he joked. "I’m happy. I play all the time, and that’s what I 

wanted. We’ll see if I win trophies, that’s the most important thing." 

Hazard adds that the biggest difference between the EPL and Ligue 1 is the intensity. "There’s no time to rest 

during a game," he said. "At Lille, there were five or 10 minutes when it was calm, when the teams were just 

knocking the ball around. Here, you’re all out for 90 minutes. You mustn"t slack off. Otherwise you concede a goal. 

That’s the biggest difference, along with the fans. They’re really into their soccer. It’s impressive." 

When it comes to contributing to Chelsea’s goals, only fellow midfielder Juan I~ata, who has 18 goals and 22 

assists, surpasses Hazard’s 13 goals and 17 assists in 42 appearances. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Surviving Grief and Tragedy 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Sleep well, play well (The teenager’s challenge) 

Friday, March 29, 2013 

Sleep well, 
~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

play well (The teenager’s challenge) 
(For those patents and coaches welcoming a new generation of teenagers, the Youth Soccer Insider republishes 

this article, which first appeared in May 2011.) 

By Dev K. Mishra, M.D. 

I’m sure anyone who’s raised an adolescent or teenager can attest to the idea that teenagers don’t get as much 

sleep as they need. 

For the adolescent or teenager a number of outside influences take place: more demands on time for homework, socializing, 

sports, music, or any number of other activities. Let’s take a look below at some reasons why sleep patterns change, what 

the proper amount of sleep is, and how it can affect sports performance. 

Why sleep patterns change in a teenager 

Each of us - no matter how old - has an internal clock that follows roughly a 24-hour cycle. The internal cycle has a wide 

range of effects on many different body functions such as body temperature, release of hormones (human growth hormone is 

released in larger amounts during sleep than wakefulness), and amount of sleep required. 

In younger children the normal body clock would have them fall asleep around 8 or 9 each night and wake up in the morning 

when they’ve had enough sleep. But in puberty the surge in different hormones produced by the body changes all of that and it 

becomes very difficult to feel sleepy often until after 11 pm. Throw in the required time on Facebook and you can see where all 

of this leads. 

How much sleep does a teenager need and how many teens actually get that? 

Most sleep researchers tell us that the typical teenager should have 9 hours of sleep per night. Right now many of you are 

saying to yourselves "get real, that’s impossible" for most teenagers. 

As the father of two teenage boys I’d have to agree. Several studies of teens have shown that about 90% get less than 9 hours 

of sleep per night and unfortunately 10% said they typically get less than 6 hours per night. The definition of "sleep deprivation" 

in teens is not completely clear but generally means that the teen is consistently getting less than 8 hours of sleep per nighL 

How sleep deprivation affects school and athletic performance 

Anyone who’s sleepy can be awfully moody but there are many negative consequences beyond that. Being tired during class 

will obviously make it more difficult to concentrate or even stay awake during class, and there is evidence that being sleep 

deprived leads to poorer school performance. And most tragically a sleep deprived teen driving a car can lead to disastrous 

consequences. 

In a test of reaction times at Stanford University, people who were tired because of disrupted sleep performed about as poorly 

as subjects who were legally drunk. The study is the first to show severe impairment in people who have only mild to moderate 

sleep disturbances. This was an older group of people but it’s easy to see that it could be true for teenagers too. Would you 

like to face a high and tight fastball when you can’t react? 

As for sports performance, research by Dr. Cheri Mah at the Stanford Sleep Disorders Clinic has shown that members of 

Stanford’s women’s tennis team, men’s and women’s swimming teams, and men’s basketball team improved performance by 

increasing sleep times. 

Some practical tips for sleep and sports performance in teenagers ... 

There are many good reasons for teenagers to get more sleep than they do, but once again reality can get in the way of a 

good plan. So do the best you can to get as close as you can to 9 hours of sleep for your teen. 

At the very least there are special situations when you’ll want to pay special attention to "sleep preparation" for performance. 

Do you have an important tournament or championship game coming up? How about a national team tryout? A college 

identification camp where you’ll be traveling east through several time zones? Here are some simple tips: 

* Increase your sleep time several weeks before a major event. 

* Make sleep as much of a priority as technical skill, fitness, and nutrition. 

* Go to sleep and wake up at the same times every day. 



* Turn lights off at night; use bright lights in the morning. 

* When traveling from west to east for competitions try to get out to your new time zone several days in advance to acclimate 

to the new time zone and avoid jet lag. 

~Dev K. Mishra is the creator of the SidelineSportsDoc.com injury management program for coaches. He is an orthopedic 

surgeon in private practice in Burlingame, Calif. He is a member of the team physician pool with the U.S. Soccer F~leration 

and has sen/ed as team physician at the University of California, Berkeley. This article first appeared on 

SidelineSportsDoc.com.) 
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See what others are savina on the Youth Soccer Insider bloa. 
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Unwrap a cracking deal this Easter! 

Dear Anson, 

Take advantage of huge discounts this Easter with u p to $10 off our fantastic manuals 

and DVDs in our Easter sale clearance. 

Our members can benefit from our top-quality coaching resources at rock-bottom 

prices. But please hurry, we can only hold these special prices until Sunday 31 

March, 

Get your players out of their shells with these fantastic manuals and DVDs now before 

prices go back to normal, The savings have never been better! 

Remember: these lowest-ever prices on our coaching books and DVDs will only be 

held until midnight on Sunday 31 March. 

Hope you have a cracking Easter, 

David Clarke 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. Please note - this offer must end on Sunday 31 March - so please don’t delay! 

:f:i4 S~4.,r:~d..iL--!!i!;lii:::~ii!!D .SOC:i::::.iii!!i::.;!: Gi.\.MI!!!.!!!!~ 
CO.:f;I:::CHiNG COii::I:E SKiiLLS 70 ADV.i;I:::KICED TACTICS 

Written by Michael Beale, Prernier League Youth Development Officer. SmalFsidedl i~-t I 

games are recognised as the best way to coach soccer skills and tactics to 

grassroots beginners and professional professional players alike. 

"The instructions are easy to understand, t,#e games are fun and they helped me 

tremendously in my first year as a head coach for high schoo! age kids. ! highly 

recommend the smafl sided games for any age !evel coach" 

Scott Fads, Naaman Forest HS, Dallas, USA 

SAVE $10 

order now 

Perfect Defending is the ultimate resource for coaches who want to introduce 

and develop defensive skills and techniques in their training sessions without losing 



their players’ interest. 

"Over the years i have purchased many books and DVDs on teaching and 

coaching soccer to both my players and assistant coaches. A few books have 

offered some good advice but Perfect Defending has placed the others back on 

the shelf." 

- Rich Brooks, ’~,~Test Milford Soccer Club, New Jersey, USA 

SAVE $10 

order now 

Contains 80 tried and tested drills to coach every aspect of scoring from 

individual core skills, to team-based attacking strategies. 

"The lads enjoy the challenge of the variation in the drills and it makes coaching 

what it should be, fun with a purpose." 

- Paddy Hill, Coach, Coulby Newham Juniors Under 14a, UK 

Soccer Attack will give you an array of skills, techniques and strategies to give 

your team an edge. 

SAVE $10 

Games are the best way to teach a range of basic soccer ..................................................... 

skills. Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 Year Olds covers all of the 

basic skills such as passing, shooting, dribbling, heading and 

even goalkeeping. 

"A fantastic collection of fun, simple, clear, entertaining and 

most of all instructive games which keep my under 8’s 

interested and enjoying themselves." 

- Craig Leverington, Hawkwell Athletic, Essex, England 

SAVE $5 

order now 



By the age of 9 children are becoming aware of the benefits of 

team work so you need to start developing it in your players. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year OIds introduces teamwork~ 

in a variety of ways. 

Working independently. 

Working in pairs. 

Working as a group. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year OIds shows you how you 

can engage your players, introduce essential soccer skills and 

- most importantly - create a safe and friendly place for young 

children to le arn and have fun. 

SAVE 
order now 

They may be older, and I’m sure they will argue they’re wiser, 

but teenagers still want to have fun. And that’s the cornmon 

element of all the games in Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 15 

Year Olds. 

"No more wondering what else you can do to improve your 

players, just open the book and find your answers right there. 

You will not be disappointed with this book!" 

Terry Michler, CBC High School, USA 

SAVE 

How would you like every one of your training sessions to offer players more 

games, more goals and more fun - while ensuring they learn all the skills and 

techniques needed to play the game? 

What sets this manual apart from the original 64 Small-Sided Games is that I have 

grouped complementary games together to use on one pitch. Meaning you can 

plan a training session in which a number of games are happening simultaneously. 

SAVE $10 



For the first time ever,training sessions written by the best soccer coaches in the 

best league in the world are now available. Elite Soccer: Collectors Series Vol.1 

includes easy to follow illustrations showing you exactly what to do to recreate 

professional coaching sessions with your team 

" Elite Soccer is a fantastic magazine that helps coaches get the most out of their 

players. I encourage all my coaches to read it" 

- Arsene Wenger, Manager, Arsenal FC 

SAVE $10 

order now 

This DVD from Kevin McGreskin at Soccer eyeQ shows you how .... 

t~~~achp~ayerst~beaware~fwhat~shappening~nthepit~h.Thesessi~nsfeatureananimatedintr~ducti~nmakingthemvery i!!!iiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiii~i~!!!!!!!i!i!}}iiii!!~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiii .... 

easy to follow. Key coaching points are also highlighted so you 

can be sure players are getting the most out of each drill. 

Produced for coaches and teachers of youth players, this DVD will 

make awareness become a habit.                                     ...~.:.,.:.::~:~:~:~== ....... 

SAVE $5 

order now 

Produced and presented by Alex Welsh, goalkeeping coach with Arsenal FC and ~ 

coach educator for the English FA, this set of DVDs ~vill ha~ e your goalkeepers, at 

whatever age or level, performing to the best of their abilities. 

"A fantastic set of training ideas with many great pointers documented in 

tremendous depth." 

- Neil Rudd, Head Goalkeeping Coach, Carlisle United FC Centre of Excellence 



SAVE 

Make Your Move DVD gives you the tools to teach a lifetime’s worth of tricks to    ~ 

beat your team’s opponents. This best-selling DVD offers a unique approach to lvl ~ 

situations. 

This Coerver Coaching DVD promises you a lifetime of skills and moves allowing 

your team to be the envy of your opposition at the fraction of the cost of hiring a 

specialist skills coach. 

SAVE 
order now 

Produced and presented by Coen/er Coaching, this 

DVD gives you a step by step guide to teach your 

players the skills they need to succeed at every level in 

the modern game 

"If I had been exposed to such a coach and program 

when I was young, it would certainly have made me a 

better player." 

- Jurgen Klinsrnann, Head Coach, United States 

Soccer Team 

SAVE $5 

order now 

==i i..i~ii:::i N~ GOOD 

Imagine how your soccer team would perform if every player was 20% or even 30% I i.~i I 

faster on their feet. 

This highly regarded DVD shows you how to coach your players to have explosive 

speed and reactions. Mike Antoniades has used this approach successfully with 

top players and grassroots teams around the world and the secrets are captured 

here for you to pass on to your players. 



SAVE $5 

order now 

My 100% guarantee, If you don’t benefit from any product, 

contact me within 30 days and I will refund the payment in 

full, directly to your credit or debit card - no questions 

asked. Please also know that I take your security and the 

safe handling of your confidential personal information 

very seriously. All order pages are stored on a secure 

server as authenticated by the security certificate logo of 

Thav4e, an independent security agency. Entering 

information on a secure page means no one else can 

see the data. 

Meadow View,        T: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Tannery Lane, Bramley,F: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Surrey GU5 0AB, E: david cl~rkf~@oo~-.:oh--soocer~com 

United Kingdom 

This e-mail ~s private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipient. If 

you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail 

and delete this message and any a~achrnents w~thout retaining a copy. Green S~r 

Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. Registered in England. 

bns~bscdbe from ma~ket~n~ ema~s 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

World Cup Watch: Br’~ilim~ soccer’s place in a global~ed world 

Brazilian soccer’s place 
By Francis Langbein Friday, March 29, 2013 

By Francis Langbein 

in a globalized world 

Soccer greats Franz Beckenbauer and Bobby Charlton recounted old stories and discussed young players in 

the modern game at the recent Laureus Sports Awards. Always part of the conversation was the place of Brazilian 

soccer, back when Beckenbauer and Charlton competed in the World Cup and looking ahead to next year’s World Cup Brazil 

will host. 

The German Beckenbauer and Englishman Charlton recalled their match-up in the 1966 World Cup final. 

"My coach," Beckenbauer said, "instructed me to focus on Bobby. I had to run with seven lungs to guard him. Helmut 

[$choen] was actually criticized later because he didn’t let me play free." 

Germany lost the final to host England, 4-2, in overtime. 

"Playing against Beckenbauer was marvelous," Charlton said. "My coach [Air Ramsey] told me, ’You have to play like him.’" 

"Later in life," Beckenbauer added, "Bobby told me that his coach said the same thing to him before the World Cup final: 

’Watch out for Beckenbauer."’ 

While England won in 1966 and Beckenbauer’s West Germany team won in 1974, Brazil took home the World Cup trophy in 

1970. Beckenbauer and Charlton defined Pele’s 1970 Brazilian team as the greatest of all time. 

"Back in those days," Chadton said, "we had to watch every game on television to make sure we knew what to do when we 

played the other teams. If we were going to win the World Cup, we’d have to beat Brazil. They set the standard." 

The 1970 Brazilian national team epitomized the Brazilian style. Spain coach Vicente del Bosque has suggested that in the 

modern game, the Brazilian style might be more of a crutch. 

"Brazil maintains its flare," he said, "but struggles because of it. We have globalized soccer now." He added that Brazilians 

are the "parents of football," suggesting that their style remains t~levant. 

"Young players," Charlton said, "are always compared to how they play Brazilian." 

Rising star Neymar still plays with Brazilian panache. He is fast into space with the ball at his feet, knows when to pass and 

howto ct~ate opportunities to score beautiful goals. At only 21, Neymar has been compared to Lionel Messi, 25, who has 

already won the FIFA Player of the Year Award four times. 

"Today the young players," Marcel Desailly said, "are coming up much quicker at the top level. Also on their earnings. But 

they don’t stay in the game because they don’t respect the game. If you don’t respect the game, you pay for it." 

Charlton thinks Neymar will avoid making the mistake of disrespecting his sport under the right circumstances and with 

enough passion. 

"As long as he has a good coach," Chadton said, "and he loves the game, he will reach the next level." 

When asked howto guard fast players like Neymar and Messi, Desailly, the former French defender, said, "You have to 

double up." 

"1 wouldn’t like it very much," Charlton answered. "Right now, they hold onto the ball very well and they don’t give it up." 

"But there at~ little crocks in their game," he added. 

Charlton wouldn’t speak on the cracks and explained he only shares those details exclusively with Manchester United. 

"Coaches will figure it out." 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

FollowSoccer America I Francis Lan.qbein 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 



Post your response to the public World Cup Watch blo.q. 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, March 30, 2013 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Bayern looks to clinch the Bundesliga title when it hosts Hamburg. Bamelona’s Lionel Messi goes for the cycle - 

- a goal against every team La Liga in consecutive games - when Barcelona travels to Vigo to face Celta. MLS 

games on national television on Saturday include New York=Philadelphia and Colorado-Portland. Americans 

DaMarcus Beasley and Michael Orozco Fiscal and Jose Tortes will square off Sunday when Puebla hosts 

Tigres in Mexico. Chelsea and Manchester United play in the FA Cup on Monday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN2 

England SUNDERLAND-MAN. UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL=ATLAS (live) 7 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

England MAN. CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pro. 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (delay) 3:30 pm. 

England ARSENAL-READING (delay) 5:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (delay) 1 pm. 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (delay) 3 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England MAN. CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10:30 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy INTER MILAN--JUVENTUS (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

italy CHIEVO-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy PALERMO-ROMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pro. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pro. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England SUNDERLAND-MAN. UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pro. 

Mexico MORELIA-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 1:30 pm. 

Uruguay DANUBIO-NACIONAL (live) 3:30 pm. 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-LINENSE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Mexico DORADOS-CORRECAMINOS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TROYES-SAINT ETIENNE (live) Noon. 



France AJACCIO-TOULOUS (delay) 3 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-UNAM (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-JAGUARES (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico SANTOS-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-LOS ANGELES (live) 2 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-DALLAS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

England SUNDERLAND-MAN. UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

Portugal ACADEMICA-PORTO (live) 2:15 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ARSENAL-READING (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England WIGAN-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France BREST-LILLE (live) 11 am. 
Spain ESPANYOL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON-SOCHAUX (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MARDID-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALLORCA-DEPORTIVO (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MARDID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

NetherlandsRODA JC-PSV (live) 6:30 am. 

NetherlandsAJAX-NEC (live) 10:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-NUREMBERG (live) 11 am, 

Argentina INDEPENDIENTE-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-PUMAS MORELOS (live) 5 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIJUANA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Netherlands RODA JC-PSV (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-NEC (live) 10:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 



~’~’~ONDAY, April J 

ESPN2 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

English FA Cup CHELSEA-MAN. UNITED (live) 7:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEEDS UNITED-DERBY COUNTY (live) Noon. 

Spain ATHLETIC-GRANADA (delay) 2 pro. 

Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England LEEDS UNITED-DERBY COUNTY (live) Noon. 

Spain ATHLETIC-GRANADA (delay) 2 pro. 

Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-SPORTING LISBON (live) 3:30 pm. 

TUB$~&Y, ~p~il 2 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm 

Concacaf Champions League SEA~LE-SANTOS ~GUNA (live) 10 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm 
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Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, March 30, 2013 
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Paul Gardner: Soccer goes overboard with star-wars system 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Soccer goes overboard with star-wars system 
By Paul Gardner 

We know that Michel Platini doesn’t think much of goal line technology. He prefers his system of using extra 

assistant referees, one at each end, patrolling the goal line. 

VVhich can be seen as a simple case of preferring men over machines. It sounds good, put like that =- not least because, on 

the whole, that is a philosophy that I find attractive. I’d very much like to whole-heartedly back these additional assistant 

referees, the AARs, but dammit, they’re not helping their own cause. There was that utterly ridiculous call in Euro 2012 that 

denied the Ukraine a goal against England, and more recently we had a worryingly confused call in the Celtic-Juventus UCL 

game. 

Platini’s claim for the AARs that "they see everything" is simply too extravagant. We can expect humans to make errors - but 

with those extra pair of eyes, we can expect that there will be fewer errors. 

Set against that, we have the implied claim of GLT that it will get every call right. We don’t know whether that it will work that 

perfectly, because it has yet to be tested. I mean tested under real game conditions in major tournaments. 

I remain totally baffled by FIFA’s claim that two GLT systems were "successfully tested" at the recent World Club Cup in 

Japan. As there were no disputed goal-line calls in that tournament - and, remember, that is the only use for this technology, 

the only occasion for which it is needed -- then what can they have been "successfully" testing? Installation? Bleeps on 

monitors? Communication with the referees? 

The list could be much longer, this is undoubtedly a highly technical set up. Which brings me to an aspect of GLT that has 

been present right from the start, but which has never been fully spelled out. The cost. 

How much will it cost to rig up a stadium with a GLT system? How much to maintain it, to constantly check that it is in 

perfect working order - even though it may neverbe used. Because disputed goal-line incidents = especially crucial ones - 

are rare occurrences in soccer. I don’t have any stats, I can’t find any, relating to the frequency - and that in itself, in this stat- 

driven age, is rather odd. 

We return to Platini, and this time - rather than making sweeping ’they see everything" claims, he is making much more 

sense. He is talking money. GLT, he says, is too expensive for UEFA to use in the Champions League: "It would cost around 

$69 million over five yeats," he says, noting that it would have to be installed in 280 stadiums, and then "removed for domestic 

games." I don’t know where he gets that 280 stadiums figure from nor do I understand why the system, once installed, has to 

be removed. Whatever, the key number is the $69 million - "Quite expensive," says Platini ’~[or the sort of mistake that 

happens once every 40 years." 

Once every 40 years is no doubt an understatement, though probably not by much. We don’t have those stats _. and, even 

more strangely, we don’t have an accurate estimate of how much these GLT systems cost. FIFA has been evasive and coy on 

the matter. At the most recent IFAB meeting, secretary general Jerome Valcke stonewalled money questions, saying there 

were different prices for different systems, all six-figure, "Some the lowest six figures, others higher." And it never seemed 

clear whether he was talking Euros or dollars. 

Over a decade ago, when GLT was in its infancy, I was given a guesstimate of the cost as a rather staggering $250,000 per 

stadium. Maybe nothing’s changed. If you take Platini’s 280 stadiums and do the multiplication at $250,000 per - you come 

up with $70 million, pretty well exactly Platini’s total. 

That sort of expense to guard against a very rare occun~nce must lead to the "Do we need this?" or "Is there anything 

cheaper?" questions= Of course, there’s a cheaper alternative. Simply using standard TV replays, which are already available 

in almost every stadium, virtually instant these days, and pretty sophisticated. 

But FIFA, originally so opposed to any replays at all, has wedged itself into a corner over this, by insisting that a replay 

system won’t work - the referee has to know instantly, in real time if it’s a goal or not. The game must not be stopped to 

consult a replay. 

A vision of disaster haunts the minds of these "real-time" advocates: that a ball will be hooked off the goal line and play will 

immediately race down to the other end where a goal will be scored. Then what do you do? Stop to look at a replay, decide 

the first incident was indeed a goal and so disallow the second goal? Heavens, what a mess. The fact that such a scenario - 

to take up Platini’s measurement scheme - happens only about once every 80 years seems not be a factor worth 



considering, 

Soccer should take a close look at this before it starts spending wads on what will inevitably be a rarely-used system - and 

one that still has to be "successfully" tested. 

Returning to that rarely seen disaster scenario: why not take a look at football? The referee, after the goal-line clearance, 

allows play to continue - but throws a flag. The flag indicates a call for a replay, and lets everyone know, just as in football, 

that any subsequent play may be nullified. At the next natural game stoppage, the referee is told what the replay shows. 

Where’s the problem? Possibly the team that thinks it just scored will deliberately foul to get the game stopped - but that foul 

might happen anyway, and is surely a contingency that can be dealt with. 

But soccer, so ill-equipped to investigate and analyze such matters (what group or body or committee would do it?) has 

jumped straight from a defiant "No technology!" stance to embracing the most complicatedly technical system it can find. 

It is clear to all that there are certain, rat~, instances when the referee needs assistance in deciding whether a goal has been 

scored. But it’s far from clear that he needs the complexity of soccer’s version of a star-wars system to help him out. 

Post your response to the public Soccer Talk biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Talk blog. 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, April 1, 2013 

Monday, April 1, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Chelsea and Manchester United play in the FA Cup on Monday. The UEFA Champions League returns Tuesday 

with PSG-Barcelona in the quarterfinals. Midweek action also sees the Seattle Sounders and LA Galaxy taking I ilj~iI 
LZLLLJ on Mexican clubs Santos and Monterrey, respectively, in the semifinals of the Concacaf Champions League. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the w~ek.) 

?~ONO&Y, A~ril J 

ESPN2 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

English FA Cup CHELSEA-MAN. UNITED (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ST. JOHNSTONE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) Noon. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEEDS UNITED-DERBY COUNTY (live) Noon. 

Spain ATHLETIC BILBAO-GRANADA (delay) 2 pro. 

Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England LEEDS UNITED-DERBY COUNTY (live) Noon. 

Spain ATHLETIC BILBAO-GRANADA (delay) 2 pro. 

Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England FULHAM-QPR (live) 3 pm. 

Portugal BRAGA-SPORTING LISBON (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

English FA Cup CHELSEA-MAN. UNITED (On Demand) 11 am. 

TUESDAY, A~’il 2 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE SOUNDERS-SANTOS LACUNA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE SOUNDERS~;ANTOS LACUNA (live) 10 pm. 

WEDNESD#~Y, April 3 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 



Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (delay) 5 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm= 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~jle+ : Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, April I, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, April 2, 2013 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDEE 

The UEFA Champions League returns Tuesday with PSG-Barcelona in the quarterfinals. Midweek action also 

sees the Seattle Sounders and LA Galaxy taking on Mexican clubs Santos and Monterrey, respectively, in the I ii~i I 
LL22J semifinals of the Concacaf Champions League. 

(All ~irnes Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~l is always subject to change. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throu~lhout the w~ek.) 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE SOUNDERS-SANTOS LACUNA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Libertadores DEPORTES IQUIQUE-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions LeaguePARIS SG-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm 

UEFA Champions LeagueBAYERN MUNICH-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm= 

Concacaf Champions League SEATTLE SOUNDERS-SANTOS LACUNA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 12:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Libertadores SAN JOSE-TIJUANA (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 



Copa Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 9 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 2:30 pro, 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 pro, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BASEL (live) 2:30 pro, 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-LAZIO (delay) 5 pro, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-TOLUCA (live) 6 pro. 

Copa Libertadores U DE, CHILE-OLIMPIA (live) 8:30 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pro, 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BASEL (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-LAZIO (live) 3 pm. 

FRiDaY, A~;~il 5 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-BETIS (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-ST= JOHNSTONE (live) 2:40 pro. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

Scotland INVERNESS-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 2:40 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

international Women’s Friendly GERMANY-USA (live) Noon. 

Mexico JAGUARES DE CHIAPAS-CHIVAS GUADALAJARA (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pro. 

~ATU~DAY, April ~ 

ESPN2 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am, 

FOX SOCCER 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am, 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

England NORWlCH-SWANSEA (delay) 2 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS COLORADO-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England NORWlCH-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

Netherlands V~LLEM II-PSV (live) 3 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-DALLAS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pro. 



MLS PORTLAND-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WlGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WlGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am= 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England QPR-WlGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-HERACLES ALMELO (live) 11:30 am. 

Portugal OLHANENSE-BENFICA (live) 3:15 pm. 

ESPN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 
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USSoccerPlayers - Apr 2, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League 
Quarterfinals, CCL Semifinals 
Both Champions Lea~lues resume on Tuesday. UEFA Champions Lea~lue on Fox Soccer: PSG - Barcelona at 2:30pm and 

Bayern Munich - Juventus at 5pm. CONCACAF Champions Lea~lue semifinals on Fox Soccer: Seattle - Santos La~luna at 

10pm. A[[ of these ~lames are openin~l [e~Js. Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"The team that wants to beat us either here or away has to run more than us. If they don’t run more than 

us, then we’ve secured a point. Because as much as these players run and fight, that point is already 

~uaranteed." Chivas USA Jose Luis Sanchez Sola. 

National Teamers Abroad: Monday Results 
We start with Belgium’s p[ayoffs, a somewhat unique interpretation of the concept we explain here. Sacha Kljestan’s 

Ander[echt lost 2-1 to Genk in the first of many 8ames to determine whether or not Ander[echt’s regular season first- 

place finish wi[[ stand. Bram Nuytinck opened the scoring in the 37th minute for Ander[echt in front of 26,361 at the 

Stade Constant Vanden Stock, but the visitors were [eve[ in the 66th minute and ahead for 8ood ten minutes later. 
Nuytinck had an opportunity to equalize from the penalty spot in the 88th minute, but Genk 8oa[keeper Lasz[o Kote[es 

made the save. K[jestan subbed out in the 79th minute. 

In Norway, Mix Diskerud scored in Rosenborg’s 4-0 shutout of Brann. Rosenbor8 opened the scoring in the 48th minute, 

with Diskerud doubling the lead in the 53rd. Rosenbor8 added a third 8oa[ in the 85th and finished off the scoring in 

stoppage time to start the season with back-to-back wins. Read More 

Changes at Hoffenheim 
Currently near the bottom of the Bundes[iga table, Danny Williams and Fabian Johnson’s Hoffenheim released their 

manager Marco Kurz, assistant coach Gunther Gorenze[, and sporting director Andreas Muller. The dub replaced Kurz 

with Markus Gisdo[, previously with the dub as an assistant coach. Hoffenheim released the following statement: 

"The 43-year-old football coach takes over the team with immediate effect and has been entrusted by the 

club leadership with the rebui[din~J of the team past the current season." Read More 



CONCACAF’s Champions League Problem 
By d Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Apr 2, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - How seriousty do you take the CONCACAF 

Champions League? Is it the kind of tournament that onty matters when a team you support happens to be in 

contention? Even then, is it surprisingty easy to get over once that team exits? Do you betieve that a Major League 

Soccer team winning the Champions League has unique vatue to the teague as a whore? Is the thought of an MLS team 

praying in FIFA’s Ctub Wortd Cup something that witt hetp show American soccer fans that aren’t interested in North 

America’s topflight that this teague matters? Is it simpty the type of competitiveness that makes any competition MLS 

enters one worth winning? 

We art know how we’re supposed to answer those questions. The CONCACAF Champions League is important based on 

the simpte fact that it exists to crown the best team in the region. How it gets to that shining moment is atmost 

secondary to the idea it represents. ’Best in CONCACAF’ means something even without the gotden ticket to the Ctub 

Wortd Cup. Though no one shoutd be using the word ’tegitimize’ after so many seasons of Major League Soccer, it 

certainty shows improvement. In no smart part, that’s because winning the Champions League requires winning over 

Mexico’s Liga MX. 

Major League Soccer’s biggest competition in the US market isn’t the Premier League, Barcetona’s wonder team, or the 
giants of Serie A or the Bundestiga. It’s not even the UEFA Champions League that brings art of those fabutous dubs 
together. It’s Liga MX, now avaitabte in Engtish on ESPN. From a ratings perspective, that’s the teague at the top of the 

tabte, the one grabbing a significant percentage of the American soccer fan base as its own. It’s atso the teague that 
dominates the CONCACAF version of the Champions League without furry committing to the tournament. Read More 

’Horrible’ first half sends Sounders soul-searching - from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: "I’m going to go yett at them," 

he said. 

Juventus already in Munich. Conte considers playing Pogba as an extra midfielder - from La Gazzetta detto Sport: 

Conte atready has his formation in mind. 

Sunderland take a gamble on survival with Paolo Di Canio - from The Independent’s Martin Hardy: Sundertand have 

faired to win any of their tast eight Premier League games .... 

Martin O’Neil’s panic sacking means top-class managers risk sack if they do not deliver quickly - from The Tetegraph’s 

Atan Hansen: There was a time as a manager you coutd afford a bad season and get a second chance. 

Face to face: Christopher Samba - from Wortd Soccer: What can a prayer say about the price? 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: More Champions League 
Day two of the UEFA Champions League quarterfinats on Fox Soccer: Rear Madrid - Gatatasaray at 2:30pm and Mataga - 

Borussia Dortmund at 5pm (2:30pm on Fox Soccer Ptus). Serie A on belN Sport: Sampdoria - Inter Mitan at 12:30pm. 

CONCACAF Champions League semifinats on Fox Soccer: Los Angetes - Monterrey at 10pm. Copa Libertadores on Fox 

Deportes: San Jose - Tijuana at 6:30pm. All Times Eastern 
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U.S. Soccer takes centennial show to New York 
By Paul Kennedy 

U.S. Soccer is taking its centennial celebrations to New York - its birthplace and home until the 1980s - this 

week for activities that include a fan fest Thursday in Times Square. 

The centennial program begins Tuesday and concludes Friday, the date the U.S. Soccer charter was signed in 1913. 

The Times Square activities will take place at the Fence Island space on Broadway between 45th and 46th Streets. 

There will be games on a small-sided field in which players can take part. U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann, U.S. 

Soccer President Sunil Gulati, U.S. women’s gold-medalist Carli Lloyd and former national team star Alexi Lalas are 

among those who will be in attendance to greet fans. 

Others scheduled to make appearances are Cobi Jones, Michelle Akers, April Heinrichs, Walter Bahr, Tab Ramos and 

John Harkes. 

The week begins Tuesday with the ringing the New York Stock Exchange closing bell at 4 p.m. ET. The National Soccer Hall 

of Fame will announce the 2013 Induction Class on Wednesday, and Howard Wolfson, New York’s Deputy Mayor for 

Government Affairs and Communications, and Gulati will speak Friday about the influence U.S. Soccer has had on the sport 

during the past 100 years at a press conference. 

FOX CONFIRMS FXX LAUNCH FOX’s announcement that it will launch FXX on Sept. 2 in another step in the inevitable 

demise of FOX Soccer. 

The soccer network did not come up in last week’s announcement that FOX would launch a FX spinoff - which will target 

adults 18-34 -- but the Los Angeles Times reported that FOX has been telling pay-TV distributors that FSC’s channel was 

being considering as the new home for FXX. 

MAN. CITY TO HOLD DC. GROUNDBREAKING. Manchester City’s City Soccer in the Community program moves to 

Washington, where ground-breaking will take place Tuesday on the new UAE-Manchester City Field in the heart of the Adams 

Morgan community for the Marie Reed Elementary School. 

The field will be a gift to the community by the United Arab Emirates Embassy in Washington. 
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Tuesday, April 2,2013 

MLS teams balance ambition with 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

reality in CCL 
By Ridge Mahoney 

To take a metaphor from another sport, MLS Commissioner Don Garber is trying to play both sides of the net 

when it comes to the Concacaf Champions League. 

Though the CCL is not confined to teams from MLS and Liga MX, matches between the border rivals count the most in the 

American league’s quest for success, and both on the field and off, MLS teams have suffered by the comparison. In the first 

legs of the semifinals, Seattle takes on Santos Laguna tonight and the Galaxy hosts Monterrey tomorrow. 

They represent a league that has an all-time mark of 17=38-13 in Concacaf games against Mexican clubs. 

On the one hand, Garber has played down direct comparisons. 

"It’s not fair to compare us to the Mexican League," he once said. "They’ve been the only game in town for about 100 years." 

Garber is off by a few decades in his history = the Mexican League began play in 1943 - yet in terms of its prestige, history 

and resources, Liga MX is clearly the king of Concacaf. 

The gap is narrowing, though. The slow, steady growth of MLS has enabled teams to attract more of the Central and South 

American players also coveted by Mexican clubs, many of which can spend three or four times the MLS salary cap ($2.95 

million in 2013). 

The Designated Player option allows teams to exceed the salary cap by a considerable amount, but the best showing by an 

MLS team in the CCL - RSL’s appearance in the 2011 final against Monterrey - did not correlate to big spending. RSL did not 

have a DP on its roster at that time. To date, the Fire, Red Bulls, Sounders and Galaxy have spent the most on DPs, and 

none has reached the finals. 

A year and a half ago, Seattle atoned for a miserable CCL showing by advancing out of group play during which it won in 

Monterrey. 

"When we beat Monterrey down there, it was a big deal," says technical director Chris Henderson. ’q’he TV commentators 

were talking about how Mexican teams have to take the MLS teams seriously. They realize the gap is not so big anymore and 

need to field the first team." 

Santos Laguna took note. It crushed Seattle, 5-1, in its CCL quarterfinal home leg a year ago, and once the rematch in this 

year’s semis was set, forward Herculez Gomez couldn’t resist sending out a taunting tweet. 

MLS teams receive a modest stipend in allocation money - $100,000 - by qualifying for the CCL and an additional two roster 

slots. The money is ridiculed as woefully insignificant, yet the league is bound by its own financial parameters. A big chunk of 

allocation money - say $500,000 - would allow a team to upgrade its roster significantly, which could improve its CCL 

performance but would also affect the league’s competitive balance, since the player(s) acquired couldn’t be restricted solely 

to CCL appearances~ 

Teams get a lot more money from the league for stinking it up - teams that miss the playoffs receive $275,000 in allocation 

money - than they do for reaching the CCL. Yet that also makes sense from the league’s perspective on parity; it provides 

resources for the poorer teams to improve. And the better teams can, and do, trade for allocation money as well as scour the 

market for DPs. 

comments to the media last month before the season opener at CenturyLink Field, Garber addressed an issue with many 

subtexts and very few ready-made solutions. 

’We have to do better in the Champions League," Garber said. ’1 think the opportunity for an MLS team to win the Champions 

league in this region and go to a World Club Championship and compete against some of the best clubs in the world is an 

important goal. 

"It’s something that we are pushing our clubs to be mindful of and hope that they would take that tournament - which I think is 

much better managed with the new leadership at CONCACAF - far more seriously than some clubs have taken it in the past." 

Not all Mexican clubs take the competition seriously. League leader UANL Tigres, leading 1-0 after the first leg, sent a backup 



squad to Seattle last month for the return match. The Sounders inflicted a 3-1 defeat and captured the series, 3-2, on 

aggregate. The stunning success of Apertura champion Club Tijuana in the Copa Libertadores - it won its first three group 

matches and leads Group 5 with two games to play - has overshadowed the CCL in the Mexican press even though its clubs 

dominate Concacaf play. For much of Mexico, the Champions League in April means Barcelona and Real Madrid and Paris 

St. Germain. 

To give MLS teams a better chance of success, MLS didn’t schedule league matches for the three CCL quarterfinalists 

(including Houston) last month on the weekend between the two legs, and has switched games this coming weekend for 

Seattle and the Galaxy. This should help, yet the Mexican teams are allowed to spread their salary money throughout their 

rosters instead of concentrating resources on a few players, and his gap in overall quality is a tall obstacle to hurdle. It’s also 

a factor MLS is nearly powerless to address. 

If Seattle and the Galaxy falter, Monterrey and Santos Laguna will repeat as CCL finalists: Monterrey won last year, 3-2, on 

aggregate, and is going for a three-peat. 

Since the current format was adopted in 2008, RSL is the only non-Mexican team to reach the finals, and it will take a 

monumental effort for a breakthrough in this year’s edition. 
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U,S. U-17 team dominated by residency veterans 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 CHAMPIONSHIP] Coach Richie Williams named the 20 players that will represent 

the USA at the 2013 Concacaf U-17 Championship in Panama. Eleven are in their fourth semester at the 

Under-17 Residency Program in Bradenton, Fla. - Read the whole story 

U,S. under-20 women’s national team roster ............................................................................................................................................ 

by Soccer America 

[HOME DEPOT CENTER CAMP] Undsey Horan of Paris St. Germain is among the players on the initial roster new U.S. 

head coach Michelle French has named for the U.S. under-20 women’s national team camp April 13-23 at the Home Depot 

Center in Carson, Calif. It will be run concurrently with a U.S. under-23 women’s national team camp. - Read the whole story 

U,S, under=liB women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[CHULA VISTA CAMPl Three players - Maddie Bauer, Lauren Kaskie and Margaret Purce - who played for the USA at 

the 2012 U-17 Women’s World Cup are among the 24 players U.S. Soccer Women’s Technical Director April Heinrichs has 

called in for a U.S. under-18 women’s national team training April 10-17 at The Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. - 

Read the whole stow 

U.S. under-17 women°s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[COSTA RICA TRIP] U.S. under-17 women’s national team head coach B.J. Snow has selected a roster of 20 players who 

will travel to San Jose, Costa Rica, for an international tournament April 21-29 featuring the host team and the USA’s 

counterparts from Mexico and Japan. - Read the whole story 
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Should College Athletes Get Paid? 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, April 3, 2013 4:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaU.unc.edu~ 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Real Madrid faces GNatasaray and Malaga hosts Borussia Dortmund in UEFA Champions League action on 

Wednesday. The LA Galaxy takes on Mexican club Monterrey in the semifinals of the Concacaf Champions I ii~i I 
LZL22J League. 

(All limes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, April 3 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORU$$1A DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 12:30 pro, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 12:30 pm, 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SAN JOSE-TIJUANA (live) 6:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 9 pro. 

Copa Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 11 pro. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MALAGA-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 9 pm. 

THURSDAY, A~ri~ 4 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BASEL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-LAZIO (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 



Copa Libertadores U DE. CHILE-OLIMPIA (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pro= 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBACHE-LAZIO (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 2:40 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-CHIVAS RAYADAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland INVERNESS-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 2:40 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Women’s Friendly GERMANY-USA (live) Noon. 

Mexico JAGUARES DE CHIAPAS-CHIVAS GUADALAJARA (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS KANSAS CITY=D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pro. 

ESPN2 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30am. 

FOX SOCCER 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

England NORWICH-SWANSEA (delay) 2 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS COLORADO-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-LEICESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) Noon= 

France STADE RENNAIS-PSG (delay) 2 pro. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALLORCA (live) 4 pro. 

italy JUVENTUS-PESCARA (delay) 6 pm. 

Brazil World Tour BOLIVIA-BRAZIL (delay) 9 pm~ 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-PESCARA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (delay) 2 pm. 

Brazil World Tour BOLIVIA-BRAZIL (delaY) 4 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALLORCA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FRANKFURT-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HAMBURG-FREIBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-CERRO LARGO (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-LOBOS BUAP (live) 6 pm, 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE RENNAIS-PSG (live) 11 am. 
France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pro. 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf U-17 Championship TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-CANADA (live) 6:30 



Concacaf U-17 Championship PANAMA-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-PUEBLA (live) 7 pro. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 11 pro. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) Midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England NORWlCH-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

Netherlands V~LLEM II-PSV (live) 3 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-DALLAS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pro. 

MLS SAN JOSE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pro. 

SUNDAY, Apd~ 7 

ESPN2 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WlGAN (live) 11 am, 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm, 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 9 am. 

France STADE DE REIMS-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-GENOA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CATANIA-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-ESPANOL (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WlGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico NEZA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay BELLA VlSTA-NACIONAL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-LANUS (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-EVIAN (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico ATLANTE-SAN LUIS (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

MLS SEATYLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAIti-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TOLUCA-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England MVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE=FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England QPR-WlGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAl]l-USA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-HERACLES ALMELO (live) 11:30 am. 
Portugal OLHANENSE-BENFICA (live) 3:15 pro. 

ESPN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

ReIN SPORT en Espanol 

italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Gee{fie+: Soccer America 

Face~oeok: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Ranked recruits continue to pick their college 
destinations as a strong midfielder decided 
to join a rising Ivy League power. 

MORE= Boys Commitments: Variety is Nice 

[)ALLAS CUP STAN[)OUTS 
In a tournament as large as Dallas Cup, it’s 
impossible to get a look at everyone, but 
here a~s who stood out from the 

pack. l~~~ mremierOontent 

SUNNY SAN 
The fourth ECNL National Event of the season 
is this weekend in San Diego. Check out the 
big matches on the schedule prior to the 
action kicking off on Friday. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Natasha Anasi gives us the 
scoop on US U23 WNT in 
lvl interview. 

Mississippi State iust wrote 
the best recruitinq letter 
ever to a ’bailer’. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner= 

Duke Men’s Soccer Camp for Boys 

Duke Soccer Camp has much to offer in its 
Day Camps, Overnight Camps, and 
specialized clinics. 

Duke Soccer is rich in tradition and continues 
that tradition with developing youth players 
throughout the country. 

The experienced staff, headed by Duke Men’s 
Soccer Head Coach John Kerr, brings a wealth 
of knowledge and an unwavering 
commitment to the soccer field that can be 
found no where else in the country. 

Come train where the Blue Devils play and 
be exposed to a camp experience unlike any 
other in the country! 



information! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.claJ:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 9:41 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Beat the keeper Ronaldo- sVle 

Start your trial to Soccer Coach Weekly today! 

Go one-on-one and win 
Dear Anson, 

Cristiano Ronaldo scores every type of goal - and lots of them. Gone 
are the flicks and tricks he performed in his early years. Now he is 
simply an ultra-efficient scoring machine with over 40 goals to his 
name this season. 

He scores every type of goal but according to Sir Alex Ferguson there 
is no magic secret to his success simply "The important thing is 
pracUce, The boy practises every day, that’s the reason he’s so 
good," 

In the new issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, out today, you’ll find two 
detailed coaching sessions that will help your attacking players 
become more deadly in front of goal. 

Double Jeopardy - give your players the confidence to know when 
to go around the keeper and when to shoot 

Near Post Winners - encourage your attackers to use their speed 
to beat defenders in this fast and furious game 

These sessions will help your players become more deadly in front 
of goal like Cristiano Ronaldo - and if they don’t I’ll give you your 
money back, 

A 5-issue trial to Soccer Coach Weekly costs just $1. That $:L is the 
only investment you need to make your attackers scoring machines. 

ALSO IN THIS WEEK’S SOCCER COACH WEEKLY: 



¯ Defending set pieces - I provide .~.~ 
two great coaching sessions that 
will help you defend set pieces 
better. Named Corner Rebels and 
6teat Wall they can stop your side 
throwing away important points by 
conceding soft set-piece goals 

¯ Coach of the month - this 
month’s coach of the month is Rob 
Davies from Knaphill Athletic in 
Surrey. Rob provides a coaching 
session on keeping the ball and 
switching play - use this fun 
activity to develop your side’s team 
play 

¯ Soccer Surgery - this week [ 
offer advice to a coach who has too 
many parents volunteering to help. 
Another coach is concerned about 
his players making bets with opponents before a game. ][ get experts 
to solve their problems - and :[ can do the same for you 

* The big ~lebate - two coaches debate whether you should 
substitute a player who has scored twice and who would love to get a 
hat-trick but is looking tired. ]:f you are ever in this situation you will 
have wished you’d read this debate! 

* TouchEne tales - this week I look at the importance of getting 
players to problem solve. How could this work for you as a coach? 

This issue is only available as part of your 5-issue trial to Setter 
Coach Weekly this week. So to make your attackers deadly in front 
of goal like Cristiano Ronaldo, start your $1 trial today. 
Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly 

P.S. Remember your $:[ trial comes with my :[00% money-back 
guarantee. [f Soccer Coach Weekly doesn’t help your attackers score 
more goals, 1’11 give you your money back - no questions asked! 

MY 100% MONEY BACK, NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE. 

If you’re not completely satisfied with Soccer Coach [×i 

Weekly, you can cancel your membership at any time/ ....... 
and I’ll refund your money.                          / 

/ 
Please also know that I take your security and the / 
safe handling of your confidential personal           / 

information very seriously. All order pages are stored [ 
on a secure server as authenticated by the security 
certificate logo of Thawte, an independent security agency. Entering 
information on a secure page means no one else can see the data. 

BETTER SOCCER COACHING i GOT ANY QUESTIONS 



Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK. 
Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 
Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.corn 

© 2013. Green Star Media Ltd 

Unsubscribe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.claJ:ke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 10:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Beat the keeper Ronaldo- sVle 

Start your trial to Soccer Coach Weekly today! 

Go one-on-one and win 
Dear Anson, 

Cristiano Ronaldo scores every type of goal - and lots of them. Gone 
are the flicks and tricks he performed in his early years. Now he is 
simply an ultra-efficient scoring machine with over 40 goals to his 
name this season. 

He scores every type of goal but according to Sir Alex Ferguson there 
is no magic secret to his success simply "The important thing is 
pracUce, The boy practises every day, that’s the reason he’s so 
good," 

In the new issue of Soccer Coach Weekly, out today, you’ll find two 
detailed coaching sessions that will help your attacking players 
become more deadly in front of goal. 

Double Jeopardy - give your players the confidence to know when 
to go around the keeper and when to shoot 

Near Post Winners - encourage your attackers to use their speed 
to beat defenders in this fast and furious game 

These sessions will help your players become more deadly in front 
of goal like Cristiano Ronaldo - and if they don’t I’ll give you your 
money back, 

A 5-issue trial to Soccer Coach Weekly costs just $1. That $:L is the 
only investment you need to make your attackers scoring machines. 

ALSO IN THIS WEEK’S SOCCER COACH WEEKLY: 



¯ Defending set pieces - I provide .~.~ 
two great coaching sessions that 
will help you defend set pieces 
better. Named Corner Rebels and 
6teat Wall they can stop your side 
throwing away important points by 
conceding soft set-piece goals 

¯ Coach of the month - this 
month’s coach of the month is Rob 
Davies from Knaphill Athletic in 
Surrey. Rob provides a coaching 
session on keeping the ball and 
switching play - use this fun 
activity to develop your side’s team 
play 

¯ Soccer Surgery - this week [ 
offer advice to a coach who has too 
many parents volunteering to help. 
Another coach is concerned about 
his players making bets with opponents before a game. ][ get experts 
to solve their problems - and :[ can do the same for you 

* The big ~lebate - two coaches debate whether you should 
substitute a player who has scored twice and who would love to get a 
hat-trick but is looking tired. ]:f you are ever in this situation you will 
have wished you’d read this debate! 

* TouchEne tales - this week I look at the importance of getting 
players to problem solve. How could this work for you as a coach? 

This issue is only available as part of your 5-issue trial to Setter 
Coach Weekly this week. So to make your attackers deadly in front 
of goal like Cristiano Ronaldo, start your $1 trial today. 
Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly 

P.S. Remember your $:[ trial comes with my :[00% money-back 
guarantee. [f Soccer Coach Weekly doesn’t help your attackers score 
more goals, 1’11 give you your money back - no questions asked! 

MY 100% MONEY BACK, NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE. 

If you’re not completely satisfied with Soccer Coach [×i 

Weekly, you can cancel your membership at any time/ ....... 
and I’ll refund your money.                          / 

/ 
Please also know that I take your security and the / 
safe handling of your confidential personal           / 

information very seriously. All order pages are stored [ 
on a secure server as authenticated by the security 
certificate logo of Thawte, an independent security agency. Entering 
information on a secure page means no one else can see the data. 

BETTER SOCCER COACHING i GOT ANY QUESTIONS 



Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK. 
Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 
Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.corn 

© 2013. Green Star Media Ltd 

Unsubscribe 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 2:25 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Messi ttopeful; Bayern Slays Jure; Tevez Escapes Jail 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ April& 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Barca: ’Good Result’ Marred by lniuries 
Football Espana                                                                                            ~ 

Barcelona’s Jordi Roura sounded more optimistic than Paris Saint-Germain coach Carlo Ancelotti 

after their clubs drew 2-2 in the UEFA Champions League quarterfinal first-leg in Paris on Tuesday. Goals from 

Lionel Messi and Xavi were each canceled out by strikes from Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Blaise Matuidi, 

respectively. 

"It’s a good result. We’re a bit disappointed with the result seeing how the match played out, we had the game won 

despite the adversities," Roura said after the game. "We’re going to approach the return leg like we always do, we 

have to try to score to make the match more difficult for them - they feel the weight of the stadium and of our fans. 

We will go out to win the match." 

The Barca assistant coach refused to dwell on the calls that went against his team, including Ibrahimovic’s goal, 

which was clearly offside. "There were some questionable calls, I’m sure these decisions did not benefit us," he 

said. "We must dispense with this, because things are as they are." 

Midfielder Xavi aclreed the result was positive even though Barca conceded the equalizer in stoppage time. He 

singled out the loss of defender Javier Mascherano (MCL) and the possible loss of Messi (hamstring pull) for next 

Wednesday’s return leg in Barcelona as the biggest negatives from the game. "They are two very important players 

for us," he said. "We’re having terrible luck on defense, we’re missing [Cades] Puyol and Adriano, and now this." 

- Read the whole story... 

Barca: Messi Could Return for PSG Clash at Camp Nou 
Sky Sports 

Barcelona was handed a boost on Wednesday after tests revealed that the hamstring injury sustained by Lionel 

Messi in Barca’s 2-2 U EFA Champions League quarterfinal first-leg draw with Paris Saint-Germain is not as bad as 

first feared. The four-time Ballon d’Or winner pulled his hamstring just before halftime, shortly after putting Barca 

into the lead in the 38th minute. 

Barca revealed in a statement that Messi will definitely miss the Catalan club’s home clash with Mallorca on 

Saturday, but could return for the second-leg of the UCL qumleffinal series with PSG at the Camp Nou on April 10. 

Messi also confirmed the injury was less serious than first thought in a statement posted on his official Facebook 

page on Wednesday. "1 will return soon," he said. "Thankfully it was not so serious." 

Messi’s absence against Mallorca will bring an end to his 19-game scoring streak in La Liga, one of many records 

the Argentine has set this year. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Ancelotti Bemoans Barca ’Gifts’ in UCL Draw 
Football Espana 

Carlo Ance~otti said that Barcelona was gifted both of its goals at the Parc des Princes on Tuesday night, as Paris 

Saint-Germain drew the first-leg of its U EFA Champions League Quarterfinal series with the La Liga giant, 2-2. 

"[Lionel] Messi’s goal was a gift from us and the second goal was a gift from the referee," the PSG coach 

complained in his post-match comments. 

Despite Zlatan Ibrahimovic clearly scoring the French giant’s first goal from an offside position, Ancelotti drew 

attention to Barca’s second goal, which came from a penalty after PSG keeper Salvatore $irigu appeared to take 

down Barca forward Alexis Sanchez. "It was no penalty," Ancelotti said. "We have experience of Alexis, in August’s 

friendly he dived. This is not something new for us." 

Though PSG defended well throughout, the Ligue 1 leader was forced to come from behind twice to level the score. 

Ancelotti lamented that "with a little more courage" PSG could have won the game. "It is a bad result for us," he 

said, adding that regardless of whether Messi, who was substituted at halftime with a hamstring injury, plays in next 

Wednesday’s return leg, PSG must score two or more goals at the Camp Nou to progress to the semifinal. 



- Road the whole story... 

Buffon Poor, Pirio Invisible as 8ayern Shuts Out Jure 
Football Italia 

Veterans Gianluigi Buffon and Andrea Pirlo endured a tough night in Munich as Bayern Munich nullified the 

Juventus attack in a comprehensive 2-0 win in the first-leg of its UEFA Champions League Quarterfinal series with 

the Italian champion. After the game, Bayern coach Jupp Heynckes underlined the importance of stopping 

playmaker Pirlo. 

’q’ve studied Juve intensively recently and came up with the tactic we employed," Heynckes said. "Our aim was to 

put pressure on them early and take Pirlo out of the game, which worked really wee Our preparation was very good 

and you could clearly see our tactical plan. We attacked very early and so managed to take Pirlo out of the 

equation." The German tactician added that his team was "outstanding during certain phases of the game." 

Honorary Bayern President Franz Beckenbauercommented that Buffon, Juve’s 35-year-old keeper, showed his 

a.qe on David Alaba’s goal, which came in the first minute of the game. "How was he positioned? He seemed like a 

pensioner," Beckenbauer said. "Alaba shot from 120 meters away ..." The Bayem and Germany legend noted that 

Juventus "hardly had a shot on goal," yet, "the result is tight for us, we should have won by three or four goals." 

- Read the whole story... 

Manchester City striker Car~os Tevez escaped jail on Wednesday but was sentenced to 250 hours of community 

service and a six-month driving ban at Macclesfield magistrates’ court for confessing to driving with a suspended 

license and without car insurance after being stopped by police as he left a golf course following an anonymous tip 

on March 7. Tevez was also ordered to pay fines totaling $1,733 for the offense. 

Tevez’s probabation officer said the striker stated he "would welcome the opportunity to put something back into the 

community ... He was very clear when I was talking to him that this was a very salutary lesson, the seriousness of 

this type of offense has come home to him and the likelihood of this happening again is highly unlikely." 

- Read the whole story._ 
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Shades of Maradona and Messi 
by Soccer America 

[VIDE© PICKl The Houston Dynamo’s Bryan Salazar is a special player. He signed a homegrown contract 

with the MLS club after impressing in pre-season scrimmages between the first team and academy team. He 

played for the Dynamo academy team in the under-19 division at the Dallas Cup, where he scored a goal in 

the final against eventual champion IF Brommapojkarna of Sweden that has shades of the great goals Diego 

Maradona and Lionel Messi have scored, starting out near the same part of the field. - Read the whole stop/ 

O’Neill unlucky in first start for Rapids 
by Soccer America 

[HOMEGROWN WATCH] Less than a year after he signed a homegrown contract, U.S. U-20 Shane O’Neill made his first 

MLS start for the Colorado Rapids in their 2-2 tie with the Portland Timbers on Saturday. The 18-year-old defender, who was 

born in Ireland, almost came close to scoring in the 3rd minute when his looping header hit the far post and he hit the other 

post on the rebound. - Read the whole stop/ 

Jamaica calls up D.C. United’s Seaton 
by Soccer America 

[C©NCACAF UNDER-17 CHAMPI©N,:~HIF’I Jamaica has called up Michael Seat©n, D.C. United’s 16-year-old fonNard, for the 

CONCACAF Under-17 Championship. - Read the whole story 

Three new members added for 2013=14 
by Soccer America 

[ECNL] The Elite Clubs National League will welcome three new clubs - FC Nova (Idaho), North Carolina Fusion and Match Fit 

Academy FC (N.J=) = as members for the 2013=2014 season. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, April 3, 2013 
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Celebrate this coming 
Earth Day with us! 
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Wednesday, April 3, 2013 

Galaxy midfield play 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

is key to CCL semifinal 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Whether or not the Galaxy can dethrone two-time defending champion Monterrey in the Concacaf club semifinals, 

it is the only MLS team currently strong enough to challenge for the regional title. 

The possible presence of Designated Players Robbie Keane and Landon Donovan will aid the Galaxy against Monterrey in 

the semifinal series that begins tonight at Home Depot Center (10 p.m. ET, Fox Soccer Channel, Galavision) and concludes 

next Tuesday in Mexico. Yet it is by assembling a team strong down the middle and not simply throwing money at DPs has 

the Galaxy reached this stage where it compares favorably with its richer Mexican counterparts. 

A central midfield pairing of Juninho and Marcelo Sarvas is still being refined and tweaked, yet the mix of toughness and 

talent in that part of the field is essential. As the links between a solid back line anchored by Omar Gonzalez and attacking 

edge supplied by Donovan and Keane and Mike Magee, they bring elements vital to staving off a talented opponent while 

probing for openings to be exploited. 

A stifled midfield game plagued Seattle in its semifinal Tuesday against the other Mexican representative, Santos Laguna, and 

its crisp passing in the middle third seldom led to a penetrating pass or threatening cross. As Fox Soccer analyst Keith 

Costigan pointed out, a lot of "huffing and puffing" led only to errant passes or flimsy high balls. 

A monster game by Osvaldo Alonso, unfortunately, wasn’t complemented by creative playmaking nor incisive dribbling from 

his teammates. Mario Martinez struggled to get past anyone and resorted to weak shots from middle distance. Midfielder 

Mauro Rosales came off the bench and did the necessary hard work without breaking through, and a forward line led by 

Sammy Ochoa lacked the guile to escape the Santos defenders. 

The Sounders were missing Eddie Johnson and Obafemi Martins, both injured, and doubtless the attack suffered by their 

absence. Santos Laguna relied on moderate midfield pressut~ and patient tracking to close offthe passing lanes, and 

ruthlessly gobbled up the aimless through ball or desperation cross that usually ensued when the Sounders were forced into a 

decisive moment. 

Escaping pressure and exploiting space in the attacking third are staples of the Galaxy’s success, as evidenced by Magee 

picking up the scoring slack - he leads the team with five goals - as Donovan completed his hiatus. The Galaxy’s "huffing and 

puffing" in midfield, whe~ Sean Franklin and Michael Stephens have also seen time, is coordinated and cohesive. When 

the Sounders ran out of ideas they also ran out of space, and all their admirable work in the middle third went unrewarded. 

The semis fell at maybe the worst possible time for the Sounders, mired in a winless run to open the league campaign and 

weakened by injuries. Ochoa has proven to be a capable backup against MLS opposition but he ran ground constantly against 

Santos, which counterattacked sharply several times and probably deserved more than the one goal it got through former 

MLSer Herculez Gomez. 

This isn’t the ideal time for the Galaxy either, with Donovan just back in the team, Keane hobbled by a calf strain suffered in 

late March playing for Ireland, and keeper Carlo Cudicini chafing from a couple of costly errors. Young guns Jose Villarreal 

and Jack McBean have been carrying the forward flag much of the time, and will probably be called upon, depending on how 

Keane and Donovan are able to contribute. 

On the plus side, Gonzalez is perhaps in the best form of his career, coming off a pair of strong showings for the USA in 

Hexagonal play that included a 0-0 tie with Mexico in Azteca Stadium. One of Monterrey’s key midfielders is Mexican 

international Jesus Zavala, whose interplay with Walter Ayovi and Ned Cardozo will give Sarvas and JuNnho plenty to deal 

with, and all that defensive work could limit how much the Galaxy midfielders can contribute to the attack. 

Gonzalez and Co. usually got the better of Zavala and his mates in the Azteca, but though Monterrey is struggling in league 

play it knows how to get results on the road in CCL play. Two years ago in the CCL finals, Monterrey beat Real Salt Lake, 1-0, 

at Rio Tinto Stadium after tying 2-2 at home. 

Monterrey is also bounding into this CCL semifinal off a 3-0 thrashing of UNAM in its league game last weekend, and has won 

or tied four of its last five league games. 

’q’he team was desperate for win, and especially in front of the home crowd," Zavala said to the team’s Web site. "Now we 

need to think about what comes next; important Concacaf games against the Galaxy and then a league match against 

Toluca. We have a chance to fight for the Liguilla, and we want to be in both tournaments. The team is convinced it can make 



the [Liga MX] playoffs and also win the title of Concacaf, which is what we want to do." 
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Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports,com> 

Thursday. April 4, 2013 10:19 AM 

Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

Invitation to Umbro Top Rated Showcase - Canada’s #1 Ranked Showcase tbr 10 straight years 

Hello College Coaches, 
The Umbro Top Rated Showcase Committee invites you once again to Canada’s largest and top ranked showcase. Over 190 
teams from across Canada have applied into the Umbro Top Rated Showcase this year. It will take place in Mississauga, 
Ontario (Canada) on May 18 - 20 - all fields being artificial turf. This is one event you do not want to miss. 
**Please note teams in attendance will have their provincial and national pool players present. 

To register your attendance, please click on the dedicated gotsoccer link - http://events.qotsport.com/%28S% 

28kqjbgq55xdeltdelyllv05ag%29%29ieventsicollegecoachlogin.aspx?EventlD=22482 
For more information on the event, please go to www.umbrotopratedshowcase.com 
Those registered will receive a player profile booklet upon attendance to the event. 
Regards, 

Michael Rocca 
Director, Umbro Top Rated Showcase 
416-888-3433 
ca.linkedin, com/in/mich aelrocca/ 
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Questions to Help Parents Analyze Their Child’s 
Team 
By Start Baker 

The 10 questions found below are especially directed toward parents who have children 10 years old and above. ~ 

Below this age level, the players are still ve[y egotistical and focused on themselves rather than on any sort of [ :i~:~!~i [ 
collective play. The infamous swarm is actually just a reflection of the natural process. The best thing to do is to 

keep the numbers low for this age group since fewer players mean more access to the ball and less suffocation 

by both teammates and opponents. This will ultimately lead to better player development. 

To avoid confusion and disappointment from parents, coaches of players under 10 years old should communicate to them that 

it is OK at this age level for the players to gravitate to the ball, and that the game played by the youngest players shouldn’t 

reflect that of a professional team. 

The intention of this list of 10 questions is not to put any extra pressure on the coach, but rather to help solidify the parent 

support for long-term development. 

Parents who understand what the team is trying to accomplish and what our style of play looks like, will be more likely to lend 

support and back what the coach is attempting to do. W~th this said, the process will require much more ongoing 

communication throughout the season. It should be communicated that the process of long-term development requires 

patience. 

10 QUESTIONS FOR PARENTS 

(Analyzing my child’s team -- U-11 and above) 

1} Are the players attempting to pass the ball on the ground to teammates, or are most passes just played long and far into 

space? 

2} Does the team try to possess the ball? How many passes does the average possession last? 

3} Is the ball up in the air or out of play for a large part of the game? 

4} Does the team pass the ball laterally from one side of the field to the other switching the point of attack? Are they patient in 

building an attack, or do they hurry to kick the ball forward? 

5} How often is the ball passed backwards? On a more evolved team the ball should be played back once every three to four 

passes. 

6} Does the team rely almost solely on kicking the ball forward to a big fast player up front to score, and on another big fast 

player in the back to cover for mistakes and send the ball forward? If so, what kind of soccer experience is the ~est of the team 

getting? (As the players move to a more advanced level of play we must remember that most defenders will be as big and fast 

as our team’s primary goal scorer. Also, better players and well-organized teams learn to defend long straight passes quite 

easily .) 

7} Does the game appear to be out of control? Are there frequent, consecutive changes in possession? 

8} Are all players moving to create space or to support the ball, or does the team rely on only a few players? 

9} Do the players always play in the same position on the field or is there a rotation? 

10) Has the team evolved from the beginning to the end of the season? Has your child progressed as a player? 

(Excerpted from "Our Competition is the World: Ideas for itnplementing the United States Soccer Curriculum." By S~n Baker 

378 pa~les, 2012. Lulu Publishing. $22.99.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin,q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo,q. 
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Section 1: Monterrey’s lightning bolts stun 

What They’re Saying 

"1 am not political, I do not 

affiliate myself to any 

organization, I am not a 

racist and I do not support 

the ideology of fascism I 

respect everyone." 

-- From a statement 

released by Sunderland 

from its new Italian coach 

Paolo gi Canio, whose 

arrival at the English 

Premier League caused on 

uproar because in 2005 he 

used a fascist straight-arm 

salute toward a section of 

the Lazio fans, was accused 

of attending the funeral of a 

well-known Italian fascist, 

and was once quoted as 

saying Italy might have "a 

better situation with 

Mussolini," (Irish Times) 

Today’s News ~ Thursday, April 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Monterrey’s lightning bolts stun Galaxy 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUEI Two-time defending champion Monterrey 

punished the LA Galaxy with a pair of lightning bolts late in the game to rally for a 2-1 

win that puts it on course to return to the final. Few could deny that the results of Tuesday and 

Wednesday point to a Monterrey-.Santos repeat in the final in a crushing blow for MLS hopes. - 

Read the whole story 

Real Madrid already has eye on semifinals 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Of the four UEFA Champions League quarterfinals series, the 

one that looks like it is over is the Real Madrid-Galatasaray series. The Merengues’ 3-0 win put 

them in the driver’s seat heading into Tuesday’s second leg in Istanbul. Such was the Madrid’s 

confidence was that Xabi Alonso and Sergio Ramos both received yellow cards that disqualify 

them for the second leg but clear their slates for the semifinals. - Read the whole story 

Harboite joins long list of injured Rapids 
by Soccer America 

[MLS INJURY REPORTJ Veterans or newcomers, it doesn’t matter. Colorado Rapids players 

continue to drop like flies: The latest victim is first-year Chilean Kevin Harbottle, who will miss 4- 

5 weeks with a sprained left knee. - Read the whole story 

Moore and Vermes elected in Class of 2013 
by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL SOCCER HALL OF FAME] Former national team forwards Joe-Max Moore and 

Peter Vermes were elected to the National Soccer Hall of Fame. Moore is the sole Player 

representative, elected in a runoff, while Vermes enters the Hall of Fame as a representative from 

the Veteran ballot. None of the candidates in the Builder category received the required amount of 

votes to be elected into the Hall of Fame this year. - Read the whole story 

Tijuana goes throuqh without Castillo or Corona 
by Soccer America 

[LIBERTADORES CUP] Tijuana tied San Jose of Bolivia, 1-1, on the road to clinch a berth in the 

knockout stage of the Libertadores Cup in the Mexican club’s first year in the competition. Neither 

Joe Corona nor Edgar Castillo played for the Xolos, but their third American, Greg Garza, 

came on as a late sub. - Read the whole story 

Slick dribblinq leads to great goals you haven’t seen 
by Samuel Charles 

[’vqDEO PICK: Golazos] Two beautiful goals that both included genuinely impressive dribbling and 

quality finishes by lesser-known players from Yemen and Turkey during international games in 

Malaysia and Qatar. - Read the whole story 
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Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Reckless goalkeepers, and heedless referees 
By Paul Gardner 

A couple of recent referee calls that are worth studying because they raise issues that the rulebook does not seem 

to accommodate. These are the details -- I’m leaving out the scorelines, as we all know that they are not to be 

considered when referees make decisions. 

* March 30, 2013 - Major League Soccer 

New York Red Bulls vs. Philadelphia Union. 

91:46 -- Philadelphia defender Sheanon Williams sends a long high cross into the New York penalty area. As the ball drops at 

the edge of the six-yard box, NY goalkeeper Luis Robles charges forward to grab it, while Philadelphia forward Conor Casey 

runs in to meet it. Both players have their eyes firmly on the ball. 

We can halt matters right there. At this moment, in my opinion, both players have a right to go for the ball. It is, as close as one 

can tell, a genuine 50-50 ball. Neither player is in an obviously advantageous position. But you know, or you strongly sense, 

that there is going to be a collision -- the ball is dropping right where Casey could expect to get his head on it, and right where 

Robles has an equal opportunity to snag it. 

Which means that the goalkeeper will, in a fraction of a second, have the advantage -- reaching upward with his hands he 

must be able to get the ball before it descends onto Casey’s head. But to get that advantage, he must continue his forward 

charge. He cannot avoid running into Casey. 

Casey’s actions suggest that, at the last moment, he gives up on trying to reach the ball but -- evidently aware that Robles is 

going to leap into him to get at the ball -- he lowers his head and bends his body forward, but with his back toward the 

approaching Robles. It looks like the action of someone trying to avoid the impending crunch ... or is it Casey compacting his 

body to make sure he gives as good as he gets when the collision comes? 

The collision duly occurs. Robles leaps and reaches over Casey to get the ball, but the t~vo bodies make contact at hip level. 

Robles, airborne, fails to get hold of the ball, then spins round and falls heavily to the ground, on his back. A nasty fall, one that 

shook up Robles enough to warrant a delay of over three minutes while he recovered. 

Casey managed to stay on his feet throughout and was immediately yellow-carded by referee Silviu Petrescu. It seems to me 

that what the referee has to decide here is -- who ran into whom? Robles was certainly jumping into Casey as the contact 

occurred. There was no way that Casey could have got out of the way. But, the manner in which Casey was bending over 

(quite possibly to protect himself) more or less ensured that Robles would come a nasty cropper as he flailed for the ball. 



I feel in a position of neutrality here. On the one hand, Casey is not my favorite player, I regard him as much too physical a 

player. On the other hand, I think that goalkeepers, far too often, are allowed to get away with highly dangerous physical 

challenges. 

In this incident, I do not believe that Casey was at fault. He went for the ball, legally. He then did what surely anyone would do 

when threatened with a collision. I cannot see anything reckless in his actions. No use of arms or elbows, no kicking. 

The recklessness came from goalkeeper Robles in throwing himself forward, over Casey, to get at the ball. But that is what 

goalkeepers do, and they are repeatedly allowed to do it. Robles did not jump in with his knees raised, which is often the case 

with goalkeepers. Even in those cases, goalkeepers seem immune to punishment. There was a terrifying example of this in 

last year’s L.A. Galaxy vs Metapan game in the Concacaf Champions league -- Galaxy goalkeeper Josh Saunders simply 

jumped wildly into Metapan’s Christian Bautista, slamming both knees into Bautista’s head. Somehow, Bautista recovered 

from the wipeout ... but nothing happened to Saunders. Nothing. A horrifyingly dangerous play that would have resulted in an 

instant red card for any field player was treated by the referee as perfectly acceptable for a goalkeeper. 

No one denies that goalkeepers, reaching for a high ball, are vulnerable. They must be allowed to raise their leg as protection. 

But using that raised leg as a battering ram is something else altogether. 

My suggestion is this: that the six-yard box, which serves absolutely no function whatever at the moment, should be reinstated 

as an area where the goalkeeper rules. Within which he cannot be challenged. Under that rule, Casey would get an automatic 

yellow card, no arguments. But, with that rule in effect, chances are that he would not have challenged for the ball at all, 

meaning there would have been no collision, and no jarring injury for Robles. 

Outside the six-yard box, goalkeepers would not receive any dispensations or special treatment. Certainly, a challenge like 

that made by Saunders -- which occurred at the limit of the penalty area would result in a red card and penalty kick. But again, 

knowing they would face serious punishment, would goalkeepers make those reckless challenges? 

* April 3, 2013 -- UEFA Champions League 

Real Madrid vs. Galatasaray 

77:01 Galatasaray’s Burak Yilmaz has the ball at his feet inside the Real Madrid penalty area. He moves the ball forward with 

his right foot just as Rears Sergio Ramos comes in to tackle. Ramos gets a glancing touch of the ball with his left foot, which 

follows through and lands heavily on the instep of Yilmaz’s right foot. Yilmaz goes down, obviously tripped. No foul, says 

referee Svein Oddvar Moen from Norway, therefore no penalty kick to Galatasaray. But a yellow card to Yilmaz for diving 

(simulation if you prefer that word). 

The call is a manifest injustice. Not only does Galatasaray not get a deserved penalty kick, but the yellow card means that 

Yilmaz will have to sit out the return game. 

Another problem call, then? The problem here is the attitude of the referee. He does not believe there was a foul. That is a 

tenable opinion, because Ramos did get a touch of the ball, knocking it away from Yilmaz. But the rest of Moen’s version is 

sheer invention. Even if he did not see Ramos stamp on Yilmaz, there is still a big imaginative leap to be made before 

accusing a player of cheating. 

So for this problem call, and for so many like it involving simulation, there is an easy, straightforward solution. Referees should 

simply stop actively looking for a dive. When you’re intent on finding something, you’ll likely find it, whether it’s there or not. 

You can see why referees might like making simulation calls. Such dodgy calls can -- as might well be the case here -- add 

seeming confirmation to the referee’s decision not to award a penalty kick. The calls also carry an aura of gloating, of the 

referee telling the player and the watching world "You’re not clever enough to bamboozle me ..." 

Referees might also take some satisfaction from feeling they are part of current opinion, that they are helping to "clean up" the 

game. In fact, referees -- our one hope for honesty and unbiased action and opinion during a game -- should be ashamed of 



joining the diving witch-hunt. 

They’re caving in to the shrill demands of a group of Ioudmouth coaches and moralizing TV commentators -- most of them in 

England. And how unusual it was, in the Yilmaz case, to hear the commentators, both English, admit that Yilmaz had been 

fouled. Even then, we got a classic comment: "Well, he doesn’t go down in the most graceful way ... but it should have been a 

penalty." 

Remember that, forwards. Next time you get tripped or trodden on, or have your legs kicked out from under you, be sure to fall 

gracefully to the ground. 

To imagine that you can stamp something out when you yourself are in fact busy inventing fictitious examples of it in every 

game must rank pretty high up there in the imbecility league standings. 

Two problem calls, then. One that needs attention from IFAB, the rulemakers -- which means we might expect action on it in 

time for the 2018 World Cup. The other needs action from the referees -- for their own good. Action that would show that they 

are capable of resisting the odious witch-hunt against diving that has entered the sport. A witch-hunt that will boomerang on 

the referees as it is more than likely to involve them in making rotten calls -- ask Mr. Moen who, one hopes, will by now be 

aware that his witch-hunting fervor led him to get things badly wrong. 
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Section 1: More bad news for Sounders; U.S. women put streak on the line 

What They’re Saying    Today’s News - Friday, April 5, 2013 :;;: Tweet This ~ Share This 

"Olympique Marseille and 

Joey Barton wish to 

apologize to Thiago Silva 

and his club for the 

inappropriate comments the 

English player made on 

social media." 

-- A statement from French 

club Marseille after Joey 

Barton’s Twitter attacks on 

Paris Saint-Germain’s 

Thiago Silva included 

calling the Brazilian defender 

an "overweight ladyboy." 

Barton has been summoned 

by the French soccer 

federation’s ethical 

committee for an April 15 

hearing. (BBC) 

More bad news for Sounders 
by Soccer America                                                                      ~ 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The Seattle Sounders got a break when MLS agreed to 

postponed Sunday’s match against Chivas USA. Their Concacaf hopes may have 

dimmed after their 1-0 loss at home to Santos, but they have a more pressing issue: getting their 

injured players healthy again. Seattle went through all kinds of hoops to sign Obafemi Martins in 

one of the most expensive transfers in MLS history, but the Nigerian star has left the team after 

only two league appearances to receive treatment for an "aggravated tendon" in his knee. - Read 

the whole story 

D.C. United short-handed for Sporting KC game 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 6] D.C. United will be without injured star Dwayne De Rosario, who did 

not travel with the team to Kansas City for the game against Sporting Kansas City. Also sidelined 

are midfielders Nick DeLeon and John Thorrington. The match will be the first of the season on 

Friday night. The weekend schedule also includes six games on Saturday and Sunday. For all the 

action ... - Read the whole story 

Americans put streak on line in Offenbach 
by Soccer America 

[GERMANY-USA] The USA will put its 29-game unbeaten streak on the line Friday when it faces 

Germany in Offenbach (ESPN3.com, ESPNW.com, 12:15 p.m. ET). The game will be the second 

meeting of the world’s top teams in less than a month. More than 20,000 fans are expected at the 

Sparda Bank Hessen Stadium for the game, which takes place on the 100th anniversary of U.S. 

Soccer’s founding. - Read the whole story 

Concacaf will allow expanded rosters 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP] Concacaf has modified its rules for the 2013 Gold Cup to allow teams that reach the 

knockout stage to make four roster changes before the quarterfinals. - Read the whole story 

New Minnesota owner shakes up NASL 
by Paul Kennedy 

[PREVIEW] The North American Soccer League returns for its third season with a new format: a 

split season. Champions will be crowned in spring and fall seasons and they will then meet in the 



2013 Soccer Bowl in November. The season begins this weekend with three games. Defending 

champion Tampa Bay hosts Carolina, Fort Lauderdale plays FC Edmonton, while Minnesota 

faces 2012 regular-season champion San Antonio in the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome. The 

seventh team in the spring season, Atlanta, is idle. The New York Cosmos will begin play in the 

fall championship. For a look at the seven teams ... - Read the whole story 

Richmond stocks up on MLS loan players 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] Richmond, Pittsburgh and Orlando City will all make their 2013 debuts in weekend 

USL PRO action. Goalkeeper Andrew Dykstra became the fifth D.C. United player to join 

Richmond on loan, and Richmond native Brian Ownby joined the Kickers from FC Dallas on 

loan. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Alves’ classic pass evokes Sneijder, Cantona and Zidane 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic feet]Dani Alves’ sublime assist on Lionel Messi’s opening goal for 

Barcelona during its 2-2 tie at Paris Saint-Germain on Tuesday in the Champions League 

quarters had some calling it the best pass ever using the outside of one’s foot, we investigate. - 

Read the whole story 
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Friday’s Soccer TV 

Real Betis at 3pro. Scottish Premier League on Fox Soccer Plus: Inverness - St Johnstone at 2:40pro. A~f T~mes E¢,stern 

Their Words 

"Be(~innin(~ a ~wo-rnatx:h tie at home always increases tension; and the need ~:o ~oeus on the at~:a(:X and 

sco~e. However we didn’t concede any seals tonight, meaning Bo~ uss~a now have that problem. The ~esu[t 

}s absob~te~y wide open/~a~aga coach Manuel Pelle~rini. 

Europa League: Spurs 2- Basel 2 

with Base~ hokhng the away {~oa{ advantage. Base~ scored in the 30th and 34th mhtutes to take a two goa~ lead at Wl’dte 

Hart Lane. Ernrnanue~ Adebayo~ ~ot a f~oa~ bac~ for Spurs in the 40th and Gyl.~i $i~urdsson equaUzed in H~e 58th minute. 

Brad Friede[ was in goal for Spurs and Chnt Dernpsey subbed on in the 63rd minute. Gareth Ba~e in]tired his ankle ]ate 

"We%,e. !~,ot: to ~,o out: there~ a~taek and score some ~,oab.b" Si,qurdsson said. ’qt was a di!~appoinbinq start: for us. 8ase~. 
have seine ~eod individuab and were diflicu(t to deal wiq~, bu~ we managed to ~et back in~e the tie and we’re stiU H~h~. 

in it," Read More 

CONCACAF Amends Gold Cup Rules 
On Thursday, CONCACAF announced chan~es to the Gold Cup ruf.es that wi[f. be in play ~or the 2013 tournament~ Amon~ 

the changes are formal roste~ extensions and a][owin~ limited changes to the roste~ between the !~oup and knockout 

"After a diU}.,’.ent process of reqewin(~ the regulations, the Gelid Cup Con?n?ittee~ chaired by Mr. Suni[ Gutati, approved 

key chan~es aimed at increasin~J., the competition tevef, as we[f as the overaf[ tournament perfo~ nlance," CONCACAF 

~,enera{ secretary Enrklue Sanz said in a press statei~est. "With the he{p oi our difi’e~ei~t con?n?ittees we are constantly 

eva[uatin~ ~he ways in which we can improve a[[ of our cempetitions." Read More 

Questions: Kreis’s Coffee Break and Portland’s 
Defense 

8y Tony Edwards - San Jose. CA tApr 4, 2013) US Soccer Players o h~ Thursday’s co[urnn, Tony anaty:<es Portbmd’s first 

ha{f problems; watches Ike Opera step in confidentl.y and rooks at MLS scorin8 and attendance, 

Why did Salt Lake coach Jason Kreis ~eave the s~de~ne before the end of 

last Saturday’s v~ctory over Seattle? 

had too much coffee at haffdme~" Kreis said, 

Kre}s walked out of the techrdca[ area and into the locker room to avoid [ettin$ referee Mark Geiser know how he felt 
about a non-ceil, involving Javie~ Moral.us and Jhon Kennedy Hurtade f.ate in the game. 

Salt Lake is ellear{y still, fk~din~ t:heir (~aqle~ with sew~n points at’~:er ~ive ~ames and only ~ive ¢~oa{s scored. "[’he~r Qe:(t 

three seines, however, against Colorado 7ancouve~. and home to Chives, are an opportunity to find some M’~ythm~ 

establish their styh~ o~ p~ay, and fix Rreis to choose a di~ ~rent haS, time beverage. 

Why does Port,and have a minus~five goa~ difference in the first half of 



@ames? 

Timbers coach Cal.eb Porter told MLSsocce~ his team has star~.ed ~ames tee focused on attack. [eavin~ them exposed aL 

the back. 

"Cfear[y we have to be better at mana21ng the early p~rt of a !~,ame and findin2 that Mght balance between bein,s 

as~ress~ve but also in control and patient and composed and mature." said Porter. Read More 

Weekend Soccer TV: Monday’s Rome and 
Manchester Derbies 

Li~a ~’¢d brm~s us a meetm~ of Nationa[ Teamers Abroad clubs for those of you interested in staying up [aLe on Saturday 

at ~east in the East: "~’i~h~ana - San~:os [.a~sma a~: midn~2hl: E’F, Santes is 4~:h h~ the table with "l’i.juana in 91:h a~ter twe[ve 

~ames played. Spurs - Everton }s on Fox Soccer at 9an1 ~ on Sunday. Monday brm~s us the ~anchester derby between 

The Unit:ed St:ares Under-17’s o{)en t:t~eif CO~,ICACAF (]hi~m{)kmship schedub!~ a~,ainst: Haiti on Sunday at: 6: 30{)rn on Fox 

:~o~ce~, &~akinfl the semilina[s quatifies a team for the Wertd (:up later q~is year, 

Premier League on ESPN2: Reading - Southampton at 7:30am. Fox Soccer has WBA - Arsenal at 9:30am, Stoke City o 
Aston ViUe at 12pro, and Norwich - Swansee CiEy at 2pro, Championship on belN Spo~t: Bri9hLen ¯ LeicesEer CiEy at 

10am. 

Bundestiga on GoiT~i: Emtracht Frankfurt - Bayern ~unich at 9:30am and Hamburg - Freiburg at t2:30pm. Ligue t on 
Un~visien Depertes: R~mnes ~ PSG el: 11am (2pro on ~elN} and Sochaux - A~accio at 2pro, La Li~a on beIN en Espano{: 

Rea~ Sociedad - ~a~aga at 10am. beff’~ has Rea~ ~adr}d - Levanted at 12pro and Barcelona - ~a[]orca at 4pro. Ser}e A on 

~el~,~ en Espanok Juventus - Pescara a~: 12pro (6~rn on be~’Q. Read More 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Three Development Academy additions tbr 2013-14; new national training center proposed 

Philadelphia Union among three additions for 2013-14 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEM’~q The U.S. Soccer Development Academy will add three teams in the 2013-14 

season: Olney=Bethesda (JV~d.), the Philadelphia Union and Phoenix FC. The Maryland club is a partnership of 

Olney Soccer and Bethesda Soccer Club. The other two are professional academy teams. - Read the whole 

stow 

Kansas City proposed site of new national trainin.q center 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER[ U.S. Soccer and Sporting Kansas City have signed a memorandum of understanding to jointly explore 

bringing a $50 million National Training and Coaching Development Center to Kansas City, Kan. - Read the whole story 

Four honored by PCA 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDSl Four soccer coaches are among the Positive Coachinc~ Alliance’s 20 winners of its Double-Goal Coach Award for 

their positive impact on youth athletes. - Read the whole story 

Nebraska club alleges $150,000 embezzlement 
by Soccer America 

[JURISPRUDENCE] Phoenix Futbol Club of Nebraska alleges that it has been the victim of a $150,000 embezzlement 

scheme and a 36-year-old Bellevue woman turned herself in at the Sarpy County Jail and was booked on suspicion of theft 

over $1,500. - Read the whole stow 

NSCAAITopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AVVARDS[Haley Westervelt, a sophomore midfielder from Central Davidson High School in Lexington, N.C., and Erik Clark, 

a senior midfielder from Wando High School in Mount Pleasant, S.C., have been selected as the 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week. - Read the whole stow 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, April 6, 2013 

Saturdag, April 6, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 6 action continues on Saturday and Sunday .... The USA starts its qualifying campaign for the boys 

U-17 World Cup on Sunday .... First-place Manchester United hosts defending EPL champion Man City on 

Monday, 

(Aft ~irnes Eastern unless noted. TV programm#~g is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN2 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

England NORWICH-SWANSEA (delay) 2 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

ML$ COLORADO-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-LEICESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) noon. 

France STADE RENNAIS-PSG (delay) 2 pro. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALLORCA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-PESCARA (delay) 6 pm. 

Brazil World Tour BOLIVIA-BRAZIL (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-PESCARA (live) noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (delay) 2 pm. 

Brazil World Tour BOLIVIA-BRAZIL (delaY) 4 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALLORCA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FRANKFURT-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HAMBURG-FREIBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-CERRO LARGO (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS MORELOS-LOBOS BUAP (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France STADE RENNAIS-PSG (live) 11 am. 

France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm, 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf U-17 Championship TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-CANADA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship PANAMA-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-PUEBLA (live) 7 pm. 



Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 11 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) Midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 9:30 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (delay) Noon. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England NORWlCH-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

England READING-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

Netherlands WILLEM II-PSV (live) 3 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-DALLAS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, Apri~ 7 

ESPN2 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-VVlGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 9 am. 

France STADE DE REIMS-LYON (live) 11 am. 
Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-GENOA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CATANIA-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-ESPANOL (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico NEZA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay BELLA VlSTA-NACIONAL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-LANUS (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-EVIAN (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico ATLANTE-SAN LUIS (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 



UNIMAS 

Mexico TOLUCAqVIONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am, 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

Concacaf U=17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England QPR-WlGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship HAITI-USA (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-HERACLES ALMELO (live) 11:30 am. 

Portugal OLHANENSE-BENFICA (live) 3:15 

ESPN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm, 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILEAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED=MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pro. 

Portugal PORTO-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 4:21 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, April 7, 2013 

Sunday= April 7, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 6 action continues on Sunday .... The USA starts its qualifying campaign for the boys U-17 World 

Cup on Sunday .... First-place Manchester United hosts defending EPL champion Man City on Monday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SUNDAY, Apri~ 7 

ESPN2 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WlGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England UVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 9 am. 

France STADE DE REIMS-LYON (live) 11 am= 
Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pro. 

italy NAPOLI-GENOA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CATANIA-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-ESPANOL (live) 11 am= 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm= 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 9 am. 

England QPR-WIGAN (live) 11 am. 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (delay) 2 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 5 pro. 

GOLTV 

Mexico NEZA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay BELLA VlSTA-NACIONAL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-LANUS (live) 7 pm. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-EVIAN (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico ATLANTE-SAN LUIS (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HAITI-USA (live) 6:30 pm. 



UNIMAS 

Mexico TOLUCAqVIONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 8:30 am, 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

Concacaf U=17 Championship CUBA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England QPR-WlGAN (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship HAITI-USA (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-HERACLES ALMELO (live) 11:30 am. 

Portugal OLHANENSE-BENFICA (live) 3:15 

ESPN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm, 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILEAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED=MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pro. 

Portugal PORTO-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid,qe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, April 7,2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:20 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Soccer On TV: Monday, April 8, 2013 

Monday, April 8, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

First-place Manchester United hosts defending EPL champion Man City on Monday .... UEFA Champions League 

second-leg quarterfinals games are on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

E~elN SPORT 

italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain SEVILLA-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-BRAGA (live) 3 pro. 

TUESDAY, April 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND4VlALAGA (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-SEATTLE (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-MALAGA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-MALAGA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-SEATTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 7:32 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Portlm~d, Colorado a~d Chicago get first wins 

What They’re Saying Today’s Newts -- Monday, AprilS, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"1 want to say that we’re 

going to fine him."        Portland, Colorado and Chicago get first wins 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REV~ND: Week 61 Wins by Portland and Colorado Saturday and Chicago 

Sunday leave Seattle as the only team without a win after the first six weeks of the 

MLS season.The Timbers’ win was the most convincing, a 2-0 victory over last year’s MLS runner- 

up, Houston, on a pair of second-half goals by Ryan Johnson. Atiba Harris’ early goal stood up 

in Colorado’s 1-0 victory over Real Salt Lake, while two late goals by Maicon Santos gave the 

Fire a 3-1 comeback win over New York. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

-- AC Milan’s chief executive 

Adriano Galliani on striker 

Mario Balotelli, who was 

caught smoking in the 

bathroom on a train during 

the team’s journey to 

Florence to face Fiorentina, 

which tied Milan, 2-2. 

(Guardian) Cherundolo returns; Boyd scores 12th goal 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Steve Cherundolo made his first appearance in almost four months, 

going the distance in Hannover 96’s 0-0 with VfB Stuttgart. Terrence Boyd scored his 12th goal 

of the season for Rapid Vienna in its 1-1 tie at Wacker Innsbruck. Brad Guzan’s Aston Villa 

picked up a big win with a 3-1 victory at Stoke City. For Americans in action abroad ... - Read 

the whole story 

Thriller in Offenbach ends in 3-3 tie 
by Paul Kennedy 

[GERMANY-USAJ The USA blew leads of 2=0 and 3-1 built on spectacular goals by Abby 

Wambach,Megan Rapinoe and Alex Morgan and had to settle for a 3-3 tie with Germany 

Friday night in front of a crowd of 16,090 in Offenbach. Even after conceding the tying goals a 

minute apart late in the game, the Americans still attacked, and the outcome was still in doubt in 

stoppage time when forward Sydney Leroux’s header was cleared oft the goal line by Verena 

Faisst. - Read the whole story 

Bloom Again 
by Christen Press 

[THE PITCH: £;Iog 7] For Christen Press, the circle of life meant that she opened her second 

season in Sweden against against her former club, Gothenburg, in the Swedish Supercupen. Last 

year was a fantastic experience; one she will always cherish. But, it is time to put a wreath on 

the grave of yesterday’s life and move forward with the start of the season and the first signs of 

spring ... - Read the whole story 

USA shrugs off slow start to down Haiti 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 CHAIMPIONSHIP[ For much of the game, the U.S. U-17s found 

themselves under pressure from Haiti - much like their U-20 counterparts had been against Haiti 

in February - but they eased to victory with a 3-0 win on two goals from Christopher Lema and 

a late strike from Ahinga Selemani in the Concacaf Under-17 Championship at Estadio Rommel 

Fernandez in Panama City, Panama. The win is the first step in the USA’s bid to keep its record 

intact of being the only team to have qualified for every U-17 World Cup. - Read the whole story 

Three games, three ties, two goals 
by Soccer America 

[NASL1 The North American Soccer League opened its 2013 season with three games, which 

averaged almost 5,400 fans. But all three ended in ties, and only the Ft. Lauderdale-FC 

Edmonton game, which ended in a 1-1 tie, produced any goals. - Read the whole story 

Timbers reserves edge Tampa Bay in first interleague clash 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO[ Colombian Jose Valencia scored in the 81st minute to give the Portland Timbers 

Reserves a 2-1 win over the VSI Tampa Bay FC in the first game of the new interleague schedule 

between MLS reserve teams and USL PRO clubs. - Read the whole story 

Concacaf evens out rewards for winners 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[GOLD CUP1 No longer will the Gold Cup champion be a lame-duck winner every other year. 



Concacaf has announced that this year’s winner will enter a playoff for a spot in the 2017 

Confederations Cup. Its opponent will be the 2015 Gold Cup champion in a format that gives the 

biannual competitions equal value as a regional championship. - Read the whole stow 

Game to Watch: Malaqa’s qlass slipper strolls into Dortmund 
by Samuel Charles 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Malaga’s Champions League debut is now just one game away 

from a miraculous semifinal birth but Coach Manuel Pellegrini’s club faces the tournament’s 

hottest team on Tuesday, with Borussia Dortmund waiting at Germany’s biggest and loudest 

stadium. - Read the whole story 

Bayern, Drogba and Abidal in weekend’s best 
by Samuel Charles 

~/IDEO PICK: Golazos]Bastian Schweinsteiger’s great flick clinches the Bundesliga for Bayern 

Munich, Didier Drogba’s hilarious volley drops out of the sky in Turkey and Eric Abidal gets a 

hero’s welcome in Barcelona upon entering his first competitive game in 402 days. - Read the 

whole story 
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Sent: 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerPlayers - Apr 8, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Apr 8, 2013 

National Teamers Abroad: 
Goal for Boyd 

Spurs Draw with Everton, 

In a meetin8 of National Teamers Abroad clubs in the Premier Leasue, Clint Dempsey’s Tottenham and Tim Howard’s 
Everton and finished even at 2-2 at White Hart Lane on Sunday. Emmanuel Adebayor opened the scorin8 in the first 
minute for Spurs. Everton equalized from a Phil Jasielka 8oal in the 15th minute and went up when Kevin Mirallas scored 
in the 53rd. Gylfi Sisurdsson equalized for Spurs in the 87th. The referee cautioned Dempsey in the 84th. 

"It was disappointin8 not to set more out of the same, especially after the start we made," Sisurdsson said. "Everton 

are a toush team to play asainst, they showed that at Goodison and showed it asain. That’s why they are risht up 

there." 

A bib result in Ensland for Brad Guzan’s As[on Villa, beatin8 Geoff Cameron’s Stoke City 3-1 in front of 27,544 at the 

Britannia Stadium. Gabriel Asbonlahor opened the scorin8 in the 9th minute with Stoke equalizin8 late in the 80th. 

Matthew Low[on put Villa up for 8ood seven minutes tater with Christian Ben[eke scorin8 in stoppase time. As[on Villa 

are 16th in the Premier Leasue table. 

In the Championship, Jonathan Spector picked up a yellow card in the 28th minute and subbed out at halftime in 

Birmingham City’s 1-1 draw with Millwall. Wesley Thomas opened the scorin~ for City in the 49th and Millwall equalized 

in the 70th. Millwall had a ~oal disallowed in the first-half. At Hillsborou~h, Stuart Holden ~ot the start and played 63 

minutes for Sheffield Wednesday in their 3-2 defeat of Blackburn. Rovers opened the scorin~ from the penalty spot in[ 

he 12th minute, but Jermaine Johnson equalized for Wednesday eight minutes later. Wednesday were up after 

convertin~ a penalty of their own in the 35th, with Blackburn equalizin~ in the 71st minute. It was Johnson a~ain for 

Wednesday, scorin~ the winner in the 78th minute. Read More 

MLS Week 6: Earning the Right to Play 
Major League Soccer’s sixth week of the 2013 season opened with the first Friday night ~ame, with Sportin~ Kansas City 

shuttin~ out DC United 1-0 at Sportin~ Park. Claudi Bieler scored the ~oal in the 89th minute. 

On Saturday, Toronto and Dallas finished 2-2 at BMO Field. Since nothin~ is easy for Toronto, the draw required comin~ 

back from two ~oals down. Andrew Jacobson opened the scorin~ for Dallas in the 34th with Blas Perez doublin~ that lead 

in the 59th minute. Justin Braun ~ot a ~oal back for the Reds in the 85th and Dare[ Russell equalized in stoppage time. 

Honors even in Columbus as well, with the Crew finishin~ 1-1 a~ainst the Union in another home team comeback. Jack 

Mclnerney opened the scorin~ for Philadelphia in the 34th with Dominic Oduro equalizin~ in the 72nd. Colorado shutout 

Real Salt Lake 1-0 on a 5th minute Atiba Harris ~oal at Dick’s Sportin~ Goods Park. Read More 



De Rosario: ’There’s always another game, another 
tournament, another trophy’ 
By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK, NY (Aprit 8, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - Dwayne De Rosario has moved around a tot over his 

12-season Major League Soccer career. He has prayed for five teams - San Jose, Houston, Toronto, Hew York and DC - 

during that span. His jersey and home address may have changed over the years, but a few things remained a constant. 

When it comes to describing De Rosario, a few adjectives immediatety come to mind: consistent, dutch, hard working. 

Indeed, the attacking midfietder is art those things. Throughout his career, De Rosario has consistentty been one of the 

League’s best prayers, using his hard-working attitude and dutch performances to churn out goats. De Rosario is 

currently the seventh on the tist of art-time Major League Soccer scorers with 100 goats in 302 games prayed. 

After suffering an injury tast year, the 34-year-otd DC United prayer said he wants to make 2013 another memorabte 

season for himsetf and his team. Last year, DC United got within a game of the MLS Cup Finat, tosing to the Houston 

Dynamo in the Eastern Conference Finats. 

"We can certainty match what we did tast season. There is no reason why we can’t get that far (this season) or win it," 

De Rosario said. Read More 

CONCACAF U-17s: USA 3 - Haiti 0 
The United States beat Haiti 3-0 on Sunday to open their group pray schedute in the CONCACAF Under-17 Championship 

in Panama. Christopher Lema opened the scoring from the penatty spot in the 26th minute and scored again in the 73rd. 

Ahinga Setemani made it 3-0 in the 86th. The USA pray Guatemata on Thursday (7pm ET - Fox Soccer) to finish out the 

group stage. 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League in UEFA 
and CONCACAF resumes 
It’s the second tegs in the Champions League in UEFA and CONCACAF. In UEFA, Fox Soccer has Gatatasaray - Rear Madrid 

with Rear up 3-0 at the quarterfinat stage. Fox Soccer Ptus has Borussia Dortmund - Mataga atso at 2:30pm (Spm on Fox 

Soccer) with the series scoretess. CONCACAF Champions League semifinat on Fox Soccer: Santos Laguna - Seattte at 8pm 

with Santos reading 1-0. All Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 
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Section 2: Bayern Sprints to Title; Dempsey: Getting Tense at Tottenham 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ April& 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Records Fall as Bayern Sprints to German Title 
Deutsche-Welle                                                                                             ~ 

As expected, Bayem Munich lifted its 22rid Bundesliga title over the weekend with a 1-0 win at Eintracht 

Frankfurt. VWth six games still to play, the Bavarian giant has won the league at a canter; it is currently 20 points 

ahead of second-place Borussia Dortmund, last year’s Bundesliga champion. 

Perhaps the highest praise for Bayern’s players and staff came from President Uli Hoeness: "In all the many years 

I have been with Bayern Munich, I can’t remember us ever winning the title so clearly and commandingly." Hoeness 

himself won the Bundesliga three times in the early 1970s. 

Just how dominant was Bayern this season? According to Deutsche-Welle, the victory at Frankfurt was the club’s 

13th win away from home, a record. Twelve of those were shutouts -- the previous record was nine. With 18 

shutouts so far this season, Bayern only needs two more to beat yet another league record. It is also on track to 

beat the previous goal differential record of +64 (its current goal difference is +66) as well as the previous record of 

fewest goals conceded in a season (21), with just 13 goals conceded so far. As the report says, this season will be 

a tough act to follow for Pep Guardiola, who takes over as head coach after dupp Neynckes steps down on June 

30. 

Meanwhile, the Bundesliga record-breaker is also still alive in the German Cup and UEFA Champions League, both 

of which resume this week. Bayern goalkeeper Manuel Neuer has said it will be a disappointing season if the club 

only wins the German league title, a sentiment that has been echoed by several club officials. 

- Read the whole story... 

Dempsey: It’s Getting Tense at White Hart Lane 
Sky Sports 

The tension is getting noticeably thick at VVhite Hart Lane, Tottenham forward Clint Dempsey said after Spurs’ 2-2 

draw against Everton in the English Premier League on Sunday. The North London club is chasing both Europa 

League glory as well as a place in next season’s UEFA Champions League, and supporters, who have witnessed 

late season collapses from Spurs in the past, are creating a tense atmosphere inside in the stadium, the American 

said. 

"That’s the way it’s kind of been the last few games at home It’s been tense. I’ve felt like that’s how the atmosphere 

has been," Dempsey said. "1 don’t know if it has been affecting performances. It’s been noticeable, in the last three 

home games." Spurs recorded two draws and a loss in its last three home games in all competitions. 

"It’s a little bit more stressful but it’s a good stress," Demspey added. "At least we"re pushing to try to get that 

[Champions League] spot. It"s going to come to the end and, hopefully, we have enough character to get the job 

done." 

Spurs currently occupies the fourth and final Champions League spot in the EPL standings, two points ahead of 

fifth-place Arsenal, but it has played one game more than both third-place Chelsea and the Gunners. If Arsenal and 

Chelsea win their remaining games, Tottenham would not qualify for the Champions League. 

Manchester United on Sunday signed a new sponsorship deal with insurance giant Aon estimated at close to $230 

million. The eight-year deal starts July 1 and will include posting the company’s logo on United’s training uniform as 

well as the naming rights to its Carrington training center. Aon also sponsors United’s game-day uniform, but 

General Motor Co.’s Chevrolet division will take that sponsorship over in 2014, in a seven-year deal worth $559 

million. 

To secure the new sponsorship deal with Aon, United bought out its previous training uniform sponsorship -- werth 

about $65 million -- with express shipping company DHL so it could sell the rights for more cash. While Carrington 



will be officially renamed, the club said it has no plans to sell the naming rights to its home stadium. "Old Trafford 

will not be sold," Ed Woodward, United"s executive vice chairman, said. 

United, which plays second-place Manchester City at Old Trafford on Monday, has a comfortable 15-point lead at 

the top of the English Premier League table. The club, which recently listed on the New York Stock Exchange, 

became the most expensive sports franchise in the world, according to Forbes, with an enterprise value of $3.3 

billion. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Rona~dinho believes former club Paris Saint-Germain is becoming "more and more like a dream team" and that the 

only major star missing from its squad is the two-time World Player of the Year himself. 

Now 33, Ronaldinho made his PSG debut in 2001 and stayed at the club for two years. "Paris is in my heart, 

because it’s the first team I played for in Europe," the Brazil international told French TV station TF1. "Now, PSG is 

one of the strongest teams in the world. There are a lot of great players and many of my Brazilian friends playing 

there. It’s fantastic to see PSG like that. It’s starting to become like a dream team. There’s only me missing!" PSG is 

currently seven points ahead of second-place Marseille in Ligue 1 and is still alive in both the French Cup and 

UEFA Champions League. 

After PSG, Ronaldinho famously transferred to Barcelona, where he won two La Liga titles, the UEFA Champions 

League and two consecutive FIFA World Player of the Year awards in five seasons. He transferred to AC Milan in 

2008, but endured a frustrating two-and-a-half years before returning to his native Brazil. The 2002 World Cup 

winner has been reborn at current club Atletico Mineiro, which he recently guided to the Copa Libertadores Round 

of 16. 

’q’d like to win the Brazilian league and the Copa Libertadores, which I didn’t win before I went to Europe," 

Ronaldinho said. "That’s why I came back here." His performances have also earned him a recall to Luiz Felipe 

Scolari’s Brazil squad. ’Dinho wore the captain’s armband for Brazil over the weekend as it crushed Bolivia 4-0 in a 

charity match. 

- Read the whole story... 

Be~itez: ~ Have More Support Than You Thi~k 
La Marca 

In an interview with La Marca, Rafael Benitez says he has more support amongst the Chelsea faithful than the 

sometimes-hostile atmosphere at Stamford Bridge would have you think, and even though the Spaniard will be 

departing at the end of the season, he is proud of the job he and his staff have done under extremely difficult 

circumstances. 

Despite the boos and negative chants the former Liverpool boss receives at nearly every Chelsea home game, 

Benitez says, "People are very civil to me out on the streets. Many Blues fans stop me and tell me to keep on 

plugging away and not to listen to the critics. I have a lot more day-to-day support than is shown, and people think. 

"We are doing a great job," he adds. "With three matches a week, it’s impossible to have an ideal physical, tactical 

and strategic training system. We have already played 63 official games this season, nine a month. We are in the 

semifinals of the FA Cup, in the quarterfinals of the Europa League, and third in the Premier League. Meeting our 

objectives." 

All this, he points out, with a squad that "is a bit thin in some areas." The former La Liga and UEFA Champions 

League winner describes the Blues as a side "in transition," moving away from legends like Didier Drogba and 

Frank Lampard while trying to embrace the new, "more technical" talents of Eden Hazard, Juan Mata, Oscar and 

Victor Moses. 

- Read the whole story_. 
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Soccer America Confidential: Sporting Kansas City joins the top tier 

Sporting Kansas City joins the top tier 
By Ridge Mahoney 

A schedule lightened up by postponements to accommodate Concacaf schedules for Seattle and Los Angeles still 

provided opportunities for three teams to post their first wins of the season. 

Bottom-tier teams Colorado, Portland and Chicago all got into the win column, leaving only the Sounders sans a victory. Their 

game against Chivas USA and the Galaxy-Impact match have been shifted to Sept. 4 and Oct. 16, respectively. 

None of the top-tier teams won, leaving the league’s only unbeaten team, the Galaxy, atop the heap. Sporting Kansas City 

beat D.C. United with a late goal to move into the top shelf, and Real Salt Lake’s loss in Colorado dropped it into the bottom 

group. 

Week 6 Soccer America MLS Power Rankings 

Rank TEAM (W-L-T) Last Week 

1. LOS ANGELES (2-0-2), 1. 

2. FC DALLAS (4-1-1), 3. 

3. HOUSTON (3-2-0), 2. 

4. MONTREAL (4-1-0), 4. 

5. CHIVAS USA (3-1-1), 5. 

6. SPORTING KANSAS CITY (3-1-2), 7. 

7. SAN JOSE (2-2-2), 6. 

8. PHILADELPHIA (2-2-1), 8. 

9. VANCOUVER (2-2-1), 11. 

10. COLUMBUS (2-1-2), 9. 

11. D.C UNITED (1-3-1), 10. 

12. REAL SALT LAKE (2-3-1), 12. 

13. TORONTO (1-2-2), 13. 

14. PORTLAND (1-1-3), 16. 

15. NEW ENGLAND (1-2-1), 15. 

16. COLORADO (1-3-2), 18. 

17. CHICAGO (1-3-1), 19. 

18. NEWYORK (1-3-2), 14. 



19. SEATTLE (0-3-1), 17. 

(Bye: New England. Postponed: Chivas USA-Seattle, Los Angeles-Montreal.) 

THE BEST. Road points are precious commodities yet still FC Dallas is disappointed about leaving BMO Field with just one 

via a 2-2 tie despite claiming a 2-0 lead on goals by Andrew Jacobson and Bias Perez. Drenched by heavy rains at JELD- 

WEN Field, Houston’s attack petered out in the second half as its defense conceded t~vice in a 2-0 Timbers win. 

SKC’s track record with Designated Players is spotty but it may have hit the jackpot with Argentine Claudio Bieler. He 

smacked home a feed from substitute Soony Saad, whose strip-search of Marcos Sanchez set up the chance, for his fourth 

goal in MLS and a 1-0 defeat of D.C. United. 

THE MIDDLE. A splendid shot into the top corner by Chris Wondolowski gave way to a Whitecaps’ equalizer scored while 

forward Alan Gordon and defender Victor Bernardez were off the field changing their shoes. No kidding. The Goonies’ last- 

minute magic laid siege to former Quakes keeper Joe Cannon but couldn’t break the 1-1 tie. 

Philly kept its spot above Columbus by getting its first point in Crew Stadium with a 1-1 tie that featured a Jack Mclnerney 

goal. Dominic Oduro’s equalizer extended the Crew’s unbeaten run at home to 11 games (7-0-4), though it has yet to win 

there this season. The ’Caps needed extraordinary circumstances, Corey Hertzog’s goal, and desperate defending to escape 

Buck Shaw Stadium with a point. But escape they did. 

THE REST. United succumbed in the 89th minute in Kansas City, RSL fell behind early in Commerce City and never caught 

up. Toronto rallied again at home to get a point, this time getting goals from Justin Braun and Darel Russell in the final six 

minutes to tie FCD. Portland broke out the rain gear and its Rain Man, Ryan Johnson, who scored twice in a downpour to 

short-circuit the Dynamo. Portland overcame injuries that sidelined Diego Valeri and David Horst during a rough-and-tumble 

first half. 

Atiba Harris’ goal in the fifth minute and the net-work of keeper Clint Irwin that included a penalty-kick stop of Alvaro 

Saborio got the Rapids out of limbo, 1-0, at the expense of RSL. Two goals by well-traveled striker Maicon Santos, one of 

them set up by fellow goalscorer Daniel Paladini, sparked the Fire to its first victory, 3-1 over the Red Bulls. 

A Seattle-New York MLS Cup is looking less and less likely, even with seven more months of season to go. Tim Cahill 

nodded back a cross that Brandon Barklage relayed to Jamison Olave, whose spectacular overhead kick floated into the top 

corner. Otherwise, the Red Bulls were full value for their 3-1 thumping and refused to be inspired by Chris Rolfe’s missed 

penalty kick. 
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Boston Breakers unveil opening day roster 

i~ii Breake~ Banner 

18-player roster set for Sunday’s season opener 

After several months of preparation by the coaching staff and six weeks of 
intense training on the field by the players, the Boston Breakers are set to open 

the 2013 National Women’s Soccer League season. Breakers Head Coach Lisa 

Cole has announced her 18-player roster set for Sunday’s opener against the 

Washington Spirit. 
This year"s Breakers team has a whole new look, one that includes three-time 

Olympic gold medalist Heather O’Reilly, 2012 Olympic gold medalist Sydney 

Leroux, Canadian bronze medalist defender Rhian Wilkinson, returning 

Breakers defender and Olympic gold medalist Cat Whitehill, and 2012’s 
dangerous duo of Australian striker Kyah Simon and third-year Breaker Katie 

Schoepfer, who combined for 19 goals and eight assists a year ago. 

"I think our roster has come together nicely," Cole said. "I am just excited to see 

this team continue to improve and develop. Every time we have gotten the 

chance to play, we have become more familiar with each other and the system. I 
want us to take on the challenges (Sunday’s) game brings and to go out and 

give our fans a fun opening day win." 

To see the entire 18-player opening day roster, visit our team 2013 roster 

page. 
The Breakers open the inaugural NWSL season this Sunday night (April 14) at 

Dilboy Stadium in Somerville against the Washington Spirit. Tickets are selling 

fast, and a sellout is expected. To purchase tickets, visit 

www.breakerstickets.com or call 617-945-1704. 

Time is running out on 
Breakers video project 

We’re approaching full time and you 

can make the difference to help us 

reach our goal to fund: "Beautiful; 
Teaching Girls Soccer the Boston 

Breakers Way," an innovative 

video series to help young girls 

learn the beautiful game, 

There are only 4 days left to raise 
the needed money to fund this 

project! If we don’t get fully funded 

by ~.0:30 a,m. this Friday, April 
12, the project will not be made. 

"Beautiful: Teaching Girls Soccer the 

Boston Breakers Way" will explore 

the unique characteristics of the 

young female athlete, and examine 
proactive approaches to teaching 

Sign up for Breakers clinic 
hosted by Newton Girls Soccer 

The Boston Breakers will hold a four-day 

development clinic, hosted by Newton Girls 

Soccer, over April vacation. Running from April 
16-19 (9 a.m. to 12 p.m.), the clinic will be run 

by experienced coaches and Boston Breakers 

players. 

The coaching staff will use a curriculum 

designed to develop players of all ages and 

abilities. The clinic costs $175, and to 
register, visit www,newtongirlssoccer,org. 

The registration cost not only gets you into 

the four-day clinic, it includes a ticket to a 
Boston Breakers home game, T-shirt, and 

other great giveaways! 



girls the game the right way and to 

avoiding pitfalls like injuries and 

burnout. 
To contribute to the project, visit 

Beautiful Kickstarter pacle and 
help make this innovative and 
groundbreaking project come to life! 

We thank you for the support, 

2"~4 Lincol~ S~eet i Sui~ 304 i Aiisto~ 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, April 9, 2013 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League second-leg quanterfinals games are on Tuesday and Wednesday .... MLS teams face 

Concacaf Champions League semifinal, second-leg games against Mexican foes on Tuesday and Wednesday .... 

The U.S. women face the Netherlands in a Tuesday friendly. 

(All ~irnes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, April 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-MALAGA (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-SEATTLE (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-MALAGA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-MALAGA (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores TOLIMA-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-SEATTLE (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-MALAGA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-SEATTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Friendly NETHERLANDS-USA (live) 1 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, April t 0 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores TIJUANA-MILLONARIOS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 6:30 pm= 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVISlON 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 



UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

THUrSDaY, Ap~’il 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KPZ.AN-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-FENERBACHE (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (delay) 7 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores PALMEIRAS-LIBERTAD (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores OLIMPIA-NEWELLS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pro. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-FENERBACHE (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO-HONDURAS (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf U=17 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, April "~2: 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 6 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-BIRMINGHAM CITY (live) 2:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-TOLUCA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS-QUERETARO (live) 10:30 pro. 

SATURDAY, April 

ESPN2 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am, 

England EVERTON-QPR (delay) Neon. 

England ASTON VlLLA-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 1 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 2 TBD (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 



France TROYES-PSG (live) 11 am. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-COLUMBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm, 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WlGAN (live) Noon. 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 1 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U=17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 2 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-TBA (live) 3 am. 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (live) 9 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA4VlANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France NICE-SOCHAUX (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (live) 9 pm. 

UNI[v~S 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup CHELSEA4VlANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

TBA 
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Section 1: PSG visits Barca with Messi in doubt; Revs’ Alston taI:es leave ruth treatable form of leukemia 

What They’re Saying 

"It wasn’t our fault two 

players left the field at the 

same time" 

-- Vancouver coach Martin 

Rennie, whose team’s goal 

in a 1-1 tie with San Jose 

came after two Quakes, 

Alan Gordon and Victor 

Bernardez, left the field to 

change their cleats. Quakes 

coach FrankYallop was livid 

that referee Fotis Bazakos 

didn’t immediately wave 

them back on. (.Vancouver 

Today’s News - Tuesday, April 9, 2013             ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Game to Watch: PSG visits Barcelona with Messi in 
doubt                                                ~ 
by Samuel Charles 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The first leg between Barcelona and Paris St. 

Germain ended with PSG snatching a 2-2 tie during the dying seconds in Paris as Lionel Messi 

could only watch, nursing an injured hamstring. With a semifinal berth on the line at the Camp 

Nou Wednesday, and one team about to be eliminated, all eyes remain on La Pulga. - Read the 

whole story 

Revs’ Alston takes leave with treatable form of leukemia 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ MLS All-Star Kevin Alston has been diagnosed with chronic myelogenous 

leukemia (CML), a rare but treatable form of leukemia, and has taken an indefinite leave of 

absence from the New England Revolution to undergo treatment that is not expected to require 

hospitalization. - Read the whole story 

MLS clubs face long odds 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Following losses at home, MLS clubs Seattle and Los 

Angeles face long odds in the second legs of the Concacaf Champions League semifinals on the 

road in Mexico. The Seattle Sounders trail Santos, 1-0, while the Galaxy carries a 2-1 deficit into 

the return game against two=time defending champion Monterrey at the Estadio Tecnologico. - 

Read the whole story 

Good Monday for U.S. internationals 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Five Americans - four senior internationals, plus German-American 

youngster John Anthony Brooks - played on Monday, and none lost. Maurice Edu’s Bursaspor 

got an important 3-0 win over Besiktas, while Michael Bradley returned to the Roma starting 

lineup in its 1-1 tie with Lazio in their Rome derby. For all the action ... - Read the whole story 

Openin~l day rosters 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL1 National Women’s Soccer League teams announced their opening day rosters for the 

inaugural season that begins this weekend. Teams can carry a maximum of 20 players, though 

not all rosters announced on Monday contained the maximum. For all the rosters ... - Read the 

whole story 

Chelsea players dip in blue ,qoo to sell you stuff 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Things got messy when several of Chelsea’s most prominent players 

were drenched in gallons of blue paint to film a new adidas commercial aimed at selling next 

year’s jersey to Blues fans sight unseen. - Read the whole story 
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Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League in UEFA 
and CONCACAF resumes 
It’s the second tegs in the Champions League in UEFA and CONCACAF. In UEFA, Fox Soccer has Gatatasaray - Rear Madrid 

with Rear up 3-0 at the quarterfinat stage. Fox Soccer Ptus has Borussia Dortmund - Mataga atso at 2:30pm (Spm on Fox 

Soccer) with the series scoretess. CONCACAF Champions League semifinat on Fox Soccer: Santos Laguna - Seattle at 8pm 

with Santos reading 1-0. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We want many things to happen, but definitety we want the Rocky Mountain Cup back." Colorado Rapids 

coach Oscar Pareja. 

National Teamers Abroad: Rome Derby 
Michael Bradley started for Roma in their 1-1 Rome derby draw with Lazio on Monday. Hernanes put Lazio up in the 
16th minute. He missed a penatty to doubte that read in the 49th. Roma’s Francesco Totti equatized from the penatty 
spot seven minutes tater to sprit the points. 

"It was a great night, just a shame about the resutt," Roma coach Auretio Andreazzoti said. "1 was nervous in the buitd-up 
to the game because the derby doesn’t come around that often. But once it got going I enjoyed it. I got a bit of a fright 
when they had that penatty which coutd have put them 2-0 up. It was good to see team’s reaction. It’s a pity we coutdn’t 
give the fans three points after the chances we had. Read More 

What Matters in Portland 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Apr 9, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - It doesn’t matter that Dominic Kinnear did not have 
two of his best attacking prayers, Oscar Boniek Garcia and Witt Bruin, avaitabte for setection. It doesn’t matter that 
Houston isn’t much for road games anyway, untess there’s a trophy or a MLS Cup finat berth on the tine. It doesn’t 
matter that it was pouring down rain on an artificiat surface, and that art of the tangibte advantages rested on the side 
of Cateb Porter’s home standing Timbers. For the purposes of this experiment, the one that’s suppose to transform 
Portland into a team capabte of more possession, more goats, and a better week-to-week outlook under the former 
Akron Zips maestro, everything about the Portland Timbers’ 2-0 victory over the defending Eastern Conference 
champions Houston Dynamo on Saturday night (save one horribte injury) was perfect. 



Most perfect of art wasn’t Ryan Johnson, despite the fact the Jamaican forward scored twice and earned himsetf an MLS 

Prayer of the Week award for the effort. Nor was it the corrective performance of the Portland defense, which kept 

Houston at bay art night with retative ease. It wasn’t two impromptu fitt-ins forced into action due to injury either, 

defender Andrew Jean-Baptiste (on for center back David Horst) and midfietder Khatif Athassan (on for Argentine 

ptaymaker Diego Vateri). It wasn’t even the stettar and dynamic pray of the etectric Dartington Nagbe, a star in the 

making beginning to show his vast potentiat beyond the occasionat hightight reet goat. With Vateri subbed off and At- 

Hassan on the wing, Nagbe shone in the middte of the fietd. 

No, most perfect of art was Cotombian Designated Prayer Diego Chara, who hardty missed a pass and set up Johnson’s 
second goat of the night with an inch-perfect cross in the 73rd minute. This might have been Chara’s best performance 
in a Timbers jerseys, a truty excettent 90 minutes that showed why he received a hefty contract from Portland two years 
ago as the team’s first-ever Designated Prayer. Through two seasons, he’s rarety showed that type of comptete game. If 
that’s the Diego Chara that the Timbers witt get under Cateb Porter, he’s primed to finatty rive up to the status. Read 

More 

Alston takes leave of absence from team - from Revotutionsoccer.net: "Kevin’s had a tremendous attitude since the 

diagnosis and his positivity is an inspiration for art of us." 

Pressure has risen at White Hart Lane, admits Clint Dempsey - from The Evening Standard’s Tom Cottomosse: "It’s 

been tense." 

Jurgen Klinsmann not concerned with Jozy Altidore’s scoring drought: ’The goals will come’ - from Goal.corn’s Alex 

Labidou: "he’s on a tremendous growing path and his upside is big." 

Sounders forget about friendship when facing Santos’ Herculez Gomez - from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: "but I’d 

be lying if I said we were happy when we lost and he scored." 

Red Bulls Rewind: The Middle Fails to Hold - from The NY Times’ Jack Bert: To say the Red Butts (1-3-2, 5 points) 

centrat defense faired woutd be a soaring understatement. 

Crew must pick up intensity - fast - from th Cotumbus Dispatch’s Adam Jardy: Warzycha was noncommittat about his 

tineup for the next game, which witt make for an interesting week of practice. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: More from the Champions 
League 
The Champions League continues in UEFA and CONCACAF. First up, Fox Soccer has Barcetona - PSG at 2:30pm with that 

series tied 2-2. Juventus - Bayern Munich is on Fox Soccer Ptus at 2:30pm (Spm on Fox Soccer) with Bayern reading 2-0. 

CONCACAF Champions League on Fox Soccer and Gatavision: Monterrey - LA at 10pm. Copa Libertadores on Fox 

Deportes: Tijuana - Mittonarios at 9pm. All Times Eastern 
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in the opponent’s 

interview by Mike Woitalla 

Under Coach Tab Ramos, the U.S. U-20s delivered one of the greatest tournament performances in U.S. national 

team history at the Concacaf U-20 Championship in Puebla, Mexico, earlier this year. The USA won four straight 

games, qualified for this summer’s U-20 World Cup, and in the final against Mexico - winner of the U-17 World 

Cup and third-place finisher at the U-20 World Cup two years ago -- took the host to overtime before falling, 3-1. 

We spoke to Ramos about his team’s experience in Mexico and his transtion from star player to coach. 

SOCCER AMERICA: Did you have a favorite memory from the tournament? 

TAB RAMOS: Not really. My favorite part of the whole trip was that the group was getting better as we left the tournament. 

Having played together for a few weeks, getting everyone got used to things the way we wanted to do them - I think the team 

improved and was playing well at the end, which is what you always want. I was really happy with that. 

SA: In the semifinal [a 2-0 win over Cuba] and final, eight of your starters in the field were Latinos. Is there any 

significance that we can draw from that? 

TAB RAMOS: I said from the beginning, before we went, that I was looking for players who were comfortable with the ball. And 

who want the ball at all times. Our next step was to pick the players who had the best fitness, who fit that profile. And that’s 

how the team ended up this time. 

If I’m around next cycle, I don’t know if there will end up being as many Latino players or not. Right now, if you look at our U- 

18 national team there’s not such a big percentage number of Latino players who are at the top of the game. During this cycle, 

it just happened that those were the players who fit the profile of the players that I wanted. 

SA: Do you see some of these U-20s being on the full national team in the near future? 

TAB RAMOS: Down the road ... that’s certainly a call that Jurgen [Klinsmann] would have to make. But as everyone saw, 

there are some talented players on the team. When they play with confidence, they’re good players. I think that they played in 

Mexico the last game, in front of 50,000 people, in a final for a trophy and did well - I think that’s something you have to look 

at as a real positive experience because it’s not just an average friendly game somewhere. For the guys who did well in that 

game, you certainly have to look at them as players who now have very good national team experience under their belt. 

[EditoFs note: Mexico’s team included six players from its 2011 Under-17 World Cup championship team.] 

SA: Where there players you were particularly impressed with? 

TAB RAMOS: In that game [final against Mexico], I think Benji Joya played well. Will Trapp played well. Shane O’Neill 

played well in the back. Jose Villarreal played well up front. But it’s hard to single people out because it was such a gt~at 

team effort. There wet~ good pieces in every part of the field that really made the whole thing work. Cody Cropper in goal 

made the right saves at the right time to keep us in the game. Obviously their goalkeeper did as well. 

I was very happy with the team. Certainly with Dillon Serna, a left-footed midfielder, playing right back in that game, and he 

did well So the end we had good players on the field who were willing to do whatever it took for the team and I think maybe all 

of them have a future. 

[Editor’s Note: Daniel Cuevas, a standout in earlier games, missed the final because of injury.] 

SA: What was your basic strategy going into games? 

TAB RAMOS: One of the things I tell the team is: "Look, we want to be aggressive. We want to play the game on the 

opposing team’s side of the field." 

That’s our goal every time. But we’re also prepared to weather the storm. There are times when you’re not playing well, or the 

other team has a special player you can’t stop for five or 10 minutes and you’re on your heels. 

Things are never going to be smooth for 90 minutes. It’s very difficult for that to happen with any team. 



I think you see with the team, even in the final, we pressed high and tried to win the game from the beginning to the last 

minute. We also went into the game knowing if we have to weather the storm, we pull into a 4-4-1-1 and this is how we do it. 

This is how we shift from side to side if we’re struggling. After that, you have to believe in the players on the field to get the job 

done, and sometimes that might not be good enough because another team is going to be better that day. 

SA: The quarterfinal against Canada [a 4-2 U.S, win after 2-1 and 1-0 wins over Haiti and Costa Rica] was the game 

that would determine qualification for this summer’s U-20 World Cup in Turkey. It was a particularly high-pressure 

game because the USA failed to qualify for the last U-20 World Cup. How did you cope with the pressure? 

TAB RAMOS: I felt good about the way we worked. We as a staff* talked to each other in the locker room and fortunately we 

had someone like Bob Gansler with us, who had experience at the highest level of the World Cup. 

[Editor’s note: Gansler coached the USA at the 1990 World Cup and to a fourth-place finish at the 1989 U-20 World Cup.] 

When he came up to me before the game in the locker room and shook my hand, and said to me: "Y’ou have these guys 

r~ady" = that’s all I needed to hear. At that point the result didn’t matter because I knew that as a staff we had done a good 

job. 

And now you have to wait and see what happens. And then you let the game play. The only things I did during the game was 

to make sur~ every time we scored we got back to midfield and get t~ady to get another. I didn’t want us to fall back into 

thinking now we have to start defending. 

SA: What impact has the U.S. Soccer Development Academy had on the U-20 national team program? 

TAB RAMOS: It plays a big role. We had players from the [2011] Development Academy champions Pateadores and the 

runner-up FC Dallas .... I think it’s playing a vital t~le for the development of these players. [Befor~ the Academy] after U-17 

residency these guys would go back to playing club ball where you’re playing four or five games in a weekend and training 

once or twice a week. Now it’s different. Now it’s more professional. 

[Editor’s Note: Of the 20 players on the qualifying toumament roster, 17 have ties to Academy clubs.] 

SA: After your long playing career, you started coaching at the youth level with your club [NJSA 04| in New Jersey 

a decade ago. Is there anything in particular you do differently than when you first started coaching? 

TAB RAMOS: Oh my God, I change things all the time. I’m not one to just stick to one thing. There’s a coach I always go 

back to - Xabier Azkargorta. Some of the things he said have had a great influence on me and one was, "It all depends." 

To answer a question in soccer in terms of tactics or preparation for a game, you always have to rely on the fact that "it all 

depends." 

It depends on the opponent. It depends on what players I have available for any one particular game. We have to change 

things all the time= 

As far as the coaching itself, I will tell you that one thing that doesn’t change for me is the fact that I like to have players on 

the field who want the ball, who are willing and realize they are going to make mistakes. But I want them to have the ball in 

any area of the field and I want them to be aggressive with the ball. That will never change with me. 

Sometimes we’ll be successful and sometimes we’ll fail, because that’s normal. 

SA: How much does being a successful player at the highest levels translate to coaching? 

TAB RAMOS: I had been wanting to coach for quite a few years and I started at the bottom and went up, always thinking in 

the back of my head what people always say: "If you have been a player at a higher level and you have done well, normally 

you can’t become a good coach." So I’ve been very conscious of the fact that maybe my chances might have been lower than 

someone else. Just because I heard that. 

But now that I’ve been coaching a while and feel comfortable with it, I really feel like I have an advantage. The fact that I had 

been to the U-20 qualifiers before [as a player], the fact that I’d been on the national team for a long time, and that I played in 

a lot of places whet~ the players I have would like to get to - those are all advantages as long as your preparation for the 

game and your dedication to each game is good. 

And I don’t take anything for granted. 

SA: What advice did you give your players after the tournament? 

TAB RAMOS: After we lost to Mexico, I told the players: 

’q’his has been a great experience for us. Obviously, we wanted to win the game. We fell a little bit short. But you played that 

game in front of 50,000 people and you put yourself in that situation where you could win the game, which is all you can do, 

and we did that, we had our opportunities to win. This is a great experience for some of you guys - hopefully all of you - when 

you get an opportunity to play in World Cup qualifiers down the road. 

"But now this game means nothing if you can’t put yourself in the same environment that you had tonight. If you can’t put 

yourself in that environment everyday you go to practice. Now that you have that experience under your belt, you have to be 

thinking about wanting to get to that moment again and t~live it everyday. That’s how I think you get better." 



* Staff." Ramos was assisted at the Concacaf U-20 Championship by Brian Bliss, goalkeeper coach Russell Payne, and Tom 

Dooley. 
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draws 41,000 

By Paul Kennedy 

Saturday’s Colorado-Real Salt Lake game on NBC Sports Network averaged 41,000 viewers, the smallest 

audience for an MLS game on the network this season and the third smallest audience on the network in its two 

years of MLS coverage. 

NBCSN drew average audiences of 40,000 and 39,000 for two regular-season games in 2012. It averaged 119,000 viewers for 

40 regular-season games for its first-season of MLS coverage, up from the average of 68,000 viewers for the MLS’s final 

season on FOX Soccer. 

The weekend’s other English-language national broadcast - ESPN2’s Chicago-New York game on Sunday - drew an average 

of 157,000 viewers. 

NBC Sports Network, 2013 MLS Viewers 

209,000 Seattle-Portland (Mamh 16) 

107,000 Houston-D.C. United (March 2) 

t00,000 New York-Philadelphia (Mamh 30) 

97,000 D.C. United-Columbus (March 23) 

95,000 *Real Salt-Lake-Seattle (Feb. 23) 

82,000 Sporting KC-Chicago (March 16) 

79,000 Chicago-New England (March 9) 

41,000 Colorado=Real Salt Lake (April 6) 

*Tucson Diamond Cup final. 

ESPN2, 2013 MLS Viewers 

221,000 Portland-New York (Mamh 3) 

179,000 San Jose-New York (March 10) 

157,000 Chicago-New York (April 7) 

t08,000 FC Dallas-Houston (March 17) 

THORNS SIGN JERSEY SPONSOR. Providence Health & Services will be the primary jersey sponsor of the NWSL’s Portland 

Thorns FC for the women’s league’s inaugural season. Providence Health & Services will also be the presenting sponsor in the 

multi-year deal. Both home and away jerseys also feature a secondary sponsor logo from local retailer Parklane Mattresses 

on the back of the jersey. Nike is the Thorns’ sports appat~l manufacturer. 

SAMPDORIA TO LAUNCH CAMP PROGRAMS. Sampdoria’s Settore Giovanile - its academy program - will partner with 

U.S. and Canadian youth clubs through a partnership with Global Image Sports. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League second-leg quarterfinals continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday, Monterrey 

hosts the Los Angeles Galaxy in a Concacaf Champions League semifinal, second-leg game. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-MILLONARIOS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pro. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-LOS ANGELES (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-FENERBACHE (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores PALMEIRAS-LIBERTAD (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores OLIMPIA-NEWELLS (live) 8:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship MEXICO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-FENERBACHE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship MEXICO-HONDURAS (live) 8 pm. 



Concacaf U-I 7 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 6 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-BIRMINGHAM CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 9:30 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS-QUERETARO (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 7:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

England EVERTON-QPR (delay) Noon. 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 1 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U=17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 2 TBD (live) 9 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

France TROYES-PSG (live) 11 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy ATALANTA-FIORENTINA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WIGAN (live) Noon= 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England CARDIFF CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 10 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-DEPORTIVO (live) Noon. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay LIVERPOOL-NACIONAL (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PIRACICABA (live) 5:30 pro. 

Mexico CELAYA-DORADOS (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France TROYES-PSG (live) 11 am. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm, 

Mexico SAN LUIS-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 



MLS MONTREAL-COLUMBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WlGAN (live) Noon. 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship QUARTERFINAL 1 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 2 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-TBA (live) 3 am. 
England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (live) 9 pm= 

BelN SPORT 

Spain TBA (live) 8 am. 

France LYON-TOULOUSE (live) 11 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CAGLIARI-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-GRANADA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm, 

italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay EL TANQUE SISLEY-PENAROL (live) 2 pm. 

Brazil LINENSE-CORINTHIANS (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-ARSENAL (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France NICE-SOCHAUX (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

Concacaf U=17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (live) 9 pm. 

UNII~S 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 



BelN SPORT 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-CELTA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-CELTA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, April 10, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <soccemmericadaibQ@socceramerica.com~ 

~Vednesday, April 10, 2013 7:27 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Comeback for "the ages in UCL; Seattle ti~lls short in Mexico 

What They’re Saying 

"The reality for us is that we 

have to score two goals any 

way you slice it, if we’re 

going to advance. We could 

still score two goals and not 

advance, but if we don’t 

score two goals we have no 

chance of advancing." 

-- The Galaxy’s Landon 

Donovan does the math on 

his team’s Concacaf 

Champions League 

semifinal, second leg on 

Wednesday at Monterrey, 

which won the first leg, 2-1. 

(Because of its two away 

goals, Monterrey would 

advance with a 1-0 loss in 

the second leg.) 

(.M LSSoccer. co m) 

Today’s News ~ Wednesday, April 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Comeback for the ages 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Delirium set over Westfalenstadion, one of the great 

temples of European soccer, late on Tuesday evening. Borussia Dortmund twice fell 

behind unfancied Spanish club Malaga, 2=1, and the German champs looked to be the unlucky 

losers of this year’s UEFA Champions League. But goals by Marco Reus and Felipe Santana 

in the 91st and 93rd minutes off goalmouth scrambles turned sure elimination into qualification for 

the semifinals with a 3-2 victory and sent the Dortmund players to the high fences, which they 

climbed to celebrate with their fans. - Read the whole story 

Close but no cigar for resilient Sounders 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The Seattle Sounders are out of the Concacaf Champions 

League, but they sure made it a lot more exciting than anyone could have imagined. After losing 

the first leg at home, 1-0, the Sounders looked doomed when Darwin Quintero scored on a free 

kick in the 21st minute. But sub Lamar Neagle’s goal in the 73rd minute triggered a furious 

finish in which another Seattle goal would have sent the MLS club through to the semifinals. The 

1-1 final score sent Santos into the championship series for the second year in a row. - Read the 

whole story 

Press double leads Americans to impressive win 
by Paul Kennedy 

[NETHERLANDS-USA]Christen Press scored two more goals and helped set up Tobin Heath 

for the third goal as the USA beat the Netherlands, 3-1, to complete its European tour. Press’ 

goals give her six in her first seven national team appearances, all this year. The USA improved 

its unbeaten streak to 31 games with the win. - Read the whole story 

Carnell resigns as Reign FC GM 
by Soccer America 

[NWSLJ Less than a week before the start of the 2013 season, Amy Carnell resigned as the 

general manager of the NWSL’s Seattle Reign. Reign FC appointed head coach Laura Harvey, 

who came to the club from Arsenal Ladies, to th role of general manager in place Carnell, who 

resigned her position for personal reasons. Carnell, the club’s first employee, had come to the 

club from the Seattle Sounders Women of the W-League, whom Reign FC had beaten out for the 

Seattle NWSL rights. - Read the whole story 

Zlatan: ’1 am not a bad boy. But if you want, I am’ 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: An Ibra=View]Zlatan Ibrahirnovic sat down for a fascinating interview with CNN on 

the eve of Paris St. Germain’s Champions League showdown in Barcelona. The enigmatic 

Swedish striker candidly discussing his time at the Camp Nou, Pep Guardiola, Lionel Messi, 

and how David Beckham’s arrival altered scooter traffic in Paris. - Read the whole story 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <soccerontv@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 4:28 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, April 11, 2013 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Thursday, the USA faces Guatemala in qualifying play for the U-17 World Cup.... Also, Europa League 

quarterfinal, second-leg games. 

(All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, April ’~ 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-FENERBACHE (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (delay) 7 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores PALMEIRAS-LIBERTAD (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores OLIMPIA-NEWELLS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO=HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-FENERBACHE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 3 pro. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO=HONDURAS (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-GUATEMALA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League NEWCASTLE-BENFICA (live) 3 pro. 

FRIDAY, April ~2 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 6 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-BIRMINGHAM CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 9:30 am. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS-QUERETARO (live) 10:30 pm. 



ESPN2 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

England EVERTON-QPR (delay) Noon. 

England ASTON VlLLA-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 1 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 2 TBD (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France TROYES-PSG (live) 11 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy ATALANTA-FIORENTINA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England CARDIFF CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 10 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-DEPORTIVO (live) Noon. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay LIVERPOOL-NACIONAL (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PIRACICAEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Mexico CELAYA-DORADOS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TROYES-PSG (live) 11 am. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm, 

Mexico SAN LUIS-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-COLUMBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 1 TED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 2 TED (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

April 

ESPN2 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER 



Australia CENTRAL COAST-TBA (live) 3 am. 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (live) 9 pm= 

BelN SPORT 

Spain TBA (live) 8 am. 

France LYON-TOULOUSE (live) 11 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CAGLIARI-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-GRANADA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm, 

Italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay EL TANQUE SISLEY-PENAROL (live) 2 pm. 

Brazil LINENSE-CORINTHIANS (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-ARSENAL (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France NICE-SOCHAUX (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship QUARTERFINAL 3 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship QUARTERFINAL 4 TBD (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-CELTA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-CELTA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, April 11,2013 
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FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Seccer Prayers Newstetti!v <new!~Ietterce~usnst:D~.com> 

Thursday, AprR 11. 201:} 11:50 &~4 

Do~rance~ Mbert A IV <anson6~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Apr 11. 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 1 t, 2Ot 3 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Europa League and 
CONCACAF ChampionsNp 

the CONCAC/aF U..17 Championship, d~e USA prays Guatemata at 7pro on Fox Soccer (6:30pro on LIni\dsion Depo~ tes, 

,~,¢exico - Honduras is on Univision Deportes at 9pro. 

The second-legs of the Europa League quarterfinats on Fox Soccer: Rubin Kazan - Chefsea at ’i2~om with Che[se~ leading 
3-1, Base~ - Spurs at 2:;}{}pm w~th the series t:k~d 2-2, and Lazk) ~ Fenerbache at 5pro with Fenerbache up 2-0. Fox 

Soccer P[us has Newcastle - 8enfJca at 2:30pro with Benfica ~eadmg 3-1. 

Cope Libertadol’es on Fox Deportes: Patmeiras ¯ Libertad at 6pro and Otimpia ¯ Newett’s Otd Boys at 8:?0pro. Alt Tin*ms 

Their Words 

"We fett into each other’s arms after U~is unbetievabte game~ Footbatt showed both sides of its face, 

bitterty d}sappointed defeated and the ove~ioyed winners/’ Borussia Dortmund manager Jurgen Kiopp, 

USA Move to 28th in April 2013 FIFA Ranking 

The United States moved up five places ~o 28th in ~he F[FA Wor’[d RanMng released on Thursday. 
The USA beat Costa Rice and drew with Mexico in CONCACAF Wor[d Cup QuatJfying during the 
rarddngs period, g~exico move up a spot to 14th, ~Mth Panama at 38th, Costa Rice at 47th, 
Honduras at 52~d, and Jamaica at 53rd. F~FA announce next month"s ~ankings on May 9~h~ TOP 
TWENTY 

CCL: Monterrey Knocks Out Galaxy 
The Los Angetes Gataxy’s CONC/aCAF Champions League run ended at the semifinat stage in Mexico, tosing to Monterrey 

1-0 on the n}~J.,ht and 3-I on aggregate. Fiefding a competitive fmeu~b B~uce Arena’s squad had moments where at least a 

goat seemed tikety. Instead, it was b,¢on~errey’s Mdo De bligl’is scoring in the 81st minu~.e ~.o seat U~e resuI.L Read More 

The SuperLiga, Champions League, and CONCACAF 
Club Soccer 

[~y J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Apt 1 t, 20i 3) US Soccer Prayers -. As we do as expected with the churn of wo~fd 

seecer a~x] i~x~i~ted]atety qx)ve e~ to ~:he ~:uropa League ~nd ~A, he[her of f~et we ~e~: ~:ebntFy~!;pecifh:: ~x~eet]ngs ~n the 

Champions League sern}Rna~s, ~t mNht be wortl’, considering the status of the CONCACAF Champions League. 

inve~vernent ended th~s week w~th the exits ef Sea~:t~e and Les Angeles) bbt the bigger }:dcture que!;t~ot~ rernah~s - what 

do P~L5 fans I’ea[[y make of th~s toul’nament? 

It wasn’t so tong ago that ,~lajor League Socce~ looked at an obvious trend in the United SLates and responded with Lhe~r 

ewn ~:eurnan~ent. "[’he ~tlpe~ [.~a, designed ~:e (:ap~b~h ze on ~he ~ntere~d: in ~,A~:<~(:an clubs, h~ theot~/~ ~ wa!;~t a {~ad ~dea. 

Rather than the same ~riendty schedu[e, make [[~e ~ames counL and involve &iLS Learns. If iL works, it cl’ea[es a polity 

between the two leagues and sorneth}sg to look forward to during the summer tourm~ 3easom 

We know how the story ended. The SuperLiga was unable to answer the parity quest}ore the fans didn*t seem to care 

one way or the other, and P, LS quickty shut it down with the ~ evamping of the CORCACAF Champions League~ TNs 

’season,’ the Champions League ~ooked a tot ~ike the Superkiga. ACexico’s ki~a ~X and ~ALS sp[itth~g the semifinals. 

{)l.aying Barnes that cou~[ against ,~AexR:an c[u[)s h~ the Uni~:ed States. and hephx~ that this tour~la~x~ent Rna[I.y catches 

om Read Nore 

Team America, the NASL, and the US National 



Team 

Tom Dunmore - CHIC/~GO~ IL <Mar 2§, 2013) US Soccer P~ayers .. On Apd~ 8~ ~983. Te~m America .. a dub skte h~ the 

No~th Amerk~an Socce~ League composed of ~ead~n~ Amerk~an p~ayers - p~ayed ~ts one and oMy ~nternat~ona[ ~anle~ a i-0 

win over Haiti. ~n the 100 years of US $occer~ d~e Team America concept and its execution stands as one o~ the 

strangest episodes in the nation’s soccer history, 

The idea for Team America came from NASL President Howard Samueis aimed at prepa~in~ the Nationa{ Team for the 

1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles and qua[liiyin~ ior the 1986 World Cup. 

In the short-Eerm~ "Team America was on the Iace of it a ~aXufe, Durh~!~ ~e 19~3 NASL seasorb the team k)st Ewk:e as 
many games as it won (i0-20b concedh~f~ 54 goals and scoring ~3, wkd[e tinishin$ bottom of the Southern Division, 

~ehind ~he "[’8mpa Bay Rowdies, Fete Lauderda~e SErikers and evenEua[ NASL charnl:dons Ehat season. ~e "Tb~s8 

Roughnecks, Yet it perhaps had a better chance at succeedin~ than has been credited since. 

Team America’s ow~er was RoberE LiiEo~, a New York businessman recruited by NASL President Howard Samueis 

the ~eam out of RFK Stadium hi Washin~Eon D(L AI.[ ~he team’s players ~’,,ere t:o be American citizens who had net: 

represented anothe~ countly internationally previous[y~ 

Its American p[aye~ s wou{d come fl’om other NASL Eeams. who wou{d loan Team America d~eir besE domestic sears (with 

Team America p}ck~ng up to three players from each team, paying their salaries) to help grow the sport and build the 

country’s comped~h,e edge internationally, The U,S, had no~ qualified fo~a World Cup since 1950. a~d had only played 

one game in 1981 and 1982 combined. Team Amerk:a would allow a crop of Americans to t~ain and play together 

re~u[arl.y, Samuel.s toed 1:he press ~n January 1983 at Team America’s launch that "We ~’,,an~ t:o jein the world in the 

world’s sport, ** 

At the same time. Team America would provide the NASL o strug?,tin$ to attract interest by the early 1980s - a sove[ty 

facto~ t:~aE {~veu[d boosE attendant:es. 

’That, at [east:~ ~,,,as the theory. Read More 

One theory for M[S failures in Champions League - from Pro Soccer Ta[~}s Steve Dav~s: MaMnfl Ehe p~ayoffs 

~rick and me, tar o~ ~iajor League Socce~ flora a competitive sta~dpoint. 

Me rest from defenders for Real Salt Lake’~ Jaqer ~rales ¯ from The Salt Lake T~ ibune’s Aa[on 

be st[onfl and ready for those types of 

Impart Br-r-r-r-rin~ it on outdoor~ - f~ors The #6ont~ea[ Gazette’s Herb Zurkowsky: ’lt’s our ~ea[ home and we had 

good ~ esu[ts there." 

Nearly fit again~ Daniel Cuevas targets Santos Laguna debut~ U-20 World Cup - from &iLSsoccer.con’s Tom Marshall: 

and has been hea~in~ some encoura$in~ noises on the matte~ from head coach Pedro Caixinha. 

O~e ~an’s journey from Los ~geles te Real ~adrid ~ed-lu~k ~harm - fl’om SI.com’s Grant Wahl: Ws so small effort. 

How to Make ~eri~a~s Love ~er: Just Copy &ustralia - from The At[antic’s Jean-Paul Pe[osi: A decade a8o~ this 

woul.d ha~e seemed irnpossib[e. 

Rummeni~e pro~ses summer league - from AFP: "h: cou[d be an ad~antase." 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Championship and Mexican 
League 

Charnpiosship on belN Sport: Leicester City - Birrnis$ham City at 2:30prn in a meetin$ of 7th and ’i 3th. Leicester 

t~A,e poinEs out of the,~ piayoffs. Liflue 1 on Univ~sk~n Depert:es: Va[enc:h~nnes - St Etienne at 2: 30pro. be~N en Espano[ has 

Real Bet~s - Se~d[[a at 4pro. Liga ,k,~Sf on Uni~ds~on DeporEes: Santos Laguna - To[uca ~n a meeting o~ National Teamers 

Abroad c[bbs, SanEos are 4th in/,Jexk:o with "[’ol.uca ’t0E~ aft:er 13 rounds. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <davidclarke@coach-soccer.com> 

Thursday, April 11,2013 12:42 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Claim your two complimentary sessions on dominating possession 

Hi, my name is David Clarke, the editor of Soccer Coach Weekly. Click here to 
claim your two free sessions on dominating possession from one of my recent 
issues of Soccer Coach Weekly. 
Soccer Coach Weekly 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, GU2 8GG, UK 
Phone: 0800 028 3596 

david=cla rke@coach-soccer.com 

© Copyright 2013 Green Star Media. All rights reserved. 

Unsubscribe 
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Section 1: Six reasons why the NWSL will make it 

What They’re Saying Today’s News - Friday, April 12, 2013 !i~iii~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"You steal from Guarani! 

Bastard! Shameless thief." 

"Bandits! Thieves! Stop 

thieving" 

"Thief! God is watching, you 

know." 

Six reasons why the NWSL will make it 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                        ~ 

[PREVIEW] What’s to believe that the National Women’s Soccer League, American 

soccer’s third attempt at a women’s pro league, will be any different than the first 

two? WUSA and WPS, were launched with great fanfare in 2001 and 2009, but were spectacular 

failures. Here are six reasons why we believe the NWSL will make it ... - Read the whole story 

-- What Luciano Basilio, 
director of Brazilian club 

Guarani, said to refs at three 

different games, leading to 

disciplinary charges for 

"respect" violations. (]he 

Guardian.) 

Year I kicks off Saturday in Kansas 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL SCHEDULE: Week 1] The National Women’s Soccer League kicks off its first season 

Saturday when FC Kansas City hosts Portland Thorns FC at 6,150-seat Shawnee Mission North 

District Stadium. Three more games will be played on Sunday. League games will not be 

available on national television, though all home teams will provide live streaming video of their 

matches. For the weekend schedule ... - Read the whole story 

U.S. win sets up date with Honduras 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 CHAMPIONSHIP] Corey Baird’s goal in the 49th minute was the 

difference as the USA defeated Guatemala, 1-0 to move into the quarterfinals of the Concacaf U- 

17 Championship in Panama City. It will face Honduras on Sunday with a berth on the line for the 

2013 Under-17 World Cup in the United Arab Emirates. The USA will be seeking to keep its 

record intact of having qualified for every U-17 World Cup. - Read the whole story 

Dempsey scores first Spurs goals in almost 12 weeks 
by Soccer America 

[EUROPA LEAGUE]Clint Dempsey scored twice for Tottenham -- his first club goals since Jan. 

27 -- but it was not enough as Spurs’ 2-2 tie at FC Basel left the teams tied 4-4 on aggregate, and 

the Swiss club won on penalty kicks 4-1 to advance to the semifinals of the Europa League. - 

Read the whole story 

Galaxy and Sounders back in action after layoff 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 7] Nine games are on tap as MLS play resumes this weekend. The 

defending champion LA Galaxy returns from Concacaf Champions League play to face Western 

Conference leader FC Dallas. The Seattle Sounders seek their first win in five games when they 



host the New England Revolution. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Scorpions open new Toyota Field against Rowdies 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: Week 2] The San Antonio Scorpions open their second season at home in 

their new stadium, Toyota Field, Saturday when they host the defending champion Tampa Bay 

Rowdies. The soccer-specific stadium is privately funded by Scorpions founder Gordon I-lartman 

and has a seating capacity of 8,000. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Pittsburgh set to open Highmark Stadium 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] USL PRO’s newest soccer-specific stadium opens Saturday when the Pittsburgh 

Riverhounds host the Harrisburg City Islanders at Highmark Stadium in the shadow of downtown 

Pittsburgh. The ’Hounds, who opened the 2013 season with a 0-0 tie at Richmond, have 

upgraded their roster with the addition of defender Andrew Marshall, midfielder Alfonso 

Motagalvan and forward Jhonny Arteaga. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Michael Bradley’s locker-room ’English lessons’ 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] U.S. midfielder Michael Bradley, who moved abroad at age 18, 

learned Dutch while at Heerenveen, German at Borussia Moenchengladbach, and impressed 

again when he quickly learned Italian after his move to Chievo. Now at Roma, Bradley gives 

Francesco Totti an English lesson. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
T£AMRA  i[K TOP 25 

Today we look at the U16, U17 and U18 Girls 
for our monthly TeamRank update. Look at 
how results have changed in each age group 
as we track the best teams in the country. 

The Academy standings have been updated 
with playoff positions, as the season winds 
down into the final months. 

i 
i~i Premier Contenti MORE: The Future of ECNL ....... 

B£ST GOAL 
Over the next few months, we will take a 
look at some of the best individual players by 
position in men’s and women’s college 
soccer. First up? Best women’s goalkeepers. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Real Talk is back at the 
ECNL event in San Dieqo, 
where apparently no one 
likes referees. 

US U17 MNT’s Ahinqa 
Selemani talks smack to 
Mark Zuckerberg. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Butler Boys Soccer Camps 

Butler University Men’s Soccer is hosting an 
"Elite College Prep Camp" on the July 18-21, 
2013, 

The camp is a valuable opportunity for High 
School aged prospects (9th - 12th Grade) to 
compete in a quality environment against 
elite players from all over the country, and to 
be coached by highly rated college coaches 

from NCAA Division I, II, III universities as 
well as the NATA level. 

The camp curriculum and level of instruction 
will reflect what a player can look to expect 
as a student-athlete at a collegiate soccer 
program. 
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6A. Small-Sided Soccer Games: coaching core skills to advanced tactics 

Dear Anson, 

Mike Beale, a very well respected academy coach at a top Premier League club, sent me the email below that 

I thoughtyou’dbeinterestedin, l canthoroughlyrecommendhisbook. 

Yours in soccer, 

i~ii David Clarke 

David Clarke 

Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

Xi 64 Small-Sided S .... G .... 

Dear Coach, 

Small-sided games are acknowledged throughout the 

coaching profession - from grassroots to the top of the 

professional game -as one of the best ways to coach soccer 

skills and tactics. 

Why use small-sided games? 

More player participation 

Different games mean different problems to solve and 

skills to use 

More touches of the ball 

More passes attempted 

More lvls attempted 

More goals scored 

More goalkeeper participation 

No referee needed 

N o results recorded 

Players take responsibility 

Order Now 

No coaching-the game is the teacher 

64 Small-Sided Soccer 

...... Games 

Order Now 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games one per 

page, covering every aspect of the 

game 

PD F and spiral-bound - take it straight 

onto the training ground or print and 

distribute amongst your players and 

colleagues 

Set up instructionslisting equipment 



i’m a firm believer in the idea that players learn the game 

from playing. I’ve designed these gamesto help coach players 

in every aspect of the game, from individual core skills, to 

team-based attacking strategies. 

These games are tried, tested and proven with both 

grassroots beginners and top youth players in professional 

academies. They are designed to stimulate players and lead 

them down the most effective paths of learning. 

Some games get your players working on passing skills in 

competitive scenarios, while others are more tactically 

focused, providing your players with the skills to see the 

opportunities before them on the pitch. 

Players will develop core skillsthrough the sheer number of 

touchesthat each game guarantees. At the same time they 

will develop "soccer vision" - the ability to see spaces on the 

pitch - as each game is played in realistic game conditions. 

And because of the pitch dimensions, you can run several 

games simultaneously, perhaps focusing on different 

disciplines, so that all of your players are playing all of the 

tim e. 

64 Smal!-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you an array of 

skills, techniques and strategies to give your team an edge. 

So why not be among the first to own a copy of this unique 

resource? 

You can buy 64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesin two formats: 

An A4 PD F document stored on your computer. Youcan 

help the environment by saving trees and using less chemical- 

based ink by only printing out the games you need for the 

day. 

An A4 user-friendly spiral bound printed report for your 

bookshelf or desk. Spiral bound means you can use it without 

having to hold the page open as with most bound boo ks. You 

can copy or print as many copies as you like for distribution 

to your players and colleagues. 

needed and how to lay out the pitch 

Rulesof each game clearly 

explained so that everyone knows 

what they’re doing 

Three illustrationsfor each game to 

help you and your players visualise the 

progression of the game 

Click here to download 

a sample page 



[~ 64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 

A sample page from the manual 

£ Orde,.ow 





W hy sm all-sided gam es wor k ~:::t:~ 64 Different G .... 

The inspiration for the use of small-sided games in coaching 

lies in street soccer and "kickabouts" on the nearest available 

patch of grass- small groups of players playing intense, high- 

tempo, skilful, competitive-yet-fun soccer. 

It’s widely held that the practise was first adopted as a 

structured coaching method by the Dutch Soccer 

Association back in the 1970s under the guidance of Rinus 

Michels, the inspiration behind what became known as Total 

Soccer. 

64 different games, including: 

3 Zone "Playm aker" Game 

Free Your Team Mate 

Target Man 



The Dutch recognised the decline in street soccer and the 

damaging effect that would have on developing players in 

future generations. They formulated the 4v4 method as a 

response and it became widely known as "the Dutch way". 

The Dutch produced some ofthe best soccer teamsthe 

world has ever seen -an amazing achievement for a nation of 

that size. 

i~i 64 Different Games 

TonyCarr, Director oftheWestHam United Academy (and 

editor of Smart Sessions), describes how when he was a 

player at West Ham in the 1960sthe great Ron Greenwood 

used small-sided games at the heart of his co aching 

philosophy. Greenwood produced players of the calibre of 

Bobby ~.~oore, Geoff Hurst and Martin Peters. Tony is 

responsible for some of the best players in the modern 

English game -Cole, Ferdinand, Carrick, Defoe, Lampard, 

Terry etc. 

Regardless of its origins, small-sided games work and more 

and more grassroots coaches and international associations 

(see below) are realising the benefits of the approach. Players 

and teams get better - faster! 

Possession v Pressure 

End Zone Game 

Sweeper Game 

i~i 64 Different Games 

...and many, many more. 



Dramatically improve your team’s performance 

Order Now 

As an experienced youth soccer coach, I know three things 

to be true about small-sided games: 

1. They have improved my players’ technique 

2. They have boosted our team performance 

3. W e have a lot of fun of playing them. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gameswill give you a ready made 

answer to all of your coaching issues. N ot scoring enough 

goals? Use a finishing game. N eed your defence to work 

more as a unit?W e have defensive games. Passing not sharp 

enough?Take your pick. You could use a different game each 

session without repeating yourself all season. 

Your players will love these games. They’ll grow in 

confidence and maturity, their decision-making will be 

enhanced and their skill and control will be super-charged, 

Try a sample page. Print it out and take it to practise. Your 

players will love it. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Gamesis only available here, so 

order now and take your playersto the next level. 

W ith best wishes 

Money Back Guarantee 

You may cancel your electronic or 

print copy order within 30 days for 

a full money-back refund. 

For the printed (hard copy) 

version, post them back to my 

publisher at the address below with 

a note explaining that you wish to 

cancel. 

If you purchase a PD F please delete 

it from your computer hard drive 

and destroy any printed copies. 

Then send a signed letter to the 

address below indicating you have 

done so. 

~:: Guarantee 

M ike Beale 

P.S. The cost works out at 73c per game! Unbeatable value by anyone’s standards. 

P.P.S. Remember, you have everything to gain and nothing to lose. You are completely protected by my 

publisher’s money back guarantee. This means if you are not satisfied with the Manual you can cancel your 

order within 30-days and claim all your money back. 

If this email is not displaying properly,view in your browser 

Any questions? N eed service? 

Contact Duncan in customer services: 

U K Freephone: 0800 028 3596 

Outside the UK: +44 1483 892894 

Email: duncanh@greenst ar m edia.net 

U nsu bscr i be. 
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Soccer Business Insider: NWSL clubs take tirst steps 

Friday, April 12, 2013 

NWSL clubs take first steps 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

Baby steps are first steps for National Women’s Soccer League. At least four clubs that have signed jersey 

sponsorships for the new women’s league that kicks off its first season on Saturday. 

- The Boston Breakers signed a partnership agreement with Ocean Spray Cranberries, which will be their official juice - as 

well as jersey sponsor. "This is a fantastic partnership and hopefully one we can build on across the years," said Boston 

Breakers General Manager Lee Billiard in a statement. "We want to have large corporate companies be part of our Breakers 

brand and this is a great start, one I am sure will be beneficial for both parties." Boston-Based sports and entertainment 

agency Altus Marketing and Management brokered the deal. 

- FC Kansas City signed a three-year agreement with TITLE Boxing Club, founded in Overland Park, Kan., as the team’s 

jersey sponsor. The fitness center has locations in 27 states, including five of the eight NWSL states. "FC Kansas City fans 

and soccer fans in general lead an active lifestyle and are a perfect match for our fitness clubs," said Tom Lyons, one of 

TITLE Boxing Club’s founders, in a statement. "We strive to empower women and change lives like the National Women’s 

Soccer League is doing for these athletes." 

- Providence Health & Services will be the primary jersey sponsor of Portland Thorns FC, as well as the presenting sponsor in 

the multi-year deal. Both home and away jerseys also feature a secondary sponsor logo from local retailer Parklane 

Mattresses on the back of the jersey. 

- Insurance provider Moda was introduced Thursday as the Seattle Reign FC jersey sponsor. The name will appear along with 

the Reign crest on royal blue home and white road kits. 

THORNS LANDS RADIO DEAL. Portland Thorns FC will have all 11 home matches broadcast on Freedom 970 AM. Veteran 

sports broadcaster Ann Schatz will provide play-by-play with former University of Portland All-American goalkeeper Angela 

Harrison adding analysis as the broadcast team on Freedom 970 AM. 

UNAWARE IN SEATTLE. At Thursday’s Media Day, Seattle Reign FC owner Bill Predmore was asked how season-ticket 

sales were going ... 

"1 would say probably disappointed that we’re not further ahead on that. Probably part of that is just my expectations were too 

great going into in. But part of it, quite frankly, is we -- and by that I mean me -- have just not done a great job of building 

awareness forthe club out there. People are still figu#ng who is the Reign is, what are we all about., so I thh~k our biggest 

issue is just one of awareness." 

MLS P.R. MOVES. Susan Marschall will be Major League Soccer’s coordinator of sports communications, handling all 

soccer information activities, while L.auren Brophy will be manager of corporate communications, focusing on lifestyle 

publicity and analytics of media coverage, among other non-sports items. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Instilling respect, passion and love for game (USL president Tim Holt Q&A Paxt 2) 

Friday, April 12, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Instilling respect, passion and love for game (USL 
president Tim Holt Q&A Part 2) 
interview by Mike Woitalla 

In Part 2 of our interview with Tim Holt, the USL president addresses some of the key issues facing American 

youth soccer. Although best known for its expansive network of pro, semipro and amateur adults leagues, USL 

has had a major impact on the youth game, having launched the Super Y-League in 1999. USL also operates an 

Olympic Development Program, a U=20 Super Y-League, and its Premier Development League (PDL) provides a 

bridge to pm soccer for young players. 

SOCCER AMERICA: Is there anything that USL does to help alleviate the huge pay-to=play problem in American 

youth soccer? 

TIM HOLT: This continues to be a huge challenge for us all Many USL clubs, including the USL PRO Richmond Kickers, are 

now offering participation in their highest level academies at no cost to the players. MLS clubs have also led the way on this 

front. 

It is quite an investment to make this happen and most of the solutions to this will need to be generated at the club level. 

However, all leagues, tournaments, clubs and other associations have a responsibility to allocate resources in a manner that 

doesn’t make it prohibitive for players with financial hardship to have access to the best clubs, coaching and competition. 

SA: Can you speak to the role the PDL plays giving young players an environment in which they play with and 

against older and more experienced players ... 

TIM HOLT: Quite simply, the PDL is the bridge from the highest levels of youth soccer and collegiate soccer to the 

professional game. 

With the 65 top non-professional teams in the United States and Canada, and consistently over 70 percent of MLS draftees 

participating in this competition, the PDL is an established proving ground for the next generation of professionals. 

The unique model and structure of the PDL allows for current collegiate players to compete alongside and against (non-paid) 

former professionals, which creates the right mix for development. A regional competition model and 14-<jame season allows 

for these players to have a daily training and game schedule akin to what they experience at the professional level. 

As past Open Cup results have shown, on any given day these teams can compete and have success against the best 

professional teams our nation has to offer. This league continues to grow in popularity and importance. Not only a number of 

MLS and USL PRO teams but many top youth clubs own/operate PDL teams to provide a graduated next step for their youth 

academies. 

SA: What are some traits you see in youth clubs that you believe create the right environment for young players? 

TIM HOLT: Most important is establishing a club ethos that instills a sense of respect, passion and love for the game. 

Further, one of the common denominators that we see among clubs successful in developing players for the next level and 

ensuring a positive experience for all players irrespective of their ability is that there is a singular club philosophy that all of the 

individual teams and coaches embrace. 

Too many clubs remain more a confederation of individual teams playing under one brand, rather than a true club that is 

committed to a singular method of training, style of play, expectations, etc. Achieving this is a function of leadership at the 

very top of the club and constant communication/reinforcement with all stakeholders (coaches, players, and parents). 

SA: What message would you send to coaches at the youngest ages? 

TIM HOLT: Let kids be creative, keep them active, and make it fun! You can teach the basic skills of the sport within 

enjoyable activities and games. The game is the best teacher so put the kids in situations where they have the freedom to 

make decisions and find solutions. 

Finally, and most importantly, encourage young players dribble and take defenders on in appropriate situations, rather than 

demanding they immediately pass every time they receive the ball -- we have a cultur~ of criticizing kids that "overdribble" and 

labeling them as selfish players, yet we bemoan the fact that we aren’t developing any creative playmakers and attacking 

players ... 



On that note, I believe that our most glaring player development "problems" is our collective failure to prioritize Zone 1 [ages 6 

to 12]. Perhaps this is fantasy, but how do we get our very best coaches and teachers of the game to focus regularly on 

working with our youngest players? 

Of course, top coaches aspire to coach professional, college, and the oldest youth teams, and our system creates economic 

and other incentives that reinforce this. This isn’t anyone’s fault, however in the elite soccer nations the most talented coaches 

with a gift for teaching the game work with the younger age groups where they can have the biggest impact on our future 

national teams. 

These coaching positions are viewed with equal or greater significance and respect to the professional level gigs. In the U.S., 

these roles are largely left to well-intentioned parents or developing coaches and as a result we don’t maximize this critical 

early window for establishing a foundation of important skills. 

SA: If you had a magic wand, how would you use it to improve youth soccer in America? 

TIM HOLT: I would use it to eliminate a lot of the distractions/obstacles - TV, video games, fear of letting kids out on their 

own, etc. - that prevent today’s kids from heading out in their neighborhoods and to the parks and organizing themselves to 

play soccer without adult direction= 

This is where a lot of the real improvement occurs and most impontantly it is soccer on their terms, not adults’ terms. There is 

a limit to how much you can improve and develop with two training sessions per week and a game on the weekend. 

This "fl~e play" is the time to experiment, get a ton mor~ touches on the ball, and develop that love and joy for the sport that 

lasts a lifetime. 

Read Part I of the Holt Q&A HERE. 

(USL President Tim Holt joined USL in 1999, originally serving as the A-League & Super Y-League Oi~rations Dllector. He 

started overseeing the all USL senior leagues in 2002, was named vice president in 2004, and president in 2009. Holt is co- 

chairman of the Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup Committee and a Iongtime member of the US Soccer Federation (USSF) 

Professional Council. Holt played youth ball for Pennsylvania’s FC Delco, for which he’s also served as coach and 

administrator.) 

(Mtke Woltalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is the co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer 

Goalkeeper. Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blocl. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 4:25 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, April 13, 2013 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 7 games kick off on Saturday, including Western Conference leader Dallas’ clash with defending 

champion Los Angeles.... On Sunday, the USA meets Honduras for a spot in the U-17 World Cup. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, April ’~3 

BSPN2 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA (live) 9 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CiTY (live) 9:30 am. 

England EVERTON-QPR (delay) noon. 

England ASTON VlLLA-FULHAM (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship PANAMA-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship CANADA-JAMAICA, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France TROYES-PSG (live) 11 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy ATALANTA-FIORENTINA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 9:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England CARDIFF CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 10 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-DEPORTIVO (live) noon. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay LIVERPOOL-NACIONAL (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PIRACICABA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Mexico CELAYA-DORADOS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TROYES-PSG (live) 11 am. 
France AJACCIO-NANCY (live) 2 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 



Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-COLUMBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS D.C, UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England READING-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-QPR (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-WlGAN (live) Noon. 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship PANAMA-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, quarterfinal (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship CANADA-JAMAICA, quarterfinal (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

ESPN2 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

EngiandNEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Netherlands PSV-AJAX (live) 10:25 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NET~NORK 

MLS PORTLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-TBA (live) 3 am. 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-HONDURAS, quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO-GUATEMALA, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain TBA (live) 8 am. 

France LYON-TOULOUSE (live) 11 am. 
Spain ZARAGOZA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy CAGLIARI-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-GRANADA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay EL TANQUE SISLEY-PENAROL (live) 2 pm. 

Brazil LINENSE-CORINTHIANS (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-ARSENAL (live) 7 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico CHIVAS GUADALAJARA-ATLANTE (live) 5:55 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France NICE-SOCHAUX (delay) 9 am. 

Mexico UNAM-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship USA-HONDURAS, quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO-GUATEMALA, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 

UNII~AS 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-I 7 Championship USA-HONDURAS, quarterfinal (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship MEXICO-GUATEMALA, quarterfinal (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

Netherlands WAALWIJK-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands PSV-AJAX (live) 10:30 arm. 
Mexico PUEBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

~taly LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-CELTA (delay) 4:45 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-CELTA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

tba 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf U-17 Championship Semifinal (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship Semifinal (live) 9 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, April 13, 2013 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 7:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Home Opener v Seattle Reign FC Tomorrow! 

IS HERE, JOiN 
:d and are ready to go for the Red 

rig day at Village of Lisle - Benedictine University 
p[ex, where the Red Stars will take on the visiting 

~ I ,attle Reign FC at 5pm. Single game and season tickets 
still available at chicaqoredstars.com as low as $10. All IWSL 
players can get in for 35 at the gate by wearing their IWSL 
jerseys. Also a $5 College special for all college faculty, 
staff, and students. Show I.D. at the box office. 

AHHOUHCED2OILIED STARS ROSTER 
ck below for details! 
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Soccer Business Insider: Two soccer-specific stadiums open Saturday 

Saturday, April 13, 2013                                                   ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Two soccer-specific stadiums open Saturday 
By Paul Kennedy 

Saturday marks the opening of not one but two soccer-specific stadiums. Neither has more than half the capacity 

of the smallest MLS soccer-specific stadium, but each is unique in its own right. 

The San Antonio Scorpions’ Toyota Field was privately funded by club founder Gordon Hartman, and all profits the NASL 

club generates will be donated to Morgan’s Wonderland, Hartman’s theme park geared toward children with physical and 

cognitive disabilities. 

The stadium, located on San Antonio’s Northeast side, will seat 8,000 to begin with but can be expanded to 18,500 in the 

future. 

Filling the stadium, beginning with Saturday’s opener against the Tampa Bay Rowdies, should be no problem. The Scorpions 

averaged 9,819 fans a game at a local high school stadium last season, their first in the NASL. 

With enthusiastic support from supporters groups like the Crocketteers and Bexar County Casuals, the atmosphere at Toyota 

Field - no seat is farther than 60 feet from the field - should be electric. 

The USL PRO Pittsburgh Riverhounds open a new home of their own Saturday as they host the Harrisburg City Islanders at 

Highmark Stadium near downtown Pittsburgh. 

The ’Hounds’ soccer-specific facility is even more intimate than San Antonio’s Toyota Field, seating just 3,500 fans -- no 

bleachers - in its initial stage. That’s only slightly more than what Pittsburgh’s first pro team, the Phantoms, averaged at the 

old Forbes Field in 1967. 

Pittsburgh doesn’t have the tradition of pro outdoor that many other major cities have, but the ’Hounds have support from the 

Steel Army - with its own 500-seat supporters section right behind the goal - and the stadium is part of a redevelopment 

project at Station Square on Pittsburgh’s South Side with the downtown skyline in the background. 

As Highmark Stadium was about to open, Riverhounds midfielder Jason Kutney was preoccupied with such chores as getting 

the stadium concessions - the stadium goes 11-v-11 with its selection of domestic and imported beers -- and technological 

issues squared away in his role as CEO. 

That’s right, the Pittsburgh CEO is also a player. Kutney played college ball at Duquesne with the club coach, Justin Evans, 

and has been with the team since 2006. 

SCORPIONS ON LOCAL TV, The Scorpions will have 13 NASL games televised - including Saturday’s opener against the 

Rowdies on ABC affiliate KSAT 12. It will carry three Scorpions games, while sister station MeTV will air 10 games. 

Email: Send releases to Soccer America 

Friend Soccer AmericaFacebook 

Follow Soccer AmericaTwitter 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business insider blog= 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 2:10 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Paul Gaxdner: Are England’s World Cup chances stymied by EPL tbriegners? 

Monday, April 15, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s Soccer Talk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Are England’s World Cup chances stymied by EPL 
foriegners? 
By Paul Gardner 

The lament of Bobby Charlton - Sir Bobby Charlton if you prefer that sort of thing - is one that has been heard 

before. Charlton has assessed England’s chances of winning the World Cup any time soon, and has decided - 

correctly, it seems to me - that those chances are pretty slim. 

"People wonder whether we will ever win it again. I worry about that as well. VVhen I am asked to give my opinion, I always say 

yes - but it is a fool’s errand." 

It is his reasons for this gloomy verdict that interest. Too many foreigners. Too many non-English players in the Premier 

League occupying places that should belong to English players. 

’~You need good players. But if all the spaces at English clubs are taken by foreign players, you have no chance." 

Yes, we have heard this argument before. Foreign players - you can read that as foreign workers - always present a problem. 

They are always likely to be seen as interlopers who are stealing jobs from the native-born locals, and that is never going to be 

widely accepted without plenty of grumbling. 

Except that in soccer, probably more than in any other endeavor, it is pretty widely accepted. Because soccer has 

impeccable credentials as an international activity that knows no borders ... and because soccer, as a sport, lives and dies by 

r~sults. The millions of fans throughout the wodd know those results, they see the way things are going, they know that the 

richest clubs are in Europe, and they know that the most successful of those teams thrive on foreign players. 

Club teams, that is. But that is not where the dissatisfaction arises. Because the story is different for the national teams, 

which cannot -- well, only occasionally - use foreign-born players. The old ideal of domestic league clubs with rosters full of 

native players no longer applies at the top level. 

Charlton complains that England’s youngsters are denied slots on top teams. How can you build a strong national team from 

players who are not getting regular competitive games at the top level? 

Maybe we should blame the Italians - they started this business of importing foreigners, back in the 1930s. They brought in, 

from South America, top stars who could claim Italian origins, the oriundi, which meant they were the offspring of Italian 

immigrants. By the 1980s there were Czechs, Danes, Swedes, Germans, Spaniards and Yugoslavs, too. As the number and 

the variety of foreigners grew, the objections began. Italy had once been the top dog, the world’s leading soccer power, winner 

of consecutive World Cups in 1934 and 1938. Since then, some 40 years without the title. Something was wrong, and much 

criticism was directed at all the foreigners playing in Serie A. It was, precisely, Charlton’s complaint. 

Throughout the 1950s and 1960s the Italian Federation tinkered with a variety of measures to limit foreigners - only two per 

team, or two plus one oriundo, or three, then only two foreigners on the field at any time. In 1964 came a complete ban on 

imported players. Which was followed, two years later, by Italy’s most embarrassing World Cup disaster, the first-round 

elimination after a 1-0 loss to North Korea. 

One foreigner per club was permitted in 1980 - and two years after that Italy did, at last, win its third World Cup. But there 

was no easily discernible cause-and-effect relationship between the presence of foreign players in Italy, and the strength of the 

azzurfl. 

Nowadays, all the top soccer clubs of Europe are awash with foreign players - so many, in fact, in so many nations, that it is 

well nigh impossible to measure any possible negative impact on national teams. 

A solid reminder of the extent to which the employment of foreign players has become the norm in Europe is provided by 

some recent statistics from the International Center for Sports Studies (ClES) -- and if that elaborate title isn’t enough to 

impress you, let me add that ClES also carries the accolade of being "FIFA-backed." 

o The ClES stats deal with 31 countries and the overall finding is that over a third of the players with top clubs (36.1 Yo) are 

foreigners. Looking only at the "big five" European countries, these are the figures for foreigners: England 55.1%, Italy 52.2%, 
o o Germany 46 Yo, Spain 35.3 Yo, and France 27.4%. 



England and Italy then, with over half of the top players not eligible for their national teams. But the percentage is not much 

higher than Germany’s 46%, and the German national team has been doing pretty well lately. Come to that, Italy were the 

reigning world champions as recently as 2009. 

It just is not possible to single out an excess of foreigners as a reason for poor national team play. Spain’s total of 35.3% is 

sizable, but has not prevented the country from currently dominating the international scene. 

Another view of the same conundrum is given by the CIES figures for the percentage of homegrown players with each top club 

- homegrown being defined as players who spent at least three seasons with the club between the ages of 15 and 21. But 

even by that liberal definition, the overall level of club-trained players for all 31 countries has now touched a record low of 21%. 

If you’re thinking, or hoping, that the big five countries will come in well above that average, you’re way off. Spain does, with 

25.6%. Then it’s France 21.1%, England 17.5%, Germany 15.4% and Italy, dead last in the whole of Europe, at 7.8%. 

The surprise there, for me, is the low placing of Germany, which is often cited as the model for developing young players, and 

for sane spending on foreigners. England actually does slightly better in the stats - but nowhere near as well on the field - as 

Germany. 

Contradictions abound. Charlton’s pessimism can be seen as one -- for while he bemoans the lack of opportunities for young 

English players, his club, Manchester United, has the best record in England for fielding club-trained players - as high as 

40%. 

The trouble with these stats (there’s always a problem with stats, no?) is that they measure quantity, not quality. Charlton is 

probably correct in belittling England’s chance of World Cup success, just as he is correct in criticizing the lack of young 

English players in the Premier League. 

But there’s little evidence to support his view that it’s the foreigners who are the problem. More likely, much more likely, it is 

the quality of the English players, these young products of the Premier League’s expensive academies, that is at fault. By that 

reckoning the problem is not foreign players. It is English coaching. 

Post your response to the public Soccer Talk biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Talk blog. 

Monday, April 15, 2013 
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To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 12:06 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Are you ’TttAT’ coach? 

As sports start to end with the exception 

of baseball many are gathering for award 

banquets. 

At the banquets players often mention who 

attributed to their success 

One of the best feelings as a coach, is 

when the players refer to you as THAT 

coach. 

The coach that inspired them, pushed them, 

and gave them all the skills they needed 

to excel on the playing field. 

Isn’t that one of the best moments as a coach? 

It’s equivalent to winning a championship, 

or at least very close to it. 

To become THAT coach you had to give 

it your all to become a great coach. You 

invested your money, your time, made 

sacrifices and pour into your players 

If you’re looking to become an even 

greater coach you need to see this 

video: 

Epic Soccer Training 

-> Watch this 

You’ll learn about a video that teaches a new 

way to train soccer that took a bench riding 

player into an all-american, that later turned 

into a pro soccer player. 

Pretty inspiring stuff to say the least 

Here’s the link to the video so you can 

see the entire story and discover how 

epic soccer training was born: 

Epic Soccer Training 

-> Watch this 

You can be THAT coach, and if you’re 

reading this e-mail still, we already know 

that you are THAT coach. Now click that 

link above and watch the video 

reddick basebu~ll i 524 ur!ior! a~ei rraw provider!ce, rii 07974 
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Soccer Business Insider: NWSL gets reality check 

Monday, April 15, 2013 

NWSL gets reality check 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

No one said the National Women’s Soccer League wouldn’t start small. The attendance figures for the first 

weekend of play in the new women’s league were a reality check. 

FC Kansas City drew an overflow crowd of 6,784 fans for its game against the Portland Thorns at Shawnee Mission North 

District Stadium, but that was more than the attendance for the other three games combined. 

Thorns FC is expecting a crowd of 14,000 for its opener Sunday against Seattle - which would itself be more than the NWSL’s 

total attendance for Week 1. 

NVVSL A[tendance, VVeek 1 : 

ATT. GAME 

6,784 FC Kansas City-Portland (sellout) 

2,611 Sky Blue FC-Westem New York 

2,634 Boston-Washington (sellout) 

1,255 Chicago-Seattle 

3,321 AVERAGE 

NO MORE JALOPIES, PLEASE. The league’s cost-conscious approach means just that. Teams are taking a no-frills 

approach and living with the consequences. 

Few major Division I women’s programs would bus from Washington to Chicago, but the Washington Spirit did just that for its 

against against the Red Stars at the Benedictine University Sports Complex Stadium in Lisle, II1. 

The notes in the Spirit’s post-game report went so far as to call out its bus charter company for dispatching "an extremely old 

and beat up bus far below the standard the team had been promised. Unfortunately the company then also failed to deliver on 

a promised replacement, so the ’First Ladies’ will have to trek home in the mold-infested jalopy at their own risk, while team 

management confirmed a different company had already been secured for the remainder of the season." 

NASL ATTENDANCE WATCH. The North American Soccer League had its second strong weekend in a row at the gate. Two 

of three games sold out - including the San Antonio Scorpions’ opener at new Toyota Field - and the games averaged 6,204, 

up from 5,396 in Week 1. 

NASL Attendance, Week 2: 

ATT. GAME 

8,177 San Antonio-Tampa Bay 

5,402 Atlanta-Ft. Lauderdale 

5,033 Carolina-FC Edmonton 

6,204 AVERAGE 

USL PRO ATTENDANCE WATCH Orlando City, which is seeking to obtain an MLS expansion franchise for its city, drew an 

announced crowd of 6,351 fans who braved severe weather for its 2013 USL PRO opener Sunday night at the Florida Citrus 

Bowl. There were delays of two hours because of the bad weather. The Pittsburgh Riverhounds dt~w a sellout crowd of 4,000 

for its opener at new Highmark Stadium in the shadows of downtown Pittsburgh. 

USL PRO Attendance, \,’Veek 4: 

ATT. GAME 

6,351 Orlando City-Rochester 

4,000 Pittsburgh=Harrisburg 

2,497 Richmond-Charleston 

1,867 Phoenix FC-Los Angeles 

1,032 VSI Tampa Bay FC-Rochester 

932 Charlotte-Barracuda FC 

207 Los Angeles-Orlando City 

2,412AVERAGE 

ROGERS’ FIRST TV INTERVIEWS. Former U.S. international Robbie Rogers will discuss being gay in professional sports in 

interviews Monday night on CNN’s AC360° with Anderson Cooper and ABC News’ "Nightlife" 



Rogers tells Cooper he couldn’t continue playing and come out at the same time. "1 thought it would be too emotional for me," 

he says. "It would be a circus." He adds that he is more worried about the reaction from players in the locker room than from 

fans in the crowd. "If I go back," he says. "1 want to go as a soccer player, not the gay soccer player." 

Rogers allowed "Nightline" to travel with him as he saw his family in California for the first time since coming out earlier this 

year. 

(Click here for video clip of the "Nightline" segment.) 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Apt 16,201~ 
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Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Everton in Action 

"[’h’n Howard’s Ever’ten is away te Arsena{ en Fox $e~:cer at 2:45pm. Everten are 6Lh h~ the F~emier League t:o Arsenal.’s 

3rd, Cope Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Santo ge - Rea~ Garcflaso at 8pro, Beth T~mes E~stern 

Their Words 

"it’s a very h’nportant day for the club and we wi[[ be there te show our support: for t:he l’arni[N~s and 

remember the 96," kiverpoo~ g~a[keeper Pope Reina. 

One ~ame in the Nat}one[ Tearners Abroad category on Monday, with Alejandro Bedoya% Hetsinsbor$ in action }n front 

o~ 6.844 peep(e at the O[ym£ia Stadk~m, He[singberg’s Martins Undstrem opened the seerh~g in the 15Lh minute wh:h 

M}a[[by equa[~zin8 h~ the 27th. The referee sent off H[singbo~8’s Peter Larsson in the 53rd mh~ute. Mja[~by capitalized on 

~he man advanta(~e Jn ~he (~rd, sco~Jn(~ their’ w~nneF. "[’he referee cautioned ~edeya Jn ~he 05th mJnuLe~ ~e~sJn~ber~[ are 

6th in the A{[svenskan table, 

NBC Raises the Stakes with Premier League 
Coverage 
By J Hutcherson - WASHfNGTOH. bC {A#r 16, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - Yes. I understand that we’re su#posed to be 

9iddy that the Premier League is flettinfl the bi~ tea~ue treatment ~rem the NationM g~oadcastm~ Company, NBC 

anneun~:ed this morning that their take en PremN~r League coverage wR[ be network heaw (20 games en [’4BC) and use 

a[[ o~ their available outlets to make sure what d~ey do is comprehensive. At[ geod news. un[ess of course yeu’re st~[[ 
wondering what it would be like if we didn’t have such a 8Jut of socce~ 8ames available on television m the Urdted 

States. 

] know, this is a geod thin8 ¯ ~reat even let those that believe any bait kicked m stadiums a[[ ove~ the world needs 

have an American outlet, The problem, and this is nothing new, is the audience to ~o along w~th these coverage 

D~c]~ages. "[’hafts st:ft.[ very much in theory here. with se rnueh soccer coverage rnaking ~t extremely di~k:u[t: fix any 

league to break through, 

Games on over-air networks certainty holt% something Fox demonstrated with the}r Premier League coverage and the 

that might not necessarily f[atter~ A million viewers is a success on cab[e~ not so much on the channels that anybody can 

[)~(:~ U}) with an an~:enna, 

When tlheFe are rneF~; [)re[essienal. soceeF }..’,a~3es avai[ab[~; weeX at’Let week en U~ [e~evJsh:~n Lhan any other [)ret’essienal. 

sporL ~t does raise the question as ~o why~ ~’s a s~mp[e enoush answer~ There are more ava~[ab[e professiona[ soccer 

$ames than anything else, Still we don~t see mah~stfeam networks buyin8 packages to show Japanese baseball o~ 

~ussian ice hockey. Thoush it’s p[obaMy avaffab[e ff you ca~e ho look. hhe~ o’s also not much of an expectation ~o[ a 

nationwide audience eager to watch Central American baseball or the minor ~eagues. The audience for the estabhshed 

m~jo[ [es}~ue Sports (:enter around ~he b~}~gesL games, Prefessk)nal. soc~:er a[wa’/s has a big game h~ some [ea~ue 

somewhere, and ~t confuses the market h~ this countpi. Read More 

Corner: MLS and the CCL Semifinals 

Once t:he resul.ts were in and t~ot:h Me.jet League Soccer ~:tubs fa~ed to advance, Lhe 2012-13 CONCACAF Champions 

League semifinals immediately became abeut how these two teams would factor in the quick return to MLS re$ula~ 

season £1.ay. it’s a good quest~ol% with beth teams not p[a’/h~g as we[~ as expel:ted hi the early going, h: also depends en 

who you ask, w~th Los Angeles Galaxy coach Bruce Arena providin$ a quick response aCtor h~s team lost 1-0 to Dallas on 
Saturday. 

Asked in the official quote sheet if he thought "your team was tired afte~ the midweek match/’ A~ena ~epLied with a one 

wol’d answeF. "No~" 



One of Arean’s piaye~s was a bit more forthcomin8, AJ DeLnGa~za said: "1 tNnk we~ve lost the [~st ~hree ~nmes aew.. 

t~,,o ~n Me~co ~nd now here. ~f we (ou~d have gotten out of here. 0-0. do~,,n ~ m~n to~ qu~te ~ wNte, I tNnk we coutd 

frustrating= Read More 

Sounders lack punch with injuries to forwards - fI’OJT~ The t~e,’~vs Tribune’s Den R~iz: t’4ene of the 10 has scored yet 

Martin Rennie keeps a positive spin as Whitecaps just miss 
’~vaat more, I waat te win the 

Dynamo keep streak alive with win over Fire - from The Houston Chl’onic[e’s Jose de Jesus O~tiz: The victory atso 
extended the Dynamo’s home unbeaten streak in regutar season games to 29~ t’ying the ~eague record set by Real Sa[t 

Lake, 

Hillsborough memorial service: LFC owner John Henry "humbled" by the fight for justice - from The Liverpoe{ 

E(hds David Bartlett: "Ne,, there is a rear betief that ~ustice ~,~,,if{ be sel~ed." 

Just cause o fl’orn WSC’s Rob Hughes: It was about t~uth and accountabi[it’y, 

Wednesday’s TV: Coppa Italia 

Sponsor message 

powered by 
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What to do if your player breaks a leg 
By Dev K. Mishra, M.D. 

By now we’ve all heard about the tragic leg fracture sustained by University of Louisville basketball player Kevin 

Ware in during NCAA basketball tournament. It was a gut-wrenching injury to witness, even for orthopedic 

surgeons who are trained in dealing with these types of injuries. But what should you do if you are an untrained 

youth sports coach facing a possible leg fracture in one of your young players? 

What Is A Fracture? 

A fracture is the proper medical term for "broken bone." This can range from a tiny crack in the bone, to a very severe injury 

where the skin over the bone is broken, showing the exposed bone. 

Regardless of how severe the injury is, it is still a fracture. A fracture can happen from any number of different causes, 

although in youth sports the most common reason is direct contact. 

Twisting injuries can result in ankle fractures, a fall on the ground can cause a wrist or collarbone fracture, and there is a 

fracture that occurs from overuse called a "stress fracture." For the purposes of this post, the focus is on immediate basic 

evaluation and field management for fractures that occur from injuries on the field of play. 

The Typical Story 

The young athlete will often be able to tell you there was a "pop" or sensation of a "crack" at the time of injury - if you hear this 

description beware of a possible fracture. Pain is almost always present, and can be severe. Swelling can set in within 

minutes, and gentle pressure around the suspected area of injury will be painful If the elements above are part of your initial 

evaluation you should suspect a fracture. 

’Splint It As It Lies’ and do not Attempt To ’Set’ The Break 

This part is important - you should not attempt to treat the fracture by aligning it, setting it back in to position, etc. If you are 

not specifically trained in management of fractures your best and most reasonable course of action is to call for professional 

help (EMT or other emergency medical provide0. 

If it is a lower extremity injury it is best to use whatever materials you have nearby to splint and stabilize the limb as you find it 

- cardboard boxes, pieces of wood, popsicle sticks, just about anything reasonably rigid can be used until the professionals 

arrive. 

If it is an upper extremity injury it is still a good idea to temporarily stabilize it but in these instances the athlete’s parents can 

often provide transport by car. 

If pain is severe or if you have any questions at all about what is reasonable then you should be cautious and call for 

professional assistance. Apply RICE (rest, ice, compression, elevation) if possible, and try to remain calm and reassuring to 

the athlete. 

(Dr: Dev K. Mishra is the creator of the SidelineSportsDoc.com injury management program for coache& He is an orthopedic 

surgeon in private practice in Burlingame, Calif. He is a member of the team physician pool with the U.S. Soccer Federation 

and has sen/ed as team physician at the University of California, Berkeley. This article first appeared on 

SidelineSportsDoc.com.) 
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Bittersweet Moments of Fatherhood 
Who:! my foe! daughters were genuipely littie girls, every 
miiesto.."..e was a ~:ew source of joy a~d pride, Now that 
they are young women, Uiere’s stili grea~ pride as [hey 
reach new stages of emancipation, but joy ~s~’t rea~y 

b~tterswee~ moments of paren{s ex~er~endr~ their Mds 

{F’ow[~9 up and.,. Read more 
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The Illusion of Success 
Reach fo~" the stars, Pu’~’sue 
goals b’,~yond your grasp, 

These are good ~[fe strategies, 

can accom#~sh unt~ we try, 
Bat what happens whe~ we’re 

tok~ we must resc~ the stars 

Listen or read more 
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~mpact; the creaUon of a 

posiUve or ~egadve phys~ca~ 
and emot~or~a~ envhonment 
that can detems~e the 
of a ch~d’s 

Listen or read more 
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yon Goethe 
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books and Cbs support d~ara(:ter 

educaUo~ in schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa}:ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 
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Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

~.~du<:ators," t~o~>k an Anti- Bullying 
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{.ear,q how to 
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Listen or read more 

The T.E.A.M. Approach to 
Teachinq Character 
t want my kids to be smart 

and successful, but i also 
want them to be good. I want 
them to be {~e k~r~d el: people 
other parents wou~d ~ke to 

see theh" Mds ma~’y, t a~so 

want them to make sound, 

wH~ help them be safe and 
happy. 
Listen or read more 

Family Values 
Our vaiues ..... the core beliefs 

{tete.~qli.qe oar ch,’~r,’~:te.% OUr 
ethics and our potential, 

fhus~ the ..mos~ i..mportar~t 
thb~g we car~ de for our 
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to develop positive valses 
[hat w~ he~p them become 
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Listen or read more 
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~o th~s ~s to mode~ good 
behavior as an adult/" 

~o~-~a~[ comments on 
Sweet Adversity: 

advice to he~p those 
going through d~ff~c~t 

Oar Character Development Seminars 
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NBC Sports pulls out all stops with plans for EPL 
coverage 
By Paul Kennedy 

NBC Sports will provide live coverage of all 380 English Premier League in an ambitious plan to blanket the 

ainNaves with English soccer. 

Coverage, which begins Aug. 17, will include 20 games on NBC and 154 on NBC Sports Network. 

Moreover ... 

- All 380 matches will air live on television with studio pre- and post-game coverage; 

- All 380 matches be streamed live via NBC Sports Live Extra on desktop, mobile and tablets; 

= Games not aired on a designated NE3CUniversal channel will be made available to distributors via Premier League Extra 

Time, a package of overflow television channels available at no extra cost for each of their customers who receives NBC 

Sports Network; 

- Championship Sunday on May 11,2014, will feature all 10 EPL matches available live on a different NBCUniversal channel; 

- There will be 76 Spanish-language telecasts, 10 on Telemundo, 66 on Mun2; 

= NBC will produce than 600 hours of studio and original programming surrounding Premier League. 

The studio and magazine shov~ will include the usual preview and wrapup shows - even a two-hour Match of the Day show - 

and NBC’s 36 series following the lives of EPL players over 36 hours leading up to a match. 

It will also offer Game Cut-Downs, a two-hour show featuring cut-down versions of Manchester United and Manchester City 

matches on Mondays and Chelsea, Liverpool, Arsenal and Tottenham matches on Tuesdays. 

NBC’S EPL TALENT. Arlo White, the voice of MLS since NBC Sports began MLS coverage in 2011, will return to his native 

England to serve as the lead play-by-play voice for its EPL coverage. 

Former Premier League stars Lee Dixon and Graeme Le Saux will join White as analysts. Former England star and BBC 

presenter Gary Lineker will serve as a special contributor to NBC Sports’ Premier League coverage and occasionally host on- 

site studio coverage. 

Former Jamaican international Robbie Earle and Robbie Mustoe will serve as studio analysts, alongside studio host 

Rebecca Lowe, from NBC Sports’ Premier League studio in Stamford, Conn. 

ULTIMATE INTERN EXPERIENCE. Under Armour has launched a contest to recruit "two of the smartest, hardest-working 

students on the planet" to join its "Under Armour Ultimate Intern Team." Winners will meet pro athletes and attend major 

sporting events in addition to learning a skill set that will help define their future success. 

(Click het~ to learn more about the contest and here to apply.) 
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Section 1 : Colorado newcomers lead MLS rookie class; Messi’s amazing t~ats 

What They’re Saying 

"1 would like to apologize to 

the horse, to all the 

mounted section, to people 

of the North East. I am on 

medication and had been 

drinking, but that does not 

excuse what happened..I 

love animals -I’ve got three 

dogs, a fish pond out the 

back and I feed foxes 

across the road" 

Rapids newcomers lead rookie class 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT~ It isn’t easy for a rookie to break into MLS - only six players have 

topped the 300-minute mark so far and just 11 of the 19 players taken in the first 

round of the 2013 SuperDraft have made their pro debuts. But a few rookies have had an impact. 

Jamaican Deshorn Brown and former U.S. U-20 Dillon Powers have started for every game for 

the injury-riddled Colorado and along with homegrown product Shane O’Neill (who made a 4- 

minute appearance last season) have been a big factor in keeping the Rapids competitive. - Read 

the whole story 

-- Newcastle United fan 

Barry Rogerson, 45, who 

was caught on video 

punching a police horse 

during rioting in the streets 

after Sunday’s game 

against Sunderland. Bud, 

the horse, escaped 

uninjured and has returned 

to duty Rogerson says he’s 

afraid to leave his house for 

fear of revenge attacks and 

claims there have been 700 

Twitter requests for his 

address. (Mirror) 

Sporting KC takes over conference lead with another shutout 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIND: Week 8] Sporting Kansas City took over first place in the Eastern Conference 

with a 1-0 win at the New York Red Bulls that extended its shutout streak to 519 minutes. French 

defender Aurelien Col~in had the lone goal for Sporting KC on a header off Graham Zusi’s 

corner kick. It was not a good evening for the Red Bulls, who lost Colombian defender Jamison 

Olave, their leading scorer, with a knee injury in the first half and Brazilian Juninho, who red- 

carded for kicking a ball at SKC keeper Jimmy Nielsen in stoppage time. For the weekend MLS 

schedule ... - Read the whole story 

Costa Rica-USA headed for ’Monster’s Lair’ 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] The process of normalizing relations between the USA and China 

began over ping pong. When Costa Rica cut diplomatic ties with Taiwan and finally recognized 

the People’s Republic of China, the Chinese rewarded the Central American nation wift~ the gift of 

a new national soccer stadium. The Estadio Nacional, which was funded by the Chinese 

government and built by Chinese workers, seats 35,000, but it is not good enough for the Ticos, 

who are trying to return to the cozy Estadio Saprissa, where it has never lost to the USA in seven 

games, for the Sept. 6 World Cup qualifier. - Read the whole story 

Kljestan scores in Anderiecht playoff win 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Sacha Kljestan scored defending champion Anderlecht’s third goal in 

37th minute as it beat Lokeren, 3-0, for its first win in four games in the Belgium’s Jupiler League 

playoffs. - Read the whole story 

Tri all tied in knots 
by Soccer America 

[MEXICO-PERU] Mexico is still looking for its first win of 2013. The Tri’s 043 tie with Peru in a 

friendly Wednesday night before 46,288 fans at San Francisco’s Candlestick Park was its fifth 

draw - and third scoreless draw - in five games this year. Mexico’s Angel Reyna had a penalty 

kick stopped in the second half. - Read the whole story 

Lionel Messi’s amazinq feats without a cape 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: La Pulga] We continue following the saga of the world’s highest scoring superhero 

and in today’s episode Lionel ~essi directs one of the many priests at his disposal to deliver a 

signed jersey to the Vatican, and then defeats an evil robot in Japan, while his alter ego prepares 

for the Champions League semifinals. - Read the whole story 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Mexico and Panmna move into final 

Mexico and Panama move into final 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-1 "7 CHAMPIONSHIP1 Mexico and Panama are the Concacaf giants at the under-17 

level. They played each other at the quarterfinals of the 2011 Under-17 World Cup, which Mexico eventually 

won, and they’ll meet in Sunday’s final at the 2013 Concacaf Under-17 Championship in Panama City. - Read 

the whole story 

id2 Proqram Trainin~q b~y~ attendees 
by Soccer America 

ICHARLESTON CAMPJ Play wrapped up Sunday in Charleston, S.C., after four days of play in U.S. Club Soccer’s last id2 

Program Training Camp of the spring for boys in the 2000 age group. For the boys attendees ... - Read the whole story 

id2 Program Training girls attendees 
by Soccer America 

[CHARLESTON CAMP1 U.S. Club Soccer’s id2 Program Training Camp for girls in the 1999 and 2000 age groups drew 52 

players. The camp was held at the facilities of USL PRO’s Charleston Battery and the College of Charleston soccer program’s 

home at the Patriots Point Athletics Complex. For the girls attendees ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School PLayers of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS1 Erik Clark, a senior midfielder from Wando High School in Mount Pleasant S.C., and the first player to repeat as 

a Player of the Week, and Taylor Baur, a freshmen defender from Mary Institute and St. Louis Day School, have been named 

as the NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, April 18, 2013 
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By Ross Fadner, Thursday, April 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Warning: Champions League Money Creating German Competitiveness 
Gap 
ESPN FC 

Following Bayern Munich president Uli Hoeness’ comments that a duopoly is developing in German soccer and 

that Bayern has won the BundeNiga too easily this season, Christian Seifert, CEO of the DFL (which runs 

Germany’s soccer leagues), warned that the wealth generated by the UEFA Champions League is harming the 

domestic game’s competitiveness. 

"The DFL can do nothing about it. Only UEFA can," Seifert said. "UEFA have to tax their brains about what will 

happen in future, because it is obvious that the current distribution has a massive influence on domestic 

competitions." He added that despite the presence of both Dortmund and Bayern in the Champions League 

semifinals, German soccer needs more than two successful clubs in Europe. "The league now has a second club 

gaining an international reputation, but we must wish for a third and then a fourth club to follow in the footsteps of 

Bayern Munich." 

Seifert said that even if the likes of Dortmund and Bayern waived their domestic prize money, the others would not 

be able to close the gap on them due to their Champions League earnings. The DFL chief said he would be happy 

te hold talks about the growing debate over competitiveness. 

- Read the whole story... 

No Double Pour Vous: PSG Exits Cup on Penalties 
Reuters 

Paris St. Germain’s dream of a domestic double this season evaporated on Wednesday, as star signings Ziatan 

lbrahimovic and Thiago Silva missed their penalties in a 4-1 shootout loss to Evian Thonon Gaillard in the 

French Cup quarterfinals after the game had finished 1-I. Despite the exit, super-rich PSG still maintains a healthy 

nine-point lead in Ligue 1 with six games remaining, while Evian is just three points above the relegation zone. 

"We said after the draw that it was the best thing for us to regroup in hard times," Evian coach Pasca~ Dupraz told 

French television France 3 after the game. "1 hope we now will build momentum and stay in the top flight." The win 

marks Evian’s first-ever trip to the French Cup semifinals, where it will play Lorient. The other game will see Troyes, 

Ligue l’s last-placed team, take on Bordeaux. 

PSG coach Carlo Ancelotti was beside himself after the loss. "This is a disaster. This is the worst game in my 

reign, the worst," the Italian told Canal+. ’Tm sorry, I’m very sorry. It’s my responsibility. Our attitude was not good 

enough. When a team goes on a field with a bad attitude, it’s the fault of the coach." 

However, PSG ferward Javier Pastore, who scored his team’s only goal, disagreed. "This isn"t a failure. We lost a 

soccer match, that’s all," the Argentine said. "When we don’t play well and our opponents defend well, that can 

happen. We are eliminated from the French Cup but there is still the championship up for grabs. Evian were a very 

good team this evening." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Aliardyce: Linesman Sto~e ’Famous Victor,/’ from West Ham 
Sky Sports 

West Ham coach Sam A~lardyce accused the linesman ef costing his team a "famous" victory against Manchester 

United at Upton Park on Wednesday night after the teams drew 2-2. West Ham went in front twice against the 

Premier League leader but United found a response each time. However, replays show that before scoring United’s 

second, Robin Van Persie was offside as Shinji Kagawa’s strike hit West Ham’s left post. Though the Dutch 

international coolly put away the rebound, the play should have been brought back. 

After the game, Allardyce was furious with the referee Lee Probert and his linesmen. "The team has played the 

best they can play and they have scored one of the best goals of the season and the assistant referee takes [the 

win] away from you," he told Sky Sports 2. ’qt’s a bit difficult to take, that’s their job, it’s their job to give the offside 

decisions that appear in front of them. This is a blatant one, this is not a position he should or shouldn’t be in. He 



can see Van Persie is two yards offside, he should put his flag up, he doesn’t." 

Nevertheless, Allardyce hailed his players. "It’s a fantastic performance by the team, outstanding performance in 

fact," he said. "They get rubbished, some of our players, for the type of football they play because of me and I do 

think that’s a disgrace because they have shown everybody how good they are today." 

Meanwhile, Manchester United coach Sir Alex Ferguson wasn’t happy with the referees either~ He thinks West 

Ham striker Andy Carroll should have been sent off just before halftime for fouling goalkeeper David De Gea. "It’s 

an obvious red card but the referee has seen it differently," Ferguson said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Mail 

In its bid to secure a U EFA Champions League place next season, Chelsea secured a vital 3-0 win away to 

neighborhood rival Fulham on Wednesday, a result that moved the Blues back into third place in the English 

Premier League standings, just one point ahead of fourth-place Arsenal and three points ahead of fifth-place 

Tottenham. Both Chelsea and Tottenham still have a game in hand over the Gunners. 

The goals came thanks to Chelsea center backs David Luiz and John Terry. Luiz opened the scoring in the 30th 

minute with an unstoppable, looping 30-yard strike, before Terry headed home a Juan Mata cross at the back post 

two minutes before the break. The Chelsea captain then made it 3-0 in the 71st-minute, heading home a looping 

Fernando Torres header from close range. 

It was a rare start for Terry under interim-coach Rafael 8enitez. Despite his two-goal performance at Craven 

Cottage, the Spanish tactician refused to guarantee whether the 32-year-old would start either of Chelsea’s next 

two games, away trips to Liverpool in the EPL this weekend and then FC Basel in the first leg of the Europa League 

semifinals next Thursday. 

"1 prefer these problems [of whether to leave Terry out]," Benitez said. When asked if he thought it was hard for the 

Chelsea captain to be left out so often, the Spaniard said, "1 think the most important thing is the team... I’m really 

pleased with his performance but at the end of the day the team has to be winning. Every player wants to play every 

game, but they have to realize they can"t do that and be 100 per cent in each game." 

= Read the whole story... 

Sao Pau~o Limps into Copa Libertadores Round of 16 
Reuters 

Sao Paulo scraped into the Copa Libertadores round of 16 on Wednesday, finishing second in Group 3 thanks to a 

2-0 win at home to fellow Brazilian team Atletico Mineiro, the group’s runaway winner. Though the result left the 

three-time South American champion with just seven points from six games, it still qualified for the next phase 

thanks to a better goal difference than third-place Arsenal, which beat Bolivian champion The Strongest 2-1 on 

Wednesday. The Strongest would have qualified ahead of Sao Paulo with a win in Buenos Aires, but instead, the 

loss left it last in the group with six points. 

Incidentally, Sao Paulo will again play Brazilian rival Atletico Mineiro in a home-and-away series in the round of 16, 

due to the Copa Libertadores system of ranking teams in the second round based on their results in the group 

stage. Atletico, with 15 points from six games, finished first, while Sao Paulo finished 16th. 

Goalkeeper Rogerio Ceni, who converted the penalty that made it 1-0 to Sao Paulo, warned Atletico that his team 

would be stronger the next time the two teams meet. "It will be a different Sao Paulo, even better and with much 

more will than today," he said, alluding to the absence of forwards Luis Fabiano and Jadson due to suspension. 

Ceni, who has scored more than 100 goals from free-kicks and penalties during his career, reserved special praise 

for the performance of former Santos star Ganso. During a TV interview, Ceni turned and said to the center 

midfielder: "’You were the best of the match. Now I understand why you are worth what you are." 

- Read the whole story_. 
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Paul Gardner: Red Bulls’ makeover underwhelms 

Friday, April 19, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is ~ benefit for Soccer America members. 

Red Bulls’ makeover underwhelms 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Gardner 

This simply doesn’t seem possible. Yet, here we go again. How can the New Jersey Red Bulls (please, let’s stop 

kidding ourselves with that "New York" tag), after yet another makeover, emerge as the same old Keystone Kops 

of soccer? 

Somehow, they’ve managed it. The Red Bull performances this season have been decidedly business-as-usual, ranging from 

promising to ludicrous to downright pathetic. 

We should have known. The warning signs were there throughout the offseason - but of course, when you’re waiting for the 

promised land, when you fervently wantthings to improve, you tend to adopt an indulgent view of developments. In that glow, it 

was possible to gloss over the fact that the Red Bull player signings seemed to be all over the place, that it was virtually 

impossible to discern any logical team-building process at work. 

Perhaps the key player, in that respect, was signed last year, before the curt~nt management took over. Throughout the 2012 

preseason and on into the season itself there was incessant talk of the Red Bulls signing a third Designated Player, someone 

to play alongside the other two DPs, Rafa Marquez and Thierry Henry, someone who would, it was assumed, make the Red 

Bulls more or less invincible. 

Plenty of big names were hinted at - Kaka was the most celebrated - but none if them showed up. In the end, it was a name 

that was never mentioned who was signed. Tim Cahill. 

The Cahill signing said it all. Cahill, an industrious, physical, all-action player from Everton, one of the more physical teams in 

the EPL. As it happens, the Red Bulls already had a player with those qualities in Dax McCarty - and McCarty, your arch- 

typical college player, was not exactly setting the place alight. Looked at from the strictly team-building aspect, Cahill was the 

last type of player that the Red Bulls needed. 

That would have been a creative midfielder - a Kaka certainly - someone to create purposeful cohesion where frantic chaos 

reigned. Adding Cahill to McCarty simply made no sense whatever - it looked like an opportunistic signing, snapping up a 

well-known EPL player simply because he was suddenly cut loose by Everton. 

The new Red Bull coaching crew did try to remedy the creative gap by bringing in Juninho ... but they failed to take the crucial 

step of getting rid of either McCarty or Cahill. One player like that is more than enough for any team - two is simply inviting 

banality. Looking at the other recently acquired midfielders - Jonathan Steele and Eric Alexander - you’re going to find it 

difficult to understand just why they were signed. 

duninho has disappointed. His fearsome free kicks have yet to be seen. Sure, he covers a lot of ground, but this is hardly 

productive movement, it looks more like the futile wanderings of a player in searoh of a partner, looking for someone he can 

engage with, to fashion a midfield that can, consistently and skillfully, supply inviting passes forward for Henry and Fabian 

Espindola. 

In this sense, Wednesday night’s game against Sporting Kansas City plumbed the depths. There seems little point in having 

highly paid and skillful players like Espindola and Henry on the team if they are to be isolated up front. Isolated on Wednesday 

night not so much by any outstanding defensive play from KC, but by the Red Bulls’ own midfield ineptitude. 

Apart from Juninho, virtually all of the Red Bulls’ recent signings have that opportunistic aura about them, of players signed 

simply because they were available. Why Alexander? Why Steele? Ruben Bover? Not one of that trio has so far shown any 

signs of being a player of the caliber that a championship-chasing team should be signing. The same can be said of defender 

Brandon Barklage. And why Kosuke Kimura, an experienced MLS player who spends most of his time on the bench? 

The current Red Bulls are not a team, and they show no evidence of having been put together with team-building in mind. Their 

episodes of good soccer - and they have those, a few in every game - come as a surprise, erupting suddenly from the 

drudgery of their routine play. They are singular moments, they are not heralds of the arrival of consistently mature and 

creative team play. 

Just why the Bulls, and the MetroStars before them, have been so repeatedly avdul at putting together a real team is a difficult 

one. After all, this is a problem for every MLS team. For this 2013 season, the frequency of roster changes in the league is 

staggering. The average number of new players for each club is eight. But Dominic Kinnear at Houston and Bruce Arena at the 

Galaxy and, to a lesser degree, Jason Kreis at Real Salt Lake and Frank Yallop at San Jose have managed to mold teams 



that can be relied upon to play successful soccer with reasonable consistency. (I am not here concerned with the stylistic 

merits of the soccer played, that is another matter). 

Why have the Red Bulls and their predecessors been so uniquely unable to produce a winning team? Quite possibly the 

nightmare is self-inflicted. Might it not be a consequence of the Red Bulls’ dogged insistence on being seen as a New York 

team? Which means, whether that’s what they want or not, they are going to be viewed as the inheritors of all that Cosmos 

glamour and dazzle, all those world superstars on the field, all those titles won. 

The attempt - be it conscious or unconscious - to live up to that image may well have given the club ideas well beyond the 

station of a young team growing up in a small stadium in a small town in New Jersey. Growing up, too, within the protective 

shield of a league whose stern financial restraints flatly rule out the lavish spending that supported the Cosmos lifestyle. 

Stretching and straining for the unattainable is a pretty good way of ensuring that the attainable is never achieved either. 

Post ,,/our response to the public SoccerTalk blocl. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 
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What They’re Saying 

"You’re always going to have 

fluctuations with players [on 

youth national teams], and 

certain teams have better 

players. But at the end of the 

day, we should be qualifying 

for all these tournaments. I 
think we can all agree on 

that fact. Sometimes 

setbacks are good. It makes 

you look at things honestly, 

and you can figure them 

out." 

Today’s News - Friday, Apt,, 1~, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Gulati and Compean square off in ’Clasico personal’ 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[FIFA] The USA never got a chance to play Mexico at the Concacaf U-17 

Championship in Panama City - its 3-1 loss to Honduras in the quarterfinals snapped 

a record streak of 14 straight times it has qualified for the U-17 World Cup finals = but another 

USA-Mexico showdown will take place in Panama City on Friday when U.S. Soccer president 

Sunil Gulati squares off against his Mexican counterpart, 72-year-old Justino Compean, for the 

seat on the FIFA executive committee to be vacated by American Chuck Blazer, - Read the 

whole story 

-- Landon Donovan, the 

Golden Ball MVP at the 1999 

U-17 World Cup, on the U.S. 

U-17s failing to qualify for 

the world championship for 

the first time in history. 

(.M LSSoccer. co m) 

Germany and Spain furnish Europe’s finest four 
by Samuel Charles 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The semifinals start Tuesday in Germany and they will include 

rising stars, world champions, storied rivalries, colorful coaches, two Ballon d’Or winners and the 

four best teams in Europe. Gorgeous venues in Munich, Dortmund, Madrid and Barcelona will 

play host -- in that order - to four fascinating games determining the owners of two precious 

tickets to Wembley, where the Champions League trophy awaits. - Read the whole stoW 

Sporting KC looks to extend shutout streak at Los Angeels 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 81 Eastern Conference leader Sporting Kansas City, which extended its 

shutout streak to 519 minutes with its 1-0 win at the New York Red Bulls, continues its difficult 

road trip with a match at the two-time defending champion LA Galaxy on Saturday night. FC 

Dallas will look to add to its six-point lead in the Western Conference when it hosts Vancouver. 

For the weekend MLS schedule ... - Read the whole stoW 

Northwest showdown expected to draw 10,000-plus 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL1 The Portland Thorns are expecting a crowd in excess of 10,000 for their opening game in 

the NWSL against Northwest neighbor Seattle Reign FC on Sunday afternoon. The other team 

holding its home opener is the Washington Spirit, which host Western New York on Saturday 

night. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole stoW 

Minnesota and FC Edmonton executives move on 
by Soccer America 

[NASL1 As the North American Soccer League moved into Week 3, two Iongtime club executives 

announced that they had left their positions.< - Read the whole stoW 

Wilmin~lton and Dayton finally open campaigns 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO1 Four weeks after the first teams began play, the Dayton Dutch Lions and Wilmington 

Hammerheads become the last USL PRO teams to open the 2013 season. For all the weekend 

action _. - Read the whole stow 

Friday is for teen idols scoring in matinees 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDE© PICK: Golazes] Three terrific goals scored this week by teenagers from Spain, England 

and Argentina offering a little inspiration to dig out the cleats, shake off the rust and be young 

once more this weekend= - Read the whole stoW 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, April 19, 2013 

Friday, April 19, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Concacaf Championship U-17 final is on Friday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the ~ek.) 

FRIDAY, April ~ 

ESPN2 

Mexico JAGUARES-LEON (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HONDURAS-CANADA 3rd Place (live) 6 pro. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO-PANAMA, Final (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-MOTHERWELL (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England HULL CITY-BRISTOL CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

France MONTPELLIER-LYON (delay) 4:45 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-RAYO (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England HULL CITY-BRISTOL CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain MALLORCA-RAYO (delay) 4:45 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf U-t7 Championship MEXICO-PANAMA, Final (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MONTPELLIER-LYON (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf U-I 7 Championship HONDURAS-CANADA, 3rd Place (live) 6 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-MOTHERWELL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HONDURAS-CANADA, 3rd Place (On Demand 11:59 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship MEXICO-PANAMA, Final (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Mexico JAGUARES-LEON (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, April 20 

ESPN2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 
MLS LOS ANGELES-KANSAS CITY (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Engiand SUNDERLAND-EVERTON (live) 9:30 am. 

England WEST HAM-WIGAN (delay) Noon. 

England QPR-STOKE (delay) 2 pm. 

England NORWICH CITY-READING (delay) 4 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England WEST BROM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 



England SWANSEA-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England BURNLEY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

England WATFORD-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) Noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-BREST (delay) 4 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALAGA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England BURNLEY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

Spain GRANDA-VALLADOLID (live) 10 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) Noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy UDINESE-LAZIO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WEST HAM-WIGAN (live) 10 am= 

England SUNDERLAND-EVERTON (delay) Noon. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WERDER BREMEN-WOLFSBURG (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RACING (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico IRAPUATO-UNIVERSIDAD DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-UNAM (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-NICE (live) 11 am. 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-GUADALAJARA (live) 10 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-SAN LUIS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-HOUSTON (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-SEATTLE (live) 6 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-NEW ENGLAND (livE) 7 pm, 

MLS DALLAS-VANCOUVER (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-COLUMBUS (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England WEST HAM-WIGAN (live) 10 am= 

England QPR-STOKE (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-READING (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am, 

England SWANSEA-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am, 

England SUNDERLAND-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

Portugal MOREIRENSE-PORTO (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia TBA (live) 12:30 am. 
England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-INVERNESS (live) 7:40 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am= 

Italy ROMA-PESCARA (delay) 11:30 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France PSG-NICE (delay) 4:45 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am, 

Spain DEPORTIVO-ATHLETIC (live) 11 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CiTY (live) 9 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STU-rTGART-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Mexico NEZA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil MOGI MIRIM-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-BELGRANO (live) 5 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE=PUEBLA (live) 7 pm= 

UNIMAS 

MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 11 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland CELTIC-INVERNESS (live) 7:40 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal BENFICA-SPORTING LISBON (live) 3:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 3 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain CELTA-ZARAGOZA (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-ZARAGOZA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 3 pm. 
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Google÷: Soccer America 
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Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, April 19, 2013 
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Gatl~er with us as we celebrate the 2o13 Reunion Weekend and our honored guests 

~:be classes of ’53, ’63, ’68 and ’73, 

Live music provided by the ( )econeecl~ee Sttfng Band 

Nearby Stadium Drive at ~o cost or in the Rams Head Parking Ded< (directly undernea da dae part?’ site) %~" a fee, 
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Soccer Bnsiness Insider: NWSL lands TV contract tDr second half of sea~m 

Friday, April 19, 2013                                                      ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

NWSL lands TV contract for second half of season 
By Paul Kennedy 

In what should be one of the last program additions before it goes offthe air, FOX Soccer will air nine games in 

the new National Women’s Soccer League - six regular-season matches and all three playoff matches, the two 

semifinal games on Aug. 24 and 25 and championship game on Aug. 31. 

Beginning July 8, FOX Soccer will televise one game per week over the final six weeks of the season, leading up to the NWSL 

playoffs. No formal announcement has been made, but the new FXX - a non-sports network -- is expected to replace FOX 

Soccer in September, and those soccer competitions for which FOX holds rights will move to the new FOX Sports 1. 

"The opportunity to highlight the race for the playoffs and the tht~e biggest games of the season that will decide the first 

league champion on national television is important for the growth of the league," said NWSL Executive Director Cheryl 

Bailey. "Our fans will get the chance to see the high caliber of women’s soccer, and we also hope to create many new fans 

who will appreciate the amazing athletes and personalities in the league." 

The four NWSL games on its opening weekend were streamed - not without difficulty - and home teams will continue to 

stream games throughout the season. 

WPS, the previous pm women’s league, appeared on FOX Soccer for all three years of its existence. Seventeen games aired 

in 2011, its final season. 

MEXICO’S TOP EARNERS. The top earners in Mexico’s Liga MX make less than MLS’s top earners do by a not insignificant 

atrlount. 

Chilean Humberto Suazo, star of two-time defending Concacaf Champions League champion Monterrey, is the highest-paid 

player in Mexico with a $3 million salary. Six foreign-born players -- including naturalized Mexican international Antonio 

Naelson - made the top 10 list published by Forbes and Mexican daily El Universal. 

Santos goalie Oswaido Sanchez is the league’s highest-paid Mexican player with a $2 million salary. 

In 2012, the Red Bulls’ Thierry Henry ($5.6 millon), Rafael Marquez ($4.6 million) and Tim Cahill ($3.6 million) and the LA 

Galaxy’s David Beckham ($4 million) all made more than Suazo did. The top 10 MLS earners all made $1.6 million or more. 

Liga MX Highe.~;t-Paid Player.~;: 

SALARY PLAYER (COUNTRY) CLUB 

$3.0 million Humberto Suazo (Chile) Monterrey 

$2.7 million Christian Benitez (Ecuador) Club America 

$2.2 million Lucas Lobos (Argentina) Tigres 

$2.0 million Oswaldo Sanchez (Mexico) Santos 

$1.8 million Christian Gimenez (Argentina) Cruz Azul 

$t.7 million Antonio Naelson (Brazil/Mexico) Toluca 

$1.6 million Jesus Corona (Mexico) Cruz Azul 

$1.5 million Aldo de Nigris (Mexico) Monterrey 

$1.5 million Aquivaldo Mosquera (Colombia) Club America 

$1.5 million Marco Fabian (Mexico) Guadalajam 

MLS FUTBOLITO RETURNS. MLS Futbolito, a national 4-v-4 tournament, returns to eight U.S. cities this summer. 

The national tour kicks off June 1 at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park in an event hosted by the Colorado Rapids. The New England 

Revolution (July 6) and FC Dallas (July 13) will also hold events on game days and invite all participants to attend their regular- 

season match later that evening. 

Other events will take place June 8 in Bell Gardens, Calif. (hosted by Chivas USA), June 23 in Houston (Houston Dynamo), 

July 20 in Flushing N.Y. (New York Red Bulls), July 27 in Boyd, Md. (D.C. United) and Aug. 3 in Chicago (Chicago Fire). 

MLS Futbolito will have its own web site MLSFutbolito.com. Gatorade and Castrol join associate level partners adidas, 

Allstate, The Home Depot, Makita, Pepsi, Volkswagen, Xbox and Quaker as sponsors of the 2013 edition of MLS Futbolito. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Scouting report: Brooks’ ’potential value’ tops $45 million 

Scouting report: Brooks’ ’potential value’ tops $45 million 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

IAMERICANS ABROAD] American-German John Anthony Brooks is considered one of the top prospects in 

German soccer. The 20-year-old defender, who says he’ll soon decide between representing the U.S. U-20s or      ~ 
German U-21s this summer, plays for 2. Bundesliga leader Hertha Berlin and his "potential valuation" is put at 

$45.6 million. - Read the whole story 

U=I 5116s’ winninq streak reaches nine qames 
by Soccer America 

[BALTIMORE BAYS CHELSEA] Baltimore Bays Chelsea moved ahead of D.C. United for first place in the Development 

Academy’s Atlantic Division U-15/16 age group following a 1-0 victory against PA Classics last Saturday, its ninth win in a 

row. - Read the whole story 

Development Academy PLayer of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Andrija Novakovich scored six goals over a two-game stretch to lead Chicago Magic PSG U-15/16s to two 

victories and earn the Development Academy Player of the Week. - Read the whole story 

U.S. Soccer to identify youth prospects 
by Soccer America 

[FUTSAL] U.S. Soccer, in partnership with Nike, will host a youth futsal invitational for four days beginning Saturday at The 

Home Depot Center as part of a new U.S. Soccer player development initiative to encourage the country’s elite youth players 

to play futsal. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, April 19, 2013 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, April 21, 2013 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Tottenham hosts defending EPL champ Man City on Sunday morning .... MLS Week 8 action continues on 

Sunday when D.C. United hosts Philadelphia .... Man United hosts Aston Villa on Monday, 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SUNDAY, Apri~ 2t 

ESPN2 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-INVERNESS (live) 7:40 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

italy ROMA-PESCARA (delay) 11:30 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France PSG-NICE (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-ATHLETIC (live) 11 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England TOTE~NHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Mexico NEZA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil MOGI MIRIM-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-BELGRANO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

UNlVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 7 

UNIMAS 

MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland CELTIC-INVERNESS (live) 7:40 am. 
England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 



ESPN3.com 

Portugal BENFICA-SPORTING LISBON (live) 3:15 pm. 

~4ONDAY, A~,ril 22 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain CELTA-ZARAGOZA (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-ZARAGOZA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, April 21,2013 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Texas teen debuts for Monterrey; American wins German "title 

Texas teen debuts for Monterrey 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABR©ADIAIonso Hernandez, who grew up in El Paso, Texas, became the latest American 

teen to debut in Mexico’s Liga MX, coming off the bench Friday night for Monterrey in a 1-0 loss to Santos, a 

preview of the Concacaf Champions League final. - Read the whole story 

Albelo’s Hoffenheim clinches German title ....................................................................................................................................... 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] American Christian Albelo’s Hoffenheim clinched the under=15 title in Germany’s Regionalliga Sad 

with tht~e games to play thanks to a 3-2 win at Wehen Wiesbaden on Saturday= - Read the whole story 

___M____e____x__!___c___o_______w___!___n___s_____f__!~__h______r__e__g i o n a ~ title 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 CHAMPIONSHIP] Mexico, which hasn’t lost a U-17 match in regional play since 2003, won the 

Concacaf Under-17 Championship with a 2-1 victory over host Panama. Salomon Wbias’ goal in the 70th minute was the 

difference in the final at Estadio Rommel Fernandez. - Read the whole story 

Canada takes third place in a shootout 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 CHAMPI©NSHIP1 Canada beat Honduras, 4-2, in a shootout in soggy Panama City after the third- 

place game at the Concacaf Under-17 Championship ended in a 2-2 tie. Canada twice rallied with late goals, in the third 

minute of stoppage time and 119th minute. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Sunday, April 21, 2013 
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Soccer America Contidential: MLS Power Rm~ings: Dallas runs agmn to retaJm top spot 

Monday, April 22, 2013 

MLS Power Rankings: 
top spot 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Dallas wins again to retain 

By Ridge Mahoney 

An eight-point lead over the Galaxy and a five-point edge in the overall standings places FC Dallas in a dominant 

position. 

FCD has five wins and a tie in its last six games after beating Vancouver, 2-0. No other team is close to that kind of form, 

though Sporting Kansas City won its third straight, at New York, 1-0, Wednesday before falling to the Galaxy, 2-0, at Home 

Depot Center. 

On the down side, both Toronto FC and Vancouver are winless in their last five. Another late goal robbed TFC of a home win 

and left it with four straight ties. 

The Canadian teams kick off their round-robin competition this week to determine the nation’s representative in the 2013-2014 

Concacaf Champions’ League. Joining the three MLS teams is NASL club FC Edmonton, which hosts Vancouver Wednesday, 

the same day the Impact plays at Toronto. 

Week 8 Soccer America MLS Power Rankings 

Rank TEAM (W-L-T) Last Week 

1. FC DALLAS (6-1-1), 1. 

2. HOUSTON (4-2-1), 2. 

3. LOS ANGELES (3-1-2), 

4. SPORTING KANSAS CITY (4-2-2), 5. 

5. MONTREAL (4-1-1), 4. 

6. PHILADELPHIA (3-2-2), 

7. PORTLAND (2-1-4), 8. 

8. COLUMBUS (2-2-3), 7. 

9. REAL SALT LAKE (3-3-2), 11. 

10. CHIVAS USA (3-3-1), 6. 

11. VANCOUVER (2-3-2), 10. 

12. SAN JOSE (2-3-3), 12. 

13. NEWYORK (3-4-2), 14. 

14. COLORADO (2-4-2), 13. 

15. CHICAGO (2-4-1), 18. 

16. SEATTLE (1-3-2), 19. 

17. TORONTO FC (1-2-4), 15. 

18. NEW ENGLAND (1-4-2), 

19. D.C UNITED (1-5-1), 17. 
Bye: Montreal. 

THE BEST. Five home games, five home wins stands the record for FCD after it defeated Vancouver, 2-0, with an own goal 

and Bias Perez’s third tally of the season. More importantly, the swagger in David Ferreira has returned. The Dynamo lost 

Adam Moffat and Brad Davis to in-game injuries and Jermaine Taylor to a red card yet still snagged a point, its first on the 

road this season, in Toronto (1-1) when Warren Creavalle’s header found the net in the 94th minute. 

The Galaxy took advantage of a tired SKC squad and Landon Donovan netted his first goal of the season in a 2-0 victory. A 

cross-country flight and just two days’ rest were SKC’s reward for downing New York, 1-0, at Red Bull Arena. The Montreal 

Impact returns to action with a busy week: Toronto Wednesday in the All-Canadian Championship, and Saturday at home 

against the Fire. Montreal regains the conference lead if it wins and SKC doesn’t. 

Jack Mclnerney is the league’s top scorer with six goals after bagging two in a 3-2 Union defeat of D.C. United at RFK 

Stadium. Of the Union’s 11 points, seven have come on the road. Portland succumbed to the Quakes’ Goonie magic by 

conceding in the 92nd minute but a 1-1 tie (goal by DP Diego Valeri) keeps the Timbers unbeaten on the road this season. 

THE MIDDLE.Andy Gruenebaum’s heroic goalkeeping wasn’t breached until the 83rd minute of a 1-0 loss in Chicago, but 

with zero shots on goal what can you expect? The Crew plays the next three at home after opening the season with five of 



seven away. Real Salt Lake started its own three-game homestand by edging Chivas USA, 1-0, with a rare commodity: a 

Javier Morales headed goal. The loss was Chivas USA’s second in a row by a 1-0 score. The ’Whitecaps go back4o-back 

with FCD by playing host to that rival this weekend at BC Place, where they are 2-0-1 this season. Overall, though, they’ve 

only taken two points from their last five games. 

]’HE REST. Rookie Andy Jahn struck a stoppage-time goal for the second time this season and the 92nd-minute strike 

averted a home loss, yet still left the Quakes winless in the last four. The Red Bulls were outclassed by SKC at home, 1-0, 

then riddled the Revs by scoring twice in the first eight minutes and adding two late goals to win, 4-1. Knee pain experienced 

during the warm-up knocking Edson Buddle out of the starting lineup and Marvell Wynne left the game with a strained groin 

as the depleted Rapids lost at home to Seattle, 1-0. They ar~ missing nearly a full XI due to injuries; Dillon Powers played 

despite suffering a head gash that required 40 stitches. 

Midfielder Jeff Larentowicz headed home a flicked throw-in to score his first goal for Chicago in its 1-0 defeat of Columbus. 

Obafemi Martins returned after missing one game with a knee problem and scored his first MLS goal in the Sounders’ first 

win of the season, 143, at Colorado. Toronto FC’s late-game collapses are becoming chronic; Houston’s equalizer was the 

third goal TFC has conceded in the 87th minute or later, and the Dynamo did it down to 10 men. 

An own goal ended a club-record 394-minute New England scoreless streak but a 4-1 defeat at Red Bull Arena left the Revs 

with just three goals and five points after seven games. Former United players Brian Carroll and Danny Cruz played pivotal 

roles as D.C. lost its fourth straight game, 3-2, to Philadelphia despite a goal by former Philly forward Lionard Pajoy. 
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NWSL crowd puts exclamation point on Portland 
market 
By Paul Kennedy 

If there was any doubt that Portland is the strongest soccer market in the United States, that was put to rest on 

Sunday afternoon when Thorns FC drew a crowd of 16,479 for its NWSL home opener against Reign FC from up 

the road in Seattle. 

For those who want to argue that their market is stronger, tell us which one of them could draw 16,000-plus for a women’s 

league game? 

How big was Sunday’s crowd at Jeld-Wen Field? It was bigger than any crowd during the three years of the NWSL’s 

predecessor, WPS, and bigger than eight of the 10 crowds in MLS last week. 

WPSL Attendance: 

CROWD MATCH 

16,479 Portland-Seattle 

4,669 Washington-Western NY (sellout) 

t0,524 AVERAGE 

MLS ATTENDANCE WATCH. MLS attendance continues to lag from last year’s record average. Week 8’s 10 games - 

including the first midweek game of the season - averaged only 14,924 fans, dropping the season average to 17,329, down 7.9 

percent from last year’s season average of 18,807. 

Most concerning is the situation at Toronto FC, which regularly filled BMO Field for its first six seasons, but losing has taken 

a toll at the gate. Attendance slumped for the last four games of the 2012 season - an average of about 15,400 - and has not 

recovered. 

After opening indoors at Rogers Centre, TFC has averaged 16,813 for three games at BMO Field. Saturday’s game against 

Houston drew an announced crowd of 15,973. 

MLS Attendance: 

CROWD MATCH 

25,908 LA Galaxy 2 Sporting KC 0 

18,029 New York 4 New England 1 

t6,973 Toronto FC 1 Houston 1 

14,900 Real Salt Lake 1 Chivas USA 0 

14,339 FC Dallas 2 Vancouver 0 

12,813 Chicago 1 Columbus 0 

12,349 D.C. United 2 Philadelphia 3 

t2,338 New York 0 Sporting KC 1 

12,063 Colorado 0 Seattle 1 

10,625 San Jose 1 Portland 1 (sellout) 

14,924 AVERAGE 

17,329 SEASON AVERAGE 

NASL ATTENDANCE WATCH. After averaging more than 5,000 a game for its first two weeks, the NASL average slipped 

below 4,000 a game in Week 3. The largest crowd was 4,135 at the 64,152-seat Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome for 

Minnesota United FC’s game against FC Edmonton. 

NASL Attendance: 

CROWD MATCH 

4,135 Minnesota-FC Edmonton 

3,761 Carolina-Ft. Lauderdale 

3,575 Tampa Bay-Atlanta 

3,824 AVERAGE 

USL PRO ATTENDANCE WATCH. Orlando City, USL PRO’s best-supported team and an MLS expansion team candidate, 

drew a regular-season club record crowd of 9,140 for its 3-2 win over the LA Blues Friday night at the Florida Citrus Bowl. 



USL PRO Attendance: 

CROWD MATCH 
9,140 Orlando City-Los Angeles 

4,546 Charleston-Barracuda FC 

3,213 Wilmington-Barracuda FC 

2,270 Richmond-Rochester 

423 VSI Tampa Bay FC-Los Angeles 

332 Charlotte-Rochester 

n/a Dayton-Pittsburgh 

AWARDS. FOX Soccer Channel’s "BEING: Liverpool" documentary on English club Liverpool was the winner in two categories 

and received honorable mention in two others in the 2nd Annual Cynopsis: Sports Media Awards. For the soccer-specific 

winners ... 

Documentary Series 

Winner: FOX Soccer Channel - BEING: Liverpool 

Honorable Mentions: Time Warner Cable Sports - "Road to MLS Cup 2012 (Backstage: Galaxy)" 

Live Coverage of a Sporting Even1 (National) 

Honorsble Mentions: FOX Soccer Channel - Survival Sunday (FOX Soccer), FOX Sports - 2012 UEFA Champions League 

Final 

New Sports Show 

Winner: FOX Soccer Channel - BEING: Liverpool 

Radio 

Honorable Mention: Embassy Row - Men in Blazers 

Spo~ts Series (Entertainment) 

Honorable Mention: FOX Soccer Channel - BEING: Liverpool 

Tune-In Promotion 

Honorable Mentions: FOX Sports International - BEING: Liverpool, Ink: All Leagues, Knockout Week 

Use of Integraled Sponsorship fer Broadcast 

Honorable Mention: Univision Communications, Inc. - Fanaticos del Frio 

Website: 

Honorable Mentions: FOX Soccer Channel - FOXSoccer.com 

Soccer America on Twilter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goegle÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League first-leg, semifinal games are on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

~All tirnr:~s Eastern unless noted. TV pro~rammin~ is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

TU~DAY~ Ap~ 23 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (l~ve) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (live) 2 pro, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (live) 2:45 pro. 

FX 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DOR~UND-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DOR~UND-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS~ONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DOR~UND-REAL MADRID (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DOR~UND-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Libertadores NE~LL’S OLD BOYS-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour B~IL-CHILE (live) 9 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS EDMONTON-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CELAYA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-AJACCIO (live) 12:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS~ONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

UNITS 

Concacaf Cha mpions League SANT~S~NTERREY (live) 10 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

UEFA Champions League B~RUSSIA D~R~UND-REAL MADRID (liv~ 2:~5 

Concacaf Champions League SANT~S~NTERREY (live) 10 

THURSDAY, April 25 

FOX 



UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARCILASO-NACIONAL (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pm. 

France LILLE-SOCHAUX (delay) 4:45 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Futsal Cup IBERIA STAR-DINAMO (live) 6 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup KAIRAT-BARCELONA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-SOCHAUX (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNS.com 

Mexico MONARCAS-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Portugal ESTORIL-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

SATURDAY A~ri~ 27 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England WlGAN-TOTTENHAM (live) 9:30 am= 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS MONTREAL-CHICAGO (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico LOBOS BUAP-NEZA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-MONTPELLIER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-DALLAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D,C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pro, 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pro, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pro. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pro, 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 pm. 

Netherlands NAC-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-SETUBUL (live) 3:30 pm, 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (live) 10 am, 

England WIGAN-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England READING-QPR (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 

England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HAMBURG (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 1:30 pm. 

Brazil TBD (live) 3:30 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR SPORTING-PENAROL (live) 6:30 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am= 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland MOTHERWELUCELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
England CHELSEA=SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

England READING-QPR (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

~ONOAY, Apri~ 28 

TBA 
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Gulati must walk FIFA tight rope 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

Sunil Gulati is everything Sepp Blatter isn’t. 

The U.S. Soccer president is nuanced; the FIFA president blunt. Gulati, the 53-year-old Columbia economics teacher, is 

generally soft-spoken. At 77, Blatter often comes across as an old man who doesn’t care what anyone thinks of what he says. 

In his first remarks since being elected to the FIFA’s executive committee, Gulati expressed support for more transparency in 

FIFA affairs in sharp contrast to the secrecy Blatter, the Swiss businessman, has craved throughout his rise through the 

tanks. 

Asked if he’d disclose what he’d earn from FIFA as a member of the executive committee, Gulati responded, "The answer 

would be yes, with a caveat." 

(See the nuance.) 

’1 don’t know what the rules of the road are there," added Gulati, who admitted he had not been told what he’ll make, "but in 

the absence of that, it’s my belief that FIFA should, in fact, disclose the compensation of directors. I would have no problem of 

disclosing if it’s not a violation of any provision with FIFA for directors." 

(It should be added that FIFA will vote next month on a reform package that does not include releasing the pay of its exco 

members.) 

Differences exist between what is acceptable in the United States and in most other countries on corporate governance 

covering such issues as transparency, conflicts of interest and bribery. 

In Europe - where FIFA politics are viewed most closely - Gulati is viewed as just that - a reformer. But to most of the 

American soccer community, he is viewed as an insider. 

His work on FIFA’s Independent Governance Committee - which has developed reform policies in light of the frequent 

scandals involving FIFA executive committee members - makes him an agent of change. 

But Gulati is also the ultimate insider, holding the position of "FIFA Ticketing consultant" on FIFA Ticketing AG. What does 

FIFA Ticketing AG do? It decides who’ll get how many tickets for the 2014 World Cup in Brazil and at the end of the day has 

just one goal in mind: make as much money for FIFA as reasonably possible. 

One does not know what Gulati or his Mexican counterpart, Justino Compean, said to the 35 members of Concacaf that 

voted for the North America representative on the FIFA executive committee on Friday in Panama City. There was not much of 

a public campaign expect for perhaps the Mexican federation’s parading a Caribbean delegation around Mexico City’s Azteca 

Stadium during the Mexico-USA game last month. 

The vote was public, though, and it was not decided 18-17 in Gulaffs favor until the final vote registered by Anguilla - a British 

overseas territory with a population of 13,600 - broke a 17-17 tie. 

Besides those from United States and Canada, all 16 of Gulati’s other votes came from English-speaking countries in the 

Caribbean. (The seven Central American countries, while not unanimous in their preferences, according to Gulati, agreed to 

vote as a bloc and went with Compean.) 

Jeff Webb, installed as Concacaf president from the Cayman Islands in 2012, publicly expressed neutrality in the Gulati- 

Compean election. 

Before Friday’s Concacaf Congress in Panama City, Blatter and FIFA general secretary Jerome Valcke toured the 

Caribbean, and we don’t know if at any point of their trip they took Webb out to the woodshed and explained to him who he 

should be supporting, but one can safely presume that Blatter and Valcke were pleased with the outcome of the vote. 

Gulati will now sit at a table and do soccer’s business as a member of the FIFA executive committee, which does not have a 

good track record. Not that the other exco members are strangers. For years, he has done business with many of these men - 

- yes, until very recently FIFA was an all-male executive committee - on behalf of U.S Soccer. 



On Monday, the Associated Press rain a list of 12 executive committee members who have been accused of some level of 

corruption since October 2010. 

Until now, the biggest FIFA battle of Gulati’s career concerned the USA’s bid to host the 2022 World Cup it ended up losing 

controversially to Qatar by a 14-8 vote of the executive committee in December 2010. 

Of the 14 Qatar votes, seven were from exco members on that AP corruption list, though it should be added that two were 

USA supporters: American Chuck Blazer and Trinidadian Jack Warner - both savaged in a Concacaf investigation into their 

tenure that was released on Friday. (Two other FIFA exco members were excluded from voting for the 2022 World Cup 

because of ethical violations; one r~cent addition is provisionally suspended.) 

Blazer will hand over his seat on the FIFA exco to Gulati on May 30, and Warner quit two years in the aftermath of the 2011 

Caribbean Football Union meeting at which sealed brown envelopes containing $40,000 in cash were offered as a gift to those 

in attendance to hear Qatari Mohamed bin Hammam talk about his bid to unseat Blatter. 

Blazer blew the whistle on Warner and bin Hammam, and in the aftermath 31 individuals from Caribbean Football Union 

members were investigated by the FIFA Ethics Committee then in place to investigate corruption charges. 

Webb had suggested that resentment against Blazer might work against his fellow American, Gulati, in his election against 

Compean, but 13 of the 16 Caribbean associations that voted for Gulati did so despite having individuals suspended, 

reprimanded, warned or fined or resign in the aftermath of the FIFA investigation into the CFU scandal. 

Gulati will have walk a tight rope on any number of issues in his new position, not the least of which concerns Qatar 2022. 

Asked on Monday why he had not commented on bribery allegations about Qatar’s win, Gulati responded, ’I congratulated 

Qatar the day they won the bid and we still do that. The rest is just rumors and commentary. Qatar is hosting the World Cup." 

An investigation is ongoing into the bribery allegations, but nothing has yet been substantiated beyond the fact that Qatar 

used its economic might to leverage support for its bid. 

But FIFA is very much caught between a rock and a hard place on Qatar 2022. Few believe realistically that holding the World 

Cup in Qatar during the summer - when temperatures can exceed 110 degrees - makes sense. But moving the World Cup to 

the winter, as has been suggested, might open up FIFA to a lawsuit from any one of the losing parties to the 2022 bid race on 

the basis that it changed the terms of condition to the bid after the fact. 

At the Concacaf Congress in Panama City, Webb called for a Concacaf nation -- presumably the United State or Mexico - to 

host the 2026 World Cup. As the FIFA rules are set forth now, the 2026 World Cup would be chosen from among candidates 

of only Concacaf, South Africa, Africa and Oceania. 

"We’ve made it clear in the past that we think hosting a World Cup in the U.S. would be a positive," Gulati said. "That certainly 

is something we would be targeting in the future." 

One of the toughest decisions he will face is whether to revisit the World Cup 2022 or build support for a USA-hosted World 

Cup 2026 that will likely - in yet another twist of FIFA politics - be decided by the full FIFA membership rather than the FIFA 

executive committee. 

Friday’s Concacaf Vote: 

Sunil Gulati (USA) 18 - Anguilla, Antigua & Barbuda, Bahamas, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Canada, Cayman Islands, 

Dominica, Grenada, Guyana, Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Kitts and Nevis, St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Trinidad & Tobago, 

Turks & Caicos Islands, USA, U.S. Virgin Islands. 

Justino Compean (Mexico) 17 - Aruba, Barbados, Belize, Costa Rica, Cuba, Curacao, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, 

Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Puerto Rico, St. Lucia, Suriname. 
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Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League Semifinals 

Their Words 

season started a fittie tow. It happens over the course of an MLS season, and we are gfad it has 

happeae~J early oa, sather than I.ater oa, We are s[:art~n~! [:o ~’~!~tre t hin~s out add we ~iaov~, what h: takes to 

Premier League: Manchester United 3 - Aston Villa 
0 

Man~:hester Unite~J a~e Premie~ League (:hampions~ beating Brad Guzaa’s Aston Vitta S-0 at Ok~ "l’ra~erd, Robh~ van 

Persie opened the scorin$ in d’e 2nd rnim£e, doubhn~ the lead in the 13th, and finishin$ his first-half hat-trick in the 

33r~J minbte, Both teams put five shots ea ~:ar$et, wh:h Unh:ed ~eading Rye to three oa come~s, Asten V~Ra are now 17th 

the tab[e~ with three points sepa~atm~ d~em from d~e relegation zone. They have fear games remainin~ in d~e 2012.. 

season. 

"You have to ceme tlere aad }~ive a rip, hi: ~oo(] a(:cognt e~ }*oB~se~ves," ~ston V~[~a maDa~er Paul Lambert said. "gut a~ter 

~he start we had, we d~ou~ht ’we can’t lose any mere here’, To be ~air ~o ~he [ads, d~ey kept on ~oins. I spoke to them 

after the game and told thorn they’d done rea[~y, really fine in the second half. ] cou{dn’t ask anymore. We kept on 

attacking," 

Formula t Shows Us How NBC Will Cover the 
Premier League 
[~’~J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Apr 25, 20i3) US Soccer ~;[ayers -. If you needed an exarnpfe of the National 

aud~enc:e, a[[ you needed to do was not (han$e the chmtne[ after the conclusion of the Los An~e[es Ga[a~ ~ Sportin$ 

Kansas {;ity (~ame on Saturday nif;ht. Next up on the N~C Sports sd~edu~e was ~Jetayed ~:overage of F’o~rnuta 1 qua~it~/ing, 

with the race i[seN live at 7:30am Sunday morning. 

Formu[a 1 shou[d work is the United States. It speaks to the ex[remes of ca~ cLItt~)l’e, the tl’ack layouts a~e in[ri$uin$~ 

serw~s as its own travel, show thro~l!~h the hl[:ernational. ~ooa~es, aad H: stages at [east one [ire event that counts ia [he 

standin$s m the United States. RBC Spo~ts ~s hardly the firs: to tPi ~o b.m] Formu}.a 1 h]~o a ~atmgs winner, bu~ they 

the f}rst to put rau[tip~e races on network te~ev~siom 

Short of p]aying a game that counts in the United States and depending on whethe~ or not you cons}dot Stoke City an 

international [oca{e, most of what NBC is ah’eady doing wiEh Formula 1 applies Eo what we know abouE their plans for 
En!~]and’s ~;rem~er Lea!~ue. When it comes to breaking throtNh to that bi~!~er audience that justifies n!~hts fee% paying 
~O~" btroadcast talent, and dedkath~g ae~:werk time, the two brands a~e ia a sh~fi[ar situat~oa~ ~e~:h shetRd woF~ ~or aa 

Anlencas audier~ce. Then a!~ain, so should a ~ot of programs that end up not meeting the nlark by r~etwork standards. 

Read ~ore 

Corner: MLS Goalkeepers 
Sportin~ I~ansas City is the talent exarapte of a ~,{ajor Lea~ae Socce~ dab tryin~ to distin~aish itsed by va[uin~ the 

position of goalkeeper. "]’hat’s no[ somett~ii~(~ ~’~,[.,> I~or~’~a~.h¢ takes for graated, ewm though it can easi~.y create a sharp 



dist:h~ction betweei~ c~ubs. Spo~ting Kansi}s ¢il:y an~J Real Sa}(t: I.a]~e are far baLLet off with Jimmy Niel.sen and Nicl< 

R}mando i~ ~oa( th~s season. ~oth teams had to vahJe those two ptayers ~n a way that isn’t commor~ i~ MLS. With a[~ the 

MLS clubs normally don’~ spare their Sea,keepers. 

Nietsea’s pe~ refinance on SaLt~rday behind a tired defease againsh a motivahed Los Anse[es Oa[a~ didn’h 8o waif> bu~t 

team cornpe~itK,e, la MLS~ that’s the ~r~Je role of d~e e[i~e Boa[keeper, keeph~ his club in ~ames wi~h ~ep~J[ar 

professio~a~ performances. Read More 

Warner and Blazer face likely legol cases and FBI probe - flora Re~ters’ Simon Evans: The confederation is weighii~g 

~p i~s legal opLioas and Lhera is cartam~y no mood ~o ’fo~ive and iorget’ amon~ the body’s new ~eadership. 

Sounders’ bye week offers chance to re~roup~ refocus - from "[’he ~eattle "Times’ Joshba Mayers: ~chmid felt ~¢~li}[tii’~s’ 

q~ality extended beyond the goat. 

Portland Timbers coach Caleb Porter admits San Jose’s "mesh pit" style of play made it hard for his team o from 
MLgsoccer.com’s Dan He]: "And over 90 minut:es, ’¢O(E ha},/e t:o be dp for it an~J ro~I your s{eeves 

RSL goalkeeper Nick Rimando was due for a PK save - and he got one vs. Chivas - irom "The Deseret News’s James 
Edward: Yeu know he’s d~e to s~ve oae cause he’s ~oin~ to s~ve one every co~p~e~~ said Gr~bavey~ 

Bayern poised te take Barca’s crown ¯ from Fox. Seccer’s Le~ade~ Sch~eHaeckens: Like Bayern, Barc~ ran away wiLh 

Roy Hodgson favours w~nter break for the Premier League - from The Evenm}; Standard’s James O~Iey: "F’or aI~ us 
leotbaf.l coaches in Eag[aad who would dearly [eve to see our seasor~ spread ot]t slightly difierer~t[y._ ." 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: CONCACAF Champions 
League Final 

The UEFA Champions League semifinal moves to FX for the opening fag of Borussia Dortmund o Real Madr}d at 2:30pro. 

Ligue I oa Univisioa Depo~tes: St Edeane - Ajaccio at 12:30pm, The first-te~ of the CONCACAF Champions Leag~.~e fina}. 

is on Fox Soccer and Un~Mas: Santos Laguna - Monterrey at 10pro. Co~a Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Newe~(~s Old Boys 

- Vel.ez Sarsfiel.d at 8pro. be~N Spot1: h~}s the Braz~] - (:hi~e friend]V aL 9pro, AH 7"~me,s E~;~er¢~ 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Borussia Dortmund hosts Real Madrid in a UEFA Champions League first-leg, semifinal on Wednesday.... Also 

on Wednesday, the first leg of the all-Mexican Concacaf Champions League final. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, April 24 

FX 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-MONTERREY, final, 1st leg (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Libertadores NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-CHILE (live) 9 

SPORTSNET 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS EDMONTON-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CELAYA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-AJACCIO (live) 12:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-MONTERREY, final, 1st leg (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS--MONTERREY, final, 1st leg (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND=REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS-IVIONTERREY, final, 1st leg (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, April 25 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Cope Libertadores REAL GARCILASO-NACIONAL (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League FENERBAHCE-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 



UEFA Europa League BASEL-CHELSEA (live) 3 pro. 

FRIDAY, April ~@ 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pm. 

France LILLE~SOCHAUX (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain RAYO-OSASUNA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Futsal Cup IBERIA STAR-DINAMO (live) 6 pm, 

UEFA Futsal Cup KAIRAT-BARCELONA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-SOCHAUX (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Portugal ESTORIL-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

SATURDAY Ap[il 27 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-VVEST HAM (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England VVIGAN-TOTTENHAM (live) 9:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

England STOKE-NORVVICH (delay) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS MONTREAL-CHICAGO (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England BARNSLEY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am= 

Spain ATHLETIC-BARCELONA (live) Noon= 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pro. 

italy PESCARA-NAPOLI (delay) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain LEVANTE-CELTA (live) 10 am. 

Spain ATHLETIC-BARCELONA (live) Neon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-MALLORCA (live) 4 pm. 

italy PESCARA-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm, 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico LOBOS BUAP-NEZA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-MONTPELLIER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-DALLAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D,C, UNITED (live) 7:30 pro, 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pro, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pro. 

MLS CHIVAS USA~SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pro, 



ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 pm. 

Netherlands NAC-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-SETUBUL (live) 3:30 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (live) 10 am, 

England WIGAN-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

SUNDAY, ApH~ 26 

FOX SOCCER 

England READING-QPR (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 

England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Italy TORINO-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm. 

France EVIAN-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-SEVILLA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 3 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HAMBURG (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 1:30 pm. 

Brazil TBD (live) 3:30 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR SPORTING-PENAROL (live) 6:30 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland MOTHERWELUCELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 

England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

England READING-QPR (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 
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Section 1 : Baxcelona era looks set to close; ~madals hit five of six cont~deration presidents 

What They’re Saying 

"1 know I’m not going to 

continue at this pace the 

whole year, so I told 

everyone not to get too 

excited. But it feels good. 

And the goals will keep 

coming if we’re still 

winning." 

--The Philadelphia Union’s 

20-year-old striker Jack 

Mclnerney, whose six goals 

in the season’s first seven 

games make him the MLS’s 

youngest leading scorer in 

history. (MLSSoccer.corr0 

Today’s News - Wednesday, April 24, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

An era looks set to close 
by Paul Kennedy 

~ 
[BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA] Have we seen the end of an era? Barcelona, 

which has dominated European soccer with 14 trophies (going on 15 with the 2013 

La Liga title), slumped to a 4-0 loss to Bayem Munich in the first leg of their UEFA Champions 

League semifinal series and looks sure to go out in the semifinals for the fourth time in the last 

six years. The fact is, Tuesday’s defeat could have been worse. - Read the whole story 

Scandals hit five of six confederation presidents 
by Paul Kennedy 

[FIFA] For all the attention to corruption scandals at the FIFA level, the real action is at the 

confederation level. Of soccer’s six confederations, five have had their presidents banned or quit or 

be reprimanded in the wake of corruption charges in the last three years. The latest: Paraguayan 

Nicolas Leoz, the Conmebol president who quit on Tuesday, citing health reasons. That’s the 

same Leoz who had an aide famously propose to the England 2018 World Cup bid team that the 

FA Cup should be renamed in Leoz’s honor in return for him agreeing to visit England. For the 

chronology of their downfall ... - Read the whole story 

Wynalda’s Cal FC ousted, Szetela’s Icon FC advances 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] The bid of Eric Wynalda’s Cal FC to return to the U.S. Open Cup ended when 

it was eliminated in USASA Region IV qualifying. In other action, former U.S. international Danny 

Szetela’s Icon FC advanced in Region I qualifying to the U.S. Open Cup’s centennial edition, 

while Newtown Pride SC - from the Connecticut town hit by tragedy last December - is one win 

away from qualifying after prevailing in a controversial replay. - Read the whole story 

Orlando City takes lead, Phoenix FC president out 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 6] Orlando City conceded a 90th minute-equalizer to Nate Thornton, 

but its 1-1 tie with the Charlotte Eagles earned it a point that moved it into first place in USL 

PRO. Dora Dwyer, who’s on loan from Sporting Kansas City, scored his third goal of the season 

for Orlando City to move into a tie for the scoring lead with teammates Jamie Watson and the 

LA Blues’ George Davis IV. - Read the whole story 

Rogerio Ceni is the Brazilian Knute Rockne 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Role Model] Borussia Dortmund hosts it biggest game this century Wednesday 

only hours after learning its brightest young star will be at archrival Bayern Munich next season. 

Veteran keeper Roman Weidenfeller may have to channel his counterpart in South America to 

keep his young team focused against mighty Real Madrid. - Read the whole story 
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Wednesday’s Soccer TV: CONCACAF Champions 
League Final 

The UEFA Champions League semifinal moves to FX ior the opening leg ef Bo~ ussia DerEmund ¯ Re, a[ Madl’~d a[ 2:30pro, 

Ligue 1 on Univ~sios Depo[tes: St Etienne - A}accio at ’~2: }0pro. The fh st-leg of the CONCACAF Champions League final 

is oa F~:{:< Soccer and Un~Mas: Santos [.aguna - Menterrey at 10pro. Cepa [.Jberta~Jere$ oa [’ox Oepertes: Newe[[’s O[~J Boys 

- Vetez Sarsfietd at Spin. be]N Sport has the B~azg - Chile fliendty at 9prn. Af~ Th~es E~stern 

Theft Words 

"NOV~~. 8x~re t:haI~ e’7~,~r, BV~ ~A,i[I. not {)e d]!~tract:ed f~’ora t:he })]}~ drea81 el [ay]n[[ t:he foundat:ioa ie~" a 

surprise in [on/erl’ow’s Champions League semi-fina[ to reach [he fina[ at London "s Wembtey S[adiLl[T~ 

with an excepdonaf team that has developed over the years and has always risen to the chaf[enges 

presented." Borussia ~or~mund chairman Hans=Joachim Watzke. 

Bayern Munich, Barcelona, and the Sporting Chance 
ByJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Apt 24, 20i3) US Soccer PLayers -. There are few things m sports more annoym~ 

~haa a ~ea8~ R~ia~a}~ a perfect:ty geod stery ~ine. In the medern era of sports cove~age~ ~’s ~he stop! ~i~e ~ha~ abNays 

takes precedence. The draw for the Chanlpions League semifinals raight have ~one better had the two Gernlan teams 

aad two ~pan~sh teams ~ace~J each ether in ~Jeraes~:k: derbies, but: the story E’eraa~ns the same. "[’~’,,e super clubs fac:h~g 

off against each outer, and nobody was mistakh~g U~e Bo~uss~a OorEmund - Rear Madrid semifinal as that Hxtura, 

Instead, it’s now up to Dortmund ¯ Rear te satvage hhe semifinals now that hhe edger hail has turned into a iorgene 
cont:[usk)n. "[’he stoP¢ dkln’t stic]~. 9ayera Mbak:h ran a[] over an uade~whe]mia9 Ban::el.ena, and aow everyone’s pk:k fix 

besE team in Europe pr~or to Tuesday’s opene~ in Munich are scavenging for rahionaq~tions. There’s a long rise o~ 

sporting ctich6s more than suited for that purpose, so fee[ free to help yourself. 

Meanwh}[e. the world prayer of the year Done{ Mess1 gwes the kind of mixed zone quotes no one wants to hear in April 

"We also have to tpi and turn th}s de around and, if we can % start to think about next season." 

Hey, if we’ve [earned anything from the Europa League this year. it’s always possib]e to turnaround a lopsided firsto[e8 

[oss~ Afl:e~ al.[, Bayern were perfect:[y capab[e o~ sco~ia~ four ~oa[s in one game. se why not Barca: Not buyia8 it, Ne ene 

else seems to be eid~er. Read More 

Questions: A Massive Statement of Intent in Major 
League Soccer 
By Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (Apt 23~ 2913) US Soccer Prayers o tn "[’uesday’s cotuma. Teny asks about ways te make 

statement of intent; ~hlds ToronLo continuing Lo make the wl’ong kind o~ statement; rooks at an amazin~ tul’n..a~ound 

~O[" US ~,~a~iona[ "]’eara p[a’{er Brad G~zaa; a[~(] $u~(~es~s ~t’!; tirae fo~ 1:he (:rew te actba][y ~)ecoqle ~’~assive." 

"StaEement of inhenE" was tqBC broadcaste~ Ar[o White’s iaverite [ine on Saturday night, ~eptacin8 his usua[ sEand-by of 

On the pregame sho~..,, before Saturday*s game m Los Angeles, the broadcasters reported that US Soccer Ha[[ of Famer 
and ~4ansas CiW hea~J c(~a(:h Peter Vermes was star~i~g ~he same lineup as he did agaff~st the Red Burrs ir~ 
New Jersey on Wednesday~ This was Vermes’ ’<statement of intent,’~ that h~s team was good 
enough to take on the MLS Cup ,Mnners, on theft turf, even after a drafning game on Wednesday 
and a long f[ight~ 



That Iirsbha[f was as enI:ertainin<4 a hail as you~[[ see. Good ~:ombination £1.ay, excellent ~ms off the bail., iast counter- 
attac:ks~ sM[]fuf center ba~:ks who don’t just hit aimless Ions bails. Kansas City p[a’yed also, 

Los Angeles did what ~,ood teams do. The’y had an opportunity a£aii~st a tired oppoi~ent and they punished that 

ol)ponenL Read More 

Gulati must walk FIFA tight rope o from Soo::er Ar[~t!![’iea’s Fa~[ Kennedy: Difieren~:e!~ exis~ between what ~s aecepLab[e 

the UniLed SLates arid in most other cotmL~ ies or~ co~ po~ ate governance covering st~ch ~ssues as transparency, 

~:onil.~:ts o1: interesl: and bMbeq/, 

Sunil Gulati says he’d be willin8 to disclose FIFA pay o from USA Today’s Kef[y Wh}teside: "~ine would be the same as 

evewone e[se’s ant! I wou[d have no problem of disclosing if iL’s noL a \dof.ation of any provision wiLl~ 

Chris Klein: ’Everyone was surprised’ by Tim Leiweke’s departure - fl’om GoaLcom’s Za¢ Lee Rig$: "f’rn thankful, to be 
[eadii~£ the best club ii~ the coui~try and the visioi~ of where we want to go and who we want to be." 

Coach Martin Rennie’s vision cast on ’business end’ of MLS season o from The Van~:ouver Suit’s OaP,~ ~ingston: The 

coach~s [~r~i?t~}:~ r[~ow!!s t:[ear[y batzkiired, 

Jurgen Klopp philosophical over Mario G6tze’s move to Bayern Munich o Irom STY Sport: "Nobody needs to v~o~ry 

about o~ focus." 

Baern Munich 0 ens Wallet Shakes Bundesli a A ain - from The NY Times’ iqicho[as Ku[ish: makin!~, O6tze the most 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Europa Semifinals 

tt’s the Europa Leag[~e’s turn for thei~ serniiina[ stage, with the [asL Premier Lea$ue team [eft in European competition 

this seaso~ ~ookin~ to advance. The team i~ ~est~o~ hap#ens to be the ~ei~rdn~ Champions League title ho~de~, w~th 

Chelsea away to Base[ in their openin~ [e~ aL 2:30pro on Fex Soccer, ~n the oLhe~ Europa League semifinal, Fenerbache 

host Benfi~:a at 2:30~m on Fox Soc:ce~ Plus {Spin o~ Fox Soccer). h’~ the Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes; Rea[ 
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Do luxury stadiums squeeze out the real fans? 
By Paul Gardner 

A brief cameo from a recent English Premier League telecast - one of those quick cutaways to the fans.           ~ 

Suddenly we see the selected fan - it’s a woman, nothing unusual about that, the TV directors seem quite 

determined to stress the attractiveness of the EPL’s female fans. But maybe there is something slightly different here -- this is 

not a young lady - more in the mature range, I’d say, a rather posh lady, dressed up to the nines, with a look of bored upper- 

class superiority as she pats her hair into place. She is looking to her right, the camera widens, we see an empty seat, then, 

in the seat beyond that, a young boy fidgeting with a toy or a gadget. 

The woman - the mother? - speaks to the boy, who pouts and then turns to the empty seat - which is not empty, I lied about 

that - it contains two bulging shopping bags. The boy pulls one of them petulantly toward him, and opens it up ... and that 

was it, sudden end of the TV cutaway. 

All the while, the game was proceeding, but neither the boy nor his mother cast a glance toward the field. These were fans? 

Supposedly so, yes. It’s difficult to describe them - or it least it was until last week when we heard from Luis Fernandes, 

Brazil’s deputy sports minister. 

Fernandes was lamenting the possibility that one of the legacies of next year’s World Cup would be a plethora of new or 

upgraded all-seater stadiums, gentrified to attract more affluent fans. Up would go the admission prices, with the result that 

the traditional mass of fans would not be able to afford to attend games. 

Such a shift, says Fernandes, would change the atmosphere in Brazilian stadiums "from one where what predominates is the 

so-called D and E class, to one where there will be a heavy predominance of what they call class A and B spectators, who will 

not only buy the tickets but will also consume in the stadium." 

So the lady who did her shopping in the morning before attending the game - is a Class A fan. So, too, is her son, this 

pampered boy so much more intrigued by his toy than the game. Or probably Class B - with the Class A fans cozily 

ensconced in their luxury boxes. 

Those who will be priced out are tagged as D and E fans, the low-grade numbers clearly indicating their unsuitability. So be it. 

We have seen this change in Europe - in England in particular, which, after a period of over 50 years in which no new 

stadiums were built, has seen an explosion of stadium construction since the start of the Premier League era in 1992. And 

that has very definitely meant massively increased admission prices. But has it also meant what Fernandes fears might 

happen in Brazil - the disappearance of the masses of traditional D & E fans, and a subsequent lack of atmosphere at the 

games? 

Yes and no. Because it is not just soccer crowds that have changed. English society has changed, the so-called %’~orking 

class" - the very class from which the pro game sprang in England - hardly exists any more. England is a wealthier country, 

and the wealth is more evenly spread. The fans now come mainly from the vastly expanded middle class. 

They have money, and they seem happy to spend it on high-priced tickets and over-priced team shirts. Who can say whether 

this means a new class of devoted fans, or whether these people are simply amusing themselves with a new fashion, to be 

abandoned as soon as something more trendy shows up? 

For the moment, soccer’s star is very much in the ascendancy - it is now frequently referred to as a multi-billion dollar global 

business. Just a week ago we were informed that Real Madrid has moved ahead of Manchester United and is now the world’s 

richest soccer club. I have no idea what that means in any practical sense, but I suppose it’s a good thing to be top of this 

financial league standings. 

The crowds at Spanish games look to be predominantly Class B fans. So Real Madrid is doing fine from monied fans, while 

Spain itself suffers from a severe financial crisis. And somehow, despite the whittling away of those unwanted D and E fans in 

England, hooliganism - always associated with the lower-income fans - has recently made an unwelcome reappearance on 

the English scene. 

Puzzling anomalies that can be safely left to the sociologists to explain. Possibly correctly. But there is one area that seems 

to me almost bound to have an adverse effect on the future of the game - and I don’t think we need sociologists to work this 

one out for us. 

Not so much that Class B lady and her shopping bags, but her Class B son, the boy with the Little Lord Fauntleroy look. In 



the past in England, there were always substantial numbers of young boys at soccer games. Class E boys, for sure. They 

came on their own, they got in at a cut-rate price - sometimes through a special "Boys" turnstile. And of course, in their 

thousands they grew up to be adult fans, some to be pro players. 

It always seemed important that the boys be there because they were seen as a club’s future. They have gone now. These 

days, in the TV cutaways of English games, it is rare to see young teenage boys. Is it possible that Little Lord Fauntleroy, 

who attends with his mother and fiddles with his toys while the game goes on -- is it possible that he and his ilk now embody 

the future? Maybe it is. But it will be a future to reflect the transition of soccer from a sporting pastime to a commercial 

activity. One in which the stadiums consist of nothing but luxury boxes and their Class A denizens, and the main achievement 

will not be winning the European Champions League, but rather finishing on top of the Forbes Magazine richest-club contest. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 14 national team roster; Red Bulls’ unbeaten streak snapped 

U.S. under-14 boys nationa~ team roster 
by Soccer America 

[H©ME DEPOT CENTER CAMP] U.S. under-14 boys national team head coach Hugo Perez called in 29 

players for a domestic training camp at the Home Depot Center that will conclude on Sunday. All of the 

players in camp were born in 1999, with the exception of Ricky Mendez (born in 200) and John Hilton (born 

in 2001). The camp is the last before Perez picks the U-14 squad that will travel to Croatia later this spring. 

For the complete roster ... - Read the whole story 

U-17/18s’ unbeaten streak snapped at 18 games 
by Soccer America 

[NEW YORK RED BULLS1 The New York Red Bulls’ U-17/18 team suffered their first loss of the season when they fell to the 

New England Revolution, 4-2. - Read the whole story 

Rapids select six players for national finals 
by Soccer America 

[SUENO MLS 2013] Colorado Rapids name six prospects that will represent the club at the national finals of Sueno MLS 

2013, the player search nationally televised on Univision’s Republica Deportiva - Read the whole story 

West Coast FC takes championship in shootout 
by Soccer America 

[LA FUTSAL INVITATIONAL] West Coast FC won the girls LA Futsal Invitational with a shootout win over Surf in Tuesday’s 

final. West Coast’s Sydney Shafts and Surf’s Catarina Macario both had hat tricks. - Read the whole stow 

Ali-DaIMs Event teams 
by Soccer America 

[ECNL] Three Texas clubs -- Challenge, Solar-Chelsea and Lonestar - Carolina Elite Soccer Academy and the Michigan 

Hawks each had three players named to the All-Dallas Event teams at the Elite Clubs National League’s third event in its 

2012-13 ECNL National Event Series. For the All-Event teams ... - Read the whole stow 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, April 24, 2013 
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Section 1: Klinsmann: Donova~ has catch-up to do 

What They’re Saying 

"1 have analyzed this 

[coaching] staff and myself 

for the last three weeks. I 

have put [the assistants] 

under a microscope, maybe 

even before I put the 

players, but I am done with 

that. It is on the players now. 

I am going to put them 

under a microscope. I am 

going to hold them to very, 

very high standards." 

Today’s News ~ Thursday, April 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Klinsmann: Donovan has catch-up to do 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[USA MEN] Just because he scored one goal - into an empty net on a breakaway, it 

should be added = doesn’t mean has Landon Donovan played himself back into the 

U=S. national team picture. On U.S= Soccer’s Media Day with a gathering of reporters, Coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann made it clear he’ll think long and hard before he recalls Donovan, the team’s 

all-time leading scorer. The U.S. coach was not focused on just Donovan’s fourth-month 

sabbatical that kept him out of the start of the Hexagonal but the 21 months of Klinsmann’s reign 

when Donovan, for the most part, "hasn’t been a part of that development of this team." - Read 

the whole story 

-- Coach Ben Olsen, whose 

DC. United has started the 

season with one win, five 

losses and a tie. 

0vVashinqton Post) 

Germany-Spain: 8-1 
by Paul Kennedy 

[BORUSSIA DORTMUND=REAL MADRID] A day after Bayern Munich beat Barcelona, 4-0, 

Borussia Dortmund hosted Real Madrid in another duel of German and Spanish clubs in the 

UEFA Champions League semifinals, and it was almost as lopsided. Assembled for only a 

fraction of the money as its opponent, Dortmund won, 4-1, at the Westfalenstadion, getting all 

four goals from Pole Robert Lewandowski. Like Bayem the night before, Dortmund put on a 

commanding performance that left only slightly less doubt about who would qualify for the final. - 

Read the whole story 

Holden back at BoRon Wanderers 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] After starting four games at Sheffield Wednesday - the first four starts 

in the English Championship since returning from two knee surgeries - American Stuart Holden 

has returned on loan to Bolton Wanderers for its final promotion push. Holden’s progress has 

been viewed positively by Jurgen Klinsmann, who recently dispatched assistant Andi Herzog 

to check in on Holden, who might be recalled for the 2013 Gold Cup if he continues to play. - 

Read the whole stow 

Monterrey shows its mettle 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Santos could not take advantage of a red card to Argentina 

Cesar Delgado for a foul on Herculez Gomez and had to settle for a 0-0 tie with two-time 

defending champion Monterrey in the first leg of their rematch in the Concacaf Champions League 

final before a packed house at the Estadio Corona. Visiting Monterrey was the better team 

throughout and unlucky not to score. - Read the whole story 

Toronto continues dominance over Montreal 
by Soccer America 

[AMWAY CANADLAN CHAMF’IONSHIP] The Montreal Impact has never beaten Toronto FC in the 

Amway Canadian Championship - Canada’s Concacaf Champions League qualifier - and that 

didn’t change Wednesday night as Toronto FC prevailed, 2-0, in the first leg of their semifinal 

series. Two goals in the last nine minutes earned the visiting Vancouver Whitecaps a 3-2 win over 

the NASL’s FC Edmonton in the other match. - Read the whole story 

Goal of the year candidates from Norway and Portuqal 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Two of the best goals all season are on the menu today with Norway now 

looking to be a heavy favorite to bring home the women’s goal of the year and Benfica taking aim 

at team goal of the season, and best assist. - Read the whole story 
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Thursday’s Soccer TV: Europa Semifinals 

It’!; the Europa I.ea?,ue’s turn for their semifinal sta?,e, with the last Pren)~e[’ ~.ea{~le tea~?) ~elrt ~n Eu[’epea~) competition 

this season rooking to advance. The team in quest}on happens to be the reigning Champions League title hotde~, w~th 
(:he{~ea away to Base[ in ~:he~r eperfing {eg el: 2: 30pro on Fox Soccer, ~n the ether Europa League semdhlal.~ Fenerbache 

hos~ Benfica at 2:30pro on Fox Socce~ Plus (Spin on Fox Soccer). ~n the Cope Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Real 

Gar(:i[aso ~ National a~: 9prn, A~ 7"imps ~s~er~ 

Their Words 

"There was no euphoria in Lhe dressing room. Yet a~ain, f only saw water, not champagne." Bayern 

~unich CEO Karl-Heinz Rummenigge. 

CONCACAF Champions League: Santos Laguna 0 - 
Monterrey 0 

The 20’t2-13 CONCACAF {;hamt)ion!~ k.ea?>ue final heads into the second-[e(~ s(:oreh~ss a~ter 5an[:os La(~una was unable te 

take advanta~e of home field in the opemng leg a~ainst ~gonterrey. h’, front of 21.401 at Estadio Nuevo Corona, Santos 

played with a man advent:age ~rom the 65th minute but was unable te corse ug) ~A,i[:h a (~oa~, l-te¢’cu~ez Gomez subbed on 

for Santos in the 53rd minute. Santos led 10 to {} on shots taken, putting 5 of those on ~oa[ to Monterrey’s }. Santos 

also had the advantage on corner }ricks 8 to 4. The series cench~des on Wednesday a[ ~,~onterrey’s Estadio "[’ecno[ogk:o. 

What Bayern are Building 

gvJ Hutcherson .. WASHINGTON, DC (Apt 25, 2013) US Soccer Players - Hope you like the gundes/iga, even thoush 
most of us don’t have easy access to that ~ea~ue’s games an’~more. Ri!~ht now. the {~ttte {ea!~ue that could can’t get out 

of ~ts own way in becomh~g Lhe toast o~ all of Eu~ope~ Theyh e money, in a way that no~ marly only the top o~ the 
PHmera, the Premie~ League, and Serie A, reach/understand. At what’s supposed to be the end of the era of dubs 
spendk~g whatever they wan~:, Germany gets a sho~: at seeinf~ what tinancia[ h~equaHty [oe~s hke ove~ the course of a 

Borussia Dortmund are key to this story. The other Bundeshga team in the Champions League semifinals are set to lose 
what: $et them t:e Uqe point ef put:bing four goals past: Real MadrkL They’re the sefhnf..’, club, and it:’s Bayern ~,£unk:h doing 

the buyin8. 

Bayern a~e building a juggernaut ior 2013.14 while becomin8 the favorite to win the Champions League this season, It’s 

sort o~ like they’re p[ayk~8 for a trophy the rest: o~ us aren’t ~am~]iar with, bui[dhx~ en top ef a team that ,,’~,i[[ a/most 

assu~ed[y p[ay fol’ two Champions League tl’ophies in consecutive seasons. 

~s soccer writer after soccer wH~.er have already lined up ~.o Loll you, this isn’t, the BundeslNa s~.y[e of soccer. FC 

Hollywood st~l[ played under the comparatively severe ~estHctions of bein~ an elite German chub. ~t*s that idea of chub 

that normally hampers German soccer teams from spendin~ whatever ~hey want. ~t’s why e[i[e German players used ~o 
make their money h~ other [ea~ues. Things chanf~ed, pushin8 af~ah~st the arrival of ~inanc:ia[ Fair Play by allowing 
Gerrnan clubs to spend rnore~ Flkst in line is rnk~hW Bayem Munk:h. offerin8 a rev~skm~st history ef the ~ast few decades 

of European soccer had the financial restraints ~oosesed eaH}er. Read ~ore 

The Chelis Show 

~y Jason Davis o WASHINGTON, DC (Apt’ 24, 2013) US Soccer Players - "[’he sideline during a Chivas USA match h~ not 

supposed Lo be where the action i3. The action is supposed ~o be on the ~ie[d. where eleven men wearing Chives USA 

ce[ers play in an et’~ert ce~[ect eneb(4h peinl:s e~er the course o~ ~:he season ~:e ta~ the club back ~:e the kCajor League 

Soccer p[ayoffs for d~e first Lime since 200% By sheer volume, most of the ac[~on ~s on the field, Yet, there’s also an 

inordinate amount of act}on on the sidehne, of a kind that is also inordinately distracting. That action is courtesy of 

Chives USA head coach Jose Luis Sanchez Sole, better known as "El Che[is." 

better or worse, Chives USA 2013 is "The �hobs Show." Seven frames in, and it’s Chelis that has the spodNht, 



tend to a]l be ~:ut #ore a similar rooM. Che(is brought intrigue to a cfub that has long been an aRerthought in MLS. a 

club whose {ack of su~:c:ess and derivative ~rnage re{ega~ed them (:o also-rails in no(: onl.y the st:andJngs bbt al.so when i(: 

came ~enel’a[ ~nte~est. Chivas USA put a Learn out from year-to-year> but w~th the combine8 low finishes and turnover 

in the head coa~:Mng pos~tk)n as they deq)erate]y searched for the r~ght reci{)e~ 1:ha1:% a~)out all they 

When Chivas USA started the season stronge~ than anyone t:hough~ 1:hey misht, it: appeared as though Chel.h;’s act was 

~ust what U~e dub needed to revive their fortunes. The dub earned ten points through the iirsE five games of the yea~ 

incfuding an impressive w~n over ~¢ Dal]as f~:u~ rentfy the to]) team m the leagueL and a ha~d~fought draw with stadiun’P 

mates LA Ga{axy. This team @dn’E back down from anyone, had mo~e talent Ehan it appeared, and seemed herded 

the ~ght direction under the~ new flamboyant manage~. Read More 

Bayern 4-0 Barcelona: The stoW in Stats Zone screens o from FourFourTwo; By 63 minutes, Bayem had doubled their 

]E!a(] a~d t:hei~" cli?IE!~si~!! mi(]f]elders v~a!!~’e catc:h~f~ tt~e eye, 

Brilliant Bayern Munich utterly dominant against Barcelona - frorn BB¢ $~)ort’s Phi] ~,~cNuI.ty: Barcelona have t:s~ded on 
an ability Le terture opponents m the Champions League~ 

Night falls on the Age of Barca? .. from Fox SporLs Asia’s Jonathan W~{son: Bod~ were sheckingl.y bad decisions. 

MLS looking in on Champions final ¯ item The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: tqot surprisingly, d~e reason most often cited 

Mayoral candidates on an M.L.S. stadium in Queens: Meh - from {:al)ita{’s Dana RbMn!d:ein: Bk)omberg, meanwhih!b 

has named d~e stacHum one of the legacy p~e~ecLs he wants to see underway before h~s LMrd and ~na{ Lerm concludes at 

the end of the year. 

U-17 setback is not a major blow to player development ~ from Soc~:e~ America’s Ridge t~ahoney: At the firstoteam 

&ub f.evef., they are, tesLed by pl.ayers who are every bit as fast and sE~eng, ]){us wise~ and smarter. 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Championship, Ligue 1, and 
Liga MX 

the Champ}onship or[ befN Sport: Leicester City - Warlord at 2:S0pm with Lek:ester in 7th a point out of the p[ayoffs 

a~x] Warlord in 3rd~ four poh~ts from a~ automal:i(: prorno~:k)n p~a(:e. L.~f~ue 1 on be~N: [.i~h~ ~ So(:hau:< at 4:4~}pm {on 

Un~vision Deportes at Z:30pm), That’s 5th vs 18th in France, t~ex~co~s Liga t¢~ ~s on ESPN Deportes and Azte(:a: ~S~o~e]ia 

Toiu(:a at g:30])m with ~,~oreUa ’Sth and To]uo~ 12th 15 rounds into the Torneo C]absura. A~[ "~’[m~s E~.stcy~ 
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Soccer America Confidential: Steve Sampson: Not recalling Donovan ’would be crazy’ 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 

Steve Sampson" 
crazy’ 

Not recalling 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Donovan ’would be 

By Ridge Mahoney 

National team head coach Jurgen Klinsmann reminded everyone this week that Landon Donovan needs to play 

his way back onto the squad, and former U.S. coach Steve Sampson is confident that he will. 

Sampson wasn’t surprised at Donovan finding the right tone in his comments on a very touchy subject. 

"It was a risk and he knew it was a risk," said Sampson of Donovan delaying his return well into the MLS season. "Everything 

that he’s saying is absolutely appropriate. He says he has to earn his way back on the national team. He’s saying all the right 

things. I think Jurgen would be crazy not to bring him back in at some poinL" 

Sampson, the former Galaxy and U.S. head coach who like Klinsmann and Donovan lives in Southern California, wasn’t 

surprised by Donovan’s long hiatus from competitive play. 

’1 was not one of those who was shocked at all," says Sampson, who coached Donovan and the Galaxy to the 2005 MLS Cup 

title but was dismissed midway through the 2006 season. 

"If you look back at everything that Landon’s done the last four or five years - playing for the Galaxy, playing for Everton in the 

offseason, playing for national teams, playing for Olympic teams, going to qualifiers, playing in the Confederations Cup - I 

think it took its toll. I think he recognized that." 

Sampson works Galaxy games as a commentator for Time Warner Cable Deportes, which holds the rights for the team’s 

regional broadcasts, and in addition to coaching the USA also coached the Costa Rican national team for two years. He 

knows Donovan’s decision upended the sport on several fronts, and definitely complicated the life of the Galaxy and Coach 

Bruce Arena as well as the national team, yet was a shrewd move. 

"His only chance of extending his career is to have taken a break and extended the break like he did," says Sampson. ’I can’t 

imagine that made Jurgen very happy and I certainly know that Bruce Arena wasn’t very happy about it, but he understood it. 

Landon had every right to make that decision for himself and for his own health, and I think it was the right decision. I really 

de." 

The U.S. all-time leading goalscot~r with 49 celebrated his 31st birthday while on hiatus, and though his play for the Galaxy 

has steadily improved since he resumed competitive play earlier this month, Klinsmann’s comments this week reminded 

everyone of who’s running the show. ’We see the chemistry of the team developing and we try to have a clear picture of every 

individual player, what he brings to the table," Klinsmann said at a media workshop Wednesday in Arlington, Va. 

"Most of the time he was not part of that process. That was his choice, and I probably understand that, and it’s no problem. 

But at the same time we’re moving fow~ard at our speed." 

Klinsmann said much the same thing about "moving forward" last year when Timothy Chandler’s wavering led to his 

exclusion under much different circumstances than that of Donovan. Chandler was welcomed back into the fold earlier this 

year when he confirmed his commitment to the USA, and started in a 2-1 loss at Honduras in which the American attack 

greatly suffered from Donovan’s absence. 

’q-hey didn’t roll up their sleeves and play to get the result," said Sampson of a discouraging performance in San Pedro Sula. 

’q’hey were trying to implement a style of soccer that Jurgen’s wanted to play since he came to the team. But sometimes you 

just have to play ugly and get a result, especially in conditions that exist in so many different countries in Concacaf." 

Sampson credits Klinsmann and the players for getting a blizzard-lashed victory in Denver over Costa RiGa and 0-0 tie in 

Mexico City - a result attained only once before by a U.S. team in a competitive match, under Sampson’s direction in 1997 - 

yet feels that Donovan is a vital clog in Klinsmann’s renovation of the team’s style and personality as it labors through the 

Hexagonal. 

’ffhe U.S. national team needs the likes of Landon when he’s playing at his best," says Sampson, bluntly. ’"We’re hoping that 

Landon will find that form again, because there’s only one person on that U.S. national team right now you can count on to 

score goals consistently, and that’s Glint Dempsey. The only other player who has that ability when he’s in form is Landon 
gonovan. 



"1 think the time that Jurgen was hired by U.S. Soccer it lost at least a year to implement his style and the kinds of changes 

he wanted to make. He began to bring in different types of players who maybe brought a little bit more of a Latin flair, a play- 

to-feet type of player, and to play a more sophisticated style that I believe will really pay dividends eventually at a World Cup. 

But it takes time." 

Donovan has time, perhaps a month, to convince Klinsmann he should be summoned for the Hexagonal matches in June 

against Panama, Jamaica, and Honduras. In a postgame intewiew following the Galaxy’s 2-0 defeat of Sporting Kansas City 

Saturday, Donovan spoke respectfully about proving to Klinsmann that he should be recalled. He seemed at peace with his 

present status and confident about his future. 

"Anyone who knows Landon knows that he needs balance in his life, and once that balance is lost, he’s very ineffective as a 

player," says Sampson. "But when he finds balance and has balance, he’s really something." 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, April 26, 2013 

Friday, April 26, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Friday action includes games from Mexico, England, France, Spain and European futsal. 

~4ll times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

FRIDAY, ,~p~il 2~ 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pm. 

France LILLE-SOCHAUX (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain RAYO-OSASUNA (delay) 4:45 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Futsal Cup IBERIA STAR-DINAMO (live) 5 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup KAIRAT-BARCELONA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-SOCHAUX (live) 2:30 pm. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Japan NAGOYA GRAMPUS-SANFRECCE HIROSHIMA (live) 10 pm PT; 1 am ET. 

ESPNS.com 

Mexico MONARCAS-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Portugal ESTORIL-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

Engiand VVIGAN-TOTTENHAM (live) 9:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (live) noon. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS MONTREAL-CHICAGO (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Engiand BARNSLEY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

Spain ATHLETIC-BARCELONA (live) Noon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Italy PESCARA-NAPOLI (delay) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain LEVANTE-CELTA (live) 10 am. 

Spain ATHLETIC-BARCELONA (live) Noon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-MALLORCA (live) 4 pm. 

italy PESCARA-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 



GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 3 pro, 

Mexico LOBOS BUAP-NEZA (live) 7:30 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-MONTPELLIER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-DALLAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D.C, UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm, 

MLS CHWAS USA~AN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm, 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Japan NAGOYA GRAMPUS-SANFRECCE HIROSHIMA (live) 1 am ET, 

Japan URAWA REDS-SHIMIZU S-PULSE (delay) 11 am. 

Japan FC TOKYO-KAWASAKI FRONTALE (delay) 1 pm. 

China HANGZHOU GREENTOWN-SHANDOG LENENG (delay) 3 pm. 

Korea BUSAN-DEAJEON (live) 10 pm PT; 1 am ET. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 pm. 

Netherlands NAC-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-SETUBUL (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (live) 10 am. 

England WIGAN-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England READING-QPR (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 

England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

italy TORINO-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 

France EVIAN-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy TORINO-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 11 am= 

Spain VALLADOLID-SEVILLA (live) 1 pro. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HAMBURG (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 1:30 pm= 

Brazil TBD (live) 3:30 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR SPORTING-PENAROL (live) 6:30 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-JAGUARES (live) 1 pro. 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 



UNI[vt~S 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Korea BUSAN-DEAJEON (live) 1 am. 
China LIANING WHOWEN-QINDAO JONOON (delay) 11 am. 

ESPN3.corn 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

England READING-QPR (On Demand) 11:59 pm, 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FoliowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, April 26, 2013 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Take a look at the U13-U15 Girls in our 
monthly Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. Follow us throughout the season as 
we track the best teams in the country. 

It’s always tough to stand out in a crowd at 
any showcase, but a few players managed to 
turn heads during the boys adidas Blue Chip 
Showcase in Ohio last weekend. 

[i~i 
Premier C°ntenti 

Our offseason positional breakdown of 
Division 1 talent continues with a look at the 
best ten women’s defenders in the country. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Cecilia Andr~n Nystr5m is a 
vounq lady chanqinq the 
world, so we interviewed 
her. 

Norweqian team Ny 
Krohnborg IL finds road built 
on their field upon returning 
from break. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner; 

Duke t4en’s Soccer Camps for Boys 

Duke Soccer Camp has much to offer in its 
Day Camps, Overnight Camps, and 
specialized clinics. 

Duke Soccer is rich in tradition and continues 
that tradition with developing youth players 
throughout the country. 

The experienced staff, headed by Duke Men’s 
Soccer Head Coach .John Kerr, brings a wealth 
of knowledge and an unwavering 
commitment to the soccer field that can be 
found no where else in the country. 

Come train where the Blue Devils play and 



be exposed to a camp experience unlike any 
other in the country! 

Click here for more information! 
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Soccer America Contidential: MLS draws the bottom line on goal-line technology 

Friday, April 26, 2013 

MLS draws the 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

bottom line on goal-line technology 
By Ridge Mahoney 

He’ll take some heat for this one, but one can’t really rip Commssioner Don Garber for citing exorbitant costs as 

the reason MLS won’t implement goal-line technology in the near future. 

Associated Press ran a story Thursday detailing Garber’s rationale for the Board of Governors’ decision not to install GLT. 

Though FIFA approved last July the use of GLT in competitive play and the English Premier League announced two weeks ago 

it would install the HawkEye system, Garber proclaimed the cost to be prohibitive. 

The NFL spends about $4 million each year to cover all of its games with the equipment required for instant replay, and MLS - 

with revenues a sliver of those generated by that other football league - would have to pay much more than that to get off the 

ground. 

FIFA announced in February that the GoalControl-4D system will be used at the 2014 World Cup. According to the AP story, 

GoalControl said it is likely to cost about $260,000 per stadium to install, and $3,900 per game to operate. While the 

company will certainly charge FIFA top dollar to use its product at a World Cup, none of the four approved systems are cheap. 

Outfitting 19 stadiums at the GoaIControl price would cost $4.94 million, and the bill for a full MLS season of 323 games (not 

including playoffs) would be $1.2597 million. The installations would be one-time costs, of course, yet the league would also 

be shelling out more than $1 million per year to maintain a device that would rarely be used. 

Having done the math, MLS has - to use another clich6 - decided there’s not enough bang for the buck. 

"It had us take a step back and pause and try to figure out is the value of having goal-line technology worth investing millions 

and millions and millions of dollars for the handful of moments where it’s relevant?’" Garber said= "And our view has been that 

we’re going to wait and see how it works out. We certainly don’t need to be the first league that has it." 

MLS wouldn’t be the first league in any case, since the EPL will start using GLT next August when Premier League champion 

Manchester United will play the FA Cup winner, either Wigan or Manchester City, in the Community Shield at Wembley. In 

saying MLS prefers to wait, Garber is echoing the sentiments of La Liga president Francisco Roca Perez, who said when the 

EPL made its announcement at SoccerEx, ’~Ne are truly advocates for technology and we will look at the systems and the 

cost. We are not going to be as quick as the Premier League but we are in favor of the system. 

’1 expect that in two or three years we will be able to do something like this either with technology that we buy or that we 

create ourselves." 

That last phrase is the most interesting; Perez is hinting that his league might try to develop a similar, and presumably 

cheaper, system and perhaps lobby FIFA to approve it. Since all MLS games are televised, Garber and the Board of 

Governors could do also some experimenting with a GLT system even though it couldn’t be used by game officials to rule on 

goal-line situations. But the price is too steep for a tinkertoy. 

Hawk-Eye will be installed in the 20 stadiums to host Premier League matches in the 2013-14 season as well as Wembley, 

the national stadium that hosts the FA Cup semifinals and finals and most of England’s international matches. The system 

can’t be used for competitive European internationals unless so decreed by UEFA, and since President Michel Platini is 

adamantly anti-GLT and believes goaMine officials are sufficient, that won’t happen in the near future. 

Promoted teams would have to install the system, and it won’t be used at lower-division facilities that host league, FA Cup, 

and League Cup games. FIFA has yet to clarify a policy on its use for a friendly played in a stadium equipped for GLT. 

MLS has taken several innovative steps using technology. Extensive use of video review enables it to evaluate incidents and 

mete out punishments and suspensions, and also assess referees. If FIFA permitted leagues to develop and utilize their own 

systems, MLS would perhaps jump into the GLT market. But given the costs and conditions imposed by FIFA, this is no deal. 

"I’m a believer in technology, and if I were a king, we would have more technology in Major League Soccer and in our game," 

Garber said. "But I’m not a king, I’m a subject, and unfortunately the league can’t operate outside the confines of FIFA, or we 

would be a rogue league. So our ability to do unique and interesting things like the other leagues in our country can do is 

somewhat limited." 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Talented U.S. U- 15 national team offto Italy 

Today’s NeWSFdday, April 26, 201~ 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Lepore: ’We think there’s a lot of talent’ 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[U.S. UNDER-15 MEN] One of the most promising age groups to come along in recent years in the boys 

national team program is the 1998 age group that will form the core of the next U.S. U-17 national team - the       ~ 
current U-17s failed to qualify for the 2013 Under-17 World Cup. Coach Tony Lepore says about half the 

players are already pursuing moves to European clubs. - Read the whole stow 

U.S. under-15 boys national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[TROFE© DELLE NAZIONI] U.S. under-15 boys national team head coach Tony Lepore has taken 19 players for the Trofeo 

Delle Nazioni April 26-May 8 in Grandisca, Italy. All of the players in camp were born in 1998, with the exception of Malcolm 

Jones, Erik Palmer-Brown and Ben Swanson who were born in ’97 and are all current members of U.S. Soccer’s 

Residency Program. - Read the whole story 

Fiorentina wins Joshua Perez sweepstakes 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] The first player on the U.S. under-15 boys national team to move to Europe is Joshua Perez. The 

nephew of former U.S. World Cup player and current U.S. under-14 national team coach Hugo Perez moved to Fiorentina in 

Italy on a three-year contract after training at such clubs at AC Milan. - Read the whole story 

U.$, U=17 women beat Mexico in ~pener 
by Soccer America 

[TORNE© C-U.&TRO NACIONES] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team defeated Mexico, 3-0, to open play at the Torneo 

Cuatro Naciones in San Jose, Costa Rica. Mallory Pugh, Kaycie Tillman and Madison Haley scored for the USA, which is 

playing its first tournament competition for the age group. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[MEXIC© UNDERo20 MEN] First-year Chivas USA forward Julio Morales joined starting goalie Richard Sanchez (FC Dallas) 

and forward Uvaldo Luna (Tigres) to give Mexico’s Concacaf under-20 championship team three Americans on its team that 

is touring indiana. - Read the whole story 
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Saturdag, April 27, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 9 action includes Eastern Conference leader Kansas City hosting Portland on Saturday.... Arsenal 

hosts Manchester United in Sunday EPL action. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY April 27 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

England WlGAN-TOTTENHAM (live) 9:30 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (live) noon. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (delay) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS MONTREAL-CHICAGO (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England BARNSLEY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am= 

Spain ATHLETIC-BARCELONA (live) Noon= 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pro. 

italy PESCARA-NAPOLI (delay) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain LEVANTE-CELTA (live) 10 am. 

Spain ATHLETIC-BARCELONA (live) Noon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-MALLORCA (live) 4 pm. 

italy PESCARA-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico LOBOS BUAP-NEZA (live) 7:30 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-MONTPELLIER (live) 2 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-DALLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 



MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Japan NAGOYA GRAMPUS-SANFRECCE HIROSHIMA (live) 1 am ET. 

Japan URAWA REDS-SHIMIZU S-PULSE (delay) 11 am. 

Japan FC TOKYO-KAWASAKI FRONTALE (delay) 1 pm. 

China HANGZHOU GREENTOWN-SHANDOG LENENG (delay) 3 pm. 

Korea BUSAN-DEAJEON (live) 10 pm PT; 1 am ET. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 7:30 pm= 

Netherlands NAC-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

Portugal PORTO-SETUBUL (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE-NORWICH (live) 10 am. 

England WIGAN-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNOAY, &pril 28 

FOX SOCCER 

England READING-QPR (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 

England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 11 am= 

italy TORINO-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm. 

France EVlAN-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-SEVlLLA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HAMBURG (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 1:30 pm. 

Brazil TBD (live) 3:30 pm, 

Uruguay DEFENSOR SPORTING-PENAROL (live) 8:30 pm. 

UEFA Futsal Cup TBD (live) 9 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico CHIVAS-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS HOUSTON-COLORADO (live) 5 pm. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Korea BUSAN-DEAJEON (live) 1 am. 

China LIANING WHOWEN-QINDAO JONOON (delay) 11 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
England CHELSEA-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

England READING-QPR (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Altidore hits new milestone with spectacular show 

What They’re Saying 

"Just because you score a 

goal and have a good game 

doesn’t mean that you’re a 

national team player. I’ve 

said from the beginning that 

I have to earn my way back 

and playing one good game 

doesn’t earn your w’ay back. 

I still have a long way to go." 

-- Landon Donovan, 

agreeing with US. national 

team coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann that he will have 

to have more than just one 

solid game to work his way 

back into the national team. 

(LA Galaxy insider) 

Today’s News = Saturday, April 27, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Altidore hits new milestone with spectacular show 
by Soccer America                                                                                  ~ 

[AMERICANS ABR©ADIJozy Altidore can do it all - at least for Dutch club AZ. He 

scored two goals - the second a golazo on a free kick - to become the first 

American to score 30 goals in all competitions for a foreign club, and he added an assist on a 

nifty back heel in AZ’s 4-0 win over Heerenveen in the Dutch Eredivisie. For video of his free-kick 

goal and assist ... - Read the whole story 

Jack Warner politics 101 : ’Votamos como un bloque’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[FIFA] Former Concacaf president Jack Warner came clean on one of the most sordid chapters 

in FIFA history with his version of what happened during the 1998 presidential election at which 

massive payoffs were allegedly used for then-general secretary Sepp Blatter to ward off the 

challenge of Lennart Johansson and succeed Joao Havelange. Warner’s rambling "Straight 

Talk" address Thursday night included his assertion that "Blatter would never have seen the light 

of day as president of FIFA" but for the 30 votes Warner delivered thanks to a deal he cut with 

Havelange. And Warner confirmed one of the great stories of FIFA lore that he delivered the Haiti 

vote "with Blatter’s permission" by getting the girlfriend of Jamaican Horace Burrell to vote for 

Haiti in place of the absent Haitian federation president Jean-Marie Kyss. - Read the whole stow 

More bad news for last-place D.C. United 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 9] Only earlier in the year, Chris Pontius was being tabbed as a 

possible U.S. national team call-up. But not only has he failed to score this season, he now finds 

himself with a groin injury, the latest blow for struggling D=C. United, which is looking for one final 

chance to earn a point in April when it travels to Columbus on Saturday. For all the weekend 

action ... - Read the whole story 

Kansas City picks up first win 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 3] Sinead Farrelly and Mexican international Renae Cuellar scored to 

give FC Kansas City a 2-0 win over the Seattle Reign Friday night for its first win of the season. 

Kansas City moved into a tie for first place with the Portland Thorns, while Reign FC slumped to 

its second loss to go along with a tie. The game drew 4,064 fans at Shawnee Mission District 

Stadium. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Edmonton’s Miller positive despite winless start 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: Week 4] After playing its first three games on the road, FC Edmonton finally 

opens at home on Saturday when it hosts San Antonio. The game comes three days after a 

controversial 3=2 loss to the Vancouver Whitecaps in the Amway Canadian Championship 

semifinals match at Commonwealth Stadium - a game that turned on a late penalty and resulted 

in the ejection of Eddies coach Colin Miller. For a coach whose team is winless in four games 

overall, Miller was surprisingly positive. - Read the whole story 

LA Blues take over first place 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 6] The Los Angeles Blues took over the temporary lead in USL PRO 

with a 4-0 win over the Wilmington Hammerheads on goals by Shay Spitz, Mehrsan Momeni, 

Chris Cortez and Juan Perez-Bernal. The Hammerheads were reduced to 10 men after less 

than a minute when Paul Nicholson was red carded. For all the weekend action ... - Read the 

whole story 
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Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 
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Section 2: Beckham Ej ected; Bale Honored; Suarez Booed 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, April 29, 2013 Tweet This ~ Share This 

Beckham Sees Red in PSG Win 
Reuters 

David Beckham saw red as nine-man Paris Saint-Germain edged Evian Thonon Gaillard, 1-0, in a bad- 

tempered Ligue 1 affair which saw fighting break out after the final whistle. Beckham, who came on as a substitute in 

the 83rd-minute, was shown a straight red card three minutes into stoppage time for a studs-up lunge at Evian 

substitute Youssef Adnane. Twelve minutes earlier, teammate Marco Verratti had been dismissed for a second 
yellow card. 

The scenes toward the end overshadowed the play on the field, with PSG assistant Claude Makelele being sent to 

the stands for arguing with the referee, and then PSG goalie Salvatore Sirigu and Evian striker Saber Khalifa were 

both shown straight reds for fighting after the final whistle. In the end, Javier Pastore’s 50th-minute strike proved to 

be the difference. 

After the game, PSG Sporting Director Leonardo said referee Olivier Thual "lacked lucidity." The Brazilian told Le 

Parisien, "He made mistakes. The red card shown to Beckham, for example, was really unfair. It was always a very 

tense match. Nobody wanted to lose -- especially not Evian, who are struggling to stay up. I also believe that our 

team is really tired at the end of the season." 

The win kept PSG on course for the Ligue 1 title; a win at home against Valenciennes next weekend would clinch its 

first championship in 19 years. 

- Read the whole story... 

Bale Wins PFA Awards,. as Suarez is Booed 
Guardian 

Tottenham winger Gareth Bale on Sunday became just the third player to win both the Professional Football 

Association’s player and young player of the year awards in the same season, following Andy Gray and former 

Manchester United forward Cristiano Ronaldo. The Welshman, who won the player of the year award in 2011, also 

became just the fifth player to have won the coveted honor twice, following Mark Hughes, Alan Shearer, Thierry 

Henry and Ronaldo. 

"It’s a massive honor," the 23-year-old said in accepting the awards. "To be voted by your peers is one of the biggest 

things in the game. It’s great to win it and I am delighted." Bale went on to thank his coach, Andre Villas-Boas, and 



his teammates. 

The runner-up for the player of the year award was none other than Liverpool striker Luis Suarez, who is currently 

serving a 10-game ban for biting Branislav Ivanovic during a game against Chelsea at Anfield eight days ago. 

Suarez’s name was booed twice durinq the PFA ceremony: once in being announced runner-up, and again as he 

was named to the PFA team of the year. 

The PFA Team of the Year is as follows: Goalkeeper: David De Gea (Manchester United) Defenders: Pablo 

Zabaleta (Manchester City), Rio Ferdinand (Manchester United), Jan Vertonghen (Tottenham), Leighton 

Baines (Everton) Midfielders: Eden Hazard (Chelsea), Juan Mata (Chelsea), Michael Carrick (Manchester 
United), Gareth Bale (Tottenham) Forwards: Luis Suarez (Liverpool), Robin van Persie (Manchester United). 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho Calls for ’Mental Aggression’ Against Dortmund 
ESPN FC 

Jose Mourinho sounded cautious about Real Madrid’s chances of overcoming the 4-1 deficit it faces going into the 

UEFA Champions League semifinal second-leg against Borussia Dortmund at the Estadio Santiago Bernabeu on 

Tuesday, saying that "everything is possible," but an historic remontada (comeback) would only happen if his players 

are focused and play their usual game. 

"We will go out to play, and try and get in front," Mourinho said during the pre-game press conference. "If we are 1-0 

up, we need two goals to win. We must go minute-by-minute, goal-by-goal, until the last minute of the game. We 

must first try to win the game, then if we are ahead, try and score more and see if we can make the final. Football is 

football, and everything is possible." 

He added that his team needs to show more mental aggression: "We are so pure and so innocent and so naive, that 

[Dortmund striker Robert] Lewandowski scored four times and we did not even foul him," he said. "You play a game 

for 90 minutes, and there is no foul on a player who scores four. [Cristiano] Ronaldo was fouled four or five times. 

You must be concentrated, with mental aggression, and we must be more a team like that." 

Mourinho added that Ronaldo would be included in the starting lineup, despite earlier rumors that he would be too 

injured to play after sitting out Saturday’s 2-1 win away to Atletico in the Madrid derby. 

- Read the whole story... 

Redknap_p: Promotion Won’t Be Easy for QPR 
Sky Sports 

Harry Redknapp talked about what his Queens Park Rangers players can expect in the npower Championship next 

season, after the London club was relegated over the weekend. Having needed a win to stand any chance or 

climbing out of the bottom three, QPR could only manage a 0-0 draw against Reading, which was also relegated, at 

the Madejski Stadium on Sunday. 

"There’s a lot of work to be done next year and it will be very difficult to get promoted," Redknapp told Sky Sports. 

"There are some good teams in the Championship. The first thing I said to them is we have to come back in 

preseason and get super fit because the Championship is Saturday-midweek, Saturday-midweek and if you’re not fit 

enough to go the pace, you won’t survive and you won’t get out of that league." 

He added: "That’s the key. Whoever the players we have here, they’ve got to be worked on in preseason and they’ve 

got to be willing to want to get super fit to compete at that level. It will be a big challenge. There are lots of good 



teams and massive clubs. There are big clubs who have all been in the Premier League before and we are just one 

of them." 

QPR chairman Tony Fernandes, who is also chairman of Formula One team Caterham, wrote on his official Twitter 

account: "Sorry to all QPR fans. But the plan goes on. Now more than ever. We owe it to you. Took three years to get 

Caterham right. No quitting." 

- Read the whole story... 

Adkins" ’It’s Not Nice Gettin Rg_ # gated’ 
Sky Sports 

Nigel Adkins said Reading needed to "bottle" the feeling of being relegated and use it as a catalyst to start playing 

"winning football" in the seasons to come, after the 0-0 draw at home to Queens Park Rangers sent his club into the 

npower Championship (second division) for next season. 

"1 said to the players in the dressing room that it’s not nice getting relegated and I never want to be in that situation 

again," Adkins told Sky Sports. "We’ve got to bottle that feeling. We’re going to be a Championship football team so 

what we’ve got to do is give ourselves an opportunity to get back in the Premier League and learn the lessons quickly 

from this season." 

When asked if he would have done anything differently since he took over for Brian McDermott in late March, Adkins 

said: "When you look at it, there’s been a good progression. We want to play winning football. Today both teams 

came out with different ways to win a game of football, but unfortunately it’s ended up with a 0-0 scoreline which 

didn’t help anybody." 

- Read the whole story... 
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Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 
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Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League and 
Libertadores 
The UEFA Champions League semifinats resume with Real Madrid hosting Borussia Dortmund at 2:30pm on Fox Soccer. 

Dortmund won the first-re8 4-1. Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Tijuana - Patmeiras at 9:30pm. Tijuana opens its 

quarterfinal series at home with the return set for May 14th in Brazil Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"It’s a whole tot of running but it’s fun just running up and down the lanes. I like to say that I’m a really 

8ood runner and an OK soccer player, so track-meet 8ames like that are fun for me." San Jose midfielder 

Shea Salinas. 

Premier League: Aston Villa 6- Sunderland 1 
As[on Vi[[a’s relegation troubles lessened considerably on Monday, with a lopsided win over Sunderland giving them the 

points and 8oa[ difference to move up to 16th in the Premier League table. With Brad Guzan in 8oa[ and Eric Lichaj on 

the bench, Ron V[aar put Villa up in the 31st minute. Sunderland responded almost immediately, equalizing in the 33rd. 

Andreas Weimann’s 8oa[ in the 38th put Villa in the lead for 8ood, but that was only the beginning of the offense. 

Christian Ben[eke scored in the 55th and 60th minutes. Ben[eke converted a penalty in the 72nd after the referee sent 

off Sunder[and’s Stephane Sessegnon to finish off his hat-trick. Playing with the man advantage, Gabriel Agbon[ahor 

finished off the scoring in the 89th minute. Villa are now five points clear of the relegation zone, tied on points with 

15[h-place Sunderland and 17[h-place Newcastle United. Read More 

Corner: Stoke City 
Geoff Cameron and Brek Shea’s Stoke City showed the easiest route to avoid relegation in recent weeks. Faced with a 

table that had them too close for comfort a few places above the drop zone, they started winning 8ames. Six points 

from two wins in a row is the difference between 15th and 1 lth, with Stoke looking perfectly safe eight points above 

the drop. 

Here’s the thin8 about Stoke, they lost what some thought was a relegation derby against As[on Villa on April 6th and 

followed that up with an expected toss to eventual Premier League champions Manchester United. They followed that 

up with wins over QPR, now officially relegated, and Norwich City over the weekend. Norwich are now 14th, six points 



above the drop. In other words, Stoke’s response to their relegation threat was pragmatic. 

Far too often, the threat of relegation turns English clubs into the equivalent of school kids trying to figure out the 

unlikely math that turns their impending report card into the highest grade mathematically possible when their only 

concern should be passing. If results haven’t been going your way with only a handful of games [eft in the season, it’s 

highly unlikely you’[[ run the table. Read More 

The Baseball Question in Seattle, DC, and Queens 
By d Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Apr 30, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - On Tuesday, the Nationat Basketbatt Association 

decided that they tike their teague exactty how it is and woutdn’t arrow the Sacramento Kings to retocate. Good news for 

Sacramento fans and probabty good news for Seattte Sounders fans. The Kings tiketiest destination was Seattte, once 

again reminding us that Major League Soccer doesn’t exist in isotation even in its strongest market. 

With art due respect to the MLS attendance records reset by the teague’s decision to expand to Seattte, it’s an 

interesting time in a market in transition. It’s not just the NBA attowing the Seattte SuperSonics to retocate to Oktahoma 

City as the highty successfu[ Thunder. It’s the absence of competition in a market that tacks both arena sports and has a 

basebat[ team currentty spending another season where contending doesn’t seem [ikety. In other words, there’s not a tot 

of competition for the summer professionat sports market. 

It’s been ten years since the Mariners averaged over 40,000 a game, back when they were one of those teams where 

sellouts were the norm. The last time they averaged over 30k was 2007. Last season’s average attendance was 21,258. 

That charts what a market once was for professional baseball with an indication of what might happen should the team 

return to relevance. It’s a question of winning for Seattle baseball For Seattle soccer, that’s a threat, especially when 

the soccer team isn’t winning. Read More 

For Jozy Altidore, 30 Goals and One Brand New Fan - from The NY Times: "1 was meeting a boy named after me." 

Man City boss favored to own MLS team likely called New York City FC - from SI.com’s Grant Waht: One source tetts 

me the second New York team woutd probabty not start pray in MLS untit 2016 or 2017. 

Soccer team faces tough match in quest for new stadium - from The Ortando Sentinet’s Mark Schteub and David 

Damron: But Dyer and Ortando City Soccer Ctub have a more pressing probtem. 

Real Salt Lake plagued by inconsistency - from The Satt Lake Tribune’s Aaron Fatk: The inconsistency has puzzted RSL’s 

veterans. 

German football reacts to the famous triumphs without triumphalism - from The Observer’s Raphaet Hongistein: 

Granted, the reatity is not quite as tovety as the DFL prospectus makes out. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV 
The Champions League semifina[ between Barcetona and Bayern Munich conctudes at 2:30pm on FX with Bayern up 4-0. 

The CONCACAF Champions League finn[ second-teg is on Fox Soccer at 10pm with Monterrey and Santos Laguna 

scoretess. Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Boca Juniors - Corinthians at 8:30pm. All Times Eastern 
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Hydro One Premium Beverages Press Release! 

04/30/:13 

We are excited to share a new press release with you! 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

AWARD WINNING HYDRO ONE BEVERAGES APPROVED BY ASHLEY KOFF 

Greenwood, S. Carolina April 24, 2013 Hydro One Beverages announces their awald running Rev’d and True Sugar Free Green Tea lines have been approved 

by intemationally renowned registered dietitian Ashley Koff and are included on her Ashley Koff Approved (AKA) list. Her selections are based on rigorous 

standards of nutrition, sourcing methods, and marketing integrity. A respected industiy advisor, spealdng at conferences like Natural Products Expos East and West, 

she is also a leadership team member of the Natural Resource Defense Council, one of the nation’s most effective environmental action groups, and an avid supIx~rter 

of First Lady Michelle Obama’s "Let’s Move" campeAgn. Ms. Koffregularly appears on national television programs, including The Dr. Oz Show, The Doctors’, and 

many other national news programs. She is frequently featured in and writes articles for national publications, including The New York Times, 0’.,: The Oprah 

Magazine, Eve~, Day with Rachael Ray, Redbook, lVomen’s Health and is the featured dietitian for Deepak Chopra’s new YouTube Channel show, 30 Days of 

Intent. Recognized by natural foods induslry leader New ttope 360 aa one of the leading "50 Natural Influencers" in health and nutrition to tbllow on Twitter. She was 

also named an~ong the Top 10 Registered Dietitians in the US by To&~ ’s’ Dietitian :~Iagazine. 

"It is truly an honor to have our TRI]E Sugar Free Green Tea and both Rev’d Blueberry, Pomegranate and Mango Passion Fruit beverages approved by Ashley Koff 

and added to her AKA List", said CEO Sammy Nasrollahi of Hydro One Beverages. ’~I’o have our products professionally aclmowledged by an experienced and 

respected Registered Dietitian of Ms. KoiFs stature is very rewarding as we continue bringing greater awareness to our mission of providing healthier beverages for our 
society." Nasrollahi added. 

About Hydro One Premium Beverages: 
Hydro One Beverages mission is to become the world leader in scientific advancements that deliver nutritional supplements through water-based solutions. The 

company has introduced a line of functional beverages that meet the needs of individuals seeking to enjoy a healthier lifestyle. For more information on their full line of 
all-natural beverages and the Hydro One Beverage team, visit them at ~,’~,w.hvdroonebevera~es.com 

Contact: Sammy Nasrollahi, CEO/Co-Founder 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing back from you, 

Sammy Nasrollahi, CEO 
Hydro One, LLC 
dba Hydro One Premium Beverages 
314 Main St. 
Greenwood, SC 29646 
864-993-1159 cell 
864-227-0663 office 
888=738-9287 toll-free 
864-229-0551 fax 
-s---n--a-~-s--~-~-1t-a-b~@~b~--d--L~-~-~-~-n-~-e-~-b---e-~-e--r---a-~--e---s-~--c--~--m 
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Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 12:14 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

24 HOURS LEFT: Shoot with both t~et like Van Persie 

i~i Sta rt your trial to Soccer Coach Weekly today! 

24 HOURS LEFT: Shooting with both feet means 

more goals 
Dear Anson, 

Robin van Persie’s goal against Arsenal on Sunday saw him move on 
to 25 league goals for the season. And many believe he is the main 
reason that Manchester United have already wrapped up this season’s 
Premier League trophy. 

But when he joined Arsenal in 2004, he was very left footed. In fact, 
Ars&ne Wenger said he was the most left footed player he had ever 
worked with. 

Through hours of practice, Van Persie has become one of the most 
two footed players in the Premier League. And his goal tally has 
improved as a result. 

X:: SEND ME SOCCER COACH WEEKLY 

In the current issue of Soccer Coach Weekly - available for another 
24 hours - you’ll find two detailed coaching sessions that will help 
your players become more productive and confident with both feet: 

¯ Call and score - this session will help you coach your players to 
shake off their markers and strike the ball with both feet 

¯ Changing direction - not only does this testing exercise offer 
shooting opportunities with both feet, it’ll help you develop your 
players’ ability to change direction when attacking goal 

ii.~ Start you rt rialto S .... Coaoh Weekly today! 

These sessions will help your strikers score more with both feet - 

and if they don’t we’ll give you your money back. But hurry - this 

issue is only available as part of !~o~,~" $:& tri~ for another 24 hours! 

%i SEND ME SOCCER COACH WEEKLY 

A 5-issue trial to Soccer Coach Weekly costs just $1. That $:~ is the 
only investment you need to get your strikers contributing goals with 
both feet. 

ALSO IN THIS WEEK’S SOCCER COACH WEEKLY: 

* Turn Defenders ~nto Strikers = we provide two great coaching ~ 
sessions that will help your defenders be potent attacking 
weapons like Sergio Ramos and .]an Vertonghen. ’Backs Forward’ 
and ’Free To Attack’ give defenders valuable attacking practice while 
making sure they are prepared for counter-attacks. Get your 
defenders scoring more goals! 

¯ Can You Really Coach With Passion? - Paolo Di Canio celebrated 
his first win as Sunderland manager with a passionate, fist-pumping 
dash down the touchline. Sport psychologist Dan Abrahams examines 
how to harness emotion to be a more effective coach 



* 9v9 Formations - with more teams playing 9v9 at Under 11 and 
Under 12, we take a look at the formations your side could play. This 
week we look at 

* Soccer Surgery - we offer advice to one coach unsure whether to 

offer cash prizes for the mar] of the match and another who has a 

goalkeeper who will not leave his line. We get experts to help solve 

their problems - and we can do the same for you 

* The IBig Debate - two coaches debate whether you should ban 
sweets and fizzy drinks. Read both points of view and decide if a ban 
is appropriate for your side 

SEND ME SOCCER COACH WEEKLY 

This issue is only available as part of your 5-issue trial to Soccer 
Coach Weekly for the next 24 hours. So to get your players scoring 

with both feet like Robin van Persie, start ~¢o~r $& -~ri~ today. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 
Head Coach, Soccer Coach Weekly 

P.S. Remember :Vo~o~ ~;:~o t~i~ comes with my 100% money-back 
guarantee. If Soccer Coach Weekly doesn’t help your attackers score 
with both feet you need to take out ~o’ou~ $~ t~i~l today. This issue 
won’t be around tomorrow! 

MY 100% MONEY SACK, NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE, 

]If you’re not completely satisfied with Soccer ~.~ Icang ...... teey ..... tisfaction. 
Coach Weekly, you can cancel your 

membership at any time and ][’11 refund your money. 

Please also know that [ take your security and the safe handling of 
your confidential personal information very seriously. All order pages 
are stored on a secure server as authenticated by the security 
certificate logo of Thawte, an independent security agency. Entering 
information on a secure page means no one else can see the data. 

BETTER SOCCER COACHING - GOT ANY QUESTIONS 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, GU5 0AB, UK. 
Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894 148. 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

2013. Green Star Media Ltd 

Unsubscribe 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Koroma comes up big off bench 

Koroma comes up big off bench 
by Soccer America 

[U.$. UNDER-20 MEN] The U.S. under-20 men’s national team wrapped up its weeklong camp at the Home 

Depot Center with a 6=2 win over Eric Wynalda’s Cal FC. Akron freshman A~fred Koroma, who did not take 

part in qualifying for the Under-20 World Cup, scored two goals and had an assist offthe bench, and the 

Chicago Fire’s Victor Pineda, who was injured and also missed Concacaf qualifying, scored for the U-20s. - 

Read the whole story 

Japan beats USA in battle of U=17 women’s powers 
by Soccer America 

[TORNEO CUATR© NACIONES] Japan won the Torneo Cuatro Naciones for under-17 women’s national teams in San Jose, 

Costa Rica, with a 4-1 win over the USA in their third and final match of the four-team competition. - Read the whole story 

Tri splits with Notre Dame and indiana 
by Soccer America 

[MEXICO UNDER-20 MEN] Mexico’s under-20 men’s national team, which won the 2013 Concacaf championship, split 

weekend games on its annual college tour, beating 2012 NCAA Division I champion Indiana, 1-0, after falling to Notre Dame, 3- 

2. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA launches Summer Symposium 
by Mike Woitalla 

[COACHING EDUCATION] The NSCAA, whose January convention has become the world’s largest gathering of coaches 

since its inception 66 years ago, is launching a Summer Symposium, to be held Aug. 1-3 in Orlando. Former U.S. national 

team coaches Bob Gansler and Tony DiCicco are among the presenters at the summer event that also enables the NSCAA 

to honor high school players and coaches from the winter and spring seasons. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, April 30, 2013 
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See What You Are Missing 

Want to view this in your browser? Click here for our online version. 

[+] Renew your membership 

Renew now to regain all of Four benefits! 

[+] Online Education 

New training plans, articles and more in the 
Online Resource Library! 

[+] View Soccer Joumal Online! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 
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Free Convention Session Recordings’. 
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Wednesday, May 1,2013                                                  ~ Tweet This ~ ShareThis 

Looking under the hood at MLS’s attendance 
decline 
By Paul Kennedy 

Major League Soccer attendance is down over its record-high average of 18,807 in 2012, but just how significant is ~ 

the early decline? 

MLS owners are reportedly examining whether the early start - March 2 was its earliest opening day ever - is to blame for the 

decline at the gate and whether to push back the season start to later in March. 

At first blush, MLS’s attendance decline is significant. MLS is averaging 17,377 fans a game through the first nine weeks of 

the 2013 season. That’s down 8 percent from the final 2012 average and down 7 percent when you compare each team’s 2013 

attendance to its 2012 attendance after the same number of games. 

2013 MLS Attendance: 

CHANGE TEAM (2013 AVG.) 
+39% New England (13,627) 

+13% FC Dallas (15,937) 

+6% D.C. United (14,619) 

+5% Vancouver (19,414) 

+4% Sporting KC (19,413) 

+2% Seattle (39,157) 

+2% Columbus (13,637) 

+1% Portland (20,674) 

+1% Toronto FC (19,288) 

(1 game at Rogers Centre in 2013.) 

-1% Real Salt Lake (18,321) 

-2% New York (17,053) 
-4% Los Angeles (21,271) 

-7% Philadelphia (17,010) 

-7% Colorado (13,546) 

-14% Chicago (12,084) 

-15% Houston (18,529) 

-16% San Jose (10,325) 
(1 game at San Francisco’s AT&T Park as part of Mexico doubleheader in 2012.) 

-37% Chivas USA (8,045) 

-38% Montreal (25,128) 

(4 games at Olympic Stadium in 2012, 2 games at Olympic Stadium in 2013.) 

Note: Percentage change is the increase or decrease over the team’s average attendance after the same number of games in 

2012. 

But if you throw out the three teams whose attendance averages are skewed by playing early-season games at bigger 

stadiums in 2012 or 2013 - Montreal, San Jose and Toronto FC - MLS’s attendance is down only 2 percent. 

More than half MLS’s 2013 attendance decline stems from the Impact opening its 2012 season at Olympic Stadium, where its 

crowds included 58,912 and 60,860. 

Nine teams have increased 2013 attendance over 2012 attendance for the same number of games, while 10 teams have 

experienced declines. 

Besides Montreal and San Jose, the other teams that have experienced declines of more than 10 percent are Houston, 

Chicago and Chivas USA. The two teams that have increases of more than 10 percent are New England (whose first three 

crowds in 2012 included an MLS season-low 6,149) and Western Conference leader FC Dallas. 

MLS started only a week earlier in 2013 than it did in 2012, so the early start isn’t in itself an issue. It’s been noted before that 

MLS’s year-to-year attendance increases have been fueled by popular expansion teams and/or teams moving into new 

stadiums, so another increase in 2013 without any expansion teams or new stadiums was going to be a challenge. 

Among the scheduling issues MLS will have to examine are: 



- whether to start the season later and pack more midweek games into the schedule with the hope that the midweek games 

later in the season draw better than early March games. 

- whether scheduling a full schedule of games during FIFA fixture weeks when many stars are unavailable is better than not 

playing during these weeks and scheduling more midweek games. The average for the weekend games played between the 

March 22 and March 26 qualifiers was the lowest weekly average in several years. 

- what to do in 2014, whether or not the USA qualifies for the World Cup. Clearing its schedule during several weeks for the 

World Cup - like it did in 2010 - would require MLS to load up on midweek games during another part of the season. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Timbers fulfill yo~mgster’s wish with awesome day; U- 15s tie Italy 

Timbers fulfill youngster°s wish with awesome day 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

IMAKE A WISH] How big is soccer in Portland? More than 3,000 Timbers fans came out at Jeld-Wen Field 

Wednesday to watch 8=year-old Atticus Lane-Dupre’s Green Machine team beat the Timbers, 10-9, as part of      ~ 
the Make-A-W~sh Oregon’s effort to fulfill Lane-Dupre’s wish of having his team scrimmage the MLS club. The 

young cancer survivor scored four goals was rewarded by Timber Joey with a slice off the victory log to cap an 

awesome afternoon. - Read the whole story 

USA and host Italy play to 0-0 tie 
by Soccer America 

[TROFEO DELLE NAZIONI] The highly rated U.S. under-15 boys national team played host Italy to a scoreless draw Tuesday 

in their opening game at the Trofeo Della Nazioni in Gradisca, Italy. - Read the whole story 

Morales pleased about Indiana camp 
by Soccer America 

~MEXICO UNDER-20 MEN] Forward Julio Morales returned to Chivas USA after a week with Mexico’s under-20 national team 

at its camp held in Indiana to prepare for this summer’s Under-20 World Cup in Turkey. - Read the whole story 

Galaxy trialists picked for national finals 
by Soccer America 

[$UENO ML$ 2013] Six players from the LA Galaxy tryouts complete the final roster of 15 young field players and three 

keepers that will compete in the national finals for Sueno MLS 2013 May 9-12 at the Home Depot Center. - Read the whole 

story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, May 2, 2013 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, May 2, 2013 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League and Copa Libertadores action on Thursday. 

~All tim<:~s Eastern unless noted. TV programming1 is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the v~ek.) 

THURSDAY, May 2 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-BASEL (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-FENERBACHE (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-FENERBACHE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-BASEL (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores SAC PAULO-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores EMELIC-FLUMINESE (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-BASEL (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-FENERBACHE (delay) 5 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS PORTLAND-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico NEZA-UNIVERSIDAD DE GUADALAJARA (live) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League CHELSEA-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-FENERBACHE (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, blay 3 

BelN SPORT 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC (live) 3 pm. 

France ST ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-SCHALKE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France SAINT-ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-GUADALAJARA (live) 10:25 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal MOREIRENSE-BRAGA (live) 3 pro. 

Mexico JAGUARES-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATL~RDAY, M~f 4 



ESPN2 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW YORK (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England NORV~CH CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 9:30 am. 

England QPR-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England WEST HAM- NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England WEST BROM-W~GAN (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-READING (delay) Noon. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England QPR-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-TIGRES (live) 5:55 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (live) 10:55 am. 
France REIMS-AJACCIO (live) 1:55 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-MONARCAS (live) 7:55 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-LEON (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS SAN JOSE-MONTREAL (live) 4 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-TORONTO (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBURG-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil MOGI MIRIM-SANTOS (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England FULHAM-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-V~GAN (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-ASTON VILLA (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

England QPR-ARSENAL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, ~’4ay 6 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-HOUSTON (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-HOUSTON (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (live) 8 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (live) 8 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 10:30 am. 



UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 12:55 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-UNAM (live) 6:55 pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS KANSAS CITY-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

GOL TV 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-RIVER PLATE (live) 2:30 

Brazil SAO PAULO-CORINTHIANS (delay)5:30 pm. 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD GUADALAJARA-NEZA (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pm. 

TUESg~A~, [~ay 7 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pm. 

French Cup TROYES-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

£e~gues offering live stlean~in.~ 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, May 2, 2013 
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Thursday, May 2, 2013 

Refereeing Special Children 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

By Randy Vogt 

The Huntington Boys Club and Massapequa Soccer Club, both of the Long Island Junior Soccer League, became 

the first formal soccer clubs to have Special Children’s Programs when they separately started programs in 1979. 

A year before, I became a referee. As I have lived near both clubs for most of the past 34 years, it’s not surprising 

that I have refereed their games and the games of other Special Children in TOPSoccer (The Outreach Program 

for Soccer) plus also ref the Special Olympics every year. 

Although I have never received a penny for officiating the Special Children, it’s annually one of the highlights of my ref career. 

V~en refereeing, I’ve noticed mainstream kids, instead of practicing for their upcoming game on the same or adjacent field, 

attentively watch the Special Children instead and applaud every good play. 

One of the Special Children named Craig Ludin, playing for the Huntington Boys Club since he was a little boy, has received 

so many gold medals from the Special Olympics in soccer and other sports that he’s been inducted into the National Jewish 

Sports Hall of Fame, just like noted athletes Sandy Koufax and Mark Spitz have been. 

The U.S. government is now ordering schools across the country to make "reasonable" changes to sports programs so that 

Special Children can play - or else create separate teams for them. The new guidance from the Education Department issued 

this past winter was hailed by advocates for Special Children and could do for them what Title IX did for females. It’s great that 

Special Children are starting to receive the same opportunities that mainstream kids and adults have always had. 

Special Children’s Programs provide an opportunity for children who deviate from mainstream kids in mental, physical or social 

characteristics to such an extent that they require modified practices and services in order to develop to their potential. The 

question certainly comes up from my colleagues who are assigned to officiate Special Children’s games on what they should 

do. 

As there are generally not as many Special Children playing as in a mainstream game, most of the TOPSoccer or Special 

Olympics games I ref are small-sided games of 7v7 or 8v8 rather than 1 lvl 1 on a full-sized field. I have never seen soccer’s 

only complex rule, offside, enforced with Special Children’s games although it might be on the books of some leagues. 

It’s very difficult to differentiate the skill level of some of the Special players from mainstream kids while other kids are not 

nearly as advanced. For teams with kids who are rather remedial, you would want to keep the team going to the same goal in 

each half so the kids do not become confused which goal to attack in the second half. 

Some leagues allow for kick-ins instead of throw-ins as a legal throw-in can be difficult for some Special Children to execute. 

In any case, the ref in Special Children’s soccer is more of a teacher than an enforcer and should not be too officious in 

determining illegal throw-ins and should clearly explain decisions that need to be made. 

Handling fouls should be not be whistled unless they are very obviously deliberate. 

One of the challenges in refereeing Special Children comes from very different abilities and sometimes different ages and sizes 

of players being on the same field since there are not as many Special Children as mainstream kids. Another challenge is a 

few Special Children will display anti-social behavior from time to time. The coach knows much more about that player and 

would probably be better trained for Special Children than the ~f so the t~f should ask the coach to get involved in calming 

down the player. 

I’ve actually even seen a few Special Children trash talk while others will approach me during a game and ask me how they 

are doing. To which I always say, "Great!" After all, just being on a field running around and making friends is such a big step 

in their lives. Hopefully, we will see more Special Children soccer games in the future. 

(Randy Vogt has officiated over 8,000 games during the past three decades, from professional matches in front of thousands 

to 6-year-olds being cheered on by very enthusiastic parents. In Preventive Officiating, he shares his wisdom gleaned from 

thousands of games and hundreds of clinics to help referees not only survive but thrive on the soccer field. You can visit the 

book’s website at preventiveofficiatin.q.corrg) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blog. 
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Soccer America Contidential: Rogers still retired, ~) can we all relax? 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 

Rogers still retired, so can we all 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

relax? 
By Ridge Mahoney 

As regards Robbie Rogers and his future as a soccer player, or not, can we all just give it a rest? 

He trained with the Galaxy Tuesday. So what? Less than three months after announcing his retirement and sexual preference 

in one fell swoop, he was on the field! Big deal. 

For all we know, he still feels that playing a pro sport as an openly gay athlete is "impossible," and for the American soccer 

press to beat the drums, indirectly or not, for him to resume is playing career now if not sooner is shameful. 

And make no mistake, that’s what’s going on. In fact, the drums are beating so loud all manner of fans and pundits are 

decrying the MLS rules by which his rights are held by Chicago, even though as a Southern California native he’d love to play 

for the Galaxy, although Seattle coach $igi $chmid has acknowledged he’s a good player, and Fire head coach Frank 

Kiopas says the same thing and would certainly like him on his team, and the rules are so stupid that Herculez Gomez 

might have to jump through hoops if he came back to MLS because his rights are held by Sporting Kansas City, the last MLS 

team to employ him. 

Whew! That’s a lot to digest, but let’s take on this task in stages. First, let’s set the record straight: all those references to 

NBA veteran Jason Collins being the first male athlete to come out during his pro career are correct, and nobody slighted 

Rogers by saying so. 

Veteran Collins is a free agent and trying to find another team, so he’s as active now as he was Monday when a long story 

about his acknowledgement of being gay appeared in Sports Illustrated. Rogers went inactive when he retired, and officially 

he’s just as retired now as he was in February. 

So Collins is the first, even though at 34 his chances of getting another pro gig are slim. Rogers, 25, can be the second if he 

resumes his career but he can never be the first, so all of you out there in Please-Be-Nice-to-Soccer Land, get over iL 

The second issue to be discussed is Rogers actually resuming his career, which if you read all the adoring, breathless 

coverage since he jogged onto the field with the Galaxy is a fait accompli. Sure, the press and many fans would love to have 

Rogers back on the field in an MLS jersey. But what’s great for MLS and the politically correct crowd may not be great for 

Rogers, who twice left America to try the foreign market and failed both times. 

He’s already become a poster child for the bashing of MLS player acquisition procedures. While he’s surely heartened by the 

outpouring of support he’s received since making his announcement, he shouldn’t feel pressured to resume his career so a lot 

of us can feel better about ourselves and the progress our society is making toward acceptance of homosexuals. 

He’ll be the target of protests. The Supreme Court sessions over gay marriage have roiled emotions on many related topics, 

and he would see, and hear, vitriol from both sides. He’ll be a lightning rod for abuse as well as tolerance. 

Maybe he left the game in the first place because he wanted to be himself instead of a symbol, a pioneer, a cause. He picked 

his identity over soccer. He could have kept his mouth shut and endured his internal conflicts to keep playing. 

By coming out and retiring, he’s put himself squarely in the cross-hairs of his own persona. What to do next? 

If he’s happier as a gay ex-player than he was as a closeted gay player, that’s the path he should take. Conversely, if he 

gauges that the time is right and he’s the right person to step into the dual spotlight as gay man and professional soccer 

player, that’s what he should do. But he should ignore all but those closest to him as he ponders his decision. He won’t be 

letting us down if he stays retired. He doesn’t need to be the Jackie Robinson of gay pro athletes. 

If he truly wants to resume playing, he will, and he might just get his preference in that regard as well. Or he might not. Two 

weeks before Rogers’ announcement, Chicago acquired his rights in a trade with the Crew. Coincidence or not, that’s the 

current status. 

Didn’t another former Crew player, Brian McBride, get his way when he came back to MLS? Yes, there was a lot of posturing 

and stalling and huffing and puffing, but in the end, he finished his career with the Fire even though under MLS rules Toronto 

FC, which was atop the allocation order at the time, held his rights, and took its sweet time before trading him. 

It’s not always the case that a pro player gets to play where he wants, even a megastar such as Landon Donovan. He may 



have gamed the system by negotiating a deal that took him away from San Jose and MLS to Bayer Leverkusen, only to return 

a few months later to the Los Angeles Galaxy, but when he first arrived in MLS, he went to San Jose, and in San Jose he 

stayed. 

Quakes coach Frank Yallop adamantly refused to trade him, and while Donovan often zipped out of the locker room after 

home games and headed straight to Southern California for a quick visit, he played four seasons for the Quakes and helped 

them win a pair of titles. It’s hard to make a case that his fabulous career suffered because the team he started out with 

wasn’t his first choice. 

Rogers isn’t a precocious 19-year-old frustrated by two years languishing in a German reserve team. Yet neither is he a stone- 

cold superstar; admiration for his bold stand clouds the fact during his stints in MLS and the national team his talented game 

often lacked tenacity or consistency. Once a teammate of Michael Bradley at Heerenveen, he lasted about nine months in 

Holland, and many U.S. players have carved out far more successful careers in England than he did. 

In an interview with Anderson Cooper Rogers acknowledged a comeback is a possibility but for a while he’ll be enjoying time 

with friends and family, surfing, and thinking about life. Coming out was tough enough. Coming back can wait. 

’~hill out," is what he said. So should we all. 
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Help us, Help you, and Win 

We would really appreciate it if you could spend one minute to complete this survey...and help us, help you. We hope to provide you with the most useful information 

possible to aid in your decisions with regard to college camps, tournaments, and products. 

As a token of appreciation, all participants who complete the survey will have the opportunity to win one of four $50 Soccer.com gift cards. 

Thanks for your continued support’. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, May 3, 2013 

Friday, May 3, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s German, Spanish, French, Portuguese and Mexican action on Friday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~Irammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~Is. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~Ihout the v~ek.) 

FRiDaY, May 3 

BelN SPORT 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC (live) 3 pro. 

France ST ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-SCHALKE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT-ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-GUADALAJARA (live) 10:25 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico JAGUARES-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal MOREIRENSE-BRAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDY~Y, May 4 

ESPN2 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW YORK (live) 4 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

England NORWICH CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 9:30 am. 

England QPR-ARSENAL (live) neon. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England WEST HAM- NEWCASTLE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England WEST BROM=WIGAN (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-READING (delay) Neon. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England QPR-ARSENAL (live) neon. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-TIGRES (live) 5:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (live) 10:55 am. 
France REIMS-AJACCIO (live) 1:55 pro. 



Mexico CLUB AMERICA-TIGRES (live) 5:55 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-MONARCAS (live) 7:55 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-LEON (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico QUERETARO-PEUBLA (live) 9:55 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-MONTREAL (live) 4 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-TORONTO (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBURG-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil MOGI MIRIM-SANTOS (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England FULHAM-READING (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-V~GAN (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-ASTON VILLA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England QPR-ARSENAL (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-HOUSTON (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am= 

MLS LOS ANGELES-HOUSTON (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (live) 8 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (live) 8 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 10:30 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 12:55 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-SAN LUIS (live) 12:55 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-UNAM (live) 6:55 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS KANSAS ClTY-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

GOL TV 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-RIVER PLATE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-CORINTHIANS (delay)5:30 pm= 

Mexico UNIVERSIDAD GUADALAJARA-NEZA (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-CELTIC (live) 7 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (On Demand) 11:59 pm= 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands DEN HAAG-FEYENOORD (live) 6:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-WILLEM II (live) 6:30 am. 



Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 6:30 am. 

ESPN2 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pm. 

French Cup TROYES-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~;~le+ ; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, May 3, 2013 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

One of the best clubs in Maryland continues 
to earn national recognition in this week’s 
Grande Sports Academy TeamRank Update, 
as we track the top dubs in the nation. 

Three recruits make the decision to commit 
to instate soccer programs, including a 
forward hoping to test herself at one of the 
best programs of all time. 

Our offseason positional breakdown of 
Division 1 talent continues with a look at the 
best ten men’s defenders in the country. 
I~IORE: Best Defense in the ECNL - Update 

[IlXlI 
Premier Contenti 

DID YOU SEE? 

Watch the Timbers make an 
8-year-old’s dream come 
true from beginning to end. 

Nike celebrates 15 years of 
Mercurial with recreated ’98 
El Fen6meno Boot. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Nike Soccer Camps 

At N][KE Soccer Camps, our goal is to 
stimulate a love for the game in young 
athletes by showing them how to accelerate 
their own progress and success. 

By partnering with NfKE, our title sponsor, 
and working with the country’s best coaches, 
we are able to offer an unforgettable growth 
experience no matter what your age or skill 
level. 

Click here for more information! 





Soccer for Social Change Highlighted Last Week! 
_ast week, members of the soccer community joined forces in Washington, DC. to help strengthen the sport-for-youth 

~evelopment movement and celebrate the sport of soccer as vehicle for social change. 

3ur annual !_J__r__b___a__n___#_g£__c__e__r__~_~#__g_s__i~_L,_m__, a 4-day event filled with interactive workshops designed to help develop and 

programs that use soccer for social change, took place from April 22nd to 25th at the Georqetown University 

-totel & Conference Center. The first three days of the Symposium featured guest speakers and a series of workshops 

Jesigned to help participants share best practices and strengthen the sports-based youth development field. This year’s 

~uest speakers included two-time Super Bowl Champion Darrin Smith, NBA veteran Etan Thomas, and former U.S. 

~len’s National Team players Claudio Reyna and Cobi Jones. The final day of the Symposium took place on Capitol Hill, 

met with Members of Congress to discuss how soccer is positively impacting children in their 

With approximately 150 participants, this year’s Symposium was the largest to date! 

3n the evening of Wednesday, April 24th, we teamed up with POLITICO and Johnson & ,Johnson to host the inaugural 

:)ital Soccer Classic’,. The event, which took place at Gallaudet University’s Hotchkiss Field, featured a youth clinic, adult 

r]ini-games, and the much-anticipated Congressional soccer match - a friendly competition between Members of 

ress, former US. National Team players, and celebrities. National Team players & coaches in attendance included 

J0rgen Klinsmann, John Harkes, Cobi Jones, John O’Brien, Eddie Pope, Claudio Reyna, Tiffany Roberts Sahaydak and 

Members of Congress in attendance included Rep. Mike Mclntyre, Rep. Luke Messer, Rep. Ben Ray Lujan, 

Dave Reichert, Rep. Eric Swalwell, Rep. Chris Van Hollen and Rep. Todd Young They were joined by Mike Allen of 

3OLITICO, Major Garret of CBS, and Eamon Javers of CNBC. Team members from DC United and the Washington Spirit 

attendance to help celebrate the event. Following two rounds of penalty kicks, the high-scoring match ended 

n a 7-6 victory for the Gray team. 

recaps from the Symposium and to view photos from both events, be sure to check out the Foundation bioq and 

Facebook page! 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Ga~lax)., academy sta~c Arriola joins Tijuana 

Galaxy academy star Arrio~a joins Tijuana 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Fomcard Paul Arriola, who starred in the LA Galaxy Academy program and spent 

the spring with the MLS club’s first team, will forgo plans to attend UCLA in the fall to sign with Club Tijuana. 

The U.S. U-18 international is the sixth American to sign with the Mexican club and the third Galaxy academy 

player to go abroad in the last year. - Read the whole story 

U.S. under-15 .qirls national team roster 
by Soccer America 

IDALLAS CAMPJ The U.S. under=15 girls national team gathers Saturday for a training camp in Dallas at Southern Methodist 

University. U.S. head coach Damon Nahas has called up 30 players, 26 born in 1998, three born in 1997 and one in 1999 for 

the second of four training camps scheduled in 2013. - Read the whole story 

National Premier Leagues champions crowned 
by Soccer America 

[NPL CHAMPIONS CUP] The first 41 qualifiers are set for the NPL Champions Cup, where National Premier Leagues 

champions from their 17 regional leagues will compete July 18-22 in Aurora, Colo.< - Read the whole story 

Spring champions clinch National League spots 
by Soccer America 

[FAR WEST REGIONAL LEAGUE1 The winners of the under-13 through under-17 boys and girls age groups in the U.S. Youth 

Soccer Far West Regional League spring season have earned automatic qualification into the US Youth Soccer National 

League for the 2013-2014 season. - Read the whole story 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, May 6, 2013 

Monday, May 6, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s action from England and Spain on Monday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN2 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GETAFE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3:55 pro. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

Spain GETAFE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3:55 pm. 

ESPN&com 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 3 pm. 

Portugal BENFICA-ESTORIL (live) 3 pm. 

TUESDAY, ~’,~ay 7 

ESPN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST EROM (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-CHIEVO (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

Italy ROMA-CHIEVO (live) 2:30 

FOX SOCCER 

England WlGAN-SWANSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England WIGAN-SWANSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England WlGAN-SWANSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 2:30 pm. 

French Cup TROYES-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

W~ON~SC~A~, ~ay 8 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Beach World Cup Qualifying USA-GUATEMALA (live) 1 pm. 



England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying GUYANA-MEXICO (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadoes MINEIRO-SAO PAULO (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

French Cup EVION GAILLARD-LORIENT (live) 3 pm. 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

Nodh American Soccer Lea.clue 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

TDS Combines is heading east May 19th to 
Atlanta. Check out our summer schedule for 
your opportunity to impress college coaches 
and improve your TDS rating or ranking. 

The 2016 Boys IMG Academy Top 150 spring 
update is out, and Joshua PeFez, who joined 
ACF FioFentina’s youth academy in April, 
remains #1. But who climed over 50 spots? 

The ECNL PDP event in Richmond, Virginia, 
wrapped up with a pair of extremely close 
and competitive games. Day 1 Recap >> 
MORE: ECNL U14 Event: Top 25 Matches >> 

DID YOU SEE? 

Utah referee dies after 
beinq punched by player. 
What is going on? 

Baby video bombs Thunder- 
Rockets postgame show, 
pulls his pants down. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

IMG Academy Soccer Camps 

If you want to play collegiate soccer, no prep 
program in the nation can match IMG 
Academy’s record for sending athletes to the 
next level, with more than 75 boys and girls 
D-] signees since 2009. 

With a collegiate-style training environment 
(half-day of academics, half-day of training), 
you are fully prepared for the next stage. 

For more info: www.imgacademy.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, May6, 2013 1:41 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea r An son 

Act now for you~" best.-.®v÷r 
finish to the seaso~~ ,-o with help 
from the 

The season is drawing to a close and professional 
clubs need to keep their players in peak condition 
for the final push. 

They have schedules in place to make sure they are 
as strong, fit and fast as they can be and their 
technique will remain intact when they do get tired. 

And now Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans provides the exact plans that these 
professional coaches are using so that you can 
ensure your team finishes as strongly as possible= 

~ii Orderyourfitness planstoday! 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 

Plans 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results. 

~"i Getyourfitness planstoday 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - Fimt Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 
endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 



Where else can you get the fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are currently 

embarking on, to use with your players? 

~i SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop your players fitness in these five key areas. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish fitness work but if they know they are using 
the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you in the league. Elite 
Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly points at the end of 
games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up niggly injuries and keep 
your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper finish to the season - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the 
results on match day. 

[ ~ S~GN uP NOW 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact fitness plans. These plans are not recycled - they have never been published 
before. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

today, 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publishing Director, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ~/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow(~,coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media Xi In Association with the LMA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 4:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Five complete professional fitness plans 

Dea r An son 

Act now for you~" best.-.®v÷r 
finish to the seaso~~ ,-o with help 
from the 

The season is drawing to a close and professional 
clubs need to keep their players in peak condition 
for the final push. 

They have schedules in place to make sure they are 
as strong, fit and fast as they can be and their 
technique will remain intact when they do get tired. 

And now Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 
Plans provides the exact plans that these 
professional coaches are using so that you can 
ensure your team finishes as strongly as possible= 

~ii Orderyourfitness planstoday! 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness 

Plans 

Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans is published in partnership with the League Managers 
Association (LMA) and contains five full schedules written by fitness experts working at professional 
clubs. Use plans from these coaches and see the difference it makes to your results. 

~"i Getyourfitness planstoday 

The plans in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are written by: 

Gary Walker - Head of Strength & Conditioning, Manchester United 

Scott Miller - First Team Fitness Coach, Fulham 

Tom Little - Fimt Team Fitness Coach, Huddersfield 

Alex Armstrong - Director of Performance, Sheffield Wednesday 

Antonio Gomez - Fitness Coach, FC Cartagena 

Each of the fitness coaches provides a fitness schedule focusing on a specific area. They are muscular 
endurance, technique, endurance and soccer fitness, agility and strength and conditioning. 



Where else can you get the fitness plans that the likes of Patrice Evra or Antonio Valencia are currently 

embarking on, to use with your players? 

~i SIGN UP NOW 

The plans contained in Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans are not one-off training 
sessions. They are complete schedules that will develop your players fitness in these five key areas. 

Few coaches are lucky enough to have players that relish fitness work but if they know they are using 
the same sessions as players at top professional clubs they will be inspired. 

Think about how being faster and fitter than your first opponents will help you in the league. Elite 
Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will help you to stop throwing away silly points at the end of 
games when tiredness normally sets in, make players less likely to pick up niggly injuries and keep 
your team’s technique intact as the body tires. 

Have a proper finish to the season - make it more enjoyable for your players and see the 
results on match day. 

[ ~ S~GN uP NOW 

It is almost impossible to get access to the top fitness professionals in the country - but now you 
can have their exact fitness plans. These plans are not recycled - they have never been published 
before. 

You may well be thinking that Elite Soccer: The Professional Fitness Plans will be too 
expensive for you but you can buy it today in PDF format for just $37. 

So, what are you waiting for? Get your players the fittest they have ever been - order your copy 

today, 

Yours in soccer, 

Kevin Barrow 
Publishing Director, Elite Soccer 

o P.S If you have any doubts, please remember our 100 ~/o satisfaction guarantee. If you’re not 
happy with your book, just let me know and VII give you a full refund. 

Get In Touch 

Green Star Media Ltd. Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford 
GU5 0AB, United Kingdom 
Email: kevin, barrow(~,coach-soccer.com 

Call us on: +44 (0)1483 892894 

FOLLOW US ON 
TWITTER 

JOIN US ON LINKEDIN 

Didn’t enjoy this email? Unsubscribe here 

Green Star Media Xi In Association with the LMA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:07 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: MLS’s top 20 highest-paid players 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 

MLS’s top 20 highest-paid players 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

The New York Red Bulls’ Thierry Henry is again the highest-paid player in MLS and one of only eight players 

making more than $1 million a year in guaranteed compensation, which includes a player’s base salary and all 

signing and guaranteed bonuses annualized over the term of the player’s contract, including option years. 

(Click here for the MLS Players Union’s annual listing of salary information for all MLS players=) 

Henry’s $4,350,000 in guaranteed compensation is down from $5,600,000 in 2012. 

The only newcomer to MLS’s millionaires’ club is Nigerian Obafemi Martins, who signed with Seattle in March. 

Only two Americans rank in the top 20: Landon Donovan, who makes $2,500,000, and Chris Wondoiowski, who was 

rewarded for his 27 goals in 2012 with a Designated Player contract bumping his salary to $600,000~ 

Every MLS team except Chivas USA has at least three players earning $200,000 or more in guaranteed compensation. 

The offseason changes at Chivas USA has resulted in a massive cutback in compensation. All four players making more than 

$200,000 or more a year last season were let go, leaving goalie Dan Kennedy as the highest-paid player at only $192,500 a 

year. Only two other players - Juan Agudeio ($175,000) and Tristan Bowen ($156,364) -- make as much as $150,000 a 

year. 

Top MLS Earners, 2013 Gt~aranteed Compensation: 

COMPENSATION PLAYER, TEAM 
$4,350,000 Thierry Henry, New York 

$4,333,333 Robbie Keane, LA Galaxy 

$3,625,000 Tim Cahill, New York 

$2,500,000 Landon Donovan, LA Galaxy 

$1,937,508 Marco Di Vaio, Montreal 

$1,725,000 Obafemi Martins, Seattle 

$1,663,323 Dan Koevermans, Toronto FC 

$1,132,492 Kenny Miller, Vancouver 

$856,000 *Fredy Montero, Seattle 

$730,000 David Ferreira, FC Dallas 

$645,333 EX,~ayne De Rosario, D.C= United 

$604,000 Federico Higuain, Columbus 

$600,000 Chris Wondolowski, San Jose 

$599,333 Shalrie Joseph, Seattle 

$527,115 Sherjill MacDonald, Chicago 

$495,000 Kleberson, Philadelphia 

$456,250 Darren O’Dea, Toronto FC 

$453,333 Alvaro Saborio, Real Salt Lake 

$445,000 Kalifa Cisse, New England 

$400,000 Diego Valeri, Portland 

*On loan to Millonarios (Colombia). 

CONTINENTAL TIRE EXPANDS PRESENCE. Continental Tire extended its agreement with Soccer United Marketing to 

continue as an official partner and the official tire of MLS in the United States and Canada and announced a new partnership 

with U.S. Soccer. 

Continental Tire will be the official tire of the MLS All=Star Game and MLS Cup, extending its relationship with MLS, which 

began in 2010= 

It will become an official sponsor and the official tire of all U.S. national teams. 

’We are proud to extend our relationship with MLS and expand our soccer program in North America to now include U.S. 

Soccer and our national teams," said Travis Roffier, director of marketing for Continental Tire. ’Our partnership with MLS has 

been very beneficial. We have been able to expose our Continental brand and its array of high-quality, long-lasting tires to the 

passionate MLS audience. Soccer fans are like no other type of sports fan and we are pleased that they’ve been very receptive 



to our message." 

..................... 
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shipment. To verify tha actual transit status of your shipment, click on the tracking 

~ g~ves us great joy to let you know that your I--~ockeyMonkey.~xsm order (No. 

1631254) is on its way to you now 

Olick here to track if UPS has received your shipment or visit 
http:!/v~,~,v ups.comlWebTrack~ng!track?~oc=en~US on the ~ntemet 

e 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: America~s lag in pay among MLS highest-paid players 

What They’re Saying Today’s News --Tuesday, May 7, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"Since we only have 24,000 

at our disposal, we will only Americans laq in PaV amon_cl highest-paid players 
be able to fulfill every 20th by Paul Kennedy ~ 
request." 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Americans lag behind their foreign counterparts among the 

highest-paid players in MLS. Of the 21 MLS players called up for the U.S. national 

team this year, only four make more than $300,000 in guaranteed compensation - and three 

make less than $100,000 a year. And of the 42 MLS players making $300,000 or more, just 12 

are Americans, and of the 105 players making $200,000 or more, only 39 are Americans. - Read 

the whole stow 

-- Hans-Joachim Watzke, 

Borussia Dortmund’s 

chairman of the board, on 

the club receiving half a 

million applications for 

tickets to its Champions 

League final against Bayern 

Munich in London. (’BVB.de) 

’Whistle-blower’ Blazer himself barred from soccer 
by Paul Kennedy 

[FIFA] American Chuck Blazer, the most senior American official at FIFA and the "whistle- 
blower" on the Caribbean vote-buying scandal that resulted in the resignation or expulsion of two 

confederation presidents, has himself been provisionally suspended for 90 votes, meaning he 

wouldn’t be able to serve out his term as a member of FIFA’s executive committee that expires 

later this month. - Read the whole story 

Rapids land Colombian defender Mera before bell 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TF’,ANSACTIONS] As MLS’s primary transfer window was about to close on Monday, the 

Colorado Rapids signed 23-year-old Colombian defender German Mera on loan from Deportivo 

Cali until the end of the 2013 MLS season. - Read the whole story 

Waldrum calls 24 players into Chula Vista camp 
by Soccer America 

[U,S, UNDER-23 WOMEN] The U.S. under-23 women’s national team will train May 11-18 at the 

Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. Notre Dame’s Randy Waldrum, the U.S. head 

coach, has named 24 players to the camp: 22 current collegiate players - seven players from the 

U.S. team that won the 2012 U-20 Women’s World Cup in Japan - one former collegian in 

Jennifer Hoy and goalkeeper Libby Stout, who is currently playing for Yzeure in France. - Read 

the whole story 

Down but not out: A volleyed ..qoal from the ground 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: GolazolWalter Caideron of Deportivo Quito managed to score on a volley after 

falling down. - Read the whole story 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 8:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: Alex Morgan’s Thorns draw at home mad away 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013                                                     ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Alex Morgan’s Thorns draw at home and away 
By Paul Kennedy 

There should be little doubt who is the biggest draw in the new NWSL. 

Alex Morgan’s Portland Thorns drew a crowd of 16,479 fans at Jeld-Wen Field for their home opener, while all three Portland 

games on the road have been sellouts. 

Portland drew an overflow crowd of 5,011 fans at Maryland SoccerPlex for their 2-1 win over the Washington Spirit on 

Saturday. 

The Spirit drew crowds of 4,569 and 3,102 for its first two home games. 

’We could not have asked for a better first three games," Spirit owner Bill Lynchtold the Washington Post. 

In a preseason letter to fans, Lynch said the Spirit needed an average of 3,000 for financial sustainability. 

The Boston Breakers also attracted a sellout crowd - albeit only 3,113 fans at Dilboy Stadium - for their 4-1 victory over the 

Chicago Red Stars. 

The winless Seattle Reign was the last NWSL team to open at home, drawing a disappointing crowd of 2,618 at Starfire 

Stadium. Two of its biggest stars, Hope Solo (recovering from wrist surgery) and Amy Rodriguez (pregnancy leave), were in 

the stands for the game; its third American star, Megan Rapinoe, is playing in France with Lyon. 

The lowest crowd for a home opener was 1,255 at the Chicago Red Stars’ game in Lisle. 

Buoyed by the big crowd in Portland, the NWSL is averaging 4,595 fans through Week 4, which is more than 1,000 fans a 

game higher than its predecessor, WPS, averaged in its last two years. 

Average Attendance 

AVG, LEAGUE 

4,595 *NWSL (2013) 

3,518 WPS (2011) 

3,588 WPS (2010) 

4,684 WPS (2009) 

6,667 WUSA (2003) 

6,969 WUSA (2002) 

8,103 WUSA (2001) 
*Through Week 4. 

NHL VS. MLS ON NBC SPORTS NETWORK. The NHL averaged 392,000 viewers, up 18 percent from last year, on NBC 

Sports Network, for its most-watched regular season since the 1993-94 season on ESPN and ESPN. 

Through 11 games, MLS is averaging less than a quarter of what the NHL averaged: 93,000 viewers, down 22 pement from last 

year’s debut season on NBC Sports Network. 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 825;: April 2~. - HaV 2, 20,1.3 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the foun,d~,~" and president of the r!onprofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso:,’e"’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Oetth .... kly ...... letter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

~et the ~h ..... ~odro~d app 

dtie (in bIue) ~nd press the 

"pi~/" bu~’~on that appea~:s 

The Scorpion and Human 
Nature 
TesTy and his dad Glen were 
walking alon.9 the shore and 

strugglir!~ ~r~ the t~de, tryh’v~ 

G~en tried to scoop the 
creature up, but [he 

scorpion stung h~m ~nd [e~ 
back h~to the ~de, G~e~ tried 
agah~ and was s%mg aga~, 
Terry sa~d, "Dad, ~e~ve Mm 

Listen or read more 

How to Chanqe Attitudes 
and Behavior - "I Can Do 
It and It’s Worth It" 

I t~tked about a teacher 
named Shavonne wi:o was 
at wits’ end with several 
students, i:!ciudin.9 
whose ~ack 
when he became angry or 
l:rus~ra ~ed 

Check out .."4ici:ael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 

i~isi~:~ htl:u i and 
motivational (and 
printable!} quotes we 

"it’s net whether you 

whett~er you get up," 
-- V~sce Lombard~ 
See and comment 

"Zn order to succeed, 
your desbe for 

success shod~d be 
greater than your fea~" 

of fa~k~re," -- B~ Cosby 

See and comment 

Find and foltow 

Heip keep this newsletter fl°ee ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

Sighted p:ir=t of 
[,l:.chnei% ciessic 

I ii.~.ii Character educati .... terials ] 

Proceeds from tt~e sak~ of ~4ichael’s 

books and CDs support character 

education ~n schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 

Educator Blog0 I~e~:’,~ntly posted 

What Makes an Effective Principal? 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

Character education materials 



intense therapy could 
change Isis behavior. 
Listen or read more 

Chanqinq Self=limitinq 
Beliefs and Bad Behavior 

teacher, was at the end ot; 
hel" rope wi.sh disdptinary 
p~oblems~ but s~e wasn’t 
enthusiastic wi:e~: she was 
to~d that her schod had 
adopted the CHARACTER 

was expected ~o explicitly 

he~ students core e~h~ca~ 

Listen or read more 

Living and Reading 
One of ti:e most i~;sk.ihtfut 
als8 .:isefui books ~ve ever 

~ wa~t to suggest ways d 

books, at ~east nonfictbn 
books, wNch ~s about a~ ~ 

Listen or read more 

Workinq Toqether 
:( want b be thin .... 
especially ’,~,~hen ~’~r: 

Pl~esiden~ and m.embe~s of 
Con~:~ress we.."4 to work 
together-- espe(:ially if ~hey 

about ~he issue, ~ ~ked 
~res~der~t Oberon’s ca~ for 
more (:M~ty and 
cooperation, but I% 
cenvbced ~ vd~ happen, 

Listen or read more 

How to Chanqe 
Attitudes and 
Behavior: "~ Can Do 
and 1t’s Worth It.": 
a~:~ree _t0_t% ~hat 
attitude is the [i.."st 
step to 

Eight Laws of 
Leadership: "~ beiieve 
the g.."ea~est demand 

achievillg exc@ent 
leadership performance 
is i:~ our family." 

}:(~)~cators," ~(~ok a~ Anti-Bullying 
Workshop 

cyberb~,:ilying, an(i ixemote a positive 
school climate. Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educato.."s and youth-se.."vice 
leade!s to be effective character 
educators, Upcombg seminars: 

*June 11-13 Texas>> 
*June 11-13 Tennessee>> 
~ July 9-11, Texas >> 
~ July 16-18, Kansas >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

a1;[ordabie way to barr~ vaklabb 
charadePdevebpmer~t techrdq~es. 

Learn more see schedule 

our Sportsmanship hies, Re(:e~t~y 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, May 8, 2013 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 11 gets underway on Wednesday with six games.... The Mexican league playoffs kick off on 

Wednesday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy PESCARA-AC MILAN (live) noon. 

ItMy INTER MILAN-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain CELTA VIGO-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

$painCELTA VIGO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:25 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-MALAGA (live) 3:25 pm. 

Italy PESCARA-AC MILAN (delay) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

French Cup EVIAN-LORENT (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-TIGRES, quarterfinal, 1st leg (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico PUMAS-CLUB AMERICA, quarterfinal, 1st leg (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico NEZA-NECAXA, promotion final, 1st leg (live) 5:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Beach World Cup Qualifying USA-GUATEMALA (live) 1 pm. 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying GUYANA-MEXICO (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadoes MINEIRO-SAO PAULO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

ML$ D.C UNITED-HOUSTON (live) 6:30 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-SEATTLE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-PORTLAND (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-TORONTO (live) 10:30 PM. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

French Cup EVION GAILLARD-LORIENT (live) 3 pro. 

THURSDAY, 

ESPN2 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-MONARCAS, quarterfinal, 1st leg (live) 10 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER-WATFORD, promotion semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

England LEICESTER-WATFORD, protnotion semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-ATLAS, quarterfinal, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Beach World Cup Qualifying USA-PUERTO RICO (live) 1 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying CANADA-GUYANA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying BAHAMAS-GUATEMALA (live) 3:30 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-REAL GARCLASSO (live) 8 pm. 

FRIDAY, May JO 

BelN SPORT 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION, promotion semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

FranceLILLE-REIMS (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION, promotion semifinal (live) 2:30 

SpainLEVANTE-REAL ZARAGOZA (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FranceLILLE-REIMS (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Beach World Cup Qualifying GUATEMALA=PUERTO RICO (live) 1 pro. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-CANADA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying BAHAMAS-USA (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

ESPN2 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NET~NORK 

MLS CHICAGO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-JOHNSTONE (live) 7 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY=WIGAN (live) noon. 

Beach World Cup Quafifying TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 3:30 pm= 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain (live) 1 pm. 

Spain (live) 3 pm. 

Italy (delay) 5 pm+ 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

Italy (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain (live) 1 pm. 

Spain (live) 3 pm. 

Spain (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION 

MexicoCLUB AMERICA-PUMAS, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (live) 11 am. 
France AJACCIO=TROYES (live) 2 pm 

MLS SEATTLE-SAN JOSE (live) 4 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 1 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-PROGRESO (live) 3 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-SALT LAKE (live) 2 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-SAN JOSE (live) 4 pm. 



MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-COLORADO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland CELTIC-JOHNSTONE (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (On Demand) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 7:30 am. 

Portugal PORTO-BENFICA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

Mexico MONARCAS-CRUZ AZUL, quarterfinal, 2nd Leg (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 11 am. 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) noon. 

England QPR-NEWECASTLE (delay) 2 pro. 

England NORWICH-WEST BROM (delay) 4 pm. 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 11 am. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 5 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Final (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 1 pm. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay JUVENTUD-NACIONAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS PORTLAND-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLAS-SANTOS, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am= 

England SUDERLAND=SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am= 

England QPR-NEWECASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-NAC (live) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands TWENTE-PSV (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico MONARCAS-CRUZ AZUL, 2nd Leg (live) 7 pm. 

~4ONDAY, ~’,,~ay ~3 

TBA 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Soccer America Confidential: MLS crunch time comes early 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 

MLS crunch time comes early 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

The MLS season that started earlier than any other is already starting to pile up the pressure. 

Fifteen games, including six midweek matches, will be played Wednesday through Sunday. It’s the most crowded portion of 

the schedule except for the week of July 4, when most teams will play twice. This week, 11 teams will double up, and since 

all but Chicago, Chivas USA and D.C. United played last weekend as well, many of them are severely stretched to keep 

enough healthy bodies on hand. 

The numerical imbalance beM, een the conferences and odd number of teams - nine in the Western Conference, 10 in the 

East - complicate scheduling. Western teams play each other three times, but Eastern teams play seven intraconference 

foes three times and the other two twice. 

So while some teams are making a road swing through the other conference, others are toggling back and forth. By loading up 

on intraconference games, the league has eased somewhat the travel burdens for teams that must play twice in a span of four 

or five days. But the unequal number of teams be~/veen the conferences also mandates periodic crossing over. 

Probably nobody in the MLS offices expected New York and Montreal to be two of four teams tied atop the Eastern 

Conference with 17 points, but that’s the scenario heading into their match Wednesday at Red Bull Arena. For the weekend, 

Montreal heads home to face Real Salt Lake, and the Red Bulls head to New England. 

After losing 1-0 at Colorado last weekend, Toronto FC has continued west to play at San Jose Wednesday. TFC does not play 

this weekend and has a relatively long break from league play until it hosts Columbus May 18. 

Conference rival Houston is not so lucky. After beating the Galaxy, 1-0, at Home Depot Center Sunday, it crossed the country 

(and the conference boundary) to play D.C. United at RFK Stadium on Wednesday. Then it returns home for a showdown with 

Sporting Kansas City in another Sunday night affaiL 

’1 actually think it’s great for the fans," says SKC coach Peter Vermes of additional rivalries stemming from increased head- 

to-head encounters. "It’s great all the way around, because at the end, if we’re going to make the conferences count, it has to 

be the way it is now= We had sort of a mishmash of that before. We were kind of like single-table, but we weren’t. The 

conferences meant something, but they didn’t. 

"Now, conference play means a lot, especially since it’s an unbalanced schedule. As always, you win at home and tie on the 

road as much as you can. But there’s always something extra when you play those conference games." 

Overall points leader FC Dallas (6-1-2), which has won five in a row at home, can pad its lead when it hosts Portland and D.C. 

United. Western rival RSL is in the East this week, to play New England and then Montreal. 

Hard-hit by injuries, the Colorado Rapids get a little bit of a break by the scheduling. They sit out the Wednesday action and 

then head to Columbus to face the Crew, which is also not involved midweek. 

Chris Klute, Shane O’Neil, Tony Cascio, Kevin Harbotte, Clint irwin, Dillon Powers and Deshorn Brown have logged a 

lot of minutes for the Rapids, which are fifth in the Western Conference with a 3-4-3 record. They’ve already played seven 

intraconference games, including two against Rocky Mountain Cup rival RSL. 

Lightened schedules during the Hexagonal-heavy month of June have pushed games into May and July, during which the Gold 

Cup will also force teams to juggle rosters. Routinely, more than two dozen MLS players leave their clubs for Hexagonal 

commitments and though many of the names may change, the Gold Cup in July will take its toll as well. 

So teams that can spread the minutes around early in the season will reap the rewards later. Galaxy fo~,vards Jack McBean, 

Jose Villarreal and Charlie Rugg have seen the field a lot, as has rookie Greg Cochrane. 

When games are packed closer together, coaches need more bodies. 

’q-he only good thing about having so many injuries is that it gives more time to other guys, and they get the chance to step up 

and show the coaches what they can do," says veteran midfielder Pablo Mastroeni, whose post-concussion recovery and 

minor knocks have limited him to 132 minutes this season. ’In our case, the young guys are doing so well the coaches will 

have some tough choices to make when the experienced guys come back." 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

New Mexico lands the verbal commitment of 
an MLS Academy defender who had interests 
from top schools across the country. 
MOIRE: Girls Commits: Ivy League Leanings 

PDP STALWA}: TS 
TopDrawerSoccer.com was on hand to cover 
the ECNL PDP Event in Richmond, Virginia, 

with a handful of players~ our eye 

I :,’~ PremierContent II 
II 

U.S. U17 MNT leading scorer Rubio Rubin is 
on trial in the Netherlands this week plus an 
update on a few other U.S. players abroad. 
MOIRE: Strong Showing at Chicago Combine 

DID YOU SEE? 

Alex Morgan’s book was 
released Tuesday, Hull City 
is REALLY, REALLY excited. 

Paul Arriola explains his 
decision to siqn with 
Tijuana over LA Galaxy. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Cal Poly Mustang Soccer Academy 

The Mustang Soccer Academy’s [ndividual 
Development Camps are ideal for a 
motivated player looking for personalized 
two-day training that simulates that of a 
high-level college soccer program. 

Players will train with the purpose of 
developing a better understanding of the 
importance of individual attacking and 
defending, as well as intelligent possession 
games that emphasize speed of play and 
decision-making at speed. 

The camp will also feature full side 11 vs. 11 
matches with the college coaches so that 
they can showcase their abilities in game 
situations while also learning some of the 



tactical goals presented by the college 
coaches of the Academy. 

Click here for more information! 
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Passing Combinations Drill - Watch it Here! 

VVatch as Coach Alan Kirkup discusses Florida’s Passing 

Combinations Drill. 

Previded by Ch~.mpionship Productions 

i~i Facebook 
The Na#onal Soccer Coaches Association of America ....... 

Here are a series of exercises to help players work on the ability to 

control the ball with their first touch in a fun atmosphere. Warm Up - 

Two-touch Windows -- Organization: Two players with I ball between 

them; Square of cones, 5 yds x 5 yds. Description of Exercise: Player 2 

)asses ball to player 3_, 

Header Attack Drill - Watch it Here! 

Human Kir~etics reviews an attack that emphasizes 

agili~ and conditioning 

Provided b7 14~rnan Kinetics 

Top 10 breakdown: Best men’s defenders 

’Star Soccer’ host Machado dead at 78 

Alex Ferf#~son to retire 

D~r~’t }’~.~et to Forw~rd this Z~maU t~ you~ Assistant C~aches! 

Sign Up a 

Colleague! 

Get the game- 

winning edge 

next season with 

www.HumanKinet 

ics.com 

advertisement 
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Section 1 : Hen~ golazo keeps Red Bulls’ wiu streak alive 

What They’re Saying Today’s News --Thursday, May 9, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"The name Joao Havelange 

is today linked to fraud Henry golazo keeps Red Bulls’ win streak alive 
investigations and scandals by Ridge Mahoney 

~ 

at FIFA. It doesn’t make [MLS REVvIND: Week 11] New York and Houston posted wins to take over as joint 
sense for a city which is 

leaders of the Eastern Conference, the Quakes pulled off yet another late-game 
going to host the World Cup 

rescue and downed Toronto, Seattle captured a badly needed road win at Kansas City after losing 
and Olympic Games have 
the name of its stadium with its backup goalkeeper to a red card, and the misery continues for D.C. United. For all the 

this reference."             Wednesday action ... - Read the whole story 

-- Rio de Janeiro city 

councilman Renato Cinco, a 

proponent of the legislation 

take former FIFA president 

Joao Havelange’s name off 

the city’s Olympic stadium. 

(Reuters) 

Tottenham needs help to snag Champions League spot 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[AMERICANS ABROAD1 A 2-2 tie at Chelsea on Wednesday leaves U.S. forward Glint 

Dempsey and his Tottenham teammates still needing help if they are to play in the Champions 

League next season. The result leaves Spurs fifth, one place shy of qualification, behind Chelsea 

(third) and Arsenal (fourth) with two games to play. - Read the whole stow 

Tortes’ Tiqres fall in first leg of playoffs 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Jose Torres’ Tigres lost the first leg of its quarterfinal at city rival 

Monterrey, 1-0. Tigres, which won the Liga MX regular-season title, never responded to a 19th 

minute goal by Chilean striker Humberto Suazo. - Read the whole story 

Jermaine Jones loses yellow-card bet 
by Mike Woitalla 

[AMERICANS ABROADI Schalke 04’s U.S= midfielder Jermaine Jones, who in the previous 

Bundesliga season received 14 yellow cards in 20 games, announced before this season that he 

bet general manager Horst Heldt he would collect no more than five yellows this season. Jones 

lost the wager. - Read the whole stoW 

Chicago remains winless 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 5] Sky Blue FC blew its chance to move into second place when it 

settled for a 1-1 tie against winless Chicago Red Stars on Wednesday despite taking the lead in 

the 88th minute. - Read the whole stow 

Brilliant Ronaldinho Dribbling 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDE© PICK~Ronaldinho, the World Player of the Year back in 2004 & 2005, still has the 

moves. So deftly did he maneuver in such little space near the sideline that two Sao Paulo 

defenders nearly collided. - Read the whole stoW 
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What MLS refs got wrong and right 
By Ridge Mahoney 

It’s been another rough week -- counting last weekend’s games -- for MLS referees, yet as always, there’s been 

plenty of well-warranted criticism but painfully little praise to those who deserve it. 

Six Wednesday games offered up some juicy tidbits for discussion. 

Timbers coach Caleb Porter fumed after a late penalty kick enabled FC Dallas to tie his team, 1-1. Porter claimed a foul called 

on defender Andrew Jean-Baptiste was a classic case of selective officiating by referee Juan Guzman, reminding us that 

players are pushing and shoving each other all the time. 

Yes, players grapple and grope each other on set plays, but this was an extreme case and not on a free kick or corner kick. 

During an FCD attack, Bias Perez initiated contact by shoving Jean-Baptiste with his outstretched arms several seconds 

before Cooper crosses the ball from the right side. In a strange dosey-do, defender and attacker lock arms and spin each 

other around as the ball sails past them and Perez winds up on the ground. 

The best call here would have been a no-call, since Timbers keeper Donovan Ricketts collected the cross and both players 

were equally guilty once the wrestling bout ensued. However, it seemed Guzman saw only the end of the dance, with Jean- 

Baptiste’s hands pulling Perez’s jersey as the FCD forward toppled. Had he spotted Perez’s double stiff-arm when the ball was 

played wide to Cooper, he could have blown the whistle right then and awarded Portland a free kick for a pushing foul on 

Perez. 

A wild finish at Red Bull Arena provided great drama and unfortunately for TV viewers, a badly botched interpretation. 

Analyst Shep Messing couldn’t untangle the sequence of events by which Marco Di Vaio banged a shot off both posts in 

stoppage time. Unfortunately, so mangled was the commentary that the eagle-eye assessment of assistant referee Bill 

Dittmar didn’t rate a mention. So here it is. 

The Impact had closed to within a goal at 2-1 on a Di Vaio goal early in stoppage time, and pushed downfield again a couple 

of minutes later in search of an equalizer. As a cross floated into the goalmouth, Di Vaio was a yard or so beyond the Red 

Bulls’ back line in an offside position. 

Though Di Vaio could have been construed to be in the play, a few yards away and not offside was I-lassoun Camara, who 

got his head to the ball and nodded it square. The flag stayed down. To reach the ball as it bounced, Di Vaio dropped a yard or 



so back, and hit a remarkable left-footed shot that caromed off both goalposts and so excited the announcers they’d failed to 

spot that Dittmar had raised his flag as the ball was headed by Camara. 

When Di Vaio struck the ball he was behind Camara and not in an offside position. But when Camara’s head met the ball, Di 

Vaio was still a foot or so beyond the last defender, and Dittmar should be lauded for interpreting this nettlesome situation 

spot-on correctly. 

Another late flurry on a ball looped into the penalty area livened up the final seconds of the Revolution-Real Salt Lake game, 

and referee Jose Carlos Rivero didn’t handle it well. He called a handball on RSL’s Carlos Salcedo even though the ball 

actually struck Tony Beltran on the arm, probably accidentally, and also sent off Salcedo for a second caution. 

Salcedo did have his arm extended in the direction of the ball but didn’t touch it before or after Stephen McCarthy lunged and 

missed Juan Toja’s cross. This play should be reviewed and Salcedo’s red card rescinded. If it was a case of handling the 

ball, which is also debatable, Beltran is the culprit. 

A rare occurrence followed: Nick Rirnando saved Saer Sene’s penalty kick without violating the restrictions on goalkeeper 

movement before the kick is taken. He shuffled his feet along the line and when the ball was struck dived forward to turn it 

aside to preserve a 2-1 RSL win. Well done by Rimando, who had Sene sussed out from the get-go, and the officiating crew 

for not annulling a perfectly proper penalty-kick save. 
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Thursday, May 9, 2013 

Fox adds FA Cup final to main menu 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney & Mike Woitalla 

Following its aggressive programming of Premier League and Champions League matches on its major outlets, 

Fox Sports is airing the English FA Cup Final Saturday on its regular channel, FOX. 

The 150th renewal of the world’s oldest sporting club competition (first played in 1872) matches rich and powerful Manchester 

City against minnow and relegation candidate W~gan at Wembley Stadium. The broadcast begins at noon Eastern time, with 

play-by-play announcer Gus Johnson and analyst lan Wright on-site. This will be the first FA Cup Final to be shown live on 

U.S. network television. 

Manchester City won its fifth FA Cup two years ago; Wigan is playing in its first final. Manchester City has won both Premier 

League meetings this season, taking a 1-0 victo[y at home and beating Wigan, 2-0, away. 

Regardless of the result or whether it is relegated, Wigan’s appearance in the final guarantees it a place in the 2013-14 Europa 

League competition. The FA Cup winner earns an automatic berth, and since Manchester City has already qualified for the 

Champions League and a team cannot play in both competitions in the same season, the spot goes to Wigan. 

The game wiii have an added subplot swirling around Wigan coach Roberto Martinez, whose excellent TV work highlighted 

ESPN’s coverage of the 2010 World Cup. Martinez is being mentioned as a possible successor for David Moyes, who is 

leaving Everton to take over for retiring Manchester United coach Alex Ferguson. 

Fox Soccer’s coverage will include pre-game and post-game segments from its Los Angeles studios. Host Rob Stone and 

analysts Warren Barton, Brian McBride, and Eric Wynalda offer their insights, with McBride set to host a Twitter chat on 

his account (@BMcBride20). 

FIFA RE-UPS ½,1TH EA SPORTS. FIFA is extending its licensing agreement with video game developer EA Sports through 

December 2022. With more than 100 million units sold, its FIFA series is EA Sports’ best seller. It also produces Madden 

NFL and NBA Live. 

MLS DIGITAL GRO~,MNG. MLS’s subscription game-streaming service, MLS LIVE, has increased subscribers by 50 pement 

year over year. With a $59.99 subscription, fans have access to more than 230 out-of-market games across multiple digital 

platforms. This weekend, MLS LIVE is offering a free trial. MLS Digital’s free mobile applications (iPhone, iPad, Android, 

Windows 8) have seen a 30 percent increase in downloads in 2013. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: New generation of girls enters national team program 

U.S. under-14 girls national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[PORTLAND CAM~’I U.S. under-14 girls national team coach April Kater has called up 48 players for the first 

U.S. under=14 girls training camp of 2013 that will run May 12-19 at the University of Portland. For ahnost all of 

the players - the majority of which were born in 1999 (the year the USA won the historic FIFA Women’s World 

Cup in the USA) - this will be their first introduction to the U.S. national team programs. - Read the whole 

story 

Checking in with USA’s ’No. ’1’ coach 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER CENTENNIAL] In 1970, Manny Schellscheidt became the first coach to earn a U.S. Soccer coaching 

license. Schellscheidt, who coached at nearly all levels of the national team program, headed the U.S. U-14 boys national 

team program from 2000 through 2011. U.S. Soccer spoke with Schellscheidt as part of its 100th anniversary 

commemorations. - Read the whole story 

NSCAAITopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDSIWill Norris, a senior defender at Chapin (S.C.) High School (Chapin, S.C.) and Kylie Comba, a senior goalkeeper 

at Millard South High School (Omaha, Neb.), have been named NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the 

Week. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[AV~ARDSIJordan Morris, who scored in Seattle Sounders U-17/18’s 4-0 win against Cal Odyssey and 3-1 loss to the San 

Jose Earthquakes, was named U.S. Soccer Development Academy Player of the Week. Morris is tied for second in 

Development Academy scoring with 24 goals in 24 games played. - Read the whole story 

Kristine Lilly tells her story; offers training tips 
by Soccer America 

[E=BOOK]Kristine Lilly, twice World Cup winner and ~/vo=time Olympic gold medalist with the U.S. women’s national team, 

has published an e-Book: "Girls Soccer: My Story -- Dream, Believe, Achieve." The e-book, in collaboration with Coerver 

Soccer, includes 74 videos. - Read the whole story 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, May 10, 2013 

Friday, May 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s beach soccer action on Friday.... The English FA Cup final is on Saturday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~Iramming is always subject to change. Check your local listin~Is. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~Ihout the v~ek.) 

BelN SPORT 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION, promotion semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

FranceLILLE-REIMS (delay) 4:45 pro. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION, promotion semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

SpainLEVANTE-REAL ZARAGOZA (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FranceLILLE-REIMS (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Beach World Cup Qualifying GUATEMALA-PUERTO RICO (live) 1 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying MEXICO-CANADA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying BAHAMAS-USA (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, May 

FOX 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

ESPN2 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS CHICAGO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-JOHNSTONE (live) 7 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) neon. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy JUVENTUS-CAGLIARI (live) Noon.A 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

Spain ATHLETIC-MALLORCA (live) 10 am. 

~taly JUVENTUS-CAGLIARI (live) Noon. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

UNIVISION 

MexicoCLUB AMERICA-PUMAS, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pro. 

UNIMAS 



Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (live) 11 am. 
France AJACCIO-TROYES (live) 2 pm 

MLS SEATTLE-SAN JOSE (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 1 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-PROGRESO (live) 3 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-SALT LAKE (live) 2 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-SAN JOSE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-COLORADO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland CELTIC-JOHNSTONE (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-W~GAN (On Demand) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 7:30 am. 

Portugal PORTO-BENFICA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

Mexico MONARCAS-CRUZ AZUL, quarterfinal, 2nd Leg (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 11 am. 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Engiand EVERTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) noon. 

England QPR-NEWECASTLE (delay) 2 pm. 

England NORWICH-WEST BROM (delay) 4 pm= 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 11 am. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 5 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Final (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain ATELTICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (delay) 5:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England WATFORD-LEICESTER CITY, Semifinal (live) 7:30 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-SEVlLLA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG=BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 1 pm. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay JUVENTUD-NACIONAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIIVIAS 

MLS PORTLAND-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLAS-SANTOS, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 8 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England QPR-NEWECASTLE (live) 10 am= 

England NORWICH-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-NAC (live) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands TWENTE-PSV (live) 8:30 am. 
Mexico MONARCAS-CRUZ AZUL, 2nd Leg (live) 7 pm. 

~ONOAY, May t3 

BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-CRYSTAL PALACE, Semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-CRYSTAL PALACE, Semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-SIENA (delay) 5 pm. 

L~gues offering liw strea~nin£’~ of games 

Maior League Soccer (free trial this week) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 
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Soccer on TV for Friday, May 10, 2013 
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Section 1 : Jozy Altidore ~ores mimer in Dutch Cup 

What They’re Saying 

"It was that we had no 

players when we first came 

to Toronto When we first 

arrived at the club. nobody 

had done any scouting and 

the club was actually a 

mess" 

-- First-year Toronto FC 

coach Ryan Nelsen reveals 

what he thinks of the team’s 

returning players while 

explaining why he’s 

acquired on loan three 

players this week: 

defenders Steven Caldwell 

(Birmingham City) and Tal 

Ben Haim (Queens Park 

Rangers) and forward 

Jeremy Brockie (Wellington 

Phoenix FC). Toronto has a 

1-5-4 win-loss-tie record 

under Nelsen. 

(.M LSSoccer. co m) 

Today’s News - Friday, May 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Jozy Altidore scores winner in Dutch Cup final 
by Ridge Mahoney                                                                                  ~ 

[AMERICAHS ABR©ADIJozy Altidore has added the Dutch Cup to his record- 

breaking season for AZ Alkmaar. His goal in the 14th minute proved decisive as AZ 

won the cup for the first time in 31 years by beating PSV Eindhoven, 2-1, Thursday night in 

Rotterdam. - Read the whole stop/ 

The best meets the worst 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 11] Rock bottom D~C. United, which was thumped, 4-0, by Houston on 

Wednesday faces overall league leader FC Dallas while two-time defending champion Los 

Angeles Galaxy, coming off a 1-0 loss to Houston, begins a three-game road trip on Saturday in 

New England. Houston, runner-up the past two seasons, has climbed to second place in Eastern 

Conference and faces a tough test against third-place Sporting Kansas City. For all the weekend 

action _. - Read the whole story 

Coaches Porter & Hackworth fined; Alvarez suspended 
by Soccer America 

[MLS DISCIPLINEJ Philadelphia coach John Hackworth and Portland coach Caleb Porter were 

fined undisclosed amounts for public criticism of the officials. Chivas USA midfielder Carlos 

AIvarez has been suspended for two games and fined an undisclosed amount for violent conduct 

during the game against Sporting Kansas City - Read the whole story 

Portland heads to Chicago again 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL WEEK 5: Schedule] The first-place Portland Thorns face second-to-last Chicago, which 

fell 2-0 to the Thorns when they came to the Windy City in Week 3. For all the weekend’s action. 

... - Read the whole story 

Aiming to break the deadlock 
by Soccer America 

[NASL ½~EK 6: Schedule] Carolina and Minnesota United FC are dead even at the top of 

standings and ahead of Tampa Bay only thanks to goal difference. The Floridians have a bye 

while the other two face the league’s strugglers. For all the weekend’s action Read the whole 

story 

Riverhounds tame Wolves 
by Soccer America 

[USL REWIND: Week 8]Jose Angulo scored twice to give the Pittsburgh Riverhounds a 2-1 win 

over Phoenix FC Wolves on Thursday. First-place Orlando faces the Seattle Sounders Reserves 

on Sunday. For all the week’s action ... - Read the whole story 

Hitting the net from the center circle 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo]Alex Colon of Deportivo Quito unleashed a shot from just inside Cuenca’s 

half that flew into the upper V for the fifth goal in a 5-1 win. Unlike the usual super long-distance 

goal, it wasn’t a matter of a goalkeeper being caught by surprise out of the position. The shot was 

simply unstoppable. - Read the whole story 
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Do I Have to Tell Ever?~hing? 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commenta[o~ and the 
founder and president of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso:,’e"’’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to t, iichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

A Letter From Bogota: What Do You Think About 
CHARACTER COUNTS! in Colombia? 
~ ms-~ writi~:g this post from Bego.Sa, Colombia, I 
halfway through a [uil week of high-levei meetings and 
vario;,.’s p!esentatie:!s to educators, parents and 
g ov e r~: m e.."., t officiais. 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 

make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 

poera "What Will 

ii~iI Character education materials ] 

What am i talking about? [’?Ufics and charader, 
course. ~’,Iore t;pedfically, I am sharing my thoughts and 

the Ir~st~tute’s strategies and programs dealing with 
clsaracter development, parenting, education reforn~ 

and.,,Read more 

P!oceeds from ~he sale of 
books and CDs supper1 character 

education h~ schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

Getth .... kly ..... letter 

Get 
the pod=st in iTune_~s L 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

~:~n ~he bl~:W peal 

Bridqe Builder 
~’~lar[in Luthe.." Kim:% L.", said, 
"’Life’s most persisten[ and 
urgent question is: What are 
you doing for others‘>" In a 
work~ ~ncreas~ng~y dominated 
by m~apo~ogetic seifishm~ss, 
this idea may seem quaint 

and outdated, 
Listen or read more 

Big Rock First 
There’s a weibtraveied story 
about a teacher who 
si:owed his class a 
gallon ~ar and a dozen large 
rocks, A~ter a iittie 
rearrarigi:’~g~ he go[ all the 
rocks into the jag fiiih~g it to 
the :op. ~qe then dumped a 

ba~ of ~ravet ~nto the 
u~tii the spaces betwee~ 
the rocks were filled, 
Listen or read more 

:[~-~terested ir~ go~,~tt-~ ethics arid 

ed~.~cation? Vi.~it o~r Character 
Educator Blog, Recentiy posted: 

The Power of the Pillars 

Check out .."4ichael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of hisigi:tful 

and motivational (and 
printable!) quotes ~,e 
posted .shis week. 

"Turn your can’t k~to 
cans and dreams hire 
plans." .-- Mici’,ael 
3osephson 
See and comment 

"it’s not wt~o you are 
that hoids you back, 
who you tMnk you’re 
not." -- Oen~s Wa~dey 
See and comment 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

i[~+~]i Character education materials 

Ed~,~cators," {look ar~ Anti-Bullyinq 
Workshop 

cyberbultying, a~:d promote a positive 

school .::limate. Learn more >> 



Making Lives 
A few years ago I came 
across a video by a very 

Taylor ~4a~L ~e ~s sow what’s 

attent~o~ was "What Do I 

aggressive response to a 
c~t~c who was putting down 
teache~’5, 
Listen or read more 

Do I Have to Tell 
Everything? 
Should :a lob applica~:t 
properiy withhoid inform:ation 

about a ~:dm~nu[ ~ece~d or 

te~m~na[~o~ f~om s p~ev~ous 

~ob? Should a woman 

Listen or read more 

Is it Really Only About 
Winning? 
Long ago, :t entered taw 
schooi wa.."..ting to do good. I 

lef[ mo~’e concer~ed wi[h 

dom~sated by raging 
compet~[~ve ~nst~n~tts, 

)e~suas~ve rationalizations, 

cy~dsm drow~ed ou~ 
~dea~srn. 
Listen or read more 

What Is Character?: "I 

have introduced 
character buiiding in 
schools, That’s what we 
need. ,., 

comments on Workinq 
Together: 
"M:any tha.."..ks for the 
inspiring a~d thought.- 
prew~dng message~ As 

appeai for u~ty is not 

cooperation ~s ~ot just a 
great word but, a g~eat 
strategy," 

Makinq Lives: 
"Committed and 
co.qsiste.~:t teachers are 

a .d~,h t!’easu.~e for our 
ch~dre~ and 
communities. The ~ard 
wod~ and leade~sh~p the 
~sd~v~daa~ teachers 
p~’ov~de creates 
truly beyond 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educ:ate.."s and youds--aervice 
leade!s to be effective character 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

~ June 11-13~ Texas >> 
* June 11=13, Tennessee 
~ July 9-11, Texas >> 
~ July 16-18, Kansas ~> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

affordable way to learn valuabte 
cha racterMevelopmer~t tech r~iques, 

Learn more see schedule 

Matt Kemp’s Memorable Gesture 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:: Michael 

Josephson 
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The ..",onp~ofit }osel,,,hso~s institute is worki~sg to create :a world w[iere people :act more 
Your don:ations e:!abie ~,.’s to offer servia:us and resoa!xes like this :!ev,,siette!, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsiettel° from landing in your ]unk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Play through the lines: Risky at first but successful in the long "term 

Friday, May 10, 2013 

Play through the lines: 
in the long term 

~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

Risky at first but successful 

By Stan Baker 

’1 pass and I move, I help you, I look for you, I stop, I raise my head, I look and, above all, I open up the field. 

The one who has the ball is the master of the game. That’s the school of Joan Vll& of Albert Benaiges, of Johan 
Cruijff, of Pep Guardiola." 

- Xavi Hernandez 

VVhen establishing a style of play based on possession, passing and control of the ball, it is paramount for a team to develop 

the ability to play through the lines. So what does this entail? VVhen a team plays through the lines it plays from one line to 

the next (backline to midfield line to forward line) rather than bypassing the midfield. 

According to studies of the 2006 and 2010 World Cups by Jacob Daniel, technical director for the state of Georgia, (using 

Interplay Sports Software) the top teams in the world such as Spain, Argentina, Brazil, and Germany all play a high 

percentage of their passes through the lines. To clarify, this means that when the back line of these teams has the ball, they 

play over 80% of their passes through the midfield. In the same study, Daniel found that the United States national team tends 

to mostly bypass the midfield line while playing longer and more direct balls from the back line to the forward line. Daniels 

found this to be the case over 80% of the time. 

The Argentines and other South Americans have a saying in Spanish "pelota dividida" which means a divided or fifty-fifty ball. 

This type of long forward pass that is less safe, especially if it is lifted in the air, is frowned upon throughout Latin America, 

and if done excessively, is viewed as anti-soccer. The strategy of winning second balls from longer elevated passes is 

certainly not one that is conducive to keeping the ball. Since forwards are generally marked closely by the opponent’s back 

line, which tends to have numerical superiority, the rate of success in winning second balls tends to be quite low. 

"Short and to feet." 

- Alfredo Di St~fano (Former legend of River Plate, Real Madrid, Argentina and Spain) 

Some may argue that the longer lifted balls sent by the United States national teams in the past ate an actual strategy 

employed by the coaching staff, while others would argue that the root of the problem goes back to how we train our youth 

players. It is evident that many individual teams and clubs in the United States still employ the win now strategy where longer 

balls are sent forward to bigger, stronger faster players who can dominate the youth game. 

When our players are put under pressure at the highest levels and immediately resort to sending long balls, it must be 

considered that the reason for such action lies in the fact that the players simply resort to what they are comfortable with and 

have done during their developmental years. 

There is no doubt that it is a risky proposition to make a pass from the backline into the midfield that has a chance of being 

intercepted or stolen. At the youth level a long ball over the top with a run and chase mentality can produce excellent results 

in terms of winning games. This is where a coach sticking with the long term development model over a win now model is so 

important. Even if we know that the majority of our players will never see the light of day at the international level, we must 

teach all our players in a way that they may have a chance to succeed at the highest levels. 

A final point to consider when focusing on our team’s ability to play through the lines is the ability of our midfield players to 

frequently receive the ball in positions where they are facing forward. 

The main advantage of playing through the midfield is obviously that the passing distances are shorter; thus, diminishing the 

chance for a poor pass or interception. It is important to note, however, that playing from the backline to the midfield line is 

simply not as effective if the midfield player receiving the ball is unable to get into a forward facing position. A player in the 

midfield line facing forward with the ball is in a position to play a penetrating pass that may develop into a scoring chance. 

Playing the ball back at times in order to maintain possession is no doubt good soccer, but if it happens too frequently, the 

opportunities for penetrating passes and the creation of scoring chances will substantially diminish. 

(Excerpted from "Our Competition is the World: Ideas for implementing the United States Soccer Curriculum. "By Start Baker 

378 pages, 2012. Lulu Publishing. $22.99.) 
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Friday, May 10, 2013                                                      ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Minnow-Megaclub Matchup Adds Spice to FA Cup 
final 
By Ridge Mahoney 

The English FA Cup final is Saturday. Do you care? 

Probably not. Once a marquee event that riveted audiences around the world and brought much of England to a standstill, the 

FA Cup final just doesn’t measure up in a soccer-saturated society. Wembley Stadium will be awash in the colors of 

Manchester City and Wigan Athletic when "God Save the Queen" is played shortly before kickoff. OK, fine. The rest of the 

globe will be doing something else. 

Far less glamorous than the Champions League and not nearly as sexy as the Premier League, the nostalgic romance of a 

competition open to the ranks as lowly as a pub team adorned with a glittering history of upsets and shocks has lost much of 

its luster. 

But I’ll be watching, just I did as a kid when the game was shown weeks after the fact on ABC’s Wide World of Sports, or live 

on ESPN or Fox Sports World/Fox Soccer Channel/Fox Soccer. Fox Sports will show it live on its main broadcast channel, 

FOX, with Gus Johnson and Warren Barton in the house, plus studio coverage emanating out of its Los Angeles studios. 

It will be treated as a big deal, as it should be, and not only since it started up in 1871. 

Picking a team to root should be easy, since former Sporting Kansas City midfielder Roger Espinoza adds to the underdog 

appeal of Wigan Athletic, which is in relegation danger and on paper doesn’t stand much of a chance against rich and powerful 

Manchester City. Yet the owners of Man City are on the brink of plunking down $100 million, or so the story goes, to join MLS 

and we should all be grateful for that. 

But since they officially haven’t signed on yet, and none of that money will find its way to me, c’mon you Latics! 

Sorry to lay on yet another cliche, but this is what the Cup is all about. Upsets, at every stage of the competition but 

especially in the early rounds, mark the tournament’s history. Minnows still reach the final but don’t win nearly as often as 

they once did. Last year, Budweiser signed on as official sponsor, which seemed to confirm the corporatization of a grand old 

tradition. 

From 1973 to 1980, three teams in the Second Division - one rung below the top tier, known quaintly in those days as the 

First Division - not only reached the final but won it: Sunderland against heavily favored Leeds United in 1973, Southampton 

vs. Manchester United in 1978, and West Ham United over Arsenal in 1980. 

(Watching in those days meant getting into a pub hooked up with the satellite feed well before the 7 a.m. Pacific Time kickoff. 

Many times the place was packed and I can only say several beverages stronger than coffee and orange juice were being 

quaffed at that early hour. Afternoon naps were the order of the day.) 

Scrappy Wimbledon’s triumph at the expense of mighty Liverpool in 1988 had David-vs.-Goliath written all over it. (I watched 

that one at a bar in Washington, D.C., and reveled in a slightly more rational time of 10 a.m. Eastern to start drinking.) But 

times have change& 

These days, upstarts are pemeived to devalue the competition rather than enhance it. Teams regularly send out weakened 

squads, preferring to concentrate their resources in other areas. Two modest clubs, Cardiff City - then in the League 

Championship, i.e. the second division - and Portsmouth, reached the 2008 final and popular reaction ranged from disdain to 

indifference. Both teams were back in the final for the first time since the pre-World War II days and Cardiff City had a chance 

to emulate the feats of Southampton, Sunderland and West Ham but fell short. 

Stoke reached first final two years ago and kept it close against Man City, but lost, 1-0. Nowadays, the final regularly 

produces Premier League meetings: Chelsea-Liverpool in 2012 (brought to you by Budweiser, did I mention that?), Chelsea- 

Everton in 2009, Chelsea-Manchester United in 2007, Arsenal-Manchester United in 2005, etc. 

(Full disclosure: I adopted Chelsea as my team after it beat Leeds United in an FA Cup final replay many moons ago. I deeply 

regretted that decision until about a decade ago, yet it still grates to see good men like Roberto Di Matteo callously cut 

loose six months after attaining a historic pinnacle. Following Chelsea is a vicarious exercise at best since I don’t hop across 

the Atlantic regularly to take in matches at Stamford Bridge. But a loss still pisses me off, and tying at home doesn’t feel 



good, either.) 

The Latics’ big day at Wembley comes as they are mired in a relegation battle. A 3-2 home loss to Swansea last week 

makes Wigan the top candidate to join Queens Park Rangers and Reading in the League Championship next season. In 18th 

place, they are three points behind three teams in the safety zone with two games to play. Manager Roberto I~artinez, one 

of the class men in the game, is among the candidates to replace David Moyes at Everton. So subplots abound. 

So I’ll be watching with a clear-cut rooting interest. I can’t say I’ve been diligent about watching the cup final year-in and year- 

out but this time I’m getting back to my roots, bad pun intended. 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

The English FA Cup final is on Saturday .... Also this weekend, MLS Week 11 action and second-leg Mexican 

league quarterfinal games. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, May11 

FOX 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

ESPN2 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 7:30am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup FinalMANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN(live) noon. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS CHICAGO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 

Scotiand CEL~C-JOHNSTONE(live)7am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 3:30 pm= 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy JUVENTUS-CAGLIARI (live) Noon.A 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en ESPANOL 

Spain ATHLETIC-IVIALLORCA (live) 10 am. 

italy JUVENTUS-CAGLIARI (live) Noon. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

UNIViSION 

MexicoCLUB AMERICA-PUMAS, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

UNIIV~S 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO-TROYES (live) 2 pm 

MLS SEATTLE-SAN JOSE (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 1 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-PROGRESO (live) 3 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-SALT LAKE (live) 2 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-SAN JOSE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-COLORADO (live) 7:30 pm. 



MLS NEW ENGLAND-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland CELTIC-JOHNSTONE (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-W~GAN (On Demand) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 7:30 am. 

Portugal PORTO-BENFICA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

Mexico MONARCAS-CRUZ AZUL, quarterfinal, 2nd Leg (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 11 am. 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (delay) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England EVERTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) noon. 

England QPR-NEWECASTLE (delay) 2 pm. 

England NORWICH-WEST BROM (delay) 4 pm= 

FA Cup Final MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 11 am. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 5 pm. 

Beach World Cup Qualifying TBD-TBD, Final (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain ATELTICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON=PSG (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (delay) 5:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England WATFORD-LEICESTER CITY, Semifinal (live) 7:30 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-SEVlLLA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 1 pm. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SANTOS (live) 3 pro. 

Uruguay JUVENTUD-NACIONAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS PORTLAND-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLAS-SANTOS, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England QPR-NEWECASTLE (live) 10 am= 

England NORWICH-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

England STOKE-TOTTENHAM (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-NAC (live) 8:30 am. 

Netherlands TWENTE-PSV (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico MONARCAS-CRUZ AZUL, 2nd Leg (live) 7 pm. 

May ~3 



BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-CRYSTAL PALACE, Semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-CRYSTAL PALACE, Semifinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-SIENA (delay) 5 pm. 

L~gues offering liw st~ea~in£’~ of games 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (free trial this week) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Section 2: Dempsey happy to score ’important’ goals; reports: Mancini to be fired 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, May 13, 2013 Tweet This ~~ Share This 

Independent 

Clint Dempsey is gaining a reputation for coming up with crucial goals for Tottenham Hotspur. The U.S. 

international, who has four goals in his last six games in all competitions for Spurs, scored one and then set up 

Emmanuel Adebayor for the second in a 2-1 win at Stoke City, a result that keeps North London within touching 

distance of UEFA Champions League qualification with one game to play. Dempsey was later named man of the 

match. 

After the game, the Texan, who has 12 goals in all competitions for Spurs this season, reflected on his contribution 

this season. "1 haven’t scored as many goals as I did last year but I’m pleased that they’re important ones," Dempsey 

told Spurs TV. "Hopefully, I can keep scoring important goals that also get my goal tally up." 

He added that the win "keeps our dream alive that in the last game we will get the right result, and then maybe with a 

little bit of luck and the way the results go in the Arsenal games we might have a chance." Tottenham needs Arsenal 

to draw or lose either Tuesday night at home to relegation-threatened Wigan Athletic, or away to Newcastle on the 

last day of the season next Sunday, to stand any chance of UCL qualification. 

Meanwhile, Fulham coach Martin Jol has once aglain pointed to the club’s failure to replace Dempsey as one of the 

main reasons for its mediocre season. "Last year we could score out of nothing; we had Clint Dempsey to score 

winners," Jol told reporters after the Cottagers’ 3-1 loss at home to Liverpool on Sunday. "With Dimitar Berbatov, we 

gained somebody who could score goals but we lost things in other areas." 

- Read the whole story... 

Reports" Mancini to be Fired 
Guardian 

According to various reports, Roberto Mancini’s tenure as Manchester City coach is set to end within the next few 

days. The Italian’s failure to win a trophy in his third full season as coach looks to have been reason enough to let him 

go, although some reports say he would have been fired whether City won the FA Cup final or not. Mancini won the 

FA Cup with City in 2011 and the Premier League in 2012. This season, City finished runner-up in the FA Cup to 

Wigan Athletic and second in the Premier League to Manchester United. Malaga coach Manuel Pellegrini is the 

favorite to replace him. 



Mancini, meanwhile, insists the rumors not true and has instead attacked the club for not publicly supporting him, 

particularly the club’s communications exec, Vicky Kloss. Asked whether he was expecting to be fired, Mancini said: 

"1 don’t know, for me nothing will happen. I don’t need to talk about me and my future, I have a four-year contract. It’s 

true that every contract can be broken but I don’t think they need to talk about me." 

He added that the club should have killed the speculation. "The people, Vicky, the other people who work for the 

press [office], I don’t know why they don’t stop this rubbish. You wrote this for the six months, and for the last two 

weeks. It’s too much. I don’t understand why. For football, I talk and I take responsibility in the press. For this, you 

need to talk to Vicky and the other people. If it’s true, it will be true. I don’t know. For me, I am happy to work for 

Manchester City. I’m happy with my job, I’m happy about what we did in three years. I am disappointed now that we 

lost this game." 

- Read the whole story... 

Fe_ guson: Rooney Future ’Not My Decision Now’ 
BBC Sport 

Sir Alex Ferguson left Wayne Rooney out of the squad for his last home game as Manchester United manager 

because he "was not keen to play," the Scot said after a 2-1 win at home to Swansea City on Sunday. "1 don’t think 

Wayne was keen to play, simply because he has asked for a transfer," Ferguson said, adding that the club had 

already denied the request. He later noted that the England international’s future is "not my decision now." 

"He wasn’t happy about being taken off a few times this season but a Wayne Rooney in top form wouldn’t be taken 

off," Ferguson said. "He wants to think it through, which is a good idea." It’s understood that securing Rooney’s future 

will be one of the top agenda items for incoming coach David Moyes. 

Gary Neville, who spent 19 seasons at United, has urged his former teammate to stay at the club. "1 have seen 

players join Real Madrid and other great clubs in Europe," Neville told Sky Sports. "But they always want to come 

back. Wayne needs to surround himself with his family and his players. The ones who have been here for a long time 

will bring him around. If you play for this club for 20 years, it is not a bed of roses. You struggle mentally at times. He 

will be going through a difficult moment." 

- Read the whole story... 

Barca Lifts Fourth La Liga Title in Five Years 
Football Espana 

Barcelona was crowned La Liga champion without kicking a ball on Saturday when Real Madrid failed to win at 

Espanyol. Nevertheless, Tito Vilanova’s men went to the Vicente Calderon and still took three points from Atletico 

Madrid. "We’ve been the better team in La Liga, without a doubt," reflected Vilanova, after Barca’s 2-1 win on Sunday 

evening. 

"We knew that we had to win as many points as possible at the start of the season because big teams usually drop 

points in the first games of the year," he added. "We started offwell and that gave us a good advantage. After that, 

when everyone said the league was already won, we were mentally strong to hold off a Real Madrid side that played 

an exceptional second half of the season." 

Reflecting on the team’s UEFA Champions League run, which ended with a 7-0 series loss to Bayern Munich in the 

Semifinal, Vilanova said, "The hardest thing to do in this sport is to win after you’ve already won everything." It was 

Barca’s fourth league trophy win in five years. 

Fullback Dani Alves pointed out that it has been an especially trying season for the club: "It’s been a special year 



because we’ve won something more important than just a cup, we’ve won the battle for [Eric Abidal] and Tito’s 

lives," the Brazilian defender said. Both Abidal and Vilanova returned this season after recovering from life- 

threatening situations. "This league is for them, for everything they’ve had to suffer," he added. 

- Read the whole story... 

Uncertain Futures Overshadow PSG Title Win 
Reuters 

Paris St. Germain finally wrapped up the Ligue 1 title on Sunday, beating third-place Lyon, 1-0, at the Stade de 

Gerland. Jeremy Menez’s 53rd-minute goal secured the trophy for the away team with two games still to play. For 

Lyon, the loss meant that Marseille is now guaranteed to finish second. 

Meanwhile, speculation surrounding the futures of coach Carlo Ancelotti and striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic is clouding 

over the celebrations for PSG. After the game, Ancelotti refused to speak about his future. "We are going to talk with 

the club," Ancelotti told Canal+. "1 can’t say if I will leave or stay. I haven’t talked to the president yet." The Italian has 

been widely linked with a move to Real Madrid, although the club’s Qatari chairman Nasser aI-Khelaifi points out 

that he is still under contract for another season. 

Ibrahimovic is expected to follow Ancelotti out the door. The Sweden international, who was seen fighting with 

sporting director Leonardo as the other players were celebratinq, has been speaking with former club Juventus 

about a possible return in the summer. 

Ibrahimovic has now won eight league titles in four different countries. Former LA Galaxy midfielder David Beckham 

has now won 10 league titles in four different countries. 

- Read the whole story... 
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$oto becomes reality event°s youngest winner 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[ML$ SUENO 2013]Alexander Soto, a 14 year-old forward from Elizabeth, N.J., became the youngest player 

to ever win Sueno MLS when he finished first in the 2013 edition of the soccer talent reality event that              ~ 

concluded with the national finals at the Home Depot Center. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-20 MEN] Omar Salgado, the No. 1 pick in the 2011 MLS SuperDraft, is sidelined again with a broken foot 

suffered during the recent U.S. under=20 national team camp. He re=fractured the fifth metatarsal in his right foot, requiring 

surgery performed by Dr. Bert Mandelbaum in Santa Monica, Calif., on Wednesday. - Read the whole story 

Five U.S,-basecl players on roster for ChiM trip 
by Soccer America 

[EL SALVAD©R UNDER=20 MEN] Four players from the Washington-Baltimore area - including former U.S. U=18 Romiiio 

Hernandez - and one from Florida are among the players El Salvador called up for its trip to Chile to prepare for its first-ever 

appearance in the Under-20 World Cup that begins next month in Turkey. - Read the whole story 

Hyndman scores in title clincher 
by Soccer America 

[VIDEO PICK]Emerson Hyndman, the 17-year-old grandson of FC Dallas coach Schellas Hyndman, scored the second 

goal in Fulham’s 2-0 win over Ever/on that clinched the Barclays Under-18 Premier League Elite Group title on goal difference 

over Reading. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Monday, May 13, 2013 
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Soccer Business Insider: Bern SPORT launches streaming platl~rm 

Monday, May 13, 2013                                                    ~ Tweet Thie ~ Share Thie 

BelN SPORT launches streaming platform 
By Ridge Mahoney and Paul Kennedy 

Authenticated subscribers to belN SPORT can access the network’s coverage on a streaming platform that 

started up on Friday. 

The platform, belN SPORT Play, streams network programming in high-definition and is available on any platform-connected 

PC, mobile device or smartphone. It is available to authenticated subscribers of Time Warner Cable and Bright House 

Networks, and during the coming months will be supplied to other video providers. 

Subscribers will have full online access to both the English-language and Spanish-language channels and will be able to view 

"overflow" matches and events crowded off the television service. 

"belN SPORT Play offers sports fans all the excitement of our worldwide coverage of the best athletes and sports leagues," 

said managing director of belN SPORT Yousef AI Obaidly in a press release. ’%~Ve are excited to deliver sports fans state-of- 

the-art broadband access to this exclusive action." 

CREW WILL TAKE TO STREETS. The Columbus Crew will host its inaugural 4v4 Street Soccer Festival at Crew Stadium July 

6. The first-ever tournament -- held in the parking lot of Crew Stadium - will be open to children and adults, ages 8 and older, 

and feature 14 different age divisions for both males and females. Each team is guaranteed to play three games (10-minute 

halves). Registration includes a t-shirt, a ticket to the July 7 Crew match against Portland, as well as access to the post- 

match concert with Irish rock band Flogging Molly. 

UNION LICENSE PLATES FOR SALE. Philadelphia Union fans can purchase Pennsylvania specialty license plates for $50 

each with proceeds benefiting the Philadelphia Union Foundation. In the same appearance as a standard Pennsylvania plate 

with a backdrop of blue, yellow and white, the Philadelphia Union logo is located on the left side with the words 

"PHILADELPHIA UNION FOUNDATION" written across the yellow portion at the bottom. On the right side, "UF" is displayed to 

represent Union Foundation. Philadelphia Union license plates will soon be available in New Jersey and Delaware. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+ : Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business Insk~erRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blog= 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 

Monday, May 13, 2013 
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Section 1 : MLS homegrown products in spotlight; MLS U-23 teams begin Open Cup 

What They’re Saying Today’s News --Tuesday, May 14, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"i’m just enjoying the ride 

now, just having fun,"       Big weekend for homegrown products 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT~ It was a big weekend for MLS homegrown players as Russell 

Teibert scored his first two goals in three seasons with Vancouver, Gyasi Zardes 

scored his first MLS goal for LA Galaxy set up by another homegrown player Jose Villarreal, 

and Diego Fagundez scored for New England in its 1-1 tie with New York. They bring to eight 

the number of homegrown players who have scored in 2013. - Read the whole story 

-- Herculez Gomez, 

sidestepping rumors of a 

move backto MLS, after 

helping Santos advance to 

the semifinals of the Liga 

MX Torneo Clausura 

semifinals. 

(N LSSoccer.com) MLS amateur teams represented in first round 
by Paul Kennedy 

[U.S. OPEN CUP SCHEDULE: First Round] Three amateur teams affiliated with IVILS clubs are 
among the teams in action Tuesday as the 100th edition of the Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup 

moves into the first round. The New York Red Bulls U23s represent the NPSL, while Portland 

Timbers U-23s and Sounders FC U-23s play in the PDL. For a look at the three teams, plus the 

complete first-round schedule ..~ - Read the whole story 

Adu gets yet another coach 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Stability is something Freddy Adu hasn’t known in his career. Brazilian 

club Bahia is his ninth club in the last six years and Eduardo Barroca, named Bahia interim 

coach on Monday, is his fifth coach in the last year. - Read the whole story 

Bedoya is makinq case for call-up 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROADJ Alejandro Bedoya is making a strong case for inclusion on the U=S. 

Gold Cup roster - if not the roster for the upcoming friendlies and World Cup qualifiers. The 

winger assisted on first-place Helsingborg’s fifth goal in a 5-0 win over Hacken, its fifth straight win 

in the Swedish AIIsvenskan. - Read the whole story 

Hagen finishes tied for fifth in Frauen-Bundesliqa scorinq 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROADI Former University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee star Sarah Hagen scored in 

Bayem Munich’s 2-1 win at FFC Frankfurt to finish tied for fifth in scoring in Germany’s Frauen- 

Bundesliga with 13 goals in 22 games. She now has 18 goals in 33 games with Bayern, which 

she joined in the winter of 2012. - Read the whole story 

Ronaido, Iniesta, Adebayor and Hazard are just gifted 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic Fee~] Two minutes of the most audacious and breathtaking footwork from 

Europe edited to upbeat music gives viewers reason to savor the final weeks of the season before 

it comes to a close across the Atlantic. - Read the whole story 
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The US Soccer Players News[e~ter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Nay 14. 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ May t4, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Premier League on Fox 
Soccer 
Premie~ League on Fox Soccer in a game wiq~ European and relegation imp[ications. A~sena[ tl’~ to ~et back into 3rd 

against W~san Ath[eti% who a~e try}s8 to escape the re[esation zone at 2:30pro. Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: 

Pallmei~as - ’~ijuana a~: 9prn~ Man~:hester Ci~:y p~ay Readin~ a~: :~rn on Fox $oc(:e~ ~[bs. 4~ ’[~me~; £~.stern 

Their Words 

knew it was ~oin$ to be a toush $ame and my team played, bu~. it was simply not enou~h~" Chivas 

~:oach Jose kuis Sanchez Sola. 

Helsingborg 5 - Hacken O, Rosenborg Win 
Alejandro Bedeya’s Hetsingborg condm~e their run of fo~m at Ehe top of d~e A[[svenskan table, easily shutting o~.~t 

Hacken on h~onday in front of 8,483 at the Olympia stadium. Robh~ Simovi( opened the scoring in the 29th minute with 

Loret Sadiku dokEb[in$ the [ead in the 63rd. Simox4c scored again ~r~ the 76th, and DavkJ A~:(:arn added a fourl:h $oaL 

Alvaro Santos fin~shed off the scoring in the 83rd minl~e. Bedoya assisted on the Aivaro Sas~os goal, subbing out in ~he 

87[h min(~l:e. Read More 

Figuring Out the Columbus Crew 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON. DC {May 14,2013) US Soccer Players .. Dissatisfaction is rising in the [and of the yeU.ow 

unil’orrn~ On ~a~(H’day afl:e~noon ~n ~ront of a home crowd at ~2rew Sb~dium. Robert War~y(:ha’s chosen team. ~l.aying the 

way Robel’~ Wa~cha dil’ecLed them to p[ay~ lost to the Colorado Rapids 2-0. The yea[tess e~fol’~ took d~e Crew’s r~.m o~ 

scorh~g futi{~ty to 225 n~dn~tes, a frees[rat}rig r~m of in~tpotenq¢ that have son~te among the Crew faithful wondering }f it’s 

not time Lo make a chance~ Speci~ca[[y, a change at the Lop. 

Wa~icha has ted q~e Crew since the 2009 season, when the team promoted him in the wake of Big1 Schmid’s departure 

to run the new b&5 Sea[tie Solmde~s. That year. he led the Crew to a second (:onsecutwe Supporters Sh}eld, on the back 

failed to advance out of the first round each time. Each time. ~t was the Colorado Rapids doing the honors. 

Now, neath/one-third into the 2013 season, the Crew f}nd themselves sitting in 6th-pface }n the Eastern Conference and 

struf.,,.?,tin(~ to find the net. ~2ons~stenc:y is ehJ!dve~ des~)~[e a stron~ co~{e(:th:~n of offensk~e talent. I1: woukh)~[ be wrong ~:o 

say that ~he Crew al’e underperformins, and when U~a~ ~s obviously d~e case, the head coach’s job security natul’a[[y 

tt: Crew fans are ]ookin?, towa{ds the l:ea~’~s owne{s. ~he HlJn~ Sports (}rolJp, ~:o send Wa{zy~:ha pa(:X~n~, ~hey ~]ay be in 

~or a iong wa~t, HSG owns two &~LS dubs, d~e C~ew and FC ~ai[as Oemainin~ one of two groups ¯ d~e o[he~ being Phil 

Anschutz~s AEG ~ that st~ controls two franchises} and hasn’t parted with a coa(h by their own choosh~g since h~ay of 

2008, Back ~hen, i~ was FC Datias head coach Steve Morrow who ~ot d~e axe a~ter a particularly humbling 5-1 home 

defeat to the LA Gaba~. h~orro~,,’s s~de was in the midst of a month-tong wintess streak at the time. Read More 

Jack Mclnerne¥~ young Union team has chance to shoot for the stars o from The Delaware County Times’ Jack 

McCalfety: The Union a~e in Year 4 of a ~uil.dinf; pro~:ess, and are ~:he only Ph~]adel.phia rnajc~r4eaf;ue franchise wb:h a 

Pointin~l to an old airfield, Bloomber,~ says soccer arena parkland is in fact ’replaceable’ o from Capital New 

Dana Rubinstein: ’The ma’¢or today ar};ued that the gl.ushing Meadows Corona Park pa{(:e[ that would be (~sed ~or the 

stadium is ~ot particu[ar[y ~ood parkland, anyway~ 

Offense hibernates durin~ slump - from The Co[umbus DispaEch’s Adam Jardy: lnjuries are starting to catch up to the 

(:re~v afl:e~ a hea[th’¢ sl:a~t t:o the season~ 

Top 5: The biggest road wins in Major League Soccer this season o from h~LSsoccer.com: 5. LA Galaxy 2, Real Salt 

Lake 0 -- April. 27 



~me’s ~we mes~: popuf~r players. 

Russell sJ~routs to ~ stardom ~ from The Vancouver Surf’s Gary }~i~!;,sto~: It was some 40 mixtures ~fter the final 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Europa League Final 

The Europa League concf.udes on Fax .Soccer a~. 2:30pro with Benfica iacin~ Chef.sea. ~Just I.ike ~st season’s Champiens 

Sarsfie[d up a ~oa1 from t}~e ope~h~!~ {e~ arid Corinthiatts - Boc~ Ju~io~s at 9pro w~th Boca guttiors 1ead}n~ 1-0. A~ TFm~s 

Sponsor message 

powered by 

i [:o:~ i Sponsor message 

i~i poweredby 

C~ick here to sa~e~y unsubscribe ?to ~ "US~o~:cerP!~yers." Click here to ~4ew maffin~ archives, here to chan~e your preferences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 
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Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commenta[or and the 
founder and president of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso:,’e"’’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to t, iichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

A Letter From Bogota: What Do You Think About 
CHARACTER COUNTS! in Colombia? 
~ ms-~ writi~:g this post from Bego.Sa, Colombia, I 
halfway through a [uil week of high-levei meetings and 
vario;,.’s p!esentatie:!s to educators, parents and 
g ov e r~: m e.."., t officiais. 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 

make a tax-deductible donation, 

::X:: What Will 

Matter print 

poera "What Will 

ii~iI Character education materials ] 

What am i talking about? [’?Ufics and charader, 
course. ~’,Iore t;pedfically, I am sharing my thoughts and 

the Ir~st~tute’s strategies and programs dealing with 
clsaracter development, parenting, education reforn~ 

and.,,Read more 

P!oceeds from ~he sale of 
books and CDs supper1 character 

education h~ schools. Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

Getth .... kly ..... letter 

Get 
the pod=st in iTune_~s L 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

~:~n ~he bl~:W peal 

Bridqe Builder 
~’~lar[in Luthe.." Kim:% L.", said, 
"’Life’s most persisten[ and 
urgent question is: What are 
you doing for others‘>" In a 
work~ ~ncreas~ng~y dominated 
by m~apo~ogetic seifishm~ss, 
this idea may seem quaint 

and outdated, 
Listen or read more 

Big Rock First 
There’s a weibtraveied story 
about a teacher who 
si:owed his class a 
gallon ~ar and a dozen large 
rocks, A~ter a iittie 
rearrarigi:’~g~ he go[ all the 
rocks into the jag fiiih~g it to 
the :op. ~qe then dumped a 

ba~ of ~ravet ~nto the 
u~tii the spaces betwee~ 
the rocks were filled, 
Listen or read more 

:[~-~terested ir~ go~,~tt-~ ethics arid 

ed~.~cation? Vi.~it o~r Character 
Educator Blog, Recentiy posted: 

The Power of the Pillars 

Check out .."4ichael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of hisigi:tful 

and motivational (and 
printable!) quotes ~,e 
posted .shis week. 

"Turn your can’t k~to 
cans and dreams hire 
plans." .-- Mici’,ael 
3osephson 
See and comment 

"it’s not wt~o you are 
that hoids you back, 
who you tMnk you’re 
not." -- Oen~s Wa~dey 
See and comment 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

i[~+~]i Character education materials 

Ed~,~cators," {look ar~ Anti-Bullyinq 
Workshop 

cyberbultying, a~:d promote a positive 

school .::limate. Learn more >> 



Making Lives 
A few years ago I came 
across a video by a very 

Taylor ~4a~L ~e ~s sow what’s 

attent~o~ was "What Do I 

aggressive response to a 
c~t~c who was putting down 
teache~’5, 
Listen or read more 

Do I Have to Tell 
Everything? 
Should :a lob applica~:t 
properiy withhoid inform:ation 

about a ~:dm~nu[ ~ece~d or 

te~m~na[~o~ f~om s p~ev~ous 

~ob? Should a woman 

Listen or read more 

Is it Really Only About 
Winning? 
Long ago, :t entered taw 
schooi wa.."..ting to do good. I 

lef[ mo~’e concer~ed wi[h 

dom~sated by raging 
compet~[~ve ~nst~n~tts, 

)e~suas~ve rationalizations, 

cy~dsm drow~ed ou~ 
~dea~srn. 
Listen or read more 

What Is Character?: "I 

have introduced 
character buiiding in 
schools, That’s what we 
need. ,., 

comments on Workinq 
Together: 
"M:any tha.."..ks for the 
inspiring a~d thought.- 
prew~dng message~ As 

appeai for u~ty is not 

cooperation ~s ~ot just a 
great word but, a g~eat 
strategy," 

Makinq Lives: 
"Committed and 
co.qsiste.~:t teachers are 

a .d~,h t!’easu.~e for our 
ch~dre~ and 
communities. The ~ard 
wod~ and leade~sh~p the 
~sd~v~daa~ teachers 
p~’ov~de creates 
truly beyond 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educ:ate.."s and youds--aervice 
leade!s to be effective character 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

~ June 11-13~ Texas >> 
* June 11=13, Tennessee 
~ July 9-11, Texas >> 
~ July 16-18, Kansas ~> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

affordable way to learn valuabte 
cha racterMevelopmer~t tech r~iques, 

Learn more see schedule 

Matt Kemp’s Memorable Gesture 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:: Michael 

Josephson 

Book Michael Josephson, 

~,’iid’~:aet ~Sosephso~: motivates :audier~ces from ti:e government bush~ess~ 

journalism, ~aw, education, spo~ts, pd~d~g, and the m~Htary with Ms un~qse 

de very, e ~gag ig prose itat o is, and pe~sona~ atte~do~ to yo~. r o~gan~zatbn’s 

~eeds, Ca~ 800-,Tit b-2<570 o~ learn more, 

The ..",onp~ofit }osel,,,hso~s institute is worki~sg to create :a world w[iere people :act more 
Your don:ations e:!abie ~,.’s to offer servia:us and resoa!xes like this :!ev,,siette!, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsiettel° from landing in your ]unk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
yore" address book or :app.."oved sender list. 

9841 Airport Bird, #300 i Los Angeies, CA 90045 1800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

@2013 Josephson Institute, "CHARACTE=, C,~ i 82 is s ~egisteled flademslk of 
Josepbson h-:sti[u[e, 

Manacle newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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The Sport Update - 14 May 2013 

Adam Scott 

The Academsz’s M~ie Athlete 

of d~e Month fbr April is 

Adam ScoWL who wor,. hi s [irst 



majnr and became the first 

Auslralian to wm The Masters 

played in Augasta, G a. 

hlbee Park 

The Academy’s Fem>:de 

Alhlete ofthe Monih i’o~ April 

is inbee Park, a Sou~h Korean 

gol f~ who look ,,)v~- the 

wom~q’s No. l-ra~ing by 

wmaing the Kraft Nabisco 

Ch~unpionship 

Bruce Larsen 
2009 Spo~t A~t’.st of the Year 

L ~rsen is slatting hi:; seveuth 

piece for the Spo~1 

Park ar the Academy in 

Daptme, A1a. 

Academy Improving 
Online Learning 
For Students with 
Canvas Platform 

Thanks to a commitment to a 

high qualiis,, d~,namic learaing 

environmeni, Academy s~denk~ 

will s~a~t takiog ooline courses 

in the Canvas platform 

beginning Sept. i. 

Black Sports 
Oral History 
Proj ect Begins 
At the Academy 

The Academy is embarking on 

an oral history prc!iect on black 

spod.s in the Mobile, Ala., area 

during segregation as the 50th 

year of many important civil 

rigNs events are celebrated. 

Sport Digest: 
Big Sur Marathon 
Shows Support 
For Boston Race 

The Academy’s Dr. Stepbeo 

Buffer, reports on the 

ou~pooring of support for 

Boston Mara~t~on victims at 

Big Sur International X~Nrathon. 

Other News 

Academy Researchers Look at How ’Bulking Up’ Affects Athletes 

Academy Turns to Online Proctoring of Exams with ProctorU for its Students 

Chicago Tribune’s Scot~ S~anis on Collins, Tebow and the Media 

Earn Interna~.ionM Certifica~.ion as a Beach ttandball Coach or Referee 

Find Out the La~.es{ on ff*e Academy’s People, Places & Programs 



United States Sports Academy 

Ser~t te sso" ,(®:: cas~r c eds .---Lv_~_.,_~__~_~!_’d__Z_.g__e_£_~_.,Z_s_’] 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Europa League final is Wednesday .... Philadelphia hosts the Los Angeles Galaxy as MLS Week 12 kicks off 

Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League Final BENFICA-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-CLUB AMERICA, semifinal, 1st leg (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores VELEZ SARSFIELD-NEWELL’S OLD BOYS (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores CORINTHIANS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League Final BENFICA-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico LA PIEDAD-NEZA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-LOS ANGELES (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League Final BENFICA-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, Ma,~" 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores OLIMPIA-TIGRE (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SANTA FE-GREMIO (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-CRUZ AZUL, semifinal, 1st leg (live) 10 pm. 

FRIDAY, May 

ESPN 

Copa Del Roy Final REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Del Rey Final REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Copa Del Rey Final REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Euro U-17 Final (live) Noon. 

SATUF~DAY, ~’,,~ay 18 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA MONCHENGLADBACH-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 



Germany BORUSSIA DORTIVIUND-HOFFENHEIM (live) 11:30 am. 

Mexico NEZA LA PIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina BOCA-COLON DE SANTA FE (live) 7 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-MONTERREY, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS VANCOUVER-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOS E-COLORADO (livE) 10:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, 

ESPN2 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 10:30 am= 

MLS NEWYORK-LOS ANGELES (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10:30 am. 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 2:30 pro. 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (delay) 4:30 pm. 

England LIVERPOOL-QPR (delay) 6:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 
England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 10:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NORWICH CITY (delay) 1:30 pro. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-STOKE CITY (delay) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS NEWYORK-LOS ANGELES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS D.C. UNITED-KANSAS CITY (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-WANDERERS (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 10:30 am. 

MLS NEWYORK-LOS ANGELES (live) 1 pm. 

~4ONDAY, ~’,,.~ay 20 

TBA 

Maior Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, May 15, 2013 7:25 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Americans help Tijuana pull huge upset; possible U.S. camp absentees; Open Cup goalt~st 

What They’re Saying 

"We seem to be the lab rats 

to get more games for 

young referees and I don’t 

like it at all I think it’s 

inappropriate to have one 

team subject to more 

experienced referees" 

-- Toronto FC president 

Kevin Payne, bemoaning 

the inexperienced referees 

his team seems to get on a 

regular basis. He said six of 

TFC’s first 10 games were 

whistled by referees with 10 

or less MLS games under 

their belts. He said in 

Toronto’s last three games, 

MLS review’ed four different 

plays after the fact where 

there could have been a red 

card Payne went on to say 

his team’s poor record -- 

three points from the 

Eastern Conference cellar-- 

-was "self- 

inflicted," (:TorontoFC,com) 

Today’s News = Wednesday, May 15, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Americans help Tijuana pull huge upset 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[LIBERTADORES CUP] With U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann in the 

crowd of 37,000 fans at the Estadio Pacaembu to watch Americans Edgar Castillo 

and Joe Corona, Tijuana pulled a major upset with a 2-1 win over PNmeiras to advance to the 

quarterfinals of the Libertadores Cup by the same score on aggregate. The win was only the 

fourth by a Mexican team in 33 games on Brazilian soil and continued a dream campaign for the 

Xolos, who pinned everything this spring on their first Libertadores Cup. For video of all the 

goals ._ - Read the whole story 

Klinsmann to announce roster on Thursday 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN]Jurgen Klinsmann will announce on Thursday his roster of players for the upcoming 

friendlies against Belgium and Germany and World Cup qualifiers against Jamaica, Panama and 

Honduras. A training camp will open Tuesday at the Home Depot Center, but the USA will be 

short-handed as a half dozen or so players he’ll call up will have yet to have finished their 

seasons. - Read the whole story 

Amateurs highlight goalfests with hat tricks 
by Paul Kennedy 

[U,S, OPEN CUP REWIND: First Round]David Geno, who came from East Tennessee State to 
spend the summer with the Seattle Sounders U-23s, scored four goals to lead the PDL team to a 

5-1 win over Doxa Italia in the first round of the 2013 Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup. Three other 

players had hat tricks on an evening of high-scoring action that produced an average of 3.4 goals 

per game. - Read the whole story 

Trade splits up Farfan twins 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] Chivas USA added to its contingent of Mexican-American players when 

it acquired midfielder Gabriel Farfan from the Philadelphia Union for its first 2014 SuperDraft pick 

and allocation money. The trade splits up MLS’s lone twin brother act. Gabriel played with his 

brother, Michael, for the Union for the last three years. - Read the whole story 

Galaxy plans lineup changes for Union stop 
by Soccer America 

[IMLS SCHEDULE: Week 12] The defending MLS champion Los Angeles Galaxy continues its 

road trip with a game at the Philadelphia Union on Wednesday night before heading to New York 

to face the Red Bulls Sunday afternoon on ESPN2. The Galaxy is coming off a disappointing 

showing in a 3-1 loss at Vancouver - its second straight loss - and afterwards Coach Bruce 

Arena promised lineup changes on Wednesday. For all the MLS action ... - Read the whole 

story 

Charlotte remains unbeaten with win over Battery 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWfl’qD: Week 9]The Charlotte Eagles remained undefeated with a 143 victory over 

Charleston that snapped the visiting Battery’s five-game winning streak. Shaun Francis curled in 

the game-winner on a free kick from just outside the penalty area for the Eagles, who are 3-0-3. 

Eric Reed recorded his fourth shutout of the season in goal.< - Read the whole story 

Fabio Coentrao gets all dressed up with nowhere to play 
by Soccer America 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Real Madrid has been suffering through one of the most chaotic 

seasons in the club’s proud history, but Fabio Coentrao gave its entire team a huge laugh 

Saturday when he showed up on the bench in uniform, clueless to the fact he wasn’t scheduled to 

dress. - Read the whole story 
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::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide A top midfielder from New Jersey battles 
through a pair of injuries to land at a top 
program, while a California native can’t turn 
down a Pac-12 program. 
MORE: Boys Commit: Top Recruit Joins Pack 

USL’s PDL has kicked off another summer 
season, providing a playing destination for 
hundreds of college players. See which 
~p an eye on this summer, 

[iXi Premier C°ntentI 

Djair Parfitt put in the hard work for the past 
year at West Ham, and the club rewarded 
him with a spot in the Academy last week. 
Now, he has bigger dreams. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Fashion face-off: Dw avane 
Wade capri pants or Messi 
three-quarter pants? 

Sideline Etiquette 101:10 
rules all soccer moms 
should follow. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

C:al Poly Mustang Soccer Academy 

The Mustang Soccer Academy is ideal for a 
motivated player looking for personalized 
training that simulates that of a high-level 
college soccer program. 

Players will train with the purpose of 
developing a better understanding of the 
importance of individual attacking and 
defending, as well as intelligent possession 
games that emphasize speed of play and 
decision-making at speed. 

The camp will also feature full side 11 vs. 11 
matches with the college coaches so that 

: they can showcase their abilities in game 
situations while also learning some of the 



tactical goals presented by the college 
coaches of the Academy. 

Click here for more information! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

glenn.whitney@ spoltscoachradio .coin 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sports Coach Radio interview 

~ear (loach Dorrance, 

It would be a great honor if we could interview you as a featured guest on Sports (loach Radio. 
The show’s motto is: "The people and passion behind winning performances" and your amazing track record fits perfectly. 
The show is distributed by Apple iTunes and the website: www.sportscoachradio.com 
We reach over 5,000 professional and serious amateur coaches per episode, and has featured numerous Olympic medal-winning and top N(]AA 
coaches (UCLA, Florida, US(]) and has included eight coaches whose athletes won gold in London last summer. 
Might we be able to do an interview over the telephone for about 30 minutes sometime soon? 
Best regards, 
Glenn 

SportsCoachRadio,com 
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Section 2: Report: Real won’t pay tbr PSG’s Ancelotti; Wigan optimistic of keeping Ma~tinez 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ May 15, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Report: Real Won’t Pay for PSG’s Ance[otti 
Marca                                                                                                     ~ 

Paris St. Germain coach Carlo Ancelotti has been given 10 days to sort out his exit from the French 

champion if he wants to coach Real Madrid next season, according to Marc& Real president Florentino Perez has 

said he will not, under any circumstances cough up the $5 million in his PSG buy-out clause. As PSG president 

Nasser AI-Khelaifi made clear as he was celebrating PSG’s first Ligue 1 title in 19 years, Ancelotti is under 

contract until July 2014. 

To be sure, Real’s stance represents an about-face from Perez, as the club paid $5 million to bring Manuel 

Pellegrini to the Bernabeu from Villarreal in 2009 and a whopping $20.5 million to recruit Jose Mourinho from 

Inter Milan in 2010. 

Of course, everything could change if Chelsea agrees to pay Mourinho’s $22 million buy-out clause. However, given 

the manner in which the Real coach has conducted himself recently, it would be surprising if the club could afford to 

keep him. 

- Read the whole story... 

Despite Releqation, Wigan Optimistic of Keeping Martinez 
Telegraph 

After eight years in the English Premier League, which included several close calls, W~gan Athletic was finally 

relegated on Tuesday after losing 4-1 at Arsenal. The defeat, which condemned Wigan to the Championship next 

season, came just three days after the club lifted the FA Cup, its first-ever major trophy. 

Relegation has naturally led to speculation that coach Roberto Martinez, widely regarded as one of the most 

talented young managers in Europe, will leave the club; he has already been linked to the Everton job, which is 

vacant now that David Moyes is joining Manchester United this summer. 

Nevertheless, Wigan owner Dave Whelan remains optimistic of keeping the talented Spaniard. "1 still think there is 

a big, big chance Roberto will stay at Wigan," he said. "On the first Monday at the end of every season, I have sat 

down with him and he has put his cards on the table. We have always been honest with each other and the meeting 

on Monday will be no different. I don’t think relegation means he will definitely leave Wigan. He has always been 

successful here and he knows he has young players coming through who are going to make a big impression on 

the first team over the next two or three years. That is something he takes pride in and enjoys. 

VVhelan said he had not resigned himself to losing Martinez. "We will decide on Monday and I’ve always said,"’ he 

said, "if he decides the time is right for him to go, I will not stand in his way, but nothing will be decided until that 

meeting." 

- Read the whole story... 

Remy Arrested on Suspicion of Rape 
Independent 

Queens Park Rangers striker Loic Remy was arrested on suspicion of rape on Tuesday after a 34-year-old woman 

claimed she was drugged at Remy’s apartment in the Fulham district of London on May 6. Remy, a 26-year-old 

France international, was arrested along with his cousin and a friend. 

The alleged assault took place two days after QPR lost a home game against Arsenal. The woman claims that she 

lost consciousness after she was handed a drink shortly after showing up at the apartment. VVhen she came to 

hours later, the three men were still present. She then made a complaint to police and the trio was arrested 

Tuesday morning. 

A spokesman for the Metropolitan Police said: "Officers from the Sapphire crime unit are investigating an allegation 

of rape." In a statement QPR said: "The club is aware of the allegations regarding Loic Remy but due to police 

investigations is unable to comment." 



Remy joined QPR in January, scoring six goals in 13 appearances, but is expected to leave the club this summer 

after QPR was relegated to the League Championship. 

- Read the whole sto~y._ 

Ronaldinho Cut from Brazil’s Confed Cup Squad 
Associated Press 

Rona~dinho was the surprise omission as Brazil coach Luiz Felipe Scolari named his 23-man roster for the 

upcoming Confederations Cup. The two-time former FIFA World Player of the Year has been in outstanding form for 

Atletico Mineiro, recently guiding the Belo Horizonte club to the Copa Libertadores quarterfinals, and earning 

universal praise -- including from Big Phil -- in the process. Ronaldinho also played in three of Scolari’s first five 

matches since his return as national team coach, making his omission all the more surprising. 

The other high-profile names that failed to make the cut were Real Madrid playmaker Kaka, Chelsea midfielder 

Ramires and Corinthians striker Alexandre Pato. The most surprising addition to the list was Ronaldinho’s Mineiro 

teammate Bernard, who is just 20. 

"1 sincerely hope that from now on, regardless of the players who were chosen or left out, we start working together 

and support the national team," Scolari said. "When I make my choices, I think about what I can gain and what I can 

lose. I make the decisions taking into consideration what is best for the team. It’s natural that it was difficult to make 

a decision, they are all great players and they all could be on this list. I made the choices based on the matches we 

played and based on some personal criteria." 

Brazil squad: 

Goalkeepers: Julio Cesar (Queens Park Rangers), Diego Cavalieri (Fluminense), Jefferson (Botafogo) 

Defenders: Daniel Alves (Barcelona), Jean (Fluminense), Filipe Luis (Atletico Madrid), Marcelo (Real Madrid), 

David Luiz (Chelsea), Rover (Atletico Mineiro), Dante (Bayem Munich), Thiago Silva (Paris St. Germain) 

Midfie~ders: Paulinho (Corinthians), Femando (Gremio), Luiz Gustavo (Bayem Munich), Hernanes (Lazio), Oscar 

(Chelsea), Lucas (Paris St. Germain), Jadson (Sac Paulo) 

Forwards: Neymar (Santos), Fred (Fluminense), Hulk (Zenit St. Petersburg), Leandro Damiao (Intemacional), 

Bernard (Atletico Mineiro) 

- Read the whole story... 

l~ala~la to Release City Target Pelle#rini 
Sky Sports 

Malaga on Tuesday confirmed that Manuel Pellegdni is free to leave the Spanish club this summer. The Chilean 

tactician is the odds-on favorite to replace Roberto Mancini as coach of Manchester City, who was fired on 

Monday. 

Pellegrini’s current contract at Malaga runs for another two years but reports in Spain claim that the club, which 

made a surprising run to the UEFA Champions League quarterfinals this season, will let him go on June 30 without 

demanding his $5 million buyout clause. 

Pellegrini, 59, famously coached Villarreal to the UCL semifinal in 2006 before moving on to Real Madrid, which he 

coached for a single season in 2009-10. Following more Champions League heroics this season, the Chilean is 

once again in deman& 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, May 16, 2013 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Libertadores and Mexican playoff action on Thursday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the ~ek.) 

THURSDAY, May ’~ ~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores OLIMPIA=TIGRE (live) 7 pm= 

Copa Libertadores SANTA FE-GREMIO (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-CRUZ AZUL, semifinal, 1st leg (live) 10 pm= 

FRIDAY, ~,,lay "~7 

ESPN 

Copa Del Rey Final REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Del Rey Final REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (l~ve) 3 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Del Rey Final REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (l~ve) 3 pro. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Euro U-17 Final (live) Noon. 

SATUrdAY, May ’~8 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA MONCHENGLADBACH-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DOR~UND-HOFFENHEIM (live) 11:30 am. 

~exico NE~ LA P~EDAD (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina BOCA-COLON DE SANTA FE (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION 

~exico CLUB AMERICA~ONTERREY, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

~LS TORONTO-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pro. 

~LS DIRECT KICK 

~LS VANCOUVER-PORTLAND (live) 7 pro. 

~LS PHILADELPHIA-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pro. 

~LS HOUSTON-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pro. 

~LS SAN dOS E-COLO~DO (livE) 10:30 pm. 

~LS SEA~LE-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pro. 

$UNDAY~ May t~ 

ESPN2 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 10:30 am. 

~L$ NEW YORK-LOS ANGELES (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England TO~NH~-SUNDERLAND (live) 10:30 am. 

England ~ST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (de~ay) 2:30 pm. 



England CHELSEA-EVERTON (delay) 4:30 pm. 

England LIVERPOOL-QPR (delay) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 10:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NORWiCH CITY (delay) 1:30 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-STOKE CITY (delay) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS NEWYORK-LOS ANGELES (live) 1 pm. 

UNII~/~S 

MLS D.C. UNITED-KANSAS CITY (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-WANDERERS (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 
England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (live) 11 am. 

England TBA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 10:30 am. 

MLS NEWYORK-LOS ANGELES (live) 1 pm. 

TBA 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Section 1: Donovan makes statement in big Galaxy win 

What They’re Saying 

"All I can do, as I’ve said all 

along, is do what I do. If I’m 

looking at it objectively, do I 

think I can help the team? 

Yes, absolutely. Do I think 

I’ve really earned my way 

back in yet? Probably not 

That’s sort of six of one, half 

dozen of the other. I really do 

believe, if I do get called in, 

that I can help the team 

Even if I’m not playing, I think 

I can help. I think my 

experience, having been 

through this three times, 

can be very beneficial." 

-- Landon Donovan on 

reports that he’ll be 

snubbed for the upcoming 

World Cup qualifiers -- 

before his big game 

Wednesday night against 

the Philadelphia Union. 

(Galaxy All-Access Podcast) 

Today’s News - Thursday, May 16, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Donovan makes statement in big Galaxy win 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[MLS REWIND: Week 12] Amid reports that he wouldn’t be on Jurgen Klinsmann’s 

national team roster being released on Thursday, Landon Donovan made a 

statement that he isn’t quite yet finished with one goal and two assists in the last 20 minutes as 

the defending MLS champion Los Angeles Galaxy snapped a two-game losing streak with a 4-1 

win at the Philadelphia Union. Perhaps not so coincidentally, the game marked the return of Irish 

star Robbie Keane, who scored the winning goal. - Read the whole story 

Players Union responds to ’Ball boy-gate’ 
by Soccer America 

[IMLS DISCIPLINE] The MLS Disciplinary Committee had a lot to chew over after an incident-filled 

week featuring 15 matches. The most-publicized incident involved Mexican Mario de Luna, who 

was suspended one game for aggressively retrieving the ball from a ballboy late in Chivas USA’s 

3-0 loss at Portland. The suspension drew a response from the MLS Players Union, which 

appealed to MLS to eliminate what it described as "ball boy antics," despite the fact that MLS 

had confirmed the ball boy did nothing wrong because the throw-in was for the Timbers, not 

Chivas USA. - Read the whole story 

Des Moines win gives PDL 11 wins in 13 games 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. OPEN CUP REV~ND: First Round]Jamaican forward McKauly Tulloch, out of UCF via 

Akron, scored the lone goal to lead the PDL’s Des Moines Menace to a 1-0 win over the Madison 

56ers that completed first-round play in the first round of the 2013 Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup. 

PDL teams won 11 of 13 games against amateur opposition and finished 12-4 overall. Three of the 

four USL PRO teams advanced along with two USASA teams and one from the NPSL. For the 

second-round schedule and third-round pairings (with MLS teams) ... - Read the whole story 

’Caps improvise and frustrate Montreal 
by Soccer America 

[AMWAY CANADIAN CHAIMPIONSHIP] After starting 0-4-1 in MLS play on the road, the 

Vancouver Whitecaps adopted a new defensive look for the first leg of the Amway Canadian 

Championship final at Montreal, and it paid off with a 0-0 tie at Stade Saputo. - Read the whole 

story 

Updated version of Galeano classic goes on sale 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[E-BOOK] Uruguayan author Eduardo Galeano often criticizes how the modern world has 

distorted his favorite sport, yet technology has brought his work into a new medium. - Read the 

whole story 

Seattle man killed trying to dribble ball to Brazil 
by Soccer America 

[OBITUARYl Seattle soccer enthusiast Richard Swanson, whose dream was to dribble a ball 

10,000 miles to Brazil to support the One World Futbol Project, was killed just a few weeks into 

his journey when he was struck by a pickup truck along U.S. 101 in Lincoln City, Ore. Swanson, 

42, was recently laid off but had no mortgage and recently sold his condo. He began playing 

soccer about five years ago and supported the Sounders. - Read the whole story 

Incredible goals from Uruguay and Slovenia 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] An exhausting run from South America is our entr6e followed by a brief 

piece of magic from Europe on the dessert menu, with both getting rave reviews last weekend. - 

Read the whole story 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 18 men’s national team roster 

U.S. under-18 men’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[LISBON INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT~Marco Delgado (Chivas USA) and Amando Moreno (New York 

Red Bulls), who have both played in MLS this season, are among the players called up for the U.S. under-18 

national team’s annual trip to the Lisbon International Tournament. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[REGION [ PREMIER LEAGUEJ The winners of the under-13 age groups and both finalists of the under-14 through under-17 

age groups have earned automatic qualification from the 2013 U.S. Youth Soccer Region I Premier League into the U.S. Youth 

Soccer National League for the 2013-2014 season. - Read the whole story 

Dayak leads West Coast to two state cup titles 
by Soccer America 

[NORCAL STATE CUP] Troy Dayak, who played eight seasons with San Jose in MLS and earned nine U.S= caps, led West 

Coast SC girls teams to NorCal state cup titles in the under-15 and under-17 age groups. - Read the whole story 

Lalas to give keynote at NSCAA Summer Symposium 
by Soccer America 

[COACHING EDUCATION]Alexi Lalas is slated to give the keynote address on player development at the inaugural NSCAA 

Summer Symposium in August at the Orlando World Center. - Read the whole story 
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Thursday’s Soccer TV: 
Playoffs 

Libertadores and Mexico 

Copa Libertadores Round of 16 on Fox Deportes: Otimpia - Tisre at 7pm with Tisre [eadin8 2-1 and Santa Fe - Gremio at 

9:30pm with Gremio up 2-1. Lisa MX Ctausura semifina[ first-re8 on Univision Deportes: Santos - Lasuna - Cruz Azu[ at 

10pm. Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We have to make sure that we ~et stronger and that the future of this footbat[ dub is very bright. It’s a 

time for everyone invotved with this footbat[ dub to very proud of the fast eight seasons in the Premier 

League and of winnin~ the FA Cup." Wigan Athletic manager Roberto Martinez. 

Philadelphia 1 - Los Angeles 4 
In a meetin~ of Major League Soccer teams where one has trouble winnin~ at home and the other should be concerned 

about its road record, it was the LA Galaxy re[ievin~ their road issues with a lopsided win. Philadelphia put the bail in 

the back of its own net three minutes in, equa[izin~ when Amobi Oku~o scored in the 23rd. Robbie Keane’s return to 

action included a ~oa[ to put the Galaxy up in the 71st minute with Landon Donovan providin~ the assist. Donovan also 

setup Hector Jimenez’s 80th minute ~oa[ before finishin~ off the scorin~ himself in the 87th. Read More 

Belgium Announces Roster 
GK: Koen Casteets (Hoffenheim), Thibaut Courtois (Attetico Madrid), Jean-Francois Gittet (Torino), Simon Misnotet 

(Sundertand). 

DEF: Toby Atderweiretd (Ajax), Laurent Ciman (Standard Liese), Guittaume Gittet (Andertecht), Vincent Kompany 

(Manchester City), Nicotas Lombaerts (Zenit St Petersburs), S~bastien Pocosnoti (Hannover 96), Thomas Vermaeten 

(Arsena[), Danie[ Van Buyten (Bayern Munich), Jan Vertonshen (Spurs). 

MID: Nacer Chadti (Twente), Steven Defour (Porto), Mousa Dembete (Tottenham), Marouane Fettaini (Everton), Thorsan 

Hazard (Zutte-Waresem), Timmy Simons (FC NiJrnbers), Axe[ Witse[ (Zenit St Petersburs). 

FOR: Christian Benteke (Aston Vitta), Kevin De Bruyne (Werder Bremen), Eden Hazard (Chetsea) Maxime Lestienne, (Ctub 

Bru88e), Rometu Lukaku (West Brom), Dries Mertens (PSV Eindhoven), Kevin Mirattas (Everton), Jette Vossen (Genk). 



Germany Announces Roster 
GK: Rene Adler (Hambur~l), Ron-Robert Zie[er (Hannover 96), Marc Andre ter-Ste~len (’G[adbach) 

DEF: Dennis Ao~lo (Hambur~l), Marcel[ Jansen (Hambur~l), Heiko Westermann (Hambur~l), Andreas Beck (Hoffenheim), 

Benedikt H6wedes (Scha[ke 04), Per Mertesacker (FC Arsenal), Phi[ipp Wo[[scheid (Bayer Leverkusen). 

MID: Sven Bender (Borussia Dortmund), Julian Drax[er (Scha[ke), Roman Neustadter (Scha[ke), Kevin Grosskreutz 
(Borussia Dortmund), Aaron Hunt (Werder Bremen), Nico[ai Mutter (Mainz 05), Stefan Reinartz (Bayer Leverkusen), 

Sidney Sam (Bayer Leverkusen), Lars Bender (Bayer Leverkusen), Max Kruse (SC Freibur~l) 

FOR: Miros[av K[ose (Lazio), Lukas Podo[ski (Arsenal), Andre SchLirr[e (Bayer Leverkusen) 

Lousy Teams in Major League Soccer 
By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (May 16, 2013) US Soccer Players - It’s not easy to compare a resu[ar job to 

workin8 as a professional athlete. Goin8 in five days a week for eisht hours isn’t the same as p[ayin8 a [easue schedule 

with a [ensthy off season. Most office workers don’t face the threat of career endin8 injury every time they do their job, 

or know that, on averase, they’[[ be doin8 somethin8 else wet[ before they turn 40. 

Art of those motivational seminars where sports coaches talk about how what they do applies to business doesn’t make 

up for the obvious differences between workin~ as a member of a professional sports team and workin~ most jobs. 

I~norin~ those differences to make a quick rhetorical point is a sports writin~ crutch. Stilt, there might be at [east one 

similarity. 

If you’ve ever had a job that [eft you under motivated, underuti[ized, and thinkin~ about the end of the day as soon as 

it begins, you might have somethin~ in common with pro athletes p[ayin~ for lousy teams. It’s the fee[in~ that whatever 

enthusiasm you once had for the work is actually workin~ a~ainst you as another result shows how bad thin~s have 

~otten. It’s a ~rind, the kind of environment where everyone begins to feet like it’s never ~oin~ to chan~e. 

Major League Soccer tikes to think it answers some of this through parity. The league can point to its ill-conceived 
schedute and hi,bright their version of the Nationa[ Footbat[ League’s ’any ~iven Sunday.’ On any ~iven Saturday, 
Sunday, Wednesday, or Friday, a lousy team can take three points from a ~ood one. Ok, and? Findin~ a league where 
that isn’t the case is harder than yet another example of bad teams beatin~ ~ood ones at some point durin~ a season. 
Read More 

Sounders gaining ground thanks to healthier bodies, grittier minds - from The Sea[tie Times’ Joshua Mayers: "the 

soccer wit[ fottow." 

Timbers: Us vs. them mentality -- and us is winning - from The Portland Tribune’s Stephen Alexander: "We could be 

even further along than we are." 

Chivas USA harms its objectives by failing to adopt MLS value systems - from GoaLcom’s Ky[e McCarthy: At [east the 

second point supplies some semblance of an out. 

Ferguson rightly lauded, but even he made mistakes - from World Soccer’s Brian G[anvi[[e: Fer~ie did have a point. 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Copa del Rey on ESPN 
The 2012-13 Copa de[ Rey final is on ESPN at 3:30pm ET. Real Madrid take on At[etico Madrid in a cup final version of 

the Madrid derby for the first time since 1992 and the fifth time in Spanish soccer history. Real Madrid beat Barcelona in 

the semifinats and Attetico advanced past Sevitta. 
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Beckham Annotmces Retirement 
Daily Mail 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Former Los Angeles Galaxy midfielder David Beckham announced on Thursday that this season would 

be his last as a professional soccer player. Despite the offer of a one-year deal at current club Paris St. Germain, 

the 38-year-old Englishman has decided to hang up his boots for good at the end of the French Ligue 1 season. 

The former England international has played in 11 games for PSG since signing a six-month contract in January, 

helping the French giant win its first Ligue 1 trophy in 19 years. 

’Tin thankful to PSG for giving me the opportunity to continue but I feel now is the right time to finish my career, 

playing at the highest level," Beckham said in a statement. "If you had told me as a young boy I would have played 

for and won trophies with my boyhood club Manchester United, proudly captained and played for my country over 

one hundred times and lined up for some of the biggest clubs in the world, I would have told you it was a fantasy. I’m 

fortunate to have realized those dreams." 

During his glittering career, Beckham won five Premier League titles, two FA Cups and the UEFA Champions 

League with Manchester United, one La Liga title with Real Madrid, two MLS Cups (2011,2012) and two 

Supporters’ Shields (2010, 2011) with the Los Angeles Galaxy, as well as the French Ligue 1 title with Paris St. 

Germain this year. He was also capped by England 115 times, which is a record for an outfield player. 

"To this day, one of my proudest achievements is captaining my country," Beckham added. "1 knew every time I 

wore the Three Lions shirt, I was not only following in a long line of great players, I was also representing every fan 

that cared passionately about their country. I’m honored to represent England both on and off the pitch ... I want to 

thank all my teammates, the great managers that I had the pleasure of learning from. I also want to thank the fans 

who have all supported me and given me the strength to succeed." 

- Read the whole story... 

Independent 

In the end, Chelsea interim coach Rafael Benitez finally received some recognition from the club’s supporters, 

while legend Frank Lampard finally got the contract extension he’s been waiting for all season long after Chelsea 

lifted the UEFA Europa League trophy on Wednesday. BraniMav lvanovic’s 93rd-minute header lifted the Blues 

passed Benfica, 2-1, earning the trophy for Chelsea and for Benitez, who has been looking for some form of 

vindication since his appointment as interim manager in late November. 

After the game, Benitez once again underlined how difficult the job has been. "1 think it"s sad to say this, but to do 

your job in six months, it changes nothing if you win or lose the final in terms of what we were trying to do," the 

Spaniard said. "The job was done with all the hard work on the training ground. We were trying to do our jobs as 

professionals and, in the end, we have a trophy. But we had worked hard whether we won this or not." 

When asked whether he had heard the Chelsea fans applauding him when he lifted the trophy, he would only say: 

’q’m quite happy, pleased because we were working so hard during the season." 

Meanwhile Chelsea on Thursday confirmed that Frank Lampard has si.qned a one-year contract extension at 

Stamford Brid.qe. Lampard’s future had been a question mark all season, with the Los Angeles Galaxy of MLS 

floated several times as a possible destination for the player, whose current contract expires June 30. 

- Read the whole story... 

Faicao to Monaco °90 Percent Certain’ 
Daily Mirror 

Radamel Falcao, the sought-after Atletico Madrid striker who has long been at the top of Chelsea owner Roman 

Abramovich’s wishlist, is now "90 percent certain" to sign with AS Monaco, according to the newly promoted club’s 

goalkeeper Danijel Subasic. The Croat has said that Falcao is at the heart of billionaire owner Dmitry 

Rybolovlev’s big summer recruitment drive, which reports claim could also include fellow Colombian internationals 

James Rodriguez and Jackson Martinez. 



In an interview with Croatian daily Sportske Novosti, Subasic said: "1’11 tell you what I heard: Falcao is already 90 per 

cent Monegasque! He will appear in Monte Carlo in a few days and officially become our player. That’s what they 

told us, with the only doubt being that he could sign for Real Madrid, which at the moment does not look likely." He 

added: I know the owner is not going to save, he has announced that in the summer he will spend more than 100 

million euros [$129 million] on players." 

While $129 million certainly sounds like a lot, reports claim it will cost Monaco $76 million just to free Falcao from his 

Atletico contract. Nevertheless, Subasic’s comments are backed up by several tweets from Monaco youth team 

members claiming they saw the Colombian at the club’s training ground earlier this week, presumably to complete 

his move. 

Former Manchester City coach Roberto Mancini has also been floated as a possible replacement for Claudio 

Ranieri, who guided the principality club back to Ligue 1 after two seasons in France’s second division. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Kidd to Stay on Despite City Exodus 
Guardian 

Brian Kidd, Manchester City’s caretaker manager for the remainder of the season, said that the firing of Roberto 

Mancini on Monday came as a shock to the Manchester City players and staff. Since the Italian’s dismissal, first- 

team coach David Platt, defensive specialist Ange~o Gregucci and reserve team coach Atillo Lombardo have all 

resigned, taking the total City backroom staff exodus to six since Mancini’s departure. According to the Manchester 

Evening News, Kidd will be recommended to stay on for next season’s incoming coach, most likely Malaga’s Manuel 

PeHegrini. 

’q got to be honest, if you were to ask me after what has gone in the last 48 hours, it has all come as a shock to the 

staff," Kidd said after the 2-0 win at home to Reading on Tuesday, a result that cemented second place for City. 

"We are not greedy, but we don’t have to qualify for the Champions League now and that is the least we should 

have done this season." 

He added: "All credit to the players. They have had to have put up with a lot of stuff [since Wembley] and it would 

have been a travesty if we had not finished second. We appreciate the fans, they would have been so disappointed 

on Saturday, but we have come back for them tonight." 

Pellegrini is not yet confirmed but he remains the odds-on favorite to replace Mancini, as Malaga said it would 

release him for free this summer. According to reports, should the Chilean agree to join City, he wants to spend big 

money bringing Malaga starlet ~sco, Real Madrid winger Angel Di Maria, Sevilla midfielders Jesus Navas and 

Geoffrey Kondogbia, and Borussia Dortmund forward Marco Reus to the Etihad this summer. 

- Read the whole story... 

Cop# Lib: Rique~rne Golazo Fires Boca to Quarterfinals 
Reuters 

A breathtaking goal from veteran Juan Roman Rique~me proved to be the difference as Boca Juniors exacted 

revenge on defending South American champion Corinthians, winning the Copa Libertadores round-of-16 series 2- 

1 on aggregate to advance to the quarterfinals. Boca won the first leg 1-0 at La Bombonera, while a 1-1 draw in 

Sac Paulo on Wednesday was enough to take the six-time South American champion beyond the team that beat it 

3-1 on aggregate in last year’s final. 

Riquelme, who actually retired after that game only to return when coach Carlos Bianchi took charge of Boca 

again this year, shocked the Brazilians with an unstoppable looping shot taken near the right touchline in the 25th 

minute. The former Argentina international’s goal was particularly deflating in that it came less than a minute after 

Corinthians was denied a goal due to a controversial offside decision. It also meant the defending champ would 

need three goals to win the series, thanks to the away goals rule. Though Paulinho managed to equalize early in 

the second half, two more goals proved to be beyond Corinthians, with substitute Alexandre Pato guilty of missing 

a guilt-edged chance before the final whistle. 

"We were confident in the team.., we played a good first half, we knew the second would be complicated but now 

we’re going to celebrate," Riquelme told Fox Sports after the game. Holding midfielder Leandro Somoza added: 

"We’ve not been in good form but we played two great matches." 

Indeed, Boca badly needs to turn its domestic season around. The storied club has failed to win its last 12 league 

and is currently 19th in the Argentine Torneo Final table. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 
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Lead-ins impact MLS television 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

numbers 
By Paul Kennedy 

Three of the last four MLS matches on NBC Sports Network averaged 54,000 viewers. The "IV audience for the 

fourth game - the May 4 Columbus-New York match -- was more than double that. What gives? 

The Columbus-New York game averaged 122,000 viewers - the second highest viewership for an MLS game on NBC Sports 

Network in 2013. It followed a Kentucky Derby pre-race show that averaged 500,000 - easily the largest afternoon viewership 

on NBCSN in recent months. 

The May 4 viewership pushed the MLS average through 13 games on NBCSN in 2013 to 91,800 viewers, up slightly from 

91,300 through the first 13 games in 2012, its first season on NBCSN. 

That still leaves MLS far offthe pace of its final average of 122,000 for 40 regular-season games on NBCSN in 2012. What 

made the 2012 final average higher by a third? 

Five MLS broadcasts took place during the London Olympics when NBCSN drew record audiences. Benefiting from the lead- 

ins of Olympic coverage, the five MLS games averaged 286,000 viewers. If you throw those five games out, the MLS average 

for 2012 would have been 99,000 viewers. 

While the English Premier League is competition for MLS on a crowded U.S. soccer television market, it could provide a boost 

for MLS when it launches on NBCSN in August. 

The lead-in of the EPL on Saturday or Sunday afternoons will be better than what it gets now on NBCSN. 

Saturday’s Chicago-Philadelphia match drew just 51,000 viewers - lower than even the FA Cup replay on Fox Soccer -- after 

following such shows as Napa’s North to Alaska and NHL 36. 

That Napa’s North to Alaska =- featuring former Miami Dolphins great Larry Csonka - drew more than double what the 

Chicago=Philadelphia match drew- 113,000 viewers vs. 51,000 - should give pause, though, to the notion that strong lead-ins 

alone are the solution to MLS’s national rv woes. 

MLS on NBC Spolts Network (2013) 

VIEWERS MATCH (DATE) 
209,000 Seattle=Portland (March 16, Sat. 8 pro) 

122,000 Columbus-New York (May 4, Sat. 4 pm) 

108,000 Portland-San Jose (April 14, Sun. 10:30 pm) 

107,000 Houston-D.C. United (March 2, Sat. 8 pm) 

100,000 New York-Philadelphia (March 30, Sat. 3:30 pm) 

97,000 D.C= United=Columbus (March 23, Sat. 3:30 pro) 

86,000 FC Dallas-Los Angeles (April 13, Sat. 3:30 pm) 

82,000 Sporting KC-Chicago (March 16, Sat. 3 pm) 

79,000 Chicago-New England (March 9, Sat. 7:30 pm) 

58,000 Los Angeles-Sporting KC (April 21, Sat. 10:30 pm) 

53,000 Montreal-Chicago (April 27, Sat. 4 pm) 

5t ,000 Chicago-Philadelphia (May 11, Sat. 1:30 pm) 

41,000 Colorado-Real Salt Lake (April 6, Sat. 7:30 pm) 

NPSL NAMES HITCHCOCK COMMI$,~IONER. The National Premier Soccer League entered into a management agreement 

with Playbook Management International and named PMI founding partner Michael Hitchcock as the league’s new 

commissioner. 

’We are very excited to announce that Michael Hitchcock will serve as the new NPSL Commissioner," said NPSL Chairman 

Andy Zorovich, "and feel that with the addition of Michael and his company, the NPSL is on the verge of great times ahead." 

Hitchcock spent 12 seasons in MLS with D.C. United, the Colorado Rapids, LA Galaxy and FC Dallas, earning the MLS Sales 

Director of the Year, MLS Sales Team of the Year, and the Commissioner’s New Business 

Leadership Award. He was also president of the San Antonio Scorpions, who led the NASL in attendance in their first season 

in 2012. 



The NPSL operates in the amateur fourth division of the U.S. Soccer pyramid, which also includes the PDL. NPSL teams 

operate in 60-plus markets. Two MLS clubs, D.C. United and the New York Red Bulls, 

have U-23 squads in the NPSL 

ADIDAS UNVEILS NEW CLEAT NITROCHARGE. Adidas unveiled the Nitrocharge soccer cleat that it hopes will build on the 

success of the existing iconic Predator, F50 and 11 Pro lines. 

The Nitrocharge -- first new adidas soccer cleat silo since the release of the adizero F50 range in 2004 - is designed to retain 

energy, improve lateral movement, sharpen on field reactions and deliver added sprinting power. 

It caters, according to Ernesto Bruce, director of soccer for adidas, "to the relentless energy of those players who are ’The 

Engine’ of their teams." 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 
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To: 

Subje~: 

SoccerROM Admin <admin@soccerrom.com> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 7:00 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SoccerROM News - May 2013 

To keep you informed abom our latest updates, we’re writing with the following news ite~ns. Be sure to read the summaries and check out the links below! 

¯ New Coaching Essay’: "Attaining Offensive and Defensive Game Balance" 

¯ SixNew Exercises Posted 

¯ More new DVDs in the SoccerMall! 

¯ May DVD Giveaway Reminder 

New Coaching Essay: "Attaining Offensive and Defensive Game Balance" 

To ma:dmize their chances of success, teams must strike the right balance between sending enough players forwa:rd to create goal- scoring chances while also leaving 

enough players in reserve to prevent an opponent from scoring on a counterattack. If you get the tactics wrong, then you’ll likely find your goal difi~renrial heading in the 

wrong direction qnicldy! 

This month, we are pleased to once again feature an essay from Dan Minutillo, who is cnrrently Head Boys Soccer Coach at Leland High School in San Jose, 

California. In Attaining Offensive and Defensive Game Balance, Dan describes how the choice of formarion, along with the rise of individual, small-group, and 

large-gronp tactics, can help coaches find the right tactical balance for their teams. The article also outlines four different strategies that teams can use to maintain 
balance in transition regardless of the way they’ line up on the field. 

Six New Exercises Posted 

We have posted six new training exercises in the "Free Features" section of our site. The latest featured exercises (with full descriptions and 3-D illustrations) me: 

Exercise #1: Numbers Up Post Play to Goal 

Exercise #2: Power Diving over Ba~ 

Exercise #3: "Two-Sided Finishing" in Threes 
Exercise #4: ttiNl Ball Tipping over String 

Exercise #5: Relay Races 
Exercise #6: Shuffle and Roll 

More new DVDs in the SoccerMall! 

We have just added some new DVDs from Dave Barrett and Steve McCrath to the SoccerMall! Check out the links below to learn more, and order your copies 

today! 

Techniques and Tactics for Transition Defending 
Competitive Fhfishing Drills in Game Conditions 

Defending to V~in with the 3-5-2 

Training Games for Attacking Play 

You can also purchase these DVDs in sets and save $5 on your purchase! 

Dave Barrett’s Coaching Soccer 2-Pack 

Steve McCrath Soccer 2-Pack 

May DVD Giveaway Reminder 

You still have plenF of time to participate in this month’s DVD Giveaway! SoccerROM is teaming up with Soccer Learning Systems to give away the follomng rifle: 

¯ FC Barcelona Champions League Final 2011 

To be automatically entered into the drawing, simply maJ~e a purchase of $50 or more (excluding shipping and tieight charges) fi~om the SoccerROM SoccerMall by 

the end of May. For full giveaway rules, please see our Contest Rules page. 

Enter today, and take advantage of thi s easy opportunity to win a great video! 

Thanks! 

SoccerROM, LLC 

6929 JFK Blvd #20-261 



North Little Rock, AR 72116 
www.SoceerRO~lI, corn 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.! 

If you do not wish to receive our monthly newsletters, please reply to this note to let us know and your address will be blockedJ?om ctll f!¢ture mailings. If 
this was forwarded m you by a fiqend you ccmjoin our mailing list by w~qting to admin(do~oecerront eom. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 7:29 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Some surprises in KlinsmaJm picks aJ~d omissions; Beckham gol~os 

What They’re Saying 

"Ridiculous. What more can 

I say? We’re the premier 

club in the country, and 

we’re being shuffled off like 

that again, and they’re 

basically saying -- they’re 

telling us the Open Cup’s 

not important when they do 

stuff like that It’s really 

ridiculous, but it’s life. What 

are you going to do?" 

-- LA Galaxy coach Bruce 

Arena on his team having to 

travel to North Carolina to 

face either the Carolina 

RailHawks --whom the 

Galaxy lost to last year -- or 

Carolina Dynamo on May 

29, three days after facing 

the Seattle Sounders at 

home and then going on to 

face the New England 

Revolution, also on the 

road. (The MLS team with 

the worst travel schedule is 

the Sounders, winners in 

2009, 2010 and 2011 and 

runners-up in 2010. A~ter 

play at the Galaxy, they travel 

to Florida to play either the 

Tampa Bay Rowdies or VSI 

Tampa Bay FC and then 

head back to the Home 

Depot Center to face Chivas 

USA (M LSSoccer.com) 

Today’s News - Friday, May 17, 2013              ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Some surprises in Klinsmann picks and omissions 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA M~EN] U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann called up 29 players - 

four will rotate through as the No. 3 keeper 

Cleveland and the upcoming friendlies against Belgium and Germany and World Cup qualifiers 

against Jamaica, Panama and Honduras. There is, as expected, no Landon Donovan on the 

list. There is also no Steve Cherundolo and no Carlos Bocanegra. There were, however, a few 

surprise call-ups. For the complete roster ... - Read the whole story 

Beckham made more things move than just merchandise 
by Samuel Charles 

~qDEO PICK: Golazos] David Robert Joseph Beckham won titles with Manchester United, 

Real Madrid, the LA Galaxy and with Paris St. Germain in his final season. He also made 115 

appearances for England. The 38-year-old Englishman with the platinum right foot left a trail of 

photographers, racy ads, bags of cash and higher ratings wherever he went. - Read the whole 

story 

Behind the Music 
by Christen Press 

[THE PITCH: E;Iog "ll]Chris~en Press has always felt a link between music and soccer but hadn’t 

taken the time to try and connect the dots. A meeting with cousin Clark Gayton - in Stockholm 

on a world tour with Bruce Springsteen - got the U.S. women’s national team star thinking 

about the similarities and differences in great bands in music and great teams in soccer. - Read 

the whole story 

Kljestan goal helps Anderlecht move closer to title 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROA~I Sacha KIjestan, who was called up to the U.S. national team on 

Thursday, celebrated with the first goal in Anderlecht’s 4-2 win at Lokeren that moved it closer to 

clinching its second straight Belgian Jupiler League title. Hercules Gomez’s Santos fell at home 

to Cruz Azul, 3-0, in the first leg of their Torneo Clausura semifinals in Mexico, while Clarence 

Goodson did not dress in Brondby’s 4-0 win over FC Nordsjaelland that moved it out of the 

relegation zone with one game to play in Denmark’s Superliga. - Read the whole story 

Convey is latest Toronto reinforcement 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 12] MLS weekend action begins Saturday afternoon when struggling 

Toronto FC welcomes the Columbus Crew. Toronto FC could have a very different lineup as it has 

brought in three reinforcements this week, following up on the loan signings of Scottish defender 

Steven Caldwell and New Zealand international forward Jeremy Brockie with the acquisition of 

Bobby Convey from Sporting Kansas City. Sunday afternoon’s big game will pit the Eastern 

Conference leading New York Red Bulls against the Los Angeles Galaxy. - Read the whole story 

Sky Blue FC moves into first-place tie with win at Thorns 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REV~qND: Week 71 Sky Blue FC moved into a tie for first place in the NWSL with Portland 

with a 1-0 win over Thorns FC on sub Taylor Lytle’s goal late in the second half before 11,055 

fans in Portland. The Seattle Reign slumped to 0-5-1 with a 4-2 loss at home to the Washington 

Spirit before 1,011 fans at Starfire Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Scorpions still searching for first win 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: Week 71 The San Antonio Scorpions, winners of the 2012 NASL regular- 

season title in their first year in the league, are still winless heading into Saturday’s match 

against Ft. Lauderdale. The Strikers finally got their last win last weekend with a 2=1 victory over 

Minnesota United FC= - Read the whole story 

City islanders host top-of-the-table clash 



by Soccer America 

[USL PRO SCHEDULE: Week 91The Harrisburg City Islanders host Orlando City in a top-of-the- 

table clash Friday night. Second-place Harrisburg is off to one of its hottest starts in team history 

(5-1-0), while Orlando City arrives at Skyline Sports Complex on a three-game winning streak. 

Both teams have benefited from MLS loan agreements. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Success on the field leads to some prominent 
Pre-Academy dubs making a push for the top 
in the latest Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank Update, covering U13-U15 boys. 

 i!!!CNL ON F [RE 
After breaking down the top attackers and 
best team defenses in the ECNL, we’re taking 
a look at the best team attack from the top 
girls club soccer league. 
I~IOI~E: USL W-Leaque Players to Watch 

i IlXll Premier Content ] 

Our offseason positional breakdown of 
Division ] talent continues with a look at the 
best ten men’s midfielders in country. 

DID YOU SEE? 

The world’s favorite soccer 
player/underwear model 
David Beckham announces 
his retirement. 

Five-year-old Alejandro 
Rodriguez stops argument 
between coach and referee. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Saint Louis Soccer Academy 

With more National Titles than any other 
college soccer program in the country, Saint 
Louis University is without a doubt, the 
cornerstone of the college soccer community 
in the United States. 

The historic campus, state of the art 
facilities, and legendary reputation of the 
SLU Soccer program are unrivaled, as are the 
extensive, top class, camps offered through 
the Saint Louis Soccer Academy. 

The Saint Louis Soccer Academy is a unique 
collection of soccer camps designed to 
accommodate the needs of players who want 
to continue to develop their game. Our 



camps provide a great environment to 
promote learning, improvement, and 
enjoyment through the combination of an 
excellent coaching staff, top notch soccer 
facilities, and a one-of-a-kind university 
campus. 

With camps that focus on individuals, full 
teams, youth, and goalkeepers, Saint Louis 
Soccer Academy has something for YOU! 

Click here for more information! 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: High School Top 20 ra~kings; remembering Long Island pioneer 

NSCAA High School Spring Boys Top 20 
by Soccer America 

IRANKINGS] Mclntosh High School of Peachtree City, Ga., remained No. 1 in the NSCAA High School Spring 

Boys Top 20. The Chiefs have advanced to the Georgia AAAAA final against Houston County with a 22-0-0 

record and 20 shutouts. Mclntosh is led by Saloman Lorenzano, the Gatorade Georgia Soccer Player of the 

Year with 23 goals and 28 assists. For the Top 20 rankings ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA Hiclh School Sprin_q Gir!s Top 20 
by Soccer America 

[RANKINGS] St. Dominic of O’Fallon, Mo., is No. 1 in the NSCAA High School Spring Girls Top 20. The Crusader~ won their 

district title with a 5-1 win over St. Charles, which had given up five goals combined all season, to move to 22-0-1 in their bid to 

defend their Missouri Class 2 title. For the Top 20 rankings ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Player of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Jennifer Steadings, a senior goalkeeper from Dorman High School in Roebuck, S.C., has been named the 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Player of the Week. - Read the whole story 

Goldberg got Long island soccer boom going 
by Randy Vogt 

[OBITUARY] When Joe Goldberg and lan McDougall founded the Oceanside United Soccer Club in 1962, orange and blue 

were chosen as the colors of the new club. Not because they are the colors of the New York Mets that started play that year 

but because orange and blue are the colors of Nassau County and Oceanside United was the first youth soccer club in the 

county and indeed in all of Long Island. The founding of the club led to the great youth soccer boom on the island and 

eventually made the Long Island Junior Soccer League (LIJSL) the world’s largest soccer league. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, May 17, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 1:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Red Stars On Break Atter Road Stretch 

RED STARS DROP MOTHER’S DAY MATCH TO 
PORTLAHD 

Goals by Thorns’ Morgan and Long in the first half were too 
much to overcome for the weary Red Stars who had already 
travelled to Boston and New Jersey in the previous 8 days. 

Read the Match Recap 
Watch the Video ttig!~li~hts 
Watch the Full Game Rel?la~ in English or Sl?anish 
Postgame Player InteI~iews by Erin McLeod/Lori 
Chalupm~, Carm Moscato and L~’dia Vandenbergh 

RED STARS RETURH HOME iH JUHE 
The Red Stars are on the road for games in Western New York 
and Portland before returning home on June 9th v Boston 
Breakers and June 13th vs FC Kansas City, 

Purchase Single Game Tickets 
Purchase a 10-Pack of Tickets to be flexed over the 
remaining 8 home games[ 



THE ELLA & CARM SHOW 
We are now through Episode 2 of the popular player-ran video 
show that features interviews conducted by Red Stars forward 
Ella Masar and Ca~mdian defender Ca~rnelina Moscato. The 
most recent edition featured Taryn Hemmings and Lori 
Chalupny, including a contest to guess which song Lori is 
humming. See for yourself: WATCH HERE! 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Kristine Lilly: ’A ball, chaos, oranges -- and fun!’ 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 

Kristine Lilly: ’A ball, chaos, oranges 
Tweet This ~ii~ Share This 

-- and fun!’ 
In the Youth Soccer Insider’s latest edition of its "When They Were Children" series, Kristine Lilly remembers her 

early years of Connecticut youth soccer, which her set on a path to becoming the world record holder for national 

team appearances (352) and winning world championships with the USA. The account is an excerpt from her e- 

book, "Girls Soccer: My Story-- Dream~ Believel Achieve." 

By Kristine Lilly 

It was the late 1970s. I was 6 years old when I started playing soccer. Well I am not sure if what I played could be called 

"soccer." I was out on the field with other boys and girls and there was a ball and chaos. What took place between the lines 

was FUN! 

I remember the color of one of my first teams, light blue; I remember we played on Saturday mornings, players’ dads coached 

our team, we ate oranges at halftime, popsicles after the game and putting on my uniform and loving it. 

I don’t remember how many games we won or lost, or who was a good player or who could kick the ball really far. What I 

remember most is the fun I had and waking up on Saturday mornings excited to go to my soccer game. 

My favorite thing about soccer when I was 6 years old and probably until I was about 16 years old were the oranges at 

halftime. It was as simple as that. I remember trying to eat as many as I could before the game started up again. I have to say 

I never got sick so I guess I ate the perfect amount. So you see it wasn’t the Xs and Os or the technical work or how many 

goals I scored that made me happy, it was the oranges and my teammates. 

I was a young female soccer player and life was simple and fun. But there was one problem: there were no girls soccer teams! 

So I showed up for the boys tryouts and -- since no one said "no" -- I tried out. I ended up being good enough and made the 

team. From 2nd to 8th grade I played with the boys on my hometown travel team, the Wilton Wonders. There was no recruiting 

players, no switching teams, you just played for your town and that was it. We played against neighboring towns so it was 

Wilton vs. the World! 

I loved every second of it. The boys I played with treated me as a sister and friend, which meant I got no free passes or special 

treatment. I earned every ball, assist and goal. If I wanted to play, I had to work hard; if I fell, I had to bounce right back up and 

hold back my tears. That kind of treatment made me feel like I was part of something special, and on one particular occasion I 

knew that I was ... 

Our travel team arrived for a tournament in Niagara Falls, New York. As we prepared for our first game our coach was called 

to an impromptu meeting, where he was told we couldn’t play because there was a girl on our team: Me! 



Instead of sitting me out, my coach and team refused to play. It didn’t matter that I was a girl. I was part of their team. As it 

turned out, that display of team cohesion was my first glimpse of athletic integrity and sportsmanship. 

(Excerpted from "Girls Soccer: My Story-- Dream, Believe, Achieve" by Kristine Lilly, an e-book that includes 74 videos. Lilly, 

who debuted for the USA at age 16 in 1987 and retired in 2010 at age 39, won two World Cups and two Olympic gold medals. 

She won four national championships with the University of North Carolina, and played pro ball in Sweden, the WUSA and 

WPS. An introductory video of the e-book, a collaboration with Coerver Coaching, can be seen HERE.) 

Previous editions of the YouthSoccerlnsider’s "When They Were Children" series: 

Darlinqton Na.qbe, Sean Johnson, Nick Rimando, Luis Silva, Juan A.qudelo 

Michael Bradley 

Chris Wondolowski 

Hope Solo 

Jur.qen Klinsmann 

Mario Balotelli & Philipp Lahm 

Nani & David Silva 

Cristiano Ronaldo & Danny Welbeck 

Bastian Schweinsteiqer, Andres Iniesta & Andriy Shevchenko 

Didier Drogba 

Lionel Messi 

U.S. Women World Cup 2011 (Alex Morgan & Co._) 

Ronaldinho 

Logan Pauset Dav!d Ferre!ra, Fredy Monterot Dwayne De Rosar!oL CJ Sapong, Perry Kitchen~ T!m Ream 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Former U.S. U- 17 Neven Sutx~tic vies tbr Champions League crown 

Monday, May 20, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Former U.S. U-17 Neven Subotic vies for 
Champions League crown 
By Mike Woitalla 

Neven Subotic, who spent part of his childhood in Utah and Florida and played for the USA at the 2005 U- 17 

World Cup, will line up on the backline for Borussia Dortmund in the Champions League final on Saturday. He’s 

the subject of the Youth Soccer Insiders latest edition of "When They Were Children. " 

With war on the horizon, Neven Subotic’s Serbian family fled Bosnia in 1990 when he was 18 months old and 

settled in Schoemberg, a small town in Germany’s Black Forest. As refugees with few options, the family moved into the 

clubhouse attic of a local soccer team that his father joined. 

"We lived there because we had nowhere else to stay at that moment," Subotic told Soccer America back in 2008, two years 

after starting his pro career in Germany. "So with the soccer field right in front of the door, it all started. I was always playing 

with my dad, and I always watched when he played with the team. Whenever I wanted to kick around, I could find someone to 

play with me." 

Neven’s father, Zeljko, had played pro ball in the former Yugoslavia. Neven started playing organized soccer for TSV 

Schwarzenberg at age 7 while spending time on the ball whenever he could. 

"Pickup games were standard there," says Neven. "We played before school, during school, in breaks, and after school. 

"There was a religion class at school, and when it took place a few other students and I had to go to another empty 

classroom, because we were of another religion as the one being taught. And there we would play soccer with a tennis ball 

until the class had finished and we could return to our normal class." 

Neven enjoyed his life in Germany and was disappointed when his parents announced that they would have to leave -- their 

German residence authorization having expired when he was 11 years old. The family opted to move to the USA in 1999. 

The Subotics settled in Salt Lake City, Utah, where a cousin of Zeljko’s lived. Neven had English classes in his German 

school, was especially eager to understand TV shows, and within three months became fluent. 

He was disappointed that the kids in school didn’t play much soccer, but his father bought him a ball and he kicked around on 

a nearby tennis court. Eventually, he played for Sparta Gold and Impact Black youth clubs. 

After a year and a half, the family moved to Bradenton, Fla., so that his sister, Natalija, could attend the Bollettieri Tennis 

Academy at the IMG Academy, which is also home to the U.S. U-17 national team residency program. The Subotics lived 

across the street from the academy and Neven would train on his own and with his father at GT Bray Park. 

That’s where he was spotted by Keith Fulk, then one of the U.S. U-17 assistant coaches. 

"1 saw a tall, lanky, thin kid with a bag of balls," said Fulk. "l was there for a friend’s son, and I saw this kid who had probably 

12 balls, and he was just ripping balls into the goal, over and over. But the thing that impressed and always stuck with me, 

was that when he finished shooting, he started running. He would shoot the balls, then would run two laps around the soccer 

field at a yen/good pace. 

"Then he’d go get the balls and shoot 12 balls with his left foot. Then he’d run two more, then he’d go and do volleys. Then he’d 

run more. And he could strike a ball!" 

Fulk said he first saw him on a Tuesday, then on a Wednesday. And the next week he’d see him on a Thursday - making it 

safe to conclude that this was one dedicated young player. 

Fulk introduced himself to Subotic, who told his story and said that he was about to get his U.S. citizenship. Fulk informed 

John Ellinger, then the U-17 head coach, and they invited Subotic to a tryout. Subotic said he was a forward, but they tried 

him at defensive midfielder and central back - and offered him a spot in the residency camp. 

"Boom, we brought him in," said Fulk. "He lived across the street of the Academy so he remained at home, which meant he 

was a bonus player. His dad actually worked in the school. He cleaned the school. He had three or four jobs. He was a very 

hard-working man and a good person. The rest is history. It’s amazing." 



For the second time in his life, the Subotic family had found a home that furthered their son’s soccer ambitions. 

"At that time, I had not had a club team for about a year or two," says Subotic. "1 was ovePc~helmed after they accepted me. I 

r~member Coach Ellinger telling me that I made iL So then back at the changing rooms I made it official and just screamed it 

out in front of everyone." 

Subotic played 89 minutes in four games at the 2005 U-17 World Cup, where the Americans reached the quarterfinals. He was 

headed to the University of South Florida. But while with the U-17s in the Netherlands, where they played against Ajax 

Amsterdam and PSV Eindhoven, he was approached by player agent Steve Kelly, who asked him if he was interested in 

playing in Eur~)pe. 

Subotic answered in the affirmative and said his preference would be with a club in Germany near his childhood friends. A 

tryout Mainz 05 was arranged and Subotic impressed. 

After two years with Mainz 05, including the 2007-08 season in which Kicker Magazine named him the Second Division’s top 

central defender, he moved, on a $5.5 million transfer, to top-tier Borussia Dortmund, where he’s starred ever since as a 

central defender. 

FIFA regulations allow players switch national teams after the representing a nation at the youth level if they’re eligible for 

another by citizenship. Subotic was courted by Germany, Serbia and Bosnia-Herzegovina - while the USA hoped he’d again 

wear the red, white and blue. 

Germany, likely Subotic’s first choice, was ruled out because he had never been a German citizen and he ultimately picked 

Serbia, for which he played at the 2010 World Cup and has now represented more than 30 times. 

W~th Dortmund, he won Bundesliga titles in 2011 and 2012. On Saturday, if all goes to plan, Subotic, now 24, will be the first 

man who played American youth soccer to take the field in a UEFA Champions League final. 

Previous editions of the Youft~SecceHnsider~ "When They Were Child~en" series: 

Kristine Lilly 

Darlington Nagbe, Sean Johnson, Nick Rimando, Luis Silva, Juan Aqudelo 

Michael Bradley 
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Hope Solo 
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Nani & David Silva 

Cristiano Ronaldo & Danny Welbeck 

Bastian Schweinsteiqer Andres Iniesta & Andriy Shevchenko 

Didier Drogba 

Lionel Messi 

U.S. Women World Cup 2011 (Alex Morgan & Co.) 

Ronaldinho 

Loqan Pause, David Ferreira, Fredv Montero, Dwayne De Rosario, CJ Saponq, Perry Kitchen, Tim Ream 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo,cj. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedbtitz®mait.feedbtitz.com> on behatf of 
US Soccer Prayers Newstetter <newstetter®usnstpa.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 11:45 AM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson®emait.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - May 20, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - May 20, 2013 

Monday’s Soccer TV 
La Liga on belN Sport: Mattorca - Rear Betis at 4pm ET. 

Anderlecht Champions, Spurs to Europa, Santos 
Exits Playoffs 
Whenever anyone criticizes a North American-styte ptayoff system, point them in the direction of Bet~ium. After ten 

ptayoff ~ames, re~utar season top finisher Andertecht are officiatty Bet~ium’s champions. Andertecht won its 32nd 

championship after a 1-1 draw with Zutte-Ware~em in front of a crowd of 26,361 at the Stade Constant Vanden Stock. 

Zutte-Ware~em opened the scorin~ in the 56th minute with Lucas Bi~tia equatizin~ three minutes tater. The referee sent 

off Andertecht’s Cheikhou Kouyate in the 80th minute. Sacha Kljestan started for Andertecht and prayed the futt 90. 

The Premier League season ended on Sunday with Clint Dempsey’s Spurs winnin~ their ~ame but not ~ettin~ the other 

resutt they needed to quatify for the Champions League. Spurs shutout Sundertand 1-0 on an 89th minute Gareth Bate 

~oat, but finished fifth in the Premier League tabte. That quatifies Spurs for the 2013-14 Europa League. Dempsey 

subbed out in the 73rd minute. The referee sent off a Sundertand prayer two minutes tater. 

"We have to continue to raise the bar," Spurs manager Andrew Vittas-Boas totd his ctub’s officiat site. "We’ve ~iven a 

~ood run to Arsenat and Chetsea, teams who pray for the titte. We’re not very far away from them, so tet’s take this 

tesson into the future and make it better next time." Read More 

MLS Week 12: Red Cards and a Missed Goal 
After a tonety Wednesday nisht same, Major Leasue Soccer’s Week 12 resumed on Saturday with Cotumbus shuttin8 out 

Toronto 1-0 at BMO Fietd. Dominic Oduro’s 42nd minute 8oat was the difference. 

"Obviousty we have come out the wron8 end of it," Toronto’s Darren O’Dea said. "Seems tike it’s a tot of 8ames this 

season where we can win 8ames. Pray better than teams but not come out on the risht side of the score tine. We just 

need to keep workin8 and be more ctinica[ on both ends. That’s the story of the season so far." 

At BC Ptace, Vancouver and Porttand finished 2-2. The Whitecaps’ Camito Da Sitva opened the scorin8 in the 24th minute 

with Witt Johnson equatizin8 for Porttand in the 52nd. Gershon Koffie put Vancouver back in front in the 54th minute. 

The referee sent off Porttand’s Mamdou Danso in the 81st minute with Jose Vatencia scorin8 the Timbers’ shorthanded 

equatizer three minutes tater. 



After their midweek disappointment against LA, Philadelphia turned things around at home with a 1-0 shutout of 

Chicago. Jack Mclnerney scored in the 3rd minute. The Fire finished a man down with the referee sending off Welts 

Thompson in the 63rd minute. 

"Phi[[y was able to come out and jump on us pretty early, scoring in the first three minutes of the game," Chicago 

goalkeeper Sean Johnson said. "Obviously when a team scores it’s kind of deflating but you have got to forget about it 

quickly and the best thing about it is there is the rest of the game to play. I thought Phi[[y did a[right tonight and they 

were able to come out with the result. Obviously we were disappointed that we couldn’t get some points here but we 

wit[ get back to work this week." Read More 

The US National Team’s Leftward Lean 
By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (May 20, 2012) US Soccer Players - The United States National Team has tong had 

an odd relationship with its own [eft flank. As with many national teams, the supply of quality left-footed wide players 

has ebbed and flowed over the years. That’s probably an inevitable reality, given that [efties constitute 10 percent or 

tess of the genera[ population. It also poses some knotty questions for coaches. 

The [eft back and midfie[d rotes have been something of a revolving door over the past year or so. The fullback spot, a 
classic bugaboo going back many years, has a solution in Fabian Johnson. Yet the German-based pro’s injury issues have 
necessitated several alternatives, with veteran winger DaMarcus Beas[ey pressed into emergency service for the most 
recent World Cup qualifiers. 

With coach Jurgen K[insmann deploying a range of 4-2-3-1, 4-3-3 and 4-4-2 formations during his tenure, we’ve seen a 
host of different approaches to the [eft side of midfie[d. Brek Shea and Brad Davis have been tried as more traditional 
options, Eddie Johnson and Hercu[ez Gomez - stalkers played out of position - have occupied the spot and freer "[eft 
mid in name only" rotes have been handed to the tikes of C[int Dempsey, Landon Donovan and even Jermaine Jones. 
Obviously, K[insmann has put his tactical shoehorn to work in many of these cases. 

Now he appears to be taking a "throw the kitchen sink at it" mindset with his latest roster, announced on Thursday 

ahead of the USA’s consequential run of five games over the next month. Read More 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV 
No games today. 

Sponsor message 



Sponsor message 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailin.~ archives, here to chan.~e vour preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ Privacv 

Your requested content delivery powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +1.978.776.9498 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

glenn.whitney@ spo~lscoachradio .corn 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:14 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.ed~> 

Interview today at 5:30pm EST 

Coach Dorrance, 
3ust confirming that I’ll call you on 919-962-5491 or 
Best regards, 
Glenn 

today at 5:30pm EST. 

SportsCoachRadio,com 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 2:24 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: B eckham’s Emofi onal Farewell; Fergie’s Final Words 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, May20, 2013 

8eckham’s Emotiona~ Farewe~ 
Telegraph 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

In a weekend of emotional farewells, David Beckham was perhaps the most emotional. As he was 

withdrawn in the 82hal-minute of Paris Saint-Germain’s 3-1 win against Brest, the game stopped to allow the 

Englishman to embrace his teammates on the field, while the crowd assembled at the Parc des Princes gave him a 

standing ovation. Beckham was moved to tears~ 

Fittingly, the former Los Angeles Galaxy midfielder tallied an assist on what was most likely the final game of his 

career, as B~aise Matuidi bundled home a typical Beckham corner for PSG’s second goal. After the game, coach 

Car~o Ancelotti confirmed Beckham would not play in the final game away to Lorient, as the Italian said the Stade 

du Moustoir’s artificial turf would be too unforgiving for a 38-year-old with a previously torn Achilles. 

"Tonight was a nice way to go out, in front of my family and in front of the capacity crowd who were excited because 

we won the league," said Beckham, who was made captain for the game. He added that the emotion of the occasion 

started to catch up with him in the second half: "It started 20 minutes before, the emotion started kicking in; it was 

hard to run, let alone kick a ball... I did feel good (physically) but I know it’s the right time." 

Beckham, who is the only English player to have worm league titles in four countries -- England, Spain, the United 

States and France, said he would spend the next few months relaxing with his family before deciding what to do 

next. Ancelotti, who will likely leave PSG for Real Madrid next season suggested Beckham would be a great coach: 

"Today, he finished as an old player. He will be perhaps a young manager," Ancelotti said. ’Tin proud of having 

coached a great player and professional who gave a beautiful image to the game of soccer. I respect him." 

- Read the whole story... 

Steve Clarke Interprets Ferqie’s Final Words 
Telegraph 

Following his last game in charge of Manchester United, which finished by the astonishing score line of 5-5, and 

after 27 years at the helm and 13 English Premier League titles, among many other trophies, A~ex Ferguson 

spoke just three little words to the media: "emotional, very emotional," was all he would say, as the Great Scot had 

refused to give interviews after the game. 

Instead it was left to his West Brom counterpart Steve Clarke, whose team finished the season a very respectaNe 

eighth, to reveal Ferguson’s post-game, post-career feelings, as Clarke had enjoyed a customary glass of wine with 

the Manchester United coach shortly afterward. "1 think he’s just ready for his retirement to be honest," Clarke said. 

"He said it was a great game, he complimented us on the way we played. For Sir Alex, it’s a great occasion, it’s a 

great finale." 

He added: "He’ll remember that game. I tMnk anybody who was here in the stadium will remember that game for 

years to come. I think that’s a good tribute. I’m not sure Sir Alex would say that it was a fitting way to end. He told me 

it’s the first time that any team he’s been involved with has given away a three-goal lead - and they did it twice in 

one game. That’s something for us to savor." 

Perhaps United striker Robin van Persie, who scored his season-high 26th goal of the campaign during the 5-5 

draw at the Hawthorns, summed up the memorable occasion best: "1 was waiting for some Fergie time, you know, at 

the end. But it didn’t happen. It was good fun for everyone, to score 10 goals, so I think the fans are pleased." 

- Read the whole story... 

Reports: Mourinho Future to be Decided This Week 
ESPN FC 

Reports in Spain suggest that Real Madrid coach Jose Mourinho’s future could be decided this week, instead of 

after the final round of La Liga games on June 1. It’s no secret that this will be the Portuguese tactician’s final 

season at the Bernabeu, but thanks to his antics during Real’s 2-1 Copa del Rey final defeat to Atletico Madrid, 

which saw him sent off by referee Carlos Clos Gomez, he could be banned from ReaFs final two La Liga games. 



If that happens, there would be little incentive to keep Mourinho around the place, especially when a majority of fans 

would like to see him gone, immediately. According to a poll in AS, a whopping 82 percent would like to see 

Mourinho replaced by Madrid B team coach A~berto Tori~ for the final two games of the season. After the final, 

Mourinho suggested that fans deserved to know what is going to happen as soon as possible. 

However, the financial picture is somewhat complicated. The club’s first-choice replacement is Paris Saint-Germain 

coach Carlo Ance~otti, but the Ligue 1 champion doesn’t want to let him go for free, and the Italian has another 

year on his contract. Meanwhile, Real President Florentino Perez wants Chelsea owner Roman Abramovich to 

pay the release clause in Mourinho’s contract so he can go back to Stamford Bridge, but Abramovich doesn’t seem 

to be willing to pay, either. If Perez won’t pay for Ancelotti, ESPN says that outgoing Bayem Munich coach Jupp 

Heynckes could be another option. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Barca Ponders Vilanova Backup Plan 
Marca 

In his first press conference after returning from cancer treatment in the United States, Barcelona coach Tito 

Vi~anova said he felt strong enough to honor his two-year contract. Nevertheless, Marca reports that the Catalan 

club is preparing a ’Plan B’ just in case Vilanova is unable to continue next season. The Barca coach was spotted in 

New York a few days ago for a medical check-up, which won’t be his last as he continues his recovery. 

According to the report, the 44-year-old will soon meet with his doctors to discuss whether he is in good enough 

condition to start a new season. Meanwhile, the La Liga champion, which suffered both domestically and in the 

UEFA Champions League while Vilanova was in New York recovering from treatment, has been sounding out 

possible backups. Marca says the club had contacted Malaga coach Manue~ PeHegrini, but he is rumored to be 

on his way to Manchester City next season. 

- Read the whole story... 

Fiorentina Angry as Mil~r~ Edges UCL Berth 
Football Italia 

There was high-drama in Italy on Sunday as the Serie A season came to a close. In the end, AC Milan escaped with 

third-place and a berth in next season’s UEFA Champions League by the skin of its teeth, as two goals in the last 

six minutes rescued a 2-1 win for the Rossoneri at already-relegated Siena. Fiorentina, which had been in third- 

place for most of the night thanks to its comprehensive 5-1 drubbing of bottom-of-the-table Pescara, was absolutely 

livid after seeing TV replays of some of the decisions in the Milan game, particularly the questionable call that led to 

Milan’s first goal, a penalty converted by Mario 8alotelli in the 84th-minute. 

After the game, Fiorentina director Daniele Prad& was scathing in his criticism of referee Mauro Bergonzi: "They 

were gifted a penalty," he said. "It is an unfair result, but we ought to be happy. It won’t be easy to repeat a season 

like this." Commenting further on the penalty incident, Prad~ suggested foul play: "We are impotent when faced with 

these situations, as there is nothing we can do. We went from euphoria to depression tonight, but I can also say 

that I expected this to happen. The epilogue had already been written." 

Viola defender Gonzalo Rodriguez seemed to agree, writing on his Twitter account: "If I say what I really think, 

then I won’t be allowed to play in Italy anymore." 

However, Fiorentina coach Vincenzo MonteHa cut a much calmer figure: "Do we feel bitter? No, we should be calm 

and proud, as we tried and believed right to the end," he told Sky Sport Italia. "It was a duel that everyone enjoyed, 

so I compliment Milan and [coach] MassimiHano Allegri, who fought back brilliantly. We have no regrets." 

- Read the whole story... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 6:11 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: Beckham is MLS expansion sto~ dujour 

Monday, May 20, 2013 

Beckham is MLS expansion story 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

du jour 
By Paul Kennedy 

Now that David Beckham has ended his playing career, attention has turned to his post-retirement plans. 

Seckham’s plans have become the MLS expansion story du jour. 

What we know is that as part of his agreement with MLS when he signed with the LA Galaxy in 2007, he has the option to 

purchase an MLS expansion team for $25 million. 

A $25 million fee was in the range of what an MLS team went for in 2007, but the value of MLS expansion rights have gone up 

since then so it is a good deal for Seckham. 

The two conditions we know of are: (1) the option is to purchase an expansion team - not an existing team; (2) and it is for 

any market except for New York (where MLS could get $100 million for the new team it hopes to announce in the next month). 

"There have been discussions with his advisers, his management, preliminary discussions," MLS executive vice president of 

communications Dan Courtemanchetold Reuters. 

The market most often mentioned is Miami. 

"It is one of many markets that has been mentioned," Courtemanche added, "so have other markets. At some point in time he 

will exercise that option and we can go through the process of making sure it is the perfect fit for David and Major League 

Soccer but we are not there yeL" 

KC SEER FESTIVAL RETURNS. Sporting Kansas City will hold its second annual Summer Beer Festival, a tribute to craft 

beers and benefit for AIDS Walk Kansas City. The event will take place June 15 5-9 p.m. on Pennsylvania Avenue in front of 

McCoy’s in Westport. 

The event will highlight more than 30 breweries from around the world. Everyone will receive a commemorative Sporting KC 

tasting glass. Tickets are $25 in advance and $30 at the door. 

WARRIOR MOVES INTO SPAIN. Manufacturer Warrior Sports, whose uniform deal with Liverpool is the most expensive in 

England, will move into Spain next season as the official supplier of La Liga’s Sevilla. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 4:25 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Libertadores action on Wednesday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted, TV programming is always subject to change, Check your local listin~Is, Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~Ihout the ~ek,) 

TUESDAY, r~ag 2~ 

No live games 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARCILASO-IND. SANTA FE (live) 6:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores FLUMINESE-OLIMPIA (live) 9 pm, 

ESPN2 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-MINEIRO (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Women’s Champions League WOLFSBURG-LYON (live) 12:30 pro. 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-KAISERSLAUTERN (live) 2:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pro. 

FRIDAY, ~a~ 24 

No live games 

SATURDAY, ~"~ay 25 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (delay) 8 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pro. 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pro. 

MLS DIRECK KiCK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm, 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHICAGO (live) 9 pro. 



MLS COLORADO-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY~ ~’~y 2~ 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-HOUSTON (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO=NICE (live) 3 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pm. 

~4ONDAY, ~’,,~y 27 

TBA 

SPORTSNET 

International Friendly CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, May 2~ 

ESPN2 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

MLS VANCOUVE R-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

glenn.whitney@ spo~lscoachradio .com 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ma~y th~ks 

Anson, 

Many thanks for an excellent interview. I’ll let you know when it’s ready for release. 

Meantime, here’s a link to the recent interview with Daniel Coyle ofthe ,talent Code: 

http://sportscoachradio.com/talent-code-skill-specialist-cyclinq-author- daniel- coyle/ 

And some quotations you might like here: 

http:!istratlead.com/ 

Best regards, 

Glenn 

SportsCoachRadio,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

glenn.whitney@ spo~scoachradio .com 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:19 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Brilliant Orange - The Neurotic Genius of Dutch Football (in ca~ you haven’t read it already) 

http~//ww~~amaz~n~c~m/Bri~~ant~~ranqe-Neur~tic-Genius-F~~tba~~/dp/~7475531~6/ref=sr 1 2?ie=UTF8&qid=1369149401&sr=8- 
2&keywords= brillia nt+ora nq e 

SportsCoachRadio.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <ccommentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:29 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofginally ~nt 5/16/13: A Call tbr More Civility 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commentator and 
the i:osnder and presiden[ of Ux,~ nonprofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

We encourage you to browse and post comments 
WhatWillMatter.com, Yea may aiao send [eedbm’:k 
directly to ~vtid~a~,d at mJchaeljosephson@iiethics.org, 

~ Get the weekly e-ne~sletterJ 

[~)i 
Get the podcast in iT ..... J 

~)i Getthe iPh ..... Android app 

Ethics= Easier Said Than 
Done 
As a futi--time e[t~icist ..... can 

such a thing’? - I sg~,~nd let:; 

abost dgh[ and wrong, One 

the K~at ana~ys~% 

done, For one thh~g, Ws not 
a~ways easy know~ng what’s 

Listen or read more 

Avoiding Temptations 
When my daaK~hte.." Samara 
was four she pointed to a 
delicate g~ass vase and 

asked, "What’s U~st7" "’It’s 
very special," ~ answered, 
"it was my mother’s, [ wou~d 
rea~y fee~ bad ~f ~t ever got 
broken, so p~ease be c~refs~ 
to neveu neve~ to~ch ~t/’ 
Listen or read more 

I Didn’t Want the Janitor 
to Lose His Job 
The primary responsibiiity for 
instilling good values and 

buildi:!9.’ character is with 
parents. This doesn’t mean, 

coaci:es don’t have a 
criticaily imago:rant !’oie, The 

Check eel F’..’ichael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 
insightfui and 

motivational (and 
printable!) quotes we 
posted tMs week. 

Quote a~sd Poste~x 
"~t~s better to be 

U~an to be ieved for 
somethino you are 
not." --£ndre G~de 
See and comment 

"if you don? like the 
road you’re on, start 
pavino a new en~,~,’’ - 
Doily Patton 
See and comment 

Nich,~eFs: letter from 

Bogota /,~s’t wee/<, 

Letter From Boqota: 
What Do You Think 
About CHARACTER 
COUNTS! in Colombia?: 
"Kee~ it up since you 

can! Be U’,e evan~elist 
no matter wher~,t the 
colt takes you," 

Find and foltew klici’,ael,., 

Heip keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute $100 or 

Sighted p:ii=t of 
H:.ch~lei% ciessic 

I ii.~.ii Character educati .... terials ] 

books and CDs support cha:acter 

education in scheoia. Shop here 

Get a paper copy >> 

education’-@ Visit our Character 
Educator Blog0 Re~:~,~ntly ~xx~ted 

Free Worldwide CHARACTER COUNTS! 
Week Resources Now Available 

Go to bloq >> 
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World Cup Watch: Hexagonal Countdown: Reggae Boyz off to the Bahamas 

Hexagonal Countdown: Reggae Boyz off to the 
Bahamas 
By Paul Kennedy Tuesday, May 21, 2013 

With its World Cup 2014 qualifying on the line when it hosts Mexico and the USA three days apart, last-place 

Jamaica is in the Bahamas for a 12-day camp. 

Among the players the Reggae Boyz have recalled are Barren Mattocks of the Vancouver Whitecaps and 

University of Connecticut goalie Andre Blake. They will play Tottenham on Thursday and the Bahamas national team on May 

31. 

The Portland Timbers pair of Donovan Ricketts and Ryan Johnson are the only other MLS players in the squad. 

Jamaica Roster: 

Goalkeepers: Donovan Ricketts (Portland Timbers), Dwayne Miller (Syrianska/SWE), Andre Blake (Univ. of Connecticut), 

Richard McCallum (Waterhouse). 

Defenders: Alvas Powell (Portmore United), Adrian Mariappa (Reading/ENG), Demar Phillips (Aalesunds FK/NOR), Xavian 

Virgo (Harbour View), O’Brian Woodbine (VPS/FIN), Montrose Phinn (Harbour View). 

Midfielders: Jobi McAnuff (Reading/ENG), Jermaine Johnson (Sheffield Wednesday/ENG), Rudolph Austin (Leeds 

United/ENG) Marvin Elliot (Bristol City/ENG), Jermaine Hue (Harbour View), Keammar Daley (Tivoli Gardens), Damian 

Williams (Nybergsund/NOR), Evan Taylor (Harbour View). 

Forwards: Garath McCleary (Reading/ENG), Theo Robinson (Derby County/ENG), Ryan Johnson (Portland Timbers), Dane 

Richards (Burnley/ENG), Jermaine Beckford (Huddersfield Town/ENG), Jermie Lynch (Harbour View), Darren Mattocks 

(Vancouver Whitecaps), Daniel Gordon (Karlsruhe/GER). 

Honduras, which will face the USA June 18 in Sandy, Utah, recalled five MLS players plus former D.C. United standout Andy 

Najar, who moved to Anderlecht in January. Only nine of the 27 players in the squad were at the first day of training on 

Monday in Tegucigalpa. 

The Catrachos, who called in eight European-based players, will play one friendly -- against Israel June 2 at Citi Field, home of 

the baseball Mets, in Queens, N.Y. -- before the series of three qualifiers. 

Honduras Roster: 

Goalkeepers: Noel Valladares (Olimpia), Donis Escober (Olimpia), Kevin Hernandez (Real Espana), Jose Mendoza 

(Marathon). 

Defenders: Arnold Peralta (Vida), Brayan Beckeles (Olimpia), Juan Carlos Garcia (Olimpia), Victor Bernardez (San Jose 

Earthquakes), Osman Chavez (Wisla Krakow/POL), Juan Pablo Montes (Motagua), Emilio Izaguirre (Celtic/SCO), Jose 

Velasquez (Victoria), Orlin Peralta (Vida). 



Midfielders: Roger Espinoza (Wigan/ENG), Luis Garrido (Red Star/SER), Jorge Claros (Hibernian/SCO), Mario Martinez 

(Seattle Sounders), Wilson Palacios (Stoke City/ENG), Oscar Boniek Garcia (Houston Dynamo), Marvin Chavez (San Jose 

Earthquakes), Andy Najar (Anderlecht/BEL). 

Forwards: Jerry Bengtson (New England Revolution), Carlo Costly (Veria/GRE), Jerry Palacios (Alajuelense/CRC), Roger 

Rojas (Olimpia), Rony Martinez (Real Sociedad), Diego Reyes (Real Sociedad). 

The surprise of the Hexagonal so far with two ties and a win, Panama opened training camp for its three qualifiers May 13 in 

Panama City with 11 players -- 10 domestic-based players and Luis Tejada of Mexican club Toluca. 

The rest of the team -- which included MLS players Bias Perez (FC Dallas) and Marcos Sanchez (D.C. United -- must report 

no later than June 2 ahead of the three qualifiers, including a match against the USA June 11 in Seattle. 

Three players -- Gabriel Torres, Amilcar Henriquez and Rolando Blackburn -- return to the team after missing the March 

qualifiers. 

Panama Roster: 

Goalkeepers: Luis Mejia (Fenix/URU), Kevin Melgar (Alianza), Alex Rodriquez (Sporting), Jaime Penedo (Municipal/GUA). 

Defenders: Felipe Baloy (Santos/MEX), Leonel Parris (Tauro), Roman Torres (Millonarios/COL), Carlos Rodriguez (Chepo), 

Luis Henriquez (Lech Poznan/POL), Jean Carlos Cedeno (Alianza), Harold Cummings (Arabe Unido), Roberto Chen (San 

Francisco), Roderick Miller (San Francisco). 

Midfielders: Nelson Barahona (Itagui/COL), Anibal Godoy (Chepo), Jairo Jimenez (Chorrillo), Marcos Sanchez (D.C. United), 

Alberto Quintero (Chorrillo), Juan de Dios Perez (Tauro), Armando Cooper (Godoy Cruz/ARG), Gabriel Gomez (Atletico 

Junior/COL), Rolando Escobar (Dep. AnzoateguiNEN), Amilcar Henriquez (Inde. Medellin/COL), 

Forwards: Luis Tejada (Toluca/MEX), Bias Perez (FC Dallas), (Tauro), Edwin Aguilar (Tauro), Rolando Blackburn 

(Senica/SLK), Gabriel Torres (Zamora/VEN). 
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Soccer America Confidential: MLS says yes to Yankees, no to Cosmos 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013                                                 ~ Tweet This ~ ShareThie 

MLS says yes to Yankees, no to Cosmos 
By Ridge Mahoney 

So, we can finally toss this absurd notion of the Cosmos joining MLS out the window. Hooray! 

Through a unique partnership with teams from two different sports, Manchester City and the New York Yankees, MLS has 

forged an alliance by which an expansion team, New York City FC, joins MLS. Included in the joint venture is a stadium 

project that has yet to be finalized, but along with the announcement came confirmation the team will start its MLS existence 

in 2015 whether or not that project is completed. 

New York City FC will play MLS games somewhere early in 2015. That’s less than two years away, which is a shorter time 

span than it’s taken the Cosmos to play a real game since its ballyhooed launch in 2010. First envisioned as a touring all-star 

team, and brazen enough to sign the likes of Cobi Jones and Pele and Shep Messing and Eric Cantona as ambassadors, 

the Cosmos were soon linked to MLS though league officials steadfastly remained noncommittal. 

It took a while but the Cosmos bandwagon gradually lost momentum. That’s what happens when there are no staff members 

to sell tickets, or players to excite the fans, or games for them to watch. The Cosmos designed and advertised uniforms and 

golf shirts without ever putting an actual player into them. 

A1ler a re-organization and departure of several executives, the Cosmos got down to the business of being a soccer team 

instead of a marketing phantom. Former MetroStar Giovanni Savarese is the head coach, ex-Red Bulls managing director 

Eric Stover is the chief operations officer, and the Cosmos will start play in the current NASL this summer. 

As confirmed in a teleconference call with media members Tuesday, MLS has taken a radically different path. League 

commissioner Don Garber, Manchester City CEO Ferran $oriano, and Yankees president Randy Levine outlined 

ambitious plans for a joint venture that includes a stadium project as well as the 20th MLS team. The Cosmos were not 

mentioned. 

Yet as recently as last year’s MLS Cup, there were references in news stories about the Cosmos joining MLS as its 20th 

team. Many such mentions came from the English press, dispatched to cover the David Beckham angle if nothing else. One 

representative went so far as to ask a question couched along the lines of "David Beckham’s league." 

If perception is reality, misconceptions can seem pretty real as well. Fans and journalists seemed incapable of letting the 

Cosmos go, to acknowledge there wasn’t any real substance behind the grandiose plans and glittering names attached to the 

modern iteration. MLS has its shortcomings and erred many times, but never did it tilt in the Cosmos direction as a viable New 

York option even as the months and years dragged by since Garber’s initial confirmation of the league’s determination to place 

a team in the city proper. 

A week or so after Beckham helped the Galaxy win its second consecutive MLS Cup, reports surfaced in England that 

Manchester City owner Mansour bin Zayed AI Nahyan had been in contact with league officials regarding a New York MLS 

franchise. A month later, in January, came word that MLS had registered several domain names along the variations of New 

York City FC. Not until Tuesday, though, did a segment of the soccer universe finally accept an MLS without the Cosmos. 

On Tuesday’s conference call, naturally, a question came regarding Beckham’s involvement with the New York team. Though 

he has an agreement with MLS to buy in at a reduced price of $25 million, he cannot buy into a New York team at that price. 

Soriano stated adamantly there’s been no contact with Beckham regarding this venture. (With the man who brought Beckham 

to MLS, Tim Leiweke, set up in Toronto, that might make sense.) 

Misconceptions, like old habits, die hard. The Cosmos were glamorous and unique and absolutely of a bygone era. MLS isn’t 

nearly as sexy, but like a devoted partner long on commitment, it’s ideal for the long haul. 
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Wednesday, May 22, 2013 

Why MLS made a French Connection 
Tweet This i~i;l Share This 

By Mike Woitalla 

The USA has long made a habit of looking abroad for formulas to successful soccer. But which nations are really 
worth emulating? 

Brazil and Argentina are the most impressive perennial producers of soccer talent. Italy’s not too shabby. Spain is 

for good reason the main focus right now. Playing wonderful soccer, it won the last World Cup and is two-time 

defending European Champion. Spain is home to the world’s best club team of the last half-decade, Barcelona, whose tiny trio 

of Lionel Messi, Andres Iniesta and Xavi were in 2010 declared the world’s top three players. Sending a powerful message 

to American coaches about valuing skill over size and athleticism. 

Germany now provides an intriguing model because its revamp of youth player development a decade ago, which coincided 

with an embrace of its immigrant player pool, has produced the most entertaining German soccer in its history (besides 

perhaps its 1972 European Championship squad). 

The Dutch continue to be a favorite because: The brilliant Johan Cruyff-led 1970s teams inspired a generation of American 

coaches; such a small country produces so many world-class players; and the Dutch coaching gurus speak such excellent 

English. 

Speaking of speaking English, the English have had by far the most influence on the U.S. game. But England hasn’t won a 

major title since it hosted the 1966 World Cup; the top EPL teams have few English players and opt for non-English coaches; 

and while we may share a language, U.S. demographics match many successful soccer countries much more closely than 

England’s. 

There has finally been a bit of attention paid to Mexico, which besides winning the Olympic (U-23) gold medal and two recent 

U-17 World Cups, is discovering players on our side of the border we somehow didn’t realize we had. 

In February, MLS announced an ambitious coaching education partnership for its youth academy coaches with the French 

soccer federation (FFF). A youth academy coach from each of MLS’s 19 clubs will undergo 320 hours of FFF field and 

classroom instruction. 

France’s 1998 World Cup and 2000 Euro titles, and the success of French players abroad, were attributed in large part to its 

youth development program, a collaboration of the FFF, the French government and French clubs, headquartered in 

Clairefontaine. 



We spoke with Tim Bezbatchenko, MLS’s Senior Director of Player Relations and Competition, about MLS’s French 

partnership ... 

SOCCER AMERICA: What was the impetus for the partnership? 

TIM BEZBATCHENKO: Over the past two years, we did a strategic overview on the league that created a vision: To be 

among the best leagues in the world by 2022. Each department stepped back and decided to look at how we’re going to 

achieve that vision and created goals. 

Our department, Player Competition, created five specific goals. One of those goals is to be a world leader in youth player 

development. 

For our players to reach the highest level, we need to be a leader in youth development. We don’t think we can achieve our 

vision unless we do that. 

SA: So why the French? 

TIM BEZBATCHENKO: What does it mean to be a world leader in player development? Obviously, you need to have 

educational resources to take a player from rec soccer to a world-class level. We looked around the world, and the French 

federation has been one of the most successful in developing the young players, as evidenced by the number of their players 

playing around the world as well as the reputation. Right now, everybody is looking at Germany as a model, but the Germans 

actually, a decade or so ago, looked at the Clairefontaine model. 

SA: What are the components of the partnership? 

TIM BEZBATCHENKO: There are three main components. 

The first is the classroom instruction and fieldwork at Clairefontaine. 

The second is visiting foreign clubs. We realize we’re learning from the French, but we also want to see how they do it in other 

places in Europe and around the world. The visits are to Paris St. Germain, Lyon, Real Madrid, Athletic Bilbao and VfB 

Stuttgart. 

The third component is integrating this methodology and pedagogy that’s learned in Clairefontaine in our academies. 

SA: American soccer has a very long history of studying the methods in other countries and an expansive coaching 
education network. Is there still really something out there to enlighten us? 

TIM BEZBATCHENKO: Right, they go over and might say, "A lot of this is similar." Dave Chesler [U.S. Soccer’s Director of 

Coaching Education, who’s taking part in the program] will say it’s not dramatically different. 

But in some ways it is, in important ways, and that’s the way they look at their role as an educator. They use the word 

pedagogy - the art and science of teaching. I’m not saying people in the United States don’t view it this way, but they [French] 

truly see it as an art form. Not just the science of you can trap and strike a ball this way, you need to make runs, checking back 

They look at it as an art form of teaching the individual. So one player might be a visual learner and another needs to be 

practically doing things. You have to take that in account when educating a player. Not just use a directive approach. 

You look at the player and judge, how does he learn? And you go from there. 

That’s not to say we don’t do that in U.S. soccer, but I think it’s stressed more there. It is a different style. 

The soft skills are important. How to motivate. How to allow a player and encourage a player to reach his full potential. 



Further Reading: Soccer America spoke with Roger Lemerre about French coaching and player development after he guided 

France to the Euro 2000 title. Read the article HERE. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bay United/Bay Oaks in Oakland, Cafif. 

He is the co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper. Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at 

Youth S occerFun, com.) 
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Section 1: New York City FC tirst hire an obvious fit: Claudio Reyna 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s like Harry Potter -- but 

it’s about soccer. There’s no 

Harry Potter flying on his 

stick --just soccer." 

-- Borussia Dortmund coach 

duergen Klopp describes 

the latest book written by 

wife, Ulla Klopp: "Tom and 

the Magic Soccer Ball in 

Africa," the sequel to "Tom 

and the Magic Soccer 

Ball." (The Guardian) 

Today’s NeWS ~ Thursday, May 23, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

NYCFC’s first hire is an obvious choice 
by Paul Kennedy 

~ 
[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The first hire by New York City FC was a no-brainer. Former U.S. 

national team captain and U=S. Soccer youth technical director Claudio Reyna, who 

was named director of football on Wednesday, played for Manchester City, the expansion club’s 

majority owner. - Read the whole story 

History is not on new expansion team’s side 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] You don’t think of Manchester City or the New York Yankees when the term 

"expansion team" pops up. They won’t want to field just other team when New York City FC 

begins play in 2015. They’ll want to win in Year 1, which is contrary to what usually happens to 

an expansion team. The history of MLS expansion teams isn’t pathetic, but it’s pretty bad. - 

Read the whole story 

League increases suspension, fines Boswell 
by Ridge IVlahoney 

[MLS DISCIPLINE] A vicious head-butt to New England forward Dimitry Imbongo has prompted 

the MLS Disciplinary Committee to suspend Houston defender Bobby Boswell an additional 

game and fine him an unspecified amount. - Read the whole story 

Mixed success for Yanks in Enqland 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROADJ England remains the desired destination for Americans seeking to play 

abroad. Unlike Germany, where most of the Americans are German-born and -bred, or Mexico, 

were most of the Americans arrived as teens and developed through the Mexican club system, 

almost all the Americans in the Premier League were established pros in MLS when they moved 

to England. Several players used strong seasons in England to assert themselves on the U.S. 

national team (Geoff Cameron and Brad Guzan) or resurrect their careers (Stuart Holden). 

Every American didn’t prosper in England, however. - Read the whole story 

Rapinoe’s Lyon close to completing near-perfect season 
by Paul Kennedy 

[UEFA WOMEN’o CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Americans will be represented in both Champions 

Leagues being played this week in London. Former U.S. U-17 Nevin Suboti¢ is expected to start 

for Borussia Dortmund against Bayern Munich in the Champions League final on Saturday at 

Wembley (TV: Fox Sports, 2:30 pm ET), while Megan Rapinoe should start for Lyon in its bid 

for its third straight Women’s Champions League title against Wolfsburg Thursday at Chelsea’s 

Stanford Bridge (TV: GolTV, 12:30 pm ET}. - Read the whole story 

Bundesliga boss launches blisterinq attack on Qatar 
by Paul Kennedy 

[WORLD CUP 2022] Criticism of FIFA’s decision to hold the 2022 World Cup in Qatar heated up 

as German Christian Seifert, the chief executive of the Bundesliga, used a media event in 

London on the eve of the alI-Bundesliga UEFA Champions League final to launch a blistering 

attack on Qatar 2022, saying it was "hard, if not impossible" to play the tournament in the 

summer. - Read the whole story 

Parma pulls off picture perfect free kick in Serie A finale 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Gelazo] Parma’s clockwork implementation of an ingenious and devastating free 

kick routine generated a gorgeous opening goal in its final game of the season, a 3-1 win at 

Palermo Sunday. - Read the whole story 
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~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Schweinsteiger: 8a~fern Healthier and Better Than Last Year 
The Sun                                                                                                   ~ 

Bayern Munich is keen to shed the losers’ tag it carries into Saturday’s UEFA Champions League final, 

captain Bastian Schweinsteiger told reports on Wednesday. Though the Bundesliga champion heads into 

Europe’s biggest club game on the back of a devastating run of form, the Bavarian club remembers only too well 

that it lost its last two Champions League finals, to Jose Noudnho’s Inter Milan in 2010 and Roberto Di Natteo’s 

Chelsea last year. 

Schweinsteiger insists that things are different this year. "If you compare it to the other two finals all players are 

available and can play," the 28-year-old said. "We have a better squad than last season and you can see that. We 

never had a season like this in the Bundesliga. The way we played in all three competitions so far proves it." 

That being said, Borussia Dortmund, Bayern’s opponent in the final, has generally had the better of the Bavarian 

club over the past three seasons. In fact, Bayern’s only win against Jurgen KIopp’s men was a 1-0 victory in the 

German Cup earlier this season. The clubs drew twice in the Bundesliga this season while Dortmund, last year’s 

German champion, won all four of the Bundesliga games in the previous two seasons. Dortmund also famously 

thrashed Bayern 5-2 in last season’s German Cup final. 

Nevertheless, Schweinsteiger maintains that his team is the favorite. The German international also believes that 

Dortmund will struggle without injured playmaker Mario Gotze. "If a player like Gotze is missing, that could weaken 

the team," he said. "We have to concentrate on our game. If we live up to our potential, it is very difficult to beat us." 

- Read the whole story... 

Vieira: NYCFC and Man City to Share P~ayer Development 
Reuters 

When New York City FC finally takes the field as M LS’s 20th team in 2015, it will display a similar playing style to 

parent club Manchester City, according to the English Premier League giant’s U-21 coach, Patrick Vieira. "The 

style of the game will be the same between New York City and Manchester City," the former France international 

and World Cup winner said. "We will share the same philosophy, we will share the same way of developing young 

talent, and I think that is why it will be really exciting." 

As co-owners City and the New York Yankees mentioned during the NYCFC’s unveiling, loaning players between 

the teams will likely take place. The key figure in the relationship between the NYCFC and Man City will be former 

City and Uc>A midfielder Claudio Reyna, who was named the new club’s director of football on Wednesday. 

"We have a lot of challenges, but I believe we have the right people to get the right answer," Vieira said. "Like I said 

before, I believe Claudio is one of the best American football players of all-time and we’re really lucky because he 

knows MLS, he knows the Premier League, and he knows international footbaE" 

- Read the whole story... 

UEFA to Give UCL Spot to Europa Winner 
Guardian 

A new UEFA ruling will see the winner of its Europa League given an automatic berth in the Champions League for 

the following season. The new ruling will take effect from the 2014-15 season; a formal announcement of the 

change is expected Friday. 

Soccer’s European governing body is also considering whether to award a fifth Champions League place to clubs in 

the big European leagues in addition to expanding the number of Europa League places on offer. 

UEFA also confirmed that any player or official disciplined for racism would receive a minimum 10-game ban. Last 

week, the English FA said it would impose a minimum five-game ban on players and officials found guilty of racism. 

Racism inside stadiums would result in a partial closure for a first offense followed by a full stadium closure for 

repeat offenders. 



Also, the minimum ban for players and coaches insulting referees has been increased from two to three games; the 

minimum ban for assault has been increased from 10 to 15 games. UEFA has also removed the statute of 

limitations for investigating game-fixing cases, in addition to unveiling new anti-doping measures. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Reports: Mourinho, Ance~otti to Move Once La Liga Ends 
Daily Star 

According to reports in Spain and England, Real Madrid will unveil Carlo Ancelotti either on the last day of the La 

Liga season on June 2 or the day after, while Jose Mourinho will fly to London immediately after Real’s final home 

game against Osasuna on the 2nd to sign a four-year deal at Chelsea worth close to $380,000 per week, which is 

three times what he was paid when he first joined the club in 2004. 

Real President FIorentino Perez’s intention is to present Ancelotti as Real’s new coach alongside Zinedine 

Zidane, who will become part of the Italian’s backroom staff, Marca says. However, whereas Mourinho has been 

allowed to leave Madrid for free, it is still unclear whether Real will have to pay Paris Saint-Germain, Ancelotti’s 

current club, to release him from his current contract, which still has one year left. 

In any event, Chelsea owner Roman Abramovich is prepared to commit close to $75 million for the second coming 

of "The Special One" at Stamford Bridge, the Daily Star reports. Accompanying Mourinho will be fitness coach Rui 

Faria and goalkeeping coach Silvino Louro. Contrary to other reports, the Starsays there is no prospect of 

Cristiano Rona~do joining Mourinho at Chelsea as the two have fallen out. 

- Read the whole story... 

F~orent l~alouda: Chelsea’s Costly Scapegoat 
Daily Mail 

FIorent Malouda will pocket just over $6 million this year without having kicked a ball in any competitions this 

season. The Chelsea winger, who will continue to earn $120,000 per week until his contract expires on June 30th, 

was banished from the first-team last summer for criticizing former coach Roberto Di Matteo’s training methods 

and then refusing to apologize. According to the Daily Marl, his locker was cleared and his parking space was given 

to another player, as the Frenchman was sent to train with Chelsea’s youth academy for the remainder of his 

contract. 

As the report points out, Malouda’s situation is similar to that of former Blues defender Winston Bogarde, who in 

2004 was ordered to train with the youth team for entire season after refusing to leave the club. It’s now been 

exactly a year since Malouda last played for the Blues, coming on as a 73rd-minute substitute against Bayem 

Munich in the UEFA Champions League final. 

Meanwhile, despite costing the club more than $6 million, Chelsea’s board maintains that it made the right decision. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer America Confidential: The All-Recycled MLS Best XI 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 

The All-Recycled MLS Best XI 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

The multitude of player-acquisition methods available to MLS teams sometimes shrouds the fact that many are 

strengthened not by importing players but by grabbing them off opposing rosters. 

Trades, waivers, and the Re-Entry Draft allow teams to get players from within the league. While not all the players mentioned 

here are starters, they have contributed significantly with their new teams. 

Since going to Columbus from Chicago, Dominic Oduro is the Crew’s leading scorer, and Will Johnson is the Timbers’ top 

scorer since arriving from Real Salt Lake. Two of Johnson’s former teammates at RSL, Jamison Olave and Fabian 

Espindola, are fueling the Red Bulls’ recent push. 

Using recycled players adds league experience to the roster and often proves to be economically viable. 

A season about one-third complete is a small database yet a few offseason moves are already proving to be valuable. He are 

the top performers acquired from other MLS teams. 

GOALKEEPER 

Joe Bendik Toronto FC (Portland). 
TFC’s defensive woes continue, which shows up in his stats - 1-6-4 record, 1 ~45 goals-allowed average - yet he’s seldom to 

blame when things go bad in the back. He’s done mot~ than his shm~ while often under siege. 

DEFENDERS 

Michael Harrington Portland (Sporting Kansas City). 

The Timbers are staying in games and grinding out ties by solid play in the back, and Harrington’s work on the left side is 

helping quell opponents. He’s played all but 11 minutes this season. 

Jamison Olave New York (Real Salt Lake). 
A strong game by Olave against the Galaxy last weekend bodes well for the Red Bulls, who could be serious title contenders 

with Olave anchoring a back line in support of an attack that includes his former RSL teammate Fabian Espindola. 

Ike Opara Sporting Kansas City (San Jose). 

A broken foot in his rookie season (2010) set him back and he never re-established himself in the Quakes lineup; he’s started 

and finished five games for SKC and figures to see regular time when Matt Besler joins the USA squad. 

MIDFIELDERS 

Will Johnson Portland (Real Salt Lake). He’s the captain, he anchors the midfield, he takes set pieces, he sprays the ball 

around the field, and he really ticks off the opposition. So far he’s the key ingredient in the Timbers’ trsnsformation under 

Caleb Porter. 

Jeff Larentowicz Chicago (Colorado). 

The Fire’s makeover isn’t going so well but at least the presence of Larentowicz gives head coach Frank KIopas a reliable 

pillar in midfield. Other elements are needed to maximize Larentowicz’s organizational and leadership abilities. 

Eric Alexander New York (Portland). 

The only Red Bull to play every game this season, he and ex-RSL man Johnny Steele have toughened up the midfield while 

not restricting the offensive flow of stylists like Juninho. For Alexander, the third MLS club (he started with Dallas) might be the 

charm. 

Dominic Oduro Columbus (Chicago). 

He’s played right mid as well as up top; more importantly, he’s the Crew’s top scorer with five goals. His speed complements 

the guile of Federico Higuain and Jairo Arrieta very well. 

FORWARDS 

Kenny Cooper FC Dallas (New York). 

With hefty teammates Bias Perez and Eric Hassli playing the big-forward role, Cooper has scored three goals while prowling 

the fringes of the penalty area and timing his runs. Being back home seems to work for him. 

Sebastien Le Toux Philadelphia (New York). 



He hasn’t lit it up since returning to Philly, where he played in its 2010 expansion season, yet he leads the team with four 

assists and like many of his teammates is figuring out the system decreed by Coach John Hackworth. 

Edson Buddle, Colorado (Los Angeles). 

Two goals in five games is encouragement enough that the slowly healing Rapids have found a focal point for their myriad 

attackers. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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What is Coach- ability? 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

Summer is rapidly approaching and it’s a time for some RaR, but 
it’s also an opportunity to enhance your coaching repertoire. 

i Ni~J ~B~i~Bi6 ~ro~ One fun way to not only learn but have some fun is to participate 
in the NSCAA’s Coaching Education Weekend, June 14-16. 
This weekend-long commemoration is meant to draw national 

~ Ooll~ S~i#~ attention to the impoRance of geRing educated and recognize 
;~a~ ~a~ia A~a coaches for paRicipating around the count. There are already 17 

courses for candidates to choose from to be a pa~ of the national 
holiday weekend. 

l+1 Learn more about Coaching Education Weekend 

i~fo~i~ ~i~i~ 
Also, registration for the Summer Coaching Academies is now 

~ick~inks~ 
Desgned for coacheswth a more advanced eve ofexperence 
in the game, the NattonaL Advanced Nattonal and Premier 
d p oma courses that compr se the Coaching Academies are 
offered in several formats. 

The National and Advanced National are offered in week-long 
residential format or in a two-weekend, non-residential format. 
The Premier and Advanced National Goalkeeping courses are 
offered in a week-long format. 

ister for a Coaching Academy course 

iiiii~iicomp~te~ii~i~obileiiiiiiiiiiiiii [+] Watch this chat’s recording 

the NSCAA periodically hosts live video chats on a variety of 
Oen~NtioOlooki#~to soccer coaching topics. For a schedule of upcoming video chats 
ta~ their careers to th~ or to view recordings of previous ones, visit NSCAA.com/live. 



a mentor in the profession? 

The NSCAA is launching a pilot mentorship program for 
interested members. For information or to apply, contact Monique 

nscaa.com. 

Coach-ability. Regardless of the sport, coaches at an ’level look 
in athletes. But if you’re asked i 

how do you do it? 

Th~NSCA~II~ 
cetebratit~i’C~in~ Frank Carrozza, head women’s coach at 
Ed~tio~Weeke~iiiii King’s College (Pa.), uploaded his a~icle into 
~e.~ke~#~ the Online Resource Libra,, "Coach-abili~-- 
~is~ttodra~ ~at is it and do I have it?" defining "coach- 
~#e~t~ntoth~ ability" and also discusses the coach’s and 

~m~o~~n~ player’s role in the term. 

You can reaG uarrozza’s aE c e nere or v s [ [ne un ne 
Resource Dbra~ to download ~t and wew hundreds of other 
a~ilces and videos. 

Other talent development a~icles available in the Resource 
Libra~ include: 

Identifying Potential- Developing Talent - Building 
Successful Teams the Meulensteen Way 
The Inexact Science of Talent Development By April 
Heinrichs 
Cultivating Talent by Horst Wein 

Registration is now open for the 2013-14 NSCAA College 
ii~ ii ~irniiisti iii Services Program through August 1,2013~ 

P~’~i~" ..... 
Your program s partlc~pabon in the College Services Program 
allows the NSCAA to express our commitment to the suppo~ and 

~wi~ promotion of college soccer throughout the year. 

Benefits of the College Sewices Program include: 

¯ NEW! Weekly online NSCAA college highlight and review 
show featuring all levels, and additional promotion of the 
college game 

¯ NEW! Discounted individual NSCAA memberships when 
combined with College Sewices registration (at the NAIA, 
NCCAA and two-year college levels) 

¯ NSCAA national and regional rankings, and awards 
programs 

¯ NSCAA Scoreboard and team information hosted by 
TopDrawerSoccer.com 

¯ Liaison with affiliated groups (NCAA, NAIA, NCC~, NJC~, 
NISOA, US Soccer, MLS, NWSL) 

¯ Online College Soccer Almanac 

Registration will be accepted immediately, and must be 
completed by Augu~ 1, to ensure full program pa~ioipation. 

For more information, visit the Colle~e Sewices Pro#ram page at 
NSCAA.oom. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAsthe 2012-13 academicyearhas reached itsconclusion, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic~a~hesare remindedthat now istime to begin submitting 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiThe NSCAATeam AcademicAward is unique in manyways. It 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~ersvaluab~erec~gniti~nan~ promotionalopportunitiesfor 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii players, coaches, teams, schoolsand college soccerand is 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii somethingeveryschoolcanstriveforandachieve. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTeamsachieving a cumulative 3.00 orbettergrade pointaverage 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii forthe pastacademicyearand are current membersofthe 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Teams meeting the qualig/ing criteria may submit nominations by 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~btaining the appropriate signatures, and returningtothe NSCAA 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii2~13 Team AcademicAward- Semesters form 
2013 Team Academic Award - Quarters form 
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The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - May 24, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - May 24, 2013 

Friday’s Soccer TV 
No 8ames today. 

Their Words 

"It wi[[ be a competitive ~ame played at as high a lever as possible because we are professional We wi[[ do 
our job, we finished the season well and we will try to carry on. We want to do our best in these two 
~ames." Chelsea’s Branislav Ivanovic. 

Copa Libertadores: Tijuana 2- Atletico Mineiro 2 
US soccer prayers Edgar Castillo started and Joe Corona subbed on in the 72nd minute as Tijuana 8ave up a rate 

equatizer in the openin8 re8 of their Copa Libertadores quarterfinat series with Attetico Mineiro. Dubier Riascos opened 

the scorin8 for Tijuana in the 32nd minute at Estadio Catiente. Francisco Martinez made it 2-0 in the 53rd. Attetico 

Mineiro putted a 8oat back in the 66th and equatized two minutes into stoppase time. The series conctudes in Brazi[ on 

May 30th. 

Bundesliga Relegation Playoff: Hoffenheim 3 - 
Kaiserslautern 1 
Fabian Johnson’s Hoffenheim carry a two-8oat advantase into the second-re8 of their retesation ptayoff with 

2.Bundestisa dub Kaiserstautern after winnin8 3-1 at home. Roberto Firmino opened the scorin8 for Hoffenheim in the 

1 lth minute, scorin8 asain in the 29th. Kaiserstautern putted a 8oat back in the 58th, but Sven Schipptock added a third 

for Hoffenheim in the 67th minute. The series conctudes on Monday. Danny Williams missed the same as he continues 

to recover from injury. 

Contemplating the ’City Effect’ on Youth 
Development 
By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (May 23, 2012) US Soccer Prayers - On Tuesday mornins, Major Leasue Soccer 

unveited Manchester City FC and the New York Yankees as the owners of the teasue’s newest expansion franchise, New 



York City FC. Almost exactly 24 hours tater, the new dub revealed its first employee, former City midfie[der and US 

National Team icon C[audio Reyna, who has departed his post as US Soccer’s youth technical director in order to take the 

rote of "director of soccer operations" with NYCFC. 

So the arrival of City and their owners’ seemingly endless financial resources on MLS shores has already impacted the US 

Soccer Federation’s development efforts. There might be plenty more where that came from. 

Most of the early commentary and analysis of Tuesday’s news, which MLS commissioner Don Garber catted "a 

transformational development that wilt elevate the league to new heights," has centered on the size, wealth, and 

sprawling ambitions of the parties involved. NYCFC’s ownerlinvestors in Abu Dhabi sit atop an estimated 10 percent of 

global oil reserves, a very small part of the proceeds from which fueled Manchester City’s ongoing $I .5 bit[ion spending 

spree on the acquisition of the world’s elite superstars. 

That take is eminently understandable, but it overlooks the fact that since the club’s acquisition by the Abu Dhabi 

United Group for Development and Investment in 2008, City haven’t just splashed money on high-priced veteran stars. 

City invests copious time and resources in what was already one of the top youth academy systems in England, one that 

has grown more top-flight professional players than any other in the English Premier League. 

Last fat[, City broke ground on a dazzling 80-acre training facility across the street from Etihad Stadium, their home 

ground in east Manchester. Bearing an estimated $150 million - or $314 million, depending on reports - price tag, it 

encompasses a club headquarters building, 17 training fields, a 7,000-seat reserve stadium, educational facilities and a 

residential academy with places for several hundred youth prospects from age 12 up. It’s the leading aspect of a larger 

urban redevelopment project that City hopes wilt draw $150 bit[ion in overall investment. Read More 

Claudio Reyna eager to get started w~th New York City FC - from Goa[.com’s Seth Verte[ney: and that wilt help us in 

terms of our search for players that fit into that playing style," Reyna said. 

Is NYFC a good thing for the MLS? - from CNN’s Patrick Snell: but what about the rest of the country? 

Is New York big enough for a second MLS team? - from The Columbus Dispatch’s Michael Arace: if it works, and that is 

not a lead-pipe cinch. 

New soccer team a dream come true for some NYers - from Newsday’s Maria A[varez: "We have been watching and 

waiting and waiting and now it wilt happen." 

Coach rewires Timbers for road - from The Portland Tribune’s Stephen Alexander: Porter preached to his new players 

that they should not treat road matches any differently than home games, and then he hoped for the best. 

Real Salt Lake looking to bring road success home - from The Salt Lake Tdbune’s Aaron Fa[k: RSL is hoping the road’s 

hard lessons wilt translate to success at Rio Tinto Stadium. 

Weekend Soccer TV: Champions League and Coppa 
Italia 
There’s one game that should draw the attention of the American soccer fan this weekend, and fortunately it’s on 

broadcast television. That would be the Champions League final between Germany’s Borussia - Dortmund and Bayern 

Munich on Saturday at 2:30pm ET. If you’re asking us who we’re picking, it’s not a tough one. Borussia Dortmund 

surprised Real Madrid, but over 180 minutes it turned into a tough series. Bayern made Barca took ordinary. We’re going 

with Bayern. 

For those of you that like watching your soccer in Major League Baseball stadiums, Manchester City and Chelsea play at 

Yankee Stadium on Saturday at 5:30pm on Fox Soccer. 

On Sunday, the Coppa Italia concludes on belN Sport with Roma - Lazio at 12pm. You might remember this tournament 

for the weeks of delay between legs of Roma’s semifinal series, and now we get a Rome derby to decide the title. These 

clubs finished 6th and 7th in the Serie A table, with Roma leading by a point. Also on Sunday, Cruz Azu[ tries to hold 

onto their 1-0 lead against Club America in the Liga MX C[ausura finals at 9pm on Univision. 



Saturday 

Champions Leasue final on Fox: Borussia Dortmund - Bayern Munich at 2:30pm from Wemb[ey Stadium. Fox Soccer has 

the Manchester City - Chelsea friendly at 5:30pm. MLS on Univision Deportes: DC - Portland at 7pm. Al! Times Eastern 

Sunday 

Coppa Italia on belN Sport: Roma - Lazio at 12pm. Primera Division on belN: Espnayo[ - Barcelona at 2pm and Real 

Sociedad - Real Madrid at 4pm (2pm on belN en Espano[). Lisue 1 on Univision Deportes: Ajaccio - Nice at 3pm and 

Univision Deportes Dos: Marsei[[e - Reims at 8pm. Univision has the decidin~J [e~J of the Li~Ja MX C[ausura final: Club 

America - Cruz Azu[ at 9pm with Cruz Azu[ [eadin~J 1-0. AI~ Times Eastern 

MLS on UniMas: NY - Columbus at 5pm. ESPN2 has LA - Seattle at 1 lpm. 

Monday 

Championship promotion p[ayoffs final on belN Sport: Crystal Palace - Watford at lOam ET. 

Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, May 25, 2013 

Saturday, May 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League final is on Saturday .... MLS Week 13 action includes Los Angeles-Seattle on 

Sunday.... The Mexican Clausura champion will be crowned on Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, ~,~ay 25 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League FinM BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 8 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (delay) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Friendly SINGAPORE-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ALCORCON-ALMERIA (delay) noon. 

International Friendly SINGAPORE-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 9 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay PROGRESO-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-BOTAFOGO (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECK KiCK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHICAGO (live) 9 pro. 

MLS COLORADO-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pro. 

FOXSOCDER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pro. 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, ~,~a~," 25 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE (live) 11 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-HOUSTON (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Coppa italia Final ROMA-LAZIO (live) Noon. 



Spain ESPANYOL-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (delay) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Coppa Italia Final ROMA-LAZIO (live) Neon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BARCELONA (delay) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay JUVENTUS-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL, final, 2nd leg (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-NICE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pm. 

~4ONDAY, ~’,~aay 2? 

BelN SPORT 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-WATFORD (live) 10 am. 

France LYON-STADE RENNAIS (delay) 12:30 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

International Friendly CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA-KOREA (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament FRANCE-USA (live) 1:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA-KOREA (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon Tournament FRANCE-USA (live) 1:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-KAISERSLAUTERN (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

MLS VANCOUVE R-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon Tournament MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament BELGIUM-BRAZIL (live) 1:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon Tournament BELGIUM-BRAZIL (live) 1:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

THURSDAY, ~,aa~/$0 



BelN SPORT 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA-USA (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament FRANCE-DR CONGO (live) 1:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA=USA (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon Tournament FRANCE=DR CONGO (live) 1:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SAO PAULO-VASCO (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon Tournament BELGIUM-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament BRAZIL-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament BELGIUM-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon Tournament BRAZIL-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

France BORDEAUX-EVIAN (live) 3 pro. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Leaque 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Section 1: Rogers-for-Magee, hometown boys return home 

What They’re Saying    Today’s News - Saturday, May 25, 2013 :;;: Tweet This ~ Share This 

"1 seriously felt like a coward. 

These kids are standing up 

for themselves and changing 

the world, and I’m 25, I have 

a platform and a voice to be 

a role model. How much of a 

coward was I to not step up 

to the plate?" 

-- Robbie Rogers, saying 

his decision to return to 

Rogers-for-Magee, hometown boys return home 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                        ~ 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Three months after announcing he was gay and retiring from 

soccer at the age of 25, Robbie Rogers is returning to the professional game. The 

Los Angeles Galaxy has called a press conference for Saturday at which it is expected to 

announce Rogers will join the two-time defending MLS champions. According to various reports, 

the Galaxy acquired MLS rights to Rogers, who was born and raised in Southern California, from 

the Chicago Fire for Mike Magee, who will himself be returning to his hometown. - Read the 

whole story 

soccer came when he spoke 

to a group of about 500 kids 

at a Nike Be True LGBT 

Youth Forum in Portland two 

months after he announced 

he was gay and retired from 

Dortmund: One club. One game. One dream. 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: One Dream] Borussia Dortmund’s official YouTube site released a two-minute 

video chronicling the club’s history and the exciting ride that has taken it all the way to Wembley, 

where it will try to realize its dream against Bayern Munich in the Champions League final. - Read 

soccer. (USA Today) the whole story 

Timbers put unbeaten road record on line 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 13] The Portland Timbers sit third in the Western Conference with one 

loss in 12 games. They are unbeaten on the road -- one win and five ties -- heading into 

Saturday’s game at D.C. United, the second of a three-game road swing. It’s a big change from 

the Timbers’ first two MLS seasons when they were 3-21-10 on the road. For all the weekend 

action ... - Read the whole story 

Taylor instrumental in Flash’s third win in a row 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 8] Defender Brittany Taylor assisted on goals by Abby Wambach and 

captain McCall Zerboni as the Western New York Flash rallied from a goal down to pick up its 

third straight win, a 2-1 victory over the winless Chicago Red Stars, in front of 3,152 fans Friday 

night at Sahlen’s Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Tampa Bay and Atlanta eye outright lead 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: Week 8] After winning their 2012 Soccer Bowl rematch with Minnesota 



United FC last week at the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome, the Tampa Bay Rowdies host United 

FC Saturday, where they will be searching for their first win. Minnesota, on the other hand, is 

unbeaten on the road. - Read the whole story 

Seaton scores in Richmond win 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 10] D.C. United’s latest homegrown signing, Jamaican U-17 Michael 

Seaton, and midfielder Nate Robinson scored to give the Richmond Kickers a 2-0 win over 

Harrisburg and leapfrog the City Islanders into a tie for second place with Charleston in the USL 

PRO standings. Kickers goalkeeper Andrew Dykstra, another D.C. loan player, posted nine 

saves to record his third shutout of the season. - Read the whole story 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Promising start in New York City, except for the FC 
It looks like the 20th MLS team will be Manchester City FC. The name will be changed, of course it will. MLS plus 

ManCity - plenty of expensive brainpower involved in that discussion, one would think - have decided that the 

new club is to be New York City FC. Which is fine. Except for one thing. You will not win any prizes for working 

out what’s wrong with it, and I shall return to the matter later in this column. 

For the rest, how can MLS resist an association with one of the world’s top clubs, certainly one of the richest. The money part 

comes from ManCity’s owner, Sheikh Mansour from Abu Dhabi. Which is one of the Emirates that compose the United Arab 

Emirates (UAE). Oil money. The Abu Dhabi group took over ManCity in 2008, since when the club has rarely been out of the 

headlines, mostly because of the huge amounts of money Sheikh Mansour has been spending on it, and much less 

frequently, because the club has had success on the field. Two successes, actually: Winners of the FA Cup in 2011, and the 

Premier League in 2012. 

Failure to repeat last season’s Premier League triumph has cost coach Roberto Mancini his job, and the club is currently 

touring the USA under former assistant coach Brian Kidd. 

That is, not to mince words, a rather mixed record. But one can say this about ManCity: It does not look like your typical 

English club. The ownership is foreign, and two of the top executives are Spanish. Not only that, they have both spent serious 

time working with Barcelona. Ferran Soriano, who is ManCity’s CEO, spent five years (2003-08) as vice-president and general 

manager of Barcelona, while Txiki Begiristain was Barca’s Director of Soccer from 2003-10. 

It was Soriano who spoke at the New York press conference, from a platform that included New York Mayor Michael 

Bloomberg, MLS Commissioner Don Gather, and representatives from the New York Yankees. Soriano made a point of 

stressing, repeatedly, that NYCFC would play not only winning soccer, but "beautiful" soccer too. OK - one can quibble - will 

this be Barca’s version, or ManCity’s version of beautiful soccer? There is an obvious difference. But the fact that a 

commitment to playing stylish soccer was emphasized is unusual - talk of the aesthetic, even the artistic, value of the soccer 

usually gets buried among the boasts about winning everything that fill this type of club announcement. 

Soriano also offered sensible and sensitive comments about what looks like being the club’s thorniest problem: Finding 

somewhere to play. His message was that the club needs need more than a stadium, it needs a permanent home: ’We’re not 

looking for a place to play. We’re looking for a home. So we need the local community to embrace us, to be our family and 

we’re taking it from there. We want to listen to everybody." 

The listening must include hearing the views of local residents - what Mayor Bloomberg referred to as "serious community 

investment." MLS has already done a lot of work trying to find a suitable stadium site, and there has been a lot of publicity for 

the plans it has drawn up for an arena to be built in Queens, within Flushing Meadows park. A plan that has the backing of 

Bloomberg. 

But this plan has aroused noisy opposition. Inevitably. Taking away a chunk of New York’s ultra-valuable parkland and turning 

it over to a commercially operated stadium is not going to be an easy sell. For a start, think of it this way: No one would 

dream of building a stadium in New York’s Central Park ... but that’s Manhattan, where the rich and powerful live. But it’s OK 

to make exactly that move out in Queens, among much less wealthy and fashionable communities. A snub for lowly Queens, 

then. 

Maybe Soriano realizes this, maybe he’s already been listening to the Yankees - who do indeed have experience of exactly 

this problem (the new Yankee Stadium was built on some 24 acres of public parkland). The Yankees eventually won that 

battle, but it went on for years. The new stadium opened in 2009, but the parkland replacement areas, which the Yankees 

agreed to provide, had to wait until 2012. These new areas include, just across the street from Yankee Stadium, a narrow 

soccer field. 

Whatever, it did seem to me that the general euphoria surrounding the NYCFC announcement did not include many mentions 

of the Flushing Meadow site plans. There were several references to studying "alternative sites." Hence Soriano: ’~Ve know 

that the league and the city have been working on this potential stadium [in Queens]. We’ll continue these discussions and we 

will look at other options." 

Sidetracking slightly, another name that did not come up during the ManCity-Yankees-MLS-NYCFC lest was that of the 

Cosmos. The reborn club is busy signing players (to start play this August in the NASL) and is apparently working on plans to 

build a stadium - in Queens, near the Belmont race track. But what now happens to the Cosmos frequently announced plans 

to join MLS as the 20th team, the second New York team, when that option has been snatched away by NYCFC? In fact, 

what now happens to the Cosmos? 



That the plight of the Cosmos should not be allowed to dampen the NYCFC enthusiasm is understandable. But it was odd that 

the MLS plans for a Queens stadium got so little attention. It becomes suspiciously odd when you realize that no one is 

mentioning one of the key reasons why that particular site in Queens is attractive: That it is right next to areas of Queens that 

are home to huge soccer-loving Latino communities. Thet~ are those - I am one of them - who feel that a Latino-flavored New 

York team would be the best path for this new franchise, and for MLS, to take. There are others who feel, for whatever reason, 

that such a strategy would be a mistake. 

It is extremely unlikely, then, that NYCFC will have its home ready for the scheduled start of play in 2015. So maybe the team 

plays that season in Yankee Stadium? Not an easy fit - the conflict of schedules causes problems, and there seems to be 

still a feeling among baseball people that soccer games - or even just one game - will play havoc with baseball fields. 

Back in 1976, when the Cosmos did play a season in the old Yankee Stadium, I recall arriving for a game there one July 

evening, to find the gates locked, with groups of fans hanging about on the sidewalks. The Yankees had decided, at the last 

minute, to call the game off -- they had the right to do that - fearing that rainy weather plus a soccer game would rip up their 

field. A few years earlier, when several baseball stadiums were in use by the fledgling North American Soccer League, the 

term "soccer divot" entered the baseball vocabulary, a convenient excuse for any fielding errors. 

We can assume that the stadium problems - finding the right site, satisfying the local community, mastering the Byzantine 

negotiations with New York politicians - are all solvable. If only because similar problems have been worked out in this city 

before. 

A totally new problem - new, because it is specific to soccer - is now involved, and it’s not at all clear how this one will be 

resolved. This is the soccer part. Soriano’s promised "beautiful soccer." 

If this were simply a case of an English team running an MLS franchise, you could be totally sure there would be no beautiful 

game, and equally sure that the enterprise would end, probably quite quickly, in abject failure (exactly as the first attempt, 

entirely Brit-controlled, to re-launch the Cosmos tan aground in 2011 after only one year of mismanagement). 

But the ManCity I have briefly profiled above has the look and the sound and the feel of something different. It has made, 

quickly, a significant move in appointing Claudio Reyna as its director of soccer. Reyna’s background as someone who grew 

up and learned his soccer in and around New York, and who also had a spell at ManCity, looks almost too good to be true. 

But it gets better, for Reyna’s Latino background suggests that ManCity have given serious thought to that key aspect of the 

New York soccer scene. 

ManCity has also been rather quietly running - for several years now - City Soccer in the Community, a social program for 

disadvantaged kids in New York and several other American cities. 

Asked about the possibility that ManCity might, so to speak, simply kidnap any talented young American boys it discovers 

here and whisk them offto England, Soriano was quick to deny any such intentions and did seem to be aware of the 

sensitivities involved. 

The undeniable tendency of foreign clubs - particularly the English ones - to treat American soccer as an undeveloped project 

where ignorance and naivete t~ign, is something that MLS has to deal with. And I’m not sure that MLS is dealing with it too 

well. 

The days when America’s soccer leaders felt the need to play a sycophantic role on the world stage should by now have been 

forgotten. There is a growing American presence in the sport, both on the field and at the top organizational levels. But MLS 

still occasionally behaves as though it is a fot~lock4ugging 

minor-league operator. 

Back to New York City FC, heralded as New York’s second MLS club, ready to create an instant soccer rivalry with the Red 

Bulls, who live across the Hudson River in New Jersey. But that name, that "FC," announces not a soccer club, but a Football 

Club. 

Now the last time I checked - which was this morning, this is New York we’re dealing with, and you never know - there were 

already two long-established and highly successful local football clubs: The New York Giants, and the New York Jets. They 

belong to a body known as the National Football League. There are no soccer clubs operating within the NFL. 

What then is Major League Soccer doing when it allows its clubs to use those FC letters? It already has four FC clubs. It 

should be telling those clubs to switch to an SC designation, not adding a fifth football club. 

There is evidently an awareness by both MLS and ManCity that this is a slippery area, with neither side wanting to claim the 

responsibility. Soriano told me that the FC designation was not ManCity’s idea, and spoke of "A collective effort." MLS 

Commissioner Don Garber was equally vague, but said that he felt the FC tag "satisfied" ManCity. 

Soriano deflected further questions with the point that MLS already has other clubs using FC. Indeed it does, so what’s the big 

deal? 

Well, the big deal here is the strength, the authority and the credibility of MLS. Which includes the word soccer in its title, not 

football. Does MLS think that if it allows enough clubs to call themselves FCs, then the NFL will cave in and change its name? 

If it doesn’t believe that, then why is it propagating the use of a term that is already embedded in the American vocabulary as 

the name for a different sport? Surely it cannot be that MLS is spoiling for a copyright battle with the NFL? 

At its worst, this willingness on the part of Garber and MLS to allow its member clubs to use titles signifying another sport is a 

sign of weakness, a sign that the days of cultural cringe before things English are not yet over. We see it most obviously in 



the pathetic belief of American TV companies that a British accent somehow confers authenticity on a soccer telecast. 

But why on earth would MLS, which should be the leader in creating a truly American voice for the sport, choose to ignore 

American word usage and opt for the word football _. simply because that’s the word the English use? 

P.S. This being soccer, there is a typically perverse angle to the soccer vs football controversy. Soccer is not, as so many 

seem to believe, an American word. Its etymology is totally English. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the SoccerTalk bloq. 
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Section 1 : Bayern Munich tinds European glo~ in Robben’s redemption 

What They’re Saying Today’s NeWS - Sunday, May 26, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"1 can’t hold back until 
Monday. My friends and Bayern Munich finds European glory in Robben’s 
family already know my redemption 
decision. Monday I will sign by Samuel Charles 
a contract with Barcelona." 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE1 Arjen Robben skipped through Borussia 

Dortmund’s defense in the 89th minute of the UEFA Champions League final Saturday and 
-- Brazilian star Neymar, 
announcing via Insta.qram, snatched the winning goal for Bayern Munich at Wembley, bringing joy, catharsis and celebration 

that he’ll be leaving Santos to a player and a team that have experienced so much high profile disappointment. With Pep 

for Barcelona next season. GuardioM and Matin Goetze on board next year to join a club that has dominated all of Europe 

this season, one must ask - is this title thanks to a 2-1 win over Borussia Dortmund only the 

beginning for Bayem? - Read the whole story 

Di Vaio and Mclnerney on target in 5-3 goaifest won by Impact 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS RE\,’V~ND: Week 131Marco Di Vain and Jack Mclnerney are tied for the MLS lead in goals 

with nine apiece after Di Vaio’s hat trick led Montreal past Philadelphia, 5-3. Portland is unbeaten 

in 11 games, of which it has won five, by virtue of a 2-0 defeat of D.C. United at RFK Stadium. 

Diego Fagundez scored in his third straight game as New England won its second straight 

game by downing Toronto FC, 2-0. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Seattle Reign FC has Hope but still winless 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 81 Canadian Christine Sinclair faced Hope Solo for the first time since 

she scored three goals against the U.S. keeper in the epic 2012 Olympic semifinal match, and 

she converted a penalty kick in the 84th minute as Portland Thorns FC beat winless Seattle 

Reign FC, 1-0, to remain even with Sky Blue FC for first place. The game was Hope’s first in the 

NWSL after recovering from wrist surgery. - Read the whole story 

Atlanta takes over lead for first time 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Week 8] Midfielder Danny Barrera broke a scoreless draw in the 85th minute 

goal to give the Atlanta Silverbacks a 1-0 win over the San Antonio Silverbacks that moved them 

into first place in the NASL standings= Minnesota United avenged a 3-2 loss at home to the 

Tampa Bay Rowdies last week in their 2012 Soccer Bowl rematch with a win by the same score 

at AI Lang Stadium in a match that saw all five goals scored in the first 29 minutes. - Read the 

whole story 

Dwyer ties league record with 13th goal 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 10] Dora Dwyer scored his 13th goal in 11 games for first-place 

Orlando City’s first goal in a 4-1 win over the Wilmington Hammerheads before 8,394 fans. The 

goal tied Dwyer for most goals scored in USL PRO regular-season history with 13, originally set 

by Jhonny Arteaga of FC New York in 2011. - Read the whole story 

U.S, U-18s settle for second behind Hungary 
by Soccer America 

[LISBON INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT~ Needing only a tie to win the title, the U.S. under-18 

national team fell to Hungary, 2-1, in Malveira on the final day of play at the Lisbon International 

Tournament. Paul Arriola, who recently signed with Tijuana, had the lone goal for the USA, 

which finished second. - Read the whole stow 
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Section 1: USA loses three more players for Belgium game 

::.’,’..".~’ Tweet This i~ Share This What They’re Saying Today’s News - Tuesday, May 28, 2013 

"We partied long, until five or Edu, Ashe and Shea out 
six. Then I took the trophy to 

by Paul Kennedy 
bed. I slept with the trophy 

and my wife." [USA-BELGIUM] The USA will be short-handed for Wednesday’s friendly against Belgium in 

Cleveland. Maurice Edu and Corey Ashe withdrew because of injuries, while Brek Shea headed 

to Dallas for treatment on his right calf strain. Five other players are unavailable because of 

recent or ongoing club commitments, leaving Jurgen Klinsmann with just 18 field players for the 

game. - Read the whole story 

-- Bayern Munich’s Franck 

Ribery on the night after 

winning the UEFA 

Champions League final, 2- 

1, over Borussia Dortmund. 

(Focus) 
Keane matches Di Vaio with first-half hat trick 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIND: Week 13] A day after Italian Marco Di Vaio scored a first-half hat trick for the 

Montreal Impact, Irishman Robbie Keane matched him with three goals in the first half and added 

an assist for good measure as the LA Galaxy crushed the Seattle Sounders, 4-0. The game 

marked the debut of new acquisition Robbie Rogers, MLS’s first openly gay player.For all the 

weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Boyd scores 17th goal; Johnson’s Hoffenheim stays up 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Terrence Boyd scored his 17th goal in all competitions for Rapid 

Vienna with the final goal in a 3-0 win over SV Ried in the Austrian Bundesliga season finale. 

Fabian Johnson’s Hoffenheim survived its Bundesliga promotion/relegation playoff, beating 

Kaiserslautern for a second time, 2-1, to win the series, 5-2, on aggregate. - Read the whole 

story 

Press and Heath score twice, Horan hits 17th 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Christen Press scored two goals for Tyreso to give her six goals in the 

last two games, while Tobin Heath also scored two goals for Paris St. Germain before they 

headed off to join the U.S. national team in Toronto for Sunday’s friendly against Canada. 

Teenager Lindsey I-Ioran also scored for PSG to finish her first season in France with 17 goals, 

tied for sixth place in the Division Feminine. - Read the whole story 

Four amateur teams on road for third round 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] Four amateur teams from the PDL remain alive in the centennial edition of the 

U.S. Open Cup, which moves into the third round Tuesday and Wednesday with the entry of MLS 



clubs. The Ocean City Nor’easters and Des Moines Menace play on the road on Tuesday, while 

Reading United AC and FC Tucson are also away on Wednesday. - Read the whole story 

Salazar’s penalty kick gives Strikers win at FC Edmonton 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Week 8] Substitute goalkeeper John Smits saved a penalty kick from Stefan 

Dimitrov that was awarded as starting keeper Lance Parker received a red card, but Smits 

couldn’t stop a later one by Carlos Salazar as the Ft. Lauderdale Strikers won their first game on 

the road this season with a 1-0 victory at FC Edmonton. - Read the whole story 

Dayton’s unbeaten streak reaches five games 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 10] The Dayton Dutch Lions got goals from Joey Madigan, Eli 

Garner and Remco Klaasse to beat Antigua Barracuda FC, 3-1, Sunday night and extend their 

undefeated streak to five games in all competitions.Barracuda FC, which is playing all its games 

on the road and all but two as back-to-back games or games 48 hours apart, is now 0-9-0 with all 

its losses by t~vo or more goals. - Read the whole story 

The miracle in Mexico City 
by Soccer America 

[MEXICO] Club America won its first league title since 2005 with a dramatic shootout win over 

Mexico City rival Cruz Azul before 100,000 fans Sunday night at the Estadio Azteca. America was 

down 1-0 on the evening -- 2-0 on aggregate -- in the 89th minute when Colombian captain 

Aquivaldo Mosquera scored and goalkeeper Moises Munoz came forward to score the 

equalizer on a diving header -- deflected off Cruz Azul’s Alejandro Castro -- off a corner kick in 

stoppage time. For video of the miracle in Mexico City ... - Read the whole story 

Terrific team goals from Russia and Brazil 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] If you enjoy beautiful goals with intricate buildups then today must be 

your lucky day because Flamengo and Zenit St. Petersburg have done all the heavy lifting and 

the only thing left to do is pick a favorite. 

Both winning goals, our first is from last weekend, and our second is from a few days before that. 

We call them "tardy, but worth the wait." - Read the whole story 
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Ofginally ~nt 5/23/13: Saying the Right Thing 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 
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Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Toulon and Copa Libertadores 
belN Sport has the Touton Under-21 tournament with Cotombia - Korea at 11:30am and France - USA at 1:30pm. Our 

other choice for Tuesday’s soccer TV coverage is the Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: Santa Fe - Rear Garcitaso at 

9pm ET. Santa Fe reads the series 3-1. 

Their Words 

"For me, it’s inspiring in that it’s OK to be who we are. We at[ have differences, we at[ have things were 

going through and for him to accept who he is and be proud of who he is I think inspires art of us, both as 

athtetes and as peopte." LA Galaxy forward Landon Donovan. 

Edu, Ashe Out - Shea Provisional 
US Soccer announced on Monday that Maurice Edu and Corey Ashe won’t be joining the Nationat Team for camp in 

advance of the friendty against Betgium on Wednesday night. Edu witt miss the entire May/June schedute with a sports 

hernia. Ashe was onty on the Betgium roster, and withdraws after straining his groin in MLS pray. Brek Shea witt not join 

the team in CtevetandaS he recovers from a catf strain, but remains avaitabte. Read More 

Hoffenheim Keep Bundesliga Place 
Hoffenheim won the second-teg of their retegation ptayoff series with 2.Bundestiga dub Kaiserstautern 2-1 on Monday at 
the Fritz-Watter-Stadion, taking the series 5-2 on aggregate. The resutt means Hoffenheim remain in the Bundestiga for 
the 2013-14 season. Hoffenheim’s David Abraham opened the scoring in the 44th minute with Kaiserstautern equatizing 
on the night in the 65th. Jannik Vestergaard scored for Hoffenheim in the 74th minute. Fabian Johnson started for 
Hoffenheim. Danny Williams is recovering from injury. Read More 

By The Numbers... Two 5-3 Results 
By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK, NY (May 28, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - In many ways, this Memoria[ Day weekend was an 

historic one for soccer. Bayern Munich captured the Champions League on Saturday, capping off one of those once-in-a- 

[ifetime seasons that wit[ have pundits and fans atike tatking for years. The fottowing day, Robbie Rogers became the 

first openty gay athtete to pray in a major North American sports [eague after coming on as a sub for the Los Angetes 

Gataxy. 



For me, amid art the jubitation at Wembtey Stadium and barrier-breaking events at Home Depot Center, two Saturday 

games stood out for their score tines. The first was Montreat’s 5-3 win over Phitadetphia at Stade Saputo in Montreat, 

and the second Manchester City’s win over Chetsea at Yankee Stadium in Hew York by the same score. 

We can art agree that 5-3 is a very - and I mean very - uncommon finat score for a soccer game. I can’t remember too 

many games that inctuded eight goats tet atone two of them prayed on the same continent on the same day. The 

interesting thing about these two games - and these two score tines - is exactty what each game represents in the 

broader context of the sport. 

Let’s start with the win in Montreat. This game was supposed to be a battte between two scoring titans: the Impact’s 

Marco Di Vaio and the Union’s Jack Mclnerney. Untike so many other times in the past regarding other games and other 

prayers, these two strikers did not disappoint. They rived up to the hype and produced a goat-fest that inctuded a Di 

Vaio hat trick, proving that the former Itatian internationat stitt has a trick or two teft in his boot. Read More 

Robbie Rogers reflects on historic night in debut for LA Galaxy: "Perfect, really perfect" - from MLSsoccer.com’s 

Scott French: ’Tm just excited to move on from here." 

Robbie Rogers’ small step onto field for Galaxy is huge - from The LA Times’ Kevin Baxter: "That’s coot. That’s 

important." 

Era of German dominance doubtful on evidence of Bayern Munich’s Champions League triumph over Dortmund - 

from The Tetegraph’s Atan Hansen: Don’t misunderstand. What I witnessed on Saturday was a cracking spectacte. 

Champions League Final: Can Bayern Munich now forge an era of dominance? - from The Independent’s Sam Wattace: 

There was much other stuff of note in the speech, inctuding a reminder to guests to heed Bastian Schweinsteiger’s 

advice and "drink ptenty". 

Neymar’s Barcelona move costs Brazilian football its biggest star - from BBC Sport’s Tim Vickery: This means gaps are 

opening up, especiatty because the TV rights are sotd on an individuat basis. 

Man City beats Chelsea in New York - from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaertaeckens: This was surety not how either side 

had pictured their season ending .... 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: USA- Belgium 
The United States prays Betgium in an internationat friendty at 8pm on ESPN2. ESPN2 atso has Germany - Ecuador at 

2:30pm. Touton U-21 Tournament on belN Sport: Mexico - Nigeria at 11:30am and Betgium - Brazit at 1:30pm. All Times 

Eastern 
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Section 2: Barcelona Welcomes Neymar; Heynckes Hails Robben 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday; May28, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Vilanova Praises New Signing Neymar 
Marca                                                                                                     ~ 

Neymar on Monday signed a five-year deal with Barcelona in a transfer worth a reported $38.7 million, 

according to Brazilian media. Following the blockbuster move, which is Barca’s second-most expensive transfer 

ever, coach Tito Vi~anova praised the player for choosing the Catalan club. 

’q congratulate the player because he’s chosen a club for soccer reasons and not for money," Vilanova said. "He’s 

chosen Barcelona because he likes its playing style and thinks that he can adapt well to it. We got in before other 

clubs, we knew of him beforehand and they’ve been sending us footage of him for two and a half years. When other 

clL~bs went for him, we were already returning with him." 

He added: "The better the players you have, the harder it can be for the coach. You have to find a way to give 

every player their chance to shine. We’ve been through this before." 

- Read the whole story... 

UEFA.com 

Bayem Munich coach Jupp Heynckes praised his players for everything they’ve achieved this season after lifting 

the UEFA Champions League title, following a thrilling 2-1 win against Borussia Dortmund on Saturday. "What we’ve 

achieved so far this season - because it’s not over yet, we still have the German Cup final next weekend - has 

been outstanding," he said. "There’s never been a Bundesliga team that’s consistently played at such a high level, 

winning the championship by 25 points, breaking almost all records." 

The German coach singled out Dutch winger Arjen Robben for special praise. Robben, who has net been 

automatic first choice for Heynckes this season, assisted Bayern’s first goal and then scored the winner in the 89th 

minute. "In the last few weeks, I have been very aware of Aden, very conscious of how I train with him, taking care of 

his fitness to make sure he didn’t get injured. I’m particularly pleased for him; last year we were all tragic figures, not 

just Atjen, but today he was crucial. Yesterday I said to him: ’Arjen, you’re in good form, really good form, and 

tomorrow that’s going to be one of the crucial factors.’" 

Meanwhile, Dortmund coach Jurgen Klopp had a lot less to say after the match than he normally does. "1 need a 

moment to feel proud again but I’m sure it’s slumbering within me -- I am proud of my team, but at the moment it’s 

the disappointment that prevails," he said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Palace Could Try to Re-sign Promotion Hero Zaha 
Sky Sports 

Crystal Palace could try to re-sign Wilfried Zaha on loan next season, Coach lan Holioway said after the 20-year- 

old’s heroics won the penalty that put his team through to the Premier League next season. Kevin Phillips 

converted the penalty in the 105th-minute to win the Championship playoff final, 1-0, against Watford on Monday. 

Manchester United purchased Zaha in January only to loan the 20-year-old winger back to Selhurst Park to help in 

the club’s quest to qualify for the Premier League next season. After gaining promotion, HNIoway said he is now 

tempted to ask incoming United manager David Moyes if he can borrow the player again next season. "1 think he 

[Moyes] would be silly to give me him back," Holloway said. "Now we’re up it might be realistic but who knows? He 

(Moyes) will know the task he’s got. Mine will be staying up, his will be winning every week. Good luck to him and 

good luck to us." 

However, Palace chairman Steve Parish seemed to rule out an approach to United: "1 think Wilf should go and 

have his chance with Manchester United," he told Sky Sports. "1 think he has earned that. We certainly won’t be 

making representation .... Me, personally, I think he is good enough for their side." 

- Read the whole story... 



Daily Mirror 

More than 700 Manchester City fans purchased an advertisement in Tuesday’s Gazzetta Dello Sportthanking 

Roberto Mancini for his three years as the club’s head coach. The ad, which cost more than $10,500 according 

BBC, was purchased by the "Grazie Mancini" fund, which was started by University of Nottingham student Adam 

Keyworth, after the Italian coach had placed his own fuIFpage ad in the Manchester Evening News thanking the 

club’s fans for "3 unforgettable years" on May 18th. 

Keyworth, 21, told BBC Sport last week: "We raised [more than $7,500] in the first two days and the money has just 

continued to pour in. We didn"t get a chance to say goodbye to Mancini as the sacking was quite messy so we’re 

hoping, now we have the money, to put the ad in this weekend." 

Keyworth thanked everyone who donated on his Twitter account and added that the leftover money would be given 

to a local Manchester children’s charity. 

Elsewhere, departing Stoke City manager Tony Pulis also published a letter to fans in local newspaper The 

Sentinel 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Roberto Martinez will be leaving Wigan Athletic, the club confirmed on Tuesday. The Spaniard, who led the Latics 

to the FA Cup title this season, has told Wigan chairman Dave Whelan that he wants to move on. Whelan also 

revealed that Everton had approached Martinez about the vacancy left by David Moyes’ departure for Manchester 

United. 

"He feels he’s not the man to lead us back into the Premier League," Whelan said. "I’ve get to accept what he feels. 

He loves Wigan and the fans. We have to move on now and want applications for the job." 

Whelan added: "Roberto wants to move on. We will let him go but he’s on a 12-month rolling contract so if he moves 

someone will have to buy him out of his final year. Everton rang me and I said they have permission to talk to him." 

- Read the whole sto[y._ 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The ECNL wrapped up its final National Event 
of the regular season, with plenty of 
entertaining performances on display. 
ECNL RECAP: Day i I Day 2 

........................................................................................................................ 

A pair of 2015 recruits select their college 
destinations, while the current National 
Guard juggling record holder elects to head to 
the center of the country. 

ACC .......................................................... 

A highly regarded club in Maryland supplies 
two ACC powers with recruits for the class of 
2014 as the recruiting chase continues to 
heat up on the boys side. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Check out our photos from 
day three at the ECNL 
National PDA Event. 

adidas soccer welcomes you 
to the cuttinq edqe with this 
cool interactive video. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Saint Louis Soccer Academy 

With more National Titles than any other 
college soccer program in the country, Saint 
Louis University is without a doubt, the 
cornerstone of the college soccer community 
in the United States. 

The historic campus, state of the art 
facilities, and legendary reputation of the 
SLU Soccer program are unrivaled, as are the 
extensive, top class, camps offered through 
the Saint Louis Soccer Academy. 

The Saint Louis Soccer Academy is a unique 
collection of soccer camps designed to 
accommodate the needs of players who want 
to continue to develop their game. Our 
camps provide a great environment to 



promote learning, improvement, and 
enjoyment through the combination of an 
excellent coaching staff, top notch soccer 
facilities, and a one-of-a-kind university 
campus. 

With camps that focus on individuals, full 
teams, youth, and goalkeepers, Saint Louis 
Soccer Academy has something for YOU! 

Click here for more information! 
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Wednesday’s Soccer TV: USA- Belgium 
The United States plays Belgium in an international friendly at 8pm on ESPN2. ESPN2 also has Germany - Ecuador at 

2:30pm. Toulon U-21 Tournament on belN Sport: Mexico - Nigeria at 11:30am and Belgium - Brazil at 1:30pm. All Times 

Eastern 

Their Words 

"It all starts now for me because the minute we kick off next season we’re on a hiding to nothing, so we’ve 

got to make sure we can compete and I want to stay there." Crystal Palace manager lan Holloway. 

Toulon 2013: USA 1 - France 4 
The United States Under-20 National Team opened the 2013 Toulon Tournament with a 4-1 loss to France in Group A. 

The USA fell behind by two goals before Benji Joya scored in the 72nd minute. France added a third goal in the 77th and 

a fourth in stoppage time. The United States plays Colombia on Thursday at 11:30am ET on belN Sport. Read More 

Preview: USA- Belgium 
By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (May 29, 2012) US Soccer Players - The United States National Team kicks off a 

hectic stretch of five matches in 21 days with an international friendly against Belgium at FirstEnergy Stadium in 

Cleveland on Wednesday night (Spm ET - ESPN, WatchESPN, UniMas). 

Jurgen Klinsmann’s team will prepare for next month’s crucial World Cup qualifiers with two exhibitions against high- 
profile European opposition this week, with the hosting of Belgium’s star-studded roster and Sunday’s clash with a half- 
strength Germany squad which should nonetheless prove the Yanks with a stern test at RFK Stadium in Washington, DC. 

With solid ticket presale figures and a decent walkup, the Cleveland support should challenge the attendance for the 

last National Team game at the home of the Browns, 29,745 against Venezuela seven years ago. Belgium have brought 

most, if not all of their established talent to Ohio. Coach Marc Wilmots calls on several English Premier League 

standouts, including Marouane Fellaini, Eden Hazard, Christian Benteke, Romelu Lukaku, Vincent Kompany, Moussa 

Dembele and Simon Mignolet. 

Those names alone hint at the impressive Lineup WiLmots can construct as the Red Devils Look to add to their 3-1 all- 

time record against the US, with their 1-0 victory in Brussels two years ago still fresh in the mind. Belgium might be 



without severat of those etite p~ayers, but this is sti~ a strong European squad. 

The US is also missing several important players due to club commitments. The Club Tijuana duo of Joe Corona and 

Edgar Casti[[o is on Copa Libertadores duty in Brazil Michael Bradley is en route from Italy following his involvement in 

Sunday’s Coppa Italia final So are the German-American contingent from Hoffenheim, Fabian Johnson and Danny 

Williams, joining the national team party in Washington after fending off relegation from the Bundes[iga over the 

weekend. Read More 

Stuart Holden wants to make up for lost time with USMNT: "1 can play a part in qualification" - from MLSsoccer.com’s 

Franco Panizo: It’s art been coming back praying in the roan games," said Hotden. 

Kljestan: Back in U.S. Camp, and Back in the Champions League - from The NY Times’ Brian Sciaretta: "That makes it a 

tittte more specia[ when you go through a struggte." 

CAMERON PREPARING FOR CB ROLE - from Yanks Abroad’s Ryan Bacic: "but at the same time, I’m focused on praying 

center back right now." 

After 4-0 disaster in LA, ’next game can’t be soon enough’ for Sounders - from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: ut 

Schmid tried to batance that against the three-game winning streak and six-game unbeaten streak that preceded it. 

Late N.Y. goal leaves Crew feeling just OK- from The Cotumbus Dispatch’s Adam Jardy: the Crew continued praying 

better away from the supposedty friendty confines of Crew Stadium. 

Looking for a chance to get back on track - from The Examiner’s Craig Stouffer: "it’s not a fun position to be in." 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Toulon and Libertadores 
The Toulon Tournament continues in France on belN Sport: Colombia - USA at 11:30am and France - Congo at 1:30pm. 

Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: At[etico Miniero - Tijuana at 9pm with that quarterfinal series tied 2-2. Al! Times 

Eastern 
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Stinker exposes all that’s worrying about the USA 
By PauI Kennedy 

It would be easy to say that one team came to play and the other did not, but the USA’s 4-2 loss to Belgium 

Wednesday night at Cleveland’s FirstEnergy Stadium once again exposed all that is worrying about the U.S. 

national team on the eve of its busiest stretch of the year. 

The Red Devils scored with astonishing ease, punishing simple errors and lackadaisical play by the home team. The USA has 

played quite a few stinkers in the last two years, but this could have been the worst. 

It was surely the worst defensive per[ormance of the durgen Klinsmann era, and the scoreline would have been worse but for 

Glint Dempsey’s late penalty kick on a dubious handball call, a worse call than on the handball not called on DaMarcus 

Beasley in the first half. 

Beasley was celebrating his 100th cap with family and friends from Ft. Wayne in neighboring Indiana on hand for the occasion, 

and he was one of the few players to play with any commitment even if he was overmatched physically by the talented Belgian 

frontline. 

SIMPLE ERRORS PUNISHED. The USA recorded back-to-back shutouts in its previous two matches - both World Cup 

qualifiers - but was lucky to get out of Cleveland having conceded only four goals against a team that didn’t exactly come out 

with high energy. 

Omar Gonzalez is considered the only sure thing on the backline these days, but he had a nightmare in Cleveland. 

Geoff Cameron and Gonzalez were late to cover and Clarence Goodson was caught ball-watching on the rebound of 

Romelu Lukaku’s shot stopped by Tim Howard, and Howard’s Everton teammate, Kevin Mirallas, made the USA pay with 

a delicate chip into the goal for the Belgian lead in the 6th minute, shades of the early goals the USA conceded during the 

2010 World Cup. 

A 1-1 score at the half was a fair scoreline, but it all fell part for the USA in a 16-minute period in the second half. 

Gonzalez was again at fault on the go-ahead goal in the 56th minute, his sloppy touch allowing Kevin de Bruyne to feed 

Christian Benteke for an easy goal= 

Moments after entering the game, young fo~vard Terrence Boyd failed get to a ball cleared from the U.S. box, allowing de 

Bruyne put it in back to the far post, where Marouane Fellaini beat Graham Zusi for an easy goal. 

By now, the USA had been put on notice of the Red Devils’ clinical finishing, but a collective brain-freeze allowed Steven 

Defour plenty of time to feed Benteke, who beat his Aston Villa teammate, Brad Guzan, who had entered after halftime, for 

the second time. 

For those looking for some positives from Matt Besler after his introduction in place of the outmatched Goodson, the Sporting 

Kansas City defender, who played so well at Azteca Stadium last month against Mexico, was burned badly by Benteke and 

lucky not have conceded a penalty. 

WHERE’S THE OFFENSE? The USA’s defensive deficiencies will overshadow what was again a forgettable evening for the 

U.S. attack. 

The USA generated all of three shots in Wednesday’s game and two shots on goal (both goals). In the last three matches, it 

has recorded just 10 shots and three shots on goal (all goals). 

Klinsmann started Jozy Altidore and Dempsey up front, but it’s unlikely he’ll go with Altidore, Dempsey and Herculez 

Gomez - the trio that started the two March qualifiers - any time soon. 

In midfield, Sacha Kljestan got his first start of the Klinsmann era but he simply doesn’t have the dynamism of Michael 

Bradley to spark the counterattacks the USA so relies on. Brad Davis, guilty of coughing up the ball on the play that led to 

the second Belgium goal, whipped in a few good crosses but won’t put fear into opponents with his treks down the wing. 

It’s the same on the right side of the backline, where Cameron looks terribly out of place. Despite his tying goal in the first half, 

he adds nothing to the U.S. attack in the run of play. 



If Klinsmann was looking for some answers on Wednesday night in Cleveland, he got none of them. 

BELGIUM IS SCAPJLY DEEP. The Red Devils are the real thing. They showed why they are the third most expensive team in 

the world in terms of transfer values. 

And this isn’t even the complete first team. Fellaini, Lukaku and Mirallas aren’t even starters on a team that was missing 

Thibaut Courtois (considered the best young keeper in the world) in goal and Eden Hazard and Axel Witsel in midfield, and 

began the game with Benteke on the bench. 
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Dempsey, Johnson are only 

By Ridge Mahoney 

Few players will get off the hook after the USA conceded a 4-2 defeat to Belgium, albeit one of Europe’s most 

talented teams. The errors that cost the four goals were both individual (turnovers, inattention, poor positioning) as 

well as collective (lack of communication). 

Starters: 

RATING PLAYER (TEAM) GP/G 
5 TIM HOWARD (Everton/ENG) 86/-. Smothered a few through balls but couldn’t corral the one that Kevin Mirallas chipped 

over his head for the first goal. He handled the few crosses that reached him cleanly. 

4 GEOFF CAMERON (Stoke City/ENG} 1511. Terrible positioning could have been miscommunication with his teammates or 

sheer bad judgment, but he left acres of space that Belgium exploited. Didn’t tackle all that strongly and shared the blame on 

the first U.S. goal. Converted a chance nicely with his head and hooked away a few low centering passes, but otherwise 

looked overmatched. 

30MAR GONZALEZ (Los Angeles Galaxy) 7/0. Beaten over the top and on the ground repeatedly and seldom looked 

secure. Very slow to react on first Belgian goal despite two chances to defuse the situation. Did well to chase down a ball in 

the box but then poked it right to Kevin De Bruyne, who set up the second Belgian goal. Spacing and communication with 

centerback partner Goodson were awful and he looked anxious to depart as the scoreline mounted. 

3 CLARENCE GOODSON (Brondby/DEN) 36/8. Committed egregious error on first Belgian goal by not tucking behind 

Howard when he came out and sprinted far too late to stop the ensuing shot. He lost connection with Gonzalez often and 

didn’t read the intent of Christian Benteke, Romelu Lukaku and Marouane Fellaini often enough. Pushed into the attack in the 

first half to support a sequence with a couple of clever touches and hit a few good passes. 

4 DAMARCUS BEASLEY (Puebla/MEX) 100/t7. Provided plenty of hustle but not enough muscle. Stood up Belgian 

attackers one-v-one but usually came up short in the ensuing duels, and was overpowered by Benteke on Belgium’s fourth 

goal. Pushed forward to support Brad Davis in the first half and managed a decent cross, but was pinned back after halftime. 

4 JERMAINE JONES (Schalke/GER) 29/2. Ample doses of the usual: heroic trackbacks to break up plays and excellent 

passes to the flanks were interspersed with unforced giveaways and sluggish reactions that left the space behind him and in 

front of the centerbacks wide open. He also provided the obligatory clumsy challenge for which he was rightly cautioned in the 

final minutes. 

4 SACHA KLJESTAN (AnderlechtlBEL) 40/4. His skills and vision are sharper since he left MLS, and he kept the ball moving 

with good touches and intelligent movement. But he couldn’t stem the flow of Belgian passes through midfield and never 

seized the initiative to hit a killer pass or break through pressure on the dribble. As a deeper-lying player he offers value but 

only if defensively he toughens up. If he’s the more attack-minded of a central pair, that would be intriguing to watch. 

4 GRAHAM ZUSI (Sporting Kansas City) 11/1. Excellent service on most of his set plays belied a rather anonymous 

performance. Swung the far-post inswinger after a short corner kick for Dempsey to head across goal and Cameron to nod in, 

yet had only limited influence during the run of play. Did his defensive work diligently in the first half but then faded and came 

off in the 69th minute. Neglected to mark up Fellaini and was a step late when the Everton man scored Belgium’s third goal. 

5 BRAD DAVIS (Houston Dynamo) 8/0. The Dynamo playmaker contributed some clever touches and good ideas by tucking 

inside to serve balls, and there’s no question his strong left foot and accurate deliveries caused Belgium some minor 

headaches. But he lost his edge and a bad giveaway led to one of the opponent’s goals before being substituted in the 63rd 

minute. 

6 CLINT DEMPSEY (Tottenham/ENG) 95/33. He labored diligently and shared in both goals despite heavy attention from his 

markers. His cushioned header from Zusi’s cross looped right into a spot Cameron could reach, and he crisply converted a 

penalty kick whistled somewhat fortunately for a handball. Just prior to the handball, he trapped a ball from Johnson and was 

immediately swarmed by four defenders. Help Wanted sign went up, justifiably. 

3 JOZY ALTIDORE (AZ/NED) 56/13. Fluffed a nice cross from Dempsey in the opening minutes and maintained that level of 

performance until being substituted at halftime. Held up the ball well a couple of times yet his runs often lacked sharpness and 



purpose. 

Substitutes: 

4 BRAD GUZAN (Aston VIIla/ENG) 23/0. Saved a couple of routine shots comfortably. He could have been more aggressive 

on third Belgian goal but chose to stay on his line. 

5 EDDIE JOHNSON (Seattle Sounders) 49114. His pace and audacity caused Belgium a lot of problems, even if the handball 

call that resulted from his cross seemed fortunate. He ran and dribbled with confidence and his offside calls were products of 

aggression, not indifference. 

3 TERRENCE BOYD (Rapid Vienna/AUT) 8/0. Flubbed touch on partial clearance led directly to Belgium’s third goal, and 

offensively he seldom found synchronization with his teammates. 

4 BRAD EVANS (Seattle Sounders) 8/0. Crashed into the endboards after volleying a ball from Johnson during a spirited but 

ineffective effort. 

4 MATT BESLER (Sporting Kansas City) 3/0. Stepping onto a sinking ship is treacherous enough, and he nearly 

compounded a bad situation with a mistimed challenge that forced a desperation recovery tackle. 

NR STUART HOLDEN (Boiton/ENG) 18/2. Like U.S. fans, he looked really happy to get 10-plus minutes in his first U.S. 

appearance since October, 2010. 

(Ratings: ~l-low; 5 a vera~le ; ~l O-h ig h. ) 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U.S. U-20s face Colombia on Thursday.... Also on Thursday, Tijuana and its U.S. players meet Atletico 
Mineiro in the Copa Liber~adores.... Mexico meets Nigeria in a friendly in Houston on Friday .... On Sunday, the    I ii~i I 

U.S. men host Germany while the U.S. women clash with Canada .... MLS enters Week 14 this weekend. 

(Aft drnes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on 73/is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21 Tournament COLOMBIA-USA (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-21 Tournament FRANCE-DR CONGO (live) 1:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21 Tournament COLOMBIA-USA (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon U-21 Tournament FRANCE-DR CONGO (live) 1:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINIERO-TIJUANA (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SAO PAULO-VASCO (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN NEWS 

International Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21 Tournament BELGIUM-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon U-2t Tournament BRAZIL-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21 Tournament BELGIUM-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-21 Tournament BRAZIL-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pm. 

ESPN&com 

France BORDEAUX-EVIAN (live) 3 pm. 

SATURDAY, June 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Toulon U-2t Tournament DR CONGO-USA (delay) 5 pm. 

Toulon U-21 Tournament FRANCE-SOUTH KOREA (delay) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN NEWS 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-STUTTGART, Final (live) 1:45 pm. 

GOLTV 



Uruguay CERRO-DEFENSOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

TSN 

ML$ TORONTO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW YORK-VANCOUVER (live) 7 pro. 

MLS COLUMBUS-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-DALLAS (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SAN JOSE (live) 9:30 pm= 

MLS CHIVAS USA-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-STUTTGART, Final (live) 1:45 

ESPN2 

international Friendly USA-GERMANY (live) 2 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-LOS ANGELES (live) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil Globa~ Tour BRAZIL-ENGLAND (live) 3 pm. 

Toulon U-21Tournament BELGIUM-NIGERIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Toulon U-21Tournament BRAZIL-PORTUGAL (delay) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21Tournament BELGIUM-NIGERIA (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-21Tournament BRAZIL-PORTUGAL (live) 1:30 pro. 

Brazil Global Tour BRAZIL-ENGLAND (live) 3 pro. 

UNIMAS 

international Friendly USA-GERMANY (live) 2 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C= UNITED (live) 5 pm= 

ESPN NEWS 

Women’s international Friendly CANADA-USA (live) 4:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay WANDERERS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO MG-SAO PAULO (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina ARGENTINOS JUNIORS-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pro. 

INTEGRATEDSPORTSNET.COM (PPV) 

International Friendly HONDURAS-ISRAEL (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly USA-GERMANY (live) 2 pm. 

~40NDAY, June 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21Tournament DR CONGO-SOUTH KOREA (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-21Tournament FRANCE-COLOMBIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

ReIN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21Tournament DR CONGO=SOUTH KOREA (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-21Tournament FRANCE-COLOMBIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

TELEI~/IUNDO 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-JAMAICA (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21Tournament MEXICO-PORTUGAL (live) 11 am. 

Toulon U-21Tournament BRAZIL-NIGERIA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21Tournament MEXICO-PORTUGAL (live) 11 am. 
Toulon U-21Tournament BRAZIL-NIGERIA (live) 1 pm. 



WEDNESDAY~ June 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21Tournament SOUTH KOREA-USA (live) 11 am. 
Toulon U-21Tournament COLOMBIA-DR CONGO (live) 1 pm. 

international Friendly URUGUAY-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21Tournament SOUTH KOREA-USA (live) 11 am. 

Toulon U-21Tournament COLOMBIA-DR CONGO (live) 1 pm. 

international Friendly URUGUAY-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

THURSDAY, J~ne ~ 

ReIN SPORT 

Toulon U-21Tournament NIGERIA-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-21Tournament BELGIUM-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament NIGERIA=PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon U-21 Tournament BELGIUM-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Friendly INDONESIA-NETHERLANDS (delay) 1 pm. 

Conmeboi WGQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ ARGENTINA-COLOMBIA (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ JAMAICA-USA (live) 9:20 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (delay) 11:59 pm. 

ReIN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ ARGENTINA-COLOMBIA (live) 6 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ PARAGUAY-CHILE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pm. 

Conmeboi WGQ PERU-ECUADOR (delay) 11:59 pm. 

Major Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
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Dealing with the Problem Player: Refereeing 
Young Children (Part 2) 
By Randy Vogt 

Most referees starting out will begin with the games of young children. It’s very important that the ref do a good job ~ 

plus enjoy the experience - otherwise, the ref could quit before his or her career really begins.                    ~ 

Previously, I wrote about dealinq with adults, the main issue when there is one in officiating young kids games. 

Yet there is another potential problem for the ref with young kids games - the young child who does not know 

how to play well with other kids or to behave. This kid pushes the other kids and yells at them. A referee might only see this 

player in 5% of young kids’ games but it’s important to spot this player early and know what to do. When this type of young 

child is on the field, the referee’s presence can make all the difference in the world between an enjoyable experience for 

everyone and something very different. 

It’s important that the ref cheat the diagonal so he or she is as close to the problem player as possible, especially when that 

player is near the ball. This should not be difficult as the field is much smaller in young kids games. By being close to the 

player, the ref should easily spot fouls and being close might prevent that player from committing continuous fouls. 

Should there be a pattern of fouls committed by the player, the r~f blows the whistle hard and tells that player, so everyone on 

the field can hear, that bad behavior will not be tolerated. The smart coach will substitute the player and talk to him or her to 

calm down. This hopefully will do the trick. But if the player continues to misbehave, the ref has no other choice but to reach 

into the pocket and produce a card. 

Sadly, I’ve had to send off two young boys during the courae of my referee career. I generally do not get questioned about 

players getting red cards but in both cases, an adult approached me after the game to vehemently protest that I shouldn’t 

send off a young kid. If memory serves me right, both were boys U-11 players. 

One player had a strange pattern of committing late, studs-up tackles. The first time, being a young boy, I thought that it was 

simply poor coordination and verbally warned the player, which the coach clearly heard as the foul occurred by both benches. 

The second time, he received a yellow card and the third time, he was sent off. Ther~ is no doubt in my mind that he was 

trying to hurt someone. I never refereed that team again but hope that the player cleaned up his behavior. 

The other player was a keeper, about to win the Best Goalkeeper Award of an indoor tournament, who the coach put in as a 

forward for the last game of the tourney. After an opponent passed the ball, he deliberately pushed the kid from behind. I blew 

the whistle hard and verbally warned him to behave. A minute later, another player passed the ball upfield by the touchline and 

this kid ran up to him, pushed him with both hands from behind, sending him into the first row of the bleachers, which left the 

kid screaming. I sent off the player for violent conduct. 

It turns out the tournament has a very good rule that players who have been cautioned or sent off during the tourney cannot 

win awards. So he missed out winning an award because of his very bad foul. 

Finally on the lighter side, at the coin toss before the game, give your coin to the home team captain, ask the visiting team 

captain if he or she wants heads or tails, tell the home team captain to toss the coin in the air and let it hit the ground. Some 

young children love to toss the coin, most take it rather seriously and I have heard them say to their teammates, ’~Now, that 

was really cool! The ref let me toss the coin!" 

With these young kids, it’s sometimes too much to get the visiting team captain to say "Heads" or "Tails" while the coin is in 

the air so ask before the toss. If there’s a way to get the coin to wind up heads or tails after being tossed and hitting the 

ground (where it could roll over upon impact), none of these young kids have figured it out and neither have I. 

Read "Refereein~l Youn~l Children (Part 1): More Teacher than an Enforcer" HERE. 

(Randy Volt has officiated over 8,000 ~lames during the past three decades, from professional matches in front of thousands 

to six-year-olds bein~l cheered on by very enthusiastic parents. In "Preventive Officiating," he shares his wisdom ~lleaned from 

thousands of games and hundreds of clinics to help referees not only survive but thrive on the soccer field. You can visit the 

book’s website at ~wvw.pt~ventiveofficiating.com0 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

glenn.whitney@ spo~scoachradio .corn 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:52 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Abigail Adams quote 

Anson, 
"It is not in the still calm of life, or the repose of a pacific station that great characters are formed," 
- Abigail Adams, 1798 
This is the best quote on leadership [ could find from a *woman,* (My wife has challenged me to find woman 
and leadership quotes :-) 
Do you have anything else? 
Best regards, 
Glenn 

T w i’.’.’.’, e r : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 5:04 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: Orlando s ’radium project to be ’ti~st-tracked’ 

Friday, May 31,2013 

Orlando stadium project to 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

be ’fast-tracked’ 
By PauI Kennedy 

David Beckham’s appearance at Game 5 of Heat-Pacers NBA playoff series alongside Bolivian billionaire 

Marcelo Claure may have caught all the headlines on the MLS expansion front post-NYCFC, but there was other 

expansion news out of Florida on Thursday. 

Orange County Mayor Teresa Jacobs, who has publicly been lukewarm at best to the downtown Orlando soccer stadium 

project, said in a letter to Orlando City SC president Phil Rawlins on Thursday that she is now "fast-tracking" the project. 

"We are very sensitive to the [Major League Soccer] ownership position, and the new sense of urgency attached to your 

negotiations," Jacobs wrote. "Rest assured that I have directed Orange County’s staff to complete their due diligence as 

quickly as possible." 

The Orlando soccer stadium project - and all Florida sports stadium projects for that matter - suffered a setback when the 

Florida legislature did not vote on a state sales tax measure that would have funded $30 million of the estimated $110 million 

the soccer stadium is expected to cost. 

Another big chunk the Orlando MLS group has sought is $25 million in hotel taxes from Jacobs’ Orange County Commission= 

Jacobs isn’t set to sign off on authorizing use of the hotel taxes for the soccer stadium. She first wants Visit Orlando, the local 

tourism board, to analyze the impact the stadium would have on local tourism. 

The Orlando MLS group and city of Orlando (through its purchase of land) would pay for the rest of the costs of building the 

stadium. 

CENTENN’QAL PARTY AT NIKE GEORGETO½,N. U.S. Soccer is holding a U.S. national team event Friday night at Nike 

Georgetown to kick off U.S. Soccer’s weekend centennial celebrations. The USA hosts Germany Sunday at RFK Stadium. 

BAYERN M JNICH=BORUS,>IA DORTMUND RATING,>, FOX’s coverage of the 2013 UEFA Champions League final between 

Bayem Munich and Borussia Dortmund drew a 1.0 overnight rating. Despite the all-German final being one of the most exciting 

matches in recent years, the rating is the lowest in the four years of FOX coverage. 

FOX Champions League Final Overnight Ra[ings: 

RATING YEAR: MATCH 

1.0 2013: Bayern Munich-Borussia Dortmund 

1,3 2012: Chelsea-Bayem Munich 

1.8 2011 : Barcelona4vlanchester United 

1.1 2010: Inter Milan/Bayem Munich 

- In Germany, 21.61 million viewers watched the game on ZDF - a German television record for a club match - for a 62 

percent share. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google*: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 6:32 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 16s open with 11-0 victor; Rmnos on Alonso Hemandez 

U.S. U-16s open with 11-0 victory 
by Soccer America 

ICASPIAN CUPl The U.S. under-16 men’s national team opened play at the 2013 Caspian Cup in Azerbaijan 

with an 11-0 win against Kyrgyzstan. Real Salt Lake AZ players Sebastian Saucedo andBrooks Lennon 

had first-half hat tricks as the USA raced out to a 7-0 lead after only 32 minutes. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[iNTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL EoPOIR,~l One of players making his first trip with the U.S. under=20 national team is Mexican= 

American Alonso Hernandez, who debuted this spring for Liga MX powerhouse Monterrey. Following the 2-1 loss to 

Colombia during which Hernandez hit the base of the post, Ramos said the young Texan has put himself in a position to make 

the U.S. U-20 World Cup roster. - Read the whole story 

Toulon coverage continues on EIelN SPORT 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON TV] BeIN SPORT and belN SPORT en Espanol is covering the Festival International Espoirs - the 41st edition 

of the tournament organized in and around the French city of Toulon. U.S. action continues on Saturday with its third match 

against the Democratic Republic of Congo in Nice (kickoff: 9:30 am E’I). - Read the whole story 

Shattuck-St, Mary’s midfielder picked for England trip 
by Soccer America 

[USA FUTSAL MEN] Creighton-bound Lucas Stauffer, a midfielder for the Shattuck-St. Mary’s Academy U-17/18 

Development Academy team, was named to the U.S. futsal national team for its trip to the Four Nations Tournament June 6-9 

in England following a four-day long training camp in Milwaukee that kicked off Friday. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, May 31,2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 7:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Donovan m~d Bocanegra n~uned to Gold Cup preliminary roster 

What They’re Saying 

"We now have three ladies 

on the board. Say 

something, ladies! You are 

always speaking at home. 

Say something now!" 

-- FIFA president Sepp 

Blatter following the 

election to the FIFA 

executive committee of 

Lydia Nsekera of Burundi, 

who beat out Australian 

Moya Dodd and Sonia Bien- 

Airne of the Turks & Caicos 

Islands (both co-opted to 

the executive committee) 

Earlier in the w’eek at the 

FIFA Congress in Mauritius, 

Blatter referred to Dodd, an 

attorney, as "good and 

good-looking" (Guardian) 

Today’s News = Saturday, June 1,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Donovan and Bocanegra named to Gold Cup preliminaw 

roster                                                ~ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] Attention to the task at hand - a friendly against Germany on Sunday 

followed by three World Cup 2014 qualifiers over a span of 12 days - was diverted for a brief 

moment on Friday as Concacaf revealed the preliminary rosters for the Gold Cup that will be 

played on July. All key European-based players currently with the U.S. national team in 

Washington are missing from the shortlist of 35 players that does include Landon Donovan as 

well as Carlos Bocanegra. - Read the whole stow 

Wambach and Sinclair face off in Toronto 
by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] Sunday’s women’s game between the USA and Canada in Toronto (ESPNews, 

4:30 pm ET) will conclude U.S. Soccer’s 100th anniversary weekend. The much-anticipated 

rematch between the USA and Canada of their 2012 Olympic semifinal match has long since 

been sold out at BMO Field. It will feature the world’s top two active scorers in Abby Warnbach, 

whose 155 career goals are only three behind Mia Harem’s record, and Canadian striker 

Christine Sinclair, who 145 goals included a hat trick when Canada faced the USA in the 

Olympic semifinals. - Read the whole stow 

Tri all tied up for sixth .qame in a row 
by Soccer America 

[MEXICO-NIGERIA] Mexico has played six games in 2013 and tied all of them. But Mexican fans 

could take some solace for this one: the Tri, who played the last 60 minutes with 10 men after a 

red card to Pablo Barrera, rallied to tie Nigeria, 2-2, before 62,107 fans at Houston’s Reliant 

Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Crew loses Gaven for the season 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 14] The Columbus Crew will be without midfield veteran Eddie Gaven 
for its game against the Houston Dynamo on Saturday. He was lost for the season with an ACL 

tear suffered late in Wednesday’s U.S. Open Cup win over the Dayton Dutch Lions. - Read the 

whole story 

Richmond remains unbeaten, Harrisburg rallies for win 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 1 lj The Richmond Kickers remained undefeated with a 1-0 win over 

Phoenix FC on Nate Robinson’s first-half goal. Sainey Touray scored his sixth goal of the 

season and defender Stephen Basso converted a penalty kick to give the Harrisburg City 

Islanders a 2-1 comeback win at the Charleston Battery. The results moved Richmond into 

second place behind idle Orlando City and Harrisburg and Charleston into a tie for third. - Read 

the whole stow 

Van Persie wows kids beside EPL trophy in Rotterdam 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic Fe÷tlRobin van Persie puts on a show against some awestruck 

youngsters with a couple other Dutch professionals at his own youth tournament after showing up 

with the Premier League trophy. - Read the whole story 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 6:59 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer America Confidential: A birlhday bash m remember 

Sunday, June 2,2013 

A birthday bash to remember 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

The USA’s 4-3 win over Germany was one of those rare games where you can take away as many positives as      ~ 

negatives. Jozy Altidore had perhaps his greatest game ever with the national team, and Glint Dempsey scored 

two wonder[ully taken goals as the USA matched its goal output for its first five games of the year. But what do you say about 

a defense that looks so shaky? 

In two weeks, we’ll know what all this means. Will the USA play with purpose and show the attacking spark it demonstrated 

all afternoon at RFK in the upcoming qualifiers against Jamaica, Panama and Honduras? Or will it sleepwalk through the 

upcoming Hexagonal matches as it has so often done in qualifying? And will the USA pay dearly for its defense’s frailties or 

will they continue, as is more likely, go unexposed against the lesser opposition it will face over the next three games? 

the meantime, here’s what’s to remember from a remarkable U.S. Soccer 100th birthday bash ... 

GREAT GAMES FROM FRONT FIVE. The easy thing to say is that Altidore (with his first goal since the 2011 Gold Cup 

against Guadeloupe) and Dempsey (now second on the all-time U.S. scoring list) we~ the difference, but the[~ were many 

players who contributed to the U.S. win. The Jermaine Jones-Michael Bradley combo had its best game ever. Bradley’s 

composure on the ball allowed the USA to control play for long stretches of the game in midfield, while Jones added bite to the 

attack. Graham Zusi showed why Jurgen Klinsmann believes he doesn’t need Landon Donovan, hitting a perfectly placed 

ball - the kind that made Donovan so special - to set up Altidore’s opener. 

EVANS IMPRESSES AT RIGHT BACK.Brad Evans at right back? The big surprise in the U.S. lineup was the presence of the 

Seattle Sounders midfielder at right back in place of Geoff Cameron, making him the fourth player to start there in the last 

six matches, and it turned out to be the one positive you could take away from an otherwise very shaky performance from the 

U.S. backline. Evans played with composure and made good touches for a performance that should signal the end of the 

Cameron experiment at right back. 

MORE HORRIBLE DEFENDING. The seven goals the USA has allowed in last two games are only the third time in the last 40 

years it allowed that many goals in consecutive games. The other times came in 1990 (2-1 friendly lose to Switzerland and 5-1 

loss to Czechoslovakia in World Cup) and 2007 (4-1 loss to Argentina and 3-1 loss to Paraguay with "B" team at Copa 

America). Omar Gonzalez was supposed to be the answer for the USA in the middle of the defense, but he had another 

brain-fi~eze, losing Heiko Westermann on Germany’s first goal. Matt Besler was better than Clarence Goodson alongside 

Gonzalez, but that isn’t saying much. The USA gave Germany loads of chances inside the area and was lucky not to have 

been punished for more than just three goals. As for DaMarcus Beasley on the left side, you could say he hung in there, but 

at least that was better than what you could say about his replacement, Edgar Castillo, who was repeatedly beaten by 

Sidney Sam. And in goal? Tim Howard didn’t exactly shine on the last two German goals. 

GERMAN "B" TEAM ON VACATION Unlike Belgium, which came to Cleveland with close to its first team and used its game 

against the USA as a warmup for Friday’s key World Cup 2014 qualifier against Serbia, this was not the German national 

team that has won all six World Cup 2014 qualifiers, and they have nothing to prepare for. Only one starter from Germany’s 

most recent qualifier - central defender Per Mertesacker (burned on Altidore’s goal) - was in Joachim Loew’s squad for its 

two-game U.S. tour. After scoring four goals in the first 24 minutes in Boca Raton, they gave up two goals to Ecuador and four 

more to the USA before heading off on vacation. Back home, the view was likely that they had already checked out on 

vacation. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <info@nscaa.com> 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 8:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How Are We Doing? 

Want to view this in your browser? Click here for our online version. 

[+] Tell us about your experience 

Take this survey and provide us with 
feedback on your membership so we can 
better serve you! 

[+] Extend Your Membership Today 

This is a friendly reminder that your 
membership will expire in 3 months. Keep 
your benefits going by renewing early! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

[~maiiI Web,site I Send to a 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

.~iI Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GotSoccer <mailer2@email2.gotsoccer.com> 

Monday, Jnne 3, 2013 9:23 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Upcoming GotSoccer Showca~se Events 

College Recruiting has never been easier! 

Did you kmow you can get all the information you want at a showcase 

directly from your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immediately. And 

better yet, there is no charge l~r this service! 

With the GotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

Search and register for events using GotSoccer software 

Filter schedules by field, field number and date 

Browse team profiles and mini- bio’s for each player 

Rate players you are interested in and see which players have 

been scoping out your college 

~]!i9.t5..J.~!~. to be removed fiom the mailing list. 

And there is so much more! Click the link atx~ve and take advantage 

of this free, etficient mobile t~ature today! 

Avalanche Invitational Showcase G U9- U 18 
6/7/2013-6/9/2013 

Park Ci~, UT Re~ster to Attend 

Rocky Mountain Cup & College Showcase Girls Weekend 
2013 G U11-U13,U15-U16,U18-U19 
6/7/2013 -6/9/2013 

Bonlder, CO 
ReNster to Attend 

2~13 Central MD Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U 14 
6/8/2013 -6/9/2013 

Mi~mhellville, ~ ReNster to Attend 

Rocky Moun~in Cup & ColleNe Showcase ~ys Weekend 

20~3 B U11-U17,U19 
6/14/2013-6/16/2013 

Boulder, CO 
ReNster to Attend 

2013 Calvert Beach Cup BiG U9-U 15 
6/15/2013-6/16/2013 

Du~rk MD ReNster to Attend 

CFC/Soccerhead College Showcase 2~13 G UI 5-U17 
6/15/2013-6/16/2013 

Rocky tlill, CT Re#ster to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Boys Weekend B U9-U17,U19 
7/6/2013-7/7/2013 

Manhei~n, PA ReNster to Attend 

Showcase of Champions - 2013 B/G U 13- U 17 
8/2/2013-8/5/2013 

O~wa, CND ReNster to Attend 

Arsenal Cup B U10-U14 
8/15/2o13-8/18/2o13 

G U10-U14,U16,U18 
Fort Collins, CO 

ReNster to Attend 

Long Island Soccer Shootout B U9-Ul 6,U 19 
8/17/2o13-8/18/2o13 

G UI 0-U16 
Stony Broo~ NY 

ReNster to Attend 

2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic B/G U7-U 14 
8/30/2013,9/1/2013 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 



The Rose Cup, Memphis, TN. Sept 20-22, 2013 B U9-UI 2,U14-U15,U18 
9/20/2013-9/22/2013 

G U9-U 1 3,U 1 5,U 1 8 
Memphi~ TN 

Register to Attend 

2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic B/G U7-U 14 

Bowie, MD Register to Attend 

2013 Fall Harvest Recreational Soccer Classic B/G U7-U 14 

Bowie, MD Register to Attend 

Arlington Soccer 9th Annual College Showcase B U10,U16-U17,U19 
12/13/2013,12/15/2013 

G U8-U10,U16-UI 7,UI 9 
ArlinNton ttarold Patter~)n Soccer Complex, TX 

Register to Attend 

Presidents’ Day Tournament 2014 B/G U 12- U 1 7,U 1 9 
2/14/2014-2/17/201d 

Register to Attend Phoenix, AZ 

Citw of Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup International Youth Soccer 

Showcase 2014 B/G U14-U17,U19 
2/15/2014-2/17/2014 

Register to Attend 
Las Vegas, NV 

Annandale Premier Cup 21114-Boys Weekend B U10-U17,U19 

Hemdon, VA Register to Attend 

2014 Ocean City Beach Cup 
BiG U7-UI 4 

Ocean City, MD Re~ister to Attend 

MTS - MAPS Tournament Select 2013 B/G U8- U 17,U 19 
5/25/2013 -5/26/2013,6/22/2(I 13 -6/23/2013 

Various Sites In NL PA & NY, NiA Re~ister to Attend 

2013 District I| Sprin~ Rec Cup B ug,u10,U12 

Register to Attend 
Bay Area, CA 

2013 District II Spring Cup B U8-U 1 7,U 1 9 
6/1/2013-6/2/2013,6/8/2013-6/9/2013 G ug-u 1 7 
Bay Area, CA 

Re~ister to Attend 

California Cup 2013- Girls Weekend G U9-U 1 6~U 18 

SacramentoiRoseville, CA Re~ister to Attend 

33rd Annual JAGS Tournament 
G U9-U 1 :,U 19 

Mercer County, NJ Register to Attend 

1VI~kPS CUP 2013 SPRING [U15-U17] B/G U15-U17 

Ha~,nonton, NJ Register to Attend 

IOrkwood Boys Premier Tournament 2013 
B U9- U1 9 

New Castle, DE Re~ister to Attend 

RIDER CUP 2013 [P~IYS1 B U9- U 1 7,U 1 9 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-D~x-LaJ~ehnrst, NJ Register to Attend 

Nordic Cup 2013 B U10-U17,UI 9 
6/15/2013-6/16/2013 

G UI 0-UI 8 

Re~ister to Attend 
Budingtol~ 

Hagerstmvn Soccer Club Mason Dixon Cnl~ B/G U9-U 1 9 

Hagerstown, MD Re~ister to Attend 

PUIVLA_ Illinois College Showcase 
6/21/2013-6/22/2013 

Register to Attend 
Anrora, IL 



Califi~rnia Cup 2013- Boys Weekend B [Jg-U19 
6/21/2013-6/23/2013 

Sacramento/Roseville, CA Register to Attend 

Harrisburg City Islanders Capital Cup B U9,U 12-U 1 5 
6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

G U10-U1 1,U 13 
Hamsburg, PA 

Register to Attend 

The JEILSEY SHORE SL.JMM]~IR SIZZLE - I, June 22,23 B/G ug-u18 
6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

Brick, NJ Register to Attend 

RIDER CI2P 2013 [GIRLSl 
G U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 

6/22/2013 -6/23/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-Dgx-LaJ~ehnrst, NJ Register to Attend 

The JERSEY SHORE SUMMER SIZZLE - II, June 29,30 B/G U8-U1 8 
6/29/2013 -6/30/2013 

Brick, NJ Register to Attend 

2013 AC Milan Continental Cup B U9- U 16,U 1 g 
7/4/2013-7/7/2013 

G U12,UI4,UI 6,U18 
Cleveland, OH 

~ster to Attend 

LEHIGH VALLEY 2013 SOCCER STE~LMROLL 
B/G U9- U 17,U 19 

7/6/2013-7/7/2(113 

Allentowr~ PA Register to Attend 

Cobras Summer Classic - 23rd Ammal Soccer Tournament B U8-U 17,U 19 
7/12/2013-7/14/2013 

G U8-U19 
Rochester, NY 

Register to Attend 

NRKE C rossfire Challenge 21t 13 B,G U 1 0-U 1 8 
7/12/2013-7/15/2013,7/19/2013-7/22/2013 

Redmond, WA Register to Attend 

Lehigh Valley Steel Ci.ty Cup                         B U9,UI 2-UI 5 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013                                       G U10-U1 1,U 13 

Register to Attend 
Allentowi~ PA 

The SOUTHERN SIZZLE Soccer Tournament at Rock Hill SC BiG U 12-U 1 8 

Rock Hill SC / Charlote NC, SC Register to Attend 

CENTRAL JERSEY INVrrATIONAL 2013 [GIRLSl 
G U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 

Joint Ba~ McGuire- Db~-Lakehurst N J, NJ Register to Attend 

POCONO CLqP 2013 PREMIER [BOYS] 
B U8-UI 8 

Stroudsburg, PA Register to Attend 

USASA REGION ONE [720 CHAMPIONSHIPS BiG U20 

Joint Base, NJ Register to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Girls Weekend G U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 

Ma~aheim, PA Register to Attend 

Disney Cup International ~ outh Soccer Tournament - 2013 B U9-U 17,U 19 
7/15/2013-7/20/2013 

G UI 0-UI 7,U19 
ESPN Wide World of Sports, FL 

Register to Attend 

Force Adidas Premier Showcase 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013 

Register to Attend 
Cupefiino, CA 

2013 Texas Lightning Puma Cup USA 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013 

~ster to Attend 
Arlington, TX 

Pleasanton I/AGE College Showcase 2013 presented by adidas G U 1 5-U 1 7,U 1 9 

Pleasanton, CA ~ster to Attend 

~LLBION CUP NATIONAL SOCCER SHOWCASE B/G U8- U 1 7.U 1 9 

San Diego, CA Register to Attend 

llth annual Diablo FC Summer Classic for GIRLS G U12-U15 

Concord, CA Register to Attend 



CENTRAL,IERSEY LNVITA37IONAL 2013 IBOYSl 
t3 U9-U1 7 

7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-~-L~ehurst, NJ Re~ster to Attend 

~CONO CI~ 2013 P~N~ER [GI~S] G US-U 17,U 19 
7/20/2013 -7/2]/2013 

Stroudsburg, PA Re~ster to Attend 

N~vada Premier Cup presented by Nevada Eli~ ~ B/G U9- U 1 6 
7/26/2013 -7/28/2013 

Reno/Sparks, NV ReNster to Attend 

Philadelphia Union Victory Cup B U9,U 12-U 15 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

G U 1 0-U 1 1,U 1 3 
Downingk~w~ 

ReNster to Attend 
PA 

MSSL 2013 SL~R SHOWCASE [~YSl B UI4-UI 6,U18 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

Ha~nonton, NJ ReNster to Attend 

llth annual Diablo FC Summer Classic fgr BOYS B U12-U15 

Concord, CA ReNster to Attend 

MAPS C~S CLASSIC 20~3 B U9-U17 
7/27/2o13-7/28/2o13 

G U9-U16,U18 
Joint Ba~ McGuire-~x-La~ehurst, NJ 

ReNster to Attend 

MSSL 2013 S~ER SHOWCASE [G~Sl G U 14-U 1 6,U 1 8 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

Ha~nonton, NJ ReNster to Attend 

2013 Eli~ Girls ~gh SchoM Invitational B OTHER 

West Chester, OH 
ReNster to Attend 

S~ccerloco San Dieg9 Surf Cup 2013 BiG U 10-U 1 8 
7/27/2013 -7/29/2013,8/3/2013 -8/5/2013 

San Diego, CA Re~ster to Attend 

Park Ci~- Extreme Cup 2013 B U9-U 1 8 
8/1/2013-8/3/2013 

G U9-U14,U16 
Park UT 

ReNster to Attend 

Kirkwood ~ys College Showcase 2013 B U15-U17,U19 
8/3/2013 -8/4/2013 

New Castle, DE ReNster to Attend 

2013 Broomfield Shootout B U9-U14 
8/8/2013 -8/11/2013 

G U9-UI 6,U 1 8 

ReNster to Attend 
Broomfield, CO 

Austin Texans B Ul0,Ul 2-UI 7,U19 
Eli~ Invi~fional 
8/9/2013-8/11/2013 G UI 0-UI 7,U19 

Aus%n, TX ReNster to Attend 

East End Soccer Tournament 2013 B/G U9-U1 7 

Mastic Beach, NY ReNster to Attend 

Chesapeake Kickoff Challenge B US-UI 2 
8/17/2o13-8/18/2o13 

G U10,UI2 
4560 Centenmal Lane, MD 

ReNster to Attend 

Sockets Nike Cr~ B U9-U14 
8/23/2013-8/25/2013 

G U9-U16,U18 

ReNster to Attend 
Cwsml Lake, IL 

35th Anmml East Meadow Sgccer T~urnament Sponsored by B U8-U 1 6,U 1 9 
Modells 
8/24/2013-8/25/2013 G U8 - U 1 7,U 1 9 

Long Islan& NY ReNster to Attend 





To.* 

St~]bj ec’t: 

United States Sports Academy <postmasker=ussa.edu@maih6o.wdco2.nqedlvonet> 
Monday, Oune 3, 2o13 9:27AM 

I)orranee, Albert A ~V <anson@email.une.edu> 
Athlete of the Month - May 

If images at’e not displ;~yed cot’t’ectly, check your se~:m’ity set[rags to allow im;~ges from postm;~stet’@ussa.edu. 

You are invited to be a pat’~ of choosing next year’s candidates for the Athlete of the Year 

honor’. To cast youc vote simply crick ~;e~’e. Monthly balloting q~m~ifies athletes for the 

culminating national ])allot, which will be posted on the Academy website in Deeeml)er~ 

Don’t delay-.-vote today! And remernber to retm’n here each ~nonth through Deeernber, for 

your opportunib’ to vote again! 

Sincerely 
A~hlete of ~e Month Selection Commitee 
United States Sports Academy 

Oue Academ3 Drive~ D~phne, AL 36520 - (2fit) 620-5353of3 - ww,a .us~;~.edtt 

The Academy 8ceepts st~]dents regardless of race, vel g on, gender, age, dJsab*hty ov national 

Vou al’e i’eceivin£ this email becaase you p*’ovided the United States Spol’ts Academy with youi’ 

emaii address Occasionally we send the Sport Update and Alumni Netwo~’k, our electronic 

from this bst. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz®mai[.feedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter@usnstpa.com> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 11:48 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Jun 3, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers- Jun 3, 2013 

Monday’s Soccer TV 
The 2013 Toulon Tournament is on belN Sport: Democratic Republic of Congo - South Korea at 11:30am and France - 

Colombia at 1:30pm. All Times Eastern 

USA 4- Germany 3 
The United States defeated Germany 4-3 on Sunday in front of a capacity crowd of 47,359 at RFK Stadium in 

Washington, DC. The game marked the Centennial celebration for the United States Soccer Federation, and the two 

teams didn’t disappoint. Jozy A[tidore opened the scoring in the 13th minute and an unlikely Germany own-goal made it 

2-0 in the 16th. Germany goalkeeper Marc-Andre ter Stegen found it impossible to handle a slow moving backpass with 

the bail winding up crossing the line for a USA goal In the second-half, Germany pulled a goal back when Heiko 

Westermann scored in the 51st minute. The United States responded with goals from C[int Dempsey in the 60th and 65th 

minute. Germany’s Max Kruse scored in the 78th minute and Julian Drax[er pulled Germany within a goal in the 81st. 

"We’re happy with the win, but at the same time we expect a lot out of ourselves," Dempsey said. "We’re not happy 

with conceding the amount of goals that we’ve conceded in these two games. It needs to be better. Even though we’re 

playing against top quality, we need to do a better job of protecting our ’keeper. At the same time, we’re happy with 

the result in the sense of winning and we take confidence from beating a good team." Read More 

USA- Germany: Four From The District 
ByJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (June 2, 2013) US Soccer Players - From a hot afternoon in the press box at RFK 

Stadium where seeing a[[ four corners of the field isn’t a given, here are a quick four things I’m taking away from the 

United States - Germany friendly. 

Playin8 With Pressure 

The United States played a high line with their forwards on a Germany goal kick in the fifth minute. If it does nothing 

more than make the other team think about what they’re doing this early in a game, it’s worth it. Even more so if it 

leads to the kind of miscue that put the bail into the back of Germany’s own net in the 16th minute in a forgettable 

moment for international [eve[ goa[keeping. There’s too much given up tactically by teams not considering the little 

things. Early on, the US had Germany considering every step they took. It’s not simply about pressuring, it’s establishing 

early on that should mistakes happen, they’[[ turn into opportunities. This is something we normally don’t associate with 

the style of play under K[insmann or his predecessors. For every free flowing display, there’s the desperation hedge with 



muttipte midfietders taking defensive rotes and simpty trying to keep the other team from scoring. There’s respecting 
the abitities of an opponent and harming your own game by simpty not praying. It’s a risk/reward equation that’s difficutt 
for any team, but it’s atso one where the USA shoutd atmost atways take the tacticat risk. That’s how the confidence and 
the program grow. Otherwise, it’s more of the same: an overty defensive mindset that’s about trying to controt a score 
tine rather than praying creative and high pressure soccer. Read More 

National Teamers Abroad: Goal for Bedoya 
Alejandro Bedoya’s Hetsingborg shutout Atvidaberg 3-0 in Norway’s Attsvenskan. Bedoya opened the scoring in the 15th 

minute at Otympia Stadium. Ardian Gashi doubted the read in the 26th and ChHstoffer Anderrson finished off the scoring 

in the 86th minute. The referee booked Bedoya in the 78th minute. 

In Norway, Josh Gatt started for Motde in their 4-0 shutout of Honefoss in front of 8,168 at the Aker Stadion. Daniet 

Chima opened the scoring in the 12th minute, taking that 1-0 read into the hatf. Magnus Eikrem (51st) and Ztatko THpic 

(55th) made it 3-0 and Chima finished off the scoring with his second goat of the game in the 60th minute. Gatt subbed 

out in the 59th minute. Mix Diskerud’s Rosenborg beat Vaterenga 2-1 at the Uttevaat Stadion. Tore Reiniussen (65th) and 

Jonas Svensson (84th) scored the goats. Diskerud subbed out in the 61st minute. Read More 

MLS Week 14: New England Puts LA Away 
A futt schedute of games for Week 14 in Major League Soccer, starting with Toronto and Phitadetphia drawing 1-1 at BMO 
Fietd. Toronto went a man down when the referee sent off Doneit Henry in the 41st, but it was Toronto’s Jonathan 
Osorio scoring the shorthanded goat in the 66th minute. Phitadetphia’s equatizer came in stoppage time, with MLs Prayer 
of the Month Jack Mclnerney scoring in the 91st minute. 

"He’s a good prayer, Toronto coach Ryan Netsen said of Mclnerney. "He’s abte to find hotes that is what good prayers do. 

He just drifted into an area and if the batt went either side of him we woutd have won the game. You can’t fautt the 

guys, three or four of them went in to win the header and probabty didn’t get a dean header. Four or five then go to 

charge it down and if we brock it we tatk about courageous defending, but it went through the traffic and in." 

At Red Butt Arena, Vancouver beat New York 2-1 with the Whitecaps responsibte for art three goats. Vancouver put the 

batt into the back of their own net in the 51st and equatized when Jordan Harvey scored in the 58th. A 75th minute red 

card to New York’s Jamison Otave meant the man advantage when Kenny Mitter scored the Whitecaps’ winner in the 

83rd. In Cotumbus, the Crew came back to draw 1-1 with Houston. The Dynamo took the read with a Warren Creavatte 

goat in the 31st minute. Federico Higuain equatized for Cotumbus in the 69th. 

Montreat got a 2-1 win over Sporting Kansas City at Sporting Park. Sanna Nyassi opened the scoring for Montreat in the 
47th minute with Ctaudio Bieter equatizing two minutes tater. Cotten Warner scored Montreat’s winner in the 53rd 
minute. The referee sent off Montreat’s Atessandro Nesta in the 74th for fighting. Read More 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Mexico Qualifying 
Mexico and Jamaica meet in a CONCACAF Wortd Cup Quatifier at 8:30pm on Tetemundo. The 2013 Touton Tournament 

continues on belN Sport: Mexico - Portugat at 11am and Brazit - Nigeria at lpm. All Times Eastern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS - Sportsmanship Blog <charactercountssports@jiethics.org~ 

Monday, June 3, 2013 9:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NBA Flopping: Gamesmm~ship or Cheating? 

Sport ..... hip Blog 

Center for Sports Ethics ~ Training I Products I Donate 

Dki you get this from a friend? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

NBA Flopping: Gamesmanship 
or Cheatinq? 

the act of "fiol>pm!~" is o.qce again in 
the news, See an Oscal’-.worti:y 
perfol’l"..-~ance and share your 

Read more, take the poll >> 

Character education materials 

A Quick Way to Teach Character 
Get a head start on ~he next school 
yea.." with )’bda/CounSs, a ceile.::[ien of 
5~minute activities that belt> you 
the Six Piilars of Character to st~de.."..ts 

S~OJ~ now >> 

Does Baseball Need More Instant Replay? 

that i:as se’4.q more than a few of them, Watci: as Ky~e Ker~ddck of the 
Ph~Hes ~s ca~}ed ou~ on a p~ck-o£ a~empt by Bl’ewers i’eHever 

Read more, take the poll >> 

Mariano Rivera’s Farewell Tour 
Connectinq With Fans 

doesnt i:a\,e milch left to accempiish in the 

game of baseball, He has won five World 

saves and ~s wMe~y co~s~dered to be the 

Read more >> 

High School Baseball Team Lifts Car Off Trapped Girl 
/:, high school basebati team in ~ik G!’o\,e, C,~liforr!ia, took the ~dea o~ 
teamwork to a whok~ new ~eve~ ~ast week, During their fMa~ practice of 

Read more >> 

Matt Kemp’s Memorable Gesture 
~.os Angeles Dod.ge~ outfielder ,,",’,,art Femp ~teraHy gave a fan the shirt 

off h~s back ~ast weekend ~n San Francisco, After a tough ~oss to the 
G~ants, the star centerl:~ek~er gave an autographed baseball p~us his 

Read more watch the video>> 

What People Are 
Saying... 

: )d~,~:t ~ake us b:~ fask, or 

N~ $avdah comments on 
Should Colleqe Athletes 
Get Paid?: 
atMetes sho~id not be 

: paid during? t~iei~’ 

~n college to get an 
: educat~os and may very 

we~ be ~n co~e~e on 

scho~arsh~#, whk:h 
good thing," 

Boy’s Refusal to Wrestle 
Girl Repectful or Sexist?: 
"t say it was .."especU’ul, 
too, Net just because of 
h~s beliefs, but they’re 
a~so teenagel’s, usually 
guys wrestling g~ys 
there’s ~o probk~m," 

Should College Athletes 
Get Paid?: "~ doCt want 
to see big time programs 
domir~ate smalier 
p!ograms even more by 
being able to offel" #iggel" 
pay days to ~op ~ecrui~s." 



[i~ WhatWill Matter 
We Expect More of Adults 

Read more >> 
Subscribe to the podcast >> 
~et the app >> 

Unsubscribe i Manaqe newsletter subscriptions i Josephsonlnstitute ora 

Center for Sports 

Ethics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 7:08 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Racial slurs aimed at Leroux were not from Toronto crowd 

What They’re Saying 

"I’m very eager to find him 

and hug him. I want to help 

him to continue to be the 

best player in the world" 

-- Brazilian star Neymar on 

Argentine Lionel Messi 

upon joining Barcelona from 

Santos on a reported $75 

million transfer. 

(~CBarcelona.com) 

Today’s News - Tuesday, June 4, 2013             ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Racial slurs aimed at Leroux were not from Toronto 

crowd                                                ~ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CANADA-USA] In the aftermath to the Canadian reaction to her holding the U.S. 

Soccer crest on her jersey and holding a finger to her lips during the celebration following her 

stoppage-time goal that capped the USA’s 3-0 win over Canada at soldout BMO Field in Toronto 

on Sunday, Sydney Leroux’s tweet about "racial slurs" only fueled the controversy. U.S. Soccer 

issued a statement on Monday afternoon, clarifying that the slurs she was t~ferring to took place 

during Olympic qualifying last year in Vancouver and during Sunday’s much-anticipated rematch 

of the USA-Canada semifinal - not from the Toronto crowd itself. - Read the whole story 

Portland hardest hit by call-ups 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] There will be 14 MLS games during and following the last day of play in the 

upcoming FIFA fixture schedule. All but two teams (New York and Sporting Kansas City) will be 

playing during this year’s June stretch of international matches, and all but three teams (Chivas 

USA, Colorado and D.C. United) will have players away on national team duty. - Read the whole 

story 

Cellar-dwellers square off 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] Cellar-dwellers Jamaica and Mexico both come into Tuesday’s 

World Cup 2014 qualifier in Kingston =- moved up from June 18 to allow the Tri to head to Brazil 

for the Confederations Cup - needing a win. The Reggae Boyz have two points - and one goal - 

in three games, while Mexico has tied all three qualifiers - and all six matches it has played in 

2013. - Read the whole story 

Quakes and impact set to meet in group play 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The five MLS teams in the 2013-14 Concacaf Champions 

League were drawn into their groups on Monday night. The San Jose Earthquakes and Montreal 

Impact will meet in Group 5, while all five MLS clubs were separated from Mexican clubs for the 

group stage. - Read the whole story 

Reminiscing on the year’s best goals in Italy 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] An exciting season in Serie A included several spectacular goals, while 

Juventus ruled italy once more, there are gifted players from throughout the league authoring this 

charismatic collection of golazos. - Read the whole story 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Mexico Qua ifylng 

Me~k:o and Jamaica meet: in a CONCACAF World Cup Quahfief at g::X~pm on Te~ernundo, The 2013 Teuton "Feurnament 

cont]rnJes on be~N Sport: Mexico - [;ortuga~ at 11am and Brazg - N}!~eria at 1pro. Af~ Th~es Eas~en~ 

Their Words 

"It was terrib[e, herrib[e. I mean, they beat us in every facet of the ga~’~e, if era the bet.’,inr~ir~g ol t:he 

game," San Jose goalkeeper Jo~ B~s~h, 

2013-t4 CONCACAF Champions League Groups 
Announced 

On Monday rdght, CONCACAF conducted the draw for the 2013-14 Champ}ons League group stage. Under the 

Lou~ namenL ruf.es, dubs flora the same country and c}.ubs from the United StaLes and Mexico caff~ be drawn into the 

same group. The (haw is adjusted accordin~bt. The Houston Dynarno are h~ Group i, Sporth~g ~{ansas C~W ~ets G~oup 2~ 

afKI the LA GaLaxy ~et Group 8, Since Canadian ~LS ~:eams are considered separa~:e ~rem the Unh:ed States for 

Champ}ons League purposes Group 5 features the San Jose Earthquakes and the Montreal h~’q)act. CONCACAF has yet 

[e release the schedule, Read More 

The 201 3 US National Team: At This Stage 
By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC {June 4,2013} US Soccer Prayers -. Ws easy enough to downpl.ay the USA’s 

periermance again~.~t: P~e[?,~urn and Germany~ As [ha[ thUDding goes, ~Or worse and thef~ bet:t:er ~:here are eneu~h reasoas 

Lo conside~ d~e squad troubted as ~t works toward Friday and the resumption of ~ames that count, ~t’s not a new 

criticism, but it doesn’t lose any sigrdf~cance after ~osing a fliendb/against a 15th~ranked team and beating the second- 

best Learn in the world, As always, short of p[ayin9 teams in ~ames d~a~ count there are m~tNatin~ circumstances, 

StgL all we ~ea~b/have to ~dge any team by are the ~ames on the schedule. 

Even this [ate m Work] Cup Qualifying, the United States is a team m continua{ t~ar[sit}on. There are enough spaces stg{ 

uI) fo~ gra~)s, enough concerns tha~: need answering, ’The st:abiUty ~n the group around a veteran core p~ayir~f~ significant 

rainutes in 2010 is sti[~ there, but }t~s part of a trans~tiona~ moment in American soccer. Veterans are fighting to keep 

their spet:s a~: f,~ationa{ "]’eam {~weL The taetR:a[ a[*{~nmen~: of 1:he sqbad has shifted t:o high[*{~ht a Wpe of sec(:er the US 

wasn’t p[ayin~ the tas~ t~me they qualified for a World Cup, 

In this moment, i~.’s up Lo the coach ~.o pro’Ado more stability than usual it’s his vision alter at[, especiat[y when iL 

fl:~rces players kfi:o unfamiliar posit:~ons, KI.h~smann’s el.even has a shape and h: has regulars, bu~: it’s still, wer~dn~ out 1:he 

problems d~a~ normat[y run a}.ongside change, it’s not so much a question about bet~evin~ in a system as it is seehN that 
system work on the field m a game that counts. That’s the fliendLy cr~tidsm, that by design a friendly can’t pro~dde the 

kind of scenarios that occu~ when points o~ advancement are on the line, Read More 

Corner: Chelsea 

It’s as if Chelsea gootbaf[ Club chose to force two sigmficant questior~s by hMn?, Jose Mourird~o fo~ his second stint as 

the [eam’s mana~er~ The fh’st ~s when:her or not (]he{sea [earned an’¢thin~ from 2007 unti{ now, h:’s the same questh:~n 

for Moudnho. 

Looking for an an.~aqe~ isn’t f{attering. �he{sea has a Prenlier League tit]e, three FA ([ups, a Champ}ons League trophy, 

and most fecen[[y w~fmin~,~ [he Europa League wit:heu~ Mourinho as manager, bu~: nene of that was ~oed erKa~h, For 

Chetsea~ ’good enough’ becomes a mo~dn~ target that no manage~ shoutd be convinced he can hit, Mourinho knows this 

firstq~and, [eaxdng earlly in ~:he 200Yq)8 season by the norrna{ way CheLsea managers depart, Ownership e~pectations 

a~en’t satisfied, and the club makes another move, That d~ey’ve made eight of d~em since Mourinho te~L is almost 
beside the point. 

To some extent, this should be welcome at the highest [eve[ of the Premier League. More to the point, it should be 

expected at the highest [eve[ of European ck~b soccer, There simply isn’t time fo~ a stow buil.d, spending seasons to 



USA surprises Germany in scorcher - ~rom Fox $o~:cer’s L.ea~der Schae~aeckens: So absndant was the me~rm~ent that 

~t was easy ~o forge~ that ~h~s was O~hl a fl~endbl 

U.S. vs. German fr~endl : Juer en K~nsmann’s American team ~s victorious at RFK Stadium - from The 

Washington) Post’s Steven Goff: "Now the road ~ets {ongi~ ~oa{keeper "]’m~ Howard said, 

After Impressive Win Over Germany~ U.S. Has Smaller Fish to Fry - from The NY "1"1rues’ Sam Borden: "{’hrou~hou~: 

swe{teda$ afteraoon> though~ ~t was difficu[t noL to [ook forward. 

Big ~n over Germany? It means almost nothing as true test awaits for USMNT ¯ from &~LSsoccer.com’s Jeff 

]r~ Jama~(:a~ it will be CONCACAF business as usua~ for the US 

Replacing Gaven~ improving home record are priorities - flora The Cofumbus ~ispatch’s Adam Jardy: He is expected 
to be back for preseason camp next year alter unde~oin~ surgery within the aext lew weeks. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Toubn 
The 2013 Teufon Tournament continues on belN Sport: South ~(orea o USA at t 1am and CoLombia - Democratic RepubLic 

o~ {:ongo a~: lprm t~el~,~ al.so ~as the Ursguay - France ~riend~y al: ~pr~, ’The UE:~’A UndeP2l Championship ~s on ESPN 

DeporEes: ~srae{ - Norway aL 12pro aad En~tand ~Ea/y aE 2:20pro (atso oa ZSPNU}, Umvis~on Depo~tes has Phi}.adeip~fia - 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Save the Date tbr the 2nd Annual AC Milan Heartland Cup 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 
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Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMater.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 
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Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 5/30/13: Appreciatiug a Parent’s Love 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commenia[o~ arid the 
founder and president of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~iso:.’~"4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
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Soccer Business Insider: Jersey deal puts Cosmos in big company 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 

Jersey deal puts Cosmos in 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

big company 
By Paul Kennedy 

For one day at least, the New York Cosmos were again the No. 1 soccer story in New York. 

On Tuesday, Pele was on hand as the revived NASL club announced it signed a jersey sponsorship contract with Emirates 

Airline. 

That puts the Cosmos in big company as the airline also sponsors such giants as Arsenal, AC Milan, Paris St. Germain, 

Hamburg and, beginning soon, Real Madrid. 

Cosmos chairman and CEO Seamus O’Brien is also the chairman, CEO, and founder of World Spods Group, which is the 

preeminent sports marketing group in Asia with close connections to Emirates Airline. 

The Cosmos are scheduled to start the NASL in its fall season. Its first game is set for Aug. 3 against Ft. Lauderdale at 

Shuart Stadium (the old Hofstra Stadium) in Hempstead. 

FOX SIGNS UEFA DEAL. FOX Sports Media Group reached a deal with UEFA for multi-media rights to all Euro 2016 

qualifiers and all 2018 World Cup qualifiers. Fox in turn will sublicense half the game inventory to ESPN. 

’q’he journey for a country to be represented in two of the most prestigious soccer tournaments in the world is some of the 

most exciting soccer played each year," said FOX Soccer executive vice president David Nathanson. "There are no 

media properties better fit to showcase these matches than ESPN and FOX Sports whom already have the broadcast rights to 

the UEFA Euro 2016 and the 2018 FIFA World Cup, t~spectively. The UEFA European qualifiers adds a new dimension of 

depth to our robust portfolio of soccer broadcast rights." 

UEFA is selling rights to all qualifiers as opposed to letting (home) federations sell them individually. 

FOX will broadcast the World Cup finals for the first time in 2018. ESPN, which covered the World Cup for many years, still 

holds the rights to the 2016 European Championship in France. 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, June 5, 2013 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U.S. U-20s face South Korea on Wednesday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV progIrammingi is always subject to change. Check your local listingIs. Soccer    ~ 

on TV is updated daily througIhout the ~eek.) 

WEDNESDAY, du~e 5 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21Tournament SOUTH KOREA-USA (live) 11 am. 
Toulon U-21Tournament COLOMBIA-DR CONGO (live) 1 pm. 

International Friendly URUGUAY-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21Tournament SOUTH KOREA-USA (live) 11 am. 
Toulon U-21Tournament COLOMBIA-DR CONGO (live) 1 pm. 

international Friendly URUGUAY-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

ESPNU 

UEFA U-21 Championship ENGLAND-ITALY (live) 2:20 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U=21 Championship ISRAEL-NORWAY (live) Noon. 

UEFA U-21 Championship ENGLAND-ITALY (live) 2:20 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil CRUZEIRO~ORINTHIANS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVI$1ON DEPORTES 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-COLUMBUS (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-COLUMBUS (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship ISRAEL-NORWAY (live) Neon. 

UEFA U-2t Championship ENGLAND-ITALY (live) 2:20 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-GOIAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, Ju~e ~ 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21Tournament NIGERIA-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U=21Tournament BELGIUM-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament NIGERIA-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-2t Tournament BELGIUM~EXlCO (live) 1:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

UEFA U=21 Championship NETHER~NDS-GERMANY (live) 2:20 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-2t Championsip SPAIN-RUSSIA (live) Noon. 

UEFA U=21 Championship NETHER~NDS-GERMANY (live) 2:20 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil CORI~BA-FLUMINESE (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 



UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-RUSSIA (live) noon. 

UEFA U=21 Championship NETHERLANDS-GERMANY (live) 2:20 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Friendly INDONESIA-NETHERLANDS (delay) 1 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ ARGENTINA-COLOMBIA (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ JAMAICA-USA (live) 9:20 pin= 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (delay) 11:59 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmeboi WGQ ARGENTINA-COLOMBIA (live) 8 pro. 

Conmebol WCQ PARAGUAY-CHILE (live) 8 pin= 

Concacaf WGQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pin. 

Conmebol WGQ PERU-ECUADOR (delay) 11:59 pin. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-GREECE (live) 1:40 pm= 

UEFA WGQ PORTUGAL-RUSSIA (live) 3:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ AUSTRIA-SWEDEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ IRELAND-FAROE ISLANDS (live) 4:30 pro. 

TELEMUNDO 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 10 pin. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ AZERBAIJAN-LUXEMBOURG (live) noon. 

UEFA WCQ FINLAND-BELARUS (live) noon. 

UEFA WGQ ARMENIA-MALTA (live) noon. 

UEFA WCQ LATVIA-BOSNIA (live) 12:30. 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-GREECE (live) 1:45 

UEFA WGQ LIECHTENSTEIN-SLOVAKIA (live) 2 pm= 

UEFA WCQ CROATIA-SCOTLAND (live) 2:15 pm. 

UEFA WGQ MOLDOVA-POLAND (live) 2:!5 pin. 

UEFA WCQ ALBANIA-NORWAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ MONTENEGRO-UKRAINE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WGQ CZECH REPUBLIC-ITALY (live) 2:40 pm= 

UEFA WCQ BELGIUM-SERBIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA WGQ ICELAND-SLOVENIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA WCQ PORTUGAL-RUSSIA (live) 3:45 pin. 

SATURDAY, June 8 

NBC SPORTS NETVVORK 

MLSSEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pin. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9:30 pin. 

MLS SEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pin, 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ SWITZERLAND-CYPRUS (live) 11:30 am. 
UEFA U-21 Championship ENGLAND-NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U=21 Championship ITALY-ISRAEL (live) 2:15 pin. 

SUNDAY, J~ne 9 

GOLTV 

Brazil FLUMINESE-GOIAS (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship NETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (livE) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship GERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 



~’~ONDAY, June JO 

~OLTV 
UEFA WCQ SWEDEN-FAROE ISLANDS (live) I pm. 

TUESDAY~ J~oe I~ 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 

UNITS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXIC~-C~STA RICA (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf WCQ USA-PANAMA (live~ 1 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

A school’s location helps woo a recruit from 
California up to Washington state, while 
another college hopeful commits to a location 
not too far from home. 
MORE: Boys Commits: Juniors Makinq Moves 

One of the top goalkeeping prospects in the 
Development Academy is joining up with a 
youth Academy in England this summer. 

GOLDE$ iI FOOT 
The U.S. U17 Men’s National Team, composed 
entirely of players born in 1997, ended the 
Caspian Cup on Tuesd_ay with a commanding 

I ~i Prem’er Content i win over Uzbekistan. ~ 

DID YOU SEE? 

Alex Morgan and Sydney 
Leroux’s ’Prancercisinq’ 
video is 7 seconds of 
amazing. 

One-leqqed soccer fiqht 
breaks out because of 
course it does. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner; 

UNC Men’s Soccer Camp 

Join us this summer on the beautiful campus 
of UNC Chapel Hill to get an inside look at 
the Tar Heels! 

The UNC program has a tradition of 
producing great teams, great players, and an 
attractive style of play. 

Our objective is for campers to become 
better soccer players and leave with 
memories of a lifetime. 

Click here for more information! 
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Mourinho: Cristiano Couldn’t Take Criticism 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Jose Mourinho says that his relationship with Cristiano Ronaldo broke down toward the end of his 

reign at Real Madrid because the Portuguese star "he thinks he knows everything." Speaking to Spanish television 

show Punto Pelota about Ronaldo, the newly named Chelsea coach said: "1 had only one problem with him, very 

simple, very basic, which was when a coach criticizes a player from a tactical viewpoint trying to improve what in my 

view could have been improved," he said. "And at that moment he didn’t take it very well because maybe he thinks 

he knows everything and the coach cannot help him to develop more." 

Having said that, Mourinho added: "Cristiano has had three fantastic seasons with me. I don’t know if they were the 

best of his career because he had some fantastic moments with Manchester United. I think we created a fantastic 

situation for him tactically in which he could express all his potential and turn that into records and goals." 

Meanwhile, AIvaro Arbeloa, a former Mourinho player at Real, defended the Portuguese tactician’s work at 

Bernabeu, which was highly criticized for the club’s failure to win a trophy last season. "Mourinho leaves the club 

disappointed, and with the players mainly," Arbeloa told La Sexta on Wednesday. "People may think that he is 

wrong on certain things or others, but everything he has done has been to the benefit of the club and the players, 

over his own benefit," time former Liverpool player said. "He has done everything for Madrid and few here can also 

say that. Everyone, with the players first, must look to themselves before looking at others." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Roberto Martinez Named Everton Coach 
Sky Sports 

Everton on Wednesday appointed Roberto Martinez as its successor to David Moyes on a four-year deal. The 

39-year-old coach famously led Wigan Athletic to the FA Cup, its first-ever major trophy, last month. However, he 

also led the club to relegation in time same season. As Martinez still had a contract with W~gan, it is believed that 

Everton paid $2.3 million to Wigan to bring time Spaniard to Goodison Park. 

Wigan immediately issued a statement of thanks to its former manager: "Roberto’s influence at the club, both as a 

player and manager, an association that spanned over a decade, will remain unforgettable to all Latics fans and the 

c&~b would like to place on record its appreciation for his tireless work during that time, culminating in FA Cup glory 

last month at Wembley Stadium." 

In an interview with Sky Sports, Wigan Chairman Dave Whe~an said Martinez’s departure is "something I accepted 

when he asked me if he could leave. I did expect Everton to come and get his services. They’ve done a wonderful 

move, Roberto is, and has been for us, one fantastic manager." 

He added: "We will always be friends for the rest of our lives, he is just such a wonderful character but he is going to 

a great club with great supporters. I wish him the very best of luck." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Reports: Fernandinho off to Man City 
Telegraph 

A day after signing Jesus Navas from Sevilla, the Telegraph reports that Manchester City is about to make its 

second big capture of the summer in Shakhtar Donetsk midfielder Fernandh~ho. The Brazilian for months made it 

clear that he wished to join City; according to reports, the 28-year-old is now in Manchester completing a medical 

after a $52 million fee was agreed. 

Earlier this month, the player expressed his concern that a deal might not come through due to the $65 million 

buyout clause in his contract. "The day I signed, the club’s director guaranteed me that was normal with his players, 

and that in a transfer, we could negotiate and reach an agreement on the price," Fernandinho said. "1 trusted them, 

and I didn’t think about the consequences it would bring me in the future. My dream is being threatened because of 

the high valuation." 



Fernandinho has repeatedly said his dream is to play for Brazil in next year’s World Cup. He believes that going to 

City will increase his chances. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Investor Asks FIFA to Probe Neymar Transfer 
ESPN FC 

One of Neymar’s investors is asking FIFA to investigate the former Santos player’s $75 million transfer to 

Barcelona. The fee was divided between Santos and the player’s various investors, which includes the investment 

fund DIS. The fund’s executive director, Roberto Moreno, told Catalan radio station RAC1 that he believes Barca 

and Santos broke FIFA rules when the Catalan club paid a down payment of $I 3 million to Santos in 2011 for the 

Brazil international 

"Barca recognized that they advanced [$13 million] when Neymar was a Santos player," Moreno said~ "This is a 

serious breach of FIFA regulations because the player was then under contract at Santos." DIS reportedly owned 

40 percent of Neymar’s rights up until this week, which means the fund would expect to receive $30 million from his 

transfer, but Moreno said that DIS would only receive 40 percent of $22.2 million, or $12.5 million. It is unclear what 

the exact division of ownership was of Neymar’s rights due to the confidential nature of the agreement. 

"We saw on the television that Barca have said the transfer was done for �57 million," Moreno said. "And here 

Santos are talking about �17 million. We feel tricked. Santos is leaving out the truth so that the investors receive 

less." 

- Read the whole story... 

Perez: Zidane Could Coach Rea~ 
ESPN FC 

Real Madrid President F~orentino Perez has suggested that former player Zinedine Zidane could become the 

head coach at Los Blancos. VV~th Paris Saint-Germain unwilling to release Car~o Anceiotti and former Bayern 

Munich coach Jupp Heynckes preferring to take a break, Zizou might be Real’s best option, he said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Monaco Pursuinq John Ter~ 
Telegraph 

AS Monaco coach Claudio Ranieri is reportedly keen on signing John Terry from Chelsea. The former Chelsea 

manager is said to be preparing a mammoth tax-free salary to lure the Blues captain to Ligue I. 

- Read the whole story... 

The Sun 

The Sun reports that Real Madrid forward Cristiano Ronaldo has put his house in Madrid up for sale shortly after 

rejecting a new deal that would keep him at the Bernabeu for five more years. According to the report, Manchester 

United is preparing a $100 million bid plus a player to bring Ronaldo back to Old Trafford. 

- Read the whole story... 
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MLS executive joins Orlando City expansion effort 
By Paul Kennedy 

Brett Lashbrook, the special assistant to MLS Commissioner Don Garber who was one of the point persons on 

MLS’s expansion efforts in New York, has joined Orlando City’s front office on its bid to secure an MLS expansion 

franchise of its own. 

Lashbrook will join the Orlando front office on Monday and assist the club’s ownership group in finalizing plans for a new 

soccer stadium and negotiating a MLS expansion agreement. 

The Lions’ stated goal is to be bring MLS to Central Florida by 2015, though one scenario with growing credence is that MLS 

will add two Florida clubs = Miami and Orlando - to expand to 22 teams in 2016, a year after the launch of its 20th team, New 

York City FC. 

’I want to thank the entire Orlando City ownership group for this exciting opportunity," said Lashbrook in a statement. "The 

foundation they’ve already established is truly impressive - from the number of fans in the stands, the results on the field and 

the community’s demonstrated enthusiasm for the MLS project. I’m excited to join the team as we all work toward even 

greater futur~ success." 

Lashbrook, who holds a law degree from Marquette University and previously worked for MLS as a legal counsel, worked for 

the 1999 and 2003 Women’s World Cup organizing committees, New York City’s bid to host the 2012 Olympic Games and 

the NHL Phoenix Coyotes. 

"I’m delighted that someone with Brett’s pedigree is joining the team," said Orlando City president Phil Rawlins. "It speaks 

volumes about the potential of Orlando City as a MLS team - and further demonstrates how committed we are to joining MLS. 

BreWs deep knowledge of MLS, including his recent work regarding MLS stadium projects and expansion efforts, will prove 

invaluable as our organization looks to continue our rapid growth." 

GALAXY SWEET SUITE SWEEPSTAKES. The LA Galaxy have partnered with Smart & Final and Nestle for a retail 

promotion whose winner will win a VlP suite experience for 30 people. 

Galaxy fans who purchase $10 worth of select Nestle products from participating Smart & Final stores will be able to enter for 

a chance to win a VlP suite experience for 30 people at the July 20 game against the Vancouver Whitecaps and meet Galaxy 

defender Omar GonzMez as part of the LA Galaxy Sweet Suite Sweepstakes. 

The winner will also receive an autographed Omar Gonzalez bobblehead. 

FIFA INKS BELL CANADA. Bell Canada was announced as the official telecommunications provider and the first national 

supporter of the 2014 Under-20 Women’s World Cup and 2015 Women’s World Cup. 

"Bell is proud to deliver advanced communications infrastructure and services for FIFA’s upcoming women’s football events in 

Canada," said Wade Oosterman, president of Bell Mobility and Residential Services and Bell’s chief brand officer, in a 

statement. "Bell’s industn/-leading investments in broadband networks and our experience in supporting amateur and 

professional sporting events will ensure world-class communications support to these FIFA championships." 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, June 5, 2013 9:43 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-20s exit with third loss in four games; ECNL unbeaten steams 

U.S. U-20s exit with third loss in four games 
by Soccer America 

IFESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL ESPOIRSl The U.S. under-20 men’s national team lost to South Korea, 1-0, in 

its final game at the 41st edition of the Festival International Espoirs at the Stade Louis Hon in St. Raphael, 

France= The U.S= U-20s finished with three losses in four games, their last tests before Tab Rarnos names 

the 21-player roster for the Under-20 World Cup that kicks off June 21 in Turkey. The roster will be unveiled 

Friday. - Read the whole stow 

U-15s perfect in conference play 
by Soccer America 

[REAL COLORADO] Real Colorado’s U-15 girls team finished the ECNL regular-season with a perfect record of 14-0-0 in 

conference play. It was the only team to go unbeaten and untied. Tatum Barton and Mallory Pugh led the U-15s with 16 

goals apiece. Jayne Lydiatt had 12 goals, and Cydney Billups, daughter of NBA star Chauncey Billups, had eight goals. - 

Read the whole stow 

Two PDA teams finish unbeaten 
by Soccer America 

[ECNL] Two PDA teams (U-17s and U-14s) finished the 2012-13 ECNL regular season with unbeaten records. For all the 17 

unbeaten teams ._ - Read the whole stow 

Pro division added to reqional circuit 
by Soccer America 

[MIDWEST REGIONAL LEAGUEl The U.S. Youth Soccer Midwest Regional League will operate a division for teams from the 

youth clubs of the Chicago Fire and Columbus Crew and their affiliate premier youth soccer clubs in the MidwesL The Pro 

Youth Clubs Affiliates Division will operate both girls and boys divisions from under-12 through under-18, in addition to league 

play within the division, teams will also take part in showcase events during the fall and spring. - Read the whole stow 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, June 5, 2013 
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Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, June 6, 2013 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Youth national teams from around the world clash on Thursday.... The USA faces Jamaica in World Cup 

qualifying on Friday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21Tournament NIGERIA-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 

Toulon U-21Tournament BELGIUM-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament NIGERIA-PORTUGAL (live) 11:30 am. 
Toulon U-2t Tournament BELGIUM-MEXICO (live) 1:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

UEFA U-21 Championship NETHERLANDS-GERMANY (live) 2:20 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championsip SPAIN-RUSSIA (live) noon. 

UEFA U-21 Championship NETHERLANDS-GERMANY (live) 2:20 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil CORITIBA-FLUMINESE (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-RUSSIA (live) noon. 

UEFA U-21 Championship NETHERLANDS-GERMANY (live) 2:20 pm. 

June 7 

BelN SPORT 

International Friendly INDONESIA-NETHERLANDS (delay) 1 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ ARGENTINA-COLOMBIA (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ JAMAICA-USA (live) 9:20 pro= 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (delay) 11:59 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ ARGENTINA-COLOMNA (live) 6 pro. 

Conmebol WGQ PARAGUAY-CHILE (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf WGQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pro. 

Conmebol WCQ PERU-ECUADOR (delay) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-GREECE (live) 1:40 

UEFA WCQ PORTUGAL-RUSSIA (live) 3:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ AUSTRIA-SWEDEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ IRELAND-FAROE ISLANDS (live) 4:30 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ AZERBAIJAN-LUXEMBOURG (live) noon. 



UEFA WC¢ 

UEFA WC¢ 

UEFA WCC 

UEFA WCC 

UEFA WCC 

UEFA WC¢ 

UEFA WC¢ 

UEFA WCC 

UEFA WCC 

UEFA WCC 

UEFA WC¢ 

UEFA WC¢ 

UEFA WCC 

FINLAND-BELARUS (live) noon. 

ARMENIA-MALTA (live) noon. 

LATVIA-BOSNIA (live) 12:30. 

LITHUANIA-GREECE (live) 1:45 pm. 

LIECHTENSTEIN-SLOVAKIA (live) 2 pm. 

CROATIA-SCOTLAND (live) 2:15 pm. 

MOLDOVA-POLAND (live) 2:!5 pm. 

ALBANIA-NORWAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

MONTENEGRO-UKRAINE (live) 2:30 pm. 

CZECH REPUBLIC-ITALY (live) 2:40 pm. 

BELGIUM-SERBIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ICELAND-SLOVENIA (live) 3 pm. 

PORTUGAL-RUSSIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

SATURDAY, J~ne 8 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLSSEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon Tournament FRANCE-TBD (live) 9:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA-BRAZIL (live) 11:30 am. 

international Friendly SPAIN-HAITI (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon Tournament FRANCE-TBD (live) 9:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA-BRAZIL (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-ALMERIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

international Friendly SPAIN-HAITI (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U=21 ChampionshipENGLAND-NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshiplTALY-ISRAEL (live) 2:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 prn, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pro, 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ SWITZERLAND-CYPRUS (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship ENGLAND-NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship ITALY-ISRAEL (live) 2:15 pm, 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipNETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipGERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil FLUMINESE-GOIAS (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship NETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship GERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 



BelN SPORT 

Conmebol WCQ COLUMBIA-PERU (live) 4:20 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ ECUADOR-ARGENTINA (delay) 6:30 pm, 

Concacaf WGQ HONDURAS-JA!VIAICA (live) 9 pm. 

Conmeboi WCQ VENEZUELA-URUGUAY (delay) 11 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pm, 

UNII~6,S 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ SWEDEN-FAROE ISLANDS (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U=21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

Leagues offering live streamin9 of games include: 
Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer A[~qerica on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, June 6, 2013 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <lis~nscaa.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 11:07 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

30 Under 30 Program! 

The NSCAA is seeking a special group of young coaches who want to lead the way in 
developing soccer players and enhancing the game. Please pass this opportunity on to 
your coaches or to players who are interested in pursuing a career in soccer coaching. 

The 30-Under-30 program is a year-long education and mentorship opportunity for a 
select few up-and-comers who have made soccer coaching their career of choice. This 
program was created to support fledgling coaches and foster their growth at a crucial 
point in their career. 

Thirty selected NSCAA Member coaches less than 30 years old will receive: 

Complimentary registration to the NSCAA Convention and 1 of 2 NSCAA 
educational events (Summer Symposium or Advanced Coaching Academy 
course) 
A travel and lodging scholarship up to $1,500 to attend the aforementioned 
NSCAA educational opportunities 
Access to a mentor dedicated to helping you grow as a coach 
Recognition NSCAA.com and at the upcoming Convention 

[+] For more information visit NSCAA.comi30under30 or click the button below to begin 
the application process! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

~Zma:l I Webslte I 8,’!nd t,’l a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner <news@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 12:32 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Kick It at the 2013 Colorado Rush Tournaments 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 2:36 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Richest Players; Wengets Future; Gala\v Eying dos Santos? 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, June 6, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Beckham, Ronaldo and Messi Make Forbes’ Rich List 
Football Espana                                                                                            ~ 

Paris Saint-Germain’s David Beckham, Real Madrid’s Cristiano Rona~do and Barcelona’s Lionel 

Messi finished 8th, 9th, and 10th, respectively, in Forbes’ annual ranking of the highest earning athletes for 2013. 

The list, topped by Golf’s Tiger Woods, ranks professional athletes earnings through salary, bonuses and 

sponsorship revenue. 

According to the list, Ronaldo earned a total of $44.2 million over the last 12 months, with $23 million of that based 

on salary and bonuses and the remaining $21 million on endorsement contracts. Messi sits just behind with $41 ~3 

million, with $21 million in wage and bonuses payments and $20 million in sponsorship income. Beckham, 

meanwhile, earned a total of $47.3 million. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Arsene Wenger may be heading into the final season of his current contract at Arsenal, but CEO ~van Gazidis 

suggested that the club wants the Frenchman to sign a new deal, while also hinting that he would be given 

significant funds to strengthen the squad this summer. 

"We think we have got a fantastic manager," Gazidis told reporters. "We hope that he wants to do what he is doing 

for the long term. I believe he does. I think he is still ambitious, still driven and sees the potential of the club as he 

looks forward and I think he is very excited by that. We have a great relationship and he has a great relationship 

with the board as well. So, quietly and at the right time I think we will make an announcement on that when things 

are all put in place." 

The former MLS Deputy Commissioner added: "We think we have got a fantastic manager who has seen us through 

moving to a new stadium, which is for many clubs a difficult period, with consistency and so we think we have got the 

right person to make the kinds of choices and decisions that we are going to have over this really significant period 

of the club’s development. 

"The critical thing now as we look ahead over the next season and the season after is our developing financial 

capability which will give us a lot more options than in recent years." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ballack Hits Hat Trick in Farewell Game ............................................................................................................................. 

ESPN FC 

Former Germany captain Michael Ballack scored a hat trick in his farewell game in Leipzig on Wednesday, as he 

officially brought the curtain down on a glittering career that lasted for nearly two decades. The 36-year-old invited 

his friends to join him against a World XI coached by Ballack’s former Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho. 

Rudi Voller took charge of the Friends of Ballack XI, which included Didier Drogba, Roman Weidenfeller, 

Philipp Lahm, UIf Kristen, Andriy Shevchenko, Michael Essien, Miroslav KIose, Lothar Matthaus and 

Formula One legend Michael Schumacher, in front of 44,000 at Leipzig’s Zentralstadion. Team Ballack won the 

encounter 4-3. 

Ballack chose Leipzig because he began his career in 1995 in the former East German town of Chemnitz, which is 

just 50 miles from Leipzig. "1 intended not to cry," Ballack said when he was substituted 83 minutes into the game. 

The former Bayer Leverkusen and Chelsea midfielder fought back the tears with Frank Sinatra’s My Way playing 

in the background. 

- Read the whole story... 

Martinez Promises UCL Qualification at Everton 
Independent 



At Roberto I~artinez’s unveiling as Everton’s new coach on Wednesday, club Chairman Bill Kenwright revealed 

that the Spaniard’s first words during the job inte~!iew were to boldly proclaim that he would guide time Liverpool club 

to the UEFA Champions League, something that former coach David Moyes failed to achieve in 11 seasons 

(Everton did finish in the Premier League’s top four once during Moyes tenure, but then it failed to make it through 

preliminary UCL qualifying). 

Martinez’s bold claim is also wonderfully juxtaposed with Moyes’ first words to Kenwright when he took the job in 

March 2002: "You will not be relegated." But the 39-year-old, who guided Wigan Athletic to FA Cup glory this 

season, has a different way of looking at things: "1 do feel you should have a dream in football,"’ he said. "1 started at 

Swansea and I always said we needed to get the club into the Premier League. That sounded obscene when we 

were in League One. Then, I went to Wigan and said the aim should be European football."’ 

Martinez says that part of the reason he was attracted to Everton is time fact that the club has only ever had 14 

managers in its history, indicating that time Spaniard will be given something that not many Premier League 

managers are offered these days: time. "With time you can achieve anything," he said. "We do not have the money 

of other competing clubs [Everton’s turnover is half of Liverpool’s] but we do have an incredible platform that David 

Moyes has created." 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Reports in Spain suggest that the Los Angeles Galaxy has made an $8 million offer for 24-year-old Mallorca winger 

Giovani dos Santos. According to the report from Mexican paper Ulfima Hora, the MLS club has extended the 

offer to the Mexico international, who has also been linked with a move to La Liga giant Valencia. Dos Santos’ 

contract is currently shared by current and former clubs Mallorca and Tottenham Hotspur; he has also played for 

Barcelona, Ipswich Town and Galatasaray. 

- Read the whole story... 

Mirror 

According to the Mirror, Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho has made a $54.5 million offer for Zenit St. Petersburg 

striker Hulk. The Brazil international endured a tough first season at the Russian club, which paid close to $77 

million for his signature last fall. 

- Read the whole story... 

Express 

According to the Expfess, Manchester United has now joined Chelsea, Juventus and Arsenal in the race for 

Fiorentina forward Stefan Jovetic. The 23-year-old Montenegrin’s buy-out clause is said to be $38.6 million. 

- Read the whole story,.. 

Telegraph 

The Telegraph is reporting that Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho could be preparing to offload defender David Luiz 

for close to $62 million, with Barcelona and Paris Saint-Germain particularly interested. 

- Read the whole story.., 

City’s Cava~i Ta~ks Stal~ 
Goal.corn 

Talks between Manchester City and Napoli over a $78 million cash-plus-player swap that would see striker Edinson 

Cavani head to City and Edin Dzeko head the other way appear to have stalled, according to Goal.com, which 

claims that Dzeko’s high wage demands are part of the problem. 

- Read the whole ,~tory,.. 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

glenn.whitney@ spolIscoachradio .com 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 4:00 PM 

Carol Dweck <dweck@stantbrd.edu-~; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Inta~ducing Caxol and Anson 

Hello Carol and Anson, 

Since it’s sort of the university "off season," I thought it might be a good idea to introduce you two to each other now. 

You are both at the top of your game, with interesting points of overlap - notably a focus on helping young people develop champion mindsets and on 
the effects of praise and criticism by parents, teachers and coaches on behavior. 

I think this paper by Anson is brilliant: 

Coaching Women: Going Against the Instincts of My Gender 

h tt p://www, q o oqle. co m/sea rc h ? c lie n t = s a fa r i&rls= e n &q = a n so n + d o r ra n ce +-+ c oa c h in c~ + a q a in st + q e n d e r&ie = UTF-8 &oe = UTF-8 

And equally brilliant is this presentation from Carol: 

Born or Made? Understanding Intelligence and Success 

http ://www.ncwit.orq/su mmit/a rchive/plena ry- spea ker- slides- dr- ca rol- dweck 

Hopefully you can overcome the understandably fierce Stanford versus UNC rivalry :-) and meet to compare notes on of these days. 

Best regards, 

Glenn 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 9:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Commencement Curse 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ,coted radio cemme.qtater and the 
founder and president of the no~:pI°ofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

We eneeura~e you to browse alld pest comment5 at 
WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso send feedback 
direcdy ~o Michael at michae!iosephson@iiethics.org, 

This week, ~viichaei spoke at a conference of the .Society 
for Corporate Compliance and Eti:ics, Yesterday he 
posted an articie in our Business Ethics and Leadership 

hie9 on Putting More Ethics Into Your Compliance 
Proqram. P~ease check it out and share your thoughts h~ 

the comments box at d~e .’bottom, Tha~ks~ 

ii.~.iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter~ 

t:~ Getthe podcast i""""""~ iTune’=~ ] 

1 Get the iPhone or Android app 

Middle School 
Commencement 

my ~:ephew 3are~:’s middle 

school gradt.lat[on, I worried 
more than normal. Ai~(er 

espeda~y tough. 
Listen or read more 

Check out Hichaet’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 
insightful and 
motivational (and 

posted this ~.veek. 

"I.q the midst of winter, 

I found there was 
v’~id~in me an inv~ndble 

Ca feb 
See and comment 

Wisdom in 20 Words or 
Fewer: Part One 
Since my child.."en were sm, ali, i 
launched their day with the 
invocation to "be good, have 
[un and learn." [ hope they 

remember ths~ msnba, but 
now that my daughter Samara 

I~fe as a college l:reshmsn 
3,000 m~hss away, t think a 
more detailed set of maxhs-~s ~s 
needed, 
Listen or read more 

Ci~dy cemme.qts o.q 

Noah’s Term Paper: "If 
[his had been rny sot."..: I 
would haw~ said ".~ 
thi~:k you aheady know 
what you ’~shouM,~ do" 
and walked hh~ through 
the howeve~’s to he~p 
h~m reach Ms dedMon," 

Find and l:oilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem "i,,.’vhat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds from the saie of ~’vlichaei’s 
books and CDs suppert cha~acter 

education in schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa~:ion? Visit our Character 
Educator BIog0 Re~:ently pet;ted: 

New Survey Links 21st Century Skills 
to Career Success 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

Educators; Book an Anti-Bullyin~ 
Workshop 



The Commencement Curse 

the iand are about .to keave 
the womb of higi: school for a 
world full of new freedoms and 
respopsibiiities. Aitho~,.’gh many 
have Been waiting for .this 
event for a long ~ime, eage.." [o 

,~et on witi: their lives as 
li[serated adaita, the thoaght 

of leaving behind friends and 
[amiiiar pia.::es can be s.::ary~ 
Listen or read more 

We Expect More of Adults 
Although 1. l.~yea.~- oid 

wasn’t muci: of an ati:tet% Isis 

remarks of teammates and 
spectators whenever he struck 

out o~" d~opped 

before the foarth 9ame of the 
season, Ma~k to~8 h~s dad he 
d~dn~ wan~ to 
Listen or read more 

Refuse to Be Afraid 
"t’im Wri~htman, a fom-~.e.." 
American (~CLA [eett)aU player, 
te~s a story about how, 
rookie ~neman ~n the 
Football Lea~ue, he was up 
agah~st the ~egendary pass 
rushe~ Lawreoce Taylor, 
was r~ot on~y phys~caJ~y 
powerfu~ and uncommonly 
qu~ck but a master at 

Listen or read more 

comments on The One- 
Minute Graduation 
Speech: "Ri.ght 
[Right te the point~ One 

more add~[~on (even 
[~oug~ ~t 
a 1. m~m£e and 3 
second speech}: 
"Surround yourself w~th 
positive people,~ 

comments on Memorial 
Day, A Day of 
Remembrance: "This 
Memorial Day 
celeb.."a~es and honors 
a~ Amer~ca~ dt~ze~s 

manner ~o foster 
grea~ Umoni~ 

aci:ool ciilr:ate, Learn more 

Oar Character Development Seminars 
equip educe[ors and youth~service 
leaders to be effective character 
educators, Upcoming seminars; 

~ June11-13 Texas>> 
~ July 9=11, Texas >> 
~ July 16-18, Kansas >> 

See complete schedule >> 
LeaFn moFe >> 

OIlY weDina!s ?are a copveniept~ 

affordabie v,,ay to learn vaiuable 
ci: a racter.-deveieplr:ent techniques, 
Learn more see schedule 

Does Baseball Need More Instant 
Replay? 

Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

~4ichael Josephsor~ motivates audiences from the government, busir~ess, 

joumaiism, law, education, sports, po~dng, arid the n-fi~tary with Ms urfique 

de~very, er~fh~ging presentations, arid persor~a~ attention ~o your o~g~n~zation’s 

~eeds~ CaU 800,-7~-,~670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit ]osephson institute is working to create a world where people act more ethicMiy, 
Your donations e..",abie us to offer services and .."eseurces li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~,-:;ietter flom la.qdin# in your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
your address book or approved sender list 

9841 Airpor( Bird., #300 == Los Angeie,s, CA 90045 1800-7t 1-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

¢>20i 3 Josephson Institute, "CHARA,:I’}.:!R COUNTS," is a re!~isl:ered t~adema~k el 

Manacle newsletter subscri~ i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, Jnne 7, 2013 

Friday, June 7, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA faces Jamaica in World Cup qualifying on Friday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the v~ek.) 

FRIDAY, du~e 7 

BelN SPORT 

international Friendly INDONESIA-NETHERLANDS (delay) 1 pro. 

Conmebol WGQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ ARGENTINA-COLOMBIA (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ JAMAICA-USA (live) 9:20 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (delay) 11:59 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ BOLIVIA-VENEZUELA (live) 4 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ ARGENTINA-COLOMBIA (live) 6 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ PARAGUAY-CHILE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-HONDURAS (live) 10 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ PERU-ECUADOR (delay) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-GREECE (live) 1:40 pm. 

UEFA WCQ PORTUGAL-RUSSIA (live) 3:40 pm, 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ AUSTRIA-SWEDEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ IRELAND-FAROE ISLANDS (live) 4:30 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ AZERBAIJAN-LUXEMBOURG (live) noon. 

UEFA WCQ FINLAND-BELARUS (live) noon. 

UEFA WCQ ARMENIA-MALTA (live) noon. 

UEFA WGQ LATVIA-BOSNIA (live) 12:30, 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-GREECE (live) 1:45 pm. 

UEFA WGQ LIECHTENSTEIN-SLOVAKIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ CROATIA-SCOTLAND (live) 2:15 pm. 

UEFA WCQ MOLDOVA-POLAND (live) 2:!5 pm. 

UEFA WGQ ALBANIA-NORWAY (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA WCQ MONTENEGRO-UKRAINE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WGQ CZECH REPUBLIC-ITALY (live) 2:40 pm. 

UEFA WCQ BELGIUM-SERBIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ICELAND-SLOVENIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA WGQ PORTUGAL-RUSSIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

SATURDAY, du~e 8 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLSSEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon Tournament FRANCE-TBD (live) 9:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA-BRAZIL (live) 11:30 am. 
International Friendly SPAIN-HAITI (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 



Toulon Tournament FRANCE-TBD (live) 9:30 am. 

Toulon Tournament COLOMBIA-BRAZIL (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain VILLARREAL-ALMERIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

international Friendly SPAIN-HAITI (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U=21 ChampionshipENGLAND-NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipITALY-ISRAEL (live) 2:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm= 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SEA-rTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ SWITZERLAND-CYPRUS (live) 11:30 am, 

UEFA U-2t Championship ENGLAND=NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U=21 Championship ITALY-ISRAEL (live) 2:15 pro. 

SUNDAY, J~l’~e 9 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipNETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U=21 ChampionshipGERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

GOLTV 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 1 pro. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-GOIAS (live) 5:30 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U=21 Championship NETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-2t Championship GERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pro. 

~’~ONDAY, J~me 10 

TBA 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Conmebol WCQ COLUMBIA-PERU (live) 4:20 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ ECUADOR-ARGENTINA (delay) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ HONDURAS-JAMAICA (live) 9 pro. 

Conmebol WGQ VENEZUELA-URUGUAY (delay) 11 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am= 

UEFA U=21 Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pro. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ SWEDEN-FAROE ISLANDS (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U=21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pro. 

WEDNESDAY, J~ne 12 



ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U=21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

L~g~es off~rirL~t liw st~eamin9 of games i~clude: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid,qe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, June 7, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramericacom 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Reggae Boyz have backs against the wall 

::.’,’..".~’ Tweet This i~ Share This What They’re Saying Today’s News - Friday, June 7, 2013 

"He’s good at grinding 

people." 
Reggae Boyz have backs against the wall 
by Paul Kennedy 

-- U.S. coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann explains the 

attributes of midfielder 

Jermaine Jones. 

(ESPNFC.com) 

[JAMAICA-USA] It’s basically do-or-die for Jamaica Friday night when it hosts the USA in the 

Hexagonal at the National Stadium in Kingston (TV: BelN SPORT, 9:30 p.m. ET). A loss will all 

but kill the last-place Reggae Boyz’s hopes of going to the 2014 World Cup. But a win Friday 

night will leapfrog Jamaica over the USA -- and drop the USA into the basement of the 

Hexagonal. - Read the whole story 

Mexico and Panama vie for lead 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] Friday’s Panama-Mexico match in Panama City is very 

improbable top-of-the-standings clash with first place in the Hexagonal the prize for the winner. 

Costa Rica looks to remain perfect at home while Honduras is seeking its first points on the road 

when the Ticos host the Catrachos in Friday’s other game. - Read the whole story 

D.C. United gets help from ’Caps 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 15] Only eight teams will be in action over the weekend, including D.C. 

United, which added Swiss veteran Alain Rochat from Vancouver. His versatility should help 

D.C. United, which is winless in its last 11 games heading into Saturday’s game at red-hot New 

England. - Read the whole story 

Portland’s 4-3 win over Kansas City sets league record 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL SCHEDULE: Week 8] Alex Morgan scored two goals to take over the NWSL lead with six 

goals and set up Danielle Foxhoven for a goal to lead Portland Thorns FC to a 4-3 win over FC 

Kansas City in the highest-scoring game in the NWSL’s young history. Lauren Cheney had two 

goals for FC Kansas City in a match that drew 10,886 fans in Portland. - Read the whole story 

Two points separate top four teams 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: Week 9]The Atlanta Silverbacks will look to extend their lead in the NASL 

when they host FC Edmonton on Saturday, while three other teams -- Carolina RailHawks, 

Minnesota United FC, and Tampa Bay Rowdies -- could overtake the surprise leaders if they slip 

up. - Read the whole story 



City Islanders edge closer to top 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 12] The Harrisburg City Islanders beat the Wilmington Hammerheads, 

2-0, Wednesday night to move to within one point of first-place Orlando City. Harrisburg got an 

early own goal and then Coady Andrew added to the lead. Drew Yates scored in stoppage time 

to earn the Charlotte Eagles a 2-2 draw with the Charleston Battery. - Read the whole story 

Goals of the Season: English Premier League 2012-13 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] The BBC’s outstanding Match of the Day program, which has been on 

the air since 1964, offers up the best goals in the EPL this season, and they’re all on one reel. - 

Read the whole story 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 
Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper 

attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

A club from Virginia makes a dash up the 
rankings thanks to a strong performance at 
the end of the ECNL season, in the latest 
Grande Academy TeamRank Update. 

From obscurity to star, UCLA’s newest recruit 
looks like he is bound for the big time and 
will be the anchor of the best recruiting class 
in the country. 

The next Diego Fagundez? The next 3ose 
Villarreal? Find out who are the highest 
ranked prospects in every IViLS Academy 
during the 20:L3 season. 
MORE: ECNL Playoff picture comes into focus 

DID YOU SEE? 

Cal Women’s Soccer made a 
Rihanna Nlashup video that’s 
pretty amazing. 

Usain Bolt says he doesn’t 
like Balotelli, Balotelli 
responds in un-Balotelli 
fashion. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

West Point 6iris’ Soccer Camp 

West Point Girls’ Soccer Camp is still 
accepting applications for our Residential 
Camps this summer. 

Located in the beautiful Hudson Valley of 
New York, we offer a high quality training 
environment led by our West Point 
coaching staff, and staffed by other college 
coaches, club coaches and current college 
soccer players. 

Our facilities are ranked among the best in 
the nation[ Don’t miss this chance to learn 
the West Point soccer style and 
to play in a competitive, fun, and educational 
environment[ 



information! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:04 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Insider: Clint Dempsey’s diverse childhood soccer experience 

Friday, June 7, 2013 

Clint Dempsey’s diverse 
experience 

Tweet This i~i;l Share This 

childhood soccer 

Clint Dempsey, the USA’s second all-time highest scorer, leads the USA against Jamaica in World Cup quafifying 

on Friday. Dempsey is the subject of the YouthSoccerlnsider’s latest edition of "When They Were Children."         ~ 

By Mike Woitalla 

He grew up in the East Texas town of Nacogdoches and while a teenager played in Hispanic adult leagues for 

teams with names such as Zamora, Tampico and El Salvador. 

"There were ex-pros and former semipros," Clint Dempsey said. "1 learned a lot. Playing with men, you have to learn quickly. 

It’s sink or swim. It forced me to develop." 

Dempsey says he grew up admiring the Argentine, Colombian and Brazilian style of play: 

"Keeping the ball and making the other team work. The Hispanic league was like that." 

Starting in fifth grade, Dempsey took six-hour roundtrip journeys to Dallas where his play for elite club Dallas Texans paved 
the path to stardom. 

Dempsey was the second of five children and grew up in a trailer in his grandparents’ backyard. His mother, Debbie, said, in a 

2006 interview with ESPN reporter Wayne Drehs, that expenses for Clint’s youth soccer meant selling her husband’s boat, 

holding off on new furniture, never going out to eat, never going on a vacation -- "Our vacations became soccer tournaments" - 

- and not buying a new car. 

When he won the 2006 Honda U.S. Player of the Year Award, Clint gave the prize, a pickup truck, to his father. 

Dempsey, who after playing college ball for Furman and in MLS with New England, has starred in the English Premier League 

since 2007. 

Clint was first introduced to soccer by his older brother Ryan, who said he got a taste of the sport from the Latino kids in their 

neighborhood. Debbie said she signed her children up for soccer to get them some exercise and Clint’s first team was the local 

rec league’s Strikers. 

But he played plenty of ball on his own. 



"1 was the little kid in a big family," he says, "so I usually had someone to kick around with. When I was alone, I’d juggle, kick 

against the wall, or dribble around by myself pretending I was in the middle of a big game." 

He said playing in different environments is what helped him become the goal-dangerous, dynamic player he is today. 

"The main thing is love of the game," said Dempsey. "You’ve got to love the game and go out and play with passion. You’ve 

got to want to play whenever you can and find a game wherever you can find it." 

Previous editions of the YouthSoccerlnsider’s "When They Were Children" series: 

Neven Subotic 

Kristine Lilly 

Darlington Na~qbe, Sean JohnsonL N!ck RimandoL Lu!sS!!vaj Juan Agudelo 

Michael Bradley 

Chris Wondolowski 

Hope Solo 

Jur~qen Klinsmann 

Mario Balotelli & Philipp Lahm 

Nani & David Silva 

Cristiano Ronaldo & Danny Welbeck 

Bastian Schweinsteiqert Andres !n!esta & Andriy Shevchenko 

Didier Dro,qba 

Lionel Messi 

U.S. Women World Cup 2011 (Alex Mor.qan & Co.) 

Ronaldinho 

Lo.qan Pause, David Ferreira, Fredy Montero, Dwayne De Rosario, CJ Sapon.q, Perry Kitchen, Tim Ream 

Post your resl~onse to the public Youth Soccer Insider bloCl. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Friday, June 7, 2013 
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S~bject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Soccer P[ayer~.~ News[ette~ <news~et:t:ercOusns~:D~.com> 

Dorrance, Atb~rt A IV <anson~em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Piayers Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ &m 6, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3u~ 6, 20t 3 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Toulon and UEFA 

Under-R1 Championsh}p on ESPN Deportes: Spah~ - Russia at 12pro and Hot,and - Germany at 2:20pro (also on ESPNU). 

Their Words 

"1 think thaL is c/ea~ at Everton - there a~e leotbaf.[ va{ues and an incredible passion. ] arrived at Ooodison 

and ~ot that feetii~ straight away~ that sense of st}de }n the dub. I need to make s~ire that f can fit in 

quicldy and be a pa~t of ~hem," Everto~ manager Roberto Martinez, 

USA Under-20 World Cup Roster 
Umted States Under-20 Nationa] Team coach Tab Ramos announced the roster for the U-20 Wo~fd Cup that starts on 

June 2’hd: in "[’t~rl~ey. "We’re very happy about: the group we se[ected," Ramos saM. "Obvh:a~sl.y it:’s a{ways di~icu[t. 

Wednesday n~ght we were up t}[~ [ate selecting the final co~ip[e ptayers. It’s always hard to let a ptayer 20 who’s worked 

so hard to get: he~e~ and we ~mow t~at we ~ave 35 ~llayers who are desetvhlg of going to the WOrlld Cup." Read More 

Preview: Jamaica USA in World Cup Qualifyin.  

Bv Charles Boehm - gtNGSTON, J,~,¢AfCA {Jua 7, 2012) US Soccer PI.ayers .The US National Team reaews ~ts riva[r~i with 
Jamaica’s Reggae Boyz on Friday n~ht, e~teHn~ the National Stadiura on the east side of this bustUng capital dry 

seeking revenge for tasL SepLember’s landmark loss, aad three important poinb in a h]~M.y competitive CONCACAF 
Hexagonal ~roup, 

No one in the US camp - ma~ ked by aI~ atmosphere of cairn focus and cerebra[ 9reparatioi~ 1- has gone so far as to 

actuary utt:er the "R won:l" wi~:h ref;ards to that fi~sbever qua~ffyh~g [oss to the Ref;gae 9oys~ gu~: there’s no m~stakh~g 

the Yanks~ des}re to redeem themselves from arguaMy the most dispir}ti[~g moment of coach Ju~ge[~ k[insmasn~s tenure, 

es[)edaRy in light o~ the t~osts’ tmenxdab[e position at tt~e bottom o~ the standings ,,’~,it:t~ two points aft:or N~u~ matd~es. 

"[Jarnak:a} now have t:heir backs a~ainst the wat[," gUnsmarm said on Wednesday. "They have t:o do somethh~g ~ea{~y 

badty oa ~nday mg~t, which leads t~s into a huge opportuaity that we have he~e, Our lesson d~a~ we Lake away ~rom last 

Sept:ember. thev were e:<trerne[y p[~ysR:a[ - eve~ bt’tata[~ in ceftahl R1Ofl?(}l~[:S. [:he re~(H’e(} (]}(]17’[ do a~lything about ~t~ And 

we gave away Lwo cheap free k~cks there, and they converted d~em, and edger than that they never ~ad a s~o~ oa goal - 

but they won it, 

"So obvio~sfy for us a coupfe things there. We want to correct that. It kii~d of stiff sits in the stomach. And we want to 

have a good start [.o q~ese Wod.d Cup qual.ifiers, wiq~ a positive performance and tNee points~" Read More 

Is Jermaine Jones misunderstood? from Fox ~ r ...... ¯ :~o~cel s Leander Schaer[aeckens: But about these foub~ 

In Developing Talent~ a U.S. Coach Turns to His Roots - from The NY Times’ Rob Hughes: "I have had d~is c~est]’ he 
says, pointing to the U.S. badge on his sh~rt, "for 32 yea~s." 

Understanding the new Cosmos soccer franchise - from Newsday’s Neff Best: The reason }s independence. 

Slu#ish Crew buried by three quick goals - from The Co]urabus D~spatch’s Adam Jar@: ’~There are a lot of games to 

be 

TURF WAR STILL FRONT AND CENTER ~ i~om ESPf,IW’s Bonnie b. Ford: "riMs is a done deal he said. 

Weekend Soccer TV: Toulon, Friend[ies, and MLS 

Saturday 

The Tou[ol1 Tou~ namenL concludes on be]N Sport with France - Portuga{ in d~e thirdlp[ace game aL 9:30am and Colombia 



has Sea[lie - Vancouve~ at 10: 30pm~ i~d~ T~m~s E~s~rn 

The UEFA Ur~de~-Z1 Championship contir~ues oB ESPiq Deportes: HolLand - Russia at 1 t :4Sam and GermaBy - Spare at 

2:15pm, ~eIN Sport has the Brazil.. France friendly aL 3pro. A{~ Tfrn~.s E~st~.rn 

games today. 

~Ki Sponsor message 

powered by 

ii~i1 Sponsor message 

d by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <lis~nscaa.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 12:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Compensation Survey 

Dear Coach: 

In response to questions asked occasionally about standards for intercollegiate coaches compensation, 
the NSCAA is conducting a survey in an effort to assemble comprehensive information for college 
coaches at all levels. Both head and assistant coaches are invited to complete the survey. To begin the 
survey click on the link below. 

Colle.qe Compensation Survey 

Your responses will be kept anonymous so please be as thorough as possible. The collective answers 
will become a valuable resource for those attempting to understand the compensation picture of men’s 
and women’s college soccer coaches in the United States and Canada. 

We thank you in advance for your participatiom 

Yours in Soccer, 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs 

Pat Madden 
College Programs Coordinator 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

..-F.-.~!~.[! I ;5{~!?~.[!~.?,. I .,’~.~.~!.~..&~i~.--’.~!~!. 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~ii Informz for iMIS 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 4:17 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-20 World Cup roster mmounced 

U.S. under-20 national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP] Tab Ramos has named the 21-player roster that will represent the USA at the 

2013 U-20 World Cup that kicks off in Turkey June 21. - Read the whole story 

Ramos: °We started from scratch’ 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-20 MEN] Tab Ramos, coach of the U.S. under-20 national team, says he has assembled a deep team for the 

difficult test of facing Spain, France and Ghana at the Under-20 World Cup in Turkey. The final decisions on his 21-player 

roster were made at the Festival International Espoirs in France. - Read the whole story 

ESPN networks to show all U,S, U-20 matches .................................................................................................................................................. 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON TV] The ESPN networks will have coverage of all 52 games from the Undet~20 World Cup from Turkey, 

including all three U.S. group games, beginning with its Group A match June 21 against Spain at Ali Sami Yen Arena in 

Istanbul. The match will be broadcast at 1:45 p.m. ET, live on ESPN2 and WatchESPN. - Read the whole story 

Mexico finishes third in its group 
by Soccer America 

[FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL ESPOIRS] Moroccan-born Zakaria Bakkali scored two minutes into stoppage time to give 

Belgium a 1-1 tie with Mexico and deprive the Concacaf U-20 champions a chance to move on to the placement games at the 

Festival International Espoirs in Toulon. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, June 7, 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
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Seattle crowds could total nearly 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

100,000 
By Ridge Mahoney and Paul Kennedy 

Crowds totaling nearly 100,000 are quite possible at CenturyLink Field in Seattle for a Sounders-Whitecaps MLS 

match Saturday and the USA-Panama Hexagonal qualifier on Tuesday. 

To a season-ticket base of about 31,000 the Sounders have sold approximately 20,000 more tickets for the Cascadia Cup 

game with Vancouver. Rather than limiting capacity to about 39,000 as is done for most MLS games, the Sounders are 

opening up CenturyLink to its full capacity of nearly 67,000. 

The Sounders are tops in average MLS attendance at 39,066 per game, more than double the league average of 17,192. Their 

biggest crowd last season was a rivalry game against Portland that drew 66,452, and they drew 60,908 and 44,575 for league 

games against the Galaxy. They also opened up the stadium for an MLS match with Vancouver (55,718). 

A ceiling of 42,000 will be in force for the qualifier, which takes place at the same time as a Mariners baseball game at Safeco 

Field, which is long goal kick away from CenturyLink. About 34,000 tickets had been sold for qualifier as of Thursday 

afternoon. Ticket prices for the qualifier, which is organized and promoted by U.S. Soccer, are double and triple the regular 

prices for a Sounders game in most sections of the stadium. 

SEATTLE PROMOTIONS ON TAP. U.S. Soccer is planning a series of activities around Tuesday’s USA-Panama game in 

Seattle, including a poster unveiling, pep rally and fan fest. Fans from 48 states are expected to join Seattle supporters for the 

game at CenturyLink Field. 

NikeTown in downtown Seattle will serve as the U.S. Soccer fan headquarters for the promotions that begin Friday when U.S. 

Soccer will release a limited-edition poster USA-Panama poster created by graphic artist Art Chantry, best known for the 

work he did for bands in the Pacific Northwest, including Nirvana. 

U.S. Soccer and Fado Irish Pub will be hosting a viewing party, starting at 6 p.m. PT, for Friday’s Jamaica-USA qualifier. 

A pep rally, like the one done in Denver in March before the qualifier against Costa Rica, will be held Monday night at Paul G 

Allen’s Cinerama. Doors will open at 7:30 p.m. and admittance is free. A fan lest will be held within the North Lot before and 

during the game at CenturyLink Field. 

All fans in attendance will receive a special edition game-specific scarf as part of the series of scarves for each World Cup 

qualifying home match. 

U.S. FRI ENDLY VIEWERS. Last week’s two UIS. friendlies drew an average of 743,000 and 736,000 viewers for the ESPN2 

game against Germany and ESPN game against Belgium, respectively. 

To put them in perspective, Tuesday’s Jamaica-Mexico game on Spanish-language Telemundo averaged 2,867,000 - ahnost 

double the two friendlies combined. 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 15 continues on Saturday, including the "Cascadia Cup." ... Brazil meets France in a friendly on 

Sunday.... The USA hosts Panama in World Cup qualifying on Tuesday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, June 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLSSEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Toulon U-21 Tournament FRANCE-PORTUGAL (live) 9:30 am. 

Toulon U-21 Tournament COLOMBIA-BRAZIL (live) 11:30 am= 
international Friendly SPAIN-HAITI (live) 4 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Toulon U-21 Tournament FRANCE-PORTUGAL (live) 9:30 am. 

Toulon U-21 Tournament COLOMBIA-BRAZIL (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-ALMERIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

international Friendly SPAIN-HAITI (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipENGLAND-NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U=21 ChampionshiNTALY-ISRAEL (live) 2:15 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

iVlLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ SWITZERLAND-CYPRUS (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship ENGLAND-NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship ITALY-ISRAEL (live) 2:15 pm. 

SUNDAY. J~ne 9 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipNETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipGERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

GOLTV 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-GOIAS (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-2t Championship NETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship GERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 



~4ONDAY. Ju~e t0 

TBA 

TUESDAY, June 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Conmebol WCQ COLUMBIA-PERU (live) 4:20 pm= 

Conmebol WGQ ECUADOR-ARGENTINA (delay) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ HONDURAS-JAMAICA (live) 9 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ VENEZUELA-URUGUAY (delay) 11 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ COLUMBIA-PERU (live) 4:20 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ CHILE-BOLIVIA (live) 8:25 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ VENEZUELA-URUGUAY (delay) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U=21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ SWEDEN-FAROE ISLANDS (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U=21 Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U=21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-2t Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

Leag~ies oiferin~’~ liw sir~aming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Section 1: Jamaica-USA: Quick recovery leaves Americans looking good 

What They’re Saying 

"You feel as low as dirt and 

then all of a sudden you feel 

like world-beaters A point 

on the road is not the worst 

thing We could have been 

content with that but w’e 

hunted for a second goal." 

-- Goalie Tim Howard after 

the USA rallied to beat 

Jamaica, 2-1, in stoppage 

time just three minutes after 

he had conceded a shock 

tying goal to the Reggae 

Boyz in Kingston. 

(Washington Post) 

Today’s News = Saturday, June 8, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Quick recovery leaves Americans looking good 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[JAMAICA-USA] If the USA qualifies for the 2014 World Cup, it will have turned the 

corner with its stunning 2-1 victory over Jamaica Friday in Kingston, where it had 

never won its five previous qualifiers. The USA blew a 1-0 lead against Jamaica and lost, 2-1, the 

last time they met at the Office in September 2012. This time it came back after conceding a 

stunningly easy goal (likely offside) off a free kick with a minute to play in regulation to win for 

only second time in the Jurgen Klinsmann era after blowing a lead. Friday’s victory was also the 

second time a Klinsmann team won in stoppage time. - Read the whole story 

Roy Miller goal puts Costa Rica in lead 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL] The New York Red Bulls’ Roy Miller scored the lone goal to give Costa Rica a 1- 

0 win over Honduras and take over the lead in Concacars World Cup 2014 qualifying group over 

the USA and Mexico, which tied Panama, 0-0, in Panama City, on goal difference. - Read the 

whole story 

Keane celebrates Irish record with hat trick; Belgium and 
Portugal move into first place 
by Soccer America 

~,iORLD CUP 2014 QUALIFYING: Europe] LA Galaxy forward Robbie Keane set an Irish record 

with his 126th international appearance and celebrated with a hat trick in a 3-0 win over the 

Faeroe Islands in World Cup qualifying at Dublin. - Read the whole story 

Argentina holds on to five-point lead 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 QU.ALIFYING: Sou~h America] Argentina was held to a 0-0 tie by Colombia 

at home but maintained its five-point lead in the South American World Cup 2014 qualifying group 

when Ecuador fell to Peru, 1-0. - Read the whole story 

Quakes make ’right decision’ to part ways with Yallop 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ A mid-season team review this week with San Jose Earlhquakes president 

Dave Kaval, general manager John Doyle and head coach Frank Yallop resulted in a decision 

by theQuakes topart ways with their only coach since their relaunch in 2008. The move 

announced on Friday was made in an attempt to end their slide that has dropped them into eighth 

place in the Eastern Conference a year after they won the Supporter’s Shield. Assistant coach 

Mark Watson will serve as interim coach for the rest of the 2013 campaign. - Read the whole 

stow 

Salles scores five goals in 26 minutes, Dwyer breaks record 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 12] Mauricio Salles scored five goals in the first 26 minutes of the 

game to lead VSI Tampa Bay FC to an 8-0 win over Antigua Barracuda FC Friday evening. Dora 

Dwyer broke the USL PRO season scoring record he shared with Jhonny Arteaga of FC New 

York as first-place Orlando City beat Phoenix FC, 2-0. - Read the whole story 
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Evans shares highest 

By Ridge Mahoney 

Disappointment turned to elation Friday night when the USA conceded a late equalizer but then scored even later 

to snatch a 2-1 win over Jamaica in Kingston. 

A staunch defensive display evaporated late when Jamaica scored on a header from a free kick, but Brad Evans replied with a 

neat touch and finish to reclaim three points. 

Evans shared the highest grades with several players, including fellow goalscorer Jozy AItidore, as the Americans won in 

Kingston for the first time. 

Starters: 

RATING PLAYER (TEAM) GP/G 

6 TIM HOWARD (Everton/ENG) 88/0. He punched away a fierce shot in the first half and was about to put the final polish on 

a very good night when he stood frozen as Jerrnaine Beckford popped up in the six=yard box to head the equalizer. It 

seemed to be a ball Howard could have dealt with= His direction and organization definitely helped the stifling U.S. defensive 

effort and he had no trouble picking his way through traffic when he needed to. 

7 BRAD EVANS (Seattle Sounders) 10/1. The reason he plays so many positions is that he’s pretty good at just about 

everything: tracking, tackling, passing, heading, and as his crisp collection and shot showed, finishing. His determination and 

ruggedness wer~ essential against similar opponents, who bested him on occasion but paid a heavy price for doing so. His 

storybook goal sets him up for a hero’s welcome in Seattle for the game with Panama Tuesday. 

7 MATT BESLER (Sporting Kansas City) 5/0. A lot of calm, poised work blotted out the heroic and muscular efforts of the 

Jamaicans. Besler reacted quickest to clear the knockdowns and second balls supplied by Ryan Johnson, and he seldom let 

the powerful forward get into shooting range with the ball. His r~covery and shoulder challenge to dislodge a ball from Beckford 

in a very dangerous situation was top-class defending. 

60MAR GONZALEZ (Los Angeles Galaxy) 9/0. Rudolph Austin surprised him on a one-two and got in behind to clang a 

shot off the post, yet Gonzalez obliterated a scoring chance in the final minutes with a superb sliding tackle. He anticipated 

passes and crosses early enough to deal with many of them comfortably, though a couple were sloppily sent to opponents. 

6 DAMARCUS BEASLEY (Puebla/MEX) 102/17. Jermaine Johnson had his way with Beasley a few too many times though 

tight marking and strong defending in the middle defused the serves he produced. Otherwise, Beasley gave a tremendous 

effort defensively, keyed in part by better starting positions when the ball turned over. There were few opportunities to get 

forward though he did push up into the middle third to help keep possession. 

6 JERMAiNE JONES (Schalke 04/GER) 3t/2. Rather than being goaded into confrontations by rugged opponents, Jones 

stayed on message by winning tackles, claiming bails on double teams and passing smartly to keep Jamaica off-balance. He 

refrained from risky balls hit over distance and instead found the open man. A harsh collision forced him out of the game with a 

suspected concussion. 

7 MICHAEL BRADLEY (Roma/ITA) 77/tl. He grew in prominence when Jones left, assuming more influence in the attack by 

hitting wide balls to Zusi and finding alleys to supply Altidore. He failed to shut off a lane that Jamaica exploited to test Howard 

from about 25 yards out. Offensively, he hit the post with a low first-half shot and dragged another attempt wide, then in 

stoppage time waited patiently for the right moment to slip a pass for Evans to belt the winner. 

7 GRAHAM ZUSI (Sporting Kansas City) t3/1. A great cross set up the first U.S. goal, but just as great were his series of 

fakes and touches to prise open a narrow opening to hit that serve Altidore headed home. He threatened several times on his 

flank yet with consistent defensive work might have played his most complete game for the USA. His foul in the final minutes 

turned out to be costly; Jamaica scored from the free kick and he’ll sit out the Panama game with his second caution. 

5 FABIAN JOHNSON (Hoffenheim/GER) t3/0. A very hit-or-miss performance at both ends= He used many of his touches 

well during buildup play but rarely took advantage of space down his side. He veered inside sharply to find a shooting lane only 

to hit a weak effort. He occasionally helped Beasley against Johnson but also left his teammate stranded at times. The 

hamstring he tweaked against Germany may have caused his departure in the 76th minute. 



6 CLINT DEMPSEY (Tottenham/ENG) 97/35. He didn’t get or see a lot of the ball but worked relentlessly to open up space 

and keep defenders occupied. Sometimes he played underneath his forward partner, at other times he stayed nearly level to 

give the USA a two-forward look. He looped a header just over the bar in the second half with an opponent right on him, and 

many of the U.S= possessions included a touch or two from Dempsey somewhere along the way= 

7 JOZY ALTIDORE (AZ/NED) 58/15. In the last two games he seems to have found the same meld of timing and positioning 

that has brought him so many goals for his Dutch club. After losing an early goal to a tight offside decision, he timed his jump 

perfectly to bury Zusi’s cross. He didn’t slack off despite the heat; he was constantly pulling and dragging opponents through 

the goalmouth as they tracked his runs. And despite very physical marking, he rarely lost the ball. 

Substitutes: 

6 GEOFF CAMERON (Stoke City/ENG). Pressed into emergency duty when Jones departed with a suspected concussion, 

Cameron used his experience as a central midfielder and center back to help the Americans tie up Jamaica in the middle. His 

passing contributed to long sequences of possession. 

5 EDGAR CASTILLO (Club Tijuana/MEX) 9/0. Ignored a wide-open Jozy Altidore and chose to shoot poorly instead, but he 

worked some nice combinations though his tackling could have been stronger. 

NR EDDIE JOHNSON (Seattle Sounders). Threatened the penalty area a couple of times before burning clock in the final 

minutes. 

(Ratings: 1=low; 5=average; lO+high.) 
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Red Bulls teams lead both age groups 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEM"=q Heading into their final weekend of play with a pair of games against BW 

Gottschee and Met Oval, the New York Red Bulls’ U-17/18 and U-15/16 teams maintained their lead in the          ~ 
national standings with 18-1-4 and 19-1-3 records. For the top 10 teams in both age groups _. - Read the 

whole stow 

U.S. under-17 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[CHULA VISTA CAMP] The U=S. under-17 women’s national team will gather for its next training camp Sunday at the Olympic 

Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. - Read the whole story 

Local combines added in seven cities 
by Soccer America 

[’TRAINING CENTER PROGRAM] U.S. Soccer and Nike are partnering this summer to enhance the nation’s premier player 

identification program, expanding the Training Center Program to add local combines and a national combine. - Read the 

whole story 

U.S. Club Soccer to ho~d interlea.gue event in Vegas 
by Soccer America 

[NPL NATIONAL SHOWCASE] U.S. Club Soccer will hold the first NPL National Showcase, an intedeague event featuring top 

NPL teams from across the country, March 7-9, 2014, at Heritage Park in suburban Las Vegas. The inaugural showcase will 

have a limited number of spots available for boys teams in the U-16, U-17 and U-18 age groups. - Read the whole story 
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::~:: Breakers Banner 

Boston Breakers Partner with Scorpions Soccer Club 

The Boston Breakers are proud to announce their partnership with Scorpions 
Soccer Club. With the partnership, all Scorpions girls teams will be re-branded as 
Boston Breakers Academy teams. The teams range from Under 9, who focus on 
fundamental training but still play in town, all the way through U23. The teams 
will compete in the Elite Clubs National League (ECNL), National Premier 
Leagues (NPL), the New England Premiership (NEP), and the Mass. Premier 
League (MAPLE). With the partnership, it creates the only program of its kind in 
the country for women’s soccer. 

"We are delighted to partner with Scorpions Soccer Club. They are a large and 
successful organization known for player development, which matches the 
Boston Breakers philosophy," Boston Breakers General Manager Lee Billiard 
said. "As the partnership and program builds, ! believe the development 
pathway we provide players from an early age all the way through to our senior 
professional team is one not recognized on the female side. Definitely an 
exciting future." 

Along with current Scorpions management, Boston Breakers players, front office, 
and coaching staff will be involved in providing a structured player development 
path with a heavy focus on player and coach development. Scorpions Soccer 
Club staff will remain intact and operate the day-to-day business with 
assistance from Boston Breakers front office. 

"Scorpions are excited and looking forward to our new partnership with the 
Boston Breakers, who are obviously a first-class operation," Scorpions Soccer 
Club Director Fred Marks said. "This partnership is something we are going to 
invest in and make the very best of. We are pleased to be associated with such 
a professional organization." 

The Boston Breakers still remain committed to their town partnerships and the 
development of their programs and players. On Breakers current town 
partnerships Billiard said "The Boston Breakers remain fully committed to our 
relationships with local town/community soccer programs and that will not 
change. The Breakers Academy will not actively recruit players from our partner 
organizations. We will continue to work with towns at the younger age groups 
to continue the development of players within their program." 

TRYOUT INFORMATION 

At the upcoming tryouts, we are looking for a future Boston Breaker. Is that 
you? Register today! 

Tryouts for U9, UIO, and Ull girls teams take place Monday, June 10 through 
Wednesday, June 12, at Thayer Turf Fields on 1515 Washington St., in Braintree. 
Tryouts for U9, UIO, Ull West teams run June 10-12 at the Hopkinton YMCA. 

The U12-U18 tryouts run Monday, June 17 through Friday, June 22, at Thayer. 
The U12-U17 teams will have tryouts from June 17 through June 21 at the 
Hopkinton YMCA, 45 East St., in Hopkinton. 

The U13-U18 ECNL and NPL tryouts will be held June 17-18 at the Fruit Street 
Fields on Fruit St. in Hopkinton Fruit Street. 

For more information on how to register for tryouts, visit 
www.scorpionssc,com/SSCTryouts/index E.html. 
A full program and detailed release will follow next week. 
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What’s Klinsmann’s vision for this team? 
By Paul Gardner 

So, another shapeless, luke-warm performance from Jurgen Klinsmann’s team. Of course he’ll take it, three points 

on the road, in Jamaica where points have always been hard to come by. 

But the soccer was predictably poor. This is an aspect of his team’s performance that seems to matter less and less to 

Klinsmann. Something he never bothers to mention in his tangled post-game remarks. Something he has never, that I am 

aware of, bothered to seriously address during his two years in charge. 

Is there a Klinsmann vision for this team? Does he want it to play like Barcelona or Inter Milan, like Brazil or like Germany? He 

talked, when he took up the USA job in 2011, about how soccer should reflect a country’s culture - told us he "deeply 

believed" that -- and spoke also of a "pro-active" style of play, and identified possession as a starting point. 

So we’ve had two years of Klinsmann-style pro-active possession, and the team looks little different from the way it looked 

under Bob Bradley. The results are not noticeably better. They ar~ bolstered - maybe hyped is the better word - by that win 

against Italy, the win in Mexico, and now - just a week ago, the 4-3 victory over Germany. 

Three exhibition games in which the performance of the opposition left something to be desired. The game against Germany, 

in particular, sunk to a near farcical level, with the Germans sending a decidedly "B" team. Well, that happens in these games 

- and some will insist that you get a tougher game that way, as the reserves and substitutes give their all trying to claim a 

place on the full team. 

Maybe. But it didn’t happen this time. This was the sort of game that gives friendlies a bad name. The performance by the 

Germans was shamefully weak. So lacking in effort and spirit that it made a mockery of any attempt to rate the caliber of the 

American play. Just 13 minutes into the game the German defense allowed Jozy Altidore to hover, unmarked, on the penalty 

spot as a cross came in from Graham Zusi. Altidore’s volley into the net was a beauty, but the lackadaisical marking by the 

Germans (one defender a yard behind Altidore, no other defender within three yards) was barely believable. This was not a 

last-second darting run into space from Altidore, he was literally standing still, waiting for the cross. 

Three minutes later the developing farce took a detour into slapstick as the German goalkeeper Marc-Andre ter Stegen 

presented the U.S. with the mother of all own goals. 

That just doesn’t happen. When German coach Joachim Loew t~marked later that he would "almost call my team sleepy at 

times" he was understating the case by a huge margin. This was a disgraceful performance by the Germans. To see the game 

- a key event in the U.S. Soccer Federation’s centenary celebrations - close with an all-smiles hug between Loew and 

Klinsmann did not seem appropriate. 

Yet it was all taken with enthusiastic fervor up in the ESPN booth, taken sedously by the chief commentator, whom I need not 

ID, as though the USA was really beating Germany. That was not what was happening. The USA was clobbering a German 

team made up of unmotivated reserves, not one of whom is likely to be a starter when Germany takes the field in next year’s 

World Cup. 

All that was learned from the game was that the USA plays better against sleepy-second-stringers than it does against 

determined Concacaf teams. The result meant nothing. But the result of the previous game, against Belgium, meant a lot. 

Belgium brought pretty much its full team, and came to play. And the USA performed poorly under the pressure. 

But we - and surely the U.S. players - are used to these ups and downs by now. They have been a steady part of U.S. 

national team play for decades now. Now that does tell you something. It tells you that American players do not throw in the 

towel, do not get utterly demoralized. They bounce back, often quite quickly. 

The spirit and the resilience of the American players has never been in doubt. Why should it be? That is the story of American 

involvement in any sport. Winning has always been damn important, and the fighting spirit has always been there. Yet there 

have been times when Klinsmann talks as though his players lack commitment, as though they don’t respond when things get 

tough. 

In fact that, along with reminders of how tough Klinsmann’s own playing background was, have been perhaps the most 

prominent of his comments on the qualities of American players. 

If Klinsmann sees his main duty to be that of making American players tougher (or nastier, to use his word) it is not to be 



wondered at that his team comes up short on the style front. 

His results are acceptable - as they would be for any coach in his position. I have never doubted that the USA will qualify for 

the World Cup, nor that there will be a few hiccups along the way. There’s nothing either particularly good or bad to be said 

about the results (for the above reasons, I am not including the friendly r~sults because the USA should be beyond the stage 

in its development where it has to parade pseudo-scorelines as genuine achievements). 

But the absence of good soccer is disturbing. No, the team does not have to play like Barcelona. But it should have a rhythm 

and a style to its play. After the humiliation by Belgium came the 4-3 win against Germany. If that game was for real, then it 

should have been a thoroughly rejuvenated U.S. team that played against Jamaica. Yet we got another so-so performance, 

won by a goal scored in the last seconds of the game. 

If the game against Germany was meaningless (I would rate it worse than that, it was totally deceiving - to those willing to be 

deceived) then the U.S. performance against Jamaica was pretty much what was to be expected. Either way, it was not good 

enough. Panama is next - and can anyone, including Klinsmann, say with confidence that he knows how the USA will 

perform in that game? 
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Soccer On TV: Suuday, June 9, 2013 

Sunday, June 9, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Brazil meets France in a friendly on Sunday .... The USA hosts Panama in World Cup qualifying on Tuesday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SUNDAY, June 

BelN SPORT 

Brazil World Tour BRAZIL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Brazil World Tour BR/~.IL-FRANCE (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipNETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 ChampionshipGERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

GOLTV 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-GOIAS (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship NETHERLANDS-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship GERMANY-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

I’7{ONDAY, June 10 

TBA 

TUESDAY, June 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Conmebol WCQECUADOR-ARGENTINA (delay) 4:50 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ VENEZUELA-URUGUAY (live) 7:50 pm= 

Conmeboi WCQ COLOMBIA-PERU (live) 10 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ CHILE-BOLIVIA (delay) midnight. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ COLOMBIA-PERU (live) 4:20 pm. 

Conmeboi WGQ CHILE-BOLIVIA (live) 8:25 pm. 

Conmebol WGQ VENEZUELA-URUGUAY (delay) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ USA-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ SWEDEN-FAROE ISLANDS (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship ISRAEL-ENGLAND (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-2t Championship NORWAY-ITALY (delay) 2:15 pro. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Leaque 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, June 9, 2013 
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Paul Gardner: Spain still reigns over Germany 

Monday, June 10, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Spain still reigns over Germany 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Gardner 

We have recently been asked to contemplate the idea that the future of soccer will belong to the Germans, rather 

than the Spanish who rule the roost at the moment. 

The idea is logical enough, being born of the comprehensive way in which the top German clubs, Bayem Munich and Borussia 

Dortmund, annihilated Barcelona and Real Madrid in the recent Champions League semifinals. 

Based on those games, the German teams were unarguably stronger. Their soccer looked quicker, more lively, altogether 

more effective. In particular, Barcelona - until then a team enthroned at the apex of soccer, hailed by many as the greatest 

club team ever - was seriously outplayed by Bayem. Nor was this a one-game wonder - the teams met twice, and the 

German superiority was consistently upheld. 

Of course, it’s not that straightforward. All four clubs employ foreign players. Plenty of them. At Real Madrid and Bayem, 

approximately half the playing rosters are foreign players. Dortmund has nine foreigners (out of 28), Barcelona has eight 

foreigners (out of 23). 

Of the 22 players who took the field at Wembley at the start of this year’s Champions League final, 10 were non-Germans (six 

with Bayem, four with Dortmund). 

A mixture that makes it difficult to assess to what extent Real and Barcelona can be said to represent Spanish soccer, or 

Bayem and Dortmund can represent German soccer. 

Nevertheless, the German case seems like a strong one because of a fairly widespread feeling that the Spanish are on the 

wane. 

We’re talking now of national teams, which are a much more exact measure of a country’s soccer prowess. Under this 

analysis, Spain is seen as yesterday’s aging team, while the future belongs to Germany. 

The reasoning being that opponents have worked out how to negate the Spanish style, so that Spain is finding it increasingly 

difficult to impose it self on other teams, and that the best it can hope for these days is a labored 1-0 win. 

Whereas Germany sent a remarkably young team to the last World Cup, delighted fans with its skillful, attacking, goalscoring 

soccer, and finished in third place. 0h/ell, things were not quite that smooth. In one game the Germans did resort to a dogged 

defensive style. It lost that game 1-0 ... to Spain). 

Over the weekend we got a chance for a closer look at this analysis of soccer’s future, when Spain met Germany in the UEFA 

under-21 championship. (A word about the tournament: it takes two years to play. Qualifying rounds started in 2011. The 

regulations allow that any player meeting the under-21 definition in 2011 is allowed to continue playing throughout the whole 

tournament. Which means that players involved in this final round are usually around 22 years old; some may be 23). 

The news is good for Spain. It looks like the Germans themselves, despite all the nice things being said about them, are still 

scared of Spain. They played that way in that 2010 World Cup game, and they played that way again in this game. And the 

result was the same - a 1-0 win for Spain. 

The German tactics were totally defensive, complete with the inevitable tactical fouls and the willingness to simply boot the 

ball long - to nowhere in particular - when under pressure. The Germans needed at least a tie to stay alive in the tournament. 

They kept the Spaniards at bay for 85 minutes, until some tricky dribbling from substitute Alvaro Morata pulled the German 

defense out of shape, and he slammed a narrow-angle shot past goalkeeper Bemd Leno. 

A thoroughly merited win for Spain, which stuck to its game, the close on-the-ground passing, the quick off-the-ball movement 

that has always been its style. Captain Thiago Cantata of Barcelona hit the post early in the game, and the Spanish saw the 

Germans somehow scramble the ball away from the goalmouth on two occasions. 

There was really very little to admire from the Germans, who had only 31% of the ball-possession, and managed only two 

shots on goal. Threadbare stats, for sure, but when you’re playing abject defense, you can live with them, as you battle to 

keep that 04:) scoreline and hope for the bonus of a break away goal. 

The immediately noticeable difference between the teams was, simply size. Now, this can be deceptive. I don’t have the 



relevant stats - I can only say that the Germans looked larger. Maybe the stats will not bear that out, but the key thing is that 

the Germans played as though they were larger, heavier players. Their movement looked heavy-footed when confronted with 

the light-footed Spanish players. 

It was that quickness-of-foot that r~ally distinguished the Spanish players. Consistently throughout the team, thr~)ughout the 

game, the vital first-touch of the Spaniards was remarkable for its smoothness, its softness, its ability to bring the ball under 

instant control. 

In particular, I noted the wonderful way in which the Spanish midfielders - notably Thiago, and Koke - were able to receive the 

ball - on the ground of course - while facing their own goal Repeatedly, the Spanish player was able to control the ball, to 

move it sweetly and softly to where the player could take it forward, while spinning away from a close-marking German 

defender (there was always one of those) and breaking into space. All that in one slick movement it seemed. 

There was nothing to match that from the Germans, whose movement of the ball looked conventional and predictable. Sheer 

speed was not a factor in the game, with neither team possessing anyone fast enough to outpace opponents. The Germans 

looked as though they might threaten in the air on free kicks and corner kicks, but such a threat never developed. 

Above all, there was no sign on the German team of a scheming midfielder, a player with the all-around vision, dribbling and 

accurate passing ability of Spain’s Thiago and Koke. Without such a player, one who could bring coherent play to the often 

frantic running of Germany’s athletic players, there was little chance of maintaining possession of the ball. 

You can see, though, that my theorizing is largely irrelevant because the Germans had chosen to play a defensive, 

counterattacking game. They had no need, in that approach, for the player I’m talking about. 

Anyway, the tactics are not what mattered here. The superiority - and it was a crystal clear superiority - of the Spanish 

stemmed from their immaculate ball control. In fact, in that area, just one thing let them down. A fault not unknown to the 

current senior team. The inability to get the ball into the neL On half a dozen occasions, the Spanish tor~ through the packed 

German defense with dazzling passing movements, great chances were created ... and wasted. 

But that sounds like something that can be worked on. I’d be less certain that the Germans will find it easy to make any 

progress with their style in this game, which looked more like a reheat to the Germans of the 1980s. 

For the moment, the future looks good for Spain. It advances to the tournament semifinal, while the Germans go home to, 

possibly, ponder how to develop quicker-footed and lighter-footed players. My guess, based on how quick the Germans have 

always been to change things when they don’t work, is that such players will be found rather quickly. Yes, world champion 

Spain, brush up your Shakespeare: Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown. 
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Section 1 : Klinsmann: ’We’re covered for Tuesday’ 

Today’s News --Monday, June 10,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ ShareThis 

What They’re Saying 

"1 think it would have been a 

ball, but he didn’t bounce it 

in. I knew he was nervous I 

was nervous for him. I told 

him to make sure he got it in 

there." 

-- Tim Howard assesses 

Eddie Johnson’s throw on 

the first pitch of the 

Mariners-Yankees game in 

Seattle, where the USA 

faces Panama in a World 

Cup qualifying clash on 

Tuesday. (Washin~qton 

Post). 

Klinsmann: ’We’re covered for Tuesday’ 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[USA-PANAMAl The USA arrived in Seattle to prepare for Tuesday’s World Cup 2014 

qualifier against Panama. Because of injuries and suspension, Coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann may be down to as few as 21 players for the game. For those Landon Donovan 

fans out there, Klinsmann said that he had no plans to add any players. - Read the whole ston/ 

Canalero star Bias Perez doesn’t make trip 
by Soccer America 

[USA-PANAMAJ Panama will be without FC Dallas striker Bias Perez for Tuesday’s World Cup 

2014 qualifier against the United States. The Canaleros’ leading scorer with 10 goals in 14 World 

Cup 2014 qualifiers was not on Panama’s flight that arrived Sunday morning in Seattle after 

suffering from gastroenteritis. - Read the whole story 

Sounders rally to win before 53,679 fans 
by Paul Kennedy, Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS REWIND Week 15] The Seattle Sounders rallied to beat the Vancouver Whitecaps, 3-2, 

before a season-high 53,679 fans at CenturyLink Field. The LA Galaxy’s defensive troubles 

continued as it conceded two late goals and fell at Real Salt Lake, 3-1. The Chicago Fire rallied 

from two goals down to tie the Portland Timbers, 2-2. The only other game of the weekend - New 

England-D.C. United - ended in a 0-0 tie. - Read the whole story 

Bradley’s E~lypt remains perfect 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 QUALIFY’ING: .Africa]Bob Bradley’s Egypt remained perfect in the group 

stage of World Cup 2014 qualifying in Africa thanks to a 4-2 win at Zimbabwe during which 20- 

year-old FC Basle star Mohamed Salah scored a hat trick. - Read the whole story 

Wambach remains on fire for Flash 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL SCHEDULE: Week 81Abby Wambach continued her hot streak as Australian 

Samantha Kerr and she each had a goal and an assist to lead the Western New York Flash to 

a 3-0 win at first-place Sky Blue FC before 2,056 fans Saturday night. Sky Blue FC came into the 

game with a five-game winning streak. Both its losses have come to the Flash. - Read the whole 

story 

Late heroics propel Carolina into first 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: VVeek 9]The Carolina RaiIHawks scored twice in stoppage time to stun the 

Tampa Bay Rowdies, 2-1, and striker Pablo Campos struck with his second goal of game in 

stoppage time to give Minnesota United FC a 2-1 win over the Fort Lauderdale Strikers. The 

Atlanta Silverbacks surrendered the top spot to Carolina as they were held to a 1-1 stalemate by 

FC Edmonton. - Read the whole story 

Battery pounds Houston Dynamo Reserves 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO RE½,1ND: Week 121 The Charleston Battery warmed up for its U.S. Open Cup 

quarterfinal match against Real Salt Lake with a 4-1 victory on Saturday night over the Houston 

Dynamo Reserves to move into sole possession of third place in the USL PRO standings. - Read 

the whole story 

Sweet skills from Illarramendi, Inan and Zidane 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic Fee~] Monday brings brief moments of genius from the U-21 European 

Championship, a friendly between Turkey and Latvia, and Zizou being Zizou during Sunday’s Real 

Madrid Legends vs. Juventus Legends charity game. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

A commitment to an ACC power allows an 
IMG Academy Top 150 recruit to realize a 
dream in the latest girls update. 

i:[V g LEAGUeS! PULL 
An Ivy League Program is too good to turn 
down for an MLS Academy player, while a 
familiar program lands an in state attacker. 

The U.S. U14 Boys National Team went to 
Europe in May for three games against 
international competition. Head coach Hugo 
Perez tells us how the youngsters did. 

Premier Content 

DID YOU SEE? 

FIFA 14 Iooks~ 
amazing. Feast your eyes on 
the trailer, 

Nike’s HyperVenoms look 
venomous and striking (get 
it: soccer, snake, venom 
striking? Forget it). 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

New York Red Bulls Summer Camp 

The 2013 New York Red Bulls summer camp 
schedule offers over 100 camps in the 
Tristate area. From Residential Camps to 
Skills Camps all ages and abilities are 
welcome! Players attending any camp receive 
a New York Red Bulls Adidas ball, t-shirt and 
a companion ticket to a Red Bull home game 
at the Red Bull Arena! 

Click here for more information! 
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Coaching Education Weekend Reminder! 

NSCAA Members: 

The NSCAA would like to remind and encourage you to join us in celebrating 
"Coachinq Education Weekend," June 14-16, 2013! 

This weekend-long commemoration is meant to draw national attention to the 
importance of getting educated and recognize coaches who are participating around 
the country. 

It’s easy to participate. Here’s how you can get involved: 

1. Participate in a course going on June 14-16 (see list below). 

2. Watch a Live Chat on June 12 discussing the importance of coaching education to 
kickoff the weekend. 

3. Help spread the word about coaching education by downloading and displaying one 
of these imaqes on your website or blog and link it to this webpage. 

5. Post and share messages and photos on your Facebook or Twitter accounts. Be 
sure to use the #CEW2013 hashtag on Twitter and tag "NSCAA" in Facebook post& 

How does this benefit you? 

1. Receive recognition on www.NSCAA.com for your participation. 

2. Be entered into a drawing to receive a FREE registration to the 2013 Summer 
Symposium (if you are already registered for a course, you will be automatically 

entered)! 

Courses scheduled during June 14-16 in your area: 

St~J~[ Course Jl 

Level 5 Diploma Jl 

 iL JL Goalkeeping Level 3 Diploma Jl 
6/~J6/L~[ Advanced National Diploma Jl 

city 

Rome 

Cary 

Murfreesboro 

II State II Registration 

II GA IIREGISTER 
Saint 
Luc a REGISTER 

II NO IIREG STER 
II TN IIsohu OUT 

[+] Click here to view the Master Schedule 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

.F.:.[}?.g!j.~. l ".t~8}.~!~J.t~ I 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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Monday’s Soccer TV 

~,Io ?,ames today~ 

CONCACAF World Cup Qualifying: Jamaica t - USA 2 
The United States beat Jamaica 2.1 on a stoppa~ge time goal at the National Stadium in gJn%ton. The US took the Lead 

l:t~ob<~t~ Jozy Aitidore in the 30th minbte. A~tidore headed hi a Graham Zusi service with the US hoidin<~ the h~ad 

{ate in the game, A Jamaica ~ee kick in the 89th minute setup a Jerma~ne Beckford equalizer, The United States 

~esponded, takh~!~ a qu~(k cor~ler i~1 stoppage time that {ed to a B~ad Evans winner. USA midf}e]der Je~maine Jones 

suffered a concussion in d~e 56th minute requiring a substitution, The United States plays Panama on June 1 lth 

Seattle. 

ELsewhere in CONCACAF Wo~fd Cup QuaLifying, Panama and Mexico finished scoreless and Costa Rica beat Honduras 1- 

0. The re~.~uLl:~= have Costa Rica in ~irst-pl.ace on seven points I.eading the United States in second and M~:<k:o ~r~ third on 

~oat difference. Mexico ptayed their fifth ~ame on Friday after an early start a!~ah~st Jama}ca on Tuesday due to the 

Confederations Cup, The rest of the re(~ion catches up on the June ~ 81:b matchday. Read More 

MLS Week 15: Short Schedule 

OnLy four 8ames on the weekend schedule in Majo~ League Socce~. with Week 1 § picking up at GiLLette Stadium with 

New E:rNLand - DC finishing scoreless, Bot:b teams took 12 she1:% bbt the Revs hek] the advantage on shots on goal 4 to 

1, Stats aside. New EngLand coach Jay Heaps was impressed. 

"Now, am I saying we are at home and should have done better, yes]’ Heaps said, "But they pLayed weLL ~omsht I don’~ 

care what you say. Yo~ can put any slat up, whe~ you go out on the fie~d every week and play a~ah~st opponents Like we 

do, it’s toush, And that’s a ~ood team and I don’t care what you say." 

Chicago needed a comeback to finish 202 against PortLand in front oi 15~349 at Toyota Park~ PortLand’s Diego VaLor1 

opened the scoring in the :?:}rd minute and it was 2-0 Tirabers when Ben Zemanski scored in the 58th. M~ke Ma~{ee 

pu[ted a $oa{ back ~or the gi~e in the 68th and Dan Pah~dini equa{ized in the 82nd minute. Chk:ago outshot Portland 19 to 

1}, puttin~ 7 of those on !~oal to Portb~nd’s 5. Read Nore 

Quakes and Yallop ’Part Ways’ 
San Jose b.’Zartbquakes coach ~’rank YaRop is no IoiNer with the cLbb, San Jose announced on FHday that assist:ant coach 
Mark Watson wiLL be takJn$ oval’ teachings duties. 

"Dave [KavaL club president), John [DoyLe, ~generaL manase~] and I met eartie~ this week and we mutuaLLy a~greed that it 

was time fo~ the club and me to move in different directions7 Ya[top sa~d. "Mark Watson is an exceLLent coach and the 

team is in very ~ood hands~ t want to thank d~e entire Eard~quakes organization for my t~me here. I wan~ to thank the 

players and coachh~!~ staff that have been here over the past five and a half years. They made my job reaKy enjoyable 

with their professionaUsm and hard work, especiaL[y ~ast yea~. whh::h was a ma~h::a] seasorb and one ~ wfl.{ never 1’orate1:,’~ 

Remembering the US in the 1995 Copa America 
By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK, NY f June 10, 2013) US Soccer PLayers - Comm~ off a successfuf 1994 Wo~fd Cup, the 

Nal:R~nat Team was {ookin(~ to build on that in ~995 under }ntetim coach $teve Sampson, The Born MKutinox4c era had 

come to an end and under Sampson the Americans were Looking ~o become a more a~ack-minded squad, In 1995, the 

UnH:ed States, a[on8 wH:b its CONCACAF rival Mexico, accepted an invitation to participate at the Copa America, South 

America’s continental championship. By the t~me the ~oul’nament was over, the Americans had sained newfound 

respectabitib/and US Soccer ~ emoved ~he h’~terim tag from Sampson’s title. 

Sampson, an ass}stant to MihJtinevic, found himself in the spotlight while US Soccer off}dais searched the ~Lobe for a 

~epLacement, On the fieLd~ however, there were all. sorts of newfound energy surrounding the National Team, The US 

weLL in the US Cup ’95, beating Nigeria 3-2 on June 1 ’i at Foxhole with ?,oats from MarceLo Balboa, John Harkes, and 



second-half substit:dte Co~i Jones. The rdn (:ont:inue~ a~ ~FK SLadhJm en June 18 with the US rodtin~ Mexico 4-0. The 

goals in tl’tat game came from Roy Wegede, Thomas DooEey, Harkes. and Cbaudio Reyna who Mso picked up two assists 

in ~1 minutes of work. A wee]~ [at:er al: Rut:gets Stadium hi ~4ew Jersey, {he US p{ayed ou{ a scere/ess draw with 

Colombia in a rematch of ~he ~amoas ’94 World Cup rnatcB. That was good enou~B for ~he USA to win the tournament 

wJt:h ~ar~es as ~eadin$ 

tournament on July B with a 2-1 win over Chi/e~ Eric Wynalc!a scorec! beth goals at the Estac!io Parqae Artigas, Two days 

~ater~ the Ameri(ans ~ost ~ ~0 to Bo~%da. With Boh~da losing to Argentina in their opemn~ game, this c:~eated a sc:enano 

that didn’E favor the USA. Beat A~entina in the finM ~roup game> a team ~anked 8th in the world at the time. Read 

More 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV Schedu[e: USA- Panama in 
SeattJe 

Wo~l~ (]~£ Qs~aIiiyin~ resumes, with the United States - Panama ~ame on ESPN a~ 10pro. UniMas has Mexh::o - Costa 

Rica at 8pro. Honduras - garnai(a is on be~N en EspanoL at 9pro. UEFA Wo~Ld Cup Q.uah~ying on ESPN Depo~tes: brae~ ~ 

~ngtan~ at 12pro and Norway - ~taay at 2pro. Gea’I’V has Sweden - Fa~oe IsLands a~ 1 £ra. CONME:8OL World Cup Qua(ifyin~ 

on be~N Spo~t: Ecuador - Argentina at 4:50pro. Venezuela - U~uguay at 7:50prn~ Colombia - Peru at ~0pm, and Chi~e - 

Sol.~vJa at m~dnight:. A~ YTmes ~’~s~te~’n 
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Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 3:05 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: The ’Hapw One’ Arrives at Chelsea 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ June I0, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

’Happ~�’ Mogrinho Unveiled to Press 
Sky Sports                                                                                                 ~ 

When he first took the head-coaching job at Stamford Bridge nine years ago, Jose Mourinho famously 

swaggered into his first press conference calling himself the "’Special One." On Monday, the Portuguese came into 

his second unveiling as Chelsea coach calling himself the "Happy One." 

’q am ’The Happy One,’" Mourinho said during Ns introductory press conference after being asked if he is still time 

Special One. ’q am very happy. If I have to describe myself, I would describe myself as a very happy person 

because it’s time first time I arrive in a club where I already love time club." He added: "1 am where I want to be. I 

wouldn’t change it for anything. It is my job." 

Mourinho also sought to set right questions about how his first stint as Blues manager ended in 2007. "1 keep 

hearing that I was fired," he said, "that [owner Roman Abramovich and I] had a complete breakdown of our 

relationship -- that was not true. Many didn’t believe that but it was a mutual agreement. We thought it was best for 

both of us, for me and the club _. only because there was never a breakdown of the relationship is it possible for 

me to be here today." 

Mourinho added that both he and Chelsea have been reunited "because we are in the best moments of our careers 

and ready to work together again. There are much better conditions at this time to succeed and have what we want, 

stability." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ribe~ Named Bundesiiga Player of the Year 
ESPN FC 

Bayern Munich winger Franck Ribery has been voted Bundesliga Player of the Year by his fellow professionals, 

while teammate Mar~uel Neuer was named the league’s best goalkeeper, according to Kicker magazine’s bi- 

annual poll of 228 German top-flight players. Ribery claimed time award after receiving 29 percent of the vote, 

ahead of Borussia Dortmund’s Robert Lewar~dowski, with 17.3 percent, and teammate Bastian Schweinsteiger, 

12.4 percent. The Frenchman finished the season with 10 goals and 15 assists in 34 games. 

In the goalkeeper award, Neuer finished just ahead of Dortmund’s Roman Weidenfeller, receiving 23.2 percent of 

the vote, while Hamburg’s Rene Adler finished third. 

Meanwhile, coach of the year went overwhelmingly to Freiburg’s Christian Streich, who received 48.7 percent of 

the vote. He was followed by Bayem’s Jupp Heynckes and Frankfurt’s Attain Veh. 

- Read the whole story... 

Watzke: Lewandowski Not Joining 8ayern 
Guardian 

Robert Lewandowski will not be joining former Borussia Dortmund teammate Marie Gotze at Bayern Munich in 

2013, according to Dortmund CEO Hans-Joachim Watzke. Bayern was widely expected to sign the Polish striker 

this summer, but Watzke has revealed that the club never received a formal offer. 

"Robert Lewandowski will definitely not transfer to Bayern Munich in 2013," Watzke told Bild. "This is final. We have 

informed Robert and his advisers~ The Bayern case is closed because there was no written offer." Last week, 

Lewandowski said he expected to move to his "club of choice" in a few days, but Watke says that Bayern never 

made a formal offer. 

"It is absNutely legitimate for a player to express such a wish," Watzke said. "There were two phone calls in the past 

four weeks with Bayern. We told Bayem that due to stock exchange rules [Dortmund are a listed company] we need 

a written offer for Lewandewski. But until today, no offer has come in. If Robert wants to go to Munich he will have 

another chance next year." 

The Dortmund GEe would not rule out a move to another club, however. "1 am not saying he will definitely stay but 



he will certainly not be playing for Bayern in 2013," Watzke said. "Everything else will be discussed with Robert and 

his advisers in the coming days. Our wish is for Robert to play for Borussia Dortmund next season." 

- Read the whole story._ 

PSG: Rea~ ~ust l~ake Offer for Ance~otti 
Football Espana 

Paris Saint-Germain doesn’t appear to be backing down on its stance that Coach Carlo Ancelotti, who has publicly 

expressed his desire to join Real Madrid, should honor his contract, which has another season attached to it. A day 

after a source told the French paper L’Equipe the Italian is "very disappointed" with PSG’s management, "does not 

understand their strategy," and "is tired of it all", PSG President Nasser Al-Khelaifi responded by saying, "If 

Madrid wants Ancelotti then they will have to call and make us an offer." 

According to Football Espana, Real might have to pay close to $10 million to free the former Chelsea and AC Milan 

coach from his current contract. However, Real is reportedly hoping that PSG eventually capitulates to Ancelotti’s 

desire to leave rather than retaining a coach against his will. 

- Read the whole story... 

Zidane: Ba~e to Cost World Record Fee 
Daily Mail 

Real Madrid director Zinedine Zidane has admitted that the La Liga giant would likely have to break the world 

transfer record to sign Gareth Bale from Tottenham. According to time Daily Mail, time club is mulling a bid of $132 

million for the Spurs winger. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports 

Napoli striker Edinson Cavani, who is currently away on international duty with Uruguay, has given the strongest 

indication yet that he favors a move to Chelsea, by admitting that he would love to play for Jose Mourinho. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Real Sets Sights o~ Chelsea’s Mata 
Metro 

Metro reports that Real Madrid could give up on trying to sign Tottenham’s Gareth Bale and instead switch its 

focus to Chelsea playmaker Juan Mata, who would cost somewhere in the region of $46.5 million. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Gaiiiani: Milan Wants Tevez 
Dally Mirror 

AC Milan vice president Adriano Gal~iani is confident of signing Manchester City striker Carlos Tevez. Galliani 

also claims that winger Stephan El Sharaawy would not move in the opposite direction to join City. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Sent: 

To: 
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CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org~ 

Monday, June 10, 2013 3:18 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Another inslallment officee CC! Week resources 

The 2nd installment of resources is now onUne. 

Now, Isio.~e free reso.xtrcea fol CHARACTER COUNTSI Week 2013 are avsiiable o~ oar 

website, if yos’ve a,~ea@ ~:~:~ed L,~ u,,~: ~eek, vo~ on~y ~eed [e oMsk he, re a~d type 

h~ tMs i~stslim.e~.t, you’li fi~d: 

Reaoulces and activity ideas to get the whole com.qsa~ity i.qvolved 

¯ /\ 9uide on getbng ~oca~ businesses [o spo~ser your events 

¯ ActMty p~ann~ng checklist 

The next inataliment of f.~ee .~eaou.~ces will inct~de nio.~e ideas and resources for 

etem.e~.tary, middle a~.d high schoois, We’li email you wi~en ihey’~e ~eady. Meanwhile yeu 

Don’t hesitate to catl ti~e CC! National Of-~ice at 866-80i..~S188 if you have a..’~y questions. 

Have f~n planning! (We=re posted a checklist to help yoa wth that ) 

--- Th*~" CHARACTER COU~4T,~,: Team 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 4:34 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Red Stars Detbat Breakers 1-0, Home Again Thursday 

CHALUPHY LEADS RED STARS TO 1-0 VICTORY OVER BOSTOH 
Team captain Lori Chalupny scored the game-wilming goal, courtesy of an assist 
from the hard work of Julia,me Sitch, in the 26th ,ninute to give the Red Stars 
their second win in a row, and first win at home this season! 

Read the full lnatch recap 
Watch the highlights 
Watch the full replay, in English or Spanish 

RED STARS HOME THURSDAY 6:30pro v FC 
KAHSAS CiTY 
Come support your Red Stars as they look to make it 3 wins in a row on 
Thursday night! Parking is ahvays free and you can tailgate before the match. 

Purchase single ga,ne tickets 
Contact Jay for group tickets j adelberg@chicagoredstars.com 



THE ELLA AHD CARM SHOW: EPISODE 4 
I,eam more about the veteran and rookie, including their training-tussles in this 
new episode of the popular series! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Canaleros otter dilticult test for USA 

What They’re Saying Today’s NeWS --Tuesday, June 11,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 
L========J 

"We needed this victory. It 
gave us more confidence    Canaleros offer difficult test 
just at the right time."         by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-PANAMAl For the lone Hexagonal team that has never played in the World 

Cup, Panama isn’t being taken lightly by the USA. After all, the Canaleros were the 

last team besides Mexico to beat the USA in official competition at home, and they remained 

unbeaten in the Hexagonal after Friday’s 0-0 tie at home with Mexico, one point off Costa Rica, 

the USA and Mexico in the lead. - Read the whole story 

-- Brazil coach Luiz Felipe 

Scolari after his team’s 3-0 

win over France in its last 

game before the 

Confederations Cup. Since 

Scolari returned to the helm 

in December, Brazil had 

won just once, against 

Bolivia -- and tied Italy, 

Russia and Chile The team 

also played England g.~ice, 

losing 2-1 in London and 

drawing 2-2 at the 

revamped Maracana last 

week. (~ 

First the snow, now problems with the grass? 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-PANAMA1 U.S. players couldn’t see the grass on the Dick’s Sporting Goods Park field 

covered with upward of six inches of snow for their last home qualifier, the USA-Costa Rica game 

in March that will forever be known as the Snow Bowl, so you’d think they’d happy to play on 

grass for their second qualifier. Think again ... - Read the whole story 

Road success means nothing without home wins 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-PANAMAl Having already taken four points on the road -- all from its last two games on the 

road - the USA is well placed to qualify for the World Cup for the seventh straight time. That 

carries one major assumption - that the USA gets the job done at home. That begins Tuesday 

when the USA hosts Panama in Day 5 of the Hexagonal at Seattle’s CenturyLink Field (kickoff: 

10:08 pm ET). - Read the whole story 

Fan voting kicks off for All-Star Game 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ Major League Soccer launched fan voting for the 2013 AT&T MLS All-Star 

Game in which the all-stars will face Roma July 31 at Sporting Park in Kansas City, Kan. - Read 

the whole story 

Press count: nine goals in last three games 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROADIChristen Press added three more goals in a 5-1 win over Kristianstad to 

up her total to nine goals in her last three Damallsvenskan games for Tyreso and 12 goals for the 

season, most in the league. - Read the whole story 

Foudy finds Altidore aging quite nicely in Alkmaar 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDE© PICK: Intelview]Jozy Altidore takes Julie Foudy for a stroll through the cobbled streets 

he calls home in the Netherlands during an engaging interview for ESPN’s Outside the Lines 

series. - Read the whole story 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter, com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 11:23 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 6/6/13: Wisdom in 20 Words or Fewer 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here¯ 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions¯ 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ,coted radio cemme:~tater and the 
founder and president of the no~:pI°ofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

We eneeura~e you to browse alld pest comment5 at 
WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso send feedback 
direcdy ~o Michael at michae!iosephson@iiethics.org, 

This week, ~viichaei spoke at a conference of the .Society 
for Corporate Compliance and Eti:ics, Yesterday he 
posted an articie in our Business Ethics and Leadership 

hie9 on Putting More Ethics Into Your Compliance 
Proqram. P~ease check it out and share your thoughts h~ 

the comments box at d~e .’bottom, Tha~ks~ 

ii.~.iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter~ 

t:~ Getthe podcast i-""""""-~ iTune’=~ ] 

1 Get the iPhone or Android app 

Middle School 
Commencement 

my ~:ephew 3are~:’s middle 

school gradt.lat[on, I worried 
more than normal. Ai~(er 

espeda~y tough. 
Listen or read more 

Check out Hichaet’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of 
insightful and 
motivational (and 

posted this ~.veek. 

"I:~ the midst of winter, 
I found there was 
v’~id~in me an inv~ndble 

Ca feb 
See and comment 

Wisdom in 20 Words or 
Fewer: Part One 
Since my child.."en were sm, ali, i 
launched their day with the 
invocation to "be good, have 
[un and learn." [ hope they 

remember ths~ msnba, but 
now that my daughter Samara 

I~fe as a college l:reshmsn 
3,000 m~hss away, t think a 
more detailed set of maxhs-~s ~s 
needed, 
Listen or read more 

Ci~dy cemme:~ts o:~ 

Noah’s Term Paper: "If 
[his had been rny so.."..: I 
would haw~ said ".~ 
thi~:k you aheady know 
what you ’~shouM,~ do" 
and walked hh~ through 
the howeve~’s to he~p 
h~m reach Ms dedMon," 

Find and l:oilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem "i,,.’vhat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds from the saie of ~’vlichaei’s 
books and CDs suppert cha~acter 

education in schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa~:ion? Visit our Character 
Educator BIog0 Re~:ently pet;ted: 

New Survey Links 21st Century Skills 
to Career Success 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

Educators; Book an Anti-Bullyin~ 
Workshop 



The Commencement Curse 

the iand are about .to keave 
the womb of higi: school for a 
world full of new freedoms and 
respopsibiiities. Aitho~,.’gh many 
have Been waiting for .this 
event for a long ~ime, eage.." [o 

,~et on witi: their lives as 
li[sera!:ed adai!:a, the thoaght 

of leaving behind friends and 
[amiiiar pia.::es can be s.::ary~ 
Listen or read more 

We Expect More of Adults 
Although l.l.~year-oid 

wasn’t muci: of ~n athlet% his 

bat he was hurt by 
remarks of teammates 
spectators whenever he struck 

before the foarth 9ame of the 
season, Ma~k to~8 h~s dad he 
d~dn~ wan~ to 
Listen or read more 

Refuse to Be Afraid 
"t’im Wri~htman, a fom-~.e.." 
American (~CLA [eett)ail player, 
te~s a story a~out how, 

Football Lea~ue, he was up 
agah~st the ~egendary pass 
rushe~ Lawreoce Taylor, 
was r~ot on~y phys~caJ~y 
powerfu~ and uncommonly 
qu~ck but a master at 

Listen or read more 

comments on The One- 
Minute Graduation 
Speech: "Ri.ght 
[Right te the 9oint~ One 

more add~[~on (even 

a 1. m~m£e and 3 
second speech}: 
"Surround yourself w~th 
positive people,~ 

P~ A~’~ea ~-~ 
comments on Memorial 
Day, A Day of 
Remembrance: "This 
Memorial Day 
celeb.."a~es and honors 
a~ Amer~ca~ dt~ze~s 

manner ~o foster ou~ 
grea~ Umoni~ 

Oar Character Development Seminars 
equip educe[ors and youth~service 
leaders to be effective ch,~ra(:ter 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

~ June11-13 Texas>> 
~ July 9=11, Texas >> 
~ July 16-18, Kansas >> 

See complete schedule >> 
LeaFn moFe >> 

OIlY weDin~!’s ?are a 

affordabie v,,ay to learn vaiuable 
ci: a racter.-deveieplr:ent techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Does Baseball Need More Instant 
Replay? 

Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

for a 5#e~-~ker or C<~r~s~tar~t? Book Michael .losephson0 

~4ichael Josephsor~ motivates audiences from the government, busir~ess, 

jourr~a~sm, law, education, sports, po~dng, arid the n-fi~tary with Ms urfique 

de~very, er~fh~ging presentations, arid persor~a~ attention ~o your o~g~n~zation’s 

~eeds~ Cal~ 800,-7~-,~670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit ]osephson institute is working to create a world where people act more ethicMiy, 
Your donations e..",abie us to offer services and .."esources li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this ne~,-:;ietter flom la.qdin# in yeur junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 
your address beok or approved sender list 

9841 Airpor( Bird., #300 == Los Angeie,s, CA 90045 1800-7t 1-267C’ 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

¢)2013 Josephson Institute, "CHARA,:I’}.:!R COUNTS," is a re!~isl:ered t~adema~k el 

Manacle newsletter subscri~ i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

2013 GSI College Showcase 

Forward this email 

This email was sent [o anson@emaiLunc.edu by hsavar4e@qcitravel,net 

Update Profile/’EmailAddress £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

GS[ SPORTS 5360 College Bird :: Overland Park KS 66211 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~mag.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers NewsLetti!v <news~etter@usns~:pa.com> 

’Tuesday, Jbae 11. 201:} 12:34 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Prayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ Prayers ¯ Jun 11,201~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Sun t i, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV Schedule: USA- Panama 
Seattle 

WorLd Cup QuaLifyin~ resumes, with the United States - Panama ~ame on ESPN at 10pm~ UniMas has Mexico .. Costa 

Rice at Spin. ~onduras - Jamaica is on be@.~ en ~spano~ at 9pro. U~A Wo~d Cup Qua[ffym~ on ESPN Deportes: ~sn~e[ 

Ea2~anf a~: 12pro and No~way ~ h:aLy at 2pro. GoI.~Y ~as Sweden - Earoe Is~ands at 1pro. CONMEBOL Wo~[d Cbp Qba~i~yk~g 

on beHq Sport: D:uador - Arzentina at 4:50pro, VenezueLa - Uruguay at 7:50pro. CoLombia - Peru at 10pro, and Chge - 

Their Words 

"if you’re able to sit back and focus on some of the Lessons that youhe given during Lhis 
can help you down the [me~ from a coaching standpoint and from a pe~ sonar standpoint. You’re reatb/ 

tesLed and the prayers a~e realty tested. [~’s not ~LlSt me; the orsan~zat~on’s ~ested and the ~ans are 
tested 7 DC Vn~ed co~d~ Ben 

Preview: USA- Panama 

gy Charles Boehm - WASHING’FOH, DC (Jun ’f 1. 2012} LIS Se~:ce~ PLayers - The Uait:ed St:ates Nationat Teara rooks to 

seize (:ontro~ of the CONCACAF Hexagonal group this week with back-to-back home games, startin~ with an intriguing 

a~fair agah~s~: Panama at CeaturyLink Fiek[ in SeattLe. 

It’s the USA’s first WorLd {:tap qualifying match in the EmeraLd {:ity h~ raore tt~aa a geaeratk)n and figures te be a 

memorable affai~. Thoug~ a contmversiM temporary g~ass surface an~ an attendance cap of 42~000 (en~o~ce~ by Lhe 

(:~ty due to a ts~arhlers [)aseba[~ gaqle at the same time} have taken a bR of the ~uster off what raaay e:<pec[:ed to be the 

biggest, [oudes~ quatifier in US Soccer history, a passionate and sLmng[y part,san home crowd w~K noned~e[ess w~iL the 

Yanks on towards ~ictopi. 

US players have ~ eportedfy been constant targets for photo requests and autograph seekers on the streets of soccer° 

~lad %~at:t:{i!,~ a rel.ativeLy rare experk~ace ~er thorn on home soft.. "[’t~e US squad already get the Seattle soccer 

experience, with d~e c}ty out hi force for one of the biggest MLS game days of the year when the Vancouver Whitecaps 

v~si[ed the home club for a Cascadh~ Cbp clash oa 5aturday~ 

remember when t first st:arted out ia MLS, things weren’t like that," US captain {tint bempsey said oa Monday. ~fl 

Mmost fe{t Like ~ was in anoLhe~ countPi the oLhe~ day when Lhe SeattLe Sounders game was on - I was wa{kin~ to get 

dh~aer [and] just as you walk pas~: the bar~ yob see the "[%~s oa and everyone’s wa~:ching seecer~ So ~:e me, that was 

The USA are in good spirits afte~ FHday’s sLunnin9, injury-dine victory ove~ Jamaica in Kingston. a ~esutt which thrust 
new right back and beloved So[i~tder Brad Evans i~tto the spotlight, as he netted the ~ate w}nrter j~st before the team’s 

v~siL to the home ground of his cLub. Read More 

Corner: San Jose Earthquakes 
h~ 2013, the San Jose have a point per game average, 15 from 15 games played and good for 8th out of nine teams 

the Western Conference. fi you need ~:~a~: converted ~:o t~e mythk:a] singl.ed:ab]e, they’d be 15th out o~ ~:he 19 dubs. 

That should give you a clear Men of San Jose"s status th~s season. They’re a team in trouble, not even close to 

repl.k:athlg t~eh" run last season. In 2012, the mighty Quakes averaged 1.94 points a }~arae~ the difference be(.v~een 

winnin9 the Supporters’ Shie{d and finding d~emse[ves in their current state. 

Though the details are sparse, Frank YaLLop sLarLed Friday as San Jose’s coach but was out of LhaL job by Lhe end of 

{)ushless. ’The press release anaebacJn(g the ’[)art~ng of ~he ways~ caught ML$ watchers by surprise and for good reason. 

Regardkess of the quakes record, Yak{op’s record ~s stron~ enough to give hm~ hhe bene~iE o~ Ehe doubt and the tm~e 

required to figure out h}s club h~ 2013. h~stead, his assistant Mark Watson takes the interim t~t]e for the rest of the 

season. That’s anoEher interesting move on the par[ of d~e ckub~ keepin~ Ya{[op’s s[aff m place but wid~out YaKop and 

choosing not to ~ook for a new coach as soon as possibke. Read More 

U.S. 2, Jamaica 1: Brad Evans scores in injury time to lift Americans in 2014 World Cup qualifier - from The 



USA survives a ain shifts focus o from Fox Soccer’s Lear~der Schaerb)eckens: You don~t dare hope fcH ~)nyth~ng more 

Besler and Gonzalez make case for the defense o from ESPN F’Cs Jef~ CaHisLe: Bea{er stepped I:ow~rd entry passes 
with ten~city aad read the game superb[y~ 

It’s been a Iong~ successful road back to Seattle for U.S. Soccer - flora The Seattle T~mes’ Joel Pe~ersoa: "we we;e 
the ~nderdog and never had the fof/owing thaL pretty much, we thought we deserved p~ayii~g m our own country." 

In a Position to Cement a Role for the U.S. Team ~ from The NY Times’ Jere Lor[gmam In the 92nd militate, i~o one was 

mo~e ~ntikel.y to deriver the winning goa~ in ~ 2-1 vicEory ove~ J~maica than Evaas~ 

Looking at U.S. World Cup qualifying~ and discussing the two lessons never fully learned .. from Pl’o 
Steve Davis: Show me a striker who sco~es a ~ty go~ on the ro~d ~nd ] wi{{ show you ~ striker who h~s earned 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: UEFA’s Uo21 Championship 

Limited viewing opdoas lot Wec!aesday socce;, with the UEFA U-21 Championship continuing on befN SporL Spain - 

Sponsor message 

powered by 

Sponsor message 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 2:16 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Futures In Question: Suarez, Lewandowski, Torres, Sneijder, Fabregas ... 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ June 11, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Suarez Reiterates Desire to Quit Liverpool 
Sky Sports                                                                                                 ~ 

Luis Suarez, who is currently in Brazil preparing for the Confederations Cup with Uruguay, has 

reiterated his desire to leave Liverpool this summer, insisting that the treatment he receives from the media has 

made it impossible for him to continue. 

"Ever since I arrived I have felt bad, they have never judged me for my play but with the attitude that he dives, 

protests, makes gestures, racism ... everything," Suarez told television show RR Gal. "Without any proof they gave 

me an eight-match ban, but with Terry, where they had proof, lip-readers, they gave him four. I’m South American 

and I think that’s the root of all of this," he said. 

"Liverpool is a club that I dreamt about playing for as a boy. I have been with great players there, they know me and 

I would love to continue for many more years at Liverpool," he continued. "The stadium is spectacular, the fans are 

phenomenal: people with tattoos of me, things that I could never have imagined." 

The 26-year-old added that he draws strength from the fans who have been pleading with him to stay and forget 

what has happened. "But I can’t forget as it was something that I had to suffer, that my family had to suffer and away 

from football I have a family to support and who are hurt by these things." 

While Suarez has been linked with a move to Real Madrid, Mverpool insists it won’t be selling its star player. 

- Read the whole story... 

Lewandowski Wants to Leave Dortmund 
ESPN FC 

Robert Lewandowski insists that he wants to leave Borussia Dortmund and hinted that he has decided where he 

wants to go. Speaking at an event in Warsaw, the 24-year-old also expressed his surprise over Dortmund CEO Aki 

Watzke’s recent comment that he would not be selling the striker to Bayern Munich because no offer had come in. 

"He [Watzke] recently told me something different. He knows what I wish for," Lewandowski said. "He has promised 

me that I will be allowed to leave, and now something different happens. But I think everything will change. In my 

opinion, this is not the last decision, and I believe everything will change and come to a good conclusion. Everyone 

at Borussia Dortmund knows what I want and where I want to go to." 

On his Twitter account, Bayern honorary president Franz Beckenbauer then said what everyone is thinking 

regarding Dortmund’s unwillingness to sell the Poland international: "1 am curious how this can work for a year when 

he wants to join FCB." 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho Hints at Tortes Chance 
Independent 

Jose Mourinho has hinted that he would be willing to give Fernanclo Tortes a chance to prove himself at 

Chelsea, even though the Spaniard has been linked with a move to Napoli, with coveted striker Eclinson Cavani 

headed the other way. "He [Tortes] is a Chelsea player with a contract. He’s more than happy to stay and work 

hard, and I think he deserves respect from me, especially, and the club," Mourinho said. "That respect starts by 

speaking with him face-to-face and deciding what is the best for all of us. If the best for all of us is for Fernando to 

stay, let’s help him and try and get the best out of him?’ 

During his second press conference as Chelsea coach, Mourinho also reassured reporters that he is exactly where 

he wants to be. "As I said before, I am where I want to be," the Portuguese said. "You tell me now every job in the 

football world at this table, I would choose my job. So I have the job I want to have." 

Mourinho also advised Manchester United’s unsettled striker Wayne Rooney that he should also go where he feels 

happiest: ’q think he [Rooney] is at a fantastic age for a player: maturity, big experience, still young," Mourinho said. 

"It’s up to him and what he wants, what makes him happy. He’s a little bit like me: he doesn’t need one more pound 



in his contract. One more cup won’t make a different. Be happy." 

- Read the whole story... 

Gala Open to Sneijder Sa~e 
ESPN FC 

Galatasaray is open to selling Dutch midfielder Wesley Sneijder, club president Unal Aysal revealed. Sneijder 

joined the Turkish champion in January and helped the club reach the UEFA Champions League quarterfinals. "1 

have been following the rumours about Sneijder, but we have not received an offer for him," Aysal told Turkish 

paper Sabah. "If an offer in the region of �15 million ($20 million) comes in, we might decide to sell him though." 

Reports have linked Chelsea and Tottenham with the former Netherlands captain. 

Sneijder’s stock has fallen steadily since he helped Inter Milan to the Serie A, Italian Cup and Champions League 

trophies in 2010. After losing the Dutch captaincy to Manchester United striker Robin van Persie, the 29-year-old 

admitted that he has not been at his best recently: "It was a pretty painful announcement. Not just because I never 

saw this coming, but also because I have always given my all in the role as captain. I will have to accept this, 

though. It was a huge blow for me. The coach told me that I should focus on myself for now and use my energy to 

regain top fitness." 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports 

Barcelona forwardlmidfielder Cesc Fabregas says he would only leave the club if it told him he is no longer 

wanted, The ex-Arsenal captain has been strongly linked with a move back to England, with Manchester United and 

Arsenal both reportedly interested. 

- Read the whole story... 

Independent 

Newcastle striker Papiss Ciss&’s future has been cast into doubt, according to the Independent, which reports that 

the player is refusing to wear a Newcastle shirt with sponsor Wonga’s name emblazoned on it, because Muslim 

Sharia law prevents a Muslim from profiting from lending money or receiving money from someone. Wonga 

completed a $37.5 million shirt sponsorship deal with Newcastle last fall that goes into effect next season. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, June 12, 2013 4:06 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s European U-21 Championship action on Wednesday.... The Confederations Cup kicks off on Saturday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the ~ek.) 

WEDNESDAY, Ju~e ’12 

GOLTV 

Brazil GREMIO-SAO PAULO (live) 9 pm. 

EBPN DEPORTE$ 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NETHERLANDS (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-2t Championship RUSSIA-GERMANY (delay) 2:15 pro. 

THURSDAY, J~e iS 

No live games 

FRIDAY, June 

GOLTV 

International Friendly GUATEMALA-ARGENTINA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:15 pm. 

Confederations Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Women’s Friendly SOUTH KOREA-USA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVI$1ON 

Confederations Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVI$1ON DEPORTES 

ML$ COLUMBUS-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUBUS-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

ML$ COLORADO-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup MEXICO-ITALY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Confederations Cup MEXICO-ITALY (live) 2:30 pm. 



Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Confederations Cup MEXICO=ITALY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

GOLTV 

Argentina LANUS=RIVER PLATE (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup TAHITI=NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Confederations Cup TAHITI=NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm, 

TU~$DAY~ J~e 18 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Maior Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer" AmeFica on Twi~ter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, June 12,2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, June 12, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: USA baxges into Hexagonal lead 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s the w’orst night of my 

footballing life .... It’s 

incomprehensible that we 

couldn’t perform better, but 

it’s 100 percent my fault" 

-- Denmark coach Morten 

OIsen after a 4-0 World Cup 

qualifying loss to Armenia 

(in which California-raised 

Yura Movsisyan scored 

twice). OIsen, who’s been at 

Denmark’s helm for 13 

years, also played nearly 

two decades for Denmark. 

(Reuters) 

"[[oday’s [~eWS ~ Wednesday, June 12, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

USA barges into Hexagonal lead 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[USA-PANAMA] Suddenly, the USA finds daylight in the Hexagonal with Brazil 2014 

in sight. The 2-0 win over Panama before 40,867 fans Tuesday night in Seattle was 

the USA’s most comprehensive performance of the Hexagonal and gave it a two-point lead in first 

place at the halfway point of the final round of World Cup qualifying. More important, the cushion 

on fourth-place Honduras -- remember the top three Hexagonal teams are assured of qualification 

- is three points with a chance to make it six points when the USA hosts the Catrachos next 

Tuesday in Utah. - Read the whole story 

Mexico plays to another scoreless tie at Azteca 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL[ For the third straight game, Mexico had to settle for a 0-0 tie at home, this time 

against Panama. Honduras got goals from the Houston Dynamo’s Oscar Boniek Garcia and 

former Sporting Kansas City star Roger Espinoza to beat Jamaica, 2-0, for the Reggae Boyz’s 

third defeat in eight days. - Read the whole story 

Bi.q wins for Uruquay and Chile 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 QUALIF"(ING: South America] Argentina was again held to a tie, this time 1- 

1 at Ecuador, while Colombia moved to within three points of the lead with a 2-0 win over Peru. 

The big winners were Chile, which opened up a five-point cap in fourth place with a 3-1 win over 

Bolivia, and Uruguay, which won, 1-0, at Venezuela. - Read the whole story 

Movsisyan all but kills off Danish hopes 
by Soccer America 

~tVORLD CUP 2014 QUALIFYING: Europe[ Yura Movsisyan, who was once considered a 

possibility to join the U.S. national team, scored two goals to lead Armenia to a 4-0 win over 

Denmark in Copenhagen and all but eliminate the Danes from contention for the 2014 World Cup 

in Brazil. - Read the whole story 

Cahill’s Australia moves closer to returning to finals 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 QUALIFYING: Europe[ Australia moved closer to returning to the Wodd Cup 

for the third straight time with a 4-0 win over Jordan= The Socceroos can clinch a berth with a win 

over visiting Iraq, which was eliminated from contention with a 1-0 loss to Japan, next Tuesday. In 

Group A, South Korea and Iran are in the driver’s seat after wins on Tuesday. - Read the whole 

story 

NASL and USL PRO clubs eye more upsets 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] The Tampa Bay Rowdies and Carolina RailHawks from the NASL and Orlando 

City and Charleston Battery from USL PRO will look to extend their run in the centennial edition 

of the of the U.S. Open Cup with wins over MLS clubs in four-round play on Wednesday. - Read 

the whole story 

Indy Eleven hires Sommer 
by Soccer America 

[NASL1 Indy Eleven, which will begin play in the NASL in 2014, named former U.S. international 

Juergen Sommer as the team’s head coach and director of soccer operations. - Read the 

whole story 

Goal celebration ends with triple splashdown into Polish puddle 
by Samuel Charles 

[’v’IDEO PICK: Oil the Pos~[ An amateur game played on a soaking wet field in Poland produces a 

puddle bomb into a pool of standing water every bit as brown as Mississippi mud during a goal 

celebration that nearly registered on California’s Richter scale. - Read the whole story 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide TopDrawerSoccer.com releases its final 
rankings for the 20:[3 men’s college recruiting 
classes. See the final evaluations for the 

upcoming freshmen classes. [~:: PremierContent ] 

EYES ON 20::[L5 
One North Carolina talent’s dreams come 
true, while a trio of girls recruits pick their 
college destinations, as colleg~ir 

~ ~i:: Premier Content J 
recruits for the class of 20:[5. : ..... 
MORE: Boys Commitments: Key Addition 

SA 4BA HEELS 
UNC Men took a trip to Brazil late last month 
as part of preparations for the 20:[3 season. 
The Tar Heels learned from the experience in 
a country where soccer is more like religion. 

DID YOU SEE? 

The USIVlNT won a dramatic 
victory over Jamaica during 
their World Cup Qualifier. 

This Alejandro Pena rabona 
assist is no ioke, but the 
qoal celebration slide is. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

Denver Cup 

In 20:[2 over 2:[5 Premier teams attended 
this event including teams from Canada, 
Washington, Utah, California, Texas, 
Nebraska, New Mexico, Missouri and Kansas. 

Don’t miss out as the 20:[3 Denver Cup will 
be bigger and better! 

Click here for more information! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches ~ @aoLcom> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 9:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

WATCH This! (Video) 

Rarely does one come across something 

that makes them drop everything their 

doing, but this video is one of those 

things for anyone who coaches soccer 

and loves WINNING.. 

Soccer Video < - - - 

This video has a story that is captivating, 

but at the same time encouraging for the 

future soccer stars on your roster RIGHT 

NOW. 

Check it out. 

reddick baseball :: 52,1 ul°:lm°: a,;e :: new pro’~idel°:ce ni 07974 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA College Services <info@nscaa.com> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 9:21 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Urgent: NCAA Legislative Override - Plea~ Take Action 

A message from NSCAA College Services...Dedicated to 
serving all of your coaching needs! 

NSCAA.com/colleqeservices for more 

information. 

Good Day Coaches. 
Please read the following and take action on this time sensitive matter. 
NCAA Legislative Override Vote - RWG-11-3-B: In the next week every Division I school 
will be invited to submit an override position vote on legislative proposal RWG-11-3-B that 
prohibits in-person scouting. Based on the results of the Division I men’s and women’s 
soccer coach survey all are encouraged to request that your administration vote YES to 
overturn the ban on in-person scouting. 
Voting: Opens 12:01 am, Monday, June 17, and Closes 5 pro, Friday, July 21 (Eastern 
Time) 
Reasons to request a YES vote to override RWG-11-3-B: 
1. The rationale of the proposal is inaccurate as it assumes that video quality and 
accessibility are the same for all sports. 
2. The proposal was adopted against the stated opposition of coaches from seven sports (m 
and w soccer, m and w ice hockey, m and w lacrosse, w field hockey). This presents a bias, 
particularly against large field sports that do not have video resources, staff, or accessibility 
comparable to sports such as football, basketball, volleyball. 
3. The rationale for RWG-11-3-B states that there is no cost impact, and this is clearly not 
true. For if video quality and accessibility are to be the same for all sports, then significant 
equipment upgrades will be required, as well as systems implemented for video exchange. 
Presently there is no cost for in-person scouting for most sports as expenses are not 
reimbursable. 
4. In the previous override period RWG-11-3-B received 94 override petitions but the NCAA 
Board of Directors declined to suspend the legislation. This is considered to be an unfair, 
and again, biased decision, as other legislative proposals were suspended, one, RWG-13-3, 
with 83 override petitions submitted, and others being suspended with no requirement to go 
through the override procedure at all - RWG 11-2, RWG-13-5-A. 
5. Prior to RWG 11-3-B being recommended for adoption there was a similar proposal, 
RWG 11-3-A that concluded in its rationale that the consideration to prohibit in-person 
scouting was not of national significance. This leads to the question of why did it then 
become adopted as a national rule, particularly against the opposition of many sports that 
would be most affected by the legislation? 
Summanj:To vote YES to override RWG-11-3-B is an opportunity for member institutions to 
make a statement to the NCAA about a governance structure that has been called into 
question as a result of producing consistently opposed legislative proposals, many that have 
been suspended in the past few years. RWG-11-3-B is an example of such legislation, and it 
appears that the only reason that it has not been suspended is that it has little or no affect on 
sports that obviously command more political response - namely football and basketball. It is 
understood why football and basketball enjoy their political position, but this should not be 
cause for legislation being adopted that does not impact these sports, but does others, such 
as those that strongly oppose RWG-11-3-B (m and w soccer, m and w ice hockey, m and w 
lacrosse, w field hockey). 
Thank you in advance for communicating with your administration on this important matter. 
All the best. 

Rob 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS - Sportsmanship Blog <charactercountssports@jiethics.org~ 

~Vednesday, June 12, 2013 11:51 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 6/3/13: Does Baseball Need More Insta~t Replay? 

Sport ..... hip Blog 

Center for Sports Ethics ~ Training I Products I Donate 

Dki you ,’.!et this from a friend? Subscribe here ~> 
Support good sportsmanship, Make a tax-deductible donation 

NBA Flopping: Gamesmanship 
or Cheatinq? 

the act of"riot>ping" is o.qce again in 
the news, See an Oscal’-.worti:y 
perfel’l"..-~ance and share your 

Read more, take the poll >> 

Character education materials 

A Quick Way to Teach Character 
Get a head start on the next school 
yea.." with 7bd~/CounSs, s co~e~:[~on o~" 
5~mmute activities that he~p you teach 
the S~x P~ars of Character to s~den~s 

~ROW >> 

Does Baseball Need More Instant Replay? 

that i:as see.q more than a few of them, War�i: as Kyte Ker~ddck of the 
Ph~Hes ~s ca~}ed ou~ on a p~ck-o£ a~empt by Bl’ewers i’eHever 

Read more, take the poll >> 

Mariano Rivera’s Farewell Tour 
Connectinq With Fans 

doesnt i:a\,e milch left to accempiish in the 

game of baseball, He has won five World 

saves and ~s wMe~y co~s~dered to be the 

Read more >> 

High School Baseball Team Lifts Car Off Trapped Girl 
/:, high school basebati team in ~ik G!’o\,e, C,~liforrHa, took the ~dea o~ 
teamwork to a who~e new ~eve~ ~ast week, During their fMa~ practice of 

Read more >> 

Matt Kemp’s Memorable Gesture 
~.os Angeles Dod.ge~ outfielder ,,",’,,art Femp ~teraHy gave a fan the shirt 

off h~s back ~ast weekend ~n San Francisco, After a tough ~oss to the 

Read more watch the video>> 

What People Are 
Saying... 

N~ $avdah comments on 
Should Colleqe Athletes 
Get Paid?: 
atMetes shoaid not be 
paid during t~iei~’ 
career because they ave 
~n college to get 
educat~os and may very 

we~ be ~n co~e~e on 

scho~arshi#, whk:h 
good thing," 

Boy’s Refusal to Wrestle 
Girl Repectful or Sexist?: 
"t say it was .."especU’ul, 
tee, Not just because of 
bis beliefs, but they’re 
a~so teenagel’s, usually 
guys wrestling g~ys 
there’s ~o probksm," 

Should College Athletes 
Get Paid?: "~ doq2 want 

to see big time programs 
domir~ate smalier 
p!ograms even more by 
being able to offel" ~iggel" 
pay days to ~ep ~ecrui~s." 



[i~ WhatWill Matter 
We Expect More of Adults 

Read more >> 
Subscribe to the podcast >> 
~et the app >> 

Unsubscribe i Manaqe newsletter subscriptions i Josephsonlnstitute orq 

Center for Sports 

Ethics 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

U.S. Soccer Foundation <news=ussoccerfoundation.org@mail70.us2.rsgsv.net> 

~Vednesday, June 12, 2013 2:00 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Help us grow the game 

As we celebrate 100 years ef U.¢5. Soccer together, take 

a moment to think about 

The first time you kicked a soccer ball, or better 

yet - the Iirst time you scared a goal 

The first time you put on a jelsey 

The first time you made a fdend from your soccer 

team 

We ere trying to provide chifdren from low-income 

corr~munities with moments just tike these. 

Tb~ou can ,hel~ us ceiebrate the beautiful 

$50 provides two chifdren with their very own 

playeFs kit (soccer bait, jersey, shin guards and 

socks) 

$165 provides a child with Soccer @r Succese 

pro.~ramming for half of an academic yeer 

$330 provides a child with Soccer for Success 

programming for an entire academic year 

VV~th your suppert, we can continue to grow the game in 

underseR~ed communities throughout the United States 

and buikJ a strong legacy fo~ another 100 years. 

Thanks for your supporL 

U.S. Soccer Foundation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

United States Sports Academy <postmaste~ussa.edu@mai162.wdc03.rsgsv.net;, 

~Vednesday, June 12, 2013 2:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

The Sport Update - 12 June 2013 

Tiger Woods 

The Academ3z’s Male Athlete 

of die Month f?)r May is Tigei 

Wood!;, who won The P] ayers 



Championship in a tense duel. 

wlnch was tfis fiilh vicio~y m 

eigh~ PGA toimtaments to stuart 

the 20 i 3 season. 

Shelly-Ann 
iFraser-Pb, ce 

The Academy’s Female 

A th]ete of tile Monfft %r May 

is Jamaican sp~nter She]ly- 

Arm Ft’as~,q--Pp/ce, who is off 

to a fi~st start by wmt~ng the 

womvn’s 100 and 200 in the 

opening Diamond League track 

mee~ 

Mina 
Papaheodorou- 
Valyraki 
2002 Sport Ardst of’the Yem 

G reek painte~ Mina 

Pap atheo doro u- Valyr’~&~ h~ 

two successfid ~ shows in 

Athem; and London ]lid 

received the F4d4m~on 

intemafions] e Cinema 

T816vision Spo~?ii~ (FICTS) 

highest m, va~d [br her ~rtw,;)rk. 

Academy and 
Alabama Southern 
Partner to Offer 
Bachelor’s Degree 

Alabama Sonthem Community 

College (ASCC) students can 

now seamlessb, earn a 

bachelor’s in Sports 

Management fiorn the l_hfitcd 

States Sports Academy through 

a so-called 2 + 2 program. 

Other News 

Basketball Coach 
Greg iMcDermott 
iNamed Academy’s 
Alumnu.’          s of Year 

Creighton University me~’s 

head basketball coach Greg 

McDermott, who has elcx, ated 

the Bluejays program into the 

national spotlight in his :first 

three years, is the Academy’s 

2014 Alumnus of the Year. 

Sport Digest: 
Biogenesis Drug 
S c m~ dal Threaten s 
Major Leagues 

Major League Baseball is 

engulfed m a p~formance 

enhancing drug scandal 

invoMng Biogenesis clinic and 

more tha~ 2(I ballplayers, who 

allegedly include Alex Rodrigmez 

and Ryan Braun. 

Malaysia Physical Education and Sports Coaching Program Renewed I’~r Second Year 

Interests in Sports and the Arts Leads Greenes to Donate Olympic Collection 

First Interviews of Mobile, Ala. Athletes Conducted lbr Black Spor~s ttistory Project 

ttistoric Photo of Middle East Sports Science Symposium in Bahrain 

Find Ont the Latest on the Academy’s People, Places & Programs 



i.~.i United States Sports Academy 

United St~ltes Spov~s 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, June 12, 2013 3:51 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Messi ChaJcged with Tax Fraud 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ June 12, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Messi Charged with Tax Fraud 
Football Espana 

Lionel Messi and his father have been accused of more than $5 million in tax fraud, according to E/ 

Periedico. The Spanish paper claims that the Spanish tax authorities have filed a complaint against Jorge Horacio 

Messi Perez and his son through courts in Gava regarding three crimes relating to public finance and income tax 

for the years 2007, 2008, and 2009. 

The complaint alleges that the duo sold Messi’s image rights between 2006-2009 to third parties based in tax 

havens, but paid no tax on the income from the sale, hiding what is believed to be more than $5 million from the tax 

authorities. 

A judge at the Gava courthouse will now consider the complaint and rule if charges should be brought against the 

Messis. 

- Read the whole story... 

PSG Turns to AVB .......................................................... 

Guardian 

Paris Saint-Germain seems to have accepted that it can no longer keep hold of coach Carlo Ancelotti, who has 

publicly expressed his desire to move to Real Madrid, and has been sounding out possible replacements, including 

Tottenham coach Andre Villas-Boas and Guus Hiddink of Russian club Anzhi Makhachkala. 

While both men remain under contract with their current clubs, PSG has reportedly contacted AVB’s agent with an 

offer and has yet to receive a definitive answer. However, it is unlikely the 35-year-Nd would want to leave Spurs 

just 12 months into his three-year contract, and his buyout clause is rumored to be $18.8 million. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Monaco Prepares Monster Ronaldo Offer 
Football Espana 

British paper The Independent claims that Dmitry Rybolovlev’s AS Monaco is lining up a monster $133 million 

offer for Real Madrid forward Cristiano Rona~do that would reportedly pay the Portugal captain $26.5 million per 

year. According to the report, the Ligue I club is monitoring Ronaldo’s situation with Real and will make a move in 

early August if no agreement over his contract renewal is reached. While Real President Florentine Perez has 

said he believes the 28-year-old will sign a contract renewal, reports suggest that the player remains discontented 

and unwilling to sign a new deal. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Scottish Leagues Merqe 
BBC Sport 

Scotland’s Football League has finally agreed to merge with Scotland’s Premier League, giving birth to the Scottish 

Professional Football League, which will move forward with the same league structure as before: a top flight (SPL) 

of 12 teams with three lower divisions of 10. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Zidane to be Rea~ Assistant 
ESPN FC 

Reports in Spain suggest that Zinedine Zidane has not yet completed the mandatory 390-hour course that would 

give him his coaching license, and therefore cannot take charge of Real Madrid next season. Carlo Ancelotti 

remains President Florentine Perez’s first choice to replace Jose Mourinho as Real coach, but Paris Saint- 

Germain, Ancelotti’s current employer, continues to fumble over finding a replacement. The same reports claim 

Zidane’s wants to take an assistant coaching role under Ancelotti, an arrangement the Italian tactician also favors. 



- Read the whole story_. 

Perez: Real Could Pay $133 P~iiiio~ for Bale 
The Sun 

Real Madrid President FIorentino Perez has hinted that he would be willing to smash the current world record 

transfer fee and pay $133 million to acquire Gareth Bale from Tottenham Hotspur. Perez has already broken the 

world transfer record four times before in bringing Luis Figo, Zinedine Zidar~e, Kaka and Cristiano Ronaldo to 

the Bemabeu. 

- Read the whole story... 

lVtan City Signs Navas 
BBC Sport 

Manchester City on Wednesday completed the signing of former Sevilla winger Jesus Navas on a four-year deal. 

Navas, 27, passed a medical in NewYork to complete the $23 million move~ 

- Read the whole story... 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaU.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, June 13, 2013 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Confederations Cup kicks off on Saturday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~Irammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~Is. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throu~Ihout the ~ek.) 

THURSDAY, &m~ ~3 

No live games 

FRiDaY, June 

GOLTV 

International Friendly GUATEMALA-ARGENTINA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup B~IL-JAPAN (l~ve) 2:30 pro. 

NLS PORTeND-DALeS (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 ChampionsNp SPAIN-NORWAY, Semifinal (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-2t Championship ITALY-NETHERLANDS, Semifinal (live) 2:15 pm. 

Confederations Cup B~IL-JAPAN (l~ve) 2:30 pro. 

International Women’s Friendly SOUTH KOREA-USA (live) 7 pro. 

ESPN3 DEPONTES 

UEFA U-2t Championship SPAIN-NORWAY, Semifinal (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 ChampionsNp ITALY-NETHERLANDS, Semifinal (live) 2:15 pm. 

MLS PORTeND-DALeS (l~ve) 5 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Confederations Cup B~IL-JAPAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

NLS COLUMBUS-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

NLS DIRECT KICK 

NLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (l~ve) 7 

MLS COLUBUS-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pro. 

NLS COLO~DO-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pro. 

NLS VANCOUVER-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup MEXICO-ITALY (live) 2:30 pro. 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pro. 

ESPN3,com 

Confederations Cup MEXICO-ITALY (live) 2:30 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Confederations CupMEXIC~=ITALY (liw) 2:30 

UNIVISION 

Confederations Cup MEXICO-ITALY (live) 2:30 



UNIMAS 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

GOLTV 

Argentina LANUS-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pro. 

~40~tDAY~ Ju~e 17 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pro. 

TU~$DAY~ J~e 18 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 

BelN SPORT 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship TBD-TBD, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship TBD-TBD, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, June 13, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 5:10 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Snmmer Replay Series :: ruth George Gelnovatch - Univ. Of Virginia - Box Drill 

[% TheCoaches Insider ~:: 1877.386.4840 

~ S .... S ...... Replay 

Coach Gelnovatch explains and demonstrates the Box Drill - 

Watch Coach Ge~novatch explain and demonstrate the Box Drill. 

Previded bv Champio~ship Prod~c~ior~s 

Warm-Up: Technical practice - Organization: In Diagram 1 six players 

have been placed in a grid 12 by 16 yards. The objective of the exercise 

is to have the players sharpen their control and passing skill and 

improve the timing of their runs to both collect and receive the ball. In the 

first phase, Player No.l sends a ball across to Player No. 2, who comes 

to meet the pass... 

Sha re this withyou r colleagues! 

Get the g .... 

winning edge 

next season with 

Human Kinetics - 

vw,~w HumanKinet 

ics.com 

advertisement 



clicl< here 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Big up~ts in Open Cup; Mexico’s Impert~ction; Stars to Watch in Cont~d Cup 

What They’re Saying 

"We have just known 

through the media about the 

claim filed by the Spanish 

tax authorities We are 

surprised about those 

news, because we have 

never committed any 

infringement. We have 

always fulfilled all our tax 

obligations, following the 

advices of our Tax 

Consultants who will take 

care of clarifying this 

situation" 

Today’s News --rno,sd.y, Jone 1~, 201~ ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Orlando City and RailHawks pull upsets 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[U.S. OPEN CUP RE½~IND: Fourth Round] Orlando City, first in USL PRO, pulled off 

one of the biggest upsets in the recent history of the Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup 

when it beat defending champion Sporting Kansas City, 1-O, on the road thanks to a second- 

minute goal from Chinese forward Long Tan. The NASL league-leading Carolina RaiIHawks beat 

Chivas USA, 3-1, in overtime to gain revenge for their loss in the same stage last year. The other 

six quarterfinalists in the cup’s centennial edition will all be from MLS. - Read the whole stow 

-- A post on Lionel Messi’s 

Facebook page after Messi 

and his father were accused 

of more than $5 million in 

tax fraud. (Facebook) 

Tri almost perfect, but not as Chepo imagined 
by Paul Kennedy 

[IMEXICO] On the eve of the Hexagonal, Mexico coach Jose Manuel de la Torre, then 12-0-0 

with the Tri in official competition, boasted that his goal for the final round of World Cup qualifying 

was to go 10-for-10. Six games into the Hexagonal, Chepo looks rather foolish. If you throw out 

the 1-0 win at Jamaica on Day 6 - moved ahead two weeks because of its participation in the 

Confederations Cup - Mexico would be a perfect 5-for-5 - five draws - and sit in fifth place at the 

halfway point. - Read the whole story 

Mexico calls up two American-born players 
by Paul Kennedy 

[GOLD CUP COUNTDOWN] Mexico named its 23-player squad for the Gold Cup. The two-time 

defending champions will be without their first-team players, currently at the Confederations Cup, 

but the team includes such players as Olympic gold-medalists Jorge Enriquez and Marco 

Fabian and Omar Bravo, who played briefly for Sporting Kansas City. The squad also includes 

a pair of American-born players, Miguel Ponce and Isaac Brizuela, who expressed interest in 

playing for the USA, and Cirilo Saucedo, whose mother is American. - Read the whole story 

Five stars aiming to shine in Brazil 
by Alec Mishra 

[CONFEDERATIONS CUP] Of all the soccer packed into this summer - World Cup qualifiers, the 

U-20 World Cup, the Gold Cup - the Confederations Cup promises to be the biggest gathering of 

top talent. Besides being a dress rehearsal for Brazil to demonstrate it’s on track to successfully 

host the 2014 World Cup, the eight-nation tournament that kicks off Saturday features the top 

teams of their region. Looking beyond the usual suspects, here are five stars capable of being 

diffi~rence-makers during their teams’ quest to be champions at the new Maracana Stadium. - 

Read the whole story 

League and union team up with You Can Play Project 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SF’OTLIGHT] Major League Soccer and the Major League Soccer Players Union announced 

a partnership with the You Can Play Project, demonstrating the League’s long-standing 

commitment to diversity and inclusion of all athletes without regard to sexual orientation. - Read 

the whole story 

Sneijder, Cavani and Ibrahimovic in international duty 
by Samuel Charles 

~qDEO PICK: Golazos, Off the Post] Ninety seconds of great footage provides a pair of gorgeous 

golazos and further proof Zlatan Ibrahimovic can make highlight reels in more ways than ever 

thought possible. From a 2-0 win by the Netherlands in a friendly with China, Uruguay’s 1-0 

victory over Venezuela during Conmebol World Cup qualifying, and Sweden’s 2-0 win over the 

Faroe Islands in UEFA qualifying, all three games of these games were played Tuesday.- Read 

the whole story 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, Jnne 13, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Bnsiness Insider: ESPN draws strong audience for late-night USA-Panama game 

Thursday, June 13, 2013                                                   ~ Tweet Thie ~ Share Thie 

ESPN draws strong audience for late-night USA- 
Panama game 
By Paul Kennedy and Ridge Mahoney 

The USA-Panama game on ESPN was the network’s second most-watched and second highest-rated World Cup    ~ 

qualifying or international friendly match ever, behind only the Mexico-USA match in March. 

The USA-Panama in Seattle was seen by an average of 1.436 million viewers and drew a 0.8 U.S. household rating, according 

to Nielsen Media. 

Mexico-USA game delivered the record average audience with 2.385 million viewers and a 1.4 household U.S. rating on ESPN. 

San Diego was the top market for the match telecast, delivering a 2.5 rating. Rounding out the top five were: Seattle-Tacoma, 

Wash. (2.5), Baltimore (2~1), Hartford-New Haven, Conn, (1~9), and Nashville (1.9). 

The USA-Panama game averaged an additional 1.2 million viewers on Spanish-language UniMas - which means an average of 

more than 2.6 million viewers tuned in for the USA-Panama game, which kicked off past 10 p.m. ET. 

The Mexico-Costa Rica game from Mexico City averaged 2.8 million viewers on UniMas. 

By comparison, Game 3 of the NBC finals - a Spurs blowout - averaged 12.79 million viewers. 

COSMOS ON ONE WORLD ,~PORTS. During the heyday of the old North American Soccer League, a Cosmos game was by 

far the most valuable television properly. 

A new era, a different NASL, and a more modest version of the Cosmos has scaled down the club’s stature. But it does have 

a TV outlet. Seven home games, starting Aug. 3, will be aired on ONE World Sports. 

’We’re excited to be able to put our games on air and increase the viewing options for our fans," Cosmos chief operating officer 

Erik Stover said. 

The team has not shirked with its on-air talent. Veteran play-by-play announcer JP Dellacamera will call the games with 

former Cosmos keeper Shep Messing. The ONE World Sports network is available on DISH, Cablevision’s Optimum TV and 

Mediacom, and is negotiating deals with other carriers. The team is discussing distribution of road games with various outlets, 

including ONE World Sports. 

’Our goal is to provide viewers a very unique perspective into the action on the pitch with an enhanced state of the art 

production," said ONE World president Alexander "Sandy" Brown. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business h~siderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Soccer Business Insider blo~. 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 
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We Bring the European Pro Academy to You 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 
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Positive Perl~rmaJ~ce Consulting <Iind~y positivepertbrm.com@mail180.uM.mc~7.uet> 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou@email.unc.edu> 

Mental Toughness Newsletter 

this Newsletter you’~ find: 

The B.~ool~ o Creating a budget for mental haining, 

Develop the ~e~tal Edge - Upcaming Webinars 

The one p~ed~cto~ of O~ymp~c A[Mete’s s~ccess, 

The Moola 

It’s that time of year again when budgetary decisions are an the table, As you prepare for 

[his next year, conside~ making mental training a p~t of your p~m~, VV[th a small effort of 

bss than 10 mh~utes per day, your program can get b~g results, W~th three p~a~s 

avai~abb, we ha~e optbns for nearly every budget. 

Leek at our PriciP,~iist for mo~e irfformatien or contact a~r sales team for mo~e 

information. 

Get Fsnded 

Here are some taHdng points tel discussing mental training with your budget decision 

~’sake~s: 

1, 100% Satislactio~) Gua~a~)~ee 

2, Proven Track Reco[d: We have worked with thoasands of coilege teams and 



athletes, Our Division I customers experienced a 15% increases in wins over the 

previous year. I,e, a team t~sat went 21 ~ 9 wou~d go 24- 6 the next season (w~n 3 

more games) 

~asy to deploy and integrate ~nto your p~ogram 

~easu~ab~e and timely ~epo~ing 

hnprove a~h~etes pe~’ormance not jus[ on tt~e court but in sct~oe~ and ~ife, 

Develop the Menta~ Edge 
See haw our new program can take your teem to the next level. Join other coaches by 

signing up for a 20-minute webinar on t~ow our integrated seminar, online & mob~b 

trah~ng can he~p you. 

Live: June qgth 11am EST 

Resen,~e your spot !..,..e...!£.o r £!i!?..k...!.’,#££ to join 

You, Diving, O~ympics 

Imagine you are an elite dber competing in the Olympics Going into your final dive of the 

games, you hold a slight bad ever your rival, the defending Olympic Champion, ,’ks you 

climb up to the platfoms, you see thousands of people cheeling, but you can only heal 

your breath One dive. One chalice. Four years. You know youqf have to compfete a 

nearly pelfect dive to win, One minuscufe mistake and you’ll lose, ’You’ve spent youl 

whofe life for this.one.moment. 

How are you going to do? What if t told you we coufd predict your perfomlance? Under 

that pressure, with so many variabfes, there is one thing that separates the good from 

The Champions,_ £!i£L!).#.t#.Z~o read more, 

Forward our newsletter to a colleague° we’d appreciate your hefp spreading the news 

of mental t~aining~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 8:35 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

What I’ve I,earned: The Perspective From 13-Year-Olds 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio cerr:mentater and 
the founder and president ef the :!enprefit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aise:,’e"’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 

directly to Nichaet at michaeljosephson@jiethics.org, 

:~ Get the podcast in iT .... j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app I 

"pi~/" butto~ 

What Your 
Checkbook and 
Calendar Say About 
Your Values 
:{f I wm.",~ed to check 

’/our c:edit worthiness, 
I’d ~ook at your bakmce 

and wha~ you ewe -- 
and I~d want to know 
about your h~story of 
pay~n~ your debts, if ~ 
wanted to kr~ov,~ your 
vM~es, I’d ~ook at your 

checkbook~ How come7 
Listen or read more 

A Person of 
Character 
Let’s face it, it’s not 
easy to become a 
person el: char,:icte..", 

takes a (.,..’cod heart, 
but it also requires 

wisdom te knew rh~ht 
from wrong and the 
d~sdpU~e to do right 
even whe~ ~t’s cosdy, 

Listen or read more 

Sharpen Your Ax 
~en WaS a new 

lumbedack who swung 
his ,~x w~th grea~ 
power, He could fe~ a 

tree ~m 20 

Check out MichaeFs 
Quotes & Observations 
for ~ variety of i~:sightful 
and motivational (and 
printabie!) quotes we 
posted this week, 

Qa~ote ~r~d Poster,~ 
"Ii it is to be, it is up 

.}ehnsen 
See and comment 

"We de not ~nhedt the 
earth from our 

We borrow it from our 
children," - Chief 

See and comment 

Re~,° comments on Middle 
School Commencement: 
"What Michael sMd 

makes sense and ~s brief, 
catchy, and fall of 

year 

David comments on The 
Commencement Curse: 
"Good ideas, Nk:i:ael, as 
always ..... with hopes 

that some of the other 
co m R’,e ~i ce.."ae n t speakers 
w~l~ p~ck up or~ your 
thoughts~" 

Refuse to Be Afraid: 
],, thanks so much for 

Find arid feilow Michael,,. 

Help keep ti:is newsietter free ..... 

make a tax-deductible donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds from the saie ef Mkhael’s 
books and CDs s~..’.,%’~ert d~aracte! 

educat~o~ ~n schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

Educator Blog, Recently posted: 

In-Service Season Is Here, Don’t Get 
Left Behind! 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

Ed~scat~s; I~ook ar~ Anti-Bullying 
Workshop 

Learn hew to intervene, combat 
cyberbutiyi..",g: and promote a positive 
sci:ooi ciimate, Learn more >> 



much. lumber as anyone 

else, By weeR’s end, he 

was dwindling, 
Listen or read more 

What I’ve Learned: 
The Perspective 
From :t 3-Year-Olds 

a note from Sam 

Coro,qa, Califo!’pia, He 
d~str~buted same of my 

"What I’ve Leavened~ to 

b~s stude~ts and asked 

them to write down 

wh,~t they’d [earned 
over the ~ast year o~ 
~s t~se~r ~b/es, ~-~eFe’s the 
~’~or ~d of 
s~dsdom flom the ~.~ 
year-.o~d perspective,,. 
Listen or read more 

Cliches and 
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Orie oi: [[ie things i 
hate most about 
ciich~s is that 
whenever I experience 
r.~iles~on e ex pe ~ ie..", ces, 
I ~ave to admit they 
at@ true, T~eFe’s 

feeUngs except that 
they are m~ne. 
Listen or read more 

writing your 
~: O ~T!Fne nte.~ies_ .(:optint~e 

to de your ti:i.."..g," 

~:om m en i~ 

Ou.~ Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth-service 
k,~ad~,~rs to be ~dfe.::[ive character 
educators. U~comin.9 seminars 

~ July 9-11, Texas >> 
~o July 16-18, Kansas 
~o July 23-25, Illinois >~ 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

OBir webine.rs are 8 co.."..venie..’y~ 

afiordable way ~o ~earn 
ch a ta cter-- development 

Learn more, see schedule 
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Get monthly e-newsletter 
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Report: Messi Could Face Six Years in Jail for Tax Fraud 
BBC Sport                                                                                                 ~ 

Lionel Messi took to Facebook on Wednesday to respond to allegations that he and his father sold 

his image rights to companies based in tax havens in an attempt to dodge paying Spanish taxes. "We 

have never committed any infringement," the statement said. "We have always fulfilled all our tax obligations, 

following the advices of our tax consultants who will take care of clarifying this situation." 

Nevertheless, prosecutor Raquel Amado on Wednesday signed a complaint in the Gava court district where Messi 

lives~ If a judge accepts the complaint, the Barcelona star and his father will be charged with tax fraud. The 

accusation is that with the help of companies based in tax havens like Belize and Uruguay, Messi and his father 

avoided paying more than $5 million in tax from the sale of his image rights to companies in those countries. If 

convicted, the Argentina international could face up to six years in jail and a large fine, according to Spain’s EFE 

news agency. 

Current and former Barca presidents have defended Messi and his father. Former president Joan Laportatold 

Cope radio, "1 am convinced that neither Leo nor his father have committed any infraction."’ Current president 

Sandro Resell also said they were innocent. - Read the whole story... 

Bayer’s Son Dea~ Sends Schurrle to Chelsea 
ESPN FC 

Now that Bayer Leverkusen has captured Heung-Min Son from Hamburg, the Bundesliga giant and Chelsea have 

finally reached an agreement on the transfer of forward Andre Schurr~e. After the 20-year-Nd South Korea 

international signed a five-year deal on Thursday, Bayer CEO Wolfgang Holzhauser revealed that the transfer 

could go through. 

"From the very beginning, we have made clear to everyone that Andre Schurrle’s switch to Chelsea was only viable 

in connection with an adequate alternative," he said. "VWth Heung-Min Son, we have now secured that alternative. 

Therefore, nothing stands in the way of Andre Schurrle’s transfer to England." 

According to kicker, Schurrle will cost Chelsea around $30 million. The 22-year-old has scored seven times for 

Germany in 24 appearances, and scored 11 times last season as Bayer finished third in the Bundesliga. 

Regarding the signing of Son, Holzhauser added: "In Heung-Min Son, we have signed a player who, despite his 

youth, has been a key player at Hamburg. Son perfectly fits our profile as a young professional with a lot of 

potential and international claims." - Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports 

Swansea coach Michael Laudrup denies that he is heading to Paris St. Germain, as French sports daily L’Equipe 

reported on Wednesday. While his agent Bayram Tutumlu, who brought a number of players to the Liberty 

Stadium in addition to Laudrup, has reportedly severed ties with club chairman Huw Jenkins, Laudrup insists that 

the breakdown of their relationship has no bearing on his future. 

"It is their [Jenkins’ and Tutumlu’s] mutual problem. It does not affect my relationship with Bayram. And it does not 

alter my decision to stay at Swansea," Laudrup said Thursday. "The only thing I’m interested in his having the best 

players available in the next season." 

Tutumlu also backed up that stance, saying: "Michael Laudrup is the coach of Swansea City and he will stay as the 

coach. He thinks only about Swansea. He has said many times before that he will stay at Swansea." 

The agent added that he’s "very disappointed" regarding his relationship with Jenkins. "1 only try to bring good 

players for Michael while Huw Jenkins wants cheap, Championship players," he said. "1 did a lot of good work for 

Swansea and I helped to bring players like Chico Florea, Michu, Pablo Hernandez and Jonathan de Guzman 

to the club."- Read the whole story... 

Redknap# BLasts Underachieving EngLand 
Sky Sports 

Queens Park Rangers coach Natty Redknapp claims that England’s players "do not know how to play football" 

and has called for an overhaul of the country’s development system at all levels, after the U-21 s crashed out of the 

U-21 European Championship with three straight defeats. Sky Spotls says the U-21 team’s struggles have been 



mirrored by a number of "disjointed and uninspiring showings" from the senior team recently -- which includes draws 

at home to Ireland and away to Brazil. 

In a column appearing in The Sun, Redknapp wrote: ’q am passionate about the England team at all levels and get 

terribly disappointed when I see us perform so abjectly against other countries when we have such great 

individuals. But the overriding problem we all face is that English football must change. And it has to come from the 

very top of the game. That means manager Roy Hodgson getting involved with coaches at every level working in 

the same direction." 

He added: "We do not know how to play football. We just boot the ball up the pitch and it gets us nowhere. We don’t 

have the kids coached the same way -- the right way -- from a young age. As a result, we have a senior team that is 

greatly underachieving ._ In international football, you cannot just hit and hope because you give the ball away. It’s 

all about possession, retaining the ball, controlling the game. We need coaches who believe in that ideal." - Read 

the whole story._ 

Report: PSG Wants Ba~e, AVB 
Daily Mail 

British tabloid the Daily Mail reports that Paris St. Germain is preparing to outbid Real Madrid in the battle for 

Tottenham’s Gareth Ba~e. The French champion is also pursuing Spurs coach Ar~dre Vi~as-Boas and wants to 

use AVB’s capture as a way of convincing Bale to follow. - Read the whole sto~y... 

Report: PSG to Re~ease Ance~otti 
AS 

French newspaper Le Parisien is reporting that Paris St. Germain has accepted Carlo Ancelotti’s request to leave 

the club and take over at Real Madrid. The paper claims that his release from the Parc des Princes club will be 

announced "today or tomorrow at the latest." - Read the whole story..r 

Marca 

Carlo Ance~otti, who is widely expected to take the reins at Real Madrid very soon, is clear that striker Gonza~o 

Higuain won’t be allowed to leave the Bernabeu unless he is replaced by another striker. According to Italian paper 

La Gazzetta dello Sport, the Argentine striker won’t be allowed to leave for Juventus unless an agreement is made 

with Liverpool over its want-away striker Luis Suarez. Higuain is believed to cost around $29 million. - Read the 

whole story... 

Football Espana 

Sky Sports News Germany is reporting that former Real Madrid coach Bernd Schuster has been named the new 

coach of Malaga, replacing I~anuel Pellegrini, who has been linked with a move to Manchester City. Schuster has 

been out of work since leaving Besiktas in 2011. The deal is for two years. - Read the whole story... 

~ntervi÷w with New Ror~a Coach Garcia 
La Gazzetta dello Sport 

La Gazzetta dello Sport interviews newly named AS Roma coach Rudi Garcia, who signed a two-year contract on 

Wednesday. The French tactician promises to "w~n" and "cheer the fans up," among other things. Garcia arrives at 

the Stadio Olimpico from Ligue 1 club Lille. - Read the whole story... 
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Panama game showcased U.S. growth 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Just as far too much angst and worry were expressed in the wake of a 2-1 loss to Honduras in February, the 

amount of euphoria and adulation lavished on the 2-0 defeat of Panama Tuesday is probably a bit much. But only 

a bit. 

Absent main danger man Bias Perez, the Panamanian attack labored for most of the game to seriously test the U.S. back 

line. Central mids Michael Bradley and Geoff Cameron dominated their Panamanian counterparts, and though Panama 

caused a few problems on the flanks, very few serves and crosses escaped the attention of center backs Omar Gonzalez 

and Matt Besler. 

Toss in two lethal finishes from Jozy Altidore and Eddie Johnson and you have a convincing win against a team that led the 

Hexagonal after three rounds but with two more games played has fallen to fifth. Yet Panama has not been a pushover for the 

U.S. in their last few meetings. The cohesion, polish, and energy displayed by the U.S. bodes well for the future, as do the 

choices made by coach Jurgen Klinsmann in his decisions about personnel and tactics. 

Against Panama, either Clint Dempsey or Altidore would often float into a wide position as ball was moved forward, with the 

other staying high to occupy both centerbacks. This move enabled the U.S. to outman Panama on the flanks - three-v-two 

much of the time - and also put the central players in a quandary; do they slide outside to cover the extra man, or hold their 

positions to guard against runners coming through the middle? 

One could argue against taking the team’s two most dangerous attackers out of the prime scoring area, but both players are 

adept at going wide or staying central. Dempsey’s role as a second forward demands considerable movement and he’s more 

than capable of hitting final passes as well as finishing them off. Altidore moved outside fewer times than did Dempsey, but did 

so effectively to link up with teammates, or turn with the ball. 

A few of Dempsey’s chances during the Hexagonal have come from Altidore crosses or out of space created by him sliding 

back inside from a wide position. Dempsey headed a Bradley cross just over the bar against Jamaica after Altidore had 

dragged two opponents with him into the middle. 

By occasionally pulling Altidore wide and leaving Dempsey up high as the U.S. flank players pushed upfield, confusion 

amongst the Panamanians opened up space in the middle for Cameron and Bradley. Altidore and Dempsey didn’t combine 

directly all that often in the Panama game, but one sequence produced an Altidore shot saved by keeper Jaime Penedo. 

Dempsey one-timed the rebound on the bounce and it hit the crossbar. In the second half Altidore drifted wide on a U.S. 

throw-in and hit an early cross towards Dempsey, though an opponent intervened and headed it clear. 

For about a decade, left-footed balls played out of the back by Carlos Bocanegra have been a U.S. staple. At times, they 

were valuable, and at other times, they were simply lost possessions. In the current U.S. setup, Besler plays the left 

centerback position, and on Tuesday he delivered numerous good balls into the left channel for an array of teammates to 

collect. Panama’s attackers seldom applied early pressure to the U.S. defenders when possession changed hands, and 

Besler exploited the time allotted to him. 

Once the U.S. gained possession, left back DaMarcus Beasley would push a few yards upfield and stick to the sideline, thus 

opening up a large gap between him and Besler. In the first half, Fabian Johnson ran onto several Besler balls to initiate 

passing sequences that involved the forwards and central mids. Besler also hit longer passes directed to Altidore or Dempsey 

that presented the Panama defenders with another set of threats. If a Panamanian player did step to Besler, that usually left 

Beasley open to accept a short pass and attack the space in front of him. 

In just six international appearances, Besler has matured rapidly. He’s tough in the tackle, fairly quick over short distances, 

and is sharpening his reads and decisions. He’s shown the ability to play with different central partners, with Gonzalez 

apparently the first choice for the time being. 

A good game by Cameron at central mid in place of Jermaine Jones adds to the options available for Klinsmann. No longer 

is there any doubt how valuable Bradley is to this team; concerns about Jones’ absence were alleviated early in the match, 

and Cameron’s role in both goals - his tackle and pass to Bradley started the first sequence and he set up Eddie Johnson for 

the second goal with a great long ball - adds to the options available for Klinsmann. 

Fabian Johnson’s strong game at left mid lessened concerns about that position, and gave the U.S. - in the absence of the 

suspended Graham Zusi - a much different look on that side than provided by Zusi’s replacement, Eddie Johnson, on the 



right. Fabian Johnson’s great cross for Altidore’s goal came with his left foot and he fired a shot over the crossbar early in the 

match. He’s also shown during the Hexagonal a willingness to veer inside and shoot with his right. The debate over whether 

Landon Donovan should be recalled has prompted debate comparing him with Zusi as a right mid; during his career, 

Donovan has also played on the left, but with both Johnsons having played there effectively in recent games, there may be 

less need for Donovan. 

The defeat of Panama moved the U.S. to the top of the Hexagonal standings and a crowd of more than 40,000 in Seattle - 

which broke out into chants of :’~Ne are going to Brazil!" in the aftermath of Eddie Johnson’s goal - made for an unforgettable 

night. It’s just three points, and tougher games lie ahead, but the match all but obliterated bad memories of what happened in 

San Pedro Sula four months ago. 
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NEW ENGLAND 

MID-ATLANTIC 

SOUTH 

MI D-WEST 

SOUTH -WEST 

WEST 

INTERNATIONAL 

BERKSHIRE SOCCER ACADEMY FOR GIRLS 

The Berkshire Soccer Academy for Girls is a private residential summer camp located in East Otis, Massachusetts for girls, ages 9-17, 

who are passionate about the game and looking to take their soccer to the next level. As the only specialty summer soccer camp to 

infuse balance and fun into an elite training experience, we provide a true "soccer plus camp" environment to help ... ~ 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerPlus FieldPlayer Academy, Goalkeeper School and Team Training were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an Olympic Gold Medal ’96, FIFA World Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 World Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerPlus Camps is player on-field improvements and 
development 

of ....~C~m~p~[~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~i~n~f~r~m~a~t~!~n~g~9~~9~" 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exciting opportunity for players to experience specialized 

soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert coaches. In Barcelona, 

enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and facilities for a true Barca experience. In addition to world-class training, 

players participate in daily ....~C~9~m~p~[~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!9~n~i~n~f~r~m~a~t~!9~n~9~~9~~ 



RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL - COLLEGE ID CAMP 

The Ray Reid Soccer School is offerin8 a Co[[ese ID Camp held at UConn in Storrs, Connecticut, open to boys enterin8 8rades 9 - 12. 

The Co[[ese ID Camp is a 4-day, 3-nisht co[[esiate showcase and competitive trainin8 prosram for players who plan to play at the 

co[[ese [eve[. Staffed entirely by co[[ese coaches, from a ranse of Division I to Division III schools across ... Complete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL - ELITE ACADEMY 

The Ray Reid Elite Academy held at the University of Connecticut offers two week-Ion8 sessions (5 days, 4 nishts) for boys ases 9 - 18. 

Whether attendin8 as an individual or comin8 to train w~th your team, a[[ players wfl[ be cha[[ensed by a risorous trainin8 schedule 

led by Coach Reid and some of the country’s top co[[esiate coaches on first-class trainin8 facilities. In ... Complete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin8 camp concentratin8 play on both sides of the 

bail in the attackins/defendin8 third of the field immediately in front of the 8oa[. Enterin8 its 37th consecutive year of 

operation .....C.9~.m..p.!.e...t~.e.~.s..e..s..s.!~.~..n.~j~.n..f..~...r..m...a..t.!9~9E~9~~9~.~ 

RNUNES OLE 

This summer we have somethin8 speda[ for soccer players of a[[ ases - this is what you’[[ enjoy: - Indoor ~ outdoor soccer fields for 

"rain or shine" play. - Free sw~mmin8 pool access (w~th [ifesuard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new play’n8 experience. - Summer 

camps at the O[e Arena - fun and a 8rear way to [earn. - "O[e Summer Trainins" - for besinners to advanced players (U9 - 

BOSTON AREA COLLEGES SOCCER COMBINE 

Multiple Boston Area Co[[ese Coaches work tosether to run this combine to allow students interested in comin8 to school in Boston the 

chance to be seen by many area coaches. The Combine is held at MIT each year and this year the Girls Combine is on July 19-20 and 

the Boys Combine is on Au8 3-4. Last year students from 26 different states attended ... Comg[ete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND MEN’S SOCCER - FUTURE RAMS RESIDENTIAL ACADEMY 

The Future Rams Academy is an exceptional residential trainin8 camp aimed at male players who are [ookin8 to compete at a hish 

[eve[ of demandin8 soccer. Players wi[[ experience sessions similar to those of the URI Men’s Soccer Team. The sessions wi[[ be 

competitive, deve[opin8 tactical and technical abilities at team and individual levels, as players prepare for co[[esiate 

soccer..C...o...m..~..[..e..t..e...s...e..s.s..i..o..n...].’.n...f..o..r.~ ~.~.~ E .gp.. ~ 9~ ~ ~.~ ~.~.~ ~.:.~9 ~.:. 



SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerP[us Fie[dP[ayer Academy, Goalkeeper School and Team Training were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an Olympic Gold Medal ’96, FIFA World Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 World Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerP[us Camps is player on-field improvements and 

development of ....C...o...m..~..[~.e..t..e.~.s...e..s.s..i~.~..n.~.1...n.~.f..~..r~gp~g~~9~ 

LEHIGH MEN’S SOCCER SUMMER ID ACADEMY 

Academy is open to all boys entering grades 9-12. The Academy offers: -Nike soccer ball and Nike T-shirt for every player -Immersion 

into college training environment -College seminar and pane[ discussion -Written player evaluation for juniors and seniors only - 

Advanced Goa[keeping training -Numbered pinnies for easy identification by college coaches -Meet current Lehigh coaches and players 

July 14-I 6th For more information check out www ... ~C~m~p~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~j~n~f~r~m~a~t~!9~9[~~ 

LEHIGH SOCCER SUMMER DAY CAMPS 

Offered to boys and girls ages 4-14 and features: Tikes and Spikes option for ages 4 and 5. Day camp and extended day camp for ages 

6-14. Camps offer: - - Biggest day camps in the Lehigh Valley - Nike t-shirt for every kid - Coached by Lehigh student-athletes, dub ~ 

HS coaches - Focus is on ski[[ development and having fun - Players of all levels are welcome - Certified Athletic ... Comic[ere session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

HARE GOALKEEPER ACADEMY CAMPS - ADVANCED ~ ELITE RESIDENTIAL GOALKEEPER CAMP 

The Advanced / Elite Residential Goalkeeper Academy Camp is open to boys and girls, entering incoming fall grades 5-12 who are 

dedicated to goa[keeping. Designed for the serious goalkeepers and those who have aspirations to play soccer at the collegiate [eve[. 

The HGA Residential Camp focuses on both the physical and the mental aspect of goa[keeping. Its goal is to enhance each player’s 
technical 

... ~C~o~m~p~[~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~1~o~n~i~f~o~m~a~9~9~9~9~~9~" 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve your 

technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 

a re National Team P layers or MLS/P rofessiona[/Co[[ege P layers ... ~C~o~m~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~o~n~i~n~f~o~r~m~a~t~!9~S~S~S9~ 

BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

We are exclusively and officially licensed to bring FC Barcelona Soccer Camps to the U.S. Coaches from the Club’s FCB Esco[a 

bring their official Methodology to us and will bring their advanced training and coaching skiUs to our players here in the U.S. Camps 

will be held this summer in Los Angeles, Portland, San Jose, Seattle, New York and San ... Complete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

GEORGE MASON VICTORY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Fall Elite ID Clinic George Mason Head Coach Greg Andru[is and his staff will be conducting a Fall Elite ID Clinic on December 8th, 

2012. This one day event is designed for the serious soccer player with an interest to play at the highest level.For more information 



contact John O’Hara at joharaS@~mu.edu or Trevor Sin~er at tsin~er@~mu.edu CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND BOYS CAMP 

Sasho Cirovski’s MaryLand Soccer Camp is now open for resistration for Summer 2013! The MaryLand Soccer Camps are desisned for 

players 8-18 years old and Led by the University of MaryLand coachin8 staff aLon8 with many other top Level Division I coaches. These 

camps are 8eared to take players and elevate their skiLLs to the next LeveL. ResardLess if you are comin8 as .....C.9...m.9!..e..t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o.D 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

1’1o.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s I’1o.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin8 camp concentratin8 play on both sides of the 

baLL in the attackins/defendin8 third of the field immediately in front of the 8oaL. Enterin8 its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

RUTGERS SOCCER ACADEMY 

2013 Camp DetaiLsTentative Summer Overnisht and Commuter Dates SOCCER I JuLy 7 - JuLy 1 I, 2013 SOCCER 2 JuLy 21 - JuLy 25, 2013 

ATHLETIC REVOLUTION SOCCER CAMP 

Virsinia- Summer camps ases 6 and up! Premiere Youth Fitness and AthLete DeveLopment Prosram. Reinforce complex soccer skiLLs 

and manipuLation/controL such as: dribbLins, passins, runnins, shootins, kickins, rules of the same, positions, complex motor skiLLs, 

and teamwork. Comj~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LAKE PLACID SOCCER CENTRE 

Lake PLacid Soccer Centre Overnisht and Day Camps since 1976 with core focus on individual soccer skiLLs improvement throush the 

Coerver Coachin8 Method. International staff, WorLd Cup Stars, unmatched facilities, campus security 24/7, TEAM Trainin8 prosram, 

advanced session, fuLL GK prosram,36 years camp prosram experience, Accredited Certified AthLetic trainin8 staff, the BEST camp 

food and a FUN week make LPSC the best ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NYC SOCCER ACADEMY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

The NYC Soccer Academy at CoLumbia University Baker AthLetics CompLex is committed to trainin8 players between the ases of 6-18 in 

the technicaL, tactical and athletic aspects of soccer. SPRING BREAK CLINICS (Ases 6-18) Session 1 - March 18 - 21 Session 2 - March 25 

- 28 SUMMER CAMPS (Ases 6-18) Session 1 - June 10 - 14 Session 2 - June 17 - 21 Session 3 - June 24 - 28 Session ... 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MARYLAND SOCCER CAMP FOR GIRLS 

For more info please visit: www.terpssoccercamp.com Day camps: June 12-15 at UMDIJune 17-21 at TBD Residential at UMD: June 23- 



26/July 10-13 Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL PRE-SEASON TEAM CAMP 

The camp is designed to help High School players and teams prepare for their upcoming season and pre-seasons. The camp 

enhance individual ski[Is white building team concepts and wilt include a specific curriculum that includes group and individual 

attacking principles, group and individual defending principles, attacking play, possession with a purpose exercises, finishing exercises 

and 1 lv 11 team tactics. The evening sessions wilt ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - ADVANCED SOCCER CAMPS 

The Advanced Soccer School is an instructional camp designed for the dedicated soccer player. It is idea[ for those players who have 

aspirations to compete at the select/club, O.D.P., and college [eve[. The Advanced camp wilt provide a challenging training 

environment for the players with a specific curriculum for each age group. An emphasis wilt be placed on the habits and ... ~.~..m.~.[.~.t9 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - SUMMER ID CAMP 

The College Identification Camp is a two day camp that is designed for High School age players who have aspirations to compete at 

the college [eve[ and/or are considering Loyola University Maryland Soccer as their college choice. The camp wilt provide a 

challenging training environment and give players the opportunity to experience an NCAA Division 1 training program. The camp 

include training ... ~[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

ST. JOHN’S SUMMER SOCCER CAMPS 

DAVE MASUR SOCCER CAMP PROGRAMS St Johns University, Queens, NY 6 camp weeks for Boys ~ Girts ages 5-14 years. At the Dave 

Masur Soccer Kid program, participants wilt improve their soccer ski[Is in a friendly and fun fitted environment. At[ the game ski[Is 

such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small sided games, practices and game 

tactics. The... ~c~m~D~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~D~f~r~m~a~t~!~9D~~~~ 

ST. JOHN’S ELITE OVERNIGHT CAMP 

The Dave Masur Residential Premier/Elite Camp wi[[ follow the same coaching format used by one of the best teams in the country. 

Campers wi[[ benefit from the opportunity to work with Coach Masur, his staff and top [eve[ collegiate players where they wi[[ share 

with you their coaching strategies to develop you into a national caliber player. Overnight Camps at St John’s ....C...o...m..p..t..e..t..e...s...e..s.s..i..o..n.. 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MONTCLAIR SOCCER CAMPS 

At the Montc[air Soccer Camp, directed by St. John’s University head men’s soccer Dave Masur and Montc[air State women’s coach Pat 

Naughter, participants from kindergarten to 10th grade wilt improve their soccer ski[Is in a friendly and fun fitted environment. At[ the 

game ski[Is such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small sided games, 

practices ... ~C~.~m~.p~.~e~t~e~..~s.~e~s~sj.p~n..!.~n~f.~r~m~.~j.~D..~.~.~.~E~.~.~.~:.~.~: 



RNUNES OLE 

This summer we have something speda[ for soccer players of at[ ages - this is what you’[[ enjoy: - Indoor & outdoor soccer fields for 

"rain or shine" play. - Free swimming pool access (with lifeguard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new playing experience. - Summer 

camps at the O[e Arena - fun and a great way to [earn. - "O[e Summer Training" - for beginners to advanced players (U9 - 

u14 ... ‘.c...~...mp.Le..t~.e.~.s..e.~.s.s1.~..n.~j.n..f.9~.r~.m...a..t1~9~£~#~m~d~:~£~m:. 

MID ATLANTIC COLLEGIATE SOCCER CAMP 

Mid Atlantic Collegiate Soccer Camp Boys & Girts 2013 March 25-26 Girts only N. VA June 10-12 Roanoke June 19-21 N.VA July 8-I0 

Virginia Beach July 22-24 N. VA Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

BETHANY SOCCER CAMPS 

GIRLS SOCCER SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE 

Girts in Grades 4 - 12 (U10 - U18 and High School Teams) June 24th - June 27th 2013 Swarthmore College Residential and commuter 

options available Tuition: Includes a S150 non-refundable deposit per application Team Discounts for Teams with 7 or more players 

attending Resident: S600 1 Commuter: S475 Directors: Danie[[e Fagan 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

GEORGE MASON VICTORY SOCCER ACADEMY 

The primary goat of the Victory Soccer Academy is to provide a challenging yet enjoyable week of soccer instruction. This wi[[ be 

achieved in an environment of positive reinforcement, motivating field sessions, innovative teaching, fun games and contest, and a 

first class staff. Our staff is comprised of committed soccer teachers who share their passion and knowledge of the game in a very 
energetic 

... ~.C..~...m..~.~..e..t.~e..~.s..e.~s..s.j~..~.1.~.f.~r.~.m...a.~j~D~9~£~£~’ 

SOCCER SKILL DEVELOPMENT CAMP 

For more information and to register, go to http:lltinyur[.comlSoccerSki[[Deve[opmentCamp Coach Donald Coleman and SMARTER 

Team Training have teamed up to bring you the 2013 Summer Soccer Skit[ Development Camp. This camp has been designed to allow 

athtetes to devetop their sport-specific skirts, enhance their speed, agitity, and conditioning, as weft as evotve as an athtete through 

mentat preparation. This camp is ... 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS 

Please join Italian Champions this summer to become a champion with Alessandro "Billy" Costacurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro 

and Massimo Ambrosini. This once in a [ifetime camp experience wit[ focus on defensive pray. Pete Caringi of Battimore Community 
Cortege - Essex Campus with be hosting the camp from Jury 17-19. See you this summer!www.cic-camps.com ..C.9...m.p..!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n" 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

JUST 4 KEEPERS ID CAMPS 



Just4keepers is the [eadin8 and [arsest 8oa[keeper academy worldwide currently operatin8 in 18 Countries and Across 5 continents 

with our 8oa[keeper coaches boastin8 over 600 years combined coachin8 experiencebetween them and with our coaches p[ayin8 over 

one million combined hours professional soccer, so the J4K experience is unrivaUed worldwide. As we[[ as our weekly development 

pro~rammes, J4K is runnin~ a series of Goalkeeper Identification ....C~.~m~p~!~e~t~e~.~s~e~s~s~!~n~.~1.~n~f~r~m~a~!9~..g~..~.~£~.~.S~.~9~.: 

NXT LEVEL FUTBOL ACADEMY SUMMER CAMPS 

Players wi[[ participate in NXT Level Futbo[’s innovative trainin8 methods at the new state-of-the-art facilities at Bishop O’Conne[[ 

Hish School in Ar[inston, VA. The trainin8 focus wi[[ be on topics such as: Individual Technique, Vision/Awareness, Soccer Fitness, 

Small Group Tactics and Free Play. Instruction wi[[ be siren from top, local coaches as we[[ as former professional players. June 17- 

21 : 9am-3pm June ... 

DISNEY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Play and [earn side by side with superstars of the same durin8 this 4-day instructional camp at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex. 

Featurin8 appearances by professional Ens[ish Premier Leasue players, Bobby Zamora of Queens Park Ransers, Ashley Williams and 

Aaron Hushes of Fu[ham. The Disney Soccer Academy features aBe-appropriate trainin8 with hish enersy licensed coaches from 

around the world. This camp focuses on ....~C~9~n3~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~i~n~f~9~[~m~a~t~!~n~D~9~£~~g~: 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerP[us Fie[dP[ayer Academy, Goalkeeper School and Team Trainin8 were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an Olympic Gold Medal ’96, FIFA World Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 World Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerP[us Camps is player on-field improvements and 

development of ....C~m~p~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~i~n~f~r~m~a~t~!~9~g~9~:~:~ 

HS ELITE CAMP 

This special camp wi[[ be directed by SasvariWay International Staff. Hish School abe players (male and female) ases 13 - 19 only are 

invited to this event and should have experience in p[ayin8 in hish school or entedn8 hish school in the Fail of 2013. The 8oa[ is to 

create a focused and cha[[ensin8 trainin8 environment that wi[[ inspire and brin8 out the best in .....C...o...m.p..!..e..t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n...].’.n..f.9..r..m...a..t.!.gO.9~ 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

MIKE NOONAN CLEMSON TIGER SOCCER CAMPS 

I would like to thank you for considerin8 The C[emson TiBer Soccer Camp prosrams as a way to develop you or your son’s same. I take 

this responsibility very seriously and want to ensure that the quality experience upon which we have Brown our reputation, continues 

in the years to come. Over the past 23 years my staff and I have continued to ....C...~...m..p..[..e..t..e....s..e..s..s.i..~...n..!..n..f..~..r...m.~.~.~..9.~ 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 



"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis/ukens. We guarantee that you wi[[ dramatically improve your 

technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 

are National Team Players or MLSIProfessiona[ICoUege Players ... 

COASTAL CAROLINA SOCCER ACADEMY AND CAMPS 

JOIN US IN 2013! In 2013 our sessions wi[[ be Session I June 22-25 and Session 2 June 27-30 and booking your individual place or your 

team place wi[[ start in November. We have one of the most exciting and challenging soccer camps in the USA. Over the years, we’ve 

had 100’s of teams and their coaching staff and 1,000’s ... ~C~.~m~.p~[.~e~t~e~..~s.~e~s~s~i.~n..!~n.~f.~r~m~a.~t~i.~n~..~.~n~.~s~.~c~c~e~r~A~m~e~.~n~..~c.~.~=. 

PRESTON GOLDFARB’S "EXCELLENCE THROUGH FUNDAMENTALS" SOCCER CAMP 

For 27 years, the Preston Go[dfarb’s "Excellence Through Fundamentals" Soccer Camp has been doing it the Hght way. Unlike many 

camps that play games a[[ day, we are focused on developing the player through intense training designed to increase technical 

ability and tactical awareness. I believe that if you just play games a[[ day, you only continue to practice bad habits! That 

~s.....C..o...m p..Le..t..e....s..e..s..s.(.o...n...t .n..f..o..r.m~ ~(~.0.~0.~.~.~ ~m ~.~.~.~ ~m~. 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #I ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs a[[ at 

one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over I00 players. Due to ... Comj~[ete session information on SoccerAmeHca.com. 

NO.I SOCCER CAMPS 

I’1o.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s I’1o.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of the 

bail in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

Come join the exclusive club of over 700 players from Europe, Africa and the USA who have attended the International Soccer 

Academy in Auburnda[e (Orlando), FI (USA) and compete with players from throughout the world. Since 2003, this unique camp has 

brought together top international coaches and youth national & regional [eve[ players for a one of a kind experience in the USA’s top 

tourist destination. Whether you are an elite player striving to play professional or college soccer; or an average player who is very 

committed to your own improvement, the International Soccer ... Coml~[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

USF SOCCER CAMPS ~UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA MEN’S ~ WOMEN’S SOCCER) 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps for 

boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schi[te-Brown understand how important it is to offer very specific 

programs for a[[ ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... Complete 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US Co[[ese Soccer ID Camps is the//1 Co[[ese ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offerin8 over 20 Top Co[[ese 

Prosrams a[[ at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior 

to the resistration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MIKE GETMAN SOCCER CAMP AT UAB 

Overnisht Camps for experienced soccer players who want to develop their same or show it off to our co[[ese coaches. We have 

sessions for a[[ levels of players. Our staff is experienced and enjoy sharin8 their know[edse...C.9..m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n...i..n..f..o...r..m...a..t.!90..~0. 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

MTSU SOCCER CAMPS 

This summer Middle Tennessee State Women’s Soccer wi[[ offer day camps, Co[[ese ID camps, and Team Camps for boys and 8iris of 

varyin8 ases and ski[[ levels. Our camps are desisned to create a positive [earnin8 environment in which players can improve their 

technical ski[Is and tactical abilities. An emphasis is placed on 8ivin8 individual instruction based on each player’s abe, 

ski[[ ... ~c~-m~p~Le~t~e~s~e~s~s~L~!~n~L~r-m~D~9~6~m~:~ 

5-WEEK FUTSAL CAMP 

The 5-Week Futsa[ Camp (new for 2013) incorporates many of the bail-skill improvement techniques used by South American and 

European players to improve improvisation, creativity and overall technique. By emphasizin8 bail control and passin8 in tisht spaces, 

the 5-Week Futsa[ Camp wi[[ help you be quicker and think quicker on your feet. The 5-Week Soccer Camp incorporates a[[ trainin8 

aspects of the world-renowned IMG ... 

FCBESCOLA CAMP FLORIDA 

THE OFFICIAL FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS IN FLORIDA AND ILLINOIS ! We are pleased to announce that our camps have been a very 

important part of many players who are now p[ayin8 at a co[[ese or professional [eve[. Over 5,000 players 6 dries The bi88est 

FCBCamps in the World ! Do not be fooled by other fake camps. Co_9_O_p[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS 

Join Italian Champions this summer with Alessandro "Billy" Costacurta, Fabio Cannavaro, Massimo Oddo and Massimo Ambrosini. A 

once in a life time camp experience focused on defensive play. Miami/Ft Lauderda[e June 24th-28th at Strikers Stadium. See you this 

summer! ComLo[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

THORI BRYAN SOCCER ACADEMY CAMPS 

Boys and Girls Coed camps ases 7-12. June 24-28 9am-12 noon Ju|y 15-19 9am-12 noon Smith Creek Soccer Park Wake Forest, NC Girls 

Only Ski[Is Camp July 22-26 Ases 12-18 5-Spm Ravenscroft School Ra[eish, NC www.thoribryansocceracademy.com ..C..o...m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n. 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



JUST 4 KEEPERS ID CAMPS 

Just4keepers is the Leadin8 and Larsest 8oaLkeeper academy worldwide currently operatin8 in 18 Countries and Across 5 continents 

with our 8oaLkeeper coaches boastin8 over 600 years combined coachin8 experiencebetween them and with our coaches pLayin8 over 

one miLLion combined hours professional soccer, so the J4K experience is unrivaLLed worldwide. As weLL as our weekly development 

prosrammes, J4K is runnin8 a series of GoaLkeeper Identification ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NOTRE DAME BOYS SOCCER CAMP 

WeLcome to Notre Dame’s boys summer soccer camp prosram. Each of the past eleven summers in South Bend, over 500 soccer 

players have benefited from a Notre Dame soccer education and Love for the sport. The Notre Dame Day Camps have tarseted youn8 

players by focusin8 on sound technical development in a fun environment to instiLL the joy of the same. The Advanced ... CompLete 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerPLus FieLdPLayer Academy, GoaLkeeper School and Team Trainin8 were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an OLympic GoLd Medal ’96, FIFA WorLd Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 WorLd Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerPLus Camps is player on-fieLd improvements and 

development of ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

WRIGHT STATE SOCCER YOUTH CAMPS 

**Winter Indoor Youth Camp (February) Ases 5 - 13 Feb.22th, 24th and 28th- emaiL to sins-up or Learn more .... SkiLLs Camp (March and 

ApriL) Ases 5 - 17 Fridays in March and April - emaiL to sisn-up or Learn more .... Youth Day Camp - (JuLy 8 - 11) Boys ases 5 - 13 have 

the chance to work with WSU players and coaches in a fun and chaLLensin8 environment ... CompLete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

WRIGHT STATE ID AND COLLEGE PREP CAMPS 

**Sprin8 ID Camp - (March 3) For hish school and coLLese abe players. Local and resionaL coLLese coaches (Wrisht State, LouisviLLe, 

Xavier, Defiance, UNOH, and NKU coaches) provide a 8real opportunity to showcase your ability. Resister online at camp website.** 

**Summer CoLLese Prep Camp - (June 13 - 15) Hish school and coLLese abe players train at WSU campus and work with Raiders coaches 

and players. ChaLLensin8 ... Co_~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCER WAZA BOYNE RESIDENTIAL CAMP 

The Soccer Waza Residential Camp concentrates on deveLopin8 the soccer players’ skiLLs and experience. This camp is a development 

system coverin8 the technicaL, tacticaL, physicaL, and psychoLosicaL aspects of the same. It is an advanced course of Lessons, and team 

bondins. These intense sessions are complimented by social activities, such as bon fires, sand dunes, beach trainins, and a dance 

party. Every player wiLL ... ComLoLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http:llwww.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin8 camp concentratin8 play on both sides of the 

bah in the attackins/defendin8 third of the field immediately in front of the 8oa[. Enterin8 its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

ILLINOIS SKILL SCHOOLS 

Illinois’ Most Effective Skill-Specific Soccer Trainins! Illinois Ski[[ Schools’ "numbers approach" brinss the best ski[[ development 

methods from a[[ over the world to Illinois with particular influence from Brazil, Holland, Ens[and and Spain. Take the "Ski[[ Band 

Cha[[ense" today!!! Co_9_m_p[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CARTHAGE COLLEGE SOCCER CAMPS 

The Carthase Co[[ese Soccer Camps directed by Steve Domin continues to be the Midwest’s [eadin8 trainin8 8round for a[[ levels of 

soccer players; both intermediate and advanced ’keepers and field players who wish to improve. A[[ while enjoyin8 the amenities of a 

mode[, sharp, dean, safe campus at one of America’s top academic institutions. The Camp is widely resarded as the 

"best ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY ELITE ID CAMP 

The Elite ID Camp is desisned for motivated hish-schoo[ abe players who are competitively involved in dub and/or hish school soccer 

who want to improve their technical and tactical ski[Is. This camp encourases youn8 players to become better players and teammates 

in sessions that are both cha[[ensin8 and enjoyable. Illinois State Elite ID Clinic is desisned as a small environment (max. 60 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY FUTURE REDBIRD DAY CAMP 

Join us for four days of traininsj "Redbird-sty[e" where the l[[inois State coachinsj staff as we[[ as current members of the team wi[[ 

help your child develop the ski[Is that have helped to make the Redbirds one of the top co[[esJiate pro~Irams in the resJion. This 

competitive and fun environment wi[[ help youn~l soccer players develop as we[[ as fail in love with the ....C...o...m..p..[..e..t..e...s...e..s..s.~..o..n.. 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

WRIGHT STATE SOCCER CAMP 

The purpose of the WrisJht State Boys Soccer Academy is to create an enjoyable p[ay~nsj and [earninsj atmosphere. Emphasis wi[[ be 

placed on the technical aspects of the ~lame such as dribb[insj, passinsj, receivinsj, strikinsj a baH, finishinsj and more. In addition, 

players wi[[ be placed in ~lame situations that require decision makinsj (tactics) and a competitive spirit. Technique, tactics, 

competition and fun are ... ~C~g~m9[~et~e~s~es~s~i~9~n~!~n~[~~n3a~9D9~D~9~[~9~9~: 

PERFORMANCE GOALKEEPING 

Performance Goa[keepin8 is a complete 8oa[keepin8 resource desisned for 8oa[keepers by 8oa[keepers. Founded and directed by Paul 



Rollers, current US Women’s National Team GoaLkeepinsj coach. Paul is a UEFA, USSF, NSCAA Licensed coach who has worked at aLL 

LeveLs of the ~lame from youth up to the professional and international LeveLs. ALonsJ with PauL, PGK work with a number of top quality 

Licensed .....C.9...m.p..!.e.~.t~.e.~.s..e..s..s.!9..n.~.i..n..f.9~[~.m...a..t.!~9~9~~.:~.~.: 

FCBESCOLA CAMP ILLINOIS. 

THE OFFICIAL FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS IN FLORIDA AND ILLINOIS ! We are pleased to announce that our camps have been a very 

important part of many players who are now pLay~nsj at a coLLesJe or professional LeveL. Over 5,000 players 6 dries The bisJsJest 

FCBCamps in the WorLd ! Do not be fooled by other fake camps. Co_~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE SOCCER SKILLS CAMP 

Two hours of technical soccer skiLLs wiLL be tau~lht each day to help players develop specific areas of their play. Campers wiLL have the 

opportunity to try out those skiLLs in competitions each day. Three different skiLL sessions are avaiLabLe each day. Campers can 

participate in one, two, or aLL three camp sessions each day. Session A: DribbLinsj and Defendinsj (8-10a.m.) Session B ... CompLete 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CHICAGO FIRES NATIONAL TALENT CENTER RESIDENTIAL CAMP 

The ChicasJo Fire National TaLent Center (NTC) presents a fantastic opportunity for advanced soccer players a~led I0 throu~lh 18 to 

participate in an intensive 6-day residential traininsj camp on the campus of Trinity Christian CoLLesJe in PaLos HeisJhts, ILLinois. The 

NTC is an exclusive residential camp that offers players the opportunity to ’Train Like a Pro to PLay Like a Pro’ with the 

ChicasJo ... Co_~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MILAN JUNIOR CAMP 

MiLan Junior Camp JuLy 22 - JuLy 26 2013 ULtimate Soccer Arenas Pontiac MI. The MiLan Junior Camps are the official AC MiLan traininsj 

camps, where soccer and entertainment are the main focus. MiLan Junior Camps have been orsJanized in the United States since 1999, 

hostinsj more than 45 Locations throu~lhout the country, for boys and sJirLs a~les 6 to 17. Camps are hosted by ... _C_o...m_p..!.e_t_e._.s_e_s_s.1.’.o...n. 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerPLus FieLdPLayer Academy, GoaLkeeper School and Team Traininsj were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an OLympic GoLd Medal ’96, FIFA WorLd Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 WorLd Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerPLus Camps is player on-fieLd improvements and 

development of ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Traininsj System" was desisJned and developed by OLympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We ~luarantee that you wiLL dramaticaLLy improve your 



technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 

are National Team Players or MLS/ProfessionaUCoUege Players ... ComjT[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

We are exclusively and officially licensed to bring FC Barcelona Soccer Camps to the U.S. Coaches from the Club’s FCB Esco[a wi[[ 

bring their official Methodology to us and wi[[ bring their advanced training and coaching ski[Is to our players here in the U.S. Camps 

wi[[ be held this summer in Los Angeles, Portland, San Jose, Seattle, New York and San ... Complete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top CoUege Programs a[[ at 

one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps for 

boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schi[te-Brown understand how important it is to offer very specific 

programs for a[[ ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... _C_o...m_p.!.e_t_e.. 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #1 College ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College 

Programs a[[ at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior 

to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... ~C...~...m..p.!.e..t..e...s...e..s..s.!.~..n...j..n.f...~..r..m...a..~!9~.9~..~.~[~.~.~9~.~ 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOCCER CAMP 

Whether your son or daughter is a novice soccer player who’s just beginning in this wonder[u[ sport, an experienced player striving to 

gain an edge against his or her opponents, or a team preparing to capture a league or tournament championship, The University of 

Texas Soccer Camp directed by Ange[a Kelly offers a training environment and program specifically designed to meet your 

needs ... 

GRANDE SPORTS ACADEMY SUMMER CAMPS 

Professional, Recognized and Accomplished. The Grande Sports Academy coaching staff possesses a wealth of playing and coaching 

experience that elevates the camp to the highest [eve[. Our elite coaches have had a storied professional playing careers and have 

translated their success on the field as players and have been recognized nationally and internationally as coaches. Train The Real 

Salt Lake Way. Real Salt Lake ... ‘C...~...m..~..[..e..t.~e..~.s..e.~s..s.j~q.n..j.n..f.9~r.~.m...a..t.j~q~9~9~~q~. 

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO LOBO SOCCER ACADEMY 



The 2013 New Mexico men’s soccer program is now taking registrations for its annual camp series, the Lobo Soccer Academy. The Lobo 

Soccer Academy has a variety of camps and programs that fit a range of grade levels and skill levels. It is perfect for the young soccer 

player looking to get started, or for the more skiUed older players looking to advance ... Complete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

WORLD WIDE SOCCER 

WoHd Wide Soccer is a professional soccer training company educating children of aU ages, abilities and backgrounds. We employ 

experienced international trainers with exceUent qualifications to teach, encourage, motivate and inspire young players to engage in 

this sport throughout their lives. Established in 2003 in San Antonio, Texas, our fuji-time staff both coach and manage our 

organization and partnerships across San Antonio and Texas ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CELTIC FC AMERICA E~ HOUSTON HURRICANES FC SOCCER CAMP 

September 2 at 5:30pm unti[ September 6 at 7:30pm Dow Park. Don’t miss THE BIGGEST SOCCER CAMP OF THE YEAR. Hurricanes FC 

Director of p[ayer deve[opment and Head Coach of Ce[tic FC America Brendan Keyes and coaches from a[[ over the woHd wiU be on 

hand. Soccer camp in Dow Park, Texas. Don’t miss out sign up eaHy. This is ... Comp[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SMU SOCCER ACADEMY FOR BOYS 

The SMU Soccer Academy is one of the premier soccer camps in the United States. Coach McC[ements and his experienced staff of 

coaches direct the Academy. AU camps are located on the beautifu[ campus of Southern Methodist University in Da[[as, TX. ~..o...m..p..[..e..t..e. 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerP[us Fie[dP[ayer Academy, Goalkeeper School and Team Training were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an Olympic Gold Medal ’96, FIFA WoHd Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 WoHd Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerP[us Camps is player on-field improvements and 

development of ... ~c~m~1~[~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~g~n~1~n~f~r~gD~g~~~ 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis/ukens. We guarantee that you wi[[ dramatically improve your 

technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 

are Nationa~ Team P~ayers or MLSlProfessiona~lCoUege P~ayers ... 

BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

We are exclusively and officially licensed to bring FC Barcelona Soccer Camps to the U.S. Coaches from the Club’s FCB Esco[a wi[[ 



bring their official Methodology to us and wi[[ bring their advanced training and coaching ski[Is to our players here in the U.S. Camps 

wi[[ be held this summer in Los Angeles, Portland, San Jose, Seattle, New York and San ... Combo[ere session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

FUSION BRITANNIA 

Britannia Soccer Camp (hosted by Ventura County Fusion PDL) runs from August 4 to August 8 at Ojai Valley School, in Ojai CA. The 

camp offers programs from 4 years to 18 years (boys and girls I day and residential). Co_9_m_p[ete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

WSU COUGAR ID ELITE CAMP 

The Cougar ID Camp is designed to give each camper an inside look into what it means to be a collegiate soccer player. Campers 

be put through training sessions that wi[[ mirror sessions that the WSU soccer staff run for their current team. Each session wi[[ test 

the campers technically, physically as we[[ as expand their tactical knowledge. The sessions wi[[ be run ... Complete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.I SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http:llwww.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of the 

bail in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS LOS ANGELES 

Join Italian champions this summer with Alessandro "Billy" Costacurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo Ambrosini at this 

once in a life time camp experience that focuses on defensive play. Camp wi[[ be held in Los Angeles at Ca[ Po[y Pomona with Steve 
Sampson 

as the host. Camp is July 8-12. See you this summer! ~C~m~[~e~t.~e~.~s~e~.~s~s~i.~D.~1~.D~f~.~r.~m~a~t~.~D..~..~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~’ 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS SEA-I-FLE 

Please join Italian Champions to become a Champion with Alessandro "Billy" Costacurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo 

Ambrosini in this once in a life time camp experience that focuses on defensive play. Ben Pecora of FSB Sound wi[[ host the camp at 

Bremerton Stadium in Seattle, Washington August 5th-9th. See you this summer! www.cic-camps.com ..C.9..m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n...i..n..f.9..r..m...a..t.!.~~ 

on SoccerAmerica.com. 

WESTSOUND FC SUMMER CAMPS 

WestSound FC Summer Camps! Beginning this May and running through August, 2013. Includes 5-day camp (CIC) featuring players and 

coaches off Italy’s 2006 World Cup-winning side! Unprecedented! Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

STRIKERS FC SOUTH COAST SUMMER .JR ACADEMY 



Players must be born in 2004,2005,2006 -- Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays From July 1 to Au~lust 30 @The Arena in HB Sports 

Complex 18100 Go[denwest St., HB -- 9 weeks; 27 sessions A[[ the Monday and Wednesday sessions end with ~lames Fridays are only 

~lame days Girls 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Boys 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 ....C..g..m..p..[..e..t..e...s...e..s..s.i..~..n...!..n..f..~..r..m..~.~.~..~.~.~.~E~.~.~.~ 

MANCHESTER UNITED SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Official Summer Soccer Camps of one of the most presti~lious and powerful soccer clubs in the world; [earn to play the 

Manchester United Way at Manchester United Soccer Schools! This is the official camp of one of the world’s most popular clubs and in 

2012 alone, children from more than 70 different countries attended a Manchester United Soccer Schools residential camp. 

Camp .....C.~..m..p.!.e..t..e....s..e..s..s.!..~..n...i..n..f..~..r...m...a..t.!~.D..~..~g.~9~.~.~.~ 

AC MILAN JUNIOR CAMP 

The AC Milan Junior Camp (MJC) is the Official Summer Academy Soccer Camp or~lanized by one of the most presti~lious, powerful, 

and popular soccer clubs in the world: AC Milan. The soccer trainin~l sessions, dependin~l on your site, wi[[ be led by such AC Milan 

soccer [e~lends as Fi[ippo Ga[[i (former player and AC Milan Youth Department Mana~ler), Pierino Prati (former player and 

Mana~ler .....C..o...m.. p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n...i..n..f..o..r...m...a..t.! ~ ..~ ~..~ ~.~ ~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

The FC Barcelona camp is a unique and excitin~l opportunity for teens to experience specialized soccer trainin~l throu~lh an official 

partnership with one of the world’s most successful soccer teams and their expert coaches. Enjoy exclusive access to FCB trainin~l 

methods and facilities (You wi[[ play at the trainin~l center of FC Barcelona and the Masia (FCB Academy)! for a true Barca 

experience .....C.9~.m..p~!.e..t..e.~.s..e..s..s.!..~..n.~.i~.n..f..~..r...m.~.a..t.!9~9~~~ 

CHELSEA SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Official Soccer Camp of world-famous Chelsea FC of the Ens[ish Premiership (first division) allows campers to 8ain an insisht into 

the trainin8 methods and techniques which comprise the Chelsea Soccer Schools mode[. The camps take place at Chelsea FC’s world- 

class Cobham, Surrey trainin8 fad[ity; the same facility where the Chelsea first team practices. The camps also include a weekend 

visit to Chelsea ... ~.C..~.~.m..p~!.e...t..e.~.s..e..s..s.!..~..n.~.i~.n..f..~..r...m.~.a..t.!~g~£~=~= 

REAL MADRID SOCCER CAMP 

The Real Madrid Soccer Camp allows its participants to experience the official soccer camps of one of the world’s most famous soccer 

dubs, Real Madrid! Camp participants wi[[ be immersed in Spanish culture and experience a "Madridista" environment. Spanish Classes 

option available and trainin~l at Va[debebas (Real Madrid FC trainin~l facility). Participants experience the trainin~l methods used by 

Real Madrid to train their .....C.9..m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..~..n...i..n..f..~..r...m...a..t.!~..g~..~.~.~.~.~ 

RCD ESPANYOL BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

This Barcelona Soccer Camp is carried out in collaboration with the RCD Espanyo[ of Barcelona; one of Barcelona’s two professional 



soccer teams and a team that is more than 100 years old. 1 session for Boys and 1 session for Girls, Spanish Classes option available. 

RCD Espanyo[ de Barcelona’s scoutin~ staff wi[[ be on site eva[uatin~ players and makin~ direct contact with ... Complete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

JUVENTUS TURIN SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Juventus Soccer Camp is the Official Soccer Residential Summer Camp or~lanized by one of the most presti~lious and powerful 

soccer dub in the World: Juventus of Turin. Special Sessions at the Trainin~l center of Juventus first team facility in Vinovo near 

Turin. Juventus is the most successful team in the history of Italian soccer and has spent a[[ but one year of its ... Complete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

PARIS-SAINT-GERMAIN ACADEMY SOCCER CAMP 

The Official Soccer Camp of the Paris Saint Germain ("PSG") soccer team of the France Lea~lue 1 championship. The new "Ga[acticos" 

soccer dub in Europe with coach Carlo Ance[otti and soccer superstars Z[atan Ibrahimovic, Motta Thia~lo, Javier Pastore, /ucas Moura 

and Ezequie[ Lavezzi. Camp participants wi[[ experience Professional French Soccer Academy life at an elite trainin~l facility outside 

Paris. The camps also include a ... ~.C..~...m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..~..n...i..n..f..~..r...m...a.~!~.9~..~.~.~.~.~ 

CAP GIRONDINS BORDEAUX SOCCER CAMP 

The Official Soccer Camp of the Bordeaux soccer team of the France Lea~lue 1 championship. The Bordeaux soccer camp is the oldest 

and most respected soccer camp in France. Some camp sessions even include visits from Bordeaux first team players (based on the 

players’ schedule and availability) and feature a hail-hour [on~l question and answer session where camp participants can ask the 

professional players ... ~.C...~...m.p..!..e..t..e...s..e..s..s..i..~..n...1...n..f.9..r..m...a.~!.~..~..~9.~.~.~9~.~ 

ARSENAL SOCCER SCHOOLS 

Arsenal Football Club is one of En~l[and’s most successful soccer dubs. learn and develop your soccer ski[Is and Play The Arsenal Way! 

This camp features various drills and ~lames desi~Ined to improve campers’ individual ski[Is and soccer know[eddie. The Arsenal camp is 

desi~Ined with the serious player in mind and includes a player assessment from the Arsenal head coach on Mondays durins.l 

the ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

BOBBY CHARLTON SOCCER AND SPORTS ACADEMY 

One of the oldest and most respected soccer camps in En~l[and, the Bobby Char[ton Soccer and Sports Academy is the camp that 

launched the career of soccer superstar David Beckham. The camp was created by En~l[and’s most popular soccer player of all-time, 

Sir Bobby Char[ton. The camp features a world-famous soccer ski[Is test and the top performers from these tests are invited 

to ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SPANISH FEDERATION INTERNATIONAL SOCCER CAMP 

This is the Official camp of the 2010 FIFA World Cup Champion / 2008-2012 European Champions Spanish Soccer Federation. The 

Spanish Soccer Federation International Soccer Camp takes place at La Ciudad de[ Futbo[ in Madrid. This site serves as the home for 

the Spanish National Soccer Team and campers wi[[ play at the same site used by the rei~Inin~l World Cup and European Champions. 

This ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exciting opportunity for players to experience specialized 

soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert coaches. In Barcelona, 

enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and facilities for a true Barca experience. In addition to world-class training, 

players participate in daffy ... Co_9_O_9[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

TRAINING CAMPS IN BRAZIL 

Intensive and comprehensive training camps at professional Brazilian clubs for boys ages 13 and up. Camps include technical training, 

physical enhancement, educational and psychological development to form highly qualified and differentiated players. See our 

website for locations and dates available. Truly an experience of a lifetime! Train with the best .... become the best. Improvement 

~uaranteed. Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of the 

bail in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the 8oa[. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SPANISH FEDERATION INTERNATIONAL SOCCER AND SPANISH LANGUAGE CAMP 

This is the Official camp of the 2010 FIFA World Cup Champion / 2008-2012 European Champions Spanish Soccer Federation. The 

Spanish Soccer Federation International Soccer and Spanish Language Camp takes place in Madrid, Barcelona and Valencia. Learn new 

Ski[Is from the best national team in the world and develop your language ski[Is during soccer related Spanish language classes. 

Residential and day camp available. Secure online ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

REAL MADRID FOUNDATION CAMPUS EXPERIENCE UK 

The official Real Madrid Foundation youth football camp UK. This Summer for the very first time the world’s most successful football 

dub reveals it’s secrets in the United Kingdom. Children aged 11-17 are invited to Lady Margaret Ha[[, University of Oxford to [earn 

the Real Madrid values from our top-flight coaching team. A unique opportunity for young people to absorb the culture ... 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

To submit your free listing (maximum of 15 listings per organization) to Soccer America Camps ~t 
Academies, go to Soccer America. 
For information on advertising in Soccer America Camps ~t Academies, contact Doug Murdock or 
call 1-510-374-2967 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 



Editorial Contact: mike(~.socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper 

attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Soccer America’s Tournament Calendar: Thursday, June 13, 2013 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

~ 
SourH 

~tDoWEST ........................... 

SOUTH..WEST 

WEST 

INTERNATIONAL ......................................... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U15, U16, U17 

THE 5OCCE£NEAD / CgC COLLEGE SHOWCASE 
......................................................................................................................... 
Connecticut - Rocky HIll & Wall~ngford Connecticut (New England Region) 

Ent~ Beadt~ne: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

CFC/SOCCERHEAD invites you to partidpate in our 4th annual CFCi SOCCERHEAD College Showcase Tournament to be held on June 

15th and 16th. Don’t miss out on one of the Best Summer Showcases in the Region! Each year, high school age teams travel to the 

far corners of the United States in search of an opportunity to be recruited for a college scholarship ... [2.~)[~[~.!#~..~.0.~.[.£#[~#.£~ 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

U10-U19 

.~.~).!.L E~;?.B.O,..~ I...c..~.L~.L:,.q..’...,.%?.~..C..~...F...~.E..F.....,.5.’.~. 
Guilford Connecticut (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

NEW ENGLAND’S FINEST GIRLS SOCCER TOURNAMENT Round Robin Format. Four Games GUARANTEED! Three Referee System for ALL 

games (Including U10). Beach Picnic on Long Island Sound on Saturday Night !!!! Sportsmanship Awards for All Divisions U10 

Partidpation Awards for All Players. Most Fields are Irrigated - Green Grass in July! Many Special Touches....Shade Tents, Ball 

Retrievers and Morel 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9 - U15 

NESC COLUMBUS DAY CLASSIC 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 

- All matches at Nauset Regional High School, Eastham MA. - No Friday night team check-in. - Saturday team check4n beginning at 

8 AM - 11 AM. - Two day event: Saturday & Sunday. - U9 & UIO Friendship Festival (6v6 or 8v8) - 4 match guarantee. - U11 offered in 

Friendship and Championship 8v8 formats. - U12 offered in 8v8 and 11v11 Championship Formats - 2 competitive levels offered in 

U11-U15 ~lete tournament information on SoccerAmelica.com. 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9-U19 

SOUTHERN MARYLAND CLASSIC ................................................................................ 
Bryantown Sports Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Southern MD Classic is open to at[ competitive and classic club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through the 

Maryland State Youth Soccer Assodation. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their 

respective state assodations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

tournament. Permission to Travel ... ~.~.~.n..~!~:~.e.~.t..~.~£!~.n.~.~2~.n..~.~.~.n.L~.}~L~.~.t~.~.~.n.~£[~£2}~)~[?~5~£[~[~ 



Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u19 

~’V.XSON DIXON CUP ................................................. 
Hagerstown Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

The Mason Dixon Cup Soccer Tournament is open to all competitive club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through 

the Maryland State Youth Soccer Association. All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their 

respective state associations or US Club Soccer. Teams must be in good standing with their state association to play in our 

tournament. Permission to Travel ... 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u19 

KIRKWOOD BOYS PREMIER TOURN~ENT 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

We feature 15 quality grass fields, three of which are Bermuda grass and one synthetic turf field Many of the games will be played 

at the KSC fields, some games will be played at the Governor Bacon Health fadlity and Gunning Bedford School as well our 

tournament accepts over 200 teams from 15 states and Canada. ~l~.~te tournam~.mt information on So~:cerAmedca~com~ 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Saturday, June 15, 2013 

U6-U8 Coed; U9-U1B Boys/Girls; and Adult Open: 19-30, Over 30, Over 40, Over 50 

TIM R]GGS SOCCER INVfTAT]OHAL 2013 3V3 
Lehigh Valley Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, June 2, 2013 

Join us for a day filled with competition and fun! A great way to start your 3v3 summer season or to venture into your first 3v3 

competition. Our divisions are U6-U8 Coed; ug-u18 Boys/Girls; and Adult Open: 19-30, Over 30, Over 40, Over 50. 3 game minimum 

guarantee. We are also affiliated with Challenge Sports 3v3 Tour, qualifying top teams to play in ... ~..o.~i~.!~..~.o.~).~2.~!~2.~ 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 through Sunday, June 23, 2013 

Girls U12-U17 

Horthern VA Virginia (MJd-Atlan~c Re~ion) 

Ent~ Deadline: Fdday~ May 10~ 2013 

1 Division Per A~e Group: Winner will automa~caUy qualify for the 2013 WAGS Tournament. ~ete toumamenL m~-om~tk~n an 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

Adult 

5TH ANNUAL CO~ONWEALIH CL,aL~StC 
Fredericksburg Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Commonwealth Soccer League, [nc.~ will be hosting the Commonwealth Classic 11vll adult soccer tournament on June 29-30, 2013 

on the Bermuda grass fields at Patriot Park in Spotsylvania County, Va. We offer divisions in: Men’s Premier, Competitive and Over- 

40; Coed Premier and Competifive~ and new this year a Women’s Open Invitational division. All teams are guaranteed at least 3 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U9-U19 

MID ATLANTIC CUP BOYS WEEKEND 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

u8-u19 

COBRAS FC 23RD ANNUAL SUMA.IER CLASSIC ................................................................................................................ 
Rochester New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, June 17, 2013 

Our tournament attracts some of the finest Boys and Girls U8-U19 soccer teams from across the northeast and Canada resulting in 

a solid compefitive tournament. Every team is guaranteed at least 3 games. Games are played on high quality, well groomed fields. 

Saturday night "Family Fun Festival" including dinner, entertainment and fireworks. This is considered a "friendly non-competitive" 

tournament for ages U8-U10 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

U9-U19 

MID AIL,,~N]"1¢ CUP GIRLS WEEKEND ............................................................................................. 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 



Wednesday, July 17, 2013 through Friday, July 19, 2013 

8-15 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL 
Baltimore Community College Essex Campus Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, June 30, 2013 

Be a champion this summer with Italian Champions Allesandro "Billy’ Costacurta,Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo 

Ambrosini in this once in a life time camp experience that focuses on defensive play. The camp will be hosted by Pete Cadngi at 

Baltimore Community College Essex Campus from July 17-19 from 9-5 daily with lunch served. On Friday will be a spedal tournament 

day with ... ~lel:e ~:ournament in~-orn~atien on SoccerAmeri£a.com. 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

U12 - U18 BOYS ~t GIRLS 

OLE INTERNATIONAL TOURN,-~ENT ........................................................................................... 

Lake George Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 

Compete with International Teams - OI! OI International Tournament is the soccer summer highlight Are you ready to compete? 

This summer, soccer teams (U12-U18, both boys & girls) from all over the world will come together at the "Golden Goal" soccer 

facility to compete in the OI International Tournament during the July 19-21st weekend. Our two-day tournament is an optimal 

measure of your team’s performance - and an ideal opportunity to meet other players from the USA and overseas! Ideal vacation 

location The Golden Goal facility is located in upstate Hew York - an unforgettable vacation playground for the whole family that 

includes the popular Lake George region and Saratoga Springs. Golden Goal is the ideal soccer venue with four lighted turf fields 

~t four professional grass surfaces nestled in 200-acres of forest. In addition, the "Olympic Village" cabins provide the players a 

comfortable lodging and place to make friends, a dining area and entertainment center for when they’re off the field. Your 

soccer highlight for the summer Here’s what you need to know to take part in the OI International Tournament 2013: Tournament 

is held Friday-Sunday, July 19-21, 2013 Check-in time Friday afternoon at 4pm~ check-out time Sunday at 12 noon Friday night: 

tactical training session under the lights for all teams Saturday: a minimum of three games for each team (50 minutes each) Sunday 

morning: two teams meet for the final - and the ... ~!]~‘~[~!~!~!~L!!~f~9~[~h~!~L9~?~[~!~:~9£~:~ 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..PITTSBURGH 
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Monday, July 22, 2013 through Friday, July 26, 2013 

8-15 

O’I.~PION INTERNATIONAL CAk~,PS 
Suffolk County Community College Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, June 30, 2013 

Be a champion this summer with Italian Champions Allesandro "Billy" Costacurta, Massimo Ambrosini,Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo 

Oddo These players will hose a once in a life time camp experience that focuses on defense. Students will be trained no only by 

champion but also 4 well renowned international soccer coaches. The camp will be held at Suffolk Community College - Grant 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-oFLFJC~INGTON ................................................................... 
Flemington New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lete tournament 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

U9 through U19 

L[T[]"Z SUMMER SHOWCASE ...................................................................... 
Lititz Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

Over 200 teams attend each year in beautiful Lititz, PA. Just named the "Coolest Small Town in The USA"! U9 through U19, college 

showcase for older age groups. 3 person referee for ALL games, 3 game minimum. Over 100 college coaches attended last year. 

Friday night College I D games will be available. ~lete tournament i nf,:)~ matien on Socce~America. com. 

Saturday, Aug. 3,2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 



Men’s Open Division and Women’s Open Division 

22ND ANNUAL LONG 1SLAND WOMEN’S SOCCER TOURNAMENT ............................................................................................................................................................... 

Stony Brook University P-Lot Fields Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

LIWSL is proud to announce their 22nd Annual Long Island Women’s Soccer League Tournament. The tournament contains a 

women’s open division and a men’s open division. Level of play: competitive to very competitive. Format: 1 lvl 1 ; 4 games, 70 

minutes each; 3 offidals for every game. ~lete l:ournament information on So£cerAmedca,com, 

Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

U15-U19 

KfRt<WOOD PAUL WELLBORN BOYS COLLEGE SHOWCASE ................................................................................................................................................... 

Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, July 2, 2013 

We feature 15 quality grass fields, three of which are Bermuda grass and one synthetic turf field Many of the games will be played 

at the KSC fields. ~Ie[:e tournm~ent information on S,:x:(:erAmeric:~.com. 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 11, 2013 

US-Adult 

York Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams vail play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~fete tournament information on Soccel%merica,com, 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 11, 2013 

U9-U18 

SOCCER IN THE SAND- ROCHESTER 
Ontario Beach Park New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 27, 2013 

A two day small sided 5v5 soccer tournament played in the sand with goalkeepers creating lots of shots and GOALS! This is an 

exdting~ fun-filled weekend at the beach for the entire family! ~)lete l:ou~nament information on SoccerAmedca,com, 

Monday, Aug. 12, 2013 through Friday, Aug. 16, 2013 

8-15 

CHAg’~PtONS INTERNATIONAL O.sdV~P ......................................................................................... 
The Oval in Queens New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Be a champion this summer with Italian chapions Allesandro "billy" Costucura, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo 

Ambrosini in this once in a lifetime camp experience that focuses on defensive play. The camp will be hosted by the "Oval" in 

Queens, IIY August 12-16 from 9-5 daily with games and family celebration on Friday. To register for more information visit our 

www.cic-camps.com ... 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U8-U19 

~CDONOGH / PIPELINE SC SUt~ER CLA~StC 
McDonogh School and Garrison Forrest School Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, July 31,2013 

The tournament is currently sanctioned as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer teams pending approval 

International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can apply now. 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U19 

OBGC CAPITAL CUP 
Ellicott City, OIney, Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

ug-u15 

KEYSTONE CUP 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ Aug. 12~ 2013 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

ug-u14 Boys and Girls Premier and Travel Teams/Mens Open 

DICK"S SPORTING GOODS h~,ID-STATE CLASSIC 



Harrisburg Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

- Three referee system - 3 games minimum - Full game format- 85 plus teams - New grass fields 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

U10-U18 

7TH ANNUAL DISCOVERY CLIP 
Boyds Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 

The Maryland SoccerPlex invites your team to apply for partidpation in the 7th Annual DISCOVERY CUP! The tournament is a 

premier level tournament for highly competitive GIRLS teams and has gained notoriety for its rising level of play and 

competitiveness! ALL teams will play their games at the finest soccer complex in the United States...a fadlity consisting of 12 

bluegrass fields, 7 bermuda ... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday~ Oct. 13~ 2013 

U9-U18 Girls 

FREDERICK CUP GIRLS PREMIER TOURNA~v~EN] 
Kirkwood Soccer Club Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Sept. 7, 2013 

Kirkwood Soccer Club presents the Frederick Cup Girls Premier tournament to be held over Columbus Day Weekend (October 12- 

13, 2013). This is a Premier Girls event open to teams in the U09 to U18 age groups. This tournament will have divisions for all levels 

of play (premier, elite ~ classic travel). ~lete tournarl~ent information en So~(:erAmerica.cem. 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Girls U11-U19 

WAGS RAEL VODtCKA MEMORb.XL TOURN~-%~ENT PRESEHTED BY THE H$CAA 
Northern VA Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U19 

SAC COLUMBUS DAY ..................................................... 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

The SAC Columbus Day Tournament is open to all competitive and classic dub teams. This is a US Club. All teams must be affiliated 

and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations, US Club Soccer, SAY or AYSO. The 

tournament is also open to any international teams in the CONCACAF region. Where: The primary sites will be Covenant Park, 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

UIS-U19 Girls 

CHARLOTTE MORAN GIRLS SHOWCASE 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ Nov. 2, 2013 

The CMGCS Tournaments are open to U15-U19 Girls teams. A ONE day Showcase will be held on Friday, November 29th and a TWO 

day Showcase will be held on November 30-December 1 at the Kirkwood Soccer Complex in New Castle, Delaware. This premier 

soccer facility is home to 13 quality fields, including 3 Bermuda grass fields and 1 Field-Turf synthetic field. Join us in ... 

................................................................................................... 

Monday, June 24, 2013 through Friday, June 28, 2013 

8-15 

C.HA~PIONS tN[ERNA[IONAL CA~P 
Lockhart Stadium Ft Lauderdale/Miami Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, June 10, 2013 

Be a champion this summer with Italian champions Allesandro "Billy’ Costacurta~ Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo 

Ambrosini in a once in a life time camp experience that focuses on defensive play. The camp will be held in Ft Lauderdale at 

Striker’s historical Lockhart Stadium. The camp will be June 24th-28th from 9-5 daily and a speda[ games day on Friday with a ... 

Monday, July 15, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U18 

DISNEY CUP INTERNATIONAL YOUTH SOCCER TOURNA~Y~ENT PRESENTED BY AS ROFFA .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ June 15, 2013 



Take on the world in the middle of the magic at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! The Disney International Cup presented by 

AS Roma attracts teams from more than 20 countries and offers young athletes and their families a once in a lifetime tournament 

travel experience. This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all USSF/FIFA affiliated organizations for boys ... 

Monday, July 15, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U18119 

DISNEY IN1ERNA]IONAL CUP PRESENTED BY AS ROMA .......................................................................................................................................... 

Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Take on the world in the middle of the magic at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! The Disney International Cup presented by 

AS Roma attracts teams from more than 20 countries and offers young athletes and their families a once in a lifetime tournament 

travel experience. This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all USSFIFIFA affiliated organizations for boys ... 

Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U9-U14 

DISNEY PREoSEASQN SOCCER KICK-OFF PRESENTED ~Y o.~S ROk~A FOOTBALL CLUB .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Start your season the right way at the Disney Pre-Season Soccer Kick-Off presented by AS Roma Football Club. This youth 

tournament will be held at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex and is open to boys and girls U9-U14. Kick-off your season and 

spend a weekend at the Walt Disney World(R) Resort! This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to all ... 

................................................................................................... 

Friday, Aug. 16, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U9-U14 

DISNEY PRE-SEASON SOCCER ~<tCK~OFF PRESENTED BY AS ROkt~ 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Kick-off your season at the Disney Pre-Season Soccer Kick-Off presented by AS Roma. This youth tournament will be held at the 

ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex and is open to boys and girls ug-u14. The top two finishers in the U13 and U14 age groups 

earn an automatic berth into the Disney Junior Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma in November. This ... 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U10-U18 

TWIN CITY CLASSIC .................................................. 
BB&T Soccer Park in Advance, NC North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U15-U18 

WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier presented by AS Roma Football Club maybe your ticket to the Proving Ground. The top two 

finishers in each age group at the Qualifier will earn an automatic berth into the Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma 

Football Club (UIS-U18) in December, and the winners will be guaranteed a spot in the top flight. This is an FYSA Sanctioned ... 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

UIS-U18119 

DISNEY’ SOCCER SHOWCASE ~UAI..IFIER PRESENTED BY AS 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier presented by AS Roma may be your ticket to the Proving Ground. The top two finishers in each 

age group (U15-U18) at the Qualifier will earn an automatic berth into the Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma in 

December, with the winners guaranteed a spot in the top flight. This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to ... 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U-10-U-19 

PLtBLIX AIL~N]A CLIP ....................................................... 
Atlanta Georgia (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 1, 2013 

Georgia Soccer is pleased to invite your team to apply to the Publix Atlanta Cup - Labor Day weekend, August 31- September 2, 

2013. Now in its 35th year, the tournament has become one of the premier tournaments in the country. Already a Labor Day 

Weekend fixture in the Southeast~ the Publix Atlanta Cup is one of the biggest and most competitive three-day tournaments in ... 



Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U18 

OCYS BOYS’ LABOR, DAY TOURN/-~V, ENT ................................................................................................... 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Regon) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 

Wrap up the summer with the OCYS Labor Day tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys U9-U18. 

Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

U9-I0-I 1-12-13-14 

UNITED SOCCER CUP ...................................................... 
Plantation Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline; Friday, Sept, 6, 2013 

The United Soccer Cup will be played Saturday and Sunday, September 28-29, 2013. Local teams may be asked to play on Fdday~ 

September 27. The tournament will be held in Plantation, Florida at the Pine Island Soccer Complex and Central Park. United 

Soccer Cup is sanctioned by US Club Soccer and is opened to all US Soccer affiliates (FYSA, AYSO, USSSA, etc.). FYSA passes ... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U18 

OCYS GIRLS’ COLUMBUS DAY TOURNAMENT 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline; Wednesday~ Oct, 2~ 2013 

The GiNs FaN Fes~val Tournament is a highly compe~tive tournament is ~eared for ~r[s U9-U18~ hem over Columbus Day Weekend, 

Saturday, Nov. 9, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U-9 through U-18 

FCCA CAROLINA SHOOTOUT 
Concord North Carolina (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ Oct. 18, 2013 

The FCCA 9th Annual CAROLINA SHOOTOUT is for U9-U18 Recreation, Academy, Challenge, and Classic, Boys ~t Girls teams. The 

Tournament’s main fields are located in Concord, NC, minutes from Concord Mills Shopping Center with majority of the games 

being held at the pristine Frank Liske Park. !~![~?~!}~!Le~!~!![]}~¢[~?~]}~!d!]}~9~{~[!~!~![~!!?~9~[!].e.~{~)~Le~[!~:~[~!!~{!~ 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

U11-U14 

DISNEY JUNIOR SOCCER SHOWCASE PP~ESENIED BY AS RO~ .............................................................................................................................................................. 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re~ion) 

Disney Junior Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma offers younger elite teams the chance to experience the same great 

national competition and top-notch tournament organization as their older counterparts in the original Disney Soccer Showcase 

in December. This is a great way to build your team’s resume on their way to the Proving Ground. This is an FYSA Sanctioned 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Monday, Dec. 30, 2013 

UIS-U18 

.~2!.~.~.~.~....~.=~.~.~.B..~.~.@~.~.B..E.r~.~.~.~Z~.L~L.::t~...B.~.~:~...!.E~.@~.~.). 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Regon) 

Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma is the ultimate place for elite teams to be seen by hundreds of college coaches 

looking for great soccer talent. Rated #1 youth soccer tournament in the U.S. in a Soccer America survey, Disney Soccer 

Showcase ~ives athletes a chance to shine on one of the biggest stages set for youth soccer in this country. This ... 

................................................................................................... 

Tuesday, Dec. 31, 2013 through Friday, Jan. 3, 2014 

U15-U18 

DISNEY SOCCER SHOWCASE PRESENTED BY AS ROMA iGIRL.S} 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Regon) 

Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma is the ultimate place for elite teams to be seen by hundreds of college coaches 

looking for great soccer talent. Rated #1 youth soccer tournament in the U.S. in a Soccer America survey, Disney Soccer 

Showcase ~ives athletes a chance to shine on one of the biggest stages set for youth soccer in this country. This ... Com~dete 

Saturday, Jan. 18, 2014 through Monday, Jan. 20, 2014 

DISNEY 3V3 SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIPS 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Bisney 3v3 Soccer Championships is the ultimate culmination of 3v3 tournaments around the country. Playing at ESPN Wide World 

of Sports Complex is an unforgettable experience where you’ll be treated like a champion and can celebrate like one too! If your 



team participates in one of the ChaUen~e 3v3, Kick-it 3v3 or 3v3 Live tournaments around the country and places 1st through 

Saturday, Feb. i5, 20i4 throush Monday, Feb. 17, 20i4 

U9-U18ii9 

DISNEY PRESIDENT’S DAY SOCCER FESTIVAL PRESENTED BY AS ROt~A 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re!lion) 

Spend your winter break outdoors at ESPH Wide World of Sports Complex! Disney President’s Day Soccer Festival presented by AS 

Roma will be filled with !]real soccer competition and !~reat fun for the whole family in the middle of Walt Disney World(R) Resort. 

In addition, we will be extendin!] an invitation to all coRe~e coaches who will be attendin8 the Disney Soccer Showcase ... 

Friday, April 18, 2014 throush Sunday, April 20, 2014 

U9-U18119 

DISNEY SPRING SOCCER INVITATIONAL PRESENTED BY AS ROf4A 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando FIoMda (South Regon) 

What better way to spend your sprin!~ holiday than partidpatin~ in the Disney Sprin!~ Soccer Invitational presented by AS Roma 

which features a minimum 3-~ame ~uarantee for all teams with certified referees. SpedaUy-pdced packages for athletes, coaches 

and spectators include hotel accommodations, theme park tickets, transportation and admission to all tournament !~ames. Disney 

Sprin~ Soccer Invitational is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open ... 

Friday, June 14, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

WAL~,¼RT ALL AMERK:AN CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

Come and play in the 7th Annual Walmart All American Cup. Featurin~ full length !lames, teams from the five state area and playin!] 

all ~ames in one location. 

Friday, June 14, 2013 throush Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u12 

WOODBURY SLIMMER CLASSIC LIg-U12 
Bieleber~ Sports Center Minnesota (Mid-West Re!lion) 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 throush Saturday, June 22, 2013 

Hish School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - DETROIT~ MICHIGAN SE~,INAR ~ CLINIC 
Oakland Yard inWaterford, MI Ohio (Mid-West Re~ion) 

The Premier Col[e~e Combine Clinic wil[ be an event where both boys and 8iris come £{et trained by collese coache% seen by 

college coaches and talk to college coaches. We will also be holdin~ a Collese Plannin8 Seminar where players and parents will 

learn what to look for in a coUese / university, what to look for in a soccer prosram, how to talk to ... ~..o.![~p.}.~9..~?.~.[t2.~![~£!~ 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 throush Sunday, June 30, 2013 

U9-U18 

SOCCER IN THE SAND- GRAND HAVEN ................................................................................................ 

Grand Haven State Park Michisan (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ June 15, 2013 

A two day sinai[ sided 5v5 soccer tournament played in the sand with 8oalkeepers creatin8 lots of shots and GOALS! This is an 

exdtin!], fun-filled weekend at the beach for the entire family! ~!?[~!]?.!.e.~.!9..~!}.~.~[{!~[~!.e.~.{!~.!L!![~}[[}?.~![!!?[L2~!.~.~}~[~[~.{[}9.~!.~.:!]2~]}.: 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 throush Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U9-19 Boys and Girls 

AC MILAN CONTINEN]AL CLIP ........................................................................... 
North Coast Premier Soccer Complex Ohio (Mid-West Re81on) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1~ 2013 

The AC Milan Continental Cup, a part of the [arser Continental Cup International Youth Sports Festival, is an annual event in 
Cleveland, OH. This yea¢s event will FUn from Ju[y 4-7, 2013 at the North Coast Premier Soccer Complex. Teams from around the 
world will converse on Northeast Ohio to compete for the pFestisious Continental Cup Crown. In 2012 over 3,000 athletes ... 

Friday, July 5, 2013 throush Sunday, July 7, 2013 

Mens Open, 30+, 40+, Womens Open, Coed Open, 30+ 



Columbus Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 1, 2013 

ENTRY FEE: S300.00 A TEAM DOUBLE ELIMINATION PAY OUTS: FIRST-S600.00 A TEAM SECOND- $400.00 A TEAM INDOOR FACILITY WITH 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 through Saturday, July 6, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - CLEVELAND - CONTINENTAL CUP COMBINE E CLINIC 
North Coast Soccer Complex - Lodi Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

The Premier College Combine Clinic will be an event where both boys and girls come get trained by college coaches~ seen by 

college coaches and talk to college coaches. We have partnered with The Continental Cup Tournament based in Cleveland Ohio 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

SCHWAN’S USA CUP WEEKEND 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June I, 2013 

A Weekend kickoff tournament to the largest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere, featuring top 

level competition, a three game guarantee and an athlete party. Games all played in one location. ComDlete 1:oumament 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3--MfLWAUKEE ................................................................. 
Milwaukee Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams wilt play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick it 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lel:e teurnament 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-..ST. LOUIS 
St, Louis Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

U9-U18 

SOCCER IN THE SAND- CLEVELAND ......................................................................................... 
Headlands Beach Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 29, 2013 

A two day small sided 5v5 soccer tournament played in the sand with goalkeepers creating lots of shots and GOALS! This is an 

exdting~ fun-filled weekend at the beach for the entire family! ~)l,:.~e tou~nan~ent information on SoccerAmedca,~:om, 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U19 

SCHWAN’S USA CUP .................................................... 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

Come experience the largest international youth soccer tournament in the Western Hemisphere. Every July~ more then over 950 

teams come to the Ilational Sport Center to compete and partidpate in activities, to create memories that will last a lifetime. 

Teams of all abilities and levels are accepted into this flighted tournament. ~.~)jg.!~j~.~9.V.[~t[0~.~.!.~:~i.o.[!)!~tgt!.~.~ 

.......................................... 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

High School Teams Only 

NSCAA HIGH SCHOOL SLIMMER SHOWCASE ............................................................................................................. 
Indianapolis Indiana (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 15, 2013 

The Indiana Champions League and the NSCAA proudly presents the 2013 NSCAA High School Summer Showcase to be hosted at 



the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IH (Indianapolis, Indiana). Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to cart 

itself "Home of Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Friday, July 19, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE .. NSCAA HIGH SCHOOL SLIMMER SHOWCASE COMBINE 8: Ct.IP,~IC 
Indianapolis Ohio (Mid-West Resion) 

The Premier College Combine Clinic will be an event where both boys and girls come get trained by college coaches, seen by 

college coaches and talk to college coaches. We have partnered with The HSCAA High School Summer Showcase based in 

Indianapolis~ Indiana ~lel:~.¯ teurnamen~ inl-om~Bon orl Secce~m~.~rica.com. 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

KICK IT 3V3-oCHICAGO 
Chicago Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Re81onal Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Saturday, July 20, 2013 

U9-U18 

SOCCER IN THE SAND- k’~fCHIGAN CITY 
Washington Park Beach Indiana (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 6, 2013 

A smart sided 5v5 soccer tournament played in the sand with goalkeepers creating lots of shots and GOALS! This is an exciting, 

fun-fitted day at the beach for the entire family! 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

High School 

PREMIER COLLEGE COMBINE - SLIPPERY ROCK UNIVERSITY OF PA ........................................................................................................................................................................ 
Slippery Rock University Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

The Premier College Combine Clinic will be an event where both boys and girls come get trained by college coaches, seen by 

college coaches and talk to college coaches. ~£ete tourrlam~,~nt inferm~don orl SeccerAm~,~rica,o:)n~, 

Friday, July 26, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

men and women adults 

29TH ANNUAL GOAL FOR GOAL SOCCER TOURH/-qC~ENT 
~chita, Kansas Kansas (Mid-West Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

A 6 v 6 tournament for Open A Men, Open A Women, Over 40 men, and Over 50 men. 

Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

ug-u18 

SOCCER IN THE SAND- DETROIT .................................................................................. 
Metro Beach Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

A small sided 5v5 soccer tournament played in the sand with goalkeepers creating lots of shots and GOALS! This is an exdting, 

fun-filled weekend at the beach for the entire family! *Sat- Boys Sun- Girls 

.......................................... 

Friday, Aug. 16, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

U8-U14 

CLLIB OHIO MIDWEST SHOOTOUT 
Dublin Ohio (Mid-West Re81on) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

From the Club who brings you the Nike Cup Challenge, which is one of the best mid-west spring tournaments, we now offer: The 

Midwest Shootout. The Midwest Shootout is the weekend of August 17-18, 2013 in Dubin, OH All games will be played at Soccer First 

We plan on providing top competition. The Midwest Shootout is sanctioned by the United States Youth Soccer Association ... 

Friday, Aug. 16, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 

US-U19 

CHALLENGER FALL CLASSIC ....................................................................... 



Shawnee Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 26, 2013 

The Challenger Fall Classic (CFC) on August 16-18, 2013 is the first tournament event of the 2013114 season for lower-level premier 

(DII, 18, IV, V) and recreational teams. All other events at this time of year cater to the ’elite’ premier teams only. However, the 

CFC will offer your team the perfect opportunity to prepare for the fall season by playing against other ... ~..o.!:~..~.~.t.~...t..o..~.L~}?.~!.~?.~!3~ 

Friday, Aug. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

UT-U14 Boys; U7-U18 Girls 

PUMA 2013 ANHUAL MIDWEST FALL SOCCERFEST ............................................................................................................................. 
POLONIA SOCCER COMPLEX, FRANKLIN, WISCONSIN Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 29, 2013 

The PUMA 2013 Annual Midwest Fall Soccer Fest is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA 2013 Midwest Fall Fest 

is hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from all 

States and teams/clubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition ... 

Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

Boys U8-14115, Girls U8-19 

BOWLING GREEN FALL SOCCER CHALLENGE .................................................................................................................. 
Bowling Green Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 22, 2013 

Bowling Green Fall Soccer Challenge August 24-25, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams will receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club Age Brackets Boys U9(UB), ug, UI0, UI I, U12, U13, U14115, Girls U9(UB), ug, UI0, UI I, U12, U13, U14, UI 

U 16 ... 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8-U14 Boys ~t Girls 

SCHWABEN CLIP 
Buffalo Grove Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

Competitive youth soccer tournament on some of the most pristine grass fields in the northwest suburbs of Illinois. Intimate family 

fun tournament located all at one site. 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8 to U14 

/~4EAD CUSA (’}LIP 
Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ July 15~ 2013 

Tournament located in the Dayton ON area. 34th year this upcoming Labor day 2013. Over 500 teams aged U8 to U14 a Platinum 

level tourney. Over 50 irrigated fields aR in three locations. BIGGEST trophies and BEST COMPETITION you will get. Three levels of 

Friday, Sept. 27, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

U8-U19 

CHALLENGER SPORTS tNVf[ATIONAL ............................................................................................. 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 16~ 2013 

The Challenger Sports Invitational (CSI) on September 27-29, 2013 is the premier fall event in the Midwest! The tournament will be 

played at the $36 million Overland Park Soccer Complex in Overland Park, KS. The Challenger Sports Invitational (CSI) will attract 

teams from all over Regions II ~t Ill and will cater to ALL top level premier teams. Two divisions will be offered (Gold and ... 

Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U7-U15 

CREW FALL CLASSIC 
Columbus, OH Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 

The second annual Crew Fall Classic will feature multiple levels of competition for boys and girls teams from U7 up to U14/15. 

Registration is now open! Co~£~/ete tournament inforn"~ation on SoccerAmerica.com. 

Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U9 through U14 Boys and Girls 

NSC FALL CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 13, 2013 



Come play in the largest fall soccer tournament in the midwest. The eigith annual Fall Cup features great competition for boys 

and girls ages U9 to U14, featuring games played in one location at the National Sports Center in Blaine, MH. 

Thursday, Oct. 24, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

U9-U14 

I<KIK-OR..TREAT INDOOR YOUTH 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 11~ 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exdting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: dub~ intra-dub~ tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. Age groups are, 

U9/10, Ull, U12, U13, U14. ~f~.~l:e teurnam~.~nt inl-e~m~tion on Secce~America.com. 

Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

US-U18 Boys- US-U19 Girls 

WAZA SPOOKT/-\CULAR ........................................................... 

Monroe/Dundee Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2013 

Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to the Waza Spooktacular Tournament on October 25-27, 2012, hosted by Waza FC West 

South and MASA at Munson Park in Monroe, MI. This year’s Spooktacular will offer competition for boys and girls in the U8 

through U18 age groups. The Spooktacular format calls for three preliminary-round games with Final Matches in each division ... 

Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

Men’s Open 

KICK-OR-TREAT INDOOR ADULT 
National Sports Center~ Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this HaUoween for fun and exalting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: club, intra-dub, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. ~ 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U7 through HS 

.~I~..~.E!.ME..~?. O.~!.2U.~,~!.~...F..=.E&LL.~N.~.~Z~.U~ 
Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Oct. 14~ 2013 

Southside Fall Shootout November 8 - 10~ 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: October 1, 2013 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) S250, U9 - UlO (6v6) S325, Ull - U12 (8v8) 

$375, U13 - U15 E~ HS (11v11) $475 Contact Name/Address: Shane Dewald 16400 MuNen Road, Belton, MO 64012 Contact 

Email:sdewald@beltonparks.com ... 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

UIS-U19 

CREW YOUTH NOVEMBER SHOWCASE 
Columbus, OH Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 30, 2013 

This high-level friendly showcase event features top teams from the Crew Youth system along with other top clubs in the region. 

Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 8, 2013 

U10-U19 

CHALLENGER SEASON FINALE r~ SHOWCASE 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Nov. 1, 2013 

To provide an event to connect college coaches and prospective players, Challenger Sports hosts the Season Finale ~t Showcase 

event at the Overland Park Soccer Complex. This event offers the High School aged player a chance of showcasing their talents in 

front of college coaches from all over the Midwest, as well as giving the younger players an end of year tournament to display 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR YOUTH 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exalting competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament. 



Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January Ist. 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

Men’s Rec and Men’s Open 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR ADULT 
Blaine Mhmesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and excitin~ competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament 

Adult Version. Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January 1st. ~/ete tournament informabon on 

.......................................... 

Friday, Jan. 17, 2014 throu@h Monday, Jan. 20, 2014 

U8-U19 

WIN1ER MAGIC INDOOR 1OURNAMENi .................................................................................................. 
Overland Park Kansas (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

The Winter Ma~ic is now in its 27th year and has established itself as one of the TOP indoor tournaments in the country. 

Attractin8 200+ teams each year from Oklahoma, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas and Missouri, the V~nter Masic is a showcase for the very 

best players in the Midwest and is an incredible weekend of fast-paced and excitin~ indoor soccer action. Com~Hete tournament 

h]f~rmabon on SoccerAmeHca.com. ......................................................................... 

Friday, March 21, 2014 through Sunday, March 23, 2014 

US-U19 

EMERAL D CUP .. BOYS 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 7, 2014 

The Emerald Cup is a 8real sprin8 event @eared towards all levels of competitive soccer teams throushout the Midwest. It provides 

a ~reat opportunity for teams to compete and work tosether early on in the sprin8 season. In total, over 400 teams will 

participate over the two weekends, providin~ a ~reat tournament atmosphere for everyone involved. Great competition with ALL 

Friday, March 28, 2014 throush Sunday, March 30, 2014 

US-U19 

EMERALD CUP .. GIRLS 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 14, 2014 

The Emerald Cup is a 8real sprin8 event @eared towards all levels of competitive soccer teams throushout the Midwest. It provides 

a ~reat opportunity for teams to compete and work to~lether early on in the spdn~ season. In total, over 400 teams will 

participate over the two weekends, providin~ a 8real tournament atmosphere for everyone involved. Great competition with ALL 

Friday, April 25, 2014 through Sunday, April 27, 2014 

US-U19 

CHALLENGER CLiP 
Shawnee Kansas (Mid-West Re~]ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, March 21, 2014 

The Cha[tenser Cup, on April 25-27, 2014, is a 8reat mid-season tournament for tower level premier (DII, Ill, IV, V) and recreational 

teams. Ati other events at this time of year cater to the ’elite’ premier teams only. However, the Challenser Cup v~ll offer your 

team(s) the perfect opportunity to prepare for the sprin8 season by p[ayin~ a~ainst other teams of similar ability ... ~.9!]]~j~!~ 

................................................................................................... 

Friday, May 16, 2014 through Sunday, May 18, 2014 

U6-U14 

LEAWOOD SOCCER FES[ ................................................................ 

Leawood Kansas (Mid-West Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 18, 2014 

An end of season tournament for recreational teams only! This is a unique opportunity for your team to play against the 

recreational teams of other clubs, at one of the finest soccer complexes in Kansas City! .~.~!}~{!I!.~..~.t..e.~..!:.(.!!.~.~..a.![L~}.~.~!!}.!P~.!~!!.a.~!!.(.!!}..!.~}~ 

Friday, May 16, 2014 throush Sunday, May 18, 2014 

U13-U19 

CREW CLIP 8~ SHOWCASE ................................................................. 

Columbus, OH Ohio (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 31, 2014 

The second annual Crew Cup ~t Showcase wi[I feature feature co[le~e showcase match-ups for boys and 8iris at U15 and older. 

The top clubs in the resion will also be sendin~ their U13 and U14 teams to join in this hish-level event. Cm-~)~ete l:ou~nament: 

h]f~rmabon on SoccerAmeHca.com. ......................................................................... 



Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

U15-19 

Tulsa, OK Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Oct. 20, 2013 

Top and largest college showcase in Oklahoma with college coaches from ALL college divisions. College coaches love coming to 

this event because of the wide demographic mix of teams. Last year featured teams from 9 different state associations. Games 

played at high quality complexes and also features other events such as college seminar for all participants. ~lete tournament 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

ug-u18 

SOCCER IN THE SAND- SEASIDE: OREGON 
Seaside Beach Oregon (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, June 1, 2013 

A two day small sided 5v5 soccer tournament played in the sand with goalkeepers creating lots of shots and GOALS! This is an 

exdting~ fun-filled weekend at the beach for the entire family! ~l,:.~le tournament information on 5occerAmedca.com. 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 through Sunday, June 16, 2013 

U5-Adult 

Denver Colorado (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7, 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 

the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~..o.!)?j~J.~:~..~.~!jO)...a.[}:t~:):.j.:))~g.~):O~J:j.:[L.o.:). 

.......................................... 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 through Sunday, June 23, 2013 

U8 to U19 

~ICKfN’ f[ CHALLENGE .......................................................... 
Escondido California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, May 19, 2013 

This one of a kind youth soccer tournament brings the fight against breast cancer to the San Diego area soccer fields on June 22- 

23, 2013. One hundred percent of the proceeds will be donated to the San Diego Affiliate of the Susan G. Komen for the Cure 

Breast Cancer Foundation. Games will be played at the Frances Ryan Soccer Park in Escondido, California. To ... Comj~dete 

Friday, June 28, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

Y 7-14; A 18-over 

WESTSOUND FC SLt~V~ER CLASSIC 
Silverdale Washington (West Region) 

Entry Deadline; Friday~ June 21, 2013 

Open to youth 7-14 (boys and girls) with an ADULT tournament in the evenings (ages 18 and older.) Lowest entry fees in Wash. 

state this year! ~-~-}~p-~-e-:S~:~.}~:!~]~}~!}~[~(~-a-~-~-}~Lg~]~:[j‘~}~::~g~]~: 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 through Sunday, June 30, 2013 

US-Adult 

I<ICK IT 3V3..-PORTLAND 
Portland Oregon (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 21~ 2013 

Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the Top 3 Teams in 

Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - Qualification for 

the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~:~}!}[!{!}.~.e....!:~!!}j[]}.~[}?.~]}.!:[!]}~!E~[O~j.~[}..~}]}. 

Friday, July 5, 2013 through Sunday, July 7, 2013 

U15-U19 

NSCAA COLLEG E SHOWCASE - NORTHWEST ................................................................................................................. 
WPFC Field Complex Washington (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 7, 2013 



The NSCAA CoUege Showcase - Northwest will take place July 5-7, 2013. Premier, Elite and Classic brackets may be available, 

depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Northwest is open to all competitive premier and elite club teams. This is a 

US Club sanctioned tournament~ All teams must be affiliated and their players registered with USSF through their respective state 

associations or US Club Soccer ... 

Monday, July 8, 2013 through Friday, July 12, 2013 

8-15 

CHAMPIONS INrERNA[IONAL CAMPS ............................................................................................ 
Call Poly Pomona, Los Angeles California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, June 30~ 2013 

Be a champion this summer with Italian Champions Allesandro "Billy" Costucurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massiomo 

Ambrosini in a once in a life time soccer experience that focuses on defensive play. The camp will be hosted by Steve Samson at 

Cal Polly Pomona, California on July 8-12, 2013 from 9-5 daily with a spedal game day and family celebration on Friday. To sign ... 

Friday, July 12, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

B/G U-10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,19 

EMFC ADIDAS PREf4IE~ CLIP 
Eugene Oregon (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, June 21~ 2013 

The Eugene Metro Futbol Club is offering a Premier Soccer Tournament for Elite, Premier and Select Tournament teams from 

across the United States. The tournament is US Club sanctioned and is accepting competitive teams from US CLUB and USYSA. -4 

game minimum -Sth game for teams making it to the Consolation or Championship round on Sunday -Medals for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th 

place -Online ... 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 through Sunday, July 14, 2013 

US-Adult 

IqCK IT 3VJ..-DENVER (JUI..¥) 
Denver Colorado (West Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 5~ 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Re81onal Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Friday, July 19, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

U10-U18 

STEAMBOAT MOUNTAIN SOCCER TOURN/@~ENT ........................................................................................................................ 
Steamboat Springs Colorado (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 24, 2013 

We are well known for the fun, competitive atmosphere of our matches as well as the majestic setting in the cool mountain air, 

great activities for all ages and a welcoming, friendly community that makes Steamboat Springs one of the premier family resort 

destinations in the country! Registration is open for UlO-U18 Girls ~ Boys~ Competitive ~ Premier teams. SMST is structured to 

offer fair competition within the Competitive (Silver) division; therefore Premier (GOLD) teams are welcome in age groups U11-U16 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

US-Adult 

IqCK IT 3V3..-DES ,~AOINES 
Des Moines Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 12, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships andlor the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 through Sunday, July 21, 2013 

ug-u11 

t~PACT SUMMEr( CHALLENGE ........................................................................... 
Brentwood California (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 1, 2013 

Impact Soccer Club is pleased to announce the Summer Challenge Tournament, held in beautiful Brentwood, California. The 

Summer Challenge is tailored for U9-U11 Boys ~t Girls teams to help maximize their season. There will be both Classes I & 3 levels. 

This tournament is sanctioned by US Club Soccer. We encourage all skill levels to come out and join us! The main site will be 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 through Saturday, July 27, 2013 

U-8 to U-16 Boys 8~ Girls Divisions 



[HE HAWAII CLIP 
Wailuku, Maul Hawaii (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May I, 2013 

26th Annual A US CLUB SOCCER SANCTIOHED TOURNAMENT ~)lete 1:ou~nim~ent information on SoccerAmedca .corn. 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

U16, U17, U18 

COLLEGE SEARCH ~ICKOFF ...................................................................... 
Muscatine Iowa (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 

College Search Kickoff (CSK) is an invitational showcase for youth soccer players who want to play on the college level and are 

getting ready to enter their junior or senior year in high school in the fall. USA and Canadian U16, U17 and U18 club and league 

select teams registered for the 2012-2013 seasonal year are eligible. Collegelnfo and the lowa Soccer Assodation sponsor ... 

Friday, July 26, 2013 through Sunday, July 28, 2013 

US-Adult 

~(fCK I’[" 3V3~-VAIL ............................................. 

vail Colorado (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, July 19, 2013 

3v3 Tournament Each Player Receives: - Minimum of 3 Games (most teams will play 4 to 7 games) - Awards for Each Player on the 

Top 3 Teams in Each Division - Chance to win great prizes at on-site contests - Opportunity to sample fantastic Sponsor items - 

Qualification for the Kick It 3v3 Regional Championships and/or the Kick It 3v3 World Championships! ~lete tournim~ent 

information on SoccerArnerica.com. ......................................................................... 

Friday, Au~. 2, 2013 through Sunday, Au~. 4, 2013 

Uli - U16 

2013 DUNGENESS CUP 
Sequim Washington (West Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, July 7~ 2013 

The Second Annual Dungeness Cup Tournament ( dungenesscup.com ) located in Sequim, Washington : Bringing together Boys’ & 

Girls’ teams throughout the Pacific Northwest[ Come join us on the beautiful Olympic Peninsula for a fantastic soccer weekend. 

Ull - U16 Competitive / Select Boys’ Et Girls’ Teams. Hosted by Storm King Select Soccer Club ( stormkingsoccer.com ). Sanctioned 

by Washi ngton State Youth Soccer Assodation and US Youth Soccer. ~9[~I~!2~g~)~[~{~[~2~{~!~]‘~!~)~t9~%~L¢~[~g[~:~: 

Monday, Au~. 5, 2013 through Friday, Au~. 9, 2013 

8-15 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL 
Seattle Washington (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 

Become a champion this summer with Italian legends Allesandro "Billy" Costacurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo 

Ambrosini in this once in a lifetime camp experience that focuses on defensive play. The Camp will be hosted by Ben Percora of 

FSB sound at Bremerton Stadium in Seattle, Washington August 5th-9th 2013 from 9-5 with a tournament day on Friday and a family 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Au~. 11, 2013 

Boys ~t Girls U9 - U19 

VENTURA COUNTY FUSION INVITATIONAL ......................................................................................................... 
Ventura California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

The Ventura County Fusion Invitational is a Class I ~ III Tournament open to all U.S. Youth Soccer, U.S. Club Soccer ~ AYSO teams. 

All teams play on great fields within Ventura County and get to experience the great Southern California Coast weather. All 

Champions receive a trophy ~ medals. All Finalists receive medals. Multiple team discounts are offered to 5 or more teams 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 through Sunday, Au~. 11, 2013 

U12-U15 

IMPACT N ETO CORONA SHOOTOU[ 
Brentwoad California (West Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. I, 2013 

Impact Soccer Club is p[eased to announce the Neto Corona Shootout Tournament~ he[d in beautifu[ Brentwood, California. The 
Neto Corona Shootout is tailored for UI2-UI 5 Boys Et Girls teams to help maximize their season. There will be both Classes i & 3 
leve[s. We encourage aR skil[ levels to come out and join us! The main site will be Sunset Park with the additional sites to ... 

Saturday, Au~. 17, 2013 through Sunday, Au~. 18, 2013 

U-10 to U-16 

REDWOOD CLASSIC YOUFH SOCCER IOURN,~ENI 



Arcata California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

20th Annual Redwood Classic Tournament, on California’s northwest coast, hosted by Mad River Youth Soccer League. Sanctioned 

by Ca[North/CYSA~ and open to all USYS/USSF teams, including US Club, Oregon and Nevada teams. We feature coo[ August days, grass 
fields, and goalie wars. And lots of redwood trees! ~C~‘~f~n~I~!~t~t~)~r~a~!~n~t~!~[~n~!3~!~:~:" 

Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

U9-U19 B/G 

2013 AJaX UNITED F~LL [OURNA/V~EN[ ................................................................................................... 
Modesto and Ripon California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 

Time for our Fall tournament and it will be one of the best in the area. Does your team got what it takes, apply now and saveSS! 

Get into the fun of one of the treasued tournaments of the central valley. We are expecting teams from Northern and Southern 

California, Bay area, and Nevada. Teams return to us because we do our best to ... ~:~!!:(!{!}.~:~.e....!:~!!!):]}.~[}?.~]}.L!]}~!?.{f[!~:~!2[}..~!]! 

.......................................... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 

Adult, women 

WOMEN’S 5V5 CHARITY TOURNAMENT BENEFITING NBCF 
Goals Soccer Center, South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Oct. 10, 2013 

We are very proud to partner with the National Breast Cancer Foundation and host the first annual Womens Charity 5v5 

Tournament. What better way to help support a cause and have a great day of soccer. Money raised for this event win be 

donated to the Foundation in their efforts of tackling Breast Cancer. This 5v5 Tournament is for adult women only, with a ... 

Saturday, Oct. 26, 2013 through Sunday~ Oct. 27~ 2013 

ug-uI4 

IMPACT BOO rEST ............................................... 
Brentwood California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Oct. 10, 2013 

Impact Soccer Club is pleased to announce the Boo Fest Tournament, held in beautiful Brentwood, California. The Boo Fest is 

tailored for U9-U11 Boys ~t GiNs teams to help maximize their season. There will be both Classes I ~t 3 leve[s. We encourage aN skill 

levels to come out and join us! This tournament is a costume tournament. All teams are encouraged to dress up in ... !~.~.!~.~ 

................................................................................................... 

Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013 through Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013 

Adult~ men 

MOS1ACHIO CUP CHARt]Y 5V5 TOUP, NA~ENT .................................................................................................................... 
Goals Soccer Center, South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Nov. 14, 2013 

It’s time once again to help support the Movember movement with moustaches and soccer. Hurry and register your team for this 

year’s Mostachio Cup. This years event and the moustaches should prove to be bigger and better. As before, you gotta have at 

least 2 people with moustaches on the team, with a maximum of 10 players per team. Movember is a ... Come,fete to~;~namen[ 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

8-19 

NO~ADS THAN KSG IVI NG TOU RNA~EN T ................................................................................................... 
San Diego California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct. 1, 2013 

The Nomads Soccer Club ~t Academy are a non-profit corporation. 1007~ of the funds raised at our tournaments goes back in to 

our soccer programs. We thank you for your continued support of the Nomads tournaments. We would also like to thank our 

sponsors Nike and Demosphere International and plus our partner hotels for their generous support. In addition, we appreciate 

the tireless efforts of ... 

Saturday, Dec. 14, 2013 through Saturday, Dec. 14, 2013 

U8-U14 

WINTER YOUTH CUP US-U14 
Goals Soccer Center, South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday~ Dec. 12, 2013 

The Winter Youth Cup is back. This developmental youth open tournament is a great way to end the year! This is a youth 

tournament which we expanded to include a Youth 14 and under division. This open tournament is open youth so girls can boys 

can play on the same team if they so choose. The divisions are 8 and under, 10 and under ... 



Thursday, June 20, 2013 through Sunday, June 23, 2013 

Boys - U17, U15~ U13, Ull, U9 / Girls- Open Age 

MY’I’I KAS CUP .................................. 
Greece International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, May 20, 2013 

WELCOME... to the place where UEFA EUROPEAN Under 19 Championship Final Tournamnet will be organized in 2015!!! Trying to 

find the largest and most international youth football tournament in Greece for your team? MYTIKAS CUP is the one you’re 

looking for... Since 1998 players, coaches and families are visiting every summer this youth footbaN tournament to play competitive 

matches against youth football clubs ... ~£~[~.!~£.~9.~[~[~£~[~£[~.~.[~}~.!~]~.~!£~..~[~..~2.~.~!~.~)~E~£~£~[~1~ 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 through Friday, July 12, 2013 

UlO to U18 

I<ANGA CUP - INTERNATIONAL 
Canberra, Australia International (International Re81on) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, May 31 ~ 2013 

PLEASE NOTE: This international tournament is in the Land DOWN UNDER - AUSTRALIA The Kanga Cup is the largest International 

Youth Football Tournament in the Southern Hemisphere. Held annually each July in Canberra, Australia. The week long event 

proudly champions the mission of ’Uniting the Youth of the World through Football’. The Kanga Cup is run by Capital Football, the 

governing body for football in ... ~det:~.~ ~ournament informatien on SoccerAmeri~:a.com. 

Monday, July 22, 2013 through Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Boys U19 to Ull and Girls U19 to U12 

.~AS!L.O.L!.Ie...H.~...R.BLS.G..~.~t ~ 
Hjrring Denmark International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, May 1, 2013 

Founded in 1982, Dana Cup welcomes more than 800 teams from 45 countdes each summer in Hjrdng, Denmark. The Worlds third 

largest and the Worlds most international youth soccer tournament with 90?0 foreign teams. Excellent grass fields in a safe 

environment with 20.000 participants playing in international groups. A fantastic organization with top class personal customer 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 through Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013 

U11, U13, U15, U17 Boys 

P~RAZIL FOOTBALL CLIP 2013 
Brasilia, Brazil International (international Region) 

The 6th edition of the BRAZIL FOOTBALL CUP 2013 will have 64 teams divided in 04 categories: U-11, U-13, U-I 5 and U-17 Boys. In 

the past editions of the tournament, teams have partidpated from Canada, Mexico, Uruguay, Ghana, United States, Scotland and 

S|ovenia. From Brasii, top dubs such as Fiuminense, Cruzeiro, F|amengo, Corinthians, Vitria da Bahia, Noroeste, Itabuna, Audax and 

Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 4, 2013 

U8 - U18 

CHALLENGE BROSSARD 
Brossard, Qubec, Canada International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, June 30, 2013 

The 28th edition of the Challenge Brossard is open to boys and ~irls from U8 to U18. In the past, teams from France, Mexico, 

Brazil, the United States and Canada have partidpated in this highly competitive tournament. The dty of Brossard is located in 

the suburbs of Montral. A real hotbed of creativity and culture, Montral offers a delectable cocktail of European chic, daring ... 

Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 through Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 

19+ 

SOCTOBERFEST TORO~ITO .................................................................... 
Toronto International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Sept. 10~ 2013 

Soctoberfest is in its third year. It is an adult 7v7 tournament with 3 divisions, Pro, Joe, Schmoe (competitive, over 30, and coed). 

We had over 20 teams last year and have a lot of fun soda| events planned around this. 

To submit your free listing (maximum of 1 5 listings per organization) to Soccer America 
Tournament Calendar, go to Soccer America. 
For information on advertising in Soccer America Tournament Calendar, contact Doug Murdock 
or call 1-510-374-2967. 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 7:50 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, June 14, 2013 

Friday, June 14, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Confederations Cup kicks off on Saturday .... MLS Week 16 action includes a clash between Western 

Conference leader FC Dallas and third-place Portland, which is on a 12-game unbeaten streak.                   ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated dally throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, J~ne t4. 

GOLTV 

International Friendly GUATEMALA-ARGENTINA (live) 10 pro. 

SATURDAY, June 15 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

ML$ PORTLAND-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NORWAY, Semifinal (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship ITALY-NETHERLANDS, Semifinal (live) 2:15 pm. 

Confederations Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Women’s Friendly SOUTH KOREA-USA (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN8 DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-NORWAY, Semifinal (live) 11:45 am. 

UEFA U-21 Championship ITALY-NETHERLANDS, Semifinal (live) 2:15 pm. 

ML$ PORTLAND-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVI$1ON 

Confederations Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVI$1ON DEPORTE$ 
MLS COLUMBUS-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

ML$ COLUBUS-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

ML$ VANCOUVER-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10 pm. 

SUNOAY, June lg 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup MEXICO-ITALY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Confederations Cup MEXICO=ITALY (live) 2:30 pro. 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Confederations CupMEXICO-ITALY (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Confederations Cup MEXICO=ITALY (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Confederations Cup SPAIN-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 



GOLTV 

Argentina LANUS-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 

~ONOAY, June 17 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

TUESOAY, June 18 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA=HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pro. 

ReIN SPORT en Espanol 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U=21 Championship TBD-TBD, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U=21 Championship TBD-TBD, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

Le~g~ies oiferins~ liw sir~amin9 of games include: 

Maior Lea,que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid,qe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Goegle÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, June 14, 2013 
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Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 8:22 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: ESPN goes all out for Confederations Cup 

Friday, June 14, 2013 

ESPN goes all 
By Paul Kennedy and Ridge Mahoney 

lan Darke and Stewart Robson will lead ESPN’s coverage of the 2013 Confederations Cup that kicks off 

Saturday in Brazil with the host country playing Japan. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

out for Confederations Cup 

Among the games Darke and Robson will do ar~ the opening and title matches. Fernando Palomo and Alejandro Moreno 

will call Mexican national team matches, while Adrian Healey and Kasey Keller will work other games. 

Bob Ley will anchor all Confederations Cup studio programs - pre-game, halftime, post-game and in-between match shows. 

He’ll be joined by a rotating group of analysts that includes Alexi Lalas, Steve McManaman, Roberto Martinez, Jose 

Antonio Noriega, Rubens Pozzi and Keller. 

ESPN’s coverage of the Confederations Cup will include 30-minute pre-game shows leading into the first match each day 

(except on June 17 and 20) and 45-minute programs in-between doubleheader matches. 

Confederations Cup, Group Stage: 

Saturday, June 15 

Brazil vs. Japan, 3 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Sunday, June 16 

Mexico vs. Italy 3 p.m. ET ESPN/WatchESPN 

Spain vs. Uruguay 6 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Monday, June 17 

Tahiti vs. Nigeria 3 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Wednesday, June 19 

Brazil vs. Mexico 3 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Italy vs. Japan 6 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Thursday, June 20 

Spain vs. Tahiti 3 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Nigeria vs. Uruguay 6 p.m. ET ESPN/WatchESPN 

Saturday, June 22 

Japan vs. Mexico 3 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Italy vs. Brazil 3 p.m. ET ESPNEWS 

Sunday, June 23 

Nigeria vs. Spain 3 p.m. ET ESPNNVatchESPN 

Uruguay vs. Tahiti 3 p.m. ET ESPN2NVatchESPN 

CLASSIC CONFEDERATIONS CUP. ESPN Classic will air on Friday all U.S. national team games for the 2009 

Confederations Cup, whet~ it finished second. 

Coverage will include USA-Egypt (noon E-r), USA-Spain (2 pm E-r) and the USA-Brazil final (4 pm ET). 

After losing its first two group games against Italy and Brazil, the USA went into its last game against Egypt needing a big win 

and lots of help to have any chance of advancing. A 3-0 victory over Egypt and Brazil’s defeat of Italy by the same score edged 

the Americans into the semifinals on goal difference. 

Spain was riding a 35-match unbeaten streak heading into the match, yet the Americans parlayed goals by Jozy AItidore 

and Clint Dempsey plus some stout defending to prevail, 2-0. In the final goals by Dempsey and Landon Donovan staked 

the Americans to a 2-0 lead but Brazil rallied to win, 3-2. 

Dempsey finished tied for second in scoring with three goals, and keeper Tim Howard won the adidas Golden Glove award. 

The second-place finish is the highest ever attained by a U.S. men’s team in a major FIFA tournament. 

BUD MAN OF THE MATCH IS BACK. Long-time FIFA sponsor Budweiser is re-launching "FIFA Man of Match, presented by 

Budweiser" for the Confederations Cup that kicks off Saturday. 

VVhile some companies are waiting until next year’s World Cup to activate their sponsorships, Budweiser is getting going early 

with its new Man of the Match programming, which will also be featured during the World Cup. 

Budweiser has expanded the votin.q platforms so fans will now be able to cast their vote through iOS and Android mobile apps, 

on the Budweiser Facebook pages and by tweeting the winner (hashtag #FIFA[th~e-letter country code][player jersey 



number] at @FIFAcom. Voting begins at the start of the second half and closes at the end of each match. 

Carnilo Durana, global director of Budweiser Sports and Entertainment, says the goal "to make participation more 

accessible than ever before. By introducing new voting platforms, we hope that more football fans across the globe will have a 

chance to get closer to the game they love." 

BEIN SPORT MATCHES MAKE TWITTER TOP 10. BelN SPORT posted three programs in the top 10 -- including the 

Argentina-Colombia World Cup qualifier in the No. 1 spot - in SocialGuide’s Twitter TV rankings of television programming for 

June 7. 

The Jamaica-USA qualifier ranked fifth and Bolivia-Venezuela match ninth. 

SocialGuide captures and analyzes conversations for all U.S. TV programs across 238 channels. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post ’7our response to the public Soccer Business Insider bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Catching college coaches’ eyes at tournament play 

Friday, June 14, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Catching college coaches’ eyes at tournament play 
By Avi Stopper 

The opening whistle blows. The ball gets dropped back to you. Your first touch isn’t so good and the ball slips 

away. You scramble to it just before a defender gets there, but you hit it awkwardly and it bends out of bounds. 

Uh oh. 

You look over at the sideline where the ball went out and see the coach from Northeast Southwest University. You 

gasp in disbelief, "l didn’t realize he was here." Your mind is racing for the rest of the game: "What did he think of that touch? 

Did he see the shot I just took? Why does he only seem to be watching when I mess up?" 

To be successful at a tournament, you have to ignore the college coaches on the sideline. Worry about recruiting before the 

tournament begins and then focus on playing while you’re there. 

Why is it so important to focus on recruiting before a tournament even begins? Let’s do some quick math. The average 

tournament has 16 teams in each age group. There are three age groups from which college coaches recruit. And there are 15 

players on each team. That means that there are 720 players at the tournament. For any given player, the odds of randomly 

"getting seen" are impossibly low- about .1 percenL 

How then to beat the odds? College coaches typically go to tournaments with a list of players they want to see play. The list 

may include five names or it may have 50. Either way, the college coach is focusing his attention on a fraction of the total 

number of players at the tournament. Simply put: You need to get on that fist. 

Fortunately, it’s not that difficult. Once you’ve figured out which colleges you like and started communicating with them, email 

the coaches your tournament schedule. A week before the tournament begins, send the coach a quick email saying 

something along the lines of: 

Hi Coach Affleck, 

I’m excited about playing next week at the Southside Invitational. Are you planning to be there? If so, I would really appreciate 

it if you’d take the time to see me play. My schedule is as follows: 

- Saturday, 9 am, Field 9. 

- Sunday, 11 am, Field 2. 

I’m very interested in playing for you and I hope that after seeing me play, you’ll be convinced that I’m a good fit for your team. 

Thanks so much for yourtllne. I hope to see you there next week! 

Ralph K. Smithsonia 

An email like this is surprisingly simple, but it shows a coach that you’re interested in playing for him and that you’re doing 

everything you can to get him to see you play. This makes a big difference to college coaches, who otherwise have to spend 

an absurd amount of time chasing players down to see if they’re interested. Simply showing that you’re interested and asking 

a coach to watch you play can dramatically advance your cause. 

OK, so you’ve emailed coaches your schedule and at long last you get to the tournament. You’re pumped and ready to play, if 

a bit newous. Inevitably you look over to the sideline and there he is, sitting in his lawn chair, pen and paper in hand, school 

logo emblazoned on his shirt. 

The best thing you can do is play the way you normally play. Don’t start dribbling all over the place in an effort to impress him. 

Most importantly, don’t dwell on your mistakes - college coaches know that everyone makes them. In fact, the way you 

respond to mistakes is something that coaches often watch. Most importantly, enjoy the game and embrace the opportunity 

to play. If you do that, you’ll be able to sideline your concerns about recruiting. 

(Avi Stopper is the CEO of CaptainU, the youth and college sports network, and author of "Make the Team: The Art of Self- 

Recruiting." This article previously appeared in the Youth Soccer Insider in March 2011.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider Nog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider Nog. 
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FeedBtitz <feedblitz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players Ne~,,,s[ette~ <news~et:t:erce~usnstpa.com> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson6~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ &m 14,201~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 6un t4, 2.013 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Argentina Friendly 

One opl:iei~ far our Friday secce~ ~iewing, with Gua~tema~[a hest:ing A~gent:ina h~ an h~ternatienat frier~d~y a~t 10pro E:T en 

GoL~7. 

Their Words 

’~We }~et [hetTi to de what we wal’d:ed to do. We~ve (~o[ 8 p~et:t:y al:t:ac:kin~ 1:earn. We kr~ew we rni~h[: 

~o de that. We knew d~ey would be ~oed and keep us under pressure, especia[ty m the second hail because 

of the way that they pbay. We thought we coukd get at them }n that fhst hakf, and ~t worked." 

5~2 to Real Salt Lake h~ the US Open Cup. 

Questions: Rating Premier League Keepers and 
Next Season in San Jose 

By Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (,Jun ~2, 2IYl3) US Soccer Players o ti~ "[’hursdayh~ co~.umrb "Yor~y k~oks at ge~kkeeper 

ratings h~ the Pren’fier Leaflue. asks if CONCACAF shoukd go ahead and revise d’~eir qua~ifyin~ process for the Workd Cup, 

and analyzes San Jese% ce~x:hi~g eptio~s~ 

According to the BSports Power Index, how many goalkeepers ranked 

higher than US Nadona~ Team player Brad Guzan ~n the [Pk th~s past 

season? 

Guzan came in fourq~ on the bst tel.eased by B{oomberg. Tim Howard was atso on q~e I.ist (tenth) of besL goa{keepers in 

Should CONCACAF have gone ahead w~th the proposed restructuring of 

the fina~ round of World Cup Qualifying even without a guaranteed fourth 

spot at the World Cup? 

You’{[ remember that {ast yeac CONCACAF proposed adding mo~e teams to d~e fina}, round o~ qua}Jficadon and, 

essential(y, splitting up the US and t~ex}co frorfl meeting dudng qua(ifyinG The stated goa~ was to improve the rest of 

Lhe region’s national teams and improve CONCACAF Le~ms’ showin~ on the wo~}.d s~age. 

Maybe this restrud.uring shou{d have gone through anyway. Because, ior aU. the talk abou[ this being the most 
conlpedtive hexagonal ever, it’s not. The fou~ teams that qua[fly (and make the Wo~d Cup p[aydn series) v4[[ be tl"~e 

United States, Mexico. Cesl:~} Rk:a, and Ho~du~as (just like in 2010). Read More 

The 20 t3 Confederations Cup 
With the 2013 edition of FIFA’s Worm Cup warm-up tournamen[ kicMn9 oH m BraN[ riffs weekend, here’s ,a,k~at US Soccer 

P[~ye~s d~kfl<s you ~eed te knew about the 2 

Why Are We Here? 

The Confederations Cup is a relatively new invention fo~ FfFA~ datin~ to 2005 in its current format. Its prior Mstory 

links ~t to the King Fahd Cup a 1990s competition hosted by Saud~ Arabia but not the same scope as the current 

tournament~ W~t most resemb{es the current Confederations Cup in tm~ing was the 1993 US Cup ~nd the 1997 Turno~ 

de France. Both of those tournaments served as tests for the stadhJms in use the next summer for the World Cup. In 

terms of partk:ipatien~ the Hrst offk:ia~ Confederation,s Cup kicked off i~ the summer o~ 1997 with similar sta~dards to 



tn bfeacles~ t:erms~ Coafede~’atk~n t:hafnpk~ns aad the defertdJn(~ Werh:~ Cup wiartef, Since the hl~:ernatk~na] ca{eadaf 

doesn’~ ~ock ~a Con~ederadoa championships ~a a sLandardized ~ormat, LhaL mea~s couatr~es that won over a ~ew years~ 

~r~ the ’97 ed~t[on~ Uruguay quMff[ed by winning ~he t 995 Copa Arnerksa. The rest of the Confederat~or~ charap[onsh[ps 

occurred a year l.ate~. In 20~ 3~ Uruguay quMJfies again by winning the 20~ 1 Copa £rner]ca~ Mexico jo]ns them as d~e 

20i 1 Gold Cup widener, with CONCACAF ush~g a b~annua~ Confederation champior~ship. Nigeria represents Africa after 

wirH~hx~ ~he Cbp ef Nations a ~ew raoaths a!~o. A{so ir~ ~he tosrnaraeat ~s the host count:P{. Read More 

Weekend TV: Confederations Cup 

Saturday 

The Confederations Cup opens with B~azi{ ¯ .lapaa at 2:30pro on ESPN, UEFA Unde~ .21 Champioaship semifiaMs on ESPN 

Deport:es: Spain - Norway a~ 11:4’Sam and h:al.y ~ Ho~aad at 2: l’Spm~ ML$ oa ESPN: PoH~and ~ DaU.as at ~pm. Unhdsk)a 

Depor~es ~as Co{umbus .. MoatreM at 7:30pm. At~ T~m~s ~st~r~? 

Sunday 

Corffederations Cup or[ ESPN: Mexico o Italy at 2:30pro (also on Umv~sios) a[~d Spa}s o U~uguay at 5:45pm (a[so o" 

Monday 

ConlederaUoas Cup on ESPN aad Uaivision Deportes: Tahiti - tqigeria at 2:45pm 

:%i Sponsor message 

~i p ..... d by 
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Take your team overseas next spring 

March/April Friendly Game Tours: 
9 days Spain/Barcelona - starting at $1,450 per person 

9 days England/London and Chester - starting at $1,650 per person 
Easter Tournament Tours: 

8 days Spain/Trofeo Mediterraneo - starting at $1,350 per person 
10 da s En land/Black ool Cu_ and London - starting at $1,850 per person 



~,f you did :~ot 9ire p~:-miz~.io:: 

~:~m~ei" ~.:~te~ ::;~t~o:~:~ Tours 
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Paul Gardner: Hoping tbr high-scoring at the Confederations C up 
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Hoping for high-scoring at the Confederations Cup 
By Paul Gardner 

r~7~q 

The Confederations Cup has taken a good deal of abuse in its short lifetime, mostly because it has seemed to be    ~ 

an unnecessary tournament, a money=making event imposed on already overworked players. 

It was first played, as a rather vaguely defined affair, in 1992 - organized by, and played in, Saudi Arabia. It had all the 

appearance of a prestige-buying venture by the Saudis. The champions of the FIFA Confederations played each other and 

were very well paid for doing so, but what were they competing for? Surely not to decide who was the world champion - that 

title belonged irrevocably to the World Cup winners. An indisputable fact that left the Confederations Cup as an event that it 

was difficult to take seriously. 

FIFA, no doubt feeling that if there was to be such a competition, featuring the top teams from its own Confederations, then it 

ought to be FIFA that organized it. So FIFA took it over in 1997. Since then it has been played six times and has slowly 

settled into its now accepted role. Played in the year before each World Cup, it serves as a sort of dry-run for the World Cup. 

Not so much for the teams involved, as for the organization of the upcoming World Cup - an opportunity to test stadiums, 

security, transpotl and all that stuff. 

Which is not a bad idea, but in no way tells us whether the teams involved are taking the games seriously. With really nothing 

at stake, why would they? We can thank Bob Bradley’s USA team in the 2005 tournament in South Africa for exposing the 

irrelevance of that question with a swashbuckling performance that saw it beat Spain before falling to Brazil in the final. The 

soccer was good, and the desire of the Americans to win the final - against the determination of the Brazilians not to lose = 

produced a memorable game. 

I repeat - the soccer was good. And the thought was there, throughout the short tournament, that the game looked better this 

way, played without the constricting, almost suffocating pressure to, at all costs, avoid failure. The sort of pressure that, 

increasingly, smothers the excitement of too many World Cup games. 

There was simply no comparison between the flamboyant excitement of the five-goal Brazil-USA Confederations Cup final, and 

the agonizingly drawn-out battle of contrition that was the one-goal World Cup final between Spain and the Netherlands a year 

later. 

So, I think there is reason to look kindly on this tournament. Spain, for instance. Four years ago, Spain took the world title 

with a series of rather dour 1-0 wins - deliberately dour games, because that’s the way Spain’s opponents wanted them to be, 

with dogged defense dominating. Spain survived the cynicism (not to mention the brutality of the Dutch in the final) but its 

triumph cannot be remembered as a series of glittering games. We rarely got to see the scintillating soccer that Spain is 

capable of, and there is virtually nothing to remember about Spain’s defense-driven opponents. Only Chile chose to play 

attacking soccer - it lost anyway, as did the others, but it lost in style. 

The fear is that the same tactics will confront Spain again next year. But not right now, surely not in this Confederations Cup. 

Spain faces Nigeria, Uruguay and Tahiti in Group B, hardly what you’d call a group of death. Nigeria is struggling, Uruguay 

even more so and may not even qualify for next year’s tournament, while Tahiti ... well, its presence seems designed to justify 

the critics who still consider the CC a rinky-dink affair. 

Consider: of the eight teams taking part, Spain is ranked No. 1 in the world by FIFA, Italy No. 8, Mexico No. 17, Uruguay No. 

19, Brazil No. 22. Then comes Nigeria at No. 31 and Japan No. 32. After that we have to scroll down for a further 106 places 

before we can retrieve Tahiti - ranked at No. 138. That’s 10 places below Puerto Rico, which most people will be surprised to 

learn is treated by FIFA as a sovereign-soccer-playing country. 

Tahiti is there by right - it won the Oceania championship. It is a genuine Confederation champion. Which of course raises the 

same old question - how genuine a Confederation is Oceania? It almost looks as though FIFA is confusing its own tiny 

Confederation with George Otwell’s Oceania in his novel 1984 - that was a vast superstate vying for world superiority. The 

FIFA version has always been a small area, made even less significant in 2006 when Australia defected to become part of the 

Asian Confederation. 

Even Oceania’s ostensibly strongest nation, New Zealand, is ranked no higher than No. 57 by FIFA. Perhaps the most 

surprising thing about Tahiti in this tournament is that it didn’t find itself drawn in the same group as Brazil. Soccer followers 

are inured to seeing the host team part of the weakest group. Not this time - Brazil will have to get past Italy, Mexico and 

Japan. But again, one looks as those teams, and there is the promise of flowing games there, if attacking tactics are 

employed. One would hope that Brazil as the hosts and, traditionally, the world’s most offense-minded team, will oblige. 



Mexico desperately needs to show that it can score goals - its soccer is excellent, but getting the ball in the opponent’s net 

almost looks like a lost art for them. Japan is always lively - I don’t think I’ve ever seen a Japanese team play in a defensive 

formation. Which leaves Italy, which carries that historical burden of being the masters of defensive soccer, the great 1-0 

winners of all time. They have looked more adventurous in recent years - surely this tournament is a perfect opportunity to 

show the world this new face of Italian soccer~ 

Let me continue with my possibly inane thoughts that we might get a high-scoring tournament here. Inane they may be, but 

not nearly as batty as the comments related to high-scoring that are provoked, as is now routine, by the new ball. Yes, there 

is a new ball for the tournament, manufactured by adidas; it’s called the Cafusa, though Confuser might have been a better 

title. Brazil has been playing warm-up exhibition games, but not with that ball. Because Brazil is a Nike-sponsored team, so 

they’ve been using a Nike ball. Now they have only a few days of practice to get used to the Cafusa. 

So here we go again with all the tripe about the eccentricities of a new ball. How about this, from Brazilian striker Fred: "For 

strikers, this ball is wonderful. When you shoot, it swerves three different ways and then goes into the net. The goalkeepers 

will suffer with it for sure." 

Sure sounds like the keepers don’t stand a chance. So, plenty of scoring? Forget it. Well, not because of the ball, no. Every 

tournament, every new ball, we hear this nonsense, and virtually every tournament shows a decline in the goalscoring rate. 

Believe me, the keepers will do OK. 

Maybe we could get an extra goal - just one - in this tournament because we’ll be seeing goal line technology in action. That 

is, we may see it, if there is a disputed goal-line incident. If there isn’t one of those, then a lot of money will have been spent 

to no avail. Anyway, things could be negatively oriented - it is quite possible that GLT will turn down a goal that the referee 

might otherwise have given. 

I fear that goal-scoring is much more likely to be affected by the presence of Tahiti than of GLT. Qualifying out of Group B 

might well be matter of goal difference, which suggests that teams might feel the best way to increase their spread will be by 

racking up goals ... against Tahiti. 

Good luck Tahiti. Who knows? Four years ago no one gave the USA a chance in a group that included both Italy and Brazil. 

Yet they made it all the way to the final. I can’t see Tahiti [~peating that achievement, but as idle thoughts go, it’s a rather 

pleasing one. 
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See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 
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Repot[: Messi Mi,qht Have to Pay $30 Million to Avoid Jail 
Telegraph                                                                                                  ~ 

Lionel Messi and his father could avoid possibly going to jail for tax fraud by striking an agreement 

with the tax office and paying a fine worth up to six times the amount of the offense, judicial sources told Spanish 

radio on Thursday. For alleged fraud of $5 million, the pair might have to come up with close to $30 million, dos6 

Maria Mollinedo, the secretary general of the Union of Finance Ministry Technicians, suggested in an inter-view 

with Spain’s CO~’Eradio. 

"The punishment would usually be between one and five years but it could be avoided as long as an agreement 

with the tax office is reached," Mollinedo said. "If the player pays and admits his involvement, he could obtain a 

reduction in the minimum punishment, because of which he would not have to go to prison." 

However, Messi on Wednesday publicly denied the charges brought against him via his Facebook account; he was 

later backed by Barcelona, his club. The four-time FIFA Ballon d’Or winner and his father are accused of using a 

network of companies in Britain, Switzerland, Uruguay and Belize to hide income related to the sale of his image 

rights. Now that a public prosecutor has lodged an official complaint on the matter, a judge must now decide 

whether to accept it and formally charge the Barca striker. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man United Shares Fal~ Nine Percent 
Eurosport 

Manchester United shares lost nine percent of their value on the New York Stock Exchange, falling $1.53 to $15.16 

at the close of trading on Thursday. The one-day drop was actually larger than the instant 4.5 percent decline the 

stock faced when former manager Alex Ferguson announced his retirement. 

While there was no obvious reason for the sharper decline Thursday, some reports blamed United’s link with $27 

million Benfica defender Ezequie~ Garay as the cause. As financial Web site Benzinga pointed out out, "the large 

cash disbursement for the defender does affect Manchester United’s finances, who only reported cash of $113 

million as of the last filing." 

At the time of Ferguson’s retirement announcement, analyst Ken Perkins noted that a sports team stock like 

Manchester United, "probably has a lot of speculation built into it," he said. "It may not trade a lot on fundamentals, 

but may trade on things like who’s the new manager, how the team performs. It’s hard to say how other investors will 

feel. That’s why in our view stock like Manchester United is risky." 

- Read the whole story... 

Neymar: Playin.q for Brazil is More Difficult 
Associated Press 

When the FIFA Confederations Cup kicks off tomorrow with Brazil against Japan in Brasilia, all eyes will be on 

former Santos star Neymar, who completed a blockbuster move to Barcelona only a few weeks ago. Neymar 

became an international superstar while playing at Santos, yet the 21 -year-old has yet to live up to expectations 

when playing for Brazil. He admits that playing for the national team is more difficult. 

’qt"s obvious that in the Selecao I can’t be the same type of player that I was at Santos," Neymar told reporters on 

Thursday. ’Tm playing the same way as I always play, I didn’t change that at all. But it’s more difficult to play in the 

national team than it was with Santos. I had more space there, that doesn’t happen against other national teams." 

He added that he also has more defensive responsibilities with Brazil. 

The Confederations Cup will be Neymar’s third significant tournament with Brazil, after the 2011 Copa America and 

2012 London Olympics. Brazil was eliminated in the quarterfinals of the Copa America on penalties by Paraguay 

and then finished second at the Olympics, losing in the final to Mexico. "This will be one of the most important 

tournaments of my career and I want to do well," Neymar said. "We want to win the title now and then succeed in the 

World Cup next year too." 



Neymar has 20 goals in 34 appearances for Brazil, but he has not scored in his last nine games in all competitions. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ronaido Tweet Puts Suitors on A~ert 
ESPN FC 

Has Oristiano Ronaldo issued an official come-and-get me plea? The Real Madrid forward on Thursday posted an 

astonishing tweet on his Twitter page that said, simply: "All news about my renewal with Real Madrid are false." The 

Portugal captain’s statement directly contradicted Real President Florentino Perez, who a few days earlier said 

that he was certain Ronaldo would finish his career with Los Blancos. 

However, ESPN reports that behind the scenes, Manchester United is finalizing a package worth $117 million to 

bring Ronaldo back to Old Trafford. While that might be fully $16 million less than what Monaco is prepared to 

spend, United hopes that it can play on Ronaldo’s emotional connection to the club. The deal is also understood to 

have the backing of sponsors Nike and Chevrolet, who in turn have devoted resources exclusively to sealing 

Ronaldo’s return. According to the report, United CEO David 6i~1 is also now working on the project. 

Ronaldo’s history with United may be its trump card, but both Monaco and PSG can always pay more, and both 

clubs have been in contact with the player’s representatives. Monaco, for example, is prepared to make the 

Portuguese the richest player on the planet, with a weekly salary of close to $516,000. That said, he wouldn’t be 

playing in the UEFA Champions League next season if he signs with Monaco. 

- Read the whole story... 

lsco Admits Real, IV~an City interest 
Sky Sports 

Malaga starlet ~sco admits that Real Madrid and Manchester City are possible destinations for him this summer. 

While the 20-year-old has three years left on his current contract, he will most certainly be sold to one of the two 

clubs. City might be the favorite if it lands former Malaga coach Manuel Pellegrini as its new manager. 

- Read the whole story... 

~t’s Rea~ or Man City for Cavani, Parents Say 
The Sun 

Edinson Cavani’s parents weighed in on the rumors surrounding their son’s potential transfer from Napoli this 

summer. While the Uruguay striker’s mother claims he will ioin Manchester City, his father says the 26-year-old 

favors a move to Real Madrid. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 16 star headed to Liverpool for Milk Cup; ECNL All-Fxent Teams 

Lennon headed to Liverpool for Milk Cup 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

IREAL SALT LAKE AZ] It will be a busy July for 15-year-old Brooks Lennon, who recently scored seven 

goals to lead the U.S. under-16 national team to fifth place at the Caspian Cup in Azerbaijan. The Real Salt         ~ 
Lake AZ forward is expected to join Liverpool for the Milk Cup in Northern ireland after playing with the U.S. U- 

17s at the Niigata International tournament in Japan. - Read the whole story 

ECNL San Diego All-Event Teams 
by Soccer America 

]AWARDS] San Diego Surf led all teams with four players - including ~,’~o under-18 players - named to the Elite Clubs 

National League’s All-Event Teams for the fourth event of the 2012-2013 season held in April in San Diego. - Read the whole 

story 

Two Crew Jrs teams claim pair of titles 
by Soccer America 

[MIDVVEST REGIONAL LEAGUE] Grand Rapids (Mich.) Crew Jrs Gold and Cincinnati’s CUP Crew Jrs Gold led all teams with 

two Premier Division boys champions as the U.S. Youth Soccer Midwest Regional League wrapped up. The winners in the 

under-14 to under-17 boys and girls age groups have earned automatic qualification into the U.S. Youth Soccer National 

League for the 2013=2014 season. - Read the whole story 

Penns~.~lvania club treasurer accused of stealinq more than $~O0~OOO 
by Soccer America 

[JURISPRUDENCE]Brian Farley, the former treasurer of the Tri-Boro Youth Soccer Club in Whitehall Township, Pa., has 

been chmged with ~vo third-degree felonies for stealing more than $100,000 from the club over more than six years. - Read the 

whole story 
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Soccer America Camps & Academies: Sunday, June 16, 2013 

Sunday, June 16, 2013 Tweet This Share This 

NEW ENGLAND 

MID-ATLANTIC 

SOUTH 

MI D-WEST 

SOUTH -WEST 

WEST 

INTERNATIONAL 

BERKSHIRE SOCCER ACADEMY FOR GIRLS 

The Berkshire Soccer Academy for Girls is a private residential summer camp located in East Otis, Massachusetts for girls, ages 9-17, 

who are passionate about the game and looking to take their soccer to the next level. As the only specialty summer soccer camp to 

infuse balance and fun into an elite training experience, we provide a true "soccer plus camp" environment to help ... ~ 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerPlus FieldPlayer Academy, Goalkeeper School and Team Training were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an Olympic Gold Medal ’96, FIFA World Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 World Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerPlus Camps is player on-field improvements and 
development 

of ....~C~m~p~[~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~n~f~r~m~a~t~!~n~g~9~~9~" 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exciting opportunity for players to experience specialized 

soccer training through an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert coaches. In Barcelona, 

enjoy exclusive access to FC Barcelona training methods and facilities for a true Barca experience. In addition to world-class training, 

players participate in daily ....~C~9~m~p~[~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!9~n~n~f~r~m~a~t~!9~n~9[~9~~ 



RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL - COLLEGE ID CAMP 

The Ray Reid Soccer School is offerin8 a Co[[ese ID Camp held at UConn in Storrs, Connecticut, open to boys enterin8 8rades 9 - 12. 

The Co[[ese ID Camp is a 4-day, 3-nisht co[[esiate showcase and competitive trainin8 prosram for players who plan to play at the 

co[[ese [eve[. Staffed entirely by co[[ese coaches, from a ranse of Division I to Division III schools across ... Complete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

RAY REID SOCCER SCHOOL - ELITE ACADEMY 

The Ray Reid Elite Academy held at the University of Connecticut offers two week-Ion8 sessions (5 days, 4 nishts) for boys ases 9 - 18. 

Whether attendin8 as an individual or comin8 to train w~th your team, a[[ players wfl[ be cha[[ensed by a risorous trainin8 schedule 

led by Coach Reid and some of the country’s top co[[esiate coaches on first-class trainin8 facilities. In ... Complete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin8 camp concentratin8 play on both sides of the 

bail in the attackins/defendin8 third of the field immediately in front of the 8oa[. Enterin8 its 37th consecutive year of 

operation .....C.9~.m..p.!.e...t~.e.~.s..e..s..s.!~.~..n.~j~.n..f..~...r..m...a..t.!9~9E~9~~9~.~ 

RNUNES OLE 

This summer we have somethin8 speda[ for soccer players of a[[ ases - this is what you’[[ enjoy: - Indoor ~ outdoor soccer fields for 

"rain or shine" play. - Free sw~mmin8 pool access (w~th [ifesuard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new play’n8 experience. - Summer 

camps at the O[e Arena - fun and a 8rear way to [earn. - "O[e Summer Trainins" - for besinners to advanced players (U9 - 

BOSTON AREA COLLEGES SOCCER COMBINE 

Multiple Boston Area Co[[ese Coaches work tosether to run this combine to allow students interested in comin8 to school in Boston the 

chance to be seen by many area coaches. The Combine is held at MIT each year and this year the Girls Combine is on July 19-20 and 

the Boys Combine is on Au8 3-4. Last year students from 26 different states attended ... Comg[ete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND MEN’S SOCCER - FUTURE RAMS RESIDENTIAL ACADEMY 

The Future Rams Academy is an exceptional residential trainin8 camp aimed at male players who are [ookin8 to compete at a hish 

[eve[ of demandin8 soccer. Players wi[[ experience sessions similar to those of the URI Men’s Soccer Team. The sessions wi[[ be 

competitive, deve[opin8 tactical and technical abilities at team and individual levels, as players prepare for co[[esiate 

soccer..C...o...m..~..[..e..t..e...s...e..s.s..i..o..n...].’.n...f..o..r.~ ~.~.~ E .gp.. ~ 9~ ~ ~.~ ~.~.~ ~.:.~9 ~.:. 



SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerP[us Fie[dP[ayer Academy, Goalkeeper School and Team Training were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an Olympic Gold Medal ’96, FIFA World Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 World Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerP[us Camps is player on-field improvements and 

development of ....C...o...m..~..[~.e..t..e.~.s...e..s.s..i~.~..n.~.1...n.~.f..~..r~gp~g~~9~ 

LEHIGH MEN’S SOCCER SUMMER ID ACADEMY 

Academy is open to all boys entering grades 9-12. The Academy offers: -Nike soccer ball and Nike T-shirt for every player -Immersion 

into college training environment -College seminar and pane[ discussion -Written player evaluation for juniors and seniors only - 

Advanced Goa[keeping training -Numbered pinnies for easy identification by college coaches -Meet current Lehigh coaches and players 

July 14-I 6th For more information check out www ... ~C~m~p~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~j~n~f~r~m~a~t~!9~9[~~ 

LEHIGH SOCCER SUMMER DAY CAMPS 

Offered to boys and girls ages 4-14 and features: Tikes and Spikes option for ages 4 and 5. Day camp and extended day camp for ages 

6-14. Camps offer: - - Biggest day camps in the Lehigh Valley - Nike t-shirt for every kid - Coached by Lehigh student-athletes, dub ~ 

HS coaches - Focus is on ski[[ development and having fun - Players of all levels are welcome - Certified Athletic ... Comic[ere session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

HARE GOALKEEPER ACADEMY CAMPS - ADVANCED ~ ELITE RESIDENTIAL GOALKEEPER CAMP 

The Advanced / Elite Residential Goalkeeper Academy Camp is open to boys and girls, entering incoming fall grades 5-12 who are 

dedicated to goa[keeping. Designed for the serious goalkeepers and those who have aspirations to play soccer at the collegiate [eve[. 

The HGA Residential Camp focuses on both the physical and the mental aspect of goa[keeping. Its goal is to enhance each player’s 
technical 

... ~C~o~m~p~[~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~1~o~n~i~f~o~m~a~9~9~9~9~~9~" 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you will dramatically improve your 

technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 

a re National Team P layers or MLS/P rofessiona[/Co[[ege P layers ... ~C~o~m~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~o~n~i~n~f~o~r~m~a~t~!9~S~S~S9~ 

BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

We are exclusively and officially licensed to bring FC Barcelona Soccer Camps to the U.S. Coaches from the Club’s FCB Esco[a 

bring their official Methodology to us and will bring their advanced training and coaching skiUs to our players here in the U.S. Camps 

will be held this summer in Los Angeles, Portland, San Jose, Seattle, New York and San ... Complete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

GEORGE MASON VICTORY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Fall Elite ID Clinic George Mason Head Coach Greg Andru[is and his staff will be conducting a Fall Elite ID Clinic on December 8th, 

2012. This one day event is designed for the serious soccer player with an interest to play at the highest level.For more information 



contact John O’Hara at joharaS@~mu.edu or Trevor Sin~er at tsin~er@~mu.edu CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND BOYS CAMP 

Sasho Cirovski’s MaryLand Soccer Camp is now open for resistration for Summer 2013! The MaryLand Soccer Camps are desisned for 

players 8-18 years old and Led by the University of MaryLand coachin8 staff aLon8 with many other top Level Division I coaches. These 

camps are 8eared to take players and elevate their skiLLs to the next LeveL. ResardLess if you are comin8 as .....C.9...m.9!..e..t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o.D 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

1’1o.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s I’1o.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin8 camp concentratin8 play on both sides of the 

baLL in the attackins/defendin8 third of the field immediately in front of the 8oaL. Enterin8 its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

RUTGERS SOCCER ACADEMY 

2013 Camp DetaiLsTentative Summer Overnisht and Commuter Dates SOCCER I JuLy 7 - JuLy 1 I, 2013 SOCCER 2 JuLy 21 - JuLy 25, 2013 

ATHLETIC REVOLUTION SOCCER CAMP 

Virsinia- Summer camps ases 6 and up! Premiere Youth Fitness and AthLete DeveLopment Prosram. Reinforce complex soccer skiLLs 

and manipuLation/controL such as: dribbLins, passins, runnins, shootins, kickins, rules of the same, positions, complex motor skiLLs, 

and teamwork. Comj~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LAKE PLACID SOCCER CENTRE 

Lake PLacid Soccer Centre Overnisht and Day Camps since 1976 with core focus on individual soccer skiLLs improvement throush the 

Coerver Coachin8 Method. International staff, WorLd Cup Stars, unmatched facilities, campus security 24/7, TEAM Trainin8 prosram, 

advanced session, fuLL GK prosram,36 years camp prosram experience, Accredited Certified AthLetic trainin8 staff, the BEST camp 

food and a FUN week make LPSC the best ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NYC SOCCER ACADEMY AT COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY 

The NYC Soccer Academy at CoLumbia University Baker AthLetics CompLex is committed to trainin8 players between the ases of 6-18 in 

the technicaL, tactical and athletic aspects of soccer. SPRING BREAK CLINICS (Ases 6-18) Session 1 - March 18 - 21 Session 2 - March 25 

- 28 SUMMER CAMPS (Ases 6-18) Session 1 - June 10 - 14 Session 2 - June 17 - 21 Session 3 - June 24 - 28 Session ... 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MARYLAND SOCCER CAMP FOR GIRLS 

For more info please visit: www.terpssoccercamp.com Day camps: June 12-15 at UMDIJune 17-21 at TBD Residential at UMD: June 23- 



26/July 10-13 Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL PRE-SEASON TEAM CAMP 

The camp is designed to help High School players and teams prepare for their upcoming season and pre-seasons. The camp 

enhance individual ski[Is white building team concepts and wilt include a specific curriculum that includes group and individual 

attacking principles, group and individual defending principles, attacking play, possession with a purpose exercises, finishing exercises 

and 1 lv 11 team tactics. The evening sessions wilt ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - ADVANCED SOCCER CAMPS 

The Advanced Soccer School is an instructional camp designed for the dedicated soccer player. It is idea[ for those players who have 

aspirations to compete at the select/club, O.D.P., and college [eve[. The Advanced camp wilt provide a challenging training 

environment for the players with a specific curriculum for each age group. An emphasis wilt be placed on the habits and ... ~.~..m.~.[.~.t9 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

LOYOLA UNIVERSITY - SUMMER ID CAMP 

The College Identification Camp is a two day camp that is designed for High School age players who have aspirations to compete at 

the college [eve[ and/or are considering Loyola University Maryland Soccer as their college choice. The camp wilt provide a 

challenging training environment and give players the opportunity to experience an NCAA Division 1 training program. The camp 

include training ... ~[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

ST. JOHN’S SUMMER SOCCER CAMPS 

DAVE MASUR SOCCER CAMP PROGRAMS St Johns University, Queens, NY 6 camp weeks for Boys ~ Girts ages 5-14 years. At the Dave 

Masur Soccer Kid program, participants wilt improve their soccer ski[Is in a friendly and fun fitted environment. At[ the game ski[Is 

such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small sided games, practices and game 

tactics. The... ~c~m~D~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~D~f~r~m~a~t~!~9D~~~~ 

ST. JOHN’S ELITE OVERNIGHT CAMP 

The Dave Masur Residential Premier/Elite Camp wi[[ follow the same coaching format used by one of the best teams in the country. 

Campers wi[[ benefit from the opportunity to work with Coach Masur, his staff and top [eve[ collegiate players where they wi[[ share 

with you their coaching strategies to develop you into a national caliber player. Overnight Camps at St John’s ....C...o...m..p..t..e..t..e...s...e..s.s..i..o..n.. 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MONTCLAIR SOCCER CAMPS 

At the Montc[air Soccer Camp, directed by St. John’s University head men’s soccer Dave Masur and Montc[air State women’s coach Pat 

Naughter, participants from kindergarten to 10th grade wilt improve their soccer ski[Is in a friendly and fun fitted environment. At[ the 

game ski[Is such as dribbling, passing, control, shooting and heading are covered. Each day includes small sided games, 

practices ... ~C~.~m~.p~.~e~t~e~..~s.~e~s~sj.p~n..!.~n~f.~r~m~.~j.~D..~.~.~.~E~.~.~.~:.~.~: 



RNUNES OLE 

This summer we have something speda[ for soccer players of at[ ages - this is what you’[[ enjoy: - Indoor & outdoor soccer fields for 

"rain or shine" play. - Free swimming pool access (with lifeguard. - Beach soccer sandlot for a new playing experience. - Summer 

camps at the O[e Arena - fun and a great way to [earn. - "O[e Summer Training" - for beginners to advanced players (U9 - 

u14 ... ‘.c...~...mp.Le..t~.e.~.s..e.~.s.s1.~..n.~j.n..f.9~.r~.m...a..t1~9~£~#~m~d~:~£~m:. 

MID ATLANTIC COLLEGIATE SOCCER CAMP 

Mid Atlantic Collegiate Soccer Camp Boys & Girts 2013 March 25-26 Girts only N. VA June 10-12 Roanoke June 19-21 N.VA July 8-I0 

Virginia Beach July 22-24 N. VA Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

BETHANY SOCCER CAMPS 

GIRLS SOCCER SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE 

Girts in Grades 4 - 12 (U10 - U18 and High School Teams) June 24th - June 27th 2013 Swarthmore College Residential and commuter 

options available Tuition: Includes a S150 non-refundable deposit per application Team Discounts for Teams with 7 or more players 

attending Resident: S600 1 Commuter: S475 Directors: Danie[[e Fagan 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

GEORGE MASON VICTORY SOCCER ACADEMY 

The primary goat of the Victory Soccer Academy is to provide a challenging yet enjoyable week of soccer instruction. This wi[[ be 

achieved in an environment of positive reinforcement, motivating field sessions, innovative teaching, fun games and contest, and a 

first class staff. Our staff is comprised of committed soccer teachers who share their passion and knowledge of the game in a very 
energetic 

... ~.C..~...m..~.~..e..t.~e..~.s..e.~s..s.j~..~.1.~.f.~r.~.m...a.~j~D~9~£~£~’ 

SOCCER SKILL DEVELOPMENT CAMP 

For more information and to register, go to http:lltinyur[.comlSoccerSki[[Deve[opmentCamp Coach Donald Coleman and SMARTER 

Team Training have teamed up to bring you the 2013 Summer Soccer Skit[ Development Camp. This camp has been designed to allow 

athtetes to devetop their sport-specific skirts, enhance their speed, agitity, and conditioning, as weft as evotve as an athtete through 

mentat preparation. This camp is ... 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS 

Please join Italian Champions this summer to become a champion with Alessandro "Billy" Costacurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro 

and Massimo Ambrosini. This once in a [ifetime camp experience wit[ focus on defensive pray. Pete Caringi of Battimore Community 
Cortege - Essex Campus with be hosting the camp from Jury 17-19. See you this summer!www.cic-camps.com ..C.9...m.p..!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n" 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

JUST 4 KEEPERS ID CAMPS 



Just4keepers is the [eadin8 and [arsest 8oa[keeper academy worldwide currently operatin8 in 18 Countries and Across 5 continents 

with our 8oa[keeper coaches boastin8 over 600 years combined coachin8 experiencebetween them and with our coaches p[ayin8 over 

one million combined hours professional soccer, so the J4K experience is unrivaUed worldwide. As we[[ as our weekly development 

pro~rammes, J4K is runnin~ a series of Goalkeeper Identification ....C~.~m~p~!~e~t~e~.~s~e~s~s~!~n~.~1.~n~f~r~m~a~!9~..g~..~.~£~.~.S~.~9~.: 

NXT LEVEL FUTBOL ACADEMY SUMMER CAMPS 

Players wi[[ participate in NXT Level Futbo[’s innovative trainin8 methods at the new state-of-the-art facilities at Bishop O’Conne[[ 

Hish School in Ar[inston, VA. The trainin8 focus wi[[ be on topics such as: Individual Technique, Vision/Awareness, Soccer Fitness, 

Small Group Tactics and Free Play. Instruction wi[[ be siren from top, local coaches as we[[ as former professional players. June 17- 

21 : 9am-3pm June ... 

DISNEY SOCCER ACADEMY 

Play and [earn side by side with superstars of the same durin8 this 4-day instructional camp at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex. 

Featurin8 appearances by professional Ens[ish Premier Leasue players, Bobby Zamora of Queens Park Ransers, Ashley Williams and 

Aaron Hushes of Fu[ham. The Disney Soccer Academy features aBe-appropriate trainin8 with hish enersy licensed coaches from 

around the world. This camp focuses on ....~C~9~n3~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~i~n~f~9~[~m~a~t~!~n~D~9~£~~g~: 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerP[us Fie[dP[ayer Academy, Goalkeeper School and Team Trainin8 were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an Olympic Gold Medal ’96, FIFA World Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 World Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerP[us Camps is player on-field improvements and 

development of ....C~m~p~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~i~n~f~r~m~a~t~!~9~g~9~:~:~ 

HS ELITE CAMP 

This special camp wi[[ be directed by SasvariWay International Staff. Hish School abe players (male and female) ases 13 - 19 only are 

invited to this event and should have experience in p[ayin8 in hish school or entedn8 hish school in the Fail of 2013. The 8oa[ is to 

create a focused and cha[[ensin8 trainin8 environment that wi[[ inspire and brin8 out the best in .....C...o...m.p..!..e..t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n...].’.n..f.9..r..m...a..t.!.gO.9~ 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

MIKE NOONAN CLEMSON TIGER SOCCER CAMPS 

I would like to thank you for considerin8 The C[emson TiBer Soccer Camp prosrams as a way to develop you or your son’s same. I take 

this responsibility very seriously and want to ensure that the quality experience upon which we have Brown our reputation, continues 

in the years to come. Over the past 23 years my staff and I have continued to ....C...~...m..p..[..e..t..e....s..e..s..s.i..~...n..!..n..f..~..r...m.~.~.~..9.~ 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 



"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by Olympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis/ukens. We guarantee that you wi[[ dramatically improve your 

technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 

are National Team Players or MLSIProfessiona[ICoUege Players ... 

COASTAL CAROLINA SOCCER ACADEMY AND CAMPS 

JOIN US IN 2013! In 2013 our sessions wi[[ be Session I June 22-25 and Session 2 June 27-30 and booking your individual place or your 

team place wi[[ start in November. We have one of the most exciting and challenging soccer camps in the USA. Over the years, we’ve 

had 100’s of teams and their coaching staff and 1,000’s ... ~C~.~m~.p~[.~e~t~e~..~s.~e~s~s~i.~n..!~n.~f.~r~m~a.~t~i.~n~..~.~n~.~s~.~c~c~e~r~A~m~e~.~n~..~c.~.~=. 

PRESTON GOLDFARB’S "EXCELLENCE THROUGH FUNDAMENTALS" SOCCER CAMP 

For 27 years, the Preston Go[dfarb’s "Excellence Through Fundamentals" Soccer Camp has been doing it the Hght way. Unlike many 

camps that play games a[[ day, we are focused on developing the player through intense training designed to increase technical 

ability and tactical awareness. I believe that if you just play games a[[ day, you only continue to practice bad habits! That 

~s.....C..o...m p..Le..t..e....s..e..s..s.(.o...n...t .n..f..o..r.m~ ~(~.0.~0.~.~.~ ~m ~.~.~.~ ~m~. 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US College Soccer ID Camps is the #I ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offering over 20 Top College Programs a[[ at 

one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior to the 

registration deadline and we had to turn away over I00 players. Due to ... Comj~[ete session information on SoccerAmeHca.com. 

NO.I SOCCER CAMPS 

I’1o.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s I’1o.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of the 

bail in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the goal Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

Come join the exclusive club of over 700 players from Europe, Africa and the USA who have attended the International Soccer 

Academy in Auburnda[e (Orlando), FI (USA) and compete with players from throughout the world. Since 2003, this unique camp has 

brought together top international coaches and youth national & regional [eve[ players for a one of a kind experience in the USA’s top 

tourist destination. Whether you are an elite player striving to play professional or college soccer; or an average player who is very 

committed to your own improvement, the International Soccer ... Coml~[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

USF SOCCER CAMPS ~UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA MEN’S ~ WOMEN’S SOCCER) 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps for 

boys and girls in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schi[te-Brown understand how important it is to offer very specific 

programs for a[[ ages and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... Complete 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US Co[[ese Soccer ID Camps is the//1 Co[[ese ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offerin8 over 20 Top Co[[ese 

Prosrams a[[ at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior 

to the resistration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MIKE GETMAN SOCCER CAMP AT UAB 

Overnisht Camps for experienced soccer players who want to develop their same or show it off to our co[[ese coaches. We have 

sessions for a[[ levels of players. Our staff is experienced and enjoy sharin8 their know[edse...C.9..m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n...i..n..f..o...r..m...a..t.!90..~0. 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

MTSU SOCCER CAMPS 

This summer Middle Tennessee State Women’s Soccer wi[[ offer day camps, Co[[ese ID camps, and Team Camps for boys and 8iris of 

varyin8 ases and ski[[ levels. Our camps are desisned to create a positive [earnin8 environment in which players can improve their 

technical ski[Is and tactical abilities. An emphasis is placed on 8ivin8 individual instruction based on each player’s abe, 

ski[[ ... ~c~-m~p~Le~t~e~s~e~s~s~L~!~n~L~r-m~D~9~6~m~:~ 

5-WEEK FUTSAL CAMP 

The 5-Week Futsa[ Camp (new for 2013) incorporates many of the bail-skill improvement techniques used by South American and 

European players to improve improvisation, creativity and overall technique. By emphasizin8 bail control and passin8 in tisht spaces, 

the 5-Week Futsa[ Camp wi[[ help you be quicker and think quicker on your feet. The 5-Week Soccer Camp incorporates a[[ trainin8 

aspects of the world-renowned IMG ... 

FCBESCOLA CAMP FLORIDA 

THE OFFICIAL FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS IN FLORIDA AND ILLINOIS ! We are pleased to announce that our camps have been a very 

important part of many players who are now p[ayin8 at a co[[ese or professional [eve[. Over 5,000 players 6 dries The bi88est 

FCBCamps in the World ! Do not be fooled by other fake camps. Co_9_O_p[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS 

Join Italian Champions this summer with Alessandro "Billy" Costacurta, Fabio Cannavaro, Massimo Oddo and Massimo Ambrosini. A 

once in a life time camp experience focused on defensive play. Miami/Ft Lauderda[e June 24th-28th at Strikers Stadium. See you this 

summer! ComLo[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

THORI BRYAN SOCCER ACADEMY CAMPS 

Boys and Girls Coed camps ases 7-12. June 24-28 9am-12 noon Ju|y 15-19 9am-12 noon Smith Creek Soccer Park Wake Forest, NC Girls 

Only Ski[Is Camp July 22-26 Ases 12-18 5-Spm Ravenscroft School Ra[eish, NC www.thoribryansocceracademy.com ..C..o...m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n. 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



JUST 4 KEEPERS ID CAMPS 

Just4keepers is the Leadin8 and Larsest 8oaLkeeper academy worldwide currently operatin8 in 18 Countries and Across 5 continents 

with our 8oaLkeeper coaches boastin8 over 600 years combined coachin8 experiencebetween them and with our coaches pLayin8 over 

one miLLion combined hours professional soccer, so the J4K experience is unrivaLLed worldwide. As weLL as our weekly development 

prosrammes, J4K is runnin8 a series of GoaLkeeper Identification ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NOTRE DAME BOYS SOCCER CAMP 

WeLcome to Notre Dame’s boys summer soccer camp prosram. Each of the past eleven summers in South Bend, over 500 soccer 

players have benefited from a Notre Dame soccer education and Love for the sport. The Notre Dame Day Camps have tarseted youn8 

players by focusin8 on sound technical development in a fun environment to instiLL the joy of the same. The Advanced ... CompLete 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerPLus FieLdPLayer Academy, GoaLkeeper School and Team Trainin8 were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an OLympic GoLd Medal ’96, FIFA WorLd Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 WorLd Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerPLus Camps is player on-fieLd improvements and 

development of ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

WRIGHT STATE SOCCER YOUTH CAMPS 

**Winter Indoor Youth Camp (February) Ases 5 - 13 Feb.22th, 24th and 28th- emaiL to sins-up or Learn more .... SkiLLs Camp (March and 

ApriL) Ases 5 - 17 Fridays in March and April - emaiL to sisn-up or Learn more .... Youth Day Camp - (JuLy 8 - 11) Boys ases 5 - 13 have 

the chance to work with WSU players and coaches in a fun and chaLLensin8 environment ... CompLete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCER WAZA BOYNE RESIDENTIAL CAMP 

The Soccer Waza Residential Camp concentrates on deveLopin8 the soccer players’ skiLLs and experience. This camp is a development 

system coverin8 the technicaL, tacticaL, physicaL, and psychoLosicaL aspects of the same. It is an advanced course of Lessons, and team 

bondins. These intense sessions are complimented by social activities, such as bon fires, sand dunes, beach trainins, and a dance 

party. Every player wiLL ... Comj~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin8 camp concentratin8 play on both sides of the 

baLL in the attackins/defendin8 third of the field immediately in front of the 8oaL. Enterin8 its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



ILLINOIS SKILL SCHOOLS 

ILLinois’ Most Effective SkiLL-Specific Soccer Training! ILLinois SkiLL SchooLs’ "numbers approach" brings the best skiLL development 

methods from aLL over the world to ILLinois with particular influence from BraziL, HoLLand, EngLand and Spain. Take the "SkiLL Band 

ChaLLenge" today!!! Co_9_m_pLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CARTHAGE COLLEGE SOCCER CAMPS 

The Carthage CoLLege Soccer Camps directed by Steve Domin continues to be the Midwest’s Leading training ground for aLL LeveLs of 

soccer players; both intermediate and advanced ’keepers and field players who wish to improve. ALL while enjoying the amenities of a 

modeL, sharp, clean, safe campus at one of America’s top academic institutions. The Camp is widely regarded as the 

"best ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY ELITE ID CAMP 

The ELite ID Camp is designed for motivated high-schooL age players who are competitively involved in club and/or high school soccer 

who want to improve their technical and tactical skiLLs. This camp encourages young players to become better players and teammates 

in sessions that are both chaLLenging and enjoyable. ILLinois State ELite ID CLinic is designed as a smaLL environment (max. 60 

players ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

ILLINOIS STATE UNIVERSITY FUTURE REDBIRD DAY CAMP 

Join us for four days of training "Redbird-styLe" where the ILLinois State coaching staff as weLL as current members of the team wiLL 

help your child develop the skiLLs that have helped to make the Redbirds one of the top coLLegiate programs in the region. This 

competitive and fun environment wiLL help young soccer players develop as weLL as faLL in Love with the ... 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

WRIGHT STATE SOCCER CAMP 

The purpose of the Wright State Boys Soccer Academy is to create an enjoyable playing and Learning atmosphere. Emphasis wiLL be 

placed on the technical aspects of the game such as dribbling, passing, receiving, striking a baLL, finishing and more. In addition, 

players wiLL be placed in game situations that require decision making (tactics) and a competitive spirit. Technique, tactics, 

competition and fun are ....C~~mp!ete~sess!~n~.1nf~rma~!9~D~£~9~ 

PERFORMANCE GOALKEEPING 

Performance GoaLkeeping is a complete goaLkeeping resource designed for goalkeepers by goalkeepers. Founded and directed by Paul 

Rogers, current US Women’s National Team GoaLkeeping coach. Paul is a UEFA, USSF, NSCAA Licensed coach who has worked at aLL 

LeveLs of the game from youth up to the professional and international LeveLs. ALong with PauL, PGK work with a number of top quality 

Licensed ... ~C~9~n~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~j~n~f~9~[~m~a~t~!~n~E~9g~£~:~: 

FCBESCOLA CAMP ILLINOIS. 

THE OFFICIAL FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS IN FLORIDA AND ILLINOIS ! We are pleased to announce that our camps have been a very 



important part of many players who are now playing at a coLLege or professional LeveL. Over 5,000 players 6 cities The biggest 

FCBCamps in the WorLd ! Do not be fooled by other fake camps. Co_9_o_pLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NORTH CENTRAL COLLEGE SOCCER SKILLS CAMP 

Two hours of technical soccer skiLLs WILL be taught each day to help players develop specific areas of their play. Campers WILL have the 

opportunity to try out those skiLLs in competitions each day. Three different skiLL sessions are avaiLabLe each day. Campers can 

participate in one, two, or aLL three camp sessions each day. Session A: DribbLing and Defending (8-10a.m.) Session B ... CompLete 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CHICAGO FIRES NATIONAL TALENT CENTER RESIDENTIAL CAMP 

The Chicago Fire National TaLent Center (NTC) presents a fantastic opportunity for advanced soccer players aged 10 through 18 to 

participate in an intensive 6-day residential training camp on the campus of Trinity Christian CoLLege in PaLos Heights, ILLinois. The 

NTC is an exclusive residential camp that offers players the opportunity to ’Train Like a Pro to PLay Like a Pro’ with the 

Chicago ... Co_9_o_pLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

MILAN JUNIOR CAMP 

MiLan Junior Camp JuLy 22 - JuLy 26 2013 ULtimate Soccer Arenas Pontiac MI. The MiLan Junior Camps are the official AC MiLan training 

camps, where soccer and entertainment are the main focus. MiLan Junior Camps have been organized in the United States since 1999, 

hosting more than 45 Locations throughout the country, for boys and girls ages 6 to 17. Camps are hosted by ... Co_~Lete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerPLus FieLdPLayer Academy, GoaLkeeper School and Team Training were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the only USA 

coach to have won an OLympic GoLd Medal ’96, FIFA WorLd Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 WorLd Cup Championship ’08. He also 

has more wins than any other USA international coach. The trademark of SoccerPLus Camps is player on-fieLd improvements and 

development of ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and developed by OLympic Soccer Coach, US National Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National Director Dennis Lukens. We guarantee that you wiLL dramaticaLLy improve your 

technique, your tactical understanding and your physical fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 

are National Team PLayers or MLS/ProfessionaL/CoLLege PLayers ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

We are excLusiveLy and officiaLLy Licensed to bring FC BarceLona Soccer Camps to the U.S. Coaches from the CLub’s FCB EscoLa wiLL 

bring their official MethodoLogy to us and wiLL bring their advanced training and coaching skiLLs to our players here in the U.S. Camps 



wi[[ be held this summer in Los Anse[es, Portland, San Jose, Seattle, New York and San ... Comj~[ete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US Co[[ese Soccer ID Camps is the//1 ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offerin8 over 20 Top Co[[ese Prosrams a[[ at 

one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior to the 

resistration deadline and we had to turn away over 100 players. Due to ... ComjT[ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

USF Soccer Camps at the University of South Florida and additional Florida and Texas locations is one of the premier soccer camps for 

boys and 8iris in the United States. Coach Kiefer and Coach Schi[te-Brown understand how important it is to offer very specific 

prosrams for a[[ ases and different abilities. Their main focus is to create the correct environment for each type of ... 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

US COLLEGE SOCCER ID CAMPS 

US Co[[ese Soccer ID Camps is the//1 Co[[ese ID Camp in the US for both male and female players, offerin8 over 20 Top Co[[ese 

Prosrams a[[ at one camp. Last year’s Southeast Elite ID Camp at The University of South Florida in Tampa, filled to capacity we[[ prior 

to the registration deadline and we had to turn away over 1 O0 players. Due ....C.p....m.9.[..e...t..e...s..e..s..s...L~..n...!.n..f..~..E.m..~.~.~..9.~.~.~[.~.~.~:.~:. 

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS SOCCER CAMP 

Whether your son or daushter is a novice soccer player who’s just besinnin8 in this wonderful sport, an experienced player strivin8 to 

~ain an edse asainst his or her opponents, or a team preparin8 to capture a [easue or tournament championship, The University of 

Texas Soccer Camp directed by Anse[a Kelly offers a trainin8 environment and prosram specifically desisned to meet your 
needs ... ~...m..D..[.~e..t.~e..~.s..e..s..s.j~9.n..j.n.~f.p..[~.m...a.~t.j~9E~9p~9~[~~9~’ 

GRANDE SPORTS ACADEMY SUMMER CAMPS 

Professional Recosnized and Accomplished. The Grande Sports Academy coachin8 staff possesses a wealth of p[ayin8 and coachin8 

experience that elevates the camp to the hishest [eve[. Our elite coaches have had a storied professional p[ayin8 careers and have 

translated their success on the field as players and have been recosnized nationally and internationally as coaches. Train The Real 
Salt Lake Way. Real Salt Lake ....C..9..m..p.!e...t..e...s..e...s.s..~9.~.i..~f..9[.m...a..t..~9.~.9~..~.9~9~.~.~.~:.~9.~:" 

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO LOBO SOCCER ACADEMY 

The 2013 New Mexico men’s soccer prosram is now takin8 resistrations for its annual camp series, the Lobo Soccer Academy. The Lobo 

Soccer Academy has a variety of camps and prosrams that fit a ranse of 8rade levels and ski[[ levels. It is perfect for the youn8 soccer 

player [ookin8 to set started, or for the more ski[led older players [ookin8 to advance ... Complete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

WORLD WIDE SOCCER 



Worl,d Wide Soccer is a professional, soccer training company educating chil,dren of al,l, ages, abilities and backgrounds. We empl,oy 

experienced international, trainers with excel,l,ent qual,ifications to teach, encourage, motivate and inspire young pl,ayers to engage in 

this sport throughout their l,ives. Establ,ished in 2003 in San Antonio, Texas, our ful,l,-time staff both coach and manage our 

organization and partnerships across San Antonio and Texas ... Compl,ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CELTIC FC AMERICA E~ HOUSTON HURRICANES FC SOCCER CAMP 

September 2 at 5:30pm until. September 6 at 7:30pm Dow Park. Don’t miss THE BIGGEST SOCCER CAMP OF THE YEAR. Hurricanes FC 

Director of pl,ayer devel,opment and Head Coach of Cel,tic FC America Brendan Keyes and coaches from al,l, over the worl,d wil,l, be on 

hand. Soccer camp in Dow Park, Texas. Don’t miss out sign up earl,y. This is ... Compl,ete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SMU SOCCER ACADEMY FOR BOYS 

The SMU Soccer Academy is one of the premier soccer camps in the United States. Coach McCl,ements and his experienced staff of 

coaches direct the Academy. AI,I, camps are l,ocated on the beautiful, campus of Southern Methodist University in Dal,l,as, TX...C..o...m..p..!.e..t..e.. 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SOCCERPLUS CAMPS 

SoccerPl,us Fiel,dPl,ayer Academy, Goal.keeper School. and Team Training were founded and are directed by Tony DiCicco, the onl,y USA 

coach to have won an Ol,ympic Gol,d Medal. ’96, FIFA Worl,d Cup Championship ’99 and a FIFA U20 Worl,d Cup Championship ’08. He al,so 

has more wins than any other USA international, coach. The trademark of SoccerPl,us Camps is pl,ayer on-fiel,d improvements and 
devel,opment 

of ... c~m~p~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!~n~i~n~f~r~m~a~!~~9~9~" 

PREMIER SOCCER CAMPS 

"The Premier Soccer Camp Training System" was designed and devel,oped by Ol,ympic Soccer Coach, US National. Champion Youth 

Coach and current European Head Coach, our National. Director Dennis/ukens. We guarantee that you wil,l, dramatical,l,y improve your 

technique, your tactical, understanding and your physical, fitness after attending one week with Premier Soccer Camps. Our Coaches 
are 

National. Team Pl,ayers or MLSlProfessional.ICol.l.ege Pl,ayers ....~C~m~p~!~e~t~e~s~e~s~s~!9~n~n~f~r~m~a~t~9~~[~9~9~" 

BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

We are exdusivel,y and official,l,y l,icensed to bring FC Barcel,ona Soccer Camps to the U.S. Coaches from the Cl,ub’s FCB Escol,a 

bring their official. Methodol,ogy to us and wil,l, bring their advanced training and coaching skilUs to our pl,ayers here in the U.S. Camps 

wil,l, be hel,d this summer in Los Angel,es, Portl,and, San Jose, Seattl,e, New York and San .....C..~.~.m..p~!.e..t..e.~.s..e..s..s.1..9~.n.~.~.n..f..~..r...m.~.a..t.1...~.~D 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

FUSION BRITANNIA 

Britannia Soccer Camp (hosted by Ventura County Fusion PDL) runs from August 4 to August 8 at Ojai Val,l,ey School., in Ojai CA. The 



camp offers prosrams from 4 years to 18 years (boys and 8irLs / day and residentiaL). Co_~Lete session information on 

SoccerAmerica.com. 

WSU COUGAR ID ELITE CAMP 

The Cousar ID Camp is desisned to 8ive each camper an inside Look into what it means to be a coLLesiate soccer player. Campers wiLL 

be put throush trainin8 sessions that wiLL mirror sessions that the WSU soccer staff run for their current team. Each session wiLL test 

the campers technicaLLy, physicaLLy as weLL as expand their tactical knowLedse. The sessions wiLL be run ... CompLete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.1 SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http://www.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty trainin8 camp concentratin8 play on both sides of the 

baLL in the attackins/defendin8 third of the field immediately in front of the 8oaL. Enterin8 its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS LOS ANGELES 

Join ItaLian champions this summer with ALessandro "BiLLy" Costacurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo Ambrosini at this 

once in a Life time camp experience that focuses on defensive play. Camp wiLL be held in Los AnseLes at CaL PoLy Pomona with Steve 

Sampson as the host. Camp is JuLy 8-12. See you this summer! CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CHAMPIONS INTERNATIONAL CAMPS SEA-I-FLE 

PLease join ItaLian Champions to become a Champion with ALessandro "BiLLy" Costacurta, Massimo Oddo, Fabio Cannavaro and Massimo 

Ambrosini in this once in a Life time camp experience that focuses on defensive play. Ben Pecora of FSB Sound wiLL host the camp at 

Bremerton Stadium in SeattLe, Washinston Ausust 5th-gth. See you this summer! www.cic-camps.com .C...o...m..p..[..e..t..e....s..e..s..s.i..o...n..!..n..f..o..r...m.~.~].g~ 

on SoccerAmerica.com. 

WESTSOUND FC SUMMER CAMPS 

WestSound FC Summer Camps! Besinnin8 this May and runnin8 throush Ausust, 2013. IncLudes 5-day camp (CIC) featurin8 players and 

coaches off ItaLy’s 2006 WorLd Cup-winnin8 side! Unprecedented! CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

STRIKERS FC SOUTH COAST SUMMER JR ACADEMY 

PLayers must be born in 2004,2005,2006 -- Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays From JuLy I to Ausust 30 @The Arena in HB Sports 

CompLex 18100 GoLdenwest St., HB -- 9 weeks; 27 sessions ALL the Monday and Wednesday sessions end with 8ames Fridays are only 

~ame days GirLs 9:00 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Boys 10:30 a.m. to 12:00 ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



MANCHESTER UNITED SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Officia( Summer Soccer Camps of one of the most presti~lious and powerfu( soccer c(ubs in the woHd; (earn to p(ay the 

Manchester United Way at Manchester United Soccer Schoo(s! This is the officia( camp of one of the wor(d’s most popu(ar c(ubs and in 

2012 a(one, children from more than 70 different countries attended a Manchester United Soccer Schoo(s residentia( camp. 

Camp .....C..~...m..p.!.e..t..e....s..e..s..s.!..~..n...i..n..f..~..r...m...a.~!~.D..~..~g.~9~.~.~.~ 

AC MILAN JUNIOR CAMP 

The AC Milan Junior Camp (MJC) is the Officia( Summer Academy Soccer Camp organized by one of the most prestigious, powerfu(, 

and popu(ar soccer c(ubs in the wor(d: AC Milan. The soccer trainin~l sessions, dependin~l on your site, wi(( be (ed by such AC Milan 

soccer (e~lends as Fi(ippo Ga((i (former p(ayer and AC Milan Youth Department Mana~ler), Pierino Prati (former p(ayer and 

Mana~ler .....C..o...m.. p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..o..n...i..n..f..o..r...m...a..t.! ~ ..~ ~..~ ~.~ ~ ~.~ ~.~ ~.~ 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

The FC Barce(ona camp is a unique and excitin~l opportunity for teens to experience specia(ized soccer trainin~l throu~lh an officia( 

partnership with one of the wor(d’s most successfu( soccer teams and their expert coaches. Enjoy exc(usive access to FCB trainin~l 

methods and facilities (You wi(( p(ay at the trainin~l center of FC Barce(ona and the Masia (FCB Academy)! for a true Barca 

experience .....C.~.m..p~!.e..t..e.~.s..e..s..s.!..~..n.~.i~.n..f..~..r...m.~.a..t.!9~9~~ 

CHELSEA SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Officia( Soccer Camp of wor(d-famous Che(sea FC of the Ens(ish Premiership (first division) a((ows campers to 8ain an insisht into 

the trainin8 methods and techniques which comprise the Che(sea Soccer Schoo(s mode(. The camps take p(ace at Che(sea FC’s wor(d- 

c(ass Cobham, Surrey trainin8 fad(ity; the same facility where the Che(sea first team practices. The camps a(so inc(ude a weekend 

visit to Che(sea ... ~.C..~.~.m..p~!.e...t..e.~.s..e..s..s.!..~..n.~.i~.n..f..~..r...m.~.a..t.!~p~~=~= 

REAL MADRID SOCCER CAMP 

The Rea( Madrid Soccer Camp a((ows its participants to experience the officia( soccer camps of one of the wor(d’s most famous soccer 

dubs, Rea( Madrid! Camp participants wi(( be immersed in Spanish cu(ture and experience a "Madridista" environment. Spanish C(asses 

option avai(ab(e and trainin~l at Va(debebas (Rea( Madrid FC trainin~l facility). Participants experience the trainin~l methods used by 

Rea( Madrid to train their .....C.~..m..p.!.e...t..e...s..e..s..s.!..~..n...i..n..f..~..r...m...a..t.!~..g~..~.~.~.~.~ 

RCD ESPANYOL BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

This Barce(ona Soccer Camp is carried out in co((aboration with the RCD Espanyo( of Barce(ona; one of Barce(ona’s two professiona( 

soccer teams and a team that is more than 100 years o(d. I session for Boys and I session for Gir(s, Spanish C(asses option avai(ab(e. 

RCD Espanyo( de Barce(ona’s scoutin~l staff wi(( be on site eva(uatin~l p(ayers and makin~l direct contact with ... Comp(ete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

JUVENTUS TURIN SOCCER SCHOOLS 

The Juventus Soccer Camp is the Officia( Soccer Residentia( Summer Camp or~lanized by one of the most presti~lious and powerfu( 

soccer c(ub in the Wor(d: Juventus of Turin. Specia( Sessions at the Trainin~l center of Juventus first team facility in Vinovo near 



Turin. Juventus is the most successful team in the history of ItaLian soccer and has spent aLL but one year of its ... CompLete session 

information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

PARIS-SAINT-GERMAIN ACADEMY SOCCER CAMP 

The Official Soccer Camp of the Paris Saint Germain ("PSG") soccer team of the France Leasue 1 championship. The new "GaLacticos" 

soccer club in Europe with coach CarLo AnceLotti and soccer superstars ZLatan Ibrahimovic, Motta Thiaso, Javier Pastore, Lucas Moura 

and EzequieL Lavezzi. Camp participants wiLL experience Professional French Soccer Academy Life at an elite trainin8 facility outside 

Paris. The camps also include a ... Comj~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

CAP GIRONDINS BORDEAUX SOCCER CAMP 

The Official Soccer Camp of the Bordeaux soccer team of the France Leasue 1 championship. The Bordeaux soccer camp is the oldest 

and most respected soccer camp in France. Some camp sessions even include visits from Bordeaux first team players (based on the 

players’ schedule and avaiLabiLity) and feature a haLf-hour Lon8 question and answer session where camp participants can ask the 

professional players ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

ARSENAL SOCCER SCHOOLS 

Arsenal FootbaLL CLub is one of EnsLand’s most successful soccer clubs. Learn and develop your soccer skiLLs and PLay The Arsenal Way! 

This camp features various driLLs and 8ames desisned to improve campers’ individual skiLLs and soccer knowLedse. The Arsenal camp is 

desisned with the serious player in mind and includes a player assessment from the Arsenal head coach on Mondays durin8 

the ... CompLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

BOBBY CHARLTON SOCCER AND SPORTS ACADEMY 

One of the oldest and most respected soccer camps in EnsLand, the Bobby CharLton Soccer and Sports Academy is the camp that 

Launched the career of soccer superstar David Beckham. The camp was created by EnsLand’s most popular soccer player of aLL-time, 

Sir Bobby CharLton. The camp features a worLd-famous soccer skiLLs test and the top performers from these tests are invited 

to ... Com~oLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SPANISH FEDERATION INTERNATIONAL SOCCER CAMP 

This is the Official camp of the 2010 FIFA WorLd Cup Champion / 2008-2012 European Champions Spanish Soccer Federation. The 

Spanish Soccer Federation International Soccer Camp takes place at La Ciudad deL FutboL in Madrid. This site serves as the home for 

the Spanish National Soccer Team and campers wiLL play at the same site used by the reisnin8 WorLd Cup and European Champions. 

This ... Comj~Lete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMPS 

WELCOME TO ELITE ACCESS The Official FC BarceLona camp is a unique and excitin8 opportunity for players to experience specialized 

soccer trainin8 throush an official partnership with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert coaches. In BarceLona, 

enjoy exclusive access to FC BarceLona trainin8 methods and facilities for a true Barca experience. In addition to worLd-cLass trainins, 

players participate in daily ... Co__~O__pLete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 



TRAINING CAMPS IN BRAZIL 

Intensive and comprehensive training camps at professional Brazilian clubs for boys ages 13 and up. Camps include technical training, 

physical enhancement, educational and psychological development to form highly qualified and differentiated players. See our 

website for locations and dates available. Truly an experience of a lifetime! Train with the best .... become the best. Improvement 

[luaranteed. Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

NO.I SOCCER CAMPS 

No.1 Soccer Camps 2013 http:llwww.nolsoccercamps.com Contact: Joe Machnik 843 270 2600 info@nolsoccercamps.com Joe 

Machnik’s No.1 Soccer Camps is America’s first and foremost soccer specialty training camp concentrating play on both sides of the 

bail in the attacking/defending third of the field immediately in front of the 8cal. Entering its 37th consecutive year of 

operation ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

SPANISH FEDERATION INTERNATIONAL SOCCER AND SPANISH LANGUAGE CAMP 

This is the Official camp of the 2010 FIFA World Cup Champion 1 2008-2012 European Champions Spanish Soccer Federation. The 

Spanish Soccer Federation International Soccer and Spanish Language Camp takes place in Madrid, Barcelona and Valencia. Learn new 

Ski[Is from the best national team in the world and develop your language ski[Is during soccer related Spanish language classes. 

Residential and day camp available. Secure online ... Complete session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

REAL MADRID FOUNDATION CAMPUS EXPERIENCE UK 

The offida[ Real Madrid Foundation youth football camp UK. This Summer for the very first time the world’s most successful football 

dub reveals it’s secrets in the United Kingdom. Children aged 11-17 are invited to Lady Margaret Ha[[, University of Oxford to [earn 

the Real Madrid values from our top-flight coaching team. A unique opportunity for young people to absorb the culture ... 

session information on SoccerAmerica.com. 

To submit your free listing (maximum of 15 listings per organization) to Soccer America Camps ~t 
Academies, go to Soccer America. 
For information on advertising in Soccer America Camps ~t Academies, contact Doug Murdock or 
call 1-510-374-2967 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Confederations Cup continues on Monday with Tahiti-Nigeria .... The USA hosts Honduras in World Cup 

qualifying on Tuesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

~’~ONOAY, June 17 

ESPN 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Confederations Cup TAHITI-NIGERIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

TUESDAY, June 18 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDURAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDURAS (live) 9:00 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-ITALY, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

ESPNU 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-ITALY, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA U-2t Championship SPAIN-ITALY, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

Leagues off~ring live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, June 17,2013 
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A year out from the World Cup, then and now 
By Ridge Mahoney 

The 2014 World Cup is about a year away. How does the U.S. team compare to its counterpart four years ago?     ~ 

At this stage of the 2009 Hexagonal, the Americans had the same number of points, 10, that they do now. Crammed in 

between the fifth and sixth Hexagonal games were the Confederations Cup and Gold Cup. It made for an extremely busy year: 

in 2009, the U.S. team played 24 games, the most since U.S. Soccer employed players full time in 1993 (34 games) and 

1994 (27 games). 

The 2013 Gold Cup will commence in about three weeks and there’s considerable interest in which players head coach 

Jurgen K~insmann takes from the 35-man preliminary roster announced May 31. Veterans Oguchi Onyewu, Carlos 

Bocanegra and, of course, Landon Donovan highlight what in the past few editions was more of a "B" team but this time 

around could include a few "A"-Iisters as well. 

So a year out from the 2014 World Cup, is the U.S. better or worse than a year prior to the 2010 competition? This is not a 

comparison of the current team to the 2010 World Cup squad, but rather the national team pool that eventually topped the 

Hexagonal, finished second in the Confederations Cup, and lost to Mexico in the Gold Cup final. 

GOALKEEPERS, THEN AND N©W. Not much has changed, at least at the top. Tim Howard, 34, has a lot more Premier 

League seasoning, and while his occasional gaffes inevitably prompt calls for a change, he’s the top dog. A very good season 

for Aston Villa and added experience does strengthen the No. 2 slot, and thus Brad Guzan is much better prepared to step in 

if necessary. The probable No. 3, Nick Rimando, is the same age as Howard and doesn’t seem to have lost any of his 

bounce nor exuberance. 

Better or worse than in 2009? Better. 

DEFENDERS, THEN. Bocanegra, in his second season in France with Rennes, was still toggling between left back and 

center back. Onyewu was at the top of his game, and Jay DeMerit had been playing for years in England and led Watford 

into the Premier League with a storybook goal at Wembley in the playoff finale. Left back was a problem spot; the much- 

maligned Jonathan Bornstein was beset by critics and challengers (though he did eventually play well at the 2010 World 

Cup). Right back Steve Cherundolo, the longest-serving U.S. player in a European league, was joined in the outside slots by 

Jonathan Spector, Heath Pearce and Michael Parkhurst. (Just a point of reference, a guy named Brad Evans played 

three games in 2009. Wonder what happened to him?) 

DEFENDERS, NOW. There’s great potential in Omar Gonzalez, but his instincts at the international level have not yet 

matched his amazing physical attributes. Matt Besler is emerging as a steady, t~liable defensive pillar who can be counted 

on. Cherundolo, another member of the 34 Club, hasn’t played for the SA yet this year, and behind him at~ Evans, Timmy 

Chandler and maybe Eric Lichaj. Likewise on the left, the ascent of DaMarcus Beasley is encouraging but not definitive, 

and Fabian Johnson and Chandler are among the alternatives. Geoff Cameron is also in the mix at right back or centerback 

as well as midfield. 

Better or worse than in 2009? Worse. 

MIDFIELDERS, THEN. The midfield mainstays for the World Cup qualifiers were Michael Bradley, Ricardo Clark, Donovan 

and Beasley though both Donovan and Glint Dempsey played forward as well. Pablo Mastroeni was still in the mix, as were 

Eddie Lewis, Maurice Edu and Sacha Kljestan. Though they didn’t play in many qualifiers, Stuart Holden (11 games) and 

Robbie Rogers (nine games) wet~ pretty busy in 2009. Then-coach Bob Bradley played myriad midfield combinations with 

undulating success. 

MIDFIELDERS, NOW. Uncertainty over Donovan’s future clouds the prospects in midfield, though the ascendancy of Bradley, 

improvement by Graham Zusi, recent play by Fabian Johnson on the left side and big-game prowess of Dempsey are major 

pluses. So, too, is the recent play of Jermaine Jones, whose propensity for cautions appears to be a chronic problem 

Klinsmann is willing to live with. And as for Eddie Johnson, it ain’t broke, so ..... 

The return to health of Holden and emergence of Joe Corona are also encouraging, but what’s the long-term future of Jose 

Tortes, Edgar Castillo, Brek Shea, Brad Davis, Edu and Kljestan? Will this be Donovan’s position if he gets out of 

Klinsmann’s doghouse? Danny Williams showed a lot of promise in 2012 but this year has played only one game and was 

dismissed from the current camp for lack of fitness. 



Better or worse than in 2009? Better. 

FORWARDS, THEN. Since debuting for the national team against China in 2007, Charlie Davies had grown in strength and 

confidence. His scrappy goal that triggered the 3-0 defeat of Egypt in the Confederations Cup personified determination, and 

being paired with a 19-year old Jozy AItidore or Donovan or Conor Casey offered lots of possibilities. This wasn’t the best 

phase of Eddie Johnson’s career, Freddy Adu had stagnated, and Brian Ching and Kenny Cooper were fringe players at 

this level. 

FORWARDS, NOW. Altidore has only recently translated his club success into national4eam production, yet his ability to 

hold up balls and battle center backs are valuable assets. He’s on the upswing. Finding a reliable partner for him among 

Herculez 6omez, Terrence Boyd and Eddie Johnson hasn’t happened, and none of them has the skill set of Dempsey, so 

deploying Dempsey in the hole seems the wisest move. 

Better or worse than in 2009? Worse. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GotSoccer <mailer5@email2.gotsoccer.com> 

Monday, Jnne 17, 20 13 11:40 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Upcoming GotSoccer Showca~se Events 

College Recruiting has never been easier! 

Did you kmow you can get all the information you want at a showcase 

directly from your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immediately. And 

better yet, there is no charge fi~r this service! 

With the GotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

Search and register for events using GotSoccer software 

Filter schedules by field, field number and date 

Browse team profiles and mini- bio’s for each player 

Rate players you aJ:e interested in and see which players have 

been scoping out your college 

~]!i9.15..J.~!~. to be removed fiom the mailing list. 

And there is so much more! Click the link atx~ve and take advantage 

of this free, etficient mobile t~ature today! 

Puma Christopher Columbus Cup 2013 B U7-U 17,U 19 

Brooldy~ NY Re~ister to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Boys W eekend 
B U9-U 17,U 19 

7/6/2013-7/7/2013 

Manheim, PA ReNster to Attend 

Showcase o~’ Champions - 2013 B/G U 13- U 17 
8/2/2013-8/5/2013 

Ot~mwa, CND ReNster to Attend 

Buffalo Wild WinNs Blazin’ 3v3 Series Memphis. AuN 10, B U9-U12,U14-U15,U18 
2013 
8/10/2013 G U9-U 1 3,U 1 5,U 1 8 

MempN~ ’IN ReNster to Attend 

Arsenal Cup B U10-U14 
8/15/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10-U14,U16,U18 
Fo~ Collins, CO 

ReNster to Attend 

Long Island Soccer Shootout B U9-U 16,U 1 9 
8/17/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10-U16 
Stony Brook, NY 

Re#ster to Attend 

2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic B/G U7-U14 
8/30/2013,9/1/2013 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

The Rose C~p, Memphis, TN. Sept 20-22, 2013 B U9-U12,U 14-U15,U1 8 
9/20/20~3-9/22/20m 3 

G U9-U 13,U 15,U 18 
MempNs. ~ 

ReNster to Attend 

2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U 14 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

2013 Fall IN~est Recreational Soccer Classic B/G U7-U14 

Bowie, MD Re#ster to Attend 

Arlin~on Soccer ~h Annual ColleCe Showcase B U 1 0,U 1 6-U 1 7,U 1 9 
12/13/2013,12/15/2013 

G U8-U10,U16-U17,U19 
~lington Harold Paterson Soccer Comple~ TX 

ReNster to Attend 



Presidents’ Day Tournament 2014 
BiG UI2-UI 7AJI 9 

Phoenix, AZ Re~ster to Attend 

City of Los Vegas Mayor’s Cup International Youth Soccer 

Showcase 2014 B/G U14-U17,U19 
2/15/2014-2/17/2014 

ReNster to Attend 
Las Vegas, NV 

Annandale Premier Cup 2014- Boys Weekend B U10-U17,U19 

ReNster to Attend Hemdon, VA 

2014 Ocean City Beach Cup B/G U7-U14 

Ocean Ci~, MD ReNster to Attend 

2012 Capi~l Fall Classic Boys Weekend B U9-UI6,UI 8 

Nchmon& VA Re#ster to Attend 

MTS - MAPS Tournament Select 2013 B/G ug-u 1 7.U 19 
5/25/2013-5/26/2013,6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

Various Sites In N J, PA & NY, N,A ReNster to Attend 

P~L4 Illinois College Showcase B U15-U16,OTHER 
6/21/2013-6/22/2013 

G U15-U16 

ReNster to Attend 
Aurora, IL 

CaliNrnia C up 2013- Boys W eekend B U9- U 1 7,U 1 9 
6/21/2013-6/23/2013 

SacrameutoiRoseville, CA ReNster to Attend 

USYSA Re~ion HI Southern Championship B OPEN,U 1 4-UI 9 

Edmond, OK G U14-U19 

ReNster to Attend 

~rrisburg CiW Islanders CapiNl Cup B U9- U12,U14-U 15 
6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

G U9-U 14 

ReNster to Attend 
Hamsburg, PA 

The JE~EY SIIORE SUMMVN S~ZLE - I, June 22,23 BIG ug-u18 
6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

Brick NJ ReNster to Attend 

NDER CI~ 2013 [GIN.S] G U9-UI 8 
6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-~x-LaJcehursk NJ ReNster to Attend 

USCS Northwest Regional B U 13 -U 1 9 

Sea~le, WA G U13,U 15-U18 

ReNster to Attend 

The ~SEY ~O~ SL~ ~Z~ - II June 29,30 B/G ug-u18 
6/29/2013 -6/30/2013 

Brick NJ ReNster to Attend 

2013 AC Milan Continental Cup B U9- U 1 6,U 1 8 
7/4/2013-7/7/2013 

G U 1 2,U 14,U 1 6,U 1 8 
Cleveland, OH 

ReNster to Attend 

LEIBGII VALLEY 2013 ~)CCER STEAMROLL B/G U9- U 1 7.U 19 
7/6/2013 -7/7/2013 

Allentow~ PA ReNster to Attend 

Cobras Summer Classic - 23rd Annual Soccer Tournament B US-U 1 7,U 1 9 
7/12/2o13-7/14/2o13 

G U8-U19 
Rochester, 

ReNster to Attend 
NY 

NI~ Crossfire Challenge 2013                           B U3,U 1 0-U 1 7.U 1 9 
7/12/2013-7/15/2013,7/19/2013-7/22/2013                          G U 1 0- U 1 7.U 1 9 

ReNster to Attend 
Redmon& WA 



I~ehi~h Valle~" Steel Cit~ Cup B [J9,U12-U15 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

G U l 0- U l I,U 1 3 
Nlentow~ PA 

ReNster to Attend 

The SO~N S~ZLE Soccer Tournament at Rock ~11 SC B/G U 12-U 1 8 

Rock Hill SC / Charlote NC, SC ReNster to Attend 

CE~.~SEY ~TATIONAL 2013 [G~S] G U9-U 17,U 19 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGnire-~x-Lakehurst N J, NJ ReNster to Attend 

~CONO CUP 2013 PREMIER [BOYSl B U8-U1 8 
7/13/2013 -7/14/2013 

Stroudsburg, PA ReNster to Attend 

USASA ~GION O~ U20 C~IONS~PS B/G U20 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

Joint Base, NJ ReNster to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Girls Weekend G U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

M~eim, PA ReNster to Attend 

Disney Cup In~rnafionM Youth S~ccer Tournament - 2~13 B U9-U17,U1 9 
7/15/2013-7/20/2013 

G U 10-U 1 6,U 19 
ESPN Wide World of Sports, FL 

ReNster to Attend 

Force Adidas Premier Showcase 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013 ReNster to Attend 
Cupegino, CA 

2013 Texas Lightning Pnma Cup USA 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013                                       Re~ster to Attend 

Pleasanton ~GE College Showcase 2013 presented by adidas G U 15-U 17,U 1 9 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013 

Pleasanton, CA Re~ster to Attend 

ALBION CUP NATIONAL SOCCER SItOWCA SE B/G U8-U 1 7,UI 9 
7/19/2013-7/22/2013 

San Diego, CA ~ster to Attend 

l lth annual Diablo FC Summer Classic lbr GI~S G U 12-U 1 5 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Concord, CA ReNster to Attend 

CE~L ~EY I~TATIONAL 2013 [~YS] B U9- U 1 7 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-~x-La&ehnrst, NJ Re~ster to Attend 

N)CONO CUP 2013 P~;M[ ER [GIRLSl G U8-U 1 7,U 1 9 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Stroudsburg, PA ~ster to Attend 

N~vada Premier Cu resented b- Nevada Eli~ ~ B/G U9- U 1 6 
7/26/2013-7/28/2013 

Reno/Sparks, NV ReNster to Attend 

Philadelphia Union Victo~ Cup B U9,U 12-U 1 5 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

G U10-U1 1,U13 
Downing~w~ PA 

Re~ster to Attend 

MSSL 2013 SI~IMER StlOWCASE [I~)YSl B UI 4-UI 6,U 1 8 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

tta~nmonton, NJ ReNster to Attend 

llth annual Diablo FC Summer Classic for BOYS B U12-U1 5 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

Concord, CA ReNster to Attend 

N~PS C~S CLASSIC 2013 B U9-U17 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

G U9-U16,U18 
Joint Ba~ McGuire-~-L~ehurst, NJ 

ReNster to Attend 

NISSL 2013 SUM~IER SIIOWCASE [GIRLSl 
G U 14-U 1 6,U 1 8 

7/27/2013 -7/28/2013 

tta~nmonton, NJ ReNster to Attend 

2013 Elite Girls ~h School Invitational B OTt tER 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

G OPEN 
West Chester, OH 

ReNster to Attend 

Soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup 2013 B/G U 10-U 1 8 
7/25/2013,7/27/2013-7/29/2013,8/3/2013-8/5/2013 



San Diego, CA Register to Attend 

Park City Extreme Cup 2013 g U~-U 18 
8/1/2013-8/3/2013 

G U9-U14,U16 
Park Ci~, UT 

Register to Attend 

Kirkwood P~ys College Showcase 2013 g UI5-UI7,UI9 
8/3/2013 -8/4/2013 

New Castle, DE Register to Attend 

2013 Broomfield Shootout B U9-U14 
8/8/2013 -8/11/2013 

G U9-UI 6,U 18 

Register to Attend 
Broomfield, CO 

Austin Texans B U10,UI 2-UI 7,U19 
Elite Invitational 

8/9/2013-8/11/2013 G UI 0-UI 7,U19 

Austin, TX Register to Attend 

East End Soccer Tournament 2013 B/G U9-U17 

Mastic Beach, NY Register to Attend 

Chesapeake Kickoff Challenge B U8-UI 2 
8/17/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10,UI2 
4560 Centennial Laue, MD 

Register to Attend 

Sockets Nike Crystal Cup B U9-U14 
8/23/2013-8/25/2013 

G U9-U16,U18 

Register to Attend 
C~stal Lake, IL 

35th Anmml East Meadow Soccer Tournament Sponsored bv B U8-U 1 6,UI 9 
Modells 
8/24/2013-8/25/2013 G U8 - U 1 7,U 19 

Long Island, NY Register to Attend 

Aiken Soccer Cup - 2013 B U9-UI 6,UI 8-UI 9 
8/24/2013-8/25/2013 

G U 1 0-U 1 8 

Register to Attend 
Aiken, SC 

2013 Galla~her Friendlies B U9-UI 4 
8/30/2013-9/1/2013 

G U10-UIN 
St. Louis, MO 

Register to Attend 

Sockets Nike Labor Day Classic B U9-U14 
8/30/2013-9/1/2013 

G U9-U16,U18 

Register to Attend 
Chicago, IL 

Piano Labor Day Invitational XXXIII B/G U9- U 17,U 19 

Pla~ao, TX Register to Attend 

TWIN COUNTY SA BOY S LABOR DAY WAILM UP B U 8- [J 14 

Bfick~ NJ Register to Attend 

20th Annual Bob Schrager Memorial Long Island Cup B U9- U15 
8,’31/2013-9,’1,’2013 

G U9-U14,U17 

Register to Attend 
Oceanside, NY 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 2:55 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Confed Cup Marred by Protests; Dortmund Clings To Star Striker 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, June 17, 2013 Tweet This ~~ Share This 

Reuters 

The first two days of the FIFA Confederations Cup in Brazil were marred by protests, as many people feel 

that the money that has been spent on new stadiums for next summer’s World Cup would have been better used on 

education and hospitals. Accordinq to the BBC, up to 1,000 Brazilians protested near the National Stadium in Brasilia, 

the capital, on Saturday, ahead of Brazil’s 3-0 win against Japan in the toumament’s opening game. 

Reuters reports that the protests continued on Sunday near Rio de Janeiro’s newly renovated Maracana stadium, 

where Mexico lost 2-1 to Italy. Several protestors were injured after police used tear gas and rubber bullets on 

protestors, with a number of arrests being made. 

ESPN’s Tim Vickerv explains that when Brazil was awarded the 2014 World Cup in 2007, its citizens were told that 

private investors would pay for stadiums, while public funds would be put toward more useful projects like urban 

transport. Instead, public money has been used to build and rebuild the country’s stadiums, leaving little left over to 

improve Brazil’s notoriously inadequate public transport infrastructure. 

- Read the whole story... 

Tabarez Relieved in Narrow Loss to S_pain 
Football Espana 

Uruguay coach Oscar Tabarez admitted that things could have been a lot worse for his team after Spain defeated 

Uruguay, 2-1, in its opening FIFA Confederations Cup encounter on Sunday. After falling behind to first-half goals 

from Pedro and Roberto Soldado, Spain looked to be cruising toward victory, enjoying 77 percent of possession. 

That trend continued in the second half, with Luis Suarez scoring a consolation goal from a free kick two minutes 

from time. 

"1 am relieved it was 2-1 and not a much heavier scoreline," Tabarez told reporters afterwards. "Taking into account 

the development of the game, it could have been a catastrophic result. Spain was highly superior in play at all times 

and deserved their victory. They imposed their conditions and we did not do what was necessary in terms of ball 

recovery." 

Tabarez defended the result: "If Spain thrashed Italy and Germany, why should they not beat Uruguay? They are a 

team that imposes their conditions and are playing in a tournament that they have unfinished business with." He 



added: "The next match, against Nigeria, is the most important of all, if we win then I think we have a chance of being 

in the semifinals." 

- Read the whole story... 

Confed Cup: Cautious De Rossi Recalls South Africa Heartbreak 
Football Italia 

Daniele De Rossi urged his Italy teammates to remain cautious ahead of their next FIFA Confederations Cup game 

against Japan. The Azzurri began the competition with a 2-1 win against Mexico in a game it thoroughly deserved to 

win, but the AS Roma midfielder pointed out that Japan and Brazil still stand in the way of qualification for the 

semifinals. 

"Remember what happened in the last Confederations Cup ... " De Rossi said, referring to the 2009 tournament in 

South Africa in which Italy bowed out in the group stage after winning its opening game. "The three points have 

allowed us to take a forward step towards the semifinals," he said. "However, we have to remain alert ahead of the 

next two matches. In the last Confederations Cup we won our first game 3-1. But we still ended up going out in the 

group stages." 

Indeed, Italy beat the United States, 3-1, in its opening match, but then lost to Egypt and then Brazil. The USA and 

Brazil ended up qualifying for the semifinals out of that group, with the pair eventually meeting in the competition’s 

final, which Brazil won 3-2. 

- Read the whole story... 

Dortmund: Lewandowski ’Definitely[_..S...t_ay[..n.g Next Season 
Sky Sports 

Despite the recent public admission of Borussia Dortmund striker Robert Lewandowski that he wants to leave this 

summer, the club’s general manager says that the Poland international will remain a Dortmund player next season 

and that the matter is now closed. Lewandowski is now expected to see out the remaining season of his contract at 

Dortmund and then join Bayern Munich -- his preferred destination -- on a free transfer next summer. 

"Robert will definitely be playing for Borussia Dortmund next season," Hans-Joachim Watzke told Germany’s 

Suddeutsche Zeitung newspaper. "We need this security to be able to plan (for the season)." 

Lewandowski, who had been linked with Chelsea, Manchester United and Real Madrid in addition to Bayern, has 

scored 54 goals in 98 Bundesliga appearances for Dortmund. The coveted striker became the first player to score 

four goals in a UEFA Champions League semifinal last season, against Real Madrid en route to a 4-3 aggregate win. 

- Read the whole story... 

Casillas" Urug_u_a_y Win Felt Like My Debut 
Football Espana 

Iker Casillas, who has not played a competitive game in five months, said he was surprised to start in Spain’s 2-1 

win against Uruguay in its FIFA Confederations Cup opener. The Real Madrid goalkeeper added that it felt as though 

he were making his debut all over again. 

- Read the whole story... 

Germany Mourns Death of Two World Cup Winners 



UEFA.com 

Germany is mourning the loss of two former FIFA World Cup winners after Heniz Flohe, a winner in 1974, and 

Ottmar Walter, a winner in 1954, died on Sunday, age 65 and 89, respectively. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Paris Saint-Germain has escalated its interest in Tottenham coach Andre Villas-Boas, the Guardian reports, as the 

French champion continues to seek a replacement for Carlo Ancelotti, who is reportedly on his way to Real Madrid. 

- Read the whole story... 

David Luiz Admits PSG Interest 
The Sun 

Chelsea star David Luiz has openly admitted to being interested in joining fellow Brazilians Lucas Moura, Thiago 

Silva, Thiago Mott, and Maxwell at Paris Saint-Germain this summer. The former Benfica defender is believed to 

not be in Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho’s plans for next season. 

- Read the whole story... 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper 

attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
Monday, June 17, 2013 6:15 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Soccer America Confidential: MLS Power Rankings: Timbers Reach the Summit 

Monday, June 17, 2013 

MLS Power Rankings: Timbers Reach the Summit 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Its shortened schedule to accommodate the FIFA international playing dates turned out to be a case of less is 

more for MLS. 

The five games played Saturday produced a seven-goal thriller, losses for both conference leaders, two red cards, several 

spectacular gamewinners, and the victorious debut of an interim head coach. 

Portland, unbeaten in 13 games, got offthe tie schneid to beat Western leader FC Dallas, 1-0, with a superb goal by 

Darlington Nagbe. Eastern frontrunner Montreal took a 2-0 defeat in Columbus. The results juggled the top three spots, with 

the Timbers taking over first place in the Power Rankings. 

Kenny Miller glided an incredible shot over Revs goalkeeper Bobby Shuttleworth to ice the Whitecaps’ 4-3 victory. San Jose 

exploited Atiba Harris’ sending-off to present Mark Watson with a 2-1 defeat of Colorado in his first game since replacing 

Frank Yallop. Toronto FC coach Ryan Nelsen got his second win by posting a 2-1 defeat of D.C. United, for which Nelsen 

played four seasons and helped win MLS Cup 2004. 

Regular service resumes this week, though Hexagonal play Tuesday will deprive many teams of key players for the four 

league matches to be played Wednesday. Eight games are scheduled for the weekend. 

Week 16 Soccer America MLS Power Rankings 

RANK TEAM (W-L-T) LAST WEEK 

1. PORTLAND (6-1-8) 3. 

2. MONTREAL (8-3-2) 1. 

3. FC DALLAS (8-3-4) 2. 

4. REAL SALT LAKE* (8-5-3) 4. 

5. NEW YORK* (7-5-4) 5. 

6. SEATTLE* (6-4-3) 7. 

7. COLORADO (5-5-5) 6. 

8. HOUSTON* (6-4-4) 8. 

9. SPORTING KANSAS CITY* (6-5-4) 9. 

10. PHILADELPHIA* (6-5-4) 11. 

11. NEW ENGLAND (5-5-5) 10. 



12. VANCOUVER (5-5-4) 13. 

13. COLUMBUS (5-5-5) 14. 

14. LOS ANGELES* (6-6-2) 12. 

15. CHICAGO* (3-7-3) 15. 

16. SAN JOSE (4-6-6) 16. 

17. TORONTO FC (2-7-5) 17. 

18. CHIVAS USA* (3-8-2) 18. 

19. D.C. UNITED (1-11-3) 19. 

*Did not play. 

THE BEST. Even by the stratospheric standards of Jeld-Wen Field, the roars and celebrations that saluted Nagbe’s strike in 

the 53rd minute skewed off the scale. Rival keepers Donovan Ricketts and Raul Fernandez each had seven saves and 

FCD, even without Panama striker Bias Perez, could well have departed with a tie. This game showcased the league nicely to 

an ESPN audience that had just seen Brazil thump Japan in the Confederations Cup. 

Montreal failed to score for only the second time this season, and gave away the first goal when Dominic Oduro stripped 

Collen Warner of the ball and raced clear to drill home his shot. Thus did end the Impact’s three-game winning streak. The 

Rapids’ loss at home to San Jose ended a six-game unbeaten streak even though they rallied from a 2-0 deficit on Nathan 

Sturgis’ third goal of the season and came close in the final minutes. 

THE MIDDLE. Vancouver blew apart the Revs’ remarkable defensive record as Kenny Miller ran wild. The heavily criticized 

Designated Player nailed a pair of stunning goals and also won a penalty kick converted by Camilo. The foul resulted in the 

dismissal of Revs’ rookie defender Andrew Farrell, and a 2-0 Revs’ lead built on goals by Juan Agudelo and Kelyn Rowe 

quickly dissipated. Camilo’s PK ended New England’s shutout streak at 419 minutes, and a late goal by Dimitry Imbongo left 

the Revs a goal short. 

Matias Sanchez scored his first MLS goal with a deflected shot set up by Oduro in the sixth minute to give Columbus a 1-0 

lead. The Crew drew a season-high home crowd of 18,320. 

THE REST. San Jose ended a four-game losing streak with goals by Steven Lenhart and Sam Cronin yet needed some 

good saves by Jon Busch to fend offthe Rapids, which went down to 10 men in the 18th minute on a crude foul by Harris. 

TFC’s first win since March 9 required a D.C. own goal following Robert Earnshaw’s equalizer. United’s bleak run without 

victory stands at 13 games; Daniel Woolard scored into his own net after a rather fortunate referee’s decision enabled 

Dwayne De Rosario to score from the penalty spot. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloq. 

See what others are sayiEq on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA hosts Honduras in World Cup qualifying on Tuesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the v~ek.) 

TU~$DAY~ J~e ’18 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDU~S (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-PANAMA (live) 9:45 pm. 

UNITS 

Concacaf WCQ USA-HONDU~S (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-ITALY, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

ESPNU 

UEFA U-21 Championship SPAIN-ITALY, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

ESPN3,com 

UEFA U=21 Championship SPAIN-ITALY, Final (live) 11:50 am. 

FIFA Conte~erations CuO 8~L-MEXICO (live) 2:30 

FIFA Confederations Cup ~TALY~APAN (live) 5:45 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

FIFA Confederations Cup B~ZIL-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNITS 

FIFA Confederations Cup ITALY~APAN (live) 5:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA Confederations Cup B~IL-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup ITALY~APAN (live) 5:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 8 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO~OLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-CHIVAS USA (live) 10 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN 

FIFA Confederations Cup SPAIN-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

UNITS 

FIFA Confederations Cup SPAIN-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pro. 



FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA Confederations Cup SPAIN-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 5:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

FIFA U-20 World Cup USA-SPAIN (live) 1:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CUBA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup USA-SPAIN (live) 1:45 pm. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup NIGERIA-PORTUGAL (live) 1:45 pro. 

ESPN 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-GREECE (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA Confederations Cup JAPAN=MEXICO (live) 2:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-SAN JOSE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-CHICAGO (live) 8 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-TORONTO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE=SEATTLE (live) 9:20 pm. 

UNIVISION 

FIFA Confederations Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

FIFA Confederations Cup ITALY-BRAZIL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-GREECE (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-AUSTRALIA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U=20 World Cup TURKEY-EL SALVADOR (live) 1:45 pro. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PARAGUAY-MALl (live) 1:45 pro. 

FIFA Confederations Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 2:30 pro. 

FIFA Confederations Cup ITALY=BRAZIL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN2 

FIFA Confederations Cup URUGUAY-TAHITI (live) 2:30 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-COLORADO (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

FIFA Confederations Cup URUGUAY-TAHITI (live) 2:30 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEWYORK (live) 5 

Friendly FORT LAUDERDALE-CRUCEIRO (live) 7:25 pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup ENGLAND-IRAQ (live) 1:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup NEW ZEALAND=UZBEKISTAN (live) 9:45 am= 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CHILE-EGYPT (live) 10:45 am= 

FIFA U-20 World Cup URUGUAY-CROATIA (live) 12:45 pm. 



RFA U-20 World Cup ENGLAND-IRAQ (live) 1:45 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Confederations Cup URUGUAY-TAHITI (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN2 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-USA (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-GHANA (live) 1:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-USA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CUBA-NIGERIA (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 Wortd Cup SPAIN-GHANA (live) 1:45 pm. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-SOUTH KOREA (live) 1:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-PARAGUAY (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup MEXICO-PARAGUAY (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 Wortd Cup AUSTRALIA-EL SALVADOR (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TURKEY-COLOMBIA (live) 1:45 pm. 

RFA U-20 World Cup MALl-GREECE (live) 1:45 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Leaque 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Ju ne 16, 2013 
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Section 1 : Why USA-Honduras game really matters 

What They’re Saying Today’s News --Tuesday, June 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"Pep did it as he always -- 

obsessively. Every day four A six-pointer that really matters 
hours, like a mad man .... by Paul Kennedy 
You meet your brother for 

[USA-HONDURAS] For all the talk about the U.S. road success in recent World Cup 
lunch and he speaks non- 

qualifying cycles, it only matters because the USA has been almost perfect at home 
stop German with his 

teacher." 
over the last three cycles. It carries a 24-game unbeaten streak into Tuesday’s match against 

Honduras at Rio Tinto Stadium in Sandy, Utah. The last loss was a 3-2 defeat to the Catrachos at 

Washington’s RFK Stadium 10 days before 9/11. Coincidentally, the Honduran hero that 

afternoon is the only player from the 2001 game who will be playing on Tuesday night. - Read the 

whole story 

-- Pere Guardiola on his 

brother Pep learning 

German in preparation for 

coaching Bayern Munich. 

(Spiegel Online) Besler leads player ratings through Day 5 
by Soccer America 

[USA MEN] Jurgen Klinsmann has already used 26 players in the Hexagonal, and the USA is 

only halfway through the final round of World Cup 2014 qualifying. Only four players have started 

every game: Jozy Altidore, Michael Bradley, Omar Gonzalez and captain Cfint Dempsey, 

Based on each game’s Soccer America Report Card, Matt Besler leads all players, ahead of 

Brad Guzan, Bradley, Dempsey and DaMarcus Beasley, in average ratings (minimum of two 

games rated). For how the 26 players rated through Day 5 of the Hexagonal ... - Read the whole 

story 

Ticos look to move closer to World Cup berth 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL] Following a 1-0 win over Honduras and 0-0 tie at Mexico, Costa Rica looks in 

good shape to return to the World Cup after an eight-year absence, and the Ticos could put 

distance between themselves and Panama with a win on Tuesday at San Jose’s Estadio 

Nacional. - Read the whole story 

Rapids trade veteran Mastroeni to Galaxy 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ The Oscar Pareja makeover of the Colorado Rapids continues. A mainstay of 

the Rapids lineup for more than a decade and a veteran of two World Cups for the USA, midfielder 

Pablo Mastroeni has been traded to the Galaxy along with the rights to Baggio Husidic. In 

exchange the Rapids received a second-round 2014 SuperDraft pick and an international roster 

slot that expires at the end of the 2014 season. - Read the whole story 

Tahitian joy in the midst of defeat 
by Soccer America 

[CONFEDERATIONS CUP] As expected Nigeria trounced Tahiti, 6-1, in their Confederations Cup 

match Monday in Belo Horizonte, but the match will forever be remembered for the joy of the 

underdog Tahitians after Jonathan Tehau scored on a header off a corner kick in the 54th 

minute. - Read the whole story 

FIFA rulings could change picture in three groups 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP QUALIFYING: Africa] Ethiopia and Tunisia were among five teams that qualified 

over the weekend for the final round of qualifying in the African zone - where the 10 finalists will 

pair off in five two-game series - but their leads could shrink as FIFA examines the use of 

ineligible players. Libya’s lead over Cameroon could be wiped out if Togo’s recent win over 

Cameroon is overturned. - Read the whole story 

The ’Special 1’ as you’ve never seen him before 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Special llJose Mourinho opens up for a heartfelt chat where the coach talks 

about his return to Stamford Bridge, his illicit affairs with Inter Milan and Real Madrid, and his love 

for Chelsea owner Roman Abramovich’s checkbook. - Read the whole story 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Development Academy m~d ECNL playoffdmws; Chivas USA academy star dies 

Red Bulls have heavy MLS presence in pMyoffs 
by Soccer America 

IDEVEL©PMENT AGADEM’~ The New York Red Bulls were the No. 1 seeds in the draws for the 

Development Academy under-17/18 and under-15/16 age group playoffs held on Monday. The playoffs will take 

place June 24=28 at FC Dallas Park in Frisco, Texas. For the draws ... - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[ECNL] The draws were held for the Elite Clubs National League national playoffs in its under=15 to under=l 7 age groups and 

bracket released for the under-18 national championships that will take place beginning Friday in Aurora, Colo. - Read the 

whole story 

U-17/18 academy standot~t Julio Chavez dies 
by Soccer America 

[CHIVAS USAJJulio Chavez, a standout on the Chivas USA academy team that is hoping to return to the Development 

Academy’s Finals Week, died Monday night, according to Chivas USA academy. Details of his death were not immediately 

available. - Read the whole story 

Ramos: ’Spain is going to be another story’ 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP] Coach Tab Ramos said the USA’s 3-1 win over Portugal in its last game before leaving for Turkey 

gives it momentum heading into its opening game at the Under-20 World Cup Friday against Spain. - Read the whole story 

National champ Santa Barbara ~,~ite opens with draw 
by Soccer America 

[REGION lY GHAMPI©NoHIPo] Four boys champions are seeking to repeat at the U.S. Youth Soccer Region IV 

Championships, which kicked off Monday at Waipio Peninsula Soccer Complex in Honolulu, though both U-15 Santa Barbara 

White and U-18 Sereno White had to settle for ties. - Read the whole stow 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, June 18, 2013 
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Soccer America Contidential: Dempsey subtler but no less importa~t 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013                                                   ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Dempsey subtler but no less important 
By Ridge Mahoney 

The "heat map" is an interesting beast. Media outlets and Web sites use them to represent how extensively a       ~ 

player moves about the field and ostensibly, how much time he spends in each area he visits and how much 

energy he expends. From a heat map you can get an idea, for example, how much a left back got forward during a game and 

an approximation of whether those were just casual jogs or full-out sprints. 

One can debate the relevance or accuracy of such graphics, but looking at Clint Dempsey’s heat map from the USA’s 2-0 

defeat of Panama last week revealed a range of activity and effort that belied observations he’d been quiet or relatively 

uninvolved. There was only one notable shot, the followup effod on a saved Jozy Altidore shot that he bounced off the 

goalpost, and no crosses or passes as spectacular as the bending ball from Fabian Johnson that Atlidore tucked away for 

the game’s first goal. 

Yet against Panama Dempsey played smart soccer of a subtler yet no less important variety. Since leaving the New England 

Revolution for English Premier League club Fulham in 2007, he’s sharpened his instincts and toughened his body, of course, 

yet he’s also found ways and means to contribute off the ball as much as on it, to move into spaces to either find the ball or 

open up space for teammates. He’s a finisher and provider, and also a catalyst that plays any role in a buildup that leads to a 

scoring chance. 

Not once but twice during the lead-up to Altidore’s opening goal against Panama dummy runs by Dempsey aided the cause. 

He took off on a run through the middle once Geoff Cameron had won the ball and relayed it to Michael Bradley. 

Dempsey’s run in the wake of Bradley’s move carved open the middle of the field. 

Once Bradley had played the ball wide to left mid Fabian Johnson, Dempsey’s scything run toward Johnson took attention and 

defenders away from Altidore, who met the bending cross at the back post to bang home his goal. He did the same thing 

against Germany with a near-post run that drew Per Mertesacker away from Altidore, who was all alone when he thumped 

Graham Zusi’s perfect cross into the net. Altidore scoring in three straight games is partially due to Dempsey playing in the 

hole behind him. 

During his tenure as national team coach, Bob Bradley repeatedly emphasized to Dempsey the need to "stay connected. 

Occasionally he’d be stranded too far from the ball when it turned over or so sluggish in his movements he could be rather 

easily neutralize& Though he scored in three straight games at the 2009 Confederations Cup, Dempsey sometimes lacked 

commitment and purpose. Those problems seldom arise these days. 

His maturation process has taken some time, but the Dempsey of 2013 is seldom static and difficult to mark for all but brief 

intervals= He’s quicker to the spots in which he wants the ball, and more decisive once he gets it. Though some fans and 

journalists want more dazzle, he’s become a master of possession. 

He hasn’t lost his willingness to "try sh**," as another former national team coach, Bruce Arena, once said of him. He is, 

however, much more cognizant of fitting his individuality into a team approach. Former Revs and USA teammate Taylor 

Twellman points out that Dempsey picks the times and places to get fancy much more wisely than in the past, and has an 

acute sense of what kind of ball to play depending on the situation. 

Dempsey did a fair bit of floating wide against Panama, sometimes to link up with teammates and at other times simply to 

draw attention and open up lanes. Yet he did enough during attacking sequences to lay off a ball that Michael Bradley volleyed 

over the crossbar and played a backheel in the buildup to DaMarcus Beasley’s run and shot off the goalpost. 

In addition to smacking the rebound of Altidore’s saved shot off the crossbar, Dempsey set up Altidore for the shot with a 

short, clever ball. Panama resorted to its rough methods to deal with him. Officially, Panama fouled him four times; unofficially, 

he hit the ground a lot more often and spoke to a referee a few times about the rulings of fair or foul. He is sometimes 

criticized for flopping though there’s seldom a need for play-acting when Felipe Baloy plows into a tackle. 

The heat map doesn’t reveal necessarily the effectiveness or influence of a player. Modern technology also tracks every 

player’s touches and passes, tabulates passes completed and tackles won, etc. The generation of such data is glorified by 

some observers and ridiculed by others. 

Tactics, playing conditions and game situations could produce a much different heat map for Dempsey against Honduras than 

the one for Panama. Regardless, his influence on the game is often reflected in the individual success of his teammates, and 

collectively by his team. As captain against Panama, he did mot~ than his share. 
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Improve Vertical Leap 

i.~.i Hey Coach [vlake Your Players Mentally Tough¯ 

Play in th ...... t- play p ..... t Confidence is a choice 

Improve Your Rebounding Abi~Ry on 

the Basketba~ Court With These 3 

Basketba~ Workouts 

Read More 
I 

Consistency separates the good from the 
great 

improve Your Upper Body Power on 

the Vol~eybal~ Court With These 3 

Volleyball Workouts 
Read More 

team discounts 

How To ~ncrease Your Shot Speed 
Shooting a lacrosse ball requires your muscles to 
be wo[king in perleci symmetry. Here is a quick 
look at some different ways to achieve your goal. 

Read More 

We offer Team Discounts 
Are you ready to take yeur team to the next level. 
CoRrect us to fiRd out about our team discourfls. 

Make a differe~ce this season. 
Contact Us 

I 

I ::%:: Go to www.clooroworkouts corn 

You’re receiving this newsleEer because you’ve subscribed to our Newsletter. Not interested anymore? 

Go Pro Workouts 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Championships put nations’ yonth programs under scrutiny 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Championships put nations’ youth programs under 
scrutiny 
By Mike Woitalla 

How much performances at youth national team championships tell us about the state of soccer in a country is 

debatable, but here’s what Harry Redknappsaid after England exited the U-21 European Championship in Israel 

with three straight losses: 

"We do not know how to play football. We just boot the ball up the pitch and it gets us nowhere .... In international 

football you cannot just hit and hope because you give the ball away. It’s all about possession, retaining the ball, controlling 

the game. We need coaches who believe in that ideal.... We don’t have the kids coached the same way - the right way - 

from a young age. As a result we have a senior team that is greatly underachieving." 

Redknapp, the Queens Park Rangers head coach with three decades of English club coaching experience, was joined in his 

criticism by former England star John Barnes after England’s losses to Norway, Italy and Israel. 

’,The players aren’t there," Barnes told talkSport. "They are not good enough. We still like this old British mentality of up-and-at 

them, get stuck in, because we are not comfortable keeping the ball if it is seemingly going nowhere. Spain don’t keep the ball 

just for the sake of it, but in England we have this attitude that, if you are keeping the ball for 20 passes without getting over 

the halfway line, they are doing it for no reason. We have to change our philosophy and our mentality." 

Spain, which won the last Euro U-21 title, in 2011, reached the final against Italy and on its way beat Germany, which also 

exited in the first round. 

"The Hangover after the High" is how Frankfurter Rundschau described Germany’s elimination in the wake of the all-German 

(Bayern Munich-Borussia Dortmund) UEFA Champions League final. Germany had revamped its youth development program a 

decade ago in a collaboration between its federation (DFB) and Bundesliga clubs that has included an investment of $900 

million to create future stars. 

The Bundesliga is booming, thanks much to domestic talent, and the full national team has r~ached the final four of the last 

four major competitions (World Cups and Eums). Germany finished runner-up to Mexico at the 2011 U-17 World Cup with an 

exciting, high-scoring team. But the U-21 failure in June came after Germany’s U-19 and U-17 teams failed even reach their 

European championships. 

"There are no alarm bells ringing with us," sai..~.d DFB President Wolfgang Niersbach. "But we will process all this calmly." 

Germany’s U-21s went to israel without several of their top players - including Bayern’s Toni Kroos, ~ario Goetze and 

Andre $chuerrle - because of injuries and the DFB’s policy of not recalling players to youth teams once they’ve established 

themselves on the full national team. Still, the first-round exit was enough of a disappointment to put the DFB on the 

defensive. 

"To speak of a crisis in our youth program makes me laugh," said Germany’s U-18 coach Horst Hrubesch, who guided 

Germany to the European 2009 title with a team that included Manuel Neuer, Mesut OzH, Mats Hummels and Sami 

Khedira. "What has been done in with our youth development in the past decade is the right way and to judge it just on titles 

or tournaments would be wrong." 

The next major youth tournament kicks off this Friday in Turkey with 24 nations competing in the U-20 World Cup. The 

Germans are not among the six-team European contingent: Croatia, England, France, Greece, Portugal and Spain. At the 

2011 U-20 World Cup, Brazil beat Portugal in the final for its fifth title and Mexico defeated France for third place. Neither 

Brazil nor Argentina, a record six-time winner, made it to Turkey. 

Having failed to qualify for the 2011 U-20 World Cup, the 2012 Olympics (a U-23 competition) and the 2013 U-17 World Cup, 

the Americans’ qualification for this summer’s U-20 World Cup must have come as a big relief for U.S. Soccer, which has 

ambitiously boosted its youth development programs, starting with the creation of the U.S. Development Academy in 2007. 

Coach Tab Ramos’ U.S. team’s play in qualifying - four straight wins before losing the final, 3-1, in overtime to host Mexico in 

a commendable performance = raised hopes for the American’s first second-round appearance at the U-20 World Cup since 

2007. But the USA was drawn into the toughest group and must face European champion Spain, European semifinalist 

France and 2009 U-20 world champion Ghana. 



Alarm bells may not ring if the Americans don’t reach the knockout stage, but how they perform against the very elite of their 

peers will be intriguing to see. 

(Notes: The U-21 European Championship is contested by playets who met the U-21 definition - born on or after 1 January 

1990- when qualifying started it~ 2011. The U-20 World Cup will be televised in the USA by ESPN networks.) 
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Do~rance~ Albert A IV <anson~em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US 5occel’ P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ Prayers ¯ Jun 18, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3un t8, ZOI 3 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Another Round of Qualifying 

CO~,ICACA~" World Ct~p Qt~[ffying on ESPN: USA - Honduras at 8:30pro. be~N Sport has Cost~ Rk:a - Panama at 8: 30pro, 

The final of the UEFA U~21 Championship is on ESPNU and ESPN Deportes at noon: Spare ~ ~ta[y. A4~ Th~es Eas~e~’n 

Their Words 

country and representing Lhe expectations of a country and being able to pray their footbalL" Everton 

m~nager Robe~o Ma~inez, on worMng as a pundit during d~e Confederations Cup. 

Preview: USA- Honduras in World Cup Qualifying 
~y Charles Boehm o WASHINGTON. DC (Jun 18~ 2012) US Soccer Players - The United State!; National "[’e~m can bri[’~g 

the Jurgen K~insn’[ann era fuf{ circle at R}o Tinto Stadium in Sandy, Utah on Tuesday evening (Spin ET - ESPN}. 

The Yanks find themsetves in fine form, a dramadcat[y different team in confidence and effectiveness~ if not in 

personnel, as they prepare to host Hondun~s. ~t was Honduras that {aid them tow in a 2d rest]It ~n stffth~g ~an Pedro 

Suta on February 6th, the opening match of the CONCACAF Hexagonal Wortd Cup qua[ii~ing round and the roughest 

’q thinl* it’s reat{y impott~nt to get these three points," KI.insmann to{d ussoccer.com this vveek~ ~O~t Et~ropean p[~ye{s 

~ust Hnishing up their seasons want to finish on a high note~ You ~on’t want to go on v~cadon w~thout the best results, 

~t c~n upset your vacation time. The p~ayers in MLS or Mexk:o who ~re stg~ in a f~]t run want to continue that stretch 

new, TMs game against Honduras ~s a big~ big game, For me it’s ~{mest a six..pointel’, You want to win this game 

Honduras coufd hardfy have asked for a better start to the fmaf phase of their quest for a spot m Brazit 2014. Yet. their 

He:<agona{ campaign hasn’t bnfo[ded a~] that smoothly h~ the months since that vk:to~y, A drarn~tk: home d~avv with 

Mexk:o for]owed, then back-to-b~ck road tosses to Panama and Cost~ R}ca .- their most ~}ke~y dv~s for the region’s fin~ 

World Cup berths - knocked them down the standings. Read More 

Corner:  exico In The Confederations Cup 
lt’s e~sy enough to c~ iticize ,~%xico’s pray against tta[y in thei~ opening g~oup stage g~me in the 2013 Confederations 

Cup. Nobody is brady to confuse Mexk:o with ~ good ten,m, espeda[ty if they’ve been watchin~ (:ON(:ACA~" World Cup 

quatffymg, Unfortunately for Mexico, that al.so includes the home fans and their nodceab{e concern over the rack of 

offense. With that in mhtd. Mexico wasn’t shutout by ~ta]y but they dk] score their Onbl goa~ from the penalty spot. 

We a[] know there’s a qu}ck answe~. Swap coaches, with Mexico [ikeb/winning a game or b,~,,o as a resutt. That’s norma][y 

how it works at a[[ revers of soccer~ w~th a coaching chan~e p~oducin~ a quick jo[t~ WheLher o~ not that’s a long. term fix 

is a toughe~ question. What it does in the near te~nl is buy much needed time. Right now~ Mexico’s dine to fa~te~, to 

u~ to their [earn to deliver. 

How a distinctly tougher conlpetition than even awry quatifymg in CONCACAF factors remains an open question. Mexico 

travel.ed to ~razi~ with neg~tiw~ expe(:tatkms. Short o1: the ’or else’ mentabty that’s notrn~{ ~or fans~ the Mexk:o settEp 

that can’t seem [o put togethel’ ~ win remains in place. Same coach, same attacking opdons~ same inabib[y to sco~e 

~rom the run of play, Read More 

To U.S. Soccer Team~ Home Field Is an Ever-Changing Thing - i~om ’The HY Tm~es’ Sam Borden: But most di!~cu!~sions 
~areE.y get far~ GuLati said~ because "it immediatel.y becomes obvious that it doesn’t make much sense, ** 

U.S. soccer team in fine form since loss to Honduras .. from The So[t Lake Tl’ibL~ne’s Aaron Folk: "I think everybody 

c~n see this ~s a different vibe." 

US aims to end stretch v~th high note - from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaer[aeckens: "Things fee[ easy and you fee[ 

rhythrn and there’s nothing really to t:a]k ~bout," 



The U.S. team belongs to Michael Bradley o Irom G(~aLcom~s Zac Lee Ri~: ~owa~d ventb~ed ~ha~ ~radl.ey is t:he best 

midfietde~ in CObfCACAF, 

After user of Im act Crew’s season is finall Iookin u ~ from The Columbus Disp~td#s Adam 3ard.v: 3and~ez has 
staFt:e(I the past si~ ~ames and is 

San Jose Earthquakes’ new stadium under construction ~ from The San A)se 
we’~e ~oin~ ~o h~w ~ ~ood s~adium~ 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV; Brazil-  exico on ESPN 

The 201 } Confederations Cup continues with a doub[eheade~ on ESPbf: Brazif o Mexico at 2:309m (also on Uni~,ds}on) and 

t~a[y ¯ Japan at 5:45pm ~’~f.so on UniM~s,L ,4~ Tim~s E~t~rn 

Sponsor message 

d by 

i.~.i Sponsor message 

r 

d by 
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Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Bergenser, Kim [KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com] 

6/18/2013 9:00:47 PM 

USASA National Veterans Cup [veteranscup@gmail.com]; Lisa Bliskis [IbliskOl@hotmail.com]; Mike Maloney 

[MOCMASHER@aoI.com]; Don Keller [kdonald893@aol.com]; Keith Renner [RDKSportslnc@aol.com] 

’Gerrit Borg’ (gerritborg@hotmail.com) [gerritborg@hotmail.com]; Sammy Nasrollahi (rod314@embarqmail.com) 

[rod314@embarqmail.com]; John Halbur (jhalbur@bellsouth.net) [jhalbur@bellsouth.net]; Ed Poyo - 

(ladlukanl@yahoo.com [ladlukanl@yahoo.com]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: VETERANS CUP MANAGERS 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Cezar etc. 

Here are our 3 rosters for the NC United 055 060 and 065 teams. 

I sent them last week to our NCASA office for certification, but the advice I got from them yesterday, is that they are 

slammed with work, and will arrange for tile "sign off" at their earliest, Whenever that is, 

Please advise what else I can do but be patient? Otherwise feel free to contact Darius at: the NCASA office in 

Greensboro. 

1} Any news on the promised schedule, the 060 and 065 divisions have been closed for a long while, and surely we 

should have a schedule by now, since all 60 players are flying in from all over North America ~ and others need t:o 

arrange their own schedule to the playing schedule. 

2} Also any news on the using of a Ryan Francis Park soccer field on Tuesday at 3.30PM for our 3 teams 

meeting!scrimmage as earlier requested. 

3} Hope our 060 Japanese Veterans friends are all registered and not held back by red tape. 

Looking forward to meet you all again in EscondidoiCA. 

PS .-. is the tournament party confirmed for downtown Escondido on Saturday 29:h June? 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 

Manager/captain 

055 60 65 NC United. 

From: USASA National Veterans Cup [mailto:veteranscup@gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2013 12:59 AM 

To: Lisa Bliskis; Mike Maloney; Don Keller; Keith Rennet; veteranscup@gmail.com 

Subject: PLEASE READ CAREFULLY: VETERANS CUP MANAGERS 

All, 

We have over 100 teams registered. We are down to the final weeks before the first kick-off. A few updates before the 

tournament that are important. 



1) Team Rosters - we have been hoping that this would be fully online but we have run into some technical issues so the 

process will be as follows: 

Attached is the roster you will need to complete and get your state registrar to sign off. This roster is due on 

Tuesday June 18. 

Please e-mail a scanned PDF version with the signed off roster by the registrar and your electronic version of the 

roster to the following e-mail addresses: veteranscup@gmail.com & MOCMASHER@aol.com 

You will be allowed 5 changes to the roster but the final roster is due on Saturday June 22. We will not accept 

any changes after this date. 
¯ When you arrive for registration you will need to bring 6 copies of the roster 
¯ 22 players are allowed on a roster 
¯ Rosters need to be fully completed. USASA will not approve incomplete roster i.e. player missing information 

date of birth and e-mails (no generic e-mails are accepted either). Incomplete roster will be kicked back to the manager. 

USASA will data enter the roster into the team registration system and the players will get an e-mail notification 

that they have been added to a team roster 

Finally make sure that every player has a valid up to date USASA players pass. If they are missing one please 

contact your local state association. Over the weekend I meet every state president and told them they need to 

accommodate everyone. 

2) Schedules: 

The final schedule will be posted a week before the tournament. Please inform every player of this so they are 

aware of this. In past we get a lot e-mails from players and I want to prevent this. 

3) Tuesday night games: 

Yes we will try to get some games in on Tuesday evening right after the opening ceremony. This is being done to 

accommodate the 100+ team that registered. We have only 8 fields and we need every available game slot. Right now 

we are reaching out to local teams for these games. However, if any of you that are out of state are able to play on 

Tuesday night please let me know asap! 

4) Opening ceremony: 

This is scheduled for 5:30 PM on Tuesday night at the fields. Please bring all your players to this 

event. Mandatory manager meeting will be done right after the ceremony. Most likely this will be done at the Beer 

Garden at the field. 
5) Team Registration: 

¯ We will team registration on Monday evening and Tuesday. We will have assigned timeslot by division. 
¯ Final team registration schedule and location will be posted a week before the tournament 

6) Rules and Regulations: 

We are in the process of updating the tournament rules. We have already made some minor updates. They are 

marked in red. Please see following link: http://www.veteranscup.us/rules-and-regulations 

The biggest change is for the over 30 division: Section 4o For the over 30 division each player must provide proof 
of age by providing a government approved identification prior to the 1st game, This wi[[ be done during the 
registration team check-in period, 

If you are in an over 30 division please make sure players come in at least 45 minute before the game so we can 

check of player cards and drivers licenses. 

7) Tournament Party: 

¯ Please be aware that this year the tournament party is Saturday night. 
¯ The plans are being finalized but as of now it looks like we will be in down town Escondido for the party. The 

city is planning to do close of a section of the down town area for us and create a block party. More details to come. 

8) Lodging: 

If you have not booked a hotel please see this link for options: http:!!www.veteranscup.us!/odging 

9) Need players: 

If you are in need of players please check out the forum section: http:!!www.veteranscup~us/forum You can 

post an add or see if there is a player looking for a team. 

If you have any questions or concerns please feel free to reach out to us. 



Sincerely, 

Veterans Cup Team 

Cezar, Mike, Lisa, Don, and Keith 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. Tf you have received it 
by mistake, please let us know by e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to 
anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed on the ][nternet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other 
information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an authorized 
representative independent of this message. 
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Soccer Business Insider: MLS latmches content group MLS+ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 

NLS launches content group NLS+ 
By Paul Kennedy 

Major League Soccer has its own soccer news web site (MLSSoccer.com_), it has its own YouTube channel 

(KickTV) and it is now launching its own content and distribution group, MLS+, to create soccer programming for 

its own platforms and those of its padners. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

"Soccer in North America and MLS are soaring," MLS Chief Marketing Officer Howard Handler said. "To build on this 

momentum and inspire the next wave of fans, MLS+ will create hundreds of hours of premium programming per year. MLS+ 

will also deliver new opportunities to leverage the relationship between our fans and the commercial community." 

MLS+ content will include new television shows, digital series, mini-documentaries, mobile applications, lifestyle features, 

user-generated content, viral video stunts and more. Distribution partnerships include NBC Sports Network and 

NBCSports.com, Canada’s TSN and RDS, KickrV, the MLS YouTube channel, MLSsoccer.com and other digital partners, 

including Yahoo!, MedioTiempo, and SB Nation. 

NEW MAGAZINE SHOW. The first MLS+ creative partner is eight-time Emmy Award-winning filmmaker Jonathan Hock, the 

executive producer of MLS Insider, a new magazine show that premieres on NBC Sports Network Friday at 7:30 p.m. ET and 

on TSN2 in Canada at 2 p.m. 

This Friday’s premiere episode of MLS Insider includes in-depth features on New York Red Bulls midfielder Tim Cahill, 

Philadelphia Union’s Sons of Ben supporters group and LA Galaxy midfielder Robbie Rogers. 

UNIVISION VIEWERS UP. Univision reported triple digit growth on UNvision and UniMas for weekend coverage of the 

Confederations Cup from Brazil as compared to the opening matches of the 2009 Confederations Cup (when Mexico was not 

entered). 

The opening weekend of the 2013 Confederations Cup averaged 1.8 million viewers for an increase of 215 percent versus the 

opening weekend in 2009. 

The Mexico-Italy match averaged a high of 3.1 million viewers. Brazil-Japan averaged 1.09 million viewers on UNvision while 

Spain-Uruguay on UniMas averaged 1.14 million viewers. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 
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Youth Soccer Insider: U-20s to provide glimpse of future U.S. stars? 

Wednesday, June 19,2013 i!iii!~,’ Tweet This Niil Share This 

U-20s to provide glimpse of future U.S. stars? 
By Mike Woitalla 

Since the U-20 World Cup was launched in 1977, the biennial tournament has introduced to the world some of 

soccer’s biggest stars. 

Diego Maradona famously dazzled at the 1979 tournament in Japan. Others who followed include Enzo 

Francescoli, Dung& Davor Suker, Luis Figo, Roberto Carlos, Thierry Henry, Ronaldinho, Michael Owen 

and Lionel Messi. 

Among the players from the Spain team that has dominated world soccer for the last half decade who played in U-20 World 

Cups are Andres Iniesta, Xavi, Iker Casillas, Cesc Fabregas and Caries Puyol. 

And the odds are fairly good that when the USA plays in the U-20 World Cup in Turkey, where it kicks off against Spain on 

Friday, we’ll see some players who will one day represent the USA at the senior World Cup. 

At each of the last two senior World Cups, more than half the players on the U.S. rosters had been part of a U-20 World Cup 

squad. 

Current U.S. U-20 coach Tab Ramos, who went on to three senior World Cups, played on the U.S. 1983 U-20 World Cup 

team, along with Paul Caligiuri and Hugo Perez, that was the first to win a game at the competition. 

The number of players U.S. U-20 World Cup alumni on senior World Cup squads spiked at the last two tournaments: 

YEAR HOST -- U-20 World Cup Alums 

1990 Italy -- 6 

1994 USA -- 6 

1998 France -- 5 

2002 South Korea/Japan -- 8 

2006 Germany -- 15 

2010 South Africa -- 13 

U-20 WORLD CUPS 

U.S. players who went on to make a senior World Cup squad 

1977 Tunisia (did not qualify) 



1979 Japan (did not qualify) 

1981 Australia 

John Stollmeyer 1990 

Coach Walter Chyzowych (15th place/16 teams) 

1983 Mexico 

Paul Caligiuri 1990, 1994 

Hugo Perez 1994 

Tab Ramos 1990, 1994, 1998 

Coach Angus McAIpine (11th place/16) 

1985 Soviet Union (did not qualify) 

1987 Chile 

Marcelo Balboa 1990, 1994, 1998 

Tony Meola 1990, 1994, 2002 

Jeff Agoos 1998, 2002 

Kasey Keller 1990, 1998, 2002, 2006 

Coach Derek Armstrong (11th place/16) 

1989 Saudi Arabia 

Mike Burns 1994, 1998 

Kasey Keller 1990, 1998, 2002, 2006 

Chris Henderson 1990 

Coach Bob Gansler (4th place/16) 

1991 Portugal (did not qualify) 

1993 Australia 

Gregg Berhalter 2002, 2006 

Coach Bobby Howe (8th place/16) 

1995 Qatar(did not qualify) 

1997 Malaysia 

John O’Brien 2002, 2006 

Ben Olsen 2006 

Josh Wolff 2002, 2006 

Coach Jay Hoffmann (15th place/16) 

1999 Nigeria 

Chris Albright 2006 

Gregg Berhalter 2002, 2006 

Carlos Bocanegra 2006, 2010 

Steve Cherundolo 2002, 2006, 2010 

Tim Howard 2006, 2010 

Coach Sigi Schmid (11th place/24 teams) 

2001 Argentina 

DaMarcus Beasley 2002, 2006, 2010 

Edson Buddle 2010 

Bobby Convey 2006 

Landon Donovan 2002, 2006, 2010 



Oguchi Onyewu 2006, 2010 

Coach Wolfgang Suhnholz (13th place/24) 

2003 UAE 

Eddie Johnson 2006 

Ricardo Clark 2010 

Bobby Convey 2006 

Clint Dempsey 2006, 2010 

Coach Thomas Rongen (5th place/24) 

2005 Netherlands 
Benny Feilhaber 2010 
Jonathan Spector 2010 
Coach Sigi Schmid (11th/24) 

2007 Canada 

Jozy Altidore 2010 

Michael Bradley 2010 

Coach Thomas Rongen (7th/24) 

Egypt 2009 

Coach Thomas Rongen (17th/24) 

Colombia 2011 (did not qualify) 

USA’s 2013 U-20 WORLD CUP SCHEDULE (first round) 

FRIDAY, June 21 

ESPN2, WatchESPN, Univision Deportes 

USA-SPAIN (live) 1:45 pm. 

MONDAY, June 24 

ESPN2, WatchESPN, Univision Deportes 

USA-FRANCE (live) 10:45 am. 

THURSDAY, June 27 

ESPNU, WatchESPN 

USA-GHANA (live) 1 pm. 
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Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Brazii Mexico on ESPN 

The 2013 Coniederat:ion!~ Cup ~:ontinues wit:h a douM.ehea~Jer on ESPN: Brazil - Mexico at 2:30pm LaSso on Uni~,isk)n) and 

~taty - Japan at 5:45pm (aLso on UmMas). Ad Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"}~S a new era for ~he (:Iul). we~ve got: a new manager and hopefully we G:n 1:aRe Lha~ big slop fo{ward 

d~a: a([ the fans want A bi~ par: o~ me stayin$ at this CLub was the ~ans, From the day t si~ned for the 

Ctub, they have been absolutely fantastic." Stoke C~y’s Jermaine Pennant. 

World Cup Qualifying: USA 1 - Honduras 0 
The United States ad~Jed three points t:o the top of the CONCACAF Work~ Cup QuaLifying taM.e on Tuesday night at Rio 

Tmto Stadiun’u shut~mg out Honduras 1-0. Jozy Attidore s(:o~ ed his fol~rth goal in four games, fir~ishing off Fabian 

&)hnson’s seryJ~:e in 1:he 73rd rninut:e, USA 8oaU<eeper rm~ Howard needed one save to keep the dean sheet. The US Led 

10 to 4 on shots taken, putting five of those on goat. 

"A good team finds ways to score and that’s whaL they did," USA coach Jurgen glLinsmann said, ’They scored and they 

tJe!~er~/e i} h~.~.~e ~:o~’~’~pLi~’l’~e~’~t, }~’~ a gi}~’~’~e Like t:his, what rea{ty mat:t:ers is that you keep b’,oJng and be pal:ien~ an~J fin~J 1:he 

goaL," Read More 

The Particular Genius of Jur len Klinsmann 

BV Jason Davis o WASHINGTON, DC {Jun t9, 2013} US Soccer PLayers - Every coach, when h}red, has a checklist that 

needs comp{eLin~ in orde~ to consider the job a success. Fo~ most, tha~ includes the same items, severe{ var~aLions on 

the basic concept of "wmrdn~." 
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Maybe even d~e Cope America makes the/ist~ but ~il’s[ and fo~emos~ is qualificadom 

UnLess the head coach in quesdon is Jurgen KLinsmann, the highest paid coach in the history of Lhe USA p~ogram. 

KLinsmann’s (:heck[ist doesn’t iiusL differ sib’,niIicantLy Item those of his pre~Jecessers, It’s of his own rna~in~, 

tn additien t:o t:he baseIine of quaIiIica~ion - an~J it’s worth pointing eut LhaL quah~yhlg has never {)een in as much 

question as some would have you drink durin9 d~e current cycle - K[insmann set expectations high by ta[kin~ so much 

about pushing U’~e team and the program forward. K~insmann made sure that his tenure as boss would be more than 

wins and Losses, opting for Ehe somewhat subjective measure o~ ~progress," Add to the checMist "tangib{e ~dsua[ proof 

of a more proactive~ fluid, attackh~g Nationa~ Teen1", preferably one that can easily dispatch CONCACAF foes and can 

go toe4:o4:oe with the Lop handfu{ of tearns in the workL Read More 
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Edwards. 

Stuart Pearce exits after Israel nadir ex~>oses limitations - flem O)C Spo~t’s Phi[ McNu)zy: Israe). was simp).y the 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Confederations Cup Group B 

The 2013 Confederations Cup cenLinues on ESPN and UniMas: Spain - Tahiti aL 2:30pro and N~geria - Uruguay at 5:45pm 

~, Nise~a and Spmn both won thmr opemn~ games, with b~geria top of the ~roup on $oa] diffe~ enc:e after beat~n~ 

Tahiti 6.1. 
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Section 1 : Jozy and Johnson move USA clo~r to Broil 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s easy to enjoy your 

vacation and enjoy some 

cold beers and swimming 

pools on a high. We’re in the 

driver’s seat now. It’s been a 

very good summer." 

-- U.S. goalie Tim Howard, 

who like most of the other 

European-based players on 

the national team, will head 

off on vacation following the 

USA’s 1-0 win over 

Honduras that gave it nine 

points out of a possible nine 

from the three June World 

Cup qualifiers. (New York 

Times) 

Today’s News = Wednesday, June 19, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Jozy and Johnson move USA closer to Brazil 
by Mike Woitalla                                                                                     ~ 

[USA-HONDURAS]Jozy Altidore has paved a smooth path to Brazil for the USA. 

The red-hot striker scored with a low, left-footed shot for a %0 win over Honduras on 

Tuesday that gives the USA 13 points after six Hexagonal games, leaving little doubt the USA will 

reach its seventh straight World Cup. AItidore’s strike was set up by Fabian Johnson, who’s 

looking like the U.S. team’s most valuable German import. - Read the whole story 

Several scenarios possible for U.S. clincher on Day 7 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HEXAGONAL1 The USA clinched a berth in the World Cup 2005 finals when its 2-0 win over 

Mexico in Columbus, Ohio, on Day 7 gave it a 5-1-1 record. A road win over Costa Rica in its next 

qualifier Sept. 6 will give the USA the same record at the same stage as eight years ago - 5-1-1 

after Day 7 -- and it will clinch a berth in the 2014 World Cup in Brazil unless the other two 

Hexagonal matches end with a Honduras win over Mexico - not likely - or a Panama win over 

Jamaica - more likely but by no means a certainty. - Read the whole story 

Bombazos keep Ticos in second place 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HEXAGONALl Costa Rica remained in second place two points behind the USA in the 

Hexagonal with a 2-0 win over Panama before 35,000 fans at the Estadio Nacional thanks to 

goals from distance by Bryan Ruiz and Celso Borges in the first six minutes of the second half. 

The Ticos have not given up a goal since Glint Dempsey’s first-half goal in the Snow Bowl in 

Colorado - a span of 434 minutes - and taken 10 of a potential 12 points in their last four games. 

- Read the whole story 

Mexico hopes to continue mastery of Brazil 
by Soccer America 

[CONFEDERATIONS CUP] Mexico may be slumping, but Brazil considers it a thorn in its side - 

and with good reason. Eight Mexicans from the Mexico Olympic team that beat Brazil for the gold 

medal at the 2012 London Olympics are in the Tri squad that faces Brazil Wednesday at the 

Confederations Cup in Fortaleza. - Read the whole story 

important games on tap for Montreal and Portland 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 17] The surprise teams of the season so far face tough tests 

Wednesday as MLS kicks off a busy week with four league matches. - Read the whole story 

Thorns FC lands Weimer from Fortuna Hjorring 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] Portland Thorns FC, tied for first place with Sky Blue FC, signed forward Tiffany 

Weimer for the remainder of the inaugural 2013 NWSL season. The former Penn State star spent 

the 2012-13 Danish season with Fortuna Hjorring for which she scored 14 goals in all 

competitions. - Read the whole story 

Gotta keep your eye on the ball, keeper! 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the PostI This own goal, which turned out to be a Finnish First Division 

gamewinner, can’t be blamed on the defender. The blushes go to HJK Helsinki’s goalkeeper Ville 

Wallen, who would have prevented the goal if he had just stood there instead of lifting his leg. - 

Read the whole stow 
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Section 2: Selecao Offers Support for Brazil Protests 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, June 19, 2013 Tweet This i~~ Share This 

Associated Press 

The violent protests that started in Brasilia with the opening game of the FIFA Confederations Cup have 

turned into the most significant in Brazil since the end of its military dictatorship in 1985. As nearly 240,000 people 

marched on ten Brazilian cities on Monday, the movement gained some important allies, according to the Associated 

Press: namely, the Brazil national team. 

While the Selecao was advised not to comment on the protests, which stem in part from the use of government funds 

to build massive stadiums for next summer’s World Cup instead of improving things like infrastructure and education, 

it has become unavoidable. 

As Zenit St Petersburg striker Hulk said, "Alter seeing the people on the streets claiming for improvements, it makes 

me feel like joining them. They are doing the right thing, what they are saying makes sense and we have to hear 

them. Brazil needs to improve, we all know that." 

"The people have the right to express their opinions and to protest when they are not happy with what is happening in 

their country. That’s the only way to call attention to what is wrong," said Chelsea defender David Luiz. "1 don’t live in 

Brazil but I love my country. The Brazilians love their country and that’s why these protests are happening ... the only 

thing we won’t support is violence." 

- Read the whole story... 

Associated Press 

We’re less than a year ahead of next summer’s World Cup in Brazil, and the AP says that for travelers to the world 

soccer showcase, getting tickets to the games may be the easiest part of their experience. 

With the Confederations Cup now well underway, the report claims that two out of three visitors to the tropical 

northeastern city of Recife, for example, will not be able to find accommodation this week or next. Instead, spectators 

are being asked to travel as far as 75 miles away to spend the night, which is the New York City equivalent to staying 

in Philadelphia to take in a Knicks game. 

And that’s not the only problem: language is also a real issue throughout the country. Many FIFA-certified hotels will 



not have staff that speaks English very well. As bed-and-breakfast owner Gunde Schneider says, "If you can afford 

English lessons, you’re not going to work the front desk of a hotel," he said. "More likely, you’re the owner of the 

hotel." 

Even getting to Recife could be a problem, due to Brazil’s poor transportation infrastructure. Harmful regulations -- 

particularly in the airline industry -- high prices and bad traffic make getting around the huge country extremely 

difficult. In fact, according to the report, Brazil ranks among the World Economic Forum’s worst 25 countries (out of 

140) in those categories, ranking behind the likes of Kazakhstan and Gambia. 

- Read the whole story... 

West Ham Completes Record Carroll Si nig_s]_ l 
BBC Sport 

West Ham United on Wednesday signed Andy Carroll from Liverpool on a six-year deal for a club record $23.5 

million. Although only 24, Carroll is already one of the most expensive Englishmen in history, having commanded 

more than $78 million in transfer fees during his career, which has taken him from Newcastle to Liverpool and now 

West Ham. 

Carroll completed a successful season-long loan with the Hammers last season. "It’s fantastic for me to be here. I 

really enjoyed last season, and that shows in me coming back and making it permanent," the striker said. "The fans, 

the lads and the club itself have been great to me, and what I wanted to do was come back here and play football." 

He added: "Getting promoted the season before last, then finishing where we did - we did great, and it can only get 

better for us. The way the club’s being run, obviously getting the new stadium and everything like that, it’s only going 

up." 

In March it was announced that West Ham would be the main tenant for the Olympic Stadium beginning in August 

2016. 

- Read the whole story... 

Express 

Spanish wonderkid Isco won’t make a decision on his future next week at the earliest, the Express reports, with 

Manchester City still his likely destination. Meanwhile, reports in Italy claim that City coach Manuel Pellegrini has no 

interest in Milan forward Stephan El Sharaawy, although the Chilean would like to offload Carlos Tevez to the 

Rossoneri. However, it is unlikely that the Argentine striker will head to the San Siro unless Milan forward Robinho 

can be sold back to Santos. - Read the whole story... 

Chelsea Lands Favorable EPL Schedule 
ESPN FC 

The English Premier League schedule was released on Tuesday, and by most accounts, David Moyes’ Manchester 

United was handed the tougher of the two schedules compared to Jose Mourinho’s Chelsea, who are joint-favorites’ 

for next season’s English title. While Chelsea opens the season with a home game against newly promoted Hull City, 

United faces a tricky visit to Michael Laudrup’s Swansea City. 

- Read the whole story... 

Several Clubs in Gomez Talks 
Express 



Bayern Munich striker Mario Gomez, who was the back-up to Croatia international Mario Mandzukic for most of 

Bayern’s treble-winning season, is in talks with Manchester City, Chelsea, Atletico Madrid, Fiorentina and Napoli over 

a $27 million switch. According to the Express, the German international will meet with his agent Monday to mull over 

the transfer options available to him. - Read the whole story... 

Reports" Capello to Join PSG 
Goal.com 

After Sky Sports Italia on Tuesday reported that Paris Saint-Germain had agreed to pay the $4 million necessary to 

free Russia coach Fabio Capello from his contract, bookmakers stopped taking bets on the former England coach 

taking over the newly crowned Ligue 1 champion. Capello’s son, agent Pierfilippo, is now said to be in Paris 

negotiating terms with PSG sporting director Leonardo to finalize his father’s move. 

Capello’s signing would pave the way for current PSG coach Carlo Ancelotti to join Real Madrid, as has been his 

stated intention for weeks now. According to reports, PSG turned its focus to Capello after Tottenham boss Andre 

Villas-Boas turned down the opportunity to join the French club. The switch will mark the first time Capello has 

coached a club side since 2007. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer Business Insider: Stevenson hired to head new MLS business unit 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 

Stevenson hired to 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

head new MLS business unit 
By Paul Kennedy 

Veteran sports media and marketing executive Gary Stevenson has been named president and managing 

director of MLS Business Ventures, MLS’s new business unit. 

This represents a significant restructuring of MLS’s upper management and comes as it enters one of the most critical periods 

in its business development - the negotiation of new television deals to replace those with ESPN and NBC Sports that expire 

after the 2014 season. 

Stevenson brings more than 30 years of industry experience to MLS, including executive positions at the Pac-12 Conference, 

NBA and PGA TOUR, as well as the Golf Channel, where he was chief operating officer during its launch. 

Most recently, he was president of Pac-12 Enterprises, where he managed the launch of Pac-12 Networks. 

Stevenson, who joined the Pac-12 after selling his highly successful OnSports consulting firm to the Wasserman Media 

Group, was responsible for gaining national distribution for Pac-12 Networks and launching six regional Pac-12 networks, all 

dedicated to Pac-12 spotts. Pac-12 Networks launched nationally in t~cord time, a year after he came on board, with 48 

million subscribers. 

Pac-12 Networks’ launch has not been entirely smooth, though. Stevenson left in April before being able to reach a deal with 

carrier DirecTV, and no deal has since been reached, leaving open the possibility a second college football season will take 

place with DirecTV’s 20 million U.S. subscribers being unable to watch Pac-12 games carried on Pac-12 Networks. 

Stevenson, whose son, Gary, was a Duke men’s soccer co-captain in 2007, will join the MLS executive team in mid-July and 

oversee all commercial and revenue areas for MLS and Soccer United Marketing, including media/broadcasting, marketing, 

content and digital. MLS Commissioner Don Gather said Stevenson will bring a "fresh perspective and entrepreneurial spirit" 

to MLS and SUM. 

"Gary’s vast experience in the sports and entertainment world, along with his deep understanding of the media landscape, will 

play a pivotal role in growing key areas of our business and forming new partnerships," said MLS Commissioner Don Gather. 

’I’ve known Gary for more than two decades and am thrilled to have him join us during an exciting time of growth for our 

league." 

SUM President Kathy Carter will continue in her role and report to Stevenson and the newly created MLS Business Ventures. 

MLS Chief Marketing Officer Howard Handler also will report to Stevenson. 

In addition, MLS President Mark Abbott, the architect of MLS’s business plan and its first employee in 1993, will assume 

expanded responsibilities as deputy commissioner of Major League Soccer. 

Abbott will lead and manage all areas of league operations and competition and lead a new business development group to 

address new areas of opportunity for MLS and SUM. 
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USA-Honduras game draws respectable ESPN 
audience 
By PauI Kennedy 

It wasn’t the 20 million viewers who watched Game 6 of the Heat-Spurs NBA final series on ABC - a record for a 

non-clinching championship game - but the average of 1,127,000 viewers who tuned in for Tuesday’s USA- 

Honduras World Cup 2014 qualifier on ESPN was a respectable audience. 

The audience was the fifth most-watched U.S. qualifier or friendly in history. 

USA-Honduras, Top Ratings: 

Hartford-New Haven 2.1 

Seattle-Tacoma 2.0 

Buffalo 2.0 

Richmond 1.8 

Salt Lake City 1.7 

NASL VS. USL IN OKC. Prospective owners of NASL and USL clubs competing to obtain a lease to a local high school 

stadium necessary to operate a team in Oklahoma City squared off before the Oklahoma City Public Schools board on 

Monday. 

Brad Lund (NASL), the managing partner of Sold Out Strategies, and Bob Funk Jr. (USL), the owner and president of 

Prodigal LLC, each made presentations why their group should use Taft Stadium. 

Following deliberations, Lund was granted a two-year lease plus a renewal option in a majority ruling. 

"It’s a big day for sports in Oklahoma City," Lund tol~d the Oklahoman. ’We’re going to be bringing an extremely high level of 

world-class soccer to Taft Stadium. Personally, it’s a dream of mine. I grew up playing, I met my wife playing soccer, and it’s a 

special, special day for Oklahoma City, not just soccer fans, but sports fans in general." 

Both Lund and Funk have a background in minor league hockey, which is very popular in Oklahoma City. Lund’s group hopes 

to gain formal approval in July from the NASL for an expansion team. 

(Click here for OKCPS twitter feed of Lund’s presentation of the proposed expenses/costs for the NASL team and its use of 

the stadium.) 

JIMI CUP ALL-STARS. El Jimador announced the 10 contest winners who will participate along with former U.S. and Mexico 

national team stars in the second edition of Jimi Cup July 9 at Casa Herradura’s distillery in Amatitan, Mexico. 

The player rosters include Alexi Lalas, Brandi Chastain and Taylor Twellman for the USA and well as Mexicans Claudio 

Suarez, Monica Gonzalez and Ramon Ramirez. 

The 10 contest winners: 

Clarabella Alcantar (Alpharetta, GA) 

Cristobal Garcia (Evans, CO) 

Stuart Grierson (Buena Park, CA) 

Martin Herrera (Inglewood, CA) 

Steven James (Miramar, FL) 

Andrew Lickenbrock (Medord, MA) 

Lindsey Miller (Portland, ME) 

Bette Shapiro (Red Bud, IL) 

Andros Suarez (Escondido, CA) 

Pat Trevino (Kitteny, ME) 
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BBC Sport 

Lionel Messi and his father Jorge have been summoned to appear in court on Sept. 17, after a Spanish 

judge said it would hear a case accusing the pair of defrauding the tax authorities of more than $5 million from 2007- 

2009. The complaint alleges that Messi and his father used companies in tax havens like Belize and Uruguay to sell 

the right to use his image. 

According to BBC Sport, the income related to his image rights included contracts with Banco Sabadell, Danone, 

Adidas, Pepsi-Cola, Proctor and Gamble and the Kuwait Food Company. 

Messi’s net salary from Barcelona is around $21 million; he has also signed multi-million endorsements with 

commercial sponsors around the world. If convicted, the player and his father face a huge fine of up to $20 million 

according to some reports, and possibly up to six years in jail. 

- Read the whole story... 

..C...apello Snubs PSG 
Guardian 

In the end, Fabio Capello, who seemed a shoo-in for the Paris Saint-Germain job on Wednesday, has rejected the 

chance to move to the Parc des Princes, choosing instead to remain as head coach of Russia. The turn of events 

also places the anticipated move of PSG coach Carlo Ancelotti to Real Madrid in doubt. 

While Capello’s son and agent, Pierfilippo, traveled to Paris on Wednesday to hash out a deal with PSG President 

Nasser al Khelaifi and sporting director Leonardo, the talks stalled due to the length of contract on offer: one-year 

with an option to renew for another 12 months at the end of next season. Further complicating matters was Russia’s 

insistence that the Italian tactician see out a notice period, regardless of PSG’s intention to pay his $4 million release 

clause. 

With Capello no longer on an option, PSG is said to be turning to Swansea City’s Michael Laudrup, former 

Barcelona manager Franck Rijkaard, former Netherlands manager Marco van Basten, and PSG first team coach, 

Claude Makelele, as possible replacements for Ancelotti, who desperately wants to leave the Ligue 1 champion for 

Real. According to the Guardian, PSG has one eye on Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger’s expiring contract in 12 

months time, which is why it is only looking for a short-term solution. 



- Read the whole story... 

AVB: Bale Stay!...ng..a_.t_..S.p u rs 
M arca 

In an interview with Marca, Tottenham coach Andre Villas-Boas, who recently snubbed the advances of Paris Saint- 

Germain, insists that Real Madrid target Gareth Bale will not be leaving White Hart Lane this summer. Bale has been 

repeatedly linked with a move to the La Liga giant since the end of the English Premier League season in which he 

won two player of the year awards, with club director Zinedine Zidane making several flattering public comments 

about the Welsh international. "We have the pledge of the chairman [David Levy] that Bale is not going to leave the 

club," Villas-Boas told the Real-supporting paper. 

Meanwhile, Spurs is also looking to strengthen its team this summer, and to that end has hired Franco Baldini as its 

director of football where he will oversee transfers. AVB is hoping Baldini can help the club make at least one big- 

name signing, with Barca’s David Villa, Brazilians Leandro Damiao, Paulinho and Bernard all floated as 

possibilities. 

- Read the whole story... 

nst Italy, 
Football Italia 

Alberto Zaccheroni expressed "huge regret" following Japan’s 4-3 loss to Italy in a thrilling FIFA Confederations Cup 

encounter in Recife on Wednesday. Japan’s Italian coach lamented that Sebastian Giovinco’s late winner came 

alter his team had hit the bar twice during the same play. "Obviously when you have the chance to win the game and 

moments later concede the decider there is going to be huge regret," Zaccheroni said. "My players deserved so much 

more from this match." 

Meanwhile, Italy coach Cesare Prandelli said the humidity made it difficult for the Azzurri: "We deserved it against 

Mexico, but struggled like crazy tonight," he said. "The humidity is something we have to deal with, as it really is 

difficult. We were 2-0 down and in the first 25 minutes didn’t know what we were meant to be doing. We got it back on 

track and then tried to preserve the result because we had run out of gas! We had no energy to do anything else at 

that stage," he added. "In those moments you are not clear-headed and struggling to do everything, so you have to 

be even more focused." 

Forward Emanuele Giaccherini said the Azzurri did not deserve the victory: "Was it a deserved victory? In all 

honesty, no, but this is Italy and we know when to fight for a result in the moments of difficulty," the Juventus player 

said. "A bit of fortune, refusal to give up and determination earned us the win. I don’t know what happened. Japan 

deserve credit, while we also started too sluggishly and were not aggressive enough." 

- Read the whole story... 

Goal.com 

Five people were injured on Thursday as fans flocked to see David Beckham in Shanghai. The former LA Galaxy 

star was supposed to meet a local university soccer team, but his plans were cut short by the ensuing stampede. 

- Read the whole story... 

Luiz Suffers Broken Nose 
Independent 



Chelsea defender David Luiz suffered a broken nose during Brazil’s 2-0 win against Mexico in the FIFA 

Confederations Cup on Wednesday. The 26-year-old sustained the injury in a collision with fellow center back Thiago 

Silva, and confirmed that he will require surgery once the tournament ends. 

- Read the whole story... 

Reports" Tevez to Move to Milan for_S15 Million 
Daily Mirror 

Reports in Italy claim that Manchester City would rather cash in on Carlos Tevez now than allow him to leave for free 

at the end of next season, and is preparing to sell him to AC Milan for $15 million. The Argentine is set to be offered a 

three-year deal worth $23 million, according to the reports. 

- Read the whole story... 

R....e.port: H!guain Close to Arsenal Switch 
Daily Mail 

The Mail reports that Gonzalo Higuain is putting the finishing touches on a $34 million move to Arsenal from Real 

Madrid. The Argentine striker becomes the Gunners’ most expensive signing, smashing the club’s previous record of 

$23 million paid to Zenit St. Petersburg for Andrey Arshavin in 2009. According to the report, 25-year-old Higuain 

will be paid close to $230,000 per week. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Section 1 : Wambach shatters world ~oring record 

What They’re Saying 

"They are the example for 

other teams. They tried to 

play soccer and although 

the result proved there is a 

massive difference between 

the teams, that was not the 

most important thing. The 

most important thing was it 

was sporting contest. All of 

us have become big fans of 

that team." 

-- Spain’s Fernando Torres 

on Tahiti after scoring four 

goals in a 10-0 win over 

Oceania champions. 

(Reuters) 

Today’s News = Friday, June 21,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Wambach shatters world scorinq record 
by Soccer America                                                                                  ~ 

[USA-SOUTH KOREAIAbby Wambach scored four goals in the first half of the 

USA’s international friendly with South Korea at Red Bull Arena to shatter the world 

record of 158 goals held by Mia Harem Wambach’s four goals give her 160 in her career for the 

USA, which went on to win, 5-0, in a game that drew almost 19,000 fans. - Read the whole story 

Tahiti crashed a~lain, but wins Brazilian hearts 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CONFEDEFLATIONS CUP] No, it wasn’t 15- or 20=goal rout Tahiti coach Eddy Etaeta, but World 

Cup champion Spain’s 10-0 win over the Oceania champions was easily the largest winning 

margin in the history of the Confederations Cup. On a day when soccer was overshadowed by 

growing demonstrations across Brazil - an estimated 1 million protesters poured into the streets 

- Uruguay beat Nigeria, 2-1, in the other Group B match. - Read the whole stow 

FC Dallas and Sporting KC welcome back stars 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 17] FC Dallas will look to hold on to its narrow Western Conference 

lead when it hosts Sporting Kansas City, which hasn’t played an MLS game in three weeks - 

plenty of time to think about its three-game winless streak that dropped into seventh place in the 

Eastern Conference. - Read the whole story 

Whitecaps add Danish keeper 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] The number of foreign goalkeepers in MLS is increasing. On the heels of 

Macedonian-German goalie Ola Nikolov signing with Philadelphia comes the announcement that 

Vancouver has acquired Denmark native David Ousted, a 28-year-old who has played for 

Brondby and most recently Randers FC. - Read the whole stow 

Thorns FC loses Edwards for season 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL SCHEDULE: Day 11[ Portland Thorns FC will travel to New Jersey to face Sky Blue FC in 

a battle of the NWSL leaders without key midfielder Becky Edwards, who undenNent successful 

surgery on Wednesday to t~pair a torn ACL in her left knee. She had started and played every 

minute of every game through the first 10 games of the NWSL season. - Read the whole story 

Atlanta and Carolina look to thwart challengers 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: Week 12] The Atlanta Silverbacks and Carolina RaiIHawks are 1-2 heading 

into the final three match days of the NASL’s spring season.< - Read the whole story 

Harrisburg looks to close in on Orlando 
by Soccer America 

[U,~L F~RO ,~CHED JLE: Week 14] The Harrisburg City Islanders can move to within one point of 

the idle leader Orlando City with a win over the Pittsburgh Riverhounds Friday night in the 

Keystone Derby. The Islanders have won four out of their last five league games, while the 

Riverhounds are unbeaten in their last eight league games to move into ninth place after starting 

out 0-4-1. - Read the whole stow 

The season’s best footwork seems suspiciously seasoned 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic FeetI Today we’re offering all the best bits from one of our favorite weekly 

segments, as the terrific Showboat series applies its trademark editing one final time, but these 

two minutes finds several players wearing the wrong jerseys. - Read the whole story 
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Friday’s Soccer TV: F FA Uo20 World Cup 

"[’he United Stat:es Unde~-20 Natk)naL "[’eam epens 8~eup [Ray at the 2 )13 F~FA U-20 Wortd Cup against Spain at 1:45pro 

on ESPNJ. Uni~ision ~eportes has France - Ghana at 10:45am. A~ Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"1 think what’s ?,rent is that we Lead the Lea?>ue in ~3oa~s and everybedy talks a[)eut our attaddng 

we’re becomin~ a very ~ood defensive team~ ~ was most pleased w~th how we [eoked~ how seasoned, how 
eoer}enced we Looked tonight. We Look [}ke a team thaUs been to~ether for years but the reality is we’ve 

onLy been Losether for six monLhs." PoP,and Timbers coach Caleb Po~er, 

Tell Me About: 2013 U-20 World Cup 
The FIFA U~20 Wor{d Cup starts on Friday in Turkey. With the U~ted States National Team facinf, tough ~ames ~r~ Group 

A, here’s what: yeu need to know abeut ~:~e tournament. 

Why Are We Here? 

As FIFA p~esident Sepp BLaLLer poinLed out in a press statement, earlier d~is vveek~ the U-20 WorLd Cup is F~FA’s second- 

ek~es~: tournament. "]’hat’s werth stressin2, with what we new caLL the WorLd Cup staftin8 as the F~FA WorLd Youth 

Championship m 1977. From the beginmng, the age Limitation was 20~ w~th the U-17 Wortd Cup startin~ as the U-16 

Championship in 1985. There }s no Under-23 WorLd Cup~ but the a~e [h’aitat~ons placed on me~’s Nat~om~[ Teams 

participating h~ the OLympics turlls L[~aL into a de facto U-23 world champ]onsMp. Those a~e [im]taLions starLed w~th the 
992 Oblmpics. The WorLd Youth Championsh}p becan~e the U-20 Worm Cup for the 2007 tournament. From the 

[)egkm~ng, FIFA sta~es the teurnament ew~ry ether year. Read More 

Telling the MLS Story 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC {Jun 21,2013} US Soccer PLayers ¯ WtLS 2.0 is a concept marked by the success el 

Latter da’/expansien tea~]’~s and ~:he r~se ef the supporters 8reup. ML$ 2.0 is rnere prefessk)nal.~ mole independent, and 
Lherefo~e more Legitimate. MLS 2.0, as Lhe name impi~es, is in. tune wid~ Lhe Latest in digitat content c~eadon. ~t fuLLy 

utilizes soda[ media. ~t’s inlage consdous, ~oin~ so far as to drape itself in the hi!~hest produc:tior~ values as a symbol 

o~ ~ts ~rowth. 

Hence MLS+, Major League Soccer’s newesL effo~t ~.o irr~prove the image and visibility oi the ieasue. The content and 

d~str~bution ~roup will focus on in-depth stop/telLing, starth~ with a MLS Ms~der, a weekly magazine show that debuts 

tenight en the NSC Sperts Netwerk~ As a statement o~ h~:ent and te ensure the content is strons, the ~roup hired 

Jonathan Hock. a docunlentariar, with severa~ ESPN 30 for 30 films on I’ds resume. Hock }s a stop/teLLer, and the League 

While addressing t:he creation of MI.S*, MI.S cMef marketing effh::er Howard HandLer evoked the power of NFI. FHms ~n 

the creation of that League’s massive b~and. The 8ea[ is to heLp MLS ~ranscend the s~at sheet and the match report in 

~ecembined them to tot[ a compeLLing ste% The power o~ NFL F~[ms c~me through i~s abiEJty to untether itseEJ from the 

chronology ef the game whfl.e provk~k~g rk:h con(:ex(: to the e~ents on the ~Je[d. Read More 

Zusi~ Besler ready to return to Sporting after successful stint with national team - from The Kansas~t~"" v ~ta~c .... s ~amc". 
McDoweK: Instead, he went another route. 

Galaxy can’t defend~ can’t score ¯ from The LA Times’ Jim Pe/Lz: "it was just one of those 

Why Real Salt Lake vs. Seattle Sounders is MLS’ best rivalry no one’s talking about ¯ from MLSsoccer,com’s Nicholas 

Rosario: 1. The teams are 

Union’s success has been John Hackworth’s doing - from The DeLaware CounW T}mes’ Matthew De George: But you 

certainly can un(]erstan(] t~@ ~)Fide ir~ Hackwerth’s w)k:e when recapping his fkst 365 days on the job. 



All together now: rival football fans rail against rise in Premier League ticket prices - i~om The "I’eLe~raph=s ,firn 
White: "We just want a fair deat/~ 

Arsenal shareholder Alisher Usmanov makes clear Arsenal are read~ make move for Manchester United striker 

understoo~ to be keen for Wen~er Lo use the budge puL at his d~sposM. 

Weekend Soccer TV: Uo20s and Confederations Cup 

Saturday 

The FtFA U-20 Workd Cup continues on ESPN and Umvrsion DeporLes: Mexico - Greece e~t 10:45am, In the Confederations 

Cup~ ESPN h~s ~t~iy - Bra~[ at 2:30prn, Japan - Mexico is on Univision and ESPN DeporLes ~t 3pro. The decidin£ [e8 of 

Spain’s second di~ds~on promotion playoff ~s on be]N Spo~t w~th Alme~a - O~ona at 2pro, A~me~a [ead 1-0 from the first- 

Sund~y 

Confederations Cup on ESPN and Uni\dsion: Nigeria ¯ Spain at 2:30pro. ESPN2 and UnMsion Depo~tes have Uruguay ¯ 

’~hi~:~ a~so al: 2: 30prn, MLS en ESPN: PhKade[phia - ~4Y ~: 5£rn, NBC S£erLs ~’4etwo~k has PerL[and ~ Ce~erado at 7pro. 

Chivas USA ¯ LA is on Un~Mas at 9pro, ~$~ T~mes E~stern 

Monday 

The U-Z0 World Cup on ESPN2: France o USA at t0:45am. ESPNU has Spare o Ghana at 1:45pm. A~ Thz~es E~seern 

~i Sponsor message 

powered by 
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Soccer America Contidentia]: Don Garber on MLS’s big media push 

Friday, June 21,2013 

Don Garber on 
By Paul Kennedy 

MLS Commissioner Don Garber met with Soccer America editors Paul Kennedy, Ridge Mahoney and Mike 

Woitalla Thursday in San Jose, where he was speaking at the Silicon Valley Business Journal’s Sports Summit. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

MLS’s big media push 

As it has expanded from 10 teams in 2004 to 19 now and 20 in 2015 with the addition of New York City FC and built new 

stadiums across the country, Major League Soccer has seen rapid growth in attendance. But behind the scenes it is investing 

heavily on learning about its fan base and developing content to serve its growing fan base. 

MLS’s announcement this week of the launch of new media company MLS+ and a new business unit, MLS Business 

Ventures, reflects the multi-million dollar commitment it has made on the media side, in part through the injection of capital 

from the sale of a part of Soccer United Marketing to private equity giant Providence Equity Partners two years ago. 

Just as MLS is about to enter into critical negotiations with television networks on a new television deal to begin in the 2015 

season, it is betting that there will be increasing opportunities for it in the digital world, where its growing co~ of young fans 

reside. Garber hinted that MLS will look to expand these new media ventures abroad, hoping to duplicate its success in North 

America and take advantage of the strong reputation MLS has developed internationally for some of its business ventures. 

Garber calls some of the content MLS+ is producing for such shows as MLS Insider, which launches Friday at 7:30 p.m ET 

on NBC Sports Network, the "tip of the iceberg." 

Garber doesn’t know how the fast-growing soccer media market will shake out - all the major soccer properties change hands 

by 2015 or are, like MLS’s rights, up for bid between now and then - but there is no doubt that, as he says, soccer has gone 

from being dismissed or considered an afterthought in American sports media just a decade ago to being "one of the buzz 

properties." 

Here is what Garber had to say about some of MLS’s latest developments ... 

The launch of MLS Business Ventures, to be headed by Gary Stevenson, its president and managing director who 

has a long record of success in the sports media industry, most recently with the launch of the Pac-12 Networks ... 

"We’re positioned to continue our leadership of the commercial market for soccer in North America and expand upon the 

resources w~ have in Soccer United Marketing and to delve far more deeply into the media space. So where Kathy Carter, 

who has done a really capable job of grewing a commereial business, a sponsorship business, a licensing business, an 

international game market business, we really have not had resources to try to develop a broader media business since we 

started Soccer United Marketing with a media premise in 2002 with the purchase of the World Cup rights. 

"Gary Stevenson is a guy whom I’ve known most of my career, back to my pre-NFL days when I worked for a p.r. agency in 

sports marketing and he was at PreSetv. We’ve kept in touch over the years, and he’s arguably one of the most seasoned 

sports business media executives in the industry and will give us the firepower to really figure out how we can grew a very 

important part of what every league has to be strong in, which is the world of traditional media and digital media. Our television 

rights are up [at the end of the 2014 season] and we’re in the precess of working threugh how to package our rights to go out 

of house to market. I thh~k there will be a rebust market for MLS rights from all of the vadeus partners we have today as well 

as others, and Gary is going to take charge of it. He’s also going to spend a lot of time working with Kathy on how to really 
superserce all our relationships with the corporate community. I think we’ve done a good job there. We are arguably one of the 

leading corporate commercial soccer companies in the world." 

How MLS Business Ventures will differ from SUM .., 

’? thh~k there is an opportunity for us to even get broade~: There are new businesses to look at. We could look at expanding 

our relationships qlobally and look to lead this market overseas similarly to how we’ve done in the United States. For the the 

most part, the vast majority of these commercial activites will flow through SUM. Certainly, SUM owns aft the MLS intellectual 

property and hopefully will continue its relationship with U.S. Soccer and Concacaf. So the vast majority of it will flow through 

SUM.. but there are opportunities out there to create new businesses that may or may not be under the SUM umbrella." 

The goals for MLS+ ... 

"MLS+ has got two objectives: to grew ourfans and the other is to develop revenue. Today if we developed our revenue and 

didn’t grow our fan base I wouldn’t view it as successful. We hired Howard Handler a couple of years ago as our chief 



marketing officer, a guy who is really spending a lot of time on managing the MLS brand and figuring out how we can grow our 

fan base from the bottom up as opposed to more traditional ways from the top down through advertising. We have invested 

deeply in CRMs, customer relationship management, and creating a big database, both of current and potential fans. And 

we’re doing a lot of analytics and researeh and dashboards, what we’re calling, ways we’re measuring what’s happening with our 

fan base on a weekly basis, both in our stadiums and on air and frem a consumer research perspective. And now that we 

understand our fan base better and we have our hands areund them more we want to communicate with them better. We 

cannot depend on others to do that. Most of the other leagues have that promotion as either part of their television deals or 

lust part of the traditional media in the world they live in. So this is an initiative that came out of our relationship with 

Previdence and the capital that came in through the sale of a piece of that company [SUM]. And Howard has gone out and put 

together a killer team. This an eight-figure commitment." 

MLS insider, the new magazine show MLS is launching on NBC Sports Network ... 

"This is not just a show that will air on NB C. Components of that show can be pulled out and be exposed globally to a variety 

of multi-channel platforms. That show might air on the NBC [MLS] Insider show. We might see that on KickTV, you might see 

it distributed on the MLS web site. You might see it on our partners" web sites. You might see us taking the components of 

these shows and getting as much exposure with them as we can. That’s a relatively unique approach. This is just the tip of the 

iceberg. You’ll see a lot more content and a lot more programs and initiatives coming out of MLS+. Howard’s we~king with 

Roger Bennett to help us on the creative side. And Roger is absolutely brilliant. I don’t think I’ve been areund a more 

articulate, more inspiring, creative soccer guy in my years of playing the sandbox. I love spending time with him. And he’s a 

big part of the creative genius behind a lot of the stuff you’ll start seeing with us." 

Chances of an MLS TV network ,.. 

"We are going to continue to look at what we would call an MLS vertical, or perhaps a soccer vertical as oppesed to just an 

MLS vertical. Whetherthat’s distributed traditionally or more digital is still to be seen. But I think we have the gem~ of that 

idea with Kick TV, which Google views as one of their more successful You Tube channels. It’s so fantastic, I think it will have 

600,000 subscribers this week and we think will hit 1,000,000 before the end of #re year. It’s hip. It’s creative. It’s nimble. It’s 

perfectly positioned for our audience, which skews younger than most sports." 

MLS’s priorities for a new television contract ... 

"Our prlodties are clearly we’d like to grew our revenue and get the broad committnent of what we hope to be able to achieve. 

We are very proud of our ESPN relationship, one that we’ve had really since #re launch of the league. [ESPN president] John 

Skipper remains a big fan. Clearly, they’ve got a lot going on on that channel, and as a more emerging sport it is easy to get 

lost in the power and ubiquity of ESPN, but when you’re on ESPN you matter. And we love that relationship. NBC has done a 

great job of embracing the sport., of embracing the league, promoting and really making it a priority, and clearly now with 

World Cup on the Spanish-language side [Telemundo] and their commitment to the Premier League which I think will be 

dramatic and previde more pregramming than this country has ever seen is a development that I hope will provide a broader 
platfom~ for soccer fans for MLS. And we’ve got to make sure 1 plus 1 will equal 5. We have great relationships there and we 

hope to achieve that. Ratings are doing very well in Spanish-language this year, up quite dramatically than where we were last 

year. There’s just so much going on in this space. Soccer has gone from being a media sport that just a little more than 10 

years ago had little to no value to beit~g one of the buzz properties in American sports media. People who years ago didn’t 

understand the sport or cared about it now view it as a priority. And that development is a positive one for Major League 

Soccer. We hope to figure out what that means, and we’ll know in the next 12 months." 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: NSCAA High School Spring Chmnpions 

NSCAA High School Spring Boys Final Top 20 
by Soccer America 

IRANKINGS] Mclntosh High School of Peachtree, Ga., finished the spring season with a 23-0-0 record to 

capture the top spot in the NSCAA High School Spring Boys Final Top 20. The Chiefs won the Georgia Class 

AAAAA championship with a 2=0 win over Houston County with goals in the first and last 10 minutes of the 

match. It was their first state championship since 2007 and fourth overall. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA Hicjh School Sprin_q Girls Final Top 20 
by Soccer America 

[P~NKINGS] Green Hope of Cary, N.C., climbed five spots to finish No. 1 in the NSCAA High School Spring Girls Final Top 

20. The Falcons won the N.C. High School Athletic Association 4A state championship with a 2-0 win over Cornelius Hough, 

which had beaten them in the 2012 final. - Read the whole story 

UNC star Garcia siqns with FC Dallas 
by Soccer America 

IHOMEGROWN WATCH1 Not unexpectedly, midfielder Danny Garcia, who was taken offthe field after he was elbowed in the 

back of his head in the USA’s opening game against Spain at the Under-20 World Cup, won’t return for his sophomore year at 

North Carolina, where he was the 2012 ACC Freshman of the Year, after signing a homegrown contract with FC Dallas. - Read 

the whole story 

ESPN’s U-20 World CuE coveraqe continues 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON TV] ESPN will continue its coverage of the Under-20 World Cup from Turkey this weekend. Coverage includes 

Mexico-Greece on ESPN at 10:45 am ET. Mexico features three American products: Richard Sanchez, Uvaldo Luna and 

Julio Morales. For the weekend U-20 World Cup TV schedule ... - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, June 21, 2013 
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Today’s News - Saturday, ~une 22, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

What They’re Saying 

"It was a big gamble, to 

come out and play Spain on 

their side of the field. But 

with the way I see football, 

it’s a gamble I wanted to 

take. I did not want to play 

on our side of the field and 

still lose the game. I wanted 

to take a chance on winning 

the game and unfortunately 

it did not work out." 

-- U.S. under-20 national 

team coach Tab Ramos 

after the 4-1 loss to 

tournament favorite Spain in 

the opening game of the 

Under-20 World Cup in 

Istanbul. (MLSSoccer.com) 

Luis Gil stands out; defense struggles 
by Mike Woitalla 

[USA-SPAIN REPORT CARD]Luis Gil scored a golazo and marshaled a U.S. 

midfield that took the game to the Spaniards, but the U.S. defense proved porous in 

Spain’s 4-1 win in opening play at the U-20 World Cup. Soccer America’s Mike VVoitNla grades 

the U.S. players in their loss against the title favorite. - Read the whole stow 

Spain’s strikers Deulofeu and Jese slice throu~lh U.S. U-20s 
by Mike Woitalla 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUF’] In its U-20 World Cup opener, the USA nearly matched Spain in ball 

possession and attacked as much as the Spaniards did, but the Americans were blown away by 

the Real Madrid-Barcelona frontline duo of Gerard Deulofeu and Jese in a 4-1 loss on Friday in 

Istanbul. - Read the whole stow 

Italy stays put, show goes on 
by Soccer America 

[CONFEDERATIONS CUP] The Confederations Cup will go ahead, despite massive protests 

about a host of issues related to economic and social conditions in Brazil. Saturday’s action 

includes Brazil against Italy in a match of the Group A leaders at the 49,000-seat Arena Fonte 

Nova in Salvador, where two buses carrying FIFA staff members were attacked earlier in the 

week. "Going back home is something we are not thinking about at all," Italy coach Cesare 

Prandelli insisted. - Read the whole stoW 

Quakes head east without Wondo 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 17] Injuries dogged the San Jose Earthquakes all season under Coach 

Frank Yallop, and they continue to pose a problem under interim coach Mark Watson. The 

Quakes headed to Washington to face D.C. United without Chris Wondolowski, the 2012 MLS 

MVP. He suffered a contusion on his right foot at practice on Wednesday. Wondo, who was 

signed to a Designated Player contract in the offseason, leads the Quakes with five goals and is 

tied for the team lead with three assists. Alan Gordon and Steven Lenhart, who both missed 

time in 2013 with injuries and suspensions, should start up front on Saturday evening. - Read the 

whole stow 

Pittsburgh’s unbeaten streak reaches nine games 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 14] The second-place Harrisburg City Islanders were up 2-0 at home 

after 21 minutes but could not hold on, falling to the Pittsburgh Riverhounds, 4-3. The Riverhounds 

scored four unanswered goals, including a pair by Jose Angulo, in the second half to extend 

their unbeaten streak to nine games. - Read the whole story 
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Saturday, June 22, 2013 

U.S. defense deserves kudos, too 
By Ridge Mahoney 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

As the euphoria of Jozy Altidore’s four-game scoring streak begins to ebb, it’s time to acknowledge a heartening 

trend at the other end of the field, namely, the lack of desperation situations imposed on keeper Tim Howard. 

In six Hexagonal matches, the Americans have conceded just three goals and posted four shutouts. Notable defensive marks 

have been recorded in the past, but much of the time they were compiled either, a) against weak opposition, or b) because of 

spectacular, at times unbelievable, goalkeeping. 

Far too many times, the U.S. keeper-- dating back to the days of Tony Meola (first capped in 1988) and running through the 

reigns of Brad Friedel, Kasey Keller and now Howard -- has been the most important, and most tested, man on the field. 

It’s great to have a tradition of great goalkeeping, but it’s also great to see the U.S. suppressing opponents by a combination 

of possession play and cohesive defending all over the field. 

In the last three Hexagonal victories against Jamaica (2-1), Panama (2-0), and Honduras (1-0), Howard wasn’t close to being 

man of the match. He didn’t need to be. He did have a sharp save or two in each game, but wasn’t required to fly around the 

box or soar into the sky every other time an opponent penetrated the final third. There were the inevitable glitches and 

breakdowns, but for the vast majority of those 270 minutes, the Americans either had the ball or were well-organized and 

defensively sound. 

A suspension forced a change of left back for the Honduras game from OaMarcus BeasMy to Fabian Johnson, and right 

back Brad Evans is a collegiate forward converted to utility man at the pro level, and the central pairing of Omar Gonzalez 

and Matt Besler has less than 20 combined caps between them. Jermaine Jones missed a game and a half because of a 

concussion, and Geoff Cameron stepped right in. The personnel and tactics changed but the solidity front to back persisted. 

The best way to defend is to keep the ball, a concept that sounds simple but demands technique and movement and stamina 

and intuition and confidence. Remember all the stick directed at Spain for winning so many games 1-0 en route to the 2010 

World Cup title? The romantics wanted more goals, of course, especially given the Spanish attacking potency. Yet Spain 

could have wobbled at any point in those games had it conceded a goal, and it fused its resilience with the confidence it would 

eventually score to win the prize. 

By keeping the ball for longer periods, teams like Spain and Germany and Brazil limit opposing possessions and thus 

potential threats to its goal. In trying to instill more possession and technique into the U.S. game, head coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann is also improving its defensive prospects by, to put it bluntly, reducing the instances of possibly screwing up. 

When the U.S. defense does break down, as against Honduras when a mistake by centerback Matt Besler provided Andy 

Najar with a point-blank chance, you need a keeper like Howard in the nets to shut down the danger. But you don’t want to 

depend on him a dozen times a game, and even while successfully negotiating the Hexagonal or capturing the Gold Cup 

during the past 24 years the USA has been heavily reliant on its goalkeepers. 

The "great" run at the 2002 World Cup wasn’t grounded on solid defense. The Americans conceded seven goals in five games 

and its lone shutout was against bitter rival Mexico. Friedel saved two penalty kicks in that competition and stoned the 

opposition on numerous other occasions. 

Meola stood on his head to blank England, 2-0, in 1993, as did Keller to beat Brazil, 1-0, five years later in the Gold Cup. 

How~ard’s heroics enabled the Americans to stun Spain, 2-0, in the 2009 Confederations Cup semifinals. Keller and the USA 

won two penalty-kick shootouts to prevail in the 2002 Gold Cup. 

One of the few American victories against a major power that didn’t require sensational netminding was the 3-0 defeat of 

Argentina in the 1995 Copa America, yet the liberal use of backups by then-coach Daniel Passarella -- himself a stalwart 

defender in his playing days - significantly aided the U.S. effort. 

The USA is a long way from mesmerizing the opposition through long spells of intricate, elegant passing. Yet there 

encouraging signs that the goalkeeper no longer must be Man of the Match to win important games. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential blo~. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Soccer America Confidential blo.q. 
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What They’re Saying Today’s News - Monday, June 24, 2013 ii~iii~’ Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

"He is the hero of every 

Brazilian and of everyone 

who loves soccer. He had 

some great moves today. 

People who have that genius 

can make a difference." 

-- Brazil coach Luiz Felipe 

Scolari on 21-year-old 

Neymar, whose goal in 

Brazil’s 4-2 win over Italy on 

Saturday gave him three 

goals in three straight 

Confederations Cup game. 

Host Brazil faces Uruguay in 

the semifinals on 

Wednesday. (Reuters) 

Look who’s now in first in Western Conference 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIND: Week 17]Portland joined Real Salt Lake as the overall points leaders in MLS by 

topping Colorado, 3-0, Sunday afternoon at Jeld-Wen Field. Rodney Wallace assisted on each 

goal and Will Johnson and Frederic Piquionne each registered a goal and an assist to lift the 

Timbers (8-1-9, 30 points) into a first-place tie atop the Western Conference with Real Salt Lake 

(9-5-3), which had beaten the Seattle Sounders, 2-0, on Saturday. - Read the whole story 

Brazil attack driving opposition crazy 
by Soccer America 

[CONFEDERATIONS CUP] So what was all this fuss about Brazil and scoring goals? Neymar 

has broken out of a scoring slump with goals in all three games, including a free kick in Saturday’s 

4-2 win over Italy, to lead Brazil to nine goals in three games, all wins, at the Confederations Cup. 

The win set up a date with Uruguay Wednesday in the semifinals. The other semifinal -- Spain- 

Italy -- on Thursday will be a replay of the Euro 2012 final. - Read the whole story 

Friedrich confirms retirement 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Injuries and age have finally caught up with defender Arne Friedrich. The 

Fire defender, a veteran of two World Cups with his native Germany, announced via Twitter and 

his personal Web site that his playing career is over. - Read the whole story 

Bedoya ups total to five goals in 11 league games 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Alejandro Bedoya scored his fifth goal in 11 AIIsvenskan games for 

first-place Helsingborg as it earned a 1-1 tie at Kalmar Sunday in Sweden. - Read the whole story 

Top-of-the-table clash ends in stalemate 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Day 11] Karina LeBlanc made a season-high seven saves, including two in 

second-half stoppage time as Portland Thorns FC played to a scoreless draw at Sky Blue FC in a 

battle of the NWSL co-leaders before 3,002 fans at Yurcak Field on Saturday night. - Read the 

whole story 

Carolina takes command in sp[iDg title race 
by Soccer America 



[NASL REWIND: Week 12] The Carolina RailHawks claimed control in the race for the NASL 

spring championship, getting a pair of goals from top scorer Brian Shriver in the final four 

minutes to earn a 3-2 comeback win over visiting Minnesota United FC at WakeMed Soccer Park. 

The Atlanta Silverbacks fell out of first place as t~vo penalty kicks from Georgi I-Iristov and Mike 

Ambersley early in the second half gave the Tampa Bay Rowdies a 2-1 win in front of 5,711 fans 

at Atlanta Silverbacks Park. Carolina can clinch the title with a win over Atlanta at at WakeMed 

Soccer Park next Saturday. - Read the whole story 

Richmond remains unbeaten; Orlando battles Flu 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 14] The Richmond Kickers remained undefeated this season after 

battling the Vancouver Whitecaps FC Reserves to a 1-1 draw on Saturday night in front of a rain- 

soaked crowd of 2,135 at City Stadium. Pittsburgh earned a pair of wins to extend their unbeaten 

streak to 10 games, while Dayton took four out of six points on its western road swing to move 

into sixth place. - Read the whole story 

Happy 26th Birthday to the living !#gend known as Lionel Messi 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: La Pulga] Born Lionel Andres Messi on June 24, 1987 in Rosario, Argentina, the 

once scrawny little boy with the imperfect legs turns 26 years old on Monday, but neither records 

or awards convey his lasting impact on how the world views soccer. - Read the whole story 
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Toda’g’s NeWSMenday, June 24, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mexico stunned by Greece in opener 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

IUNDER-20 WORLD CUP] What’s wrong with Mexico? Its senior team is struggling in World Cup qualifying 

and dropped two of three games at the Confederations Cup, while its under-20 national team, which entered         ~ 
the Under-20 World Cup as one of the favorites to win the title, lost to Greece, making its first appearance in 

the tournament, 2-1, in their opener on Saturday. All four Concacaf teams all lost on Day 1, while the only one 

of six European teams not to win was England, which blew a 2-0 lead with 15 minutes to play and had to 

settle for a 2-2 tie with Iraq. - Read the whole stop/ 

U=20 World Cup continues with USA=France 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON T’k,’] ESPN and Univision will continue coverage of the Under-20 World Cup from Turkey this week with the USA- 

France game on ESPN2, WatchESPN and Univision Deportes at 10:45 am ET. For the complete U-20 World Cup TV 

schedule for the remainder of the group stage ... - Read the whole story 

Dallas Sting excels in National Playoffs 
by Soccer America 

[ECNL] Bad weather in the Denver area played havoc with the ECNL National Playoffs in the under-15 to under-17 age groups 

and the National Championships in the under-18 age group. But all but a few Champions League groups were decided after 

play through Sunday. Dallas Sting led all teams with its U-16s and U-17s advancing to the National Championships July 10=15 

in Richmond, Va., and the U-15s leading their group with a makeup game to play on Monday. PDA won two groups and 

missed out on winning a third on goal difference. Real So Cal also clinched two group titles on Sunday. For the U-18 knockout 

results and U-15 to U-17 standings ... - Read the whole stop/ 

Cai South teams dominate with "12 titMs 
by Soccer America 

[REGION IV CHAMPIONSHIPS[ Pateadores teams won three boys age groups at the 2013 U.S. Youth Soccer Region IV 

Championships that concluded Sunday at Waipio Peninsula Soccer Complex in Honolulu. FC Golden State won two 

championships as Cal South teams that won seven of eight boys titles. Legends FC led the girls side with two titles among 

the five titles Cal South teams captured. Leahi Pt~mier’s U-18 girls gave Hawaii just its third Region IV championships. For the 

results of all the finals ... - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Monday, June 24, 2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

In light of his team’s heavy defeat against 
Spain on Friday, how much should U20 IVINT 
head coach Tab Ramos change ahead of 

Monday’s clash with France? l 

I~IORE; U20 MNT Player Ratings vs. Spain 

STUCK WA [Tii[NG 
ECNL officials were forced to postpone the 
final day of the playoffs to Monday due to 
lightning in the area, though some teams did 
qualify for the Finals prior to the delay. 

After another long and fiercely competitive 
season in the DA, teams have descended on 
Frisco, Texas, for this year’s Playoffs. Check 
out our comprehensive U18 preview. 

DID YOU SEE? 

The USWNT made a Vine 
after Abby Wambach broke 
Mia’s record. And it’s pretty 
qreat. 

PDA (New ,Jersey) and 
favorites Colorado Rush end 
their ECNL playoffs match 
with an epic PK shootout. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner; 

Long Beach Soccer Academy 

The Long Beach State Soccer Academy is run 
by the coaching staff of the Long Beach 
State Women’s Soccer team, overseen by 
Head Coach iVlauricio [ngrassia. 

The Residential Academy Camps are 
designed for female soccer players who seek 
an intense and rewarding soccer experience. 

Besides coming away with a wealth of 
knowledge, the campers will live and train 
just like the Long Beach State Soccer team 
does during double-day workouts each pre- 
season. 



Click here for more information! 
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Calories, Carbs m~d Protein...Oh My! 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

]he 2013 college season is just around the corner, and now is 
the time to update the NSCAA College Soccer Scoreboard. 

If you already have access to the scoreboard interface, please 
sign in and input your 2013 schedule and update your roster. If 
y(~u do not know your password c ck here to retreve t 

If you are a new coach or SID and need access, please do the 
~ ~ ~rai~i~ ~cti~it~ following ¯ 

¯ Register on TopDrawerSoccer.com 
. once registered, ema, TDS at 

scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com and they will give you 
access to your college program (or programs if affiliated 
with both men and women) 

¯ Once you have access, simply "Sign In" in the top right 

~i¢/{ ~ittks~ corner of TopDrawerSoccer.com, and then click on 
"Profile" in the top right corner¯ On the next screen you will 
see a tab with your college’s name (or tabs if you have 
access to men and women) for the scoreboard interface 

~ h~ mv~}O~ Please have both your roster and schedule updated by July 
20~3. Changes can be made prior to the beginning of the season 

Qtlli~ B~ ~i~ .... ’ but all Initial updates should be completed by that time. 

REMEMBER: In order to quali~ for NSC~ postseason 

Massachusetts College of Liberal A~s, ~ women’s soccer 
coach Deb Raber wHl go down 
of the greatest female athletes to ever 
play at Green Mountain College in 
Poultney, Vt 

~under3oP~#~ Inducted into her alma mater’s athletics 
is~y~r-lo~opp~u~ hall of fame in 2003, Raber starred 
th~(willide~tifvth~e# collegiately in soccer so~ball and 
~en~ratioOlookin~to basketball¯ She holds many records in 
ta~theircar~rsto#}~ all three spots. Yet, she was never a captain¯ 

~ or appl~ vJs~ th~ 3~ ¯ 
You don t need an arm band to lead said Raber who has been 

Un~ep~ an NSCAA Academy staff coach s n~e 2006 "Je~ Janssen 

(founder  res de t of the  e der hi  Center) 
.......... once said, ’Just because a person has the best athletic skills on 

your team does not also guarantee they have the best leadership 
skills.’ 

and really look at what 

That’s exactly what Raber has done at MCLA. 

[+1 

Related Aaicles 

Next Generation Coach: A Video Chat presented by 

~eb Raber’s ~nline Resource Libra~ contributions 

~#vaNa#~ ~t t~ ditTere~t 

Registration is now open for the 2013-14 NSCAA College 



Your program’s participation in the College Services Program 
allows the NSCAA to express our commitment to the support and 
promotion of college soccer throughout the year. 

idene~l[s of the Colle.qe Services Program include: 

¯ NEWt Weekly online NSCAA college highlight and review 
show featuring all levels, and additional promotion of the 
college game 

¯ NSCAA national and regional rankings, and awards 
programs 

¯ NSCAA Scoreboard and team information hosted by 
TopDrawerSoccer.com 

¯ Liaison with affiliated groups (NCAA, NAIA, NCCAA, NJCAA, 
NISOA, US Soccer, MLS, NWSL) 

~wi~i ¯ Online College Soccer Almanac 

~~ Registration will be accepted immediately, and must be 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

For more information, visit the College SedUces Program pa~e at 
.......................................................................................................................... NSCAA.com. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Many players do not eat what is considered a solid soccer diet. In 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii generaltheyeattoo fewcaloriesandtake intoo few 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii carbohydrates. Theirdietalso lacks keyvitaminsand minerals. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Developing a solid nutritional strategy and selecting the right 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii foodsto eatcan be challenging. Given thevadetyoftoday’sfood 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii choicesand methodsofpreparation, it’seasytosee howplayers 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii can be confused overwhat to eat each day. ~owever, a few 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDr~ Jay Williams, Ph.D., isaprofessorofExercise Sciencein 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii the DepartmentofHuman Nutrition, FoodsandExercise at 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Virginia rech. Hisresearch focuseson the responsesand 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii adaptationsofmuscle to activity, inactivityanddisease. He 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAsthe 2012-13 academicyearhas reached itsconclusion, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic~~chesare remindedthatnowistimeto beginsubmitting 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ffersvaluab~e recognition and promotional opportunities for 
players, coaches, teams, schoolsand college soccerand is 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTeamsachieving a cumulative 3.00 orbettergrade pointaverage 
forthe pastacademicyearand are current membersofthe 

downloading and completing one of the applicable formsbelow, 
obtaining the appropriate signatures, and returningtothe NSCAA 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii2~13 Team AcademicAward- Semesters form 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii NSCAATraveLcom was launched to assist with the management 
ofyourtravelneeds(air, hotel, groundtransportation).This 
service is designed with an emphasis on convenience, comfort 

,, Assistance for parents/families and fans traveling to your 

,, Assistance forclubteam travel forcollege coaches 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAn email announcing this new benefitwassent earlier in June. 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiY~u canviewa version of that email here forinstructionson how 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiTo makeyourtravel plansorifyou have questions please contact 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiWhi~e some may use thistime ofyearas a break, the summer 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii monthsfor many college coaches meansthe start of soccer 

freshen upyourplan, look no furtherthan the Online Resource 

A quick search of"camp" turns up a U14/U15 ODP Camp Activity 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiThissessi~n usesquickl-2combinationstoenhanceaccuracy, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHundreds~fothersessi~ns,articlesandvide~sareavailable in 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiithe Online Resource Library, categorized bytopicorage level. 

Full accessto thisdatabase isfor NSCAA membersonly. 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 
We welcome and appreciate forwalding of our newsletters in the# ent#ety or in paFt with proper attribution 

To unsubscribe from this email list, click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~iI Informz for iMIS 
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To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:05 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Br~il’s Protests a~d Economic Theory 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ June 24, 2013 

Brazil’s Protests and Economic Theory 
Wall Street Journal 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Wall Street Journal contributor Gabriele Marcotti reports on the ongoing protests in Brazil as the 

country hosts the FIFA Confederations Cup. He says that hosting major events like next year’s World Cup and the 

Olympic Games two years later is "an exercise in economic theory" in the sense that some point out that the 

massive spending on infrastructure coupled with the free marketing that hosting these events provides long-term 

benefits that "amount to a giant stimulus package," while others claim the cash could be better spent elsewhere. 

The latter argument adds that if a new subway or highway is worth building, it’s worth building whether time country is 

going to host a massive sporting event or not. 

When the economy is strong, the first argument tends to prevail, but when it’s weak -- which it is now in Brazil -- the 

latter argument rules. Marcotti doesn’t really say which theory he subscribes to, but instead pours cold water over 

the theory that once the World Cup starts, the Brazilians will stop their protesting and just support the national team. 

FIFA President Sepp B~atter even suggested as much, telling Brazilian TV: "When the ball starts to roll, people will 

understand!"’ 

So far, during the Confederations Cup, that has not been the case, with whistles and jeers being clearly audible 

during time playing of the Brazilian national anthem -- not to mention the scores of visible signs detailing their 

grievances. Meanwhile, as Marcotti points out, the shift in focus from time national team to the government has 

probably benefitted the Selecao, which sailed through its first three games of time tournament, winning each by a 

combined margin of 9-2. 

- Read the whole story... 

BMnc Expecting to Sign as PSG Coach 
Sky Sports 

The sports network belN Sport, which is owned by Paris Saint-Germain owner Qatari Sports Investments, claimed on 

Friday that an agreement has been reached that will make former France coach Laurent Blanc the Parisian club’s 

head coach on a two-year deal. While that claim was subsequently denied by Blanc’s agent Jean-Pierre Bernes, 

who said negotiations were still ongoing, time former Barcelona and Manchester United defender confirmed Sunday 

that he is speaking to PSG today and expects to reach an agreement. 

’TII be in Paris on Monday for discussions," Blanc told French daily Le Parisien. There is a good chance that I will 

sign. I cannot say much more for now, we’ll know more later in the week. PSG is a great opportunity, it is a very 

good club. This is very interesting." 

If indeed Blanc is named the Ligue I champion’s coach, it would allow current coach Carlo Ance~otti to go to Real 

Madrid, as he has repeatedly said is his wish. 

Separately, reports in England claim that Blanc’s first signing as PeG coach will be Chelsea defender David Luiz, 

who is apparently not in Blues coach Jose Mourinho’s long-term plans. 

- Read the whole ,~tory... 

Brighton Coach Fired Whi~e Workinq On TV 
Guardian 

Gus Poyet bizarrely learned that he was fired as coach of Brighton and Hove Albion while working as a pundit on 

the BBC’s Confederations Cup team on Sunday night. Poyet, who had been suspended and prohibited from talking 

to his team’s players while an internal investigation into his tenure was underway, revealed on-air that he would 

appeal the decision. 

"The only thing I’m concentrating on is the appeal," Poyet said. "Because it is the right thing to do. I cannot stand it 

any more because after all this I took a little bit longer with my lawyers and they are reading the email I still don’t 

have myself and so it’s very difficult to make any comments. I need to read everything first but I’m saying I will 

appeal whatever they say in the email -- I know myself and I want to make sure everything is clear and whatever 

step I need to make I will make in the future." 



Perhaps the most bizarre thing about the incident is the fact that no one really knows why the hearing was called in 

the first place. When asked, Poyet said he couldn’t say. Last season, the Uruguayan guided Brighton to the npower 

Championship playoff, where it lost to Crystal Palace in a two-leg series. After the second game in Brighton, it was 

revealed that excrement was found in the visitors’ dressing room. Poyet responded by sending a furious email to 

players and staff in which he also criticized the issuing of "clappers" to home fans in an effort to generate 

atmosphere. 

- Read the whole story... 

lsco U-Turn: Maiaq~ Star~et to Join 
Sky Sports 

Malaga starlet ~sco, who had appeared to be intent on following his former coach I~anuel Pel~egrini to 

Manchester City, looks set to reject City and seal a move to Real Madrid, instead. Time two clubs have been locked 

in a battle to sign the youngster since the end of last season. In an interview with Spanish daily AS, Isco refused to 

confirm who he is signing for, but said of Real: "Madrid excites me. They are one of the best teams in the world." 

Meanwhile, reports in Spain claim that the Bernabeu outfit has agreed to a $39 million move, with the possibility of 

Denis Cheryshev joining Malaga in return. Isco is reported to have shunned the advances of AS Monaco and 

Borussia Dortmund, as well as City. 

- Read the whole story... 

Liverpool: Suarez Staying, and New Signings 
Reuters 

Brendan Rodgers has said that Liverpool has complete control over the situation regarding want-away striker 

Luis Suarez. The Liverpool coach reiterated that the club has no intention of selling its star player. Suarez, 

currently on international duty with Uruguay at the Confederations Cup, has indicated during several interviews that 

he wants to leave his current employer for Real Madrid, blaming the English media for making life impossible for him 

and his family. 

Separately, Liverpool on Sunday completed the signing of striker lago Aspas from Celta Vigo for a reported $12 

million. The 25-year-old scored 12 goals for the La Liga club last season. The Spaniard is Liverpool’s third signing 

of the season, after Kolo Toure from Manchester City and Luis A~berto from Sevilla, who signed on Saturday. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Ba~e Waiting for Real Offer 
Marca 

According to Marca, Tottenham forward Gareth Bale is biding his time at White Hart Lane, confident in the 

knowledge that Real Madrid is going to make a move to sign him at some stage during the transfer window, which 

still has 69 days to go. The report claims that Spurs Chairman Danie~ Levy would let time Welshman leave if that is 

his wish. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardio~a Presented as Bayer~ [~unich Coach 
Football Espana 

Pep Guardio~a was presented as Bayern Munich’s new coach on Monday. The former Barcelona manager 

reflected on his past successes with the Catalan giant and said he expects to work just as hard to win as much as 

possible with his new club, which last season, under former coach Jupp Heynckes, captured a treble of time 

German Bundesliga, the German Cup and the UEFA Champions League for time first time in German history. 

- Read the whole story... 

Cavani to Have Showdown Ta~ks with Napoli President 
ESPN.co.uk 

Chelsea, Real Madrid and Manchester City target Edinson Cavani has expressed his disappointment with Napoli 

President Aure~io De Laurentiis for telling Italian radio station Radio Rai that he would "smack" the Uruguayan if 

he doesn’t make a decision about where he wants to play next season by July 20th. Speaking from time 

Confederations Cup, the Napoli striker said: "Those statements were strong and I didn’t really like them very much." 

- Read the whole ,~tory,.. 
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Soccer Business Insider: NBC hires new voice of MLS away from Timbers 

Monday, June 24, 2013 

NBC hires 
By Paul Kennedy 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

new voice of MLS away from Timbers 

NBC Sports has a new voice for its MLS coverage. Like his predecessor, Arlo White, John Strong was plucked 

out of the soccer-crazed Pacific Northwest, where he made a name for himself covering the Portland Timbers. 

While ’White was a seasoned broadcaster when he joined the Seattle Sounders broadcast team from the BBC in 2010, Strong 

was all of 24 when he called his first game on radio for the Portland Timbers, then playing in the USL in 2009. 

Only 28, Strong caught the broadcasting bug early, convincing his high school principal to let him add a broadcasting 

program. He broadcast Oregon’s women’s soccer matches in college and was the voice of the Eugene Generals Junior A 

hockey team at the age of 20. In 2011, the Timbers hired him to handle play-by-play, the same position he will hold for NBC’s 

MLS telecasts. 

Strong earned MLS’s Broadcast Call of the Year in 2001 for his call of Dariington Nagbe’s 2011 AT&T Goal of the Year for 

the Timbers and last year was named the Oregon Sportscaster of the Year. 

Soccer is a big part of Strong’s life. The former Timbers Army supporter is married to former Washington State star NicoM 

Wilcox, who was leading scorer in the WPSL for the BSC Portland Rain in 2011. 

Strong will call MLS games alongside Kyle Martino with host Russ Thaler beginning July 6 with the Vancouver-Seattle 

Cascadia Cup matchup on NBC Sports Network at 11 p.m. ET. 

"I’m thrilled to join NBC Sports Group’s MLS team," said Strong in a statement. "To be a national voice of Major League 

Soccer has been my dream job for a long while. To do it with the iconic NBC Sports brand makes it perfect. My first game 

can’t come soon enough!" 

The move to hire Strong follows NBC’s acquisition of English Premier League broadcast rights, beginning with the 2013-14 

season, and its decision to have White handle the lead EPL play-by-play duties. 

- Portland native Christian Miles will serve as the Timbers’ television play-by-play announcer for the remainder of the 2013 

season. He will begin calling Timbers matches on July 7, on the ROOT SPORTS broadcast of the club’s road match against 

the Columbus Crew. 

Strong’s Timbers partner, analyst Robbie Earle, will also contribute to NBC’s MLS coverage in addition to his duties as an 

EPL studio analyst, but he will remain a member of the Timbers broadcast team, according to the Timbers. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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Sent: 

To: 
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GotSoccer <mailer8@email2.gotsoccer.com> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 6:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Upcoming GotSoccer Showca~se Events 

College Recruiting has never been easier! 

Did you la~ow you can get all the information you want at a showcase 

directly from your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immediately. And 

better yet, there is no charge fi~r this service! 

With the GotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

Search and register for events using GotSoccer software 

Filter schedules by field, field number and date 

Browse team profiles and mini- bio’s for each player 

Rate players you are interested in and see which players have 

been scoping out your college 

~]!i9.12.J.~[~!~. to be removed fiom the mailing list. 

And there is so much more! Click the link aIx~ve and take advantage 

of this free, etficient mobile t~ature today! 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Boys Weekend B U9-U17,U19 
7/6/2013-7/7/2013 

Manhei~n, PA Re~ister to Attend 

Showcase of Champions - 2013 
BiG U 13- U 17 

8/2/2013-8/5/2013 

Ottawa, CND Re~ster to Attend 

BuflMo Wild Win~s Blazin’ 3v3 Series Memphis. Au~ 10, B U9-U12,U14-U15,U18 
2013 
s/~0/2013 G U9-U13,U15,U18 

Memphi~ ~ Re#ster to Attend 

Arsenal Cup B U10-U14 
8/15/2o13-8/18/2o13 

G U10-U14,U16.U18 
Fo~ Collins, CO 

ReNster to Attend 

Long Island Soccer Shootout B U9-U16,U 19 
8/17/2013-8/18/2013 

O U 10-U 16 
Stony Broo~ NY 

ReNster to Attend 

2~13 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U 14 
8/30/2013,9/1/2013 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

The Rose Cup, Memphis, TN. Sept 20-22, 2013 B U9-U12,UI4-UI 5,UI 8 
~/~o/~o13-9/~2/2o~3 

G U9-U 13,U 15,U 18 
MempN~ ’IN 

ReNster to Attend 

2~13 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U14 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

2013 Fall ~est Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U 14 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

Arlin~on Soccer Wth Annual College Showcase B U10,U16-UIT,UI 9 
12/13/2013,12/15/2013 

a U8-UI 0,UI 6-U17,U19 
~lington Harold t a~er~n Soccer Co~nple:~ TX 

ReNster to Attend 

Presidents’ Day Tournament 2014 BiG U 12- U 17,U 19 

Phoenix ~ ReNster to Attend 



City of Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup International Youth Soccer 

Showcase 2014 BiG UI4-UI 7,UI 9 
2/15/2014-2/17/2014 

Re~jster to Attend 
Las Vegas, NV 

Annandale Premier Cup 2014- Boys Weekend B U 10-U17,U1 9 
3/7/2014-3/9/2014 

Hemdon, VA ReNster to Attend 

2014 Ocean City Beach Cup BiG U7-U14 
3/15/2014-3/16/2014 

ReNster to Attend Ocean Ci~, MD 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Boys W eekend B U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 

Ma~heim, PA Re#ster to Attend 

USYSA Re~ion III Southern Championship B OPEN,U 14-U 19 

Edmond, OK G U14-U19 

ReNster to Attend 

USCS Northwest Regional B U 13 -U 1 9 

Seaale, WA G U 1 3,U 1 5- U 1 8 

ReNster to Attend 

The ~SEY ~O~ SL~ ~Z~ - II June 29,30 B/G U8-U 1 8 
6/29/2013-6/30/2013 

Brick NJ ReNster to Attend 

2013 AC Milan Continen~l Cup B U9- U 1 6,U 1 8 
7/4/2013-7/7/2013 

G U 1 2,U 14,U 1 6, U 1 8 

ReNster to Attend 
Cleveland, OH 

~NGH V~LEY 2013 ~CCER STE~X~OLL B/G U9- U 1 7.U 19 
7/6/2013-7/7/2013 

Nlentow~ PA ReNster to Attend 

Cobras Summer Classic - 23rd Annual Soccer Tournament B ug-u17,U1 9 
7/12/2o13-7/14/2o13 

G U8-U19 

ReNster to Attend 
Rochester, NY 

NI~ C rossfire C hallenge 2013 B/G U 10- U 1 7,U 1 9 
7/12/2013-7/15/2013,7/19/2013-7/22/2013 

Redmond WA ReNster to Attend 

Lehigh Valley Steel Ci~- Cup B U9,U12-U15 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

G U 10-U 1 1,U 13 
Nlentow~ PA 

ReNster to Attend 

The SO~N S~ZLE S~ccer Tournament at R~ck ~11, SC BiG U 12-U 1 8 
7/13/2013 -7/14/2013 

Rock ttill SC, Charlote NC, SC                      Re~ster to Attend 

CENT~L JE~EY ~VITATIONAL .~13 [G~RLSl G U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-~x-Lakehurst N J, NJ ReNster to Attend 

mCONO ccm 2o~a P~R~R [BOYS] B U8- U1 8 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

Stroudsburg, PA ReNster to Attend 

USASA ~GION O~ U29 C~IONS~PS BiG U20 
7/13/2013 -7/14/2013 

Joint Base, NJ Re~ster to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Girls Weekend G U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

MaN,elm, PA ReNster to Attend 

Disney Cu~ International Youth Soccer Tournament - 2~13 B U9-U 1 7,U 1 9 
:/1 s/20~ 3-:/20/2< 3 

G U 1 0- U 1 4, U 1 6,U 1 9 
ESPN Wide World of Spo~s, FL 

ReNster to Attend 

Force Adidas Premier Showcase 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013 

ReNster to Attend 
Cupe~ino, CA 



2013 Texas Li~htnin~ Puma Cup USA 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013 Register to Attend 
Arlingl~n, TX 

Pleasautou RAGE College Showcase 2013 presented by adidas 
G U 15-U 17,U 19 

Pleasanton, CA Register to Attend 

llth annual Diablo EC Summer Classic for GIRLS G U12-U15 
7/20/2013 -7/21/2013 

Concord, CA Register to Attend 

CENTRAL JERSEY LNWITATIONAL 2013 IBOYSI B U9-U17 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Joint Base McGuire-Db~-La£ehnrst, NJ Register to Attend 

POCONO CI~P 2013 PR~ER [GIRLSl G U8- U 17, U 19 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Stroudsburg, PA Register to Attend 

ALBION CLIP NATIONAL SOCCER SHOW CASE B/G U 8- U 17.U 19 
7/20/2013-7/22/2013 

San Diego, CA Register to Attend 

Nevada Premier Cup presented by Nevada Elite FC B/G U9-UI 6 
7/26/2013 -7/28/2013 

Reno/Sparks, NV Register to Attend 

Philadelphia Uniou Victory Cup B U9,UI 2-UI 5 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

G U10-U1 1,U 13 

Register to Attend 
Downingtowr~ PA 

MSSL 2013 SL~JMER SHOWCASE [BOYS[ B U 14-U 16,U 18 
7/27/2(113-7/28/2(!13 

Hammonton, NJ Register to Attend 

11 th annual Diablo FC Summer Classic for BOYS B U12-U15 

Concord, CA Register to Attend 

MAPS CAPS CLASSIC 2013 B U9-U17 

G U9-UI 6,U 18 
Joint Base McGuire-L~x-LaJ~ehurst, NJ 

Register to Attend 

MSSL 2013 S~ER SHOWCASE [GmLS] G U 14- U 16,U 18 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

Hammonton, NJ Register to Attend 

2013 Elite Girls High School Invitational B OTHER 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

C- OPEN 

Register to Attend 
West Chester, OH 

Soccerloeo San Diego Sur f Cup 2(113 
B/G U 10-U 18 

San Diego, CA Register to Attend 

Park City Extreme Cup 21113 B U9-U18 
8/1/2013-8/3/2013 

C; U9-U14,U16 

Register to Attend 
Park City, UT 

Kirkwood Boys College Showcase 2013 
B UI 5-UI 7,U19 

New Castle, DE Register to Attend 

2013 Broomfield Shootout B U9-U 14 
8/8/2(!13-8/11/2013 

G U9-U16,U18 
Broomfield, CO 

Register to Attend 

Austin Texans B UI 0,U12-U1 7,UI 9 
Elite Invitational 
8/9/2013-8/11/2013 G U10-U17,U19 

Austin, TX Register to Attend 

East End Soccer Tournament 21113 B/G U9-UI 7 

Mastic Beach, NY Rellister to Attend 

~eake Kickoff Challenge B U8- U12 
8/17/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10,U 12 
4560 Centennial Lane, MD 

Register to Attend 



Sockers Nike Crystal Cup B U~-U] 4 
8/23/2013-8/25/2013 

G U9 - U 1 6,U 1 8 
Crystal Lake, It, 

Register to Attend 

35tb Aunual East Meadow Soccer Tournament Spousored by B ug-u 1 6,U 1 9 
Modells 
8/24/2013-8/25.,2013 G U8- U 1 7,U 1 9 

Long Islan& NY Register to Attend 

Aikeu Soccer Cup - 2013 B U9- U 16,U 18-U 19 
8/24/2013-8/25/2013 

(~- U 1 0- U 1 8 
Aiken, SC 

Register to Attend 

21113 Galla~her Friendlies B U9-U14 
8/30/2013-9/1/2013 

G U10-UI8 
St. I,ouis, MO 

Register to Attend 

Sockets Nike Labor Day Classic B U9-UI 4 
8/30/2013-9/1/2013 

G U9-U16,UI 8 
Chicago, IL 

Register to Attend 

Plauo Labor Da,~ Imdtational X~’XXIII B/G U9- U 1 7,U 1 9 
8/30/2013-9/2/2013 

Piano, TX Register to Attend 

TWIN COUNTY SA BOYS I~BORDAY WAI~M UP B U8-U14 
8/31/2013 

Brick NJ Register to Attend 

20th Annual Bob SchraNer Memorial LonR Island Cup B ug-u] 5 
8/31/2013-9/1/2013 

G U9-Ulg,UI 7 
Oceanside, NY 

Register to Attend 

Los Ve;gas Labor Day Classic 2013 B/G U7- U1 9 
8/31/2013-9/2/2013 

Las Vegas, NV Register to Attend 

Redapt Labor Day Cup 2013 B/G U 10-U 1 8 
8/31/2013-9/2/2013 

Redmond, WA Register to Attend 

Blues Cup 2013 G U8-UI 7,U 1 9 

San Juan Capistrano, CA Register to Attend 

TWIN COUN~r Y SA GIRLS I~BOR DAY W AI~dM UP 
G UN-U 14 

9/1/2013 

Brick NJ Register to Attend 

35TH :MNN U:LL T SA SOCCER TOURN.~MlgNT B U 8;,U 1 0 - U 1 6,U 1 8 
9/27/2013-9/29.,2013 

G U 1 0- U 1 5,U 1 8 
Tucson, AZ 

Register to Attend 

Rush Wisconsin Octoberfest 2013 B U9-U14 
10/11/2013-10/13/2013 

G U9-UI 4,U19 
Verona/Middleton / V~ aunakee, WI 

Register to Attend 

SAC Uuited Premier Columbus Day Tournament 
B/G U9- U 16,U 19 

Columbia, MD Register to Attend 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: USA-France U-20 Report Card: Staying Alive in Group of Death 

What They’re Saying 

"It was a fascinating game. 

The French are big and 

powerful, unlike us We’re 

feeling confident, though, 

even more so after this 

match. Our only objective 

now is to reach the next 

round, and we’ll be giving all 

we’ve got against Ghana to 

get the three points." 

-- US. midfielder Benji Joya 

after the USA’s 1-1 tie with 

France at the U-20 World 

Cup (FIFA.com) 

Today’s News = Tuesday, June 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Daniel Cuevas strikes just in time 
by Mike Woitalla                                                                                     ~ 

[USA-FRANCE REPORT CARD] A much-improved backline performance and a late 

goal from sub Daniel Cuevas earned the USA a 1-1 tie with France on Monday. 

Soccer America’s Mike Woitalla grades the U.S. players in their tie against Ghana. - Read the 

whole story 

USA stays alive in Group of Death 
by Mike Woitalla 

[U-20 WORLD CUP] The USA rebounded from its 4=1 opening loss to Spain to tie another 

European power, France, 1-1, and keep its hopes alive of reaching the knockout stage of the U-20 

World Cup in Turkey despite failing to convert a penalty kick. - Read the whole story 

Ramos: ’Great result, pretty poorly played cjame’ 
by Soccer America 

[USA-FRANCE REACTION] The USA held France, featuring some of Europe’s brightest young 

talents with the likes of Paul Pogba, Geoffrey Kondogbia, Yaya Sanogo and Lucas Digne, 

to a 1-1 tie that kept it alive at the Under-20 World Cup in Istanbul, but Coach Tab Ramos 

insisted his players didn’t play as well as in the 4-1 loss to Spain on Friday. - Read the whole 

story 

Jese leads Spain to second win 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP[ Spain became the first team to win its second game at the Under-20 

World Cup with a 1-0 win over Ghana Monday on Real Madrid striker Jese’s third goal of the 

tournament. Seeking to get on track after a 2-1 shock loss to Greece in its opener, Mexico 

returns to action Tuesday against Paraguay. For all the results and "IV schedule ... - Read the 

whole story 

Valcke: There is no Plan B for World Cup 
by Paul Kennedy 

[FIFA] Anyone with the notion that FIFA will pull the 2014 World Cup from Brazil and move it to 

another country - like, say the United States - should think again? FIFA General Secretary 

Jerome Valcke quashed that idea on Monday, though he didn’t exactly present the situation in 

Brazil in the most positive light. "We are definitely not under [siege]," he said= "There is security." 

- Read the whole stow 

Americans enter in second qualifying round 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Another season of the UEFA Champions League kicks off next 

week, and the draw was held Monday for the first two qualifying rounds in which a pair of 

Americans will compete. Danijal Brkovic, who was born in Croatia and grew up in Johnson City, 

N.Y., will play for Bosnian champion Zeljeznicar against Czech champion Viktoria Plzen, and 

Josh Gatt’s Molde will face Ireland’s Sligo Rovers, though his participation is doubtful because of 

a likely call-up to the Gold Cup. - Read the whole story 

German rivals stuff ballots in Champions League Best XI 
by Samuel Charles 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Bayern Munich validated those pundits proclaiming the German 

giant as the top team in all of Europe by besting Borussia Dormund in the Champions League 

final at Wembley, and alter having digested the performances of all 32 teams we’ve named our 

outstanding performers from the world’s most prestigious club competition. - Read the whole 

story 

A Liberian playing in Indonesia offers us the gift of creativity 
by Samuel Charles 

~qDEO PICK: Magic Feet] Unless our readers were boning up on their knowledge of the second 

division in Indonesia on Sunday, they are sure to have missed today’s incredible footage, as did 



we. - Read the whole story 
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US Soccer PLayer~.~ NewsLetti!v <r~ew!~Ietter@asn~.~t:pa.com> 

Do~rance~ ALbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US 5occeF P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Jun 25, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3u~ 35, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: U 20s 

The PIPA (Y20 WorLd Cup continaes en ESPN2 w~th Mexico 

Their Words 

"-ExpectaUons are something f aLLow evel!/body else [o use ~nd talk ~bout~ t jusL again~ Look at individual 

periermanees and the matches ~}nd obvh:~asL~/} fee] p~el:ty goad 1:~1: we picked Up l:~e poh~Ls, ~ut } didn’t 

come inLo Lhis s~l’etch saying we need x or y number o~ points," Rea~ Salt La~te coach Jason Kre~s, 

Corner: DC United’s Win 

The~e should be heads up this week in De, with United choosing not to play Dwayne De RosaMo against a team missing 

Chris WondoLowsld and still earning away with three peinl:s, For those confusin~ one win with blanket enthusiasm for ~} 

dub that’s showed rely {itt~e this season, this }s~’t that. h~stead~ it’s taking one game h~ isolation to show that United 

bC Unit:ed coach ~Jen OLsen has had the anenxdab[e role o~ net en(y s~fLh~g through the half chances and missed 

opportunities ~or the occasionM ~righL spot ~ame afLer ~ame> he’s Mso ~rown quiLe good a~ m~kmg d~e broader 

statement, His team ~s sufferin}~, and he’s ex~ended that te the front efHee and Lhe f~}ns as he’s forced te say 

something abe about ~ team that c~n’t win, He’s smart enough no[ to change the p{o[ afte~ a 1.0 resu[L staying 

tepk: after beath~g San Jose. 

"Web e doing the best we can and sometimes when you get into a s~}raL a downward spiral it*s tough to get out of." 

OLsen said~ "We were in an upw~d spiral {~s[ year, and we got every b~eak, We dMn*t have in)ury ~ssues, Things went 

our way and we had confidence. Things haven’t gone our way this ye~ and 1Us no excuse to be in the situation we’re 

irb but I’m proud o~ the guys, They sLayed together ~}nd cen~:~nue to fisht~" Read More 

Brazil Asks the FIFA Question 
~v J Hutcherson o WASHINGTON, £)C (June :25, 20t:}) US Soccer PLayers -- There are enough examples of host cities and 
hal:ions tanning into troub{e before and all:el ma:~or ~nternatienaL sporl:in~; events to indk:ate a Lrend that doesn’t fkatl:ef 

the organizers, The Intel’nat~ona[ Olympic Committee and F~FA are top of the tabke for 8[o5a[ spol’ts, so ~t makes sense 

tha}t they weu(d be the enos ander ~he mos~ seruLh~y. For Lhe hosts, do these e~en~s perform as prom~e(J. Again, this ~ 

as much an a~te~ question as i[ is before and during. 

Beiore ~nd niter Last summer’s London ©Lympics, thelre were Longevity questions. Soccer bec~me palrt Of 

conversation in the search fo~ a permanent use for the OLympic Stadium. London didn’t need anothe~ masswe outdoor 

sports venue, They ~rea~y h~ve WemMey and Twickenham w~th capacities e~ 90~000 an~ 82,000 Mong with the the 

Emirates Stadium at 60.}55 and Stamford Bridge at 42.449. Keeping a stadium with a L~sted capacity of 80,000 

’That {ed t:o an ~!~xtended debate and ])ids for what te do wb:h OLympic StadKEm. With a dedskm that London a{so dkJn’t 

need a scaled down track and field stadium, the d~sc~ssion moved to soccer. West Ham eventually won a cont~oversla~ 

~:entest fo~ who ~el:s to cenver~ OLd/topic Sl:adium into a venae appropriate for high-LeveL soccer, Th~}t m~ght fo{~ew Lhe 

example set by AU.anta when they turned d~eir OLympic Stadium m~o Turner FIeM for Lhe city’s Major League ~aseba[[ 

team, but for London the OL~/mpie {e!~}(:y didn’L ineLade West Ham UniLed er any professional sports <:{ub. Read More 

This is Not a Typo: D.C. United Wins Professional Soccer Game - Item DCist:: Yes, Ielk~.b this i~.~ real 

Timbers on top of MLS after 3-0 v~n against Colorado o from "[’he Oregonian’s Geoffrey C. ArnoLd: First pl.a~:e in Majer 
League Soccer. 

Crew: Loss to Chica~o latest evidence of inconsistent season - from The CoLumbus Dispatch’s Adam Jardy: "I’m not 
looking for too man’~ changes because ] don’t have the players." 

With LA Galaxy at full strength, frustrated Bruce Arena laments upcoming Gold Cup schedule o from 

Stage set as Confed Cup nears finale - from Fox Soccer’s Jamie Tracker: From there }t was off to the races. 



Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Confederations Cup 
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El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 1:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofgina]ly sent 6/20/13: The Truth About Trust 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 832: June :1.4-20, 20:[3 

Michael Iosephson is a noted radio commentator and ti:e 
[e~mder and president el:the nonprofit Iosephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

’/’de encourage you to browse and post comments at 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yo~ may aise send feedback directiy to 

~’4ici’,ael at michaeljosephson@jiethics.org, 

ii~ Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

Xi eet the peanut in iT .... 

~i ~etthe ~h ..... Andro~a app 

To he~r gh:h~e/ re~d e~ch 

The Road to Siqnificance 
The most traditionai way to 
measure the q~ality 

is to evaiu~te sLy:tess by listing 

getth~g what we want am~ most 

peop{e want wealth ~d status? 
Listen or read more 

Is Happiness Around the 
Corner? 
For lots of peopie, happiness is 
just around th,,~ corner, 
just need to get their degree, a 
particuiar ~ob, a promotion, or a 
raise, I"taybe they’re waiting to 
,~et marri’,sd or hav~,s a chiid. 
Perhaps they wiil be i:appy when 
[hey retire, Ail:.."ed D’Souza 
said,,, 
Listen or read more 

The Paradoxical 
Commandments 
In 1968, when gent ...*,I, geith 

was a ig--ye:s.."--oid sophomore at 
Harvard, he wrote the 
Pa~adoxKa~ Commasdments as 
part of a boomer for studest 

Commandments as 9mde~h~es for 

face o~" adversity,., 

Listen or read more 

The Truth About Trust 
}~veryoP,.e seeP.,-~s [o unde, rs[~i(t 

Check e~t btichaet’s 

Quotes & Observations 
for a ws!iety of i.q-.’,i~htfui 
and motiw4ionai (and 

#osted this week~ 

"Yo~ cm~’t cross [he see 
merely by standh’u~ and 
starh~g at water," 

See and comment 

"Your tii:e does net get 
better t>y chance, ~t gets 
better by change," ----. 3~m 

See and comment 

Patrick comments on 
The Truth About Trust: 
"To be worthy of trust: 
¢onsistentiy demonstrate 
c o m p et e.."., c e, character 

and commitment," 

OBSERVATION: What if 
You Had a Bad Dad?: 
tiw,~ with the butane 
recogn[don that I was 
not so h.lcky, but at the 

b~essed," 

OBSERVATION: What if 

and foilow Michael,., 

Help keep this newsleUer f.."ee 

make a tax-deductible 
donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 

15100 or more 

[~iI Character educati .... 
terials ] 

Proceeds from the saie of 
t, iichaeFs .’books and CDs 
sapport character education in 
schools. Sho~ here >> 

Get a paper copy >> 

Inb~rested in youtt~ ~thics 

and education? Visit ou~" 
Character Educator Bloq, 
~ecenUy posted: 

Get a Head Start on the School 
Year With CHARACTER 
COUNTS~ 4.0 Seminars 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character educati .... terials ] 

Educators; ~ook a~-~ Anti- 
Bullying Workshop 

Learn how to intervene, 
combat cyberbullyin% and 
#~’omete a positive school 

climate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equip ed~cators :3nd 



poii[ics. We war~t to b"us[ the 

them to trust us, T~ust ~s so 
hard to earn and so easy ~o 

Listen or read more 

Perfect Father’s Day Gift 
When i st, as you.n(.b t idolized my 
father, }udging him fo~ 

hm’~ for Ms fau~ts~ ] always loved 

Listen or read more 

You Had a Bad Dad?: 
"Thank yo~,.’ fo!" this! 
Seeing the tons of 
’happy father’s day to 
t~ie bes~ dad in t~ie 

those s~taat~ons where 

fathers," 

youth-service leaders 1:o be 
effective ci:a!a~:ter educators, 
Upcoming seminars: 

Jul 9-11 Texas>> 
July 16-18, Kansas 
July 23-25, Illinois >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

affo.~dabie way to iea.qs 

vaiuable character- 
development techniques, 

Learn more, see schedule 

Heat Fans Bail on Team Miss 
Amazinq Finish 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

..’*,!ichaet 3osephson motivates audiences fl°olr: .the government, business, 

journaiisns, taw, education, sports, policing, and ti:e miiitary with his unique 

delivery, engaging presenta.tions, and pei°sonai attention !:o your organization’s 

needs, Call 800~,7~,/*--2670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit 3osei~hsor~ insdtute is wo!kir,~ to create a world where people act m<~re ethic:ally, 

Your donations enable us to offer servk:es and resources like .this newsiette~, Donate >> 

Prever~t ~his r~ewsietter i:~om la.."..dim:~ ir~ your iunk fetcier by adding commentary@jiethics.orq to 
~our addres! book o! approved sende! list. 

984t Ai~pofl Bird., #300 i Los Anseies, CA 9004.5 1800-71 t~2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

%2013 dosephson institute, "CH.~’R" CTEK COLNTS/’ is a regisle~ed irademark of 

Joseph.son 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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The Cmnp Team --~campteam@lonewolfcommuuications.net> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 2:03 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Summer Camp Survey - you could mn $50 at Dick’s! 

Win a 550 Gift Card to Dick’s 5porting Goods: 

Help us provide you better service: take our 
quick 7-question survey and you will be 

entered into our prize drawing. 

Click here to take our survey, it will take you 
less than five minutes to complete. 

For your Sports Insurance, 
Contact us today for a free quote! 

Call us toll free at: 

800-747-9573 

and we will help build a winning 
insurance game plan for you~. 

Click here to emait us. 

Forward this email 
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The Camp Team 9035 Wadsworth Pkwy I Suite 38~t0 :: Westminster :: CO 80021 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 3:17 PM 

Domance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Messi Pays Back Taxes to Spanish Government 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ June 25, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Messi Pays Back Taxes to Spanish Government 
The Sports Xchange                                                                                         ~ 

The Sports Xchange reports that Barcelona striker Lione~ Messi has paid the Spanish government $13 

million in back taxes, and is attempting to settle an alleged $5 million debt that led to the tax fraud accusations that 

came to light earlier this month, according to the newspaper La Vanguardia. The payments of about $13 million (10 

million euros) was made to cover his image rights for 2010 and 2011. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Report: Chelsea Aqrees Cavani Fee 
Telegraph 

Is Edinson Cavani headed to Chelsea? According to Napoli radio station Radio Marte, the two clubs have reached 

an agreement over the Uruguayan’s $76 million transfer fee: "We have received news in the office from a very 

reliable source that Napoli have sealed a deal with Chelsea for Cavani’s sale," the report said. "(Manager) Rafa 

Benitez also gave the all-clear, but before making the move official Napoli want to secure the striker who will 

replace II Matador." 

Despite the report, Cavani, the top scorer in Serie A last season with 26 goals, has said he needs to speak with 

Napoli President Aureiio De Laurentiis before he decides whether he will move. De Laurentiis controversially said 

that everything would be resolved by July 20, or he would "smack" the striker. 

- Read tt~e whole story... 

Reuters 

The Paris Saint-Germain coaching saga came to an end on Tuesday when the Ligue 1 champion appointed former 

Laurent B~anc as the club’s new coach on a two-year deal. The 47-year-old previously coached France until Les 

Bleus lost in the quarterfinal of Euro 2012 to Spain. Before that, he led Girondins Bordeaux to the French title in 

2009. According to French media, Roberto Mancini, Fabio CapeHo, Andre Villas-Boas, Frank Rijkaard, 

Manue~ Pellegrini, Rafa Benitez, Michael Laudrup and Guus Hiddink had all been approached by PSG. 

Blanc, a former World Cup winner with France in 1998, replaces Carlo Ancelotti, who was himself unveiled as Real 

Madrid’s new coach on Tuesday. After missing out on Neymar, who decided to join Barcelona, Ancelotti’s first task 

at the Bernabeu will be to try and prize Gareth Bale away from Tottenham Hotspur. The AP says the Italian must 

also try to solve three problems inherited from former coach Jose Mourinho: find a away to break Barca’s 

dominance in the Spanish league, win the coveted 10th UEFA Champions League title after losing in time semis 

three years in a row, and lastly, he must decide whether to return captain Iker CasiHas to the starting lineup after 

Mourinho benched him in favor of Diego Lopez. 

- Read tt~e whole story... 

Report: Zidane Convinced ~sco to Joi~ Real 
Marca 

According to Marca, Real director Zinedine Zidane convinced Malaga midfielder Isco, who is on time cusp of 

completing a $31 million move to the Spanish capital club, that he should join Los Blancos instead of Manchester 

City. Time report claims that Zidane called time player while he was at time UEFA U21 European Championship in 

Israel with Spain in order to convince him to join time La Liga giant. 

The former World Cup winner convinced the Malaga star that he would play under incoming coach Carlo Ancelotti 

and that he would be an asset to the club as a rising Spanish star. Zidane, who will be Ancelotti’s right-hand man, 

apparently also had to convince Real President Fiorentino Perez that he would be a good strategic signing, both 

from a playing and marketing perspective. 

- Read the whole story... 



Chelsea’s Record Shi~ Deal Eases FFF Concerns ............................................................................................................................................................. 

The Sun 

Last week, Chelsea signed the biggest shirt manufacturing deal in British history, worth $462 million over ten years. 

The Sun reports that the eye-watering figure has eased the c&~b’s concern about UEFA’s new Financial Fair Play 

rules, saying that the deal will free up funds for coach Jose Mourinho to raid the summer transfer market, as 

Chelsea’s previous shirt deal was worth $31 million per year. 

The previous record for a shirt manufacturing deal in the UK was Manchester United’s $443 million Nike 

sponsorship, signed in 2000. Earlier this month, Arsenal agreed a $46 million per year deal with Puma, while 

Liverpool signed a $38 million deal with Warrior. 

- Read the whole story._ 

UEFA corn 

Napoli on Wednesday completed the $13 million signing of Dries Mertens from PSV Eindhoven. The 26-year-old 

Belgium winger signed a five-year contract with Rafael Benitez’s side. He scored 37 goals in 62 Eredivisie 

appearances. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Chelsea Finalizes Schurrie Siqlnin# 
Associated Press 

Chelsea on Wednesday finally completed the signing of former Bayer Leverkusen forward Andre Schurr~e, 

becoming coach Jose I~ourinho’s first signing of his second spell in charge of the London club. The clubs had 

originally agreed to the deal on June 13, but Schurde still needed to finalize personal terms and pass a medical, 

which he has now done. 

- Read the whole story._ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 7:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Brazil wins back respect of its fans 

What They’re Saying Today’s News -Wednesday, June 26, 2013 ii~ii.."."i Tweet This ~’~,’, Share This 

be the only 
Brazil wins back respect of its fans 

place I haven’t been." 
by Paul Kennedy 

-- U.S. defender Oguchi 

Onyewu jokes about a 

career spent with clubs in 

France, Belgium, Italy, the 

Netherlands, Portugal and 

Spain. Last season he was 

with Spain’s Malaga on loan 

from Sporting Lisbon, to 

which he’s under contract 

through 2014. "1 am looking 

for other options .... I will 

never exclude MLS," he 

said, "but I am not ready to 

leave Europe 

yet." (Washington Post) 

[CONFEDERATIONS CUP] Brazil’s play at the Confederations Cup has drawn comparisons to 

that of some great Brazilian teams of the past, but attention on Wednesday’s Brazil-Uruguay 

semifinal could be overshadowed by what goes on in the streets of Belo Horizonte. - Read the 

whole story 

Orlando City faces major hurdle 
by Paul Kennedy 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] Orlando City will Iooktojoin the San Francisco Bay Seals and Richmond 

Kickers as only the third third division team to beat an MLS team in the quarterfinals of the Lamar 

U.S. Open Cup, but the Lions have quite a hurdle to overcome in the Chicago Fire, winner of an 

MLS record four Open Cup titles and one of the hottest teams in MLS. - Read the whole story 

No DeRo in Canada squad 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP COUNTDOWN] Interim head coach Colin Miller named Canada’s 22-man Gold Cup 

training squad -- one additional player will be announced by the Thursday deadline -- and there is 

one notable omission. Dwayne De Rosario, the 2011 MLS MVP, is not in the squad that includes 

eight players who haven’t played the Gold Cup or World Cup qualifying. - Read the whole story 

Williams makes switch to Reading 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Danny Williams is on the move from Germany to England. The 24- 

year-old midfielder, who spent four years in the Bundesliga, t~vo each at Freiburg and Hoffenheim, 

is joining Reading, which returned to the League Championship after one season in the Premier 

League. - Read the whole story 

Sky Blue FC aims to take lead 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL SCHEDULE: Day 12] Sky Blue FC can take the lead in the NWSL with a win or tie against 

visiting FC Kansas City as it begins the second half of the season Wednesday at Yurcak Field. 

After being off last week, the Boston Breakers hope to end their four-game winless streak, but 

that’s not as bad as Wednesday’s opponent, Seattle Reign FC, which has yet to win in 12 

matches. - Read the whole story 



Sixteen passes becomes Slovenian artwork 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] A beautiful team goal during World Cup qualifying early this month saw the 

visiting Slovenians produce a poetic passing clinic in their 4-2 win in Iceland. - Read the whole 

story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Ohio Premier Eagles are the ECNL National 
Champions after a historic four-game run to 
the title that showed tactics and teamwork 
can trump talent even at the highest level. 

MORE: Top XI from UlS-U16 ECNL Playoffs 

ii~i 
Premier C°ntenti 

S:[ST i!!R ACT 
A 2015 recruit follows in the footsteps of her 
older sister, joining the same conference that 
her elder sibling currently competes in. 

CUE THE DRANIATZCS 
Late equalizers were one of many themes 
recurring through the second round of group 
games during Tuesday’s U18 DA playoffs. 

MORE: U16 Dev. Academy Playoffs Recap 

DID YOU SEE? 

Check out our gallery from 
the first day of action at the 
Dev. Academy playoffs. 

MLS 36 heads to Texas to 
profile Brad Davis, who 
embodies everything about 
the Bigger Is Better state, 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

OSU Men’s Soccer Camps 

Players will be grouped by technical and 
tactical ability so that each and every player 
is in an environment that is conducive to 
growth. 

Instruction will include technical 
development, individual and group tactical 
understanding, and speed and agility 
training. An evaluation form will be provided 
for all players at the end of camp. 

Click here for more information! 
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AI,ERT: Soccer Coaches can win this game 

Trouble viewing this email? View in Browser 

Help is here...the 
quick, easy and smart 
solution you need! 

One game that’s really tough for soccer coaches to win: getting funds so your team can have 
better equipment and gear, and travel to more tournaments. 

Selling products, knocking on doors, organizing events just doesn’t work. Plus, who has the time? 

We’re specialists at helping teams just like yours raise lots of funds without selling anything or 
taking any time. 

Does it work? To-date, we’ve helped raise over 53M for 24,000+ groups across America. 

"This has bee~ a very successfuJ c~mpai~ tot" us a~d ! pia~ to recomme~d this program to 
a~[ of our Super Y teams and to the DSC Board for a~*, trave~ teams." 

- Karen Amoah, Force United Soccer, MD 

Our program is proven, gets results and does the work for you and your team. So you can stay in 
the game. 

Let us prove it to you today. 

No selling products - No planning events - No hassles. 

"Thanks! We love the program._best fundraiser ever. 
- Brian Finley, US Parma Soccer Director, NJ 

Questions? Call or text today: 914-384-4311. Or click here for more info. 

To get started with zero risk, click the REGISTER button below and then the TRY IT NOW button 
on our homepage. Or you can EMAIL me to set up your page. Your money is just minutes away! 

Best wishes, 

Jon Goldman 
Managing Partner 
Reaching Our Goal 
t: 914-384-4311 



e: ion @Reachin.qOurGoal.or.q 
t~,wv.ReachingOutGoal.org 
vwvw.ReachinqOurGoal.or.q/stories 
Fom;ard to a Friend 

Reachhlg Our Goal 

PO Box 444 

Goldens Bridge New York 10526 

United States 

This email is intended tbr aJ~m@email.unc.edu. 

Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-20s’ hopes come down to one game; USSDA and USYS playofl; 

Ramos: ’it comes down to one game’ 
by Soccer America 

IUSA-GHANAI The USA looks to stay alive at the Under-20 World Cup in Turkey with a win over Ghana on 

Thursday in their third and final group game at Kayseri’s Kadir Has Stadium (kickoff: 1 pm ET; ESPNU, 

WatchESPN, Univision Deportes). A tie will do the USA no good and even a win might not be enough to send 

the USA through as one of the top four third-place teams, but all Coach Tab Ramos wants is a chance ... - 

Read the whole stoW 

Iraq surprise leader after comeback win 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP] Iraq pulled another surprise when it beat Egypt, 2-1, to move to the top of its group on goals scored 

at the Under-20 World Cup in Turkey. - Read the whole stoW 

U.S. under-20 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

IPORTLAND CAMP1 The U.S. under-20 women’s national team will gather for a training camp at the University of Portland, 

beginning Tuesday, as the squad continues preparations for Concacaf qualifying for the 2014 U-20 Women’s World Cup in 

Canada. - Read the whole stow 

Five NLS academy’ teams, four Texas teams perfect 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEM’~ Nine teams, including five MLS academy teams and four teams from Texas, are unbeaten and 

untied after two games in under-15/16 play at the Development Academy’s Playoffs and Showcase in Frisco, Texas: Chicago 

Fire, Colorado Rapids, CSA Wolves, FC Dallas, Houston Dynamo, New York Red Bulls, PDA, Solar Chelsea and Texans SC 

Houston. For all the Wednesday results in the under-15/16 age group .~. - Read the whole stoW 

iowa team wins rare title .............................................................................. 

by Soccer America 

[REGION II CHAMPIONSHIPS] Iowa City Alliance Heatwave’s U=17 girls became the first Iowa team in more than a decade to 

win a regional title as they beat Academy United of Illinois, 3-1, at the Region Ill Championships in Des Moines= For the 

results of all the finals ... - Read the whole stoW 

Oklahoma FC prevails for U-16 girls title 
by Soccer America 

[REGION III CHAMPIONSHIPS] Four more champions were crowned Wednesday at the 2013 U.S. Youth Soccer Region III 

Championships at the ESC Complex in Edmond, Okla. Among them was Oklahoma FC, which won the U-18 girls title with a 

3-2 win over Lonestars Red of South Texas on Karla Cabello’s overtime goal. For all Wednesday’s results ... - Read the 

whole stow 

National Cup Xli regional champs crowned 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. CLUB SOCCER] Champions were crowned in 53 divisions at National Cup XII regional play in the Southwest, Northwest 

and West (girls). The winners in the U-13 through U-17 age groups qualified for the National Cup XII finals July 18-21 at Aurora 

Sports Park in Colorado alongside the 2013 NPL Champions Cup. - Read the whole stoW 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, June 27, 2013 
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Summer Symtx~sium: Should I Go? 

The 2013 Summer Symposium is just around the corner, August 1-3 in Orlando! Cap 
off your summer with this great new event and kickoff the fall season refreshed and 
ready to take on your team! 

Should you go? What will you get out of it? 

As an NSCAA past or present member, we know you value education and community. 
We know you enjoy learning from the best in the game at what they do. So why not try 
an event that incorporates all of these things? 

[+] Continue your education with these variety of Diploma offedn.qs 

[+] Build your network by joining your peers at a number of these sessions 

[+] Grow your game beyond the field and try the Coaching Intensive Program or 
Performance Training Mentorship add ons. 

Who is attending? 

The NSCAA believes that coaches, no matter what level they are at in their career, are 
a part of a community. They are peers, leaders, working toward the same goals. Join 
this list of influential leaders and high quality educators to receive top level instruction. 
Be a part of their community for a weekend in August. 

Dawn Scott, Fitness Coach, U.S. Women’s National Team 

Alexi Lalas, TV Analyst, ESPN and ABC Sports 

Jason Mathews, General Manager/Director of Sports Performance, CB3 

Becky Burleigh, Head Coach, University of Florida 

Tony Sanneh, President and Executive Director of The Sanneh Foundation 

Bob Gansler, Former Head Coach, U.S. Men’s National Team 

Tony DiCicco, Director, NSCAA Goalkeeping Academy; CEO!Founder SoccerPlus 

Tosh Farrell, Former Everton FC Youth Academy 

[+] View their bios and additional presenters here. 

Bonus for registering by July 7! 

Anyone that registers by July 7 will automatically receive an exclusive NSCAA coach’s 
gift. Click here for details. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Brad Filedel: ’We should have a conveyor belt of talent’ 

Thursday, June 27,2013 

Brad Friedel: 
talent’ 
interview by Mike WoitalM 

~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

’We should have a conveyor belt of 

American Brad Friedel, who owns the record (310) for the most consecutive starts in the English Premier 

League, will enter his 20th season as a professional goalkeeper when he returns to Tottenham Hotspur later this 

summer. So how does the 42-year-old spend the offseason? Coaching young American goalkeepers. 

On a cold, foggy Sunday morning in June in Berkeley, Calif, - climate his Tottenham coaching partner Perry 

Suckling calls "barbecue weather in Britain" - Friedel runs the third of five 90-minute sessions for goalkeepers and coaches 

of El Cerrito FC on behalf of Tottenham and its sponsor Under Armour. Afterward, the man who’s also famous for saving two 

penalty kicks during the USA’s quarterfinal run at the 2002 World Cup, spoke with us about his plans once he finally retires 

and his views on U.S. youth player development. 

SOCCER AMERICA: Is youth coaching something you see yourself pursuing when you retire from playing? 

BRAD FRIEDEL: I’m doing my UEFA A license now to get into senior management, head coaching, technical director ... 

that’s where my ambitions lie. 

However, while I’ve been playing I’ve taken a huge interest in the betterment of youth developmenL 

We have far too big a population here in the United States not to be producing more talent. 

Yes, we are light years ahead of where we were when I was a youth player. A lot of good things have happened, but I still think 

there needs to be a lot more focus on coaching at the grassroots level= All the way down to the 9s. 

Too many people are focused the 16s, the 18s. And by that time we’re still behind when you look at the quality around the 

world. I’m not saying we don’t produce any good players - but we should have a conveyor belt of talent. With the athletes we 

have here, the likes of Jurgen Klinsmann should have more players to choose from. 

SA: What is it that needs to be improved at the grassroots? 

BRAD FRIEDEL: It’s the technique, the technique, the technique, the technique ... 

I’ve been to so many states here and all the parents are so concerned about is winning, winning, winning. 

Winning is irrelevant when you’re 11 or 12 years old. It really is it. 

If you do win by playing the right way and you implement what you do in practice, that’s great, it’s a good team thing. 

But I don’t take much notice at certain age groups and certain tournaments with wins and losses. At youth tournaments, I 

look at the technical ability of the players. Whether the team wins or loses = I don’t care. 

The scouts from Europe, they don’t care either. Some of the best systems - you go into Holland, various parts of France. 

Germany. Certain clubs in England - v~’re [Tottenham] one of them right now, the way they run youth modules are 

exceptional and they do not emphasize winning. 

SA: How do you see the state of goalkeeping talent in the USA? 

BRAD FRIEDEL: I don’t see the goalkeeper position in the United States ever being an issue. That’s one position year in and 

year out where we’re very strong and I anticipate that to continue. 

What I would like to see is creating more No. 10s, No. 9s, No. 7s, No. 1 ls - all your attacking positions. I’d like to see more 

strength and depth. 

SA: What advice do you have for coaches of young goalkeepers? One issue is giving young goalkeepers time in 

field positions ... 

BRAD FRIEDEL: They have to be good with their feet. They also have to have specialized goalkeeper training. I do not mean 

physical fitness sessions. I mean learning technique, because you can’t do the physical work related to the game if you don’t 



have the technique. 

It’s about repetition. I’m 42 now and I’m still doing the repetitious exercises that I was doing when I was 19 - and I still screw 

them up from time to time. 

When you’re talking 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 - yeah. It’s important for them to play in the field because they need to understand what a 

central defender needs to do. What a holding midfielder needs to do. What a striker needs to do. 

The goalkeeper has to know that, because you get to an age where you have to communicate and have to have knowledge of 

the game. 

I played in the field till 14, 15, 16 ... I was never too bad on the field, that’s because I like to run. 

SA: Youth soccer has become more year-round than when you were young. How do you feel about goalkeepers 

playing other sports? 

BRAD FRIEDEL: Basketball and tennis helped me a lot. The footwork in basketball and tennis is so important. I played a lot of 

ice hockey as well, which may have given me a lot of my core stability and leg strength. 

I would encourage other sports, but if they wer~ good, I would always make sut~ they focus on soccer. I don’t think it’s bad 

thing to try individual sports and other team sports. When you’re a goalkeeper, tennis helped me out because it’s individual. 

As a goalkeeper, you’re part of the team but you’re individual - so that helps. 

SA: What advice would you give a young goalkeeper aiming to succeed at the highest levels? 

BRAD FRIEDEL: Technique, Technique, technique. And there are different techniques in the world. You have to figure out what 

works best for you. If you’re a tall goalkeeper or a short goalkeeper - if you’re a goalkeeper who has great spring in his legs or 

a goalkeeper who doesn’t - you have to get your own technique based on what works for you. 

You can see your own body shape and find a world-class goalkeeper who’s similar and start trying to emulate. 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blog. 
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Section 1: Klinsmann explains Gold Cup roster; U-20s ousted by Ghana 

What They’re Saying 

"1 don’t want to w’orry about 

what happens in the future, 

but I want to do my best in 

this tournament. This 

tournament historically has 

meant a lot to our team, it 

means a lot to me, and I 

want to win the tournament, 

and I want to be part of 

something special at the 

end of this month." 

-- Landon Donovan, who 

rejoins the U.S national 

team for the Gold Cup after 

an absence of nearly a year. 

([’,4 LSSoccer. co m) 

Today’s News - Friday, June 28, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Klinsmann explains U.S. roster selections 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[GOLD CUP]Jurgen Klinsmann named his 23-#ayer roster for the Gold Cup. The 

USA, which kicks off play July 9 against Belize in Portland, will send very much a 

"B" team to the Concacaf championship as only one player who started in the June World Cup 

2014 qualifiers - DaMarcus Beasley -- is on the 23-player roster. Three other players -- Edgar 

Castillo, Joe Corona and Stuart Holden - came on as subs. Klinsmann said that he had an 

agreement with MLS not to call up his MLS regulars for the group stage. - Read the whole story 

Black Satellites overwhelm U.S. U-20s 
by Mike Woitalla 

[USA-GHANA REPORT CARD] A game both teams needed to win for any chance of reaching the 

knockout stage provided end4o-end action but Ghana proved far more lethal and downed the 

USA, 4-1. Soccer America’s Mike Woitalla grades the U.S. players in their final game of the 2013 

U-20 World Cup. - Read the whole story 

Ramos: ’We competed, but it just wasn’t enough.’ 
by Soccer America 

[USA-GHANA REACTION1 After a 4-1 loss to Ghana eliminated the USA from the U-20 World 

Cup in the first round, Coach Tab Ramos said the Ghanaians were even more skillful than the 

foes from Spain and France. - Read the whole story 

Dream final is set: Brazil-Spain 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CONFEDERATIONS CUPJ For organizers, the Confederations Cup has gone according to form 

on the field. Spain’s shootout win over Italy sets up a dream final Sunday at Rio de Janeiro’s 

Maracana Stadium: host Brazil, the two-time defending champion, against Spain, shooting for its 

four title in the last six years. But they’d never have imagined the problems off the field. Protests 

continued into a third week, and the largest demonstration is expected Sunday on the route to 

Marscana. - Read the whole story 

Dora Dwyer leaves Orlando City after MLS recall 
by Soccer America 

[USL F’RO SCHEDULE: Week 15] One of the biggest US L PRO games of the year will take 

place Saturday when first-place Orlando City hosts the unbeaten Richmond Kickers, but Orlando 

will be without Dora Dwyer, who was recalled by MLS’s Sporting Kansas City. The 22-year-old 

Englishman set the USL PRO all-time single-season scoring record with 15 goals in 13 games. - 

Read the whole story 

Neymar’s dive finds its way into video game 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] The world’s brightest young star has lived up to his billing at the 2013 

Confederations Cup, leading Brazil into Sunday’s final against Spain, but Neymar’s penchant for 

exaggeration reared its head late in Wednesday’s win over Uruguay, and today we’re offering up 

his just desserts. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
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Ghana blew out the U.S. U20 MNT 4-1 on 
Thursday in a must-win game for both 
squads. We’ve handed out grades for the 
players in the crushing defeat. 

We’ve named the best eleven from the ECNL 
playoffs and U18 Championship, which 
concluded on Monday in Aurora Colorado. 

I I 

Find out who made the cut. I~ PremierC°ntentl 

Eight U:[8 Finals Week spots were booked on 
Thursday, as the older squads wrapped up 
the Academy Playoffs in Frisco. 
MORE: U16 Dev. Academy Playoffs Recap 

DID YOU SEE? 

Reshad asks the important 
questions at the ECNL 
Playoffs. How’s your British 
accent? Real Talk. 

Dev. Academy Playoff 
Highlights: NYRB U:[8s vs. 
Chicago Magic PSG UlSs, 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

The Ray Hall Experience 

The RAY HALL EXPERIENCE brings the 
EUROPEAN ACADEMY to you, 

It uniquely combines PREMIER League level 
COACHING with MEASUREMENT against each 
player’s equivalent age group in a EUROPEAN 
PRO ACADEMY. 

Players EXPERIENCE the life of a pro soccer 
player for 4 days under the guidance of a 
team of top Academy coaches and Ray Hall, 
one of the most respected Academy Directors 
in World Soccer, having built the the system 
which developed stars such as Wayne 
Rooney, Leon Osman, lack Rodwell and many 
more. 
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By Ross Fadner, Frida;4 June 28, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

An American Playing Soccer in Afghanistan 
Slcom                                                                                                    ~ 

Sl.com’s Grant Wahl tells the story of Nick Pugliese, the only American playing professional soccer in 

Afghanistan. A year ago, Pugliese graduated from Williams, where he had been captain of the school’s soccer 

team. In the year since, he took a job with a telecom company in Kabul only to leave soon thereafter to make far 

less money -- $300 per month -- playing professional soccer for a team called Ferozi FC that went on to win 

Afghanistan’s domestic cup. 

To be sure, it’s quite an adventure, and one that is being captured on Pugliese’s thoughtful blog, "Nick Plays 

Football in Kabul." But why is he doing it? "I’m using it as a way to explore the types of lives that young men are 

living in Kabul, which is probably different from what you see portrayed in the day-to-day media," the Rochester, 

N.Y., native tells Sl. "The interesting question to me is why I’ve been accepted as a member of the community in 

spite of or because of my status as an American. Through these soccer teammates, Fve become part of the 

community." 

Pugliese points out that he has melted the social barriers through soccer: "It speaks to the power of: Can you play 

or not? Can you help my team win? If so, you’re valued," he says. "That’s been one of the most positive things I’ve 

experienced here. If you’re valued on a soccer field, that opens so many opportunities to be seen as valuable as a 

person and to actually form friendships. Soccer is the link. I think my trying to be as humorous as possible and 

laughing at things is the second link. Then you spend time together, and it’s easy to find things to relate over, even 

if you can’t communicate it through words." 

- Read the whole story... 

Spain Wants to Centralize Soccer TV Revenues 
ESPN FC 

Spain’s government is pushing for a new law that will centralize the way television rights are sold to Spanish soccer 

teams. Currently, each team negotiates television deals individually, with the net result being that Real Madrid and 

Barcelona make more than twice as much in TV revenues than even Atletico Madrid, this year’s third-placed team in 

La Liga. The measure would put the Spanish soccer league in control of the collective sale of TV rights. 

The change has been proposed because many Spanish soccer teams have shoddy finances: according to Miguel 

Cardenal, president of Spain’s Sports Council, the country’s soccer teams have a collective debt totaling $5.2 

billion, with some $874 million owed to Spanish tax authorities. Cardenal claims that centralizing the sale of TV rights 

would not only improve revenues for heavily indebted smaller clubs, but it would also allow the tax authorities to be 

the first to get paid. He added that clubs that aren’t up to date on their finances would pay a penalty worth 35 

percent of their TV revenues. 

Cardenal admitted that the push to balance club finances would naturally lead to more players being sold to foreign 

leagues and possibly to a widening of the gap between Barca and Real and the rest of La Liga. "We have become 

an exporting country," Cardenal said. "It’s a historic change and Spanish football has to recognize it." 

- Read the whole .~tory... 

ESPN FC 

U.S. international Danny Williams on Wednesday completed a $2.6 million move from Hoffenheim to Reading, 

which was relegated to the Championship from the English Premier League last season. The 24-year-old made 21 

Bundesliga appearances for Hoffenheim last season. 

"1 see this as the next step in my career," the holding midfielder said. ’q am really looking forward to the season and 

trying to get the club back to the Premier League." 

Williams has made nine appearances for the U.S. national team under Jurgen Klinsmann, who describes the 

Karlsruhe, Germany-born player as having "tremendous potential." 



- Read the whole story... 

Azzurri Bows Out with Heads Held High 
Football Italia 

Italy was left crestfallen after losing to world champion Spain on penalties in the Confederations Cup Semifinal on 

Thursday. The Azzurri had the better of the play for long periods of the 120-minute game, but neither side managed 

to score and Spain eventually squeaked by 7-6 on penalties. 

After the game, Italy captain Gianluigi Buffon said: "Only one team can win when it gets to penalties and, even if it 

hurts, we have to accept it," adding: "Soccer is like that." The Juventus keeper rued missing one penalty in 

particular: "That Andros Iniesta penalty," he said. "I’m really disappointed that I didn’t get to the Iniesta penalty. It 

was really close to my hand and had I stopped that then we would perhaps be talking about something else now." 

Nevertheless, he added, "i’m proud of what we did," he added. "There is no need to party about it, but I believe that 

many have appreciated the way we played and suffered." 

Defender Gior~:lio Chiellini reflected on the difficult conditions and said Italy should have won: "We were confident 

we’d have a good game and in all honesty it went better than expected, as if there was a team that should’re won 

tonight it was us," the Jure man stated. "In extra time I couldn’t wait for it to end, as I was wrecked. The heat was 

incredible, we were struggling to breathe and could barely finish the match." He added: "It’s a shame and we go out 

with heads held high...At the moment all we feel is frustration." 

- Read the whole story... 

Everton Reiects l~an United’s Baines Bid 
Guardian 

Manchester United was told to significantly increase its offer for Everton defender Leighton Baines, after the 

Liverpool club rejected a $22.75 million bid. Baines, 28, has two years left on his Everton contract. The Guardian 

report also claims that United manager David Moyes is also interested in Everton’s Marouane Fellaini. 

- Read the whole story... 

Repo~t: United Close to Prying T~g£ From Barca 
Daily Mail 

Barcelona is planning to hold last-ditch talks with Thiago Aicantara to try and persuade the Spanish midfielder to 

turn down a move to Manchester United, although the Daily Mail claims that the parties have already agreed 

personal terms of nearly $8.5 million per year. The transfer is said to be worth close to $25.8 million. 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Star 

Manchester United’s new coach David Moyes begins work on Monday and the Daily Star reports that the English 

champion will spend next week trying to lure Real Madrid forward Oristiano Rona~do to Old Trafford. However, if 

the move for the 28-year-old falls apart, the report claims that United will turn its attention to Tottenham’s Gareth 

Ba~e. 

- Read the whole story... 

The Sun 

Chelsea on Thursday had a $7.6 million bid for Norwich goalkeeper John Ruddy turned down. V~th Petr Oech 

approaching 30, Coach Jose Mourinho is keen to bolster his stable of goalkeepers, although Norwich said the 

London club would have to nearly double its offer to take one of its biggest stars to Stamford Bridge. - Read the 

whole story... 
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U.S. Positional Rankings-Goalkeepers and 
defenders 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Yes to Landon Donovan and no to Carlos Bocanegra drew the most attention Thursday upon release of the 

initial Gold Cup roster of 23 U.S. players. 

According to Coach Jurgen Klinsmann, the exclusion of Bocanegra from the group phase is rooted in his attempt to leave 

Glasgow Rangers, perhaps to MLS, in the near future. Bocanegra spent last season in Spain with Racing Santander, which 

was relegated from the Second Division. 

In this ranking of the goalkeepers and four back-line positions, Klinsmann’s use of players since he took over nearly two years 

ago and his Gold Cup selections are taken into account. Players seeing significant time at different positions are rated in each 

category. The leading candidates, based on their club performances, in addition to those players are also included. (Possible 

callups from the U-20s will be evaluated at a later date.) 

The first-choice centerback pairing of Omar Gonzalez and Matt Besler were excluded from the initial Gold Cup roster, though 

they could be recalled assuming the USA advances into the knockout rounds. 

Players marked with an asterisk (*) have been named to the 23-man roster the USA will utilize for the first round of the Gold 

Cup, after which as many as four players can be replaced by someone named on the preliminary list of 35 submitted to 

Concacaf. 

GOALKEEPER: 

1. Tim Howard (Everton/ENG) 

2. Brad Guzan (Aston Villa/ENG) 

3. Nick Rimando* (Real Salt Lake) 

4. Sean Johnson* (Chicago Fire) 

5. Bill Hamid* (D.C. United) 

Guzan’s solid season in the Premier League has tightened the gap between him and Howard, but the top slot won’t be an 

issue unless occasional errors such as Howard’s failure to deal with a cross against Jamaica that resulted in a goal recur 

often. In recent U.S. games, Howard has been under less pressure, but as he showed by bailing out Matt Besler when a flub 

gave Honduran Andy Najar a great chance, he’s quite capable of the big save. 



Rimando is the clear No. 3, and as proven as a keeper can be without moving outside MLS. At 34, he’s still quick and agile, 

and his considerable experience in Concacaf Champions League play for RSL aids his value in the Gold Cup. Tally Hall has 

been cut from the initial Gold Cup squad but could come back into the team if Rimando rejoins RSL. The growth of Johnson 

and Hamid will depend on their club form, since there won’t be many opportunities to play for the U.S. until next year. 

RIGHT BACK: 

1. Steve Cherundolo (Hannover 96/GER) 

2. Brad Evans (Seattle Sounders) 

3. Geoff Cameron (Stoke City/ENG) 

4. Tim Chandler (Nuremberg/GER) 

5. Tony Beltran* (Real Salt Lake) 

He’s not played for the USA this year, and underwent arthroscopic surgery this week, so Cherundolo -- despite his 300 top- 

flight appearances for Hannover and 87 caps -- has work to do between now and Brazil 2014. Knee problems limited him to 

just five (of 17) matches in the second half of the Bundesliga season, and he wasn’t called for the June World Cup qualifiers or 

Gold Cup, so the 34-year-old’s status for the September qualifiers is very much up in the air. 

Evans blossomed in June and though rather ponderous to play outside back at this level did a creditable job. He’s a battler 

with good instincts, and his stoppage-time goal in Kingston showed remarkable poise. 

Cameron played both centerback slots last year as well as the central midfield role he filled against Jamaica and Panama in 

relief of Jermaine Jones. He helped the USA shut out Costa Rica and Mexico at right back, then labored against Belgium. 

Toggling between positions isn’t the best condition for him, but if he keeps his place in the starting lineup at Stoke under new 

manager Mark Hughes, his progress should continue. 

Chandler’s struggles against Honduras in February were a disappointment after a few good showings in friendlies. He’s got 

some of Fabian Johnson’s qualities but is rawer and less experienced. He’s probably the best alternative if Cherundolo can’t 

recover but Chandler needs better showings in competitive matches to move up the ladder. 

Tony Beltran is one of the most skilled outside backs to come out of an American college (in this case, UCLA) recently and 

obviously has a lot to prove if he starts in the Gold Cup. Klinsmann likes defenders with good feet and Beltran certainly 

qualifies in that area. 

RIGHT CENTERBACK 

1. Omar Gonzalez (Los Angeles Galaxy) 

2. Clarence Goodson* (San Jose Earthquakes) 

3. Oguchi Onyewu* (Sporting Lisbon/Portugal) 

4. Michael Orozco-Fiscal* (Puebla/MEX) 

5. Austin Berry (Chicago Fire) 

Growing pains have afflicted Gonzalez since a rough outing in February against Honduras, and that worrisome habit of 

switching off has cropped up a few too many times. There’s a beehive of activity for centerbacks to track and young players 

like Gonzalez need time and experience to learn all of the nuances. His progress would accelerate if he leaves MLS and plays 

regularly, but to be stuck on the bench leading up to the World Cup could be a disaster for him and the USA. 

Goodson is a capable but limited defender who started regularly for Brondby, for which he played 63 games before returning 

to MLS this week. The former Dallas defender is a solid tackler and tough in the air, yet at the international level is prone to 

poor decisions and suspect positioning. Onyewu has not fully regained his form since suffering a ruptured patellar tendon in 

the last Hexagonal match of 2009 against Costa Rica. At 31, he’s running out of time. 

Orozco-Fiscal saw some time when Klinsmann first took over. Playing in the Gold Cup would be his first USA action of 2013. 

Berry is building on his 2012 Rookie of the Year season and being paired with Bakary Soumare has restored his confidence. 

LEFT CENTERBACK 



1. Matt Besler (Sporting Kansas City) 

2. Geoff Cameron (Stoke City/ENG) 

3. Clarence Goodson* (San Jose Earthquakes) 

4. Carlos Bocanegra (Glasgow Rangers/SCO) 

5. Maurice Edu (Stoke City/ENG) 

Not many current players have much experience in this slot, though several of them have played on both sides, and so 

Besler’s rapid rise since his debut in January is as essential as it is remarkable. His reads and reactions are usually assured 

and while he may not be terrifically strong or breathtakingly fast, he’s so far shown enough athleticism to handle the job. He 

can also deliver accurate balls at varying distances. 

The Last Chance Saloon beckons for Bocanegra. He emerged as a bonafide national-team regular at the 2003 Gold Cup, and 

this year’s edition could have provided his best shot at keeping a spot in the squad. But he’s been excluded from the group 

phase at least, and until his club situation is stabilized he’s teetering on the precipice. 

Edu’s status is clouded by questions. He’s played midfield for Klinsmann but was at centerback when the USA beat Mexico, 1- 

0, last August. After appearing in 12 games on loan to Turkish club Bursaspor last season, he too has a new manager to 

impress at Stoke. 

LEFT BACK 

1. DaMarcus Beasley* (Puebla/MEX) 

2. Fabian Johnson (Hoffenheim/GER) 

3. Tim Chandler (Nuremberg/GER) 

4. Edgar Castillo* (Tijuana/MEX) 

5. Michael Parkhurst* (Augsburg/GER) 

Beasley still has problems with taking up good positions to guard against players slipping behind him, and his one-v-one 

defending is decent but not stellar. Yet his speed and strong left foot are obvious assets. Johnson’s defensive instincts are 

much sharper and by setting up a pair of goals for Jozy Altidore recently his attacking contributions are apparent as well. 

Klinsmann’s first games in charge were highlighted by several strong showings at left back by Chandler, who is recovering 

from a torn knee ligament suffered in May. Beasley’s emergence has lessened the effect of Chandler’s absences yet 

Klinsmann will be closely monitoring him when Bundesliga play resumes in August. 

Castillo’s defensive liabilities have been exploited by several U.S. foes but he’s in the Gold Cup squad along with Houston’s 

Corey Ashe, a converted midfielder and rugged tackler who has gained some experience against Concacaf opposition at the 

club level. Ironically, Castillo’s greatest value to the USA is probably at left mid. 

Parkhurst started in a qualifier against Guatemala last October and like a few of his teammates could be deployed on either 

side, but he didn’t see regular time for Augsburg last season. He also played the first two U.S. matches of 2012 at centerback 

paired with Cameron. 
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What They’re Saying 

"Neymar is our idol. He is 

the people’s idol. He has 

had a nice string of 

matches, and eveiybody is 

happy about that It’s 

important for him to be 

going through all of these 

different situations with 

Brazil because it’s 

something that will make 

him even better in the 

future" 

-- Brazil coach Luiz Felipe 

Scolari on Neymar, who 

scored goals in Brazil’s first 

three games and set up 

both goals in the semifinals 

at the Confederations Cup. 

Just two months ago, 

Neymar was jeered by 

Brazilian fans during Brazil’s 

2-2 tie with Chile, the 

seventh in a string of nine 

games without a goal 

leading up to the 

Confederations Cup. (AP) 

Today’s News - Saturday, June 29, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Sporting KC bumps up the ante to keep Zusi -- for now 
by Ridge Mahoney                                                                                  ~ 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] He’s not a Designated Player, but he’s being paid like one. That’s 

the cryptic condition - of which MLS is probably the master - attached to a new deal 

for Sporting Kansas City midfielder Graham Zusi that was announced on Friday. - Read the 

whole stow 

Goodson returns to play for Quakes 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] Clarence Goodson, who has spent his last five and half seasons in 

Scandinavia, is returning to MLS to play for the San Jose Earthquakes. He leaves Brondby, which 

narrowly avoided relegation in Denmark’s Superliga last season and suffered from financial 

problems, and will join the Quakes after the Gold Cup. Meanwhile, the Portland Timbers signed 

highly regarded teenage defender Alvas Powell on loan from Jamaica’s Portmore United and 

MLS clubs moved to waive players on semi-gumanteed contracts before a July 1 deadline. - 

Read the whole story 

Call classic returns to Stanford 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 18] A year ago, the LA Galaxy was trying to recover from a miserable 

start to its season as it traveled north to play archrival San Jose at Stanford Stadium. - Read the 

whole story 

Wambach turns provider for Flash 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Day 12] Abby Wambach, who shares the NWSL goal-scoring lead with 

Lauren Cheney, turned provider, setting up two of Carli Lloyd’s three goals and Brittany 

Taylor’s stoppage-time goal as the Western New York Flash defeated the Washington Spirit, 4- 

0, on Friday night at Sahlen’s Stadium in Rochester, N.Y. The result moved the Flash into third 

place and extended the Spirit’s losing streak to five games during which it has been outscored 13- 

0. - Read the whole story 

Carolina aims to clinch sprin.q title 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: Week 13] The Carolina RailHawks can clinch the NASL spring championship 

with a win over the Atlanta Silverbacks at WakeMed Soccer Park on Saturday. - Read the whole 

story 

Harrisburg climbs closer to top, Dayton extends unbeaten streak 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 15]Sainey Touray scored the game-winning goal in the 73rd minute 

for his ninth goal of the season to lead the Harrisburg City Islanders to a 2-1 win on Friday night 

over Phoenix FC that moved them within a point of idle leader Orlando City. Dayton might have 

been disappointed with a 2-2 tie against visiting Charlotte, but it was good to extend its unbeaten 

streak to nine games= - Read the whole story 
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Increased risk of market saturation worries Garber 
By Ridge Mahoney 

MLS commissioner Don Garber stated a couple of years ago that the American market was "nearly insatiable" 

for international soccer, but in a recent interview he expressed concerns with how saturated the market will be this 

summer. 

"Without doubt, this market, this soccer market is exploding and I’m curious to see how it all plays out this year because 

there’s more content this summer than ever before," said Garber in a recent interview with Soccer America editors in San 

Jose. "From an MLS perspective, we need to continue to focus on building a rabid fan following in our local markets for our 

clubs who now have a larger potential fan base to be able capture on a day-to-day and week-to-week basis, as opposed to 

these exhibitions which come and go." 

A crowded calendar next week in Southern California that includes the Gold Cup openers and club exhibitions as well as a 

USA friendly indicates just how varied and plentiful is the soccer on offer. 

Galaxy home games against Columbus on the Fourth of July and FC Dallas three days later won’t be the only options for fans 

to be offered a menu as diverse as it is crowded. MLS games at the StubHub Center (formerly known as Home Depot Cente0 

will be surrounded by competing events. 

Argentine superstar Lionel Messi will front an international all-star match, "Battle of the Stars: Messi and ’Friends vs. The 

Rest of the World," to be played at the Los Angeles Coliseum Wednesday. Fabio Capello and Zico will serve as honorary 

head coaches and the list of players includes Alex Song, Sergio Busquets, Javier Mascherano, Cesc Fabregas, Robert 

Lewandowski, Giovani Dos Santos and Robinho. 

After the Galaxy’s Fourth of July game, San Diego takes center stage. In its final Gold Cup tune-up, the USA plays 

Guatemala in a friendly at Qualcomm Stadium Friday. The following day, Liga MX rivals Club Tijuana and Club America face off 

at Petco Park, the home of the San Diego Padres. 

(A doubleheader involving four Mexican teams will be played in San Jose the same day that Xolos plays Club America. Cruz 

Azul plays Morelia and Guadalajara faces UNAM Pumas at the Quakes’ former home, Spartan Stadium. Elsewhere, Tigres 

and Puebla will face NASL clubs, meaning almost half the Liga MX will be in preseason action on the same day across the 

United States.) 

The scene shifts back to the Los Angeles area on July 7, with the Galaxy-FC Dallas game (kickoff 7:30 p.m. local time) to be 

played right on the heels of the opening Gold Cup doubleheader at the Rose Bowl in Pasadena. Canada plays Martinique at 

2:30 p.m., followed by Mexico-Panama at 5 p.m. 

Garber and MLS are in a tricky position. The league’s marketing arm, Soccer United Marketing (SUM), is in the match 

promotion business and carefully avoids conflicts with its league matches. But it doesn’t control the market and any proposed 

match that is approved by U.S. Soccer is out of its purview. 

At last count, 25 foreign clubs - ranging from Chelsea and Real Madrid to Luis Angel Firpo of El Salvador and Xelaju of 

Guatemala - are scheduled to play one or more exhibitions in the United States over the summer. 

Touring Clubs 

(Summer 2013): 

9 Mexico 

5 England 

4 Italy 

2 Brazil 

2 Spain 

1 El Salvador 

1 France 

1 Guatemala 

Nobody knows how much soccer is too much but the trend towards more and more is unmistakable. 

’What the short-term impact of that is I don’t know," said Garber. ’1 think the market will determine that. I am not sure if the 

market is going to support everything that that is happening this summer. We have been at this a long time, and we’ll be here 

when all the dust settles." 
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U.S. U-18 Green scores back=to-back hat tricks for Bayern Munich 
by Soccer America 

IAMERICANS ABROAD] German-American teenager Julian Green scored three goals in the second half as 

Bayern Munich beat Fanclub Wildenau, 15-1, Saturday in the annual FC Bayem Dream Game that had 

special significance, it was the coaching debut of new coach Pep Guardiola. And if that was not enough, 

Green followed that up with a team-high three goals Sunday in another win over an area amateur team, this 

time 9-1 against TSV Regen, which was celebrating its 125th anniversary. - Read the whole story 

USA finishes 22rid in Turkey 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-X0 WORLD CUP] The USA finished 22nd in the overall standings of the 24 teams at the Under-20 World Cup, ahead 

of only Cuba and New Zealand, which went pointless in Turkey. It’s the USA’s lowest finish since FIFA expanded the 

tournament to 24 teams in 1997 and its second worst finish overall. It finished 15th out of 16 teams in its first appearance in 

1981 in Australia. - Read the whole story 

Spain=Mexico kicks off round of 16 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP1 The round of 16 at the Under-20 World Cup begins Tuesday with four games, headlined by a Spain- 

Mexico encounter in Istanbul. Iraq won Group E Saturday as it beat Chile, 2-1. Egypt’s 2-0 win over England extended 

England’s winless streak to 17 games over last five U-20 World Cups, but it was not good enough for Egypt to take one of the 

top four third-place benths in the final 16. Despite its 4-0 loss to Uruguay, Uzbekistan claimed one of the wild-card spots, and 

the final one went to Ghana, on total goals ahead of Egypt. - Read the whole story 

Portugal’s 8ruma tops scoring charts 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP] Portugal’s Bruma leads all players five goals after the group stage of the Under-20 World Cup. 

Bruma, who plays for Sporting Lisbon but has been linked to Chelsea, has one more goal than Jese of Spain. For all the 

leading scorers ... - Read the whole stow 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Monday, July 1, 2013 
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Brazil forward Neymar hailed his teammates for their comprehensive 3-0 defeat of reigning world 

champion Spain in the FIFA Confederations Cup final on Sunday. "We have achieved something which everyone 

thought was impossible -- and proved that nothing is impossible. The team played incredibly well -- more than people 

expected. We have made a lot of people happy," the 21-year-old said. Neymar later won the Golden Ball, which is 

given to the tournament’s best player, for contributing four goals and three assists in five games for Brazil. 

Brazil defender David Luiz praised the beaten finalist. "People know what we are capable of but they have to have 

the humility to recognize what a great opponent Spain is," the Chelsea defender said. "None of us could have 

dreamed that Brazil would beat the current world champions 3-0. We showed technique, class and talent. It was a 

perfect moment." 

Spain coach Vicente Del Bosque was philosophical in defeat following his team’s 3-0 defeat to host Brazil in the 

FIFA Confederations Cup final on Sunday. He admitted that Spain had been second best on the night. "They were 

better than us and we have to congratulate them," the former Real Madrid coach told Telecinco. "They had more 

energy than us and they channeled that into every move they made." 

Del Bosque added that the defeat would not force him to change Spain’s playing style. "Sometimes it is good to lose, 

so that you don’t think you are unbeatable. We are hurt by this defeat and we have to analyze what happened, but we 

cannot lose perspective alter all the success we have had in the last few years," he said. 

"This is a painful defeat, but it’s not a turning point. We have good players, a defined style, a group of players that get 

on well with each other and a style of soccer that has conquered the world and lead us to win many trophies. We 

aren’t going to change everything after just one defeat. Now is not the time for criticism, but to praise Brazil." 

- Read the whole story... 

Blatter Hails Best Confed Cup_ Ever 



ESPN FC 

Following Brazil’s 3-0 trouncing of world champion Spain in the Confederations Cup final, FIFA President 8epp 

Blatter did his usual event post-modem, saying that despite the widespread protests throughout the country, the 

tournament was definitely a success. 

"As the president of FIFA, I have to say that, from an organizational point of view, when it comes to stadiums and the 

soccer game, I am particularly happy with what has happened here," Blatter said. "On the soccer field, it’s easy to say 

that it has been the best quality Confederations Cup we have ever organized. The matches were attractive even with 

a representative of Oceania in Tahiti at a lower standard." 

He added: "Naturally, the competition has been played in a situation where there was definitely social unrest with 

protests and manifestations, but I have to say finally that soccer has played a positive part here. It’s part of emotion 

and I would say soccer has connected people in the stadiums. Perhaps unfortunately it also connected people in the 

street. I can understand this social unrest, absolutely. But on the other hand, football at this time brings to the whole 

continent of 200 million these emotions and hope." 

- Read the whole story... 

FIFA Hands Ethiopia Three-Point Deduction 
Reuters 

FIFA on Monday threw South Africa a World Cup qualifying lifeline after its group rival Ethiopia, which had already 

won the group with one match to play, was deducted three points for fielding Minyahile Teshome Beyene, who was 

supposed to be suspended, in a game against Botswana. The violation meant that Ethiopia’s 2-1 win turned into a 3- 

0 loss. Now, Ethiopia’s lead is just two points going into the final game away to the Central African Republic on Sept. 

6. South Africa, meanwhile, hosts Botswana on the same day. 

- Read the whole story... 

Gomez Linked to Fiorentina 
ESPN FC 

Bayern Munich striker Mario Gomez has been told by new coach Pep Guardiola that he is not part of the Spaniard’s 

plans, leaving the 27-year-old free to negotiate with other clubs. Gomez has spoken openly of his desire to leave the 

Treble-winner so he can play in "100 percent of games." He is reportedly interested in a potential move to Fiorentina, 

which would cost around $19.5 million, according to reports in Germany. - Read the whole story... 

Daily Mirror 

The Mirror reports that Manchester United coach David Moyes’ first order of business will be to sign Benfica 

defender Ezequiel Garay for $26 million. Moyes is also still trying to sign Everton defender Leighton Baines, after 

the initial bid was rejected by his former club. 

- Read the whole story... 

Spurs Close to Si reb Teena  
The Sun 

Tottenham coach Andre Villas-Boas is close to agreeing a $26 million deal for Dinamo Zagreb pair Alen Halilovic 

and Tin Jedvaj, both 17. Last season, Halilovic, an attacking midfielder, became the second-youngest player to play 

in a UEFA Champions League game. AVB is also reportedly close to signing Barcelona striker David Villa, according 



to the Daffy Star. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Section 1 : Bocanegra hopes to lead Chivas USA revivaJ 

What They’re Saying 

"My various loans from 

banks and private lenders 

added up to more than a 

quarter of a million dollars. 

Most of them were pushing 

me for overdue repayments, 

too In desperation, I had 

also broken down that wall 

between my soccer income 

and my gambling money, 

clearing out my entire 

personal bank account and 

the joint savings I had with 

[my wife] Jannie " 

-- Sporting Kansas City’s 

Danish goalkeeper Jimmy 

Nielsen reflects on his 

gambling addiction in his 

recently released 

autobiography. (The 

Guardian.) 

Today’s News = Tuesday, July 2, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Bocanegra hopes to lead Chivas USA revival 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS]Carlos Bocanegra is returning to MLS after 10 years in 

Europe. Chivas USA, winless in more than tht~e months, would seem to be a 

surprise move for a player who hopes to play himself back into contention for a spot on the U.S. 

national team, but he says he’s up for the challenge. - Read the whole stow 

Results of Gatt MRI pendin~l, Ashe reports to U.S. camp 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP COUNTDOWN] The U.S. national team was awaiting the results of midfielder 

Joshua Gatt’s MRI on his knee he injured on Saturday while playing for Norwegian champion 

Molde. Meanwhile, Houston Dynamo defender Corey Ashe reported to training camp in San 

Diego, where he will be evaluated by the national team’s medical staff for a thigh contusion he 

picked up in Houston’s 2-0 loss to New York on Sunday. - Read the whole stow 

Woods will remain goalkeeping coach despite club move 
by Soccer America 

[USA MEN]Chris Woods will remain as the goalkeeping coach on the U.S. men’s national team 

even though he has joined David Moyes at Manchester United from Everton, whore he coached 

Tim Howard. - Read the whole story 

Montreal and San Jose kick off CCL play 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK[ The 2013-14 Concacaf Champions League kicks off the week of Aug. 6-8 with three 

of the MLS entrants in action, including the Montreal Impact and San Jose Earthquakes, who will 

meet at Stade Saputo. Each team plays four games over the six match weeks of group play. For 

the complete schedule ... - Read the whole story 

Mexican-American stars on the move 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] FC Kansas City and the Seattle Reign FC exchanged Mexican-American stars in the 

biggest trade in NWSL’s young history. FCKC sent Renae Cuellar, tied for fifth in the league 

with five goals, to the Reign for midfielder Teresa Noyola and the NWSL rights to defender Nikki 

Krzysik for the 2014 season. The deal was the second in recent days involving an exchange of 

allocated players. Boston dealt Canadian defender Carmelina Moscato to Chicago for Canadian 

forward Adriana Leon. - Read the whole stop/ 

Szetela continues comeback bid with Cosmos 
by Soccer America 

[NASL] Danny Szetela, once considered up there with Freddy Adu, Jozy Altidore and 

Michael Bradley as the hottest U.S. prospects of their generation, will make his pro comeback 

with the New York Cosmos, who begin play in the NASL in August. - Read the whole story 

Relive the 2013 Confederations Cup in three minutes 
by Samuel Charles 

~qDEO PICK: Magic Moments] An entertaining Confederations Cup tournament gave the world 

but a glimmer of what lies ahead at Brazil 2014 just 12 months from now, and today’s excellent 

montage captures the spectacle. - Read the whole story 
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By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ Ju~ 2, 2013 

Ba~e Reiterates UCL Desire 
Daily Mail 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

In an interview with Esquire magazine, Tottenham winger Gareth Bale reiterated his desire to play in the 

UEFA Champions League. Problem is, Tottenham hasn’t qualified for the UCL this season, a fact that has alerted 

the likes of Real Madrid and Paris Saint-Germain that the 24-year-Nd could be open to a move this summer. 

"When you play in the Premier League, say you’re playing against a lower-end team, they set up to defend all the 

time, they set up to block you off. But when you play in the Champions League, all the other teams are used to 

winning every week, so it’s more of an open game, it’s more attacking, end-to-end," Bale said. "No one’s used to 

defending, everyone’s used to attacking and trying to win games, so it’s just all against all." 

The Welshman added that the music really inspires the players. "The music is a massive thing - Zadok the Priest 

(Handel’s anthem that announces the arrival of the teams). When we first got into the Champions League, it’s one 

of the things that most of the lads were looking forward to, hearing it in the stadium. It’s little things like that which 

make it special." 

Bale scored 26 goals in 44 appearances for Spurs in all competitions last season en route to winning the 

Professional Footballers’ Player of the Year award for the second time. 

- Read the whole story... 

Pauiinho Confirms Tottenham Transfer 
Guardian 

Brazil midfielder Paulinho, who was voted the third-best player at the FIFA Confederations Cup, has confirmed that 

he will join Tottenham Hotspur from Corinthians in a deal worth close to $26 million. Now, instead of playing in the 

Recopa Sudamericana [South America’s equivalent of the UEFA Super Cup] with Corinthians on Wednesday, 

Paulinho will instead travel to London for a medical and to complete the move to Tottenham. The 24-year-old 

scored 34 goals in 167 appearances for Corinthians. 

"The other interest we got was from h~ter but the only offer came from Tottenham," the 24-year-old said. "The 

proposal came, we sat down, analyzed it and decided. It was a big decision to go to a big club. There comes a 

certain point when you need new challenges." In an emotional press conference, Paulinho promised to return to 

Corinthians one day. "It’s hard to say anything at a moment like this but I am sure those were three wonderful years 

in my career, with many titles," he said. "What I have to say to Corinthians fans, board and staff is ’see you soon’. I 

will be back in no time, due to everything they have done for me. My individual titles are all thanks to the club. 

Corinthians will be in my heart for the rest of my life." 

- Read the whole story... 

Man City Youth Mistakenly Re~eased From Prison 
AFP 

A Manchester City youth player who was set to serve 16 months in prison for killing a brother and sister in a car 

accident in central Manchester was mistakenly released on Monday, just four months into his sentence. Britain’s 

Prison Service said it would hold an investigation after 18-year-old Courtney Meppen-Walter was released in 

error. 

"Police have been informed after a prisoner was released in error on Monday 1 July to ensure he is promptly 

returned to custody," a spokesman said~ "Releases in error are vet5, rare and we take any incident extremely 

seriously. An investigation will take place into the circumstances that led to this release." 

Meppen-Walter, who was captain of Manchester City’s U18 team, was driving nearly 60 miles per hour in a 30 mph 

zone when he hit a car carrying Kulwant Singh, 32, his 37-year-old sister, Ravel Kaur, and her two sons, aged 16 

and 17. Singh and Kaur were killed, while the two boys were injured. According to the report, Meppen-WNter will 

likely serve half his sentence but may be released earlier and be forced to wear an electronic tag. As part of his 

sentence, Meppen-Walter is also prohibited from driving for three years. 



- Read the whole story... 

Metro 

Chelsea has apparently had bids of $68 and $74 million for Edinson Cavani rejected, according to LEquipe, with 

Napoli President Aurelio De Laurentiis holding out for the full $82 million as stated in Cavani’s release clause. 

The French daily claims PSG is willing to pay full price in addition to offering the player $455,000 per week, 

compared to Chelsea’s offer of $334,000. It’s clear that Napoli wants to sell and is willing to do business with anyone 

prepared to meet the buyout clause; what’s unclear, however, is what the player wants. 

Meanwhile, if other reports are to be believed Chelsea might be willing to pass on Cavani if an agreement can be 

reached for Sporting Lisbon prodigy Bruma, who is currently playing for Portugal at the U-20 World Cup in Turkey. 

Sporting officials have dubbed the 18-year-old the "new Cristiano Rona~do". The Express also claims that Blues 

coach Jose Mourinho has placed AC Milan forward Stephan El Shaarawy on his short list of transfer targets this 

summer. The Italy international would cost close to $45.5 million, while AS Roma defensive midfielder Daniele De 

Rossi, another target of Mourinho’s, would cost $15 million. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man City Considers Fred Offer 
Express 

Brazil striker Fred, who scored five goals in five games for the Selecao at the FIFA Confederations Cup, including 

two in the final against Spain, could be on his way to Manchester City, according to reports in England, as coach 

Manuel Pe~legrini searches for a replacement for Carlos Tevez, who moved to Juventus last month. Fred, 29, 

currently plays in Brazil for Fluminese. 

- Read the whole story... 

Marca 

Marca reports that Fiorentina star Stefan Jovetic is on the market, and that Real Madrid is the latest club to 

express interest in the talented Montenegrin. Even so, the paper claims that Juventus is the frontrunner for the 22- 

year-cid’s signature, despite having already signed Carlos Tevez from Manchester City and Fernando Llorente 

from Athletic Bilbao. 

- Read the whole story... 

Tribal Football 

Swansea City chairman Huw Jenkins has confirmed that the Welsh club has made bids for Vitesse Arnhem striker 

Wiffried Bony and Lyon striker 8afetimbi Gomis. In an inte~!iew with the South Wales Evening Post, Jenkins 

revealed that the talks for both players are still ongoing. 

- Read the whole story... 

Samba to Return to Anzbi ................................................................................. 

ESPN FC 

It’s been just six months since Chris Samba signed for relegated Queens Park Rangers, but the Congo 

international looks set now to return to Anzhi Makhachkala, the Russian club that he came from. Curiously, despite 

some poor performances in QPR’s backline, reports in Russia claim that Samba will return to Dagestan for the same 

price he arrived for: $18 million. 

- Read the whole ,~tory... 
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Drink Up: 
~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

Hydration Tips for Summer Soccer 
By Dev K. Mishra, M.D. 

July and August are popular months for sports camps and soccer tournaments, many of which will be taking 

place in hot and humid climates. 

Hydration is a key element in proper sports safety, and a good hydration strategy will also improve performance. 

Start hydrating well before your planned activity as outlined below. After activity recovery is important too, and I’ve 

been a big fan of low fat chocolate milk as an outstanding recovery drink for many years. 

Stad your summer sports activity by being properly hydrated ... 

One of the most important points is that the young athlete should start an exercise activity while well hydrated. 

The amount of fluid an athlete needs depends on the intensity and duration of the activity as well as weather conditions and 

the types of clothing and equipment worn. In general, high school athletes require 10 to 12 cups of fluid (water, fruit juice, milk, 

etc.) per day consumed at meals and snacks so they start exercise properly hydrated. During exercise, athletes generally 

require 4 to 8 ounces of fluid every 15 to 20 minutes. 

Here’s an easy way to tell if you’re hydrated: check the color of your urine. If it’s less than 2 hours before training for 

competition and you notice that your urine is dark in color, you are not properly hydrated and you should drink more fluids. 

Tips to Prevent Dehydration and Heat Illness; 

* Sports drinks are an excellent choice for hydration. Athletes can usually find a flavor they like, and the electrolytes (like 

sodium chloride) will stimulate thirst, help the body hold onto fluid, r~duce the chance of cramping, and possibly improve 

performance. 

* Water is fine too, for events lasting up to about two hours. 

* Avoid any drinks with caffeine or high fructose corn syrup, and no carbonated sodas. "Energy drinks" such as Red Bull 

contain caffeine and should be avoided. 

* I like low-fat chocolate milk as another after-game alternative 

* The athlete should have 12-16 ounces of fluid up until about 30 minutes before the game or practice (remember that most 

sports drinks come in 20 ounce bottles). 

* Keep sipping sports drinks or water during the practice or match, about 4 ounces at a time at the end of periods or halftime. 

* Start re-hydrating within 20 minutes of the conclusion of the match. Research shows that the first 20 minutes are the most 

efficient time to start refueling. Try to take in 20 ounces; no need to guzzle this down, but once you start drinking try to finish 

the bottle over the next several minutes. 

(Dr. Dev K. Mishra is the creator of the SidelineSportsDoc.com injury management program for coaches. He is an orthopedic 

surgeon in private practice in Burfingame, Calif. He is a member of the team physician pool with the U.S. Soccer Fe:leration 

and has served as team physician at the University of California, Berkeley. This article first appeared on 

SidelineSportsDoc.com.) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 6:47 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: USL PRO to field Oklahoma Cit.5, team in 2014 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013                                                     ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

USL PRO to field Oklahoma City team in 2014 
By Paul Kennedy 

USL PRO awarded an expansion franchise to Prodigal LLC, led by CEO Bob Funk Jr., to operate a team in 

Oklahoma City, beginning in 2014. 

The announcement, made at a news conference in Oklahoma City on Tuesday, came four days after a rival soccer group 

headed by Brad Lurid, Sold Out Strategies, and four individuals filed suit in the U.S. District Court for the Western District of 

Oklahoma in response to a "cease and desist" letter issued by United Soccer Leagues. 

The rival group of which Sold Out Strategies is the managing partner operates the new PDL club, Oklahoma City FC, and is 

part of a group seeking to join the NASL in 2015. Sold Out Strategies was recently awarded a two-year lease plus a renewal 

option to Taft Stadium by the Oklahoma City Public Schools board. 

At issue in Sold Out Strategies LLC et al v. United Soccer League LLC will be the enforceability of the covenant-not-to- 

compete clause in the franchise agreement Oklahoma City FC partners, including Sold Out Strategies, have with United 

Soccer Leagues. 

The new USL PRO club will be the league’s 15th and latest in its effort to expand west of the Mississippi. 

When it began play in 2011, USL PRO only operated in Los Angeles. It added a team in Phoenix in 2013 and will add a team 

in Sacramento in 2014. 

Funk currently operates the Oklahoma City Barons hockey team. 

’Oklahoma City is a market that passionately supports its professional sports teams and is quickly establishing itself as a 

soccer hotbed," USL President Tim Holt said in a statement. "Bob Funk Jr. and Prodigal LLC are leaders on both fronts in 

Oklahoma City and we have no doubt that they will produce a successful franchise for many years to come." 

Lund also has a background in pro hockey as the former chief executive officer with Express Sports, which owned the 

Oklahoma City Blazers. 

A group headed by Tim McLaughlin will make a franchise presentation to the NASL’s board of governors July 25 in Dallas. 

Lund’s Sold Out Strategies and the individuals suing USL state in their lawsuit that they have "backed away" from their pursuit 

of an NASL franchise until they can get a judicial determination on the issue of the covenant-not-to-compete clause in the 

franchise agreement. 

MEDIA HIRE. Brian Straus has been hired as a sportswriter at Sports Illustrated. The move comes three months after he was 

one of 12 writers and editors let go by the Sporting News. It was unrelated to an article Straus wrote shortly before then on 

U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann, examining players’ concerns about his methods and tactics on the eve of the USA-Costa 

Rica match. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 3, 2013 4:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, July 3, 2013 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U-20 World Cup round of 16 continues on Wednesday .... MLS Week 19 kicks of on Wednesday .... The 

USA hosts Guatemala in a friendly on Friday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, July 3 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U=20 World CupPORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45; am, 

FIFA U-20 World CupCOLOMBIA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 1:45 am, 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Friendly CHIVAS-CLUB AMERICA (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SEATLE-D.C. UNITED (live) 10 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U=20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CROATIA=CHILE (live) 10:45 am= 

FIFA U=20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-PARAGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

FIFA U=20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

THURSDAY, July 4. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-NEW YORK (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLUMBUS (live) 10:30 pm. 

FR~C~AY, July 5 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

SATURDAY, July ~ 

ESPN 

international Friendly MESSI ALL STARS-WORLD ALL STARS (live) 7 pm. 



NBC SPORTS NE’RNORK 

MLS VANCOUVER-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT K~CK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-PHILADELPHIA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CHIVAS-PUMAS (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U=20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

PAY-PER-VIEW (Integrated Sports Merketing) 

International Friendly TIJUANA-CLUB AMERICA (live), 10:30 pm 

SL~NDAY, ~uly 7 

ESPN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am, 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS COLUMBUS=PORTLAND (live) 5 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-D.C. UNITED (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

~’~ONOAY, Ju~y 8 

UNIVlSIONDEPORTES 

Concacaf Gold Cup EL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup HAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

TUESDAY~ O~y 8 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm= 

Leagues offering live st~es~in9 ol 9s~es include: 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 



North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 3, 2013 9:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: Spain’s Jese joins select group of U-20 stars; Region I champions 

Spain’s Jese ioins select company with winner 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[UNDER-20 W©RLD CUP] Favorite Spain came back from a goal down to beat Mexico, 2-1, and knock the 

last Concacaf team out of the Under-20 World Cup. Real Madrid youngster Jese scored the winner, joining a        ~ 
select group of players who have scored in four straight games at the World Cup. France knocked out host 

Turkey, 4-1, with a dominating performance. Uzbekistan and Uruguay also advanced on Tuesday. - Read the 

whole story 

New Jersey and Eastern Pennsylvania lead way 
by Soccer America 

[REGION I CHAMPIONSHIPS] The parity in the East was evident as teams from nine different state associations won titles at 

the U.S. Youth Soccer Region I Championships that concluded Tuesday at the University of Rhode Island. New Jersey and 

Eastern Pennsylvania led all state associations with five championships each. - Read the whole story 

Final league champions crowned 
by Soccer America 

[NPL CHAMPIONS CUP] With the conclusion of the Midwest Developmental League playoffs, all the National Premier 

Leagues champions were crowned, and the fields set for the under-13 to under-18 boys and girls finals in the NPL Champions 

Cup, which will be played July 18-22 at the Aurora Sports Park in Aurora, Colo. For all the league champions ... - Read the 

whole story 

by Soccer America 

[MIDWEST DEVELOPMENTAL LEAGUE] The Midwest Developmental League will have a girls division covering six age 

groups (U-13 through U-18) for the 2013-14 season. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, July 3, 2013 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 3, 2013 2:31 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: AZ Values Jozy Altidore at $15 million 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, Ju~ 3, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

AZ Rejects ’~nsufficient’ SunderMnd Bid for Altidore 
Sky Sports                                                                                                 ~ 

Sunderland has had an initial bid for AZ Alkmaar striker Jozy AItidore rejected, according to various 

reports. AZ, which just sold Adam Maher to PSV Eindhoven for close to $10 million, is not believed to be motivated 

to sell the U.S. international. "A first bid was insufficient," a club spokesperson said. "We have let them know that. 

Nowwe have to waiL" TheNorthern Echoclaims the bid was for $7.6 million, but AZ values the 23-year-old, who 

scored 31 goals in all competitions last season, at closer to $15 million. 

Nevertheless, Altidore seems keen to return to the Premier League, where he spent the 2009/10 campaign playing 

on-loan at Hull City, which was eventually relegated. "it is a fantastic league, anyone will tell you that," Altidore told 

NASN. "If you look at everything, the Premier League is probably the biggest league in the world. Everybody knows 

that and it would be a pleasure to play in a league like that again." 

The American claimed that he has grown as a player since his time at Hull, which only brought one goal in 25 

appearances. "1 think I was 19 or just turned 20 and ... it is a totally different style from the MLS," the former New 

York Red Bulls striker said. "1 have come a long way since then. I am almost a different player and I have learned a 

lot." He added: "Some of my performances at Hull were not as bad as people think, some of them were actually 

pretty good. I don’t look back at it as a sad experience. It was a great experience because I got to see what the 

highest level was like." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rooney Denies United Transfer Request 
Mirror 

Wayne Rooney on Wednesday arrived at Manchester United’s Carrington training ground to hold talks over his 

future with the club’s new manager, David Moyes. Sources tell the Mirrorthat Moyes, who only started work on 

Monday, is still hoping to find a solution that allows Rooney to stay, but other reports claim that former coach Alex 

Ferguson, who still holds a seat on United’s board, is not so anxious to give the England international another 

chance, especially after handing in a second transfer request in April. 

However, according to the Mirror, Rooney denies asking for a move, and is seeking to have the club "clarify" the 

events that clouded over Ferguson’s retirement, namely, that he didn’t ask for a transfer request or request to be 

left out of the squad for the final match of the season at West Brom. Of course, report surmises that such a "climb- 

down" from Ferguson "is clearly not going to happen," which means that the balance could be leaning towards a 

Rooney departure. 

- Read the whole story... 

Paris SG Leading Cavani Race? 
Guardian 

As the Edinson Cavani saga drags on, the Guardian reports that Paris Saint-Germain has emerged as the clear 

favorite to land the coveted striker, with the French champion lodging a $76 million bid to beat the likes of Real 

Madrid and Chelsea to the Uruguayan’s signature. According to the report, PSG is desperate to be considered a 

European powerhouse, and has seen its pride damaged by Carlo Ancelotti’s departure and its frustrating pursuit 

for a successor that culminated in fifth or sixth choice Laurent Blanc signing a two-year deal at the Parc des 

Princes. 

However, Napoli President Aurelio de Laurentiis is believed to be holding out for $82 million, the full asking price 

in Cavani’s contracL De Laurentiis indicated on Tuesday that no formal offer had been received but reports in 

France suggest Cavani’s agent, Pierpaolo Triu~zi, was in Paris on Monday and met PSG’s technical director, 

Leonardo. 

Of course, further complicating matters is Cavani’s own public assertion that he would prefer to go to Real Madrid. 

- Read the whole story... 



ESPN 

Manchester United sources tell ESPN a deal for Barcelona midfielder Thiago Alcantara is now "very close." One 

stumbling block, according to Catalan paper Sport is that the 22-year-old wants a similar contract clause that he 

currently has at Barca, which would allow him to leave for a set fee if he does not make a certain number of 

appearances. 

ESPN claims that new manager David Moyes has been particularly vocal about pushing a transfer through, 

especially since United has narrowly missed out on a number of big transfers in the past few summers, including 

Wesley Sneijder, Eden Hazard, Mesut OziL David Silva and Karim Benzema. This time, the source claims 

United "couldn’t possibly have done more" to attract the Spaniard, who netted a hat-trick for Spain in the final of the 

U21 European Championship this summer, en route to claiming the tournament’s top individual honor, the Golden 

Player award. 

- Read the whole story... 

AFP 

Paris Saint-Germain sporting director Leonardo has moved to overturn the nine-month ban he picked up for 

pushing referee Alexandre Castro in the tunnel following PSG’s 1-1 draw with Valenciennes on May 5th. The 

Brazilian has lodged an official appeal with the French Soccer League (LFP). The ban applies to all official duties as 

well as standing on the touchline during PSG games. 

- Read the whole story... 

El Shaatawy Staying at Mila~ 
ESPN 

A day after being heavily linked with a move to Chelsea, AC Milan and Stephan Ei Shaarawy have both publicly 

claimed that the Italy striker is not for sale. The player only recently signed a contract extension that would keep him 

at the San Siro until 2018, and the club confirmed on its Web site on Wednesday that he won’t be leaving this 

summer~ 

- Read the whole story... 

Shelvey’ C~ose to Liv÷rpooi Switch 
Sky Sports 

Swansea City is reportedly close to signing Liverpool midfielder Jonjo She~vey, after the clubs agreed to a $9 

million fee for the 21-year-old. Shelvey, who has seven goals in 69 appearances for Liverpool, was told that he is 

not in coach Brendan Rodgers’ plans for next season. 

- Read the whole story... 

Thiago Silva Linked to Barca Move 
ESPN FC 

Paulo Tonietto, the agent of Paris Saint-Germain defender Thiago Silva, told Spanish radio station SER on 

Wednesday that it would be "stupid" to reject a move to Barcelona, adding that the Catalan club had yet to make a 

concrete offer for the Brazil international. Earlier this week, the player revealed that Barca coach Tito Vilanova had 

asked the player to join the Spanish champion. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 4:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer Ou TV: Thursday, July 4, 2013 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There are three MLS games on Independence Day ... The USA hosts Guatemala in a friendly on Friday.... The 

Gold Cup kicks off on Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, &~ly 4 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-NEW YORK (live) 9:30 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLUMBUS (live) 10:30 pro. 

~RIDAY, July 5 

NBC SPORTS NE’IWVORK 

international Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

SATURDAY, &~ly ~ 

ESPN 

international Friendly MESSI ALL STARS-WORLD ALL STARS (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

MLS VANCOUVER-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-PHILADELPHIA (live) 9 pm. 

UNITS 

Mexico CH~VAS=PUMAS (live) 10 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U=20 World Cup F~NCE-UZBEKISTAN, Qua~e~nal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup URUGUAY-SPAIN, Quade#inal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup F~NCE-UZBEK~STAN, Quade~nal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U=20 World Cup URUGUAY-SPAIN, Qua~e#inal (~ive) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U=20 World Cup F~NCE=UZBEKISTAN, Qua~e~nal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup URUGUAY=SPAIN, Quade#inal (live) 1:45 am. 

PAY-PER-VIEW (Integrated Spots Merketin~) 

international Friendly TIJUANA-CLUB AMERICA (live), 10:30 pm 

SUND~Y, J~y 7 

ESPN 

MLS CHICAGO-~NSAS CI~ (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA=MARTINIQUE (~ive) 5 pm. 



Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIViSlON 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UN~VISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-SOUTH KOREA, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup GHANA-CHILE, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS COLUMBUS-PORTLAND (live) 5 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-D.C. UNITED (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-SOUTH KOREA, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 World Cup GHANA-CHILE, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

RFA U-20 Worm Cup IRAQ-SOUTH KOREA, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup GHANA-CHILE, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

UNIVISIONDEPORTES 

Concacaf Gold Cup EL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup HAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm= 

TUESDAY, Ju~y 9 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

Leagues oiferin9 liw sir~aming of games inck~de: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+ ; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Goals and comebacks galore in MLS 

What They’re Saying Today’s News --Thursday, July 4, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"We believe that in 17 years 

most adult males will be Goals and comebacks galore in midweek action 
called Neymar because that by Ridge Mahoney 

is the current trend. It is the 
[MLS REVvl ND: Week 191 Yes, it can be said: MLS produced plenty of fireworks on 

name in fashion right now" 
the day before the Fourth of July. Real Salt Lake and Montreal rallied to tie after 

falling behind, and the Fire spotted San Jose a goal before scoring three of its own to win. Two 

games featured two goals in as many minutes. The five games played Wednesday generated 19 

goals, and only one team - lowly D.C. United - failed to score. - Read the whole story 

-- Remigio Condori, civil 

registry office representative 

for the Bolivian capital of La 

Paz, where two out of every 

10 babies have been 

named after the Brazilian 

star. (La Razon) 

Red Bulls cut ties with Juninho; D.C. signs Jeffrey 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS1 After just 13 matches with the New York Red Bulls, Juninho is headed 

back to Brazil. The Red Bulls came to an agreement with the 37-year-old midfielder to cancel his 

contract. - Read the whole story 

Beasley named captain for Gold Cup 
by Soccer America 

[USA MEN1 DaMarcus Beasley, the lone starter from the recent June World Cup qualifiers 

picked to the U.S. national team’s Gold Cup roster, has been named captain for the Concacaf 

tournament that begins on Tuesday against Belize in Portland, Ore. Beasley is a three-time 

World Cup veteran and holds 103 caps. - Read the whole story 

Spirit earns late draw in Parsons’ debut as head coach 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL SCHEDULE: Week I31 The Washington Spirit got a late penalty kick by Diana 

Matheson to earn a 1-1 tie with FC Kansas City and snap a five-game skid in new coach Mark 

Parson’s first game in charge. - Read the whole story 

RailHawks are in best position to claim title 
by Soccer America 

[NASL SCHEDULE: VVeek 14] Independence Day marks the end of the NASL’s spring season, 

and the Carolina RailHawks, Atlanta Silverbacks and San Antonio Scorpions all head into the final 

day with a shot at the title. - Read the whole story 

First-place Orlando City settles for point in Wilmington 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 16] First-place Orlando City rallied from an early deficit to take a 2-1 

lead but it had to settle for a 2-2 draw at the Wilmington Hammerheads when it conceded a late 

penalty kick. The game drew 5,017 fans at Legion Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Happy Birthday to these United States of America 
by Samuel Charles 

[’dIDEO PICK: The Golaze] O beautiful for spacious skies, for amber waves of grain, for purple 

mountain majesties, above the fruited plain, America, America, whose fans were never quite the 

same, after a minor miracle three years ago saw our freedom reign. - Read the whole story 
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2013 Veterans Cup Wrap-Up, "Goodbye Beautiful Sunset" 

By the USASA National Veterans Cup Chair 

The 16th edition of the USASA National Veterans Cup was held on June 25-June 30, 2013 at Frances Ryan Park, in Escondido, 

North San Diego County, California. 102 teams registered to compete for titles in 12 different Women’s and Men’s divisions. For 

the first time ever did participation increase in the 2nd year of hosting this tournament at the same venue! New flavor for this 

year was the start of a women’s over 65 division and participation by three International teams (one from Japan and two from 

Canada). 

This year we had a whole new look because of the new USASA branding, signage, and tents which made the entire tournament 

look like a professional event. Tn addition, each participant received a brand new t-shirt with the new USASA logo for being part 

of this tournament. 

Over 2,200 players attended and played 199 games over six long grueling days. Continuing on last year’s theme, teams 

experienced a heat wave, good competition, excellent refereeing, and outstanding beer after the games. The new location of the 

beer tent was deemed a success by players as on a daily basis we had large crowds of spectators and players. 



As in past years, the National Committee worked long hours ahead of the competition to improve on last year’s concerns of long 

registration lines, lack of support staff, and not enough sun shelters for spectators. The bar was set high as last summer 

feedback was deemed the best tournament by many participants. Based on the early unsolicited comments we accomplished to 

meet the expectations of the teams and players. Below are some excerpts of team e-mails that we just received. 

Thank you for putting on a fantastic tournament this year! I think you even topped last year which was hard to do! I hope 

you’re finding a little time to relax after this huge feat! 

I think you and your team did a great job in organizing this event but more importantly being available at all times during 

the entire tournament to address any issues that arose and spent hours on the field before retiring at the end of the day... 

You guys worked the entire day in that dead of sweltering heat for the good of the tournament and safety of the players 

Thanks so VERY much! I think it was the best tournament ever! 

Congratulations on another great tournament. Having attended several, I’d say this is the best one I’ve been to yet. 

I wish to thank you and your entire Veterans Cup team, including Duncan, for working so diligently and carefully in 

crafting such a fantastic and unforgettable week of football, friends and fun! 

The Cal South Soccer association topped their performance from 2012 and improved their operational execution of being an 

excellent host. I can’t describe it in words how well they did and what this meant to tournament. The Virginia Beach team will 

have a tough act to follow. 

Games started out on a cool Tuesday with 3 games being played and a full beer tent of spectators. 186 games later we were into 

the finals. In the Over-30’s Men’s division, we saw local San Diego team Club Italia overcome last year final loss against Sudaca by 

beating [FC Berkley by a score of 1-0 for their first Veterans Cup title. 



In the Women’s Over-30 division, we had two new teams battling for the title. Local teams Blue Ribbon and WAM United battled 

back and forth. This game looked like it was going to end in OT when WAM United scored to tie the game 2-2 with less than 10 

seconds left of the game. At the end Blue Ribbon beat WAM United by the score of 3-2 in penalties. 

The Women’s Over-S5 title was played between NOVA WFC vs. MIHTO. This was a very close game and it could have gone either 

way as both teams gave it their all on the field for over 120 minutes. The game was finally settled via penalty kicks where NOCA 

WFC were victorious with a 3-0 win. 

In the Men’s Over-55 division, we saw two St Louis teams play each other for the title. Scott Gallagher St. Louis beat St. 

Ambrose by a score of 2-0. 

In the Women’s Over-40 division, we saw Houston Challengers beat returning Champion San Francisco by a score of 1-0. In the 

Men’s Over-40 division, Nomads defeated St. Louis Falcons by a score of 1-0 for their 2nd championship in a row. 

In the Women’s Over-50 division, 4-time finalist Leahi played against first time participant Austin Allies. For the 3rd time of the 

day a game went to penalty kicks where Austin Allies beat Leahi by a score of 5-4. In the Over-60 Women’s division, Motor City 

Classic beat Still Kicking by a score of 1-0. 

For the Over 50’s Men’s division Cardinal Grey returned to defend their title but was beaten by Tri Alliance Saints in OT by a score 

of 4-3. This was their first title in Vets Cup since 2008 when they won the over 40’s division. 

In the Over-60 Men’s division, returning champion Oklahoma United defended their title by winning over Chicago based Fichte 

Rams SC by a score of 4-1. The Men’s Over-65 division saw Canadian based Alemania SC 065 Vancouver beat local team Charrua 

by a score of 6-1 to earn their 1st title. 

Perpetual Motion from California became our first Women’s over 65 division winner. They played hard for the entire week and 

knocked out all the competition to become the champion of this age group. 



Many thanks to Luis Salcedo and his entire team from Cal South, the City of Escondido, Carlos from Frances Ryan Park, and all of 

the volunteers from the hosting committee for making the 2013 Veterans Cup such a success. We will miss you all and hope to 

see you again in the near future. 

A special thanks to all of the referees who donated their time to officiate matches. And finally, a very special thanks to the 

members of the national committee who spent countless hours helping out teams, players, referees and ensuring the everyone 

were taken care of during the tournament. 

Here are some parting thoughts about the Vets Cup in Escondido. The tournament has grown in size and we have made some 

significant adjustments how we run this event. We have improved the service level we deliver to teams and players. We continue 

looking at all aspects of the operational execution and service provided for this tournament. Our goal is to be the best adult 

Veteran’s tournament in the world and continue to grow by having more national and international teams attend this event. 

I will personally miss the cool summer night games with the beautiful sunset and the surrounding mountains. ~ will always 

remember how much teams enjoyed this location and the well-attended beer garden in the middle of the complex. The 

competition this year was raised to another level and the California teams came to play with a total 10 teams in the finals! 



The 2014 Veterans Cup will be moving back to the east coast next year and Virginia Beach will be the host for this event the next 2 years. The 

location of the facility is at Hampton Road Soccer Complex (!~.!~.f~.~,.,’.,".~!~?.~.~!~?.[#~.~2.[~t~) and next year’s tournament dates is July 8-13, 2014. We do 

expect a record breaking team attendance at this new venue. 

We are very excited for this location and can’t wait to see you all. The planning has already started for next year and be on the lookout for 

registration and lodging information. 

In conclusion, we want to wish good luck to our Veteran’s Cup teams attending the World Masters Games in Torino. Come home with the gold! 

Cheers and Happy 4th of July, 

The USASA National Veterans Cup Committee 

Cezar, Don, Keith, Lisa, Mike, John 



The Veterans Cup was founded by the United States Adult Soccer Association in 1998 to provide the highest level of 

competition for players that are 30 years old and above. Throughout the years the tournament has been held in various 

locations including Bellingham, Washington; Nashua, New Hampshire; Beckley, West Virginia; Honolulu, Hawaii; Wilmington, 

North Carolina, and Escondido, California. 189 teams participated in the Veterans Cup in 2007-08 in Bellingham, Washington 

and 209 teams took part in the events in 2009-10 in Lancaster, Massachusetts. 2011 we had 63 teams attend Sanford, Florida. 

The past 2 years we had 197 teams attend this tournament. 
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U.S. positional rankings: midfielders and forwards 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Since Jurgen Klinsmann took over the U.S. national team nearly two years ago, he’s run through many 

formations and dozens of players, but as is the case for most current teams, he deploys six players in front of a 

back four. 

The U.S. has ostensibly played 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1, 4-1-2-1-2 and 4-5-1 alignments, yet the roles can be more simply boiled down 

once defenders are removed. No matter how it looks on the field, the Americans are assigned the roles of a typical 4-4-2. 

Despite impassioned claims from fans and certain pundits, the U.S. seldom designates a traditional No. 10 -- rather, the 

attacking and holding burdens are shared to varying degrees by the central midfielders, and offensive impetus is supplied by 

the flank players as well as the man in "the hole" behind a lone striker. 

After a recent run of five games - two friendlies and three Hexagonal qualifiers - numerous players cemented their places in 

the regular rotation, though a few- noted below- are ranked in more than one position. 

The upcoming Gold Cup will raise or drop the stock of perhaps a dozen others, and of course, the greatest question is how 

Landon Donovan will fare in his first national team appearances since an historic 1-0 defeat of Mexico in August. Players like 

Danny Williams are still in the mix, as well. 

Since many of these players have seldom appeared for Klinsmann, categorizing them in a few cases has been a blend of 

limited national team experience and club data. There could be significant reshuffling once the Gold Cup plays out, and the 

future prospects for players all along the spectrum could be drastically altered by what happens between now and the end of 

July, by which time the Americans hope to be crowned regional champions for the first time since 2007. 

Right midfielder 

1. Graham Zusi (Sporting Kansas City) 

2. Landon Donovan* (Los Angeles Galaxy) 

3. Eddie Johnson (Seattle Sounders) 

4. Alejandro Bedoya* (Helsingborg/SWE) 

5. Josh Gatt* (Molde/NOR) 

Much debate has focused on whether Zusi has already replaced Donovan in the starting lineup, but it’s quite likely Klinsmann 

will find a way to incorporate both if Donovan can cut it. Zusi set the bar high by consistently delivering good workrate, brazen 



dribbles, sharp passes, dangerous crosses and accurate set pieces. 

All of that sounds a lot like Donovan, who also brings his pedigree as the U.S. all-time goalscorer (49) and the anaerobic 

capacity to maintain high rates of speed at more frequent intervals and for longer periods than most mortals. Yet that was 

Donovan pre-2013. The Donovan of the present has fallen short of that standard, though he buzzed around impressively in the 

LA Galaxy’s 3-2 loss to his former Quakes Saturday night at Stanford. 

Johnson found a home at left mid for Klinsmann, then started on the right June 11 against Panama. He’s grafted some guile 

into his pace and power and though the finishing could be crisper, he iced that game by collecting a long pass and cleanly 

smacking it past the keeper. 

Bedoya has been in and out of the national-team picture since debuting in 2010. Skilled and clever, he’s played up top, out 

wide, and in the hole for Helsingborg, with which he signed last August and is having a great 2013 season. Gatt debuted for 

the senior team against Russia last November and the speed he shows for Molde has yet to surface for the USA. 

This is a spot where Williams, who started the Hexagonal as the starting holding midfielder, might re-emerge in the fall. 

Holding midfielder 

1. Jermaine Jones (Schalke 04/GER) 

2. Geoff Cameron (Stoke City/ENG) 

3. Kyle Beckerman* (Real Salt Lake) 

4. Maurice Edu (Stoke City/ENG) 

5. Jose Tortes* (Tigres/MEX) 

An enforcer prone to rash tackles and yellow cards, Jones has shown more discipline as well as a knack for incisive pass. 

Such ability in central midfield is demanded by most of the Bundesliga’s top teams. He came back from a concussion suffered 

against Jamaica to play well in spurts against Honduras, but still mixed sharp passes with aimless ones, and giveaways 

rescued by strong tackles. He’s clearly Klinsmann’s first choice and fans have to hope his good moments override the scary 

ones. 

Cameron’s exemplary work in relief of Jones against Jamaica and Panama boosted his stock another few notches. His 

confidence on the ball sometimes leads to ambitious passes and that has to be monitored, but he tackles strongly and covers 

a fair amount of ground. Beckerman is among the best in MLS at this position and though his second touch and decisions can 

be faulted, his workrate and determination are unquestioned. He’s also a Klinsmann favorite. 

Edu played a dozen games on loan to Turkish club Bursaspor last season, but missed the June qualifiers after suffering a 

sports hernia, and he isn’t in the Gold Cup squad. His status will be unclear at least until the Hexagonal resumes in 

September. Torres, a linking midfielder at Pachuca, started 15 straight games during Tigres’ run to the Clausura regular- 

season title. But where does he fit for the USA? 

Central midfielder 

1. Michael Bradley (Roma/ITA) 

2. Sacha Kljestan (Anderlecht/BEL) 

3. Stuart Holden* (Bolton/ENG) 

4. Joe Corona* (Tijuana/MEX) 

5. Mix Diskerud* (Rosenborg/NOR) 

Bradley is the alpha dog in midfield, and Klinsmann will get a good look at life without him in the Gold Cup. Kljestan is a solid 

contributor for Anderlecht; his U.S. showings have been okay, and can also fill the holding role while looking for openings to 

get forward. But he’s by no means a lock for Brazil 2014 despite his European experience. 

Holden hadn’t been seen in a USA shirt since 2010 until his recall in May, and could be tried on either side of midfield as well 

as in the middle. In coaches’ parlance, he’s got a great engine, which combined with quick feet and sharp eyes constitutes a 

valuable player. But he’s still on a long road back from two lengthy injury layoffs. 



Corona and Diskerud are cut from different molds yet both can play combinations through packed defenses and beat 

defenders one-v-one. This long stint under Klinsmann might well define their status during the next 11 months. 

Left midfielder 

1. Fabian Johnson (Hoffenheim/GER) 

2. Eddie Johnson (Seattle Sounders) 

3. Brad Davis (Houston Dynamo) 

4. Edgar Castillo* (Tijuana/MEX) 

5. Brek Shea (Stoke City/ENG) 

With Fabian Johnson on the left side, either at left back or in midfield, the USA just looks better. He’s got a good sense of flank 

defending and as Jozy Altidore can attest, is more than capable of setting up a goal. There’s lots of room to improve but his 

future is bright. 

Eddie Johnson might be miscast in midfield yet he’s been effective if, understandably, defensively inconsistent. Opposing 

teams worry about him, case closed. Davis has a great left foot as well as the acumen and confidence to slide inside; the Gold 

Cup will be a good test of his consistency in escalating conditions if he’s recalled for the final stage. 

Castillo has the freedom to float forward when he plays left back for Xolos, but he’s not a reliable defender, so his speed and 

skill are better suited at left mid for the U.S. Shea’s recovery from a broken sesamoid bone has set him back since he started 

regularly early in Klinsmann’s tenure. 

Second forward 

1. Clint Dempsey (Tottenham/ENG) 

2. Landon Donovan* (Los Angeles Galaxy) 

3. Chris Wondolowski* (San Jose Earthquakes) 

4. Jack Mclnerney* (Philadelphia Union) 

5. Juan Agudelo (New England Revolution) 

Dempsey is the go-to attacker, a goalscorer and setup man in the same package. Installed in the hole and afforded the 

freedom to cut apart opposing back lines with and without the ball, he’s been instrumental in the U.S. takeover of the 

Hexagonal lead. As long as opposing teams collapse on him and chase his dummy runs, the U.S. attack will benefit. He draws 

fouls, scores goals and hits great final passes. 

Donovan has ample time to regain his national team place, and likely will be used in different spots during the Gold Cup. 

Wondolowski has great balance and vision as well as a knack for goal, but his finishing in a U.S. shirt just hasn’t been good 

enough. Mclnerney ain’t a kid any more; he turns 21 next month and with four pro seasons and 22 goals, he’s getting this test 

at a good time. Agudelo has been given a fresh start, again, with the Revs and has scored three goals in five games, but 

wasn’t named to the 35-man preliminary Gold Cup roster as Klinsmann says he still needs to be more consistent. 

Striker 
1. Jozy Altidore (AZ/NED) 

2. Herculez Gomez* (Tijuana/MEX) 

3. Eddie Johnson (Seattle Sounders) 

4. Terrence Boyd (Rapid Vienna/AUT) 

5. Will Bruin* (Houston Dynamo) 

What happens when you score a lot of goals for a smallish club and knock in a few for your country as well? You get noticed 

by a bigger club, and in the case of Altidore - who has scored in four straight internationals to tie a U.S. record - there’s 

interest from Sunderland. You also confirm the belief in you shown by teammates and coaches, and refute the opinions of 

those who focus solely on the scoresheet and ignore attributes such as size, strength, fortitude, and commitment. 

Gomez came into camp injured and didn’t play in any of the last five U.S. games. He left the team early to rehab as his move 



from Puebla to TJ was finalized. Like Eddie Johnson, he can slash through the channels and provide a speedy option for balls 

played over the top. Back in for the Gold Cup, he can re-establish his spot in the squad with goals and solid performances. 

Boyd came on as a sub in the 81st minute against Belgium and Germany. His 13 goals for Rapid Vienna last season helped it 

to a third-place finish and a spot in the Europa League, so he’s likely to be called back for the next Hexagonal phases. In the 

meantime, Bruin can raise his stock in the Gold Cup, though after netting 12 goals for the Dynamo last season he’s tallied just 

four so far in 2013. 

Note: Players marked with an asterisk were named to the 23-player Gold Cup roster. 
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Getting the most out of an assistant coach (Part 1) 
By Mike Woitalla 

In the first of our three-part series, the Youth Soccer Insider looks at the roles played by assistant coaches and 

the various ways in which clubs create a coaching staff for their teams. 

Whether it’s making sure all the shoes are tied at the younger levels, or running tactical and technical sessions, 

assistant coaches can play a wide variety of roles. 

Having an assistant can be a huge help when you’re splitting up the squad for small-sided games or if you’re setting up 

stations for various exercises - shooting at one part of the field and possession games on the other, for example. Or taking 

the goalkeepers aside for some specialized training. 

At the youngest levels, having another adult around can simply be about supervision - making sure one of the rascals stops 

trying to climb the net. At the older ages, the assistant can help with all sorts of issues, from team spirit to tactical and 

technical training. 

For youth clubs with professional coaches, the manner in which they staff teams varies. 

’We have more of a co-coach situation," says Fred Wilson, the Boys Coaching Director at Mustang Soccer in Northern 

California. ’~A/e have coaches with multiple teams. If we do have an assistant coach, it’s usually more as a mentorship - a 

new coach coming in I put with one of our senior coaches to learn the Mustang system, to acclimate themselves, find out 

what the parent group is about, how we do things. 

’’They’re usually younger, so they’re usually a great liaison between our older coaches and the young players. Young players 

identify with younger coaches - usually a good cop, bad cop kind of deal, which always works out well. I used to fulfill that 

good cop role in my early days - which I can’t play anymore. 

’I can work and push the kids a little bit and he serves as kind of a buffer. It’s also a way for me to get someone acclimated 

and trained and ready to coach and be part of Mustang Soccer." 

At the New York Red Bulls, full-time coaches work in pairs. 

"The U-16s and U-18s will be a training at the same location, so if the 16s train first the U-18 coach assistants the U-16 

coach," says Red Bulls director Bob Montgomery. "And then in the next session, the U-16 coach might act as an assistant 

to the U-18 coach. 

’’They kind of work together. Our U-23 coach also works with the 16s and 18s. He’s more of a true assistant. In the summer, 

when he’s head coaching the U-23s, one of our other coaches will assist him." 

At New Jersey’s PDA, the Academy teams have assistant coaches and the club teams have age group directors who assist 

with curriculum content and training implementation. 

’We feel it is important to have multiple coaches whenever possible as it allows a better coach-to-player ratio that helps with 

functional or positional training and provides more attention to players who are facing challenges," says Gerry McKeown, 

PDA’s Boys Director of Coaching. 

North Carolina’s CASL, which oversees hundreds of teams, also sets up coaching staff differently depending on the level. 

"We usually do not have assistant coaches at the classic [top] level," says Rusty $carborough, CASL’s Director of Soccer. 

"Each team has a paid coach who is responsible for their team [training and games]. At the challenge and recreation levels we 

do have teams with assistants who are all volunteers.... Assistant coaches are in a supporting role. They should be prepared 

to assist in any and all areas of a training/game situation without overstepping their boundaries. It is important for the head 

coach to discuss how he/she would like for things to be organized." 

When it comes to matching coaches with assistants, Sam Snow, U.S. Youth Soccer’s Coaching Director, says, "Account 

for personalities -- try to avoid if possible known personality conflicts. When possible, set up a mentoring opportunity between 

the coaches. Traditionally, that would be the head coach to the assistant coach. There may be times though that a highly 

qualified and experienced coach can be the assistant to a more novice head coach - the college coach who helps out in 

youth soccer on a part-time basis for example." 



ian Barker, the NSCAA’s Director of Coaching of Education, says it’s important that the coaching staff can communicate 

effectively regardless of title. 

"Beyond that, managing some healthy contrast between the head and assistant coach can be very effective," says Barker. 

’While each coach needs to be able to manage the team solo as situations demand, each will have coaching strengths that 

hopefully can complement each other. A club might pair a coach who is able to demonstrate and is still an active player with 

one who can manage ’bigger picture’ issues, both administrative and technical. 

’q’his way of matching up staff is quite common and often effective. If a club pairs up coaches who are very similar in age, 

experience and connection to the team, for example two parents, this can lead to the lines of head and assistant blurring." 

McKeown says are several factors to consider when matching coaches to form a positive working relationship that benefits 

each team. 

"First would be to consider experience and match an experienced coach with a younger person," he says. "There is a great 

opportunity to merge the teaching capabilities with someone who brings abundant energy that can invigorate the staff and 

players. Another strong consideration would be each individual’s personality and creating a mix of the fiery passion with a 

person with nurturing skills who can provide a level of comfort and constant support young players." 

(Mtke Wo#atla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blog. 

Friday, July 5, 2013 
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Section 2: Moyes: Rooney Not lbr Sale 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Ju~ 5, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Moyes: Rooney Not for Sale 
BBC Sport 

During his first press conference as Manchester United new coach, David Moyes insisted that unsettled 

striker Wayne Rooney would not be sold during the summer transfer window. 

"Wayne Rooney is not for sale. He’s a Manchester United player and will remain a Manchester United player. 

Wayne won’t be sold by Manchester United," the former Everton manager said. 

He did not say whether Rooney had expressed a desire to stay at the club, nor did he mention whether the England 

international had handed in a formal transfer request to former coach Sir Alex Ferguson at the end of last 

season. 

"Whatever happened before has gone now," Moyes said. "We are working together now. I have seen a glint in his 

eye, he looks happy and looks as if he is going to knuckle down. I was not privy to it," Moyes said of the 

conversation between Rooney and Ferguson. "1 don’t know what those two gentlemen said. That conversation was 

private and as far as I am concerned I’m looking forward to working with Wayne."’ - Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Following three successive wins in World Cup qualifying, the U.S. men’s national team saw it jump six places in 

FIFA’s latest world rankings, moving up to 22nd place. Meanwhile, rival Mexico, which has struggled mightily in 

2013, dropped three places to 20th. 

Confederations Cup winner Brazil was one of the biggest movers in June, moving up 13 places to ninth, but the 

biggest climber was Senegal, which rose 25 places to 74th. The biggest loser was the Central African Republic, 

which fell 30 places to 89th. England also fell six places to 15th. 

Spain remains FIFA’s No.1 ranked team, ahead of second-placed Germany, with Colombia, Argentina, Netherlands, 

Italy, Portugal, Croatia, Brazil and Belgium making up the rest of the top 10. - Read the whole story... 

Leonardo’s PSG Ban Increased to 13 Months 
Reuters 

Paris St. Germain sporting director Leonardo this week saw his nine-month ban for pushing a referee increased to 

13 months after a failed appeal. The super-rich Ligue champion has yet to decide whether to appeal the decision to 

the national sporting and Olympic committee (CNOSF), the highest sports authority in France. 

Leonardo was handed a nine-month band for pushing referee Alexandre Castro in the tunnel following a Ligue 1 

clash with Valenciennes on May 5. After the initial appeal failed, the ban was raised to 13 months, which means the 

Brazilian would not be able to return to his duties until June 30, 2014. 

"Paris ot Germain ._ regrets the harshness of the sanction against Leonardo, who still has the full confidence of the 

club," the French champions said in a statement on Friday. "The club will decide whether they file a possible appeal 

[to the CNOSF] after examining the reasoned decision." - Read the whole story... 

Report: Luis Suarez Has Three Weeks to Find New CMb 
Mirror 

Luis Suarez has three weeks to sort out his future, the Daily Mirror reports. The Liverpool striker, who publicly 

voiced his displeasure with life in England several times during the Confederations Cup in Brazil, has been told by 

coach 8rendan Rodgers that he has until July 22 to make up his mind whether he stays or goes. 

The report claims that the Uruguayan will remain on vacation in oouth America until then, and that he must find a 

new c&~b if that is his wish, or return to Liverpool’s pre-season tour in Asia and Australia. 

So far, the Mirrorsays that no offers have come in for the 26-year-old, who is currently serving a 10-game English 

Premier League ban for biting Chelsea defender Branislav Ivanovic during a game at Anfield in April. It could be 

that interested clubs are willing to wait until the end of the transfer window to come in for Suarez, when he would 

have fewer games to serve on his ban. 

The Uruguayan was heavily linked on Thursday to a move to London club Arsenal, with some bookmakers even 

suspending taking bets because a deal was rumored to be close. - Read the whole story... 



Sky Sports 

Former Arsenal, Chelsea, Bolton, Liverpool and Manchester City striker Nicolas Ane~ka will return to the EPL next 

season, having signed a 12-month contract with West Brom. Anelka, 34, last played for Chelsea in the EPL, leaving 

in January 2012 for Shanghai Shenhua. He finished the 2012-13 season on a short-term contract at Juventus. - 

Read the whole story... 

The Sun 

The Sun claims that Arsenal has finally signed Gonzalo Higuain from Real Madrid for a reported $34 million. The 

Argentina fowvard is set to undergo a medical today and then sign a three-year, $150,000 per week deal. The 

report adds that coach Arsene Wenger is also keen to sign Wayne Rooney from Manchester United and Julio 

Cesar from relegated Queens Park Rangers. - Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Paris St. Germain coach Laurent B~anc has identified Napoli’s I-=dinson Cavani and Newcastle playmaker Yohan 

Cabaye as his top two targets during the summer transfer window. The former France coach is taking a 27-man 

squad to Australia for a training camp that was missing the likes of top striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic, rumored to be 

on his way to Real Madrid, and defender Thiago Silva, rumored to be a Barcelona target. - Read the whole 

OuaFdian 

The Guardian reports that Manchester City is now in pole position to sign $30 million striker Alvaro Negredo from 
Sevilla in a deal that would see 19-year-old fo{~vard Denis Suarez move to the La Liga club~ Sevilla recently turned 
down a bid flom Atletico Madrid, opening the door for the EPL giant. - Read the whole story.,. 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 4:06 AIVl 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, July 7, 2013 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Gold Cup kicks off on Sunday .... MLS Week 19 action includes Chicago hosting Kansas City. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

SUNDAY, &~y 7 

ESPN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CiTY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-SOUTH KOREA, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup GHANA-CHILE, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-PORTLAND (live) 5 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-D.C. UNITED (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-SOUTH KOREA, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup GHANA-CHILE, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-SOUTH KOREA, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 Wortd Cup GHANA-CHILE, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

?~ONDAY, du~y 8 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold CupEL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold CupHAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold CupEL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold CupHAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Gold Cup EL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pm= 

Concacaf Gold Cup HAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

TUESDAY, du~y ~ 



FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIIV~S 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, July 7, 2013 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, July 8, 2013 

Monday, July 8, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Gold Cup continues on Monday and the USA faces Belize on Tuesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the v~ek.) 

?~’~ONDAY, du~y 8 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold CupEL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pro. 

Concacaf Gold CupHAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pro, 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold CupEL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold CupHAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pro. 

UNIWSlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Gold Cup EL SALVADOR-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup HAITI-HONDURAS (live) 9 pro. 

TUE~OAY, &l~y 8 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA=CUBA (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-CUBA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Ubertadores SANTA FE-OLIMPIA (live) 8:30 pro. 

WEONESDAY, July 10 

ESPN2 

International Club Friendly CHICAGO-CLUB AMERICA (live) 8:30 pro. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ=URUGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Ubertadores ATLETICO MINIERO-NEWELLS (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-URUGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

International Club Friendly CHICAGO-CLUB AMERICA (live) 8:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, July tl 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup PANAMA-MARTINIQUE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pro. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup PANAMA-IVIARTINIQUE (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf Gold Cup PANAMA4VIARTINIQUE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pro. 

FRIDAY, July 12 

ESPN2 

international Club Friendly D.C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pro. 

Concacaf Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHIVAS USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Club Friendly D.C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pro. 

SATURDAY, July ’~ 3 

FOX 

Concacaf Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-LOS ANGELES (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Concacaf Gold CupUSA-CUBA (delay) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Concacaf Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pro. 

Concacaf Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS NEW YORK-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pm. 

SU~4DAY, J~y ’~4 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Concacaf Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS VANCOUVER-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm, 

Collcacaf Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Collcacaf Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm, 

Concacaf Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm, 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm, 

Concacaf Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold CupUSA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

Leag~ies eiferin9 live sireaming of games inck~de: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

Nerth American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America [ Paul Kennedy [ Ridge Mahoney [ Mike Woitalla 

Goo,gle+ : Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, July 8, 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 7:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Gold Cup: Mexico’s nightmare continue; Martinique wins in dying seconds 

What They’re Saying 

"It comes down to sports 

politics. I’ll be very frank and 

very open with you that 

whoever the next president 

of FIFA becomes, for any 

support to come from 

Concacaf, that must be one 

of the overarching objectives 

and commitments to this 

confederation, that 2026 will 

come to Concacaf" 

Mexico’s nightmare continue; Martinique wins in dying 
seconds                                              ~ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[GOLD CUP: Group A] Mexico’s troubles continued as it fell to Panama, 2-1, in their 

opening game at the Gold Cup. The Canaleros had never beaten Mexico in nine previous 

meetings, but they were deserving winners with goals from Gabriel Tortes at the beginning of 

both halves. Martinique beat Canada, 143, on long-range volley by 38-year-old Fabrice Reuperne 

in the dying seconds of stoppage time to open the Rose Bowl doubleheader in sensational style. 

- Read the whole story 

-- Concacaf president 

Jeffrey Webb, saying it is 

important that a Concacaf 

nation -- the United States, 

Mexico or Canada -- should 

host the 2026 World Cup, 

especially after FIFA 

abandoned the rotation 

system that should have 

awarded the 2018 World 

Cup to a Concacaf nation 

and the United States was 

passed over in its 2022 bid. 

(Goal.corn) 

Pressure is on the Catrachos 
by Paul Kennedy 

[GOLD CUP: Group B] Honduras is the only Hexagonal r~presentative in Group B at the Gold 

Cup that also includes El Salvador, Haiti and Trinidad & Tobago, three teams loaded with players 

with U.S. ties. - Read the whole story 

Galaxy wins on meager day for goals 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS REWIND: Week 19] One of the busiest weeks in league history ended Sunday with just 

eight goals scattered amongst the five games that saw unbeaten streaks snapped and some of 

the league’s gloomiest teams get a bit of sunshine. The LA Galaxy’s 2-0 win over FC Dallas at 

StubHub Center wrapped up a week of 16 games played Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday and 

Sunday. - Read the whole story 

Besler, Gonzalez and Zusi head all-star team 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ Three startet~ for the U.S. national team in its recent string of three wins in 

World Cup qualifying - Matt Besler, Omar Gonzalez and Graham Zusi - were named to the 

MLS All-Star Fan XI that will compete against Roma in the 2013 AT&T MLS All-Star Game July 

31 in Kansas City, Kan. - Read the whole story 

Franch holds off FC Kansas City 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 13] FC Kansas City played to a 0-0 tie with the Western New York 

Flash - only the second scoreless draw since the start of the NWSL - and held on to its two- 

point lead over the Flash in third place. Flash goalkeeperAdrianna Franch held offthe Blues 

with 13 saves - nine in the first half alone= Despite temperatures hitting 110 degrees on the field, 

5,031 people packed into Shawnee Mission District Stadium for the match= - Read the whole 

story 

Amateur Matt Eliason steals show vs. Messi & Friends 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: GolazolMatt Eliason’s incredible overhead kick on an entry pass from Thierry 

Henry gave the current GE Capital analyst, and leading scorer in Northwestern University history, 

the thrill of a lifetime in Lionel Messi’s charity game. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The IMG Academy Top 150 Rankings summer 
update for boys in the 2014 graduating class 
is out and one player shot into the top 10. 

A pair of 2015 recruits reveals what 
influenced their college commitments, as 
they head to two different promising 
programs. 

GOOD ENOUGH? 
The success of the U.S. U20 Men’s National 
Team opponents should have little influence 
on the perception ~ performance 

at the World Cup. I~~~ PremierContent I 

DID YOU SEE? 

Former NU forward Matt 
Elisason scores golazo vs. 
Messi & Friends. 

MLS, sticky television 
contracts and what it means 
for you. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Syracuse University ID Camp 

The Syracuse University ID Camp will reflect 
the fine soccer tradition established here at 
Syracuse University as the program 
transitions into the ACC. 

This camp is for the elite soccer player who 
is looking to further develop their game while 
gaining exposure to a fun, intense NCAA 
Division ~ training environment. 

Small sided games and technical training will 
complement 11 v 11 matches played in a 
competitive tournament setting. 

All training sessions and games will be 
played on our first rate grass pitches and 
campers will be housed and fed in modern 
dormitories right here on campus. 



Click here for more information! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GotSoccer <mailer8@email2.gotsoccer.com> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 10:25 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Upcoming GotSoccer Showca~se Events 

College Recruiting has never been easier! 

Did you kmow you can get all the information you want at a showcase 

directly from your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immediately. And 

better yet, there is no charge fi~r this service! 

With the GotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

Search and register for events using GotSoccer software 

Filter schedules by field, field number and date 

Browse team profiles and mini- bid’s for each player 

Rate players you are interested in and see which players have 

been scoping out your college 

~]!i9.t2.J.~!~. to be removed fiom the mailing list. 

And there is so much more! Click the link atx~ve and take advantage 

of this free, etficient mobile t~ature today! 

Showcase of Champions - 2013 BiG U13-U17 
8/2/2013-8/5/2013 

Ottawa. CND Re~ister to Attend 

Buffalo Wild Wings Blazin’ 3v3 Series Memphis. Aug 10, B U9-UI 2,U14-U15,U18 
2013 
~/~ 0/20~3 G U9-U 13,U 15 ,U 18 

MempNs. ~ ReNster to Attend 

Arsenal Cup B U10-U14 
8/15/2o13-8/18/2o13 

G UI 0-U14,U16,UI 8 
Fo~ Collins, CO 

Re#ster to Attend 

Long Island Soccer Shootout B U9-U 16,U 19 

Stony Brook NY 
ReNster to Attend 

2~13 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U14 
8/30/2013,9/1/2013 

Bowie, MD Re#ster to Attend 

The Rose Cup, Memphis, TN. Sept 20-22, .013 B U9-U12,U14-U15,U18 
9/2o/2o13-9/22/2o13 

G U9-U13,U15~U18 
Memphi~ ~ 

Re#ster to Attend 

Puma Christopher Columbus Cup 2013 B U7-U 17AJ 19 

BrooMylL NY ReNster to Attend 

2~13 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic 
BiG UT-U14 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

2~13 Fall ~est Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U 14 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

Arlin~on Soccer Wth Annual College Showcase B U10,U16-UIT,UI 9 
12/13,’2013,12,’15/2013 

a U8-UI 0,UI 6-U17,U19 
~lington Harold t a~er~n Soccer Co~nple:~ TX 

ReNster to Attend 

Presidents’ Day Tournament 2014 BiG U 12- U 17,U 19 

Phoenix ~ ReNster to Attend 



City of Las Ve~oas Mayor’s Cup International Youth Soccer 

Showcase 2014 BiG UI4-UI 7,UI 9 
2/15/2014-2/17/2014 

Re~jster to Attend 
Las Vegas, NV 

Anuaudale Premier Cup 2014- Boys Weekeud B U 10-U17,U19 
3/7/2014-3/9/2014 

Hemdon, VA ReNster to Attend 

2014 Oceau City Beach Cup BiG U7-U14 
3/15/2014-3/16/2014 

ReNster to Attend Ocean Ci~, MD 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Boys W eekend B U9-U 17,U 19 

Ma~heim, PA Re#ster to Attend 

NRKE C rossflre Challenge 201 a BiG U ] 0-U ] 7,U 1 9 
7/12/2013-7/15/2013,7/19/2013-7/22/2013 

Redmon& WA ReNster to Attend 

~hiNh Valley Steel Cig Cup B U9-U 14 

~lentow~ PA Re~ster to Attend 

The SO~N S~ZLE Soccer Tournament at Rock ~ll SC BiG U 12-U 18 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

Rock Hill SC / Charlote NC, SC                     ReNster to Attend 

CE~RAL JERSEY IN~rrATIONAL 2013 [GI~Sl G US-U 17,U 19 
7/13/2013 -7/14/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-~x-Lakehurst N J, NJ ReNster to Attend 

Cobras Summer Classic - 23rd Aunual Soccer Touruameut 
B/G U9-U 17,U 19 

Rochester, NY ReNster to Attend 

mCONO C~ ~0~3 P~rR [~OYSl B U8- U17 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

Stroudsburg, PA ReNster to Attend 

USASA ~;GION ONE U2O Ct~MPIONSIIIPS 
BiG U20 

7/13/2013 -7/14/2013 

Joint Base, NJ ReNster to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Girls Weekeud 
G U9-U 18 

MaN~eim~ PA ReNster to Attend 

Disney Cup Interuatioual Youth Soccer Tournament - 2013 B U9-U 17,U ] 9 

ESPN Wide World of Spo~s, FL 
ReNster to Attend 

Force Adidas Premier Showcase B U 12-U 13,U 15 -U 16,U 18 
7/19/2013-7/21/2013 

G U12-U16,U18 

ReNster to Attend 
Cupertino, CA 

2013 Texas Lightning Puma Cup USA 
B/G UT-U 17,U 19 

7/19/2013-7/21/2013 

~ling~ TX Re~ster to Attend 

Pleasauton ~GE College Showcase 2013 preseuted by adidas 
G U 15-U l ~,U 19 

7/19/2013-7/21/2013 

Pleasanton, CA ReNster to Attend 

llth annual Diablo FC Summer Classic for GI~S G U12-U15 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Concord, CA ReNster to Attend 

CENT~L JE~EY I~TA’r~ONAL 20~3 [BOYSl B U9-UI 7 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Joint Ba~ McGuire-~x-LaXehurst, NJ ReNster to Attend 

mCONO C~ 2013 P~ER [GI~S] G U8-U 16~U 19 
7/20/2013-7/21/2013 

Stroudsburg, PA ReNster to Attend 

~BION C~ NATIONAL SOCCER SHOWCASE 
B/G U8- U 17,U 19 

7/19/2013-7/22/2013 

San Diego, CA ReNster to Attend 



Nevada Premier Cup presented by Nevada Elite FC 
B/G [J9-U] 6 

Reno/Sparks, NV Register to Attend 

Philadelphia Union Victory Cup B U9,U 12-U 1 5 
7/27/2o13-7/28/2o13 

G U10-U1 LU 13 
Downingtown, PA 

Register to Attend 

MSSL 2013 SL~,~R SHOWCASE [BOYS] B U 14-U 16,U 18 
7/27/20] 3-7/28/20] 3 

Hammonton, NJ Register to Attend 

11 th annual Diablo FC Summer Classic for BOYS B U12-U15 
7/27/2013 -7/28/2013 

Concord, CA Register to Attend 

MAPS C~PS CLASSIC 2013 B U9-U17 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

G U9-UI 6,U1 8 
Joint Base McGuire-DLx-Lakehurst, NJ 

Register to Attend 

MSSL 2013 SLeEPiER SHOWCASE [GIRLS] G U 14- U 1 6,U 18 
7/27/2(113-7/28/2013 

Hammonton, NJ Register to Attend 

2013 Elite (;iris Iligh School Invitational B OTHER 
7/27/2013-7/28/2013 

~ OPEN 
West Chester, Ott 

Register to Attend 

Soccerloco San Diego Sur f Cup 2013 B/G U 10-U 18 
7/25/2013 -7/29/2013,8/3/2013 -8/5/2013 

San Diego, CA ~ster to Attend 

Park City Extreme Cup 21)13 B U9-U18 
8/1/2013-8/3/2013 

G EI9-U16,UI 8 
Park City, UT 

Register to Attend 

Kirkwood Boys College Showcase 2013 
B UI 5-UI 7,U19 

New Castle, DE Register to Attend 

2013 Broomfield Shootout B U9-U 14 
8/8/2013-8/11/2013 

G U9-U 1 8 
Broomfield, CO 

Register to Attend 

Austin Texans B U 10,U 12-U 17,U 19 
Elite Invitational 
8/9/2013-8/11/2013 G U10-U17,U19 

Austin, TX Register to Attend 

East End Soccer Tournament 2013 B/G U9-UI 7 

Mastic Beach, NY Register to Attend 

Chesapeake Kickoff Challenge B U8- U12 
8/] 7/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10,U 12 
4560 Centennial Lane, MD 

Register to Attend 

Soekers Nike Crystal Cup B Ug-U14 
8/23/2013-8/25/2013 

G U9 - U 16,U 18 
C~’stal I,ake, IL 

Register to Attend 

35th Annual East Meadow Soccer Tournament Sponsored by B ug-u 16.U 1 9 
Modells 

~ 

8/24/2013-8/25/2013 G U8-U17,U19 

Long Island, NY Register to Attend 

Aiken Soccer Cup - 2013 B U9-U 16,U1 8-U19 
8/24/2013-8/25/2013 

G U 1 0-U 1 8 
Aiken, SC 

Register to Attend 

2013 Gallagher Friendlies B U9-U14 
8/30/2013-9/1/2013 

C; U10-U18 
St. Louis, MO 

Register to Attend 

Sockets Nike Labor Day Classic B U9-U14 
8/30/2013-9/1/2013 

G U9-U16,U18 
Chicago, IL 

Register to Attend 

Piano Labor Day Invitational XXXH! B/G U9- U 1 7,U 1 9 
8/30/2013-9/2/2013 

Plmao, TX Register to Attend 



TWIN COUNTY SA BOY S I~BOR DAY WARM UP B U 8- U 14 

Brick, NJ Register to Attend 

20th Annual Bob Schrager Memorial Long Island Cup B U9-U15 
8/31/2013-9/1/2013 

G U9-U14,U17 
Oceanside, NY 

Register to Attend 

2013 Puma Labor Day Cup - August 31 st & September 1st B ug-u14 
Rock[brd, IL 

G U8-U 1 6,U 1 8 8/31/2013-9/1/2013 

Rocldbrd/Loves Park, IL Register to Attend 

L~sVe as Labor Da Classic 2013 B/G U7-U 19 
8/31/2013-9/2/2013 

Las Vegas, NV Register to Attend 

Redapt Labor Day Cup 2013 B/G U l 0-U 18 
8/31/2013-9/2/2013 

Redmond, WA Register to Attend 

Blues Cup 2013 G U8-U17,UI 9 
8/31/2013-9/2/2013 

San Juan Capistrano, CA Register to Attend 

TWIN COUNTY SA GIRLS LABOR DAY WARM UP G UN-U 14 
9/1/2013 

Brick, NJ Register to Attend 

35TH ANNUAL TSA SOCCER T OUI~NA_X~NT B U8,U 1 0-U 1 6,U 1 8 
9/27/2013-9,’29/2Ol 3 

G U 1 0- U 1 5,U 1 8 
Tucson, AZ 

Register to Attend 

Trebol Colorado Shootout - 2 0 13 B U 1 1 -U 1 4 
10/4/2013-10/6/2013 

G U1 1-U18 
Denver, CO 

Register to Attend 

EFC/Rush Wichita Fall Invitational 2013 B ug-u14 
10/4/2013-10/6/2013 

G Ug-U19 
Wichita, KS 

Register to Attend 

Rush Wisconsin Octoberfest 2013 B U9-U 14 
10/11/2013-10/13/2013 

G U9-U14,U19 
Verona / Middleton / Waunakee, WI 

Register to Attend 

SAC United Premier Columb us Day ’rournament B/G U9- U 1 6,U 1 9 

Columbia, MD Register to Attend 

Sockets Nike Classic Cup Fall B U9-U14 
10/11/2013-10/13/2013 

G U9-UI 6,U1 8 
Chicago, IL 

Register to Attend 

Girls Premier Frederick Cup 2013 G U9-U 19 

New Castle, DE Register to Attend 
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Soccer America Confidential: MLS Power Rankings: RSL surges to top, ’Caps "take big j ump 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 

MLS Power Rankings: 
take big jump 
By Ridge Mahoney 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

RSL surges to top, ’Caps 

A staggering load of 16 games significantly reshuffled the Power Rankings, as some teams increased momentum 

from encouraging results in previous weeks while other teams careened off the rails. 

Real Salt Lake climbed atop the heap by gutting out a tie that extends its unbeaten run to seven games. Vancouver moved 

into the top tier with a win and a tie, which gives it 13 points in its last five matches. 

The Galaxy posted a double-dip of victories, but both were at home, and it’s hard to believe the defending champion is back on 

the beam until it toughens up on the road. Still, Robbie Keane is playing like a man possessed. 

Moving in the wrong direction are the Quakes. At Chicago and New England, they didn’t much resemble the gallant warriors 

that scored twice in stoppage time to capture the Call Clasico just 10 days ago. In blanking San Jose, the Revs notched their 

10th shutout of the season. The league record is 17 set by Kansas City in 2000 and tied by the Galaxy two years ago. 

Week 19 Soccer America MLS Power Rat~kings 

1. REAL SALT LAKE (10.54}, 2. 

2. PORTLAND (7-2-9), 1. 

3. MONTREAL (944}, 4. 

4. SPORTING KC (8-5-6), 8. 

5. FC DALLAS (8=4=7), 3. 

6. VANCOUVER (8-5-5), 12. 

7. SEATTLE (7-5-3), 9. 

8. PHILADELPHIA (7-5-6), 6. 

9. COLORADO (7-5-5), 9. 

t0. NEW ENGLAND (6-5-6), t0. 

11. LOS ANGELES (9-7-3), 14. 

12. NEW YORK (8-7-4), 5. 

13. HOUSTON (7-6-3), 12. 

t4. CHICAGO (6-8-3), 13. 

15. COLUMBUS (6.6.5), 16. 

16. SAN JOSE (5-9.6), 15. 

17. TORONTO FC (2.5-7), 17. 

18. CHIVAS USA (3-10-5), 19. 

t9. D.C. UNITED (2-t3-4), 18. 

THE BEST. Unbeaten streaks in MLS can be misleading, as in the case of a team - such as Portland - having more ties than 

wins, either overall or during a streak. But RSL’s run of seven games without a loss following a last-ditch goal that earned a 2- 

2 deadlock in Philly on Wednesday contains five victories. Ergo, RSL goes top, after a goal by Luis Gil and a 96th-minute 

penalty kick converted by Javier Morales caught the Union. 

Only RSL’s impressive run could have unseated the Timbers, for whom a 15-game unbeaten run ended via a 1-0 loss in 

Columbus during which they played 10-v-11 for 79 minutes. RSL and the Timbers are plus-11 in goal differential; no other team 

is better than a plus-7. 

The hnpact is paying a price for taking lowly teams lightly, but by scoring late goals it did pull out ties against Toronto (3-3) 

and Chivas USA (1-1). Hassoun Camara and Marco Di Vaio scored a minute apart at BMO Field to wipe out a 3-1 deficit, 

and Patrice Bernier converted a penalty kick to rescue Montreal at home against Chivas USA. 

Sporting Kansas City is unbeaten in four games after getting a 1-1 tie with Vancouver with an Aurelien Collin goal and 

beating the Fire, 2-1, in Chicago on a goal by Benny Feilhaber and a Graham Zusi cross that floated inside the far post. FC 

Dallas struggled through a rough week, tying Chivas USA, 0-0 at home, and falling, 2-0, to the Galaxy at StubHub Center. It is 

winless in the last six games. 

Vancouver edges into the top tier as the league’s hottest team. It has won four of the last five games following that 1-1 tie at 



Kansas City in which Camilo connected on a free kick, and a 2-0 defeat of Seattle courtesy of a spectacular game in the nets 

by Player of the Week Brad Knighton, plus goals from Kenny Miller and Darren Mattocks. 

THE MIDDLE. The Sounders played twice last week - they beat D.C. United, 2-0, on a pair of goals by Designated Player 

Obafemi Martins - before stumbling in Vancouver. They still trail in games played with 16; 10 teams have played at least 

three more. Philly did well to get a 2-2 tie at Real Salt Lake, though that late Morales PK deprived it of three points it should 

have accrued with goals by Conor Casey and Sebastien Le Toux. It wound up the week by losing, 1-0, in brutal Houston 

heat. 

The goal juggernaut that is Nathan Sturgis scored, and so did Deshorn Brown as the Rapids downed the Red Bulls, 2-0. 

Sturgis has tallied four of his five MLS career goals - in 93 league games - this season. New York is 1-3-1 in its last five 

games, and in the Power Rankings has fallen behind the Revs, who parlayed a pair of Lee Nguyen assists (goals by Saer 

Sene and Dimitri Imbongo) into a 2-0 defeat of San Jose. 

MLS Cup finalists the past two years, Houston and the Galaxy are r~vving up for the second half of the season. Maybe. 

Ricardo Clark scored as the Dynamo downed Philly, 1-0, to end a seven-game winless streak. The Galaxy notched a pair of 

wins: Keane scored twice from the penalty spot to down Columbus, 2-0, and assisted on both goals in a 2-0 defeat of FC 

Dallas. 

THE REST. The Fire split a pair of home games. Chris Rolfe scored the winner to beat San Jose, 3-2, from an assist by Mike 

Magee, who scored its only goal in a 2-1 loss to Sporting Kansas City that ended a six-game unbeaten streak. The Crew also 

split, returning home to end Portland’s remarkable run, 1-0, with a Bernardo Anor goal after losing to the Galaxy, 2-1, after 

Anor had given it the lead. 

The Quakes are back in the doldrums, burdened by two road losses in the wake of their incredible 3-2 comeback defeat of the 

Galaxy June 30~ Against the Fire, A~an Gordon scored his third goal in his last two games but San Jose couldn’t hold on 

despite a Joel Lindpere own goal. In losing to New England, 2-0, the Quakes produced just two shots on goal. 

The bottom three teams - Toronto FC, Chivas USA, D.C. United, a.k.a. The Three Stooges - have shown glimmers of life 

lately. But they are still feet and toes below their counterparts. TFC got goals from Jeremy Brockie, Steven Caldwell and 

Darren O’Dea against Montreal before coughing up a 3-1 lead. Chivas USA tied its third straight game 1-1 in Montreal with an 

Eric Avila goal. Seven saves by Joe Willis helped United claim a 0-0 tie in Colorado, after it had lost 2-0 in Seattle. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential blo¢~. 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U-20 World Cup semifinals are on Wednesday.... The Women’s European Championship kicks off on 

Wednesday.... The Gold Cup continues on Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEONESDAY, &~ly ’~0 

ESPN2 

International Club Friendly CHICAGO-CLUB AMERICA (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

U-20 World Cup FRANCE-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

U-20 World Cup IRAQ-URUGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINIERO-NEWELLS (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

U=20 World Cup FRANCE-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

U=20 World Cup IRAQ-URUGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

international Club Friendly CHICAGO-CLUB AMERICA (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro ITALY-FINLAND (live), 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro SWEDEN-DENMARK (live), 2:15 pm. 

THURSDAY, &~ly ’H 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup PANAMA-MARTINIQUE (live) 8 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-MARTINIQUE (live) 8 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup PANAMA-MARTINIQUE (live) 8 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-ICELAND (live), 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro GERMANY-NETHERLANDS (live), 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Club Friendly D.C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro F~NCE-RUSSIA (live), 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND~PAIN (live), 2:15 pm. 

international Club Friendly D.C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHIVAS USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

SA3"URDAY, July ’~ 3 

FOX 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN 

U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-LOS ANGELES (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (delay) 8 pro. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pro. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPN3 

U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ITALY-DENMARK (live), 11:45 am. 

U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

Women’s Euro SWEDEN-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW YORK-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY=TORONTO (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pro. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pro. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-NETHERLANDS (live), 11:45 am. 
Women’s Euro GERMANY-ICELAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE.MEXICO (live) 5:30 pro. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS VANCOUVER-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 



FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND-RUSSIA (live), 11:45 am. 
Women’s Euro FRANCE-SPAIN (live), 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

TUE$~AY~ J~y I~ 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold CupUSA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3 

2013 Women’s Euro DENMARK-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

2013 Women’s Euro SWEDEN-ITALY (live), 2:15 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, July 10, 2013 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
STAT{!!! PULL 

A Pennsylvania midfielder in the 2015 Girls 
IMG Academy 150 talks about why she chose 
the in-state power close to home. 

MORE: UNC Lands Highest Ranked Prospect 

COTTAG 
Fulham’s Craven Cottage used to be home for 
five Americans on the first team, but that 
time has past, as it is now turning to its 
youth Academy to renew the ranks. 

Former Akron soccer head coach Caleb Porter 
has enjoyed a solid start to his pro coaching 
career. He discusses what the transition has 
been like going from Ohio to Oregon. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Following in the footsteps of 
Abby Wambach and Hope 
Solo, Sydney Leroux posed 
for ESPN’s Body Issue. 

Soccer Summer explores the 
lighter side of training, 
including one of Alex 
Morgan’s favorite workouts. 

TopDrawerSoccer,corn Featured Partner: 

The 8th Annual Gallagher Friendlies 

The EIGHTH annual Gallagher Friendlies will 
be hosted by nationally renowned St. Louis 
Scott Gallagher this Labor Day weekend at 
the beautiful Gallagher Complex along with 
other St, Charles area Complexes, FOUR 
games are guaranteed! 

The finest youth soccer clubs from the 
Midwest and across the United States are 
invited to participate in this two-day, high- 
level competition, designed to promote 
quality soccer and player development over 
wins and losses. 

The 2012 Tournament hosted 179 teams and 



is the #2 ranked Tournament in the State of 
Missouri! We expect this year’s event to be 
of even higher quality than last year! 

Click here for more information! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TopDrawerSoccer.com <scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 12:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2013 NSCAA/TDS College Scoreboard 

Hi Anson, 

* *Please disregard if you have alrea@ done this for 2013. Tit auk yout. * * 

The 2013 college season is just around the comer, and now is the time to begin updating the NSCAA College Soccer Scoreboard. 

If you already have access to the scoreboard intcrface, please Sio~n In and input your 2013 schedule and update your roster. If you do not know your password, click here 
to retrieve it. 

1. We have automatically advanced all players fi’om the 2(} 12 roster one year except seniors, they were not touched. 

2. Do not input exhibition games, they will be deleted. 

If you are a new coach or SID and need access, please do the following: 

1. Register on TopDrawerSoccer.com (click tbis link, or register at the top right corner of our home page.) 

2. Once registca’ed, email us at scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com and we will give you access to your college program (or programs if affiliated with bofl~ men and 

women). 

3. Once you have access, simply "Sign In" in the top right corner of TopDrawerSoccer.com, and then click on "Profile" in the top right corner. On the next screen 

you will see a tab with your college’s name (or tabs if you have access to men and women) for the scoreboard interface. 

Please have botb your roster and schedule updated by July 19, 2013. Changes can be made prior to the beginning office season, but all initial updates should be completed by 

that thne. REMEMBER: In order to qualify lbr NSCAA post-season awards, all information must be accurate and complete. 

Stay tuned tbr more updates in the coining weeks! 

Regards, 

TopDrawerSoccer.com and the National Soccer Coaches Association of America 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

United States Sports Academy <postmaste~ussa.edu~maJ127.us2.mcsv.net> 

~Vednesday, July 10, 2013 2:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

The Sport Update - 10 July 2013 

LeBron James 

The Academy’s Male Athlete 

of die Mondi fbr J’dne is 



2013 NBA Finn]:, MVP award 

ibr iea&ng ;he Miami Ileal to 

its second consect~.tJve 

clHmpionship. 

Inbee Park 
The Academy’s Fern ~ie 

Athlete of the Month for Jm}e 

is So’dth Korear~ [nbee Par]:~ 

~/iLO became !he iirst golfk’t to 

win the fi~st fi~ee rnajo~ of~Ee 

i950 

Ch arles Billi ch 
2000 & 201d Sport A*l~st o1’ 
the Year 

Ausn-a]ian painter Chales 

Biilich wa~ :,P-uned tb_e 

American Sport Art Museum 

and ArcNves’ 2014 Spo~ 

A~ist o~the Year for the 

:,eco~d time He also won the 

award in 2000. 

Academy Unveils 
Online Bookstore 
With New Products 
At~d Website 

The United States Spot*s 

Academy has improved its 

online bookstore by adding 

many new producis, such as 

tumblers and T-shirts, and 

redesigning the webs~te to make 

shopping easier. 

iNancy :Raia 
Earns Award for 
Environmental 
Arts Program 

Nan%, Rain, the Academy’s Art 

Committee chairwoma~ and the 

community arts and outreach 

director ai t~e Easiem Shore 

Art Center in Fairkope, Ala., 

earned a prestigious Gulf 

Guardian a~ ard. 

Sport Digest: 
Dale Bro;~ 
Says NCAA 
Must Evolve 

Dale Brown, who spent 25 

?,ears as LSU me~’s head 

basketball coach and is a vocal 

NCAA critic, says 

organization must continue to 

make improvements to its 

system. 

Ambassador Tunde Adetunji Visits Academy to Discuss Sports and Cu|ture in Afl’ica 

Q&A with Dr. Stephen Buffer, the Academy’s Dean of Academic Affairs 

Legendary American Spurtscaster Dick E~berg Receives Academy’s Media Award 

Find Out the Latest on the Academy’s People, P~aces & Programs 



i.~.i United States Sports Academy 

Sent to:. i~nsont~unca~.u!~c:.e, du -- 
unsubscribe From this ~st ~ upd3te subsc=fiption prefe~-e=~ces 
Llnite.:d .~l.ates ..~p( : 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 10, 2013 2:48 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Insider: Assistant Coaches: ’Be flexible, understanding and positive’ (Pazt 3) 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Assistant Coaches: 
positive’ (Part 3) 

~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

’Be flexible, understanding and 

By Mike Woitalla 

In Part 3 of our series on assistant coaches, we asked for advice for assistant coaches on how to approach their 

role. 

Rusty Scarborough (CASL, Director of Soccer): 

"Be very flexible and understanding. Be a team player and willing to do all the little things that make a team 

succeed ." 

Bob Montgomery (_New York Red Bulls Director of Youth Programs): 

’The head coach should consult you - talk to you about, for example, who should start at right back. You can disagree, and 

at the end the head coach will decide which way it will be, and then you give the full support. If players ask why they didn’t get 

the start, you don’t say, ’Don’t ask me, I thought you’ve been great.’ That’s undermining. That doesn’t work. You can disagree, 

and at the end the head coach will decide which way it will be, and then you give full support. Loyalty is important." 

Sam Snow (~J.S. Youth Socce[, Coaching Director): 

"Be ready and willing to help at training sessions with the practical aspects of moving cones, goals, etc., as well as coaching 

the piayers= Happily take on administrative duties to help the team on and offthe field. 

"Listen to the head coach’s ideas on training activities, match tactics, player evaluations and so on, but do offer your own 

thoughts, even if they are contrary to the head coach. No good head coach wants an assistant who only goes along. However, 

when you have a different point of view from the head coach have that discussion in private, in front of the team p~sent a 

unified approach. 

"Be the ear to the team for the players and back to the head coach. Be first to volunteer to assist with team management, 

which could be washing the uniforms, paying the referees, distributing the agenda for a meeting with parents, etc. 

"Be the primary first-aid giver, unless there is someone more medically qualified than you to take on that duty. Always, 

always, always keep an open mind to learning more about the sport, the craft of coaching, personnel management, sport 

administration and much more." 

lan Barker (NSCAA, Director of Coaching of Education): 

’3"0 respect the position of the head coach and be more than willing to support them is critical for the effective assistant. As an 

assistant one has to appreciate that sometimes, often in adversity, one may be overlooked or asked to do something less 

"important" than direct players and coach the game. If the assistants can appreciate that and trust that the head coach is not 

abusing the privilege of their support then they are performing a critical role well .... 

"The effective assistant coach should be ready to collect cones, bag balls etc., and have enough confidence and technical, 

tactical knowledge to support the players and head coach in performance." 

Gerry McKeown P(~, Boys Director of Coaching): 

"Learn about the person and program you are working with to make sure you can use your skill set to benefit the players. It 

will be important to have an open mind and learn as much as you can as no one has all the answers. 

’~fou should have a strategy that allows you to support the type of personality you will be working with, even if it means 

temporarily adapting. Being an assistant can be a challenging proposition, particularly when working with someone that you 

are incompatible with. Many young assistants take jobs to gain entry into the industry and are working with programs or 

systems that do not match their vision of the game. 

"In these cases it is important to remain positive and find private moments to have constructive dialogue for the betterment of 

the team. If these attempts are unsuccessful it is critical that you remain publicly supportive but keep a ledger of things that 

you would not condone when you become a head coach. As my grandmother once said "No man is useless, he can always 

serve as a bad example." 

Tim Schulz (.Rush Soccer President & CEO): 

’q’he player can view the assistant as a substitute teacher, meaning, "Ah, what he says is not as important." This is difficult to 

overcome. You must let the player know you have as much authority as the head coach. Especially on the boys side, you 

must command a presence ... at the right time!" 



Read Part 1 of our assistant coach series HERE and Part 2 HERE. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey #om Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 10, 2013 8:03 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: Nike-Gate rocks Bayem Muuich 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Nike-Gate rocks Bayern 
By Paul Kennedy 

Munich 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Bayern Munich is an adidas team through and through. The German manufacturer has been Bayem’s uniform 

sponsor for more than 50 years and has been since 2002 a minority owner of the giant German club, so it was 

naturally a little surprised when new signing, young German superstar, Mario Goetze, showed up recently at his unveiling 

wearing a Nike T--shid. 

Goetze was one of three players fined by Bayern Munich for wearing Nike gear in violation of their contracts that require them 

to wear adidas attire at all official club events. The only exception: shoes. 

Jan Kirchhoff, who signed with Bayern from Mainz, also wore a Nike shirt to the press conference for Bayern’s new signings, 

and Mario Gomez, who has since been transferred to Fiorentina, was seen wearing a Nike cap at training. Their fines were 

donated to the recent victims of heavy flooding in Germany. 

"The pictures from today’s press conference with Mario Goetze have negatively surprised us," said adidas in a tersely written 

statement about what the German press has dubbed "Nike-Gate." 

Bayern and adidas are in the second year of an eight-year deal worth $289 million, according to German newspaper 

Frankfurter AIIgemeinen Zeitung. 

Unfortunately, Goetze, who was signed from rival Borussia Dortmund for a German record transfer fee of $45 million, may have 

not gotten the message as, according to the Daily Mail, he showed up at Bayern’s summer training camp in Italy wearing a 

Nike hat = even after Bayern apologized to adidas for the earlier incident. 

CONFEDERATI©N,~ CUP VIEWING. FIFA reported that the Brazil-Spain final at the 2013 Confederations Cup attracted more 

than 69.3 million viewers across 10 key markets such as the USA, Germany, France and China - more than 11 million higher 

than the audience for the final of the 2009 tournament in South Africa in those markets. 

The final was watched by 42 million Brazilians - 36.7 million on TV GIobo and 5.3 million on Bandeirantes - nearly 50 per 

cent more than the Brazilian audience for the final of the 2010 World Cup. 

In Spain, 10.7 million watched the game on Telecinco - the biggest audience for any program on Spanish television this year. 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 10, 2013 8:32 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Paul Gardner: The importance of Tab Ramos 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is ~ benefit for Soccer America members. 

The importance of Tab Ramos 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

At last, the USA has a coach with vision. For the first time in my experience of U.S. national team coaches - an 

experience that reaches back over 45 years - I am looking at a coach, Tab Ramos, who has the vision to take in 

the full extent of the rather tangled American soccer scene, and who has the courage to respond to what he sees. 

When Ramos set about building the USA’s team for the current under-20 World Cup, he applied criteria that he had learned as 

a player - as a particularly skillful, ball-playing midfielder. Nothing esoteric or complicated -- he simply looked for players who 

were comfortable with the ball. But Ramos’s definition of "comfortable" is no doubt more stringent than most people’s - he 

tightens it up with a knowing grin and adds, ’1 mean players who are not afraid of the ball," then adds, in a mildly menacing 

tone, ’Tve played with guys who are afraid of the ball ..." 

So Ramos ended up with a heavily Hispanic team. That will surprise - and, no doubt, annoy - only the reactionary, anti- 

Hispanic brigade that has been holding back the free development of the American game for decades. 

Ramos is adamant - he did notgo looking for Hispanic players. He wanted skill on the ball, and he found it most consistently 

among the Hispanic players. 

His ball-comfortable team came of age on March 3 this year, with a magnificent performance against Mexico in the Concacaf 

under-20 final. The game was lost, 3-1 in overtime, but an indelible, unanswerable statement was made. The USA had played 

splendid soccer in this game. This was not a performance based on strength or stamina or speed or tactics or that mysterious 

"determination to win" that, it seems, only American teams have. 

This was an American team playing terrific soccer. An American team with eight Hispanics on the field. At the World Cup, the 

results were not there - but did anyone expect them to be, in a group that also contained the favorite Spain, France (now one 

of the finalists) and Ghana, which has never been kind to the USA? 

But the soccer was there. If inconsistently. What we got, against Spain, was a rather naive first half of ebullient soccer - then 

a sterling second half played by a team that was anything but demoralized by the drubbing it had taken in the first half. 

Against France, the soccer was not so inspiring - but the result, a 1-1 tie, was good. Unless you were Tab Ramos, who felt 

the team looked too ... well, too much like other U.S. teams from the past. Too ordit}ary might one say? 

Ramos wants better than that. He has shown that his team can be better than that. He has proved to himself, and to the 

American soccer community, that the oft-derided rumors of a wealth of Hispanic talent in this country are not rumors. They are 

reality. And he has proved that a team, at long last incorporating this talent, can compete. 

The case is closed. There is no more room for doubt. At all levels of the American game - and this includes Jurgen Klinsmann 

and his German oriundi - a much greater effort must be made to search out the real ball players ... and they will, at the 

present stage of U.S. development, be primarily Hispanic players. 

VVhat Ramos and his team achieved on Mamh 3 was a breakthrough, an inevitable breakthrough, but one that has been 

inexcusably delayed by the combined forces of hostility, ignorance and an unwillingness to accept change. A breakthrough 

that showed a highly promising future for U.S. soccer. 

I’m not underestimating the entrenched opposition that exists to the very idea of Hispanic soccer being important on the U.S. 

soccer map, never mind dominating it. 

But the naysayers have had their time. Change is sweeping all around them, change they can no longer resist. Sadly, very, 

very sadly, so many of those naysayers are coaches. It is an appalling reflection on the American coaching community that 

the key issue of the American game - the one trulyvital issue, especially at the youth level - is rarely, if ever, discussed: how 

to get the Hispanic style working together with the traditionally more physical American game to produce a style that is truly 

representative of all the talent we have right now in this country, in this game. 

On March 3, 2013, Tab Ramos and his under-20 team showed the way. A date to remember - the day American soccer came 

of age, the day it cast off the burden of now out-dated traditions, the day we were shown the future. By the USA under-20 

men’s team, and by Tab Ramos, a young coach with the guts to trust his own inner soccer voices. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk Nog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk Nog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, July 11, 2013 

Thursday= July 11, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Gold Cup continues on Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup PANAMA-MARTINIQUE (live) 8 pro. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pro, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-MARTINIQUE (live) 8 pro, 

Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup PANAMA-MARTINIQUE (live) 8 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-CANADA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-ICELAND (live), 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro GERMANY-NETHERLANDS (live), 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Club Friendly D.C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-RUSSIA (live), 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND-SPAIN (live), 2:15 pm. 

international Club Friendly D.C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm= 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHIVAS USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, July 13 

FOX 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pro, 

ESPN 

U-20 World Cup FRANCE-URUGUAY, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-LOS ANGELES (live) 11 pm. 



FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (delay) 8 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pro. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

U-20 World Cup GHANA-IRAQ, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPN3 

U-20 World Cup GHANA-IRAQ, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ITALY-DENMARK (live), 11:45 am. 

U-20 World Cup FRANCE-URUGUAY, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

Women’s Euro SWEDEN-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS NEW YORK-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pro. 

SUNDAY, Ju~y @4 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE4VIE×ICO (live) 5:30 pro. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-NETHERLANDS (live), 11:45 am. 
Women’s Euro GERMANY-ICELAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pro. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS VANCOUVER-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup HAITi-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND-RUSSIA (live), 11:45 am. 
Women’s Euro FRANCE-SPAIN (live), 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup HAITi-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup HAITi-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

TUESDAY, J£~y ~8 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold CupUSA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3 



2013 Women’s Euro DENMARK-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

2013 Women’s Euro SWEDEN-ITALY (live), 2:15 pm. 

Maior Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 

Thursday, Jnly 11, 2013 7:10 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Snmmer Replay Series :: Passing Squaxe - Brandon Koons - Otterbein Univ. 

[% TheCoaches Insider ~:: 1877.386.4840 

~ s .... s ...... Replay 

Passing Sq ..... Watch it Here! 

VVatch as Coach Brandon Noons explains the Passing Square, 

Provided by Champior~ship R~oductions 

Facebook 

~ e, Men’s Head Coach at 8loomsburg Univ, 

Warm-up and fundamental stage. Organizatien: ol 2 players. -Eight 

players paired (blue/white) knocking sho~t balls to each ether while 

freely moving around the field, -Four neutral players (red) moving 

around the same area~ -When a neutral red calls for a b81~ from the Mue 

)a~rs, the ball ~s senzed using the proper technique. -The non-serving 

Hue #ayer moves to suppe~ the ~ong pass,., 

Share this withyour colleagues! 

Get the game- 

winning edge 

next season with 

Human Kinetics - 

www.HumanKinet 

ics com 

advertisement 



clicl< here 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter, com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 8:12 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, July 12, 2013 

Friday, July 12, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Gold Cup continues on Friday, and on Saturday the USA faces Cuba. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, July 12 

ESPN2 

International Club Friendly D.C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm= 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-RUSSIA (live), 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND-SPAIN (live), 2:15 pm. 

International Club Friendly D=C. UNITED-CHIVAS DE GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HAITI (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-EL SALVADOR (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHIVAS USA (live) 7:30 pm, 

SATURDA’f, &~ly I3 

FOX 

Gold CupUSAqSUBA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN 

U=20 World Cup FRANCE-URUGUAY, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-LOS ANGELES (live) 11 pm= 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Gold CupUSA43UBA (delay) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold CupUSA4~UBA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Gold CupUSA4:~UBA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm, 

ESPNU 

U-20 World Cup GHANA-IRAQ, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPN3 

U-20 World Cup GHANA-IRAQ, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 



Women’s Euro ITALY-DENMARK (live), 11:45 am. 

U-20 World Cup FRANCE-URUGUAY, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

Women’s Euro SWEDEN-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

MLS DIRECT K~CK 

MLS NEW YORK-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, J~y ~4 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly SUPERSPORT UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

international Club Friendly FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-MONACO (live) 11:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

International Club Friendly SUPERSPORT UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

International Club Friendly FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-MONACO (live) 11:30 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-NETHERLANDS (live), 11:45 am. 
Women’s Euro GERMANY-ICELAND (live), 2:15 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE4VlEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

~LS VANCOUVER-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

~4ONDA Y, July 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup HAITi-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND-RUSSIA (live), 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-SPAIN (live), 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

TUESDAY, Ju~y ~ 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold CupUSA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3 

2013 Women’s Euro DENMARK-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

2013 Women’s Euro SWEDEN-ITALY (live), 2:15 pm. 

Leagues offering live ~treaming ol games include: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 
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Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Gold Cup: Mexico gets back on "track, Panama advances 

What They’re Saying 

"You can have your opinion 

on a performance, good or 

bad. But when it passes the 

line and there are threats 

against your family, even 

though people may say 

they’re joking around, I don’t 

think it’s something that you 

can joke around with You 

never know what could 

happen. People have to 

have [responsibility] for their 

words, what they say or 

what they put out on Twitter 

or social media. It’s 

important that they realize 

that you can’t just go out and 

make blatant attacks on a 

person or his family or 

anybody else" 

-- Montreal Impact’s Patrice 

Bernier on a death threat 

tweeted against Impact 

captain DawAmaud after 

the Impact’s recent 4-3 loss 

to the Colorado Rapids on a 

stoppage-time goal that 

followed a turnover by 

Arnaud. Police are 

investigated a message to 

Arnaud from a fan with the 

name "SBarbosal 7" that 

said: ’1 hope your family 

dies in a fire." (~anadian 

Pres~) 

Today’s News ~ Friday, July 12, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mexico gets back on track, Panama advances 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[GOLD CUP: Group C] It wasn’t necessarily a dominating performance, but Mexico 

got back on track at the Gold Cup with a 2-0 win over Canada thanks to goals from 

Raul Jimenez late in the first half and a disputed penalty kick by Marco Fabian early in the 

second half. It was just the Tri’s third win in 14 games in 2013. Panama became the first team to 

qualify for the quarterfinals with a 1-0 win over Martinique on a late penalty kick from Gabriel 

Tortes, his third goal of the tournament. - Read the whole story 

’Positive identification’ made of bribery suspect 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP: Group C] Concacaf released a statement Thursday, confirming that it was notified of 

an attempt to bribe Belize national team players Woodrow West and lan Gaynair two days 

before the Jaguars’ Gold Cup match against the United States in Portland, Ore., and that there 

had been "a positive identification" of the individual attempting the bribery.- Read the whole story 

Garners ’vote’ Di Vale on All-Star Fan XI 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ Montreal Impact forward Marco Di Vale, who is tied for the MLS scoring lead 

with Mike Magee with 11 goals, completed the All-Star Fan Xl as he was the winner of the AT&T 

MLS All-Star "In the Game" Challenge - beating out Robbie Keane of the LA Galaxy 73,838 to 

69,797 among 26 eligible MLS forwards in goals scored by gamers playing FIFA Soccer 13 over 

the past week - Read the whole story 

Bocanegra and Tortes set for Chivas USA debuts 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 20]Carlos Bocanegra and Erick Tortes are eligible for selection for 

the first time as Chivas USA plays at the Philadelphia Union on Friday night. Bocanegra will join a 

Chivas defense that has improved recently under new coach Jose Luis Real, allowing just three 

goals in the last four games. The game will be midfielder Gabriel Farfan’s first appearance at 

PPL Park since coming over from Philadelphia to the Rojiblancos in a trade in May. - Read the 

whole story 

Four games, four draws, four goals 
by Soccer America 

[EURO 2013] The UEFA Women’s Championship hasn’t exactly started on a scintillating note. 

Germany had its 19-game winning streak in the tournament snapped as it played to a 0.0 tie with 

the Netherlands, and Iceland and Norway played to a 1-1 tie, leaving the tournament with four 

goals in its first four games, all draws. - Read the whole story 

Reign FC extends unbeaten streak to five games 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 14] It could be a case of too little too late, but the Seattle Reign FC 

continued its turnaround with a 3-2 win over the Western New York Flash Thursday night in front 

of 2,514 at Starfire Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Watson’s goals power Orlando past Charleston 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO RE~.,IND: Week 17]Jamie Watson scored a goal in each half to propel first-place 

Orlando City to a 2-1 win over Charleston Battery in front of 8,729 fans - a club mid-week record 

crowd - at the Florida Citrus Bowl. The game marked the debut of 2011 MLS Rookie of the Year 

C.J. Sapong, who joined Orlando on loan from Sporting Kansas City. - Read the whole story 

Barcelona releases its 2012-13 youth goals of the season 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazes] On Thursday, Barcelona’s official YouTube site released the goals of the 

season for its youth teams, an impressive array of strikes reminding the world how much talent 

still remains at La Masia. - Read the whole story 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 17 natioual team rosler, ECNL finals results 

U.S. under-17 national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[N[IGATA TOURNAMENTJ The U.S. under-17 national team did not qualify for the Under-7 World Cup this fall 

in the United Arab Emirates, but it does remain active. The U-17s will face the Japan and Croatia U-17 national 

teams, as well as a Niigata All-Star team, at a tournament in Niigata, Japan. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[ECNL FINALS] Real Colorado, which didn’t lose a game all season in the Mountain West Conference, remained perfect in the 

postseason with a 6-2 demolition of the Dallas Texans in the opening game in the Champions League’s under-15 division at 

the Elite Clubs National League finals in Richmond, Va. For all Thursday’s Champions League results ... - Read the whole 

story 

Munoz ,joins academy from Chivas USA 
by Soccer America 

[LA GALAXY] The LA Galaxy has added Mike Munoz, the 2010-11 U.S. Soccer Development Academy Coach of the Year 

with Real Salt Lake Arizona and most recently with Chivas USA, to its academy coaching staff. - Read the whole story 

Hyndman re-signs with Fulham through June 2016 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Emerson Hyndman, grandson of FC Dallas coach $chellas Hyndman, has signed a new contract 

with Fulham that will keep him at the English club until June 2016. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, July 12, 2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

The Development Academy’s highest age 
rung is ready to kick off for Finals Week in 
Houston. Get set with our preview. 
I~IORE-" Academy U:[6 Finals Preview 

OF TH;!i! CROP 
The ECNL National Finals opened on Thursday 
in Richmond, Virginia, under soggy 
conditions. See which p~their 

I i,’~ PremierContent I 

clubs to a strong start. 1 ....... 
I~IOllE,, ECNL Nationals Finals: Day $ Recap 

Recent results have shifted the standings in 
the Grande Sports Academy TeamRank for the 
girls U16-U18 age groups as we track the 
best teams in the country. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Barcelona’s ~stem is 
better than half of La Liga. 
Ready to feel inadequate? 

Liverpool’s new uniforms are 
awful, invitinq hilarious 
internet trollinq. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner-. 

The Christopher Columbus Cup 

The Brooklyn ftalians Soccer Club is the host 
of the annual Christopher Columbus Cup and 
a member of US Club Soccer National Premier 
League (NPL). 

The Christopher Columbus Cup attracts some 
of the best clubs in the USA and Canada and 
will feature many of the US Club Soccer NPL 
clubs in various age brackets. 

[t is a Premier Level Tournament played in 
Brooklyn, New York, (minutes from 
Manhattan) for BOYS U7 to U:[9 teams. The 
event is also a college showcase for teams 
aged U16, U~7 & U$9. 

We offer a College Showcase that draws the 



top men’s college coaches. 

Click here for more information! 
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Soccer Business Insider: Lobster tails ruth your beer and hot dog at All-Star Game? 

Friday, July 12,2013                                                      ~ Tweet Thie ~ Share Thie 

Lobster tails with your beer and hot dog at All-Star 
Game? 
By Paul Kennedy 

Sporting Kansas City is known as one of the most innovative clubs in MLS, and it is pulling out all the stops on 

the menu of food items that will be available at the AT&T MLS All-Star Game at Sporting Park on July 31. 

In addition to the usual hot dogs and beer and peanuts - and let’s not forget some really good Kansas City BBQ - Sporting 

KC’s food and beverage partner, KC American Sportservice, will be serving the likes of lobster tails, beef carpaccio, oysters 

Rockefeller and champagne at the game that will feature the MLS All-Stars against Roma. 

If you think it will be all fine dining - vendors will wearing black-tie attire - executive chef Wade Taylor has gone a little goofy 

with his menu. 

Fried mac and cheese isn’t exactly out there, but Flamin’ Hot Cheetos with chicken on a roll? 

MLS DRAWS TOP ESPN AUDIENCE. MLS drew its largest audience of the year on ESPN for the Chicago-Kansas City 

game. The Sunday afternoon match averaged 331,000 viewers. 

Saturday’s Cascadia Cup match between Vancouver and Seattle averaged 173,000 viewers on NBC Sports Network, the 

second largest audience of the year on NBCSN after another Cascadia Cup match. Seattle-Portland drew 209,000 viewers in 

mid-March. 

U.S. U-20 WORLD CUP "iv’ NUMBERS. The U.S. under-20 national team averaged more than 150,000 viewers a game for 

their three matches at the Under-20 World Cup - not bad considering the games all kicked off on weekday afternoons. 

AVG. MATCH (NETWORK) 

190,000 USA-Spain (ESPN2) 

207,000 USA-France (ESPN2) 

66,000 USA-Ghana (ESPNU) 

BURRITOS FOR 20 YEARS. U.S. women’s star Abby Wambach gets free burritos for life courtesy of Chipotle Mexican Grill, 

and now she’s helping promote the food chain’s three-week-long treasure hunt, "Adventurrito," that will take participants 

through a series of 20 online puzzles and daily prizes that will lead to the ultimate grand prize: free burdtos for 20 years. It’s all 

part of the Chipotle’s 20th anniversary that it celebrates on Saturday. 
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Section 2: Belize Coach: Bride Attempt ’Isn’t Jusl Abx~ut Our Country’ 

By Ross Fadner, Frida~ Ju~ 12, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Belize Coach: Bride Attempt ’Isn’t Just About Our Country’ 
Associated Press 

Following the revelation that two Belize players were offered large sums of money to fix its 6-1 loss to the 

United States in the Gold Cup earlier this week, FIFA and Concacaf identified a man whom they believe 

has also tried to fix games in other countries. 

The soccer governing bodies are still investigating the allegations made by Belize players Jan Gaynair and 

Woodrow West, who said they rejected the offer, made on Sunday, and immediately reported it. According to the 

AP, a CONCACAF rep later showed them a photo of a man being investigated for match-fixing in other countries, 

and the players confirmed it was the same man~ 

"So this isn’t just about our country or a one-time thing," Belize coach lan Mork said after practice. "This is 

something much bigger. We’re just trying our best to compete at this level," the American added. "1 could see how 

they would be targets, I guess, but our minds don’t really go there. It was a big shock." 

Gaynair, a defender who scored Belize’s only goal against the U.S., said only that the man asked them to "assure 

him that we would lose the match." West added: "We turned the offer down. We did what we were supposed to. 

FIFA has control of that now."- Read the whole story... 

Peiiegrini Defends European Record 
Guardian 

Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini was forced to defend his record in Europe on Thursday, as reporters 

asked why City fans should get behind the Chilean given that he has never won a major European trophy. In his 

nine seasons in Europe with Villarreal, Real Madrid and Malaga, Pellegrini has only lifted the Intertoto Cup in 2004 

with Villarreal, although he did take the Yellow Submarine to the UEFA Champions League semifinals in 2006. 

’q won a lot of trophies in South America," Pellegrini said when asked about his European record. "1 think it is very 

difficult for Villarreal to win a title in Spain. It is very difficult for Villarreal to arrive in the quarterfinals, semifinal of the 

Champions League, it’s very difficult to arrive with Villarreal in the second place of the league, 10 points from 

Barcelona. That’s my work with Villarreal. To win the titles it’s impossible." 

He added: "After, in Real Madrid with 96 points, we played a whole year against a great Barcelona with [Pep] 

Guardiola [as coach] but we couldn’t win the title in just one year. I am sure if I could continue at Real Madrid we 

could win a lot of trophies." Pellegrini was fired after just one season in charge at Los Blancos. "And Malaga is 

exactly the same as Villarreal," he added. "You can’t win the Champions League with Mfilaga or the [title]. But also it 

is very difficult to arrive with Malaga in the Champions League and to continue to the quarterfinal. So for me with the 

strong squad we have in Manchester I am sure we can win trophies." Pellegrini also confirmed that City would make 

more signings, following the combined $71 million outlay on Fernandinho and Jesus Navae. - Read the whole 

story... 

Goalie Victor Hero Again as AtMtico Mineiro Reaches Copa Lib Final 
ESPN FC 

Atletico Mineiro overturned a 2-0 first-leg deficit on Wednesday to defeat Newell’s Old Boys on penalties to reach 

the Copa Libertadores final, where it will play Paraguayan giant Olimpia in another two-leg series. The first leg of 

the final series will be played in Asuncion next Wednesday with the return leg in Belo Horizonte the following week. 

Goals from Bernard and Guilherme evened the score on aggregate at 2-2, bringing the series to overtime and 

eventually penalties. Ronaldinho sliced the Newell’s defense open with a superb through ball that was duly 

dispatched by Bernard in the third minute. However, as Newell’s settled into the game, a second goal for Mineiro 

looked unlikely until substitute Guilherme met Diego Mateo’s weak clearance with a powerful right-footed strike 

from 20 yards five minutes into stoppage time in the second half. 

Atletico goalkeeper Victor was the hero during the shootout, saving Maxi Rodriguez’s effort with the score tied 2- 

2 after four kickers each. Victor thanked Atletico’s backroom staff for helping him analyze Newell’s shootout win 

against Boca Juniors in the quarterfinal. "1 watched those shots against Boca and I have to thank the data staff who 

gave me the necessary information," he said, adding: "We’ve become stronger as the campaign went on. We are 

stronger because of what we’ve done so far this year. We’ve played a great Copa Libertadores this year. We are 

focused on the final." - Read the whole story... 



Guardian 

Manchester United appears set to miss out on another major transfer target, following reports that Barcelona 

midfielder Thiago Alcantara has agreed a four-year deal with Bayem Munich. Pep Guardio~a, coach of the 

Bavarian giant, made it known on Thursday that he is heavily pursuing the signature of the 22-year-old, whom he 

helped to develop in his four years as coach of Barcelona until 2012. 

Guardiola on Thursday described Thiago as a "super, super player" who "can play in three, four or five positions." 

He also indicated that the Spain U21 international would be Bayern’s only major signing: "It is either Thiago or 

nothing," Guardiola said. David Moyes had also hoped to make Thiago his first major signing as Manchester 

United coach. - Read the whole story... 

Chelsea Sti~ Tar,,qetin.,q Rooney 
Marca 

Citing a report in the Independent. Marca claims that Chelsea has not given up on signing Manchester United 

striker Wayne Rooney, who has iust returned to England from United’s Far East preseason tour after sufferinq a 

hamstrin.q injury. If Jose Mourinho is able to capture Rooney’s signature, then Fernando Torres or Demba 8a 

would be forced to leave Stamford Bridge. - Read the whole story,.. 

Marca 

Carlo Ancelotti’s switch to Real Madrid from Paris St. Germain has caused havoc at the French champion, 

according to Marca. Several top PSG players, including Zlatan ~brahimovic and Thiago Silva, are trying behind 

the scenes to organize their departure from the Parc des Princes. Ibrahimovic is reportedly willing to take a 

significant pay cut to follow Ancelotti to Real, while Silva has expressed interest in Spanish champion Barcelona. - 

Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

Juventus has confirmed the signing of Ange~o Ogbonna from Torino for an initial fee of $17 million. The 25-year- 

old defender was confirmed at the club’s training ground on a five-year deal on Thursday after passing a medical. 

The initial fee will be made payable in installments over the next three years, and could rise by $2~6 million 

depending on the players’ performance and achievements. - Read the whole story... 

Wa~yar~a Completes Southarnpto~ Transfer 
Daily Mail 

Victor Wanyama on Thursday delivered an emotional farewell message to Celtic fans after completing a "dream" 

$18 million move to Southampton. The 22-year-old Kenya international signed a four-year deal at St. Mary’s 

believed to be worth around $45,000 per week. - Read the whole story.,. 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Gold Cup continues on Saturday, when the USA faces Cuba.... Also this weekend, the U-20 World Cup final 

on Saturday and MLS Week 20 action. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. 73/programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, July ’~ 3 

FOX 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN 

U-20 World Cup FRANCE-URUGUAY, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PORTLAND-LOS ANGELES (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (delay) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Gold CupUSA-CUBA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup COSTA RICA-BELIZE (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

U-20 World Cup GHANA-IRAQ, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

ESPN3 

U-20 World Cup GHANA-IRAQ, 3rd Place (live) 10:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ITALY-DENMARK (live), 11:45 am. 
U-20 World Cup FRANCE-URUGUAY, Final (live) 1:45 am. 

Women’s Euro SWEDEN-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

ML$ NEW YORK-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, July ~4 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

NWSL SEATTLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly SUPERSPORT UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

international Club Friendly FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-MONACO (live) 11:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

International Club Friendly SUPERSPORT UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 



International Club Friendly FORTUNA DUSSELDORF-MONACO (live) 11:30 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-NETHERLANDS (live), 11:45 am. 
Women’s Euro GERMANY-ICELAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

NWSL SEATrLE-WASHINGTON (live) 8:30 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CANADA (live) 3 pm. 

Gold Cup MARTINIQUE-MEXICO (live) 5:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS VANCOUVER-CHICAGO (live) 7 pro. 

~OND#,Y, J~y t 5 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND-RUSSIA (live), 11:45 am. 
Women’s Euro FRANCE-SPAIN (live), 2:15 pro. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOE}AGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold CupUSA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3 

2013 Women’s Euro DENMARK-FINLAND (live), 2:15 pm. 

2013 Women’s Euro SWEDEN-ITALY (live), 2:15 pm. 

Leagues effedng live s~eaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, July 13,2013 
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Section 1: USA-Cuba: Donovan and Wondo continue hot streaks; Shakeup in MLS standings 

What They’re Saying    Today’s News - Sunday, July 14, 2013 ii~iii~’ Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

"You can’t create chances 

when a team kicks you and 

doesn’t want to play soccer. I 

have nothing against the 

coaching staff and nothing 

against the players, but 

today was just an ugly, ugly, 

ugly, ugly, ugly, ugly game of 

soccer." 

-- Seattle head coach Sigi 

Schmid after his team fell at 

San Jose, 1-0, in a game 

that saw the Sounders 

produce just six shots and 

lose three starters to injuries 

by the 53rd minute. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

Donovan and Wondo continue hot streaks 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-CUBA] The USA clinched a berth in the quarterfinals of the Gold Cup with a 4-1 win over 

Cuba Saturday in their Group C match at Rio Tinto Stadium. Landon Donovan continued to feast 

on Cuba with his eighth goal in five games to tie the score at 1-1 from the penalty spot in 

stoppage time of the first half, and Chris Wondolowski later came off the bench to score two 

more goals, giving him five in two games to set a U.S. record for goals at the Gold Cup. But big 

games from Donovan and Wondo overshadowed what was a labored performance by the USA 

against another weak Concacaf opponent. - Read the whole story 

Ticos advance with narrow win 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP: Group C] Costa Rica struggled to put away Belize, getting only a spectacular own 

goal from the Jaguars’ Dalton Elley early in the second half to win, 1-0, and clinch a berth in the 

Gold Cup quarterfinals. The match followed the USA-Cuba game and was played in a near-empty 

Rio Tinto Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Shakeup at top of both conferences 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS REWIND Week 20] The Montreal Impact’s defensive problems and the LA Galaxy’s late- 

game woes continued on a day that saw a shakeup at the top of both conferences. Montreal fell 

to the New York Red Bulls, 4-0, and dropped from first place into a tie with the Red Bulls for 

second in the Eastern Conference behind Sporting Kansas City, which took over first place with a 

3-0 win over Toronto FC. Andrew Jean-Baptiste scored four minutes into stoppage time to give 

the Portland Timbers a 2-1 comeback win over the Galaxy that moved them into second place in 

the Western Conference, where Real Salt Lake opened up a four-point lead with a 3-0 win at FC 

Dallas. - Read the whole story 

Host Sweden gets untracked 
by Soccer America 

[EURO 2013] Host Sweden got untracked at the UEFA Women’s Championship with a 5-0 victory 

over Finland that equaled a tournament record for most goals in a game. - Read the whole story 

Sky Blue FC and Boston p!~y to scoreless draw 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL SCHEDULE: Week 14] The first three Sky Blue FC-Boston matches produced 16 games, 



but their final meeting of the regular season ended in a 0-0 tie in a game that drew just 1,279 fans 

at Yurcak Field. - Read the whole story 

Seaton powers unbeaten Richmond into first-place tie 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 17] After missing Friday’s 1-1 tie at Rochester because he was 

playing from D.C. United, for which he set up the goal in a 1-1 tie with Guadalajara, Jamaican 

teenager Michael Seaton scored the winning goal-- his fifth goal of the season -- for the 

Richmond Kickers in their 1-0 win at Harrisburg. The win moved the unbeaten Kickers into a first- 

place tie with Orlando City. The Los Angeles Blues and Charlotte Eagles both won to move ahead 

of Harrisburg into a tie for third place. - Read the whole story 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: France wins Under-20 World Cup: Day 2 at ECNL Finals 

Today’s NewsSunday, July 14, 2013 ....... Tweet This i~ Share This 

France completes _quintet of FIFA championships 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP]Alphonse Areola, born to Filipino immigrants, is only the third-string keeper at 

Paris St. Germain, but he was the shootout hero as France won the Under-20 World Cup for the first time with 

a win on penalty kicks (4-1) over Uruguay after their match finished 0-0. - Read the whole story 

..P...0.gba takes adidas Golden Ball as top....p...!..a..y..e...r. 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WORLD CUP] French captain Paul Pogba, who plays for Italian champion Juventus and starts for France’s 

senior national team, won the adidas Golden Ball as the top player at the Under-20 World Cup in Turkey, ahead of Nicolas 

Lopez (Uruguay) and Clifford Aboagye (Ghana). - Read the whole story 

French drought ends at U-20 World Cup level 
by Soccer America 

[HISTORY] France is world famous for its development programs at the club and national team level, but Saturday’s title 

ended a long drought at the Under-20 World Cup level. Its participation at the 2013 finals in Turkey was just the Bleuets’ fifth 

appearance at the Under-20 World Cup. France’s 1997 Under-20 World Cup team was one of the greatest youth teams ever 

assembled but it lost on penalty kicks in the quarterfinals to Uruguay -- the team it beat in shootout on Saturday. - Read the 

whole story 

Champions League results 
by Soccer America 

[ECNL FINALS] Only five teams swept games on the first two days of group play in the Champions League at the Elite Clubs 

National League finals in Richmond, Va.: Dallas Sting and PDA (U-17s), Slammers FC (U-16s) and Eclipse Select SC and 

Real Colorado (U-15s). The semifinal pairings are set in the U-14 division: PDA vs. FC Stars of Mass. and San Diego Surf vs. 

De Anza Force. For all the Champions League results ... - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Sunday, July 14, 2013 
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Monday, July 15, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

England’s search for flair: no end in sight yet 
By Paul Gardner 

r~7~q 

A month ago we had Harry Redknapp telling the world what he thought of English soccer: ’~/Ve do not know how     ~ 

to play football=" An extraordinary statement, particularly coming from a guy who is often cited as one of the few 

top-level, genuinely English coaches (of the English Premier League’s 20 coaches, only four ar~ English; Redknapp is not one 

of them, his team Queens Park Rangers having been relegated to the Championship at the end of last season). 

Redknapp - a born-and-bred East-Londoner, popularly known as ’Arry because of his Cockney accent -- has never been seen 

as a sophisticated personality, rather a mud-on-your-boots soccer man, with a refreshing ability to avoid the pseudo-technical 

jargon so dear to the modern coach, and to say, bluntly and tersely, what he means. 

The English don’t know how to play soccer, says ’Arry, because ’~Ne just boot the ball up the pitch and it gets us nowhere. In 

international football you cannot just hit and hope because you give the ball away." 

The solution? lt’s all about possession, retaining the ball, controlling the game," says Redknapp, ’We need coaches who 

believe in that ideal. We don’t have the kids coached the right way from a young age." 

OK, it’s not the most technical analysis, but it does strike hard at the most sacred cow of the English game ... that the long 

pass is the basis of the sport. But, after all these years (no major trophy since the 1966 World Cup) can that possibly still be 

true? 

You wouldn’t think so, but the performances of England at the Euro under-21 finals (an early exit after losing all three of its 

first-round games and finishing bottom of its group), and the FIFA Under-20 World Cup (two ties and a loss in the first round, 

another last-place finish and an early trip home) raised some doubts. 

There is clearly sensitivity in English coaching circles about the long=ball accusations= The official website of the English 

Football Association’s glittering new training center, St. George’s Park in the English midlands, even feels obliged to counter 

them. Outlining its "playing philosophy," the FA is quite indignant: "In some quarters it is still believed that The Football 

Association coach education pathway champions a direct method of play, based on a long-ball approach. This is not the 

case." 

Yet, if the soccer played by England was not the crude caricature set forth by Redknapp, there was certainly something 

stunted about it. It’s not an exaggeration to say that England’s opponents always looked livelier. 

For my taste, the long forward ball was over-used, though not massively so. But there was certainly an excessive use of the 

cross, of aerial balls into the opponent’s penalty area. 

When the ball was inter-passed along the ground, the problem was that the passing seemed mechanical and predictable. I 

watched a game for some five minutes, no doubt shaking my head and tut-tutting at just how unimaginative the England 

players looked. And there was always that sense that the players were impatient with short passes, that two or three were the 

maximum, then the ball hadto be hit long. Slowly the realization dawned ... the athletic, muscular players in the white shirts 

were not English. I was watching New Zealand. But the style of the two teams was close enough to cause me some 

confusion. 

My lack of acuity, then - or an umbilical style-connection? If there was food for thought in that mental mix-up of mine, there 

was a much clearer indication of something totally out of sync when England met Iraq in the under-20s. England built up a 2-0 

lead (one goal from a corner, one from a cross) - but it was never convincing. It had more the feeling of tradition being 

satisfied, that England, as an accepted soccer power, somehow had a rightto their advantage without needing to play superior 

soccer. But the Iraqis were not listening. Their soccer was better than England’s throughout the game, much livelier, fresher, 

more skillful, more inventive. 

The Iraqis kept going, kept moving the ball quickly and smoothly forward. After 75 minutes, Mohanad Abdulraheem was felled 

by England goalkeeper Samuel Johnstone. Ali Faez scored from the penalty kick (though Johnstone benefitted from the usual 

referee leniency and was not red-carded). 

Then Iraqis left it mighty late, but their excellent soccer got its reward after 93 minutes, when All Adrian corkscrewed his way 

past a series of tackles to score the equalizer. 

Looking back, it should have been no surprise that England (who out-fouled Iraq 13-5) departed with its stale soccer, while the 



surprisingly excellent Iraqis advanced to the semifinal. Should England be alarmed by that? 

’Arry would certainly say yes. But another very English soccer icon is not concerned. Gary Neville, recently retired after a 20- 

year career spent entirely with Manchester United, sees no reason for panic. He identifies the strengths of English soccer - 

’We work hard, we’re organized, structured, resilient, hard to beat. Not bad qualities." True. But dull. 

Neville professes a liking for the way Spain plays. He admired the Spanish under-21 team - but listen to what he liked: "1 was 

fascinated by this team - not by their technical ability, but because of the incredible work ethic around their defending. This is 

an Under-20 team and they’ve been coached how to defend." 

From that comes Neville’s highly dubious conclusion that if the Spanish, who have flair, can be taught to defend, then the 

English, who know how to defend, can be coached into having more flair and imagination. 

There are shades of Jackie Chadton here. Charlton was in Mexico for the 1986 World Cup as an observer. He got bored 

watching Diego Maradona and Argentina, so took himself up north to Leon and Irapuato where Canada was playing in Group 

C. Canada! Three games played, all three lost, no goals scored. And a bore, to boot. But not to Charlton, who claimed to 

admire the way that Canada had defended stoutly against more skillful teams. 

And so, modeled on the thoroughly pedestrian Canadians came Charlton’s somewhat successful but eminently defensive 

Republic of h~land national team of the early 1990s. 

Neville, one feels, would have approved. The defense was in place. The flair would come, if at all, later. It never did come, just 

as it has never come for England. 

And one doubts whether it ever will come as part of a mentality that so often views flair as little better than showing off, and 

that stigmatizes artistry as foreign foppery. Those, too, are deeply held English beliefs, but not ones that Neville mentioned. 

His praise for being organized and hard to beat can hardly be faulted. They ar~ not bad qualities. But they are nowhere near 

good enough. 

Says Redknapp: "The overriding problem we all face is that English football must change. And it has to come from the very top 

of the game." From the top, yes, but from the very bottom, too. That is what makes the drab performance of the England 

under-20s and under-21s so depressing. These youngsters are the future of the English game - a great pity, then, that they 

played like New Zealand and were outclassed by Iraq. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk 

See what others are savincl on the SoccerTalk bloq. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Monday, July 15, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Gold Cup and the Women’s European Championship continue on Monday.... The USA faces Costa Rica on 

Tuesday. 

~AII times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

~4ONDAY, J~y t 5 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro ENGLAND-RUSSIA (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup HAITI=EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup HAITI-EL SALVADOR (live) 6:30 pro. 

Gold Cup TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-HONDURAS (live) 9 pm. 

TU~3D.&Y, J~ly 1~ 

FOX SOCCER 

Gold Cup CUBA-BELIZE (live) 5 pm. 

Gold CupUSA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Gold Cup CUBA-BELIZE (live) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold CupUSA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Women’s Euro DENMARK-FINLAND (live) 2:15 pm. 

2013 Women’s Euro SWEDEN-ITALY (live) 2:15 pm. 

W~DN~SDAY, July 17 

BelN SPORT 

Russia KRASNODAR-ZENIT (live) 11:45 am. 
Copa Do Brasil FLAMENCO RJ-ASA AL (live) 8:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Russia KRASNODAR-ZENIT (live) 11:45 am. 

Copa Do Brasil FLAMENCO RJ-ASA AL (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLORADO=NEW ENGLAND (live) 9 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-TORONTO (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro NETHERLANDS-ICELAND (live) 11:45 am. 



BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly AMAZULU-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2 pro= 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

International Club Friendly AMAZULU-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Women’s Euro FRANCE-ENGLAND (live) 2:15 pm= 

2013 Women’s Euro RUSSIA-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

International Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

Mexico QUERETARO4VlONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-IVIONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico XOLOS DE TIJUANA-ATLAS (live) 10:30 pro. 

SATURDAY, JL~ly 20 

FOX SOCCER 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-A LEAGUE ALL STARS (live) 5:30 pro. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pro, 

MLS MONTREAL-DALLAS (live) 7 pro, 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7:30 pro, 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-PORTLAND (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C, UNITED (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SPORTING KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pro, 

MLS LOS ANGELES-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pro, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

SUNDAY, July 21 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (live) 1:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pro. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (On Demand) 9 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

i~ONOAY, J~.l~y 22 

ESPN3.com 



Women’s I=uro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s I=uro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 am. 

Major Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Seccer Lea.clue 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer" America on "[’winter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, July 15,2013 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Mexico settles lbr ~cond, Canada’s futility continues; Brek Shea,s struggles 

What They’re Saying 

"The ad was not a good 

idea. You’d like the 

advertisement to have 

something to do with 

women’s soccer, not with a 

washing machine. They 

should change things for 

the next ad." 

-- German midfielder 

Fatmire Bajramaj on a ZDF 

ad promoting its Women’s 

European Championship 

broadcasts that shows a 

female player juggling a 

dirty soccer ball with her feet 

before chipping it into a 

washing machine, which is 

set on "leather" mode. 

Critics of the ad have 

labeled it sexist. (Teleqraph) 

Today’s News - Monday, July 15, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mexico settles for second, Canada’s futility continues 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[GOLD CUP: Group A1 For only the third time, Mexico did not won its group at the 

Gold Cup, but it moved into the quarterfinals with its first back-to-back wins of 2013 

thanks to a 3-1 win over Martinique, a far cry from the outcome 20 years ago when they last met 

at the Gold Cup. Canada’s 0-0 tie with Panama ended interim coach Colin Miller’s reign without 

scoring a goal in his six games in charge this year. - Read the whole story 

Brek Shea: America’s enigmatic winger 
by Alec Mishra 

[USA IMEN] Brek Shea has enjoyed highs and lows in a national team career that saw him play 

a key role in the USA’s first-ever win over Mexico at Azteca Stadium and in its elimination from 

Olympic qualifying earlier in 2012. But his national team career reached a new low with a 

shockingly poor performance Saturday against Cuba at the Gold Cup. - Read the whole story 

Vancouver’s Camilo takes over scoring lead 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REVv]ND Week 20] Brazilian Carnilo scored two second-half goals to take over the MLS 

scoring lead with 12 goals and propel the Vancouver Impact to a 3-1 win over the Chicago Fire. 

The win gave the ’Caps 16 out of a possible 18 points in their last six games and moved them into 

third place in the Western Conference. - Read the whole story 

German youn~lsters too much for Iceland 
by Soccer America 

[EURO 2013] Starting five players who are 21 years old or younger, five-time defending champion 

Germany recovered from its 0-0 tie against the Netherlands and won its first game at the 

European Women’s Championship with a 3-0 victory over Iceland. - Read the whole story 

Reign FC extends unbeaten streak to six games with win 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 14]Jessica McDonald scored both goals to lead the Seattle Reign FC 

to a 2-1 win over the Washington Spirit that extended its unbeaten run to six games after starting 

its first season 0-9-1. The game drew a standing-room only crowd of 3,885 fans for the NWSL’s 

first nationally televised match on FOX Soccer. - Read the whole story 

Swartzendruber’s volley earns Dayton tie against Orlando 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 17] Brandon Swartzendruber’s volley in the 89th minute gave the 

10-men Dayton Dutch Lions a 3=3 tie with Orlando City, which moved back into a one-point lead 

over the Richmond Kickers at the top of the USL standings. Former MLS Rookie of the Year C.J. 

Sapong, on loan from Sporting Kansas City, had a goal and assist for Orlando, which took three 

leads it could not hold. - Read the whole story 

Moffat spanks home candidate for MLS Goal of the Year 
by Samuel Charles 

~/IDEO PICK: Golaze]Adam Moffat absolutely crushes home a volley from outside the box for 

the first of his two goals in the Houston Dynamo’s 2-1 win Saturday over the New England 

Revolution at Gilette Stadium. - Read the whole story 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: High-scoring action kicks offFinals Week; ECNL tinals set 

Toc.Ja’g’s NeWSMcnday, July 15, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Hiqh-scorinq action kicks off Finals Week 
by Soccer America 

IDEVELOPMENT ACADEM’YJ Play began Sunday at the Development Academy’s Finals Week in Houston 

with group play in both the under-17/18 and under-15/16 age groups. The eight games produced 30 goals for 

an average of 3.75 goals a game. Day 1 featured a Cascadia Cup match won by the Vancouver ’Whitecaps FC 

U-18 Residency with a 3-1 win over Sounders Academy and a pair of local derby matches that ended in ties. 

Read the whole story 

Champions League results 
by Soccer America 

[ECNL FINALS1 Monday’s championship games are set in the Champions League at the Elite Clubs National League finals in 

Richmond, Va.: PDA vs. Dallas Sting (U-17s), Slammers FC vs. Sereno SC (U-16s), Eclipse Select SC vs. Real Colorado (U- 

15s) and PDA vs. De Anza Force (U-14s). - Read the whole story 

U.S, U-ITs beat Japan and Croatia 
by Soccer America 

[NIAGATA TOURNAMENTJ The U.S. under-17 national team beat Japan’s under-17 national team, 2-1, and Croatia’s under-17 

national team, 4-2, to open play at the Niigata Tournament in Japan. - Read the whole story 

Teams from illinois, South Texas and Utah excel 
by Soccer America 

[PRESIDENTS CUP] Illinois, South Texas and Utah led all state associations with two champions each at the 2013 U.S. 

Youth Soccer National Presidents Cup finals in Auburndale, Fla. For a look at all the finals ... - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Monday, July 15, 2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide The top five remain unchanged in our summer 
update, but the end of the ECNL season 
signals the beginning of the rankings for 
others, 

Fii[NALS DAY 3 
Club sides seized spots in the ECNL title 
matches during Sunday’s games in Richmond, 
See which teams progressed to tussle for 
national honors, 

[ ~ Premier Content ] MORE: ECNL Day 3 Stars ] Day 
3 Photos 

Maryland landed the verbal commitment of 

Romain Gall, the #2 recruit for the class of 
2014, last week, but the U18 Men’s National 
Team midfielder still has other options. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Philadelphia Union and 
former UCLA star shows us 
his Philly crib. 

Martin Hintereqqer scores 75 
yard goal like it’s no biq 
deal. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

Disney Soccer Showcase 

Showcase your skills at the ultimate Proving 
Ground, ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! 

Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS 
Roma is the best place for elite teams to be 
seen by hundreds of college coaches looking 
for great soccer talent, 

Disney Soccer Showcase gives athletes a 
chance to shine on one of the biggest stages 
set for youth soccer in the country. 

Get ready to play at the next level! 

Click here for more information! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

FCElite16@aol.com [FCElite16@aol.com] 

7/15/2013 4:48:12 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

Post-Workout Recovery Drink 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi Anson, 

I hope everything is going well. Hope you are enjoying the summer down in NC and that your summer camps are going 

well. 

Like I mentioned before, I have over 30 players in college that I worked with who take the Recovery Drink throughout their 

college year to get there legs back after pre-season training and also after each game. They have all been tested by the 

NCAA as well and had no issues passing the tests every time. I will be having a couple of College soccer teams using 

this for the upcoming year for their players and program, since recovery after games is the most important thing especially 
in college when you play 2 games in 3 days usually. 

I know you already know all this from our conversations in the past about the Post-Workout Recovery drink, plus you 

already know how well it works and the benefits you get from taking it since you took it yourself. 

If you would also like to see some of the colleges who support this product, just go to my web 

site: www.MichaelDemakis.com and click on "Shop Now"....then click on "Endorsers" on the left side...then click on 

"Sports Advisory Councir’....and you will see a number of University’s who support this product (Rice University, Kansas, 

Texas A&M, Wisconsin, Oklahoma just to name a few). 

The bigger supporter of this, which I just saw and reason why I am sending it to you again is a Professor from 

UNC. Abbie Smith-Ryan (Assistant Professor of Exercise & Sport Science @ UNC Chapel Hill). I thought was 
interesting. 

Let me know what you think, and if you’d like your players to try some for pre-season? 

Enjoy the rest of the summer before the girls head in for pre-season and hopefully a repeat National Championship! 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

FC Elite/LI FuryNVPS/Albertson SC 
Advocate Sports/Active Nutrition 

Web: www.MichaelDemakis.com 

vcww.motiveeight.me/MichaelDemakis 



516-551-3053 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: The USA!s real work begins 

What They’re Saying Today’s News --Tuesday, July 16, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"There’s been a lot said 

about him and written about The real work begins 
him, things we’d heard and by Paul Kennedy ~ 
read, but I’ve found him a [USA-COSTA RIC.&1 First place is at stake in the Gold Cup’s Group C when the USA 
very good person. He loves 

plays Costa Rica plays at Rentschler Field in East Hartford, Conn. (kickoff: FOX 
his players. He laughs and 

Soccer, UniMas, 8 p.m. ET). Tuesday’s match is slightly less important than the game, with first 
jokes with them a lot out on 
the training pitch, and that’s place on the line in the Hexagonal, that will take place Sept. 6 at the Estadio Nacional in San 

good to see in a coach."     Jose, but Coach Jurgen Klinsmann says he’ll send out his best lineup for the seventh Gold Cup 
encounter between the teams. - Read the whole stow 

-- Chelsea striker Eden 

Hazard on his new coach, 

Jose Mourinho (Mirror) 

Trinidad & Tobago and El Salvador advance 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP: Group B] Trinidad & Tobago and El Salvador joined Honduras in the quarterfinals of 

the Gold Cup from Group B with wins on Monday in Houston. Rodolfo Zelaya, arguably the Gold 

Cup’s most exciting player, scored his seventh goal in his last six Gold Cup matches to lead El 

Salvador to a 1-0 win over Haiti, while Trinidad & Tobago eliminated Haiti with a 2-0 victory over 

Honduras in a must-win game. - Read the whole story 

Cahill and Yedlin complete all-star roster 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SF~OTLIGHTJ Commissioner picks Tim Cahill and DeAndre Yedlin were among the seven 

players added to the MLS all-stars’ gameday roster for the match against Roma in the 2013 AT&T 

MLS All-Star Game on July 31 at Sporting Park (live on ESPN2, UniMas, starting at 9 p.m. E’I). 

The other seven players added to the roster were picked by all-star coach Peter Vermes of 

Sporting Kansas City. - Read the whole stow 

Sacramento hires Preki as first coach 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] Sacramento, which will join USL PRO in 2015, has hired National Hall of Famer and 

U.S. World Cup veteran Preki as its first head coach. - Read the whole stow 

Antiqua Barracuda FC falls to 0-20-0 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 18] Antigua Barracuda FC gave up a goal to Brad Ring in the 

second minute, and it was all downhill after that as it lost to the San Jose Earthquakes Reserves, 

6-0, and fell to 0-20-0 with a goal margin of 8=72. The Earthquakes Reserves got two goals from 

Adam Jahn in a match played on Monday night at San Francisco’s Kezar Stadium. - Read the 

whole stoW 

Piranhas lead playoff field 
by Soccer America 

[\,’V-LEAGUE] The Virginia Beach Piranhas won the W-League regular-season championship and 

head the nine-team playoff field. A Central Conference play-in match between the Toronto Lady 

Lynx and Ottawa Fury scheduled for Wednesday kicks off the playoffs. - Read the whole stow 

Joakim Noah, Danny Welbeck & a 70-yard bomb 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] An All-Star NBA center scores the winning goal in Steve Nash’s charity 

game, Danny Welbeck’s Bangkok ball artistry goes all wrong and a bomb from way out in 

Austria, all in under two minutes. - Read the whole stoW 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
Tuesday, July 16, 2013 8:05 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Soccer America Confidential: An American in Iran, headed back to World Cup (Part 1) 

An American 
(Part 1) 
By Paul Kennedy 

in Iran, headed back to World Cup 

Dan Gaspar likes to say he is a citizen of the world. 

For the last two decades, he worked abroad as often as he has been at home. Born in Connecticut to parents of Portuguese 

descent -- his father, Manuel, was a former professional goalkeeper in Portugal -- Gaspar specializes as a goalkeeping coach, 

and his career has taken him to Europe, Africa and Asia as well as stints in college (alma mater Hartford) and MLS 

(MetroStars). 

His current job is as a member of Iran’s national team coaching staff, and it will be the longest stint he has had with one team. 

Iran recently qualified for the World Cup for the fourth time, which means his contract will keep him with the Iranian national 

team for three years through the 2014 World Cup. 

He says his family will be in the stands when Iran plays in Brazil next summer, but in the meantime he jokes his family with him 

in Iran is the rest of the Iranian coaching staff-- head coach Carlos Queiroz, with whom he went to the 2010 World Cup on 

the Portugal coaching staff, and the other assistants, Tony Simoes, the former Portugal great and NASL player, and Iranian- 

American Omid Namazi, the former indoor star who was coaching in Iran and serves as their liaison to the players as a Farsi- 

speaker. 

He says the living accommodations are outstanding, and they have a driver who takes them around. They get JSC satellite 
with eight or nine stations that show international soccer. 

"It’s all football," he says. "It’s not unusual to see MLS games." 

Gaspar, who says he continues to follow MLS closely and is impressed with its progress since he assisted Queiroz with the 

MetroStars in 1996, visits his wife, who owns a salon in Connecticut, about a half a dozen times a year for two-three weeks 

and will head back to Iran after attending Tuesday’s USA-Costa Rica Gold Cup match in East Hartford. 

"1 am grateful to whoever invented Skype," he says, "because that helps an extreme amount." 

Gaspar says he has encountered no problems because he’s American, or as he likes to be known, Portuguese-American. 

"It’s a country that has four seasons, a country where the landscape is marvelous," he says. "The food is healthy. The people 



have been kind and respectful. There haven’t been any issues as far as being a Portuguese-American. I feel safe. I feel 

secure. And the hospitality extended to me has been no different than anywhere else I have traveled to." 

Iran qualified for the World Cup on the final day of qualifying in the Asia zone. It turned out it needed to beat South Korea in 

Ulsan to avoid being overtaken by Uzbekistan in their group and falling into a playoff. Iran qualified for the first time as group 

champion -- it also went to the finals in 1978, 1998 and 2006 -- after a 1-0 win in a match loaded with pre-game tensions. 

Korea coach Choi Kang-I-lee boasted that his team would qualify in style and help Uzbekistan join Korea at the World Cup, 

saying he disliked Iran for the way he said his team was treated when it played in Tehran and lost 1-0. 

Iran got the last laugh as Choi quit in disgrace even though Korea qualified (barely) ahead of Uzbekistan, and he was 

immediately replaced by I-long Myong-Bo, the former LA Galaxy defender, as head coach. 

Millions of Iranians celebrated the victory in the streets, and the national team players and coaches were feted at Azadi 

Stadium in Tehran and had audiences with President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and his recently elected successor, I-lassan 

Rowhani. 

"It was a great feeling to know that sports could give such a feeling to the country, such happiness and joy," says Gaspar. 

"They were desperate, I think, for a World Cup qualification, and we delivered it. The appreciation was immense." 

One of the most satisfying aspects of Gaspar’s job has been working with goalie Rahman Ahmadi, who at the age of 32 went 

from being a perennial backup to the man of the match in the win over South Korea. The Iongtime starter, Mehdi Rahmati, 

retired from the national team, and Daniel Davari, who plays in Germany for promoted Eintracht Braunschweig, was injured, 

so Ahmadi started the last three qualifiers. 

Ahmadi’s case is an example of the intense scrutiny players are under in the Iranian media. 

"I’m just so pleased for him," says Gaspar. "We had played Kuwait in a friendly and lost 3-1. It was one of those games where 

the goalie does absolutely nothing [wrong] and gives up three world-class goals. But the [television] commentator in Tehran 

criticized him so extremely that his wife watching the match had to be rushed to the hospital. He had to deal with that type of 

pressure. But we focused and developed an incredible partnership. After the match, he was the guy I sprinted to and we 

hugged and raised our arms." 

Now comes the hard part -- living up to expectations in a country where the media coverage is the most intense Gaspar says 

he’s ever seen in his soccer travels. 

"From the moment we landed back in Tehran," Gaspar says, "we felt the weight of 75 million people on our shoulders." 
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FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players Ne~,,,s[ette~ <nev~s~etter@usns~:pe.com> 

’T~Eesday, JtRy 16, 20~ 3 11:49 AM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer’ Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Player’s ¯ Ju[ ~ 6~ 201 } 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3ul t 6, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Group C Concludes 

It’s the fine[ matchdey fo~ Group C in the 2013 Gold Cup on Fox Soccer. Cube - Belize at 5pro and USA - Costa Rice eat 

8prn £’1". The Unit:ed St:ares and Cost:a Rice ere both t:hrob(~h 1:o the k~(~::kt)t~t sta~e. 

Their Words 

"it’s atways diflicutt when you faK behind. The important thing is just gettin$ the next one but three 

behind makes it a htt[e raore difficult. Whe~ it’s two you can ~et that one back; the pressure chen~esi’ 

Gold Cup: USA and Costa Rice in Group C 
By Jason Davis o WASHINGTON, OC (Ju[ 16, Z0t3} US Soccer Players - Two games, ten ?,eels for. two goa~s against, 

periods o~ dy~amk: ettacI<i~<~ p~ay and e midf~e{d rotation Kush with options. The ~esume of the U~ited States f.~etione[ 

Team h~ the Go{d Cup so fer certa}nbl rooks hke one of a potentia~ champion. YeL as the squ~d prepares for a Group C 

showdow~ e(~ainst {;osl:a R~ca with firsl: ptace (m l:he {k~e Tuesday ~i~lht k~ Hartford, ~o one ca~ be (:e~tain that this team 

is capab[e of ~ettmg d~e job done, 

E\,e~ a wi~ agai~st Costa Rice. shert oi e thrashing no one expects, might not fil’m up the credentia[s. Costa R~ca 

arrives in Co~nectk:bt ~A, li~:h a dl~spirh:k~ 1 d) wh~ over {ovd.y Be{ize h~ the ~ear violA, ~firror, a rostra: that does nothin~ 

breed confidence that this weakened T~cos side is ready to chat[anne for the continenta[ championship. 

Traditionab.y~ Costa Rice rel.ies on the creative influence ei e handful of preyers, combined with a disciplined defense, to 

v~’in ~{ames. So fear in the Gofd Cup, Costa Rice has strug!~{ed to score $oa{s without the hkes of Bryan Ru~z and Joe{ 

Campbe{L Defensh,e[y they’ve been sound, co~cedin~ ~o goals m two games, bu~ {ike the United States, this particu~.ar 

Coste Rica teem is unchaUe~{ed. 

By sdrtue of bei~g draw~ in a ~reup with Cuba and Belize, both the US and Costa Rice have sonlethin~ to prove on 

Tuesday i~i~ht, l’~ot just to the rest of the Gold Cup field, bt~t to themselves. Read More 

Gold Cup: USMNT head coach durgen Klinsmann says Costa Rice is "the first real benchmark for us" - flrom 

Mbsocc:-r.coms N~choles Rosene: onl.y a Cos~a Ric~ win by three er more weutd see the T~cos wrest the tep spot in the 

~ro~Jp away fror~ ~{~ns~an~s skin. 

Brek Shea: America’s enigmatic winger - i~om Soccer America’s Alec Mishra: Whe~ he’s at his best:. Shoe’s 
combination of size, speed and technicat abibty ~ives the Yanks a truly unique weapon i~ the atteck~ 

Strong Gold Cup could propel former Terp Clarence Goodson to World Cup ¯ i~em The Bal.timo~ e Sun’s Den Markus: 
"The position is one that p[aye~ s tend to come into their ow’~ in their [ate 20s and eer{y 30.%" Goodson seid last week. 

Mexico showing signs of progress - from Fox SocceCs R;yte McCerthy: g\,e~ de [e Terra c:o~ceded those mome~ts 

occul’~ed mo~e intel’mitte~tiy after the interval 

Earthquakes rock Sounders’ roster ¯ from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: "We’ve 8or a tot of ~uys missing/’ 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Russian Premier League 

It’s the break between the ~roup ste?,e end knockout rounds in the Go{d Cup, but belN Sp art has K~asnoder - ~enit i~ the 

Russinn Premier I.ea~ue et: 1 ’t :4!iem E’[’. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: When Should a Ref Retire? 

Tuesday, July 16,2013 

When Should a Ref Retire? 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

By Randy Vogt 

I can hear the snickers already from fans who would like to answer the headline above by saying, "The ref we had 

at our last game should have retired a long time ago!" 

Pope Benedict had it right regarding retirement. He thought that he was not physically up to the job anymore so 

he became the first Pope in nearly 600 years to retire. Referees who are no longer fit should do the same, 

particularly as there are other ways they could give back to the game. 

Referees could become assignors, those very influential people who give referees their schedules every week. Unfortunately, 

it’s not a smooth workload as active weeks, they can work 50-plus hours, and then have little or nothing to do the next week. 

The best assignors get to know all referees, the level of games they can officiate and what is most important to them. 

Referees could also become assessors, who watch soccer games, grade each official and give advice on how each can 

improve. The best assessors find at least one positive item to say about the performance and build off of that while correcting 

mistakes. Assessing is a bit more like refereeing than assigning as they are at soccer games whereas the assignor is often 

working in an office. 

Refs could also become instructors and teach referees on how they could reach their potential. The instruction is based on 

Powerpoint presentations they have specifically prepared for the group. 

There are certification classes through U.S. Soccer to become assignors, assessors and clinicians. Experienced refs could 

certainly consider utilizing their decades of experience by continuing to give back to the game by becoming one of the above. 

As for me, I’ve never been anything except a referee as I simply love to officiate and becoming an assignor, assessor or 

instructor would take me away from officiating some days. I started refereeing intramural games when I was 16 years old and 

graduated to the travel team Long Island Junior Soccer League two years later. It was then on to amateur, professional and 

college games in the next decade, but I’ve always enjoyed t~fereeing youth soccer the most as I get to act a bit like Willy 

Wonka while officiating many youth games. 

Recently having turned 51 years old, I am still fit but certainly do not have the speed that I once did. I envision myself, after 

officiating at a rather high level during the past three decades, starting to slow down. Certainly, the muscle strains and sprains 

are becoming more common. As Wonka said toward the end of the movie, ’1 can’t go on forever." 

I refereed college games throughout the 1990s and have been assigned more as an assistant referee of late with 

approximately half my college games assigned this year as an AR, which is perfectly fine. Let others younger and with 

potential work the middle and advance if they do well. 

God-willing, in a decade or so, if I’m still able to run up and down a soccer field reasonably well, maybe I could referee 

intramural games again and complete the cycle I started back in 1978. 

(Randy Vogt has officiated over 8,000 games during the past three decades, from professional matches in front of thousands 

to 6-year-olds being cheered on by very enthusiastic parents. In "Preventive Officiating," he shares his wisdom gleaned from 

thousands of games and hundreds of clinics to help referees not only survive but thrive on the soccer field. You can visit the 

book’s website at www.preventiveofficiating.con~) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider No.q. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider bloq. 
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Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 835." July 4-:1,1~ 2013 

Michael Josephson is a ..",oied radio commenia[o~ and the 
fern:d!!" asd presidept of ti:e se:!#refit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso send feedback 

Michael at michaeljosephson@jietMcs.org, 

YOU can make it happen, How7 Se~:d a .seacher, counselor or 
principai (or eli ti’...."ee!) to a Character Development Seminar 
nea~ you (see schedule here). Yo~ can also spo.."..so~ one of our 
workshops at year chiid’s sci:ooi, 

cati C}~ARACY[-?R COUNTS! Director Jeff btd’4u.."dy at 800- 

7~:{,~2,~70 o: emaii jmcmurdy@jiethics.org, We’H 9et in touch 
your schod ~o help set ~p an effective and iasting 

CF~RRAC]ER COUNTS! pro~r~m, 

S~:t~ool t, um,, ...... are tight, se we (asd they) appreciate your 
help! 

t ~i~ 
.Get th .... kly ...... letter1 

~] Get the podcast in iT .... / 

i~i ~ottho iPh ..... ~ndroid app 

Trust Is More Important Than 
Truth 
A study titled "Parepiing by 
reveals that most pare~:ts lie to 
[t~eir children, even Lhough they 
tell their kids b’i.qg is. wro.qg, The 

pare~ts s~rveyed said they didn’t 
l:ee~ guilty because their ~ies were 

a chikt from l:eetng bad or sad. 
Listen or read more 

The Parable of Brother Leo 
An old le~end l:elts o~ a monastery 
is France weti-knowp throughout 
Ea."ope because of :he 
extraordh-~ary ~eadership o~ a man 

Check out .,’*4icb, aeFs 
@uotes & Observations 
for a variety of issightful 
and mo.sD/atio.."..al (and 
printable!) quotes we 
posted ti:is week, 

Q~o’~e arid Poster~ 
"A..’:~erica is a son~:~ that 
soupds the best when 

vve all shag together," 
.... blichaet ]osephsen 

See and comment 

Q~ote arid Poster~ 
"[ like to see a man proud 

of the #lace i:~ which he 
lives. ~ like .so see a man 
live so tha~: his piece wili 

be proud of h~m," - .... 
Abraham Liscoh~ 
See and comment 

Find and l:olow !4h::hael,,, 

Flelp keep ii’..is newsletier 

free -- 
make a tax-deductible 

donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 
$100 or 
more 

sig:~ed 

Character education materials 

Proceeds from the sate of 
b’..’ichaei’s books and CDs 
support cha:acter educatios 
in schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

Character Educator Blog, 
Re~:estly #oared 

CC~ Keynote at National 
Forum on Character Education 

Go to blo(t >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

:4~ 1i Character educati .... terials 

~:,:du<:ato~’s: t~ook ar~ Anti- 
Bullying Workshop 

combat cyberbuliyi:!g, and 
promo.se a posi.sD/e sct-~ooi 
chmate. Learn more >> 



knew..’~ only as B~’ether Lee, 
Several monks began ~ 
~O v~S~t [%ro~her Leo ~O 
h~m, A~most ~mmed~a~e~y 

Listen or read more 

The Best Dad 
Years ago :~ i:ea!’d a story of a dad 
named Paul who gave i:is young 
sen a smelt chatkbeai°8 !:o practice 
,4~dtin~:~ on, One evening his sen 
calied out fi’om the bedroom, 
"Dad, how de yea spelt best‘>’’ 

Paul answered him~ I’vloments 
later, the be}, i:oile:ed, "How de 
you spelt kid’*" 

Listen or read more 

The Blue Stone and the White 
Lie 
This story is abeu~ a tr~Eth~ 

versus.-ca..’in~:~ ethicai dilemma ~: 
ence had~ [ ~Mnk ] dk~ the right 
th~g but ~ keep wo~derMg ~f 
~he~’e was a better way. ~ ~4~as 
putth~g my two--year-ok~ to bed 
whe~ ,,. 
Listen or read more 

Advice About Teens 
Here are ti:i°ee suggestions for .she 
pm’en[s of yore-@ teens, 
learned througi: my ow~ m~stakes: 
F~rst, remember, w~th emerghig 
demm@s for Mdepe~de~ce, 
werNes ~beut peer acceptance, 

continuous search ~’or 

physka~ and emodona~ ro~er 

Listen or read more 

Ade~:e~-rJ A[’o~abi 
comments on The Blue 
Stone and the White Lie: 
"She witi stiti .s~ast you if 
she ieekeci b~ck ~nd 
~mderstood why you 
~t ou: of yore~ bye fo~ 

moment ,, 

Respectful Discourse - 
The Essence of 
Democracy: ’7 agree wi.sh 
civiiity in pa.sio.sism but 
have to ciarify that we 
are NOT a democ.~a(:y 
but the Republic of the 
U..’~iteci States o[ 
Ameyica ~, ." 

C~-~i~-~elo common.as 
Box Full of Love: 

Let% keep sha~ing ieve ..... 
4’s medicinai, i am reaity 
te~ci’,e(J ." 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equip educe[ors and 
yeuth--ser\,iee ieade.q~ to be 

effective character 
educators, U~comh~g 
se~TJnars~ 

July 23-25, Chicaqo >> 
July 30-Aug. 1, Los Anqeles 

Aug. 6-8, Saratoga, CA >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

convenient, affordable way 
iearn valuable character- 
devebpment ~echn~ques, 

Learn more see schedule 

Heat Fans Bail on Team Miss 
Amazing Finish 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

~,!ichaet ]esephso..".. motivates audiences from .she government, business, 

joarnaiis.m, taw, education, sports, policing, and ti:e miiitary with his unique 

delivery, engaging pl’esenta.sions, and pei°so.."..ai attention to yeul" organization’s 

needs, Call 800-7:[:b,2670 or learn more, 

The .qo.qp~ofit R>:;ephsen institute is working to create a world where people act mere ethk:aliy, 
Your donations epabie us to offer services and !ese~,.’.~ces like this pewsiette.q Donate >> 

Pl~event this newsietter from la.."..ding in yeul~ junk folder by addhig commentary@iiethics.orq to 
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dosephsols ~stitute 
984t Ai~pofl Bird,, #300 i Los Angsies~ CA 9004.5 1800-71 t~2670 
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67~20".. 3 Josephson Institute, "CHARACTER COU~’qTS!" is a registeled tlademalk of 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: ECNL Champions League runners crowned; U- 17s sweep Japanese tournament 

Champions Leagt~e winners crowned in Richmond 
by Soccer America 

[ECNL FINALS] PDA (U-17s), Sereno SC (U-16s), Eclipse Select (U-15s) and De Anza Force (U-14s) took 

titlesRichmond,in the va.Champi°ns- Read theLeagUewholeatstorythe Elite Clubs National League finals that wrapped up Monday in 

.__U_,_S___;___U___-_t_7___s______c_o_____m_p I et e sweep__ 
by Soccer America 

[NIIGATA TOURN.NVIENT] The U.S. under-17 national team defeated the Niigata All-Stars, 2-0, to win the Niigata International 

Tournament Monday in Japan with its third win in three days. Newcomer Andrija Novakovich scored in his third straight 

match and Rubio Rubin, who is expected to move to Dutch club FC Utrecht, added a late goal. - Read the whole story 

U,S, under=liT women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[OHIO STATE CAMP] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team will hold an 11-day camp, beginning Sunday, at Ohio State 

University. - Read the whole story 

Fire kicks off title defense on Tht~rsday 
by Soccer America 

[SUPER-20 LEAGUE] The defending champion Chicago Fire heads the 16-team field at the 2013 Super-20 League 

Championship that kicks off Thursday at IMG Academy in Bradenton, Fla. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, July 16, 2013 
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By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ July 16, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mourinho: l Told Lampard Not to Join MLS 
Sky Sports                                                                                                 ~ 

Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho revealed that he talked Frank Lampard into staying at Chelsea last 

season when a switch to the Los Angeles Galaxy seemed imminent. Lampard was linked with a move to the MLS 

champion for most of last season after Chelsea seemed unlikely to offer the 35-year-Nd a contract. However, the 

England midfielder made it clear that he wanted to stay and a one-year contract extension finally arrived in May. 

Mourinho claims that his advice kept Mm from moving to the American league. "At that time (last season) I was not 

in contact with the club," he told Sky Sport News. "1 was only in contact with him as a friend because we kept contact 

all over these years. 

"1 was telling him, the way I know you -- don’t go to American soccer. You are a player who needs to compete every 

week at the highest level, you are a player that needs to be in real competition. If you go to the States, it’s a 

fantastic country, football is coming up and you would be very important there. But if you go there you will not enjoy 

your life, and you have years to enjoy your life as a player." 

He added: "So my opinion was not to go but try and stay at Chelsea -- if Chelsea doesn’t want you then try and stay 

in the Premier League because you belong to high level competition. He was telling me in time Premier League he 

doesn’t want to play in any other club." 

- Read the whole story... 

Cavani Completes PSG Move 
ESPN FC 

Edinson Cavani completed his move to Paris Saint-Germain from Napoli on Tuesday in a deal believed to be worth 

$84 million. At his press unveiling, the Uruguayan international said PSG’s potential to win the UEFA Champions 

League was a motivating factor in his decision to sign with the Ligue 1 champion. 

"It’s a rich, motivating, ambitious project here and I think like that too. Sincerely, I’m a player who is a competitor, I 

always want to win. Many players would like to play here, they’re among time best teams in the world, part of that 

group of clubs that can fight for the Champions League. That’s an objective for me too, a very strong ambition, 

that’s why I came here," Cavani explained. 

Despite rumors linking Zlatan Ibrahimovic with a move away from the Parc des Princes, Cavani said he hoped to 

form a "great attacking duo" with the big Swede. "lbra is a world champion, and for another striker it’s a pleasure to 

play with him," he said. "He’s used to winning titles, he’s a winner, that’s very positive for the team. I come into this 

big club hoping to form a great attacking duo with him." 

The deal represents time tMrd time that time French transfer record has been broken this summer. AS Monaco earlier 

paid a reported $78 million to buy Radamel Falcao from Atletico Madrid; before that, the newly promoted Ligue 1 

club paid FC Porto $59 million for James Rodriguez. 

- Read the whole .~tory... 

Egypt Ca~ce~s Soccer League, A.qain 
Reuters 

The Egyptian soccer league on Tuesday was officially canceled because of the security situation in time country 

following the military overthrow of former President Mohamed Morsi nearly two weeks ago. On Tuesday, time 

Egyptian Football Association suspended the league indefinitely, which only had one round of play remaining, in 

addition to a four-team playoff. In a statement, the association said it sought support from Egyptian security officials 

but this had been denied. 

This marks the second year in succession that the league has been prematurely brought to an end. Early last year, 

a stadium riot in Port Said led to 74 deaths and brought the league to a near-standstill for almost 12 months before 

a new season was belatedly allowed to begin. 



Egypt’s national team, which is coached by former U.S. national team coach Bob Bradley, is still on course for a 

place at next year’s World Cup finals, and its top clubs have continued to play in international competition. However, 

most games have been played in front of small and restricted crowds or behind closed doors. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Vi~anova Criticizes Guardio~a 

Barcelona coach Tito Vi~anova on Tuesday told reporters that Pep Guardio~a "got it wrong" by only visiting him 

once during his cancer treatment in New York City last season. Guardiola, the former Barca coach, was living in 

New York City with his family during his time off from coaching. Earlier this summer, Barca President Sandro Rosell 

criticized Guardiola for only visiting his former assistant coach once during his time in the hospital. 

Speaking at his first preseason press conference, Vilanova said: "People aren’t interested in personal matters, but 

Pep got it wrong and I’m surprised by his comments. No one on time board used my illness to attack him. The club 

tried to help me as much as possible. He visited me once in New York when I’d just arrived, but during my recovery 

from the operation I was there for two months and I didn’t see him. He’s my friend and I needed him, but he wasn’t 

there for me. I would have done things differently. I won’t say anything else about this". 

During the wide-ranging press conference, Vilanova added that he was excited about the prospect of new signing 

Neymar and four-time FIFA Ballon d’Or winner Lionel Messi linking up. "I’m very happy about his arrival. There 

won’t be a problem having him and Messi," he said. "They play in complementary positions. Leo is the best in the 

world, while Neymar is an amazing promise for the future. If the opposition are tracking one, it will leave the other 

free. If Neymar had gone somewhere else people would be talking about an amazing signing, but here people just 

talk about whether he will play well with Messi or not." 

- Read the whole story._ 

l~ourinho: S÷cond Choic÷ Rooney Bad for England 
Independent 

After missing out on Radamel Falcao and Edinson Cavani, Chelsea’s No. I transfer target of the summer has 

now become Wayne Rooney, says The Independent. Coach Jose Mourinho started the mind games with 

Manchester United boss David Moyes when he said that Rooney being second choice at Old Trafford would 

adversely affect time England national team. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Su~c~er~anc~ Signs Giacch÷ri~i 
Sky Sports 

Sunderland on Tuesday completed the signing of Emanuele Giaccherini from Juventus on a four-year contract. 

Giaccherini becomes coach Paolo Di Danio’s ninth summer signing and arguably his biggest, after the midfielder 

helped Juve to successive Serie A titles. The 28-year-old has 14 caps with Italy and recently scored against Brazil in 

the Confederations Cup. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Napo~i to Sign Julio Cesar 
Football Italia 

Queens Park Rangers goalkeeper Julio Cesar is very close to joining Napoli, his agent confirmed on Tuesday. 

The Naples club is flush with cash after selling Edinson Cavani to Paris Saint-Germain for $84 million. QPR coach 

Harry Redknapp confirmed that the Brazil international would be allowed to leave if he wants. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer Business Insider: Soccer clubs sweep rich list podium 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 

Soccer clubs sweep rich list podium 
By Paul Kennedy 

FT~q 

Real Madrid, Manchester United and Barcelona rank 1-2-3 in Forbes’ latest top 50 rankin.qs of the most valuable     ~ 

sports clubs ahead of the New York Yankees and Dallas Cowboys, who round out the top five. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Real Madrid switched places with Man. United at the top, and Barca climbed five spots to No. 3. Valuations of soccer clubs 

drop considerably after the top three as Arsenal, which ranks No. 10 among all sports clubs, is valued at half of what 

Barcelona’s valuation is. 

NFL teams dominate the list with 30 of its members in the top 50 list. There are seven soccer teams and seven MLB teams in 

the top 50. The rest of the list consists of three NBA teams, two Formula 1 teams and one NHL team. 

All Sports Top 10 

1. Real Madrid $3.3 billion 

2. Man. United $3.2 billion 

3. Barcelona $2.6 billion 

4. New York Yankees $2.3 billion 

5. Dallas Cowboys $2.1 billion 

6. New England Revolution $1.6 billion 

7. Los Angeles Dodgers $1.6 billion 

8 Washington Redskins $1.5 billion 

9. New York Giants 1.5 billion 

10. Arsenal $1.3 billion 

Soccer Top 10 

1. Real Madrid $3.3 billion 

2. Man. United $3.2 billion 

3. Barcelona $2.6 billion 

4. Arsenal $1.3 billion 

5. Bayem Munich $1.3 billion 

6. AC Milan $945 million 

7. Chelsea $901 million 

8. Juventus $694 million 

9. Man. City $689 million 

10. Liverpool $651 million 

OKCiUSL PRO oTADIUM UPDATE. The new USL PRO team that will begin play in Oklahoma City in 2014 has hired ADG to 

design and build a soccer-specific stadium. 

Prodigal, which will operate the USL PRO franchise, and ADG are exploring sites to build the stadium. Initial plans for the 

stadium call for it to seat 7,000, with the ability to expand to 20,000, the minimum size to be considered for an MLS franchise. 

"Part of the three-year long process to bring a USL PRO team to Oklahoma City was to explore the opportunity to build a 

soccer specific stadium in the metro area," said Prodigal CEO Bob Funk Jr. "ADG has proven itself to be a company that can 

design and service award winning work. We look forward to working with ADG to design a stadium that can serve the needs of 

our USL PRO team, and also expand based on our long-term goal of bringing and MLS team to Oklahoma City." 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebeok: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 17, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Women’s European Championship continues on Wednesday, which is also when MLS Week 21 kicks off. 

(All times E~stem unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local #stings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily ti~roughout ti~e t, eek.) 

WEDNESDAY~ J~ly 17 

BelN SPORT 

Russia KRASNODAR-ZENIT (live) 11:45 am. 
Copa Do Brasil FLAMENGO RJ-ASA AL (live) 8:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Russia KRASNODAR-ZENIT (live) 11:45 am. 

Copa Do Brasil FLAMENGO RJ-ASA AL (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLORADO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 9 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-TORONTO (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro GERMANY=NORWAY (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro NETHERLANDS-ICELAND (live) 11:45 am. 

THURSDAY, July 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly AMAZULU-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

International Club Friendly AMAZULU-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Women’s Euro FRANCE-ENGLAND (live) 2:15 pro. 

2013 Women’s Euro RUSSIA-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

FRIDAY, July "~ 

BelN SPORT 

Russia DINAMO-ANZHI (live) Noon. 

International Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Russia DINAMO-ANZHI (live) Noon. 

International Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico XOLOS DE TIJUANA-ATLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, July 20 

FOX SOCCER 

International C~ub Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-A LEAGUE ALL STARS (live) 5:30 pm. 



Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (delay) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTen Espanyol 

International Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (live) 10 am= 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pro. 

International Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (delay) 4:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Gold CupPANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold CupMEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico BALLENAS DE GALEANA-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pro, 

MLS MONTREAL-DALLAS (live) 7 pro, 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7:30 pm, 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-PORTLAND (live) 7:30 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C, UNITED (live) 8:30 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SPORTING KANSAS CITY (live) 

MLS LOS ANGELES-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pro, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

FOX 

Gold CupUSA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (live) 1:30 pro. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pro. 

Russia RUBIN KAZAN-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pro. 

UNIVISlON 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico TBA-TBA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

International Club Friendly MALAYSIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

international Club Friendly GALATASARAY-MALAGA (live) 1:30 pro. 

Brazil ATLETICO PR-CORINTHIANS (live) 3:30 pro. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-VASCO (live) 5:30 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 am. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPro 

USL Super~20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~le+ : Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, July 17, 2013 

Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
TAKi~NG NOT~:C ~!! 
A strong 2015 recruiting class for this Big Ten 
team adds another talented player in the 
latest girls commitments update. Find out 
what drew her to the budding program. 

ARGENT:i[NA’S ALLURE 
Boca .Juniors already host one U.S. YNT 
player in .Joel Sonora, but there might be 
another set to join him in the near future. 
Plus, a U.S. teen signs with a Mexican club. 

COST OF YOUTH SOCCiER 
The cost of youth soccer has constantly been 
a focal point of the conversation about 
improving the player development model, but 
is all the talk_helping cut down the fees? 

[ilXlI 
Premier ContentI 

DID YOU SEE? 

Take a look at photos from 
Monday’s ECNL National 
Finals, with clubs tusslinq 
until the final whistle. 

This Arsenal fan runninq for 
5 miles next to the team 
bus is the best thing you 
will see all day, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, July 18, 2013 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Women’s European Championship continues on Thursday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, July18 

BelN SPORT 

InternationalClub Friendly AMAZULU-MANCHESTER CITY(live)2pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

international Club Friendly AMAZULU-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2013 Women’s Euro FRANCE-ENGLAND (live) 2:15 pm. 

2013 Women’s Euro RUSSIA-SPAIN (live) 2:15 pm. 

FRIDAY, dL~ly 

BelN SPORT 

Russia DINAMO-ANZHI (live) noon. 

International Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Russia DINAMO-ANZHI (live) Noon. 

international Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

Mexico QUERETARO-IVIONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico XOLOS DE TIJUANA-ATLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, July 20 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-A LEAGUE ALL STARS (live) 5:30 pm. 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, QuarterSnal (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (delay) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTen Espanyol 

international Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (live) 10 am= 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (delay) 4:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Gold CupPANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 



Gold CupMEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quartedinal (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico BALLENAS DE GALEANA-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (live) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-DALLAS (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-PORTLAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SPORTING KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quartert]nal (live) 5 pm. 

FOX 

Gold CupUSA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (live) 1:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS"COSTA RICA, QuarterSnal (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Russia RUBIN KAZAN-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quar1erfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS"COSTA RICA, Quarted]nal (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico TBA=TBA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

International Club Friendly MALAYSIA ALL STARS"CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

International Club Friendly GALATASARAY-MALAGA (live) 1:30 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO PR-CORINTHIANS (live) 3:30 pro. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-VASCO (live) 5:30 pm. 

FOX$OCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS.COSTA RICA, Quartert]nal (live) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 



Women’s I=uro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 am. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Seccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPre 

USL Super~20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~;le+ ; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, July 18, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Thursday, July 18, 2013 11:56 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson®emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Ju[ 18, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Jul 18, 2013 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Club Friendly 
The Gotd Cup is on break unti[ Saturday, but belN Sport has South Africa’s AmaZutu FC hosting Manchester City in a dub 

friendty at 2pm ET. 

Their Words 

"I am pleased and it was difficult to do we[[ because of the amount of training and because the opposition 
played in a very defensive way which I am not criticising. They played for a result and knew we had more 
tatent." Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho. 

Gold Cup: USA Changes Four Players for Knockout 
Round 
COHCACAF announced the roster changes for the knockout stage of the 2013 Gotd Cup. Teams are attowed to change 

prayers using their previousty announced provisiona[ roster. US Nationa[ Team coach Jurgen Ktinsmann made four 

changes, adding Omar Gonza[ez, Alan Gordon, Eddie Johnson, and Matt Bes[er in place of Corey Ashe, Hercu[ez Gomez, 

Jack Mclnerney, and Oguchi Onyewu. Read More 

A Position to Succeed 
By Charles Boehm - E HARTFORD, CT (Jut 17, 2012) US Soccer Prayers - From the outside, the United States Nationa[ 

Team’s Gotd Cup squad rooks [ike a striving, hungry corrective, a group offering head coach Jurgen Ktinsmann enough 

options in every position to make every moment of game action a precious commodity. So when Brek Shea stumbted 

badty in his first start of the tournament, Saturday’s match against Cuba in Utah, misptaying nearty hatf of his passes and 

[osing possession on a number of occasions en route to being substituted at hatftime, it woutd’ve been no great surprise 

to see him mothbatted for severa[ games, perhaps even the rest of the tournament. 

Yet, as is so often the case, K[insmann approached it a bit differently. 

The coach brought him on as a substitute in the Yanks’ very next game, Tuesday night’s Group C decider against Costa 

Rica. And five minutes later Shea ran onto Landon Donovan’s elegant one-touch pass and deposited the game-winning 

goal in the back of Patrick Pemberton’s net to avert a dour 0-0 draw and run the USMNT’s red-hot win streak to a 

program-record eight games. 



"They deserve opportunities, lot of young players coming through the ranks," said K[insmann after the match, one in 

which he also handed large roles to greenish goalkeeper Sean Johnson and 22-year-old central midfie[der Mix Diskerud. 

"These players, we need to carefully build them and help them, and support them when things go wrong, when they 

have a bad game. And sooner or later it wi[[ pay off." 

After so many questions were asked - justifiably so - about K[insmann’s management methods earlier in his tenure, 

Tuesday brought important signs of trust, instinct, and a savvy understanding of his players’ psychological outlook. Read 

More 

Three things we learned from a slow dance in Hartford - from MLSsoccer.com’s Matthew Doyte: Essentiatty, Torres has 

been pencited in as the teft winger in a 4-4-2, but is praying much, much narrower .... 

Rooney mess should have a logical conclusion - from ESPN FC’s Gabriete Marcotti: The fact of the matter is that this 

isn’t about some kind of "mora[ judgment." 

Manchester United and Chelsea go to war over Wayne Rooney - from The Independent’s Sam Wattace and lan Herbert: 

United are braced for a transfer request from Rooney .... 

David Moyes needs some thinking time before he decides whether to sell Wayne Rooney or keep him at Manchester 

United - from The Tetegraph’s Mark Ogden: Ferguson, of course, was a master when it came to confrontation with his 

key prayers. 

Wayne Rooney the ideal target man for Jos~ Mourinho’s favourite system - from The Guardian’s Dominic Fifietd: 

Rooney woutd be that target man .... 

Marouane Fellaini hopes to team up with his old boss at Manchester United - from The Evening Standard’s Simon 

Johnson: Significantty, the 25-year-otd atready rives in Manchester and is understood to be settted in the north west. 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Return of Liga 
Russian Premier League on belN Sport: Dinamo - Anzhi at 12pm. belN Sport atso has the ctub friendty between Werder 

Bremen and Ajax at 2:15pm. The 2013 Liga MX Apertura season kicks off with Queretaro - Moretia at 8:30pm on ESPN2. 

Azteca America has Tijuana - Attas at 10:30pm. All Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 



Sponsor message 

Click here to safely unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinR archives, here to chanRe your preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivacV 

Your requested content delivery powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. +1.978.776.9498 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, Jnly 18, 2013 3:24 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer America Contidential: All-Star snubs? We’ve got a few 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 

All-Star snubs? We’ve got a few 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

By voting and other means, 20 players have been chosen to represent MLS in the All-Star Game against Roma to ~ 

be played July 31 at Sporting Park. 

A wave of expansion - MLS has added seven teams since 2007 and has announced New York City FC will join in 2015 = 

hasn’t much diluted the level of play. Though the league featured more star power in its early years, the gap in quality between 

those players and their average MLS teammates was staggering. The collective bargaining agreement states 32 All-Stars 

must be selected each year, and those players will receive the All-Star bonuses stipulated in their contract whether or not 

they play in the game. 

We’ll add our 12 to the official 20 as a reward for those players who have been most glaringly snubbed. No doubt readers will 

mention many others= in this selection we’ve beefed up the Timbers’ representation beyond that of captain Will Johnson, 

passed some kudos onto FC Dallas, acknowledged those stalwarts carrying the load for struggling teams, and picked a few 

contributors to successful teams. 

Goalkeepers: Raul Fernandez (FC Dallas), Nick Rimando (Real Salt Lake). 

Snubbed: Jon Busch (San Jose), Donovan Ricketts (Portland). 

The Quakes are floundering, but they’d be sunk without Busch, who leads the league in saves with 73. Ricketts has flourished 

since being traded by Montreal. He’s regained the sharp form of his Galaxy days in 2009-2011. Galaxy coach Bruce Arena 

said as much after losing, 2-0, in Portland last weekend thanks in part to Ricketts’ heroics. 

Delenders: Corny Ashe (Houston Dynamo), Matt Besler (Sporting Kansas City), Tony Beltran (Real Salt Lake), Aur61ien Collin 

(Sporting Kansas City), Omar Gonzalez (Los Angeles Galaxy), DeAndre Yedlin (Seattle Sounders). 

Snubbed: Jose Goncalves (New England), Andrew Jean-Baptiste (Portland), Chris Klute (Colorado). 

The Revs are stingy by design as much as application and Goncalves - a rough game and own goal Wednesday against 

Colorado notwithstanding = has been impressive locking down the middle. Seldom does a team excel in MLS without a first- 

rate centerback, and so far in his second MLS season Jean-Baptiste has filled the bill. Klute, 23, played the 2012 season 

finale on loan (from NASL Atlanta Silverbacks) and is due to be recalled in mid-September. He’s started 16 of his 17 

appearances at left back and leads the team with five assists. 

Midfieldets: Kyle Beckerman (Real Salt Lake), Patrice Bemier (Montreal Impact), Tim CaMII (New York Red Bulls), Brad Davis 

(Houston Dynamo), W~II Johnson (Portland Timbers), Mike Magee (Chicago Fire), Graham Zusi (Sporting Kansas City). 

Snubbed: Justin Mapp (Montreal), Michel (FC Dallas), Rodney Wallace (Portland). 

One of those former U.S. under-20s who seemed to stagnate in the pro game, Mapp labored seven years for Chicago (three 

times notching eight assists in a season) and two more in Philly before heading north in 2012. He’s found consistency and 

threat in a midfield with Bemier and Felipe Martins (very nearly a All-Snub selection). 

Michel, a 31-year-old Brazilian, is still adjusting to the peculiar ways of MLS. He hits great dead balls, can spray the ball 

around, and needs to follow through in the second half of the season or FCD will suffer. His partner Andrew Jacobson is 

another on the All-Snub bubble. Wallace is a real pest offensively for the Timbers; his raking runs down the left flank have 

produced four goals and five assists. 

Foa~,~ards: Marco Di Vaio (Montreal impact), Thierry Henry (New York Red Bulls), Robbie Keane (Los Angeles Galaxy), Camilo 

Sanvezzo (Vancouver Whitecaps), Chris Wondolowski (San Jose Earthquakes). 

Snubbed: Deshom Brown (Colorado), Diego Fagundez (New England), Sebastien Le Toux (Philadelphia), Jack Mclnemey 

(Philadelphia). 

Those first five are tough group to crack. Brown torments defenders with his speed and craftiness and he will be under intense 

pressure as the Rapids try to crack the Western Conference playoff tier. Fagundez is an amazing talent who is just coming to 

grips with the pro game. Le Toux leads the league in assists with 9. Mclnemey (10 goals) is well on the way to a breakout 

season but if he goes cold and the Union drops down the standings, he’ll illustrate how tough is the life of a young MLS 

striker. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 



See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 4:20 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Broil: Congress to Investigate World Cup Spending 

By Ross Fadner, U~ursdax Ju~ 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Brazil: Congress to investigate World Cup Spending 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Brazil’s Congress will investigate the amount that the government is spending on the 2014 World Cup 

following the protests that rocked the recent Confederations Cup. The protesters, who gathered in several cities 

around the country, have argued that the money would have been better spent on education, healthcare and 

infrastructure. 

The government projected that $13.3 billion will be spent on stadiums, airport renovations and other projects for the 

World Cup and 2016 Olympics, with an estimated $3.5 billion in revenues. 

Meanwhile, FIFA President Sepp Blatter told German press agency DPA that if the incidents that marred the 

Confederations Cup happen again, "We have to question whether we made the wrong decision awarding the 

hosting rights. We didn’t do a political debriefing, but we did emphasize the fact of this social unrest being there for 

the entire duration of the Confederations Cup. The government is now aware that next year the World Cup 

shouldn’t be disturbed." 

He added: "To me, these protests were like alarm bells for the government, the senate, the parliament. They should 

work on it so that this is not going to happen again. Though protests, if peaceful, are part of democracy and 

therefore have to be accepted ... we are convinced the government, and especially the president, will find the words 

and the actions to prevent a repeat. They have a year to do so." 

- Read the whole story... 

Olimpia Takes Two-Goal Lead in Copa Lib Final 
Reuters 

Olimpia took a giant step toward the Copa Libertadores trophy in Asuncion on Wednesday with a 2-0 first-leg 

victory in the first-leg of the competition’s final series. Alejandro Silva gave the Paraguayan giant time lead in the 

22hal-minute with a shot from the edge of the box, before Wilson Pittoni made it 2-0 with a free kick in third minute 

of stoppage time. 

Atletico was forced to play the last few minutes of the game with ten men after Richarlyson received a second yellow 

card, but the biggest disappointment for the away team was the performance of Ronaldinho, who was withdrawn 

just after the hour mark. "He wasn’t good, He wasn’t playing well and he’s a player like any other," Atletico coach 

Cuca said about Ronaldinho, who glared disapprovingly at the substitution. 

Atletico will now be hoping it can overturn another two-goal deficit to win the tournament, just as the Belo Horizonte 

club did against Newell’s Old Boys in the semifinal, where it advanced on penalties after tying the series 2-2. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Mourinho: it’s Rooney or Bust 
BBC Sport 

Jose Mourinho has said that Wayne Rooney is Chelsea’s only summer transfer target after Manchester United 

rejected an offer rumored to be around $30 million. When asked if the Blues had made bids for other players, the 

Portuguese, who was speaking to the press after Chelsea’s 1-0 win against the Singha All-Stars, said: "No -- and we 

won’t." He added: "We want the player. Now it’s up to Manchester United." Pressed further if it was Rooney or bust, 

Mourinho said: "Yes," adding: "1 think that this situation is clear -- nothing is a secret army more. The official bid is 

just about a certain amount of money and doesn’t involve players. We made the bid and now we have nothing more 

to say." 

United, meanwhile, has insisted that Rooney is not for sale, although the player is understood to have been left 

"angered and confused" by the recent press conference coach David Moyes gave where he suggested that 

Robin van Persie is the club’s main striker. Rooney has made it clear that he would not accept a squad role. 

Chelsea is now expected to make an improved offer for the England international of around $38 million. 

- Read the whole story... 



Sky Sports 

The Premier League on Thursday rejected FIFA’s proposal to move the 2022 World Cup in Qatar to the winter, 

saying such a move would be "neither workable nor desirable." Nevertheless, FIFA plans to announce a decision on 

the matter at the start of October, after the executive committee meets on on Oct. 3 and 4. 

"The Premier League position remains unchanged. The prospect of a winter World Cup is neither workable nor 

desirable for European domestic football," an EPL spokesperson said. 

A FIFA spokesman said: "As mentioned by the FIFA president 0Nednesday), he will bring forward the matter of 

playing the 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar in winter to time FIFA executive committee on the occasion of their next 

meeting scheduled for October 3 and 4, 2013. This matter will now be with the executive committee and we can 

therefore not comment further before the meeting has taken place~" 

- Read the whole story.., 

l~aicon Joins Roma 
Daily Mail 

AS Roma has snapped up former Manchester City defender Maicon on a free transfer. The former Inter Milan 

defender made just seven starts for City last season after struggling with fitness and was the third choice right-back 

behind Pablo Zaba~eta and Micah Richards. 

- Read the whole stow,.. 

Cisse Pulis Out of Newcastle Camp 
Guardian 

Papiss Cisse has pulled out of Newcastle’s preseason training camp in Portugal after refusing to wear the club 

sponsor Wonga’s logo. Cisse, who is a devout Muslim, has refused to wear the money-lending company’s name on 

religious grounds and has instead offered to wear either arm unbranded shirt or one bearing time name of a charity~ 

- Read the whole stew.., 

Report: Marquinhos Close to PSG Switch 
Goal.corn 

AS Roma defender Marquinhos is reportedly close to a $45.5 million transfer to Paris Saint-Germain. The 19- 

year-old is regarded as one of the most promising center backs in world soccer following an excellent debut 

campaign in Serie A after moving from Corinthians 12 months ago. - Read the whole story... 
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F~)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, July 19, 2013 

Friday, July 19, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The new Mexican season kicks off on Friday .... MLS Week 21 continues on Saturday .... The USA faces El 

Salvador in the Gold Cup quarterfinals on Sunday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

Russia DINAMO-ANZHI (live) noon. 

International Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Russia DINAMO-ANZHI (live) Noon. 

International Club FriendlyWERDER BREMEN-AJAX (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-MONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Mexico QUERETARO4VIONARCAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico XOLOS DE TIJUANA-ATLAS (live) 10:30 pro. 

SATURDAY, JL~ly 20 

FOX SOCCER 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-A LEAGUE ALL STARS (live) 5:30 pm. 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pro. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

international Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (delay) 4:30 pro. 

BelN SPORTen Espanyol 

international Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (live) 10 am. 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (delay) 4:30 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Gold CupPANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold CupMEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico BALLENAS DE GALEANA-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (live) 5 pm. 



TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 4 pro. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pro. 

MLS MONTREAL-DALLAS (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-PORTLAND (live) 7:30 pro, 

MLS CHICAGO-D,C, UNITED (live) 8:30 pro, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SPORTING KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm, 

DirecTV 

Copa EuroAmericana U.CATOLICA-SEVILLA (live) 4:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

FOX 

Gold CupUSA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (live) 1:30 pro. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Russia RUBIN KAZAN-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico TBA-TBA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

International Club Friendly MALAYSIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

International Club Friendly GALATASARAY-MALAGA (live) 1:30 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO PR-CORINTHIANS (live) 3:30 pm. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-VASCO (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pro. 

DirecTV 

Copa EuroAmericana D.ANZOATEGUI-PORTO (live) 6 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (On Demand) 9 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

Women’s Euro SVVEDEN-ICELAND, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ITALY-GERMANY, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-SPAIN, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-DENMARK, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 am= 



Leagues offering live strew:ruing of .g~:mes include: 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USLPro 

USL Super-20 League Championship 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am, 

Soccer on TV for Friday, July 19, 2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide ]n the latest Grande Sports Academy 

TeamRank update, a prominent Michigan club 
is on the climb and faces a difficult choice 
ahead of this summer’s national events. 

TOP OF THiE PACg( 
We’ve named our U~6/U~7 Best XT for the 
recent ECNL National Finals in Richmond, 
~which players made the cut. 

I ii’~’ii Premier Content ~ 

I~IORE: ECNL Finals Best X]:: U14/U$5 

[ ii"~iI Premier Contenti 

A recruit elects for a familiar in-state school, 
while another joins the first-ever recruiting 
class for a new program that will start in 
2054. 

DID YOU SEE? 

This week’s Top 5 Goals 
feature a GK scoring and a 
ridiculous free kick. 

Watch Neymar’s incredible 
qoal aqainst 3apan from the 
eyes of a Brazilian drone, 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

NSCAA Summer Symposium 

The National Soccer Coaches Association of 
America is bringing a major networking event 
to Florida for the first time this August :[-3: 
the 20:[3 Summer Symposium. 

Coaches can earn their Level 2 Diploma or a 
Professional Development Certificate from 
top level clinicians, engage in panel 
discussions, network at social events and 
even play a round of golf with colleagues! 

Join us in Orlando at the Marriott World 
Center this summer[ 

Click here for more information! 





F~)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, July 20, 2013 

Friday, July 19, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 21 continues on Saturday.... The USA faces El Salvador in the Gold Cup quartedinals on Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

SATURDAY, July 20 

FOX SOCCER 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-A LEAGUE ALL STARS (live) 5:30 pm. 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, QuarterSnal (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (delay) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTen Espanyol 

international Club Friendly AUGSBURG-MONACO (live) 10 am= 

Telekom Cup HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pro. 

international Club Friendly LECHIA GDANSK-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA-LIVERPOOL (delay) 4:30 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Gold CupPANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold CupMEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, Quarterfinal (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico BALLENAS DE GALEANA-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (live) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-NEWYORK (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-DALLAS (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-PORTLAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SPORTING KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

DirecTV 

Copa EuroAmericana U.CATOLICA-SEVILLA (live) 4:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup PANAMA-CUBA, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

Gold Cup MEXICO-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, QuarterSnal (live) 5 pm. 



FOX 

Gold CupUSA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (live) 1:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pm= 

Russia RUBIN KAZAN-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:30 pm= 

UNIVISlON 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico TBA-TBA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

International Club Friendly MALAYSIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

International Club Friendly GALATASARAY-MALAGA (live) 1:30 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO PR-CORINTHIANS (live) 3:30 pm. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-VASCO (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

DirecTV 

Copa EuroAmericana D.ANZOATEGUI-PORTO (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 6 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

Women’s Euro SWEDEN-ICELAND, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ITALY-GERMANY, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

~’~ONOAY, Ju~y 22 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-SPAIN, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-DENMARK, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 am. 

Le~’~gues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer" League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPro 

USL Super-20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, July 19, 2013 
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Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 7:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1:USA-E1 Salvador sells out t~sr, Memorable night at Es~adio CaJiente 

What They’re Saying 

"1 think they’re soft. I really 

think they are missing a key 

component that was always 

there. Even when Mexico 

had incredible talent, they 

always hedged their bets by 

also coming with an 

incredible attitude, a 

mentality and a confidence 

and a belief in themselves." 

Today’s News - Saturday, July 20, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

USA-El Salvador sells out fast 
by Paul Kennedy 

~ 
[GOLD CUP: QuartedinalsI Less than two months after Jurgen Klinsmann poo- 

pooed the idea of having the USA play El Salvador, a USA-El Salvador match has 

turned out to be one of the hottest soccer tickets ever offered. It took less than 72 hours after the 

quarterfinal pairings were set for Sunday’s Gold Cup doubleheader - USA-El Salvador at 4 p.m. 

ET followed by Honduras-Costa Rica at 7 p.m. ET - to sell out with more than 71,000 fans 

expected at M&T Bank Stadium in Baltimore. - Read the whole story 

-- Alexi Lalas blaming 

Mexicans’ poor form this 

year, particularly at home, 

on the lack of mental 

toughness of the current 

team coached by Jose 

Manuel de la Torre. 

(Sporting News) 

Memorable night all around at Estadio Caliente 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABOARD] On Friday, ESPN announced its schedule of Liga BBVA Bancomer IVIX 

games it will air on ESPN Deportes during the Torneo Apertura that kicked off Friday, and they 

include 11 Tijuana games - eight on Fridays. If the Xolos’ 3-3 tie with Atlas is any indication, they 

will be required viewing for American fans. The debut of U.S. U-18 Paul Arriola, who brilliantly 

set up Argentine fo~vard Dario Benedetto’s third goal for Xolos just four minutes after entering 

the game, was just part of a wild evening at the Estadio Caliente. - Read the whole story 

Real Salt Lake turns to No. 3 keeper for Sporting KC clash 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 21] Real Salt Lake has a four-point edge in the race for the Supporters’ 

Shield, but it will be short-handed for its a battle of conference leaders against Sporting Kansas 

City Saturday night at Rio Tinto Stadium. Third-string keeper Jeff Attinella will get the start in 

goal with No. 1 keeper Nick Rimando one of four starters away on Gold Cup duty and backup 

Josh Saunders sidelined with a knee injury suffered a week ago. - Read the whole story 

Morales red carded to climax catastrophic debut 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Alfredo Morales, brought into the first U.S. national team camp of the 

year, moved from promoted Hertha Berlin to FC Ingolstadt in Germany’s 2. Bundesliga to be sure 

of earning regular playing time, but he’ll have to sit out after earning a red card for a foul that 

resulted in the deciding penalty kick late in Ingolstadt’s 2-1 loss to visiting FC Erzgebirge Aue in 

the 2013-14 opener. - Read the whole story 

Richmond remains unbeaten thanks to late equalizer 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 18] The Richmond Kickers blew a chance to take the USL PRO lead 

from Orlando City but remained unbeaten thanks a 2-2 tie at Phoenix on Shane Johnson’s goal 

in stoppage time. - Read the whole story 

Spirit Reserves rally to take conference title 
by Soccer America 

[W-LEAGUE] The Washington Spirit, winner of just one game in the NWSL, could take a lesson 

from the Spirit Reserves, who moved into the W-League final four with a 2-1 comeback win at the 

Virginia Beach Piranhas in Friday’s Northeastern Conference final. The Carolina Elite Cobras also 

advanced with a 2-1 win on the road against the Dayton Dutch Lions. - Read the whole story 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
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Soccer Business Insider: World Cup ticket pie gets sliced into thin pieces 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 

World Cup ticket pie gets sliced 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

into thin pieces 
By Paul Kennedy 

FIFA announced the ticketing policies for the approximately 3.3 million tickets that will be available for the 2014 

World Cup in Brazil. 

The cheapest tickets for public sale outside Brazil will be $90, while ticket prices will go as low of $15 to Brazilian students 

and senior citizens and those who are a part of the Bolsa Familia welfare program. 

But of those 3.3 million tickets, the public will only be able to purchase 1.1 million. The rest of the tickets will be sold as part 

of travel packages or go to organizations that have some connection to FIFA or the World Cup, including participating teams 

whose federations will be able to distribute a limited number of tickets to their own fans. 

Ticket Prices: 

Category 1 : $175-$990 

Category 2:$135-$660 

Category 3:$90-$440 

Ticket applications for up to a maximum of four seats per match and a maximum of seven matches - no more than one match 

a day - may be submitted Aug. 20-Oct. 10 at fifa.com after which a lottery will be held to determine who gets the tickets if 

there are more requests for tickets than available tickets. 

A second phase will begin Dec. 8, two days after the World Cup draw, and continue through Jan. 30 for fans to request a 

maximum of four seats per match and a maximum of seven matches for the team they want to follow. Once again, a lottery 

will be held to determine who gets the tickets if there are more requests for tickets than available tickets to follow a certain 

team. 

Tickets will be available on a first-come, first-served basis after each phase of ticket allotments for unfilled blocks of tickets - if 

that happens. 

FIFA’s distribution of tickets is in pant dictated by Brazilian laws requiring local citizens have access to affordable tickets. 

In addition to a guarantee of up to 300,000 discounted tickets in the lowest Category 4, up 1 percent of all available tickets 

must be offered to disabled customers. 

Tickets for the disabled have been set at Category 3 prices, and disabled fans can request a complimentary ticket for a 

companion who will accompany them to the match. 

Ticke~ Allotments: 

GENERAL FANS: 

701,079 International & Brazilian public (Categories 1-3) 

400,000 Brazilian public (Category 4) 

TEAM FANS: 

390,364 Supporter groups 

(8 percent of available tickets will go to fans of each team and sold and distributed by their federations.) 

TRAVEL PACKAGES: 
445,500 Hospitality 

FEDERATIONS: 

201,541 FIFA, continental confederations, non-participating federations 

119,742 Participating federations (including Brazilian federation) 

OTHERS: 

605,t91 Sponsors 

(about 80 pement are used for promotional purposes.) 

131,591 Complimentary 

(including tickets available to those accompanying disabled fans.) 

100,000 Government and stadium workers 

71,425 Media 



66,273 Broadcast partners 

59,918 Local organizing committee 

41,900 FIFA VIPs 

ESPN PICKS UP SUMMER TOURNAMENTS. ESPN has acquired rights to three pre-season tournaments, including the 

Guinness International Champions Cup in the United States. 

FOX Soccer holds the English-language rights to the Guinness International Champions Cup, but ESPN picked up the 

Spanish-language rights (ESPN Deportes) and digital rights (WatchESPN). 

ESPN also will air the Audi Cup (Bayern Munich Manchester City, AC Milan and Sao Paulo) on ESPN2, ESPN Deportes and 

WatchESPN and the Emirates Cup (Arsenal, Napoli, Galatasaray and Porto) on ESPN Deportes and WatchESPN. 

FRIDAY NIGHT MEXICAN SOCCER. ESPN Deportes will be broadcasting Liga BBVA Bancomer MX matches on most Friday 

nights during the Tomeo Apertura. ESPN2 will also carry select games in English-language this year. 

La Previa MX featuring Jorge Ramos, Hernan Pereyra and Ricardo Mayorga will air 8 p.m. ET each Friday ESPN 

Deportes carries a match. 

For Sunday Liga matches, Futbol Center will be the lead-in show, airing at 12:00 p.m. ET, while Futbol Picante with analysis 

of Mexican soccer will air at 2 p.m. ET and midnight ET, beginning on Monday. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America j Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business h~siderRSS feed 
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Paul Gardner: Phil Woosnam: A Great Soccer Pioneer 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Phil Woosnam: A Great Soccer Pioneer 
By Paul Gardner 

You never can be sure how history will interpret life, but let us hope that it acknowledges Phil Woosnam, who died 

on Friday at age 80, as one of the key pioneers of American soccer. 

Woosnam was one of the three madmen - the other two were Lamar Hunt and Clive Toye - who were too blinded by their faith 

in soccer to realize that the pro sport had died the death in 1968 when the North American Soccer League withered, overnight, 

from 17 teams down to a mere five. 

That trio of deluded optimists kept the NASL alive and saw it regain strength, climb to 24 clubs ._ the league of the world- 

famous Cosmos. 

Of that group, for me, Woosnam was the most difficult to fathom. My relationship with him, over some 17 years it seems, was 

certainly a rocky one - it returns to me now as a series of disagreements, sometimes heated, followed by warm 

reconciliations. 

To some extent, I think I was intimidated by Woosnam - it was difficult not to be, difficult for me as a rather indolent worker, 

when confronted by Woosnam’s often manic energy. 

had my own ideas about the source of all his ideas and the intensity with which he poured them out. That, I decided, was his 

Welshness coming through. I saw it as an ahnost religious Welsh fervor, and marveled at it. 

He had been a top player in England, and a unique one. He had a university degree. Math, I believe. Another area that 

intimidated me. 

He was quick to see the opportunities that America offered = he came to the USA to join a new league, even though he knew 

that the league (the National Professional Soccer League) was a pirate league, not recognized by FIFA. He risked ostracism 

from the world game, maybe even a lifetime ban. 

There was no ban for Woosnam - not as a player, or a coach, nor as soccer executive. That should not surprise - a short 

time spent with Woosnam would surely have made it clear that this man was too quick, too sharp, too devoted to soccer and 

too knowledgeable about it, to be kept out. 

He moved smoothly into the position of NASL commissioner. I can think of very few other British ex-players of that, or any 

other, era who could have done that. As NASL commissioner Woosnam continued to be unique. To this day, he is the only 

pro soccer league commissioner of the modern era with an outstanding background in the game. 

In the early 1970s, Woosnam asked me if I would work with him in the writing of a coaching book. Indeed, I would. It turned 

out to be a nerve-wracking experience (for both of us, I guess) as Woosnam -- frantically busy building the league - squeezed 

our sessions into his jammed schedule. 

Mostly they went well - they were a superb learning experience for me as Woosnam explained intricate details and nuances 

of the game. Occasionally, I could tell as soon as I entered his office that this was to be a black session. I guess he’d had a 

bad business meeting earlier that day, something like that - but suddenly everything, but everything, I’d written was wrong. 

After one such meeting, I vowed never to return and stormed out. Early the following morning came Woosnam’s phone call 

setting up a meeting for that day, no mention of yesterday, only friendship and light banter to be heard. 

But it was genuine. There was no need for an apology -- from either of us. This seemed again like Welshness at work again, 

the magic of Merlin the Wizard. Something like this must have been what he used when cajoling and coaxing new millionaire 

owners to join the NASL. That and the quick-fire Welsh articulacy that could be so beguiling. 

Woosnam was immensely generous to me. There was a phone call from Woosnam in late 1972: was I interested in working 

with Pele on a series of coaching films in Brazil? Was I ever! In 1979 it was Woosnam who set up a meeting that led to my 

becoming the analyst on ABC’s telecasts of MLS games. 

None of that could have been easy for Woosnam, because there had been splendid rows over my journalism. I had broken the 

news of Henry Kissinger joining the league before Woosnam was ready to announce it. I had published a pretty devastating 

criticism of the NASL’s 35-yard offside line - a Woosnam invention. 



But there were no recriminations. Immediate anger and gnashing of teeth and tearing of hair, yes. But the friendly smile - a 

genuine smile - was soon back. 

Then it all went wr~ng. As the NASL hurtled toward its second - and this time fatal - demise, the owners turned on 

Woosnam. He got the blame for expanding the league too quickly - a process that could not have happened without the 

agreement of those same owners. And so in 1983 he was thrown out. Woosnam, a genuine soccer man who had worked 

harder than anyone to grow the NASL, was replaced as Commissioner by Howard Samuel, a wealthy New York businessman, 

a soccer know-nothing, with a work ethic quite different from that of the workaholic Woosnam. 

Not surprisingly, in 1984 the NASL collapsed. And the saddest part was to hear Woosnam blamed for it all. But it was not his 

fault. Of course he wanted a bigger league ... but if that was the wrong course, then it was the responsibility of the owners, all 

those successful businessmen, to let Woosnam know, and to rein him in. They never did that. The failure was theirs. 

It was certainly not Phil Woosnam’s. I remember him only as the Welsh soccer madman who turned into one of the great 

pioneers of the sport in the USA~ 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA faces El Salvador in the Gold Cup quarterfinals on Sunday. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

SUNDAY, Ju~y 2’1 

FOX 

Gold CupUSA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (live) 1:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Telekom Cup BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HAMBURG SV (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup BAYERN MUNICH-M’GLADBACH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Russia RUBIN KAZAN-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Telekom Cup BORUSSIA DORTMUND-HAMBURG SV (live) 10:30 pm. 

Telekom Cup BAYERN MUNICH-M’GLADBACH (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico TBA-TBA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

International Club Friendly MALAYSIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

International Club Friendly GALATASARAY-MALAGA (live) 1:30 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO PR-CORINTHIANS (live) 3:30 pm. 

Brazil FLUMINESE-VASCO (live) 5:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

DirecTV 

Copa EuroAmericana D.ANZOATEGUI-PORTO (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Gold Cup USA-EL SALVADOR, Quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA, Quarterfinal (live) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEW YORK FLASH-SKY BLUE FC (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico PUEBLA-PUMAS (live) 1 pm. 

Women’s Euro SWEDEN-ICELAND, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Women’s Euro ITALY-GERMANY, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

MONDAY, J~y 22 

ESPN3.com 



Women’s Euro NORWAY-SPAIN, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-DENMARK, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 am. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPre 

USL Super~20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~;le+ ; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 8:45 am. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, July 21,2013 
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Has the USA found its answers up front? 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Not so long ago, scoring goals seemed a big enough problem for the U.S. national team that head coach Jurgen 

Klinsroann dipped into the ranks of German reserve teams in search of a reliable striker. 

Terrence Boyd was laboring for Borussia Dortmund’s reserves while being tracked by U-23 head coach Caleb Porter and 

Klinsmann. He scored twice for the U-23s during the Concacaf qualifying tournament for the 2012 Olympics, and since 

debuting for the senior team against Italy last year he’s made nine U.S. appearances and moved onto Rapid Vienna, for which 

he scored 15 goals during the 2012-13 season. 

The situation up front currently for the USA is encouraging enough that Boyd might not be recalled when Hexagonal play 

resumes in September. Though scorers tend to sail through hot streaks and battle through lean spells, the Americans have 

multiple options from which Klinsmann can select. 

Jozy Altidore scored in four straight games earlier this year and Chris Wondolowski netted six goals in three matches 

before being blanked in a 1-0 defeat of Costa RiGa last Tuesday that propelled the U.S. into the Gold Cup quarterfinals as 

Group C winner. Glint Deropsey is also in scoring mode; he’s netted five times in eight U.S. matches this season, and during 

the Gold Cup Landon Donovan showed enough zip to suggest he can hit the net as well though he did scuff a good 

opportunity in the Costa RiGa game. 

"At a certain point with goalscorers - and you can use [Fernando] Torres as an example = it gets so bad, you’re in so deep 

a slump, there’s no pressure any more because no one’s expecting you to score," says former U.S. international and NBC 

analyst Kyle Martino. "Everyone’s expecting you to fail. That lack of pressure and getting back to the basics and just playing 

your game, that’s when you see goalscorers get back to scoring." 

Wondolowski’s breakout goal - which ended a drought in his first nine U.S. games - in a friendly against Guatemala July 5 

came on an absolute sitter from just a few yards out, but it prompted a hat trick against Belize and two more goals in a defeat 

of Cuba. Altidore hadn’t scored for the U.S. in a year and a half (since November 2011) but went on a tear after nailing a 

Graharo Zusi cross against Germany June 2, and he followed up by netting one apiece in World Cup qualifying victories over 

Jamaica, Panama and Honduras that sent the USA to the top of the Hexagonal standings. 

Both Wondolowski and Altidore have scored consistently for the club teams. Wondo tied the MLS season record last year by 

netting 27 goals for the Quakes, but his struggles for the USA - especially a few crucial misses in the 2011 Gold Cup - and in 

the 2012 MLS playoffs for San Jose tarnished his reputation. Altidore set a record for an American in a foreign league by 

scoring 31 goals last season for Dutch club AZ even as his barren U.S. run continued. 

"Service helps out," says Martino in the case of Altidore. ’1 don’t it’s a coincidence that Jozy Altidore started scoring again 

once Jurgen Klinsmann adjusted things to get him a little more service and a little more support. They’ve moved slightly into a 

more vintage 4-4-2 look, with Graham Zusi delivering outstanding service from the right side and Dempsey playing a little 

closer to [Altidore] than he used to. 

"Ask any forward that plays up top by himself; they say that they can handle the challenge -- the second you’re on an island 

by yourself, it becomes difficulL That’s not what it’s like for his club team; he gets a tremendous amount of support up top. He 

had a lot of service, which he wasn’t getting with the USA. That, compounded with the fact he was getting criticized and the 

pressure was mounting, handcuffed him." 

Wondolowski still has to prove he can score for the U.S. in a meaningful competitive match, but after scoring against 

Guatemala - the fifth U.S. goal in a six-goal romp - he reiterated the need to rely on instincL "You just get in ther~ and rely on 

muscle memory and just try to finish it to the best of your ability," he said. 

"It’s one of those things for a goalscorer; it’s huge to get the confidence and the momentum going. Hopefully [the goals] keep 

coming." 

One forward who hasn’t been in the team much this year is Herculez Goroez, who didn’t play in the May and June matches 

and during the Gold Cup left the USA to return to Club Tijuana, which opened the Liga MX season Friday by tying Atlas, 3-3. 

Gomez scored the first U.S. goal in the rout of Guatemala, then was replaced for the Gold Cup knockout round by 

Wondolowski’s San Jose teammate, Alan Gordon, Knee problems continue to bother Gomez, who could need surgery. 

Gordon plays as a target forward in the Altidore mold. Gomez, like Eddie Johnson, has also been used by Klinsmann as a 



wide midfielder. Donovan knows Gordon from their days together at the Galaxy, and though the initial selection of Gordon 

elicited surprise, in 18 minutes of play during his debut last year he set up the winning goal for Johnson against Antigua & 

Barbuda. 

Wondolowski has also been used in midfield by San Jose, which occasionally deploys Gordon and Steven Lenhart up fronL 

Klinsmann wants as much versatility in his players as possible, and this could be an important factor as the coach decides 

between Johnson, Gomez and Wondolowski has he fills out the attacking slots on his roster. Scoring is vitally important but 

so is playing the role assigned by the coach. 

Not surprisingly, Gordon swears by his club teammate, Wondo. ’I have not played with anybody like him," says Gordon, a 

veteran of nearly a decade of MLS play. "He’s a top-class finisher. He’s someone I try to learn from every single day, I really 

do." 
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2v2 Conditioning Tournament, Gonzalo Higuain’s Special Moves, Footwork and Fitness 
Drills and More... 

YOUR WEEKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

ARTICLES 
Hi Anson! 
Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Email Newsletter. This week we have FIVE new 
articles for you. Check them out below. 

Zonal Defending Videos Now Available 
It’s pre-season and that means it’s time to get your team organized tactically. And one of the most 
important things you can do to ensure success next season is get your team and especially your back 
line organized defensively and that’s why we are pleased to announce our new zonal defending videos. 

English Professional League Zonal Defending features a complete coaching session from start to 
finish, filmed at a WORLD CLASS COACHING International Coaching Seminar. Former Manchester 
United U18 coach David Williams covers every aspect of the zonal defense system, from theory and 
mindsets through to practical drills and team training. 

English Professional League Zonal Defending features 
an extensive 16-part video seminar on how to train your 
team to replicate the wall like defenses of the best English 
Premier League teams. Spanning several hours in length, 
this special video series provides arguably the most 
comprehensive guide yet on training the zonal defense. 

Zonal defending is used by teams all over the world, but 
few play it as effectively as the English Premier League 
teams. Manchester United, Arsenal and Chelsea are 

! 



renowned for having some of the toughest defenses. Now you can unlock the secrets on how English 
teams create wall in front of their goal and how you can create one of your own to keep opposition 
players outside of the box and reduce the risk of goal scoring opportunities. More. 

Five NEW Videos Added to Video Library 
I’ll keep this short and sweet. We have just uploaded 5 more videos to the WCC Video Library. Coach 
Neville Burbeary takes you through a series of drills in "Coaching Creative Movement". Video Library 
subscribers can simply Iogin and view the videos anytime. 

Our next set of videos should be uploaded in a couple of weeks and feature Florida State Women’s Head 
Coach, Mark Krikorian on Team Defending. 

This Weeks Articles 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiii WCC Newsletter- A New Format for Coaching Education Materials 

iI!~!ii~i’t~i~l!i:,;,.~ ~ii Soccer Cond t on ng- 2v2 Tournament For Cond t on ng 

iit~i~i~iiill Coaching Soccer Tactics- How aiguain Creates Problems For Opposing 

iil~li~i!i~iii~ FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter- Footwork and Fitness Drill 

::::::&’~:.~:::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: F~neSoccer Drills Newsletter - F~n~sh~ng on Goal After a Long Pass 

~Coaching Advanced Creating~p~£~/~,~ F£rw~rd Players 

More Recently Released Books and Videos 

............. ~....:.:.::::....~. Ball Orientated Soccer Training - Drills to Develop Explosive 

~ii-" .. Power is a special video series that shows you how to coach a 

~~~ii~ complete plyometric training session that will give your players 

~1~3~.~ 
that extra yard so they can win more balls and score more goals. 

II~lr~~~ Watch him go! That will be the response of the crowd and the 

~~ opposition when they see your players passing defenders, running 

~ onto balls and exploding down the wings with explosive power. 
More. 

~~ 
Member Drills Database- 

~-~ ~’~"~:-.~."~ ::i:~:~i:: Discover the training 
~!~i~iii~i!! ii~ methods of the world’s top 

.... ~iil ~Li::~... ~iI ~iii~ !iiiiiiii~iiii s?ccer coaches and teams 

iiiii ~ ~::i i~ii~ 

w,th access to over 6 000 



pages of real drills and training sessions" 

You can get access to soccer drills, exercises and complete training sessions of the world’s biggest clubs 
like Juventus, PSV Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A.C. Milan, Liverpool, Atletico 
Mineiro, MLS teams, top college programs, the world’s best women’s and youth teams, and many 
others. Click here for more info. 

~ WOO Video Library- Basically, we have taken almost all of our 

~~ DVD collection and put them online where you can access them 
~iii=.i~i 24/7 online and even view them on your phone at the training 

field. You,,can easil,,y find the video y,o,u dr,e, looking for using the 
.... :i:i~i~i~~i powerful Keyword search or video tags. No need to ever buy 
~! another coaching DVD again. Click here for more info. 

~J’ The Complete Guide 

I~~i~i~i iil .r.’..iiii~ 
.~OdCv a°nacCeh~lnpg I aye rs 

~’~~ consists of 6 eBooks 

~~~ and 10 videos that will 
~’.:..-’!! give your players that 

~ii 
extra 5-10% they need 

[~~ii~ .... to develop them from 
being a ’talented’ player 
to an ’elite’ player. If you 
coach a compe-titive - 
club, high school or 

college team this is for you! 

The Complete Guide to Coaching Advanced Players, by Canadian U18 National Team Coach, Rob 
Gale is a soccer training course specially designed to give players the extra challenge they need to take 
their skills to an advanced level. More info. 

Attacking the Barcelona Way- watch a special video analysis of 
Barcelona’s devastating forward line and discover how you can train 
your players with specialized drills in Attacking the Barcelona Way 

If I k f t h t I Art k th B I you’re co ing or ips on ow o gods, ac ing e arceona 
Way is a unique video series that analyzes actual game footage to 
explain exactly how Iniesta, Xavi, Messi and Barcelona’s other star 
players are able to run rampant in front of goal. With an eBook of 
appropriate drills and small games also included, Attacking the 
Barcelona Way is your blueprint for bringing flair and creativity to 
your front line. Click here for more info. 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3- Would you like to score like 
Barcelona? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 
- Attacking is an egook that tells you everything you need to know 
about how to build attacks from the back and create goal scoring 
opportunities like the Catalan champions. Discover how their system 
works and apply it to your own side so you can play the Barca way 
and push the score line in your favor. PLUS 60 minutes of video 
analysis included. Click here for more inf_£. 

~ Triangle Midfield - 

~~ Whoever controls midfield 

~~ controls the game. 
Discover how to utilize the 

~!ii!!iiii~ ... triangle midfield to control 
~::::::::~ii~:~ :~i::~~:~:~ : : ................... possession and replicate 

.... the playing style of the 
~ii~-i;~ ......................... .,, ........... world s most techmcal 

Triangle Midfield - 



Functional Training for Midfielders is your complete guide to mastering one of the most powerful 
weapons in the advanced coach’s arsenal. This special book covers how the triangle midfield can be 
utilized in many different formations its functionality and how to train players to use it in possession, 
defense and attack. More info. 

Developing a Style of Play- Whether you want to play long ball, 
counter attack or possession Developing a Style of Play shows 
you how to build a style of play for any formation based on the 
core principles of soccer. 

W~ This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! 
~" Instead of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles, 

[~-iill ,’ Developing a Style of Play focuses on training your team in the 
:~::. ;: ,, .... core principles of soccer. Discover how to play any formation you 

.: want better and more effectively with this flexible and modern 
guide to coaching. More info. 

~~ Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shows you why the formation is 
~~!~.~ becoming one of the most dominant styles of play in modern 

~~.’_4~ soccer. Now you can discover how to train your players to utilize 

~~ this highly flexible and attacking formation in Coaching the 4-2- 
~,~ 3-1. Packed with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team 

~~~o and guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing 
~..’....t~ provides you everything ~~ ;;;;~1 mindset this book with you need to 

~ ~’~" "~ ~ know about pay ng the 4-2-3-1 More nfo 

~ BOOK Coach n 

~ ...................... ~ Tactics 

~ Take your knowledge of 
~ ........ the 4-2-3-1 to the next 

~~~ ;;~,~ 
level with this advanced 
tactical guide. 

Adv~n~d~l Tactk~ 

depth look at the formation that is dominating European soccer. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics 
shows you how you can utilize this highly flexible formation to outwit teams playing a traditional 4-4-2 or 
4-3-3 and to create more scoring opportunities. 

~ Beating the 4-2-3-1 - Fear teams playing the 4-2-3-1 no longer! 

~"7"~,~ Discover how the hidden weaknesses of this formation can be 

~ 
exploited and how teams playing it can be beaten, time after time 

~...~i:~~~ .... ........... Finally, a game plan for beating the 4-2-3-1! This book provides the 
blueprint for exploiting the defensive frailties and playing tendencies 
that make the 4-2-3-1 more vulnerable than most coaches realize. 

’~:.:" 11’-~:~- ; Br ng your coach ng know edge up-to-date on how today’s dom nant 
elite level formation can be defeated and gain the insights you need to 
set your team up to win. Click here for more info. 

~ Discover howto Harness the exciting 4-2-3-1 formation and 
~[~~~ replicate the devastating attacking power of the world s most successful 

~~~... ,..~ 

teams. 

~~~ If you’ve, been looking for a way to coach your team how to play the 4-2- 
~F~~ 3-1, you ve just found it. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is a special 12-part video 

~11~~ series which provides a comprehensive tactical and training guide to this 

~~~ exciting formation. Utilized by Real Madrid, Chelsea and the most 

~ii successful sides in the kurD 2012 tournament, the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility 
and attacking power is fast becoming the formation of choice for leading 
coaches all over the world. More info. 

~ Coaching the 4-3-3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit 



back and watch session after session on how to fully utilize the 4-3-3 formation. Randy Waldrum, one of 
the most experienced minds in US soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations how to 
coach your team to take full advantage of this popular formation to get into attacking positions, to break 
down opposition attacks and win more games. More info. 

Player’s Roles and Responsibilities in the 4-3-3 coaching series 
provides you with everything you need to know about the styles of 
playing, philosophy and training methods for playing the 4-3-3 
formation. From creating a shifting back line through to swamping 
the opponent’s defense, everything is covered to provide you with a 
comprehensive 4-3-3 coaching program. This two-book set is the 
ultimate guide in coaching your team to play the aggressive, free 
flowing 4-3-3 formation in both defense and attack. More info. 

Creative Attacking Drills- Take 
a virtual pitch side seat and 
watch how Chelsea Academy 
Coach Chris Woodward trains 
players to move, think and react 
so they can be more creative in 
attack 

In this special video series Chris 
Woodward runs you through a 
complete creative attacking 

............. session. Watch how Woodward 
trains a group of players to be 

winners, with a progressive session that hones their thinking, movement and creativity in getting the ball 
across the line to score. Includes a FREE companion eBook with easy-to-read descriptions and 
diagrams of what is shown in this 6 video set. Click here for more info. 

~ Watch Chelsea Academy Coach, Ben Mitchell in action and gain a 

~’~~!i::! blueprint for creating your own progressive passing drills 
, ~;"~i:i:i:i:i:~: ............................................... 

~~ii 
Get your players passing like champions! Creative Passing Drills is a 

~iiii video series that shows you how to run progressive passing and 
[]~ receiving sessions that give your players more touches than 

~ 
conventional sessions. Led by Chelsea Academy coach Ben Mitchell, 

~~li 
see how the session helps a group of players quickly improve their 
passing skills More info "--" 
~ 15 Legendary 1v1 Moves Give 

~ 
your players the confidence and 

~p’~ technical ability to win more lvl 

W~ situations and score more goals 

R~~ with this special 15 part video 

I~~_. series focused on the art of 
~~i~i=:i~:i:i:i:i:~:~f:~i::i:: winning the lvl 

~,~i A training series every flair player 
dreams of! Legendary lvl Moves 

.~.~ ..,,4..:~:,...,.~;::: ~:,:;: ............................................................. 
is a unique video collection 
focused on the technical art of 

winning lvl situations. The 15 videos show you exactly how to coach players to perform fake shots, 
Maradona Turns Spin Cruyffs and much more. Give your players the confidence and skills to beat 
more defenders and score more goals through perfecting the art of winning lvl situations. More info. 

~ Three Dimensional Soccer Training is a book born from analyzing 

~~t how the world’s most popular formations are played and what training 

~~1 systems are needed to play them effectively. Rather than focus on 
technique or formations independently, this book shows y,o,u how to 
combine elements li,ke building blocks to create complete three 

~!ili!::!::!::!::::iiii~:i:~ii!!i;::::.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i~:: dimensional training. Check it out here. 

~i~!~:~!i:~!~                     A tra~mng method that 
":’: ~!~;ii:P".~i:,:~iiiiii combines traditional theme 

"::~ ~ :::~:~i~ ~:::.~:’:~ 



based training with formations and group tactics. Formation Based Soccer Training is a 
comprehensive guide to the concept of training players so they become more experienced in the 
positions and formations they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 or any other 
formation, this book provides a unique new training method for developing your team in multiple areas in 
the same session. More info. 

~ Modern Attacking & Goalscoring - Finally, a book focused on 
~~ what players love best: Scoring goals! ,This book is packed with 

~~~ 100dr sthatw mproveyourpayers ab tytorunontoba s, 
~’~"~’~~ to control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop the 
~’~.’.." killer instinct on goal. Modern Attacking & Goalscoring 
~:::~~ilii ~. ,:~ provides you with all the drills you need to get more goals on 
~~i~;" ~:.:.=. .,:: :i;i~: ~    ,.~ ¯ ................................. =~#=.==~===~=~=~,, .~#~’~;~;:.~=~=, the scoreboard and points on the league table ................................................ 

~t~=~ ~ Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe. Click 
, here for more info. 

Soccer Conditioning 

~~~ Monthly - New Cu~ing 
~.~~~ Edge Soccer Conditioning 

~~~ Sessions and Drills 

~~ Delivered Eve~ Month for 
~~~’~ _~ Improving the Strength, 

~~~ Speed and Agility of Your 

~~ 

Players 

~~ 

Finally, a course focused 
........ ~;~;~;~;~ on soccer specific 

conditioning has arrived~ 
Soccer Conditioning 

............................................. Mon,thly provides you 
a~icles and videos eve~ month with new drills and exercises to improve your team s physical fitness so 
they can run harder for longer every game. With new drills delivered each and eve~ month, Soccer 
Conditioning Monthly bridges the gap be~een soccer training and on-field performance and does all 
your conditioning planning for you. More info. 

~~ Total Soccer Conditioning: A Bali-Orientated Approach is a 

~ 
book born from the frustrations of its author, strength and 

~ conditioning trainer Justin Creaser, and other coaches at not having 

~ enough time to train both conditioning and technique. When you 

~~ only have one or ~o coaching sessions a week, you have to make 

~~ 

tough choices about which to focus on. 

~ ~;;; ~’.~:z~:~ ; To address the problem, Creaser created a methodology on how 

~ coaches, at every level, can combine physical exercise with 
technical training. The result is Tot~ ~#£ce[ Co~it~#~g~ ~ ~!1- 
Orientated Approach, a two book series aimed at coaches, 

strength and conditioning trainers and athletes that want to maximize their practice time and add variety 
to their conditioning, functional or technical training sessions. More info. 

~ Modern Soccer Tactics-If you want to develop a buyer 

~ understanding of the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

~ 
club sides then look no fu~her. 

The ~o book Modern Soccer Tactics series is packed with over 
220 pages of insights on how the great club sides, like Barcelona, 

~~;;;;;: ~ : Manchester United and Arsenal, manage to dominate teams. In 
addition, these books feature an array of drills and exercise so you 
can train your team to emulate some of the world s elite clubs and 

/    players. More info. 

A Coach’s Guide to the 44-3 - This book covers ever~hing you need 



to know about coaching the 4-3-3, including the formation’s development to the forefront of European 
club soccer, how it is utilized by the world’s best managers and soccer training drills and exercises which 
will enable your team utilize the 4-3-3 to be more offensive, flexible and difficult to defend against. More 
into. 

David Platt Tactical Playbooks - Learn from an English Premier ,L.eague 
championship winning coach! In this special set, Manchester City s 
Assistant Manager David Platt provides you with a tactical playbook for 
exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation. 

Whether they play 4-4-2.4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 
with the tactical know-how to counter and exploit your opponent’s 
formation. More into. 

I~ ~ The North Carolina Way With Anson .,D_orrance - Discover the secrets of 
I~ ~~~.~ how Anson Dorrance, one of US soccer s most legendary coaches, 
~i’ ~t~.~j%’ acheved a 93 4°Yo w an ng average won 20 out of 27 Natona 

~i ~~ 
Championships and led his team to’win 92 games in a row. 

~i ~ 
In this special 21 part video series (almost 4 hours of co_n, tent), Dorrance 

~ ~~ 
shows you the philosophy, training methods and drills he s used to create 

.... !i. championship winning teams for more than 30 years. More into. 

~~ ...i....i::.::~.:~     A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona- This 
’~~iii~i~ii!!~i::iii;~ii! .,~ book has been selling like wildfire with coaches 
~’~;!~:~i!iiii! ;i!!i~ ~:i from over 30 countries buying. My guess is this 

’..’~ will be our best selling book of the year. More 

i~i Comp ere Soccer Coach ng Gu de - 76 Tra n ng Sess ons That Deve op 
~i~i! the Advanced Player-is our latest book and perfect if you coach a 

’~ ; competitive club team high school or college team. More into. 

~ Developing the Complete Tactical Player- 

~~ Finally, a book focused on the missing link in 

~~i 
youth training! This is a unique book that 

~iii .......... shows you how to train players to develop 
~.’..’~ ;;~ ; tactical knowledge, faster decision making and 

i~;~!~i~:;i~ili~;.~::~C"~ ; smarter use of the ball. This is an aspect 
;~!!!!!!!i!!i~= ~ sorely missed in most training programs but 

; can make all the difference in taking your 
players to an elite level. More into. 

~ 
4-4-2 v 4-3-3- This book has been one of our best selling books over the 

~ ~.~;;,~ ...... past few years. This book t.a, kes an in-depth look at two of the greatest 
~~i i~ .iiiiiiiiiiii"~ managers/coaches in today s game...Sir Alex Ferguson and Jose 

~~ 

~:~ :i~ii!i~!~’~:~:! Mourh no and the r respectve systems of p ay C ck here for more nfo 

~ 
Training Creative Goalscorers - By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

~~ Beale is packed with 103 drills and exercises to improve your players 
~ .......... reactions, attacking instincts and consistency in the box so they can score 

, more often and win more games. Click here for more into. 



.~:~:~#~.:.~4i Zonal Defending the Italian Way provides an in-depth look at the Italian 
li:.~i~i!i!i!;:i#~!!iiiiiii::::::i::ii~:il back four and their philosophy of total team defending. This book jam 

~ 
packed with soccer drills and exercises that were actually used to train the 

~ ~, ~_. national team in Italy’s 1994 and 2006 World Cup cam,paigns. This makes 
~.~ .:iiiiiii!il i iiiiii!ii.~iT; ; this book an ideal addition to your library, whether you re a student of the 

~ game or an elite level coach, because it will enrich your understanding of 

drills to improve your own team s defending. More info. 

i~!!~!~~ NEW Goalkeeper Coaching Web Site- Don’t forget to check out our 

This web site will be especially useful for coaches of teams who don’t 

.............. have the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

[iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii :!;::::i’.i::~:’’, ........... We will post free articles every week and offer some excellent 

iiiiiiiiiiiiii ...................... goalkeeping books, eBooks and videos to help you get the best out of 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Saif 
WORLD CLASS COACHING 
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Red Bulls make it two titles in two years 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

IDEVELOPMENT ACADEMY: U-17/18sI The New York Red Bulls followed up on their U-15/16 title in 2012 

with the U-17/18 championship in 2013 thanks to a 2-1 overtime win over Shattuck-Saint Mary’s Soccer            ~ 
Academy in the final at the U.S. Soccer Development Academy’s Finals Week in Houston. Haitian U-20 

international Jhon Estama scored the game-winning goal in the 115th minute. - Read the whole story 

Rea~ Salt Lake AZ makes history 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY: U-15/I 5s] Real Salt Lake AZ got late goals from U.S. U-17 Justen Glad and Evan Waidrep to 

win the 2013 Under-15/16 Development Academy title with a 4-2 win over Solar Chelsea SC in the final in Houston. U.S. U-18 

stars Brooks Lennon and Sebastian Saucedo had a goal and two assists and a goal and an assist, respectively, as the 

MLS-affiliated academy team became the first residential program to win a national championship. - Read the whole stow 

Academy teams complete second straight sweep 
by Soccer America 

[MLS] For the second year in a row, MLS academy teams swept the Development Academy championships. For all the 

champions through the years ... - Read the whole stow 

Rare early ~ead holds up for Force FC title 
by Soccer America 

[SUPER-20 LEAGUE] Force FC Academy of Michigan defeated Pacesetter SC of Ohio, 2-0, in the 2013 Super-20 League 

final at IMG Academy. - Read the whole story 

Windy City Pride claims two titles 
by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL CUP Xll] Two Windy City Pride teams were among five teams from Illinois to win titles at U.S. Club Soccer’s 

National Cup XII finals in Aurora, Colo. - Read the whole story 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

The IIVlG Academy 150 Rankings summer 
update for boys in the 20:[5 graduating class 
is out, and there are two new players in the 
top 25. 

N [!i!W GROUP 
The final camp before the Residency Program 
invitations are sent out is normally a 
monumental event, but this time, the drama 
is subdued by other opportunities. 

Coaches called Sunday the survival of the 
fittest at the NPL Champions Cup. Players 
fought through altitude, injuries and the 
fatigue of four days in s_welterin h~t. 

I~ORI=; Semifinal Stars PremierOontent !1 Mtore 
Coveraqe 

DID YOU SEE? 

Nike’s newest project may 
be one of its coolest to 
date. Check it out. 

Watch Neymar’s incredible 
qoal aqainst Japan from the 
eyes of a Brazilian drone. 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, July 22, 2013 

Monday, July 22, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There are numerous international exhibition games this week.... The Gold Cup resumes on Wednesday at the 

semifinal stage; the USA facing Honduras.... The second leg of the Libertadores Cup is Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated dally throughout the week.) 

~ONDAY, J~y 22 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly NAGOYA GRAMPUS-ARSENAL (delay) 3 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro NORWAY-SPAIN, Quarterfinal (live) 11:45 am. 

Women’s Euro FRANCE-DENMARK, Quarterfinal (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, J~y 23 

FOX SOCCER 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-YOKOHAMA MARINOS (live) 6:15 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-YOKOHAMA MARINOS (delay) 8 am. 

GOLTV 

Tim Trophy AC MILAN=JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pro. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-YOKOHAMA MARINOS (live) 6:15 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico TOROS DEL CELAYA-MONARCAS DE MORELIA (live) 7:50 pm. 

Copa Mexico SANTOS DE TORREON-ZACATEPEC (live) 10 pm. 

WEONESDAY, July 24 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-HONDURAS (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup HONDURAS-COSTA RICA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly MELBOURNE-LIVERPOOL (delay) 3 pm. 

Copa Do Brasil FIGUEIRENSE=BOTAFOGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Club Friendly MELBOURNE-LIVERPOOL (delay) 3 pm. 

Copa Do Brasil FIGUEIRENSE-BOTAFOGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-OLIMPIA, Final 2nd Leg (live)8:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Uli Hoeness Cup BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-HONDURAS (live) 7 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro TBD=TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 



GOLTV 

International Club Friendly INDONESIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

ESPN&com 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 

FR~OAY, J~ly 2~ 

FOX SOCCER 

International C~ub Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-CEREZO OSAKA (live) 5:55 am. 

BelN SPORT 

International C~ub Friendly URAWA REDS-ARSENAL (delay) 3 pm. 

Russia ZENIT-KUBAN KRASNODAR (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

SATURDAY, July 27 

ESPN2 

ML$ COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 

NBC SPORTS NE’RNORK 

ML$ HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS VANCOUVER-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-COLUBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D=C. UNITED-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-KANSAS CITY (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pro. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pro. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (On Demand) 9 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

S~JNDAY, ~ly 28 

FOX 

Concacaf Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Final (delay) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Final (live) 9:45 am. 

Brazil TBA-TBA (live) 5 pm. 



Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPro 

USL W-20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Riddle Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 
Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, July 22,2013 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 

Monday, July 22, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There are numerous international exhibition games this week.... The Gold Cup resumes on Wednesday at the 

semifinal stage; the USA facing Honduras.... The second leg of the Libertadores Cup is Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY. Ju~y 23 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-YOKOHAMA MARINOS (live) 6:15 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 
International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-YOKOHAMA MARINOS (delay) 8 am. 

GOLTV 

Tim Trophy AC MILAN-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCDER2GO.com 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-YOKOHAMA MARINOS (live) 6:15 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico TOROS DEL CELAYA-MONARCAS DE MORELIA (live) 7:50 pm. 

Copa Mexico SANTOS DE TORREON-ZACATEPEC (live) 10 pm. 

~DN~SDAY, d~dy 24 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-HONDURAS (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly MELBOURNE-LIVERPOOL (delay) 3 pm. 

Copa Do Brasil FIGUEIRENSE-BOTAFOGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Club Friendly MELBOURNE-LIVERPOOL (delay) 3 pm. 

Copa Do Brasil FIGUEIRENSE-BOTAFOGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-OLIMPIA, Final 2nd Leg (live)8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uli Hoeness Cup BAYERN MUNICH-BARCELONA (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-HONDURAS (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Women’s Euro Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 

THURSDAY, J~ly 26 

GOLTV 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am. 

ESPN&com 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 



FRIDAY, J~ly 2~ 

FOX SOCCER 
International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED~EREZO OSAKA (live) 5:55 am. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly URAWA REDS-ARSENAL (delay) 3 pro. 

Russia ZENIT-KUBAN KRASNODAR (delay) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

SATURDAY, J~ly ~7 

ESPN2 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS VANCOUVER-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-COLUBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pro. 

MLS MONTREAL-KANSAS CITY (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

SUNDAY, Ju~y 28 

FOX 

Concacaf Gold Cup Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (delay) 9 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Concacaf Gold Cup Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro TBD=TBD, Final (live) 9:45 am. 
Brazil TBA-TBA (live) 5 pm. 

Le~’~g~ies effe~irL~t liv~ streaming of games inolude: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 



North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPro 

USL W-20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Googie~: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, July 22,2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 6:38 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Co,nplimentasy eBook - 48 Defending Drills 

Conceding too many 
goals? 

Ti hten u your efense 
with these 48 de~ending 

Crilis 
And it’s FREE.... 

and wasted as they include some interesting and useful content. 

So we put all the a~i~les together in this eBooN and it’s yours FR~N, No catches, no su rprises., just 

plain and simple, it’s free. 

I’m sure you will find the content useful and take ideas from these aRicles that you will be able to adapt 

and incorporate into your own training sessions. This journal is a compilation of those a~icles as they 

were submitted and unedited. 

Use them and add some variety to your training sessions., your players will love your for it. 

~_~_~_r_m_~_~_~_[_~_~_~_[~_~_~___~_~_~__g_~_t_~_~_~_~_~___~__~__~_~_~_~ 

............... 

Here is j~st a s~l~ sample of w~at ~s ~overed i~ t~is eBook 



¯ A 3v3 Small=Sided game that will teach your GK to communicate with the defenders 

¯ A defending game with a coanter-a{tacking element 

¯ 1vl defending drigs 

¯ A drill that teaches how to transition quickly to defense when losing possession 

¯ A drill thatteaches high pressure defense 

¯ A zonal defending small-sided game 

¯ An 8v8 tactical game with a focus on defensive shape 

PLEASE NOTE - This is a limJLed-.tJme offer Our last free eBook had 8,000 dowrfloads in just orle 

week..arld we plan to oap this offer oi~ce we get 8,000 dowrlloads too. 

So act quiokly ai3d click 1:he lirlk below to gr~b your free eBook while you can 

Confirm your address and get access to the eBook 

Best Wishes, 

Mille Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 7:10 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Gold Cup Semitinals: Some of USA!s Greatest Pertbrmances 

What They’re Saying 

"There’s no lack of 

resources here That said, 

1) we’ve got to find the right 

player and 2) he has want to 

come and then 3) we’ve got 

to make a deal. And those 

three are tough. All three of 

them combined, I truly 

believe there’s only 10 to 12 

people you’re talking about 

here. Take your list of 100 

and the problem is 90 of 

them are under contract and 

they’re not going anywhere. 

So that leaves 10. And of 

those 10, they’ve got to fit 

those three qualities: the 

character, the desire and 

the financial ability to get 

them out of their current 

deal." 

Today’s News = Tuesday, July 23, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Semifinals produce some of USA’s greatest moments 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[GOLD CUP] The USA has owned the Gold Cup semifinals, or close to it. it’s played 

in 12 Gold Cup and reached the semifinals 11 times. And in the 10 previous final four 

appearances, it has won eight times. The victories include two of the great wins in the history of 

the national team program - a 2-0 win over Mexico in the 1991 Gold Cup that kick-started the 

border rivalry and a 1-0 win over Brazil in 1998 - the one win in a series record that stands at 1- 

16-0 - that featured arguably the greatest game an American keeper has ever had. - Read the 

whole stow 

Montero off to Sporting Lisbon 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONo] After Millonarios in his native Colombia, the Seattle Sounders have 

loaned Fredy Montero to Portugars Sporting Lisbon with an option to buy Montero on a 

permanent transfer. - Read the whole story 

Denmark stuns France in quarterfinals 
by Soccer America 

-- Tim Leiweke, who 

brought David Beckham 

and Robbie Keane to the 

Los Angeles Galaxy, on 

finding the right Designated 

Player to boost Toronto FC 

since becoming Maple Leaf 

Sports & Entertainment’s 

CEO. (Canadian Press) 

[EURO 2013] France entered the knockout phase as the only team to win all three group 

matches, but the favored Bleues were stunned by Denmark in Monday’s quarterfinals. Despite a 

31-4 edge in shots, the Bleues fell to the Danes in a shootout before a sellout crowd of 7,448 in 

Linkoping. Norway cruised to a 3-1 win over Spain in the other quarterfinal at the Kalmar Arena. - 

Read the whole stow 

Chill claims regular-season title 
by Soccer America 

[PDL: Playoffs] The Thunder Bay Chill claimed the PDL regular-season championship for the first 

time in its histow and will also be one of four hosts for the conference Championships. Also 

hosting are the Austin Aztex, Ocean City Nor’easters and Ventura County Fusion. The playoffs 

begin Tuesday with five divisional matchups, including a Cascadia Cup match between the 

Portland Timbers U-23s against Vancouver Whitecaps FC U-23. - Read the whole story 

Third time is charm for Sonic 
by Soccer America 

[NPSL: Playofls] The third time was the charm for the defending champion FC Lehigh Valley 

United Sonic as it beat Greater Binghamton FC, 1-0, for its first win in three meetings this season 

and moved into Saturday’s National Premier Soccer League semifinals. The Sonoma County Sol, 

the only other former champion still alive, will host the Sonic in one semifinal, while Richmond 

Virginia Football Club will face the Erie Admirals in the other match. - Read the whole stow 

Video of Messi dominating as a very young boy 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: La Pulga] Today we’re sharing some footage of Lionel Messi that came to light 

this spring, these extended highlights will have you recognizing the young genius just by 

observing his trademark body language, and domination. - Read the whole story 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayerr~ NewsLetti!v <newslet:t:erce~usnr~t:{)a.com> 

’Tuesday, JtRy 22}, 20~ 3 11:53 AM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Ju[ 23~ 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ 3ul 23, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Manchester United On Tour 

~,aDctlesl:er [J~?il:ed’s ~)reseason teB~ schedule t::Ol’~t:iRues a~lail’~St: the ’~’ekehama Marines at 6:1Sam E’F on g~: × Soccer. 

Their Words 

’~he training is just how we Like it and the manager likes it that way, and it is impo~ tan[ you get that 

con~pel:itivi!.r~ess. }~ is a I)J~ I)~e~season Ier evet’yo:r~e arid everyer~e wanl:s te be in the team at: the st:at1: ef 

the season, and that is what we are aiming for." Chelsea defender John Terry, 

Vermes Signs Extension With Sporting Kansas City 
Sporting Kansas City technical director and head coach Peter Vermes will remain with the oh% through the 2017 season 

alter sigi~ing a col’d:rac~ extension. Spot[ink.’, KC ar~l’lOLE~ced 1:he rDe~e eD "[’besday. 

"What:~s been i~’~porllant Ior us is continuity o~’~ and off the f~e[d and th~s derision a~[ows us te keep 11[~a12 conth?ui[:y 

place for the foreseeable future/’ Sporth~!~ KC CEO Robb Heineman saM. "We k~’~e that Peter has a~ways been a 

~erm tinnier and } believe the {)ufl.dm}~ b{ed~s around l:umin~ this k~l:o a ~reat or~anizadon ~ont~-term a~e in place. 

Having another fern years Lo advance Lhis cause is going to be vel~ va[uabte to the Learn. We [eve that Pete~ has the 

~:emmitment that he has to this city, this or~aniz]~:h)n and to [:he deve{o~)rnet~t of the 

Corner: Toronto 

go~ those needing a reminder~ To~onto FC and DC United have the Least amount of wins in Major League Soccer this 

season, That ignoMe number stands at two, and TFCs bi!~ result this season was a Week 2 win ove~ Spo~tin~ Kansas 

City, Their edger thl’ee-po~n~er came a~ainst, you ~uessed it, DC United. 

What separates the two teams at the bottom of the Eastel’n Conierence is Toronto’s eight ties. That’s double DC’s 

mJmbe~ and it creates an inviting scenario for what mi2ht have been. h’* tl’*e Eastern Conference, no team has as many 

ties as Toronto. Turn a handfu{ ef those into w~ns; and thev?e su<R]en{y net se bad, Turn them into a handfu{ ef losses, 

and they"re fighting DC for the worst record in Major kea~ue Soccer. That’s the up and downside to p~aying what if, but 

it’s that potential for points gone missmt; that seems to be ca~x:hh~g Toronto. 

FetLowin?, t:heir scoreless ~Jraw with New York. Toronto coach {~’/an Ne[sen pekCed te fatigue as a ~)roM.em, Read More 

After long layoff~ Landon ~novan has his swayer back - ~fem USA Today’s &~sse Yemtov: "Teday was my mom’s 
60th b~rthday so ~ was pushin~ hard to try and score a goal and it finally came," Donovan said, 

US~ beats El Salva~r~ moves ~ semis .. from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaerkaeckens: And he dominated, 

~novan shines again for U.S. in Gold Cup - fl’om ESPN gc’s Jeff Ca~[~ske: The U.S, dominated ~or [ong stretches but 
found ~[ Sab’ador 2on{keeper Da~{oberto Portff{o in inspired form .... 

FIFA ~rld rankin~s may be flawed~ but they’re not meaningless - from S~,com~s G~ant Wah{: But one thin~{ yo~ can’t 

say ~s d~at the F~FA rankin% are meamngl.ess, 

U.S. dominance puts Mexico’s plight in perspective ¯ from Goal..com’s Tom MarshaU.: d~e German legend w~{[ have 
some weh:orne, if difficutt, setection decisions to rnake. 

The Full Volley: Shadowing the MLS All-Star referee - flora The 5perth,?, News’ Zac Lee Ri~9: About an hour and a half 
before the match they turn elf nil t:eIL phones. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Gold Cup Semifinals 
The 201 ? Gold Cup moves to the semifinal stage on Fox Socce~ and UniMas: USA .. Honduras at 7pm and ~exice .. 

Panama at: 10pro, 

The decidin¢~ ~e¢~ o~ t:he 2 )13 Copa Libertaderes ~ina~ series ~s en Fox Depert:es at 8:30pm: A~:[e~:i~:e Mineiro - OI.h~p~a 



Copa Bra~{ on be]N Sport: Figueirense - Botafog, o at 8:4§pro. A~ T#~,~s Eas~n~ 

Sponsor message 

powered by 

d by’ 

Clfck here to solely unsubscrfbe fr n "U’~o,~ce;m,@’e s " Clfck here to vfew moftfnl orchfves, here to chon,~e ,your pre,ferences, or here to subscrfbe ~ Prfvecy~, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 6:47 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Radamel Falcao Age Scm~da]; Joe Corona’s Rise; New Barca Coach 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ July 23, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Reports: Falcao Lied About His Age 
Eurosport                                                                                                  ~ 

Reports from Colombia have emerged claiming that AS Monaco striker Radame~ Fa~cao is not 27, but 

rather 29. Their evidence is a series of registration documents from his primary school, which shows that the striker 

was born in 1984, not 1986. The school also has a photo of the youngster from his first year at the school in 1989, 

showing a boy who resembles Falcao, but who is clearly around 5 years old rather than 3. 

As Eurosport points out, lying about one’s age in the world of soccer is a very serious offense, because the 

enormous $80 million transfer fee that Monaco paid for what they thought was a 27-year-old would have been 

greatly reduced if indeed Falcao is 29. It’s the difference between a player who has just a few more years left of his 

career, and a player who is just entering his peak. Monaco would be lucky to get half of what it paid for the 

Colombia international if it decides to sell him in the future, the report claims. 

Neither Falcao nor Monaco has yet responded to the claims. 

- Read the whole story... 

Corona Represents ’What America Looks Like’ 
ABC News 

One of the most impressive emerging stars for the U.S. national team at this year’s Concacaf Gold Cup has been 

Joe Corona, a Californian of Mexican and Salvadoran descent. Corona scored the second goal in the Americans’ 

5-1 rout of El Salvador in the Gold Cup quarte~inal on Sunday. 

Though Corona represents the U.S. internationally, he plays his club soccer for the Xolos in Tijuana, and considers 

himself both Mexican and American. He was born in California, moving to San Diego when he was 11. 

Corona is a great example of what U.S. national team coach durgen Klinsmann says American looks like. "The 

senior national team will look like what America looks like," the German told ESPN. "It’s a melting pot. And I think this 

is wonderful." 

- Read the whole story... 

Public Not Convinced as Barca Signs Martino 
Associated Press 

Barcelona confirmed Gerardo "Tata" Martino as its new coach on Tuesday, following the resignation of Tito 

Vilanova due to his ongoing battle with cancer. It will be the first time Martino, the former coach of Newell’s Old 

Boys of Argentina as well as the Paraguayan national team, has coached in Europe. 

On its Web site on Tuesday, Barcelona praised Martino for his "clear commitment to the passing game" as well as 

the attacking style displayed by his former team. However, in a poll published Tuesday by the Catalan region’s 

leading newspaper, La Vanguardia, under the banner "Do you approve of ’Tata’ Martino signing?" 58 percent of 

readers answered "no" and only 32 percent approved. Ten percent of the 1,000 people polled had no opinion. 

- Read the whole story... 

Bale Wants Real Transfer? ..................................................................................... 

Marca 

Marca on Tuesday reported that Gareth Bale has informed Tottenham that he wants to leave the London club for 

Real Madrid. Spurs owner Daniel Levy, meanwhile, has told those around him that he will not sell his star player for 

anything less than a British transfer record, which is currently the $124 million Real paid for Cristiano RonaMo in 

2009. The report also claims that Bale’s agent, Jonathan Barnett, has already met Real President Florentino 

Perez to hash out personal terms. 

- Read the whole story... 



Football Italia 

Italian giants Juventus and AC Milan were the top and fourth highest earners from last season’s UEFA Champions 

League, UEFA revealed on Tuesday. In all, clubs in last season’s UCL received $1.2 billion for participating in the 

tournament, which includes TV and performance-related revenue. 

Despite bowing out at the quarterfinal stage to Bayern Munich, Juve finished on top of the pile, earning $86.3 million 

for participating. That was ahead of champion Bayern, which received $72.7 million, and third-place Borussia 

Dortmund, with $71.7 million. Milan was fourth with $68 million, followed by Real Madrid, with $64 million. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Kagawa Wants Dortreund Return 
ESPN FC 

Manchester United midfielder Shinji Kagawa, who admits he did not have the greatest of first seasons with the Red 

Devils, sparked transfer speculation on Monday when he told Japanese TV show Foot Brain that he would welcome 

a return to Borussia Dortmund. 

"One day I will return, if Dortmund agrees to it," the 24-year-old said. The highly rated Japan international reiterated 

that he did not feel he contributed enough to the Premier League champion’s campaign last season. "1 arm not at all 

satisfied with my performance," he said, adding: "1 did not score as many goals as I wanted and, moreover, I was 

injured. Other than the fact that we won time championship I cannot feel like I achieved everything I wanted to 

achieve. For me personally, it was not a good season." 

During his two years as a DoRKmund player, Kagawa scored 21 goals and set up a further 12, forming a deadly 

partnership with striker Robert Lewandowski. He scored six goals for United last season. Both Kagawa’s agent 

Thomas Kroth and DoRKmund CEO Aki Watzke confirmed that there were no plans for the playmaker to return to 

BVB. 

- Read the whole story... 

lbra: No Reason to Leave PSG 
TheLocal.fr 

In his first interview since returning from vacation, Paris Saint-Germain striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic sought to quell 

speculation that he would be leaving the Parc des Princes this summer by saying: "1 am at Paris and there’s no 

reason for me to change clubs. I belong to PSG and I will respect my contract." Ibrahimovic was widely expected to 

want to depart the Ligue 1 champion after Edinsor~ Cavani’s staggering $84.5 million arrival from Napoli. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports 

After being given no assurances that he will be a regular staRKer at Barcelona next season, a source close to Cesc 

Fabregas claims the Manchester United target is "considering his future." United has unsuccessfully bid for the 

former Arsenal twice, and is aiming to bid for a third time. Reports claim that Barca might consider a $53.7 million 

offer for the 26-year-old. 

- Read the whole story... 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, July 24, 2013 7:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Gold Cup: Eddie Johnson delivers; USA-Honduras III; Flaw in Jerry’s World 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s not going to be an easy 

game at all. I think 

[Honduras coach] Luis 

Suarez, over the last two 

years has formed a team 

that is very compact, very 

individually gifted, good 

individual players that can 

make a difference within a 

second. Collectively, they’re 

doing really well. Beating 

Costa Rica shows you that 

They deserve a lot of 

respect, and we give them 

that respect" 

-- U.S. coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann on Wednesday’s 

Gold Cup semifinal 

opponent Honduras. 

(Goal.corn) 

Today’s News - Wednesday, July 24, 2013           ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Eddie Johnson delivers when Klinsrnann calls 
by Alec Mishra                                                                                      ~ 

[USA MEH1 U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann took advantage of the new Gold Cup 

regulations that allow roster additions for the knockout stage, and Eddie Johnson 

replied with a goal on his first touch in the 5=1 quarterfinal rout over El Salvador= It was the latest 

feat of Johnson’s big comeback for the USA, which meets Honduras in the Gold Cup semifinals 

on Wednesday (TV: 7 pm ET, FOX Soccer, UniMas). - Read the whole story 

A lot has changed since San Pedro Sula 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-HONDURAS] The USA has come a long way since it slumped to a 2-1 loss to Honduras in 

the heat of San Pedro Sula in early February. It went unbeaten in its next five games in World 

Cup 2014 qualifying to open a six-point lead on the fourth-place Catrachos, and it’s run off nine 

straight wins and counting - a national team record. The current group that Jurgen Klinsmann 

assembled for the Gold Cup has scored 22 goals in five games - another program record - and 

did it without any starter from the February loss. - Read the whole story 

A flaw in Jerry’s World 
by Paul Kennedy 

[GOLD CUP: Semifinalsj The USA plays Honduras for the third time this year - the rubber match 

in a series that saw the teams split their World Cup qualifiers -- when they meet Wednesday in 

the semifinals of the Gold Cup followed by Mexico-Panama. But the operative word here isn’t 

rubber. It’s concrete as in what the surface at Cowboys Stadium feels like. - Read the whole 

story 

Fire and impact find DPs in Argentina 
by Soccer America 

[MLS "TRANSACTIONS]Juan Luis Anangono became the latest Ecuadoran to sign with MLS as 

the Chicago Fire acquired the 24-year-old striker, who spent his last season on loan to 

Argentinos Juniors in Argentina. Montreal also landed a Designated Player playing in Argentina 

as it signed midfielder Hernan Bernardello, who was on loan last season with Colon. - Read 

the whole story 

Richmond takes lead, extends unbeaten streak to 20 games 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 19[ The Richmond Kickers finally overtook Orlando City at the top of 

USL PRO standings as they beat the Vancouver Whitecaps Reserves, 2-1, at UBC Thunderbird 

Stadium to extend their unbeaten streak to 20 games. On the other hand, Antigua Barracuda FC 

fell to 0-21-0 as it dropped a 3-1 decision at the FC Dallas Reserves. - Read the whole story 

Pall Blues’ Andrews earns third straiqht nod 
by Soccer America 

[W-LEAGUE: AwardsI Pall Blues defender Sasha Andrews earned her third consecutive all- 

conference selection, and five other players - Grace Hawkins (Long Island), Catherine 

Charron-Delage (Laval), Nkemjika Ezurike (LavN), Alyscha Mottershead (Ottawa) and 

Brooke Spence (Colorado Rapids Women) - were named for the second year in a row to the W- 

League all-conference teams. - Read the whole story 

Meet Arsenal’s 16-year-old Gedion Zelalern 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic Feet[ Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger promised his usually thrifty Gunners 

were going to open the checkbook this summer, which hasn’t happened, but 16-year-old Gedion 

Zelalem’s breakthrough performances on the club’s preseason tour have provided reason for 

optimism. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The TDS New York Combine featured over 100 
of the region’s top players. These are the 
Bext XI boys. 
I~IORE; Raleigh Combine Best X]~: Gir[s ] Boys 

A top ACC program adds a forward to its 20:~5 
recruiting class, as recruits become quickly 
enamored with their future college 
destinations. 

A U.S. goalkeeper trains with River Plate, one 
of Argentina’s biggest clubs, and talks about 
what the club means to the people there. 

DID YOU SEE? 

This Top 10 tricks video will 
help you play like a much 
worse version of Neymar. 

Liqhtninq bolt strikes durinq 
the middle of a Ranqers FC 
training session. 
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Sent: 
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Temn Shelters to Match Your Colors 

................................................................................................................................................. ~ 
SHELTERS 
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Step 2: 

Select from 8 stock colors (White, Btack, Red, Green, Ye~tow, Orange, 

Select from the RAL color system, 

Contact your gwi~ Goal dealer to order ................................................................................................................................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 4:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, July 25, 2013 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Thursday, Norway meets Denmark for a spot in the Women’s Euro 2013 final against Germany .... The Gold 

Cup final is on Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, July 

GOLTV 

international Club Friendly INDONESIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (live) 9:30 am, 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro, NORWAY-DENMARK, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 

FR~DAY~ July 2~ 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-CEREZO OSAKA (live) 5:55 am. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly URAWA REDS-ARSENAL (delay) 3 pm. 

Russia ZENIT-KUBAN KRASNODAR (delay) 9 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

SATURDAY, July 

ESPN2 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE’rWORK 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

international Club Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Club Friendly HAMBURG-INTER MILAN (live) 9:30 am. 

International Club Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

international Club Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (delay) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

DFL Supercup BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 



Mexico MERIDA-UDG (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA=TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-TIGRES (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIPAS-CHIVAS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico ATLAS-LEON (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-COLUBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER=PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D=C. UNITED-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-KANSAS CITY (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U=19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm= 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Women’s Cup DPR KOREA-CHINA (delay) 5 pm. 

international Friendly INDONESIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

EAFF Women’s Cup KOREA REPUBLIC-JAPAN (live) 7 pm. 

SUNDAY, J~y 28 

FOX 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Russia LOKOMOTIV-CSKA (delay) 10 am. 

international Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) Noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil FLAMENGO-BOTAFOGO (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-QUERETARO (live) 1 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro TBD-TBD, Final (live) 9:45 am. 

Brazil TBA-TBA (live) 5 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Men’s Cup AUSTRALIA-CHINA (delay) 5 pro. 



EAFF Men’s Cup KOREA REPUBLIC-JAPAN (live) 7 pm. 

~O~,~O~Y, Ju~y 2~ 

GOLTV 
UEFA U-19 Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

UEFA U-19 Buro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPre 

USL W-20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
FollowSoccer America J Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney J Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, July 25, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <r~ews~etter@usnsL£~.com> 

Thu~sd~y, ,Jul.y 2:,}, 201 ~ 12:05 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

~he US Soccer P~ayers News~eLter US~occe~ P~ei’s ¯ &~l. 2~ ~Oi ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Jul 25, 2013 

Thursday’s Soccer TV 

Get’I’V has tl~e friendly ~etween tl~e Indeaesi~a AUoSt~rs ~ad Chetsea at 9:iXh~m E]". 

Their Words 

are stearin8 to have the identity I wahl Lo see. In the future we wiU adjust and complete our process 

[)ecome a team wit:h a dear ident:ityJ’ Sunderland Rlana~e~" Paolo Di Canio, 

2013 Gold Cup Semifinals: USA 3 - Honduras 1 
The United .States NaLiona[ Team advanced to the Getd Cup iina[ after beaLin$ Honduras b.l on Wednesday nNht at 
Cowboys Stadium in A~hngton, Texas. Eddie Johnson opened the scoring h’[ the 1 ith mh’mte and Landon Donovan 

doubled the ~ead in the 27th rninute~ Nery Medina pul.{ed a !~oa~ ba<k fo~ Honduras in the 52ad miaute but Denovaa 

scored a£mn a mh~ute later. The referee sent off US coach aurgen K]insmann for dissent in the g7th minute. The 
CQNCACAE Discip[ina~y Committee wi[{ determ$ae his sLatus lk}r Lhe fine[ ia {2h${:a(~o on Sunday {4pro E’[" - FexL 

equalizing for Mexico in the 26th, Roman Torres scored Panama’s winner in the 61st minute, Read More 

For the Streaking USA, Enjoy It While You’ve Got It 

8y Charles Boehm -BAI.]’IMOP, E, MD (&R 24, 2012) US Seecer H.ayers - h~ ~a en~ of instant anal.ys~s and rampant 
cymcism, it’s extremely tempting ~or pundits and fans to w~ite off the amazin~ string of results the US National. Team 

has knitted to~ether this nlonth. 

"Ha~e they pe~ked Lee earl.y?~’ 

"The (:ompeLitk)a h~s been awfuL" 

"£~ah~st that (ew~[ ef defeadin~l, ~hey shouk]’~e scored more." 

And so 

Even head coach Jursen K[insmann himself has noted that h~s group’s m~ssion is the capture of the Go~d Cup 

(:hampk)nsh~p trophy, ~ad that anythh~!~ sho~t of that wi{I. make for a 

I’We ~re a()t [~)()~#i~(~ at ~’{ sb~L~sl:R:s~" he sakJ in the run up te Sunday’s 

Lhe Gold Cup ~s only successful ff we wm iL This ~s our 9eeL" Read More 

DC United Announce Latest Stadium Plan 

DC United and District of Cobimbia Mayo~ Vincent Qay held a press conference on Thursday to announce pfans to bui]d a 

soecerospecit’it: st:adikn]’~ in Seuthwest DC 

~"[’t~iS is an ex(:itin}~ p[~a t:h~M: moves tt~e Distrit:t iorward in [wo a~eas about which ~m passion~M:e - economic 

deve{opment particu{ar~y in the East End of the D~strk:t, and sports,** Mayor Gray said }n a press statement. "The sew 

soccer stadium is the fia~{ £iece in the Anacostia Waterfront Initiative puxz{e l:hal:~ when eemp[ete w~l.[ c[r~}~[:~} [he )~)OS[ 

~dbrant and sustainable sports-and.re,a1[ d~stricL in America." 

The stadium is scheduled to open in 2016, but as The Washin.gton Post explained the deal requires a f.and swap that 

carries se~erat potitioal hurd[es. Read More 

Tim Leiweke wants to upgrade BMO Field for TFC fans - from The Canadi~a P~ess’s NeR I)~vidsea: "Kans~s City’s 

stadium is fantastic." said Leivveke, 

Serious Investment and Sawy Marketing Revive Soccer in Kansas City ¯ Item The NY Times’ Sam Borden: Even 
te[e~,dsion ratin~;.,% which have fon~;., been disappointin?, fo~ M.L.S., are at [east mc:reasin?, on a relative scare. 



Who is new Barcelona boss Gerardo Martino? - from Backpage Feotbaf~’s Je~mes C~ar~q¢: a~ai~, a system 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Manchester United and 
Mexico’s Apertura 

Arser~a[ aE 

if you like your soccer competiLive> belN Spo~t has ZeaiL - Ku~al~ g:~ as~odar in the Russian Premier League at 9pro. Lig~ 

#~{ on Azteca arid ESPY’4 Deporl:es: ~hxe]ia - "Fo{[x:a at 8::~{}~m, Urfiv~:~k~n ~eporl:es ha:~ Sa~tos I.aguna - (:ritz Azu[ al: 

Xi Sponsor message 

powered by 

Sponsor message 

i~i powered by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentaD@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:20 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Acting on Principle and Good Intentions 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commenta[o~ arid the 
fern:d!!" asd presidept of ti:e so:!#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ai-::o send feedback 
blici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

If ~:et, YOU can change .:ha.:. How7 Send a teadiel°, cou.."..seior 
or principal (o~ all "di~ee!} to a Character Develo#ment Seminar 
nea~ yeu .(see schedule here). You cap also bet# spenser one of 
our workshops at yeur ddtd’s scheei. 

Just cati CHARACT}?R COUNTS! Director 3eft Md’~lu!’dy at 800- 

7i:[~2,870 or ema~ jmcmurdy@jiethics.org, We’~ 9et m to;~ch 
w~th your schoo~ :o ~e~p set up an effective and ~ast~ng 
CHARACTER COUNT8~ program, 

School budgets are tigtit, so we (and they) appreciate your 

hell,’,! 

ii.~j Getthe podcast in iT .... ] 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Good Ethics Hake Better 
Relationships 
W~fiie ~ beiieve that good things 
tesd to happen to #eo#le who 
consistently choose the high 
read, {he co.."reiatio~i between 

Check out Hichael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of ir~si~:~htl:ut 

and metivatienat (and 
pristable!) quotes, 

QUOTE: When you are in 
a hole, stop digging, 
Why does it take so 

mmW peepie so i<,,r~:~ to 
tearr~ that ,., 7 

Help keep [~iis r~ewsle[ter 
free - 

make a tax-deductible 
donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 
$100 or 

£] Character educati .... terials 

Preceeds from the sale of 
blichaet’s books arid CDs 
support cl~a~acter education 
i~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

Character Educator Blog, 
Recendy posted : 

Thursday Chats on Character 
Education 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

iii~.~] Charactereducati .... terials ] 



ethics and success is a loose one 
at best. Thus, it% pretty ha.~d to 
sincerely promote ethics by 
appea~s ~o se~f.-~te~e5~. 
Listen or read more 

Will, Fern, and the Power of 
Encouragement 
Two flogs named Wili and ~=ern 
feii into a deep pit together. At 
first, they thought it would be 

of fa~ed attempts they cr~ed for 
he~p asd a crow8 of animals 

Evervo~e agreed ~ was hopeless 

accept ,.. 
Listen or read more 

Grocery Store Ethics 
You .::an tell a i0~ abedt pe0ple~s 

~roce:y store, ] reP~eqlber bein,(! 
in a crowded store when there 
was a shorta~:]e of si’,oppin~ 
A prosperous~ iooking fellow was 
pushing a ca~t when another 
stopped hirn, "i:-[xcuse me,* 
second man said, "b~t this is my 

Listen or read more 

Acting on Principle and Good 
I ntentions 
I once i:eard a story aboat an 
emergency medical ~echnician 
calt ~ake who was summoned to 
he~ an dngonsg~ou5 womsn. 

When he aH’~ved, she had no 
pu~se~ From her (:o~or and d~ated 
eyes~ he couP8 tell she’d suffered 

Listen or read more 

What is the Host Difficult CEO 
Job in the Nation? I Nominate 
School Principal, 

stru.ggliru~ to modify their 
strategies to meet the Common 
Core demands .."ega~di..",g criticai 
~hi..",king and probiem solving. 
They qlust also find ways to 
teach 2],st Century wo~kpiace 
skitis, enhance studenl;s~ social 

of course, build ti:eh~ character so 
~hey be~:ome ~espons~b~e and 
prod~tt~ve dt~sens. 
Read more 

He Made You 
As l.ily "Tomlir~ said, "~No matte: 
how cynical I get~ :.[ can’t keep 

up." Our economy i:as been 
shattered by widespread 
corporate ffa~..’d; kids lie, steai, 
and cheat at unprecedented 
rates; and their parents beat up 
each other or referees at youth 
sports events ,,. 

Listen or read more 

OBSERVATION: Ignorant 
people can be both wise 
and kind and they are 
worthy of respect for the 
qualities they have, not 
contempt for those they 
lack. 
~ was surprised how 

many people responded 
to the posting on my 
What Witl ~’4atter 
Facebook page, ~t was a 

picture and quote _. 

~e~-~rsi~:er comments on 
Accountability in the 
Workplace: "i have heid 
my ~or!~B~e, smiied~ and 
nodded acquiescently 
whe~ my ows boss was 

psychologically hm’assMg 

team, I needed the job 
to keep a reef over my 
fam~y*s head a:~d food m 
o~ ~eH~es, Sometimes 
the purest sense of 

ethics takes a back seat 
when poverty is a 
factor," 

Actinq on Principle and 
Good Intentions: 
"Reminded me of a recen~ 
~:onversatien ~ i:ad with 
teenageD who was 
preparing to speak on a 
deba~e o~ euthanas~a~ I 

stressed the vak~e of ~fe 
a~d that we do not 
d~spose of people hke we 

quo~e "No one ever said 
on their deathbed: "I 
wish I’d spent more time 
at the office": ":(rordcalty, 

a colleague who was 
sending work e..’~ails a~ 
night aRer his wife iust 
had a baby. Great quote 
to keep focused on what 

Learn i:ow to intervene, 
cemba~ cyberbultying, and 
promote a positive schoo~ 
dh~ate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equip educators and 
you’th~service ie,’~ders to be 
effective characte~ 
educators, Upcoming 
seminars: 

July 30-Auq. 1, Los Anqeles 

Aug. 6-8, Saratoga, CA >> 
Sept. 10-12, Rock Hill, SC >> 
Sept. 17-19, Austin, TX >> 
Set. 24-26 Jonesborou h 

TN >> 
Sept. 30-Oct. 2, Colville, 

WA >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our webina.."s are a 
co~wenier~t, af.%rdabte way 
~o k~arn vaR~abk~ character- 
development ~echniques, 
Learn more see schedule~> 

Visit ou~’ Sportsmanship 
Bloq0 

Get monthly e-newsletter 



:: :~ :: Michael 

Josephson 

<h~-~s~t~r~t? Book Michael 3osephson~ 

learn more~ 

The nonprofit 3osephson }institute is working to create a world whei°e people act m.ol’e 
Your donations er~abie ~s [o el:i:er se~’vi.::es ~rid resources like d~is r~ewsiette..", Donate 

Prevent this newsiette~ fi’om bm~;ing in your junk folder by 
vou~" mJdr~s~, book o!" a~p:owd s~mde!" list. 

984t/\4~pod 8bd. [~300 i ’Los/\rtf~,~i~,,~ ~. CA 9g045 I 8g0-.71 t ..2~70 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.or~l 

,!~}2013 Josephson institute. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 6:33 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: D.C. United deal on new digs has lots going tbr it 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 

D.C, United deal on 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

new digs has lots going for it 
By Paul Kennedy 

D.C. United may finally extricate itself from stadium limbo. 

(VIEkAflNG ALEI~T: Remember to catch Bob Bradley, Egypt national team coach and former U.S. national team coach, on 

Comedy Centrsl’s Daily Show with John Oliver tonight Thursday at 11 p.m./10 p.m. CT. Here’s Bradley and his agent, Ron 

Waxman, in the green room.) 

The MLS club announced a preliminary agreement with the District of Columbia to build a 20,000 to 25,000-seat soccer 

stadium at a cost of $300 million in an industrial area on Buzzard Point, not far from where the baseball Nationals have their 

stadium, in Southwest Washington. 

D.C. United has been negotiating with D.C. officials for a decade on a new stadium deal as well as looked at moving to sites in 

neighboring Maryland and Virginia. 

It hopes to move into its new digs in 2016. 

In the meantime, D.C. United remains stuck at decaying RFK Stadium, which was built in 1960. It is the last of MLS’s original 

10 teams that is still playing in the same venue in 2013 as it did in 1996 when the league launched. 

Naysayers will point out D.C. United has been down the stadium deal path before without anything coming to fruition, though 

this deal is on much more solid ground. 

Among the factors being cited for believing that this time a D.C. soccer stadium will finally be built: 

- Better economic environment for D.C. generally and the real estate market in particular. 

- Better political environment to get deal’s plans approved by city council members - former mayor Marion Barry backs the 

deal - and various governmental bodies. 

- Committed club investors - new partners Erick Thorir and Jason Levien arrived a year ago - ready and able to deal and 

contribute to the financing to the tune of $150 million. 

- Solutions to the complicated task of finding land through land swaps that pay for the cost of $150 million to acquire the land 

and pay for infrastructure work. 

- Added piece to t~development projects going up in at~a and a second destination stadium to go up in the area along with 

Nationals Park. 

- Walking distance from Metro station and next to planned streetcar line, especially important to attract D.C. residents and 

young fans - core MLS supporters group - without cars. 

FURTHER READING:Dar~ MalouII"s To build a soccer stadium DC will swap the Reeves Center at BeyondDC 

Original MLS 10-where are they new? 

TEAM STADIUM (YEAR MOVED) 

Columbus: Crew Stadium (1999) 
New England: Gillette Stadium II (2002) 

Los Angeles: StubHub Center (2003) 

FC Dallas: FC Dallas Stadium (2005) 
Colorado: Dick’s Sporting Goods Park (2007) 

New York: Red Bull Arena (2008) 

Sporting KC: Sporting Park (2011) 

D.C. United: RFK Stadium (through 20157) 

Tampa Bay: folded (2001) 

San Jose: moved to Houston (2006) 
(Note: Only New England hasn’t moved into a soccer-specific stadium although it is in the exploratory stage of looking for 

stadium site.) 

ARSENAL ON ONE WORLD. ONE World Sports has reached a deal with Arsenal to air three-hour blocks of delayed 

gamecasts accompanied by intewiews, features and analysis. The agreement follows deals it has reached with Bayern 

Munich and Chelsea. 

The Arsenal programming block is scheduled to air on Sunday nights, starting at 9 p.m. (ET). Chelsea and Bayern Munich 

programming will be telecast on Monday and Tuesday nights, respectively. 



The new programming adds almost 400 hours of content from these three clubs. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business Inside~RSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blog, 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 
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:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:33 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Ronaldinho’s Atletico Mineiro Lifts Libertadores; Pep’s Bayem Beats Barca 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, July 25, 2013 Tweet This ~i~i Share This 

ESPN FC 

Atletico Mineiro was crowned South American club champion on Wednesday after overcoming a 2-0 first- 

leg deficit to defeat Paraguayan champion Olimpia on penalties in the Copa Libertadores final. Goals from Jo and 

Leonardo Silva wiped out the first-leg deficit before the Belo Horizonte club outlasted Olimpia, 4-3, in a penalty 

shootout, guaranteeing a place in the FIFA Club World Cup, which will be played in Morocco in December. 

"1 came back to Brazil for this," a jubilant Ronaldinho told Globoesporte.com. "A few months ago, they said Jo and I 

were over, but we have proved the players are not always wrong. Congratulations to Olimpia because reaching the 

final is not easy at all. That team deserves everything." 

Atletico Mineiro coach Cuca told Fox Sports: "This club has more than 8 million supporters and had never won an 

important title before. This is a huge triumph for this club." 

Disappointed Olimpia boss Ever Almeida said: "I’m still proud of my players, of their effort. However, we missed a lot 

of goal chances and you cannot fail in the final. Our fans have to be proud of these players. I don’t think Atletico 

Mineiro did more than us in the two legs, but they are the champions and we failed." 

- Read the whole story... 

Chepo: I Intend to Fulfill My Contract 
ESPN FC 

Following his team’s 2-1 loss to Panama in the Concacaf Gold Cup semifinal on Thursday, Mexico coach Jose 

Manuel "Chepo" de la Torre admitted that he isn’t sure about his job security. The loss, Mexico’s second at the 

hands of Panama during the Gold Cup, left El Tri’s 2013 record at five wins, five draws and four losses. 

"1 have a contract for a process and I intend to fulfill it," de la Torte said. "1 have no limits. Those who hired me can 

decide. At the end of the day, I am the person in charge together with my work group, because we were the ones 

who chose the players and tried to coach them; the goals haven’t been reached, we fell far short," he said. 

"1 signed a contract whose final objective was to qualify for the World Cup (Brazil 2014) and I will put all my efforts to 

it," he added. "1 have always trusted the quality of the Mexican player. If I didn’t, I wouldn’t have taken it on." 



- Read the whole story... 

Guardiola’s Bayern Beats Barca 
BBC Sport 

Bayern Munich defeated Barcelona, 2-0, in a rematch of the UEFA Champions League semifinal at the Allianz Arena 

on Wednesday. The preseason friendly was coach Pep Guardiola’s first game in charge at his new home stadium. 

Philipp Lahm and Mario Mandzukic scored the goals for a close to full strength Bayern side while Barcelona fielded 

a largely second string team that included Lionel Messi but did not feature Xavi, Andres Iniesta or Neymar. 

Assistant coach Jordi Roura took charge for Barca, as the club’s new coach, Gerardo Martino, is not expected to 

arrive until Friday. 

"It was a special game for me. I spent my whole life as a player and coach at Barcelona," Guardiola, who won 13 

trophies in four years as coach of Barca, said. "I’m happy, I don’t have anything to complain about at the moment." 

He added: "It was a good preparation for Borussia Dortmund. Barcelona is always a good team and they were a good 

test for us. We had our chances and we have to improve our finishing." 

Bayern faces its great rival in the German Supercup on Saturday, two weeks before the start of the Bundesliga 

season, at Signal Iduna Park in Dortmund. Bayern won the German Supercup last year with a 2-1 victory. 

- Read the whole story... 

.R.....eports" Arsenal Wants Suarez to Force Liverpool Sale 
The Sun 

British paper The Sun on Thursday reported that Arsenal expects Luis Suarez to tell Liverpool that he wants to leave 

and thus force through a move to the Emirates. The Mirror, meanwhile, is reporting that Liverpool is prepared to sell 

the Uruguayan striker, but coach Brendan Rodgers wants nothing less than $77 million. 

The Gunners believe that the $62 million bid the club lodged for Suarez earlier this week has triggered a release 

clause in his contract, and that all he needs to do is confirm his desire to leave Liverpool to force through a transfer. 

But coach Arsene Wenger is concerned that the striker would rather move to Real Madrid, whose main target this 

summer is Tottenham forward Gareth Bale. 

- Read the whole story... 

FIFA Member Calls Qatar World Cul  a ’Mistake’ 
Associated Press 

Theo Zwangziger, a member of FIFA’s executive committee, has come out and said that awarding the 2022 World 

Cup to Qatar was a "blatant mistake" and that even moving the tournament to the winter to avoid the country’s 

searing summer temperatures wouldn’t be ideal. 

- Read the whole story... 

..N....a..poli Makes "Monster" Verratti Offer 
Football Italia 

Napoli made a "monstrous offer" for Marco Verratti on Thursday morning, the Paris Saint-Germain player’s agent 

has claimed. Donato Di Campli revealed that the Azzurri had tabled a bid al~er holding talks with PSG regarding a 

new improved contract for his client. "We are still some way off an agreement," Di Campli told Gazzetta.it. "The 



negotiations need to continue." 

- Read the whole story... 

Cisse to Wear Newcastle Shirt 
Guardian 

Papiss Cisse has finally agreed to wear Newcastle’s jersey next season that will bear the Wonga logo. The striker, 

who is Muslim, had complained that the payday loans company had offended both his faith and personal beliefs. His 

initial refusal to wear the shirt saw him left behind as Newcastle flew to Portugal for preseason training. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, July 26, 2013 

Friday, July 26, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Mexican action on Friday ..... MLS Week 22 kicks off on Saturday .... The USA-Panama Gold Cup final is 

on Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, July 2~ 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER UNITED-CEREZO OSAKA (live) 5:55 am. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly URAWA REDS-ARSENAL (delay) 3 pm. 

Russia ZENIT-KUBAN KRASNODAR (delay) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-TOLUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-DIABLOS ROJOS DEL TOLUCA (live) 8:20 pm. 

SATURDAY, July 27 

ESPN2 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm, 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (live) 7 pm, 

BelN SPORT 

international C~ub Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

international Club Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Club Friendly HAMBURG-INTER MILAN (live) 9:30 am. 

international C~ub Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pro, 

international Club Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (delay) 3 pm, 

GOLTV 

DFL Supercup BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pro, 

Mexico MERIDA-UDG (live) 7 pro, 

UNlViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm, 

UNIWSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-TIGRES (live) 8 pm, 

Mexico CHIPAS-CHIVAS (live) 10 pm, 



UNIVlSION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico ATLAS-LEON (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-COLUBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-KANSAS CITY (live) 7 pm= 

MLS NEW YORK-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm= 

MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-t9 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Women’s Cup NORTH KOREA-CHINA (delay) 5 pm. 

International Friendly INDONESIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

EAFF Women’s Cup SOUTH KOREA-JAPAN (live) 7 pm. 

SU~4DAY, J~y 28 

FOX 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Russia LOKOMOTIV-CSKA (delay) 10 am. 

International Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) Neon= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil FLAMENGO-BOTAFOGO (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico PUMAS-QUERETARO (live) 1 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY, Final (live) 9:45 am. 

Brazil TBA-TBA (live) 5 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Men’s Cup AUSTRALIA-CHINA (delay) 5 pm. 

EAFF Men’s Cup KOREA REPUBLIC-JAPAN (live) 7 pm. 

~4ONDAY, J~ly 2~ 

GOLTV 

UEFA U-19 Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

UEFA U-19 Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 



Leagues offering live s~re~:ming of .g~:mes include: 

Maior Lea.clue Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USLPro 

USL W-20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, July 26, 2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
With national champions crowned in the ECNL 
and other leagues, we have a clearer picture 
of the top teams in the nation in the latest 
Grande Sports Academy TeamRank Update. 

LO0~( OUT 
The U.S. U:[5 BNT is in camp at the StubHub 
Center and we were on hand on Wednesday 
to watch the sc~ich showcased a 

I ~::: PremierContent II 

Ill 

Day three of the US Youth Soccer National 
Championships is in the books. Find out who 
impressed and which teams are separating 
from the pack. 
MORE: US Youth Nationals Standouts 

! ii ~:~ ii Premier Content ~ 

DID YOU SEE? 

High soccer in low places: 
five-a-side under the bridge 
in London. 

Absu rditv~h na me is 
Clement Grenier, This no- 
look qoal is ridiculous. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Zndianapolis College Showcase 

The Indiana Champions League proudly 
presents the 20:[3 indianapolis College 
Showcase to be hosted at the Lawrence 
Soccer Complex. 

Lawrence, ]N, a suburb of ]ndianapolis, is 
proud to call itself "Home of Youth Soccer" 
and has become a destination point for 
major soccer events. 

Click here to learn more and to register! 

Click here for more information! 
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Section 2: Fight for Fabregas; Price Tag on Bale: $159 million 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, July 26, 2013 Tweet This ~ Share This 

Daily Mail 

The Daily Mail introduces an interesting twist in the Cesc Fabregas transfer saga: there is a clause in the 

midfielder’s contract that actually gives his former club Arsenal the right of first refusal if the 26-year-old decides to 

leave Barcelona. This means that even if Manchester United bids $80 million for Fabregas and Barca accepts the 

offer, the Catalan club might be forced to sell him to Arsenal -- and for the cut-rate price of $38.2 million. Of course, 

Fabregas needs to agree to return to the Emirates, first. 

According to the report, Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger believes Fabregas would choose to return to North London if 

he lell Barcelona, and has inquired about the possibility, but he was told the playmaker wants to remain at the Camp 

Nou for at least one more season. 

However, the Mail also reported on Friday that Fabregas has told friends in England that he wants quit La Liga for 

Old Trafford. 

- Read the whole story... 

Re o~p__g_~_~_p." S urs Would Sell Bale for Record Price 
Daily Mail 

According to Spanish daily AS, Tottenham owner David Levy is willing to sell Gareth Bale to Real Madrid for a world 

record $159.2 million; Real, however, is only prepared to counter that with a cash-plus-player offer for Angel Di 

Maria worth $114 million. 

The report claims further that Spurs coach Andre Villas-Boas is a huge fan of Di Maria and sees the Argentine as 

the ideal replacement for Bale, while Di Maria has been unsettled by Real’s pursuit of a player who would take his 

position. 

AVB on Friday admitted that talks between Spurs and Bale’s a.qent are onqo!n.q. "There were contacts last year 

between the club and his agent," said Villas-Boas. "And there are still ongoing contacts between club and agent. The 

player renewed his contract last year by the beginning of the season, if you remember, and it’s something that is 

being dealt with by the chairman and the agent. Talks are ongoing, but that doesn’t mean there is an agreement." 

- Read the whole story... 



Reports" Bale Sale Could Set off Transfer Daisy Chain 
Manchester Evening News 

Cristiano Ronaldo has re-emerged as a Manchester United’s top target for the summer, according to the 

Manchester Evening News, despite the $123 million price tag Real Madrid has put on him. The trigger for a 

sensational return to Old Trafford for the Portugal captain could well be Real signing Tottenham forward Gareth Bale, 

the report claims. If that happens, then Real would be willing to sell Ronaldo either to United or Paris Saint-Germain. 

The chain of events would also include Wayne Rooney leaving Old Trafford for Chelsea. 

The Guardian corroborated the Manchester Evening News report by claiming that Rooney would only leave if either 

Ronaldo or Bale arrives at Old Trafford. He will stay regardless of whether Cesc Fabregas joins the English 

champion this summer, the report said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sevilla Furious with PSG Following Gameiro Transfer 
Goal.com 

Sevilla President Jose Maria del Nido was left fuming by the conduct of Paris Saint-Germain over the transfer of 

striker Kevin Gameiro. Gameiro signed a five-year deal with Sevilla on Thursday following protracted talks between 

the clubs. 

"We were mistreated by PSG and that’s an understatement," Del Nido said during a press conference. "We had 

agreed that we would pay �3 million [$4 million] right now, then �2.5m [$3.3 million] next year and �2m [$2.7 million] 

in 2015. But then in the end they all of a sudden demanded we paid the entire sum right away. And this is just one 

example of many more events. Each problem was followed by the next problem. This must be the worst transfer talks 

I have ever been involved in. Fortunately, the player really pushed hard." 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN 

A Colombian newspaper has published a scan of Radamel Falcao’s birth certificate after the AS Monaco striker was 

accused by a Colombian TV channel of falsifying his age. The scan shows that he is indeed 27, not 29, although 

some reports are now suggesting the document was photo-shopped. 

- Read the whole story... 

Napoli Denies Verratti Bid 
Football Italia 

Napoli on Friday dismissed reports that they made a massive bid for Paris Saint-Germain midfielder Marco Verratti. 

"Verratti is not for sale. Agents, through the media, are trying to put pressure on PSG in order to get the player an 

increased salary. We are friends of PSG and we are not taking part in this game," Napoli 

President Aurelio De Laurentiis said on Twitter this morning. De Laurentiis did, however, confirm that the club has 

made a bid, reported to be $42.5 million, for Colombian striker Jackson Martinez. 

- Read the whole story... 

!...n.j.uries Mount for Bayern Ahead of Sup....e..r......C...U.p.., 
Reuters 



Bayern Munich will be without winger Franck Ribery and goalkeeper Manuel Neuer when the German champion 

travels to Borussia Dortmund for the German Super Cup on Saturday, while midfield talisman Bastian 

Schweinsteiger is also a doubt, Reuters reports. Mario Geotze will also miss the match after he failed to recover 

from the injury sustained during the UEFA Champions League semifinal against Real Madrid in May. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 22 kicks off on Saturday .... The USA-Panama Gold Cup final is on Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

ESPN2 

ML$ COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

ML$ HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

international Club Friendly REAL MADRID-PSG (live) 2 pm. 

international Club Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (delay) 4 pm. 

international Club Friendly HAMBURG-INTER MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Club Friendly HAMBURG-INTER MILAN (live) 9:30 am= 

international Club Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pro. 

international Club Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (delay) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Guiness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm= 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm= 

GOLTV 

DFL Supercup BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-UDG (live) 7 pm, 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico AMERICA-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-TIGRES (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIPAS-CHIVAS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico ATLAS-LEON (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-COLUBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-KANSAS CITY (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm. 



MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

~nternationai Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Women’s Cup NORTH KOREA-CHINA (delay) 5 pm. 

International Friendly INDONESIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

EAFF Women’s Cup SOUTH KOREA-JAPAN (live) 7 pm. 

FOX 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (delay) 9 

BelN SPORT 

Russia LOKOMOTIV-CSKA (delay) 10 am. 

~nternational Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) Neon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil FLAMENGO-BOTAFOGO (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-QUERETARO (live) 1 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY, Final (live) 9:45 am. 

Brazil TBA-TBA (live) 5 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Men’s Cup AUSTRALIA-CHINA (delay) 5 pm. 

EAFF Men’s Cup KOREA REPUBLIC-JAPAN (live) 7 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA U-19 Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

UEFA U-19 Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY, Final (live) Neon. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY, Final (live) Noon. 

Le~9~es ~iferin~] live sireamin9 of 9ames include: 

Maior Lea,que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USLPro 

USL W-20 Lea~lue Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 



FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, July 27,2013 
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F]~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 1:24 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Red Stars v Portlm~d Thorns on Fox Soccer Sunday! 

Catch the Red Stars on FOX Soccer in their only 
nationally televised appearance of the regular 
season as they aim to keep their playo|! hopes 
alive. Read the match preview here, then tune 
in Sunday night! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 7:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: U.S. Gold Cup final the is the real deal 

What They’re Saying 

"And one wonders why I 

want to change stadiums" 

-- Jean-Michel Aulas, 

president of French club 

Lyon, after being locked in 

the Stade de Gerland after 

Wednesday’s friendly 

against Real Madrid. He 

was talking with a sponsor 

late after the game when 

they realized they were 

locked in the stadium. Lyon 

is moving into its new Stade 

des Lumieres in 2014 

(France Football) 

Today’s News - Sunday, July 28, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

History repeats itself 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[USA-PANAMAl History repeats as the USA will face Panama Sunday for the Gold 

Cup title in Chicago without its head coach. Just like in 2005 when U.S. coach 

Bruce Arena had to sat in the stands for the USA-Panama final after being tossed in the 

semifinal against Honduras, Jurgen Klinsmann was handed a one-game touchline ban after 

being tossed by Costa Rican referee in Wednesday’s semifinal against Honduras. - Read the 

whole stow 

Canaleros are the real deal 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-PANAMA] Beat Mexico once, and call it a fluke. Beat Mexico twice, and you’re the real 

deal. Panama’s success at the 2013 Gold Cup, which includes an historic pair of 2-1 wins over 

Mexico, should come as no surprise. The Canaleros also reached the knockout stage of the 

previous four Gold Cups (losing to the USA each time) and they were the only Hexagonal team 

that entered close to its first team at this year’s Gold Cup. - Read the whole story 

Kyle Beckerman proving the doubters wronq 
by Alec Mishra 

[USA MEN] Few of Jurgen Klinsmann’s personnel decisions prompt as much debate among fans 

as the coach’s faith in defensive midfielder Kyle Beckerman, for whom tomorrows Gold Cup final 

against Panama may prove to be his greatest test in the U.S. jersey. - Read the whole story 

Late, late show hits town 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIND: Week 22] It was the late, late show across MLS on Saturday as New York, 

Montreal and Toronto FC all won on goals four minutes or later into stoppage time. The wildest 

game was in New York, where the Red Bulls blew a 2-0 lead and overcame a Alvaro Baborio 

hat trick to beat Real Salt Lake, 4-3, on Dax McCarty’s diving header in the 94th minute. - Read 

the whole story 

Boyd scores twice in Rapid Vienna win 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] in his first start of the season, Terrence Boyd scored two goals to lead 

Rapid Vienna to a 4-0 win over Wiener Neustadt Saturday in the Austrian Bundesliga. - Read the 

whole stow 

Boston pounds depleted Spirit 
by Soccer America 

[N~L REWIND: Week 16]The Boston Breakers got goals from five different players - Lianne 

Sanderson, Mariah Nogueira, Heather O’Reilly, Cat Whitehill and Rhian Wilkinson - to 

beat the last-place Washington Spirit, 5-2, on the road. The loss was the fourth in a row for the 

Spirit, which slumped to 1-12-4. - Read the whole story 

Battery moves into fourth, Phoenix gets first road win 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: VVeek 19] The Charleston Battery got goals from Nicki Paterson, Dane 

Kelly and Heviel Cordoves and defeated the Los Angeles Blues, 3-0, Saturday night in front of 

4,613 for its third straight win that moved it into sole possession of fourth position. - Read the 

whole story 

Austin moves into semifinals 
by Soccer America 

[PDL: Playoffs] The Austin Aztex became the first team to advance to the semifinals in the PDL 

playoffs with a 2-0 win over the Laredo Heat in the Southern Conference final. Khiry Shelton had 

a goal and assist to lead the Aztex. - Read the whole story 



RVA FC and Sol move into championship 
by Soccer America 

[NPSL: Playoffs] Richmond Virginia FC will host the Sonoma County Sol for the 2013 National 

Premier Soccer League title. The Sol knocked off defending champion Lehigh Valley United 

Sonic, 3-2, on Taylor Varnadore’s bicycle kick in the 90th minute, while RVA FC used a four- 

goal second half to beat the visiting Erie Admirals, 4-0. - Read the whole story 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 1:04 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer America Contidential: On Klinsma~n’s ejection a~d suspension 

Sunday, July 28, 2013 ~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

On Klinsmann’s ejection and suspension 
By Mike Woitalla 

Just when everything seemed to be going right for Jurgen Klinsmann - storming through the Gold Cup with the 

USA playing the best soccer of his tenure and on a record win streak - he’s hit with a ban from the final. 

Both the ejection and suspension were justified. Klinsmann was upset with referee Walter Quesada in the second half and 

the final straw was the ball spike. All precedents point to a one-game suspension. That it happened in the 87th minute meant 

that the ejection would hardly have been a punishment without a next-game ban. 

It’s easy to empathize with Klinsmann’s frustration = because Quesada should have been showing yellow cards for persistent 

and dangerous fouling. 

It was good to hear Klinsmann apologize for his tantrum. It was also interesting to hear him speak quite differently about foul 

play than he has in the past. 

"It was just frustration because you feel the health of your player [is in jeopardy] in that moment," Klinsmann said after 

Wednesday’s Honduras game. 

Here’s what Klinsmann has said in the past: 

In May 2012:"1 think we need to get an edge - more nastier .... Maybe we’re still a little bit too naive, maybe we don’t want to 

hurt people, but that’s what you’ve got to do." 

As a TV commentator during the 2010 World Cup, the halftime advice Klinsmann offered for Ivory Coast was to foul the 

Brazilians. 

Klinsmann infamously made Jermaine Jones captain while the German product was on a two-month suspension for 

premeditatedly stomping on the already broken toe of Marco Reus. 

The U.S. coach has repeatedly defended Jones, who has in Germany been dubbed the "nastiest player in the Bundesliga" and 

a "serial offender." 

’"(ou play against a player like dermaine in central midfield, that’s a handful," said Klinsmann. "At the end of the day, in these 

games it’s all about who is intimidating who, who controls who, which we don’t see [from the] outside. And when you play 

against a guy like Jermaine, you want the other guys to say, ’Shoot, I can’t fool around. I’m going into the grind.’ He’s good at 

grinding people [down]/’ 

Condoning foul play when the opponents are the victims - using euphemisms for cheating -- and then displaying righteous 

indignation when your players are those endangered is a coaching norm that plagues the game. And it’s hypocrisy we should 

not have from a U.S. national team coach. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are savinq on the Soccer America Confidential blocl. 
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Section 1: USA is the king of Concacaf 

Today’s News - Monday, Ju,y 29, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s true that I like to go out 

and buy new clothes, nice 

perfumes and hair products. 

I also shave my legs. I don’t 

see myself as a 

metrosexual, though. That 

was more something for 

Beckham, who was more 

stylish" 

-- Brazilian star Neymar 

(FIFA.com) 

USA is the king of Concacaf 
by Mike Woitalla                                                                                     ~ 

[GOLD CUP: Final] The USA won the Gold Cup final for the fifth time with a 1-O win 

over Panama in the final before 57,920 fans at Chicago’s Soldier Field. The victory 

earned Jurgen Klinsmann his first trophy as a coach, extended the USA’s record win streak to 

11 games, and earned it a playoff for the 2017 Confederations Cup. - Read the whole stow 

Sounders qet back on track with must-win 
by Soccer America 

[MLS RE~MND: Week 22] in Sunday’s only match, the Seattle Sounders got a must-win when 

they rallied for a goal down to beat Chivas USA, 2-1. The Sounders began the day in eighth place 

in the Western Conference, ahead of only Chivas USA, but moved to within four points of the 

playoff zone with two games in hand. Saturday’s action featured three games decided in stoppage 

time, plus a big win for surging Colorado. Saturday also marked the return of New England Kevin 

Alston, in his first game back since taking time off for treatment of a rare form of leukemia. - 

Read the whole story 

Klinsmann: Holden injury could be ’very serious’ 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP: Final] U.S. national team midfielder Stuart Holden, who capped his comeback 

summer by starting in Sunday’s Gold Cup final, had to go off with a knee injury suffered in the first 

half. Afterwards, U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann said everyone was very concernd 

about the injury that could be "very serious." - Read the whole story 

Jack Mac and Donovan headed to KC 
by Soccer America 

[MLS ALL-STAR GAME] Philadelphia Union forward Jack Mclnerney has joined LA Galaxy 

forward and U.S. Gold Cup star Landon Donovan as injury replacements for Wednesday’s 2013 

AT&T MLS All-Star Game against Roma (9:00 p.m. ET on ESPN2, UniMas, TSN, RDS). - Read 

the whole story 

Germany makes it six in a row 
by Soccer America 

[EURO 2013] Germany captured its sixth straight European Women’s Championship title with a 

1-0 win over Norway Sunday before a tournament record crowd of 41,301 in Stockholm. Anja 

Mittag had the game’s lone goal, but the German hero was Nadine Angerer, the oldest player 

on the German team at the age of 34. The keeper saved penalty kicks by Trine Ronning and 

Solveig Gulbrandsen. - Read the whole story 

Thorns blow leads in heated encounter 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 16]1n surely the wildest game of the NWSL season, the Portland Thorns 

FC blew a chance to take over first place when they had to settle for a 3-3 tie with the Chicago 

Red Stars in front of 12,534 fans at JELD-WEN Field. - Read the whole story 

Richmond increases unbeaten streak to 21 games 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 19[ The first-place Richmond Kickers remained unbeaten streak, but 

they had to settle for a 0-0 tie with visiting VSI Tampa Bay FC Sunday night. Kickers goalkeeper 

Andrew Dykstra posted six saves for his league-high eighth shutout as the Kickers (12-0-9) 

extended their lead over Orlando City to three points. - Read the whole story 

Ocean City, Thunder Bay and Victoria advance 
by Soccer America 

[PDL: Playofts[ The Ocean City Nor’easters and a pair of Canadian teams, Thunder Bay Chill and 

Victoria Highlanders FC, joined the Austin Aztex in the semifinals in the PDL playoffs with wins 

on Sunday. - Read the whole story 



Late own goal gives Pall Blues third title 
by Soccer America 

[W-LEAGUE] The Pall Blues, perennial contenders in the W-League since joining the league six 

years ago, won their third championship with a 1-0 win over the Laval Comets Sunday at 

Academy on an own goal by Laval playedcoach Cindy Walsh in the 87th minute. - Read the 

whole story 

Haruna, Coutinho and Ibrahimovic in weekend’s best 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] A lightning bolt in Ukraine off the foot of a Nigerian, a Brazilian touring in 

Thailand slithers past defenders, and Zlatan Ibrahimovic’s post-game runway attire in Sweden 

looks a Iongshot for the fashion houses of Paris. - Read the whole story 
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Section 2: Gulati on World Cup Hosling; Bale Plays Hard Ball; Gennan Super Cup 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Ju~ 29, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Guiati: USA Not World Cup Backup 
Associated Press                                                                                           ~ 

In a wide-ranging press conference ahead of the Gold Cup final, which the U.S. won 1-0 against 

Panama, U.S. Soccer Federation President SunH Gulati revealed that the United States has not been approached 

about hosting either the 2014 or 2022 World Cups, that the USA is still interested in participating in the 2016 Copa 

America, and that he is considering running for a third term as president. 

Amid suggestions that next summer’s World Cup could be moved due to security issues in Brazil, Gulati said flatly, 

"Brazil’s going to host the World Cup." When asked how he felt about moving the 2022 World Cup in Qatar to time 

winter to avoid searing summer temperatures, he said, ’Tve got multiple perspectives on it. How I end up viewing 

what happens depends on the items in front of us." Gulati’s opinion matters because he recently won a seat on 

FIFA’s powerful Executive Committee, which he expects will vote on the issue in October. 

He added that the USA and Concacaf are still interested in playing in the 2016 Copa America, but said it’s 

"absolutely mandatory" that the tournament be included in the international calendar so all the competing countries 

have access to their best players. As for running for a third term as U.S. Soccer Federation president, he said: 

"Things are going well. Right now I’d be inclined to do so." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Ba~e Pushing for World Record Transfer to Real 
Daily Mail 

Tottenham chairman Daniel Levy has returned from his family vacation in Florida in order to hold crunch talks with 

star player Gareth Ba~e over a potential move to Real Madrid. The Welshman was reportedly left "distraught" by 

Levy’s refusal to consider a world record bid of $132.5 million from the Spanish giant. The two-time Professional 

Footballers’ Association Player of the Year now plans to tell Spurs management he wants to move to Real in a face- 

to-face meeting this week. 

According to the Guardian, Bale desperately wants to play in the UEFA Champions League, which is something 

Spurs cannot offer him after finishing fifth last season. Time report claims that the situation could quickly turn ugly if 

the player is not allowed to leave. At the moment, the 24-year-Nd is carrying a slight injury, but once he recovers, 

he may refuse to play in order to force through a transfer to Real. If it gets really bad, he might hand in a transfer 

request, which would immediately lower his transfer price. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Bayern Munich, missing several key stars, conceded four goals en route to losing the German Super Cup, 4-2, at 

the hands of fierce rival Borussia Dortmund on Saturday. It was the first time the German and European champion 

had conceded more than three goals in a competitive game since losing 5-2 to the same opposition in the 2012 

German Cup final. Manue~ Neuer, Franck Ribery, Marie Goetze and Javi ~artinez were all missing for Pep 

Guardiola’s men, while Bastian Schweinsteiger was not fit enough to play the full game. 

"We now have 10 days until the Bundelsiga kicks off. We’ll correct our minor mistakes,"’ Guardiola said. "Overall, I 

am satisfied with our performance. We played well and took up good positions. Even though we lost, I don’t have 

the feeling Dortmund were superior." 

Dutch international Arjen Robben, who scored both of Bayern’s goals, told kicker: "We should not panic. We made 

mistakes. We need to learn from that, but I don’t want to exaggerate it. You always play to win. Every title is one 

more, and that’s why we want to win all titles. It did not work out in the Super Cup, but there are still a lot of titles left 

to win." 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 



Robert Lewandoweki revealed he has "a problem" with Borussia Dortmund CEO Aki Watzke for not allowing him 

to join German and European champion Bayem Munich. Speaking with Sky following Dortmund’s 4-2 German Super 

Cup win against Bayern Munich on Saturday, the Poland international said, "When I am on the field, I want to play 

well and score goals. That is the most important thing for me, no matter where I play." However, he added: ’q feel 

fine in the team, but with other people I do have a problem. That is a difficult issue." 

That statement appeared to be directed squarely at Watzke and sporting director Michael Zorc, who refused to 

allow the 24-year-old to move to Bayem this summer. Watzke, meanwhile, responded by telling Bild: "It’s obvious 

Robert is focused on me, but I need to make decisions for the good of the club. I can accept that Robert bears a 

small grudge against me." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Norwich Signs Hooper 
Telegraph 

Norwich over the weekend signed a three-year deal with former Celtic striker Gary Hooper. The 25-year-old scored 

31 goals for the Scottish champion in all competitions last season. Hooper becomes Norwich’s seventh summer 

signing. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Report: Spurs to Sign Soidado This Week 
The Sporting News 

The Sporting Ne#vs is reporting that Tottenham has agreed to pay the $40 million release clause for Valencia 

forward Roberto Soldado and that a deal will be completed this week. Valencia most recently turned down a $34.5 

million offer plus incentives for the 28-year-old. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Reina Upset Over Napo~i Loan 
Football Espana 

Pope Reina has written a goodbye letter to Liverpool fans ahead of his loan move to Napoli. Reina had been linked 

with a move to Barcelona, and is upset that Liverpool decided to offload him when no bid came in for the 30-year- 

old. "If I have one regret, it is the way that I am leaving," Reina wrote on his official website. "It is only natural that I 

would be disappointed that the Liverpool management agreed to loan me to Napoli without telling me first, I thought 

that I deserved better than that even though I understand that difficult decisions have to be taken in football." 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer Business Insider: Gold Cup tinal on FOX outdraws baseball in overnight TV ratings 

Monday, July 29, 2013                                                     ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Gold Cup final outdraws baseball in overnight TV 
ratings 
By Paul Kennedy 

The overnight rating for Sunday’s USA-Panama Gold Cup final on FOX was 1.7 -- the highest overnight rating for a 

soccer match in 2013 on any network and FOX’s second-highest overnight rating ever for a soccer match. It was 

also higher than the ratings for weekend Major League Baseball games on FOX and ESPN (1.6). 

The solid ratings reflected the growing interest in the U.S. national team among U.S. fans as it ran off 11 straight wins and 

played some of its best soccer in recent memory. 

Overnight ratings represent the percentage of all households with televisions tuned in in Nielsen’s survey of the top 56 U.S. 

metered markets. 

Soccer ratings tend to fall as the final ratings account for all markets, taking in smaller, more rural markets where soccer is 

less popular. 

The previous soccer Mghs for the year were a 1.6 for Mexico-USA (World Cup qualifying) in March and 1.5 for Brazil-Spain 

(Confederations Cup final) in June, both on ESPN. 

Only the Canadian Open golf tournament with a 1.8 rating on CBS had a higher overnight this past weekend. 

The only soccer game to have a higher overnight rating on FOX was the Barcelona-Manchester United UEFA Champions 

League final, which had a 1.8 rating in 2011. 

FOX aired three matches at the Gold Cup. The USA-El Salvador quarterfinal drew a 1.2 overnight rating and the USA-Cuba 

group match earned a 0.7 overnight rating. 

The overnight ratings for the three Gold Cup matches compare favorably to those of recent live soccer matches on FOX. The 

Bayern-Munich-Dortmund UEFA Champions League final drew a 1.0 overnight rating (0.9 final rating) and Wigan-Manchester 

City FA Cup final drew a 0.5 overnight rating. 

NBC UNVEILS EPL SCHEDULE. NBC Sports Group released the English Premier League schedule for the first three months 

of the season. 

It gives fans an idea of the extent of the coverage: a total of 69 Premier League matches - at least five games each week in 

the season’s first three months - will be presented on NBC, NBC Sports Network and CNBC. 

NBC will air matches each Saturday for the first three weeks of the season, beginning with Swansea City-Manchester United 

on the opening day of the season. 

"Televised EPL Matches (Aug. 17-Dec. 1) 

57 NBC Sports Network 

10 NBC 

2 CNBC 

6t Premier League Extra Time 

27 Telemundo/mun2 (Spanish-language) 

130 NBC Sports Live Extra (digital) 

LA VOLPE JOINS ESPN DEPORTES. The former Mexico national team coach Ricardo La Volpe has joined ESPN 

Deportes and the Futbol Picante team of expert analysts. The Argentine is one of the rare Tri coaches to have survived an 

entire World Cup cycle. 
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Klinsmann’s mantra --’everybody has a chance’-- 
pays off 
By Ridge Mahoney 

For decades, American soccer fans have dreamed of a well-stocked men’s national team, from which the coach     ~ 

could pick from dozens of player capable of performing at the international level. 

That goal has yet to be attained in the USA, and there several levels of international play that escalate to the World Cup 

summit. 

Brazil, of course, teems with talented players. Argentina, Germany, Italy, France, Spain, the Netherlands, even England have 

large casts of supporting players to bolster the stars. Honed by years of experience in tough leagues, those players prompt 

national-team coaches to ask themselves, ’Who best fits my system?’ rather than, ’ls this the best we can do?" 

The USA isn’t close to joining those nations in the top tier. But signs are clear that conditions for U.S. coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann are trending in the right direction. When he names his World Cup roster next year, his hard choices will be 

encountered trimming it down to 23, not padding it with marginal candidates because there’s nobody else. 

At the Concacaf/Gold Cup level at least, banging out nine straight wins in competitive matches - three Hexagonal qualifiers, 

six Gold Cup games - proves there are more viable candidates than ever before. The Gold Cup ’B’ squad did have the ultimate 

A-lister, Landon Donovan, to lead the way, and stomping Belize, Cuba and El Salvador by combined scores of 15--3 isn’t 

going to t~ttle any of the teams the U.S. might face in a World Cup. 

But along with those cakewalks the Americans grinded out 1-0 defeats of Costa Rica (in the Group C finale) and Panama (in 

the final), and also toppled Honduras, 3-1, in the semifinal. Klinsmann picked very few holdovers from the squad that downed 

Jamaica (2-1), Panama (2-0), and Honduras (1-0) to take over first place in the Hexagonal standings, yet the Gold Cup Gang 

powered fontCard to win seven straight matches, starting with a 6-0 warmup rout of Guatemala shortly after it was assembled. 

Nearly a dozen players raised their stock and Klinsmann’s management of the squads as well as the games themselves 

polished his profile as well. Last year’s reclamation project, Eddie Johnson, came off the bench to score with his first touch 

against Honduras; Brek Shea’s goals broke open 0-0 games. 

Weak competition can be rightly cited in a few cases, yet the claim can also be made a strong, confident U.S. team 

outclassed and outworked its opponents much of the time. It’s also clear that Gold Cup participants will push at least a few 

Hexagonal regulars for playing time. 

This expansion of the player pool doesn’t mean every player to wear the U.S. jersey since Klinsmann took over nearly two 

years ago can step right into a World Cup group game against Spain. But it does mean there are numerous options to 

Jerrnaine Jones and Michael Bradley in central midfield, for example, though a torn ACL has again derailed the career of 

Stuart Holden. Kyle Beckerman turned in a consistent run of performances much like his regular outings for Real Salt Lake, 

and the Non, ray-based Nix Diskerud confirmed that the promise he’d shown previously is real. 

How much credit can Klinsmann take for this upsurge in talent? In one sense, not much. Players hone their craft with their 

club teams, and it’s up to the national team coach to sort through the options and select those who he believes can enhance 

each other’s abilities while melding into a cohesive, consistent unit. 

Yet Klinsmann has transformed the collective mentality, from a perceived old-boy network to a brand new frontier. Players are 

called for national team camps to test their readiness, not gauge their potential or reward their past performances. Nor does a 

bad outing dump one to the far side of the bench, as Shea and Chris Wondolowski have learned. 

Shea’s play during the Gold Cup included two quick goals off the bench that highlighted strong showings as well as a couple 

of clunkers. Wondolowski’s recall after being blanked in his first nine U.S. games raised some eyebrows; he scored six goals 

in three straight matches before cooling off in the Gold Cup knockout rounds. 

When informed in January, 2012, he was the only player called in by Klinsmann for each of the coach’s first nine games in 

charge, Shea said, ’1 didn’t know that had happened. It’s actually kind of cool. Obviously that gives me confidence that chose 

me and keeps playing me. A big part of soccer is confidence and he definitely has encouraged me to play a very attacking 

style. He’s been very helpful to me; he’s been very helpful to everyone, actually." 



Since then, Shea struggled through a rough 2012 MLS season, transferred from FC Dallas to Stoke City, spent long, hard 

months rehabbing a nagging foot injury, and played his way to at least the fringe of contention for a national team spot. He’s 

been convinced since early in Klinsmann’s tenure that players are not extended token callups, as a few players believed to be 

the case in past regimes. 

"Jurgen has given everyone a chance, calling in all these guys to all these camps," says Shea. "He gives guys the chance 

they need." 

He’s also not wedded to the past for whatever reason. The most extreme example is Donovan, excluded by Klinsmann from 

the Hexagonal games and given the opportunity to impress in the Gold Cup. By scything through opponents to ring up five 

goals, seven assists, and dozens of menacing moments, he did just that. Yet Klinsmann has refused te confirm he’ll be called 

for the next round ef World Cup qualifiers in September, though a "high probability" of his inclusion was mentioned. 

"However it happened, Landon was up there on a pedestal, the symbol of MLS as well as the national team," says former 

international ~=ric Wynalda, whose blunt criticisms of MLS, U.S. Soccer, and Donevan are well-documented. ’"#Veil, Jurgen 

showed all the players he doesn’t care about what you’ve done in the past, it’s what you can do in the next game. Now 

Landon’s off the pedestal and on the podium with everybody else." 

Alejandro Bedoya replaced Joe Corona at right mid in the semifinal against Honduras and assisted on both of Donovan’s 

goals. Rather than drop Bedoya and re-install Corona for the final against Panama, Klinsmann played them both; Bedoya kept 

his spot on the right, Corona moved to the left. Bedoya’s inswinging low cross from the right flank was banged into the net at 

the goal line by Shea, fresh off the bench, for the only goal. 

For the first time since 2007, the Americans were Concacaf champions. Among the celebrants was Galaxy defender Omar 

Gonzalez, who was recalled from the Galaxy in time for the semifinal but played only the last few minutes of the final. 

Clarence Goodson’s solid play had earned and kept a place in the first XI. 

’1 would have argued that up ’til now, 80 percent of our success has been accidental," says Wynalda. "If you look at this team 

and the group that has been assembled, when you get into that environment, you believe you have a realistic chance of 

making the team. No politics, no ’The coach is going with that guy because he’s been there before.’ Klinsmann has made it 

clear that everybody here has a chance." 

GOLD CUP BAROMETER 

Which players strengthened claims for a spot on the 2014 World Cup squad by their play in the Gold Cup? 

Good bets for Brazil: DaMarcus Beasley, Matt Besler, Eddie Johnson, Omar Gonzalez. 

Up tire charts: Nick Rimando, Sean Johnson, Clarence Goodson, Michael Orozco, Michael Parkhurst, Jose Torres, Mix 

Diskerud, Kyle Beckerman, Alejandro Bedoya, Joe Corona, Landon Donovan. 

Holding steady: Brek Shea, Oguchi Onyewu, Herculez Gomez (left early due to injury). 

On the bubble, at bes~: Chris Wondolovvski, Edgar Castillo, Tony Beltran. 

Did net play: Corey Ashe, Bill Hamid, Alan Gordon, Will Bruin, Jack Mclnerney. 

Injured: Stuart Holden (torn ACL right knee), Josh Gatt (replaced by Shea). 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Sudamericana and Mexican action on Tuesday.... The MLS All-Star Game on Wednesday pits the 

league’s standouts against Roma. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY. Ju~y 30 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana INTI GAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm, 

Copa Sudamericana ITAGUI-JUAN AURICH (live) 4:30 pm, 

Copa Sudamericana REAL POTOSI-U, DE CHILE (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana TUJILLANOS-LA EQUIDAD (live) 9:30 pm, 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-PACHUCA (live) 10:20 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-PACHUCA (live) 10:20 pm, 

WEDNESDAY, July 31 

ESPN2 

Audi Cup MANCHESTER CITY=AC MILAN (live) noon. 

Audi Cup EAYERN MUNICH=SAO PAULO (live) 2:15 pm= 

MLS All-Star Game MLS-ROMA (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Guiness international Champions Cup EVERTON-JUVENTUS (live) 11 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana SPORT HUANCAYO-EMELEC (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana EL TANQUE SISLEY-COLO COLO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEP PASTO-MELGAR (live) 9:30 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Audi Cup MANCHESTER CITY-AC MILAN (live) Noon. 

Audi Cup EAYERN MUNICH-SAO PAULO (live) 2:15 pm. 

Mexico QUERETAROWIONTERREY (live) 8:50 pm. 

Guiness International Champions Cup EVERTON-JUVENTUS (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CHIVAS-VERACRUZ (live) 7 pm. 

MLS All-Star Game MLS-ROMA (live) 9 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-PUMAS (live) 9 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TIGRES-MORELIA (live) 9:45 pro. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-SANTOS (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico QUERETAROWIONTERREY (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Audi Cup MANCHESTER CITY-AC MILAN (live) Noon. 

Audi Cup BAYERN MUNICH=SAO PAULO (live) 2:15 pm. 



Brazil CORINTHIANS-GREMIO (live) 8:45 pm. 

Mexico PUEBLA-SANTOS (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Guiness International Champions Cup CHELSEA-INTER MILAN (live) 8 pm. 

Guiness International Champions Cup REAL MADRID-LOS ANGELES (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana DEL VALLE-D. ANZOATEGUI (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana WANDERERS-LIBERTAD (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana MIEROS-BARCELONA (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana GUARANI-ORIENTE PETROLERO (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Audi Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) Noon. 

Audi Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 2:15 pm. 

Guiness International Champions Cup CHELSEA-INTER MILAN (live) 8 pm. 

Guiness international Champions Cup REAL MADRID-LOS ANGELES (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Audi Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) Noon. 

Audi Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 2:15 pm. 

Guiness International Champions Cup CHELSEA-INTER MILAN (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

The Gamper Trophy BARCELONA-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

The Gamper Trophy BARCELONA-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-TORREON (live) Noon. 

SATURDAY, 

FOX SOCCER 

Guiness International Champions Cup TBA-TBA (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-ROSS COUNTY (live) Noon. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-NEW YORK (live) 6:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-LEON (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-PUEBLA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHICAGO (live) 8 pm. 

MLS COLORADO=REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-COLUMBUS (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-CHIVAS USA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-VANCOUVER (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Emirates Cup GALATASARAY-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

German Cup WILHELMSHAVEN-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Emirates Cup ARSENAL-NAPOLI (live) 11:15 am. 

SUNDAY, A~st 4 

FOX SOCCER 

Guiness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-TBA (live) 4 pm. 

Guiness International Champions Cup AC MILAN-TBA (live) 6:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-MOTHERWELL (live) 8 am. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PUMAS-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CHIVAS-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Emirates Cup NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

Emirates Cup ARSENAL-GALATASARAY (live) 11:15 am. 

Mexico TIJUANA-UNAM (live) 2 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

German Cup SW REHDEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm= 

Lea~’~ues offering live st~e~min9 ol ~’~mes include: 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USLPro 

USL W-20 Lea,que Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, July 30, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerPlayers - Jul 30, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Jul 30, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Barca and Tijuana 
belN Sport has the Lechia Gdansk - Barcelona friendly at 2:40pm. Liga MX on ESPN Deportes: Tijuana - Pachuca at lOpm. 

All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"Right now, our next objective is Wednesday night. Personally, I take it very seriously. I really want to 

win." Sportin~ KC and MLS All-Star defender Aurelien Collin. 

/VILS and the Next Rounds of Expansion 
ByJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Jut 29, 2013) US Soccer Players - On The Will Leitch Experience podcast a couple 
of weeks ago, Leitch asked a baseball pundit named Joe Sheehan about further expansion with that sport. His response 
was that there aren’t any reasonable markets that don’t already have a team. By that, he meant markets that wouldn’t 
produce the same medium to small market issues that already exist in the sport. 

He’s right, and it’s a situation familiar to every major league sport in North America. For every Oklahoma City with 
basketball or Portland with soccer, there are medium to small size markets that don’t turn into quick success stories. 
Baseball has its Florida teams, Pittsburgh, and Oakland. The NFL has Jacksonville. The NBA has their second attempt in 
Charlotte. MLS once had a longer list of problem cities, but the top of that table is now hosting the All-Star Game as a 
top soccer market. If you can salvage soccer in Kansas City, seven teams averaging below 16,000 a game in stadiums 
capable of holding more seems like an opportunity. 

To some extent, that’s a statement for how bad Kansas City was before they became a commercial for everything going 
Major League Soccer’s way. It wasn’t a turnaround in Kansas City. It was finally establishing a market for soccer. With all 
due respect for the several thousand fans trying to turn Arrowhead Stadium into a soccer venue, it took ownership and 
civic commitment and a lot of money to build the rebranded Sporting KC an appropriate place to play. We know from 
some of those seven teams averaging under 16k that soccer-specificity isn’t enough, but it’s certainly a line for a 
struggling team to cross. If you’re still struggling in a venue built for your sport .... Read More 

Corner: The/VILS All-Star Game 
In his 5 Questions column, USSoccerPlayers.com writer Tony Edwards asked if Major League Soccer’s All-Star game faces 

its own issue with fixture congestion. As Tony explained, the answer is an obvious ’yes.’ This week alone we see the new 



Guinness International Champions Cup bringing Sede A’s Milan, Inter Milan, and Juventus along with the Premier League’s 

Chelsea and Everton and La Liga’s Real Madrid and Valencia to play a tournament that’s intended to be more than a 

friendly. Meanwhile, MLS All-Star opposition AS Roma isn’t travelling all the way to North America to only play a single 

game. 

What’s interesting is that there was a lull in international team touring the United States and Canada and it wasn’t that 

long ago. After a run of fHendlies in the Late 90s, European teams on tour became somewhat of a rarity in the early 

2000s. This coincided with MLS addressing its own issues during the era of contraction, and when the touring European 

clubs returned they were as likely to play each other as they were to face a North American club. Read More 

Holden Suffers Torn ACL 
Stuart Holden’s injury in Sunday’s Gold Cup final turned out to be a torn anterior cruciate ligament in his right knee, US 

Soccer announced on Monday. "We are absolutely devastated for Stuart," USA coach Jurgen Klinsmann said. "He is such a 

great part of our team on the field and the locker room. He worked tremendously hard to recover from previous injuries 

and had really come back into form. He was fully prepared to head back to Bolton and challenge for a starting spot. 

Now he will have our full support as he goes down this road again, and we will be with him every step of the way." 

Gold Cup win opens up horizons for a U.S. side in fine form - from SI.com’s Grant Wahl: Then came the benchmarks. 

One Goal, but Plenty for U.S. to Celebrate in Gold Cup Final - from The NY Times’ Ben Strauss: "1 took a mighty swing 

at it and missed," Donovan said. 

Rest In Peace, Chucho - from ESPN FC’s Andrea Canales: Benitez died in Qatar, where he had transferred recently to 

play for club El Jiash. 

Daniel Levy v Florentino Perez: The big hitters from Tottenham and Real Madrid battling over Gareth Bale - from 

The Independent’s Simon Johnson: Whether anyone agrees with Madrid’s tactics, no one can dispute their effectiveness. 

Gareth Bale, Tottenham Hotspur and Real Madrid: the key questions - from The Guardian’s Owen Gibson: Levy has 

proved better than most at resisting pressure from players and their agents if he believes a sale is not in the interests of 

the club. 

Chelsea’s summer transfer window so far: Blues have brought in genuine quality., but biggest signing is Jose 

Mourinho - from The Mirror’s Martin Lipton: The biggest signing witt not kick a bart. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: All Stars, Friendlies, and 
Liga MX 
Major League Soccer’s All Star Game is on ESPN2 at 9pm: MLS - Roma. 

Audi Cup on ESPN2: Manchester City - Milan at 12pm and Bayern Munich - Sao Paulo at 2:15pm. Guiness International 

Champions Cup: Everton - Juventus at 1 lpm. 

Copa Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: Sport Huancayo - Emelec at 3pm, El Tanque Sisley - Colo Colo at 7:30pm, and Dep 

Pesto - Melgar at 9:30pm. 

Liga MX on UniMas: Chivas - Veracruz at 7pm. On ESPN Deportes and Azteca: Puebla - Santos Laguna at 9pm. Azteca has 

Queretaro - Monterrey at 1 lpm. Ga[avision has Toluca - UNAM Pumas at 9pm. Univision Deportes for Tigres - More[ia at 

10pm. All Times Eastern. 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commenta[o~ arid the 
fern:d!!" asd presidept of ti:e so:!#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ai-::o send feedback 
blici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

If ~:et, YOU can change .:ha.:. How7 Send a teadiel°, cou.."..seior 
or principal (o~ all "di~ee!} to a Character Develo#ment Seminar 
nea~ yeu .(see schedule here). You cap also bet# spenser one of 
our workshops at yeur ddtd’s scheei. 

Just cati CHARACT}?R COUNTS! Director 3eft Md’~lu!’dy at 800- 

7i:[~2,870 or ema~ jmcmurdy@jiethics.org, We’~ 9et m to;~ch 
w~th your schoo~ :o ~e~p set up an effective and ~ast~ng 
CHARACTER COUNT8~ program, 

School budgets are tigtit, so we (and they) appreciate your 

hell,’,! 

ii.~j Getthe podcast in iT .... ] 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Good Ethics Hake Better 
Relationships 
W~fiie ~ beiieve that good things 
tesd to happen to #eo#le who 
consistently choose the high 
read, {he co.."reiatio~i between 

Check out Hichael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of ir~si~:~htl:ut 

and metivatienat (and 
pristable!) quotes, 

QUOTE: When you are in 
a hole, stop digging, 
Why does it take so 

mmW peepie so i<,,r~:~ to 
tearr~ that ,., 7 

Help keep [~iis r~ewsle[ter 
free - 

make a tax-deductible 
donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 
$100 or 

£] Character educati .... terials 

Preceeds from the sale of 
blichaet’s books arid CDs 
support cl~a~acter education 
i~ schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

Character Educator Blog, 
Recendy posted : 

Thursday Chats on Character 
Education 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

iii~.~] Charactereducati .... terials ] 



ethics and success is a loose one 
at best. Thus, it% pretty ha.~d to 
sincerely promote ethics by 
appea~s ~o se~f.-~te~e5~. 
Listen or read more 

Will, Fern, and the Power of 
Encouragement 
Two flogs named Wili and ~=ern 
feii into a deep pit together. At 
first, they thought it would be 

of fa~ed attempts they cr~ed for 
he~p asd a crow8 of animals 

Evervo~e agreed ~ was hopeless 

accept ,.. 
Listen or read more 

Grocery Store Ethics 
You .::an tell a i0~ abedt pe0ple~s 

~roce:y store, ] reP~eqlber bein,(! 
in a crowded store when there 
was a shorta~:]e of si’,oppin~ 
A prosperous~ iooking fellow was 
pushing a ca~t when another 
stopped hirn, "i:-[xcuse me,* 
second man said, "b~t this is my 

Listen or read more 

Acting on Principle and Good 
I ntentions 
I once i:eard a story aboat an 
emergency medical ~echnician 
calt ~ake who was summoned to 
he~ an dngonsg~ou5 womsn. 

When he aH’~ved, she had no 
pu~se~ From her (:o~or and d~ated 
eyes~ he couP8 tell she’d suffered 

Listen or read more 

What is the Host Difficult CEO 
Job in the Nation? I Nominate 
School Principal, 

stru.ggliru~ to modify their 
strategies to meet the Common 
Core demands .."ega~di..",g criticai 
~hi..",king and probiem solving. 
They qlust also find ways to 
teach 2],st Century wo~kpiace 
skitis, enhance studenl;s~ social 

of course, build ti:eh~ character so 
~hey be~:ome ~espons~b~e and 
prod~tt~ve dt~sens. 
Read more 

He Made You 
As l.ily "Tomlir~ said, "~No matte: 
how cynical I get~ :.[ can’t keep 

up." Our economy i:as been 
shattered by widespread 
corporate ffa~..’d; kids lie, steai, 
and cheat at unprecedented 
rates; and their parents beat up 
each other or referees at youth 
sports events ,,. 

Listen or read more 

OBSERVATION: Ignorant 
people can be both wise 
and kind and they are 
worthy of respect for the 
qualities they have, not 
contempt for those they 
lack. 
~ was surprised how 

many people responded 
to the posting on my 
What Witl ~’4atter 
Facebook page, ~t was a 

picture and quote _. 

~e~-~rsi~:er comments on 
Accountability in the 
Workplace: "i have heid 
my ~or!~B~e, smiied~ and 
nodded acquiescently 
whe~ my ows boss was 

psychologically hm’assMg 

team, I needed the job 
to keep a reef over my 
fam~y*s head a:~d food m 
o~ ~eH~es, Sometimes 
the purest sense of 

ethics takes a back seat 
when poverty is a 
factor," 

Actinq on Principle and 
Good Intentions: 
"Reminded me of a recen~ 
~:onversatien ~ i:ad with 
teenageD who was 
preparing to speak on a 
deba~e o~ euthanas~a~ I 
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Youth Soccer Insider: ’Don’t hover over the kids’ (Q&A: AYSO’s Scott Gimple) 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

’Don’t hover over the kids’ (Q&A: AYSO’s Scott 
Gimple) 
Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Four players - Landon Donovan, Eddie Johnson, Nick Rimando, Alejandro Bedoya - who helped the USA 

lift the 2013 Gold Cup got their soccer start in the American Youth Soccer Organization, which next year 

celebrates its 50th anniversary. With more than 50,000 teams and 650,000 players, AYSO continues to rely 

solely on volunteer coaches= We spoke with AYSO Director of Development Scott Gimple about its new 

coaching curriculum, its faith in parent-coaches, and how to create the best environment for young players. 

SOCCER AMERICA: There is no shortage of curriculums or guides for coaching youth soccer. What makes AYSO’s 

new "Coaching Series" unique? 

SCOTT GIMPLE: Almost all soccer curriculums are written by soccer guys for soccer guys= It’s as if they’re written to show 

other soccer people how much they know about the game. In some ways they’re overcomplicated. The reality is that the 

people we are addressing are all parents. 

Most of our coaches have never played the game. What we had to do is create tools to show how different soccer is from 

baseball, basketball, football and hockey from a coaching perspective. 

All of the American sports are coach-centric. The coaches call the plays. The coaches call the defense. They send in the 

signals in all those sports. Soccer’s not that way and we can’t expect our parents just to understand that because they’ve 

watched one soccer game. 

The other thing is that soccer is such a fluid game= It’s a game of mistakes. People are making bad decisions all the time, but 

it’s the best decision they can make in that split second. As parents, we want to control, so we’re yelling from the sidelines 

like we would if we were watching baseball: ’q’hrow it to first! ... Throw it to second!" ... Giving them directions. 

SA: Which denies the young players the chance to figure out howto make decisions on their own ... 

SCOTT GIMPLE: I was refereeing a U-12 girls game and there was corner kick. The girl stopped and turned to her dad and 

said, "Dad, where do I go?" 

SA: You emphasize resisting over-coaching and that parents must realize that making mistakes is part of the 

learning process, that we shouldn’t be correcting all the time ... 

SCOTT GIMPLE: I remember seeing a little girl make a mistake and start crying. Nobody necessarily yelled at her. But 

because she made the mistake she felt like she failed. So something was ingrained in her that taking that risk and making a 

mistake was something to cry about .... 

There’s got to be a cultural change from parents hovering over the kids and trying to prevent them from making mistakes, 

wanting to do what they think is best for them by giving them instructions, pointing out obvious solutions that they can see, to 

help their kids be successful ... What we want them to do is sit back and let their kids try something different and not 

necessarily succeed, and then try it again, and keep trying again until they are successful and have figured it out. 

It’s like giving a child a puzzle and telling them where to put the pieces because you don’t want them to make mistakes. 

When really what children do by trying different pieces of the puzzle, they learn how to put together a puzzle. 

Parents should allow them to do that when they play a sport. 

SA: A common refrain is that we need better coaching at the youngest ages, which can also be a way of 

convincing parents to seek professional coaching at an earlier age. How do you make the case that parent- 

coaches can provide the right environment for players who may have the potential to succeed at the highest 

levels? 

SCOTT GIMPLE: We attended the U.S. Soccer’s Zone 1 [ages 5 to 12] program [in April 2011] when it unveiled its curriculum 

and its four pillars pretty much match up with AYSO’s philosophy: Player development over winning; Quality training; Age- 

appropriate training; Inspiring the kids to have fun. 

Sitting in the room with all these big clubs, everyone’s nodding their heads. "That’s got to be the key with U-12 and below." 



Then you go and have a conversation with them at the bar that night. And they’re saying, "There’s no way this will work," 

because their clubs are evaluated on the win-loss records of their teams. 

For us, having volunteer coaches, we probably have the best opportunity and best chance to truly focus on individual player 

development. 

SA: Even unpaid coaches without big=club pressure go to the field with a great desire to win .,. 

SCOTT GIMPLE: That’s why we’re working hard to make them understand. If you’re so concerned about losing on a 

Saturday, that leads to kick-and-run. You put your best athlete up front, you kick through balls, and it’s one-on-one with the 

keeper, and that’s kind of the standard U-10 soccer game. 

Our whole focus with the new curriculum is trying to get the parent-coaches to understand the importance developing the 

player at the appropriate age level, understanding the motivation of the players, and focusing on developing the individual first 

and less about winning the game. 

SA: How do you create coaching guides that aren’t "overcomplicated?" 

SCOTT GIMPLE: We put a lot graphics in it. We put in boxes we call "Keep in Mind" and we don’t expect our coaches to 

read this thing cover to cover, because coaches don’t do that. The referees would. But the coaches don’t. 

So we put highlights and pictures in there that draw their eye. (For example: "Players should be encouraged to defend and 

attack.’) A little block that summarize the important details on the page. Even if they just read what’s in the "Keep in Mind" 

block, at least it will give them a summary of what they should be learning. 

We combined the manuals with integrated online video segments that parent-coaches can get on their smart phone. People 

comprehend better when they see a demonstration. We’re making it as convenient as possible, to keep them from having to 

go searsh somewhere like YouTube, because if they did, most of them wouldn’t and they’d fall back on: jog around the field for 

your warm-up, get in two different lines, one being a crossing line and one being a shooting line, and that’s practice. 

SA: What do you say to parents who might think their kids will get better coaching at a big youth club than with 

AYSO? 

SCOTT GIMPLE: When we presented our new curriculum at the 2013 NSCAA Convention, which was combined with U.S. 

Youth Soccer’s AGM, we had roughly 80 club people in the audience. Most ran recreational programs but didn’t have 

mandated training programs for their parent-coaches. They did for their travel teams, which had professional coaches, but few 

of them had coach education programs for parent"poaches. 

AYSO requires all parent-coaches to be trained and certified for their age group. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey #om Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: USA and Mexico tie at Milk Cup; West Coast takes two 

USA and Mexico tie 1-1 in U=18 international 
by Soccer America 

[MILK CUPl The USA tied Mexico, 1-1, in a battle of under-18 national teams at the Milk Cup in Ballymoney, 

Northern Ireland. New York Red Bulls rookie Amando Moreno scored the U.S. goal in the fifth minute. - Read 

the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIF’S: Finals] West Coast FC won a pair of titles as Cal South teams went home with five of the 

seven boys trophies at the U.S. Youth Soccer National Championship Series in Overland Park, Kan. Sunday’s play saw six of 

seven finals go to overtime. - Read the whole story 

U,S, under=20 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] The U.S. under-20 women’s national team will play Japan twice during its camp Aug. 4-12 at U.S. Soccer’s 

National Training Center at StubHub Center. - Read the whole story 

Kalamazoo Kinqdorn claims Michigan battle 
by Soccer America 

I\,%20 CHAMPIONSHIP] The Kalamazoo Kingdom won the W-20 Championship with a 2-1 win over Michigan rival Force FC 

Football Academy on Sunday in Bradenton, Fla. Micaela Kovacs and Madi Morgan scored on either side of halftime for 

Kalamazoo, which held off a late Force charge that included two shots off the woodwork. - Read the whole stow 
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Section 2: Michael Bradley Pleased with Roma; The Bale Saga Continues 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, July 30, 2013 
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AS Roma midfielder Michael Bradley believes the Giallorossi are moving in the right direction under its 

American owners, despite the club opting for yet another coaching change after a disappointing 2012-13 season 

under Zdenek Zeman and Aurelio Andreazzoli. 

Speaking to the press ahead of the annual MLS All-Star game, in which the MLS All-Stars will take on Roma at 

Sporting Park in Kansas City on Wednesday night, Bradley said, ’Tve been impressed by President 

James Pallotta’s enthusiasm, his drive and commitment. The club wants to grow into something special in world and 

European soccer." 

The U.S. international added: "You want to be at a club with ambition and everyone here -- from the players to the 

club president -- is striving to build and win something. That’s why I chose Roma." Bradley moved to Roma from 

Chievo Verona in 2012 and quickly established himself as a starter in central midfield. 

- Read the whole story... 

Zidane Pressures Spurs Over Bale Transfer 
Daily Mail 

Zinedine Zidane has added fuel to the Gareth Bale transfer saga fire by claiming that the option to join a club as 

prestigious as Real Madrid "might only come around once in a lifetime." Speaking at a press conference in Los 

Angeles, the Real sporting director pressured Tottenham by saying, "If [Bale] has expressed a desire to join Madrid 

then Tottenham should give him permission to speak with us." 

According to the Daily Mail, Bale has already told Tottenham chairman Daniel Levy that he wants to leave for the La 

Liga giant, but he is reluctant to force a move by handing in a formal transfer request as he believes that might 

damage his relationship with Spurs fans. The report further claims that Levy would sanction a move if Real offers a 

world record fee of close to $130 million plus another player, rumored to be either winger Angel Di Maria or left back 

Fabio Coentrao. Bale, meanwhile, has told Levy that he wants his future resolved this week. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Arsenal to Offer Third Suarez Bid 



Express 

Arsenal is preparing a third bid for Liverpool forward Luis Suarez worth nearly $65 million, the Express reports. 

Suarez, 26, has become Gunners coach Arsene Wenger’s top transfer target since expressing his desire to leave 

Anfield, although the Uruguayan has repeatedly claimed his desire is to join Real Madrid. 

However, with Real intent on signing Gareth Bale, the La Liga giant is unlikely to come in for Suarez, too, especially 

if it is forced to break the world transfer record to sign Bale from Tottenham. According to the report, Liverpool is also 

likely to turn down the Gunners’ third bid for Suarez, as Anfield management has put a minimum price of $76 million 

on its star striker’s head. 

Speaking to reporters on Monday, Wenger said that Arsenal will be patient in its transfer dealings. "We are ready to 

do quick deals but all the transfers do not depend only on us. But we are prepared to wait," the Frenchman said. "We 

still have a strong squad but we are there on the market to try to strengthen our team. With or without additions we 

can be title challengers next season. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man United Shifts Transfer Focus 
Metro 

Manchester United continues to fall flat in its transfer dealings. Having already missed out on Thiago Alcantara, who 

chose to join Bayern Munich, the Old Trafford club is now being forced to admit that its attempts to sign Cesc 

Fabregas, Cristiano Ronaldo and Gareth Bale are dead, too. According to Metro, the Red Devils are now shifting 

focus to Everton forward Marouane Fellaini and $38 million Real Madrid midfielder Luka Modric. 

- Read the whole story... 

Mexico: ’Chepo’ Keeps His Job 
Reuters 

Despite a long run of poor results, Jose Manuel de la Torre, AKA Chepo, has retained his job as coach of El Tri, 

with the new bare minimum requirement being qualification for the World Cup in Brazil. And even if Mexico does 

qualify for next summer’s tournament, his position is to be reviewed again after the Concacaf qualifiers end in 

October, Mexican soccer officials told a news conference. 

Mexico has had a disappointing summer, highlighted by a chronic shortage of goals. Poor results saw El Tri fall to 

third-place in the Concacaf final round of World Cup qualifying (AKA the Hexagonal), before bowing out of the 2013 

Confederations Cup in the first round and finally being bounced from the Concacaf Gold Cup in the semifinals by 

eventual runner-up Panama. 

- Read the whole story... 

Totti: ’1 was Asked to Join MLS’ 
ESPN FC 

On the eve of his team’s match against the MLS All-Stars, AS Roma legend Francesco Totti revealed that he was 

approached by former Italy international Marco Di Vaio to join him at Toronto FC. The 36-year-old, who has played 

his entire professional career with Roma, responded by saying he is only concentrating on his beloved home team. 

- Read the whole story... 



Report: Arsenal Target Bernard to Join Porto 
Goal.com 

Arsenal looks set to miss out on one of its top transfer targets as Atletico Mineiro winger Bernard has his sights set 

on joining FC Porto. Bernard recently helped Mineiro lift its first continental trophy, the 2013 Copa Libertadores title. 

The report also claims that former Porto player Hulk convinced his fellow Brazil international to join the Portuguese 

champion. - Read the whole story... 
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Paul Gardner: tteartbreak for Holden in the USA’s lackluster Gold Cup final win 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Heartbreak for Holden in the USA’s lackluster Gold 
Cup final win 
By Paul Gardner 

The sight of Jurgen Klinsmann striding along the toucNine, pumping his fist in the air, after the USA had beaten 

Panama in the Gold Cup final was not one that sits easily. 

This had been a quite dreadful game, ugly from start to finish, totally bereft of good soccer. Yes, Panama can be blamed for a 

lot of that - obviously their main concern was to make life difficult for the Americans. Which they did, rather too easily. 

So it was up to the USA to impose its game. Which it never did. Anyway ... what game? That there is still, after two years of 

Klinsmann, no recognizable style or coherence to his team’s play is a concern. But that things should be this bad is 

appalling. I don’t think any allowance should be made for the fact that this was a sort of "B" team. This was a Klinsmann 

production. 

There is no need, no point, in going into details. Anyone who saw the game will be having a hard time to remember anything 

memorable or noteworthy from it. And the solitary goal, when it was painfully eked out of the mire, was a freak play. How 

fitting. 

Klinsmann, some time ago, told us how satisfying it was to watch his team come together, to treasure the moments when he 

could say to himself "It’s working." It would be intriguing to know if Klinsmann, suspended for this game and watching from a 

glassed-in box, managed to find anything that was working in this game. 

That goal, that vaudeville goal, was deserved of course. As was the USA’s victory. The team had relentlessly tried, in its 

woefully inarticulate way, to break down a rather wobbly Panamanian defense. 

The win makes the USA the champions of Concacaf. How big a deal is that? Certainly not as big as it should be. Consider: 

this tournament, played every two years, is now always played in the USA. Money requires that - a neat example, should you 

need yet another one - of how cash distorts the sport. 

Can you imagine the UEFA European Championship being staged every year in Germany? Or the Copa Americana always 

being played in Argentina? Who would put up with that? 

The USA gets the inestimable advantage of always being the home team in the region’s No. 1 tournament. No foreign travel to 

undergo, no strange cities or hotels, no pesky foreign languages or exotic foods to cope with. 

Given that the USA is already either the first or second most powerful team in the region, that is a benefit that should pretty 

much ensure a USA victory every time. Winning the Gold Cup should not be lauded as a big deal. 

said there was nothing noteworthy to be recalled from this game. Sadly there was something that’s going to linger. The sight 

of Stuart Holden, limping away from contact with an opponent, his right hand lowered, trying to grasp his right knee. 

A horrible, sickening moment for Holden, and for all who have followed his battles with serious injury. Both his previous injuries 

followed violent contact with an opponent - a broken leg in 2010, inflicted by Dutchman Nigel de Jong, and in 2011 a 26-stitch 

gash on his right knee and an ACL injury following a clash with ManU’s Jonny Evans. 

This latest episode did not appear to stem from rough play. There was glancing contact with Panama’s Alberto Quintero - but 

with Holden’s left leg. Which will be but bitter consolation for Holden. The sight of Holden sitting on the U.S. bench, his hands 

clutching his head, was agonizing, a moment of brutal truth in a sport that will never be free of these tragedies. 

But for Holden ... three times? You like to think that there is, in sports, a fairness that eventually evens things out, that makes 

it all worthwhile. A hollow thought right now for Holden. 

Klinsmann had his say, and he said all that could be said neatly and with feeling: ’We are absolutely devastated for Stuart. He 

is such a great part of our team on the field and the locker room. He worked tremendously hard to recover from previous 

injuries and had really come back into form ... Now he will have our full suppor~ as he goes down this road again, and we will 

be with him every step of the way." 

An ugly happening in an ugly game. I have had my say on the game. For Holden, my initial feelings of horror and sympathy 



have given way to a brighter vision, one encouraged by his defiant ’*We shall rise again!" A vision of Holden coming back, yet 

again. He deserves that as the victim of inexplicably cruel bad luck. 
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Post-Workout Recovery Drink ...... MNS Max3 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi Anson, 

I just ordered for your team 6 boxes of the Post-Workout Recovery Drink for your players to use and try out during Pre- 
Season. I also gave               enough of my business cards for each of your players and coaches to have. 

On the card is: * Some background info on me 
¯ My cell (if they have any questions) 
¯ My email (if they have any questions) 
¯ My web site (to order the Post-Workout Recover drink from if the program is not able to order it for the 

whole team because of the gatorade contract). 

I also sent you, for yourself, a box of the MNS Max3. This is an amazing Pure Nutritional Product. I take it myself for the 

Nutritional Benefits. I have players that take it for its Nutritional Benefits. It is totally 100% safe to take as you can see 

from the contents. I am attaching for you to this email a sheet that explains the MNS Max3, what is in it and what it does 

for your body Health wise and Nutritionally wise. Anyone I come across whether they are in shape or out of shape, over 

weight or under weight or just right, I always tell them about this amazing product. I take it for all the Health and 

Nutritional Benefits it gives me. Some of my players take it for the same reason ~       just started it, I just gave her a 

box for herself to start with). The females take it for that but also because it helps keep there metabolism high (since 

everyone metabolism drops as you get older), because it burns your Fat Stores in your body for energy so your %Body 

Fat decreases and it gives you energy and supports total body nutrition all day long. It is a Multi-vitamin/omega3/calcium 

all in it. Try it out yourself and check out the attached info I sent you about it. When you get it in the mail, give me a call 

and I will quickly explain everything to you. In any case, if you can give me a quick call regardless because I want to 

make sure you received the 6 boxes of the Recovery Drink and the 1 box of MNS Max3. 

I sent Abbie Smith an email with your email on it and explained to her that you are hoping to get a hold of her to talk to her 

so hopefully we might be able to get your women’s soccer program to be able to order the Recovery Drink through 

myself for your players to use and take advantage of the benefits from using it. I mentioned to her that right now it is hard 

to do that because of the Gatorade Contract the school has with Gatorade, but we are trying to see what we can do. In 

any case Abbie’s contact info is below (her name, department and email). 

Abbie E. Smith, PhD, 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 303A Woolen 

Email: abbsmith@email.unc.edu 

I hope this will hopefully workout even with the Gatorade contract, so we can get your program on the Recovery Drink. 



Are you still using it for yourself and your workouts? 

My web site for the products to order is: www.MichaelDemakis.com it is on the business cards I gave 

I am always glad to help you and your players and program out any way I can. Hope to talk with you soon and look out 

for the products just sent you, you should get them in a couple of days. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

FC Elite/LI FuryNVPS/Albertson SC 

Advocare Sports/Active Nutrition 

Web: www.MichaelDemakis.com 

516-551-3053 
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Soccer America Confidential: New era dawns iu Columbus 

Wednesday, July 31,2013 

New era dawns in Columbus 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

Major League Soccer has turned a page with the selling of the Columbus Crew to Precourt Sport Ventures. 

Safe to say, the era of frugality is over. There’s a new regime in town. 

The deal announced Tuesday at an undisclosed price further reduces the influence of Hunt Sports Group, which after selling 

Kansas City in 2006 and Columbus now runs only FC Dallas. As one of the league’s original 10 teams, the Crew cost Hunt 

Sports Group the buy-in price of $5 million. 

No one can dispute the importance of the organization led by the late Lamar Hunt, who spearheaded the league’s formation 

in the wake of the 1994 World Cup and just five years later completed construction of the first MLS soccer-specific stadium for 

the Crew. Yet HSG could never nail down a naming-rights deal, a problem that none of the MLS stadiums built since have 

encountered, and as aggressive ownership groups bought teams and erected facilities to house them and thus increased their 

resources and finances, Columbus slowly drifted farther and farther off the pace~ 

In August, 2006, HSG sold Kansas City to Ongoal LLC, a company headed by Cerner Corporation co-founders Neal 

Patterson and Cliff Illig. Ongoa[ has rebranded the team as Sporting Kansas City and built Sporting Park, a state-of-the-art 

stadium that cost $200 million and is filled to its capacity of 18,467 for nearly every league game. And on Wednesday hosts 

the MLS All-Star Game. 

The Wizards won an MLS Cup in 2000 - with current head coach Peter Vermes and ex-U.S, international keeper Tony 

Meola as mainstays of a record setting defense - but they never grabbed hold of the market as the current regime has done. 

Walking into Sporting Park, which has more large-screen TVs than an electronics store, a raucous atmosphere and sleek 

amenities push memories of games in cavernous Arrowhead Stadium - or the minor-league CommunuityAmerica baseball 

park - with crowds in the high four figures deep into the memory. 

SKC has been transformed into a flagship franchise: sparkling facility, raucous crowds, a successful team that comes to 

entertain as well as win. Can something of the same ilk happen in Columbus? Owner Anthony Precourt attended his first 

game April 27, 2013, which is more famously known as the night the Crew’s scoreboard caught fire. Yes, it’s about time for an 

upgrade of everything: the facility, the organization, perhaps the team itself. 

Despite a great playing surface, a family atmosphere within the club, and two trophies - the 2002 U.S. Open Cup named after 

Lamar Hunt and 2008 MLS Cup - the Crew has worn the stigma of small-time. Since Lamar Hunt died, Ongoal has been 

joined by big-spending ownership groups in Toronto, Philadelphia and Montreal that have raised the stakes even if they don’t 

splash money as does Red Bull GmbH, and thero’s been an ownership change for D.C= United as well. 

Coach Robert Warzycha took over for Sigi Schmid after the Crew’s 2008 championship season and under his leadership the 

Crew has slid from Eastern Conference champion (2009) to wild-card team (2011) to postseason observer (last year). Can he 

break through the gauntlet of powerful Eastern Conference foes under a more aggressive, less thrifty ownership, or will he or 

Precourt dissolve their newly minted affiliation once the season ends? 

Lamar Hunt liked everything about the Crew: the team colors of yellow and gold, its motto as "America’s Hardest Working 

Team," the curious crest of three hatted men that evokes strong reactions pro and con, and of course, the stadium, for which 

he personally guided visitors to its unveiling the day before it hosted its first league match in May, 1999. 

In his first press conference as team owner Procourt hinted the crest might be among the changes he envisions. Lamar Hunt 

would have turned 81 on Friday; if he felt his once-prized possession was in good hands, he probably wouldn’t object. 
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Elite Soccer Bulletin: July 2013 

NEW ISSUE .- OUT TODAY! 
We are delighted to announce the line-up for the~__,_::~_~_,.A~q,~st. 2073 issue 
Elite Soccer (published today). 

::.~.iI August Issue 
Former England manager Steve McClaren is 
one of the most innovative and respected 
coaches in the game. His session on 
transitioning, rotating and attacking will improve 
your side’s link-up play and ability to attack at 
pace. 

If your team needs to score more goals, this 
month’s issue is for you! Sheffield Wednesday 
boss Dave Jones provides a session on 
crossing and finishing while Rochdale 
management duo Keith Hill and Chris Beech 
show you how to improve your players in and 
around the box. LMA Ambassador Jimmy Bell 
provides a further session that will help you to 
coach possession and finishing better. 

But it is not only forward play that we cover this 
month. Burnley manager Sean Dyche can help 
you press better as a team and AFC Wimbledon 
U21s development manager Shaun North looks 
at keeping the ball better with short pass 
switching. 

I ~’~i SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAGER PROf:ILE 

Steve McClaren achieved a 50% win 
ratio as England manager before 
helping FC Twente embark on the most 
success,u/period in their history, durh~g 
which they won the EredMsie btle and 
finished runners-up. 

Forest, McO~sren ~nked-up w~[h Har~y Redknapp at 



If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please fo~Nard this email to 
them. They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin 

TESTIMONIAL OF THE MONTH 

2 Wodson Park City 22 12 2 8 71 39 32 38 

4 Welwyn Pegasus Sapphires      16 12 0 4 38 19 19 36 

6 ~lthamAbbey 16 10 3 3 55 27 28 33 

Z ABRaage~s ~5 8 6 ! 63 20 #3 30 
8 Panshanger Pumas             17 8 2 7 48 40 8 26 

10 NazeingYouth 19 5 0 14 31 59 -28 15 

~ Ha[pendeaCe!tsVu!~ures ~Z 3 ~ ~3 22 82 ~0 ~0 

12 ~reYouth~ites 19 2 2 15 27 67 -40 8 

~3 Woa~b#P~ R6##rs e ~# 92-78 O 

’Last yea~ my team were 0-12 for the season. So I invested in Elite Soccer- the change is the~ 
for aft to see. My team - Harpenden Col~ Falcons. Simple to apply, easy to execute." 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLA,:~StC MANAGERIAL QUOTE 

~ " 
The key is not the ’wiff to win :_evetybody has that./t is the 

will to prepare to win that is important." 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 



Green Star Media In Association with the LMA 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 
your browser. 
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ServaJat-leadership / happiness research from an academic near you 

Human cells respond in healthy, unhealthy ways to different kinds of happiness                                      I ~i E-ma~ 

MONDAY, JULY 29, 2013 

Human bodies recognize at the molecular level that not all happiness is created equal, responding in ways that can help or hinder physical health, 
according to new research led by Barbara L Fredrickson, Kenan Distinguished Professor of psychology in the College of Arts and Sciences at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

The sense of well-being derived from "a noble purpose" may provide cellular health benefits, whereas "simple self-gratification" may have 
negative effects, despite an overall perceived sense of happiness, researchers found. "A functional genomic perspective on human well-being" 
was published July 29 in Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. 

"Philosophers have long distinguished two basic forms of well-being: a ’hedonic’ [hee-DON-ic] form representing an individual’s pleasurable 
experiences, and a deeper ’eudaimonic,’ [u-DY-moh-nick] form that results from striving toward meaning and a noble purpose beyond simple self- 
gratification," wrote Fredrickson and her colleagues. 

It’s the difference, for example, between enjoying a good meal and feeling connected to a larger community through a service project, she said. 
Both give us a sense of happiness, but each is experienced very differently in the body’s cells. 
"We know from many studies that both forms of well-being are associated with improved physical and mental health, beyond the effects of 
reduced stress and depression," Fredrickson said. "But we have had less information on the biological bases for these relationships." 

Collaborating with a team from the University of California at Los Angeles led by Steven W. Cole, professor of medicine, psychiatry and 
behavioral sciences, Fredrickson and her colleagues looked at the biological influence of hedonic and eudaimonic well-being through the human 
genome. They were interested in the pattern of gene expression within people’s immune cells. 

Past work by Cole and colleagues had discovered a systematic shift in gene expression associated with chronic stress, a shift "characterized by 
increased expression of genes involved in inflammation" that are implicated in a wide variety of human ills, including arthritis and heart disease, 
and "decreased expression of genes involved in ... antiviral responses," the study noted. Cole and colleagues coined the phrase "conserved 
transcriptional response to adversity" or CTRA to describe this shift. In short, the functional genomic fingerprint of chronic stress sets us up for 
illness, Fredrickson said. 
But if all happiness is created equal, and equally opposite to ill-being, then patterns of gene expression should be the same regardless of hedonic 
or eudaimonic well-being Not so, found the researchers. 

Eudaimonic well-being was, indeed, associated with a significant decrease in the stress-related CTRA gene expression profile. In contrast, 
hedonic well-being was associated with a significant increase in the CTRA profile. Their genomics-based analyses, the authors reported, reveal 
the hidden costs of purely hedonic well-being 

Fredrickson found the results initially surprising, because study participants themselves reported overall feelings of well-being. One possibility, 
she suggested, is that people who experience more hedonic than eudaimonic well-being consume the emotional equivalent of empty calories. 
"Their daily activities provide short-term happiness yet result in negative physical consequences long-term," she said. 

"We can make ourselves happy through simple pleasures, but those ’empty calories’ don’t help us broaden our awareness or build our capacity in 
ways that benefit us physically," she said. "At the cellular level, our bodies appear to respond better to a different kind of well-being, one based on 
a sense of connectedness and purpose." 
The results bolster Fredrickson’s previous work on the effects of positive emotions, as well as research linking a sense of connectedness with 
longevity. "Understanding the cascade to gene expression will help inform further work in these areas," she added. 

Fredrickson collaborated with Karen M. Grewen, associate professor of psychiatry in UNC’s School of Medicine; and Kimberly A. Coffey, 
research assistant professor, and Sara B. Algoe, assistant professor, both of psychology, in UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 
Note: Fredrickson may be reached at blf@unc.edu. 
News Services contact: Kathy Neal, interim health and science editor, (919) 740-5673 (cellivmail) or kcneal@unc.edu. 

SportsCoachRadio,com 
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Section 2: Bradley: USA Progress Thanks to MLS 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, July 31, 2013 Tweet This ~~ Share This 

MLSSoccer.com 

Tonight, U.S. international Michael Bradley,who seven-and-a-half years ago left the Red Bulls (nee 

MetroStars) at the age of 19 for Dutch side Heerenveen, returns to an MLS stadium. And this time, he will be playing 

in a stadium built specifically for soccer: Sporting Park in Kansas City, which is hosting tonight’s 2013 AT&T MLS All 

Star Game against AS Roma. 

"1 think you look around the league and you see the stadiums being built and the teams that come into the league that 

have support and fans like they do in Seattle and Portland," the Roma midfielder said during a press conference 

Monday, "and I think that this is something that’s great for the league, great for our country and I think the quality 

continues to get better when you look at the run that the U.S. team made in this Gold Cup." 

Bradley added: "1 think a lot of that is thanks to the MLS and the quality of the players who are playing here week in 

and week out. And I think it’s a very positive thing with everybody, because at the end of the day we’re all trying to 

grow the game in this country, make the league better and make the national team." 

- Read the whole story... 

Iceland Urges Johannsson to Reconsider USA Decision 
Soccer By Ives 

Iceland’s soccer federation has bizarrely issued a statement on the decision of USA-born AZ Alkmaar striker Aron 

Johannsson to play for the U.S. men’s national team. The association goes so far as to urge the public and media to 

convince Johannsson to reconsider, offering him the chance to play for Iceland against the Faraoe Islands on Aug 

14th. 

- Read the whole story... 

Reports" Bale~ AVB Want Real Transfer Resolution 
Sky Sports 

Gareth Bale left Tottenham’s training ground on Wednesday after telling coach Andre Villas-Boas that he wants to 

join Real Madrid. The 24-year-old was at the ground receiving treatment for an injury; Sky News reports that he took 

the opportunity to tell AVB that he wants to go to Spain. 



Spurs, meanwhile, has yet to comment on the world record $130 million bid Real lodged for Bale several days ago. 

That means its stance remains that the Welshman is not for sale. 

But that could change: AS reports that AVB has asked club chairman Daniel Levyto resolve the Bale situation as 

soon as possible. The Spurs coach wants to avoid a repeat of last summer’s protracted Luka Modric transfer to 

Real, which he believes had a negative affect on his squad’s start to the 2012/13 campaign. 

Meanwhile, another AS report says that Modric could be used as a makeweight in a cash-131us-player deal for Ba!e, 

as AVB favors a return to White Hart Lane for the Croatian international. 

- Read the whole story... 

Rodgers: Suarez ’Totally Understands’ Liverpool’s Position 
Telegraph 

In an interview, Brendan Rodgers claims that Liverpool striker Luis Suarez "totally understands" the club’s 

insistence on keeping him. 

Meanwhile, Suarez is an odds-on favorite to siqn for Arsenal. 

"Luis is happy. He totally understands the club’s point of view," the Liverpool boss told the Liverpool Echo. "He’s in a 

difficult position in terms of not being able to play because of his suspension - he will sit out the first six games and he 

will miss playing football." Suarez still has six games to serve from the ten-game ban he received for biting Chelsea 

defender Branislav Ivanovic in a game last season. 

While Liverpool management has always maintained that it will not sell its star player, both Rodgers and managing 

director lan Ayre have said the club is owed a debt of gratitude for standing by Suarez during two onerous 

suspensions, the first of which was an eight-game ban in 2011/12 for using a racial slur against Manchester United’s 

Patrice Evra. 

- Read the whole story... 

Hughes Furious as Shea Injured in Union Friendly 
Sky Sports 

Stoke City boss Mark Hughes was left fuming as Brek Shea injured his knee following a challenge from Michael 

Kassel during the Premier League club’s 2-0 win against the Philadelphia Union. 

"It was a nasty injury. It looks like some damage to the ligaments in his knee," Hughes said. "He’s going to be 

scanned. I thought it was a very, very poor challenge by the boy. What the hell was he was thinking of, I have no 

idea. It’s a friendly game. You need to protect your fellow professional. And I don’t think the guy did that." 

Shea, fresh from scoring the winner in the USA’s 1-0 Gold Cup final victory against Panama, was in crutches as he 

addressed the media. "Obviously I’m pretty upset right now. I was excited to get back to Stoke and get ready for the 

season. Hopefully it’s not as bad as it feels." The U.S. international defender Kassel, saying, "He was going for the 

ball. I tried to put my body in front of his and it’s soccer. Tackles happen - good and bad. I’ve done worse to other 

people. I’m not mad at all." 

Kassel, who has only played 33 minutes for the Union this season, said, "Obviously I didn’t mean to do that. I’m 

friends with the kid .... There was no intent at all. I wish him all the best and I apologize for the tackle." 

- Read the whole story... 



Lewandowski Attacks Dortmund 
ESPN FC 

Robert Lewandowski has launched another attack on Borussia Dortmund’s management team over its refusal to 

allow him to join rival Bayern Munich. The Poland international believes he has been treated unfairly, saying he 

cannot guarantee the club’s tactics won’t affect his performances. 

- Read the whole story... 

Benitez Died of Heart Failure 
Associated Press 

Qatari club El Jaish confirmed that Ecuadoran striker Christian "Chucho" Benitez died on Monday of heart failure, 

just one day after playing his first match for the club. On Tuesday, Ecuador soccer federation president Luis 

Chiriboga said the 27-year-old had been taken to the hospital with sharp stomach pains, developed peritonitis and 

died of cardio respiratory arrest. 

- Read the whole story... 

A_gent: Soldado-Spurs Move on Hold 
Reuters 

Roberto Soldado’s transfer from Valencia to Tottenham is apparently being held up due to a problem with the 

player’s agents, Amadeo Salvo, Soldado’s agent, revealed on Wednesday. Salvo claims the transfer will not go 

through until this problem is resolved. Soldado, who scored 30 goals in 46 appearances for Los Che last season, 

looks set to join Spurs for a reported $40 million. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Youth Soccer Insider: }tow Ret~ ttandle Substitutions 

Wednesday, July 31,2013 

How Refs Handle Substitutions 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

By Randy Vogt 

Substitutes must be standing at the halfway line, dressed and ready to play. The player exiting can leave from 

any part of the field. To make things easier, the exiting player generally leaves by the halfway line. 

In youth soccer, we are dealing with kids - in many cases, young children. I have seen refs get themselves in 

trouble by insisting that the player leaving the field be absolutely, completely off the field before the sub comes in, 

often to the point of yelling at kids who entered the field a couple of steps too soon. 

Let’s not make this more complicated than it is. Sub enters field as the player leaves it. The officials count - one player off, 

one player on ... two players off, two players on. 

For many years, youth soccer in the United States only allowed substitutions on a team’s own throw-in plus on either team’s 

goal kick, goal or injury plus at halftime. This rule worked fine with the exception of the opposing team not being allowed to 

sub when the team with the throw-in was doing so, plus coaches not being able to immediately sub a cautioned player to 

calm down him or her. 

College and high school soccer use a somewhat similar limitation on when a team can substitute. Teams can sub on either 

team’s goal kick, goal, caution, injury or equipment change plus on a team’s own corner kick or throw-in. If the team with the 

corner kick or throw-in subs, the opposing team can sub as well. College and high school teams can obviously sub at halftime 

as well. There are subtle differences on substitution opportunities between both college and high school rules as well but I will 

not get into this for the purposes of this article= 

The former youth soccer rule regarding substitutions plus the current college and high school rules work well as teams should 

have the opportunity to sub every couple of minutes and do not disrupt the flow of play by these rules. 

In pro soccer, teams can substitute at any stoppage of play. Approximately a decade ago, American youth soccer adopted 

the current rule that teams can sub at any stoppage. I was not in favor of the rule change then and I am still not in favor of it as 

my worst fears have been realized in a few games. 

Obviously, pro soccer teams can only sub three players per game with no re-entry. Youth soccer teams have no such 

limitation. I have seen coaches and trainers whose teams are leading take advantage of inexperienced refs by substituting at 

every opportunity. 

I was watching a boys U-13 game last summer being played in a tournament. It was the last game of the round-robin and the 

white team needed to win while the red squad only needed to tie to advance to the final. 

After a scoreless first half, white score& The coach then subbed a player at every stoppage of play. Nearly every player he 

subbed for was on the far side of the field, causing the player going off as well as coming on to jog across the field to take his 

position. When the player left the field, the coach told him to stay at the halfway line as he would be going back into the 

game. I would say that four minutes of play was erased by the coach’s gamesmanship. 

With several minutes left, red scored and white immediately stopped subbing. When the ball went out over the white team’s 

bench, the coach sprinted after it so that it could be put back into play as soon as possible. The final score was 1-1 with red 

advancing to the championship game. 

After the match, I asked the ref if he was going to add time at the end of the second half if white was still leading. He said no 

and that he did not realize that white was trying to kill as much time as possible. 

In games that I ref, if the winning team starts substituting a good deal, I tell the coach that time is being added for their 

substitution (as long as the other squad is not subbing). In nearly all cases, the winning team stops subbing as much. In a 

game several years ago where the coach continued subbing, I added four minutes of stoppage time to the second half. And 

when the team subbed during stoppage time, I added another minute. 

(Randy Vogt has officiated over 8,000 games during the past three decades, frem professional matches in front of thousands 

to 6-year-olds being cheered on by very enthusiastic parents. In "Preventive Officiating,, he shares his wisdom gleaned from 

thousands of games and hundreds of clinics to help referees not only survive but thrive on the soccer field. You can visit the 

book’s website at ~wvw.preventiveofficiating.corn/) 
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Sectiou 1: Roma all business in 3-1 win over MLS All-Stars 

What They’re Saying 

"A nation that forgets its 

history has no future" 

-- What a banner read that 

was hoisted by South 

Korean fans during 

Sunday’s East Asian Cup 

game against Japan -- an 

apparent reference to what 

many South Koreans see 

as Japan’s unwillingness to 

acknowledge its wartime 

and colonial excesses -- 

prompting the Japanese 

soccer federation to lodge a 

campaign. The South 

Korean federation claimed 

Japanese fans had incited 

trouble by raising the "rising 

sun" flag, which is seen by 

many in Asia as a symbol of 

Tokyo’s wartime militarism. 

Japan won the game, 2-1, to 

clinch the tournament title 

(Reuters) 

Today’s News = Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Roma all business in 3-1 win 
by Paul Kennedy 

~ 
[MLS ALL-STAR GAME] There was no messing around from Roma. It came out to 

train Wednesday morning, and 45 minutes after it had defeated the MLS All-Stars, 3- 

1, to win the 2013 AT&T MLS All-Star Game, a dozen reserves were out on Kansas City’s 

Sporting Park field taking shooting practice. - Read the whole story 

Beasley returns to action for Puebla 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]DaMarcus Beasley, who captained the USA to the Gold Cup title, 

returned to action for Puebla, coming off the bench for the second half of its 1-1 tie with Santos on 

the third day of Mexico’s Liga MX. Greg Garza was the only American to start for Tijuana 

Tuesday in its 1-0 win over Pachuca. - Read the whole story 

Tim Howard the hero as Everton beats Juve 
by Mike Woitalla 

[GUINNESS INTERNATIONAL CHAIMPIONS CUP] U.S. goalkeeper Tim Howard’s save of 

Federico Peluso’s effort in the penalty kick tiebreaker gave Everton the win - after a 1-1 

stalemate in regulation time - over Juventus before a crowd of 22,208 at AT&T Park in San 

Francisco. Howard’s heroics r~called his visit home four years ago. - Read the whole story 

Thorns down Sky Blue before 13,769 fans 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 1 ~The Portland Thorns FC took over second place in the NWSL with a 

3-1 come-from=behind win over Sky Blue FC before 13,769 fans at JELD-WEN Field. The 

Washington Spirit’s season of misery continued as it lost at home to the Western New York 

Flash, 3-0, in a game in which it was outshot, 23-1. - Read the whole story 

City Islanders solidify hold on third 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 20] The Harrisburg City Islanders solidified their hold on third place in 

USL PRO with a 3-1 win at Phoenix FC on Wednesday night. - Read the whole story 

Reading and Ottawa earn pair of all-league selections 
by Soccer America 

[PDL: ,&.wards] Reading United AC and the Ottawa Fury led all teams with two players each on 

the 2013 AII-PDL team. Damion Lowe (son of former Jamaican international Onandi Lowe) and 
midfielder Jason Plumhoff represent Reading, while goalkeeper Chad Bush and forward Carl 

Haworth were selected from Ottawa. - Read the whole story 

Pirlo and Bonucci try out for Stanford’s football team 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic FeetlAndrea Pirlo and Leonardo Bonucci showed off their American 

football skills with Rose Bowl champion Stanford Cardinal prior to Juventus’ game against Everton 

on Wednesday night. - Read the whole stoW 
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Reminders Ibr 2013 Season 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

The NSCAA has launched a new online media property, 
NSCAATV.oom, steppingfurtherintothe ever-evolvingwoddof 
television and digital technology. 

NSC~.com will sta~ by having original programming, live 
streamsand content promoting the college soccergame. 
Additionally, the site will also include coaching education material 
the Association is known for, like live video chats with highly 
knowledgeable member coaches and pa~ner organizations. 

The site’s first live broadcast will be the keynote address by Alexi 
Lalas at the NSC~’s inaugural Summer Symposium, Thursday, 
Aug. 1 at 7 p.m. ET. It will then open the college season with the 

The NSC~ recentlgannounce6 a pa~nersh~pw~th Tourbeau 
Spots Group ~n the presentatbn o~ "Tourbeau’s Natbnal Men’s 
Soccer Game of the Week," showcas~n~ select NAIA men’s 
~ames that w~ll 
also sere as the pro6uct~on team ~or the NSC~ College Game 
N~ht ~Ms~on I webcast sedes. 

Related Links 

Full NSCAATV.com release 

NSCAA and Tourbeau Partnerin,q to Showcase NAIA Men’s 
Soccer 

to make # ~ot~ reader 

~ta~lei~i The 2013 college season is just around the corner, and now is 
the time to update the NSCAA College Soccer Scoreboard and to 
send in your completed form for the Team Academic Award. 

i 
I Reminder: If you haven’t completed your team’s registration for 

1 
the NSCAA College Services program, you can do so two ways: 

¯ Online re.qistration 
¯ Printable ~egistration form 

TopDrawerSoccer.com 

th~in~rai~la~ If you already have access to the scoreboard interface, please 
.......................................................................................................................... sign in and input your 2013 schedule and update your roster. If 
~in#~#~ore~ you do not know your password, click here to retrieve it. 

If you are a new coach or SID and need access, please do the 



Register on TopDrawerSoccer.com 
Once registered, email TDS at 
scoreboard~.topdrawersoccer.com and they will give you 
access to your college program (or programs if affiliated 
with both men and women) 
Once you have access, simply "Sign In" in the top right 
corner of TopDrawerSoccer.com, and then click on 
"Profile" in the top right corner. On the next screen you will 
see a tab with your college’s name (or tabs if you have 
access to men and women) for the scoreboard interface 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Please have both your roster and schedule updated by August 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Asthe 2012-13 academicyearreached its conclusion, coaches 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii cansubmitnominationsfortheNSCAATeamAcademicAward. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Teamsachieving a cumulative 3.00orbettergrade pointaverage 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii forthe pastacademicyearandarecurrentmembersofthe 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Teamsmeeting the qualifying criteria may submit nominations by 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii downloading and completing one of the applicable forms below, 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii obtainingthe appropriate signatures, and returningtothe NSCAA 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 2013TeamAcademicAward- Semestersform 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Available in the Online Resource Library from last year’s August- 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii September issue of the Soccer doumal are nine attacking 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii trainingsessionsthatcoachescan usetogettheedgeonany 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii For similar sessions or help with either side of the ball, nutrition 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii and othersoccer-related topics, browse the Online Resource 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii NSCAA Vice President of Events andEvansville (111.) men’s 

a specialforthe Evansville CouderPress 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~ recently finishedteaching a coaching course 
for the NSCAA titled "Playing out of the Back." 

Aswe discussed watching Barcelona or Brazil 
play, the focus turned to wondering why more teams aren’t 

It reminded me ofsomethingthatformer Duke University coach 
John Rennie usedto saywhen he wasasked about comparing 
U.S. teamsto Brazilianteams. "Theonlythingyouneedtoplay 

Registration for "Soccer’s Biggest Party" is coming so mark your 
calendar. JoinusJanuarylS-19,2014forthe NSCAA 
Convention forfive daysoflearning, networking and celebrating 

RSVP nowto receive information and updatesaboutthe 



familieswith REALTORS®totake a proactive approach onthe 
physical and emotional strain that kids face when changing 
neighborhoodsandschools. Thegoalisto helpalleviate kids’ 
stressduring the moving processso they can socially and 
emotionallythriveintheirnewenvironment. 

If you’re considering moving or relocating yourfamilywith young 
children betweenthe agesofl-14, you are encouragedto 
contactyour local, participating REALTOR®for information on 
the Moving Families Initiative and stepsto take to assistyour kids 
indealingwiththeemotionalandphysicalchallengesofmoving. 
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FFOlrll ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Brans~tetter I ACTIVE Camps <inlb@go.ACTIVEnetwork.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 2:08 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

S uperhero Camp Counselor Contest 

] ::~,< Full Ribbon 

H:i An,son, 

know you’r÷ in the thick of camp season, so Hi get straight to the poi~k 

Now to Nomi~ate a 

[] Fill out ~nd .submit 

(unbss you tel~ us no~ 



~cfive ~nd engag÷d by suppo~ling camps like yours. 

commu~;ity c÷~te~s, schools, churches, spoliing ÷v÷~ts~ a~d more. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Brans~tetter I ACTIVE Camps <inlb@go.ACTIVEnetwork.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 2:12 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

$1,000 College Scholarship For Your Best Camp Counselor 

] ::~,< Full Ribbon 

H:i An,son, 

know you’r÷ in the thick of camp season, so Hi get straight to the poi~k 

Now to Nomi~ate a 

[] Fill out ~nd .submit 

(unbss you tel~ us no~ 



~cfive ~nd engag÷d by suppo~ling camps like yours. 

commu~;ity c÷~te~s, schools, churches, spoliing ÷v÷~ts~ a~d more. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 2:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Section 2: Spurs, Real Agree $159 Million Fee for Bale, but ... 

By Ross Fadner, U~ursday, Aug. 1, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Spanish daily AS reports that Tottenham and Real Madrid have reached a verbal agreement ever 

Gareth Ba~e’s potential move to the Bernabeu, worth $159 million. However, the report claims that the move will 

not be confirmed until Spurs brings in three new signings. The first of these, Roberto Soldado, arrived at White 

Hart Lane from Valencia on Thursday~ 

The $159 million deal for Bale could also include one or maybe two of either left back FaNo Coentrao, winger 

Angel Di Maria or midfielder Luka Modric. Young striker Alvaro Morata was also muted as a possibility, but AS 

claims he is not part of the deal. The identity of the other three Spurs arrivals is not clear, but once they are 

confirmed, Bale will complete his expected move to Real, the paper says. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Former Real Madrid President Ramon Calderon claims that the club’s determination to sign Gareth Bale flom 

Tottenham is driven by the La Liga giant’s fear that star player Cristiano Ronaldo will leave the Bemabeu. 

FIorentino Perez, Calderon’s successor as club president, has publicly stated on numerous occasions that 

Ronaldo will retire at the club, but the Portugal captain has yet to sign an extension to his current contract, which 

expires at the end of the 2014115 season, despite having been offered one. 

’q think [Perez] has put all he has on the table (for Bale) just in case he cannot get the renewal of Cristiano," 

Calderon told talkSPORT. "What we know is he [Ronaldo] is not happy at all with the attitude and behavior of the 

president. At the start of last season, he tried to talk to the president about the renewal of his contract and the talks 

did not go well. Now I understand he is asking for �20 million ($26.5 million) net every season. That is going to be 

difficult for Real Madrid to accept because it is around �40 million ($53 million) every year for the club to pay 

Regardless of what Ronaldo decides to do, Calderon believes Bale will join Real this summer~ "At first, the Spurs 

president (Daniel Levy) was angry because you don’t want to lose a player like that, but when Bale says he wants 

to leave, you have to accept it," he said. "1 think this is very good news for Real Madrid, but I think it is good for 

Tottenham too because they will get a lot of money," he said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Mirror 

It looks like Arsenal’s second bid of $61 million for Luis Suarez has not triggered a release clause in the striker’s 

Liverpool contract. According to the Daily Mirror, Suarez has now decided to drop his pursuit of arbitration with the 

Premier League, because his contract clearly states that Liverpool does not have to sell him at ANY price. A 

Liverpool source tells the paper: "We are 100 percent confident -- there is absolutely no obligation to sell and that 

is very clear," he explained. "We’ve all examined the clause in detail. All it obliges is good faith negotiations about 

Luis’s future." 

Now, with the Uruguayan under contract for another three years, coach Brendan Rodgers and his coaching team 

are determined to keep Suarez unless their valuation of around $84 million is met. This is the same figure that Paris 

Saint-Germain paid Napoli for compatriot Edinson Cavani earlier this summer. 

As the Mirrorsees it, Suarez’s only options are to either hope for a massive $80 million-plus bid from Arsenal, hand 

in a transfer request and risk the ire of Liverpool’s fans, or hope that a foreign club comes in for him, as Liverpool is 

understood to be willing to sell the striker abroad for less. 

- Read the whole story... 

KIOI~I~ to Meet with Anqry Lewandowski 
Reuters 



Borussia Dortmund coach Jurgen Klopp was forced to defend BVB management after striker Robert 

Lewandowski launched another attack on the club’s decision makers for blocking a move to Bayem Munich~ 

Speaking to reporters on Thursday, Klopp said of Lewandowski: "For me what he does is a thousand times more 

important than what he says because what he does needs no interpretation." 

On Wednesday, Lewandowski told a Polish newspaper that he felt betrayed by Dortmund’s management. "1 was 

disappointed because people within the club said one thing to my face and then later it was different to what was 

agreed,’" the 24-year-old told Rzeczpospolita. "When I myself promise something then I keep my word. I was always 

fair towards the club, I always give 100 percent." 

Responding to the striker’s comments, Klopp said: "Whatever is left to be discussed will be discussed internally. The 

idea is to close this subject. Everything is in order. Nothing has changed since yesterday or the day before 

yesterday~ I am convinced we will clear up everything in the coming days." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Spurs Sign So~da~lo 
AS 

Tottenham on Thursday finally landed $39.5 million target Roberto Soldado from Valencia. Soldado, who scored 

83 goals in 135 appearances for Los Che, joins the North London club on a four-year contract. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man United to Make Third Fabregas Bid 
Telegraph 

The Telegraph reports that Manchester United is preparing a third and final bid of $53 million for Barcelona 

midfielder Cesc Fabregas. United believes that Barca will be tempted to sell the player, who has expressed a 

desire to return to the Premier League, after shelling out $75 million for Neymar earlier this summer. However, 

throughout United’s long pursuit of Fabregas, Barca has insisted he is not for sale. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Gerrar~t: Liverpoo~ Seaso~ Hinqes on Suarez Decision 
Sky Sports 

Liverpool captain Steven Gerrard believes that Liverpool’s season depends on keeping hold of star striker Luis 

Suarez. Gerrard, 33, believes that Liverpool is close to Tottenham and Arsenal in fighting for the fourth and final 

UEFA Champions League spot granted to the top four teams in the English Premier League table, but Suarez’s 

departure would jeopardize the club’s position. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Report: Bent to Fuiham? 
ESPN FC 

ESPN reports that former England striker Darren Bent hopes to resurrect his international career with a move to 

Fulham after Newcastle ended its interested in signing him. Fulham is said to be preparing a $9 million bid in the 

coming days. 

- Read the whole story._ 
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A Parable About Leadership 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, August 2, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, August 2, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Barcelona faces Santos on Friday.... The Guinness International Champions Cup continues on Saturday, when 

MLS enters Week 23. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

The Camper Trophy BARCELONA-SANTOS (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

The Camper Trophy BARCELONA-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-TORREON (live) Noon. 

SATURDAY, ~u.qust 3 

FOX SOCCER 

Guinness International Champions Cup EVERTON-REAL MADRID (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-ROSS COUNTY (live) noon. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

ML$ KANSAS CITY-NEWYORK (live) 6:30 pm. 

Azteca America 

Mexico MORELIA-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England QPR-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 9:30 am. 

Friendly MONACO-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:25 

Trophee des Champions PARIS SG-BORDEAUX (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Friendly MONACO-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:25 

Trophee des Champions PARIS SG-BORDEAUX (live) 2:40 pm= 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico VERACRUZ-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-LEON (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHICAGO (live) 8 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-COLUMBUS (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-CHIVAS USA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-VANCOUVER (live) 11 pm. 

One World Sports 

NASL NEW YORK COSMOS-FORT LAUDERDALE STRIKERS (live) 7 pm. 



ESPN3 

Emirates Cup GALATASARAY-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

German Cup WlLHELMSHAVEN-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Emirates Cup ARSENAL-NAPOLI (live) 11:15 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

Guinness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-INTER MILAN (live)4 pm. 

Guinness International Champions Cup AC MILAN-CHELSEA (live) 6:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-MOTHERWELL (live) 8 am. 

UN~ViSiON 

Mexico PUMAS-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

UNlVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PUMAS-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CHIVAS-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3 

Emirates Cup NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

Emirates Cup ARSENAL-GALATASARAY (live) 11:15 am. 

Mexico TIJUANA=UNAM (live) 2 pm= 

MONDAY, August 

ESPN&com 

German Cup SW REHDEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Lea~’~ues offering live st~eamin9 o[ ~’~ames include: 

Major Lea#ue Soccer (fee) 

Noffh American Soccer Lea#ue 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPro 

USL W-20 Leaque Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid¢le Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Goo(Jle+: Soccer America 

Faeebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 
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Section 1: MLS clubs look to add second teams 

What They’re Saying Today’s News -- Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

"The company in charge of 

maintaining the clockwill fix Clubs look to add second teams 
the technical problem by Paul Kennedy 
soon" [MLS SPOTLIGHT] As MLS clubs examine long-term player development issues, 

several may as soon as next season launch stand-alone teams that would play in 

USL PRO and serve as the homes for reserve players they now have to loan out, according to 

Todd Durbin, MLS’s executive vice president for player relations. He also confirmed that MLS 

owners had approved and clubs were spending "retention funds" under what has been dubbed the 

"Zusi rule," to allow them to keep players who otherwise might leave the league at the end of their 

contracts. - Read the whole story 

-- A statement from 2014 

World Cup organizers on 

the official World Cup 

countdown clock in Rio de 

Janeiro, which 11 months 

before kickoff is stuck at 365 

days (Reuters) 

Villarreal steals show with goiazo 
by Soccer America 

[GUINNESS INTERNATIONAL CHAMPION.~ CUP] Real Madrid and Chelsea won matches 

Thursday to complete play in the quarterfinals of the Guinness International Champions Cup, but 

the highlight of the evening was a golazo from U.S. U-20 Jose ViHarrears 3-1 loss to Real 

Madrid at the University of Phoenix Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Mind Matters 
by Christen Press 

[THE PITCH: BIog "iS] U.S. women’s national team star Christen Press is back in Sweden with 

Damallsvenskan after the league’s summer break for Euro 2013. Following national team duty, 

she used the break to return home in Southern California and then follow friends and teammates 

playing in Euro 2013. It also gave her a chance to focus on, well, focusing. - Read the whole 

stow 

Top-of-the-standings clashes hiqhlight big weekend 
by Soccer America 

[MLS PREVIEW: Week 23] First-place Sporting Kansas City could be without Graham Zusi, 

who limped off in the first half of Wednesday’s All-Star Game, when it hosts second-place New 

York Saturday with first place on the line in the Eastern Conference. Real Salt Lake and Colorado 

at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park meet in a top-of-the-standings clash in the Western Conference, 

where two other key matches will take place: Portland-Vancouver and Seattle-FC Dallas. - Read 

the whole story 

D.C, United loses Pajoy to hernia surgery 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS INJURY REPORT] About six weeks is the projected time frame of recovery for D.C. United 

forward Lionard Pajoy, who underwent hernia surgery on Wednesday. - Read the whole story 

New Cosmos make debut Saturday 
by Soccer America 

[NASL: Fall Preview] A new era in the North American Soccer League begins Saturday as the 

New York Cosmos open league play against the Fort Lauderdale Strikers. In recognition of their 

legacy, Pele and Carlos Alberto and the late Giorgio Chinaglia will be honored in ceremonies 

before the game, one of four NASL matches to kick off its fall season. - Read the whole story 

Portland and FC Kansas City battle for lead 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL PREVIEW: Week 1 ,]After taking hold of second place with a 3-1 win over Sky Blue FC 

on Wednesday night, the Portland Thorns FC take aim at first-place FC Kansas City, unbeaten 

over its last nine games. The Thorns host the NWSL leader Sunday at JELD-WEN Field (TV: FOX 

Soccer, 8:30 ET) and will take the lead with a win. - Read the whole story 

Unbeaten Richmond faces tough road tests 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO PREVIEW: Week 20] The unbeaten Richmond Kickers face one of their toughest 

weekends as they travel to fifth-place Charlotte on Friday and fourth-place Charleston on 

Saturday. They hold a three-point lead over second-place Orlando City, which has played one 



less game heading into Saturday’s match against Pittsburgh. - Read the whole story 

Tim Howard denies a field invader’s penalty kick 
by Samuel Charles 

pJIDEC) PICK: Off the PostI Watching the italian champion Juventus facing Everton of the English 

Premier League at the home of the World Series champions in California becomes even stranger 

when a fan runs on the field during penalty kicks to try his luck against America’s top keeper. - 

Read the whole stow 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Another season is in the books. Find out 
where the top teams finished the club soccer 
season in our final 20:L2/13 Grande Sports 
Academy TeamRank rankings. 

Saint Louis University picks up a pair of 
players from Texas for its class of 2014 in the 
latest boys commitments update. 
MOIRE: Girls Commitments: It’s Academic 

The TDS New York Combine featured over 100 
of the region’s top players. These were the 
Best Eleven girls. 
I~IOI~E: TDS New York Combines Best XI Boys 

DID YOU SEE? 

It’s top 5 goals of the week 
time because of course it is. 
The season is almost here! 

Cristiano Ronaldo visited 
Dodqer Stadium - treated 
like he was the pope. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

The Christopher Columbus Cup 

The Brooklyn Italians Soccer Club is the host 
of the annual Christopher Columbus Cup and 
a member of US Club Soccer National Premier 
League (NPL). 

The Christopher Columbus Cup attracts some 
of the best clubs in the USA and Canada and 
will feature many of the US Club Soccer NPL 
clubs in various age brackets. 

It is a Premier Level Tournament played in 
Brooklyn, New York (minutes from 

[v]anhattan) for BOYS U7 to U::[9 teams. The 
event is also a college showcase for teams 
aged U16, U17 &U19. 

We offer a College Showcase that draws the 



top men’s college coaches. 

Click here for more information! 
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Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Aug 2, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Aug 2, 2013 

FMday’s Soccer TV: Barcelona’s Cup Competition 

I){;}N Spo~t has the ,foan Gamper "]’rophy~ Ban::el.ena’s preseasen tournameat: Bar(:el.on8 - Santes at ~pm. gex Soccer 

has Patrick Th}st[e - Dundee United at 2:30pro as the Scottish Prermersh~p kicks off. Ad Time~ E¢’ster~3 

Their Words 

"it’s ?oin~; to be ?,reat~ Vm ?,ein?, to t:ake it like any other ?,ame~ f kaow their status, b~.Et that den’t ia?e 

me~ It’s just ~4oin~ to be a 9rear chance to have lun and enjey d~e sport ~ha~ I ~ove to play." LA fBrward 

Gyasi Zardes on p~ay~nN Real Madrid. 

The All-Star Game Is About the Fans... For Now 

By Jason Dav~s - W.a.SHf NG’I’ON. bC {Au}.,’, 2, 2013 } US Soccer Players - Nemlna[~y, the event h; about: a ~ame. Tweaty- 

three of the best p~ayers Major League Soccer has to offer. O~ twenty-three of the best players from the f~rst half of the 

seasen, or Lweaty-three ef the mest po{)u~ar p[aye[s, dependk~}; oa your point of v~evv, Anywa% these 2~ gather te bake 

on a European dub of note in a fliend~y meant to sho~,,case the top [eve~ of the sport in North Amer}ca. 

Maybe the outcome matters, or maybe i~ doesn’t. The debate ra~es as ~.o whethe~ it’s important ii the MLS A[bStars 

win the <lame, er i~ it*s a potentia~ b[ac:k mark en the [ea~kEe whea [:hey doa*t. Wi[:hobt a el.ear aaswer, MLS carries on 

with the extravaganza undeterred. This year’s version was a showcase for one of the sport’s redemption s~ories, a 

tev’,,a that fel.[ ha~d for soccer a~ter yeags of the team behx~ irrelevant and nearly leaving on several eccask)ns. Headline 

musical acts and a hos[ o~ ancillary events framed a sort of cornin~ out par~y fol’ Kansas C~ty and it’s new look team on 

Kansas City put on a show that was a cefebration of soccer and itseff, takin2 MLS atons., for the ride. Read More 

Chan es for Columbus and Maradona in San Jose 
gy Tony Edwards - San Jose. C~ tAu~.,’. 2. 2(11 ;) klS Secce~ N.aye~s - la ’Thursday’s col.uran, Tony asks how quk:l<[y things 

may chancre in Columbus; wonders if Die~o Ma~adona eve~ played m an MLS stadium, and sug~ests regression to the 

mean rak~ht be a pesitive for d~e Galaxy. 

~s Columbus the new Kansas C~ty? 

ts ye[E.ow reM[y ~he new btack? Is the impossible-to-draw badge logo on the way ouU 

New Crew owner Anthony Precourt ~ook the fast track to MLS ownership, onl.y attending his i~rs~ Crew ~ame in f.ate April 
(accordin2 to Socce~ Araerica). and standin~J., next to Don Gather in [ate Juty. Before ~etting ahead of 

for immediate chanses in Columbus. or for a~endance ~o increase, teUs not for~e~ how many years Kansas City prayed 

in an independent minor ~ea~ue ballpark. Let’s not for!~et San Jose used to change in the parking ~ot before practice. 

[.et h~ aot fo~et ~:he Red Bulls just: opened a trainin~ facRity this seasoa, 

JUSt p~.Etti)’~ a)’~ ~Under New ~,~aaa~eme)’~t? siva on [he stadium deesa~t ~5~araatee anythh~!~ and these thh~!~s ta~e tm~e~ 

Yes, there are thin2s the new o~,,nership car, undertake immediately that wotl[d benefit the franchise and d~spe[ the aura 

o~ [:he Crew [)e~n~ more cenceraed v’,d[:h saNdD~ raoaey thaD v’,d[:h mal<iD(~ i[2. "[’here’s a diff~eren~:e that speaks volumes 

about how fl’anch~ses a~e eve{ring m th~s {easue. 

2013, how many MLS franchises are playing under their original 

ownership? 

This is a bit of a trick question since San Jose and Daftas were league-owned in i996. The New England Revofution are 

officiaKy the most stabf.e franchise in M<ier League Soccer. One ownership and~ fo~ the most pa~t, one s~.adium. Seine 

would say that’s pa~t of the p~ ob[ern. Read More 

MLS All-Stars Iose~ but the real show comes at halftime - from Sl.com’s Brian Straus: To potentiaf TV partners, it can 



Why is Eddie Johnson scorin~ for USMNT but not Seattle Sounders? He’s ~ot a theory o from t~l.Ssoccer,com’s 

Where will the four new MLS expansion teams ~ .. lrom The Guar~iaffs Graham Pa~ kP~ : offic~af~iy pu~in~ thosP 

Columbus Crew Sold By Hunt Sports Group For Record $68 Million ~ item Forbes’ Mike Ozaniai~: One reason Ior the 
increase ~n MLS vaf~uations is me@a companies; lust fo~ spor~s conLenL 

Univision Deportes Acquires Exclusive Multi-Platform U.S. Media Rights In All Languages To Chivas De Guadalaiara 

Soccer Club Portfolio - from Ur~ivis~on: "We w~U contim~e srowin~ al~ of ou~ pb]tforms and are p~oud to be the ~ew 

home for Ch~vas in the U.S." 

Arsene Wen~er calls for calm over transfers - but claims current squad can compete for Premier Lea~lue title - 

from The k~dependent’s Jack De ~enezes: ~That is why what we do is unique." 

Weekend Soccer TV: Championship Returns 

Cham{~k~nship on ~eIN Sport: QPR - Sheffield We~sesday at 9: 30am and Burn(ey ~ Bolton at ’t l::~0{~m. Scot:tish 

~remie~ship o~ Fox. Soccer Plus: Ce~tic ¯ Ross County at 12pro, 

Sport has the Monaco ¯ Spurs friendl.y at 12:50pro and France’s Champions Trophy: PSG - ~ordeaux at 2:40pro. 

Guinness lr~te~ r~aLiona( Champions Cup on Fox: Ever~on .. ~{ea( t~’~adrid at 8pro. ~uventus ¯ LA ~s on Fox Soccer at 

MLS on NB¢ Spo~ts Network: ~(C - bfY at 6: ~0pm. NB¢ Spo~ts also has their MLS B~eakaway from 9-10:30pro. 

Liga ~X or~ Uni~isior~: Ctub America o Atlas at 6pro, Ur~ivision Deportes has: Veracruz - Cruz ~.zul, at 8pro aI~(f Pachuca - 

Leon at 10pm~ Az~eca America has ,~orelia ¯ Ti.~uana at 8pro. On 6af.avision: Santos Lacuna - Quere~aro at 8pro anti 

Chiapas ~ Puet)~a at 10pro, A~f Times Eastern 

Yal.enc~a ¯ h~ter Milan at 4pro and M~.an ¯ Chelsea at 6:30pro. L~ga ,M~ on Umvis~on: UN~ Pumas ¯ Tigres aL 1pro. 

has Chivas A~:{a~ste at 6pra. MLS en Un~vision De{)or~:es: New England - "Foronte at 7: S0pra. Al~ Times: E~ss~ern 

Monday 

League Cup on belN sport: PNE - ~lackpoO at 2:45pm on belN Sport. 
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Paul Gardner: The New New New York Cosmos and Seamus O’Brien’s Crystal Ball 

Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

The New New New York Cosmos and Seamus 
O’Brien’s Crystal Ball 
By Paul Gardner 

I’m with Seamus O’Brien. The chairman of the New York Cosmos. Make that the New New New York Cosmos. 

For this is the second attempt to revive the legendary team of the 1970s. 

The first rebirth, in 2010, was financed by Saudis and run by Brits. It quickly disintegrated into a hopeless shambles as the 

Brits displayed, yet again, their utter ignorance of the American soccer scene. 

O’Brien - another Brit - has picked up the pieces. The Saudi backers are still in the game, but half the money is now 

O’Brien’s. His credentials are impressive - a 20-year career in the Far East, the founder of World Sports Group, touted as 

"Asia’s largest sports marketing company." Now comes the Cosmos challenge. 

On Saturday the New (x3) York Cosmos will take the field for their first game in the North American Soccer League - playing 

at Hofstra University’s stadium, exactly where the original Cosmos played their second season in 1972. 

The new team is coached by Giovanni Savarese. An enormously popular figure in New York soccer, Savarese looks like an 

inspired choice as coach. He’s been signing players - they include the 37-year-old Marcos Senna, but he’s an exception, the 

rest are far from being world-class stars. 

So let’s take a look at how the Cosmos will do against the Fort Lauderdale Strikers. But immediately O’Brien - to my 

displeasure - is extolling the business side of the Cosmos project. "This is a unique opportunity," he says, ’1 would have 

regretted passing this up." Hell, is this the way soccer discussions must begin these days? I’m afraid it is, so my displeasure 

is of little consequence ... the soccer will have to wait. We must talk money first. 

O’Brien: "Soccer is a global game, part of the global economy - and this team wants to be a part of that." And ’~/e’re in the 

business of sport - and sport today is a brutally competitive business." And "Sport is about economics, not the ability of the 

players." 

Gulp. Gulp!. But O’Brien’s view of the future is interesting. Possibly even visionary. An electronic view. One in which television 

money becomes even more important ... this is subscdption TV he’s talking about, not conventionalIV. ’Changes are going 

on now," he says, "revolutionary changes." 

O’Brien and his partners have founded their own media channel, One World Sports, which will carry Cosmos games. A 

channel that not many people know about and even fewer can receive - but start-ups are like that. I was around when ESPN 

began. It was no big deal. 

Then there’s more electronic stuff to digest = ’l/Ve’re investing heavily in our website." 

O’Brien’s visions for the Cosmos may seem to float airily above reality - well, visions do, don’t they? - but beneath them lie 

some very real problems. Forget the global scene. How do the Cosmos make an impact on the American - or the New York - 

soccer scene? 

After all, the aim of the New New York Cosmos was to be awarded a franchise in MLS - to become the league’s second New 

York team. 

’We said from Day One that we want to be an MLS team" - thus Terry Byme, the New New York Cosmos vice chairman, in 

October 2011. Which made sense. Where else would the Cosmos play, if not in the No. 1 league, MLS? 

Byrne is history, and his view of things does not make sense to O’Brien - ’Tm not aware of any statement made by us about 

being an MLS club," he says. True - "us" being the New New New York Cosmos. Which means that the arrival of New York 

City FC as an MLS franchise - a move that would appear to have gazumped The Cosmos chances of an MLS franchise - is of 

little concern to O’Brien. He dismisses it with ’1 couldn’t give a ..." and pauses for a suitable, and printable, expression of 

nothingness. 

The Cosmos have joined the second tier North American Soccer League. From the O’Brien side of things, it seems that the 

Cosmos have snubbed MLS, rather than the other way round. This was a choice, emphasizes O’Brien, not something forced 

on him: ’l/Ve’re happy with the decision we’ve made. The MLS model is not for us. The structure of that league doesn’t suit 



this club." 

He’s referring to the single-entity structure of MLS, with the centralized control of its clubs and its salary restrictions. For 

O’Brien, with his global vision, that will not work for the Cosmos. Right - in fact, I can’t see it working for MLS, which will have 

to abandon or radically revamp the comforts of single-entity if it wants to join the global soccer economy and fulfill 

Commissioner Don Garber’s aim of being one of the world’s top leagues by 2022. 

In the NASL, says O’Brien, things are decentralized and ’~ve are able to do things like running our own licensing program. The 

success of the league [NASL] is important to us - we expect the league to be in 18 cities by 2018." 

Which lets us know that O’Brien’s vision of the future is medium term. He sees the process of Cosmos regeneration and the 

coming of age of the NASL as a 10-year process. 

All of which raises the possibility of two competing leagues - something we had back in 1967 - a disastrous situation in 

which the two leagues (the USA and the NPSL) very nearly put each other out of business after just one season. 

O’Bden shrugs that off: "Sport has learned a lot in the last 30 years. A collapse [like that of the old NASL in 1984] wouldn’t 

happen again. Lessons have been learned from the demise of previous leagues." 

We are back to strictly business talk - because O’Brien’s confidence is grounded in his view of the USA’s financial strength: 

"The USA is the biggest economy in the world. This will be the biggest soccer market, the biggest soccer economy, in the 

world in my lifetime. There’s room here for 30 or 40 teams, maybe with promotion and relegation ..." 

Well, 40 teams does not sound impossible - and if the upstart AFL was able to muscle in on the established NFL in the 

1960s, who’s to say something similar cannot happen in soccer? 

I’m doubtful - because my frequent dealings, over the past decades, with second-tier soccer investors tell me that they are 

invariably people who have money, but not big money. It is big money that will be required. The Cosmos it seems, have that; 

they are a massive exception to the norm. Could it be that the magic of the Cosmos name will attract big-time owners to the 

NASL? Surely that is what O’Brien envisages when he proclaims that investing in an NASL franchise is, right now "probably 

the biggest business opportunity in sports." 

On that point, quite probably, rests how the future will judge Seamus O’Bden and his American adventure. Celebrated as the 

visionary who got it right ... or forgotten as just another Brit who got it wrong? 

Oh yes - the soccer. We’ll get back to you on that, after that Cosmos-Fort Lauderdale game. A match-up from yesterday that 

carries a teasing hint of tomorrow. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 

Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 
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NCASA player cards 

Anson 

c.c. Chuck. 

I cannot see that I got back from you the 060 NC United player cards after the Saturday loss in the semi-final? 

How brought them back and how can I have them returned to me? 

Rgs Kim 

203 Walter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NC 27302 
336 337 g429 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Internet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 
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By Ross Fadner, Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Dempse~f to Join Everton? 
Metro 

According to the British tabloid Metro, Glint Dempsey is on the verge of joining Everton, Rumors that 

Dempsey will leave Tottenham were fueled by a tweet sent out by a Seattle soccer fan containing a 

photo he said was of the two of them Thursday night at San Francisco International Airport, 

The fan initially claimed Dempsey was headed on the same flight to Seattle, sparking rumors that the USA 

international could be heading to the Seattle Sounders in MLS, but he then tweeted that he had spoken to soon 

and Dempsey "just went to a different gate." 

Metro claims the Texan is instead negotiating a move to Everton, which is currently in California on its preseason 

tour, having beat Juventus on penalties Wednesday in the Guinness International Champions Cup at AT&T Park in 

San Francisco. It will play Real Madrid Saturday at Dodger Stadium in Los Angeles. Tottenham, meanwhile, plays a 

friendly at Monaco on Saturday. 

Dempsey is unlikely to want to move away from the Premier League, and now that Paulinho, Nacer Chadli and 

Roberto Soldado have all joined Spurs, it seems the 30-year-old needs to look elsewhere for regular playing time. 

Read the whole story... 

GuardioM Wins First Bayern Trophy, Receives Criticism 
ESPN FC 

Pep Guardiola is already coming under criticism at Bayern Munich for the way he has changed the Treble-winner’s 

tactics as head coach. Even some of the players are worried, ESPN says: "I’ve never had a coach who changes so 

much," Claudio Pizarro is quoted as saying, while winger Arjen Robben warned not to make "soccer more 

complicated than it is." 

Following his team’s 2-I come-from-behind victory against Manchester City in the Audi Cup final on Thursday, 

Guardiola said: "Systems are like numbers in the telephone book~ They are not the most important thing. I am 

surprised how much the players are ready to learn and how much they have translated what I want onto the pitch~ 

That the players want to learn from me makes me as happy as can be." 

He added that improving players was more important to him than winning titles: "It’s not the titles that give the coach 

prestige," he said. "Titles are nice, but at the end of the day it is about the players telling you at one point, ’coach, 

you have really improved me, I have learned a lot.’ That makes a coach as happy as can be." 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger has described Real Madrid’s world record $132.5 million bid for Gareth Bale as a 

"joke" that makes a mockery of UEFA’s new financial fair play rules that force clubs to balance their books. 

"It makes a joke of it," Wenger said of Real’s bid for Tottenham’s Welsh winger. "It’s quite amazing that in the year 

where the financial fair play comes in, the football world has gone completely crazy." He added: "You wonder what 

kind of impact and effect it has on the football world. It looks like it has made everybody worse than before." 

Despite the fact that Bale played for Arsenal rival Spurs, Wenger does not want to see such a talented player leave 

the Premier League. "It is never good to lose a big player," Wenger said. "He is a British player and I believe it is 

important that the Premier League keeps the best players." 

Regarding Arsenal’s bids for Liverpool striker Luis Suarez, the Frenchman said: "We will completely respect what 

Liverpool wants to do. We want to [sign the player] if it is feasible in an amicable way. I am a great believer you have 

to keep as much confidentiality as possible, which is quite difficult in the modern world. But we work very hard, not 

only on the case you name, but on other different cases." 

- Read the whole story... 



Football Italia 

Lazio captain Stefa~)o Mauri has been banned for six months following the Italian soccer dederation’s latest match- 

fixing probe. The 33-year-old was found guilty of failing to report that the results of Lazio-Genoa on May 14, 2011, 

and Lecce-Lazio on May 22,2011, were pre-arranged. 

Prosecutor Stefano Palazzi had called on the Italy international to be suspended for four years and six months. He 

had also called for a point-deduction at the start of next season for Lazio, but this was not granted, either. Lazio 

instead escaped with a $53,000 fine. 

"1 am happy that Lazio will not have to start the season with a points deduction," a statement read on Mauri’s official 

website. "But this conviction, for failing to report an incident, seems an injustice. I am confident in time next steps of 

the proceedings to leave this nasty episode behind me. Even in this situation I will fight as a captain...my goal is to 

take to the field with my teammates as soon as possible." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rooney to Let Fans Decide His Future? 
Daily Mail 

The Daily Mail reports that Wayne Rooney will let Manchester United’s fans act as judge and jury over his future 

with the English champion. As long as there is no fan backlash against AIK Stockholm in Sweden next Wednesday 

or at Rio Ferdinand’s testimonial at Old Trafford three days later, the 27-year-old might decide to stay instead of 

moving to Chelsea. 

- Read the whole story... 

Argentine League Bans Away Fans 
Associated Press 

The Argentine soccer federation (AFA) has banned away fans from attending matches in the opening two 

weekends of its season. According to the Associated Press, almost every match in Argentina’s top leagues is 

threatened with violence. The AFA and Argentina’s government came up with time plan. 

- Read the whole story... 

Liverpoo~ Bids for Dieqo Costa 
Football Espana 

Liverpool has reportedly offered $33 million to trigger Atletico Madrid striker Diego Oosta’s release clause. The 

Reds, who are fighting to keep hold of Luis Suarez, are reported in England today as having made an offer for time 

big Brazilian. 

- Read the whole story... 

Newcastle, Lyon Agree to Gornis Fee 
Guardian 

Lyon has agreed to sell striker Bafetimbi Oomis to Newcastle for a reported $13.3 million with bonuses. The 

French club says the move will be completed in the next few days. Gomis, 27, is a France international. 

- Read the whele story... 
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Soccer Business Insider: Unprecedented demand tbr USA-Mexico tickets 

Friday, Aug. 2, 2013 

Unprecedented demand for USA-Nexico tickets 
By Paul Kennedy and Ridge Mahoney 

Demand for tickets to the USA-Mexico World Cup 2014 qualifier on Sept. 10 in Columbus was, not surprisingly, 

unprecedented in U.S. national team history as more than twice as many requests for tickets were made than 

could be accommodated for the game, which is sold out. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

The seating capacity at Columbus Crew Stadium for the game will be slightly more than 24,000. The crowd will include the 

largest organized suppo[ters section in U.S. history with more than 9,000 members occupying 27 sections, which is more 

than three times larger than any group of organized supporters for a previous match. 

individuals who applied through the lottery phase were being informed on Friday via email whether they were selected or not to 

purchase tickets. 

On the Monday night before the match, U.S. Soccer will host a pep rally with U.S. head coach Jurgen Klinsmann and select 

players at The Bluestone. 

CONSTRUCTION RESUMES ON SLC COMPLEX. A ceremony was held Thursday in Salt Lake City to mark the official re- 

launch of construction on a sports complex that will include 16 soccer fields. 

Mayor Ralph Becker and RSL owner Dell Loy Hansen were among those present at the ceremony, at which a gift of $7.5 

million from Real Salt Lake that will complete funding of the project was accepted. The $22.8 million project, which was begun 

in 2010, had been halted by legal action= 

The Jordan River Restoration Group sought to protect the site northwest of downtown as open space. It filed several suits to 

stop the project, the last of which was dismissed by the Utah Supreme Court in December. 

A bond issue approved by voters in 2003 will provide $15.3 million to fund the Regional Athletic Complex, which is scheduled 

for completion in the summer of 2015. The complex will feature 16 fields suitable for soccer and other sports. One field 

includes bleachers, artificial turf, a scoreboard and concession facilities. Softball and baseball diamonds, which were part of 

the original design plans for a 160-acre site, could be added after the project is completed. 

RSL opened its training site, America First Field, in March 2012. It is within a mile of Rio Tinto Stadium, which has been the 

team’s home field since October 2008. 

BREAKAWAY IS BACK. The second edition of MLS Breakaway, in which multiple games are covered on NBC Sports 

Network, will be aired Saturday. 

Following the broadcast of the Sporting Kansas City-New York Red Bulls match on NBCSN that kicks off at 6:30 p.m. ET, a 

90-minute studio show covering five other games will be presented. Those matches are: D.C. United-Montreal; Philadelphia- 

Chicago; Colorado-Real Salt Lake; Houston-Columbus; and San Jose-Chivas USA. 

Steve Cangialosi (play-by-play) and Robbie Earle (analysis) will cover the SKC-Red Bulls game. John Strong hosts the 

studio program with analysts Kyle Martino and Robbie Mustoe. 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, August 3, 2013 

Saturday, Au~. 3, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Saturday’s Guinness International Champions Cup clash between Everton and Real Madrid has been moved to 

Fox .... MLS enters Week 23 with Sporting Kansas City-New York (followed by MLS Breakaway) on NBC Sports 

Network. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programm#~g is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX 

Guinness International Champions Cup EVERTON-REAL MADRID (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER 

GuinnesslnternationalChampionsCupLOS ANGELES-JUVENTUS(live) 10:30pm. 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 

Scotiand CEL~C-ROSSCOUNTY(live)noon. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLSKANSAS CITY-NEWYORK(live)6:30pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Emirates Cup GALATASARAY-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

Emirates Cup ARSENAL-NAPOLI (live) 11:15 am. 

international Club Friendly VlLLAREAL-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Guinness International Champions Cup EVERTON-REAL MADRID (live) 8 pm. 

Guinness International Champions Cup LOS ANGELES-JUVENTUS (live) 10:30 pm. 

Azteca America 

Mexico MORELIA-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England QPR-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 10 am. 

Friendly MONACO-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:25 

Trophee des Champions PARIS SG-BORDEAUX (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Friendly MONACO-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:25 

Trophee des Champions PARIS SG-BORDEAUX (live) 2:40 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico VERACRUZ-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico PACHUCA-LEON (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-CHICAGO (live) 8 pm, 

MLS COLORADO-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS HOUSTON-COLUMBUS (live) 9 pm, 

MLS SAN JOSE-CHIVAS USA (live) 10 pm, 

MLS SEATTLE-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm, 

MLS PORTLAND-VANCOUVER (live) 11 pro, 

One World Sports 

NASL NEW YORK COSMOS-FORT LAUDERDALE STRIKERS (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Emirates Cup GALATASARAY-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

German Cup WILHELMSHAVEN-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 



Emirates Cup ARSENAL-NAPOLI (live) 11:15 am. 

SUNDAY, A[~gust 4 

FOX SOCCER 

Guinness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-INTER MILAN (live)4 pm. 

Guinness International Champions Cup AC MILAN-CHELSEA (live) 6:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-MOTHERWELL (live) 8 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Emirates Cup NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

Emirates Cup ARSENAL-GALATASARAY (live) 11:15 am. 

Guinness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-INTER MILAN (live)4 pm. 

Guinness International Champions Cup AC MILAN-CHELSEA (live) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England DERBY-BLACKBURN (live) 1:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-TIGRES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PUMAS-TIGRES (live) 1 pm= 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CHIVAS-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Emirates Cup NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 9 am. 

Emirates Cup ARSENAL-GALATASARAY (live) 11:15 am. 

Mexico TIJUANA-UNAM (live) 2 pm. 

~’~ONDAY, A~g~st 5 

ESPN3.com 

German Cup SW REHDEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Le~9~es dferin~] liv~ sir~aming of 9ames inolude: 

Maior Lea.clue Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USLPro 

USL W-20 League Championship 
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Section 1 : Clint Dempsey’s move to MLS and Sounders: why it makes sense 

What They’re Saying 

"1 was almost going to drive 

out [to the airport] myself I 

figured if I could spot him, 

then that would be a good 

thing I could maybe kidnap 

him, throw him back in the 

car and convince him to 

maybe play for us." 

-- Seattle Sounders coach 

Sigi Schmid on reports local 

fans were roaming around 

Sea-Tac International Airport 

late Thursday night looking 

for Clint Dempsey after 

rumors spread he was en 

route from San Francisco. 

Schmid’s comments came 

early on Friday -- before 

reports came out that a deal 

for the U.S. national team 

captain was indeed 

imminent (Seattle Time~) 

Today’s News - Saturday, Aug. 3, 2013             ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Deuce’s move to MLS and Sounders makes sense 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[DEMPSEY WATCH] It all began innocently enough Thursday night with a tweet from 

a Seattle Sounders fan who happened to have attended the Everton-Juventus match 

in San Francisco on Wednesday and was heading back home: "Damn, guess who’s on my flight 

to Seattle? So random." He was at San Francisco International Airport and ran into Glint 

Dempsey. What on earth could the Tottenham star be doing at SFO in the middle of preseason? 

Within a half an hour, Jorge Perea sent out a second tweet: "Well, spoke too soon. He just 

went to a different gate." Spoof? Diversion? While the British press, parochial in its outlook, 

pointed to a Dempsey move from Spurs to Everton, which had just left San Francisco for Los 

Angeles, the U.S= press by Friday afternoon had gotten the scoop: Indeed, it was Deuce, headed 

to Seattle to play for MLS’s Sounders. - Read the whole story 

Three players suspended for early incidents 
by Soccer America 

[MLS DiSCiPLiNE] The MLS Disciplinary Committee came down hard on players for violent 

conduct or reckless challenges early in three matches last Saturday that did not result in red 

cards. In the most serious incident, Real Salt Lake midfielder Yordany AIvarez was suspended 

three games for a reckless challenge that injured New York Red Bulls midfielder Tim Cahill. - 

Read the whole story 

Former soccer executive nominated to head IRS 
by Soccer America 

[P©LITICS]John Koskinen, whose soccer background dates back to the ASL in the late 1980s, 

has been nominated by President Barack Obama to be the new IRS commissioner. Koskinen, 

whose most recent soccer position was as chairman of the U=S. Soccer Foundation (2004-08), 

has often been tasked with turning around troubled government entities like the IRS, under fire for 

its scrutiny of Tea Party groups and various spending practices. - Read the whole story 

Whitehiil replaces Cole as Breakers’ coach 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL]The Boston Breakers, who sit in fifth place in the NWSL, became the second team to 

replace their head coach this season when they fired Lisa Cole and assistant Maren Rojas and 

replaced Cole with defender Cat Whitehill, who will be the interim playedcoach. - Read the 

whole story 

Kickers remain unbeaten, open up six-point lead 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 20] The first-half Richmond Kickers got a second-half goal from 

Joseph Ngwenya to defeat the Charlotte Eagles, 1-0, and remain unbeaten at 13-0-9 with four 

games to play in the regular season. The visiting Pittsburgh Riverhounds pulled even with VSl 

Tampa Bay FC in the race for the eighth and final playoff berth thanks to a 2-1 win at Tampa Bay. 

- Read the whole story 

Seoane sends Austin into final against Thunder Bay 
by Soccer America 

[PDL: Playoffs] Sito Seoane’s goal - the third in three playoff games - gave the host Austin 

Aztex a 1-0 victory over the Ocean City Nor’easters and moved it into Sunday’s PDL 

championship game against the Thunder Bay Chill. Second-half goals by Sergio Campano 

Franco and Sullivan Silva gave the Chill a 2-0 victory over the Victoria Highlanders FC in the 

other match, an all-Canadian semifinal. - Read the whole story 
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8/4/2013 1:33:30 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

MNS Max3 Nutritional Product 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi Anson, 

I am not sure if I sent the below attachment to you about the MNS Max3 nutritional product. I always sent this to anyone I 

introduce the product to and that are using it for their own health and nutritional wellness. I just feel that it is important that 
a person knows what is in what they are taking, and that they know it is safe and all natural as well as to know what it 

does for you health wise and nutritional wise. 

I do use this daily as well as about 5 of my players for nutritional purposes. 

If you have any questions in regards to the MNS Max3 or if you think your players might be interested in it for themselves 

and they have questions about it, feel free to call me any time and I will gladly discuss it and help you and your players out 

in any way I can. 

Good luck this year. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

FC Elite/LI FuryNVPS/Albertson SC 
Advocare Sports/Active Nutrition 

Web: www.MichaeIDemakis.com 

www. motiveeicjht.me/MichaelDemakis 

516-551-3053 
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Sunday, Aug. 4,2013 

Dempsey deal ratchets up tensions 
By Ridge Mahoney 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

in the West 

Eight points encompassing as many teams. Seven conference foes that have to face Glint Dempsey at least 

once. 

That’s where the Western race stands heading into final one-third of the season. 

Real Salt Lake tops the West with 38 points, and only eight points away in eighth are the Earthquakes, who by toppling 

Chivas USA, 2-0, Saturday night have moved to within thr~e points of a playoff spoL The balance of power in the conference 

has been radically shaken by the blockbuster purchase of U.S. international Glint Dempsey by Seattle, yet the Sounders’ 3-0 

defeat of FC Dallas witnessed by an utterly delirious crowd - and in CenturyLink Field, that’s saying something - still leaves 

them short of a playoff spot. But barely short. 

While followers of the Rave Green can smugly relish the largesse of their ownership group, fans in several other Western 

Conference cities can only fret and hope for the best. The relatively modest signing of U.S. defender Clarence Goodson paid 

immediate dividends for the Quakes against Chivas USA, whose own recent U.S. signing, Carlos Bocanegra, got dismissed 

for barging into a rough tackle that uprooted San Jose winger Shea Salinas. 

Paired with Honduran man-beast Victor Bernardez, Goodson helped the Quakes pitch just their third shutout of the season 

and earn the win on goals by the Quakes’ only DP, Chris Wondolowski. Wondo’s contract pays him $600,000, which is 

more than anyone else on his team as well as many others, but nothing close to the biggest earners around MLS. 

Dempsey’s annual salary of reportedly $8 million could jibe with a $4 million figure also cited, since the former would be the 

gross salary and the latter the net amount paid to Dempsey after taxes, as is customary for most highly paid players. In any 

case, that’s a lot of dosh, easily more than the previous top mark paid to David Beckham ($6.5 million). It will certainly be 

incorporated into negotiations when Omar Gonzalez as well as DPs Landon Donovan and Robbie Keane start discussing 

their contract status with the Galaxy. (There aren’t enough retention funds in the entire league to keep them in MLS.) 

A stark case of contrasting market fortunes is in play. To cite one example, the Rapids, according to a soume with knowledge 

of the deal, had scraped together about $700,000 to acquire Panamanian striker Gabriel Tortes from Venezuelan club 

Zamors FC. Though the transfer fee reportedly dropped from $750,000 to $500,000, Torres had requested a DP-esque salary of 

$500,000, which would leave Colorsdo a few hundred grand short to complete a deal. 

French second division club Auxerre had also been bidding for Torres, and there’s also an unspecified Mexican team 

supposedly in the mix, so the price is unlikely to drop very much. Colorado is discussing a contract with Uruguayan forward 

Vicente Sanchez, who showed up for Rapids’ training Friday despite not having concluded negotiations. Thus, the Rapids 

smartly didn’t put all their eggs into the Torres’ basket. 

If somehow the Sounders miss the playoffs despite forking out more than $4 million earlier this year for Obafemi Martins 

(salary: $1.725 million) and a reported $9 million transfer fee for Dempsey, a winter of discontent in Seattle will be especially 

long and bitter. How the cost of doing business changes will require another season or two to properly evaluate. 

Spending a lot in pro sports isn’t a guarantee of anything except staggering expenses. Just ask the Yankees, Red Sox, 

Angels, Lakers, Marlins, Sabres, Red Bulls, etc., which all have outspent rivals only to finish behind most of them in recent 

seasons. 

Of course, big payrolls have out worked well for Manchester United, Barcelona, Real Madrid, and Juventus, not to mention the 

Galaxy and so far in 2013, at least, the Red Bulls. Mor~ modest payrolls can work, too, as in the case of Real Salt Lake, 

which has received great value for DPs Javier Morales and AIvaro Saborio, or Portland, with Diego Valeri. They all earn 

less than Wondolowski. 

So it’s not surprising that Vancouver DP Kenny Miller (salary of $1.13 million) takes much of the criticism, rightly or wrongly, 

if the ’Caps don’t win a particular game. Dempsey’s remarkable accomplishments for the Revs and USA as well as in England 

will grant him a substantial grace period, but there ain’t a lot of season left. 

Yet as demonstrated by the pumped-up crowd that roared when Dempsey stood at midfield brandishing a Sounders’ scarf, 

then celebrated as Seattle’s clearly rattled opponent conceded two first-half goals, the bar in the West has been raised yet 

again. The Quakes are the only Western Conference foe that has finished its season series against the Sounders, who have 

more games to play, 14, than any other team. 



(Something to keep an eye on as the season winds down: the first tiebreaker for teams tied on points is wins, not goals 

scored as was the case last year. The second tiebreaker is goals scored.) 

This is what the Western Conference playoff race looks like Day One A.D. (After Dempsey): 

Western Conference: 

PTS TEAM (W-L-T) GR 

38 Real Salt Lake (11-7-5) 11 

35 Colorado (9-7-8) 10 

35 Portland (8-3-11) 12 

33 Los Angeles (10-9-3) 12 

33 Vancouver (9-7-6) 12 

32 FC Dallas (8-6-8) 12 

3t Seattle (9-7-4) 14 

30 San Jose (8-9-6) 11 

17 Chivas USA (4-13-5) 12 

GR=Games remaining. 
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Section 1 : Not Just Dempsey: An Extraordina~ MLS Weekend 

What They’re Saying 

"To be honest, in secret I’ve 

been saying it for years: I’d 

like to see them pay some 

money and bring Clint 

Dempsey back. They’re 

bringing in some of these 

other international stars, 

why not bring the best 

home? And they did. They 

weren’t listening to me, but 

they did it, which is great." 

-U.S national team and 

Everton goalkeeper Tim 

Howard on Clint Dernpsey 

leaving Tottenham Hotspur 

for MLS, As far as himself 

perhaps making a return to 

MLS, Howard said, "1 don’t 

know I’ve got three years left 

on my contract, so heaven 

only 

knows" (M LSSoccer, com_) 

Today’s News - Monday, Aug. 5, 2013 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Much more to talk about than just Dempsey 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Starting XI] Following one of the most exciting MLS weekends in recent 

memory, there’s a lot more to talk about in MLS than just Clint Dempsey. Here’s 

who we’ll be talking about and hope to hear from on Monday    Read the whole story 

Toronto hands Revs’ costly loss 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIND: Week 23] The New England Revolution suffered a costly loss as it fell to Toronto 

FC, 1-O, at Gillette Stadium on Sunday night. Toronto FC used a second-minute goal from Matias 

Laba to earn just its fourth win in 22 games. The loss dropped the Revs back to .500 and left 

them in sixth place in the Eastern Conference, three points behind the surging Houston Dynamo. 

- Read the whole stow 

Arriola dazzles again off bench, Johannsson scores 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Three Americans started for Tijuana Saturday, but the star was U.S. U- 

18 Paul Arriola, who came offthe bench and again dazzled with an assist on the Xolos’ lone 

goal in a 2-1 loss at Morelia. Icelandic-American Arch Johannsson converted a penalty kick in 

AZ’s 4-2 loss at Heerenveen to open the Dutch season. - Read the whole story 

Mourinho set for Real Madrid showdown 
by Soccer America 

[GUINNESS INT’L CHAMI31©NS CUP] Chelsea beat AC Milan, 2-0, befot~ a crowd of 39,754 fans 

at Met Life Stadium in East Rutherford, N.J., to move into the final of the Guinness International 

Champions Cup against Real Madrid, the club its manager, Jose Mourinho, recently left to 

return to Stamford Bridge. - Read the whole story 

FC Kansas City pulls away from Thorns 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 17]The allocation of such players as Alex Morgan, Christine Sinclair, 

Tobin Heath and Rachel Buehler made the Portland Thorns FC prohibitive favorites in the 

NWSL’s first season, but FC Kansas City instead looks set to claim the regular-season title after 

its 3-2 win at JELD-WEN Field Sunday before a crowd of 17,619 opened up a four-point lead at 

the top. - Read the whole story 

Richmond crashes to first defeat in 23 games 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 20] Orlando City got goals from Christian Duke, Rob Valentino and 

Freddie Braun to beat cross-state rival VSI Tampa Bay FC, 3-0, and move back to within three 

points of the lead held by the Richmond Kickers. The win clinched a playoff spot in the 

postseason, which begins the weekend of Aug. 23-25. - Read the whole story 

Austin puts Chill on Thunder Bay 
by Soccer America 

[PDL: Final] The host Austin Aztex came back from a goal down after two minutes to beat the 

Thunder Bay Chill, 3-1, and win their first PDL championship before a crowd of 4,253 fans. - Read 

the whole stow 

RVA FC wins championship in first season 
by Soccer America 

[NPSL: Final] Richmond Virginia Football Club won the National Premier Soccer League title in 

its first season with a 2-0 win over the Sonoma County Sol in Sunday’s final before almost 1,500 

fans at Sports Backers Stadium. - Read the whole story 

How score an own goal on a penalty kick 
by Samuel Charles 



[VI DEO PICK: Off the Post] On Saturday in Mexico some helpful teammates demonstrate how to 

score a beautiful own goal on their own goalkeeper immediately after he’d saved a penalty kick. - 

Read the whole story 
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Soccer America Confidential: MLS Power Rankings: Timbers stand tall; Red Bull leap 

Monday, Aug. 5,2013 Tweet This ~~ Share This 

MLS Power Rankings: Timbers stand tall; Red Bull 
leap 
By Ridge Mahoney 

More by default than anything else, Portland tops the Power Rankings this week after previous leader Sporting 

Kansas City was beaten at home by New York in a matchup of the Eastern Conference’s top t~vo teams, and 

Montreal stumbled to a dismal defeat against bottom-ranked D.C. United. 

SKC still sports one of the league’s best records but has lost t~vo straight crucial conference games, having been beaten, 1-0, 

by Montreal prior to losing at home to NYRB. And the Impact’s shocking 3-1 defeat by D.C. United further tarnishes those 

records compared to New York, which has amassed 10 points in its last four games and beaten SKC and RSL in consecutive 

games. 

Western leaders Real Salt Lake and Colorado also met, and the 2-2 tie further juggled the teams at the top. Portland snagged 

the No. 1 ranking though its 1-1 tie at home against Vancouver was just its second point in the last three games. The surging 

Red Bulls (three wins in the last four games) and Rapids (four victories and three ties in the last seven) fell in line behind the 

tall-standing Timbers. 

Group play in the Concacaf Champions League starts this week and there’s also the U.S. Open Cup semifinals to be played. 

Teams in CCL action are Montreal, San Jose, and Sporting Kansas City; the Open Cup semi pairings are Chicago-D.C. United 

and RSL-Portland. 

Week 23 Soccer America MLS Power Rankings 

RANK TEAM (W-L-T) LAST WEEK 

1. Portland (8-3-11 ) 2. 

2. NewYork (11-7-5) 7. 

3. Colorado (9-7-8) 6. 

4. Sporting Kansas City (10-7-6) 1. 

5. Real Salt Lake (11-7-5) 4. 

6. Montreal (10-6-5) 3. 

7. Vancouver (9-7-6) 8. 

8. Philadelphia (9-7-7) 5. 

9. Houston (9-6-6) 9. 

10. New England (8-8-6) 10. 



1 1. Los Angeles* (10-9-3) 12. 

12. Chicago (8-9-4) 13. 

13. Seattle (9-7-4) 14. 

14. San Jose (8-9-6) 15. 

15. FC Dallas (8-6-8) 11. 

16. Toronto FC (4-10-8) 17. 

17. D.C. United (3-15-4) 19. 

18. Columbus (6-11-5) 18. 

19. Chivas USA (4-13-5) 16. 

*did not play. 

THE BEST. The Timbers took a 1-0 lead at home early in the second half when Ryan Johnson headed home a typically 

precise serve from Diego Valeri, but 20 minutes later conceded the equalizer from a corner kick. Lloyd Sam set up New 

York’s second goal for Fabian Espindola and scored the winner himself to earn the Red Bulls’ their fourth win of the season. 

Johnny Steele assisted on Sam’s winner after netting the game’s first goal in the 27th minute. 

Kei Kamara’s first-half goal and stoppage-time assist weren’t enough. Maybe the All-Star Game glow obscured what followed 

it three days later, but SKC’s loss dropped its record at Sporting Park to 5-4-3, which is hardly the stuff that cauldrons forge. 

The Rapids and RSL endured a lightning-storm delay of more than an hour before concluding their 2-2 tie at Dick’s Sporting 

Goods Park. Equalizers by Deshorn Brown and Jaime Castrillon matched goals by RSL’s Ned Grabavoy and Alvaro 

Saborio, who waited out the weather delay to take a penalty kick awarded by referee Fotis Bazakos just before he 

suspended play. Unofficially, the delay of 62 minutes set a record for the longest period between a penalty kick awarded and 

actual taking of said kick. Nick Rimando’s sharp goalkeeping in the final minutes retained the point for RSL, which earned its 

first point following back-to-back defeats. 

Jeb Brovsky equalized for Montreal, which proceeded to concede twice and tumble to a 3-1 loss that leaves it with just one 

win in the last seven games. 

THE MIDDLE.Camilo was unable to mark his return from All-Star play with a goal, but his corner kick traveled to Jordan 

Harvey for the goal by which the Whitecaps took a 1-1 tie in Portland. The blanking of Camilo enabled Mike Magee to regain 

the league scoring goal with his 14th goal in a 2-1 Fire triumph at Philadelphia. Patrick Nyarko scored the first Fire goal, then 

played a through ball to set up Magee for the winner after Sheanon Williams had equalized for Philly. 

Since being traded by the Galaxy Magee has scored eight goals in 10 games. He’d scored six in the same amount of games 

for L.A. Stuff of MVP caliber? Uh, yeah. 

Houston dumped crumbling Columbus, 3-1, to run its unbeaten streak to four games, three of which are victories. Brad Davis, 

Will Bruin and Cam Weaver scored for the Dynamo, and Kofi Sarkodie steered one into his own net for the Crew. Numerous 

first-half chances were squandered by the Revs after they fell behind Toronto FC in the second minute, and they threatened 

less often before the final whistle blew on a 1-0 home defeat. 

Electrified by the pre-game unveiling of the newest Sounder, Clint Dempsey, the CenturyLink Field faithful roared in triumph 

at a 3-0 dismantling of FC Dallas. Obafemi Martins and Eddie Johnson scored in the first half and in second-half stoppage 

time Brad Evans converted a penalty kick to up his career record from the spot to a perfect six-for-six. FCD, which led the 

conference as late as June 22, has not won in its last nine games. 

Nailing six goals in three consecutive games for the USA, including five Gold Cup strikes, shrouded the fact Chris 

Wondolowski hadn’t netted for San Jose since May 8. He ended that drought by bagging both goals in a 2-0 defeat of that 

other USA (Chivas), which lost its second straight game and has returned to the bottom slot. 

THE REST. Aided by goalmouth clearances by Ashtone Morgan and Richard Eckersley TFC clung to a lead for 88 minutes 

(plus stoppage time) to beat New England, 1-0. Matias Laba looked every inch a DP by slicing through the Revs’ defense 



from midfield to notch his first MLS goal. Two wins in a row for TFC. Huzzah! 

By stumbling in Houston and netting only an own goal the Crew has lost three straight and six of the last seven games. Those 

results are not why new owner Anthony Precourt spent a reported $68 million to buy the team and its stadium, but they 

certainly make a good case for a makeover. 

As grim as this season has been for D.C. United, its young players give hope for the future. Luis Silva (24) is turning out to be 

a Mike Magee-esque trade acquisition. He scored in his third straight game, and Jared Jeffrey (23) and Conor Doyle (21) 

registered their first MLS goals as United stunned Montreal, 3-1. 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The Girls 2015 IMG Academy Top 150 
Rankings summer update is out today, with 
several players making jumps after catching 
the eye of national team scouts. 

GO FOR GOALS 
Three forwards talk about their collegiate 
choices and why their future careers were 
such an important part of the selection 
process. 

WE GO? 
The lease for USSF Residency Program’s 
facilities in Bradenton, Florida, expires in 
2015, so where does U.S. Soccer go next with 
the U17 Men’s National Team setup? 

i 
ilXll Premier Contenti 

DID YOU SEE? 

Jose Villarreal’s ridiculous 
qoal aqainst Real Madrid 
will be hard to forget, 

The U17 WNT wrapped up 
camp and has turned its 
focus to CONCACAF prep. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Indianapolis College Showcase 

The Indiana Champions League proudly 
presents the 2013 Indianapolis College 
Showcase to be hosted at the Lawrence 
Soccer Complex. 

Lawrence, IN, a suburb of Indianapolis, is 
proud to call itself "Home of Youth Soccer" 
and has become a destination point for 
major soccer events. 

Click here to learn more and to register! 
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Section 2: Bale Situation Turning Ugly; Mourinho’s Wa~ of Words with Ronaldo 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Aug. 5, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Ba~e Situation Turning Ugly 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Following his team’s 5-2 loss away to AS Monaco, Tottenham coach Andre Villas-Boas criticized Real 

Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti for going public with his desire to sign Spurs winger Gareth Bale. Real is looking to 

tie up a world record transfer for the Welshman, who also wants to join the Spanish giant. 

Asked if Ancelotti acted improperly, AVB said, said: "1 think so, in my opinion _. we are due some respect. These 

rumors of an imminent transfer are not true. The only thing we have communicated with Real Madrid is that he is 

our player and he is not for sale." 

Meanwhile, both Sky Sports and Marca are reporting that Bale is fuming about the way the situation is developing. 

The 24-year-old clearly wants to join Real, but Spurs is digging its heels in despite the Madrid club’s world record 

transfer offer. Accordin.q to Marca, the player could soon go public with his discontent. The Sun claims his Spurs 

teammates have already said their goodbyes to the Welshman. 

- Read the whole story... 

Rona~do Contract Confusion; War of Words with 
Guardian 

Spanish sports daily Marca is reporting that Cristiano Ronaldo has agreed to a new five-year deal with Real 

Madrid worth $22.5 million per season. The parties are also reportedly discussing the sale of Ronaldo’s image 

rights. 

Meanwhile, rival Spanish sports daily AS quotes the Portugal captain as saying that no agreement has yet been 

reached. "’The situation still hasn’t been resolved and I don’t think now is the right time to talk about it," Ronaldo 

said. "Perhaps we"ll be able to give more concrete news about this further down the line but now the only thing in my 

remit is to train and work?’ 

Ronaldo and Real on Wednesday will play former coach Jose Mourinho and Chelsea in the final of the 

International Champions’ Cup. Mourinho gave an interview with ESPN over time weekend in which he criticized his 

former club and its star player, declaring that he coached ’the Real Ronaldo’ when he was assistant coach of 

Barcelona between 1996-97, referring to the 2002 Brazilian World Cup winner. 

Asked to respond to his former coach’s comments, Cristiano said: "Some things in life are not worth commenting on 

and this is one more for obvious reasons. I prefer to remember the good things from coaches. I don’t spit on the 

plate from which I eat and I don’t speak about people who say bad things about me." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: European Clubs Want Donovan 
Goal.corn 

Goal.com is reporting that several European clubs are monitoring LA Galaxy forward Landon Donovan’s situation 

as the USA international’s current contract with MLS expires at the end of December. According to an unnamed 

source, the 31-year-old has received serious interest from Europe and is currently evaluating his options. 

Donovan, who has had previous stints in Europe with Bayer Leverkusen, Bayem Munich and Everton, has less than 

six months remaining on his MLo contract, which means he is free to sign with any club outside of time league on a 

pro-contract. 

- Read the whole sto~y._ 

’CMssic Orogba’ Downs Arsena~ 
Sky Sports 

Didier Drogba came back to haunt Arsenal yet again as Galatasaray came from behind to defeat the Gunners, 2- 

1, in the Emirates Cup final. Drogba won a penalty that he converted in the 77th minute before sealing the win with 

a fantastic first touch and strike from a Wesley Sneijder feed with just two minutes remaining. 



After the game, Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger was forced to reflect on another Drogba master-class against his 

team. While he praised the former Chelsea striker’s physical and intelligent play, the Frenchman bemoaned how 

easily he went down in the box to win the penalty. "The penalty was very, very, very, very soft," he said. "It was a 

classic Drogba." 

- Read the whole story... 

BBC Sport 

Manchester United has rejected an improved $38.5 million offer from Chelsea for England striker Wayne Rooney, 

the BBC reports. United maintains that its want-away striker is not for sale. Meanwhile, the Daily Mail reports that 

Rooney is preparing to force through a sale by submitting a transfer request. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Espana 

Over the weekend Barcelona’s new signing Neymar was diagnosed with anemia, which causes tiredness. The Brazil 

international was diagnosed following Barca’s 8-0 romp against his former club, Santos. The club blamed an 

operation to remove his tonsils in early July as the reason for contracting the condition. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports 

Barcelona claims that Manchester United has, at long last, given up its pursuit of Cesc Fabregas. The Red Devils 

have had two bids rejected for the 26-year-old despite the Spanish champion repeatedly stating that he is not for 

sale. 

- Read the whole story... 

R÷rny to Undetq~ Newcastle ~edica~ 
Sky Sports 

Queens Park Rangers striker Loic Remy is in Newcastle undergoing a medical ahead of a proposed season-long 

loan move, Sky Sports reports. QPR boss Harry Redknapp said that any club wanting to sign the Frenchman 

would have to be willing to pay $3 million for the season, considering that Remy, who was purchased by QPR in 

January, paid $12 million for him. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, August 6, 2013 

Tuesday, Aug. 6, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDI= 

The 2013-14 Concacaf Champions League kicks off on Tuesday, which is also when the Guinness International 

Champions Cup and Copa Sudamericana return to action. 

(All t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, A ~Igus’~ ~ 

FOX SOCCER 

Guinness International Champions Cup JUVENTUS-INTER MILAN, 7th Place (live) 6:30 pm. 

Guinness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-EVERTON, 5th Place (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Guinness International Champions Cup JUVENTUS-INTER MILAN, 7th Place (live) 6:30 pm. 

Guinness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-EVERTON, 5th Place (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup MORECAMBE-WOLVES (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana MELGAR-DEPORTIVO PASTO (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana U. DE CHILE-REAL POTOSI (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana ATLETICO NACIONAL-INTI GAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

UN~VlSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-CALEDONIA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LUIS ANGEL FIRPO-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIWSlON DEPORTES DOS 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-ATLETICO SAN LUIS 0ivEe) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico PUMAS-LEONES NEGROS (live) 10pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico LOBOS BUAP-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-EVERTON, 5th Place (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

V~EDNESDAY, A~g~lst 7 

FOX SOCCER 

International Champions Cup LOS ANGELES-AC MILAN, 3rd Place (live) 6:30 pm. 

International Champions Cup CHELSEA-REAL MADRID, Final (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf Champions League MONTREAL-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League REAL ESTILI-SPORTING KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

international Champions Cup LOS ANGELES-AC MILAN, 3rd Place (live) 6:30 pm. 

international Champions Cup CHELSEA-REAL MADRID, Final (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Friendly THAI NATIONAL TEAM-BARCELONA (live) 8 am. 

Capital One Cup CARLISLE-BLACKBURN (live) 2:40 pm. 

international Club Friendly VALERANGA-LIVERPOOL (delay) 5 pm. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Friendly THAILAND-BARCELONA (live) 8 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana JUAN AURICH=ITAGUI (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana EMELEC-SPORT HUANCAYO (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LA EQUIDAD-TRUJILLANOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Champions League ELFSBORG=CELTIC (live) 1:45 pm= 

Argentina BELGRANO DE CORDOBA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League ALTAMIRA-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League REAL ESTILI=SPORTING KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf Champions League MONTREAL-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico CHIVAS-NECAXA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-CLUB AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

Open Cup CHICAGO-D.C. UNITED (live) 8:30 pm. 

Open Cup REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico ALEBRIJES DE OAXACA-TIBURONES ROJOS DEL VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico MONARCAS DE MORELIA-TOROS DEL CELAYA (live) 10 pm. 

THL~RSDAY, A~.~ust 8 

ESPN DEPORTES 

International Club Friendly VlLLARREAL-FIORENTINA (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana PENAROL-COBRELOA (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana BARCELONA-MINEROS (live) 9:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil GREMIO-CORITIBI (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico DORADOS-LEON (delay) 2 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League VALENCIA-HEREDIANO (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ISIDRO METAPAN-CARTAGINES (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-WCONNECTION (live) 10 pm. 

FRIDAY, A~.~g~lst ~ 

BelN SPORT 

France MONTPELLIER-PSG (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIAPAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA=UNAM (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico TBA-TBA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNION DE CURTIDORES (live) 10 pm. 

SATURDAY, A~I~LIst ~0 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WASHINGTON-SEATTLE (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pm. 



UNIVISlON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-CHIVAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO=SEATTLE (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico ATLAS-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS CHICAGO-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-HOUSTON (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

international Club Friendly REAL MADRID-INTER MILAN (live) 2 pm= 

international Club Friendly CHELSEA-ROMA (live) 8 pm. 

SL~NDAY, August 11 

ESPN2 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Community Shield MANCHESTER UNITED-WIGAN (live) 9 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Community Shield MANCHESTER UNITED-WIGAN (live) 9 am, 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-SANTOS (live) 1 pm, 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-COLORADO (live) 11 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

~4OND~Y, ~ u~j~.~ 12 

TBA 

TUESDAY, A~gk~st I3 

TBA 

WEdNESdAY, A~g~st 14 

ESPN2 

International Friendly BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA-USA (live) 3:30 pm, 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPre 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Googie÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Aug 6, 2013 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Aug 6, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Aug 6, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Capital One Cup and 
International Champions Cup 
The Capita[ One Cup (aka England’s League Cup) is on belN Sport at 2:45pm: Morecambe - Wo[verhampton at 2:45pm. 

Copa Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: Me[gar - Deportivo Pasto at 4:45pm, Universidad Chile - Real Potosi at 7:15pm, and 

Athe[tico Naciona[ - Inti Gas at 9:45pm. The Guinness International Champions Cup continues on Fox Soccer with the 

7th-ptace game between Juventus and Inter Mitan at 6:30pm and the 5th-ptace game between Ever[on and Vatencia at 

9pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"Believe in the New York Cosmos. The work that we are doing today didn’t start today, it started three 
years ago. Planning how everything was going to take place, and now I see how everything really worked 
out. What we want is for people to believe that we’re going to create a great team here. I wanted to put 
on the T-shirt and go out and play." former Cosmos defender Carlos Alberto. 

DFB Pokal: Nottingen 0 - Schalke 2 
Jermaine Jones’ Scha[ke 04 advanced in the DFB Poka[, shutting out 5[h-division Nottingen 2-0 at the Wi[dparkstadion 

in Kar[sruhe. K[aas-Jan Hunte[aar opened the scoring in the 30th minute and Leon Goretzka scored four minutes into 

stoppage time. Read More 

New York Soccer 
By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK, NY (Aug 5, 2013) US Soccer Players - This country seems to be loaded with so-ca[led 
"soccer cities." The fruited plan now has Kansas City, Seattle and Portland a[[ claiming, in one form or another, that 
they are this nation’s soccer epicenter. Don’t get me wrong. These cities are a[[ great centers of the global game, 
featuring pro teams and rabid fan bases that resemble the stuff you see in the stands in Europe or South America. 

That’s a[[ fine. But New York City, this country’s largest urban center and the capita[ of the world, also remains this 

country’s premier "Soccer City." It always has been. Every country on the planet is part of the Big Apple. This past 

weekend was a dear representation of why New York - and its metropolitan area - remains the best place to hold soccer 

games. 



On Saturday night, the New York Cosmos played its first competitive match in nearly 29 years before 12,000 fans on 

Long Island. The following day brought a salivating doubleheader at MetLife Stadium, featuring Valencia versus Inter 

Milan and AC Milan against Chelsea. Three games in two days was something I couldn’t miss. 

The expression "You had to be there" comes to mind when talking about this past weekend. I decided to take in these 

three games - and report back what I saw, felt and heard. What I saw, felt and heard convinced me, more than ever, 

that the United States is a "soccer country" ... and that New York is truly its capitol. Read More 

Corner: Tottenham Hotspur 
Tottenham Hotspur certainly don’t fear change. Clint Dempsey’s former team by a few days might start the season with 

Gareth Bale playing somewhere else for a record transfer fee. That’s good news for fans of business plans, but it remains 

to be seen if its possible to trade asset for asset at the highest level of European soccer. 

For Spurs, that’s the scenario with a looming season that isn’t predictable. Manchester City would like their title back. So 

would Chelsea for that matter, and they’ve revamped yet again in pursuit of multiple trophies. Manchester United would 

undoubtedly appreciate it if their new manager continued on just like the old one. Then there’s Arsenal, the champions 

of financial fair play a few years early. 

Spurs would like to disabuse anyone of the notion that those teams are the top four in the Premier League, even if 

they’re the four biggest clubs in general and happened to occupy the top four spots at the end of last season. Chelsea’s 

blip two seasons ago had them 6th to Tottenham’s 4th with Newcastle United in between, but that didn’t signal a new 

power structure in England. Far from it when Chelsea won Europe that season. Last year in the Premier League was a 

reminder that even troubled big clubs normally find a way to keep themselves relevant. It was Arsenal’s turn to 

underachieve by finishing 4th, and what does that say about their North London rivals? Read More 

What Clint Dempsey’s MLS Return Means for Seattle, Deuce, and the American Way (of Soccer) - from Grantland’s 

Spike Friedman: Additionally, because of the MLS’s Designated Player rules, Dempsey’s high wages represent only a 

$175,000 hit on the team’s salary cap. 

How Seattle’s stunning Clint Dempsey deal got done - from SI.com’s Grant Wahl: At first, Roth thought Garber was 

playing a practical joke on him. 

TWlCE IN A LIFETIME - from Sports on Earth’s Howard Megdal: Exactly how that will look is still uncertain. 

As D.C. United looks to its own stadium, Philadelphia’s team provides a template - from The Washington Post’s Julie 

Zauzmer: Even their color is evidence of good stadium design, James said. 

Terrence Boyd drawing interest from several clubs across Europe - from MLSsoccer.com’s Greg Seltzer: However, the 

Green-Whites are in no mood to negotiate over Boyd and none of the interested parties have pressed the issue with an 

offer. 

What Makes A Great Manager? - from ESPN FC’s Musa Okwonga: To be one of the all-time best requires a bewildering 

range of skirts. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Many Games 
We start with Thailand - Barcelona in an international friendly at 8am on belN Sport along with Valeranga - Liverpool at 

5pm. UEFA Champions League on GolTV: Elfsborg - Celtic at 1:45pm. The Capital One Cup continues on belN Sport: 

Carlisle - Blackburn at 2:40pm. Argentine soccer on GolTV: Belgrano - Boca Juniors at 5pm. Copa Mexico on Galavision: 

Chivas - Necaxa at 8pm. 

The Guinness International Champions Cup concludes on Fox Soccer: LA - AC Milan in the 3rd-place game at 6:30pm and 

Chelsea - Real Madrid in the final at 9pm. CONCACAF Champions League on Fox Soccer Plus: Montreal - San Jose at 8pm 

and Real Estili - Sporting KC at 10pm. Univision Deportes has Altamira - Puebla at 8pm. San Miguelito - Club America is 

on Galavision at 10pm. 



Copa Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: Juan Aurich - Ita~lui at 4:30pm, Eme[ec - Sport Huancayo at 7pm, and La Equ~dad - 

Truj~[[anos at 9:30pm. Al! Times Eastern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kristin Loving <kloving@xtrammffundraising.com> 

Tuesday, Angust 6, 2013 1:51 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are enjoying the last bits of summer’. It’s Kristin again and I look forward to seeing your Soccer program at Umversi~z of North Carolina have a ~vonderful season this upcoming 
year. I have been assisting a number of Soccer programs like yours raise more funds than in their previous years ADs continue to be excited about me getting this information out to you 
and wanting me to follow up as we start the ne~v school year - with our Summer promotion still in eIt’ect, now- is a perfect time to start. 

Particularly to you, University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum MVP Cards are now available to help you raise funds as soon as you ~vould like, and ~vith zero upfront costs. Perfect 
fundraiser to start at anytime. We are the Nation’s premier fundraising discount cards provider. Our cards are extremely easy to sell and you will soon see why thousands of Soccer programs 
use our cards as their main fundraiser every year - and continue to come back to us each year. 

Here are a few details... 

*Our cards come loaded with amazing discount for your suppolters We have thousands of locations in and around your area that oiler great discouaats This is ~vhy organizations sell more 
and raise more with our cards. Discounts are to thousands of local and national places like your favorite restaurants, entertainment, recreation, movies, golf and much more. See the 
discounts in your area: http:/Tw~vw.xtramal~fundraisin~.com 

*Bonus: Free $25 Restaurant Gift Certificate ~vith each card. This is in addition to the thousands of other discounts that come with the cards. As if our cards weren’t already easy enough to 
sell. (Some fundraisers only sell this - With us, it’s just added on as a bonus to you and your supporters) 

*You pay nothing up front Basically, it’s a risk-free way of raising thousands of dollars for your Soccer program in a very short period of time - and, you can begin as soon as you want. 

*We do All of the work so you can ~2~cus on coaching Now, we even help you sell the cards too 

*We custom design your card with your colors, logo, schedule, etc, giving your program first class exposure See what your card could look like: http:i/wwwxtramanfundraisin~.com 

*Your supporters will be receiving something of great value for their support and will be happy to come back each year for their new" University of North Carolina Soccer Platinum card 
Supporters wil [ easily save what they spent on the cards in just a couple uses with most going on to save hundreds over the year, which is very refreshing in today’s economy and a perfect 
fundraiser to start at anytime - with our cards, fundrai sing gets easi er each year. 

*New - We can @our option) create a customized website for your Soccer program so that friends and family can buy a card directly Because our cards work all over the state and country, 
friends and family can now purchase cards from anywhere - and actually benefit from the card This increases sales greatly. 

*We work with you ever5," step of the way, provide marketing materials to help you organize and run your campaign - again, I make this extremely simple and easy for you 

Here are some average campaign profit examples (Now, up to 80% profit!): 

20 Participants selling 10 cards each - $2,200 

60 Participants selling 10 cards each - $7,800 

150 Participants selling 10 cards each - $22,500 

It is really that simple, and you will be able to see why thousands of programs continue to come back to us each year - you will not be disappointed 

Is there a good time that we could talk for a few minutes about your fundraising goals? Also, would you like to see the discounts in your area? You ~vill be very impressed. 

Thanks you so nmch for your time, I really do appreciate it. Talk to you soon, 

Kristin Loving 
NC Team 
Toll Free: h800.405.6020 
Office: 602.404.6480 
"The Nation’s #1 Fundraising Cards - for a reason" 
http ://,~~v.xtramardundr aisin~, com 

What our customers are saying... 

Below are a handful of corrmrents that were taken from letters and emails sent into our corporate office. 

Steve Ybat~a - Centennial HS Head Track and Soccer Coach 
"I have used many fundraising discount cards in the past and not one 
of them compares to your fundraising cards. The discounts that came 
with your fundraising cards made them extremely easy for ottr players 
to sell. Because of the huge anrount of discounts and the quality-, our 
kids were able sell to friends and family all over the state and 
countl3Z. We saw a huge increase in sales because of this! See you all 
next year..." 

Mike Welnick - Head Fundraising Coordinator - Booster Club 
"You all take great pride in offering an outstanding product for our 
supporters. There were so many discounts that came with your 
fundraising cards, that the?, appealed to everyone As you could tell 
with our additional orders for more of your fundraising cards, they 
were extremely easy to sell This was the first discount card 
fundraiser that our players and parents enjoyed being a palt of. Keep 
tap the quality of ;vork, it does not go unnoticed’." 



Lisa Bracht - Vistancia Elementary School 
"Thank yuu su much, again, fur providing our elementary schoul with a 
high quality fundraising discount cards. Each year the parents luok 
forward tu duing this fundraiser and seeing the new fundraising 
cards This year was our must prufitable fandraiser ever since using 
your cumpany uver the past few years. As ahvays, we luok furward to 
wu~king with yuu again next year. Thanks again!" 

Tony Vining - CHS Head Basketball Coach 
"I just had to write your company after being an extremely satisfied 
customer for two years now. We tried every product under the sun when 
it came to fundraising and it always seemed to be like pulling teeth 
to get our supporters to buy anything. \X~nether it was cookie dough, 
candles, candy, magazines, catalog sales, donations, you name it our 
supporters did not like over-paying for products. Fortunately, a 
friend recommended you all to me a couple years ago and we have never 
been happier. Our discount card fundraiser is a huge hit with our 
supporters and each year just keeps getting better[ Fundraising 
doesn’t get any easier than that." 

Linsday Dugovich - Head Softball Coach Towson HS 
"What a great experience, easiest and most profitable fundraiser we 
have cver done[" 

Derrick - L. Sports Ccnter 
"You guy-s really know what you’re talking about in regards to 
supporter loyalty. I didn’t think the fundraising cards could do 
any better than last year, but this year’s discount card fundraiser 
was even better." 

Dino - Jonathan Dayton HS 
"Your company was great, your sales rep Shana was prompt and 
efficient. She did ~vhat she said, follow up was great. She was the 
main reason we did the promo with the fundraising cards and ~ve will 
do it again tbr sure .. thanks" 

Jill Mertens Lake Oswefo HS 
"I feel like this discount card fundraiser was a great success and I 
sold fundraising cards to our soccer coach while recommending your 
company" 

Lisa Soars Head Soccer Club Fundraising Coordinator (Lou Fusz) 
"I wanted to let you know ~vhat a GREAT experience I had working with 
Liana Our ti~ndraising cards order did not end up being large, but 
her dedication to making sure we were satisfied and happy never 
stopped Her follo~v-up ~vas amazing, and she bent over backwards to be 
sure every one of my questions, and needs were met in a timely 
manner. She was also very pleasant and ~vas never frustrated at the 
eft;art it took to reach me at times She was wonderful to work with[" 

Jean Nishi - Nanakuli HS 
"Thanks so much for all your help with my fundraising discount cards! 
I will definitely pass along your company name to others looking for 
a fundraising opportunity" 

Sherry Richardson - Fellowship for Christian Athletes 
"Your company helped us in a very crucial time and was very flexible 
to our needs. Your company helped us raise a great deal of muney in a 
very shurt period of time The pruduct is perfect and very easy to 
sell. Yuur design team was very goud especially because I was very 
picky as to what I wanted. The fundraising cards are very 
professiunally done! I am very happy that I chose to work with yuu!" 

Brian LaSusa -RCK Varsity Coach 
"Everything was great[ Tim Vining was attentive, enthusiastic, and 
flexible. I will definitely use yuur cumpany again for our discuunt 
card fundraiser! Thanks!" 

This message was sent to ansun@emaihunc.edu frum: 
Xtraman Fundraising i 3240 E Uniun Hills Dr 

Suite 161 

I Phoenix, Arizuna 85050 
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Originally sent 08/01/13: Are you the ideal employee? Take our survey. 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 
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glenn.whitney@ spo~scoachradio .corn 
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Leading with intellectual integrity (~J~J~cle) 

Anson, 

I thought this might be of interest. 

BTW - last night I saw the worst soccer-related movie ever - Playing for Keeps. (Despite having some good actors - Uma Thurman, Dennis Quaid, 
Catherine Zeta-Jones). You have been warned... 

Best regards, 

Glenn 

Published: May 28, 2013 
/ Summer 2013 / Issue 71 
Strateqy & Leadership 
Leading with Intellectual Integrity 
One skill distinguishes the effective CEO: the ability to make disciplined and integrated choices. 
by A.G. Lafle and Roger Martin, with Jennifer Riel 

http://www strategy- 
business.com/media/image, O0186 th 

umb2 220x244 gif 
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Illustration b Dan Page 
By the time people reach the most senior levels of a company, they are expected to have a degree of personal competence and a strong gut feel 
for making good executive decisions. Otherwise, they wouldn’t be considered for a top job. But how do they attain this acumen? At Procter & 
Gamble (P&G)--where we (A.G. Lafley and Roger Martin) served as chief executive and one of the senior advisors to the company, respectively-- 
we developed a systematic approach to cultivating that skill among emerging and senior executives. We found that business literature contains a 
great deal of advice for chief executives about strategy and execution, but much less is written about how to become the kind of person who can 
bring the right judgment to bear on business decisions, especially when facing a disruptive environment. Thus, many CEOs develop their own form 
of on-the-job training, quietly honing their own heuristics for strategic thinking. That makes it difficult to tease out and develop the personal 
attributes that separate successful leaders from less-successful ones. 
In our view, leaders would do well to take a more systematic approach to developing their decision-making capabilities. The place to start is where 
we started at P&G: with intellectual integrity. In common usage, the word integrity means honorable or virtuous behavior. For our purposes, though, 
we draw a distinction between exhibiting honorable behavior (moral integrity) and exhibiting discipline, clarity, and consistency so that all of one’s 
decisions fit together and reinforce one another (intellectual integrity). 
In our work with companies, boards, and government agencies, we see people wrestle with the need to make tough choices--those critical 
decisions made in service of a relevant strategic goal for which there is no fully satisfactory option and every path seems to demand a trade-off. 
These are the kinds of decisions for which intellectual integrity is particularly vital. 
Most people, including experienced executives, don’t like to make choices because it means giving up options. There is a clear temptation to 
hedge bets, to try to do everything, to attempt to keep all doors open at once by refusing to pick from among existing options or to work to create a 
better answer. Procter & Gamble was certainly not immune to this phenomenon. At certain times in the 1990s and 2000s, for instance, it was 
tempting to compete in as many markets as possible, as quickly as possible. Internally, there was a good deal of concern that competitors would 
make inroads into important emerging economies that P&G had not yet entered. But P&G couldn’t be everywhere at once and succeed. 
Judgments had to be made about which markets to enter, and in which ways. We explicitly chose to enter first those promising but underdeveloped 
markets where none of our global competitors had a preexisting advantage (for instance, China as it created special economic zones, Russia and 
eastern Europe after the fall of the Iron Curtain) and then to expand thoughtfully in other developing markets. For example, we entered many Asian 
countries with our baby-care products first, conscious that demographics suggested most of the world’s babies would be born in Asia for the 
foreseeable future. To fully engage in these countries, we had to defer or delay pursuit of other markets, in some cases indefinitely. 
Intellectual integrity is the quality that enables a CEO (or any other organizational leader) to set these kinds of priorities, to articulate the rationale 
behind them, to stand behind them even when the outcomes are uncertain, and to provide the support that others need to stand behind those 
choices as well. Only a CEO with integrity can respond to the avoiding-choice temptation appropriately: "No, we can’t do everything. We must 
choose to do some things and not others. We just have to think harder and create the choice that is right for us." 
We’ve seen a lack of intellectual integrity, and its consequences, in many settings: in large and small businesses, startups, nonprofits, private 
equity turnarounds, and government agencie& Conversely, we’ve seen integrity--on the part of a CEO or other executive leader--ripple out and 
deeply affect the culture of an organization. When a leader has intellectual integrity, the people of the enterprise are less likely to be distracted by 
irrelevant considerations, and more likely to keep focused on the indicators that matter most: those related to customers and competitors. They are 
more likely to maintain a long-term view when making their decisions, and are less susceptible to the dangers of short-term decisions driven by 
quarterly financial reporting. 



Integrity of this sort is like a muscle. In a healthy organization, it is exercised often. But if it is ignored by an organization, the muscle can atrophy, 
and the organization becomes more scattered and vulnerable. Such an organization moves in different directions at the same time, subject to the 
parochial ideas and priorities of individual business units and functions. That is why by the time a CEO is appointed, he or she should have 
developed his or her intellectual integrity, and should be prepared to help develop it in others. 
Coming to Grips with Reality 
Many company leaders think their situation is significantly better than it actually is, because they look only for data that confirms their existing view 
of the world and listen only to those voices that agree with them. By contrast, intellectual integrity requires that one hold oneself and one’s company 
up to rigorous, challenging examination. That is the only way to learn to anticipate when reality is likely to fall short of expectations. 
Failure to come to grips with the reality of the situation led directly to several major competitive losses at Procter & Gamble in the 1990s. For our 
oral-care products (including Crest toothpaste), we invested heavily in overseas distribution in emerging countries such as Brazil. We thought it 
would be easy for us to build a business there, on the basis of our strength in innovation and the brand equity we had developed in other markets. 
We didn’t fully recognize that our largest competitor (Colgate) had far more extensive global distribution, spent twice as much on oral-care R&D as 
we did, and had already built up great brand loyalty in Brazil and other emerging markets. 
Because we were distracted by our expectations, we lost millions of dollars on these investments before we realized that we needed to change our 
expansion strategy. We decided to retreat from Brazil and get our house in order before returning there. We also saw we needed a broad P&G 
strategy for scaling up in new markets, building a sustainable business one core brand at a time. In Brazil, this led us to focus on our strengths in 
laundry products and baby care. For oral care, we explicitly concentrated on winning in North America and China before turning our attention back 
to Brazil. When we demonstrated that integrity in our strategic decision making, things worked much better for us in Brazil and elsewhere. 
Similarly, in our Pampers disposable diaper business, we held a strong belief that the best way to leverage our global scale was to install a single, 
sophisticated manufacturing system, using state-of-the-art "converters" that could produce all our diapers across all our different markets. To 
compete with lower-priced rivals in developing markets, we assumed, we needed only to switch to less-expensive materials and remove some of 
the features. Because, in effect, we let the machines dictate our strategy, we didn’t see that our technology solution failed to address the real 
needs of emerging market consumers. When this became clear, we began to design new kinds of products, specifically engineered for emerging 
market consumers--with consumers, and not the machines, in mind. This meant we had to reverse course on some very expensive manufacturing 
systems, and switch to different machines for different markets. 
The Strategic Choice Cascade 
To instill intellectual integrity throughout a company--as opposed to leaving its development to chance--some kind of explicit, ongoing decision- 
making process is needed. At Procter & Gamble, the method we used was known as the strategic choice cascade. Each year, we asked 
hundreds of company leaders, at all levels, to develop choices explicitly using this framework. The cascade consisted of five interdependent 
choices (see Exhibit). We said explicitly that none of these choices should be treated as "silver bullets" to solve short-range problems. Nor could 
they be made in isolation from each other. 
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The first choice is that of a winning aspiration. Winning matters. Without a competitive goal, it is easy to become complacent and settle for being 
"good enough=" Settling for good enough means failing to make the tough choices and do the hard work of building outstanding capabilities. At 
P&G, we chose, at the company-wide level, to meaningfully improve the lives of the world’s consumers and, by doing so, drive consistent double- 
digit profit growth. Articulating a winning aspiration was not a major stretch for most P&G leaders, given the company’s long history of attempting 
to achieve decisive product leadership across its many categories. Nonetheless, it was a message that warranted reinforcement. 
Next come the choices of "Where will we play?" and "How will we win in our chosen markets?" These are the core choices, the heart of any 
strategy. Choosing where to play means choosing in which markets, for which customers, in which product lines, in which geographies you will 
compete. Choosing how to win means figuring out how to create a sustainable competitive advantage on a specific playing field. These choices 
can have integrity only when they fit together consistently; that is, when the how-to-win choice is made in the context of the where-to-play choice. At 
P&G, our where=to=play choices focused on a core group of brands, customers, and geographic markets. We would start with market leadership in 
the home, beauty, health, and personal-care sectors, and position for long=term growth in emerging economies. Our how-to-win choice was to build 
powerful consumer-focused brands that took advantage of ubiquitous distribution and global scale. 
We rethought brand and product positioning in terms of where to play and how to win as well. For example, for the skin-care brand Olay, we shifted 
our where-to-play from women over 50 who were targeting wrinkles, to women age 35 to 50 who were fighting the first signs of aging, which we 
successfully characterized as "the seven signs of aging." How would we compete to win with this new segment? By upgrading the active 
ingredient, transforming the packaging, and partnering with our mass retailers to create a "masstige" (mass-prestige) in=store experience that 
rivaled the prestige brands in department store& The result was a fast-growing, high-profit brand that revitalized the category= 
For household cleaning, we thought entirely differently about cleaning hard surfaces. We determined that there might be new cleaning jobs around 
the home not served by existing products. Rather than continue to focus on well-served areas like countertops and sinks, we turned to floor 
cleaning. There, we pioneered an entirely new category, a new way to win in household cleaning, with the Swifter electrostatic mop. Subsequently, 
with our Mr. Clean brand, the key where=to=play area became stains on household surfaces. To win, we launched the "Magic Eraser," an innovative 
line of products that remove scuffs and stains easily, taking some of the hard work out of cleaning. In short, with both Mr. Clean and Swifter, we saw 
a need for quick-cleaning solutions, and rather than attempt to force-fit existing products to consumers’ needs, we pursued a path with more 
intellectual integrity. We devised entirely new-to-the-world products, designed specifically with a consumer need in mind. 



In our fine fragrances business, intellectual integrity meant taking the long view. Fine fragrances can be an intensely competitive field, so we made 
an important where-to-play choice to focus first on the male fragrances segment, which was considerably less competitive than the women’s 
market. To win in fragrances over the long term, we built on our existing expertise. P&G has long been the world’s largest purchaser of fragrances, 
which go into laundry detergents, soaps, shampoos, conditioners, deodorants, dish soaps, fabric softeners, and other products. We put our deep 
experience in combining scents and formulating appealing fragrances to work on licensed fragrance brands like Hugo Boss and Lacoste. As we 
expanded our fragrance lines, eventually turning to women’s brands as well, our scale enabled us to both purchase our ingredients and 
manufacture our products very cost-effectively. Over time, we grew more sophisticated in understanding consumer reactions to fragrances. This 
further enhanced our formulation expertise. It enabled us to build a strong business in beauty care. 
Cohesion and Cascades 
These first three choices--our winning aspiration, where to play, and how to win--are closely tied to the final two choices on the cascade: "What 
capabilities must be in place for us to win?" and "What management systems are required?" 
Capabilities are those things you must do exceedingly well in order to deliver on your aspiration, where-to-play, and how-to-win choices. In thinking 
about our capabilities in light of our other choices, we came to see our core capabilities as deep consumer understanding, innovation, brand 
building, going to market with customers and suppliers, and global scale. In each of these areas, we had room to deepen and grow our expertise. 
In terms of scale, we had tended to focus on scale within a brand or category, such as laundry detergent or beauty care. We had to work hard to 
expand our thinking about scale to encompass the whole company--for example, by bringing our global business services (IT, HR, and other 
internal functions) together into one department. This encouraged the leaders of our global business services to ask how they could better serve 
their internal customers globally, and how they could smartly outsource their lower-value-added activities. Now, the real scale advantages began to 
accrue. We reduced costs across the company, worked more closely with customers in ways that increased our importance to them, and 
managed our supplier relationships in new ways that made all of us better. These changes were possible only because of our growing intellectual 
integrity. 
Finally, one must ask, "What internal management systems are required?" Select the ones that can best ensure that your required capabilities add 
up to a platform for advantage. Systems and measures are essential to building capabilities and supporting the other strategic choices. But to 
have intellectual integrity, a leader must make an explicit choice to develop these systems. 
At P&G, for instance, when it came to our branding capability, we had traditionally done a poor job of systematically learning from our marketing 
successes and failures. Most institutional knowledge on brand building and marketing was captured in pithy one-page memos or passed down in 
anecdotal storytelling by managers who had lived through the experience. The implicit message was that if young brand managers and assistant 
brand managers hung around seasoned brand builders long enough, they would master all they had to learn about marketing in due course. 
In 2000, for the first time in the company’s history, we launched a project to codify P&G’s approach to brand building. The resulting "Brand-Building 
Framework" (BBF) laid out the company’s approach in one coherent document, which is still regularly updated. With the BBF frameworks in place, 
new P&G marketers can learn the trade more quickly, and senior managers have an organized and written resource to guide their efforts. The BBF 
serves as a management system that nurtures and enhances the critical brand-building capacity of P&G. Organizational infrastructure like this was 
central to everything we did, and it enabled us to improve the overall integrity of decisions made throughout P&G. 
It is important to emphasize that for every brand, these five choices must clearly fit together. As a strategist, you can start anywhere in the choice 
cascade, but you must make all five choices and they must all be coordinated. This is the truly challenging part of strategy. The choices themselves 
are not terribly complex or difficult. But integrating them, and refusing to stop thinking until they genuinely reinforce one another, takes true 
intellectual integrity. 
Moreover, in a large company, the choices made at the category, function, and company-wide level must also fit together and reinforce one 
another. The choices made by the Bounty paper towel team, for instance, must have integrity with the overall P&G choices made by the CEO and 
senior team. 
Sometimes, when the cohesion between choices isn’t strong enough, divestiture is the best answer. This was the case for P&G’s pharmaceuticals 
business. It was a strong and growing business, with important brands and products. But over time, it became clear that the kinds of choices, 
capabilities, and systems required to win in this business did not mesh well enough with the company’s core businesses. P&G is at its best when it 
can develop branded products through a standardized innovation process, sell through its best customers (such as Walmart and Walgreen 
Company), and develop a long-term relationship with its end consumers. In pharmaceuticals, there is a highly specialized and complex 
development process with many steps not in common with our standard approach--including blind trials and FDA approvals. The industry also has 
a different marketing model from that of consumer products. It sells directly to doctors and pharmacies; consumers don’t make the purchase 
decisions and may never know the brand name of the drug, or who makes it. In the end, we divested a profitable pharmaceutical business, 
believing it could be more successful elsewhere. 
In divesting this business, P&G walked away from billions of dollars of sales and profits, but it was the right decision. Walking away allowed the 
company to reinvest cash, human resources, and other assets in businesses that did have integrity with its overall set of strategy choices: beauty, 
home, and personal care. When P&G acquired Gillette in 2002, it was as much for the sake of integrity--for its fit with the firm’s choices and 
competencies--as it was for the strength of its male grooming, personal-care, and oral-care brands. 
Building Integrity at P&G 
The five cascading choices provide a structure within which to practice intellectual integrity. Participants are continually drawn back to the same 
crucial decisions: what to aspire to, where to play, how to win there, which capabilities to build, and which management systems to set up. This 
framework removes a great deal of fear and anxiety, especially among lower-level managers and those far from headquarters, about doing the 
right thing. 
But, like any other system involving behavior change, the cascade process takes some time to learn and requires concerted attention. At P&G, 
once we recognized the importance of consistent, integrated decision making, we looked for other ways to foster it. We knew that integrity is not a 
fixed quality that people inherit at birth; it can be cultivated and developed, in part through training but mostly through better business practice and 
by encouraging the right types of conversations. 
We thus began to explicitly identify up-and-coming high-potential executives and coach them in strategy, inquiry, and the process of making 
integrated choices. We redesigned the strategic review process, turning it into a vehicle for building the strategic integrity muscles of our entire 
leadership cadre. Previously, annual strategy reviews were like corporate theater--a setting that did not encourage integrity. The presidents of 
P&G’s businesses and their teams trooped in before the company’s most senior executives with bulletproof PowerPoint presentations. The 
presenters naturally wanted to show their results, defend their decisions, and get out of the room as rapidly as possible. They didn’t welcome 
critical probing of the logic of their choices. When senior leadership felt that resistance, they either kept their reservations private or piled on with 
attacks--in which case the presenting team had no choice but to take the criticism and then slink out, proverbial tails between their legs. 
The old strategic review process had also been an impediment to collaboration among P&G’s businesses and functions. If the hair-care category 
president came into the review seeking only to defend his strategy and avoid any criticism, he would be less likely to talk openly about how the 
hair-care choice cascade fit with the choice cascade for skin care or home care. Nor would senior leadership be inclined to force the issue. Yet 
such discussions are vital. Without firsthand experience with just that type of dialogue--knitting together various choice cascades across a 
corporation--emerging leaders can’t develop their strategic integrity muscle, and senior leaders get less practice doing so as well. 
To address these roadblocks, we fundamentally transformed the process and tone of our annual strategy reviews. We shifted the paradigm to one 



of candid conversation and exploration. Teams still prepared a strategy presentation in advance of the meeting, but rather than take time in the 
meeting to review it, they provided the work to the senior team several weeks in advance. The senior team then issued to the category team a set 
of discussion topics for the meeting. 
This enabled us to focus the meeting on constructive dialogue involving those specific strategic issues, and it helped shift the tone from 
defensiveness to a joint exploration of possibilities. We also initiated a continuous series of conversations on strategic matters, conducted at all 
levels: brand, category, sector, customer, channel, region, country. A common theme of these discussions was how the choices knitted together, 
how they fit with the broader corporate strategy, and how the team planned to measure results moving ahead. These discussions were driven by a 
commitment to asking tough questions, which brought issues to the surface that everyone was thinking privately but nobody felt ready to say out 
loud. Articulating these kinds of thoughts can create helpful tension and can lead to a true shared purpose. 
Toward a World of Integrity 
Throughout all the strategy discussions at P&G, the objective was to get leaders comfortable with collaborating on strategy, playing with ideas, and 
challenging their own thinking--and thus to build the integrity of the leadership of the company. By framing strategy as the answer to five integrated 
questions, we avoided fragmentation. Fragmentation is a trap that all organizations, whether in the for-profit, nonprofit, or government sectors, can 
fall into--to their own detriment. 
In the U.S. government, for instance, right now, many groups are working in one way or another on energy policies. But there is no comprehensive 
strategy, no single set of aspirations that guide an integrated set of cascading choices for the country’s energy future. Instead of having an 
integrated aspiration, a sense of where to play, a sense of how to win there, and the right capabilities, the United States is lurching from the 
Canadian pipeline to alternative energy investments to shale-based oil and gas. Companies fall into the same trap, attempting to do everything at 
once without a guiding principle to direct resources and drive action. The result is wasted resources, inaction, and disillusionment. It doesn’t have 
to be that way. 
At P&G, every strategy document at every level of the organization had to specify clear where-to-play and how-to-win choices. Not every CEO will 
define the company’s choices in that explicit way, but every CEO should internalize the need to make every choice--from aspiration through 
management systems--part of an overarching, integrated strategy. 
This will pay off, but it won’t be easy. None of these choices can be exercised through a rulebook or through top-down fiat. They can’t be made 
once, and then left for all time. Strategy choices have to be made thoughtfully and organically with a good deal of organizational give and take. 
They must be revisited and reexamined regularly. Norms and assumptions must be challenged, and every attempt must be made to see the world 
as it is, not as it was or as you would wish it to be. It’s far, far easier to refuse to make these choices, to make them in isolation from each other, or 
to make them for only one part of the business without considering the implications for the whole. 
It takes intellectual integrity to insist upon the continued practice of choice cascades throughout the organization. It’s tough to answer the questions 
posed in this exercise, and tougher still to follow through with action. But the alternative--attempting to win in the marketplace with no consistent 
company-wide strategy--is ultimately far more difficult. < !-[if !vml]-->~< !-[endif]--> 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Concacaf Champions League and Copa Sudamericana action on Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. 73/programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

THURSDAY, Au~u~ 8 

ESPN DEPORTES 

international Club Friendly VILLARREAL=FIORENTINA (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana PENAROL-COBRELOA (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana BARCELONA-MINEROS (live) 9:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil GREMIO-CORITIBI (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League VALENCIA-HEREDIANO (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ISIDRO METAPAN-CARTAGINES (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-WCONNECTION (live) 10 pm. 

FRIOAY, Au.~ust ~ 

BelN SPORT 

France MONTPELLIER-PSG (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIAPAS (live) 8:30 pm, 

Mexico TIJUANA-UNAM (live) 10:30 pm, 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico TBA=TBA (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNION DE CURTIDORES (live) 10 pm. 

SATUROAY, Au.~ust ~0 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WASHINGTON-SEATTLE (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

International Club Friendly LIVERPOOL-CELTIC (live) Noon. 

France BORDEAUX-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Friendly MALAY NATIONAL TEAM-BARCELONA (live) 8:40 am. 

International Club Friendly TOTTENHAM-ESPANYOL (live) 12:30 pm. 



GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHWEIG-WERDER BREMEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ALTAMIRA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVIS~ON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-CHIVAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-SEATTLE (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 8 

Mexico ATLAS-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-MORELIA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pro, 

MLS CHICAGO4~IONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-HOUSTON (live) 9:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

international Club Friendly REAL MADRID-INTER MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

international Club Friendly CHELSEA-ROMA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Community Shield MANCHESTER UNITED-WIGAN (live) 9 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 11:30 am. 

France DE GUINAGAMP-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Community Shield MANCHESTER UNITED-WIGAN (live) 9 am. 

GOTLV 

international Club Friendly EVERTON-REAL BETIS (live) 10 pm. 

Germany SCHALKE-HAMBURG (live) Noon. 

Brazil FLUMINENSE-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIIVlAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-COLORADO (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

TBA 
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TBA 

WEDNESDAY, ~ugust 14 

ESPN2 

International Friendly BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA-USA (live) 3:30 pm. 
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What They’re Saying 

"Friendly games like these 

help me to see different 

possibilities, variations, but 

clearly the idea is that he 

(Neymar) progresses .... 

The link-up beNveen the two 

[Lionel Messi and Neymar] 

is what most caught the eye. 

They connected well, they 

scored, but they also linked 

up well with the other 

players" 

-- Barcelona coach Gerardo 

"Tata" Martino, after a 7-1 

win over a Thailand XI 7-1 in 

Bangkok, on the progress of 

Neymar, who scored his 

first Barca goal in the game. 

Lionel Messi scored twice 

(Reuters) 
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Best and worst of MLS advance to final 
by Paul Kennedy 

~ 

[U.Sr OPEN CUP: SemifinalsI it will the best of MLS against the worst as Real Salt 

Lake will face D.C. United in the final of the 100th edition of the Lamar Hunt U.S. 

Open Cup= - Read the whole story 

Bernardello makes impact, Sporting KC cruises in Nicaragua 
by Ridge IVlahoney 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Week I] Regardless of which team they play for, 

Designated Players are supposed to make an impact, and in his debut for Montreal new signing 

Hernan Bernardello did just that, setting up the lone goal in the Impact’s 1-0 win over San Jose 

Earthquakes in the Concacaf Champions League. Sporting Kansas City won in its debut in the 

regional competition with a 2-0 win at Real Esteli of Nicaragua. - Read the whole story 

Kainoa Bailey seals deal with Bayer Leverkusen 
by Mike Woitalla 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Kainoa Bailey has played for the Academy teams of two MLS clubs - 

D.C. United and Real Salt Lake - but the 18-year-old is pursuing a pro career in Germany with 

Bayer Leverkusen. - Read the whole story 

This Ronaldo is for real 
by Soccer America 

[GUINNESS INT’L CHAMPIONS CUP]Cristiano Ronaldo and Real Madrid got the best of his 

former coach, Jose Mourinho, and Chelsea as the Portuguese star scored on brilliantly taken 

free kick and powerful header to give Real Madrid a 3-1 win in the final of the Guinness 

International Champions Cup Wednesday before an announced crowd of 67,273 at Miami’s Sun 

Life Stadium. - Read the whole story 

Cristiano has tender touch for field invader 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Fan field invasions are often frightening, but the incident at Miami’s 

Sun Life Stadium during Real Madrid’s win over Chelsea was like none we’ve ever seen - in 

particular the reaction of Cristiano Ronaldo. - Read the whole story 

Alex Morgan injured in Thorns’ defeat 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 18] It was a rough evening for the Portland Thorns FC as they fell at the 

Boston Breakers, 2-1, in a match that saw U.S. star Alex Morgan leave in the 13th minute with 

a knee injury. Portland, nonetheless, clinched a playoff spot along with Western New York and 

Sky Blue FC as Chicago fell, 1-0, at Washington in a game called because of a midnight curfew 

after two lightning alerts. - Read the whole story 

Orlando City joins Richmond at top 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 21] Rob Valentino’s goal in the 80th minute broke a 2-2 tie and gave 

Orlando City a 3-2 win over VSl Tampa Bay FC for its second win over its cross-state rival in four 

days. The win moves Orlando back into a share of the USL PRO lead with the Richmond Kickers. 

- Read the whole story 
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Nature vs. 
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Nurture" ’The Sports Gene’ search 
mostly skips soccer 
Ry Mike Woitalla 

David Epstein’s book, ’q’he Sports Gene: Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance "is a 

fascinating look into scientific attempts to gauge "nature vs. nurture" in sports. 

its Malcolm Gladwell-esque approach makes it entertaining while thought-provoking - and on the way does a 

nice job exposing the "10,000 Hours Rule" myth, which was born from a study of 30 violinists but "has become 

embedded in the world of athlete development and an impetus for starting children early in hard training." 

’q’he broad truth is that nature and nurture are so interlaced in any realm of athletic performance that the answer is always: it’s 

both," writes Epsteim "But that is not a satisfactory endpoint in science. Science must ask, ’How, specifically, might nature 

and nurture be at work here?’ and ’How much does each contribute?’ 

The 352-page book mentions soccer mostly in passing, eg: middle-distance runner Andrew Wheating was discovered on the 

soccer field. 

Only two of the many studies Epstein cites include soccer players. 

Danish physiologist and muscle-fiber expert Jesper Anderson was ’%~exed" by soccer, because Danish pros have fewer fast- 

twitch fibers than an average person on the street. 

The University of Groningen in the Netherlands tested youth players, tracked who made it to the pros, and concluded from 

shuttle-sprint tests that, ’You need a minimum speed?’ 

I’m not surprised that soccer doesn’t play a bigger role in the book, because the sport requires such a complex combination of 

skills. 

The Dutch study prompted the notion that some of the traits that help predict the future pros are behavioral, such as taking 

responsibility for practicing better. 

"We see already when we first test them at the age of 12," says Groningen’s Marije EIferink-Gemser, ’that they are the 

players who will go up and ask the trainer, ’Why should I do this?’ if they don’t agree with the training." 

(David Epstein’s Inten/iew (NPR’s Fresh Air): "Talent Or Skill?: Homing In On "The Elusive Sports Gene") 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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Paul Gardner: Germm~ doping re~rt: Inconclusive but worrying 

Friday, Aug. 9, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

German doping report: Inconclusive but worrying 
By Paul Gardner 

Drugs again. Since the Berlin Wall came down in 1989, we’ve learned a lot about the state-sponsored doping 

schemes that the East Germans set up to ensure that their Olympic athletes were always among the best. 

Now comes the shock. We’re discovering that it wasn’t just East German athletes who used performance-enhancing drugs. 

The West Germans were playing the same game. It has leaked out that a report, prepared at Berlin’s Humboldt University, 

details such activity in West Germany. It also contains the allegation that state-sponsored research into performance- 

enhancing drugs - such as anabolic steroids, testosterone, oestrogen and EP - became "systematic" in the early 1970s. 

Nev~ that might be greeted with a shrug by the soccer community. Because, when it comes to doping, soccer’s history is a 

remarkably clean one. As it happened, just three days before the leak about the West German activities, FIFA’s chief medical 

officer, Dr. Jiri Dvorak had publicly stated his confidence that "there is no systematic doping in soccer. There is no systematic 

doping culture in soccer. I am confident of this. Of course there are individual cases, for sure. We do more than 30,000 

sampling procedures every year and we have between 70 to 90 positive cases, most of them for marijuana and cocaine and we 

have also anabolic steroids, but these are individual cases." 

A statement that, I think, rings true for most people. There are plenty of doping scandals in other sports - cycling and the 

various Olympic disciplines, and most recently, baseball - but not in soccer. 

Now, out of the blue, comes the German report as a t~minder that it’s never a good idea to be too certain of anything in the 

volatile world of sports. Because the leaked report, while it appears to be mainly concerned with Olympic athletes, does 

contain a mention of soccer. 

At the moment, the facts are rather hazy, because only parts of the report are available. The study, commissioned by the 

German Federal Institute for Sport Science (BlSp), was supposed to have been published last year, but concerns about 

privacy and legal issues delayed that. But after parts of it were published in the Sueddeutsche Zeitung newspaper, pressure 

grew for the full report to be issued, and for names to be named, if only to clear those athletes who were clean. Earlier this 

week the German government announced that the legal problems were no longer problems, and released the full report. 

Not so, said the Sueddeutsche Zeitung, claiming that chunks of the report were still being held back. So the soccer mentions 

t~main vague. The most titillating of them concerns the 1966 World Cup, in which the Germans reached the final where they 

lost to England. That World Cup was also the first one to include drug-testing. 

According to the report, a letter exists, from FIFA’s then medical officer, Dr. Mihailo Andrejevic, informing the German Athletic 

Association president, Max Danz, that traces of the banned stimulant ephedrine had been detected in the urine of three West 

German players. 

That may not sound like a big deal - traces of a drug in three players of a team that, 47 years ago, didn’t win anyway - but it 

is worrying because there is a history here. 

When the West Germans won their first World Cup in 1954 - defeating the heavily favored Hungarians - thet~ were immediate 

accusations that their players had been t~ceiving special injections. Reports in Italy claimed that several of the German 

players had come down with jaundice. 

In 2004 a German television documentary established that injections were indeed given to the players -- the team doctor, now 

84, had admitted as much, but said the injections were nothing more than vitamin C. He also allowed that the jaundice that 

affected eight players might have spread because the hypodermic needles were not properly sterilized. 

All this proves nothing, but it is worrying because it is suggestive. If both the 1966 and the 1954 teams (and the Germans did 

win that one) are under a cloud, where does that leave the 1974 team, World Cup winners at a time when the leaked report 

suggests that doping in West Germany had become "systematic"? 

And how vet?/odd that the 1982 West German World Cup team arrived in Spain accompanied by stories that they wet~ using 

a newly developed drink called MS-61, which contained ginseng and "biocatalysts" and which was supposed to help ward off 

fatigue. That year, the Germans were again in the final - but they were the ones who looked tired in losing the final to Italy. 

The fact that no one paid much attention to this miracle drink tells you that drug-testing, in 1982, was not yet taken too 

seriously. Things have changed mightily since then. FIFA and Dr. Dvorak keep a much tighter watch on the doping scene now. 
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Soccer Business Insider: Mayors line up behind Orlmado stadium deal 
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Nayors line 
By Paul Kennedy 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

up behind Orlando stadium deal 

Is it too good to be true? Less than a year ago, no plans were in place, and Orlando officials were just starting to    ~ 

check out what other cities have done in terms of building MLS soccer stadiums. 

No stadium proposal has moved along as quickly as Orlando City SC’s plans for the construction of a $85 million soccer 

stadium in downtown Orlando necessary to win approval for an MLS expansion team. 

And Orlando City SC moved one step closer to securing funding Thursday when Orange County Mayor Teresa Jacobs and 

Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer reached an agreement on a deal to provide financial support for a variety of Orlando projects. 

The agreement, whose outline Jacobs and Dyer are expected to announce on Friday, calls for $94.5 million in tourism tax 

revenues and bonds to be used to contribute $20 million to the soccer stadium, complete pay for phase two on a performing- 

arts center and pay for enhancements to renovations of the Florida Citrus Bowl, Orlando City’s current home in USL PRO. 

To say the least, Orlando is undergoing a construction boom. The 77-year-old Citrus Bowl, a World Cup 1994 venue, needs 

extensive work, and $191 million was committed for renovations even though it is only used for a few single-event college 

football games each year and Orlando City SC matches (until it gets a home of its own). The additional enhancements will add 

another $12 million to the cost of the project. 

Additional money in the $94.5 million package Jacobs and Dyer agreed to will go toward improvements to the Orange County 

Convention Center and tourism and sports event marketing over the next five years. Local tourism interests had pushed back 

hard on plans for the sports facilities without an agreement on supporting tourism, the city’s No. 1 industry. 

The rest of the cost of $85 million for the soccer stadium will be paid for by Orlando City SC or from other public sources. The 

city of Orlando has been buying up downtown parcels to create the site for the stadium. 

Dyer has been behind the project, but getting Jacobs on board is a coup for the Orlando soccer stadium supporters. The deal 

will still need approval of county commissioners, and Orlando City SC will still need approval from MLS on its own plans for the 

club. 

Will it all go smoothly? The Orlando Sentinel reported that several citizens groups oppose the soccer stadium, though the 

head of one group does not believe it will matter. 

"A lot of people have gotten the feeling that the elected officials are in the pocket of the individuals who are behind this," Doug 

Head, president of the bipartisan watchdog group CountyWatch, said before Thursday’s announcement. "The public just gives 

up because they are going to do what they are going to do. Resistance is futile." 
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Section 2: Why Liverpool a~d Spurs Are Driving Up Transt~r Maxket Prices 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Aug. 9, 2013                                                   ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Why Liverpoo~ and Spurs Are Drivinq Up Transfer Market Prices 
Forbes.corn                                                                                                ~ 

Zach Slaton, Forbes’ soccer statistician, takes us through the reasons why Liverpool and Tottenham 

are unwilling to sell Luis Suarez and Gareth Bale, respectively, despite the exorbitant prices being tied to their 

names, and the players’ insistence on leaving. While Liverpool seems to be holding out for $77 million-plus for its 

controversial striker, Tottenham is reportedly asking Real Madrid for a whopping $133.6 million for Bale, and neither 

club looks like budging. In fact, they both seem willing to let their star players rot on the bench if they don’t get what 

they want. 

Slaton points out that they are simply trying to take the power out of players’ hands when it comes to contract 

negotiations. That means, if the clubs do let them leave, they want to ensure they’re getting more than enough 

money to sign adequate reinforcements, because they need to be in the running for a UEFA Champions League 

berth at the end of the season. 

Because of its guaranteed revenue, the Champions League is the most important competition for any club te qualify 

for, and Arsenal, Tottenham and Liverpool are in all likelihood vying for the fourth and final slot in England. And 

these clubs know that if they are to continue letting their top players go when they don’t qualify, the gap between 

time rich and moderately rich within the EPL will simply continue to grow. And neither of them can afford that reality. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Perez Interview: BMe Price ’Seems a Lot to Me’ 
ESPN FC 

Following talks with Tottenham Chairman Daniel Levy in Florida, Real Madrid President Florentino Perez said he 

thinks $133.6 million is too much for Spurs winger Gareth Bale. In an interview with ESPN, Perez admitted that talks 

about bringing the Premier League’s PFA Player of the Year last season to the Bernabeu are ongoing, but he 

questioned the fee time North London club is asking for. 

"We are talking with a lot of people and we will see what comes of our negotiations, I am talking about that player 

[Bale] and others," Perez said. "1 do not want to talk about players out of respect to time player himself [Bale], the 

club and the chairman [Lew] who is a friend of mine and with whom I struck up a good friendship last summer 

because of the transfer of Luka Modric. 

He added: "if we’re not talking about names, we’re not talking about money either, but 100 million (euros) seems a 

lot to me," he said, smiling. "But I am not talking seriously because there is no need and, as I said, out of respect for 

the club." 

Separately, the Real president reiterated his belief that Cristiano Ronaldo will sign a long-anticipated contract 

extension with Real When asked if time Portugal captain was very close to signing, Perez said, "No. We are all 

convinced he will finish his sporting career at Real Madrid. I think by the end of summer we will try to resolve this 

matter." 

- Read the whole .~tory... 

Report: Spurs Want Real Player in Bale Deal 
AS 

Spanish sports daily AS is reporting that Tottehham insists Real Madrid includes at least one player in a potential 

transfer for Gareth Bale. Initially, Spurs requested Alvaro Morata, but now the North London club has turned its 

attention to Jose Rodriguez after Real rejected Morata as a potential makeweight in the deal. Fabio Coentrao is 

another possible inclusion, but that would be in addition to Jese. 

- Read the whole story... 

ArsenabFenerbahce, AC Mi~an-PSV Highlight UCL Playoffs 
Sky Sports 

Arsenal on Friday drew Fenerbahce in the UEFA Champions League playoffs, even though the Turkish club is 



awaiting a final ruling from the Court of Arbitration for Sport over whether it will be allowed to enter the competition 

this season, after UEFA banned time club from competing in Europe after it was found guilty of match-fixing in 

Turkey. 

Fener responded to UEFA’s ban by challenging its ruling with the CAS and a verdict is due before the group stage 

is made, although Europe’s governing body said no decision had yet been made regarding what would happen if 

the Turkish giant wins its two-leg series against the Gunners. 

The other marquee match-up set up by Friday’s draw sees former European champion PSV Eindhoven meet 

seven-time champion AC Milan. Elsewhere, Scottish champion Celtic faces a long trip to Kazakhstan to play 

Shakhtar Karagandy, while Spain’s fourth-placed team Real Sociedad will play French giant Lyon. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Reports: Mourinho, Rooney Push for Chelsea Transfer 
Guardian 

Despite having had two bids for Wayne Rooney rejected so far, Chelsea coach Jose IVlourinho is adamant that 

the Manchester United striker is his only remaining target in the European transfer market. Meanwhile, ESPN 

reports that Rooney has told potential suitors like Arsenal that he has his heart set on teaming up with Mourinho at 

Chelsea. 

Though United insists it would not sell a player to a title rival, the England striker could yet tip the scales in favor of 

a move if he decides, as has been reported, to hand in a transfer request within the next week. That, the Guardian 

reports, would be followed by a third bid from Chelsea. 

"We are far away so we are not in England to know every detail but we are doing things in the correct way," 

Mourinho said following Chelsea’s 3-1 loss to Real Madrid in the International Champions Cup in Florida. "We made 

the bid and Manchester United have reacted. Let’s see what happens. But we can’t do more than we are doing 

new." 

The Portuguese added: "We are doing things legally, making the official bid directly to the club, no interviews or 

comments or direct relations with the player, no contact, absolutely nothing. We are doing everything in an ethical 

way, so let’s see if things change. There is no time limit. We have our squad of strikers. We have identified the 

player as one we would like to have with us. We have done it in an ethical way and we are going to do that until time 

last day. And we will see how it comes." 

- Read the whole story... 

Agude~o to Stoke #J~ove Confirrned 
Reuters 

New England Revolution striker Juan Agudelo has agreed to join Stoke City when his MLS contract expires in 

January, making him the fourth USA international to join the Premier League club, alongside Brek Shea, Geoff 

Cameron and I~aurice I~du. Agudelo, who has been capped 17 times for the USA, scored 14 goals in 64 

appearances in MLS. 

- Read the whole story... 

Shakhtar Donetsk Siqns Bernard 
Reuters 

Ukrainian giant Shakhtar Donetsk on Thursday signed highly rated Brazilian youngster Bernard flom Atletico 

Mineiro in a deal worth $33.5 million. Time 20-year-old helped the Brazilian club win time Copa Libertadores last 

month and was also part of Brazil’s Confederations Cup squad in June, where he made two appearances as a 

substitute. 

- Read the whole story... 

Netherlands Overlooks Sneiider 
Reuters 

Netherlands coach Louis van Gaal has told Galatasaray midfielder Wesley Sneijder that he needs to regain his 

form and fitness before he will be recalled to the Dutch international squad. During an interview, van Gaal said he 

had not ruled out recalling the 29-year-old for the World Cup next year. 

- Read the whole story,.. 
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College Soccer Reporter: College soccer on the air; women’s preseason polls 

NEWS for sat.rday, Aug. 10, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

College Soccer on the Air 
by Soccer America 

[2013 SCHEDULE] The women’s college season kicks off Aug. 23 and the men’s season starts a week later= For 

games available on television and online ... - Read the whole story 

Marquette and Georgetown 1-2 in preseason poll 
by Soccer America 

[BIG EAST: Women] Marquette and Georgetown are picked to finish 1-2 in the revamped Big East Conference women’s 

conference. The Hoyas swept the individual preseason honors. - Read the whole story 

Texas A&M edqes Florida in coaches’ votinq 
by Soccer America 

[SEC: Women] Texas A&M was predicted to win to the 2013 SEC women’s title in voting by the league’s 14 head coaches. 

The Aggies earned eight first-place votes, narrowly topping Florida’s six votes. - Read the whole story 

Hofstra picked to repeat 
by Soccer America 

[CAA: VVomen] Hofstra has been picked to repeat as the CAA women’s champion in 2013. The Pride received six first-place 

votes and narrowly edge out defending regular-season champion William and Mary. - Read the whole story 

Colorado Colleq~ ~op~ preseason poll 
by Soccer America 

[CONFERENCE USA: Women] Colorado College, which shared the 2012 regular-season Conference USA title, has been 

selected the preseason favorite to win the 2013 championship by the league’s coaches. - Read the whole story 

idaho State and Portland State are co4avorites ..................................................................................................................................................... 

by Soccer America 

[BIG SKY: \,’VomenI Big Sky coaches have chosen Idaho State and Portland State as favorites to win the 2013 women’s 
championship. - Read the whole story 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, August 10, 2013 

Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 24 action begins on Saturday .... The English FA Community Shield game is on Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. 73/programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek.) 

SATURDAY, Au£’~ust 10 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WASHINGTON-SEATTLE (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

international Club Friendly LIVERPOOL-CELTIC (live) noon. 

France BORDEAUX-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Friendly MALAYSIA-BARCELONA (live) 8:40 am. 

International Club Friendly TOTTENHAM-ESPANYOL (live) 12:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHVVEIG-VVERDER BREMEN (live) 12:30 

Netherlands PSV-NEC (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico MERIDA-ALTAMIRA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-CHIVAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-SEATTLE (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-MORELIA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm, 

MLS KANSAS CITY-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pro, 

MLS CHICAGO-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-HOUSTON (live) 9:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

International Club Friendly REAL MADRID-INTER MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

~nternational Club Friendly CHELSEA-ROMA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN2 



MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Community Shield MANCHESTER UNITED-WIGAN (live) 9 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England LEICESTER CITY-LEEDS UNITED (live) 11:30 am. 

France DE GUINAGAMP-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Community Shield MANCHESTER UNITED-WIGAN (live) 9 am. 

GOTLV 

International Club Friendly EVERTON-REAL BETIS (live) 10 pm. 

Germany SCHALKE-HAMBURG (live) Neon. 

Brazil FLUMINENSE-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico TOLUCA-SANTOS (live) I pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-COLORADO (live) 11 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS DALLAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

~ONDAY, A~gust 12 

TBA 

TUESDAY, August 13 

TBA 

WEONESOAY, A~gust 14 

ESPN2 

International Friendly BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA-USA (live) 3:30 pm. 

Le~’~gues offering live streaming of g~mes include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPro, 

Soccer America on Twitter; 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on WRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Aug. 10, 2013 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 7:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Sectiou 1 : Sounders wiu in Dempsey debut; Brooks scores in first Bundesliga match 

What They’re Saying 

"There has been a lot of talk, 

a lot of speculation, a lot of 

media stuff for me but what l 

enjoy is being on the field 

and playing It’s what I 

dreamed about as a kid, 

being a professional soccer 

player, and to be able to do 

that when you are on the 

field it is home. So it was 

good to get on the field, get 

some touches, mix it up with 

the boys and get familiar 

with this league again" 

-- Clint Dempsey on his 

Seattle Sounders’ debut in a 

2-1 win at Toronto FC He 

came on the 34th minute for 

injured Obafemi Martins to 

make his first MLS 

appearance since MLS Cup 

2006. (Seattle Times) 

Today’s NeWS ~Sunday, Aug 11,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ShareThis 

Sounders win in Dempsey debut 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[MLS REWlND I Week 241 The Seattle Sounders will have to be pleased with the 

debut of Clint Dernpsey even if he had to come on earlier than they probably would 

have liked and played longer than expected in a 2-1 win at Toronto FC. Sporting Kansas City took 

over the lead the Eastern Conference, while Real Salt Lake opened up a two-point lead in the 

Supporters’ Shield race and a five-point lead in the Western Conference. - Read the whole story 

Brooks scores in first Bundesiiga match 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD1 John Anthony Brooks, who is expected to get his first call-up to the 

U.S. national team, scored in his Bundesliga debut, striking through a maze of players on the 

second goal in promoted Hertha Berlin’s 6-1 win over Eintracht Frankfurt. Neither Fabian 

Johnson nor Timmy Chandler played on the opening day of the German first division season. - 

Read the whole story 

FC Kansas City blows chance to clinch 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND I Week I8] FC Kansas City blew a chance to clinch the NWSL regular-season 

title when it fell, 1-0, at Boston on Saturday. The Blues’ lead over over Portland, Western New 

York and Sky Blue FC was reduced from four points to three, setting up the possibility that all 

four teams could share the regular-season title if Portland, Western New York and Sky Blue FC 

win and FC Kansas City loses next Saturday, the final day of the regular season. - Read the 

whole story 

Cosmos draw capacity crowd at Tampa Bay 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWlND [ Week 2] The New York Cosmos’ first road match drew a capacity crowd of 

7,032 at AI Lang Stadium, where the Tampa Bay Rowdies and Cosmos played to a 0-0 tie. The 

Atlanta Silverbacks received their spring championship trophy from NASL Commissioner Bill 

Peterson following their 1-1 draw with the Carolina RailHawks that left all four teams in a tie for 

first place with four points. - Read the whole story 

Richmond regains lead, Battery and Eagles clinch playoff spots 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND [ Week 21] The Richmond Kickers regained the lead in USL PRO at least 

temporarily with a 5-2 win over the Dayton Dutch Lions Saturday night. Matthew Delicate and 

Brian Ownby led Richmond with a pair of goals apiece and Nate Robinson added the fifth goal 

before a crowd of 4,014 in Richmond. - Read the whole stow 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAATV.com <info@nscaatv.com> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 1:31 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

This Week on NSCAATV.com 

View as web page I Forward to friend or colleague 

Welcome to the NSCAATV Weekly, your source for updates on what’s 
coming up on NSCAATV.com! 

Launched in July, NSCAATV.com will start by having original 
programming, live streams and other content promoting the college 
soccer game. Additionally, the site will also include coaching education 
material the Association is known for, like live video chats with highly 
knowledgeable member coaches and partner organizations. 

[+] Read more about NSCAATV.com 

To keep receiving these weekly emails about the broadcasts on 
NSCAATV.com sign up here or using the button below. 

As soccer programs around the count[y are in full preparation mode for / ~ 

the 2013 season, NSCAATV.com is making its own preparations and 
predictions for the upcoming season. 

NSCAATV.com will air its inaugural broadcast of the "NSCAA College 
Highlights and Rankings Show," tomorrow (Aug. 13) at 1 p.m.        : ........................................................................................................................... 

ET/noon CT. This episode will announce the NSCAA/Continental Tire 
College Preseason Rankings, and interviews with the two defending 
NCAA Division I national championship coaches: Indiana men’s head 
coach To.. Yeag,ey and North Carolina women’s head coach Ao.oo 
Dorrance. 

The "NSCAA College Highlights and RankMgs Show" will be a regular 
production aired on Tuesdays throughout the college soccer season, 
premiering the new weekly rankings and announcing the Disney 
Soooer/NSCAA Players of the Week. Polls and player of the week 

~resea~raiiMr~ve~le~ honors will be released during this review show, then posted on 
8/l~Reg~la~ea, so~ 

NSCAATV.com/rankings afterwards rat~kin~ #~in ~i ~ with 
NOA~ ~Mslo~ ~ wo~e~, 

Date II Time IIEve.t 
Tue        Weekly College 

1 PM 
8/13 Rankings Show Hi,qhlights and 

8/Flr~ 9 PM Haiti National Team at BYU 

Thu (RV) Spring Arbor at #3 Lindsey 

8/22 
7 PM Wilson 

8/F~ 9 PM Northeastern at UCLA 

Fri Fullerton at BYU 
8/23 

9 PM Cal State 

IIBroadcaster 

NSCAATV 

BYUtv 

NSCAATV 

Pac-12 Network 

BYUtv 

GNAC 
GameCentral 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

i~if+~N$CAiA/Oontin~iNliiiTtreiiiii 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Sun        Cal State Northridqe at 
Pac-12 Network 

8/25 9 PM 
UCLA 

For a full list of live streamed soccer games, visit 
NSCAATV.com/sched ule. 

NSCAATV.com streamed its first live broadcast on Thursday, Aug. 1, 
from the 2013 Summer Symposium in Orlando, as Alexi I_alas gave a 
riveting presentation on player development 

Fridayeveningwasthe paneldiscussionfeaturing soccerheavyweights 

in tonySanneh, tosh Farrell BobGansler, lan Barkerand Dawn 
Scott talking about playerdevelopment and coaching education in the 

.~iI Informz for iMIS 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!v <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

Tuesday, Auf~ust 1 ~ 2013 ~1:~4 AM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Aug 13, 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Aug 13, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Cope Sudamer cana 

"[’he Cope Sudarl)eri(:a:la is obr only optio:~ for [Jve so(:(:e~ on ’~uesday, wit[) everw4~ere else focused on the inl:emabkma[ 

break. Fox Soccer has Be[$rano - Ve{ez 5arsfie{d at 6:}Opm ~. 

Their Words 

"We’re banged up, Do you want me to flo throullh the list? f mean you Buys know the tist: bette~ thas 

DC Unfted coach Ben Olsen~ 

Orozco Out for National Team Camp 
Michael Orozco wi[[ ~ot travel to Sarajew) for this week’s friendly after withdrawing fronl US National Team duty due to 

injury, Orozco puRed his hamsLris~ os Sunday nisht is Fueb[a’s ~arne wb:h Veracruz. US Soccer annousced [ate os 

Monday that Orozco’s roster slot wos’t be f~[ted, w~th the squad now at 22 p[ayers. 

2013 Hall of Fame Induction Scheduled for Oct 11 

"[’he (iS $cN:c:er [’i!,deratio~l annoLEsc@cI o~1 "[’[~esday that the hlductJo~l ~:erer[~osy fo~ the National Soccer ~a[~ of Fame CLass 

2015 wi[[ take p[ace p~ior ~o the World Cup Quaqfier between the UniLed StaLes and ~ammca on OcLober 1 lLh at 

Sporl:in$ Far~ in Kansas CiLy~ Kansas. Joe-Max Moo~e asd ~eter Vermes are the hldu<:tees, ’The inductk)n c:eremony 

star[s OL 2pro CT at the stadium’s West Plaza and is open to the public. 

Watchin  Soccer In The States 
gyd Hutcherson - WASHtNGTON~ De (Aug t:}, 201}) US Soccer Players -Only in Americas soccer would we be fe~gsing 

excitement when a broadcaster commits to under detivering. Sure, there are probab[y more ftattermg ways to take NBC 

Sports Socce~ GrOUp coordisatm8 producer Pierre Moossa’s comments to Sports I[[ustrated’s Richard Deitsch. In the 

p~ece, Moossa says "ou~ coverase ~s (~oing to be w}ry simple: We are ~oin~ to ~let out o~ the way asd jusl: cover Lhe 

same and the league p~oper[yi 

It’s an opes question os both sides of the Atlantic for what that really means, Repeatin?, the last sarans of players is the 

chch(} of Es(jhsh sotzcer comme~Lary, a~(] there are enough examples o~ ~Zn~[~sh broadcasters en~zout’a~in~ the Lateral 

~hey employ to try somed~Jn9 dosel’ to what you’d expec~ fl’om a major AmeFica~ he[work’s coverage. ~obody operates 

Jn 1sol.aries anymore, asd the costemporary mode[ has [iLt[e choice othe~ thas to embrace a varJel:y of influences. 

What that means for the coverage of established leagues by fo~eigs outlets is a very good questios. We’re still firmly in 

the era of Eng[ish voices for Enfl[ish sports in the United SLates, and NaCs Premier League coverage operates with Lhat 

precedent. ~n art }nter~dew with Phi[[y.com’s Jonathan Tannenwa[d. fo~ nler MLS player and current NBC Spo~ts socce~ 

~eporte~ gy[e Martino addressed tt~at, sayh~g ’1 d~ink that [it[In dance is a de[icate one that everyone has tr~ed to do. So 

far NBC has dose such a 8ood }ob of $etting that right, and for them to $ive rne the nod as the sole Americas voice on 

l:[~e broa@:asts is a l:rer[~e~ldous honor, a~ld sor[~el:hhx~ ~’m ~oinf~ 1:o take very serk~usty." Read More 

Corner: Manchester United 

tt’s easy to fee[ sorry for Manchester United mana$er David Moyes. There’s enou$h material across sports to provide the 

research mal:e~ia[ for mu[Li[)[e books o~ jbst how hard ~t is to be the next ~:oa(:h fol.[owJn~ a [e~esd. }n ~he o~se of 

Moyes, it’s not just that he’s the next ~uy aCter Alex gerguson, it’s that he’s a[ready an estab[ished manager h~ the same 

league, 

To date, Moyes has spest his weeks saying at[ the right things about the dub and his predecessor, batt[isg to keep the 

current squad in p[ace as at [east one high profile p[ayer considers his options, and competing against dubs that have 
more to spend and arguably more to offer. He"s doing this with the type of media 8bare that nom’~a[[y doesfft impact 

day-to-day activities at hh~ ok] (:[ub E:ve~tos, 



Dempsey must keep his high standards in MLS ¯ from GeaLcom’s Avi Craditer: "¢qnt himself ~as seL the highesL 
benchmark for himself over Lhe last yea~,"" 

David Ousted can ’stop any attacker’ in MLS - from The Vancouver Sun’s Gap/~qrtgston: "So, l’m going in with that 

confidence fo~ every matting" 

Timbers’ Will Johnson experiences enjoyable~ but painful return to Real Salt Lake - from The ()~r~’:~ Geeff~ey 
C, Arnofd: However. he’s eq)ected Lo pfay when Lhe Timbers host Dallas Saturday, 

Once-stru~ling Sounders now in hunt for a couple trophies - flora The Seattle Times’ Joshua Mayers: The key wit{ 

Return of the Kin~s? New York Cosmos 2013 Style - from Bocce[r Report ~xtra’s ,k£~n B[ade[~: Nal:[~8~[[y~ they 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Full Schedule of Fr[end[[es 

The 8osnia and Herzegovina - US/~ iHandiy is at g:50pm oa ESPNg. Germany - Paraguay is oa Ga{avision at 1 

F’ox Soccer ~as Esg{asd - $coL{asd a~ 3:pm. ~ta{y - Arge[~tina is o[~ Un~,ish:~n Depor’~es at 2:30pm. On ESPN geporl:es: ~raq 
¯ ChOke at 12:30pm, Portugak .. Hol.kaad aL 3:30pro, and ~ekgiam - France at 5:30pro, be~N S])ort has Sw~tzerkand ¯ Brazil. at 

2:45pm, Co{omb~a - Serbia at 4:45pm (gpm on belN en Espano]£ and Ecuador - Spain at 9pro {4pro on belN en Espano[), 

UniMas has Mexico - ~vory Coast at 9pro. A~ Tim~s 

Sponsor message 

powered by 



i~i powered by 

Click here to solely unsubscribe ir n "US~occerP!~ie s " Click here to view moilin~ orchives, here to chonge ,your preferences: o~ here to subscribe ~ Privocy~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:35 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Dempsey Opens Up About MLS Return 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Aug. 13, 2013 Tweet This ~i~i Share This 

SI.com                                                                                                      ~ 
In an interview with Sports Illustrated’sGrant Wahl, Clint Dempsey cites family as one of the main 

reasons for his decision to return to MLS and the Seattle Sounders from Tottenham Hotspur in the English 

Premier League. In fact, the versatile forward says he didn’t even consult Spurs coach Andre Villas-Boas once he 

learned that a move to MLS was a possibility, even though AVB later told him that he was part of his plans for the 

forthcoming season. 

"1 really just had a heart-to-heart with my family, talked to my wife, to my morn and dad, to my brothers and my sister. 

And had a few sleepless nights just going over that decision and wanting to make sure I was making it for the right 

reasons, and that I felt good about it," Dempsey says. "You have to get that gut feeling that you’re doing the right 

thing ." 

The USA captain adds that he wanted to return to the league where he got his start in 2004 while he is still in his 

prime. His main goals, he says, are to win an MLS Cup and to get back to ’the old me,’ which he explains here: 

"1 grew up watching South American soccer. That’s really what I enjoyed, being on the ball a little more, a little more 

creativity. It felt like when I went to Europe it kind of hindered that a little bit. It was more one- and two-touch and 

never lose the ball, that kind of thing. It helped me be more of a complete player and see the field better and make 

quicker decisions, but I feel like I have a good mix now, and I want to get back more to that creative style." 

Dempsey adds that he is "grateful" for having had the opportunity to play for AVB and for a big club like Tottenham. 

When asked if he would return to Europe this winter on loan during the MLS off-season, the 30-year-old was coy: "[A 

European loan] is something for down the road, you know what I mean?" - Read the whole story... 

[s._R....e..a..!_N.a....d...rj...d_.L_o_s.j...n..g. Interest in Bale? 
Telegraph 

Since it lodged a world-record bid for Tottenham winger Gareth Bale a few weeks ago that was quickly rejected by 

the London club, several things have happened that could indicate Real Madrid is cooling its interest in the 

Welshman. Most of these involve Real’s star forward, Cristiano Ronaldo. 

For starters, Ronaldo continues not to sign the contract extension offered by Real to his current deal, which runs out 

in at the end of next season. The Portugal captain has also refused to publicly endorse the club’s very public pursuit 

of Bale, who many feel is being lined up as his replacement. Also, the club’s supporters have also expressed 

wariness about spending more than $93 million on any one player (according to recent reports, Spurs is holding out 



for $170 million for Bale). Finally, Ronaldo, 28, recorded six goals and two assists in just seven appearances during a 

preseason in which Real won six games and drew one. 

According to the Telegraph, Coach Carlo Ancelotti is perfectly satisfied with the team as it is. In fact, following Real’s 

3-0 win against Inter Milan in St. Louis, the Italian said, "Why talk about Bale when Jes~ [Rodriguez] and [Alvaro] 

Morata have both played so well. They are young but incredibly talented." The report claims further that this Real 

squad is the most talented he has ever coached and that Bale does not currently figure into his plans. 

Of course, all of this begs the question whether Real’s interest in the Welshman has really cooled, or if Ancelotti and 

President Florentino Perez are merely trying to drive down his astronomical price tag. - Read the whole story... 

..P....o..pe Francis Meets Arg.e...n...t..!..n....a..,...!.t...a.l..y...S.....quads 
Football Italia 

Pope Francis, who is a big soccer fan, on Tuesday met with the Italy and Argentina squads ahead of Wednesday 

night’s friendly at the Stadio Olimpico in Rome, which was organized in his honor. The Argentine pope with Italian 

roots said he was torn about which team to support. 

"1 thank you all for being here. Luckily, it’s a friendly, otherwise I wouldn’t know who to support!" he said during a 

press conference as both teams visited the Vatican. "You are popular and the people follow you, but that is a 

responsibility on your shoulders. Never forget the beauty of camaraderie, from when you were amateurs. Before you 

are champions, you must be men and bring humanity to everyone you meet." 

He added: "To the directors, I say that soccer is sport and not a business. That is the way to discourage violence. I 

pray for you, but I hope you pray for me too so that I can play an honest and generous game of my own." Both teams 

are to give Pope Francis an olive tree that will be presented at the game and then planted in the Vatican’s gardens. 

Argentina captain Lionel Messi has pulled out of the squad due to a minor muscle injury, but he still had a chance to 

meet Pope Francis before leaving. - Read the whole story... 

Scolari" Messi Has Two Years Left at the Top... 
Football Espana 

Brazil coach Luiz Felipe Scolari has said that Lionel Messi, the world’s best player for the last four years, will 

remain at the top for two more years before being eclipsed by Brazilian youngster and Barcelona teammate Neymar. 

"Lionel will continue to be the best for one or two more years," Scolari told the German soccer federation’s website. 

"Messi is a team player but he is blessed with a marvelous individual talent. He is capable of winning a game all on 

his own." 

As for 21-year-old Neymar, he said: "Now that he is in Europe, and playing with Barca, Neymar can begin to show his 

immense technique to the whole world. I’m sure that he can emulate Messi’s success and reach the same level as 

Messi in the future -- he’s got the quality to do it. The most difficult thing he faces is adapting to a tactical discipline." - 

Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Bayern Munich midfielder Luiz Gustavo has admitted that he needs to leave the club in order to search for a starting 

spot with his favored destination being Arsenal. The Gunners have been linked with a $26.3 million bid for the 

Brazilian, while Wolfsburg and Dinamo Moscow have also expressed interest. 

Separately, Lyon President Jean-Michel Aulas has said that midfielder Yoann Gourcuff also favors a move to the 

Emirates and would be willing to accept a pay cut in order to make it happen. Gourcuff scored once and added two 

assists in Lyon’s 4-0 Ligue 1 opener against Nice on Saturday. - Read the whole story... 



Monaco’s Two-Point Deduction Lifted 
Reuters 

The French soccer federation on Tuesday lifted the two-point deduction it imposed on Monaco at the end of last 

season for the violent incidents incurred by fans following the club’s second division title celebrations, Monaco 

opened the Ligue 1 campaign with an impressive 2-0 win over Bordeaux, - Read the whole story,,, 

C__ stal Palace Signs Chamakh 
BBC Sport 
Newly promoted Premier League club Crystal Palace on Tuesday completed the signing of Marouane Chamakh 

from Arsenal on a one-year deal. Chamakh, 29, was signed by the Gunners in 2010, joining on a free transfer from 

Bordeaux, but after scoring 11 goals in his first season, he managed just three in his next two seasons. - Read the 

whole story... 

West Ham Sig..n....S.....D....o....W....n..!...n..g 
Guardian 

West Ham United on Tuesday signed Liverpool winger Stewart Downing on a four-year deal from Liverpool for $9.3 

million. The deal represents a loss of $21.7 million for Liverpool, who purchased Downing from Aston Villa for $31 

million two years ago. - Read the whole story... 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 08/08/13: The Garden 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 
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Soccer America Coufidential: The uew world order a~d ESPN FC 

Tuesday, Aug. 13,2013 

The new world order and ESPN FC 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Kennedy 

There was a time when the idea of ESPN launching a daily soccer show would have had us jumping up and down. 

But there’s so much soccer on the air these days - and more to come with Saturday’s debut of the EPL on NBC and Fox 

Soccer Daily airing for the first time on Monday on the new Fox Sports 1 - that it will take a lot of work to get soccer fans 

excited about ESPN2’s new ESPN FC show. 

And that’s just the problem with a show like ESPN FC: there’s so much soccer going on these days, how do you possibly 

begin covering it? 

A game like Sunday’s MLS match in Dallas normally would have been a perfect lead-in for a show like ESPN FC, but it clearly 

hadn’t planned on leading with the FC Dallas-LA Galaxy game, which proved to be a not so small problem. How do you not 

lead with a game that ended in a 3-3 tie with three goals from Landon Donovan, loads of controversy to rehash in the form of 

two blown offside calls, topped off by harsh t~marks from Donovan about Galaxy keeper Carlo Cudicini and his backline? 

Instead of debuting at 10 p.m. ET, "studio problems" meant ESPN FC launched in mid-show more than 10 minutes after the 

Dallas game ended and jumped right into the weeds with a debate on whether Wayne Rooney should leave Manchester 

United to Chelsea. Huh? 

A couple of hours later, ESPN FC re-aired from the beginning with weekend highlights from the Community Shield and the 

start of the Bundesliga. All good stuff but not up to what we’d just seen in Frisco. 

It was followed over the next 45 minutes by not one but two segments - with separate sets of talking heads, no less -- on 

Clint Dempsey’s move to MLS. Again, all fine and good. But nothing as good as the show Donovan and company just put on. 

On the second take, the ESPN FC got it right, ending with highlights and analysis from Dallas as well as the view from Bristol. 

The consensus? Donovan was absolutely right for calling out his keeper. 

The Monday afternoon show -- 5:30-6 p.m. ET - was more straightforward: opening with a Dempsey interview - one of the 

main talking heads happens to be his former Revs coach, Stevie Nicol, and his former Revs teammate, Taylor Twellman, is 

ESPN’s MLS and national team analyst - and closing with the goals of the week, including one by the 17=year-old PSV 

phenom Zakaria Bakkali, all 5-foot-5 of him, and two amazing goals from Denmark at No. 1 and No. 2. 

But it also included a very misguided segment on the absence of Timmy Chandler from the U.S. national team squad for the 

Bosnia match. Twellman mentioned rumors of Chandler wanting to switch back to play for Germany, and Raphael 

Honigstein, ESPN FC’s so=called German expert, said, "The German FA have told me they no interest in calling him up." 

They really told you that? One small detail: Chandler has been cap-tied to the USA since the Honduras qualifier in February. 

On the whole, though, the segments were good, and the dizzying array of talking heads and accents palatable. The problem, 

of course, will be to keep the show from becoming just that: dizzying. 

For shows like NFL Primetime and Baseball Tonight or the other mid-afternoon shows, there’s a natural order to things 

dictated by who’s winning and who’s losing, who’s throwing for five touchdowns and who’s throwing a no-hitter. Who blew out 

his knee or who’s on dope? All within the confines of one league. 

The challenge of a show like ESPN FC or Fox Soccer Daily is whether to make it a U.S. soccer show or an international 

soccer show. And if you make it an international show, what kind of international soccer do you emphasize? Do you end up 

burying MLS? And do you go overboard with the EPL? 

The good news is current events should make these kind of decisions for ESPN FC’s producers easy ones: it’s simply a 

soccer show on which the biggest news stories just happen to concern American soccer. And if that’s a new world order, all 

the power to us. 

The national team - whose media rights ESPN happens to hold - is doing very, very well so even a friendly in faraway 

Sarajevo is a big deal. And Dempsey’s return home is something fans can relate to - he’s doing it for himself and his family 

and no one else - so he’ll remain very much in the news. 

Except on nights when Donovan goes wild. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, August 14, 2013 5:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 

Wednesday, Aug. 14, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

A slew of fdendlies on Wednesday includes USA at Bosnia & Herzegovina, England-Scotland, Mexico-Ivory 

Coast ... 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, August ~ 4 

ESPN2 

International Friendly BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA-USA (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly MEXICO-IVORY COAST (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Friendly ENGLAND=SCOTLAND (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

International Friendly ENGLAND-SCOTLAND (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

International Friendly IRAQ-CHILE (live) 12:30 pm. 

International Friendly PORTUGAL-NETHERLANDS (live) 3:30 am. 

International Friendly BELGIUM-FRANCE (delay) 5:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

international Friendly SWITZERLAND-BRAZIL (live) 2:40 pm. 

International Friendly COLOMBIA-SERBIA (delay) 4:45 pro. 

International Friendly ECUADOR-SPAIN (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Friendly COLOMBIA-SERBIA (live) 2 pm. 

International Friendly ECUADOR-SPAIN (live) 4 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

International Friendly GERMANY-PARAGUAY (live) 11:30 am. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

International Friendly ITALY-ARGENTINA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly 

International Friendly 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly 

International Friendly 

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA-USA (live) 2:30 pm. 

MEXICO-IVORY COAST (live) 9 pm. 

GERMANY-PARAGUAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BELGIUM-FRANCE (live) 3 am. 

International Friendly PORTUGAL-NETHERLANDS (live) 3:30 am. 

20t4 FIFA WCQ NORTHERN IRELAND-RUSSIA (live) 3:40 pm. 

No live games 

BelN SPORT 

France SOCHAUX-LYON (live) 2:30 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SOCHAUX=LYON (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-TIGRES (live) 10:30 pm. 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico MONARCAS MORELIA-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, 

NBC 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-STOKE (live) 7:45 am. 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS EXTRA TIME 

England NORWlCH-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-CARDIFF (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NY-EOSTON (live) 8 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-HANNOVER (live) 12:30 pm, 

Uruguay PENAROL-RIVER PLATE (live) 2:30 pm, 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-EVIAN (live) 11 am= 
France NICE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm= 

Mexico VERACRUZ-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pm. 

ML$ COLUMBUS-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLB HOUSTON-SEATTLE (live) 9 pro. 

ML$ COLORADO-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLB LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ML$ PORTLAND-DALLAS (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-FEYENOORD (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany DORTMUND-BRAUNSCWEIG (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil FLAMENGO-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pro. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ATLETICO RAFAELA (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-RACING (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-VERACRUZ (live) 12:50 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-LEON (live) 1 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PUEBLA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

~4ONDAY, August 19 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

TUESDAY, August 20 

TBA 

WEO~’~ESOAY, August 2t 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

Le~’~gues offerin.g live streaming of games include: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedv I Ridge Mahone¥ I Mike Woitalla 

Google-~; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Aug. 14, 2013 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, August 14, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: UNC and UCLA picked for couference titles 

NEWS for wednesday, ~,ug. 14,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ ShareThis 

North Carolina is overwhelminq favorite 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[.ACC: Womenj North Carolina, which returns eight starters from its 2012 NCAA championship team, is the 

overwhelming favorite to win the ACC women’s title. Coach Anson Dorrance’s Tar Heels received 13 first-place 

votes in balloting among the ACC’s 14 head coaches. Defending regular-season conference champion Florida State received 

the other first-place vote. - Read the whole story 

UCLA gets nod over Stanford 
by Soccer America 

[PAC-12: WomenI UCLA was the preseason favorite to win the 2013 regular season Pac-12 title ahead of four-time defending 

conference champion Stanford. - Read the whole story 

Santa Clara is unanimous choice of opposing coaches 
by Soccer America 

~k¢CC: WomenI Santa Clara is the preseason favorite to win the 2013 West Coast Conference women’s title, capturing all nine 

possible first-place votes. Perennial power Portland and 2012 WCC champion BYU were picked to finish second and third, 

respectively. - Read the whole story 

West Virginia picked to win title 
by Soccer America 

[BIG I2: Women] West Virginia, which won the 2012 Big 12 regular-season title with a 7-0-1 record in its inaugural season in 

the conference, is picked to claim the top spot in 2013. The Mountaineers, who return nine starters, earned seven first-place 

votes to finish ahead of Texas Tech and Baylor. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[SOUTHLAND: Womer~] Stephen F. Austin, the defending Southland regular-season and tournament champion, placed six 

players on the 2013 preseason all-conference teams, including four on the first team. - Read the whole story 
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::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide TopDrawerSoccer.com is making a change to 
its college team rankings for the 2013 
season. Find out what’s in store and which 
programs made the preseason list. 

Monday’s National Combine at the Nike 
Headquarters featured 64 of the best players 
born in 1996 & 1997, See who stood out, 

HORn: U18 MNT Combine Recap 

THiE TOP :: o00 
Patrick Mullins returns for his senior season 
with the Maryland Terps and rightfully claims 
the top spot in the TDS top 100 player 
rankings for men’s college soccer. 
~ORE: Women’s Colleqe Top 100 Players 

DID YOU SEE? 

Check out the hi~ 
from the U18 WNT vs. L.A. 
Strikers match. 

Morten Nordstrand deserves 
a medal for this incredible 
bicycle kick. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

GuestPlayer,corn 

If you are even considering playing college 
soccer, you need to answer the following 
question... 

How will college coaches know what you can 
do if they don’t actually see you play? 

College coaches and professional scouts 
agree that consistent exposure in major 
tournaments and showcase events is a key 
factor in identifying and selecting players for 
their programs. GuestPlayer.com is the only 
active on-line resource dedicated to 
increasing visibility and opportunities for 
talented players looking for greater exposure 
at Top Tournaments and Showcase Events. 



GuestPlayer.com is your link to a network of 
club, collegiate, and professional coaches 
looking for talented players to help make 
their programs more successful. 

We Connect Players with Teams 

GuestPlayer.corn 
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Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, August 14, 2013 10:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Insider: Keeper Questions: Getting a slay one m speak -- a~d in u~ful manner 

Wednesday, Aug. 14,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Keeper Questions: Getting a shy one to speak -- 
and in useful manner 
By Tim Mulqueen 

I have a U-13 keeper who is big for his age, has talent and skill, but for the life of me I can’t get him to be a 

vocal keeper. He is a soft-spoken shy guy who wil/just not speak up and direct things from the back. Any 

suggestions to help change this? 

This is a common problem for many young keepers. The main thing is that he has talent. You can use that to 

help him get out of his shell and begin talking. 

Maybe it’s his personality that keeps him from talking in goal. That is OK. He doesn’t have to be boisterous or inspirational. 

He just needs to speak when it is appropriate and give useful information. 

Too many keepers when told to communicate become cheerleaders or talk only to the negative plays of their teammates. 

Both of these situations are bad. I would rather have a keeper say nothing then do either. 

Here are some bullet points that can hopefully help him become more assertive in goal: 

1. Use his talent to give him confidence to speak. Help him comprehend his place in the team and his leadership potential. 

2. Stand with him in training games and help him with what to say. He maybe talented but may not read the game well and 

needs help in what to say and when. 

3. Make him organize activities in training. An example; have him pick his team; or pick his backs. Anything that makes him 

address the group. 

4. Make a vocabulary list of verbiage you would like him to use. For instance: clear, tackle, away, force left (or) right, keeper, 

etc. 

5. In training games have him play in the field as a back so he has to organize those players around him. It will also help in his 

reading of the game. 

This should be more than enough to start the process. Be patient and supportive. The keeper needs to realize that you will 

support him in what is not a natural part of his makeup. 

Make sure he is communicating important messages and not narrating the game or cheerleading. If he does that, the 

important messages will be lost. He needs to speak in a firm and commanding voice but with a calmness and confidence to 

his words. 

(Tim Mulqueen, author of the "The Complete Soccer Goalkoeper: Techniques & Tactics For Stopping Every Shot., is a U.S. 

Soccer Federation coach and instructor who has been goalkeeper coach for U. S. national teams at the U-f7 Wodd Cup, U-20 

World Cup and Olympic Games. He’s been a goalkeeper coach in MLS, for the MetroStars, and the Kansas City Wizards 

when they lifted the 2000 league title. Mulqueen is the head coach of Chamjers SC’s U- 13/14 U.S. Soccer Development 

Academy team and Director of Sports of the P~emier Sports Campus at Lakewood Ranch, Fla.) 

Send your goalkeeper questions to Tim Mulquee,,~ via mike@ socceramerica.com. 

P~evious Keeper Questions columns: 

Coaching Consistency; How to Spice Up Training 

Dressinq, and warming up for success 

Holiday Activities; Eye on the Ball 

Post your response to the punic Youth Soccer Insider No.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 
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Kick Off the Schoo[ Year With an 
InoService Teacher Trainin$ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thur~ay, August 15, 2013 

Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French and Mexican action on Friday.... The 2013-14 English Premier League season kicks off on 

Saturday .... MLS enters Week 25 this weekend. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 
updatod daily throughout the week.) 

THURSOAY, A~g[~st ~ 

No live games 

FRIDAY, Au~lust ~ g 

BelN SPORT 

France SOCHAUX-LYON (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France SOCHAUX-LYON (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-TIGRES (live) 10:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MONARCAS MORELIA-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDP, Y, ~u.q~st 

NBC 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-STOKE (live) 7:45 am. 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS EXTRA TIME 

England NORWlCH-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-CARDIFF (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NY-BOSTON (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-EVIAN (live) 10:45 am. 

France TOULOUSE-BORDEAUX (live) 1:45 pm. 

England LEEDS UNITED-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (delay) 4 pm. 

Russia ZENIT-ANZHI (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-GETAFE (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATHLETIC (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALAGA (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 



GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-HANNOVER (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RIVER PLATE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-EVIAN (live) 11 am. 

France NICE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DALLAS (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

ReIN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

Super Coppa JUVENTUS-LAZIO (delay) 5:30 pm. 

France PSG-AJACCIO (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORTen Espanyol 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-FEYENOORD (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany DORTMUND-BRAUNSCWEIG (live) 11:30 am. 

Rrazil FLAMENGO-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ATLETICO RAFAELA (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-RACING (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-VERACRUZ (live) 12:50 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-LEON (live) 1 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-ELCHE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-VlLLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 



TUESDAY, A~g~st 20 

TBA 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter; 

FollowSoccer America J Paul Kennedy ] Ridge Mahoney J Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Aug 15, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Section 1: The Streak -- USA closes in on Spanish record 

What They’re Saying 

"We’re working on catching 

up. We want to break into 

the Top 15 in the world one 

day. We still have a way to 

go. But you can see that we 

are becoming more 

confident and we can really 

play the game. We came 

here to play, not to defend, 

not to counterbreak. We 

came here to play eye-to- 

eye and make the best out 

of it. Therefore we are very 

satisfied." 

Today’s News --Thursday, Aug 15,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ ShareThis 

USA closes in on Spanish record 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[THE STREAK] After the 4-2 loss to Belgium on May 30 in Cleveland, the idea that 

the USA would then run off 12 straight wins would have been fantasy. Just like idea 

that the moribund U.S. attack would be transformed into the swashbuckling crew that scored four 

second-half goals Wednesday for the most improbable win of the streak, a 4-3 comeback win at 

Bosnia-Herzegovina that puts the USA only three wins away from tying the world record held by 

Spain. For everything you need to know about the streak ... - Read the whole story 

-- US. coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann after the 4-3 win 

over Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

([vl LSSoccer. co m) 

Altidore: ’i’m not saying I’m Ronaldinho but ...’ 
by Soccer America 

[USA-BIH: Reaction] dozy Altidore, whose hat trick gave him a national team record for goals in 

five straight games, said he and his teammates did not get down after trailing Bosnia- 

Herzegovina, 2-0, at the half. After the first U.S. goal, he said everyone was brimming with 

confidence and he was just happy t~e could play a part in the 4-3 comeback win. Here’s what he 

and his teammates had to say after the game ... - Read the whole story 

Mexico and Costa Rica both romp 
by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWNJ Ivory Coast proved to be just what the doctor ordered, as the 

Elephants gifted Mexico two first-half goals and El Tri went on win, 4-1, for a confidence-boosting 

victory with key World Cup 2014 qualifiers against Honduras and the USA on tap for September. 

Costa Rica, which hosts the USA in a battle of Hexagonal leaders on Sept. 6, shrugged off a slow 

start to win, 4-0, at the Dominican Republic thanks to four second-half goals. - Read the whole 

story 

Vancouver is embroiled in regional battle 
by Ridge IVlahoney 

[MLS: Playoft Push] The Vancouver ’Whitecaps’ slow start had some demanding a coaching 

change, but then Brazilian Camilo got hot. He’s just one reason, however, why the ’Caps find 

themselves in the Western Conference’s top five with 11 games to play. - Read the whole story 

Fire cuts loose MacDonald, clearin..q way for Rios 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] Just a day of training was enough for Fire head coach Frank Klopas to 

rave about a new signing that had yet to officially join the team. A place for Uruguayan World Cup 

midfielder Arevalo Rios was finally made when the Fire reached an agreement that sent forward 

Sherjill MacDonald on his way. - Read the whole story 

O’Hara requires reconstructive ankle surgery 
by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] U.S. Olympic gold-medalist Kelley O’Hara will have reconstructive surgery on 

her right ankle on Thursday that requires her to sit out 4-6 months. The former Stanford star has 

had issues with her ankle throughout the inaugural NWSL season and decided the best option 

was to undergo surgery. - Read the whole story 

Richmond clinches regular-season title 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 22] The Richmond Kickers clinched the 2013 USL PRO regular- 

season title with a 2-0 win over Orlando City. Veteran Matthew Delicate scored both goals five 

minutes apart midway through the first half for the Kickers. Trinidad & Tobago international Kevin 

Molino missed a penalty kick for Orlando, which will be the No. 2 seed in the playoffs behind 

Richmond. - Read the whole story 

Dani Alves’ stunning own goal leads Swiss past Brazil 
by Soccer America 

[VIDEO PICK: Offthe Post] Dani Alves headed home a gorgeous own goal in the 48th minute of 

Brazil’s 1-0 loss to Switzerland in Basel on Wednesday, which some might call a friendly gesture 



in a neutral country. - Read the whole story 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirecto~.com> 

Thursday. Angust 15, 2013 7:12 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Snmmer Replay Series :: Alan Kirkup - Univ. Florida - Wail Drill Wa~n Ups 

[% TheCoaches Insider ~:: 1877.386.4840 

Replay 

Wall Drill Warm Ups -Watch it Here[ 

Facebook J’~:iI Twitter 

Watch as Coach Alan Kirkup teaches Wall Drill Warm Ups. 

Provided by Championship Productions 

[3~ Facebook 

George Kuntz - Technica~ Soccer Development ....... 

University of California, lrvine : Nead Men’s Coach 

Practice planning takes an investment of time. How much time is a coach 

willing to invest in preparing his or her practice? Coaches in genera~ 

across the board must be ready to p~an a prac[ice that is effective, fun, 

and ful~ of action for the p~ayers. Do you have what you need for 

)racfice? Are there soccer.,. ~::b?.:..fi~ ~:,k:.~::.:. :~.::.. 

~;~ Sha re this withyou r colleagues! 

Don’t Forget to Forwar~ this ~.’~rnai~ t~ yo~r Assistant Coaches! 

Get the game- 

winning edge 

next season with 

Human Kinetics - 

w~w,.HumanKinet 

ics.com 

sdvertisement 



clicl< here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 8:02 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 15s move into Copa Mexico de Naciones semifinals 

U.S. U-I 5s move into semifinals 
by Soccer America 

[COPA MEXICO DE NACIONES] The U.S. under-15 boys national team moved into the semifinals of the Copa 

Mexico de Naciones with a 1-0 win over Costa Rica on Wednesday. Joe Gallardo Jr. had his fifth goal of the 

tournament for the USA, which will face Uruguay in Friday’s semifinals. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] The 2014 U.S. Youth Soccer National Championships will be held July 22-27, 2014, at the Maryland 

SoccerPlex in Germantown, Md. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[SUPER-20 LEAGUE1 TFC is first in the Super-20 League First 11 rankings for the 2013 season. The Piano, Texas-based club 

posted a perfect 8-0-0 regular season record and advanced to the Super=20 League championships= TFC finished ahead of 

second-place IMG Academy in the rankings, with Reading United AC placing third for the second consecutive year. - Read the 

whole story 

Venues named for New Zealand tournament 
by Soccer America 

[2015 UNDER-20 WORLD CUP] FIFA announced the host cities for 2015 Under-20 World Cup in New Zealand at ceremonies 

held at the Maritime Museum in Auckland. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 6:03 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: NBC goes all out to promote EPL in New York 

Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 

NBC goes all out to promote EPL 
By Paul Kennedy 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

in New York 

No soccer launch on television has ever featured such a promotional push as NBC’s countdown to Saturday’s 

start of the English Premier League. 

You’ve probably seen the comedic video featuring Jason Sudeikis playing the part of American football coach Teddy Lasso, a 

fictional new head coach of Tottenham Hotspur, that has gotten more than 4 million hits on You Tube. 

But in New York, NBC went on a promotional blitz, wrapping MTA shuttle trains between Grand Central and Times Square in 

the colors of EPL clubs in a "Keep Calm and Pick A Side" campaign. The top four teams on NBC’s team picker page? In 

order, Tottenham, Arsenal, Manchester United and Liverpool. 

For Saturday’s kickoff, NBC has hired ei.qht London-style cabs in EPL team colors. And for the first Saturday mornings of the 

season, Seamless.corn, a home-delivery meals service, will offer an exclusive "Breakfast in Bed with the Premier League" with 

20 percent off breakfast items. 

No network has invested as heavily in a non-FIFA media property as NBC has in its deal with the EPL, reported to be $250 

million over three years. And as John Miller, chief marketing officer of NBC Sports Group, points out, the EPL is a sports 

property unlike any other NBC has ever had in that the season extends 10 months, from August to May. 

NBC is using the start of the new EPL season to transition the name of its sports channel, NBC Sports Network, to NBCSN. 

EPL coverage on NBCSN will begin Saturday at 7 a.m. ET with the first of four Premier League Live shows, continue with the 

Uverpool-Stoke City and ArsenaI-Aston Villa matches and conclude at 11 p.m. with 

Match of the Day I. NBC will also air a live match, Swansea City against defending champion Manchester United. 

(Click here for weekend Soccer on TV listings.) 

EPL TWITTER TABLE. Gild Edge Soccer tweeted a table of EPL twitter buzz, ranking Twitter mentions by club in the United 

States in 2013. The top three by a wide margin were Chelsea, Arsenal and Liverpool. 

DEMPSEY CAR WASH Want an idea of how Clint Dempsey spent his Monday? MLS Communications’ Sean Dennison 

chronicles the media tour, or car wash, the new Seattle Sounders player took around Manhattan. Stops included: 

- MSNBC’s Morning Joe; 

- ABC’s Good Morning America 

- Sports Illustrated and Sl Now Live; 

- MLS headquarters; 

- NPR; 

- MLS headquarters again; 

- Photo shoot on the corner of 38th Street & 5th Avenue; 

- CBS Evening News Sunday; 

- CNN. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+ : Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Soccer Business Insider bloq. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, August 16, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 16, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French and Mexican action on Friday.... The 2013-14 English Premier League season kicks off on 

Saturday .... MLS enters Week 25 this weekend. 

(Click here for information on availability of NBC’s Premier League Extra Time package on your provider.) 

(Aft ~irnes Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lramming is always subject to chan~le. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer on 73/is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

France SOCHAUX-LYON (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SOCHAUX-LYON (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-TIGRES (live) 10:30 pro. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MONARCAS MORELIA-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

S&TURD.& Y, ~t~.q~st 

NBC 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England LIVERPOOL-STOKE (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS EXTRA TIME 

England NORWICH-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

England WEST HAM-CARDIFF (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NY-BOSTON (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-EVIAN (live) 10:45 am. 
France TOULOUSE-BORDEAUX (live) 1:45 pm. 

England LEEDS UNITED-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (delay) 4 pm. 

Russia ZENIT-ANZHI (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-GETAFE (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATHLETIC (live) 3 pro. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALAGA (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

GOLTV 



Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-HANNOVER (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RIVER PLATE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PSV-GO AHEAD EAGLES (live) 12:40 pm. 

Brazil CRUZBRO-VITORIA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-EVIAN (live) 11 am. 
France NICE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-QUERETARO (live) 6 pro. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TOLUCA (live) 10 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DALLAS (live) 11 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-TOTTENHAM (l~ve) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) 3 pro. 

Super Coppa JUVENTUS-LAZIO (delay) 5:30 pm. 

France PSG-AJACCIO (delay) 10 pm. 

ReIN SPORTen Espanyol 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 12:30 pro. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-FEYENOORD (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany DORTMUND-EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHWEIG (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil FLAMENGO-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ATLETICO RAFAELA (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-RACING (live) 7 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-VERACRUZ (live) 12:50 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-LEON (live) 1 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PUEBLA (live) 5 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 



Spain RAYO-ELCHE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-VlLLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

TUESDAY, A~gust 20 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (live), 2:30 p.m. 

Concacaf Champions League DIRECTV W CONNECTION-HOUSTON DYNAMO (live), 8 p.m. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR KARAGANDY-CELTIC (live), 2:30 p.m. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-CARTAGINES (live), 10 p.m. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-MORELIA (live) 10 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, A~g~st 21 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live), 2:30 p.m. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League TBA-TBA (live), 2:30 p.m. 

NBCSN 
England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

Leagues ofledng live streaming ol games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook; Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Aug. 16,2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

The U.S. U15 Girls National Team played to a 
scoreless draw against Cal South ’97s on 
Tuesday. There were a ha~s who 

! II 

stood out from the game. I~ PremierContent ~ 

Finding a balance between paying the big 
bucks for club soccer and getting noticed for 
college is an eternal struggle. Straddling that 
barbed wire fence can often define careers. 

Unlike some conference counterparts, change 
was kept to a minimum in the Atlantic 10. 
Who are the contenders heading into the 
2013 women’s season? 
I~IORI=: Women’s Colleqe Preview: Favorites 

DID YOU SEE? 

Here are our To~ 5 moments 
from Wednesday’s games. 
Ready. Set. Go. 

,]ozy Altidore went into 
beast mode on Bosnia, but 
Bradley stole the show. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 3:20 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Sectiou 2: Suarez Apologizes, Trains ruth Liverpool; Doubts Rise About Bale Transt~r 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Aug. 16, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Suarez Apologizes, Trains with Liverpool 
Guardian 

Luis Suarez has apparently apologized to Liverpool and coach Brendan Rodgers after the striker was 

spotted training with the Liverpool first team on Friday for the first time since accusing Rodgers and 

Liverpool management of lying to Mm about his future. 

Rodgers had responded by ordering the Uruguay striker to practice by himself, adding that he would not be allowed 

to rejoin the first team again until he apologized for his "total disrespect of the club. 

The Guardian reports that Suarez is due to meet with Rodgers on Friday to discuss his future. The pair’s 

relationship may have been strained further Suarez’s denial of midweek reports from Uruguay that he had decided 

to remain at Anfield. - Read the whole story... 

Doubts Rise About Bale Transfer 
ESPN FC 

Increasingly, Real Madrid’s move for Gareth Bale is being questioned in Spain. Especially after reports claiming 

the entire transfer, including fees and salary, would amount to $312.8 mill!ore 

Real’s huge debts have led many to question the move, while others wonder where the swashbuckling winger would 

fit into coach Carlo Ancelotti’s possession-based midfield. 

While Real-supporting paper Marca on Friday said it is certain the transfer will happen,while AS, another pro- 

Madrid publication, features a piece from editor Alfredo Re~ano expressing his concerns about the transfer. 

"As the days pass, it seems Bale’s signing for Madrid comes closer and closer in an inexorable way, and each day I 

hear more doubts," Relano wrote. "Doubts about the price, above all, and for the little need to make the signing."- 

Read the whole story... 

United Makes Last=Ditch Transfer Push 
Daily Mail 

Everton boss Roberto Martinez has told Manchester United that he would be willing to listen to offers for 

forwardlmidfielder Marouane Fellaini. Though the Belgium international’s $36.8 million release clause expired at 

the end of July, Martinez indicated he would be unlikely to sell Fellaini for less. 

Meanwhile, the Daily Mai! claims that United is also entering the race to sign Anzhi Makhachkala playmaker Will!an. 

The Brazilian is thought to be close to agreeing a move to Liverpool, although United could try to hijack the deal. 

The Mailalso claims that Real Madrid, in need of funds for its impending Gareth Bale transfer, has offered 

playmaker [Vlesut Ozil to the Old Trafford club. The Germany international would fetch close to $54.7 million. - 

Read the whole story... 

Messi Could Miss Barca’s Season Opener 
Reuters 

Barcelona is sweating over the fitness of Lionel Mess! ahead of Sunday’s La Liga opener at home to Levante. The 

26-year-old has a pulled left quad, which caused him to miss Argentina’s 2-1 friendly win against Italy on 

Wednesday. Barca confirmed that the Argentina captain could miss the opening game in a statement on its Web 

site. Mess! had missed the end of last season with a hamstring injury. 

"Things might be easier for us if Mess! does not play," Levante’s Costa Rican goalkeeper, Keylor Navas, said. "He 

is the best player in the world, without a doubL Going to Barcelona is always difficult. Let’s hope that they have still 

not picked up their usual rhythm." - Read the whole story... 

EPL: FIFA Should Move 2022 WorLd Cup 
Associated PFess 
Premier League Chief Richard Scudamore has joined the English Football Association in urging FIFA to consider 

moving the 2022 World Cup from Qatar. Growing concerns about hosting the tournament in the country’s searing 

summer heat has forced FIFA to consider moving the tournament to the winter, but both the FA and Premier 

League say that that is impossible. - Read the whole story... 

Liverpool Signs Cissokho on Loan 



Guardian 

Liverpool on Friday agreed to sign French left back A~y Cissokho on a season-long loan, as coach Brendan 

Rodgers looks to increase competition for Jose Enrique. Liverpool is also reportedly the favorite to land Anzhi 

Makhachkala’s Wi~ian. - Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, August 17, 2013 

Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The 2013-14 English Premier League and Spanish La Liga seasons kick off on Saturday .... MLS enters Week 25 

this weekend. 

~ 
(Click her~ for information on availability of NBC’s Premier League Extra Time package on your provideL) 

(Aft ~irnes Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lramm#~/ is always subject to chan~le. Check your local listin~ls. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, August ~7 

NBC 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England LIVERPOOL-STOKE (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS EXTRA TIME 

England NORWICH-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-CARDIFF (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL WESTERN NY-EOSTON (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-EVIAN (live) 10:45 am. 

France TOULOUSE-BORDEAUX (live) 1:45 pm. 

England LEEDS UNITED-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (delay) 4 pm. 

Russia ZENIT-ANZHI (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-GETAFE (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ATHLETIC (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-MALAGA (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT FRANKFURT-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-HANNOVER (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RIVER PLATE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PSV-GO AHEAD EAGLES (live) 12:40 pm. 

Brazil CRUZEIRO-VITORIA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-EVIAN (live) 11 am. 
France NICE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-AMERICA (live) 8 pm. 



Mexico CHIAPAS-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DALLAS (live) 11 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-TOTTENHAM (l~ve) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

Super Coppa JUVENTUS-LAZIO (delay) 5:30 pm. 

France PSG-AJACCIO (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORTen Espanyol 

Spain BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-FEYENOORD (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany DORTMUND-EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHWEIG (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil FLAMENGO-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ATLETICO RAFAELA (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-RACING (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-LEON (live) 1 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PUEBLA (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS SAN JOSE-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-ELCHE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIAWILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (live), 2:30 p.m. 

Concacaf Champions League DIRECTV WCONNECTION-HOUSTON DYNAMO (live), 8 p.m. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR KARAGANDY-CELTIC (live), 2:30 p.m. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-CARTAGINES (live), 10 p.m. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-MORELIA (live) 10 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, A~gus[ 21 



FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENEREAHCE-ARSENAL (live), 2:30 p.m. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League TBA-TBA (live), 2:30 p.m= 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Leaque 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America J Paul Kennedy ] Ridge Mahoney J Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013 
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Section 1 : Altidore’s Sunderland mmaager sets target: at least 15 goals 

What They’re Saying 

"He told me he gave up his 

hopes of professional 

soccer once he played with 

Glint. He thought he couldn’t 

make it, so he figured he’d 

better get good at kicking a 

ball for football" 

-- Shahid Khan, the owner of 

the Jacksonville Jaguars 

and the new owner at 

Fulham, on Jaguars star 

placekicker Josh Scobee, 

who took up placekicking as 

a senior in high school in 

Texas. (ProSoccerTalk comj 

Today’s News - Saturday, Aug. 17, 2013            ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Altidore’s Sunderland manaqer sets tarqet: at least 15 
~loals 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] No American will be under more scrutiny abroad this 

season than dozy Altidore following his U.S. record $13 million move from Dutch club AZ to 

Sunderland, which kicks offthe 2013-14 English Premier League season Saturday against 

Fulham (NBC Extra Time, 10 a.m. Er). The first time around in the EPL, the 23-year-old striker 

was a bust at Hull City (one goal in 28 games), but his manager at Sunderland, Italian Paolo Di 

Canio, says he expects a big season from his new striker. How big? - Read the whole stow 

Young DP signing Lopez should spark Houston attack 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[ML$: Playolf Push] The Houston Dynamo plays the first of five games over the next two weeks 

on Saturday when it hosts Glint Dempsey and the Seattle Sounders before a sell-out crowd at 

BBVA Compass Stadium. It will look to new Honduran midfielder Alexander/opez to add a 

creative spark to the weakest attack of any team in the playoff tiers. - Read the whole story 

Time for Rapids’ imports to take over? 
by Soccer America 

[MLS PREVIEW: Week 25] Draft picks Dillon Powers and Deshorn Brown, defenders Chris 

Klute and Shane O’Neill and goalie Glint Irwin -- who had played a combined two MLS games 

before this season - have gotten the Colorado Rapids into playoff contention= Is it now time for 

Colorado’s new imports to take over? Panamanian Gabriel Tortes and Vicente Sanchez could 

make their first appearances on Saturday when the Rapids host the Vancouver Whitecaps in a 

critical Western Conference showdown. - Read the whole story 

Chivas USA pair gets suspensions doubled 
by Soccer America 

[MLS DISCIPLINE] Chivas USA midfielder Gabriel Farfan and forward Tristan Bowen were 
each suspended for one additional game for their actions in Sunday’s 1-1 against the Colorado 

Rapids during which they were both sent off. - Read the whole story 

Four teams head into weekend tied on top 
by Soccer America 

[NASL PREVIEW: Week 3]The Carolina RaiIHawks and New York Cosmos, two of the four teams 
unbeaten and tied for the NASL lead after two games in the fall season, meet for the first time 

Saturday at WakeMed Soccer Park. - Read the whole story 

Four teams could end weekend tied at top 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL PREVIEW: Week 19] FC Kansas City is in the driver’s seat, heading into the final 

weekend of play in the NWSL’s inaugural regular season. It needs only a draw at home against 

Chicago to clinch the regular season. But Portland, Western New York and Sky Blue FC, the 

three teams tied for second place three points behind it, all play other teams, meaning the regular 

season could theoretically end with a four-way tie for first place. - Read the whole story 

Tie knocks VSI Tampa Bay out of playoff hunt 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 22] VSI Tampa Bay FC was eliminated from playoff contention when 

it had to settle for a 3-,3 tie with the Charlotte Eagles. The result left the Dayton Dutch Lions and 

Wilmington Hammerheads to battle it out for the eighth and final spot in the postseason. - Read 

the whole story 
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Section 1 : Galaxy makes statement, Keane hits a~other hat trick 

What They’re Saying 

"He’s a fantastic player that I 

would say has to go down 

as one the best players this 

league has ever seen. 

When he is on and he is 

effective, it’s pretty 

incredible One of the things 

I don’t think he gets enough 

credit for is how hard he 

works. He creates goals, he 

creates goals for himself he 

creates goals for others, his 

movement is excellent and 

he’s always on the move." 

-- Real Salt Lake coach 

Jason Kreis after the LA 

Galaxy’s Robbie Keane 

burned his team for three 

second-half goals in a 4-2 

win. 

Today’s News - Sunday, Aug 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Galaxy makes statement, Keane hits another hat trick 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[MLS REV’vIND: Week 25] If there was any doubt that the two-time champion LA 

Galaxy remains the team to beat in MLS, it laid that to rest Saturday night as 

Robbie Keane led the Galaxy to a 4-1 comeback win over Supporters’ Shield leader Real Salt 

Lake with three goals, becoming the first player to record two hat tricks this season. - Read the 

whole stoW 

Guzan sensational in EPL opener, goals for Johannsson and 
Arriola 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROADJ Brad Guzan, the only one of four Americans to play and win on the 

opening day of the English Premier League season, was sensational in Aston Villa’s 3-1 win at 

Arsenal. Youngsters Aron Johannsson (third goal in three league games for AZ) and Paul 

Arriola (first goal for Tijuana) both scored, while Fabian Johnson had an assist on Hoffenheim’s 

first goal in its 5-1 win at Hamburg in Germany. - Read the whole stow 

Agudelo shows off genius 
by Soccer America 

[VIDEO PICK: Goal of the Day]Juan Agudelo showed why he is still one of the USA’s top young 

prospects, scoring on a backheel he lobbed over Chicago Fire goalie Sean Johnson in his first 

game back for the New England Revolution after a two-month injury absence. - Read the whole 

stow 

Sporting Kansas City’s depth will get tested 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: F~layoft Push] For Sporting Kansas City’s faithful, the issue isn’t whether it will make the 

playoffs. It’s what will happen when it gets there. Back to front, Sporting KC is as good as any 

team in MLS. - Read the whole stoW 

San Jose needs to stay afloat in August 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: F~layoft Push] The San Jose Earthquakes, the 2012 Supporters’ Shield winners, fell far off 

the pace, resulting in the departure of their only coach, Frank Yallop. They need wins over the 

likes of Sporting Kansas City Sunday night to stay in contention. - Read the whole stoW 

Flash and Thorns join FCKC at top 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL REWIND: Week 19] The Western New York Flash and Portland Thorns FC both earned 

2-1 decisions on Saturday to move into a tie for first place with FC Kansas City heading into the 

finn day of the NWSL regular season. The Blues will clinch the title with a win or tie over Chicago 

on Sunday at home. - Read the whole stoW 

New Cosmos crash to first defeat 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Week 3]Brian Shriver scored his 10th and 1 lth goals of the season to take 

over the lead in the NASL Golden Boot race and fire the Carolina RailHawks to the top of the 

standings with a 3-0 win over the New York Cosmos, who suffered their first loss since joining the 

league for the fall campaign. - Read the whole stoW 

Dayton claims last playoff spot, Barracuda FC finishes 0-26-0 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week ~2] The Dayton Dutch Lions claimed the final USL PRO playoff berth 

with a 3-1 win over the Harrisburg City Islanders on the final of the regular season. They finished 

with one-point edge on the Wilmington Hammerheads, who beat Barracuda FC, 4-1, to hand the 

touring Antiguan club its 26th loss in 26 games. For the quarterfinal schedule ... - Read the 

whole story 
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Soccer America Tournament Calendar: Sunday, August 18, 2013 

Sunday, Aug. 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

SOUTH 

MtDoWEST ........................... 

SOUTH..W EST 

WEST 

INTERNATIONAL ......................................... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9- U15 

NESC COLUMBUS DAY CLASSIC ............................................................................... 
CAPE COD Massachusetts (New England Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 

- All matches at Hauset Regional High School, Eastham MA. - No Friday night team check-in. - Saturday team check-in beginning at 

8 AM - 11 AM. - Two day event: Saturday & Sunday. - U9 & U10 Friendship Festival (6v6 or 8v8) - 4 match guarantee. - Ull offered in 

Friendship and Championship 8v8 formats. - U12 offered in 8v8 and 11vll Championship Formats - 2 competitive levels offered in 

Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

U8 - U19 

35TH ANNUAL EAST MEADOW SOCCER TOURNAMENT 
Long Island Hew York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

U8 - U19 Boys and Girls Sponsored by Modell’s The event is "one of the largest and longest running soccer tournaments in the 

nation" with over 440 teams partidpating every year. *All full sided games (U12 and above) offidated by 3 man ref system * Open to 

all competitive and classic club teams. *Games played at more than 15 locations throughout Nassau County, with some ... 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U19 

OBGC CAPITAL CUP ................................................... 
Ellicott City, Olney, Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U19 

OBGC CAPI[AL CUP ................................................... 
OIney Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, July 13, 2013 

OBGC Capital Cup August 30-September 2, 2013 OIney, MD Boys U9-U19 The tournament is open to all Club level teams 

.................................................................................................. 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

U9-U15 

KEYSTONE CUP 
Classics Soccer Park Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Aug. 12, 2013 



Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

U9-U14 Boys and Girls Premier and Travel Teams/Mens Open 

DICK’S SPORTING GOODS MID-STATE t:LASSfC 
Harrisburg Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

- Three referee system - 3 games minimum - Full game format- 85 plus teams - I1ew grass fields ..Li.o..~:.n.[~..!s.t.~...t..o..~.L~.L~.~!.~.~.~!:~.L!!.~.f..o...~}:.n.~!2!} 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

U9-U15 

~EYSTONE CLIP ........................................ 
Manheim and Lancaster Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 15, 2013 

Keystone Cup August 31 - September 1, 2013 Boys U9-U15 

Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U8 - U14 

WVSC FALL ACADEMY CUP 
Barboursville West Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 13, 2013 

West Virginia Soccer Club would like to invite your U9 through U14 recreational or competitive club team to compete in the 

inaugural Academy Cup. The tournament will feature competitive, level appropriate divisions with games played at the home of 

WVSC, site of the 2009-2010 ~t 2015-2016 USYS Region 1 Championships. Go to http://www.wvscfal[cup.com/ to sign up today! 

Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

Small Sided U-gB 8~ G to U12B 8~ G; Large Sided U11B ~ G to U14B ~ G 

PARSIPPAHY PRIDE INVITATIONAL 
Parsippany New Jersey (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 

The 2013 Pride tournament will be held on October 11th~ 12th~ and 13th celebrating our 25th anniversary. Last year we had over 

500 teams partidpate from Hew Jersey, Hew York~ Pennsylvania, Connecticut~ and Canada. This is the largest Fall soccer 

tournament in the Hortheast. As we do not antidpate to have as many field sites available as last year~ we encourage teams to 

apply ... ~}lete tou~namenl: inibrmation on So~:c:erArnerica.com. 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

UO9-U14 Boys 

DELCO COLUMBUS DAY TOURNAMENT .................................................................................................. 
Maiven Pennsylvania (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Sept. 10, 2013 

Hosted by the Delco Soccer League, this event is held on Saturday and Sunday of Columbus Day weekend. The De[co Columbus 

Day Tournament focuses on providing an enjoyable, competitive environment for non-premier U09 to U14 boys. Don’t delay 

registering your team as each age group will dose with first 12 registrations. 2013 Tournament Outline Dates: October 12-13, 2013 

Location: GCVSA Line Rd Complex ... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

Boys U9-19 

SAC COLUMBUS DAY ..................................................... 
Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. B~ 2013 

Boys U9 - U19 The SAC Columbus Day Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club. All teams 

must be affiliated and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations, US Club Soccer, SAY or 

AYSO. The tournament is also open to any international teams in the COHCACAF region. Where: The primary sites will be 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Girls Only Ull-U19 

WAGS RAEL VODICKA MEMORIAl.. TOURNAMENT PRESENTED BY THE NSCAA 
Leesburg Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ July 20~ 2013 

Starting with the 2013 WAGS Tournament in October Morven Park will host aR Ul 1 -Ul 2 small sided games. Morven Park opened 

during the summer of last year with 6 full sided bermuda grass fields. The full sided fields will be turned into 12 small sided 8v8 

fields 80x60 for the tournament. With plenty of parking, easy road access, rest rooms and concessions this park will ... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U8 through U12 



CLIFTON PARK ]NIERi’,IAIIONAL FALL SOCCER CLASSIC 
Clifton Park New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday~ Oct. I, 2013 

NEW THIS FALL!H! - The Clifton Park Soccer Club is proud to announce that they will be holding the Oifton Park International Fall 

Soccer Classic on October 12-13, 2013 (Columbus Day Weekend). This tournament win be for U8-through U12 Boys and Girls only. 

The tournament will be held at the Clifton Common, which has amenities such as registration, medical staff~ t-shirt sales, 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

U10-U18 

7TH ANNUAL DISCOVERY CUP 
Boyds Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 

The Maryland SoccerPlex invites your team to apply for partidpation in the 7th Annual DISCOVERY CUP! The tournament is a 

premier level tournament for highly competitive GIRLS teams and has gained notoriety for its dsing leve! of play and 

competitiveness! ALL teams will play their games at the finest soccer complex in the United States...a fadlity consisting of 12 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U18 Girls 

FREDERICK CLIP GIRLS PREMIER TOURN~-~4~ENT ....................................................................................................................... 
Kirkwood Soccer Club Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Sept. 7, 2013 

Kirkwood Soccer Club presents the Frederick Cup Girls Premier tournament to be held over Columbus Day Weekend (October 12- 

13, 2013). This is a Premier Girls event open to teams in the U09 to U18 age groups. This tournament wiR have divisions for all levels 

of play (premier, elite ~t classic travel). ~]~~!~])~[~])~])~9~])~!~L~9~!~]~]~:~!~: 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Girls U11-U19 

WAGS RAEL VODICKA MEMORIAL TOURNAMENT PRESENTED BY THE NSCAA 
Northern VA Virginia (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday~ July 20~ 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

ug-u19 

SAC COLUMBUS DAY ..................................................... 
Columbia, MD Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

The SAC Columbus Day Tournament is open to all competitive and classic club teams. This is a US Club. All teams must be affiliated 

and their players registered with USYSA through their respective state associations~ US Club Soccer, SAY or AYSO. The 

tournament is also open to any international teams in the CONCACAF region. Where: The primary sites will be Covenant Park, 

Friday, Nov. 15, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 17, 2013 

U8-U18 Girls 

FALLSTON CUP-G(RLS ........................................................ 
Fallston Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct. 15~ 2013 

The FaUston Cup is the premiere end of season tournament played in November,at the Fallston Recreation fields in Fallston~ 

Maryland.The Boys FaRston Cup tournament was founded in the fall of 1994, with the Girls Fallston Cup added the following year,in 

1995.The tournament aRows team’s to cap their seasons with a tournament providing great competition and one last Soccer 

adventure ....C.~.~.}~[~.~!~.t..e.~t..~...~)~.}?~.a.}~}?~t..~!}~.~..[~n..~a.~}~L~[~}~:~:~ 

Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 17, 2013 

Boys U9-19 

COLUMBIA CLASSIC .................................................. 
Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ Oct. 25, 2013 

Boys U9 - U19 The Columbia Fall Classic is open to al( competitive and classic club teams. All teams must be affiliated and their 

players registered with USYS through their respective state association% US Club Soccer, SAY or AYSO. Any team pulling out of 

the tournament after October 27, 2013 will not receive a refund. Where: The primary site will be Covenant Park in ERicott ... 

Friday, Nov. 22, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

U8-U18 Boys 

FALLSTON CUP- BOYS 
Fallston Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct 15. 2013 



The FaUston Cup is the premiere end of season tournament played in November, at the Fallston Recreation fields in 

Fallston,Maryland.The Boys Fallston Cup tournament was founded in the fall of 1994,with the Girls FaNston Cup added the following 

year,in 1995.The tournament allows team’s to cap their seasons with a tournament providing great competition and one last 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Monday, Nov. 25, 2013 

Boys U15-19 

NSC~ BALT1MOR, E COLLEGE SHOWCASE PRESENTED BY UNDER AR~OUR ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 

The Baltimore College Showcase presented by Under Armour will take place Thanksgiving weekend, November 23-25, 2012. 

Premier, elite and classic brackets may be available, depending on entries. The referee mentoring program, the only program of 

its kind in United States, returns for the 5th year. The Baltimore College Showcase Tournament Presented By Under Armour is 

open to all competitive premier and elite club teams ... 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

Girls U9-19 

COLUMBIA CLASSgC 
Columbia Maryland (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 

Girls U9 - U19 The Columbia FaN Classic is open to aN competitive and classic dub teams. All teams must be affiliated and their 

players registered with USYS through their respective state associations, US Club Soccer~ SAY or AYSO. Any team pulling out of 

the tournament after October 27, 2013 will not receive a refund. Where: The primary site will be Covenant Park in Ellicott ... 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

U15-U19 Girls 

CHARLOTTE MORAN GIRLS SHOWCASE 
Kirkwood Soccer Complex Delaware (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Nov. 2, 2013 

The CMGCS Tournaments are open to U15-U19 Girls teams. A ONE day Showcase will be held on Friday, November 29th and a TWO 

day Showcase will be held on November 30-December 1 at the Kirkwood Soccer Complex in New Castle, Delaware. This premier 

soccer fadlity is home to 13 quality fields, including 3 Bermuda grass fields and 1 Field-Turf synthetic field. Join us in ....C.~!!Z~!.[..e:.t..e.. 

Saturday, May 24, 2014 through Sunday, May 25, 2014 

US-U19 

36TH ANNUAL EAST FISHKtLL MEMORIAL DAY TOURN/.~AENT ....................................................................................................................................................... 
East Fishkill New York (Mid-Atlantic Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, May 20, 2014 

150+ Teams expected. Boys play Saturday and Girls on Sunday. Ask about possible excess Boys brackets playing on Sunday. 150- 

minutes of playing time typically 3x50’ games. 8v8 (US-U10), 9v9 (Ull), 1 lvll (U12-U19). Natural grass fields. 3-Referee system in 

all/most age groups. $400 (U8-U11), $450 (U12-U19). ~£~}~2~)[!1~!)1~!1L!!1~[~£~!1~9£~%~[~![~:~c~9[~]: 

Friday, Aug. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

U9-U16 Boys and Girls 

NAPLES CUP 
Naples Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, July 31,2013 

The Naples Cup is a great preseason tournament at one of the nicest Beach resort cities in Florida. The fields at North Collier 

Regional Park are immaculate and with A and B flights there will be a level for different teams. Also, we have international teams in 

the Under 13 and Under 14 boys divisions. Register before July 31st. ~Iete tournm~ent information on S,:xx:erAmeri~:~.£om. 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

UIS-U18 

DISNEY SOCCEP, SHOWCASE _QUALIFIER PRESENTED BY AS ROkg-\ FOOTBALL CLUB 
WALT DISNEY WORLD(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier presented by AS Roma Football Club maybe your ticket to the Proving Ground. The top two 

finishers in each age group at the Qualifier will earn an automatic berth into the Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma 

Football Club (U15-U18) in December, and the winners will be guaranteed a spot in the top flight. This is an FYSA Sanctioned ... 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U9-U19 Boys and Girls 



TENNESSEE CUP 
Hashville Tennessee (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, July :31, 2013 

The best Labor Day tournament for the Midwest and the South - teams come together at one location in the Hashvil[e TH area!H 

Don’t miss out as the tournament will fill up and go to waitlisting soon. ~.~..!)1~.~.~..~.~[!1~!)1~!1L!!1~.[~]~.~..])..9.~1.~.~.~:t~!~.[~.~:.~[~: 

Friday, Au~. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

UIS-U18/19 

DISNEY’ SOCCER SHOWCASE ~L/AI..IFIER PRESENTED BY AS ROh~ 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South ReDan) 

Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier presented by AS Roma may be your ticket to the Proving Ground. The top two finishers in each 

age group (U15-U18) at the Qualifier will earn an automatic berth into the Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma in 

December, with the winners guaranteed a spot in the top flight. This is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open to ... 

Saturday, Au~. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U-10-U-19 

PLtBLIX ATLANTA CLIP 
Atlanta Georgia (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 1, 2013 

Georgia Soccer is pleased to invite your team to apply to the Publix Atlanta Cup - Labor Day weekend, August 31- September 2, 

2013. How in its 35th year, the tournament has become one of the premier tournaments in the country. Already a Labor Day 

Weekend fixture in the Southeast~ the Publix Atlanta Cup is one of the biggest and most competitive three-day tournaments in ... 

Saturday, Au~. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

Ug-U18 

OCYS BOYS’ LABOR DAY TOURNAMENT 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 

Wrap up the summer with the OCYS Labor Day tournament. This highly competitive tournament is geared for boys ug-u18. 

Saturday, Sept. 14, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 15, 2013 

Adult Divisions (Age 17-Up) 

MANATEE SOCCER BI..AST 5V5 TOLIRNAMENT 
Homosassa Springs Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Sept. 11, 2013 

5vs5 Ha Goalie Adult Divisions (Age 17-Up) 3 Games Guaranteed Awesome T-Shirt 20 Minute Half / 5 Min Halffime Trophies 8~ Medals 

to Division Winners Maximum of 10 Teams per Division Minimum of 6 Teams per Division Team Roster 8 Person Max ~ 

.................................................................................................. 

Saturday, Sept. 21, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 22, 2013 

U9 - U19 Boys and Girls 

THE ROSE CUP ...................................... 
Memphis Tennessee (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

Taking place at the Mike Rose Soccer Complex, Memphis, TH this Fall on Sept 21-22, 2013. This event will not only offer you some 

great competition, but it will also be a very festive event with lots of fun games and competitions. The event is open to U9 - U19 

boys and ~irls teams. There are 17 full size (115yds x 75yds), Hybrid Sports Bermuda ... ~let:~.~ teurnament informatien on 

.......................................... 

Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

U9-10-11-12-13-14 

UNITED SOCCER CUP 
Plantation Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

The United Soccer Cup will be played Saturday and Sunday, September 28-29, 2013. Local teams may be asked to play on Friday, 

September 27. The tournament will be held in Plantation, Florida at the Pine Island Soccer Complex and Central Park. United 

Soccer Cup is sanctioned by US Club Soccer and is opened to all US Soccer affiliates (FYSA, AYSO, USSSA, etc.). FYSA passes ... 

Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

U9 -U19 

CHARL ESTON WOMEN’S S El. ECT SHOOTOUT 
Mount Pleasant South Carolina (South Region) 

Come join us for a weekend of soccer and fun in beautiful Charleston, South Carolina. Enjoy Lowcountry living in one of the most 



cherished and visited dries in the United States. Women’s Weekend Sept. 28/29 Men’s Weekend Oct. 12/13 

......................................................................... 

Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

9-18 

2013 GfS CLIP 
Palm Coast Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct. 1, 2013 

2013 GIS Cup Oct 11-13, 2013 *hosted by PDA Florida* PDA Florida (formerly FC United of Florida) has partnered with GIS to bring 

you the 2013 GIS Cup! Global Image Sports (GIS) in association with PDA Florida announce the 2013 GIS Cup soccer tournament to 

be played over the weekend of October 11-13th 2013 in Palm Coast FL. West Ham United of the English ... ~Iete tournm~ent 

......................................................................... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U8 -U19 

CHARLESTON MEN’S SELECT SHOOTOUT ........................................................................................................ 
Mount Pleasant South Carolina (South Region) 

Come join us for a weekend of soccer and fun in beautiful Charleston, South Carolina. Enjoy Lowcountry living in one of the most 

cherished and visited dries in the United States. Women’s Weekend Sept. 28/29 Men’s Weekend Oct. 12/13 Complete.~ tournament 

h"dormabon on SoccerAmefica,com, ......................................................................... 

Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U9-U18 

OCYS GIRLS’ CO[./J~I~,BL!S DAY TOURNA~ENT 
Seminole Soccer Complex Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday~ Oct. 2, 2013 

The Girls Fall Festival Tournament is a highly competitive tournament is geared for girls U9-U18, held over Columbus Day Weekend. 

Saturday, Nov. 9, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U-9 through U-18 

FCCA CAROLINA SHOOTOUT 
Concord North Carolina (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ Oct. 18, 2013 

The FCCA 9th Annual CAROLIHA SHOOTOUT is for U9-U18 Recreation, Academy, Challenge, and Classic, Boys ~t Girls teams. The 

Tournament’s main fields are located in Concord, NC, minutes from Concord Mills Shopping Center with majority of the games 

being held at the pristine Frank Liske Park. 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

U9-U12 8oys and Girls 

ALABA~vt~ JR ;.:UP 
Decatur Alabama (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday~ Oct. 21, 2013 

The Alabama Jr Cup is catered to the younger players and we have organized many components to make this very spedal for the 

young age groups! All games at the Jack Allen Soccer Complex - the best fields in the South. Early Registration deadline is 

September 21st. No 800am matches! no 800pm matches! Awards ceremonies with DJ’d music and stage! International walk-outs and 

national ... 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

U11-U14 

DISNEY JUNIOR SOCCER SHOWCASE PRESENTED BY AS 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Region) 

Disney Junior Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma offers younger elite teams the chance to experience the same great 

national competition and top-notch tournament organization as their older counterparts in the original Disney Soccer Showcase 

in December. This is a great way to build your team’s resume on their way to the Proving Ground. This is an FYSA Sanctioned 

Tournament, which is open ... 

Friday, Dec. 20, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 22, 2013 

I~4G BOYS INVITATIONAL 
IMG Academy~ Bradenton Florida (South Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Oct. 31, 2013 

Are You Ready?! Join the likes of Tottenham Hotspur (U18), US National Team (U17), Stevenage FC (U18) and many others from 

around the globe in the 2013 IMG Boys Invitational. World renowned IMG Academy will be hosting the Boys Invitational December 

20th - 22nd With over 50 of the top colleges in the US on site as well as professional scouts from around the world ... 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Monday, Dec. 30, 2013 



UIS-U18 

Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re!lion) 

Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma is the ultimate place for elite teams to be seen by hundreds of collese coaches 

lookin8 for 8reat soccer talent. Rated #I youth soccer tournament in the U.S. in a Soccer America survey~ Disney Soccer 

Showcase 81ves athletes a chance to shine on one of the bi88est stases set for youth soccer in this country. This ... ~i!?[!!i}.!.e..]2 

Tuesday, Dec. 31, 2013 throu!~h Friday, Jan. 3, 2014 

U15-U18 

Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re~ion) 

Disney Soccer Showcase presented by AS Roma is the ultimate place for elite teams to be seen by hundreds of college coaches 

Iookin8 for !~reat soccer talent. Rated #1 youth soccer tournament in the U.S. in a Soccer America survey, Disney Soccer 

Showcase ~ives athletes a chance to shine on one of the bi~!]est sta!]es set for youth soccer in this country. This ... Com~dete 

.................................................................................................. 

Saturday, Jan. 18, 2014 throush Monday, Jan. 20, 2014 

DISNEY 3’73 SOCCER CHAt~PtONSHtPS ............................................................................................... 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re~ion) 

Disney 3v3 Soccer Championships is the ultimate culmination of 3v3 tournaments around the country. P[ayin8 at ESPN V~de World 

of Sports Complex is an unforsettable experience where you’ll be treated like a champion and can celebrate like one too! If your 

team participates in one of the Challense 3v3, Kick-it 3v3 or 3v3 Live tournaments around the country and places 1st throu!]h 

6th ... 

Saturday, Feb. 15, 2014 throu!]h Monday, Feb. 17, 2014 

U9-U18/19 

DISNEY PRESIDENTS DAY SOCCER FESTIVAL PRESENTED BY AS ROk~A 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re81on) 

Spend your winter break outdoors at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex! Disney President’s Day Soccer Festival presented by AS 

Roma will be filled with 8teat soccer competition and 8real fun for the whole family in the middle of Walt Disney World(R) Resort. 

In addition, we wiR be extendin8 an invitation to aR coRese coaches who wiR be attendin~l the Disney Soccer Showcase ... 

Friday, April 11, 2014 through Sunday, April 13, 2014 

U9-U19 Boys and Girls 

3~D ANNUAL OPEN CUP ............................................................. 

Decatur Alabama (South Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 28, 2014 

The new ~o-to tournament in the sprin~. The 2013 Open Cup had teams from 8 countries~ 12 US States, and 240 total teams. 60 

teams were waitlisted last year. Perfect fields at the Jack Allen Soccer Complex. Check out last yeaKs results at 

Friday, April 18, 2014 throush Sunday, April 20, 2014 

U9-U18/19 

DISNEY SPRING SOCCER INVITATIONAL PRESENTED BY AS ................................................................................................................................................................... 
Walt Disney World(R) Resort, Orlando Florida (South Re~ion) 

What better way to spend your sprin!~ holiday than participatin8 in the Disney Sprin!~ Soccer Invitational presented by AS Roma 

which features a minimum 3-same 8uarantee for all teams with certified referees. Spedally-priced packages for athletes, coaches 

and spectators include hotel accommodations, theme park tickets, transportation and admission to all tournament !~ames. Disney 

Sprin~ Soccer Invitational is an FYSA Sanctioned Tournament, which is open ... ~tete tou~ nament reformation on 

.......................................... 

Saturday, Aus. 24, 2013 throush Sunday, Aus. 25, 2013 

Boys U8-14115, Girls U8-19 

BOWLING GREEN FALL SOCCER CNALLENGE 
Bowlin!~ Green Ohio (t~id-West Resion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 22, 2013 

Bowlin~ Green Fall Soccer Challen!~e August 24-25, 2013 Guaranteed three !~ames All !~ames at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U9 teams will receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club ABe Brackets Boys U9(U8), U9, UIO, UI I, U12, U13, U14115, Girls Ug(US), ug, UIO, UI I, U12, U13, U14, UI 

Saturday, Au~. 24, 2013 throu!~h Sunday, Au~. 25, 2013 

Boys ug(u8), U9, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14/15, Girls ug(us), ug, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14, U15, U16, U17, U18 & U19 



2013 BOWLING GREEN FALL SOCCER CHALLENGE ............................................................................................................................... 

Bowling Green, Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 22, 2013 

Bowling Green Fall Soccer Challenge August 24-25, 2013 Guaranteed three games All games at "ONE" location Awards for division 

champions and finalists* *Except U8 teams will receive partidpation awards instead Upper and Lower divisions to accommodate 

every team in your club A ge Brackets Boys ug(UB), U9, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14115 Girls U9(UB), ug, UI0, U11, U12, U13, U14, 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

UB-U14 Boys; UB-U18 Girls 

PUh~A 2013 ANNUAL GREAT LAI<ES LABOR DAY CHALLENGE 
ANDERSON PARK SOCCER COMPLEX, KENOSHA Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Aug. 12, 2013 

The PUMA GREAT LAKES LABOR DAY CHALLENGE 2014 is an approved tournament of US Club Soccer. The PUMA tournament is 

hosted by ACE Soccer Club, Wisconsin and sanctioned to host teams from the US only. The tournament allows teams from all 

States and teamsldubs sanctioned outside of USYS are also welcome. The team or teams must be entered for competition in a 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

UB-Ut4 Boys ~t Girls 

SCHWABEN CUP .......................................... 

Buffalo ®rove Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. 1, 2013 

Competitive youth soccer tournament on some of the most pristine grass fields in the northwest suburbs of Illinois. Intimate family 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. I, 2013 

U8-U19 

MICHIGAN SOCCER CLASSIC LABOR DAY TOURNAMENT ........................................................................................................................................... 
Borden Park, Rochester Hills, MI Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Aug. I, 2013 

Come to Borden Park’s work class soccer fields for the Michigan Soccer Classic Labor Day Tournament Aug 30-Sep I, 2013. Local, 

oubof-state 8~ Canadian UB-U19 recreation ~t select boys, girls ~ coed teams are welcome! Friday games can be requested. Not 

enough players on your team? They offer generous 5 guest players per team or you can create a tournament only roster and 

combine teams! For information on registering and paying for your team or becoming a tournament sponsor, please call 248-941- 

5160 or LAS1978®comcast.net - Call Today Registration ends soon! UB-UI0 6v6 S450; U11-12 8v8 S495; U13-19 $550 Ask about FREE 

Hotel Room for Coach[ 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 1, 2013 

U9 thru U15 

DUBLIN CHARITY CUP 
Dublin Ohio (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Boys & Girls "B" level tournament, U9 thru U15 age groups. Two fine field complexes close to hotels and restaurants. 

.................................................................................................. 

Saturday, Aug. 31, 2013 through Monday, Sept. 2, 2013 

U8 to U14 

h~,EAD CUSA CUP 
Dayton Ohio (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, July 15, 2013 

Tournament located in the Dayton OH area. 34th year this upcoming Labor day 2013. Over 500 teams aged U8 to U14 a Platinum 

level tourney. Over 50 irrigated fields all in three locations. BIGGEST trophies and BEST COMPETITION you will get. Three levels of 

play !~,~![}).{!~.(2 ~.e:.~!.~!!)[)}..~[}).(2)}.!:~{)}.!£{ }[!!~!~![}..!~!)..:S.’%~!].e...{ i.A.)}[Le:[!£.~{!![{!= 

Friday, Sept. 20, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 22, 2013 

Adult 

OK’TOBERFES’T 2013 FU’I’BOL "TOURN~EN’[" .............................................................................................................. 

Oak Brook Park District, 1450 Forest Gate Road Illinois (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Sept. 10, 2013 

Oak Brook Park District is holding the 3rd annual Oktoberfest Futbol Tournament sponsored by The Private Bank. Adult teams 

only. 9v9 format on synthetic turf (outdoor). Divisions: Men’s Under 30, Men’s Over 30, Women’s Under 30, Women’s Over 30, Co-Ed. 

$300.00 per team. Minimum of 3 games. Winning team receives ceramic beer steins, Private Bank soccer scarves, and half ... 

.~.]2L%!.e..t.£~.t.2~9~r.~£9Lq.e.~£.t.~!~£t.]~..!:?.):a..t.~2E.~.~5£~!:~£E~£~£~:. 

Saturday, Sept. 21, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 22, 2013 

U8-U14 

ELtZABE[H1OWN SPORTS PARK FALL INV[TAIIONAL 



Elizabethtown, KY Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 

Boys U8-U14 U8 and U9 age groups will play an academy format with no championship games in accordance with Kentucky Youth 

Soccer Policy. The tournament is currently sanctioned through USYS as an unrestricted event open to USYS and US Club Soccer 

teams pending International approval from the US Soccer Federation. Canadian teams are welcome and can apply now. Teams 

must be registered through their ... ~Ie~:e tourn~ment information on Soc(:er.,\me~tc~.cem. 

Friday, Sept. 27, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

U8-U19 

CHALLENGER SPORTS t~VfTATION/.~L ............................................................................................. 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 16, 2013 

The Challenger Sports Invitational (CSI) on September 27-29, 2013 is the premier fall event in the Midwest! The tournament will be 

played at the $36 million Overland Park Soccer Complex in Overland Park, KS. The Challenger Sports Invitational (CSI) will attract 

teams from all over Regions II & Ill and will cater to ALL top level premier teams. Two divisions will be offered (Gold and ... 

Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U7-U15 

CREW FALL CLASSIC 

Columbus, OH Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 

The second annual Crew Fall Classic will feature multiple levels of competition for boys and girls teams from U7 up to U14/15. 

Registration is now open! 

Saturday, Oct. 5~ 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 

U9 through U14 Boys and Girls 

NSC FALL CUP 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Sept. 13, 2013 

Come play in the largest fall soccer tournament in the midwest. The eigith annual Fall Cup features great competition for boys 

and girls ages U9 to U14, featuring games played in one location at the National Sports Center in Blaine, MN. ~9.~]~.!~ 

Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

Boys U9(U8), U9, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14/15, Girls U9(U8), U9, UIO, Ull, U12, U13, U14/15,Recreational BU12, BU15, GU12, GU15 

2013 FLAG CITY SOCCER CHALLENGE 
Findlay Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 9, 2013 

Flag City Soccer Challenge October 11-13, 2013 Guaranteed three games, All games at "ONE" location, Awards for division 

champions and finalists.* *Except U8 teams will receive participation awards instead. Age Brackets Boys ug(ug), U9, UIO, Ull, U12, 

U13, U14/15, Girls ug(u8), U9, UIO, U11, U12, U13, U14/15, Recreational BU12, BUt 5, GU12, GU15. Location Emory Adams 

Park,Findlay, Ohio Cost:S400 ... 

Saturday~ Oct. 12~ 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 13, 2013 

U10-14 

Lexington Kentucky (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 16, 2013 

Join us in the beautiful Bluegrass area of Kentucky for our 17th annual LIT. ~lete tournament information on 

Thursday, Oct. 24, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

ug-u14 

KICK-OR-TREAT INDOOR YOUTI~ 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exalting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: club, intra-dub, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. Age groups are, 

U9/10, Ull, U12, U13, U14. ~ete tournament informatmn on 5occerAmer~ca.cem. 

Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

U8-U18 Boys- US-U19 Girls 

WAZA SPOOKTACULAR 
Monroe/Dundee Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct 8, 2013 



Waza Dad’s Club would like to invite you to the Waza Spooktacular Tournament on October 25-27, 2012~ hosted by Waza FC West 

South and MASA at Munson Park in Monroe, MI. This year’s Spooktacular will offer competition for boys and girls in the U8 

through U18 age groups. The Spooktacular format calls for three preliminary-round games with Final Matches in each division ... 

Saturday, Oct. 26, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

ug-u14 

BASA SOCCERWEEN :2013 ................................................................. 
Bay City Michigan (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 

Join us for a friendly, low-cost youth tournament in Bay City, MI. Girls play Oct. 26 and Boys play Oct 27. Cost per team: U9/U10- 

S200, U11/U12-S220, U13/U14- S240. Registration begins Aug. 1 and ends Oct. 5, unless brackets fill sooner. Teams can dress in 

theft favorite costume. Trophies awarded for first place teams in each division. Bay Area Soccer ... Comjo[eLe tournament 

h]format~on on 5occerArnerica.com. ......................................................................... 

Saturday, Oct. 26, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

US-U14 

ALLIANCE ACADEMY FALL FINALE 
South Bend Indiana (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Sept. 24, 2013 

With seven (7) professionally maintained full sized fields at one location, we will provide an excellent environment for the Region’s 

top teams. Teams are expected to attend from Indiana~ Illinois, Michigan, and Ohio. We will have partner clubs that will represent 

State Premier, MRL, National League, and Regionally competitive teams at the older age groups. Hosting this tournament in 

Northern Indiana allows for ... 

Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 through Monday, Oct. 28, 2013 

Men’s Open 

I<ICK-OR..TRF.AT INDOOR ADULT 
National Sports Center, Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 11, 2013 

Join us this Halloween for fun and exdting competition in the NSC’s third annual Halloween Kick-or-Treat Indoor Soccer 

Tournament. Kick-or-Treat is a non-sanctioned tournament and accepts all teams, which include: dub, intra-dub, tournament 

teams or even just a group of friends who want to play. The tournament will be conducted as one open flight. 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U7 through HS 

KC PRIME SOUTHSIDE FALL SHOOTOUT .................................................................................................... 
Kansas City Missouri (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

Southside Fall Shootout November 8 - 10, 2013 Location: Belton, MO Hosting Organization: KC Prime Soccer Club 816-974-7108 Age 

Groups: U7 - U15, HS Boys and Girls Entry Deadline: October 1, 2013 Fees: U7 - U8 (5v5) S250, U9 - UlO (6v6) S325, Ull - U12 (8v8) 

$375, U13 - U15 E~ HS (11v11) S475 Contact Name/Address: Shane Dewald 16400 MuNen Road, Belton, MO 64012 Contact 

Email:sdewald@beltonparks.com ... 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 

U15-U19 

CREW YOUTH NOVEMBER SHOWCASE ................................................................................................. 
Columbus, OH Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 30, 2013 

This high-level friendly showcase event features top teams from the Crew Youth system along with other top clubs in the region. 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Monday, Nov. 25, 2013 

Girls U15-19 

NSCAA COLLEGE SHOWCASE - MIDWEST 
Overland Park Soccer Complex Kansas City, KS Kansas (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 

The NSCAA College Showcase - Midwest will take place Thanksgiving weekend, November 23-25, 2012. Premier, Elite and Classic 

brackets may be available, depending on entries. The NSCAA College Showcase - Midwest is open to all competitive premier and 

elite club teams. This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through the Kansas Youth Soccer. All teams must be affiliated and their 

players registered with USYSA through their respective ... 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

Boys and Girls U15-U19 

NSCAA COLLEGE SHOWCASE..MIDWEST 
Kansas City Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Oct. 25, 2013 



The NSCAA CoUege Showcase - Midwest will take place the weekend of November 23-24~2013.Premier, Elite and Classic brackets 

may be available, depending on entries.The NSCAA College Showcase - Midwest is open to all competitive premier and elite club 

teams.This is a USYSA sanctioned tournament through the Kansas Youth Soccer.AU teams must be affiliated and their players 

registered with USYSA through their ... 

Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 8, 2013 

UIO-U19 

CHALLENGER SEASON FINALE ~: SHOWCASE ................................................................................................................. 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Nov. 1, 2013 

To provide an event to connect college coaches and prospective player% Challenger Sports hosts the Season Finale 8~ Showcase 

event at the Overland Park Soccer Complex. This event offers the High School aged player a chance of showcasing their talents in 

front of college coaches from all over the Midwest, as well as giving the younger players an end of year tournament to display 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

U9 through U19 Boys and Girls 

HOLIDAY CLASSIC INDOOR YOU’TH 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6~ 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exdting competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament. 

Preliminary’s played on the same day, finals on January 1st. 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 through Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 

Men’s Rec and Men’s Open 

HOLIDAY CLASSK~ INDOOR ADULT 
Blaine Minnesota (Mid-West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

Join us this holiday season for fun and exciting competition in the NSC’s annual 5v5 Holiday Classic Indoor Soccer Tournament 

Adult Version. Preliminary’s played on the same day~ finals on January Ist. ~le1:e tournament information on 

.......................................... 

Friday, Jan. 17, 2014 through Monday, Jan. 20, 2014 

U8-U19 

WIN1ER MAGIC INDOOR TOURNAMENT .................................................................................................. 
Overland Park Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Dec. 6~ 2013 

The Winter Magic is now in its 27th year and has established itself as one of the TOP indoor tournaments in the country. 

Attracting 200+ teams each year from Oklahoma, Nebraska~ Iowa, Kansas and Missouri, the V~nter Magic is a showcase for the very 

best players in the Midwest and is an incredible weekend of fast-paced and exciting indoor soccer action. ¢:om~dete tournament 

informabon on SoccerArnerica.com. ......................................................................... 

Friday, March 14, 2014 through Sunday, March 16, 2014 

BOYS AND GIRLS U9-18 

PUMA WINTER INDOOR SOCCER INVITE 2014 
STURTEVANT INDOOR SPORTSPLEX Wisconsin (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Feb. 3, 2014 

PUMA Winter Invite 2013 Hosted by ACE Soccer Club March 14th - 16th, 2014 Sturtevant Indoor Soccer Complex, Sturtevant, Wl 

10116 Stellar Ave, Sturtevant, Wl 53177 Just 2 miles from Hwy 94, east of Nwy 20 and Nwy H across from Marcus Theater next to 

the City of Ratine (the new brown building on left) Entry Fee: $350 per team Boys U9-U19 Girls U9-U19 ***REGISTER ... 

Friday, March 21, 2014 through Sunday, March 23, 2014 

US-U19 

E,~AERAL D CUP .. BOYS 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 7, 2014 

The Emerald Cup is a great spring event geared towards all levels of competitive soccer teams throughout the Midwest. It provides 

a great opportunity for teams to compete and work together early on in the spring season. In total, over 400 teams will 

participate over the two weekends, providing a great tournament atmosphere for everyone involved. Great competition with ALL 

Friday, March 28, 2014 through Sunday, March 30, 2014 

US-U19 

EMERALD CUP o GIRLS ......................................................... 
Overland Park, Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Feb. 14, 2014 

The Emerald Cup is a great spring event geared towards all levels of competitive soccer teams throughout the Midwest. It provides 



a great opportunity for teams to compete and work together early on in the spring season. In total, over 400 teams will 

participate over the two weekends, providing a great tournament atmosphere for everyone involved. Great competition with ALL 

tournament games being played ... ~.0)p.!~.~.~.~.~[!~.0)~!~.~.0~.e.~!E~!~.~..~!L~.~.~.~!j~.:~.%!: 

Friday, April 25, 2014 through Sunday, April 27, 2014 

U8-U19 

CHALLENGER CUP 
Shawnee Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday~ March 21, 2014 

The Challenger Cup, on April 25-27, 2014, is a great mid-season tournament for lower level premier (DII, III, IV, V) and recreational 

teams. All other events at this time of year cater to the ’elite’ premier teams only. However~ the Challenger Cup v¢~l[ offer your 

team(s) the perfect opportunity to prepare for the spring season by playing against other teams of similar ability ... 

Friday, May 16, 2014 through Sunday, May 18, 2014 

U6-U14 

LEAWOOD 50CCER FEST ................................................................ 
Leawood Kansas (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, April 18, 2014 

An end of season tournament for recreational teams only! This is a unique opportunity for your team to play against the 

recreational teams of other clubs, at one of the finest soccer complexes in Kansas City! ~lete teumamen~: ml-om~atie~ on 

.......................................... 

Friday, May 16, 2014 through Sunday, May 18, 2014 

UI3-U19 

CREW CLIP ~t SHOWCASE 
Columbus, OH Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, March 31, 2014 

The second annual Crew Cup ~t Showcase will feature feature college showcase match-ups for boys and girls at Ul 5 and older. 

The top clubs in the region will also be sending their U13 and U14 teams to join in this high-level event. Co~lete tournament: 

Thursday, July 3, 2014 through Sunday, July 6, 2014 

U9-U19 

AC ~ILAN CONTtNENTAL CUP ........................................................................... 
Cleveland Ohio (Mid-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, May 1, 2014 

The AC Milan Continental Cup is on track to being the fastest growing international youth soccer tournament in the United 

States. Entering its ninth year, this tournament is unique when compared to any other international youth soccer competition. 

Participating athletes have the chance of a lifetime to play against top teams from across the U.S. and around the world, while 

experiendng a travel ... ~--!E~-~!:~!)?~!:~L!!1~[~(~--!L-~-~?~%~:[:t‘~!E~E~:~9~:~: 

Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 through Sunday, Aug. 25, 2013 

U7-U14 

RIO OPEN .......................... 
Albuquerque [~ew Mexico (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Aug. 7, 2013 

Rio SC in Albuquerque, NM invites you to participate in the 2013 Rio Open held August 24-25, 2013 at the Soccer Complex in 

Bernalillo, HM, home of the 2014 US Youth Soccer Far West Region Championship. With beautiful grass fields and over 300 days of 

sunshine a year, the Rio Open provides an ideal venue for teams to prepare for the upcoming fall league ... !~.%?J~!.~.e...~.~!![])~.!)!~])~ 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 through Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 

U15-19 

ADtDAS 5~V~ SHANNON SHOWCASE ......................................................................................... 
Tulsa, OK Oklahoma (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Sunday, Oct. 20, 2013 

Top and largest college showcase in Oklahoma with college coaches from ALL college divisions. College coaches love coming to 

this event because of the wide demographic mix of teams. Last year featured teams from 9 different state associations. Games 

played at high quality complexes and also features other events such as college seminar for all partidpants. ~fete ~:eurnamen~: 

Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

UI0-U19 Boys 

COPA RAYADO5 I NTERNACIONAL 



San Antonio Texas (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Sept. 10, 2013 

CRI is an elite international boys tournament over Thanksgiving week. Monterrey Rayados, the 3 time CONCACAF champions will 

have their youth academy teams (#1 ranked in Mexico) playing in the age divisions as host. Other pro academy teams including 

Santos Laguna, UNAM Pumas, and FESA of El Salvador wiU be competing. A and B flights will be offered. 4 game guarantee. 

Saturdays Feb. 1~ 2014 through Sundays Feb. 9~ 2014 

U7-U19 Boys and Girls 

NEW MEXICO RUSH SPRING CUP ................................................................................... 
Albuquerque New Mexico (South-West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Friday, Jan. 10, 2014 

The New Mexico Rush would like to invite you and your team to our 10th Annual Spring Cup to be held in February, 2014 in sunny 

Albuquerque, NM. The tournament will be split between two weekends: February 1st and 2nd will be for U14-U19 boys and girls 

teams, and February 8th and 9th will be for U7-U13 boys and girls teams. Albuquerque’s mild ... ~.~!~2j2~.Z~Z..~.~!~!!:!]9.~)~!]~./.~.o.!:!]:~.9.~ 

................................................ 

Saturdays Sept. 21~ 2013 through Sundays Sept. 22~ 2013 

Men’s Open: 17 years of age and older. 

SUPER COPA 
Rancho Jurupa Regional Sports Park ~24g Crestmore Road, Jurupa Valley, CA 92~09 California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 16~ 2013 

Welcome to the UPSL-Super Copa 1 lvsl 1 soccer tournament Men’s Open: S 3000 Cash Prize Guaranteedti Cash Prize for open 

division men and women’s, the online registration system is now ready! The Link to register can be found on the UPSL website. 

http:llwww.upslsoccer.coml When? : Sat, September 21 and Sunday 22 from (9am-6pm) 2-day’s event. Fee: $4B0 per team 3 

Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

ug-u19 BIG 

2013 AJAX UNITED FALL TOURN!-~ENT ................................................................................................... 
Modesto and Ripon California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Saturday, Aug. 24, 2013 

Time for our Fall tournament and it will be one of the best in the area. Does your team got what it takes, apply now and save$S! 

Get into the fun of one of the treasued tournaments of the central valley. We are expecting teams from Northern and Southern 

California, Bay area, and Nevada. Teams return to us because we do our best to ... ~..o.])~j2}.Z~..~.~!~:]).~[)!Z])~.~.])~9.[/:~!2[)...o.]! 

.......................................... 

Saturday, Sept. 28, 2013 through Sunday, Sept. 29, 2013 

UQ-U19 

SOCCERPALOOZA 2013 ........................................................... 

Union City California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Sept. 9, 2013 

The biggest and best September tournament in the San Francisco Bay Area (centrally located Union City, CA) is now accepting 

2013 tournament applications. SoccerPalooza presented by Adidas invites your team to participate in our 8th annual soccer 

tournament! We are organized to offer you the best tournament experience with quality fields, balanced brackets and PREMIER 

awards. At SoccerPalooza, our Champions and Finalist are not ... ~!~e~t~!~!~r~!~:~!~!~t~!~f~r~n~h~‘~!~2!~i~!~!~:~2!~" 

Saturdays Oct. 12~ 2013 through Saturday, Oct. 12, 2013 

Adult~ women 

WOMEN’S 5V5 CHARITY TOURNAMENT BENEFI[ING NBCF ................................................................................................................................................. 
Goals Soccer Center, South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday~ Oct. 10, 2013 

We are very proud to partner with the National Breast Cancer Foundation and host the first annual Womens Charity 5v5 

Tournament. What better way to help support a cause and have a great day of soccer. Money raised for this event will be 

donated to the Foundation in their efforts of tackling Breast Cancer. This 5v5 Tournament is for adult women only, with a ... 

~9/:~-~!~-~-~u-~[~/:~!~t-~--!:!~1~9/?~9~3~!::~9~)~ 

Saturdays Oct. 26~ 2013 through Sunday~ Oct. 27~ 2013 

Ug-U14 

I~,PACT BOO FEST 
Brentwood California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday~ Oct. 10, 2013 

Impact Soccer Club is pleased to announce the Boo Fest Tournament, held in beautiful Brentwood, California. The Boo Fest is 

tailored for U9-U11 Boys ~ Girls teams to help maximize their season. There will be both Classes I ~ 3 levels. We encourage all skill 

levels to come out and join us! This tournament is a costume tournament. All teams are encouraged to dress up in ... 



Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013 through Saturday, Nov. 16, 2013 

Adult, men 

~OSTACHIO CUP CHARITY 5’75 TOURH/-qC~ENT 
................................................................................................................... 

Goals Soccer Center, South Gate California (West Re,on) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Nov. 14, 2013 

It’s time once again to help support the Movember movement with moustaches and soccer. Hurry and register your team for this 

year’s Mostachio Cup. This years event and the moustaches should prove to be bigger and better. As before, you gotta have at 

least 2 people with moustaches on the team, v4th a maximum of 10 players per team. Movember is a ... ~..e.![~.}.~..~.o.~.[~.~![~[t~ 

......................................................................... 

Friday, Nov. 29, 2013 through Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

8-19 

NO/VtADS T HAN KSG f Vl NG TOU RblA/V~ENT 
San Diego California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, Oct. 1, 2013 

The Nomads Soccer Club ~ Academy are a non-profit corporation. 100% of the funds raised at our tournaments goes back in to 

our soccer programs. We thank you for your continued support of the Nomads tournaments. We would also like to thank our 

sponsors Nike and Demosphere International and plus our partner hotels for their generous support. In addition, we appreciate the 
tireless efforts of ... !~.~.[~)2[~![.e~!~.~.!].r.[~..a~[L~[~.t.~![~.f.!?.{~r.La..t.!..~.[~.}L~!?.(.[~.]2~[~)~[!~[~}]]!~’ 

Saturday, Dec. 14, 2013 through Saturday, Dec. 14, 2013 

US-U14 

WINTER YOUTH CUP Ug~U14 
......................................................................... 
Goals Soccer Center, South Gate California (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Thursday, Dec. 12, 2013 

The Winter Youth Cup is back. This developmental youth open tournament is a great way to end the year! This is a youth 

tournament which we expanded to include a Youth 14 and under division. This open tournament is open youth so girls can boys 

can play on the same team if they so choose. The divisions are 8 and under, 10 and under ... 

.......................................... 

Thursday, Jan. 2, 2014 through Sunday, Jan. 5, 2014 

U8 - U18 

GOLDEN GOAL’S YOUTH SNOWBALL INDOOR TOURNAMENT 
Golden Goal Sports Complex Colorado (West Region) 

Entry Deadline: Wednesday, Dec. 25, 2013 

This is a brand new fast paced indoor tournament. Teams play for the championship title in this weekend tournament at Golden 

Goal Sports Complex. Each team ~dll get to play a minimum of three games in a six versus six format. Whether, your team is looking 

to end the holiday season with a bang, keep improving soccer skills or just looking to have some ... 

Friday, June 6, 2014 through Sunday, June 8, 2014 

ug-u19 

AVALANCHE fNVIT,-~TtONAL o SHOWCASE ....................................................................................................... 

Park City Utah (West Re~ion) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 

Compete with the nation’s best. Elevate your game. Transcend your boundaries. The Avalanche Invitational in Park City, Utah, 

June 6-8, 2014, provides opportunities for top-performing female athletes of all ages to compete and be seen by college coaches. 

Enjoy the beauty and charm of Park City-as well as entertainment and networking events-at this premier college showcase and 

competitive youth tournament. 

Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 through Saturday, Oct. 5, 2013 

19+ 

SOCTOBERFEST TORONTO 
Toronto International (International Region) 

Entry Deadline: Tuesday~ Sept. 10, 2013 

Soctoberfest is in its third year. It is an adult 7v7 tournament with 3 divisions, Pro, Joe, Schmoe (competitive, over 30, and coed). 

We had over 20 teams last year and have a lot of fun sodal events planned around this. ~l,:.~e tournament infermation on 

Saturday, Oct. 26, 2013 through Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

uS-u16 

1FE YOUTH CUP 2013 
Seoul, South Korea International (international Region) 

Entry Deadline: Monday, Aug. 26, 2013 



To submit your free listing (maximum of 1 5 listings per organization) to Soccer America 
Tournament Calendar, go to Soccer America. 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, August 19, 2013 

Monday, Aug. 19, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Manchester City hosts Newcastle on Monday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

MONDAY, August 19 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain RAYO-ELCHE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-VILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (live), 2:30 p.m. 

Concacaf Champions League DIRECTV WCONNECTION-HOUSTON DYNAMO (live), 8 p.m. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR KARAGANDY-CELTIC (live), 2:30 p.m. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES GALAXY-CARTAGINES (live), 10 p.m. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-MORELIA (live) 10 pm. 

W~DNESDAY, August 21 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live), 2:30 p.m. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League TBA-TBA (live), 2:30 p.m. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FoilowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Aug. 19, 2013 
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Soccer Business Insider: NBC’s EPL opener draws 0.8 overnight rating 

Monday, Aug. 19, 2013                                                    ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

NBC’s EPL opener draws 0.8 overnight rating 
By PauI Kennedy 

Saturday’s NBC telecast of Swansea City-Manchester United - its first ever broadcast of the English Premier 

League - drew a 0.8 overnight rating to rank fourth out of eight live network soccer broadcasts on English- 

language television in 2013. 

NBC Sports Group aired three opening-day games live - Swansea City-Manchester United on NBC and Liverpool-Stoke City 

and ArsenaI-Aston Villa on NBCSN - and they averaged a 0.5 overnight rating - up 67 percent from last season’s opening 

Saturday three-game average (0.3 average for one match on ESPN and two on Fox Soccer). 

The rating points represent the percentage of all households with televisions tuned in, according to Nielsen’s suwey of the top 

56 U.S. metered markets. 

Soccer ratings tend to fall as the final ratings account for all markets, taking in smaller, more rural markets where soccer is 

less popular. 

2013 Network O~emight Ra[ings: 

1.7 Fox: USA.Panama (Gold Cup final) 

1.2 Fox: USA-El Salvador (Gold Cup quartedinals) 

1.0 Fox: Bayern-Munich-Dortmund (UEFA Champions League final) 

0.8 NBC: Swansea City-Man. United (English Premier League) 

0.7 NBC: Philadelphia Union-New York Red Bulls (MLS) 

0.7 Fox: USA.Cuba (Gold Cup first round) 

0.6 Fox: Real Madrid~verton (Guinness Int’l Champions Cup) 

0.5 Fox: Wigan-Man. City (English FA Cup final) 

Note: English-language television only. 

Given the heavy promotion of NBC’s EPL launch, one might imagine a higher rating for the game, but summer ratings for all 

network programming are notoriously low and an opening game involving Swansea City wasn’t exactly going to draw in fans. 

Fox, which held the EPL rights until this season, experimented with live coverage of two matches in early 2012. Manchester 

United’s 3-3 tie with Chelsea drew a 1.0 overnight rating on Fox on Super Bowl, up from the 0.9 overnight for Manchester 

United’s 2-1 win over Arsenal two weeks earlier. 

Top 10 Swansea-Man. United Ratings: 

2.2 Washington 

1.9 Tulsa 

t .8 Austin 

1.4 Seattle 

1.4 Buffalo 

1.2 Los Angeles 

1.0 Philadelphia 

1.0 Cincinnati 

1,0 Orlando 

0.9 HartfordlNew Haven 

FOX SOCCER DALLY. The second new daily soccer show, Fox Soccer Daily, debuts Monday at 4 p.m. ET on the new Fox 

Sports 1, which launched Saturday. 

The 30-minute show, which will air from Fox Sports l’s Los Angeles studios, will be hosted by Julie Stewart-Binks. Joining 

Stewart-Binks at the Fox Network Center will be veteran Fox soccer analysts Eric Wynalda, Warren Barton and Brian 

McBride. 

The show will air Monday-Friday on Fox Sports 1 except when preempted by UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa 

League pre-game and post-game shows. 

ESPN2’s ESPN FC debuted Aug. 11. It airs Monday-Friday 5:30-6 p.m. ET and Sunday 10-11 p.m. ET. (Drag racing pushed 

Sunday night’s show back to a midnight start.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: 



Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~le+ : Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are sayin,q on the Soccer Business Insider bloc~. 

Monday, Aug. 19, 2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The 20:L6 Girls IMG Academy summer update 
is out today, and Marley Canales, Mia Gyau, 
and Mallory Pugh remain the top players in 
the country. But who cracked the Top B? 

TDS releases its preseason Top 25 for men’s 
college soccer on Monday. [ndiana takes the 
top spot; find out who else made the list. 

A pair of recruits from the Midwest discuss 
their college commitment, including one who 
had to find a way to attract attention while 
playing outside the Academy. 

D~D YOU SEE? 

The EPL is u~aon us, We take 
a stab at the last four in, 
the last four out and some 
unknowns, 

Goodbye summer, hello 
preseason. [ did in fact pass 
both fitness tests this year. 
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Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Aug 19, 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Aug 19, 2013 

National Teamers Abroad: Premier League Openers 
With oN.y Serie A sti~.I in preseason among the major European se(:(:e~ ~eague% the US National. "Foamers ~n 

p~remier Leag~e sta~te~ thei~ seasons over the weekend~ Brad Guza~’s Anion Vib.a go~ one o~ the bigger resul.~s on 

$aturd~y, beatm~ Arsenal }-t w}th Guzan (:omm~ up bi~ h~ 2oa[ at the ~mirates Stadium. Arsenal took the lead 

in the 61st minute. Luna finished off the s(:orm~ in the 85th. 

"It }s important not to let the mood drop - after su(h a disappointing start that will be the diffk:ufty," Arsenaf manager 

Arsene Wenger said. "We wilt beun(:e ba~:k be(:a(~se the spirit a~d fo(:bs ~n the team is 2ood, bu~ ~ don’t deny that LMs ~s 

a massive d~sappointnlent for us. We missed (han(:es, we were a b~t ~n[ucky and we got some in]~r~es, a~[ three 

together~ ~t is a l’rag~l.e position," 

Jo:,’.y Al~:idore’s Sunder(and IosL 1-0 to Ful.ham with AItidore del)k~tin?, ior his new el.tab in iront ef 43.9B5 aL the Stadium 

of Light, Fuf.ham’s goat came in the 53rd minute, Geoff Cameron’s Stoke City lost 1-0 Lo Live~ pool aL Anfie[d giving up a 

37th minute goal, ’T’im Howard was in $oa~. for Eve~ioi~ in their 2-2 draw with Norwich City, 5vertor~’s Ross Bark(ey 
cancefled out Norwich’s 51st minute opene~ with a 61st minute goal and Seamus ¢of.eman put EverLon up four minutes 

~.ater. l.~orwit:h equa{ized in the 71st rni~l.~t:e~ 

"When you go 1-0 down, obviousfy the home side should have good momentum afte~ that but I thought we turned that 

~ound rea[I.y weiL" Everton manager Roberto Martinez said, "We got ourseb~es in ironL and fo~m that point on t thought 

we were the team that was more m controL" Read More 

MLS Week 25: Goals for Keane 

The schedule for Week 25 of t:e~e 2B13 A,~,L5 season opened at RFK Stadium wiLe~ DC Unb:ed [osh]g 2~1 te L[~e N~onL~ea[ 

~mpact. t6arco Di Vaio had both goats for ~4ost~ea1, scoring m the 43~d and (:ance[1in!{ out Conor Doyids 81st minute 

equBU~er two mint~tes ~ater. The referee se~t off beth ~:oa(:hes in the 75th rm~uLe afl:er argLdnB wiLt~ each ott~er o~ the 

s~detine, 

"We saw against Chicago that we were ready Lo come and iight to win games in the second hal.i ol d~a~ one," Montreai 

coach t,~ar~:o .~chal.iibat]rn said, "With 11 (~ames left in the season, we need to conLint]e to work ~ike we did today to 

make oul’ objective, even thouBh it’s st~[}, a [ittie ways away, we al’e gettin~ closer." 

At Qew Stadium, Columbus shutout Toronto 2.0 with Federico Higuain sco~in~ in the 1Bth and 67Lh minutes. Same 

score at G~l~ette Stadium, w}th New E~and beath~g Chica~o 2-0. Juan Agudelo opened the scorin!~ with a ~oa~ of the 

year c~nd~date in d~e 54th minute and Ke[yn Rowe equalized ~or the Fi~e a minute h]~o s~oppa~e time, The ~eferee sent 

off Chicago’s Bakery So~rnare and New En~]and’s Seer Sene for fighting i~ the 95th mimJte. New York and Philadelphia 

~i~ist~ed scoreless at Red ~uR Arena with both cl.t~b!~ putti~}~ three ~hol:~ apiece en ~eaL Read More 

FIFA and Elo Try to Rank a Streaking United States 
By Jason Davis - WASHfRGTON, DC {Aug 16, 2013) US Soccer Pf.ayers - The United SLates Rationaf. Team’s winning 

streak now sbands at 12 strai?,hL, the [atest v~(:tory a comeback effort over Bosnia arid HerzeBo~ir~a ir~ Sa~ajeve en 

Wednesday, Before that Jursen K[insmann’s side ra~t}.ed off eteven s~raNht wins, s~arth]~ wi~h a 4.2 ~riumph over 

Germany in a ~riend[y and contir~uh~g throta$~ two home qualifiers and a Gold Cbp tiL{e. "[’~e strea~ p[ayed a sign~l’~(:anL 

role ~n pushin~ the United SLates up the F~FA rankin~s, a notol’iot~siy imper~ec~ system that ~ewards teams fol’ wh]s 

regardless of the importance of the competition or the score line. 

h~ the Al~$l~st rankin$s, the US sits 19th, one spot above re~}ona[ r}val Mexico. It’s the first time the Ameri(ans ~ank 

M(~her than Et "[’ri in more than two years. F~FA’s system tear~s ~eav~ty on reskEt[s over L~e course ef years, net tl]enths. 

so wh}ie the American r~se above ~exico }s not surprising, it did take [o~ger tha~ one might think. Thou~h the USA 

improved miBhtfl.y during 2013 arid t,~exk:o s(:rarnb[ed to get poh~Ls o~ any kited, F~F~’s svsLern was sl.ow to push the 



It’s a flit[orion of the rankir, gs form~lLa that it took this k~ng for the two teams to switch places, and further, that the 

Uni~d $~al:es remains raI~ked as [t)w as 19~h~ 

ongma[ purpose was Lo ~a~k intematmna[ chess players. Tweaked s{~ghfly for the purposes of soccer, ma~y consider the 

E:{o system as mo~(} i~[ustra[iw~ d ~:urFenl: na[iona{ team s[~:mngth l:hall the off~(:~a[ F~FA system. "Da[~ks~ in F~rt: to the 

comeback wi~ ove~ Bosnia and Herzego~dna, the U~ited States is cL~rFent[y ranked 10th. Mexico si[s 21st. Read More 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League 

XI: Sponsor message 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 

Tuesday, Aug. 20, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDI= 

The LA Galaxy and Houston Dynamo kick off their play in the 2013-14 edition of the Concacaf Champions League 

on Tuesday. 

~Afl times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, A ~Igus’~ 20 

FOX SPORTS I 
UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League DIRECTV W CONNECTION-HOUSTON DYNAMO (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR KARAGANDY-CELTIC (live) 11 am. 

UEFA Champions League PACOS DE FERREIRA-ZENIT (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LYON-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-CARTAGINES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR KARAGANDY-CELTIC (live) 11 am. 

UEFA Champions League LYON-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana U. CATOLICA-EMELEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 7:55 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League VICTORIA-CLUB TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 2 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-CARTAGINES (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-MORELIA (live) 10 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, August 2’~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

Engiand CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TUGRES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 
FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND=WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

NCAA Women DELAWARE-ST JOHNS (live) 7 pm. 

SATURDAY, A~g~ 2,4 

NB¢ 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 



UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, A~.~st 25 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL TBD-TBD, Semifinal (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL TBD-TBD, Semifinal (delay) 10 pro. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

NCAA Women AUBURN-FLORIDA ST (live) 1 pm. 

NCAA Women FORDHAM-ST JOHNS (live) 1 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

TBA 

Lesgues offerin.g live streaming of g~mes include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedv I Riddle Mahone¥ I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Socceron TV ~rTuesday, Aug. 20, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulatiom’~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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The perils of parity do make for intense MLS races 
By Ridge Mahoney 

A slew of teams are clustered toqether in the MLS standinqs, and no team looks anything like the Supporters’      ~ 

Shield winners of the past two seasons. 

On the other hand, the battles for playoff spots are closer than ever. 

San Jose took the overall points crown last year with 66, a figure that seems well out of reach. It’s likely nobody will even 

match the 53 points accrued by Eastern Conference winner (and No. 2 on overall points) Sporting Kansas City. 

San Jose won 19 games and SKC 18. Their points-per-game stats were 1.94 and 1.85, respectively. Three other teams won 

17 times, exactly one-half of the 34-game schedule. 

How many teams have won one-half of their games so far this season? How about zero? Only twice before in the post- 

shootout era (since 2000) has no MLS team managed to win one-half of its schedule, in 2004 and 2009. 

The points-per-game leaders so far in 2013 are Portland and Montreal at 1.65, and right behind is Real Salt Lake at 1.64. They 

are about 15 percent off the Quakes’ 2012 pace of 1.94. RSL, which leads the SS race with 41 points with nine games to play, 

would need to win eight and tie the other one to match the Quakes’ 66 points. 

Intensely competitive playoff races will likely set a new mark for the amount of points needed to secure a postseason berth 

across both conferences. 

Last year, Houston captured the fifth and final playoff spot in the Eastern Conference with 53 points while Vancouver got the 

last Western slot with just 43 points. That scenario won’t be repeated this year, and it has to be remembered that the ’Caps 

wer~ 11 points behind the fourth-place Galaxy. Might a team miss the playoffs with 52 points, as did Columbus last year? 

Sure. 

Coincidentally, both Houston and Vancouver currently sit fifth in their respective conferences. Houston is fifth in the Eastern 

Conference with 36 points from 23 games. At a rate of 1.57 points per game, that would compute to 53.38 points for a 34- 

game season. Vancouver has 36 points from 24 games; that rate of 1 ~5 points per game would yield 51 points in a 34-game 

season. The sixth-place Sounders, despite losing to Houston, 3-1, last weekend, ar~ accruing 1.55 points per game, which 

would equal 52.7 points for a 34-game season. 

While the playoff cutoff is quite possible to be 53 points, the spread between the first-place and fifth-place teams is incredibly 

tight. Sporting Kansas City and New York, tied atop the East with 39 points, are just three points ahead of Houston. 

Supporters’ Shield leader Real Salt Lake (41 points) leads Vancouver by only five. 

In any case, the bar has been raised since the league changed its playoff format to five-teams-per-conference in 2011. In that 

season the fifth-place teams were New York (46) and Colorado (49). 

The points have to come from somewhere, and one needs only to look at the bottom slots in both conferences. The three 

stragglers - Toronto FC, D.C. United, and Chivas USA - have won a combined total of 11 games out of 71 for a winning 

percentage of 15.5. Last year, the bottom three were TFC, Chivas USA and Portland, and they won a combined total of 20 

games out of 102 (19.6 percentage). 

Here are other comparable numbers from the 2011 season: 

Supporters Shield winner: Los Angeles, 67 points (1.97 points per game); 

Runner-up: Seattle, 63 points (1.85 per game); 

Lowest playoff point total: New York, 46 points (1.35 per game); 

W~n total bottom three teams: 17, Toronto, New England, Vancouver (16.7 winning percentage). 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts Aston Villa; 

Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 kicks off. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, A~lg~st 2~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm, 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pro. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTOR VILLA (live) 2:45 pro. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Cope Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm, 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Cope Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY~ AUgLI~ 22 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa SudamerJcana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa SudamerJcana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 



Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID=AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm, 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, A~.~t 24 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 arm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm= 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 



UNIVISlON 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, A~gust 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT UVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY=MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIV~SION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

~o~d~y, August 25 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, A~gust 26 

BelN SPORT 



Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major Lea,que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Aug. 21,2013 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Can anyone prevent North Carolina from 
grabbing their 23rd national title? Here are 
some of the 2013 Division I contenders. 

WOMEN’S PREVIEW: ACC I SEC I WCC 

Two members of the New York Red Bulls 
Academy U16 squad make their college 
commitments. 
MORE: Girls Commitments: The Right Fit 

Chives is trying to recruit a Chicago-area 
standout born in lCjg9 to join the club’s youth 
program, but he has other options that could 
keep him local. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Battle of the best college 
men’s and women’s jerseys 
in the nation. 

Manchester City rocks the 
GoPro for an awesome on- 
pitch video experience. 

TopDrawerSoccer,corn Featured Partner: 

Norcross Nike Cup 

Registration is now open and early 
acceptance has begun for the 2013 Norcross 
Nike Cup. 

Over 500 boys and girls teams from 150 
different soccer clubs from 14 states will 
travel to compete in Atlanta, GA, on 
December 7 & 8, 2013. College showcase 
divisions were attended by over 100 college 
coaches in 2012. 

Don’t let your team miss the chance to play 
in the most competitive, challenging and 
organized tournament for the postseason. 
Registration will close October 14, 2013 at 
12 noon (EST). 



THIS IS GOING TO BE A GREAT TOURNAMENT 
REGISTER NOW! 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, August 21, 2013 8:34 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Soccer America Preseason Womeu’s Top 25 

NEWS for Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Soccer America Preseason Women’s Top 25 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[RANKINGS] North Carolina, the 2012 national champion, is No. 1 in the Soccer America Preseason Women’s 

Top 25 rankings ahead of Penn State, which the Tar Heels beat in the 2012 Women’s College Cup final. Pac-12 

rivals UCLA and Stanford are 3-4, while Notre Dame, which has moved to the ACC, completes the top five. Four ACC teams 

(Florida State, Virginia, Duke and Wake Forest) and Santa Clara (at No. 9) round out the top 10. For the complete Top 25 

rankings ... - Read the whole stow 

by Soccer America 

[2013 SCHEDULE] The women’s college season kicks off Friday and the men’s season starts a week later. For games 

available on television and online ... - Read the whole stow 

Tar Heels are undisputed favorites 
by Soccer America 

[NORTH CAROLINA: SA Preseason #1] Last year’s NCAA Division I title - its 22nd national championship - was improbable. 

This year, North Carolina, as it has so many times before, is the undisputed favorite to win the NCAA Division I championship 

and is No. 1 in the Soccer America Women’s Top 25 rankings. - Read the whole story 

.__H____a__yes leads talented Nittany_ Lion attack 
by Soccer America 

[PENN STATE: SA Preseason #21 Penn State reached the Women’s College Cup final for the first time in 2012 with one of the 

most feared attacks in the country. Christine Nairn, who led the Nittany Lions with 17 goals and 12 assists, is gone but just 

about everyone else is back, making Coach Erica Walsh’s squad the second-ranked team in the Soccer America Preseason 
Top 25. - Read the whole stow 

by Soccer America 

[UCLA: SA Pteseason #3] First-year head coach Amanda Cromwell, who arrived from UCF to take over for B.J. Snow, 
inherited a team loaded with talent, including two Olympians and four U.S. under-23 players, but she also must lead the 

Bruins against three of the nation’s top five teams in the Soccer America Preseason Top 25 - all on the road. - Read the 

whole story 
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Subject: 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Au~ 21, 2013 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Champions and Premier 
Leagues 

Champions League pf.ayoff round on Fox Sports 1: Fenerbache - AFsena[ at 2:30pro. Fox Soccer Pf.us has Schakke ¯ PAOK 
at 2:30prn, Ludos, orets Razgrad - Base[ at 7: }0pro, Dmamo - Austria Vienna at 9:30pro. and Steau Bucharest - Legia 

Warsaw at 1 l:30pqT Premier League on NBCSN: Chelsea - Anion ViU.a el: 2: ~0pra~ Supe~copa on ESP~.~2: At[etico Madrid 

Barcelona at 5pro. Cope Sudamerk:ana on Fox Deportes: Libertad - p¢dneros at 7pro. Cope Mexico on Un~vision Deportes: 

Montem~,y - A[tamira at 1{}pro. Cope Braz~ on bel~.~ Sport: Cruzeiro - gl.araengo at g:45pm. A~/Trees 

Their Words 

’%his is the q~hd season fo~ the Oiai[orossi without. European compe~.ition and so the main aim wit[ be ~o 
the club back into conth~ertta[ actk)n to b~ing the ~[amor back to a (:tub that deserves to be on the 

inteFna~onat s~age," Rome ~alkeeper ~rgan De Sanctis, 

MLS Faces Tough Questions on TV versus Tickets 

By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Aug 21,2013} US Soccer Pfayers - On Saturday, NBC unveiled its brand new plide 

a~l(] joy, {he En${Bh Preraier Leasue. "jibe American net~A, erk spared no expe~lse hi l:]leif pfeduc{ion ef tile wor{d’s mos[: 

popular soccer league, sho~,,casmg club soccer on a ~eve~ never before sees in the United States. NBC’s investment 

included dedk:ath~g {arge bkx:ks ef aFtFae to not just the games, but to the type of anci~l.ary p~egramming that sets tMs 

season of English soccer on American television apart from any that came before. 

The ~easons tqBC focused on the Premie~ League as anchor pro$rammin~ fo~ its Redgiing sports network, NBCSN, and 

chose to ~everage its r~g~ts into ever-~:~e-ai~ brea@:asts and flJ~l, dh~tr~bbtion ef En~{~s~ se~:cer access several, p~a~:~erms 

are myriad. The rise of soccer h~ Ame~ ice. The buFseomng visibility of the Premier Lea%le ~n the US. The availability of 

a high end sports product at a fraction of the cost they would pay for any domestic non-soccer sports property. The 

legitimacy ~t provides. A[so among d~em are ~wo considerations ~ntFinsic ~o most major sports te[evision contracts: a 

consistent schedule and exc[us}ve broadcast windows. 

NBC also has rights to a portion of Maio~ League Soccer’s tefevised product. So far. their presentation has been stet[ar, 

a marked step uI) from p~e\,ious broadcast par~:ner Fox, and on par w~th standard-bea~er ESPN. As ~t stands, ML.g does 

not pro~dde ESPN and NBg with exclusive broadcast windows. It abo does not aKow for f[exiMe s(:heduHng, a feature of 

~,~B(:’s deal wb:~ the NFL that a{k)ws mo~e imper~:an~: games to be raeved to B~:o na~:~ona{ te~e~dsion s{ots {ate in the year 

and improves ~atmgs. As Major Lea2ue Soccer’s schedule is notoFJous[y f[uid, nationa[ broadcast times From week.to- 

week a~e rarel.y consistent. Fans reuse: pay earefu[ attenth:~n ~:e ~ind the nal:iona~[y te]exdsed f~araes week te week. a ~a<:t 

[ha[ natu~aU.y depresses ratings. Read More 

Questions: Odd MLS Streaks and EPL in the USA 

By Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA {Aug 20, 20i 3) US Socce~ Ptaye~ s - In Tuesday’s cofumn, Tony wonders when Kansas 

(2i~:y is ¢~eing to {A, in hl San Jose. wonders {A, ha[ differen~:e the Premier League breadcasl:er reaU.y raab~s in t~e United 

States, and asks whk:h h,LS teams have raven u9 the most goats over the {ant s~x �ames. 

What are two of the oddest streaks ~n Major Leasue Soccer? 

Hew about that Kansas City hasn’t: wen in 16 games in San Jose after k)sin$1-0 on Sunday n[$~g: and the Red BuU.s’ 

on~oh~ streak oF no wins in New Eng[and since 2002. Thankful[y, Sunday nimbus San Jose-KC ~ame wasn’t on natiena[ 

l:eievBien or available as a f~ee sl:ream, as it ’A, as another game thB weekend that was for ~:~e corap[etists e~{y {see 

aiso New YoFk versus Phitadetphia). 

Both sides stru~gl.ed to compie~.e passes (neither team compl.eted 75Z oi their passes} and even ear{y in q~e same yeb.ow 

cards to Kansas City’s Chance Myers and Aur~ien Co[[h~ rafted to deter the physica{ play. where breakis~ u9 the passis$ 

{anon WaS q~ere iq~por{a~: 1:[~a~ ce~wsp{eth~g passes and gettBlg [~)~2{} attacking positions. Read More 

CONCACAF Champions League: Brian Ching says this Houston Dynamo may have best chance to win ~ item 



The perils of parity do make for intense MLS races o from Soccer America’!; Ridge ¢,~ho~ey: ~ow many ten,ms have 

wo~ oI~e-h~]f of their g~mes so far th~s seasoI~? 

Donovan in line for bi reward either in MLS or abroad - from GoaLcom’s Av1 Creditor: T~e wef~bversed Donov~a is 

Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger must ~et tough in the transfer market - or else admit that he needs assistance 
lrom The TOegr~ph’s HenW W~nter: ~’~e has e~n~e~ the right fo~ ~iscuss~ons abou~t Ms ~tu~’e to ~e condu~cte~ w~th 

Wenger, Arsenal already in crisis mode - from Fox Soccer’s Amy L~wre~ce: The mood as Arse[~] c~me unstuck against 

Aston Vil.{~ iOt sel.l inRicted, 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Copa Sudamedcana 

Sai~tiago Berabeau Trophy o~ belN Sport: Real Math id - A~ Sadd at 4::}0pro. Reaf Madr}d last fost their ov~’~ preseasoi~ 

trophy i~ 2004 to (JN£~ Pbmas. 1~ 2005, they be~t ~n ~¢~1.S Sel.ect XI ~{}, {.~}st year, they beat ,~4fl.{on~rk)s 

S~idamericar~a o~ Fox Deportes: Sa~ Lorenzo - River P]ate at 6:30pm ~nd Deportivo Pasto - Co{o Co[o at 8:30pro. 

Sport: Botafogo - At{circe ~tG at 8:45pm, A~ Times 

:~,." i: Sponsor message 

!~i p ..... d by 

i.~.i Sponsor me~sage 



i~i powered by 

Click here to safely unsubscribe irorr! "US~occe;P!~ie~s, " Click here to view mailin~ archives, here to chan~e ,vour preferences~ a~ here to subscribe ~ Privocy ~. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, August 21, 2013 12:08 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer On TV: August 21 -September 2, 2013 

Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The NCAA Division I women’s college season kicks off Friday and the NCAA Division I men’s season starts a 

week later. For games available on television and online ... 

Note: All times ET. Programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer America on Twitter: FoliowSoccer America 

College Soccer Reporter: Sign up free e-letter 

(Click her~ for the complete fall schedule.) 

Thu~day, Aug. 22 

NSCAATV.com 

NAIA Men Spring Arbor at Lindsey Wilson 7 p.m. 

Friday, Aug. 23 

BYUtv 

Nonconference Women Cal State Fullerton at BYU 9 p.m. 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Women Delaware at St. John’s 7 pm 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women Northeastern at UCLA 9 p.m. 

Sut~day, Aug. 25 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Women Auburn at Florida State 1 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Fordham at St. John’s 1 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women Cal State Northridge at UCLA 9 p.m. 

Friday, Aug. 30 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Men NJIT at St. John’s 8 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

Nonconference Women Clemson at South Florida 6 p.m. 

Nonconference Men FGCU at South Florida 8 p.m. 

Pac-t 2 Networks 

Nonconference Women Texas at Oregon State 3 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Baylor at Washington 6:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Men Georgetown at California 5 p.m. 

Saturday, Aug. 31 

BYUtv 

Nonconference Women Nebraska at BYU, 9 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

NAIA Men Concordia (Ore.) at Hastings 6 p.m. 

Sunday, Sepi, 1 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Women North Daokta State at St. John’s 7 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women Texas at Or~gon 3 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Boise State at Washington 5 p.m. 



Nonconference Men Maryland at California 5 p.m. 

Nonconference Men Georgetown at Stanford 7 p.m. 

Monday, Sept. 2 

CSTV 

Nonconference Women BYU at LSU, 8 p.m. 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Men South Carolina at Clemson 7 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

NAIA Men Northwestern Ohio at Olivet Nazarene 6 p.m. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Aug. 21,2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, August 21, 2013 7:33 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Insider: First five EPL games draw average of 443, 000 viewers 

Wednesday, Aug. 21,2013                                                 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

First five EPL games draw average of 443,000 
v i ewe rs 
By Paul Kennedy 

More than 3.4 million people watched the opening weekend of the NBC Sports Group’s coverage of the English 

Premier League weekend featuring seven telecasts on three networks (one on NBC, four on NBCSN and two on 

Spanish-language mun2). 

The five games on NBC and NBCSN were watched by a total of 3.2 million viewers - up 52 percent from the 2.1 million total 

for the five games on ESPN and Fox Soccer last year. 

Those five games were watched by an average of 443,000 viewers each game. (As a matter of comparison, the 12 

Confederations Cup group matches averaged 485,000 on ESPN and ESPN2.) 

The Swansea City-Manchester United drew an average of 792,000 average viewers, while the four weekend matches on 

NBCSN averaged 356,000 viewers. 

Fans streamed more than 5.7 million minutes of Premier League action via NBC Sports Live Extra, NBC Sports Group’s live 

streaming product for desktops, mobile devices and tablets. This is the first time ever that all EPL games are available at no 

extra cost to fans via live stream. 

- Not surprisingly, NBCSN does not yet have the drawing power of ESPN or ESPN as Monday’s Manchester City-Newcastle 

match averaged 189,000 viewers on ESPN2, down 46 percent from ESPN2’s first Monday last season (source told 

@Ourand SBJ) 

ESPN’S SKIPPER HOPEFUL. At Wednesday’s ESPN Media Day, Jonathan TannenwNdreports that ESPN president John 

Skipper said "our clear preference would be to remain with" MLS and U.S. Soccer. Those rights are up at the end of 2014. 

T~MTTER BUZZ. Four EPL clubs - Arsenal, Manchester United, Chelsea and Liverpool - ranked 1-4 in last week’s U.S. 

sports buzz on Twitter, far ahead of teams like the Dallas Cowboys, New York Yankees and Boston Red Sox, according to 

Gilt Edge Soccer. 

#FANWALL CAMPAIGN. U.S. Soccer has launched a social media campaign with the hashtag #fanwall that offers fans the 

chance to send messages and pictures via Facebook, Twitter and Instagram that will be displayed on the walls of the tunnel 

outside the U.S men’s national team locker room at Columbus Crew Stadium before the Sept. 10 USA-Mexico World Cup 

2014 qualifier. The walls of the tunnel are an exclusive area in the stadium that only the team and staff access. The messages 

and photos will be the last thing the players and coaches see before entering the field before kickoff. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 

Wednesday, Aug. 21, 2013 
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Soccer On TV: Thur~ay, August 22, 2013 

Thursday, Aug. 22, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Thursday action includes Copa Sudamedcana and Concacaf Champions League. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, A~(./~ 22 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLD (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRIDAY, ALIgLISt 23 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pro. 

Netherlnads HEERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO--GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, A~g~st 24 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pm. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 



Mun2 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT K~CK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, A~gost 25 

ESPN2 

MLS SEA]-I’LE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVlLLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pro. 



Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 6 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) I pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pro. 

AZ’rECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEA-FFLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, A ~lgus’~ 26 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Maior Lea.clue Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Socceron TV ~rThursday, Aug. 22,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : ShorthaJ~ded goals jumble MLS’s Weslem playoff race 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s tough. It feels a little bit 

like the rug got pulled back 

from under us. It’s a tough 

one to take on the chin, 

especially at home." 

-- Chivas USA defender 

Carlos Bocanegra after his 

team fell, 3-1, to FC Dallas 

despite leading 1-0 until the 

71st minute and playing a 

man up for the last 10 

minutes, when Dallas 

scored twice more 

(M LSSoccer.com) 

Shorthanded goals jumble Western playoff race 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS REWIND: Week 25] Just when you thought the Western Conference playoff 

race couldn’t get any crazier, it did just that on a wild Wednesday night that featured 

three goals scored by teams down to 10 men. - Read the whole stoW 

Tiny Heredia shocks Montreal 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Week 2] The Montreal Impact fielded only two starters 

from its MLS game on Saturday and paid with a 1-O loss at tiny Heredia in Guatemala City = the 

first by an MLS club this season to a non-MLS club. - Read the whole stoW 

Diskerud’s Rosenborg still has shot at double 
by Soccer America 

[,AMERICANS ABROAD] Three members of the U.S. national team went the distance in action 

abroad on Wednesday, but only Mix Diskerud came away with a win. Plus: Brad Guzan 

(Chelsea-Aston Villa highlights) ... - Read the whole story 

Harris and Krieger debut in Sweden 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICAN ABROAD] Only three days after finishing up the NWSL season with the last-place 

Washington Spirit, goalie Ashlyn Harris and defender Aly Krieger debuted for Tyreso of the 

Swedish Damallsvenskan in its 1-1 tie at KIF Orebro. - Read the whole stow 

Arsenal in crisis? What crisis? 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] It took a trip to the cauldron that is Istanbul’s Sukru Saracoglu 

Stadium for Arsenal to forget its nightmare start to the English Premier League season. A 3-0 win 

over Fenerbahce in the first leg of their playoff series that all but assured the Gunners will return 

to the group stage of the UEFA Champions League for a 17th straight season. - Read the whole 

stow 

FCKC’s Bamhart named top goalie 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] FC Kansas City goalkeeper Nicole Barnhart was voted the NWSL Goalkeeper of the 

Year, beating out Western New York rookie Adrianna Franch and Portland’s Karina LeBlanc, 

who finished tied for second in the voting, - Read the whole story 

Neymar’s first Barca goal recalls strike against USA 
by Mike Woitalla 

~qDEO PICK: Golazos] Barcelona got its first goal from the man it paid $74 million for when 

Neymar scored in Wednesday’s Supercopa game against Atletico Madrid. And he did so in a 

similar manner to his debut goal for Brazil - also a header, against the USA at the Meadowlands 

in 2010. - Read the whole stoW 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TopDrawerSoccer.com <scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Thursday. August 22, 2013 9:01 AM 

Donm~ce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NSCAA College Scoreboard FINAL UPDATE 

Hi Anson, 

With the 2013 season nearly upon us, here are 6 THINGS YOU NEED TO ~OW about the TDS/NSCAA scoreboard: 

1. Scoreboard Access If you still need access, please register on TopDrawerSoccer.com and then email us and we’ll get you set-up. 

2. Scores Entry Watch this :47 second video for a quick tutorial (by the way, the entire scores entry process only takes 30 seconds). If you do not have a StatCrew XML 

file, you can simply click on the Manual Scores tab within the interface and enter your score and stats manually. Be sure to mark the game "Finished". 

"~ Scoreboard XML Upload Video 

Stats NEW for this year are division stats pages showing the leaders in major statistical categories (goals, assists, shots, etc.). These stats’ based on the submitted)d~IL 

files or manually entered s’tats, and we do not take any res79onsibility f!~r their accuracy as i~ is" impossible for us to manually update 2500+ programs’ s’tats on a da@ 

News/Recaps You can submit your news, game recaps, and press releases directly into our system through the "Recaps & News" tab within the scoreboard interface. 

If it is a game recap and you select the game, it will appear in the box score. These stories will also automatically appear in our archives and on your team’s profile. 

highly recommend doing this" because it helps bring added attention and public’iO~ to your program/ 

Videos You can upload your game highlights, features, or other videos directly into our system. :amd just like recaps, if you select the game, it will appear in the box 

score, g~’e highly recommend doing this" because it helps bring added attention and publicity to your program! 

Player Submissions Did you know that each program has their own inbox within the scoreboard interface? Potential recruits can submit theh" profile directly to your 

inbox.., without cluttering up your real inbox. See which recruits are interested in your program (they only’ receive 25 submissions, so they must use them wisely) and 

view their player profile. 

We look fbrward to a fantastic season and please contact us with any questions. 

See you on the field, 

Seth Burleigh 

VP Operations 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV News: NBCSN adds Altidore’s EPL match ou Saturday 

Thursday, Aug. 22, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Paul Kennedy 

NBCSN has added the Southampton-Sunderland match featuring the Black Cats’ American star, Jozy Altidore, 

to its Saturday coverage of the English Premier League with the kickoff at 10 a.m. ET. 

(Click here for complete Soccer on TV listings.) 

Altidore made his Sunderland debut last Saturday in its 1-0 loss to Fulham. 

NBCSN will air four other games over the weekend, and NBC will carry Saturday’s Aston Villa-Liverpool game at noon ET. The 

four additional games in the Saturday 10 a.m. time slot will be available on Premier League Extra Time. 

VIDEO PICKS OF THE WEEK: 

MLSSoccer.com:Aqudelo shows off qenius 

Ligue t : Le match exceptionnel d’Ochoa 

MLS Insider: Homecoming: Clint Dempsey’s return to MLS 

FoxSoccer.com:Antoine Griezmann’s overhead kick 

NWSL PLAYOFFS ON FS2. The inaugural NWSL playoffs are set to be carried live on the new Fox Sports 2, starting with the 

semifinals on Saturday. Lauren Holiday, the regular-season scoring champion, leads FC Kansas City in the first semifinal 

against Canadian star Christine Sinclair and Portland Thorns FC at 2:00 p.m. ET in Overland Park, Kan. In the other 

semifinal, FIFA Women’s Player of the Year Abby Wambach leads top-seed Western New York Flash against Sky Blue FC 

at 8 p.m. ET at Sahlen’s Stadium in Rochester, N.Y. 

MLS INSIDER PROFILES VALERI. A profile of Portland Timbers midfielder Diego Valeri will be one of the segments on the 

eighth episode of MLS Insider that premieres Friday on NBCSN (7:30 p.m. ET). Other segments include a look back at the 

2010 friendly match in which the then-Kansas City Wizards defeated Manchester United, 2-1, and the impact of MLS players 

on the U.S. men’s national team. 

USL PRO PLAYOFFS STREAMED. USL PRO moves into the quarterfinals, and all four games will be streamed through the 

league’s free online streaming service, USLNation.com. Saturday’s matches: Harrisburg-Charlotte 2 p.m. ET, Richmond- 

Dayton, Orlando-Pittsburgh, Charleston-Los Angeles at 7:30 p.m. ET. 

NAIA GAME OF THE WIEEK. NAIA men’s soccer will be in the spotlight this season with its own game of the week. The 

NSCAA has partnered with Tourbeau Sports Group for a 12-game package of live stream broadcasts on NSCAATV.com, 

beginning with nine-time champion Lindsey W~lson in action Thursday against Spring Arbor (kickoff: 7 pm ET). 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Aug. 22, 2013 
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~C Football Tailgates Classic Movie Night 

We h;~ve mar@ new 
additions to oul pre-.       ¯ Tailgates 
game tailgate parties 

Infused Spints 

shown on ~he Big Night 
screen in A~umni Hail as 

prepared by The 

that p~’ecedes the 

S~day Brunch 



s~o~ 

We haw~ reinvented 

the Breakfast Bar! 

Andrew Harper on Costa Rica 
a~d Martha’s Vineyard 
ibe i~atura~ sptei~dol’s 

d~scovel 

co m p I~ me n t a [7 H;~le away Report fe at u ~~ g 

a~daEe o~ my f~vor~te bins and notable 

MASA Assist 
Medic’s/A~r s~e, ~,ce5 

Ai~ Se~wi¢¢ss Associatio~ ....... 
- the premier 

whet..’~er yoa are a.: home, at work or 

u~p~am~ed hea~U~ a~d emergency 

days. WR~ o~e ca~l, st ~sy1:m~e (24 

Greater Fort Lauderdale 

5~2Flt)OI~S, 

Australian Open amd Four Nights 
in Fiji 
F,"x>,"~ $2,779 pe~" pe;:son 

a day, 365 dg~ys a yeg~ } bIASA Assist 

The Key to LeM~g Highly 
Productive Meetings 

In lh~s a~d~o podcasl, 

C~mmor~ Here~d - ~oundm e~ " 
g~ckpocketCOO ~~d author of the 

~ Why We Do a FeR:Me Job 

~ Th~ Importa~(:e of Trah]ing 

~ The Three }~o~es th~E ~teed (o be 

P~ayed ~:~ []very ~:~eet~ng 

~ Ur~delsla~d~g Whether or ~¢of You 

Should Say Yes to a ~,~eetblg 

~ Usk:(: lime Coss~xa~l~s to 

~ The Types of ~eeU~gs FhaE 

()rg~n~zat~oss Sho~}d Have 

Dese~ ~oo~ Boo~ 
A fun-rifled guide to hote/~ dining, 

by Andrew Sessa ~ Photo by 3ean-Denis 
3oubert 

The debut of the Roy~} ~ 

me~a spot~g~t 



WhUe i~s [:iji, you’li be sL~llounded by lash 

tropical vegetation% "~’,,t~ite sand bea¢..’~es, 

i5~r~d Bule o~1:e~s s~y~sh 

accommodatlor~s a~]d activities to ar~sa~e 
a truly memorable stay, 

If You Exercise, Mental Training 
is for You! 
by Sarah Frey, M,S, C,,"d-[(a; & Robert Neff, 
Ph.D., CNT@ 

exercise, but worry you won’t st~c~ sHth 

t~-y~g to establish a routk~e, Fo4uuate}y, 

happarUng to 

worst enamy~ Co.mraor~ exceses ~o pass 

workout regimen, bet ~t wU~ 

Member Exclusives Presented 
by Aza~axa Club Cruises 

What couid possibly be ...... 

bei:b,!r ti:a8 a~: 
;~za ma~ a voyage 

~rwwhere m the world w~th ~ ve~ar~da 
v~e~H Boor a~y of ou~ select 20.t4 
voy~ges by September 30, 201.3~ 

Stateroom [or the same ~r~ce as a 

voyages to choose from, i:]ch;di~g the 

West [~~dkts, the Pa~]ama Case< 

have more ways to expelie~ce the 

of Azamara is some of t~]e most 
~est~at~o=is ~] the worM, 

Club Vallarta 2013 

Vista Valiarta Got~, at a very specai rate, 

Acura ClubCorp Champions 
Classic 
c~ep~emb~, 4~8, 2(}13 ~ Omr~i 

Creek Resort S 

following teams ~hat 

wit~ be atte~]~iPg the 

Cha~lpk?~’~s C~assk: at 

the Omm Ba~to~ Cleek 
Resort 8 Spa, 

in addi,:ion to braggi~]g rights as the 

(}rag [’~or:i:a~~ golf atth’e, Foot-Joy 

a ho~e-.~mor~e or~ the Ca~yor~s coarse, 
Off course ~rizes wU~ include ~ stay at 
Hote~ Casa Velas i~] Pue:to VaUarta 

~r~d~v~dt~ wm~?e~s. One ~t~cky member 

w}~ the ass of a~ £,cu~a tot B year, 

Lobster Feast 
Coming L~ Oc’l:ober 

Ar~ evem: so good you 

(;t~owder 

Chub D[m~er Salad 

1-3/4 ~b, ~l;[tk~ Lobsl:e~- 

Steamed 

Le mon-dras’~n Butte~ 

£0~~ 0~’~ {be Cob 

a\,ailabl~ to [)~QaSQ a~]y 

P~kl5, we a~e ogfel~3g a 9e~ec1~o~ of Chef’s 
da y lobster features tbrougho<~t the 

Jo}~ ~s~ [@~serv~Uor~s re~red, 

Courser the Club for more 



Football and Baseball Tickets 

OneMembershipwithlVlultiplePrivilegesfromthelVlountainstothe 

in a~di~,-ss to you copspiimentary aitdng ~t~,d cai-t ~ee go~f, the Ri~ng~e Society ~s proud 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson®email.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerPlayers - Aug 22, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Aug 22, 2013 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Copa Sudamericana 
Santiago Berabeau Trophy on belN Sport: Real Madrid - Al Sadd at 4:30pm. Real Madrid last lost their own preseason 

trophy in 2004 to UNAM Pumas. In 2005, they beat an MLS Select XI 5-0. Last year, they beat Millonarios 8-0. Copa 

Sudamericana on Fox Deportes: San Lorenzo - River Plate at 6:30pm and Deportivo Pasto - Colo Colo at 8:30pm. 

CONCACAF Champions League on Univision Deportes: Sporting San Miguelito - Alajuelense at 10pm. Copa Brazil on belN 

Sport: Botafogo - Atletico MG at 8:45pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"It’s going to be a really interesting season because of the changes at United, Chelsea and City. Arsenal 

keep saying they have £100m to spend on players but it’s not as easy as that." Bryan Robson. 

Champions League: Schalke 1 - PAOK 1 
Jermaine Jones started for Schalke in front of 52,444 at the Veltins-Arena, drawing 1-1 with PAOK in the first-leg of 
their UEFA Champions League playoff round series. Jefferson Farfan opened the scoring for Schalke in the 32nd minute 
with PAOK equalizing in the 73rd. The deciding game will be closed door in Greece with PAOK under a three-game 
suspension for crowd trouble. Read More 

Premier League: Chelsea 2 - Aston Villa 1 
Brad Guzan took his regular place in goal for Aston Villa for Wednesday’s 2-1 loss to Chelsea at Stamford Bridge. 
Chelsea’s participation in the European Super Cup as the Europa League members meant a Premier League schedule 
adjustment and Villa playing their second game in London in four days. An own goal put Chelsea up in the 6th minute 
with Christian Benteke equalizing for Villa three minutes into first-half stoppage time. Branislav Ivanovic scored 

Chelsea’s winner in the 73rd minute. Read More 

CCL: Win for Tijuana, Loss for Montreal 
Tijuana was on the road on Wednesday in the CONCACAF Champions League, with Joe Corona subbing on in the 73rd 
minute and Edgar Castillo following in the 79th in their 3-2 win over Victoria in Honduras. Paul Arriola opened the 
scoring in the 10th minute and Diego Olsina made it 2-0 in the 40th. Victoria pulled a goal back from the penalty spot in 
the 48th minute with Cristian Pellerano scoring for Tijuana in the 69th. Victoria scored again in the 86th minute. 



At the Estadio Cementos Progreso in Guatemata City, Heredia shutout Montreat 1-0. Chartes Cordova scored the game’s 

onty goat in the 88th minute. Cordoba missed a penatty in the 20th minute. The referee sent off Montreat’s Piscu in the 

45th. Read More 

MLS: Dallas Wins, Portland and RSL Draw 
In Wednesday night’s Major League Soccer action, FC Dattas beat Chivas USA 3-1 at StubHub Center. Chivas USA’s Bryan 

de ta Fuente opened the scoring in the 43rd minute with Btas Perez equatizing for Dattas in the 71st. The referee sent 

off Dattas’s Jackson in the 81st minute, but David Ferreira (86th) and Ramon Nunez (90th) scored short-handed goats for 

the win. 

Porttand and Rear Satt Lake finished 3-3 at JELD-WEN Fietd. Rodney Wattace opened the scoring for the Timbers in the 

24th minute with Nat Borchers equatizing for RSL in the 38th. Javier Morates put Satt Lake up in the 43rd minute, with 

Diego Materi equatizing for Porttand in the 57th minute. The referee sent off RSL’s Yordany Atvarez in the 79th minute 

with Porttand’s Katif Athassan giving his ctub an 86th minute read. Rear Satt Lake’s Cote Grossman equatized three 

minutes into stoppage time to sprit the points. Read More 

Tell Me About: Serie A in 2013-14 
The tast in our 2013-14 season preview series takes us to Itaty, where Michaet Bradtey represents the US Nationat Team 

prayer poor as a member of AS Roma. What’s in store for Bradtey’s ctub and the teague as a white this season? Read on. 

So Why Are We Here? 

The question that taunches art of our Tett Me Abouts. US Nationat Team prayer Michaet Bradtey is a regutar at AS Roma. 

Since joining the ctub tast season, Bradtey has 30 appearances. Prior to Bradtey’s arrivat in Rome, Serie A was an 

historicatty tough teague for Americans. Oguchi Onyewu spent two seasons with Mitan where a combination of injury and 

coaching decisions meant he never made an appearance in Serie A. Atexi Latas is the record hotder for Serie A 

appearances for US Nationat Team prayers, praying 44 times for Padova. What Bradtey did tast season was estabtish 

himsetf as a regutar prayer for a major team. Roma disappointed with a 6th-ptace finish and tosing to Rome rivats Lazio 

in the finat of the Coppa Itatia. Read More 

Eddie Pope on DC United’s stadium, Clint Dempsey’s return and MLS’ minimum salary - from MLSsoccer’s Jeff Bradtey: 

"any issue that a prayer comes across, I’m overseeing those issues and trying to make rife easier for the prayers." 

Arsenal caught betwixt and between in Premier League game of ambition - from The Guardian’s Paut Witson: 

Entertaining as this undoubtedty has been, it is no way to conduct the generatty straightforward process of transferring 

prayers between ctubs .... 

If Newcastle United manager Alan Pardew is under pressure after Manchester City defeat, so is Joe Kinnear - from 

The Tetegraph’s Luke Edwards: Newcastte have not spent any money on permanent signings in this window. 

Flying starts - but City and United must not get carried away - from The Manchester Evening News’ Stuart Mathieson 

and Rob Dawson: But a poacher’s tap-in at Swansea and a cheeky chip for his second suggests here is a young man ready 

to go to the next tevet. 

Wenger’s transfer fear confusing given summer moves - from ESPN FC’s Raphaet Honigstein: Is that reatty true? 

Friday’s Soccer TV: MLS and Liga MX 
Bundestiga on GottV: Borussia Dortmund - Werder Bremen at 2pm. Eredivisie on GotTV: Heerenveen - Ajax at 4:30pm. 

Ligue 1 on beIN sport: Monaco - Toutouse at 2:30pm. La Liga on beIN Sport en Espanot: Getafe - Atmeria at 2pm and 

Bitbao - Osasuna at 4pm. MLS on NBCSN: Chicago - Sporting Kansas City at 8:30pm. Liga MX on Azteca and ESPN 

Deportes: Queretaro - Chivas at 8:30pm and Tijuana - Santos Laguna at 10:30pm. All Times Eastern 



Sponsor message 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <lis~@nscaa.com> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:06 PM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 Convention RegisWation and Housing Open’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Click here to view the web version. 

Registration for Soccer’s Biggest Party is now open and you are the first to hear about 
it! Join us January 15-19 in Philadelphia for the 2014 NSCAA Convention! 
Development of the program schedule and other exciting elements of the show are 
underway and will be announced in the coming weeks. Check this off your to-do list and 
save money by getting in your registration early! Make sure to continue to check 
NSCAA.com!convention for announcements and details! 

[+] Get a sneak peak of the early clinician lineup (more to come)! 

[+] Take a look at the most diplomas and certificates we have ever offere!! 

IMPORTANT HOUSING INFORMATION 

Registration comes first this year! The NSCAA Housing block is only open to 
registered attendees, exhibitors, All-America athletes and their families. Access to 
Housing Information can be found in your registration receipt and other information you 
will receive following completion of your registration. For further assistance in your hotel 
booking please contact us at info@nscaa.com. 

Soccer’s Biggest Party is coming...are you ready? Get pumped by watching and 
sharing this video! Help us make this the biggest party we have ever hosted in 2014! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
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::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide Ahead of the kickoff of the 2013 women’s 
college soccer season, we’re predicting the 
regular season conference winners, 

I 
ii.~.ii Premier Contenti 

MORE: Women’s DI Weekend Preview 

The always-competitive Ivy League is set for 

another close season, with familiar names 
looking to knock off last year’s champion 
Cornell. 
MEN’S PREVIEW: SoCon I Atlantic 10 

Three players from the U14 BNT played up an 
age group at a recent U17 international event 
in Mexico. Find out what they said about the 
experience. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Soccer companies have 
turned commercials into an 
art form. Here are the top 5 
adverts ever made. 

Patrick Stewart narrating the 
FIFA 14 gameplay trailer is 
just cheating. 
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Section 2: Bayem with Pep Pursues Unbeaten Streak Record 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Aug. 23, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Bayern with Pep Pursues Unbeaten Streak Record 
Bundesliga corn                                                                                            ~ 

Defending BundeNiga champion Bayern Munich meets FC Nuremberg on Saturday in its third game of 

the season with a 27-game unbeaten streak. There’s big pressure on new coach Pep Guardio~a to keep the streak 

alive and break Hamburger SV’s record of 36 games, set in 1982-1983 

Last weekend’s meager 1-0 win over Eintracht Frankfurt prompted more skepticism about Guardiola’s "changing" 

the tactics of a Champions League winner. 8astain Schweinsteiger played in an unorthodox sweeping position, 

while Xherdan Shaqiri and Toni Kroos shared the space behind lone striker Marie Mandzukic. 

Veteran Thomas Muller said, "Pep has made a few changes to team tactics but not to us as players. We all have 

our own strengths and weaknesses. We’re not really focusing on individuals right nowl we’re looking to go in a new 

direction in terms of team tactics. We have so many options in attack that the focus for the next few weeks will be on 

defending." 

- Read the whole story... 

Jack Wiishere defends Arsene Wenq~[ 
AFP 

Arsenal’s English midfielder Jack Wilshere has launched a vigorous defense of under-fire Arsenal coach Arsene 

Wenger and warned he would consider leaving if the Frenchman were to quit the club. 

Gunners fans have criticized and jeered Wenger after failing to make any significant signings in the offseason and 

opening this season with a 3-I loss to Aston Villa. Some pundits feel Wenger is likely to walk away from the 

Emirates Stadium if the criticism continues. 

’q want to win things with Arsenal and I want to be there in the future, but if the boss leaves then things could 

change," V~lshere said. "Arsenal are always in my heart and by signing a deal for the next five years shows my 

commitment to them and their commitment to me so at the moment everything is good. 

"Arsene Wenger has been there for so many years and he’s always delivered trophies. OK we’ve had a little dip in 

the last five or six years, but he’s a great manager and people who question his ability are ridiculous. He’s qualified 

for the Champions League for 16 years so I think he’s the right man for the job." 

- Read the whole story... 

Arsenal set to loan Podolski to Schalke ............................................................................................................................ 

AFP 

Arsenal is set to loan striker Lukas Podolski to Bundesliga club Schalke 04 as the German looks to get more 

playing time in the buildup season to next year’s World CLIp in Brazil. The former Bayern Munich marksman who is 

under contract with Arsenal until 2014 has struggled to break into Arsene Wenger’s starting lineup. 

Schalke earned just one point in its first two Bundesliga games and Dutch veteran Klaas-Jan Huntelaar is out for 

several weeks with a knee problem while Peruvian Jefferson Farfa is also struggling for fitness. - Read the whole 

sto~y... 

USA Today 

President Barack Obama stopped by a Tully Junior-Senior High School soccer practice in Tully, N.Y., on Friday. 

’q was driving by and I thought, you know, I need to kick around a ball a little bit," said Obama, who proceeded to do 

just that for a few minutes. Three teams of Black Knights spoke with the president: Girls junior varsity soccer, girls 

varsity soccer and boys varsity soccer. 

"How’s it going everybody?" Obama asked. "How long ago did practice start?" (8 a.m.) ... How are you guys 

feeling? ... Did you practice during the summer? ... What grade are most of you in? ... I’m traveling around the area 

talking about college, making sure that young people can pay for it. Fm assuming everybody here’s gonna want to 



go to college?" 

- Read the whole story_. 

PETA objects to Shakhter’s sheep s~aughter 
Reuters 

Animal rights group PETA has called on UEFA to ban the "ritual slaughter of animals" after a sheep was sacrificed 

prior to Kazakh side Shakhter Karagandy"s Champions League playoff match against Celtic. 

PETA wrote to UEFA President Michel Platini asking him to use his influence to ensure that the governing body’s 

"prestigious competitions are not tainted by such horrifying cruelty". 

Shakhter killed the sheep before training for their home first leg tie against Celtic, which they went on to win 2-0 on 

Tuesday - Read the whole story.,. 

UEFA bans two refs for life 
Reuters 

Two refs have been given life bans by UEFA for an attempt to fix the result of a Europa League game last month. 

Armenian referee Andranik Arsenyan and assistant Hovhannes Avagyan, who officiated in the match between 

FC Inter Turku and Vikingur, were suspended for life by the UEFA Control and Disciplinary Body (CDB). In an 

earlier Armenian soccer federation hearing Arsenyan and Avagyan admitted having tried to manipulate time outcome 

of time second-leg fixture, which ended 1-0 in favor of Vikingur. - Read the whole story.,. 

Man City captain Kornpany out at least a month 
Reuters 

Manchester City captain Vincent Kompany is set for a month-long spell on the sidelines after suffering a groin 

injury in the opening match against Newcastle United. The Belgian limped off the field 71 minutes into their 4-0 

victory. He will miss his country’s World Cup qualifier against Scotland on Sept. 6, as well as EPL games against 

Cardiff City, Hull City and Stoke City. - Read the whole story_. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 17 women get goal t?om 14-year-old in rout 

U.S. U-’IT women get goal from "14-year-old in rout 
by Soccer America 

[ENGLAND TRIP] The U.S. U-17 women’s national team thumped England, 6-0, on Sunday. Mallory Pugh 

scoredRead thethewholefirst Ofstorvher two goals in the third minute and the team’s youngest player delivered the final goal. 

by Soccer America 

[NTC C.AMP] The squad of 31 players brought in by Coach Hugo Perez for the U.S. under-14 boys national team’s training 

camp Aug. 17=25 in Carson, Calif., finished with losses to the LA Galaxy U-15/16 Academy team and Club Tijuana’s U=16 

Academy on Sunday. - Read the whole story 

Keith Tozer named USYF Technical Director 
by Soccer America 

[FUTSAL] U.S. men’s national futsal team head coach Keith Tozer has been appointed US Youth Futsars first Technical 

Director. He’ll be charged with developing a Coaching Education program and will oversee the recently established FUTSAL 

I.D. program. - Read the whole story 

Draw conducted for UAE finals 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WORLD CUP] Honduras, which knocked the USA out of the Under-17 World Cup finals for the first time, was 

drawn with the host United Arab Emirates, Brazil and SIovakia in Group A at the 2013 Under-17 World Cup, which will be 

played Oct. 17-Nov. 8. Concacaf champion Mexico will start its title defense in a group that includes Nigeria, Iraq and Sweden. 

- Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, Aug. 27, 2013 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Aug 27, 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Aug 27, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League, League 
Cups and gundes iga 

The second-{egs of the 2013-14 UEFA Champions League ptayoil round on Fox Sports 1: A~senai ¯ Fene~ bathe at 

Z: }Oprn. Fox Sports 2 has PAOZ - Scha[ke at Z: }0pra. Fox Sports regiona~ (check your local ~isth~gs) has Austria Vie~ma - 
D~narao Zagreb at 2: 30pro, {)~ ~’ox Soccer: Basel. ~ L.bdogorets at 2: 30pra, The ~bndesU~}a is on Ge~’]’V: ~’~eiburg - Bayern 

Munich at 12:30pro. be~N Sport has England’s League Cup: L~verpoo~ - Notts County at 2:45prn. Cope Mexico on ESPN 
beportes: Pachuca - Oaxaca at gpm and Mo~e~ia - U.A.G. a~: ~{}pm. CONCACAF {:hampions Lea88e on ~’ox Soccer P[bs: 

Otimpia ¯ Sportin9 gC a~ 10pro, Cope Sudame~icana on Fox Depo~ ~es: Naciona[ ¯ Ouaram at 9pro. A~ Times ~as~ern 

Their Words 

"We have to stay focused throughout and not lust for ha[f a game. We started the season with the aim of 

tesLinf ou~ selves a~ainst d~e besL teams in Europe. We now have the chance -- and we have to take ~t," 

Schalke 04 man~er Jens Keller. 

Playing a World Cup in Winter 
~y J Hutcherson o WASHINGTON, DC (Aug 27, 2013} US Soccer Phayers - When bidding fo~ a ~a~or kfi:ernationa[ 

conlpetitior, it’s p~ obabbt take~ for g~anted that the b}ddin~ countries understand the parameters. Little things, such as 
the need ~Or st6d~sm% k~fl’6sZructb~(b and ~he calendar. Hr report,s a~e accura~:e, F’~FA. world seccer’s f~overnin~ body, ~s 

wok on its way to kneckm~ eu~ one o~ these p~imary constraints. 

Where you were when FtFA president Joseph ’Sepp’ g/atte~ unveif.ed Qata~ as the host of the 2022 World Cup is one el 

the hat~.marks o~ recent: US socce~ random. The World Cup bid, a [eas~:hy and baroque p~ocess by any standard, caught: 

the attention of the mainstream spol’Ls, entertainment and political sectors m the United SLates. It joins the Olympics 

as the two ir, terr,at}o~a{ competitions that truly change things for the host, good and bad. Though its soccer tournanlent 

stretches the geography, a ci[y hosts d~e O}.ymp~cs, The World Cup uses an entire country. 

~[nter the Untied Stat:es, 34!t: eD a Fepeat ~e~fern~la~Ice 1’Fore ’t994 wheD they estab[h~hed the ~T~odern World (]up as a 

s~grdficant revenue source for world soccer. Make no mistake, the Work] Cup as moneymaker was a US hmovat~om 

What: the US and the rise of s{~et’~:s marketing as aa academie discipline as weU. as a sosrce of sk~n~fican~: revenue for 

]ensues, Learns, and eye,its could do w}th the World Cup w}th an extra 28 years of experience should’re bees the b~gsest 

question ~or FEA voters, tnstead, it turned into a rout en that December day in 2010. The US (~ot three votes in the 

openin~ round of the 2022 World Cup baKoLin~ process from the 22 avaitaM.e, dad with Japan and tra~bn~ South Korea 

(4) and Qatar (11 ). Thosgh the US made it to the febrth and fiaa[ round of voting, Qatar I.ed at ew~ry stage. The Work] 

Cup wasn’t i’etul’nin9 to the cl’ad[e o~ sports business after a[[. Read More 

Corner: Premier League rv 
There were just over gO soccer games avm~ab/e to watch in the US over the weekend, but o~y one was on netwo~ k 

tete\,ision. Aston Vi~a - L~ve~pool. on NBC on Saturday at noon E’[’. a ~e,,’~, scorin(~ Premier League ~arae that had its 

moments. The same d}dn’t fat{ into the ct~ch& of professio~at soccer for ma~y Arnedcans. That ’pass the ba{t back and 

forth’ game that eFodes any advantaf;e a soccer f~ame has ~rem fittk~8 into a two-hour pt’of~8~hlg block. "]’hat’s 

fortunate, because the same can’t be said for some of the otl’,er games available for the discermng soccer faro 

That’s what makes soccer’s moments on the bi~Igest networks so important There’s more chances in 201 ? and 2014 

than we%~e ever seen~ A big {)ar[: o~ that is ~,~B{; dedk:atk~f; t~rae te the Pre~eF }.(}ague every week, bu[: that’s not the 

onty choice for dub soccer. MLS~ the Champions Lea%le, and d~e idea that soccer be[onps alongside whatever else 

magh:~r netwod~s deem worthy of our time, 

What a mid-tier Premier League matchup sho~hed was that it doesn*t have to be the biggest names. As far as quafity, 

AsLon ViKa - Liverpool. was more entertaining than severe{ of the ~lames on the schedule, Unf]ke, say, Crysta{ Palace 
against Stoke City on NBC’s online option~ fans watched a recently promoted team unable to pass the bali out of the 

t:)acl~ bnder {)resssre in ~he second-ha{f. Read More 

Dempsey Mania is the newest craze in soccer-mad Seattle - frora Sl~com’s Grant Wahl: it feeb= major League for any 



mght," Gspu~ Bing 

Ciint Dem~ t~kes his lu~n Se~ttl~ounders home de~t ~ut inches closer to full form ¯ 

Hi~uan out, hope fadin~ quickly - ~om "The CoLdrabus Dhq)~b::h’s tdara Jardy: meaat the Crew’s forwards dkl aot: have 

a presence undernesd~ d~em in the m~dd{e of Lhe field. 

IMPACT PRESIDENT SAPUTO DEFENDS COACH~ HOPES TO EXTEND DI VAIO - flrom The Conadian Press: but SapuLo said 
he is afready in talks to bring SchaLfibaum back. 

Stuttgart’s Bruno Labbadia wins the Bundesli~a sack race ... in Au~Just - hem The Gu~rdian’s Raphael Honip, s~ein: 
The resuLEs have certointy not been good~ 

Michael Owen: Real Madrid was a horror story for me off the pitch but Gareth Bale will flourish if he feels at home 
o frora The TeLegr@h: It was more intense than I expected. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Supercopa and Champions 
League 
The Supereopa seeondoleg betweea Bar{:eLoa~ aad At]etk:o MadMd is oa ESPN Deportes at 5pro with the series tied I 
Mter the firsb{eg. Champions League pb)yoff round secoBd4eg on Fox Sports 1 : MflaB - DSV at 2:;¢Opm t~ed 1-1. Fox 

Soe(:e]" PILES f~as Cel.t k: - Shakht~r Kan~g~ady at 2:30])m wh:h Shakhtar up 2-0~ aad Real Soeiedad - Lyon ~: 8pro with 

Sodedad Lea~ing 2-0. League Cup on belN Sport: EverLon .. S~evenage ~orou~h ~L 2:45pm, 

CONCACAF Champions League on G~L~vision: VaLencia - Cruz AzuL 

lO£ra. Uaivisioa Depoftes h~s "l’ijuar~a - Luis Angel Firpo at lO£ra. Copa Brazi~ oa be[N Sport: At:hN:~co - Bol:afl:~go ~t: 

6:3Oprn and F{amengo .. Cruzeiro a~ 8:45pm. Copa 

~i Sponsor message 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,~d radio commen~a[o~ and the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso:,’~"4..=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

When ye~ feel d’,a~ yosr lil:e has gotten a bi~ [oo 
you may be able to reorganize priorities asd take a few 
tMngs off year pbte. Or Mmp~y s~ow down a b~t and 

with doing ~ess, But ~’o~ the b.~cky enos who rea~y 
what they’~’e debug (mdud~O me), be~O busy ~s vastly 

amazed that another week has gone by (as ~ a~ways 
am), ~t’s a pretty good ~nd~cat~on that ~hs~e ~s ~lyh~% and 
so are you, By tha~ i mean: you a~’e so engaged ~ 

So with ti:at preiude I wilt share a few higi:iights, 

Bound for Bogotfi -- and Medellin! 

As mentioned in last week’s update~ I’II be in Coiombia 
next week, I wili post dispatches on the What Will 
Matter Facebook page, so be s~.,’~’e to Like that page so 

spen~ coCk, berating w4h Dr, Gary SmUt, the de [ac~o 

dean of our national CHARA~ER COU~TS~ trainin~ 
faculty, and ~wo of our dy~am~c am~ 
committed master t~M~e~s f~om Puerto R~co: Raque~ 
Rsssk and N~co~e Armstrong. We have been adapting the 
Pue~’to R~co materials and our newest strategies 
CHARACTER COUNT% 4,0 to beard a 
program for ColomBia .... 
Read more 

2, Results of "Ideal Employee" Survey 

I’m pleased to I°eport that lots of folks have compieted 
our self-assessment ssrvey, which we based en Thee 

Ideal Employee: A-Z. (You ca~: see and dosumk>~d a 
poste~ dsere and o~ ~ts companion post, The Ideal 
Employer: A-Z, And you can s~ take the survey here.) 
I’d ~ke [o share w~[h you the results so ~:ar. No[ 
surprisingly, most people thh~k very h~gh~y of themselves 
as employees: 16% gave themselves nearly perfect 

geed or bette~ On ~mS~vk~ua~ chara~:te~ist~cs the~e was a 
very hsterest~sg spread ,., 

Read more ia our Business Ethics a Leadership BIo£ 

Educational Outcomes: Model Standards 

i" continue to get positive feedback on our pewest 
publication: Critical Educational Outcomes: Model 

Standards for Academic, Social, Emotional, and 
Character Development, 
you w~ fir~d ~t 
that are often ~gnored but that are cHt~cM to happiness 
and success (e.g,: res~ence, 

Find and foilow Mici’,ael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem ":,,.Pbat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds f!om the saie ef Mk:haei’s 
books and Cbs support d~ara(:ter 

educat[o~ M schools, Shop here >> 

Get a paper copy 

educa}:ion? Visit o~w Character 
Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 

Thursday Chats on the Technology 
of Buildinq Character 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

:Nil Character educati .... terials l 

Learn ho,A’ to : %:, ,,a-, a, 

<vberbL.’ilying and premote a positive 

school ciimate. Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth-service 
leader~.~ to be el:i’ective character 
educators, Upcomiru~ seminars: 

Sept. 17-19, Austin, TX >> 
Sept. 30-Oct. 2, Colville, WA >> 
Oct. 8-10, Lafayette, NI >> 
Oct. 8-10, Tuolumne, CA >> 
Nov. 4-6 Chicago, IL >> 



a clseckiist of attributes H~ey v,~ant to help their clfiid:en 
8eveiop. If you haven’t seen them yet, download the 
Standards here and teti us what you think, 
Read more in our Character Educator B!oc~ 

Helping Companies Create an Ethical Culture 

You p:obably know about our yo~,.’th 
programs CHARACTER COUNT9! and Pursuing Victory 
with Honor, but ~id yes knew we also work with pubiic 
agencies and private companies to i:elp ti:em create 
sustainable ethical cuiture? We just compieted an 
extensive proiect with Fleis~m-:anHitiard, one of 
wo:id’s most successful and influentiai pubiic relations 
and marketing firms _, 

Read more in our Business Ethics & Leadership Bloq 

Thank You, Supporters! 

Thank you to these whe made l:ax--deduc~ibte denaUens 
to he~p us pursue our m~ss~on. These donaUons make ~t 

newsletter and the What Will Matter bloq, £~ you want 
heh:* crea~e a more ethk:a~ so(:~ety, please click here to 

donate today, 

Get the iPh ..... Android app I 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webina.."s are a convenient, 

ci: a racter.-deveiopment techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Sportsmanship BIo~0 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

To h<’-.ar HichaM read ~each 
commen~’ary, crick on the 

If It’s Broken, Try to Fix 

~sn’t it e~t.."aordinary that 
even after a ~ife of 
n~onamenta~ 

he U~h’~ks of h~s father~ 
who e~ther could not fee~ 
or wou~d not express ~ove 
and approval? 
Usfortanate~y, there are 

mmly people ~ h~s shoes~ 
~eft w~th b~tter ~’ee~h~gs 

~sfiicted by their 

Listen or read more 

The Beqinninq of 
Positive Thinkinq 
I am a strong beiiever in 
the power of positive 
thinking, vvhich ~s the Ude 
oF a besb~sel~ng book 
pub~s~ed h’~ ]952 by Dr~ 

colstrovers~a~ preacher and 
pastor who popd~mized 
the k~ea that ~f you can 

can ~:~ange your hfe. He 
urged people to 
consdously train 
themselves ,., 
Listen or read more 

Emotional Resilience 
Despite romanticized 
myths about the gloriously 
carefree teenage years, 

Check out 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of insightful 

printabie!) que~es, 

For more quote posters, 
go to 
WhatWillMatter.com and 
cli(:k on images like this 

your corn men ~’~! 

on Something ~o Think 
AbouL Why Are Younq 
People So Cynical and 
What Does This Say 
About the Future?: "~ 
bd~eve there ~s Ilo 
q~est~on that h-~tegr~ty 

honesty. Though the 
l:~ctors are compb~x; th~s 

fee~h’u~s based morality. 

The ~ack of clear, 
grounded, m~changing 
star~dards to serve as; 
guides ,.," 

Somethinq to Think 



battlefield where young 

a~e hos~i~e 

Listen or read more 

Not Everyone in Need 
Has a Brick 
A successes1 mar~ 

driving Ms 

~own, He~d driven the 
route hundreds of t~mes 
befol’e on h~s w~y home, A 

h~m dov’~n. The m~n was 

get ~llvo~ved, so he 
pretended he d~dr~’t see 

tun~ed ~ed, though .... 
Listen or read more 

If You Were Arrested for 
Kindness 
;i you ,~vere arrested for 

kindness~ would the!e be 
e~ougi: evidence to 
convict you? Some people 
cheer Lip ~ room by 
entering i~, others by 
~eav~ng ~t. What do you 
brh-~g ~o your ~r4erad~ons 

w~th wo~kmates, friends~ 

e~courageme~t, optimism, 
or kh~d words? Or ~s k 

cy~dsm7 People often ,,. 
Listen or read more 

About: Why Are Younq 
People So Cynical and 
What Does This Say 
About the Future?: "I ai’..-~ 

necessary to lie in order 
~e succeed bs~ ] 

those who do have a 
very d~ffel’ent co~cept~on 

the quote QUOTE: Good 
character is ethics in 
action: "]ffs so impelrant 
to do the right ~h~g 

v’~a~ching. "1"rearing w4h 
respect the service 

peop~e/profesMonaB 

~ves bette~" throu.~h their 
actions wh~e they ~emMn 
h-~ the shadows because 
of what they do.,,," 

thes’e biog po,s~:;? Post 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 

Wednesday, Aug. 28, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Barcelona hosts Atletico Madrid in the second leg of Spain’s Supercopa on Wednesday, when there’s 

Concacaf (with the San Jose Earthquakes) and UEFA Champions League action. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~Irammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~Is. Soccer 

on TVls updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, ~gk~st 2:8 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 5 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League CELTIC-SHAKHTER KARAGANDY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-PSV EINDHOVEN (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-LYON (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIA-SAN JOSE EARTHQUAKES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ZENIT-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) Neon. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-LYON (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-PSV EINDHOVEN (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup EVERTON-STEVENAGE (live) 2:40 

Copa do Brasil ATLETICO MG-BOTAFOGO (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil FLAMENGO-CRUZEIRO (live) 8:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico GUADALAJARA-DORADOS DE SINALOA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LUIS ANGEL FIRPO (live) 10 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIA-SAN JOSE (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League VALENCIA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Supercopa BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 5 pm. 

THURSDAY, Au£’~ust 29 

BelN SPORT 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-BASTIA (delay) 3 pm. 

Capital One Cup MORECAMBE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League GROUP STAGE DRAW (live) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana INDE. DEL VALLE-U DE CHILE (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana COBRELOA-LA EQUIDAD (live) 6:30 pm. 



Copa Sudamericana VELEZ SARSFIELD-BELGRANO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CALEDONIA-COMUNICACIONES (live) 8 pro. 

GALAVlSlON 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUENSE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 10 prn. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-DYNAMO TBILISI (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, A~3~. 30 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS=LEON (live) 10:30 pm= 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO=NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

SATURDAY, Au~ust 3~ 

NBC 
England CRYSTAL PALACE-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 prn. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 
England MANCHESTER CITY-HULL (live) 7:45 am. 
England CARDIFF CITY-EVERTON (live) I0 am. 
MLS D~C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 
England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) I0 am. 
England WEST HAM-STOKE CITY (live) I0 am. 
England NORWICH CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) I0 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 
Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
Scotland MOTHERWELL-KILMARNOCK (live) 12:30 pFn. 

UNIVISION 
Mexico CRUZ AZUL-QUERETARO (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 

France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-TIGRES (live) 6 pm= 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH=WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE 04-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RENTISTAS (live) 2:30 prn. 

UEFA Women’s U-19 Final TBD-TBD (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-SEATTLE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-CAMBUUR (live) 2:40 pm. 

Brazil GREMIO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 prn. 

SUNDAY, September ’~ 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 



Engiand LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND (delay) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pro, 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONiNGEN=AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORiNTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACiONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

~ONDAY, Se~)tembe~ 2 

NBC SPORTS NE’RNORK 

England TBA-TBA (live) 3 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea,que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

GoGgle÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Aug 28, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 6:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer 38 - Download It Now 

%i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Dear ARson, 

The September 2013 issue of Elite Soccer is now ready to download. I am 
delighted to announce that the lead coach is Crystal Palace manager 
Holloway. One of the most charismatic figures in the game, his session 
will help your players penetrate and protect defensive lines. 

1‘oining Ian in this month’s Elite Soccer we have fantastic sessions from 
Simon Grayson (Preston North End), Aidy Boothroyd (Northampton Town), 
Craig Liddle (Middlesbrough), Peter Taylor (LMA Ambassador) and David 
Kemp (LMA Ambassador). 

To download and save your issue, please use this link: 

htt p :/!www.coa ch- soccer.com/down load s/PKX!EliteSoccer38, pdf 

1" hope that you enjoy this issue but if you do have any problems please do 

not hesitate to email me at kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com or for 
customer service enquiries email Duncan Heard at 

d u nca n h@~[reen sta rmedia.n et 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow, Publisher 
Elite Soccer 

PS - Been sent this email by a friend or colleague and want to know how 
to join Elite Soccer? Become a member today here. 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: kevin .barrow@coach-soccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCA Development <~development~positivecoach.net~ 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Donate Today to Invest in Tomorrow 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http://click.positivecoa ch.net/?qs b725ab4475 dab66bd36c35680c43a006fl~b 1 bf2ef31 a92a6047bcb2e6c33 c210 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

What Your Investment Means 

http://click.positivecoach.net/?qs b725 ab4475dab66bdb 14b0d84fb206492cbaSe8709a 3e573451 f175 a15c4e56e 

http://click.positivecoach.net/?qs b725 ab4475dab66bdb 14b0d84fb206492cbaSe8709a 3e573451 f175 a15c4e56e 
Your donation today >> helps us impact student-athletes through Triple-Impact Competitor(r) workshops. That means an investment in tomorrow, when these same student-athletes are the 
next leaders in our society 

PCA National Advisory Board Member and Honest Tea Founder Seth Goldman recently shared, "I owe much of my success in business to the failure and adversity- I endured as a high 
school wrestler...Today as I lead our company I still rely on the lessons I learned fighting off my back." 

ht*p://click.positivecoach.net/?qs b725 ab4475dab66bdb 14b0dS&fl~206492cbaSe8709a3e573451 f[75 al 5c4e56e 

There are only fi~ur more days for your membership contribution to be doubled through Aug. 31, thanks to a generous $50,000 matching gift from PCA supporters, and you will receive: 

- participation ~n quarterly webinars on such topics as concussion awareness and child-abuse prevention 
- subscription to PCA’s Momentum Magazine 
- a PCA-branded USB car-charger. 

Connect: 
http :~/c[ick.posiuvecoac h.net/?qs b725ab4475dab66b 1 b5028aSe9de727bc4141 bd48c 1 eb3 e6847dd76e3c30f4ae 

http://clickposltivecoach.net/’?qs b725ab4475dab66b47218afe2769c7a52b5b14d6c518bc2a321836dlbc06 fgf6 

www.youtube, com/user/PositiveCoaching 

http :~/c[ick.posiuvecoac h.net/?qs b725ab4475dab66b5755ccfl e3cd58b7 fd~afffd2cafb066fdb4108 b63a78 fc7 

ht*p://click.positivecoach.net/?qs b725ab4475dab66bdedad3418a:Po50fSe46381999d0bda4b5612g0090c 82028b3 

To ensure future dellveu of emails, please add 
mailto:development(&positivecoach.net 
development@positivecoach.net to your safe sender list 

or address book. 
For instructions on how to add this to your address book, please go 
http:i,’click.positivecoach.net/?qs b725ab4475dab66b26428ea36f9205 aaSde8 c355c8444de034011 fcb4eefab37 
here. 

This email was sent to: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

This email message contains itfformation regarding products and see, rices offered by Positive Coaching Alliance. If you do not wish to receive email messages from PCA that are advertising 
or 

promotional in nature please 
http://click.positivecoach.net/’.’qs b725ab4475dab66b31 be9b016fTe 106da 15f7a05438 cf5d4069c525f62e9d13f 
unsubscribe now. If you would like to modify your profile 
htt~://click.r~ositivecoach.net/?cls b725ab4475dab66bF29dd94fO93c62fca12739blbcf142d880926C~a766cece7d 
go here. 

We respect your right to privacy. View our 
http:~,’click.positivecoach.net/?qs b725ab4475dab66bb1112749f9cfefl 1 c5091b00bl0f11719aad09 ldl 0122406 
Privacy Policy. 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

1001 N. RengstorffAve, Suite 100 Mountain View, CA, 94043,. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, August 28, 2013 9:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer America Confidential: Is MLS Brazil-ready? 

Wednesday, Aug. 28,2013 

Is MLS Brazil-ready? 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

The long-term MLS deals recently signed by U.S. internationals Glint Dempsey, Omar Gonzalez, Clarence 

Goodson and Landon Donovan are being cited as proof of the league’s true emergence on the world stage. 

These deals are noteworthy, yes, but they don’t necessarily indicate anything of the sort. Many MLS teams have paid high 

prices for players before, and while each of the above signings make sense for the players and their clubs, how they ultimately 

affect the national team won’t be known for some time. 

MLS hasn’t emerged, at least not yet, in one critical sense= While it has grown and matured financially, whether or not it has 

sufficiently advanced competitively to supply a significant pool of international-caliber players won’t be known until the 2014 

World Cup has been played. 

U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann was far from flowery when asked his opinion of Dempsey’s move to the Sounders, which 

came a year after he stepped up in class by leaving modest Fulham for Tottenham Hotspur. 

While every U.S. World Cup team assembled since the league began operations in 1998 has included its share of MLS 

mainstays, the 2014 squad will likely contain the most impact players based domestically since the 1998 team that crashed 

out of the first round with three losses. Eric Wynalda, Tab Ramos, Brian McBride, Jeff Agoos, Marcelo Balboa, Joe- 

Max Moore, Frankie Hejduk, Eddie Pope, et al, didn’t much aid the cause of MLS. 

The decisions of Coach Steve Sampson regarding tactics and personnel took much of the blame for that poor, three-loss 

performance, and so obviously outclassed players such as Mike Burns and Brian Maisonneuve and a few others were 

spared much criticism. With a smaller allotment of MLS players - albeit a good group that included Donovan, Pope, McBride, 

Agoos, Hejduk and Glint Mathis - the 2002 team reached the quarterfinals. It should also be said that in the past two World 

Cups, MLS players not only started regularly but also came off the bench and performed well, a la Jimmy Conrad in 2008, 

and Jonathan Bornstein in 2010~ 

Yet despite fierce competition for spots from players based in Europe and Mexico, the MLS contingent figures to be 

increasingly important at Brazil 2014. Fortunately, Klinsmann - unlike his predecessors - doesn’t need to artificially roll the 

competitive dynamics within the squad. If the MLS players aren’t better than their foreign counterparts, they must at least be 

equal or nearly so. if the players believe that selection decisions ar~ based solely on performance, and not colored by the 

league in which they play, there won’t be divisions or schisms between disparate groups. 

If the form of Omar Gonzalez or Matt Besler slips, there will be Goodson and Geoff Cameron and maybe John Brooks 

ready to step in. During the Gold Cup, Klinsmann didn’t need to risk Herculez Gomez, hobbled by an ouchy hamstring, with 

Chris Wondolowski and Eddie Johnson ready to step in. And despite scoring five goals in the Gold Cup, Wondo looks like 

a Iongshot for 2014. Terrence Boyd is coming off his best pro season at Rapid Vienna and Jozy Altidore is back in the 

English Premier League. Projecting off his U.S. debut against Bosnia-Herzegovina, Aron Johannsson can be a serious 

candidate for Brazil. That is stiff competition for the MLS hopefuls, which is the way it should be. 

Jermaine Jones may look like a lock at central mid, yet the case can also be made that only recently did Mix Diskerud and 

Liga MX product Joe Corona join Kyle Beckerman and Jose Tortes among the options. A healthy Stuart Holden would 

further crowd the midfield and allow Klinsmann, perhaps, to pick a different partner paired with the acumen, range and drive of 

Michael Bradley. If not, at least Jones faces a battle to keep his spot, which is the healthiest environment for him and the 

squad. 

Klinsmann’s preference for Jones may not stem from a fascination with European-based players, as many fans and pundits 

have theorized, but rather a cold=eyed evaluation of who is best for the job. He has juggled personnel and formations 

sufficiently to take long looks at more than 60 players in a variety of conditions and situations, and by encouraging - and in 

some cases arranging - loan spells during the MLS offseason has rated the league as subpar. A cryptic reaction to 

Dempsey’s MLS move clearly indicates his concerns about the league persist. 

Beckerman has done a great job of withstanding a wave of changes in the squad, and if anything, is looking more secure than 

ever after a run of good games in the Gold Cup. Playing in MLS hasn’t seemed to harm his World Cup prospects but of course 

he’s not under the pressure to create chances and produce goals as are many of his MLS brethren. 

Yet it’s hard to imagine any challenger dislodging Dempsey, Donovan, Eddie Johnson, and Graham Zusi from the regular 

rotation (if not necessarily the starting lineup). MLS players dominate the centerback corps, and the right-back slot is so wide- 



open the fairytale saga that is Brad Evans could yet include a Brazilian chapter. 

Opening up the checkbook to sign top American players is a bellwether of stability and ambition for certain MLS teams. But 

the league’s competitive reputation hinges on how the USA players perform in Brazil, not how much MLS pays those who 

wear its jerseys. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 

Wednesday, Aug. 26, 2013 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedB[itz <feedb[itz®maiLfeedb[itz.com> on behalf of 
US Soccer Players Newsletter <news[etter®usnstpa.com> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 12:03 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson®emaiLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Aug 28, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Aug 28, 2013 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Supercopa and Champions 
League 
The Supercopa second-leg between Barcelona and At[etico Madrid is on ESPN Deportes at 5pm with the series tied 1-1 

after the first-leg. Champions League p[ayoff round second-leg on Fox Sports 1: Milan - PSV at 2:30pm tied 1-1. Fox 
Soccer Plus has Celtic - Shakhtar Karagandy at 2:30pm with Shakhtar up 2-0, and Real Sociedad - Lyon at 8pm with 
Sociedad leading 2-0. League Cup on belN Sport: Everton - Stevenage Borough at 2:45pm. 

CONCACAF Champions League on Ga[avision: Valencia - Cruz Azu[ at 8pm. On Fox Soccer Plus: Heredia - San Jose at 

10pm. Univision Deportes has Tijuana - Luis Angel Firpo at 10pm. Copa Brazil on belN Sport: At[etico - Botafogo at 

6:30pm and F[amengo - Cruzeiro at 8:45pm. Copa Mexico on Univision Deportes: Chivas - Dorados at 8pm. All Times 

Eustern 

Their Words 

"The 2014/15 crest wi[[ be the people’s crest, make no mistake about that. A[[ I ask is that the fans trust 
me, as an Evertonian, to deliver it to them. Every single supporter may not get exactly what they want but 
they wi[[ have the chance to give their input and shape the crest. We wi[[ do this together because ’We 
are Everton’." Everton director of communications Alan Myers. 

National Teamers Abroad: 
League Cup 

Champions League and 

Jermaine Jones’s Scha[ke 04 are through to the group stage of the Champions League after beating PAOK 3-2 on the 

night and 4-3 on aggregate. Adam Sza[ai opened the scoring in the 43rd minute with PAOK equalizing in the 53rd. The 

referee booked Jones in the 19th and sent him off with a second yellow card in the 64th minute. Julian Drax[er had 

Scha[ke in front in the 67th, but PAOK equalized again in the 79th. Drax[er setup Sza[ai for a stoppage time winner to 

advance Scha[ke. 

"It wasn’t an intoxicating performance, that’s for sure," Scha[ke coach Jens Keller said. "There was a huge amount at 
stake and that had a noticeable effect on the players. Nevertheless, we had the proceedings we[[ under control in the 
first half and got the goal If anything we ought to have taken the lead in the first two or three minutes. We then came 
out for the second half and conceded the equa[iser due to a positional error. The red card against us came at a very bad 
time, of course. We had already gone 75 minutes with ten men at Hannover due to a sending-off." Read More 



CCL: Wins for Houston and Kansas City 
The Houston Dynamo beat Arabe Unido 2-1 at BBVA Compass Stadium to stay top of Group 1 in the 2013-14 CONCACAF 

Champions League. Arabe Unido took the read in the 8th minute with Cam Weaver equatizin~ for Houston in the 22nd. A 

77th minute own-~oat was the difference in a ~ame where Houston picked up four yettow cards to Arabe Unido’s three. 

Read More 

The Revolution Begins to Work 
By.Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Au~ 28, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - Pardon the painfutty obvious pun, but there’s a 

Revotution happenin~ in New End[and. Thanks to the inftuence of a stew of youn~ tatent, New En~tand’s Major League 

Soccer ctub is turnin~ into a swashbucktin~ attackin~ side futt of fun and ~oats. They’re threatenin~ to ~rab a ptayoff 

spot in the Eastern Conference for the first time since 2009. Jay Heaps has a program. A program that is payin~ obvious 

dividends. 

On Sunday, the Revotution thrashed Eastern Conference rivats Phitadetphia 5-0. Four different prayers scored ~oats, the 

peach of the bunch comin~ off of the right foot of second year midfietder Ketyn Rowe. Rowe’s pair of tarries earned him 

Prayer of the Week honors, a just reward for his efforts and an indication of his potentiat stardom. White Rowe ~rabbed 

the headtines for New End[and this week, he is just one of severat dangerous attackin~ types corrected by the Revotution 

as they attempt to re~ain their position as one of the tea~ue’s better dubs. Backed by key defensive reinforcements, 

the Revotution are roundin~ into a rear threat in the East. 

New End[and used every mechanism avaitabte to buitd their new-took roster. Rowe, a US youth internationat, arrived 

through the 2012 SuperDraft after spendin~ two years at UCLA. Fettow midfietder Lee N~uyen joined New End[and via 

the waiver draft, after a short stint in Vancouver as an attocation si~nin~. Phenom Diego Fa~undez is a homegrown 

si~nin~, a tocat kid nurtured in the Revotution’s bur~eonin~ academy. Another homegrown prayer, Scott Catdwett, tined 

up in a defensive midfietd spot a~ainst Phitadetphia. The Revotution picked up forward Juan A~udeto through a trade 

with Chivas USA for a smart bundte of attocation money, and though he’tt reave for End[and after the season, A~udeto 

brin~s skit[ and bravado to New En~tand’s front tine. Read More 

U.S. national team roster projections - from The Washington Post’s Steven Goff: Gettin~ to this point, however, has 

perhaps never been so comptex since Ktinsmann’s appointment two years a~o. 

Landon Donovan has enticing options ahead - from The Dairy Breeze’s Nick Green: Donovan’s words pretty much 

echoed what he had said eartier in the week on atternatin~ days. 

Revs get closer to making a statement - from ESPN Boston’s Brian O’Connett: Rowe is spot on in that assessment. 

Recolonization! - from Footbatt Intettect: It’s a perfect microcosm of our ~ame. 

To Protect Its Empire, ESPN Stays on Offense - from the NY Times’ Richard Sandomir, James Andrew Mitter, and Steve 

Eder: So it may be hard to imagine that the sports media con~tomerate has arrived at one of the most precarious 

moments in its nearty 34-year rife. 

Citrus Bowl backers make renovation pitch to city leaders - from The Ortando Sentinet’s Mark Schtueb: Minutes tater, 

Ortando City Soccer Ctub owner Phi[ Raw[ins exptained why his team won’t be ptayin~ there if it becomes the next Major 

League Soccer franchise. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thur~ay, August 29, 2013 

Thursday, Aug. 29, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

A busy Thursday includes Europa League, Copa Sudamericana, Spanish and French action - and the UEFA 

Champions League draw.... Bayern Munich faces Chelsea in the UEFA Supercopa on Friday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daffy throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-BASTIA (delay) 3 pm= 

Capital One Cup MORECAMBE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League GROUP STAGE DRAW (live) 11:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SLASK-SEVILLA (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana INDE. DEL VALLE-U DE CHILE (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana COBRELOA-LA EQUIDAD (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana VELEZ SARSFIELD-BELGRANO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CALEDONIA-COMUNICACIONES (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUENSE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-DYNAMO TBILISI (live) 3 pm. 

FRIOAY, A~cj~st 30 

NRC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Bein SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-LEVANTE (delay) 5 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-LEON (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 



MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

SATURDAY, A~gast 3~ 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-HULL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORV~CH CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-KILMARNOCK (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL NEW YORK-PORTLAND, Final (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 
italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

France EVlAN-LYON (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (live) Neon. 

Italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain OSASUNA-VlLLAREAL (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-QUERETARO 0ive) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 
France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-TIGRES (live) 6 pm= 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE 04-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RENTISTAS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Women’s U-19 Final TBD-TBD (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS COLUMBUS-SEATTLE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA=MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-CAMBUUR (live) 2:40 pm. 

Brazil GREMIO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LiVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND (delay) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am. 



Italy ROMA-HELLAS VERONA (live) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-MALAGA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLANTE (live) 12:50 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE4VIONACO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TBA-TBA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-CAGLIARI (delaY) 12:30 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VALLDOLID-GETAFE (delay) 3 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer A[;qerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Socceron TV ~rThursday, Aug. 29,2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 7:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Section 1 : Wondo vs. Aron Bacon; Adu’s first Bahia s~art; Capos & Titbs 

What They’re Saying Today’s News --Thursday, Aug 29, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

WVe are two different 

people, but comparing me Frontline battle: Wondo vs. Aron Bacon 
to Zlatan is a compliment to by Paul Kennedy 
him." [HEXAGONAL C©UNTDOVtR’4] Glint Dempsey and Jozy Altidore, who form the 

frontline tandem, are along with central defender Ornar Gonzalez and midfielder 
--AC Milan striker Mario 

Michael Bradley the only U.S. players to have started every game in the Hexagonal. Dempsey, 
Balotelli on being compared 

to Zlatan Ibrahimovic, the 
appointed the U.S. captain in 2013, has started every game of qualifying, while Altidore has 

former AC Milan marksman reasserted himself with goals in his last five national team games, making both of them sure 

who’s now at Paris Saint- starters - if healthy and available - for the September qualifiers against Costa RiGa and Mexico. 

Germain (Goal.corn) Available could become the issue ... - Read the whole stow 

Capos, tiros and who’s in charqe 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-MEXIC©] It says a lot about how far American soccer has come that the Wednesday 

morning soccer news cycle centered on fans who’ll be attending a match that won’t take place for 

another 12 days - specifically, who will or won’t be in charge of the 9,000-strong supporters 

section for the USA-Mexico World Cup qualifier in Columbus, Ohio. - Read the whole stoW 

Donovan: ’Decision became very easy’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ Like David Beckham before him - at least for a year - and more recently 

Robbie Keane and Omar Gonzalez, the first American DP, Landon Donovan, decided to stay 

put in Los Angeles and he says the decision came easily. - Read the whole stoW 

Tiny Heredia makes it 2-for-2 against MLS foes 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Week 3] The San Jose Earthquakes lost their second 

game on the road when they fell to tiny Guatemala club Heredia, 1-0, in the Concacaf Champions 

League on Wednesday night. Starting Americans Joe Corona, Greg Garza and Paul Arriola, 

Tijuana moved closer to clinching its group with a 1-0 win over Luis Angel Firpo of El Salvador. - 

Read the whole stoW 

First starts: Adu at Bahia; Shea at Stoke 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Brek Shea made his first start for Stoke City since joining the English 

club January, playing the first half of its 3-1 win over Walsall in the English League Cup= The start 

came four weeks after he was injured in a friendly against MLS’s Philadelphia Union. Freddy Adu 

got his first start for Bahia since joining the Brazilian club in April. - Read the whole stoW 

Dortmund and Man City sit menacingly in Pot 3 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The qualifying phase of the UEFA Champions League finished 

Wednesday with the last five playoff winners determined, setting up Thursday’s draw for the group 

stage in Monaco. The seeding is based on performances over the last five years, and there are 

several scenarios for groups of death with Borussia Dortmund and Manchester City both placed in 

Pot 3 below the top 16 seeds. - Read the whole stoW 

FC Kansas City dominates Best XI 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] FC Kansas City led all teams with four players on the NWSL Best Xl - Nicole 

Barnhart, Leigh Ann Robinson, Becky Sauerbrunn and Lauren Holiday - plus three more 

on the Second XI. Abby Wambach and Brittany Taylor from Western New York Flash, host of 

Saturday’s NWSL final, were named to the Best XI, while no player from the Portland Thorns FC, 

the other finalists, made the all-league first team. - Read the whole story 

Wonderful dribbling by Joao Rojas 
by Mike Woitalla 

~/IDEO PICK: Golazo] Cruz Azul’s juking Joao Rojas’ feints and fakes sent a defender and the 

keeper to the ground en route to scoring the gamewinner against Puebla. - Read the whole story 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America @socceramerica.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, August 30, 2013 

Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Bayem Munich faces Chelsea in the UEFA Supercopa on Friday .... MLS Week 27 kicks off on Friday .... USL 
Pro semifinals on Friday (Orlando City vs. Charleston) and Saturday (Richmond Kickers-Charlotte Eagles) stream I ii~i I 

LLLLJ live at uslnation.com. 

~4fl times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daily throughout #~e week.) 

FR~DAY~ AL~gL~ 30 

NBC SPORTS REWORK 

NL$ REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTE$ 

UEFA $upercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Bein SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-LEVANTE (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-LEON (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MOREUA-PACHUCA (~ive) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS REWORK 

England MANCHESTER CI~-HULL 0ive) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CI~-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

NLS D.C. UNITED-NEW YORK (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-STOKE CI~ (live) 10 am. 

England NOR~CH CI~-SOUTH~PTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTiC (live) 7:40 am. 
Scotland MOTHER~LL-KILMARNOCK (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL NEW YORK-PORTLAND, Final (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France PSG~UINGAMP (live) 11 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-~IO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

France EVIAN-LYON (delay) 7 pm. 



ReIN SPORT en Espanyol 

italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (live) Noon. 

Italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain OSASUNA-VILLAREAL (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 

France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-TIGRES (live) 6 pro. 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 prn. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE 04-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RENTISTAS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Women’s U-19 Final ENGLAND-FRANCE (live) 4:30 pm, 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-SEATTLE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLORADO (live) 8:30 prn. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-CAMBUUR (live) 2:40 prn. 

Brazil GREMIO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND (delay) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am= 

France SAINT ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am. 
Italy ROMA-HELLAS VERONA (live) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (delay) 5:15 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BETIS (live) 11 am, 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-MALAGA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLANTE (live) 12:50 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pro. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pm. 



Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

~’~ONDAY, September 2 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TBA-TBA (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-CAGLIARI (delaY) 12:30 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VALLDOLID-GETAFE (delay) 3 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offedng live streaming of games include: 

USL Pro 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+ : Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Aug. 30,2013 
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::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide 

CRYSTAL [!gALL 
The 2013 men’s D] college season is here, 
and we’ve predicted the regular season 
conference winners before a bah [s kicked. 

[ 
ii.~.ii Premier Contenti 

MORE: Men’s Preview: 10 Freshmen to Know 

The start of the college season also brings 
the return of MLS scouts to college campuses 
around the country. 
HORE: MLS Acad. Alumni Ready for College 

D111 was Messiah’s playground last season. 
The Mechanicsburg, Pa., college swept the 
D[I[ men’s and women’s titles last year. Can 
they do it again? 
IvlORE: Previewing the Cominq DII Season 

DID YOU SEE? 

Dem se ma be the rarer 
breed, but Donovan is the 
better player. 

Legia Warsaw fans know 
how to protest: put up a Lifo 
& enqulf it in a wall of fire. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

Norcross Nike Cup 

Registration is now open and early 
acceptance has begun for the 2013 Norcross 
Nike Cup. 

Over 500 boys and girls teams from 150 
different soccer clubs from 14 states will 
travel to compete in Atlanta, GA on 
December 7 & 8, 2013. College showcase 
divisions were attended by over 100 college 
coaches in 2012. 

Don’t let your team miss the chance to play 
in the most competitive, challenging and 
organized tournament for the post season. 
Registration will close October 14, 2013 at 
12 Noon (EST). 



THIS IS GOING TO BE A GREAT TOURNAMENT 

REGISTER NOW! 



From: 

Sent: 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: New era kicks offwith national under-13/14 league 

New era kicks off with national under=13;14 league 
by Soccer America 

IDEVELOPMENT ACADEM’YJ The 2013-14 season of the U.S. Soccer Development Academy, which for its 

first six years fielded U-15/16 and U-17/18 teams, will include a U-13/14 division. The new division comprises 

88 teams, including 20 new members that will only field teams in that division, adding about 1,000 new players 

to the program. - Read the whole stow 

The 22 newcomers for 2013=t4 season 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY[ Twenty new clubs enter the Academy program fielding teams only in the U=13/14 division while 

two newcomers will compete in the older divisions as well. - Read the whole stow 

FC [3olts Celtic tie Inter MiMn and QPR 
by Soccer America 

IINTERNATIONAL SOCCER SUMMIT] The FC Bolts Celtic from Boston earned its second draw at the 2013 Capelli 

Sport/Newark Liberty International Soccer Summit in Newark, N.J., when it tied Inter Milan, 0-0. Harrison Swartz and Steve 

DeLeo had scored to give FC Bolts Celtic a 2-2 tie with Queens Park Rangers in the opener. Host St. Benedict’s Prep, the fall 

national high school champion in 2011 and 2012, and PDA both lost their first two games. - Read the whole stow 

Taliaferro named id2 girls associate director 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. CLUB SOCCER] Former U.S. U-17 women’s national team assistant coach Tricia Taliaferro has been named U.S. 
Club Soccer’s id2 girls associate director. - Read the whole stow 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 1:42 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Platini Complains; Arsenal Eyes Real Trio; Bale Saga Latest 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Aug. 30, 2013 

~.P.~[..a~.t.!~..n~!~..s..p..e..a.~..k~s..~...~..~u..~.t.~.A..ga...i.~.n...s...t.~..T.~.r.~[~T~~[~g~ 
Reuters 

Tweet This Share This 

Speaking at a media conference on Friday, UEFA President Michel Platini described the current transfer 

system as "robbery," and suggested that the use of goal-line technology has opened a "Pandora’s Box" that could 

end with demands for other kinds of technology to aid referees’ decisions. 

"Today, the player is more a product than a player and that irks me because there is a whole lot of people trying to 

make this player make money in order to earn commissions, we should think about that and try to find something 

more healthy," the Frenchman said. 

"Players are not free and are they don’t even belong to clubs, they belong to financial holdings, companies or people, 

whereas before you belonged to the club, now it’s a holding company or a financial company or one person." He 

added that the transfer circus is abetted by a window that is "too big, too long." 

Turning his attention to the use of technology to aid referee decisions, Platini said that goal-line technology would 

beget calls for other kinds of technology. "1 told you from the start I was against this technology, because then we will 

have offside technology, penalty technology, throw-in technology, everything," the former France captain said. "The 

Pandora’s box has been opened, that’s what I said would happen at the beginning and now we are getting the 

confirmation." 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Mail 

The Daily Mail claims that Arsenal is planning to spend its entire $108.4 million transfer budget on three Real Madrid 

players: Mesut Ozil, Angel Di Maria and Karim Benzema. The trio could head to the Emirates after Gareth Bale 

completes his world record move from Tottenham to Real, with the latter needing to balance its books. 

- Read the whole story... 

Real Warns Spurs Over Bale Deal 
Guardian 

Real Madrid has warned Tottenham Hotspur that the Spanish giant would be just fine without Gareth Bale, after 



accusing Spurs chairman Daniel Levy of dragging his feet over the proposed world record transfer of a player who 

clearly does not want to play for Spurs again. 

In a recent interview, Real vice president Fernando Fernandez-Tapias said: "[Bale] is not here, because there are 

problems there. We thought Bale was going to be with us by now but for the time being he is still not in Madrid. I don’t 

doubt the value of the player but Real Madrid without Bale is still a strong Madrid. We have a great team." While he 

believes the deal will still go through, Fernandez-Tapias added, "1 could not swear to it entirely." 

Meanwhile, Spurs coach Andre Villas-Boas confirmed that the proposed transfer, which has gone on for months, 

had hit a snag. "There is no new news," the Portuguese told reporters after Tottenham’s 8-0 Europa League playoff 

series win against Dinamo Tbilisi last night. "This might drag on for a couple more days. I have no control of the 

situation to provide a definitive answer." 

- Read the whole story... 

Everton Rejects Fellaini-Baines Bid From IVlan United 
Daily Mirror 

Everton on Thursday night rejected the latest bid from Manchester United for Marouane Fellaini and Leighton 

Baines, believed to be around $58.9 million. However, according to the Daily Mirror, the English champion is still 

miles away from meeting the Toffees’ asking price for its star duo: $77.5 million. 

Despite the fact that Everton boss Roberto Martinez is starting to tire from the speculation linking Fellaini and Baines 

to United, the Mirrorsays he has a contingency plan in the event that he loses one or both players, which includes 

Manchester City’s Gareth Barry, Blackpool’s Thomas Ince and his former Wigan Athletic midfielder James 

McCarthy. 

"Every time you have a good player, if you’re going to expect to lose him because they think that the grass is always 

greener elsewhere, it’s a challenge," Martinez said. "Of course, players will always like that next challenge and to go 

to play Champions League football and win trophies. In football, nothing is guaranteed. Clubs need to be strong, and 

must be allowed to be stronger than the players." 

- Read the whole story... 

Schalke Signs Boateng From IVlilan 
BBC Sport 

In a surprise move, Kevin-Prince Boateng on Friday transferred from Serie A giant AC Milan to Schalke of the 

German Bundesliga. The Ghana international, who was born in Berlin, decided to return to Germany after four years 

playing abroad, signing a four-year deal with the Gelsenkirchen club. 

The move is somewhat odd considering that Boateng is ineligible for Schalke’s UEFA Champions League campaign 

after playing and scoring twice for Milan during its 4-1 UCL playoff series win against PSV Eindhoven. 

"I’m happy to be back home in Germany, in the best league in the world," the 26-year-old said. "It was just perfect - 

this club with its crazy fans, a young coach [Jens Keller], the sporting director Horst Held... I knew already I wanted 

to come." 

Accordinq to ESPN, Boateng’s departure could pave the way for Real Madrid playmaker Kaka to return to Milan. The 

Brazilian told Spanish media that he wants to leave the Bernabeu before the transfer window closes on Monday. 

- Read the whole story... 



Besiktas Banned from Europa League 
Reuters 

The European Court of Arbitration for Sport on Friday banned Besiktas from the Europa League this season alter 

finding the Turkish giant guilty of match-fixing in its domestic league. Besiktas had defeated Norwegian side Tromso 

3-2 in its Europa League playoffseries on Thursday, but the ruling was handed down the next day. 

- Read the whole story... 

Matri Makes Milan Return 
UEFA.com 

Alessandro Matri on Friday rejoined AC Milan on a four-year deal for $14.5 million from Juventus. The 29-year-old 

made his Serie A debut for Milan in 2003 before leaving for Cagliari, and later, Juve, where he won two Serie A titles 

and two Supercups. 

- Read the whole story... 

..Spurs Signs Chiriches 
AFP 

Tottenham on Friday signed Romanian international Vlad Chiriches from Steaua Bucharest for $13.2 million. 

Chiriches is seen as a replacement for William Gallas and Steven Caulker who both departed the London club this 

summer. 

- Read the whole story... 
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College Soccer Reporter: Friday night meffs a~d women’s reports 

NEWS for Sat.rday, Aug. 31, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Bay Area teams make statements 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[MEN’S COLLEGE: Friday] Stanford hasn’t gone to the NCAA Tournament since 2009 and California hasn’t made 

the postseason since 2010, but they made huge statements on the opening day of the 2013 men’s season. The 

Cardinal tied No. 1 Maryland, 3-3, while Cal defeated No. 3 Georgetown, the 2012 national runner-up, 2-0. Defending champion 

indiana won on the opening night of the adidas/IU Credit Union Classic in Bloomington, while San Diego State, Furman and 

~sconsin-Milwaukee (before a record home crowd) also knocked off Top 25 teams. - Read the whole sto~ 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S COLLEGE: Friday] Virginia had never beaten Penn State at Kloeckner Stadium, but the No. 6 Cavalier~ made no 

mistake on Friday with a 5-1 win over the No. 7 Nittany Lions. Five different Cavs scored as Virginia made back from an early 

1-0 deficit to record a four<joal victory over a top-10 opponent for second straight game. No. 5 Florida State traveled to earned 
its biggest win ever over No. 19 Florida. Freshmen Kaela Little and Darian Jenkins had big games at the Notre Dame 

adidas Invitational.- Read the whole story 

Colle~q~ Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

I2013 SCHEDULE1 Sunday game’s on television includes several top intersectional men’s clashes, including I ndiana-UCLA, 

California-Maryland and Stanford-Georgetown. For men’s and women’s games available on television and online ... - Read the 

whole story 
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Soccer America Contidential: Donova~ aids back line as well as U.S. attack 

Saturday, Aug. 31,2013 

Donovan aids 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

back line as well as U.S. attack 
By Ridge Mahoney 

It has played six Hexagonal matches already, yet in the next two games the USA will encounter perhaps the 

most treacherous of situations: opponents that are desperate for a win. 

Costa Rica and Mexico are expected to qualify, along with the USA, yet each has its own demons to deal with. Costa Rica 

has never lost to the USA at home, but is anxious to amend its snow-encrusted 1-0 loss in Commerce City, Colo., last March. 

Mexico has been riven by criticism of head coach "Chepo" de la Torte for more than a year - since losing, 1-0, to the USA 

in the Azteca - and has ah~ady dropped so many Hexagonal points at home it will be under added pressure to prevail in 

Columbus despite its failures in that city dating back to the famous 2-0 "La Guerra Fria" in 2001. 

So in both matches, even though dynamics differ drastically at home and on the road, the USA will likely be pressured more 

consistently and more aggressively since it lost the Hexagonal opener, 2-1, to Honduras in early February. Regardless of 

personnel, the Americans have shown a good mix of patience and assertiveness with the ball this year, and reasonably 

consistent and competent defending without it. 

Still, it’s unlikely that either opponent will let Michael Bradley to glide back and forth in front of the back line, exploiting time 

and space to play balls into good spots and seek opportunities to go forward himself, as was the case earlier this month 

against Bosnia-Herzegovina. Striker Edin Dzeko and his attacking mates are threats nearly every time they get the ball but in 

Sarajevo they weren’t all that interested in working hard to secut~ possession, especially after jumping in front, 2-0. 

How hard the Costa Rican and Mexican attackers are willing to work to press the Americans in the defensive third of the field 

will play a major role in how the games are played. Since taking over the national team two years ago, head coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann has placed great importance on building attacks from the back, and he’s also instilled a variety of methods to 

achieve that end. 

Many excellent opportunities have been created from long- and medium-range passes delivered by centerbacks Matt Besler 

and Clarence Goodson, as well as Bradley and Jermaine Jones. Using DaMarcus Beasley at left back has not been 

costly defensively and has yielded a strong attacking presence on that flank in several variations: interchanging and 

interpassing with the left mid, such as Fabian Johnson; making connections with the central mids; or by occasionally darting 

inside to shoot or play an entry pass to the forwards. 

The return to the national team of Landon Donovan after sitting out the first six Hexagonal matches greatly bolsters the 

USA’s attacking prospects, and along with his experience and skill he can provide an element few teammates can supply: 

speed to chase down bails out of the back. Whether he breaks for the ball from a forward slot or deeper in midfield, even at 31 

none of his teammates can match his blend of pace and ball control at high speed. Eddie Johnson is fast but not so skilled, 

Clint Dempsey has the touch but not the wheels, etc. 

By now, the U.S. system under Klinsmann has been thoroughly scouted by the four remaining Hexagonal opponents, and so 

the patterns of play out of the back have been scrutinized and analyzed. Opponents know about Beasley’s runs, Besler’s left- 

footed deliveries, the channels that Bradley and Jones use to link with the back line, etc. 

The presence of Donovan, whether he stays high, checks back into midfield, or floats wide - offers another option for the back 

line, and thus reduces the risk of the U.S. losing possession near its own goal. He can burst into space so quickly a defender 

can aim a ball in his direction with confidence he’ll get a piece of the ball if he can’t control it cleanly. And if he breaks clear for 

a ball played over the top, a goal is a real possibility. 

Look for Klinsmann to incorporate his attributes in myriad ways as the USA proceeds through the Hexagonal at nearly full 

strength. 
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See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, August 31,2013 

Sunday, Sept. 1,2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Liverpool hosts Manchester United and Arsenal faces Tottenham in Sunday EPL action and MLS Week 27 

continues.                                                                                          ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local fistings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daffy throughout the week.) 

SUNDAY, Sept~mb~ "~ 

NRC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND (one-day delay) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am= 

Italy ROMA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pro. 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (delay) 5:15 pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC BILBAO(live) 6 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-MALAGA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLANTE (live) 12:50 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

MUN2 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS VANCOUVER-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm= 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 



Brazil CORINTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-CAGLIARI (delaY) 12:30 pm. 

italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain REAL VALLADOLID-GETAFE (delay) 3 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

USL Pro 

Maior Lea,clue Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

SocceronTV~rSunday, Sept 1,2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

UCLA kept the pressure on North Carolina in 
the nation by picking up a pair of wins over 
ranked foes to jump up a couple of spots in 
the latest women’s Top 25 rankings update. 

; LSO UPDATe!i! 
The 2017 Girls IMG Academy Top :iS0 is out 
today, and the scoring prowess of forwards 
C;atarina Macario at #1 and Madison Haley at 
#:2 keeps these two at the top of the list. 

Upsets paved the way for a new team at the 
top of the men’s Top 25 after week one in 
men’s college soccer. Find out how the 
opening weekend results shook up the rest of 
the rankings. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Choosing a college can be a 
difficult process. Make sure 
to consider the school 
outside soccer. 

GA Cup: East Reqional Pics - 
Montreal Impact, D.C. 
United, Crew, Toronto FC, 
NYRB and Phil. Union. 



Ev~ No!~ Caro!!na versus K~w State ~G~ S~50! 2 
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Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 7:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : MLS Coach Fired; KC Star off to Englmad; Chivas USA Gol~o 

What They’re Saying 

"I’ve said it before, Eddie is 

underpaid at this point and 

we’ll address that behind 

closed doors For me, as 

long as those sorts of 

things aren’t getting in the 

way of us winning a 

championship, I couldn’t 

really care less. When it 

becomes a distraction to the 

team, then it’s an issue with 

me For now, we picked up 

a great win, Eddie was a 

huge part of it, he was great 

with his teammates, so for 

me it’s not an issue" 

-- Sounders GM and part 

owner Adrian Hanauer isn’t 

concerned about Eddie 

Johnson’s "show me the 

money" celebration after his 

game-winning goal against 

Columbus. Johnson, who 

has scored 21 goals since 

joining Seattle in 2012, is on 

a $156,000 annual salary 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

Today’s News ~Tuesday, Sept. 3, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Crew firing of Warzycha was inevitable 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT~ Columbus got an early jump on the 2014 season Monday by 

announcing it has fired head coach Robert Warzycha and replaced him with former 

assistant Brian Bliss, its technical director, as interim coach. - Read the whole story 

Kamara completes move to England 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] For the second time this year, Kei Kamara is headed to England, 

though his time it is on a permanent transfer. Sporting Kansas City transferred the 29-year-old 

Sierra Leonean to Middlesbrough of the Football League Championship, the second tier of English 

soccer, for what it termed a "substantial transfer fee" reported in the English press to be 900,000 

pounds ($1.4 million). - Read the whole story 

Late goals earn Vancouver and Chicago draws 
by Soccer America 

[ML$ REV~ND: Week 27] The Vancouver Whitecaps came back from two goals down after 14 

minutes to tie Chivas USA, 2-2, thanks to Tommy Heinemann’s goal three minutes into 

stoppage time. Adam Moffat’s goal in the 90th minute earned the Houston Dynamo a 1-1 tie at 

Chicago on Sunday. - Read the whole stoW 

Parkhurst called up to replace Evans 
by Soccer America 

[USA MEt,l] Michael Parkhurst replaced injured Brad Evans in the U.S. camp roster ahead of 

the World Cup 2014 qualifiers against Costa Rica and Mexico. - Read the whole stoW 

Kljestan and Boyd score, Spencer debuts 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Sacha Kljestan scored for the third straight game but Anderlecht fell at 

Zulte-Waregem, 4=3. Terrence Boyd returned to action for the first time after suffering a 

dislocated shoulder and scored his third league goal of the season for Rapid Vienna in its 1-1 tie 

at Red Bull Salzburg. Ben Spencer, 18, made his debut for Norwegian champion Molde in its 4-0 

win over Valerenga, - Read the whole story 

Saborio is lone MLS player in Tico squad 
by Soccer America 

[F~EXAGONAL C-©LJNTDOWN] Real Salt Lake star Alvaro Saborio is the lone MLS players in 

Costa Rica’s 24-player squad for its game against the USA Friday at the Estadio Nacional in San 

Jose. Twelve European-based players - four in Norway, two in England and one each in Belgium, 

Denmark, Germany, Greece, Spain and Sweden - were called in. - Read the whole stoW 

Strong NWSL influence to U.S. squad 
by Soccer America 

[USA=MEXICOl Just three days after the conclusion of the first NWSL season, the U.S. women’s 

national team gets back into action against Mexico Wednesday at Washington’s RFK Stadium. 

There will be a strong NWSL flavor to the game as the league’s MVP, Goalie of the Year, 

Defender of the Year and Rookie of the Year will all play in the game. - Read the whole stoW 

Senna’s free kick earns Cosmos draw at Edmonton 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Week 5] Former Spain international Marcos Senna’s goal on a free kick earned 

the New York Cosmos a 1-1 tie at FC Edmonton to move them into third spot in the NASL 

standings, a point behind second-place Fort Lauderdale Strikers and two points behind leader 

Carolina. Four points separate the top seven teams after five games. - Read the whole stoW 

A Beautiful Bike from Chivas USA’s Erick Torres 
by Mike Woitalla 



[VIDEO PICK: Golazej Chivas USA’s season to forget has started to offer some memorable 

moments thanks to 20-year-old Erik Tortes’ feats since arriving in MLS in July. He’s scored six 

goals in seven games, including this shoo-in candidate for Goal of the Year.... - Read the whole 

story 
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Subject 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players Nct,,s[ette~ <newsletterce~usnst:pa.cora> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV ~:anson~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ %p 3~ 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Sop 3, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV 

US~ Women - Me×k:o at: 8Fa El" on For< Sports 

Their Words 

"Tottenham wi[[ always be in my heart and Fm sure that d~is season wi[[ be a successfu[ one for hhem. ~ 

ara aow [ooki~(~ forward to the ~e~t exdtin8 chapte~ ~n ray ~iRb p[ayk~ foetba[i for Rea[ ~4adr~d." Gareth 

By The Numbers... The USA’s Win Streak 
B; Clemente Lisi -- NEW YORk, NY (Sept 2, 20i3) US Soccer Pfayers - The United States is just fou~ games away from 

makin~, hist:ory. The Nat:k~na~ Team has ~:o w~n ~ts ae:<t k~u~ matd~es ~ aK World Cup Qualifiers a2a~nst (:os~:a £ica. 

Mexico, Jamak:a and Panama - in the next two months to t}e the a[btime record for consecutive vk:tories. Spain 

(:ummtb! hol.ds the re(:or~J at 1’.} - a number that was smashed afi:e~ k~sin~l ~:o ~:he USA a[ the 2009 Confederations Cup. 

’~’he oJrrel’lt I.JSA st:reak be!~an ol’~ Jul’~e 2n~J wit~ 8 4dr w~n versus (~ert~)any~ Sh~ce then~ the At~x}rk:ans have defeated. 

this orde~, Jamaica, Panama, ~-~onduras, Guatema[a~ Belize, Cuba, Costa Rica, El Sab~ador, Honduras~ Panama and 

Sosrfia-Herzegov~na. T’his being US Soccer’s ceatenn~a~ year, the s(:reak is yet another sign in how far the Na(:ioaa[ Teara 

has come over ~he past 100 years. X~ore impor~an~ty, d~e streak is a momentum, buiider 2oin~ into a Wo~id Cup year and 

at a time when ~ts re$iona[ alva{ Mexk:o has k)st so many ~ames in 2013. 

"tt’s exalting and I think it shows how far the prograra has corae/’ striker Jo.~.] ~,[tkfore sakf. Read More 

Corner: Manchester City’s Start 
Let’s join everybody else askin$ the obvious questions about ~4anchester City with a ceupl.e of cavea[s. The tru[y 
Premier League tearns are burdened not .just with the expectation that they’ll win, but the expectation that they’[[ do 

with sty[e. Se fa~ this seasem City aren’t raeeti~ that s~:an~Jar& 

tt:’S a t:rk:k~/bit of wt)~k te t].~ra what we’ve seeB t:roF~ a ti L{e ~:oB[ender ia 201 ]-14 ~nto a statemeat of purpese. This 

team that looks ~ike }t’s a tweak or two away from raaking peop{e forget that they can’t take their ~ame to 

uade~w~dmi~g dubs. So ~ar, this isa’t a qbesl:k~ o~ parity caL(:~i~(~ up wil:~ t:~e dite h~ the Premier [ea(~ue. ~L’s a 

question of an elite Prem~e~ League dub noticeably p[syh~ poorly. 

That might be takinf something away flon~ Qty’s opponents, and that’s part of the point. City shouldn’t be sweatint~, 

teams Iike Cardiff’ and Hull They sh(Md be Ieokin!~, at them, especia[ty this ead.y in the season, as points there fl)r the 

~akin~. It might not always play out that way~ bu~ its no~ supposed to raise basic questions about a supposedly elite 

teara. Read More 

IJ.S. could earn a World Cup ticket to Brazil this week - frora The LA Times kevin Baxter: "We hope to ~et throuf, h 

that game, but by no means are we going Lo hold back/’ 

Michel Platini warns European clubs he will take them to court to force through Financial Fair Play 
Tefe~raph’s Henry Winter: It is incredibfy (orap{icated, a hefty docuraent made for lawyers, 

Gareth Bale: Real Madrid star will keep his feet firmly on the ground - fl’om BBC Sport’s Ben Smith: From that 

mo:’r~eat, Bare :’r~oved throut.’,h I:he f~ears. 

Bale-Real marriage makes sense - frora FexSo(:cef .(:ora’s {)er:~’~o[ Corrk~aa: The (Jfama[ic en(J was litI:in<?, as [his has 
been soccer’s first truly postmodern Lransier. 

Bale ready for burn of the Bernabeu spotlight .. from ESPN FC’s John g~ewin: The pressure Lo deliver will be 

irarae(Jiate, thou!~h Bale has (:onii(Jence in his ioot:t~a[tii~g abilities t:o t~eIie a quiet deraeanour. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, September 4, 2013 

Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 28 kicks off on Wednesday .... There’s plenty of World Cup qualifying action on Friday, including the 

USA’s game at Costa Pica. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TVis updated daily throughout the week.) 

V#~DN~SDAY, Ser~tember 4 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 10 pm. 

~rNUR~AY, ~e~tember ~ 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-21 Euro Qualifier ENGLAND-MOLDOVA (live) 2:40 pm, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana RIVER PLATE-SAN LORENZO (live) 8 pm, 

FRidAY, Septembe~ ~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA WCQ ENGLAND~/IOLDOVA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ ENGLAND-MOLDOVA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ FINLAND-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA QCQ IRELAND-SWEDEN (live) 2:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

UEFA QCQ GERMANY-AUSTRIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Conmebol WGQ COLOMBIA-ECUADOR (live) 4:20 pro. 

Conmebol WGQ PARAGUAY-BOLIVIA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA PICA-USA (live) 9:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ COLOMBIA-ECUADOR (live) 4:20 pro. 

Conrnebol WCQ PARAGUAY-BOLIVIA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Conrnebol WCQ CHILE-VENEZUELA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ PERU-URUGUAY (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN,corn 

UEFA WCQ RUSSIA-LUXEMBOURG (live) 10:30 am. 

UEFA WCQ CZECH REPUBLIC-ARMENIA (live) Noon. 

UEFA WCQ NORTHERN IRELAND-PORTUGAL (live) Noon. 

UEFA WCQ MALTA-DENMARK (live) 2 

UEFA WCQ MACEDONIA-WALES (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ TURKEY-ANDORRA (live) 2 pm. 



UEFA WCQ ISRAEL-AZERBAIJAN (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ROMANIA-HUNGARY (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ LATVIA-LITHUANIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ GEORGIA-FRANCE (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WGQ BOSNIA & HERZ.EGOVINA4SLOVAKIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ESTONIA-NETHERLANDS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WGQ SLOVENIA-ALBANIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ FINLAND-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SWITZERLAND-ICELAND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WGQ SERBIA-CROATIA (live) 2:40 pm. 

UEFA WCQ POLAND-MONTENEGRO (live) 2:40 pm. 

UEFA WGQ LIECHTENSTEIN-GREECE (live) 2:40 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS CHICAGO-SEATTLE (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico TIGRES-GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-SANTOS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-VANCOUVER (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLUMBUS (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm, 

MLS PORTLAND-TORONTO (live) 11 pm, 

SUNDAY, Septembe~ 8 

ESPN2 

MLS SAN JOSE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 11 pm. 

UNII’~S 

Mexico TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-D.C. UNITED (live) 9 pm. 

~40NDAY, September 

TBA 

TUESDAY, Septembe~ JO 

ESPN 
Concacaf WCQ USA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ USA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

USL Pro 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:34 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Videos & September Issue Uploaded to Member Drills Database 

Hi Allsorl~ 

Look out next week for the new videos, Developing a Possession Style of Play featuring Florida State Women’s 
Head Coach, Mark Krikorian They are f--r--e--e----t-~---~Ld---e-g.--L-i-b---r-a---r~L--s--u---b--s--c--r-Lb---e--r:~" or $37 to non 

subscribers 

We have just uploaded the September issue of the WORLD CLASS COACHING Magazine to the 

Member Drills Database Here are the articles in this issue 

¯ A combination and shooting session from Dutch club Vitesse Arnhem 

¯ An analytical look at the tactics of the Spain v Italy game 

¯ Justin Cresser shows how to develop explosive power with some ball oriented conditioning 

drills 

¯ A soccer specific conditioning video 

drills and exercises covering every topic irnaglnable. It s pretty 
============================= 

~]~i 
easy to see why thousands of coaches from over 40 countries 

~~ 

subscribe to the Member Drills Database 

~~~ 
The,-e’s a reason coaches like Anson Do,-rance, Randy 

~~ Wa~d,-um and Liverpoo~ Academy coach, r-~hi~ r<oscoe, 

yourself 

recommend the Member Drills Database. Check it out 

NEW Book Feedback 
We are getting some good feedback about our new book. Training_Sessions for the 4-34. Here is 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

the team training that the author coached The sessions 

are weft thought out and builds on itsetf in a logical and 

thoughtful approach that is lacking in soccer today f 

Fealty liked the added bonus that the author explains the 

why of the training! 

The drills and sessions are designed so welt I wit! take 

pieces of it to add to my own training sessions, t will 

definitely use several of the tips in the book to enhance 

High School 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 7:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Altidore’s OK as USA lands in Costa Rica; U.S. women trounce Mexico 

What They’re Saying 

"1 feel like a youngster. 

Mentally, I can do things I 

couldn’t do in the past" 

-- Landon Donovan, the 31- 

year-old U.S. star who’s in 

camp for games against 

Costa Rica (Friday) and 

Mexico (Tuesday) after 

missing the first six games 

of the final round of 2014 

World Cup qualifying (~) 

Today’s [’~ews ~ Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Altidore cleared to train 
by Soccer America 

~ 
[HEXAGONAL COUNTDO\ARq] U.S. national team striker Jozy Altidore, who sat out 

English club Sunderland’s Saturday match at Crystal Palace with a hamstring injury, 

t~as been cleared by the national team’s medical staff to resume workouts. He was part of the 23- 

player squad that arrived in Costa Rica Tuesday night to chants of "No Fair Play, USA" from Tico 

fans. - Read the whole story 

Youngsters get chance to show off U.S. depth 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-MEXICO] Opportunities for Mexican national team players in the NWSL and U.S. collegiate 

system were supposed to help it narrow the gap with the neighboring United States, but the 

NWSL and U.S. collegiate system have only boosted the USA’s considerable depth, which it 

showed off Tuesday night in a 7-0 win over Mexico - its biggest win the series since a 7-0 win in 

2002. - Read the whole story 

Seattle takes aim at Galaxy, Crew win essential 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 28] MLS is playing right through the September FIFA fixture dates with 

11 games scheduled this week - two on Wednesday and nine on the weekend. - Read the whole 

stow 

Orlando’s Dwyer, Valentino and Watson head first team 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] Orlando City, which will meet the Charlotte Eagles Saturday night at the Citrus Bowl 

for the 2013 USL PRO Championship, placed three players on the first team, led by forward Dora 

Dwyer, who shared in the league’s Golden Boot with fellow first-teamer Jose Angulo of the 

Pittsburgh Riverhounds and parlayed his success into a recall to Sporting Kansas City, for which 

he started in its 2-1 MLS win on Saturday. - Read the whole story 

Tymrak headed to Bayern Munich 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] NWSL Rookie of the Year Erika Tymrak, who earned her first cap for 

the USA against Mexico on Tuesday night, and FC Kansas City teammate, backup keeper 

Bianca Henninger, will join Americans Sarah Hagen and Amber Brooks at Frauen-Bundesliga 

club Bayern Munich this fall. - Read the whole stow 

Durkin handed reins in Boston 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL]Tom Durkin, who worked as an assistant late in the 2013 NWSL season, has been 

named the head coach of the Boston Breakers, succeeding Cat Whitehill, who finished the 

season as player-interim coach following the firing of Lisa Cole a month ago. - Read the whole 

stow 

Younq Ajax star’s smooth move on breakaway 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo]Dejan Meleg, an 18-year-old Serb playing for Young Ajax, scored on a 

breakaway thanks to a back-heel flick that enabled him to keep speeding away from the PSV 

defender. - Read the whole story 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 8:02 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaU.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 17 residency roster 

U,S. under-17 residency roster 
by Soccer America 

IFALL SEMESTERl U.S. under-17 national team coach Richie Williams has named the 28-player roster for 

the 2013 fall semester of the U-17 Residency Program in Bradenton, Fla., that began on Monday. The fall 

semester starts the new cycle for the players who will be vying to make the team that will attempt to qualify for 

the 2015 U-17 World Cup in Chile. The previous group was the first in residency history not to qualify. - Read 

the whole story 

Tony Lepore: A collective effort is crucial 
by Soccer America 

[SPOTLIGHT: Scouting] As U.S. Soccer’s Director of Scouting, Tony Lepore oversees the talent search for the boys national 

team program. Lepore, who also serves as U-15 boys head coach, provides insight on the Federation’s scouting department ... 

- Read the whole story 

Pugh adds to scoring haul 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-17 WOMEN]Mallory Pugh scored her third goal in two games and added two assists as the U.S. under-17 

women’s national team followed up on its 6-0 win over England with a 5-0 win to wrap up its summer trip to England. - Read 

the whole story 

QPR romp~ in ~qht-team Newark tournament 
by Soccer America 

[INTERNATIONAL SOCCER SUMM£[] Queens Park Rangers won the 2013 Capelli Sport/Newark Liberty international Soccer 

Summit with a 5=1 win over English rival Liverpool in the final. U=S. teams PDA, St. Benedict’s Prep and FC Bolts Celtic 

finished 5-6-7 in the eight-team tournament held in Newark, N.J. = Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, Sept 4, 2013 
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To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer America Confidential: Klinsmamf s next milestone: victo~ in Costa Rica? 

Wednesday, Sept. 4,2013 

Klinsmann’s next milestone: victory 
By Mike Woitalla 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

in Costa Rica? 

Much has been made of the USA’s rivalry with its big neighbor, Mexico, but tiny Costa Rica - population 4.5        ~ 

million - has been an even more frustrating foe for the Americans in World Cup qualifying on the road. 

The USA has never won a qualifier in the Central American nation with a Caribbean coast. Its best result was a tie in 1985, 

and that was followed by a home loss that eliminated the USA from 1986 World Cup qualifying. 

Since then the USA has lost seven straight qualifiers in Costa Rica, under four coaches: Bob Gansler (1989), Steve 

Sampson (1996 and 1997), Bruce Arena (2000, 2001, 2005) and Bob Bradley (2009)~ That’s a worse record, during the 

same period, than at Mexico, where the USA managed to tie in Azteca qualifiers in 1997 and last March. 

A big relief for the USA when it faces the Ticos on Friday is the game won’t be played at Saprissa Stadium, where fans are 

much closer to the field than most venues, including Azteca. The Ticos’ 2-1 win in 1996 featured the brilliant play of then 21- 

year-old Paulo Wanchope but was marred by their fans, who showered the field with debris. After the game, U.S. goalkeeper 

coach Milutin Soskic gathered coins, batteries and screws off the grass to present to FIFA observer Jim Fleming - who 

probably didn’t need much convincing as he was doused with a beer after a Tico goal. 

’q’he worst place I ever played," Eric Wynalda said after the game. But censured by FIFA, the fans refrained from throwing 

stuff at the Americans a year later in final-round play, a 3-2 Costa Rica win. 

Despite the losses, Spanish-speaking Sampson made a good impression in Costa Rica and would serve as its national team 

coach in 2002-04. His successor, Arena, likely has no fond memories of Costa Rica. He was suspended for three games for 

his postgame reaction to Jamaican referee Peter Prendergast for calling a handball penalty kick that led to the Ticos’ 

winning goal in the 2000 loss. ’1 told him he cheated us," Arena admitted. Captain Claudio Reyna was suspended for two 

games for throwing his captain’s armband toward Pr~ndergast. 

Under Arena, the Americans lost twice more in Costa Rica, but both teams qualified for the 2002 and 2006 World Cups. 

Bradley’s biggest loss while the USA qualified for the 2010 World Cup came with a 3-1 defeat at Costa Rica. Unlike Sampson 

and Arena, Bradley was spared having to play the Ticos in the semifinal round. Same for Jurgen Klinsmann, for whom 

Friday’s game marks his first with the USA in Costa Rica. 

the Americans pull off a win, it will add to U.S. milestones since Klinsmann took the helm two years ago: 

* First win over Italy (1-0, friendly in Genoa, February, 2012). 

* First win at Mexico (1-0, friendly in Mexico City, August, 2012). 

* First away World Cup qualifying win over Jamaica (2-1, in Kingston, last June). 

* First come-from-behind win on European soil (4-3 friendly at Bosnia-Herzegovina, last month). 

"1 don’t think I’ve ever felt as confident about getting a result on one of these trips," saidLandon Donovan. "In theory, there are 

small advantages in not playing at Saprissa and that the weather is going to be cooperative, but that only matters if you make 

it an advantage." 

A win on Friday would also extend the USA’s record win streak to 13 games. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 

Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on bebatf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <newslet:t:er@asnst:D~.com> 

Wednesday, Sept:ember 4. 201 ~ 12:02 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Sop 4~ 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Sop 4, 2013 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV 

No games today. 

Their Words 

’~l’oday Jt is a g{ea~ i)~easure ier LES te ~H’ese~]t: a jersey whk:h was chosen by osr fans, This n~ont:h a 

significant araount of ou~ fans participated in the se[ect~os of the }ersey that our players wfft wear w}th 

honor, passh:~n, and respect beginnh~g i~ December." AS Rema cor~r~erciM direc~)r Chris~ph 

In 2013, the US Avoids The Monster’s Cave 
By Jason Davis o WASHINGTON, DC (Sop 4, 2B1 }) US Soccer Players - The UnRed Star:on has zero w~ns m £osta RR:a~ 

That’s "zero," as in none, z~p, zitch~ nada, Each and every t~me an American squad has made the trek to San Jose~ 

Costa Rice to take on the T}cos in their backyard, the game ended without a US victory. Only twice has it ended without 

a US loss. Two draws secul’ed 28 and 21 years ago, respectively. In other wol’ds, the Americans simp}.y don’t ge~ points 

in Costa Rica. 

Recent results doter provide much confidence that th}s drne around wi[[ be any different. In their Hex match in Costa 
t"~&:a in 2009. the US gave up t:we earl.y ~oah~ and fel.{ ~-1 ~:e the "Fices, The (:yc:[e before that. the Americans ~aUed to 

score in a humihatm~ 3-0 Ions. Yes, Jurgen k[insraasn has the USMNT ro~[b’~g h~to San Jose with a 12-@me wb’~mng 

streak hl tow, bbt as any ~a[~ wiU. teU you. Cesta kk:a is where good fix m goes to die, 

This tlime Ss different, if onl.y due t:o one qk.’,niIlicant Iaetor. Rather than host: the US at: the usual, venue ef Est:adie 

Ricardo Saprissa, Costa Rica wiU take on their Hex rivMs at the brand new National Stadium. 

It’s Saprissa that has proven to be so difiicu[t ier the Americans to overcome, with its threadbare artificia[ surface and 

pit(:hed stands that put an ff~th~Ndal:ing crowd right on top of ~:he ph~yers. Each time the USA arrh, ed in Ce~tra{ 

American, mvariabl.y sta~n~ Lhe~r intentions to take the game [o Costa R~ca~ to puL the atmosphere and surface ou~ o~ 

their mh~ds, they failed to back it up. ~t’s easy to suggest that both teams are playing on the sarne surface and that the 

crowd is not an influence on the ~ame. ~t’s another to convince ~hemse[ves d~a~ wha~ they’re saying is true~ Read More 

Questions: Goals Scored in MLS and the Premier 
Lea lue 
By Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA {Sop 5, 20i 3) US Soccer Prayers - In Tuesday’s cofumn. Tony adds up the chances 

Major Lea(~ue $oceeF~ debates the st:rate%, of [)l.ayer rest, and I.oeks at the reasons behmd (}e]kE~w?bas* [.abet [)a’~ 

dedsion. 

Last season, eiBht players had 10 or more assists at the conclusion of the 

regMar season. With about e~ght ~ames ~eft to p~ay, will the ~ea~ue reach 

that ~umber 

We know Montreal’s Marco DWa~o leads the league in shots on goal with 

43, but which player, through Saturday, has the most shots off target? 

It’s Rapids rookie forward Desbo~ n Brown w}th 4.. accordmR to whoscored.com. With B~ow’n, it is dearly a case of Oscar 

Pareja and his staff having patience, Brown has 26 shots on goal., good for seventh in MLS. and one I.ess than the 



nsrnbe~ el t:imes the assistant ref has waived a f{ag Ior offside, He’s taken 82 shots t:otal, ~hird in the {ea}~se. The 

positive story ~s that grown has s~:o~ ed sever[ times, has four assists, and has s~arted 21 games already, Read More 

Ale’andro Bedo a comes home re ares for World Cu ualifier a ainst Costa Rica - from The ~am~ Hera~d’s 

Sounders agree Eddie Johnson deserves raise - i~em The News THbune’s Den Ra~z: H~nauer said he hopes to be abte 

Robert Warz¥cha out; Brian Bliss to serve as interim coach - from The Cetumbus Dispatch’s Adam J~rdy: Te~m 
pl’esident ant! genera{ manager Mark McCuf, ters s~ic! the move was necessaQ/, but ~et e~sy. 

European transfers: Who made the ,grade? - fl’om ~SPN FCs ~ames Herncast~e: Owner Sih4o Bertusconi’s ~ecisien to 
retain coach ~4ax Ai~egri was ~:oi~tingent upon a ~:hange in styte .... 

How Real Madrid And Spurs Spent Nearly $400M On New Players But Will Boost Their Bottom Lines Nonetheless 

a ~oE by se~@~g p~ayers, 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Cops SudameHcana 

{-’~x~ Deportes has Riw!~r PIat:e - San ].orenzo at 8pro E’[’. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 4, 2013 5:52 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer On TV: September 4-15, 2013 

Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Friday’s action includes a pair of ACC men’s openers, Clemson-Virginia 

and Man/land-Duke. On Sunday, Notre Dame makes its league debut when it 

hosts North Carolina. For men’s and women’s games available on 

television and online ... 

Note: All times ET. Programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer America on Twitter: FollowSoccer America 

College Soccer Reporter: Sign up free e-letter 

Wednesday, Sept. 4 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Women Georgetown at NC State 7 p.m. 

Friday, Sept. 6 

BYU~v 
Nonconference Women Utah at BYU, 9 p.m. 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Women South Carolina at Clemson 5:30 p.m. 

ACC Men Virginia at Clemson 8 p.m. 

Longhorn Network 

Nonconference women Samford at Texas 8 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women Rice at New Mexico 8 p.m. 

NSCAATV.corn 

ACC Men Duke at Maryland 7:30 p.m= 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women Hawaii at Oregon 7 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Loyola Man/mount at Stanford 9 p.m. 

SUN 

Nonconference Women Oklahoma at Florida 7 p.m. 

Saturday, Sept. 7 

NSCAATV.com 

NAIA Men Rio Grande vs. Belhaven 4:30 p=m. 

Sunday, Sept. 8 

ESPNU 

ACC Men North Carolina at Notre Dame 12 p.m. 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Men Penn State at St. John’s 7 p.m. 

Longhorn Network 

Nonconference women Illinois State at Texas, 1 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women Houston at San Diego State 1 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Michigan State at New Mexico 2 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women Man!land at Stanford 3 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Hawaii at Oregon State 5 p.m. 



SUN 

Nonconference Women Oklahoma State at Florida 1 p.m. 

Thursday, SepL I2 

ESPN3 

ACC Women Maryland at Clemson 7 p.m. 

ACC Women Notre Dame at NC State 7 p.m. 

ACC Women Boston College at Pittsburgh 7 p=m. 

NSCAATV.com 

ACC Women Miami (Fla.) at Duke 7 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women BYU at Oregon 10 p.m. 

Friday, Sept. 13 

ESPN3 

ACC Men Maryland at North Carolina 7 p.m. 

Nonconference Men South Carolina vs. St. John’s 8 

Nonconference Women San Diego at Kansas 5:30 p.m. 

Pac-I 2 Networks 

Nonconference Women Pepperdine at USC 5:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Women UNLV at Washington State 5:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Women San Diego State at UCLA 7:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Men UC Santa Barbara at UCLA 10 p.m. 

Saturday, Septr 14 

BYUtv 

Nonconference Women UC Irvine at BYU, 9 p.m. 

ESPN3 

ACC Men Clemson at NC State 7 p.m. 

Sunday, Sept. 15 

ESPN3 

ACC Women Boston College at Clemson 1 p.m. 

ACC Women Notre Dame at North Carolina 1 p.m. 

ACC Women NC State at Pittsburgh 1 p.m. 

ACC Men West Virginia at St. John’s 7 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women Cal State Northridge at Fresno State 4 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Santa Barbara at San Jose State 4 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Sacramento State at Nevada 8 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

NAIA Men Bethel (Tenn.) at USAO 3 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Men Air Force at Oregon State 5 p.m. 

Nonconference Men San Diego at UCLA 7 p.m. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



To.* 

St~]bj ec’t: 

United States Sports Academy <postmaster=ussa.edu@mail9.us2.mcsv.net> 
Wednesda> September 4, 2o13 2:49 PM 

I)orranee, Albert A IV <anson@email.une.edu> 
Athlete of the Month - August 

If images at’e not displ;~yed cot’t’ectly, check your se~:m’ity set[rags to allow im;~ges from postm;~stet’@ussa.edu. 

You are invited to be a pat’~ of choosing next year’s candidates for the Athlete of the Year 

honor’. To cast youc vote simply crick ~;e~’e. Monthly balloting q~m~ifies athletes for the 

culminating national ])allot, which will be posted on the Academy website in Deeeml)er~ 

Don’t delay-.-vote today! And remernber to retm’n here each ~nonth through Deeernber, for 

your opportunib’ to vote again! 

Sincerely 
A~hlete of ~e Month Selection Commitee 
United States Sports Academy 

Oue Academ3 Drive~ D~phne, AL 36520 - (2fit) 620-5353of3 - ww,a .us~;~.edtt 

The Academy 8ceepts st~]dents regardless of race, vel g on, gender, age, dJsab*hty ov national 

Vou al’e i’eceivin£ this email becaase you p*’ovided the United States Spol’ts Academy with youi’ 

emaii address Occasionally we send the Sport Update and Alumni Netwo~’k, our electronic 

from this bst. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentaly@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 8:53 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

It’s Your Job to Enjoy Your Job 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commen~a[o~ arid the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!#~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso:.’~"4.,:,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,iichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

9cod year~ ~t~s Rosh Hashanah, the }ew~sh New Year and 
the fi~st of the ~q~gh Holy Days, which conclude t0 days 

Vou]~ stay tuned to WhatWillNatter.com - tomo~Tow 
and next week I’H pos: commentaries that explore the 

To commemorate both Rosi: Hashanah and last week’s 
50ti: anniversary of the March o~ WasMngto~, Yd ~ke ~o 
share w~Us you this brief CBS News piece about the rabbi 

gh~g delivered Ms "I Have a Dream" speech, Yd a~so ~ke 

to draw your attenUon to a few commentaries We 

wdtte~ over the years about Dr, d~g: 

The Smartest and Best Things Dr. Martin Luther 

King Ever Said 

The Wisdom and Philosophy of Dr. Martin Luther 

King~ lr. 

Why Martin Luther King Is a Hero 

ii.~.iI 
Get t he weekly e-newsletter~ 

t:~ Getthe podcast i~ iTune-~ ] 

1 Get the iPhone or Android app 

Check out ~viichael~s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a vaI°ie.~y of insightful 

and mo~ivaUonal (and 
ixh~ta hie!) quotes, 

Find a~id foilow Michael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem ":,,.%’bat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds from the saie <~f Hi~:haei’s 
books and CDs su.o.oert 
education in schools, Shop here 

Request a catalog 

Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 

The How-To Book for Bullies, and a 
Simple Kindness Rule for 
Kindergarteners 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character educati .... terials 

<vbe.~b~,.’ilyin~ and pr<m~ote a positive 
school ciimate, Learn more >> 



Making] the Best of 
Family Relationships 
For most of as, 
something Both wonSei°ful 
and worrisome abost 
family gati:erings, On the 

relatives w~th whom we 

memories, What’s mot% 
beh~g w~th 
MbUngs, and coeshss ,,, 
Listen or read more 

You’re Only Cheating 
Yourself 
tVs in the news oil t~ie 

aci:ooi in new ways and at 
unprecedented rates, One 
of [he reasons ~s the way 
schools and pa~ents deal 

ender~yh~g ~ssues 

cheath’u~ ~.. 
Listen or read more 

This ~’s Hy Dad, Sam 
Burke 
Ann’s fatheb galn Burke, 
was in ~i’,e last a~ages o1: 
cancer, and his .qeeds had 
gone Beyond what she 

conva~escest home, The 
check4n process 
confirmed her worst fears. 
Administrators, ~u~ses, 
and doctors .,~ 
Listen or read more 

It’s Your Job to Enioy 
Your Job 
Labor Day is, first and 
foromost~ a day off 
work to do something you 
enjoy, or ~o catch 8p on 

the ro~e that work p~ays 
your HFe, For some, work 

~0.,, 
Listen or read more 

FO~ r.~o.."e qsote posters, 

.go to 

WhatWiilMatter.com an8 

dick on images like this 

one. 

K~t~~et~e commonts 
Good Relationships: The 
Best Road to a Good Life: 
"L~fe ~s fl’ag~k~ Enjoy 
each day !:o 

don’~ ~ook back 
yesterday, Ws gone and 

The Difference Between 
a Child’s Purse and a 
Dollar Bill: "What if it i:ad 
Boon $i0 or $1007 Whore 
8oos the value make a 
d~fi’erence7 Wouldn’t ~’( 
have been better fo~~ the 
morn to say okay, a~d 
then ~eave ~t m an 
onvo~ope at the ~os~ am~ 

~’~o~.> ~,.~ corn"serifs on the 
qaote You’re Only 
Cheatinq Yourself: "Why 
do kids chest? I~ 

be .:~-~ (to get mto 
coHego} ,.," 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and youth~service 
leaders to be effective characte! 
edacatoi°s, Upcoming seminars: 

Sept. 17-19, Austin, TX >> 
Sept. 30-Oct. 2, Colville, WA >> 
Oct. 8-10, Lafayette, N.1 >> 
Oct. 8-10, Tuolumne, CA >> 
Nov. 4-6, Chicago, IL >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

affordabie way to lea.."n vaiuable 

ch a ~actoP deveiopmont techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Sportsmanship 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

Authentic Apologies 
"i~m sorry," These are 
poweI°fui words, ,&uthentic 
apologies can work like a 
heaiing ointment on old 

wounds, dissolve bitter 
~:~rud~:~es, and repair 

They encourage bo:h 
parries to ~et go of toxic 
emotions ~ke anger and 
guilt and p~’ovk~e a fi’esh 
fosndatbn of matua~ 
respect, But authentic 
apo~o,~es hwo~ve much 

expressh~g .,. 
Listen or read more 



Michael 

Josephson 

Book Michael Josephson~ 

~eeds, C~ 800-,7:t b-2(¢70 or learn more, 

the ..",o..",p~ofit }osei,,,hso~ Bistit~te is worki~sg to create a world ,4~iere people act mo~’e ethicatiy, 
Your donations e.qabie ~,.’s to offe~" servi~:es asd .~esou!xes like this .qev,~siette!. Donate >> 

Prevent this newsier.Sol° from la~:ding in your }alik fotdel~ by a88isg commentarv@iiethics.org to 
your aedi°ess book or app~ow’,-d sender list. 

98,11 Ailpod Bbd, 2300 i Los A~ge:e~, ,~/s, 9001,_ 1800-711-2670 
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@2013 Josephson Institute, "CHARACT~:{R COUNTS!" is a ~e,gisteled frademark of 
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Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, September 6, 2013 

Friday, Sept. 6= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Plenty of World Cup qualifying action on Friday, including the USA’s game at Costa Rica. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings, Soccer 

on TVia updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA WCQ ENGLAND4V1OLDOVA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ ENGLAND4’,4OLDOVA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQCZECH REPUBLIC-ARMENIA (live) Neon. 
UEFA WCQ FINLAND-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pro, 

GOLTV 

UEFA QCQ IRELAND-SWEDEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

UEFA QCQ GERMANY-AUSTRIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Conmebol WCQ COLOMBIA-ECUADOR (live) 4:20 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ PARAGUAY-BOLIVIA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Concacaf WCQCOSTA RICA-USA (live) 10 pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Conmebol WCQ COLOMBIA-ECUADOR (live) 4:20 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ PARAGUAY-BOLIVIA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ CHILE-VENEZUELA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Conrneboi WGQ PERU-URUGUAY (live) 10:30 

ESPN NEWS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN.com 

UEFA WCQ RUSSIA-LUXEMBOURG (live) 10:30 am. 

UEFA WGQ CZECH REPUBLIC-ARMENIA (live) Noon. 

UEFA WCQ NORTHERN IRELAND-PORTUGAL (live) Noon. 
UEFA WCQ MALTA-DENMARK (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WGQ MACEDONIA-WALES (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ TURKEY-ANDORRA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WGQ ISRAEL-AZERBAIJAN (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ROMANIA-HUNGARY (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ LATVIA-LITHUANIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WGQ GEORGIA-FRANCE (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA WCQ BOSNIA & HEP, ZEGOVINA-SLOVAKIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WGQ ESTONIA-NETHERLANDS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SLOVENIA-ALBANIA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA WCQ FINLAND-SPAIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SWITZERLAND-ICELAND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA QCQ GERMANY-AUSTRIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WGQ SERBIA-CROATIA (live) 2:40 pm. 



UEFA WCQ POLAND-MONTENEGRO (live) 2:40 pm. 

UEFA WCQ LIECHTENSTEIN-GREECE (live) 2:40 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SCOTLAND-BELGIUM (live) 3 pm. 

SATURDAY, ~e~te~ber 7 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS SEATTLE-CHICAGO (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-MONTERREY (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TIGRES-GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-SANTOS (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE-MONARCAS (live) 8 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-VANCOUVER (live) 8:30 pm= 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLUMBUS (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-TORONTO (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WGQ ISRAEL-AZERBAIJAN (live) 1:45 pro. 

ESPN2 

MLS SAN JOSE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-D.C. UNITED (live) 9 pm. 

~ONDAY, Se~)te~T~be~ 8 

TBA 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA-MEXICO (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ RUSSIA-ISRAEL (live) 11 am. 

International Friendly SPAIN-CHILE (live) 2 pm. 

UNIIV~S 

Concacaf WCQ USA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-LIECHTENSTEIN (live) 11:30 am. 

UEFA WGQ ARMENIA-DENMARK (live) Neon. 
UEFA WCQ GEORGIA-FINALND (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA WGQ MALTA-BULGARIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ROMANIA-TURKEY (live) 2 pm. 

international Friendly SPAIN-CHILE (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA WGQ LUXEMBOURG-NORTHERN IRELAND (live) 2:15 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SLOVAKIA-BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (live) 2:15 pm. 

UEFA WGQ MACEDONIA-SCOTLAND (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA WCQ HUNGARY-ESTONIA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA WCQ ANDORRA-NETHERLANDS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ CYPRUS-SLOVENIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SAN MARINO-POLAND (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA WGQ GREECE-LATIVA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA WCQ BELARUS-FRANCE (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA WCQ ICELAND-ALBANIA (live) 3:30 pm. 



Colleqe Socce~ on TV 

Leagues effedng live st~eamin9 of ~ames include: 

USL Pro 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer A[;qerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Geogle+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Sept. 6, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

if you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 7:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Costa Rica-USA: S~unpson’s ~outing report; Refwatch; Clinching chances 

Today’s News - vriday, Sept. 6, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 
What They’re Saying 

"1 love it. You’d much rather 

play in front of a lot of people 

that care than a few people 

that don’t" 

-- Landon Donovan is 

unfazed by the Costa Rican 

fan fervor for Friday’s World 

Cup qualifier in San Jose, 

Costa Rica. 

(FoxSports.com) 

Scoutinq report: Steve Sampson on the Ticos 
by Ridge Mahoney                                                                                  ~ 

[COSTA R[CA-USA] Former USA - and Costa Rica - head coach Steve Sampson 

is anxiously awaiting the Hexagonal meeting between the two countries. He says the 

Ticos, second behind the USA in the Hexagonal, are feeling good about themselves, but if the 

USA wins Friday at the National Stadium, it would a huge mental blow. - Read the whole stow 

Marco Antonio RodrMuez’s U.S. past 
by Paul Kennedy 

[COSTA RICAoUSAJ Leave it to soccer to be the only sport where the game official can be as big 

a story as any of the players or coaches in the buildup to a game. So what’s the hoopla about the 

referee of Friday’s Costa Rica-USA match, Marco Antonio Rodriguez? (And we’re not talking 

about how he happens to be a Protestant minister and have the nickname "El Chiqui Dracula.") - 

Read the whole story 

U.S. chances of clinching Friday slim 
by Paul Kennedy 

[FOUR NUMBERS[ What are the chances of the USA clinching a berth in the World Cup finals 

with a win over Costa Rica? What’s the U.S. qualifying history against the Ticos in Costa Rica, its 

yellow card situation and its current winning streak? Here’s a look at the four numbers you’ll need 

to know to follow Costa Rica-USA ... - Read the whole story 

Mexico aims to end Azteca drouqht 
by Soccer America 

[HEYJ~,GONAL: Matchday 7J It’s lv2, 3v4 and 5v6 on Matchday 7 of World Cup 2014 qualifying in 

the Concacaf zone. For third-place Mexico, which hosts Honduras at Azteca Stadium, it’s all 

about scoring goals - something it has yet to do in three scoreless draws at home. Panama 

hosts Jamaica in a must-win game for the Canaleros. - Read the whole story 

Azzurri and Oranje close to clinchinq 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 QUALIFYING: Europe] As many as five European teams could clinch their 

World Cup 2014 qualifying groups by Tuesday, though only Italy and the Netherlands won’t need 

help from others. Bosnia-Herzegovina and Germany - both of which the USA has beaten this 

year - as well as Switzerland are also closing in berths in next year’s final. - Read the whole 

story 

Forfeits hand teams lifelines 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 QUALIFY’ING: .Africa] Group play wrsps up in Africa, where a spate of forfeits 

for the use of ineligible or suspended players has changed the complexion of several groups. - 

Read the whole story 

Klinsmann keeps composure despite interrupting cow 
by Mike Woitalla 

~/IDEO PICK: Off the Post] For all the ways in which Costa Ricans might make the USA’s visit 

for Friday’s World Cup qualifier uncomfortable, a cow mascot’s shenanigans wasn’t one we 

predicted. - Read the whole story 

FEEDBACk: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 
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$~bject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:4~rnaif.feedbtitz.con~> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <nev~s~etterce~usns~:p~.com> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US SocceF Players Newsletter UgSocce~ P[ayeFs ¯ Sop 6~ 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Sop 6, 2013 

Friday’s Soccer TV: USA Travels to Costa Rice 

It’!; aI~ kfi:ernationa[ ra~t:ch day imd the return t:o CONCACAF Wor(d Cbp Qbati~yh~F Costa Ric~ ~ USA en be~N Spo~t at 

i0~m. Uni~as has Mex~(:o - Honduras at 9: }0pro. E[sewhere~ En~[a~d - Mo~dova ~s on Fox $po~ts 1 at 

{?eportes has the C~e(:h ReptR:dic - At’men,a} a}t ~2pm a}ad Fh~a~d sp~n ~: 2: ~{}pm. A~so at 2:30pra, ~retand 
Go}.W. ~nivision Deportes has Ge~ma~y .. Austria a~ 2:30pro. CONMEBOL ~ua[ffyh~ on betN Sport: Co[~m~ia - Ecuador 

a}t 4::}0pro ~nd ~t’a$u~y - Bolivia at 6:~0pra. ~)e{~,~ en Espa~o~ has (]hRe - Yenezbe~a ~: 8::}0pro ~nd Peru - Uruf~u~y at 

10:30pro. A~ Times 

The{r Words 

"it’s not easy to have many games because at the second or third game, the pkayers a~e tired. But }t’s one 
of the yoba~est teams h~ the league a~d i’m sure ~:hey’re ~ok~g t:o be good.’~ Chives USA coa~ Jose Luis 

Real. 

Scouting Report: Costa Rica - USA 
By Charles Boehm o WASHIH(iTON. I)C (Sop 6, 20{2} US Soccer P{~yers - "Th~s week, the Uni~:ed S~:al:es H~}tion~}{ "Team 

makes arguaM# d~e~r most fearsome journey of this at~d every Worl.d C up qual.ifyin8 cNde. On Friday (10pro ~ - belN 

5port) the US v~sits Cost~ Ri(:a on the seventh ra~}tch day o~ CO~’~CACAF Hexagonal. p{~y ~i:~r 
that could put them within touchi~N d~stance of a spot i~ ~l’azi[ 2014. 

As everyone who reads even a smal.[ sample el p~egame media coverage is wefl aware, the US is wintess in big ~ames in 
the [and of Pure Wda, cart,ring an aU-time 0-7-1 record into the [ush tropica[ rtation Uke a baU & rusW chah~. The poor 

synthetic tuff and unse~[~ng atmospherics of the decayi~N Estad~o SapFissa. comb{ned with Los Tides’ amazing, 

enduring abel1W to punch above their weNht on the world stage, made this Rxture a study in R~tiUty for the Yanks year 

aft:or year. 

a sing{e 9oh~t away from San Jose, knowing that wfl[ enable them the opporturdty to dind~ World Cup t}ckets with a 

horae victet~/over the old eaetl?y~ Ntex~<(b en "[’uesday ~n Co{ur?Ibus; Oh~e. Several. ~tefl)bers e~ the cbm~}t US squad 

experienced this sweet se~sat~o~ eight years a~o and four points from back- ~o..back matches agai~s~ two ~ivats of th~s 

ma~rfitude remains an emh~ent{y respectable go~L 

However, ~¢,liPs:rr~ap:r~, a~l~[n ~nd a$~ah% has s{ressed {he need for tlnp~e<edented a<hiew~[~eal:s a[~d coast~latb¢ expanding 

hoFizons, t-t~s competitive appetite inevi~abty inc}.udes a first-ever v~ctoPi i~ a countiN which has always bee~ 
chaUen~ir~g. In 2013, Costa Rica offers outr}ght b~]e for the North American visitors as a consequence of the USA’s 

co~tendous, snow-cloaked 1-0 v~cEory at D~ck~s Sporting Goods Park in Comme~ce Co}.o., in their ~irsE ~-Iex meeting oR 

March 22. Read More 

Klinsmann has decision at right back - from ESPN FCs Jeff testis[e: ’q think Cameron, in JurgenLs eyes, is viewed as 
{)eing more va~.uabte in the irfiddte, eithe~ at (:eate~ bad< o~ center midfietd," ’gweUraaa said. 

In Costa Rica, U.S. looking to shrug off distractions and qualify - i*om SI.cem’s Gr~nt Wah{: Stil.{ p!~eved, Costa 
has turned on the gamesmanship fo~ the return e~counter he~e. 

In-form U.S. confident of getting first win in Costa Rice - from Reuters’ Simon Evans: "1 don’t think I’ve ever felt as 

t:oi~Iiden~ a{)eut get:Hi~g a restRt: en one el these trips," said IeD,’v~rd {.~ndoa Donovan, 

November didn’t brin~ pFel.iminary gains. 

Two years later~ all the things that Bobby Rhine left behind - from MLSsoccer.com’s Nick Fi~ chau: "FC DaU.as was his 
family." 

Weekend Soccer TV: no Break for Liga MX and 
Major League Soccer 



Sunday 

Monday 

t’4o games today~ 

~(i Sponsor message 

powered by 

Sponsor message 

Click here to so~ely unsubscribe ir 7! "U’~o’Jce;P~,~ye s " Click here to view moiHn~ orchives, here to chon,~e ,your pre[erences~ or here to subscribe ~ Privecy~. 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 7:23 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Section 1 : Wounded USA ti~ces new challenges; Mexico tires Chepo 

What They’re Saying 

"It was a tough one and 

we’ve got to regroup and 

move on Qualifying is 

always about ups and 

downs. It’s never going to be 

easy. It never is. Every time 

is hard We have to get 

ourselves recovered 

physically, recovered 

mentally and we have to 

beat Mexico now on 

Tuesday" 

-- Landon Donovan after the 

USA’s 3-1 loss to Costa 

Rica on Friday. 

Today’s News = Saturday, Sept. 7, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Wounded USA faces new challenges 
by Mike Woitalla                                                                                     ~ 

[HEXAG©NAL: Matchday ~ Any notion that the USA didn’t benefit from playing on 

snow in Colorado when it beat Costa Rica in March melted away on Friday as the 

Ticos outplayed the Americans in a 3-1 win. At the same time, 1,200 miles to the west, Honduras 

beat Mexico, the USA’s foe Tuesday in Columbus, Ohio, where the two supposed giants of the 

region aim to get back on track. - Read the whole story 

Mexico fires Chepo after Aztecazo 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HEKAGONAL: Matchday 7] Mexico’s nightmare Hexagonal campaign continued as it blew a 1-0 

lead and lost to Honduras, 2-1, for only its second loss ever in World Cup qualifying at Azteca 

Stadium. Mexico, which is without a win this year in four Hexagonal matches at home, would 

have dropped to fifth place but for Panama’s inability to beat 10-man Jamaica at home. But that 

didn’t stop the Mexican federation from firing embattled coach Luis Manuel de la Torte after the 

game. - Read the whole story 

USA’s chances of clinchinq triple 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HEXAGONAL: Matchday 8] Despite the 3-1 loss to Costa Rica, the USA’s chances of clinching 

a berth in the World Cup finals in its next game actually tripled. Both the USA and Costa Rica 

could be celebrating on Tuesday night, Matchday 8 of the Hexagonal. - Read the whole story 

The class of Europe shines 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP QUALIFYING: Friday] Belgium, Italy, Germany and Spain all showed they’re the 

class of Europe, but the Netherlands and Switzerland suffered surprising draws. Bosnia- 

Herzegovina was handed its first loss in qualifying -- at home to SIovakia - compromising its 

chances of reaching the World Cup finals for the first time. In South America, a twice-delayed 

match in Barranquilla ended with Colombia taking a 1-0 over Ecuador that moved it into a tie for 

first place with Argentina. - Read the whole story 

Teams look to break Eastern Conference Ioqjam 
by Soccer America 

[MLS PREVIEVV: Week 28] Three teams - Montreal, New York and Sporting Kansas City - 

begin the weekend tied for first place in the Eastern Conference. Sporting KC is at home against 

Columbus, while Montreal and New York are on the road against New England and Houston, 

respectively. The LA Galaxy and Seattle Sounders can both move to within two points of idle Real 

Salt Lake in the Western Conference with home wins over Colorado and Chicago, respectively. - 

Read the whole story 

Toronto FC executive Anselmi resigns 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[ML~ SPOTLIGHTJ Another Toronto FC majordomo has been shown the door as the makeover 

under Tim Leiweke continues. - Read the whole story 

Orlando City carries series edge into final 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: FinN] A crowd of more than 10,000 is expected for Saturday’s USL PRO 

championship between No. 2 seed Orlando City and No. 5 seed Charlotte Eagles at the Florida 

Citrus Bowl. Orlando, which is looking for its second USL PRO title in three seasons, has never 

lost in six games against the Eagles, who are aiming for their third USL championship. - Read 

the whole stow 

Strikers have shot at going from last to first 
by Soccer America 

[NASL PREVIEW: Week 6] The first-place Carolina RailHawks head to Tampa Bay to face the 

unbeaten Rowdies, while the Ft. Lauderdale Strikers could take over first place if they beat the 



winless San Antonio Scorpions at home and the RailHawks slip up. - Read the whole story 
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College Soccer Reporter: VCU stuns Maryland; Carolina women roll on 

NEWS for ~Icnday, sept. ~, ;0~ ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

VCU stuns Maryland with three late goals 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[COLLEGE MEN: Weekend] Maryland’s early~eason troubles continued as it blew a 2-0 lead against visiting 
VCU with 13 minutes to play and lost, 3-2, for its fi~t regular~eason loss at home since the 2010 season. 

Defending champion Indiana lost for the third straight game in ove~ime when it fell to West Virginia, 5~. Notre Dame tied 

Noah Carolina, 1-1, in its ACC debut, while winners of Top 25 clashes included New Mexico, St. John’s and Coastal Carolina. 

- Read the whole stow 

Carolina rolls on ..................................................... 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN: WeekendI No. 1 North Carolina beat a pair of Top 10 teams, No. 2 UCLA and No. 9 West Virginia, to 

confirm its status as the top team in women’s soccer. One of the most impressive performances of the weekend was No. 4 

Virginia’s 6-0 demolition of previously unbeaten and untied Rutgers. No. 5 Stanford extended its home unbeaten streak to 70 - 
the second longest in NCAA Division I history - with a 3-0 win over No. 17 Maryland. - Read the whole story 

Ridgik triggers Wake comeback with golazo 
by Soccer America 

[VIDEO PICK[ No. 6 Wake Forest came back from a 2-0 deficit in the first half to win, 3-2, at No. 10 Portland on three second= 
half goals, the first a golazo from Riley Ridgik with a blast from outside the penalty area. - Read the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

[2013 ,:~CHEDULEl Four ACC women’s game are on the air on Thursday night. For men’s and women’s games available on 

television and online ... - Read the whole story 
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Soccer On TV News: ESPN will go all out on Tuesday with USA-Mexico coverage 

Monday, Sept. 9= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Paul Kennedy 

The biggest soccer game of the year is the USA-Mexico World Cup qualifier in Columbus, and ESPN has big 

plans for Tuesday. 

(Click here for Soccer on rv for viewing information on all the Tuesday qualifiers.) 

And this was before the match took on a new significance with the USA on the ver.qe of qualifyin.q and Mexico in disarray 

following the ouster of Coach Jose Manuel de la Torre. 

Fans can watch two and a half hours of pregame coverage, beginning with a special 90-minute ESPN FC preview show from 

the stadium at 5:30 p.m. ET on ESPN2, followed by a one-hour pregame show beginning at 7 p.m. ET on ESPN. 

Coverage of the game itself begins at 8 p.m. ET with lan Darke (play-by-play), Alejandro Moreno and Taylor Twellman 

(analysts) in the booth. 

Bob Ley, Kasey Keller, Alexi Lalas and Jorge Ramos will provide analysis before the game, at halffime and afterwards 

from the on-site studio. 

W~th more than 220 credentials issued to ESPN personnel working the game to provide programming and content to fans via a 

myriad of platforms, the support marks the most comprehensive commitment by a U.S. media company for a single soccer 

match. 

USA-MEXIC© CLASSICS. ESPN Classic will air on Tuesday all three U.S. wins over Mexico in Columbus, all 2-0 victories in 

FIFA World Cup qualifying contests (Feb. 28, 2001; Sept. 4, 2005, and Feb. 11,2009). The marathon will include the 0-0 tie at 

Mexico City’s Estadio Azteca on March 26, 2013. 

USA-MEXICO WATCH PARTIES. 

California 

Long Beach 

Shannon’s On Pine 

209 Pine Ave. (562) 436-4363 

Florida 

Tampa 

Tampa Bay Times Forum West Plaza(host: Tampa Bay Sports Commission) 

401 Channelside Drive 

Hollywood 

Mickey Byrnes (host: AO South Florida) 

1921 Hollywood Blvd. (954) 921-2317 

Miami 

Fado’s Irish Pub (host: AO Miami) 

900 South Miami Ave. (786) 924-0972 

Kansas 

Overland Park 

Futbol Club Eatery & Tap 

12030 Blue Valley Pkwy. (913) 563-4625 

Missouri 

Kansas City 

Johnny’s Tavern in Kansas City Power & Light District 

1310 Grand Blvd. (816) 268-2260 

St. Louis 

Amsterdam Tavern 

3175 Morganford Rd. (314) 772-8224 



North Dakota 

Bismark 

Reza’s Pitch-Burgers & Beer 

304 E, Fr~)nt Ave, (701) 221-9779 

Oklahoma 

Oklahoma City 

Wes Welker’s Sports Bar and Grill (host: OKC NASL) 

3121 West Memorial Rd,(405) 608-2200 

Pennsylvania 

Philadelphia 

Fado irish Pub (host: AO Philadelphia and Philly.com) 

1500 Locust Street (215) 893-9700 

Texas 

San Antonio 

Alamo Drafthouse Park North (host: American Outlaws San Antonio & Crocketteers) 
618 NW Loop 410 (210) 677-8500 

Email Soccer America with your watch party plans for Tuesday or tweet them with hashtag #USAvMEXWatchParty 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Sept 9, 2013 
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Section 2: Blatter: Admits Qatar World Cup ’Mistake’ 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Sept 10, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

B~atter: Admits Qatar World Cup ’Mistake’ 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

In an interview with InsideWorldFootball.com, Sepp B~atter said that it "may well be that [FIFA] made a 

mistake" in awarding the 2022 World Cup to Qatar, while underlining his commitment to moving the tournament to 

the winter to avoid the Middle Eastern country’s summer heat, where temperatures can reach 122 degrees. The 

FIFA President also suggested that its executive board should vote on a move in principle at its next meeting on 

Oct. 3 and 4. 

During the interview, Blatter claimed that the current set-up favors Europe: "If we maintain, rigidly, the status quo, 

then a FIFA World CLIp can never be played in countries that are south of the equator or indeed near the equator," 

he said. "We automatically discriminate against countries that have different seasons than we do in Europe. I think it 

is high time that Europe starts to understand that we do not rule the world any more, and that some former 

European imperial powers can no longer impress their will on to others in far away places." 

Meanwhile, the European Clubs Association, a coalition of 207 of the biggest clubs in Europe, is meeting in Geneva 

today to discuss the issue of a winter World Cup. Milan director Umberto Gandini believes it is "almost inevitable" 

that the ECA will have to accept a winter World Cup; English FA chairman Greg Dyke has also said the same thing. 

These and other execs worry that a winter World Cup would cause havoc to the European club schedule, not just 

for the teams, leagues and associations, but also for broadcasters, and even other sports. As time Guardian points 

out, the calendar would have to be altered not only for the 2021-22 season but for a season either side to 

accommodate the switch. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sports Male 

AS Roma midfielder Michael Bradley will be out of action for at least four weeks after suffering ankle ligament 

damage during the warm-up for time USA’s World Cup qualifier against Costa Rica last weekend, which the 

Americans lost 3-1. Time injury ruled Bradley out of the game shortly before kickoff. The 26-year-old, who is a 

regular starter for Roma, will definitely miss next weekend’s Rome derby against city rival Lazio. - Read the whole 

story... 

Pique: Barca Was ’a Little EnsLaved’ By Tiki-Taka Approach 
Football Espana 

In an interview with Italian sports daily Gazzetta dello Sport, Gerard Pique suggested that Barcelona had perhaps 

become ’enslaved’ to its tiki-taka style of play, and that new coach Tara Martino has breathed an alternative 

approach into the club’s style of play. For Pique, working with Martino has made him realize that the team could 

have benefited from arm alternative approach from time to time. 

"We have played the past few years with Coaches produced from within the club, with Pep [Guardioia] and then 

Tito [Vilanova], who maybe exaggerated our playing style, perhaps to the point that we were a little enslaved to it," 

the center back said. "Tata has arrived from outside, while also with the same idea of playing soccer, to keep the 

ball, but he also has other options to play. He has some ideas that are very, very positive, in the sense that we have 

some variants. In soccer you have to improve each year, develop, eventually people will get to see. 

He added: "If we are crowded out, playing a couple of long balls isn’t bad, it can change the game, it can give us 

breathing room. It is normal to try out new variations, because after so many years, opponents now know us and it 

becomes difficult. We have found alternative solutions, but, without affecting our identity." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Schalke CFO: Boatenq Did Not Quit MiLan Due to Racism 
ESPN FC 

Schalke Chief Financial Officer Peter Peters has apologized for a statement he made on Monday that suggested 

that new signing Kevin-Prince Boateng left AC Milan and Italy due to racism. In an interview with Bild, Peters had 

said that Boateng had wanted to leave Italy "because of the racist incidents" he suffered at Milan. He claimed 

further that the Ghana international "had an arrangement with president Silvio Berlusconi that he could leave if 



AC Milan qualified for the [UEFA] Champions League." 

Later on Monday, Schalke and Peters issued the following statement on the club’s official Web site: "Having spoken 

to our general manager, Horst Heldt, my initial assumption proved to be completely wrong," Peters said. "He 

confirmed that racist incidents were definitely not the reason for Kevin’s move to Schalke. As soon as I’m back at 

Schalke I will speak to Kevin personally and apologize for what I said. It was certainly not my intention to cast false 

aspersions on AC Milan or the Italian fans." 

- Read the whole story... 

Barca Partners with United Arab Bank 
Goal corn 

Barcelona on Tuesday announced a three-year partnership with United Arab Bank of the United Arab Emirates. The 

deal represents the Spanish champion’s first partnership in the financial sector outside of Spain and Andorra, as 

well as the club’s first partnership in the UAE. As part of the deal, the bank will create customized products and 

offers for Barca’s fans across the country. The club’s other regional partners include Chang Beer, Big Cola, Castle 

Lager, Nokia Rexona, Avea, Head & Shoulders and Indesat. 

- Read the whole story... 

Der~psey Signs EA Spor~s Deal 
Hardcore Gamer 

Video game maker Electronic Arts on Monday announced that has signed a multi-year deal with Seattle Sounders 

forward Olint Dempsey to become an official EA Sports Football Ambassador for its successful line of FIFA soccer 

games. Dempsey will make his official FIFA franchise debut in the upcoming FIFA 14 game for various game 

consoles, which goes on sale later this month. The former Tottenham and Fulham player stars in a new FIFA 14 

GameStop commercial that debuted on Monday. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Silva ~niury Doubt for City 
Guardian 

David Silva on Monday returned to Manchester following a thigh injury sustained while on World Cup duty with 

Spain that could rule him out of Man City’s trip to Stoke City on Saturday. Silva joins a lengthy list of first team 

players that have been injured for City this season that includes Matija Nastasic, Micah Richards, Vincent 

Kompany and IVlartin Demicheiis. 

- Read the whole story_. 
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College Soccer On TV: September 12-22, 2013 

Thursday, Sept. 12, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The ACC women’s regular season begins Thursday with four games on the air. Weekend action includes North 

Carolina-Maryland and UCLA-UC Santa Barbara men’s games and North Carolina-Notre Dame in ACC women’s 

play. For men’s and women’s games available on television and online ... 

Note: All times ET. Programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer America on Twitter: FollowSoccer America 

College Soccer Repoder: Sign up free e-letter 

Thursday, Sept. 12 

ESPN3 

ACC Women Maryland at Clemson 7 p.m. 

ACC Women Notre Dame at NC State 7 p.m. 

ACC Women Boston College at Pittsburgh 7 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

ACC Women Miami (Fla.) at Duke 7 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women BYU at Oregon 10 p.m. 

Friday, Sept. 13 

ESPN3 

ACC Men Maryland at North Carolina 7 p.m. 

Nonconference Men South Carolina vs. St. John’s 8 p.m. 

Nonconference Women San Diego at Kansas 5:30 p.m. 

Pac-’l 2 Networks 

Nonconference Women Pepperdine at USC 5:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Women UNLV at Washington State 5:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Women San Diego State at UCLA 7:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Men UC Santa Barbara at UCLA 10 p.m. 

Satur(tay, Sept. 14 

BYUtv 

Nonconference Women UC Irvine at BYU, 9 p.m. 

ESPN3 

ACC Men Clemson at NC State 7 p.m. 

Sunday, SepL 15 

ESPN3 

ACC Women Boston College at Clemson 1 p.m. 

ACC Women Notre Dame at North Carolina 1 p.m. 

ACC Women NC State at Pittsburgh 1 p.m. 

ACC Men West Virginia at St. John’s 7 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women Cal State Northridge at Fresno State 4 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Santa Barbara at San Jose State 4 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Sacramento State at Nevada 8 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

NAiA Men Bethel (Tenn.) at USAO 3 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Men Air Force at Oregon State 5 p.m. 

Nonconference Men San Diego at UCLA 7 p.m. 



Tuesday, Sept. 17 

ESPN3 

Nonconference Men UNC Greensboro at Clemson 7 p.m. 

VVednesday, SepL 18 

ESPNU 

ACC Women North Carolina at Florida State 8 p.m. 

Thursda,:i, Sept. 19 

BTN 

Big Ten Women Michigan State at Nebraska 3 p.m. 

BYUtv 

Nonconference Women Oklahoma at BYU 9 p.m. 

Pac=12 Networks 

Nonconference Women St. Mary’s at Stanford 10 p.m. 

Friday, Sept. 20 

ESPN3 

ACC Men North Carolina at Virginia Tech 7 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Dartmouth at St. John’s 5 p.m. 

Longhorn Network 

Nonconference Women Texas State at Texas, 8 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women UC Santa Barbara at New Mexico 7 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Pacific at San Jose State 10 p.m. 

Nonconference Women San Diego at San Diego State 10 p.m. 

Pac-t2 Networks 

Nonconference Women Gonzaga at Washington 7:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Boise State at Arizona State 7:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Men FGCU at Washington 10 p.m. 

Saturday, SepL 21 

ESPN3 

ACC Men Wake Forest at Pittsburgh 7 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

Nonconference Men Saint Louis at Connecticut 7 p.m. 

Sunday, Sept. 22 

BTN 

Big Ten Women Michigan at Iowa 1 p.m. 

ESPN3 

ACC Women NC State at Florida State 1 p.m. 

ACC Women Virginia at Pittsburgh 1 p.m. 

ESPNU 

Nonconference Women Stanford at Santa Clara 10 p=m. 

Longhorn Network 

Nonconference Women UTSA at Texas, 8 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women Portland at San Diego State 3 p.m. 

Nonconference Women UC Davis at New Mexico 4 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

NAIA Men Concordia (Calif.) at Embry-Riddle (Ariz.) 4 p.m. 

Pac=12 Networks 

Nonconference Women St. Mary’s at California 2 p.m. 

Nonconference Men San Jose State at Oregon State 4 p.m. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Sept. 12, 2013 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

We take a look at the U16-U18 Boys for the 
2013-14 season in our monthly Grande Sports 
Academy TeamRank update. Follow us as we 
track the best teams in the country. 

POW i!!! R PLAY 
With only one exception, each of the six girls 
NSCAA regional No. 1 teams hung onto their 
top spots in the polls this week. Find out who 
might be next in line. 
MORE: NSCAA Boys Hiqh School Rankinqs 

The story of this weekend’s women’s college 
soccer action is the ACC kicking off 
conference play with some top ten matchups. 
MORE: Men’s Preview: Battle for California 

DID YOU SEE? 

This Landon Donovan 
documentary will literally 
drive you to madness. 

How is the MLS qoal of the 
year currently Iosinq in MLS 
goal of the week voting? 

TopDrawerSoccer,corn Featured Partner: 

Norcross Nike Cup 

Registration is now open and early 
acceptance has begun for the 2013 Norcross 
Nike Cup. 

Over 500 boys and girls teams from 150 
different soccer clubs from 14 states will 
travel to compete in Atlanta, GA on 
December 7 & 8, 2013. College showcase 
divisions were attended by over 100 college 
coaches in 2012. 

Don’t let your team miss the chance to play 
in the most competitive, challenging and 
organized tournament for the post season. 
Registration will close October 14, 2013 at 
12 Noon (EST). 



THIS WILL BE A GREAT TOURNAMENT! 

REGTSTER NOW! 
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Section 2: Bayern Faces Crucial Period; AC Mila~ Welcomes Kaka 

By Ross Fadner, Frida~ Sept. 13, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Robben: Bayern Must improve Ahead of Crucia~ Period 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Bayern Munich on Saturday begins a particularly busy period in its schedule this season that sees last 

season’s treble winner involved in seven games in just 21 days. These include away trips to Schalke and Bayer 

Leverkusen in the Bundesliga, as well as a home clash with English giant Manchester City in the second of the 

defending champion’s UEFA Champions League group games. 

Dutch winger Arjen Robben has urged his teammates to step up their game ahead of the crucial period, citing the 

club’s last Bundesliga outing -- a 1-1 draw with Freiburg -- as evidence that they must improve. "We need to put the 

pedal to the metal," Robben told reporters on Thursday. "It was unnecessary that we dropped two points in 

Freiburg. We are on the right track, now it really begins. It is not the most important thing to be on top. We need to 

look at ourselves. You always want to top the table, but that just happens when you win games." 

Bayern is currently struggling with injuries to midfielders Mario Gotze, davi Martinez and Thiago Alcantara, but 

Robben says that injuries are no excuse: "It’s a shame they are sidelined. We need all players, difficult weeks are 

coming up," Robben said. "But that shall not be an excuse." Captain Bastian Schweinsteiger, who had been 

sidelined with an ankle injury, is expected to make his return to the squad. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Klopp Eyes Revenge Against Hamburg 
Omnisport 

Borussia Dortmund coach durgen Klopp has his eyes set on revenge when his team hosts Hamburg at Signal 

Iduna Park on Saturday. Last season, Hamburg shocked the hosts with a 4-1 thrashing, despite Dortmund 

dominating the match with possession and chances. 

"Obviously we are looking to get things straight after the last match against them [Hamburg]," KIopp said. "We have 

to admit we played really badly last year. It was bizarre, we dominated the game, had more than 30 shots on target, 

they had four and we lost." The two teams head into this weekend’s round of games in very different form: 

Dortmund is top of the Bundesliga with four wins from four games, while Hamburg is 12th with just four points from 

as many games 

Klopp noted that Saturday’s match marks the start of a busy period for last season’s UEFA Champions League 

runner-up, which has five games over the next 15 days, including a trip to Napoli to kick-off the 2013114 Champions 

League in midweek. Klopp maintains his men have been preparing for this period since the start of the season. 

"Everything we did up to now, was the preparation for this stage," Klopp said. "If you are honest and check the team 

sheets, you have to think we can win all these matches. Not because we are better than them but more because of 

the importance ef the games." 

- Read the whole story_. 

A~Mgri: Kaka Set for Milan Start 
Football Italia 

Massimiliano Allegri confirmed that new signing Kaka will be in the AC Milan squad that travels to Torino on 

Saturday. "1 think he will be in the starting XI," the Rossoneri coach said on Friday. "He is in good shape, he has 

trained really well and he has the enthusiasm of a young boy. I think he is a little nervous about his debut tomorrow 

and it is only normal that he is missing a bit of match sharpness. 

Despite the fact that Kaka has not played much over the last three years, where he was mainly used as a substitute 

by former club Real Madrid, Allegri thinks the Brazilian still has plenty to offer. "Kaka can give a lot to Milan. He has 

done some great things here at this club, he hasn’t played a lot over the last three years in Madrid, but he has 

immediately put himself at my disposal. He spends a lot of the day at Milanello and he is a great example for the 

youngsters." 

Allegri also deflected suggestions of a rift with young forward Stephan El Shaarawy, who was dropped for Milan’s 

second Serie A match against Cagliari. "There is no problem with El Shaarawy. It doesn’t exist. Stephan’s goals 



dried up in the second half of the season, but his performances remained good." He added: "It was his first season 

under the spotlight, but he did well. Since he returned from the Confederations Cup, he’s only really missed the 

Cagliari game. You can’t fear competition for places when you are in a great team. That needs to be a stimulus. El 

Shaarawy needs to stay calm because he has my faith." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Juve=lnter Highlights Serie A Matchday Three 
Associated Press 

Juventus hosts Inter Milan this weekend in the first big clash of the Serie A season. While both teams have perfect 

records after two rounds, Jure also won the first trophy of the season, the Italian Super Cup, hammering last 

season’s Coppa Nazionale winner, Lazio, 4-0, in Rome last month. Former Manchester City striker Car~os Tevez 

starred in all three games for Jure, scoring a goal in each victory. For Inter, Rodrigo Palacio and Yuto Nagatomo 

have been on target in each of its first two games. 

"We have a lot of respect for Inter and we fear them," Juve goalkeeper Gianluigi Buffon said. "Not having cups 

and with such a great and well-prepared coach like [Walter] Mazzarri, Inter is going to bother everyone for the 

entire year." 

Inter midfielder Fredy Guarin believes this weekend’s clash at Juventus Stadium will be a good way for Inter to 

measure its progress under former Napoli coach Mazzarri. "Every game is an exam in its own way, but it is obvious 

that this is already one of the most important games of the season because Juventus is a direct rival," the 

Colombian told Tuttosport. "But these are the matches where we can show what we have learned from the 

teachings of Mazzarri. It is also a chance for us to show our fans the character this team now possesses~" 

- Read the whole story... 

Even though Andy Carroll’s heel injury is not as serious as was initially reported, West Ham coach Sam Allardyce 

has described the injury as "devastating" nonetheless. Carroll sustained the injury on the final day of last season, 

and spent the summer recovering only to pick up a new injury in training earlier this week. Initially it was feared that 

Carroll could miss time entire season, and while that is no longer time case, Allardyce felt time need to sign free agent 

Mladen Petric as cover~ 

"It’s devastating for Andy and ourselves," Allardyce told Sky Sports News. "It’s not frustrating, it is devastating, 

because we have gone through the process of 16 weeks to go along with specialist reports on how we deal with the 

rehab when Andy is recovered from this iniury. Unfortunately for us, the specialist said there was a fiveper cent 

chance it may break down again and Andy is one of those five percent unfortunately." 

He noted that there was no timetable for the England striker’s return. "What we have to do is make sure we treat 

him in the right manner as quickly as we possibly can again and get it right as quickly as we can," he said. "It is 

certainly not as serious as last time, that is the one encouraging thing but hugely, hugely disappointing for him and 

for us."’ 

- Read the whole story._ 

Bale to Make Rea~ Debut vs, Villarreal 
AS 

Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti has confirmed that record signing Gareth Bale will make his debut for Los 

Blancos on Saturday at Villarreal’s El Madrigal stadium. While the Italian was unsure whether he would start the 

Welshman, he declared that Bale is 100 percent fit, and would be playing on the right side of attack. 

- Read the whole story... 

Cruyff-Rose~ Feud Reaches Boiling Point 
Marca 

In an interview with Dutch TV station RTL, former Barcelona coach Johan Cruyff vowed not to set foot at Camp 

Nou while Sandro Rosell remains Barca president. In fact, relations between the two have grown so poor that 

Cruyff said he would be supporting former club Ajax in its two games against Barca in the UEFA Champions League 

group stages. 

- Read the whole story... 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 8:02 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 17 women’s national team roster; new academy teams romp 

U,S. U-17 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[LAKELAND RANCH CAMPl U.S. U-17 women’s national team head coach B.J. Snow has called up 26 

players for a week-long camp that opens Sunday at Lakeland Ranch, Fla. It is the second-to-last training 

camp before the 2013 Concacaf Women’s Under-17 Championship, which will be held Oct. 30-Nov. 9 in 

Jamaica. - Read the whole story 

New MLS academy p~o_qram beats up on Richmond teams 
by Soccer America 

[PHILADELPHIA UNION1 The Philadelphia Union made its Development Academy debut in impressive fashion, beating up on 

visiting teams from Richmond with six wins in three age groups by a margin of 30-2. - Read the whole story 

Maryland program debuts with sweep 
by Soccer America 

[BETHESDA-OLNEYl Maryland’s Bethesda-Olney made quite splash in its Development Academy debut, sweeping all three 

games (5-1, 3-1 and 2-0) on the opening weekend of the 2013-14 season against long-time power Continental FC Delco. - 

Read the whole story 

Report: Embezzled funds spent at bars, ~iquor stores 
by Soccer America 

[JURISPRUDENCE] A Massachusetts youth soccer organization director has been charged with embezzling thousands of 

dollars from the Orange Recreation Association, some of which he allegedly used at restaurants, bars, liquor stores, gas 

stations and supermarkets - and to put a down payment on a Humvee. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Saturday, Sept. 14, 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 7:05 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Red Bulls take commm~d in MLS’s Eastern Cont:erence; more goals ti~om Kljes~an and Boyd 

What They’re Saying 

"That the derby is a question 

of net,/e, tactics and strategy 

we already knew, but frankly 

we could never expect that it 

could turn into an scene of 

espionage. Like Rambo 

hidden among the branches 

on the hill, Luca De Pra, 

Genoa goalkeeping coach 

and man of noble soccer 

ancestry, failed to overcome 

Sampdoria’s intelligence 

and counterintelligence 

operations." 

-- A statement from 

Sampdoria’s official web 

site makes light of Luea De 

Pra, a Genoa staff coach, 

getting caught spying on 

Sampdoria’s practice ahead 

of the Genoa derby De Pra, 

the grandson of Genoa 

goalkeeping legend 

Giovanni De Pra, hid in the 

bushes at Sampdoria’s 

training ground Bogliasco 

on Friday w’earing army 

fatigues. (Reuters) 

Today’s News = Sunday, Sept 15, 2013            ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Red Bulls take command in Eastern Conference 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[MLS REVvqND: Week 29] The New York Red Bulls took over first place in the 

Eastern Conference as they beat Toronto FC, 2-0, and the Montreal Impact lost at 

home to the Columbus Crew, 2-1. The big winner in the Western Conference was the Colorado 

Rapids, who moved into third place with a 2-1 win over FC Dallas - Read the whole stow 

Goals for Kliestan and Bovd, Altidore denied 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROADJ Two of the hottest Americans in Europe are Sacha KIjestan and 

Terrence Boyd, neither of whom was called up for the recent World Cup 2014 qualifiers. Kljestan 

scored for the fourth time in five games for Belgian club Anderlecht in its 5-0 win over Mechelen, 

while Boyd also had his fourth league goal in five games for Rapid Vienna in its 4-0 win over FC 

Wacker Innsbruck. - Read the whole stow 

Cosmos climb into lead with win over Minnesota 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Week 7] The New York Cosmos beat Minnesota United FC, 1-0, to take over 

first place in the NASL standings as the Carolina RailHawks and Tampa Bay Rowdies, who went 

into Saturday tied for first place with the Ft. Lauderdale Strikers, played to a 2-2 draw. - Read the 

whole stow 

Amazinq miss spares stumblin~l keeper 
by Mike Woitalla 

[’v’IDEO PICK: ©fl the Pos~] Algerian Ligue 1 action served up this comedy of errors, which starts 

with a goalkeeper’s embarrassing stumble but will be remembered for Ali Sami Yachir’s inability 

to convert the easiest of chances. - Read the whole story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
14 I{GI4 S¢I--ilOOL 
We’re excited to announce our newest 
venture; high schools, 3oin us as we expand 
our coverage to new players and teams, 
I~lt::IllE: Fall HS preview state-by-state: Part 1 

The latest update features a California native 
finding a program far away, and a midfielder 
landing at her dream school, 
I~IORE: The problems with college recruitinq 

l..ilN¢ STUIIVlIIi!!ILI!!S TO #]L 
The Tar Heels were held to a draw at home 
against iVlaryland, but it was enough for North 
Carolina to climb up the Top 25 rankings. 
I~IOI~E-" Virqinia takes over #I women’s spot 

DID YOU SEE? 

UNC Tar Heel Omar Holness 
takes the ball 50-yards and 
scores against lVlaryland. 

Bordeaux keeper Cedric 
Carrasso did a really dumb 
thing against PSG. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:48 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, September 16, 2013 

Monday, Sept. 16, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Swansea hosts Liverpool on Monday.... This week’s UEFA and Concacaf Champions League action kicks off 

Tuesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy PARMA-ROMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ATHLETIC-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy PARMA-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

TUESDAY, September t7 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League VIKTORIA PLZEN-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (delay) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SAN JOSE-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League VIKTORIA PLZEN-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-REAL ESTELI (live) 8 pro. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-CSKA MOSCOW (delay) Midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTE$ 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ZACATEPEC (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-REAL ESTELI (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-MONTERREY (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Copa Mexico ATLETICO SAN LUIS-LEONES NEGROS (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (live) 2:30 pm. 



UEFA Champions League VIKTORIA PLZEN-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-ISIDRO (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MARSEILLE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-ISIDRO (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES DOS 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-TROMSO (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSZAWA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-WlGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTIENHAM-TROMSO (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (delay) 10 pm= 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) Midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-RIVER PLATE (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESTORIL-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

FRIDAY, Se~tember 20 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-MONTERREY (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live st[eamin9 ol games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 



Soccer on TV for Monday, Sept. 16, 2013 
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li~k h~e to ~im~ibs~b~ 

F~lm~h~ng~ Net~v~rk C~loraito Sp~qngs CO ~092 









The September/October issue of tb~, (;aro~i~aAh~.mni ~¢e~i~’s digital edifiol~ is ~ow available, 

G~ t~ ~he new is~e to read: ........................................................ 

Mike Cohe~ a~d his research t,~am have ~raveled a lo~g road with an ant~re~rovh’al approach lo slopph~g 

AIDS ---- a~d have a lo~g way ~o go ---- b~t they have an idea of what ~e ertd looks like. 

For 32 years, Kare~ Shelton has kno~ how ~o win ’era, and she’s learned a lot abo~ ~he grace needed to 

handle khe ones fl:mt slip away. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 8:20 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 9/12/13: Are You "the Father Your Child De.ryes? 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,~d radio cemmen~a[e~ arid the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e ne:!#~’efit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yea may aiso:.’e"’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Memo From Michael 
This week ~’~lichaei reflects o~: September 11 (and 
MgM~ghts re~ated videos worth seeing), gB/es an upda:e 

er~ recent CHARACT~?R COUNT5~ activities ~n Ce~emb~, 
and ~nnour~(:es a ~ew survey o~ U~e state of edacago~ 
~s America, Read the memo here. 

The State of Education in America 
The }esephsen .D;stitute has just iaunched a new 
comprei:ensive survey for educators and parents of 

students and parents, Read more and take the survey 
here 

i~i Get the weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Find and l:eilow Mici’,ael,,, 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

What Will 

Matter print 

Contribute 
$10.0 or 

poem ":,,.%’bat Wiii 

Character educati .... terials 

Proceeds from the aaie ef Hi~:haei’s 
books and CDs su.,%’~ert d~aracter 

educaUo~ ~n schools, Shop here >> 

Request a catalog 

education? Visit o~r Character 
Educator Blogo Re~:ently posted: 

The How-To Book for Bullies, and a 
Simple Kindness Rule for 
Kindergarteners 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Are You the Father Your 
Child Deserves? 
Listening to 9/22 survivors 
re-tiv~ the horumcieu~,~ 
event that sh~tte~ed their 
Hves shouLt rem~nd us 
to tre~t every day as a 

opportms~ty to g~ve or 

parents, A favorite story 
is about a 10.-year,-o~d boy 
who was tek~ by Ms father 

Listen or read more 

Moving Beyond 9/11 
I’ve been enligh.sened and 

Check out 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety e[ insightful 

and motivational (and 
printabie!) quo.Ses, 

more quote posters, 
to 

WhatWillMatter.com and 
clic.’:~ on images like this 

Character educati .... terials 

E~:kmators; ~ook a~ Anti-Bullying 
Workshop 

<vberbL.’ilying and premote a positive 
school ciimate, Learn more >> 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators and yeuti’,--service 
leaders to be effective characte: 
educators, Upcoming seminars: 

Sept. 17-19, Austin, TX >> 
Sept. 30-Oct. 2, Colville, WA >> 
Oct. 8-10 Lafayette, NI >> 
Oct. 8-10, Tuolumne, CA >> 
Nov. 4-6 Chicago, IL >> 



commemorating 
annive~’sary of the 
at(act<s~ ~’s i..’~portant and 

to honor w~th ~’everence 
and gratitude d~e ~ves 
lost and mangled and the 
noble efforts of those who 
struggled m~ghtUy to 
rescue them, We 
lean~ the ~esson ~hat 

Listen or read more 

Let the Butterfly 
Struqqle 
A young r.~x£her was 

as she watche~ a 
butterfly str~gg~ng 
rnh~ht~y to escape throu~h 

top of its cocoon, And 

to ,~ve up overwhelmed 
by the task~ she fe~: sure 
that ~t wouldn’t make ~t 
w~t~out he~p, So she 
enlarged the ~o~e .... 
Listen or read more 

The Pursuit of Human 
Perfection 
3ews oil over the world al’e 
in the ..’~idst of a ,tO-day 
period called the Hi.gh Holy 
Days, :it starts with Rosh 

Yore K~ppm’, a solemn day 

of atonement. The 
everridkH~ theme is the 
pursuit of huma~ 

ob~at~on 01: each pe~son 
~o.,, 
Listen or read more 

The Twists and Turns of 
Life 
Years ago, Ra~i Steven 
Ca.."r Reuben inbod~ced 
~t~e New Year r4ua~s el: 
Rosh Hashanah by ho~dh~g 

horrL Poh~t~rH~ out ~e 
twists and t~rns~ he ~sed 
the shofar as a metaphor 

[or ~’e~ ~No one’s ~’e," he 
sake, ~s strangest and 
predictable," Tv, ds~s~ (Ups 
a~d bends, as we~ as aps 
and ,,. 
Listen or read more 

Claire comments on 
What Is Character?: "I 
agree that ci:aracter is 
built thI°oagho~4 the 
years, it is ~he sum total 
of ali your good and bad 
experiences, and how 
you have responc~ec~ to 
these 9008 and the ’not 

We,,. ," 

Lir~:~a ~:omments or! The 
Difference Between a 
Child’s Purse and a Dollar 
Bil~l: "I agree v, dth Lotetta 

and Cindy -- how we 
respond when 
ethers" property, 

Ye~a Y~ Jess Of 
valse, shooed be 

quote Tyranny of the 
Minority: ":t appreciate 
the comme.qts but ~ toad 

only generalities and no 
specifics. Withou[ the 

~atte~’, rea~ 
comm~mk:at~on ~s 
f~uitk~ss. Be spedfic an8 
genero~s w~th facts. 
Tha~ ~s how you sway 
people a~d show yos~ 
~te~Ugence an8 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our webinar5 are a 

al:iordabie way ~o learn vaiuable 
ci:a tacter--deveiopr~:ent tecl~niques, 
Learn more see schedule 

out Sportsmanship Bloq~ 

Get monthl~ e-newsletter 

::X:: Michael 

Josephson 

..",’..ichael .losephso:! motivates audiences flom the go\,e~’nmel’~t, business, 

~ourna~sm, ~aw, education, sports, pouring, and the mU~tary w~th h~s u~que 

~eeds, CaU 800-7S4-2670 or learn more, 

The non~ofit 3osephsor~ it~stitute is wo!kiru~ to create a world where peo~fle act more ethkaliy, 
Your donations enabie us to offer services at~d !eso~,.’rces like this newsietter, Donate >> 

Pl’event this newsietter from la.."..ding in yoal~ junk folder by addhig commentary@iiethics.orq to 
your address book o.." approved send.e=" lisL 



984t 0~,i~pofl Bird. #300 i Los 0~,n,~38ies, C/~ 9004.5 I 800-71 t~2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

~b20"..3 Josephson Institute, "CHA}’<ACTE~-< COU~’qTS!" is ~ registered tl;~dem~ik of 
Josepi’,son 

Manacle newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, September 18, 2013 

Wednesday, Sept. 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA and Concacaf Champions League action continues on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TVis updated daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (delay) 8 pm, 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-ISIDRO METAPAN (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MARSEILLE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (delay) 5 pm, 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AJAX (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-BASEL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CALEDONIA=TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES=ISIDRO METAPAN (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, Ser~tember I9 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TO-rTENHAM-TROMSO (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSAW (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-WlGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-TROMSO (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSAW (delay) Midnight. 



FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-RIVER PLATE (live) 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESTORIL-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana W. CONNECTION-ARABE UNIDO (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana FIRPO-VICTORIA (live) 10 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceSAINT ETIENNE-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-MONTERREY (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NORV~CH CITY=ASTON VILLA (live) 7:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-FULHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-LOS ANGELES (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 7:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-FULHAM (live) 12:30 pm, 

MLS SEATTLE-LOS ANGELES (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England DERBY COUNTY-READING (live) 10 am, 

italy CAGLIARI-SAMPDORIA (live) Noon. 

Spain RAYO-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

France BASTIA-MARSEILLE (delay) 4:15 pm. 

England CHARLTON ATHLETIC-MILLWALL (delay) 6:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-LEVANTE (delay) 6 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-DANUBIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-BRAUNSCHWEIG (delay) 4:30 pm. 

UNiVISiON 

Mexico AMERICA-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

MLS MONTREAL-VANCOUVER (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-UNAM (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 



Mexico ATLAS-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico PACHUCA-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-VANCOUVER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS TORONTO-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pro, 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D,C, UNITED (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS COLUMBUS-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pro, 

MLS HOUSTON-CHWAS USA (live) 8:30 pro, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pro. 

SUNDAY, Septe~be~ 2~ 

CNBC 

England ARSENAL-STOKE CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

Engiand CRYSTAL PALACE-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-CARDIFF CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 9 am. 

France LYON-NANTES (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-GETAFE (live) 1 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (live) 3 pro. 

France PSG-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-HELLAS VERONA (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy JUVENTUS-HELLAS VERONA (live) 9 am, 

Spain CELTA-VILLAREAL (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-GETAFE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

italy ROMA-LAZIO (delay) 9 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-STOKE CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-AJAX (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany STUTTGART-FRANKFURT (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-CRUZEIRO (live) 3 pm, 

Argentina ARGENTINOS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5 pro. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-RIVER PLATE (live) 7 pro. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA~UERETARO (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA43UERETARO (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG4~4ONACO (live) 3 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

UNIIV~S 

MLS NEW YORK-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

MONDAY, Sep[embe~ 23 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ATHLETIC-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offedng live streaming of games include: 



Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on "Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Sept 18, 2013 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: World Cup conundrum is huge political test for Gulati 

What They’re Saying 

"There’s a difference 

between Spurs fans self 

describing themselves as 

Yids and someone calling 

someone a Yid as an insult 

You have to be motivated by 

hate. Hate speech should 

be prosecuted -- but only 

when it’s motivated by hate." 

Today’s News - Wednesday, Sept. 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

World Cup conundrum is huge political test for Gulati 
by Paul Kennedy                                                                                    ~ 

[QATAR 20221 About the only thing for certain about the 2022 World Cup is that it 

won’t played in the summer in Qatar. If, as FIFA president Sepp Blatter proposes, 

the tournament is moved to the winter in Qatar, the move won’t take place without a fight.Just how 

much a fight U.S. Soccer president Sunil Gulati puts up makes this one of the biggest tests he’ll 

face in his new position as a member of the FIFA executive committee. - Read the whole stoW 

-- British Prime Minister 

David Cameron offers his 

opinion on the English FA’s 

warning that the use of the 

word "Yid" in fan chants 

"could amount to a criminal 

offense" and a ban on 

attending games. Fans of 

Tottenham Spurs, which 

has a large Jewish 

following, often refer to 

themselves as the "Yid 

Army" and to players as 

"Yiddos" ([I-he Jewish 

Chronicle) 

Quakes back in hunt, Sporting KC held to surprise draw 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[CONCACAF CHAIMPIONS LEAGUE: Week 4[ The San Jose Earthquakes stayed alive in the 

Concacaf Champions League with a 3-0 win over the visiting Montreal Impact, its first victory in 

three games, while Sporting Kansas City had to rally for a 1-1 tie at home with Nicaraguan 

champion Real Esteli that nonetheless left it good shape to win its group. - Read the whole story 

Chivas USA ousts president 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Troubled Chivas USA has named Arturo Galvez as its new president and 

chief business officer, replacing Jose David less than 11 months after he was hired. - Read the 

whole stoW 

Cristiano Ronaldo is still the man 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Week I] On Sunday, Cristiano Ronaldo signed a contract 

extension that will keep him at Real Madrid through 2018. And on Tuesday he played like the 

highest-paid player in the world that he now is with a hat trick in Real Madrid’s 6-1 win at 

Galatasaray to open the UEFA Champions League. - Read the whole stoW 

Canberra United lands Lindsey and Ochs 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] One of the most attractive women’s leagues for American players is 

Australia’s Westfield W-League because of its short season in the middle of the NWSL 

offseason, and Canberra United has already completed ~vo signings: Laurie Lindsey and 

Stephanie Ochs. - Read the whole stoW 

Dortmund pleasantly welcomes its foes 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Champions League runner-up Borussia Dortmund’s hopes of returning 

to the final depend on survival in what it’s dubbed "Europe’s Hottest Group." Starting with Neven 

Subotic, a former U.S. U-17 national player, three Dortmund players welcome Arsenal, Napoli 

and Marseille in this promotional video that includes a neat, brief montage of Group F teams’ 

milestone moments. - Read the whole stoW 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 18, 2013 11:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer On TV: September 18-29, 2013 

Wednesday, Sept. 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

A busy week of college soccer on television begins Wednesday when North Carolina travels Florida State in a 

battle of ACC women’s powers on ESPNU. Men’s action this weekend includes an intersectional battle of long- 

time powers Saint Louis and Connecticut. For men’s and women’s games available on television and online _. 

Note: All times ET. Programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer America on Twitter: FollowSoccer America 

College Soccer Repoder: Sign up free e-letter 

Wednesday, Sept. 18 

ESPNU 

ACC Women North Carolina at Florida State 8 p.m. 

Horizon League Network 

Nonconference Men IUPUI at Oakland 7 pm 

Nonconference Men Duquesne at Cleveland State 7 pm 

Patriot League Network 

Nonconference Men Princeton at Loyola Md. 7 pm 

Nonconference Men Sacred Heart at Holy Cross 7 pm 

Thursday, Sept. 19 

BTN 

Big Ten Women Michigan State at Nebraska 3 p.m. 

BYUtv 

Nonconference Women Oklahoma at BYU 9 p.m. 

Horizon League Network 

Nonconference Men Western Illinois at Milwaukee 8 pm 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women St. Mary’s at Stanford 10 p.m. 

Friday, Sept. 20 

ESPN3 

ACC Men North Carolina at Virginia Tech 7 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Dartmouth at St. John’s 5 p.m. 

Horizon League Network 

Nonconference Men Northern Kentucky at Wright State 8 pm 

Longhorn Network 

Nonconference Women Texas State at Texas, 8 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women UC Santa Barbara at New Mexico 7 p=m. 

Nonconference Women Pacific at San Jose State 10 p.m. 

Nonconference Women San Diego at San Diego State 10 p.m. 

Pac-12 Networks 

Nonconference Women Gonzaga at Washington 7:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Women Boise State at Arizona State 7:30 p.m. 

Nonconference Men FGCU at Washington 10 p.m. 

Patriot League Network 

Patriot League Women Boston Univ. at Navy 3:30 pm 

Nonconference Men Providence at Boston Univ. 7 pm 



Saturday, Sept. 21 

ESPN3 

ACC Men Wake Forest at Pittsburgh 7 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

Nonconference Men Saint Louis at Connecticut 7 p.m. 

Patriot League Network 

Patriot League Women Holy Cross at Loyola Md. 1 pm 

Nonconference Men UMBC at Loyola Md. 7 pm 

Patriot League Women Lafayette at Colgate 7 pm 

Sunday, Sept. 22 

BTN 

Big Ten Women Michigan at Iowa 1 p.m. 

ESPN3 

ACC Women NC State at Florida State 1 p.m. 

ACC Women Virginia at Pittsburgh 1 p.m. 

ESPNU 

Nonconference Women Stanford at Santa Clara 10 p.m. 

Horizon League Network 

Nonconference Men Canisius at Detroit 11 am 

Nonconference Men Buffalo at Cleveland State 1 pm 

Longhorn Network 

Nonconference Women UTSA at Texas, 8 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Nonconference Women Portland at San Diego State 3 p.m. 

Nonconference Women UC Davis at New Mexico 4 p.m. 

NSCAATV.corn 

NAIA Men Concordia (Calif.) at Embry-Riddle (Ariz.) 4 p.m. 

Pac=12 Networks 

Nonconference Women St. Mary’s at California 2 p.m. 

Nonconference Men San Jose State at Oregon State 4 p.m. 

Monday, Sept. 23 

Patriot League Network 

Nonconference Women La Salle at Lehigh 7 pm 

Tuesday, Sept. 24 
ESPN3 

ACC Men Navy at Virginia Tech 7 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

Nonconference Men Ohio State at Akron 7 p,m. 

Patriot League Network 

Nonconference Men Northeastern at Holy Cross 7 pm 

Wednesday, Sept. 25 

NSCAATV.corn 

NAIA Men Indiana Wesleyan at Grace 4 p.m. 

Thursday, Sept. 26 

ACCD 

ACC Women Virginia at Duke 7 p.m. 

BTN 

Big Ten Women Indiana at Ohio State 3 p.m. 

ESPN3 

ACC Women North Carolina at Pittsburgh 7 p.m. 

Big East Women Xavier vs. St= John’s 7 p.m, 

Pac-12 Networks 

Pac=12 Women Washington State at Oregon 10 p.m. 

Friday, Sept, 27 

Longhorn Network 

Big 12 women TCU at Texas, 8 p.m. 



Mountain West Network 

Mountain West Women San Jose State at New Mexico 7 p.m. 

Mountain West Women Boise State at UNLV 10 p.m= 

Mountain West Women Fresno State at San Diego State 10 p.m. 

Mountain West Women Utah State at Nevada 10 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

Nonconference Men Stanford at UC Santa Barbara 10 p.m. 

Patriot League Network 

Patriot League Women Bucknell at Lehigh 7 pm 

Saturday, Sept. 28 

Horizon League Network 

Horizon League Men Valparaiso at Wright State 7 pm 

Horizon League Men Oakland at Cleveland State 7:30 pm 

NSCAATV.com 

NAIA Men Mid-America Nazarene at Graceland 8 p.m. 

Patriot League Network 

Patriot League Men Holy Cross at Loyola Md. 1 pm 

Patriot League Women American at Holy Cross 1 pm 

Patriot League Women Loyola Md. at Colgate 4 pm 

Patriot League Men Boston Univ. at Navy 7 pm 

Patriot League Men Lafayette at Colgate 7 pm 

Sunday, Sept. 29 

BTN 

Big Ten Women Minnesota at Michigan 1 p.m. 

Big Ten Men Ohio State at Indiana, 3:00 p.m. 

ESPNU 

SEC Women Florida at Missouri 2 p.m. 

ESPN3 

ACC Women FSU at Clemson 1 p.m. 

ACC Women Boston College at NC State 1 p.m. 

Big East Women Creighton at St. John’s 1 p.m. 

Nonconference Men FGCU at Princeton 4 p.m. 

Longhorn Network 

Big 12 women Iowa State at Texas, 2 p.m. 

Mountain West Network 

Mountain West Women Fresno State at New Mexico 3 p.m. 

Mountain West Women San Josh State at San Diego State 3 p.m. 

Mountain West Women Wyoming at Colorado State 3 p.m. (delay) 

Mountain West Women Boise State at Nevada 3:30 p.m. 

Mountain West Women Utah State at UNLV 4 p.m. 

NSCAATV.com 

ACC Women Maryland at Virginia 2 p.m. 

Pac-I 2 Networks 

Pac-12 Women Washington at Oregon State 5 p.m. 

Pac-12 Women UCLA at Arizona 5 p.m. 

Pac-t 2 Women USC at Arizona State 7 p.m. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Sept. 18, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emai].unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, September 19, 2013 

Thursday, Sept. 19, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League and Copa Sudamericana action on Thursday.... MLS Week 30 kicks offon Friday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TVis @d~ted daily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-TROMSO (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSAW (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-TROMSO (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-PACOS DE FERREIRA (delay) 8 pro. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LEGIA WARSAW (delay) midnight. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-RIVER PLATE (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESTORIL-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana W. CONNECTION-ARABE UNIDO (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana FIRPO-VlCTORIA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-WlGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-PFC LUDOGORETS 1945 (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACCABI TEL AVlV-APOEL FC (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-TROMSO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AEL LIMASSOL-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-TSLOVAN-LIBERAEC (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-LYON (delay) 3 pm, 

FIFA Beach World Cup SPAIN-USA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FiFA Beach World Cup ARGENTINA-EL SALVADOR (live) 11:18 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 
MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceSAINT ETIENNE-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-MONTERREY (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10:30 prn. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France SAINT ETIENNE-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

FiFA Beach World Cup TAHITI-UAE (live) 12:48 am. 

FiFA Beach World Cup ARGENTINA-EL SALVADOR (live) 2:18 am 

FiFA Beach World Cup JAPAN-PARAGUAY (live) 9:48 pro. 

FIFA Beach World Cup IRAN-SENEGAL (live) 11:18 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NORWICH CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 7:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-FULHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-LOS ANGELES (live) 10:30 pm, 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORV~CH CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 7:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-HULL CITY (live) 10 am, 

England CHELSEA-FULHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-LOS ANGELES (live) 10:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

England DERBY COUNTY-READING (live) 10 arm. 

italy CAGLIARI-SAMPDORIA (live) Noon. 

Spain RAYO-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

France BASTIA-MARSEILLE (delay) 4:15 pm. 

England CHARLTON ATHLETIC-MILLWALL (delay) 6:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-BARCELONA (live) 2 pro. 

Spain ALMERIA-LEVANTE (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay PENAROL-DANUBIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-BRAUNSCHWEIG (delay) 4:30 pm, 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

MLS MONTREAL-VANCOUVER (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-CHIAPAS (live) 6 pro. 

Mexico ATLANTE-UNAM (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLAS-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico PACHUCA-SANTOS (live) 8 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-VANCOUVER (live) 2 

MLS TORONTO-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS COLUMBUS-CHICAGO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-CHIVAS USA (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pro. 

SUNDAY, Seple~ber 22 

CNBC 



England ARSENAL-STOKE CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-CARDIFF CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (live) 9 am. 

France LYON-NANTES (live) 11 am. 
Spain REAL MADRID-GETAFE (live) 1 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

France PSG-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-HELLAS VERONA (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-HELLAS VERONA (live) 9 am. 

Spain CELTA-VILLAREAL (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-GETAFE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy ROMA-LAZIO (delay) 9 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-STOKE CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-AJAX (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany STUTTGART-FRANKFURT (live) 12:30 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-CRUZEIRO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina ARGENTINeS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-RIVER PLATE (live) 7 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico TOLUCA-QUERETARO (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-QUERETARO (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

~4©NDAY, Septe~ber 23 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ATHLETIC-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues oft~ring live streamin9 of .games inclu(~e: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oeok: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Sept. 19, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Florida State women make histo~ with win over UNC; midweek men’s action 

NEWS forT,u,sday, Sept. 19, 2013 
~ "tweet "rhi$ ~ Share "rhi$ 

Seminoles make history with win over Heels 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[FLORIDA STATE=NORTH CAR©LINA] Losses are rare for North Carolina - just 51 in 830 games over 35 

seasons - so No. 7 Florida State’s 1-0 win over the No. 5 Tar Heels on Wednesday night in Tallahassee was 

quite an accomplishment. It marked just the third time a team beat UNC three times in a row and the first time in almost 31 

years Carolina lost back-to-back games in regulation. - Read the whole story 

Notre Dame lives up to No. I ranking 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE MEN: Midweek] Notre Dame lived up to its first ever No. 1 ranking in the Soccer America Men’s Top 25 with a 3-0 

win over Michigan Tuesday at Alumni Stadium. No. 2 North Carolina needed an overtime goal to escape with a win at 

Campbell, but No. 7 Connecticut and No. 13 Wake Forest weren’t so lucky, falling to Syracuse and Elon, respectively. No. 4 

Clemson and UMBC both improved to 6-0-0.< - Read the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

[2013 SCHEDULE1 No. 2 Stanford puts its unbeaten women’s record on the line Thursday when it hosts Bay Area rival St. 

Mary’s. For all the men’s and women’s action on the air =.. - Read the whole story 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter Ug%cce~ Players ¯ %p 19,2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Sop 19, 2013 

Thursday’s TV: Europa League on Fox Sports 

the Europa L~,a?,ue on Fo:4 5ports 1 : Va[enda - Swan~ea at 1 }:~T~ and Sptlrs - "[’rornso at ~ptn. Fox Spott:s 2 has 

Fiorentina - Pacos de Ferreira at lprn and LaNo - Le~}a Warsaw at 3pn’t. On Fox Soccer Pkus: Zukte Waregenl - W~$an at 

pm and Real. Boris - }.yon at Spin. ESF}N ~)eport:es has Est:orR - %villa at: 3prn. O:~pa %damerk:ana on Fo:< {)eportes: 

ki~a de Loja - R~ver P[ate a~ 8pro, At~ Tinges E~stem 

Their Words 

"lt*.~ going to be some journey in this competition, not .iust geographk:a][y, but in terms of what it means 

to the dub. the p[aye~s and the fans. it’s the first time the club’s ever been in the competition and it’s 

somethin~ that even/one is excited for/’ Wigan Athletic ~idfielder Ben Watson. 

Schalke Win in Europe, Reading in Championship 

of the 20i 3-14 Chanlpio~s League with a ~-0 shutout of Steaua Buc:uresti in O~oup E. Atsuto Uc:h~da opened the scoring 

in the 67th mh~ute a~: Ve[~:h~s-grena w~l:h a cross that ended up in the bad~ of the net~ Kevin4~dnce goal:on2 deubl.ed the 

lead in the 78th, and Julian Drax[er made i[ 3.0 in U~e 85th. T~mo Hildebrand recorded [he dean sheet w~th five saves. 

Read Nore 

CCL: LA Galaxy 1 - Isidro Metapan 0 
The Los Angeles Galaxy shutout Isidro ,~etapan 1.0 on Wednesday at 5tubHub Center~ Laurent ¢ou~tois was the 
difference~ scoring in the 6th minute. Brian Rowe kept the c]ea~ sheet with four saves and the Oa~at~ kept control in 

(Sreup 8 ~;,,ith a b,’<~ point iead ever (:att:agine~ and a game h~ in hand. I.A p~ays (:artignes on September 25th 

Rk:a and finishes on the road on Oct 24th against Net@an in San Satvador. Read Note 

The MLS Six-Pointers 

8y Jason Davis o ~/TASHIN(}TON~ IX: (Sep 18, :~I)1;) US Se~:ce~ ~{aye~s- It made sense that the ~irst game d the 
weekend received Ehe butk of ~he a~en~ion from nationa~ ~LS types. Friday ntghE’s showdown between Seattte and Real 

Salt Lake at (:en~:uryL.ink Field ~eatured the t:~;,,e best teams, the ~arf~est crowd, and d~e natk)na~ te~evisk~n p~a~:k~rm. ~t 

had st~ power on both sides and presented some intrigue over the sEatus d internationals reEurn~ng ~rom Worm Cup 
Q.ua~ifyh~g. A battle for first p[ac:e ~s naturaUy going to grab headlines. 

But the real story of this MLS weekend was a handful of crude[ games between teams farther down the standings. 

These gaines represented Ehe £~tLS version d "s~x-pointers", those games towards the end d the season that could flip 

the standings s~gnificant~y. Both teams enter with their p[aydf fortunes on the {1no. with a potentia{ win representing a 

~9niHcant s~:ep tct,,ards meel:ing that goal 

In Phi]adel.phia, the Unien hosted a ~.~t:ru}~g]ing Heusten team. Each side entered with de~;pera~:e k~r }~ea{~; afi:er k~u~ game 

runs without a win. Houston had managed only two ta{~ies ~n four, while sudden]y co]d Ph%de{phia had just one goa{ to 

their name ew~r the sarne ~tret(:h. House:on (:empounded ~t~; probl.erns by ~:reatin}~ ~:han~:e~ en{y to see those 

opportunities go be%in~. The Union’s poor rLl~ came just as Conor Casey’s ability to cany the Eearn peteFed out. Jack 

/sCdnerney’s long strek:h ~;&hout a goal. wa~ by ~:his peinl:~ an accepted s~:ate d affairs "[’he Unk)n can’t reaUy count: on 

the youngsteF a[ this poin[ ~n the season~ Read Nore 

MLS parity - good or bad? - from Backpage Footbal2s James Kil.patfick: Who is ~oin9 to win the Supporters’ Shield is 

Rise of pro soccer academies bad news for high schools and students - from The LA Times’ Eric Sondheirner: "You 

make a choice," he said. 

Australia threaten to sue FIFA if they ’make a bad situation worse’ with a winter World Cup - from The I)ai]y MAR"= 

Nick ~Au[venney: ’Our season takes piece durin~ the AustraU~n summer to avoid a dash w~th other local footba]~ codes,’ 

he said. 



TV~ sponsor deals to drive Man Utd revenue to new heights - fFom Re~ers’ Keith Weir: PFOfiL was 108.6 

Friday’s Soccer TV: MLS Week 30 Opens in 
Colorado 

Ligue 1 on befN Spots. and Univision Deportes: St Etienne .. Teu(oase at 2:S0pm~ La Liga on belN en Espane[: Osasuna - 

NBCSN: C@.orado ¯ Por~iand at lOpm, A{{ Times E~stern 

:Ki Sponsor message 

powered by 
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Coaching Points l]rom "The 99ers" 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

produced by retired U.S. Women’s National Team member Julie Foudy. 

Watching the special, ~here were a few thoughts to ponder, and perhaps, 

im ’ p~emem wffh your team, as well as suppo~ve material from the 

NSC~: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Pregame, halftime and postgame "pep" talks: Head coach Tony 
DiCicco gave a pep talk during halftime, advising the team "don’t let 
your dream end here?’ This combined with the other positive thoughts 
from team members helped the team gather their wits and win that 
game. 
[+] Winning Ways in Preflame Talks by Jay Daykin 

Dealing with adversity: During the aforementioned game, the team 

had to keep their composure and fight on. In this case, the tides 

turned in the U.S.’s favor for the win. 
[+]Resources orl Developinq Mental Tou.qhness in Players 

Read the rest of the article at the NSOAA website. 

NSOAA Colle~le Services is a program that offered to all universities and 

colleges, with select benefits and opportunities for those schools who 
register for this annual program. 

If you haven’t completed your team’s registration for the College Services 

program (separate from your individual coach membership), you can visit 

the co,,e. e Service re.* trat,on pa. e to do so. 
immediately, and must be completed by 

Oct. "/, 20"/3 to receive the early registration price. 

conclusion, coaches can 
subm t nominations for the NSCAA Team Academic Award. 

reams achieving a cumulative 3.00 or better grade point average for the 

past academic year and are current members of the College Services 

Program are eligible to receive the award. 

Submit nominations by downloading and completing one of the applicable 

forms below and returning to the NSC~ National O.ice. 

20~ 3 Team Academic Award- Semesters form 



The postmark deadline for the Team Academic Award is Nov. "1, 2013. 

============================== Another benefl of nembersh p s vol ng annua y for Board of D rectors 

~ov ~ \A/i~ii~ ~ pos[hons. This is the volunteer group that supports the National Office 
:,,~ :::::::~:~,::~:: ~ ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: staff for your NSCAA 

Voting is now open and we strongly encourage you to participate. 

.......................................................................................................................... Visit the elections page at the NSCAA website and cast your vote. On 
that page is information about the candidates for each of the open 
positions as well. 

If you are a coach or know of a colleague who has reached a collegiate 
coaching milestone (~00,200, ~00 w~ns, etc.), submit your ~nformation to 

_ 
Shad Beam 

College of Saint Mary (Neb.) 

Beam reached his 100lh career win on 
August 28, as the Flames posted a 2-1 
victory against the University of St. Mary. 

Beam is in his third season as head of the 
Saint Mary women’s soccer program. Prior 
to joining the Flames program, he was the 
men’s coach at Dana College. 

Rob Herringer 
Benedictine College (Ken.) 

Herringer reached his 100th career coaching 
win in the Ravens’ 1-0 win against Oklahoma 
City University. 

He is in his ninth season as the head of the 
Benedictine men’s program and is also an 
NSCAA Academy staff coach. 

In addition to the networking opportunities, awards banquets and 
sessions, coaches have the opportunity to take advantage of the 
certifications offered. Those options include: 

¯ NSCAA Level 2 Diploma 
¯ NSCAA Goalkeeping Level 1 Diploma 
¯ NSCAA Special Topics Diploma: Mental/Physical Player 

Development 
NSCAA Special Topics Diploma: Soccer Management and 

Development 
NSCAA Special Topics Diploma: Club Development 

~, NSCAA Special Topics: Future Coach 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiThe NSCAAwill befeaturingstoriesofmemberooaohesdemonstrating 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii dedicationandsuocessinthegameatayoungage. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Here are a few young coaches making strides in the soccer coaching 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii As an NSC~& member, you have the opportunity to take advantage of 

Hilton hotels near the championship sites for both the men’s and women’s 

Download thisfiyerforadditional information and to make arrangements. 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Hugo Perez Searches for Future U.S. Stars 

Sunday, Sept. 22,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Hugo Perez Searches for Future U.S. Stars 
By Mike Woitalla 

One of the greatest players ever to wear the U.S. jersey - and perhaps the most skillful - now searches for future 

national team talent. 

Hall of Famer Hugo Perez is a U.S. Soccer Technical Advisor - charged with identifying young talent and 

evaluating Development Academy clubs - and this year beccomes U-15 U.S. boys national team coach after 

having guided the U-14s. 

He knows from his own experience that it’s worthwhile to search far and wide for future stars: He got his break by responding 

to an announcement in Spanish-language newspaper La Opinion to an open tryout for the Los Angeles Aztecs of the old 

NASL when he was in his mid-teens. 

That led to a 15-year pro career, which included 73 U.S. caps, appearances at the 1984 Olympics and 1994 World Cup. He 

played a key role in qualifying the USA for the 1988 Olympics and 1990 World Cup. 

That it all started as an open tryout is something Perez, who emigrated from El Salvador at age 11, remembers as he 

assesses the young talent gathered at the StubHub Center in Carson, Calif., site of 7Up Sueno Alianza National Finals, the 

crowning event of Alianza’s Hispanic player identification program that began with tryouts in 11 cities. 

We spoke with Perez about the current state of U.S. Soccer’s youth scouting and player development, and the qualities of 

good coaching. 

SOCCER AMERICA: What is the charge of a U.S. Soccer Technical Advisor? 

HUGO PEREZ: To evaluate academies, evaluate coaches, evaluate players - and pick players for Training Centers, for the 

national team pool, national team camps. We also run the Training Centers. [U.S. Soccer ran more than 200 Training Centers 

last year.] 

SA: An often heard complaint by non=Development Academy coaches is the claim that U.S. Soccer is excludes 

non-Academy players ... 

SOCCER AMERICA: That’s not true. We pick players for the national teams who aren’t in the Development Academy. 

SA: Can young talent, particularly from the Latino community, with national team potential still fall through the 

cracks? 

HUGO PEREZ: Yes. The country’s so big. Obviously the step that U.S. Soccer took with the Academy has helped. But there 

are always going to be players you miss. That’s a reason why I come here to Alianza. 

SA: Why is it possible that exceptional players might stay under the radar? 

HUGO PEREZ: Sometimes there’s not enough information for them. As you know, the American club system can be difficult 

to navigate. Some coaches don’t want players to find the other avenues because they don’t want to lose their best players. 

Some live in areas without Academy clubs. 

The advantage of the Academy is those kids are seen 80 to 90 percent of the time each weekend. The ones who are not seen 

every weekend, we still work with clubs who are not part of the Academy. 

Training Centers help us identify the non-Academy talent. And [Technical Advisors] have people around our areas look for 

talent. 

I go to meetings, NorCal for example, to present what U.S. Soccer is doing. What the purpose is. What the goal is. We reach 

clubs outside the Academy and we want those clubs to send players to the Training Centers. The more we do it, the more we 

reach players outside the Academy. 

SA: What about ODP? 

HUGO PEREZ: Yes. ODP, PDP, they have players also .... 



But at the Training Centers we don’t just evaluate players. When a kid comes to a Training Center, we to introduce them to 

what the national team does. The training, the type of soccer we want to play. We do a lot of stuff. 

SA: What advice would you give coaches at the youngest ages? 

HUGO PEREZ: One, to give the players confidence. Second, not to put them down when they make a mistake. Third, at those 

ages you don’t coach, you need to teach. And you need to teach in a positive way and encourage players to be creative. Not 

to be robots, but to be creative. At the youth level, we need to think about our kids first, and put ourselves second. 

SA: What’s an important thing to keep in mind for coaches of players in their mid-teens? 

HUGO PEREZ: A lot of things happen at those ages. Culture, peer pressure. When they start high school they start thinking 

differently. You’re dealing with those things. I think we can help them to maintain a balance. 

We always forget that the player not only deals with soccer issues four, five times a week. There’s also the social and the 

private life. We’re not their parents, but I think we can be mentors. Give them give them counsel. Help them. 

Sometimes we forget when we only see them for 90 minutes or two hours at practice that there’s more to it than making sur~ 

he hits the right pass. 

SA: Players want to know their coaches care ... 

HUGO PEREZ: I talk to them individually. "How you doing? ..~ How are your parents? ... How’s school .... How do you feel 

about this? ... What do you guys do in your spare time." We want to know them as a person 

If I see a player not talking much, I ask, "Is eve[ything OK? Can we help you?" 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer Amefica, has coached youth soccer for Bay Oaks/East Bay United SC in 

Oakland, Calif., and referees NorCal games. He is the co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper, 

and More Than Goals with Claudio Reyna. Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are arehived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 
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Soccer America Contidential: MLS Power Rankings: Red Bulls clo~ gap on leader Seattle 

Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 

MLS Power Rankings: 
leader Seattle 

Red 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Bulls close gap on 

By Ridge Mahoney 

New York and Sporting Kansas City moved up the Power Rankings two spots by extending their winning streaks. 

An own goal gave the Red Bulls a 1-0 home win over FC Dallas that moved them into second place behind Seattle, and SKC 

improved its away record to a league-best 6-5-3 by beating Toronto FC, 2-1, to jump from sixth to fourth. New York has won 

four in a row, SKC three. 

1. SEATTLE (t5-9-5), 1. A 1-1 tie against the Galaxy at StubHub Center stopped a five-game winning streak yet still 

accounted for a 26th point in the last 11 games. Mauro Rosales continued his improved play with a cross that Eddie 

Johnson headed home. Worth noting: Seattle has allowed 28 goals, tied with Sporting Kansas City for the fewest in MLS. 

2. NEW YORK (15-9.6), 4. The own goal that decided a 1-0 home defeat of FC Dallas came from a Jonny Steele cross; 

throughout the game, the service of Fabian Espindola, Steele and others constantly tested the FCD back line. The Eastern 

Conference leader has won three straight. 

3. COLORADO (12-9-9), 2. A 1-0 loss in Portland was just the Rapids’ second defeat in the second half of the season but it 

did drop them out of the top three in the Western Conference. A giveaway by Drew Moor led to the goal and Martin Rivero 

looked rusty in his first start since June. 

4. SPORTING KC (14-9.6), 6. A victory in Toronto isn’t at all unexpected, but the fact that C.J. Sapong scored his second 

and third goals of the season in a 2-1 win suggests he could be a valuable late-season asset with Kei Kamara no longer in 

the picture. 

5. REAL SALT LAKE (14-10-9), 3. The normally stingy RSL defense has been leaky of late - 13 goals conceded in the past 

six games - and twice the Quakes’ Steven Lenhart escaped the marking of Nat Botchers to score in a 2-1 loss at Rio 

Tinto. 

6. LOS ANGELES (13-10.6), 5. Trailing the Sounders, 1-0, at home a furious push earned the Galaxy an equalizerfrom a 

superb Juninho free kick but nothing else. Robbie Keane said his team deserved all three points; maybe, but he also 

probably deserved a red card for kicking up the legs of Jhon Kennedy Hurtado. 

7. PORTLAND (11-5-13), 8. Diego Valeri’s elegant first4ime chip provided the margin of victory, 1-0, against the Rapids, yet 

the Timbers sorely needed the defensive grit of Diego Chara and others to offset some sloppy play. 

8. MONTREAL (13-9-5), 7. A reversed handball call that denied the Impact a penalty kick angered head coach Marco 

SchaHibaum yet it typified a frenzied 3-0 home loss to Vancouver in which four shots came off the woodwork. 

9. NEW ENGLAND (11-1%7), 10. After conceding an own goal to D.C. United, the Revs stepped up. Diego Fagundez scored 

his 1 lth goal, Lee Nguyen converted a penalty kick 28 minutes after being stoned from the spot, and in the final seconds 

keeper Matt Reis scrambled backwards to swat away a chip and preserve the win. 

10. HOUSTON (12=10-7), t 1. The Dynamo dazzled the Chivas USA defense with a barrage of crosses and through balls; 

Giles Barnes and Oscar Boniek Garcia each scored twice in a 5-1 romp. Houston has won two straight after managing just 

one victory in the previous six games. 

tl. CHICAGO (11=12.6), 9. This isn’t the time for a meltdown, but a 3-0 loss in Columbus sparked by Bakary Soumare’s 

sending-off in the 29th minute indicates something is amiss. Five points in the last five games have dropped the Fire to sixth 

place. 

12. SAN JOSE (11-11-9), 13. The Quakes picked a good time to notch their second road win of the season, downing RSL, 2- 

1. This was a different Goonie spirit; Lenhart scored in the 18th minute, and after San Jose conceded an equalizer a minute 

later, he scored again in the 21st. 

13. PHILADELPHIA (10-10-9), 12. What did Union head coach John Hackworth and his players ponder during a bye week? 

Maybe what to do about a 465-minute run during which they have scored one goal. 



14. VANCOUVER (11=10-9), 16. The ’Caps held onto a 1-0 lead provided by Kenny Miller’s seventh-minute PK until his 

replacement, Camilo, came on to notch his 15th and 16th goals of the season. Still, nine points in the last 10 matches isn’t 

playoff-caliber form. 

t5, COLUMBUS (11-14-5), t7. The Crew won its second straight game, 3-0, to stay in the playoff hunt= Jairo Arrieta set up 

Dominic Oduro for the first goal and drew the Soumare foul that left Chicago down to 10 men. 

16. FC DALLAS (10-9-10), 14. Erick’s mis-clearance into his own net produced the Red Bulls’ goal, but bad luck wasn’t the 

reason Bias Perez couldn’t hit the frame from good positions, nor why Fabian Castillo couldn’t score from close range. Two 

wins in the last 15 games is utterly grotesque. 

17. CHIVAS USA (6-16-9), 15. After conceding two goals in the previous three games, Chivas USA was lit up by Houston. 

Four of the five goals came after Eric Avila’s equalizer in the 50th minute and Bobby Buriing’s departure at halftime because 

of a back problem had a lot to do with the collapse. 

18. TORONTO FC (4=15-tt), t8. The stands at BMO Field were mostly empty and so was part of the TFC bench at the end of 

a rain-soaked 2-1 loss to Sporting Kansas City. Darel Russell’s equalizer held up for only 15 minutes, and head coach Ryan 

Nelsen and assistant Fran O’Leary were dismissed for arguing. 

t9. D.C. UNITED (3-20-~), 19. Your opponent gives you a 1-0 lead with an own goal and your keeper, Bill Harold, saves a 

penalty kick, but he can’t stop a second PK, and so you lose to New England, 2-1 .The loss tied the team record of 20 defeats 

in a post-shootout season set in 2010, and is within two of the all-time mark - 22 - set by RSL and Chivas USA in 2005. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 6:54 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, September 23, 2013 

Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA will close out play at the FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup on Monday night. Tuesday action includes the 

Montreal Impact in Concacaf Champions League play, plus league and cup play in England, Germany and Spain. 

The big midweek match will be Manchester United-Liverpool in the Capital One Cup on Wednesday. 

(Aft t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

~4©NDAY, September 23 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup UAE-USA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup SOLOMON ISLANDS-EL SALVADOR (live) 11:18 pm. 

TUESDAY, September 24 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup SWINDON-CHELSEA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Capital One Cup ASTON VILLA-TOTTENHAM (delay) 4:45 pm. 

France MARSBLLE-SAINT ETIENNE (delay) 6;45 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-VALLADOLID (delay) 6 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-ALMERIA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico Copa MX LOBOS BUAP-OAXACA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX SANTOS-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVISlON 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-VALENCIA (live), 8 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX UNAM-QUERETARO (live), 9:55 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup USA-UAE (delay), 11:30 am. 

German Cup 1860 MUNCH-BOR. DORTMUND (live), 12:55 pm. 

German Cup ARMINIA BIELEFELD-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live), 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTREAL IMPACT-HEREDIA (live), 8 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX CORRECAMINOS UAT-ALTAMIRA (live), 9:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup TAHITI-SPAIN (live) 12:48 am. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup NETHERLANDS-ARGENTINA (live) 2:18 am. 

German Cup TSV MUNCHEN-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 1 pm. 

W~DN~SDAY~ September 25 

BelN SPORT 

France VALENCIENNES-PSG (live) 1 pm. 

CapitM One Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:50 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-REAL MADRID (live) 4:45 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

France MONACO-BASTIA (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 



Spain SEVILLA-RAYO VALLECANO (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-AC MILAN (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-W CONNECTION (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf Champions League CARTAGINES-LA GALAXY (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico Copa MX ZACATEPEC-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX VERACRUZ-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico Copa MX GUADALAJARA-LEON (live), 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico Copa MX LEONES NEGROS-ATL. SAN LUIS (delay), 11 am. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup NETHERLANDS-ARGENTINA (delay), 1 pm. 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-HANNOVER 96 (live), 2:25 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League OLIMPIA-REAL ESTELI (live), 4:30 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX DORADOS-NECAXA (live), 7:55 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live), 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 2 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON DYNAMO-DIRECTV W CONNECTION (live), 8 pm. 

ESPN&com 

Valais Women’s Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 8:30 am. 

Valais Women’s Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 11:30 am. 

Copa Mexico CELAYA-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 10 pm. 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-HANNOVER 96 (live) 2:30 pm. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 9:48 pro. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup ARGENTINA-TBD (live) 11:18 pm. 

THURSOAY, September 28 

BelN SPORT 

Italy INTER MILAN-FIORENTINA (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ATHLETIC BILBAO-BETIS (live) 2 

Spain VlLLARREAL-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-CELTA (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-FIORENTINA (delay) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MORELIA-ATLAS (live) Noon. 

ESPN3.com 

FiFA Beach Soccer World Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:48 am. 

FiFA Beach Soccer World Cup RUSSIA-IRAN (live) 2:18 am. 

FRIDAY, Septem{>er 27 

BelN SPORT 

England HUDDERSFIELD TOWN-BLACKPOOL (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-KANSAS CITY (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MexicoQUERETARO-TIGRES (live) 8:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues olfering live s~reamin9 of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:49 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Bnsiness Insider: NBCSN’s recent MLS coverage enjoys huge viewership bump 

Tuesday, Sept. 24, 2013 

NBCSN’s recent MLS coverage enjoys huge 
viewership bump 
By Paul Kennedy 

Saturday’s LA Galaxy-Seattle Sounders game averaged 247,000 viewers, making it the most-watched MLS game 

of the year on the network. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

It bumped the average for the last eight MLS games on NBCSN to 142,000 per game, up 60 percent from the average of 

89,000 for the same eight games in 2012. 

Those eight games happen to coincide with the start of the English Premier League season, its first on NBCSN and the other 

NBC networks. An EPL effect? Not entirely. Strong playoff races, particularly in the Western Conference with popular teams 

like the Sounders, Galaxy, Portland Timbers and Real Salt Lake in action, have helped. Friday night - an off day for the EPL - 

has done surprisingly well as the four Friday games over the last month have averaged 153,000 per game. 

NBCSN is averaging 111,000 per game for 31 MLS games. It has seven games to catch up to its final regular-season average 

of 122,000 on NBCSN in 2012. It would need to average 170,000 viewers per game to catch the 2012 average, but that’s 

unlikely as two of the three remaining Friday night games involve last-place D.C. United, and of the big four Western 

Conference teams, only Seattle is scheduled (twice) in the last seven matches. 

It should be pointed again that five 2012 MLS broadcasts took place during the London Olympics when NBCSN drew record 

audiences. Benefiting from the lead-ins of Olympic coverage, the five MLS games averaged 286,000 viewers. If you throw those 

five games out, the MLS average for 2012 would have been 99,000 viewers. 

SOBERING NUMBERS. A few viewing figures from last weekend underscore, though, just how far MLS still has to go on the 

television front. 

Sunday’s Manchester derby between City and United was watched by an average of 852,000 viewers on NBCSN, the 

network’s largest audience to date for its EPL coverage and more than three times the size of the audience for the Galaxy- 

Sounders game. 

Aaron Levine, the sports director of Seattle’s Q13 FOX, tweeted the Sea-Tac ratings for Saturday sports events: 

Sea-Tac Ratings: 

RATING EVENT 

4.1 Washington-Idaho State (college football) 

2.6 Washington State-Idaho (college football) 

1.8 LA Galaxy-Sounders (MLS) 

1.6 Mariners-Angeles (MLB) 

VIVE LE BASKET! The France-Lithuania final for the Eurobasket 2013 championship outdrew the much-anticipated Ligue 1 

match between big-spending clubs Paris St. Germain and Monaco by more than 3-1 on French television. 

France’s first European basketball title drew an average of 5,467,000 viewers on Canal+Sport while PSG-Monaco on Canal+ 

averaged 1,674,000, which was nonetheless the second largest audience for a Ligue 1 match so far this season. 

AYSO ON THE EMMYS. Did you catch Will Farrelrs appearance on the Emmys with his three sons in tow? His appearance 

drew some of the biggest laughs of the evening as he explained they had come straight from soccer and didn’t have time to 

find child care. Talk about good product placement: older sons Magnus and Mattias were wearing AYSO 50th anniversary 

jerseys. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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College Soccer Retx~rter: Tuesday night Top 25 men’s action 

NEWS for Wednesday, Sept. 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

William & Ma~, knocks off third straight Top 25; team 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[COLLEGE MEN: Tuesday] Sophomore Jackson Eskay’s fourth goal of the season lifted ~lliam & Ma~ to a 1-0 

victo~ at No. 3 Noah Carolina on Tuesday night. The victo~ was the third straight for the Tribe over ranked 

opponents after wins over No. 4 Creighton and No. 25 Elon. Down a man for the last 67 minutes, Wake Forest rallied to beat 

No. 10 VCU, 2-1. Michigan State held Creighton to a 2-2 tie in the Bluejays’ rough consecutive double-ove~ime match. No. 9 

Akron beat Ohio State, %0, in front of 3,328 fans, while No. 14 Ma~land had to seRle for a 1-1 tie with visiting Old Dominion. - 

Read the whole sto~ 

York upsets No. I Messiah 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE MEN: Division II1[ Brendan Saberton’s goal from about 30 yards out with less than a minute to go before halftime 

gave No. 12 York a 1-O win over No. 1 Messiah Tuesday in a battle of Pennsylvania Division III men’s powers. - Read the 

whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

[2013 SCHEDULE[ No. 1 Virginia will head to Durham to face Duke in ACC women’s action on Thursday night. For all the 

men’s and women’s action on the air ... - Read the whole story 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, September 25,2013 11:33 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

September Elite Soccer Bulletin - Sir Alex Ferguson Special 

::~,’~ The latest issue is out now! 
At the heart of the philosophy that won Manchester 
United 38 trophies in 26 years under Sir Alex 
Ferguson, was that possession of the ball is 
paramount. Every player, from the Goalkeeper, 
through the r~st of the side must be comfortable on 
the ball. 

Of the 2,769 goals that United scored under him, 
Sir Alex picks Paul Scholes’ goal against 
Panathinaikos in 2000 as the one that best 
embodies the ability to pick opponents apart with a 
series of short passes. 

in the new issue of Elite Soccer, Sir Alex 
showcases the session that he ran at United to 
make his players comfortable on the ball - all 
aimed at creating a goalscoring opportunity. Now, 
for the first time, you can use this session with 
your side to improve their ability to keep 
possession and use the ball effectively. 

This new issue also includes two other professional coaching sessions with passing and 
possession at their heart. Portsmouth’s manager Guy Whittingham looks at passing foPcvard with 
a purpose, while Plymouth Argyle’s boss John Sheridan helps improve your short and sharp 
passing. 

There are also great sessions on crossing and finishing from Scunthorpe United manager Brian 
Laws, counter-attacking from Aberdeen coach Tony Docherty and utilising space and creating 
overloads from West Ham’s Simon Copley. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAGER PROFILE 



S#" Alex Ferguson is one of the 
greatest soccer managers of aft 
time. His haul of 38 trophies while at 
Manchester United includes 2 
Champions League wins, 13 
Premier League dries, 5 FA Cups 
and 4 League Cups 

His eali~/years in s:ana{ien~est saw him enioy 

spsits ai Si Mirran and ~-Zast Siirling~ before 

~n t~e Dons’ ~s~o~y~ and after managing Scot,and 

a~ the t986 We~d C~p. Un~ed came ca~n9 

Ma~:ci:ester United’s 91ifteri~:{! tro~:~i:y cabinet, Sir 
Aiex is the most decorated individual manage~ in 

To find eb’t hi.s ceac.hin.~t s(÷crets, ciick i:ere. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please fow~ard this email to 
them. They can sign-up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer ~ulletin he~. 

:~ SUBSCRIBE NOW 

TESTItvIONIAL OF THE MONTH 
"1 strongly believe it’s important to share coaching knowledge for the good of the game. Elite 
Soccer allows aspiring coaches to learn what we do as p~fessional managers to help them 
improve. I wish I’d had it when I started coaching." 

~:~ SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLASSIC ~i~ANAGER~AL QUOTE 

~ " 
At the end of this game, the European Cup wil! be only six 

feet away from you, and you’ll not even able to touch it if we 

lose. And for many of you, that wi/! be the closest you wi!t 

ever get. Don’t you dare come back in here without gMng 



your 

You~ in 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 

your browser, 

In Association with the LMA 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Sop 25,2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Sop 2:5, 201:3 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Crowded Nidweek 
Schedule 

Li~ue 1 en belN Spo~t: Valenciennes - PSO at 1pro. League Cup on belN: Mancheste~ United - Live~ pool at. 2:45pm and 

Monaco - Bastia at 10pro, La Lisa on be~N en gspano[: Granada - Vatenda at 2pro, Etche - Rea~ Madrid at 4:45pm (abe 

o8 ~e~N}, and Sev~Ra - Rayo VaRecano at 5pro. Sede A en belN: CMeve Verona - ,Juven~us at 6pro. be~N e8 Espano~ has 

Bologna - Milan at 9pm. Univisk)n Deportes has Bayern t¢~unk:h - Hannover in ~he German Cup at 2:30pro. CONCACAF 

Champk)ns Lea~ue on Fox Spott:s ~: ~ouston - Connectkxl at ~pm and en Fox See(:er ~/us: (]ar~:it~ines - Galaxy el: 8pro. 

Univision Deportes has Oiimpi~ ¯ Rear Es~eti at 4:30pm~ Cope S~dameric~n~ on Fox Depo~tes: Umversid~d - Lanus at 

6:30pro and LJbertad - ReeHe at 3:30pro. A~[ ’Yb~es E~,stefri 

Their Words 

all enclosed here and the noise revel’bel’ates -. you can definitely hear it on the field. It’s an amazing 

feeling and ff it’s like this all season, it could be something special." N~ce midfie~der Eric gautheac on 

Goal for Torres, Win for Altidore 
We start in Mexk:e w}th the Cope MX, Jose Tortes scored for Tigres m their 3-2 fens to Santos Laguna at gstadio Nueve 

Corona, "l’rai[in~ ~-l) and with SaBres opening the sooting in the ~irst mh~ute, "[’orres pb{[e~J a gee{ back h~ the 4lst 

minuLe, Alan Pu[ido cuL the Santos lead to one with a 72nd mh~ute ~oaL buL that was it fol’ the Ti~res comeback. The 
Cepa MX uses a group stage, wb:h "[]8~es top o~ Group 2 with a two-point ~ead ever Santos Laguna. Under the Copa tsar[ 

bonus points setup, Santos Laguna are out of the competition but th~rd-piace Cruz Azu[ Hidalgo could slit[ advance over 

T~res with at [east a four-~oa[ wh~ over Zacatepec on Wednesday. He~ds a complete explanation of how the Cope MX 

Stoup stase worg,~ 

In England’s League Cup, Jozy A~tidore’s Sunderland shutout Peterborou£h 2.0 at the Stadium ei Light. Emanuele 

G~acchenn~ opened the scoring in the 32nd minute w}th Va[ent~n Robe~e doubling the lead in the 74th. Attid(H e hit the 

woedwork bte i8 the first-herr, Read More 

Who is the MLS Team to Beat? 

~yJason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC Gep 25, 2013) US Soccer Players ¯ As the 2013 Majo~ League Soccer regular season 

winds down an~} the standisgs resolve inte something app~eachin~ the {iseup ef teams that wi{/take part i8 the 

postseason p[ayo~ tournament, p~nnin~ down a championship favorite is needy as difficu{t as it was the day the season 

began. 

S}mpb/put, each one of the tearas that coutd legitimateb/be catted tead}ng candidates to fift the bophy this Decenlbe~ 

have significant flaws that might keep them ~rom doing 

thei~ ~onference. or both. none of the teams at the top of the East or the West separate themse{ves from the other 

contenders, CaU b: parity among the uppe~ echeh:~n or lack ef a trbiy complete team. Either way, b: makes handicappin!~ 

the eventua~ tL~LS Cup champ}on particu{ar~y 

Let’s take a fool at the challengers and their weaknesses~ spe(:ifk:af/y the top three teams in each Conference as we 

enter Week 31. We start in the East, 

New York Red Bul~s 

The New York Red Bulls currently lead the Supporters Shield standings~ though there’s ephemeral feel to 

second ])[ace Sounders ha~,dng played one less game while on~y a poh~t back, St~, it’s stalking that New York’s up-and- 

down season brought them to the top o~ the league standings at atL At various points ~n 2013, the Red Bulls appeared 

like a team that would once again crumble. A number of Oopped points and no-show appearances, espec:iaUy on the 

~ead~ 8ave New Yo~Ms cre{JentJa[s as a cha{[enge~ fer pos~seasen gk)ry a cMntzy patina, Read More 

Brian Ching ready for retirement - Item ]’he Housto8 {:hronk:]e’s ,Jese de Jesbs Ortiz: "Brian has l)ee8 a huge 



Is it finally New York Red Bulls’ year? - i~em Backl:~age FootbaU’s James Ki]#at:dd~: where there has by no means been 

a clear front runne~’, 

Red Bulls ushin for to s ot - fl’o~ The Newark StaPLedger’s Frank Giase: The game is af.so being bil.[ed as a 

£ossib[e )V~[.S Cup riga[ mal:~:hut~, 

Few minutes with D.C. United’s Ben Olsen o Irom The Waashh~gten Post’s Sl:even GoiI: "ft:’s because 

English grassroots football is ’30 or 40 years’ behind the times~ says Vieira ¯ from The Daif~y ,~,~i[’s Adam Croftoa: 
"The coaching and the ~rass~oots have to chan~e as welL’ 

Joe Yoffe: English footballer ready for courtroom battle with Fifa - flora BgC Spo~t: ’1 want to he[p others in the 

s~me situatioai’ 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: La Liga, Serie, A, Copa 
Sudamericana 

Spain’s La Liga on belN en Espano{: Bi]bao o Real getis at 2pm, ViUarrea[ - Espanyo[ at 4pro, and Getafe - Ce[ta Viga at 

6pro. Se[ie A on be~N S£orL: hlt:er ~4i{a8 - Fiorentina at: 2:40£m. Copa Sbdamerk:ana o8 F~:~:< Depo~tes: RKzer PI.ate - LJga 

de L~a at 6:}Opm and Sao Pau[o - Cato[ic:a at 9pro. CONCACAF Champions League on Un~vision Deportes: T}juana - 

Sponsor message 

powered by 

i ::+:: i Sponsor message 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, September 25, 2013 5:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Messi Hits Out at Media ’Lies’ 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ Sept. 25, 2013 

Messi Hits Out at Media ’Lies’ 
ESPN FC 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Lionel Messi accused the media on his Facebook page of spreading "lies" about a perceived 

disagreement between the Barcelona striker and coach Gerardo Martino. The four-time Ballon d’Or 

winner reportedly made a gesture at Martino after being substituted during the Blaugrana’s 4-I win against Real 

Sociedad on Tuesday. 

Messi took to social media on Wednesday, criticizing the media for the allegations. "1 didn’t mean to make any 

gesture when Martino took me off. Nobody likes to be out, but we must accept it because it is the best for our team," 

Messi wrote. "What I will not accept is that certain media tell lies about any situation that happens around me." 

Martino, meanwhile, defended his decision to take the player off. "Messi never wants to be subbed off, but it’s my 

task to take care of him," Martino told reporters after the match. "We need him at end of season as well as now." - 

Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

Roberto Mancini has warned Marie BaloteHi, who was handed a three-match ban for insulting the referee at the 

end of the Rossoneri’s 2-1 defeat to Napoli on Sunday night, to "control his anger, because everyone knows how to 

get him sent off." Earlier in the week, Milan coach MassimHiano Allegri was similarly critical of Balotelli’s behavior, 

remarking that he has to "grow up." 

In an interview with La Gazzetta dello Sport, the former Manchester City coach said: "His situation is a spiral, 

because now everyone knows how to get him sent off. It just takes a couple of kicks to make him lose his head and 

they behave accordingly. In England I did aim choice words at some of his markers, as at times the provocation was 

just so obvious. Whether they do it obviously or not, everyone is trying to get him kicked out." 

Mancini added: "There is only one way to get out of this spiral and that is for Marie to control his anger. He has to 

resist those outbursts of anger and break the pattern ._ It’s not easy to be Marie’s Coach, because when time rage 

isn’t messing him up then he does patiently listen to all your warnings, promising not to do it again, that he will hold 

back. As soon as a new flurry of anger takes hold, we’re back to square one." - Read the whole story... 

Moy’es Warns Touqh Times May be Ahead for United 
Guardian 

David Moyes admitted that Manchester United might have to "take a few more blows" in his first season as head 

coach, warning of more difficult times ahead as he attempts to follow Alex Ferguson’s footsteps. During a press 

conference ahead of United’s League Cup clash with Liverpool on Wednesday, Moyes suggested that he inherited 

a squad with deficiencies. 

"1 think a lot of people thought Manchester United [winning the title] last season, that it was probably the form of time 

other teams that was poor," the former Everton coach said. "1 think it’s important that I took the punches. I’ve taken 

the punches and I’m happy to do that. Not for a minute did I think this Manchester United job was going to be an 

easy job ... we are in a period where there will be transition, there’s a new manager for the players and, in turn, 

there will be new players." 

Moyes, who earlier in the week said he was "shocked" by the 4-1 thrashing his team received against Manchester 

City at the Etihad on Sunday, added: "’It does mean I may have to take a few more blows, definitely. Maybe even 

more than that. Maybe all season I have to take a few blows but I knew this was going to be the case because I was 

taking over from a great manager and it was always going to take time for me to get my own ways and change 

things round a little bit." - Read the whole story._ 

Tortes on Target in Rare B~ues Start 
Associated Press 

Fernando Tortes scored one and set up another in a rare start for Chelsea, as the Blues cruised to a 2-0 win 

against third-tier club Swindon in the League Cup. Tortes tapped home from close range in the 29th minute before 

running past two defenders and slipping the ball through to Ramires for Chelsea’s second six minutes later. "For 

the players who have not played in the last few matches it was good to play - everyone is happy," Tortes said. "It is 

one step forward. Hopefully I’ll have more chances to play in the Premier League games." In other League Cup 

action on Tuesday, Tottenham striker Jermaine Defoe scored a brace in a 4-0 win over Aston Villa, while 

Manchester City thumped Wigan Athletic, last season’s FA Cup winner, 5-0. Everton lost 2-1 at Fulham, and West 



Ham edged Cardiff City, 3-2. - Read the whole story,.. 

Thiago Silva Could Miss Six Weeks 
AFP 

Paris Saint-Germain captain Thiago Silva said he expects to miss as much as six weeks after he was forced off of 

Sunday’s Ligue 1 clash with Monaco with a thigh injury. PSG coach Laurent Blanc confirmed that the injury was 

not just muscular but also concerns the tendons on his left thigh, though he declined to say how long the club would 

be without the Brazil international.&nbsp - Road the whole story... 

Lewandowski C~arifies BaVern Comment 
ESPN FC 

Borussia Dortmund striker Robert Lewandowski on Wednesday backtracked on comments made during a press 

conference in which he suggested he would sign a contract with Bayem Munich in January. Lewandowski meant to 

say that he is able to sign a contract with any c&~b in January, as his contract with Dortmund expires at the end of 

the summer. In other words, nothing has been agreed with Bayern. - Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

In a radio interview, Real Madrid president F~orentino Perez revealed that Manchester United also tried to sign 

Gareth Ba~e from Tottenham Hotspur this summer, and that given the Red Devils’ intense interest, the Wales 

forward "came cheaply." Bale eventually joined Real Madrid for a world record 85.3 million pounds ($136.7 million). 

- Read the whole story... 

World’s Fastest Ma~ Offers to Make Ba~e Eve~ Faster 
Daily Mail 

Jamaican runner Usain Bolt, the world’s fastest man, has said he can improve Real Madrid forward Gareth Ba~e’s 

speed. The Welshman clocked nearly 25 miles per hour during ReaVs 2-2 draw with Villarreal in his debut, just 2 

miles per hour behind Bolt’s world record. In an intePview with the Daily Marl, Bolt claims to have improved Cristiano 

Rona~do’s running technique, and offers the same assistance to Ronaldo’s newest teammate. - Read the whole 

stOryr.. 

Daily Mail 

Theo Walcott will not be fit for England’s crucial World Cup qualifiers against Montenegro and Poland next month, 

the Daily Mai! reports. The Arsenal winger suffered a stomach injury that caused him to pull out of the Gunners’ 3-1 

win against Stoke City on Sunday. He is now set to have a minor procedure on his abdomen that will cause him to 

miss the qualifiers. - Read the whole story... 
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College Soccer Reporter: Butler shocks Indiana with late comeback; ACC dominates Womeffs RPI 

NEWS for T,u,sday, Sept. 26, 2013                                       ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Butler shocks ~ndiana with late comeback before record crowd 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[COLLEGE MEN: Wednesday] A record crowd of 5,029 fans at the Butler Bowl watched the No. 21 Bulldogs rally 

from 2-0 down with less than four minutes to play in regulation and go on to beat defending national champion 

indiana, 3-2, on freshman David Goldsmith’s winner in the 104th minute. - Read the whole story 

ACC teams dominate index ........................................................................................ 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN: RPl] ACC teams Florida State, Wake Forest, Virginia and North Carolina ranked 1-2-3-4 and ACC 

teams hold six of the top 10 places in the latest RPI index. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S LEADING SCORERS] Pete Caringi, Jr., son of the long-time UMBC coach of the same name, leads all NCAA 

Division I men’s scorers with nine goals in seven games for the unbeaten and untied Retrievers. For all the leading scorers ... - 

Read the whole story 

Trio leads with 1"i goals apiece 
by Soccer America 

[~VOMEN’S LEADING SCORERS] Rachel Daly (St. John’s), Danica Roberts (Southern Mississippi) and Rafaelle Souza 

(Ole Miss) lead all NCAA Division I women’s scorers with 11 goals. For all the leading           Read the whole story 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Top prospects ti~om Alianza de Futbol 

Top prospects from Alianza de Futbol 
by Soccer America 

[MAKING A LIST] Twenty-seven players at last weekend’s 7Up Sueno klianza National Finals presented by 

Verizon in Southern California received tryout invitations from Mexican first division clubs, MLS’s Chivas USA, 

and the U.S. and Mexican national team programs. - Read the whole story 

by Mike Woitalla 

[MEDIA ROUNDUPJ A San Francisco 49ers parking lot proposal threatens soccer fields, former U.S. captain John Harkes’ 

delight in coaching youth ball, an anti-trust case in youth soccer, and an embezzlement apology are among the intriguing 

youth soccer stories around the web ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA High School Fall Boys Top 25 
by Soccer America 

~.~EKLY RANKINGS] St. Benedict’s Prep, which remained No. 1 in the NSCAA High School Fall Boys Top 25 for the fourth 

week in a row, extended its winning streak to 59 games Sunday with a 6-0 win over Summit (Ohio) Country Day. For the 

complete Top 25 rankings ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA High School Fall Girls Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[~2VEEKLY RANKINGS] Houston (Germantown, Tenn.) leapfrogged over Exeter (N.H.) High School and South Side of Rockville 

Centre, N.Y., to take the top spot in the NSCAA High School Fall Girls Top 25. For the complete Top 25 rankings ... - Read 

the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, Sept. 26, 2013 
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The Ultimate Gift 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob.~d radio <:ommenia[or and the 
fom:der asd presidept of ti:e so.q#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

We enco~JraQe you to bro%%*se and ~o<.;t comrf:e~ts at 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yoa may aiso send feedback Jt ...... y ,~ 
Nlici:ael at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Memo From Michael: Preliminary Results of Our Educators" 
Survey 
[’dearly 2,000 educ~toI°s .h.~ve ah°eady t~k<’.-li the new 3osephson 
Institute s~rvey on the sia~e of educatieri in America, (if yes 
havept eLearly, please take the survey here,) He~e are some of 
the early findings .,. Read the memo here, 

~ 
.i Get the weekly e-ne~sletterJ 

L ~ Getthe podcast in iT .... ] 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Great Pitcher or Great Hitter? 
It’s a Matter of Perspective, 
Does aiiitude really mean 

math! Can you really chasge 
the way you experience the 

and b~i 

Listen or read more 

~’dore quote posters finis 

week! Check N’~em out, 
print them out -- just go 

to What Will Matter and 

leek for items titled 
"worth seeh’ut" with 
images like this: 

The Ultimate Gift 
]h’e.my was nine when his rnom 
told hh~ his i~ttie sister w~s sick 
a~d woutd die if she didn% get a 
b~ood b’~nsfusion -- and 
was or~e of the o~ty people 

the werid who had the rare 
b~eod type ~eeded, She asked 

he wou~d be w~l~n~ to ~e[ the 
doctors gk, e some ,,. 

Listen or read more 

Parenting Modern Kids in a 
Modern World 
A [fit number in the t960 
Bye Bye Bi.."die was a classic 
parest’s lament -:,ta~th:g 

,~.sj comments on NEW 

SURVEY: The State of 
Education in America: 
"Our youngest son 
teaches and coaches hi 
the p~biic scheei system, 
He teaches a trade 
(woodworkisg) 
M~chae~ sot every 
student flradsatv~g can 

rely o~ a ’com~uter’ to 

Help keep [[iis newsle[ter 
free -- 

make a tax-deductible 
donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 
$100 or 

I more and 

l ixi Character educati .... 
terials ] 

Proceeds from tDe sate of 
.."4idiaei’s books and CDs 
s~..’p#o~’t character education 

in schools, Shop here >> 

Request a catalog 

Character Educator Biog. 
r-~ecentty posted: 

Earlybird Discounts for the 
National Forum on Character 
Education 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

~i Characler educati .... terials 

E~:lucator~4 £~ook a 
~x>rkshop or~ Buildinq a 
Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Learri hew to creatI~ aI’~ 

esvirosme~:t where bullying ~s 
simply not toie~ated, Develop 
a cutture of kisd~ess at your 
school Learn more >> 



den’t know ,Mia{’s w.."ong wid’, 
these kids today! Why can’t 
dsey be iike we were?" The 

answer, of course, is they’re 

Sometimes ttsat’s good, often 
K’s net .... 
Listen or read more 

Be What You Want to Be 
"’Wha{ wili you be when you 
.grew up’,Y’ It% a serious 
question, As kids, we knew we 
were going to be sem.ethi..",g and 
that to be somethipg was to be 

ci:a~:ged~ we knew what We 
were ~:~eing to be was ~mpertant 
and o~,.’~" d:ok:e. Wi:ep t e.qtered 

UCLA Law School ,,, 
Listen or read more 

A Lifetime of Setting and 
Chanqinq Goals 

the TV show K~ds Say the 
Dsrndest "Fhh’~gs and I sake, "’I 
want to be a ~awye~" beca~se my 
mothe~ says I ta~k so muds L[ 

~T~@h{ as we~} get ps~d ~’or ~t," :{ 

Listen or read more 

make 

Ed comments on MEMO: 
Violence and Mass 
Kiliin~Is:: Our New 
Reality?: "Ti:e Sikh 
remote and oti:er 
sheetings you cite were 
targeted. Opiy ti:e 
religious who were 
targets of that bigot’s 
twisted hate we~e a{ 
risk, for example, Ti:e 
tragedy for those 

a[feded is the sam% o[ 

cou:se, but the fea~" m 
non~taq~eted 
commulfit~es should 
be,. 

quote WORTH SEEING: 

Poster Before you Speak 
- THINK: "Ti:is quote 
erignated with Socrates 
and ~s known as 
Socrates% s~eve, 
vers~o~ ~s truthf@~ 
helpingS, kh~d or 

necessary, and 

Ou!" Character Development 
Seminars equip educators 
m~d ye~th~service ieaders to 
be effective character 
educators, Upcomi~:g 

~ Sept. 30-Oct. 2, Colville, 
WA >> 
~ Nov. 4-6, Chica~o, ZL >> 
~ Nov. ~2-~4 Los Angeles, 
CA >> 
~ Dec. 3-5, Tucson, AZ >> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our webi.."..m’s a.."e a 
copvenient~ affo!dabte way 

to ieai°n valuable character.- 
deveiopment {echniqdes. 

Learn more see schedule>> 

Visit ou~’ Sportsmanship 

Blog~ 

Get monthly e-newsletter 
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Josephson 

for a ,~¢~pea~er or ¢o~%sulta~-@? Book Michael 3osephson0 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

We take a look at the U13-U15 Boys in our 
monthly Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. Follow us throughout the season as 
we track the best teams in the country. 

Who of the top women’s players are currently 
contending for the Hermann Trophy? A look 
back at how the last week imz~acted the race 

for the top individual award. I~~ Pr~i~rC°nte°ti 

The Mason boys captured the new No. :[ for 
Region V, but the other seven No. :is stayed 
put. 
I~IORE; Girls High School Rankings 

DID YOU SEE? 

Michigan State’s "Join the 
Chain" movement produced 
a pretty awesome video. 
They are Sparta. 

Ray Hudson: what are you 
saying and why is it 
amazing? Double Barry 
White Disco, what? 
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Soccer On TV News: Bundesliga launches YouTube channel 

Friday, Sept. 27, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Mike Woitalla and Paul Kennedy 

Germany’s Bundesliga leads the world in attendance, is Europe’s highest-scoring league, and Bayern Munich is     ~ 

r~igning European champion - but its international following lags behind the EPL and Spain’s La Liga. 

The Bundesliga’s launch of an English-language YouTube channel aims to further popularize the 50-year-old league. 

YouTube.com/Bundesli.qa features game highlights, interviews and bloopers, plus 20 weekly articles catering to fans from 

different countries. 

Current features include a series of the top five goals scored by myriad Bundesliga stars such as Franck Ribery, Marco 

Reus and Arien Robben. Historical videos include such treats as as highlights the 1960s 70s and 80s a one-minute Franz 

Beckenbauer mini-documentary and a montage of "Bundesliqa Animals" that includes Sepp Maier’s famous dive for a duck 

and goalkeeper Friedel Rausch getting bit in the butt by a police dog= 

Off-field videos include Bayern Munich’s visit to the Oktoberlest and a look at Borussia Dortmund’s Great Wall Yellow of Fans. 

Among weekly offerings are Top 5 Goals, Top 5 Saves and Player of the Week videos. 

BOB BRADLE’~ DOCUMENTARY. PBS will air a one-hour documentary titled "American Pharaoh," which goes behind the 

scenes with the Egyptian national team -- the "Pharaohs" - and its American coach, Bob Bradley, who is in the midst of 

aiming to qualify Egypt for the 2014 World Cup. 

The documentary is scheduled to premiere in 2014, prior to the World Cup in Brazil. 

"American Pharaoh," by Egyptian fihnmaker Hossam AbouI-Magd has been in production for more than two years, with 

scenes still being shot, as Egypt aims to make its first World Cup appearance since 1990. 

q’his is not just a film about soccer," says AbouI-Magd. q’his is about my country, my team, a coach I respect and the dream 

of capturing the World Cup in spite of enormous challenges. I see the goal of developing a strong team, in the middle of a 

revolution, as a metaphor for the rebuilding of Egypt. 

COLLEGE SHOWS. Both the ACC and Big Ten offer soccer news shows. The ACC Digital Network’s ACC Soccer Weekly 

appears each Friday with latest men’s and women’s action. The host is Jeff Fischel. BTN (Big Ten Network available 

nationally on cable systems) kicks off Big Ten men’s conference play with a new BTN Soccer Report. Dan Kelly and Kevin 

Egan preview the conference season that begins Saturday. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Sept 27, 2013 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Michael Josephson <michaeljosephson@jietlaics.org> 

Saturday, September 28, 2013 1:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free Resources and Comments of Your Colleagues 

Warmest greetings, 

Thank you for your interest in our work in education and parenting. I’d like share some updates and a few links to free resources. 

Surveys. ’What do educators really think about the Common Core, standardized testing, 21st Century skills, SEL, character education, patent engagement and teacher 

morale? If you work in the education field, please contribute your opinions by taking this survey: 

https:llwww.surveymonkey.comlslJIEducatorSurvey. 

And please help strengthen the credibility and influence of this study by sending the link to colleagues. The survey is comprehensive, so please allow 15 minutes to complete 

it. 

Separately, we are conducting a survey for parents (also on issues in education). You can participate here: 

https:llwww.surveymonkey.comlslEdReptCardParents 

Read Comments. If you are interested in some thought-provoking comments we’ve already received in response to these surveys, click here. 

Free Resources 

Attitudes and Conduct of Youth. Click here for the results of the Josephson I nstitute’s 2012 survey of more than 20,000 high school students. 

Critical Educational Outcomes. For a new t~source to help you integrate social, emotional and character development strategies into a robust academic agenda, 

click here. 

inspirational Posters. Here are three powerful inspirational posters that I thought you might enjoy. Adjust your printer properties to 11" x 17" for a larger version. 

o What Will Matter 

o I’m a Teacher: I Make Lives 

o Note From Your Teacher: What I Want for You 

Character Educator Newsletter. A monthly summary of articles in the Character Educator BIo.q. (See the most recent newsletter and subscribe here.) 

What Will Matter Newsletter. A weekly roundup of inspirational quotes, posters and short essays from the What Will Matter bloq. (See the most recent newsletter 

and subscribe here.) 

CHARACTER COUNTS! Facebook Page. Daily quotes, news updates and more. Like it at Facebook.com/CharacterCounts. 

Sincerely, 

Michael S. Josephson 

CEO and Founder 

The Joseph & Edna Josephson Institute of Ethics 

& CHARACTER COUNTS! 

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300 

Los Angeles, CA 90045 

310-848-4800 

michaeljosephsonl~,jiet hics.org 

www.cha ractercounts.orq 

www.iosephsoninstit ute.org 

vww~.whatwillmatter.com 

If you are having trouble reading this email, please click here to see it online. 

Unsubscribe from these updates 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Sunday men’s and women’s action 

,~onday, Sept. 30, 2013 

Akron extends NCAA record conference unbeaten streak 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE MEN: Sunday[ An early goal by Reinaldo Brenes’ goal -- his 

fourth goal and fourth game-winner of the season -- gave No. 9 

Akron its third consecutive 1-0 v~ctory in an Mid-American match at 
West Virginia Sunday night. The win extended the Zips’ NCAA 

record conference unbeaten streak to 49 matches (4B-0-3)~ which 
began during the 2007 season. Cornell (6-1-2) fell from the ranks of 
the unbeaten when it suffered a 1-0 loss to Niagara....~,ead the 

whole stoI’~’ 

Record crowd help carry Virginia to I Ith straight win 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN: Sunday] Top-ranked Virginia ran its win streak 

to 11 straight games with a 1-0 victory over No. 22 Maryland Sunday 

in front of a record women’s crowd of 2,540 at Fdoeckner Stadium. 
No. 5 Florida State had to settle for a 1-1 tie at Clemson. No. 12 
Baylor had come into Sunday’s showdown with No. 18 West Virginia 

with a 31-match unbeaten streak~ but the Mountaineers raced out 
to a 3-0 lead and held on for a 4-3 win....Read t:he whole story 

Smith earns 400th career win 
by Soccer America 

Re�care on fire since move up front 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN: Notre Dame] Sophomore Cari 

Roccaro’s move to forward has paid off for Notre 
Dame. The U.S. U-20 national team captain followed 
up on her hat trick in Thursday’s 5-0 win over ... 
...More 

Go{den goal keeps No. 1 Golden Bears 

unbeaten 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE MEN: Friday/Saturday] No. 1 California 

remained unbeaten when Alec Sundly scored his 

second golden goal of the season to give the 

Golden Bears a 1-0 overtime win over Santa Clara at 

Edwards Stadium. No ...... More 



[COLLEGE WOMEN: Milestone] No. 21 Santa Clara closed out its 
non-conference schedule with a 4-0 win over Ca[ Po[y for head 

coach Jerry Smith’s 400th career win, all at Santa Clara .... Read the 
whole story 

College Soccer on TV 

by Soccer America 

[2013 SCHEDULE] Florida State travels to Boston and Michigan and 
Michigan State face off in women’s action on Thursday. For all the 

men’s and women’s action on the air ...... Read the whole story 

1, Free-kick trick~/p~ys off for Essen 

~, Absences ~ake some ~ust~r from S~att~e- 
New York showdown 

3, Timber~ ~re MLS’s mos~qmproved 

4, High-speed esc~l~or solves hool~n 
problem, 

5. No. 1 Virginia rallies from two goals down 
~o w~n 
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Fail Towel Promotion 

Claire Neptune 

M. R. Nyren Company 

(S00) 323-S066 
vvArvA¥.nyrei1- tlllS.COm 

ww~-.compan,~-casuals.com/nyrencompanv 

To stop receiving messages from the M. R. Nyren Company Update, click 

To pass a copy of this message on to a friend, click 

This email was sent to you by: 
ivl. R. Nyren Company 
600 Academy Dr. Suite 110 
Northbrook, ~L 60062 

[msg-1380553817.9731 en-mail3] 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Real Madrid’s Ancelotti: We Were ’Bad’ Against Atleti; Moyes: United Won’t Win UCL 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Sept. 30, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Ancelotti: We Were ’Bad’ A~ainst Atleti 
Football Espana                                                                                            ~ 

Carlo Ancelotti lamented Real Madrid’s 1-0 loss to Atletico in the Madrid derby on Saturday, admitting 

that the performance was "bad" and the players "have to improve." A solitary goal from on-fire Diego Costa was all 

Diego Simeone’s men needed to snatch all three points, as Atleti absorbed pressure well and looked quick and 

dangerous on the counterattack. 

"We conceded the goal at the start, the match became complicated and we lost confidence," Ancelotti said during 

the post-game press conference. "The start of the season has been good and we’ve been playing well, but in the 

last two matches have been bad. We have to fix it with a better attitude, more concentration and with clearer ideas." 

The former Milan, Chelsea and Paris Saint-Germain coach added: "We have won the other games and drawn 

against Villarreal, and started well in the Champions League. It is true that we are five points behind, but the league 

season is long and we have time to cut the gap." 

Star striker Cristiano Ronaldo told Marca: "It wasn’t our day. We weren’t on. The coach has nothing to do with it. 

He is doing a great job. The fault is on the players, we are the ones that have to improve." He added: "We have to 

keep our heads up because the league is complicated. The good thing is that this loss has come eady~ I have a lot 

of hope for winning something important this year. I played poorly and so did my teammates." 

- Read the whole story... 

Spanish Media DecLares Rea~ Crisis 
ESPN FC 

For Real Madrid, two bad performances in a row marks a crisis -- at least, according to the Spanish press. ESPN 

reports that Spain’s two Real-leaning papers featured shots of a puzzled-looking Carlo Ancelotti on their covers 

on Monday. The headline from AS: ’Ancelotti Made a Mess’, while Marca led with: ’Where Do We Start, Carlo?’ 

following Real’s 1-0 home defeat to city rival Atleti. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Moyes: United Won’t Win UCL 
Sky Sports News 

Following his team’s 2-1 loss to West Brom at Old Trafford on Saturday, Manchester United coach David Moyes 

admitted his squad is not strong enough to win the UEFA Champions League this season. The Red Devils began 

their Champions League campaign with a 4-2 win at home to Bayer Leverkusen earlier this month and faces a 

tough trip to Shakhtar Donetsk on Wednesday. 

"To win the Champions League, you need five or six world-class players," Moyes told a press conference. "Look at 

Bayern Munich, they have it. Look at Barcelona, who had it in the past and Real Madrid, who have maybe got it 

now. That’s the level you have to be at to win it. We’ve not got that yet but what we have got is experience." 

Meanwhile, Moyes said his team deserved to lose to West Brom over the weekend. "Disappointing performance, 

disappointing result. We never really got up to speed," the former Everton boss said. "We had a few chances, but 

West Brom held their shape and defended well. They always looked a threat on the break, in the first half especially 

and even more so in the second half. We missed that spark and West Brom deserved it no question. I can’t argue 

with that." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Stunned City Eyes 8ayern CLash 
Guardian 

Manchester City was left stunned after a "careless and avoidable" defeat at the hands of Aston Villa, which twice 

came-from-behind to win 3-2 at Villa Park on Saturday, the Guardian reported. Coach Manuel Pe~legrini will have 

been furious at the manner in which his team conceded three goals to Paul Lambert’s men, especially considering 

the absence of top strikers Christian Benteke and Gabriel Agbonlahor. After the game, reporters asked 



Pellegrini what kind of impact the loss would have on Wednesday’s UEFA Champions League visit from Bayem 

Munich, the current European champion. 

’q don’t think this result will have an impact [against Bayern]," Pellegrini said. "We know it is a different competition, 

we know that we must turn the page and think about the Champions League. I repeat I think that the team played a 

good match today but we have to revise a lot of things." 

The Chilean noted that Villa’s first and third goals were down to poor defending. "For me the most important things 

are the three goals that Aston Villa scored. Especially the first and third goal, the second goal was a good free-kick. 

We will have to defend better, not only on Wednesday." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Undefeated Roma Tarqets Europe, Not Scudetto 
Football Italia 

Daniele De Rossi insists undefeated AS Roma is targeting a return to Europe rather than the Scudetto this 

season, despite the capital club’s flying start to the season. Roma has won all six of its opening Serie A games 

under new coach Rudi Garcia, including Sunday’s 5-0 demolition of Bologna at the Stadio Olimpico. 

After that game, midfielder De Rossi, who seems to have returned to form in the absence of injured U.S. 

international Michael Bradley, told Sky Sport Italia: "This victory adds points and confidence. We no longer wet 

ourselves the way we used to in the past." He added that Roma "plays like a real team noW’ but the Serie A title is 

not the club’s main priority: "Scudetto? We are top after six rounds, so it’s normal someone is going to think about it, 

but we are not the strongest team. Our objective is to get back into Europe and I’m sure we’ll achieve that." 

For coach Garcia, Roma can get better: "There is no such thing as a perfect team in soccer, as there is always 

something to improve." The former Lille coach added that he was particularly impressed with Cote d’lvoire 

international Gervinho, who scored twice against Bologna. "He is a lad who needs confidence and we must 

understand that scoring opportunities he creates don’t exist without him there," Garcia said. "He can get some 

wrong, but I prefer to have him there because I know he’ll create those opportunities. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Tortes Could Receive Four-Game Ban 
Sky Sports News 

Chelsea striker Fernando Tortes, who was sent off during the Blues 1-1 draw away to Tettenham on Saturday, 

could be handed an extended ban if the English FA decides to act over his clash with Spurs defender Jan 

Vertonghen, in which the Spaniard seemed to make a clawing motion at Vertonghen’s face. If referee I~ike 

Dean’s match report claims he did not see the incident, an independent disciplinary panel could decide to extend 

his ban to as many as four games. 

- Read the whole story... 

Messi Out Two to Three Weeks 
Goal.corn 

After scoring an absolutely brilliant go-ahead goal for Barcelona in the Blaugrana’s comfortable 2-0 win at home to 

Almeria on Saturday, Lionel Messi was forced off the field soon thereafter after feeling discomfort in his right leg. 

According to Goal.com, Messi will be out of action for 2-3 weeks, which means he will likely return to action against 

Osasuna on Oct. 18. - Read the whole story... 

PSG, Monaco Joint Top in Ligue 1 
Associated Press 

Paris-Saint Germain on Sunday joined AS Monaco at the top of Ligue 1 on points for the first time this season after 

the principality club could only manage a 1-1 draw away to Stade Reims. On Saturday, PSG beat Toulouse 2-0 

thanks to goals from its two new arrivals this season, Marquinhos and Edinson Oavani. However, Monaco is still 

in first-place thanks to goal difference. 

- Read the whole story... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 6:33 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

October Issue Uploaded to Member Drills Database - New Videos in Libmo, 

Hi Anson~ 

Look out next week for the new videos, Dutch 4.,3-3 - Building From the Back featuring Marco Koolman. 

T h e y a re .f__r #__e___t_g ___V_ j__d__e___q ___L_ Lb__r__a__r_y____s__~_ Lb_ :_s_£ _r_i_b__e___r _s_ o r $ 37 t o n o n s u b s c r i b e rs. 

We have just uploaded the October issue of the WORLD CLASS COACHING Magazine to the ~..e_~ .b__e_.r_ 

Drills Database Here are the articles in this issue. 

¯ A session on combinations for effective attacking by Canadian 018 National Team Coach, 

Rob Gale 

¯ "Video - Running through from midfield 

¯ Lawrence Fine shares a session on how to defend corner kicks 

¯ Spod:ing FC assistant coach, John Pascarella takes a look at structuring a training session 

using the whole/part/whole method 

]he Member Drills Database now has over 6,000 pages of 

drills and exercises covering every topic imaginable It’s pretty 

~~!i~ easy to see why thousands of coaclnes from over 40 countries 

subscribe to the Member Drills Database. 

==================================================================================================, ~ ~:~::::: "<’:::::::::::::::~ *,::- ’~’~ There’s a reason coac qes ke/~nson borrance Randy ¯ 1:::::::::: ..... ..:::s::: ::::::::::::::::::::::: , 
[~:::::: 

:: :: :: ~{~i 
VValdrum and kwerpool Academy coach Phil Roscoe, 

~~~:~           ::::::::::::::::::::::::: : . _ 
~!~i recommend the Member Drills Database Check it out to[ 

NEW Book Feedback 
We are getting some good feedback about our new book. Training_Sessions for the 4-~4. Here is 

__T__r_a_Z_n__i__n_g___S__e__s___s_L£A_s____F__o___r__~__e___4__-__3__-__3_" 
is a wonderful review of 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

the team training that the author coached The sessions 

are weft thought out and builds on itsetf in a logical and 

thoughtful approach that is lacking in soccer today f 

Fealty liked the added bonus that the authoF explains the 

why of the training! 

The drills and sessions are designed so welt I wit! take 

pieces of it to add to my own training sessions, t will 

definitely use several of the tips in the book to enhance 

High School 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Retx~rter: Soccer America Top 25 rankmgs 

Tuesday, OcL 1, 2013 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RAHKIHGS] California remained I1o. 1 in the Soccer 
America Men’s Top 35 for the second week in a row. Notre Dame 
stayed at No. :2, while Northwestern, Washington and Akron moved 
into the top five. For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read the 
who~e story 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKINGS] Virginia remained the Ho. 1 team in the Soccer 
America Women’s Top :25 rankings ahead of Stanford, Notre Dame, 
UCLA and Florida State. Indeed, the top seven teams stayed in the 
same spots. The big mover was West Virginia, which climbed eight 
spots to Me. 10. For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read the 
who~e story 

College Soccer on TV 

by Soccer America 

[2013 SCHEDULE] Florida State travels to Boston 
College and Michigan and Michigan State face off in 

women’s action on Thursday. For all the men’s and 

women’s action on the air ...... More 

1, Absences take some luster from Seattle- 
New York showdown 



Kei|er |eads E]yers ~o ninth win in a row 

by Soccer America 

]COLLEGE MEN: Dayton] Dayton improved to 9-0-0 with a 2-0 win 

over Valparaiso on Monday. Senior Abe Keller scored from the 

penalty spot and on a free kick from 30 yards to lead the Flyers. 

...Read the whole stery 

Bears extend undefeated streak to 10 games 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN: California] [40. 15 California extended its 
undefeated streak to 10 games with a 3-0 shutout over San 

Francisco Monday evening at Negoesco Stadium. Kaitlyn Fitzpatrick 

had a goal and two assists to lead the Golden Bears, who improved 

their record to 7-0-3....Read the whole stuD/ 

Golden goal keeps No. I Golden Bears 
unbeaben 

3, Highospeed escalator selves hooligan 
problem. 

4o Three back-heel passes in goal buildup by 
other Barca 

Sunday’s big v,4nner is ,.o the Crew 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 14 boys and under- 15 girls national team rosters 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Tuesday, OcL 1, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] U.S. under-14 boys national team head coach Tony 

Lepore called up 48 players for the first training camp of the 2013- 

14 cycle that began Saturday at the U.S. Soccer I1aflona[ Training 
Center in Carson, Calif....~e~d the ~,~e~e ~tory 

by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] U.S. Soccer development director Jilt Ellis has catted in 

26 players for the U,S. under-15 girts na~onat team’s rough and 

final event of the year Oct. 5-12 at the U.S. Soccer Na~onal Team 

Training Center in Carson, Calif....Read 1:he wh~e s~ery 

by Dev Mishra 

If you’ve had any kind of significant injury that’s 
caused you to miss playing time you probably know 
that you need to be healed from your injury and 

then you need to regain fitness ...... 



by Soccer America 

[U.S. ~ATIONAL FOUNDATION] The U.S. Soccer Foundation 
received $2.6 million in funding from the Co~oration for Ha~ona[ 
and Community Se~ce’s Soda[ Innova~on Fund to suppo~ U.S. 

Soccer Foundation’s afterschool youth development pro~ram~ 

Soccer for Success .... ~a~ the who~a ~tow 

by Soccer America 

[NORTHWEST LEAGUE CHAMPIOHS CUP] Washington Youth Soccer 

~nd BC Soccer Premier League wilt hold the inaugural Northwest 
League Champions Cup compet~on Dec. 14-15 ~t Cash Park in 

Everett~ Wash.~ ~or boys and ~rts teams in the under-13 to under- 
16 divisions....Read Lhe u,4~)(e sb>q/ 

Aro/~nd the Net 

The great benefit of the MLS academy setup is that young players 

get a chance to play alongside and against pros, something 

Portland Timbers head coach Caleb Porter~ who grew up near 

Kalamazoo~ Mich.~ didn’t expe~ence until he was drafted out of 
Indiana by the San Jose Earthquakes. "That’s a problem in this 

count~ because most kids in other countdes~ they taste 

professional soccer at a much earlier age/’ Porter said. "They rub 

elbows with professional ptayers~ they see them eve~ week~ there 

is a connection there." .. 
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Fi~om¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCASA <ncasa2@ncsoccer.org> 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 2:36 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

State Cup 2013 Invitation 

YOU ARE RECEIVING THIS EMAIL BECAUSE YOU ARE A REGISTERED MEMBER OF NORTH CAROLINA ADULT SOCCER ASSOCIATION 

Good Afternoon! 

This message is to invite you to this year’s State Cup, as the North Carolina Adult Soccer Association looks to crown the best teams in North Carolina. 
NCASA would love to have your team join us. 

The men’s and women’s open divisions will be held from October 26-27 at Bryant Park in Greensboro. The men’s 030, 040, 050, and Co-ed divisions will be 
held from December 7-8 in AshevilIe. Don’t miss out on these great event! 

On April 13, 2013 the Executive Committee voted on a new policy which states that State Cup is now the qualifying format for teams to enter USASA’s 
National Cup. This applies to the USASA National Cup for the Men’s Open, Amateur, and Over 30 divisions. The champion and finalist in each division will 
automatically represent North Carolina in regional competition, if they so choose. Region III qualifying will be held in June in Montgomery, Alabama. The 
National Cup finals will be held in July in Salt Lake City. Teams that win at the regional level will receive travel subsidies to the National Cup Finals. 

Please see our website for registration and roster information at htt!~://www.ncasasoccer.orgi 

If you have any additional questions please contact us at Ncasa2@~csoc,~r.orf, i. 

Regards, 

Darius Ejlali 

Click here to avoid receiving future e-mails from us. ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <lis~nscaa.com> 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 3:01 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Charlotte Mora~ Memorial Scholarship 



To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 
(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~i Informz for iMIS 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 1:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

Tar Heels Give More’. 

The UNC family has a tradition of giving back to the commtmity. For over 20 yeaJcs, this campus has supported thonsands of charities through Carolina Cares, Carolina 
Shares. During tongh economic times, we continued to give and proved that Tar Heels Give More by pledging over $896,000- maJdng onr campaign the laqest in the 

state. 

We can continue our tradition of giving by participating in this year’s Carolina Cares, Caxolina Shares campaign and pledging to one or more SECC charities. You can 

once again maJ~e your donation online -- an easy, convenient, and ~cure wayto suplyort your thvorite charity with multiple seaxch options available that will maJ~e it 

even easier to find the chari~ of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms roll be provided to all thculty mad s~l~: (If you do not receive a ti~rm or you have 

questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or temn captain.) 

Important lntbrmalio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form and contribution to your temn captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As yon open each page, yon will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience tbr making your gilt to the SECC chaxitie~ and we hope you will too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtfnl consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, October 2, 2013 7:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Underdogs rule! D.C. United wins Open Cup 

Wednesday, Oct. 2, 2013 

Underdo~ rule! D.C. United wins 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] Cup competitions are supposed to be all about 
upsets, and the 100th U.S. Open Cup final produced a doozy. 

...Read the whole story 

Ozil ma~ic leaves Wenger gushing 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE: Week 2] Mesut Ozil’s signing by Arsenal 
may go down as the transfer of the 2013-14 season. The German 

scored one goal and set up another as the Gunners handed Napoli 

its first competitive toss of the season in eight games with a 

)erformance in their 2-0 victory that had the fans at Emirates 
Stadium chanting "Ole, Ole" as the game wound down. The win 

kept Arsenal unbeaten and untied in all five games Ozil has played 

since arriving from Real Madrid .... Read the whole story 

Whitbread scores in Derby debut, Xolos’ hopes fade 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"It is absolutely no issue for us. We see the busy 

schedule MLS is going through, but it makes no 

difference. This is World Cup qualifying. We want to 

end it on a very high note. We are going to call in 
the guys we believe in.... We have to get our own 

job done." 

-- U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann says the MLS 

playoff race won’t affect whom he’ll call up for the 

final two World Cup qualifiers, even though the USA 
has already clinched a spot in Brazil 2014. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 



[AMERICANS ABROAD] Zak Whitbread, sent on loan from Leicester 
City to Derby County for three months, scored 12 minutes into his 

debut for the Rams in their 4-4 tie against Ipswich. Four Americans 
played for Tijuana in its 2-0 loss at first-place Club America in their 

makeup game....Read the whole story 

Roster named for three-game series 

by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] U.S. women’s national team head coach Tom 
Sermanni named a roster of 25 players for friendly games against 

Australia Oct. 20 in San Antonio (12:30 CT on NBC) and New 
Zealand Oct. 27 in San Francisco (3:30 p.m. PT) and Oct. 30 in 

Columbus, Ohio (7:30 p.m. ET). The squad includes seven European- 

based players -- five in Sweden and two in France -- plus college 

stars Morgan Brian (Virginia) and Crystal Dunn (North Carolina). 

...Read the whole story 

Vecsey named Hall of Fame media recipient 

by Soccer Arnerica 

[AWARDS] New York Times columnist George Vecsey was named the 
recipient of the National Soccer Hall of Fame’s Colin Jose Media 

Award. He will be honored at the 2013 Induction Ceremony on 

Oct. 11 before the USA-Jamaica World Cup qualifier against Jamaica 

in Kansas City....Read the whole story 

Robbie Keane cleanly executes trick shot 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Postl It’s not one of Robbie Keane’s 13 MLS 
goals from this season, but the Irishman’s trick shot is worth 15 

seconds of your time .... Read the whole story 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 

U.S. under-14 boys national team roster 

A rabona works magic on football field 

U.S. under-15 girls national team roster 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

A junior from Michigan State claimed the 
Player of the Week honor, but a handful of 
freshmen made our Men’s Team of the Week. 
MORE: Women’s Team of the Week 

TOP :: o0 
A prominent power lands the verbal 
commitment of a top 10 recruit from the girls 
2016 IMG Academy 150. 
MORE: Boys Commits: Leaving California 

~i!!~ACK ON TOP 
It’s the fourth straight week a different team 
has occupied the top spot in the NSCAA girl’s 
national poll. See which New Hampshire 
dynasty has climbed its way back to the top. 
MORE: New NSCAA Boy’s No. 2 

DID YOU SEE? 

This week’s college goal of 
the week is a battle of the 
sexes. Which one was 
better? 

When the mic cuts out 
during the national anthem: 
Patriotism at its finest. 
Shutdown shmuttdown. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

The Soccer Institute at 
Montverde Academy 

The Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy 
(S.[.M.A.) is an elite level soccer specific 
training experience for anyone who 
possesses the passion to challenge 
themselves at the highest level both 
academically and athletically. 

Located near Orlando, Florida, S.[.M.A. 
provides a world-class training environment 
for any athlete who has the desire to work 
hard and improve. 

Success will only be measured by 
development with the end result residing in 



an opportunity to play at a higher level and 
continue to make your passion a career. 

Click here to learn more! 



~i SoccerNation News -. Best soccer news for youth, college and pro 

Soccer Editorial 

iX; S ........ i’4ation News’ S ........ Loc’k~,r R,~iew: Goa,d,la’s GAMEMAKER i G,salriila~ GAMEMAKER ....... £1,sa~l, S ...... Nation News’ S ..... 
Locker R~,’~i,~ ~ ~ T~ ~0~ i 



::::+;: :: San Diego Development A~demy (SDDA) Sco=’es One F:or Youth Soccer I San Diego Developments l Academy, SDDA. Presidio Soccer I.esgue, Rene Mirsmontes, Msnny Neves. ~3ob Turner, A’T’SO Mat 

Youth Soccer News: Created in April, 2013, the new San Diego Develomental Academy (SDDA) seeks to find the "sweet 

i.~.i EASPOR]S’F:IFA ~4Review°nS°ccerNati°nNewslFlF:A!4’FiF:A!4=’evie"^;, EASPOR]S. LionelM~ssi,I F~’I=A :~4 is out and adorned by Lionel I~lessi - h4illi~ 

SoccerN8[~o~ corn 10531 4:3 4S C:ommo~s Ddve #!{~;r; ¯ S~r~ D~ego C:a~#rom~ 92127 USA 









Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, October 3, 2013 

Thursday, Oct. 3, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Thursday features plenty of Europa League action. 

~,~ll times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TVia updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, October3 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-TOTTENHAM (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-ST. GALLEN (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-VALENCIA (live) Noon= 

UEFA Europa League WIGAN-NK MARIBOR (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League LYON-VITORIA GUIMAERES (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-FIORENTINA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-TOTTENHAM (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-ST. GALLEN (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-VALENCIA (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Europa League WIGAN-NK MARIBOR (delay) Midnight. 

GOLTV 

Brazil VASCO-INTERNACIONAL (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-FREIBURG (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-ZULTE WAREGEM (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-VALENCIA (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-TOTTENHAM (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League HNK RIJEKA-REAL BETIS (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League CHORNOMORETS ODESA-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-ST. GALLEN (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, Octobe~ 4. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain VILLARREAL-GRANADA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA--OSASUNA (live) 4 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

France BASTIA-LORIENT (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MONARCAS-CHIAPAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-QUERETARO (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Uruguay EL TANQUE SISLEY-NACIONAL (live) 7:30 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-LORIENT (live) 2:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS HOUSTON-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 prn. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 10 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-NEWCASTLE UNITED (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-KILMARNOCK (live) 10 am= 

GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay MONTEVIDEO WANDERERS-PENAROL (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-CELAYA (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11 am. 
France LILLE-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-GUADALAJARA (live) 6 pro. 

Mexico ATLANTE-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico PACHUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW YORK-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-KANSAS CITY (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-DALLAS (live) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT NETWORK 

England NORWICH CITY-CHELSEA (live) 8:30 am. 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-WEST HAM (live) 11 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil BOTAFOGO-GREMIO (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-UTRECHT (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FREIBURG-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil ATLETICO MINEIRO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM=SANTOS (live) 1 pro. 

France MARSEILLE-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

UNIrV~S 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 



MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS VANCOUVER-PORTLAND (live) 8 pm. 

~4ONDAY, October 7 
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Soccer Business Insider: MLS signs deal to use Match Analysis tools 

Thursday, Oct. 3, 2013 

NLS signs deal to use Natch Analysis tools 
By Paul Kennedy 

Major League Soccer has extended its relationship with Match Analysis to utilize its K2 Panoramic Video 

system, player tracking and tactical analysis tools to track and analyze the movement of all its players and 

officials in every match. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Match Analysis recently completed camera installation and testing at all 18 league stadiums, making MLS the first 

professional sports league in the United States and Canada to track the physical location of its players for every minute of 

every match. 

Match Analysis, based in Emeryville, Calif., already had agreements with the majority of MLS clubs, delivering video and 

statistical analysis tools and data. 

"MLS’s commitment to incorporating the most advanced products is another example of how the clubs in North America are 

charting new territory," Match Analysis president Mark Brunkhart said. "MLS coaches have taken huge strides embracing 

technology and applying it for a competitive advantage. We are excited to give MLS clubs access to innovations that are not 

yet widely available internationally." 

In addition to MLS clubs, Match Analysis clients include all 18 Primera Divisi6n clubs in Mexico, the U.S., Mexican and 

Canadian National teams, and a wide array of college and amateur programs. 

KUHNS MOVES TO MLS+. After almost eight seasons with Major League Soccer’s communications team, Will Kuhns is 

moving into a new role as a supervising producer with MLS+, the league’s content and distribution arm that produces, among 

other things, MLS Insider, its excellent magazine show. 

The former Soccer America senior editor has been senior director of communications at MLS, which he joined in 2006 after 

studying in Argentina on a Fulbright Scholarship. 

INDY LANDS SPONSORS. NASL expansion team Indy Eleven landed Honda as its jersey sponsor and Diadora as its apparel 

provider. 

The sponsorship deal is with both Honda Manufacturing of Indiana and Central Indiana Honda Dealers. 

Central Indiana Honda Dealers locations will be the first outlets at which Indy’s new jerseys will be made available for purchase 

when they go on sale to the public. 

’q’he Honda team of 2,000+ Hoosier employees at our Greensburg plant is excited for the upcoming season with Indy Eleven," 

said Bob Nelson, Honda Manufacturing of Indiana president. ’q’his partnership is a h~mendous opportunity for the entire 

Honda family." 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blo.q. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, October 4, 2013 

Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 32 kicks off on Friday, when there’s also action from France, Spain, Mexico, Germany and Uruguay. 

~All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~Irammin~1 is always subject to change. Check your local listin~Is. Soccer 

on TVla updated daily throughout the week.) 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C. UNITED (live) 8 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

France BASTIA-LORIENT (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-GRANADA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MONARCAS-CHIAPAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-QUERETARO (live) 10:30 pm= 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Uruguay EL TANQUE SISLEY-NACIONAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-LORIENT (live) 2:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS HOUSTON-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

SATURDAY~ October 5 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 10 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-NEWCASTLE UNITED (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France MONACO-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-VALLADOLID (live) 4 pm. 

italy INTER-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-ESPANYOL (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) Noon. 

Spain LEVANTE-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-VALLADOLID (live) 4 pm. 

italy INTER-ROMA (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-KILMARNOCK (live) 10 am. 



GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay MONTEVIDEO WANDERERS-PENAROL (live) 4 pro. 

Mexico MERIDA-CELAYA (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11 am. 

France LILLE-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-GUADALAJARA (live) 6 pm, 

Mexico ATLANTE-MONTERREY (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico ATLAS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico PACHUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS NEW YORK-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pro. 

MLS COLUMBUS-KANSAS CITY (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-TORONTO (live) 7:30 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-DALLAS (live) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT NETWORK 

England NORWICH CITY-CHELSEA (live) 8:30 am. 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-WEST HAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pro. 

France MARSEILLE-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

italy LAZIO-FIORENTINA (delay) 7 pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy NAPOLI-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm, 

Spain BILBAO-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil BOTAFOGO-GREMIO (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-UTRECHT (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FREIBURG-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am, 

Brazil ATLETICO MINEIRO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5 pro. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 1 pro. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS VANCOUVER-PORTLAND (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands VITESSE-FEYERNOORD (live) 8:25 am. 

,~1ONDAY, October" 7 



BelN SPORT 

France MONTPELLIER-LYON (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain SEVILLA-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-BETIS (delay) 3 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live st~eamin9 ol games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide This week’s ~rande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update covers the best U13-U~5 
girls clubs in the nation. See which teams 
have caught the eye of [ate. 

Akron forward Reina[do Brenes helped his 
draft stock with a game-winning goal against 
West Virginia on Sunday. See how a number 
of other MLS Draft prospects are faring. 

qualifying for the 2014 U20 World Cup is 
around the corner in .January in the Cayman 
islands. Which U20 WNT hoj~efuls are 

performing well in college? [i2i PremierC°ntent 
i 

DID YOU SEE? 

VTEWER D[SCRETTON 
ADV[SED: You can hear this 
guy’s leg explode in the 
worst tackle ever. 

Let us be the first to usher 
you into the madness of FA 
Cup iVlaqic with an insane 
qoal. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: As rel; you hear it 

Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

As ref, you hear it all 
Ry Mike Woitalla 

"Why is it a goal kick when she kicked it out?" - is what an 8-year-old asked me. 

It’s amazing how many things can go through your mind in a couple of seconds. I actually had that "No TiVo!" jolt 

you get when watching TV in a hotel. And I contemplated several t~sponses. 

Change the call because she certainly seemed honest. 

Ask the other girl whether it was true that she had touched the ball last. 

I even thought about, ’I probably messed up but I can’t change the call now. Let this be a lesson that life’s not always fair?’ 

Ultimately, I pointed again to the goal area and ran away. 

This age group doesn’t use ARs. I had been looking across the field for potential offside so my eyes were off the ball when it 

was kicked out. An honest mistake, but a preventable one. 

Had I just waited before pointing to the goal area, the girl would have fetched the ball to take the corner kick and no one would 

have known I missed the play. 

But this is within the first month of my returning to refereeing, which as a teenager long ago provided me with a good amount 

of spending money over four yeats. 

Reffing now has been an especially intriguing experience. Humbling, for sure, as it reminds one how difficult it is for a ref to go 

through an entire game without making a mistake or two. But also because for years I’ve been a coach, on the other sideline 

pretty much out of earshot of the parental noise. As a ref, you hear it all - from all coaches and all the parents= 

And it’s as if the players are pieces in an adults’ chess game. 

On the parent’s side, the obnoxious yelling - "Shoot! ... "Pass!" ... "Take it!" ... - comes from both the dads and morns. If 

they think they’re just cheering they need to watch a video of themselves. 

More than half the coaches do play-by=play instruction. Seriously -- they shout directions throughout the entire game. 

The tolerance of the children blows my mind. What would you do if your boss hovered over your desk and told you how to 

handle even/task? 

To be clear, I’ve not had a single parent or coach scream or direct any criticism at me. Even if I had made an outrageous 

blunder I doubt any of the adults would have protested during the games I’ve done so far. They thank you before and after the 

game and the vibe I got was that they appreciate and respect refs. 

But that it’s not their place to interfere in their children’s play escapes them. They’d probably claim good intentions, believing 

they’re encouraging and helping. If only they listened to themselves and thought about it. 

For example, an 8-year-old goalkeeper bends down to block a hard shot and the ball bounces wide. She bats at the high ball 

that followed. She gets her hands on the next shot, but it’s too sharp for her to snag. An opponent scores on the rebound as 

the little keeper dives but only gets her fingertips on it. 

The keeper’s father yells at her, as she sadly pulls the ball out of the net, "You gotta hold on to it!" 

And once again I’m amazed at what children put up with on the soccer field. 

(Mike Woitaila, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyatd Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 
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Section 2: Blatter: Qatar Will Host 2022 World Cup 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 Tweet This ~’~i Share This 

Guardian 

Following the conclusion of a two-day executive committee meeting, FIFA President Sepp Blatter allayed 

any fears that Qatari World Cup organizers may have had about possibly changing the destination of the 2022 World 

Cup. "The Fifa World Cup 2022 will be played in Qatar. There you have it," Blatter said. The other big takeaway from 

the meeting was that the decision about moving the tournament to the winter in order to avoid Qatar’s searing 

summer temperatures would not be taken until after next year’s World Cup in Brazil. 

As the Guardian points out, FIFA has effectively said there is no way Qatar will be stripped of the tournament 

regardless of the outcome of FIFA investigator Michael Garcia’s ongoing corruption investigation, or continued calls 

from international groups to move the tournament due to human rights abuses in the Middle Eastern country. 

Blatter also indicated that the decision on whether to move Qatar 2022 to the winter might not be made until early 

2015, which, ironically, is when the next elections for FIFA President are set to take place. 

- Read the whole story... 

FIFA Overhauls World Cup Seeding_~yS stem 
Associated Press 

The top seeds for the 2014 World Cup will be host Brazil and the seven highest ranked teams according to FIFA’s 

October rankings, which will be published sometime in the middle of November. The current top seven international 

teams are Spain, Argentina, Germany, Italy, Colombia, Belgium and Uruguay. Brazil will be the eighth top seed. FIFA 

said the other three pots in the 32-team tournament will be determined by "geographic and sports criteria." 

Previously, FIFA weighed teams’ performance in previous World Cups as part of its seeding system, instead of 

relying solely on its rankings. 

- Read the whole story... 

Pellegrini Mulls Drol~ Hart 
ESPN FC 

Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini admitted that he could drop Joe Hart in favor of second-string goalkeeper 

Costel Pantilimon when Everton travels to the Etihad to take on City on Saturday. Hart was at fault on both Franck 



Ribery and Arjen Robben’s goals during City’s 3-1 loss against Bayern Munich in Group B of the UEFA Champions 

League on Wednesday. He has also been at fault for goals scored by Cardiff’s Frazier Campbell and Aston Villa’s 

Andreas Weimann in the Premier League. 

"1 will decide tomorrow [Saturday] if he starts. Joe knows he must improve the way he is playing," Pellegrini said. 

"Costel Pantilimon is a very good goalkeeper also. He has the right to play. He is working hard and I am absolutely 

sure, whether it is tomorrow or another game and Pantilimon plays, he will do well." 

Pellegrini added that Hart had accepted the blame for Ribery’s strike on Wednesday, adding: "Of course, he feels that 

he didn’t do very well but I think he doesn’t have any problem. He has the trust of all the team and our trust, so we 

hope he will recover from what he did last match." 

- Read the whole story... 

Garcia: Roma Will Playto Win vs. Inter 
Football Italia 

AS Roma coach Rudi Garcia insisted that his team will play attacking soccer when it travels to the San Siro on 

Saturday to face Inter Milan. The Giallorossi have not dropped any points so far this season, and are 4 points ahead 

of Walter Mazzarri’s men, who are also unbeaten. 

"I’ve always said to my players that we have to try to win all 38 matches, both home and away. I hope tomorrow’s 

match turns out to be a great game," Garcia said in his pre-game press conference. "They have the advantage of 

playing at home. But that doesn’t change anything for me." 

He added: "We’re top for the moment and this has to help the team, simply by giving them more confidence in their 

play. We know anything can happen in a match against Inter. I think we’re very well prepared on the mental side and 

we need to fight with everything: if we do that we’ll definitely get a good result." 

- Read the whole story... 

Leverkusen Hopes to Humble 
ESPN FC 

Bayer Leverkusen coach Sami Hyypia knows that his team must be at its best if it is to replicate last season’s 2-1 

win away to Bayern Munich -- the only loss suffered by the eventual champion throughout the entire 2012/-13 

Bundesliga campaign. Though the European champion is in commanding form again this season, third-place 

Leverkusen is just one point behind heading into the weekend. 

According to Hyypia, the only way to get a result against Bayern is to "perform at 100 percent in all positions," which 

he notes is not something his players did against Real Sociedad in its UEFA Champions League Group A match on 

Wednesday, needing a last-gasp goal from Jens Hegeler to secure a 2-1 win. "It won’t work if we commit the same 

mistakes we did during the second half on Wednesday," the former Liverpool defender added. 

As holding midfielder Stefan Reinartz told Kicker: "On Saturday, we can see whether we will have to look over our 

shoulder or whether we can maintain a three-horse race in the Bundesliga." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ibra to Face French Disci  Commission for Gesture 
ESPN.co.uk 



Paris Saint-Germain striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic has been called before a French league disciplinary commission 

following a gun-pointing celebration he made in the direction of the Toulouse bench after being substituted against 

the Ligue 1 club in a 2-0 win last weekend. Eurosport claims that the gesture was aimed at Toulouse defender 

Jonathan Zebina, whom Ibrahimovic had clashed with when both players were at Juventus. 

- Read the whole story... 

...R..U_S._S.!_a.;_..F..!_F._A._[.n..y....e_s..t.!.gator is Persona Non G rata 
ESPN FC 

Russia has said it will not allow Michael Garcia, FIFA’s chief investigator who is touring all countries involved in the 

most recent World Cup bidding process, into its border because he is on a "Guantanamo List" issued in a human 

rights dispute between Russia and the USA. Garcia is barred from the country for his part in prosecuting Viktor Bout, 

who is serving a 25-year prison sentence in the USA after being convicted of conspiracy to kill American citizens and 

officials by smuggling arms to the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV News: Ghana-Egypt will air on beIN Sport 

Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 !i~!i,.",.’i: Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Paul Kennedy 

BelN Sport announced it will be airing the African World Cup qualifier bet~veen Ghana and Bob Bradley’s Egypt 

Oct. 15 in Kumasi. Coverage of the first leg of the two-game playoff series will begin at 11:50 p.m. ET. 

BelN Sport will be p~st[n~q the full schedule of African World Cup qualifiers soon. 

SUPERCLASICO. Mexico’s Club America-Guadalajara game will air on Univision with coverage beginning at 5:50 p.m. ET. 

The SuperClasico has lost some of its allure in recent years as Chivas has struggled. Already 18 points separate first-place 

America and Chivas, in a three-way tie for 15th place, just two points out of last place, after 11 games in the fall season. 

But for Mexico’s complicated relegation formula that favors the big teams -- a team’s average points over three seasons is 

used to determine the one team that goes down -- Chivas owner Jorge Vergara would be facing the unthinkable: his beloved 

Goats might go down. 

CHICHARITO ON TITULARES. Telemundo anchor Andres Cantor went to Manchester to interview Mexico star Javier 

I-lernandez. The exclusive interview with Chicharito will air "Titulares Telemundo" Sunday at 11 p.m./10 p.m. CT. 

Hernandez is going through one of the toughest moments of his career as he attempts to crack United’s starting lineup while 

facing harsh criticism as one of the faces of Mexico’s struggle to qualify for the 2014 World Cup. 

EPL WEEKEND. A pair of Americans should be in action Saturday in the EPL on NBCSN. Coverage includes unbeaten 

Everton’s game at Manchester City (7:45 a.m. ET), where Tim Howard’s Toffees Iookto remain unbeaten in the 2013-14 EPL, 

and Jozy Altidore’s Sunderland, still looking for its first win, at home against Manchester United (12:30 p.m. ET). 

(Click here for Soccer on TV.) 

Soccer on TVfor Friday, Oct. 4, 2013 
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ANSON DORRANCE, thank you for renewing SPORTS ILLUSTRATED. It’s great 
to have you with us. We look forward to continuing to bring you all the excitement of 
the greatest moments in sports. Did you know that your subscription includes access 
to our Digital Edition? See below for details or click here to get started. 

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION SU~ARY: 

Account Number: 131404593 

Print Edition Status: Active 

Digital Edition Status: Inactive 

Billing Status: Paid by credit card 

Number of Issues: 56 

Price: $1.39 per issue 

Expiration Date: 1t/03/t4 

Blank: ~E 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED DIGITAL EDITION: 

The Digital Edition is included with your 
subscription and each week you’ll have access 
to exclusive bonus content. Available on 
iPhone®, iPad®, Kindle FireTM, NookTM, Google 
PlayTM, via the Next Issue® app and online at 
si.comimagpzine. 

To find out more about the SPORTS ILLUSTRATED Digital Edition, .c.’.[Lc..k...L~.rj.=’... 

SPORTS ILLUSTRATED delivered wherever, whenever, and however you want it! 

i~ i 
Manage your subscription online at our secure, convenient customer service center: 



You may also like... 

GOLF Magazine. Delivers everything you need to 
enjoy the game and improve your play. 
Get "~2 iss~e~ 

Click here. 

CONNECT WITH SPORTS ILLUSTRATED 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, October 6, 2013 

Sunday= Oct. 6, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Sunday MLS Week 32 action includes the Southern California Clasico (Los Angeles-Chivas USA) .... EPL leader 

Arsenal meets West Brom, 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daffy throughout the week.) 

NBC SPORT NETWORK 

England NORWICH CITY-CHELSEA (live) 8:30 am. 

England WEST BROM-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-WEST HAM (live) 11 am= 

BelN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-FIORENTINA (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy NAPOLI-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil BOTAFOGO-GREMIO (live) 4 pro. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-UTRECHT (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FREIBURG-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil ATLETICO MINEIRO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIViSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS LOS ANGELES-CHIVAS USA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS VANCOUVER-PORTLAND (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands VITESSE-FEYERNOORD (live) 8:25 am. 

?¢~ONDAY, October 

BelN SPORT 



France MONTPELLIER-LYON (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain SEVILLA-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pro. 

Spain GETAFE-BETIS (delay) 3 pm, 

Colieqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues oft~ring live streaming or games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Oct. 6, 2013 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Three top ten teams all fall on the same day, 
triggering a reshuffle at the top of the 
women’s Top 25. See what’s changed. 

The top spot in the men’s college rankings 
has finally found some consistency with the 
California Golden Bears continuing their 
unbeaten run to start the season. 

Z Do--,ATLANTZC  vlOVES 
A prestigious ACC program picks up a key 
addition for its 2015 recruiting class, landing 
the commitment of a Chicago Fire Academy 
standout. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Watch this video and you 
will literally be Neymar in 
five minutes and that’s not 
an exaggeration. 

This is what happens when 
misplayed corner routines 
go horribly right for golazos 
that change your life. 
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Paul Gardner: Tab Ramos: The Making of a Coach (Part 2) 

Monday, Oct. 7, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Tab Ramos: The Making of a Coach (Part 2) 
By Paul Gardner 

r~7~q 

In my previous column I reported on a conversation with Tab Ramos in Q&A form. But the longer the conversation ~ 

lasted, the clearer it became that my questions were not t~ally adding much, and were merely getting in the way 

of Ramos’ thought flow. So this time, Ramos does all the talking as he explains his methods in putting together the U.S. team 

for the 2012 U-20 World Cup, and his thoughts on coaching in general. I did, eventually, have three questions - which, along 

with Ramos’s answers, I’ve tacked on at the end. 

TAB RAMOS: In 2004 I had started a youth soccer club in Holmdel, New Jersey - NJSA 04 - so I was coaching different age 

groups from nine upward - really doing exactly what Xabier Azkargorta had told me I needed to do = work my way up and 

learn all of the basics - no shortcuts. 

Also in 2004, I began to get more and more involved with the U.S. Soccer Federation and joined their technical taskforce. I 

enjoyed the meetings - there were one or two each year, usually in Chicago. I was finding a new respect for the game by 

seeing just how many people were involved in solving developmental issues, how they’d go about it, how long it takes to get 

things done and how patient you have to be to wait for results. It wasn’t all just important coaches or U.S. Soccer Federation 

officials. There were representatives of MLS, Nike, U.S. Youth Soccer, etc. All people who could really make a difference. 

So now I’m seeing soccer from a totally different perspective. I started to think about the present and the future, what we could 

be doing to make our players better. The type of players we should be looking for. 

Right after the 2006 World Cup, the Federation called again and offered a little more responsibility, and this was a big surprise. 

They’d just decided to make a coaching change and remove Bruce Arena as the national team coach, and now they needed 

someone to send to the post-World Cup technical seminar in Germany. I jumped at the chance and traveled there with Bob 

Jenkins who was U.S. Soccer Director of Coaching at the time. 

It was an amazing experience - the World Cup coaches, all the best coaches in the world - I saw some I had met before and 

met and spoke with many I had only seen on TV. I think this was what pushed me over the threshold about becoming a coach 

- I was developing more of a love for the game. Sitting there discussing the game with the top experts in the world - everyone 

was there who was someone in soccer. FIFA, UEFA, CONMEBOL, etc, etc. I hope I have another opportunity to do this! 

I went down to Bradenton when Wilmer Cabrera asked me to lend a hand with the under-17s, and after that Thomas 

Rongen invited me to work with him and the under-20s. I learned a great deal working with both. When Rongen was let go in 

2011, with his support, I interviewed for the U-20 job - and that’s where I am now. 

I was really happy to get the appointment, I have always been extremely proud to wear the U.S. crest -- it meant I had about a 

year to create a team for the under-20 World Cup qualifying tournament in Mexico. I was already prepared - I’d put together a 

report for Jurgen [Klinsmann] on all the young players who were now moving up. I was also branching out to people like 

Hugo Perez and Thomas Dooley, as well as ex-youth national team coaches, present Academy coaches, scouts overseas, 

etc., to get the names of players I hadn’t seen, to find out where they were playing. Hugo has a great eye for talent - 

something that doesn’t come easily for everyone. He’s the one who recommended Benji Joya and Danny Cuevas, two 

important members of the team who had not been with our programs before. 

On the coaching side I brought in Brian Bliss[Editor’s note: Bliss is cun~ently the interim head coach of the Columbus Crew] 

as assistant, a right hand man - he’s extremely knowledgeable about the game and about players. He had a lot to do with the 

selection of players, the way we played and the overall success of the team. 

We went looking for players who are comfortable with the ball. Players who always want the ball, even with a man on their 

back, players who are not going to shy away when there’s a lot of pressure, players who can turn in traffic and create space, 

that’s not something that’s easy to find. 

I wanted to play a possession-type game - a lot of movement, a very active and happy type game, with the players enjoying 

playing, moving all around the field and willing to play at a high intensity. It’s not hard to find skillful guys in this country, but 

we wanted skillful guys willing to do the work requi~d to recover the ball immediately. That’s not so easy -- there are skillful 

players playing in parks all over the country, but most have never been taught to work to recover the ball, and I think by the 

time they’re 18 or 19, it’s too late to learn that. 

We were looking for a game where we’re building from the back - not willing to give the ball away, if possible playing in the 

opposing team’s side of the field, taking risks there to recover the ball, so that all the mistakes, ours and theirs, happen in 



their half. 

For me, that style, that way of seeing the game, comes from a combination of things. From Barcelona, for instance - that’s 

Barcelona from about 25 years ago, when Johan Cruyff was the coach. I was in Spain then, with UE Figueres - only about 

an hour north of Barcelona. Barcelona was a wonderful team, with so many good players, with such great timing of runs and 

passes. And with Michael Laudrup. It was, at times, so perfectly synchronized and for me, that was the first team that I 

found a joy to watch. 

For the U-20s we were selecting all the best players, not so much for specific positions. I’d rather have a good player in an 

unfamiliar position than an ordinary player playing a familiar role. 

All the time we’re looking for those players who can receive the ball in crowded areas and not panic. It worked out pretty well. 

Center back is the position where you can’t be as flexible. You need at least one player who is tall and good in the air - so as 

much as we wanted to pick players who were all comfortable with the ball, and who could turn with it, you need different types 

of quality in a center back, I don’t think there’s a way around that. 

We had four center backs. One was a regular center back, the other three we converted from midfielders. Shane O’Neill was 

a central midfielder with good feet, not exactly what we wanted in our midfield as we had other players ahead there. He 

became an aggressive center back, good in the air - and with very good feel He was excellent in that positiom Caleb Stanko 

was a similar case. 

We made another switch with Dillon Serna who came as a left midfielder, but did a great job for us as a right fullback in 

qualifiers. Just an all-around good player. 

We were very happy with the midfield - we missed a bit when we lost Marc Pelosi to injury. But Will Trapp did a very good 

job - he always wants the ball - has gr~at feel His role was defensive mid - but that doesn’t mean he can’t go forward. Luis 

Gil was the more attacking mid, with Benji Joya as a two-way player. There was no reason for us to think, at any time, that 

we couldn’t play a ball to any of those guys. 

W~th young players = they normally don’t tend to play the ball to players who are marked. We spent a year preaching that it 

was a must = at every single camp, we had to play into crowded areas. OK - against Ghana in the World Cup, a ball was 

played into Danny Garcia in the middle and he turned and lost it and they scored. You risk that. Danny will make a good 

control 99 times out of a 100. I would want that same ball played to him every time. 

They’re young players - this is the time to make mistakes, more than any other time - even if it is a big game. 

I’ll summarize how we wanted to play: through midfield, with speed. Not hitting the ball over the top. A possession game. 

I wanted good players. I like to have players who want the ball. We selected good players and I’m not at all dissatisfied. We 

were a very good team. 

PAUL GARDNER: The accusation will be - has been - made that you were favoring Latino players. Were you? 

TAB RAMOS: I would object to that - I like a possession-type style - whatever people want to call it. My first influence was a 

Barcelona team ... with a Dutch coach. 

Let me give you some names - Landon Donovan, Clint Dempsey, Clint Mathis, Mix Diskerud. None of them Latino. But I 

could fill a team with those type of players - non-Latino players -- with their skills. 

[ really like the African players’ r~lationship with the ball, their balance and how naturally they position their bodies so that they 

always protect the ball, it’s so easy, almost as if they are using their hands, it’s beautiful. 

In this country we have enough talent. When I took over the U-20s, it seemed to be the feeling that this was a weak age group 

- not one with a lot of talent. By the end we were a very good team with a lot of talent. 

There is a strong group coming up - many of the players are with MLS teams = and a lot of them don’t have Hispanic names. 

One time there will be a team with many Latinos - next time, fewer. Its about skill and comfort with the ball. 

For myself and my staff - I know we would have selected the same team had we not known the names -- if we’d had numbers 

only. The same team. 

PAUL GARDNER: Is it not a fact that the colleges have shown little interest in furthering the interests of Latino 

soccer? That there are very few Latino coaches in college soccer? Or in MLS for that matter? 

TAB RAMOS: College now is not as important - we know that most of the best players don’t go to college - it’s a secondary 

option. 

If they go, they stay one ortwo years only 

Maybe it still makes sense for a goalkeeper. 

Twenty games a year are just not enough. Plus, the free substitution rule makes it a different game. 



PAUL GARDNER: in your experience of the U.S. coaching scene, is there ever any discussion of a technique gap 

between Latino and non-Latino players? 

TAB RAMOS: No, never really discussed that specifically. But in general terms we always discuss how we can get to all the 

best players no matter where they play or what their background is. We are working non-stop. There are good players all over 

the country, from New Jersey to Oregon and back to Florida but we are all well aware that most of the best soccer is played in 

California and Texas and many of those teams are filled with Hispanic players. 

W~th this U-20 team, we raised eyebrows this year, even in the midst of losing some games. We raised awareness and made 

people think. In the end, thinking about solutions is what coaching is about. 

(Read Part 1 of "Tab Ramos: the Making of a Coach, HERE.) 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, October 8, 2013 

Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 33 action starts on Wednesday .... Qualifying for the 2014 World Cup continues on Friday, when the 

USA, which has already clinched a spot, hosts Jamaica and desperate Mexico hosts Panama. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daffy throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, October ,~ 

No live games 

WEDNESDAY, Octobe~ ~ 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-VANCOUVER (live) 10 

MLS SAN JOS E-COLORADO (live) 10:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, October ~ 0 

FOX DEPORTES 

International Friendly CRUZ AZUL-MONTERREY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, Octobe~ 

ESPN 

Concacaf WCQ USA=JAMAICA (live) 8 pm= 

ESPN2 

UEFA WCQ GERMANY-IRELAND (live) 2:25 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA WCQ ENGLAND-MONTENEGRO (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Conmebol WCQ ECUADOR-URUGUAY (live) 5 pm, 

Conrnebol WCQ ARGENTINA-PERU (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Concacaf WCQ HONDURAS-COSTA RICA (live) 5 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ ARGENTINA-PERU (live) 7 pro. 

BelN PLAY 

Conmebol WCQ COLOMBIA-CHILE (live) 5 pro. 

Conmebol WCQ VENEZUELA-PARAGUAY (live) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ CROATIA-BELGIUM (live) 11:55 am. 
UEFA WCQ SPAIN-BELARUS (live) 3:55 pm. 

ESPN NEWS 

Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 9:15 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ ENGLAND-MONTENEGRO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Concacaf WCQ USA=JAMAICA (live) 6 pm. 



Concacaf WCQ MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 9:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

international Friendly FRANCE-AUSTRALIA (live) 2:50 pm= 

Concacaf WGQ MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 9:15 pro. 

GALAVlSION 

UEFA WCQ GERMANY-IRELAND (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ ARMENIA-BULGARIA (live) 10:55 am. 

UEFA WGQ LITHUANIA-LATVIA (live) 11:25 am. 

UEFA WCQ MOLDOVA-SAN MARINO (live) 11:55 am. 

UEFA WCQ AZERBAIJAN-NORTHERN IRELAND (live) 11:55 am. 

UEFA WGQ CROATIA-BELGIUM (live) 11:55 am. 
UEFA WCQ MALTA-CZECH REPUBLIC (live) 1:25 pm. 

UEFA WGQ BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA-LIECHTENSTEIN (live) 1:25 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ALBANIA-SWFrZERLAND (live) 2:25 pm. 

UEFA WCQ NETHERLANDS-HUNGARY (live) 2:25 pm. 

UEFA WGQ GREECE-SLOVAKIA (live) 2:25 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ESTONIA-TURKEY (live) 2:25 pm. 

UEFA WGQ LUXEMBOURG-RUSSIA (live) 2:25 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ANDORRA-ROMANIA (live) 2:25 pm. 

UEFA WCQ GERMANY-IRELAND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SLOVENIA-NORWAY (live) 2:40 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ICELAND-CYPRUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

UEFA WGQ PORTUGAL-ISRAEL (live) 2:40 pm= 

UEFA WCQ SPAIN-BELARUS (live) 3:55 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ USA-JAMAICA (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

CAF WCQ BURKINA FASO-ALGERIA (live) 11 am. 

CAF WCQ IVORY COAST-SENEGAL (live) 1 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil FLUMINESE-GREMIO (live) 3:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-NEW ENGLAND (live) 2:30 pm. 

MLS DC UNITED-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-CHICAGO (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN 

MLS PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

CAF WCQ ETHIOPIA-NIGERIA (live) 9 am. 
CAF WCQ TUNISIA-CAMEROON (live) 1 pm. 

GOLTV 

Argentina NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

~ONDAY, Octobe~ J4 

TBA 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues oft~ring live .streaming of .games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Oct. 8, 2013 
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Section 1: U.S. the Jamaica has only slim hopes of qualifying 

Tuesday, OcL 8, 2013 

Reggae Boyz nurse only slim hopes of qualifying 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] Jamaica’s Hexagonal campaign began 

brightly when it tied Mexico~ 0-0, at Azteca Stadium in February, 
began arriving in suburban Overland Park Monday to set up camp 

for Friday’s qualifier against the United States at Kansas City’s 
Sporting Park. They have a new coach, German Winfried Schaefer, 

since they faced the USA in June and many new faces, including 

the Colorado Rapids’ Roolde of the Year candidate, Deshorn Brown, 
who earned his first caU-up of the Hexagonal, and nurse only slim 

hopes of qualifying for the World Cup .... Read the whole story 

Dely Valdes gets in his jabs at Mexico’s precarious situation 

by Paul Kennedy 

[HEXAGOHAL COUNTDOWN] Panama has already beaten Mexico 

twice this year and will look to make it three in a row when the 

Canaleros face El Tri Friday in World Cup 2014 qualifying at Azteca 
Stadium. Panama coach Julio Dely Valdes isn’t afraid to point out 

how desperate El Tri’s situation is, saying its inclusion of three 

naturalized ArgenUnes shows how bad things have gotten for 
Mexico, which has one win in eight Hexagonal matches .... Read 
the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"The good news here is the national team manager 

is no longer defined by ability to qualify the team 
because, that simply isn’t acceptable. The logic to 

bringing in Jurgen Klinsmann is if you actually want 

to win a World Cup, doesn’t it make sense to bring 
in someone who has? Ho disrespect to Bob Bradley 
or Bruce Arena, they’re college coaches. They’re 

not international brains. Their experience is from 

the sidelines. They’ve never been in a game like 

that. For me that’s not good enough, fm happy we 

have someone who’s been there, done that and can 
help our team get better." 

-- Former national team star and Fox Sports pundit 

Eric W~Jnalda on U.S national team coaches. 
(thebiglead.com) 



Seven MLS players called in for Honduras-Coste Rica 

by Soccer America 

[HEXAGONAL COUNTDOWN] Honduras witt host Costa Rica Friday in 
San Pedro Suta with a chance of ctinching its second straight berth 

in the Wortd Cup finats. The Catrachos have catted in five MLS 

prayers, white the Ticos catted up two....Read the whore story 

Brooks and Hagen lead Frauen-Bundesliga co-leader Bayern 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Amber Brooks scored two goats and Sarah 
Hagen added a third as Bayern Munich beat Ctoppenburg, 5-0~ to 

remain tied for first ptace with Turbine Potsdam in Germany’s 

Frauen-Bundestiga. Lindsey Horan scored for Paris St. Germain in 

France, white the title hopes of Americans Ashtyn Harris, 

Krieger and Christen Press with Tyreso in Sweden faded .... Read 
the whore story 

Donovan and Camilo head MLS Goal of the Week nominees 
by Mike Woitalla 

]VIDEO PICK: Gotazos] Landon Donovan’s lob for a record-tying 134th 

MLS goat and Cami[o’s powerfut flying voNey head MLS Week 32’s 
candidates for AT&T Goat of the Week....Read the whore story 

1, Klinsmann: This is serious business’ 

2. Amazing acrobatic goal by high-schooler 

3o Two World Cup roster spots up for grabs at 
the moment 

4, Rapids pound Sounders; late goals change 
playoff picture 

~, U.S. under-18 men’s national team roster 
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College Soccer Retx~rter: Soccer America Top 25 rankmgs 

Tuesday, OcL 8, 2013 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RAIIKINGS] California and Notre Dame remained No. 1 and 
No. 2 in the Soccer America Men’s Top 25 for the second week in 

a row. Washington, which tied Cat, 1-1, on Sunday, moved up one 
spot to No. 3, while Georgetown and UCLA complete the top five. 

For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read the who~e story 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKINGS] Unbeaten and untied Virginia remained the 11o. 
1 team in the Soccer America Women’s Top 25 rankings, but the 
rest of the top five flip-flopped as UCLA and Florida State moved up 
to No. 2 and No. 3 and Stanford and Notre Dame fell to No. 4 and 
No. 5. For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read the whole sto~" 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 
[20~ 3 SCNEDU LE] A pair of Top 25 men’s games are 
on tap for Tuesday night as No. 2 Notre Dame hosts 
No. 7 Maryland and No. 9 North Carolina welcomes 
No. 17 Clemson in ACC ...... More 

1, Klin~mann: Thi~ is ~erious bu~iness’ 



Ku~eld stymies No. 2 Bruins 

by Soccer America 

[UCLA-WASHIHGTOH: Women] Ho. 2 UCLA had to settle for a 0-0 tie 
with Washington in a Pac-12 match on Monday evening at Drake 

Stadium. The Bruins outshot UW, 24-4, and totaled 13 shots in the 

two overtime periods but were stymied by Husky goalkeeper 
Megan Kufeld, who made eight saves. Their best chance came with 

32 seconds remaining in the first overtime period when Sam Mewis’ 
header hit the crossbar .... Read the whole story 

Wake star B|edsoe seeks answers to causes of osteoporosis 

Wake Forest AU-AmeHcan keeper Aubrey Biedsoe is workin~ w~th 

Wake Forest health and exercise sdence professor Peter Brubaker 

to study bone health in athletes. Bledsoe and her twin sister were 

diagnosed w~th juvenile osteoporosis -- porous or brittle bones -- 

when they were 13 years old. "Bein~ a soccer ~oa[keeperi’ Biedsoe 
says, "I was brea~n~ almost eve~ fin~er." She is now workin~ with 

Brubaker to fi~ure out [on~-distance runners~ particularly women~ 

are more likely than athletes in other spots to develop 

osteoporosis later in [fie. A team of researchers began conductin~ 
prelimina~ tests over the summer....Read the whole story 

2, Amazing acrobatic gea[ by high-schooler 

3. Two World Cup roster spots up for grabs at 
the moment 

4o Rapids pound Sounders; late goals change 
p|ayoff picture 

5, U.So under-18 men’s national team roster 
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Tuesday, October 8, 2013 4:10 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Is Your Intbrmation Up to Date? 

Anson, 
Membership ID: 000477 

Thank you for your membership with the World’s Largest Soccer Coaches Organization through your 
college services registration. To ensure you receive all of your benefits, including Soccer Journal 
delivered straight to your door, please Iogin into your myNSCAA account and make sure your personal 
information is up to date. To edit, click the edit profile link. 

By default, your User ID and Password are both your Membership ID. 

NOTE: This Membership ID may have been changed since you signed up due to duplicate accounts. 
Please use this ID going forward. 

To view your full benefits, click here. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

600 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

g_E~JJ. I ":,~2_e_j_o__s_j!_e_ I ~_~,_q__E__%~__t__r_t_e_~_E 

[ 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clickin9 the link below, you will no longer receive impoRant details regardin9 your membership) 

~:i Informz for iMIS 
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Originally sent 10/3/13: The Failure of Leadership aJ~d the Betrayal of Democra’dc Principles 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 847: Sept, 27 - OcL 3, 20~t3 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio comme..",~a[o~ and the 
fern:dot asd presidept of ti:e so:!#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics a~d CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yea may ~i-::o set~d feedback 

Nici:ael st michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Memo From Michael: How Are We Going to Get Out of This 
Mess? 
~ am fi~:ding myself ,o~t of pmde.."..ce, I t~a’,~e iiste.."..ed to mostiy 
sincere ([o the point of self-..’i~:~hteous) poli~i.::im~s m",d p,:~rtisa~ 
p~:!dits excoriate tt~e peo#le they di-:,a!)!ee with .... Read more. 

Michael .losephson Will Be Keynote Speaker at National 
Forum on Character Education 
There’s stiti time to registe: for this evept, which t~kes place 

Oct. 24-27 M WashMgton, DC, Read more, 

Preliminary Results of Our Educators" Survey 
(Updated :t0/3/13) Neai°ly 2,500 educators tiave already take..".. 

ore" survey eli the state of educatio.."., i~ America. (If yo~ ~ave~’t 
a~ready~ p~ease take the survey here.) Here are some ef the 
eaHy fk~dmgs ,,, Read the memo here, 

~’~} Get th .... kly ...... letterJ 

[ i~.;. Get the podcast in iT .... 

j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Check ou~ Michael’s 

Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of issightful 

and mo.tiva.do.."..al (and 
printable!) quo~es. 

The Peculiar Concept of 
"Ethics Laws" 
Cy~ c a.m about the eUiica of      ~] 

all-time i:igt~, coptim~atly fueled 
by .."..evv stories of outrigi:t 
corrupUo..", or bad judgment, At 
every ievei ef .aever.qmept 
there are po~Udans who can’t 

seem to recognize or res~s~ 
conflicts o~: ~terest, 
h~appropdate g~fi’s, ~m#reper 
use of the power ,,. 

Listen or read more 

.oral Courage -The Engine    ~ 

roy !~’~o.~e quote ~?ostera~ 

go 

WhatWillMatter.com and 
dick o..", ima~:~es like tMs 

Find 

i--telp keep [~iis newsle[ter 
free -- 

make a tax-deductible 
donation, 

N:: What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 
$100 or 

I more and 

I Xll Character educati .... terials ] 

Proceeds from ti:e sate of 
.."4ichaei’s books and Cbs 
a~..’p#o~’t (:i:a!’acte: educatiot~ 

in sdsoois, Shop here >> 

Request a catalog >> 

Character Educator Blog, 
Rece~t~y posted: 

Attend the National Forum on 
Character Education 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character education materials 

E~:~ucators; ~ook ~ 
~ork,s~ol:~ on Building a 
Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Learli ilow to create 

enwronme..",~ where bu~yh~g 
sm’~pJy ~ot to~e~ated, Develop 
a (:a~tu~e of kisd~ess at your 
school Learn more >> 



of Integrity 
ML’.!sos McLaugMi~: teils 
"People are made of fl~sh 

b~ood ~d a mh~de fiber ca~ed 

ac~s of bravery where 
hm’m ~s risked to protec: others 

courage th~ vdss medals 
a~d ,,. 
Listen or read more 

The Failure of Leadership 
and the Betrayal of 
Democratic Principles 

more sad chapter in 
deterioration ef our democratic 
principies, we me e×pe~iencing 

the ~:ossequences of fai~ed 
~esdel’sh~p ac~oss the 

hr~portast, but whe~ one 
vested w~th the 
and ae~ho~’~ty to manage 
alTa~’s, ~t ~s no~ enough 

Read more 

Honey Is the Icing, Not the 
Cake 
Despi.Se the advice 

~’reachers and ~hiioso~hers 
wa~ning us of {he ahodcemings 
of money~ ~t’s ha~’d to argue 
wdth Gertrude S~e~n’s 

asd ]~ve bees poo~’~ Rk:h 
better," A~hough money 
better at redudng saffed~g 
caused by pove~ly and 
re~evh~9 asx~ety caused by 
debt thus ~t ~s at mak~lsg us 
happy~ 4 c~n buy 
Listen or read more 

Give and Receive as if It’s 
the Thouqht That Counts 

wanderer discovered a spring 
of cooi, crystat~clem" water. 
~asted so good, he l:~ed a 
~eathe~ conta~se~~ v,4t~ 
predous UquM so he couP8 bring 

to the k~ng, who drank ~t vv~th 
g~eat p~easure and 
~hm~ked the ,,. 
Listen or read more 

~,-~:~-~e commen~s on W~e 
Don’t Need Anti-Bullying 
Programs: "The pi°obiem 
~S no~ on~y bullying 

(which ~s dewstat~n£L 
The oven~rcMng p~’ob~em 
~s c~ue~ty s~d d~s~espect 
o[ a~ k~nds, We need 

while promot~sg a 
of k~ndness and 
respect,., ," 

5iddh~w-th 
comments on QUOTE: If 
you want to be happy, 
learn to be alone without 
being lonely ...: 
"Language,_ haa created 
the won~ ]one~k~ess’ to 
express the pa~n 
~ene, And ~t h~s c~ea~ed 
the ~o~x~ *so~tude’ to 
express the g~ory of 

quote Parentinq Modern 
Kids in a Modern World: 
"Life is wosde:fut a~:d so 
are ou: future ieaders if 
we take time to listen to 

them. "t’akim:~ ~im..e te 
iisten also mea:~s 
compro.qdse and respect, 

We are whom they 

Do. you L, ave *,houg,6~’s or 
que::,t’J,,:~ns about ~ny of 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equi# educators 
and you.th-.service k’,-aders 
be effective charac.ter 
educators, Upcoming 

~ Nov. 4-6, Chicago, TL 
~o Nov. 12-14 Los Angeles, 
CA >> 
~ Dec. 3-5, Tucson, AZ 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

Our webi..",m’s m"e a 
(:op\,enient, affo!dabte way 
to k:-aI°n valuable cha~acter,- 
deveiop~-:ent ~echniques, 

Learn more see schedule 

V~s~t our Sportsmanship 

Blog, 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 
Josephson 

Looking# fo~" a S#eaker or C~>ns~lta~~t? Book Michael Josephson, 

~qichaet 3osephson motivates audiences f~em ti:e govei°nment, business, 

journaiism, taw, education, spo~ts, policing, and the iv:iiital’y witi: his unique 

de very, e :gag ig prese itat o is, and pe~sonai atte.."..tien .to yel. r organization’s 

needs, Celt 800--2:t ~,~,2620 o.." learn more, 

Youl" donat~olls enable us to offe~ services a~d resources Hke th~s newsletter, Donate >> 

Preven~ this newsiet~er frem landing m yeur junk folde¢’ by adding commentary@iiethics.org ~o 
yore" add~’ess book o.~ app!’oved sesde.~ list 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los AtX~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i 3 Josephson Institute, "CHARACT}.:!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephson t.~s~itute. 

Manage newsletter subscriptions i Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Section 1 : Dempsey set for possible Sounders’ action 

Wednesday, Oct. 9, 2013 

Dempsey set for possible Sounders’ action 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Clint Dempsey wasn’t called up to the U.S. 

national team for the final two games of World Cup qualifying, but 

he is set to make his return to the Seattle Sounders as soon as 
Wednesday night. Seattle coach Sigi Schmid told Seattle reporters 

on Tuesday that Dempsey, who has been sidelined since Sept. 13 

with a hamstring strain, would be in the Sounders’ game-day squad 
for Wednesday’s Cascadia Cup match against Vancouver....Read 

the whole story 

Four teams can clinch on Wednesday night 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS PREVIEW: Week 32] Just 19 days remain in the 2013 MLS 

regular season, but only the Hew York Red Bulls have clinched a 

playoff berth. That could change Wednesday when as many as four 

teams (Sporting Kansas City in the Eastern Conference and the 
Seattle Sounders, Real Salt Lake and Colorado Rapids in the 

Western Conference) could clinch berths. The most unusual 
scenario would send Seattle and RSL into the playoffs with a 

Colorado win or tie at San Jose but it might not necessarily be 
enough for the Rapids to clinch Wednesday night .... Read the 
whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"He drove me mad in training. Technically, he was 

outstanding but he always seemed to be playing 

with his hair. It was never right. He’d be flicking the 
fringe or wiping it out of his eyes and I would be 

going quietly mad, just watching. ’Gareth, leave 

your barnet alone! Gareth! Stop touching your 

hai r!’" 

-- Harry Redknapp on coaching Gareth Bale at 

Tottenham, from an excerpt of Redknapp’s 
autobiography, in which he also complains that Bale 

"was always getting a little knock in training, too. 

He’d go down then limp off and I always thought 

the physios made too much fuss of him. (Daily Mail) 



Orozco replaces Gonzalez at training camp 

by Seccer America 

[USA MEH] Puebla defender Michael Orozco was named as the 
replacement for LA Galaxy defender Omar Gonzalez on the U.S. 

national team preparing for Friday’s World Cup 2014 qualifier against 

Jamaica in Kansas City, Kan. Gonzalez left Sunday’s Galaxy game 
against Chivas USA at halftime with what was diagnosed as a left hip 

strain....Read the whole story 

Seitz set to whistle last game 

by Seccer America 

[REFEREES] U.S. Soccer referee Karl Seitz, who has worked at the 
last four Women’s World Cups and last three Olympic Games, has 

announced her retirement. Her farewell match will take place on 

Oct. 20 when she referees the USA-Australia women’s match at the 
Alamodome in San Antonio (TV: HBC, 1:30 p.m. ET). Seitz, the only 
referee, man or woman, to officiate in four senior World Cup 

tournaments, officiated matches in all three women’s leagues 

(WUSA, WPS and HPSL) as well as in MLS. Seitz, 42, started as a 
youth referee at the age of ...... Read the whole story 

U.S. women will close out year against Brazil in Orlando 

by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The U.S. women’s national team will close out its 2013 
season with a match against Brazil Hov. 10 at the Florida Citrus 

Bowl in Orlando (TV: HBC, 3:30 p.m. ET)....Read the whole story 

The Neymar-Messi Show, so far 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Happy Feet] How’s it going at Barcelona since it added 

Heymar to its array of superstars last summer? Partnering the 
young Brazilian with four-time World Player of the Year Lionel 
Messi is going quite well indeed -- and is massively entertaining -- as 

this ~/ideo montage attests....Read the whole story 

I o Soccer America Men’s Top 25 

~o Soccer America Women’s Top 25 

3, Reggae Boyz nurse only slim hopes of 
qualifying 

4, Tab Ramos: The Making of" a Coach (Part 

5, Dely Valdes gets in his jabs at Mexico’s 
precarious situation 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CHARACTER COUNTS <charactercounts@jiethics.org~ 

Friday, October 11, 2013 11:37 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

CC! Week begins Oct. 20! All free resources are now ouline. 

AU four installments of free resources are now oniine. 

A~d the big week begins in iess thsls tv,/e weeksl 

Register new for yew flee resources to c,~.~=)=‘s,~ CH .R~C= ~?R .&.,U,q =., Week 2013 ~f 

you’ve a~resdy ~eg~ste~ed, go8 o~y ~eed to ~;~;k here and type ye~r ema~ a~d password 

}-isve~.’t registered yet’? i~:~i~e s r~’,er~’,erst ,,",,.’,w (~ealiy, that’s atl it wili take), 

Newiy posted reseu!ces i~,clude: 

i.e.sso~: 

secolsdary leveis 

idess for 

C~4ARACTER COU N ~"8~ 

"Let C~a~acter Be You~ Guide" poste~ 

(yes, fl~at’s 

Keep yo~r comm~tmelst to ch~racter 

a~ve 52 weeks a year~ 

l]esitate to cali u.s ,st 800.-711-2S70 if you l]sw-., s~r~y questio!~s el would like to st:a~e 

about your CCI Week activitie,s. 
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Section 1 : Zusi a~d Jozy save the day for USA; Jimenez chilena rescues Mexico 

5atuFday, Oct. 12, 2013 

Zusi and Jozy save the day for USA 
by Mike Woitalla 

[HEXAGONAL: Matchday 9] Aron Johannsson, the U.S. newcomer 
from Iceland, disappointed. Veteran Landon Donovan got benched 

at halftime. But after more than an hour of lackluster play by the 
Americans, late goals by Graham Zusi and Jozy AItidore gave the 

USA a 2-0 win over Jamaica that ended the Reggae Boyz’s chances 

of reaching the 2014 World Cup and clinched first-place in the 

Hexagonal for the USA with one game to go....Read the whole 
sto~y 

Jirnenez chilena rescues Mexico for now 
by Paul Kennedy 

What They’re Saying 

"We agonized over selecting Andros Townsend. We 

argued back and forth and had a lot of time to 

think about it, ... But we envisaged something and it 
came off. We thought Andros’s pace against a 

packed defense wou[d open doors." 

-- England coach Roy Hodgson on giving a surprise 
debut to 22-year-old Tottenham winger Andros 

Townsend against Montenegro in Friday’s World Cup 

qualifying dash. Townsend set up Wayne Rooney’s 
opening goal and ecored England’s third in its 4-1 

win. (Guardian) 



[HEXAGOHAL: Matchday 9] Four minutes after Mexico conceded a 

tying goal that threatened to leave it without a win at Azteca 

Stadium in the Hexagonal and on the brink of collapse, sub Raul 
Jimenez scored on a spectacular bicycle kick to give El Td a 2-1 

win over Panama that moved it closer to at least qualifying for next 

month’s intercontinental playoffs. Honduras remained in third 

place with a 1-0 win over Costa Rica on a goal by the Hew England 
Revolution’s Jerry Bengtson .... Read the whole story 

Belgium, Germany, Switzerland and Colombia book tickets 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 QUALIFYIHG: Friday] Belgium, Germany and 
Switzerland all clinched European berths in the World Cup 2014 

finals with wins on Friday. Colombia came back from 3-0 down at 

the half to tie Chile, 3-3, in 8arranquilla and become the 14th team 
to book a ticket in the finals .... Read the whole story 

Sporting KC and Seattle get second chance to clinch 

by Soccer America 

[MLS PREVIEW: Week 32] Four MLS teams had a chance to clinch 
playoff berths on Wednesday night. Hone did. Sporting Kansas City 
and the Seattle Sounders will get a second chance to clinch over 

the weekend~ but MLS could move into the final two weeks of the 
season with only one team -- the Hew York Red BuRs -- assured of 
a playoff berth....Read the whole story 

Cosmos look for revenge for lone defeat 

by Soccer America 

[NASL PREVIEW: Week 11] The New York Cosmos, riding a seven- 
game unbeaten streak since suffering their only toss of the season, 

3-0, at Carolina on Aug. 17, took to avenge that loss when they host 

the RailHawks on Saturday. A win will put the Cosmos within 
striking distance of winning the fall title and qualifying for Soccer 

Bowl 2013 in Atlanta against the Silverbacks on Hov. 9....Read the 

whole story 

U.S. World Cup players Vermes and Moore inducted 

by Soccer America 

[HATIOHAL SOCCER HALL OF FAME] Former World Cup players Peter 

Vermes and Joe-Max Moore were inducted into the National 
Soccer Hall of Fame in ceremonies at Kansas City’s Sporting Park 

before the USA-Jamaica game....Read the whole story 

Need a new goalkeeper drill? 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Fifteen field players vs. three 

goalkeepers at a Spain U-21 national team practice provides some 

impressive displays of skill and saving....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It definitely wasn’t my best half. I certainly didn’t 

play well. But I didn’t think I was the worst player 

on the field." 

-- Landon Donovan on being yanked by Coach 

Jurgen K[insmann at hatftime of the USA’s 2-0 win 

over Jamaica. Klinsmann said: "We thought Landon 
had problems getting into the game. It was a simple 

performance-based decision." (MLSSoccer.com) 

7o USA missing key parts as World Cup tune- 
ups begin 

2o Mexico faces the unthinkable, Honduras 
eyes clincher 

3, Soccer on TV News: Eleven networks will 
air Friday qualifiers 

4, Oh My, What a miss! 

5, Colombia or Chile will clinch Friday 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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Paul Gardner: New FA Chairman, same old stuck-in mentality 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

New FA Chairman, same old stuck-in mentality 
By Paul Gardner 

LONDON -- A couple of days after writing my previous column -- in which I expressed strong dislike of British 

attitudes to the nature of soccer and how it should be played -- I went along to the "Leaders in Football" 

conference at Chelsea’s Stamford Bridge stadium. 

Here "the world’s most important football leaders" were gathered, though the schedule of events certainly had the air of a 

world dominated by Brits and the English Premier League. So be it -- that was a bias that afforded another glimpse of the Brit 

soccer mentality. 

Not encouraging. Right from the start, from almost the very first words of Greg Dyke’s opening address, we got the usual 

crudities. Dyke is the newly appointed Chairman of the English Football Association. Certainly a world football leader, though 

his main experience has been in journalism, with governorship of the BBC (from 2000 to 2004) as his crowning achievement. 

He has had some soccer experience as a non-executive director with both Brentford and Manchester United. 

But Dyke was evidently keen to impress the assembled attendees that he knew a thing or two about soccer. He chose to do it 

in a way that was so typically English that it was appalling in its naivete. Oh yes, said Dyke, I used to come to games here 

many years ago -- I remember seeing George Best sent off in a game, "after he’d been kicked all over the park by Chopper 

Harris ..." 

Eh? Best, one of the most skillful British players of all time, gets a mention -- but only because he was repeatedly kicked by 

the infamous Chopper Harris. Dyke continued in the same vein. He had also seen Manchester United’s "Nicky Butt sent off for 

chinning [Chelsea’s] Dennis Wise who had grabbed him by the testicles when the referee wasn’t watching." 

Those were the incidents that Dyke considered worth mentioning. Two cases in which the victim of violent play was ejected. 

Who needs skill when it can be wiped out by Chopper’s thuggery or Wise’s knavery? 

If you’re thinking I exaggerate in drawing attention to Dyke’s emphasis on physicality, consider this: one of the rooms in which 

the Conference took place was named The Harris Suite, a tribute to the lovely Chopper. 

You could, I suppose, dismiss Dyke’s memorable moments as merely one man’s distorted view of English soccer. But that 

won’t do. Not only is Dyke now one of the most important men in the English game, but he has just announced the formation 

of an FA Commission whose task will be to make recommendations about the best way to develop young English talent. 

Announcing some of the members of the Commission, Dyke began with "There’s myself, obviously " Maybe it shouldn’t be 

so obvious that a man with Dyke’s grotesquely selective memories of English soccer should be influential in its future. 



Dyke’s rustic views could be dismissed as those of an old-timer. The new generation will think differently. Really? Try this: "We 

are English and we tackle hard, and we are tough on the pitch and are hard to beat. We have great characters. You think of 

Spain and you think technical, but you think of England and you think they are brave and they tackle hard. We have to 

remember that." 

It’s all there. From the chest-thumping machismo to the snide dismissal of Spain and all that technical stuff. But this is not an 
elderly veteran speaking. This is Arsenal’s Jack Wilshere, at 21 years of age, one of England’s future stars. 

It’s worth pondering where Wilshere’s deeply traditionalist views come from. Because Wilshere has had what surely ought to 

have been the ideal background for quashing those attitudes and replacing them with something more enlightened. 

At age 9 Wilshere joined the Arsenal academy. Meaning that he has spent -- so far -- 12 years under the influence of Arsene 

Wenger. Most of Wilshere’s vital formative years have been spent with Wenger as his mentor. 

That’s Wenger as in Wenger the Premier League’s most ardent proponent of the Beautiful Game. The man who has resolutely 

defied repeated attacks on his style as not being "hard" enough and has stuck to his conviction that Arsenal must play skillful 

soccer -- that is, soccer with a great deal of that Spanish commodity, technique. 

What has gone wrong here? Is Wenger not the master teacher that he has always appeared to be? Has Wilshere not been 

listening for 12 years? Neither, I’d say. What we have here is something that exposes, yet again, just how deeply rooted is the 

English preference for the physical game. 

Wilshere is predominantly a skillful player. You can see why Wenger would like him. But Wilshere evidently feels the atavistic 

rumblings of the get-stuck-in culture and evidently feels he can obey its call while still being faithful to the Wenger formula. 

It’s a nice idea -- but one that has never yet been known to work in practice. If there has to be a battle between skill on one 

side and muscularity on the other, I think the verdict came in long ago. Skill, technique -- the truly difficult part of the game, the 

truly soccer part of the game -- must come first. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk bloq. 

See what others are say!ng on the SoccerTalk blog_ 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, October 14, 2013 

Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

World Cup qualifying action on Tuesday includes the playoff clash between Bob Bradley-coached Egypt and 

Ghana.... Already qualified USA plays at Panama while Mexico’s hopes are on the line in Costa Rica .... England 

hosts Poland. 

~Afl times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

?~ONOAY, October 

No live games 

TUESDAY, October 15 

BelN SPORT 

CAF WCQ GHANA-EGYPT (live) noon. 

Friendly BRAZIL-ZAMBIA (delay) 2 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ URUGUAY-ARGENTINA (live) 7:20 pm. 

Concacaf WGQ PANAMA-USA (live) 9:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

CAF WCQ GHANA-EGYPT (live) noon. 
Friendly BRAZIL-ZAMBIA (delay) 2 pro. 

Conmebol WGQ CHILE-ECUADOR (live) 7:20 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ JAMAICA-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Friendly BRAZIL-ZAMBIA (live) 7:30 am. 

CAF WCQ GHANA-EGYPT (live) 11:45 am. 

Conmebol WCQ CHILE-ECUADOR (live) 6:30 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ URUGUAY-ARGENTINA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ PARAGUAY-COLOMBIA (live) 7:15 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ PANAMA-USA (live) 9:30 pm. 

Concacaf WCQ JAMAICA-HONDURAS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Conmebol WCQ PERU-BOLIVIA (live) 10 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Concacaf WCQ COSTA RICA-MEXICO (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA WCQ ENGLAND-POLAND (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA WCQ SWEDEN-GERMANY (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA WCQ PORTUGAL-LUXEMBOURG (live) 12:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SPAIN-GEORGIA (live) 2:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA WCQ GREECE-LIECHTENSTEIN (live) 12:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ AZERBAIJAN-RUSSIA (live) 12:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ PORTUGAL-LUXEMBOURG (live) 12:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ LITHUANIA-BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (live) 12:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ ISRAEL-NORTHERN IRELAND (live) 12:55 pm. 

UEFA WGQ CYPRUS-ALBANIA (live) 1:25 pm. 

UEFA WCQ TURKEY-NETHERLANDS (live) 1:55 pm. 

UEFA WGQ HUNGARY-ANDORRA (live) 1:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SWITZERLAND-SLOVENIA (live) 1:55 pm. 



UEFA WCQ ROMANIA-ESTONIA (live) 1:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ LATVlA-SLOVAKIA (live) 2:05 pm. 

UEFA WCQ BULGARIA-CZECH REPUBLIC (live) 2:10 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SERBIA-MACEDONIA (live) 2:25 pm. 

UEFA WCQ BELGIUM-WALES (live) 2:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SPAIN-GEORGIA (live) 2:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ FRANCE-FINLAND (live) 2:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SAN MARINe-UKRAINE (live) 2:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ MONTENEGRO-MOLDOVA (live) 2:55 pm. 

UEFA WCQ SCOTLAND-CROATIA (live) 2:55 pm. 

WEDNESDA V, October 1 ~ 

GOLTV 

Brazil CRUZEIRO-FLUMINESE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS LOS ANGELES-MONTREAL (live) 10:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, October i 7 

No live games 

FRIDAY, Octobe~ 18 

NBS SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-DC UNITED (live) 8 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

France NICE-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:30 pm. 

BeiN PLAY 

France NICE-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

italy ROMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-LEON (live) 9:30 pm. 

Colle~le Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of g~mes include: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,gle+ ; Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on -IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Oct. 14, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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FeedBtitz <feedblitz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer PLayers Ne~;,,,sLetti!,~ <newsletter@usnst:pa.com> 

Dorrance, Atb~rt A IV <anson@em~iLunc.edu> 

The US Soccer Piayers Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Oct 15. 201~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Oct 15, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: World Cup Qualifying 

The United States p[ays Panama in Panama City on betl’~ 5port at: 9:~gprn~ AI.so in CONCACAF: Costa Rica - Me:<ico at 

8pm on Tetemundo and Jamaica - ~onduras at 9:30pro on belN en Espanot. 

UEFA QuaLifying on Fo× Sports ’i : En£fand o Poland at }pro. Got’D7 has Sweden - Germany at 3pro. ESPN Depo~tes has 

po[rtLE~a[ " LIAXe~X)IAr~ at I pm and Spain - Georf~ia at 3pro, ESPN2 has their WorLd Cup Whiparound coverage of ~:he 

UEFA quabfiers ~rom 2:30pro ~o 5pro. CAF Qua[ifyin9 on baN: Ghana - E~ypt a~ 12pro. CONMEBOk QuaUfyin~ on be~N: 

Uru~uay - Atr!~entk~a a~: 7:30pro, be~N also has ~:he BrazU - Zarnbh~ friendly a~: 2pro, A~ Times ~s~ern 

Their Words 

’~here are times - I’m not tryin$ to sound Like f pl’edict thinss -- but there a~e times where you just know 
you’re f~,oinf~, to win. It was just one of those days where you knew we were ~oin~ to win the ~arae." 

Port,and coach Caleb Porter~ 

Four Things For CONCACAF 
By J Hutcherson .. WASI-tINGTON, DC (Oct 15,2013) US Soccer PLayers- Since the United States wiU finish top of the 

He:<a<~ona{ ~egardLess of what happens on the iinal match day of CONCACAF WorLd £up QuaLifying, let’s turn our 

attention to the �oniederation as a whole. What have we [earned since June 2011 when the First Round tdcked oil? 

CONCACAF I~ Better Off W~thout a Fourth Spot 

tt’s worth remembering what CONCACAF had in rnmd for the 2014 WorLd Cup Qua[ifyiw., cFc[e. With the expectation of 

ik)ur i’uLI quaUi’yk~2 spots, the Confederation didn’t fee~ aU ~ha~ sympathetic to the historic rivalry [)eb,’veen the Uni~:ed 

States and Mexico or the !~aunt[et of the Hexa~ona~ round. Both would exit for WorLd Cup purposes, with two separate 

~ina[ !~roups a[so separatin$ Mexico and the USA. Two ~om each ~;roup advanced, and not even CON(]ACAF cob[d 

con~dnce ~tse~f that salvaging the two ~ ou]) system was worth it when only three teams advance d~rectb/. If nothing 

e{se, that ha{f a spot and the p{ayoff saves us ~rom ruh~h~!~ one o~ CO[’~CACAF’s stron8 points~ The Hexa!~ona~ ~s no joke. 

The Hexagonal Works 

Look. everyone in CONCACAF from the officials, to the coaches, to the players, to the fans know what the Hexagonal 

means. The Third Round normaLLy knocks off ~ team that might factor ~n the final six, ~nd it’s almost the perfec~ 

number to Leave one or two wouLd-be elite teams out of the conversation, Trinidad ~ Tobago didn’t even make it out of 

the second round this time. Jamaica ~ot its opportunity to d~sappoint by !~ettin~ past Guatemala on ~oaL difference. 

Canada missed inserl:in~ ~:hemse[~s ktto the Hexagonal by a point and a {opskJed ~oa[ difference. There are sew~¢a[ 

teams that were on the nlar~h]s of the Box this time around that should target 2018 with a ’why not usT mentality. That 

doesn’t need a different: forrna[: to redefine success ~n the region. Read More 

Real Madrid’s Gareth Bale has chronic back injury~ team denies reports he needs surgery o from The HY Daily 
News’s Frank Isota: MLS Commissioner Don Gather has been cons~derhN adopting the calendar used in Europe for 

several years but ~:al.ks have intensified in recent weeks .... 

Mexicans playing in Europe have made no difference in El Tri - i~om ESPN FC’s Rafae[ Ramos VKta¢.rana: He tried to 
erect his own statue and almost demolished that of the entire team. 

Stuart Holden eyes February return for Bolton Wanderers - fFonl The goLton News’ Marc Ken: a return to action by 
ea~fy February is not out of the question. 

Two years after Mexican reign supposedly began~ it is the USA wearing CONCACAF’s crown - from GoaLcom’s Ires 
Ga{a~(:ep: "Without that Ioundation you can’t move fotv~a~d~ and we’ve set ~:he ba~ real hi!~.h," 

Roy Hodgson’s job is not done yet~ but it could have been so much worse for England o from The tndependent:"s Sam 
WalLace: These ~J..ames reach the parts of Europe other competitions do not reach. 

Poland striker Robert Lewandowski can expose weakness at the heart of England’s defence o frern The Te[e~aph"s 
ALan Hansel?: The days oi En~.Land havJn(~ those two ~A, orld-ctass players at t:he heart: oi their deience a~e over and the 



Wednesday’s Soccer TV 
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Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 848: October 4-I0~ 2013 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,~d radio commenia[o~ and the 
fore:dot and presidept of tire no:!#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yea may aiso send feedback 
blici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Memo From Michael: What Do Educators Think About 
Education in America? (Preliminary Report #2 on our 
Survey Results) 
Ow~.." 2,500 edscatm."s have ~akeri our s~rv~,q~ en the state o~ 
education ~ America, (If you hawm’t a~eady, p~ease take the 
survey here,) Here ~s the ~atest update on t~e reseats. Read 
more, 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Needinq Approval More Than 
Advice 
No matier what Ga~y did, it 
Was never ep.o.~i~. to ~iease 
Iris father. Wh~m he gei ~even 

A’s and three B’s, his dad 
asked about the B’s. Wt~en he 
described !he wo~derf~A girl 

may be differest dean he 
tho(~gh:, He t~ioaght he had ,., 
Listen or read more 

Check out t’4ichaeFs 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of insightful 

and metivaiienai (and 
prh~table~) quotes, 

For more qaote pesters~ 

WhatWillMatter.com and 
ciick o~: images like ttiis 

We Are What We Think 
Ir~ the early :~900’s, a 
known philesopi:er 
3ames Alte~ wroie a powerful 

Find and %llew Mici~ael,., 

Idelp keep this newsietter 
free - 

make a tax-deductible 
donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 

I$~00 or 
mor~e aisd 

(:,f; HicheeYs 
elaned :~i’iist 

Character education materials 

Proceeds from the sale of 
Michael’s books arid COs 
suppe:t character educatiop 

h: sci:ools, Shop here >> 

Request a catalog >> 

Character Educator Blog, 

Attend the National Forum on 
Character Education 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

[ i’~:i Charactereducati .... terials ] 

works~op or~ Building a 
Positive Climate and 
Culture 



Thinketh" in which he ,~rgued 

that we ere what we think, 
that a person’s dla~ac’ter is 

the sum ef histheughts. He 
~eciare~ that the pewer ~o 

control o~,.’: thoughts ~whethe: 

we use that power or not} 
Listen or read more 

Favorite Quips 
As a break from heavy 
theugi~ta abe(@ heavy 
matters, I’d like to si:are with 

the years~ }~ don’t know the 

Hners, but they definitely 

Listen or read more 

Nice Guys Finish First." Good 
Ethics Is Good Business 
"Nice guys finish last" This 
maxim originated with a 

manager named Leo Durocher 
who shamelessly advocated 
ruthlessness, cheaNng, and 
dirty pJay, If ~5 aJso used ~o 

men ~ose out ~o self-.centered 

Lots of people believe the 

Lis~n or read mor~ 

The Power of Kindness 
I%e mentioned before that, 
despite my great admiration 
for people wi:o are 

instinctively and consistentiy 

kind, kindness does not come 
naturally to me. Yet the ek~er 

"’When I was young, I admked 
deve~ peop~e~ Now that I am 

Listen or read more 

Some Surprisinq 
Preliminary Results of Our 
Educators’ Survey: "I feel 
vep~’ fortunate to work 
with the school system 

work wi[h and the 

As a teacher, I teach to 
the s[eden~ and find that 
it meets core 
req@~ements and 

no~ have more support 

~like comments on How 
Are We Going to Get Out 
of This Hess?: "!t’s funny 
that Congress ~as s~ch a 

the isd~qdua~ 

approved of by the 
people that voted for 

them, Is it because most 

as h~d~v~dsaB are pretty 
good [o~ks, bu~ [hat the 
bad reputation of the 
group comes @ore tMs 
sma~, nasty rnh-~er~ty?" 

quote We Are What We 
Think: "Our thoughts do 
determine our reality, 
Trahiing our very 
powerful minds----so tha~ 

We ~on’[~o~ ou~ 

thoughts--sho@d be an 
essent~a~ practke for 

managhsg ou~ 

keern how tO creete an 

environment where b@tying is 

simply not ~olera[ed, Develop 
a cuiture of kindness at your 
school. Learn more >> 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equip educators and 

effective character educators, 
Upcoming seminars: 

Nov. 4-6 Chicago, IL>> 
Nov. 12-14, Los Anqeles, CA 

Dec. 3-5, Tucson, AZ >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more ~ 

convenient; affordable way to 

learn valuabte .::harac~er-- 
developme:!t techniques, 

Learn more, see schedule >> 

Visit our Sportsmanship 
BIo~ 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

i.~.i Michael 
Josephson 

for a 5#ea-~ker or C~r~su~ta~t? Book Michael 3osephson0 

~4ichael 3osephaon r.noNwtes audiences frem t~e government, business, 

journalism, l~w, education, sports, po~kh~g, and the m~t~ry wit~ h~s urfique 

de~very, engaging presentations, and persona~ attention ~o your organization’s 

needs, £:a~ SOO-’F~&-,26"70 or learn more, 

The nonprofit ]osephson institute is working to create a world where people ect mere ethicatiy, 
Your donations enabie us to offer services and .."esources li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsietter flom landing in your junk folder by adding commentary@iiethics.org to 

your address book or approved sender list. 

9841 Airport Bird., #300 ’, Los An.geie.s, CA 90045 I 800-7t 1-2gT0 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q ] CharacterCounts.orq 
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Soccer America Contidential: U.S. Player Ratings: Subs lead the way again 

Wednesday, Oct. 16, 2013 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Player Ratings: Subs lead the way again 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Without most of its regulars, the USA nevertheless ground out a stunning 3-2 victory in Panama City to finish off     ~ 

the Hexagonal in dramatic fashion. Substitute Brad Davis, with two assists, led a t~markable comeback. His 

corner kick yielded the first U.S. goal and in the second minute of stoppage time, he crossed a ball that Graham Zusi headed 

home to tie the match again at 2-2 and kill the hopes of an entire nation. The other two subs teamed up a minute later to ice 

an amazing win. Terrence Boyd got the assist on Aron Johansson’s first U.S. goal. 

S~artets: 

5 Brad Guzan (Aston Villa/ENG) 23/0. Failed to claim a couple of crosses that forced his teammates to bail him out and 

could have done better than parry Roberto Chen’s cross into the path of Luis Tejada to score the second Panamanian goal. He 

stymied Panama few times, including a classy kick-save that thwarted Alberto Quintero and a punched repulsion of a Gabriel 

Torres effort. 

4 Brad Evans (Seattle Sounders) 14/1. Panama’s fast, tricky wide players gave him a tough time. Alberto Quintero buzzed 

past him to set up a clean chance that Guzan saved and Carlos Rodriguez burned him a couple of times. He played a few 

good balls along the ground up the flanks and through the central channel that gave the U.S. possession in the attacking third, 

and delivered one good cross that was cleared for a corner. 

5 Clarence Goodson (San Jose Earthquakes) 44/5. He handled the treacherous footing and potent attackers reasonably 

well but could have been sharper in closing down situations near the edge of the penalty area. His aerial work was typically 

strong and while the back line benefited from at least one blown offside call he did his best to marshal the troops. 

4 Michael Orozco (Puebla/MEX) 11/2. The slick surface and Panama’s flair bamboozled him several times. He came up 

with a vital clearance in the first half when Guzan deflected a cross but he also failed to intervene when Gabriel Torres scored 

the first goal. He struggled to contain Panama in the final minutes when the U.S. sent waves of players forward. He attacked 

Brad Davis’ corner to either score or force an own goal to tie the game, 1-1. 

4 Edgar Castillo (Tijuana/MEX) 15/0. After a nightmare first half, typified when Marcos Sanchez glided past him to set up 

the first goal following one of his giveaways, he pushed forward to liven up the attack. He knifed through the middle to force a 

foul and chipped a nice ball that Boyd failed to put on frame. Yet the defensive miscues persisted and he was yards late when 

Robedo Chen floated down his side to cross the ball that produced the second Panama goal 

6 Kyle Beckerman (Real Salt Lake) 33/1. Pressed forward and dropped into good spots to connect passes and helped the 

U.S. gain a foothold in midfield following a rough first half. He might have reacted quicker to stop Luis Tejada’s shot but the 

parry went right to the striker’s foot. He was instrumental in both halves, holding down the fort in the first 45 and covering acres 

of ground to play accurate balls, especially wide left when Brad Davis entered the match after halftime 

5 Sacha Kljestan (AnderMcht/BEL) 43/4. Spent most of the first half digging into tackles and holding down the middle, then 

pushed up and was unlucky to see his shot bounce off the head of a falling Roman Tortes in the last minute. Started second 

half more assertively, as evidenced by his attempted bike in the goal area that was whistled for a foul, and his scooped pass 

to the left flank was one of the night’s prettiest touches. 

4 Alejandro Bedoya (Nantes/FRA) 23/1. Played on both sides of midfield and in the final minutes as a de facto right back, 

an experiment that blew up and could have cost the Americans the game. He miraculously escaped sanction when he 

knocked over a dribbling Quintero in the penalty area. He took a pair of good shots in the first half that were repelled and 

served decent crosses that weren’t utilized. Once Evans came out for Davis, he had no cover on the right side and Panama 

mated past him repeatedly. But his hard work continued as the Americans rallied. 

6 Graham Zusi (Sporting KC) 18/3. Looked behind the pace, as did many teammates, in a disjointed first half that improved 

as it unfolded. He tried deking his way past Felipe Baloy near the sideline and was stopped cold. He made better decisions 

and reacted quicker in the second half, and will probably be posing for a statue to be erected in Mexico City’s Zocalo plaza 

any day now in tribute to his piledriver header that eliminated Panama. 

4 Mix Diskerud (Rosenborg/NOR) 14/2. Passed up shooting opportunities and seemed determined to make one pass too 

many in the first half. Sharper and more aggressive in the second half, he got into the flowto link up with Bedoya, Zusi and 

Altidore, but he seemed a tad off and was replaced in the 62nd minute. 



6 Jozy Aitidore (Sunderland/ENG) 64121. Wearing the captain’s armband, he started strongly and was the best U.S. player 

for the first 30 minutes. His linking play with Diskerud and Bedoya created openings that no one could exploit but he battled 

on determinedly until being substituted for Boyd. 

Substitutes: 

7 Brad Davis (Houston Dynamo) t2/0. It’s hard to believe how many chances he created in just 40-plus minutes of action. 

His inswinging corner kick bounced off defender Carlos Rodriguez and/or Orozco for the first equalizer and one of several 

excellent serves from the run of play dropped for Zusi to power home equalizer number two. 

6 Aron Johannsson (AZ/NED) 4/1. With the score 1-1, he curled a shot just past the far post, then in the final seconds 

collected a pass from Boyd and drilled it for his first U.S. goal. 

5 Terrence Boyd (Rapid Vienna/AUT). Presented with a great chance on a Castillo cross, he mistimed his jump and failed 

to hit the frame. He set up Johannsson in the final seconds by collecting a long ball from Guzan and steering it to the right 

place. 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The midseason TDS Top 100 update provides 
a fresh look at the best players in women’s 
Division I soccer. 
MORE: Women’s Freshmen Top 100 

The TDS Men’s college soccer Team of Week 
highlights one of the top forwards in the 
country as well as some spectacular 
individual displays from recent games. 
MORE: Women’s Team of the Week 

ACC TEA 4 G} TS STRONG} R 
A club outside the Development Academy 
continues to churn out Division I talent, Find 
out where the latest player is heading in this 
boys commitment update, 

DID YOU SEE? 

Former college player sent 
Bosnia to the World Cup on 
Tuesday. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 
US U18 2 vs 

Poland U18 0. 

TopDrawerSoccer,corn Featured Partner: 

Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup 
International Showcase 

The Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup International 
Showcase expects 100+ foreign teams, 300+ 
college coaches in our nation’s most exciting 
city! 

With affordable hotel rooms, manicured 
fields, & tickets to MLS games, you should 
consider the Mayor’s Cup for your "big trip" of 
the year! 

(:lick here to learn more! 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Under- 17 World Cup Preview; U- 18s Video: ttigh School Rankmgs 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Wednesday, OcL !6, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WORLD CUP] For the first time ever, the Under-17 World 
Cup wiU take place without the USA. The 2013 edition kicks off 
Thursday in the United Arab Emirates, where 24 teams will 
compete at six venues....P.ead th~ w:he.te ~tory 

by Soccer America 

[VIDEO PICK: History] The Under-17 World Cup has been a 
springboard to greatness for many players since the first 

tournament -- an under-16 championship -- was held in China in 

1985. Players who have gone on to win World Cup t~tles include 
Brazil’s Ronaldinho and Spaniards Xa~4 and Andres INesta~ among 

others. For a look at some of these greats in U-17 action~ including 

a blond-haired Landon Donovan ...... ~(~ad ~he who~(~ story 

by Soccer America 

by John O’Sullivan 

America is obsessed with rankings. From NCAA 

football and basketball to top high school recruits 

across the sporting spectrum~ the American sports 
fan has no shortage of statistics and ratings in every 

professional and college sport ...... ?4or ~ 



[VIDEO PICK: Tournoi de Limoges] The U.S. under-18 men’s national 

team beat the Czech Republic, 2-0, and Poland, 2-0, to finish 

unbeaten at the Tournoi de Limo~_les in France. The host team also 
won its last two ~lames after it played to a 2-2 tie with the USA in 

the tournament opener. For hishli~hts of the USA’s last two ~ames. 

by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RA~KIHGS] St. Benedict’s Prep, No. I in the HSCAA H~h 

School Fall Boys Top 25~ extended its unbeaten streak last week to 

68 8ames. Mason (Ohio) and Jesuit (Carmichael, Ca[ft.) each moved 
up one spot to No. 2 and Ho. 3. For the complete Top 25 

ran~n~s ...... R~’ad d~e ~,,bo~e 

by Soccer Arnerica 

[WEEKLY RAHKIHGS] Exeter (H.H.) remained Ho. I and Germantown 
(Tenn.) Houston moved into a tie with Horthport (N.Y.) at Ho. 2 in 

the HSCAA Hish School Fall Girls Top 25 rankinss. For the complete 

Top 25 ranldn~s ...... ~.ead i:~e w,~o’~e s~o!,/ 
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Section 1 : World Cup draw scenazios; Galaxy win ~ts up wild tinales 

Thursday, Oct. ! 7, 2013 

Multiple scenarios could produce groups of death 

by Paul Kennedy 

[WORLD CUP 2014: Draw] The one thing we know for sure about 

the World Cup 2014 draw, which will be held Dec. 6 in Salvador, is 

that FIFA/Coca-Cota Ranking released Thursday will be used to 
determine the seven teams to join host Brazil as top seeds. Those 

seven teams are tournament favorites such as defending champion 

Spain, Germany and Argentina, Uruguay (if, as expected, it beats 

Jordan), Belgium and Colombia (which both failed to qualify for the 
2010 World Cup) and Switzerland (which overtook the Netherlands 

and Italy with the results of the last week) ...Read the whole story 

Total silence in Estadio Rommel Fernandez 
by Paul Kennedy 

[VIDEO PICK: Panama-USA] Graham Zusfs goal in stoppage time 

(followed up by Aron Johannsson’s goal almost immediately after 

that) stunned a nation. The U.S. comeback left Panama City’s 

Estadio Rammer Fernandez in silence and Panama’s Canateros in 
tears after they were eliminated for the World Cup, for which they 
have never qualified, in stunning fashion. Watch the reaction of 

the players and Coach Julia Dely Valdes’ emotional press 
conference .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 retired immediately. I told my manager yesterday 

that if Harry plays I wouldn’t be coming back." 

-- Peter Edwards, 62, who won $200,000 by pladng 

an $80 bet 14 years ago at 2,50011 odds that his 

grandson would play for the Welsh national team. 
The 16-year-old Harry Wilson entered Wales’ 1-I 

World Cup qualifier against Belgium on Tuesday in 
the 87th minute to become Wales’ youngest ever 

senior player. (BBC) 

1, ’We love you forever and ever, Estados 
Unidos’ 



Galaxy win sets up wild Western Conference finales 

by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIND: Week 34] Rookie defender Kofi Opare’s goat in the 

second half gave the short-handed LA Galaxy a 1-0 win over the 

Montrea| Impact that |eft four teams separated by two points in 

the race for the Western Conference lead with two games to play. 
The loss left Montreal with one point in its last six games and one 

of three teams tied for fourth place in the Eastern Conference. 

...Read the whole story 

Harris holds off PSO, Rapinoe scores for Lyon 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] The marquee match of the second leg of the 

round of 32 in the UEFA Women’s Champions League pitting Swedish 
club Tyreso against France’s Paris St. Germain featured six U.S. 

internationals, and Tyreso held on for a 0-0 tie thanks to goalie 

Ashlyn Harris that gave it a 2-1 aggregate v~ctory. Americans to 
score in Wednesday action included Megan Rapinoe off the bench 

for French champion Lyon .... Read the whole story 

Neymar delivers low blow in Beijing 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] While seven teams booked 2014 World 
Cup tickets on Tuesday, host Brazil traveled to China where it 

faced Zambia in a friendiy at Beijing’s Bird’s Nest Stadium. The 
Brazilians prevailed, 2-0, on goals by Oscar and Dede while 

superstar Neymar incurred the wrath of his foes for a shot that hit 
Emmanuel Mboia in a most unfortunate spot....Read the whole 

story 

2. USA breaks hearts in Panama but brings joy 
to Mexico 

3. Rafa Marquez: ’1 hang my head in shame’ 

4, OotSoccer Insanity: Ranking 9-year-oids! 
Realty? 

5, Four more teams clinch, eight move into 
playoffs 
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best time Of the year, The ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;)))))))))))))))):: 

U~,IC is the only school 

I:0 b¢-3a<.;t [wo active 

Hall of Fame Coaches! 
Basketball 

Breakfast 

Women’ s Basketball Season Tip 
Off Party 
A Hall of F~me Ce!ebra~ion 

H,e~d Bask,etbalt Coach BasKetball 
-- sisal yo~JF fe~}ow {]hJb 

Season-r~p 
member - Sylvia 

H@:che~l to help uls l:~p 

o~the season w}th a huge party~ 

Classic Movie Night 

Enjoy this classic Film 
shown on t..’..e big 

p~epa~ed by The 

(;~o~b~ C~ub chefs. 

du~~ng the bs-depEh 

Day Butfet 

Classic M ,.-wie 

...... Nighl 



Thank You! 
For your contHbut~ens ~o the grewt,~ and energy of our C;ub, 

Greater Fort Lauderdale           Creating Ideal Conditions for 
Emplovee Peffonnamce 

seaports, Se~,en 
Why do we so often fa to act n our own 

.{:, ." .......... best ~nterest. Why do we promise to 

-~ :-{:, ~ .... " .~ ~.~ .{:, .~ skip the chocolate cake only to fred 

" e ~ t’e e 
’ . ....... ourselvesdroohng our way Into 

. ~ ~ .: ~ temptaton when the dessert t’ay ro s 

.)..- ~ .... ~ r .... around. What are the forces that 

~ . .{:, : ~ . .. - influence our behavior? Dan Arlely s 

research ~s dedicated to answering 

Aea~ ~o~’e >> these questions, In addition to his work 

at as a Professor at the Fuqua school 

~,~ ~ ~ of Business, Tile Center for Cognitive 
R~b:~: 

Neuroscience, And the School of Medicine 
at Duke University, Dan is the New York 

T~mes Best Selling Author of the Books 
Predictably Irrat#nal and the Upside of 

Irrationaflty, 

Screen Gem Andrew Ha~er’ s Cruise 
You’ve seen New Zea/and~ beauty in Hideaway Repo~ 

fjords, rain forests, ’ Camilla 
offer sophisticated I 

fantasy than res]~ty, Happ~ly~ [ discovered a version 

lodges can bring Rs iaw-drepping 

scenery to yo~,.’r ,doo=-st~p, arid tt~e 

cout~try’s o~,.’tdoorsy culture makers }t 



2014 ClubCorp Tournament Schedule of Events 

The ClubCo~p .."~ational Eve:’...:s ~re ~ benefit of you~- membe~s.."..~p and 

Premier Fitness Camp - Sa~ Diego, CA 

expe~ts. Come afternoon, h}t Southern Ca~ffoln~’s on~y go~d rneda~ golf ~eso~t tot 

dis~count for you! 

Triangle Society 

5 prn 

Petfect fe~- ti:e holidays, ti:is much ioved asd he~,tt~,,<~,rming 1;)~-, Seuss sto~-y "~’Ait be 

hi~aliousiy sinaiS, or maybe smartly hHalious son(hand-dance ext~-avaganza" by the 

[’~ew YO~’K Post, 

reserve >Ath ]icketl.ipe 
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College Awards Nominations by Nov. 1 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

Have you ever wanted to make a difference in the NSCAA on a global 

strategic level. As a member of the NSCAA, you have an opportunity to 

This year’s election involves two officer positions (Vice President of 
Education and Vice President of Membership) and three constituent 
representatives     Youth Rep, Boys’ High School Rep, and Women’s 

~~C~CollegeRep). (Girls’ 

Read the candidate Nos at the NSC~ website and vote two different 

¯ Vote online at myNSC~ (Iogin to your individual membership 

accountand selectthe"ay Nominations& Voting Tab"to begin) 

The NSCAA would like to congratulate coaches who reached a career 

~t’ii~ ~SO~i~ ~i~ra~ milestone recently. 

~ mV~AA If you area coach or know of one who has reached a coaching high point, 
submit your information to Pat Madden at pmadden@nscaa.com. 

~\~&,," ..... ,:.**, ~...,~ ...... Jimmy Hampton 

~~i~[~ USAO 

~~N ~.mpto~ e.~n~a h~s Z00th o.r~e,win on th~ 
"" * .... "~::’~ side on October 8, 2013 ~n a 3-0 

clean sheet pedormance over John Brown 

~ 
(Ark.). 

His current career record is 201~2-14, whle 

rickeN~re~N~N the Drovem are 6-4 overall and 3-1 Sooner 
 th  tio Conf ,en   th s se ,o . 
Jerry Smith 
Santa Clara 

In his 27th year at the helm of the Broncos 
women’s squad, Smith posted his 400th 
career win Sept. 29,2013, in a 4-0 win over 
Cal Poly. 

Smith is 402-125-51 aIMime and leads a 
2013 team that is 8-3-1 overall so far this 
year. 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiii of educational oppo[tunities to enhance the knowledge of soccer 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiicoaches. Thiswinter, the NSCAAisoffering avarietyofadvanced 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii               will be held across 11 states and include the National 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDip~~ma~Advan~edNati~na~Dipl~ma~ PremierDiplomaanaAavancea 

.......... 

iiiiiiisii~:~eniiiforiith~iii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiii ~o ~earn more a#outwnatto expect atthese eip~oma coupes, visitthe 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The NSCAA has released the schedule for the 2014 Convention in 
Novi 22 ~ B#~rsvill~ In~ ¯      ¯ Phfladel h~a Jan 15 19 2014 

]’he schedule allows Convention attendees to customize their experience 
based on coaching level, experience desired, or coaching education 
wants and needs. The link below is a tutorial on how to customize your 

Convention schedule. 

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i Need a reason to attend the 2014 NSCAA Convention in Philly? Here are 

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i Registrationandhousingisopenfor#NSCAAPhillyandcanbedone 

i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i onlineatNSCAA.com. 

For more information about these awards, visit the Colleqe Awards pa.qe 

¯ Women’sCommitteeAwara of Excellence 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiAsth~2~12-13aca~~mi~y~arr~ach~d itsconclusion, coachescan 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, October 18, 2013 

Friday, Oct. 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s MLS, French, Italian, German, Mexican and U-17 World Cup action on Friday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. 73/pto£1ramming is always subject to chan~le. Check your local listin£1s. Soccer 

on TVis upd~ted daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, Octobe~ ~8 

NBS SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-DC UNITED (live) 8 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

France NICE-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy ROMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-LEON (live) 9:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-LEON (live) 9:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-LEON (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World Cup PANAMA-UZBEKISTAN (live) 11:50 am. 

France NICE-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

France NICE-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

italy ROMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 World Cup CROATIA-MOROCCO (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup TUNISIA-VENEZUELA (live) 8:48 am= 

RFA U-17 World Cup RUSSIA-JAPAN (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U=17 World Cup PANAMA-UZBEKISTAN (live) 11:48 am. 

NBC 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SEATTLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

France PSG-BASTIA (delay) Noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

~taly AC MILAN-UDINESE (delay) 4:15 pm. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) Noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-UDINESE (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil GREMIO-CORINTHIANS (live) 6 am. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-AMERICA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World Cup MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 9 am. 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO-NANTES (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TiGRES-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-MAINZ (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-FEYENOORD (live) 12:45 pm. 

Brazil FLUMINENSE-PONTE PRETA (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-EL TANQUE SISLEY (delay) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-VANCOUVER (live) 5 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-COLORADO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 World Cup MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup CANADA-AUSTRIA (live) 8:48 am. 

RFA U-17 World Cup IRAQ-SWEDEN (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup IRAN-ARGENTINA (live) 11:48 am. 

Netherlands TWENTE-AJAX (live) 2:40 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CHELSEA-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BeIN PLAY 

England BLACKPOOL-WIGAN (live) 7:15 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
Spain VALENCIA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-UDINESE (live) 2:24 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

$U~MDAY, October 

ESPN 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

NBC 

International Friendly USA-AUSTRALIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France SOCHAUX-MONACO (delay) 11 am. 

italy FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy TORINO-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-RAYO (live) 11 am. 

Spain BETIS-ELCHE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLDOLID-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

italy TORINO-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO MG-FLAMENGO (live) 4 pm= 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World CupSLOVAKIA-HONDURAS (live) g am. 

France LYON-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-MERIDA (live) 1 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-WANDERERS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-BELGRANO (live) 5 pro. 

ESPN3.con~ 

FIFA U-17 World Cup SLOVAKIA-HONDURAS (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup URUGUAY-IVORY COAST (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup UAE-BRAZIL (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup ITALY-NEWZEALAND (live) 11:48 am. 

Brazil ATLETICO MG-FLAMENGO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Spain GRANADA-GETAFE (live) 6 am. 

italy ATALANTA-LAZIO (live) 6:30 am. 

France SOCHAUX-MONACO (live) 8 am. 

England LEEDS-BIRMINGHAM (live) 8:15 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-FULHAM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm= 

Spain BILBAO=VILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIVE MOSCOW-AKMAR PERM (live) 11 am. 

Spain CELTA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-VlLLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Oct. 18, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 



We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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Soccer America Confidential: The Klinsmann mantra takes hold 

Friday, Oct. 18, 2013 

The Klinsmann mantra takes hold 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

His final proving ground is still in the future, yet the just-concluded campaign managed by Jurgen Klinsmann 

may be the most productive yet attained by the U=S. men. 

The 7-2-1 Hexagonal record and 22 points coupled with a Gold Cup title matches the 2005 accomplishments managed by 

Bruce Arena. Yet it should be noted that as impressive as those results were, still the Americans dropped out of the 2006 

World Cup after group play concluded. It won the 2009 Hexagonal with a 6-2-2 record (20 points) and reached the World Cup 

round-of-16, where it lost to Ghana, 2-1, in overtime. 

Klinsmann is tasked with bettering that 2010 performance, which would at least match the 2002 team’s advancement to the 

quarterfinals. During the 27 months he’s been in charge, he’s navigated a steep learning curve regarding the American soccer 

culture and characteristics unique to Concacaf. His growth as coach of the U.S. team has been severe when compared to his 

handing of Germany from 2004 to 2006. 

’q’his experience, more so than the German experience to be quite honest, will inform Jurgen going forward," says former U.S. 

defender and ESPN analyst Alexi Lalas. ’When he looks back years from now, he will see that this really helped him evolve 

and improve. He’s gone through some things that he’s never experienced before." 

While absences and enforced changes are elements of any such qualification process, the U.S. ovemame difficulties and 

complications unmatched in its six previous Hexagonal competitions since the six4eam format was adopted in 1989. (As 

1994 World Cup host, the U.S. did not participate in the 1993 qualifiers staged under a different format from which only Mexico 

emerged.) 

A few conditions were imposed by Klinsmann himself. He dropped former captain Carlos Bocanegra, 33, after the Hexagonal 

opener, a 2-1 loss in Honduras, and has gone with younger players. After Landon Donovan t~turned from a lengthy 

sabbatical, Klinsmann kept him waiting until the Gold Cup before issuing a recall. He stood tough on the whimsical behavior of 

Timothy Chandler, and like Bocanegra, neglected him after the Honduras defeat. 

Klinsmann’s mantra centers on a theme that eve[y player must be ready to fill a position and believe - truly believe, not just 

hope - they can perform at the level required. If there’s a central storyline to the national team’s performance of 2013, in 

addition to a sensational 12-game winning streak, it’s getting results regardless of opposition or circumstance. There’s a 

sense that no matter what the team encounters, someone will step forward. There’s more to this team than Donovan, Clint 

Dempsey, Michael Bradley and Tim Howard. 

’We have unbelievable resources of guys not just coming in because they’re talented, they’re coming in because they’re ready 

and they actually believe they’ve got a chance," says former U.S. international and "IV pundit Eric Wynalda. 

A few examples from the past eight months: 

Howard can’t play in the second and third Hexagonal games, so the back line mans up and Brad Guzan posts two shutouts. 

Donovan is in the doghouse and Herculez Gomez needs a break, so Jozy AItidore tallies in four straight games. 

Brad Evans takes up the cause at right back and collects a ball to score the winner in Kingston. 

Brek Shea plays the super-sub role twice in the Gold Cup, scoring in a 1-0 defeat of Costa Rica in group play and downing 

Panama by similar means in the final. 

Graham Zusi’s entry against Jamaica is saluted by fans in his home MLS stadium and he smacks home the winning goal. 

Brad Davis comes offthe bench and chalks up two stoppage4ime assists as the Americans rally for a stunning victory in 

their Panama City finale, with the clincher coming from a sub, Aron Johannsson, who might well have opted to play for 

Iceland if Klinsmann wasn’t in charge of the U.S. 

So what’s been going on here? VWnalda calls up this quote: ’"Good leaders will inspire others to believe in the leader. Great 

leaders inspire others to believe in themselves,’" says VWnalda. "Eleanor Roosevelt said that, and she was onto something. 



’q’hat’s what’s happening. There have been some bumps in the road but durgen’s doing a great job." 

This attitude transcends confidence and determination. American players have such qualities in abundance. What many of 

them are showing now is fearlessness, an absolute assurance that they as individuals and the team as a collective will not 

fail. They still might lose a game here or there, of course, but whether they are told to start, come on as a sub, play out of 

position, or watch from the bench, they are essential pieces of the process. 

’1 think that’s why everyone enjoys playing for the U.S. and playing for Jurgen," says Geoff Cameron, who during the 

Hexagonal played right back, central midfield, and centerback. "He’s so positive and he instills confidence and he believes in 

your ability." 

Rightly or wrongly, many players in past U.S. head coaching regimes were convinced they had little or no shot at long-term 

selection. That might have been a function of their own limitations as much as coaching prejudices, but that’s how it works. 

The head coach has final say, so Davis gets the call and Benny Feilhaber doesn’t. Juan Agudelo might be the young 

fonNard of the future, but Terrence Boyd and Johannsson are the present. 

Yet a player like Bacha Kljestan, who’s been on and off the national team since his debut in 2007, is still in the chase for a 

World Cup roster spot. The way Klinsmann works, the player - like Chandler - shuts the door, not the head coach. 

"A prime example for me is Sacha KIjestan," says Revs keeper Matt Reis, a veteran of 16 MLS seasons who earned two caps 

in 2006 and 2007. "He played in the MLS for a number of years and then moved over to a Champions League team with 

[Belgian club] Anderlecht. Obviously, it’s not one of the greatest leagues but he’s playing week-in, week-out, and he’s a big 

member of that team. He has to turn it on every week in an intense, high level. 

"He comes into the national team with guys like [Alejandro] Bedoya, who’s now playing in France. The more good players 

you have the better the group is. Jurgen’s done a fantastic job of encouraging guys to go out and do more." 

Intense competition within the squad is a vital element of successful teams and for probably the first time in its history, the 

U.S. is at least two deep in every position. Now one may quibble with the insertion of DaMarcus Beasley as first-choice left 

back, but he’s seldom been disgraced in that assignment. And stiff competition in midfield has generated solid performances 

by second and third choices. Klinsmann has occasionally criticized the will of his stars. He challenged Dempsey’s 

accomplishments in the Premier League and kept Donovan off the squad following a long sabbatical. He also arrived with 

promises of sparking play that were scaled back as the arduous process of Concacaf qualification unfolded, but there’s no 

question he’s sought out players with flair - Mix Diskerud, Zusi, Bedoya, Shea, etc. - and wants defenders as well as 

everybody else to be good on the ball. 

Not every player has flourished in forbidding conditions. Some players have stagnated overseas: Maurice I=du and Shea are 

stuck on the Stoke City bench as Cameron starts on a weekly basis, and one cringes at the checkered international fortunes 

of Oguchi Onyewu and Freddy Adu. 

Donovan has steadfastly maintained his Galaxy status, Dempsey left Tottenham for Seattle. These are not avenues 

Klinsmann would recommend yet now has enough talented candidates to push every member of the first team to some 

degree. If they are fit and sharp, they will start, but if not, their places in the first XI are not automatically rubber-stamped. 

Cameron believes Klinsmann shares some of the same characteristics, as well as demands, of his manager, former Welsh 

international Mark Hughes. Like Klinsmann, Hughes played as a forward, but though he’s noticeably less effervescent than 

the U.S. coach, there are similar objectives. 

"He wants mental toughness, an attitude of no fear, and confidence in our ability," says Cameron. "They want to put the ball on 

the pitch and possess it and create things offensively and play good football." 

What will the U.S. look like and how will it do in Brazil? Along with a talent pool at its deepest point, it will also be led by a 

man whose experience and background are unique in national-team history. Playing for a World Cup-winning West German 

team in 1990 and coaching Germany to third place in 2006 instills a perspective from which to teach his players the methods 

to cope with demanding expectations, intense pressure, and zealous opposition. 

Says Lalas, "Ultimately, what he’s got in his back pocket is that he can go into that locker room next summer and say, ’You 

know what boys? This is my world, this is the World Cup. I know what it’s like to win one of these, I know what it’s like to 

coach in one of these, and I know what it’s like to hit a ball with the outside of the right foot in a World Cup and split 

defenders’ ... or something like that. 

’We’ve never had that in the past. I hope that there is some power to that and that he can harness that power, and he can 

translate it into good things for the team next summer." 

Post vour response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloa. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential blo,q. 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, October 19, 2013 

Saturday, Oct. 19, 2013 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

Playoff spots are on the line when MLS Week 34 action continues on Saturday.... West Ham hosts Man City in 
Saturday EPL action .... On Sunday, it’s the California Clasico: Los Angeles vs. San Jose.... Also on Sunday,      I ii~i I 

the U.S. women host Australia. 

~4fl times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TVis 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

NBC 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SEATTLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

France PSG-BASTIA (delay) Noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-UDINESE (delay) 4:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) Noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-UDINESE (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil GREMIO-CORINTHIANS (live) 6 am. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-AMERICA (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World Cup MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 9 am. 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO-NANTES (live) 2 pm= 

Mexico VERACRUZ-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico T]GRES-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-MAINZ (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-FEYENOORD (live) 12:45 pm. 

Brazil FLUMINENSE-PONTE PRETA (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-EL TANQUE SISLEY (delay) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-VANCOUVER (live) 6 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-COLORADO (live) 7:30 pm. 



MLS CHICAGO-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CHELSEA-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-HULL CITY (live) 10 am= 

England SWANSEA CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BeiN PLAY 

England BLACKPOOL-WIGAN (live) 7:15 am= 

Spain REAL MADRID-MALAGA (live) 10 am. 

France PSG-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
Spain VALENCIA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-UDINESE (live) 2:24 pm= 

Spain ESPANYOL-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN3/~NatchESPN 

FIFA U-17 World CupMEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U=17 World CupCANADA-AUSTRIA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World CupIRAQ-SWEDEN (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World CuplRAN-ARGENTINA (live) 11:48 am. 

NetherlandsTWENTE-AJAX (live) 2:40 pm. 

ESPN 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

NBC 

international Friendly USA-AUSTRALIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France SOCHAUX-MONACO (delay) 11 am. 

italy FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy TORINO-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-RAYO (live) 11 am. 

Spain BETIS-ELCHE (live) 1 pro. 

Spain VALLDOLID-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

italy TORINO-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO MG-FLAMENGO (delay) 4 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World CupSLOVAKIA-HONDURAS (live) 9 am. 

France LYON-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm, 

UNIIWAS 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-MERIDA (live) 1 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-WANDERERS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-BELGRANO (live) 5 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain GRANADA-GETAFE (live) 6 am. 

Italy ATALANTA-LAZIO (live) 8:30 am. 

France SOCHAUX-MONACO (live) 8 am. 
England LEEDS-BIRMINGHAM (live) 8:15 am. 

ESPN3/WatchESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup SLOVAKIA-HONDURAS (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup URUGUAY-IVORY COAST (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup UAE-BR/~.IL (live) 11:48 am. 



FIFA U-17 World Cup ITALY-NEW ZEALAND (live) 11:48 am. 

Brazil ATLETICO MG-FLAMENGO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-FULHAM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-VILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIVE MOSCOW-AKMAR PERM (live) 11 am. 

Spain CELTA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-VlLLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN31WatchESPN 

2014 FIFA World Cup EUROPEAN PLAYOFF DRAW (live) 8 arm. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup CROATIA-PANAMA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup TUNISIA-RUSSIA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup UZBEKISTAN-MOROCCO (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup JAPAN-VENEZUELA (live) 11:48 am. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Maior Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Satu rday, Oct. 19,2013 
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TODAY’S CLASSIFIEDS 

Soccer America Classifieds connect soccer companies and organizations to America’s soccer community twice 

week with listings of the latest soccer products, soccer programs, soccer jobs, and soccer opportunities. 

Classified Ad Rates: 

100-word text ad with link in Soccer America Classifieds e-newsletter: 4 weeks/S200, 13 weeks/S400, 26 weeks/S600, 52 

weeks/S1000 (50 cents per word over 100; $5 per additional link). Contact Doug Murdock dou.q@socceramerica.com 510-374- 

2967. 

Soccer America Classifieds 

ACADEMIES & CAMPS 
FC BARCELONA SOCCER CAMP 

PLAY THE BAR(~A WAY! The official FC Barcelona camp is a unique and exciting opportunity for boys, ages 12-18, to 

experience specialized soccer training with the world’s most successful soccer team and their expert coaches. Work with 

FCB’s youth coaches at the club’s official training grounds in Barcelona. Enjoy exclusive access to FCB training methods and 

facilities for a true Bar~a experience. In addition to world-class training, players participate in daily soccer-related workshops 

and enjoy cultural tours and visits. Space is limited, visit: www.fcbsoccercamps.com 

RICHMOND INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC & SOCCER ACADEMY 

BASED IN LEEDS, ENGLAND, Richmond International Academic and Soccer Academy (RIASA) is the world’s first University 

program that offers an accredited American Undergraduate degree while playing at a Professional Soccer Academy. Details at 

vvvwv.riasa.orq. RIASA is searching for qualified, experienced coaches/scouts who can identify talent and have contacts within 

the North American Select/Premier club or academy system. RIASA is especially interested in developing working 

relationships with top premier, select clubs and/or academies in the USA for recruitment purposes. Contact: Brian Haley at 

bhaley@riasa.org for full details= 

APPS 
SSG.-SOCCERPRO: SMALL SIDED GAMES MANAGEMENT TOOL 

Coaches can now easily set-up, manage and run small sided games using an iPhone & iPad application. The app is designed 

FOR soccer coaches BY soccer coaches. SSG-SoccerPm sets up matches and tracks points for each player during every 

small sided game. It keeps a history of each player’s results and instantly produces reports that can be displayed and or 

emailed to players and coaches. This technically sophisticated yet user-friendly mobile app is used at universities and clubs 

throughout the U.S. Find Out More Information About SSG-SoccerPro Today! Download Now From iTunes. 

ATTENTION RETAILERS 
20t3 RONALDO POSTERS! 

Official posters featuring Ronaldo, Messi, RVP, Hazard & more= All are in stock and now available to you at wholesale. Also 

2013 Barsa, Chelsea, Real Madrid, Man Utd licensed team posters. Complete Merchandizing System & daily service to 

Soccer Dealers across the nation. These in-demand posters will move quickly through your Stores. Call Nancy today for your 

FREE sample and information package. 908-442-1565 Email: sales~,soccermadusa.com wvwv.soccermadusa.com 

AWARDS 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Rixstine has the industry’s largest assortment of unique and customizable soccer awards. Visit www.soccerfun.net or contact 

us directly at 1-800-347-3810. Rush orders welcome! 

BOOKS 
OUR COMPETITION/S THE WORLD 

"Youth soccer in America today is a hot topic and a growing revolution. The book is a rare glimpse into coaching and player 

challenges faced here in the world of U.S. youth soccer. Baker beautifully expresses eye-opening concepts that spring from 

his experiences around the world. In the world of opinions in youth soccer, clarity of vision is rare. Baker’s vision is a beacon 

of light that will hopefully attract coaches from coast to coast and will improve the fabric of youth soccer in this generation=" - 

Diane Scavuzzo (Editor in Chief, Soccer Nation Magazine) http://www.amazon.com/website http://vwvw.soccer-artistry.com/ 

BUSINESS OWNER: FRANCHISE OPPORTUNITIES 
MIGHTY KICKS 

Be your own boss, generate huge revenue, make a career in soccer and help kids! Mighty Kicks provides a highly developed, 

hugely popular mobile soccer program for youngsters. Our experience, methods, systems, training and support provide 

measures for success that you cannot get from starting from scratch. EASIER, FASTER, SMARTER. Are you qualified? 



Unbeatable value: wvwv.mi.qhtykicks.net Contact: luke@mi.qhtykicks.net 

DVDs 
REEDSWAIN SOCCER DVDs & BOOKS 

Huge selection and great prices on soccer DVDs, books, software and training equipment for coaches, players and fans. 800= 

331-5191 

EDUCATION ONLINE 
A NEW WAY TO ACHIEVE: ONLINE COURSES PROVIDE CHALLENGE AND FLEXIBILITY. National University Virtual High 

School (NUVHS) offers the premier high school online learning experience. W~th over 100 high school courses, NUVHS helps 

students stay on track, accelerate their progress, and take supplemental coursework to enhance their academic experience. 

Students achieve academic excellence on a full or part4ime basis. NUVHS courses have been approved by UC "a-,cj", College 

Board, NCAA and NAIA. AP® and SAT prep courses are also available. Learn more today by calling 866.366.8847 or visit 

www.nuvhs.or.q. 

ENGLAND SOCCER TOURS 
LIVE ON TV OR LIVE AT OLD TRAFFORD? 

TRAVEL TO MANCHESTER with the official USA Supporters Club on one of our sojourns over the pond this season to see the 

Champions: Arsenal, Liverpool, Man City and Fulham. All tours include membership, match ticket and program, private pre- 

and-post match hospitality, four-star accommodations, breakfast and first-class transportation. Our exclusive tour packages 

also include a private lunch and tour of Old Trafford with United legend and an additional BPL match (potential UEFA match 

supplements as well). A vast ocean lies between the USA and Old Trafford. WE BUILT THE BRIDGE. www.manutdusa.com 

tours@manutdusa.com 

FUNDRAISING 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Are you looking for a new, furl way to raise funds? Let us help! We have a large and unique line of soccer gifts that you carl 

sell. Any unsold merchandise may be returned and we will not charge you. Visit wvwv.soccer[un.net to see products. Contact 

us directly at 1-800-347-3810 to learn more! 

FUTSAL FRANCHISE 
RUN YOUR OWN FUTSAL LEAGUE 

United States Youth Futsal, the largest and fastest-growing futsal organization in the country, has opportunities for 

entrepreneurial soccer-minded individuals who are passionate about building local futsal leagues. With 52 leagues in over 24 

states, we are looking to expand to cities where we do not have a presence. The USYF proven marketing methods, 

administration tools and one-on-one support has helped our affiliates build profitable futsal leagues across the country. USYF 

is sanctioned by U.S. Soccer. Go to vwvw.usyouthfutsal.com, click on "Start a League" and request our Affiliation 

GIFTS 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Let Rixstine supply the fun! We offer the largest selection of soccer novelties and gifts in the United States. Deck out your 

party and award players, coaches, parents, and sponsors. Check out our specials on vcww.soccerfun.net. Contact us directly 

at 1-800-347-3810. 

GOALKEEPER TRAINING BUSINESS 
JUST4KEEPERS 

Are you tired of banging on doors to conduct clinics at clubs? Would you like to start your own Goalkeeper Training business? 

Does training keepers on your time with them coming to you r~ther than running between clubs to train a few keepers here 

and there sound good? Just4Keepers, THE International Goalkeeper Academy, is looking to bring Just4Keepers Coaching 

philosophy, brand and products, to the United States. We are looking for high caliber, high quality, individuals interested in 

starting their own Just4Keepers goalkeeper academies. If you love coaching goalkeepers, have a knack for connecting and 

helping them improve their game. If you have a strong desire to bring quality training to an underserved position, THEN J4K IS 

V~--IAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR!!! Take the next step...VISIT.., www.goalkeeper-jobs.com J4K Academies are now running 

in areas of PA, CO, CA, MN, FL, NY, NC, NJ & VA. Join the growing Number of Just 4 Keepers Academies in the USA! 

INSURANCE 
K & K INSURANCE Sports insurance for camps, teams, leagues, instructors, tournaments, and events. Call 1-800-426-2889 

for more information. 

MEDALS/PATCHES/PINS 
RIXSTINE RECOGNITION 

Choose from a wide selection of medals, patches, and pins or create your own with Rixstine! These make great tournament or 

year’s end awards. Visit www.soccerfun.net or contact us directly at 1-800-347-3810 to learn more. 

SOCCER TOURS 
CHALLENGER SPORTS 

Take the soccer tour of a lifetime with Challenger Sports. This isn’t just an incredible soccer vacation, you and your players 

can train with and compete against British professional teams, local club teams and international opponents in tournaments 

and friendly matches. Custom itinerary exclusively for your team. Coach Travels free! 1-800-730-9441 

TEAM PRODUCTS 
SPORTABILITY 

ONLINE REGISTRATION & LEAGUE ADMINISTRATION FOR CAMPS & LEAGUES. Do you run camps or leagues? Give 

participants an easy way to register and process payments using Sportability. As an administrator, you can collect everything 

you have collected fi~m your paper registration form, while accessing information without the struggles of deciphering 

handwriting or collecting checks. Once the registration process is complete, you can form teams, create schedules, enter 



scores to generate standings, communicate with participants, etc..., everything you need for a successful program. Call toll- 

free 877-530-1248. 

Soccer America Classifieds for Saturday, Oct. 19, 2013 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, October 20, 2013 

Sunday, Oct. 20, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U.S. women host Australia on Sunday. Also on Sunday, the California Clasico, Los Angeles vs. San Jose. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. 73/programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TVis upd~ted daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

NBC 

International Friendly USA-AUSTRALIA (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France SOCHAUX-MONACO (delay) 11 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pro. 

Italy TORINO-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-RAYO (live) 11 am. 

Spain BETIS-ELCHE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLDOLID-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy TORINO-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil ATLETICO MG-FLAMENGO (delay) 4 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World CupSLOVAKIA-HONDURAS (live) 9 am. 

France LYON-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-MERIDA (live) 1 pro. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-WANDERERS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-BELGRANO (live) 5 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain GRANADA-GETAFE (live) 6 am. 

italy ATALANTA-LAZIO (live) 6:30 am. 

France SOCHAUX-MONACO (live) 8 am. 

England LEEDS-BIRMINGHAM (live) 8:15 am. 

ESPN3ANatchESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup SLOVAKIA-HONDURAS (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup URUGUAY-IVORY COAST (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup UAE-BRAZIL (live) 11:48 am. 

RFA U-17 World Cup ITALY-NEW ZEALAND (live) 11:48 am. 

Brazil ATLETICO MG-FLAMENGO (live) 4 pm. 



MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

~4ONDAY, October 21 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-FULHAM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-VlLLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

IBeIN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIVE MOSCOW-AKMAR PERM (live) 11 am. 

Spain CELTA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-VlLLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN3/WatchESPN 

2014 FiFA World Cup EUROPEAN PLAYOFF DRAW (live) 8 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup CROATIA=PANAMA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup TUNISIA=RUSSIA (live) 8:48 am. 

RFA U-17 World Cup UZBEKISTAN-MOROCCO (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup JAPAN-VENEZUELA (live) 11:48 am. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues olfeting live s~reamin9 of games include: 

Maior Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer A[;qeric~ on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Oct. 20,2013 
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Section 1: Portland and RSL only temns to clinch playoff berths 

Sunday, Oc[. 20, 2013 



Portland and RSL only teams to clinch playoff berths 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS REWIND: Week 34] On another night of dramatic swings, only 
two teams~ Portland and Real Salt Lake~ who played to a 0-0 tie~ 

clinched playoff berths~ leaving nine teams in contention for the 
six remaining spots. New England and Colorado bolstered their 
playoff hopes with dramatic 3-2 wins over Columbus and Vancouver~ 

respectively~ that eliminated both losers. The race for the scoring 
title is also going down to the wire as Mike Magee (with a cheeky 

Panenka) and Marco Di Vaio both scored their 20th goals of the 
season in key wins for Chicago and Montreal. As for Seattle ... 

...Read the whole story 

Bedoya grabs first Ligue 1 for late Nantes winner 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Alejandro Bedoya scored his first goal for 
promoted Nantes to give the Canaries a 1-0 win at Ajaccio. He 

came on in the 81st minute and scored six minutes later for 
Nantes~ which moved into fourth place with the win .... Read the 
whole story 

Tyreso stars return early for Australia game 

by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] The USA moves into the homestretch of its 2013 
season with three games over 10 games~ beginning with a match 

against Australia Sunday at San Antonio’s Alamodome (TV: HBC~ 1:30 
p.m. ET). The U.S. squad for the game against the Matildas includes 
Christen Press~ Ali Krieger and Meghan Kbngenberg~ who have been 

released early by Tyreso following its eliminaUon from the Swedish 

league Utle race....Read the whole story 

All but Rowdies eliminated in Cosmos chase 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Week 12] The Tampa Bay Rowdies~ 1-0 winners over 

the San Antonio Scorpions~ are the only team still with a chance of 
catching the New York Cosmos for the NASL fall title. The Cosmos 

can clinch with two games to play if they beat FC Edmonton on 

Sunday....Read the whole story 

Mexico hammered, Canada earns draw 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WORLD CUP] Kelechi Iheanacho scored four goals in the 

space of 37 minutes on either side of halftime to lead Nigeria to a 

6-1 win over Mexico~ winner of the 2011 Under-17 World Cup~ in 
their opening game at the 2013 Under-17 World Cup in the United 

Arab Emirates. Canada~ which has never won a game at the U-17 

tournament~ opened with a 2-2 tie with Austria....Read the whole 

story 

Bayer Leverkusen wins with ’Phantomtor’ 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] The deciding goal in Bayer Leverkusen’s 
2-1 win over Hoffenheim entered the goal through a hole in the 

side-netting~ ignited another "Phantomtor" outrage in the 

Bundesliga....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"I’ve never been asked a question in my soccer 

world about my relationship~ rightfully so because it 

shouldn’t matter because it doesn’t have anything 

to do with soccer. But I realize I’m a public figure 

and people are curious about my private life. I’m 

honestly not the kind of person who wants to step 

up to a podium~ test the microphone and be like~ 

’Hey~ I’m homosexual and this is who I am~ hear me 

roar.’ That’s not who I am." 

-- U.S. star Abby Wambach, who says her marriage 

in Kauai to teammate and partner Sarah Huffman 

was a statement of her commitment to the love of 
her life but admitted she’ll end up being a rote 

model to many people for all kinds of reasons. (AP) 

What They’re Saying 

"I’ve had quite a bit of love on Twitter and I wasn’t 

even there." 

-- Landon Donovan on the response he’s gotten 

from Mexico fans to the USA’s late comeback win 

against Panama that spared Mexico elimination from 

the World Cup and knocked out the Canaleros. He 

said if the roles were reversed~ he doesn’t imagine 

Mexico would have done the same~ though he 

added that he couldn’t imagine many teams doing 

that for their rival. (MLSSoccer.com) 

1, A keeper blunder like you’ve never seen 
before 

2:, Bradley leads in Hexagonal player ratin~ 

3, Parity prompts perils of playoff positioning 

4o Dempsey reminds us how few read the 
rulebook 

5o ODP Girls Thanksgiving Interregional 
rosters 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The top five remain unchanged in the 2014 
Girls TMG Academy Top :[50 fall update, but a 
couple have moved up based on attention 
from US Soccer and our scouts. 

There are a couple of unexpected programs 
that are quickly making their way up the TDS 
Top 25. Check out which programs made the 
big moves this week. 
MORE: Men’s colleqe stats leaders 

Two more games, and two more wins for the 
perfect Virginia womenn, including a big win 
on Sunday against an ACC rival. See the 
latest movers and shakers in the TDS Top 25. 
MORE: Women’s college stats leaders 

DID YOU SEE? 

Find out who the Best XI 
boys were from the TDS 
Philadelphia Combine. 

Ah yes, the old "smash in a 
qoal off your teammate’s 
face" gag. Well played. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

2014 NSCAA Convention 

Register today for the 2014 NSCAA 
Convention in Philadelphia, PA, .January 15- 

Soccer’s Biggest Party brings together 
coaches, players, administrators, business 
leaders, referees and fans from all over the 
world. Come and be a part of the fast 
growing soccer community! 

No other event for soccer coaches matches 
the level and depth of high profile clinicians, 
variety of networking and continuing 
education opportunities, and the fun and 
excitement all packed into five days. 

If you’re serious about coaching, you need to 
be at the NSCAA Convention. 



Click here to register today! 
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College Soccer Retx~rter: Soccer America Top 25 rankmgs 

Monday, Oc[. 21, 2013 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RAIIKIHGS] California, Hotre Dame and Washington held on 
to their spots in the top three in the Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
for the third week in a row. UCLA moved to He. 4 while Coastal 
Carolina, winner of 10 in a row, moved to No. 5 For the complete 
Top 25 rankings ...... Read the who~e :;tory 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RAHKIHGS] Vir~nia remained the He. 1 team in the Soccer 
America Women’s Top 25 ran~ngs ahead of UCLA, Florida, North 
Carolina and Portland. The only team to drop out of the top 10 was 
Hotre Dame, which fell from No. 9 to No. 12 following its loss to 
Duke. For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read the whole story 

Two own goals earn No. 3 Huskies draw with No. 4 Bruins 
by Soccer America 

[WASHIHGTOH-UCLA: Men] Washington and UCLA, He. 3 and He. 4 

in the new Soccer America Men’s Top 25 rankings, played to a 2-2 

draw on Monday night....Read the who~e story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

It’s been a good year so far for Wisconsin men’s 
teams, and two of the best in the state square off 
in nonconference play on Wednesday: Wisconsin 
and Milwaukee. For all the men’s ...... More 

R~ce~ Most Read S~erie*:~ 

1, Bayer Leverkusen wins with ’Phantomtor’ 

2, Galaxy dooms Quakes; Red Bulls score 
fastest MLS goal ever 

3, Port{and and RSL only teams to clinch 
playoff berths 



Cavs remain perfect at 16=0=0 with 2=0 
by Soccer America 

[VIRGIHIA-NORTH CAROLINA: Women[ No. 1 Viq]inia improved to 16- 

0-0 vAth a 2-0 win over defending champion North Carolina on goals 

by sophomores Brittany RatcUffe and Makenzy Doniak Sunday at 
Fetzer Field....Read the who[e .~d:ory 

Keeper Own Ooak Blunder or Bad Luck? 
by Mike Woitaffa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post[ The video of Iona’s fluke ~oal a~ainst 
Fairfield University quickly went viral with headlines such as "Epic 

Fail" and "All-time Great Howler/’ but we think those takes on 
keeper Matt TurneVs misfortune is a bit harsh .... Read the whole 
story 

rosters 

5o Wo~derfu| ~oa| in ~rish women’s |eague 
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New College Soccer Web Site 

If you cannot see the images propefly~ please click here. 

Hi Anson, 
We hope all is well Allow us to introduce to you a new web site featuring college soccer: 
CollecleSoccer.us. We welcome you to peruse all sections. 

In short, we cover a variety of topics, such as national rankings, conference standings, write-ups, and 
soccer drills, to name a few. 

Last but not least, we are launching a recruiting database you can sign up for free. We will alert you, 
some time in the spring, once we get the database off the ground. 
Thank you for your time and good luck with your upcoming games. 

Sincerely, 

CollegeSoccer.us Staff 

College Soccer Staff 
Info@collegesoccer.us 
(240) 434-5593 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 
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Premier Promotion Ends in 10 Days 

I want to thank you for your continued support of TopDmwerSoccer.com as we contiue to grow and improve. 

We are also continually striving to strengthen the value of our Premier Membership by offering exclusive content that can only be found on TopDrawerSoccer.com. As 

a result, access to the IMG Academy 150 and Regional Player Rankings is now avafilable to Premier Members only. 

To help our users make the transition, now, through October 31, everyone who si.gr~s-up tbr a Premier Membership roll receive a lg% discount on a 1,2, or 3-year 

Premier Membership by using the promo code TOP150. 

See the man’s" benefits of a Premier Memberhship here. 

Please remember that the majority of our content will continue to remain flee to all users. 

See you on the field, 

Seth Burleigh 

VP Operations 

TopDrawerSoccer.com 

111 West Ocem~ Blvd., Suite 1750 
Long Beach, California 90802 
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Section 2: Alex Ferguson’s Autobiography: Talking Points 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Oct. 22, 2013 Tweet This ~ Share This 

Guardian 

Alex Ferguson’s autobiography "Managing My Life: the Autobiography" is officially out, which means ex- 

Manchester United boss’s view on a host of subjects from Roy Keane, David Beckham, Ruud van Nistelrooy, 

Jose Mourinho, and Wayne Rooney are now public knowledge. Several pubs have covered the book’s release on 

Tuesday, but the Guardian has a nice synopsis of some of its biggest talking points. 

For instance, Fergie paints a picture of ex-United captain Roy Keane as an "erratic and terrifying figure" who was 

even capable of frightening him, according to the Guardian. Their fallout is well-documented, but in the book, Fergie 

reveals how it all ended in a fiery confrontation between the Irishman, himself, and several of United’s biggest stars, 

including Rio Ferdinand, Darren Fletcher and Edwin van der Sar. 

On Jose Mourinho, Fergie reveals a certain warmth for the Portuguese, as he said he likes younger people "with a 

bit of devil in them," and he smiled to himself at the way the Chelsea coach announced himself to the Premier League 

as the "Special One." Their postgame glass of wine tradition started when Mourinho’s FC Porto dumped United out of 

the UEFA Champions League in 2003-04. 

One of Ferguson’s biggest regrets, he says, is the breakdown of his relationship with Beckham. The 71-year-old says 

he decided to sell Beckham to Real Madrid because his celebrity was becoming his main focus, instead of soccer. He 

had wanted Beckham to become a Manchester United legend, but when Beckham allowed the wound he suffered 

after Fergie kicked a cleat at him be photographed, he knew it was time to sell him. 

- Read the whole story... 

German Leagues Will Not Adopt GLT Despite ’Ghost Goal’ 
ESPN FC 

Germany’s Bundesliga has ruled out goal-line technology as a potential solution in the wake of the "ghost goal" 

controversy that arose last Friday after Bayer Leverkusen’s Stefan Kiessling headed the ball into Hoffenheim’s goal 

through the side netting and the referee deemed it to be a goal. Bayer went on to win the game, 2-1. 

While Hoffenheim called for the game to be replayed, the German soccer association (DFB) has said it will abide by 

FIFA’s rules, which state that a referee’s decision is final once play has been restarted. FIFA, meanwhile, stressed 

that while the referee’s decision is final, the situation presents the perfect opportunity for the German Bundesliga to 



introduce goal-line technology, which is now used in England’s Premier League and will also be deployed at next 

summer’s World Cup in Brazil. 

However, league general manager Andreas Rettig recently told FrankfurterAIIgemeine Zeitung that as things stand, 

the options remain inadequate. "We are not against technological progress, but we are talking about a highly complex 

system here, which might still be failure-prone," he said. "The 3 centimeter margin of error allowed by FIFA is not 

acceptable for us." 

- Read the whole story... 

FA Charges Mourinho with Im rAr£per Conduct 
Reuters 

Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho has been charged with improper conduct for his behavior during a Premier League 

game against Cardiff City on Saturday, the FA said on Monday. Mourinho was ordered to the stands for the final 20 

minutes of Saturday’s 4-1 win for protesting to referee Anthony Taylor over Cardiff’s time-wasting tactics. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ronaldo Reflects on Crucial Week for Real Madrid 
Football Espana 

Cristiano Ronaldo reflected on what will be a crucial week for Real Madrid, as his team faces Juventus in the UEFA 
Champions League on Wednesday and travels to the Camp Nou to face La Liga leader Barcelona. "1 don’t think it is a 

decisive week but it’s true that it is an important one for us," Ronaldo said during a press conference. We didn’t start 

as we would have liked but we are getting better. We are calm, focused. We want to win tomorrow as that will also 

give us confidence for the game against Barcelona at the weekend." 

Asked what he thinks Real needs to improve on most, the Portuguese said, "We must get better in every aspect. I 

don’t see a single thing we must improve on, it is in all areas. But it is a thing of great pride to work with this Coach 

[Carlo Ancelotti] -- he is doing an extraordinary job. You can’t say more than that. I am willing to give my all for him." 

Ancelotti, meanwhile, spoke about his preparation for the Juventus clash on Wednesday. "We have to analyze all 

aspects of Juve’s last game, every minute and not just the 15 minutes [against Fiorentina last weekend] when they 

struggled," the Italian tactician said. "Juventus in general have many players with a lot of quality. Arturo Vidal is very 

important, he can score and move about the field well. He has shown his quality. Individuals aside, their overall 

strength lies in their organization." 

- Read the whole story... 

Holloway’s Future Uncertain Following Fulham Thrashing 
Guardian 

lan Holloway refused to talk about his future at Crystal Palace after Fulham thrashed his team, 4-1, at Selhurst Park 

on Monday. Holloway is now set to meet with Palace chairman Steve Parrish on Tuesday amid growing uncertainty 

about his future as head coach. Palace is currently 19th in the Premier League table with just three points from eight 

games. 

After the match with Fulham, Holloway became testy when questioned about his future. "I’m not talking about my 

future at this football club," he snapped. "Me and the chairman signed all these players together in the summer and 

he always comes down after a game to have a chat. It was just a bit longer this time because I spent longer with the 

players trying to pick them up." Holloway admitted that Palace had "had the stuffing knocked out of them" by two 



fantastic first-half Fulham goals. He added that he would be speaking with Parrish today, as well. 

Even Fulham’s Pajtim Kasami acknowledqed that his "unbelievable" goal was the best of his career. Kasami scored 

Fulham’s first with a brilliant chest control and volley from a Sascha Rieter pass, while Steve Sidwell struck another 

excellent volley for Fulham on the stroke of halftime. Second half goals from Dimitar Berbatov and Phillipe 

Senderos sealed the points for Fulham, and eased the pressure on coach Martin Jol. 

- Read the whole story... 

Associated Press 

AS Roma, Torino and AC and Inter Milan have all been given a suspended sentence of having sections of their 

stadiums closed for one match following insulting chants made by their clubs’ fans over the weekend. Milan, Inter and 

Roma were also each handed a 50,000 euro ($68,800) fine. The punishments have been suspended for one year 

and will be added to further punishments should the fans repeat the derogatory chanting. 

- Read the whole story... 

Totti to Miss at Least 10 Day_  
Associated Press 

AS Roma captain Francesco Totti will be sidelined for at least 10 days with a hamstring injury, the AP reports. Totti 

had to be replaced after 30 minutes of Roma’s 2-0 win against Napoli last Friday. That means the Serie A leader’s 

captain will definitely miss Roma’s next two league clashes against Udinese and Chievo Verona. Roma has won 

eight straight matches to open the Serie A season. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Orlando City gets approval stadium funding 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] MLS could welcome not just its 20th team but its 

21 st team in 2015. The Orange County board of commissioners 

followed the dry of Orlando board of commissioners in approving 
the use of moneys generated by a local Tourist Development Tax 

(TDT) for various venue projects, including a new soccer stadium in 

downtown Orlando. USL PRO champion Orlando City SC is seeking 

an expansion and would like to begin play in MLS in 2015, the same 

fear as llew York City FC will begin operation .... Read the whole 
story 

RSL can put on the pressure in early finale 

by Soccer America 

[MLS PREVIEW: Week 3S] The regular season concludes a few days 

early for Real Salt Lake, which hosts CNvas USA Wednesday night 

with a playoff spot assured but great uncertainty regarding its final 
)lace in the standings .... Read the whole story 

Club America eliminated in another shocker 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"We’re happy because Chico wouldn’t help resolve 

the problem and tried to gain an advantage in the 
situation." 

-- Pablo Garcia, spokesman for Colombian club 

Santa Fe, relished a 2-0 win over host Boyaca Chico, 
which wouldn’t switch their jerseys to resolve a 

color clash. Santa Fe’s equipment manager bought 

knockoff replica jerseys from a street vendor 

outside the stadium at $6.37 apiece and scrawled 

names and numbers on them with a red marker. 

(Reuters) 



[COHCACAF CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE: Week 6] In one of the biggest 

upsets in the history of the Concacaf Champions League’s group 

stage, Mexican giant Club America, the 2013 Mexican Torneo 
Clausura champion, fell to Alajuelense of Costa Rica, I-0, at home 

on Honduran Jerry Palados’ goal and was eliminated from the 

regional tournament. America is only the second Mexican team, 
after Guadalajara, last year, that has been eliminated in the group 

stage of the Concacaf Champions League.< ...Read the whole story 

Wenger blames Arsenal’s immaturity for loss 

by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE: Matchday 3] Robert Lewandowski’s late 

volley gave 2013 runner-up Borussia Dortmund a 2-1 win at Arsenal, 

ending the Gunners’ 12-game unbeaten streak and spoiling the 

birthday of their 64-year-old manager....Read the whole story 

Desperate times for El Tri require desperate measures 
by Soccer America 

[MEXICO] Mexico began preparations for the two-game World Cup 

2014 playoff series against Hew Zealand Tuesday when nine 
available domestic national team players were called into camp at 

Mexico City’s Centro de Alto Rendimiento. They were without 10 

players from Club America and its coach, Miguel Herrera~ the new 

national team coach, as it was playing in the Concacaf Champions 
League, where it suffered a humiliating loss at home to Alajuelense 

of Costa Rica....Read the whole story 

Flamenco serenade de Sergio Ramos on the ’Anthill’ 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Real Madrid’s Ser~io Ramos, a World Cup 

winner and two-time European Champion, does pretty welt with 

the guitar as well, surprising his girlfriend, TV reporter Pilar Rubio~ 
with a flamenco serenade on Spanish television .... Read the whole 
story 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
College soccer commits find the ideal 
programs that present the right blend of 
school and soccer in this boys commitment 
update. 
I~IORIS; Girls Commitments: Texas travels 

The latest women’s TDS Team of the Week 
features goals galore, along with some 
~mpressive defensive performances. 
I~IORE; Men’s Team of the Week 

The U.S, U17 Men’s National Team has a 
busy schedule coming up with an additional 
event added to the schedule. Check out the 

details in this week’s The Five, li:~i PremierContent 

DID YOU SEE? 

The Furman and Cincinnati 
men go nose-to-nose in 
College Goals of the Week. 

These 5 pictures will make 
your day much better. 
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Saga of Orlando tweaks expansion candidates 
By Ridge Mahoney 

There’s more at play in the speedy progress of an MLS Orlando City franchise than returning the league to Florida 

is it grows toward its stated goal of 24 teams by 2020~ 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

A message has been sent to other prospective expansion cites is, and that message is: You’re on the clock. 

’We thank the Orange County and City of Orlando Board of Commissioners for their support to build a soccer-specific stadium 

in downtown Orlando," MLS president and deputy commissioner Mark Abbott said in a statement announcing the last 

political hurdle had been cleared by a 5-2 vote on Tuesday. ’~/Ve also would like to thank [owners] Flavio Augusto da Silva, 

Phil Rawlins and their staff for their passion and commitment to bring a Major League Soccer team to Orlando. 

"We look forward to working with the Orlando City SC ownership group to finalize an expansion agreement." 

The vote authorized the use of $20 million in tourism taxes to help fund the $84 million project. Once an expansion agreement 

- which would include the fee - is negotiated, construction is expected to start on the stadium for completion in time for the 

2015 season. Orlando City has won two USL PRO titles in the past three seasons, and more than 20,000 fans came to the 

Citrus Bowl in September to watch the Lions thrash Charlotte, 7-4, in the championship game. 

’I think Orlando is a gr~at marketplace for MLS," said Rawlins to the Associated Press. "It’s proven that with the support it has 

in the minor leagues. I know the city is very anxious for a second major sports team and MLS is excited about expansion in 

the southeast.... So I felt confident we could make that happen in that time frame." 

The message will also be heard by New York City FC, which is supposed to commence play in 2015 but has yet to nail down 

a stadium site much less a funding plan. There’s plenty going on behind the scenes regarding NYCFC, for sure, though the 

Cosmos made the local news this week by announcing the contract of Coach Giovanni Savarese has been extended. 

(Orlando City also deserves kudos for using SC, i.e. Soccer Club, instead of FC.) 

As of now, NYCFC will probably have to play at least one season in an alternative facility, presumably Yankee Stadium, while 

its own stadium is completed. MLS has been criticized for fast-tracking a New York team and ignoring efforts in other cities to 

jump on the expansion train, yet it can justifiably point to Orlando’s accomplishments and say, in effect, ’Match this." 

Yet if the league adds both Orlando City SC and New York City FC in 2015, and both presumably play in the Eastern 

Conference, it will again be stuck with an odd number of teams (21), necessitating bye dates and other logistical snarls. It 

could solve two problems by moving Houston and one other team to the Western Conference and terminating the operation 

agreement in force with Chivas USA, leaving it with 20 teams equally split between the conferences, but the league has stated 

repeatedly it won’t take such action regarding Chivas USA unless the situation becomes untenable. 

MLS could delay the entry of NYCFC for a season, adding Orlando City and moving one team west while keeping Chivas USA. 

The move would be practical but a public-relations disaster, and also cost the league a valuable chip as it negotiates new TV 

deals - which are set to expire at the end of the 2014 season - as well as a priceless market irreplaceable in just about every 

facet, from sponsors to Designated Players= 

The addition of Orlando also applies pressure on whatever is going on with Miami. Reports resurface every few weeks 

regarding a developing partnership of David Beckham and Bolivian businessman Marcelo Claure. Another flurry came last 

week from a report that Dolphins president Steve Ross would use his company, RSE Ventures, to provide marketing services 

and perhaps rent out Sun Life Stadium as a temporary home for an MLS team. 

That’s more opportunism than entrepreneurship, and not quite the same thing as putting money into the team itself, which 

Ross has mentioned in the past as a possibility. Yet pairing Orlando and Miami as joint forces in Florida fits many of the 

league’s practical needs: scheduling, rivalries, untapped markets, increased TV footprint, etc. 

Bringing aboard another NFL owner even in such a limited capacity could open the doors a crack for Atlanta. Falcons owner 

Stu Blank has been in the loop for a while, though the market - while large (population of about 4 million in the city and nine 

nearest counties) and growing -- is affected by a dip in housing sales and other troubling factors. 

Does Atlanta stay in play if Miami joins Orlando in the near future, or do other cites move up in the race? Those questions 



stem from the success of Orlando, which so far has come up with all the right answers. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League and Concacaf Champions League action on Thursday. 

~All timos Eastern unless noted. TV programming1 is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is uixIated da~ly throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League SHERIFF-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-ST. GALLEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League LYON-HNK RIJEKA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League WIGAN-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ISIDRO METAPAN-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League APOLLON LIMASSOL-LAZIO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-KUVAN KRASNADOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SHERIFF-TOTTENHAM (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-HOUSTON (live) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-ST. GALLEN (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Europa League WIGAN-RUBIN KAZAN (delay) midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SLOVAN LIBEREC-SEVILLA (live) 1 pm, 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-ST. GALLEN (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League APOLLON LIMASOL=LAZIO (delay) 5 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World Cup VENEZUELA-RUSSIA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup MOROCCO-PANAMA (live) 11:48 am. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-HOUSTON (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ISIDRO METAPAN-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3/WatchESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup VENEZUELA-RUSSIA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup JAPAN-TUNISIA (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup UZBEKISTAN-CROATIA (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup MOROCCO-PANAMA (live) 11:48 am. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-HNK RIJEKA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SHERIFF-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League APOLLON LIMASOL-LAZIO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-ESTORIL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DINAMO-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League PACOS DE FERRREIRA-DNIPRO (live) 3 pro. 

FRIDAY, October 2~ 

BelN SPORT 

France NANTES-LILLE (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN2 

Mexico MORELIA-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-INVERNESS (live) 2:30 pm. 



AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TIGRES (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain RAYO-VALLADOLID (lie) 3 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TIGRES (live) 10:30 pro. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

FiFA U-17 World Cup SWEDEN=MEXICO (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U=17 World Cup ARGENTINA-CANADA (live) 11:48 am. 

France NANTES-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-DEPORTIVO TEPIC (live) 10 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

France NANTES-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

England MIDDLESBROUGH-DONCASTER (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain RAYO VALLECANO-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3fWatchESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup SWEDEN-MEXICO (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup NIGERIA-IRAQ (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup ARGENTINA-CANADA (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U=17 World Cup AUSTRIA-IRAN (live) 11:48 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) Noon. 

Italy INTER MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-FULHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-PHILADELPHIA (live) 3 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 5:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) Noon. 

Spain LEVANTE-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) 9 pm. 

GALAVISION 

MexicoATLAS-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-TOLUCA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

MexicoAMERICA-GUADALAJARA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FranceMARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 11 am. 

MLSTORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 4 pm. 

MexicoPACHUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORT LiVE EXTRA 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VlLLA-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

MLS L~VE/MLS DIRECT K~CK 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 4 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN 

MLS SEATTLE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 



NBC 

MLS D.C. UNITED-HOUSTON (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SUNDERLAND-NEWCASTLE (live) 9:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) Noon. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy NAPOLI-TORINO (live) 7:30 am. 

Italy UDINESE-ROMA (live) 10 am. 

France MONACO-LYON (live) Noon. 
Italy JUVENTUS-GENOA (delay) 2 pm. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-PSG (live) 4 pm. 

Italy PARMA-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy NAPOLI-TORINO (live) 7:30 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-GENOA (live) 10 am. 

Spain VALENCIAWILLAREAL (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ALMERIA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BETIS (live) 4 pm. 

Italy PARMA-AC MILAN (delay) midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands RODA JC-PSV (live) 7:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SANTOS (live) 4 pm. 

MLS SEAT]’LE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm= 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-VERACRUZ (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-VERACRUZ (live) 2 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-CHICAGO (live) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England TOTTENHAM-HULL CITY (live) noon, 

England SWANSEA CITY-WEST HAM (live) noon. 

MLS LIVE/MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-COLORADO (live) 8 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

Women’s Friendly USA-NEWZEALAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-WATFORD (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain SEVILLA-OSASUNA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3/WatchESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup TBD-TBD (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U=17 World Cup TBD-TBD (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup TBD-TBD (live) 11:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup TBD-TBD (live) 11:48 am. 

TUESDAY, October 

Bein SPORT 

Capital One Cup ARSENAL-CHELSEA (live) 3:30 pm. 

Spain CELTA-BARCELONA (live) 5:40 pm. 

Italy ATALANTA-INTER MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ESPANYOL-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain CELTA-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Capital One Cup ARSENAL-CHELSEA (delay) 7 pm. 



italy ATALANTA-INTER MILAN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, October 2,8 

BelN SPORT 

italyFIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3:30 pm. 

SpainREAL MADRID-SEVlLLA (live) 5:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3 pm. 

SpainREAL MADRID-SEVlLLA (live) 5 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (delay) 7 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (delay) 9:30 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

Women’s Friendly USA-NEWZEALAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

THL}RSDAY, October 29 

BelN SPORT 

italy ROMA-CHIEVO (live) 3:40 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (delay) 5:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-CATANIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-ELCHE (live) 5 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-GETAFE (delay) 7 pm. 

Italy ROMA-CHIEVO (delay) 9:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

France PSG-LORIENT (delay) 6 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

Capital One Cup NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 6 pm. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live st[eamin9 ol games include: 

Maior Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Oct. 23, 2013 
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Section 1: San Jose bounces back; Km~sas City also advances in CCL 

Thursday, Oct, 2~’., 2013 

San Jose and Kansas City get it done 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Week 61 Three days after seeing 
their MLS playoff hopes extinguished, the San Jose Earthquakes 
rebounded with a 1-0 win over Guatemala’s Heredia to reach the 
quarterfinals of the regional championship. Sporting Kansas City 
also advanced thanks to a scoreless tie Honduran club Olimpia. 
...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It would be nice if we could stop that. Some of 

the songs today were quite stupid and I think UEFA 
have to do the work. Every time we say something 

it continues and something has to be done to stop 

it .... UEFA has to be stronger and hold the club 

and all the fans that do that responsible, Maybe 
they have a stadium ban." 



Real Salt Lake goes on top -- for now 

by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIHD: Week 35] By beating Chivas USA, 2-1, at Rio Tinto 
Stadium Wednesday night~ Real Salt Lake ended its season as top 

dog in the Supporters’ Shield race. The catch is that several other 

teams conclude their seasons over the weekend, so RSL \ knows 
only that it can finish no lower than second in the Western 

Conference....Read the whole story 

QPR signing Onyewu: ’l feel good here already’ 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Oguchi Onyewu joined the ninth club in his 

12 years in Europe as he signed a short-term contract with English 
dub Queens Park Rangers as a free agent. QPR is in second place 

in the League Championship, two points behind Burniey but with a 

game in hand, and it travels to Burniey on Saturday....Read the 

whole story 

Ibra humbles Anderiecht 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE: Matchday 3] Zlatan Ibrahimovic needed 
only 19 minutes to score a hat trick in the first half -- including a 

devastating voliey from distance -- then added a fourth goal in the 

second ha|f as Paris St. Germain humbled Sacha Kijestan’s 

Anderlecht with a 5-0 in the Champions League on Wednesday. 
...Read the whole story 

Klinsmann thanks ’American Outlaws’ 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Fandom] Home-game support for the U.S. nationa| 

team during the recently compietely World Cup campaign has been 

haiied as the most robust ever and credited to the fan group, 
American Outlaws, to whom Jurgen Kiinsmann delivered a spedal 

thanks via video and whose 100 chapters are celebrated in the 
second of today’s two-video package....Read the whole story 

-- Manchester City’s Ivory Coast midfielder Yaya 

Toure, who was subjected to monkey chants by 

CSKA Moscow fans during his team’s 2-I Champions 
League win in Russia. (Yahoo Sports) 

Honduras advances despite loss to Brazil 
by Soccer America 

[UHDER-17 WORLD CUP] Honduras lost to Brazil, 3-0, 

but the Catrachos, who knocked the USA out of 
the tournament finals, still qualified for the round 

of 16 at the Under-17 World Cup on goal difference 

ahead ...... More 

~, Orlando City gets approval stadium ~unding 

2o Desperate times for El Tri require 
desperate measures 

3. Flamenco serenade de Ser~o Ramos on the 
’Anthill’ 

4o Wenger blames Arsenal’s immaturity for 
loss 

~o Coaches Communicating with Parents: 
’They’re our Customers’ (Part 1) 
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Section 2: Ibra Thanks Fans; Ancelotti Defends Bale; Rooney In Groove 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, Oct. 24, 2013 

Ibra Thanks Anderlecht Fans for the A_p_plause 
ESPN FC 

Tweet This Share This 

Following his four-goal haul at Anderlecht in the UEFA Champions League on Wednesday, Paris Saint-Germain 

striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic thanked the Belgian club’s fans for applauding his performance during PSG’s 

comprehensive 5-0 win. The big Swede received a standing ovation in the 36th minute after completing his hat-trick 

with a thunderbolt volley from distance that reportedly went into the goal at 100 kilometers per hour, or 62 miles per 

hour. He went on to score another fantastic goal in the 62nd minute. 

"It’s not every night that I score four goals," Ibrahimovic told reporters after the game. "The stadium applauded me 

after the third goal and that doesn’t happen every night either. I’d like to thank the Anderlecht supporters -- it was 

really nice of them." 

Ibrahimovic became only the ninth player to score four goals in the Champions League, a feat that was matched last 

season by Borussia Dortmund striker Robert Lewandowski against Real Madrid in the second-leg of the UCL semi- 

final. It was the Sweden international’s tenth goal in October, taking his tally for the season to 15 goals in 18 

appearances. 

"He’s in excellent form," PSG coach Laurent Blanc said of Ibrahimovic after the game. "His four goals tonight were 

exceptional. He’s a catalyst for all the others, someone who is driving everyone towards the top." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ancelotti Defends Benzerna,~ Bale Performances vs. Juve 
AFP 

Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti was forced to defend the performances of Gareth Bale and Karim Benzema 

following his team’s 2-1 win against Juventus in UEFA Champions League Group B play on Wednesday. Two goals 

from star man Cristiano Ronaldo proved to be the difference on a night when Benzema missed a clear chance to 

make it 3-1 to the host, and world record signing Bale failed to impress. 

However, Ancelotti praised Benzema’s defensive contribution, in particular. "1 want to say something about 

Benzema," Ancelotti said of the under-fire striker. "1 asked him to help the team a lot defensively in tracking (Andrea) 

Pirlo," he said. "With three central midfielders, Pirlo is hard for our midfielders to get up to press. Benzema didn’t 

score, but he worked very well for the team and I am satisfied with his performance." 

As for Bale, who replaced Benzema with 25 minutes remaining, the Italian said: "Bale came on when the game 



lacked intensity and that didn’t help him to play better. His physical condition is better and he is now ready to start a 

game." Real’s next game, of course, is against Barcelona in La Liga on Saturday. 

Though Los Blancos now sit comfortably on top of Group B with nine points from three games, the Spanish media 

was still critical of the team’s inability to capitalize on having a man advantage for most of the second half after Juve 

defender Giorgio Chiellini was sent off in the 48th minute. 

- Read the whole story... 

BBC Sport 

Manchester City has said it will make a formal complaint to UEFA about the racist chanting endured by its players 

during City’s 2-1 win away to CSKA Moscow in Champions League Group D play on Wednesday. In May, UEFA 

announced that racist chanting from supporters would lead to a partial stadium closure for the first offense and a full 

stadium closure for a second, coupled with a fine of 50,000 euros ($69,000). 

After the game, Ivory Coast international Yaya Toure, who captained City in the absence of the injured Vincent 

Kompany, revealed that he spoke with referee Ovidiu Hategan about the chants, but the referee chose to do 

nothing. "I’m not just disappointed, I’m furious," Toure said. "For me, as captain, I was wearing an armband which 

said ’no to racism’ and I was totally disappointed. I told the referee. It was unbelievable and very sad." 

When asked what action he would like UEFA to take, Toure said: "Maybe they could ban the stadium, I don’t know, 

for a couple of years or a couple of months. We have to be as strong as possible otherwise they will continue like 

that. Too much is too much. We have to stop it now." 

Meanwhile, Lord Ouseley, chairman of the British activist group Kick it Out, said Hategan shouldn’t be allowed to 

referee again for failing to deal with the racist abuse. 

- Read the whole story... 

Rooney Leads United Past Real Sociedad 
BBC Sport 

Wayne Rooney put in yet another man of the match performance as Manchester United beat Real Sociedad 1-0 in 

UEFA Champions League Group A play on Wednesday. Sociedad defender Inigo Martinez put the ball in his own 

net while trying to clear an effort from Rooney, who beat several defenders prior to shooting, that came off the post. 

After the game, Rooney said: "1 thought we played some great football. We should have won the game by three, four 

or five, but I’m happy we got the win, that’s most important thing. We defended well, a clean sheet is always pleasing. 

We created a lot of chances and on another day we will take them and win the game more comfortably." 

Rooney also revealed that he is "happy" and enjoying life under new United coach David Moyes. "The new coach 

that has come in [and has given me] a new lease of life," he said. "I’m really enjoying working under David Moyes." 

The England striker added that he was happy that former coach Alex Ferguson’s autobiography, which was 

released earlier this week, revealed that he had never formally asked for a transfer request. "He has come back and 

corrected the story that I put a transfer request in," Rooney said of Ferguson’s book. "He’s gone back and proven that 

I didn’t." 

- Read the whole story... 



Fe_ gie: Guardiola’s Barca was the Best 
FCBarcelona.com 

In his recently released autobiography, Alex Ferguson describes Pep Guardiola’s Barcelona team, which he faced 

with Manchester United in both the 2009 and 2011 UEFA Champions League finals, as the greatest opponent he 

ever faced. "Bar£sa was the best team ever to line up against my Manchester United sides,"he said. Barca beat United 

2-0 in the UCL final in ’09 and 3-1 in ’11. 

- Read the whole story... 

Inside Spanish Football 

Barcelona striker Lionel Messi is the first soccer player to break into ESPN’s top-10 most popular athlete’s ranking in 

the United States, alongside the likes of Michael Jordan, Peyton Manning and LeBron James. The survey, 

conducted from October 2012 through September 2013, consisted of 1,500 phone calls per month asking the simple 

question: "Who is your favorite athlete?" While Messi finished seventh, Real Madrid’s Cristiano Ronaldo finished 

21st and David Beckham, 47th. 

- Read the whole story... 

Kiessling , Leverkusen Sink Shakhtar 
ESPN FC 

Bayer Leverkusen striker Stefan Kiessling responded to the criticism that has been leveled at him for his infamous 

’ghost goal’ against Hoffenheim in the Bundesliga last week by scoring twice and winning a penalty as Leverkusen 

rolled over Shakhtar Donetsk, 4-0, in UEFA Champions League Group A play on Wednesday. The win left Sami 

Hyypia’s team in second-place with six points from three games, one point behind group leader Manchester United. 

- Read the whole story... 
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You Cha~ge One Thing, You Change Eve ~rything 
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Results of Educator Survey 

Hello, 

We’ve already had nearly 3,000 responses to the new Josephson Institute survey on the State of Education in America. We figured that was enough to merit this sneak peak 

at some of the results. We’ve also posted some of the comments educators shared in the survey. 

If you haven’t already, please take the survey hem (it will take about 10 minutes) and please share the link https://~vw.sun/eymonkey.com/s/JIEducatorSumey on your 

website, Facebook, Twitter or elsewhere to encourage others to take it. The larger the sample, the more influential the results. We are also conducting a related survey for 

parents here. 

I hope you will find value in these free downloadable resources: 

dosephson Institute’s 2012 Report Card on the Ethics of American Youth: Results of the nationwide survey of more than 20,000 high school students. 

Critical Educational Outcomes: Model Standards for Academic. Social, Emotional and Character Development: Guidelines to help you integrate social, 

emotional and character development strategies into a robust academic agenda. 

Character Educator Newsletter. A monthly summary of articles in the Character Educator Biog. (See the most recent newsletter and subscribe here.) 

What Will Matter Newsletter. A weekly roundup of inspirational quotes, posters and short essays from the "What Will Matter bloq. (See the most recent newsletter 

and subscribe here.) 

Daily quotes, news updates and more: 

o Facebook.com/CharacterCounts 

o Twitter.com/CHARACTE RCOU NTS 

Sincerely, 

Michael Josephson 

President, CHARACTER COUNTS!, Josephson Institute of Ethics 

310-846-4800 

whatwillmatter.com I charactercounts.org I josephsoninstitute=org 

If you are having trouble reading this email, please click here to see it online. 

Unsubscribe from these updates 
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2014 USASA Veterans Cup -Headquarters Hotel Announcement 

Email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

USASA National 
Veterans Cup 

2014 USASA Veterans Cup 
Headquarters Hotel Announcement 

The interest for the upcoming USASA Veterans Cup in Virginia Beach is at an all 

time high. Currently we have registered 25 teams and have many more about to 

join the tournament. For this upcoming year, we will closely manage the divisions 

to ensure an efficient scheduling of tournament matches. Teams registering after a 

division is balanced will be placed on hold until there’s a sufficient number of 

teams to form an additional group or even division. 

Just a friendly reminder that by Jan. 1 the application rate will increase by $50. We 

highly recommend teams register as soon as possible to reserve your spot before 

the rate goes up or the divisions fill out! As in past years, online registration is 

available. CLICK HERE TO REGISTER. 

For the 2014 Tournament, entry fees are as follows: 

Extra Early Bird Registration: $350 (Sep 2 - Dec 31) 

Early Bird Registration: $400 (Jan 1 - Mar 15) 

Regular Registration: $450 (Mar 16 - Jun 1) 

We are also happy to announce the Holiday Inn Virginia Beach-Norfolk & 

Conference Center as our Headquarters Hotel for the 2014 USASA Veterans Cup. 

Approximately 15 minutes from the fields, the hotel has an outdoor pool, 

restaurant, bar, high tech business center and other requested amenities as in 



past years. This hotel recently had a makeover and has a unique ambiance with a 

beautiful lobby, a soaring six story atrium complete with a trickling waterfall, a 

stone fireplace and the chic BLU lobby bar. 

Rooms have been blocked for USASA VETERANS CUP at most hotels in the 

Hampton Roads area between July 6-July 13, 2014. There are a limited number of 

rooms at each hotel and the rates are not guaranteed after the cut-off date, 

January 31, 2014. It is important to book as soon as possible to obtain your choice 

of hotel and best rate. Please don’t wait with hotel reservations as this is high 

season in the area and availability is very limited. 

See below for additional information related to hotels" 

1. All hotels are within 15-20 minutes from the Hampton Roads Soccer 

Complex. 

2. Click on the links below to review the different hotels in each area. 

3. We have Virginia Beach Oceanfront Hotels, Virginia Beach/Norfolk Inland 

hotels and Chesapeake-Greenbrier hotels. 



For additional help with Veterans Cup accommodations, contact Susan Smith at 

757-639-6859 ext. 6859 or via e-mail at ssrnith@showcaserngrnt.corn. Susan 

can help you with any type of accommodations including house rentals. I highly 

recommend that you reach out to her for accommodation needs or questions 

related to Virginia Beach. 

So what can you do when you are done playing for the day? The activities you can 

enjoy during your down time endless! 

Rent a bike or pedal cart and ride on the three-mile, beautiful paved 

boardwalk. 

Visit the Back Bay National wildlife refuge and hike the trails or hop in a 

kayak and explore the marshes. 

Go to Colonial Williamsburg, approx, one hour from Virginia Beach and 

experience the birthplace of America...C...o..!..o...n..!..a.!.....W..!!.!!..a....m...s....b...u...r.g 

Experience the thrill rides and natural beauty of Busch Gardens. 

Go on a dolphin watching boat trip or deep sea fishing. 

Explore First Landing State Park, the first permanent settlement 1607 and 

hike or bike the 20 miles of trails. 

Every evening on the boardwalk from Memorial Day to Labor Day, there are 

free summer sidewalk shows. Summer Fun inVa Beach 

You name the water sport and it is available at Virginia Beach. 

And of course, sun, sandcastles, ice cream, mini golf, salt water taffy, sea 

shell searching and long beach walks any time! 

For general questions about the tournament, please visit the ..C...o...n...t...a...c..t......U..s., .t...h....e. 

USASA website or check out our Facebook p...a..g.e.... 

Cheers, 

The USASA National Veteran’s Cup Committee 

Cezar, John, Keith, Lisa, Mike, Don 

About the USASA Veterans Cup 

The annual Veteran’s Cup tournament was established in 1998 by the United 

States Adult Soccer Association with the intention of providing high-level soccer to 

both men and women 30 years of age and older. The current Veteran’s Cup 

tournament is a 6-day event with an anticipated 100 adult soccer teams, 

comprising approximately 3,000 players, family members, and supporters. This 

past year we had teams participate from the following states and countries: AZ, 

CA, CT, CO, GA, HI, IL, KY, MA, MD, MI, MO, NC, OH, OK, IN, TX, VA, UT, 

WA., Canada, and Japan. In past years we have had teams attend from as far as 



South Africa, Japan, Cost Rica, and Canada. 

MDCVSA 

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 
2014 -2015 

Copyright © 2013 USASA Veterans Cup, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you 
Our mailing address is: 
USASA Veterans Cup 

7000 S. Harlem Ave 
Bridgeview, IL 60455 
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By Ross Fadner, Friday, Oct 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

K~insmann Wants European Loan Deals for USA’s MLS PM~fers 
USSoccer.com                                                                                             ~ 

Jurgen Klinsmann has said he expects the MLS players in contention for his USA squad to go out on 

loan to top European clubs during the MLS offseason, while those who cannot secure loan deals would be expected 

to join his January training camp that will split between Southern California and Brazil. However, he mentioned that 

he expects Clint Dempsey (Seattle Sounders), Landon Donovan (LA Galaxy) and Graham Zusi (Sporting 

Kansas City), in particular, to be among those who secure European loan moves. 

"Our priorities are set so that the first one is if you get a chance to go on loan to Europe, do it," Klinsmann told 

USSoccer.com in an interview. "It is very crucial for us that the players understand that everything they do now 

today has an influence on Brazil 2014 next summer. They can’t take it easy." 

He added: "Whoever won’t be on loan in January or February overseas is going to be part of our mandatory 

January camp. We expect everybody comes in. We’ll try to bring in some younger players [and] have a look at them 

as well, because we want to get a roster together of 20-23 guys that is highly motivated and inspired to go into the 

World Cup year. It will be exciting. Our plan is to break it down into two periods: one in LA and one in Sao 

Brazil. They will get a first taste of Brazil in January." 

- Read the whole story... 

GuardioM: Robben Must ’C~ear His Head’ 
ESPN FC 

The future of Bayern Munich winger Arjen Robben has been cast into doubt after German newspaper Bild claimed 

the Dutch international and Coach Pep Guardiola have fallen out since Guardiola demanded that Thomas 

Mueller take a penalty in last weekend’s Bundesliga game against Mainz instead of Robben. The spat became 

more apparent on Wednesday when Robben won a penalty in Bayern’s 5-0 UEFA Champions League win against 

Viktoria Plzen, and the Dutchman refused to take it, despite Guardiola and the entire team urging him to do so. 

’q am the coach, I make the calls," Bfld quotes Guardiola as having told Ms squad, before adding specifically of 

Robben: "What happened in the penalty situation [against Mainz] is unfair toward the team and the club." Then, in 

Bayern’s matchday magazine, the Spaniard said: "Those who honor my decisions will get my support -- and those 

who don’t want to understand that will end up in the stands." 

Later, in an interview with De Telegraaf, Guardiola revealed: "Arjen knows why I chose Thomas Mueller en Saturday 

and now he knows why I chose him in the Champions League. But Arjen must clear his head, which it seems he 

hadn’t." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ance~otti: Bale Could Start in First 
BBC Sport 

Carlo Ancelotti suggested that Gareth Bale could start Saturday’s El Clasico meeting between Real Madrid and 

Barcelona. Bale, Real’s world record signing, has endured an injury-disrupted opening to his Real career. He most 

recently came off the bench in Los Blancos’ 2-1 UEFA Champions League win at home to Juventus, but Ancelotti 

suggested he is fit enough to possibly start on Saturday. 

- Read the whole story... 

Fabregas Ta~ks of Possible Gunners Return 
Guardian 

In an interview with the Guardian, Barcelona midfielder Cesc Fabregas admits that would like to return to his 

former club Arsenal as a coach someday, adding that his departure from the club in 2011 turned out to be a good 

thing for younger players like Jack Wi~shere and Aaron Ramsey. The former Gunners captain also praised the 

signings of Mesut Ozil and Mathieu Flamini, suggesting that Arsenal now has the experience to win the Premier 

League title. 



"Arsenal is in my heart and always will be. It was important for me to leave the right way. I think the fans 

understood," Fabregas said. "1 don’t know if I’ll have the opportunity to go back and play there one day, or maybe 

after football." Regarding the development of Ramsey and Wilshere, he added: "1 watch the way Ramsey is playing 

now, how he looks so liberated, and I think maybe I blocked his way. Maybe I was an obstacle .... I could say the 

same for Jack [Wilshere]. It’s the concept I’m talking about, the idea of stepping up. That mental unblocking is so 

important. Both of them have a brilliant future." 

Meanwhile, in a separate interview Arsenal coach Arsene Wenqer admits that there may have been a lack of 

belief among Arsenal’s former star players, like Fabregas, Samir Nasri and Robin van Persie, resulting in the 

Gunners’ current trophy drought and to the departure of those players. Regarding Fabregas specifically, Wenger 

said: "Cesc was a different situation because he left Barcelona when he was 16, he is a Barcelona boy and 

Barcelona had the best team in the world. It was a little bit different. I hope he is right that he will come back one 

day. It shows that he has kept fond memories of this club and I am happy that players who have his intelligence and 

knowledge will come back some day. I will watch them from up there somewhere." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Dieqo Costa Must Reiect Brazil to P~ay for Spain 
AS 

The Brazilian soccer federation (CBF) on Thursday sent a letter to FIFA announcing that coach Luiz Felipe 

Scolari plans to call up Atletico Madrid striker Diego Costa for Brazil’s upcoming friendly games against Chile on 

November 15th and Honduras on Nov. 18. However, if Costa would prefer to play for Spain -- now that he has dual 

citizenship--, he must send a formal letter to FIFA that officially renounces Brazil’s offer. He has until next Thursday 

to do so, AS reports. 

- Read the whole story... 

UEFA to lnvestiqate Man City*CSKA Game 
Guardian 

UEFA President Michel P~atini has ordered an immediate internal investigation into the racial abuse of Yaya 

Toure by CSKA Moscow fans during Manchester City’s 2-1 win against CSKA in the UEFA Champions League on 

Tuesday. The allegation is that time referee and the Russian club had failed to follow formal protocol in dealing with 

such situations. Under the European governing body’s guidelines, the referee, Ovidiu Hategan should have 

stopped the game and asked CSKA officials to relay a public message demanding the racist chanting to stop. 

Interestingly, Toure’s Ivory Coast teammate Seydou Doumbia, who plays for CSKA, has denied saying that the 

Manchester City midfielder had been "clearly exaggerating," as CSKA had quoted Doumbia as saying on Thursday. 

On his official Facebook page, the striker wrote: "Following our I-2 defeat to Manchester City in the Champions 

League on Wednesday, I want to clarify my position after my Ivory Coast team mate and friend Yaya Toure accused 

CSKA fans of racism. I want to insist that I did not talk to any journalist about these facts so none of the quotes you 

read in the press came from me." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rodgers Hits Back at Fergie°s Gerrard Criticism 
Sky Sports News 

In his autobiography, Alex Ferguson sparks a heated debate between Manchester United and Liverpool 

supporters by claiming that Liverpool captain Steven Gerrard is not a "top, top player" and that he never reached 

the level of United center midfielders Pau~ Scho~es and Roy Keane. On Friday, Liverpool coach Brendan 

Rodgers hit back at Ferguson, saying he is probably the only person in time game that doesn’t regard Gerrard as a 

"top, top player." 

- Read the whole story... 

Luis Figo Praises ~ta~ian Attitude Toward Ov÷r=30 
Football italia 

Former Real Madrid winger Luis Figo praised Italy’s attitude toward veteran players, blaming the attitude of 

Spaniards for his decision to leave Real for Inter Milan at the age of 32 in 2005. 

- Read the whole story... 
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USASA National 
Veterans Cup 

2014 USASA Veterans Cup 
Headquarters Hotel Announcement 

The interest for the upcoming USASA Veterans Cup in Virginia Beach is at an all 

time high. Currently we have registered 25 teams and have many more about to 

join the tournament. For this upcoming year, we will closely manage the divisions 

to ensure an efficient scheduling of tournament matches. Teams registering after a 

division is balanced will be placed on hold until there’s a sufficient number of 

teams to form an additional group or even division. 

Just a friendly reminder that by Jan. 1 the application rate will increase by $50. We 

highly recommend teams register as soon as possible to reserve your spot before 

the rate goes up or the divisions fill out! As in past years, online registration is 

available. CLICK HERE TO REGISTER. 

For the 2014 Tournament, entry fees are as follows: 

Extra Early Bird Registration: $350 (Sep 2 - Dec 31) 

Early Bird Registration: $400 (Jan 1 - Mar 15) 

Regular Registration: $450 (Mar 16 - Jun 1) 

We are also happy to announce the Holiday Inn Virginia Beach-Norfolk & 

Conference Center as our Headquarters Hotel for the 2014 USASA Veterans Cup. 

Approximately 15 minutes from the fields, the hotel has an outdoor pool, 

restaurant, bar, high tech business center and other requested amenities as in 



past years. This hotel recently had a makeover and has a unique ambiance with a 

beautiful lobby, a soaring six story atrium complete with a trickling waterfall, a 

stone fireplace and the chic BLU lobby bar. 

Rooms have been blocked for USASA VETERANS CUP at most hotels in the 

Hampton Roads area between July 6-July 13, 2014. There are a limited number of 

rooms at each hotel and the rates are not guaranteed after the cut-off date, 

January 31, 2014. It is important to book as soon as possible to obtain your choice 

of hotel and best rate. Please don’t wait with hotel reservations as this is high 

season in the area and availability is very limited. 

See below for additional information related to hotels" 

1. All hotels are within 15-20 minutes from the Hampton Roads Soccer 

Complex. 

2. Click on the links below to review the different hotels in each area. 

3. We have Virginia Beach Oceanfront Hotels, Virginia Beach/Norfolk Inland 

hotels and Chesapeake-Greenbrier hotels. 



For additional help with Veterans Cup accommodations, contact Susan Smith at 

757-639-6859 ext. 6859 or via e-mail at ssrnith@showcaserngrnt.corn. Susan 

can help you with any type of accommodations including house rentals. I highly 

recommend that you reach out to her for accommodation needs or questions 

related to Virginia Beach. 

So what can you do when you are done playing for the day? The activities you can 

enjoy during your down time endless! 

Rent a bike or pedal cart and ride on the three-mile, beautiful paved 

boardwalk. 

Visit the Back Bay National wildlife refuge and hike the trails or hop in a 

kayak and explore the marshes. 

Go to Colonial Williamsburg, approx, one hour from Virginia Beach and 

experience the birthplace of America...C...o..!..o...n..!..a.!.....W..!!.!!..a....m...s....b...u...r.g 

Experience the thrill rides and natural beauty of Busch Gardens. 

Go on a dolphin watching boat trip or deep sea fishing. 

Explore First Landing State Park, the first permanent settlement 1607 and 

hike or bike the 20 miles of trails. 

Every evening on the boardwalk from Memorial Day to Labor Day, there are 

free summer sidewalk shows. Summer Fun inVa Beach 

You name the water sport and it is available at Virginia Beach. 

And of course, sun, sandcastles, ice cream, mini golf, salt water taffy, sea 

shell searching and long beach walks any time! 

For general questions about the tournament, please visit the ..C...o...n...t...a...c..t......U..s., .t...h....e. 

USASA website or check out our Facebook p...a..g.e.... 

Cheers, 

The USASA National Veteran’s Cup Committee 

Cezar, John, Keith, Lisa, Mike, Don 

About the USASA Veterans Cup 

The annual Veteran’s Cup tournament was established in 1998 by the United 

States Adult Soccer Association with the intention of providing high-level soccer to 

both men and women 30 years of age and older. The current Veteran’s Cup 

tournament is a 6-day event with an anticipated 100 adult soccer teams, 

comprising approximately 3,000 players, family members, and supporters. This 

past year we had teams participate from the following states and countries: AZ, 

CA, CT, CO, GA, HI, IL, KY, MA, MD, MI, MO, NC, OH, OK, IN, TX, VA, UT, 

WA., Canada, and Japan. In past years we have had teams attend from as far as 



South Africa, Japan, Cost Rica, and Canada. 

MDCVSA 

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 
2014 -2015 

Copyright © 2013 USASA Veterans Cup, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you have registered a team for 
the 2011 USASA National Veterans Cup. 
Our mailing address is: 
USASA Veterans Cup 

42 Park Ave 
Natick, Massachusetts 01760 
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Section 1 : MLS races: Big wins for Sporting KC and Portland; Curse of Caricola; Cosmos clinch 

Sunday, Oc[. 27, 2013 

Eastern: Sporting KC in lead; Western: Timbers clinch first 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS REWIND: Week 35] Sporting Kansas City moved into the lead 
for the Supporters’ Shield and took over first place in the Eastern 

Conference with a 2-I win at Philadelphia that knocked the Union 
out of playoff contention. Meanwhile, the Portland Timbers 

clinched first in the Western Conference with a 5-0 win at Chivas 
USA....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
’Tm speechless. It was a gotazo." 

-- Neymar, whose goat in his first Ctasico was 

upstaged by Alexis Sanchez’s sublime chip over 

Diego Lopez that proved to be the decisive goal in 

Barcelona’s 2-1 win over Real Madrid. (New York 
Times) 

The curse of Caricoia                                     ~ 
by Soccer America 



[VIDEO PICK] The Hew York Red Bulls are in their 18th season in 
MLS~ and they don’t have a title. They’re the only one of the 

original teams without a title~ but that can change Sunday. blew 
York will win the Supporters’ Shield if it beats Chicago at Red BuU 

Arena. For an "MLS Insider" look at all that has gone wrong for Hew 

York, beginning with the own goal by Italian defender Hicola 

Caricola in the opening home game of the original MetroStars. 

...Read the whole story 

Howard wins battle of U.S. keepers 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Tim Howard won the battle of U.S. keepers 

as Everton beat Brad Guzan’s Aston Villa~ 2-0~ in a match that saw 
Howard stop Belgian star Christian Benteke’s penalty kick with a 
diving save. Tony Taylor came off the bench to score two goals in 

Omonia’s 6-0 win at Doxa in the Cypriot First Division .... Read the 
whole story 

Cosmos rally to clinch fall championship 

by Soccer America 

[HASL REWIND: Week 13] The Hew York Cosmos clinched the HASL 
fall title when they came from behind to beat the San Antonio 

Scorpions~ 2-1~ on the road with only 10 men. The win secured a 

berth in Soccer Bowl Nov. 9 at the Atlanta Silverbacks (ESPH% 
ESPH Deportes~ 7:30 pm ET) .... Read the whole story 

San Francisco welcomes first women’s international 
by Soccer America 

[USA-NEW ZEALAND] The U.S. women’s national team will play its 

first game ever in San Frandsco when it hosts New Zealand Sunday 

at Candlestick Park in the first of a two-game series. The second 

game will be played Wednesday at Columbus Crew Stadium .... Read 
the whole story 

Player slide-tackles coach 
by Mike WoitaHa 
[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] James Henry scored his 
first goal for Wo[verhampton during a 2-0 win that 
also saw him slide-tackle O[dham’s coach~ Lee 
Johnson....More 

~. Ref fights back with fists, feet and red 
cards 

2, Green set to attend November camp 

3, Playoff puzzle won’t be solved until the 
final game 

4, Galaxy routed, setting three up USA-Mexico 
matchups 

5. Columbus is racking up coaching candidates 
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College Soccer Reporter: No. 1 Cal and No. 2 Notre Drone both fall 

Sunday, Oct. 27, 2013 

Me. i t3elden Bears fal! for first time 
by Soccer America 

[CALIFORNIA-SAN DIEGO: Men] No. 1 California’s tuck finally ran out. 

The Bears, who have shown a flair for the dramatic en route to a 

10-0-2 start to the 3013 season, coutd not recover from Conner 
Brandt’s shot from distance in the 52nd minute and feU~ 1-0~ for 
the first time....Read the whole si:ory 

Madison leads Cars past prex4ousiy unbeaten Irish 

by Soccer America 

[NOTRE DAME-VIRGINIA: Men] Darius Madison scored a pair of goats 

to lift No. 19 Virginia to a 2-0 victory at No. 2 Notre Dame, handing 
the Fighting Irish their first toss in 14 games. The Cavs extended 

their unbeaten streak to 10 matches with the win .... Read the 
whore story 

Mustangs and Gauchos draw before sellout crowd of 11,075 

by Soccer America 

[CAL POLY-UC SANTA BARBARA: Men] Cat Poiy and No. 17 UC Santa 

Barbara played to a 1-1 tie Friday in their Big West game played in 

front of a sellout crowd of 11,075 at Cat Poiy’s Spanos Stadium. The 

result halted the Gauchos’ seven-game winning streak....Read the 
whole story 

8rynjarsdottir rescues Semineles with pair of 

goals 
by Soccer America 

[VIRGINIA TECN-FLORIDA STATE: Women] Icelandic 
international Dagny Brynjarsdottir scored both 

goats to ~ive No. 3 Florida State a 2-1 win at No. 7 
Virginia Tech that ran its unbeaten streak to 17 

games....More 

1o Ref fights back with fists, feet and red 
cards 

2° 6teen set to attend November camp 

3, Playoff puzzle won’t be so~ved unt~ the 
fina~ ga~ 



Cougars snap Pilots’ winning streak at 10 games 
by Soccer America 
[PORTLAHD-BYU: Women] Ashley Hatch broke a scoreless tie with a 
goal in the 78th minute to ~ive BYU a I-0 win over He. 5 Pilots in 
front of 5~011 fans at Merle Field on Saturday night. The result 
ended a 10-game winning streak for the Pilots .... Read the who~e 
story 

West Virginia cffnches fourth conference title in a row 
by Soccer America 

[BIG 12: Women] Kate Schwindel scored her second golden goal in 

two weeks as He. 6 West Virginia clinched its second consecutive 
Big 12 regular-season title -- and fourth conference title in a row -- 

with a 2-1 comeback victory over Oklahoma in double overtime 

Friday night ...Read t:he whole s~ory 

Galaxy routed, setting three up USA-Mexico 
rnatchups 

Columbus is racking up coaching candidates 
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New York’s curse is over 
by Paul Kennedy, Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS REWIND: Week 35] The New York Red Bulls scored four 
second-half goals to beat the Chicago Fire~ 5-2~ and clinch the 2013 

Supporters’ Shield, the first trophy in their 18-year history. The 

New England Revolution and Houston Dynamo clinched playoff 
berths with victories in must-win games on the road Sunday, while 

the Montreal Impact (I-6-I in its last eight games) sneaked into the 

playoffs as the fifth-place team in the Eastern Conference thanks 
to the Chicago loss. The LA Galaxy rallied to tie the Seattle 

Sounders, I-I, and take third ahead of the Sounders in the 
Western Conference. Colorado ...... Read the whole story 

Camilo hat trick earns Golden Boot award 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: Leading Scorers] Camilo and Mike Magee took their 

Budweiser Golden Boot race down to the final day~ yet in the end~ 

neither player could lift his team into the MLS playoffs. But Camilo 

did claim a prestigious individual honor, that of top goalscorer. 
...Read the whole story 

Bradley celebrates return with winning goal 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Michael Bradley celebrated his return to 

action in Serie A with the winning goal off the bench to ~ive Roma 
a I-0 win at Udinese. The GiaRorossi maintained their perfect start 

to the Italian league season with nine wins in nine games. Terrence 
Boyd and Sacha Kljestan also scored on Sunday....Read the whole 

story 

Americans cruise to 4-1 win over Ferns 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-NEW ZEALAND] The USA got goals from Megan Rapinoe~ Carli 

Lloyd and Christen Press in the first half and then cruised to a 4-1 

win over New Zealand -- its seventh win in a row -- in their 
women’s friendly Sunday before 16,31 5 fans on a cold and gray 

Sunday afternoon at Candlestick Park....Read the whole story 

FC Edmonton holds off Rowdies for third win 
by Soccer America 

[NASL REWIND: Week 13] Two first-half goals inside two minutes 

from Robert Garrett and Daryl Fordyce proved enough for FC 

Edmonton to earn a 2-1 win over the Tampa Bay Rowdies -- its third 
win in 13 games -- in its home finale of the 2013 season. Luke 

MulhoUand’s free kick after the break -- his ninth goal of the 

season -- was the lone goal for the Rowdies, whose titles hopes 

were extinguished Saturday night when the New York Cosmos beat 

San Antonio~ 2-1, to secure a berth in Soccer Bow[ at the Atlanta 
Silverbacks Nov. 9 (ESPN3, ESPN Deportes, 7:30 ...... Read the 
whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"A lot of adrenaline. I get fired up out there. Pain is 

the last thing on my mind." 

-- San Jose Earthquakes striker Chris Wondo[woski 
on how he persevered playing much of the MLS 

year with a broken right foot. He had not disclosed 

the injury during the season that ended for the 
Quakes on Saturday. Wondo, who finished with 13 
goals, plans on having surgery in the offseason. (San 

Jose Mercury-News) 

3o Ref fights back with fists, feet and red 
cards 

2, U.S. under-15 national team roster 

3o Green set to attend November camp 

4, Playoff puzzle won’t be solved until the 
final game 

5, Columbus is racking up coaching candidates 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

U18 U.S. Hen’s National Team captain 
Shaquell Hoore is still #1 in the 2015; Boys 
THG Academy 15;0 Update, but several 
players are making their debut on the list. 

TOP 25 
After weeks of consistency at the top of the 
college soccer rankings, the past weekend 
had upsets among all of the teams in the top 
five including the final unbeatens falling. 

A handful of conference crowns were clinched 
this weekend as the regular season winds 
down. See which teams did, and how it 
impacted the latest Top 25 rankings. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Meet some of the U14 
standouts from Sunday’s 
Academy action. 

See which teams finished 
the Indiana U14 Academy 
showcase in style. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Academy 

What are you doing to prepare for the Spring 
soccer season? [HG Academy in sunny 
Bradenton, Fla., offers boys and girls camps 
throughout Dec., ]an., Feb. and [March for you 
to train during your school breaks. Camps 
include position-specific coaching, 
professional-quality facilities and a 
comprehensive training program that helps 
you become stronger and faster. 

For more info: www.imgacademy.com. 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Ghost goal haunts Hoffenheim while Cosmos aim 
to be part-time champion 
By Paul Gardner 

Great. No sooner do we move - finally, after many a delay and much equivocation - into the modern age with 

FIFA’s approval of goal line technology (GLT, aka GDS or Goal Decision System) than we are plunged back into 

the dark ages with an utterly absurd decision over a disputed goal in Germany. 

Bayer Leverkusen’s Stefan Kiessling headed the ball - and it ended up in the Hoffenheim net. Goal said referee Felix Brych. 

Which it wasn’t, because the ball had hit the (outside of) the sidenet and squeezed its way into the goal through a hole in that 

netting. Hoffenheim’s attempts to draw Brych’s attention to the hole, to get him to reverse his decision, got nowhere. The goal 

stood. By the time the game was over, with Bayer Leverkusen winning 2-1 (and thus going top of the Bundesliga), everyone - 

thanks to television - knew the goal should never have been allowed. 

A clear-cut case, with the Leverkusen sporting director Rudi Yeller admitting that the goal was not a goal (though he did 

suggest that Hoffenheim might want to invest in some decent nets). 

What to do? There seemed to be precedent here. Nearly 20 years ago, a Bundesliga game between Bayern Munich and 

Nuremberg was replayed after Bayem had been awarded a similar "ghost" goal. So Hoffenheim appealed to the German 

federation, the DFB. And the DFB nixed the appeal. 

Listen to Judge Hans Lorenz, the man in charge of the tribunal that heard the appeal. He had, he said, "no alternative" but to 

confirm the goal. And the referee’s decision, though it may have been wrong, is "irrevocable." 

Mr. Bumble, in Charles Dickens’ Oliver Twist had his say on the absurdities that the law, and those who interpret it, can 

attain: ’If the law supposes that, the law is a ass - a idiot." 

Sadly, the law far too often seems to delight in being a ass. Here we have a case of something that is obviously, glaringly 

wrong, everyone knows it, a major injustice has been done ... but the law says it’s OK. To arrive at that utterly absurd point, 

Judge Lorenz needs to tell us that "the question isn’t whether this judgment satisfies us from a sporting perspective". 

Actually, that is exactly the question. Soccer games are played as sport, not as court procedures. They are played under 

sporting rules, which have been carefully constructed to ensure fair play. To see top legal figures picking holes in those rules, 

spouting legal pedantry to claim that they have "no alternative" but to deliver a fatuous verdict, is thoroughly irritating. 

Of course something can be done, should be done. Hoffenheim should be compensated in some way - either by awarding the 

goal and changing the result to a tie, or by replaying the game. Of course those things can be done. And one of them should 

be done, in the name of fair play (a FIFA catch phrase, you know) and sportsmanship. 

Am I certain I’m getting this right? No, I’m not. But I am certain that, where sports are concerned, the major, over-riding issues 

should be those where sporting values need to be upheld. And that is clearly not the case here. No doubt replaying a game 

carries the threat of setting a precedent ... but so what? That is something that can be dealt with by adjusting the rules (and, 

please note, I mean the RULES - not the Laws) of the game so that they can handle these matters "Item a sporting 

perspective" - the Judge’s words. 

In either case, the crucial point is that neither the rules nor the law should act like "a ass, a idiot." In this Hoffenheim case how 

can the law make out it is anything other than a ass when it so conclusively insists on confirming an obvious injustice? 

Absurd indeed. And we have another absurdity right here in New York. The New York Cosmos are about to play in the North 

American Soccer League’s Soccer Bowl championship game. They have earned the right to do that by winning the Fall 

Championship (i.e. the second half of the NASL season). 

The absurdity is that the Cosmos did not play in the first half, the Spring Championship. Seven teams did, each playing 12 

games, with the Atlanta Silverbacks coming through as winners. 

So now here come the Cosmos, joining NASL for only half of the 2013 season. They win the Fall championship. There is 

nothing to complain about there - Coach Giovanni Savarese has quickly and expertly assembled a winning team. 



But, should that team, which has played only half as many games as the other seven NASL teams, now be within one game 

of winning the NASL’s 2013 title - a title that takes in the Spring season, in which the Cosmos were not participants? 

It does not make any sense. Nor, from a "sporting perspective," is it fair or sportsmanlike. In this case, there are no legal 

aspects to consider - but ther~ are what can be considered as business and diplomatic issues. 

It surely cannot be in the interests of the NASL to adopt regulations that seem designed to favor its richest club. But that is 

the impression that is bound to come through. 

Worse is another impression - that the NASL cannot be taken seriously, that it is a rinky-dink league willing to apply 

ludicrous regulations that, surely, no other top soccer league would even consider. 

But the sporting considerations should still be foremost. At the very least, the NASL should make sure that, in future, 

whenever the Cosmos 2013 record is mentioned, it should be festooned with prominent asterisks. 
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Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKINGS] California and Notre Dame held on to the top 
two spots in the Soccer America Men’s Top 25 despite losing for 

the first time this season. Washington, the only other unbeaten 
team, also test and dropped to No. 4 behind UCLA. Coastal 

Carolina, winner of 11 games in a row, stayed at No. 5. For the 

complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read the whole story, 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKINGS] The top four in the Soccer America Women’s 

Top 25 rankings remained the same with No. I Virginia stilt perfect 
after a I-0 overtime win over No. 3 Florida State. UCLA stayed at 

11o. 2 and North Carolina remained at 11o. 4. Virginia Tech climbed 

two spots to No. 5. For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read 

the whole story, 

Coombes hits bike in Florida Division II clash 
by Soccer America 
[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Barry’s Thomas Coombes scored the first goal 
in Barry’s 3-I in over Tampa Friday night with a spectacular bicycle 
kick....Read the whole story" 

College Soccer on TV 

by Soccer America 
Colgate hosts Princeton Tuesday in a battle of 
traditional women’s powers from the Northeast. For 

aU the men’s and women’s action on the air ... 
...More 

1, Green set to attend November camp 

Z, New York’s curse is over 

3, Eastern: Sporting KC in lead; Western: 
T~mbers c~nch first 

4, B~tter: struggling for ~ffe 
wounded today 



Sp~ n~fietd College’s men’s program dates back 107 years to 1906. 

Three of the early coaches -- George Aff~eck~ John Brock and 

Schmid -- ran the program for 67 years~ and it made the HCAA 
Tournament semifi hatS in 1962. But from 1991 through 200% 

Spin,field had only five winnin~ seasons. Under second-year coach 

Steffen Siebert~ the Pride is ma~n~ a comeback~ though. It boasts 

a 12-4-0 record and has a shot at makin8 the NCAA Di~sion III 
Tournament. Ryan Malone~ a defender~ leads the team with I0 

~oals and is one of many local players Siebe~ has recruited. 

...Read the who~e story 
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Tuesday, Oct. 29, 2013 

Seattle breaks 
in a row 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

MLS attendance record for fifth year 

By Paul Kennedy 

The Seattle Sounders set an MLS attendance record for the fifth year in a row as they averaged 44,038 fans a 

game at CenturyLink Field. That’s higher than any MLB team averaged in 2013 except the Los Angeles Dodgers, 

who averaged 46,216, and more than double the Seattle Mariners averaged. 

The Sounders’ average was also more than double any other MLS team. Four other teams averaged 20,000 or more. 

MLS averaged 18,594 fans a game in 2013, down 1.1 percent from its record average of 18,807 in 2012, though for the second 

year in a row total attendance topped 6 million. 

The Sounders were one of 11 teams that enjoyed an increase in average attendance. The Columbus Crew, which was sold in 

mid-season, had the highest percentage increase (12 percent). Other notable increases were enjoyed by FC Dallas (8 

percent), New York (6 percent) and New England (6 percent). FC Dallas has increased average attendance by 56 percent over 

the last four seasons. 

On the other hand, attendance at troubled CNvas USA plummeted 36 percent to 8,366 fans a game, the lowest season 

average in MLS in a decade. Montreal was the only other team to experience a double-digit drop in average attendance (10 

percent). The Impact played five games at Olympic Stadium in its inaugural season while Stade de Saputo was being finished. 

It only played two games at Olympic Stadium in 2013. 

Other teams to suffer drops in average attendance included Chicago (7 percent), who averaged the fewest fans of any team 

playing in its own soccer-specific stadium, and Los Angeles (6 percent), which was playing its first season since 2006 without 

David Beckham. 

2013 MLS Agendance: 

AVG. TEAM (+/-) 

44,038 Seattle (+2%) 

21,770 LA Galaxy (-6%) 

20,674 Portland (+1%) 

20,603 Montreal (-10%) 

20,097 Vancouver (+3%) 

19,923 Houston (-5%) 
19,709 Sporting KC (+2%) 

19,461 New York (+6%) 

19,218 Real Salt Lake (+1%) 

18,131 Toronto FC (+.08%) 

17,867 Philadelphia (-4%) 

16,080 Columbus (+12%) 

15,499 Colorado (+2%) 

15,373 FC Dallas (+8%) 

15,228 Chicago (-7%) 

14,844 New England (+6%) 

13,646 D.C. United (-1%) 

12,765 San Jose (-4%) 

8,366 Chivas USA (-36%) 

18,594 LEAGUE (-1.1%) 

Hi._qhes~ MLS A~tendance: 

AVG. TEAM (+/-) 

44,038 Seattle (2013) 

43,144 Seattle (2012) 

38,496 Seattle (2011) 

36,173 Seattle (2010) 

30,897 Seattle (2009) 
28,916 Los Angeles (1996) 

26,009 Los Angeles (2008) 

24,262 Los Angeles (2007) 



24,204 Los Angeles (2005) 

23,898 MetroStars (1996) 

Lowest MLS A~tendance: 

AVG. TEAM (+/-) 

7,460 Miami (2000) 

7,906 Dallas (2003) 

8,072 Kansas City (1998) 

8,183 Kansas City (1999) 

8,336 Chivas USA (2013) 

8,689 Miami (1999) 
9,088 Kansas City (1997) 

9,088 Dallas (2004) 
9,112 Kansas City (2000) 

9,635 San Jose (2010) 

MLS Attendance 

YEAR = AVG. 

1996 - 17 406 

1997 - 14 603 

1998 - 14 312 

1999 - 14 282 

2000 - 13 756 

2001 - 14 961 

2002 - 15 821 

2003 - 14 898 

2004 - 15 559 

2005 - 15 108 

2006 - 15 504 

2007 - 16 770 

2008 - 16 460 

2009 - 16 037 

2010 - 16 675 

2011 - 17 872 

2012 - 18 807 

2013 - 18 594 
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Youth S ..... Reporter 

Tuesday, Oct. 29, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WORLD CUP] Honduras, which had never won a point in 

its first two appearances at the Under-17 World Cup, moved into 

the quarterfinals with a 1-0 win over Uzbeidstan. Defending 
champion Mexico also moved into the Under-17 World Cup 

quarterfinals in the United Arab Emirates with a 2-0 win over Italy 

to give Concacaf two teams in the final eight. Hext up for Mexico: 
Brazil...,Read t."~e whole story 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] The USA kicks off play at the Concacaf 
Women’s Under-17 Championship against Tdnidad & Tobago 

Thursday in Montego Bay, Jamaica, and all its games will air on 

)remium channel Fox Soccer Plus and digital platform Fox Soccer 
2Go. Two of the games on Fox Soccer Plus will be delayed .... ~ead 

by Mike WoitalM 

In Part 2 of our series on coach-parent-player 

communication, the Youth Soccer Insider sought 
advice for parents... J4o~e 



by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY: Leading Scorers] Cameron Harr scored 

three goals in PDA’s 4-0 win over Continental FC Deico to increase 
his total to 14 goals in seven games in the Development Academy U- 

15116 age group. Kendall Stork of Chicago Magic PSG had four goals 

in wins over Shattuck-Saint Mary’s Soccer Academy (6-0) and 
Minnesota Thunder Academy (4-2) to give him 11 for the season. 
For the U-I 5/16 leading scorers.....~!~d ~he wl’.ole sto~y 

by Soccer Americ~ 

[MANHATTAN/WORLD CLASS] Two New York area dubs Manhattan 

SC and World Class FC have reached an agreement in principle to 

form a strategic partnership that includes the joint development of 

U.S. Soccer Development Academy and Elite Club National League 

teams. In addition~ the two programs are working on development 

plans for the construction of new playing fields in the metropolitan 

area....~ead the whe~e story 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER WORKSHOP] Portuguese-American coach Dan 

Gaspar~ who is the assistant coach of Iran’s World Cup team~ will be 
one of the speakers at the 2014 U.S. Youth Soccer Workshop~ held 

in conjunction with the NSCAA Convention~ which will take place 
Jan. 15-19~ 2014~ at the Pennsylvania Convention Center in 

Philadelphia....~ ti~e who~e stray 
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Advice for Parents: Communicating with Coaches - 
- and Children (Part 2) 
In Part 2 of our series on coach-parent-player communication, the Youth Soccer Insider sou~Tht advice for 

parents.                                                                                       ~ 

By Mike Woitalla                                                                              ~ 

There are numerous scenarios that make parents want to question their children’s coach: 

’Why doesn’t Johnny get to play fowvard? ... Why aren’t we winning? ... Why doesn’t Sally get more playing time ... Why do 

you do this or that in practice? " 

Each question deserves an answer and it shouldn’t be too difficult for a coach to explain his or her point of view. Preemptive 

communication from the coach can decrease the need for parents’ to seek out one-on-ones with the coach. 

"It’s like school," says Iongtime youth coach John O’Sullivan, the author of "Changin.q the Game." "If the teachers never had 

parent-teacher conferences and didn’t send progress reports home, as a parent you’d be calling all the time asking, ’What’s 

going on?’" 

But regardless of how efficient coaches may be at communicating, parents will always have questions and some will get upset 

for one reason or another. 

"No. 1, I think it’s very important that parents always remember their focus is on one player out of 16 whereas the coach’s 

focus is on 16 players," O’Sullivan says. "So your kid is getting a 16th of the attention while you’re focused on one. 

"Always remember the coach is trying to balance the need of 16 players. I think a lot of parents forget that, and you get the 

call, ’You promised that Johnny would play 30 minutes a game and he only played 27 and a half.’ 

"No. 2, don’t come at it from a point of confrontation. Come from the point of ’How can I help this situation? ... I just want to 

help my son or my daughter improve and I want to help you help them, so what do you see with my son and my daughter that 

will help them get more playing time?’" 

KEEP EMOTIONS IN CHECK.Tim Carter, the Director at Shattuck-Saint Mary’s, says there have to be rules about when it’s 

appropriate for parents to approach the coaches because sports brings out such strong emotions. Carter is one who feels 

postgame is not the time: 

"It’s not the moment to go to the coach after the game. You may be too upset about something that happened or didn’t 

happen." 

O’Sullivan agrees, "Let your emotions cool. Let the coach’s emotions cool. I think 24 hours is very fair as a general rule." 

Michiqan Wolves-Hawks SC Boys Director Brian Doyle also advocates the 24-hour rule: 

’We don’t want parents to call anybody for 24 hours. Let a day go by and if you still fell strongly, call." 

But So Cal Blues director Tad Bobak, one of the nation’s most experienced and successful youth coaches, is flexible when it 

comes to postgame. 

"If they come to me right after a game and in my heart I feel it’s an inappropriate time, I’ll say, ’Mrs. Smith, I’ll meet with you 

later in the week,’" says Bobak. "If I feel the appropriate time is right then and there, I’ll do it right then and there. 

"Some coaches have a 24=hour rule, but if I sense it’s sort of a minor question that they want to have answered, and it’s not 

very controversial or long, I’ll do it. If I feel it’s going to be heavier, I’ll say let’s meet later in the week. I try not to put myself in 

a box. I use the key words, ’appropriate time,’ but I’m always open to communication." 

De Anza Force Director of Coaching Jeff Baicher also believes that a postgame chat can be OK at times. 

"There’s nothing wrong with parents talking to a coach after a game," he says. "The two issues are, one, that it can be too 

emotional right alter a game. There’s something to be said for a cooling-off period. You might want to sit on that one .... The 

other is that the coach may have to run off to another game." 



ENCOURAGE PLAYER RESPONSIBILITY. Carter believes that it’s important for coaches to encourage players to do the 

asking: 

’I think we have to make kids more responsible, and to go to the coach and ask, ’Can I talk to you?’ I also understand that 

kids may go back to the parent and that I may need to have a follow-up discussion." 

PAREN%TO-PARENT. One reason Carter stresses that coaches should be open to fielding questions from parents is that 

frustrated parents are likely to air their displeasure to each other. 

"Parent-to-parent communicate gets so ratcheted up," he says. "And it can escalate problems. If you have an issue, go talk to 

that coach or the director. Don’t go ratcheting it up between parents. Boiling-over emotion is not helping the situation." 

THE RIDE HOME. I have asked many of coaches - besides those interviewed for this article - about what they wish from 

parents. I’d say that if coaches had a magic wand, they would use it to rein in how frustrated parents communicate with their 

children - especially on the ride home from a game. 

They’d eliminate bad-mouthing the coach in front of the kids. Among the ways in which this disrupts the coach-player dynamic 

is it enables players to blame their lack of playing time on the coach. 

If your child is bummed that he didn’t play much in the game, don’t console him by disparaging the coach. U.S. U-20 national 

team coach Tab Ramos has run the NJSA 04 youth club for a decade. He recommends a response like this: ’~’ou tried as 

hard as you can. Maybe if you keep trying hard, the next time you’re going to play more and impress the coach." 

Baicher believes ride-home discussions can cause all sorts of problems, even affecting the mood and attitude the player has 

at the next practice: "She’s an emotional wreck and we’re wondering, ’What’s going on?’" 

Says Baicher, ’The parents end up being the first ones the kids talk to when they get into the car. And the parents’ perception 

of what happened is huge for the kid in the backseat. 

’We’ve been trying to educate parents on, ’You know what? You need to be 100 percent supportive of your child when they get 

into the car. Don’t try to give them an analysis. Just let them talk if they feel like it and hear them.’" 

Further Reading: 

Part 1: Coaches Communicating with Parents: "They’re our Customers" 

The Ride Home: Not a Teachable Moment 

(Mike Woi~a//a, the executive editor of Soccer Ametica, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and coauthor with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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Elite Soccer 40 - Download it Now 

%i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Dear ARson, 

The November 2013 issue of Elite Soccer is now ready to download. 

I am delighted to announce that our lead session this month comes from 
Norwich City boss Chris Hughton. 

Chris looks at options for training with a depleted squad - a problem that 
coaches at all levels face from time to time. The session incorporates 
directional play, high-intensity movements, tracking, tactical awareness 
and finishing. 

The new issue also contains five other great sessions, kindly provided by 
Mick McCarthy (Ipswich Town), Darren Ferguson (Peterborough United), 
Mark Cooper (Swindon Town), Michael Appleton (LMA Ambassador) and 

Dave Bassett (LMA Ambassador). 

To download and save your issue, please use this link: 

htt p ://www.coa ch- soccer.com!d ownloads/S.] E/EliteSoccer40.pd f 

[ hope that you enjoy this issue but if you do have any problems please do 

not hesitate to email me at kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com or for 
customer service enquiries email Duncan Heard at 

duncan h~reenstarmedia.net 

Yours in soccer 

~iii Kevin B ..... 

Kevin Barrow, Publisher 
Elite Soccer 

PS - Been sent this email by a friend or colleague and want to know how 
to join Elite Soccer? Become a member today here. 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: kevin .barrow@coach-soccer.com 
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Wednesday, Oct. 30 2013 

Sounders hope postseason indeed means fresh start 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS PLAYOFFS: Seattle-Colorado] The Seattle Sounders, winless in 
their last seven games, could not enter the 2013 MLS playoffs in 

worse shape. Sounders majority owner Joe Roth said recently Sigi 
Schmid wasn’t at fault for the Sounders’ collapse, but the Seattle 

coach basically admitted Tuesday his job is on the line Wednesday 

night against Colorado (TV: HBCSH, 10:30 p.m. ET). The low point of 
the season came three and a half weeks ago when the Sounders 

fell, 5-1, at Colorado, this year’s surprise team .... Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 

"He’s such a good character that I don’t think it’s 

fazed him at all. He knows he gets his games and 
gets his opportunities." 

-- Manchester United assistant coach Steve Round 
on Javier Hernandez coping with long stints on the 

bench. The Mexican striker scored twice in Man 
United’s 4-0 win over Norwich City on Tuesday in 

the English League Cup and now has four goals in 

eight appearances in all competitions this season. 

(AFP) 



Vancouver’s inconsistency costs Rennie his job 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Scotsman Martin Rennie, who ascended from the 
ranks of the U.S. minor leagues in seven seasons to get the 

Vancouver Whitecaps head coaching job at the age of 36, is out 

after two years as coach of the MLS club. He led the ’Caps to the 
playoffs in their second MLS season, and they actually had a better 

record in 2013 but they dropped from fifth to seventh place in the 

final standings. Second-half collapses -- Vancouver was 7-15-8 over 

the last 1 5 games of the last two seasons -- were Rennie’s undoing. 

...Read the whole story 

Bedoya scores, Shea makes rare appearance 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Two U.S wingers whose careers have taken 
different turns since changing clubs were in League Cup action on 

Tuesday. Alejandro Bedoya scored his second goal for Nantes in its 

2-0 win over Lorient, while Brek Shea made his first appearance in 

more than two months for Stoke City, coming on as a sub late in its 
Capital One Cup shootout win at Birmingham City. The Potters gave 

up two late goal to the struggling League Championship team to 

send the game to overtime at 3-3 but they eventually won on 

penalty kicks after the game ended 4-4....Read the whole story 

Sixth unbeaten season within reach 
by Soccer America 

[USA-HEW ZEALAND] The USA will look to extend its unbeaten 
streak for the year to 15 games and to 38 games since its last loss 

in March 2012 when it hosts New Zealand in the second game of a 

two-game series Wednesday in Columbus, Ohio. The Americans, 

who have two games left in the 2013 season, are seeking their 

fourth unbeaten season in the last decade -- and their sixth 

unbeaten season in the program’s history .... Read the whole story 

Pathetic PKs: Pato’s Panenka and Ill-Fated Trick Play 

by Mike Woitaila 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] From the Austrian lower divisions to the 
top tier of Brazilian ball, here are two ways not to take a penalty 
kick ...... Read the whole story 

Lionel Messi or Cristiano Ronaldo? 
by Paul Kennedy 

[VIDEO PICK: FIFA] FIFA President Sepp Blatter 

certainly knows how to hog the limelight. His 

recent appearance at the Oxford Union stirred an 
international controversy when he responded to 

the moderator’s last question: "Lionel Messi ... 

...More 

~o Soccer America Men’s Top 25 

~, Soccer America Women’s Top 25 

3, Portland is most improved, D.C. suffers 
record drop 

4, Seattle breaks MLS attendance record for 
fifth year in a row 

~, Messi heads Ballon d’Or short list 
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MLS Awards: Magee deserves MVP despite 
postseason miss 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Two years after he won the Most Valuable Player Award, the Dwayne De Rosario Dilemma surfaces once again. 

De Ro earned MVP honors in 2011 by scoring 16 goals and 12 assists for a D.C. United team that didn’t make the playoffs, 

scotching the stigma that an MVP had to get his team into the postseason to be valuable enough for considering. This year 

that dilemma is doubly troubling. 

Not one but two of the top candidates, Carnilo of Vancouver and Mike Magee of Chicago, netted 22 and 21 goals, 

respectively, for teams that will start scouting and planning for 2014 during the postseason. They were also the top two 

scorers, followed closely by another candidate, Marco Di Vaio of Montreal (20 goals), and not so closely by the Galaxy’s 

Robbie Keane, who strengthened his case by notching 11 assists in addition to his 16 goals. 

Tim Cahill of New York, Diego Valeri of Portland, and a few others can be considered in this department. Rapid expansion 

has its risks, but it does add ownership groups who are ambitious enough and affluent enough to chase truly talented players, 

and thus, more candidates vital to their teams for production as well as leadership. 

In a tight decision, the vote goes to Magee. Six goals for the Galaxy preceded the controversial trade to Chicago, for which he 

scored 15 goals and should bear no blame for Chicago’s failure to make the playoffs: only two teams conceded more goals 

than the Fire’s 52. The Fire’s 49 points tied New England, which did make the playoffs. Good enough for me when a good, 

solid player blossoms into a star for a team going nowhere. That’s real value. The other players arrived in MLS as top guns. He 

made himself into one. 

(And he was only traded once, as opposed to De Ro, who went from Toronto to New York and then to D.C.) 

Camilo duplicated De Rosario’s season in that many of his goals were jaw-dropping beauties worth multiple views, such as the 

flying scissor volley against Portland Oct. 7 that is a favorite to be Goal of the Year. If there was an award for Most 

Spectacular Player, he’d win it. But there isn’t. 

The hnpact is desperately dependent on Di Vaio; he scored 20 of its 50 regular=season goals. It lost four of its last five when Di 

Vaio didn’t score. Did his team let him down during crunch time, or vice versa? He may be the league’s best finisher but that 

doesn’t mean he’s an MVP compared to players who do more. 

Keane’s case has been bolstered in part by a stat that the Galaxy is 3-8-2 without him. That’s a Wow! nugget until one 

considers that in many games L.A. was also missing kandon Donovan and/or Ornar Gonzalez. Keane’s greatest asset is 

his fiery, demanding personality; players, and referees, who don’t measure up to his standards are targets of blistering 

criticism, and sometimes outright abuse. He certainly inspires his teammates, and he probably should be cautioned in every 

close game, so vituperative are his antics. Such utter disdain of the rules against ungentlemanly conduct is a bit much for an 

MVP. 

Cahill has been the rugged, productive pro he was supposed to be when the Red Bulls signed him last year. He will draw votes 

because of the Red Bulls’s success but ironically, because of consistent efforts by many teammates he’s not as irreplaceable 

as a few other candidates. But he’s very deserving of Best XI honors. 

Valeri’s first MLS season has been a revelation and with his skills and spirit he could be Newcomer of the Year this year, and 

MVP in 2014. 

Here are the top five in the chase for Volkswagen the MLS MVP Award: 

1. Mike Magee (Chicago). 

2. Marco Di Vaio (Montreal). 

3. Robbie Keane (Los Angeles). 

4. Camilo (Vancouver). 

5. Tim Cahill (New York). 



Who’s your pick for MLS Goalkeeper of the Year? Begin the debate on Twitter or Facebook. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Update Your Profile [br a Chance to Win! 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Click here to view the web version. 

Dear Anson, 

We are giving all active NSCAA Members a chance to win a free pass to the 2014 NSCAA 

Convention in Philadelphia January 15-19 for having all of your profile information in your 

myNSCAA account complete and up to date! One week from today, we will select a winner 

that has all of their profile information up to date. Note: You must be an active NSCAA 

member to win. 

We have listed some of the details in your profile below that we have on record. Having 

accurate information in our database provides us with the ability to send you information 

and benefits that are targeted to your specific needs. Please update accordingly for your 

chance to win! 

Member ID: 000477 

Gender: Male 

Date of Birth: 1900-01-01 00:00:00.000 

Coach Type: College 

Address: PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515-2126 

[+] View full profile here 

If you have already registered for the 2014 NSCAA Convention, you will be reimbursed if you 

are chosen ]or the rate that you registered. This is only available to current, active NSCAA 

members, so make sure your membership is current when logging into your profile. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

600 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 
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To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, October 31,2013 

Thursday, Oct. 31, 2013 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

Houston hosts Montreal in an MLS play-in on Thursday .... The USA begins its U-17 Women’s World Cup 

qualifying campaign on Thursday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-CHIEVO (live) 3:40 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-LAZIO (delay) 5:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-USA (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

MLS HOUSTON-MONTREAL, play-in (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-CATANIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-ELCHE (live) 5 pm. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-GETAFE (delay) 7 pm. 

Italy ROMA-CHIEVO (delay) 9:30 pm. 

IBeIN PLAY 

Spain VILLARREAL-GETAFE (live) 3 pm. 

Spain BETIS-LEVANTE (live) 5pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying TRINIDAD & TOBAGO-USA (live) 7 

FRIDAY, Novembe~ I 

BelN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

France PSG-LORIENT (delay) 6 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-AMERICA (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-ATLANTE (live) 11:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

Capital One Cup NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-AMERICA (livE) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-ATLANTE (live) 11:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World Cup HONDURAS-SWEDEN Quarterfinal (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup BRAZIL-MEXICO Quarterfinal (live) 11:48 am. 

France PSG=LORIENT (live) 3:30 pm. 

8eIN PLAY 

France PSG-LORIENT (live) 3:30 pm. 

England IPSW~CH-BARNSLEY (live) 3:45 pm. 



ESPN31WatchESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup HONDURAS=SWEDEN Quarterfinal (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup BRAZIL-MEXICO Quarterfinal (live) 11:48 am. 

SATURDAY, November 

BelN SPORT 

England SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY-READING (live) 10 am. 

Italy PARMA-JUVENTUS (live) 1 pm. 

Spain RAYO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-FIORENTINA (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U=17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England ARSENAL-LIVERPOOL (live) 1:30 pm= 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (live) 8 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:45 am. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-KANSAS CITY, 1st leg quarterfinal, (live) 8 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE or COLORADO-PORTLAND, 1st leg, quarterfinal, (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-VALLADOLID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain RAYO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-CELTA (live) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (delay) Midnight. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany FRANKFURT-WOLFSBURG (live) 1:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-PEC ZWOLLE (live) 3:45 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-LIVERPOOL (live) 5:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-VALENCIENNES (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-MONTERREY (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-LEON (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-SANTOS (live) 11 pm. 

IBeIN PLAY 

England WATFORD-LEICESTER CiTY (live) 7:15 am. 

Russia ZENIT-FK AMKAR PERM (live) 10:30 am. 

France RENNES-MARSEILLE (live) Neon. 

France LYON-GUINGAMP (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-FIORENTINA (live) 3:45 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORT LiVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 11 am. 

England WEST HAM-ASTON VILLA (live) 11 am. 

England STOKE CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 11 am. 

England WEST BROM-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy UDINESE-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-NANTES (live) 11 am= 
Italy TORINO=ROMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England EVERTON-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:30 am. 

ESPN 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 



NBC 

MLS HOUSTON or MONTREAL-NEWYORK, 1st leg, quartedinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CARDIFF CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am= 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy LAZIO-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm= 

italy TORINO=ROMA (delay) Midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WERDER BREMEN-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-CRUZEIRO (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-UNAM (live) 6 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

France BORDEAUX-NICE (live) 8 am. 

Russia SPARTAK MOSCOW-LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW (live) 9 am. 
Spain DEPORTIVO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 12:15 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

~4©NDAY, November 4 

BelN SPORT 

France STADE DE REIMS-MARSEILLE (delay) 12:30 pm. 

italy BOLOGNA-CHIEVO (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-t7 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy UDINESE-INTER MILAN (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-VlLLAREAL (live) 4 pm. 

italy PARMA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

Coileqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Oct. 31, 2013 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-17 women favored; U-18 gets Nike Chance 
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by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP] The USA opens 

play at the Concacaf Under-17 Women’s Championship on Thursday 

against Trinidad ~ Tobago in Montego Bay, Jamaica. The U.S. U-17s 

are 14-0-1 art-time in the regional championship with a 56-0 goat 
mar~in over the last two tournaments, but their tone tie would 
cost them a berth in the Under-17 Women’s World Cup .... ~’ead 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] The USA kicks off play at the Concacaf 

Women’s Under-17 Championship against Trinidad ~t Tobago 

Thursday in Montego Bay, Jamaica, and all its games win air on 

premium channel Fox Soccer Plus and digital platform Fox Soccer 
2Go. Two of the games on Fox Soccer Plus win be delayed .... Read 

by Soccer America 

[NIKE CHANCE] Amirgy Pineda~ who plays for FuNerton (Califl) 
Rangers and the U.S. under-18 national team, has been invited to 
take part in the Nike Chance Global Showcase Nov. 1-4 at St. 

George’s Park, the English Football Assodation’s national center in 

Burton upon Trent.< ....~ead b~.~ wl:ole sto~y 

by Mike Woitalla 

[FIELDS] After more than a decade of providing after-school 

programs that combine soccer and poetry at Bay Area schoots~ 
America Scores has launched a campaign to build micro-soccer 

artifidat turf fields at 18 San Francisco schools .... ~ead 

by Mike Woitalla 

Dennis Bergkamp scored 37 goats in 79 appearances 

for the Netherlands and won tines with Ajax 

Amsterdam, Inter Milan and Arsenal, where he tilted 
three EPL and four FA Cup crowns....Mo~e 

by Paul Gardner 

A few weeks back, in this column, Tab Ramos laid 
out his thoughts on coaching. What he had to say 

should be of vital interest to anyone involved in 

coaching, and in the development of the ...... 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~in receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

Feeds are now available. 
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The Tab Ramos way must be the future for 
American soccer 
By Paul Gardner 

r~7~q 

A few weeks back, in this column, Tab Ramos laid out his thoughts on coaching. What he had to say should be     ~ 

of vital interest to anyone involved in coaching, and in the development of the sport in this country. Yes, I am 

partisan on this issue, so let’s get that out of the way immediately. I stand by what I said when I introduced the Ramos 

columns at the beginning of this month: "The 2011 appointment of Tab Ramos as the coach of the US under-20 team seems 

to me the most important move that has ever been made [by] the U.S. Soccer Federation." 

Ramos is that important because he is different, a coach from a rather different world to that of the regular USSF coaching 

school product. And that marks an important breakthrough. A first step in breaking the stranglehold that unsuitable coaches 

have had for decades on the development and training processes for players - of all ages -- in this country. 

By unsuitable I mean, quite simply, coaches who have not been prepared for the reality of the rapidly changing American 

soccer scene, or who are unwilling to face up to that reality. The resulting roadblock is the chief culprit for the slow pace of 

American player development. Another way of expressing that sad state of affairs is to say that it explains why national team 

coach Jurgen Klinsmann feels compelled to bring in foreign-born and foreign-trained American players. That, after decades of 

highly organized and plentifully financed youth development programs. 

Which is where Ramos enters the picture. With his selection of players for the Under-20 World Cup team, he broke the 

unspoken bias that has plagued American soccer for far too long - the bias against the Latin style of play, and hence against 

Latino players. 

His team - including eight Latinos - played magnificently in the Concacaf final against Mexico. It lost 3-1 in overtime, but it 

had played real, flowing, skillful, intelligent soccer. In the subsequent World Cup, against two of Europe’s top teams (Italy, and 

France the eventual winner) and African powerhouse Ghana, the results were not there - but the attempt to play stylish 

soccer still shone through. As did the competitiveness of the players = an important point= 

That came about because Ramos went looking for players to whom ball control and artistry came easy. Using that as his 

main criterion, he came up with a primarily Hispanic team. He flatly denies that he was specifically looking for Hispanic 

players. 

Of course I take his word for that, but I think it unfortunate that he does not emphasize that his seamh for skillful players 

ended up giving him a predominantly Hispanic team. In other words, among young American players, it is the Hispanics who 

have the edge in ball skills. At the moment- I stress that, because this is a situation that will change - provided the coaches 

and the coaching system in this country can turn their collective back on past failings and embrace a new skill-based future. 

That, surely, is what the USSF’s Claudio Reyna-inspired curriculum is designed to do. That may work - in the long term. But 

there is nothing as convincing as seeing a paper-theory turned into ~al-life action. Particularly in sports. For that to happen, 

Ramos needs to continue his work with the national U-20 team, to continue his reliance on skillful ball players. No, he won’t 

win the U-20 World Cup, not yet, but the Ramos approach is the one, the only one, that gives the USA a real chance of such 

a win. The USA simply cannot afford to allow the under-20s - and its other youth teams - to relapse back into their former 

bad habits. 

There appears to be encouraging news there - a look at the latest U.S. under-15 team reveals that 22 of the 30 players on the 

roster are Hispanics. Significantly, the coach of that team is Hugo Perez - like Ramos, a Latin-born player who played for the 

USA as a creative midfielder. 

I don’t know if 22 out of 30 is "too many" Hispanics. I don’t know if there is any such proportion as "too many" - either of 

Hispanics or of non=Hispanics. I do know that if the USA wants to make an impact, even cut a swath, at the international level 

it must pay much more attention to producing skilled, creative players. 

Ramos did when selecting this year’s under-20 team. Quite possibly he has opened the door for Perez to do the same, only 

more so. At this stage, it ought to be in order to say that there is no going back. I’m not so sure. The coaching structure, the 

coaching schools and their examinations, are inevitably built around the theory of the game, their notions and the expression 

of them have an essentially academic feel to them. 

It’s not clear to me that such a system can produce the more free-thinking type of coach that Ramos represents. My own 



experience of coaching-school coaches is that they tend to the one-dimensional theoretical side of the game, with a standard, 

ready-formulated view the sport. 

But there must be mavericks out there, there always are mavericks _. particularly in the USA. That is why I would like Ramos 

to speak more forcefully on the matter of Hispanic players, to let us know what it is they have that non-Hispanic players do not 

and ~Mlythey have it, and howthey acquired it. I want to see him as the man who - at long last - opened the doors - maybe 

even floodgates, at least initially - to the huge pool of Hispanic talent in this country. And the coach who gives encouragement 

to other coaches who share his vision. 

That’s more than enough of me trying to plan out Ramos’ life for him. The hard fact is that no one makes a career out of being 

an under-20 coach. Ramos will move onward and upward. Maybe within the USSF. Maybe he will move to MLS, where young 

Americans with less experience in the game - Caleb Porter, Jason Kreis, Jay Heaps, Mike Petke - are flourishing. Should 

Ramos join that group, I can only hope -- maybe even pray - that the path he has opened up will be continued by the USSF. It 

is the only way to ensure a fair deal for all American players, the only way to ensure that the USA does, at some future date, 

enter the small number of true world powers in soccer. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 
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Man United Faces Fallout From Nazi-Like Newsletter ~ma.qe 
NBCNews corn 

Manchester United is dealing with the fallout from sending out a newsletter last week that included a 

design resembling a swastika and a headline that uses the words "New Order," which was a slogan used by 

HiHer’s Nazi party. On Sunday, the club apologized and said that the design of the "United Uncovered" newsletter, 

which is its official email program, was "completely inappropriate" and that "internal action" was being taken. 

Apparently, the "New Order" headline was supposed to be a reference to the popular Manchester band of time same 

name, but it could also be taken as a reference to time European New Order that Hitler wanted to establish for 

Europe after World War II. Nevertheless, the image that appears above Adnan Januzaj’s head in the newsletter 

looks suspiciously close to a swastika. 

Meanwhile, fans and other United observers were flabbergasted by the decision to print something that could be 

associated with Nazi Germany, with some even saying that their support for the club was now over. Said one 

advertising art director on Twitter: ’Tve done 1,000s of newsletters for major brands. How does that get through sign 

off?" 

United’s Head of Media David Sternberg also took to Twitter to issue the club’s response. He said: "The creative is 

completely inappropriate; we apologize unreservedly and are taking appropriate internal action." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Toronto FC’s Big Offer for Spurs’ Jermain Defoe 
Daily Mirror 

The Daily Mirror reports that Tottenham striker dermain Defoe, who has been linked with a January move to MLS, 

has been offered a whopping $8 million per year deal to move to join Ryan Nelson’s Toronto FC. However, the 

report notes that the 31-year-old, who has eight goals in 13 appearances so far this season, is also in the sights of 

Queens Park Rangers manager Harry Redknapp. 

"He is one of the most natural goalscorers I have ever come across," Nelson said recently of Defoe. "Always out 

training, always trying to score. To get a guy like Defoe for MLS, I cannot think of many that are more suited - I think 

if you ask most Premier League teams, they would take Defoe. It would be incredible. I call him and text him all the 

time. Him playing in Toronto would be phenomenal. If you look around the world and try and think of a realistic 

player -- and I am not sure how realistic he is -- that complements a league like ours, never gets injured, doesn’t 

drink, can play high, low, scores all sorts of goals." 

Toronto FC is also reportedly looking at injured Juventus striker Fabio Quagliareila, although the player’s agent 

insists that any move for the 30-year-old wouldn’t be completed until next summer. 

The Mirrorclaims that Spurs, meanwhile, is looking to increase competition for places up front for first-choice striker 

Roberto Soldado, and is set to bring exiled striker Emmanue~ Adebayor back from the cold in addition to possibly 

bidding $24 million for Corinthians striker A~exandre Pato. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ba~e Shines as Rea~ Thrashes 
AFP 

Gareth Ba~e, Cristiano Ronaldo and Karim Benzema combined for an astonishing seven goals as Real Madrid 

thrashed Sevilla 7-3 at time Bernabeu on Wednesday. While Ronaldo scored a hat trick, Bale and Benzema each 

registered two goals and two assists in what was by far the most devastating offensive performance by Los Blancos 

since Carlo Ancelotti took charge. 

After the game, Ancelotti singled out world record signing Bale for praise. "Tonight everyone saw the real Gareth," 

Ancelotti said. "He played really well, showing fantastic skills. It takes time but it was a necessity, now he doesn’t 

have problems physically and he is improving his confidence so he will be very important for us in the future." 



For his part, Bale suggested he might have turned a corner with Wednesday night’s performance, which marked 

both his home debut in La Liga as well as his first full game since joining Real from Tottenham Hotspur for $138 

million. "It was important for my form," the Welshman told reporters. "’After not having a normal preseason I have to 

keep building rhythm so I can give my best. Obviously I need time to improve physically but I am very happy to have 

played 90 minutes. Now I need to keep improving and working hard and I will try to be at 100 percent as soon as 

possible." 

- Read the whole story... 

Beckham Confirms l~te~t to Purchase ~LS Franchise 
Associated Press 

In an interview with the AP, David Beckham says he’s ’excited’ about the prospect of owning an MLS franchise, 

and that he hopes his son Brooklyn might one day be good enough play for his team. While the former LA Galaxy 

midfielder confirms his intent to purchase an MLS club as part of the contract he signed with the league in 2007, he 

stops short of naming the location of his franchise, or the price he would have to pay. Previous reports have 

pegged the location as Miami and the price as $25 million, a huge discount to the $100 million Manchester City and 

the New York Yankees purchased New York City FC for earlier this year. 

"1 am excited about owning a team ... continuing to be part of the MLS in the future," Beckham says. ’When you are 

a manager, when you are an owner, when you are a captain I think there’s always going to be certain people that 

don"t agree with some of the things that you do. But you are there to create something that is going to be 

successful, not just a year or two, it’s for the next 20, 30, 40 years. So that’s what I’m hopefully going to create." 

On Miami, the rumored location of his franchise, Beckham says: "Miami excites me because I think it’s a city that is 

very excitable. I’ve been to watch time basketball there. I’ve seen time (NFL’s Miami) Dolphins play. It’s a city where 

the people in time city love their sport." 

When asked if he would like to see Brooklyn, 14, play for his team, Beckham says, "Yes, hopefully, hopefully," 

although he adds that it troubles him that Brooklyn and his other sons Romeo, 11, and Cruz, 8, are unable to 

develop as players away from the spotlight. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Espana 

Valencia coach I~iroslav Djukic’s position is reportedly up in the air after Los Che fell to a third consecutive 

defeat in La Liga, losing 2-1 at home to bottom club Almeria. President Amadeo Sabo has so far stuck by the Serb 

after a rocky start to the season, while Mama claims that sporting director Braulio Vazquez is more at risk for 

losing his job. Valencia is currently 1 lth in La Liga. 

- Read the whole story... 

AS reports that Oristiano Ronaldo is now seriously considering not attending any FIFA ceremony after the world 

governing body’s president, Sepp Blatter, appeared to mock the Real Madrid and Portugal star during a speech at 

Oxford University earlier this week. 

- Read the whole story... 

UEFA Orders Partial Closure of CSKA Stadium for Racist Abuse .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Daily Telegraph 

UEFA has ordered a partial closure of CSKA Moscow’s stadium for its next Champions League game for its fans’ 

racial abuse of Manchester City midfMder Yaya Toure during the Russian club’s 2-1 loss last week. CSKA will now 

have to close an entire end of its stadium for its next UCL match against Bayern Munich later this month. The 

sanction led to a mixed response among soccer critics and other observers. 

- Read the whole story... 
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US Youth Soccer <broadcast@usyouthsoccer,org> 
Thursday, October 35, 2053 2:52 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A [V <anson@email,unc,edu> 
Schedule announced for 2053-2054 US Youth Soccer National League 

To view this message in a browser~ piease clici< here 

RELEASE 

Loy, US Youth Soccer, rloy@tssyouthsocc~r=org or 800-4SOCCER 

...... 12 national leagu 

e io9o web 

Follow the Nationa~ League Season,,, 
Scores and Schedule i National League Home J Video I Daily :Stories 

FRISCO, Texas (Oct, 3~, 2~%3) ~ The schedule has been announced for the 
opening weekend of the 2053-2054 US Youth Soccer National League season, 
as the boys gather Nov’. 25-24 in Wilson, N.C. National League Girls will kick 
off two weeks later, Dec. 5-8. Games will be played in conjunction with the 
CASL Showcase, creating another significant opportunity for the nation’s 
collegiate, professional and national team coaches to see National League 
players in an environment of meaningful play. 

The games in North Carolina will be played primarily at the Wilson Gillette 
Soccer Complex and Rocky Plount Sports Complex, with a few select games also 
taking place at Barton College and Fike High School, 

The National League features the top 560 teams in the Under-54 through 
Under-58 Boys and Girls age groups. With 56 teams divided into two divisions 
per age group, each team has had to earn their place in the league through 
their success in US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues and National Championship 
Series play. Teams automatically qualify for the National League by finishing in 
the top two of their division the previous year, winning their respective 
Regional League or by winning their respective Regional Championship. 

The National League provides a pathway for four teams per gender age group 
to qualify for the US Youth Soccer National Championships, sending the top 
two finishers in each division of the UndeP54, UndeP55, UndeP56, UndeP57 
and Under-58 Boys and Girls to compete for the National title. The four 
National League representatives will join the four regional champions at the 
2054 National Championships at the Maryland SoccerPlex in Germantown, Md., 
]uly 22~27. 

The seventh year of National League play is shaph]g up to be one of the most 
competitive yet. Ten players competing in the 2053-2054 National League have 
already been called into U.S. National Team camps in the month of October, 
and the pool of teams includes the following: 

Boys 

~ 2 National Champions 



4 National Championship 
Finalists 
5 National League Division 
Champions 
15 Regional Champions 
I Dallas Cup Champion 
2 Dallas Cup Finalists 

5 National Champions 
4 National Championship 
Finalists 
S National League Champions 
15 Regional Champions 

"With each team earning their way into the league, the National League 
provides the most competitive environment possible with quality play and 
meaningful games," said Paul Luchowski, National League commissioner. 
2012-2013, we had 39 National League teams qualify for the National 
Championships and six of a possible eight titles were won by National League 
teams. This season, we have 49 teams competing in the league that qualified 
for last summer’s National Championships and we feel like 2013-20:[4 will be 
one of the most competitive seasons to date." 

For the latest scores, schedules and standings, visit 
http; / /tournaments, us¥outhsoccer,org/ events/ 20 :t3- 20:[ 4-National- 
League/, 

The National League is an extension of the highly successful US Youth Soccer 
Regional Leagues (US Youth Soccer Region I Premier League, Midwest Regional 
League, Southern Regional Premier League and Far West Regional League). 
The National League provides an avenue for teams to play in meaningful 
matches against top competition from across the country for continued 
development and opportunities for exposure at the national team, collegiate 
and professional levels. 

Since its inception, National League teams have captured a combined 26 of 38 
possible National Championships. For a list of past National League champions 
and history, click here, 

After the Boys and Girls opening weekends in North Carolina, the National 
League will continue the season in December alongside the Disney Soccer 
Showcase in Orlando, Fla., with the Boys playing Dec. 27-29 and the Girls Dec. 
31-]an 2~ 

~:eep up with the Nationa~ League 
National League Home: IBSYouth$occeroorg/NationaLLeague 
Schedule and results: Tournaments, USYouthSoccer.org/events/20:~3- 

Twitter: @nationalleague 
Facebook: ~acebook.co~/usyouthso¢~er 
YouTube: YouTube,~o~/u$~outh 
~nstagram: ~stagra~.co~/usyouthso~e~ 

### 

Youth Soccer - "The Game for ALL Kids!" is the largest youth sports 
organization in the country and largest member of the United States Soccer 
Federation.. the governing body of soccer in the United States. US Youth Soccer 
registers more than 3 mHHon pbyers annually, ages 5 to Eg, and over 900,000 
administrators, coaches and volunteers ~n 55 member State AssocmWons. US 
Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for p~ayers 
at every ~evel of the game. For more information, visit 
www,USYo~th~occer,o 

~edia ~equest; When refemng to the United States Youth Soccer Association, 
the largest youth sports organization in the United States, please refer to the 
association only as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or USYSA. We 
appreciate your cooperation. 

About ~S Youth Soccer National League - Formed in 2007, the US Youth 
Soccer National League was developed as a path of advancement for the top 
teams from the US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues. ~n addition to meaningful 
matches, development and identification, the league created a direct path to 
the annual US Youth Soccer National Championships. League play features the 
Under-14 through Under-18 age groups for boys and girls who are seeking to 
advance their college, professional and U.S. National Team aspirations. Learn 
more at www,lJSYouthSoccer,org/NationaLLeague/~ 
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Soccer Business Iusider: Good news tbr soccer, bad news tbr baseball 

Thursday, Oct. 31,2013 

Good news for soccer, bad 
By Paul Kennedy 

If you were a fan of the Red Sox or Cardinals - two teams with huge and loyal followings that extend far into 

neighboring states - you were probably glued to your television watching the World Series that ended Wednesday 

night. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

news for baseball 

But the Wall Street Journal reports that the demographics of Wodd Series viewing reveal a huge problem for baseball going 

forward. According to Nielsen, the average age of a World Series viewer this year was 54.4 years old, and children ages 6 to 

17 represented just 4.3 percent of the average audience for the ALCS and NLCS this year. 

On the other hand, children ages 6 to 17 make up 11 percent of the audience for NBCSN’s coverage of the English Premier 

League. That percentage is larger than even that for the NBA conference finals (9.4 percent) or the NHL conference finals (9 

percent). 

MLB’s counter: in the era of fragmented cable viewing and multiple digital viewing options, prime-time network viewing among 

children is way down to about 5 percent of the audience with a median age in the 50s. 

RSL GETS NEW JERSEY SPONSOR. LifeVantage, whose corporate headquarters are roughly a mile from Rio Tinto Stadium, 

will become Real Salt Lake’s jersey sponsor starting in 2014, replacing XANGO, which has been the club’s shirt sponsor since 

2006 - the first jersey sponsorship deal in MLS history. 

LifeVantage is a publically traded company that deals mainly in nutritional supplements and skin-care products. 

’We’re thrilled to partner with LifeVantage for our jersey-front sponsorship," Real Salt Lake president Bill Manning said in a 

club statement. "LifeVantage is showing tremendous commitment to Real Salt Lake with this partnership. We’re excited to 

welcome them to what we call ’the RSL Family’ and we relish the opportunity to continue to grow the club and the sport with 

such a vibrant locally based and growing company by our side." 

EL CLASICO SOCIAL MEDIA HIT. El Clasico between Barcelona and Real Madrid, broadcast on belN Sport, was the No. 1 

program in Nielsen SocialGuide’s Twitter TV Rankings for Saturday. 

The Barcelona-Real Madrid beat out Game 3 of the World Series that ended with a walk-off obstruction call. El Clasico 

received 816,810 total tweets to finish in front of the Red Sox=Cardinals game in second place with 482,230 tweets. 

Nielsen SocialGuide, the leading Twitter TV measurement platform, captures and analyzes conversations for all U.S. TV 

programs across 247 channels. 

UNI ~’lSION DEPORTE~ IN LEAD. In the battle of Spanish=language sports cable networks, Univision Deportes has taken the 

lead over Fox Deportes and ESPN Deportes in third=quarter prime-time viewing with 38 of the top 50 sports telecasts, 

Third-Quarter Viewing: 

UDN: 52,000 Adults, 18-49; 83,000 P2+ 

FOXD: 31,000 Adults, 18-49; 55,000 P2+ 

ESPND: 31,000 Adults, 18-49; 54,000 P2+ 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business InsiderRSS feed 

Post your response to the public Soccer Business Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Soccer Business Insider bloq. 
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Secrets, Surveillance, Trust & Credibility 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,~d radio cemrnen~a[e~ and the 
fern:d!!" and I:~residept of ti:e no:!#~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~iso:,’e"’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’4ichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Memo From Michael: Secrets, Surveillance, Trust & 
Credibility 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Back in the picture, an LA Galaxy Academy 
player made a big impact on Wednesday in 
the U:[5 Boys National Team scrimmages 
against Chivas USA. 
MORE: Top 25 Girl Commits 

GRAND,i!!! T~i!!!AN[RANK TOP 25 
We take a look at the U:[3, U:[4 and U15 Girls 
in our monthly Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank Top 25 update 

THE F~[VE o--, YOUTH RU~4OAS 
The Five is a weekly feature that highlights 
some of the rumors in the youth and college 
soccer world. This week is focused on youth 
national teams and ivILS hopefuls. 
MORE: Colleqe Soccer Predictions 

DID YOU SEE? 

FIVE college coaches ready 
to make the jump to Maior 
League Soccer. 

Alonso meqs Zidane, & Bale 
pulls off a cheeky spin. 
Madrid has fun at practice. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner: 

LVSC Mayor’s Cup 

The Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup International 
Showcase expects 100+ foreign teams, 300+ 
college coaches in our nation’s most exciting 
city! 

With affordable hotel rooms, manicured 
fields, & tickets to MLS game, you should 
consider the Mayor’s Cup for your "big trip" of 
the year! 

Click here to learn rnore! 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Nov I, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Nov I, 2013 

Friday’s Soccer TV: La Liga and Liga MX 
La Liga on belN Sport: Barcetona - Espanyo[ at 4pm. Ligue I on Univision Deportes: PSG - Lorient at 3:30pm (6pm on 

belN). Liga MX on Azteca and ESPN Deportes: Queretaro - Ctub America at 9:30pm and Tijuana - Attante at 11:30pm. 

Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"My philosophy is about every day and every game. I don’t plan anything. I want to win every game, 
whether it’s in the season, whether it’s in the p[ayoffs or the offseason and that’s the way I fee[, that’s 
the way I play the game. If you ask me today, I fee[ terrible. I’m not happy, obviously." Colorado coach 
Oscar Pareja. 

Roma 1 - Chievo Verona 0 
In a meeting of 1st and last place, Michael Bradley’s AS Roma shutout Chievo 1-0 on Thursday to add three more points 
to the top of the Serie A table. Marco Borrie[[o scored in the 67th minute. Roma put three of their 18 shots on goal to 
Verona’s one from two. Bradley subbed on in the 81st minute. 

"Tonight we saw why Chievo don’t deserve at a[[ to be in last place," Roma manager Rudi Garcia said. "They played we[[ 
and as a team. In the pre-game press conference I had said this would be the toughest game, and I was right. 
Fortunately at the moment we have several different options on the bench when it comes to our offense. What counted 

was winning. Bagging three points at home and making it ten wins out of ten was very important." 

Houston 3 - Montreal 0 
Houston advanced out of the Eastern Conference play-in game on Thursday night, shutting out Montreal 3-0 in front of 
10,476 at BBVA Compass Stadium. Wi[[ Bruin opened the scoring in the 16th minute and Oscar Boniek doubled the lead 
in the 27th. Bruin scored again in the 72nd. Montreal finished with eight players on the field after red cards to Nelson 

Rivas (70th), Andres Romero (89th) and Marco Di Vaio (89th). Read More 

The Cascadia Playoff 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Nov 1, 2013) US Soccer Players - When the dust settled on the Major League Soccer 



regular season and the ten playoff qualifiers booked their places and established their seeds, the eyes of a soccer nation 

immediately darted to one potential matchup in particular. It would require the Seattle Sounders to take care of 

business in a treacherous home match with the upstart Colorado Rapids first, but it was difficult not to imagine the 

possibility of the most intense rivalry in MLS taking center stage in the conference semifinals. 

Thankfully (sorry, Colorado), the Sounders rediscovered some form to beat the Rapids 2-0 on Wednesday night. Brad 

Evans lashed home a fantastic volley, skillfully taken down off his chest. Eddie Johnson iced the game with a clever 

move in the box and a quick-thinking Jhon Kennedy Hurtado saved Johnson from a second yellow when he tried to 

display a message on his undershirt. Now here we are, with what should be an epic battle set to begin at CenturyLink 

Field on Saturday. In sports parlance, we call this series "mouth-watering." 

Beyond the hype of the rivalry and the energy that will fill the stands in both cities, there’s the small issue of the 180 

minutes it will take to determine who advances to the Western Conference final. Portland is the upstart, taking part in 

the MLS postseason for the first time, and doing so as the top seed. Seattle, prior to the win over Colorado, was a fragile 

collection of talented players scuffling through a disastrous four-game losing streak. The upper hand appears to be 

Portland’s. Read More 

Sounders deliver knockout blow- from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: "It’s been a long time since we won a game," 

Sounders coach Sigi Schmid said. 

Portland Timbers rundown: Timbers have options at forward heading into MLS playoffs - from The Oregonian’s Jamie 

Goldberg: "In future games, we’ll see." 

Earthquakes bring back Mark Watson as coach - from The San Jose Mercury News’s Elliott Almond: "I’d like our team to 

be more versatile." 

Closure at CSKA and action against venue director shows that Uefa are finally getting tough on racism - from The 

Guardian’s Henry Winter: Another offence will lead to total ground closure, and a third will bring expulsion from the 

competition. 

Gareth Bale arrives for Real Madrid on night of ’beautiful lunacy’ - from The Guardian’s Sid Lowe: It had everything 

else. 

Weekend Soccer TV: MLS Quarterfinals on NBC and 
ESPN 
Saturday 

Major League Soccer’s playoffs are on NBCSN: New England - Kansas City at 8pm and Seattle - Portland at lOpm. 

The Premier League on NBCSN: Newcastle - Chelsea at 8am and Fulham - Manchester United at 10:45am. NBC has 

Arsenal - Liverpool at l:30pm. Championship on belN Sport: Sheffield Wednesday - Reading at lOam. Scottish Premier 

League on Fox Soccer Plus: St Mirren - Ross County at 11am. Read More 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Friday, November l, 2013 12:50 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-~; Peter Mellor <peter.mello@usl~)ccer.com:~ 

Carolina Beats Duke 3-0 but Florida State edges out ND 2-1 in OT. 

;~3SO~3 + Peter~ 

I saw the Duke vs Carolina game last night. Carolina must have had 75% of the possession a~d 16 shots against 2 etc. 

You two sounds ~i~e a dynamic duo for the O(~O NC 

Had ~ ~now you had already turned {55 I may have worked e:d:remelv hard to recruit you for my 065 team, but then again ~ have Mike Chapas who has been the 

O55/60 team goal keeper and he graduated last year to my team, so we are covered. It wi][ be good [o have you p[ay~ng wi[h [he 060 teagl i~? Virg[Ria Beach a[ the 

qeterans Cup with games from 9 through :[3th July, and the opening ceremonies and team scrimmage 8th, 

f w[H ]~eep you updated, gut your sigrdng fee [or the team is only $35 to parth::~pate {g~)ecia[ goal keeper rate, sh~(:e you w~[] bring your own uniform), but you w~ll 

need to get yourself a USASA player card so you can actually part[(:~pate wh[(:h cost the R~rtune 

To apply or renew your player card now p~ease follow these 

h~p~%~w~wv~oufl~league su ~.com/nc~li~/PDyer.b~nl 

Choose reg~Ner witln NCASA 

Next screen takes you to a page to select GYSAAL (Greensboro United Soccer Association) as a ~eague for the W~nteriSpr~ng 2014. 

Enter their firN name, last name, dob, and JaN 4 dig~ts of their phone number 

Choose the ver~ ~nformation optbn 
Choose the reglNer as a new player 
Complete the ten of the form, (if they ask for any team - ~t ~s United 050 (don’t get confused about the year), 
Pay $25 by credit card 

Keep your e-.mail receipt and make note of your p~ayer ID# br the roster (and send copy to K~m Bergenser). 
For new players ] also need a ~ xl -~/2" mug sho~ ~br this card, which you can scan to me with NCASA confirmation. 

~ can coordinate w~th NCASA that they mall me the passes, and I can br~n9 them to the tournaments. 

TNs card w~l~ Nso allow you to get some training in tournaments h~ V~lm~ngtoniNC mid Feb and Memorial weekend in W~mington, if you want to meet 

with some of your team mates. 

Get tNs done, so you are set to go, but I wi~ need the fol~owh~g pa~cu~ars from you for the roster: 

Name on the player card 

P~ayer card 

Ce~l phone 

Home Address (required by USASA don’t ask me why - but you know them) 

DOB 
Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NO 27302 

336 337 8429 

E~= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ [mail~:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Seat= Friday, November 05, 2053 $$:45 AN 
Te= Peter Nellor 
~¢= Bergenser, Kim 
$abject; RE: North American Super Y Finals 

Heck noH~ You wi]~ play w~th me ~n the U-g~Ts and we wN age up togetherH~ I am so exalted .... Now we are gohsg to whs ~t. We have some quality players and are 

usually ~et down hs the semifinals by poor Boa]keeping (or a find p~ayer in goa~) every year~ I am copying ~im Bergenser on this, He manages our three o~dest 

teams, He wi~ recrui~ you to every event we have but the most ~mportant one ~s the Ve~: Cup 

stay fit year roundH~ And yes, ~f you play w~:h me ~n ~he Vet Cup t w~H scout your ODP event as the "quk~ pro quo’H~ I used ~o agree to do Tony DK:k:co’s m~tkma~ 

clinics w~th the same arrangement. 

A~ the heaL, my ~:dendH 

~= Peter Nellor [mailto:peter.mel~or@uslsoccer.com] 
Seat= Friday, November 05, 2053 $0:55 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sabject= RE: North American Super Y Finals 

~ trusL that you are do~ng we~L 

Thank you for the emaiL._stN vew busyH~,,,however, good news...J am consMerhsg semi retirement 

might just be avai~aMe~ Would ~ play for the O65s7 

Can you make our gMs ODP program to scout for a day h~ eaHy March 2014 as part of my s~grdn~ on fee? LOL 

Thanks 

Sh~cercJ y 

P c[cr 

Ungted Soccer I.eag~es 

ramps ~L Z3607 
O~i:ic~:: 8:[3 269 

peter.meHor@uslsoccer.com 



From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Mlonday, October 28, 2013 i0:44 AM 
To; Peter Mellor 
Cc; Kim Bergenser (KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com) 
Subject: RE: North American Super Y Finals 

Vet Cup this ~urnmer Peter!! Your age group ~eed~ to see the be~t definition of ageing gracefully .._ a~d as far a~ I arn concemed~ ~’ou are it!!! 

From-" Peter Mellor [mailto:peter.mellor@uslsoccer.com] 

Sent-" Friday, October 25, 2013 2:19 PM 
To-" Peter IVlellor 
Subject: FVV: North American Super Y Finals 

From The Desk Of Peter Mellor 

National Technical Director. 

20/25/2013 

Dear Coach: 

I trust that your season is going well 

Please see the attached scouting Invitations regarding the North American Super Y Finals this December at IMG Bradenton FL 

Sincerely 

Peter 

United Soccer I.eag~es 

larnpa FL 33607 
Oii:icc: 8:1.3 269:13,12 

peter.mellor@uslsoccer.com 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Tnternet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USASANational Veterma’s Cup <veteranscup gmafil.com@mafil184.wdc02.mcdlv.net;, 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:05 AM 

Bergen~r, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink-Group.com> 

2014 USASA Veterans Cup Headquaxters ttotel Almouncement 

USASA National 
Veterans Cup 

2014 USASA Veterans Cup 
Headquarters Hotel Announcement 

The interest for the upcoming USASA Veterans Cup in Virginia Beach is at an all 

time high. Currently we have registered 25 teams and have many more about to 

join the tournament. For this upcoming year, we will closely manage the divisions 

to ensure an efficient scheduling of tournament matches. Teams registering after a 

division is balanced will be placed on hold until there’s a sufficient number of teams 

to form an additional group or even division. 

Just a friendly reminder that by Jan. 1 the application rate will increase by $50. We 

highly recommend teams register as soon as possible to reserve your spot before 

the rate goes up or the divisions fill out! As in past years, online registration is 
available. ~gi~...U.~..~..~.~,~.~. 

For the 2014 Tournament, entry fees are as follows: 

Extra Early Bird Registration: $350 (Sep 2 - Dec 31) 

Early Bird Registration: $400 (Jan 1 - Mar 15) 

Regular Registration: $450 (Mar 16 - Jun 1) 

We are also happy to announce the Holiday Inn Virginia Beach-Norfolk & 

Conference Center as our Headquarters Hotel for the 2014 USASA Veterans Cup. 

Approximately 15 minutes from the fields, the hotel has an outdoor pool, 

restaurant, bar, high tech business center and other requested amenities as in 

past years. This hotel recently had a makeover and has a unique ambiance with a 

beautiful lobby, a soaring six story atrium complete with a trickling waterfall, a 

stone fireplace and the chic BLU lobby bar. 

Rooms have been blocked for UBABA VETERANS CUP at most hotels in the 

Hampton Roads area between July 6-July 13, 2014. There are a limited number of 

rooms at each hotel and the rates are not guaranteed after the cut-off date, 

January 31, 2014. It is important to book as soon as possible to obtain your 

choice of hotel and best rate. Please don’t wait with hotel reservations as this is 

high season in the area and availability is very limited. 



See below for additional information related to hotels: 

1. All hotels are within 15-20 minutes from the Hampton Roads Soccer 

Complex. 

2. Click on the links below to review the different hotels in each area. 

3. We have Virginia Beach Oceanfront Hotels, Virginia Beach/Norfolk Inland 

hotels and Chesapeake-Greenbrier hotels. 

To view lourm, ar~,ent ~ Hotel and irflam, d hoteis ciick here (15 minutes from HRSC) 

CLICK HERE TO VIEW VIRGIf, iIA BEACH OCEANFRONT HOTELS- 

CI..ICK HERE TO VIEW CHESAPEAKE/GREENBRIER HOTELS 

For additional help with Veterans Cup accommodations, contact Susan Smith at 

757-639-6859 ext. 6859 or via e-mail at ~.~.~:~J.~.~.~.9?~D~.~.¢~:~:~!~,~9~T~.. Susan 

can help you with any type of accommodations including house rentals. I highly 

recommend that you reach out to her for accommodation needs or questions 

related to Virginia Beach. 

So what can you do when you are done playing for the day? The activities you can 

enjoy during your down time endless! 

Rent a bike or pedal cart and ride on the three-mile, beautiful paved 

boardwalk. 

Visit the Back Bay National wildlife refuge and hike the trails or hop in a kayak 

and explore the marshes. 

Go to Colonial Williamsburg, approx, one hour from Virginia Beach and 

experience the birthplace of America. Coiorfie~i Williamsburg 

Experience the thrill rides and natural beauty of Busch Ga.~dens. 

Go on a dolphin watching boat trip or deep sea fishing. 

Explore First Landing State Park, the first permanent settlement 1607 and 

hike or bike the 20 miles of trails. 

Every evening on the boardwalk from Memorial Day to Labor Day, there are 

free summer sidewalk shows. Summer Fur~ in Va Beach 

You name the water sport and it is available at Virginia Beach. 

And of course, sun, sandcastles, ice cream, mini golf, salt water taffy, sea 

shell searching and long beach walks any time! 

For general questions about the tournament, please visit the !~.£.!!~!.~..!~.&, 

USASA website or check out our Facebeok ~ 

Cheers, 

The USASA National Veteran’s Cup Committee 

Cezar, John, Keith, Lisa, Mike, Don 

About the USASA Veterans Cup 

The annual Veteran’s Cup tournament was established in 1998 by the United 

States Adult Soccer Association with the intention of providing high-level soccer to 

both men and women 30 years of age and older. The current Veteran’s Cup 

tournament is a 6-day event with an anticipated 100 adult soccer teams, 

comprising approximately 3,000 players, family members, and supporters. This 

past year we had teams participate from the following states and countries: AZ, 

CA, CT, CO, GA, HI, IL, KY, MA, MD, MI, Me, NC, OH, OK, IN, TX, VA, UT, WA., 



Canada, and Japan. In past years we have had teams attend from as far as South 

Africa, Japan, Cost Rica, and Canada. 

20~-20~5 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, November 2, 2013 

Saturday, Nov. 2= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There are two MLS quarterfinals (conference semifinals) on both Saturday and Sunday.... Arsenal hosts Liverpool 

in Saturday EPL action. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY~ Novembe~ 2 

BelN SPORT 

England SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY-READING (live) 10 am. 

italy PARMA-JUVENTUS (live) 1 pm. 

Spain RAYO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-FIORENTINA (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England ARSENAL-LIVERPOOL (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-CHELSEA (live) 8 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:45 am. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-KANSAS CITY, 1st leg quarterfinal, (live) 8 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND, 1st leg, quarterfinal, (live) 10 pm. 

One World Sports 

Korea SEOUL-SUWON (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-VALLADOLID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain RAYO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-CELTA (live) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (delay) Midnight. 

GOLTV 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany FRANKFURT-WOLFSBURG (live) 1:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-PEC ZWOLLE (live) 3:45 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-LIVERPOOL (live) 5:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-VALENCIENNES (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-MONTERREY (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-LEON (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-SANTOS (live) 11 pm. 

~3eIN PLAY 

England WATFORD-LEICESTER CITY (live) 7:15 am. 

Russia ZENIT-FK AMKAR PERM (live) 10:30 am. 

France RENNES-MARSEILLE (live) Noon. 

France LYON-GUINGAMP (live) 3 pm. 

~taiy AC MILAN-FIORENTINA (live) 3:45 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-CATANIA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN31WatchESPN 



FIFA U-17 World Cup ARGENTINA-IVORY COAST Quarterfinal (live) 8:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup URUGUAY-NIGERIA Quarterfinal (live) 11:48 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-VlTESSE (live) 1:40 pm. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PORTUGUESA (live) 5:25 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U=17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORT LiVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 11 am. 

England WEST HAM-ASTON VILLA (live) 11 am. 

England STOKE CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 11 am. 

England WEST BROM-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

SUNDAY, Nove~>~.r 3 

BelN SPORT 

italy UDINESE-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-NANTES (live) 11 am. 
italy TORINO-ROMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England EVERTON-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:30 am. 

ESPN 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 

NBC 

MLS HOUSTON-NEW YORK, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CARDIFF CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am= 

One World Sports 

Australia BRISBANE-MELBOURNE (live) 2 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy LAZIO-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-BETIS (live) 3 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

italy TORINO-ROMA (delay) Midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-PACHUCA (live) 12:50 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WERDER BREMEN-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-CRUZEIRO (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-UNAM (live) 6 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

France BORDEAUX-NICE (live) 8 am. 

Russia SPARTAK MOSCOW-LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW (live) 9 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 12:15 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

November 4 

BelN SPORT 

France STADE DE REIMS-MARSEILLE (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-CHIEVO (live) 2:40 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy UDINESE=INTER MILAN (delay) 12:30 pro. 

Spain ELCHE-VILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

Italy PARMA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pro. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live st[eamin9 ol games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Nov. 2, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica cam 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Player of the Yeax ca~didate Mullins hits winner, Goalie scores goal in Nebraska’s title-clincher 

Saturday, Nov. 2, 20!3 

Player of the Year candidate Mullins hits winner 

by Soccer America 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 



[MARYLAND-N.C. STATE: Men] Senior Patrick MuUins is again making 
a strong case for Player of the Year honors as he scored his 13th 

goal of the season for the game winner early in the second half of 

No. 6 Maryland’s 2-I win over N.C. State on Senior Night at Ludwig 

Field. Senior Sunny Jane scored the Terps’ other goal .... Read the 
who~e story 

Cars’ unbeaten streak ended at 11 "J games 

by Soccer America 

[VIRGINIA-NORTH CAROLINA: Men] No. 11 Virginia had its 11-match 

unbeaten streak snapped Friday evening with a I-0 loss to No. 23 
North Carolina in front of 2,990 spectators at Kloeckner Stadium. 

UNC’s defense limited UVa to a season-low four shots .... Read the 

whole story 

Ockford’s golden goal ends wild evening at Cardinal Park 

by Soccer America 

[LOUISVILLE-SAINT LOUIS: Men] Senior Jimmy Ockford ended a wild 

Halloween night as he scored in overtime to give No. 12 Louisville a 

3-2 win over No. 20 Saint Louis in a match that featured a pair of 
red cards, one penalty kick and a goal in the final minute of 

regulation from SLU’s Robert Kristo....Read the whole story" 

by Soccer America 

[ACC: Women] No. 1 Virginia became the first ACC school to have a 
undefeated and untied regular season in a decade as it downed 

No. 5 Virginia Tech, 2-0, at Kloeckner Stadium to finish 19-0-0 (13-0- 
0 in ACC play) with four wins against top five teams....Read the 

"whole st:ory 

Florida and Texas A~M share regular-season title 

by Soccer America 

[SEC: Women] No. 12 Florida and No. 23 Texas AlUM shared the SEC 
regular-season when they both won on Thursday. Savannah Jordan 

continued to make a case for Freshman of the Year, scoring two 
goals in the half to give her 20 goals -- one more than Abby 

Wambach in her freshman season with the Gators in ~ 998 -- in 
Florida’s 5-I win over Georgia. The Aggies delivered with a 3-2 

victory at LSU to earn a share of their first SEC regular-season title. 
...Read the whole story" 

Goalie scores goal in Nebraska’s titleoclincher 

by Soccer America 

[BIG TEN: Women] Nebraska claimed the Big Ten title, its first 
regular-season championship since 2000, with a 3-I win over Indiana 

to cap off Senior Day in Lincoln. The game featured a goal by 

goalie Emma Stevens for the Huskers, who extended their current 

win streak to six games and improved their regular-season record 
to I~-3-1, marking the highest win total since 2000 .... Read the 

whole story 

Milwaukee wins crown for 14th consecutive year 

by Soccer America 

[HORIZON: Women] Vienna Behnke scored in the 13th minute to 
lead Milwaukee to a 1-0 victory at Oakland that marked the 14th 

consecutive year the Panthers have claimed the Horizon League 
crown, the longest active streak in women’s soccer....Read the 

whole story 

The MAAC Women’s Tournament semifinals and final 

at ESPN’s Wide World of Sports in Florida will air on 

ESPN3 Sunday and Monday. For all the men’s and 

women’s action on the air ...... More 

WilMnson earns Ferns draw in Columbus 
by Soccer America 

[USA-NEW ZEALAND] University of Tennessee junior 

Hannah Wilkinson scored a goal for New Zealand in 

the 88th minute to give the Ferns a 1-1 tie with the 

USA on Wednesday at Columbus Crew Stadium that 

broke ...... More 

Good news for soccer, bad news for 
baseball 

Before Ibra, there was the Cosmos’ Cabanas 

Imp~t meltdown overshadows so~d 
Dynamo win 

Gaven says ~t was ’right t~me’ to retire 

Sport~n~ KC and Seattle ~re o~t to amend 
postseason d~sappo~ntme~ts 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 10:02 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: Under- 17 World Cup: Mexico knocks offBr~il in 12-round shootout 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Saturday, Nov. 2, 20!3 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WORLD CUP] Mexico, winner of the 2011 Under-17 World 
Cup, has come back from a 6-1 loss in its opening game to reach 

the semifinals of the 2013 tournament in the United Arab Emirates 

v4th a 12-round shootout win over Brazil, which went into the 
game at Dubai’s Rashid Stadium with a perfect record. Honduras 

could not hold on to a hatftime Lead and fell to Sweden, 2-1. 

...r*e~d the w~oLe stow 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] The USA continues play at the Concacaf 
Women’s Under-17 Championship Guatemala Saturday ~n Monte8o 

Bay, Jamaica, and all ~ts games wilt air on premium channel Fox 

Soccer Plus and digital platform Fox Soccer 2Go. Two of the games 

on Fox Soccer Plus will be delayed .... ~ead the who~e sLory 

by Paul Kennedy 

The news out of the United Arab Emirates was good 

for Concacaf. Mexico and Honduras reached the 
quarterfinals of the Under-17 World Cup, and 

Mexico, a winner in a 12-round shootout over 
Brazil, moved into the ...... ?4o~e 

by Paul Gardner 

A few weeks back, in this column, Tab Ramos laid 
out his thoughts on coaching. What he had to say 
should be of v~tal interest to anyone involved in 

coaching, and in the development of the ...... 



Manchester United has invited Brooklyn Beckham~ eldest son of 

David Beckham~ for a practice session at the club’s Cardngton 

training ground, with a view to measuring the 14-year-o[d’s ability 
and helping him to find the dght emfironment for his development 

as a player. Both sides emphasized that it was not a trial~ but 

rather more a chance for everyone to have a look at one another. 

You are receixdng this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~in receiving a copy of your own~ please visit our site - 

wwv~,~occe:ame~k:a4:oit: - and become a complimentary member. 

~:~,~eds are now available. 
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Soccer Bnsiness Insider: Earthqnakes to christen new ’49ers’ stadium 

Saturday, Nov. 2, 2013                                                    ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Earthquakes to christen new ’49ers’ stadium 
Ry Paul Kennedy and Ridge Mahoney 

The San Jose Earthquakes will open a new stadium in 2014 - though it won’t be the new stadium they’re building 

near San Jose Airport. 

The Quakes will be partnering with the Santa Clara Stadium Authority to host the Seattle Sounders on Aug. 2, 2014, in the 

first event at 68,500-seat Levi’s Stadium, the new home of the NFL’s San Francisco 49ers. 

’We are proud to open Levi’s Stadium against Sounders FC," said Earthquakes president Dave Kaval in a statement. "Santa 

Clara and the 49ers are great partners and they are constructing a world-class venue that all the Bay Area can be proud of. 

’We have seen great crowds around MLS over the past five years, especially in Seattle, but we are confident that this match 

will once again demonstrate that the Bay Area has the most passionate soccer fans in the country." 

The Quakes have regularly played one-off games at Stanford Stadium and the Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum in the past. 

Their new stadium is scheduled to be ready in time for the 2015 MLS season. The opening was twice put back from the start 

of the 2014 season, to midway through next season, to 2015 as work to remove existing materials at the stadium construction 

site took longer than expected. 

NBC FINAL RATINGo. The fourth and final game of the MLS regular-season MLS - D.C. United-Houston - drew a rating of 0.2 

rating, or just 294,000 (h/t (~,AustinKarp). That’s half the rating of the recent USA-Australia women’s match that averaged 

497,000 viewers. 

HEINEKEN RE-UPS. Three more years. 

Those ubiquitous Heineken ads on Champions League telecasts will be a staple until 2018 under terms of agreement 

negotiated by the brewer and UEFA. 

The Heineken brand has been a sponsor since 2005, and UEFA announced this week a three-year extension of a deal that 

was due to expire in 2015. No financial terms of the extension were disclosed. Reuters reported that the current partnership 

costs Heineken $70 million a year. 

Heineken is the first Champions League sponsor to renew beyond the current 2012-2015 term, although Adidas has 

negotiated an extension as an official supplier. Other current sponsors are Ford, Gazprom, MasterCard, Sony PlayStation and 

UniCredit. HTC is also a supplier. 

"As Heineken is available in 220 countries in the world and so is the UEFA Champions League, this platform really is to build 

the Heineken brand worldwide," said Heineken’s global activation manager, Hans Erik TuijL 

Heineken will also enhance its social media outreach with elements such as live Twitter feeds linked to matches. Next 

Wednesday, former Argentine international Hernan Crespo will provide comments on the Barcelona-AC Milan match, and 

fans who follow and contribute can win prizes. 

#ShareTheSofa will run throughout the entire UEFA Champions League season and reward selected fans with items such as 

signed soccer balls to PlayStation Vita consoles. Consumers must confirm they are of legal drinking age in their territory and 

follow @Heineken. They then tweet their question @Heineken, using hashtag #ShareTheSofa during the Champions League 

match. 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer Business h~siderRSS feed 

Post your resoonse to the oublic Soccer Business Insider blocl. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer Business Insider biog. 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, November 3, 2013 

Sunday, Nov. 3, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS quarterfinals (conference semifinals) on Sunday pit Los Angeles against Real Salt Lake and Houston against 

New York. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

S~JNDAY, Nove~nber 3 

BelN SPORT 

italy UDINESE-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-NANTES (live) 11 am. 

italy TORINO-ROMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (delay) 5 pm= 

CNBC 

England EVERTON-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:30 am. 

ESPN 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 9 pm. 

NBC 

MLS HOUSTON-NEWYORK, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CARDIFF CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

One World Sports 

Australia BRISBANE-MELBOURNE (live) 2 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-PACHUCA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy LAZIO-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-BETIS (live) 3 pm= 

Spain GETAFE-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

italy TORINO-ROMA (delay) Midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-PACHUCA (live) 12:50 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-REAL SALT LAKE, 1st leg, quarterfinal (live) 9 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany WERDER BREMEN-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SANTOS-CRUZEIRO (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 1 pm. 

France LILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-UNAM (live) 6 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

France BORDEAUX-NICE (live) 8 am. 

Russia SPARTAK MOSCOW-LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW (live) 9 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 12:15 pm. 



France LILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

~ONDAY, Nove~ber 4 

ReIN SPORT 

France STADE DE REIMS-MARSEILLE (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-CHIEVO (live) 2:40 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

8elN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy UDINESE-INTER MILAN (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-VILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

Italy PARMA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U-17 Women’s World Cup Qualifying USA-CANADA (live) 6 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major Lea.que Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twit~eE 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Nov. 3,2013 
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Awards Program Important Information 

A message from NSCAA College Services...Dedicated to 
serving all of your coaching needs! 

Good Day Coaches. 

NSCAA.com/colleqeservices ~rmom 

in~rmation. 

As the college soccer regular season concludes and the NSCAA college awards 
program opens, we request that you attend to a very important detail that assists the 
NSCAA in supporting and promoting college soccer, and that is to ensure that your 

scores are correct and up to date in the NSCAA Scoreboard managed by 

TopDrawerSoccer.com. Please make this a priority as the NSCAA Scoreboard is 
used to populate the nominations and voting process for NSCAA awards. 

If you already have access to the scoreboard interface, please Sign In and u palate 
your 2013 schedule. If you do not know your password, click here to retrieve it. 

If you are a new coach, or if your SID is assisting, do the following to gain access: 

1. Register on TopDrawerSoccer.com (click this link, or register at the top right 
corner of our home page.) 

2. Once registered, email scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com and you will receive 
access to your college program (or programs if affiliated with both men and 
women). 

3. Once you have access, "Sign In" in the top right corner of 

TopDrawerSoccer.com, and click on "Profile" in the top right corner. On the 
next screen you will see a tab with your college’s name (or tabs if you have 
access to men and women) for the scoreboard interface. 

Please have your schedule updated by the end of the day tomorrow, Monday, 
November 4, and thank you for attending to this very important detail. 
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Sent: 
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maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Formation of the Future Part 3, Decision Malting m~d Turning, Checking and First Touch and Mole... 

YOU 
UPDAT 

A 
Hi Anson! 

EKLY 
ES AND NEW 
TICLE 

Welcome to the WORLD CL,~,SS COACHI NG Weekly Email Newsletter. ]his week we have FIVE new 

articles for you. Check then] out below 

NEVV BOOK 
During pre-release, we have been getting some great reviews about our new book, ._P__r__o__g_r__e___s__s__i__v__e_. 

Maximize grid training time and gain greater 

improvements from every training session by 

harnessing the revolutionary concept of 

’morphing’ 

The solution to w’asting training time has arrived! 

No longer will you have to sap precious minutes 

setting up new drills because _P_ _ _r_ _o_ fl _r_ _e_ _s_ _s_ _ ! y_ _ _e- 

to run an entire training session in a single gird. 

:                more in a single session from start to finish. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

This Weeks Articles .................................................................................................................. 

AtCC Newsletter - Attackinq in Transition 

~ ioccer Conditioning -- Pass Combination with Sprints 

illi~ii~oachmg Soccer Tactics - The Formation of the Future - Part Three 

gineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter - Recoverinq Back to Goal to Make a Save 

FineSoccer Drills Newsle~sr - Dscision Making and Tu{ning 

~ oaching Advanced Players - The ideal Formation - Pa~ Three 



More Recently Released BOO S and Videos 

Member Drills Database - DLcow.~r the training rrreLhods ef the 

world’s tep soccer ceaches and teams with access te ever 6.000 

pages of real drills and training sessions" 

training sessions ef the wefld’s biggest clubs like Juventus, PSV 

Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A.C. Milan, 

Liverpool, Atletico Mineke, MLS teams, tep college programs, 

[he world’s bes[ wemen’s and youth teams, and many others 

Click here for more inf--. 

WCC Video L~bfa~ - Bask;ally, we haw~ taken almest all ef eur 

DVD collectien arid put them enlme where yeu can access 

them 24/7 enline arid even view them en your phene at the 

training field. Yeu can easily find the videe yeu are leoking for 

using the pewerful "Keywerd" search er video "tags" No need 

te ew~r buy another c, eaching DVD again. Click here for more 

The Complete G~eide to Coaching Advanced P~yers consists of 

6 eBooks and 10 videos that will give your players that extra 5- 

10% they need to develop them from being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player If you coach a competitive club. high school or 

college team this is for you! 

The Com£~#t~_#_#~_~#_~£_££~3~_~#g_A~#_£#~_~2#£#., by 

¢anadian ~18 National Team Coach, Rob Ga~e is a soccer 

training course specially designed to give players the extra 

[~f£.. 

on match day ~ore. 

challenge they need to take their skills to an advanced level. N_g__r__e_ 

T~’ainin9 Sessions l=or the 44-3- Unlock the attacking 

instincts of the 4-3-3 with these drills focused on developing 

the technical, tactical and offensive skills that take the 

formation to the next level 

If you love to score goals, you’ll love the drills in this book! 

Training Sessions for the 4-3-3 is a special book focused on 

developing the mindset, technical skills and attacking attitude 

needed to play the 4-3-3 to devastating effect. Every aspect of 

the 4-3-3 is covered, so you can deliver more focused training 

session and give your players the skills to score more goals 

Unlock the secrets of ’The False 9’ (withdrawn ferward) and 

replic.ate the playing style ef elite attac.king tearns with a star 

player able to crea~e mere geal scering oppe~tunities in and 

around the bex 

Finally. the secrets ef the false 9 are revealed in this great new 

boek! The False 9 is a unique boek [ocused en revealing ~he 

tactics and techniques needed to develep a withdrawn fe~ard 

m your side. Discover hew te create your ewn Cruyff. Messi or 

Fabregas with insights and training sessions Rx:used on 

dew, loping a superstar player in this unique pesi~ion. ~ore. 

A~ck~Bg the Barcelom~ Way- watch a special videe analysis ef 

Barcelena’s dewasta~ing forward line and discow~r hew yeu can 

train yeur players with specialized drills in A~tacking the Barcelena 

Way 

If you’re leoking for tips en how te geals. A~acking the Barcelona 

Way is a unique videe series that analyzes actual game foetage to 

players are able te run ramparlt irl frent of geal. With an eBook of 

appropriate drills arld small games also included. Attacl<mg the 
Barcelena Way is yeur blueprint fer bringing flair and creativity Le yeur front line Ol[c~ here for 

info. 

Coaching the ~a[celoaa 4~3~3 ~ Would you like to score like 

Barcelona? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 

- Attacking is an eBook that tells you eye,thing you need to know 

about howto build attacks from the back and create goal scoring 

works and apply it to your own side so you can play the Barca way 

and push the score line in your favor. PLUS 60 minutes of video 

analysis included. 



Triangle ~idfiekl -. Whower controls midfield controls [he 

game Discover how to utilize the triangle midfield to control 

possession and replicate the playing s[yle of the world’s most 

technical team 

complete guide to mastering one o[ the most powerful weapons 

in the adw~nced coach’s arsenal. This special book covers how 

the triangle midfield can be utilized in many different formations, 

its functionality and howto train players to use it in possession, 

defense and aEack. 

S£ain’s victo~ att~e We~ld Cup and two European 

Championships in a row was no accident Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that have made Spain today’s 

dominant soccer nation 

Your complete guide to Spanish soccer has arrived~ 

Coach~ag S#anis~ Soc~e~ - -rhe player development and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 Soccer 

Nation in the World tells you everything you need to know 

about Spain’s rise to dominance With an in-depth look at the 

players, formation and the infrastructure~ this comprehensive 

book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and how you can apply them to your own team I~lore. 

Dove,oiling a St54e of Play - Whether you want to play long ball, 

counter attack or possession, De\eloping a Style of F lay shows 

you howto build a style of play for any formation based on the 

core principles of soccer 

This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! Instead 

of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles, Developing 

a Style of Play focuses on training your team in the core pnnciples 

of soccer. Discover howto play any formation you want better and 

more effectively with this flexible and modern guide to coaching 

up to win. CHick here for more info. 

Coacbiag the 4~244 shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now 

you can discover howto train your players to utilize this highly 

flexible and attacking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and 

guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset this 

book provides you with everything you need to know about 

playing the 4-2-3-1. M_o___r_e___!#_f__o_. 

NEW 8OOK - Coaching the 4-244 Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 to the next level with this 

advanced tactical guide. 

££aciin~l th# 4-2-3-1 Advan£#~l T~ct!ce provides you with an in- 

depth look at the formation that is dominating European soccer. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shows you how you can 

utilize this highly flexible formation to cubit teams playing a 

traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more scoring oppo~unities 

~eati~g ~he 4=2=34 -. Fear teams playing the 4-2-.3--1 no 

longer! Discow~r how the hidden weaknesses of ~his forma~bn 

can be exploited and how teams playing it can be beaten, time 

a~ter time 

Finally, a game pkm for beating the 4-2-3-1~ This book 

provides the blueprint for exploiting [he defensiw~ frailties and 

playing tendencies that make the 4-2-3-1 more vulnerable 

[han most coaches realize. Bring your coaching knowledge 

u p.-to-date on how today’s dominant elite lew~l formation can 

be defeated and gain the insights you need to set your team 

A~ck~Bg la the 4-24-1 - Discover how to harness [he tactical 

advantages of the 4--2.-3.-1 so your team can attack with more pace 

and penetration and replicate the playing style of the elite sides. 

Attacking in the 4-2-3-1 combines a tactical guide full o[ drills to 

improw~ your tactical understanding and [echnique at scoring 

goals in the forma[ion taking over elite soccer. Oli~ here for 

iBfo. 

This is a "Quick Guide" eBook and less than half price of regular 

books. 



Bali Orientated Soccer Training = Drills to Develop Explosive Power 

is a special video series thai shows yeu how te c, each a cernplete 

plyemetric training session thai will give your players [hat extra yard se 

Watch him ge! That will be the respense ef [he crowd and the 

opposition when they see your players passing de[enders, running 

en~o balls and exploding down ~he wings with explesive power More. 

Discover how to Harness the 

exciting 4-2-3-1 fo~ation and 

replicate the devastating attacking 

power of the world’s most successful 

teams. 

{f you’ve been looking for a way to 

coach your team howto play the 4-2- 

3-1, you’ve just found it. Coaching the 

4-2-3-1 is a special 12-pa~video 

series which provides a 

comprehensive tactical and training guide to this exciting formation Utilized by Real Madrid, Chelsea 

and the most successful sides in the Euro 2012 tournament, the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and a~acking 

power is fast becoming the formation of choice for leading coaches a}} over the wor}d Mo~e info 

Coach#~g the 4-3-3 is a specia} 12-video series that a{{ows you sit 

back and watch session a~er session on how to fully utlhze the 4-3-3 

formation. Randy Waldram one of the most experienced minds 

US soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations 

howto coach your team to take full advantage of this popular 

formation to get into attacking positions, to break down opposition 

attacks and win more games..~#$#__~8~9.. 

P~ayer’s Robes a~d Responsibilities in t~e 4-3-3 coaching series 

provides you with everything you need to know about the styles of 

playing, philosophy and training methods for playing the 4-3-3 

formation. From creating a shifting back line through to swamping the 

opponent’s defense, eye,thing is covered to provide you with a 

comprehensive 4-3-3 coaching program. This two-book set is the 

ultimate guide in coaching your team to play the aggressive~ free 

flowing 4-3-3 formation in both defense and attack. ~ere 

C~eative A~ack~n# D~l~s - -fake a viRual pitch side seat and watch 

how O~elsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players to 

move. think and react so they can be more creative in a~ack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creative attacking session. Watch how Woodward trains a 

group of players to be winners, with a progressive session that 

hones their thinking, movement and creativity in geeing the ball 

across the line to score, lsclades a FREE com#a~oa eBeok with 

easy-to-read descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 

video set. 

Watch Chelsea Academy Coach, Ben Ir’~litchell ira actien and gain a 

blueprint for creating your own pregressiw! passing drills 

winning lvl situatiens. More info. 

Get your players passing like charnpiens! Creative Passing Drills is 

a videe series that shews you how te run progressive passing and 

receiving sessiens tha~ give your players more touches than 

conventienal sessiens. Led by Chelsea Academy ceac.h Ben 

Mitchell, see how the session helps a group ef players quickly 

imprew~ their passing skills. ~ere iafe. 

~5 LegeBda~ lv~ Mo~es -. Give your players the confidence and 

technical ability te win more lvl situations and score mere goa~s 

with this spec.ial 15 part video series fecused on the at1: ef winning 

the lvl 

A training series every flair player dreams of! Legendary lvl Moves 

is a unique video collecben Rx’,used en the technic, al all of winning 

lvl situations The 15 videos shew yeu exactly hew te ceach 

players te perform fake shets. Maradona Turns, Spi~ Cru~s and 

much rnore Giw) yeur players the confidence and skills te bea~ 

more defenders and score more geals threugh perfecting the a~t of 



Three Dimensional Soccer T~aieing is a book borrl from analyzirlg 

hew the world’s most popular forma~k~ns are played and what 

training systems are needed to play them effectively Ra~her ~han 

focus on technk~ue or forma~k~ns independently, this book shows 

you hew to combine elements like building blocks to create complete 

’three dirnensional training’. Check it out here. 

~ A training method that ~ombines traditional the~e based 

~ 
with for~at,ons and group ~ctics Formation Based Soccer 

~ 
Training is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training players 

~ . so they become more experienced in the positions and formations 

~=4~:~.~~. they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 or any 

~~]~i~~ : other formation, this book provides a unique new training method 

: for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session. 

More i~fo. 

~N 
what players love best: Scoring goals! This book is packed with 

~ 
100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, 

~ 
to control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop the killer 

~ ~ 
instinct on goal Modem A#acki~g & ~eals~orin~ provides you 

~=" with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

~ ~::::: 
and po,nts on the league table. 

Soccer Co~eit[on~ag ~o~th~ .- New Cutting Edge Soccer 

C 3n Jitioning S ~ssi 3ns and Drills Deliw~re JEwry Month for Im ~rovmg 

Finally, a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arrivedl 

$eceer Oend~#ea~ag Me~ly provides you aRicles and videos every 

month with new drills and exercises to improve your team’s physical 

fitness so they can run harde~ for longer e/erz game ~th new dells 

bridges the gap between soccer training and on-field pedormance 

and does all your conditioning planning for you. ~ore i~fe. 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Justin Cresser, and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique When you only have 

one or h~o coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 

To address the problem, Cresser created a methodology on how 

coaches, at every level, can combine physical exercise with 

technical training. The result is Te~l Soccer Oo~itio~ia~ 

Orieatate~ A#£roach. a h~/o book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and 

athletes that want to maximize their p~ctice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or 

technical training sessions ~re i~fA 

understanding of the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

club sides then look no fu~her. 

The ~wo book ~odera Soccer Tactics series is packed with over 

~ 
220 pages of insights on how the great club sides, like Bar~elona, 

~ 
~aB~ester United and Arsenal, manage to dominate teams, 

: addition, these books feature an array of drills and exercise so you 

can train your team to emulate some of the world’s elite clubs and 

....................................................................................................................................................~=:.~==~=.=.#’.’.’.’.’.~ A Coach’s 6a~de to the 4-3-3 - This book covers everything you need 

~ to know about coaching the 4-3-3, including the formation’s 

..... development to the forefront of European club soccer, how it is utilized 

~:~:,~::~7 } "’~#, by the world’s best managers and soccer training drills and exercises 

: which will enable your team utilize the 4-3-3 to be more offensive 

flexible and difficult to defend against ~ore iafo. 

championshipDaVM P,a~ Tagtiga, Playbooks - Learn from an English Premier LeagUewinning coach, In this special set, Manchester Ci~s 

.~..;~ Assistant Manager David Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

~ ~ :.~ ~~ exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation. 
Whether they play 4-4-2. 4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 

with the tactical know-how to counter and exploit your opponent’s 

formation. More info. 



The North Carolina Way Width Aneon Dorrance - Disc’ow~r the secrets of 

hew Anson Derranoe, eRe of US soccer’s most legendary coaches, 

achiew!d a 934% wirlnirlg aw!rage, wen 20 out ef 27 Natienal 

Charnpienships and led his team Lo win 92 games in a rew 

In this special 21 palt video series (almost 4 hours ef corltent), Dorranc, e 

shows you the philesephy, training rnethods and drills he’s used 1:o c’reate 

charnpienship wirming tearns R)r rnore than 30 years. IMore info 

A l"actical Analysis of FC ~arcelona .- This beck has been selling like wildfire 

with coaches frern ow~r 30 countries buying My guess is this will be our best 

selling beck of 1:he year. ~ore info. 

Advanee# P~ayer- is our latest book and perfect if you coach a competitive 

club team, high school or college team. ~.e___r.e___!#.f_q. 

4,4-2 v 4-~-~ - "[his book has been ona of our best selling books over the 

past few years. ]his book takes an in-depth look at two of the greatest 

managers!coaches in today’s game..Sir Alex I~ergaeon and Jose 

~oarhiBo and their respective systems of play ._O_J_i~_~_#__e_[_e___f__e__r___~_o___r__e___i_~_f__o_ 

Tra#~ing Creative Goalscorers - By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

Beale is packed with 1~33 drills and exercises to improve your players 

reactions, attacking instincts and consistency in the box so they can 

score more often and win more games. Click here for more info. 

Zonal Defending the Italian Way provides an in-depth look at the Italian 

back four and their philosophy of total team defending. This book jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were actually used to train the 

national team in Italy’s 1994 and 2006 World Cup campaigns. This makes 

this book an ideal addition to your library, whether you’re a student of the 

game or an elite level coach, because it will enrich your understanding of 

the Italian defensive game and how you can apply their World Cup 

winning drills to improve your own team’s defending. I~flore info. 

.~w ~oa~kee~e," Co~eh~a We~ S~te- Don’t forget to check out our new 
web site specifically for goalkeeper coaching 

This web s,ta will be espac,ally useful for coaches of teams who don’t 

have the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coacln. 

We will post free a~licles every week and offer some excellent 

goalkeeping books, eBooks and videos to help you get the best out of 

your goalkeepers. ~9__r~__!#f.e_.. 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The 2015 Girls IMG Academy 150 Rankings 
fall update is out today. The top three 
players haven’t shifted, but several others 
are steadily moving up in the top ten. 

Buoyed by a successful weekend in the Bay 
Area, UCLA moved up to No. 1 in the TDS Top 
25 and the Pac-12 standings as the regular 
season heads into its final weeks. 

POSTS !i!ASO N SUR@iE 
Conference tournaments have begun for some 
women’s programs while others wind down 
the regular season. See what impact it has 
on the latest TopDrawerSoccer.com Top 25. 

DID YOU SEE? 

The U17 MNT’s swing 
through Madrid yielded 
some positive results. 

This GK FAIL is hilarious and 
sad at the same time. 
Mostly hilarious thouqh, 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Featured Partner: 

Academy 

What are you doing to prepare for the Spring 
soccer season? IMG Academy in sunny 
Bradenton, Fla., offers boys and girls camps 
throughout Dec., .]an., Feb. and March for you 
to train during your school breaks. Camps 
include position-specific coaching, 
professional-quality facilities and a 
comprehensive training program that helps 
you become stronger and faster. 

For more info: www.imgacademy.com. 
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Nonday’s Soccer TV 

S(:ettish Premie~ League en Fox Seecer PI.us: Aberdeen o Part:k:k Thi~.d:Ie at 2:~Oprn. 5erie 

Chievo Verona at E:45pm. La kNa on belN en EspanoL: E[(:he 

Roma doesn’t Win and the Liga MX Playoff Picture 
(Nov 4, 2(>12) US Se<c:er PLayers - The big new~.~ for National ]’earners abroad ow~¢ the weekend was Michae~ Bradley’s 

Roma no~ winning. M~er stardn$ ~he 2013..14 Serie A season wid~ ~en consecutive wins, Roma drew 1.1 wid~ Ter~no at 

TuHn’s Stadio O]impico. Roma’s Kevin Strootman opened the scorin~ in the 28th minute with A[essio Cord equaHzin~ in 

~he 6?rd, The referee booked Bradley m the 5~rd minute. Roma have a ~hree. point lead at the top of the table and a 
+23 8oat difference. NapoU and Juve~tus are tied for second. 

’Tin happy with the way all ray players performed," Roma manager Rudi Garcia said. ’Today we had the chance to pick 

’.}-6 players who were physk:a[h{ fresher: abow~ a~l. when you pl.ay several matches i~ a week, Ws e~[y Hght that these 

who don’t a~ways play have the chance to come m. ~’m happy with Burdisso and Bradtey’s performances." 

Bacl~a Kljestan opened the scorin2 with a 4;}rd minute 8oat in Andedecht’s 3-1 win over OH keuven in Be[2ium’s Pro 

69th~ but Mitrovic scored again in d~e 81st mh)ute. ~n grance~ AJejandro ge~ya’s Nantes drew 1.1 with MontpeU.~e~. 

Fihp Derdevk: epened the s(:erin8 fer Nantes b the 22rid wb:h Me~tpeUier equaHzin8 a ~h~ute into stoppage 

Nantes a~e fourth in the Ligue I table. Read More 

MLS Semifinals First-Le Js 
(Nov 4, 2012) US Soccer PLayers o We start in the Eastern Conference with New EnsLand taking a surprise first4e$ Lead 

ovo~ Spo~tin~ Kansas City with a 2-1 win at GiUette Stadkm~, Andy Do, man opened the scorin~ in the 55th mh)ute w~th 

Ke~yn Ro~,,e doubhng the tend in the 67th. AureUen Co~Un scored in the 69Lb. The series concludes on Wednesday in 

Ka[~sas City, 

"1 t:’s a [)if; goal for us to lessen t:he gap," Spot[in}.,’, KC coach Peter Vermes sakL "R’s good. You don’t atways i~ece~.:~.:ariLy 

know if you’re a{ways Being to win when you 2o away [rom home, but to keet) the score Line the way we did is great." 

tn the other half of the bracket, Houston and New York drew 2°2 on Sund~y at BBVA Compass Stadium. Tim CahiU put 
the Red Butb.~ up hi the 22rid and Erie Alexander doubled the I.ead ten minutes I.ate~, Rica~do C[a~k puUed a goa~ ba<k for 

the ~ynamo in hhe 51st, The referee sent off New York’s Jamison O[ave in [he 65th minute and Omar Cummings 

equah zed ~er Heuste~ two minutes into stoppage time, The series con~:Ludes at Red Bu{] Arena en ’¢Tednesday, 

"Judging by the iee[ Hght: new, it ~eets Uke a loss )ust because we were winnh~g 24), but now we go home a~d we haw~ 

to w~n," New York goalkeeper kms Robies said "UnfortunateLy the second half didn’t go the way we wanted it to~ They 

got a quick goal and of course we were down a man for a long tm~e." Read More 

Scotland Names Squad for USA FHendly 
G[: S(:ett Pox (Pa~ticl~ "[’hist:Le). Matt OiLks (Bta<kpoo[}, David MarshaL[ (Cardiil CH:y} 

DEE: ChHstophe Berra (~p~rwich Town), Gordon Greer (Brighton and Hove Atbion), Grant Han[ey {Blackburn Rove~ s), Alan 

Hut[on (As[on ViUa) Russe[I. Marth~ (Norwich City}, Char]ie Mu[srew (Cot[k:) Lee Wal.[a(:e (Rangers), Steven Whittaker 

(Norwich City} 

MID: Char[ie Adam {Stoke CH:y), }ke(:hi Anya (Warlord}, Barry ganna[~ {Cfystat Patace), Scott Brown (Cot[k:), Craig Bfyson 

(Derby County)~ Chris Burke ~Bin~flnsham City), James Fortes[ ~Ce[[~c), James Morrison ~Wesh B~omwich A[bion)~ James 

M(:Afthur (WiSan Al:h[et k:}~ Robert Snodgrass (Norwich City) 

FOR: SEeven Fletcher (Sunderland), SEeven Nmsmid~ (Ever[on) Matt Ph~iUps (Queens Park Rangers), Jordan Rhodes 

{Blackburn Rovers) 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Champions League Match Day 
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Champions League on Fox Sperts 1: Real Soc~eded - Manchester United at 2:30pro. Fox Soccer 2 h~s Juven~us .. 

Madrid at 2:30pro, Fox Spo~ts re~ona~ networks has Viktoda P[zen - Bayer~ Munich at 2::30pro. Fox Soccer Plus has 

ManchesLer CiLy ¯ CS~;A Moscow aL 2G0pm and ShakhtaF Donetsk - Bayer LeveFkusen at 10pro. A~ Times 

~i Sponsor message 

d by 

i.~.i Sponsor message 

i.~.i powered by 

Click here to solely unsubscribe from "U~:~occerP!~,ers "Click here to vfew moilin? orchi~,es, here to chon~e your preferences> or here to subscribe ~ Pri~cy ~. 
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% U.S. Soccer 

Nominations Being Accepted For 2014 U.S. Soccer Werner Fricker Builder Award 

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2014 U. S. Soccer Wemer Fdcker Builder A ward, 
honoring the late U.S. Soccer President Werner J. Fricker 

CHICAGO (Nov. 4, 2013) - Nominations are now being accepted for the 2014 U.S. Soccer Wemer Fricker Builder Award honoring the 
late U.S. Soccer President Werner J. Fricker. 

The Werner Fricker Builder Award was created in 2002 and is the top honor that can be bestowed upon an individual or individuals by 
U.S. Soccer. The award criteria was amended in 2011 by the Wemer Fricker St. Memorial Award Task Force. 

Eligibility Criteria: 
In order to be eligible an individual must meet the following criteria: 

Nominees can be an individual or group of individuals who is/are living or deceased. 
Nominees must have dedicated a minimum of 20 years of service to the sport. 
For athletes, playing career can count towards 20 years of service but nominee must have gone on to contribute to the sport in 
another capacity. 
Nominee’s service must stand out and distinguish nominee from others serving in the same capacity. Nominee must have 
created or fostered programs or innovations that will outlast his/her/their own active involvement in the sport. 
Nominee’s work has had a demonstrable impact on advancing the sport of soccer at the national level. 

Nominations of individuals for the annual Werner Fricker Builder Award can be submitted by completing the nomination form and 
emailing it to specialevents@ussoccer=org or mailing it to: 

U.S. Soccer Federation 
C/O the Werner Fricker Builder Award Committee 
1801 S. Prairie Avenue, Chicago, IL 60616 

The form is also available for download at ussoccer.com. All applications must be submitted by Nov. 15, 2013. 

2014 Werner Fricker Award Nomination Form 

Werner Fricker himself was honored posthumously with the inaugural award in 2002, with his son, Werner Jr., accepting the award on 
his behalf. 

The President of U.S. Soccer appoints a selection committee to review the nominations and select a winner. The selection committee 
appointees are comprised of various representatives of U.S. Soccer and past award winners. 

The nomination and consideration process takes place annually. The nomination process is open to alI.A maximum of one award will 
be given each year; however, the committee is not required to give the award annually. 

Fricker was president of U.S. Soccer from 1984 to 1990 and is widely credited for his role in bringing the 1994 FIFA World Cup to the 
United States. Born in Yugoslavia and raised in Austria, he lived his adult life in Pennsylvania, where he was a star midfielder for the 
United German Hungarians of Philadelphia soccer club from 1954 to 1969 and was a member of the 1964 U.S. Olympic Team. Fricker 

served as U.S. Soccer P[~sident from 1984 to 1990 and was inducted into the National Soccer Hall of Fame in Oneonta, N.Y., in 
1992. He died in 2001 at the age of 65. 

WERNER FRICKER AWARD 
2002 Werner Fricker, Sr. 
2003 Sunil Gulati 
2005 Gerhard Mengel 
2006 Sal Rapaglia 
2007 Francisco Marcos 
2008 Bob Gansler 
2009 Alan Rothenberg 
2010 Dr. S. Robert Contiguglia 
2011 Kevin Payne 
2012 Hank Steinbrecher 

-usoocce~com - 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, November 4, 2013 

Monday, Nov. 4= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The fourth round of UEFA Champions League group play kicks off on Tuesday, which is when duventus hosts Real 
Madrid .... The second-leg games of the MLS quarterfinals (conference semifinals) take place Wednesday and      I ii~i I 

LCLLJ Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on 73/is 

apdated dally throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, November 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-CSKA MOSCOW (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-REAL MADRID (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (delay) 10 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONARCAS-ATLAS, Final (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm= 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-CSKA MOSCOW (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN3.com/WATCHESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup ARGENTINA-MEXICO, Semifinal (live) 7:48 am. 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup SWEDEN-NIGERIA, Semifinal (live) 10:48 am= 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FC COPENHAGEN43ALATASARAY (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League OLYMPIAKOS-BENFICA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-ANDERLECHT (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-CSKA MOSCOW (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PLZEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, Novembe~ ~ 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Do Brasil FLAMENCO-COlAS (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League DORTMUND-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League ZENIT-PORTO (live) noon. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-SCHALKE (live) 2:30 pm. 



UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DORTMUND-ARSENAL (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-MARSEILLE (delay) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ZENIT-PORTO (live) noon. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DORTMUND-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

MLS Playoff NEWYORK-HOUSTON (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS Playoff NEWYORK-HOUSTON (live) 8 pm. 

MLS Playoff SPORTING KC-NEW ENGLAND (live) 9 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League ZENIT-PORTO (live) noon. 

UEFA Champions League BASEL-STEAUA BUCHAREST (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-SCHALKE (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League DORTMUND-ARSENAL (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-MARSEILLE (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AUSTRIA VIENNA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AJAX-CELTIC (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-AC MILAN (live) 2:45 pro. 

ESPN2 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-SWANSEA CITY (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-SHERIFF (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League RUEIN KAZAN-WIGAN (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-APOLLON (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ST. GALLEN-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League HNK RIJEKA-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Women’s U=17 Championship TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 6 pro. 

NBCSN 

MLS Playoff PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League ST. GALLEN-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVlLLA-SLOVAN LIBEREC (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VOTORIA SC=REAL BETIS (delay) 5 pm. 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana VELEZ SARSFIELD-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana ITAGUI-LIBERTAD (live) 8 pm, 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS Playoff PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com/WATCHESPN 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-SWANSEA CITY (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-WIGAN (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League PSV-DINAMO ZAGREB (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-WIGAN (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-SWANSEA CITY (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League ST. GALLEN-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV-DINAMO ZAGREB (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PANDURII-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-FRANKFURT (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVlLLA-SLOVAN LIBEREC (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LEGIA-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-APOLLON (live) 3 pm. 



UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-SHERIFF (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-SHAKHTER (live) 3 pm, 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-PAOK (live) 3 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

MLS Playoff SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 11 pm. 

F~IDAY~ November 8 

ReIN SPORT 

France MONACO-EVIAN (live) 2:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup WlMBLEDON-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:40 pm, 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-ALMERIA (live) 2 pro. 

Spain GRANADA-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MONARCAS-PUEBLA (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-BRAUNSCHWEIG (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.comlWATCHESPN 

FIFA U-t7 World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 7:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 Wortd Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 10:48 am. 

College Soccer on TV 

Leagues elfe~’ing live s~reaming of games include: 

Major Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer Americ;~ on Twitter: 

Fellow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Nov. 4, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Paul Gardner: Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow the goal’ 

Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Excusing the inexcusable: ’don’t guess, don’t allow 
the goal’ 
By Paul Gardner 

To his credit, PRO’s Paul Rejer has not refused to deal with referee mistakes in his "Play of the Week" feature on 

PRO’s website. They make up a minority of his cases - for the simple reason that referees, by and large, get 

things right. 

Rejer has not sought to make excuses for refereeing errors. Not until now, when he confronts a colossal gaffe in the Seattle 

Sounders x LA.Galaxy game - the disallowing of a headed goal by the Galaxy’s Omar Gonzalez. This time he is intent on 

making excuses for AR Greg Barkey. Excuses which simply do not add up. 

First there is the general argument that the ref has a difficult task and that he has to react to a situation instantly, without 

benefit of slo-mo replays etc. Agreed. That is a good argument - when the play is not clear, when it needs repeated runs of 

the replay to see what really happened. 

But can that argument be credibly advanced in the case of the Gonzalez goal? An incident in which the ball was at least two 

feet over the goal line and was then kicked out by a player (Seattle’s Osvaldo Alonso) standing even further inside the goal 

net. 

Rejer - correctly, I think - defends Barkey’s positioning, and admits that it was not ideal: "From the angle he [Barkey] is at, 

he has the post in his line of vision to the ball and it would have been difficult to see ’daylight’ between the post and the ball." 

Which is where, for me, the problems begin. This business of "seeing daylight" is totally unpractical. I think Rejer knows this - 

else why did he put the phrase in inverted commas? 

How much daylight? Technically, it need only be unmeasurably small - certainly too slight for the human brain to register it. 

So Barkey - and the whole AR tribe - are being asked to do something that is impossible. It is physically out of the question 

for them to make that judgment - they would need wondrously exceptional visual acuity. 

That is the main reason why we now have GDS (Goal Decision System), which presumably can make the call accurately, 

though I’m not at all sure how we know that. 

But the problem with Barkey’s non-call gets a lot worse as Rejer continues, as he spells out what is standard referee 

reasoning: ’lNe advise ARs never to guess in these goal line situations. They can only act on what they see. We say, if you 

have seen the whole of the ball over the goal line then signal the goal. If you haven’t, don’t guess something that may not have 

happened." 

Reasoning that is faulty - to say the least - from start to finish. Because the AR is guessing either way -- whether he allows 

or disallows the goal. He did not see the scientific minutiae of the play - that is not his fault, how could he? But he is then told 

by his mentors to, in effect, guess that the ball did not enter the net. Rejer’s "don’t guess something that may not have 

happened" is meant to avoid the AR awarding a goal that didn’t happen. But it is just as likely, as here, to result in a decision 

not to award a goal that did happen - where the referee or AR is equally guessing "something that may not have happened" - 

i.e. he is guessing that the ball, all of it, did notenterthe goal. 

If I assume that everything Rejer says about the difficulty of Barkey’s sight lines is correct (I have major doubts about that), 

that means that Barkey must have been guessing where the ball was. In this case, he made an terrible guess. (The alternative 

is that Barkey could see the position of the ball, and therefore made an even worse error). 

I’ll go with the lesser error. Barkey did not get a clear view. What he did next was hardly his own fault. He was following 

instructions: Don’t guess, don’t allow the goal. 

If the AR didn’t see the play clearly, any decision he makes is going to be a guess - so the advice "not to guess" is 

worthless. 

Any argument that Barkey, by not doing anything, did not make a decision is a non-starter. Opting not to do anything is a 

decision. 

PRO - and refereeing in general - would do well to face up to the fact that there is quite a lot of guesswork involved in 



refereeing. But it is intelligent, informed, guesswork. The experienced referee or AR, working with that experience and his 

instincts will be right far more often than he is wrong on such calls. 

When referees and ARs do screw up - as here - I suggest that the majority of wrong calls come because the referee’s 

guesswork is, quite unreasonably, supporting the defensive side of the game. A very good example can be seen in the case of 

diving calls - the majority of which are flat out wrong, or questionable. Guesswork is at work big time in these calls - but the 

guess usually goes against the attacking player. 

Why? The phrase "benefit of the doubt" crops up often in referee discussions. It refers to those situations where the referee 

has to make a decision on less than perfect evidence - where he has to guess. And in most - nearly all - cases that benefit 

is awarded to the defense. 

There is absolutely no logical reason for this bias. I do not see how it can be justified by reference to the rule book, which has 

nothing to say on the matter, dealing as it does only with certitudes. 

The Gonzalez case then did not show refereeing at its best. Firstly - whatever excuses can be made forAR Barkey cannot 

wipe out the enormity of his error. But secondly - the advice he is given about "not guessing," which Rejer repeats with almost 

religious respect, is impractical. That is clearly not Barkey’s fault. 

The biggest error her~ lies with the ingrained referee bias in favor of defensive play. Let us turn that bias around and suppose 

that referees are to be told, tomorrow, that in future the benefit of doubt must always go to the attacking team. 

What do referees imagine would happen? What are they afraid of? Are we asked to believe that would be the end of soccer? 

Quite the contrary - it would likely invigorate a game where defensive play is far too dominant. It would also mean that honest 

men like Paul Rejer would not find themselves trapped into excusing the inexcusable. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the SoccerTalk bloc!. 

Tuesday, Nov 5, 2013 
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::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:44 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

And Tar IIeels Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $461,000 - and that is.from just 12 % of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 3~I1LLION raised! 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T.i~i’ 4 ?:~~!~ ?::;i: i:~::!. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, ~md payroll deduction a]lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

If you give directly to your favorite chea~ities~ we ask you to consider making your donation through tiffs Cmnpaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online witi~ a nomina] commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 tom] for the year) or less may be given ruth a one-ti~ne payment via credit carc~ check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee partficipation 

sends yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the UniversiU of North Carolina. 

l[lnpor¢allt lntbrlll~rioll: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your tbrm mad contribution m your team captmn. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your [5NC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to co~nplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees ComNned Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosiU and thoughtful consideration of others. 
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Sent: 
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Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

And Tar IIeels Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $461,000 - and that is.from just 12 % of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 3~I1LLION raised! 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T.i~i’ 4 ?:~~!~ ?::;i: i:~::!. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, ~md payroll deduction a]lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

If you give directly to your favorite chea~ities~ we ask you to consider making your donation through tiffs Cmnpaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online witi~ a nomina] commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 tom] for the year) or less may be given ruth a one-ti~ne payment via credit carc~ check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee partficipation 

sends yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the UniversiU of North Carolina. 

l[lnpor¢allt lntbrlll~rioll: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your tbrm mad contribution m your team captmn. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your [5NC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to co~nplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees ComNned Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosiU and thoughtful consideration of others. 
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College Soccer Retx~rter: Soccer America Top 25 rankmgs 

Tuesday, Nov. 5, 2013 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RAHKIIIGS] Notre Dame took over as the No. 1 team in the 
Soccer America Men’s Top 35 following California’s 3-1 loss to UCLA. 
The Golden Bears dropped to No. 3 behind the Bruins. Idle 
Washington remained Iio. 4, while Maryland moved up to Iio. 5. For 
the complete Top 25 ranldngs ...... Read the whole stery 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKINGS] The top five in the Soccer America Top 35 
ranldngs remained the same with No. 1 Virginia st~ll perfect at 20-0- 
0. It is joined by the other three A¢C semifinalists -- No. 3 Florida 
State, No. 4 North Carolina and No. 5 Virginia Tech -- plus UCLA at 
11o. 2. For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

No. 1 Notre Dame is in men’s action against 
Michigan State on Tuesday. There’s also women’s 
conference play in the Mountain West and Patriot 
League. For all the men’s and women’s ...... More 

1, Neymar assists with double-nutmeg 



Arkansas and Auburn win openers at S~C Tournament 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEH’S COHFEREHCE: Tournaments) Arkansas and Auburn won 
first-round matches at the SEC Women’s Tournament in Orange 

Beach, Ata. Mexican internationat Bianca Sierra’s penatty kick in 
the 97th minute gave Auburn a 1-0 win over LSU, white Ashteigh 

Ettenwood scored twice to read Arkansas past Missouri, 4-0. Other 

winners inctuded Tutsa and Marshatt (Conference USA) and 
~oming and Utah State (Mountain West). For aU the tournament 
action .... Read the whole .~d:ery 

No doubts about Monmouth MAAC title 

Monmouth pushed its unbeaten streak to 14 games and season 

record to 17-1-2 -- equating the program record for wins set ~n the 

days o~ U.S. nationa~ team captain Christie Rampone -- w~th a 2-0 

w~n over Fairfield to w~n the MAAC championship Monday at the 

ESPH Wide WoHd of Sports complex in Lake Buena Vista~ Ra. "This 
is just a ve~ confident team~ and I don’t think there was ever a 

doubt in their mind that we would win its" said Hawks coach KHsty 

Turner....Read the who~e sto~, 

2, Twenty headers and a trashcan ’goal’ 

3. Stoke keeper joins Howard and Friede) on 
elite list 

4o Sounders find themse)ves in a mess a~ain 

5, ~mpact p)ayers suspended~ Scha|)ibaum 
reported out 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future dick here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Section 2: Arsenal, Dortmund in good tbrm ahead of UCL clash; Rummenigge hails Guardiola 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ Nov 5, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Arsenal Dortmund in Good Form Ahead of UCL CMsh 
Reuters                                                                                                   ~ 

Arsenal is in the middle of a crucial three-game stretch that sees it travel to Signal Iduna Park on 

Wednesday to take on Borussia Dortmund, but Gunners coach Arsene Wenger believes his team 

couldn’t be better prepared after coming off a 2-0 win against title challenger Liverpool on Saturday. "That is as well 

as we have played all season," the Frenchman remarked. "People have been skeptical about us so far this season 

but [Saturday’s game] will increase our confidence and get the fans right behind us." 

Of course, Dortmund is also in fine form, having thrashed Stuttgart 6-1 in the Bundesliga on Fdday. The German 

giant also beat Arsenal 2-1 the last time the two teams met at the Emirates two weeks ago, leaving Dortmund, 

Napoli and the Gunners tied at the top of UEFA Champions League Group F with six points after three games. 

"[Wenger] is really something. He is Sir Arsene Wenger," Dortmund coach Jurgen KIopp said ahead of 

Wednesday’s match. "But he likes having the ball, playing football, passing it. It is like an orchestra but it is a quiet 

song. I prefer heavy metal. I always want it loud. I like Arsenal’s philosophy but I cannot coach it, I am a different 

guy." 

Wenger will definitely be without Jack Wilshere, Thee Walcott and defender Cory Gibbs for the trip to Dortmund, 

while Mathieu Flamini is also a doubt. For Klopp, Ilkay Gundogan, Sebastien Kehl and Lukasz Piszczek will all 

be missing. - Read the whole story._ 

Rummeniqge Hai~s Guardiola 
ESPN FC 

Bayem Munich CEO Karl-Heinz Rummenigge has hailed Pep Guardio~a as possibly the greatest coach in the 

club’s illustrious history. Over the weekend, Guardiola, who only took the reigns at the German Treble winner this 

summer, became the first coach in Bayern history to go undefeated in his first 11 Bundesliga games. That milestone 

was reached after Bayem came from behind to beat Hoffenheim 2-I at the Allianz Arena on Saturday. It was also 

the German champion’s 36th consecutive league game without defeat, equaling a 30-year-old record previously 

held by Hamburg. 

Guardiola’s strong start means Rummenigge is happy to leave the former Barcelona coach in full control. "The 

concept is good. We play really well," Rummenigge told the media ahead of the club’s UEFA Champions League 

match away to Viktoria Plzen. "Maybe Pep Guardiola is the best and most of all most popular coach in the history of 

FC Bayem and the world. He is the biggest expert you could sign. The coach has supremacy over training, tactic 

and the line-up. I will not give any advice." 

Bayern is currently top of UCL Group D with three wins after three games, having conceded only one goal, three 

points ahead of second-place Manchester City. A win at Plzen would equal Barcelona’s UCL record of nine straight 

victories in the competition. - Read the whole story... 

Mourinho Vows to Make Changes for Schalke CMsh 
ESPN FC 

Jose Mourinho has vowed to make changes to his squad for Wednesday’s crucial UEFA Champions League 

Group E match against Schalke after making "11 mistakes" with his team selection against Newcastle United in 

Chelsea’s 2-0 Premier League defeat on Saturday. 

"1 will make changes," the Chelsea coach told the club’s official Web site. "Not 11 changes because that would be 

too much, but changes for sure. I don’t know my best team because we have this kind of performance. I know 

basically which is my best team, but it depends on the way we perform because performances and results push you 

for decisions~ You have to know why you win, and you don’t win by a miracle," he added~ ’You win by effort, you win 

by commitment, you win by ambition, you win by quality and you win by expressing yourself individually but in the 

team contexL You have to knowwhy you win and I tell my players every time I can, every time I have meetings with 

them: ’Don’t forget why you are getting results.’" 

However, an ongoing concern for the "Special One" is Chelsea’s away form. "At home, five games, five victories -- 

and, away, five matches, one victory, two defeats," Mourinho said after Saturday’s defeat put his team five points 

behind Premier League leader Arsenal. "We can also say that we played away in very difficult stadiums. We played 

at Man United, Tottenham, Newcastle and Everton -- we played in probably the most difficult places to go -- but I 

have to analyze it by another perspective which is the perspective of why we don’t do better, and why especially on 



Saturday, because that was the worst." - Read the whole story... 

Freedman: Holden to Return to Bo~ton Training in January 
Sky Sports News 

Dougie Freedman says Stuart Holden could be back in training with Bolton Wanderers early next year. The U.S. 

international is currently back home recovering from a knee injury he suffered while playing for the USA at the 2013 

Gold Cup in August. It was the 28-year-old’s third major knee injury suffered during his time with Bolton, which 

means he has only made five appearances since March 2011. 

According to Freedman, Holden is due back in the U.K. just before Christmas. Despite his history of injury problems, 

the Bolton coach is cautiously optimistic about his progress. "’I’m in contact with Stuart and he’s doing well,"’ 

Freedman told the club’s official site. "We do know he is set to come back over here in the near future. We’re 

expecting to see him just before Christmas." 

"We obviously need to make sure that his comeback isn’t rushed and that everything is okay. On the phone he 

sounds in good spirits, but that’s the kind of guy he is. V~en he comes back, he’s going to spend a month or so 

with us so that we can make sure that the rehabilitation is being done in the right way." 

He added: "The plan then is for over the Christmas period and into January he’ll head back over to the States to 

make sure that the guys who are doing his rehab are fully up to speed. Then when he’s at a good level hopefully we 

can look at reintroducing him to training into the early part of the year."- Read the whole story.,, 

Goal corn 

Former Real Madrid president Ramon Ca~deron does not believe that Gareth Bale and Carlo Ancelotti have 

strong enough personalities to cope with the pressure of representing Real Madrid. "Bale seems psychologically 

fragile to me, one who suffers," Calderon told Tuttosport. "To play for Real, you must have nerves of steel. The 

pressure is bigger than at any other club in the world." He added that Ancelotti lacks the "personality and charisma" 

to lead Los Blancos, pointing out that the team has yet to establish a defined style of play, while leaking too many 

goals. - Read the whole stoqL.. 

Sky Sports News 

Liverpool striker Luis Suarez believes the Reds can push for the Premier League tithe this season, despite having 

recently lost 2-0 away to Arsenal. "The Premier League is very tight this season and anything can happen against 

anyone," the Uruguay international said, adding that he now feels fully reintegrated into the squad. He also thanked 

the fans for sticking by him despite speculation linking him with a move away. - Read the whole story... 

Report: O°Nei~L Keane to Coach ~reiand 
Irish Independent 

Martin O’Neill and Roy Keane will be the new head and assistant coach, respectively, of Ireland’s national team, 

the Football Association of Ireland CEO John Delaney said on Tuesday. While talks between the FAI and the pair 

are still ongoing, Delaney said he hopes to unveil the team as early as Saturday. O’Neill and Keane will replace 

Giovanni Trapattoni, who walked out on the job after failing to qualify for next summer’s World Cup in Brazil. - 

Read the whole story._ 

Tortes Out of Scl~a;ke Clash 
Guardian 

Chelsea striker Fernando Tortes is set to miss the Blues’ UEFA Champions League match against Schalke on 

Wednesday as he continues to undergo treatment for an injury to his thigh. The Spanish striker joins long-term 

absentee Marco van Ginkel on the sidelines for the crucial Group E clash. - Read the whole story.., 
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You’ll want to see this 

Hello, 

We’ve already had nearly 3,000 responses to the new Josephson Institute survey on the State of Education in America. We figured that was enough to merit this sneak peak 

at some of the results. We’ve also posted some of the comments educators shared in the survey. 

If you haven’t already, please take the survey hem (it will take about 10 minutes) and please share the link https://~vw.sun/eymonkey.com/s/JIEducatorSumey on your 

website, Facebook, Twitter or elsewhere to encourage others to take it. The larger the sample, the more influential the results. We are also conducting a related survey for 

parents here. 

I hope you will find value in these free downloadable resources: 

dosephson Institute’s 2012 Report Card on the Ethics of American Youth: Results of the nationwide survey of more than 20,000 high school students. 

Critical Educational Outcomes: Model Standards for Academic. Social, Emotional and Character Development: Guidelines to help you integrate social, 

emotional and character development strategies into a robust academic agenda. 

Character Educator Newsletter. A monthly summary of articles in the Character Educator Biog. (See the most recent newsletter and subscribe here.) 

What Will Matter Newsletter. A weekly roundup of inspirational quotes, posters and short essays from the What Will Matter bloq. (See the most recent newsletter 

and subscribe here.) 

Daily quotes, news updates and more: 

o Facebook.com/CharacterCounts 

o Twitter.com/CHARACTE RCOU NTS 

Sincerely, 

Michael Josephson 

President, CHARACTER COUNTS!, Josephson Institute of Ethics 

310-846-4800 

whatwillmatter.com I charactercounts.org I josephsoninstitute=org 

If you are having trouble reading this email, please click here to see it online. 

Unsubscribe from these updates 
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Register tbr the NSCAA Convention 

Soccer’s Biggest Party! 

Register today for the 2014 NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia, PA January 15-19! Soccer’s 

Biggest Party brings together coaches, players, administrators, business leaders, referees 

and fans from all over the world. Come and be a part of the fast growing soccer community! 

[+] See the presenting clinicians 

[+] Customize your schedule 

[+] Review the Diploma and Certificate Opportunities 

[+] View the Networking Opportunities 

[+] Check out the 2013 highlights 

i:~i Register Now! 

No other event for soccer coaches matches the level and depth of high profile clinicians, 

variety of networking and continuing education opportunities and the fun and excitement all 

packed into five days. If you’re serious about coaching, you need to be at the NSCAA 

Convention. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

~_~_:~J! I ’?2_e_2o__s_jLe_ I ~_~0_~__t_o___~__t_r_t_e_~_~ 
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College All-America Nominations Are Now Open 

Nominations for the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire College All-America program at the 
intercollegiate level are now open. Men’s and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II and 
Ill levels, as well as coaches at the NAIA and Junior College levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program, may nominate their players only after completion of their 
final regular season game. Nominations close Thursday, Nov. 14 at midnight (CT). 

Questions and concerns regarding nominations, subsequent voting or other details related to 
the College All-America program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your 
college division. Click here for a list of the 2013 Colleqe All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
nominate. To begin, Iogin to "myNSCAA College Services." Enter your user ID. The 
password is the same number. There is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will 
be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, you will be asked to check and verify your 2013 regular season 
schedule and scores. No preseason or postseason game should be included. The next step 
is to nominate any of your players that you believe warrant recognition for All-Region or All- 
America recognition for 2013. You may not nominate any players until all of your regular 
season games are completed. Players must be entered in rank order according to their 
coach’s evaluation. A maximum of five players may be nominated but only those deserving of 
recognition at the regional and national level should be entered. 

Once all names and required information are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An 
email will be returned confirming your nomination. Nominations will be populated in the 
system following the closing date on November 14. Voting will open online beginning 
Tuesday, November 19. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Iogin and begin now. 

If your institution is not a member of the College Services program, it must join immediately 
in order for your student-athletes, coaches and team to be eligible for any of the college 
awards. Click here for a list of the current Colleqe Service members. To enroll in College 
Services, please call the NSCAA National Office at 913-362-1747. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

..-F.-.~!~.[! I ;:~".~!?~.[!~.--’.. I .,’~.~.~!.~..&~i~.--’.~!~!. 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, November 7, 2013 

Thursday= Nov. 7, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The MLS conference semifinals conclude Thursday night, while there is also action in the Europa League and 

Concacaf Under-17 Women’s Championship. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

ESPN2 
MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-SWANSEA CITY (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League TO]-FENHAM-SHERIFF (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-WIGAN (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-APOLLON (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ST. GALLEN-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League RIJEKA-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Women’s U-17 Championship JAMAICA-CANADA, Semifinal (live) 6 pro. 

Concacaf Women’s 0-17 Championship USA4V~EXICO, Semifinal (delay), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

ML$ Playoff PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League ST. GALLEN-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-SLOVAN LIBEREC (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VOTORIA SC-REAL BETIS (delay) 5 pm. 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana VELEZ SARSFIELD-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana ITAGUI-LIBERTAD (live) 8 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-NACIONAL (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

ML$ Playoff PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.comlWATCHESPN 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-SWANSEA CITY (live) neon. 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN KAZAN-WIGAN (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League PSV-DINAMO ZAGREB (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League RUBIN K/~AN-WIGAN (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League KUBAN KRASNODAR-SWANSEA CITY (live) noon. 

UEFA Europa League ST. GALLEN-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV-DINAMO ZAGREB (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PANDURII-FIORENTINA (live) 1 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVlV-FRANKFURT (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVlLLA-SLOVAN LIBEREC (live) 3 pm. 



UEFA Europa League LEGIA-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-APOLLON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-SHERIFF (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-SHAKHTER (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-PAOK (live) 3 pm= 

Concacaf Women’s U-17 Championship USA-MEXICO (live), 3 pm 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

MLS Playoff SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 11 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France MONACO-EVIAN (live) 2:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup WIMBLEDON-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:40 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-PUEBLA (live) 8:30 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-ALMERIA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PUEBLA (live) 8:30 pm= 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-EIN. BRAUNSCHWEIG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World Cup SWEDEN-ARGENTINA, 3rd Place (live) 7:48 am. 

FIFA U=17 World Cup MEXICO-NIGERIA, Final (live) 10:48 am. 

France MONACO-EVIAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-VERACRUZ (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3,comlWATCHESPN 

FIFA U=17 World Cup SWEDEN-ARGENTINA, 3rd Place (live) 7:48 am. 

FIFA U-17 World Cup MEXICO-NIGERIA, Final (live) 10:48 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

France PSG-NICE (live) Noon. 
Italy INTER MILAN-LIVORNO (live) 2:40 pm. 

England LEICESTER CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC 

England NORWICH-WEST HAM (live) Noon. 

MLS Playoffs HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ELCHE (Ivie) Noon= 

Spain BILBAO-LEANTE (live)2 pm. 

Spain CELTA-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-LIVORNO (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-DORTMUND 9live) 11:30 pro. 

Uruguay SUD AMERICA-NACIONAL (live) 4 pro. 

Mexico MERIDA-CORRECAMINOS (livE) 7 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

NASL 2013 NASL SOCCER BOWL, ATLANTA-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pro. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico PACHUCA-QUERETARO (live) 8 pm. 

UNIIVlAS 



Mexico CRUZ ATLANTE-CHIAPAS (live) 8 pro. 

UNIV~SION 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-NICE (live) 11 am. 

MLS Playoffs HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com/WATCHESPN 

Brazil BAHIA-ATLETICO MG (live) 4:25 pm. 

NASL 2013 NASL SOCCER BOWL, ATLANTA-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England LIVERPOOL-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-SASSUOLO (live) 9 am. 

France MARSEILLE-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 
Italy JUVENTUS-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pro. 

Spain BETIS-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pro. 

Italy FIORENTINA-SAMPDORIA (delay) 7 pro. 

ESPN 

MLS Playoff TBD-TBD (live) 9 pro. 

NBC 

International Women’s Friendly USA-BRAZIL (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy CHIEVO-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (live) 11 am. 

Spain VILLARREAL-ATLETICO (live) Neon. 

Spain BETIS-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PEC-TWENTE (live) 6:30 am. 
MLS Playoff TBD-TBD (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FREIBURG-STU-rTGART (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CRUZEIRO-GREMIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-DORADOS (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-RIVER PLATE (live) 7:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Women’s Friendly USA=BRAZIL (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com/WATCHESPN 

MLS Playoff TBD-TBD (live) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England SWANSEA CITY=STOKE CITY (live) 11 arm. 

BelN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-NANTES (delay) 3 pm. 



Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Lea.~]ues off, ring live streamin9 of .~]ames inclu~te: 

Maior Lea.clUe Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea~que 

Soccer America oa Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Nov. 7, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Iowa stuns No. 7 Michigan in Big Ten Women’s Tournament 

Thursday, Nov. 7, 2012 

Iowa stuns No. 7 Michigan in quarterfinals 
by Soccer America 

[BIG TEH: Women] Bd Toelle’s goal in the 62nd minute gave Iowa a 
1-0 win over Ho. 7 Michigan in the Big Ten Tournament and set up 

a date with Penn State, a 3-0 winner over V~sconsin, in F~day’s 
semifinals. Regular-season champion Hebraska came back from a 

goal down in the first minute to beat Minnesota, 4-1. The Ho. 14 

Huskers wit! meet Indiana, a 5-3 winner over Illinois, in the other 
semifinal....Read the whole story 

Jordan leads No. 11 6ators to narrow win over Arkansas 

by Soccer America 

[SEC: Women] Savannah Jordan, the SEC Offensive Player of the 
Year and the SEC Freshman of the Year, scored her SECdeading 

21st goat of the season in the 24th minute to lead No. 11 Florida to 

a 1-0 win against Arkansas on Wednesday in the quarterfinals of the 

SEC Tournament at the Orange Beach (Aia.) SportsPlex. No. 20 

Texas A~tM, which shared the SEC title with Florida, also got all it 
could handle as junior Aliie Bailey’s goal in the 17th minute had to 

hold up for a 1-0 victory against Auburn .... Read the wheie story 

Cardinal falls as four shots hit woodwork 
by Soccer America 

College Soccer on TV 

by Soccer America 

A big weekend of women’s conference tournament 
action is on tap. It concludes Sunday with five finals 

on ESPH3, three on ESPHU and two on Fox Sports I, 
among other networks. For all the men ...... More 

R(~cer~ ;~ost Read 

I, Orlando will move to ESPN Wide World of 
Sports Complex 

2. Bitter Hva{s square off in semis 

3. Youn~ters earn call-ups for Brazi~ game 

4. Juve’s troubles continue, Kljestan enjoys 
eventful evening 



[STANFORD-CALIFORNIA] Stanford’s regular season of misery finally 

ended as it fell to archrival California, I-0, on Rachel Mercik’s 
golden goal. A crowd of 1,455 at Laird q. Cagan Stadium watched in 
disbelief as the Cardinal hit the woodwork four times and slumped 

to 6-5-0 in Pac-12 play....Read the whole story 

Texas Tech and West Virginia move into Bi~ 12 semis 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER: Conference Tournaments] Ho. 13 Texas Tech 
and No. 17 West Virginia, the regular-season champion~ both won 

their quarterfinal games at the Big 12 Tournament, while lower 
seeds Oklahoma State and Baylor also advanced. Colorado College 

needed a shootout to eliminate Tulsa in their rematch of the 2012 
final in the Conference USA quarterfinals in Houston. For all the 

tournament action .... Read the whole story 

Herkimer County wins 23rd straight regional title 
u i:].:::i~ 

Herkimer County Community College will get a chance to defend its 
HJC~ Diqsion III men’s title when it hos~ the national tournament 

Ilov. 14-17 at Wehrum Stadium. The Generals collected their eighth 

straight shutout with a 3-0 ~cto~ over Genesee Community 

College in the Region Ill championship for their 23rd consecu~ve 

regional title. "It s~s with Pete McAvoy~ our central back/’ HCCC 

coach Pepe Aragon said of his Scotsman. "He’s a great organizer 

and he’s great in the air. T~ston Hen~ [a 6-foot-2 keeper from 

Canada], he dominates the box, he dominates in the air." ...Read 

the whole sto~ 

5, Kiopp likes Arsenal’s chances, sort of 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday. November 7, 2013 9:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: USA goes tbr U- 17 Women’s World Cup berth against Mexico; High School Rankings 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Thursday, Nov. 7, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 WOMEN"S CHAMPIONSHIP] The USA wilt look 
to clinch a berth in the 2014 Under-17 Women’s World Cup in Costa 

Rica with a win over Mexico on Thursday in the semifinals of the 
Concacaf U-17 Women’s Championship in Montego, Bay Jamaica. It 

will face a Mexican team with eight American-based players. 

by Soccer America 

by Randy Vogt 

Ages ago, I was assigned a men’s amateur cup match 

between two teams who had played one another in 

a league match the Sunday before. As the league 
game had just concluded, two players got ... 



[SOCCER OH THE AIR] The two semifinals and placement games at 

the Concacaf Under-17 Women’s Championship will air on premium 

channel Fox Soccer Plus and digital platform Fox Soccer 2Go. The 

USA-Mexico semifinal and championship game on Fox Soccer Plus 

will be delayed....~ead the whe.:e story 

by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RAHKINGS] Mason (Ohio) took over the top spot in the 

HSCAA High School Fall Boys Top 25 from Carmichael (Calif.) Jesuit, 

which dropped to He. 2. Salesianum stayed in third place and 
LaGrangeville (N.Y.) Arlington held firm in fourth. For the complete 

Top 25 rankings ...... Read ~:he v,,h~£e s~o~y 

by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKIHGS] Exeter (H.H.) remained No. 1 in the HSCAA High 

School Fall Girls Top 25 ran~ngs, while Germantown [Tenn.) 

Houston climbed one spot to He. 2. For the complete Top 25 

ran~ngs ...... ~ead ~:he where s~o~v 

One of the biggest surprises of the Concacaf Under-17 Women’s 

Championship has been the huge support for host Jamaica~ and 

another big crowd is expected at the Montego Bay Sports Complex 

Thursday night when the Junior Reggae Gir[z play Canada for a 

berth in the Under-17 World Cup in the second game of a 

doubleheader that begins with USA-Mexico. Jamaica won its group 

to avoid the USA in the semifinals. "We are enjo~ng ourselves and 

creating a little histo~ along the way is impo~anti’ says Coach 

Blaine~ "but we have to keep going and get past this Canada ... 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

U.S. Soccer Foundation <info ussoccerfoundation.org@mail137.at181.rsgsv.net;, 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 1:00 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Great hnpact - Thanks to You 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <info@nscaa.com> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 3:56 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Your MyNSCAA Password! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City, KS 66101 

http:!iv#wv,r~scaa ,oomilogin ,ph p?action=reset&target=000477&mdS=b0d4a0163e20fdSc0a49df51 fc032549&toke n=JWCF6BRJ 

800 A~I!~ Ave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 8:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Converting Pessimists Into Optimisks 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 852; November 1-7~ 2013 

Michael Josephson is a ..",o~,~d radio comme..",~a[o~ and the 
fore:d!!" a~d I:*r~sidept of ti:e ~o:!#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics a~d CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~i-::o ~.;end fe~db,~ck Jt ...... y ,( 
Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

~.~ Getth .... kly ...... letterJ 

[~iI Get the podcast in iT .... J 

~iI Getthe iPh ..... Android app 

(i,~ blue) 

Lessons From a Carrot~ 
Egg, and Coffee Bean 

traum,~ and t:,~edy -- like 

Listen or read more 

Converting Pessimists Into 
Optimists 
[-}w.~V fult ti~ has its bdgi’,~ 
days m~d i~s dark days, i~s 

and stormy seas, AH these 

Check out .."4ici:ael% 
Quotes & Observations 
for ~ variety of hisigi:tful 

and .."~otivatior!al (and 
printable!) %.’ores, 

For more quote posters, 

~o 
WhatWillMatter.com and 
dick el~ ima,ge~.; like this 
OI3e. 

Fi..",d arid l:oilew Michael,., 

I-~:el~ keep t~iis newsle[[~r f.."ee 

make a tax-deductible 
donation, 

What Will 

Matter print 
Contribute 

15100 or more 

j "What Will 

[~iI Character educati .... 
terials ] 

Proceeds from the s,~ie of 
i’,iicha~:-t’s books and CDs 
support character educatio~ in 
schools. Shop here >> 

Request a cataloq >> 

[~-~tereste~l i~ you}:~-~ ethics 

Character Educator Bloq, 

How Did You Celebrate 
Week? 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter >> 



hig[s and iew experiences 
couid justify viewi.qg the past 
through the ~e~s of g~at~tude 
or d~sappobtment. And the 
way we 
h~sto~y w~ detenx~e whether 

Listen or read more 

Trust Involves Character 
~etence 
Today, I want to talk about 
the qualities that generate 
truest, i’m ~alki..",~ about being 
tr~stworthy~ ~o~ trusth~,~ 
others. There’s a relationship 
between ~he two co~cept% 
bu~ a derision to bust 
another ~s a choice, not a 
mora~ ob~gat~om Being 
tr~sb~vo~¢hy~ however~ ~s an 

characte~ Th~s, we should 
a~ways act so ,., 
Listen or read more 

Character Is an Essential 
Part of Competence 
If yo~ were ~ii.."in~ a new 
what are the most im#orta.qt 
qualities you’d ~ook fo~7 Sare~y 
yos’d want ~ ~figh ~eve~ o~ 

aB~h:y to ,,, 

Listen or read more 

We Shape Our Own 
Character 
there’~,~ no do(~bt that ou.." 
ci:a!’acter has a 
effect on our future, What we 
P..-~s~ remembe.% however, is 
not merely how powerfui 
characte: is in influencing our 
destiny, bat how powerfa~ 
are h~ shap~n~ o~r own 

own destiny, Character may 

charac~e~ ~s no~ determined 

Listen or read more 

~;s~’y cerm.~ients en The 

Tntimidating Power of 
Inteqrity: "Zn the field of 
p~bii.,: education it is 
more tha.q likely to cost 
one his/her ~ob for taking 
a me.."ai ~.."ound stance. 
::<now° it happened ~o 

Don’t Need Anti-Bullying 
Proqrams: "~n our 
~echnelo~y a~e child.."en 
iea.."n from a screen 

Prior to ti:e info~.qsatioa 

a~:~% w~ien someone was 

school , 

}3re~-~da ce.mments en 
POSTER: Reject all that 
is fake -- fake friends, 
fake emotions, fake 
ambitions. Reiect 
pretenses ...: "I 
re~ect fake hamburgers, 

~a~e cheese, ] ~ns~st 

ii~:~iI Character education materials 

o~s Building a Positive 
Climate and Culture 

er!vironr.qen[ whe.."e bullyi.qg is 
simt>ty pot role:areal, Develop a 
culture of kindness at your 

school Learn more >> 

Ore Character Development 
Seminars equip educators ~nd 
youti:.-service leaders to be 
effec[ive character educa~o.."s, 
U pcemi..’~g semh-~a rs: 

Nov. 12-14 Los Anqeles, CA 

Dec. 3-5~ Tucson, AZ >> 
Jan. 29-31 LosAn~eles, CA 

Feb. 24-26 Visalia CA >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

affordabie way to iearn 
vaiuable chmacter- 
de\,elopment techniques, 

Learn more, see schedule 

~q~:it eu~’ Sportsmanship 
B|oq0 

Get monthly e=newsletter >> 

i.~.i Michael 

Josephson 

Look[~-~g for a 5pe~-~ker or C~r~s{~ta~t? Book Michael Josephson0 

~4ichael 3osephson r.qo[iva[es asdiencea ,rum the government, bssiness, 

jo~rna~srn, law, education, sports, po~c~g, and the r~-fi~tm’y with 

de~very, en(h~qin<a presentations, and persona~ attention ~o your 

~eeds. (::aM 800,-7~,2670 or learn mor@, 

The nonprofit 3osephson institute is working to create a world where people act mere ethicMiy, 
Yam’ donations enabie us to oiler services and .."eso~rces li::<e this ..",ewsietter, Donate >> 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 4:24 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, November 8, 2013 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Mexico and Nigeria play for the Under-17 World Cup championship on Friday. There’s also league action in 

France, Germany, Spain and Mexico. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORT 

France MONACO-EVIAN (live) 2:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup WlMBLEDON-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:40 pm. 

AZ’rECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-PUEBLA (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-ALMERIA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PUEBLA (live) 8:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-EIN. BRAUNSCHWEIG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA U-17 World Cup SWEDEN-ARGENTINA, 3rd Place (live) 7:48 am. 

RFA U-17 World Cup MEXICO-NIGERIA, Final (live) 10:48 am. 

France MONACO-EVIAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-VERACRUZ (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com/WATCHESPN 

FIFA U-17 World Cup SWEDEN-ARGENTINA, 3rd Place (live) 7:48 am. 

FIFA U=17 World Cup MEXICO-NIGERIA, Final (live) 10:48 am. 

SATURDAY, November 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

France PSG-NICE (live) Noon. 

italy INTER MILAN-LIVORNO (live) 2:40 pm. 

England LEICESTER CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (delay) 5 pm= 

NBC 

England NORWICH-WEST HAM (live) Noon. 

MLS Playoffs HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ELCHE (Ivie) Noon. 

Spain BILBAO-LEANTE (live)2 pm. 

Spain CELTA-RAYO VALLECANO (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-LIVORNO (delay) 6 pm. 



GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-DORTMUND 9live) 11:30 pm. 

Uruguay SUD AMERICA-NACIONAL (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-CORRECAMINOS (livE) 7 

ESPN DEPORTES 

NASL 2013 NASL SOCCER BOWL, ATLANTA-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico PACHUCA-QUERETARO (live) 8 pm. 

UN~MAS 

Mexico CRUZ ATLANTE-CHIAPAS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico AMERICA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-NICE (live) 11 am. 
MLS Playoffs HOUSTON-KANSAS CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-GUADALAJARA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com/WATCHESPN 

Brazil BAHIA-ATLETICO MG (live) 4:25 pm. 

NASL 2013 NASL SOCCER BOWL, ATLANTA-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England LIVERPOOL-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-SASSUOLO (live) 9 am. 

France MARSEILLE-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 

~taly JUVENTUS-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain BETIS-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pro. 

Italy FIORENTINA-SAMPDORIA (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9 pro. 

NBC 

International Women’s Friendly USA-BRAZIL (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7 arm. 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy CHIEVO-AC MILAN (live) 9 arm. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (live) 11 am. 

Spain VILLARREAL-ATLETICO (live) Noon. 

Spain BETIS-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PEC-TWENTE (live) 5:30 am. 

MLS Playoff TBD-TBD (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FREIBURG-STUTTGART (live) 11:30 am= 

Brazil CRUZEIRO-GREMIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-DORADOS (live) 4 pro. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-RIVER PLATE (live) 7:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 



UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Women’s Friendly USA-BRAZIL (live) 3:30 pm, 

ESPN3,comlWATCHESPN 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SWANSEA CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-NANTES (delay) 3 pro. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twit~eE 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@collegesoccer.us on behalf of 

’College Soccer’ <i~ffo@collegesoccer.us~ 

Friday, November 8, 2013 7:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CollegeSoccer.us 

If you c~not see the images properly, please click here. 

Good Morning Anson, 
We have a few updates for you (please click on the following link to be directed to the main page): 

Games of The Week 
Drills of The Week 
Video Drill (scroll down on the main page and click play for the video) 
Article of The Week (Historical Development of Soccer Tactics Part If) 

Have a pleasant weekend and good luck to you and your teams. 

Sincerely, 

CollegeSoccer Staff 

CollegeSoccer Staff 
info@collegesoccer.us 
(240) 434-5593 

lease don t include ~ne in futme e~nails. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: USA-Mexico: History repeaks it~lfin U- 17 womeffs qualit~ing 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 

by Paul Kennedy 

[CON~CAF UNDER-17 WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP] Soccer can be a 
cruel sport. None crueler has been the fate of the USA in the 

Concacaf Under-17 Women’s ChampionsNp. In four tournament, 
the USA has outscored the oppos~tton 103-3 and never lost t n 19 

8ames yet tt has only quattfied for the Under-17 Women’s World Cup 

two of four times. The latest shocker: Mexico beat the USA 4-2 on 
penalty Nc~ on Thursday afternoon after their game ended ~n a 1- 
1 fie in Montego, Jamaica .... R~’ad the whole ster~ 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER,-17 WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP] Jamaica’s dream of 
going to the Under-17 Women’s World Cup for the first time is over. 

It ended quickly as Canada scored three goals in the first half hour 

and coasted to a 5-0 win over the P, eggae Girlz in the Concacaf 
Under-17 Women’s Championship semifinals. Canada got goals from 

five different players -- Marie-Mychele Metivier, Emily Borgmann, 
Jessie Fleming, Sarah Kinzner and Marie Levasseur -- to earn a 

berth in the U-17 World Cup finals for the fourth straight time. 
Canada will face Mexico for the Concacaf title on Sunday .... Read 
t..’~e whole story 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 
2014 camps? Register for the Soccer Ame~ca Camps 
& Academies directo~ Soccer Ame~ca’s popular e- 
letter. For more informaUon ..... Me~e 



by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The U.S. Under-17 men’s national team will face Brazi|~ 
England and Portugal at the annual Hike International Friendlies 

and Development Academy Winter Showcase~ which takes place 

Dec. 9-15 in Lakewood Ranch~ Fla....~ead ~.~e whole 

How does a team ~o ~nto a final when ~ts opponent beat it 6-1 the 

first time they met? That was the chaUen~e fadn~ Mexico as ~t 

prepared to face Ni~e~a in Friday’s final of the Under-17 Wold Cup 
in Abu Dhabi. But Me~co’s captain~ Utises Rivas~ says his team 

be ready. "It’s a WoHd Cup finat and this is a sta~e where you have 

to be at your bests" he said. "Ob~ous~y~ we started bad~y~ so there 

was nowhere to ~o but up for us. The last 8ames were difficutt 

ones~ but they’ve made ...... ~e~d ~h~ who~e 

~ You are receivin~ this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own~ please visit our site - 

Feeds are now availabie. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click l~.er~,~. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution, 

(c) 2013 Soccer America~ 145 Pipers Hill Road Wi|ton~ CT 06897 USA 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

After losing to Mexico on penalties, the U.S. 
U17 Women’s National Team failed to qualify 
for next year’s World Cup. Here are three 
_takeaways from the result in ]amaica. 

MORE: The Five - Youth/College Rumors 

GRAN[::}E "ii~-"EANIAAN~<:: TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update refreshes the top boys 
clubs from U16-UI8 teams. 

TOP AL R~i!!!C~.U:~:T P:[C~::$ ACC 
A recruit’s sacrifice to long hours of 
commuting pays off with her commitment to 
an ACC power. 

DID YOU SEE? 

The essential difference 
between Neymar and Lionel 
Messi. 

Adidas’ new Samba 
Collections will proably 
make you play like Neymar. 
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NSCAA <info@nscaa.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 11:04 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Reminder: College All-America Nominations Are Open 

Nominations for the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire College All-America program at the 
intercollegiate level are now open. Men’s and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II and 
Ill levels, as well as coaches at the NAIA and Junior College levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program, may nominate their players only after completion of their 
final regular season game. Nominations close Thursday, Nov. 14 at midnight (CT). 

Questions and concerns regarding nominations, subsequent voting or other details related to 
the College All-America program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your 
college division. Click here for a list of the 2013 Colleqe All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
nominate. To begin, Iogin to "myNSCAA College Services." Enter your user ID. The 
password is the same number. There is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will 
be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, you will be asked to check and verify your 2013 regular season 
schedule and scores. No preseason or postseason game should be included. The next step 
is to nominate any of your players that you believe warrant recognition for All-Region or All- 
America recognition for 2013. You may not nominate any players until all of your regular 
season games are completed. Players must be entered in rank order according to their 
coach’s evaluation. A maximum of five players may be nominated but only those deserving of 
recognition at the regional and national level should be entered. 

Once all names and required information are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An 
email will be returned confirming your nomination. Nominations will be populated in the 
system following the closing date on November 14. Voting will open online beginning 
Tuesday, November 19. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Iogin and begin now. 

If your institution is not a member of the College Services program, it must join immediately 
in order for your student-athletes, coaches and team to be eligible for any of the college 
awards. Click here for a list of the current Colleqe Service members. To enroll in College 
Services, please call the NSCAA National Office at 913-362-1747. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

..-F.-.~!~.[! I ;:?,".~!?~.[!~.--’.. I .,’~.~.~!.~..&~i~.--’.~!~!. 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~ii Informz for iMIS 
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Sent: 
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Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:36 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Joe Hart Still England’s No. 1; ’Prestige’ Has Returned to Juve-Natx~li 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Nov. 8, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Hodqson: Joe Hart is Stil~ End!land’s No. 1 
Guardian 

England coach Roy Hodgson confirmed that Joe Hart is still his No. 1 goalkeeper despite Manchester 

City’s decision to bench him following a number of high profile errors. Hart on Thursday was named in Hodgson’s 

28-man squad alongside Celtic keeper Fraser Foster and Norwich’s John Ruddy. 

Hodgson confirmed that Hart would start one of England upcoming friendlies against CMle and Germany in the 

international break. "He will start one of two games, yes," he said. "But I don’t think he’ll start both. It’s important for 

me to look at one of the other goalkeepers, possibly both. But I can say Joe will definitely start one of the games as 

he’s our No1 goalkeeper." 

Asked whether Manchester City coach Manue~ Pellegrini had made the right decision in dropping him in favor of 

Romanian Costel Pantilimon, Hodson said: "Every manager must manage his club in the way he thinks is the best 

way to manage the club and make the decision regarding players that he must make ... Manuel Pellegrini at Man 

City is totally entitled to do the job he wants to do with the club." 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho: Hazard Apology Not Accepted 
Sky Sports News 

Jose Mourinho refused to accept Eden Hazard’s apology for missing training on Monday, but he insists the 

matter is now in the past, and the Belgium international has been selected for the squad to face West Brom at 

Stamford Bridge on Sunday. 

"Of course the apology was not accepted but it’s over and it’s something that doesn’t exist anymore," Mourinho 

said. "He is selected and he is ready to play. He has an appetite to play; it was a risk not to select him (for the 

Schalke game) speaking in terms of football It was an important match but sometimes as a manager you have to 

make some risky decisions." 

Hazard traveled to Lille on Sunday night to watch his former club play against AS Monaco Ligue 1. According to 

Mourinho, the 22-year-old lost his passport, which caused him to miss his return train to London on Monday 

morning. "He went to a foreign country when he shouldn’t have and he lost his passport," the Portuguese said. "He 

knows he made a mistake and it’s not a big story. The consequences were that he didn’t play and that’s the worst 

thing that can happen to a player. For me, the group is more important than any player and every player knows 

what my decision would be in that situation." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rooney: United in a ’Great Position’ with Arsena~ Win 
Sky Sports News 

Wayne Rooney is confident that a win for Manchester United against Arsenal on Sunday would shake up the 

Premier League title race and increase United’s chances of retaining its trophy. 

’q think at the minute there’s 28 games to go, anything can happen, one result can turn the league on its head," 

Rooney told Sky Sports News. "We’re still within touching distance and to get a victory on Sunday will put us in a 

great position I think. It is the perfect fixture for us. Arsenal are obviously doing really well but with our current form, 

it is a chance for us to get a bit closer in the table." 

The England striker added that while he still tMnks Arsenal has faded away from recent title challenges, tMs year’s 

outfit looks to have improved: "1 think they’ve got some great players and you know they’re a good team../’[that 

seems] in a better place, they seem stronger so it will be interesting to see," he said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Buffon: ’Prestiq~ Has Returned to Juve-Nap~! 
Football Italia 



Gianluigi Buffon praised Juventus owner the Agne~i family and Napoli owner Aure~io De Laurentiis for 

returning prestige to the bi-annual clash between the two teams, which were the top two in Serie A last season. 

"The prestige of the matchup was lost a bit after the years of Michel Platini and Diego Maradona," Buffon told 

the Corriere deflo Sport ahead of Sunday’s game. "That returned with the matches in Serie B where both teams had 

ended up. In a few years, we found ourselves competing at the top and that is the result of planning. For Juventus, 

the club’s tradition and the [Agnelli] family was important, while Aurelio De Laurentiis deserves great credit for 

Napoli." 

Napoli and Juventus are second and third in the Serie A table, respectively, three points behind AS Roma, which 

has won 10 and tied just one of its first 11 games. 

Asked about Roma’s remarkable start to the season, Buffon replied: "Nobody expected the Giallorossi to be flying 

so high, not even themselves or their most optimistic supporter. Their run signifies that they have a great desire, 

motivation and squad spirit - characteristics which allow you to scale unthinkable mountains. Roma are first and 

they deserve it. They will be a rival right up until the very end." 

- Read the whole story.., 

Bundesliga com 

Bayern Munich could set yet another Bundesliga record if it beats lowly Augsburg at the Allianz Arena on Saturday. 

A win or draw would mark the 36th consecutive league game without defeat for last season’s Treble winner, which 

hasn’t lost in the Bundesliga since Oct. 28, 2012. Bayern tied the old record set by Hamburg in January 1982 with 

last weekend’s 2-1 win at Hoffenheim. 

- Read the whole story... 

BBC Sport 

Manchester City playmaker David Silva is set to miss up to four weeks with a calf injury sustained during City’s 5-2 

UEFA Champions League Group D win against CSKA Moscow on Tuesday. The Spanish international is likely to 

miss five matches, which means the earliest he could return would be for the Southampton clash on Dec. 7. 

- Read the whole story... 

Marca 

Schalke is reportedly eager to replace under-fire goalkeeper Timo Hildebrand as soon as possible following his 

gaffe against Chelsea in the UEFA Champions League on Wednesday, which saw Samue~ Eto’o deflect his 

attempted clearance into the Schalke goal for the game’s opener. According to Bild, the Gelsenkirchen club is 

interested in a loan move for Real Madrid goalkeeper Iker Casi~las, who has admitted that he could seek a move 

away if he continues to stay behind Diego Lopez in the Real Madrid pecking order. 

- Read the whole story... 

Press Association 

With his 67th-minute penalty against Russian club FC Sheriff Tiraspol on Thursday, Jermain Defoe set 

Tottenham’s record for most strikes in Europe, with his 23rd, surpassing Spurs legend Martin Ohivers in the 

process. Tottenham won the game 2-1, qualifying for the second phase of the Europa League with two games still 

to play. 

- Read the whole story... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 4:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, November 10, 2013 

Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Manchester United-Arsenal and USA-Brazil women are followed by Real Salt Lake-Portland in the first leg of the 

MLS Western Conference final on Sunday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

S~JNDAY, Noven~ber ~0 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-SASSUOLO (live) 9 am. 

France MARSEILLE-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain BETIS-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-SAMPDORIA (delay) 7 pm. 

ESPN 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9 pro. 

NBC 

International Women’s Friendly USA-BRAZIL (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 7 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy CHIEVO-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-VALLADOLID (live) 11 am. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-ATLETICO (live) Noon. 

Spain BETIS-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PEC-TWENTE (live) 5:30 am. 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FREIBURG-STUTTGART (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CRUZEIRO-GREMIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-DORADOS (live) 4 pm. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-RIVER PLATE (live) 7:15 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ARSENAL (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

international Women’s Friendly USA-BRAZIL (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com/WATCHESPN 

MLS Playoff REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SWANSEA CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 11 am. 



~ONOAY, Nove~ber 1 t 

BelN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-NANTES (delay) 3 pm. 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 
North American Soccer League 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goegle+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Socceron TV ~r Sunday, Nov. 10, 2013 
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Section 1: Firs~ leg of MLS conference tinal rams ugly; Cosmos claim NASL title 

Sunday~ Nov. 10, 2013 

First leg of conference final turns ugly 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS PLAYOFFS: Houston-Sporting KC] The busy MLS playoff 

calendar caught up with the Eastern Conference finalists as the 

Houston Dynamo and Sporting Kansas City played to a 0-0 tie in the 
first leg Saturday in Houston. It was the first scoreless draw in 22 

playoff games dating back to the first leg of the 2012 conference 

semifinals....Read the whole story 

Timbers seek breakthrough against RSL 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS PLAYOFFS: Real Salt Lake-Portland] The whirlwind MLS playoff 

schedule slams to a halt Sunday night, when Real Salt Lake hosts 
Portland (9 p.m. ET, ESPH) Sunday in the first leg of the Western 

Conference finals....Read the whole story 

Cosmos claim title in first season 
by Soccer America 

[HASL SOCCER BOWL 2013] Only three months after they began 

play, the Hew York Cosmos are HASL champions. A goal by former 

Spanish international Marcos Senna was the difference as the 

Cosmos beat the host Atlanta Silverbacks, 1-0, before 7,211 fans in 
Atlanta....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"They were all so nice and really funny. When we 

got to their hotel, we all took a picture together 
and they thanked us once again for the ride. There 

were some fans waiting at the hotel and Abby said 
something like, ’Sorry guys, we aren’t allowed to 

take pictures or sign autographs, but we can take a 
picture with these guys ’cause they are family.’ 

Then as we drove away. I just screamed and said, 

’Oh my God!’ I couldn’t believe it." 

-- Carley Painter, a 14-year-old U.S. women’s 

national team fan who picked up Abby Wambach, 

Hope Solo and Care Lloyd after the women’s 

national team bus broke down after practice 

Saturday at the Florida Citrus Bowl and the players 

hitched rides back to their hotel. Painter’s cell 
phone lit up with texts from friends after Solo 

tweeted a photo of the players and PainteVs friend 

Serrena Cardoso in the back of her car. (Hew York 
Post) 



Howard and Guzan earn shutouts 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Both Tim Howard and Brad Guzan earned 
shutouts on Saturday in English Premier League action. Howard’s 

Everton tied Crystal Palace, 0-0, away to move into a tie for fifth 

place, while Guzan’s Aston Villa downed Cardiff City, 2-0, to climb 
into a four-way tie for ninth place....Read the whole story 

Press scores twice in Champions League win 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Christen Press upped her season total to 37 

goals in 36 games in all competiUons with both goals for Tyreso in a 

2-I win at Denmark’s Fortuna Hjorring in the first round of their 

UEFA Women’s Champions League round-of-16 series. The second 

goal was set up by All Krieger~ another of the five Americans to 

start for Tyreso....Read the whole story 

Americans aim to complete unbeaten season 

by Soccer America 

[USA-BRAZIL] The USA looks to close out an undefeated season, its 
first under new coach Tom Sermanni, when it plays Brazil Sunday 

at the Florida Citrus Bowl in Orlando (TV: NBC, 3:30 p.m. ET). 
...Read the whole story 

USA pounds host Jamaica in third-place game 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 CHAMPIONSHIP] Two days after being 

eliminated in qualifying for the 2014 Under-17 Women’s World Cup, 

the USA took it out on host Jamaica with an 8-0 win to take third 
place at Concacaf U-17 Women’s Championship....Read the whole 

story 

Attention: College soccer camp directors 

Shocker: Mexico knocks out USA 

Stuck in the Mud 

Adu set to exit Brazilian club Bahia 

Timbers lays claim to Northwest supremacy 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 
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College Soccer Reporter: UCSB draws season-high college crowd 

5unday, Nov. 10, 2013 

Gauchos cap unbeaten Big West season before 12,805 fans 

by Soccer America 

[UC SANTA BARBARA-CAL POLY] Goffin Boyoko and Charlie Miller 

scored second-half goals to give No. 14 UC Santa Barbara a 2-0 win 

over Cal Poly at Harder Stadium on Saturday night in front of 12,805 
fans, the largest crowd of the 2013 college season and the fifth 

largest on-campus crowd for a regular-season game in NCAA 

history. Over the last two seasons, UCSB-Cal Poly matchups occupy 

the top four single game attendance spots in Division I men’s 
soccer....Read the whole story 

Maryland bids adieu vdth share of regular=season title 

by Soccer America 

[ACC: ~en] Senior Patrick ~ullins scored the golden goal -- his 14th 

goal of the season -- to lead No. 5 Maryland to a 2-1 victory at 

Virginia Tech Friday night. The win clinched a share of the ACC 
regular-season championship -- their 24th league title -- for the 
Terps, who will move to the Big Ten next season. They’ll be seeded 

as the No. 1 team ahead of Notre Dame on the tiebreaker for the 
ACC Tournament that begins Tuesday....Read the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 
A big weekend of women’s conference tournament 
aclion concludes Sunday with five finals on ESPH3, 
three on ESPHU and two on Fox Sports I, among 
other networks, got all the men’s and women’s 
...~ore 

Attention: College soccer camp directors 

Shocker: Mexico knocks out USA 

3, Stuck in the Mud 



UMBC completes last-to41rst season 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER: Conference Tournaments] A year after finishing 

in last place, UMBC completed the best turnaround in America East 

women’s history by claiming the program’s first league title with a 

2-1 win over Stony Brook. The Retrievers had totaled 11 wins over 

the last six years but won their 13th game of 2013 behind goals 

from Nikki Boretti and Jessy Brown. Hannah Keane scored the lone 

goal to give top-seeded San Diego State a 1-0 win over Boise State 

in the Mountain West final. Weber State won the Big Sky on 

penalty kicks. For all the tournament ...... Read tile whole story 

Santa Clara~ BYU and Portland share championship 
by Soccer America 

[WCC: Women] FOr the first time since the West Coast Conference 
began sponsoring women’s Soccer in 1992~ three teams shared the 
conference title, BYU~ Portland and Santa Clara all finished with 8- 
i-0 records~ though Santa Clara will get the automatic berth in the 
NCAA Tournament by virtue of the tiebFeakeF .... Read the whole 
story 

Adu set to exit Brazilian club Bahia 

Timbers lays claim to Northwest supremacy 
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i~il boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
..... recruiting guide 

Top 10 stalwarts Benny Swanson and Daniel 
Barbir each move up a couple of spots after 
successful international trips with youth 
national teams in October. Who else moved 
in the 2016 Boys IMG Academy 150 update? 

TOP 25 HAS NEW 
After Virginia loses its first game of the 

season, a new team takes over the No. 1 
spot in the women’s rankings. See the latest 
update ahead of the NCAA tournament. 
MORE: Men’s Top 25 Rankinqs 

Since 2010, U.S. youth national teams have 
failed to qualify for six international 
competitions. Is this a serious concern for 
the U.S. Soccer Federation and the state of 

youth development?[ ~ PremierOontent i 

DID YOU SEE? 

Watch Messi & Mascherano 
head a ball into a basketball 
net during training, 

The MLS postseason is a 
monument to the leaque’s 
money culture. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Montverde Academy 

The Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy 
(S.I.M.A.) is an elite level soccer specific 
training experience for anyone who 
possesses the passion to challenge 
themselves at the highest level both 
academically and athletically. 

Located near Orlando, Florida, S.I.M.A. 
provides a world-class training environment 
for any athlete who has the desire to work 
hard and improve. 

Success will only be measured by 
development with the end result residing in 
an opportunity to play at a higher level and 



continue to make your passion a career. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 
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Section 2: Messi Faces Lengthy Layoff, EPL Races Gets Tighter 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Nov. 11, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Messi injured Again; Could Miss Ei£1ht Weeks 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Lionel Messi suffered his third hamstring injury of the season on Sunday during Barcelona’s 4-1 win at 

Real Betis. He will now miss six to eight weeks with a confirmed tear in his left hamstring, the Catalan club revealed 

on Monday. 

The Argentina captain will definitely miss his country’s upcoming friendlies with Ecuador and Bosnia-Herzegovina. 

Should he remain sidelined through the New Year, Messi would also miss four La Liga matches, Barca’s remaining 

UEFA Champions League Group H clashes with Ajax and Celtic, and both games of the Copa del Roy Round of 32 

series with Cartagena from Spain’s second division. 

Barca must also check on the availability of midfielder Cesc Fabregas, who was replaced late in the game against 

Betis after scoring twice and assisting Neymar’s opener. Fabregas sustained knee ligament damage but is expected 

to return to the side after the international break. 

After the game, Fabregas urged Messi not to rush his recovery. "He needs to take as much time as he needs, to 

recover and get back to his level. We need him at his best," the former Gunners captain said. "1 had something 

similar at Arsenal. You think you’re OK, but you’re not. I had this injury, I wasn’t right for up to a year and half, it’s a 

really frustrating injury. You need to take whatever time you need because if you don’t it won’t heal properly." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Green: ’Too Early’ to Choose USA or Go.any 
ESPN FC 

German-American youngster Julian Green on Monday committed his future to Bayern Munich, by signing a 

contract that will keep the 18-year-old at the German treble winner through 2017. Green, who could play 

internationally for either the USA or Germany, was contacted by USA coach Jurgen K~insmann to play in the 

upcoming friendlies against Scotland and Austria. However, in an interview with Bfld, the Bayern forward, who has 

15 goals in 17 appearances for the club’s reserves this season, says that it is too early to decide which team to 

represenL 

- Read the whole story... 

Moyes: No One Will Ru~ Away with EPL Title 
BBC Sport 

Manchester United moved up to fifth place in the English Premier League standings thanks to a gritty 1-0 win at 

home to league leader Arsenal on Sunday. It was a vital three points for the Red Devils, as a loss would have left 

last year’s EPL champion with an 11-point deficit against one of its greatest rivals. Instead, the win moved the club 

to within five points of the summit. 

With Chelsea, Manchester City and Tottenham all dropping points this weekend, there are now just five points 

between the top seven teams in England’s top flight. "1 don’t think anyone’s going to run away with [the EPL title]," 

United coach David Moyes said after the game. "1 think there [will be] a lot of ups and downs. It’s a close-run 

league this year. There will be a few shocks." He added: "We are going to get a few bloody noses along the way but 

the league has shown that a few other clubs will be getting them as well." 

Moyes singled out strikers Wayne Rooney and Robin van Persie, who combined for the only goal of the game in 

the 26th minute, a van Persie header from a Rooney corner: "Great players score great goals in big games and 

Robin’s a great player. His sidekick [Rooney] played great as well ... I thought the way Wayne and Robin played 

merited their title as top players." 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wen~ler, meanwhile, blamed the Gunners’ loss, its first since the epening day of the 

season, on nerves. "We were just too nervous in the first half," the Frenchman said. "We haven’t won for a long 

time [at Old Trafford] now. Once again it is a tight game that has been decided on a set-piece." 

- Read the whole story... 



lbrahirnevic Hat Trick Fires PSG to Four-Point Lead .................................................................................................................................................................. 

Associated Press 

Paris Saint-Germain opened Lip a four-point lead at the top of the Ligue 1 table thanks to Zlatan lbrahimovic’s hat 

trick, which was enough to beat Nice, 3-1, at the Parc des Princes on Sunday. Elsewhere, second-place Lille drew 

0-0 at Guingamp, whine AS Monaco drew 1-1 at home to Evian Thonon Gaillard. 

Ibrahimovic opened the scoring in the 39th minute, stretching to get onto the end of a Gregory Van der Wiel cross 

before adding another from the penalty spot in the 57th minute. Nemanja Pejcinovic pulled one back for the 

visitor in the 70th minute, but thoughts of a comeback were thwarted five minutes later when the big Swede headed 

a Lucas Moura cross home from close range. 

"We’re lucky to have players who score a lot of goals," PSG coach Laurent Blanc said after the game, referring to 

Ibrahimovic and his other star striker, Edinson Cavani. Cavani is the joint top scorer in Ligue 1 alongside 

Monaco’s Radame~ Falcao with nine goals, while Ibra is second with eight. "You can have as much ball possession 

as you want, but it’s useless if you’re not efficient in front of goal." 

- Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

FIFA President Sepp B~atter backtracked on comments made last Friday in which he seemed to suggest that co- 

hosting the 2022 FIFA World Cup in Qatar was a possibility. "The decision of FIFA is to play in one country and that 

will be in Qatar," Blatter told a press conference after meeting with the emir of Qatar, Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al- 

Thani. 

However, during a press conference in Abu Dhabi on Friday Blatter had said there was "a big question mark" over 

whether to bring in another country like Iran or the United Arab Emirates or to even open the tournament up to the 

entire Gulf region to help Qatar. 

’q was just touring a little bit here, I was in Iran and I was in United Arab Emirates and it came up, the question came 

up, ’Can we share the World Cup with Qatar?’ I just took the questions, but I did not answer," Blatter insisted. "1 just 

want to tell you that when we took the decision for the World Cup 2002 when we played in two countries with 

difficulties, it was (South) Korea and Japan. We have decided to never go in two countries, even less so to three, if 

one country is able to do so (stage the tournament)." 

- Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Bayern Munich on Saturday beat Augsberg 3-0 to set a Bundesliga record of 37 games unbeaten in the German 

first division. The win also marked the seventh straight home win for the German Treble winner, which increased its 

lead at the top to four points after Borussia Dortmund fell 2-1 at Wolfsburg. Elsewhere, Son Heung-Min recorded 

three goals and arm assist as Bayer Leverkusen beat Hamburg 5-3 to move into a tie for second-place with 

Dortmund. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

Juventus coach Antonio Canto slammed reporters for asking about Fernando Llorente’s opening goal after 

Juve’s convincing 3-0 win at home to Napoli on Sunday. "The linesman needed a magnifying glass to see that, as 

he was 23 centimeters offside. I find it sad that after a game we played so well for 90 minutes and won 3-0, the first 

thing I’m asked is about a marginal offside call. It is reductive to the performance of the team and I am truly 

disappointed." The win moved Juve up to second-place, just one point behind leader AS Roma, which drew 1-1 at 

home to Sassuolo. 

- Read the whole story... 

FIFA Releases Puskas Award Nominees ................................................................................................................................ 

Daily Mail 

FIFA has released the nominees for its annual Puskas award for the best professional goal of 2013. Among the 

nominees this year are, Zlatan lbrahimovic for his stunning bicycle-kick lob over Joe Hart in Sweden’s 4-2 

friendly win against England, and Neymar’s rocket of a volley for Brazil against Japan in the FIFA Confederations 

Cup this summer. The Daily Marl has the full top ten list plus videos of each goal. 

- Read the whole story,.. 
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College Soccer Reporter: NCAA Division I womeffs draw, Division III draws 

,~onday, Nov. 11, 2013 

NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament draw 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] ACC teams claimed all four No. 1 seeds in the 
NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament: conference champion Florida 

State, the automatic qualifier, and Virginia, Virginia Tech and 
defending champion North Carolina. For the complete draw and 

bracket....Read the whole si:ory 

NCAA Division IH Women’s Tournament draw 
by Soccer America 

[SMALL COLLEGES] Washington (MOO, No. 1 in last week’s 
NSCAA/Continental Tire rankings, opens against St. Horbert in the 

NCAA Division III Women’s Tournament that begins Friday. It’s the 

biggest of the six NCAA soccer tournaments with 64 entrants. For 

the complete draw and bracket .... Read the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 

by Soccer America 

The selection shows for the NCAA Division II Men (7 
p.m.) and Division li Women (7:30 p.m.) will air on 

NCAA,com, For all the men’s and women’s action on 
the ...... More 

I, Attention: College soccer camp directors 



NCAA D~’~s~on I~I Men’s Tournament draw 

by Soccer America 

[SMALL COLLEGES] Ohio Wesleyan, No. I in last week’s 

NSCAA/Continental Tire rankings, is one of three teams with first- 

round byes in the NCAA Division III Men’s Tournament. Rutgers- 

Camden and Loras also have byes in the 61-team tournament that 
begins Thursday. For the complete draw and bracket....Read the 

whole story, 

Six conference be~]n with quarterfinals Tuesday 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER: Conference Tournaments] Six men’s conferences 
begin tournament play with quarterfinal action on Tuesday: ACC, 

Big East, Big South, Big West, Horizon and Patriot. For all the men’s 

tournament action .... Read the whole st:ery 

Shocker: Mexico knocks out USA 

First leg of conference final turns ugly 

Stuck in the Mud 

Fine sportsmanship in Saudi Arabia 
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College Soccer Reporter: Soccer America Top 25 rankings; NCAA Division II draws 

Tuesday~ Nov, 12, 2013 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKINGS] Notre Dame remained the No. 1 team in the 
Soccer America Men’s Top 25 ahead of idle UCLA. Washington 
moved up one spot to No. 3, while Maryland and Connecticut 
complete the top five. For the complete Top 25 ranldngs ...... Read 
l:he whole story 

Soccer America Women’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY RANKINGS] ACC champion Florida State claimed the 11o. 1 
spot in the final Soccer America Top 25 ranldngs of the 2013 
regular season. Virginia, which lost its first game of the year to 
Virginia Tech in the ACC semifinals, dropped to No. 3 behind UCLA. 
Virginia Tech jumped to No. 4 ahead of North Carolina. For the 
complete Top 25 rankings ...... Read l:he whole sl:ory 

Six conferences begin with quarterfinals Tuesday 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER: Conference Tournaments] Six men’s conferences 
begin tournament play with quarterfinal action on Tuesday: ACC, 
Big East, Big South, Big West, Horizon and Patriot. For all the men’s 

tournament action .... Read the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

Men’s conference tournament play will conclude 
Sunday with four games on ESPN3, plus games on 
ESPNU, Fox Sports 2, CBS Sports Network and BTN, 
among others ....... More 

Attention: College soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 
2014 camps? Register for the Soccer America Camps 
~t Academies directory, Soccer America’s popular e- 
letter. For more information ..... More 

g{ecer~t Mo~t Read Stories 

1, NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament draw 



NCAA Di~sion I Women’s Tournament draw 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] ACC teams claimed aU four blo. 1 seeds in the 
NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament: conference champion Florida 

State, the automatic qualifier~ and Virginia, Virginia Tech and 

defendin~ champion Noah Carolina. For the complete draw and 

bracket....Read t:he whole story 

NCAA Division II Men’s Tournament draw 
by Soccer Arner~ca 

[SMALL COLLEGES] Undenwood (18-0-2) is the only unbeaten team 

in the 35-team NCAA Division II Men’s Tournament that begins 

Thursday. For the complete draw and bracket....Read the whole 
story 

NCAA Division II Women’s Tournament draw 

by Soccer America 

[SMALL COLLEGES] Defendin~ champion West Florida is one of seven 

unbeaten teams alon~l with St. Rose, Grand Valley State~ Quincy, 

Colorado School of Mines, St. Edward’s and Cal State Stanislaus in 
the 48-team NCAA Division II Women’s Tournament that begins 
Thursday. For the complete draw and bracket....Read the whole 

story 

First leg of conference final turns ugly 

Fine sportsmanship in Saudi Arabia 

Adu set to exit Brazilian club Bahia 

U~S, under-20 national team roster 
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Final Reminder: All-America Nominations Are Due 

Nominations for the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire College All-America program at the 
intercollegiate level are now open. Men’s and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II and 
Ill levels, as well as coaches at the NAIA and Junior College levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program, may nominate their players only after completion of their 
final regular season game. Nominations close Thursday, Nov. 14 at midnight (CT). 

Questions and concerns regarding nominations, subsequent voting or other details related to 
the College All-America program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your 
college division. Click here for a list of the 2013 Colleqe All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
nominate. To begin, Iogin to "myNSCAA College Services." Enter your user ID. The 
password is the same number. There is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will 
be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, you will be asked to check and verify your 2013 regular season 
schedule and scores. No preseason or postseason game should be included. The next step 
is to nominate any of your players that you believe warrant recognition for All-Region or All- 
America recognition for 2013. You may not nominate any players until all of your regular 
season games are completed. Players must be entered in rank order according to their 
coach’s evaluation. A maximum of five players may be nominated but only those deserving of 
recognition at the regional and national level should be entered. 

Once all names and required information are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An 
email will be returned confirming your nomination. Nominations will be populated in the 
system following the closing date on November 14. Voting will open online beginning 
Tuesday, November 19. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Iogin and begin now. 

If your institution is not a member of the College Services program, it must join immediately 
in order for your student-athletes, coaches and team to be eligible for any of the college 
awards. Click here for a list of the current Colleqe Service members. To enroll in College 
Services, please call the NSCAA National Office at 913-362-1747. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

..-F.-.~!~.[! I ;:?,".~!?~.[!~.--’.. I .,’~.~.~!.~..&~i~.--’.~!~!. 
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The US SocceF Pt~yers Newsletter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Nov 12~ 2013 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Nov 12, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV 

Their Words 

"Bookends, righL? T~e beginning wasn’t good, d~e end wasn’t $oed. but the 75 minutes im between were 

Mexico’s Last Chance 

By Luis Bueno - RIVERSIDE, CA t’Dec 12, 2013} US Soccer Players ¯ Imagine a World Cup wid~eut Me×ice. 

Unthinkable, ~ ight,." A year ago aL this time~ the thoughL el a T~i-tess Wo~fd Cup certainly seemed as much. Alter all. E/ 
Tri backs its Wo~fd Cup aspirations w~th a p~ olo~ged period of youth team success~ a s~uad {~ttered with Eu~opeam 

based ta/ent~ and stron~ resiJ~ts abroad, 

year with a pkayoff series a~ab’,st New Zeakand. The fJrst4e~ of a series many thouzht ~exk:o had Be chance of 

parti{:ipaLing in opens at Estadio A~eea on Wednesday a~ternoon, with the return [eg s[ated lk}r November 20 ir~ 

We[qngton~ 

1:o~ Mexico, this series represents more than jusL a chance at U~e World CLip. T~fis se~ ies is not abouL redempLion~ 

not abo(Et set:Lh11~ thinf;s r~f;fil:. "1"his is a{] about savJn(~ face and a~o~dBl~ what wob{{J be 

the suppose~ Kings of CONCACAF, Read More 

Corner: The Playoff Schedule 
So that’s what the firsUfeg of a Major League Socce~ p]ayoff series can took ]iRe. tn the 39th minute of Sunday’s 

Western Conference iinal. Real Sa]t Lake ]auncfied a sustained sequence a~;ainst Portland LfiaL requh’ed a (:mE]){e o~ goal 

line saves to keep the sco~e at 1-1. That’s right, ~t’s possible to have exciting moments ~n d’~e first-leg after both teams 

(~et a goal. "[~o rnk~uLes {a~er~ RS]. 1:oo]~ the Lead with both teams p]ayinf~ like this 90 minbtes CemEnts, Not the fb[[ 180 

p/us exLra t{me and penal.Lies if necessary, buL the opening 90. 

Fo~ these of you LhaL didn’t see d~e Eastern Cenlerence opener_, well._ iL didn’t quite go like LhaL. NousLon, as we all 

I~now~ can han(Jle themsi!,lv(!!~ i[~ t:he playoils~ "]’hey’~(! no~ p, oinp, t:o (~i’7e n)u(:h of anythi~g that ~hi~,y can’t: ~ake 

putting the pressure on the other Learn to not just take, advantage, but take, even more. tqeLhing seems Lo surprise 

Houston. They know the}r conference, what to expect, and how to neutralize every other team in the East. 

compelling in d~eory, neL so much watching it play ouL ove~ 90 or 180 minuLes. Read More 

Timber! RSL chops down Portland 4-2 in fantastic Game 1 performance ¯ i~em The Deseret News’ James Edward: but 
the T~mbers got a ]ate fffef~ne with a goal on thei~ final touch of the bail to avoid the three-goal deficit. 

After getting buried by Real Salt Lake, the Timbers need a Plan B o from The Oregonia~’s Ken Gee: Porter’s glasso 

halfofu/{ analysis aside, Real Salt: Lake won fiandi/y .... 

Real Salt Lake dismantles Portland, 4-Z, in first leg of MLS Western Conference finals o from Shcom’s Grant WahI: 

Portland now has to make up two goa]s thanks to ~ts back line. 

A closer look at the impact players of the 2013 MLS Cup playoffs o from MLSsoccer.com’s John Bolster: Through ’i 2 of 

the postseason’s 1!i game% with ~V~I.S Cup in sight, who has delivered the most lk}r t:heir t:eam~ 

Trying season could be Reis’ last o Item ESPN P~ostonh~ Brian O’ConnelI: Rein advised reporters on Sal:u~day that he 
~asn’t yeL reached a derision on his fuLure. 

He secrets from Herrera’s attacking Mexico ahead of New Zealand clash - from Goal.con% Tern Marshall: Even if De 

Ni~ris is swapped with Jinle~ez and Muno~ is dropped fo~ Corona, ~othin~ chan~es in Herrera’s overaf/strategy. 



f{ashbacks ~mong A~sena{ fans to the bad ofd d~ys of {ast season. 

Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Mexico- New Zealand 
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2013 AAC Men’s Soccer Championship - Tickeks Available 
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Look How Far They’ve Come! 
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Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

And Tar IIeels Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $532, 000 - and that is.from just 14% of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 3rI1LLION raised! 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T.i~i’ 4 ?:::!~ ?::;i: i:~:::. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, ~md payroll deduction a]lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

If you give directly to your favorite chea~ities~ we ask you to consider making your donation through tiffs Cmnpaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online witi~ a nomina] commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 tom] for the year) or less may be given ruth a one-ti~ne payment via credit carc~ check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee partficipation 

sends yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the UniversiU of North Carolina. 

l[lnpor¢allt lntbrlll~rioll: Only payroll deduction and credit card options am available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your tbrm mad contribution m your team captmn. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your [5NC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy[ There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to co~nplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too[ 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees ComNned Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosiU and thoughtful consideration of others. 
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Got Grit? 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http://click positivecoach.net/?qs 3291 dScl e9b14ealfd79269c81 cb221b69073c 1548845c7363ae3af22a018a022a744ec3295701 a7 

The email below is PCA’s bi-weekly e-newsletter, Momentum, providing all the ne~vs, views, tips, tools, information and inspiration from PCA. Like it? 
http://click positivecoach net/?qs 3291 dSc 1 e9bl4eal c063d719214695e84c0bc6agfSa4140c446dfdd834d6d5dc219963bc9e134ea7 
Subscribe now. 
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PCA is a national non-profit organization improving the youth and high school sports experience. Share: 
http:i/pa~es positivecoach.net/Publish.aspx? 
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http://click positivecoach.net/?qs 3291 dSc 1 e9b 14ea 188671 fd9dOd9f67479d7f7e257fea 1 f~430e32720ae566d84c3463ce22561 d69 

PCA’s Annum Fund Helps Kids Get Grit 

Grit, defined as perseverance and passion for a long-term goal, is a key character trait that sports can help cultivate in today’s youth, contributing to their success and fulfillment in sports 
and throughout their lives That is why 
http://click positivecoach.net/?qs 3291 dSc 1 e9b 14ea 188671 fd9d0d9f67479d7fTe257fea 1 f5430e32720ae566d84c3463ce22561 d69 
"Got Grit’?" is the them e of this year’s Annual Fund >>. 

Your donation - which will be doubled through December 31, thanks to a generous $100,000 match from PCA supporters - can help more of the 40 million kids who play sports get grit 

http://click.positivecoach net/?qs 3291 dSc I e9bl 4ea 188671 fd9d0dgf67479d7 f7e257 lea 1 f~5430e32720ae566d84c3463ce2256 ld69 
>> I)ONATE NOW 

Where Is The Line Bet~veen ’Demanding’ and ’Abusive’? 

"With all the media coverage of verbally abusive coaches, where is the line between ’demanding’ and ’abusive.’? ~3,~nat are some of the specific lines that coaches should never cross when 
trying to motivate their athletes’.’" 

-- Chase in New York 

http:t;click.positivecoacha~eti?qs 3291 dSc 1 e9b14ea14579cTb398c2bal al afeeecead67366ea85e3c9449c3791 c027243345199f439 
>> SH~dE YOL~ ANSYVER ON THE ASK PCA BLOG 

http://click.positivecoach.net/?q s 329 ld8c 1 e9b 14ea 17645eabSc0a4ffe 1aa70c2dcf441b7cf6754bbdd7489d0cfac87380c3eb lfr)42 
See PCA’s answer to the questiun featured in the previous issue of Momentum about a morn wanting to meet with the coach of a player who injmed her son >>. 

http:i,’click.positivecoach.neti?cls 3291 dSc 1 egb 14ea17645eabSc0a4fI? 1aa70c2dcf44167ef6754bbdd7489d0cfac87380c3cb lf042 
>> READ PCA’S ANSWER 

http:/iclick.positivecoach.nct/?qs 3291 dScl egb 14ea194fl 9e9662fSd81800494elb53ad618444e756614fd829488e1475cSb68a5221 

"I just had a chance to ~vatch your 
http://click.pos~tivecoach net/?qs 3291 dScl e9614ea194fl 9e9b62fSd81800494elb53ad618444e756614fd829488e1475cSb68a5221 
TEDxTalk >> Absolutely ten-ifict ! ~Vhat a fabulous presentation on all elements of PCA. Great work." 
-- Bob Bowlsby, Cormnissiuner, Big 12 Conference and PCA National Advisory Board Member 

http://click.posltivecoach net/?qs 3291 dScl e9614ea194fl 9e9b62fSd81800494elb53ad618444e756614fd829488e1475cSb68a5221 
>> VIEW JIM THOIVlPSON~S TEDXTALK 
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Section 2: Mexico Confident Ahead of Last Chance 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ Nov 12, 2013 

Mexico Confident Ahead of Last Chance 
Australian Associated Press 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mexico’s poor Concacaf qualifying campaign, in which it finished fourth behind Honduras, Costa Rica 

and the United States, has been weIFdocumented, and the Mexican soccer federation (FMF) has gone to 

extraordinary measures to get the national team to Brazil, bringing in Migue~ Herrera to handle El Tri’s last 

chance: the two-game intercontinental playoff series against New Zealand that begins in Mexico City on Wednesday 

afternoon. 

Herrera, a Liga MX veteran coach who is currently coach of Club America, has famously opted not to call up any 

European-based players for the crucial series, leaving out the likes of Manchester United’s Javier Hernandez and 

Villarreal’s Giovani Dos Santos. Instead, Herrera wants to deploy players that are comfortable performing at 

Azteca Stadium’s 7,350 feet above sea level. The 100,000-capacity home support should help, too. 

"We’ll do it here," Herrera said during his pre-game press conference. "I’m sure that Mexico will get the advantage 

so we can relax in Wellington and finish the job. This is the idea. To take care of business at home. That’s why we 

have a local team,"’ he added. "’We have players who are used to playing at this altitude." 

Herrera, the fourth coach h#ed by Mexico in a span of six weeks as it struggled to qualify, insisted that time past is 

not worth dwelling on. "We are in the process of leaving behind time past and looking toward the great opportunity 

we have," he said. "We are not overconfident. An excess of confidence would make us think our rival is a step below 

~.IS." 

- Read the whole story... 

Jordan Prepares for its Biggest Game 
Associated Press 

On Wednesday, Jordan hosts two-time World Cup winner Uruguay in a two-game intercontinental playoff for a spot 

at next summer’s World Cup in Brazil. While Oscar Tabarez’s men are huge favorites to progress to next summer’s 

finals, it is something of a miracle that Jordan even made it this far. "AI Namasha" as time team is affectionately 

known, sustained a 6-0 hammering by Japan and a 4-0 loss at Australia in Asian qualifying, only to beat both 

opponents in Amman and then eventually outlast Uzbekistan, 9-8, on penalties to make it to the intercontinental 

playoff. 

According to the Associated Press, King Abdullah II has donated $500,000 toward preparations for the Jordanian 

national team, while Jordan TV held a one-day telethon that raised $2.8 million. Further support comes from 

Sheikh Mohammed Bin Rashid AI Maktoum and Princess Haya of the United Arab Emirates, who have offered 

a private plane to bring the squad to Uruguay for the return game in Montevideo. 

Hossam Hassan, the former Egypt international who took over as Jordan coach before the regional playoff against 

Uzbekistan, doesn’t have a problem with his squad being underdogs against Uruguay. "We’ve come this far and 

we’re optimistic we can make the Jordanian people’s dreams come true and get to time World Cup," he said. "We 

have done the first part of our job against Uzbekistan in the Asian playoffs and now we are looking to prepare well 

for Uruguay." 

- Read the whole .~tory... 

Marca 

Mama reports that the bookies, who set the odds for sports bookmakers, have made Bayern Munich winger Franck 

Ribery their favorite for soccer’s top individual prize, time Ballon d’Or, which has been won the last four years in a 

row by Barcelona striker Lionel Messi. The Frenchman’s average odds are 1.90 to take the award, while Messi’s 

are 2.50. Real Madrid’s Cristiano Ronaldo is third, with odds of 7.00. 

VVhile Ribery and Bayern Munich took home a treble of the German Bundesliga, the German Cup, and the UEFA 

Champions League, Messi and Barca won La Liga with a record-tying 100 points. Ronaldo and Real Madrid did not 

win any trophies during the 2012/13 season. 



Also contributing to Ribery’s odds are the fact that Messi’s year has been bliclhted by a number of muscular injuries, 

which began at the Parc des Princes against Paris Saint-Germain on April 2. After re-injuring his left hamstring 

against Real Betis on Sunday, the Argentine will close out the year with 42 goals in 2013, less than half of the 

record-breaking 90 he scored in 2012. 

- Read the whole story... 

Uniter=Fire A~e#ri Receives Vote of Confidence 
Reuters 

Serie A strugglers Chievo Verona and Sampdoria parted ways with their respective coaches, Giuseppe Sannino 

and Dogie Rossi, on Tuesday, while AC Milan’s under-fire coach, Massimi~iano AHegri, received an unexpected 

vote of confidence from club management following a frustrating 0-0 draw with Chievo over the weekend. 

Milan’s sixth game without a win left it 10th in the Serie A standings with 13 points, 19 behind league leader AS 

Roma. Despite this, Milan VP Adriano Galliani said the plan is to stick with Allegri until further notice. "1 just talked 

to [club president Silvio] Berlusconi. We’ll go forward with Allegri, He agrees with me. If Robinho had scored 

instead of hitting the post against Chievo we would be talking about a win. We will look at the positive things. At 

least finally we didn’t concede." 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Borussia Dortmund on Tuesday confirmed that playmaker Marco Reus has a $47 million release clause in his 

contract, which runs until 2017. Reports have claimed that Arsenal, Barcelona, Manchester United and Paris Saint- 

Germain are interested in the 24-year-old, with United expected to move for the German international during the 

January transfer window in deal that could see former Dortmund star Shinji Kagawa possibly moving the other way. 

- Read the whole story... 

Subotic Out for Season with Serious Knee 
ESPN FC 

Neven Subotic, Borussia Dortmund’s Serbian defender who also holds an American passport, suffered a huge 

blow over the weekend when he tore the posterior cruciate ligament and medial collateral ligament in his right knee 

in the 2-1 loss at Wolfsburg, leaving him unlikely to return before the end of the 2013/14 season. Greece 

international Sokratis Papastathopoulos is expected to take Subotic’s place in Dortmund’s starting lineup while 

he is out. 

- Read the whole story... 

Die,qo Costa’s Spain Debut on Hold 
Marca 

Atletico Madrid striker Diego Costa on Tuesday was forced to withdraw from Spain’s squad to face Equatorial 

Guinea and South Africa due to a torn thigh muscle in his right leg. A statement from Spain’s soccer federation 

(RFEF) revealed that Juventus striker Fernando Morente would replace the Spanish-Brazilian in coach Vicente 

dei Bosque’s squad. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Kor~pany to Return in Three Weeks 
ESPN FC 

Manchester City could be without captain Vincent Kompany for longer than expected, after the Belgium soccer 

federation (RBFA) suggested that the central defender will be absent for another three weeks. Kompany has 

missed City’s last seven games with a thigh injury, but coach Manue~ Pellegrini said Friday that he should return 

to training in two weeks. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer America Confidential: Hanauer starts probe of Sounders’ issues 

Tuesday, Nov. 12, 2013 

Hanauer starts probe of Sounders’ issues 
By Ridge Mahoney 

On a conference call with reporters Monday, Sounders general manager Adrian Hanauer answered a lot of 

questions, with which Seattle is rife, without providing many definitive answers. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

He dragged out the replies, which isn’t his customary style. He can ramble on, certainly, given the slightest prompting, but in 

doing so he’s normally informative and insightful. This is a sharp, articulate man, successful on several business fronts, and 

utterly devoted to his team as well as the game. 

When the Sounders were sinking financially and in danger of going out of business in 2001, he transformed himself from 

recreational player and fan to owner by persuading his family to invest some of its considerable wealth to keep the team, then 

in the USL, alive. He retained a part ownership in the team when it made the jump to MLS and attends just about every game. 

Anyone connected to the Sounders knows who he is. 

But in this setting, a few days after a stumbling team fell out of the playoffs at the feet of archrival Portland, Hanauer spoke at 

length while not saying much. "Uhms" got a lot of play, as did ’\,veil" and "you know." One response clocked at 3 minutes and 

40 seconds, two more ran over three minutes, and none were shorter than a minute. Significant gaps of silence stretched out 

the carefully measured phrases. The man sounded concerned and confused and with good reason. 

"Clearly this was a very frustrating season for all of us in the organization - our fans," he said in his opening remarks. 

"Probably the most frustrating of the five years that I’ve been with the club, maybe the most frustrating in the 12 years I’ve 

been with the Sounders. There are obviously lots of different factors that play into those sorts of frustrations and really on 

Friday morning after the Portland series we went to work on trying to fix those deficiencies." 

He stated that no decisions have been made regarding head coach $igi $chmid nor the players. The team hasn’t come up 

with those answers, and Hanauer is also handcuffed by the stark t~alization that he doesn’t [~ally know how his team won 

only one of its last 10 games, nor what the hell to do about it. On matters of which he could be honest and forthright, as usual, 

he was. 

’q’here will be a bunch of questions about Sigi and the coaching status," he said, "but just like every year in the past we’ve 

taken some time after the season ends to decompress a little bit, to catch our breath, to meet and talk through what went well 

and what didn’t go well, and what the solutions are to what didn’t go well. This year will be no different. We’re going to go 

through that process. We’re going through that process as of now." 

All this sounds terribly moot. If Schmid had the backing of management, one would think said management would be backing 

him publicly. Hanauer spoke of discussing philosophies and ideas, but the bottom line is winning the league title, which in five 

seasons Seattle has failed to do. Unless Schmid can restore that confidence with clear, bold pronouncements of how to fix 

what’s broken, he’ll be gone. 

Jettisoning Schmid won’t clear up clouds of concern about why keeper Michael Gspurning lost his form late in the season, 

or whether rewarding Eddie Johnson’s "pay-me" gesture with a DP salary - possibly exchanging the slot currently filled by 

gimpy midfielder Mauro Rosales =- would be a prudent measure, or how the back line looked so inept against the Timbers 

while surrendering five goals. 

At some point, perhaps later this week, there will be meetings with principal owner Joe Roth to discuss the season and what 

to do going forward. Three weeks ago, Roth - who rarely speaks to the press - texted his support of Schmid to si.com thusly: 

’q’his guy is the winningest coach in MLS history. I don’t think he’s at fault here." 

How the team was constructed and then re-constructed - by the midseason arrivals of Obafemi Martins, Shalrie Joseph, 

Adam Moffat, and especially Glint Dempsey - only to fall apart in the most critical phase of the season falls squarely on 

Schmid and his coaching staff, Hanauer, and technical director Chris Henderson. 

’1 know that everybody is always looking for a hide or a scalp and the head coach makes the big bucks, so the fingers are 

usually pointed at him," said Hanauer. "But, I’m the general manager and ultimately it’s my organization, so I don’t see that 

many fingers pointed at me, which, to be honest, kind of frustrates me. 

’I think to myself, I have as much to do with this as Sigi, as Chris [Henderson], as the rest of the coaches, as the support 



staff, as the players. I know how complicated it is to have a successful organization and win championships." The Sounders 

hired Schmid after he led Columbus to its only MLS Cup victory in 2008 and he has since guided Seattle to five straight playoff 

appearances. It won the U.S. Open Cup in his first three MLS seasons and his regular-season record is 74-44-44. He’s the all- 

time leader in wins with 187. But in the playoffs, he is 4-7-2 and only once has reached the conference finals (a 4-2 aggregate 

loss to the eventual champion Galaxy last year). 

"To me, he’s done a fantastic job over these five years," said Hanauer. "That said, this isn’t his first rodeo and he wants to be 

somewhere where he’s fully appreciated and supported. I want a coach in place that’s full appreciated and supported. We 

need to take this time to get there. Once we get there, then it’s full steam ahead." 

Hanauer injected some comic relief when asked what grade he would give his team for the 2013 season. "B-minus," he replied, 

then added, "Anyone think it’s an F or an A?" 

There were no takers at either end of that spectrum, yet while in terms of attendance and business parameters Seattle is top 

of the class, its postseason grade needs remedial schooling. 
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AItidore-Dempsey-Bradley, back together at last 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] It’s only a friendly, but the squad Jurgen Klinsmann will 
start Friday against Scotland Hampden Park will be close to what 

he views to be his first Xl for the World Cup. He’ll have his 
attacking trio of Jozy Altidore, CIint Dempsey and Michael Bradley 

together on the field for the first time in five months even if the 

fall has been chaNenging for all three players....Read the whole 

story 

Rafa Marquez leads TtiAmerica into playoffs 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MEXICO-NEW ZEALAND] Mexico, which won just one of five 
Hexagonal matches at home in 20i3, hopes it win have betteF luck 
undeF new coach, Miguel HeFFeFa, its fouFth coach in the last five 
WoFld Cup 2014 qualifieFs, at Azteca Stadium Wednesday against 
unfanded New Zealand in the fiFst [eg of theiF inteFcontinental 
playoff (ESPN, UniMas, Univision Deportes, 3:15 p.m. ET)....Read 
the who[e story 

Galaxy’s early exit will allow Donovan to heal ankle 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"Protest for what you believe is fair; the country is 

growing and needs to do better in terms of social 
inequality. But let’s not forget that we are bfinging 

over an important event for your country. Treat 

the people who come here well." 

-- BFazil 2014 World Cup organizing committee CEO 
Ricardo Trade says BFazilians have a fight to 
demonstrate during the touFnament as long as it 
doesn’t spit{ OVeF to mistFeatment of toufists. 
PFotests at the huge cost (about Si 5 bit{ion) foF 
hosting the WoFld Cup plagued last summeF’s 
ConfedeFations Cup. (AFP) 



[MLS INJURY REPORT] If there is a positive to the LA Galaxy’s early 
exit from the MLS playoffs -- the first time since 2006 that it hasn’t 

either played up until at least the Western Conference final or 
gone on tour with David Beckham or both -- it is that the extended 

offseason will give Landon Donovan a chance for his ankle to heal. 

...Read the whole story 

Ramos takes on double duty 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER] Tab Ramos, who played on three U.S. World Cup 

teams and coached the USA at the 2013 Under-20 World Cup, has 
been named U.S. Soccer’s youth technical director, filling a 

position left vacant by the move of his former U.S. national team 

midfield partner Claudio Reyna to a position at Hew York City FC, 

the new MLS club .... Read the whole story 

Tale of" Two Keepers: Bike Hero and Bite Villain 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] In Spain, a goalkeeper scored on an 

overhead volley in stoppage time while in Argentina a keeper bit a 
foe in the back....Read the whole story 

~, Klinsmann names squad for Scotland and 
Austria games 

2, NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament draw 

3, Six foreign-based players on outside 
looking in 

4, Soccer America Men’s Top 25 

5o NCAA Division III Men’s Tournament draw 
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::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide 
The coaching staff at a top Big East program 
helps land a gifted local recruit plus a 
midfielder explains why a Patriot League 
program stood out from the pack in his 
college search. 

Freshman forwards played decisive roles in 
the last week of conference tournament 
action, all landing spots in the TDS Team of 
the Week. See who shined bright and brought 
home the honors. 
MORE: 2013 D1 NCAA Women’s Bracket 

Fullerton Rangers and U.S, U18 MNT 
midfielder Amirgy Pineda made history last 
week when he earned a spot on one of the 
hardest teams to make in the world. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Goal of the Week is a free 
kick free-for-all between 
Akron & Coastal Carolina. 

This is the greatest miss of 
all time from the depths of 
soccerdom. 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Mindless Midfields Usher Out Sounders and Red 
Bulls 
By Paul Gardner 

r~7:q 

Unthinkable is probably too strong a word, but the ignominious departure of the New York Red Bulls and the        ~ 

Seattle Sounders from the MLS playofts certainly seemed to defy probability. Above all, the mannerof their 

defeats, with the hammet~blow for each team coming via defeat in a climactic game in their home stadium jammed with their 

own frenetic, expectant fans. 

I’m lumping the Bulls and the Sounders together because I think they share a fatal weakness that led inexorably to their 

failure. 

Throughout the season I found myself wondering = marveling, even - at just how Mike Petke and the Bulls were reeling off win 

after win in games where they had played poorly, where they had produced very little that looked like good, or even halfway 

decent, soccer. 

While the results surprised me, the lack of intelligent soccer did not. A quick glance at the Bulls’ midfield told the story. When 

the season started, there was Juninho, a highly experienced wily Brazilian, a creative player who could ensure intelligent play 

from a midfield that, apart from him, consisted of workhorses: Tim Cahill, Dax McCarty and Jonathan Steele. 

Even so, a midfield that contained both Cahill and McCarty looked worryingly lop-sided. Before the season, I mentioned that to 

Petke, who smiled disarmingly and said, in effect, ’Well, we’ll have to see." 

duninho never looked comfortable and contributed little. For a player who had shone so brightly wherever else he had played 

(in Brazil, France and Qatar), this was puzzling. Whether it was his fault, or whether it was the inadequacy of the players 

around him, or simply the fact that he was now 38 years old, it meant that Juninho was no longer a regular starter. After 

playing just 13 games for the Bulls, Juninho said goodbye to the Bulls, his contract nixed by mutual agreement. 

He was not replaced. And the hustle-bustle and the straightfonNard passing of Cahill and McCarty and Steele took over. It was 

certainly never pretty to watch, but an occasional touch of sheer class and artistry from Thierry Henry up front relieved the 

pedestrian atmosphere. 

But a team lacking a midfield brain cannot be relied upon to be consistent. The Bulls found ways to win games that often 

featured athletic contributions from Cahill, were frequently based on counterattacking play, and invariably seemed - to me, 

that is - unsatisfactory. Maybe that was so, but there was no denying the wins. And the Supporters’ Shield. 

And, dramatically, there was no denying that the Bulls took charge of their playoff series against Houston. A 2-0 lead, in 

Houston, already six minutes into the second half. What could go wrong now? In a word, everything. Ricardo Clarke scored for 

Houston, Jamison Olave got himself red-carded, Omar Cummings made it 2-2 with almost the last kick of the game. 

Yet, with that away tie, the Bulls still held the whip hand. Back in New York, the Bulls needed coolness, calmness, measured 

and intelligent play to see them through this mini-crisis. Precisely the qualities that this team, with its formless, leaderless 

midfield, did not possess. Add in Thierry Henry suffering what the Italians call un giomo-no a "no-day" when nothing that he 

tried worked, and disaster was on the cards. Especially when the opponents were the playoff expert Dynamo. 

And so the Bulls, who had been riding high on what was really a confidence trick were exposed. The sheer poverty of their 

soccer in the crucial final game was embarrassing. The road to that embarrassment began back in July when Juninho 

departed and was not replaced. Where the command center of the team should have been, the Bulls now operated with a 

yawning hole. 

The same can be said of the Seattle Sounders. Another team that came to rely on a midfield dominated by determined 

physical activity. The symbol of that style was Osvaldo Alonso, relentlessly combative and aggressive. The Sounders had a 

skillful midfielder in Mauro Rosales, but injuries and an evident loss of confidence in him from coach Sigi Schmid, saw him 

become less and less influential. 

Then thet~ was Clint Dempsey. His arrival would make sense if he was brought in to run the show, to fill the midfield gap. But 

that seems unlikely. Dempsey was presented more as a spectacular coup by the Sounders than as the player who was going 

to lead them to glory. He brought with him, unavoidably, the friction that comes with introducing a star earning much, much 

more than anyone else. 



At a more basic level, it is worth looking at two mor~ of the Sounders’ 2013 additions: Shalrie Joseph, another forceful 

midfielder whose limited playmaking ability has always been highly over-~ted, and the late-season signing of Adam Moffat, 

who represented yet more midfield energy. Schmid, incredibly, talked of Moffat’s ability in "running the midfield." 

Somewhere along the way, Schmid had lost his belief in creative midfielders. The Uruguayan Alvaro Fernandez - a DP no less 

- had been ditched in 2012 for the German Christian Tiffed who played half a season as, would you believe, a physical 

midfielder, but a very ordinary one. 

So the Sounders entered the playoffs, just as the Red Bulls did, without a real midfield. And they paid the price. To rub things 

in, they were beaten by local rivals Portland, coached by the young Caleb Porter in his very first year of pro experience. 

But the significant thing about Portland’s victory was to be found in the sterling performance from Diego Valeri, precisely the 

sod of midfielder that both the Red Bulls and the Sounders lacked -- in both cases, it seemed, because the teams preferred to 

go with the frenzy of the physical game rather than to grant a place to skill and subtlety. 

The Sounders were left to lick their wounds and ponder their future. That will probably go badly for Schmid - which is to be 

regretted. If only Schmid would place less reliance on the Tiffeds and the Alonsos and the Moffats and the Josephs and return 

to the faith that he did once show in building a more creative midfield. 

The Timbers marched on and quickly learned a brutal lesson. Coach Jason Kreis’ Real Salt Lake picked them apart, and the 

player who took charge of that game, who gave a superb display of what a skilled, creative midfielder can do, was Real’s Javier 

Morales. 

Diego Valeri was completely overshadowed, indeed the whole Timbers team was put in the shade by the brilliance of Morales. 

But the 4-2 scoreline tells you that the Timbers had their moments. Between them, Real and the Timbers gave us a game that 

emphasized the skill side of the sport, and it was a game full of memorable soccer. 

A game that demonstrated the importance - and the beauty - of skillful, creative, midfield play. And a game - featuring two 

young American coaches -- that promises genuine soccer thrills and skills in the second leg on Nov. 24. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Brandi Chastafin: ’Give power to the players’ 

Thursday, Nov. 14,2013 

Brandi Chastain" ’Give power to the 
interview by Mike Woitalla 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

players’ 

The U.S. national team career of Brandi Chastain, most famous for her title-clinching penalty kick at the 1999 

Women’s World Cup, spanned from 1988 to 2004 and included 1996 and 2004 Olympic gold medals. Her 

coaching career, at the youth level and as assistant coach to her husband, Jerry Smith, at Santa Clara 

University, began while still an active player. 

SOCCER AMERICA: How different is today’s youth soccer scene from when you were growing up in Northern 

California. 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: [Laughs] It’s a lot different. My youth soccer career began and nearly finished in my neighborhood. This 

isn’t the case any more for kids. Some travel hours to go to practice. Sometimes they travel out of state to play. They guest 

play for other teams in different leagues. 

It’s very confusing, in my opinion. I don’t even know how youth soccer works any more. 

Does your 7-year-old son play soccer? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: He’s been into soccer for six months. 

SA: How do you plan on guiding his soccer experience? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: What my husband and I hope for him out of soccer is, one, he enjoys the game, because we’re both 

invested in it very heavily. And two, that he gains lifelong skills that he needs when he becomes an adult - teamwork, 

leadership, resiliency, time management. 

Ultimately, I’m big on development. I love practice. I love training. I love trying to get better. That’s been a part of my makeup 

since I’ve been a little kid. I want to get better every time. I want my son to have the same ambition. 

W~nning is nice because it makes you feel good. But winning for me is not the ultimate thing. 

SA: What advice would you give to coaches of players around your son’s age? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: It’s the advice I give to myself every time I go out to his practice. As an adult, you’ve had lots of 

experience so there’s a natural tendency to be intense and want it to be "right." But these are kids. 

They don’t have experience. They’ve never done these things before. So you can’t be as intense with them. You can’t be as 

matter of fact. 

I’m guilty of that myself. ’~ome on, get it right!" And I have to step back and say to myself, "Brandi, he hasn’t had your 

experience." So let him make those mistakes and have the fun with his teammates and fool around and be a kid and enjoy it. 

Because ultimately if he doesn’t have that fun experience, he’ll walk away from it and that will be a loss for him and me. 

SA: How important is it for coaches to consider the changes their players go through during their teen years? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: I think about that all the time because I help coach my husband [Jerry Smith] at Santa Clara University 

and these are young people. They’re just coming into there older teenage years and they’re trying to figure things out. 

Coaches have to wear a lot of hats. They’re coaches, they’re psychologists, they’re mentors - and hopefully they’re 

models. 

You have to be sensitive to the fact that every single player is different. Every player is in the environment for different reasons. 

Those are things that we as coaches have to keep in mind and it’s not easy all the time .... 

We all have peaks and valleys in emotion and confidence. As coaches what we hope to do is help our players to moderate 

those emotional peaks and valleys. 

You’re going to have some really good games and you’re going to make some mistakes. Mistakes are OK. They’re not going 

to make or break your soccer career or your life. They’re just bumps in the road and it’s OK. 



SA: Would you like to see an increase in female coaches? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: It is important and it’s nice in that girls who come through the game share their experience, of course. It 

is disappointing when I’m at a 20-field complex and I see 40 male coaches coaching girls. 

But i’ve had men coaches and women coaches, and for me I want the best coach. I also want aspiring female coaches to 

know there are places for them and I also want young girls to know that women can also be coaches. 

SA: Are you satisfied with the progress of the girls and women’s game in the USA? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: We were just knocked out of qualification for the U-17 World Cup, which is very, very disappointing and 

i’m sure U.S= Soccer is not happy about that. 

We have the biggest population of girls playing soccer in the world. We should be able find, train or create successful teams 

just because of that statistic. 

But what we don’t have that other countries have is tradition in men’s soccer that these young players can watch and grow up 

with, although I think MLS is helping us with that. 

But also, the style of soccer we want to play in this country needs to maybe honed in and focused on. 

SA: What is the style of soccer you think is optimal and will bring the most success? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: Value the ball more. Value possession of the ball. More like Barcelona - meaning player movement on 

and off the ball. Small passes to keep possession. Every player needs to be confident and comfortable on the ball. 

Just being more athletic and physical doesn’t win you the game ... 

SA: But athletic and physical does win at the younger ages - and puts players on a path to a style that won’t be 

successful at the older ages ... 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: Exactly. That I think is why some kids fall off. They don’t have the skills necessary at the higher levels 

for their enjoyment. They lose that love for the game because it becomes very difficult. If you don’t have that skill it becomes 

frustrating. 

SA: What advice to you have for young players striving to succeed at the higher levels? 

BRANDI CHASTAIN: I tell this to all players: The most important thing is to understand you are in charge of where you’re 

going. You have to change and impact how you perform. 

The coach is going to give you the information and help you direct how to train your skills. But that 1 hour and 30 minutes on 

Tuesday and that 1 hour and 30 minutes on Thursday will only get you so far. 

What do you do outside of that time? Do you watch soccer? Do you take the ball and juggle on your driveway? When you go 

to practice ar~ you focused on getting a quality 90 minutes in that training or does it take you 25 minutes to stop talking to 

your friends and talking about what happened that day before you focus on what you’re doing? 

I like to empower the players: "I’m here to facilitate your development. But you are in charge of it. I want to give you that 

power’." 

Sometimes kids feel that coaches have the power when I think the players have the power to get better. 

(Brandi Chastain se~ves as women’s soccer ambassador for the Capital One Cup, which awards $400,000 in student-athlete 

scholarships annually and can be followed on Facebook and Twitter.) 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are amhived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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Convention Early Bird Deadline 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

Costa Rica Soccer Tours specializes in team soccer tours to Costa Rica. We have hosted more than 200 high schools 
and universities since 1995. Our commitment to our clien ts is to provide the highest quality" service a t the best price. 

It is a celebration of a year of accomplishments, new developments, 

months away but even closer is the early 

Also available for your graduate or student assistants is the student rate 
for full-time students under the age of 25 ($129 for members; $179 for 

non-members). 

Join thousands of your colleagues for nearly a week of learning, 
networking and celebrating the world’s game. 

Relevant Links 

2014 Convention Clinician Lineup 

2014 Convention Schedule 

Ne~orkin O odunifies at Convention 

Recruit the best soccer players from around the country! 

Disney Soccer Showcase has been ranked the No. 1 Boys and Girls 
Tournament for competition, facilities, showcase and destination by 
SoccerAmerica. 

The Disney Soccer Showcase, presented by AS Roma, will be: 

¯ Boys (U15-U18): Dec. 27- 30, 2013 

~, Girls (U15-U18): Dec. 31 - Jan. 3 

This year’s event promises to provide greater competition than ever before 
with over 10,000 athletes from 600 of the top clubs from across the U.S. 
and around the world. 



Pre-registration is now open at no charge at 
providing you recruiting access to the 

talent out there. 

One of the most dedicated and respected college soccer coaches will be 
recognized by the World’s Largest Soccer Coaches’ Organization in 
January. 

~qistratio~usit~ The National Soccer Coaches Association of America is inducting Jim 

Lennox, senior national staff coach and former NSCAA Director of 

~GA~tRioni Coaching Education, into the NSC~ Hall of Fame. The induction will 

~@leyo~#sp#~ take place Friday, Jan. 17 at 7 p.m. at the NSCAA Awards Banquet at 
fo~@r’s~igg~ the 2014 Convention ~n Philadelphia. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The NSC~ Hall of Fame was established in 1991 to honor achievement 
in coaching, work on behalf of the NSC~ and lifetime contributions to 
the game of soccer. Each year one or two members (past or present) are 
selected to the NSC~ Hall of Fame. 

The NSCAA would like to congratulate coaches who reached a career 

~ ~ ~ ~i~ Ro~i ~ milestone. 

If you are a coach or know of one who has reached a coaching high point, 

#~i ~ i ~ra~ni~i Caii~ submit your information to Pat Madden at pmadaen@nsoaa.oom. 

Ron Butcher, Keene Btate men’s coach 
~n ~ Sen~se El;a Butcher annou i! + ::i: !! !! i : : i nced h~s retirement in October, f~nishing w~th 595 v~ctor~es 

third most among active men’s coaches. [+] Read more 

~,,e Panta,,one. ~avapa, co,,e~e men’s coach 
~~ : Pantalione led the Roughriders to its 100th playoff victory with a 3-0 win 

over Otero Junior College, notching his 535th career win. Yavapai 

advances to its ~0th national tournament since 1990. 

~m Coo, Ro~ers W,,ams men’s coach 
On Wednesday, Oct. 16, with a 3-0 victory over Mass Dartmouth, Cook 
recorded his 300th career college win. His career grand total at the time 
(,nc,ud,ng h,st,me as a high schoo, coach> was 4~7-~-107. 
erant ~anay, Concoraia (Ore.} women’s coach 
Candy posted his 300th career win after leading the Cavaliers to a 9-0 win 
over Oregon mech on October ~1. Candy has been with the Concordia 
program for17 years. 

Ralph Perez, University of Redlands men’s soccer 
Perez tallied his 300th career win on October 30 when the Bulldogs 
earned a ~-1 win over Chapman. Perez has ~9 years of coaching under 
his belt, including 26 as a head coach and eighth with Redlands. 

Bill Bahr, Olivet Nazarene women’s coach 
Bahr earned his 200th career win after Olivet Nazarene’s 2-0 win against 
Robert Morris (111.) in early November= Bahr entered the season ranked the 

Troy Fabiano, Wisconsin-Parkside women’s soccer 



Head Coach Troy Fabiane became just the 21st active coach in NCAA 
Division II to notch 200 wins as the University of Wisconsin-Parkside 

WulfKoch, Auburn Montgomerymen’scoach 
Aftera 2-1 win againstMobileon October21, Koch notched his200th 

Ron Pu[vers, Cal StateSan Marcos men’ssoccer 
FollowingtheCougars’ 2-1 winoverWestminster(Utah), Pulversearnea 
his 200th careervictory as a head coach coach. At the time, he wasthe 
20th active head coach in the NAIA with 200 career wins. 

overConcordia-Moorhead on Oct. 2. His 100winsare morewinaforthe 

Auggies than the program had in the 24 seasons priorto his arrival at 

On SeptemberT, Moodg notched his ~00thwin a~a~nst UW-Stout. 

hasledthe Nawkstothe200a, 20~0, 20~ and 20~2 Commonwealth 

In his seventh season a~ the he~m, Vasconcelos earned h~s ]00th 

7ears, he has led the kTnx to five New ~n~land Collegiate Conlerence 

Belowaresomeoftheapproaching deadlinescollegecoachesshould 

know. Additional information is available at the NSCAA College Awards 
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Can 
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Win 
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College College 
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College 
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N/A 
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Vote 
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11/1 11/27 ~ 
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11/13 11/20 
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Wednesday, Now 13, discussing coaching philosophies while discussing 

Want to make a difference in the NSCAA on a global strategic level? As a 
member, you havean opportunitytodojustthat byvotingonthe Board of 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiThisyear~se~ecti~n involvestwoofficerpositions(Vice Presidentof 
Education andVice PresidentofMembership) andthreeconstituent 

representatives(GidsYouth Nep, Boys High School Nep, andWomen’s 

Readthecandidate biosatthe Board ofDirectorelection pa.qeon 
NSC,~.com. Then log into myNSC~ to submit yourvote. You can also 

Forward to a friend or colleaflue 
We welcome and appreciate fon~larding of our newsletters in the~? ent~;~ety or in pa~t with proper attribution 

To unsubscribe from this email list, click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: ttigh School No. 1 teams both win state titles 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Thursday, Nov. 14, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[WEEKLY ~NKINGS] Mason (Ohio) remained first ~n the NSCAA High 

School Fall Boys Top 25 ahead of Carmichael (Calif.) Jesuit and 

~[mington (Det.) Sales~anum. Jack Clark’s 31st 8oat of the season 

8ave Mason a 1-0 win over Mentor in the Ohio D~sion I final for its 
first state ~tte. For the complete Top 25 ranNngs ...... R,~a~ the 

by Soccer America 

by Mike WoitalM 

The U.S. national team career of Brandi Chastain, 
most famous for her title-clinching penalty kick at 
the 1999 Women’s World Cup~ spanned from 1988 to 
2004 and included 1996 and 2004 Olympic 

medals ...... ~¢,o re 



[WEEKLY RAHKIHGS] Germantown Houston, which won the 

Tennessee Class AAA title with a 3-1 win over Ravenwood, took 
over the top spot in the HSCAA High School Fall Girls Top 25 
rankings after Exeter lost to Bedford, I-0, in the Hew Hampshire 
Division I final. The loss, which dropped Exeter out of the Top 25, 

ended the Blue Hawks’ 42-game winning streak and four-year reign 

as state champs. For the complete Top 25 rankings ...... .~,~a(I the 

by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY] Real Salt Lake AZ is the only undefeated 

and untied team left in the Development Academy under-17/18 age 

group. It improved to 5-0-0 with a 4-I win over Arsenal FC on goals 

by Corey Baird, Eric Carbajal, Jose Hernandez and Hiki Jackson. 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER] Tab Ramos, who played on three U.S. World Cup 
teams and coached the USA at the 2013 Under-20 World Cup, has 

been named U.S. Soccer’s youth technical director, filling a 

posiUon left vacant by the move of his former U.S. national team 

midfield partner Claudio Reyna to a position at Hew York City FC, 
the new MLS club .... 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH FUTSAL] U.S. Youth Futsal recently hosted the 

nation’s first-ever futsal coaching course in Mansfield, Mass. FIFA 

instructors Keith Tozer and Constantine Konstin led 22 coaches 
representing 12 states and Bermuda through the two-day event, 
complete with classroom and court sessions .... ~a~ ti~e who~a 
s~op/ 

by Mike Woita~la 

[VIDEO PICK: Skills] A 9-year-old in FC Cologne’s youth program 

pulled off two spin moves -- aka Zidane Pirouettes -- before hitting 

the net. One would have been impressive enough, but he managed 

and finished with a goal....Rt~ad t:~e v,,ho’;e s~ery 

by Soccer America 

[CANADA SERIES] The USA will face Canada in a pair 
of under-17 men’s fHendl~es FHday and Sunday in Ft. 
Lauderda[e~ Fla. In addition to the 28 players in 
residency~ U.S. U-17 national team coach ...... Mo~e 
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issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~in receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 
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.~-et’@,, are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future dick ~e~e. 
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There Are Two Kinds of People _. 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 
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Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 
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Mici:ael st michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

VIDEO: Michael’s Keynote Speech at the 2013 National 
Forum on Character Education 
Michael delivered the closimg keynote st the amiuM Character 
Educa~im~ Partnership conference October 26 in Washim,)te..",, 
DC, See video of the speech here, 
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schools. Sho~ here >> 
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Speech at the 2013 National 
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Suitability Versus 
Capability 
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Listen or re~d more 
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Soccer on TV News: All World Cup playofI; available to U.S. viewers 

Thursday= Nov. 14= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Paul Kennedy and Ridge Mahoney 

MLS is off, as are the big European leagues, but thet~ is lots of soccer on the air over the next six days. 

The final 11 berths in the World Cup will be decided, and all the playoff games - the two legs of the four European series and 

the second legs of the five Africans series and two intercontinental series - will be available to U.S. viewers. 

The action begins Friday with the first legs of the four European playoffs and ends Wednesday with New Zealand-Mexico 

(kickoff at 1 a.m. ET) and Uruguay-Jordan, both mere formalities. 

FRIDAY, November 15 

ICELAND-CROATIA (ESPN3) 2 pm. 

PORTUGAL-SWEDEN (ESPN Deportes, ESPN3) 2:40 pm. 

UKRAINE-FRANCE (ESPN3) 2:40 pm; (ESPN Deportes, delay) 4:45 pm. 

GREECE-ROMANIA (ESPN3) 2:40 pm. 

SATURDAY, November 16 

NIGERIA-ETHIOPIA (BeIN Sport, Bein Sport en Espanol) 10 am. 

SENEGAL-IVORY COAST (BelN Sport, Bein Sport en Espanol) 2 pm. 

SUNDAY, November 17 

CAMEROON-TUNISIA (BelN Sport, Bein Sport en Espanol) 9 am. 

TUtESDAY, November 19 

EGYPT.GHANA (BelN Sport, Bein Sport en Espanol) 11 am. 

ALGERIA-BURKINA FASO (BelN Sport, Bein Sport en Espanol) 1 pm. 

ROMANIA-GREECE (ESPN3), 2 pm. 

CROATIA-ICELAND (ESPN3), 2:15 pm 

SWEDEN-PORTUGAL (ESPN2, ESPN Deportes), 2:25 pm. 

FRANCE-UKRAINE (ESPN3), 3 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, November 20 

NEW ZEALAND-MEXICO (ESPN, Univision, Univision Deportes), 1 am 

URUGUAY-JORDAN (BelN Sport, Bein Sport en Espanol) 6 pm. 

Note: All times are ET. 

(Check network web sites for streaming availability online and on tablets and mobile phones.) 

VIEF~I HIllED t3Y EEIN SPORT. Former Italian international Christian Vieri has been hired to join the ranks of belN SPORT 

commentators, deputy managing director Antonio Briceno told Soccer America in an exclusive telephone interview Thursday. 

Briceno said Vieri, 40, will soon start appearing as a guest on the network’s studio show, ’q’he Locker Room," and would take 

up a spot as a regular contributor early next year. 

"He played in Spain and France and for the three biggest clubs in Italy as well as the Italian national team," said Briceno. ’We 

think his experience is very good for our audience." 

Vieri, who was born in Italy but raised in Australia, retired in 2009 after a long career in Europe that included time at Atletico 

Madrid and Monaco, as well as stints in his native country with many clubs, including Juventus, Inter Milan and AC Milan. He 

also scored 23 goals in 49 international appearances for Italy, for which he contributed nine of those goals in as many games 

during the 1998 and 2002 World Cups. 

He joins former Mexican international striker Hugo Sanchez, hired last month for the network’s Spanish-language outlet, belN 

SPORT en Espanol. Sanchez debuted as a commentator on coverage of the Barcelona-Real Madrid match Oct. 26. 

’We think our fans want to hear from these former players about what it is like to be in the biggest games," said Briceno. 

’With Hugo, it’s not only that you have someone who won the [La Liga] scoring title more times [five] than anyone when he 

was with Real Madrid, but also the very hard job as coach of the national team of Mexico." 



MEN’S COLLEGE ACTION. Men’s college conference tournament play will conclude Sunday with four games on ESPN3, plus 

games on ESPNU, Fox Sports 2, CBS Sports Network and BTN, among others. 

Click here for all the listings. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Nov 14, 2013 

I=EEDBA(:;~K: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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College Soccer Reporter: Men’s conference tournament action 
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Friday, Nov. 15, 2013 

No. 23 William & Mary wins, 6-3, in CAA semifinal 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER: Conference Tournaments] In the highest-scoring 
game in the history of the CAA Tournament, No. 23 WitUam & Mary 
defeated UNCW, 6-3, to advance to Saturday’s final against top- 
seeded Drexel, which reached the championship game for the first 

time in school history after beating No. 19 Delaware, 7-6, on penalty 

kicks following a 2-2 draw. No. 21 Saint Louis moved into the 

AttanUc-10 semifinals with a 2-0 victory over Massachusetts .... Read 
the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

Men’s conference tournament play wilt conclude 
Sunday with four games on ESPN3, plus games on 

ESPNU, Fox Sports 2, CBS Sports Network and BTN, 
among others ....... More 

NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament schedule 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] The NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament begins 
Friday with 15 first-round games. Three No. 1 regiona[ seeds wit[ be 

in action: Virginia, Virginia Tech and Ftorida State. For the comptete 
schedule .... Read the whole story 

A move to go directly to Caribbean source 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Up unU[ now, most of the Caribbean prayers who 
have starred in MLS have atmost without exception come via the U.S. 

cortege ranks. They were atready residing in the United States (Uke 
Shatrie Joseph and Ezra Hendrickson) or first came for boarding 

schoo[ (Shavar Thomas) or recruited to pray cortege soccer (Stern 
John and Andy WitUams). Now MLS wit[ go directly to the source with 

the launch of the first Caribbean player combine in January .... Read 
the whole story 

Around the Net 

ACC sweep of No. 1 seeds ’mind-boggling’ 
Newport News Daily Press 

Four ACC teams ctaimed the No. 1 regiona[ seeds in the NCAA 
Women’s Tournament, marking the first time any conference has 

swept the top seeds. Ftorida State, North CaroUna and Virginia are 
at[ big names, but Virginia Tech? "It is a Uttte mind-boggUng," Hokies 

coach Chugger Adair said. "You figure the committee is going to mix 
it up a Uttte bit." The Hokies beat unbeaten Virginia in the semifinats 

before [osing to Ftorida State in the final "1 think it shows the quaUty 
of our conference," he added. "If it’s going to happen in any sport, I 
think ...... Read the whore story 

Attention: College soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 
2014 camps? Register for the Soccer America Camps 

& Academies directory, Soccer America’s poputar e- 

fetter. For more information ..... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. German U-9 scores after two pirouettes 

2. Scots try to look on positive side 

3. Brandi Chastain: ’Give power to the 
players’ 

4. Dempsey and Fabian Johnson out with 
injuries 

5. Notre Dame, Maryland and Virginia 
advance 

Dunn sidelined for North Carolina’s opener 
Raleigh News & Observer 

Defending champion North CaroUna wit[ be without 2012 Soccer 



America Women’s Player of the Year Crystal Dunn for the opening 

game of its title defense Saturday against liberty. The U.S. 

international sat out the overtime loss to Florida State in the ACC 
semifinals with a leg injury, and her status for the NCAA Tournament 
is uncertain. Coach Anson Dorrance was encouraged with Heels’ play 
despite the loss to Florida State. "We were playing without Crystal 

Dunn, our top offensive player, and without Cait[in Bail, our top 
defender, and we played them better than we did early in the ... 

...Read the whole story 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The Big Dance begins this weekend, as the 
Division I women’s soccer tournament gets 
off the ground. Here’s everything you need to 
know about the main event. 
MORE: 2013 D1 NCAA Women’s Bracket 

GRAND£ T£AN[RANK TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update takes a look at the top 
older girls clubs. See which clubs made an 
impression over the past few weeks. 

20&4 @A CLASS  : :ORECAST 
Who would the TopDrawerSoccer.com staff 
recommend for MLS to sign to Generation 
adidas deals for the 2054 SuperDraft? Here 
are seven players ca#able of making an 

impact next seasonl×:: PremierC°ntent I 

DID YOU SEE? 

Barcelona top 5 youth goals 
is back it’s just as good as 
before, maybe better. 

Revisiting the lV]LS game of 
the year: LA Galaxy 2, San 
lose 3. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Florida Rush 

The annual Champions Cup, hosted by 
Florida Rush SC, has developed into one of 
the top youth tournaments in Florida. In 
2013, we had 356 teams participating in the 
event. 

Don’t miss out and join us for the 2014 
Champions Cup presented by Chevrolet which 
will be played May 17-18, 2014 in Orlando, 
Florida. 

Click here for more details and to register 
online. 

For more info CL][CK HERE, 
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Section 2: Bayem Munich Posls Record Turnover 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Nov. 15, 2013 

Bayern Munich Posts Record Turnover 
ESPN FC 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Bayern Munich, winner of an unprecedented treble in 2012-13, posted record turnover of 432.8 million 

euros ($583.4 million) last season, up from 373.4 million euros ($503 million) in 2011-12. The German giant 

achieved this despite payroll costs of over 200 million euros, which are as high as those of Bundesliga clubs 

Braunschweig, Freiburg, Augsburg, Berlin, Numberg, Mainz, Hoffenheim and Frankfurt combined, according to Die 

Welt. 

However, the news was overshadowed by the first speech of CEO Uli Hoeness following news of his tax trial, 

beginning next March. Hoeness broke into tears after Bayern CEO Karl-Heinz Rummenigge introduced his friend 

and the club’s member’s could be heard chanting: "Uli Hoeness, you are the best man." 

The Bayern CEO said: "I’m overwhelmed. Not just because of your speech, Karl-Heinz, but because of the reaction 

of our membership." He added that he would call for a vote of confidence from the club’s 200,000-Nus members in 

the near future. "1 wish to give the membership the right to decide whether I’m still the right president for this club," 

he said. 

The vote of confidence comes in response to several leading German newspapers demanding that Hoeness step 

down. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Monaco Owner Considered Buying Man United 
Give Me Sport 

AS Monaco owner Dmitry Rybolovlev revealed that he considered buying Manchester United a few years ago. In 

an interview with Sport Witness, the Russian billionaire reveals that United and several other clubs were on his 

shopping list before he eventually settled on Monaco, then of Ligue 2, in June 2011. 

"Before Monaco, other clubs interested me," Rybolovlev said. "Like Manchester United where I had a box. But AS 

Monaco is a club with a long and beautiful history and a team both local and national. In a way, it really is a unique 

club." 

He added that he initially fell in love with the game after attending a Premier League match as a spectator. "The first 

football game I went to was about ten years ago, at Chelsea," he said. "Not in a box but in the stands, with the fans. 

I discovered that unique emotion only football can create." 

RybNovlev has since spent 150 million pounds ($242 million) on bringing new players to the Stade Louis II, 

including Radamel Falcao, James Rodrigt~ez, Joan Moutinho and Geoffrey Kondogbia. 

- Read the whole story... 

Spanish Soccer Federation Defends Equatoria~ Guinea Friendly 
AS 

Spain on Friday becomes the first European country to play in Equatorial Guinea, but it does so amid controversy. 

According to Jacinto Lara, head of the Spanish branch of Amnesty International (APDHE), FIFA should cancel the 

game due to "kidnapping, torture and executions" in the country under the regime of President Teodoro Obiang, 

who is viewed as a dictator. "[Spanish soccer federation president ,~,nge~ Maria] ViHar cannot sit at the same table 

as Obiang, a dictator who commits abhorrent crimes and who is seeking to make political use of the world 

champions," Lara said. 

AS claims that Spain’s soccer federation (RFEF) consulted the Spanish government before green-lighting the 

friendly in Malabo. Even so, the RFEF maintains that there is nothing political about Friday’s game. "People want to 

turn a sporting matter into a political one, and they’re managing it," the RFEF said. "But if Spain are playing in 

Equatorial Guinea, it isn’t to pander to Obiang, but to give the Guinean people something to cheer about and to 

provide financial help to the country’s football federation, which is penniless. That’s why we’re going for free." 



Despite this, Lara claims: "There’s only one thing worse than playing there, and that’s the world champions having 

their photos taken with the dictator." But the RFEF insists that will not happen: "There will be no photos or 

receptions with Obiang. Our contact with him will be limited to the match, if he is in attendance," an unnamed high- 

ranking official tells AS. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Faicao Leads Colombia Past 
Associated Press 

Thursday’s clash between two World Cup favorites saw Colombia come away from a soldout King Baudouin Stadium 

with a 2-0 win against Belgium. AS Monaco striker Radamel Fa~cao opened the scoring in the 52nd-minute by 

breaking the offside trap and rounding Belgium goalkeeper Simon Mignolet. Fifteen minutes later, substitute Victor 

Ibarbo put the match away with a controlled shot and volley in the area. Belgium failed to put away its chances, with 

both Marouane Fe~lair)i and Dries Mertens hitting the same post within seven minutes of each other. 

"Falcao proved his value to us again," Colombia coach Jose Pekerman said. "He has an enormous potential." 

Colombia is ranked fourth in the world according to FIFA, while Belgium is fifth. Both countries will be seeded at next 

summer’s World Cup in Brazil. Colombia will complete its mini tour of Europe with a game against the Netherlands 

next Tuesday, when Belgium will meet Japan. 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Telegraph 

Arsenal is monitoring Karim Benzema, Edin Dzeko and Javier Hernandez, the Daily Telegraph reports, as North 

London club aims to add another striker to its roster during the January transfer window in order to provide 

adequate competition for Olivier Giroud. The France international has started every Premier League and UEFA 

Champions League game for the Gunners so far this season. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ribery Prepares for 2013 Ballon d’Or 
Football Espana 

In an interview with L’Equipe, Franck Ribery reveals that his wife has already cleared space in their living room for 

the 2013 Ballon d’Or. "Under the fireplace in the living room. My wife has already prepared a place for it go, 

everything," the Bayern Munich winger said. "1 try not to think about it, but she is thinking about it a lot. At Bayern 

everyone believes that I will win." He added: "Before this year I was very good. Now I am the best." 

- Read the whole story... 

U.S. men’s national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann described the loss of captain Clint Dempsey for the USA’s 

upcoming friendlies as a "big bummer," because the Seattle Sounders forward has struggled to regain his form and 

fitness since joining the MLS club over the slimmer. 

"It’s a big bummer for us, really," Klinsmann said after Dempsey limped out of training earlier this week with a calf 

injury. "He’s our captain, and he’s a leader in our group. What he’s done for us over the past couple of years for us 

is priceless and seeing him limping off the field the other morning was a real shock to us. He was really hungry for 

these two friendlies," the German added. "Since coming back to the U.S., he’s struggled a little bit because of injury 

and I think it was a little overwhelming first few months for him because of the pressure. He had just started to settle 

and get back into a good rhythm, looking physically good this week, and then this happens. He’ll get a couple of 

weeks of rest and then he’ll come back. It’s a big blow." 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer America Confidential: A tbrgettable night in Glasgow 

Friday, Nov. 15, 2013 

A forgettable night in Glasgow 
By Paul Kennedy 

The last time the USA played Scotland, it won 5-1 in Jacksonville. But that result was quickly forgotten as the 

USA went out four days later and got hammered by Brazil, 4-1. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

How long will it be before Friday’s 0-0 tie in Glasgow is forgotten? How about a nanosecond. 

There was not much to get excited about in the USEs performance against the Scots. Perhaps some good work by Aron 

Johannsson off the bench, in combination with Jozy Altidore and Brek Shea after the USA was listless for the first 70 

minute& But if Brek Shea with a couple of bursts down the left wing is a bright side, that’s all you need to know about the 

match. 

FEW CHANCES. The USA produced just six shots, and the two teams combined for just three shots on goal. 

Scotland’s best chance came in the 53rd minute when Tim Howard needed to make a flying save to tip away Robert 

Bnodgrass’ ft~e kick. 

The USA finally came to life in the last 10 minutes as Altidore turned and broke free at the top of the area, Johannsson’s shot 

was blocked by Scotland keeper David Marshall, and Grant Hanley knocked the rebound in front of the goal off Altidore but 

out of play. Two minutes later, Shea found Johannsson, but the Icelandic-American shot wide. 

The 0-0 draw marked the first time in almost eight months - a span of 17 games - that the USA has not scored at least one 

goal. 

QUIET MIDFIELD. With Fabian Johnson and Clint Dempsey midweek scratches, Jurgen Klinsmann started Eddie 

Johnson on the left side in Johnson’s place and Sacha Kljestan for the first time behind Altidot~. 

The game should have been a showcase for Johnson’s inevitable move from the Sounders, but he was invisible. The Altidore- 

Kljestan experiment was a failure. 

As for the central midfielders, Jerrnaine Jones showed nothing while Michael Bradley, who moved deeper after Mix 

Diskerud came on for Jones, had an unusually quiet second half. 

Aiejandro Bedoya seems to Klinsmann’s current No. 1 choice at right midfield, but he did nothing to nail the starting position 

down. 

By comparison, Shea stood out. As his usual busy self, he showed why Klinsmann keeps bringing him back even if he can’t 

get a game at Stoke City. Will that be enough for Klinsmann to break his rule about players needing to be playing to get 

called in? Well, there are always exceptions. 

BEST YEAR EVER. The draw clinched the USA’s best year ever in terms of winning percentage (more than one game). The 

USA is 16-3--3 after 22 games and will finish the year with a winning percentage of .761 if it loses to Austria on Tuesday in 

Austria. The previous best: .750 in 2005 and 2012. 

Nov. 15 in Glasgow 

Scotland 0 USA 0. 

Scotland -Marshall, Hutton, Whittaker (Wallace 69), Brown, Greer, Hanley, Barman (Naismith 81), Mulgrew, Fletcher, 

Snodgmss (McCormack 69), Conway (Mackay-Steven 84). 

USA - Howard; Evans (Lichaj 72), Gonzalez, Cameron, Beasley; Bradley, Jones (Diskerud 63); Bedoya 0Nondolowski 81), 

Kljestan (Johannsson 63), Johnson (Shea 63); Altidore (Boyd 91+). 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 

Friday, Nov 15. 2013 
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College Soccer Reporter: Virginia men off pull huge comeback wiu; NCAA Women’s Tournament o~uers 

Saturday, Nov. 15, 2013 

Virginia pulls off one of its greatest comebacks 
by Soccer America 
[ACC: Men] Virginia rallied from 12-0 and 3-I down to tie No. i Notre 
Dame 3-3 on a pair of goals in the last five minutes of regulation 
and beat the Fighting Irish, 4-3, in a shootout to advance to the 
ACC final Sunday against defending champion Mary{and, a i-0 
winner over Ciemson in overtime....Read l:he whele story 

Lev-Ari’s hat trick leads %v£atadors past Gauchos 
by Soccer America 

[UC SANTA BARBARA-CAL STATE NORTHRIDGE: Men] Sagi Lev-Ari 

scored a hat trick to lead Cat State Northridge to a 3-2 win over 
No. 11 UC Santa Barbara Foday evening in the Big West semifina[s 
contest at Harder Stadium. UCSB~ which went into the game with 
an 11-match unbeaten streak, finished with nine players after 
having Drew Murphy and Kevin GaFda-Lopez sent off....Read the 
whole story 

College Soccer on TV 

by Soccer America 

Men’s conference tournament play will conclude 

Sunday with four games on ESPN3, plus games on 

ESPNU, Fox Sports 2, CBS Sports Network and BTN, 
among others ....... More 

Soccer on TV 

Mexico’s Shame 



indiana stays a|ive with shootout win over Penn State 

by Soccer America 

[MEH’S SOCCER: Conference Tournaments] Defending champion 
Indiana stayed alive in its bid to return to the NCAA Tournament as 

it beat Penn State in a shootout, 5-% after a 0-0 draw following 

regulation and overtime to advance to the Big Ten finai against 
Michigan State, a I-0 winner over Northwestern. Horth Florida 

(Atlantic Sun) and B~ant (Hortheast) moved into their first 
conference finals. The HoHzon League semifinals were pushed 

back when Cleveland State withdrew after foffe1~n~ ~ win over 
Wright State for usin~ an ineligible player....Read the whole story 

NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament scoreboard 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] No. 2 seed Nebraska advanced to the round of 
32 in the NCAA Tournament with a 4-0 win over Southeastern 
Louisiana thanks to a historic four-goal performance from freshman 

Jaycie Johnson. She is the first freshman and just the fifth player 

in NCAA Tournament history to score four goals in a match. For the 
complete scoreboard .... Read the whole si:ery 

Broncos stun No. 2 regiona~ seed 

by Soccer America 

[MARQUETTE-WESTERN MICHIGAN: Women] Aubrey SudomieCs goal 

in the 84th minute gave Western Michigan a 1-0 win at No. 2 
regional seed Marquette, snapping the Big East champions’ 13-game 

winning streak and their home unbeaten streak that dated back to 
October 2011 .... Read the whole story 

Razorbacks win on road in NCAA Tournament debut 
by Soccer America 

[OKLAHOMA STATE-ARKANSAS: Women] In its NCAA Tournament 

debut, Arkansas knocked off Oklahoma State, 2-1 ~ on the road to 
advance to the round of 32. Tyler Alien’s game-winner came in the 

70th minute when her free kick from just inside midfield sailed into 
the box over the CowgiH defense and bounced into the 

untouched .... Read the whole story 

3. Cristiano Ronaldo and Ibrahimov~c, one will 
miss out 

4, NSCAA High School Fall Boys Top 25 

5. Joe Roth: Sigi stays with the Sounders 
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Al Albert <info@mailva.evite.com> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 9:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Event Update: NSCAA Foundation Event presented by adidas 

I’ve updated my invitation. Check it out to see what’s new. 

View 7 b..is Invi~,ation 





li~k h~e to ~im~ibs~b~ 

F~lm~h~ng~ Net~v~rk C~loraito Sp~qngs CO ~092 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 4:06 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, November 17, 2013 

Sunday, Nov. 17, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

African World Cup qualifying second-leg playoffs continue on Sunday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

BelN SPORT 

2014 FiFA WCQ CAMEROON-TUNISIA (live) 9 am= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

2014 FIFA WCQ CAMEROON-TUNISIA (live) 9 am. 

Spain EIBAR-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) noon. 

Spain CORDOBA-HERCULES (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Friendly ITALY-NIGERIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly ARGENTINA-BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (live) 8:20 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

international Friendly ITALY-NIGERIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

international Friendly ARGENTINA-BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (live) 8:20 pm. 

TUESOAY, Nowmber "~ 

ESPN2 

2014 FIFA WCQ SWEDEN-PORTUGAL (live), 2:25 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

international Friendly ENGLAND-GERMANY (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

2014 FIFA WCQ EGYPT-GHANA (live) 11 am. 

2014 FIFA WGQ ALGERIA-BURKINA FASO (live) 1 pm. 

international Friendly BRAZIL-CHILE (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

International Friendly AUSTRIA-USA (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

2014 CAF WCQ EGYPT-GHANA (live) 11 am. 
2014 CAF WCQ ALGERIA-BURKINA FASO (live) 1 pm. 

international Friendly BRAZIL=CHILE (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

2014 FIFA WCQ SWEDEN-PORTUGAL (live), 2:25 pm. 

international Friendly SOUTH AFRICA-SPAIN (delay) 4:45 pm. 

UNIMAS 

international Friendly AUSTRIA-USA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

2014 FIFA WCQ ROMANIA-GREECE (live), 2 pm. 

International Friendly SOUTH AFRICA-SPAIN (live), 2:30 pro. 

2014 FIFA WCQ CROATiA-ICELAND (live), 2:15 pm. 



international Friendly NETHERLANDS-COLOMBIA (live), 2:30 pm. 

2014 FIFA WCQ FRANCE-UKRAINE (live), 3 pm. 

FO~SOCC~R2GO.¢of~ 

international Friendly ENGLAND-GERMANY (live) 3 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, November 2:0 

ESPN 

2014 FIFA WCQ NEWZEALAND-MEXICO (live), 1 am 

BelN SPORT 

2014 FIFA WCQ URUGUAY-JORDAN (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

20t4 FIFA WCQ URUGUAY-JORDAN (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

2014 FIFA WCQ NEWZEALAND-MEXICO (live), I am 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Socceron TV ~r Sunday, Nov. 17, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

SoccerROM Admin <admin@soccerrom.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SoccerROM News - November 2013 

To keep you informed abom our latest updates, we’re writing witl~ the following news ite~ns. Be sure to read the summaries mid check out the links below! 

¯ New Coaching Essay: "Finishing Strong in Competirion" 

¯ SixNew Exercises Posted 

¯ New Titles in the SoccerMall! 

¯ November DVD Giveaway Reminder 

New Coaching Essay: "Finishing Strong in Competition" 

Has your temn ever been in the lead late in a game, then become so concerned about "not messing up" that you straggled to finish the game well and lost in the end? 

Most athletes know that it takes InentaJ~ toughness and strong desire to come from behind, but how should you approach those times when you want to preserve the 

lead? 

This month, we are pleased to once again feature an essay from Soccer Psychology Tips. Finishing Strong in Competition was excerpted from Jaki Hitzelberger’s 

and Dr. Patrick Cohn’s "Mental Game Strategies for a Strong Finish" e-book. This axticle examines some common mistakes that athletes make when playing with a 

lead, and oilers five specific recommendations to help your team finish games as strongly as they started them. 

We invite you to read this essay, and we encourage you to visit Soccer Psychology Tips tbr more gnidance on how your players ca~ benefit t?om mental coaching. 

Six New Exercises Posted 

We have posted six new training exercises in the "Free Features" section of our site. The latest featured exercises (with full descriptions and 3-D illustrations) me: 

¯ Exercise #1: Three-Minute Jugo, qJing 
¯ Exercise #2: Punclfing-to-Nmnbers 
¯ Exercise #3:2v2 in a Grid to Target Players 
¯ Exercise #4: ~Mtenmting DMng and lvl Saves 
¯ Exercise #5: Hot Potato Volleys 
° Exercise #6: "Between-the-Le~s" Diving Saves 

New Titles in the SoccerMall! 

We have recently added a number of new DVDs to the SoccerMall! Check out tl~ese new rifles today, and don’t forget to order your copies now! 

24 Fun Activities tbr Youfli Soccer 

Ha34ng the 4-2-3-1 System 

Defeating the 3-5-2 with the 4-2-3-1 

Building to V~in: Attacking Out of the Back 

Creating to \Vin: Attacking in the Final Third 

ConnedJng tn Win: Putting It All Together 

Working to \Vin: Fitness with the Ball 

You can aJso purchase the two 4-2-3-1 DVDs in a set, and save $5 on your purchase! 

¯ The 4-2-3-1 System for Soccer 2-Pack 

For even more savings, you can purchase the four Ridenour DVDs in a set, and save $20 on your purchase! 

¯ Coaching to \Vin in Soccer Series 

November DVD Giveaway Reminder 

You srill have two weeks to paxricipate in the November D’vq) Giveaway! SoccerROM is teaming up with Soccer Learning Systems to give away the following rifle: 

¯ NSC_/U~ Soccer Goalkeeper Training Part 3 

To be automaticdlly entered into the drawing, simply make a purchase of $50 or more (excluding shipping and freight charges) from the SoccerROM SoccerMall by 

the end of this month. For full giveaway rules, please see onr Contest Rules page. 

Enter today, and take advantage of this easy opportunity to win a great video! 



Thanks! 

SoccerROM, LLC 
6929 JFK Blvd #20-261 

Nol~th Little Rock AR 72116 

www.SoccerROM.com 

bbllow us on l~cebook and Twitter.t 

IJ)~ou do not wish to receive our monthly newsletters, please reply to this note to let us know and your address will be blockedJ?om all future mailings. 
this was forwarded m you by aJ?iend, you can join our mailing list by writing to admin@~oeeerront com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
Monday, November 18, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
College Soccer Reporter: Men’s conference tournament weekend 

Socce:rAmericai’s 

©@ L L N P,, R E PO R TE R 
YOUR BRIEFING ON THE NATI,ONAL COLLEGE SCENE 

Monday, Nov. 18, 2013 

Hoosiers complete high-stakes Big Ten sweep 
by Soccer America 

[INDIANA-MICHIGAN STATE: Men] Defending national champion 
Indiana entered the Big Ten Tournament with a 6-10-1 record and in 

danger of missing out on the NCAA Tournament for the first time 

since 1986 unless it won the tournament title. But the Hoosiers 
swept at[ three games, beating regular-season champion Penn State 
in a shootout in the semifinals and Michigan State, 1-0, in the final 

...Read the whole story 

College Soccer on TV 
by Soccer America 

The NCAA Selection Show to announce the Division I 
men’s soccer tournament field wit[ be streamed live 
on NCAA.com at 12 p.m. ET .... More 

Terrapins exit ACC with another championship 
by Soccer America 

[MARYLAND-VIRGINIA: Men] Maryland wit[ be leaving for the Big Ten 
next season, and its ACC opponents wilt say good riddance. The 
Terrapins won their third title in four years with a 1-0 win over 

Virginia in their ACC finale on Sunday to cap what Maryland coach 
Sasho Orovski catted "one of the great moments in my coaching 

career." ...Read the whole story 

Attention: College soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 

2014 camps? Register for the Soccer America Camps 
& Academies directory, Soccer America’s popular e- 

letter. For more information ..... More 

Muhammad’s shootout heroics earn Bulls title 

by Soccer America 

[USF-CONNECTICUT: Men] By most estimates, UConn junior Andre 

Blake is the best goalie prospect in cortege soccer, but the Jamaican 
met his match in USF goalkeeper Brentton iviuhammad. The senior 

stopped three straight UConn penalty kicks -- the first two to keep 
the Butts alive -- and give the Butts the first-ever American Athletic 

Conference championship with a 6-5 shootout win .... Read the whole 
story 

Middies return to NCAA Tournament after quarter century 
by Soccer America 

[NAVY-HOLY CROSS: Men] Navy won the Patriot League with a 2-0 
win over Holy Cross for its 14th straight win, the longest winning 

streak in the nation. The win also sent the Midshipmen into the NCAA 
Tournament for the first time since 1988 .... Read the whole story 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Soccer on TV 

2. College Soccer on TV 

3. NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament 
scoreboard 

4. Mexico’s Shame 

5. Cristiano Ronaldo and Ibrahimovic, one 
will miss out 

Men’s Conference Tournament Scoreboard 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER] Bad weather in the Midwest played havoc with 
Sunday’s finals, forcing delays and last-minute venue changes before 

George Mason (Atlantic-10), iviitwaukee (Horizon) and Bradley 
(Missouri Valley) won conference titles. For at[ the conference 

results .... Read the whole story 

NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] The NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament moves 



into the second and third rounds at regional sites. The only unseeded 

team to host wi[[ be Duke. Play begins Thursday with a doubleheader 
at No. 1 Florida State. For the complete schedule .... Read the whole 
story 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The fall update for the 2016 girls IMG 
Academy 150 is out today, and there is a new 
player on top. How was the Top 10 affected? 

Conference champions help reshape the Top 
25 in the final weekend of the regular season 
in men’s Division I college Soccer. 
MORE{: Women’s Top 25 after NCAA Round 1 

ECNL Phoenix comes to a conclusion on 
Sunday with a display of creativity from a 
striker and a showcase of depth from a 
Southern California squad. 

~ Showcase Standouts 

DID YOU SEE? 

U14 Academy players 
showcased talent at West 
Coast event. 

Next gen consoles are 
almost here, which means 
FIFA 14 ’splosion. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

2014 NSCAA Convention 

Register today for the 2014 NSCAA 
Convention in Philadelphia, PA, January 15- 
19~ 

Soccer’s Biggest Party brings together 
coaches, players, administrators, business 
leaders, referees and fans from all over the 
world. Come and be a part of the fast 
growing soccer community! 

No other event for soccer coaches matches 
the level and depth of high profile clinicians, 
variety of networking and continuing 
education opportunities, and the fun and 
excitement all packed into five days. 

if you’re serious about coaching, you need to 



be at the NSCAA Convention. 

Click here for more information. 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The fall update for the 2016 girls IMG 
Academy 150 is out today, and there is a new 
player on top. How was the Top 10 affected? 

Conference champions help reshape the Top 
25 in the final weekend of the regular season 
in men’s Division I college Soccer. 
MORE{: Women’s Top 25 after NCAA Round 1 

ECNL Phoenix comes to a conclusion on 
Sunday with a display of creativity from a 
striker and a showcase of depth from a 
Southern California squad. 

~ Showcase Standouts 

DID YOU SEE? 

U14 Academy players 
showcased talent at West 
Coast event. 

Next gen consoles are 
almost here, which means 
FIFA 14 ’splosion. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

2014 NSCAA Convention 

Register today for the 2014 NSCAA 
Convention in Philadelphia, PA, January 15- 
19~ 

Soccer’s Biggest Party brings together 
coaches, players, administrators, business 
leaders, referees and fans from all over the 
world. Come and be a part of the fast 
growing soccer community! 

No other event for soccer coaches matches 
the level and depth of high profile clinicians, 
variety of networking and continuing 
education opportunities, and the fun and 
excitement all packed into five days. 

if you’re serious about coaching, you need to 



be at the NSCAA Convention. 

Click here for more information. 
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College Soccer Reporter: Final Soccer America Top 25 men’s rankings 

Tuesday, Nov. 19, 2013 

Soccer America Men’s Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[FINAL RANKINGS] Pac-12 champion Washington finished as the No. 
1 team in the final Soccer America Men’s Top 25 rankings ahead of 
UCLA. ACC champion Maryland was No. 3 while Notre Dame and 
Akron completed the top five. For the final Top 25 rankings ... 
...Read the whole story 

NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER] Tournament play in the NCAA Division I Men’s 

Tournament begins with the first round on Thursday. The 16 seeds 
win play the first-round winners on Sunday. For the complete 

schedule....Read the whole story 

NCAA D]vMon I Women’s Tournament Schedule 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] The NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament moves 
into the second and third rounds at regional sites. The only 

unseeded team to host will be Duke. Play begins Thursday with a 

doubleheader at No. I Florida State. For the complete schedule. 
...Read the whole story 

Attent]on: College soccer camp d]rector, 
by Soccer America 

Nave you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 
20~4 camps? Register for the Soccer America Camps 
~t Academies directory, Soccer America’s popular e- 
letter. For more information ..... More 

1, Soccer on TV 

2, College Soccer on TV 

3. 20~3 Top 20 U.S. Soccer Crowds 

4. NCAA Div%ion I Women’s Tournament 
~coreboard 



by Soccer America 

[HAIA: Men] Grand View is the No. 1 seed in the t4AIA Men’s 
Tournament, which begins with 16 first-round games. The 

nationa[ championship wiU be prayed Dec. 2-7 at the Emo~ Fo[m~r 

YMCA Soccer Complex in Montgome~ Ala .... Read the whole stery 

Defending champion Lindsey Wilson returns as No. I seed 
by Soccer America 

[NAIA: Women] Defending national champion and top seed Lindsey 

Wilson heads the 31-team field for the HAIA Women’s Tournament. 
Play begins Saturday with first-round action .... Read the who~e 
story 

Conference Tournament Scoreboard 
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Voting lbr the All-America program is o~n 

Voting for the 2013 NSCAA~Continental Tire College All-America program is now open. Men’s 
and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II, and III levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program are eligible to vote. Voting remains open until midnight 
(CDT) on Tuesday November 26 2013. 

Important! You should vote regardless if you had a player(s) nominated. Participation by all 
college coaches is critical to a quality selection process. Please participate and support 
recognition of deserving student-athletes. 

Questions or concerns regarding voting and other details related to the College All-America 
program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your college division. Click here 
for a list of the 2013 Colleqe All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
vote. To begin, Iogin to myNSCAA College Services. and enter your user ID followed. There 
is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, click on the "Nominations and Voting" tab at the top of your page and 
you will be directed to a voting page with step-by-step instructions on completing your ballot. 
First steps include verifying your team and your schedule. You will be voting for an all- 
opponent team which means you will only see players from teams that you played during the 
2013 regular season and who were nominated by their institution. You will not see your own 
players. You may vote for up to 22 players (11 first team, 11 second team) including three 
forwards, three midfielders, three defenders, one goalkeeper and one at-large (any position). 
You do not have to vote for a complete ballot but you must vote for a minimum of 14 players. 

Once all your votes are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An email will be returned 
confirming your nomination. You may go back and make changes to your ballot any time 
prior to the November 26 deadline. All-Region and All-America teams will be announced by 
the NSCAA in December. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Io in and be in now. 

Reminder: Nominations for Assistant Coach of the Year and Scholar All-America remain 
open. Go to the Nominations and Voting in the College Services area of your myNSCAA 
account to nominate your assistant coach or a deserving student-athlete. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here¯ 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

Ni Informz for iMIS 
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Why great athletes are great liars 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Why great athletes are great liars 

We all do it, Fibbing, Mind tricks. White lies. Tall tales. Propaganda. Daydreams, 
Denial. 

Call it what you will, but the truth is in the results: great athletes are great liars. 
The athlete who doesn’t believe anything is possible is the athlete who watches in 
disbelief as their performance stagnates. And, when belief is missing, a space is left 
behind, wide open and ready to breed negative attitudes, diminished skill, and 
leaving the team as a whole vulnerable to failure. 

Self-deception (as we at Positive Performance like to call it) is an easily integrated 
tactic for building within athletes a fierce will to succeed and an even stronger 
desire to win. In fact, you can do it in just four easy steps. 

Read More... 

]:n other news.,. 
New +Performance Teams 
A number of new schools joined the +Performance team. 
Welcome! 

Albany Women’s Basketball 
Illinois State University Women’s Golf, Softball, 
Basketball and Volleyball 
Northeastern University Swimming &. Diving 

New Feature: Assessments 
Benchmarking progress is key with any kind of training. We’ve 
built a custom assessment system that athletes use to 
measure, track and get feedback on their progress throughout 
the program. Additionally, now coaches can see a breakdown 
of how their team is improving and progressing throughout the 
training. 

_B_!2_.q_.l £~__e_£_u_!£~_l ~__c_Le__n__~ £_1 U n s u b s c r i b ÷ 
Positive Performance 1053 S Snoqualmie Seattle, Washington 98108 United States 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U-20s split in Italy; U- 17s sweep Canada; Yanks star in Mexico playofl; 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Wednesday, Nov. 20, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. UNDER-20 MEN] In the first camp of the new wcte~ the 

under-20 na~ona[ team split gvo 8ames asainst Italian pdmavera 

teams, winnins, 4-1, asainst Atatanta after rosin8 to Hellas Verona 
by the same score. Ben Spencer, who debuted this fall for 

Home,an club Motde~ had three of the five U.S. 8oals .... [~ead t#~e 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. UNDER-17 BOYS] The U.S. under-17 na~onat team tuned up 

for next month’s Hike International Friendties with a pair of split- 
squad wins over Canada’s U-17s, 3-0 and 2-0....R(~(~ the who~e 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 

2014 camps? Register for the Soccer America Camps 

& Academies directory, Soccer America’s popular e- 
letter. For more information ..... 



by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD[ Paul Arriola’s fall campaign with Tijuana is 

over -- the defending champion Xolos didn’t make the playoffs -- 

but he’s helped its under-20 team reach the semifinals of Torneo 
National Juvenfl Sub-20 with assists in both legs against Chiapas, 

the second before a crowd of almost 10,000 fans at Estadio 
Caliente. Former U.S. U-17 Stevie Rodriguez added goals in both 

games....Read the ~,~t~.o~e¯ s.b~ry 

by Soccer America 

[HTC CAMP] U.S. under-14 ~irts na~ona[ team head coach April 

K~ter c~Ued up 36 players for the last of three trainin~ camps in 

2013. The week-lon~ event wit[ be~in Saturday at U.S. Socce~s 
National Training Center in Carson~ Calif....Read ~:~e who~e ~ory 

by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] U.S. Soccer has named the finalis~ in five catego~es -- 

Mate~ Female~ Young Male~ Young Female and Disabled Athletes of 

the Year -- for i~ annual Athlete of the Year awards .... Read the 
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Section 1: MLS MVP Trio; Seattle’s new DP; The World Cup 32 

Thursday, Nov. 21, 2013 

Magee, Keane and Oi Vaio up for MVP honors 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS AWARDS] The finalists have been named for 2013 MLS awards, 
including Mike Magee and Robbie Keane, who began the season as 

teammates at the LA Galaxy, and Italian Marco Di Vaio of the 
Montreal Impact, the three finalists for Volkswagen Most Valuable 

Player. For all the awards: ...Read the whole story 

Sounders g~ve Alonso DP contract, re-sign Evans 

by Soccer America 

[MLS TRAHSACTIOIIS] The Seattle Sounders announced last week 
that they had retained Sigi Schmid, their only coach in their five- 

history, so it was only natural that they’ve moved to keep two 

starters who have been with the team since their launch in 2009. 
Captain Osvaldo Alonso was signed to a Designated Player contract 

white Brad Evans was re-signed to a multi-year contract.< ...Read 

the whole story 

Uruguay completes 32-team field 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"We’re bitterly disappointed that the panel 

rejected our appeal for a work permit for Juan .... 
The criteria by which the panel should make work 

permit app[ication decisions are well estab[ished 

and have been in place for some years ... We are 

therefore left amazed that our application for a 
work permit for Juan has been rejected when you 

compare his talent and ability to players who have 

been granted a work permit on appeal in the past." 

-- Stoke City chief executive Tony Scholes after 20- 

year-old American striker Juan Agudelo was denied 

a United Kingdom work permit, scuppering the deal 

that was to send him from the Hew England 

Revolution to English Premier League. (Stoke 

Sentinel) 



[WORLD CUP: Playoffs] The final playoffs for the 2014 World Cup 

were remarkably similar to those of four years a~o. The same five 

African teams won their series. Three of the four European teams - 
- Portugal, Greece and France (without the help this time from the 

hand of Thierry Henry) -- went through a~ain -- Croatia replaced 
nei~hborin~ Slovenia as the fourth -- and Uruguay was the last team 

to qualify....Read the whole story 

Bosnia-Herzegovina is only newcomer 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP: Maldn~ A List] Jordan’s elimination on Wednesday left 
Bosnia-Herzegovina as the only 2014 World Cup qualifier that has 

never played in the finals before. Every other team will have played 

three or more times in the finals. For all-time World Cup 

appearances....Read the whole story 

Marcina handed Scorpions’ head coaching job 

by Soccer America 

[HASL] Alen Marcina~ who took as the interim coach of the San 
Antonio Scorpions midway through the NASL’s fall season foUowin~ 
the departure of Tim Hankinson~ has been ~ven the club’s head 

coaching job .... Read the whole story 

Fine strikes from Barcelona’s little ones 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Barcelona~ half of whose lineup is regularly 

comprised of its youth academy products~ compiles a weekly Top 5 

~oals v~deo from its La Masia players, ,..Read the whole story 

What a difference a generation makes! 

by Randy Vogt 

[A REF’S VIEW] Soccer Americans who have watched 
the Hew York Marathon on TV know that Hew York 
City is made up of five boroughs. I ~rew up in the 
borough of Queens and our ...... More 

~o Soccer America Men’s Top 25 

2., Neymar pulls double sombrero 

3, Orlando takes the fast track 

4, Cristiano Ronaldo and France del~er on 
night of drama 

5, U.S. under-14 girls national team roster 
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College Soccer Reporter: Akron is still winning with new coach and new players 

Thursday, Nov. 21, 2013 

Zips still winning with new coach and new players 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S PREVIEW: Akron-Indiana] What kind of effect has MLS 
defections had on college soccer? Akron has had eight players turn 

pro early in the last three years, including Perry Kitchen, Barren 
Mattocks, DeAndre Yedlin and Wil Trapp, who would have all been 

on this yeaCs Zips team if they had remained in college. But the 

Zips stilt have plenty of talent as they take on defending national 

champion Indiana in the marquee match of the first round of the 

NCAA Men’s Tournament....Read the whole story 

NCAA DMsion ~ Men’s Tournament Schedule 
by Soccer America 
[MEN’S SOCCER] Tournament play in the NCAA Division I Men’s 
Tournament begins with the first round on Thursday. Eight former 
national champions will be in action, including Navy, which is 

making its first postseason appearance in 25 years, quinnipiac and 

Seattle will make their NCAA Tournaments debuts. The 16 seeds 
will play the first-round winners on Sunday. For the complete 

schedule....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We knew this year was important to make sure 

people in the soccer world knew that things were 

going to remain the same." 

-- Akron coach Jared Embick on replacing Caleb 

Porter, who left the Zips to take over the Portland 

Timbers, who play for a place in MLS Cup 2013 on 

Sunday night. Embick’s Zips have a 10-game 

unbeaten streak heading in o Thursday’s NCAA 

Tournament opener against defending champion 

Indiana. (Cleveland Plain-Dealer) 

What a difference a generation makes[ 
by Randy Vogt 



NCAA Division ~ Women’s Tournament Schedule 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEH’S SOCCER] The HCAA Division I Women’s Tournament moves 
into the second round Thursday with a doubleheader at Ho. 1 

Florida State. The Seminoles, unbeaten in their last 32 games at 

home, will be the heavy favorites against Ole Miss. They’ve never 
lost to an SEC opponent in 10 postseason meetings. BYU and 

Colorado will play in the first match on Thursday. For the complete 

schedule....}~.ead the whole story 

Freshman ]~nored by recruiters leads No. 1 Huskies 

:!. :.:.:::.i. :.: T ~:’:.~. ’-: 

Cristian Roldan scored 54 goals as a senior at El Rancho (Calif.) High 

School. It was good enough to be named Gatorade National Player 

of the Year but he escaped the attention of most colleges 

because he played for a small club. "One year ago, I didn’t even 

know if I was going to play college soccer," he said. Fortunately, 
Washington’s Jamie Clark saw Roldan play at the Surf College Cup 

and recruited him. All Roldan has done is take over the central 

midfield role for the No. 1 Huskies and earn Pac-12 Freshman of 

the Year honors .... Read the whole story 

O.uinnip~ac get~ bill chance a~ainst UConn 

Quinoipiac, a small Division I school from Hamden, Conn., gets a 

chance to take on mighty UConn only 54 miles away for only the 

second time as the Bobcats make their HCAA Tournament debut 

Thursday. "Everybody is really exdted about this," Qoinnipiac 

coach Eric Da Costa said. "Obviously, UConn is a storied program 

and [UConn coach Ray Reid] and his staff do a tremendous job. I 

think it creates a little bit of buzz and a lot of exdtement. I think 

it is a perfect matchup." ...Read the whole story 

[A REF’S VIEW] Soccer Americans who have watched 
the Hew York Marathon on TV know that Hew York 
City is made up of five boroughs. I grew up in the 

borough of Queens and our ...... More 

1. Neymar pulis double sombrero 

~. Orlando ~akes ~he fast 

3. Cris~iano Ronaido and France de~er on 

~i~ht of dr~m~ 

5. F~r ~rom home, E~ Tr~ fin~ffy ~e~s ~ob done 
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Soccer Business Insider: The MLS boom, in numbers 

Thursday, Nov. 21,2013 

The NLS boom, in numbers 
By Paul Kennedy 

For those of us who have covered soccer going all the way back to the days of the original NASL, the report 

Forbes published Wednesday on MLS club valuations is stunning. 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Pro soccer, once deemed a wasteland, is booming. 

Go back 30 years, 20 years, 15 years, 10 years, even five years - the year of the previous Forbes’ report on MLS - and the 

idea of pro soccer being a solid investment was a pipe dream. 

Thirty years ago? The NASL was on the verge of collapse. 

Twenty years ago? Work on MLS had begun. But it was slow going. Very slow going. As in it would take another three years 

to get the league off the ground. 

Fifteen years ago? The sale of the LA Galaxy by Marc Rapaport’s LA Soccer Partners to AEG for $26 million was announced 

at MLS Cup 1998, prompting the biggest toast in the history of soccer. The Galaxy owners were getting out and they were the 

first investors ever to make money on American soccer. 

Ten years ago? Instead of moving fonNard, MLS had fallen backward, going from 12 to 10 teams and hanging on with the 

support of only three owners. 

Five years ago, the Seattle Sounders had not even begun play in MLS. That’s how long ago Forbes published its previous 

report on MLS. 

And MLS had only 14 teams in 2008. It just announced its 21st team, Orlando City SC, on Tuesday, and should announce its 

22nd team, Team Beckham in Miami, by the end of the year. 

Here are a few takeways: 

MLS must have had a winner if giant sports and entertainment companies like AEG and Red Bull had gotten in on 

the proverbial ground floor, 

Much was made of the so-called $250 million the Galaxy was paying David Beckham, but that was money well spent if you 

believe Forbes figures: operating revenues of $7.8 million in 2012 - fourth in MLS behind only Seattle, Portland and Houston - 

and an increased valuation of $70 million in five years from $100 million in 2008 to $170 million in 2013. 

According to Forbes, the Red Bulls were MLS’s least profitable with losses of $6.3 million in 2012, but their value has more 

than tripled over the last five years from $33 million to $114 million. A chunk of that comes from the construction of Red Bull 

Arena. But Red Bull - yes, it’s in the business of selling sports and entertainment as much as it’s in the business of selling 

energy drinks - could sell its MLS club tomorrow and more than make up for the annual losses on the Red Bulls. 

it takes $100 million-plus to sit at the MLS table these days. 

In 2008, the Galaxy was the only MLS team valued at $100 million or more. Now, it is one of eight teams valued at $100 

million or more. The average MLS team was worth $37 million in 2008. It’s now worth $103 million, up 178 percent. Nine clubs 

made money in 2012 compared to just three in 2007. 

Earlier this year, Forbes reported the Hunt Sports Group sold the Columbus Crew and Crew Stadium to Anthony Precourt for 

$68 million. That would be considered a bargain price for an MLS club as Columbus is a mid-sized market and Crew Stadium 

is MLS’s oldest and least expensive soccer-specific stadium. 

The Orlando Sentinel reported the expansion fee for Orlando City was $70 million - and that doesn’t include the cost of the 

stadium being built in downtown Orlando. 

By pro sports standards, the revenues of MLS clubs are modest: an average of $26 million. Which means they must 

keep costs -translation: player salaries - down to make money. 

Up until now, MLS has managed to do that thanks to various mechanisms: league approval of all contracts, a salary cap and 

limited free agency, not just the single-entity structure. It also helps that soccer has an open labor market - ie., there is a 



seemingly infinite supply of talent on the international market MLS can import for the same or less money than it currently 

pays its players. 

For better or worse, MLS is the envy of leagues in other sports or soccer leagues around the world as it has contained labor 

costs, but that will get increasingly difficulL 

First of all, the current collective bargaining agreement expires at the end next year. Secondly, MLS’s new owners are on the 

whole more willing to invest in player talent than its original owners and there are more means to do so than in the past 

(multiple DPs, financial incentives from the league with its Providence Equity Partners money). 

The good news is that many clubs have built their own stadiums and are selling out, The bad news is that they are 

selling out. 

The revenues that clubs generate come almost entirely from in-stadium revenue streams, which begs the question, where will 

future growth come from? Most of the soccer-specific stadiums are small facilities with not a lot of room for expansion. 

The first thing, of course, will be to make sure those sellouts are real sellouts. All those empty seats you see at games are 

lost opportunities to make extra revenues with the sale of food and beverage and merchandising. And all those empty seats 

deflate the price at which clubs can sell tickets - or ticket holders can re-sell them. 

the excellent Hollywood Reporter profile of Seattle Sounders majority owner Joe Roth, he found no mor~ proof of the club’s 

mega-success than in surveying the crowd outside CenturyLink Field on game day: "Scalpers. This does my heart good.") 

That MLS clubs rely heavily on in-stadium revenue streams is because MLS’s television revenue is so modest. 

If you want to know why the average player salaries at big European clubs match the entire salary budgets of many MLS 

clubs, you just need to see the discrepancy in broadcast revenues. 

The current deal with MLS’s broadcast partners - ESPN, NBC and Univision - expires at the end next season. The bad news 

is that, according to published reports, MLS ratings were down this year on ESPN/ESPN2 (29 percent to an average of 

220,000 viewers per game) and NBCSN (8 percent to 112,000 per game). 

The good news is that networks have such an appetite for live programming, and there’s so little live programming available to 

buy, MLS should still see a healthy increase in its television revenue. 

Finally - and this is worth underscoring - the growth MLS has achieved over the last five years is all the more 

remarkable when you consider it followed the greatest financial collapse of our lifetime. 

For years, pro soccer was dubbed the next big thing only to fall flat on its face. In the aftermath of the 2008 financial collapse, 

proponents of MLS cautioned that it was only a matter of time - in this case, the economic recovery - before pro soccer took 

off. 

Most economists will agree we’re still waiting for the economic r~covery. But MLS is booming. 
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Wednesday’s Soccer TV: WoHd Cup Qualifying 

If you’re on the East Coast, the second4eg of the ~,M~xico ~ New Zea[aad Worh:l Cup p[ayoff series }@:ks o~ at 1am on 

ESPN and Univis~om Mexk:o leads by four goals. Uruguay - Jordan fimsh theh series on be]N Sport at 6pro w~th U~ uguay 

{eadh~g by five goal.s. Mso oa Wednesday, Fox Deportes has Sao Pauk~ - Ponte Preta in the Copa Sudamerk:ana at 

Their Words 

"Jurgen K{insmans tom us to focus not onfy on the pitc:h but off the pitch. Live as a professional 2417. 

That’s what changed my tuae. I’m aot going out that much anymore. Vm ~ust more cairn, earing beE[or, 

at:ring like every day is a match day. It helps me during the game and practk:e because you have more 

ene~gy~ "Th~s ~s a bk~ part o~ why Um getting betl:e~ aow." US Natk~na~ ’Team p~ayer Terrence Boyd. 

Stoke City Denied Work Permit for Agudelo 
Stoke City announced ~m A’edn..sda,~ that their appeal for a work permit for US soccer p[aye~ Juan Agudelo wasn’t 

graated. Agudelo skCned a pre<:ont:ra~:t with the P~emier League club over t:he summer while he was a member oi the 

tqew England Revetudom Read More 

Two for the Future 

Bv Charles Boehm ~ WASHINGTON, DC (Nov 21,2012) US Soccer Players - Their ,013 ca[enda~ put to rest after 

Tuesday’s 1-0 friendl.y f.oss to AustMa, Judaea KI.insmana and the US Matioaa[ Team wiU now spend the aext six months 
workinB to deterraine which 23 prayers witt gab’, a ])[ace on the officiat roster for World Cup 20i4. 

Youngsters Tenence Boyd and John Brooks ~emain very much in contention for that honor. But whethe~ or not they cart 

vault past: a number of more experienced candklates aad sna~e a seat or two on the flight 

K[msmann’s positive comments after the}r outings in V}enna - and his har, d[h’~g of the duo m genera{- suggest that it’s 

onl.y a matter of time bek~re they’re wearing US ~:ok~rs on the ptanet’s bi}~ges~ 

"t think ,fohn had a good }~arne, growilN 1ate this ~ote and growin}~ into his own kind of position within this roster. 

within this g~oup." said K[insrnana of Brooks, the latest in his sbing of sayW Germaa..Americaa pickups, on Tuesday. 

"He’s becoming part of l:he US team. whit:h is wonderful, to see. t thhlk t:he qualities he’s brhlgiaf~ l:o l:he b~b~.e a~e 

tremendous." 

Making his secoad start for the senior squad~ Brooks showed both the promise and the peH[ that accompanies youag 

prospects. A fleeting raoment of poor pos~tiordng, followed by h~s split second’s hesitation in reacting to Gy6r@/Gancs’ 

low cross, contributed [o Austl’ia’5 game.winmng goal St~[L h~s composure and qua[iW on the ba}.[ was evideat over the 

fU[{ course of 90 n’lhIutes. Read More 

Beckham, LeBron, and Miami 2.0 

By Jason Dav~s - WASHING’YON. DC (Nov 20. 2013) US Soccer P~aye~s - The power of cetebMty is truly somethh~g to 

behold. In 2007, when ~2-year-o[d Da~dd Beckham joined the LA Galaxy and fundamentally changed the way America’s 

s()~:(:er {.eague ~4e~]ed i~:s p{a(:e ~n the wor{d~ ~’A}.S traded on the pheaomenon of cel.ebrity R: push il:seU to a aew level 

The~e was never any attempt by those inv@.ved m BeckhanYs arrwa[ to hide that fact 

:~x !;:-a~ later, Beckham is retired and exploring his (smartl.y negotiated) option to start up a Major League Soccel’ 

franchise. With a buyoin prk:e of just ~’" ~ rai[tion, a fractioa of the ,;oin,; rate for new MLS franchises in the era of rapid 

growth, Beckham intends to put a team ia a lail.ed MLS ma~ ket flora a bygoae time. Welcome to Miami. 

Despite some nominal, debate over which city geckham woutd choose fo~ his foray into American soccer ownership, 

/’41ami was always the Likely choke. The city is the most "Beckham" of the avai[abte optk)ns. The powe~ of Beckham and 

his b~and addresses whatever hesRaace M}.S might have had about l:ryin}~ a(~ain in South ~’{oHda 

’The power of celebrity (:e~tain{y helps, k~,iarai Heat superstar Legroa ,fame% widel.y ao::epted as the best basketbaU. 



JamesLs involvement - even as the NBA is in fuU regular season swin~ o that the ~umo~s made news~ eticiting a response 

theft m~de he~dUnes ~ere ~nd ~broad, Re~d More 

U.S. furious at controversial call but encouraged by new mentality - from ESPN FCs 
penalty or net~ the/~merican pf.ayers rnestty seemed upset with themselves afterward. 

Three things we learned from a goalless Euro trip for the USMNT - fl’om MLSsoccer.com’s Matthew Doyte: 1, So~tin~ 

out the ro~es of the wiI~e~s 

Portugal~ France deliver in crunch time o from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaer~ae~:kens: Eithe~ wav~ i~ ended: Ftonaldo 4, 
Ztatan 2~ 

Robbie Findley trying to repeat MLS Cup-w~nning performance - from The @ esonian’s Geoffrey C. Arnold: "He’s 
looked tike a pretty confident ptayer over the ~ast month o~ 

MLS officially awards Orlando soccer franchise o from The OrLando SentineVs B~ian Schrmtz: MLS sources ~:onfirmed 
the esl:ry fee to be S7(I rnfl.lion. 

Major League Soccer’s Most Valuable Teams o from Forbes’ Chris Smith: That demand shoutd be Iit:t:te s~rpris~! ~ivel~ 

the (ea~ue~s re~:enE suc~:ess. 

Friday’s Soccer TV: Cl[ub Games 

The cl.ub sd~edules resurne wil:h l:he Bun(lesq~a on G(~ITV: Stut:t<~art - ’(Xadb~ch ~t: 2: ~I}pm, I.i~ue 1 on Uni\4sion 

Deportes: Ajaccio ¯ t~’~arsei~e at 2:~0pm (gpm on bettq Sport). Al~ Tim~s Ees~rn 

~i Sponsor message 

!~i p ..... d by 

i.~.i Sponsor message 
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2014 Real CO Cup/CO Showcase Regi stration Open Now! 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 



~i SocoerNation News -. Best soccer news for youth, college and pro 

While he is best known in Sou[hem California as San Diego Sockets’ Lenacious defender, Ze 

Roberto is also a well-respected youth soccer coach with Sa~ Diego Football Academy, 

Formerly ~’,dth NI.S’ blontreal Impact and Vancouver Whitecaps, Ze Roberto was LJSUs Rookie 

of the Year when he came to the t.JSA from Brazil in 2000. Exclusive intervie~’,~ with Ze Roberto 

o~ his philosophy on coaching youth soccer and ~’,~hat it really takes to become a pro soccer 

player, 

on 

l’,~any youth soccer coaches in America work ha~d to creaLe an envi~onment of Respect as well 

as competition, A[~ expert on Cal South ODP and a well known your ~ coach for decades, 

[tapier says "Bryan Williams is one of those great coaches coaches," 

Noah Gins on Development 



Albion SC Technical Director Noah Gins on real tips for successful player development 

The road to success in youth soccer is paved with technical ability and soccer intelligence and 

is bolstered by a player’s confidence and his passion for the sport, 

Rec Soccer 

[.ands apart, divided ~v an ocean, soccer translates between a small group of islands in the 

Western Pacific and Carlsbad, California 

in 

New York City FC (NYCFC)~ a partnership between Iqanchester City FC and the New York 

Yankees, have announced the "City in the City" video sweepstakes in preparation for their 

fvlajor League Soccer debut in 

ODP Soccer Camp 
Super Y standouts to participate in gh-is and boys college showcases 

College Soccer News 
City University ol New York Colleqes Produce Excellence in Soccer 

The nh~e colleges of City University of ~’lew York have a proud history of Division 3 college 

soccer, 

More Soccer News 
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Section 2: Is Messi’s Injury ttis Own Making? 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, Nov. 21, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Is Messi’s Injury His Own Making? 
Associated Press                                                                                           ~ 

Much has been made of the fact that Barcelona striker Lionel Messi’s hamstring injury is his fourth 

muscle problem since April. While some reports suggest that Barca’s medical staff could be to blame, an Associated 

Press report shows suggests that Messi is the one who keeps insisting he is ready to play when perhaps he is not. 

"He’s a kid who doesn’t know how to manage himself because he is so passionate for time sport. Someone has to set 

limits for him," trainer Fernando Signorini, who has worked closely with Messi, told the AP in a telephone 

interview. 

In fact, as Messi biographer Sebastian Fest says, the Argentine used to tell former Barca coach Pep Guardiola: 

"’You don’t understand, I have to play, always.’ And Guardiola found out that when he didn’t play him, Messi 

sometimes wouldn’t show up for practice. The pair’s relationship would later deteriorate to the point where they are 

no longer speaking," Fest says. 

- Read the whole story... 

Messi Wins Third Consecutive Go,den Boot 
ESPN co.uk 

Barcelona striker Lionel Messi on Wednesday picked up his third consecutive Golden Boot award for being the 

top scorer in Europe last season. The Argentine’s 46 strikes for Barcelona in La Liga was just four shy of his 

previous best, set in 2011-12. As usual, he dedicated the award to his teammates. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

FIFA on Wednesday centreversially announced that it was extending its deadline for voting for the 2013 BNlen d’Or 

to Nov. 29. The decision has been viewed by some as a pley to favor Cristiano Ronaido over other leading 

contenders like Lionel Messi, Franck Ribery and Zlatan Ibrahimovic, especially after the Real Madrid forward’s 

hat trick in Stockholm secured victory and World Cup qualification for Portugal against Sweden on Tuesday. The 

previous deadline had been Nov. 15, hours after the first games of the World Cup playoffs had finished. At that 

point, Bayern Munich’s Ribery was the favorite to take the award. 

One journalist, Mundo Deportivo’s Francesc Aguilar has been outspoken in his criticism of FIFA for changing the 

voting deadline~ "1 have no words," Aguilar wrote in a series of tweets~ "FIFA and France Football have extended the 

period of voting to Nov. 29, 2013. First the jury had to have voted by at least the 15th of this month. The second 

legs for Brazil 2014 were not included. That was just as unfair as this change is suspicious. Bit by bit FIFA are 

ruining the Ballon d’Or with the decisions which are taking place. You do not need to be a genius to see that this 

decision to extend the voting period for the FIFA Ballon d’Or benefits CR7." 

- Read the whole .~tory... 

Reuters 

Borussia Dortmund hosts Bayem Munich in Saturday’s "Der Klassiker," Germany’s version of La Liga’s ’El Clasico,’ 

in time midst of a huge injury crisis. In fact, time BVB’s entire starting defense that it won the double with in 2012 is 

missing through injury. Center backs Mats Hummels and Neven Subotic have both been lost to long-term 

injuries, while Marcel Schmelzer and Lukasz Piszczek are also unavailable. Earlier this week, Dortmund coach 

Jurgen Klopp signed free agent Manuel Friedrich as cover for his ailing defense. 

"1 have never seen such an extreme situation at Dortmund," said Dortmund CEO Hans-Joachim Watzke. "Our 

entire defense with which we won the double (in 2012) has been obliterated. We should not be talking about the title 

now. We have to keep on their heels." 

Bayern, which recently set a German record with its 37th consecutive Bundesliga game without defeat, is not 



without its injuries, too. Ballon d’Or contender Franck Ribery will miss the game with a cracked rib, and vice captain 

8astian Schweinsteiger is also still a long-term absentee. 

Though Dortmund is only four points behind Bayern, the media has labeled Saturday’s clash at Signal Iduna Park a 

must-win game if the BVB wants to sustain a title challenge against Pep Guardiola’s men. 

- Read the whole story... 

Zidan Sentenced to Six Years in Prison ............................................................................................................................. 

ESPN FC 

Former Borussia Dortmund forward Mohamed Zidan has been sentenced to six years in prison for fraud by an 

Egyptian court, according to reports in the Egyptian media. The former Egypt international was convicted for fraud 

over charges relating to a real estate deal. Zidan currently works as a commentator for AI-Jazeera Sports and has 

not played since leaving the UAE club Banyias in January. 

- Read the whole story... 

Drax~er Admits Gunners interest ........................................................................................................ 

Metro 

Schalke playmaker Julian Draxler, one of Europe’s hottest young prospects, has admitted he is "very interested" 

in a future transfer to Arsenal, although the 20-year-old says he is not interested in joining the North London club in 

January because that might jeopardize his chances with the German national team. While Manchester United and 

Chelsea are known to be interested in Draxler, the midfielder says he would prefer to move to the Gunners. 

- Read the whole story,.. 

Guardian 

Arsenal and Napoli will learn by the end of day Friday whether their potentially decisive UEFA Champions League 

Group F match in Naples will be played behind closed doors due to crowd trouble during Napoli’s home win against 

Marseille two weeks ago. The Stadio San Paolo club is worried that UEFA aims to make an example of them and 

impose a ban on all supporters for the final Group F game. Ten people were injured outside of the San Paolo 

during Napoli’s 3-2 win over Marseille and riot police were forced to intervene. 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Barca’s Valdes to i~iss Six Weeks 
AS 

Barcelona on Thursday confirmed that goalkeeper Victor Valdes will be out for six weeks after suffering a torn calf 

muscle in his right leg following Spain’s 1-0 loss to South Africa in Johannesburg. Valdes was replaced in the 75th 

minute of Tuesday’s encounter at Soccer City. 

- Read the whole story,.. 
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Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Pre-Tha~ksgiving ThaJ~ks to Our Suptx)rters 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 854: November 15-21, 20~.3 F.ind and foilow Michael,,, 

Michael Josephson is a ..",o~ed radio commen~a[o~ and the 
fern:d!! and presidept of ti:e no:!#~’ofit Iosephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yea may aise:.’~"4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Support the nonprofit Josephson Institute 

Help keep this newsletter free ..... 
make a tax-deductible donation. 

[ ~i Character education materials 

Proceeds from the sak’.- of Michaei’s 
books and CDs support character 

education in -:;~:hools. Shop here >> 

Request a catalog >> 

Admissions Officers: Students With 
Uqly Diqital Footprints Need Not 
Apply 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Memo From Michael: 
A Pre-Thanksgiving Thanks to Our Supporters 
As we i:ead .:owaI°d Thanksgiving~ a holiday based ~n the 

,~at~tude to those of you who have supported and 
encouraged my work for d~e gosephso~ Znsdtute. 

We have accomplished a g.."ea~ deal this year (sue 
charactercounts.org) and~ witi: you~ heilh we i:ope to 
have a~ even more ~mpactfu~ year ~s 20],4. Please 
include us in your year-end giving~ Whe~he~ ~’s $~J) 

improve the eth~ca~ quality of sodety, 

£ wilt be hos~im:~ a thank.-you recep~ien ,., 
Read more, 

Character education materials 

~d~cato~’.~," ~’~ook a £vo~k.@~op o~ 

Building a Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Learn how to create an environment 
where b~,.’ilying is simply not 
tolera.ted. Develop a cuiture of 

kindness at your school, Learn more 

ii.~.iI Get t he weekly e-ne~sletter~ 

Get the podcast i-----------~ iTu n e---~ j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

Check out f4ichael’s 

Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of insightfui 
and metivatienai (and 
prir~table!) quetes~ 

0~..’.~ Character Development Seminars 

leaders te be effectiw~ charac.te~ 

Dec. 3-5 Tucson, AZ>> 
Jan. 29-32 LosAnqeles, CA>> 
Feb. 18-20, Fort Worth TX >> 
Feb. 24-26, Visalia, CA >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 



executi\,es am~ 

accountants and 
educators .... has bee~ to 
weaken eve:y m~or 

Listen or read more 

Listenin,q: A Vital 
Dimension of Respect 
The virtue of 
respectfulness is 

demo~strated by being 
courteous, beip9 civil, 

mariner that 
acknowiedges and honeys 
their essential haman 
dignity, Ar~ impe.."~a~st b~t 
often neglected aspect ef 
respectfulness is iistenin.9 

requh~es ~s to cons~del" 
what’s be~g sMd. That’s 
hard ,., 
Listen or read more 

The Trust of Our 
Children 
There’s no dou~st about 
Trust is an asset to any 
relatior~ship and distrust 
an eno:mous liability. B~,.’t 
thinking of t~ust b te~ms 

character and ~s a s~gn 

deal’est vote of trust 

Listen or read more 

The Value of Trust 
Ateenager wants to go 
to a party, b~,.’t si:e’s sure 
her morn won’t iet her, So 
she a~d her friend 

s~ory~ ~6q~at’s the 
deep Plost k~ds ~e to 

and their pa~ents 
~ed to their parents, 
Despite rhetoric about 

vhtue being ~ts own 
Listen or read more 

3ust go te 
WhatWillMatter,com am~ 
click on images like the 

one ~.1 Dove, 

yo~r commons’s! 

~at}sV comments on 
Choosinq Carinq Over 
.ludging (The Ethics of 
Givinq to Panhandlers): 

leaving a restaurant with 
a doggy bag (we have r~o 
do99y~) arid a homeless 
ma~ came up to t~s and 

asked ff he could have 

sMd no but we ta~ked ~t 

P~l.tl commen.:s on There 
Are Two Kinds of People: 
"Peopie whe iea\,e their 

shopping carts in the 
p~rk~ng ~et a~e ~t~eat~ng 

~’ob~e~s ~’or the ~ext 
person who wants to 
park .,," 

There Are Two Kinds of 
People: "This all beiis 
de~.vn to mo.."e thar~ 
h a b~m~erip.g the 
inefficiency and basing it 
on, ef ail d~ings, a 
timelipe. Hy question is, 
Who cafes? Ali quaiifiers 

asid% it does not 
diminish the e~’iginal 
~-f:e!;adge ope iota,,,,~ 

affoi°dabie way to learn vaiuable 
ch a ractel-- deveiepment techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

Coach Wooden the 
Philosopher 
According to Henry David 
Thoreau, ~ pi:ilosopi:er is 

a person ,4~ho see:ks to 
~pderstand apd solve ti:e 

most serious problems of 
life, net o~ly theoretically, 
b~,.’t practicali,v, A true 
Ishilosephe!’, Thoreau 

added, is so commit.Sea to 
,4~isdom that he seeks to 
live wisely and so ~k, es a 
~fe of s~mp~dty~ 



magnsnimity~ snd t~ust, 
Listen or read more 
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Josephson 

Book Michael 3osephson0 
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io~.."nsiis..’~o taw~ education, spo~ts~ polici~igo snd t~e miiitary wil:i,, ~iis uniq~e 
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#~2013 dosephson institute, ~’CH,,5,R/>,CTER COUNTS!" is a regisle~ed irademark of 
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Section 1: Kan~s City & Houston promise livelier Game 2 

Friday, Nov. 22,201] 

Game 2 will be much livelier, but won’t be a ballet 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS PLAYOFFS: Sporting KC-Houston] Playoff matches tend to be 
tighter and closer than those played in the regular season, yet 

when Houston and Sporting Kansas City meet, they take that 

condition to the extreme .... Read the whole story 

One Hand In My Pocket 

by Christen Press 

[The PITCH: Nog 14] Playing for the U.S. national team or club baU 
in Sweden, or whether starting or beginning the game on the 

bench, Christen Press has learned that the challenges are still the 

same: Find your core and believe in it. That also applies off the 
field. Maintaining your true self keeps you grounded and provides 

the balance you need to keep progressing .... Read the whole story 

Palencia departs Chivas USA, as do 10 more players 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] Changes at Chivas USA continued as Frandsco 

Palencia left the club as director of soccer and it parted ways 
with 10 players, including a pair of starters, Mario de Luna and 
Edgar Mejia. The moves bring to 29 the total number of players the 

dub has gotten rid of in 2013 .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"International coaching is very cruel. I lost one 

game in five months, and in the end it wasn’t 
enough. And now fm a failure and I can’t coach and 

I don’t know what fm doing. But you have to listen 

to that. It was very humbling, and it hardened me 

too. To go into a pro environment you have to have 

thick skin and deal with that. I needed that in some 
ways to be ready." 

-- Portland Timbers coach Caleb Porter on his stint 

as coach the 2012 U.S. U-23 national team, which 
failed to qualify for the 2012 Olympics Games. 

Porter, who coached Akron to an HCAA Division I 

title, has led the Timbers, who in 2012 finished 

second-to-last in the Western Conference, to the 
MLS semifinals in his first pro season. (SI.com) 



Hartman leaves as one of all-time greats 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Goalie Kevin Hartman~ MLS’s a[I-fime leader in 
regular-season appearances with 416 and the only player to play in 
more than 400 games~ announced his retirement on Thursday. 

...Read the whole story 

U.S. women to open 2014 season against Canada in Frisco 

by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The U.S, and Canada women’s national teams w~ll 

renew their rivalry on Jan. 31 at Toyota Stadium in Frisco~ Texas. 
The game~ the first of the year for the U.S. women~ should 

showcase the world’s top two active goalscorers in the USA’s Abby 
Wambach with a world record 163 goals and Canada’s Christine 

Sinclair with 146 goals..,.Read the whole story 

Sky Blue-Red Bull talks off, Houston tests market 

by Soccer America 

[HWSL] Sky Blue FC CEO Thomas Hofstetter confirmed that talks 

between the HWSL and MLS’s Hew York Red Bulls to join forces 

have ended without a deal Meanwhile~ MLS’s Houston Dynamo is 

exploring the possibility of joining the HWSL. It has launched a 
drive for refundable season-ticket deposits .... Read the whole 
story 

Soccer Skills on Ice 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Every once in a while we find some 

impressive soccer skills beyond the soccer field we can’t help but 
share, In September~ it was a rabona onside kick in Texas college 

football. Today~ it’s from a hockey rinkin Canada....Read the 

whole story 

Trio receives long-term NSCAA service awards 

by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] The Hational Soccer Coaches Association 
of America has recognized the late Layton 

Shoemaker~ Gary Avedikian and Dave Carr for their 
contributions to soccer as coaches. They’[[ be 

honored at the HSCAA Awards Banquet Jan ... 

...More 

U.S. under-14 girls national team roster 

Orlando takes the fast track 

Fine strikes from Barcelona’s little ones 

Far from home, El Tri finally gets job done 

U.S. Soccer Athlete of the Year nominees 
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Friday, November 22, 2013 1:02 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

College TeaJn Ethics Award Nominations 

College men’s and women’s teams have the opportunity to be recognized for exemplary 

sportsmanship and fair play with the NSCAA College Team Ethics and Sportsmanship Award. 

For a college team (including all bench personnel) to receive the Team Ethics and Sportsmanship 

Award, the team may not have been given a red card during the entire season (post-season 

games included) and a specified amount of yellow cards (detailed on the nomination form). 

The nomination may be made by any men’s or women’s coach whose institution is a currently 

registered member of the NSCAA’s College Services program. The form must be signed by the 

head coach and the athletics director (or his or her designee). 

Deadline for submission is December 1. 

Coaches may download the form here. If you have any questions, please contact Brian Crossman 

at crossman@covenant.edu. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
600 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

~.~y?.g!JJ. l ".t~8}.~!~J.~ l 
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(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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[,ink Fixed: College Teach Ethics Award Nominations 

College men’s and women’s teams have the opportunity to be recognized for exemplary 

sportsmanship and fair play with the NSCAA College Team Ethics and Sportsmanship Award. 

For a college team (including all bench personnel) to receive the Team Ethics and Sportsmanship 

Award, the team may not have been given a red card during the entire season (post-season 

games included) and a specified amount of yellow cards (detailed on the nomination form). 

The nomination may be made by any men’s or women’s coach whose institution is a currently 

registered member of the NSCAA’s College Services program. The form must be signed by the 

head coach and the athletics director (or his or her designee). 

Deadline for submission is December 1. 

Coaches may download the form here. If you have any questions, please contact Brian Crossman 

at crossman@covenant.edu. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
600 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

~.~y?.g!JJ. l ".t~8}.~!~J.~ l 
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Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 

Aggressive approach, home field boost Timbers’ chances 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS PLAYOFFS: Portland-Real Salt Lake] When Portland and Real 
Salt Lake meet Sunday to decide which of them will play in MLS 

Cup, the team that needs to score will have its greatest attacking 

threat....Read the whole story 

Revs part ways with Reis and 11 other players 

by Soccer America 

[MLS TRAHSACTIOtlS] A day after Kevin Hartman retired, feRow 
keeper Matt Reis, who backed him up, first at UCLA and then the 

LA Galaxy, was let go by the New England, where played the last 11 
fears....Read the whole story 

Crew declines options on Olauber, O’Rourke and Arrieta 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"Two of these countries pressured the voting men 

in FIFA: France and Germany. I think the heads of 
state of these two countries should also express 

what they think of this situation." 

-- FIFA president Sepp BlatteG suggesting it was 
hypocritical for the European Parliament to urge 

FIFA to pressure Qatar to address labor conditions 

at World Cup-related construction sites when 

political pressure from European countries desirous 
of doing business with Qatar was used in FIFA’s 

awarding of the 2022 World Cup. (Reuters] 



[MLS TRANSACTIONS] Gresg Berha[ter, the new head coach and 

sporting director of the Columbus Crew~ moved fast to clear out 

space on the Crew’s roster for the 2014 season~ declining options 
on three players who began the 2013 season as starters: Brazilian 

defender G[auber~ midfie[der Danny O’Rourke and Costa Rican 

forward Jairo Arrieta....Read the whole story 

Burkina Faso files baseless protest 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP QUALIFYING: Africa] If would only make sense that 

World Cup 2014 qualifying in Africa~ marred by numerous instances 
of forfeits being awarded for the use of ineligible players~ would 

have one final controversy. Burkina Faso~ which has never played in 

the World Cup~ has protested to FIFA that Algerian captain fAadjid 

Bougherra~ whose goal in the second leg decided the series~ was 
ineligible for accumulation of yellow cards....Read the whole story 

NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament Scoreboard 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] Five more re~onal seeds fell in the NCAA 
Women’s Tournament~ bringing to eight the number of seeds who 

have been ousted in the first two rounds. Florida and Nebraska 

became the second and third No. 2 seeds to fall~ while No. 3 
Portland and South Carolina and No. 4 seed Penn State also lost on 
Friday. For all the second-round results and third-round schedule. 

...Read the whole story 

1, NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 

2. NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 

3o Zips still winning with new coach and new 
players 

4o The Rules Nobody Seems to Know 

5. Soccer Skills on ice 
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College Soccer Reporter: ACC women’s reruns go 8-tbr-8; Men’s viewing inlbrmation 

Saturday, Nov. 23, 2013 

Eag|es’ win makes it eight-for-eight for ACC teams 

by Soccer America 

[NEBRASKA-BOSTON COLLEGE: Women] Boston College beat 

Nebraska, 4-1, in freezing Lincoln to give the ACC eight teams in 

the round of 16 in the IICAA Women’s Tournament. All four 
unseeded teams joined the four IIo. 1 seeds in the third round. 

The Huskers came in as No. 2 seeds, but BC dominated the game 
with a 30-12 edge in shots....Read the whole story 

Blue Dev~|s achieve ’phenomena{ feat’ 
by Soccer America 

[DUKE-FLORIDA: Women] Duke, which entered the HCAA Women’s 
Tournament with a .500 record, beat No. 2 regional seed Florida, 1- 
0, on a first-half goal by All-American defender Hatasha Anasi to 

move into the round of 16 for the fourth year in a row .... Read the 
who~e story 

Men’s Tournament on the air 
by Soccer America 

[VIEWING INFORMATION] The second round of the 
NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament will take place on 
Sunday. FOr matches, kickoff times and viewing 
information....i~%oFe 

1, NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 



by Soccer America 
[ILLIHOIS-PORTLAHD: Women] Illinois produced the biggest 
comeback of the HCAA Women’s Tournament, rallying from two 
goals down in the second half with a pair of penalty kicks and 
beating Ho. 3 regional seed Portland, 4-3, on JaneUe Flaws’ golden 
goal, the 23rd goal of the season to tie Rachel Daly of St. John’s for 
the most in the nation .... Read the whole story 

NCkk Division i Women’s Tournament Scoreboard 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEH’S SOCCER] Five more regional seeds fell in the HCAA 

Women’s Tournament, bringing to eight the number of seeds who 

have been ousted in the first two rounds. Florida and llebraska 

became the second and third No. 2 seeds to fall, while No. 3 
Portland and South CaroUna and No. 4 seed Penn State also lost on 
Friday. For all the second-round results and third-round schedule. 

...Read the whole story 

Cal defender tops mock draft v1.0 

This is being called one of the weakest group ofMLS SuperDraft 
prospects in recent years as more and more young players have 

turned pro early or bypassed the draft via homegrown signings. 

V1.0 of Soccer by Ives’ Big Board places Ca[ junior defender 
Christian Dean as the Ho. I. The next three Generation adidas 

candidates are all foreigners: Zimbabwean SchiUo Tshuma 

(Maryland), Jamaican Andre Blake (UConn) and German Leo Stolz 

(UCLA)....Read t:he whole story 

2, NCAA Di~4sion ~ Women’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 

3, Soccer Skills on ice 

4. Palencia departs Ch~vas USA, as do 10 more 
players 

5. Game 2 will be much livelier~ but won’t be 
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Paul Gardner: Bizarre decisions shine unflattering light on English refereeing 

Sunday, Nov. 24, 2013 ::~::,, Tweet This Niil Share This 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Bizarre decisions sh 
English refereeing 

ine unflattering light on 

By Paul Gardner 

How can this happen? How can Phil Dowd -- one of the English Premier League’s most experienced referees -- 

make a call as atrociously bad as the one he made at the 34th minute of Saturday’s Everton-Liverpool game? 

We know -- because we are constantly reminded -- that the EPL is the greatest league in the world, and we also know -- 

because there are plenty of people around who keep telling us -- that English referees are the best in the world. Yet, despite 

all the brilliance (I mean, it couldn’t be just hype, could it?) we get moments like this: Everton’s Kevin Mirallas launching 

himself violently at Luis Suarez, slamming his raised right foot, studs up, into the back of Suarez’s right knee. Nowhere near 

the ball, of course. 

If, by EPL standards, that is not a state-of-the-art red card foul, then one despairs for the EPL, which will be revealing itself as 

the wild west of global soccer. 

We had to wait to find out what the call would be. Dowd, well-placed, whistled for a foul. But did not show any sign of getting 

out a card. He called the Liverpool physio on. A mass of players, from both teams, gathered and Dowd spent his time raising 

his arms and flailing them about, evidently trying to wave the players way. Ineffectually. 

As is his custom, Dowd was also busy chatting merrily away -- on his head piece, and to any player within earshot, and then -- 

accompanied by some nice smiles -- to the physio. We got over two and half minutes of Dowd doing his best to make out that 

nothing untoward had happened, a hammy performance that he capped by finally delivering a card. A yellow card, as Suarez 

limped off the field. 

I’ll tell you how utterly, almost criminally wrong, Dowd was on this one. Even the TV commentators -- Brits, all of ’em -- 

disagreed with him. The on-site guy -- former Liverpool defender Jim Beglin -- thought it "bordered enough for a red." But back 

in the NBC studio at halftime, Robbie Earle and Robbie Mustoe were not in a mood to mince their words. "Excessive force, 

endangering an opponent," said Mustoe, "Absolutely a red card." Earle agreed and stirred things up nicely with a provocative -- 

but relevant -- comment: "If this was the other way round -- Suarez on Mirallas -- we’d be talking about banning Suarez for 

life." 

As for the coaches, you can pretty much guess what they thought of the tackle. Liverpool’s Brendan Rodgers said it should 

have been a red card: "He [Mirallas] caught him [Suarez] on the back of his knee and that can end your career." Undeniable. 

Everton’s Roberto Martinez came up with: "1 don’t think it is a red card because it is not a malicious incident, he [Mirallas] tries 

to win the ball but gets there late." Which shows, yet again, that coaches either don’t know the rules, or believe that they don’t 



apply to their own team. (Martinez has experience here -- he it was, in March of this year, when he was coaching Wigan, who 

defended another awful knee-high tackle. That time it was Callum McManaman who sent Newcastle’s Massadio Haidara to 

hospital -- but for Martinez "It was a challenge with no real intent. It was an unfortunate incident that happens on a football 

pitch"). 

There may be -- there should be -- repercussions from this dreadful example of poor refereeing from Dowd. But what might we 

expect? A comment or two from Mike Riley, the referee chief in England? An apology, even? 

That is not such a dumb idea as it sounds, because just this past week Riley took it into his head to call up West Bromwich 

Albion and offer an apology -- presumably on behalf of the Professional Game and Match Officials, of which he is the head -- 

for a penalty kick that was awarded against WBA earlier this month, a PK that allowed Chelsea to tie the game. 

This is a troubling move. This was not the game-referee (Andre Marriner) who was apologizing, this was his boss. As it 

happens, there was an earlier EPL incident, in October, involving a referee apology. This time it was the match-referee himself 

who called the club (the same club, poor WBA again). Howard Webb admitted he should have given WBA a PK during its 

game against Stoke City. Another apology. 

Should referees be doing this? Should they, or their boss be calling clubs to admit they got it wrong? It sounds good, a move 

toward the much-advocated transparency. It can equally be seen as a poor move, one that will open up an unmanageable can 

of worms. For a start, an apology certainly doesn’t do the aggrieved club any good. In fact, it’s likely to increase the feeling of 

being victimized. And the club that got the benefit from the wrong call will hardly give a hoot -- what are they expected to do, 

offer to cancel the points they gained from a bad call that wasn’t their fault? 

Webb’s call to WBA may well have been to clear his troubled conscience. Which is admirable, but really doesn’t help anyone 

but himself. Riley’s call is less explicable. Maybe he’s trying to give the PGMOL a human face, but he’s on highly dangerous 

ground here. 

Why did he pick that one incident? Every week there are likely to be incidents of wrong calls, calls that decide games ... now 

that Riley has set a precedent, he’d better explain why some clubs may get an apology and others will not. 

Will Liverpool get a call from Riley apologizing to them because Dowd did not eject Mirallas -- after all, that would have given 

Liverpool the advantage of nearly an hour of play against a 10-man Everton. 

There is a comical side to that Chelsea incident. Because the Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho had previously announced that 

he had studied the PK call and declared that referee Marriner had got it right. So Mourinho is now at cross purposes with 

Riley, who says that Marriner got it wrong. 

Of course, Mourinho is not going to change his mind, not least because he knows that, even if Riley is correct about the call, 

he is inviting trouble by making an apology call. 

It is not easy to line up alongside Mourinho, who has an unpleasant way of always wanting to excuse himself and his club from 

any wrongdoing, while imputing skullduggery to everyone else. This sort of thing: "At least now the referees know, they know 

one thing. If, in a controversial -- I’m not saying a mistake -- decision that hypothetically -- and, I repeat, hypothetically -- favors 

Chelsea, they know they are going to be publicly exposed by their boss. That they know. They can make, hypothetically, 

mistakes, favoring other teams, nothing happens." 

That is pretty smarmy stuff. But this is not: "I’m very curious to know if it was just an isolated phone call. I’m curious to know if 

people see that as a normal situation. I’m interested to know if this is the start, that from now on it’s going to be the same for 

everybody." 

Mourinho has a point, one that needs to be resolved. Mike Riley has landed himself and PGMOL in a mess. He needs to clear 

it up quickly. It looks like he may need to apologize for making that apology call. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk bloq. 
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Monday, Nov. 25, 2013 

Seattle derby lives up to its billing 
by Soccer America 

[WASHINGTON-SEATTLE: Men] A standing-room only crowd of 3,100 

watched top-ranked Washington beat neighbor Seattle, 4-2, to 

advance to only its second round-of-16 appearance in the NCAA 
Men’s Tournament. The Huskies (15-1-4) opened up a 4-0 lead 

before Seattle make it interesting with two goats seconds apart in 

the 72nd minute....Read Lhe whole story. 

Stanford w~n g~,es Pat-12 four teams in f~nal 16 
by Soccer America 

[CAL STATE NORTHRIDGE-STANFORD: Men] Matt Taylor scored in 

the 21st minute to give Stanford a 1-0 win at No. 15 Cal State 

Northridge in front of near-capacity crowd on a frigid evening 
Sunday night at Matador Soccer Reid. The win gave the six-team 

Pac-12 four wins in four games in the second round of the NCAA 

Men’s Tournament....Read the whole 

Iowa Western sweeps NJCAA Division I titles 

by Soccer America 

[NJCAA: Division I] iowa Western won the NJCAA 
Division I men’s championship with a 3-1 shootout 

win over host Tyler after their final ended 1-1. Iowa 
Western also captured the women’s final with a ... 

...More 

i, NCAA Di~dsion I Men’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 



Huskies hold off Retrievers with help from Blake 
by Soccer America 

[UMBC-COHHECTICUT: Men] AU-American Andre Blake, who saved 
three penalty kicks in the marathon shootout loss to USF in the 
American Athletic Conference final, saved two more to reverse a 2- 
i deficit and 8ire UConn a 4-2 shootout win over No. 16 UMBC in 
the second Found of the HCAA Tournament. The Huskies will take a 
16-same unbeaten streak into their third-Found match at No. i 
seed UCLA....Read the whole story 

NCAA Division i Men’s Tournament Scoreboard 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER] Four unseeded teams -- Penn State, Coastal 
CaFolina~ Stanford and Connecticut -- advanced to the round of 16 
in HCAA Division I Men’s Tournament on Sunday. The seeds to fall 
were Ho. 10 UC Santa Barbara, Ho. 13 Charlotte, Ho. 15 Cal State 

Horthrid!]e and Ho. 16 UMBC. For all the second-round summaries 
and third-round action .... Read the whole story 

Bruins turn tables on Cardinal 
by Soccer America 

[UCLA-STAHFORD: Women] UCLA, which had been etiminated from 
the HCAA Tournament by Stanford three of the last four seasons, 
turned the tables on the Cardinal with a 2-0 win to advance to the 
quarterfinals. The loss ended Stanford’s bid for a sixth consecutive 
appearance in the Women’s College Cup .... Read the whole story 

NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament Scoreboard 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEH’S SOCCER] Duke and ViFSinia Tech, winners in shootouts, 
are amon~ six ACC teams in the HCAA Division I Women’s 
Tournament quarterfinals. Defendin8 champion HoFth Carolina, Ho. 
i Florida State, ViFSinia and unseeded Boston CoHese also moved 
into the quarterfinals. Hotre Dame is the only ACC team to fall to a 
non-ACC team, losins, 1-0, at Michisan. UCLA, a 2-0 winner over 
Pac-10 rival Stanford, completes the quarterfinal field. For all the 
third-Found results and quarterfinal schedule .... Read the whole 
story 

Bad news for Carolina rivals: Summer is ~etin~ hot 

Defendin~ champion North Carolina returned to the HCAA Division 
women’s quarterfinals with a 2-0 win over Texas A&M thanks to two 
8oals from Summer Green and a 8Feat same in ~oal by 8oalkeepeF 
Anna Sieloff. Green, the former U.S. U-17 star, has five 8oals and 
five assists in her last nine 8ames. "I think 1 8ot a little too hard on 
myself," said Green, who credited teammate Katie Bowen with 
Femindin8 her to keep thin~s simple. UHC needed Green as star 
Crystal Dunn left the same in the 16th minute with an 
undetermined ankle injury....Read the whole story 

2, Revs part ways with Reis and 11 other 
players 

3, NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 

4. Soccer Skills on Ice 

5. Game 2 will be much iivelier; but won’t be 
a ballet 
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Joiu us tbr the GAA ttoliday Concert 

The General Mum~i Association wouM like to invite you and your family to attend our annual GAA 

Holiday Concert as a special guest. 

The Holiday Conce~’t tat~es plac.e on Monday, Dee. 2, aI 7 p,m, at the George Wat[s ttilI Alumni Center 

Ahmmi Halls. The coneer~ will featm’e several campus a eappella groups and your f~vodte holJda)’ mt~sie 

in a f~s~ive c.ebbratkm of the season, The Holhby Col~c.ert is presented by the {RAA’s ~uden~ Alum 

¯ %~soclatlon. For more i~lk)rmation regarding the concert, please visit the e~e~ page. 

If you are able t*> a[kmd, we would be delighted to provide you conaplh~,:ntary tickets and res,:rved 

seati~g. Please RSVP to Steffi Kinton ’o5 (stef~i___kinton@m~e,edtl or (019) 962-7o53) no later fl:mn 

noo~ on Monday~ Dee, z, with [be mmaber of tickets you would like. We will leave the tickets for you 

at the will call table [he fright of the co~ce~ h 

--- Yore’ eolleagues a[ [he GAA 
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DPs Ferreira and Arevalo depart 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] MLS clubs continued to trim their rosters. On 
the same day 28 players went through the Waiver Draft -- and two 

were picked up -- FC Dallas said goodbye to 34-year-old Colombian 

David Ferreira, the 2010 MLS MVP, and Chicago parted ways with 
Uruguayan World Cup player Egidio Arevalo only three months after 

he arrived on loan from Italian club Palermo. Both are clubs that 

have or will have new coaches .... Read the whole story 

Real: ~Ne left everything ready’ at Chivas USA 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Sporting director Frandsco Palencia returned 

last week to take over as the sporting director at Chivas de 

Guadalajara. On Monday, Jose Luis "Guero" Real was announced as 
Chivas de Guadalajara’s new head coach, begging the question, is 

anyone in charge back in Carson? ...Read the whole story 

Powers beats out Brown for Rookie of the Year 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS AWARDS] In winning MLS Rookie of the Year honors, Dillon 

Powers’ only serious challenger came from his own team .... Read 
the whole story 

Bayern’s Hagen among 31 players called into camp 
by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] Bayern Munich star Sarah Hagen earned her first 
official caU-up for the U.S. women’s national team, which is headed 

to a two-week season-ending camp be~nning Dec. 3 at U.S. 

Socce~s National Training Center in Carson, Calif. U.S. coach Tom 

Sermanni has called up 31 players for the camp, including Amy 
Rodriguez, who makes her return to the national team after the 

birth of her son in early August, and defender Amy LePeilbet, who 

is in the final stages of her recovery from ACL surgery....Read the 

whole story 

Bradley’s Roma falls out of lead with draw 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Michael Bradley’s Roma won its first 10 games, 

is unbeaten through the first 13 but finds itself in second place 
after its 0-0 tie with Cagliari on Monday....Read the whole story 

MLS Goal of the Year Finalists: Valor[, Agudelo, Henry and 

Camilo 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Juan Agudelo, a 21-year-old Hew Jerseyan, 

and Thierry Henry, the 36-year-old Frenchman, are among the four 

candidates for the 2013 AT~T MLS Goal of the Year Award. Also 
contending are 27-year-old Argentine Diego Valor[and 25-year-old 

Brazilian Cami[o, whose flying side-volley we think will edge out 
Agudelo’s neat back-heel lob....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 don’t know. They are one of the best teams in 

the league and we beat them four times? I think 

they play the same way as us, so maybe we are a 

little bit more experienced than them." 

-- Real Salt Lake midfielder Javier Morales on his 

team’s dominance over the Portland Timbers, who 
feU 4-2 and I-0 to RSL in the Western Conference 
final series. Sunday’s Salt Lake win extended its 

undefeated streak over Portland to I0 games, 

including four wins and two ties in 2013. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

Donovan to appear as UCL analyst 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Landon Donovan will join the 

Fox Soccer 1 crew as a guest analyst for Match Day 

5 of the UEFA Champions League on Tuesday and 
Wednesday. For the UCL schedule....More 

3o NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 

2. NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament 
Scoreboard 

3o Revs part ways with Reis and 11 other 
players 

4o Burkina Faso files baseless protest 

5, Dwyer’s ’crazy season’ continues with 
another winning goal 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <info@nscaa.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Deadline Today: Voting fi)r the All-America program 

2013 Senior College All-America Voting to close at 12 midnight 
CTtonight! 

Men’s and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II, and III levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program are eligible to vote. 

important! You should vote re ardless if ou had a la er s nominated. Participation by all 
college coaches is critical to a quality selection process. Please participate and support 
recognition of deserving student-athletes. 

Questions or concerns regarding voting and other details related to the College All-America 
program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your college division. Click here 
for a list of the 2013 College All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
vote. To begin, Iogin to myNSCAA College Services. and enter your user ID followed. There 
is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will be forwarded by return email= 

Once in the system, click on the "Nominations and Voting" tab at the top of your page and 
you will be directed to a voting page with step-by-step instructions on completing your ballot. 
First steps include verifying your team and your schedule. You will be voting for an all- 
opponent team which means you will only see players from teams that you played during the 
2013 regular season and who were nominated by their institution= You will not see your own 
players. You may vote for up to 22 players (11 first team, 11 second team) including three 
forwards, three midfielders, three defenders, one goalkeeper and one at-large (any position). 
You do not have to vote for a complete ballot but you must vote for a minimum of 50 percent 
of the total number of players on your ballot up to the maximum of 22. 

Once all your votes are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An email will be returned 
confirming your nomination. You may go back and make changes to your ballot any time 
prior to the November 26 deadline. All-Region and All-America teams will be announced by 
the NSCAA in December. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Iogin and begin now. 

Reminder: Nominations for Assistant Coach of the Year and Scholar All-America remain 
open. Go to the Nominations and Voting in the College Services area of your myNSCAA 
account to nominate your assistant coach or a deserving student-athlete. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F, 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clickin9 the link below, you will no longer receive important details regardin9 your membership) 

~:i Informz for iMIS 
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Section 2: Blatter Slams Media; Wenger HaJ4 s Ram~y; Bayem Names Green to UCL squad 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ Nov 26, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Blatter SMms Media Over Qatar World Cup Criticism 
AFP                                                                                                               ~ 

Sepp Blatter on Monday condemned Europe’s media for relentlessly "attacking" 2022 World Cup host 

Qatar. Speaking at the Asian Football Confederation’s awards in Kuala Lumpur, the FIFA President defended the 

Arab country’s right to host the tournament. "It is not fair when the international media and especially European 

media are taking up the focus of an Arab country here in Asia, and attacking, criticizing this country," Blatter said. 

"We are defending it. We have taken the decision to play a World Cup in the Arab world and we have taken the 

decision to play in Qatar and we will go and play this .... in 2022 in Qatar." 

While Blatter received loud applause at the end of his speech, it did not go unnoticed by the European media that 

the FIFA President had as recently as last week criticized Germany and France for pushing Qatar’s bid to host the 

tournament to suit their "economic interests." Blatter had also blamed European construction companies for doing 

business in the country after an Amnesty International report pointed out that migrant workers were being treated 

like "animals." He called the conditions for these workers "unacceptable." 

Rights groups, meanwhile, have called for a boycott of the 2022 World Cup in the wake of Amnesty’s report, which 

said workers suffered exploitation and hazardous conditions. Qatar, meanwhile, has called the allegations 

"exaggerated." 

- Road the whole story_. 

Former NASL Coach Foulkes Dies 
NBCSports.com 

Bill Foulkes, former coach of the Chicago Sting, the Tulsa Roughnecks and the San Jose Earthquakes of the 

NASL, died at the age of 81 on Monday. As a player, Foulkes was best known for his glittering career with Matt 

Busby’s Manchester United, where he spent 18 years, making 688 appearances in all competitions. Foulkes, a 

survivor of the horrific Munich plane crash in 1958, went on to captain United, leading the club to its first-ever 

European Cup success in 1968. Manchester United’s players will wear a black armband to remember him for the 

club’s UEFA Champions League clash against Shakhtar Donetsk on Wednesday. 

- Read the whole story... 

Wenger Hails Ramse¥ ’Transfom~ation’ 
Guardian 

On the eve of Arsenal’s crucial home clash against Marseille in UEFA Champions League Group F play, Gunners 

coach Arsene Wenger praised Aaron Ramsey for transforming into one of the club’s most important players. 

Ramsey’s goal in Arsenal’s 1-0 win at Borussia Dortmund on UCL Matchday 4 put the Gunners firmly in control of 

their own destiny with two games still to play. The 22-year-old has 11 goals in all competitions so far this season. 

When asked about his improvement, Wenger noted that barely a year ago, Arsenal fans’ criticism of Ramsey was 

so heated, the French tactician was forced to think twice about using him at the Emirates Stadium. "Let’s not forget 

that one year ago people were saying to me: ’It’s difficult to play [Ramsey] at the Emirates,"’ Wenger said. "But you 

have to give him credit for that transformation -- the credit goes to him because he could deal with that. He could 

come back, never give up, convince everybody that he has the needed quality." 

He added: "You could see there was an impatience with him. As a manager you think: ’Do I push him through and 

he can go more down or do you give him a breather to regenerate to get him a fresh start?’ That’s always difficult 

for us to assess because it is linked to their mental state. When their confidence is down they are in trouble. But he 

is a confident boy." 

That said, Wenger noted that the young Welshman still has plenty to learn. "He’s 22-years-old. I’m 64 and I still 

think I can improve so why should a guy who is 22 think he is at the top of his game. It’s impossible. If he has the 

right attitude, he will continue to improve." 

- Read the whole story... 



ESPN FC 

USA prospect Julian Green has been named in the Bayern Munich squad to face CSKA Moscow in the UEFA 

Champions League on Wednesday. The highly rated 18-year-old was added to the squad after Mario Mandzukic 

was forced to withdraw due to injury. Since Bayem has already qualified for the competition’s second round from 

Group D alongside Manchester City, coach Pep Guardiola is expected to field a second-string team for 

Wednesday’s clash in Moscow. 

Green, who was born in Florida to an American father and a German mother, has yet to make his competitive debut 

for Bayem, but he has scored 15 goals in 18 games this season for the club’s reserves. U.S. coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann has described time 18-year-old as a "tremendous talent," although Green has yet to make LAp his mind 

whether he wants to play internationally for Germany or time USA. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Report: Dempsey Favors Everton Loan 
Sports Direct News 

SportsDirect Ne#vs on Tuesday reported that Everton is the favorite to snap up Seattle Sounders striker Clint 

Dempsey on loan during the January transfer window. Dempsey, who has represented both Fulham and 

Tottenham during his time in time English Premier League, has been linked with a possible move to either of his 

former clubs as well as Newcastle, Aston Villa and West Ham. However, according to the report, the 30-year-old 

favors a move to Roberto Martinez’s team. 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho: °Only the Brave Can Survive’ December in the EPL 
Guardian 

Speaking ahead of his team’s UEFA Champions League Group E clash at FC Basel, Chelsea coach Jose 

Mourinho noted that his players are entering a crucial period of the season where "only the brave can survive." A 

win at St Jakob Park would allow the Mourinho to rest his starters for the final Group E game against Steaua 

Bucharest on Dec. 11, which would be a welcome breather considering time Blues have a whopping nine games in 

all competitions scheduled for next month. 

"This is a period I like, a period where the squad can play a role, not just the team," the Portuguese tactician said. 

’qt’s a period where I think only the brave can survive because it’s so hard. We go into the Christmas period and the 

accumulation of matches is so high. We don’t do it as a normal thing ... we do it as a special group with a special 

mentality, enjoying the situation and forgetting we don’t have a Christmas like the Spanish, Italian and German 

players. But we have the pleasure of playing a period that"s only for the brave." 

He added: "Nine matches, and one of them is the match against Steaua. Finish the job against Basel and we would 

ensure that, instead of having nine competitive matches, we only have eight. That would be important. That’s our 

motivation, to kill the situation in the group stage and give us a bit of space in December." 

- Read the whole story... 

injured Ro~aido Could Return This Weekend 
AS 

Real Madrid forward Cristiano Ronaldo will definitely miss Los Blancos’ home clash against Galatasaray in the 

UEFA Champions League on Wednesday, but he could return for the Spanish giant’s next La Liga match against 

Real Valladolid, coach Carlo Ancelotti revealed on Tuesday. "It’s a muscle strain, and he’s confident that he’ll be 

able to play on Saturday," Ancelotti said. "If there is a risk of injury, he won’t. He won’t play in the Copa del Rey 

either, because he’s suspended." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: PSG Agrees #~ata Transfer 
Give Me Sport 

Juan Mata has an agreement in place with French giant Paris Saint-Germain over a potential January move, 

according to LelOsport. The former two-time Chelsea player of the year has become increasingly concerned about 

his place in Vicente [}el Bosque’s Spain squad, after starting just five English Premier League games this season 

for Jose I~ourinho’s Blues. According to the report, PSG was close to signing Mata over time sLAmmer, which 

makes the super-rich Ligue 1 club the frontrunner to secure his signature during the January transfer window. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 



Arsenal forward Nick~as Bendtner was arrested on Monday on suspicion of criminal damage at his apartment 

building in the Busboy area of London. The Danish international attempted to break into the apartment building 

after being locked outside, causing damage to the door. Police decided to serve the 25-year-old with a caution, 

meaning he will not be required to attend a court hearing. Bendtner later issued an apology and explanation on his 

Instagram account. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Everton manager Roberto Martinez on Tuesday confirmed that left back Leighton 8aines will be unavailable for 

up to six weeks as he recovers from a fractured toe suffered in Saturday’s 3-3 draw in the Merseyside derby against 

Liverpool. Baines was substituted shortly after halftime, marking the first time he’d failed to complete a Premier 

League match since 2008. 

- Read the whole story,.. 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 

Wednesday, Nov. 27, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Round 5 of UEFA Champions League Group play continues on Wednesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV pto~lramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork pro~lrammin~l listings Soccer on TV is updated dally throu~lhout the week. 

WEDNESDAY, November 27 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil FLAMENGO-ATLETICO PR (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League CSKA MOSCOW-BAYERN MUNICH (live) Noon. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-PLZEN (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-PLZEN (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CSKA MOSCOW-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa do Brasil FLAMENGO-ATLETICO PR (live) 6:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League CSKA MOSCOW-BAYERN MUNICH (live) Noon. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana PONTE PRETA-SAU PAULO (live) 6:30 pm. 

FO~SOCCER2GO.¢om 

UEFA Champions League CSKA MOSCOW-BAYERN MUNICH (live) Noon. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-PLZEN (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR DONETSK-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-GALATASARAY (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-COPENHAGEN (live) 2:45 

UEFA Champions League ANDERLECHT-BENFICA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-OLYMPIACOS (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, November 28 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Europa League TROMSO IL-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League WlGAN-ZULTE (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League LYON-BETIS (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League LEGIA WARSAW-LAZIO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BORDEUAX-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-BETIS (delay) 6 pm. 



UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-VALENCIA (live) 8 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TROMSO IL-TOTTENHAM (delay) 10 pro. 

UEFA Europa League WIGAN-ZULTE (delay) Midnight, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League LYON-BETIS (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-ESTORIL (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LANUS-LIBERTAD (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN3.corn 

UEFA Europa League RUEIN KAZAN-NK MARIBOR (live) Noon, 

UEFA Europa League TROMSO IL-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-ESTORIL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LEGIA WARSAW-LAZIO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PFC LUDOGORETS-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 3 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,corn 

UEFA Europa League LEGIA WARSAW-LAZIO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-ESTORIL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-BETIS (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TRABZONSPOR-APOLLON (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TROMSO IL-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-MACABI HAIFA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA CITY-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BORDEUAX-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League APOEL-MACABI TEL-AVIV (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PACOS FERREIRA-FIORENTINA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PFC LUDOGORETS-PSV EINDHOVEN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League WIGAN-ZULTE (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, Novembe~ 29 

BelN SPORT 

France MARSEILLE-MONTPELLIER (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-MALAGA (live) 2:25 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-LEVANTE (delay) 4:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONTPELLIER (live) 2:30 pm. 

8e~N PLAY 

SpainGETAFE-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,corn 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-MELBOURNE (live) 3:30 am. 

SATURDAY, November 

BelN SPORT 

England HUDDERSFIELD TOWN-BURNLEY (live) 10 am. 

italy PARMA-BOLOGNA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

France MONACO-STADE RENNAIS (delay) 4 pm= 

italy GENOA-TORINO (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST BROM (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CARDIFF CITY-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-ALMERIA (live) Noon= 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHWEIG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany MAINZ 05-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 



Uruguay JUVENTUD-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 11 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-MORELIA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 11 am. 
France VALENCIENNES-LILLE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

BeBN PLAY 

EngiandBOURNEMOUTH-BRIGHTON (live) 7:15 am. 

France MONACO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 11 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LILLE (live) 2 pm. 

italy GENOA-TORINO (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Australia BRISBANE-PERTH (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-NEWCASTLE (live) 3:45 am. 

Israe~ HAPOEL KIRYAT SHYMONA-HAPOEL TEL AVIV (live) 11:45 am. 

Israel FC ASHDOD-BEITAR JERUSALEM (live) 1 pro. 

Australia WELLINGTON-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 11 pro. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA=SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am= 

England WEST HAM-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

December 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ATALANTA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Italy CATANIA-AC MILAN (delay) 11 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-UDINESE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France PSG-LYON (delay) 5 pm, 

Italy INTER MILAN-SAMPDORIA (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England HULL CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 9 am. 

England CHELSEA-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy INTER MILAN-SAMPDORIA (live) 9 am. 

Spain GRANADA-SEVlLLA (live) 11 am, 

Spain VALENCIA-OSASUNA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands DEN HAAG-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-PSV (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-FREIBURG (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CRUZEIRO-BAHIA (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina LANUS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4:15 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CERRO (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-LYON (live) 3 

Mexico AMERICA-TIGRES (live) 6 

Mexico SANTOS-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

E~eIN PLAY 

SpainBETIS-RAYO (live) 6 am. 

Italy CATANIA-AC MILAN (live) 6:30 am. 

France BORDEAUX-AJACCIO (live) 8 am. 
Spain BASTIA-EVlAN (live) 11 am= 



ESPN3.com 

Netherlands DEN HAAG-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,coro 

Australia MELBOURNE-ADELAIDE (live) 1 am. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy L~IO-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy L~IO-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France LILLE~ARSEILLE (live) 1 pm. 

France NICE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ATALANTA-ROMA (delay) 12:30 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-~ST HAM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France GUING~P-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

France EVIAN-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain TENERIFE-LAS PALMAS (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE 

England ARSENAL-HULL CI~ (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CI~-CARDIFF CI~ (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SUNDER~ND-CHELSEA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England LIVERPOOL-NOR~CH CI~ (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SWANSEA CI~-NE~ASTLE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England FULHAM-TO~ENHAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

England ~ST BROM-MANCHESTER CI~ (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, Decembe~ 5 

BelN SPORT 

France LYON-TOULOUSE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy BOLOGNA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-NANTES (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VlLLAREAL-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Copa Del Rey ALGECIRAS-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) Neon. 

Copa Del Rey ~CING-SEVlL~ (l~ve) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey CARTAGENA-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 
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Up is down, down is up 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Matchday 5] Up was down, and down 

was up on Tuesday in the UEFA Champions League. Ajax handed 

Barcelona its first loss of the Gerardo Marling era in 21 games with 

a 2-1 win that may still not be enough to get Ajax through to the 
knockout stage. Despite the 1-0 loss to FC Basel -- its second loss 

to the Swiss club in the tournament -- Chelsea clinched a berth in 

the round of 16 as Scha[ke 04 could do no better than tie last- 

place Steaua Bucharest, 0-0....Read the whole story 

Ooncalves takes Defender of the Year 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS AWARDS] A return to the ptayoffs this season also netted New 

England its second Defender of the Year winner....Read the whole 
story 

Crew signs young Tico left back 

by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTION] Four days after discarding one Costa Rican~ 
the Columbus Crew signed another one in the first major 

acquisition by new head coach and sporting director Gregg 

Berhatter. Young left back Waylon Francis joins the Crew from 
Herediano....Read the whole story 

Fifteen Americans plus Klinsmann on ballots 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF AWARDS] The Ballon d’Or, first awarded in 1956~ was 
originally restricted to European players playing in Europe. El Rey 

de America is given to the best player playing in South America. 

CAF (Africa) and the AFC (Asia) have awards. Now, finally, Concacaf 
has its own awards....Read the whole story 

NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament Schedule 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER] The top eight seeds -- including three from the 

Pac-12 and three from the ACC -- are all suit alive and will host 
Sunday in the third round of the NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament. 

For the third-round schedule .... Read the whole story 

NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] NCAA Division I Women’s Tournament moves into 
the quarterfinals with three games on Friday and one on Saturday. 
The four No. 1 regional seeds -- all from the ACC -- are all still in 

the tournament and wiR host. For the quarterfinal schedule. 

...Read the whole story 

The best nearly goal you’ll see this month 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Skills] SaG Pau[o midfielder Ganso demonstrated 

sublime dribbling skills amid a crowd of Botafogo defenders and 
came oh so dose to scoring with chip over the keeper .... Read the 

whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"As mentioned, it’s a family member of Leigh’s who 

passed away recently and nothing to do with ’Family 

Guy.’" 

-- From Wolverhampton Wolves’ offidal Twitter 

account, a clarification that when striker Leigh 

Griffiths celebrated his goal on Tuesday against 

Tranmere by revealing an "R.I.P. BRIAN" message on 

his undershirt, it was not in honor of Brian the 
Dog, who was killed off the "Family Guy" show last 

Sunday. (USA Today) 

% DPs Ferreira and Arevalo depart 

2. Real: ’We left everything ready’ at Chivas 
USA 

3. MLS Goal of the Year Finalists: Valeri, 
Agudelo, Henry and Camilo 

4o Stanford win gives Pac-12 four teams in 
final 16 

5. Bayern’s Hagen among 31 players called 
into camp 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at ansonOuncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 9:36 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin: December 2013 

::X:: The latest issue is out now! 
Diagonal passing is the subject West Ham 
manager Sam Allardyce has written about in this 
month’s issue of Elite Soccer. 

It is about changing the direction of play, including 
in counter attacking, in order to create space, and 
to spread the opposition’s shape. 

Starting in defence, the principles are then used in 
gaining space and advantage in attacking overload 
situations, thus looking to create an end product, 
be that a cross, pass or a finish. 

The latest issue also includes great sessions from 
Gary Bowyer, Blackburn Rovers boss, who has 
submitted a session about possession soccer. 

Burton Albion manager Gary Rowett shows us 

howto play against a team that is putting pressure 
Elite Sot:;tet ’:-Fet:e~:~ be~ 2013 ~ OUT ",~OFJAYi    on your charges, while Skrill Premier league high- 

flyers Cambridge United’s head coach Richard Money explains how to shoot in an opposed 
practice. 

Chief scout at Crystal Palace Tim Coo reveals how to pass the ball out from the back, and LMA 
Ambassador Henning Berg, who won Premier League titles with Manchester United and 
Blackburn Rovers, gives us his attacking philosophy. 



Sam Allardyce joined West Ham 
United in June 2011 with the express 
intention of restoring the club’s 
Barclays Premier League status. And 
within 11 months, the charismatic 
coach had fulfifled that aim, with the 
Hammers defeating Blackpool in the 
2012 Championsh~D play-off final. 

upward memorandum, f~sh~9 a comme~dab~e I 

i"~i SUBSCRIBE NOW 

If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please forward this email to 
them. They can sign up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin 

~i SUBSCRIBE NOW 

"T~,:~TIMONIAL 0~:: "THE MONTH 



SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLASSIC QUOTE 

~ " 
Ask not what your team mates can do for you. Ask what you 

cat; do for your team mates." 

Yours in football, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 

your brov~er. 

In Association with the LMA 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Order info@nike.com 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 7:54 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your NikeElite.com Guest Account has placed an order 

Your NikeElite.com Guest Account has placed an order* 

Thank you for ordering [rum NikeEiite.corn. 

L~sted beiow is your conf~rmation number, a list of products you ordered, and your 

s" p~i ~g nfo-’nation Please save this email until you receive your order, 

Ship to: St~/le: 

Natalie Dorrance 555337- Nike LunarEclipse+ 3 Men’s 

4 Whistling Oak Trail 009 Running Shoe 

Greensboro NC 
Dark Grey/Reflective Silver-Hyper 

Blue-Black 
UNITED STATES 

Size: 8 
27407 :[ @ $:[35.00 = $:[35.00 
33630:[264:[ 555930- Nike Sport Women’s Shirt 

0:[0 Black/Dark Grey Heather/Black 

Size: M 

1 @ $28.00 = $28.00 

Grand Total: $:[63.00 

lhenk you, 

Nike Elite Clien~ Services 

Please do not [eply Lo finis email, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, November 28, 2013 7:03 AlVl 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Insider: Thanks, Coach, for Saying That! 

Thursday, Nov. 28,2013 

Thanks, Coach, for Saying That! 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

By Mike Woitalla 

In the spirit of the holiday, I give thanks to some of the coaches who have during the last year shared insight I 

believe valuable to coaches and parents. Happy Thanksgiving! 

"When we coach we’re apt to constantly refer to our experiences as players, and how we were coached. The 

mistake a lot of coaches make - especially young coaches I’ve seen - is thinking, this is the way I was coached, 

so this is the way I’m going to coach this team. As opposed to looking at your group and thinking, ’Here’s what we have here. 

Here’s what’s important to them. How can I draw on those things and try to get out of my preconceived notions?’ ... I think 

every team is different. Boys, girls, age levels - and the coach’s job is - and that’s what makes it fun -- is trying to figure it 

out." 

- Steve Swanson., head coach of the University of Virginia and the USA’s 2012 U-20 Women’s World Cup-w#~ning team. 

"Sometimes you put your strongest player on the bench just to let others shine. Or you put a right-footed player who can’t do 

anything with his left on the left side and force him to use his left foot. Of course in that game you will probably lose because 

you don’t use your strongest players in their strongest position, but in the end you have a player who used his left foot when 

he was 12 and 13 and 14, and he can use both feet when he comes into the first team. That’s what we have at Ajax and I 

t~ally stand behind that." 

-Dennis Bergkamp. 

"Parents are always asking me, ’Can you watch my boy play? Do you think he can go pro? Do you think he can get a 

scholarship?’ ... They should be more concerned that their children are having fun?’ 

- Jorge Campos. 

’q-he parents end up being the first ones the kids talk to when they get into the car. And the parents’ pemeption of what 

happened is huge for the kid in the backseat .... You need to be 100 percent supportive of your child when they get into the 

car. Don’t try to give them an analysis. Just let them talk if they feel like it and hear them." 

- Jeff Baicher. De Anza Force Director of Coaching. 

"Don’t force them. If they enjoy it, support them. My son doesn’t like soccer. He likes music. Support them in whatever they 

like." 

- Claudio Suarez. 

’q’here’s got to be a cultural change from parents hovering over the kids and trying to prevent them from making mistakes, 

wanting to do what they think is best for them by giving them instructions, pointing out obvious solutions that they can see, to 

help their kids be successful .... It’s like giving a child a puzzle and telling them where to put the pieces because you don’t 

want them to make mistakes. When really what children do by trying different pieces of the puzzle, they learn howto put 

together a puzzle." 

= Scott Gimple, A YSO Director of Development. 

’We all know that in the learning process, missteps or mistakes are the beginning foundation of building the stepping stones 

of developing." 

- Dave Chesler U.S. Soccer Director of Coaching Education. 

"It’s the technique, the technique, the technique, the technique ._ I’ve been to so many states here and all the parents are so 

concerned about is winning, winning, winning. W~nning is irrelevant when you’re 11 or 12 years old. It really is it .... At youth 

tournaments, I look at the technical ability of the players. Whether the team wins or loses - I don’t care." 

- Brad Friedel. 

’When you’ve raised kids you know you have to be patient and continue to teach them. Some young coaches come in and 

they’ll explain something once and they’re frustrated that it’s not picked up. Well, if you’ve had kids then you know you’ve 

probably told them 700 times they have to put their shoes back in their room, and don’t leave them in the living room, before it 

finally clicks in. That’s parenting and teaching and coaching." 

- Bob Montgomery, New York Red Bulls" Director of Youth Programs. 

"Encourage young players to dribble and take defenders on in appropriate situations, rather than demanding they immediately 

pass every time they receive the ball - we have a culture of criticizing kids that ’overdribble’ and labeling them as selfish 

players, yet we bemoan the fact that we aren’t developing creative playmakers and attacking players." 

- Tim Holt, USL President. 



"One, to give the players confidence. Second, not to put them down when they make a mistake. Third, at those ages you 

don’t coach, you need to teach. And you need to teach in a positive way and encourage players to be creative. Not to be 

robots, but to be creative. At the youth level, we need to think about our kids first, and put ourselves second." 

- Hugo Perez, U.S. Soccer Youth Technical Advisor, on being asked for advice for coaches at the youngest ages. 

(Mtke Wo#alla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Joumey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

Thursday, Nov. 28, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentao’@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, November 28, 2013 3:55 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Give Gifts That Will Matter -- 8~d Give Your~lf the Gift of Gratitude 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..’~e~ed radio commemorator and d~e founder 
;~nd preside~t of the r~or~profit losephson Institute of Ethics ,~:~d 
CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~i-::o ~.;et~d feedb,~ck Jt ...... y ,( 
Mici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, Help keel5 d’,is newsiet~er 

fi’ee -- 
make a tax-deductible 

donation, 

Support the nonprofit Josephson Institute 

Character educati .... terials 

iX.’ich a ei’s commentaries 
,~re ~vail~ble i~: books ,~nd 

CDs, Shop here >> 

Request a catalog 

Visit our Character 
Educator ~log, Recendy 

Students With ~ 
Footprints Need Not Apply 

Memo From Michael: 
Thank You, Thank You, Thank You. 
There is solr:ethi~:g special abo~.: Ti:anksgivi~g week ~t my home, 
hose as much of my family who can ceme~ This year it witi be a 
moderate 40 or so celebrants who witi fili ~ m~ss~ve rented te~t h~ 
the backyard w~th faucet, s enth~s~asm, 

Read more, 

Give Gifts That Will Hatter 
Michael’s books a.."..d COs make #re~t h<4id~y gifts .... a~d your 

p~rchase s~ppo.."~s character educ,:~tio~ i..", schools. 

Shop here >> 

Getth .... kly .... ,e~letter 

%i Getthe podcast in iTunes 

Get the iPh ..... Android 8pp 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e- newsletter 

~] Character educati .... terials 

~o~’kshop o~ Building a 
Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Lear~ how [O crea~;e 

er~virom~:ent wi:e~’e 
~s s~mp~y not to~erated, 

Learn more >> 

blue) and prezs 

Thanksgiving and Hashed 
Potatoes 
Tha~ksgivi.."..g is my favorite 
holiday, Ew~r sim:e r.qy dad 

Ci:eck out Michael’s 
Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of i:!si~htfui 

p d.."..t~ bid !) quotes, 

Vintage Thanksgiving 
images also posted this 
week, 

Our Character 
Development Seminars 
equip ecR~c~ors a..’~d 
youth~service k~aders 
be effec~k,e chm’~cter 
educators, Upcoming 



passed a,~’~ay, it’s been my 
holiday, }] have ~:ine brothers 

mashed potatoes ,,, 
Listen or read more 

Thankinq Your Parents on 
Thanksqivinq 
As we approach Thanks~:~iwng 

your parents with your most 
~:~entle and generous ~hougi’..~s 

perfec~ home ~fe, ~f e~the~ 
bo~h of you~ parents are 
w~th you, make an effo~ to 

Listen or read more 

Survivinq Critical Relatives at 
Family Gatherings 

in a Norman Ro,,:kweU worid 
where family gatherings me 
sources of warmth and good 

memories. For some, the 
prospec.~ of hotiday get- 
~oget~sers generates dread and 
anxieiy; they are some~hm9 to 
endur% not enjoy, One reason 
~s that family members can Se 
tacdess and downright cr(~e~ 
when expressing thHr 

Listen or read more 

Give Yourself the Gift of 
Gratitude 
For some° Ti’,anks~:~iwng ~s 
begi.q.qin,9 of a holiday season: 
fiiled with ]oy and happiness at 

~he prospect of spendim:~ time 
witi: family, For others, it’s a 
sadder time blemished by bad 
memories or 8read. Some people 
see their lives filted with 
abundant blessings and 
thankfulness easy and 
o~hers are so preoccupied 

Listen or read more 

If I Could Give You Anything 

bar mitzvai: ce!’emony for 
sarents to 8e~ve~ spedfic 

b~ess~n~s ~o thHr chHcL ~ 
another poem for the 

to share ~t w~t~ you ~R the hope 
you w~} find some use for 
Listen or read more 

3ast go to 
WhatWillMatter.com and 
,’:tick o~ im.,~ges like ti’,e 
one 

Isaul comr.nen{s on The 
Trust of Our Children: 
"Your ratio.."..aie as .so the 
rewards of our ch~dreWs 

trust (and admiration) 
resonates soundly, ]~ 
a~so fee~s a b~t more 

As~h~ comments on 

OUOTATION: Rules for 
the Boss #1: 
"~’~lanagement is nothing 
more than motivating 
other people, We have to 

follow w~th these 
steps ,,~ 

commerr~i 

Dec. 315, Tucson, AZ >> 
Jan. 29-31, Los Angeles, 

CA >> 
Feb. 18-20 Fort Worth 

TX >> 
Feb. 24-26 Visalia, CA >> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Our wel:~i.qars are a 

co.qverdent, affordabie 

way to iearn vatuabie 
c h a ra c ~e.."-- cieveiop merit 

Learn more see schedule 

Get monthly e- newsletter 

:: :~ :: Michael 

Josephson 

L~>~kir~g f~r a Speaker ~r Co~s~,~lta~tT Book Michael Josephson0 

Ineeds, Call ~;00~7~--2670 or learn more, 

The nonprofit }osephson L{nstitute is working to create a world where people act more ethicatiy, 

Your donations enabie us to offer services and resoarces like .shis newsietter, Donate >> 

Prevent {Isis newsietter i:rom la.."..din~:~ in your iunk folder by adding commentar~ to 
your addres<, book or approved sender list. 



Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.orq 

#~2013 Josephson institute, "CH/~R/>,CTER COUNTS!" is ~ regisle~ed iradem~rk ot 

Manage newsletter subscriptions == Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide The NCAA DI men’s soccer tournament heads 
into the third round this weekend. Check out 
our preview and predictions. 
I~lt::IllE: Women’s quarterfinal predictions. 

G :: .ANDE ACADE  4Y TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update takes a look at the top 
girls club teams at the U13-U15 age groups. 
See which squads have made noise over the 
past few weeks. 

THE F [VE o--, YNT & (:OLLEGiE 
This week’s version of The Five focuses on a 
rumor about a youth national team coach, the 
hottest trend in college soccer, and some 

new faces with the U20 WNTJ 
Prernier Content 

DID YOU SEE? 

[vlario Goetze scored the 
goal of the Champions 
Leaeue rout) sta e. 

A guy spoofed a Brendan 
Rodgers postgame presser 
to perfection. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

2014 NSCAA Convention 

Register today for the 2014 NSCAA 
Convention in Philadelphia, PA, 3anuary 15- 

Soccer’s Biggest Party brings together 
coaches, players, administrators, business 
leaders, referees and fans from all over the 
world. Come and be a part of the fast 
growing soccer community! 

No other event for soccer coaches matches 
the level and depth of high profile clinicians, 
variety of networking and continuing 
education opportunities, and the fun and 
excitement all packed into five days. 

you’re serious about coaching, you need to 
be at the NSCAA Convention. 



info CLICK HERE_. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, November 30, 2013 

Saturday, Nov. 30, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Saturday matchups include Cardiff City hosting EPL leader Arsenal.... The Mexican league final four will be 

decided this weekend with a pair of quarterfinal second-leg games on Saturday and Sunday.                      ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programmin!7 is always subject to chan~le. Besides the exclusive streaming1 

programming listed here, many networks make TV pro~Irammin~l available on streamin~l devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listin~ls and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is ~#da¢ed daily throu~lhout the week. 

BelN SPORT 

England HUDDERSFIELD TOWN-BURNLEY (live) 10 am. 

italy PARMA-BOLOGNA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

France MONACO-STADE RENNAIS (delay) 4 pm. 

italy GENOA-TORINO (delay) 6 pm. 

NBC 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST BROM (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CARDIFF CITY-ARSENAL (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-ALMERIA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHWEIG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany MAINZ 05-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay JUVENTUD-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-MORELIA quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 11 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LILLE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TOLUCA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 5 pm. 

8NN PLAY 

EnglandBOURNEMOUTH-BRIGHTON (live) 7:15 am. 

France MONACO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 11 am. 
France VALENCIENNES-LILLE (live) 2 pm. 

italy GENOA-TORINO (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-PERTH (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-NEWCASTLE (live) 3:45 am. 

~srael HAPOEL KIRYAT SHYMONA-HAPOEL TEL AVIV (live) 11:45 am. 
Israe~ FC ASHDOD-BEITAR JERUSALEM (live) 1 pm. 

Australia WELLINGTON-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 



England NORWICH CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, December 

BelN SPORT 

italy ATALANTA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

italy CATANIA-AC MILAN (delay) 11 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-UDINESE (live) 12:30 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France PSG-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

italy INTER MILAN-SAMPDORIA (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England HULL CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 9 am. 

England CHELSEA-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy INTER MILAN-SAMPDORIA (live) 9 am. 

Spain GRANADA-SEVlLLA (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-OSASUNA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

italy CATANIA-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands DEN HAAG-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-PSV (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-FREIBURG (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CRUZEIRO-BAHIA (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina LANUS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4:15 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CERRO (live) 6 pm. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico AMERICA-TIGRES quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-QUERETARO quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 

~e~N PLAY 

SpainBETIS-RAYO (live) 6 am. 

Italy CATANIA-AC MILAN (live) 6:30 am. 

France BORDEAUX-AJACCIO (live) 8 am. 
Spain BASTIA-EVlAN (live) 11 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands DEN HAAG-AJAX (live) 6:30 am= 

FOX$OCCER2GO,com 

Australia MELBOURNE-ADELAIDE (live) 1 am. 

N~C SPORTS LIVE EX’~RA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy FIORENTINA-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

italy LAZIO-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm= 

TUESDAY, Decen~be~ 3 

BelN SPORT 

France LILLE-MARSEILLE (live) 1 pm. 

France NICE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 



Italy ATALANTA-ROMA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE’RNORK 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-WEST HAM (live) 3 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, Decen~be~ 4 

BelN SPORT 

France GUINGAMP-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

France EVIAN-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain TENERIFE-LAS PALMAS (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 2:45 pro. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-EVERTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LP,/E E;~{lrRA 

England ARSENAL-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SUNDERLAND-CHELSEA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England LIVERPOOL-NORV~CH CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SWANSEA CITY-NEV~K,’ASTLE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England FULHAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France LYON-TOULOUSE (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, December 

BelN SPORT 

Italy BOLOGNA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-NANTES (delay) 4:45 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLAREAL-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Copa Del Rey ALGECIRAS-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) Noon. 

Copa Del Rey RACING-SEVlLLA (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey CARTAGENA-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Nov. 30, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 7:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Greg Ryan: Virginia is like Baxcelona 

5atuFday, Nov. 30, 2013 

Oreg Ryan: Cava{iers are like Darce{ona 
by Soccer America 

[VIRGINIA-MICHIGAN: Womenl Virginia will make its first trip to the 
tlCAA Division I Women’s Tournament semifinals in 22 years thanks 

to a 2-1 win over Michigan on senior Molly Menchel’s goal in the 

second half. The score didn’t reflect the Cavaliers’ domination, and 
their play drew praise from Michigan coach Greg Ryan, who said 

they play the best brand of soccer in the women’s college game 

he’d seen in a long time .... Read the ,whole story 

Hokies advance to College Cup for first time 
by Soccer America 

[VIRGINIA TECH-DUKE: Womenl Virginia Tech advanced to the 
Women’s College Cup for the first time with a 3-0 win over ACC rival 

Duke on Friday in Blacksburg. After watching Duke hit the 
woodwork twice in the first half, the Hokies got a goal from Katie 

Yensen with 13 seconds in the first half and put the game away 
with second-half goals from Shannon Mayrose and Jazmine Reeves 

to move into the semifinals Friday against Florida State in Cary, H.C. 
...Read the whole s~:ery 

Attention: College soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 

2014 camps? Register for the Soccer America Camps 
[t Academies directory, Soccer America’s popular e- 

letter. For more information ..... More 

1, ’The worst miss ever’ 

2:, Red Butts part ways with Pearce 

3, Vancouver keeps Camilo, but drops Rusin 
and Kobayashi 



Bakowska-Mathews leads ’Noles back to final four 
by Soccer America 

]FLORIDA STATE-BOSTON COLLEGE: Women] No. 1 Florida State 
returned to the Women’s College Cup for the third year in a row 
with a 4-0 win Boston College. The Seminoles broke open a one- 

goat game with three goals in the second half to eliminate the 

unseeded Eagles, who had scored 10 goals in their first three 

tournament games....Read the whole .~tory 

by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] Defending champion North Carolina hosts Pac- 
t2 champion UCLA Saturday in the final game of the NCAA Division I 

Women’s Tournament quarterfinals. The Tar Heels handed the 
Bruins their only loss in 23 games this season with a I-0 win on 

Crystal Dunn’s goal in early September. UNC has won all nine 
meetings against UCLA, including four at the College Cup. Dunn’s 

status for Saturday’s game is uncertain with a high-ankle sprain she 

suffered in the third round against Texas A~tM .... Read the whole 
story 

NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER] The top eight seeds -- including three from the 

Pac-12 and three from the ACC -- are all still alive and WIU host 
Sunday in the third round of the NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament. 

For the third-round schedule .... Read t:he whole story 

What They’re Saying 

Boyd adds to scoring haul in Europa League 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~in receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IMG Academy <~info@imgacademy.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 1:04 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

48 hours left tbr the Black Friday Deal of the Season! 



Click here if you don’t wish to receive these messages in the fi~mre.Subscription Preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Order info@nike.com 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 2:43 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Your NikeElite.com Guest Account has placed an order 

Your NikeElite.com Guest Account has placed an order* 

Dear 

Thank you for ordering [torn NikeEiite,corn. 

L~sted beiow is your confirmation number, a list of products you ordered, and your 

Shil~ to: 

N’Liss Dorrance 

117 Hanover Pl 

Chapel Hill , NC 

UN :[TED STATES 

27516 

9199675036 

WN0110- Nike+ FuelBand SE 

003 Black/(Black) 

Size: S 

1 @ $149.00 = $149.00 

WNIO 105- Nike+ FuelBands 

O01 Black/Steel 

Size: M/L 

1 @ $149.00 = $149.00 

WM0105- Nike+ FuelBands 

O01 Black/Steel 

Size: S 

1 @ $149.00 = $149.00 

Grand Total: $447.00 



FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 7:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: UCLA overcomes histo~ to det~at UNC 

Sunday~ Dec. 1,2013 

Bruins overcome history to defeat Tar Heels 
by Soccer America 

[NORTH CAROLINA-UCLA: Women] When UCLA and North Carolina 
met early in the season, it resulted in a UNC victory, the ninth in 

nine meetings. Only this time, it was a learning experience for the 
Bruins. They learned something about themselves under their first- 

year coach, Amanda Cromwell, and they learned that you can’t sit 

back and expect to beat the Tar Heels. In an even match marred 

by a scary injury to UNC’s Katie Bowen, UCLA won, I-0, in double 
overtime to advance to the Women’s College Cup .... Read the 
"whole st:ory 

NCAA Di,Hsion I Women’s Tournament Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S SOCCER] A new national champion will crowned at this 

fear’s Women’s College Cup. Florida State, Virginia and UCLA have 

17 final four appearances among them~ but they’ve never won a 

championship. They’ll join Virginia Tech, making its College Cup 

debut, in this year’s semifinals that will be held Friday in Cary, 
and televised on ESPNU .... Read the whole story 

NCAA DMsion I Men’s Tournament Schedule 
by Soccer America 

Attention: College soccer camp directors 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 

2014 camps? Register for the Soccer America Camps 
[t Academies directory, Soccer America’s popular e- 

letter. For more information ..... More 

1, Grog Ryan: Cavaliers are ~ike Barcelona 

2, NC~ Di~sion I Women’s Tournament 
Schedule 

5, Red Bulls part w~ys with Pe~rce 

4. Vancouver keeps Cami~o, but drops Rus~n 
and Kobayashi 



[MEN’S SOCCER] The top eight seeds -- inctuding three from the 

Pac-12 and three from the ACC -- are atl stilt alive and will host 
Sunday in the third round of the NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament. 
For the third-round schedule .... Read the whole story 

New Mexico hopes this year will be different 

New Mexico is one of only three teams atong with Marytand and 
UConn playing in the round of 16 of the NCAA Division I Men’s 
Tournament for the third year in a row, but the No. 7 seed Lobos 

hope this time witl be different when they host Penn State Sunday. 

They lost to UConn in overtime last year and to USF in a shootout 

two years ago. "We have some very talented attacking players~" 
Lobos coach Jeremy Fishbein said. "And it’s going to take a special 

moment for one or two guys to put the baU ~nto ...... Read the 
who~e story 

5, What They’re Say’n8 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The IMG Academy Top 150 for girls in the 
2017 graduating class is out today, and 
Madison Haley is the new No. 1. Find out 
which player jumped into the top five. 

TOP 25 UPSETS 
A couple of historic runs to the Elite Eight 
round of the NCAA Tournament helps one 
program keep its high ranking while another 
one is quickly gaining ground. 

CUP 
After serving up a healthy dose of NCAA 
women’s quarterfinal action over 
Thanksgiving weekend, the College Cup field 
is set for next weekend in Cary, North 
Carolina. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Our series on the five best 
DI women’s teams of all 
time is here. We pick, you 
vote. First up, Portland. 

Rumors are swirling that 
Spurs striker Jermaine Defoe 
is on his way to Toronto FC. 
Is TFC making a power play? 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

United Soccer Academy 

Take your team overseas to experience the 
best of international soccer travel and 
competition with United Soccer Academy. 

United Soccer Academy has been providing 
youth players, college teams, and ODP 
programs with customized, professionally 
coordinated international soccer tours since 
1988. 

Attend major European youth tournaments, 
professional matches (EPL, La Liga, Serie A), 
and training sessions with professional clubs, 
and experience a wonderful cultural and 
sightseeing program off the field. 

For a professionally coordinated and 



customized soccer experience for your team, 
please contact United Soccer Academy to 
receive a tour proposal and more details. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Bruce Arena: Donovan ’Going Nowhere’ in January 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Dec. 2, 2013 Tweet This ~~ Share This 

Eurosport 

USA and Los Angeles Galaxy forward Landon Donovan apparently won’t be returning to Everton or any 

other English Premier League club on loan in January, according to Galaxy coach Bruce Arena. In a podcast posted 

on LAGalaxy.com, the former USA coach said that Donovan and fellow Designated Players’ Robbie Keane and 

Omar Gonzalez are "going nowhere" during the MLS offseason. Donovan completed two short-term loan spells at 

Everton in 2010 and 2012. 

- Read the whole story... 

PSG Blows ..L..yon Away, Maintains Ligue 1 Lead 
AFP 

Paris Saint-Germain maintained its four-point lead at the top of the Ligue 1 table with a comprehensive 4-0 drubbing 

of fellow French giant Lyon at the Parc des Princes on Sunday. In a game that was somewhat overshadowed by the 

news that both team buses were stoned on the way to the stadium, Zlatan Ibrahimovic netted twice from the spot, 

while star striker Edinson Cavani and captain Thiago Silva also got on the scoresheet for PSG. 

A tense first-half tipped in the defending champ’s favor nine minutes before the break when striker Cavani headed 

home a Lucas Moura corner. Five minutes later, the Uruguayan was brought down in the area by Lyon goalkeeper 

Remy Vercoutre, and Ibrahimovic coolly chipped home from the spot. Thiago Silva then effectively killed the game 

in the 60th-minute, thumping home the rebound from his own header following another Moura corner, and Ibra sealed 

the points with his second penalty in the 83rd-minute. 

"The size of the scoreline could make you think it was easy from beginning to end, but Lyon made life difficult for us 

early on," PSG coach Laurent Blanc told reporters after the game. "If we keep playing at 100 percent, I think it will 

be very difficult to beat PSG. But we need to avoid complacency and be at our very best every game." 

- Read the whole story... 

Spurs’ AVB Demands a Little Respect 
Guardian 

Tottenham coach Andre Villas-Boas railed against his critics on Sunday, claiming that he deserves more respect 

after his team tied Manchester United 2-2 at White Hart Lane in his club’s first Premier League game following the 6- 



0 thrashing it received at the hands of Manchester City at the Etihad the weekend before. 

In an interview with reporters, AVB pointed out that Spurs have qualified for the second-phase of the Europa League 

as well as the quarterfinals of the Capital One Cup, but the team’s Premier League position is "not decisive yet," and 

yet specific members of the British press have sought to insult "my integrity, my human values, my professionalism ... 

insult the success that I have achieved in other clubs and I don’t think it’s fair. I think it’s a lack of respect and an 

attack on a person’s integrity." 

He went on to compare his struggles as Tottenham manager to those of David Moyes at Manchester United and 

Manuel Pellegrini at Manchester City. "You can easily compare situations," Villas-Boas said. "We have sat above 

Man City before and above Man United before and we haven’t seen any kind of these personal attacks to somebody, 

so I think that is unfair. It’s something that obviously comes with the 6-0 thrashing but more important is the team and 

the response and I think the players did that in great, great fashion." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Chelsea to Pay Monaco  100 Million+ for Falcao 
Caught Offside 

French daily LelO Sport is reporting that Chelsea has agreed to pay 80 million euros ($108.5 million) for AS Monaco 

striker Radamel Falcao during the January transfer window. However, any move is contingent upon Blues striker 

Fernando Torres agreeing to move to the principality club as part of the deal. 

Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho is understood to be frustrated by the fact that just five of the Premier League giant’s 

24 goals in the league this season have come from its striking quartet of Tortes, Demba Ba, Samuel Eto’o and 

Andre Schurrle. Falcao is also particularly attractive to Mourinho because he is not cup tied for the UEFA 

Champions League. The Colombian, who sat out of Monaco’s 2-0 win against Rennes on Saturday with a minor thigh 

problem, is joint top of the Ligue 1 scoring charts, having scored nine times in 14 appearances so far this season. 

Despite the report, Monaco sporting director Vadim Vasilyev insists that Falcao won’t leave in January, having only 

just arrived from Atletico Madrid last summer. "He’s very happy here," Vasilyev told RMC. "He feels really good in 

Monaco. Actually, we dined with him, his wife and the president a few days ago and he loves the club, the city. So 

there’s no problem and he won’t leave in January. That’s certain." 

- Read the whole story... 

...w...!..t...h.......M....e.s...s...i......M..[s...s..!...n..g,. Barca Suffers Second Straight Loss 
Associated Press 

Barcelona’s lead at the top of Spain’s La Liga was reduced to mere goal differential after Athletic Bilbao shocked the 

defending champion, 1-0, at the new Estadio San Mames on Sunday. Striker Iker Muniain scored the only goal of 

the game from a counterattack in the 70th-minute as Neymar & Co., struggled to unlock an organized Bilbao 

defense. The loss, Barca’s first of the season and second in a row in all competitions, left the Catalan giant level on 

points with high-flying Atletico Madrid, which won 2-0 at Elche, and just three points ahead of hated rival Real Madrid, 

which won 4-0 against Real Valladolid at home. 

The defeat in Bilbao came just five days after Barca lost 2-1 against Ajax in Amsterdam in UEFA Champions League 

Group H play last Tuesday. "When you lose, there are always doubts and questions that arise, but one game had 

nothing to do with the other," Barca midfielder Andres Iniesta said. "We have to correct our mistakes. It’s a loss. That 

can happen. We shouldn’t see it any other way." 

Tata Martino’s team has now won once and lost twice since star striker Lionel Messi suffered a left hamstring injury 



that will likely keep him out until mid-January. "This team isn’t used to losing two consecutive games," Martino said. 

"We came here with the intention of rebounding from the first loss, so it’s a shame not to win after we did enough to 

deserve it. Until Bilbao scored, we were the better side, controlling the ball and creating chances for long stretches. 

After their goal it was a different game." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ancelotti Hails Star Man Bale 
ESPN FC 

With Cristiano Ronaldo missing due to injury, Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti hailed Gareth Bale, the world’s 

most expensive player following his $132 million switch from Tottenham Hotspur last summer, for his impressive 

performance in Los Blancos’ 4-0 win against Real Valladolid at the Bernabeu on Saturday, in which he scored three 

goals and added an assist. "1 think his period of adaptation is over. He is doing well, he is confident and is very 

important for us. He did very well today," the Italian tactician said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Meulensteen Shocked By Fulham Appointment 
Sky Sports News 

New Fulham manager Rene Meulensteen insists he was shocked by the decision to fire Martin Jol as manager 

following the Cottagers’ 3-0 defeat to West Ham. "It was definitely not something that I was anticipating. We wanted 

to turn this corner together," the former Manchester United assistant told Sky Sports News after being promoted. 

- Read the whole story... 

_W_..e...n..ger Slams Ballon d’Or 
AS 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger has slammed FIFA’s Ballon d’Or, insisting that he is against individual prizes in 

soccer. In an interview with Telefoot, the Frenchman said. "It hurts football. I am against individual awards. It is 

a ridiculous obsession for players." He added: "Who do I want to win this year? I don’t want anyone at all. This is an 

endorsement of an individual which goes against the essence of our sport." 

- Read the whole story... 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <info@nscaa.com> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 4:44 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

National Coach of the Year Voting Now Open 

2013 NCAA Division I - II - III Women’s Coach of the Year Voting is Now Open 

Thank you to everyone that submitted a nomination. All votes for National Coach of the Year 
must be submitted before December 09, 2013 11:59pm CST! 

Please Read Before Votinq 

To begin: Login to your Colleqe Service mvNSCAA account and select the "My Nominations 
and Voting" tab. 

To cast your vote, simply choose the coach you wish to vote for from the radio buttons and 
hit submit. You may only vote once. 

Login Now 

Please contact us if you have any difficulties. Again, all votes must be received by December 
09 at 11:59pm CST. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

600 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~iI Informz for iMIS 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedblitz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <newsletter@usnstpa.com> 

’Tuesday, De~:ember 3,2013 12:{}"5 PN~ 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Dec ~, 201 ~ 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Dec 3, 2013 

Tuesday’s Soccer TV: Ugue 1 and Premier League 

I.igue 1 on [)eIN Sport: 2i~dop~.a(:e Li~.Ie vs 4th-p[ace Marse~tie at 1pro and 15th-pl.ace Nk:e - 3n:Pp[ace Monaco at 3pro, 

Premier Lea~ue on NBCSN: 20th-p[a(:e Cpista~ Palace host 15th-ptace West Hare U~ited at 3prn. A~ Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"} flaw the [)at[ t::eu[d }~() iI~ l)y the pest bu[ there ~A~aS a })it (31’ I.ut::~ invol.vi?d as wi?[t. So8]etirnes you have [e 

take a risk and just shoot/’ Schalke’s Jermaine Jones, 

FIFA Announces World Cup Draw Pots 
In a p~ess conference in Bahia, grazi{ on Tuesday, FfFA announced the pots fo~ Friday’s 20t:} World Cup draw. 

Pot 1: Argentina. BraNl, Be[?,iurn, Colombia, Germany, Spain, Switzerland, Uruguay 

Pot. 2: AIg.eria, Cameroen, Chib% C6te dqvei~e, EekEador, Ghana. N~geria 

Pot 3: Austrat~a, Costa Rice, Honduras. hen, Japan, Korea Republic, Mexico, USA 
~ot 4: Bosnia-Herzegovina. {:~eatia. Engl.and, France~ G~ee(:e. Ita{y, Netherlands, Portdgat, Russh~ 

F]FA a[so confirmed that one el: the ~et 4 teams W]I.[ {)e drawn 

USA- Korea set for Feb 1 

The United States National Team hosts Korea in an international iriendiy on February 1. 2014at StubHub ¢enter~ US 

"As a tearn that has quatified for Brazif, the Korea Repubtic wi[f be another great benchnlark for u%" USA coach Jur$en 

K[insmann said. ’~hey brhN a d~fferent style of piny than we have seen m the [asL two year% and that $ives us a chance 

to ~row. With oniy two or three !#ames [eft before May this w~1i be an important opportunity for the players who w}i1 be 

fin~shhx~ el’~ the Janbary camp. The message w~[ be the same one we start w~th e~ery time we get ten, ether: we are 

here to win.= 

The Anxiety of the World Cup Draw 
By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, bC {bec 2, 201 ~) US Sec(:e~ F~.ayers - Ca~.I it the week ef antk:~patk)n for US seccer 
fans. On FrMay, F~FA puLs on a song and dance show in Brazil to answe~ a s~mpte question. Who plays whom in the 

<~roup sta~e of the 2014 Worl.d {;dp, We atready knew how tou~h it can <~et, £un the scenarios, Fi~b~e ebt hew easKy 

sroups of death Corm, Wa~t to see if the Umted States somehow manases to avoid an addiLiona[ degree of diHicutty, 

You can guess the response sheuid the ping-pen8 be[is not bounce the USA’s way. Some wii[ try to dewnptay the 

si~nificas(:e of any ~roup sta~e. Others wi[[ ~o ahead and pencil m the Learn for the worst. A few m}$ht look at what the 

US did m tou~h groups in previous World Cups~ There w~[[ even be some that 8o for [he ~[adiato~ mentaqty that the US 

That does nothing to dispel the sense of anxieW. We wait. There’s so other option no way to somehow com/ince FIFA 
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MLS’s future: 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Garber with the long and short of it 
By Paul Kennedy 

MLS Commissioner Don Garber didn’t have much news to report in Tuesday’s MLS State of the League address 

from Google NYC, but the Q&A with media and fans that followed provided a fascinating insight into where he 

thinks the league is going. 

Garber didn’t answer every question - he had a "big no comment" regarding the ongoing television negotiations - and every 

question didn’t come up - Chivas USA’s future or the start-stop playoff schedule, to name two - but you got the sense he was 

very cornfortable about the state of the league and its long-term future. (It certainly doesn’t hurt when you’ve got investor~ 

knocking down the door trying to get into the league.) 

Will MLS be one of the top leagues in the world by 2022? The answer to that question is almost less important that the sense 

that MLS knows it has demographics on its side and therefore it will thrive, whether that’s one generation or two generations 

down the line. 

You won’t have said this five years ago, but MLS is starting to capture a fan base that will have r~al value - a fan base that is 

different from that of other sports, "more interactive, more productive, more engaged," as Garber said. It certainly helps that 

MLS via its equity funding is throwing millions into identifying its fan base, working on converting young fans and analyzing 

their behavior. 

Here are some takeaways on what Garber said on more short-term topics _. 

EXPANSION. David Beckham is in the news almost every day regarding his MLS expansion option and interest in putting a 

team in Miami, but one got the sense from Gather that no announcement will be forthcoming soon. "We can’t do anything until 

they finalize a stadium plan," said Gather. 

Garber said the No. 1 priority was for MLS to move in the Southeast. After Orlando City, announced last month as MLS’s 21st 

team, who will be the 22nd team? At one point, Garber mentioned Atlanta before he mentioned Miami, confirming that he may 

believe Atlanta has a lot more pieces of the puzzle solved (ownership group, stadium plan) than Miami does right now. 

If Atlanta and Miami are No. 22 and No. 23, what city will claim the 24th and last seat at the MLS table as part of its plan to 

expand to 24 teams by the end of the decade? 

Asked about an MLS chart that pointed to five expansion target cities: Atlanta, Miami, plus Minneapolis, St. Louis and San 

Antonio, Garber said he’d need to have a word with his chart-maker, but he went on to later add Austin (matching MLS’s 

demos to a tee) to the mix. 

Three teams in the Southeast, plus one each in the Midwest and Texas would seem to be ideal, though that would make 25 

teams. (Solution: dump Chivas USA.) 

For all those of you out there thinking of bringing an MLS stadium to a city near you, Garber did rank the two keys to any 

expansion formula: 1. ownership, 2. downtown stadium. (The latter wasn’t always part of the equation. But as MLS has 

struggled to fill soccer-specific stadiums in Chicago, Colorado and Dallas, all built in outlying areas, and thrived in downtown 

stadiums in the Northwest, that’s changed.) 

CALENDAR. Don’t expect to see any shift in the MLS calendar from spring-fall to summer-spring any time soon, though 

Garber admitted the league looked long and hard at the issue. He admitted up front: "It’s nearly impossible to get a perfect 

schedule." 

The current problem: FIFA fixture dates pose huge and increasing conflicts as more and more MLS players, members of 

national teams, are retained. But Gather said the league couldn’t afford a winter break of 10-12 weeks in the middle of the 

season or justify trading valuable May-June dates for dates in December and late February. 

TELEVISION. National television remains MLS’s Achilles’ heel, the one area where its go-go story breaks down. Just two 

weeks ago, the Portland-RSL playoff game ranked 139th out of 139 programs of the week on ESPN. 

Problem is, there are no easy or short-term solutions. Flex scheduling? Garber correctly points out what there are so many 



moving parts to the MLS schedule - most notably, competitions its clubs or players play in outside MLS -- that shifting 

games forward or backward is a lot easier said than done. 

Garber admitted that ther~ has been little to no consistency in the MLS TV schedule, and that along with network promotional 

support would solve half the TV ratings battle. (He praised NBC for its promotion of the English Premier League, saying it has 

been "as important as anything in the NBCUniversial family and it paid off.") 

ECONOMICS. The other half of the TV ratings battle? The product. Garber didn’t shy away from the fact that the quality on the 

field had to be more in line with what U.S. viewers can get throughout the weekend, whether on the NBCUniversal networks, 

belN Sport or the Univision stations, if MLS should count on them tuning in. 

But he also said the league owners weren’t going to begin spending wildly at the risk of losing what they are building for 

generations to come. 

"MLS still loses money as an enterprise," was Garbe¢s answer to MLS’s financial health - just a reminder: a new collective 

bargaining agreement needs to be negotiated next year - though enough owners are doing well enough that they are attracting 

plenty of new investors behind them. 

One of the biggest knocks on MLS is that the media and fans are kept in the dark on the mechanisms by which player moves 

are conducted - and as long as the league office is involved in player deals they’ll remain sec[eL 

But Garber said MLS wasn’t the only league that had complicated rules regarding salary budgets and player movements - he 

referred the NFL and its cadre of capologists and MLS’s first capologist, Tim Bezbatchenko now GM at Toronto FC - and he 

acknowledged the league could have done a better job explaining league policies. It just so happened that MLS’s new 

retention money program, its program to attract No. 9 and No. 10 players and the blockbuster Glint Dempsey deal that 

brought him to Seattle all came up this year. 

"We are still evolving," Garber admitted, "and still sometimes doing stuff on the fly." 
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College Soccer Reporter: MAC Hermmm Trophy semifinalists; NCAA Division II Preview 

Thursday, Dec. 5, 2013 

~aryland’s Mullins heads ~AC Nermann Trophy short list 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S AWARDS] Maryland forward PatricR MuUins, the 2012 MAC 
Nermann winner, is again on the shortlist for the 2013 MAC 

Nermann Trophy. Six of the 15 semifinalists WIU be in action this 
weekend in the NCAA Division I men’s quarteffinats .... Read the 
who~e story 

Dunn and Brian among MAC Hermann Trophy semifinalists 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S AWARDS] North Carotina star Crysta[ Dunn, the 2012 MAC 
Nermann winner, is among 15 semifinMists for the 2013 MAC 

Nermann Trophy. Carolina has been etiminated, but aU four 

Women’s CoUege Cup partidpants are represented, including 
Virginia with two pMyers -- U.S. internationM Morgan Brian and 

Makenzy Doniak - on the short fist....Read the whole s~:ory 

Men’s Soccer on the Air 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER] The NCAA Division I Men’s 
Tournament moves into the quarterfinMs. Three of 

the four games win availaNe for viewing. For the 
quarterfina[ schedute....More 

~, How does Brazil-Italy-Nether{ands-USA 
sound? 



Southern New Hampshire looks to add second title 
by Soccer America 

[NCAA DIVISION II MEN: Preview] Top-ranked Southern New 

Hampshire is the only former Division II champion in the semifinals 

of the Division II Men’s Championship that will take place Thursday 

in Evans~ Ga. In the first game~ the Penmen~ unbeaten in 21 games 
will host Rockhurst~ coached by Tony Tocco~ the second 

winningest coach aN-time in men’s soccer. Simon Fraser, which is 

looking to become the first Canadian team to win an NCAA soccer 

fitle~ and Carson-Newman will play in the nightcap .... Read l:he 
who~e story 

Powerhouses headed to semifinals in Evans 
by Soccer America 

[NCAA DIVISION II WOMEN: Preview] West Florida continues its NCAA 
Division II women’s title defense when it faces Western Washington 

in Thursday’s semifinals at Blanchard Woods Parkin Evans~ Ga. Top- 

seeded Grand Valley State win make its fifth consecutive semifinal 

appearance against American International in the first game. 
...Read the whele story 

Ronaldo vs. Ronaldo 

Six-paneled Brazuca introduced for finals 

Check out the latest ’Next Messi’ 

Zusi~ Besler and Keane repeat Best XI picks 
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The number of women in facul~ positions in the sciences lags far behind the 
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change that. Photo by Steve Exum. 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, December 6, 2013 

Friday, Dec. 6= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The 2014 World Cup Draw is on Friday .... MLS’s 2013 champion will be decided on Saturday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy BOLOGNA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pro. 

France MARSEILLE-NANTES (delay) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

2014 FIFA World Cup Draw (live) 11:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL=CELTIC (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLARREAL-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Copa Del Rey ALGECIRAS-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) noon. 

Copa Del Rey RACING-SEVILLA (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey CARTAGENA-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

UNIVISION 

2014 FIFA World Cup Draw (live) 10:50 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

2014 FIFA World Cup Draw (live) 10:50 am. 

France MARSEILLE-NANTES (live) 2:30 pro. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spanish Cup LLEIDA-BETIS (live) 6 am. 

France MARSEILLE-NANTES (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

2014 FIFA World Cup Draw (live) 11:30 am. 

~ATURDAY, D~cembe~ 7 

BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-LEICESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

Italy LIVORNO-AC MILAN (live) noon. 

Italy NAPOLI-UDINESE (live) 2:40 pm. 

France PSG-SOCHAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN 

MLS Cup Final KANSAS CITY-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup LEYTON ORIENT-WALSALL (live) 10 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 



England SUNDERLAND-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ST. ANDREU-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Italy LIVORNO-AC MILAN (live) Noon. 

Copa Del Rey CELTA-ATHLETIC (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OLIMPIC DE XATIVA-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-UDINESE (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WERDER BREMEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Netherlands AJAX-NAC BREDA (live) 2:30 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

UniMas 

MLS Cup Final KANSAS CITY-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

E~eIN PLAY 

EngiandDERBY-BLACKPOOL (live) 7:15 am. 

FrancePARIS SG-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 

Copa Del ReyGIRONA-GETAFE (live) neon. 

Copa Del ReyBARCELONA B-SABADELL (live) noon. 

Copa Del Rey RECREATIVO-LEVANTE (live) 4 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-CHELSEA (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-NORW~CH CITY (live) 10 am= 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Decembe[ 8 

BelN SPORT 

italy ROMA-FIORENTINA (live) 6:30 am. 

Italy TORINO-LAZIO (live) 9 am. 

France BASTIA-LYON (live) 11 am. 
italy INTER MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-AJACCIO (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup CAMBRIDGE UNITED-SHEFFIELD UNITED (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup TAMV~DRTH-BRISTOL CITY (live) 9 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England FULHAM-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-HULL CITY (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey NASTIC-VALENCIA (live) 11 am. 

Copa Del Rey JAEN-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Copa Del Rey MALAGA-OSASUNA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHVVEIG-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay MIRAMAR MISIONES-NACIONAL (live) 3 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-TOLUCA, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA=TOLUCA, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-LEON, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VALLADOLID-RAYO (delay) 12:30 pm. 



Copa Del Rey LLEIDA-BETIS (delay) 3 pm. 

Soccer A~qerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,_qle+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 
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We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide 
The NCAA DI men’s soccer tournament heads 
into the quarterfinals this weekend. Check 
out our preview and predictions for the eight 
games. 
MORE: Women’s College Cup predictions 

GRAND,i!!! T i!!!AN[RANK TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update provides a refreshed look 
at the top boys clubs from the U16-U18 age 
groups. 

A Dallas Texans standout chats about his 
time with one of the best clubs in Europe, 
plus a rising U.S. YNT star transfers clubs in 
Germany. That and more in a pro prospects 
roundup. 
MORE: The Five: YNT, College & Club Rumors 

DID YOU SEE? 

Witness every adidas World 
Cup ball since 1970 in Vine 
form. 

3ozi Altidore scored his first 
goal for Sunderland on 
Wednesday. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

2014 NSCAA Convention 

Mac’s National Soccer School participants 
have become collegiate all-Americans, MLS 
players and European professionals. 

Now it’s your turn to learn from the coaching 
staff of 4-time conference champions & 
perennial top 25 soccer program. 

Register now at www,macssoccerschool.com! 

For more info CLICK HERE. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 9:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Womeffs College Cup Preview 

Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

The nation’s best offense takes on best defense 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Virginia-UCLA] it will the nation’s top 

offense against the top defense as Virginia plays Pac-12 champion 

UCLA in the Women’s College Cup Friday in Cary, II.C. (TV: ESPHU, 
live, 7:30 pm ET). In her first season in charge of UCLA, Amanda 

Cromwell will go up against her alma mater, Virginia, whose only 

loss in 25 games came in the ACC semifinals against Virginia Tech 

after one of the greatest regular-season performances in women’s 
college history....Read the whole story 

Seminoles aim to beat ACC foe for third time this season 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Florida State-Virginia Tech] One thing is 
certain about this year’s Women’s College Cup: a new champion 

be crowned. Top-seeded Florida State, which finished No. 1 in the 

Soccer America rankings, has perhaps its best chance of winning 
the title but it must first get past Virginia Tech in their third 

meeting in season in Friday’s first semifinal (TV: ESPblU, 5 pm ET). 
The Semi holes are u nbeaten all-ti me agai nst Vi rgi nia Tech w~th 13 
wins and one tie in 14 meetings....Read the whole story 

NCAA Division ~ Men’s Tournament Schedule 

by Soccer America 

[MEH’S SOCCER] The NCAA Division I Men’s 
Tournament moves into the quarterfinals. The 

action begins Friday night when Virginia hosts 
UConn. For the quarterfinal schedule....More 

1, Look what we found at the bottom of the 
pot 

2, Where to watch the World Cup Draw .., 

3, Altidore ends EPL drought, Howard w~ns at 
Old Trafford 



Messiah seeks lOth national championship 
by Soccer America 

[HCAA DIViSiON ill MEN: Preview] Defending champion Messiah (20-1- 

1) goes up against unranked V~itiams (15-6-0) Friday in the semifinals 

of the FICAA Division Ill Men’s Tournament in San Antonio~ Texas. 
Rutgers-Camden (32-0-2) and Lores (19-1-3) play in the other 

semifinal. Art but Rutgers-Camden were in last year’s final four. 

...Read the whole s~:ory 

Division I~l women: Capital women relish underdog role 

Capital putted off the upset of the HCAA Division III Women’s 

Tournament when it beat top-ranked Washington (Mo.) in a 

shootout to advance to the fina| four that begins Friday in San 
Antonio. The Crusaders face William Smith at Toyota Fie|d~ home of 

the San Antonio Scorpions~ white Midd[ebury plays the home team 
Trinity (Texas) in the other semifinal. "We like being the underdog," 

said Capital defender Corey McClellan. "We actually take pride in 
being the underdog at this point." ...Read the whole s~:ory 

4o Soccer on the Air: ESPN goes all out for 
World Cup Draw and MLS Cup 

5. Maryland’s Mullins heads MAC Herm~nn 
Trophy short list 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now avaitabie. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution, 

(c) 2013 Soccer America~ 145 Pipers Hill Road Wi|ton~ CT 06897 USA 
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To: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Insider: ttow Refs MaJ~e Their Next Game Easier 

Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 

How Refs Make Their Next Game 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Easier 
By Randy Vogt 

For most youth soccer games, the ref would do well by being fit and in position, by smiling, having a good 

attitude, by enforcing the rules and knowing their application plus giving brief explanations when necessary. It’s 

extremely important that the ref call the first foul, in part since an unwhistled foul could lead to retaliation. Refs 

who follow this formula can have a long career and most teams would gladly want them to referee their team 

again. 

Coaches and players certainly remember how much that ref allows and will generally adjust accordingly. They will even 

remember months later what the ref clamped down on and what was allowed. So it’s vitally important that the ref does not let 

players foul one another or retaliate or allow open dissent as their next game with the same team will be just as difficult. 

Reputations are formed and refs would not want their reputation to be that he or she does not control the game. 

Coaches and players are happy if refs let them to have their say but many know that they cannot continuously dissent as the 

ref will lose control of the game. In my article in August 2010, I wrote about how refs can keep coaches under control. 

Let me give an example from a boys U-11 game that I refereed several years ago. The coach, from the visiting team, did not 

know me and was testing me even before the game to see what he could get away with. He complained about the fact that 

there were another sport’s lines on the field besides the soccer lines. He then started yelling at me at the opening kickoff. 

Certainly, I could not allow that to happen throughout the match and retain control of the game. The coach yelled at me again 

and I verbally warned him to concentrate on coaching his team rather than on the officiating. 

The next time he yelled, which was near the end of the first half, I cautioned him for dissenL (This was a league in which the 

coach has a pass and the league wants the refto show a card to the coach.) 

What do you think happened then? Nothing, absolutely nothing! The coach might not have been too happy about it, but he 

kept quiet the rest of the match. He knew that if he continued to dissent, he would have been dismissed for receiving his 

second caution in the same match. 

The next year, I refereed three games one Saturday and was about to wash up when the assignor phoned me that a boys U- 

16 cup match, that he did not know about, did not have any officials so he asked me to go to the field. I was tired and did not 

pace myself that day for an extra game and had to ref this game by myself with no assistant referees. 

And who was there? That same coach from the boys U-11 team coaching an older squad. He did not dissent at all in this 

game and just coached his team as he knew that I would not tolerate dissent from him. Even though I was very tired, the 

game was relatively easy to referee. I remember that game clearly because his team was down 4-2, yet they won 5-4 with the 

winning goal being scored with several minutes left to play. Perhaps his team won because he did not dissent and simply 

concentrated on coaching his team, not on the referee’s decisions. 

It turns out that I saw the same coach at a soccer convention a year later and he purchased "Preventive Officiating." I wonder if 

he recognized himself in the passage about him in the book? Some of which I just placed in this article. 

(Randy Vogt has officiated over 8,000 games during the past three decades, from professional matches in front of thousands 

to 6-year-olds being cheered on by very enthusiastic parents. In his book, "Preventive Officiating," he shares his wisdom 

gleaned from thousands of games and hundreds of clinics to help referees not only survive but thrive on the soccer field. You 

can visit the book’s website at www.preventiveofticiating.com/) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider Nog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Friday, Dec. 6, 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aokcom> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 12:12 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Winning Formula tbr Soccer Coaches 

Coach, 

When it comes to sports we love it for one 
reason. 

Competition. 

We love competing with others to be declared 

winners at the end. 

A big pan office tbmmla to running is 
talent! A talented team is a dm~gerous 

team. 

Why? 
Because they are full of potential. They 

axe sldllful. 

We found a video that goes aga~nst the grain 

teaching a new way to teach soccer. 

You’ll want to see this for yoursel£ 

Here it is: 

Soccer Video < < < 

The video shows how a bench wam~ing player 
got sick and tired and fo~md a new way 

to train him~lt: 

The results... 
An all- american collegiate player. 

Enough said. 

reddic~,; baseb~ll :: 524 union ave :: new providence, nj 07974 [ ii ~:~ iI iContact - Try It Free, 
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Sent: 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emai[.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Dec 6, 2013 

USSoccerPlayers - Dec 6, 2013 

Friday’s Soccer TV: 2014 World Cup Draw and Copa 
del Rey 
ESPN2 has the 2014 World Cup draw at 11:30am. 

Copa de[ Rey on belN en Espano[: Vi[[arrea[ - E[che at 10am, A[geciras - Real Sociedad at 12pm, Racing - Sevi[[a at 2pm, 

and Cartagena - Barcelona at 4pm. Ligue 1 on Univision Deportes: Marsei[[e - Nantes at 2:30pm (4:45pm on belN). Serie ~ 

on belN: Bologna - Juventus at 2:30pm. Scottish Premier League on Fox Soccer Plus: Motherwe[[ - Celtic at 2:40pm. All 

Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"A[[ the little highlights make a bigger picture; we are there to get challenged, we’re never satisfied and 

we never settte." US National Team coach aurgen Klinsmann. 

USA Gets Group 
In a nerve wracking day for Nationa[ Team fans, the United States was drawn into Group G with Germany, Ghana, and 

Portugat. The USA opens with a rematch of previous Wortd Cups praying Ghana. Mexico was drawn into Group A with 

Brazit, Cameroon, and Croatia. Costa Rica got Group D with Uruguay, Itaty, and Engtand. Honduras was drawn into Group 

E with Switzertand, Ecuador, and France. 

By the Numbers... The 2013 MLS Cup 
By Clemente Lisi - KANSAS CITY, MO (Dec 6, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - In a year where parity ruted supreme in Major 

League Soccer, Sporting Kansas City hosts Rear Satt Lake in Saturday’s MLS Cup Finat (4pm ET - ESPN) in a game featurin~ 

arguabty the two best teams of 2013. 

Sporting KC and RSL may be small-market teams, but they have big-time ambitions. Indeed, both have spent the past 

few years buitding up their rosters and brand. It witt art cutminate in the much-anticipated season finate at Sporting 

Park. Both coaches, Sporting KC’s Peter Vermes and RSL’s Jason Kreis, have transformed their teams in recent years. 

"We have a group of guys that are very committed to the phitosophy of the team," Vermes said Monday during a 
conference cat[ with reporters. "When there’s one man’s absence, there’s another man’s opportunity." 



At a news conference on Thursday, Kreis also heaped praise on his team, saying, "Being part of this group has been 

extremely special." 

Which team has the better goalkeeper? How important will the role of fullbacks be? Those questions, and many others, 

will get the "By the Numbers" treatment to determine which team is favored to lift the trophy. Below we break down 

Sporting Kansas City and Real Salt Lake in five key areas, put the categories through a statistical lens and assessed how 

the sides stack up. Read More 

Sporting KC’s Benny Feilhaber is writing a happy ending to a trying season - from The Kansas City Star’s Sam 

McDowell: It hasn’t been a quick process. 

RSL now a fixture in Utah sports - from The Salt Lake Tribune’s Kurt Kragthorpe: "It’s grown up," RSL president Bill 

Manning said. 

Volkswagen ends D.C. United jersey sponsorship - from The Washington Post’s Steven Goff: The iconic VW logo 

featured prominently on United’s shirts and across various levels of team branding since 2008. 

Giggs: No self pity at United - from The Manchester Evening News’s Simon Stone: "We have to pick ourselves up," said 

Giggs. 

Revealed: Tottenham combatting fan group trying to improve atmosphere - from The Guardian’s Daniel Taylor: 

However, the minutes reveal there are moves being made behind the scenes to try to prevent the people behind it 

gathering in a designated area of the ground. 

Weekend Soccer TV: MLS Cup and Copa del Rey 
Saturday 

The 2013 MLS Cup final is on ESPN and UniMas: Kansas City - Real Salt Lake at 4pm. 

Premier League on NBCSN: Manchester United - Newcastle at 7:45am, Southampton - Manchester City at 10am, and 

Sunderland - Spurs at 12:30pm. FA Cup on Fix Soccer Plus: Leyton Orient - Walsall at 10am. Championship on belN Sport: 

Brighton - Leicester City at 10am. 

Bundesliga on GolTV: Werder Bremen - Bayern Munich at 9:30am and Borussia Dortmund - Bayer Leverkusen at 12:30pm. 

Copa del Rey on belN Sport en Espanol: St Andreu - Atletico Madrid at 10am, Celta Vigo - Bilbao at 2pm, and Olimpic de 

Xativa - Real Madrid at 4pm. Serie A on belN: Liverono - Milan at 12pm and Napoli - Udinese at 2:40pm. Eredivisie on 

GolTV: Ajax - Breda at 2:30pm. Ligue 1 on belN: PSG - Sochaux at 5pm. Read More 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, December 7, 2013 

Saturday, Dec. 7= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS’s 2013 champion will be decided on Saturday.... The NCAA Division I women’s final is on Sunday.... Also 

on Sunday, second-leg games of the Mexican league semifinal series.                                        ~ 

All times Eastofn unless noted. TV pro~Jrammin~J is always subject to chan~le. Besides the exclusive streaming1 

pro~lrammin~J listed hepe, many networks make TV procjramming available on streamin~ devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network pro~lrammin~J listin~ls. Soccer on TV is t~dated daily throu~lhout the week. 

BelN SPORT 

England BRIGHTON & HOVE ALBION-LEICESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

italy LIVORNO=AC MILAN (live) noon= 

italy NAPOLI-UDINESE (live) 2:40 pro. 

France PSG-SOCHAUX (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN 

MLS Cup Final KANSAS CITY-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup LEYTON ORIENT-WALSALL (live) 10 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ST. ANDREU-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Italy LIVORNO-AC MILAN (live) Noon. 

Copa Dei Rey CELTA-ATHLETIC (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OLIMPIC DE XATIVA-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-UDINESE (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany WERDER BREMEN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Netherlands AJAX-NAC BREDA (live) 2:30 pro. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NEWCASTLE (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

UniMas 

MLS Cup Final KANSAS CITY-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

EnglandDERBY-BLACKPOOL (live) 7:15 am. 

FrancePARIS SG.-SOCHAUX (live) 11 am. 

Copa Del ReyGIRONA-GETAFE (live) neon. 

Copa Del ReyBARCELONA B-SABADELL (live) noon. 

Copa Del Rey RECREATIVO-LEVANTE (live) 4 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-CHELSEA (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 



England WEST BROM-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ROMA-FIORENTINA (live) 6:30 am. 

Italy TORINO-LAZIO (live) 9 am. 

France BASTIA-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy INTER MILAN-PARMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-AJACCIO (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup CAMBRIDGE UNITED-SHEFFIELD UNITED (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup TAMV~DRTH-BRISTOL CITY (live) 9 am. 

ESPNU 

Women’s College UCLA-FLORIDA STATE, NCAA DI Final (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England FULHAM-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-HULL CITY (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey NASTIC-VALENCIA (live) 11 am. 

Copa Del Rey JAEN-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Copa Del Rey MALAGA-OSASUNA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany EINTRACHT BRAUNSCHWEIG-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay MIRAMAR MISIONES-NACIONAL (live) 3 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-TOLUCA, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-TOLUCA, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-LEON, semifinal, 2nd leg (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VALLADOLID-RAYO (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey LLEIDA-BETIS (delay) 3 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Fellow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Dec 7, 2013 
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Klinsmann: ’No, we’re not underdogs’ 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[WORLD CUP 2014: U.S. Reaction] In the aftermath of a brutal 
World Cup draw that matches the USA against African nemesis 

Ghana and European powers Germany and Portugal, here’s what 
U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann and his players had to say (all quotes 

provided by U.S. Soccer) .... Read the whole story 

Saborio and Wingert good to go, Kreis’ future unclear 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS CUP COUNTDOWN] Real Salt Lake should get back its two 

starters, AIvaro Saborio and Chris Wingert, who missed the second 

leg of the Western Conference final for Saturday’s MLS Cup final 

against Sporting Kansas City (TV: ESPN, UniMas, 4 p.m. ET). Less 

clear is the future of RSL coach Jason Kreis, whose contract is 
about to expire and who is rumored to be headed to expansion 

team New York City FC. _.Read the whole story 

Klinsmann’s old team brimming with talent 

by Mike Woitalla 

[WORLD CUP 2014: Germany] Even with mediocre talent, the 

Germans tend to do well at World Cups. Examples: 1986 and 2002 

when they were runners-up to Argentina and Brazil, respectively. 
This is no mediocre team Germany is sending to Brazil....Read the 

whole story 

Suwon debacle won’t be repeated 

by Mike Woitalla 

[WORLD CUP 2014: Portugal] When you think of USA-Portugal, it 
means one thing: June 5, 2002, Suwon, the opening game of the 

2002 World Cup. Portugal came in as one of the favorites, but it 
was the USA 3-0 after 36 minutes, and Bruce Arena’s boys hung on 

for a 3-2 win. For the USA, it marked its only victory over a 
European team since England at the 1950 World Cup in Brazil. For 

Portugal, unprepared after a pre-tournament jaunt to Macau~ it 
was an international embarrassment it won’t want to let happen 

again....Read the whole story 

Young guns make Black Stars Africa’s best hopes 

by Paul Kennedy 

[WORLD CUP 2014: Ghana] Our Group of Death is their Group of 

Death. Ghana has reached the knockout phase of both World Cup 

finals in which it has participated, and it’s been tipped as the 
likeliest African team to one day challenge for the title, but 
Friday’s draw that put the Black Stars in Group G with Germany, 

Portugal and their old foe, the USA, complicates matters for next 

summer....Read the whole story 

Great draw for Brazil and Argentina, not so much for others 

by Paul Kennedy 

[WORLD CUP 2014: The Groups] South American giants Brazil and 

Argentina should be very happy with Friday’s World Cup 2014 Final 
Draw. But it did give us several intriguing groups to rival Group G 
for the label of the group of death .... Read the whole story 

World Cup 2014 Schedule 

by Soccer America 

[THE DRAW] The USA was drawn with Germany, Ghana and Portugal, 
all familiar World Cup foes, in what is its Group of Death. At G4, it 

will have the worst travel schedule, including a trip to Manaus in 
the Amazon~ the venue every team dreaded. For the complete 

schedule....Read the whole story 

Handshake of inspiration: My Tribute to 

Nelson Mandela 
by Dan Gaspar 

American Dan Gaspar recalls the day he was invited 

to Nelson Mandela’s compound .... More 

A back-heel gone bad 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] In English league U-21 

action, Brighton & Hove Albion’s Glen Rea’s method 

of delivering the ball to an opponent for a restart 
makes the blooper reel....More 

"~, World Cup 2014 Schedule 

3, NCAA Division I Men’s Tournament Schedule 

3, Maryland’s Muiiins heads MAC Hermann 
Trophy short list 

4, Cone leaves Thorns in ’lifestyle’ move 

5, Dunn and Brian among MAC Hermann 
Trophy semifinalists 
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Fl~om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 8:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: UCLA-Florida State tinal set; UVa men advance; Womeffs All-America~s 

SatuFday, Dec~ 7, 20!3 

Bru]ns rewarded for approach with shootout win 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S COLLEGE CUP: UCLA-Virginia] UCLA came back after going 

behind in the 73rd minute to tie the score at 1-1 with five minutes 
to play, hit the post twice in the second overtime and was 
rewarded with a 4-2 shootout win over Virginia to reach Sunday’s 

Women’s College Cup final against Florida State (TV: ESPNU, 3 p.m. 

Eft)....Read the who[e stop:/ 

Sernino|es use luck,! bounce to reach final 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Florida State-Vir~nia Tech] Florida State 
made it three in a row this season over ACC rival Virginia Tech, but 

the Seminoles needed some late heroics from Jamia Fields and a 
lucky bounce to move to Sunday’s final at the Women’s College Cup 

~ith a 3-2 win....Read t:he whole stor:/ 

Men’s Soccer on the Air 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S SOCCER] The NCAA Division I Men’s 
Tournament continues Saturday with the three 

remaining quarterfinals. For the schedule and 
viewing information....More 

World Cup 2014 Schedule 



’Complete ~ame’ sends Cavs to College Cup for ~ ith time 

by Soccer America 

[VIRGIHIA-COHHECTICUT: Men] Virginia returned to the HCAA 

Division I men’s quarterfinals for the 11th time and first since 
winning the national title in 2009 with a 2-1 victory over 

Connecticut Friday evening on goals from Ryan Zinkhan and highly 
regarded freshman Jordan Allen .... Read t:he whole story 

NCAA Division I Women’s All-America Team 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Five players -- three from UCLA and two from Florida 

State -- who will play for the HCAA Division I title on Sunday were 

named to the 2013 HSCAA/Continental Tire HCAA Division I Women’s 
All-America Team. Crystal Dunn~ a first-team selection~ was honored 

for the fourth time~ while UCLA defender Abby Dahlkemper joined 

Penn State’s Maya Hayes as three-time selections. Another UCLA 

pick~ Darian Jenkins~ was one of four freshmen on the three teams. 
...Read the whole story" 

Another comeback sends Trinity (Texas) into women’s final 

For the fourth time in the HCAA Division III Women’s Tournament~ 
Trinity (Texas) came from a goal down to win. The hometown 
Tigers came back to beat Middlebury~ 2-I~ and move into Saturday’s 

final against William Smith at Toyota Field. Emily Jorgens had the 

assist on the winner~ her 30th of the season to set a Division III 
women’s record. Saturday’s other women’s semifinals: William Smith 
I~ Capital 0. In the men’s semifinals: Rutgers-Camden 3~ Loras 2~ 

Messiah 4~ V~Uiams 0. ,..Read the whole story 

2. Cone leaves Thorns in ’lifestyle’ move 

defense 

4, Ready or not, Brazil opens .June ~2 in Sao 
Paulo 

5, Well, it could have been worse, but not by 
much 
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College Soccer Reporter: UCLA women run the table on ACC giants; Men’s qua:rtertinal retorts 

Sunday, Dec. 8, 2013 

UCLA runs the table on ACC giants 

by Paul Kennedy 

[WOMEH’S COLLEGE CUP: Final] There’s no doubting who’s the best 

team in women’s soccer. In its ninth trip to the Women’s College 
Cup, UCLA finally won the national championship. It took a golden 
goal from sophomore Kodi Lavrusky to beat top-ranked Florida 

State, I-0, and complete a run that included a I-0 overtime win on 

the road over defending champion Horth Carolina in the 
quarterfinals and a shootout win over Virginia -- the ACC regular- 
season champion dubbed the FC Barcelona of women’s soccer -- in 

the se~finals....Read the who~e story 

Young Terrapins peaking at right time 

by Soccer America 

[CALIFORNIA-MARYLAND] Maryland enters the Men’s College Cup as 
the nation’s hottest team, the winner of 10 games in a row 

following its 2-1 victory at California to gain revenge for its 3-2 loss 
to the Bears in Berkeley in their second game of the season. 

...Read the whole story 

Clark: ’There’s nothing better than dancing in December’ 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"We had never played in this before. We didn’t 

know what to expect .... I mean, I’ve never seen 

freezing like this in this city. Give those guys credit. 

They had the right kind of footwear .... good for 
them. Lesson learned. We couldn’t get close to 

them because we couldn’t move." 

-- Washington coach Jamie Clark after freezing 

conditions in Seattle left the Husky Soccer Stadium 

field an icy mess. Wearing spikes, the No. 1 ranked 
Huskies were totally dominated by Hew Mexico, 

wearing flats, in the first half and ended up losing, 

I-0. (GoHuskiesocom) 



[HOTRE DAME-MICHIGAH STATE: Men] Hotre Dame is heading to the 

Men’s College Cup for the first time thanks to a 2-I win over 

Michigan State. The Ho. 3 seed Irish got goals from sophomores 
Evan Panken and Patrick Hodan -- his fifth straight game with a goal 

-- to move into Friday’s semifinals against Hew Mexico....Read the 

who~e story 

Shoe selection proves decisive in Lobos’ ~’ictory 
by Soccer America 

[WASHiHGTOH-NEW MEXICO: Men] Hew Mexico ended top-ranked 

Washington’s bid for its first trip to the final four with a 1-0 win on 

Saturday night. Despite freezing temperatures and a frozen field, 
the Lobos got a goal by Ben McKendry to cap a first-half of total 

domination -- 10-1 edge in shots -- and defeat the Huskies, who 

finished the regular season first in the Soccer America Top 25. 
...Read the whole story 

I, Klinsmann: ’No, we’re not underdogs’ 

2:, World Cup 2014 Schedule 

3, Great draw for Brazil and Argentina, not so 
much for others 

4o NCAA Division ~ Women’s All-America Team 

~o Cone leaves Thorns in ’~ffestyle’ move 
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maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
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Monday, December 9, 2013 6:41 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Full Sided Game for Conditioning, hnprove Agility With a Bail, Soccer Headgear? and More... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Ar son! 
Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHI NG Weekly Email Newsletter. ]his week we have FIVE new 

articles for you. Check them out below 

College Showcase 
Our friends at Omaha Football Club are hosting their international College Search again next JaniFeb 

Full field indoor complex, 1 lvl I format with 12 selected teams playing three games each. Women’s 

weekend is January 25-26, Men’s weekend is February 8-9, 2014 We were proud to host over 100 

college programs last year. Please _v_Ls_j_t___o__u__E_’~_e___b___s_j_t__e___h___e__r__e_. for more info 

FREE eBook 
You should have already received an email last week with info on our latest free eBook. If not, you can 

get it here right now by just clicking this link. 

Click the link to confirm your address and plet access to the eBook 

The WCC Complete So¢ce~ Coaching Guide contains 7,3 drills 

~ ~ arid exercises and is packed with a wide of topics by sooc, er 

~i~ 
coaching expert, Lawrence Fine. This book has ow)r 140 pages 
that cow.’rs topics, From technical drills to conditioning to formations 

~ ~ and spriall-sJded these drills have been used by 1,000s oF garrles, 

coaches frorn ow)r 70 countries across the world to improw) their 

coaching knowledge and the quahty of their training sessions. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

This Weeks Articles 

NCC Ne~le~er - Nea~qear Reguired for Soccer players in New Jersey 

~ occer Conditioning- .~g~!~JN~_~g[[]~ into 2vl 

~oa~hi.g Soccer Tactics- 

zz]~111 ~ Pa r t Three 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper New$le~er - ~.~_~_~_~g~q.~_.~2~ 

Fi~eSoccer Drills Newsle~er - ~_~_~_~__~_~__~[_~_~_~_~g_~_~__~_~[~_~[__~ 

~ oachi~g Advanced Players = ~_~_~$_~[__~_~g__~$__~_~__:__~_~_[_~. 



____M_____0_____r_e_______R___e_____c____e_____n____t_!y Released Books and Videos 

Member Drills light,base - Discover the training methods of the 

world’s top soccer coaches and teams with access to over 6.000 

pages of real drills and training sessions" 

You can get access to soccer drills, exercises and complete 

training sessions of the world’s biggest clubs like Juventas, PSV 

Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A.C. Milan, 

Liverpool, Atletico Mineiro. MLS teams, top college programs. 

the world’s best women’s and youth teams, and many others. 

Click here for more info 

WCC Video Library- Basically. we have taken almost all of our 

DVD collection and put thorn online where you can access 

them 24/7 online and even view them on your phone at the 

training field. You can easily find the video you are looking for 

using the powerful "Keyword" search or video "tags". No need 

level 

6 eBooks and 10 videos that will giw~ your players that extra 5.- 

’elite’ player. I~ you coach a competitive club, high school or 

college team this is for you! 

The Complete GuMe to Coachinq Advanced Players. by 

Canadian U18 National Team Coach, Rob Gale is a soccer 

trairfing course specially designed to giw~ players the extra 

gain greater improvements from every training session by 

harnessing the revolutionary concept of ’morphing’ 

drills because Progressive Soccer T~aiaiaq ia 6~ids shows 

you exactly how to run an entire training session in a single 

gird. What’s more, this book provides a complete set of 

progressiw~ small-sided games for improving passing, 

shooting, transition play and much more h] a single session 

from starf to finish Mo~e iafo 

Wow, what a collection! ~#_~_[£$_~]_B_£~B#__#_£~_£#_[ is a 

compendium of aRicles packed with valuable coaching 

insights on elite teams and training sessions that will help 

your team to replicate their style of play. Discover howto 

press the ball like Barcelona, howto create unpredictable 

attacks like ~aBchester Ci~ how to open up space by 

: passing like Arsenal and much more in this handpicked 

collection of expe~ a~icles 

Training Sessions 

For the 44-3 - 

Unlock the attacking 

instincts of the 4-3- 

3 with these drills 

focused on 

developing the 

technical, tactical 

and offensive skills 

that take the 

formation to the next 

If you love to score goals, you’ll love the drills in this book! _T___r_a__i_n__i__&.q___S_#__s__s_j__o__~_s___f__o___r__t_#__e___4__-__3__~. is a special 

book focused on developing the mindset, technical skills and attacking attitude needed to play the 4-3- 

3todevastatingeffeot Everyaspectofthe4-3-3iscovered. so you can give your players the skills to 

score more goals on match day. __M___o__r__e_.. 

~ Unlock the secrets of ’The False 9’ (withdrawn fon^,ard) and 

~ 
replicate the playing style of elite attacking teams with a star 

~ 
player able to create more goal scoring opportunities in and 

~ 
around the box 

.&~:~A~ .,s..~,~ ~...~.~:~.~. Finally the secrets of the false 9 are revealed in this great new 

book! The False 9 is a unique book focused on revealing the 

tactics and techmques needed to develop a withdrawn forward 

~! in your side. Discover how to create your own Cruyff Messi or 
........................... ~:~:~i~:, :. ~:::::~.~ " Fabregas with insights and training sessions focused on 

.................. : developing a superstar player in this unique position..~__qE_e_. 



A~cI4ing the Barcelona Way -. eBoek and videe arlalysis ef 

Barcelona’s devastating forward line and drills te train your players 

wil:h specialized drills ira Attacking] the Barcelona Way. 

if you’re leoking for tips en how te goals, Attacking the Barcelona 

Way analyzes actual game footage te explain exactly how Iniesta, 

×avi, ~essi and Barcelona’s other star players are able te run 

rarnpant in flent of geal With an eBeok of appropriate drills and 

srrlall games alse included, this is your blueprirtt for bringing flair 

and creativity to your front line Click I~ere for more into 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Would you like to score like 

Barcelona? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 

- Attacking is an eBook that tells you everything you need to know 

about howto build attacks from the back and create goal scoring 

opportunities like the Catalan champions. Discover howtheir system 

works and apply it to your own side so you can play the Barca way 

and push the score line in your favor PLUS 60 minutes of video 

analysis included.._C__l_[_c___k___h___e__r__e___f__o__r__~£_r__e__Ln__f__o_. 

Triangle t~1idfield -Whoever centrols rnidfield controls the 

game. DL%cover hew te utilize the triangk~ midfiekJ te cen~rel 

possession and replicate the playing sl:yle (if the world’s rrrosf 

tech nical tea m 

cerrlplete guide te rrrasfermg one ef ~he most powerful weapons 

ira ~he advanced coach’s arsenal. This special book cow.~rs how 

the triangle midfiekJ can be utilized in many different forrnatiens, 

its tuncl:ienalify and how 1:o train players 1:o use it in possession, 

defense and a~tack. More into. 

Spai~’s victory atthe World O~p and two European 

Championships in a row was no accident. Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that have made Spain today’s 

dominant soccer nation 

Coaching Spat~ish Socce~ - -rhe player development and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 soccer 

nation in the world tells you everything you need to know 

’ about Spain’s rise to dominance With an in-depth look at the 

...................................................................................................: ~::::::.~ :: :::::: : players, formation and the infrastructure~ this comprehensive 

book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and how to apply them to your own team, More, 

Developing a St34e of Play - Whether you want to play long ball. 

counter attack or possession, De\eloping a Style of F lay shows 

you howto build a style of play for any formation based on the 

core principles of soccer 

This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! Instead 

of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles. 

~ Style ofF’lay, focuses on training your team in the core 

principles of soccer. M._o__re__in__f_£. 

Coacbiag the 4-2-34 shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now 

you can discover howto train your players to utilize this highly 

flexible and attacking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and 

guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset this 

book provides you with everything you need to know about 

playing the 4-2-3-1.._M___o___r_e___!_n__f__o_. 

NEW 8OOK * Coaching the 4-2-3-t Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 to the next level with this 

advanced tactical guide. 

._O_£_a__c___h__i_Bg__t__h__e_ 
. _4_ _-_ _2_ _-_ _3_ _-_ _l_ _ _ _A_ _ _d_ _v_ _ _a_ E£ _e_ _ _d_ _ _T. _a_ #_t_ ]_c_ _ _s- provides you with an in- 

depth look at the formation that is dominating European soccer, 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shows you how you can 

utilize this highly flexible formation to outwit teams playing a 

traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more scoring opportunities 

Beating the 4-2-3-I - Fear teams playing the 4-2-3-I no 

longer! Discover how the hidden weaknesses of this formation 

can be exploited and howteams playing it can be beaten time 

after time 

Finally, a game pkm for beating the 4-2-3-1! This boek 

provides the blueprint for expleil:ing the defenswe frailties arid 

playing tendencies that make the 4-2-3-1 mere vulnerable 

~han mest coaches realize. Bring your coaching knewledge 

u p.-to-date en hew today’s dominant elite lew~l formation can 

be defeated C~ick here for more into 



power of the world’s most successful 

teams. 

If you’ve been looking for a way to 

coach your team howto play the 4-2- 

3-I, you’ve just found it. Coaching the 

4-2-3-1 is a special 12-part video 

series which provides a 

comprehensive tactical and training guide to this exciting formation Utilized by Real Madrid, Chelsea 

and the most successful sides in the Euro 2012 tournament, the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and alSacking 

3ower is fast becornh]g the formation of choice for leading coaches all ow~r the wodd Bo~e i~fo 

Coaching the 4-3-3 is a special 12.-video series that alk)ws you si~ 

back and watch session a~er session on how to fully utilize ~he 4-3-3 

forma~lon. Randy Waldre~, one of the rnost experienced minds in 

US soccer, shows you through practice drills and dernonstraLions 

h ow to c oac h yo u r tea m Lo La ke fu 11 adva ntage o[ t his pc pular 

R3rmal:ion to get into atLacking positions, to break down opposition 

aLtacks and win more games. ~ore [sfo. 

P~ayeCs Ro~es a~ Responsibilities ia the 4-~-~ coaching series 

provides you with everything you need to know about the styles of 

playing philosophy and training methods for playing the 4-3-3 

Attacking in ~the 4o2o3ot -- Discover how to harness the tactic’al 

advantages of the 4-2-3-1 so your team can afl:ack with more pace 

and penetration and replicate the playing style of the elite sides 

Attacking in the 4--2.-3.-1 combines a tactical guide full of drills to 

improve your tactical understanding and technique at scoring 

goals in the formation taking ow)r elite soccer. Click here fo~ more 

info. 

This ~s a "Quic~ ~uide" eBool< and less ~han hair price or regular 

books 

formation. From creating a shifting back line through to swamping the 

opponent’s defense, everything is covered to provide you with a 

......... comprehensive 4-3-3 coaching program. This two-book set is the 

:.:::::: ultimate guide in coaching your team to play the aggressive, free 

............ i 
flowing 4-3-3 formation in both defense and attack, ll/Iore into 

Creative Attacking Drills -. Take a virtual pitch side seat: and watch 

flow Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players to 

rrlow!, think and react so they can be more creative in atl:ack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

cornplete creatiw! attacking session. Watch how Woodward trains a 

group of players to be winners, with a progressive session that 

hones their thinking, movement and creativity in geeing the ball 

across the line to score, includes a FREE companion eBook with 

easy--to.-read descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 

video seL Click h~re fo~ ~or~ into. 

is a special video series that shows you howto coach a complete 

they can win more balls and score more goals. 

Watch him go! That will be the response of the crowd and the 

opposition when they see your players passing defenders, running 

Discover how to Harness the 

exciting 4-2-3-1 formation and 

replicate the devastating attacking 

blueprint for creating your own progressive passing drills 

Get your players passing like champions! Creative Passing Drills is 

receiving sessions that give your players more touches than 

conventional sessions Led by Chelsea Academy coach Ben 

Mitchell, see howthe session helps a group of players quickly 

improve their passing skills. ~ore into. 



15 Legendary tvl Moves- Give yeur pk]yers the confidence and 

[echnical ability [o win mere lvl situations and scere rnore geals 

with this special 15 part videe series [oc, used en the art o[ wmnmg 

[he lvl battles 

A training series every flair player dreams eft Leqenda~ 1vl ~oves 

is a unidue videe cel]ec:Lion fecused on the technical art ef winning 

lvl situatiens. The 15 videes show you exactly how to coach 

players to perferm fake shots, ~aradoma Terms, Spire Cre~ and 

much more ~or~infA 

Three O~emsie~al Soeme~ Tr~m~mg is a book born from analyzing 

how the world’s most popular formations are played and what 

training systems are needed to play them effectively. Rather than 

focus on technique or formations independently~ this book shows 

you howto combine elements like building blocks to create complete 

’three dimensional training’ Check it out here 

A training method that combines traditional ther~e based training 

with formatioms and groap ~ctics. Formation Based Soccer 

Training is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training players 

so they become more experienced in the positions and formations 

they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-~-~, 4-2-3-1 or any 

other formation, this book provides a unique new training method 

for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session. 

~ore i~fo 

Moder# A~ck~g & GeaJsceriag - Finally, a book focused on 

what players love best: Scoring goalsl This book is packed with 

100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, 

te cen~rol the bail with a crisp first touch and te dew)lop the killer 

ins[inc[ on goal. Modern A~ackin9 & Gealscering provides you 

wi[h all the drills you need te get mere goals en the scoreboard 

and points on the league h~ble 

Co-authored by Liw~rpoel Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe Click 

here for mere into. 

Socce~ Conditioning ~ent~- New Cu~ing Edge Soccer 

Conditioning Sessions and Drills Delivered Every Month for Improving 

the Strength, Speed and Agility of Your F layers 

Finally, a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arrived! 

Soccer Conditioning Mon~ly provides you articles and videos every 

month with new drills and exercises to improve your team’s physical 

fitness so they can run harder for longer every game. With new drills 

defivered each and every month, Soccer Conditioning Month~ 

bridges the gap between soccer training and on-field performance 

and does all your conditioning planning for you M£re jnfo 

Tota~ Soccer Conditioning: A Ball.Orientated Approach is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Justin Cresser, and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have 

one or two coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 

To address the problem, Cresser created a methodology on how 

coaches, at every level, can combine physical exercise with 

technical training The result is Total Soccer Conditioninq: A I~all- 

Orientated A##roach, a two book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and 

athletes that want to maximize their practice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or 

technical training sessions. More into. 

Modern Soccer Tactics - if you want to develop a better 

understanding of the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

club sides then look no further. 

The two book Modern Soccer Tactics series is packed with over 

220 pages of insights on howthe great club sides, like Barcelona, 

: Manchester United and Arsenal, manage to dominate teams in 
.......~’~ ~ ’ addition, these books feature an array of drills and exercise so you 

........................... can train your team to emulate some of the world’s elite clubs and 

players. More into. 

A Coach’s Guide to the 4-3-3 .- This boek cevers everything yeu rleed 

te know about coaching the 4-3-3, including the formatien’s 

develepment to Lhe ferefrent of European club socc’er, how it is utilized 

Lly tile world’s Llest rnanagers and soccer training drills and exercises 

which will enable your team utilize the 4-3-3 1:o be mere effensiw.~, 

flexible and difficult te defend against. More info. 



David P~att Tactica~ Playbooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

championship winning coach! In this special set, Manchester City’s 

Assistant Manager David Platt provides you with a tactical playbook for 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation. 

Whether they play 4-4-2. 4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 

with the tactical know-how to counter and exploit your opponent’s 

formation. More 

The North Carolina Way With Anson Dorrance - Discover the secrets of 

howAnson Dorrance, one of US soccer’s most legendary coaches, 

achieved a 93.4% winning average~ won 20 out of 27 National 

Championships and led his team to win 92 games in a row. 

In this special 21 part video series (ah’nost 4 hours of content), Dorrance 

shows you the philosophy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

championship winning teams for more than 30 years. More info. 

A Tactica~ Analysis of FC Barcelona - This boek has beerl selling like wildfire 

it wi~h coaches from ow!r 30 countries buying. My guess is this will be our best 

selling boek ef lhe year. More info. 

Cor~plete Soccer Coaching Guide o 76 Traiaing Sessio#s That Develop the 

Adva#~ed Player - is our latest book and perfect if you coach a competitive 

club team, high school or college team. More info. 

44-2 v 4-~-~ - This book has been one of our best selling books over the 

past few years. This book takes an in-depth look at two of the greatest 

managers/coaches in today’s game..Sir Alex Ferguson and Jose 

Mo~rhino and their respective systems of play __q!_~_£_k____h__e__r__e____f£_r____m___o__r__e___!_n__f__e_. 

Training Creative Goaiscorers - By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

Beale is packed with 103 drills and exercises to improve your players 

reactions, attacking instincts and consistency in the box so they can 

score more often and win more games. Click here for ~ore info 

Zonal Defending the Italian Way provides an in-depth look at the Italian 

back four and their philosophy of total team defending. -rhis book jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were actually used to train the 

national team in Italy’s 1994 and 2006 World Cup campaigns -rhis makes 

this book an ideal addition to your library, whether you’re a student of the 

game or an elite level coach, because it will enrich your understanding of 

the Italian defensive game and how you can apply their World Cup 

winning drills to improve your own team’s defending. ~£_r__e__]__n__f__q. 

N~W Goalkeeper Coaching Web Site - Don’t forget to check out our new 

web site specifically for goalkeeper coaching 

This web site will be especially useful for coaches of teams who don’t 

have the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

We will post free articles every week and offer some excellent 

goalkeeping books, eBooks and videos to help you get the best out of 

your goalkeepers. ~._o_.r__e___~.f_o_. 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, December 9, 2013 

Monday, Dec. 9= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League group stage concludes with games on Tuesday and Wednesday.... All six under- 

17 games at the 2013 Nike International Friendlies will be streamed on ussoccer.com starting Monday, when the I ii~i I 
LZLLLJ USA faces Portugal 

All Hines Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on 73/is updated daily throughout the week. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup WREXHAM-OXFORD UNITED (live) 2:45 pm= 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Israel HAPOEL TEL AVIV-FC ASHDOD (live) 12:45 pm. 

FA Cup WREXHAM-OXFORD UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies ENGLAND-BRAZIL (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-PORTUGAL (live) 5 pm. 

TUESDAY, December l0 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pm= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-JUVENTUS (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BENFICA-PSG (delay) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FC COPENHAGEN-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH4VlANCHESTER CITY (delay) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League FC COPENHAGEN-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BENFICA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PLZEN-CSKA MOSCOW (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League OLYMPIACOS-ANDERLECHT (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

~ EDNESDAY, De ~en~ber I i 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-ARSENAL (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-STEAU BUCHAREST (live) 2:45 pm. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-AUCKLAND CITY (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI=ARSENAL (delay) 7 pm= 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (delay) 9 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-CELTIC (delay) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-ARSENAL (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-CELTIC (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LANUS-PONTE PRETA (live) 6:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (delay) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-FC BASEL (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI=ARSENAL (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-STEAU BUCHAREST (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MARSEILLE-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AUSTRIA WIEN-ZENIT (live) 2:45 pm, 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-PORTO (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA=CELTIC (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies BRAZIL-PORTUGAL (live)2 pro. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-ENGLAND (live) 5 pm. 

Soccer America on Twit~e~’: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Dec 9, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~’~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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The Coaching and Leadership Jonmal 

The Coaching and Leadership Journal 

Get the journal that publishes the BEST 
motivational strategies 

This moatNy journal is eve0! teadeCs aas’;wer 

[o inspiring team members [o strive fo~ 

excellence Each issue offers practica~ ideas 

and tactics for devebphsg a successfu~ 

program. This]ourna~ brings together a focus 

on ~eadersh~p for athletic administrators, 

coaches, executives and atNetes= as wel~ as 

anyone across ~he world who teaches 

~eadership. 

Whe~ you subscribe to the Coaching & 

Leadership Journal, you31 receive: 

Successful strategies that smart 

coaches use to rno[ivate team 

members. 

The Iatest strategies in a concise, quick- 

read format. 

Specilic and current techniques. 

New skills required for today’s Ieader. 

Inspirational and thought provoking 

quotes. 

Easy-to-understand motivational 

strategies .--. ready to use immediately! 

A one-.year subscription to the Coachiag & Leadership Journal (12 print 

issues). 

Aocess to the Coaching & Leadership Journal website 

The curren~ ~ssue of the CoacMng & LeadersMp Journal online (PDF) 

Access to the Team L.eadetsh/p RepotL a weekly b~og covering timely and 

relevant coaching and ~eadersh~p ~nforma[ion. 

Subscribe now and receive 2 of our top selJing books {PDF format} free 

A Season In Words: A Coaches Guide To Motivation From The 

Coach Yourself, A Motivational Guide For Coaches And Leaders 



Dan Spainhour 

Subscribe ~ow 
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Paul Gardner: Ret’s ti~ilure to red-card Collin has major impact on MLS Cup 

Monday, Dec. 9, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Ref’s failure to red-card Collin 
MLS Cup 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

has major impact on 

By Paul Gardner 

Writin.q before MLS Cup, I picked out either Real Salt Lake’s Javier Morales or Kansas City’s Aurelien Collin as 

MVP candidates. 

It was a close run thing: Morales could have made sure of an RSL win - and of his MVP award - with a superb moment of 

skill in the 73rd minute, when his lovely chip caught KC goalkeeper Jimmy Nielsen out of position ... but the ball hit the far 

post and did what never seems possible - rebounded across the full width of the gaping goal without going in. 

Just three minutes later Collin applied his own skill with an almost picture-book leap and a thumping header that leveled the 

scot~ (another out-of-position screw up - how come there wasn’t an RSL player guarding the post - isn’t that considered 

standard practice at corner kicks?) Later, Collin scored a vital goal in the shootout - another picture-book display of skill - 

and the MVP crown was his, and a minute later MLS Cup belonged to Kansas City. 

Justice done? As far as the result of the game goes, I really don’t know. This was a tight, scrappy, unattractive game - as one 

had feared it would be - without any obvious superiority for either team. Superiority in what, anyway? It would not have been in 

soccer, for so little real soccer was to be seen. Maybe it was in grittiness, or aggressiveness, or in fighting spirit or maybe it 

came down to the mother of all cliches, simply ’t, vanting it more." 

I could detect no advantage to either team on any of those counts. So a shootout it would have to be, where luck assumes a 

much larger role in separating the inseparable. KC won the toss and kicked first - and we know that is already a substantial 

advantage. With some bumps along the way, KC eventually made the most of that advantage. As we must, it seems, resort to 

the shootout to decide tight games, then KC were the fair and square winners. 

But ... I have to seriously question whether this game should ever have reached the shootout stage. My problem is with the 

refereeing of Hilario Grajeda. In particular, with his lenient treatment of Collin. 

Before Collin scored that crucial tying goal, he had committed seven fouls, and been yellow-carded. OK - that is my count. 

The official count - Grajeda’s count - is four fouls and one yellow card. Grajeda did not call fouls in the 5th minute when Collin 

kicked Morales while making a late ’~ackle" that never got anywhere near the ball; nor in the 22rid minute when Collin kicked - 

at knee level - Robbie Findley’s legs out from under him - again, no contact with the ball; nor in the 28th minute when Collin 

flattened Findley from behind - there was questionable balbcontact in this one. 

For me, those were clear fouls. Grajeda, well-placed to clearly see, did not call any of them. The foul on Findley in the 22nd 

minute was particularly bad, a yellow-card foul, yet Grajeda ignored it. 

So we come to the 69th minute. Findley again - dribbling towards the KC penalty area, beat Collin with insulting ease -- so 

Collin belatedly and cynically tripped him. No doubt about the foul - just about as obvious as you will see. And from a player 

already carrying a yellow. 

Grajeda whistled for the foul ... and then chattedto Collin. No card. So Collin stayed in the game. VVhen he should have been 

given a second yellow and ejected. 

His foul was worth a yellow for two reasons: it was reckless (automatic yellow), it was tactical (automatic yellow). To that can 

be added "persistent fouling" (automatic yellow) - by my count, that was Collin’s seventh foul, but even by Grajeda’s much 

more lenient math, it was his fourth, which should be enough. 

But no, Grajeda preferred a cosy little chat. So Collin played on. Eight minutes later he scored the tying goal, much later 

came his vital shootout goal. Two key contributions from a player who should not have been on the field. 

Maybe Kansas, playing with only 10 men, would have found a way to win this game anyway. We’ll never know. But my point 

here is not to pick on Collin so much as to criticize referee Grajeda. VVhen he had to make the one big call of the game, he 

blew it. By chatting. 

I have been asking, for decades now, for someone - a player or a referee - to let us know exactly what it is a referee says 

when he lets a player off the hook like that. Perhaps we could be allowed to know this time? 



There was plenty that was good about Grajeda’s refereeing, but I still found it disturbing. He chose to ignore physical fouls 

early in the game (by both sides), which is never a way to encourage good soccer. So we got a battle. A possible mitigating 

factor here is the fact that this was a final. It was always going to be tense. And, at a final, referees will always be under 

pressure - some of it self-inflicted - to keep 22 players on the field. Fine - but they should not flagrantly disregard the rules to 

achieve that end. That is what Grajeda did. 

Well, we’ve seen this sort of refereeing before. Refereeing that allows physical play to become the norm, refereeing that is 

reluctant to punish dangerous fouls, referees who prefer to chat rather than to issue a card. 

That is pretty standard English Premier League refereeing. It is quite likely to distort games. I think it clearly did so here. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 

Monday, Dec. 9, 2013 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 

Tuesday, Dec. 10, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League group stage concludes with games on Tuesday and Wednesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

TUESDAY, Decembe~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH4VIANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-JUVENTUS (delay) 8 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BENFICA-PSG (delay) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FC COPENHAGEN-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 7 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL SOCIEDAD-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League GALATASARAY-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FC COPENHAGEN-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BENFICA-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PLZEN-CSKA MOSCOW (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League OLYMPIACOS-ANDERLECHT (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:45 pro. 

WEDNESDAY, December 1’~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-ARSENAL (live) 2:45 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-STEAU BUCHAREST (live) 2:45 pm. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-AUCKLAND CITY (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-ARSENAL (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (delay) 9 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-CELTIC (delay) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-ARSENAL (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-CELTIC (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LANUS-PONTE PRETA (live) 6:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (delay) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-FC BASEL (live) 2:45 pm. 



UEFA Champions League NAPOLI-ARSENAL (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-STEAU BUCHAREST (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MARSEILLE-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AUSTRIA WIEN-ZENIT (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-PORTO (live) 2:45 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-CELTIC (live) 2:45 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-AJAX (live) 2:45 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies BRAZIL-PORTUGAL (live)2 pm. 

U=17 Nike Friendlies USA-ENGLAND (live) 5 pm= 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BEIN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 
Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-17 Nike Friendiies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

SATURDAY, Decembe~ ’~4 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA/AUCKLAND CITY-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) Noon. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA/AUCKLAND CITY-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 
FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA/AUCKLAND CITY-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

December 15 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

TBA 

Soccet" America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Dec. 10, 2013 

FEIEDBAOK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 
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Are You Training Your Players Efl}ctively? 

Discover how to use the Three 
Dimensional building block 

approach to training so your players 
develop a deeper understanding 
their roles and how to play the way 

you want 

Dear Coach, 

Do you want to make your coaching sessions more specific and focused? Would you like to know how 

to build sessions together that give your players a deeper understanding of how to combine technique 

with tactics on game day? Well, Three Dimensional Soccer Training is a book that has all the 

answers. 

Born from its author’s passion for studying how formations are played around the world, Three 

Dimensional Soccer Training explains how to coach players so they gain an enriched technical and 

tactical understanding of their position 

Instead of coaching technique, formations and roles individually, Three Dimensional Soccer Training 

explains step-by-step howto progressively train players in all these areas in each coaching session. It 

tells you what to teach, when and why. The outcome is that your players will develop a three 

dimensional understanding of how everything fits together. Rather than simply be able to pass 

smoothly or know where they need to place the ball, they will know which foot to pass to and why. 

Whether you want to play the 4-3-3 or 3-2-4-1, zonal or man marketing, Three Dimensional Soccer 

Training gives you a complete model for progressively training players to develop a deeper, more 

rounded view of how technique and tactics fit in your system. 



’"Three Dirne#siona~ Soccer Training addresses the gaps 
between training technique, tactics and playing styles" 

Most coaches have a good understanding of howto drill players on technique or tactics But many don’t 

full understand how to train both together so their players get the bigger picture of how everything 

works in the system you want to play. Often the specifics on certain techniques, such as why we pass 

to a certain foot, get missed in the rush to train players in tactics. 

Three Dimensional Soccer Trainingseeks to address the gaps in soccer coaching by providing a 

system of training which structures sessions like building blocks so that players get a deeper 

understanding of howto play their particular position Starting simple and then progressing to more 

complex exercises, the book is packed with five complete coaching sessions (comprising of 11 

stages) for the four most popular formations in modern soccer. 

Three Dimensional Soccer Training is built upon four key elements: 

Progressive - It provides a model for training players from simple to complex drills and exercises. It 

also explains howto combine sessions like building blocks throughout a season. 

Specific - The book explains how to coach players in the ’big picture’ of why they practice certain 

techniques and how they fit into the way you want to play. The book is packed with coaching points to 

ensure you know why you use certain drills, when to use them and the results you can expect to gain 

Positional - Howto build roles and an understanding into every coaching session from day one. Over 

each session, players gradually develop a deeper understanding of their roles and responsibilities. 

System - Howto give your training sessions focus and to make teaching fun and easy to understand, 

whilst also challenging. 

"E×pert~y written by a lea~ting soccer coach with over 



In Three Dimensional Soccer Training author Robert Podeyn brings together the training methods 

and philosophies he has observed being taught by renowned coaches in the US as well as coaches at 

elite teams in England, Brazil and the Netherlands. This depth of experience provided the crucible from 

which his three dimensional concept was born, in which every drill and exercise is selected to fit in with 

the team’s playing philosophy and approach. 

Passing drills, for example, aren’t simply to get the ball to the right player but to the correct foot. It’s 

these types of specifics that separate Three Dimensional Soccer Training from other more general 

coaching books and programs out there. It links sessions together in a cohesive structure and tells 

you exactly what to train, when and why. 

In Three Dimensional Soccer Training, Podeyn focuses on each formation in turn, 4-4-2, 4-3-3, 3-5-2 

and the 4-2-3-1. He discusses the history of each formation, its guiding philosophy, tendencies and 

what type of training is needed to play each formation effectively. He then provides plans for five 

complete training sessions for each formation, from start to finish Each session is packed with 

coaching points and runs through 11 different stages, from dynamic warm-ups to technical passing to 

1 lvl 1 scrimmage games So in total, Three Dimensional Soccer Training is packed with over 200 

training exercises Now that’s comprehensive! 

The exercises start simple and then progress in complexity so that players are challenged and pushed 

to perform at their peak by the end of the session. Whichever formation you play, the focus is always on 

building tactics, philosophy and physiology in tandem The result is that, like building blocks, everything 

slots together to create the system you want to play. 

Author, Rob Podeyn giving a team talk 



In Three Dimensional Soccer Training the focus is on building everything together, rather than in 

isolation. Tactics, technique, physiology and psychology are all developed progressively through the 

five different training sessions for each formation. This approach gives you players a complete 360 

degree, three dimensional understanding of why they are practicing specific techniques and howthey 

fit into the style you want to play. 

From Three DimensionalSoccer Training, you will gain: 

A deeper understanding of the most popular formations in modern soccer: their history, 

playing style and how to train your team to play them effectively 

Five different coaching sessions for each formation, comprising of 11 different stages, from 

dynamic warm-ups through to positional training through to full teams shadow play. This 

amounts to a total of over 200 training exercises. 

Comprehensive coaching notes and explanations on every exercise to ensure you gain the 

maximum ’three dimensional’ benefits 

An understanding of how to apply the concept of three dimensional training: how to combine 

technique, tactics, physiology and psychology into every training session in a progressive 

manner 

Exercises start from simple and build to complex, enabling your players to develop a deeper 

understanding of their roles and responsibilities, step by step 

The ultimate result is that you will gain a team that understands the specifics of what to do, 

why and when in real game situations. This will enable your team to play more smoothly and 

cooperatively due to the progressive, specific and positional aspects of the three 

dimensional coaching system 

You might think that the challenging and specific nature of Three Dimensional Soccer Training means 

that it can only be used for senior players. This isn’t the case, with Podeyn providing guidance on how 

the system can be applied for different age groups, starting from as young as five 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six l~onth Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Three Dimensional Soccer Training unless it achieves our exceptionally high 

standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Three Dimensional Soccer 

Training after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

program that teaches your players how to combine aii of the 
elements of training together to play the style you want" 

There are plenty of soccer coaching books packed with drills and exercises. But few show you how to 

assemble the drills into a progressive series that delivers real improvements. In addition, few guides 

explain how the exercises fit together to create a cohesive system you can use over the course of the 

season. 



Born from 15 years of obseP~,ation, study, contemplation and practice, Three Dimensional Soccer 

Training provides you with the building blocks to create whatever system you want to play. All the most 

popular formations are covered, and with five complete sessions for each formation you have a 

season’s worth of training drills at your fingertips. 

As well as make your life easier with coaching sessions planned for you, the progressive nature of 

Three Dimensional Soccer Training will equip your players with a deeper understanding on the 

specifics of their position. Instead of knowing who to pass to, they will know which foot to pass the ball 

to. The result is a team that know’s howto put all the components of their coaching sessions together 

in order to perform at a more confident and tactically astute level on match day. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Three Dimensional Soccer Training shows you how to build sessions together in a progressive 

manner so your players have a more rounded, three dimensional understanding of what to do, when 

and why. From simple to complex, the book includes five complete training sessions for each 

formation, comprising of 11 stages each, providing you with a training system you can use throughout 

the season whichever formation you want to play 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Three 

Dimensional Soccer Training after six months then we will refund your purchase in full no questions 

asked. 
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West Ham United Coaching Vision and Awareness 

Hi Anson, 
These videos feature Paul Heifer, West Ham United Assistant Academy Director. We have more 

videos featuring Paul Heifer coming up over the next few weeks. If you are a subscriber to the Video 

Library, all of these videos are free ..just Iogin and use the search term "Heffer". 

If you are not a Video Library subscriber, these videos are $37 and the future video sets are also $37 

each. So it makes sense and you will save big time by subscribing to the Video Library. You can check 

out details on the ._V_!__d__e___o____L_Lb_f__a__OLh___e__r__e_. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Saif 

President 
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Finally, a video series on developing the soccer brain! Coaching 

Vision and Awareness features a complete coaching seminar 
on developing your players’ situational awareness so they think 

and pass the bail quicker, The drills in this video series will 
have your players checking their shoulder, running with their 

heads up and p~aying smarter, Leading to more possession and 
more goMso 

These Videos are F R EE fo~Vi d eo Libm~ su bs¢fi b e~s ~ ~ust 

Dear Coach, 

The game of soccer might look as though it’s played with the feet. But playing it effectively actually 

occurs due to what’s happening in the brain. It comes from knowing where to play the ball, being able 

to gauge where there’s space to move into and finding that killer pass. Training players to develop their 

soccer brains can be difficult to achieve with conventional technical drills That’s why you need to run 

sessions that build situational awareness, better decision making and get players thinking more about 

what to do with the ball. 

Coaching Vision and Awareness is a video series focused on developing the soccer brain. Presented 

by West Ham United’s Assistant Academy Director, the videos feature the same drills used to develop 

the minds and decision making of elite EPL players, such as Joe Cole, Rio Ferdinand and Frank 



Lampard. The drills will teach your players to think more about where to play the ball and to know what 

they are going to play it before they’re even received it 

After harnessing the drills in Coaching Vision and Awareness in your own training sessions, your 

players will learn to play with their heads up, to check their shoulder before passing, to communicate 

and to pass more accurately. In fact, your players will develop all the characteristics of a team that is 

thinking more intelligently, leading to greater possession and goal scoring opportunities 

"Better thinking leads to better vision, 
awareness and performance, which in turn 

means more goals" 
Playing with vision and awareness means players make better decisions, smarter passes and are 

more adept at moving the ball up the pitch, Unlike technical skills, which rely on endless repetition of 

the same drills, coaching vision and awareness requires more specific exercises focused on 

developing the soccer brain, 

Coaching Vision and Awareness demonstrates a complete coaching session on how to get players 

thinking and playing with their brains. West Ham’s Assistant Academy Director, Paul Heifer, 

highlights all the key principles of developing a smarter team, such as training them to use the 

periphery vision to check for space and to communicate on where to play the ball. 

If your players look lost the moment they receive the ball, make the wrong passes and are unable to 

keep possession, you need to improve their soccer brains. Coaching Vision and Awareness shows 

you exactly howto do it. 

"Discover how to develop the skills of your 
players with insights from the Assistant 

Academy Director of an EPL C~ub" 



What’s covered in Coaching Vision and 

CoachMg Vision and Awareness features a series of drills and exercises used to coach young 

players in the West Ham academy system These are the same drills used to develop players like Rio 

Ferdinand, Joe Cole and Frank Lampard into elite EPL players through improving their decision 

making and situational awareness 

Heffer begins the session with a simple warmup Players work in pairs to complete a simple side foot 

volley. After completing the exercise, players then run through the middle, while avoiding other players 

to perform the exercise with another player 

The drill is progressed to include a knee and then a side foot volley followed by a heading exercise. 

While fairly simple, this warmup gets players feeling comfortable with the ball and communicating, 

which Heffer highlights throughout the session is a core pillar of intelligent play. 

The session is then further progressed with players performing a snap offthe knee and then a header 

back to the player on the outside. Heifer emphasizes how this drill works on improving how players 

use pathways across the body, on either the left or right hand side, to improve the use of space and 

passing accuracy 

Pau! Heifer with West Ham United Academy Director, Tony Cart 

The session’s technical challenge is then raised further with players required to perform a flick up, 

knee, header and head back on each side of the body. From his experience of coaching young players, 

Heifer highlights the importance of not placing too much pressure on young players to all perform to 

the same level, but to allow them to learn from their mistakes and to develop according to their inherent 

skill set. 

Players are then divided into two groups, with one group in the center of the pitch and the other group 

surrounding them After completing the exercise, players need to dribble through the middle of the pitch 

with the ball, while avoiding other players doing the same. This encourages them to play with their 

head up, to improve their dribbling technique and to become more aware of the space around them. 

A third player is added to each exercise to create more intricate passing moves. These put more 

pressure on players to communicate, to pass accurately and to be able to turn with the ball smoothly 

so they can play with vision and awareness in every area of the pitch. 

What you will gain from Coaching Vision and 
Awareness 

Smooth, accurate passing requires more than just technical skill. It also requires space awareness, 

quick decision making and familiarity with knowing where to play the ball Along with better passing, 



these skills will help to improve your team’s ability to keep possession and to create more goal 

scoring opportunities. 

From watching Coaching Vision and Awareness you will gain: 

A complete coaching seminar on how to get your players thinking and playing with their 

brains 

A set of drills with progressions to increase the intensity and challenge for your players 

The drills will help to improve technical skills, including first touch, heading, volleying. 

Dribbling and heading 

Your players will checktheir shoulder before running into space or making a pass out of 

trouble 

They will communicate more on where they want the ball or where there’s space in which to 

receive it 

Your team will develop more intricate passing moves harnessing a third man to create 

triangular passing moves like Barcelona, Arsenal and other smooth passing elite sides 

The combination of improved technical and mental skills will mean better decision making, 

smoother passing and more control of possession 

Your players will enjoy the high tempo nature of the drills and being able to give their brains 

a good work out, along with their bodies 

The drills demonstrated in Coaching Vision and Awareness are specially chosen for developing 

soccer brains in young players. Along with helping to evolve them into elite performers, these drills can 

be used to improve the decision making, technical skills and the ability to keep possession of teams at 

every level Improved performance comes from training the mind, as well as the body, and from 

watching Coaching Vision and Awareness you will discover how to develop a smarter playing side. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Coaching Vision and Awarene unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you are 

not 100% satisfied with the quality of ACoaching Vision and Awareness after six months then please 

contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"The best teams play with their brains and their 
bodies, This video series demonstrates how to 

develop a smarter soccer brain to improve 
performance all over the pitch" 

If your players are constantly making bad passes, failing to run into space and are losing possession, 

you need to improve their decision making. You need to provide them with training that will develop 

their space awareness and their ability to know what to do with the ball before they even receive it. 

Coaching Vision and Awareness is a special video series focused on developing mental skills along 

with physical ones. Led by an EPL coach who has helped to develop players like Rio Ferdinand, Joe 

Cole and Frank Lampard into elite performers, this coaching seminar is packed with insights on how 

to get your team playing with their brains. 

After harnessing the drills in your coaching sessions, your players will communicate more, will dribble 

with their heads up, will check their shoulder to find space and will make more killer passes. The 

result is that your team will play smarter soccer leading to more domination and goal scoring 

opportunities as a result of playing with vision and awareness. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 



P.S. Coaching Vision and Awareness features a complete coaching seminar on how to get teams 

playing with their brains, as well as their bodies Led by an elite EPL academy coach, this video series 

is packed with drills that will get your players running with their heads up, passing more accurately and 

playing smarter soccer all over the pitch 

P,P,S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching 

Vision and Awareness after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: USA ti~lls to Portugal in U- 17 opener; U.S. U-20 women’s national team roster 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Tuesday, Dec, 10, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[NIKE ~HTERNATIOHAL FRIEHDLIES] A goal from Goncalo V~eira on a 

free R~ck in stoppage t~me gave Po~uga[ a 2-1 comeback victory 

over the USA on the opening day of the Hike Internationa[ 
F~endties at Premier Spo~s Campus in Lakewood Ranch, Fta. 

by Soccer America 

[SUNRISE CA~P] NCAA DMsion I champion UCLA is sending All- 
AmeHcans Katelyn Rowland and DaHan Jenkins to the U.S. under-20 

women’s national team trMnin8 camp running from Dec. 14-21 in 

SunHse~ Fla, that wilt sere as the final preparation for the 2014 
Concacaf Women’s U-20 ChampionsNp ~n Januaw....Re’ad the 

by Soccer America 

[NIKE INTERNATIONAL FRIENDLIES] The remaining 

under-17 matches at the 2013 Nike International 
Friendlies will be streamed on ussoccer.com. For 
the complete schedule....~4o~ e" 



by Soccer America 

[CHULA VISTA CAMP] U.S. women’s technical director 
Hein~chs h~s c~[[ed up ~4 p[ayers~ at[ but one born ~n 1996~ for the 

U.S. under-18 women’s n~tion~[ team Dec. 14-21 ~t the U.S. 
Olympic Training Center in Chula Vis~ Calif....r~ea~ tha 

An Australian-born coach of an under-10 boys team in England was 

fired for his win-at-all-costs-philosophy. In an emait to paren~ 

Justin B~ne~ a successful corporate executive who lives in a 

manslon~ told parents: "1 am only interested in winning. I don’t care 

about equal play time or any other communist ~ew of spot." He 

said parents who complained their child did not make the club’s 

first team were "not doing their sons any favors" and they "think 

sport is about knitting." As for his son? "The only reason I am 

coaching is for him to be able to ...... ~ead the whole 
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Don’t miss out on the 2014 Champions Cup presented by Chevrolet! 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here to view it oniine. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click her~e to unsubscribe. 
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Soccer America Contidential: Teams set to wheel and deal as Re-Entry Draft draws neax 

Tuesday, Dec. 10, 2013 ~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Teams set to wheel and deal as Re-Entry Draft 
draws near 
By Ridge Mahoney 

This Thursday, Major League Soccer holds the first phase of its fourth annual Re-Entry Draft, and there’s great 

uncertainty regarding how much player movement the two-stage process will generate. 

There are many prominent names on the list of 69 eligible players released by MLS on Monday: Kevin AIston, Bobby 

Boswell, Marc Butch, Calen Carl Bobby Convey,Kenny Cooper, Fabian Espindola, David Ferreira, Sean Franklin, 

Ugo Ihemelu, Joel Lindpere, Pablo Mastroeni, Mauro Rosales, Chris Rolfe and Steve Zakuani. However, it’s possible 

none of them will change teams through the Re-Entry Draft; they can decline to participate or go through the process and not 

be selected. 

Not every player who is out of contract or has his option declined is eligible for the Re-Entry Draft. The benchmarks for age 

and years of MLS service that classify eligible players are listed below. 

Here are the classifications of players eligible for the Re-Entry Draft: 

- Players aged 23 years or older and with at least three years’ MLS experience whose options were not exemised by their 

clubs. They are available at the salary stipulated in the option for the 2014 season. 

- Players aged 25 years or older and with at least four years’ MLS experience who are out of contract and have not been 

offered a contract of the same value as the last year of their expired deal. They are available at their 2013 salary. 

- Players aged 30 years or older with at least eight years’ MLS experience who are out of contract and whose club has 

declined to re-sign them. They must be offered at least 105 percent of their 2013 salary. 

Players who ar~ out of contract or whose options have been declined and lack the age and MLS service requirements for the 

Re-Entry Draft are available in the Waiver Draft. 

Seattle has declined the option on goalkeeper Michael Gspurning, who came to the league last year. He doesn’t meet the 

Re-Entry Draft criteria but can find a club outside MLS or negotiate a new contract with the Sounders. He was one of the 

league’s highest-paid keepers in 2013 with a base salary of $210,000. 

Players eligible for the Re-Entry Draft who wish to negotiate with their current teams can continue to do so except during a 

blackout period that starts this Wednesday and runs through Stage 1 of the Re-Entry Draft to be conducted Thursday. Stage 2 

is next Wednesday. 

Teams will select players in r~verse order of their 2013 finish. D.C. United will pick first, followed by Chivas USA, and so on 

until champion Sporting Kansas City closes out the first round. If a team passes in any round, its participation in the Re-Entry 

Draft is over. 

To a player selected in Stage 1, teams must exercise the option at the terms specified, or if a player is out of contract, must 

offer him a contract worth at least 105 percent of his 2013 salary. Players out of contract can reject the Bona Fide Offer but 

the drafting team holds right of first refusal for that player in MLS. Therein lies a catch; a player cannot test the waters and pull 

out of the process if a team he doesn’t like picks him. 

Not many players have been picked in Stage 1 in the past three Re-Entry Drafts. Only two were picked in 2010, three in 2011, 

and one - Maicon Santos - last year. (Santos is back in the draft this year after the Fire declined his option.) 

]]~ere’s much more activity in Stage 2, in which teams are not bound to financial thresholds as they are in Stage 1 and retain 

right of first refusal to the player even if the two sides cannot come to terms. 

Players can accept an offer on the table as a condition of being traded. Such "sign- and-trade" deals are fairly common in a 

league like the NBA and are now part of MLS. They are permitted between Stages 1 and 2. 

A year ago, the Red Bulls re-signed Sebastian LeToux and promptly traded him to Philadelphia, which had been his second 

MLS team after playing for Seattle in its inaugural MLS season in 2009. When the Crew declined Frankie Hejduk’s option for 

2011, he went through the Re-Entry Draft, was claimed by Sporting Kansas City in Stage 2, and agreed to a contract and a 



trade to the Galaxy. 

The rules do permit a player to go through Stage 1 and then withdraw if not selected. Jovan Kirovski did just that in 2010 and 

eventually re-signed with the Galaxy. Eight players had withdrawn from Stage 1 prior to that initial Re-Entry Draft. 

Players not taken in Stage 1 can sign contracts with the league to be available in Stage 2, or negotiate with their current 

teams, or wait. If a player goes through Stage 1 and Stage 2 without being selected, teams can bid for him on a first-come, 

first-served basis. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloc!. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Section 2: FIFA, Brazil Respond to Fan Violence; Keane Blasts Ferguson 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Dec. 10, 2013 

FIFA~ Brazil Respond to Recent Fan Violence 
Reuters 

Tweet This Share This 

FIFA and Brazilian government officials claim that the recent fan battles at the Atletico Paranaense-Vasco da Gama 

match on Sunday are not an indication of what hundreds of thousands of soccer fans from around the world can 

expect when they descend upon the South American country next summer for the World Cup. Even so, the shocking 

fan violence in Brazil’s soccer stadiums in the past year makes for a poor advertisement for the beautiful game’s 

biggest spectacle. According to Reuters, 30 people have been killed in incidents in and around the World Cup host’s 

stadiums in 2013. 

The game on Sunday, which had to be halted for 70 minutes, made headlines around the world, as fans chased each 

other around terraces, hitting each other with clubs and homemade weapons. There were no police inside the Arena 

Joinville, as the home team had opted for private security guards instead. 

"1 can assure you the lamentable scenes we saw yesterday will not be seen at the World Cup," said Andrei 

Rodrigues, the special secretary of major events at the Justice Ministry. "We can assure you that the stadiums at the 

World Cup will have at least 200 camera feeds providing real time video and what happened yesterday cannot 

happen at the World Cup." 

In a statement, FIFA said "For the 2014 FIFA World Cup a very comprehensive security concept is in place in an 

integrated operation between private and public security authorities to ensure the safety for fans, players and any 

other stakeholder involved in the event." 

- Read the whole story... 

R....o..y....K...e_a...n...e.;....F....e..r.gie Relationsh!p ’Non Existent’ 
Sky Sports News 

In an interview with ITV4, former Manchester United midfielder Roy Keane described Alex Ferguson as having a 

"massive ego," and claimed that the Scot is most likely still calling the shots at United, despite having stepped down 

as coach at the end of last season. "Everything is about control and power," he said. "[Ferguson is] still striving for it 

now even though he’s not manager. There’s massive ego involved in that." The former United captain went on to say 

that his relationship with his former boss, who kicked him out of the club in 2005, is now "non existent." 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardiola: Second Not an Option in UCL 



BBC Sport 

As Bayern Munich prepares to host Manchester City a battle for Group D supremacy in the UEFA Champions League 

on Tuesday, coach Pep Guardiola has made it clear that ceding top spot in the group to the Premier League giant is 

not an option. Because Bayern won the first encounter, 3-1, at the Etihad Arena, Manuel Pellegrini’s men would 

need to win by three clear goals in order to take first-place. 

"Coming second in the group is not really an option for us," Guardiola told reporters ahead of the crucial clash at the 

Allianz Arena. "It is something we want to avoid." The Spaniard is fully aware of City’s English rival Arsenal’s 2-0 win 

in Munich in the UCL last season -- a feat that City is more than capable of replicating, he said. 

"1 know how dangerous Manchester City are," the former Barcelona coach said. "They have great players -- they can 

get three or four chances within minutes. My players have to really concentrate and be aware of the situation. We 

have a very big chance to be first in the group and that is what we have to aim for." 

- Read the whole story... 

Goal.com 

Jose Maria del Nido on Monday confirmed that he is giving up his role as President of Sevilla al~er being sentenced 

to seven years in jail. Last week, the 56-year-old was found guilty of embezzlement of public funds and perversion of 

justice. He said he is giving up the Sevilla Presidency in order to concentrate on his defense. 

"The day I hope would never arrive is here; the day I lose part of my heart," del Nido said during his farewell press 

conference. "Since 1986, I’ve been here to serve this club. I’m leaving the post with a heavy heart, with sadness and 

with humility. When [former Sevilla President] Luis Cuervas called me I was 28 years old and it was the dream of my 

life and since then I haven’t hesitated in my service of the club." He added: "I’ve resigned as president of the club and 

from all my executive roles here. I’ve no ties to Sevilla now. I’m going to devote my time to defending myself and 

ensuring my personal situation is as good as possible." 

Under del Nido’s leadership, Sevilla won the UEFA Cup in 2006 and 2007, as well as two Copa del Rey titles, in 2007 

and 2010. According to Goal.com, Del Nido has been sentenced for offenses committed during his time as a district 

lawyer for the municipality of Marbella between 1999 and 2003. 

- Read the whole story... 

UCL: Benitez Under-Fire Ahead of Trick Gry_ _£_U_p F Finale 
Reuters 

On the eve of Napoli’s do-or-die clash against Arsenal in UEFA Champions League Group F play at the San Paolo on 

Wednesday, Reuters is reporting that coach Rafael Benitez is starting to feel the heat from Napoli supporters, who 

are said to be fed up with the club’s defensive errors as well as Spaniard’s habit of tinkering with his starting 11. Most 

of their discontent has come from Napoli’s performances in Serie A, which have seen last season’s second-place 

team fall eight points behind league leader Juventus. 

"We have to do better in defense," Benitez said. "We have committed individual mistakes that we cannot allow to 
happen. Everyone expected Napoli to be playing the way we were at the start of the championship and with more 

points in the bag. I’m as unhappy about it as anyone else. Against Arsenal, we have to score two or three goals and 

play better in defense." 

Napoli needs to beat Arsenal at home on Tuesday by at least two goals and then hope that Borussia Dortmund fails 



to beat Marseille in the group’s other match in France in order to be sure of qualifying for the UCL Round of 16. 

However, if Napoli and Dortmund both win, the top three clubs would all have 12 points and identical head-to-head 

records, resulting in the tiebreaker coming down to goal differential, which heavily favors Arsenal and Dortmund. 

- Read the whole story... 

Greenpeace Interrupts Real IVladrid Press Conference 
ESPN FC 

Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti and defender Pepe were startled during their pregame press conference against 

FC Copenhagen in the UEFA Champions League on Monday when a Greenpeace banner was unfurled during the 

Q&A session that read: "Save the Arctic Show Gazprom the Red Card." The publicity stunt is Greenpeace’s second 

of the UCL season so far, after activists unfurled a gigantic banner with a similar anti-Gazprom message at FC 

Basel’s match against Schalke in October. 

- Read the whole story... 

Dro ba Eboueto Face Penalt for Mandela Tributes 
ESPN FC 

Galatasaray striker Didier Drogba and defender Emmanuel Eboue have been summoned to appear before a 

Turkish soccer federation disciplinary committee after revealing undershirts with tribute messages to the late South 

African President, Nelson Mandela. According to the Turkish soccer federation (TFF), the players needed to receive 

permission first before wearing the shirts. 

- Read the whole story... 

Liverpool Captain Gerrard Out Six Weeks 
Liverpool Echo 

Liverpool on Monday confirmed that captain Steven Gerrard is set to miss the next six weeks with a hamstring injury. 

Gerrard limped off the field early in the second half of Liverpool’s 4-1 win against West Ham at Anfield on Sunday. He 

is expected to return in mid-January, meaning he could miss as many as eight matches, including trips to 

Tottenhamn, Manchester City and Chelsea. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Kreis: NYCFC opportunity ’impossible to pass up’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Jason Kreis is headed to Hew York. After nine 
seasons at Real Salt Lake -- the last six and half as head coach -- he 
told his players at a dinner he hosted at his house Tuesday nisht 
that he was leavin8 to take the head coachin8 job at Hew York 

City FC, which will besin play in MLS in 2015....Read the whole 

story 

Sounders move fast on keeper front 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRAHSACTIOHS] Could Seattle have found an answer for its 
8oalkeepin8 vacancy with the acquisition of Stefan Frei from 
Toronto FC? The Swiss-born keeper is still only 27 and was 

Toronto’s all-time leader in appearances across all competitions 

(99) but injuries had forced him to miss much of the last two 
seasons....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We have to care about a soccer club’s social 

responsibility. We have expensive tickets, in the 

Iounse and business areas, and thanks to those we 
can still sell standin8 tickets at around S10 per 

match, cheaper than it costs to 8o to the dnema 

in Munich. A poor Buy, maybe without work, we 

want him to be able to 8o and watch soccer. That 

is our oblisation." 

-- Bayern Munich chairman Karl-Heinz Rummenigge. 

(The Guardian) 



Mastroeni retires after 16 years, all in MLS 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Pablo Mastroeni, one of the few U.S. nafional 
team stars of the last two decades who played his entire career in 

MLS, announced his retirement after 16 years in the league. 

...Read the whole story 

There’s no stopping Cristiano Ronaldo 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE: Matchday 6] Cristiano Ronatdo, who is 
lool~ng to win the FIFA Ballon d’Or for the first time, has added this 

to his 2013 accomplishments: a record for the most goals in the 

UEFA Champions League group stage. His goal in Real Madrid’s 2-0 

win over FC Copenhagen was his ninth in five games, setting the 

new mark, and it gave him 36 goals in 26 competitive games since 
August....Read the whole story 

Kljestan scores first Champions League goal 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Sacha KIjestan became only the fifth 
American to score in the UEFA Champions League when he struck 

for eight-man Anderlecht in its 3-1 loss at Olympiakos. The goal was 

his eighth of the season in all competitions for the Belgian club. 
...Read the whole story 

Beasley leaves Puebia for Queretaro 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] DaMarcus Beasley, whose move to Mexico 
two and a half years ago helped resurrect his national team 

career, has left Puebla for Queretaro, which he will join for the 

Torneo C[ausura that starts in January....Read the whole story 

Thorns get their man 
by Soccer America 

[HWSL] HWSL champion Portland Thorns FC named two-time WPS 
Coach of the Year Paul Riley as the club’s head coach for the 2014 

season. The Liverpudlian has been a Iongtime fixture on the Long 
Island soccer scene and had turned the Philadelphia 

Independence into one of the best clubs in WPS, making him a hot 

commodity as the HWSL moved into its second season .... Read the 
whole story 

From tears to cheers: Barcelona’s 11-year-olds 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] How to react a teammate distraught 

after he misses a penalty kick? Barcelona’s U-12 team does a fine 

job after their playmakeCs mis-kick brings him to tears....Read the 

whole story 

Good sport admits handball goal 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post[ FIorian Trinks of German 
second division Greuther Fuerth propelled the ball 
into Sandhausen’s goal with his hand -- and 
admitted so to the ref who missed it....More 

3, Sounders be~in housecleaning 

~, Ref’s failure to red-card Collin has major 
impact on MLS Cup 

3, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 

4, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 

5, U.S. under-18 women’s national team 
roster 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

TOP 5 CO V NIZT TO ACC 
Virginia lands a top five overall recruit from 
the 20:[5 class while a North Carolina player 
from outside of the Development Academy 
explains why he is staying in state. 

SUCC ! SSFULL 
The TDS Combines for 20:[3 ended on Sunday 
in Pomona, Calif., as the LA Combine marked 
the final of the year. Check out what some of 
the coaches had to say about the experience. 
MORE: U:[4 GNT camp report 

There’s not a lot of time to impress at a 
College Cup. But meet the players who 
shined over the weekend as UCLA captured 
the national title. 
MORE: Men’s ColleGe Cup MAC semifinalists 

DID YOU SEE? 

Our series on the best 
men’s title winners to ever 
suit up hits its conclusion 
with three more stout sides, 

The women’s College Cup is 
done. Now it’s time to vote 
for the best Goal from the 
event: UCLA or FSU? 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Bison Elite Soccer Camp 

Bison Soccer Camp remains the most 
affordable Elite level camp in the country. 

Campers have returned summer after 
summer from all across the country due to 
the outstanding facilities, coaching, food and 
air conditioned dorms. 

Our staff of dozens of college coaches is 
focused on finding the right type of college 
for your academic, soccer and personal 
profile. 

Register early before this summer is SOLD 
OUT once again. 
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Invitation to Vote li)r U.S. Soccer All-Time Women’s National Team Best XI 

i ::~ U.S. Soccer 

Dear Voter, 

Due to your extensive experience in and around the U.S. Women’s National Team, you have been 
selected as a Voter for U.S. Soccer’s All-Time Best XI as our Centennial celebration year comes to 
a close. 

In an effort to create a fair and reasonable process to determine the All-Time Best Xl, U.S. Soccer 
appointed a Committee consisting of soccer historians, and former players, coaches and 
administrators at the National Team level. 

As part of the overall process for selecting the Best Xl, the Committee determined the list of eligible 
players for selection, criteria to be considered by the voters, and the list of Voters. 

We ask that you please vote for your Best Xl players in U.S. Women’s National Team history based 
on the following criteria: 

1) Starter or key contributor to overall success on the field, especially in World Cups and Olympic 
Games. 

2) Longevity, overall performance and talent on the field with the U.S. Women’s National Team 

3) Impact on the legacy of the U.S. Women’s National Team program. 

You will be able to choose a number of formations (3-4-,3, 4-4-2, or 4-3-3), but your total number of 
players selected must add up to 11. 

We ask that you choose: 

One (1) Goalkeeper 

Three or four (3-4) Defenders 
Three or four (3-4) Midfielders 
Two or three (2-3) FonNards 

Please click on the link below and it will take you to the voting site on ussoccer.com: 

htt p ://www.u ssoccer.com/Best-Xl/Best-)~ -WNT.aspx 

Thanks very much for your participation and sharing your knowledge and expertise towards what we 
know is a difficult task in choosing the Best Xl from many talented players who have worn the U.S. 
Women’s National Team jersey. Again, a reminder that the deadline for submitting your Best 
Xl is Tuesday, Dec. 17 (one week away). We will announce the Best XI on Dec. 19 or 20. 

Any questions about voting for the All-Time Best Xl, please reach out to Neil Buethe at 

nbuethe@ussoccer.org or 312-528-1270. 

Best regards, 

U.S. Soccer Communications 

Manage Subscriptions } Update Profile :: One-Click Unsubscribe 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Invitation to Vote li)r U.S. Soccer All-Time Men’s Na’6onal Teach Best XI 

i ::~ U.S. Soccer 

Dear Voter, 

Due to your extensive experience in and around the U.S. Men’s National Team, you have been 
selected as a Voter for U.S. Soccer’s All-Time Best Xl as our Centennial celebration year comes to 
a close. 

In an effort to create a fair and reasonable process to determine the All-Time Best Xl, U.S. Soccer 
appointed a Committee consisting of soccer historians, and former players, coaches and 
administrators at the National Team level. 

As part of the overall process for selecting the Best Xl, the Committee determined the list of eligible 
players for selection, criteria to be considered by the voters, and the list of Voters. 

The deadline for submitting your Best Xl is Tuesday, Dec. 17 (one week away}. 

We ask that you please vote for your Best Xl players in U.S. Men’s National Team history based on 
the following criteria: 

1) Starter or key contributor to overall success on the field, especially in World Cups. 

2) Longevity, overall performance and talent on the field with the U.S. Men’s National Team. 

3) Impact on the legacy of the U.S. Men’s National Team program. 

You will be able to choose a number of formations (3-4-,3, 4-4-2, or 4-3-3), but your total number of 
players selected must add up to 11. 

We ask that you choose: 

One (1) Goalkeeper 

Three or four (3-4) Defenders 
Three or four (3-4) Midfielders 
Two or three (2-3) Fo~vards 

Please click on the link below and it will take you to the voting site on ussoccer.com: 

htt p ://www.u ssoccer.com/Best-Xl/Best-~ -M NT.aspx 

Thanks very much for your participation and sharing your knowledge and expertise towards what we 
know is a difficult task in choosing the Best Xl from many talented players who have worn the U.S. 
Men’s National Team jersey. Again, a reminder that the deadline for submitting your Best Xl 
is Tuesday, Dec. 17 (one week away). We will announce the Best XI on Dec. 19 or 20. 

Any questions about voting for the All-Time Best XI, please reach out to Neil Buethe at 

nbuethe@ussoccer.org or 312-528=1270. 

Best regards, 

U.S. Soccer Communications 

Hanaqe Subscriptions } Update Profile == One-Click Unsubscribe 
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Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Match Day 6 and Club 
World Cup 

The final, rr~atch day of the 2013.14 Champions League is on Fox Sports 1: Napoti - AFsenaf. at 2: 30pro, Fox Sports 2 has 

,~,~a[an - A)ax at 2:}Opm. Chelsea ~ Steau Bucharest is on Fox Socce~ Plus at 2:30pro. Barcelona - Celtic ~s on Fox S~orts 

regiona~ netwerks at 2: 30pro {d~eck yOUF I.oca~ ~istin%}, The (Sub WeFb:{ Cup starts en Fax Soc<er Pk~s: Ra.ja - Casabbanc:a 

- Auckland CiW at 5pro. Al~ Th~e~ Easten~ 

The{r Words 

the suppo~t~ f made the final decision to ~etire today and to end this part of my Ufe and it was Lhe perfect 

Kljestan Scores in Group C 
With no chance of advancing on the final (lay of Group C t£ay in the 2013-14 Champions League, Samba Kljestan’s 
An~Jer[eeht I.est to OLympk}kos 3-1 at ~araiskak~s Sta~Jium, KL~estan was the bright spot on a tou~h night for Ander[echt. 

equaUTmg in the 39th minute. A~der[echt would 9lay a man down afte[ the referee sent off Che}khou Kouyate h~ the 

491:~, with An(Jer[eeht ~ea{M~e[~eF Si[vio P~eto bkx:king the ensuing penal.ty, OI.ympiakos vveFe h~ fFont fo~ good in the 

58th, hue PFoto b{ocked a second penaRy in the 72nd minute, 

The referee wasn’t thFough red carding Ande~f.echt pf.ayers, sending off Fabrice N’Saka[a in the 88th and the goatkeeper 

Prote in steppage tm~e~ (){yrnp~akos <enve~ted that penatty te f~n~sh eft the s(:or~ng, ~[~esl:an ~i(:ke~J u~ a yeUow card in 
the 65th minute, PSG and Otymp~akos advance to the knockout stage with Ande~}.echt Finishin9 fourth behind genfica, 

Read Nore 

Kreis to leave Real Salt Lake 

t’~ea[ Salt Lake anneunced en "[’uesday ni(~t’~t that <ea(:~ ,Jasen KFeis weu[d ~eave the c[ub at [he end ef l:~e yeaF when ~{s 

contrac~ runs out. ~<re~s took the RSL job on ~ay 3, 2007. Speculation ove~ Kre~s’s future has been strong eve~ since he 

was Unked to the cea(:~ing £}ob vv*th NYCF(2. the New Yk~Fk exD~nsk)n tears s(:~}edul.ed to start play in 2{}15. NYCF(2 

conf#Fmed Kreis as their new head coach shoFU,y after RSL’s announcement. 

"t am toetdn8 forward Lo n~akin~ my cenLributien to New York City FC from the very ouLset," F, re~s said~ ’The 

eppeF~:un~ty to deve~ep t[~e ~iFs~ prefessk~nat club based in New Yo~k CRy was impessfl)b~ to pass up as was the chance 

immerse myse[~ m the Foo~aU operations in ManchesLe~ ebser~dn9 some of Lhe [eadin9 fi$ures in EuFopean foetbaU, 

There wi{t be a {ot to do before our maugura[ season in 2015, but ~h’n confident that with the support teams in the C~ty 

o~9amzadon, we wiU be weU pieced to hi~ the ~round runmn~i’ Read More 

The Wait for NYCFC 

BvJ Hutcherson o WASHINGTON, DC {Dec: 1i, 20i3) US Socce~ Ptayel’s - Credit NYCFC fo~ ptaying the [ong game. The 

t~.~aiT~ scheduled to p{ay wb:~in the Umits of New Yor~ Cb:y hi~ed Jason Kreis a yea~ belk)re they need a head (:each. ~f 

anything that’s a con’@[iment for Kreis. The retest ctub with anlbidons that might be target than its league goes air }~ 

with notMng te [)l.ay for en the ReLd h~ 2014~ Kreis, who doesn’t have internatienal. <[bb ex[)et’ience, gets a wo~k~ng year 

hhah we already know includes dine discovering what wol’ks at ManchesteF Qty. By any measure, that’s an opportunity 

for a stiU young American cea(:~, 

What Kreis reaves behin~J is a ~.ea$ue stiU. (:heosink.’, between tt~e bi~ d.ub medet and the I£ucky o,/erachieve~, Kreis harped 

pFove that smaU. dubs can succeed, but his new job isn% about thaL Not at aU. NYCFC by desisn pl.ays on the biggest 
sta~e~ even if we don’t have an exact address for where that sta~J.,e is physicaUy located. 

A team owned by Manchester City and the New Yo~k Yankees doesn’t plan to be avera$e. These are gtoba[ sportin~ 

brands of the liFst o~deF, and they’re hardly going to be satisfied with just anothe~ MLS team, That’s off puttin9 to a ~ot 



I:he current h’&S fan base, and for <5>od reason, q:’s not a new {ine fix new New Yorl~, MI.S tried it in the "Ri-State 
the very be~,innin~, revamped~ re-branded~ and now tries it a~I over a~ain, 

So tar~ onbt the Los Angefes Ga]a×y turned that focus and cash into titles. Like it or not, and some teams would 

certainly Iike a ~reater re~urn on their outlay, it’s those titles that sLi~[ count. 2014 ~s another year o~ the elite ~or Los 

AngeLes and the New York Red 8uUs. Se~LU.e joined d~a: duo midway tMough the 201 ] season. To~onLo and ~ts new 

mana<~eraen~ wou~d like a turn. Read More 

The long road to success for Sporting Kansas City’s Peter Vermes - t?~r~ M~I Ss~~::~:~ , ~::~’~ .~1~t? ~radley: t can 

remember years Later Tony MeoLa caLLin~ the trade of Vermes "the iirsL, second and third worst trades in the histoW of 

the MetroStars. ** 

Mike Ma~ee excited with Frank Yallop hiring after "lackadaisical" mentality in 2013 - from GoaLcom’s Keith Hickey: 

"l’m ~eaLIy lookin~} forward to it." 

The Designated Player: Lessons and Memories From the MLS Cup Final - f~om Grant:land’s Graham Parke~: In the RSI. 
incident, a bette~ b~Lan~:ed Sinov~c doused the fire before it coufd spark. 

Fulham’s ’new manager syndrome’ hurt Villa - from The Express and Star’s ~att Turiey: As it happens. VilLa, much 
like mos~; teams this s~ason~ ended up with resul.~:s tt}~ oth~r ,,,v~y round 

Trouble at Old Trafford? - from Sports on b.’.’arth’s Graham Ruthven: Under Moyes a ~reate~ emphasis has t~een placed 

on ~ unnin$ and endurance, and van ?ersie is aLLegedLy dis~ unUed with the new p~o$ram. 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Europa League and Apertura 

q:’s the Europa League on Fox Sport:s 1 : St (}aLLen - Swansea at I pm and Spurs - Anzhi at: :}pro, Fo× Sports [~ has Maribor 

¯ Wigan at 1 pm and Freibur$ - Se\dLka at 3pro. Fex Soccer PLus has PSV Eindhoven - Odesa at 1pro and Dynamo Kiev .. 

Rapid Vienna at 3pro. On ESPN Deportes: Valencia - Kuban at 1pro and Real Betis - Riieka at 5prn. 

The firstoLe$ of the Lisa ,~45~, 20i3 Apertura final is on TeLemundo: Leon - ¢fub Anlenca at 8pro. AL~ 7hses E~s~er£~ 

~i Sponsor message 

powered by 
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By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ Dec. 11, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Moyes: United Can Win the Champions League 
BBC Sport                                                                                                 ~ 

Manchester United coach David Moyes said his team is good enough to win this season’s UEFA 

Champions League after the Red Devils finished comfortably on top of Group A with 1-0 win against Shakhtar 

Donetsk in its final game of the group stage at Old Trafford on Tuesday. After the game, Moyes revealed that his 

team could be classified as one of the favorites, despite United’s woeful recent form in the Premier League, where it 

is currently ninth. 

’q think we could be classed as one of the favorites," the former Everton coach said. "Weql have to improve in order 

to progress. A club like Manchester United has to be trying to win the trophy." He added: "You have to get better as 

the tournament goes on. It’s a tough competition, a hard one but we will take it one game at a time." 

Phil Jones scored the only goal of a game that United began poorly. Ukrainian champion Shakhtar wasted several 

opportunities in the first half knowing that it needed a win to guarantee passage to the Round of 16. However, the 

eventual loss and Bayer Leverkusen’s 1-0 win at Real Sociedad meant that the German giant joins United in the 

second round, instead. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Pellegrini Confused as City Near~y Eclipses Bayern in UCL 
BBC Sport 

Manchester City came within one goal of finishing first in Group D of the U EFA Champions League on Tuesday, 

winning 3-2 against defending champion Bayern Munich at the Allianz Arena in Munich. A 4-2 victory would have 

secured first-place, thus avoiding a top seed in the Round of 16 draw on Monday. 

While City coach Manuel Pel~egrini was satisfied with the performance, his post-match comments suggested that 

he thought his team needed two more goals to secure first-place, which is not true. When asked why he decided not 

bring striker Sergio Aguero on after James Milner scored the go-ahead goal in the 62nd-minute, the Chilean 

said: "1 was tempted if we scored the fourth goal. It was important to be first in the group but not the most important. 

It was difficult to score two goals." Later, he added: ’q said it would be very difficult to beat Bayern by three goals." 

As it turns out, City only needed to beat Bayern by three clear goals unless it managed to score four goals or more, 

in which case the English giant would only need to win by two. Since Bayem won the first game, 3-1, in Manchester, 

a 4-2, 5-3, or even a 6-4 win by City would have been enough to secure first place despite a tied head-to-head 

score, thanks to UEFA’s away goals rule. 

Nevertheless, Pellegrini could celebrate a first win over Pep Guardiola as well as a major statement to the other 

top seeds in Monday’s draw. For Bayern, it was only the Bavarian giant’s third loss in all competitions in 2013. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Jesus: ’Benfica Deserved to Qualify’ 
Goal.com 

Benfica on Tuesday defeated French champion Paris Saint-Germain, 2-1, at the Estadio da Luz but it was not 

enough to qualify for the UEFA Champions League Round of 16, as Group C rival Olympiakos, which won 3-1 in 

Piraeus against Anderlecht, finished the group with the same number of points and a better head-to-head record 

against the Portuguese champion. Before the match, PSG had already qualified for the Round of 16 as the Group 

C winner. 

After the game, a defiant dorge Jesus declared that the two best teams had not gone through. "After finishing this 

group, Paris Saint-Germain and Benfica were clearly the best teams," the Benfica coach said. "We were close to 3- 

1, it was a pity we failed to qualify." By finishing third, Benfica once again qualifies for the Europa League Round of 

32; the Lisbon club made it to that competition’s final last season, losing to Chelsea, 2-1. 

As for PSG, coach Laurent Blanc bemoaned his team’s poor performance, despite having rested key players 

Zlatan Ibrahimovic and Thiago Silva. "1 am disappointed with the performance of my team in the second half," he 



said. "We lacked a bit of ambition and Benfica played (well). For what they created in the second half they deserved 

the win." 

- Read the whole sto[y._ 

Mourinho: Chelsea Not a UCL Favorite 
ESPN FC 

Prior to Chelsea’s final UEFA Champions League clash against Steaua Bucharest at Stamford Bridge on 

Wednesday, Coach Jose Mourinho revealed that he’s not confident the Blues are strong enough to win the 

competition this season. Chelsea, which has already qualified for the Round of 16, is currently first-place in Group 

E, one point ahead of second-place Schalke and two points ahead of third-place FC Basel. 

"1 think our chances this season, which is my first season, are not compatible with the chances other clubs have," 

Mourinho said during his pre-game press conference. "1 think other clubs have completely different stabilities, 

squads, evolution of the team, to be considered the favorites to win the competition. If you reach the quarter-final, 

which is the next step, I used to say every team has a chance to win it, but in my analysis, I think we are not 

considered one of the favorites to win the competition." The Portuguese added that he considers usual suspects 

Bayern Munich, Barcelona and Real Madrid to be the competition’s favorites, followed by the likes of Manchester 

City, Manchester United, Atletico Madrid and Chelsea. 

When asked about his own team’s "lack of stability" across all competitions this season, Mourinho once again 

refused to blame his defense, despite Chelsea conceding six goals in its last two Premier League games. He 

insisted that the way his team plays, it must score more goals to kill teams off. "It’s much more difficult to play 

offensive, it’s much more difficult to play creative, it’s much more difficult to play dynamic in the team, in the 

positions," he said. "The easiest thing to do in football is to organize a team to play defensively .... We are creating 

a lot, we are playing very, very nice football. We have to kill opponents, we have to score goals." 

- Read the whole story... 

Galatasaray knocks out Juventu~ 
ESPN FC 

Galatasaray advanced to the Champions League round of 16 and knocked out Juventus with a I-0 win on a 85th 

minute goal by Wesley Sneijder in a game resumed on Wednesday after being abandoned because of snow on 

conditions on Tuesday~ A goalless draw which would have sent Jure through along with group leader Real Madrid 

but the Dutchman got behind Didier Drogba’s headed pass and fired a right-footed shot from the heart of the area 

towards the far post and out of keeepr Giar~uigi Buffon’s reach. - Read the whole story... 

i~a~ti~o: Neymar Should Score i~ore 
FourFourTwo 

In an interview with FourFourTwo, Barcelona coach Gerardo ’Tata’ Martino challenged Neymar to score more 

goals. The Brazilian wonderkid, whom Barcelona signed for $80 million last summer, has scored just four goals in 18 

appearances for his new club so far this season. "We don’t analyze any player simply by the goals he scores and 

lays on -- it is a question of all facets of a player’s game," Martino said. "But at the moment the only question about 

Neymar is his finishing. He is not a goalscorer in the way that Leo Messi is, but he can score a lot of goals for us 

like Pedro, A~exis Sanchez and Cesc Fabregas do~" 

- Read the whole story... 

UK Crime Agency Offers Tools to Combat Game=Fixing 
Guardian 

The National Crime Agency called an emergency meeting on Tuesday between representatives of the U K’s five 

biggest sprats in which a whistleblowing hotline and centralized reporting system were offered as potential tools for 

combating match-fixing, after six professional soccer players were arrested for allegedly taking bribes to fix the 

results of lower division games in Britain on Monday. During the meeting, UK culture secretary Maria Miller warned 

that professional spo~ts in the UK risk being "permanently damaged" by such high-profile cheating. 

- Read the whole story... 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCASA <ncasa2@ncsoccer.org> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wilmin~on A&tlt Soccer ToumaJnent 

YOU ARE RECEIVING THIS EMAIL BECAUSE YOU ARE A REGISTERED MEMBER OF NORTH CAROLINA ADULT SOCCER ASSOCIATION 

Good Afternoon Soccer Fans, 

On February 15 and 16 of 2014, the Wilmington Adult Soccer Club will be hosting their Annual Adult Soccer Tournament. This 
tournament is open to Men’s and Women’s open, Men’s Over 30, Men’s Over 40, Men’s Over 50, Men’s Over 55, and Coed 
divsions. For more information on this great event, please follow this link http://www.wilmin.qtonadultsoccer.com/wp- 
content/uploads/2013/11/February-2014-TOU RNAM ENT.pdf 

Emry deadline is January. 16, 2014. 

}tope to see you there! 

Best, 

Francisco Martinez 

Click here to avoid receiving future e-mails from us. ~ 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, December 12, 2013 

Thursday= Dec. 12= 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV p~ogramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUEIN KAZAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL EETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIEOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL EETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

~RI~AY, Decen~be~ 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s Coilege NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 



Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BEiN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 
Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pro. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendiies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pro. 

U-17 Nike Friendiies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

SATURDAY, December t4 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm= 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pro. 

BeIN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 
italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 
FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA C~ub World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 



italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE13NORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am= 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 8:48 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 

~taly LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

~taly AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid,qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo.~;~le+ ; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on =IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Dec. 12, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirectory.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 7:12 AM 

Dormnce Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Video :: Ball Striking Drill - Cone Progression - Kendall Fletcher 

[% TheCoaches Insider ~:: 1877.386.4840 

Ball Striking Drill - Watch it Here! 

VVatch as Coach Kendall Fletcher explains and demonstrates a Ball 

Striking Drill using Cone Progression~ 

Provided by Championship Productions 

Jason Pend~eton - NSCAA ...... 
Warm-Up Exercise: Organization / Instructions - In pairs players will 

)ass and move. On coach’s command player with ball (#1) will pass and 

close down the player with the ball (#2). Defender will emphasize quickly 

putting pressure on the ball. Angle of pressure (bent like a banana). 

Side on stance with low center of gravity, Part 2 of warm up: Player #1 

will play bali through #2’s legs,., 

Speed Warm-Ups -Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach Dave Barrett teaches his players a 

Speed Warm-up Drill. 

Provided by Championship Productions 

Holiday Drawing - 

Sign Up 2 Associate 

Coaches! 

2014 NSCAA 
Convention - Phil~y 
- Jan 15-19 



DI semifinals all set 

MLS Academy: Colle#e Cup Preview edition 

Seve~ ]oca~ h~gh schoo~ boys, (;~ds p~avers se~ede(J ~o Nationa~ 

Soccer Cosches Assoc~st~on A~l-Amer~ca Teams 

click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA College Newsletter <lis~nscaa.com> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:02 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The 2014 NSCAA Convention is Coming 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

Costa Rica Soccer Tours specializes in team soccer tours to Costa Rica. We have hosted more thaa 200 high schools 
and universities since 1995. Our commitment to our ctien ts is to provide the highest quafity service a t the best price 

]’he 2014 NSCAA Convention is about a month away but even closer is 
the early bird registration deadline¯ 

,:Nost~d:Buve~:~ :~ram:::::::::: Register for Soccer’s Biggest Party before 
Sunday, Dec. ’~5 to take advantage of the 

lowest rate available of $309 ($409 for non- 
members)¯ The price will go up $100 after 
December 15 ̄ 

Also available for your graduate or *tua~nt 

~t~ ~ ~ Join thousands of your colleagues for nearly a week of learning, 
networking and celebrating the world’s game¯ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Quick~inks~ 2014 Convent on Clinician Lineup 

2014 Convention Schedule 

~ J~ mv~C~ 
ae~orkmg Oppodunities at Convention 

that acknowledges excellence in soccer, academics and service to the 
game. In all, nearly 10,000 awards are presented by the NSCAA each 
year. 

A re, of the award winners will be posted to the 2013 Awards Central 
page on NSCAA.com¯ 

The capstone of the awards program occurs at the annual NSCAA 
Awards Banquet, this year taking place Friday, Jan. 17 at 7 p.m. The 
NSCAA All-America Luncheon, honoring players and teams, will be 
Saturday, Jan. 18 at noon. 

Banquet tlckets" are available as an add-on when registering online for 
Convention 

Recent Awara Anno~ncement~ 

NSCAA/Gontinental Tire NCk& Women’s All-Americans Named 



Names Reqional, National Assistant Coaches of the Year 

High School and College Team Academic Awards Announced 

el~t~,~i~i ~ ho~ ~t ........... 

Celia $1ater and the Alliance of Women Coaches will present a unique 

session at the 2014 NSCAA Convention titled "Great Women Coaches 
and Ideas that Work," on Saturday, Jan. 18 at 11 a.m. 

be a presentation entitled, "The 3 C’s of 
Coaching: Confidence, Commitment and Connection," followed by 
roundtable discussions with top female soccer coaches like Becky 
Burleigh (Florida), Nancy Feldman (Boston University), Lesle 
6allimore ~asMngton), Janet Rayfield (Illinois), Erica Walsh (Penn 

s,.,e> o,,ers. 
Read more at NSC~.com about the Slater and the Alliance’s effod to 

VtS~tl~Philly get more female coaches in the profession. 

Be a part of the hosted buyer program at the 2014 NSCAA Convention! 



If you are a coach or know of one who has reached a coaching high point, 
submit your information to Pat Madden at pmadden@nscaa.com~ 

Paul Furey, Lee University men’s 

soccer 

Furey earned his 300th career win 

following Lee’s 2=0 win over Shorter 

University on November 1. Furey 

completed his third season at the 

helm of the Flames program. 

Gary St. Clair, San Jose State 

mer11’s soccer 

After 24 seasons, 217 victories and 
three NCAA Tournament 
appearances, Gary St= Clair retired 
as the San Jose State University 
men’s soccer head coach on 
December 3. 

Through grants and scholarships, the Foundation provides NSCAA soccer 
coaching educational opportunities to unaerservea socioeconomic 
communities, geographic areas, and ethnic groups throughout the United 

There are far more deserving applications each year requesting grants 
and scholarships than the Foundation currently has the funds to serve. 
Consequently, the Foundation continues to work raising money, including 
through this request to you to consider a donation. 

Any level of support will be greatly appreciated. To make a donation to 

the Foundation, click here. 

Forward to a friend or colleaque 
We welcome and appreciate fotwa/ding of our newsletters in the# ent#ety or in paF~ with proper attribution 

To unsubscribe from this email list, click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~i Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, December 13, 2013 

Friday, Dec. 13, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Friday, the NCAA Division I final four kicks offand the U.S. U-17s face Brazil. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV poagramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

FRIDAY, 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pro. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BEIN SPORT en Espanol 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

France MONTPELLIER-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pm. 

USSOCCER,com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pm. 

U-t7 Nike Friendiies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

One World Sports 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (delay) 7 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pro. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm= 



Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FiFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA C~ub World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pro. 

UNIWSlON DEPORTES 

France STADE RENNAIS-PSG (live) 11 am. 
France GUINGAMP-MONACO (live) 2 pm. 

BeIN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 

italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am= 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

One World Sports 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (delay) 7 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (delay) 7 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pro. 

italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 



IBeIN PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.corn 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 
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College Soccer Reporter: Men’s College Cup Preview 

Friday, Dec. !3, 2012 

One last time for Terrapins and Cavs 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Maryland-Virginia] One of college soccer’s 

great rivalries wiU end on Friday. ACC powers Maryland and Virginia 

wiU met for the third time this season in the semifinals of the Men’s 
College Cup at PPL Parkin Chester, Pa. (TV ESPNU, live, 7:30 p.m. 

ET). it wi|l be the 78th meeUng in a rivalry that dates back to 1941, 
but after this season, Maryland wiU move to the Big Ten .... Read 

the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"It’s unfortunate with the planning but it’s OK -- 
stuff like this happens. It’s a good conflict to have, 
that’s for sure." 

-- Notre Dame’s Nick Besler, who won’t be able 
serve as best man at his brother, U.S. national team 
defender Matt Besler’s wedding Saturday in Kansas 

City because the Irish are in the Men’s College Cup 

for the first time. (MLSSoccer.com) 



irish make College Cup debut against Lobos 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Notre Dame-New Mexico] Notre Dame~ the 
highest remaining seed at No. 3, opens the Men’s College Cup 

Friday against New Mexico at PPL Park (TV ESPNU, live, 5 p.m. ET). 
Coach Bobby Clark has led the Irish to the NCAA Tournament ~n 12 
of Ms 13 seasons~ but tMs ~s the first t~me they’ve ever reached the 

semifinals. The Lobos are ~n the final four for the second time. 

...Read the whole sto~ 

MulEns and Dunn return as finalists 
by Soccer America 

[MAC NEPJ~AilN TROPHY] Both 2012 MAC Hermann winners have 
been named 2013 finalist: Maryland senior forward Patrick MuUins 
and North Carolina senior midfielder Crystal Dunn .... Read the 
whole st:ory 

Orlando stadium to get two women’s finals 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE CUPS] Orlando City SC’s new stadium~ scheduled to be 
finished in 2016~ will host Women’s College Cups in 2016 and 2017. 

For all the Men’s and Women’s CoRege CLIp sites for 2014-17....Read 

the whole story 

Swanson takes over with first camp in Sunrise 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-23 WOMEN] Virginia head coach Steve Swanson~ who 
coached the USA to the championship at the 2012 Under-20 

Women’s World Cup in Japan~ will ho{d his first training camp as the 

new head coach of the U.S. Under-23 women’s national team Dec. 

14-21 in Sunrise~ Fla....Read the whole story 

U,So under-20 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[SUNRISE C~P] NCAA Division I champion UCLA is sending All- 
Americans Katelyn Rowland and Darian Jenkins to the U.S. under-20 

women’s national team training camp running from Dec. 14-21 in 

Sunrise~ Fla.~ that will serve as the final preparation for the 2014 

Concacaf Women’s U-20 Championship in January....Read the 

whole story 

1o Rosales moves to Chivas USA~ Reis enters 
coaching 

2~. UoS. U~lTs ~a~lardo and WHght put We past 
England 

3. Eight youth c~bs na~d Youth 
Development Affiliates 

4, Miss from I yard fo~lowed by goa~ from 50 

5, M~llins heads 50-player sen~or class 
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::Xi boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

..... recruiting guide 
The second day of the Development Academy 
showcase roped in the U16s as well as a pair 
of U16 and U18 select games. Both upped 
the ante on an already busy slate in Florida. 
I~IORE; Best 5 from day 2 of the showcase, 

GRA = ilD i!!! T i!!!A 4RA  [K TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update sifts through the top girls 
clubs in the nation in the U16 through U18 
age groups. Check out the clubs that have 
impressed in recent times. 

Despite a forecast of low 30s for Friday’s 
College Cup, the players and coaches are 
happy to be in Philadelphia to compete for a 
national championship. 
I~IORE: College Cup Final Four predictions 

DID YOU SEE? 

VOTE: The best D][ men’s 
title-winning teams of all 
time, 

Nevmar scores his first hat 
trick for Barcelona as they 
destroy Celtic 6-1. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

2014 NSCAA Convention 

Register today for the 20i4 NSCAA 
Convention in Philadelphia, PA, January i5- 
i9~ 

Soccer’s Biggest Party brings together 
coaches, players, administrators, business 

leaders, referees and fans from all over the 
world. Come and be a part of the fast 
growing soccer community! 

No other event for soccer coaches matches 
the level and depth of high profile clinicians, 
variety of networking and continuing 
education opportunities, and the fun and 
excitement all packed into five days. 

if you’re serious about coaching, you need to 

be at the NSCAA Convention. 
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Why no laps 
~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

--and other fitness & health insight 
(Q&A" John Cone) 
Interview by Mike Woitalla 

John Cone, who most recently served as the Portland Timbers Director of Sports Science and fitness coach, is a 

health and fitness consultant to the U.S. Soccer Development Academy and the youth national team program, 

and a USSF coach educator. We asked Cone to address fitness training issues for youth players. 

SOCCER AMERICA: What are the biggest mistakes youth coaches make when it comes to fitness 

training? 

JOHN CONE: I see a number of mistakes that are fairly consistent across levels of coaching. 1) They don’t make fitness 

specific enough to the level of players they are working with. 2) it’s often not specific to the demands of the game; involving the 

ball or not, they ask the players to perform running that is irrelevant to what a player does in a game. 3) Fitness should not be 

exhaustive; a lot of coaches think that for fitness to be effective the players need to end up in a heap. 4) The coaches don’t 

give the players enough rest between exercises; it is important to balance the intensity and duration of an exercise with 

recovery so the players can perform at a high level. 

SA: What are the perils of your third point? 

JOHN CONE: When coaches do this, two risks are being taken. First, working players too hard leads to their movement 

quality decreasing, this immediately results in an increased risk of injury. Second, this type of work often requires several 

recovery days due to the buildup of fatigue. The result is an increased chance of overuse injury over time. 

SA: At what age does it make sense to have fitness training without the ball? 

JOHN CONE: It’s less a question of age, and more a question of the situation. In team training it seldom makes sense for the 

players to do activities without the ball at any age. Above the ages of approximately 13 in girls and 14 in boys, performing 

fitness without the ball may be important if the individual player is in an off period of training, returning from injury, or 

supplementing training. Even at these times, there are activities with the ball that can be used to simultaneously increase 

fitness and soccer-specific technical ability. 

SA: Should running laps still be part of a youth soccer practice? 

JOHN CONE: Absolutely not. While it is less than ideal for the players to run without the ball, this type of steady state running 

is the most problematic for a couple of simple reasons. 1) The lack of fluctuation in intensity does not emphasize one of the 

most important components of soccer-specific fitness, the ability to recover rapidly from work. 2) Because of the lack of 

change in intensity, the muscles are not taxed in a manner specific to soccer. 

SA: How many weeks or months should youth players take off from organized soccer? 

JOHN CONE: This is an important question that for me over-simplifies a larger problem. It’s more important to consider the 

ratio of games to training, combined with the length of the season relative to their time off. Unfortunately, the youth through 

college schedules tend to pack a large number of games into a relatively short period of time. The result is an extremely 

dense schedule that leads to a relatively dramatic increase in soccer-specific work that then precipitates the need for "time 

We really need to address a number of components because giving the players more or less time off does not adequately 

address the issue. At the core of this is the fact that each team’s season needs to be periodized with a focus on balancing the 

intensity of training with the games played. Additionally, the time off from soccer needs to be appropriately planned to include 

periods of recovery and training, whet~ the focus includes increasing general athleticism and soccer-specific fitness and 

athleticism. 

SA: What advice would you give coaches of players in the earliest years of youth soccer? 

JOHN CONE: Make sure the players are on the ball as often as possible, and focus specifically on challenging how well the 

players move. Developing the movement abilities of young players goes a long ways in developing overall athleticism and 

ultimately soccer-specific abilities. 

SA: What advice would you give coaches of players in their teens? 



JOHN CONE: Be aware of the individual differences that develop among your players as they grow and mature. For me, this is 

the most dynamic and therein most challenging group of players due to the constant change that accompanies growth and 

maturation, and the large disparity that may occur within a single team. The ability to address an individual within a team is a 

big challenge. This can only be done by using an effectively periodized training plan. 

John Cone has a Ph.D. in kinesiology, an M.S. in Exercise Physiology and several coaching licenses, including the USSF A. 

He recently completed a stint as the Portland Timbers Director of Sports Science that was preceded by assistant coachil~g 

duties with the Carolina Dynamo and the Sporting Kansas City (n4s Wizards). He has coached youth and college bail, and 

has worked with U.S. Soccer in several capacities, including as Sports Science Consultant, coach educator and U.S. 

Development Academy scout, since 2005. Cone also heads Fit for 90., a soccer fitness and injury prevention consulting 

service for players and coaches. 

(Mtke Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and c(~author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey frem Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 
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Contract extension 
haul 

enables 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Klinsmann for the long 

By Ridge Mahoney 

in one fell swoop, Sunil Gulati killed a huge chunk of national-team discussion for the foreseeable future. 

Regardless of what happens in Brazil next June, head coach Jurgen Klinsmann ain’t going anywhere. A four-year extension 

to his current contract strips away any speculation about Jason Kreis, Dominic Kinnear, Peter Vermes, Sigi Schmid, 

Bruce Arena, Bob Bradley, Steve Sampson, Rafael Benitez and just about everybody else connected to the job, no 

matter how tenuously. The Klinsmann Era will continue, and while any coach can be bought out of a contract at any point in 

his tenure, the track record of U.S. Soccer is not to wreak changes unless drastic measures are mandatory. 

It’s a strange and ironic move in one important aspect. Klinsmann has repeatedly lectured on the importance of keeping the 

players, no matter how valuable, under pressure: pressure to perform at club level, pressure to maintain high standards of 

motivation and commitment, and pressure to produce for the USA. 

By handing him four mot~ years, the U.S. Soccer president has effectively freed Klinsmann from the same parameters. The 

days of the national team and its head coach being primarily judged on how they do in the World Cup are apparently over, or 

at least suspended for a time. in terms of results, winning the Gold Cup and topping the Hexagonal in the same year is 

sufficient, in terms of transforming the team into something better than it is, there’s apparently been enough progress to 

satisfy U.S. Soccer. 

Much more is at play than results, since the contract extension is accompanied by the role and t~sponsibilities of technical 

director. Is Gulati thus bailing out Klinsmann in the wake of a tough World Cup draw while also buttressing his insistence on 

hiring the former German international in the first place? He is, but Gulati is also bonding the short-term - World Cup 

performance - to long-range benchmarks of player scouting and development. 

If there’s going to be any real transformation, Klinsmann will need time as well as the vast resources and authority he’s been 

given. How his influence can mold the work done at the U-17 and U-20 levels is still pending. Now officially installed as TD, he 

can push forward on all fronts and plan for 2018 as well as next year. 

Though he’s been national-team coach for more than two years, Klinsmann has needed every day to assess his player pool 

and come to grips with its strengths and limitations while tracking performances in more than a dozen leagues. He’s ridden 

out criticism of an over-reliance on German=based players and the inevitable howls from fans and journalists bemoaning the 

absence of their favorites who, of course, given the chance are exactly what the coach needs to transform the USA into Brazil, 

or at least Barcelona. 

He’s also undergone a crash course in Concacaf and given the results of 2013 he has to be given an "A-minus" even though 

he didn’t ace every tesL Counting the Gold Cup, the U.S. blitzed regional opposition with a 13-2-1 record (35 goals scored, 12 

conceded) and while the quality of opponents can be criticized a national team coach is largely judged by results in games 

that count. 

Critics will see disquieting similarities despite changes in personnel. Are left-footed, long balls out of the back any better when 

delivered by Matt BesMr instead of Carlos Bocanegra? Is dependency on older versions of Clint Dempsey and Landon 

Donovan a sign of progress? Is Jermaine Jones just a more rugged and reckless version of Ricardo Clark? Can converted 

midfielders in any era - DaMarcus Beasley, Brad Evans, Geoff Cameron, Frankie Hejduk, Jonathan Bornstein - really 

be trusted at the World Cup? 

Fortunately, Klinsmann has more choices than any of his predecessors, and thus the populace and press have plenty to rant 

about despite a void in coaching speculation. The[~’s already rampant debate t~garding Sacha KIjestan, Alejandro Bedoya, 

Tim Chandler, Danny Williams, Benny Feilhaber and perhaps a half-dozen candidates. Who gets called into the January 

camp has whipped up a furor; new faces have virtually no chance to make the World Cup squad but such facts rarely deflect 

zealotry. 

Klinsmann won’t be so hamstrung as was Bob Bradley when his options were narrowed by injuries to Charlie Davies, 

Stuart Holden and Oguchi Onyewu prior to the 2010 competition, or when Steve Sampson felt compelled to drop captain 

John Harkes in the run-up to France ’98. He’ll have fewer excuses but with a long-term deal already in place and a deeper 

player pool he shouldn’t really need to use them. 



There’s little question the Klinsmann mystique has buffered the program. Players who felt snubbed in the past now believe 

they have a real chance to show what they can do. Several have played their way into the picture, a few have done the 

opposite. Aron Johannsson and John Brooks might have chosen other options if not for the chance to play for an 

outstanding former international who won a World Cup and has already been to another one as a head coach. 

"Four more years[" is a chant normally heard at political gatherings. What American soccer fans will be chanting in 2014 and 

beyond now resonates from one man’s voice, and his vision. 
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Saturday, Dec. 14, 2013 

6ulati impressed by national team’s ’new mentality’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] U.S. Soccer president Sunil Gulati said the tough draw 

at the 2014 World Cup had nothing to do with the organization’s 

dedsion to renew Jurgen Klinsmann’s contract through 2018, 
making him the first national team coach to get a contract 

extension before the World Cup finals. For Gulati, who said coming 

to terms with Klinsmann on a new deal was "relatively 
straightforward," the 4-3 comeback win at Bosnia-Herzegovina was 

"symbolic" for what he was said was "a new mentality" in the 

national team....Read the whole story 

Seattle lands Cooper, New York gets Convey 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] One of busiest weeks on the MLS hot 
stove circuit concluded Friday with trades involving two former 
MLS Comeback Players of the Year and Toronto FC’s signing of a 
Brazilian Designated Player....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It is neither being built for us, nor to our 

spedfications." 

-- German national team general manager Oliver 

Bierhoff on reports that the Germans are building 

their own World Cup hotel and training complex in 

Brazil. However, the German federation confirmed 

that it will be based in a resort still under 
construction in the state of Bahia. It is reportedly 

being funded by a Munich based-property 
entrepreneur. (The Independent) 



U.S. U-17s crush Brazil to win title 
by Soccer America 

[HIKE INTERNATIONAL FRIEHDLIES] The USA got two goals from Haji 

Wright, plus a goal and t~,o assists from Joe Gallardo and a goal 

from MVP Christian Pulisic to beat nine-man Brazil, 4-I, and win the 
Hike International Friendlies. The Americans finished ahead of 
Portugal, which fell to England, 4-3, in Friday’s opener....Read the 

whole story 

Portland in, Real Salt Lake out 
by Soccer America 

[COHCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Portland, not Real Salt Lake, will 
join Sporting Kansas City, the Hew York Red BuRs and D.C. United 
as the fourth U.S. representative in the 2014-15 Concacaf 
Champions League foNowing its approval of the U.S. SocceCs 

request to amend the qualification process to give a berth to the 

winner of the conference opposite the MLS Supporters’ Shield 

winner, not the MLS Cup runner-up....Read the whole story 

Peralta and Morgan named first Players of the Year 
by Soccer America 

[COHCACAF AWARDS] Mexican Oribe Pera[ta beat out Americans 
Landon Donovan and Clint Dempsey for the first Concacaf Male 

Player of the Year award, while Alex Morgan was named the Male 

Player of the Year. Other winners included U.S. national team 

coach Jurgen Klinsmann (Coach of the Year) and Tim Howard 
(Goalkeeper of the Year) .... Read the whole story 

Orlando, Austin and Dayton win organization honors 
by Soccer America 

[USL AWARDS] At its annual Hall of Fame & Awards Dinner, Orlando 
City (USL PRO), the AusUn Aztex (PDL) and Dayton Dutch Lions (W- 

League) were honored by United Soccer Leagues as its 

organizations of the year....Read the whole story 

Oolazo a la Barcelona: 40-passes buildup 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Talk about a possession game. Barcelona’s fifth 

goal in its 6-I win over Celtic last Wednesday came after the La 
Azulgrana combined 40 passes....Read the whole story 

~, Klinsmann gets four more years -- why 
now? 

2, Portland, D.C. United and Chivas USA make 
big moves 

3, Why no laps -- and other fitness ~ health 
insight (QR-A: John Cone) 

4, One last time for Terrapins and Cars 

5, How the USA trounced England 
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Saturday, Dec. 14, 2013 

Mullins leads Terrapins into championship game 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Maryland-Virginia] Patrick Mullins, winner of’ 
the 2013 MAC Nermann Trophy and Soccer America Player of the 

Year awards, showed why he ~s the favo~te to ~n the 2013 awards 
with two dinicM finishes for ACC champion Ma~Mnd~ ~hich he~d 

off V~r~nia~ 3~1~ for its 11th ~n in a row ~n the sem~finMs of the 
Men’s CoRe~e Cup. The Terrapins wiU meet Hotre D~me w~th which 

it shared the ACC regular-season title ~n Sunday’s final at PPL P~rk. 

...Read the whole sto~ 

Hodan leads Irish into final with two mere goals 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Notre Dame-New Mexico] Sophomore 

midfielder Patrick Hodan conU nued his hot postseason with both 

goals for No. 3 seed Notre Dame in its 2-0 win over New Mexico 

that moved the Irish into Sunday’s Men’s College Cup final against 
Maryland at PPL Park (TV: ESPNU, live, 3 pm ET). Hodan has scored 

in six straight games to lead Notre Dame into its first championship 

game....Read the whole :;1:cry 

NCAA DMsion I Men’s All-America Team 
by Soccer America 

Klinsmann get~ four more years -- why 
n~w? 

Portland, D.C. U~ited and ChNas USA make 

Why no ~aps -- and other fitness ~ hea~th 
insight (QSA: John Cone) 

One ~ast time for Terrapins and Cars 

How the USA trounced England 



[AWARDS] MAC Hermann Trophy finalists Patrick Mullins (Maryland) 
and Harrison Shipp (Notre Dame) were the only Men’s CoUe~e Cup 

participants named to the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire NCAA 
Division I Men’s All-America first team. Kyle Venter (New Mexico) 

was named to the second team, while Grant Van De Casteele 

(Notre Dame) and Eric Bird (Vir~nia) were third-team selections. 
Venter and UConn junior keeper Andre Blake were three-time 
picks. For aR the AlbAmericans....Read the whole story 

Sto C|~ir retires, Kalish steps down 

by Soccer America 

[MEN’S COACHING MOVES] After 24 seasons, 217 victories and three 
NCAA Tournament appearances~ Gary St. Clair announced his 

retirement as San Jose State head coach. SIUE head coach Kev~n 
Kalish will step down from his current role at the end of the 
calendar year to become the technical director for St. Louis Scott 

Galla~her Missouri .... Read the whole story 
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If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future cl~ck here. 

We welcome and appredate forwardin~ of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson <michaeljosephson@jiethics.org~ 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 3:24 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

A Personal Note From Michael Josephson 

My Dear Readers: 

In this note I get to do two things ...... one I love to do, and another I’m not so crazy about. 

[he part f love is to provide you with a brief summary of the Josepheon Institute’s 
achievements in 2013. 

Some of you may not be aware of the Institute’s range of activities and achievements, and I 
want those, of you who have suppor~.ed us both morally and financially to share in our pride. 

The second objective of this letter (which t don’t love so much) is to ask previous donors to 
support us again before the end of the year (at an even higher levef, if possible). I also hope 
to persuade those of you who have not previously made a tax-.deductible contribution to do 
SO. 

In this cause, I blatantly appeal to every motivation I ~an think of: 1 ) your altruistic desire to 
help us improve the ethical quality of society; 2) your compassion and possibly affection for 
me and my mission in response to my sincere expression of need; 3) your gratitude for 
anything we may have done or written that helped you, encouraged you or enlightened you: 
and, finally, 4) a sense of moral obligation to help us meet the costs of any of our flee 
services and communications that you found valuable. 

Irlse bottom line: please give as generously as you can and buy CHARACTER 
COUNTS! products as gifts for your friends and your children’s ~chook,. 

Please give because we are doing spec[acular work with great resu~[So 

To justify your altruism it may hefp if you kno,,v that thi~ year our CHARACTER COUNTSI 
program reached about 8 milfion children and their ramifies, helping them better understand 
and meet their ethical obligations and strengthen their character. 

We substantially enhanced our impact with the introduction of CHARACTER COUNTS! 
4.0, a comprehensive student development system integrating state-.of--the-.ar~ character 
development strategies, academic goafs and values (incfuding the core of Common Core), 
social and emotional growth, the development of life skills (including 21 st Century Skills 
identified by educators as essential For success in college and careers). 

Iro implant our effective attitude and behavior change concepts and tools, we distributed at 
no cost to the educational community severn documents a~liculating Critical Educational 
Outcomes (Model Standards for Academic Social Emotional and Character 
Development) and specific methods of achieving these outcomes (CHARACTER 
COUNTS! 4..0 Matrix). 

You should also know we introduced CHARACTER COUNTS! to the country of Colombia 
this year. We already have more than a dozen top schools there employing CHARACTER 
COUNTS! strategies, and two additional trainings with another 20 schools are scheduled in 
the first quarter of 2014. But that’s not all - more than 20,000 students in Nigeria are using 
a special school planner that integrates CHARACTER COUNTS! lessons. 

Finalfy, we have just compfeted a massive national survey on the State of Education in 
America and we wilf be rebasing resut~ in early 2013. 

In addition to our character development work with youth, we have also been active and 
successful in working with pubfic agencies (especially in the policing profession - we are 
writing a book commissioned by the Department of Justice on Creating an Exemplar5, 
Policing Organization), Native American communities (programs on governance and 



ethics) and we helped the premier global public relations firm Fleishman Hillard develop a 
cornprehensive ethics prograrn that is serving as a model for the public relations indus~.ry 

Give because you care about me and/or the ~nstitute, 

My appeal to compassion is explicit. [his has been the toughest year EVER for the 
Josephson Institute and we have never needed your donations more. Our ability to continue 
our good work depends on generous financial support from people like you. 

Give out of gratitude, 

I receive letters every week from people who thank me for an insight, image or anecdote 
we shared through our free newsletters, Facebook pages and other social media, 
speeches or our mobile app. If you would iust give a doftar or two for eve~?t time we made 
you feel bet~.er or srnarter or when we inspired to you lis~.en to your bet~.er angels, it would 
rnake a huge difference. And we in turn will be grateful to you. 

Give out of ethical obligation, 

I won’t get too preachy here, but many think there is an ethical duty to support causes you 
derive benefit from and/or believe in. 

Okay, that’s my best shot. I do hope you will join our small but growing band of idealists who 
believe that we can make a better world. 

[ ]]I~ Donate Now 

Please accept my warmest and most sincere wishes for a happy holiday season, 

Your faithfuf and dedicated servant, 

Michael Josephson, 
President and Founder 
Josephson Institute, CHARACTER COUNTS! 

Josephsonlnstitute.or?l I CharacterCounts.orq 

c)28"13 ,~osephson Inslilute. 9841 Airport Bl,~d., #300, Los A;l~eles. CA 900~45 

"CHARACTER COUN 1~!’= is a re~)istered frademad~ of Josephson instit~ite 

Unsubscribe from these updates I Newsletter subscriptions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:13 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, December 16, 2013 

Monday, Dec. 16, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Italian and Spanish action on Monday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

MON~A’f, December 

BelN SPORT 

italy AC MILAN=ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 

TUESDAY, December 17 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 PM. 

~OX SPORTS I 

Club World Cup GUANGZHOU EVERGRANDE-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spanish Cup ELCHE-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-CARTAGENA (live) 4 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Club World Cup GUANGZHOU EVERGRANDE=BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Spanish Cup OSASUNA-MALAGA (live) 2 pm. 

Soccer America on Twit[e~’: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Dec 16, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:12 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Hertha Berlin coach tells Brooks to grow up 

Monday, Dec. 16, 2013 

Hertha Berlin coach tells Brooks to grow up 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Hertha Berlin closes out the first half of the 
German Bundesliga season Saturday against Borussia Dortmund. It 

should be a big test for Hertha’s 20-year-old German-American, 
John Brooks, against one of the world’s top str~kers, Pole Robert 
Lewandowski -- if he plays. For the second time this fall, Brooks 

was pulled by Coach Jos Luhukay from a game in the first half. 

After Saturday’s game, Luhukay said it was time Brooks grew up. 

...Read the whole story 

Howard’s Everton maintains superiority over Fulham 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] It was a rough week for Americans abroad as 

Everton’s Tim Howard was the only player to go the distance in a 

winning effort, 4-1 over Fulham in the English Premier League. Jozy 
AItidore came off after missing several good chances for 

Sunderland in its 0-0 tie at West Ham, while Alejandro Bedoya’s 

luck ran out as he hit the post in the first half of Nantes’ 2-1 loss at 

home to Toulouse....Read the whole story 

Slim’s Leon comes out on top in battle of billionaires 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"On current form, he is the best player in the 

world -- and I’m not just saying that because he’s 
my teammate." 

-- Injured Liverpool captain Steven Gerrard on Luis 

Suarez, who scored twice and assisted thrice in a 
5-0 win over Tottenham. The Uruguayan has scored 

eight goals in his last three EPL games. 

(ESPNFC.com) 

Notre Dame’s Clark: ’We’re all smiling big 

smiles’ 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S COLLEGE CUP: Final] Notre Dame rallied to 
beat Maryland, 2-1, in Sunday’s Men’s College Cup 

final for its first men’s national title....More 



[MEXICO] Leon won Mexico’s Torneo Apertura with a 3-I win at 

Club America to clinch the series with a 5-I aggregate score. The 

Li~Ja MX final was Carlos Slim a~Jainst Emilio Azcarra~a. America Movil 
a~Jainst Te[ev~sa. And a battle of ~oalkeepers with U.S. ties....Read 

the whole story 

How the USA beat Brazil 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Within three days~ the USA beat En~land and 

Brazil -- by convincing scorelines. It came at the Hike Friendlies for 

U-17 national teams. Here are the highlights from the 4-I win over 

Brazil, in which Haji Wright hit a hat trick. Wright also features in a 
short clip of post~ame inter~Aews ....... Read the whole story 

Player smacks ref in face -- by accident 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] HewcasUe’s Moussa Sissoko slapped 

referee Mike Jones in the face~ sendin~ Jones to the grass with a 

bloody nose, but escaped punishment....Read the whole story 

~, Klinsmann gets four more years -- why 
now? 

~, U.S. U-17s crush Brazil to win title 

3, Portland, D.C. United and Chivas USA make 
big moves 

4, Kobe vs. Messi: What 100 million have 
watched 

5. Eight youth clubs named Youth 
Development Affiliates 

~ You are receiv~n~ this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~n receivin~ a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwardin8 of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCA <nscanews@nsca.com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 7:42 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

NSCA Coaches Cont~rence: Final days to register online 

i iN Visit NSCA.com your trusted authorityon strength and conditioning. 



have been attending the NSCA Coaches Conference ~for over I5 years and now believe 

it to be a key event in my personal development with opportunities to attend cutting- 

edge seminars and see all the latest advancements." 

-Coach McKeefery 

Register today if you want to join the NSCA, Coach McKeefery, and other top coaches 

for a weekend dedicated to strength and conditioning knowledge, research, and 

application. 

You only have one week left to register online, Hustle! 

As an attendee of Coaches Conference, you are 
invited to join the Indiana Pacers at their opening 
night against the Washington Wizards. Take 
advantage of discounted ticket prices until 
12/20/13 as the Pacers honor the NSCA! 

GET THE DETAILS 





::.~.i NSCA Coaches Conference Networking Luncheon, January 10, 2014, 11:30AM-I:00PM, JW Marriott, Indianapolis, 
Room 314~ Hosted by NSCA Diversity Committee. 

RSVP for the Networking Lu[~clle.o~ with C~[is [~ates at cbates(~,calbaptist.edu 

Forward this email 

This emai[ was sent Lo an~n@uncaa.anc.edu by rlscarlews@nsca.com :: 
Instant removai with Saf:eUnsubscribez’’ Privacy Policy. 

NSCA i 1885 Bob .Johnson Dr. Colorado Springs i CO :: 80906 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

A second half set piece goal from central 
defender Andrew O’Malley proved to be the 
difference as Notre Dame edged lV]aryland 2-1 
to claim the program’s first national title. 
MORE: What made 20:[3 different for ND? 

The Academy Showcase wrapped up play on 
Sunday with the U:[6s. That included a 
fascinating matchup between the New York 
Red Bulls U:[6s and the U:[5 BNT. 
MORE: Sunday’s top U:[6 perfomers 

Premier Content 

Some at the id2 Program Training Camp for 
boys called it "The Big Game." The last match 
of the camp featuring 29 of the better players 
culminated on Sunday. 
MORE-" New id2 stars emerge on final day 

[ ~ Premier Content J 

DID YOU SEE? 

Highlights: Notre Dame is 
your 20:[3 men’s national 
champion. 

UCLA women’s soccer stops 
by the Toniqht Show in Los 
Angeles. 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 7:11 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : Vancouver expects Robinson to get it right 

Tuesday, Dec. 1 7, 2013 

Vancouver expects Robinson to get it right 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The last thing that Vancouver president Bob 

Lendarduzzi wants is for his team to be the western Canada version 
of Toronto FC, which has blown through coaches like tissue paper 

since entering Major League Soccer in 2007. So why has he turned 

to a former TFC ptayeu Cart Robinson? ...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 know that I was one of the best keepers the 

league .... It’s not working that I could sign a new 
deal for tess money. It meant I wouldn’t respect 

myself or my performance." 

-- Goalkeeper Michael Gspurning on being released 

by the Seattle Sounders. (MLSSoccer.com) 



Goalkeeping musical chairs continues 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] At least four MLS teams will have new 
starting goalkeepers in 2014. Seattle, which last week unloaded 

Michael Gspurning and acquired Stefan Frei from Toronto FC, was 

again in the middle of the wheeling and dealing. The Sounders 

signed American keeper Steve Clark from Norwegian club Honefoss 
and dealt him to Columbus, which in turn sent Andy Gruenebaum 

to Sporting Kansas City, which was looking for a keeper to replace 

retired Jimmy Nielsen....Read the whole story 

Bradley’s Roma settles for another draw 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Michael Bradley started for second-place 

Roma in its 2-2 tie at AC Milan that left the Giallorossi still 
unbeaten in 16 games but five points behind defending champion 

Juventus in first place....Read the whole story 

Scorpions land Barrera and Fana 

by Soccer America 

[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The San Antonio Scorpions, who finished 

last in the 2013 faU season, have signed midfielder Danny Barrera~ 

who led the Atlanta Silverbacks to the spring championship, for the 
2014 season. The Scorpions also picked up Dominican Republic 
international Jonathan Fana, who has most recently been playing 

with Alianza of the El Salvador first division....Read the whole story 

The Bundesliga Blooper Reel 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] The latest intriguing offering from the 
Bundesliga YouTube channel brings a 2-minute montage of bloopers 
that also includes some fine skills, golazos -- and seems to have 

spotted Augustus Gloop in the stands .... Read the whole story 

Fox renews Champions League deal 
by Soccer America 
[SOCCER ON THE AIR] The UEFA Champions League 
will remain in Fox Sports through the 2017-18 
season....More 

1, U.S. U-17s crush Brazil to win title 

2. Hertha Berlin coach tells Brooks to grow up 

3. How the USA beat Brazil 

4o NCAA Division I Men’s All=America Team 

5. Seattle lands Cooper, New York gets 
Convey 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 10:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Repx~rter: U.S. Youth Soccer ODP Boys Winter Interregional rosters; Academy Select Games 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Tuesday, Dec. 17, 2013 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] The U.S. ODP Boys Winter Interregional for 

boys from the 1998 age group v4R take place Friday-Sunday at the 
IMG Academy in Bradenton, Fla. For the regional team rosters. 
...Read the whole" story 

by Soccer America 

[ACADEMY SELECT GAMES] Goals by McKenzie Gaines and Ethan 

Zubak gave the Blue Team a 2-0 win over the Red Team in the U- 

15/16 Academy Select Game at Premier Spor~ Campus. The U- 

17/18 Setect Game ended in a 0-0 draw....b’ead ~he where :;Ixxy 

by Soccer America 

]ECLIPSE SELECT] Ch~s King~ Ohio PremleCs technical dlrector~ has 
been hired by Illinois powerhouse Eclipse Select as its director of 

coaching. Kin~ spent 14 years with Ohio Premier, whose U-18s won 

the 2013 ECNL title....R~’ad the ~,,ho~ ste~y 

by Mike 

In an extraordinary week for the U.S. U-17 boys 

national team, Coach Richie ~lliams’ team beat 
England, 5-1, and Brazil, 4-1, to lift the Nike 

Friendlies title. We spoke with Williams, who has 

headed the ...... 

by Paul Kennedy 

So what should we make of the U.S. U-17s’ 4-1 win 
over Brazil Friday at the Hike International 

F~endties? You could say they beat Alexandre 

Ga~to’s young Brazilians so badly that they gave 

up ...... Mo~e 



Some famous names made the Washington Post’s All-Met high 

school teams. On the girls first-team All-Met were Karli Cirovski~ 

daughter of Maryland coach Sasho Cirovski and 1991 Women’s World 

Cup champion Shannon (Hig~ins) Cirovski~ and Lauren Harkes~ 
daughter of former U.S. captain John Harkes and former Virginia 

star Cindi (Kunihiro) Harkes. The boys first team included Tyler 

Gabarra~ son of Sky Blue FC coach Jim Gabarra and 1991 Women’s 

World Cup champion Carin (Jennings) Gabarra~ the women’s coach 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own~ please visit our site - 
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From: 

Sent: 
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U.S. Soccer Foundation <info ussoccerfoundation.org@mail137.at181.rsgsv.net;, 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 1:00 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Help Us Spread the Gmne Today! 





Discover emerging trends in sport 
management education 

Sport Management Education Journal (SMEJ) promotes advancement 

of the body of knowledge in pedagogy as it relates to sport 

management education and disseminates knowledge about sport 

management courses, curricula, and teaching. This established 

annual journal, previously published by the North American Society for 

Sport Management, addresses a wide range of issues concerning 

graduate and undergraduate education in sport management Topics 

of interest include curriculum planning, curriculum design, future 

employment requirements, trends and their impacts, course content, 

fieldwork, internships, experiential learning, teaching methods, 

accreditation, community education, tenure, and promotion. 

Manuscripts based on conceptual, philosophical, and empirical inquiry 

will be considered for publication. 

vwvw Hu man Kinetics.com/SM EJ 

Back Issues / Contents / About the Editor / Editorial Board 

Highereducation administrators havecalledon facultytostrategize 

ways in which to fill classroom seats, as well as recruit and retain 

diverse students. Understanding currentstudent populations should be 

of increasing importance to sport managementfaculty as new 

programsare established atcolleges and universities each year. A 

sample of330sport managementstudentsfrom introductorysport 

management courses at six different schools was surveyed to identify 

factors influencing their selection of a sport management major. 

Results indicate students selectthe sport management major because 

they have an interest in sport and working in the sport industry. Program 

qualityand program conveniencewere also importantselection factors. 

Women had lower salary perceptions and minority students had lower 

perceptionsacross mostselection factors. Understandingthese 

factorscan help programstailortheirmarketingand recruiting efforts in 

an effortto develop a more diverse classroom and workforce. Forthe 

full text article, selectthe purchase article option on the abstract page or 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Josephson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 1:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 12/12/13: [Jib Expectancy, Life’s Expectancies a~d the Seven Biggest Truths I’ve I,eamed 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 857; December ~-12~ 2:013 

Michael Josephson is a noted radio commenta[o~ and the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!profit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aise:,’e"’’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly te t, tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Give Gifts That Will Matter 
;~lichaeFs becks a:~d C’Ds make 
and your parchase s{~ppor~s ~he 
:{r~s~tute arid ~ts work h-~ schools 
Shop here >> 

Memo From Michael: My Year-End Plea and an 
U0date on Josephson Institute Activities 

helped soften the blow of entering one year deeper into 
highly advanced maturity: thank yo~, I am .."..o~ a 

why suds a ~ow percentage of these who were so 

generous w~th theb t~me a~d ~av~s[fiy k~nd words have 

[~s~tute, I~m try~9 not to take R persor~aHy, b~ i do 
wish that these who have fosnd vak~e ~n my work wou~d 
he~p me des~ w~th d~e enormo~s finar~da~ pressures 

desks~ Please translate your appreciation into financial 
support .... a~y donation wH~ 8% but I ~ook forward to 

reception on ,}anuary 31., 201-¢, 

I ..’~ade a more charming: welt~.."easened and detaiied 
appeai for support in this recent letter. 

If you’ve already decided to become a co~:tributor 
(which you can de riqht here) you don’t r~eed te read 
the ietter. If yen haven’t decided, or have derided to 
pass on th~s opportunity to p~ay a part h~ our m~ss~o~ to 

you ~ake a m~nu~e to read my appeal, it may not chan~e 

Read more 

ii.~.iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter~ 

Get the podcast i------------~ iTu n e---~ j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

and l:eilow Michael,,, 

Please Support Our Mission to 
Create a More Ethical World 

oal° work in schools and 
communities, Give S75 or more and 
receive a (:oier p!ir!t of What Wiil 
t,’tatter~ signed by b’iichael. Those 
who give at teas~ $I00 wili be 

Mk:haeFs home, 

Donate here >> 

~iI Character education materials 

~’qichael’s com:~e~:taries are available 

in books and CDa, Shop here >> 

Request a cataloq >> 

l:~terested in yo~t~-~ ethi~.’,s 

ed~mati(~? Visit our Character 
Educator Bloq0 Recentbi posted : 

Students With Ugly Digital Footprints 
Need Not Apply 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character educati .... terials 

Buildinq a Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Le,~y.q hew tO create 2st1 e~~viyotl(f:ent 

where bullying is skT~p~y not 
te~erated. Develop a c~[ure of 
k~sdness at your school Learn more 

Our Character Development Seminars 
equip educators arid youth-service 
le~ders to be effective thoracic: 

educ~ters, Ut>cemiru~ semin~!’s: 



Reflections at 71: Life 
Expectancy and Things 
I’ve Already Learned 
I hate ,ctich~s like this, 
but among ti:e things I’ve 
lear:’~ed iri my 7i years 

hsching a~ound life ~s that 

these pithy statements 
became Nkh~s precisely 
because they are 

Often profoundly 5o, 
LookMg through the rear 
v~ew rnhrer o[ my hie, the 

past fee~s [U<e a movie 
@eyed at triple-.speed .... 

Read more 

Leading by Inspiration 
Why are negative 

prevalent? They inch:de 
yeiling, cursing: insults 

(sometimes maske~ m 
sarcasm or masquerading 

subordhsates ~n front of 
others, threatening 
demotbn o~ termination, 

they were children, Why 

oi:~iMous ._ 
Listen or read more 

Give Good Memories 
In a society preoccupied 
with ti:e quest for 
material pessessmris, 
easy to overlook the fact 

that our most valuable 

are a fo~’m of 
They are not 
something we own~ they 
become part of who we 

experience .,, 

Listen or read more 

Getting Through to Kids 
A iistener wrote to say 
She WaS sel~’,cting SO~7",e of 

her favoN~e commentaries 
to put into a notebook 

her t2-year-.o~d son, She 
sa~d she was geb~g te 

ur,Jedme portbns she 
thought were 
pel’Nnent, I bye 
whenev~K so~r!eone warts 
to share my thoughts, 
espedaHy w~th 

how d~ffk:a~t ,., 
Listen or read more 

~ In and Pulling 
Out Nails 
When my daughter was 
<onf.."onted with the fact 
that she had realiy 

,~r~othe.! shiM; with a mean 

comment, she cried and 
immediately wanted to 
apologize, That was a 
good thing: bat I wanted 

Quotes & Observations 
for a variety of insightfai 

and metivatienai (and 
p I°i.."..t a b le ! ) quotes, 

WhatWillMatter.com and 
click on hnages like the 
erie above, 

donatinq: Dear 
it is rny pleasure to be 
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to out-of-state programs. See why they 
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Wednesday’s Soccer TV: Club World Cup, Copa del 
Rey, Capital One Cup 
More options from cup competitions, startin~l with the FIFA Club World Cup on Fox Sports 2: Al Ahly - Monterrey in the 

5th-place ~lame at 11:30am. Fox Sports 1 has Raja Casablanca - Atletico Mineiro at 2:30pm. Copa del Rey on beIN en 

Espanoh Atletico Madrid- St Andreu at 1:30pm and Real Madrid - Olimpic de Xativa at 3:30pm. Capital One Cup on beIN 

Sport: Stoke City - Manchester United at 2:30pm and Spurs - West Ham at 4:45pm. FA Cup on Fox Soccer Plus: Crawley 

Town - Bristol Rovers at 2:45pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"Thankfully, we have a good squad here, and players who are desperate to play and desperate to do well 

for the club, so whichever eleven I put out, I know that the quality will be there to win the game, should 

they all perform to the levels that they are capable of." Stoke City manager Mark Hughes. 

Altidore’s Sunderland advance in League Cup 
Jozy Altidore’s Sunderland 8or an extra time 8oal to advance 2-1 over Chelsea in England’s League Cup on Tuesday. 

Chelsea took the lead from a 46th minute own 8oat, with Sundertand’s Fabio Borini equalizing in the 88th minute. Ki 

Sung-Yuen8 scored Sunderland’s winner in the 118th minute to advance to the semifinals. 

"It’s a competition that looks like it is not important," Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho said. "it’s cold, the stadium is not 

full, you play far from home. But, when you reach the final, you feel it as a nice competition you want to win." 

Eddie Johnson moves to DC United 
United States National Team forward Eddie Johnson is the newest member of DC United, with the club completing a 

trade with the Seattle Sounders on Tuesday for allocation money. Johnson started 20 8ames and appeared in 21 for the 

Sounders in 2013, scoring nine times. For the National Team, he made 15 appearances in 2013 scoring five times. He has 

59 caps with the United States. Read More 

Chanties in New York, Seattle, and DC 



By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Dec 17, 2013) US Soccer Prayers - In Tuesday’s cotumn, Tony rooks at offseason moves 

for the Red Butts, Sounders, and DC United. 

What can Bobby Convey offer the Red Bulls? 

Convey is a dangerous, tatented prayer. His atmost singte-handed etimination of the Red Butts a few years back in the 

ptayoffs no doubt has remained in their minds. Now, in a system better suited for him than Toronto’s or Kansas City’s, 

Convey may wett thrive in New Jersey. 

The upside for the Red Butts is that they acquire a prayer who can contribute now. If Convey pushes them into MLS Cup 

or hetps them advance out of their Champions League group, the price witt be wett worth the two first-rounders (2014 

and 2016) they sent to Toronto for the 30-year-otd. The Red Butts atso received second-round setection (22nd overatt) in 

the upcoming draft. 

According to an "OptaJack" tweet, "...Convey created a chance every 53 min in ®MLS ’13. Onty Henry and Juninho were 

more efficient for NY." This, remember, was mostty for Toronto. Not bad for a guy many wrote off tast season. 

Was Kansas City’s field apparently the better option for MLS Cup? 

According to this articte from the Satt Lake Tribune, yes. "... [t]he finat wasn’t at Rio Tinto Stadium on Dec. 7, when a 

massive storm socked northern Utah, detivering dumps of snow," wrote Christopher Kamrani. Hey, fair enough. But when 

we’re tatking December soccer in most parts of North America, it’s atways going to be a rott of the dice with the 

weather. Read More 

Robinson is ready for the challenge - from The Province’s Marc Weber: "but I’m ready, I’m ready." 

Sounders overhaul in full swing - from Goat.corn’s Ives Gatarcep: They have atready putted off a fturry of trades and are 

expected to make more dears in the coming weeks. 

The U-17s, the numbers game and an MLS dilemma - from Soccer America’s Paut Kennedy: The U.S. U-17s beat Brazit 

two years ago rather convincingty but where did that triumph get them? 

New York City FC’s Smart Choice in Jason Kreis - from Granttand’s Graham Parker: Kreis, though ... The minute his 

name first came up a few months ago, it fett right. 

Daniel Levy’s renown as ultimate wheeler dealer loses lustre at Spurs - from The Guardian’s Owen Gibson: Levy 

rooked on with a face of thunder from the director’s box as Spurs succumbed 5-0 to Liverpoot on Sunday. 

Are Premier League chairmen really becoming more ruthless? - from BBC Sport’s David Bond: Why is this happening? 

Thursday’s Soccer TV: Copa del Rey 
Copa det Rey on belN en Espanot: Vatencia - Nastic at 1:30pm and Bitbao - Cetta Vigo at 3:30pm ET. 
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Section 2: Stuart Holden Recover?., Update; Neymar On Fire; Chelsea Shock 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, Dec. 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Stuart HoLden Recover~: ’A Long Way to Go’ 
Slcom                                                                                                    ~ 

Five months after suffering the third major knee injury of his career, Stuart HoYden is once again on the 

comeback trail. But don’t expect the U.S. international to be suiting up for his club Bolton Wanderers anytime soon. 

In an interview with BWFC.com, coach Dougie Freedman talked about HNden’s progress, revealing that the 

former Houston Dynamo midfielder is still around two months away from returning to training with the BNton squad. 

’qf we’re being honest, he’s still got a long way to go," Freedman said. "The plan is pretty straightforward. Stuart is 

back over here to spend a few weeks with our medical guys. We’ll see where he is, and then he’ll head back to time 

U.S. to continue his rehabilitation. The main reason for that is because he’s already started his rehab work over 

there. The weather is also better for him to work in. Once he has made significant progress on that front, probably 

about six to eight weeks, he’ll then come back to us to step up the work on the football side of things." 

HNden’s national team comeback was one of the stories for USA fans in the first half of 2013. Coach durgen 

Klinsmann had added the former Clemson Tiger to his Concacaf Gold Cup squad after a two-and-a-half year 

hiatus, which had been brought on by two long-term knee injuries. But then, lightning struck again, for the third time, 

as HNden tore his right ACL in the opening stages of the Gold Cup final against Panama on July 29, two days 

before his 28th birthday. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Neymar on Fire as Barca Cruises in Copa 
Associated Press 

Barcelona forward Neymar has responded to coach Tata Martino’s call for more goals in the absence of the 

injured Lionel Messi, by scoring his sixth goal in seven days to cap Barca’s 3-0 win over Cartagena in the Copa 

del Rey on Tuesday. Barca easily advanced to the competition’s Round of 16 phase with a 7-1 aggregate score. 

The Spanish champ next faces a two-game home-and-away series against Getafe. 

- Read the whole story._ 

League Cup: SunderLand Shocks CheLsea 
Guardian 

Chelsea was just two minutes away from securing a place in the English League Cup semifinal on the back of a 

slender 1-0 lead against Sunderland at the Stadium of Light on Tuesday, when Blues goalkeeper Mark Schwarzer 

parried USA international Jozy Altidore’s shot into the path of substitute Fabio Borini, who coolly slotted home 

from a tight angle. Since League Cup replays are now a timing of the past, time match then when into overtime, and 

was two minutes from heading to a penalty shootout, when Ki-Sung-yeung, another substitute, maneuvered some 

space in the area to put a low shot past Schwarzer for time win. 

After the game, Sunderland coach Gus Poyet said he hopes the dramatic victory can be the catalyst for the last- 

place Premier League c&~b’s season. "The players were fantastic. They gave everything and worked together so 

well," he said. "At halffime I told them to keep believing, whatever happens. We have a way of playing and if we work 

together as soon as we get going, we create chances. That’s fundamental - they must understand that they can 

compete with the top teams. We have already beaten Manchester City and Chelsea. We need to believe that, 

whoever we’re playing against." 

Meanwhile Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho once again pointed to his team’s inability to kill a match it seemed to be 

in control of. "It is the same story of Stoke, of Everton, of every match we lost," the Portuguese said. "We never lost 

a match because the opponent is stronger than us. We don’t kill the opponent, we give them life. It’s always the 

same." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ronaido’s Miami FieLd ~nvader Pardoned 
NBCSports.com 

Ronald Gjoka, the 20-year-old man who ran onto the field at Miami’s Sun-Life Stadium and hugged Cristiano 



Ronaldo during the International Champions Cup final between Real Madrid and Chelsea last summer, has seen 

time charges against him dropped, his lawyer revealed on Tuesday~ After embracing and chatting briefly with 

Ronaldo during the game on Aug. 7, Gjoka, who is not a U.S. citizen, was promptly removed from the stadium and 

charged with disorderly conduct and trespassing. 

If convicted, Gjoka would have lost his student visa and been kicked out of the country. However, upon hearing of 

his legal predicament, Ronaldo wrote a letter to the Miami prosecutor asking that the charges be dropped. On 

Tuesday, Gioka’s lawyer Richard Hujber revealed that the assistant district attorney had agreed. 

"We are happy to announce the prosecutor today dropped the charges against our client in open court," Hujber 

said. "In particular, we thank Cristiano Ronaldo for all his assistance and consideration in this important matter 

involving a young college student with an extremely bright future." 

After being let off for his misdeeds, Gjoka said: "My dream now is just to see [Ronaldo] again to say thanks." 

- Read the whole story... 

City injuries: Aguero to Miss Two Months; Zabaieta Also Out 
Guardian 

Following Manchester City’s easy 3-1 win at Leicester City in time League Cup quarterfinal on Tuesday, coach 

Manuel Pe~egrini revealed that Sergio Aguero’s calf injury, sustained during City’s 6-3 win against Arsenal at 

time Etihad over the weekend, is worse than previously thought, meaning the Argentine could miss eight weeks -- 

and possibly, City’s U EFA Champions League round of 16 clash first-leg clash against Barcelona. 

The bad news did not stop there, as Pablo Zabaleta limped off with a pulled hamstring only 11 minutes into the 

victory at Leicester. With I~icah Richards sidelined with the same injury, City goes into the festive period lacking a 

first-team right back. It’s unclear how long Zabaleta will be out. 

- Read the whole story... 

Deutsche-Welle 

Pep Guardio~a’s Bayern Munich eased past Asian champion Guangzhou Evergrande 3-0 in the Club World Cup 

semifinal on Tuesday, setting up the reigning European champion for a final showdown with either Atletico Mineiro, 

the South American champion, or Raja Casablanca, the African champion, who square off in the other semifinal on 

Wednesday. 

Goals from Franck Ribery, Mario Mandzukic and Mario Gotze in a seven-minute spell either side of hafltime 

secured the win for the German treble winner, which had to be patient thanks to Guangzhou’s defensive approach. 

Nevertheless, Bayern dominated proceedings against the Chinese team, which failed to register a single shot on 

goalu 

"1 think we played well and stayed serious," Ballon d’Or finalist Ribery told German public television after time game. 

"We are professionals and we want to win this title in Morocco. It’s important to us." 

- Read the whole story... 

Bale, Rona~do to Miss Rear’s COpa de~ Roy C~ash 
Independent 

Gareth Ba~e has been ruled out of Real Madrid’s Copa del Roy match against Olimpic Xativa on Wednesday with a 

calf problem, although Coach Car~o Ancelotti is confident the problem is not serious, meaning the Welshman 

could be fit for Real’s La Liga trip to Valencia on Sunday. Cristiano Ronaldo will miss the Xativa game due to 

suspension. 

- Read the whole story... 

Beckham Wins Loca~ Support for Miami Stadium Efforts 
Reuters 

David Beckham and Major League Soccer took another step toward a new Miami franchise on Tuesday as local 

officials unanimously approved time retired soccer star’s ongoing efforts to find a suitable stadium location in the city. 

The vote by Miami-Dade county commissioners was the first test of political support for the former LA Galaxy 

midfielder’s soccer venture. Beckham is seeking to exercise a $25 million option in his MLS contract to start a new 

franchise. 

- Read the whole .~tory... 
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Soccer Business Insider: Signs of progress on D.(2. stadium plans 

Thursday, Dec. 19, 2013 

Signs of progress on 
By Paul Kennedy 

D.C. stadium 
Tweet This 

plans 

The proposal for the D.C. United stadium to be built in Washington’s Buzzard Point neighborhood could be 

presented to the District of Columbus city council by Christmas, allowing council members to consider how they 

want to act on the plans early in 2014. 

Share This 

DCist reported that the project was in its early stages, but there was finally movement. The original deadline to have 
something for council members to review was Nov. 15. 

The deal works this way: D.C. will take ownership of the land on which the stadium will be built from developer Akridge and 

swap it the land on which the Reeves Center, an aging D.C. municipal complex, is located to Akridge. Akridge would build a 

high-rise or commercial office space on the Reeves Center land, and the city would build a new municipal complex elsewhere 

in the city. 

The stadium deal calls for D.C. to provide the land -- with an estimated value of $150 million -- and D.C. United to construct 

the stadium at a cost of another $150 million. 

FIRE BUILDING NORTH SIDE FACILITY. The success of teams like the Seattle Sounders and Portland Timbers have 

prompted MLS to insist that new soccer stadiums (like the one D.C. United is seeking to build and the ones being considered 

in Orlando, New York and Miami) be located in urban settings. 

That leaves the question of what should teams like Chicago, FC Dallas and Colorado do with their stadiums built in the 

suburbs or exburbs. 

The Fire has no plans of leaving the working-class Chicago suburb of Bridgeview, where it plays at Toyota Park, but it is 

moving into the city, building a soccer facility with indoor and outdoor fields in Chicago’s North Side. 

The facility, which will include space for offices, restaurants, retail and training facilities, is expected to open next summer. The 

Fire’s price tag for brand building: $15 million-S20 million. 

"We are investing in this site to increase awareness of the organization and create more accessibility for both new and existing 

soccer fans," said Fire owner Andrew I-lauptmantold the Chicago Tribune. "In a downtown market that is underserved with 

fields, this new facility will be Chicago’s premier soccer center." 

ROWDIES ADDING MIDFIELDER’S CLUB.Bill Edwards, the new majority owner of the NASL’s Tampa Bay Rowdies, has 

plans to add premium midfield seating at AI Lang Stadium for the 2014 season. 



More than 1,100 seats will be erected along the west sideline, including 212 premium Midfielder’s Club seats just a few feet 

from the touchline. Club members will have access to a pitch-side member’s lounge. 
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Modem Soccer Tactics to Take Your Team to the Next Level 

Hi Allsorl~ 
Wow! Yet another special offer just for our email newsletter subscribers. This time I am going to offer 

you a 50% discount on one of our most popular tactical books, ,~__o___d__e__r___q___S_£_q_c___e__r___T___a__c___t_[£_s_, 

if your players are at a similar level of other teams in your league then give them the edge and a better 

chance of winning games by putting them in a tactically superior position, 

~£~__e__r__n____S___o__£_q_e___r___T___a__q_t_!~__s____V_9_[__l___&___2_ is 220 pages that are jam packed with tactical insights of the world’s .................................................................................................................................................... 

top teams and players. Just by incorporating one or two of these tactical "gems’ can help your team win 

games that they would otherwise lose. 

.O._h_._e_q_k___o_.~t_._tb__e__.i_n_.f_o___h_.e_r_.e_.and you will see why coaches from all over the world (37 different countries) 

have bought these books and love them. 

But the offer is only good for three days so don’t delay. Click berne or the image below for more info and 

to claim your 50% discount. 

Remember, this offer is only good for three days and ends on Sunday at midnight. 

Best Wishes. 
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Season’s Greetings ficom PCA 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http://click positivecoach net/?qs 616a7517d2be995675cd3042aSebf19d4fa274c 115733b86a9360b0b97fabc2daa59f4a10e5b9191 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

http://click.positivecoach net/?qs 616a7517d2be995b7d3242daafe3ac30d11380074eb9480846369abe16052456765ff117t~) ld7c 89 

May your joy in sport match the joy of this holiday season 

We appreciate your support through the year 

and look forward to a success[u[ 2014. 

Connect: 

http://click.positivecoach ne~?qs 616a7517d2 be995b03897568e87b46dfaeaa85d55058779add78b94f47cSa2cca7927584657238c6 
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Miz~mo Soccer Cleats Now Available in the U.S.’. 
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Section 2: Friedel on AVB; The Missing Neymar 40 million 

By Ross Fadner, Tl~ursday, Dec. 19, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Friedeh Spurs Squad Behind AVB 
Eurosport                                                                                                  ~ 

Former USA international goalkeeper Brad Friedel insists Tottenham’s players were fully supportive of 

Andre Villas-Boas up until the end of his 18-month spell at the helm of the North London club. Villas-Boas was 

fired on Monday following Spurs 5-0 loss at home to Liverpool on Sunday. 

’q think all the players in the changing room really wanted things to work out for Andre," Friedel said. "From day one 

that he came to the club, (he had an) open door policy, very good communication with the players. None of us were 

happy to see him go." 

Regarding the search for a new coach, the American said: ’Tm sure the board are going to be hiring a very good 

manager to take us forward, who the players will all be behind again, because, at the end of the day, we are 

employed by Tottenham Hotspur Football Club, not by the manager they’re bringing in." 

- Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Barcelona on Wednesday was forced to provide details about Neymar’s transfer to the club from Santos last 

summer in front of a local court that is deciding whether to open proceedings against club president Sandro Rosell 

for the misappropriation of funds. 

Neymar was purchased by the Spanish champion for 57.1 million euros ($78.6 million) in July, of which 17.1 million 

euros went to his former club, leaving uncertainty about where the other 40 million euros ($55 million) went. 

According to reports, the funds were transferred to a company called Neymar & Neymar. 

"It is not known what has really taken place with the 40 million euros supposedly paid to the player or his 

representatives," club member dordi Oases said in a statement at the hearing on Wednesday. Pablo Ruiz, the 

presiding judge, has given Barca five days to provide Neymar’s contracts. - Read the whole story._ 

Club World Cup: Raia Casablanca Shocks Atietico Mineiro 
Reuters 

Atletico Mineiro coach Ouca apologized to his team’s 10,000 fans who made the long trip to Marrakech from Brazil 

following Wednesday’s 3-1 defeat to Raja Casablanca in the Club World Cup semifinal. Atletico had been looking 

forward to meeting European champion Bayern Munich in the final ever since winning the Copa Libertadores, the 

South American championship, in July. 

"Almost everyone played badly," Cuca told reporters after the loss. "We have to be responsible, professional and 

divide the blame for a bad game and apologize to our fans. We have to lift ourselves quickly no matter how difficult 

that seems. We expected to get the anxiety out of our system after the first 15 or 20 minutes. Instead, we created 

chances and missed incredible goals and that created more anxiety. 

He added: "When we equalized, we had the game at our mercy but with five or six minutes to go, we allowed them a 

counterattack and conceded the second goal .... If you tried to find somebody who did well today, I think that would 

be difficult and I would include myself in that." - Read the whole story... 

Footbal1365.com 

West Ham spoiled Tim Sherwood’s debut as Tottenham’s interim manager as the East London club earned a spot 

in the English League Cup semifinal after coming from behind to beat Spurs, 2-1, at White Hart Lane on 

Wednesday. Spurs striker Emmanuel Adebayor, who was making his first start of the 2013-14 season, put home 

side in front midway through the second half, but Matt Jarvis scored 10 minutes from time and Modibo Maiga 

headed in the winner five minutes later. 

After the game, Sam Allardyce said he hopes the win can provide a spark for the Hammers’ relegation-threatened 

Premier League campaign. "It’s a brilliant effort from the squad. It’s a great night for us, it’s a great night for the 

West Ham fans, because it’s twice on the trot," the West Ham boss said of his team’s second successive win at 

VVhite Hart Lane this season. 



Looking ahead to the two-leg semifinal against Manchester City -- where the Hammers will travel to the Etihad first -- 

Allardyce said: "It’s a tough one, isn’t it? If it had been one leg and if it was a draw and it pulled out that it was at our 

place, not at theirs, it would have been nice. Over two legs it makes it a little bit more difficult when you know Man 

City have scored on average four goals every home game." - Read the whole story... 

Moyes P~ays Down Rooney injury Fears 
Sky Sports News 

Manchester United coach David Moyes played down injury concerns surrounding Wayne Rooney following 

United’s 2-0 win at Stoke City on Wednesday in the League Cup quarterfinal. The England striker missed the game 

due to a groin injury, but Moyes insisted he had a good chance of being fit for the busy Christmas period. Dutch 

striker Robin van Persie, meanwhile, will miss the next four weeks due to a thigh problem. - Read the whole 

story... 

Cavani Brace Kee#s PSG in French Cup 

Edinson Cavani scored both goals as Paris Saint-Germain edged St Etienne to a 2-1 victory at the Parc des 

Princes in time Coupe de la Ligue in overtime. The Ligue 1 leader took a 25th-minute lead through its big money 

summer signing, who was on his own up front in the absence of star striker Z~atan ~brahimovic. Les Ve~ts 

substitute Mev~ut Erdinc’s strike after 78 minutes then sent the match into overtime. W~th two minutes to go before 

penalties, Cavani popped up to put PSG through to the next stage. - Read the whole story... 

Drogba: Mourinho Changed Ci~eisea 
Sky Sports News 

Galatasaray striker Didier Drogba believes that former manager Jose I~ourinho turned him into one of Europe’s 

most feared strikers. Drogba is set for an emotional return to Stamford Bridge in time UEFA Champions League 

Round of 16 after leading Chelsea to six trophies during Mourinho’s first tenure with the Blues. He said that 

Mourinho "transformed good players into winning players," and created "a legacy" of winning at Stamford Bridge.- 

Read the whole story... 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Spanish Cup action on Friday.... The FIFA Club World Cup final is on Saturday, which is also when 

Fulham hosts Manchester City.                                                                         ~ 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~irammin~I is always subject to chan~le. Besides the exclusive streaming1 

pro~lramming listed here, many networks make TV programmincj available on streamin~ devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network pro~lramming listings. Soccer on TV is t~dated daily throu~lhout the week. 

BelN SPORT Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-MALAGA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-NEWCASTLE (live) 4 am. 

BelN SPORT 

England BIRMINGHAM CITY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 10 am. 

Italy LIVORNO-UDINESE (live) noon. 

italy CAGLIARI-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

England QPR-LEICESTER CITY (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-LEVANTE (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU EVERGRANDE-ATLETICO MINEIRO, 3rd Place Match (live) 11:30 am. 

FIFA Club World (:::up BAYERN MUNICH-RAJA CASABLANCA, Final (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-HEARTS (live) 7 am. 
Scotland INVERNESS-ABERDEEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-CARDIFF CITY (live) 7:45 am. 

England FULHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLAREAL-SEVILLA (live) 10 am. 

Spain BETIS-ALMERIA (live) Noon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm= 

Spain GRANADA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

italy CAGILARI-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU EVERGRANDE-ATLETICO MINEIRO, 3rd Place Match (live) 11:30 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup BAYERN MUNICH-RAJA CASABLANCA, Final (live) 2:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany DORTMUND-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany NUREMBERG-SCHALKE (live) 12:30 pro. 

BeIN PLAY 

England QPR-LEICESTER (live) 7:15 am. 

Spain BARCELONA B-SPORTING GIJON (live) noon. 

Spain DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-NUMANCIA (live) noon. 

England MILLWALL-MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 12:30 pm. 

France REIMS-AC AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland CELTIC-HEARTS (live) 7 am, 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-ROSS COUNTY (live) 10 am. 
Scotland INVERNESS-ABERDEEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY=ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Decembe~ 22 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ATALANTA-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 11 am. 

Italy INTER MILAN-AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France PSG-LILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-REAL MADRID (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SOUTHAMPTON-TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-CATANIA (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ATHLETIC-RAYO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy ATALANTA-JUVENTUS (delay) Midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands RODA JC-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-WOLFSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-DEN HAAG (live) 11:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALLODOLID (live) 6 am. 

France MARSEILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am. 
France LORIENT-LYON (delay) 11 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands RODA JC-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

Australia PERTH-ADELAIDE (live) 3 am. 

BelN SPORT 

France LORIENT-LYON (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy ROMA-CATANIA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm= 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3 am. 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Socceron TV ~r Friday, Dec. 20,2013 
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All-Time National Team Best Xl 
by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] Nine members of the 1999 World Cup championship 
team and seven members of the 1991 World Cup championship team 

-- including unanimous selections Joy Biefeld and Mia Harem -- are 

~art of U.S. SocceCs All-Time Women’s National Team Best XI. 

...Read the whole story 

Cassar: ’This is the opportunity of a lifetime’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] New Real Salt Lake head coach Jeff 
Cassar, who had the unanimous support of senior RSL players to 

replace Jason Kreis, said he starts to cry just thinking about the 
opportunity he has been given .... Read the whole story 

Bornstein leaves Tigres for Atlante 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Jonathan Bornstein, who has made just nine 

league appearances in three seasons -- and just two in the last two 

and a half years -- at Tigres, is finally leaving the Monterrey club, 
joining relegation-threatened At[ante for Mexico’s 2014 Torneo 

Clausura....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"After the victory, my happiness knew no end and I 
wanted to celebrate with our supporters who had 

endured with us for better and for worse, and in 
this state of exdtement, arising solely from my love 
for my homeland Croatia, and not from any intent 

to glorify a totalitarian regime, I spoke the words 
’For Home.’ ... I hereby deny that there was any 

political context underlying that statement, which 
was guided purely by my love for my nation and 

country rather than by hatred and destruction." 

-- Croatian defender Josip Simunic, whom FIFA 

suspended for 10 games -- meaning he’ll miss the 

World Cup -- for taking the microphone after 
Croatia qualified by beating Iceland and igniting a 
call-and-response chant of "For the Homeland!" and 

"Ready!," a chant made infamous by Croatia’s fasdst 

re81me in World War II. (Croatian federation web 

site) 



Split season kicks off with nine-game spring championship 

by Soccer America 

[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The NASL will kick off its nine-game 

spring season on April 12. The shortened season, which wilt run 

through June 8 and allow for a midseason break during the World 

Cup, wilt mark the debuts of Indy Eleven and the Ottawa Fury. The 
season was scheduled to be 10 games, but Virginia Cavalry FC 

deferred its launch until 2015, meaning the 10 clubs partidpating 

in 2014 must each play a nine-game season....Read the whole story 

Crew links up with Dutch Lions 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Columbus Crew became the sixth 
MLS club to link up with a USL PRO club, concluding an affiliate 

partnership with Dayton Dutch Lions for the 2014 season .... Read 
the whole story 

Fantastic Futsal Moves 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Moroccan-born Dutch futsaler Ismael 
Namdaoui displays some dizzying moves moves and an incredible 
golazo....Read the whole story 

~o Michigan team knocks off U.S. U-17s 

3, De Rosario returns to Toronto, six other 
players picked 

3, Casablanca ~ns, Ronaldinho stars 

4, Cassar promoted to Real Salt Lake head 
coach 

~, MLS Positional Ranking: Union’s ~lliams 
breaks through at right back 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~in receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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NLS Positional 
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Rankings" Goncalves takes top 
spot at left centerback 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Many observers believe the two centerback slots to be interchangeable, and while it’s true that some players can 

toggle back and forth to good effect, most will tell you they’d rather stick to one slot and probably not play out on 

the corners. 

Best of MLS 2013: 

Goalkeepers: Donovan Ricketts 

Right Backs:Sheanon Williams 

Left Backs: Seth Sinovic 

The top-ranked performers of the 2013 season, Jose Goncalves of New England at left centerback and Jamison OMve of 

New York at right centerback, are tigers in the middle and only strayed wide out of necessity. A few of their counterparts did 

quite a bit of moving around. 

A.J. DeLaGarza, Shane O’Neill, Josh Williams and Hassoun Camara wet~ among those players asked to play centrally 

as well as at outside back. The positional demands can be drastically different but for these versatile players, defending is 

defending, and the rest is just details. ~Nilliams played the majority of his games at right back and was ranked in that 

category.) 

Olave contributed an excellent first season in New York after being traded from Real Salt Lake and Goncalves stamped 

himself as a star in his debut MLS campaign. 

A few prominent defenders didn’t play enough games to be ranked, including Whitecaps captain Jay DeMerit, San Jose 

defender Clarence Goodson and Galaxy rookie Kofi Opare. The rankings are based on performances in MLS competition. 

SA’s Top 10 MLS LeI[ Cet~terbacks (20"[ 3) 

1. (-) Jose Goncalves (New England Revolution) 

2. (1) Matt Besler (Sporting KC) 

3. (-) Pa Modou Kah (Portland Timbers) 

4. (NR) Chris Schuler (Real Salt Lake) 
5. (NR) Shane O’Neill (Colorado Rapids) 

6. (NR) A.J. DeLaGarza (Los Angeles Galaxy) 

7. (12) George John (FC Dallas) 

8. (NR) Hassoun Camara (Montreal Impact) 

9. (NR) Markus Holgersson (New York Red Bulls) 

t0. (3) Jeff Parke (Philadelphia Union) 

Note: In parentheses 2012 ranking of all center backs. 

NR=not ranked in 2012; .-=not in MLS in 2012. 

In his second season as Revs head coach, Jay Heaps set out to shore up the back line and the Portuguese-born Goncalves 

did just that. He played every minute and dominated many games by knifing into tackles, powering crosses out of danger, and 

chasing down through balls. The Revs set a team record with 14 shutouts and whether paired with Steven McCarthy or A.J. 

$oares, Goncalves came to play every day. 

In his first year as a U.S. national team regular, Matt Besler missed about one-third of the MLS season because of national 

team duty and occasional bouts with fatigue. Yet he soldiered on right through to the final in which he led SKC with six 

clearances. Kah arrived as an emergency replacement for the injured Mikael Silvestre and stabilized a defensive core while 

paired with Andrew-Jean Baptiste or fellow Ghanaian Mamadou "Futty" Danso. Jason Kreis and his coaching staff gave 

Chris $chuler a lot of credit for tightening up the RSL back line upon his return from foot and ankle injuries, and he notched 

two playoff goals. 

O’Neill, 20, signed as Homegrown Player in 2012 and stepped in so comfortably when Diego Calderon was injured that he 

kept his spot while occasionally playing right back. (He wants to return to his regular midfield role next season.) DeLaGarza 

also played out wide when not paired in the middle with former college teammate Omar Gonzalez; his pace and range are 

attributes wherever he plays. 



Nobody can escape culpability for FCD’s plummet into the abyss, but George John plugged up his area reasonably well, 

improved his passing, scored two goals, and took only three cautions. In a bad season that’s not bad. Camara’s defending 

can be erratic but he filled in at right back and two of his three goals were absolute dazzlers. The oft-criticized Markus 

Holgersson upped his game alongside Olave to greatly upgrade a Red Bulls’ problem area. Philly native Jeff Parke banged 

bodies and barked orders in a Union back line that yearned for stability. 

SA’s Best Centerbacks (1996-2013) 

2013 Jamison Olave (RCB), Jose Goncalves (LCB) 

2012 Matt Besler 

2011 Omar Gonzalez 

2010 Jamison Olave 

2009 Geoff Cameron 

2008 Chad Marshall 

2007 Eddie Robinson 

2006 Jimmy Conrad, Michael Parkhurst 

2005 Jimmy Conrad, Michael Parkhurst 

2004 Robin Fraser 

2003 Eddie Pope 

2002 Alexi Lalas 

2001 Jeff Agoos 

2000 Peter Vermes 

1999 Lubos Kubik 

1998 Eddie Pope 

1997 Eddie Pope 

1996 Robin Fraser 

Note: In 2005 and 2006, center backs were ranked in 3-man and 4-man backlines. 
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See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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stars who are trying to cash in on the success 
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DID YOU SEE? 

The strangest night: When 
Brazil quit playing and let 
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2014 Champions Cup presented by 
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The annual Champions Cup, hosted by 
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2013, we had 356 teams participating in the 
event. 

Don’t miss out and join us for the 2014 
Champions Cup presented by Chevrolet which 
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Florida. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 
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MLS Positional Rankings: 
surroundings 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Olave excels in new 

MLS squads as a whole may be lacking in certain player types, but the right side of central defense is well- 

stocked. 

Best of MLS 2013: 

Goalkeepers: Donovan Ricketts 

Right Backs:Sheanon Williams 

Left Centerbacks:Jose Goncalves 

Left Backs: Seth Sinovic 

If there’s one constant to the most successful MLS teams of the past decade, it’s a dominant centerback. Men like Jamison 

Olave, Omar Gonzalez, Matt Besler, Aurelien Collin, Jhon Kennedy Hurtado and Nat Botchers are key components that 

separate hopeful contenders from serious title threats. 

These are the 2013 rankings for centerbacks who usually play in the right-hand slot though most of them are equally capable 

on either side. Left centerbacks, such as Besler, were ranked separately. 

SA’s Top 10 MLS Right Centerbacks (2013) 

1. (13)Jamison Olave (New York Red Bulls) 

2. (6) Omar Gonzalez (LA Galaxy) 

3. (4) Aurelien Collin (Sporting KC) 

4. (5) Nat Botchers (Real Salt Lake) 

5. (NR) Alessandro Nesta (Montreal Impact) 

6. (2) Jorge Bernardez (San Jose Earthquakes) 

7. (11) Jhon Kennedy Hurtado (Seattle Sounders) 

8. (8) Bobby Boswell (Houston Dynamo) 

9. (NR) Chad Marshall (Columbus Crew) 

10. (NR) Amobi Okugo (Philadelphia Union) 

Note: In parentheses 2012 ranking of all center backs. 

NR=not ranked in 2012; -=not in MLS in 2012. 



Olave, formerly a defensive mainstay in the RSL back line, toughened up the Red Bulls as they captured their first Supporters’ 

Shield and shaved five goals off their goals-conceded total in 2012. His four goals featured two nifty finishes with his feet and 

he finished fourth in Defender of the Year voting. Unfortunately, his season ended with a red card issued for a late tackle on 

Omar Cummings in the playoffs. 

A few shaky games while recovering from national-team burdens plagued Gonzalez, who otherwise sharpened his use of the 

ball and decisiveness in critical situations compared to previous years. Though he signed a lucrative new MLS contract in 

August, there will be bidders for his services next summer. Collin takes too many cautions (13) and commits too many 

careless fouls (54 total) but wins a lot of balls on the ground and in the air. He scored three goals in the regular season, three 

more in the playoffs (including one in the final), and drilled home the decisive penalty kick as SKC captured its second MLS 

Cup. 

RSL handed Borchers a big task after it traded away three starters, including Olave, following the 2012 season. Borchers took 

on more leadership and held down the fort as a new fleet of players carried the team’s colors. Injuries and age eventually 

caught up with the 37-year-old Alessandro Nest& who announced his retirement after the Impact dropped from first place 

and barely made the playoffs. When on his game, an uncanny sense of positioning and mastery of the ball provided glimpses 

of how the world’s elite play centerback. 

Jorge Bernardez, an unstoppable force on his best days, rebounded after a rocky start to the season to drive the Quakes’ 

resurgence. Hurtado’s man-marking prowess continued but he often committed fouls (28) trying to cover up mistakes. Bobby 

Boswell contributed another solid season for another Dynamo run to the playoffs and should be a key component in the 

rebuild of D.C. United, which claimed him in the Re-Entry Draft. 

Marshall, the MLS Defender of the Year in 2008, showed more of that form than in past seasons as he re-established his 

game following post-concussion issues. The four games he missed were due to a strained hamstring and at 29, should have a 

few good years left for his new team in Seattle. In a perfect world, Amobi Okugo would be a defensive mid, yet he’s 

composed and strong and dependable in the back, and absolutely vital to the Union’s future 

SA’s Best Centerbacks (1996-2013) 

2013 Jamison Olave (RCB), Jose Goncalves (LCB) 

2012 Matt Besler 

2011 Omar Gonzalez 

2010 Jamison Olave 

2009 Geoff Cameron 

2008 Chad Marshall 

2007 Eddie Robinson 

2006 Jimmy Conrad, Michael Parkhurst 

2005 Jimmy Conrad, Michael Parkhurst 

2004 Robin Fraser 

2003 Eddie Pope 

2002 Alexi Lalas 

2001 Jeff Agoos 

2000 Peter Vermes 

1999 Lubos Kubik 

1998 Eddie Pope 

1997 Eddie Pope 

1996 Robin Fraser 

Note: In 2005 and 2006, center backs were ranked in 3-man and 4-man backlines. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential bloq. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Soccer America Confidential blo.q. 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, December 21, 2013 

Sunday, Dec. 22, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Sunday features the Milan derby. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the week. 

S~NDAY, Decen~ber 22 

BelN SPORT 

Italy ATALANTA-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 11 am. 

Italy INTER MILAN=AC MILAN (live) 2:40 pm. 

France PSG-LILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-REAL MADRID (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SOUTHAMPTON=TOTTENHAM (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-EVERTON (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-CATANIA (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ATHLETIC-RAYO (live) 1 pro. 

Spain VALENCIA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy ATALANTA-JUVENTUS (delay) midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands RODA JC-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-WOLFSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-DEN HAAG (live) 11:30 am. 

I~eIN PLAY 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALLODOLID (live) 6 am. 

France MARSEILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am. 

France LORIENT-LYON (delay) 11 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands RODA JC-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

Australia PERTH-ADELAIDE (live) 3 am. 

~¢~ONDAY, December 23 

BelN SPORT 

France LORIENT-LYON (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy ROMA-CATANIA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3 am= 



TUESDAY, December 2:4 

TBA 

WEDNESDAY, December 2g 

TBA 

THURSDAY~ Dece~ber 2~ 

BelN gPO~T 

England BLAOKPOOL-LEED8 (live) ~2:~5 pm. 

Italy NO~NG~M-QPR (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

TBA 
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Soccer America Contidential: Ca]igiuri Robbed: U.S. Soccer All-Time Best XI 

Sunday, Dec. 22, 2013 

Caligiuri Robbed: 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

U.S, Soccer All-Time Best XI 
By Mike Woitalla 

As part of its centennial anniversary of 2013, U.S. Soccer named an All-Time Men’s National Team Best Xl.         ~ 

it’s a nice looking team with some excellent players who’ve made great contributions to the national team program. 

However, inexplicably, Paul Caligiuri has been left off the list. I have great respect for all four defenders on the Best Xl, but a 

strong case can be made for Caligiuri edging each one of them, especially when considering the far-reaching impact his play 

had on American soccer. 

The USA had gone four decades without playing in a World Cup when it faced Trinidad & Tobago on Nov. 19, 1989, needing a 

win to qualify for Italia ’90. Caligiuri, after the USA played two dismal scoreless ties against Guatemala and El Salvador, 

returned to Coach Bob Gansler’s lineup in Port of Spain and scored the goal in the 1-0 victory. 

In Italy, he scored the first U.S. World Cup goal in 40 years while starting all four games. In 1994, Caligiuri, playing left back, 

was one of the USA’s top players as it reached the second round of the World Cup it hosted. 

He was the only American field player to play every minute of the 1990 and 1994 World Cup. 

At the 1995 Copa America the USA made one of its most impressive tournament appearances ever, beating Chile and 

Argentina to reach the semifinals, where it fell to Brazil, and finished fourth. Now in central defense, Caligiuri was one of two 

players, along with Ale×i Lalas, to play every minute of the six Copa America games. 

His senior national team career started at age 20 in 1984 and by the time he retired in 1997 represented the USA 110 times. 

He also played in the 1988 Olympics and started all five games in the first Gold Cup, in 1991. The USA beat Mexico, 2-0, in 

the semis and Honduras in the final in shootout in which Caligiuri buried his shot. 

Voting was done by 57 current or former players, coaches and administrators, as well as media members (myself included). 

They picked a fine team, but blew it big time by leaving out Paul Caligiuri. 
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Modem Soccer Tactics - FINAL REMINDER 

Hi Allsorl~ 
I just wanted to remind you that this special offer ends at [vlIDNIGHT tonight. 

Wow! Yet another special offer just for our email newsletter subscribers This time I am going to offer 

you a 50% discount on one of our most popular tactical books...~£#__e__r__n____S_’__o__c___q_e___r___T___a__q_t_!~__s_ 

If your players are at a similar level of other teams in your league, then give them the edge and a better 

chance of winning games by putting them in a tactically superior position 

.M__o_d_e__rq_S__e_~c__e_r__T__a_c___t_i.£s__V__o_Ll_~" 
is 220 pages that are jam packed with tactical insights of the world’s 

top teams and players. Just by incorporating one or two of these tactical "gems’ can help your team win 

games that they would otherwise lose 

Cheek cut the infe hereand you will see why coaches from all over the world (37 different countries) 

have bought these books and love them. 

But the offer is only good for three days so don’t delay. Click here or the image below for more info and 

to claim your 50% discount. 

Remember, this offer is only good for three days and ends on Sunday at midnight. 

Best Wishes, 
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Sunday, December 22, 2013 8:48 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FINAL REMINDER - Oiler Ends at Midnight Tonight 

Hi Allsorl~ 
I sent you an email on Friday with a 25% discount offer I just wanted to send you a reminder that the 

offer ends at MIDNIGHT TONIGHT. 

Because you have shown interest in Barcelona and the 4-3-3 formation I’m going to make you a special 
offer ,,a 25% discount on ._C___o___a_£_h__!#..q__t__h___e__~_a___£c___e_!__o_E_a___4__~_:_3_" 

Simply enter the Discount Code - B43325% - when checking out 

However, don’t delay, the offer only lasts three days and expires at midnight on Sunday Take action 

now while you have it fresh in your mind 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Unloc e secrets to 
the rcelona 

machine 
scoring 
an in- 

epth 
builds i 

wi ril 
their 

analysis of how it 
attacks along 
for replicatin 
evastatin 

system in your own 
team 

Would you like to score like Barcelona? Now you can find out 
how! Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking is an eBook that 

tells you everything you need to know about how to build 
attacks from the back and create goal scoring opportunities like 
the Catalan champions, Discover how their system works and 
apply it to your own side so you can p~ay the Barca way and 

push the score line in your favor, 

Dear Coach, 

When it comes to scoring goals there simply aren’t enough superlatives in the dictionary to describe 

the Barcelona goal scoring machine. It helps when you have a genius like Messi in the side, but he’s 

not a one man show. His goal scoring record comes from the Barcelona system that creates 

opportunities in abundance all around the box. Now you can discover how the Barcelona scoring 



machine works and how to apply it to your own team in Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking. 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking is an eBook focused on how Barcelona builds its attacks 

and the skills you need to adopt their system for your own team. It looks at all the key elements of the 

Barcelona style of play, which is admired by coaches all over the world. Along with a tactical analysis of 

the Barcelona attack, broken down into three stages, the eBook is packed with drills to train your 

players in the principles and skills needed to score goals like Barcelona. 

So if your team is struggling for ideas on how to create more goal scoring opportunities, why not learn 

from the best goal scoring machine around? Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attaeking is the 

blueprint you need to unlock the secrets to how Barcelona score so frequently and how to adapt their 

playing style to your own team and tip the score line in your favor 

"Discover how Barcelona creates endless 
scoring opportunities, and how you can 
replicate their tactics for your own team" 

Under a series of talented managers, including Frank Rijkaard, Louis Van Gall, Pep Guardioia and 

Tito Vilanova, Barcelona has evolved to become one of the most dominant sides in world soccer. This 

dominance comes from playing a system in which every player knows their role and that playing as a 

team is more important than playing as an individual. 

Over the last decade Barcelona has developed a smooth, accurate passing style, with players forming 

triangles and creating avenues for attack on the flanks. While they are a team of exceptionally gifted 

players, their success also comes from being tactically astute and having an understanding of space, 

time and positioning. 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking examines exactly how their tactics work. By breaking down 

their attack in three phases, it show’s you how you can adopt their principles into your team, whatever 

skill level you coach at. The videos will also show you howtheory translates into practice in real game 

situations. The complete package will deepen your understanding of how the Barcelona attack works 

and howto train your players in its philosophy and playing style. 



"An analysis inspired by watching Barcelona 
play first hand" 

What’s covered in Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - 
Attacking 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking breaks down the Barcelona attack into three phases: 

building from the back, midfield possession and attacking in the final third. It profiles howthe 

Barcelona system works in each phase before providing a series of drills for developing the technical 

skills needed to play each stage effectively. Accompanying the eBook, are three videos, totaling one 

hour of footage, which demonstrate all the key points in the eBook and demonstrate the Barcelona 

scoring machine in action. 

Building from the Back 

The first section looks at the roles and responsibilities of every player involved in starting Barcelona 

attacks, including the goalkeeper, fullbacks and central midfield. This includes looking at the attributes 

your players will need to have to be successful in playing the Barca way. Using screenshots from real 

games, it looks at howthe defense splits wide to begin with and then progressively moves the ball into 

the midfield area. 

The chapter then provides three exercises for helping players to understand the system and to develop 

the confidence and quality on the ball need to play it effectively. All the exercises are supplied with 

progressions to adjust the difficulty and to focus on specific skills. 

Midfield Possession 

The midfield of Xavi, Iniesta and Busquets is the beating heart of the Barcelona team. This chapter 

looks at howthese and other players are constantly moving around to dominate possession through 

numerical superiority. Again, this chapter looks at the roles and responsibilities of each player and the 

mindset needed to adopt their smooth passing style of play. 

The exercises in this chapter will improve your players’ confidence when on the ball, to be comfortable 

under pressure and to make better decisions on where to pass the ball. The exercises include a 

Rondo Possession game, passing in triangles and 2vl passing and possession. 

Attacking in the Final Third 



The final section looks at the three key elements of the Barcelona attack: penetration, combo play and 

individual brilliance. It also explains how Barcelona can unlock packed defenses, how it deploys its 

players in attack and how it initiates attacks from the midfield. Using screenshots from real games, you 

will discover how to create an overload that can cause problems for opposing defenses, whether or not 

you have a player with the attacking brilliance of Messi 

The exercises will train your players to work in combinations around the box, howto create scoring 

opportunities with penetration and 2vl combinations Diagrams, coaching points and progressions 

are providing to ensure you gain the maximum benefit from every exercise. 

Allison in action during a game 

Bonus three videos on the Barcelona attack 

Partnering the eBook is a three part video series totaling one hour of real game footage that highlights 

the key points of the Barcelona attack 

The first video analyzes how Barcelona utilizes attack minded fullbacks and a triangle midfield to link 

with the center backs using short, sharp passes. The next video then focuses on the midfield and how 

Barcelona keeps the ball and utilizes movement and quick passing to launch attacks. The third video 

looks at how to overwhelm defenses with passing combinations and penetrating passes to get the 

ball in the danger area in and around the box. 

What you gain from Coaching the Barcelona 
4-3-3 - Attacking 

There is no better team to learn from than Barcelona when it comes to attacking. Coaching the 

Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking provides you with an in-depth analysis of how Barcelona is able to create 

so many goal scoring opportanities against many of the best sides in the world. This provides you 

with a blueprint you can use for implementing their style of play for your own side. 

From Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking you will gain: 

An analysis of how Barcelona builds attacks from the back, including the roles and 

responsibilities of each player, where they move to begin the attack and how they get the 

ball into midfield 

A deeper understanding of why the Barcelona midfield is able to maintain possession and 

able to get the ball into dangerous areas around the box seemingly unimpeded 

How the forward line is built on the key elements of penetration, combo play and individual 

brilliance 

A total of t0 exercises for training your players on the mindset and skills they’ll need to play 

the Barcelona system. This includes drills for moving the ball into the channels, for building 

the attack, maintaining possession and combination passing. Detailed diagrams and 

progressions are provided so you can gain the maximum benefit from each exercise. 

One hour’s worth of real game footage with expert analysis of how Barcelona plays. You 

can watch the theory of the eBook put into practice and how Barcelona is able to create an 

abundance of goal scoring opportunities 

The combination of tactical insights and training exercises will enable you to replicate 

Barcelona’s creative, fast paced and highly attacking style of soccer for your own side 

Your players will love playing a fast paced style of soccer and emulating one of the most 

exciting teams to watch in the world. 



And get 60 minutes of FREE video analysis with 
your purchase 

Some coaches prefer books and some prefer videos for their coaching material. We will give you both. 

With your purchase of the Coaching the Barcelot~a 4-3-3 - ,~ttacking eBook, we will give you three 

tactical analysis videos so you can easily follow along as you read your eBook. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking video series unless it achieves our exceptionally high 

standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 

- Attacking video series after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

"It shows you how to build an attack from the 
goalkeeper right through to the forward line and 

replicate Barcelona’s free scoring style" 

It’s easy to sit back and watch in awe as Barcelona creates goal scoring opportunity after enough, with 

I~leeei seemingly allowed to run rampant around the goal mouth. But Barcelona’s domination comes 

from a strict system of tactics and technical competencies. 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking explains exactly how the Barcelona system works and how 

its players work together to create an abundance of goal scoring opportunities in the danger area 

around the opposition’s box. Broken into three stages, it provides you with the in-depth knowledge you 



need to teach your players how to adopt their tactics along with drills to train them in the skills and 

mindset needed to play them effectively. What’s more, you also gain an in-depth analysis of an hour’s 

worth of real game footage so you can watch and learn howto play the Barca way. 

If you want to win more games, you need to score more goals than the opposition Discover how 

Barcelona do it in Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking and unlock the tactics that can improve 

your team’s buildup play, possession and how you can score more goals and dominate games like 

the Catalan champions. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 - Attacking is a special eBook and video series on the Barcelona 

attacking style. It breaks the attack down into three stages and explains exactly how you can adopt their 

tactics to your side. A series of exercises will train your players in the skills and mindset needed to play 

it effectively and the three videos, amounting to an hour of footage, will show you how to replicate the 

fast paced passing and possession style of soccer used by arguably the world’s best team. 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 

Barcelona 4-3-3 -Attackingwithin six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Klinsmann’s message to youth coaches 

Sunday, Dec. 22,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Klinsmann’s message to youth coaches 
Ry Mike Woitalla 

durgen Kiinsmann, head coach of the USA since July of 2011, earlier this month was re-signed for another four 

years and Technical Director was added to his responsibilities. That, in USSF President Sunii Gulati’s words, 

formalized Klinsmann’s previously informal role in influencing the direction of American player development. 

In a USSoccer.com interview Klinsmann addressed youth development issues. 

On the style of play he’d like to see at the younger levels, Klinsmann said: 

’We would love to see a consistent style of play over time that is defined by being more proactive and more possession- 

oriented. 

’We want more confident players who have the technical abilities to play out of the back and to play out of difficult situations 

and really take the game to the opponent. We would like to improve the way we play against bigger nations by facing them 

eye to eye and having a 50/50 share of possession. We want to signal to them that we are her~ to play; we’re not just sitting 

back and hoping for a counter break .... 

’q-hat’s a lot of work obviously, and it also requires special talent. The key to all of this is the work that we do on the 

grassroots level through our Academies to develop our own players. To transition to a style of play that is more proactive and 

more dominant is a long-term project." 

U.S. U-20 coach Tab Ramos, who has also been assisting Klinsmann with the senior team, was named U.S. Soccer Youth 

Technical Director in November. 

’q’he responsibility we gave Tab Ramos is really important because he’s the connector to all topics in the youth sector," said 

Klinsmann. "He’s the connector to our youth coaches, Javier Perez with the U18s, Richie Williams with the U17s, Hugo 

Perez with the U15s, and Tony Lepore with the U14s= It’s important that he becomes like a think tank of topics where we 

need improvement. 

’We need to get more messages out there. He’s becoming a very important messenger of many different things that we need 

to get out to the players, to the parents, to the coaches. Hopefully we can intensify this relationship and use it in a very 

productive way." 

In the year-end address, Klinsmann encouraged youth coaches to take advantage of coaching education opportunities. The 

U.S. Soccer coaching schools are headed by Dave Chesler, the Director of Coaching Development. 

’I think the topic of Coaching Education unfortunately is often not recognized enough," Klinsmann said. "Dave Chesler and his 

team of instructors are really building the foundation for the future of knowledge in our coaching education. That foundation will 

benefit everyone involved in the game based on the knowledge they spread to coaches in the licensing courses. His role is 

priceless. It’s so important and it’s something that we have to build on more and more. 

’We have to have regular get-togethers with Dave and his team in order to always question if we are giving out the right 

information to coaches. 

’What is the best way to communicate with kids? What are the main issues coaches have to think about? What additional 

information can we give coaches to pass on to the kids, to the parents, and to other coaches? 

"1 think it’s the highest priority for every coach to get his licenses upgraded, one step at a time but as quickly as possible, 

because it’s the highest sign of cr~dibility. If you do not have your coaching license you do not have credibility. If parents send 

their boy or their girl to school, and the teacher doesn’t have the highest teaching license, they would question the school. 

They would probably change schools and take action right away. It’s the same with soccer." 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

Sunday, Dec. 22, 2013 
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All-Time National Team Best XI 
by Soccer America 

[USA MEN] Landon Donovan led all players with 52 of 57 votes for 

U.S. Soccer’s All-Time Men’s National Team Best XI. Claudio Reyna 
and Brian McBride were next in votes with 45 apiece. For the 

Men’s Best XI .... Read the whole story 

Cruz Azul presents MLS trio 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Mexican club Cruz Azul presented three MLS 

players -- U.S. U-20 star Jose ViRarreal (LA Galaxy), former U.S. U-17 
midfielder Michael Farfan (Philadelphia) and Mexican midfielder 

Rafael Baca (San Jose) -- among its six new signings for Liga MX’s 

Torneo Clausura that begins Jan. 3 .... Read the whole story 

Johannsson scores, AZ loses again 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Aron Johannsson scored yet again for AZ -- 

his 18th goal in all competitions this fall for the Dutch club -- but 
its slide continued with a 5-I loss at home to Neerenveen for its 

fourth straight defeat. A2 was in first place at the beginning of 
November but heads into the winter break tied for eighth place. In 

Germany, Steve Cherundolo made his first start since May in 
Nannover 96’s 2-I loss at Freiburg....Read the whole story 

Nielsen takes Energy coaching job 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] Dane Jimmy Nielsen, who recently 

retired after captaining Sporting Kansas City to the 2013 MLS title, 

has been named the head coach of the new USL PRO team OKC 

Energy FC, which will be~n play in 2014....Read the whole story 

Back-heel sombrero, volley, goal 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Hisato Sato of Sanfrecce Hiroshima scored a 
beauty in his team’s Japanese EmperoCs Cup win on Sunday. 

...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We’ve achieved everything we could possibly 

achieve this year, and it’s something we’U never 

forget." 

-- Bayern Munich goalkeeper Manue! Neuer after a 

2-0 win over Raja Casablanca added the FIFA Club 

World Cup to the UEFA Champions League, 

Bundesliga, German Cup and UEFA Super Cup titles 
Bayern won in 2013. (FIFA.com) 

1o All-Time National Team Best Xl 

2., Michigan team knock~ off U.S. U-17~ 

3, Fantastic Futsal Moves 

4, Red Bulls and Sounders Spurn the Creative 
Game 

~, All=Time National Team Best XI 
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RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 7:12 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, December 23, 2013 

Monday, Dec. 23, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Arsenal hosts Chelsea on Monday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed he~e, many networks make TV p~gramming available on st~’eaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

TBA 

WEDNESDAY, December 2g 

TBA 

BelN SPORT 

England ELACKPOOL-LEEDS (live) 12:15 pm. 

Italy NOTT]NGHAM-QPR (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

TBA 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America [ Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Dec. 23, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

TopDrawerSoccer.com starts handing out 
awards for the 2013 season with the release 
of the Best XI, which features three players 
from the national champions. 

 NO Vil E N’ g TOP 
Who’s the best? TDS releases its final Top 
100 National Player rankings for the 2013 
women’s college season. 
I~IORE: Final Women’s Freshman Top 100 

An ACC program adds an in state defender to 
its class of 2014. Find out how a sense of 
familiarity to the school helped sea[ the deal. 
MORE: High School Players of the Year 

DID YOU SEE? 

Could Zlatan Ibrahimovic be 
headed to NILS down the 
road? See what he had to 
say to TDS on Friday, 

Barcelona is way better 
(more boring) at its 
Christmas video than Man 
City. 

TopDrawerSoccer,corn Partner: 

Mizuno Soccer 

Experience the unmistakable feel of lVlizuno 
Soccer cleats, available exclusively on 
mizunousa.com/soccer. 

Come see for yourself what IVlizuno 
innovation and crafting can do for your game. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 10:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer 42 - Download It Now 

%i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Dear ARson, 

The January 2014 issue of Elite Soccer is now ready to download. 

Because the last Wednesday of this month is Christmas Day I am sending 
your new issue early. 

I am delighted to announce that our lead session this month comes from 
Liverpool boss Brendan Rodgers. 

The Reds boss have been one of the standout sides in the Barclays 
Premier League this season, and Brendan’s session looks at how teams can 
maximise the potential of possession football. 

A progressive plan that looks at how players link together, it isolates key 
ideas and techniques in defence, midfield and attack, building into a small- 
sided game. [ts principles can be seen at the heart of Liverpool’s 
expansive attacking play this term. 

The new issue also contains five other great sessions, kindly provided by 
Chris Powell (Charlton Athletic), Justin Edinburgh (Newport County), Jim 
Bentley (iVlorecambe), Darren Robinson (Huddersfield Town) and Paul 

Buckle (LNA Ambassador). 

To download and save your issue, please use this link: 

htt p ://www.coa ch- soccer.com!down load s/LFR/EliteSoccer42, pdf 

I hope that you enjoy this issue but if you do have any problems please do 

not hesitate to email me at kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com or for 
customer service enquiries email Duncan Heard at 
duncan h~reenstarmedia.net 

Yours in soccer 

~iI Kevin B ....... 

Kevin Barrow, Publisher 
Elite Soccer 

PS - Been sent this email by a friend or colleague and want to know how 
to join Elite Soccer? Become a member today here. 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: kevin .barrow@coach-soccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

U.S. Soccer Foundation <info ussoccerfoundation.org@maill30.atl81.rsgsv.net;, 

Monday, December 23, 2013 1:00 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer brings t~nilies together even during the holidays! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, December 23, 2013 3:07 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Van Gaal Linked to Spurs; Altidore Struggles; Messi Outlash 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, Dec. 23, 2013 

Van Gaal Linked to Spurs Job 
Guardian 

Tweet This Share This 

Netherlands coach Louis van Gaal emerged as a surprise contender to succeed Andre Villas-Boas as Tottenham 

coach after the Dutchman admitted his desire to work in the Premier League, although Van Gaal insists he is 

unwilling to take the job until after the 2014 World Cup in Brazil. 

Meanwhile, interim manager Tim Sherwood oversaw Spurs’ 3-2 win against Southampton at St. Mary’s, in a game 

which saw striker Emmanuel Adebayor score a brace after being restored to the starting lineup for the first time 

since May. 

- Read the whole story... 

Dem sp_~ejf-Fulham Loan Terms ’On~ 
Talk Sport 

Fulham coach Rene Meulensteen on Monday confirmed that USA captain Clint Dempsey is nearing a return to 

Craven Cottage on a short-term loan from the Seattle Sounders, but the medical and paperwork, which began last 

Friday, are both still ongoing. 

"That’s the last sort of thing I want to get involved in," the former Manchester United assistant coach said regarding 

the administrative issues. "1 just like to see him and say ’let me know when you’re ready.’ We want him here and he 

wants to be here." 

On Friday the Dutchman had said, "Clint spent so many years playing in the Premier League and we all know where 

his strengths are. He can come in from the left or play as a second striker depending on who you’re playing against. It 

speaks volumes for him that he wants to come back here. Initially it’s for January and February." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rodg..e..r..s...;.....s...u...a...r...e...z...B....eJ..o....n.gs Along.s..[..d...e...M.....e..s..s...i.,. Ronaldo 
Sky Sports News 

Luis Suarez continued his rich vein of form over the weekend, scoring a brilliant brace in Liverpool’s 3-1 win over 

Cardiff City on Saturday, which propeled the Reds to the top of the Premier League standings. After the game, coach 

Brendan Rodgers declared the Uruguayan one of the best players in the world. "You can put him in that [Lionel] 

Messi and [Cristiano] Ronaldo bracket of world class," he said. 



- Read the whole story... 

Sunderland Coach" ’We Need Luis Suarez’ 
Express 

Sunderland coach Gus Poyet launched a thinly veiled criticism of USA striker Jozy Altidore following yet another 

goalless outing in the Black Cats’ 0-0 draw at home to Norwich on Saturday. Altidore was taken off midway through 

the second half to a rousing ovation for Steven Fletcher. He had one good chance, which he missed by delaying his 

shot and letting the Norwich defense regroup. The Express said that fullback Phil Bardsley looked more likely to 

break the deadlock than the USA striker. 

"We need to get [Liverpool striker] Luis Suarez. I watched him a little bit this morning and he’s not bad, is he," Poyet 

said after the draw, which left Sunderland in last place in the Premier League table. "It’s not nice and you don’t enjoy 

it when everything is set for you to have a good game and a nice weekend, but it doesn’t happen. We were getting 

chances and missing from two yards. I think today gave us a clear picture of why we are bottom." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ribery Would Consider MLS 
Goal.com 

Fresh from winning the Club World Cup with Bayern Munich on Saturday, winger Franck Ribery, one of the favorites 

for the 2013 FIFA Ballon d’Or, said he would not play for another team in Europe but hinted that he might consider a 

move to Major League Soccer. Ribery, 30, has been at the Allianz Arena since 2006 and has helped the Bavarian 

giant to an astonishing five trophies in 2013. He has also recently been named the German Bundesliga’s Player of 

the Year. 

"In Europe, there will be no other club, but it would be a bonus for me if there can be another continent after that," the 

France international told Kicker. "1 could be tempted to go to a country like the USA or maybe the [United Arab] 

Emirates, but I would not count that as part of my real career. 

He added: "1 hope I can play at this level for as long as possible, but I don’t think about it. I enjoy the moment. Of 

course, I am 30 and I am getting older. In a couple of years I will not be able to play like this anymore. But I will try to 

push back that date as long as possible." 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho Targets 12-Years at Chelsea 
Guardian 

Speaking ahead of Chelsea’s crucial Premier League clash with Arsenal at the Emirates on Sunday, Jose Mourinho 

set himself the ambitious target of being Blues manager for another 12 years, even though he’s currently in the midst 

of his "worst contract" in the past six seasons. According to reports, the Portuguese signed a four-year contract worth 

close to 10 million pounds ($16.3 million) per season, which is considerably less than the 14.8 million euros ($20.2 

million) he earned in the previous three seasons at Real Madrid. 

Remarking on his current four-year contract at Stamford Bridge, Mourinho said: "Realistically I hope at the end of 

those four years we sit, analyze the situation and that will be the point where we both - club and me - are happy to 

carry on or happy to separate," he said. "But I would like [to stay for], say, 12 years. I’m 51 next month. I’d say 12 

years, and then two to go to a World Cup with a national team. I would prefer the Portuguese national team. England 

second [choice], yes." 



He added: "The best way to [run a club] is to do it with stability. For the players, if you want to help them grow up, you 

do that much better with stability: in ideas, philosophy, model of play, style of leadership. This all comes from stability 

at the highest level: with the owners and board and, after that, the manager. The second line of the hierarchy. That 

stability is very important. You look, for example, to Manchester United and everybody feels David [Moyes] will have 

his time to do his work in a calm way. I think that’s fantastic." 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Barcelona striker Lionel Messi on Friday sensationally accused Barca Vice President Javier Faus, who earlier this 

month said he saw no reason to improved Messi’s contract "every six months," of being a businessman "who knows 

nothing about soccer." In an interview, the 26-year-old told RAC1 that Team Messi had not demanded a new 

contract. 

"Mr. Faus is someone who knows nothing about soccer, and wants to run Barca like it was a business, which it is 

not," Messi said. "Barca is the best team in the world, and deserves to be represented by the best directors. And I 

remind him that neither I nor anyone from my camp have asked for a new contract -- and he knows that well." 

Speculation has been rife that Messi’s father Jorge has been trying to shake more money out of Barca, especially 

given his recent tax woes as well as the scandal surrounding the alleged use of ’Messi and Friends’ as a vehicle for 

drug money laundering. 

Messi had this to say about those allegations: "1 am very sorry about what they are saying, not just about me but 

about people I love like my papa and players who are friends," he said. "What we do in these games is 100 percent 

for charity. I am deeply united with my dad and my family, in the personal and the professional. I concentrate on 

playing soccer, and he concentrates on my off-field interests, and selecting the best professionals to help us." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ibra Hints at MLS Future 
M LSsoccer.com 

In a conference call with U.S. media, Paris Saint-Germain striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic hinted that he might consider 

playing in Major League Soccer someday. When asked about narrowly missing out on being a FIFA Ballon d’Or 

finalist, Ibrahimovic said: "I’m not nominated for the Golden Ball so, I don’t know, maybe in America nobody knows 

who I am there. So maybe I should come over and play some seasons so people get to know me." After one 

journalist pointed out that he’s already at the ripe old age of 32, the big Swede replied, "I’m like the wine. The older 

the wine is the better it is. So the older I get, the better I get." 

- Read the whole story... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, December 25, 2013 12:06 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: ’The 12 Days of Premier League’ hits full swing on Boxing Day 

Wednesday, Dec. 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Paul Kennedy 

NBC Sports Group’s ’q-he 12 Days of Premier League" continues Thursday with the annual Boxing Day slate of 10 

Premier League games, featuring 17 consecutive hours of programming on NBCSN - including more than 10 

hours of live coverage - beginning at 7 a.m. ET. 

(Click here to sign up for Soccer America’s free daily Soccer on "IV eletter.) 

Coverage on Boxing Day begins with Premier League Live at 7 a.m. ET followed by one game at 7:45 a.m., eight at 10 a.m+ - 

the traditional 3 p.m. kickoff time in England - and the big match of the day, Manchester City-Liverpool, at 2:30 p.m. ET. 

Postgame coverage includes Premier League Goal Zone, NBCSN’s Match of the Day and Premier League Encore on NBCSN. 

Liverpool finds itself in first place, ahead of Arsenal on goal difference, but the Reds have a trip to fourth-place Chelsea on 

Sunday after their match against Man. City at the Etihad Stadium on Boxing Day. 

Just two points separate the top five teams: Liverpool and Arsenal (both 36 points), Manchester City (35) and Chelsea and 

Everton (both 34). Defending champion Manchester United is in eighth place but only eight points out of first place in a league 

race that won’t reach the halfway point until Matchday 19 to be played on Saturday and Sunday. 

On New Year’s Day, "The 12 Days of Premier League" concludes with Day 12 as NBCSN will present 10 consecutive hours of 

live Premier League programming, also beginning at 7 a.m. ET. On the following weekend, play switches to the third round of 

the FA Cup, which is still carried by Fox Sports. 

EF~L SCHEDULE: Thursday: 

7:45 a.m. ET 

Hull City v. Man. United, NBCSN 

10 a.m. ET 

Swansea City v. Chelsea, NBCSN 

West Ham United v. Arsenal, Extra Time 

Everton v. Sunderland, Extra Time 

Tottenham v. West Bromwich, Extra Time 

Newcastle United v. Stoke City, Extra Time 

Cardiff City v. Southampton, Extra Time 

Aston Villa v. Crystal Palace, Extra Time 

Norwich City v. Fulham, Extra Time 

t2:30 p.m. ET 

Man. City v. Liverpool, NBCSN, mun2 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Dec. 25, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, December 25, 2013 3:05 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: The 12 Days of Premier League’ hits full swing on Boxing Day 

Wednesday, Dec. 25, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Paul Kennedy 

NBC Sports Group’s ’q-he 12 Days of Premier League" continues Thursday with the annual Boxing Day slate of 10 

Premier League games, featuring 17 consecutive hours of programming on NBCSN - including more than 10 

hours of live coverage - beginning at 7 a.m. ET. 

(Click here to sign up for Soccer America’s free daily Soccer on "IV eletter.) 

Coverage on Boxing Day begins with Premier League Live at 7 a.m. ET followed by one game at 7:45 a.m., eight at 10 a.m+ - 

the traditional 3 p.m. kickoff time in England - and the big match of the day, Manchester City-Liverpool, at 2:30 p.m. ET. 

Postgame coverage includes Premier League Goal Zone, NBCSN’s Match of the Day and Premier League Encore on NBCSN. 

Liverpool finds itself in first place, ahead of Arsenal on goal difference, but the Reds have a trip to fourth-place Chelsea on 

Sunday after their match against Man. City at the Etihad Stadium on Boxing Day. 

Just two points separate the top five teams: Liverpool and Arsenal (both 36 points), Manchester City (35) and Chelsea and 

Everton (both 34). Defending champion Manchester United is in eighth place but only eight points out of first place in a league 

race that won’t reach the halfway point until Matchday 19 to be played on Saturday and Sunday. 

On New Year’s Day, "The 12 Days of Premier League" concludes with Day 12 as NBCSN will present 10 consecutive hours of 

live Premier League programming, also beginning at 7 a.m. ET. On the following weekend, play switches to the third round of 

the FA Cup, which is still carried by Fox Sports. 

EF~L SCHEDULE: Thursday: 

7:45 a.m. ET 

Hull City v. Man. United, NBCSN 

10 a.m. ET 

Swansea City v. Chelsea, NBCSN 

West Ham United v. Arsenal, Extra Time 

Everton v. Sunderland, Extra Time 

Tottenham v. West Bromwich, Extra Time 

Newcastle United v. Stoke City, Extra Time 

Cardiff City v. Southampton, Extra Time 

Aston Villa v. Crystal Palace, Extra Time 

Norwich City v. Fulham, Extra Time 

t2:30 p.m. ET 

Man. City v. Liverpool, NBCSN, mun2 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Dec. 25, 2013 
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F~)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, December 26, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaU.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, December 26, 2013 

Thursday, Dec. 26, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Thursday’s 10 English Premier League games include Manchester City-Liverpool. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

BelN SPORT 

England BLACKPOOL-LEEDS (live) 12:15 pro. 

England NOTTINGHAM-QPR (live) 2:30 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England HULL CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-SWANSEA CITY (live) 9:45 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) noon. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) noon. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England TOTTENHAM-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-ARSENAL (live) 10 am, 

England EVERTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE UNITED-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

F~i~y, Decembe* 27 

ESPN3.com 

Disney Soccer Showcase U16 Championship (live) 8:30 am. 

Disney Soccer Showcase U17 Championship (live) 10:30 am. 

Disney Soccer Showcase U18 Championship (live) 12:30 pro. 

Saturday, Oecembe~ 28 
TBA 

S~¢~day, Decembe~ 29 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Faceboek: Soccer America 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Dec. 26, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, December 27, 2013 

Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Disney Showcase finals air on Friday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming7 devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listin~Ts and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdated daily throughout the week. 

Friday, December 27 

ESPN3.com 

Disney Soccer Showcase U16 Championship (live) 8:30 am. 

Disney Soccer Showcase U17 Championship (live) 10:30 am. 

Disney Soccer Showcase U18 Championship (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC 

England CARDIFF CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (live) 7 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9:45 am. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Emperor’s Cup YOKOHAMA-SAGAN TOSU, Semifinal (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VlLLA-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

S~lnday, December 2~ 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 8 am. 

England CHELSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Emperor’s Cup TOKYO-HIROSHIMA, Semifinal (delay) 2 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

England CHELSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 11 am. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 



Soccer on TV for Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 8:45 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Coaching the North Carolina Way’ With Anson Dorrance - Special Offer 

Hi .Anson. 
Anson Dorrance has a 93.4 winning percentage. At one of our International Coaching Seminars, 

Dorrance shared the coaching and training methods he has used for years at UNC and when the 

Head Coach of the U.S. Women’s National Team 

Dorrance conducted four sessions and we filmed them all and edited them into 21 separate videos. 

These videos are available on our web site for $77. However, we are having a special offer where you 

can save over 40%... 

That’s right, for 3 days only you can claim these videos for just $47...and save $30. 

This special offer is not open to the public, but just to a few select subscribers to our email newsletters 

who have shown an interest in these videos in the past. 

Check out the information on the 21 videos below if you need a reminder, but remember, this offer 

lasts for just 3 days...it ends on Sunday at midnight. 

To grab these videos at the special price of $47, you must use this Discount Code when checking out 

AND click the "Apply" button: 

Discount Code - DORRANCE40$ 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Discover the secrets of how Anson 
Dorrance, one of US soccer’s most 

legendary coaches, achieved a 
93.4% winning average, won 20 out 
of 27 National Championships and 
led his team to win 92 games in a 

row 
Wow! if you want to learn from the greatest coach in US soccer, 

you’ve come to the right place. A~so~ Dorrance is one of the 
biggest ~arnes i~ US soccer coaching, with a staggering 

winning record that is u~likely to ever be beatem In this special 
2t pa~ video series, Dorrance shows you the philosophy, 

trai~ing methods a~d drills he’s used to create championship 
winning teams for more tha~ 30 years. 

Dear Coach, 



When talking about the coaching achievements of Anson Dorrance there simply aren’t enough 

superlatives in the dictionary Some of his records include winning 92 games inarowandwinning20 

of the 27 National Championships. In addition, he won the Women’s World Cup at the first attempt and 

has won a prestigious list of coaching awards that cements his place as US soccer’s greatest ever 

coach 

The North Carolina Way is a special series of 21 videos (almost 4 hours of footage) that gives you a 

virtual pitch side seat as Dorrance provides a masterclass in coaching. He details the philosophies, 

coaching experiences and training methods that have made the Tar Heels the most dominant team in 

US college soccer history. Order and get instant access to all 21 videos. 

Divided into four sections, the videos cover drills for developing the lvl artist, attacking with speed 

drills inspired by Arsenal FC, German combinations and small-sided games and howto run a 

technical Olympics for quantifying the skills of your players and giving them the competitive fire to excel 

Watching The North Carolina Way series will enable you to discover the secrets of arguably US 

college soccer’s most accomplished coach and insights you can use to take your own team on a 92 

game winning streak 

"Gain the inside secrets of soccer’s most 
dominant program" 

Along with his outstanding winning record, Dorrance is famed for his ability to coach his players to 

hunger for the competitive edge. This comes from what he calls his ’Competitive Cauldron’, a scoring 

system through which players are graded every time they touch the ball in specific drills That way 

Dorrance can build a report card for the season that holds players accountable for their performance. 

Taking such an analytical approach to soccer is something Dorrance has spoken about worldwide, 

including speeches to leading coaches in England Whether or not you agree that a player’s ability can 

be judged based on a points system, there’s no question that Dorrance’s methods give his players a 

competitive fury in practice sessions and the ability to perform at the optimum level on game day. 

Whether you coach recreational teams or players at the highest level, seeing how Dorrance harnesses 

his ’Competitve Cauldron’ to boost performance can provide valuable lessons you can apply to your 

own training sessions to give your players the winning instinct and extra edge on game day. 



"Gain insights from a coach with a staggering 
winning record that is unlikely to ever be 

beaten" 



What’s covered in The North Carolina Way 21 
Part Video Series 

The North Carolina Way video set comprises of 21 videos divided between developing the lvl artist, 

attacking with speed, German combination play and technique Olympics. Filmed in front of a live 

audience, in each video Dorrance explains the philosophies, training methods and drills he utilizes to 

train his UNC teams to gain such a decisive competitive edge over their rivals. 

Developing the lvl Artist - 5 videos 

Dorrance runs through a series of lvl drills which he considers to be the foundation of the game and 

the best investment of the coach’s time. The drills are designed to develop the skill, mentality and 

competitive fire players will need to beat opponents, one on one, in real game situations. 

The drills include receiving flighted balls before beating the opposition and Dorrance’s patented 

’Bogeys in the Sky’ training drill. This harnesses progressive levels of difficulty and record keeping, and 

is one of Dorrance’s best tools for identifying his most valuable players and developing their ability to 

excel under pressure. 

Attacking with Speed - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a keen admirer of Arsenal’s Arsene Wenger and the attacking playing style he infuses 

into his teams. Many of the drills in these videos are those utilized by Arsenal to keep the ball moving 

up the pitch with speed. This includes drills for improving passing and movement, dragging the ball 

laterally around defenders, flick passes into space and how to beat closing defenders. 

Along with the technical skills, Dorrance explains how these drills will develop the tactical awareness 

and decision making players need to always keep the ball moving forwards. 

German Combinations and SSG -4 videos 

In this section Dorrance explains the fundamentals of using 5v2 mini games to improve ball control, 

movement off the ball, maintain possession and decision making In addition, the drills harness 

playmakers to change the focus of attacks and develop the players’ understanding of when to use one 

or two touches on the ball. 

A key part of Dorrance’s training philosophy is to develop the competitive edge in his players He 

achieves this through dividing small games between his front seven and the ’brick masons’ in defense 

who are encouraged to improve so they can play with the superior group In these videos, Dorrance 

explains his philosophy behind this controversial approach and why coaches should consider 

implementing his ’Competitive Cauldron’ in their own training sessions 

Technique Olympics - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a passionate believer in the importance of quantifying performance to stimulate 

competition This includes a fitness test players must pass at the start of the season if they want to be 

deemed worthy to play for the Tar Heels. 

In this series of videos, Dorrance explains how to improve and measure technique with drills which 

include receiving the ball in the air, a dribbling drill learned from George Best and two touch passing 

with speed. In addition, Dorrance shares his research into what defines an elite player and explains 

his tests for measuring technique. 

What you will gain from The North Carolina Way21 Part Video 
Series 

No other coach can boast of a winning percentage of 0.934 His methods and philosophy might be 

controversial, but nobody can deny the results Dorrance has gained on the soccer pitch. His players 



are imbued with a winning mentality that has seen his teams win 92 games in a row, with the Tar 

Heels women’s team winning 21 of 30 championships in the history of collegiate women’s soccer. So 

when Dorrance talks, you listen. 

From The North Carolina Way you will gain: 

A virtual pitch side seat as you watch Dorrance, one of the most legendary coaches in US 

soccer, demonstrate the philosophies, drills and training methods he uses to consistently 

create championship winning teams 

Exercises and guidance on how to develop the Ivl artist and the winning mentality for 

winning the confrontations that arise during a game 

Drills and small sided game for replicating Arsenal’s speed of play and always moving 

forward mentality 

Technical drills for honing and improving the technical abilities of your players 

A guide to how Dorrance utilizes combination play and small sided games modeled on the 

training of German Bundesliga teams to improve the passing and mental agility of his 

players 

How to create a ’Competition Cauldron’ on the training pitch that gives players an 

aggressive edge and will to win 

insights on what defines an elite player and how to measure technical ability 

Watching Dorrance in action is an education you simply cannot gain from reading a coaching manual. 

You will be able to see his coaching methods performed before your eyes, which have created some of 

the most successful teams in US soccer history. His philosophy on measuring technique, 

encouraging competitiveness between players and molding elite players can offer valuable insights to 

any coach, whether you coach recreational sides or teams at the highest level. 

And get this complimentary eBook with your 21 
videos 

Some coaches prefer books and some prefer videos for their coaching material. We will give you both 

We have created an eBook showing all the drills and exercises in the videos and it’s your FREE when 

you order the North Carolina Way 21~ part video series. So now you can look at a written description 

and easy-to-read diagrams while you follow along with the videos. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 21- 

part video series The Nort,~ Carolina Way With Anson Dorrance unless it achieves our exceptionally 

high standards However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the The North Carolina Way 

after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 



It’s often said before a big game against superior opposition that it’s still 11 against 11 This is a 

difficult speech to make when your team is about to face one of Dorrance’s sides. Their exceptional 

competitiveness, technical expertise and will to win has helped them to win 934% of their games and 

20 out of 30 National Championships. And let’s not forget that Dorrance also won the Women’s World 

Cup at his first attempt 

In this special series of 21 videos, Dorrance shares the training drills and philosophies that have 

enabled him to become one of the most successful soccer coaches of all time. The North Carolina 

Way enables you to sit back and watch from your virtual seat as one Dorrance reveals the secrets you 

can harness to turn your own players into a championship winning team. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. The North Carolina Way is a series of 21 videos featuring live coaching sessions with Anson 

Dorrance, one of the most legendary names in US soccer. His women’s collegiate sides have 

amassed some of the most incredible records in US soccer history, including 92 wins in a row and 

winning 21 or the 30 competitions they have entered. His philosophy and training methods can provide 

valuable insights to any coach on how to develop a championship winning side. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in the The North 

Carolina Way series after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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Section 2: Moufinho hopes lbr Suarez injury 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Dec. 27, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mourinho hopes for Suarez iniury 
Reuters 

Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho is hoping for an injury to high-scoring Luis Suarez ahead of Sunday’s 

Chelsea-Liverpool clash. 

"Maybe Suarez has get a little injury," Mourinho told Chelsea TV. "I’m not asking for a big injury .... Just a little injury 

to stop him playing for four days." 

Suarez has scored 19 goals in 13 Premier League games this season while Chelsea’s three main strikers -- 

Fernando Tortes, Samuel Eto’o and Demba Ba -- have scored only five times between them. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man City boss hails keeper Joe Hart 
Reuters 

Two months after dropping the English national team’s No. 1 goalkeeper following a number of blunders, 

Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini hailed goalkeeper Joe Hart as "the best in England." 

Hart, 26, played his first EPL game in nearly two months in the 4-2 win at Fulham on Dec. 21 and he made several 

outstanding saves on Thursday when City beat Liverpool 2-1. Hart was replaced by Romanian Costel PantHimon 

early in November, one week after an error that allowed Fernando Torres to score Chelsea’s winner in a 2-1 Man 

City loss. Hart appeared to be suffering a loss of confidence although Pellegrini still picked him for Champions 

League and League Cup matches. 

"He has worked very hard in the last month and a half," Pellegrini said. "He is the best goalkeeper in England. I am 

very pleased with Joe .... Not only (for) now, but I think in all the games he played in the last month. He did very well. 

I thought it was good for Joe to have a rest. He was not in his best moment." - Read the whole story... 

VaMncia names Arqentine Pizzi as head coach 
Reuters 

Valencia signed Argentine Juan Antonio Pizzi to replace the sacked Miroslav Djukic, who was dismissed last week 

after Valencia’s erratic form left it in danger of missing out on a qualification place for European competition for next 

season. The 45-year-Nd arrives in Spain after leading San Lorenzo to the Argentine championship. He spent the 

better part of his playing career in La Liga, where he was a striker for Valencia, Tenerife and Barcelona. Spain 

became his adopted country and he represented it at international level 22 times, scoring eight goals. Valencia is 

11th in La Liga.- Read the whNe story... 

Bayern loans Kirchhoff to Schalke 
Bundesliga corn 

Bayern Munich has loaned defender Jan Kirchhoff to FC Schalke 04 for the next 18 months. The 23-year-old who 

represented Germany at the U-21 level joined Bayem from Mainz 05 last summer but made just 11 appearances in 

the Bundesliga, DFB Cup and UEFA Champions League, finding himself regularly behind Dante, Daniel van 

Buyten and Jerome Boateng in the pecking order. 

’q think that this is the best decision for all three parties," said FC Bayern’s chief executive Karl-Heinz 

Rummenigge. "Jan will certainly get the match practice at Schalke that he has not been able to get so far in 

Munich. We wish him all the best and hope that he develops well there that he will then return to FC Bayern in 

2015."- Read the whole story_. 

Cardiff City fires Mackay 
BBC Sport 

One day after a 3-0 home loss to Southampton left Cardiff only one point above the relegation zone it announced 

the departure of Coach Ma~ky Mackay, who had public row with billionaire Malaysian owner Vincent Tan earlier 

this month. In a statement, Tan said: "Far too much dirty linen has been exposed to the public gaze but, I stress, not 

by me." 

Tan also accused Mackay of overspending in the transfer market and had announced the coach would have 

nothing to spend in the January window. The 41-year-old Scotsman refused to resign after a request from Tan and 

led the team in games against Liverpool and Southampton before his dismissal following a board meeting on Friday. 



Mackay’s assistant David Kerslake is expected to be in charge for the home game against Sunderland on 

Saturday. Mackay had been in charge at Cardiff for two-and-a-half years after taking over from Dave Jones in 

June 2011 and guided the club back to the top flight of English soccer after a 52-year absence when they won the 

second division title in April. - Read the whole 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, December 28, 2013 

Saturday, Dec. 28, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Saturday EPL action includes second-place Manchester City hosting Crystal Palace .... On Sunday, first-place 

Arsenal faces Newcastle while Chelsea hosts Liverpool. 

~ 
(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdated daily throughout the week.) 

NBC 

England CARDIFF CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST HAM-WEST BROM (live) 7:45 am. 

EnglandMANCHESTER CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Emperor’s Cup YOKOHAMA-SAGAN TOSU, Semifinal (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VlLLA=SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am= 

England NORWICH CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9:45 am. 

S~day, Oecembe~ 2~ 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

ONE WORLD SPORTS 

Emperor’s Cup TOKYO-HIROSHIMA, Semifinal (delay) 2 am. 

MUN2 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

England CHELSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 10 am. 

BEIN PLAY 

England WATFORD-QPR (live) 8:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 11 am. 

~4©NDAY, Dece.mbe~r 30 

TBA 

TBA 



NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Dec. 28, 2013 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCA <~team@po sitivecoach.net> 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 12:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

3 Days Left to Double Your hnpact! 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http:L/click positivecoach net/?qs f79e54404e5ea5ab6al 9a69b70943334689fafc la 2b2ceScc94a843198495f4a 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

Final Days to Give in 2013! 

http://click.posit~vecoach.net/?qs f79e54404e5ea5ab2e175de99fe8611084c 872a6483c74c2abeaf497aSbcb792 

We are now in the final three days of meeting a $77,500 matching challenge from generous PCA supporters and need your help to do it! 

Please help fuel PCA’s movement into 2014 and ensure that we are able to improve the sports experience for more student-athletes. Thank you for your support! 

http://click positivecoach ne~?qs f79e54404e5ea5ab2e175de99 feB611084c 872a6483c74c2abeaf497aSbcb792 

The PCA Team 

Connect: 

ht~p://clic k.posinvecoach.net/?qs f79e54404e5ea5ab 1 a991732a5e085d747efbf7 f65ba074b f21 ab86cb6722309 

ht~p://click.positlvecoach.net/?qs f79e54404e5ea5abe4e3873a4098ed5 c 1 e4c6990b[~Sfaafc 188a 16aSddSf1108 

ht~p://click.posiuvecoach.neb"?qs ~79e54404e5ea5ab242a17b0a9a8594ae4144e033480505e0:Pof0494c3d272d2 

ht~p://click.positlvecoach.net/?qs f79e54404e5 ea5ab551 d42dedbf[’69ca0a10826c510769b 1496e30432bdbTc0f 

http://click.positlvecoach net/?qs f79e54404e5ea5abb26d9ebe5 d8160caeacdabe76bfee7ae23dbc01agf0ab203 

This email was sent to:anson@uncaa unc.edu 

This email was sent by: 

Positive Coaching Alliance 
1001 N. RengstorffAve., Suite 100 

Mountain View, CA 94043. 

http :L,’c lick.positivecoacha~et,’? q s~79e54404e5 ea5 ah3b 1455402a3180c380771 c 83156de20cgfe220fl~0ebc2155 
Manage Subscriptions i 

http://c~ick.p~sitivec~ach.n~t/?qs ~°79e544~4e5ea5ah4b534c35flfd585~fe2fb244c454~cad56dbe~8a5~42d 
Update Profile i 

http://click.positivecoach.net/?qs f79e54404e5ea5abf6891 b30991 cf9c417fI~a120e48296a9b349b469fab84e5 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, December 29, 2013 

Sunday, Dec. 29, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Sunday EPL action includes Arsenal at Newcastle and Chelsea-Liverpool. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

pregramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the week.) 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

MUN2 

England NEWCASTLE-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

England CHELSEA-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

8EIN PLAY 

England WATFORD-QPR (live) 8:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-STOKE CITY (live) 11 am. 

~4ONDAY, Decembe~ 30 

TBA 

TUESDAY, Decembe~ 3t 

TBA 

WEDNESDAY, Janizary ~ 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-VVEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am= 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo.qle+ ; Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on -IV RSS feed 



Soccer on TV for Sunday, Dec. 29, 2013 
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Strikezone Soccer <~info@strikezonesoccer.com~ 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 7:02 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Hapw New Year 



::~ Strik ..... Balls 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to anson@unca&unc.edu by info@strikezonesoccer, com 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

Strikezone Soccer 1619 Pheasant Lane :: Southlake :: TX :: 76092 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 9:04 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Anson - FINAL NOTICE 

Hi .Anson. 
The special offer for the Anson Dorrance videos ends at Midnight tonight 100’s of coaches have 

already taken advantage of this offer over the past few days and I wanted to make sure you don’t miss 

out. 

Here’s the scoop. 

Anson Dorrance has a 93.4 winning percentage. At one of our International Coaching Seminars, 

Dorrance shared the coaching and training methods he has used for years at UNC and when the 

Head Coach of the U.S. Women’s National Team. 

Dorrance conducted four sessions and we filmed them all and edited them into 21 separate videos. 

These videos are available on our web site for $77. However, we are having a pre-season special 

where you can save over 40%... 

That’s right, for 3 days only you can claim these videos for just $47...and save $30. 

This special offer is not open to the public, but just to a few select subscribers to our email newsletters 

who have shown an interest in these videos in the past. 

Check out the information on the 21 videos below if you need a reminder, but remember, this offer 

lasts for just 3 days...it ends on Sunday at midnight. 

To grab these videos at the special price of $47, you must use this Discount Code when checking out 

AND click the "Apply" button: 

Discount Code - DORRANCE40$ 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Discover the secrets of how Anson 
Dorrance, one of US soccer’s most 

legendary coaches, achieved a 
93.4% winning average, won 20 out 
of 27 National Championships and 
led his team to win 92 games in a 

rOW 
Wow! if you want to learn from the greatest coach in ~JS soccer, 

you’ve come to the right place, Anson Dorrance is one of the 
biggest names in US soccer coaching, with a staggering 

winning record that is unlikely to ever be beaten, in this special 
2t part video series, Dorrance shows you the philosophy, 

training methods and driRs he’s used to create championship 



Dear Coach, 

When talking about the coaching achievements of Anson Dorrance there simply aren’t enough 

superlatives in the dictionary. Some of his records include winning 92 games in a row and winning 20 

of the 27 National Championships In addition, he won the Women’s World Cup at the first attempt and 

has won a prestigious list of coaching awards that cements his place as US soccer’s greatest ever 

coach. 

The North Carolina Way is a special series of 21 videos (almost 4 hours of footage) that gives you a 

virtual pitch side seat as Dorrance provides a masterclass in coaching He details the philosophies, 

coaching experiences and training methods that have made the Tar Heels the most dominant team in 

US college soccer history. Order and get instant access to all 21 videos. 

Divided into four sections, the videos cover drills for developing the lvl artist, attacking with speed 

drills inspired by Arsenal FC, German combinations and small-sided games and howto run a 

technical Olympics for quantifying the skills of your players and giving them the competitive fire to excel. 

Watching The North Carolina Way series will enable you to discover the secrets of arguably US 

college soccer’s most accomplished coach and insights you can use to take your own team on a 92 

game winning streak. 

"Gain the inside secrets of soccer’s most 
dominant program" 

Along with his outstanding winning record, Dorrance is famed for his ability to coach his players to 

hunger for the competitive edge. This comes from what he calls his ’Competitive Cauldron’, a scoring 

system through which players are graded every time they touch the ball in specific drills. That way 

Dorrance can build a report card for the season that holds players accountable for their performance. 

Taking such an analytical approach to soccer is something Dorrance has spoken about worldwide, 

including speeches to leading coaches in England. Whether or not you agree that a player’s ability can 

be judged based on a points system, there’s no question that Dorrance’s methods give his players a 

competitive fury in practice sessions and the ability to perform at the optimum level on game day 

Whether you coach recreational teams or players at the highest level, seeing how Dorrance harnesses 

his ’Competitve Cauldron’ to boost performance can provide valuable lessons you can apply to your 

own training sessions to give your players the winning instinct and extra edge on game day 



"Gain insights from a coach with a staggering 
winning record that is unlikely to ever be 

beaten" 



What’s covered in The North Carolina Way 21 
Part Video Series 

The North Carolina Way video set comprises of 21 videos divided between developing the lvl artist, 

attacking with speed, German combination play and technique Olympics. Filmed in front of a live 

audience, in each video Dorrance explains the philosophies, training methods and drills he utilizes to 

train his UNC teams to gain such a decisive competitive edge over their rivals. 

Developing the lvl Artist - 5 videos 

Dorrance runs through a series of lvl drills which he considers to be the foundation of the game and 

the best investment of the coach’s time. The drills are designed to develop the skill, mentality and 

competitive fire players will need to beat opponents, one on one, in real game situations. 

The drills include receiving flighted balls before beating the opposition and Dorrance’s patented 

’Bogeys in the Sky’ training drill. This harnesses progressive levels of difficulty and record keeping, and 

is one of Dorrance’s best tools for identifying his most valuable players and developing their ability to 

excel under pressure. 

Attacking with Speed - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a keen admirer of Arsenal’s Arsene Wenger and the attacking playing style he infuses 

into his teams. Many of the drills in these videos are those utilized by Arsenal to keep the ball moving 

up the pitch with speed. This includes drills for improving passing and movement, dragging the ball 

laterally around defenders, flick passes into space and how to beat closing defenders. 

Along with the technical skills, Dorrance explains how these drills will develop the tactical awareness 

and decision making players need to always keep the ball moving forwards. 

German Combinations and SSG -4 videos 

In this section Dorrance explains the fundamentals of using 5v2 mini games to improve ball control, 

movement off the ball, maintain possession and decision making In addition, the drills harness 

playmakers to change the focus of attacks and develop the players’ understanding of when to use one 

or two touches on the ball. 

A key part of Dorrance’s training philosophy is to develop the competitive edge in his players He 

achieves this through dividing small games between his front seven and the ’brick masons’ in defense 

who are encouraged to improve so they can play with the superior group In these videos, Dorrance 

explains his philosophy behind this controversial approach and why coaches should consider 

implementing his ’Competitive Cauldron’ in their own training sessions 

Technique Olympics - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a passionate believer in the importance of quantifying performance to stimulate 

competition This includes a fitness test players must pass at the start of the season if they want to be 

deemed worthy to play for the Tar Heels. 

In this series of videos, Dorrance explains how to improve and measure technique with drills which 

include receiving the ball in the air, a dribbling drill learned from George Best and two touch passing 

with speed. In addition, Dorrance shares his research into what defines an elite player and explains 

his tests for measuring technique. 

What you will gain from The North Carolina Way21 Part Video 
Series 

No other coach can boast of a winning percentage of 0.934 His methods and philosophy might be 

controversial, but nobody can deny the results Dorrance has gained on the soccer pitch. His players 



are imbued with a winning mentality that has seen his teams win 92 games in a row, with the Tar 

Heels women’s team winning 21 of 30 championships in the history of collegiate women’s soccer. So 

when Dorrance talks, you listen. 

From The North Carolina Way you will gain: 

A virtual pitch side seat as you watch Dorrance, one of the most legendary coaches in US 

soccer, demonstrate the philosophies, drills and training methods he uses to consistently 

create championship winning teams 

Exercises and guidance on how to develop the Ivl artist and the winning mentality for 

winning the confrontations that arise during a game 

Drills and small sided game for replicating Arsenal’s speed of play and always moving 

forward mentality 

Technical drills for honing and improving the technical abilities of your players 

A guide to how Dorrance utilizes combination play and small sided games modeled on the 

training of German Bundesliga teams to improve the passing and mental agility of his 

players 

How to create a ’Competition Cauldron’ on the training pitch that gives players an 

aggressive edge and will to win 

insights on what defines an elite player and how to measure technical ability 

Watching Dorrance in action is an education you simply cannot gain from reading a coaching manual. 

You will be able to see his coaching methods performed before your eyes, which have created some of 

the most successful teams in US soccer history. His philosophy on measuring technique, 

encouraging competitiveness between players and molding elite players can offer valuable insights to 

any coach, whether you coach recreational sides or teams at the highest level. 

And get this complimentary eBook with your 21 
videos 

Some coaches prefer books and some prefer videos for their coaching material. We will give you both 

We have created an eBook showing all the drills and exercises in the videos and it’s your FREE when 

you order the North Carolina Way 21~ part video series. So now you can look at a written description 

and easy-to-read diagrams while you follow along with the videos. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 21- 

part video series The Nort,~ Carolina Way With Anson Dorrance unless it achieves our exceptionally 

high standards However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the The North Carolina Way 

after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 



It’s often said before a big game against superior opposition that it’s still 11 against 11 This is a 

difficult speech to make when your team is about to face one of Dorrance’s sides. Their exceptional 

competitiveness, technical expertise and will to win has helped them to win 934% of their games and 

20 out of 30 National Championships. And let’s not forget that Dorrance also won the Women’s World 

Cup at his first attempt 

In this special series of 21 videos, Dorrance shares the training drills and philosophies that have 

enabled him to become one of the most successful soccer coaches of all time. The North Carolina 

Way enables you to sit back and watch from your virtual seat as one Dorrance reveals the secrets you 

can harness to turn your own players into a championship winning team. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. The North Carolina Way is a series of 21 videos featuring live coaching sessions with Anson 

Dorrance, one of the most legendary names in US soccer. His women’s collegiate sides have 

amassed some of the most incredible records in US soccer history, including 92 wins in a row and 

winning 21 or the 30 competitions they have entered. His philosophy and training methods can provide 

valuable insights to any coach on how to develop a championship winning side. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in the The North 

Carolina Way series after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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Developing the Complete Tactical Player 

Your players might have the technique, but do 
they have game intelligence? Discover how to 
fill the gap in youth training and improve the 

tactical knowledge and decision making of your 
players 

Dear Coach, 

There is a big problem in US soccer. Despite having more people actively playing soccer than any 

other country we still lag behind many other nations in the quality of the players we produce The 

reason? There is too much focus on skills development, excessive tournament play and a tendency to 

over coach. Whilst in theory this approach sounds sensible, it has led to the creation of highly drilled 

but robotic players that lack the tactical knowledge and decision making of other nations. In other 

words, too many players lack the game intelligence they need to reach an elite level. 

Developing the Complete Tactical Player: Coaching Soccer with Game Intelligence provides the 

perfect balance between theory and practice. Its two authors explain in exhaustive detail everything you 

need to know about the importance of game intelligence and howto develop it in your players. 

From the book you will gain a deeper understanding on the importance of tactical knowledge and 

decision making, and how it impacts the performance of your team. The book also provides over 50 

excellent activities for training different positions and areas of your team in game intelligence. 

Whether you coach youth teams, recreational sides or players at the highest level, this book is an 

essential addition to your coaching library for developing intelligence in your players and filling the gap 

in what is missing from traditional training. 



"To bridge the g~p i~ US soccer training, coaching tactic~ 
knowledge ~nd g~r~e i~te~ligence is of prime importance" 

It’s estimated that there are 24.5 million soccer players in the US, with 14 million under the age of 18 

According to FIFA there are more soccer players in the US than any other country, yet the US lags 

behind South American and Europe in the production of elite players. Many experts believe this is due 

to a gap in the training of tactical awareness and decision making in US soccer. 

Developing the Complete Tactical Player: Coaching Soccer with Game Intelligence first looks at 

how the US coaching system is hindering the development of game intelligence and why a profound 

change is needed in youth coaching 

Utilizing detailed diagrams, informative tables and charts, this unique book then provides an in-depth 

guide on how to develop game intelligence in players. From the first defender through to the attacking 

unit, this book looks at the key positions and how they can be trained to improve their decision making, 

response times and better tactical play of your team. 

a~a~ysis of soccer intelligence training by two 
experts o~ analysis based coaching" 

Developing the Complete Tactical Player: Coaching Soccer with Game Intelligence is the creation 

of two experts on analysis based coaching with an in-depth understanding of how players need to be 

trained to reach an elite level. 



This comprehensive book covers all aspects of howto coach soccer intelligence, from the theory and 

reasons why current training methods are failing through to an analysis of how it can be coached to key 

positions in the team utilizing 50 practical coaching exercises. 

Section A - Foundations for Developing Game Intelligence 

The book starts by explaining what is game intelligence and why it’s an important part of a player’s 

development The opening section also explains why tactical knowledge is the foundation for all game 

intelligence and provides a model for how it can be developed. 

Section B - How and What to Coach for game Intelligence 

The authors now analyze how and what to coach for developing game intelligence and how the 

coaches training style affects how well players learn and apply its principles. How players can develop 

deep tactical knowledge is another key area this chapter focuses on. 

Section C - Developing deep and flexible knowledge and anticipation in the defensive phase 

The book now looks at the key players in the defensive unit, first individually and then as a unit. Along 

with the theory and principles of coaching game intelligence to these players, the book provides 

practical training exercises for developing tactical knowledge and quick decision making 

Section D - Developing deep and flexible knowledge and anticipation in the attacking phase 

Quick and correct decision making are skills that can turn a talented player into an elite striker, able to 

make better use of the time and space they have available to create more scoring opportunities and 

goals on the scoresheet. This final section now looks at the key attacking positions individually before 

analyzing howto coach soccer intelligence to the attacking unit as a whole. 

Coach Rob Leather giving a team talk 



What you w~li gain from Developing Complete Tactical P~yer: Coaching 
Soccer w~th Game Intelligence 

If you’re ever stuck for ideas on how to change your strategy and formation to gain the advantage, this 

special set of books will provide you with all the answers you need Expertly written by David Platt, one 

of the biggest names of his era, the Howto Play Against and Beat series offers you a comprehensive 

playbook for exploiting and defeating the opposition’s formation. 

From these books you will gain: 

An enriched understanding of the profound need for change in 
youth coaching 
Awareness of the reasons why many players are tactically 
underdeveloped 
Recognition of the importance of improving tactical knowledge 
A series of training exercises for developing game intelligence in key 
players and team units as a whole 
Real life examples that demonstrate and explain the concepts of 
game intelligence in action 
The tools and knowledge to effectively plan and implement the 
development of tactical understanding and game intelligence in your 
players 
Give your players the tools and chance to developed from talented 
to elite players 
The exercises outlined will train your players to improve their 
attention, decision making, adaptability and application of their 
tactical knowledge 
Faster decision making will lead to a faster pace of play and the 
ability to tactically outwit the opposition 
A better understanding of your own coaching style and how it impacts the development of 

how your players read and react in game situations 

It’s a fact, despite the vastly superior numbers playing soccer from a young age, the U.S still lags 

behind South America and Europe in the development of elite world class players In this 

comprehensive book on game intelligence, the authors explain why, making this book an essential 

purchase for any coach struggling for ideas on howto take his players to the next level 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 
WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Developing the Complete Tactical Player. Coaching With Game Intelligence unless it achieves our 

exceptionally high standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of Beveloping the 

Complete Tactical Player: Coaching With Game Intelligence after six months then please contact us 

for a no quibbles refund. 



Ever since 1994 when the US hosted the World Cup, US coaches have strived to develop players able 

to compete on the world stage with those from Brazil, Italy, Spain and other leading nations. However, 

the US still lags behind in the production of world class players This book explains why and howthe 

US can catch up 

Coaching tactical knowledge and game intelligence can improve reaction times, decision making and 

give players the ability to develop from a technically gifted player into a world class one. Developing the 

Complete Tactical Player: Coaching Soccer with Game Intelligence provides you with a blueprint for 

howthis can be done. 

Whether you coach players in the U.S. or any other country in the world, this book is packed with a 

comprehensive analysis of coaching game intelligence that makes it a valuable addition to your 

coaching library. Its in-depth look at developing tactical awareness and faster reactions in players can 

provide you with valuable insights you can use to improve the tactical play of your team and to take your 

coaching knowledge to the next level. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P,S, Developing the Complete Tactical Player: Coaching Soccer with Game Intelligence is a special 

book that focuses on howto bridge the gap in youth coaching It shows you howto develop the quick 

decision making, fast responses and tactical knowledge that can take a player from being technically 

gifted into one able to play at an elite level 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Developing the 

Complete Tactical Player: Coaching Soccer with Game Intelligence after six months then we will 

refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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Press leads all Americans with 35 goals 

by Paul Kennedy 

[2013 IN REVIEW] Christen Press, who led the Swedish 
DamaUsvenskan in scoring with 23 goals for second-place Tyreso, 

led all American women v~th 35 goals in all competitions in 2013. 
The top five goal scorers all played for the U.S. women’s national 

team in 2013....Read the whole story 

Altidore’s Sunderland continues recovery 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Jozy AItidore went the distance for 

Sunderland for the first time in three weeks as the Black Cats 

rallied from t~,vo goals down to tie Cardiff City, 2-2, and extend 
their unbeaten streak in all competitions to five games. West 

Virginia-born teenager Gboly Ariyibi debuted for Leeds in its 2-1 

loss at Nottingham Forest in the League Championship .... Read the 
whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"I’ve always loved futbol for what it is. You have ups, 

downs; you have hard moments; you have good 
moments; you have bad moments. Everyone says, 

’What happened with the PK?’ l’m just happy fve got 

a good house. There are people with diseases. 

There are people dying from cancer. Man, l’m 

blessed, rd rather miss a PK than be dying or be in 
a struggling moment, you know?" 

-- Sebastian Velasquez, Real Salt Lake’s 22-year-old 
midfielder, on seeing his penalty kick, which would 

have settled the tiebreaker, saved during the MLS 

Cup shootout in which Sporting Kansas City 

ultimately prevailed. (GreenviUe News) 



Eight Americans suit up for Tijuana 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABOARD] Tijuana gives a new meaning to the word 

"Amerijuana." Xolos rallied from three ~Joals down after 52 minutes 

to tie Club America, 3-3, in a friendly game played Saturday for 
which they suited up eight Americans. Herculez Gomez came off 
the bench to set up the tying goal in the match that drew a 

sellout crowd of 25,000 at StubHub Center in Carson, Calif. The 
youngest was 17-year-old Fernando David Arce, who was born in 

San Diego and is the son of Tijuana midfielder Fernando Arce. 

...Read the whole story 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] Schedules are set for three of the four preseason 
tournaments -- Carolina Challenge Cup, Rose City Invitational and FC 

Tucson Desert Diamond Cup -- that will serve as the final tests for 

MLS teams before they open the 2014 season on March 8. Players 

will report for preseason training in late January, and many teams 
will set up camps at preseason hubs in Bradenton, Fla., and 

Tucson~ Ariz. For the 2014 MLS preseason schedule .... Read the 
whole story 

The Best Own Goals of" 2013 
by Samuel Charles, Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] There were too many fantastic own 

goals in 2013 to honor just one of them, so we deliver our seven 
favorites of the year....Read the whole story 

Sweet Futsal Goal From Spain 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Jorge Matamoros puRs off a 
no-look, back-heel lob of the keeper in this fine 
futsal highlight....More 

1. Howard’s Boxing Day nightmare 

2. Dempsey wants to get in top form 

3. Tab Ramos: ’We’re in a great place with 
room to grow’ (Part 1) 

4, Soccer on TV 

5, What They’re Saying 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~in receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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but featured lots of goals. 
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The close of the calendar year is upon us and 
reflection is in the air. TDS takes a look back 
at some of the best articles from 2013. 
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Day three of the Disney Boys Soccer 
Showcase went underway on Sunday, as the 
championship edges closer, and plenty of 
teams vying for a spot for glor~ 
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DID YOU SEE? 

You may remember Cal FC 
as the amateur team that 
beat the Portland Timbers in 
2012. They are at it again. 

I don’t know how else to 
present this other than to 
say that Alexi Lalas was in 
an OIsen Twins movie. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Tab Ramos: ’We’re in a great place with room to grow’ (Part 1 ) 

Monday, Dec. 30,2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Tab Ramos: ’We’re in a great place with room to 
grow’ (Part 1) 
interview by Mike Woitalla 

Last month, the U.S. Soccer Federation named Tab Ramos its Youth Technical Director, replacing Claudio 

Reyna, who left for MLS expansion club New York City FC in May. Ramos, also an assistant to Jurgen 

Klinsmann with the full national team, will continue as U-20 men’s national team head coach. We spoke to 

Ramos, who in December was selected to the USA’s All-Time National Team Best XI, about his expanded role 

with the Federation. 

SOCCER AMERICA: You were surely a top candidate for an MLS head=coaching job. Why did you opt for U.S. 

Soccer’s Youth Technical Director position? 

TAB RAMOS: I’ve been with the program a long time. 2014 will be my 32nd year of wearing the crest on and off in different 

ways. For the last six-seven years I’ve been assistant coach to head coach, to helping Jurgen with the first team for the last 

two years. 

I thought I would be the right person to take on the challenge of youth soccer - having had the experience of coaching at all 

age groups for the last 10 years [with New Jersey youth club NJSA 04]. 

There were opportunities of going to MLS but once U.S. Soccer decided that they wanted me in this role and keep head 

coaching the U-20s, it was a very easy decision. Having Jurgen [Klinsmann] and U.S. Soccer’s support, I would not want to be 

anywhere else. 

SA: What does the position entail ... 

TAB RAMOS: I work very closely with Jurgen. With Jurgen having a World Cup year, it’s a little more difficult for him to be 

involved in the day-to-day of the entire program. The youth part of it is a lot easier for me. 

Beginning with the youth national teams - the top priority would be to organize and integrate all the teams as we’ve done with 

the U-20 national team falling under the senior national team, and with the U-18s, with Javier [Perez] and the U-20 national 

team. And pass that down to the 17s and 15s and 14s. And decide if we want to make a U-16 team, which currently exists 

but in some between way, just having some camps, in order to prepare the next U-18 team, which eventually becomes the U- 

20 cycle. 

I’m working closely with Tony Lepore and the Development Academy and see how we can continue to improve the 

Development Academy and provide resources so it can continue to grow and put more players on the national team.... And 

helping out Director of Coaching Education Dave Chesler .... There’s a lot of work to do in my position in general. 

SA: How important is it that the various national teams are coached in the same manner and play the same way? 

TAB RAMOS: I’m coming into this position where the coaches are already in place. One of the things we don’t want to do in 

general is tell anyone how to coach. Everybody coaches a little bit differently and at every age group you have different types 

of talented players, so you can’t possibly play exactly the same. 

Now, there’s a certain way that we’ve been doing things for the last maybe year and a half, and one of the things that I did and 

one of the things that I certainly want to pass down - and what I addressed to the Development Academy coaches -- is that 

we are looking for players who are comfortable on the ball. It doesn’t have to be players who are specifically great in any one 

position, but players who can adapt to positions because they are comfortable on the ball. 

It begins there. The rest of it will be little steps at a time. 

But I don’t see it getting to a point where we dictate exactly how everyone has to play. It would be difficult to coach that way 

because not all the groups are the same. 

SA: The last few years have seen an ambitious expansion of the Federation’s youth programs, with the 

Development Academy, Training Centers, Technical Advisors and a network of t 00 scouts ... 

TAB RAMOS: This is the great thing. Sometimes when somebody is put in the position like mine, most people tend to think 

they need to immediately try and change everything - but what’s important is to recognize there have been some great things 



that have been done. 

There have been great things done by Claudio Reyna, including the Curriculum. The Development Academy - it’s 

unprecedented worldwide. There’s no one else that does what we do. 

I think we’re in a great place. We certainly have a lot of room to grow ... The Development Academy is still relatively new. The 

organization and what Tony Lepore has done with the Development Academy is unprecedented and we have to continue to 

provide resources for it to continue to grow and become better and better. 

SA: There have been some vehement complaints from clubs that aren’t part of the Academy, particularly that their 

players are shut out of the national team program or steered to Academy clubs by national team staff ... 

TAB RAMOS: Look, all the best players will get a shot at the national team regardless of where they play. I believe that we’re 

very lucky to have the Development Academy because we force them to train a minimum of four days a week. We are 

managing their game schedule. We’re making sure that they’re not playing in too many games and have a good practice-to- 

game ratio. We’re taking care of a lot of the things that are important in general in world soccer. 

I think a player who comes to the Development Academy has a great advantage in terms of moving on to the national team 

because he’s already familiar with working under a specific practice plan, a specific periodization within his team. Working 

basically the same way he’d be working with the national team or a professional team. 

I don’t want to say that every single academy in the country is doing a perfect job= And I also don’t want to say that outside 

the Academy there aren’t coaches who m~n’t perfectly capable of running their teams. Or running their teams just like an 

Academy team would be run. 

But for the most part, when you look at numbers in general, the Development Academy is a great place to be. And the best 

place to be. And we do encourage all the players nationwide to be in an Academy club. 

That’s not to say there aren’t some clubs who are also doing a great job and who we would want to consider down the road for 

being in the Academy. 

In Part 2 of our interview, Ramos discusses his work with Jurgen Klinsmann, the high school vs. club controversy, young 
Ametfcans goit~g abroad, and the 2013 performances of the U.S. U-17 team. 

(Mike Woi~alla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tin7 Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer Americ;~ on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blog. 
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<anson@emaAl.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <duca ,~)unc.edu>; ronnie.hill@anderbilt.edu; heather.henson@belmont.edu; 
kyle.roelke@behnont.edu; travis.fravel@behnont.edu; eradwa~@clelnson.edu; jefelyr@clemson.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; shome@elon.edu; 

bria~lee@lsu.edu; serafy gw@mercer.edu; neilmc@athletics.msstate.edu; mnanners@athletics.mss~ate.edu; 
myranda@athletics.mss~ate.edu; betla.acreman@murraystate.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; acromwell@athletics.ucf.edu; 

chale@athletics.ucf.edu; joNipsilz@ulcy.edu; mrayn2@uk3~.edu; aamn.rodgers@uky.edu; mmott~olemiss.edu; rfletche@olemiss.edu; 

rthomps3@olemiss.edu; bdrewrey@olemiss.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; mcasey@unca.edu; linda.hamilton@unf.edu; 

morgan.church@mff.edu; m.schneider@unf.edu; smithsa7@gwm.sc.edu; COSGRIFF@gwm.sc.edu; SmithJR5@gwm.sc.edu; 

dschilte@admin.usl~edu; chrisbrown@admin.ustledu; ATH~SOCl@admin.usf.edu; kiahab@wottbrd.edu; Iianklyn.davies@amnu.edu; 

morganll@appstate.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; richtka@aubum.edu; kzm0001@aubum.edu; AMB0023@aubum.edu; 

tx~olek@apsu.edu; nsmith@b~.edu; clarkt@cmnpbell.edu; t?anklinl@campbell.edu; ~ftbalIga@campbell.edu; gevm~s@centena~.edu; 

tammy.decesaxe7@gmail.com; tdecesar@coastal.edu; michnercm@coI~.edu; jack~mll@cofc.edu; mcnamarak@cofc.edu; 

donnenmrth@ecu.edu; stgeorges@ecu.edu; cherryjas@ecu.edu; hensonha@mail.etsu.edu; lxtooley@fau.edu; krmounce@gardner- 

webb.edu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; lindseyvanderspiegel@geolgiasouthem.edu; bdunlea~)~@georgiasouthem.edu; 

niji.olagbegi@jsums.edu; bcophmn@ju.edu; edade@u.edu; korr2@jacksonville.edu; glong2@ju.edu; jmireland@maAl.lipscomb.edu; 

ksheny~ @latech.edu; agrhoden@mtsu.edu; scm~elo@mvsu.edu; j.groves@Inoreheadstate.edu; w.lipka@moreheadstate.edu; 

djlar~moreheadstate.edu; tbugariu@scsu.edu; sbums@scsu.edu; jorlowsk@stetson.edu; pharbin@uab.edu; scom’ieland@louisiana.edu; 

Id’erguson@louis~’ille.edu; lindsay.basalyga@eku.edu; rpsavoie01@yahoo.com; Jmitchell@socce~rnail.com; lamb@ulm.edu; 

DBrizard@tntech.edu; bob.winch@citadel.edu; chrisbentley@troy.edu; cscanlan@troy.edu; sselby@ia.ua.edu; fbdelgado@ualr.edu; 

clmcnaughton@ualr.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlanel3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; mmforcuc@uncc.edu; 
smnugent@uncg.edu; jlcorti@uncg.edu; smdavi~@uncg.edu; caimeyp@uncw.edu; bamesm@uncw.edu; elovaa~am@uncw.edu; 

mvarg@usouthal.edu; scott.ebke@usm.edu; holly.cox@usm.edu; megan.forester@usm.edu; jkirt@utk.edu; bpenskyl@utk.edu; jd- 

kyze@utc.edu; cpenn@utm.edu; pmcnamal @utm.edu; lmarcoui@utm.edu; tcherman@email.wcu.edu; millerc@emaJd.wcu.edu; 

ja~n.neidell@wku.edu; heinzm@winthrop.edu; rodriguez~3@winthrop.edu; eterrill@csuniv.edu; t~it~@finarion.edu; 

BHeembrock@fmarion.edu; athdam@langate.gsu.edu; bfontain@highpoint.edu; ldbnto~n@highpoint.edu; mbegd@highpoint.edu; 

davis(a)jsu.edu; atsmf@~jsu.edu; kristen.fillmore@nicholls.edu; dylan.harrison@nicholls.edu; bhombuckle@selu.edu; tbramble@ia.ua.edu; 

BamaSocce@ia.ua.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; tclowney@ia.ua.edu; ged.oconno@saintleo.edu; annie.hmnel@so~ntleo.edu; 

GLUCEY@UT.EDU; chestnut@fiu.edu; kschmed@fiu.edu; iponyeado@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; 

browncn@brevard.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; pfriend@catawba.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; dwaintra@catawba.edu; 

phelpm@chowan.edu; bell@chowan.edu; elem@guilford.edu; wsocce@guilford.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whilingn@lmc.edu; 

blewitta@lr.edu; smnantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; l, anille@mhc.edu; smithp@meredith.edu; riggsash@mereditla.edu; 

bbiancu@ncwc.edu; lkjenkins@peace.edu; Elijah.Denton@fsmail.pfeiffer.edu; talbertk~queens.edu; tumblome@queens.edu; 
decesare@queens.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; lars.m~ders~n@uncp.edu; pauline.priviter~r@uncp.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; 

s.rahko@wingate.edu 

Mike McHugh Disney 2015 Class Player Recommendations 

Coaches - I have two players that I recommend you look at for the class of 20:15. They both played with my U20’s in the W20 
league last summer and will play with us again this year. They play for PA Classics and will be at Disney this week. 
Riley Curtin #~0 - quick attacking player / goal scorer / I see her as a wide attacking player at the college level / I played her as an 
outside mid in a 4-4-2 or one of the strikers and as a wide attacking player in a 4-3-3 
Dahlia Chroscinski #3 - ball winner, 5’10" and possibly still growing with tall parents, versatile player that I used as a central 
defender in a 3-4-3, center back in a 4-4-2, holding mid. 
Both are great kids / very coachable. They go to Hershey High School where both of my daughters played and I have seen these 
girls consistently for five years and they have trained with me, guest played for my 20~3 team and played with the W20’s last 
summer. 

Game schedule: PA Classics 
December 31st: @ 6:30pm vs. SOCA Elite on field EWWS #16 

January 1st: @ 3:30pm vs. Jersey United Spartans on field ATRP #3 

January 2nd: 2 4:30pm vs. North Carolina Alliance on field ATRP #3 

Travel safe and I hope you get a chance to see these two players. 

Thank you 

Michael McHugh 

LDC United 

www.ldcunited.com 

717-805-4085 
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Ane~ka Could Face Five=Game Ban for ’Reverse Nazi Salute’ 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

West Brem striker Nioolas Anelka is under investigation by the English FA for his controversial 

celebration against West Ham United at Upton Park on Saturday. The Frenchman used a gesture called the 

quene!le, which is described by some as being a ’reverse Nazi salute,’ after scoring the first of his two goals in the 

3-3 draw. 

After the game, the 34-year-old insisted that the gesture was done in "special dedication to my comedian friend 

Dieudonn~." According to the Guardian, the comedian, who uses the salute during his performances, is known to 

be anti-Semitic. If found guilty, Anelka could be banned for up to five games under the FA’s anti-discriminatory 

rules. 

Meanwhile, Hammers boss Sam Allardyce knows that he could be fired after the home draw left his team in 19th- 

place heading into the New Year. "What will be, will be," Allardyce said when told he is now the bookmaker’s favorite 

to be the next Premier League manager to lose his job. "In my defense, we’ve had six or seven players out injured 

for weeks. Ill had them all playing we’d probably be around 10th." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Report: PSG to Launch Massive Messi Bid 
Daily Mail 

Paris Saint-Germain could be set to test Lionel Messi’s commitment to Barcelona as Le Parisien reports that the 

super-rich Ligue 1 club is preparing a world record 210 million pound ($346 million) bid for the Argentina captain, a 

fee that would nearly triple the current world record transfer set by Real Madrid’s Gareth Bale last summer. Earlier 

this month, Messi publicly challenged Barca VP Javier Faus, prompting rumors that he could be seeking an exit 

from the club that has nurtured him since he was a teen. 

- Read the whole story... 

Wenger Praises Gunners Ability to Win U.q~y 
Independent 

Arsene Wenger praised Arsenal’s "resilience" after his team came away from St. James’ Park on Sunday with all 

three points in a narrow 1-0 win over Newcastle, which left the Gunners top of the Premier League standings 

heading into the New Year. A 65th-minute header from Olivier Giroud was all that separated the sides in what was 

a decidedly tetchy battle from start to finish. After the game, Wenger praised his team’s versatility for being able to 

win a physical and mentally exhausting game. 

’qn the last 15 minutes we showed another aspect of our team, resilience and fight and we threw our bodies in the 

box," the French tactician said. "We showed a lot of resilience. You have seen today a technical aspect of our team 

that was quite good and also a mental aspect that was needed in a game of that stature. There is something in the 

team that is special on that front. On the mental front, where we have been questioned many times, we have shown 

that at West Ham and again today, it was backs to the walls in the last 15 minutes. There is a great solidarity and a 

great spirit in the side." 

Meanwhile, Wenger’s counterpart Alan Pardew was less than impressed with the quality of the refereeing from Lee 

Probert. "In terms of the breaks of the decisions, I don’t want to say the referee had a poor game but sometimes he 

sees those calls and they go your way and sometimes they don’t," the Newcastle boss said regarding Probert’s 

decision not to award a foul on Vernon Anita prior to the play leading up to Giroud’s goal. "At Stoke we had all the 

calls go our way and today perhaps we were on the other side of it. The margins are so fine. If we can stay like that 

against the top teams all year I will be relatively happy because I think we will win three or four of them." 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho Accuses Suarez of Diving 
BBC Sport 

Chelsea boss Jose Mourinho believes that Luis Suarez should have received a yellow card for diving in the 



penalty box during the Blues’ 2-1 win against Liverpool at Stamford Bridge on Sunday. The Uruguayan was chasing 

Cesar AzpHicueta, who had won the bail, when his progress appeared to be impeded by a Samue~ Eto’o 

challenge. The incident occurred in the closing stages of the game with Chelsea leading 2-1 on the back of first-half 

goals from Eden Hazard and Eto’o after Reds defender Martin Skrtel had opened the scoring in the 4th minute. 

"It is not a tackle," Mourinho said of Eto’o’s challenge on Suarez. "Suarez lost the duel with Azpilicueta, who has the 

ball and is leaving the box," said Mourinho. "Now he is doing an acrobatic swimming pool jump to try to get a 

penalty." The Portuguese added: ’Tm not English or British but I feel I have also responsibility in defending some 

values in this football. One of the things that we have good is that we don’t like people with simulations." 

Mourinho went on to applaud both Suarez and Liverpool manager Brendan Rodgers for the apparent change in 

the player’s behavior, which in the past led to a series of lengthy bans. Nevertheless, the former Real Madrid coach 

said: "But when the situation is like this and you are losing comes the nature of the player. The wild nature of the 

player or the cultural nature of the player. And culturally people from that area, they like it [diving]. But it is not only 

that area. There is also a corner in Europe that I belong to where they also like it." 

Rodgers, meanwhile, believes that match-winner Eto’o should have been sent off for the 3rd-minute challenge on 

Jordan Henderson that led to the free kick from which Skrtel scored. "He [Eto’o] should’ve been sent off," said 

Rodgers. "1 know we scored from it, but that was a wild challenge, where he’s raked down his knee and down his 

shin and didn’t even get a yellow card."’ 

- Read the whole story... 

Solsk.iaer for Cardiff Job? 
Guardian 

Cardiff City owner Vincent Tan finally fired Malky Mackay on Friday prior to the Welsh club’s home match against 

Sunderland on Saturday, leaving Mackay’s former assistant David Kerslake in charge for the game, which ended 

2-2. Afterward, Tan’s Turkish chairman Mehmet Da~man hinted that former Manchester United striker Ole Gunnar 

So~skjaer could be the frontrunner for the vacant head-coaching job, although the Guardian insists that the Molde 

coach is not interested. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Boateng Hospitalized After Assault 
Goal corn 

Schalke and Ghana midfielder Kevin-Prince Boateng has been hospitalized after suffering an attack on 

Christmas Day. The 26-year-old has injuries to his ribs, back and neck after a physical altercation in Kaarst, a town 

outside of Dusseldorf, according to the GoaLcom report. 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Hannover Fires Slomka 
ESPN FC 

USA international Steve Cherundo~o’s Hannover on Friday fired long-serving coach Mirko Slomka for the club’s 

miserable first half of the season. At the Bundesliga’s winter break, Hannover is just four points above the 

relegation zone, having lost all eight of its away games. The club expects to appoint a new coach in the next few 

days, citing former Stuttgart coach Bruno Labbadia, former Hamburg coach Thorsten Fink and former Nurnberg 

coach Michae~ Wiesinger as potential replacements. 

- Read the whole sto[y._ 
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MLS Positional Rankings: top attacking midfielder 
Morales gets goals as well as assists 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Attacking midfielder includes those players recognized as true No. 10s, such as Real Salt Lake’s Javier Morales 

and Portland’s Diego Valeri, but can also list other types. 

Mauro Rosales played mostly on the right for Seattle, but his propensity to cut inside rather than stick to the flank gives him 

the look of an attacking midfielder. Graham Zusi is included in this category as well for he is a catalyst no matter if he plays 

wide in midfield, in the center, or as a winger up top. 

Best of MLS 2013: 

Goalkeepers: Donovan Ricketts 

Right Backs:Sheanon Williams 

Right Centerbacks: Jamison Olave 

Left Centerbacks: Jose Goncalves 

Left Backs: Seth Sinovic 

Right Midfielders: Sebastien Le Toux 

Holding Midfielders: Kyle Beckerman 

Central Midfielders:Will Johnson 

Left Midfielders: Die.qo F&qundez 

The physical nature of MLS often requires attacking mids to, as the term implies, attack rather than sit deeper and serve balls 

a la Carlos Valderrama, the quintessential No. 10 of past eras. In their best years, David Ferreira and Dwayne De Rosario 

were prototypical MLS attacking midfielders who looked to shoot as well as pass. 

Rankings are based on performances in MLS regular-season and playoff games. 

SA’s Top 10 MLS Attacking Midfielders (2013) 

1. (5) Javier Morales (Real Salt Lake) 

2. (-) Diego Valeri (Portland Timbers) 

3. (NR) Tim Cahill (New York Red Bulls) 



4. (10") Federico Higuain (Columbus Crew) 

5. (1) Graham Zusi (Sporting Kansas City) 

6. (6) Felipe (Montreal Impact) 

7. (-) Dillon Powers (Colorado Rapids) 

8. (3) Mauro Rosales (Seattle Sounders) 

9. (7) David Ferreira (FC Dallas) 

10. (6**) Joel Lindpere (Chicago Fire) 

Note: In parentheses 2012 ranking of all left midfielders. 

NR=not ranked in 2012; -=not in MLS in 2012. *ranked as forward in 2012. **ranked as left midfielder in 2012. 

Long regarded as one of the league’s top playmakers, Morales dished out 10 assists -- only three players had more -- and he 

also scored eight goals in different ways: by converting penalties, by heading home crosses, by starting and finishing 

sequences, and against Portland, by nailing an overhead kick. He was the only player to notch three postseason assists and in 

the MLS Cup shootout converted RSL’s do-or-die, fifth kick to force extra rounds. 

An adductor injury hobbled Valeri during the playoffs and that was enough of an edge for RSL to oust Portland in the 

conference finals; otherwise, Valeri was nearly impossible to contain. He won Newcomer of the Year honors while leading the 

league with 13 assists and also scored 10 goals -- only one of them a penalty kick -- as the transformed Timbers won the 

regular-season conference title. 

Tim Cahill attacks the goal like the forward he has been at times in his career -- he led New York with 11 goals -- and his 

aggression, instincts, and power in the air are tailor-made for MLS. Federico I-liguain’s elegant, effective play superseded a 

poor season for the Crew. Playing in the hole behind either one or two strikers, he scored 11 goals -- second on the team -- 

and led the team in assists with nine (nobody else had more than four). National team duties drained Graham Zusi of some 

energy during the regular season, during which he scored six goals and registered eight assists while playing in midfield and 

out on the wing. He upped his game a notch in the playoffs as SKC captured its second MLS Cup. Felipe put up nearly 

identical stats (five goals, eight assists) in a very different season; Montreal faded badly after a great start and succumbed 

meekly to Houston in the wild-card game. 

Dillon Powers popped up in various spots as injuries riddled the Colorado lineup, and his numbers (five goals, six assists) 

and dynamic displays regardless of position earned him MLS Rookie of the Year honors. A start-and-stop season for Mauro 

Rosales prompted a postseason trade to Chivas USA and though his aching legs will be happier on grass, can he better his 

totals of four goals and eight assists? If, as suspected, he’s lost a step, is a dysfunctional cellar-dweller the place to find it? 

MVP in 2010, David Ferreira tallied three goals and seven assists in a frustratingly futile effort to reclaim his best form and left 

the team at the end of the season. Joel Lindpere floated among positions as the lineup changed and he led the Fire with eight 

assists. 

SA’s Best Attacking Midfielders (1996-2013) 

2013 Javier Morales 

2012 Graham Zusi 

2011 Dwayne De Rosario 

2010 Sebastien Le Toux 

2009 Dwayne De Rosario 

2008 Javier Morales 

2007 Steve Ralston 

2006 Christian Gomez 

2005 Dwayne De Rosario 

2004 Amado Guevara 

2003 Preki 

2002 Andy Williams 

2001 Preki 

2000 Peter Nowak 

1999 Jaime Moreno 

1998 Marco Etcheverry 



1997 Preki 

1996 Marco Etcheverry 
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Despite Sunderland slump, Altidore leads all U.S. scorers 

by Paul Kennedy 

[2013 114 REVIEW] Jozy Aitidore finds himself in a massive slump at 
Sunderland -- one goal in 17 English Premier League games and 

several bad misses in recent games -- but he stiU ranks as the top 

U.S. men’s scorer in all competitions in 2013 ahead of Mike Magee 
and Aron Johannsson .... Read the whole story 

Boateng assaulted, goals for Gyan and Adomah 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COU14TDOW14: Ghana] Ghanaian Kevin-Prince 
Boateng was attacked by an unidentified man on the street of 

Kaarst in Germany and later treated at a hospital on Christmas Day. 

The holidays were kinder for Asamoah Gyan, who scored his 

|eague-leading 15th goal in 12 games in the United Arab Emirates, 
and winger Albert Adomah, who scored his ninth goal of the season 

for English League Championship team Middlesbrough .... Read the 
whole story 

Rosell plays for Catalonia Xl 
by Soccer America 

[I14TER14ATIO14AL FRIE14DLIES] Second-year Sporting Kansas City 
midfielder Oriol RoseR played for CataLonia in its annual holiday 
fhendly game, a 4-i win over Cape Verde Islands in Barcelona on 
Tuesday. Rosell, 21, is a product of the Barcelona youth system. 
Eight current BaFca players -- including Spanish inteFnationa[s 
Gerard Pique, JoFdi Aiba, SeFgio Busquets and Cesc FabFegas -- 
played for Catalonia, while aU four goals were scored by former 
Barca players -- SeFgiO Garda (two), Bojan KFkic and Oriol RieFa. 
...Read the whole story 

Tottenham set to face Sounders and Fire 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The Seattle Sounders will host Tottenham on July 19 

in a meeting of CUnt Dempsey’s current MLS club and former 
EngUsh Premier League club. The game wiU be part of Spurs’ U.S. 

tour that will also include a match against the Chicago Fire a week 

Later at Toyota Park....Read the whole story 

Top 5 Video Clips of 2013 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICKS: Year in Review] As our faithful readers well know, 
each Soccer America Daily e-letter features a Video Pick. As we 

bid farewell to 2013, we bring you the top clips of the past year 

based on viewership figures and entertainment value, pared down 

by various categories .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It would be stupid not to think about it, above all 

looking at the standings." 

-- Attetico Madrid coach Diego Simeone believes 

his team can end Real Madrid and Barcelona’s 

decade-long stranglehold on La Liga this season. 

Atietico Madrid is tied at the top of the standings 

on 46 points with Barcelona, which has a slightly 

better goal difference. Real Madrid is five points 

behind the leaders. [Reuters) 

~o Tab Ramos: ’We’re in a great place with 
room to grow’ (Part 1) 

2~ Eight Americans suit up for Tijuana 

3~ Press leads all Americans with 35 goals 

4, Altidore’s Sunderland continues recovew 

Soccer on TV 
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Tab Ramos: Connecting the National Teams (Part 
2) 
Interview by Mike Woitalla 

U.S. Hall of Famer Tab Ramos’ run with the U.S. national team program dates back to playing at the 1983 U-20 

World Cup as a 16-year-old. Last year he coached at the U-20 World Cup, assisted with the full national team, 

and in November became U.S. Soccer’s new Youth Technical Director. In Part 2 of our interview we continue our 

discussion about the U.S. youth soccer landscape and his work with Jurgen Klinsmann. 

SOCCER AMERICA: What role do you play when you assist with the full national team? 

TAB RAMOS: When I’m with Jurgen, I basically do whatever is needed of me. I’m there as an assistant coach, whether that 
means setting up cones for the session or scouting an opposing team. 

What I always take from the camps with the first team, and this is something -- one of the reasons Jurgen has me around -- is 

to see how they work so I can carry it on to the younger team .... How the presentations are made to the first team when you 

have a game coming up. Howthe presentation of the scouting of the opposing team is made to the players. 

I obviously have my technical opinions when I’m with the first team because Jurgen as a head coach, like every other good 

head coach, will listen to all the different opinions, and at the end he decides what we do and don’t do. 

Sometimes the more opinions you have around you the better, so I’m there as another voice to help in anyway I can. 

SA: On the youth national team front, the U-17s, under Coach Richie Williams, ended the year on a high note by 

beating England, 5-1, and Brazil, 4-1, to lift the Nike International Friendlies ... 

TAB RAMOS: I thought it was excellent. I think there’s a lot of talent on the team. Richie’s doing a great job with the players 

he has. This group may be a little more talented than the last group he had. 

SA: The previous group, also under Williams, failed to qualify for the U-17 World Cup for the first time in history ... 

TAB RAMOS: U.S. Soccer obviously wants all our teams to qualify. But we also have to see how they work. If the work done 

is good work and if the players are getting better -- and in the end it comes down to one game you have to win or lose, 

sometimes you’re going to lose that game, because in one game anything can happen. And if we happen not to qualify, we 

have to deal with that. It’s not the end of the world for us. 



We’re fully confident Richie is doing a good job. The new team that he has is very talented. There are players we believe will 

be in the U.S. program for a long time. 

In general, from the U-17s only four or five players move up to the U-20 team. So it’s a very small number. Hopefully with this 

group there will be more players for the U-20 cycle. 

SA: What’s your opinion on the increasing amount of America teens moving abroad at a young age? 

TAB RAMOS: I think it’s a positive. When I look at the last U-20 cycle, we had very few players who had already been 

overseas. On this new U-20 cycle, there are many of them. 

It’s positive because going overseas not only gets you on an 11-month rigid training environment, mentally the players have to 

adapt - to a new culture, perhaps a new language, and everything else. It makes them stronger mentally and helps them 

develop more as players. 

SA: When the U.S. Soccer Development Academy moved to a 10-month schedule, it eliminated high school ball for its 
players and the controversy was picked up by even the mainstream media. Now that it’s been in place for more than a 
year does it still seem like the right move to make kids decide between club and high school? 

TAB RAMOS: Sometimes when you make those types of decisions, they don’t necessarily go down smoothly. 

We did the right thing for the players. There’s no question that high school soccer around the country is not always coached by 

qualified coaches. Most of them don’t even have coaching licenses to coach high school. At least, that’s the case in New 

Jersey. 

And I always have to have a disclaimer, because you end up getting e-mails from coaches who are qualified. There are some 

who are qualified, but it’s such a small number compared to the coaches who are not -- so I believe we did the right thing for 

the players. 

For example, I can tell you my son was a senior last year and he had played on the high school team. His senior year he 

couldn’t play because he was on the Academy club and he was the first one to say: "I’m glad I’m just playing Academy soccer 

for 10 months. 

Not that every player reacted that same way, but I think most of them did. I think most of them were happy to play in a good 

training environment with a good coach rather than playing high school. 

SA: Eliminating the high school factor must certainly simplify the players’ schedule. It seems that Academy players 
might have a less hectic schedule than non-Academy players? 

TAB RAMOS: It’s an easy schedule. When you walk into the Development Academy’s first training session in August, you 

know your game schedule all the way until June of next year. You’ll know your practice schedule until the June of next year. 

That’s a lot easier to manage. That’s just on the organizational side. Then you have to deal with the physical side, which in the 

fall, at least on East Coast -- if you’re doing high school and club at the same time, you have to fit in 20-22 games at the same 

time .... You’re playing Saturday, Tuesday, Thursday, and you have to fit in Academy training on a Sunday to be with your 

team and it’s crazy. 

This way there’s usually one game on the weekend. You have your four or five trainings sessions during the week. And when 

you go to school you focus on school. 

Part of the debate a little bit is without high school you’re losing the fun of playing on your high school team. That I understand. 

And there’s nothing we can do about it. It is fun playing on your high school team. I’m not saying the Academy is not fun, 

because it is -- but playing with your classmates is a little bit of a different and we lose that. 



SA: The Academy launched a U-14 league in 2013. How do you see that impact of that? 

TAB RAMOS: It was something we’ve been waiting for. The younger the better. I think it’s been incredibly successful. It’s a 

great start. We’ve included clubs that don’t have the older Academy age group teams, which enables it to be more regional 

and requires less travel for the younger players. Now it’s a matter of continuing to grow and provide more resources. Later 

we’ll reassess whether to grow to an extra age group. Not necessarily to 12s. Currently, we have 18, 16, 14. Do we want to 

think about possibly having 19, 17, 15, 13? At this point, we’re in a good place but there may be another age group coming. 

Read Part 1 of the Tab Ramos interview ’We’re in a great place with room to grow’ HERE. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun. com.) 
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Don’t Have a GK Coach’? See How to Train the GK With Your Team 

integrating your goalkeeper into soccer team 
training sessions will improve team chemistry, 

strengthen the cohesion between the goalkeeper 
and outfield and train your defense to concede 

fewer goals 

Finally, it’s here! Your comprehensive guide on how to manage soccer 
team training sessions so you can fully integrate your goalkeeper and 

so~ve the ’goalkeeper dilemma’, No longer will they be left to train on their 
own or with a specialist coach because Team Training the Goalkeeper 
details more than 40 different team training exercises you can use to 

include the goalkeeper so you can build a stronger team strategy and a 
tighter defense. 

Dear Coach, 

In too many soccer training sessions goalkeepers are marginalized. Whether it’s due to lack of 

manpower, resources or equipment, goalkeepers are often left in their own corner of the pitch to warm- 

up and train on their own or with a specialist coach. Whilst the goalkeeper has a unique skill set, 

leaving them to train separately can isolate them from other players and there might be gaps in your 

team’s organization that will go unnoticed until they are revealed in real games 

There are many benefits to integrating goalkeepers into team soccer training: It can improve team 

chemistry, improve the link up play between the goalkeeper and outfield players and vastly improve the 

performance of the goalkeeper themselves 

Drawing on over 20 years of experience coaching soccer teams at every level of the game in the US, 

John Murphy has written this special book Team Training the Goalkeeperwhich analyses and 

explains how to integrate the goalkeeper into team training sessions. Through over 40 soccer drills, 

exercises and small sided games, Murphy shows you exactly howto run progressive team training that 

will get your goalkeeper training with the team throughout, from the initial warm-up right through to 

game time. 



book that incorporates all the latest innovative approaches to 
moder~ goalkeeping" 

The soccer drills and exercises in Team Training the Goalkeeper incorporate the very latest 

methodology and thinking on howto coach goalkeepers to cope with the demands of the modern 

game. This includes: 

The goalkeepers role in quick counterattacking play 

Distribution techniques to the outfield, rather than ’hit and hope’ punting 

Stances in 1v1 situations, rather than wildly diving at the attacker’s feet and risking a 

penalty 

Coaching goalkeepers in ’deflect and catch’ mechanism for crosses and high bails 

Whether you coach youth soccer teams, college or at the elite level, the soccer drills and training 

exercises in this book will enable you to observe and diagnose the goalkeeper’s performance in 

responding to these modern challenges and to make improvements through the correct team 

orientated soccer drills. You simply cannot gain this insight when the goalkeeper is training alone 

"A comprehensive guide to integrating goalkeepers into team 
training that is written by a soccer coach with over 2:0 years 

experience" 

Over the last two decades, John Murphy has coached at all levels of the game in the US and abroad as 

a goalkeeper specialist, staff coach and manager. 



Author, Johm Murphy worldng vvith one of his goalkeepers 

Wl~at’s included in Team Training the Goalkeeper 

Team Training the Goalkeeper gives you a progressive series of soccer drills and training exercises 

with which you can integrate the goalkeeper into every training session: 

Weekly Training Rhythms - Guidance on devising a soccer training plan for the season or just the next 

training session, so you can develop a training rhythm that will take your team foP,^Jard. 

Goalkeeper and Team Warm-Up - Rather than being left to do warm-ups for 30 minutes on their own, 

this chapter provides 12 routines that integrate goalkeepers into the team dynamic and can develop 

their role as a leader in the team 

Functional Training - Team Training the Goalkeeper covers 14 exercises for isolating training to 

specific situations that can arise in the game involving the goalkeeper. Rather than simply setting up 

long lines for shooting practice in which the goalkeeper has little chance of success, these functional 

exercises present scenarios from different areas of the final third. 

Possession - In today’s modern game, the goalkeeper is an integral part of maintaining possession 

and as an outlet as a ’free player’ on the pitch. These exercises will establish the goalkeeper’s role, 

improve their sharpness and enable them to stay connected with the game. 

Small-Sided Games - These game setups are designed to improve shot handling and training the 

goalkeeper to deal with pullbacks and crosses. 

Phase of Play- Acting as the bridge between small sided games and the full game, these five soccer 

training scenarios will teach your team how to properly manage situations when the goalkeeper might 

be vulnerable and to focus on the awkward situations a functional drill or small game cannot 



Sample Page 

Team Training the Goalkeeper offers many benefits for the entire team, as well as the goalkeeper. 

improved team chemistry 

Better understanding between the goalkeeper and defenders 

The ability to properly observe the goalkeeper’s performance in a variety of scenarios 

A goalkeeper and defense that’s properly drilled in the modern demands of the game 

Improved distribution from the goalkeeper to the ouffieid for improved possession play, 

instead of long kicks up-field 

improved team shape with passing and movement built from the very back 

The goalkeeper’s match performance will dramatically improve from being given the 

opportunity to prepare and practice for the variety of situations that can occur in a game, 

rather than just shot stopping 

Your goalkeeper will have the opportunity to develop a leadership role within the team 

When the outfield is playing badly then soccer training sessions will be swiftly adapted to focus on 

improving the areas where the team is weak. But when goalkeepers are under-performing then rarely 

are team drills incorporated to help them improve. This is where Team Training the Goalkeeper can 

be most valuable. When your goalkeeper is integrated into soccer training then the whole team can 

also improve through performing more cohesively. Your goalkeeper and defense will make fewer 

mistakes and you will concede fewer goals and win more matches. It’s that simple. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six l~onth Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 21- 

part video series Team Training the Goalkeeper unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. 



However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Team Training the Goalkeeper after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"~ntegrating your goalkeeper into team training is the smart, 
modern approach to soccer training. And your defensive record 

will prove it too" 

Whether you are coaching a youth team, at college or an elite team to perform at the highest level, every 

team can benefit from soccer drills and exercises that integrate the goalkeeper. Rather than left to work 

on their own or with a specialist coach, Team Training the Goalkeeper shows you how to coach 

training sessions in which the goalkeeper is an integral part. The result is a more cohesive team, both 

in spirit and shape, that’s drilled in the modern demands of defense and goalkeeping 

In addition, the 40+ soccer drills and exercises in Team Training the Goalkeeper will enable you to 

observe and analyze any problems your goalkeeper or defensive structure might have before games 

You can then apply the relevant training exercises so that any weaknesses can be strengthened and 

you can step onto the pitch with the confidence knowing your goalkeeper is fully prepared for any 

scenario. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Team Training the Goalkeeper is a comprehensive guide to coaching over 40 soccer drills and 

training sessions that integrate the goalkeeper. Through this approach, you can improve team 

chemistry, your team’s shape and defensive performance as a whole, which in turn means fewer goals 

conceded and more victories. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Team Training 

the Goalkeeper after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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Countdown Is On! Please Donate to PCA’. 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http:/iclick.positlvecoach.net/?qs 354aab62726257266ct27c773c332f11 acc(>4684821484b29727f89a6846314a 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

Donate to Help PCA Beat the Buzzer[ 

http://click.positivecoach net/?qs 354a ab62726257267331337f7565041747c767a38949bc3cde239c3e52fd3f54 

Today is the last chance to double your donation to PCA thanks to a $77,500 matching challenge from generous PCA supporters Please 
http://click.positivecoach net/?qs 354a ab62726257267331337f7565041747c767a38949bc3cde239c3e52fd3f54 
donate now >> to help PCA continue developing Better Athletes, Better People in 2014 Happy New- Year[ 

http://click.positlvecoach.net/’?qs 354aab62726257267331337[’7565041747c767a38949bc3cde239c3e52fd3[~54 

The PCA Team 

Connect: 

ht~p://click.positlvecoach.net/?qs 354aab6272625726a3b9518cc98981el d7680ceed58535fb0edblf63aSa52bce 

ht~p://click.positlvecoac h.net/?qs 354aab62726257264e61 bald4983ebe6710e07544ecc344fgeeb93bdafl 2c0430 

http://click.positivecoachnet/?qs 354aab627262572602]Ne74b49416fSa198a418dca0dafd71 a23e6f941064362 

ht~p://click.posiuvecoach.neb"?qs 354aab62726257268d6ab82552d887214702fl bae[’f0cf90596dfe55f142deb3 
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Section 2: Beckham Taps Celebrity Friends tbr Miami MLS Project 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ Dec 31, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Beckham Taps Celebrity Friends for Miami MLS Proiect 
Daily Star                                                                                                  ~ 

David Beckham’s Miami franchise is drawing enormous interest from his celebrity friends. In fact, 

according to the Daily Star, the likes of Tom Cruise, Will Smith, Jack Nicho~son, Jay-Z, Beyonce and 

Eva Longoria are interested in joining NBA stars Kobe Bryant, Pau Gasol and L.eBron James in investing in 

Beckham’s MLS team. The former LA Galaxy midfielder is planning to limit the number of "small investor" shares 

that will be made available to his friends now that the main financing for the team is in place. 

While Beckham has an option from his 2007 contract to buy an MLS franchise for $25 million, the venture is 

expected to cost much, much more than that. According to the Star, Miami-based Bolivian-American billionaire 

Macelo C~aure, one of the wealthiest businessmen in South American soccer, will be the main funding source for 

the project. Claure is the owner of the Bolivian club Bolivar and he also serves on FIFA’s Committee for Fair Play 

and Social Responsibility. - Read the whole story... 

AS 

Lionel Messi will fly back to Barcelona on New Year’s Day, having completed his recovery program flom time 

hamstring injury he suffered in October. Time idea, AS reports, is for time four-time Ballon d’Or winner to return to the 

first team in time for Barca’s top-of-the-standings La Liga clash at Atletico Madrid on Jan. 1 1. 

Speaking to the television program ’Mundo Leo’ the Barca striker spoke of his hopes for the New Year: "At a 

personal level there are lots of important things, but on a sporting level I’d ask to be injury free in 2014. The goal at 

the moment is to get fully fit, with the idea of having a couple of practice sessions with my teammates before coming 

back to play." - Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Premier League leader Arsenal is facing a mini injury-crisis ahead of its NewYear’s Day clash with Cardiff City, 

Coach Arsene Wenger revealed Tuesday~ Striker Olivier Giroud, midfielders Mesut Ozil and Aaron Ramsey, 

and defender Kieran Gibbs are definitely out, while defenders Nacho Monrea~ and Thomas Vermaelen, 

midfielders Tomas Rosicky and Jack Wilshere and forward Theo Walcott are all facing fitness tests ahead of 

Wednesday’s home game. 

"You need a good memory because we have plenty of problems," the Gunners coach said, noting that Ramsey will 

be out for three weeks, while Ozil will be out for an unspecified amount of time, and Giroud will most likely just miss 

the Cardiff game. That means Wenger must decide whether to start Lukas Podolski, who scored on his return 

from a four-month injury layoff at Upton Park, or Nicklas Bendtner in attack. "Nobody knows what will happen 

because Bendtner is coming back in good shape now. Podolski is back, so we have a bit more choice up front," the 

Frenchman said. 

When asked whether Arsenal would be looking for a new striker during time transfer window, which opens on New 

Year’s Day, Wenger replied: "We are like many clubs, we are certainly on alert if something special turns up we will 

not turn it down, but we are not as well desperate because we have a big depth in our squad." - Read the whole 

story... 

Aliegr! to Leave Milan in the Summer 
Football Italia 

In a series of interviews, Massimiliano Allegri revealed that this would be his final season as coach of AC Milan, 

and that "the last four months were disastrous" for the Italian giant, which entered the Christmas break in 13th place 

in time Serie A table, 27 points behind leader Juventus. While Allegri acknowledged the Scudetto is now too far 

away, he said the club still has the Coppa Italia and UEFA Champions League to look forward to in 2014. 

"1 leave a good team that earned the love of the fans," the Rossoneri coach said of the legacy he will be leaving 

behind. "A team that with a few adjustments will have a future. I have always worked with enthusiasm and will 

continue right to the end. Why am I leaving? I decided the day it was made official I’d remain for one more season. I 

liked the idea of staying and finishing the job, but four years in one club is a long time." 

In a separate interviewwith Sky Sport Italia, Allegri confessed: "The last four months in Serie A were disastrous. In 

2014 we are focusing on a great [U EFA] Champions League campaign. I am confident, even though Sulley 

Muntari and Riccardo ~onto~ivo will be suspended for the first leg against Atletico MadrM Plus there is time 



Coppa Italia to play for and in the League third place is a long way off, but we’ll do everything possible." - Read the 

whole story_. 

Fuiharn Adds Wiikins to Coaching Staff 
Guardian 

Former Chelsea assistant Ray Wilkins has become the latest high-profile member of Fulham’s coaching staff after 

Alan Curbishley was added in a director’s role on Christmas Eve. Wilkins will join head coach Rene 

Meulensteen as his new assistant. Meulensteen only replaced former coach I~artin Jol as manager on Dec. 1. 

Fulham, which welcomes back American Clint Dempsey on a two-month loan on New Year’s Day, is currently 18th 

in the Premier League standings. - Read the whole story._ 

Pau~inho to Miss Four Weeks 
FoxSoccer.com 

Tottenham midfielder Paulinho faces at least four weeks on the sidelines after scans revealed significant ligament 

damage to his ankle. The Brazil international will miss tomorrow’s clash with Manchester United, this weekend’s FA 

Cup clash with neighborhood rival Arsenal, as well as the Premier League matches with Crystal Palace, Swansea 

and Manchester City. - Read the whole story... 

Unclear Neyrnar Transfer Saga Continues 
Marca 

Marca reports that the long-running saga surrounding Neymar’s move to Barcelona continues, as it emerged on 

Tuesday that the club plans to counter-sue member Jordi Cases once the current proceedings against the club 

have concluded. Barca is hiding behind a confidentiality clause to justify the lack of transparency concerning the 

Brazilian’s signing over the summer, particularly an unaccounted-for 40 million euro ($55 million) sum that was paid 

to the company N&N, which the forward and his father co-own. - Read the whole story... 
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Soccer Business Insider: Top 10 soccer television stories of the year 
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Top 10 soccer television stories of the year 
By Paul Kennedy 

It is almost impossible to go a day without finding live soccer somewhere on television. Most weekends offer        ~ 

dozens of matches available for viewing. The totality of live soccer programming over the course of the year 

surpasses that offered for any other sport on American television. It all makes for a soccer fan’s dream but a huge challenge 

for any marketer trying to break through the clutter. Paying a steep price, NBC Sports has done just that with its coverage of 

the English Premier League, but MLS still struggles after many years on ESPN, and now NBC Sports. Here’s our look at the 

top 10 soccer television stories of the year. 

10. Fox Soccer Channel, an institution to American soccer fans since 1997, went off the air at the end of August, replaced 

by FXX, a new Fox entertainment network, on channels across the country. Befot~ the proliferation of international soccer on 

rival networks, Fox Sports World served as the primary home for American soccer fans of the English Premier League. At 

various times, it also had the rights to such leagues as the German Bundesliga and Italian Serie A. But the loss of the EPL 

rights to NBC Sports, beginning with the 2013-14 season, marked the beginning of the end for FSC. 

9. The shuttering of Fox Soccer coincided with Fox’s launch of Fox Sports t and Fox Sports 2 as Fox Sports attempted to 

take the ESPN empire head on. Having lost the EPL rights to NBC Sports and the Italian Serie A and French Ligue 1 rights to 

belN Sport, Fox Sports was left with only the UEFA Champions League (and English FA Cup) rights as its primary soccer 

properties until it takes over the FIFA rights that will include the 2018 and 2022 World Cups, beginning in 2015. Fox recently 

renewed its Champions League rights through the 2017-18 season and acquired the German Bundesliga rights, currently held 

by GolTV, beginning with the 2015-16 season. 

8. Fox Soccer aired soccer studio shows, first Fox Soccer Report, more recently Fox Soccer News, both produced out of 

Canada. With Fox Soccer’s demise, the show was no longer available to U.S. viewers. But no worries, viewers were soon able 

to watch not one but two soccer shows., ESPN FC on ESPN2 and Fox Soccer Daily on Fox Sports 1. Both shows generally 

air on weekday afternoons - ESPN FC also has an hour-long Sunday night edition - and feature a heavy dose of international 

soccer. But they both struggle with low viewerships. If you throw out middle-of-the-night programming, the three lowest 

viewerships for ESPN2 programming the week before Christmas were all ESPN FC shows. Episodes of Fox Soccer Daily 

drew as few as 22,000 viewers on FS1 and 6,000 on FS2 the same week. (On Monday, the website World Soccer Talk 

reported, citing sources, that Fox Soccer Daily won’t air for the next 4-6 weeks as the program is being evaluated by Fox 

executives.) 

7. As Fox is in a holding pattern until it takes over the FIFA contract in 2015 - and airs the Women’s World Cup from Canada 

- it has experimented with its on-air talent. The big name it brought in was veteran play-by-play man Gus Johnson to cal~l key 

Champions League and Gold Cup matches. Johnson is a divisive figure among American soccer fans - loved by some, hated 

by a lot - but his work at least during the Gold Cup with Eric Wynalda at his side was quite solid. 

6. One of the television success stories of the year was UniMas, the former TeleFutura network. Univision has thrown much of 

its primary soccer programming on UniMas, and the network has attracted solid viewership figures for both Mexican national 

team and league matches and MLS games. Indeed, MLS Cup 2013 drew more viewers on UniMas (514,000) than on ESPN 

(505,000) for the first time. Those numbers were consistent with the trend during the 2013 regular season. Univision reported 

that the average viewers on UniMas’ MLS regular-season broadcasts (223,000) topped those on ESPN2 (181,000). 

5. Veteran sports media and marketing executive Gary Stevenson was named president and managing director of MLS 

Business Ventures, MLS’s new media business unit. The former Pac-12 Networks president was charged with leading MLS’s 

negotiation of new television deals to replace those with ES PN, NBC Sports and Univision that expire after the 2014 season. 

MLS Commissioner Don Garber tol.__~d Soccer America in June that Stevenson was one of the most important hires the league 

has ever made, giving it "the firepower to really figure out how we can grow a very important part of what every league has to be 

strong in, which is the world of traditional media and digital media." 

4. Interest in soccer is at an all-time high, as evidenced by the proliferstion of soccer documentaries. The excellent MLS 

Insider (an MLS Business Ventures property} was launched in 2013, offering magazine-style segments on MLS stars young 

(Kekuta Manneh) and old (Thierry Henry) and topics as diverse as the Cascadia Cup and the Curse of Caricola. The shows 

aired to generally low audiences on NBCSN but fit in with the MLS strategy of pushing out content digitally on as many 

platforms as possible. (All 15 episodes are available here on YouTube=) 

3. In what should be a harbinger of strong viewing figures for next summer’s World Cup - two group games will kick off from 

Brazil at 6 p.m. ET - the U.S. men’s national team averaged 1,494,000 viewers for six World Cup qualifiers on ESPN, more 

than five times the average of 269,000 viewers for seven MLS regular-season broadcasts on the same network. The overnight 

rating for the USA’s match against Panama in the Gold Cup final on Fox was 1.7, the network’s second-highest overnight 



rating ever for a soccer game and higher than the ratings for Major League Baseball games on Fox and ESPN the same July 

weekend. 

2. To the surprise of no one, MLS ratings are the league’s Achilles’ heel. Sports Business Daily r~ported that the average 

viewership for r~gular~season matches dropped 29 percent on ESPN/ESPN2 and 8 percent on NBCSN (which had benefited in 

2012 from unusually high viewerships due to lead-ins from its London Olympics coverage). The Portland-Real Salt Lake playoff 

game ranked 139th out of 139 programs of the week on ESPN. Is television everything? No. But low ratings mean low 

revenues - or as comedian Drew Carey, the Sounders’ co-owner, recently said, "The revenue is like a statistical error" - and 

until that changes, MLS will remain at a huge disadvantage compared to the major leagues of the world when it comes to 

attracting and keeping talent. 

1, No English-language network has invested as heavily in a non-FIFA media property as NBC has in the English Premier 

League on NBC, a rights buy reported to be $250 million over three years. As John Miller, chief marketing officer of NBC 

Sports Group, pointed out, the EPL is a sports properly unlike any other NBC has ever had in that the season extends 10 

months, from August to May. NBC Sports went all out with its pre-launch promotion of the EPL, and it has supported live 

broadcasts of every game with extensive pre-game and post-game coverage. It has paid off as NBC Sports has enjoyed strong 

ratings for matches that kick off mostly on weekend mornings or at midday during weekdays. (Last week’s Manchester City- 

Liverpool and Arsenal-Chelsea and games rank second and fifth all-time, respectively, among the most-watched weekday EPL 

matches.) 
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MLS Positional Rankings" Magee edges Camilo 
among forwards 
By Ridge Mahoney 

How to differentiate forwards from strikers? This is one way. 

The loose definitions used here are that strikers play further forward most of the time, with forwards working underneath and 

alongside. Not every team plays this way, and some teams really only play with one man up top, but generally, most players 

can be categorized in this manner. 

Best of MLS 2013: 

Goalkeepers: Donovan Ricketts 

Right Backs:Sheanon Williams 

Right Centerbacks: Jamison Olave 

Left Centerbacks: Jose Goncalves 

Left Backs: Seth Sinovic 

Right Midflelders: Sebastien Le Toux 

Holding Midfielders: Kyle Beckerman 

Central Midfielders:Will Johnson 

Left Midfielders: Die.qo Fagundez 

Attacking Midfielders:Javier Morales 

W~de players in a three-man front line, such as Portland’s Darlington Nagbe, are classified as forwards. One of his partners 

up top, Ryan Johnson, usually plays centrally and thus is defined as a striker. 

Not so simple is the case of Landon Donovan and Robbie Keane. Both are adept anywhere in the forward line or dropping 

back into midfield, and equally capable of playing underneath his partner or higher up the field. They are similar players and so 

both are rated as forwards, since during their Galaxy careers they have played with true strikers - Edson Buddle, Robbie 

Findley - as well as each other. 

The positional rankings are based on league and playoff performances during the 2013 season. 

SA’s Top 10 MLS Fowvards (2013) 

t. (5") Mike Magee (Chicago Fire) 

2. (9**) Carnilo (Vancouver Whitecaps) 

3. (1*’~*) Robbie Keane (LA Galaxy) 

4. (5) Landon Donovan (LA Galaxy) 

5. (9") Darlington Nagbe (Portland Timbers) 

6. (NR) Juan Agudelo (New England Revolution) 

7. (1) Chris Wondolowski (San Jose Earthquakes) 

8. (2***) Eddie Johnson (Seattle Sounders) 

9. (NR) Jack Mclnerney (Philadelphia Union) 

10. (NR) Rodney Wallace (Portland Timbers) 

Note: In parentheses 2012 ranking of all forwards. 

NR=not ranked in 2012; .-=not in MLS in 2012. *=ranked as left midfielder in 2012. **=ranked as attacking midfielder in 2012. 

***=ranked as striker in 2012. 

Mike Magee transformed himself from clutch role player for the Galaxy to scoring star in Chicago, with which he had trained 

as a youth. His slick finishing netted 15 goals for the Fire and his overall total of 21 tripled a previous high of seven scored as a 

rookie in 2003. He also set a personal best of 32 appearances (all starts) and captured MVP honors in an incredible season. 

By winning the scoring title with 22 goals, including the Goal of the Year, Camilo matured from Brazilian curiosity to MLS 

juggernaut. He deserved serious MVP consideration, as did Keane, who led the Galaxy with 16 goals, tacked on 11 assists 

and exasperated opponents and officials in just about every game. Donovan finished second on the team to Keane in both 

categories (10 goals, nine assists) in season limited to 22 games by national-team duty, rest, and a sabbatical. 

Nagbe played and started every game for the first time as a pro to score nine goals and notch four assists, a performance that 

earned him team player of the year honors as voted by his teammates. Juan Agudelo, 20, scored seven goals in 14 games 



for the Revs after arriving in a trade from Chivas USA and looked out of sorts at times playing wide; his backheel flicked goal 

against Chicago showed why many foreign teams would love to sign him. Denial of a UK work permit canceled a pending 

transfer to Stoke City. Chris Wondolowski dipped severely from his record-tying season of 27 goals in 2012, but he got in 

gear during the second half of the season to finish with 11. Despite the drop, his total of 72 goals in four consecutive seasons 

is an MLS record. 

Eddie Johnson diva-ed his way out of Seattle, for which he scored nine goals in 21 games. His antics took him from one of 

the league’s best teams to its worst as part of major rebuilds of both rosters. Jack Mclnerney started on fire, then went ice- 

cold: he drilled 10 goals in the first three months of the season then potted just two the rest of the way. Which way Jack Mac 

goes in 2014 will shape Philly’s season and the future of head coach John Hackworth. Rodney Wallace is the speedy, left- 

sided complement to Nagbe in the Timbers’ attack; his seven goals and six assists are the best stats by far of his five-year 

pro career. A torn ACL suffered in the conference finals cloud his prospects for the 2014 MLS season as well as his World 

Cup hopes with Costa Rica. 

SA’s Best Fowvards (1996-2013) 
2013 Mike Magee 

2012 Chris Wondolowski 

2011 Chris Wondolowski 

2010 Chris Wondolowski 

2009 Landon Donovan 

2008 Guillermo Ban~s Schelotto 

2007 Ante Razov 

2006 Jaime Moreno 

2005 Jaime Moreno 

2004 Jaime Moreno 

2003 Landon Donovan 

2002 Cobi Jones 

2001 Alex Pineda Chacon 

2000 Clint Mathis 

1999 Jaime Moreno 

1998 Stern John 

1997 Jaime Moreno 

1996 Preki 
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Rankings" Di Vaio bears all the 
marks of a classic striker 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Our arbitrary classification of players by position presents the strikers, who specialize in finishing chances though 

they may be adept at creating them as well. 

The striker who spearheads the front line is relatively easy to identify: Marco Di Vaio, Alvaro Saborio, Bias Perez, Conor 

Casey, Ryan Johnson, et al, are obviously the targets of attacking moves. These players draw defenders and open up space 

for teammates, yet they are also expected to deal with balls in congested areas and put shots on frame or set up chances for 

others as well. 

Best of MLS 2013: 

Goalkeepers: Donovan Ricketts 

Right Backs:Sheanon Williams 

Right Centerbacks: Jamison Olave 

Left Centerbacks: Jose Goncalves 

Left Backs: Seth Sinovic 

Right Midflelders: Sebastien Le Toux 

Holding Midfielders: Kyle Beckerman 

Central Midfielders:Will Johnson 

Left Midfielders: Diego Fagundez 

Attacking Midfielders:Javier Morales 

Forwards:Mike Maqee 

Speedy players such as Dominic Oduro and Giles Barnes can stretch defenses by pushing higher up the field and create 

openings for partners who operate in their wake. (Those players, classified as forwards, are included in a separate ranking.) 

Thierry Henry can play either role and is more mobile than most out=and-out strikers, but he comes into this category 

because he is just as dangerous leading the line as playing off a frontline partner. 

The rankings are based on performances for league and playoff matches, if any, this past season. 

BA’s Top 10 MLS Stdkers (2013) 

t. (NR) Marco Di Vaio (Monh~al Impact) 

2. (NR} Dominic Oduro (Columbus Crew) 

3. (3) Alvaro Baborio (Real Salt Lake) 

4. (3*} Thierry Henry (New York Red Bulls) 

5. (9) Bias Perez (FC Dallas) 

6. (NR) Conor Casey (Philadelphia Union) 

7. (-} Deshorn Brown (Colorado Rapids) 

8. (NR} Ryan Johnson (Portland Timbers) 

9. (NR) Giles Barnes (Houston Dynamo) 

10. (-} Obafemi Martins (Seattle Sounders) 

Note: In parentheses 2012 ranking of all strikers. 

NR=not ranked in 2012; .-=not in MLS in 2012. *ranked as forward in 2012. 

Di Vaio’s 20-goal season erased any doubts that may have arisen in 2012, when he arrived in midseason and scored five goals 

in 16 appearances. He’s adept at first-time finishing with either foot and good in the air, but perhaps his greatest attribute is a 

knack for cleanly controlling a pass on the first touch and drilling a shot on frame with the second. It’s rare to see a defender 

take the ball off his feet within shooting range; he’s strong enough to fend off challenges and quick enough to keep 

possession. 

Oduro set hit a career-high 13 goals and started all 34 matches for the first time in his eight-year MLS career though he spent 

a lot of time running at opponents from the right side of midfield. Saborio played just 16 regular-season games yet netted 12 

goals, including four penalty kicks. Henry wobbled a bit at times during the season yet his mixture of shooting and passing 

(10 goals, nine assists) propelled New York to its first Supporters’ Shield. Perez’s size, strength and combustible temper 

earned him 11 goals in his second MLS season. 



Casey took up much of the scoring load while Jack Mclnerney struggled and finished second on the team with 10 goals while 

also dishing out five assists. Deshorn Brown’s remarkable rookie season earned him 10 goals and a lot of Rookie of the Year 

votes (he finished second to teammate Dillon Powers.) Johnson doesn’t win any style points but his rugged, robust play and 

nose for goal (he scored nine) gave Portland’s fluid play an imposing target. Barnes led the Dynamo with nine goals and 

brought a lot of pace and guile to its fi~)ntline play. Injuries limited Obafemi Martins to 20 games and eight goals during the 

regular season yet his powerful presence added another dimension to Seattle’s attack. 

SA’s Be,c~f Strikers (1998-2013) 

2012 Robbie Keane 

2011 Alvaro Saborio 

2010 Edson Buddle 

2009 Jeff Cunningham 

2008 Juan Pablo Angel 

2007 Luciano Emilio 

2006 Jeff Cunningham 

2005 Taylor Twellman 

2004 Brian Ching 

2003 Carlos Ruiz 

2002 Carlos Ruiz 

2001 Diego Serna 

2000 Mamadou 

1999 Stern John 

1998 Stern John 

1997 Raul Diaz Arce 

1996 Eduardo Hurlado 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, January 1,2013 

Wednesday, Jan. 1,2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The English Premier League provides New Year’s Day action. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pfogramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the week.) 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CHELSEA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-NORWICH CiTY (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England ARSENAL-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

Soccer America on Twirler: 

Follow Soccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "IV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Jan. 1,2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(Dsocceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Soccer America Contidential: A wish list for 2014 

Wednesday, Jan. 1,2014 

A wish list for 2014 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Ridge Mahoney 

Christmas has come and gone but the New Year is the best time for wishing what might transpire in the next 12 

months. 

Here we’ll not pine for a good U.S. run in the World Cup or other such objectives tied to competitions. Rather we’ll focus on 

some of the personalities involved in the game on these shores and how their intertwined fates may affect American soccer in 

2014. 

Thus we wish for: 

Full recoveries for Stuart Holden and Steve Cherundolo. Their Iong4erm battles with injuries have fomed them to the 

back of Jurgen Klinsmann’s class of 2014, but more important is that they resume consistent play for as long as they can. 

Being fomed out of the game early by injuries is among a player’s greatest fear, and it happens far too often. Concussions 

knocked Jimmy Conrad and Taylor Twellman and Alecko Eskandarian and Ross Paule, just to name a few, out of the game 

prematurely, and how different the careers of Chris Armas and John O’Brien and Pablo Mastroeni and Kyle Martino and 

Marcelo Balboa might have been if they stayed healthy. 

So for Holden and Cherundolo, we should forget about "racing to get fit in time for the World Cup." That’s the perspective of 

journalists and fans who regard the World Cup as the be-all and end-all, which for most outsiders it is. For players, the World 

Cup is a bonus, a gratuity, a reward, an extra payoff for prospering at the club level, at which they earn their money and 

establish their reputations. 

If the World Cup was all that Clint Dempsey cared about he’d have stayed in Europe; instead, he took the chance to cash a 

big payday and rsise his family in Seattle. His loan spell at Fulham should benefit the Sounders at least as much as the 

national team. 

Very few people belittle Ryan Giggs or George Best because they didn’t play in a World Cup or devalue Zlatan Ibrahimovic 

because Sweden fell short. But everybody bemoans a career cut short by injury, and for 2014 here’s hope that two stand-up 

guys of all time attain a clean bill of health whether or not they make it to Sao Paulo in June. They deserve to leave the game 

on their own terms. 

Fulfilling new careers for retirees Danny Califf, Brian Ching, Ramiro Corrales, Kevin Hartman, Pablo Mastroeni, 

Jimmy Nielsen, Matt Reis, et al. Some players hang up their shoes with the next phase of life already planned out; for many 

others it’s case of, ’Well, now what?" As players they lived in contained bubbles of training, travel, and games, and thus find 

the real world drsstically diffe[~nt. 

Leaving the playing ranks often means a shift into a different phase of the game such as coaching, yet even those educated 

types to who depart the game entirely often come back, as did Jay Heaps and Garth Lagerwey (take a bow, Dukies). They left 

the business and legal professions, respectively, to come back as Revs’ head coach and RSL general manager. For many ex- 

players the game is all they know and the months and years that follow [~tirement can be confusing and challenging. 

Reis and Nielsen have already jumped into the coaching life; Reis is in charge of Galaxy goalkeepers and Nielsen has signed 

on as head coach of SKC’s second USL PRO affiliate in Oklahoma City. Ching went straight into the front office as managing 

director of Houston’s new NWSL team, the Dash. Nielsen and Ching have stayed in their organizations and Reis is going back 

to the team with which he started his pro career. Their combined decades of experience cannot be manufactured. 

Due to youth development programs mandated by MLS and implemented by U.S. Soccer, ex-players who believe coaching is 

the next step for them have additional options beyond college and club soccer. Yet their institutional knowledge can be 

valuable in areas other than coaching and broadcasting, and in 2014 we hope these league veterans find ways to continue 

their contributions as they go forward. 

The right partners for David Beckham. The BeckhaMiami saga is already becoming tiresome as periodic reports of this 

celebrity or that bigwig supposedly attaching their names to the project generate breathless regurgitations of what is already 

known. Yet there’s good reason to wait, and wait is what the league will do. 



MLS believes Miami can work and the allure of partnering with Beckham can certainly attract people who also believe. And 

along with money and shrewd management and the proper stadium situation, belief is what it takes. MLS executives believe in 

Phil Rawlins and the Orlando City management group, as well as the rich owners of Manchester City who have bought in with 

New York City FC, and will monitor the Miami situation closely~ 

Those who regard MLS in Florida as a lost cause are oversimplifying reality, and geography. Florida is a long state; it borders 

Georgia to the north and juts into the Caribbean on its southern tip. Jacksonville (don’t forget the relocated old NASL Tea Men 

from 1980 to 1982) is nothing like Miami, and Orlando is different from both of those cities. Jacksonville starts play in the 

current NASL next year and as several teams - such as Orlando - have shown, there’s a method of promotion in American 

soccer. 

The hurdles in Miami are considerable, no question. Having that city in play serves the league in several ways; Beckham and 

thus MLS stays in the headlines even when little or nothing is happening, the Florida door has already been opened with 

Orlando, and other budding expansion cities know the competition is stiff. Despite its public commitment to reach 24 teams 

by 2020, MLS officials can be selective about their business partners, and that goes for Miami even with Beckham already on 

board. 

A Chivas USA solution for Don Garber. This eyesore on the commissioner’s tenure is deteriorating by the day. Though the 

Board of Governors calls the shots, Garber takes most of the heat, as if a few soothing words spoken or magical management 

scheme presented to owner Jorge Vergara would make it all go away. HaM 

It may be that legal action is all that can clean up this mess and rescue a vessel rapidly sinking even as a rising tide floats 

most of the other boats in the harbor. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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2014 USASA Veterans Cup Happy New Year’. 

USASA National Veterans 

(?up 

i×ii 

2014 USASA Veterans Cup 
Registration Deadline 

Happy Holidays to everyone! 

So this message was supposed to be sent yesterday but got delayed in the 

outbox. So to start out the new year on a positive tone we will extend the 

deadline through the end of the day :) Happy New Year and enjoy the update. 

3ust a friendly reminder that today is the deadline for getting your team 

registered at the lowest rate. 

The early bird deadline for discounted team registration is December 31, 2013 

and the final registration deadline is 3une 1, 2013. 

For the 2014 Tournament, entry fees are as follows: 

Extra Early Bird Registration: $350 (Sop 2 - Dec 31) 

Early Bird Registration: $400 (Jan 1 - Mar 15) 

Regular Registration: $450 (Mar 16 - Jun 1) 

Registration Information 

To sign up for the tournament please click here. You can also find information 

about lodging, visit the forum to look for players or look for a team at the 

following site http:!!www.veteranscup.us! 

Don’t forget that De~ember 3::1,st is the ~eadline for the early bird 

registration ~leadline and to SAV~E $50.~ 

We are expecting a large number of teams to register this year. P~ease 

remember that age groups will be dosed once we hit the pro-determined size 

of the division. We will only add teams in pairs after a division has been closed, 

Don’t wait to the last minute to register as you might miss out on being part 

of the biggest adult tournament of the yeaH 

For a complete list of registered teams please visit the following link: 

~3 ~.;~/~%%&74.~.~ ~/:~.~.~ ~.~/~/.~.~.~.~ ~.~:~ ~ :.~ ~.~./3~ ~ 

To close out the year we wanted to share this story that Lisa Bliskis (Region III 

Veteran’s Cup contact) put together from her participation at the World 

Master Games. 

Another great tournament that was held this year was the World Masters 

Games in Torino, Ztaly August 2-12, in which a handful of our very own 

Veterans Cup’s teams attended. Those teams in attendance were: Seattle’s 

Best, NorCal United, SOL CAt F.C, Still Kickin 55, Cal United and Leahi 50, 

and we are very pleased to announce that at least 2 gold medals were 

awarded] Way to go teams] 

Unlike the Veterans Cup, the World Masters Games is an international multi- 

sport event held every four years which, in terms of competitor numbers, has 

developed into the largest of its kind. Also similar to the Veterans Cup, the 

participants are men and women over 30. But at the WM Games, competition 

is in 30 core sports from athletics to soccer, from basketbafl to archery, just 

to mention a few. Below are a few snapshots of the fun and festivities: 



For general questions about the tournament, please reach out to your regional 

director at b.~l~.ii~Y~.~.~.,.~f.~.f.#.[P..0.~g.g.l~.~gQ~.~g~. Also if you want to be added 

to this newsletter distribution list please e-mail your request to 

veteranscuj~_~mail.com 

We ape looking forward to seeing you all at this year’s touPnament. 

Happy New Year, 

The National Veteran’s Cup Committee 

Cezar, Keith, Donald, Lisa, Mike, _lohn 

About the USASA Veterans Cup 

The annual Veteran’s Cup tournament was established in 1998 by the United 

States Adult Soccer Association with the intention of providing high-level 

soccer to both men and women 30 years of age and older. The current 

Veteran’s Cup tournament is a 6-day event with an anticipated 100 adult 

soccer teams, comprising approximately 3,000 players, family members, and 

supporters. This past year we had teams participate from the following states 

and countries: AZ, CA, CT, CO, GA, HT, TL, KY, MA, MD, MT, MO, NC, OH, OK, 

TN, TX, VA, UT, WA., Canada, and 3apart. ]:n past years we have had teams 

attend from as far as South Africa, .Japan, Cost Rica, and Canada. 





FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <newsletterce~usnst:{)a.com> 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Jan 2, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ J~n 2, 2014 

Stoke and Everton split points, 
Shea debuts for Barnsley 
(Jan 2, 2014) US Soccer Pl.ayers ¯ The ho[iday soccer continued ia the Premier 

League on Wednesday, w~th Ge,>ff Cameron’s Stoke C~ty drawing 1-t w~th Tim 

Heward’~ gve~ton aL the Britannia Stadium~ Oussama Assaidi opened the scoring 

for Stoke in the 49th minute, Leighton Baines equaUzed for Evertos from the 

[)ena[ty spot two [y~nutes into sl:o[)paf;e ~:ime. 

"lth~ a relief and I:haI: point (:OLEId be important at the end of the season," 

Everton defender Leighton Barnes said. "Brat }t was nothin2 ~ess than we 

deset~/ed because we <A, eFe push~n(~ for the whol.e of the second ha~f~ We had a 

few chances and Stoke dug h~ and defended we{L 

"The w~nd swirled afobnd and made i1: cliff,cuB: but ~t was [:he sanle ~or everyone. }{ was a tou}~h ~{aq?e and Stoke du~ 

h?." 

tn another meeting of U.S. t’4adoaa[ Team pf.ayers, Brad Guzan’s Astoa ViUa shutout Jozy Air,dore’s Sundertaad 1-0 at 
the Stadium of Light. Gabriel Agbonfahor scored the game’s onfy goal in the 15th minute w}th Guzan only needin~ a 

singl.e save lol’ the dean sheet, ARidore subbed on in the 67Lh and picked up a yeU.ow card a minute into stoppage dine, 

"We’ve had a hard couple of weeks and to gel a few points on the table is atways important," Agbontahor said, "It has 

put us up to ioi~t 10th so it gives us a Little bit of b~eathing space, It is a good way to start the New Year and we’ve got 

to (:ontinbe it." Continue reading 

14 stories to watch in 2014 

By Clemente Lisi - t’4gW YORg, NY (Jan 2, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - Goodbye 201 ~, welcome 2014! Your hangover has 

d~ope~LE~[y) Worn o~ and [:he con~ett~ c~eaned up from off the ~[oor. A new year brin};s with b: the promise o~ what [:he 

~uture can hold. It is a time where optimism re~ns supreme, For socce~ fans, 

figure out what the next t2 months wHL bd 

Lot of this is guessing, No one has a crystal baU, However. it is my duty as a soccer observer to give you the stop/lines 

2014, the trends 1’[{ be waEching and -. hardest of aU -. the possible ouEcomes, This year w~U be a busy one. it ~s a 

Wo~d Cup year with the enthe planet watchh~g on June 12, h~ addition, the crowded sched~]e includes another Major 

{.ea2~kEe So<:(:er season that wi{] kee~) us busy ~or rnos[: o~ the year and the ~;oin~;s on in dornes[:ie {eaf;ues around the 

world .- most notably the Premiership where many Americans ply their trade - and the always-intriguing UEFA Champions 

W~l Landon }:)onovan break the MLS a~-time scorin~ record? 

Landon Donovan wi[[ finaUy break MLS’s aU.time scoria8 record once the season begins. Currently tied fo~ the top spot 

"L ~ " season taUies, all Donovan needs to do th~s season is score once to finaUv 
take d~e I.ead sol.o. 

Prediction: No one wiU. be able to catch Donovan. at }.east not this season~ since the next active player on the I.ist is DC 

United’s %~’ayne De Rosario with 103 ~oa[s. Continue readin~ 

Liga MX on ESPN Deportes and Un vis on Deportes 

I.iga MX’s 2014 C]ausura season o~)ens on ~:riday night with More{in - Quereb~ro at 8: 30pro on ESP~,~ beportes and Azteea 

Amer~c:a. Mere[in f}n}shed 6th to Q~eretaro’s 7th h~ the Asert~ra. with both teams ex}ting at the q~arte~fina{ sta~e. 
Univision Depo~tes has Santos [.agama - Chiv~s a~: 10::¢(~pm, Santos firfished 2nd in the Apertura, ~osin(~ to eventua~ 

champions Leon m the semifinals. Chivas finished 16th, A~ Times Eastern 
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Section 2: Arsenal Injury Woes; Jennaine Jones Transfer Request; Messi Return; Shea Loan 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, Jan. 2, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Bendnter Adds to Arsena~ lniur,/Woes 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Arsene Wenger confirmed that Gunners striker Nick~as Bendtner is "out for weeks" following his late 

game-winning goal at the Emirates on Wednesday, a turn of events that could force the Arsenal coach 

to search for another striker during the transfer window. Bendtner scored in the 88th-minute of the Gunners’ 2-0 win 

against Cardiff City, and immediately injured himself as he came down on the foot of a Cardiff player after his shot 

went in. 

"Unfortunately it looks like it is not a question of days but weeks, with a sprained ankle. I am very sad for us, but for 

[Bendtner] as well," Wenger said. "It doesn’t mean we go straight from Nicklas’ ankle straight to time transfer market. 

It just means that we have [O~ivier] Giroud and Bendtner out." While the Frenchman stopped short of saying that 

Arsenal would look for another striker during the transfer window, he noted that his squad looks "a bit short" up top 

with his first and second-choice strikers missing. 

Wenger went on to praise Bendnter for playing his way back into the first team. "He is a player who has gone 

through some difficult periods, so I just want to give him great credit. I told him already today that he is back to the 

level I want him to be at and, if he continues to develop like that, he will come back into the team." He added: "When 

you are a manager, you always feel responsible to get the maximum out of a player because you want to influence 

their life in a positive way. When you don’t manage to do it, it is frustrating." - Read the whole story._ 

Jones Seeks January Exit from Schalke 
ESPN FC 

Jermaine Jones is seeking an early exit from Schalke, the Bundesliga club confirmed on Thursday after the USA 

international asked its sporting director to allow him to leave. "The midfielder, who is under contract at Schalke 04 

until the summer of 2014, has asked sporting director Horst He,tit to allow him a change for the second half of the 

season," a club statement read, adding that Jones would not travel to Doha, Qatar for the squad’s winter training 

camp. Jones played 129 times for the Royal Blues, scoring seven times and assisting 13. - Read the whNe story... 

Solskjaer Named Cardiff Coach 
BBC Sport 

Cardiff City on Thursday confirmed that Ole Gunnar Solskjaer would be taking over as head coach of the 

relegation-threatened Welsh club. The former Molde coach replaces Malky Mackay, who was fired last weekend. 

Solskjaer, a former Manchester United striker, said he feels that Cardiff is "the right step" for him in his young 

managerial career after turning down approaches from Aston Villas and Blackburn Rovers. - Read the whole 

story... 

Reuters 

Brazilian club soccer faces a challenging year ahead, Reuters reports, even as the country prepares to host the 

2014 World Cup. While Brazil’s stadium delays and infrastructure problems have been grabbing headlines in the 

lead up to FIFA’s summer showcase, away from the limelight, Brazilian teams are squabbling -- sometimes refusing 

to play games -- and hooliganism is also on the rise. 

According to the report, violence during Brazilian league games worsened last year, with at least 30 people killed in 

2013, and hundreds arrested in fan-related violence. 

’qt"s not just the World CLip that’s struggling," columnist Marcelo Damato wrote in the sports newspaper Lance. 

"Brazilian soccer is awful. The CBF (Brazilian soccer federation) is a disorganized disaster." 

Indeed, Reuters notes that players in Brazil are joiNng the Born Senso FC (Common Sense FC) movement to 

protest time CBF, with more than 1,000 threatening to strike this month if the organization fails to meet its demands, 

which include a revised season, at least 30 days of a close season break, an extended preseason, stricter financial 

rules and more representation in decision-making administrative bodies. - Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Jose Moudnho revealed that Juan Mata is free to depart Stamford Bridge if he wants to leave. The Spaniard was 

visibly upset as he was substituted in the 53rd minute of Chelsea’s 3-0 win against Southampton at St. Mary’s on 

Wednesday, prompting questions as to whether Mourinho would be willing to sell the out-of-favor playmaker during 

time January transfer window. Mata, who has started just nine Premier League games this season, had to be calmed 



down by Michae~ ~=ssien on the Chelsea bench after he was substituted. 

After the game, Mourinho said he wants to keep Mata, but he would be willing to talk to the player if he is unhappy. 

’q want to keep him. I don’t want him to go. That is my opinion, my wish, but my door is open," the Chelsea coach 

said. "The club’s door is open too so when a player wants to speak to us we are there waiting for them. If you are 

asking do you want the club to sell him? I don’t want to." 

When asked, Mourinho said he could not offer the player a guaranteed spot in the starting 11. "1 offer nobody -- not 

Michael, not nobody (guaranteed playing time)," the Portuguese said. "1 understand that players think about 

national team, the World Cup and playing regularly, but my players have to think of time team before time players. 

Michael knows that perfectly." - Read the whole story._ 

Martino: Messi Could Return Tl~is Weekend 
Reuters 

Lione~ Messi has flown back to Barcelona and will take part in training ahead of this weekend’s home game 

against Elche, the Guardian reports. Coach Gerardo Martino suggested that the Argentine could see some 

playing time on Sunday, and he could also play in the Copa del Rey clash against Getafe next Wednesday in the 

hope that he could be fully fit for Barca’s crucial top-of-the-standings clash with Atletico Madrid on Jan. 1 1. - Read 

time whole story... 

Shea Loaned to Barns~ey 
Slcom 

USA international Brek Shea was loaned League Championship club Bamsley in a 28-day emergency loan on 

Wednesday by his parent club, Stoke City. The former FC Dallas winger, 23, went right into the starting lineup for 

Barnsley’s NewYear’s Day clash against Birmingham, wearing the No. 33 shirt. He lasted 75 minutes in his debut for 

the second division club. - Read the whole story.,. 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, Jmmary 3, 2014 

Friday, Jan. 3, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Mexican action on Friday as the Clausura 2014 kicks off. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and he,york programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

FR~DAg, Janissary 3 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-GUADALAJARA (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Disney Soccer Showcase Girls U16 Championship (live) 8 am. 

Disney Soccer Showcase Girls U17 Championship (live) 10:15 am= 

Disney Soccer Showcase Girls U 18 Championship (live) 12:30 pm. 

Mexico MORELIA-QUERETARO (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-SYDNEY (live) 3:30 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain VALENCIA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-GRANADA (live) 4 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup BLACKBURN-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

FA Cup ROCHDALE-LEEDS UNITED (live) 10 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup GRIMSBY TOWN-HUDDERSFIELD TOWN (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (live) 7:30 am. 
FA Cup MACCLESFIELD TOWN-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-BETIS (livE) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-LEVANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-GRANADA (live) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup BLACKBURN-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

FA Cup ROCHDALE-LEEDS UNITED (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) Noon. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-TIGRES (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Coupe de France STADE RENNAIS-VALENCIENNES (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 



Spain SABADELL REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) noon. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia NEWCASTLE-PERTH (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia MELBOURNE-BRISBANE (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland MOTHERWELL-INVERNESS (live) 7:30 am. 
FA Cup BLACKBURN-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 7:30 am. 

Israel MACCABI PETAH TIKVA-HAPOEL TEL AVIV (live) 10 am, 
FA Cup ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) Noon. 

Israel HAPOEL BEER SHEVA-HAPOEL ACRE (live) 12:30 pro. 

SUNDAY, J~uary 5 

BelN SPORT 

Spain BARCELONA-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-LIVORNO (live) Noon. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ROMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup DERBY-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WEST HAM (live) 7 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-ESPANYOL (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BILBAO (live) 2 pro. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ROMA (delay) 4 pro. 

Spain SEVILLA-GETAFE (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WEST HAM (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup DERBY COUNTY-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-BALLENAS GALEANA (live) 1 pm. 

UNiViSION 

Mexico UNAM-PUEBLA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-LEON (live) 5 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain SEVILLA-GETAFE (live) 5 am. 

Spain JAEN-DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA (live) 12:15 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Coupe de France BREST-PSG (live) 8:15 am. 

Coupe de France MARSEILLE-REIMS (live) 2:45 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

FA Cup NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WEST HAM (live) 7 am. 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 
FA Cup DERBY COUNTY-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

israel HAPOEL HAIFA-BEITAR JERUSALEM (live) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy AC MILAN-ATALANTA (live) 9 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMPDORIA (delay) 11 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-CELTA (live) 1 pm. 

italy LAZIO-INTER MILAN (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMPDORIA (delay) 9 am. 



italy AC MILAN-ATALANTA (delay) 11 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-CELTA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain RAYO-VlLLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

italy NAPOLI-SAMPDORIA (live) 6:30 am. 

italy LAZIO-INTER MILAN (live) 12:15 pm. 

TUESDAY, Janizary 7 

Bein SPORT 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 9 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, 

Bein SPORT 

Capital One Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Tim Cup FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALCORCON-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey REAL BETIS-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 2 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Del Rey RACING-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

THURSDAY~ January 9 

Bein SPORT 

Tim Cup ROMA=SAMPDORIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup UDINESE-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-VILLAREAL (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (livE) 3:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, January 10 

BelN SPORT 

France MONTPELLIER-MONACO (live) 2:30 pm. 

England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY COUNTY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Jan 3, 2014 
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Liga NX on ESPN Deportes and 
Univision Deportes 

LNa PO(’s 2014 Ctausura season opens on Friday night with Moretia - Queretaro 

at 8::}0pnl on ESPN Deportes and Azteca AmeMca. Morefia finished 6th to 

Queretaro’s 7th in d~e Apertura~ w~th both teams exitm~ at the quarterfinal 

stage. Umvision Deportes has Santos Lacuna ~ Chives at iO:}Opm, Santos 

~inished 2nd in the Aperl:bs~ rasing to evenl:ba~ champions Leon in the 

semifinals. Chives finished i6th. Al~ T~me~ Easten~ 

Roster for 2014 January Training 
Camp 

(}K: "Fatty Hart {Houston Dynamo), Bit[ Hamid {D.C United), Seen ‘johnson {Chicago Fire}, }’~iCk Rimando (Rear 5a~t Lake) 

DEF: Matt Ben[or (Sporting Kansas Qty), Brad Evans (Seatt[e Sounders FC), Omar Gonza[ez (LA Ga[ax~¢}, C[a~ence 

Goodson (San Jose Earthquakes), Michaet Harrington (Porttand Timbers). Chris grate (Cotorado Rapids), Chance Mvers 

(Sportin8 Kansas C ~ty), Shane O’NeR[ {CoLorado Rapids}, Seth Sino~dc (Sporting Kansas City), DeAn& e Yedkin 

Sounders 

MID: Eric Alexander (New York Red Butts), Ky[e Beckerman (Rear Satt Lake), Brad Davis {Houston Dynamo), Mix D]skerud 

(Rosenborg), Benny Fei[haber {Sporting Kansas CiW) Lu}s Gff (Rea~ Sa[t Lake), Dax McCa~W {New York Red 

Graham Zus~ (5perdng Kansas C 

FOR: Landon Donovan (LA Galaxy}, Eddie Johnson (D.C. United), Mike Magee {Oh}cage Fire), Chris Wondo[owsM (San 

Jose Ea*thquakes) Read More 

2014 Liga MX Clausura preview 
By Luis Bueno .. RIVERSIDE, CA (Jan :~, 2014} US Soccer Prayers - With the New Year comes a new season in Mexico~ 

tJga )Vtg’!~ Ctausbra 2B14 season w~l.{ begin promptb/th~s year as the Federatkm braces itseU for the Wor{~J C~p. A ~Ui[ 

state o~ games wiU get the campaign off to an explosive start as the league wilt p~ck up where it [eft off not too ton8 
ago. As Leon begin their quest to repeat, several storyfmes stand out. 

TWO-TIME CHAMPIONS? 

Way back in midoDec:ember, k.een thwarted Americ:a’s quest te make h]sl:ofy. On[y on<e be~ere has a (:{u{) won 

consecutive shorbseason titles - Pun~tas did the feat in 2004, winning the {{ausura 04 and Aperture 04 seasons. America 

seemed desth~ed to win it {)ut Leon deatt has Aguil.as unexpectedty brutai M.ows in both [e@~ and won the Hnai by a 5-1 
~%re~a~e. Leon now si~ with d~e distincdon of t~yin~ to m~ch Pum~s, Leon h~ve the ~a[en~ to make anothe~ run ¯ 
Car{on Pane, Rafiae{ Marquez and Mauro BoseU{ aU. had outstandh~g campaigns. Leon wit{ be cha[iensed {)y Amerk:a who. 

despi~e [osinR coach Mi%let Hart’era to the nadonat team, wiU pose a threat. Santos, [ed by nadona[ team hero Ortbe 

Pera{ta. is another team poised to dethrone Leon. 

AMERICANS iN MEXICO, 

Mole than ever~ there are many Aqleri(:ans scattered across Liga ~sa~ Severe[ prayers may shine as thev took ~er the 

prize that is the Wor]d Cup in June. Hercu{ez Gomez came from out of nowhere four years ago to lead the feague m 

gea[s whi{e breaking t:hrob~h with Pue~)l.a and earned a tk:ket to South At:Hoe that way, and toads a pack o~ Americans 

just south of the borde~. Tijuana features a s]ew of Amencan-bo~n p{ayers, including Joe Corona and Edgar Casti{[o. 

who were atse ~egu]ars wh:h the nationa{ team h~ 2B13. Meanwhile, DaMarcus ~eas[ey returns to Pueb[a k~r Ms sixth 

season w~th La granja, despite ftirting w~th Qua;orate in the offseason..Jose Tortes w~[[ once again be a cog in T~g;es’ 

mY:ltiekJ as weU, Read Nore 

U.S, MNT in 2014: Key stor~lines to follow - from E:SFN FCs Jeff (:artiste: The composition ef the back Iline 

Can Clint Dempsey change Fulham and his own Brtunes? - from Bapckpage FootbaWs James Kffpatrk:k: From 

footbaWng standpoint, drcumsta~ces have certainty changed at Craven Cottage. 



Two Hours In An Abandoned Hospital With D.C. United’s Ethan White - from D�ist’s PaM.o Maurer: "We’re, al.{ coof~ 
with Edcfie~ so vvehe optimistic." 

Premier League: 2013 in numbers - from ~8C Sport’s Je~emy ~ut[er: Liverpool just pipped Evertcm to sixth spot by two 

~Oi~’~t:S Wil:t~ l:t~e ’~ofiees tl’~e year~s se~ei~[~’~ {~est: 

No room at the Premier League inns during a bumper holiday period - imm k~!;kle World Foot:~atth; Pau[ Nk:hetsen: 

The othe~ club with seati~g space was Asto~ Villa who had over 5~000 seats unfilled for both theh home games o~ the 

period, 

Stones throw pays off in style o from The Liw~rpool Ecb:is [)avid Prentice: He stro[I.ed t}~[’OIJ~}~ ~[ {2~ith an assurance 
wMch belied his Lender yea~s, 

The FA Cup in England and the return of La Lisa 
and Serie A 

Saturday 

The FA Cup gets the network t:~ea[ment: o8 F~:{x: Arsesa[ - Spb~s at noes, Fox $ports 1 has: 81.ackburn - Mas~:hesLer City 

aL 7:~Oam aad Rochda[e ¯ Leeds Unite~ aL loam. Fox Spo~ts 2 has O~ imsby Town ¯ Huddersfie[d at loam. &~acd, esfie[d 

Town - Sheffield Wednesday is on Fox 5occe~ P~us at loam, Fox Soccer P~us a~so has the Scottish Prem}er League: 

,~,tatherwe[[ ¯ h~verness aL 7:30arm 

Liga ~VtX on Univisiorc CI.ub America - "[’ig~es al: 6pro. /.h]i\,ision Depor~es tqas Pa(:hd~:a - ]"o]dca al: 9pro and Al:Ias "l’iiiuana 

S~day 

FA Cup cm Fox Sports t: De~by Cour~ty o Chelsea at 9ai~l ai~(f MarEci’Eeste~ Urdted - Swansea City at 1 t :30am. Fox Sports 2 

has Nottia~am Forest .. West Ham United at 7am, Scettish Premie~ League on Fox Socce~ Plus: St Mitten - Ce[tic at 

7:30am. Read More 

~i Sponsor message 
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Paul Gardner: A Look Back at 2013 

Friday, Jan. 3, 2014 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is ~ benefit for Soccer America members. 

A Look Back at 2013 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Gardner 

A brief look back at the progress of American soccer in 2013. As usual, it’s a pretty incoherent sort of progress, 

but progress it is, I’m sure of that. 

The most important event - by far - was the appointment of Tab Ramos as the USSF’s Youth Technical Director. Which 

means praise to Sunil Gulati, who made the move. With Ramos in a position of authority and power, there is now, for the first 

time in the history of the American game, a realistic chance that the full spectrum of American talent will be considered 

whenever major decisions are made relevant to youth development. 

Ramos will obviously work closely with national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann. There seems to be plenty of goodwill there - 

Klinsmann clearly likes Tab, and Tab has great respect for Klinsmann. Whether that translates into seeing eye-to-eye on who 

the good players are seems to me to be a question mark. 

i have no doubt about Tab’s end of things, but Klinsmann has so far been more talk than action on the matter of seeking out 

American talent. He has preferred to bring in his German-American imports. And he has let it be known, repeatedly, that his 

ideal player is one of them, the reprehensible Jermaine Jones, well known in the Bundesliga as a serial, and serious, 

committer of fouls and collector of yellow cards. 

It is not the younger Tab, but rather the considerably more experienced Klinsmann, who raises the doubts here. 

Over to the ridiculously named New York FC. Two great moves in signing Claudio Reyna and Jason Kreis. Reyna will be the 

Director of Football - yes, the people at NYC FC are childish enough to be frightened of the word soccer. Kreis, as coach, has 

already set out to do whatever it is coaches do when they go to England to "study" other coaches. In this case, it’s 

Manchester City’s Manuel Pellegrini - who has the advantage of not being English. Which is just as well, considering that 

only six of the EPL coaches are English, none of them doing particularly well. 

But the amazing news from NYC FC concerns their stadium. Which doesn’t exist yet, and was beginning to look at though it 

never would exist. But now we know, or we think we know, that a site has been found. In the Bronx. Right next to Yankee 

Stadium. This borders on a miracle. Very much in the city of New York, slap-bang next to what is probably the most hallowed 

sports site in New York and with a subway stop (serving two lines) right there. Frankly, it could hardly be better. 

Of course we don’t know any of this for sure, because NYC FC hasn’t said a word. The news came from a report in the New 

York Post, neither confirmed nor denied by NYC FC, which has a unique approach to media relations. It doesn’t have any. 

So - as is always the case when stadiums are to be built, in any city - but especially New York - there are plenty of likely 

obstacles. Just to underline that point, New York Mayor Michael BIoomberg, who favored the stadium plan, is now out of 

office, replaced by Bill de Blasio, and no one really knows how he feels about the plan. 

One thing we do know, or I know, is how I feel about that damn silly "FC" in the New York club’s name. What on earth is the 

matter with MLS Commissioner Don Garber that he allows this inanity to continue? All the clubs in his soccer league are 

soccer clubs. End of story. A ruling from Garber telling Dallas, Seattle, Toronto and Vancouver to drop their FC, or replace it 

with SC would underline that MLS is now a mature league, confident of its own worth and strength, and that it fits into the 

American sports scene as a soccer - and not a football - league. Its clubs should not feel it necessary to clothe themselves 

in foreign terminology. If they want to be football clubs, let them apply for membership in the NFL. 

So I have the greatest delight in singling out Orlando as a fledgling club that has got this nonsense sorted out, right from the 

start. Orlando City Soccer Club it will be. And that’s a neat message for Dallas, Vancouver and Toronto - grow up guys. 

Seattle, too. 

But Seattle has something else on its mind. Like Clint Dempsey. The Sounders’ mega-buck move for Dempsey came as the 

major surprise of 2013. A shock, really. A positive one, of course, that was the universal opinion - I certainly felt that way, 

though I would have been hard put to explain why. 

Now, some five months later, I have moved to a state of total bafflement over the move. Who thought it up? What is it 

supposed to accomplish? The answer to the first question seems clear enough: owner Joe Roth. Which tells us that this was 

not a soccer move. Roth says he wanted Dempsey right from the start of the Sounders’ MLS life back in 2007. Why? This 



was no hometown boy returning in triumph - Dempsey had no connection at all with Seattle. I guess the idea was to make 

him the centerpiece of a team that would take MLS by storm. 

We’ve already had four seasons without Dempsey, and the MLS championship has yet to be won. So the move was finally 

activated last year. By which time the astonishing success of the Sounders in marketing and attendance-pulling meant the 

move hardly seemed necessary. Especially as the Sounders were doing well on the field, too. 

We now know that Dempsey’s first - and partial - season with the Sounders fell considerably short of being a resounding 

success. An injury to Dempsey didn’t help, nor, I surmise, did the arrival of a lavishly paid player in a standard MLS locker 

room go over too well. 

So: Dempsey did not play well, the Sounders got quickly bounced out of the playoffs, and Sigi Schmid’s job looked decidedly 

iffy. Sigi survived, that’s the good news (if only because I find it difficult to believe that he had much, if anything, to do with 

instigating the Dempsey move). 

My faith in Sigi’s ultimate good judgment suffered a near crippling blow when he quickly got rid of Mauro Rosales and then 

upped the status of Osvaldo Alonso to a DP. Yikes. 

Dempsey now has a difficult season ahead - trying to have a big impact on the Sounders in a World Cup year, which will 

mean a prolonged absence with the U.S. national team. A good run for Dempsey and the national team might augur well for 

the Sounders, but who knows - I’m not aware of any evidence that equates good news from the national team with happy 

happenings in MLS. Or that bad national team results bring bad tidings to MLS. 

The thought that, while Dempsey is on national team duty, the key Sounder will be Alonso does not encourage optimism for 

the 2014 Sounders. 

It seems quite possible that Alonso, distributing fouls right left and center with his clumsy and reckless play, may benefit from 

what looks like a shift in the style of MLS refereeing. 

A shift to a more permissive style, one that encourages pretty little chats with players as a substitute for giving out cards. A 

style we see regularly in the EPL. It goes down well with teams that adopt physical play. 

The shift is my impression, of course. But I would offer referee Hilario Grajeda as supporting evidence. His performance in MLS 

Cup was not acceptable. He could have called a penalty kick against Nat Borchers. He didn’t. He should have ejected 

Aurelien Collin with a second yellow card. He chose, instead, to give Collin a friendly chat. (Memo to PRO: would it be 

possible to hear exactly what Grajeda said to Collin? And if not, why not?). This was a crucial non-call, as eight minutes later 

Collin scored the tying goal. 

It could be argued that Grajeda simply had a bad day. But Grajeda turned up again a few weeks later, in charge of the college 

final. In which he failed to spot, or to call, no fewer than three pretty flagrant hand balls - all in the penalty area. 

Grajeda’s errors - all of omission - favored the defending team in every case. Why would a referee with that attitude get two of 

the top assignments in the U.S. soccer season? 

You don’t have to look too hard to work out where that influence is likely coming from. It surely arrived with Peter Walton, the 

ex-English referee appointed by MLS and the USSF to up the caliber of US refereeing. 

We have had a year and a half of Walton now. What evidence of improvement do we have? Not easy to measure, of course. I 

can find none - but I have mentioned my suspicion that U.S. referees are getting chattier. Which I do not see as a good thing. 

When Walton left England in 2012, he said farewell to "my colleagues in England, who I truly believe to be the best team of 

officials in world football." 

We have had, during this holiday period, plenty of opportunities to watch these "best officials in the world" in action. They have 

not performed well. Two dreadful offside calls against Liverpool, a failure to even call a foul on a Charlie Adam (Stoke) tackle 

that has put Spurs’ Paulinho out of the game for a month, failure to award ManU a penalty when Ashley Young was brought 

down by Spurs’ goalkeeper Hugo Lloris, failure to award a penally to Liverpool when Chelsea’s Samuel Eto’o calculatedly 

barged him to the ground, a missed offside call against Swansea’s Wilfried Bony who scored against ManCity. To name a few. 

All this occurring within the context of the chatty, pro-physical, let-em-play approach that EPL referees favor. Things got so 

bad a week or two back, that the head referee felt it necessary to call and apologize to a coach for a bad call that his team 

had suffered. 

I am not making out a case for English referees being the world’s worst. They have a lot of excellent qualities, are probably as 

good, or as bad, as those of any other leading soccer country. But their penchant for leniency in dealing with rough play is a 

problem. And we assuredly do not need it in MLS. 

To round off on a happy - really joyful - note, let me return to Liverpool, the team that suffered most from bad calls during the 

last week. In case you missed it - you must watch this lovely short video of Luis Suarez being interviewed by the Kop Kids 

demon r~porter, Finn. Who is all of 10 years old. An absolute delight. And Luis ain’t bad either. 

And with that, a happy and intriguing 2014 to all - I’ll even extend my goodwill to those reprobates who insist on the FC tag. 

No hard feelings guys, so a happy FCing new year to all of you. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk blocl. 
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Section 2: Michael Bradley SWing at Roma 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Jan. 3, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Report: Michael Bradley Staying at Roma 
MLSsoccer.com                                                                                             ~ 

Despite tabloid claims in Italy and England to the contrary, MLSSoccer.com is reporting that AS Roma 

and USA international midfielder Michael Bradley will not leave the Serie A giant during the January transfer 

window. In recent weeks, the central midfielder has been linked to Cardiff City, Fulham and Southampton in 

England, Chievo Verona and Genoa in Italy and Bayer Leverkusen in Germany. 

According to the report’s sources, Roma coach Rudi Garcia has no intention of letting the American go, and 

Bradley does not want to leave, either. The 26-year-old has made nine appearances for Roma since recovering 

from an ankle injury earlier in the season, starting four times. Bradley and the Giallorossi return from winter break 

on Sunday in a top-of-the-standings clash against Serie A leader Juventus in Turin. 

- Read the whole story... 

Moudnho Denies Transfer Rumors .............................................................................................................. 

ESPN FC 

Jose Mourinho on Friday insisted that Chelsea is not interested in Napoli striker Gonzalo Higuain and that 

playmaker Juan Mata is not for sale. Responding to a report in the Daily Teleqraph earlier Friday that the former 

Real Madrid coach seeks a reunion with Higuain in London, Mourinho said: "No. No bid. No. He’s a player that I 

know we cannot get. He’s a player that moved from Real to Napoli six months ago. He’s doing very well, he’s 

adapting very well to Italy. Napoli is a club that normally doesn’t sell." 

In fact, the Portuguese went on to say that Chelsea isn’t planning to do much of anything during the January 

transfer window. "No. A striker: 100 percent no," he said. "tit] is not a priority, is not an option. We have three. This 

squad is good enough for my first season, and for the objectives of the first season and to prepare the next season, 

so we are happy with the squad we have." 

Asked whether Mata, who has been linked with possible moves to Paris Saint-Germain or Napoli, would be allowed 

to leave, Mourinho again said, "No, and today he trained in a fantastic way, so I think he focused more in what I 

talked after the game at Southampton...When he focused on ’1 don’t want him to leave, I don’t want the club to sell 

him,’ he moved on. He was happy with the victory, so today he trained in a fantastic way. I keep saying that I want 

him to say." 

- Read the whole story... 

MLSsoccer.com 

Despite only barely making it onto the team sheet for Barnsley’s NewYear’s Day clash against Birmingham City, 

Brek Shea managed to put in a "fantastic" first performance for his new temporary employer, lasting 75 minutes in 

a 1-1 draw. The USA international joined the bottom-of-the-table second division club on a 28-day loan from 

Premier League club Stoke City, which was completed only minutes before kickoff on Wednesday. 

"Brek Shea came into the team and had a fantastic 70 minutes or so," Barnsley coach Danny Wilson after the 

game. "He’ll be a big threat for us going forward... We only got his name on the team sheet at two minutes to two!" 

Despite the positive result, Barnsley remains at the bottom of the Championship table, five points from safety. The 

club is wiNess in its last six matches. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Southampton Seeks CMttenburq Ban 
ESPN FC 

Southampton has said it does not want referee Mark Clattenburg to officiate any more of its games until the club’s 

complaint about his conduct toward Adam La~lana in the Saints’ 2-1 loss at Everton has been "properly resolved." 

The Professional Game Match Officials Limited (PGMOL) on Friday ruled that Clattenburg had no case to answer 

for after the Saints accused him of using "abusive and insulting" language in denying the Southampton captain a 

penalty at Goodison Park. 



According to the Press Association, Clattenburg is believed to have said to Lallana: "You are very different now, 

since you’ve played for England -- you never used to be like this." Now that the PGMOL has ruled that Clattenburg 

has no need to answer for his actions, he will be free to take charge of the FA Cup third round clash between 

Arsenal and Tottenham on Saturday. 

Nevertheless, Southampton on Friday made it clear that the club believes the matter is not conc&~ded. "An official 

insulting any player, no matter his intentions, is clearly not acceptable behavior," a Southampton spokesman said. 

"For this reason, we do not accept the verdict of the PGMOL in relation to this case and do not consider the matter 

to be over. Under the circumstances, we do not feel it appropriate for Mr. Clattenburg to officiate in any of our 

matches until this matter is properly resolved." 

- Read the whole sto~y._ 

AS Roma midfield general Daniele De Rossi revealed that he would have committed suicide had he moved to 

Manchester United during the summer. The Red Devils had made a bid for Italy international toward the end of the 

summer transfer window, but it came too late for the club to accept. "It was a good thing that I didn"t go to 

Manchester, now I would have committed suicide," De Rossi told Corrie~e dello Spo~f, presumably referring to 

United’s on-field struggles so far this season compared to second-place Roma’s good form in Serie A. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Arsena~ Eyeing Diego Costa 
Daily Star 

Arsenal is reportedly eyeing Atletico Madrid striker Diego Costa’s $52.5 million buyout clause, the Daily Star 

reports. Costa, 25, has scored an astonishing 19 goals in 17 La Liga games this season, and Arsenal coach 

Arsene Wenger may be forced to pounce, considering that Nicklas Bendtner will be out for at least six weeks 

and first-choice striker O~ivier Giroud is still missing due to an ankle injury. 

- Read the whole sto[y._ 

Ti~e Most Anticipated Haircut in Soccer 
Eurosport 

The most anticipated haircut in soccer finally took place on Thursday with Hull City midfielder Tom Hudd~estone 

finally chopping off his ’Huddlefro’ for Cancer Research UK. Huddlestone had vowed to grow his hair for charity until 

he broke his personal scoring drought, which lasted from April 2011 until last Saturday’s 6-0 thumping of Fulham. 

Huddlestone has so far raised over $59,000 for Cancer Research UK and he is hoping to more than double that 

amount and get it to $123,000 via donations on his ’Just Giving’ page. 

- Read the whole story,.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Saturday, Januao, 4, 2014 1:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Red Stars Acquire Christen Press in NWSL Allocation! 

CHICAGO RED STARS ACQUIRE CHRISTEH PRESS IH 
HWSL ALLOCATIOH 

The Chicago Red Stars today announced the addition of [_IS 
Women’s National Team forward Christen Press to the team. The 
team was also reallocated US Women’s National Team players 
Shannon Boxx and Amy LePeilbet, as well as Canadian National 
Team members Erin McLeod, Adriana Leon, and Rachel Quon. 
Read more about Press and the other allocated Red Stars players. 

It’s the New Year, which means the 2014 season is just around 
the comer! Order your season tickets today! If your purchase 
your tickets by Januaw 5, 2014, we’ll also throw in some Red 
Stars gear! Purchase today 

RED STARS AHHOUHCE 2014 OPEH TRYOUTS 



Open tryouts ~br the 2014 season will be held on Febma~ 27 and 
28, in Melrose Park, IL. All college senior and post-collegiate 
players who are are interested in participating will need to fill out a 
registration form and a waiver. Registration cost is $100. For more 
information, or to register click here 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, Janual7 4, 2014 7:03 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. national youth team rosters 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Saturday, Jan. 4, 2014 

by So~er ~meri~a 

[LAKEWOOID RANCH CAt, P] Tab Ramos called in 36 players for the 
IJ.S. under-20 men’s national team camp that began Friday in 

Lakewood Ranch, Fla. Notable callups include seven NLS players, 

five foreign-based players, indudin~ highly regarded 17-year-old 

Nerbert Robinson of Mexican club Santos, and lan Narkes, son of 
Ramos’ long-time national team midfielder partner John Narkes. 

...r, cad the w~o~e stow 

"1 don’t listen to any hype or anything like that. I 
just listen to my parents and the people around me 
who love me. They keep me grounded, so it’s fine. I 
have really high expectations for myself, so, 
hopefully, I might be able to make a few 
appearances this season. But I’m still very young, so 
I have a lot of work to do. I will keep working hard 
and stay positive all the time." 



by Soccer America 

[LAKEWOOD RANCH CAMP] Javier Perez called up 24 players for 

week-long U.S. under-18 men’s national team training camp 
be~nning Saturday in Lakewood Ranch~ Fla., to prepare for the 

upcoming Copa del At[antico Feb. 4-7 in the Canary Islands. The 

lone pro in camp is Sporting Kansas City’s EHk Palmer-Brown. 

by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] The U.S. under-15 girls national team opens 2014 with 

a training camp that kicks off Saturday at the U.S. Soccer National 
Training Center in Carson, Calif....~~ea~ tI~a "~,~e,:e s~.ory 

by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL LEAGUE] Six boys teams secured their spots among the 

top two in the divisional standings in the U.S. Youth Soccer 

National League following the conclusion of play at ESPN Wide 

World of Sports. Two of them hail from CUP Gold, which moved 
into a tie for the most National League titles by one club .... Read 

by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL LEAGUE] Eclipse Elite Black clinched its U-16 division and 

U-18 Braddock Road YC Elite and U-15 Futura Academy Forte also 

secured berths at the U.S. Youth Soccer National Championships in 
U.S. Youth Soccer National League girls play at ESPN Wide World of 

by Soccer America 

[DISNEY’S SOCCER SHOWCASE] Five teams from Virginia won titles in 
the Showcase divisions at the Disney’s Soccer Showcase presented 

by AS Roma~ which wrapped up F~day at ESPH W~de World of 

Spor~ Complex. Two Eclispse Select teams won ~irls titles ~th 
sweeps o~ their four ~ames....~ea(~ the wh(~ 

by Soccer America 

[SEEN AROUND TOWN: Holiday Season] Yes, that was Cobi Jones 

you saw in the 125th Rose Parade on New Year’s Day. AYSO had a 

float in partnership with the dry of Torrance~ where the youth 

soccer organization was founded~ to mark the kickoff of its 50th 

anniversaw....~a~ tb~" w~o~a ~to~¢ 

-- Gedion Zelalern, the 17-year-old Maryland 

product whom Arsene Wenger is considering calling 
for Arsenal’s FA Cup match against north London 
rival Tottenham Hotspur on Saturday. 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps ~ Academies 
directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... t@xe 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

~,",~;’~v.soccer~,m~I-ica,¢om - and become a complimentary member. 

Fe~’~s are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite College Sports <info@leagueunited.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 4, 2014 12:45 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Spring Clinics & Summer Camps 

Hello Coaches. 

At this time, the most visited page on 
the ECS site is the list of clinics and 
camps. Below is the list of clinics and 
camps currently on the ECS site (dick here 

to see the full paQe): 
If you have a camp or clinic scheduled and 

would like it listed, please email us at 
info@ieagueunited.core with details. 

School Start 
Boston College 1/1/14 website 

Harvard 
website 

University 

University of 
website 

Vi rgi nia 
American 

website 
University .............. 

Wisconsin - 
website 

Madison 

Emoi3’ 
website 

University ............... 

Wisconsin - 
website 

Madison 

Wake Forest 
website 

University 

Yale University 2/17/14 website 

Vanderbilt 
website 

University ............... 

Wake Forest 
website 

University 

Duke UniversRy 3/9/14 website 

C[aremont 
website 

Colleges 

Vanderbi[t 
website 

University ............... 

Wake Forest 
website 

University 

C[aremont 
website 

Colleges .............. 

Hamilton College 4/20/14 website 

Wellesley College 4/26/14 website 

EmoI3’ 
4/27/14 website 

University 

Boston College 7/12/14 website 

Duke University 7/27/14 website 

Wake Forest 
website 

University 

To access your ECS account, use the following 

login information: 

User Name:anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Password:da 12751 

Click here to email eommen[s or 
questions. 

~ FolLow at[ of the top women’s 

soccer on Facebook. 

Click here to uisit Elite 
~ CoI~ege Sports! 



Lesgue ~.;l°:ited h-~c 163 8idecut Ro~;d i Red’-<~ng CT 06896 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Training Events <training@womensleadershiptmin.uet> 

Sunday, Jauuary 5, 2014 4:04 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Women’s Leadership: Delegating Skills that Get Results - Webinar 01/1614 

Albert Dorrance, 

For professional women lookiug for proveu tips ou how to effectively delegate, 
there will be a 60-minute program: 

"Women’s Leadership: Delegating Skills that Get Results" 

Thursday, Januau 16, 2014 Thursday, January. 16, 2014 1:00 - 2:00 pm ET 

http://~vw.womensleadershiptrain.net/36V/O/2/pDCTTTcip9G7UQ79iipOe/A 

It’s no secret - clear communication is one of the most important skills a 
prot}ssional woman must possess to advance. To thrive as a leader, women must 
be able to use clear and powerful communication "to give instructions, provide 
helpful and corrective t~edback, and delegate in a way that yields results. Iu 
this 60-minute program you and your team will learn: 

¯ How to deliver infftructions with authori~" - without seeming pushy 
¯ Keys to building buy-in and support for your projects 
¯ Tips for dealiug with difficult people and wim~ing them over 
¯ Ell}ctive ways to give and receive criticism without taldng it personally 

INSTRUCTOR 
Pmnela Jett is an interuationally recognized presenter and author on developing 
leadership skills and improving workplace relationships. Her background 
includes: 

¯ Ms. Jett has worked with clientele ravaging from "the high-tech sector and 
manut~cturing to women’s groups and govermnent agencies. 

¯ Pamela has served clieuts such as Lockheed Martin, Allstate Insurance, Sow, 
The United Way, NASA, plus many other notable orgauizations. 
She is the developer of several leaaaaiug progrmns i~Muding "Communicate 
with Confidence, Credibility. m~d Influence." 

¯ Her programs take participants beyond theou to hands-on application for 
immediate results 

HRCI CREDIT 
This program has been approved Ibr 1 recertification credit hour toward PttR, 

SPItR a~d GPt tR recertificatiou through the tlumm~ Resource Certification 

Institate (HRCI). For more information about certification or recertiticatiou, 
please visit the HRCI bomepage. 

WLC CI~EDIT 

This program has been approved for 1 credit hour towards tile WLC certificate 

through the Women’s Leadership Certificate (WLC). 

Women’s Leadership: Delegating Skills that Get Results 

Thursday, Januau 16, 2014 - 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET ** 

To register for this exciting event, please click’the tbllowiug link or 
call l-g00-g30-0799: 

http:i/www.womensleadershiptrain.neV36V/O/2/pDCTTTc/p9G7UQ79i/pOeiA 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincereb; 

Women’s Leadership 

201 Penn Center Boulevard, Suite 400 
Pittsburgh, PA 15235 

Satist~_ction Gum’antee - If are not completely satisfied, a full rethnd will be 
given ti-om now until 7 days alter the event. 

To be "taken offofour mailing list please click here: 

http://w,a-vv.womeusleadershiptrain.net/36 V/39/2ipDCTTTc/p9G7UQ79iip0e/A 



Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 

process it. We sent tl~is using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priori~ 
code: 195046 

Contact ID#: - 1713825233 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, January 5, 2014 4:13 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, January 5, 2014 

Sunday, Jan. 5, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Spain’s La Liga leader Bamelona faces EIche in its first game after the winter break on Sunday .... English FA 

Cup action includes Derby-Chelsea and Man United-Swansea City. 

~ 
Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programmin~7 is always subject to chan~le. Besides the exclusive streamin~l 

pro~lrammin~l listed here, many networks make TV pro~Irammin~l available on streamin~l devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listin~ls and network pro~lrammin~l listin~l& Soccer on TV is ~#dated daily throu~lhout the week. 

SUNOAY, January 5 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain BARCELONA-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-LIVORNO (live) Noon. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ROMA (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup DERBY-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WEST HAM (live) 7 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ST. MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-ESPANYOL (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BILBAO (live) 2 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ROMA (delay) 4 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-GETAFE (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WEST HAM (live) 7 am. 

FA Cup DERBY COUNTY-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-BALLENAS GALEANA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico UNAM-PUEBLA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-LEON (live) 8 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain SEVILLA-GETAFE (live) 6 am. 

Spain JAEN-DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA (live) 12:15 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Coupe de France BREST-PSG (live) 8:15 am. 

Coupe de France MARSEILLE-REIMS (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 
FA Cup NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WEST HAM (live) 7 am. 

Scotland ST= MIRREN-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 
FA Cup DERBY COUNTY-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 



FA Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

Israel HAPOEL HAIFA-BEITAR JERUSALEM (live) 12:30 pm. 

~4ONDAY, Janizary 6 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy AC MILAN-ATALANTA (live) 9 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMPDORIA (delay) 11 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-CELTA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-INTER MILAN (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMPDORIA (delay) 9 am. 

Italy AC MILAN-ATALANTA (delay) 11 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-CELTA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain RAYOWILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Italy NAPOLI-SAMPDORIA (live) 6:30 am. 

Italy LAZIO-INTER MILAN (live) 12:15 pm. 

TUESDAY, Janua~y 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Copa Del Rey VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 9 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, January 8 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Tim Cup FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Copa Del Rey ALCORCON-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA43ETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey REAL BETIS-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 2 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Del Rey RACING-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

THURSDAY, J~nuary 9 

BelN SPORTS 

Tim Cup ROMA-SAMPDORIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup UDINESE-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-VlLLAREAL (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (livE) 3:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, J~n~ary 10 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MONACO (live) 2:30 pm. 

England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY COUNTY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Jan. 5, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 
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© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCA <nscanews@nsca.com> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 8:12 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

You can still make it to Coaches Cont~rence 

i iN Visit NSCA.com your trusted authorityon strength and conditioning. 



2o V~ have over 16 I~ou~s of sessions with coaching 
elites ready to go ]~st for you. 

3, Joe Ehrma~, 20t4 keynote speaker, ~s on st 

4:00pro on Fdday, Jamsary I0. Make e ple~s to 

be there - yo~ won’t want to m~ss him~ 
4, Follow the conversation or~ Twitter (Js~r~g #Coaches14, 

5, Come ready to e~evate your career and ~eam from 
top coaches ~n the industry 

Get to indy & we’ll see you there! 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to ~n~n@uncaa.imc,edu by nscanews@nsca,com :: 



lnstant removai with SafeUnsubscribe~ EEZ~Y Po[ic~, 

NSCA i 1885 Bob Johnson Dr. Colorado Springs i CO :: 80906 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The final event of the 2013 TDS Combine 
series returned to LA with top talent from 
California, Nevada and Arizona. These were 
the top girls players._ 

The U.S. U20 Women’s National Team opens 
up play at the 2014 CONCACAF Championship 
on Thursday. TopDrawerSoccer.com previews 
Group A action 

TopDrawerSoccer.com takes a look back at 

some of the best boys pla~,~rs from the 
Disney Soccer Showcase, ~ 

DID YOU SEE? 

Get to know an MLS Draft 
prospect: Cal defender 
Steve Birnbaum, 

ESPN’s first 2014 World Cup 
commercial is predictably 
awesome. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy 

The Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy 
(S.I.M.A.) is an elite level soccer specific 
training experience for anyone who 
possesses the passion to challenge 
themselves at the highest level both 
academically and athletically. 

Located near Orlando, Florida, S.I.M.A. 
provides a world-class training environment 
for any athlete who has the desire to work 
hard and improve. 

Success will only be measured by 
development with the end result residing in 
an opportunity to play at a higher level and 
continue to make your passion a career. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 





i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The final event of the 2013 TDS Combine 
series returned to LA with top talent from 
California, Nevada and Arizona. These were 
the top girls players._ 

The U.S. U20 Women’s National Team opens 
up play at the 2014 CONCACAF Championship 
on Thursday. TopDrawerSoccer.com previews 
Group A action 

TopDrawerSoccer.com takes a look back at 

some of the best boys pla~,~rs from the 
Disney Soccer Showcase, ~ 

DID YOU SEE? 

Get to know an MLS Draft 
prospect: Cal defender 
Steve Birnbaum, 

ESPN’s first 2014 World Cup 
commercial is predictably 
awesome. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy 

The Soccer Institute at Montverde Academy 
(S.I.M.A.) is an elite level soccer specific 
training experience for anyone who 
possesses the passion to challenge 
themselves at the highest level both 
academically and athletically. 

Located near Orlando, Florida, S.I.M.A. 
provides a world-class training environment 
for any athlete who has the desire to work 
hard and improve. 

Success will only be measured by 
development with the end result residing in 
an opportunity to play at a higher level and 
continue to make your passion a career. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 2:40 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Blatter Blasts Br’~il World Cnp Preparations 

By Ross Fadner, Monda~ Jan. 6, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

BMtter 8Msts Brazi~ World Cup Preparations 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

In an interview with the Swiss press, FIFA President Sepp B~atter blasted Brazil over its World Cup 

preparations as six of the nation’s 12 home stadiums failed to meet the world governing body’s Dec. 31 deadline. In 

fact, three of the uncompleted stadiums are not likely to be finished until April, including the Itaquera Arena in Sac 

Paulo, which hosts the opening match between Brazil and Croatia. 

"No country has been so far behind in its preparations since I have been at FIFA even though it is the only host 

nation which has had so much time -- seven years -- in which to prepare," the FIFA boss told Swiss paper 24 

Hueres. When asked if Brazil understood the scale of the work involved in hosting a World Cup, he said: "No. Brazil 

has just found out what it means and has started work much too late." 

Blatter also remarked that he expects this summer’s tournament to feature protests similar to those organized by 

the Brazilian public during last summer’s Confederations Cup. "1 am an optimist not a pessimist. So I am not 

worried," he said. "But we do know there will again be manifestations, protests. Those during the Confederations 

Cup -- in this same country -- were generated out of the social networks. There was no specific goal but during the 

World Cup the protests will perhaps be more concrete, more organized. But I also believe the football will be safe, I 

do not believe that Brazilians will attack the football directly. For them, it’s a religion." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Martino Won’t Rush Messi Back 
ESPN FC 

Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino says he will not send Lione~ Messi back into action until he is 100 percent 

sure that he has overcome all his recent injury issues. Messi, who watched from the stands as Barca thrashed 

Elche 4-0 at the Camp Nou on Sunday, has not played since early October. After the game, Martino said the four- 

time Ballon d’Or winner was physically fine but called for patience as it made sense to wait until he felt "secure" he 

could play again without thinking of the muscle injuries that have hampered him since last April. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Moy’es: United Needs January Reinforcements 
Independent 

David Moyes admitted "there is an urgency" to bringing in new players at Manchester United following the Red 

Devils’ 2-1 home defeat to Swansea City in the FA Cup on Sunday. The loss, United’s fourth at home in its last six 

games in all competitions, was just its third exit in the FA Cup third round in the last 30 years. Moyes’ predecessor 

Alex Ferguson had only ever lost one game in the FA Cup third round in his 27 years in charge of the club. 

The United boss noted that January is a tricky time to be looking for reinforcements. "There is an urgency that we 

would like to bring people in but are those players available in January?" he said. "So there is no point in me hyping 

it up because the players we would like to bring in are probably not available in January, not because we don’t want 

to do it." As for the defeat, he said there were "no excuses" despite the key absences of Wayne Rooney, Robin 

van Persie and Nemanja Vidic. The former Ever[on coach bemoaned United’s failure to create enough chances, 

and said the sending off of Fabio da Silva in the 80th-minute for a challenge on dose Oanas was the game’s 

turning point, as Wilfried Bony’s header sent Swansea into the fourth round 10 minutes later. 

After the game, United midfielder Darren Fletcher was critical of his team’s performance. "It’s a massive blow, let’s 

not kid ourselves here," he said. "We have to raise our performance levels. We’re letting the fans down but to be 

fair to them, they are really sticking by us, and that’s great to see as well and we’ve got to repay that, and I think the 

players saw that today coming off [the field]. Fletcher noted that United needs to respond, and Tuesday’s League 

Cup semifinal first-leg at home to Sunderland is the perfect place to star[. 

- Read the whole story... 

Conte ’Moderately Satisfied’ as Juve Moves Eiq~ Clear 
Football Italia 



Juventus coach Antonio Conte remarked that he was only "moderately satisfied" with his team’s 3-0 home 

thrashing of second-place AS Roma on Sunday despite moving eight points clear at the top of the Serie A table. 

The win, Juve’s 10th in a row in the league, fittingly matched Roma’s record-breaking start of 10 consecutive wins to 

open a Serie A season. 

’q am only ever moderately satisfied until we achieve our targets, so this remains a stepping stone, but nothing 

definitive. Our satisfaction therefore has to remain moderate," Conte told Sky Sportltalia. "There’s an entire second 

half of the season to go and we must do well. These eight points are important, but must not become an illusion, as 

if they rob us of the concentration and desire we need then we’ll be in real trouble. Anything could happen." He 

added: "Let’s not forget that Roma won their opening I0 games, yet in Week 18 we are eight points in front of 

them." 

Meanwhile Roma coach Rudi Garcia was philosophical about his team’s first loss of the season: ’q don’t know if 

this was the worst way to lose our unbeaten record, but it is bad to end with nine men. On 2-0 we still had the 

chance to get back into the game, but we were unlucky to concede the two goals in bad moments of the match." 

The French tactician noted that the Scudetto is not the club’s primary obiective: "There are another 60 points 

available, but the title is not our objective. Our objective is to get back into Europe, so we are now second and that 

is a good place to be in. After that, we’ll see what happens." Later, he added: "Don’t forget there will be a Roma- 

Juventus encounter in May and nothing has finished today." 

- Read the whole story... 

Soiskjaer Hails Cardiff Players for ’Perfect’ Start 
BBC Sport 

Ole Gunnar Solskjaer hailed Cardiff City’s players for producing the "perfect start" to his reign as head coach with 

a 2-1 come-from-behind win against Newcastle at St. James Park. Solskjaer, who often adopted the tag of ’super- 

sub’ in his time at Manchester United, was delighted that substitutes Craig Noone and Frazier Campbell secured 

the win for his team after Newcastle’s Papiss Cisse opened the scoring in the first half. 

After the game, the former United and Norway striker refused to take credit for the win: "It is not about me, it’s a 

perfect start for the new times. The lads had a lot to deal with and it’s nice to start with a Cup win." He added: 

"VVhen you turn a game around, it is fantastic. The best feeling you have in games is when you really deserve it and 

they did today." 

Asked if the tag super-sub annoyed him during his time at Old Trafford, Solskjaer said, "No. I was part of a great 

team, and I enjoyed doing my best whenever I got my chance and that’s the message to the players. Come on and 

make an impact." He said that mentality showed in the players’ performance. "It pleased me a lot when we went 1-0 

down that they showed character and the way they dug themselves back into the game. We didn’t stop playing, and 

then of course there were two fantastic pieces of skill, a great header from Frazier and the goal from Noone was 

something else." 

- Read the whole story... 

West Ham Writes to Fans After FA Cup Thrashin~ 
Guardian 

In a letter to fans, West Ham United co-chairmen David Sullivan and David Gold conceded that coach Sam 

Allardyce has been handed a "near impossible task" as injuries have eaten into his squad, which currently sits in 

19th-place in the Premier League table. Nevertheless, the pair offered their support for Allardyce following the 

club’s 5-0 thrashing at Championship club Nottingham Forest in the FA Cup on Sunday, adding that they plan to 

bring in two new players on loan this week to bolster the squad: Wolverhampton defender Roger Johnson and 

Monaco striker Lacina Traore. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Walcott to Miss Four Weeks 
Guardian 

It looks like Thee Walcott will be out for four weeks with a knee injury after the Arsenal forward limped off the field 

in Saturday’s 2-0 win against neighborhood rival Tottenham at the Emirates. Early reports claim the England 

international strained ligaments following an 81st-minute challenge from Spurs fullback Danny Rose. Coach 

Arsene Wenger also lost Thomas Vermaelen and Mikel Arteta to injuries during the game on Saturday, but it is 

unclear for how long. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Viola Channel 

Fiorentina striker Giuseppe Rossi has suffered a sprain and second-degree damage to the medial collateral 

ligament in his right knee -- the same knee that endured two ACL surgeries, the Serie A giant reported on Monday. 



New Jersey-born Rossi, who is an Italy international, sustained the injury following a horror challenge by Livorno’s 

Leandro Rir~audo, which drew criticism from Viola coach Vincenzo Montella after the 1-0 home win. He is 

expected to miss up to three months, but could return in time to be included in Italy coach Cesare PrandeHi’s 

World Cup squad. 

- Read the whole story._ 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, January. 7, 2014 

Tuesday, Jan. 7, 2014 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s English League Cup and Spanish Cup action on Tuesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV ptegramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and he,york programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

TU£SDAY, January 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Roy VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 9 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, Janizary 8 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Tim Cup FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Roy ALCORCON-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey REAL BETIS-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 2 pro. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA43HIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Del Rey RACING-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

italy AC MILAN-ATALANTA (live) Noon. 

Coupe de France BREST-PSG (live) 1 pm. 

THURSDAY, da~)~ary 9 

BelN SPORTS 

Tim Cup ROMA=SAMPDORIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup UDINESE=INTER MILAN (live) 3 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-COSTA PICA (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Roy REAL SOCIEDAD-VILLAREAL (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Roy REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (livE) 3:30 pro. 

BelN PLAY 

Copa Dei Roy RAYO-LEVANTE (live) 3:30 pm= 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-COSTA PICA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, Jam.~ary 10 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MONACO (live) 2:30 pm. 



England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY COUNTY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-UNAM (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-AMERICA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-MERIDA (live) 9:30 pm. 

8eIN PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France AJACCIO-PSG (live) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-TOULOUSE (delay) 4 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-LAZIO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Australia WELLINGTON-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship JAMAICA-USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England HULL CITY-CHELSEA (live) 7:45 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-ALMERIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-VALENCIA (live) Noon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-SEVlLLA (live) 4 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

England SHEFFIELD-LEEDS (live) 7 am. 

England IPSWICH-QPR (live) 9:45 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-GIRONA (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy LEVORNO-PARMA (live) 11:45 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship JAMAICA-USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-NORWICH (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am= 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, J~L~a~’y 12 

BelN SPORT 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

France EVIAN-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Italy SASSUOLO-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy HELLAS VERONAS-NAPOLI (delay) 7 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England STOKE CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11:15 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 



Spain LEVANTE-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA=MONTERREY (live) 1 

MONDAY~ Ja~mary 13 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SAMPDORIA-UDINESE (live) 1 pm. 

italy INTER MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

France LYON-SOCHAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England ASTON VILLA-ARSENAL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, Ja~mary 14 

BelN SPORT 

T~m Cup ~IO-PARMA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALMERIA-RACING (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

WEDNESDAY~ Jan[~a[y 15 

BelN SPORT 

Tim Cup AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pm. 

8e[N P~Y 

Tim Cup CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am, 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-BETIS (live) 1:15 pm, 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-~YO (live) 3:15 pm. 

THURSDAY, January 1~ 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLAREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pro, 

FRIDAY, January 17 

BelN SPORT 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Jan. 7, 2014 
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Attack a Compact Defense Like Bayern Munich Dort,nund and Arsenal 

Hi A~so~, 
Check out these 12 videos and an eBook we have just released. They are free to Video Library 

subscribers and $37 for non subscribers 

These videos are the first in a tactical analysis series by James Lambert. We plan on releasing a new 

set of these videos every month. We also plan on releasing other training videos every month. 

So overall if we release 20+ video series this year, that’s $37 x 20 = $640 you would pay to have them 

all_but you can get every single one of them as part of the Video Library for as little as $89.95 Check 

out more info on the ._V_]__d__e_£___L_Lb_f__a__OZ___h___e__r__e_. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

President 

Are compact, wall-like 
efenses frustratin 
your 

sto ping 
scoring? 
the eli 

attack and 
you from 
cover ow 

teams smash 
through the most 

stubborn of defenses in 

this special vi eo series 
Finally, a way through on goal! Attacking a Compact Defense is a 

12 part video series which analyzes how eiit÷ sides like 
Arsenal, Bayern Munich and Inter Nila~ are aMe to get the bal~ 

into the box and score goals in abundance, Eve~ video 
features expeA commentary which explains how they buildup 
their a~ack and how you can harness their tactics ~ your own 

side to break an~ create more goa~ scoring oppo~unit~es. 

Dear Coach, 

When the opposition decides to ’park the team bus’ in front of goal, and defend deep in their own half, 

it can seem as though there’s no way through. With no space to move into, you can find yourself taking 

endless potshots from distance, with little chance of scoring. But compact defenses don’t deter elite 



sides or stop them from creating chances. If anything, a packed defense can become an advantage 

when you know howto exploit it. 

Now you can discover how the elite sides break down compact defenses in this highly focused video 

series. Attacking a Compact Defense features t2 videos and an eBook which irovide a tactical 

analysis using real game footage of how elite sides and players break through stubborn defenses and 

score goals in abundance. This includes a look at the dribbling style of Ribery and Robben, how 

Arsenal and Borussia Dortmund harness the width to create chances and how Inter Milan patiently 

wait for an opening 

"if you need creative ideas on scoring past a 
seemingly impenetrable defense, who better to 

~earn from than the e~ite sides" 

There are many times when you’ll come up against a stubborn back line. Whether it’s defending a 

lead, to run down the clock or to soak up pressure before counter attacking, there are many situations 

when opposition teams will pack the area to stifle attacks. In these instances, the normal tactic is to 

keep shooting from distance. But this approach relies on luck and the keeper making a catastrophic 

mistake. This is why it isn’t an approach you’ll see being used by elite teams Instead they’ll use 

creativity and tactical moves to pull defenders out of position and to create space so they can create 

opportunities to score inside the box. 

Now you can watch how elite sides smash through seemingly solid defenses like a knife through 

butter in this special video series Comprising of twelve videos, Attacking a Compact Defense 

profiles a range of elite level tactics for getting the ball through, over and around the defensive wall and 

through on goal. This includes the use of tactical dribbling, inswinging balls from the wings and 

knockdowns inside the box With expert commentary throughout, this video series analyses these 

tactics and many others you can use to break through packed, stubborn defenses and push the 

scoreline in your favor. 

"An expert analysis of beating packed defenses 
produced by a technical coach with internationa[ 



What’s covered in Attacking a Compact Defense 
All of the videos in Attacking a Compact Defense have been carefully chosen to highlight a particular 

style of play or set piece, which demonstrate the tactics used by elite sides to open up stubborn 

defenses and score goals. 

Videos 1 and 2, - A game in which Bayern Munich come from a goal behind to beat Mainz 4-1. These 

two videos demonstrate how to make penetrating passes for the forw’ards to knock down before 

scoring. The game also features tactical dribbling and explosive overlapping runs on the wings before 

making long diagonal passes to the front man waiting behind the opposition’s defensively line. 

Videos 3 and 4 - These videos demonstrate how Inter Milan uses its technical skills and patience to 

wait for a side playing with high intensity to lose its disciple. Lambert highlights how they use tactical 

dribbling to draw defensive players out of position before playing a penetrating through ball. 

Video 5 - Lambert analyses a game between Arsenal and Borussia Dortmund. In this game both 

teams exhibit howto score through exploiting the pitch’s width with fullbacks and playing the ball from 

outside the box to a striker waiting behind the defense 

Video 6 - The silky dribbling skills of Bayern Munich’s midfield maestros, Robben and Ribery, are 

showcased in this clip. They also provide the perfect example of howto harness tactical dribbling to 

draw players out of position and howto use small touches to beat defenders and to explode into the 

box 

Video 7 - Tactical dribbling is further analyzed in this video featuring clips from various games This 

includes examples of dribbling to win a free kick in dangerous positions, pulling defenders out of the 

box and running across the line to create space for fullbacks 

Lambert in action giving hafftime team talk 

Video 8 - Lambert discusses the benefits of getting players running with the ball at defenses so they 

can either dribble to beat the man with pace or for making overlapping runs and exploiting weak 

defenders. 



Video 9 - Bayern Munich’s devastating diagonal high ball is highlighted in this video, which enables 

this elite side to routinely score goals from one forward knocking the ball down for the other to score. 

Video 19 - This video provides some functional skills dribbling exercises for developing the skills 

highlighted in the previous videos on the training pitch. Lambert uses diagrams and demonstrations to 

explain howto perform the drill and howto progress it. 

Video 11 -A passing exercise for developing a diagonal high ball attacking move is explained in this 

video, with clips of Robben used to demonstrate how to get the ball from the wings into the box. 

Video 12 - The final video features a small sided game exercise that encourages players to play an 

early ball behind the opposition defense and create overloads in midfield. 

Accompanying the videos you also get an eBook, which explains in more detail howto run the training 

drills and practice sessions featured in the videos. Through practicing these on the training pitch, you 

will be able to develop the technical skills and mindset to be able to smash through compact defenses 

and push the scoreline in your favor. 

What you will gain from Attacking a Compact 
Defense 

When your team is struggling to find ways to break through a stubborn defense, drills alone aren’t the 

answer. You can spend hours working on technique, but you also need creative ideas on howto pull 

defenders out of position, howto find space behind the backline and where to play the ball to maximize 

your chances of scoring. When you need new ideas, where better to look than w’atching how the elite 

sides play? 

Attacking a Compact Defense is a video series which shows you how teams like Arsenal, Borussia 

Dortmund and Inter Milan are able to slide through stubborn backlines like water through a breaking 

dam. From w’atching this 12 part video series you will gain: 

An analysis of Bayern Munich’s set pieces you can adopt into your own team’s strategy 

How to use long diagonal high balls to drop the bali down to forwards behind the defensive 

line 

insights into how tactical dribbling can be used to create space, to win free kicks in 

advanced positions and draw defenders out of position 

How to play with patience and be ready to exploit mistakes by high intensity sides 

An analysis of how to exploit the width to pull opposition defenses out of position or to 

create opportunities to make penetrating passes into the box 

How to use speed dribbling to break past defenders or to draw them out of position 

A functional skills dribbling exercise with progressions for developing the core dribbling 

skills needed to break through compact defenses 

A passing exercise for developing the long diagonal high ball and a small sided game for 

encouraging your team to play the bali behind the opposition defense early 

An eBook detailing all the drills and exercises so you can easily drop them into training 

sessions 

Whether you coach professional teams or amateur sides, there’s a wealth of insights you can gain 

from watching Attacking a Compact Defense. You can see exactly howthe elite sides are able to 

breakthrough and gain insights on how they do it thanks to Lambert’s expert commentary. 

And get this FREE eBook with your videos 
Some coaches prefer books and some prefer videos for their coaching material We will give you both. 

We have created an eBook showing all the drills and exercises in the videos and it’s your FREE when 

you order Attacking a Compact Defense video se ries. So now you can look at a written description 

and easy-to-read diagrams while you follow along with the videos. 



100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 

Attacking a Compact Defense video series unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards 

However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Attacking a Compact Defense video 

series after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

"This video series reveals the elite tactics you 
can use to penetrate wa~l like defenses whatever 

~eve~ you play at" 

Whether you play at an amateur or professional level, there will often be times when you can’t seem to 

find a way past team defending in its own half. Whether it’s defending a lead or grinding out a draw, 

when opposition teams decide to stop attacking and block the goalmouth it can seem like there’s no 

way through. Lacking ideas, most teams will then just keep shooting from distance, and hope for the 

best. 

There are, however, more effective tactics used by elite sides which you can harness to score in these 

situations. Attacking a Compact Defense profiles these tactics and provides lots of creative ways of 

getting the ball into the box and scoring. This includes playing long diagonal balls for forwards to 

knockdown, tactical dribbling to draw defenders and playing with patience to force a mistake. 

From watching this 12 part video series you will gain lots of valuable tactical insights so that the next 

time the opposition decides to defend deep, you’ll know what to do. Instead of shooting from distance, 

your team will be equipped with more creative ideas on howto score, enabling them to create more 

chances and to get that vital goal which tips the score line in your favor. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P,S, If you’re stuck for ideas on breaking through a compact defense, this video series shows you how. 

Attacking a Compact Defense is a twelve part video series which analyses how the elite sides 

break through wall like backlines This includes an analysis of games featuring Arsenal, Bayern 

Munich and Inter Milan and the tactics they use to pull defenders out of position and create chances. 

o P,P,S If you are not 1 O0 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Attacking a 

Compact Defense after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked 
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Youth Soccer Insider: ’Gay, Lesbian and Ally’ page launched by NSCAA 

Tuesday, Jan. 7,2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

’Gay, Lesbian and Ally’ page launched by NSCAA 
By Mike Woitalla 

The NSCAA has added a remarkable piece to its array of resources by launching a ’Lay, Lesbian and Ally" pa.qe 

on its web site. 

"We have to make it clear the association stands for the acceptance of everyone," says NSCAA president Jack 

Huckel, who appointed Dan Woog to head the LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning) 

committee. 

Huckel says reports of hazing and harassment were part of the impetus to launch the page but it’s also just another part of the 

NSCAA’s quest to improve coaching. 

’q-he goal of the NSCAA is to make people better coaches," says Woog. "If a kid is dealing with any issues that prevent him 

from focusing, he’s not going to be as good a player as he could be. He’s not going to be able to contribute what he could and 

that impacts the entire team." 

The first of the Frequently Asked Questions on the site is: ’Tin not sure why this should be an issue for the NSCAA. Who 

cares if someone is gay?" 

The answer: ’~ou’re exactly right. It doesn’t make a difference if someone is gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender (LGBT). 

We’re simply providing resources for LGBT athletes and coaches - and all allies - so that everyone who plays soccer is 

assured of all the support they’ll need. 

"All coaches want to do the right thing for all athletes -- but they don’t always know how. This information will help all LGBT 

coaches and athletes feel more comfortable, which means they’ll perform better. It will also help all ’straight ally’ coaches help 

them - becoming better, more successful coaches in the process." 

That gay professional athletes are so reluctant to come out demonstrates the degree of homophobia in sports. David Testo, 
after a decade of pro ball, came out one month after he was released by the NASL’s Montreal Impact in 2011. Robbie Rogers 

came out last year after he announced his retirement following a stint with Leeds United. But Rogers returned with the Los 

Angeles Galaxy, becoming the first openly gay male athlete in a major U.S. pro league. 

Both offered insight into their childhoods. Testo, who cited among the reasons for coming out reports of a high rste of suicide 

among gay teens, said, "1 kind of hated myself. When you’re told gay people at~ sinners and at~ going to burn in eternal hell 

and you’re a child, what are you supposed to feel?" Rogers said: "You grow up learning that who you are isn’t natural, or is a 

sin. It does have an impact - it scares you, it really scares you." 

The NSCAA site provides "One-on-One LGBT Support" as well as links to LGBTQ programs and projects. Anticipated 

questions include, "My player just came out to me, what do I do next?" or "Should I come out to my team?" 

For anyone who coaches for a significant amount of time, the odds are they will have on their team gay or lesbian players. 

They will have straight players on their teams who have gay relatives. Thus the FAQs make for valuable reading. 

’q’he point is not to have kids come out befo~ they’re t~ady," says Woog. "The kid wants to be on the soccer field. He looks 

up to his coach. The time he puts in is really important to him. So coaches need tools - what they say, what they don’t say, 

the words they use, the examples they use - to create an atmosphere where all kids feel comfortable to achieve to their 

potential." 

NSCAA "Gay, Lesbian and Ally" Page 

This yeaFs NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia will include, on Jan. 17, a 10:30 am workshop: "Create Safe Space for L GB T 

Athletes. Be a Winning Coach" with a panel including Dan Woog (boys varsity coach, Staples High SchooYauthor on L GB T 

issues); Mike Bryant (Center for Leadership in Athletics, University of Washington): Brin DeMarco (head coach, Bryn Mawr 

College) and Atticus OeProspo (Comefl University varsity player). 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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Section 2: Walcott to Miss World Cup; Guardiola Wmats More; Ronaldo Hits 400th 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Jan. ~ 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Walcott Tears ACL, Will Miss World Cup 
Daily Telegraph                                                                                             ~ 

England will be without forward Theo Walcott for the World Cup, his club Arsenal confirmed on Monday, 

after a scan revealed that the 24-year-old winger ruptured his ACL during Arsenal’s 2-0 win against Tottenham 

Hotspur in the FA Cup at the Emirates on Saturday. The 24-year-old was described as being in "total shock" as the 

severity of the injury was not immediately obvious to either the player or Arsenal’s medical team. 

"Theo will have surgery in London in the near future and is expected to be out for at least six months, therefore 

missing the remainder of the season and the World Cup in Brazil in the summer," a statement from the club read. 

"Everyone at Arsenal wishes Theo a speedy recovery and we look forward to seeing him back on a football pitch as 

soon as possible." 

If rehabilitation goes according to plan, Walcott should be back in training sometime in July. For England, WNcott is 

the first major injury blow in coach Roy Hodgson’s World Cup preparations. The likes of Spurs’ Andros 

Townsend and Aaron Lennon, Manchester City’s James Milner and Arsenal’s Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain are 

now expected to compete for the starting spot on England’s right side. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Guardio~a: ’This Team Needs to Be improved’ 
Bundesliga corn 

Top of the BundeNiga by seven points and going strong in both the German Cup and U EFA Champions League, 

Bayern Munich, which is defending all three of those titles, is well on track to win even more silverware this season 

and perhaps establish itself as the greatest German club team in history. Yet coach Pep Guardiola is not satisfied. 

"We want to have even more control, even more of the ball,"’ the man who led Barcelona to a record 14 trophies 

over three seasons said from Bayern’s winter camp in Doha, Qatar. "’This team needs to be improved. That’s the 

best mentality you can have." 

Guardiola noted that the games will be coming thick and fast once the Bundesliga resumes play from its long winter 

break on Jan. 24th, which is one reason why the Spaniard is looking forward to welcoming back injured veteran duo 

Bastion Schweinsteiger and Arjen Robben. "It’s very important for me personally to have my vice-captain here," 

Guardiola said of Schweinsteiger. ’q know how important he is for the team, the whole club and for German soccer. 

We have three weeks before our first game and I hope that both can play against [Borussia] M6nchengladbach." 

Bayern sporting director Matthias Sammer noted that the reigning Treble winner has six away games in its first 

eight matches back from winter break. "We’re going to have to be on track as quickly as possible," the former 

Germany midfielder noted. Included in those away games are trips to Hamburg in the German Cup and Arsenal’s 

Emirates Stadium in the UCL. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sammer: Green Could Cha~Mn,qe for Bayern Spot 
ESPN FC 

Bayern Munich sporting director Matthias Sammer has told reporters that Florida-born Julian Green could 

challenge for a first-team place during the second half of the Bundesliga season. Green is Bayern’s reserve team’s 

top scorer this season with 15 goals in 18 appearances. The 18-year-old striker made his first-team debut in a 

UEFA Champions League win at CSKA Moscow in November. While the German-American has not decided yet 

where his international future lies, Green has for now opted to play for Germany’s U19 team. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Jones to Leave Scha~ke in Search of First Team Action 
ESPN FC 

Jermaine Jones’ agent has been told that the USA international is free to leave Schalke during the January 

transfer window despite the ankle injury suffered by new arrival Jan Kirchhoff, who is also a defensive midfielder. 

Jones has been given permission to stay in Germany to look at offers from other clubs while the rest of the Schalke 



squad is in Qatar for its winter training camp. Kirchhoff, a loan signing from Bayern Munich, suffered an injury 

setback shortly after his arrival, but Jones’ agent Roger Wittman said this would have no affect on the German- 

American’s situation. "Schalke have given us their word that [Jones] can leave," W~ttmann told Bi/d on Monday. 

Meanwhile, Coach Jens Keller told a news conference why the player is being allowed to move on. ’q could not tell 

Jones that he’d have a guaranteed starting spot in the second half of the season," the Schalke boss said. "He was 

professional about being benched during the first half of the season, but with a World Cup on the horizon, and at 

the age of 32, it might have become a bit more difficult." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ronaldo Reaches 400 Goa~s 
Daily Telegraph 

Cristiano Rona~do reached a remarkable landmark of 400 goals for club and country on Monday as he scored two 

late goals during Real Madrid’s 3-0 win at home to Celta Vigo--although his goals in the 82nd and 90th minutes 

glossed over what was a largely flat performance from the Spanish giant. 

After the game, Ronaldo dedicated the goals to the late Portugal goal-scoring legend Eusebio, who died of heart 

failure on Sunday. "1 dedicate these two goals to you Eusebio but in fact you were the one who scored them," the 

current Portugal captain said. "You’ll always be in my heart. We have lost one of the greatest players of all time." 

Ronaldo’s 400 goals are made up by 230 for Real Madrid, 118 for Manchester United, five for Sporting Lisbon and 

47 for his country. Time top 10 most scored-against teams by the 29-year-old are all Spanish, while time teams he 

has scored the fewest goals against (1 each) are Sunderland and Chelsea. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ronaido to Attend Ba~on d’Or Cerer~on~ 
Marca 

Cristiano Rona~do confirmed on Monday that he will attend the FIFA Ballon d’Or ceremony in Zurich on Jan. 13, 

despite the Real Madrid forward’s strained relationship with time organization’s president, Sepp Blatter. Last fall, 

Blatter revealed that he prefers Barcelona’s four-time Ballon d’Or winner Lionel I~essi to Ronaldo, a comment for 

which the FIFA chief was widely criticized. Ronaldo, who is nominated alongside Messi and Bayern Munich treble 

winner Franck Ribery, is considered the favorite for the 2013 award. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Espana 

Lionel I~essi on Tuesday received the all-clear from Barcelona’s medical staff to make his return from the 

hamstring injury that has kept him out of action since October. According to Mundo Deportivo, coach Gerardo 

Martino will give the Argentina international some playing time in Wednesday’s Copa del Rey first-leg clash with 

Getafe. 

- Read the whole story... 

FCBarcelona corn 

Barcelona is reporting that time reigning Spanish champion has become something of a global phenomenon on 

social networks. According to the Catalan giant’s official Web site, Barcelona has one of the 30 most popular 

Facebook fan pages in the world. It is also the No. 1 sports club on the social media giant with 50 million fans, 

ahead of rival Real Madrid with 47 million, Manchester United with 38.5 million and Chelsea with 21 million. Barca 

also leads all sports clubs on Twitter, Instagram, Google+, Tencent’s Weibo and YouTube. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Boston Breakers return to Harvard Stadium for 2014 season 

::~:: Breakers Banner 

Breakers make return to Harvard Stadium 

The Boston Breakers announced today they will have a new venue, returning to 
Haward Stadium, a place they called home for three years in Women’s 
Professional Soccer (WPS). The Breakers will play all 12 of their National 
Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) home games at Harvard Stadium in 2014. 

"We are in a good place, which allows us to move to a bigger venue and 

continue to grow our fan base," Boston Breakers general manager Lee Billiard 

said. "Harvard Stadium is a facility we are very familiar with, and a facility that is 

fantastic to host a sporting event. We are grateful to Harvard for welcoming us 
back and allowing us to call their amazing facility ’home/After selling out nine of 

our 11 games in 2013, we decided a bigger stadium was a must for 2014. We 

want to grow as a business and provide our fanbase and players the best 

possible experience we can on game days." 

There is a significant increase in parking at Harvard Stadium, and all vehicles will 

be able to park on site. Tailgating will be allowed in controlled areas at the 

stadium. Concessions will be expanded to provide more options and a bigger 
activity fan zone, including a larger autograph alley, will be part of the new 

scenery at Harvard Stadium. 

Season tickets for the 2014 season are on sale now and can be purchased by 
visiting www,breakerstickets,com or by calling 617-945-1704. Single-game 
tickets go on sale once the NWSL releases its game schedule, which is expected 
in February. Due to the expansion in capacity, the Breakers have added 
additional season and game-day ticketing options. Click HERE for the seating 
chart. 

Fans who have already purchased a 2014 season ticket will be contacted by 

the Boston Breakers account executives regarding seating placement and 

priority numbers within the next 48 hours. 
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Soccer America Confidential: Unique deal with Atlanta only makes sense tbr Wynalda 

Wednesday, Jan. 8, 2014 ~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Unique deal with Atlanta only makes sense for 
Wynalda 
By Ridge Mahoney 

The scene was the San Jose location of Gordon Biersch bar and restaurant near the Fairmont Hotel, where 

visiting MLS teams usually stay when they play the Quakes, and the topic was Eric Wynalda. 

It was July 14, 2012, and despite being fresh off a 5-0 lashing by the Quakes in which captain Kyle Beckerman had been 

sent off, RSL representatives had gathered with a few members of the TV broadcast crew to, as is the custom, solve the 

problems of American soccer. 

A few head coaching jobs figured to be in play sooner or later, so of course up came r~ferences to VWnalda, the tallest of all 

lightning rods when coaching and controversy are buzzing about. His coaching credentials were skimpy at best, but a nice 

U.S. Open Cup run by Cal FC, a Southern California amateur team he helped coach, and his typically bold proclamations 

about the languid state of affairs regarding MLS and U.S. Soccer player development had brought forth his name once again. 

Just five days earlier, the Portland Timbers had jettisoned John Spencer, and majority owner Merritt Paulson, tightly wired 

into social media and fan interaction, seemed perhaps enough of an outlier to consider Waldo= On May 31, Cal FC had 

embarrassed the Timbers, 1-0, in the Open Cup, a defeat that helped usher Spencer out the door. 

VWnalda had just been hired as interim head coach by the NASL Atlanta Silverbacks, who had cut loose one of his former 

Fusion teammates, Alex Pineda Chacon. Still, gC!nalda seemed a candidate for the Timbers job, as the Atlanta gig was a 

short-term deal. From the assembled RSL r~presentatives and broadcast-crew members came the following comments 

(identities concealed since comments were not for attribution): 

"Is this it? Is somebody finally going to hire him?" 

’What about Merritt Paulson?" 

’"(eah, maybe. He thinks outside the box. So does Eric." 

’q’here’s no way! Paulson hates VWnalda!" 

’Well, at some point, somebody is going to take the risk and give him a chance?’ 

Teams and ownership groups and their likelihood of handing control to the brazen ex-U.S, international were thus discussed. 

My contribution ran along the lines of, "It’s a sign of the times we live in that this even a topic of discussion," and a few of 

those gathered at the table chuckled and nodded in response. 

Having carved a reputation as a player, analyst and rattler of cages, Wynalda wanted mor~. For years, he’d been shamelessly 

lobbying for an MLS gig. He shoved his name in the mix for jobs in Toronto and Chicago and Chivas USA, among others, and 

been soundly rebuffed each time. Now he has been hired, albeit not by an MLS team. 

As the technical director of the NASL Atlanta Silverbacks, for which he served as technical director and briefly led as interim 

head coach in 2012 befor~ being succeeded by Brian Haynes, who left the team last month, gC!nalda is pushing in his chips= 

This gig is on his terms. He will retain his rv job as FOX analyst and commute like a crazy man between Atlanta and the 

family home in Southern California. 

This bizarre arrangement, somewhat counterintuitively, fits VWnalda perfectly. He’s always done things differently, not always 

to his benefit. As a player, he marked the first U.S. World Cup game in 40 years by getting sent off in the 1990 opener against 

Czechoslovakia for stomping an opponent’s foot. Before the advent of MLS, he responded to taunts from opposing fans in 

Germany by prancing around mockingly as the pretty boy they said he was - after scoring a goal against their team, of 

course. He’s forever famous for scoring the first goal in MLS history, with the San Jose Clash, the first of several MLS clubs to 

employ him. 

As a coach, he’s got an eye for talent, no question, and the world can thank him largely for the progression of Rapids left back 

Chris Klute from NASL reserve to MLS starter and national team prospect. His track record as a head coach is greatly 

limited. The Silverbacks with VWnalda as interim head coach won three of seven games, which is too small a sample size and 



too restrictive condition to draw conclusions. Cal FC’s downing of the troubled Timbers was impressive but a one-off. (In the 

next round a week later, Seattle inflicted a 5-0 lesson.) 

Aside from racking up 10 goals in 21 games in 2001 fer Chicago, then coached by Bob Bradley, V~!nalda’s club stints were 

as often as vituperative as they were productive. A serious knee injury suffered while playing on loan with Leon in 1999 

impaired his club form, and only with the Fire did he resemble the slashing, daring, stop-me-if-you-can V~/nalda of the 

previous decade. 

His run-ins with coaches at most of the teams for which he played - which number nearly a dozen if you count a loan spell in 

Mexico, in addition to his German stints and those in MLS and the U.S. lower divisions - are well-known. "If he couldn’t 

handle himself as a player, how can he handle a team as a head coach?" runs the Wynalda thinking in many circles. Very 

seldom does a coach’s nightmare blossom into a dream hire. 

On the surface, this assignment looks bad for both Wynalda and Atlanta. He’s not committing fully to coaching, and will split 

time between home and Atlanta. The Silverbacks get a big name with some past connection to the team who might well bolt 

after one season; they’ve made this hire a month after booting the coach, Haynes, who led them to a title. (The Silverbacks 

won the 2013 NASL spring season and in November fell to the Cosmos in the championship game, slumping badly in the fall 

campaign.) 

But, arguing the other side, Wynalda may be doing the best he can to make his case for coaching. As the father of four 

children, an NASL job just doesn’t pay the bills, so leaving FOX -- he’s in the middle of a three-year contract - is out of the 

question. Whatever else he is, Waldo is a devoted dad, and how he can possibly juggle domestic duties with coaching and 

television commitments is completely beyond me. 

Yet immersion in the game is what he cherishes and for all the zingers and barbs and insights and quips he can launch on 

TV, he’s still an observer on the quiet side of the camera. In the trenches and on the benches is where the action is. His 

energy, along with his penchant for piercing observations, is extensive, and he’s not willing to be outworked. 

The nuts and bolts -- planning preseason, selecting players, instilling a system, organizing training sessions, building 

progressions and nuances into training sessions, plotting game strategy - will certainly test him, as they do of coaches at 

any professional level. Critics will agree he’s got the ego of an outspoken head coach; they will question his staying power, 

the drive and determination and depth of knowledge to crank out [~sults over a full season. 

He’ll relish sparring with media and jousting with fans but, most of all, finding and crafting those class players he zealously 

believes this country can and should produce. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are savinq on the Soccer America Confidential blocl. 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

Yet another Top 150 recruit is heading to this 
ACC power for the class of 20:[5. Read up on 
the latest future Cavalier in the latest boys 
commitment. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com looks back at some of 
the best players from the Disney Girls 

Showcase. With many teams competingr~here 
are eleven players that caught our eye.[~l 

PLAY£RS TO WATCH 
There are a plethora of talented players 
coming through the ranks in boys club soccer. 
Here are :[4 who are in for a big year in 20:[4. 
I~IORE: :[4 Women’s College Players to Watch 

DID YOU SEE? 

Vote: U.S. Youth Soccer 
goal and save of the year. 
~oals and :[0 saves to 
choose from. 

Get to know an MLS Draft 
prospect: UCLA midfielder 
Victor Munoz 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

2014 NIU Elite College Prospect Camp 

The most intense Division I camp experience 
that you will find will be at Northern Illinois. 

We expose you to every aspect of what our 
players do in a year (intense training, 11vll 
matches, video breakdown, mental 
toughness and psychology training, strength 
and conditioning training and testing). 

Come train with us this summer and see if 
you have what it takes to excel at the 
highest level of Division I soccer! 

For more info CLICK HERE. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 17 men’s spring residency roster 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Wednesday, Jan. 8, 2014 

by So~er ~meri~a 

[SPRING RESIBENCY] Seven new players, including U-1 5s Jose 

Carranza and Eric kopez, are amon~ the 28 players in the U.S. 

under-17 national team’s spHn8 residency class in Bradenton, Fla. 
...~ead the who~" story 

by So¢~er America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] FOX Soccer 2GO, the digital platform for 

computers, tablets and smartphones, is offering fans a live stream 

for all of the USA’s matches at the 2014 Concacaf Women’s U-20 
Championship in the Cayman Islands....@~ad ti~e whole sLory 

by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team will be~in 
2014 work with an eight-day traiNn8 beginning Saturday at the U.S. 

Soccer National Trainin~ Center in Carson, Calif. The U-17s failed to 
qualify for the Under-17 Women’s World Cup in Costa Rica in March 

but will continue work under head coach B.J. Snow before a new 
U-17 cycle begins .... Re~d ~he v,,h~ story 

by Mike 

The NSCAA has added a remarkable piece to 
array of resources by launching a "Gay, Lesbian and 
Ally" page on its web site....More 



Bayern Munich sportin8 director Matthias Sammer has told 

reporters that Fto~da-born Julian Green could challenge for a 
first-team place du~n~ the second half of the Bundeslisa season. 

Green is Bayern’s rese~e team’s top scorer this season with 15 

8oats in 18 appearances. The 18-year-old stoker made his first-team 
debut in a UEFA Champions Leasue win at CSKA Moscow in 

November. White the German-American has not derided yet where 
h~s international future t~es~ Green has for now opted to play for 

German,s U19 team....~a~ U~ ~ho[~ ~tory 
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The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ PLayers ¯ Jan 8, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ J~n 8, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

(Jan 8, 2014) US Soccer Players - The Capital. One Cup continues in England with 
the other semifinal on betN Sports: Mancheste~ Qty - West Ham United at 

2: 30prn, ’The Cop~t de/Rey Round o~ 16 is on belf,~ en Espano~: A[eorcon - Espanyo~ 

at 2pro and Barce{ona - Getafe at 4pro. Coppa ~ta{i~ on be~N: Fiorentin~ - Ch}evo 

Their Words 

Capital One Cup semifinal first-leg: Sunderland 2 - 
Manchester United 1 

dozy A{tkJore’s Sunderland taM~s a one ~oat Iead into the decidin~ Leg o~ thek Caph:a[ One Cu# sernffina~ series with 
Mancheste~ United~ wmnin~ 2-1 at the Stadium of LNht, A Manchester United own goal opened the scoring in first-haLf 

stoppa!~e time with United equahzin2 in the 52rid minute. SundeHand’s Fabio gorini converted a 64th penMty for the 

~irsb[e~ wh~. Att~do~e subbed on in d~e 72nd mh~ute and p~cked up a yellow card five minutes 

’q think we did our bit, we made it diflicult for them when they were in possession," Sunderland manager Gus Povet 
sai~d. "We tried to defend our way, Manchester Umted had shots from distance b~t they didn’t create a c[ea~ chance." 

Valcke comments revive 2022 World Cup issues 
Comments rnade by FfFA (~enerat soL:rotary Jerome Vak:ke on French radio ~md d~ssemh~ated h~ a Reuters wire report 
Wednesday have once again raised Ehe issue of the E~ming o~ Ehe 2022 Wo~fd Cup~ Vatcke is quoEed as saying that the 

best time k)r the 2022 WorLd Cup in Qat~ ~s between November 15Lh and ,J~lnuary 151:h and a l:radit~ona[ summer World 

Cup isn’t an option, 

RFA ~ esponded to the comments with a media statement saying that this is Va/cke’s pe~sona/opinion and not an official 

decision. FIFA a/so confirmed that no offic:ia[ decision wit[ happen prior to this sun’~nler’s Wo~d Cup. =As the event wi[~ 

not be played until eight years’ Lime the consultation p~ocess wt[f not be rushed an~ wiLL be ~iven the necessary time to 

(onsider aK of the eten’tents re[evant for a derision7 

Eastern Conference defenses and Western 
Conference anniversaries 

By Tony Edwards .. :x n Jo~_, CA (Jan 7, 2014) US Soccer Players In Tuesday’s column, Tony looks at what two Eastern 

Conferen(e teams are doin~J., to improve their defense, and celebrates pending anniversaries for two Western 

(~onfer@nce 

What are Montreal’s biggest needs go{n~ into tra{ning camp? 

One Montreal columnist lists a [eft fullback first, and ior good reason, How many teams in MLS don’t need a leit 

fiJt/bi}(:k? Aton<~ wh:h b~fft-handed I:dtchers and gLEMS who c~m shoot in the NBA, apparengy if you’re a good/eft fu[~ba(:k, 

someone wiLL knock on you~ doo~, Go ahead and make the wide~ point here about player development, Leachin~ Mds to 
use their [eft foot early, and so on. For MLS coa(hes, the question be(omes how do you bu~M your atta(k tactically using 

the ~esources you have avaiLabLe, We’d aLL Like to see Steve Cherundofo and Paul CatN~uri types ptaym~ fuLLback on both 

sides on every team, but there’s a ~easos those players a~e special 



Heath Pearce? Markus Ho[~e~sson? Brandon Bark[age? David Carney? Uniess son~ething changes, none of those four wi{[ 

suit up for the New ge~ sey flanchise next season since d~e ciut) released a[[ of them. Mostly citing sa~api cap issues for 

[he ten,airing el U~eir deiense, how [he Red Bu{[s compete on multiple ironers ~his season wiK ~oe inte~ esting ~o wa[ch, 

Read More 

Pare~a tenure ends in Colorado~ but tug-of-war just beginning ~ from OoaLconYs Ires Oa~arc:ep: Which brings us to 

~are.ja~ who had I.ol’~ be~,~n (:ons~de~ed a ~:[ear su(x:essor ~o 

Camilo sho~ up in Mexico~ ’Caps take kick in midsection - from Soccer Amerk:a~s Pau{ ~e~nedy: Resar~Xess of what 

may o~ may not have tra~sp~red or been perceived to have tra~sp~red~ Le~a~duzz~ sam a contract ~,,as a c:on~ract. 

DE ROSARIO’S T~ RETURN A CHAN~E TO PUT THINGS RI6.T - from TSN~s Luke W~.eman: De Rosario wiU. now have 

the o£portu~iLy to finish a wonderfl£ ~4[.5 career k~ Ms hometown~ 

~ccer plan at the mercy of Mark-Viver~ ~ from Capita( New Yor~}s {}a~a Rubi~stehx A{t of whk:h woul.d seem to bode 

iU. for ~he deM as e~v~s~o~ed by B[oom~er$ a~d ~he New York C~y 

Architect% Dyer and Lions to brainstorm ideas for MLS stadium design - from The Or~.anSo Sent~nek’s Mark Sch[ue~: 

They w~{~ focus on bigq)k:ture ideas for the design of the 584 mithon stadium. 

Coppa Italia and Copa Rey 

The Coppa ItafJa Round of 16 cen[inues on be]N Sport wiLh Roma - Sampdoria aL ~2pm and Udinese - ]nte~ Milan at Spin. 

Copa de~ Rey Round of ~6 fi~sblegs on bMN e~ Espano~: Rea~ Sodedad ~ V~t~arreat at t :30pro and Rea~ Ma(Md - Osasuna 
at 3:3{}pro, A~ 7"hr~,s ~s£6n~ 

Sponsor message 

powered by 



i~i powered by 

Click here to solely unsubscribe ir n "US~occerP!~ie s " Click here to view moilin~ orchives, here to chonge ,your preferences: o~ here to subscribe ~ Privocy~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Trafining Events <training@womensleadershiptmin.net> 

Wednesday, Jannary 8, 2014 12:50 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edtr-- 

Last chance for: Women’s Leadership: Delegating Skills that Get Results - Webinar 01/16/14 

Albert Dorrance, 

Last chalice to register. Just a relninder that there are just a few days 

remak~ing for: 

"Women’s Leadership: Delegating Skills that Get Results" 
Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 1:00 - 2:00 pm ET 

http://~vw.womensleadershiptrain.net/36V/O/2/pDCTTTcip9G7UQ79iipOe/A 

Delegating Tools for Women: Getting Your Message HeaM & Followed 
¯ Techniques top women leaders u~ to be more persuasive and influential 

¯ Delivering crysIal cleaac insurrections: Get everyone on the same page 

¯ What prevents people t?om listening - and what you can do about it 

¯ A 5 step model tbr ettEctive delegation every women needs to know 

Communication Essentials for Delivering Clem Instructions 

¯ The impo(tance of simplicity: Avoiding confusion & ~nisunders~tanding 

¯ Why tone and deliveiy Inatter and how to leverage yours 

5 ways to highlight your key points and drive them home 

Keys to Giving - and Receiving - Feedback and Criticism 
¯ Ways women leaders can deliver criticism without defeating and deflating 
¯ Powerihl praise to improve performance and productivity 
¯ Comebackstbr when you get pushback: Restx)nses you can use! 

Live Ques~tion and Answer Session - Have your specific questions answers! 

INSTRUCTOR 
Pmnela Jett is an intemationally recognized presenter and author on developing 
leadership skills and improving workplace relationships. Her background 
inch~es: 

,~ Ms. Jett has worked with clientele ranging fiom the high-tech sector and 
manufacturing to women’s groups and government agencies. 

¯ Pamela has ~rved clients such as Lockheed Martin, Allstate Insurance, Sony, 
The United Way, NASA, plus many other notable organ~afions. 
She is the developer of several learning progran~s including "Communicate 
with Confidence, Credibili~ and Influence." 

¯ Her programs take participants beyond theory to hands-on application tbr 
i,nmediate results 

HRCI CREDIT 
This program has been approved for 1 recertification credit hour toward PHR, 
SPHR and GPHR recerlification through the Human Resonrce Certification 
Ins~titute (HRCI). For more i~fformation about certification or recertification, 
please visit the HRCI homepage. 

WLC CREDIT 
This program has been approved lbr 1 credit hour towards the WI,C certificate 
through the Women’s Leadership Certificate (WI,C). 

Women’s Leadership: Delegating Skills that Get Results 
Thursday’, January 16, 2014 - 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET ** 

To register for this exciting event, please click the following link or 
caJl 1-800-830-0799: 
http://~vw.womensleadershiptrain.netJ36V/O/2/pDCTTTcip9G7UQ79iipOe/A 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely, 

Wo,neffs Leadership 
201 Penn Center Boulevard, Suite 400 



Pittsburgh, PA 15235 

Satisfaction Guarantee - If are not completely satisfied, a full retired roll be 

given from now nntil 7 days after the event. 

To be taken off of our mailing list please click here: 

ht’tp:i/www.womensleadershiptrain.net/36V/39/2/pDCTTTcip9G7UQ79i/p0eiA 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we are unable to 

process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 

code: 195046 

Contact ID#: -1712864996 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 3:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Chicago Red Stars Acquire Melissa Tancredi & Announce Protected Player List 

CHICAGO RED STARS ACQUIRE CAHADIAH 
IHTERHATIOHAL MELiSSA TAHCREDi 

The Chicago Red Stars have announced that the team has acquired 
veteran Canadian international Melissa Tancredi, who was recently 
allocated to the Houston Dash. In exchange, the Red Stars have 
sent Canadian goalkeeper Erin McLeod to ttouston. 

Melissa Tancredi, a 32 year-old from Hamilton, Ontario, Canada, 
has represented Canada at two World Cups and two Olympics, 
and won a bronze medal for her nation at the 2012 London 
Olympics. To learn more about the newest addition to the Chicago 
Red Stars, click here 

CHICAGO RED STARS AHHOUHCE PROTECTED PLAYER 
LIST AHEAD OF FRIDAY’S HWSL EXPAHSIOH DRAFT 

The Chicago Red Stars today am~ounced the club’s lists of 
protected and unprotected players for Friday’s NWSL Expansion 
Draft. The Houston Dash will become the ninth club to join the 
National Women’s Soccer League when the?, begin play this 



[~ 
s eason, and will be able to select up to ten (10) players in the 
Expansion Draft. Chicago’s protected players include: Zakiya 
Bywaters, Lori Chalupny, Taryn Hemmings, Jem~ifer Hoy, 
Adriana Leon, Leslie Osborne, Christen Press, Rachel Quon, 
Casey Short, and Taylor Vancil. View the full list 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 4:12 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, Januaxy 9, 2014 

Thursday= Jan. 9= 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U.S. women kick off their campaign to qualify for the U-20 World Cup on Thursday. (FOX Soccer 2GO is 

offering 14 days of free access).... Also on Thursday, italian and Spanish Cup action. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro#rammin~7 is always subject to chan~Te. Besides the exclusive streaming7 

pro~lrammin~l listed here, many networks make TV pro~lrammin~l available on streamin~l devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local ilstin~ls and network pro~lrammin~l listin~ls. Soccer on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the week. 

THURSDAY, Janizary ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

italian Tim Cup ROMA-SAMPDORIA (live) noon. 

italian Tim Cup UDINESE-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-COSTA RICA (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-VILLAREAL (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (livE) 3:30 pro. 

BelN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey RAYO-LEVANTE (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-COSTA RICA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, Jam~ary 10 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MONACO (live) 2:30 pm. 

England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY COUNTY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-UNAM (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA=AMERICA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-MERIDA (live) 9:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY (live) 2:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, ~ar~u~y t 1 

BelN SPORT 

France AJACCIO-PSG (live) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-TOULOUSE (delay) 4 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-LAZIO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Australia WELLINGTON-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship JAMAICA-USA (live) 7:30 pm. 



NBC 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England HULL CITY-CHELSEA (live) 7:45 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-ALMERIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-VALENCIA (live) Noon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-SEVlLLA (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay VELEZ SARSFIELD-SPORTING CRISTAL (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-PENAROL (live) 7 pm. 

i~eiN PLAY 

England SHEFFIELD-LEEDS (live) 7 am. 

England IPSVVICH-QPR (live) 9:45 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-GIRONA (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy LEVORNO-PARMA (live) 11:45 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship JAMAICA-USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-NORWlCH (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am= 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Janaa~y 12 

BelN SPORT 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

France EVlAN-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Italy SASSUOLO-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy HELLAS VERONAS-NAPOLI (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England STOKE CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11:15 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SAMPDORIA-UDINESE (live) 1 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

France LYON-SOCHAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-ARSENAL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 



GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, Ja~ua~y 14 

BelN SPORT 

Coupe de France BORDEAUX=PSG (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALMERIA-RACING (live) 1:30 pm, 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

W~DN~SDAY, J~u~l’y 15 

BelN SPORT 

Tim Cup AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm= 

Coupe de France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay EMELEC-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-DANUBIO (live) 7 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 
Tim Cup CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am. 
Copa Del Rey BILBAO-BETIS (live) I:i5 pm. 
Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-RAYO (live) 3:15 pm. 

THURSDAY~ J~n~y 1 ~ 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VlLLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

Socceron TV~rThursday, Jan 9, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 6:38 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide - 76 Training Sessions 

instead of Jumping from Drill to Drill, Discover 
How to Coach Your Teams to Progressively 

improve Using 76 Training Sessions Taught by 
One of the Country’s Sharpest College Soccer 

Coaches 

This book can give you a training schedule for an entire season (rather 
than from week to week)! The ComNete Soccer Coaching Guide -76 

Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player contains a 
comprehensive range of soccer drills and exercises you can use to coach 
youth and college teams in a progressive manner. This will enable you to 

increase the challenge and compie×ity of each training session; and 
gained improved team performance as a result! 

Dear Coach, 

Whatever level you’re coaching at, it can be difficult to gauge how to progress soccer drills and 

exercises in a way that helps your players to improve. As you know, the only way players can improve is 

through progressively increasing the complexity and difficulty of soccer drills. But how do you know 

which ones to switch to over the course of a season? 

The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide- 76 Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player 

shows you how with a progressive series of soccer drills taught by one of tile country’s sharpest 

college coaches. Featuring every training session of Rochester University, during the fall season of 

2010, this book provides you with a calendar of progressive soccer drills you can use to challenge your 

players and help them to reach the next level. 

These soccer drills helped Rochester University prepare for their run to the NCAA Elite 8 and a final 

NSCAA national ranking of 6th And they can help you too to improve the quality, quantity and timing of 

soccer training sessions so that your players are physically and mentally prepared for every game of 

the season. 

There are plenty of books packed with soccer drills, but very few give you the structured and 

progressive approach to training you will gain from The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide - 76 

Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player. 



"It truly is a bible for the young coach, 

Players can get bored if they have to work through the same drills, week in week out. Working through 

repetitive drills also doesn’t give them the opportunity to push themselves or improve This is what 

ma kes The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide = 76 Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced 

Player different 

Everything is covered, including technical work, finishing, defending, pattern play, shaping, fitness and 

regeneration. The beauty of this eBook is that, rather than simply work through drill after drill, it shows 

you how to arrange soccer training exercises in a methodical way that is challenging for players and 

keeps them motivated 

Organized into a four month cycle, the drills begin with a focus on technical skills and defensive 

organization and finish with functional training and pattern play. The sessions are that could be easily 

used as a team curriculum for an entire season so you know exactly which drills to use and when, so 

you can provide more challenging soccer drills that can push your players to the next level. 

The book covers every soccer drill and exercise over four months of the 2010 fall season However, 

these drills can be easily rotated and reused to create a progressive coaching calendar for the entire 

season. 

"Chris Apple takes you right into the heart of college soccer and 
gives you a day by day guide through his Season" 



Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player 
The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide- 76 Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player is 

a comprehensive soccer coaching program that includes every soccer training drill used by the 

Rochester University for four months in the fall of their 2010 season. A calendar at the start of each 

month outlines the soccer drills used, as well as provides a time table for when to train and when to 

regenerate This ensures your players will be both physically and mentally fit throughout the season, 

and won’t be burnt out by too much training or bored with repetitive exercises that focus on one isolated 

skill 

Every soccer drill is explained with detailed diagrams so you can quickly drop them into training 

sessions at a moment’s notice and if, for example, you want to focus on a particular area. The 76 

different drills cover a wide variety of skills and include square Dutch passing drills, fitness runs, small 

numbers defending, directional play, 8v8 situational pressing, innovative Across the River situational 

pressing and much more. 

What you wil~ gain from The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide -7~ 
Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player 

There are plenty of books to choose from which pack in long lists of soccer drills and training 

exercises. But they often don’t show you how to structure the drills so they become progressively more 

challenging and complex for players. And as you know, the only way players can improve is if they are 

pushed to perform at a higher level in every training session. 

The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide- 76 Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player 

features soccer drills in the order they were used by Rochester University in a season that saw them 

make a run to the NCAA Elite 8 and a NSCAA season ranking of 6th in the nation. Consequently, this 

eBook provides you with the structure and drill development you need to ensure training sessions are 

interesting for players and help them to improve: 

76 new soccer drills you can drop into training sessions 

Monthly calendars outline exactly which soccer drills to use and when, as well as when to 

take days off for regeneration 

Gain two decades of knowledge acquired by one of the sharpest minds in college soccer 

coaching 

Players will love the challenge and variety of working progressively through soccer drills in 

every training session 



You can keep players mentally and physically fresh by not overworking the same routine 

drills or training more than the recommended amount 

The progressive nature of the drills wig give your players the push they need to improve in 

every training sessions and to take their game to the next level 

You can quickly change training sessions on the fly, and drop in new drills depending on 

whatever area your team needs to work on 

Drills cover every area of player development, including technique, finishing, defending, 

pattern play, shaping and fitness 

~00% ’no q~ibbies’ Si× Mo~h Guarantee 
WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Developing Creativity Through Small Sided Games unless it achieves our exceptionally high 
o standards. However, if you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the Complete Soecer Coaching 

Guide after six months of implementing its small sided games and exercises then please contact us 

for a no quibbles refund. 

"A wonderfu~ companio~ for any coach to have alongside him 
as he prepares and moves through his season" 

The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide- 7~1 Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player 

covers every soccer drill and training session over a four month period used by Rochester University 

With its structured approach to coaching and calendar, this book is perfect for any young coach that 

needs to know how to used drills in a progressive manner so they challenge players and help them to 

improve. 

However, the coaching drills are equally beneficial for coaches at any level, from youth teams and 

recreational right through to clubs competing in professional leagues. Everything is covered, from 

technique through to pattern play, fitness and finishing. So this eBook can be a valuable guide with 

soccer drills you can drop into every session on the fly, and to provide players with the variety and 

challenge they crave 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. The Complete Soccer Coaching Guide - 76 Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced 

Player provides a comprehensive program utilizing every soccer drill used by Rochester University in 

the fall of 2010- a season in which they made a run to the NCSS Elite 8 and an NSCAA ranking of 6th 

in the country. With a calendar outlining when and which drills to use, this book provides you with a 

progressive program that will improve your team’s performance by making every session more 

challenging for players. 

P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in The Complete 

Soccer Coaching Guide - 76 Training Sessions that Develop the Advanced Player after six months 

then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 8:03 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Soccer America Women’s Soccer Awards 

Thursday, Jan, 9, 2014 

Virginia’s Brian named Women’s Player of the Year 
by Soccer America 

Birnbaum set for coming-out party 
by Paul Kennedy 



[SOCCER AMERICA AWARDS] Morgan BMan, who led Virginia to a 20- 

0-0 start to the season and its first appearance in the Women’s 

College Cup in 22 years, is the 2013 Soccer America Women’s Player 
of the Year....Read the whole story 

2013 Women’s MVPs 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER AMERICA AWARDS] Hational champion UCLA placed two 

players (Katelyn Rowland and Abby Dahlkemper) on the 2013 

Soccer America MVPs first team. Two other Women’s College Cup 

teams -- Florida State and Virginia -- had two players on the first 

team. For all the 2013 Soccer America MVPs ...... Read l:he whole 
story 

Jordan named Women’s Freshman of the Year 
by Soccer America 
[SOCCER AMERICA AWARDS] Savannah Jordan, who scored 22 goals 
for Florida, is the 2013 SOCCer America Women’s Freshman of the 
Year. It was Florida’s highest season total since Abby Wambach 
scored 31 as a senior in 2001 .... Read the who[e .~;tory 

2013 Women’s All=Freshman Teams 
by Soccer America 

]SOCCER AMERICA AWARDS] Five players who are representing the 
USA at the Concacaf Women’s Under-20 Championship in the 

Cayman Islands were selected to the 2013 Soccer America Women’s 

All-Freshman first team. For all the selections ...... Read the whole 
story 

UCLA’s Cromwell selected as Women’s Coach of the Year 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER AMERICA AWARDS] Amanda Cromwell, who led UCLA to its 
first national championship in her first season with the Bruins, 

Soccer America’s 2013 Women’s Coach of the Year....Read the 
who~e story 

[MLS ROOKIE CLASS: Ten to Watch] One of the big 
stories of the 2013 college season was California. 

Unranked in preseason, the Golden Bears were He. 
I within weeks. A big reason for Cal’s success ... 

...More 

Allen takes windy road to Real Salt Lake 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS ROOKIE CLASS: Ten to Watch] Real Salt Lake’s 
highly rated signing of Jordan Allen out of the 
University of Virginia gives new meaning to the term 
"homegrown signing." In his last three years of ... 

...More 

1, U.S, under-17 men’s national team roster 

2, Birnbaum set for coming-out party 

3. Long-distance futsal bicycle kick 

4. Alex Mor~n: ’1 stuck to my dream’ 

5, N~L and MLB teams ~ke ~des i~ M~nne~ota 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramer~ca.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 4:36 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer America Contidential: Bradley deal ratcheks up ~rutiny of MLS 

Thursday, Jan. 9, 2014 

Bradley deal ratchets 
By Ridge Mahoney 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

up scrutiny of MLS 

More and more, the 2014 World Cup is shaping up as a referendum on a vital aspect of Major League Soccer. 

With the defection of midfielder Michael Bradley from Roma of Serie A to Toronto FC of MLS, nearly one-half of the U.S. 

national team’s pool of regulars is based domestically. The top three centerbacks (Omar Gonzalez, Matt Besler, Clarence 

Goodson), at least two essential midfieldera (Bradley, Graham Zusi), and three of its primary attackers (Landon Donovan, 

Clint Dempsey, Eddie Johnson) will, like all of their January camp mates except Non,ray-based Mix Diskerud, be housed 

at home this year. Throw in Brad Evans and Kyie Beckerman, who are not as assured of a spot on the World Cup roster yet 

likely to be included, and that’s a hefty MLS contingent of players high on the depth chart. 

Dempsey’s arrival last summer, along with that of Goodson, and the impending Bradley move have occurred critically close to 

the World Cup, and so their MLS form in the weeks leading up to their departure for World Cup training camp in early May will 

be closely scrutinized. Yet all of those players have spent years in European soccer as well as with the national team; they 

have enough experience to self=monitor their levels of fitness and form leading up to a World Cup. 

They’ll have a keen sense, as will head coach Jurgen Klinsmann, of where they stand as Mamh and April unfold. They’ve been 

through it before. They’ll know where they stand in relationship to what a World Cup requires. Barring injury, two months of 

MLS games won’t greatly affect their status. 

But I would cite those players who have not played in a World Cup nor in Europe as more r~levant to provide the clem~st 

barometer by which to rate MLS. A possible central pairing of Besler and Gonzalez, along with the anticipated contributions of 

Zusi - possibly off the bench, a role at which another transplant, Benny Feilhaber, excelled in 2010 - is sure to be 

enlightening, since at this time last year all three were just getting established in the national team. Evans and Beckerman 

have been around longer but only under Klinsmann have their credentials been stamped. Aside from a few friendlies, Concacaf 

and MLS are all they know at the pro level. 

Goodson’s European experience and solid showings in several games last year give him a shot at unseating one of the regular 

centerbacks, but it’s quite likely the MLS-developed duo of Besler and Gonzalez will get the nod. (For this discussions of 

centerbacks we exclude Geoff Cameron, since most of the time that’s what Klinsmann does when the subject comes up.) 

One of Klinsmann’s most critical tasks leading up to the World Cup is sharpening and toughening that defensive core. Tenets 

of technical skill and possession play can’t be applied if the back line teeters, and while Besler and Gonzalez do fit the bill on 

the ball, stopping the opposition comes first. Relying on a pair of domestics seems risky, but both have excelled since coming 

to MLS out of college, and they will be in their sixth year of pro ball when they head to Brazil. They will be the acid test of 

what MLS and U.S. Soccer have developed within U.S. borders, and now their primary conduit through midfield, Bradley, is 

also based domestically. 

And don’t downplay the importance of backups. Jimmy Conrad (2006) and Jonathan Bornstein (2010), both MLS lifers at 

the time, were critical factors when called into action. Since he took over the national team Klinsmann has stressed that every 

player named on a lineup sheet has to be fit enough and good enough to start or come off the bench. He’s also been clear that 

players should seek out tougher challenges, but the r~tro moves of Goodson, Dempsey, and Bradley run counter to that 

dictum= 

In the steaming cauldron that is a World Cup game, selection mistakes are costly, as the Americans discovered four years 

ago in the round of 16 against Ghana. Next June, Zusi might be a second-half sub if the Americans need a goal, and Evans’ 

versatility could land him a spot. Feilhaber helped SKC win a league title a month ago and is in camp this week= 

Bradley’s pending transfer occurs a week after Dempsey’s loan to Fulham took effect. That move was loudly applauded by the 

national team head coach, who reacted frostily last summer when Dempsey signed with Seattle. Now perhaps his most 

important player is based domestically. During the next five months dynamics within the national team will change 

dramatically and only in Brazil can certain crucial aspects of MLS be judged. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Radiation Revolution 

Sha Chang and Otto Zhou want to 
attack tumors while sparing 
surrounding tissue. 

One day their technology may 
save patients with tumors in the 
hardest to treat places. 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

20~.4 ~=[L$ ~IOCK DRAFT 2,0 
Ahead of the 2014 HLS Combine, TDS 
releases the second edition of its Mock Draft. 
See where college soccer stars of last fall are 
projected to be selected in next week’s draft. 

GRAN~}[!i! "iiR!i!ANIAAN[’~: TOP 25 
Today we take a look at the U16-U18 Boys in 
our Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. Keep following us throughout the 
season as we track the best teams. 

ACADE~4? VS Hi[@H SCHOOL 
The Development Academy’s decision to split 
high school soccer and the academy is still 
receiving mixed reviews from both sides. 
MORE: BIG TEN program recruits star GK 

DID YOU SEE? 

Michael Bradley is leaving 
Italy for MLS. Concequences 
on Toronto FC & 
development dollars. 

Messi is back! The qreat one 
scored 2 qoals in just 4 
mintues and we have the 
hightlights. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Zero To Sixty Management 

Zero to Sixty Management helps soccer 
coaches from around the world manage their 
teams from Tryouts to Training, and from 
Training to HatchDay. 

o IVlanage rosters 
¯ Communicate with parents through 

email or text messages 
° Keep game and season long detailed 

statistics on each of your players 
° Share these stats or game reports from 

inside Hatch Node 
¯ Manage substitutions in game 
° Hake time-stamped notes in game 
o iVlanage multiple teams 

Download our free app today! 





Diane Scavuzzo, Editor in Chief of SoccerNation News 

wants to thank last year’s Million + Readers 

Want to go to Brazil During FIFA World Cup? 

Alex Morgan on Copa Coca-Cola Soccer 

Tournament 

The greatest perk of Copa Coca-Cola is the chance of a lifetime -- to be flown to Brazil and 

represent the U.S. during the FIFA WORLD CUP. 

Albion SC & Maui United SC 



San Diego’s Albion SC creates powerful partnership with Hawaii’s premier youth club. 

Noah Gins and Brent Nunnes (above) Work Together Benefiting Player Development 

Ugo Success 

USA U20 Women Win World Cup Qualifier vs Costa Rica with an Impressive 

Horan Scores Four Goals 

Coffee for Soccer? 

6-0 Victory - Lindsey 



The Athlete’s Kitchen on Caffeine: Performance Enhancement in a Mug 

FIFA’s President Blatter 

"It’s going to be a great FIFA World Cup", says the FIFA President Blatter. There are over 300 

million people involved in the world of soccer and this figure grows to 1.2 billion when you take 

into account the families. Soccer is now a big economy in the world. 
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Sent: 

To: 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, January 12, 2014 5:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, January 12, 2014 

Sunday, Jan. 12= 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Italian Serie A leader Juventus is in action in Sunday morning. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and he,york programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

France EVlAN-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Italy SASSUOLO-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy HELLAS VERONAS-NAPOLI (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England STOKE CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11:15 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm= 

Spain LEVANTE-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

MUN2 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England STOKE CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11:15 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-MORELIA (live) 12:50 pm. 

France LILLE-REIMS (live) 2:55. 
Mexico CHIVAS GUADALAJARA-CHIAPAS (live) 5:50 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TOLUCA-MORELIA (live) 12:50 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS GUADALAJARA-CHIAPAS (live) 5:50 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy SAMPDORIA-UDINESE (live) 1 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

France LYON-SOCHAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 



England ASTON VILLA-ARSENAL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, Janizary 14 

BelN SPORT 

Coupe de France BORDEAUX-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALMERIA-RACING (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, Janu~y 15 

BelN SPORT 

Tim Cup AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

Coupe de France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay EMELEC-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-DANUBIO (live) 7 pm. 

8elN PLAY 

Tim Cup CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am. 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-BETIS (live) 1:15 pm. 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-RAYO (live) 3:15 pm. 

THURSDAY, Jan~’y 1 ~ 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Copa De~ Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

SocceronTVforSunday, Jan 12, 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

SoccerROM Admin <admin@soccerrom.com> 

Sunday, Janua~~ 12, 2014 10:15 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

SoccerROM News - Jmmary 2014 

To keep you informed abom our latest updates, we’re writing with the following news ite~ns. Be sure to read the summaries mid check out the links below! 

New Coaching Essay: "The Next Game" 

Six New Exercises Posted 
Robert Parr to Speak at the 2014 NSCAA Convention 

New "Anson Dorrance Championship Soccer Series" DVDs in the SoccerIvlall! 

Febma~ Book Giveaway Reminder 

New Coaching Essay: "The Next Game" 

"We will just take things one gmne at a time" may be the top all-time sports clichd, but it earned this title for good reason. To become champions, a team Inust know 

how to navigate the physical, mental, and elnotiondl rigors posed by a long, colnpetitive season. One importaaat element of this is knowing when to leave the events of 

the last game behind and turn one’s focus to the ne:d gmne. 

In this month’s featured coaching essay, The Next Game, SoccerROM co-creator Robert Parr discusses the idea that "the ne~ game begins as soon as the last one 

ends". This article explains how this concept helps players to navigate the emotional highs and lows of a season, and also ofi~rs six specific steps that coaches should 
take to put this concept into practice with their teams. 

Six New Exercises Posted 

We have posted six new training exercises in the "Free Features" section of our site. The latest featured exercises (with full descriptions and 3-D illustrations) me: 

Exercise # 1: ~llae Eour-Co~er Game 

Exercise #2: Backpedalin~ Hifli Ball Saves 
Exercise #3: Lon~, Clfippin~ Trios 
Exercise #4: V~]leelbarrow Push-Ups 

Exercise #5:2v2+2 Tar~,ets to Small Goals 

Exercise #6: Pitching, and Bounce Passes to Chest in Pairs 

New "Anson Dorrance Championship Soccer Series" DVDs in the SoccerMail! 

We have just added five new DVDs to the SoccerMall from legendary, coach Anson Dorrance. Check out these new rifles today, and don’t forget to order your copies 

now! 

Anson Dorrance: Train Like a Champion 

Advantages of the 1-3-4-3 and the 1-4-2-3-1 Systems 
Anson Dorrance: Guide to a Winnin~ Culture 

Technical & Fitness Testin~ for Soccer Players 
Attackin~ Goalkeepin~: Drills, Teclmiques and Tactics 

You ca~ also purchase all five DVDs in a set, m~d save nearly $25 on your purchase’. 

¯ Anson Dorrance Chamoionshio Soccer Series 

Eebruary Book Giveaway Reminder 

You still have plenF of time to participate in Febrnary’s Book Giveaway! SoccerROM is teaming up with Soccer Lem’ning Systems to give away the following title: 

Soccer Trainin~ Sessions - Italian Style 

To be automaticaJly entered into the drawing, simply maJ~e a purchase of $50 or more (excluding shipping and tieight charges) t?om the SoccerROM SoccerMall by 

the end of Februaw. For full giveaway rules, please see our Contest Rules page. 

Enter today, and take advantage of this easy opportunity to win a great book! 

Happy New Year’. 

SoccerROM, LLC 

6929 JFK Blvd #20-261 



North Little Rock, AR 72116 
www.SoceerRO~lI, corn 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.! 

If you do not wish to receive our monthly newsletters, please reply to this note to let us know and your address will be blockedJ?om ctll f!¢ture mailings. If 
this was forwarded m you by a fiqend you ccmjoin our mailing list by w~qting to admin(do~oecerront eom. 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
The US Club Soccer National Premier Leagues 
are getting set for a new year amidst the run 
to the NPL Finals in July. Here are some of 
the best of the lot so far, 

Seven players are poised to join Major 
League Soccer via its Generation adidas 
program. Here’s what you need to know 
about these college standouts, 

HS Gi[RL$ 
Girls high school soccer is teeming with 
talent ready to head to the next level. 
TopDrawerSoccer.com’s 14 for ’14 series 
stretches into the high school ranks. 

[i~i Premier C°ntenti 

I~IORE: 14 Club Girls to Watch in 2014 

DID YOU SEE? 

Highlights: U20 WNT tops 
Jamaica, clinches semifinal 

Get to know an MLS Draft 
prospect: Coastal Carolina 
midfielder Pedro Ribeiro. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 9:52 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, January. 13, 2014 

Monday, Jan. 13, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Aston Villa hosts Arsenal in Monday EPL action. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the ~ek. 

MONDAY, Ja~ua~y I3 

BelN SPORT 

italy SAMPDORIA=UDINESE (live) 1 pro. 

Italy INTER MI~N~HIEVO (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England ASTOR VILLA=ARSENAL (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Copa Bandes PENAROL-VELEZ SARSRELD, 3rd place (live) 5 pro. 

Copa Bandes NACIONAL-SPORTING CRISTAL, final (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA=GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

Coupe de France BORDEAUX-PSG (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALMERIA-RACING (live) 1:30 pro. 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

~ EDNESDAY, Jarma~ ~ t 5 

BelN SPORT 

Tim Cup AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) Noon. 

Tim Cup NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 pro. 

Coupe de France LYON=MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pro. 

Copa Del Rey OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay EMELEC-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pro. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-DANUBIO (live) 7 pm. 

~eIN P~Y 

Tim Cup CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am. 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO=BETIS (live) 1:15 pro. 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-~YO (live) 3:15 pro. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

FRidAY, January I7 

BelN SPORT 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pro. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Jan. 13, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Soccer Innovations Homepage 

Visit Us in Philly at t~÷ NSCAA Co~ve~tion! E~oott~ # 640 

Come by and talk soccer with us....See whats New! 

Enter our raffle and win hundreds of dollars in products! 

We look forward to talking to you next week, 

Jimmy Elder 

President / CEO 

Soccer InnovationsTM 

Heading to Philly! 
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Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, Januala’ 13, 2014 2:22 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Fnlham coach says Dempsey Will Improve 

By RossFadner, Monday Jan 13, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Fuiham’s Meulensteen: Dempse~f Will Improve 
NBCSports.com                                                                                            ~ 

Speaking after Fulham’s 4-1 home loss to Sunderland on Saturday, Coach Rene Meu~ensteen talked 

about his hopes for USA captain C~int Dempsey, who has returned to Craven Cottage in a two-month loan from the 

Seattle Sounders. Dempsey played 79 minutes on the left-wing in the loss to Sunderland, registering two shots on 

goal and one chance created. 

"Clint’s a fit boy and that comes pretty quickly," Meulensteen said. "The more minutes and games he gets under his 

belt the quicker that will all come. It won’t take long for him to be right back up there." The Dutchman added that the 

key for Dempsey will be to get on the scoresheet and let his momentum build. "If he could have got his head on one 

of those crosses in the second half it would have been good for his confidence," he said. "He’s just got to keep 

working, but that’s his character and that’s exactly what we know he will do." 

In his first spell at Craven Cottage, Dempsey scored 50 goals in 184 Premier League appearances from 2007 to 

2012; 29 of those goals came in his final two seasons where he often played as a striker instead of as a left-winger. 

- Read the whole story... 

AC Milan Fires 
Reuters 

AC Milan on Monday fired Massimiliano Allegri as head coach following a series of disappointing results in Serie 

A that have sent he storied franchise fall to 1 l th-place with 22 points from 19 games. The club has named former 

assistant coach Mauro Tassotti as caretaker manager while it looks for a full-time replacement. Among the 

favorites to succeed Allegri is former midfielder Clarence Seedorf, who is now at Botafogo in Brazil and has no 

real coaching experience. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Simeone Praises Atleti Following Barca Stalemate 
Football Espana 

Diego Simeone was satisfied with Atletico Madrid’s 0-0 draw at home to La Liga leader Barcelona on Saturday, a 

result that kept Los Colchoneros tied at the top of the table with the Catalan giant, which remained in first thanks to 

a superior goal differential. Coach Simeone felt it was an even game and was happy with the overall performance, 

particularly the way his players frustrated Barca’s normally fluid attack. 

"We pressed them well," the Argentine tactician said. "We closed the spaces in midfield and blocked off the 

diagonals for Pedro and A~exie [Sanchez]. Both teams wanted to play to their strengths and cancel the other’s 

out. There weren’t many chances for either team but it was exciting. Both teams wanted to win but we’re at the top 

of the table, so we’re good." 

Simeone reflected on his team’s success in the first half of the season. "50 points is a lot. They have earned it, 

worked hard. They have done everything that was needed and I congratulate them." The former Argentina 

international was especially proud given the budget difference between his team and Barca. "We said before the 

game we respect Barca," he said. "There’s a small budget difference of 400 million [euros] between us so I think 

with the tools we have, we’ve struggled and fought to get here." 

- Read the whole sto[y._ 

Pardew Escapes Punishment for Pe~egrini Tirade 
Sky Sports News 

England’s FA on Monday confirmed that it contacted Alan Pardew about his expletive-heavy tirade aimed at 

Manchester City boss Mant~e~ Pellegrini during Newcastle’s 2-0 home loss to City on Sunday, although the 

organizing body for British soccer decided against formally disciplining the Magpies’ coach. 

Pardew was furious about referee Michael Jones’ decision to disallow a stunning hit from distance from Newcastle 

midfielder Chieck Tiote due to an offside that the referee thought had caused City goalkeeper Joe Hart to lose 



sight of the ball. However, replays showed that the goal should have been allowed. Pardew later launched an angry 

tirade at Pellegrini as tempers flared on the touchline, but the FA has decided to only issue a warning to the 

Newcastle manager, who issued an apology to the Chilean in his post-match press conference. 

’q hear that it’s been picked up a little bit, and I apologize for my comments 100 percent," Pardew said. "It was a heat 

of the moment thing. We just had words that we always have as managers, to a degree. I have apologized to him 

and fortunately for myself, he has accepted that." 

Pellegrini, who accepted the apology, said his only gripe with Pardew was the way he criticized Jones’ every 

decision. ’q’m not surprised because I think it"s impossible to complain about every decision of the referee during the 

match," he said. "1 know they were playing at home and they have an advantage in that sense, but it’s impossible for 

the referee if you are complaining at every decision. That was my only problem with Alan, but nothing important." 

- Read the whole story._ 

International Business Times 

Mark Hughes criticized Liverpool winger Raheem Sterling for diving to win a decisive penalty during Stoke City’s 

5-3 defeat to Brendan Rodgers’ men at the Britannia Stadium on Sunday. Early in the second half, with the score 

tied 2-2, Sterling went down in the area after being brushed by Stoke defender Marc Wilson; Reds’ captain 

Steven Gerrard buried the resulting penalty. 

"Raheem Sterling went down very easily in our opinion and the referee bought it," Hughes said after time game. "The 

reaction of the player himself, immediately looking towards the referee, is always a giveaway from my point of view. 

The Liverpool fans also reacted to it and the referee has bought it. When players go down in the box referees are 

going to have difficult decisions but whether that penalty would have been given in the other box in front of our own 

fans, I’m not too sure." He added: "1 think it’s a poor decision and given that we’d come back from 2-0 down the 

momentum was with us and we were in the ascendancy but the game has been taken away from us again. I felt if we 

could get our noses in front, it could have been a different game. The penalty decision was key as it swung it back 

to them."’ 

Meanwhile, Liverpool coach Rodgers admitted the penalty was "soft," but that labeling Sterling a diver is too [marsh. 

"Goodness me, he is a young boy who gets kicked left, right and center and we got good fortune," he said. "The 

defender doesn’t make contact with the ball but does the man and Raheem is running at such speed. He is not that 

type. I thought it was soft. I’d call that a ’Spanish penalty,’ one where the attacker goes into the defender - the 

defender doesn’t get the ball - but the contact puts him over." 

- Read the whole story... 

R~port: Man United Valuation Tumbles 
ESPN.co.uk 

Manchester United worst start to a season in 24 years has seen the stored Premier League club’s market value 

tumble by more than 250 million pounds ($409.5 million) in just one month, ESPN.co.uk reports~ United is currently 

seventh in the EPL standings, 10 points behind leader Manchester City and five points away from a UEFA 

Champions League place. As a result, United’s market value has now fallen to 1.5 billion pounds ($2.5 billion). 

- Read the whole story... 

Associated Press 

Defending Ligue 1 champ Paris Saint-Germain opened up a five point lead ahead of second-place AS Monaco after 

coming from behind to beat last-place Ajaccio 2-1 on Saturday. Argentina winger Ezequie~ Lavezzi and France 

midfielder Blaise Matuidi scored the goals, which were both set up by star striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic. Meanwhile, 

Monaco could only manage a 1-1 draw away to Montpellier on Friday. 

- Read the whole story... 

BBC Sport 

Manchester City and France midfielder Samir Nasri is facing eight weeks on time sidelines after suffering a medial 

knee ligament injury during time 2-0 win at Newcastle on Sunday. The Frenchman will miss around 11 games, 

including crucial matches against Tottenham, Chelsea, Manchester United and Barcelona in the UEFA Champions 

League. 

- Read the whole .~tory... 
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’Development Academy 
Tony Lepore) 

~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

boosts U.S. talent’ (Q&A: 

Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Soccer America checks in with Director of Scouting Tony Lepore on the state of the U.S. Soccer Development 

Academy, which launched in 2007 and now includes nearly 100 clubs, having added a U-14 division in 2013 to 

complement its U-16 and U-18 national leagues - and for insight into how U.S. Soccer has expanded its scouting 

system to identify talent for the youth national teams. 

SOCCER AMERICA: If in 2007 you imagined where the Development Academy would be in 2014, how close is it to 

meeting those expectations? 

TONY LEPORE: After six and a half years, we feel good about the progress that we’re making. I think we’ve totally changed 

the landscape to improve the environment to develop talent and we’re headed in the right direction. There’s really strong belief, 

commitment and momentum from the Federation and our clubs. 

SA: Do you have any figures that reflect its success? 

TONY LEPORE: On players who have gone pro - this is just domestically, players currently on MLS [2013] rosters - we have 

70 who came from Academy clubs. In 2013, we had the highest numbers. We look at the lineups week-to-week and we 

averaged about 20 players starting MLS matches. Thirty played regularly. 

SA: Are there more talented players coming into the national teams because of the Academy? 

TONY LEPORE: Without a doubt. We see it on the field. Our clubs are really improving= We also know who that talent is. The 

nine Technical Advisors are at the matches and the training, and our scouting network is up to about 100 right now. The 

Academy has been really valuable at not only improving the talent but monitoring the talent. Identifying that talent and 

evaluating that talent. Because the top players who have access are with Academy clubs. 

also think the ’98s are a really good example ..= [Coach Richie Williams’ U-17 national team] that beat Brazil and England 

in December and had a really successful Nike International Friendlies. The core of that group has been together as part of the 

14s and 15s. 

When we look at that group, the clubs deserve the most credit. They’ve been part of the step-by-step process. All these 

players are products of the Development Academy system. They all played for Academy Development clubs. And it’s really 

important to know that they all played up with their U-15/16 Academy clubs last year. 

Eight of the 11 were moved up exclusively to train and play with their U-16 age player pool in their club. This really accelerated 

their development. 

We can look at the ’97s now who have been part of the Academy system. We can look at Hugo Perez’s ’99s and 2000s who 

are part of the U14s. There’s a really strong connection between the Academy clubs and the youth national team teams. 

I’ve heard people mention cyclical recently a couple times. There’s merit to that. The age groups have different qualities and 

different makeup. But I think this is more than cyclical. They’ve come through the system. 

SA: How often are U.S. national team program scouts at Academy games? 

TONY LEPORE: Last year we averaged anywhere from 15 to 25 matches for all of our clubs. We also attend their training 

sessions about five times per club. And then we have the Training Centers for the players we evaluate through that process. 

We know who the talent is. We know our clubs intimately. 

SA: How many Training Centers are there? 

TONY LEPORE: Last year we finished at around 300 Training Centers. Hugo and I started the Training Centers as a pilot back 

in 2008 and we did two that year. I did one in New Jersey and Hugo did one in San Francisco. Right away, the value was so 

clear, it’s a pathway to the youth national teams. 

We also want to do more of the combines. We worked with our partners at Nike and in the major markets we did combines, 

mini-camps. Right now the Training Centers are one day, the players drive in and go home. We wanted to add to that. So we 



had players come in on a Friday evening, when we have the first session, then two on a Saturday, when we provide their 

lunch, do some video and off-field work between the sessions and provide a good place to relax as well. We have sessions in 

the morning and evening on a Sunday. 

SA: And the Training Centers and Combines are for any players, whether they’re with Academy teams or not? 

TONY LEPORE: That’s correct. And it was the same for the National Combine. 

SA: So that’s one reason why to spread the net beyond Academy clubs? 

TONY LEPORE: Yes. It’s helped us cast a much wider scouting net. We don’t care where they come from. We do notice it’s 

harder and harder for players outside the Academy to keep up because the Academies are doing more and more. But it’s 

been a good way to evaluate players from outside the Academy. 

SA: it’s been one a year and a half years since the Academy went nationwide with the 10-month season, thus 

eliminating high school play for its players .... 

TONY LEPORE: No question it was the right thing to do and I think we’re through the challenging stage. And for the vast 

majority of clubs it’s been successful. I still think there are a few markets where they’re still dealing with some challenges. It’s 

a huge change in culture, but for the most part everybody recognizes this is the right way to go - to be in this environment for 

10 months. 

This decision is not for everyone. It’s a personal choice and players need to be the ones to who want to make the sacrifice 

and commitment to reach their full potential. 

SA: How smoothly or bumpy has the introduction last year of the U44 division gone? 

TONY LEPORE: It’s been smooth. We were ready. The clubs were ready. The regional events have gone really well. It’s good 

scouting opportunity. At this age group, we want to be really careful about the schedule and how it impacts travel and cost. 

(Editor’s Note: 78 clubs field U-16 and U-18 teams. Nineteen clubs field only U-14 teams. Thirteen of the furl Academy clubs 

do not field U-14 teams in Academy play because of their location, but they apply Academy philosophy at with their U-14 

teams, which play in non-Academy leagues.) 

SA: Have you seen more cooperation between clubs? 

TONY LEPORE: In general, yes. There ar~ mo~ examples of clubs who wet~ the fiercest rivals coming together, pulling their 

t~sources. Their talent pool, their facilities, their infrastructure, their coaching, their structure to provide the best possible 

environment for the top players in their area. I think Richmond United is a good recent example. In the Northeast, Beachside 

and South Central coming together to create the BSC Connecticut Academy. 

I also think there are more examples of club cooperation between Academy clubs and non-Academy clubs. We like to see the 

bigger clubs and the smaller clubs work together. 

SA: MLS clubs reportedly invest $20 million on youth programs. Their clubs play in the Academy league. Are they 

satisfied with the Academy setup? 

TONY LEPORE: Yes. We’ve provided a competitive structut~ and support for a clearly defined pathway for professional talent 

development and we work closely with Alfonso Mondelo and Jeff Agoos. Right now, all of the U.S.-based MLS clubs are 

part of the DA. And we’ve also helped them develop a calendar to add more MLS vs. MLS programming and games. In general 

our philosophies and goals match up very well. 

SA: Tab Ramos was named U,S. Soccer Youth Technical Director last November. What role does he play in 

Academy matters? 

TONY LEPORE: He’ll be another great support person and he’ll also help us strengthen that connection between our youth 

and the senior team, because he’s with the U-20s but also working as assistant to Jurgen Klinsmann with the senior team. 

SA: For sure, Jurgen Klinsmann is busy with the World Cup challenge - but does he connect with the youth 

programs and how? 

TONY LEPORE: He’s personally very interested and more and more involved with our youth programs. He’s also more involved 

with coaching education. He’s really good at opening doors and setting high standards. We’ve had regular meetings with him. 

We met with him during the December Academy Showcase and he met with all the Academy coaches. With his renewed 

contract [through 2018] and new title [Technical Director] I think he really set standards. What we’re always looking to do is 

taking the things he does with the national team and see how they apply in an age appropriate way to our youth national 

teams and our Academy clubs. 

(Mike Woita//a, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey #om Backvard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles afe atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French, Spanish and English FA Cup action on Tuesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV p#agramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and he,york programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

TUESDAY, da~u~y S4 

BelN SPORTS 

Coupe de France BORDEAUX-PSG (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup FULHAM-NORWlCH CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Roy ALMERIA-RACING (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Roy ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico LOBOS BUAP-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pro. 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-NECAXA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup FULHAM-NORWlCH CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Coppa Italia LAZIO=PARMA (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup FULHAM-NORW~CH CITY (live) 3 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, Jal~uary ~ 5 

BelN SPORTS 

Coppa Italia AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) Neon. 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

Coupe de France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-BLACKBURN (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Roy ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Roy OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-OAXACA (live) 8 pro. 

Copa Mexico CELAYA-QUERETARO (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-BLACKBURN (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay EMELEC-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-DANUBIO (live) 7 pm. 

BelN PLAY 



Coppa Italia CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am. 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-BETIS (live) 1:15 pm. 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-RAYO (live) 3:15 pm. 

E~SPN3.com 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-MERIDA (live) 8 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-BLACKBURN (live) 3 pm. 

THURSDAY, January 1~ 

ESPN NEWS 

MLS Superdraft (live) Noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico DELFINES-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Argentina INDEPENDIENTE-NEWELL’S (live) 8 pm. 

FRIDAY, Ja~al’y 1 ? 

BelN SPORTS 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 7 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-TIGRES (live) 8:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm= 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia PERTH-BRISBANE (live) 5:45 am. 

SATURDAY, Jan~aiy I S 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEEDS UNITED-LEICESTER CITY (live) 7 am. 

Spain BETIS-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Italy ROMA-LIVORNO (live) Noon. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SAMPDORIA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MAREILLES-VALENCIENNES (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC 

England LIVERPOOL-ASTON VILLA (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SUNDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7 am. 

England ARSENAL-FULHAM (live) 9:45 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BETIS-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain ELCHE-RAYO (live) Noom 

Spain GRANADA-OSASUNA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-CELTA (live) 4 pro. 

italy JUVENTUS-SAMPDORIA (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy ROMA-LIVORNO (delay) Midnight. 

mun2 



England ARSENAL-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-ASTON VILLA (live) 12:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Paulista Championship PALMEIRAS-LINESE (live) 2 pm= 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-MELBOURNE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland ABERDEEN-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 
israel HAPOEL RAANANA-HAPOEL TEL AVlV (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 arm. 

England NORV~CH CITY-HULL CiTY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France TOULOUSE-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-NANTES (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-SEVlLLA (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, Final (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 8 am. 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy BOLOGNA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain VILLARREAL-ALMERIA (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 1 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

~taly AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) MidnighL 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 
Israel BEITAR JERUSALEM-HAPOEL RAMA HASHARON (live) 1:15 pm. 

~4ONDAY, January 20 

BelN SPORTS 

France BASTIA-BORDEAUX (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-NAPOLI (delay) Midnight. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-VALLADOLID (live) 4 pm. 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

The Cope dot Roy Round of 16 continues on befN Sport en Espan@x Atmeria - 

Racin~ Santander at 1 :}0pro with the seMes tied 1-1 and ALter]co Madrid - 
Vah~nda at 3:£}Opm with that seMes a{so at 1-1 aRer the openin2 h~g. Fren~:h Cup 

quarterfinals on belN: Bordeaux - PSG at 3pro. A~ Th~es E~tern 

Their Words 

Aston Villa I - Arsenal 2 

NEW YORK, NY (Jan 14, 2013) US Soccer P{ayers .- T~,~,,o quk:k goa{s were the difference as Brad Guzan’s Aston VilLa fast 2- 

I te Arsenal at ViL[a Park on ’Tuesday, Arsena[ scored in the 34th and 35th rninLEtes. ,A’ith Vi(~a’s (ihdstian genteke puLhn8 

a ~oa[ back in the 76th, The ~ame h~d Lo be stopped for six minutes early in the fi~ st.ha[f after the bail hit ViK~’s 

~4athan ~aker in the face. Baker suffered a mi[d concussion and had Le Be subbed out. Vi[[a lrh~shed with 11 shoLs on 
goat to ArsenaL’s 8, putthN 5 o~ those on flame to ArsenaUs 4. A~sena[ had a 5 to 3 advantage on co~ner kicks. 

ViKa are 1 lth in the P~e~’aier League LaNe, tied on points with 10th-pf.ace NuU City and seven points behind 9Lb. pf.ace 

Southampton. Arsena[ take a one-point lead at tt~e top of the table with tt~e win. Read More 

Sporting Kansas City’s Champions League plan 
BV Clemente Lisi - HEW YORg, NY (Jan ’t% 2(11 ~) US Soccer Pl.ayers - Sporting gansas City coach Peter Vermes is a man 

who doesn’t mince words. AsK hh’n if he wants to win the CONCACAF Champions League after {ast month’s MLS Cup 

LiLle, the former Nationa~ Team midfk~{der said: "ThaL is Lhe p~an." 

Sporting gansas City represenLs the USA’s best chance of winning the ~:entinenta~ prize this yea~ - something no Major 

League Soccer dub has ever done since the Los An~eles Galaxy won iL in 2000. Nowever, no MLS Learn has won the 

tourna~ent since its 2008 r~wamping. Winnin~ the tb:]e woul.d el.so put an MLS team in the F~FA World (:[uB Cup fix the 

first time~ the type of internat~ona[ exposure that wou[d make [eague officials ¢oam at the mouth. 

As the 2013 MLS Cup win showed, Sporting Par]( is fast becoming one of the most treacherous pf.aces Lo pf.ay in North 
America. Vermes and his tean~t hope they can take that confidence h~to the quarterfina{s when they host Mexico’s Cruz 

Azul. on N,a~ :h 12 in the opener of a touflh home.and-away seres. 

"For a dub to be reaU.y ~reaL you need to be the best in your country ever}; year and your continent" said Sporting g,C 

midfie{der ark){ Rosse{[, a native of Spain who g~ew up in the Barcelona youth system. "Barce{ona ~s great because they 

a~e ere of the best teams in Europe, noL just h~ Spain. We have the team and Lhe p~ayers here to do that." Read More 

Oguchi Onyewu’s Sheffield Wednesday 
tt was [ast sprin$ when Stuart Holder was the United SLates Nationaf. Team pl.ayer ~oing on tear to Sheffield Wednesday. 

With USA defi~nder Oguchi O~ye~ joining the dub for Lhe resL o~ the season, he’ll, have more time te make his mark 

in South Yorkshire~ 

Why Are We Here? 

Oguchi Onyewu spent the first ha[f of the 2013-14 Chan~tpionship season with London’s Queens Park Rangers. That didn’t 

resuR m enough opportunity for Onyewu~ so he moved to SheH~e[d Wednesday fo~ the second ha{f of the season. 

Wednesday are four points above the ~e{egation zone. once agah’~ t~ying to see out a season safe{y. As USA fans are 

aware. On’/ewu offers size and cernposure for a back~ine and shoLE]d ~d~])L wel.[ to the physical nature ef the 

Championship. 

And Where Are We? 



SheIfie]d~ more specilica{]’¢ the sub[~b of C~]erton~ thus ~he snazzy nickname. Located in South Yorkshire, Sheffield has 

just over 640,000 ~eople {iving in its ~i~b~n area. it’s a sEee[ city historically, but {ike fl’*e Rust Be~t in Ehe United States 

it’s had to adap~ over ~:he ~ast ¢e,~v decades. Unl.~]~e most ot: those U$ cit:~es, Sheffield hash’l: had a marked p(~pulal:ion 

decline, h~ socce~ terms~ Sheffield has two sE~ong/y supported teams~ Unite~ and Wednesday. that have a tough dine 

p{aying in the same divisi(~n. When Wednesday were {op~{ight in the 90s. United weren’{. When United were a Premier 

League Eeam in Ehe mid,,2000s~ wel.L you get the idea, United are cu{rent{y in League One with Wednesday a {eague 

higher, Read ~ore 

Michael Bradley hoping to lead Toronto FC to an elite level - from ESPN FC’s Roge~ Bennett: "As a player you want to 

~e somewhere vvhe~’e the cl.ub has the same drive as you do~" 

Toronto FC’s big splash is a message to league owners .. Item Geal..com’s Ires Gala~cep: It wii~ al.so be a very ~eud 
message that the days of being able to rur[ an ,~,~,LS team on the cheap a~e conlir, g to an end. 

Athletic vision drives Kreis~ NYCFC o from Fox Sac:ceo’s Leander Schaer~aecker[s: No team has eve~ reafb/come into 

/~,L.S t[~efore and set fort:h its ideology ahead (~t: time. 

Waiting for NYCFC will be~ well~ excruciating o from MLSsoc:cer.com~s ,foil Brad~.ey: (:an’t we iust skip ahead 12 
months? 

Big names backin~ big-time soccer for Minnesota - titan ~ T~e .#linaeapotis Star Trihune’s &~ike ~4aszuba: Both the 
Vikings and/~(:Guire ha~ s~destepped whether a (:ompetitk)n ~s brewing between the two men (~ver rnaj(~r league 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Fox L)eportes has the ~V~anchester City - B/acM)urn FA Cup reptay at 3pro. Coppa Itatia on be[N Sport: ,~¢flan ~ Spezia at 

12pro and Na])o[~ - Ata[anta at 3pm~ Coupe de France on betN Spo~’t: Lyon ¯ t~arsei[[e at 5pro. The Copa de{ Roy 

continues or[ belN Sport en Espar[o[: Espanyo[ - Atcorcon at 1:30pro and Osasuna - Rea] ,kCadrid at 3: }0pro. Copa tS~exi(:o 

on ~$PN Depo~tes: .Jagua~es - Oaxa(:a at 8pro and Ce~aya - (~ueretaro al: 1{}pro. A~ 7"h~es ~’~s~6r~ 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, Januaw 14, 2014 12:38 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Reaction to Ronaldo’s Big Night; AC Mila~ Names New Coach 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday Jan. I4, 2014 

Media Reaction to Cristiano’s Biq Ni#ht 
ESPN FC 

~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

The reaction in the Spanish press to Cristiano Ronaldo winning the 2013 FIFA Ballon d’Or was nearly 

unanimous: that the best man had won soccer’s top individual prize. In the capital, the top sports papers celebrated 

the Real Madrid forward’s victory. AS led with ’The Best Won’ on its cover, while Marca chose the headline ’Lloro’ -- 

a play on the words ’cried’ and ’golden.’ The Portuguese’s win was less celebrated in Catalonia, where Mundo 

Deportivo led with the objective headline ’Cristiano Wins,’ while the somewhat more partisan Sport claimed ’This 

time the best has not won’ on its front page. 

The reactions from the night’s two losers -- Barcelona’s four-time winner Lionel Messi and Bayern Munich winger 

Franck Ribery --were also interesting. Messi congratulated his rival, saying, ’q would like to congratulate Cristiano 

for winning, he deserves it .... Fve got no complaints or excuses, the best man won." The Barcelona striker only 

mentioned the repeated muscle injuries that cut into his 2013 when directly asked. "1 don’t know if it would have 

been different if I didn’t have the injury," he said. "1 was out for quite a long time, that’s for sure. I wasn’t in my best 

form for the Champions League semifinals [Bayern Munich won the series 7-0] and I fell injured almost as soon as 

the season started ... but it’s all irrelevant. For merit, Cristiano deserved to win." 

Bayern’s Ribery, on the other hand, told German paper Bild: "What more could I have done after winning all those 

titles?" Indeed, Bayern won five trophies in 2013: the German Bundesliga, time German Cup, U EFA Champions 

League, European Super Cup and Club World Cup. The France international added: "It does not matter if you are 

second or third. I am not selfish and this title is not my goal. I prefer to win everything again with Bayern this season 

and also win the 2014 World Cup. That is what is important. Obviously I would have liked to have won but it’s all 

right." 

- Read the whole story... 

Marca 

As was largely expected, former Bayem Munich coach dupp Heynckes, who led time club to arm historic treble of the 

German Bundesliga, German Cup, and U EFA Champions League in 2013, was named the FIFA Ballon d’Or Coach 

of the Year. The other two finalists were former Manchester United coach Alex Ferguson and Borussia Dortmund’s 

Jurgen Klopp. 

"It means a lot to pick up an award right at the end of my career," said Heynckes, who announced his retirement last 

summer. ’q want to thank everybody who pulled together to help me to produce this winning team. Ten years ago, I 

probably wouldn’t even have dreamt of this. I"m humbled and happy to be standing here." 

Heynckes becomes the fourth winner of the prestigious award following Vicente del Bosque in 2012, Pep 

Guardio~a in 2011, and Jose Mourinho in 2010. 

- Read the whole story... 

Referee Jones Sidelined for Controversia~ Performance 
Sky Sports New’s 

Premier League referee Mike Jones was not handed a game to officiate this weekend following his controversial 

display at St James Park on Sunday. Jones came under scrutiny from both Newcastle coach Alan Pardew and 

Manchester City’s Manuel Pellegrini for his performance in City’s 2-0 win. 

Pardew said he couldn’t understand Jones decision not to award a goal after Check Tiote’s first-half strike flew into 

the top corner. Even though several Newcastle players were offside, "it’s such a clean hit, it’s going in the top 

corner," Pardew said. "He’s got that wrong and unfortunately that was a massive call. In these type of games they 

have got to go your way. It was probably easier for him to give the goal and I can’t understand why he hasn’t." 

City coach Pellegrini was equally unhappy with Jones’ decision not to send-off Mapou Yanga-Mbiwa for his crude 

second-half challenge on playmaker Samir Nasri, who ended up with knee ligament damage that will sideline him 

for eight weeks. Jones issued a yellow card to Yanga-Mbiwa, but Pellegrini insisted, "The kick he made to Nasri was 



absolutely a red card directly." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: NYCFC Targeting Barca’s Xavi 
Daily Telegraph 

The Daily Telegraph is reporting that Manchester City is exploring the possibility of bringing Barcelona midfielder 

maestro Xavi Hernandez to NewYork City FC, the British club’s MLS franchise, which begins play next year. By 

that time, Xavi will be 35 with one year remaining on his Barca contract. It is understood that Man City director Txiki 

8egiristain and CEO Ferran Soriano are working on a possible free transfer for the Spain international, who is 

thought to earn about 7 million pounds ($I 1.5 million) per year after tax. 

City is reportedly investing more than 300 million pounds ($492 million) into New York City FC, which will have time 

biggest budget in MLS. Begiristain noted that they want the club to have a philosophy similar to Barcelona in Spain 

and City in England. "We have a philosophy that we want to play, that we like and the people like, and after that, we 

sign the coach," Begiristain said, referring to the manner in which he and Soriano chose former Real Salt Lake 

coach Jason Kreis to be the new club’s manager. "These are broad concepts, but very strong," Soriano added: 

"We would never choose a manager, whether it is Manue~ Pellegrini in Manchester or Jason here, that would not 

believe in those pillars. On those pillars, he can build whatever he wants." 

Kreis, meanwhile, said he expects NYCFC to use all three of its Designated Player slots. ’q’m quite certain that New 

York City FC will sign three designated players, he said. "I’m also quite certain that those players will be extremely 

well vetted, researched, talked to in order to make sure they’re not only the right player for this team but the right 

person." He added: "We have the ability to go out and find new players for this league, new creative, attacking-type 

players that fit in to the City way of playing. I think we have a singular opportunity and almost a responsibility to go 

out and find new players to bring in to bolster time league a little bit." 

- Read the whole story... 

AC Milan Appoints Seeder{ as Head Coach 
Sky Sports News 

AC Milan on Tuesday appointed former midfielder C~arence Seedorf as its new head coach. Seedorf, who won two 

UEFA Champions League titles with Milan and had been playing in the Brazilian league with Botafogo, announced 

his retirement as a player at the same time as being appointed Massimiliano Allegri’s replacement. "1 am here to 

announce that I will retire from playing after 22 years," the former Dutch international told the Brazilian media 

Tuesday, adding that Milan had hired him "in a manner both elegant and correct." 

At the Ballon d’Or event on Monday, news of Seedorf’s possible appointment was met with high praise from former 

teammate Thiago Silva as well as former Milan coach Carlo Ancelotti. "If Seedorf arrives, he will do a great job 

because he’s a great person and very serious - he will change the mentality of the players," Paris Saint-Germain 

defender Silva said. ’q’m sorry for the situation Milan are in, but if Seedorf arrives, something will certainly change. 

I’m sure big names will arrive." 

Ancelotti claimed that Seedorf’s lack of coaching experience would not be a problem. "Seedorf was my player, he 

has a very big personality," the Real Madrid coach said. "He has the capacity and knowledge to do everything in time 

world of football. He is going to get experience in an atmosphere he knows very well." The Italian added: "Milan has 

often made this type of decision, first Arrigo Sacchi who had no experience, then Fable Capello._ now Seedorfl 

Every time that decision has gone well for him. I wish him a lot of luck." 

- Read the whole story... 

Concacaf introduces Racist Abuse Protoco~ for Referees 
Associated Press 

Referees in the Concacaf region, which represents North and Central America as well as the Caribbean, have been 

told to stop games in the event of racist chanting or insults. Concacaf is introducing a protocol to deal with such 

incidents, including [malting games to play a public-address announcement first warning fans to stop. If the behavior 

continues, the refs are instructed to suspend games for 5-10 minutes and send players to their locker rooms while a 

second announcement plays. The third and final step is to abandon the game altogether. 

- Read the whole story... 

Luis Garcia Announces Retirement ................................................................................................................ 

Football Espana 

Former Barcelona, Liverpool and Atletico Madrid forward Luis Garcia has announced his retirement at the age of 

35. Garcia made more than 100 appearances for the Reds, scoring 33 goals and winning the UEFA Champions 

League in 2005, as well as the FA Cup in 2006. Garcia finished his career playing in Mexico, first with Puebla and 

nowwith Puebla UNAM. 



- Read the whole story... 

i~atic Close to Stamford Bridg9 Return 
Sky Sports News 

Nemanja I~atic on Tuesday told Portuguese paper A Bola that he has played his last game for Benfica, as the 25- 

year-old is set for a return to Premier League giant Chelsea. According to reports in England, the defensive 

midfielder is in London completing a medical ahead of signing for Jose Mourinho’s team for around 22 million 

pounds ($36 million). The deal represents a tidy piece of business for Benfica, which only purchased the Serbian 

international from the Blues for 3 million pounds ($4.9 million) in January 2011. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Fhanks to your support, we have come so far! This year, the US. Soccer Foundation is turning 20! 

~ince 1994, we’ve been working hard to grow the game right here in the United States. This year, in honor of our 
.~Oth anniversary, we’re sharing the story of the beautiful game - from the grassroots level to the pros. 

game and the soccer for social change movement by showcasing the people and 
)laces that have shaped them along the way. We could not have done this without you. 

3beck out our new 20th anniversary website and be sure to "Like" us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter for 
~ccess to all of our 20th anniversary celebrations[ 

We Are Soccer. 

. U,S. Soccer Foundation 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

Tuesday, Januao, 14, 2014 3:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

2 more days left to register 

This inaugural Elite 12o College Showcase will ONLY be played at the Overland Park Soccer 

Complex, no games before 9am or after 9pm...ony ~ 2o teams will be aecpeted! 

~* If the Showcase is cancelled, we will give lOO% of the entry fee back!!*~ 

We hope your team can join us to kick offthe Spring Season, we already have a great group of 

teams and a great response from the college coaches attending!! 

Thanks, 
Huw Savage 

GSI Sports 

Forward this email 

]l-ds email was sent to anson@email,unc,edu by _h__s__a__v__a_.g__e__@_~citravel. net 

Update Profile/Email Address }’nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

GS[ SPORTS 5360 College Bird :: Overland Park KS 66211 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofginally ~nt 1/9/14: Finding God in the Park 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, January 15, 2014 4:09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, Jmmary 15, 2014 

Wednesday, Jan. 15, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French, Spanish, italian, English and Mexican Cup action on Wednesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV ppagramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and nelwork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

WEDNESDAY, January 15 

BelN SPORTS 

Coppa Italia AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) noon. 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 pro. 

Coupe de France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-BLACKBURN (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-OAXACA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico CELAYA-QUERETARO (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-BLACKBURN (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay EMELEC-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-DANUBIO (live) 7 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Coppa Italia CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am. 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-BETIS (live) 1:15 pm. 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-RAYO (live) 3:15 pm. 

I~SPN3.com 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-MERIDA (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-BLACKBURN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN NEWS 

MLS Superdraft (live) neon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VlLLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico DELFINES-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Argentina INDEPENDIENTE-NEWELL’S (live) 8 pm. 



BelN SPORTS 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf U=20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 
iVtexico MORELIA-TIGRES (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-NEWCASTLE (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia PERTH-BRISBANE (live) 5:45 am. 

SATURDAY, J~n~y 18 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEEDS UNITED-LEICESTER CITY (live) 7 am= 

Spain BETIS-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

italy ROMA-LIVORNO (live) Noon. 

italy JUVENTUS-SAMPDORIA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MAREILLES-VALENCIENNES (delay) 5 pm= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC 

England LIVERPOOL-ASTON VILLA (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SUNDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7 am. 

England ARSENAL-FULHAM (live) 9:45 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BETIS-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain ELCHE-RAYO (live) Noon. 

Spain GRANADA-OSASUNA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS=SAMPDORIA (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy ROMA-LIVORNO (delay) Midnight. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-ASTON VILLA (live) 12:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Paulista Championship PALMEIRAS-LINESE (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-MELBOURNE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland ABERDEEN-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

israel HAPOEL RAANANA-HAPOEL TEL AVIV (live) 12:30 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France TOULOUSE-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-NANTES (live) 3 pm. 



Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-SEVILLA (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship TBD-TBD, Final (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 8 am. 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy BOLOGNA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-ALMERIA (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) Midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

ESPN3,com 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 
israel BEITAR JERUSALEM-HAPOEL RAMA HASHARON (live) 1:15 pm. 

~’~ONDAY, January 20 

BelN SPORTS 

France BASTIA-BORDEAUX (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-NAPOLI (delay) Midnight. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-VALLADOLID (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Jan. 15, 2014 
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Section 1: Too soon to write offMLS SuperDrafl 

Wednesday, Jan. 15, 2014 

Too soon to write off SuperDraft 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Is it time to write off the MLS SuperDraft? 

Indeed, more and more teams are si~ning academy products to 

homegrown academies and they continue to load up on foreign 
players -- eight international slots per team, plus an unlimited 

number of players holding green cards. But for good and bad, MLS 

clubs need to take the draft seriously. For a look at the dynamics 
of the draft and who the top 2014 picks are .... Read the whole 
sto~y 

Philadelphia is the place to be 

by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IH SOCCER: Jan. 13-19] One of the busiest weeks in U.S. 

soccer wi{I have {ors of folks scurrying to Philadelphia for the 
HSCAA Convention, site of the MLS and HWSL drafts. For all you 

need to know about what is going on .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Sir Alex has been fantastic, incredibly supportive, 
he’s only there to help me. I have a conversation 

with him when I need it. I tend to see him for a 
minute or two after the games, we’ll have a chat 

and rye found him great, rye got no problem at all 

with it [Ferguson attending games]." 

-- Struggling Manchester United coach David Moyes 

says he’s OK with his predecessor Alex Ferguson, 

who remains with the club as director and club 
ambassador, looking over his shoulder. (MUTV) 



U.S. national team and the draft 
by Paul Kennedy 

[BY THE NUMBERS] The U.S. national team training in Sao Paulo -- 

all but one of them based on MLS clubs -- is reflective of the 
current cream of the crop of U.S. talent. Of the 26 players in 

camp, 18 played in college, and they played an average of a shade 
more than two years of college ball. They give hope to all players 

not taken right away in Thursday’s SuperDraft as eight of the 15 
national team players who went to college and went through the 

draft were picked in the second round or lower .... Read the whole 
story 

Revs now hold three first-round picks 

by Soccer America 

[2014 MLS SUPERDRAFT] D.C. United holds the No. 1 pick in the 
2014 MLS SuperDraft that will be held Thursday at Philadelphia’s 

Pennsylvania Convention Center (live on ESPNews and WatchESPN, 

noon ET). New England is the only team with three first-round 

picks (No. 4, No. 12 and No. 19) after getting the No. 4 pick from 

Columbus for the rights to Michael Parkhurst....Read the whole 
story 

Like father, like son for Lowe 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS ROOKIE CLASS: Ten to Watch] MLS is old enough now that 

sons are foUowing their fathers in the league. One of the seven 

2014 Generation adidas signings is Damion Lowe, son of former 
Jamaican international Onandi Lowe....Read the whole story 

Chivas USA lands Bofo, better late than never 
by Paul Kennedy, Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] For much of its existence, Chivas USA had 

been discussed as the eventual home for striker Adolfo Bautista~ 
and now the possibility has become reality. For more on the Bofo 

move, plus Tuesday’s MLS trades and the Schuler tottery winner. 
...Read the whole story 

Fabulous chip by Carlos Pena 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Carlos Pena, Leon’s 23-year-old midfielder, has 
started off the Clausura 2014 with three goats in two games, 

including this sublime strike....Read the whole story 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 

by Soccer Arnerica 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 
for the Soccer America Camps ~ Academies 

directory~ Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

F:[NAL 20:/o4 ~’~OCK DRAFT 
Final version of the TopDrawerSoccer.com 
mock draft - check out the movers and the 
shakers following the MLS Combine and 
leading into Thursday’s SuperDraft. 

TOP N~[D STAYS ~[N T}!~XAS 
An FC Dallas midfielder opts to stay closer to 
home for her college soccer career. Find out 
where she’s heading, 
I~IORE: Boys Commit - Syracuse lands top LB 

:~4 }~}~:~ST HS BO’~’~S i[N 20:/o4 
The new year promises new beginnings for a 
bevy of high schools. Here’s a look at 14 of 
the best HS boys players to watch in 2014. 
I~IORE: 14 Boys Club Players to Watch 

DID YOU SEE? 

Get to know an IVlLS Draft 
prospect: UC [rvine forward 
Enrique Cardenas 

Get to know an MLS Draft 
prospect: Connecticut’s 
Mamadou Diouf 

TopDrawerSoccer,corn Partner: 

Disney Showcase 

Welcome to the Proving Ground! 

Disney Soccer Showcase is the ultimate 
tournament for top clubs to be seen by 
hundreds ofcollege coaches looking for great 
soccer talent. 

Rated the #1 youth soccer tournament in the 
U.S. in a Soccer America survey, Disney 
Soccer Showcase gives athletes a chance to 
compete at the ESPN Wide World of Sports 
Complex and shine on one of the biggest 
stages set for youth soccer in the country. 

Come play at the next level and showcase 
the magic in you. 

For more info CLICK HERE, 
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Sectiou 2: Klinsmann: MLS ttomecomings ’Huge’ lbr American Soccer 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, Jan. 15, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Klinsmann: MLS Homecomings ’Huge’ for American Soccer 
Associated Press                                                                                           ~ 

In an interview with the Associated Press, U.S. men’s national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann says that 

Major League Soccer has sent a "serious signal" that it wants the best American players back in the U.S. with last 

week’s acquisition of Michae~ Bradley by Toronto FC and Olint Dempsey’s move to the Seattle Sounders last 

August. The former World Cup winner, speaking from the USA’s training camp in San Paulo, also indicated that 

more such deals could be underway. 

"We are not there yet, and we know that," Klinsmann said. "But it’s exciting. The players who are in Europe, many of 

them some big players, are now back in MLS. Suddenly they bring back a Clint Dempsey from Tottenham, they 

bring back a Michael Bradley from AS Roma, and they are working on other players as well. This is huge for soccer 

in the United States." 

Klinsmann in the past has been openly critical of some of the USA’s best players for not wanting to challenge 

themselves at the highest level in Europe’s top leagues. Even so, the German, who moved to California in 1998, 

reflected on what a stronger MLS means for his work U.S. national team coach. "We said a couple of years ago that 

we wanted to be one day in the top 10, top 15 in the world," he said. "We have to develop better players, we have 

to develop better coaches, and it’s not going to happen overnight, but we will keep working and the MLS is helping 

~.lS a 

- Read the whole story... 

Neymar: ’Nothing illegal’ About Barca Transfer 
ESPN FC 

Neymar on Wednesday spoke out about his highly scrutinized transfer to Barcelona from Brazilian giant Santos last 

summer, claiming that there was "nothing illegal" about the 57 million euro-plus ($77.5 millien) deal, which is 

currently being investigated by a Spanish prosecuting judge. 

Of course Neymar, who is 22, notes that his father looks after his business affairs, not unlike teammate Lione~ 

Messi, who said the same thing when his taxes were being investigated last year. "1 know there has been a lot of 

talk about my contract," the Brazil international said. "My father signed the contracts and he is obviously a person I 

have full confidence in. There is nothing illegal. In any case if there is any doubt you can ask my father, because I 

just focus on my job -- which is playing soccer." 

However, ESPN reports that the Spanish press believes two different versions of the paperwork of Neymar’s transfer 

exist, and that the deal was structured so that a large chunk of the fee went to the player’s father and agent. 

Barcelona, meanwhile, has firmly denied any wrongdoing while maintaining that a confidentiality clause means it 

cannot disclose to its own members who was paid what. 

- Read the whole story... 

Rona~do: The Official 2013 Ballon d’Or interview 
FI FA.co m 

In an interview with FIFA.com, Cristiano Ronaldo sounded off on winning the 2013 Ballon d’Or, his expectations 

for the 2014 World Cup with Portugal, and the hunt for an unprecedented 10th U EFA Champions League title for 

his club, Real Madrid. "1 felt immensely proud and happy when I realized I’d won," the Real forward said. "Winning an 

award like that requires a lot of dedication and hard work, and is the accumulation of many hours’ toil." Ronaldo was 

moved to tears as he ascended the podium to accept the award. "Now I hope I can do it all again next year and 

claim my third," he said. 

When asked about his favorite moment of 2013 -- a year in which he failed to win any trophies with Real -- Ronaldo 

said: "1 don’t know if I can single one out above all the rest. Actually yes ... qualification for the World Cup. I’d say 

that was what I remember most and was the most emotional thing. 

The Portugal captain noted that while the national team struggled to qualify for Brazil -- eventually requiring four 

goals from Ronaldo in a 4-2 playoff series win against Sweden over two games -- "the World Cup will be a 



completely different challenge and we’ll prepare for it differently too." However, he stopped short of calling Portugal 

a favorite to lift the world’s most prestigious trophy: "Our priority is getting through the group phase and then we’ll 

see what happens," he said. 

Portugal, of course, was drawn in the dreaded ’Group of Death’ alongside Germany, Ghana, and the United States 

in Group G. 

- Read the whole story... 

PSG Through to League Cup Semis 
Goal.cam 

Paris Saint-Germain coach Laurent Blanc hailed his players "beautiful control" of a difficult match against 

Bordeaux in the French League Cup Quarterfinal, which PSG won 3-1 thanks to two late goals from Adrien Rabiot 

and Blaise I~atuidi. Argentine winger Javier Pastore, who has found it difficult to break into the PSG first team, 

also registered a goal and an assist during the game. 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Telegraph 

Arsenal has been given encouragement that a deal for Julian Draxler could happen during the January transfer 

window, as Draxler’s club Schalke claimed it would be powerless to keep the Germany international if a club was 

willing to pay the 20-year-old’s 37.8 million pound ($61 million) buy-out clause. Schalke is understood to be open to 

offers this month, especially if former midfielder Lewis Ho~tby returned in a loan deal from Tottenham. 

Meanwhile Arsenal midfielder Tomas Rosick¥ has broken his nose during Monday’s 2-1 win at Aston Villa, which 

means he will miss the Gunners’ clash at home to Fulham on Saturday. Nacho Monreal, who also left Villa Park 

with an injury, could still be available, however, depending on the results of a scan. 

Read the whole story... 

Southampton in Turmoil as Chairman Set to Depart 
BBC Sport 

The future of Southampton coach Mauricio Pochettino has been thrown into doubt now that Chairman Nicola 

Cortese is set to depart the club with immediate effect, according to reports in England. BBC Spert is reporting that 

Cortese gave his formal resignation notice as many as three months ago, and is now coming to the end of his 

notice period. Cortese vehemently disagrees with Southampton owner Katharina Liebherr’s desire to sell the club. 

Southampton was in third-place when Cortese tendered his resignation, but communication between the parties hit 

an impasse and now there appears to be no way back. Liebherr is set to assume the role as chairwoman once 

Cortese departs. Meanwhile, Pochettino has claimed that if Cortese, who brought the Argentine coach to SL Mary’s 

last spring, leaves the club, he would depart, too. 

During Cortese’s tenure, Southampton climbed from League One (England’s third division), to the Premier League 

in less than four years. 

- Read the whole story... 

PSG Throu~jh to Lea~que Cup Semis 
Goal.cam 

Paris Saint-Germain coach Laurent Blanc hailed his players "beautiful control" of a difficult match against 

Bordeaux in the French League Cup Quarterfinal, which PSG won 3-1 thanks to two late goals from Adrien Rabiot 

and Blaise I~atuidi. Argentine winger Javier Pastore, who has found it difficult to break into the PSG first team, 

also registered a goal and an assist during the game. 

- Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Fulham and Costa Rica forward Bryan Ruiz has joined PSV Eindhoven on loan for the rest of the season, the 

Dutch club said on its website on Wednesday. The 28-year-old had previously played for Twente Enschede in the 

Dutch league before moving to London for 10.6 million ($17.4 million) pounds in 2011. Ruiz has played only four full 

games for the Cottagers this season, and has started just one under new manager Rene Meulensteen. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN co.uk 



The British Independent claims that Juventus midfielder Paul Pogba will snub a return to Manchester United 

because of the way he was frozen out by former manager Alex Ferguson. The 20-year-old, who won the 2013 

Golden Boy award as Europe’s best young player, led France to the U20 World Cup trophy last summer. During his 

time at United, Pogba’s contract was allowed to run down before he left on a free transfer for Juventus. 

- Rend the whole story,.. 
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Coach, don’t ignore this player! 

Have you ever had a player who comes 

to practice everyday but you know that 
come game time you’ll never nse them? 

You know what I’m talkJng about coach. 

Those awesome "practice" players. 

What if you conld turn one of those 

players into an all - mnefi can? 

Would you win more games? 

Perhaps even a championship? 

An NCAA playoffbirtk if you coach college? 

You could do all the things above but it 

will require something from yon. 

What? 

You using a program called: 

Epic Soccer Training < < < 

TNs program is a ’new’ training s~’le designed 

for soccer players. It’s responsible fiom taking 

a bench warmer into an all-mnefican. 
Get this coach, it also helped an NCAA team 

end fl~eir playoffdrought. 

Now I know it’s not soccer season yet, but 

the great coaches, they don’t wait tbr the season, 

they always a step ahead. 

This is your step dtiead: 

Epic Soccer Training < < < 
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Featuring Video :: Central Striker Drill - Alan Kirkup - Univ. of FL 

[% TheCoaches Insider ~:: 1877.386.4840 

News~e~or 

Central Striker Drill - Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach Alan Kirkup and players demonstrate a 

Central Striker Drill. 

Provided bv Championship Prod~ctions 

John Doff, MDoNSCAA 
In the May-June issue ef Soccer Journal there was an excellent reticle 

by Jason Prat[ "On Controfl~ng Your SMe~ne ~ the One with the Paren[s 

on ~t". He stressed thai the behavior of the coach and what he/she 

modeled had a Mg h-npact on how the parents behaved ~ fu~y agree 

w~th him but fee~ one should be even more direct ~n how parents are 

allowed to behave._ 

Triangle Drill- Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach Chris Kranjc explains and players demonstrate the 

Triangle Drill. 

Provided by Championship Productions 

[ 

Congratulations! 

~ 
Head Baseball 

Coach at 

Abbevitle H~sh 

School - Abbevilte~ SC 

iS our iPad Air 

Winner! 

:: :N :: Complimenta~ 

...... Webinar - Payto 

Participate - Click 

Here to Register! 



Patrick M[Hlins Arid Th8 Previous Two-Time Winners Of The 

Hermann Trophv - ~y Chris TeaSe 

Prep seccer deserves to be on an equa~ foot~ng 

Three Referees to Represent USA at 2014 FIFA Wodd Crop ~n Brazil 

Brsd~ to receive Honora~ All-America Award 

click here 
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Afternoon Edition: MLS SuperDraft -- Philly Grabs Goalie with No. 1 Pick 

Thursday, Jan, 16, 2014 



Philadelphia trades for No. 1 pick, takes Blake 

by Paul Kennedy 

[2014 MLS SUPERDRAFT] D.C. United traded the Ho. 1 pick in the 
2014 MLS SuperDraft to Phi[adelphia~ which picked UConn’s Andre 

Blake~ the first goalie to be taken with the first pick. Cal defenders 

Steve Birnbaum and Christian Dean went 2-3 to D.C. United and 
Vancouver. Two-time Hermann Trophy winner Patrick MulUns 

slipped all the way to No. 11~ where he was picked by Hew 

England....Read the whole story 

Garber on booing: ’rii take it’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] MLS commissioner Don Garber said the moves by 

Toronto FC to sign Michael Bradley and Jermain Defoe in deals 
combining close to $100 million was part of MLS’s effort to make it 

a "league of choice" for players and fans in face of lots of 

competition .... Read the whole story 

USA to face Ukraine in key pre-World Cup test 

by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The USA will face Ukraine -- the highest ranked team 

not to qualify for the 2014 World Cup -- on March 5 in its only 

friendly with its full national team before the final World Cup squad 
assembles in May....Read the whole story 

U.S. under=17 men’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[AEGEAN CUP] The U.S. under-17 men’s national team has been 
placed into Group B with Horway~ Scotland and reigning champion 
France at the Aegean Cup~ which runs from Jan. 20-25 in Manisa~ 

Turkey~ Richie Williams’ roster includes 13 players who have been 
in residency since the fall. He also called up a pair of 1 5-year-olds~ 

goalie Carlos Avilez and midfielder Hicholas Taitague....Read the 

whole story 

Stout joins English champion Liverpool Ladies 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] The Liverpool Ladies~ the English FA Women’s 

Super League champions~ have signed U.S. under-23 goalkeeper 

Libby Stout from BV CIoppenburg of the Frauen-BundesUga in 
Germany....Read the whole story 

Bradley to receive Honorary All-America Award 
by Soccer America 

[HSCAA AWARDS] Bob Bradley~ who coached Egypt to the final 

round of World Cup 2014 qualifying amid great turmoil~ is the the 

2013 recipient of the IISCAA Honorary All-America Award .... Read 
the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"off the field I’m a humble guy~ soft-spoken. On the 

field~ I’m a warrior and winner. Pretty aggressive. I’m 

a great leader." 

-- Damion Lowe~ the eighth overall pick in the MLS 

SuperDraft~ by the Seattle Sounders out of the 

University of Hartford. 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps ~ Academies 

directory~ Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 
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NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 1 

1-o vie:^; :~n onlh"~e version of this ernail, click here. 

Volume 2 I Issue ! I January 2014 

Preventative sports medicine is the hallmark of any strength and conditioning program The 

first goal of an athletics healthcare professional is to develop effective and practical ways to 

reduce the number of sports-related injuries¯ To help lower subconcussive forces, maximize 

performance and protect the student-athlete, strength training of the head, neck and jaw must 

be nc usve when des gn ng exerc se programs¯ 

A compelling question in concussion research and education is: Do females concuss differently than males? 
::::*;;:: John      The short answer is yes Not only do female athletes suffer with concussion, they may also be uniquely 
...... Parsons predisposed to suffering with more concussion and worsened concussion symptomatology relative to male 

athletes¯ 

~e~d ~ote [] 

For an athlete to maintain a healthy diet, it is essential to understand nutrient content and timing, 
but also how to navigate the mounds of health and nutrition advertisements and advice marketed to ~i Jenny Moshak 
athletes. Experimenting with fad diets and performance-enhancing supplements may or may not 
help performance, but more critically may lead to unintentionally consuming banned substances or 
suffering from potentially severe health consequences 

The athletic experience provides physical, social, mental, emotional and spiritual benefits¯ Sport 

teaches athletes how to take risks, set goals and maintain the focus to achieve them¯ Participation 

in athletics also develops leadership skills, teamwork, strategic thinking and the pursuit of 

excellence [] all skills necessary for success in the workplace¯ Athletic experiences develop skills 

that last a lifetime¯ Transferring these skills to the next arena is what helps to create a productive, 

balanced life¯ 

Athletes with eating disorders require specialized approaches to identification, management, prevention and treatment. It is 

critical for the collegiate sport community to develop guidelines to address issues related to eating disorders and create an 

effective and efficient system for connecting athletes to specialized treatment 

Get the competitive edge. In the highly competitive world of 

collegiate athletics, the difference between first and last can be 

small¯ Optimal eating habits can give you an edge over your 

competitors, but planning and selecting a high quality diet can 

be challenging Using the Nutrition Facts label and the 



ingredient list on foods will make it easier. For the best food 

options, click the image. 

~i Using a Nutrition Facts Label 

SCAN 

In an effort to provide student-athletes, coaches and athletics 

administrators with reliable nutrition information, the NCAA 

Sport Science Institute has partnered with SCAN sports 

dieticians to create a series of nutrition fact sheets for student- 

athletes, articles for athletics administrators and nutrition 

we b i n a rs. S CA N, ~.~..~.Lt.~..~:.~.:L~j.~z&~ ~.~.[~.~..~. ~.~..jv~’.?.Li.ij!.~.& 
[~.l]~i.t@q, is the largest dietetic practice group of the Academy of 

Nutrition and Dietetics. Topics range from fueling before 

exercise, the vegetarian student-athlete and understanding 

dietary supplements. Click the images below to review the fact 

sheets or view all nutrition resources on our joint collegiate 

For advice on customizing a nutrition plan, consult a registered 

dietician (RD) who specializes in sports, particularly a Board 

Certified Specialist in Sports Dietetics (CSSD). Find a SCAN 

RD at ,t,~,z.sca ndpg.o rg. 

i[:+:;i Eating 11211 Fueling ~i Fueling ~iI Perform Underst Vegetari Fueling Caffei 

......Sheetcy 
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I Wish You a Meaningful Martin Luther King Day 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commen~a[or and the 
foande! and president of ti:e nenp~efit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yoa may aiso:,’~"4..=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

I Wish You a Meaningful Martin Luther King Day 
This t’4onday we ceiebrate the legacy of one of my 
heroes~ Dr, ~’iartin Luther King, Jr, For r..-~a~y~ it witi be a 

friends or family. Or perhaps ~t means an extra day to 
catch up on work aroand the house a~d ~n the yard, But 
£ ~sope you wil~ ~’~nd some t~rne to consider .... or even act 

on .... the messa,~e o~" social and radaJ ~us~ce that Mar~h~ 
L~ther King adva~ced ,_ 

Read more, 

Find and foilow Michael,,, 
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Andre Blake takes goalkeeping ’gift’ to Philly 
by Mike Woitalla 

[2014 MLS SUPERDRAFT] It was a bittersweet day for UConn coach 
Ray Reid when he saw his Husky Andre Blake become the first 

goalkeeper to be picked No. 1 in an MLS draft .... Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 
’Tm soccer guy for the past 15 years, but rm also an 
American sports guy. When you sign a contract, you 

honor it. If I sign an employment contract, I honor it. 

And FIFA wit[ honor it to protect our system. We just 
gotta manage through it." 

Teams load up on defenders 
by Paul Kennedy 

[2014 MLS SUPERDRAFT] It paid to be a defender in the 2014 MLS 

SuperDraft. Of the first 28 picks, 18 were defenders. Three were 

from Catifornia, which became just the sixth team to have three or 

more prayers picked in the first round. For at[ the picks in the first 

two rounds .... Read the whole story 

-- MLS Commissioner Don Garber on the league’s 
2013 leading scorer, Camilo Sanvezzo, leaving the 
Vancouver Whitecaps for Mexico’s Queretaro while 
under contract with the Whitecaps. (MLSSoccer.com) 

Philadelphia is the place to be 
by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IN SOCCER: NSCAA Convention Edition] One of the 
busiest weeks in U.S. soccer kicked off Thursday in Philadelphia with 
the MLS SuperDraft at the NSCAA Convention. For at[ you need to 

know about what is going on in Philadelphia .... Read the whole story 

Guzan and Altidore face big tests 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Brad Guzan will face a big test Saturday when 
Aston Villa travels to Liverpool to face the high-scoring Reds, ted by 

Luis Suarez (tire on NBC, 12:30 p.m. ET) .... Read the whole story 

Ouch! Goalkeeper makes painful save after 
blunder 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] An English tower division 
keeper goes to great pains to prevent a highly 

embarrassing goat .... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

Lilly, Scurry and McBride in Class of 2014 
by Soccer America 

[HALL OF FAME] Two-time Women’s World Cup and Olympic champion 
and art-time cap holder Kristine Lilly, goalie Briana Scurry and three- 
time World Cup player Brian McBride are among the players eligible 

for induction into the National Soccer Hat[ of Fame for the first time 
in the Class of 2014 selections .... Read the whole story 

id2 National Selection roster 
by Soccer America 

[ITALY TOUR] The roster for the 2014 id2 National Selection 
International Tour of Italy Feb. 27-March 10 consists of 17 players. 

This is the team’s fifth tour, and its success for players ages 13 and 
14 has attracted tots of interest from big European dubs .... Read the 
whole story 
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Today’s Soccer TV 
belN Sport has St Etienne - Litte at 2:30pm in a meetin8 of 4th vs 3rd in France’s 

Lisue 1. La Lisa on belN Sport en Espanot: 14th-ptace Matasa host 8th-ptace 

Vatencia at 3pm. Lisa MX on ESPN Deportes: Moretia - Tisres at 8:30pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"It’s hard [or everybody it you’re not in the team, because we’re playin9 quite well right now. I’m not 

suggestin9 [or one moment that we’re at our peak, but we’re per[ormin9 very well at the moment. There 

are always 9oin9 to be players who are disappointed." Bolton Wanderers manager Dougie Freedman. 

2014 MLS SuperDraft: Trades and picks 
(Jan 16, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - The 2014 MLS SuperDraft started with a surprise at the NSCAA Convention with 

Phitadetphia tradin8 D.C. United for the top pick shortty before the draft started. The Union used the top pick to setect 

Andre Brake, the first 8oatkeeper setected first overatt in Major Leasue Soccer history. United took Cat defender Steve 

Birnbaum with the second pick. 

"l’m tookin~ forward to watchin~ Steve ~row to be a starter in this tea~ue," D.C. coach Ben Otsen said. "Physicatty and 

mentatty he is ready for the pro ~ame and possesses rove for defendin~ that centerbacks need." 

Birnbaum’s teammate in Cat’s backtine Christian Dean went to Vancouver with the 3rd pick. New Enstand traded picks to 

Dattas to move up to 4th. With the pick, the Revs setected Georsetown midfietder/forward Steve Neumann. Montreat 

picked Creishton defender Eric Mitter with the 5th pick. Read More 

Jason Davis: The 2014 SuperDraft turns into a State 
of MLS 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 17, 2014) US Soccer Players - An hour before the 2014 MLS SuperDraft at the 

Pennsylvania Convention Center in Philadelphia, there was tittle sign that this year’s edition would be any different than 

any of the versions that came before. 

The room was farce. The music was [oud. At[ of the betts and whistles were there. From ~iant screens projectin~ the 

ro[[in~ Twitter conversation, hashta~ed #SuperDraft, to a ~[ut of si~na~e for the League, the teams, and a host of 

sponsors. 

Coteries of men dressed in btue or btack suits, and onty btue or btack suits, representin~ each of the 19 MLS teams who 

wilt play in 2014, populated seats around tables perfectly spaced out in the area in front of the sta~e at the front of the 

room. Those ~roups, made up of coaches, front office management, and the occasional involved owner, chattered 

amon~ themselves. Sometimes they whispered or covered their mouths when the spoke, ~ivin~ the impression that some 



stunning dear was in the works or they were ptanning a surprise pick. 

A phatanx of cameras, both video and stitt, stood at the ready to capture the smiting faces of the young men whose 

fates woutd be determined in front of an audience of the most invested MLS fans. Read More 

They Said It: Quotes from the MNT in Sao Paulo - from US Soccer: "The more time we spend together, it’s going to 

keep getting easier and easier." 

Garber confirms imminent Camilo transfer to Queretaro - from Goat.corn’s Seth Vertetney: Camito has been in Mexico 

ever since, training with Queretaro. 

Red Bulls reports building steam - from The New York Post’s Brian Lewis: Xavi is under contract through 2016, so it 

remains to be seen whether the La Liga powerhouse woutd tet him 

A recent history of MLS SuperDraft top picks - from ESPN FC’s Jason Davis: The past few years of the draft are 

interesting if onty because a pair of competing influences are at pray. 

Fifa president Sepp Blatter will decide his future before 2014 World Cup but hints he will stand again - from The 

Tetegraph’s Ben Rumsby: "1 witt certainty take a stand before this year’s Congress." 

Arsenal won’t outspend Premier League rivals despite a sea change in policy - from The Evening Standard’s James 

Ottey: "We’re a footbatt dub in London and we are a gtobat brand but we woutd never try to compete against the 

financiat resources of a country." 

Weekend Soccer TV: 
Saturday 

Liverpool- Aston Villa on NBC 

Premier League on NBC: Liverpoot - Aston Vitta at 12:30pm. Premier League on NBCSN: Sundertand - Southampton at 

7am and Arsenat - Futham at 9:45am. Championship on belN Sport: Leeds United - Leicester City at 7am. Scottish 

Premier League on Fox Soccer Ptus: Aberdeen - Inverness at 10am. 

La Liga on belN en Espanot: Rear Betis - Rear Madrid at 10am (atso on belN), Etche - Rayo Vattecano at 12pm, Granada - 

Osasuna at 2pm, and Espanyot - Cetta Viga at 4pm. Serie A on belN Sport: Roma - Livorno at 12pm and Juventus - 

Sampdoria at 2:40pm. Ligue 1 on Univision Deportes: Marseitte - Vatenciennes at 11am (Spm on belN) and Nice - Ajaccio 

at 2pm. 

Liga MX on Univision Deportes: Veracruz - Chivas at 6pm, Pachuca - Tijuana at 8pm, and Chiapas - Cruz Azut at 10pm. 

All Times Eastern 

Sunday 

Premier League on NBC Sports Network: Swansea City - Spurs at 8am and Chetsea - Manchester United at lO:30am. Read 

More 
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Camilo departure stinks, but it’s business 
By Ridge Mahoney 

It took a statement from MLS commissioner Don Garber to confirm what had been painfully obvious from the get- 

go in the Camilo-to-Queretaro mess: claims of confusion over an option clause in Camilo’s contract that caused 

him and his agent to believe he was a fi~e agent were a smokescreen, plain and simple. 

He and his agent - clandestinely it must be said but that’s how things function sometimes in the global player market -- found 

a club, Queretaro in the Mexican league, that wanted him badly enough to pay him big money to play and a hefty sum to 

acquire. The transfer fee will likely be in the range of $2 million and a salary of more than $1 million has been r~ported. 

It will cost Queretam more. The club knows FIFA could impose a fine for negotiating a deal with a player already under 

contract to another club, and the worldwide governing body could also fine the league and Mexican soccer association if MLS 

and U.S. Soccer file a complaint and other paper,york. But "confusion?" Give me a break. 

Had confusion been the issue, Camilo and his agent would have apologized immediately and arranged to get his Brazilian butt 

back to Vancouver or somewhere else where the situation could be discusse& The only confusion here was in their 

misleading the press, which should have known better than to peddle the story spun an agent willing to pull this scam in the 

first place. As the days passed and Camilo stayed in Mexico, references to the option "confusion" kept re-appearing even as 

the Whitecaps’ brass steadfastly maintained the club had retained his rights. 

Yes, a team can own a players’ rights, but his heart and soul and mindset are his own, and once a team loses those, it’s 

game over. He posed in a Queretaro jersey long before anybody on the Whitecaps knew what was going on. Do MLS and the 

Whitecaps have any recourse that can get him back? Not really. 

Technically, he’s breached his contract, but practically, he’s gone. 

The situation triggered speculation from pundits and journalists that FIFA would investigate the propriety of option clauses, 

since FIFA doesn’t specifically authorize them in its statutes regarding contracts and player movement. To read a few reports, 

you’d think the entire MLS contractual system could come crashing down regarding its use of option clauses. 

Uh, no. Use of contract options have been part of American sports leagues for decades and FIFA’s policy is not to meddle in 

contractual matters that have been upheld in U.S. courts and/or negotiated between respective parties. MLS contracts qualify 

on both counts and by engaging in collective bargaining with the league office through its union, the players accede to the 

conditions in those contracts. 

FIFA’s aversion to legal battles in foreign courts is well-founded. It simply maintains that if laws are not being violated, it has 

no standing. And for the most start it stays out of domestic matters. 

As an example, trades during the MLS season often occur outside the transfer window and technically should be covered by 

FIFA statutes, as would domestic loans that are common in many countries. And FIFA does regard loans as they were 

transfers, and as such, an international loan would have to jibe with the international transfer windows. 

But domestic loans, like trades, are not so r~stricted and thus, neither are trades. MLS can set its own schedule for 

discoveries, trades, etc., without regard to FIFA mandates other than the primary and secondary transfer windows set by the 

national FAs. 

Now, the Camilo case stinks, big-time. But this has happened before. A Brazilian midfielder, Francisco Lima, played out the 

2008 MLS season and was under contract for 2009, but simply walked away and told the Quakes he wanted to play for an 

italian lower-division team. Weeks turned into months, and finally San Jose just gave up and released his international transfer 

certificate. The Quakes could have filed a complaint and sought a suspension to prevent him from playing but that could take 

months to resolve. 

The league office and Garber will be answering a lot of questions in the next few months regarding its heavy investment in the 

Glint Dempsey and Michael Bradley transfers, among other issues. But in the cases of Camilo and its use of contract 

options, those ships have sailed. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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After a series of moves, Andre Blake ended 
up as the No. 1 pick in the 2014 MLS 
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Today we look at the U16-U18 Girls for our 
monthly Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. Look at how results have changed in 
each age group. 

SHOW 
TopDrawerSoccer.com and NSCAAAtv kicked 
off the 2014 NSCAA convention with a live 
show Thursday night. Watch it here! 

DID YOU SEE? 

The glitzy 2014 MLS 
SuperDraft was 
unpredictable as ever. 

Unsurprisingly, Crystal Dunn 
was the No. 1 pick in this 
year’s 2014 NWSL College 
Draft. See the results here. 
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The Elite Player Training Method DVD set 
provides hours of instruction. It’s a must- 
have for coaches and players who want to 
perform and the highest possible level of 
play and establish a significant edge over 
their opponents. 

Professional Methods. Professional Results, 
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1K;A is offto a great start in 2014! 
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Positive Coaching Alliance 

On behalf of the entire PCA Team, I want to ~vish you a Happy New Year. Our 2013 Aunual Fund Campaign was our best one yet’. With more than 1,000 dedicated donors, we raised more 
than $670,000! 

PCA closed out 2013 with 10 Chapters across the country, adding three ne~v Chapters and reaching more than 1,000,000 student-athletes in 2013. Last year, more than 1,400 live workshops 
were held - that’s nearly four workshops eve~’ day! 

PCA is poised for strong growth in 2014, bringing the PCA Movement to ne~v territories and to tens of thousands more children in this country, giving them the youth sports experience 
they deserve! 

Here is to another great year of developing Better Athletes, Better People. 

Thank you, 

Jim 
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Neymar Expected to Miss Four Weeks 
ESPN co.uk 

Neymar, who was carried off the field after just 22 minutes during Barcelona’s 2-0 home win against 

Getafe on Thursday, is expected to miss three weeks of training after spraining his ankle, but he should recover in 

time for Barca’s UEFA Champions League clash at Manchester City on February 18, accordinc~ to Mundo Deportivo. 

"All the images that have been seen of Neymar have given us a lot of cairn," Barca coach Gerardo Martino told AS 

after the game on Thursday. "Thanks be to God it was not as important as it could have been. I would prefer for the 

doctors to talk. We do not think that, if it is confirmed, that it is something which needs a lot of time." 

Speaking to Catalan TV, Lionel Messi, who scored both goals during the Copa del Rey win, said: "The truth is it is 

a pity. Tomorrow he [Neymar] will have more tests to see how he is, and we hope it is nothing serious and that he is 

not out for a long time as we need him. He is very important for us, and we want him back soon." 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Wayne Rooney and Robin van Persie will both miss Manchester United’s big Premier League clash against 

Chelsea at Stamford Bridge this weekend, Coach David Moyes confirmed. While Rooney has still not recovered 

from a groin injury, van Persie has been out since December with a thigh problem. "We have missed both of them 

but they are getting closer," Moyes said. 

The United coach also confirmed that midfielder Anderson is in Florence completing a medical ahead ef a 

proposed loan move to the Serie A giant for the remainder of the season. "He has not been able to get as many 

games as he would have hoped," the former Everton coach said. "This is a good opportunity at a good club in a 

good league. Hopefully he will get some benefit from that." 

Moyes also commented on Chelsea’s public pursuit of Rooney this summer as well as his relationship with manager 

Jose Mourinho. "We were never going to sell Wayne Rooney, so my relationship with Jose has been fine," said 

Moyes. "1 respect him for the success he has had and the way he has managed his clubs. He is one of the best 

modem-day managers and might go on to be one of the greatest." 

- Read the whole story... 

Metro 

According to reports in Spain, Cristiano Ronaldo promised Real Madrid’s fitness trainers that if he won the Ballon 

d’Or, they would each get a new car as a present for helping keep him fit in the last 12 months. The reports claim 

that RonNdo is offering them the new car of their choice. 

- Read the whole ,~tory... 

ESPN FC 

FIFA President Sepp 81atter on Friday indicated that he wants to extend his presidency in 2015. The Swiss, who 

turns 78 in March, has been president of FIFA since 1998 after taking over from Joao Havelange. "Let me repeat 

what I have been saying. I am not yet tired enough to decide that I will retire," Blatter told L’Equipe 21 TV. "Having 

said, that everything is open. I will certainly take a stand before this year’s Congress." 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho insists that Manchester United is still a ’dangerous’ team despite the Red Devils’ 



stuttering start to life under new manager David I~oyes which has seen last season’s Premier League champion 

slip to 11 points behind first-place ,Arsenal. Speaking ahead of Chelsea’s clash with United on Sunday, the 

Portuguese insisted that United is not out of the title race: "Man United are Man United. Eleven points is a big gap 

but I believe theyql push all the way." 

He added: "We play against the champions. We play Manchester United, not a team 11 points behind the leaders. 

I’ve played many big matches and this is what my experience tells me. A team that appears to be in the most 

difficulty can be the most dangerous." 

Mourinho was adamant that Moyes doesn’t need any words of conf~ort as he tries to make his mark as United 

coach. "There is no reason to have sympathy for Moyes," he said. "He has a fantastic job and is very stable. The 

club gave him fantastic trust, it’s a club with a fantastic culture who believe in the manager. He will at least have the 

time of his contract to build a team and reach success for many years. He has a fantastic job and needs no 

sympathy." 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Sky Sports News 

Barcelona could soon be offering fans the chance to be buried under the club’s ground. The Spanish giants plan to 

offer room for up to 30,000 urns under the stadium, whether they upgrade the Camp Nou or move away to a larger 

venue. Josep Ramon Vida~-Abarca, the club’s director of facilities, said the idea of a mausoleum is a response to 

the wishes of the club’s fans. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ji to Join Dortmund ir~ the Summer ................................................................................................................ 

Bundesliga.com 

Sunderland midfielder Dong=Won Ji, who earlier this week completed a loan move to Augsberg in the German 

Bundesliga for the rest of the season, will join Borussia Dortmund on a free transfer in the summer, the club 

confirmed on Friday. Ji scored five goals in 17 appearances for Augsburg during a loan spell in the second half of 

the 2012-13 campaign. The 22-year-old has also scored eight times in 26 appearances for South Korea. 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Goal.com 

Hull City on Friday completed the signing of striker Shane Long from West Bromwich Albion, penning a three-and- 

a-half year deal. The 26-year-old has scored three goals in 15 Premier League appearances this year. Long 

becomes West Brom’s second signing of the January transfer window following the arrival of Croatian striker Nikica 

Je~avic, who joined from Everton on Wednesday. - Read the whole story... 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 4:08 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, January 18, 2014 

Saturday, Jan. 18, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

EPL leader Arsenal hosts Fulham on Saturday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and he,york programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

S~TURDAY, Ja~u~y 18 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEEDS UNITED-LEICESTER CITY (live) 7 am. 

Spain BETIS-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Italy ROMA-LIVORNO (live) noon. 

italy JUVENTUS-SAMPDORIA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MARSEILLES-VALENCIENNES (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC 

England LIVERPOOL-ASTON VILLA (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SUNDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7 am. 

England ARSENAL-FULHAM (live) 9:45 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BETIS-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain ELCHE-RAYO (live) noon. 

Spain GRANADA-OSASUNA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SAMPDORIA (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy ROMA-LIVORNO (delay) midnight. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-ASTON VILLA (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-VALENCIENNES (lie) 11 am. 
France NICE-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-GUADALAJARA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Paulista Championship PALMEIRAS-LINESE (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-MELBOURNE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland ABERDEEN-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

israel HAPOEL RAANANA-HAPOEL TEL AVlV (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 



BelN SPORTS 

italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France TOULOUSE-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-EARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-NANTES (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-SEVlLLA (live) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship COSTA RICA-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, 3rd Place (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf U=20 Women’s Championship USA-MEXICO, Final (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA ClTY-TOTTENHAM (live) 8 am. 

England CHELSEA=MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

italy BOLOGNA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-ALMERIA (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) Midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am= 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico UNAM-TOLUCA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-NANTES (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 
israel BEITAR JERUSALEM-HAPOEL RAMA HASHARON (live) 1:15 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

France BASTIA-BORDEAUX (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-NAPOLI (delay) Midnight. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-VALLADOLID (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Jan. 18, 2014 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 4:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, January 19, 2014 

Sunday, Jan. 19= 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Chelsea hosts Manchester United on Sunday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

SUNDAY, Ja~L~a~y 19 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (live) 8:30 am. 

France TOULOUSE-MONACO (live) 10:45 am. 
Spain LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship COSTA RICA-TRINIDAD & TOBAGO, 3rd Place (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-MEXICO, Final (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England SWANSEA CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 8 am. 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10:30 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy BOLOGNA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain VILLARREAL-ALMERIA (live) 11 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 1 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

italy GENOA-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (delay) midnight. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

England CHELSEA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico UNAM-TOLUCA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-NANTES (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

SpainDEPORTIVO-LAS PALMAS (live) 5:45 am. 

SpainGETAFE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 5:45 am. 

~taIyUDINESE-LAZIO (live) 6:15 am. 

ItalyCATANIA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:45 am. 

SpainBARCELONA B-MIRANDES (live) 10:45 am. 

Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France PARIS SG-NANTES (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands UTRECHT-FEYENOORD (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 



Australia ADELAIDE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 
Israel BEITAR JERUSALEM-HAPOEL RAMA HASHARON (live) 1:15 pm. 

~4ONDAY, Ja~a~y 20 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-VALLADOLID (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Jan. 19, 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Sunday, Jmmary 19, 2014 8:27 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Co,npetitive Small Group Training - The secret of the pro’s 

Hi AI~soFI~ 
I just wanted to let you know that we have been getting great feedback about our new book - 

Competitive Sina!! Oroup Training Check out what Director of Coaching for SoccerPlus dunior Hawks, 

Dave Newber~ has to say. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD C~SS COACHING 

"In ’Dynamic and Competitive Smafl Group Training: Maximizing 

Elite Player Development’ Tony Englund has removed the guess 

work associated with selecting the right content, enabling coaches to 

concentrate on methodology and coaching personality. As a Director 

of Coaching, ! have no hesitation in introducing this book as an 

integral part of the club’s player development approach. 

Both experience and novice coaches can follow the themes 

extending throughout the book, including ball mastery’, passing, 

receiving and combination play. By following a simple to complex 

approach, coaches wilt develop enjoyable and challenging sessions 

that maximize contact with the bali. The book helps to make 

coaching instinctive and gratifying." Dave Newberry, Director of 

Coaching SoccerPlus Junior Hawks 

arness the rapi 
improvements of small 
roup training with rills 

that will give your 
players more touches 
and more time on the 



Dear Coach, 

Are you struggling to get the improvements you want in training? Are your players not getting enough 

time on the ball to advance their skills? If so, maybe it’s time your players stopped waiting in lines and 

spent more time practicing through performing small sided group training drills. 

Competitive Smafl Group Training is a special book focused on small group training Comprising of 

over 70 drills and exercises, with multiple progressions, this book provides everything you need to gain 

rapid advances in your team’s performance. Divided into sections on technique, tactics and stamina, 

the drills in Competitive Small Group Training include defensive footwork, triangular passing moves, 

dead ball situations and more. All of the drills have been carefully selected to enable you to create 

dynamic training environments that will raise the intensity and give your players more time on the ball 

in every session. 

Competitive SmallGroup Training also features a forward by former US international player Tony 

Sanneh. All of the proceeds from this book go towards the Sanneh Foundation, which helps 

disadvantaged kids to learn valuable life lessons from the game of soccer So buying Competitive 

Small Group Training will not only improve your players’ abilities but will also help kids less fortunate 

to gain the physical and mental benefits of the beautiful game. 

"Every technique and skill is covered, enabling 
you to build complete coaching sessions 

harnessing the rapid improvements gained from 
small group training" 

Whether you coach amateur soccer, teams in the MLS or elite players at an international level, the 

basic skills every player needs to be successful are universal. The only way to build these skills is 

through endless practice on the training pitch. And it’s not rocket science that the key to accelerating 

the rate of improvement is through maximizing the amount of time players get on the ball. 

However, this can be difficult to achieve with conventional full team training drills, with too many players 

waiting in lines or not directly involved. Another problem of full team training drills is that players aren’t 

necessarily gaining improvements to the core skills they need in their position. Defenders, for 

example, benefit more from drills focused on defensive footwork, while forwards should focus more on 

their finishing. 

For these reasons, more coaches are switching to small group training, with drills focused on specific 

skills and which give players more time to practice. Competitive Small Group Training is a special 

booked focused on this style of training, with drills that will accelerate improvements to your players’ 

touch, technique, decision making and more. 



What’s covered in Competitive Small-Group 
Training 

The drills in Competitive Small Group Training are split into separate sections focused on technical, 

tactical and fitness exercises. Every drill features a detailed diagram with an explanation of howthe drill 

is performed. Variations are also provided for progressing the drill further. 

The technical section focused on drills that will sharpen your players’ skills, touch and pace In fact, 

each drill helps to create an entire training environment, with a high level of intensity that will challenge 

your players to advance their technique in multiple areas, Some of the drills includes intensive touch 

training, speed passing, German pattern passing and the West Ham Windows drill 

The tactical section of Competitive Smafl Group Training provides training sessions for improving the 

ability of your players to read the game, to make quicker decisions and to perform under pressure. The 

drills in the tactical section achieve this through recreating game like situations on the training pitch. 

Your players will then become more familiar with these situations, so that when they occur on game 

day they’ll be mentally and physically prepared. Some of the tactical drills include pressure finishing 

and recovery, lvl Goal Boggies, crossing drills and dead ball exercises. 

The conditioning section features drills that enable players to boost their endurance and technical 

ability at the same time Rather than simply run around cones or perform drills in lines, these drills 

enable players to improve their fitness with a ball at their feet Dynamic and challenging, the fitness 

drills include pairs passing, Dutch assembly line, whirlpool and steeple chase 

What you wiii gain from Competitive Small- 



Group Training 
Featuring over 70 exercises and dozens of variations, Competitive Small Group Training provides 

everything you need to improve your team’s technique, reading of the game and endurance at an 

accelerated pace. Rather than waiting in lines, players will be active in every drill, gaining more touches 

and time on the ball in every session. What’s more, Competitive Small Group Training enable you to 

setup different drills for different players in the same training session. Defenders can be set practicing 

lvl dueling drills, for example, while midfielders can be given pattern passing exercises. 

From Competitive Smafl Group Training, you will gain: 

Over 70 small group training drills, with many variations and progressions 

Detailed diagrams and clear explanations for every drill 

Technical training drills that will improve your players’ touch, pattern passing and finishing 

Tactical drills to improve decision making, situational awareness, reading of the game and 

ability to finish under pressure 

Conditioning drills that will increase your team’s endurance, defensive footwork and 

dribbling 

Less time wasted with players waiting in lines to perform the drill, They are constantly 

engaged throughout 

improvements to fitness and technique atthe same time 

The ability to get different players working on different drills in the same session 

Increased player confidence and creativity from gaining more time on the ball in practice 

Accelerated improvements throughout the team in multiple areas 

With more time on the ball and more involvement in every drill, your players will relish 

training 

The drills in Competitive Small Group Training are the same as those used by the elite teams to 

develop a technically and tactically astute team. They help to develop the foundation skills all players 

need, making them equally beneficial for teams at every level. The variations provided for each drill 

also enable you to adjust the intensity to suit your players’ skill level. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 

Competitive Small Group Training unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you 

are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Competitive Small Group Training after six months then 

please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

"Why waste time with your players standing in 
 ines when they could be practicing and honing 

their skills" 
When you’re struggling to gain improvements in multiple areas, running full team training sessions 

might not be the answer. Full team training can limit the amount of time players get on the ball, with 

time wasted while they wait in lines. It also means players aren’t working on the specific skills they 

need to improve to be effective in their role. 

Competitive SmallGroup Training is packed with drills you can use to give your players more time on 

the ball and more opportunities to improve in every session. Whether you want to improve defensive 

positioning, passing speed or your ability to score from crosses, this book features a drill on how to do 

it. What’s more, the drills in this book enable you to work on multiple skills in different areas of the 

pitch, so you can maximize the improvements you can gain from each player in every session. 

Best Wishes, 



Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Competitive Smafl Group Training is packed with drills and exercises that will stop your players 

from waiting in lines but will instead give them more time on the ball in every session. Everything is 

covered, from defensive footwork to triangular passing to crossing and more, enabling you to gain 

rapid improvements in multiple areas in every session. 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Competitive 

SmallGroup Training after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked.. 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 9:27 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ATTENTION all soccer coaches 

Hi Anson, 

I am writing to invite you to sign up for my 

free soccer coaching e-newsletter. 

My service is entirely free to join and use. 

100s of FREE soccer 

drills and skills sessions 

for all coaching levels 

and ages of players 

Small sided games i.~.i 10 Proven Tipsfora 

More Successful 

Sesson 

11 Secrets of 

Suoce~sful Corners 

Sign up here today and you can print off a 

free session or r~ew training idea to use at 

yob~r very next practise. 

then send you regular emaiis with 
illustrated drills, fitness guides, coaching 

tips Dr match tactics fDr you to save and use 

at your leisure. 

You will be receiving sessions from the likes 

of Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, 

Premier League Academy coach Mike Beaie, and 

’tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy. 

Soon you will ]<ave an extensive library of 
PROVEN quJdance and PRACTICAL ideas to help 
your coaching. And it’s all FREE! 

>>> All I need is your" email address, country 

and coaching qualification. Siqn um here. 

Within moments of joining, I’ll send you 

these three free reports by email: 

#1: I0 Proven Tips For A More Successful 
Season - Easy to read and use at a moment’s 
notice, I guarantee they will make you think 
again about some of your" coaching methods. 

#2: II Secrets Of Successful Corners - 
Iilcrease your co~ne~ conversions aild give your 

players; the to~ls to defeni against every 

corner fixed at them. 

#3: An introduction To Small-Sided Games - 



Three easy to use training games, promoting 

skills and team work. 

>>> Each of these reports contains practical 

guidance to help your soccer coaching TODAY. 

Click here to ’loin Row 

For your peace of mind 

If yob~ don’t like what I provide, you can 

unsubscribe at any time with a click of your 

I als~ promise that I will NEVER rent ~r sell 

yob~r email address or details to anyone else. 

So what have you got to lose? 

For mDre infor:~ation on ho%~ my sDccer :oa:hil~g 

e-newsletter can help your coaching a:~d your 

team’s performances, please visit my website: 

bette rsoccercoachi nm. corn 

Just to remind you the service is completely 

free . 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke, 

(The Coaches’ Coach) 

P.S. If you think this service would be 

valuable to someone you know, please forward 

this’, emaii onto them. 

Click here to ’loin Row 

A bit about me 

My name is David Clarke. i am an English FA 

Level 3 coach with 15 years’ experience 

coaching junior and under 18s soccer teams. 

I’m n) J)se Mourinho or Sir Alex Ferguson, but 

I have won more than my fair share of leagues 

and trophies at all levels of junior soccer. 

More important to me Js that all my teams have 

one thing in common -- %~hatever their standard 

they play fluid, passing soccer. The type of 

soccer that is fun to play, watch and coach, 

and which more often than not produces winning 

results. 

I am joined by my coaching buddies Boanas, 

Beale and Cart who will help you take your 

sessions and results onto the next level. 

Siqn U~D here. 

Better Soccer Coaching 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 



Guii iford 

Surrey GU5 0AB 

U K 

Tel: +44 (0)i~83 89289~ 

Fax: +44 (0)~483 894148 

Email: david.clarke@coach-soccer.com 

2013. Better Soccer Coac]-’~ing 

Unsubscribe 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: Week in Review 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Sunday, Jarl~ 19, 2014 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-20 WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP] The USA kept its 

record intact of having qualified for every Under-20 Women’s World 
Cup with a 6-0 win in the semifinals of the Concacaf U-20 Women’s 
Championship. The absence of star Lindsey Horan, who returned 

to France, was not felt as USA got a pair of goals each from Boston 

College’s McKenzie Meehan and Stanford defender Stephanie 

Amack....P.e~’,d t~ whole story 

by Soccer America 

by Mike WoitalM 

Soccer America checks in with Di rector of Scoutin8 
Tony Lepore on the state of the U.S. Soccer 
Bevelopment Academy, which launched in 2007 and 

now includes nearly 100 clubs, havin~ added a U-14 

di’,4 sion in ...... ~,ore 



[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER AWARDS] Competitive Coaches of the Year 
Minos Vlamakis and Zahra Lechak were among the 17 individuals 

honored with national awards at the 2014 U.S. Youth Soccer 
Awards Gala held in Philadelphia. The winners included Bob 

Gansler, who was the redpient of the Dr. Thomas Fleck Award. 

by Soccer America 

[AEGEAN CUP] The U.S. under-17 men’s national team has been 
placed into Group B with Norway, Scotland and reigning champion 
France at the Aegean Cup, which runs from Jan. 20-25 in Manisa, 

Turkey. Richie W~Riams’ roster includes 13 players who have been 

in residency since the fail. He also called up a pair of 15-year-o[ds~ 

goalie Carlos Avilez and midfielder Nicholas Taitague....iQ~a,~i ~.~e 

by Soccer America 

[ITALY TOUR] The roster for the 2014 id2 National Selection 
International Tour of Italy Feb. 27-March 10 consists of 17 players. 

This is the team’s fifth tour~ and its success for players ages 13 and 

14 has attracted lots of interest from big European clubs .... 

by Soccer America 

[2014 NWSL COLLEGE DRAFT] The National Women’s Soccer League 
will hold its college draft on Friday at the NSCAA Convention in 
Philadelphia. Washington, not expansion Houston, holds the first 

pick and will surprise absolutely no one when it selects U.S. 

national team defender Crystal Dunn out of North Carolina. For 
more on what shapes up to be a deep draft .... Read tl~e 

by Soccer America 

Nave you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 
for the Soccer America Camps 8~ Academies 

directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... t~.~ol a 
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Agudelo is latest U.S. youngster to go Dutch 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] After being rebuffed in his bid to play in the 
English Premier League, Juan Agude[o wilt hope to emulate the 

success of Michael Bradley and Jozy A[tidore in the Dutch Eredivisie, 
where he wilt play for FC Utrecht .... Read the whole story 

Johannsson scores 1 9th goal for AZ 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Aron Johannsson scored his 19th goat of the 
season in at[ competitions for AZ at the ha[ftime whistle in its 3-0 
win over NAC in the Dutch Eredvisie. Edgar Casti[[o and Hercu[ez 

Gomez and three other Americans came off the bench for Tijuana in 

its 2-1 toss at Pachuca. For video of the Johannsson goat, plus 
updates from England, including Oguchi Onyewu’s debut at his new 
club .... Read the whole story 

MLS preseason camps set to open 
by Soccer America 

[THIS WEEK IN SOCCER: Jan. 20-26] It’s only 47 days until the start of 

the 2014 MLS season, and teams wilt begin training this weekend. 
The NASL and USL PRO both have combines, white the first friendly 

game involving World Cup finalists wit[ be played Wednesday. The 
week kicks off Monday with a big announcement on the FIFA front. 
...Read the whole story 

Taste of Brazil 
by Soccer America 

[SEEN AROUND TOWN: USA in Sao Paulo] The USA completed its first 

week in Sao Paulo, where it is training at the World Cup facilities it 

will use during the finals. The Americans attracted a posse of 
reporters curious to find out about the giants of Concacaf. The week 
featured the first of two friendly games and the first birthday of the 
month .... Read the whole story 

Perfect USA lifts title 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-20 WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP] With a fifth straight 

shutout victory, the Under-20 World Cup-bound USA lifted the 
regional crown. Goals by Andi Sullivan, Savannah Jordan and 

Margaret "Midge" Purce -- and a Mexican own goal -- gave the 

Americans a 4-0 victory to cap a tournament performance that saw 
them outscore their five foes, 29-0 .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"If Guzan’s going to be silly enough to come rushing 

out like that on a wet pitch, sliding out. What is 
Suarez expected to do here? ... If the keeper’s going 

to be that stupid to come running out at that pace 
when he can’t control himself. He’s asking for 
trouble. He’s asking problems. Suarez can’t be 

expected to jump over him then just because he’s 
come running out at his feet." 

-- English TV pundit and former national team 

player Alan Shearer takes Luis Suarez’s side in the 
latest British diving debate, ignited by U.S. keeper 
Brad Guzan’s foul on Suarez during Liverpool’s 2-2 tie 

with Aston Villa. (Daily Mail) 

What They’re Saying 
"That will be my penance to my two girts who are a 
little bit miffed about my behavior. I am not proud of 
the comment I made. I am going to punish myself." 

-- Newcastle United coach Alan Pardew is so 
ashamed of the language he used to insult 
Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini that he has 

sentenced himself to hours of community service. 
Pardew, who called his 60-year-old counterpart a 

"f* ..... old c***," will donate his time a couple of boys 
clubs and housing association. (Telegraph) 

Recent Most Read Stories 

Ronaldo’s free-kick nutmeg goal 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Cristiano Ronaldo’s free kick last week in 



the Spanish Cup proved mighty embarrassing for Osasuna goalkeeper 

Andres Fernandez .... Read the whole story 
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Today’s Soccer TV 
NBCSN has WBA - Ever[on at 3pm. La Liga on belN en Espanol: Bilbao - Valladolid 

at 4pm ET. 

Guzan’s Villa draw Liverpool, Johannsson scores 
Brad Guzan was in goal for As[on Villa, picking up a point in a 2-2 draw with Liverpool at Anfield. Villa led by two goals 

with Andreas Weimann opening the scoring in the 25th and Christain Ben[eke making it 2-0 in the 36th. Liverpool pulled 

a goal back in first-half stoppage time and equalized from the penalty spot in the 53rd minute. 

"I thought Guzan pulled his arms away," Villa manager Paul Lambert said of the referee’s decision to give the penalty. "I 

think the referee was in a good position. But, as I said, I thought Guzan pulled his arms away. I don’t think it was a 

penalty." 

Clint Dempsey’s Fulham were shutout 2-0 by Arsenal at the Emirates Stadium. Geoff Cameron’s Stoke City lost 1-0 to 

Crystal Palace at Selhurst Park. 

Plenty of action for USMNT players in the Championship, with Danny Williams’s Reading getting the better of Tim 

Ream’s Bolton in a 7-1 win at Madejski Stadium. Reading’s Adam Le Fondre had a first-half hat-trick by the 33rd minute 

and Pave[ Pogrebnyak converted a penalty in the 41st. Kaspers Gorkss (60th), Hope Akpan (74th), and Nick Blackman 

(78th) scored for Reading in the second-half with Bolton’s David N’Gog spoiling the shutout in the 88th minute. 

"Our performances have been good of late and we certainly didn’t see that coming," Bolton manager Dougie Freedman 

said. "It’s a very disappointing day for the football club. We have to take it on the chin and now recover from it." Read 

More 

Juan Agudelo’s FC Utrecht 
USMNT player Juan Agudelo had an interesting weekend, completing a move to Premier League club Stoke City who 

then loaned him to FC Utrecht in the Netherlands. The reason for the move is something now familiar to American 

soccer fans, the lack of a British work permit. 

Why Are We Here? 

The link between Juan Agudelo and a move to a European club has been ongoing since midway through the 2013 Major 

League Soccer season. Playing for the New England Revolution after a trade from Chivas USA, Agudelo was open about 

his desire to move to Europe. The destination seemed to be Stoke all along, but Agudelo’s work permit application didn’t 

go through in November. With Stoke City expressing disappointment, they stuck with the player and came up with a 

solution. Though ineligible to play for Stoke right now, a successful loan spell in another European league should qualify 

Agudelo to work as a professional soccer player in England. 



Where Are We? 

That brin~s us to Utrecht, a city probabty better known in parts of the USA as the name of an art suppty store. In Dutch 

terms, it’s the 4th biggest city in the country, with a metro poputation of around 640,000 that atmost doubtes the city 

poputation of just under 330,000. The city dates from the Roman Empire and is home to the hi~hty rated Utrecht 

University. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
En~tish League Cup semifinat second-te~ on belN Sport: West Ham United - Manchester City at 2:40pm with Manchester 

City teadin~ 6-0. Coppa Itatia quarterfinats on belN Sport: Roma - Juventus at 4:45pm. For those needin~ an update on 

the Coppa Itatia knockout sta~e, it’s sin~te etimination in the Round of 16 and Quarterfinats, switchin~ to two-te~s for 

the semifinats, and then back to a sin~te etimination final No, that doesn’t make sense to us either. Copa de[ Rey on 

belN en Espanot: Espanyot - Rear Madrid at 3pm in the first-te~ of their quarterfinat series. In Spain, the knockout round 

sta~es pray out over two [e~s unti[ a sin~te etimination final All Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailin~ archives, here to chan.~e vour preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ Privacv 



Emai[ subscriptions powered by FeedB[itz, LL(~, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. 
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ESPN FC 

Barcelona may have paid as much as 38 million euros ($51.5 million) more for Neymar than the 57 million 

euros ($77.3 million) that was his stated transfer fee from Brazilian club Santos, El Mundo reported on Monday. The 

Madrid-based paper claims to have seen leaked court documents detailing three different payments of millions of 

euros to Neymar’s family between 2011 and 2013, including direct payments made to the Brazil international’s father, 

Neymar Sr., "to scout young talent at Santos" and "to help children in the favelas of Sao Paulo." 

The report details the full breakdown of the 95 million euros as follows: 40 million euros ($54.2 million) to the Neymar 

family, 17 million ($23 million) to Santos, 7.9 million ($10.7 million) for rights to three further young Santos players, 

nine million euros ($12.2 million) for two friendly games between the clubs, 8.5 million euros ($11.5 million) in 

commission to Neymar Sr., 2.6 million euros ($3.5 million) in other agents’ fees and a signing-on bonus of 10 million 

euros ($13.5 million). 

If indeed Barca did pay 38 million euros ($51.5 million) more for Neymar than it previously stated, the 22-year-old 

would then be the world’s most expensive player ahead of Cristiano Ronaldo, who cost 94 million euros ($127.4 

million) from Manchester United in 2009, and Gareth Bale, who Real said it paid 91 million euros ($123.3 million) for, 

despite the general consensus being that the fee was a record 100 million euros $135.5 million). 

Meanwhile, Barcelona sources have insisted that the El Mundo story is false. 

- Read the whole story... 

S_pain: La Liga Race Tightens After Barca, Atleti Draw 
Football Espana 

The gap between the top three in Spain’s La Liga is now just one point after Barcelona and Atletico Madrid both drew 

1-1 against Levante and Sevilla, respectively, this weekend, while Real Madrid thumped Real Betis 5-0 in Seville. 

Despite dropping points, Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino and Atleti’s Diego Simeone were philosophical. 

"As far as our finishing was concerned, it wasn’t our best day," Martino said after the draw in Valencia. "It’s not 

worrying for the future when you consider that at the start of the season, we were winning without playing well. Now, 

what is happening to us is the exact opposite. The result is a little negative because it doesn’t reflect the game we put 

in. I would be more worried if our game had deteriorated but this draw isn’t a big worry because out of the next 10 



games, we will win nine." 

Simeone, meanwhile, said his Rojiblancos got the game they expected at home to Sevilla. When asked if his team 

was suffering from fatigue, the Argentine replied: "1 don’t think so. It was the game we imagined. We knew it would be 

resolved by incidents and that’s what happened. It was hard and even ugly, but very competitive with both waiting for 

the other to slip up. We got a point that allows us to remain in a privileged position." Simeone added that Sevilla’s 

tactics meant that chances were few-and-far-between, but that his team has "to look for alternatives" when teams try 

to shut them down. 

- Read the whole story... 

France: Ibra Leads PSG Rout 
Associated Press 

Paris Saint-Germain continued its march toward a second straight Ligue 1 title by thrashing Nantes 5-0 at the Parc 

des Princes on Sunday. Star striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic added two more goals to his tally for the season, while also 

providing an assist for Uruguay international Edinson Cavani. Ibra and Cavani are now the top two scorers in Ligue 

1 this season, with 17 and 13 goals, respectively. 

Elsewhere, second-place AS Monaco won 2-0 away to Toulouse thanks to goals from Layvin Kurzawa and Lucas 

Ocampos, who replaced the misfiring Radamel Falcao midway through the second-half, scoring with an 

unstoppable bicycle kick. PSG is five points ahead of Monaco, which is five points ahead of third-place Lille. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guzan" Suarez Unsure Over Penalty Call 
Daily Mirror 

Brad Guzan revealed that Luis Suarez was unsure whether he had been fouled by the U.S. international following 

the controversial penalty decision that rescued a 2-2 draw for Liverpool at home to Aston Villa on Saturday. Reds 

captain Steven Gerrard leveled the game from the spot after Guzan missed the ball while diving at Suarez’s feet. 

Earlier, Villa had taken a 2-0 first-half lead thanks to goals from Christian Benteke and Andreas Weimann before 

Daniel Sturridge pulled one back on the stroke of halftime. 

"1 asked [Suarez] -- because I was pretty confident in myself I hadn’t touched him -- ’Did I touch you?’ and he said ’1 

don’t know’," Guzan said. "That is the honest truth of it. Sometimes they go for you, sometimes not. Obviously the 

referee has given it but at the time I thought I pulled my hands back and I don’t think I made contact with him." Given 

that, Guzan said Jon Moss’ decision to award a penalty was "probably a soft decision." 

He noted that a point "wasn’t a bad result" for 10th-place Aston Villa: "It is probably a point earned because we 

worked hard for it and when you come to a place like [Anfield] it is not the worst result .... A few more results go our 

way and the next thing you know we are pushing our way up the table. We want to sort that out as quickly as 

possible ." 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho: Man United’s Title Hopes Now Over 
Guardian 

Following his team’s 3-1 win at home to Manchester United on Sunday, Jose Mourinho said that United’s title hopes 

are now effectively over. The result meant that United is now 14 points behind Premier League leader Arsenal, which 

beat Clint Dempsey and Fulham 2-0 at the Emirates on Saturday to stay in first-place. 



"Maybe if l say [United are out of title contention], some people from United would ask: ’Who am I to say that?’" 

Mourinho said. "But I don’t think [coach] David [Moyes] will be upset if I say the reality: 14 points difference and 13 

and 12 [to the others]. Can they recover to one of those teams? They can but to three of them? It needs three teams 

to have almost a collapse. What I hope they do is to beat all of them to finish top four." During his interview, Mourinho 

confirmed that Fernando Torres, who came on as a second-half substitute for hat-trick hero Samuel Eto’o, 

sustained a knee ligament injury that will sideline him for "weeks." 

Moyes, who has now failed to beat Mourinho in 10 attempts, reflected on United’s seventh defeat of the season: 

"What we won’t do is throw the towel in until we can’t get there [to the title]," he said. "The job is to try to finish first. 

There are no clever answers: it’s the next game. We’d lost one in six before today in the league and I didn’t think 

there was a big difference between the teams today. The difference was our defending to set pieces." 

Separately, it was confirmed that United captain Nemanja Vidic will be suspended for three games for the straight 

red card he received for a late challenge on Eden Hazard in stoppage time. 

Chile international Arturo Vidal scored twice as Juventus reaffirmed its eight-point lead over second-place AS Roma 

with a 4-2 win against Sampdoria on Sunday. Juve has now extended its record-breaking run to 12 consecutive wins 

in the league. Roma, meanwhile, had a comfortable 3-0 win at home relegation-threatened Livorno. Serie A’s top two 

teams will next meet in the Coppa Italia quarterfinal in Rome on Tuesday. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ribery: I Should Have Won the Ballon d’Or 
Press Association 

Bayern Munich winger Franck Ribery claims he deserved to win the 2013 Ballon d’Or ahead of Cristiano Ronaldo 

because the Real Madrid forward "won nothing" last season. Ribery won five titles with Bayern Munich in 2013: UEFA 

Champions League, the German Bundesliga, the German Cup, the UEFA Super Cup and the Club World Cup; the 

Frenchman was widely regarded as the record-breaking German club’s best player. 

"1 won everything, with the team and individually. Ronaldo won nothing," the France international said in an interview 

with Munich’s TZ newspaper. "1 feel I had earned this award. It’s all politics." When asked about next year’s award, he 

said: "The Golden Ball doesn’t interest me any more." 

- Read the whole story... 

De Bruyne Completes Wolfsbur_g Transfer 
ESPN FC 

Wolfsburg on Saturday completed the signing of Belgium international Kevin De Bruyne from Chelsea. The 22-year- 

old signed a five-year deal with the Bundesliga giant in a bid to get more playing time ahead of the 2014 World Cup. 

De Bruyne’s transfer fee was reported as being close to 22 million euros ($30 million). 

- Read the whole story... 
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~i Char-acter Education Resources ] 

Show your character in a big way. 
Our big selecLion of vinyl banners just got bigger See the standard banners here. or pick one 1hat 
you can personalize with your school or orqanization name. Want to show your commitment to 
pursuing victory with honor? We have a special category for sportsmanship banners, 
Calf us at 8774~24~981 if you need hefp ordering, 

Print a free quote poster. 
"People of Character ..." is o~e of the Iratest quote posters by 
CC! founder Michael Josephson. Get them hot off the Nog by 
subscribing to his weekly VVhat Will Matter newsletter or liking 
the Facebook pa,qe, where new posters appesr regulsrly, 

Print"People of Character " 

Five bestse~ers in the charactercounts.org store 

Illustrated Posters Set: These bring the Six Pilfars to life in a fun cotorfuf way. Order now >> 

Wristbands: These silicone bands come in six colors ...... one per Pillar .-----and are great for 
awards, awareness-building activities and fundraisers. Order now >> 

Today Counts: This collection of 10-minute r#ir~iqessons gives you a quick and easy way to 
teach good decision-making. Order now >> 

Connect With Character: Engage st.udent.s from every grade level with these fun and in~ovative 

character~education modules Order now >> 

Film Clips DVD Set: This exclusive series features dips from bfockbuster movies with a 
discussion guide based on the Six Pillars of Character. Order now >> 

Shop now ~ Q~estions? Call 

~ ~ ~ i~ Character 
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Rapinoe: ’1 think it’s best for my life’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] U.S. national team star Megan Rapinoe has 
[eft French giant Lyon to return home and concentrate on playing 

for the NWSL’s Seattle Reign FC. The announcement came amid 

reports of problems with Lyon coach Patrice Lair and two days 
after she was an unused sub in Lyon’s I-0 loss to Paris St. Germain 

that snapped its 47-game ~ffnning streak and 87-game unbeaten 

streak in France’s Feminine Division I .... Read the whole story 

Ten to watch for rounds 3 and 4 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 DRAFT] The MLS SuperDraft concludes with the third 
and fourth rounds v~a conference call on Tuesday. Players still 

available include the sons of two NASL players, plus players from 
Curacao, France, Jamaica and the Netherlands and a couple of 

relative unknowns who opened a few eyes at the adidas MLS 

Combine. For more on those available and complete order of the 

third and fourth rounds .... Read the whole story 

Pierazzi and the American dream 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Jean-Baptiste Pierazzi, the 28-year-old 
captain of Corsican club Ajacdo, says his move to the San Jose 

Earthquakes was the fulfillment of a life-long dream. For more on 

his derision to join the Quakes and some good news for Vancouver 

fans....Read the whole story 

U.S. U-17s open with dramatic win over France 
by Soccer America 

[AEGEAN CUP] The USA opened play at the U-17 Aegean Cup in 
Turkey with a 2-1 win over France. Following tip off their 

outstanding play at the Hike International Fdendlies in December~ 

Haji Wright (LA Galaxy academy) set up Joe Gallardo (Monterrey) 

for the first goal, and Christian Pulisic (PA Classics) won the game 
with a penalty kick in the final minute....Read the whole story 

French impressed with everyone’s contributions 
by Soccer America 

[USA UHDER-20 WOMEN: Reaction] Despite finishing the tournament 
without two of its biggest star% U.S. international Lindsey Horan 

(recalled by French club Paris St. Germain) and Makenzy Doniak 

(out with a broken hand), the USA won its fourth Concacaf Under- 
20 Women’s Championship, capturing all five games by a margin of 
29-0. Coach Michelle French praised the performance of all her 

players, in particular those who came on for Horan and Doniak. 

...Read the whole story 

Super solo effort from Spain 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Aitor Aspas, the 20-year-old cousin of 

Liverpool forward lago Aspas, scores after beating seven foes on a 
60-yard run .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"He brings prestige to Portugal around the world." 

-- Portugal President Anibal Cavaco Silva upon 

presenting Cristiano Rona[do the Ordem do Infante 
Dom Nenrique, one of the Portugal’s most 

prestigious honors. (FIFA.com) 

Liverpool teams up with Dunkin’ Donuts 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] Liverpool, owned by Fenway 
Sports Group, has partnered with a iconic 

Massachusetts company, Dunkin’ Donuts~ making it 

the official coffee, tea and bakery sponsor of the 

EPL club....More 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 

Tuesday, Jan. 21, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDI:: 

Cup action from around the world includes games with Manchester City, Real Madrid, Juventus and Chivas 

Guadalajara. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro~lrammin~] is always subject to chan~le. Besides the exclusive streamin~l 

pro~lrammin~l listed here, many networks make TV pro~Irammin~ available on streamin~l devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local ilstin~ls and network pro~lrammin~l listin~Is. Soccer on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the week. 

TUESDAY, Janissary 2I 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup WEST HAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Italy AC MILAN-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

Copa Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-DELFINES (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

Copa Mexico UNIVERSIDAD-CHIVAS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-PACHUCA (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Copa Mexico DORADOS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORTS PLAY 

Copa Italia ROMA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

French Cup MARSEILLE-NICE (live) 3 pm. 

Paulista Championship AUDAX-SANTOS (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-CELAYA (live) 10 pm. 

W~DN~SDAY, Janu~y 22 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-RACING (live) 1:45 pm. 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-BARCELONA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-JAGUARES (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico NECAXA-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Copa Antel TBD-TBD, 3rd place (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Antel TBD-TBD, Final (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

French Cup PSG-MONTPELLIER (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 



BelN SPORTS PLAY 

Copa Italia AC MILAN-UDINESE (live) 2:45 pro. 

ESPN3,com 

French Cup CHASSELAY-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

French Cup PSG-MONTPELLIER (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Mexico MERIDA-ATLANTE (live) 10 pm. 

THU~DAY~ ~n~ry 23 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Italia FIORENTINA-SIENA (live) 2:45 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 2:45 pro. 

GOLTV 

Brazil COMERCIAL-PALMEIRAS (live) 6 pm. 

FRIDAY, J~ll~ary 24 

BelN SPORTS 

France LILLE-RENNES (live) 2:15 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup ARSENAL-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:45 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain CELTA VIGO-BETIS (live) 2:45 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-MORELIA (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO,com 

Australia BRISBANE-WELLINGTON (live) 4 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

SATURDAY; J.~n~ary 25 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SOUTHEND=HULL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup STEVENAGE-EVERTON (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup BOURNEMOUTH-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-KIDDERMINSTER (live) 10 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL=VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-PUMAS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-SOCHAUX (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-MELBOURNE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 3:45 am, 

FA Cup BOURNEMOUTH-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup BOLTON-CARDIFF (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-KIDDERMINSTER (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup STEVENAGE-EVERTON (live) 12:30 pm. 



SL}NDAY, Jan~y 26 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN=CELTIC (live) 7;45 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico PUBLA-JAGUARFS (live) 1 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA4VlONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO4vIARSELLA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CHIVAS (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-PERTH (live) 3 am= 

Scotland HIBERNIAN=CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am. 

~40~’~DAY, Janizary 27 

TBA 

Socceron TV~rTuesday, Jan. 21,2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Section 1: UConn player goes first on Day 2 ofMLS SuperDraft 

Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2014 

UConn player goes first on Day 2 

by Paul Kennedy 

[2014 MLS SUPERDRAFT] Another Connecticut player went first on the 
second day of the SuperDraft. After goalie Andre Blake, taken with 

the first pick overall on Thursday in Philadelphia, French midfie[der 
George Fochive went to Portland with the first pick of the third 
round on Tuesday. For the results of Rounds 3 and 4 conducted by 

conference ca[[ .... Read the whole story 

Houston and Colorado complete first loan ever 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Houston Dynamo and Colorado Rapids 
completed the first loan agreement in MLS history when the Dynamo 

acquired midfie[der Tony Cascio on a season-tong loan from the 
Rapids in exchange for an international roster spot. Real Salt Lake 
signed English 25-year-old midfie[der Luke Mu[ho[[and, who spent the 

last two seasons with the NASL’s Tampa Bay Rowdies .... Read the 
whole story 

Dan Hunt has interim tag removed in Dallas 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Dan Hunt, FC Dallas interim president since the 

departure of Doug Quinn, was named the team president, overseeing 
the team’s business operations and FC Dallas Youth. Hunt had been 
serving as interim president since November 2012 .... Read the whole 

story 

What They’re Saying 
"The provisional structure is not what we wanted, 
but it’s what we have to resolve the problem in 
Forta[eza." 

-- Brazil’s civil aviation secretary Wellington Moreira 
Franco on the tent that wilt be used during the 2014 

World Cup at the Forta[eza airport because 
construction of its new terminal has been delayed 

until 2017. Forta[eza is hosting six games, including 
Brazil-Mexico and a quarterfinal. (Reuters) 

Curitiba faces difficult birth 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] How bad are things 

in Curitiba? Construction at Arena da Baixada is so 
stow FIFA may have to take the drastic step of 

dropping it for the World Cup .... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

Johannsson hits 20-goal mark for AZ 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] It’s not the end of January, and Aron 
Johannsson has already reached the 20-goat mark for the season, 

scoring for defending champion AZ in its 2-0 win at Roda JC in the 

Dutch Cup quarterfinals .... Read the whole story 

Second win clinches U.S. U-17s a berth in championship 
by Soccer America 

[AEGEAN CUP] The USA made it two wins in two days over European 
teams at the 2014 Mercedes Benz Aegean Cup in Turkey as Richie 

Williams’ U-17s rallied from a 2-1 deficit to beat Norway, 5-2, and 
clinch a berth in Saturday’s championship game .... Read the whole 
story 

Lavelle wins Golden Ball; six Americans on Best XI 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-20 WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP] Wisconsin freshman 
Rose Layette was named the winner of the Golden Bait as the top 
player at the Concacaf Under-20 Women’s Championship in the 



Cayman Islands. She was one of six Americans named to the 

tournament’s Best XI. USC’s Tanya Samarzich was one of four 

Mexicans name to the team .... Read the whole story 

Free-styling through NYC 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Finnish trick-shot master and free-styler 
Lassi Hurskainen took his show to New York City, where KICKTV 

foUowed the action, including a competition with U.S. national team 
midfie[der Mix Diskerud .... Read the whole story 

¯ :i!ii:.iiii’ i!ii~:ii!’ ,, .iii: iiii::’:’:’.,’.iii" : .~ ~ " !’. :~ 

become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership 
with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin 

receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - www.socceramerica.com - and 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hi[[ Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

A midfielder from a prominent Chicago club 
swaps one major U.S. city for another in the 
latest boys commitment update. 
I~IORE: Girls Commit - Surprise Decision 

TOP $CORi ! R$ THi !   i!!CNL 
Notre Dame recruit 3ennifer Westendorf has a 
massive lead in the ECNL Golden Boot race at 
the midway point of the season, Check out 
who leads each age group. 

The 2054 NILS SuperDraft concluded on 
Tuesday with a fiery storm of selections from 
the 3rd and 4th round. TDS recaps and 
highlights the action. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Highlights: The U.S. U17 
P1NT opened the Aegan Cup 
with a 2-:[ win over France. 

How Tim Cahill explains 
Clint Dempsey’s possible 
rise in 2054. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Dartmouth Soccer Academies 

The Soccer Academies at Dartmouth College 
not only provide a great way to improve as a 
soccer player, they also a provide an 
opportunity to be seen by college coaches 
from some of the premier schools in the 
nation. 

Through the years many Soccer Academies 
campers have gone on to play for Dartmouth 
and other prestigious universities nation 
wide. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA Convention <lis~nscaa.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:02 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Give us your tbedback! 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Click here to view the web version. 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you for attending the 2014 NSCAA Convention! We hope you enjoyed your experience 

as much as we enjoyed hosting this event for you, Each year, we gather feedback from all 

attendees to help shape our decision making for future years and we would appreciate your 

participation in this survey, We want to continue to provide the best possible registration 

process, travel arrangements, educational programming, networking opportunities and 

overall experience. One lucky survey participant will be given an opportunity to enter a 

drawing to win round-trip airfare, hotel accommodations and complimentary 

registration for the 68th Annual NSCAA Convention, January 14-18, 2015 in 

Philadelphia, 

**You must take the [ull Convention survey to be entered into this drawing. 

See the "Thank You" page o[ the [irst portion o[ the survey[or this link. ** 

To review footage and photos that were taken of the event, make sure to visit our 2014 
Highlights page, 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T 913-362-1747 I F, 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clickin9 the link below, you will no longer receive important details regardin9 your membership) 

.~iI Informz for iMIS 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Prayers News[ette~ <news~etter@usnst{)a.com> 

Wednesday, January 22. 2014 12:07 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newge~ter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Jan 22, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Jan 2:2, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Jezy A[tidore’s 5unde~[and carry a 2.1 I.ead rote their second-teg CapitM One Cup 

semifinal series with Man@~ester United on Wednesday 2:}Opm belN Sport. behq 

Sports e~ E:spago[ (:ogtigues b:s (:overage o~ Spain’s Cope de[ Rey with that 

tournament at the fh state8 quarterfinal stage: Rear Sociedad - Racm8 at 1:45pro 

agd }.evante - Ban::el.ona at ~:,15[)m. Univision Oeporl:es has the F~en(:h Cb[) el: 

}pro: PgG. MontpeiUel’, 

Their Words 

Tony Scholes. 

Manchester United, AC Milan, and the idea of a 
Super Club 

B’iJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 2.?., 20’i4) US Soccel" Ptayel’s -. In the skewed wol’td that exists at the hNhest 

{eve[ of European (:tub soccer. ~t’s easy to fee[ a httl.e sorry k~r N~anchester United and A{2 

those sick o~ the idea o~ supe~ dubs, super leagues, and breakaways, UniEed and Mffan are haKmark [earns 

world. }n other words~ both are truly sb[)er. They deve[o[) and buy superstar prayers, push the transfer market, and 
norma[[y succeed~ When a team o~ thor s~ze sups, it qmck[y becomes the story o~ the season. 

Right now. Manchester United sits in 7th-p[ace in the Premier League, six points out oi the fine[ European slot. They 

can take a direct route to Europe in 20t4~i 5 by getting past Sunderland and Manchester City in the Capital One Cup, but 

we’re ta[kin$ about Mand~este~ United attemptm8 [o make it into a qua[flying iound of the Europa League. At the same 

dine, th~s 7th~place dub is stilt alive h~ the Champ}ons League, with a far more manageable Round of 16 meeting w~th 

~t’s also one that could stfl] become champ}ons of Europe th~s season, 

That duality of strugg]e vs. opportunity is what makes the concept of the Supe~ League so disconcerting for many fans. 

tmaf..’,ine that league, 16 to 18 teams, d.osed shx:e [~one of them wou[d want to vote another out, and fi~[ed with the 

world’s best prayers, We aheady have the super dubs to fit[ the stets, Wharfs needed is the ~ramework. We don’L know 

what bek~f~ a medk~cre or bad Super League team teat[y means. What we do know ~s what happegs when a super c[ut) 

starts ~o sUde. Read More 

A few minutes with Carlos Bocanegra - from PhiKy.cem’s Jonathan Tannenwa[d: tt’s showing that teams are putting in 

the ~esources to invest in these academies and youth, and that’s the way to go re.yard. 

Fire to name Mathis as assistant coach o from The Chicago T~ibune’s Jack McCarthy: The appointment is expected to 

~0e announced [ateF tlhis wee]t .... 

Draft carries different significance for MLS~ NWSL o from The Newark Stard..edger’s Frank Giase: "It’s al.most a 

conundFum." he said. 

Toronto FC gets Orr-nery - from The To~onto Star’s Kurds Larson: Orr woutd seem a one-for-one reptacement for 

departJgg TFC fu[I.~ack Richard Eckersl.ey .... 

Player’s Perspective: Emotional outbursts common when camera is off - from CUnt Irwin, writing for Sincere: 18sl:ead 

we are [eft with neatly scFipted versicles of what others expect to be said~ 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
F~orendna - Siena in the 201 }~t4 Coppa ttaha is on belbf Sport at ~.:45pm. This Ls a single e[iminaUon game with the 

winner advancing to play the Milan - Udinese winner. Fio~entina made the quarterfinals by knocking out Chievo Verona 



Serie B last seaso~. In 5erie A, Fiore~ti~a s~uto~t Catarda :}@ i~ the~ ~ast ]easue ~ame. F~orendr~a are 4th ~n Lhe Serie 

At,~el:i~o Mad~’id - ~,l:~et,i~ Bi~lbao i~ ~t~e 201 :�o~4 Copa de~ Rey is o~ ~e~N Sport en Espanol. a~ 2:45pm. This is the 

opemn~ [e~ of a two.[e~ quarterfinal series, At[et~co ,~,~adr~d advanced with a 3.1 a~sre~a~e win over Valencia and 

round~ Real ~,¢a~i~ cLIrl’e~L[y ~as a 1-0 [ea~ ~n theil’ qual’Lerfma[ se~ies wiLh EspanyoL At[et~co Madrid al’e dad at the Lop 

of the La Liga tab[e w}t~ Barcelona at 51 poi[~ts, traffi[~$ Barca +4t to -~36 o~ goal differe~ce, Espa~tyo~ are }s 8tb-p~ace, 

"We wit[ ~o ca~mfy, game by $amei’ Atfetic:o Ma@id midfietder Rau[ Garcia said. "We are in a situatio~ d~at we had 

wanted earlier in the season bat we have done $ood and the~e are many competitions and many $ames. The~e is a I.ot of 

work ahead." 

~i Sponsor message 

powered by 

i:~i Sponsor message 

powered by 

powered by FeedBkitz, I.LC, 9 Thore-~ W~y> Sudbur>,, ,~/~ 01776, 
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Paul Gardner: Eusebio and Bert Williams -- how they shook up my soccer thinking 

Wednesday, Jan. 22, 2014 :~:;,, Tweet This ~il Share This 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Eusebio and Bert Williams -- how they shook up 
my soccer thinking 
By Paul Gardner 

A pair of soccer names that once meant a lot to me recently turned up in the obit columns. Bert Williams and 

Eusebio. I never met Williams. I did have a short interview with Eusebio during his short stint with the New 

England Minutemen in 1975. 

My interaction with both players was more an exercise of my imagination than of any familiarity. Bert Williams was a 

goalkeeper for Wolverhampton in the late 1940s at a time when I was studying in that town. 

Why would I be intrigued by a goalkeeper? I have a rather tangled explanation. I grew up imbued with all the faulty English 

assumptions about the sport. One of those was that English goalkeepers were vastly superior to those of the rest of the world. 

English goalkeepers were safe and solid, they got on with their job, they didn’t indulge in spectacular leaps and theatrical 

flourishes. Such mannerisms were highly suspect, we thought, because they smacked of showing off, and they must surely 

lead to errors. 

My confidence in that notion was deeply shaken in 1945 when -- out of nowhere, as it seemed -- the Russian team, Moscow 

Dynamo, arrived in England. World War II was barely over, and this was a goodwill tour. Supposedly. Like many goodwill 

ventures, this one ended in arguments and recriminations. 

Which hardly troubled me because the soccer played by the Dynamo was a revelation: the team played four games, winning 

two and tying two. But it was not the results, it was the soccer -- the rapid close passing, the smoothness with which the ball 

moved from one player to another ... on the ground. 

That was so different from anything I’d ever seen before. And so, too, was the play of Dynamo’s keeper, Tiger Komich. 

Flamboyant and acrobatic for sure, the very essence of everything that supposedly made continental keepers so poor. But this 

was top-class goalkeeping, with plenty of breath-taking saves. Anyway, that was the way it looked in the newsreels, which was 

all we had as evidence. 

After those four games, Dynamo went back to Moscow and I neither heard nor saw any more of Komich. But, possibly inspired 

by Komich, I don’t really know, there was Bert Williams who appeared on the scene that same year, 1945, when he joined 

Wolves. Between 1947 and 1950 I saw plenty of him (Wolves was one of England’s top teams in those years), and came to 

view him as the English Tiger Komich, though his nickname was slightly less ferocious on the feline scale -- The Cat. Maybe it 

was because Williams was not that tall - 5-foot-9 says Wikipedia -- that he had to be so athletic. The sudden tremendous 

leaps and the soaring dives were what made Williams a great keeper, a different keeper, and one so exciting to watch. By 



1949 he was England’s No 1 keeper -- and he was the one who was victimized by Joe Gaetjens’ goal when the USA beat 

England in that famous 1950 World Cup game. 

So be it. I recall Williams only as a player who forced me to question one of those ironbound assumptions about soccer that 

were such a secure part of my soccer upbringing. 

Eusebio burst into my soccer consciousness during the 1966 World Cup in England. That was the year when, not unlike the 

Dynamo Russians in 1945, the North Koreans arrived out of nowhere and surprised everyone with their wonderfully slick 

soccer. So wonderful was it, that I started to think -- seriously, mind you -- that the North Koreans, working in mysterious 

isolation, had hit on the way to play perfect soccer. They started off poorly -- a 3-0 loss to the Soviet Union, but a 1-1 tie with 

Chile followed, and then came a shocking 1-0 win over Italy. 

As with Dynamo, it was the superb ball control, the accurate passing and the non-stop, purposeful movement of players that 

made the Koreans so impressive. And if the Italians, the world masters of defense, couldn’t stop them, what chance for 

anyone else? 

My suspicion that the Koreans had perfected soccer was proved in the quarterfinal, in which they simply tore Portugal to 

shreds. After just 25 minutes, they were leading 3-0, and the bewildered Portuguese had no answer to their onslaught. 

My illusion lasted for about another hour. It was wrecked, reduced to a naive fantasy, by Eusebio. He scored at 27 minutes, 

again at 43 minutes. In the second half, before the hour was up, he had scored twice more to win the game for Portugal. It was 

certainly the most personal turnaround of a game that I have ever seen. Suddenly it was the Koreans who floundered, brought 

to their knees by this tornado of a player, with his speedy dribbling and ferocious shooting. 

An amazing display of game-changing individual skill and determination. One that also changed my tendency to believe that 

new tactics or systems or whatever could be invented -- in secret, as those sneaky Koreans had surely managed it. Within just 

one hour my all-conquering super-Koreans had been reduced to merely mortal soccer players, just like all the others. Their 

demolition had been brought about by an inspired display from a marvelous individual player. I’ve never really had much faith 

in tactics and formations since then. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk bloq. 

See what others are say!ng on the SoccerTalk blog_ 
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Sport Update - January 2014 

Editor’s Note: T]Te United States Sports Academ3~ is merging The Sport Update ne~sletier and the Alumni Network neu~sletter 

going fbm*’ard Tk~e first combined issue is below*’. 



"THE RUNBACK" by Daniel Moore 

Dr. Sonya Wesley Named 
Academy’s Alumni 
Coordinator 
Dr. Sonya Wesley is a :t’o~nc~" lrack 

athlete, who earned a Doctorate of 

Education in Sports Management from the 

Academy. There could not be better fit for 

our Alumni Coordinator. 

Dr. Bill Steffen Teaches 
Coaching Arotmd the 
Cout~lry 

From the sunny coast I~,’lorida to the 

northeastern U.S., the Academy’s Dr. Bill 

Steffcn has been sharing his wcalfl~ of 

knowledge with coaches throughout the 

month of January. 

Academy Teaching Sports 
in Programs That Span the 
Globe 
The Academy continues to deliver exciting 

sports programs throughout the 

Read more abom our relationships with 

Malaysia, Thailand, China, the Sbaolin 

Tc~tple and Gabon, 

Judge: NFL Concussion 
Settlement May Be 
h~sufficient 
A f(deral judge is refgsing to accept a 

proposed settlc~nent between the NFL and 

retired foothall players who sued over 

concussion-related it~jm’ies. 

Edward Eyth., Charles 
Billich Named Sport 
Artists of th e Year 
American sculptor Edward gyth and 

Australian painter Charles Billich received 

medals and plaques at fl~e Academy’s 

Awards of Sport annua! 

C, hair of Academy’s Art 
C, ommittee Helps Through 
Artwork 
In addition to her work with memory loss, 

Raia also lends her talents to one of the 

Academy’s top committees. The group 

selects the American Sport Art Museum 

and ArchiYes Sport Artists of tt~e Year. 



United States Sports Academy 

United St~t~!s Sports Ac:a.:J.~rr!’~, , Or!e Acaciemy Drire , D~I;t!n.% A::i~.b~ma 35526 . USA 



Ll~ited St:~[es Spolts Academy ¯ One ~cademy Drive ¯ Dapi;~e, Alabama 3g:.526 USA 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, January. 23, 2014 

Thursday, Jan. 23, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Spanish and Italian Cup action on Thursday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network pro~lrammin~l listin~Ts Soccer on TV is updated daily throu~lhout the week. 

THUR:SDAY, Ja~la~y 23 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Italia FIORENTINA-SIENA (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 2:45 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil COMERCIAL-PALMEIRAS (live) 6 pm. 

FRIDAY, Janizary 24 

BelN SPORTS 

France LILLE-RENNES (live) 2:15 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup ARSENAL-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA VIGO-BETIS (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-MORELIA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE--STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-WELLINGTON (live) 4 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

SATURDAY, Ja~la~y 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain REAL MADRID-GRANADA (live) 10 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-CHIEVO (live) Noon. 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

France GUINGAMP-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup STEVENAGE-EVERTON (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup BOURNEMOUTH-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-KIDDERMINSTER (live) 10 am. 



FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-GRANADA (live) 10 am. 

Spain VALLADOLIDWILLAREAL (live) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-LEVANTE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FRANKFURT-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-EINDHOVEN-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-PUMAS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-SOCHAUX (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORTS PLAY 

France GUINGAMP-PSG (live) 10:45 am. 
Spain CORDOBA-DEPORTIVO (live) Noon. 

Spain LUGO-BARCELONA B (live) 1:45 pm. 

France NANTES-REIMS (live) 1:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-MELBOURNE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 3:45 am. 
FA Cup BOURNEMOUTH-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup BOLTON-CARDIFF (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-KIDDERMINSTER (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup STEVENAGE-EVERTON (live) 12:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

italy CAGLIARI-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11 am. 
Spain RAYO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

France MONACO-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

italy HELLAS VERONA-ROMA (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Esanyol 

italy INTER MILAN-CATANIA (live) 9 an, 

Spain OSASUNA-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain RAYO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

italy CAGLIARI-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico PUBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-SCHALKE (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SAO PAULO=OESTE (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA4vlONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 



France MONACO4vIARSELLA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CHIVAS (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORTS PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-GETAFE (live) 5:45 am. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-ROMA (live) 8:15 am. 

France LYON-EVlAN (live) 7:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES=AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-PERTH (live) 3 am. 

Scotiand HIBERNIAN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 
FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am. 

MONDAY, January 27 

BelN SPORTS en Espanyoi 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ELCHE (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Jan. 23, 2014 
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Thursday, Jan. 23, 2014 

Jozy is headed to Wembiey 

by Paul Kennedy 

[N~ERICANS ABROAD] In his first season at Sunderland, Jozy 
All]dote is headed to Wembtey. That’s right, the Black Cats, mired 

in last place for much of the EPL season, reached the final of the 
Capital One Cup against Manchester City on March 2 thanks to a 

shootout win over Manchester United at Old Trafford. If he plays, 

Altidore will become the fourth American to play in the League 

Cup final....Read the whole story 

Gentile and Francois turn pro 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Giuseppe Gentile, the 2011 Soccer 
America Freshman of the Year at Charlotte, and Christiano 
Francois, who redshirted at Maryland in 2013, have left college and 

signed MLS contracts, making them available for a Waiver Draft. 

...Read the whole story 

Indy Eleven signs pair of IU alums 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"If Falcao has something serious, it is the referee’s 

fault. Everyone wants to play like in England and let 
the game go. It’s not possible here. The referee 

must see when there is a foul and blow his whistle." 

-- Monaco coach Claudio Ranieri after his 

Colombian star Radame! Falcao went down with a 
knee injury in a French Cup game against fourth- 
division Chasselay. Falcao, among the players 

expected to star at this summer’s World Cup, was 

stretchered off the field after lengthy treatment. 

(AFP) 



[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] Indy Eleven has spread out all across 

Indiana as it promotes its first season in the NASL. Its latest stop 

was Indiana University’s iconic Assembly Hall, where it introduced a 
pair of former Hoosiers -- forward Mike Ambersley and midfielder 

Brad Ring -- as the newest members of its team. For more on 

Ambersley and Ring, as well as other signings around the league. 

...Read the whole story 

Wilmin~on partners with Toronto FC 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Wilmington Hammerheads became 

the eighth USL PRO club to sign a partnership agreement with an 
MLS club, signing a one-year deal with Toronto FC to receive a 

minimum of four players on loan during the 2014 season .... Read 
the whole story 

NBCSN tops 1 million viewers for Chelsea-Man. United 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] NBCSN drew its largest audience yet for its 

English Premier League coverage, averaging 1.019 million viewers for 

Chelsea’s 3-I victory over Manchester United on Sunday .... Read 
the whole story 

Goalies get their Day: Top 10 Bundesliga Saves 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Saves] When goalkeepers feature in Video Pick, 

they’re usuaRy victims of golazos or committing bloopers, but today 

we deliver 10 superb saves from Germany....Read the whole story 

Dempsey joins Messi and RVP in Pepsi lineup 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] American Clint Dempsey is part 

of Pepsi’s global Uneup of soccer stars that includes 
Leo Messi and Robin van Persie in the 2014 Pepsi 

Football campaign....More 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future dick here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton~ CT 06897 USA 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Fiorenttna - S~ena in the 2013-14 Coppa ltatia is on befN SporL at 2:45pm. 

Their Words 

NBC Sports Soccer - @NBCSpo~sSoccer 

Jozy Altidore’s Sunderland 
advance to Capital One Cup final 
Jozy Altidore’s move to Sunderland h}t a high point in the Cap}taf One ~2up. Takin~ a 2-1 fend a@inst Manchester 

United into Otd Trafford, Sundertand needed extra time and penatties ~o advance to the finer a~ainst Manchester CiW. 

Umted equatized on ag?,~ e~J.,ate with a 37th minute $oa[ from Jonathar~ Evans. That score herd throu~J,h ~e~J.,utat}or, and 

most of extra time~ 

seconds to their win. Instead, Javier ’Chichanto’ He~nandez finished off a c~oss a n’~inute into stoppa!~e time to send the 

2ame to penalties. The pena~b¢ phase ended 2-1 to 5bnderl.and. wHh UnHed missin}~ on t~eir ~}na{ t~ree al:teq~pts from 

the spot. Mtidore subbed on in the 86th mh~ute. Read More 

Canadian Soccer Association releases 2014-18 
stratesic plan 
The Canadian Soccer M~sociat:ion announced its strategic ptan h:~r the next ~eur years h~ a media presentatk)n. "FR~ed 

’Leadin~ a Soccer Nation’, the plan includes feedback from d~e Canadian soccer communiW as wet[ as time[ines inctudin~ 

b~ddin~ fix the 2026 Wo~Ld Cup, 

outtined in the ptan: technicat teadership, Nationat Team perfo~ mance, and growin$ and $overnin~ the game of soccer 

Canada," Canadian Soccer Association president V}ctor Monta~tiani said. 

The strategic ptan sunlnlarizes the Canadian Soccer Assodation’s sbategic prior}ties as: 

’t, Invest in "I’ECHNK:AL LEADERSHIP by supporl:ing our players, ~:eaches and officiats at a[t revers el the spo~t, 

2. Ensure ¢ONSISTENT~ WORLD-CLASS PERFORMANCES by our National Teams. 

3, ENCOURAGE ~b!~ GROWTH OF THE G~ME in our coun~r’¢. 
4. GOVERN the ~ame in Canada PROFESSIONALLY in cotiabo~ratio~ with our partners. Read More 

Aston Villa’s away record and a different MLS 

Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA {Jan 21. 2014) US Soccer Prayers o In Tuesday’s column, Tony asks why }s Brad Guzan’s 

Aston ViUa better on the road than at home, wonders ff MLS rea[[y is different afte~ this off-season, and counts DC 

United’s e~h:~r[:s to revamp its de~ense~ 

Why does Aston V~l~a’s re~ord ~mprove away from V~la Park? 

Two wins, seven tosses, two dl’aws at [~o~te alld a .8 ~Oat diffe~ once. 4.3-4 on the ~ead~ with a ptus one $oat difference. 

On test Thursday’s Guardian (UK~ Footbatt Weekty podcast, one oi the Oualrdia~l wliter5 posited d~at Vitta is set up to 

pray on the counter attack. When othe~ teams sit back a~a}nst them. as sometimes happens at Vitta Pa~k, the team 

isn’t as i)~el)ared t:o take t~e ~..’,ame to \,isil:o~s, St:il.t, a point in L iverpoo[ tMs v’,,eekend and ’t0t:~ol){ace niter 22 ?,ames 



Last week, dur~n~ the broadcast of the draft~ ESPN’s Ale×~ Lamas ~a~d, ~n 
effect, p~ayers went to the MLS Combine and four days ~ater, they were 

~ookin~ at an entire~y different league. 

WeK~ it might seem that way to a player considering his chances cracking Toronto’s roster. Transfer iees. Players in 

their t)rime comin(~ back, A supposed new bread(:ast dea~ that shoul.d h~crease revenue, ’Two new teams in 201~. David 

~eckham, maybe, in 30 or so days~ There’s no question many of recent deve/opment~ ~re positive (any Lime ~ c~n Lake 

seve~a~ h~dies, In mM-JanuaPi~ it’s ok to let any enLhus~asm set the better of ~s, Read Mere 

The circus comes to Toront~ FC. Are you ready? ¯ item ESPtq FC’s Roge~ Bennett: Is he attempting to save a franchise 

that~ in his wo~ds, were %n fife support" o~ to ~ay the foundations for a ~’superdub?" 

Who belongs in Soccer Hall of Fame? ~ from The Washington Post’s Steven Golf: Other notab[e first-timers: Eddie 

I.ewi% CI.h~t: Mal:hh~ and Kate ~V~arl~raf, 

Two US youth internationals climbing the ranks at Boca Juniors o from MLgsoccer.cem’s Tom AAarshaK: Heading 

south was naturally a rna]o~ decision, but Pab~’[baum’s parents were adamant LhaL the benefits outweighed the 

International soccer eyed for return to Baltimore in 2014 - from ’The Bal.t:ffT[ore Business Journal’s Rvan Sharrew: ~f 
think soccer fans have become sophisticated enough now that if it’s an e×hibition match they Lend not to be as 

Brazil City May Lose World Cup Soccer o from l’he WaK St: JournaL’s Pau[ ~iernan: He set: a Feb. 18 deadbne fix 
"confirmation of Curitiba as a host city/’ 

Juan Mata can help Chelsea win the title.., if he’s at Manchester United .. Item The Evening Standa~d’s Patrick 

Barday: ILLs the sarne Sbl p~incip{e. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
Arsena~ - Covestry (:~ty 9et an earl.y start: on ~he weekend FA Cup Fourth Round actk)n en FrMay a~ 2:45pm on Fox 

Spo~ts 1. This is one of two games starting on Fnday~ with Nottingham Forest - P~eston North End not avaitab]e on US 

’TV, Arsenat advanced with a 2-0 shutout ef Spdrs at the E:mirates Stadium. {:evenLry beat garnsl.ey 2-1 away. Arsena[ 

are top of the P~emier League with Covent~ 11 in League One, The FHday date is a ~arity for Arsenal {eading Lo a 

se([odt. 

’lt is jus[ an indicaHon ef how big t:his dub is/’ Wenger said. 3 rnust: say I have absel.dtOy total respe(:t: for t:haL that 

peepie on the FHday night come to this game and that it is a se[i..outi’ 

Borussia Moncheng~adbach - Bayern Munich is on G@.TV at 2:30pro in a meeting of 3rd arid 1st as Germany’s 

Bundes[iga returns from winter break. ’G~adbach are undefeated at Borussia Pa~k this season. "We’re ready/’ Bayers 

coach Pep Guardio[a said. "The team is fit and al.[ the p[ayers have trained well" 

Tijuana .. ~Drelia is on ESPN Deportes at lO:SOpm, the second part ei a Liga MX doubleheader starling with queretaro - 

Santos Laguna at 8:30pro. Tijuana are 1Zth in the Ciausura table~ but the season is onbt three games old. 

’qt has been a good start to the tournament," Tijuana coach Cesar Farias said. "We have had good moments and a 

OI e~])ertuni~ies. We were ab{e to generate fnere ~:han~zes in the [ast (jar[~e, We are not sa~isHed but We {~ke the way we 

have grown game-by-game. We now face a very important game against a tough rival but we are at home and we know 

~ha~ odr fans a~e w~th 

AI.se en Friday’s sec(:er "]’V s(:hedu]e~ I.iILe - Rennes is en I>etN Sport and Univisien Depertes a~ 2: l!ipm, befN en E:s£anol 

has Ceita Vige ¯ Rea[ Boris at 2:45pm, A~[ Time.s E~at~rn 
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Fa~cao Hurt: Colombia Loses Top Scorer for World Cup 
Marca                                                                                                     ~ 

Striker Radame~ Falcao, expected a top player at this summer’s World Cup and the key to CNombia’s 

hopes, suffered a torn anterior cruciate ligament and will be sidelined for at least six months. Falcao, who scored 

nine goals for Colombia in World Cup qualifying was stretchered off the field in Monaco’s Coupe de France clash 

with Chasselay after being taken down from behind by Sorter Ertek. (video) 

Monaco coach Claudio Ranieri was furious with referee Philippe Kalt for not taking firmer action against 

Chasselay’s players. As Falcao was being taken away, Ranieri could be heard screaming at Kalt, ’q told you before." 

Chasselay president Jocelyn Fontanel said he has received threats from Colombia over the injury. "There were two 

sentences of Spanish abuse, threats and insults. It demanded a lifetime suspension for Soner Ertek. We will not 

take these messages seriously." 

Falcao joined Monaco last summer from Atletico Madrid on an $80 million transfer after helping Atletico to Spanish 

Cup, Europa League and UEFA Super Cup titles. 

- Read the whole story_. 

FIFA picks Pitbull, Jennifer Lopez and Brazil’s Claudia Leitte 
FI FA.co m 

Brazilian Claudia Leitte will team up with Pitbull and Jennifer Lopez on the official World Cup 2014 song, "We 

Are One (Ole Ola)." 

"1 am very happy and thrilled to represent my country at the FIFA World Cup alongside these two amazing artists 

who I admire and respect. I love sharing my culture and country to people through music!" said Leitte. Pitbull said, 

’q’m honored to join Jennifer Lopez and Claudia Leitte at the FIFA World Cup to bring the world together," "1 truly 

believe that this great game and the power of music will help unify us, because we are best when we are one?’ 

"We Are One (Ole Ola)" will debut later this year and will be included on the upcoming "Official 2014 FIFA World 

CLIp Album" to be released by Sony Music Entertainment. A video for "We Are One (Ole Ola)" is also in 

development. 

Official songs at recent FIFA World CLIp competitions have included "Un’estate italiana" by Edoardo Bennato and 

Gianna Nannini in 1990, "Gloryland" by Dary~ Hall with Sounds of Blackness in 1994, and "La Copa de la Vida" 

by Ricky Martin in 1998. In 2002, the official song was "Boom" by Anastacia, and there was also an official anthem 

by Vangelis featuring typical Korean and Japanese sounds. In 2006, "The Time of Our Lives" by the II Divo quartet 

was a resounding success, followed in 2010 by "Waka Waka (This Time for Africa)" written by Shakira who 

performed alongside South African band 

- Read the whole story... 

Messi Shines in 400th game 
Associated Press 

Lionel Messi marked his 400th game for Barcelona by setting up four goals to give Cristian Tello a hat trick in a 4- 

1 win at Levante in Wednesday’s first leg of their Copa del Rey quarterfinal. 

Messi withdrew into midfield to turn playmaker and place four precise passes behind the defense that led to an own 

goal in the 53rd minute and Tello’s treble in the 60th, 81st and 86th. The win comes four days after Levante had 

held Barcelona to a 1-1 draw in La Liga play. 

"It’s spectacular to have a player like Messi on your side," said Tello. "All four goals came from his cleats." - Read 

the whole story... 

David Mo,/es Upset with his Troops 
Guardian 

David Moyes criticized his Manchester United players for their performance and missing of four of five penalties in 



a "terrible" 2-1 shootout defeat that saw Sunderland to progress to the Capital One Cup final. 

United trailed 2-1 from the first leg but were heading to Wembley on the away goals rule as the end of overtime 

approached due to Jonny Evans’s first-half finish. But after David de Gea’s blunder allowed Phil Bardsley’s 

119th-minute shot to slip in, Javier Hernandez grabbed a lifeline with a strike seconds later to take the tie into the 

shootout. But only Darren Fletcher scored for United from the spot. 

"We hadn’t played well enough tonight to merit going through, but we were getting through, we had defended well 

enough to see the game out," Moyes said. "It changed and credit to the lads for getting the goal [from Hernandez] 

to get us back in the game, but we didn’t play well enough and Sunderland came and deservedly got themselves in 

the final. 

"The bigger disappointment was how we played. Of course, you would expect a better standard because, don’t 

forget, there are a lot of internationals out there. We wanted to score a second goal and had quite a few 

opportunities to score it .... But it went to penalties and our penalties were terrible." 

- Read the whole story... 

Batc÷lo~a President Resi~r~ 
Reuters 

Barcelona president Sandro Rosel~ has resigned in the aftermath of a Spanish court’s decision to investigate last 

year’s signing of Brazil forward Neymar. 

"The success the club has had has also come along with difficult moments for myself and my family," Rosell said. 

"There have been threats and accusations that make you consider your position, inc&~ding the claim of 

misappropriation of funds and the court case. I’ve always stated that we acted correctly with the Neymar transfer." - 

Read the whole story... 

Chelsea has agreed a transfer fee, reportedly in the $15 million range, with Swiss club Basel to acquire Egyptian 

striker Mohamed Salah, who has scored 17 goals in 27 appearances for his country. 

"The move is subject to the Egyptian international agreeing personal terms and completing a medical examination," 

a statement on the Chelsea’s web site announced. 

Salah could make his debut in Sunday’s FA Cup fourth round game against Stoke at Stamford Bridge. Salah will 

become Chelsea’s third signing of the January transfer window following the arrivals of Bertrand Traore and 

Nemanja Matic. 

Jose Mourinho was impressed with Salah by his performances for Basel in two victories over Chelsea in this 

season’s U EFA Champions League group play. He scored in three of the Swiss side’s four goals in recent meetings 

with Chelsea -- a goal in each of this season’s Champions League wins and also netting in the second leg of last 

term’s UEFA Europa League semifinal when the Blues were managed by Rafael Benitez. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man City Buys Austra~ia~ C~ub 
AFP 

Manchester City, which last year invested in 2015 MLS expansion franchise New York City FC, has acquired 

struggling Australian A-League side Melbourne Heart. 

Owned by Abu Dhabi billionaire Sheikh Mat)sour bin Zayed AI Nahyan, Man City hopes to revive the Melbourne 

team that languishes at the bottom of the A-League standings 

The new owners paid $9.7 million for the acquisition, Australian Associated Press reported. - Read the whole 

story... 
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Thursday, January 23, 2014 7:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Loopholes and Slippery Slopes 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 
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Listen or read more 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 4:17 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, Jmmary 24, 2014 

Friday, Jan. 24, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The second half of the Bundesliga season kicks off this Friday, when there’s also an FA Cup clash between 

Arsenal and Coventry.                                                                                 ~ 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro#rammin~] is always subject to chan~le. Besides the exclusive streaming1 

pro~lrammin~1 listed here, many networks make TV pro~Irammin~l available on streamin~l devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listin~ls and network pro~lrammin~1 listin~Is. Soccer on TV is ~#dated daily throu~lhout the week. 

BelN SPORTS 

France LILLE-RENNES (live) 2:15 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

FA Cup ARSENAL-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA VIGO-BETIS (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-SANTOS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-MORELIA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE=WELLINGTON (live) 4 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-COVENTRY CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

SATURDAY, Ja~la~y 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain REAL MADRID-GRANADA (live) 10 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-CHIEVO (live) Noon. 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

France GUINGAMP-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup STEVENAGE-EVERTON (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup BOURNEMOUTH-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-KIDDERMINSTER (live) 10 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany FRANKFURT-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-EINDHOVEN-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 2:30 pm. 



BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-GRANADA (live) 10 am. 

Spain VALLADOLIDWILLAREAL (live) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-LEVANTE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-PACHUCA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-PUMAS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIWSION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-SOCHAUX (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORTS PLAY 

France GUINGAMP-PSG (live) 10:45 am. 
Spain CORDOBA-DEPORTIVO (live) Noon= 

Spain LUGO-BARCELONA B (live) 1:45 pm. 

France NANTES-REIMS (live) 1:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-MELBOURNE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 3:45 am. 

FA Cup BOURNEMOUTH-LIVERPOOL (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SOUTHEND-HULL (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup BOLTON-CARDIFF (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-KIDDERMINSTER (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup STEVENAGE-EVERTON (live) 12:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, J~ry 26 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11 am. 

Spain RAYO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 3 pm, 

France MONACO-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-ROMA (delay) 7 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-SCHALKE (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-OESTE (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy INTER MILAN-CATANIA (live) 9 an, 

Spain OSASUNA-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain RAYO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

italy CAGLIARI-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 
Mexico PUBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico TOLUCA-MONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-MARSELLA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CHIVAS (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORTS PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-GETAFE (live) 5:45 am. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-ROMA (live) 6:15 am. 



France LYON-EVIAN (live) 7:45 am. 

~ESPN3.corn 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-SYDNEY (live) 1 am. 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-PERTH (live) 3 am. 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 
FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am. 

~ONOAY, January 27 

BelN SPORTS en Espanyol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ELCHE (live) 4 pm. 

Socceron TV~r Friday, Jan 24, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Section 1: Five key questions as MLS preseason opens 

Friday, Jan. 24, 2014 

Five key questions as preseason opens 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] MLS preseason training begins Friday with a 
half dozen teams opening their doors for physicals or workouts. As 

camps open, as much attention will be on who’s not there as who’s 
there. Here are five key questions about the missing .... Read the 
whole story 

News not good for Bundesliga Amis 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] The news on the U.S. World Cup front out of 

Germany is not good as the Bundes[iga is about to resume after its 
winter break. Not only is Jermaine Jones in limbo -- unwanted at 

Scha[ke 04 and with no takers yet from MLS -- but Fabian Johnson is 
fighting to keep his starting job at Hoffenheim, and Steve 

Cherundo[o and John Brooks are battling injuries .... Read the whole 
story 

U.S. U-17s finish group play with 1-1 tie 
by Soccer America 

[AEGEAN CUP] Its berth in Saturday’s final already settled, the U.S. 
under-17 national team played to a 1-1 tie with Scotland in its final 

group game at the Mercedes Benz Aegean Cup in Turkey. Richie 
Williams’ team will play host Turkey in the championship game. 
...Read the whole story 

Three more MLS clubs reach affiliate agreements 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] Three more MLS clubs announced 
agreements to loan players to USL PRO teams in 2014. Both Portland 
and San Jose wit[ work with expansion Sacramento Republic FC, 

while Vancouver wit[ affiliate with the Charleston Battery .... Read 
the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"We’ve tried to be as reasonable as we possibly can 

be. But a counter-offer of [nearly] 540 million for a 
$700,000 piece of property, we don’t think is being 

reasonable." 

-- Orlando Mayor Buddy Dyer on negotiations to buy 
a small family-owned church that stands in the way 
of the stadium being built for the city’s new MLS 
dub, set to start play in 2015. City officials offered 
$1.5 million -- more than twice the appraised value - 
- but Pastor LeAndrew Shack said that’s not enough 
to move the church. (Orlando Sentinel) 

Man. United drops in Money League 
by Soccer America 

[MAKING A LIST] Real Madrid and Barcelona remained 
1-2 on the annual De[oitte Football Money League 
rankings, based on revenues for the 2012-13 season. 

Bayern Munich, winner of the 2013 UEFA Champions 
League, moved ahead of ...... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Jozy is headed to Wembley 

2. Dempsey joins Messi and RVP in Pepsi 
lineup 

Canada eyes ’granddaddy of them all’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[2026 WORLD CUP] Canada has not qualified for the World Cup finals 
since its only appearance in 1986, but soccer is definitely on the 

upswing north of the border with three MLS clubs (Toronto FC, 
Vancouver and Montreal) plus two teams in the NASL (Ottawa joins 

FC Edmonton this season). Canada will host the 2014 Under-20 
Women’s World Cup and 2015 Women’s World Cup, and it has set its 

sights on the big prize: 2026 World Cup, or the "the granddaddy of 
them all," as CSA president Victor Montag[iani called it .... Read the 
whole story 

3. NBCSN tops 1 million viewers for Chelsea- 
Man. United 

4. Gentile and Francois turn pro 

5. Indy Eleven signs pair of IU alums 

A soft touch from Hulk 



by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] He may be Hulk, but the Brazilian striker 
demonstrated he doesn’t rely on brawn alone when he scored for 

Zenit Petersburg in a friendly against Red Bull Salzburg with a 
delicate chipped lob .... Read the whole story 

~ ,~. : i            You are receivin~ this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership 

~: ~ ~i :~~~.~:~,~recei~n~ a        copy of your own, please ~sit our site                                  - ~.socceramedca.com                       - and 

become a comp[imenta~ member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate fo~ardin~ of our newsletters in their entirety or in part ~th proper attribution. 
(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

National Signing Day is under two weeks 
away, as college programs prepare to reload 
for the fall campaign. 

MORE: Commit: Everyone to New York 

TOP 25 
Today we take a look at the U13-U:[5 Boys in 
our monthly Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank Top 25 update. Check back for 
more updates. 

The 2014 MLS SuperDraft just wrapped up, 
which already turns the attention to the 
greatest circus in sport for next year. 
MORE: From Everton to the U.S. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Highlights: .Joe Gallardo 
scored in the U17s 1-1 draw 
with Scotland. 

This is a fun USMNT video 
to remind you there is a 
USMNT. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Disney Boys Soccer Showcase 

Welcome to the Proving Ground! 

Disney Soccer Showcase is the ultimate 
tournament for top clubs to be seen by 
hundreds ofcollege coaches looking for great 
soccer talent. 

Rated the #1 youth soccer tournament in the 
U.S. in a Soccer America survey, Disney 
Soccer Showcase gives athletes a chance to 
compete at the ESPN Wide World of Sports 
Complex and shine on one of the biggest 
stages set for youth soccer in the country. 

Come play at the next level and showcase 
the magic in you. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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USSoccerPlayers- Jan 24, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Arsenal - Coventry City get an early start on the weekend FA Cup Fourth Round ..... 

action on Friday at 2:45pm on Fox Sports 1. Borussia Monchengladbach - Bayern 

Munich is on Go[TV at 2:30pm. Tijuana - Morelia is on ESPN Deportes at 10:30pm. Also on Friday’s soccer TV schedule, 

Lille - Rennes is on belN Sport and Univision Deportes at 2:15pm. belN en Espano[ has Ce[ta Vigo - Real Betis at 2:45pm. 

All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"In all of these years we have seen that our successes are the result of our victories on the pitch and overcomin9 

innumerable obstacles off the pitch: political, external and, what’s worse, at times the pressure has come from our 

own environment.’" Barcelona president Sandro Rosell resigns. 

Sunderland’s Capital One Cup run 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 23, 2014) US Soccer Players - Can a domestic cup run save a season? If you’re 
Wigan, the answer is "no", but let’s not assume that club is somehow emblematic of how it goes for lower half teams 
fighting to stay up while also chasing knockout round glory. Yes, Wigan went down in the same season that they lifted 
the FA Cup at Wemb[ey. No, that does not mean Sunderland are doomed to follow that example. 

Still, just as Wigan’s cup win couldn’t save them from a drop into the Championship, Sunderland’s surprise advancement 
to the Capital One Cup final isn’t necessarily an indication the Black Cats will get it together and scramble out of the 
bottom three spots. It’s counterintuitive to think the two things aren’t connected. Yet, because of the secondary nature 
of domestic cups in the modern game, putting much stock in Sunderland’s run is a dangerous thing. 

Then again, Sunderland need a[[ the positive vibes they can get. Beating Manchester United over two legs in the League 
Cup semifinals should give them a bump of some sort. Throw in the need for Gus Poyet to build some trust among both 
his players and the board, and you have something good that the club can take with them back into their Premier 
League campaign. Be careful not to connect the dots of cup-to-league survival, but note that whatever just happened 
certainly can’t hurt. 

Manchester United aren’t quite themselves in 2013-14, but from where Sunderland sit, that hardly matters. Poyet’s side 
took a lead to Old Trafford thanks to a win in the home leg at the Stadium of Light, and then responded we[[ in a back- 
and-forth affair that ultimately took the tie to penalties. It’s true that the relative quality of United’s team, far from 
David Moyes’s first choice eleven, makes Sunder[and’s win less impressive. It’s also true that a team on Sunder[and’s 

[eve[ wi[[ care less about that fact than most. Read More 

Clint Mathis in Chicago and Eastern Conference 
news 



By Tony Edwards - San Jose, CA (Jan 23, 2014) US Soccer Players - Clint Mathis takes an assistant role with the Chicago 

Fire, Columbus and New England need to add to their rosters, and a salute an almost forgotten figure from the foggy 

past. 

sNtew C.hi, cago .c, oac, h ,Fran. k Ya.llpp like,s to have, former M.LS pl.a~ers on this aft. WhO is the nignest proHle ex-player on his current 

Clint Mathis. Mathis played more than 250 games in MLS and won an MLS Cup with Salt Lake in 2009. If anyone can help 

Chicago’s strikers improve their movement off-the-ball and find the audacity to finish under pressure, it’s Mathis. It 

might be lost on younger fans not only how important Mathis was to the USMNT in 2002, but how high profile he became 

during that tournament. Like Frankie Hejduk in 1998, Mathis used a standout World Cup to increase his profile. It even 

led to time in the Bundesliga. For those of us that clearly remember Mathis in his prime, it’s hard to believe 2002 was 

that long ago. He was an exceptional talent who made the game more fun. 

What does coach Gregg Berhalter see as needs for Columbus as training camp 
approaches? 

In the Columbus Dispatch, writer Adam Jardy pointed out that 22 of the 30 players on the Crew’s roster were there or in 

the process of signing when Berhalter took the job, suggesting more of an evolution than a revolution. Berhalter told 

Jardy he wasn’t done with the roster quite yet, however. 

"We still need depth at center back, and then I would say that we need maybe a forward and we’re done," he said. 

"Maybe one addition or two additions." Read More 

French giant PSG surges up football’s money league - from Inside World Football’s David Owen: According to Deloitte, 

overall revenue for the world’s 20 highest-earning clubs reached �5.4 billion last season, equating to growth of 8%. 

Sunderland sends United to a new low - from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaerlaeckens: and this foul season of theirs 

decays yet further. 

How Important is Possession to Winning MLS Games? - from SB Nation’s Jared Young: There appears to be a strong 

relationship between possessing the bait and League points, but something is very wrong. 

Larson goes one-on-one with TFC ’keeper Joe Bendik - from The Toronto Sun’s Kurtis Larson: This time last year 

reporters weren’t pursuing Bendik - or the Reds for that matter. 

Anibaba excited for a fresh start in Seattle - from The Davis Enterprise’s Evan Ream: "He’s a manager that players wish 

and hope that they get a chance to play for in their career," Jalil Anibaba said. 

Manchester City’s money is a game changer Down Under - from Backpage Football’s Neil Sherwin: "It’s another sign 

that the world is taking notice of Australian football." 

Weekend Soccer TV 
Sunderland - Kidderminster in the FA Cup Fourth Round on Saturday at 10am on Fox Sports 1. Jozy Altidore’s club 

returns home after advancing past Manchester United in the Capital One Cup to play in the other domestic cup 

competition. This time, they’re the favorites since this is a Premier League vs non-league matchup. Sunderland 

advanced by beating Carlisle and Kidderminster needed a replay to get past Peterborough United. The magic of the FA 

Cup awaits, even if it would be slightly more magical playing at Kidderminster’s Aggborough Stadium that holds 6,238 

people. 

"They are four leagues above us and are Premier League players," Kidderminster manager Andy Thorn said. "We will give 

them the utmost respect but will go there and implement our own style and see how we go. We’ve got nothing to lose." 

Hamburg - Schalke 04 on Sunday at 11:30am on GolTV. Jermaine Jones is still a member of Schalke after a winter break 

linking him with a move elsewhere. The club returns to action in 7th-place, tied on points with 6th-place Hertha Berlin. 



Hambur~l are havin~l a rou~lh season, currently two points out of re[e~Jat~on ~ssues ~n 14th-p[ace. Why th~s ~lame is 

~mportant ~s ~t could see the return of Scha[ke striker K[aas-Jan Hunte[aar. 

"Now I want to help ~n our assault on the Champions Lea~lue places," Hunte[aar sa~d. We have to ~Io out as a team, 

we[[ and be focused on what we do at a[[ t~mes. We d~d have some [apses ~n concentration ~n the open~n~l half of the 

season. 

Saturday’s Soccer TV 

FA Cup Fourth Round on Fox Sports 1: Bournemouth - Uverpoo[ at 7:45am and Sunderland - K~dderminster at lOam. Fox 

Sports 2 has Southend - Huff C~ty at lOam. Stevena~le - Everton ~s on Fox Soccer Plus at 12:30pm. 

Bundes[~Ja on Go[TV: Fre~bur~l - Bayer Leverkusen at 9:30am and Frankfurt - Hertha Berlin at 12:30pm. La L~la on belN 

en Espano[: Real Madrid - Granada at lOam (also on belN), Va[[ado[~d - V~[[arrea[ at 12pm, Valencia - Espanyo[ at 2pm, 

and Sevi[[a - Levante at 4pm. Serie A on belN: Napo[~ - Ch~evo at 12pm and Laz~o - Juventus at 2:40pm. Ered~vis~e on 

Go[TV: PSV E~ndhoven - AZ at 2:30pm. U~lue 1 on belN: Gu~n~lamp - PSG at 5pm. Read More 

Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 

Click here to safely unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinR archives, here to chanRe your preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivacV 
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What Teachers can 
Doug 

~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

Teach Coaches (Q&A with 
Lemov, Part 1) 

interview by Mike Woitalla 

I’m always a bit uncomfortable comparing coaches to schoolteachers because soccer is playtime and teachers 

have a significantly more important and far more difficult job than soccer coaches. But for sure there are 

similarities and coaches can learn from teachers. Doug Lemov, the author of "Teach Like a Champion," one of 

the best-selling teaching books in the USA, and "Practice Perfect "also happens to be a soccer aficionado who 

has been researching soccer coaching techniques. He has also coached youth and high school soccer. 

SOCCER AMERICA: Since you’ve been observing some top youth soccer coaches, are there any significant traits 

you’ve noticed that successful coaches and teachers share? 

DOUG LEMOV: Absolutely. I mean, there are a lot since, to me, coaching is a form of teaching. So of course there are deep 

similarities. One of the most important is a slightly obsessive focus on mastery. The great UCLA basketball coach, John 

Wooden, said that effectiveness in coaching (or teaching) was understanding the difference between "1 taught it" and "They 

learned it." That’s one of the hardest skills in teaching but it’s so important to look at what students are doing and say: "Are 

they mastering it?" and to take action if they’re not. It takes humility and discipline to look carefully to see that, to observe and 

ask not, "are they doing it?" but "are they doing it right?" Successful coaches, like successful teachers, do that. 

My daughter’s coach gave a great example of that last week. He was working with the girls on maintaining possession in one- 

touch passing. He set up an exercise where 12 or so girls circulated around the inside a large grid (one third of a small indoor 

field). He asked to pass two balls amongst themselves, all one-touch passes, and to call the name of the girls they were 

passing to. 

First, I loved that he started off telling them not just how to do the drill but how to do it right: ball on the ground, crisply 

weighted pass, receive the ball across your body. Don’t just do it. Do it right. But even with that guidance they struggled. A lot 

of knee-high bails. A lot of inaccurate passes. A lot of coaches would have been OK with it - but he was really attentive to the 

failure rate; it bothered him that they wet~ practicing doing it wrong. 

So he stopped them and simplified the drill. He put them in two groups, each with two lines of five or six facing each other. He 

had them pass the ball first time back and forth, following their pass each time. 

He said, "Girls, we’re struggling to get our passes on the ground so let’s groove our one-touch passing like this first." 

In other words, let’s get it right and then let’s make it more difficult. 

Anyway, the best part was that even though the girls were now able to put the ball on the ground, there were still a bunch of 

inaccurate passes. So he put one group on the line at the top of the penalty box and one on the midfield line and he said, 

"Same drill; keep the ball as close to the line as you can. Try to keep every ball right on the line every time." 

Brilliant, because it set a high standard and it allowed them to see clearly and honestly whether they were getting it. My 

sense is that a lot of the poor execution was because they weren’t very aware of how far below a standard of true excellence 

they were. It all looked fine to them so why push to get better. 

His change helped them self-monitor. I loved that. It’s so easy to tell yourself you’re doing a great job and so hard to say, on 

the other hand, "No, they’re not getting it and no matter whose ’fault’ that is, it’s my responsibility as a coach to make sure 

they do get it." 

I might have been watching a great math or history teacher. That’s just how a positive outlier in the classroom would have 

approached it. 

SA: In the "Teach Like a Champion," you share excellent methods for getting students pay attention. Do you have 

some that would apply to getting a group of chatty, fidgety youngsters to pay attention for a few seconds on the 

soccer field? 

DOUG LEMOV: Definitely. VVhen I do workshops with coaches I’m often hesitant to include a section on "getting and teaching 

attention" but coaches always value it, even elite coaches - it’s just not something most people ever get training on even if 

they know everything in the world about soccer. 



In fact, even teachers often don’t get training on this stuff. So it’s a relief to know a bit about how to handle it. Getting people 

to pay attention is what I’d call an "endemic problem." It’s a challenge that’s implicit in the work, completely expected and still 

difficult and thorny. 

So the first step is to see it as an engineering challenge. It’s normal to struggle with it but people figure it out and you have to 

as well if you want to really build great players. In short, they will pay attention if you engineer the culture of your practices 

correctly. 

(In Part 2 of our intetview Doug Lemov will share his 5-step method for helping coaches communicate with their players.) 

(Doug Lemov is the author of "Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to College, " a study of 

teachers who get exceptional results in high-povefty schools. He’s also co-author with Erica Woolway and Katie Yezzi of 
’~Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Getting Better," a study of the art of practicing. His books have been 

translated into nine languages and he works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching. He 

blogs at teachlikeachampion.com.) 

(Mike Woit;~lla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tin7 Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and coauthor with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla coaches youth soccer in Northern California at 

East Ba V United/Ba V Oaks.) 

Soccer America or~ Twi~ter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 
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2014 NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules Change Comment Period 

To view an online version of this email, click here. 

VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

January24,2014 

TO: Head Men’s and Women’s Soccer Coaches and Conference Commissioners. 

FROM: Ken Andres, secretary-rules editor 
NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules Committee. 

SUBJECT: Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules Change Comment Period. 

The NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules Committee proposed several new rules 
changes during its annual meeting January 13-15. Feedback is being collected regarding 
your opinions of these rules changes through the online form accessible through the link 
below. 

Before these rules changes are implemented into the rules book, they must be approved by 
the NCAA Playing Rules Oversight Panel (PROP) who reviews these rules proposals and 
your comments during an upcoming teleconference. PROP evaluates new rules in terms of 
negative impact on the image and integrity of the game, student-athlete safety concerns and 
financial impact. 

You have the opportunity to give your feedback to PROP about any of the rules changes 
before final approval is granted. To share your thoughts with the NCAA, please click on the 
following link: 

https://ncaa.qualtrics.com/SE/? SID=SV_I Y5vYp5F2ESGSOZ 

Please register your comments by Friday, February 7. Thank you for your time and 
attention to this request. 



KA:kg 

cc: Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules Committee 
Selected NCAA Staff 

Click h.e.r.e, to forward this mailing with your personal message. 

This email was sent to: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
This email was sent by: NCAA 

PO Box 6058, Indianapolis, IN 46206 

Click ..h..e..r..e. to be removed from this mailing list. 

Click here to view our privacy policy. 
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Union’s Hackworth sees 
midfield puzzle 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Edu as critical piece of 

By Ridge Mahoney 

Maurice Edu would certainly be a welcome addition to the Philadelphia Union, but if a transfer from Stoke City 

materializes as expected, he won’t replace Jeff Parke at center back. 

During a telephone interview Thursday, Union head coach John Hackworth reiterated that a deal is close but not yet done. 

He also specified Edu will fill a vital role in central midfield, and not replace the veteran center back who requested and was 

granted a trade to D.C. United. 

"One of the reasons why Mo is interested in coming back to the league is, one, he knows from [Jurgen] Klinsmann he has 

to play in order to make the World Cup team," said Hackworth. "He also knows he has to be playing in the center midfield 

position because that’s where Jurgen and his staff are looking for him to play, and that’s absolutely one of our key needs: a 

guy who can be a box-to-box midfielder. While I think he could play center back, my commitment to him and to his 

representatives is we will play him in the midfield." 

Team president Nick Sakiewicz left the country Thursday, presumably to finalize a deal with Stoke City. Hackworth sees 

Edu as a vital piece in his upgrading of a team that as late as August was in second place but eventually faded out of the 

playoff chase. 

"Hindsight is 20-20 and based on where I felt we were gonna be going into the season last year, what we did is we probably 

overpefformed," said Hackworth of the 2013 season. ’We did that early and we kind of stayed there for a long time. We were a 

team that for most of the year, and I don’t know if we finished this way, but we didn’t lose two games in a row for an awful long 

time. In this league, that’s really impressive." 

Hackworth is correct. No other team went as long as did Philly without losing two straight games, which it did in the 28th and 

29th games of the season. It also lost its last two games to wind up seventh, three points short of a playoff spot. A franchise- 

record 12 wins and 46 points weren’t enough. 

’Without making excuses or telling you this guy or that guy didn’t do it, collectively as a team we let ourselves down," said the 

coach. "But at the same time I’m really proud of that team for putting themselves in that position. I don’t think anybody would 

have given us a shot to be a contender if you would have asked them in February, for sure." 

The signing of Edu would be another significant shakeup in the Eastern Conference. New coaches in Montreal, Columbus and 

Chicago and the blockbuster moves of Toronto FC have ratcheted up the pressure throughout the 10 teams. Philly still needs 

to replace that hole left by Parke and would miss Edu for nearly two months if he makes the World Cup team, yet quality 

upgrades are imperative. 

’We’re almost there," said Hackworth. ’It’s not done and until these types of contracts are signed I never think they’re done. 

rm an optimist but it’s so tenuous when you go through these. We’re close. Everyone’s working hard and we are very 

motivated to get this done." 
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Klinsmann will take 22 players for South Korea game 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] U.S. national team head coach Jurgen Klinsmann named 

a 22-player roster for the last part of the January camp that will be 
held at the National Training Center in Carson, Calif., ahead of the 
match against South Korea on Feb. I at StubHub Center. Five 

players on the trip to Brazil will head back to their MLS clubs, 

while one player has been added to the squad .... Read the whole 
story 

Donovan: ’It’s really up for grabs in a lot of positions’ 

by Soccer America 

[USA MEH] As the U.S. men’s national team camp in Sao Paulo 
wound down, veteran Landon Donovan, seeking to play in his 
fourth World Cup, talked to the Brazilian media about the 

competition for spots on the World Cup team and the competition 

in Group G~ which he says is the Group of Death because the USA 
is in it....Read the whole story 

UCLA’s Mewis gets first call-up 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 

"He told me that some of the players speak Spanish, 

that Tab [Ramos] speaks Spanish and that fd learn 
English with time. He just told me to go and do my 

thing and that I’d be fine." 

-- Santos midfielder Herbert Robinson, who despite 

his very American-sounding name does not speak 
English, on the advice he got from Santos teammate 

Benji Joya on his first U.S. under-20 national team 

camp. Robinson, 17, is Mexican, but his fatheCs 
family hails from Texas. He is in the process of 

getting U.S. citizenship after playing with Joya on 

Santos’ championship team in Mexico’s Apertura 

sub-20 competition. (MLSSoccer.com) 



[USA WOMEN] UCLA midfielder Sam Mewis was called up to the U.S. 

women’s national team for its three-game series against Canada and 

Russia. Mewis, one of four players who spent the fall season in the 
college ranks, joins older sister Kristie on the team, marking the 

first time sisters have played together on the full national team 

since 1998 when identical twins Lorrie (120 career caps) and 

Ronnie Fair (3 caps) played together....Read the whole story 

Dash signs Japanese world champion Sameshima 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Houston Dash acquired Japanese 
defender Aya Sameshima from Japanese club Vegalta Sendai in the 

Nadeshiko League. She is the first member of Japan’s 2011 Women’s 

World Cup championship team to sign with an NWSL team....Read 

the whole story 

Toronto adds Orr, Driver returns to Houston 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Having spent millions on its attack with 

the acquisition of Michael Bradley, Jermain Defoe and Gilberto, 

Toronto FC moved to bolster its backline with the addition of 31- 
year-old defender Bradley Orr on loan from English Championship 

club Blackburn Rovers .... Read the whole story 

Oedion Zelalem debuts for Arsenal 
by Soccer America 

[ENGLAND] Gedion Zelalem~ a product of the OIney Boys & Girls 

Club program in Maryland, made his debut for Arsenal, two days 

before his 17th birthday, in the Gunners’ 4-0 win over Coventry City 

in the English FA Cup match on Friday....Read the whole story 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 
for the Soccer America Camps & Academies 
directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 
more information ...... More 

1, Jo~ is headed to Wembley 

2, Dempsey joins Messi and RVP in Pepsi 
lineup 

3, Five key questions as preseason opens 

4~ News not ~ood for Bundesli~a Amis 

5, Indy Eleven signs pair of IU alums 
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Sunday, Jan. 26= 2014 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

In Sunday FA Cup action Chelsea hosts Stoke City .... In Spain, Barcelona hosts Malaga. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

S~JNDAY, J~m~ary 26 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11 am. 
Spain RAYO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

France MONACO-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-ROMA (delay) 7 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-SCHALKE (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-OESTE (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy INTER MILAN-CATANIA (live) 9 an, 

Spain OSASUNA-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain RAYO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

italy CAGLIARI-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 
Mexico PUBLA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNiViSiON 

Mexico TOLUCA-MONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-MARSELLA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CHIVAS (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORTS PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-GETAFE (live) 5:45 am. 

italy HELLAS VERONA-ROMA (live) 6:15 am. 

France LYON-EVIAN (live) 7:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands GO AHEAD EAGLES-AJAX (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-CELTIC (live) 7:45 am. 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-FULHAM (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 10:30 am= 



,~’~ONDAY, January 27 

BelN SPORTS en Espanyol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ELCHE (live) 4 pro. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Jan 26, 2014 
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Youth S ..... Reporter 

Sunday, Jarl~ 26, 2014 

by Soccer America 

[AEGEAN CUP] Less than six months into its new cycte, the new 

U.S. under-17 na~ona[ team is on quite a run. After crushing 

England and BraNt to w~n the Hike Internatmnal Fdendlies in 
December, R~ch~e ~ltiams’ U-17s beat host Turkey, 2-1, on Saturday 

to win the Mercedes Benz Aegean Cup .... g~ead the wh(~e story 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] The 2014 U.S. Youth Soccer ODP girts 

na~onat training camp begins Monday at Reach 11 Spots Complex 

in Phoenix. More than 200 players in the 1~98~ 1999 and 2000 age 
groups have been invited .... R~?ad 

by Soccer America 

"He dribbles like [Andres] iniesta and he passes like 

Xavi. I’ve thought like that for the past few years 

but i’ve been wary about saying it. i don’t worry 

nOW. 

-- Matt Pilkington, the OBGC Rangers coach, who 
helped to develop phenom Gedion Zela[em, the 

Maryland youth product who debuted for Arsenal 

two days before his 17th birthday, in Friday’s FA 
Cup win over Coventry City. (Guardian) 



[USA UNDER-20 WOMEN: Reaction] Despite finishing the tournament 

without two of its biggest stars, U.S. international Lindsey Noran 
(recaRed by French dub Paris St. Germain) and Makenzy Doniak 

(out with a broken hand), the USA won its fourth Concacaf Under- 
20 Women’s Championship, capturing all five games by a margin of 
29-0. Coach Michel[e French praised the performance of all her 

players, in particular those who came on for Noran and Doniak. 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER] The U.S. Soccer FederaUon plans to spend $13.8 

million on player development ~n the next fiscal year....~ead the 

by Soccer America 

[EHGLAHD] And~es Jonker~ the assistant coach of German dub 
~otfsbur~ w~ll take charge of Arsenal’s youth development program 

next summer. The Dutchman had pre~ously spent seven years 
develop~n~ and implementin~ youth coachin~ reforms with the 

Dutch federation (KNVB) .... ~ead the u,~ho~(~ sb)q/ 

by Soccer America 

]ENGLAND] ~ed~on Zelatem~ a product of the Olney Boys ~ Girls 

Club program in Maw[and~ made his debut for Arsenal~ ~o days 

before his 17th birthday~ ~n the Gunners’ 4-0 ~n over Covent~ 
in the English FA Cup match on F~day....~ead ~h~ whcqe s~o~y 

The Kansas City area is experiencing a soccer boom. Developers 

have proposed a S230 million spots complex and enter~inment 
~Ua~e with a dozen soccer fields as well as restauran~ apartments 

and hotel in Lee’s Summit....£ead the who~e s~x~y 

~)oug Lereo% Par~ I } 
by Mike WoitalJa 

Doug Lemo% the author of "Teach Like a 
Champion," one of the best-selling teaching books 

in the USA, as well as "Practice Perfect," also 
happens to be a soccer afidonado who has been 

researching soccer coaching ...... More 

by Randy Vogt 

Refereeing has not changed nearly as much as 

other pursuits since I first took up the whistle in 

1978. After all, the rules are very similar to what 
they were 36 years ago, I still have ...... t@xe 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Falcao’s Injury: Beyond Bad Luck 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

By Paul Gardner 

Despite an ambiguously optimistic pronouncement from the surgeon, it seems likely that Colombia’s Radamel 

Falcao, now recovering from an operation to repair a torn ACL, will not be fit in time to play in the World Cup. 

Well, these things happen, you know. I can give you a mountain of pithy quotes from coaches and players who seem never to 

be more at home than when telling us that this is a man’s game, it’s not for ballerinas, it’s a contact sport, you have to learn 

to take the knocks, and so on. 

Falcao, by that argument, knew the risks, is extremely well paid to take them, and it’s just bad luck that he’s suffered a 

serious injury so close to a World Cup in which he would likely be major star on what is probably the strongest team Colombia 

has ever had. 

With Falcao - one of a small elite group of world-class goalscorers - Colombia is a genuine contender. Colombia finished 

second to Argentina in the South American qualifying group; in 13 games, Falcao scored 9 goals, one third of Colombia’s 

total. Only Uruguay’s Luis Suarez (11 goals) and Argentina’s Lionel Messi (10) scored more. 

Without Falcao, it is unlikely that Colombia will be thought of as a team to be feared. His injury is a huge blow to Colombia’s 

chances. Quite apart from the fact that the World Cup may be deprived of one of its most exciting players. 

Bad luck indeed for Falcao and Colombia= But is it really bad luck? I don’t think so. Because Falcao’s injury came during a 

game that he should never have been playing in. 

A French Cup game, pitting his team Monaco against a team of amateurs from Chasselay, a small town (population under 

3,000) in Eastern France. Obviously, a ridiculous mismatch, but one is not supposed to say that. 

What one is encouraged to think, and to say, is that this was yet another heart-warming example of cup soccer, that 

wonderful system that allows clubs from all levels to play in the same competition. Based, of course, on the English FA Cup 

(and copied, of course, by the LISA with its Open Cup). 

Here was little Chasselay getting its moment in the spotlight, its chance to pull off a major upset by defeating the second best 

team in France, with all its highly paid professionals. That is the sort of story - the Cinderella story - that devotees of cup 

soccer have in mind when they talk of "the glamour" of cup play. 

This so-called glamour is born of the wishful thinking of nostalgia. It is not something that is seen too often in reality these 

days. The gap in quality between the small teams and the large (read rich) teams is now far greater than it was back in those 

dim and distant glamour days. 

VVhen a small team takes on a big team nowadays there is not only a yawning gap in prestige and in salaries, there is a 

worrying difference in the caliber of the soccer played. Worrying, because there lies danger. 

The speed and sophistication of the top-level modern game is beyond the grasp of most clubs not playing first division soccer. 

The further down the soccer ladder you go, the more robust the game gets= I mean, more physical, less skilled. Cruder, if you 

like. 

These "glamour" encounters, with the Davids confronting the Goliaths, are dangerous for skilled players. I see absolutely no 

reason to assume that maliciousness is part of the danger. What causes the problem is simply that the players of the lesser 

teams simply can’t cope. They try their best, honestly - but are made to look inept and, well, amateurish. Their tackles are 

the problem - frequently late, often clumsy. 

You can see the tackle that injured Falcao online. It is the tackle of an inferior player, late, inexpert, made with the wrong foot. 

It comes more from the side than from behind - and maybe is the more dangerous for that - the knee does not bend 

sideways. The name of the player making the tackle is known, of course it is - you can find it online - but I don’t see any 

necessity to mention it here. 

Player X - along with Falcao - were put in an impossible situation, a dangerous mismatch that produced a serious injury. 

What’s the point of blaming Player X? Even his apparently callous post-game statement that the incident had "ruined the 

game for me" was no doubt intended to demonstrate his remorse. 



We know something about these calamitous clashes between skill and inexperience. In MLS, in April 2011, we saw David 

Ferreira of Dallas get his ankle badly mangled by a reckless tackle from an inexperienced Vancouver defender. Ferreira was 

out of the game for a year, and never seemed to me to recover his full, sparkling form. 

More recently - last May - we had a season-ending injury to the Columbus Crew’s Eddie Gaven. The same fate as Falcao - 

Gaven suffered a torn ACE And the same situation - a cup mismatch between the Crew and the Dayton Dutch Lions of the 

USE And we have the word of the Crew coach Robe[t Warzycha that the tackle on Gaven was "not malicious." Nevertheless it 

was highly dangerous. 

The obvious way to prevent these dangerous situations is to ban the cup format enti[~ly, or to modify it and make it unlikely 

that the top pro clubs will meet up with manifestly inferior teams. But that, of course, would remove most of the glamour 

aspect. 

The coaches of the pro clubs are well aware of the danger to their stars. But what to do? Should the coach decide to field a 

reserve team - probably capable of winning the game - he will be accused of slighting the smaller club, and of depriving its 

fans of an opportunity of seeing the big stars in action. 

If not a resewe team, then a team without the really big names - but that, too, smacks of condescension towards the small 

team. The players themselves may feel that it is right thing to do, a true sporting gesture, to play in these games. 

But the games will continue because they mean money - not so much for the big clubs, for them the r~wards at~ peanuts - 

but for the small clubs. The soccer argument - that the cup is all about the fame and the glory to be earned from beating 

Arsenal or Liverpool - as so often in the modern game, must now take second place to the financial argument. It’s the money 

that matters. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the SoccerTalk bloq. 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
F KNAL 20:] 4 UPDATe!!! 
TopDrawerSoccer.com releases its final 
update to the 2054 Boys IMG Academy 550 
player rankings. Check out the big movers 
prior to signing day, 

CO 4 v Ii[T TO ACC 
A top recruit and member of the U.S, U57 
WNT pool from the class of 2056 makes her 
commitment to an ACC power. Find out what 
influenced her to pick the prominent program. 

MORE: 2015 Top 150 commits to Biq 10 

THE FIi[VE: W i!! i!!KLY }  UZZ 
The buzz this week involves the LA Galaxy 
saying that the club is targeting another 
Homegrown signing, plus a U58 MNT 

exclusive. ~ Premier Content 

DID YOU SEE? 

What happens when you 
make up a bunch of player 
names and ask Chelsea fans 
about them? This happens. 

It’s official: the World Cup 
song will be sung (grunted? 
yelled?) at least in part by 
Pitbull. The world trembles. 

TopDrawerSoccer,corn Partner: 

Marquette University Soccer School 

Marquette University Soccer Camps are 
widely regarded as one of the best programs 
in the country. 

Led by Louis Bennett, head coach of the 
Golden Eagles, and the Marquette Coaching 
Staff, these opportunities are perfect for the 
serious soccer player that’s ready to take 
their game to the next level. 

These camps offer a great opportunity for 
you to train at Marquette University as well 
as get a better understanding of what it’s 
like to train at the level. 

Whether you’re already playing on high 
school and club teams, or just getting 
started, there’s a camp for you. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: ’Say it cmefully, quickly, clearly’ (Q&A with Doug Lemov, Part 2) 
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’Say it carefully, quickly, clearly’ (Q&A with Doug 
Lemov, Part 2) 
interview by Mike Woitalla 

Doug Lemov, the author of "Teach Like a Champion," one of the best-selling teaching books in the USA, has      ~ 

been working with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching. In Part 2 of our 
interview with Lemov we asked him for advice how to get a group of chatty, fidgety youngsters to pay attention for    I i~:~!~i I 

a few seconds. 

SOCCER AMERICA: I think youth coaches in general tend to lecture too much. But to get youngsters to pay 

attention for even a brief time is one of our biggest challenges. What’s your advice for effective communication? 

DOUG LEMOV: Here are five steps I shared with some elite coaches at a recent training with U.S. Soccer: 

1) Start with Discipline 

I define discipline as teaching students the right way to do something. Never mind living in a place where attentiveness is the 

expectation, it’s a huge assumption that someone in kids’ lives has sat them down and showed them howto pay attention. 

So start there. Bring your players in and say: "We’re going to have a lot of fun and get better this season. And in order for me 

to help you get as good as you can be, I need to be able to explain things to you. I need to do it quickly with everyone 

listening so we can get back to playing as fast as we can. 

"So when I say ’bring it in’ I want to see you like this: Standing around me in a semi-circle with your eyes on me, your hands 

at your side and the soccer ball behind you and not at your feet. Let’s practice that right now?’ 

It’s just like learning a Cruyff Turn. You see what it looks like, then you practice it. ideally everyday. The only thing I’d add is 

that you, the coach, must have economy of language. Say it as carefully and quickly and clearly as you can. And then stop 

talking and get them back to playing. When you’re not sure of what you want to say, throwing more words at the problem 

doesn’t clarify or explain anything= It just makes it worse. 

2) Be Seen Looking 

Next reinforce your listening expectations by Being Seen Looking. One of the most common causes of students not paying 

attention is adults not showing that they are looking to see who’s paying attention. That they care and notice. So if you call 

your players over like in the example above, don’t say "OK, guys, let’s bring it in" and then look down at your clipboard. 

Say "OK, guys, let’s bring it in" and scan the group to show you’t~ looking to see who’s ready, who’s attentive, who wants to 

learn. Crane your neck a little as if you really need to see who’s attentive. Do it quickly, in less than a second, but what you’re 

doing is saying, ’1 notice and I care whether you pay attention." You can even narrate your looking back to them verybtiefly 

’~3ood. Camilla’s locked in and ready to get better. Ball behind you please, Sara. OK, let’s go." I suggest you drop your voice 

and get quieter and slower as you do this. A little eye contact helps too. 

3) Use the Self-interrupt 

In "Teach Like a Champion" I talk about the skill of Strong Voice - the ability to command a room. Great teachers, who can 

wander into the valley of the lunchroom on the day before Halloween and bring it to order do something I call "Do Not Talk 

Over." If they’re talking and the expectation is that a group of students should be listening, they are very careful not to talk over 

a student. 

If you do, you are saying "Hey, that’s cool. You’re talking while I’m talking to the group and I’m good with that." So instead of 

doing that, do a self-interrupt, which is, stop talking very briefly at a very noticeable place if someone starts talking or fooling 

around while you’re addressing the team. 

Ideally you’d break in the middle of a word. This makes the break obvious. If you put your hands behind your back and hold 

still very briefly and then start again you send the message very quickly and lecture-free that you expect attention. Self- 

interrupt is a skill we work on (and practice!) in our trainings and it really helps to see it in action (just reading about it is a bit 

like trying to learn a scissors kick by just reading about it). So here’s a clip from my blog with an example of a teacher doing 

both Be Seen Lookinq and a Self-interrupt. 

4) Reinforce with Non-Verbal Interventions 

If kids are still not getting it, redirect them with a non-verbal reminder while you’re still teaching. That is, use a gesture to tell 

them they need to put their ball down; their eyes need to be on you, etc. Check out how this amazing teacher makes a 10 or 



more non-verbal interventions in her classroom while she’s still teaching. This keeps the corrections from breaking and slowing 

down her teaching, which would only result in more off-task kids. 

5) Positive Group Corrections ... Early 

If you’re still not getting attention make a Positive Group Correction. That means. 1) Describe the solution ("Something like: 

need eyes on me and voices off." 2) Offer it to the whole group without naming names but 3) Establish eye contact with 

specific kids who are off task. Do this early (!) - as soon as you have the sense that kids are perhaps testing you or really 

inattentive and not picking up your other signals. Hit distracting behavior early before you get angry. If you’re mad, we tell our 

teachers, it means you waited too long to correct. 

Bonus 6th step: 

If you’re still not getting a player’s attention, release the group to practice but ask him to stay for a second. Then as privately 

as you can describe what you need him to do and why: "Jason, my job is to help everyone on this team get better. Including 

you. And I can’t do that for you and I can’t do it for your teammates unless you do a better job of not talking when I’m talking 

and giving me your full attention. I’m telling you this now so you can fix it right away." 

(In Part 3 of our interview Doug Lemov will address our concerns about coaching education clinics.) 

Read Part 1 of our interview with Lemov, "What Teachers can Teach Coaches," HERE. 

(Doug Lemov is the author of "Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to College, "a study of 

teachers who get exceptional results in high-poverty schools. He’s also co-author with Erica Woolway and Katie Yezzi of 

’Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Getting Better," a study of the art of practicing. His books have been 

translated into nine languages and he works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching. He 

blogs at teachlikeachampion.com.) 

(Mtke Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and c(~author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla coaches youth soccer in Northern California at 

East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, January. 27, 2014 

Monday, Jan. 27, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s La Liga action on Monday.... Midweek English Premier League includes the Merseyside Derby: Liverpool- 

Everton. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed deily throughout the week. 

iMONDAY, January 27" 

BelN SPORTS en Espanyol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ELCHE (live) 4 pm. 

TUESDAY, Janaary 28 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 2:45 

NBC SPORTS NE’I3iVORK 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England ASTON VILLA=WEST BROM (live) 2:45 pm. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CARDIFF CITY (live) 2:45 pm= 

England ARSENAL-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SWANSEA CITY-FULHAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-HULL CITY (live) 3 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, Ja~mary 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa italia NAPOLI-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-LEVANTE (delay) 4:45 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CiTY (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Copa Del Rey NLBAO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 3:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CHELSEA-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Jan. 27, 2014 
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The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Jan 27, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers- Jan 27, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
La Liga on belN en Espanot: Rear Sociedad - Etche at 4pm ET. 

FA Cup goal for Sheffield Wednesday’s Oguchi 
Onyewu 
Oguchi Onyewu had a good FA Cup Fourth Round for Sheffietd Wednesday, scoring a goat in their 2-I win over Rochdate 

at Spottand Stadium. Joe Mattock opened the scoring for Wednesday in the 51st minute and Onyewu doubted the read 

six minutes tater. Rochdate putted a goat back in the 60th. Wednesday advance to host Chartton Athtetic in the Fifth 

Round of the FA Cup in February. 

"It’s a great draw and art that we coutd have asked for, a home game against a team from the Championship," 

Wednesday manager Stuart Gray said. "1 guess we witt be the favourites because we are at home but I’m sure Char[ton 

witt took at this tie and be pteased that they have avoided a team from the Premier League." 

Jozy Altidore’s Sundertand atso advanced, shutting out non-teague Kidderminster Harriers 1-0 at the Stadium of Light. 

Charatampos Mavrias scored the game’s onty goat in the 5th minute. Sundertand outshot Kidderminster 22 to 5 putting 4 

of those shots on goat to Kidderminster’s 1. They host Southampton in the nest round. Eric Lichaj’s Nottingham Forest go 

to a reptay after drawing 0-0 with Preston North End. Tim Ream’s Botton exited the FA Cup with a 1-0 toss to Cardiff 

City. 

In the Championship, Danny Williams’s Reading were shutout 2-0 by Ipswich Town at Portman Road. 

Timmy Chandler opened the scoring for Nurnberg in the 24th minute of their their 4-0 shutout of Fabian Johnson’s 

Hoffenheim. Josip Drmic made it 2-0 Nurnberg in the 42nd with Johnson subbing out at the hatf for Hoffenheim. It was 

3-0 Nurnberg when Daniet Ginczek scored in the 49th and Drmic got his second goat of the game in the 70th minute. 

Read More 

A widening arc of possibilities for the USMNT 
By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 24, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - A gaggte of USMNT prayers are among the 

hundreds of MLS prayers reporting to their dubs this weekend to begin the 2014 preseason, inctuding a few particutarty 

high profite faces whose recent homecomings witt be keenty watched storytines in the year ahead. 

On Thursday evening, SI.com broke an intriguing report ctaiming that Sporting Kansas City recentty turned down a $1 

mittion offer from Itatian powerhouse Juventus for promising defender Erik Patmer-Brown, a 16-year-otd US youth 

internationat who became KC’s youngest-ever signing when he inked a Homegrown Prayer dear tast year. 

These two statements are more ctosety retated than they may appear. 

Not tong ago, US Soccer’s exports to top teagues overseas were so few and far between that their every move, every 



minute of playing time, was watched with bated breath by the soccer heads back home. Each member of that modest 

band felt precious in the eyes of fans, like a fragile paper boat pushed out into rough waters, set on a course few others 

had navigated. 

The ranks of expats grew over the years, and so did the ambition, and the audience. Still, the vague sense remained 

that these were our best and brightest, a true foreign legion, flag-bearing envoys sent from our outpost to rarefied 

worlds closer to the sport’s beating heart. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
Liverpool - Everton gives us the chance to see a Tuesday Merseyside derby at 2pm on NBCSN after the Fourth Round of 

the FA Cup pushed Premier League games off last weekend’s schedule. Tim Howard’s Everton are 6th in the table with 42 

points. A point ahead and two places higher up the table are Liverpool. The stakes are high, with both teams coming off 

successful FA Cup weekends. Liverpool shutout Bournemouth 2-0 and Everton knocked out Stevenage 4-0. 

"1 can’t wait for the derby," Liverpool midfielder Jordan Henderson said. "It’s a game everybody is really looking forward 

to. We’ll have couple of days rest and we’ll recover and be ready for Tuesday. I’ve been here quite a long time now and I 

feel at home and I want to be emotionally attached to Liverpool." 

Real Madrid - Espanyol in the Copa del Rey is on belN at 2:45pm. Real Madrid carry a 1-0 lead from the opening leg. The 

winner meets Atletico Madrid or Athletic Bilbao in February’s semifinal round. 

"We have a small advantage, but we can’t think about that," Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti said. "We have to play 

our game and be as focused as in recent matches. There is everything to play for in the tie and we have to play well and 

with our best team to reach the semi-finals. I liked how Espanyol played against Valencia. They were confident and look 

in good form. They are very dangerous up front with Cordoba and Sergio Garcia. We have to be careful". 

Sponsor message 



Sponsor message 

Click here to safely unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinR archives, here to chanRe your preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivacV 

Emai[ subscriptions powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. 
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Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then worked with Dave Lohse as a student 

assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and against you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am 

the Senior Director of Communications for the Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. The tradition of having a celebrity sound 

the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie 

Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you are interested: http:iihurricanes.nhl.com!clubipage.htm?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a date you might be interested in. It’sa 

pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of everything you’ve continued to 

accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 
Carolina Hurricanes 
O: 919-861-5477 I C:               I Twitter: @MikeSundheim 
Hurricanes Media Resources Site: CanesPR.com 
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Tuesday, Jan. 28, 2014 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

Tuesday English Premier League action includes the Merseyside Derby: LiverpooI-Everton .... Real Madrid hosts 

Espanyol in the Spanish Cup. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed deily throughout the week. 

TUESDAY, Ja~qa~y 28 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 2:45 pro. 

NBCSN 

England LIVERPOOL-EVERTON (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores MORELIA-SANTA FE (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORV~CH CITY-NEV~3ASTLE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England ASTOR VILLA-WEST BROM (live) 2:45 pm. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CARDIFF CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England ARSENAL=SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SUNDERLAND-STOKE CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England SWANSEA CITY-FULHAM (live) 2:45 pro. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-HULL CITY (live) 3 pm. 

~DN~SDAY, Ja~~uary ~9 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Italia NAPOLI-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-LEVANTE (delay) 4:45 pm. 

NBGSN 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2 pro. 

ESPNEWS 

international Friendly MEXICO-SOUTH KOREA (live), 9 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores DEPORTIVO QUITO-BOTAFOGO (live) 7 pm. 

UNIMAS 

international Friendly MEXICO-SOUTH KOREA (live), 9 pro. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CHELSEA-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, January 30 



BelN SPORTS 

England NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey RACING-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Ubertadores UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE-GUARANI (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PENAPOLENSE (live) 4:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-BORDEAUX (live) 2:!5 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

Women’s international Friendly USA-CANADA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-CELTA VIGO (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-LEON (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Women’s International Friendly USA-CANADA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-SYDNEY (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia PERTH-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 5:45 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

England QPR-BURNLEY (live) 7 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CAGLIARI-FIORENTINA (live) Neon. 

italy AC MILAN-TORINO (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LORIENT-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN2 

International Friendly USA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-RAYO (live) Noon. 

Spain GETAFE-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-TORINO (delay) 5 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-ADELAIDE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Feb~£a[y 2 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

France STADE RENNAIS-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy ATALANTA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-ESPANYOL (lie) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (delay) 5 

ESPN DEPORTES 



Netherlands FEYENOORD-VITESSE (live) 8 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,corn 

Australia BRISBANE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (delay) 12:30 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pro. 

Spain VILLAREAL-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Jan. 28, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Section 1 : Maurice Edu is a Union ma~; Mexico’s next test 

Tuesday, Jan. 28~ 20!,’.. 

Maurice Edu is a Union man 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The Philadelphia Union concluded the deal that 

had been in the works for several weeks to bring Maurice Edu on a 
one-year loan from English Premier League club Stoke City, The 
agreement includes an option for the Union to purchase Edu, who 

has not played a competitive match in nine months .... Read the 

whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We missed an opportunity to show the world what 

we can do in this country.... Everything was 
supposed to be ready for the World Cup, but it was 

a total neglect. I saw recently that they are going 

to start the bidding processes for (work at) airports 

in March, three months before the World Cup. It’s a 
joke. We won the bid seven years ago ... 



Beitashour joins Vancouver, Cannon says good-bye 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Iran World Cup hopeful Steven Beitashour~ 

who led all MLS defenders with 16 assists over the last three 
season% has joined the Vancouver Whitecap% who sent allocation 

money to the San Jose Earthquakes to secure his Hghts .... Read 
the whole story 

Poll: D.C. residents oppose soccer stadium 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] MLS’s move to build soccer-specific stadiums is 
not without its dangers. The stadium projects face huge obstacles 

as supporters and MLS clubs encounter the realities of local 
politics. In Washington~ D.C.> a Washington Post poll found six in 10 

residents oppose the city’s plan to finance a a new stadium for the 

D.C. United....Read the whole story 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] MLS preseason action begins Tuesday afternoon as 

defending champion Sporting Kansas City plays the PDL’s FC Tucson 
at Kino Sports Compiex~ one of two preseason training 

hubs.< ...Read the whole story 

Harrisburg lands Edinho Junior from Blackburn 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] In need of help to rebuild its 

frontline that lost three players to MLS and NASL club% the 

Harrisburg City Islanders signed Portuguese U-19 forward Edinho 
Junior from English club Blackburn Rovers on a free transfer. 

...Read the whole story 

Herrera rings in changes for El Tri test 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Mexico’s squad for its friend|y 

against South Korea Wednesday at the Alamodome in San Antonio~ 
Texas (live on ESPNews and UniMas at 9 p.m. ET)~ includes a few 

surprises. Only 12 of 21 players Coach Miguel Herrera caUed in for 
training on Sunday were with EI Tri for its playoff series against 

New Zealand in November. Two of the new players brought in are 

California-born: Miguel Ponce and isaac Brizuela .... Read the whole 
story 

Even Barcelona’s defenders deliver o jogo bonito 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Skills] We highiight Barcelona mainly for the attacking 
thMlls it deliver% so today the focus is on Dani AIves and Jordi AIba~ 

who prove that even defenders can entertain .... Read the whole 
story 

-- BFazil assistant coach Car[os Alberto Parreira~ 
who led BFazil to the 1994 WoHd Cup title in the 
USA~ is disappointed with the country’s 
pFepaFations for the 2014 WoHd Cup and accused 
the goveFnment of missing a huge oppoFtunity to 
impFove conditions fOF Brazilians. lAP) 

Liga MX outdraws EPL on U.S. TV 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] For all the hype about the 

popularity of the English Premier League on NBC 

and NBCSN~ Mexico’s Liga MX still outdelivers the 

EPL -- by a wide margin -- on the Spanish-language 
Univision ...... More 

Harris Poll: Soccer law among favorite sports 

by Soccer America 

[MAKING A LIST] Men’s soccer stiU lags far behind 

other American sports in a Harris PoN online survey 

of American adults, conducted in December. Just 2 
percent said men’s soccer was their favorite sport. 

...More 

1, Klinsmann will take 22 players for South 
Korea game 

2, Cudicini, Stephens out at Galaxy, Joseph 
not with Sounders 

3, California programs make moves 

4o Gedion Zelalem debuts for Arsenal 

5, U.S. U-17s capture another title 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be~in receiving a copy of your own~ please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future ciick here, 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America~ 145 Pipers Hill Road Wiiton~ CT 06897 USA 
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The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Jan 28, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers- Jan 28, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Liverpool - Everton at 2pm on NBCSN. Real Madrid - Espanyol in the Copa det 

Rey is on belN at 2:45pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"It’s a natural transition [or me and I’m so excited to be doin9 it here. When I was playin9 earlier in my career, there 

wasn’t even a [ranchise in Philadelphia. To be able to stay active in the 9ame here in Philadelphia, it’s a 9reat 

[eeling." Philadelphia Union assistant technical director Chris Albright. 

USMNT - Korea soccer history 
With the USMNT set to meet Korea in an internationat friendty on Saturday, Feb 1 (Spm ET - ESPN2), here’s what you 
need to know about the soccer history between the two Nationat Teams. 

First USMNT - Korea Game 

The two teams met for the first time on June 12, 1987 in Busan, Korea but that wasn’t the first time the USMNT prayed 

in Korea. That happened four days eartier in Seout when the USMNT started their 1987 President’s Cup schedute with a 

Group A toss to Egypt at Dongdaemun Stadium. The competition’s purpose was exposure for the Korean Nationat Team, 

and normatty dominated by Korea each year during its run from 1971-99. 

In their second group stage game, the US tost 1-0 to Korea at Busan Gudeok Stadium. The US finished the tournament 

with a 1-0 win over Thaitand on June 16 in Chongju, fifth out of six teams in Group A that inctuded a Hungary XI and 

Argentine dub Deportivo Expanot. Korea won the group with Egypt finishing second. Korea woutd go onto win the 

tournament, beating Austratia on penatties. 

Ted Hantak scored both of the USA’s goats in the tournament, praying in art three games. Those were atso his onty three 

appearances for the USMNT. Hantak was an indoor prayer with Major Indoor Soccer League dubs. Read More 

Derby or Rivalry in MLS? 
By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 27, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - With Tim Howard’s Everton meeting Liverpoot at 
Anfietd on Tuesday, MLS fans get another took at the kind of derby game that’s a hattmark of soccer in other countries. 

The recipe is simpte. Two teams in dose geographic proximity praying each other in the same teague. In Liverpoot, a 
park separates the two dubs. In London, derbies are easier to define by adding a direction to the city name. So there’s a 
North London derby atong with the other permutations for a metropotitan area with 13 professionat soccer teams. 
Nothing tike that exists in MLS, or any of the other US pro sports for that matter, so by necessity the modet changes. 

USA Derbies in other s[ orts 



Though colleges are fu[[ of the kind of derbies familiar to soccer fans at[ over the world, we’re focusing on pro sports. 

Basebat[ is the otdest of the American professiona[ sports and the [imits of transportation and poputation centers meant 

severa[ cities used to have more than one professiona[ basebat[ teams. That’s hatf the recipe for a derby right there, but 

it didn’t work that way in basebat[. Inter-teague pray is a retativety new innovation. Prior to that, a city with two teams 

had one in each [eague. The onty time they’d pray games that count is if both advanced to the Wortd Series. New York 

City was the exception with two Nationa[ League teams unfit the mid-1950s, but it wasn’t a mode[ other cities 

considered [ucrative. Normally, one team suffered white the other succeeded in the old era of sports business when 

attendance was the most important moneymaker. 

With baseball as the example, the other professional sports also tended to avoid putting two teams in the same market 

that regularly played each other. The Jets and Giants are in different conferences. In cities with two teams in a single 

pro sport, there’s almost always the rich and poor distinction. The Los Angeles Clippers don’t have the resources of the 

Lakers. The Nets aren’t the Knicks. Read More 

Who is the all-time winningest American in European top flights? Top goal streak? - from MLSsoccer.com’s Greg 

Seltzer: Expect a fair amount of movement in this ranking this year. 

New players signal change for Sounders - from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: "Guys looked happy to be on the field and 

meet their new teammates." 

RSL back to business as training camp opens - from the Sat[ Lake Tribune’s Christopher Kamrani: It won’t be too hard 

to spot the newcomers. 

Crew will look to bond during preseason - from The Columbus Dispatch’s Adam Jardy: Wit[Jams is suddenly the longest- 

tenured player on the roster. 

El Tri Depth Chart: Optimism in 2014 - from ESPN FC’s Tom Marshall: Heads rotted in the fat[. 

Could there be a new champion in Spain? - from Backpage Football’s Wilt Metca[fe: And could they do the impossible 

and pinch the title from the strong grasp of the Big Two? 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
Spurs - Manchester City kicks off at 2pm on NBCSN in a meeting of 5th vs 2nd in the Premier League. Spurs are tied on 

points with 4[h-place Liverpool but trait them by 22 goats scored. Spurs are struggling with goat differentia[ this season, 

with their +3 the lowest in the top nine and the lowest of any Premier League dub with a positive goat difference. 

That’s not a problem for Manchester City, leading the Premier League with a +38 goat difference. That includes a 6-0 

win over Spurs in November that City manager Manuel Pe[[egrini is quick to play down in previewing the rematch. 

"The results say that they improve a tot, they’ve won four games of the last five they played," Pe[[egrini said. "1 saw the 

last two games that they played and they are playing very we[[. I think it’s always important to have a striker like they 

have Adebayor in a good moment and I’m sure we are going to have a tough game against them. It’s important that I 

know that our team wilt go there and try to win the game. I think the way we played agents them here was not a usual 

game, normally you can’t score six goats against Tottenhem." 

Mexico - Korea is on ESPNews and UniMas at 9pm. Since this friendly is out of the international match window, Mexico 
won’t have their European-based players. Instead, it’s a lineup closer to the one they used to qualify for the World Cup 
with head coach Migue[ Herrera leaning on his familiarity with Liga MX in genera[ and his Club America roster in 
particular. Korea started their US tour with a 1-0 win over Costa Rica at the LA Coliseum last Saturday. Costa Rica saw 
two red cards in that game. 

Also on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule, belN Sport has Napo[i - Lazio in the Coppa Italia at 2:30pm. Copa de[ Rey on 

belN en Espano[: Bilbao - At[etico Madrid at 1:45pm and Barcelona - Levante at 3:45pm. Copa Libertadores on Fox 

Deportes: Deportivo Quito - Botafogo at 7pm. All Times Eastern 



Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 

Click here to safely unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinR archives, here to chanRe your preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivacV 

Emai[ subscriptions powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. 
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PCA <~team@po sitivecoach.net> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 2:11 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Book on Youth Sports as a Development Zone 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http://clickpositivecoachnet/?qs 04447f41 a07db9bb6tTf~ee08b537aa663a0657f012371 e231644f2bfc 88e6dc 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

Jim Thompson’s Latest Book 
Developing Better Athletes, Better People 

http://click.positlvecoach.net/?qs 04447f41 a07db9bbbec800d4c3 ddb0edfef3 c36bc 1 a0efc 1032eb 187834e3cdc 

http://clickpositivecoachnet/?qs 04447f41 a07db9bbe4d4b2878cdTd0d247b337f~008704c2985997d 8f48fd5 dl 
Click here for excerpts &raquo 

http://click positivecoach.net/?qs 04447f41a 07db9bbbec800d4c3 ddb0edfeI3 c36bc 1 a0efc 1032eb 187834e3cdc 
Click here to purchase Developing Better Athletes, Better People &raquo 
Leaders of youth sports organizations, school athletic departments and other groups learn how toimprove their performance in PCA Fouaader Jim Thompson’s 
http://click.posit~vecoach.net/?qs 04447f41a07db9bbbec800d4c3 ddb0edfef3 c36bc 1 a0efc 1032eb 187834e3cdc 
Developing Better Athletes, Better People: A Leader’s Guide to Transforming High School and Youth Sports into a Development Zone(tm) >>. 

The buok includes: 

1 A furewurd on organizational culture in sports by N~BA Champion Cuach and PCA Natiunal AdvisuW Board Member I)uc Rivers 

2. Insights from your peers in yuuth and high schoul sports in PCA’s inaugural class of 
ht~p://click.posiuvecuach.net/’?qs 04447f41 a07db9bbd4ce32f741 fl 5e8151639e6d62d77213511 afdTaS088407e 
Develupment Zone Leadership Felluws &raquo 

3. The inspiration and specific steps needed tu create a Development Zone, where yuu develup Better Athletes, Better People. 

Share this news with your network by clicking the links beluw! 

ht~p://clic k.positlvecuach.net/?qs 04447 f41 a07dbgbb0582f81932bSc320998e6eace6fb]2~465234ccd559a77db6 

http ://pages.pusitivecoach n et/Publish, aspx? 
qs 7 lb8883ce06d4a 85d41Pod6ea388e 14301:Po0478258569db5bl ca62a6ecf7594d43d68701249557cfe969db02 f259a3al fSbfe42d13 4c8788d223 f2el d355355dc207ea942aaf[’3481155c2b48972f94fef870k 

http://pages.positivecoach.net/Publish.aspx? 
qs 71 b8883ce06d4a85d41 fbd6ea388el 4301 ~0478258569dbea9ea03ef6146eed7616efc3799cd[-gc01 d225ea835022665d08135d7d930653638a4ec02dc3653cf28edcSed56a00aSd214c 8fc03673d058e,49~ 

Thank you. 
The PCA Team 

Connect: 
http:i/click.positivecoach.net/?qs 04447f41 a07dbgbb 164f46a92068b96731 fl a9338e334d390bbfgcbfd93901 c5 

http:i,’click.positivecoach.neti?cls 04447f41 a07db9bb406dl’28678ca3d76ba3cfc2al 4a48de37agcacf7820c6754 

www.youtube, com/useriPositiveCoaching 

http:i,’click.positivecoach.net/?cls 04447f41 a07dbgbbc3 f76dl aec94f68dc51 da565837e2761 ccef3 a9acaa3f6e 1 

http://click.positivecoa ch.net/?qs 04447f41 a07db9bb3bfd 166t795e96ab5370cedc4e5f~g~7cd4f2ddab 189f931 

This email was sent to:anson@uncaa unc.edu 

This email was sent by: 

Positive Coaching Alliance 
1001 N. RengstorffAve., Suite 100 



Mountain View, CA 94043. 

http://click.positivecoach.net/?qs 04447f41 aO7db9bb85ddSe9127034cd29172b87b371a4ebSc400dl 171 ecaee45 
Manage Subscriptions i 

ht~p://click.positlvecoach.net2?qs 04447f41 aO7db9b bed562e93 e618bf79794e3a33a5388a2dbb45f~)21~b76cdSO 
Update Pro:file i 

http://c lick positivecoach net/?qs 04447f41a07db9bb 723dgea193beb2a50f707d0891348 a736136ede607fc7df6 
One-Click Unsubscribe 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, Jmmary 28, 2014 

Wednesday, Jan. 29, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Mexico faces South Korea in a Wednesday friendly.... Also on Wednesday, Tottenham hosts Man City in EPL 

action and Barcelona hosts Levante in Spanish Cup play.                                                   ~ 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network p~ogramming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed daily throughout the week. 

WEDNESDAY, Jal~ary 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Italia NAPOLI-LAZIO (live) 2:30 pro. 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-LEVANTE (delay) 4:45 pro. 

NBGSN 

England TOTTENHAM-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 2 pm. 

ESPNEWS 

International Friendly MEXICO-SOUTH KOREA (live), 9 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-ATLETICO MADRID 0ive) 1:45 pro. 

Copa Del Rey BARCELONA-LEVANTE (live) 3:45 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores DEPORTIVO QUITO-BOTAFOGO (live) 7 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly MEXICO-SOUTH KOREA (live), 9 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CHELSEA=WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, Janu~y 30 

BelN SPORTS 

England NOTTINGHAM FOREST-WATFORD (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey RACING-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE-GUARANI (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PENAPOLENSE (live) 4:30 pro. 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-BORDEAUX (live) 2:!5 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

Women’s International Friendly USA-CANADA (live) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-CELTA VIGO (live) 2:45 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-LEON (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Women’s International Friendly USA=CANADA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-SYDNEY (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia PERTH-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 5:45 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

England QPR-BURNLEY (live) 7 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CAGLIARI-FIORENTINA (live) Noon. 

Italy AC MILAN-TORINO (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LORIENT-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Friendly USA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 5 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-RAYO (live) Noon. 

Spain GETAFE-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

~ta~y AC MILAN=TORINO (delay) 8 pro. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-ADELAIDE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, February 2 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

France STADE RENNAIS-LYON (live) 11 am. 
Italy JUVENTUS=INTER (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy ATALANTA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-ESPANYOL (lie) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands FEYENOORD=VlTESSE (live) 8 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1 am. 

~eIONDAY, Febr~ary 3 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (delay) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain ELCHE-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Jan. 29, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(@,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow- <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 6:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer 43 - Through The Thirds ruth Steve Bruce 

%i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Dear ARson, 

The February 2014 issue of Elite Se¢¢er is now ready to download. 

I am delighted to announce that our lead session this month comes from 
Hull City manager Steve Bruce. 

Steve’s session looks at how his side work through the thirds of the pitch, 
using passing and movement processes that are big on direction, decision- 
making, and with a positive end result. The practice builds through a 
variety of different exercises, and its principles are undoubtedly at the 
heart of the club’s success so far this term. 

The new issue also contains five other great sessions, kindly provided by 
Dougie Freedman (Bolton Wanderers), Kenny ]ackett (Wolverhampton 

Wanderers), Graham Alexander (Fleetwood Town), Steve Lomas (LMA 
Ambassador) and Mark Stimson (LMA Ambassador). 

To download and save your issue, please use this link: 

htt p ://www.coa ch- soccer.com/downloadsiWC1/EliteSoccer43, pdf 

I hope that you enjoy this issue but if you do have any problems please do 

not hesitate to email me at kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com or for 
customer service enquiries email Duncan Heard at 

duncan h@qreenstarmedia.net 

Yours in soccer 

~:iI Kevin B ..... 

Kevin Barrow, Publisher 
~lite Soccer 

PS - Been sent this email by a friend or colleague and want to know how 
to join Elite Soccer? Become a member today here. 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 

GU5 0AB 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: kevin .barrow@coach-soccer.com 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The premier recruiting event for high school 
and club soccer players is back for 2014 with 
ten locations. Check out the dates and new 
locations for the new year. 

............................................................................................................. 

A trio of recruits are heading to southeast 
programs for their jump to DI soccer. See 
what steered them in that direction. 
MORE: ACC Signing Day Breakdown 

An in-depth look at the Pat-12 recruiting 
classes for 2014 prior to signing day. Who is 
in line to replace the ten draft picks? 
MORE: Young American’s Success in Europe 

DID YOU SEE? 

The Cold Recruiting War: 
How qJrls youth soccer is 
changing. 

US U17 MNT mid Christian 
Pulisic and the making of an 
American No. 10 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Northeast Elite ID Camp 

The Northeast Elite ID Camp is one of the 
very best prospect camps in the country, with 
a tremendous staff of college coaches, and a 
developmental player first philosophy. 

With camp enrollment capped at 200, you 
will be get will have the benefit of quality 
coaching, while being evaluated many times 
by the coaches on staff. 

The Northeast Elite ID Camp has been, and 
will continue to be an extremely valuable 
recruiting tool for us at Colgate, and the 
coaches who attend. 

The Northeast Elite ID Camp fills up fast, so 
secure your spot early! 

For more info CLICK HERE, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eric@berkshiresocceracademy.com on behalf of 

Eric ~Vittenberg <eric@berkshiresocceracademy.com> 

Wednesday, January. 29, 2014 8:54 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Girls Camps Promo Code Ending Jan. 31st 

Having trouble viewing this email? Trouble Loadinq? View this email online 

Fort,yard email 

This em~il ’,^;~s sent to anson@unca~,unc.adu by eric@berkshire~cceracadem~/.com 
_t)2_d__a__t__e__k~__r_9_f_[LejN__~_La_[L_A__d__d_z_e__s__s. ~nstant ~-emoval with ._S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [_)zLv__a__c_~__[_~gJj_c_y_. 

Berkshire Soccer Academy :: P.O. Box 1323 :: East Otis :: NA :: 01029 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 10:34 AlVl 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofgina]ly ~nt 1,23/14: Cha~ging Lives Through Love 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio common~a[o~ and tho 
foundo!" and presidont of ti:o no:!#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~i-::o sond feedback ,h ...... y ,( 
Nici:aol at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

t :~ 
.Get th .... kly ..... lett~er1 

~iI Get the podcast in it .... / 

ii~;~iI Getthe iPh ..... Android app 

(i~ blue) am:f p~ 

Loopholes and Slippery 
Slopes 

know ati about Ioopholos, 
trained s.:~do..--..ts to find 

way !:o evade the dear 

a[b d~a~’s what ~awyors are 
pa~d to 

Listen or read more 

A Government Program That 
Is Workinq 
t was ~loasantty smprised that 
my vLqt ~o detontion .::amp~.~ for 
j~ven~e girls run by tho Los 
Ang<4es Probation Department 
turr~ed out [o be encoa~ragmg 

a c~dre of angry and host~e 

attended by very ,., 
Listen or read more 

"Ld’e novo.." stops 

hover stop learning," - .... 
Michae~ ]osephson 

(See the ima~ with this 
quote~) 

Chock out our Quotes & 
Observations for a 
variety of insightfui and 

motiw4ionai (and 
pri~ita bid!) quotos, 

WhatWillNatter.com and 
dick on images liko the 

ono 8 L~OVe, 

Th~nks, ~s Mwa~ys4. f~" 

.]er~r~[fer comments on 
Owe It to My Family: 

hind and foltow 

Please Support Our 
Mission to Create a More 
Ethical World 

:{ns~ituto relies or~ you 
help us contim~o o~..’r work 

schools and communities, 
G~ve $75 or more 
rece~ve a co~o~~ p~nt of What 
W~H Matter, s~gned by 

Donate here >> 

:~-~] Character educati .... terials 

available i:! books and CDs. 
Shop here >> 

Character Educator Bloq, 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Character educati .... terials 

~orkshols or~ Building a 
Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Loa.."n how ~o croa~o ari 
environment wi:o~e bullying is 
simply not tok’,-I°atod. DoveioR 
a tutti.re ol: kindness at you." 

schoot~ Learn more >> 



Chan~lin~j Lives Throuqh 
Love 
~m~gine being put i~ 

~ids ~s ~owb~e, So when 
Pauline S~rks and 

Listen or read more 

Why Martin Luther Kinq Is a 
Hero 
The dictionary defines a 

as "a ~,erson noted for fe~ts ~f 

"persona~ hero" ~s someone you 

esteem. For me, Dn 
Luther Khsg, ]r,, ~s bo~h 

Listen or read more 

The Wisdom and Philosophy 
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr, 

the age of 40, DI°, ~’,’tartin 
L~Rher King, :It, leR a powerful 
and important body of thought. 
He was a preacher and 

sermoss sad speeches an8 
few articles, 
Listen or read more 

"That’s a nice a..’~aiyais, 
Michael, but ] seed to 
play deviFs advocate 
here, ] arn guessing you 

mother ~ neither have 

C~-~t commen:s on I Owe 
It to ~: "No, We 
hawm~t walked m her 
shoes ~11~ that means 

~udge, However, Hght ~s 

:~1~;,-’~’~ comments on MLK 
Day is more than a 
reason for a 3-Day 
Holiday: "Thank you for 
this, There are so many 
who don’t know the 
history of the c[v[~ rights 
movement, el D~. King’s 
o~pos~t~on to the Wet 
[~am War and how 
roundly he was 

because o~ 4." 

Ou.." Character Development 
Seminars equip educators and 
youth-service k’,-adera to be 
effective character 
educator.s, U pco.mi..’~g 

Jan. 29-31 LosAnqeles, CA 

Feb. 18-20 Fort Worth TX 

Feb. 24-26 Visalia CA >> 
Mar. 26-28 Redwood City, 

CA >> 
Apr. 30-May 2, Rock Hill, SC 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

convenient; affoi°dable way to 
iea.."n valuable character~ 
deveiopment techniques, 
Learn more see schedule>> 

Sportsmanship 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

Michael 

Josephson 

~viichaet ~Iose~fl~son motivates audiences fiom ii:e qovernment 

deik, e~y, engagh~g presentaiions, and ~te~sona[ attention to your orgar~atk~rCs 

needs, Ca~ 800-,7:t ~--2<570 or learn more, 

The ..",o..",proi:it }osel~hson [ristit(~te is working to create a world ,4~here l~eopte act mo~’e ethicatiy, 
Your donations e:!abie ~,.’s to offer ser\&:es and resoan:es like this :!ewsiette!, Donate >> 

Prevent this newsiettel° from landing in your junk folder by a88ing commentary@iiethics.org to 
your address book or approved sender list. 

9841 Ailpod Bi’~<i,, #300 i ’Los Ange:e~, ,~A 90(,,1,_ 1800.-711 °,2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or.q I CharacterCounts.org 

@2014 Josephson Institute, "CHARACTE=, C,~ i S," is s ~e,gisteled hademslk of 
Josepi:son Institute. 

Manage newsletter subscriptions == Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US $e(:cer Players News[etti!v <r~ews~et:t:er@usnstp~.com> 

Wednesday, Janta~ry 29. 2014 12:08 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Jan 29, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Jan 2:9, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Spurs .. Manchester City kicks ofi at 2pro on NBCSN in a meeting of 5th vs 2nd 
in the Premier Lea~J..ue. Mexico - Korea is on ESPNews and UrdMas at 9pro. 

Also on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule, belN 5po~t has Napo[i o ka~o in the 

(;ep~ Ralia at 2: 30~ra~ Copa de~ Roy en behq ea ~spanot B~b~o - At~etk:o 

Madrid at t:45pm and Barce[ona ~ kevante at 3:45pm. Copa Libertadores on Fox 
~)eportes: Depertivo Quito- BotafoSo at 7pro. A~/ 77me.s 

Their Words 

Liverpool 4 Everton O, Swanson shuts out Fulham 

The Merseyside derby didn’t $o Everton’s way, with Liverpool winnin8 4.0 at Anfieid in the Premier Lea$ue~Liverpoof. 

opened the s(:erin$ in the 21st: ramut:e and ~)aaiel. Sturrid!~e ~dded !~oal.s in the 33rd and ~Sth. }.tais Suarez ~iaished o~ 
the scoring m the 5Oth minute with SturrM~e missin~ a 54th minute pena[% Tim Howard made five saves in a game 

where Liverpool. ot~tshot Everl:on 20 1:o 18 putti~g 9 of 1:hose oa !~oal. to ~:ve~te~Ys 4. 

"1 think we need to understand why this result happened and we need to learn a few things but, more importantly, we 

need to get to~ethe~ as a lootbat[ dub and make sure [ha[ we ~et back to our bes[ [eve{ as qu~ckty as we can," Eva-rton 
manager Roberto Martinez said. "~t’s what happens in footbaK - you ~et rea~ highs and real Lows. What matters ~s how 

you ~eact to those moments." 

C~inl: Dempsey started and tRayed 71 minutes ia Fulham’s 2-0 loss to Swanson City at UbeH’¢ Stadium. Swanson opened 

the scoring in the 61st minute and doubled the lead m the 75th, Fu~ham are 17th in the Premier Lea!gue table w~th 19 

by ~oal difference at t8 points. 18th-place West Ham and 19th-pla(e Sunderland play their 23rd game of the season on 

Wednesday, Fu{hara h~ve the worst ~ea~ difference in the Premier Le~!~ue by -5 2eais, Read ~4o~e 

USMNT coach Jurgen Klinsmann talks January camp 
With the USMNT days away front the concl.usion oi the January t~ aining camp and Saturday’s fliendty a~ainst Korea, 
coach Jurgen K~nsmann spoke with the rnedia on Tuesday. 

On the January training camp so far. 

team base hotel in Sao Pau[o, to train at the Sao Pau[o FC ta(ihty, to meet the peopte~ to ~et around the city and !~et a 

fee[ fo~ it, I persoa~[b¢ went up to Nst~)[~ to ~edfe. ~ went en the way bac~ te Manat~s to (:hock 1:he fi~ciUties there. We 

have a much better picture now o~ what to expec~ and what wi[[ challenge us~ Therefore, it’s impo~ rant to give the 

p{aye~s sorae feedba~:k~ ’Listen f~t~ys, net: e~eryl:hin~ is f~eiaf~ 1:o be perte(:t. We have te be very tel.eraat and patient 

with things.’ ~f we know that m advance and we adjust to i~ r~pht away men~aiiy, then it’s no bi~ deal ~t’s no pmNem 

at all 

was done, there was no cornp[ah]t anymore from our end be(ause both teams will play under the same circurnstan(es, 

h:’s 2ein~ te be ~ ~it:t{e hetl:e~ th~a other places, Read More 

Galaxy train for MLS and Champions League 



~y Luis Bueno .. C/~RSON~ CA (Jm~ 29~ 2014) US Soccer PLayers ¯ h~ the early s~ases of the LA GaLaxy% preseason camp~ 

complement of player% nor does ~t have ~ts depth charL o~ roster finaLize6, There ~s> however, a sense of urgency noL 

con’[money found m [ate January. 

The GaLa×y however face a historic chaLLenge in less than two months and thus have tried to hit the ground runmng in 

2014, The Galaxy will piny Ti)uana in a CONCACAF Champions League quarte~ final series in mid-Ms~ch and the games 

have shaped the Oab~c/s approach, 

"It’s in the front of our mind actuaLly,** Gain)o/defender Todd Dunwant said. "This is why we’re going so hard straight 

out: oi t:t~e (~a~e, We’re [~t:d: easinf~ t:OO rI~u(:h 1rite this, We ri?a[[y want t:o toe ri?ady ior that," 

scrimmage highlighted the session, and the pace and intensity of the scMmmage was something typ}caLfy seen in the 

midd{e ei the season, AIse~ a con~in{~ent of Pumas UN~.~4 ofik:iats txxN in pa~t of ~he session and chatted tb~ou(~h a 

translator with Galaxy coach Bruce A~ena afterward, Read More 

Portland Timbers add depth and create competition at every position .. Item The Ore~onian’s Jamie Go[dberg: he 

was I)utt:]nr~ ~o~et:her a p[afl ~:o crea~:e a roster with a~: 1east Lwe p{ayers ~:ha~: could o:~mpet:e for ~ay}nf~ t:]rn~ a~ every 

pos~tiom 

Edu arrival increases buzz around Union .. lrom The DeLaware County Times’ Matthew De George: "We’re rely 

excited~" Un~on m~dfiefder Danny Quz said. 

Reyna focused~ energized by his New York challenge - fl’om ESPN FC’s Richard Jolty: That is lust as well a peMod of 

rad](:at 

USA stays sharp away from spotlight - i~om Fox Soccer’s Leander Schae~[aecl<ens: lk£lev~,k~8 l:be 201 ~ 

the 2012 Olymp~cs~ the next Women’s WorLd Cup in Canada ~hon’t come until the summer of 20t 5. 

You can win ever ty~with kids: how Spain ’made’ Juan Mata o from The Score’s Richard Whitta]L: In nations 
arou~x] t;he world, there ~rr~ ra~’¢ l:a[erfl:s [iRe ~4ata l:t~al: new?r !~et: l:t~ese opportunit:ies, 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Nottinsha~a Forest .. Warlord is on beIM Sport at 2:30prn in a meetin~ ol a ~.eam in q~e pLayoil picture in the 

Championship and one hopin~ to stay comfortably rnid-tabfe, tt’s Eric Licha]’s Forest with p~omotion on the mind, well 

~oack of the automatic spots ~out strongly m the conversation to take one oi the pLayofi places, Forest haven’~, had a Lot 

of luck with Warlord, Losing both samos Last season. Forest beat Blackburn 4-1 in thei~ Last Championship game. 

’This wifL be a very !~,ood test for us a!~,ah~st a stron$ Watford tears}’ bfottingharn Forest manager Biity Davies said. "We 

Imow they’ve f~e~: some ex(:e[[ent players and b: shouk~ ~)e a $~eat !~ame of feotba[[ ~or the ~ans in the flround and the 

people watching on television, here’s a ion8 way to go in the season and Warlord are still a threat to any team m th~s 

[~a~LE~. ~Ut: we k~)ow that we (:a[~ caus~ l:[~em [~rob]ems e[~ ~:he n]f~ht aE~d w~[[ ~:f’{ a[~d prevent: them deh)!~ a~)y dar[~a~e te 

Racin~ Santander - Real Sociedad rneeL in the second.Le~ ol their Copa de[ Roy quartelriinaL seMes on belN en Espano[ 

a chunse in [he c[uWs boa[d. Accordin8 to u statemen[ from [he p[aye~ s. hhe club hasn’t paid [hem ’for a number o~ 

months,’ Real Sociedad lead 3-1 from the openin$ [e8 w~th a stronfl perforn’Eance fFom Mexico into[national Caries Vein, 

Who[her or not Vein is involved in Mexico’s World Cup squad is an open question, but he is culr~ e~[[y one o~ the 

d~fference makers for a strong Rea[ Sociedad s~de, 

Also on Thursday’s soccer TV schedule. Fox Deportes has Universidad - Guarani in the Copa Libertadores at 6pro. A#~ 

Sponsor message 



powered by 

i ~:o:~ i Sponsor message 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:13 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin: February 2014 

The lead session in the latest Elite Soccer has 
been put together by Hull City manager Steve 
Bruce. It is called Working Through The Thirds and 
focuses passing, receiving and offering support from 
each of the thr~e areas of the pitch - defence, 
midfield and attack. 

It takes directional passing as a warm-up, then 
brings in opposed possession challenges in 
outlining a variety of key technical points. 

When these elements are combined and practiced 
at a good intensity, the session offers your players 
a great base of core skills, and presents a variety of 
scenarios that have been played out in both first 

team and reserve matches, such is the all- 
encompassing natur~ of the session. 

Also in the latest issue, Sky Bet Championship 
manager of Bolton Wanderers, Dougie Freedman, 
delivers a session that examines how players can 
link with pace and precision to form an attacking 

move from back to front. 

Wolverhampton Wanderers boss Kenny Jackett examines the art of teams passing beyond 
opponents’ midfield, changing the pr~mise of an attractive, expansive game into a dangerous, 
attacking one. 

Fleetwood Town manager Graham Alexander uses all the experience of having played over 1,000 
senior matches to present a session for us on switches of play. It succeeds in creating space and, 
with that, goalscoring opportunities. 

LMA Ambassador Mark Stimson has put together a fast-paced and positive attacking practice that 
concentrates on players shooting accurately, but from distance. 

And Steve Lomas, who was most recently manager of Sky Bet Championship side Millwall, 
explains how effective it can be to have midfield players defending as a unit. 



Steve Bruce is a rare breed in 
modern soccer- a man whose 
managerial career stands up to the 
incredible achievements 
experienced as a player, 

Premier Lea~!ue i:ot~ob’r.~, maki~g mole tl~;~: 300 

appeara..",ces it: the p[ocsss. 

and thei<÷ followed sholt spells at 
14udde..’s~ieid Tow..",~ Wiga~ ,~lMeiic and C~ystal 

But if was at Birn@]~iham, City in 200".’ wi:ele 

~ealiy made i’,is r:ams, (lwice) guidi~ the 

promotion to the Prem~sr Lea~]ue - a~]d 

If yob’ wast to see his of ~I~17 of the othel {!feat 

coscM..",g sessions in this issue, 

If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please for, Nard this email to 
them. They can sign up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

TES]]MONIAL 01:: THE MONTH 



X:: 8UB$ORIBE NOW 

CLASSIC O U OT~.!’~ 

~ "lf you ca~ believe it the mi~d can achieve 

You~ in football, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 
your browser. 

;~.~ In A .... iation with the LMA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 4:11 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Neymar Sr. breaJas his silence 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, Jan. 29, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Neymar St: ~ Don’t Owe the Tax Authorities An~hin# 
AS 

Neymar St. has finally broken his silence about the investigation into his son’s transfer from Santos to 

Barcelona last summer. In an interview with AS, he admitted to receiving a total of 42 million euros 

($57.4 million) from Barca in various installments over several years. 

"It was my job to wrap up and boost the deal," Neymar’s father and agent said. "We received 40 million because he 

left Santos earlier. We [mad better offers. I’m explaining this so my son can be at peace, I don’t want this to cause 

any confusion." He added that it was his decision to go public with his son’s contract. ’q asked [Barca President 

Josep Maria] 8artomeu to get out the contract to protect the Neymar family’s image. I repeat that I don’t owe 

anything to the tax authorities in Spain or Brazil, nothing at all. I hope they believe me, because we want peace." 

Neymar Sr. reiterated that he could have made even more money from Neymar’s eventual move from Santos if the 

player had run down his contract. "He could have left for free in 2014 and I would have earned 120 million euros 

($164 million), because there were offers from other clubs for that amount. I hope this is the last time I have to come 

out and speak about this." - Read the whole story... 

Marca 

El Mundo on Wednesday reported that Spain’s tax authorities will likely consider the 50 million euros ($68 million) 

paid to the company N&N (Neymar & Neymar) as "disguised remuneration," which refers to the provision of 

"rewards, recognition or loans" through ’third parties’, in other words, entities other than the employer and 

employee, according to FT.com. El Mundo says that the big question is whether Barca has paid the tax on the 50 

million or N&N has, but adds that clubs usually offer to pay income tax in similar deals. - Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Liverpool coach Brendan Rodgers [mailed Steven Gerrard and striker Daniel Sturridge as the Reds dismantled 

Everton, 4-0, in the Merseyside derby at Anfield on Tuesday. Captain Gerrard opened the scoring with a header 

from a corner before Sturridge notched a brace in quick succession to put the result beyond doubt before halftime. 

Top scorer Luis Suarez later added a fourth after the break before Sturridge missed out on his hat-trick after 

blasting a penalty over the bar. 

"It was a brilliant individual performance from Daniel," Rodgers said. "His two finishes were sublime and he was 

outstanding in the game. He’s always a threat, he can score in every single game he plays in and normally does." 

Rodgers also highlighted the influence of Gerrard after he scored his eighth Merseyside derby goal in all 

competitions. "His influence in these games is wonderful. He organizes the team and scored a goal. He’s such a 

generous man. A local guy in a derby, to give away a penalty [to Sturridge] shows the mark of the man that he is~ 

He led the team and was outstanding." 

Gerrard acknowledged that he had urged Sturridge to take the spot kick. "lql take responsibility for that, I’ve scored 

a hat trick against Everton and wanted Daniel to experience that feeling," he told BT Sport. "Daniel was magnificent, 

he absolutely destroyed them first half and the third goal killed Everton, it knocked the stuffing out of them. Then we 

knew we could hit them on the break and it worked a treat." - Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Vincent Kompany admitted that Manchester City’s biggest weakness is its all-out attacking style. While City has 

scored an astonishing 110 goals in all competitions this season, its backline has come under scrutiny, the City 

captain said. 

"Our weakness is our strength, like any other squad that are so dominant and so attacking," Kompany told 

ESPNFC. "We play with two strikers and two wingers who are virtually strikers and one of our midfield players - 

which we only have two of - is also virtually a striker [Yaya Toure]. Our fullbacks are pushing up all the time, 

ultimately out of a team of 11 players we have six or seven who are always involved in the attack and it just means 

that there is a lot of ground to cover when you lose the ball. It’s a risk but it’s a style of playing that suits us at the 

moment." 

The Belgium international added: "Complacency is our biggest enemy, it’s very simple. We have six or seven 



players thinking offensive, and that just means we have to be super-aggressive to recover the ball quicMy. When 

we don’t have the ball, ultimately we’re not as good anymore, so I think a good strength is to know how you function. 

This is howwe function, so there’s no excuses for us not to look to get the ball back very quickly." 

Coach Manuel PeHegrini, meanwhile, disagreed with this assessment, pointing to the fact that City has the joint- 

third lowest tally of goals conceded in the Premier League, 25. "Maybe you don’t believe me but we work more in 

defending than attacking because, of course, it is difficult to when you have to defend with less defenders [because 

of the commitment to going forward]. I think it is very important to know how to do it and that’s the way we work here. 

For the moment, we will continue in the same way. Maybe it’s my opinion and I am wrong, but I think this team 

defends very well." - Read the whole story... 

Daily Mail 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger defied suggestions that his team put in a poor performance as the Gunners drew 

2-2 away to Southampton on Tuesday. The result meant that both Manchester City and Chelsea could leapfrog the 

North London club in the Premier League standings on Wednesday night, provided they each get three points from 

games against Tottenham and West Ham, respectively. 

"Overall I would say it is a difficult point but a fair point in a very good football game, so I wouldn’t say like you it was 

a very bad performance," Wenger said. "You want the three points in every game but it is a difficult place 

Southampton~ When you look at the overall record it can happen sometimes away from home you take only one 

point." He added: ’q don’t want to look for any excuses. In the first half, we played in second gear and Southampton 

in fourth~ They played at a higher pace than us, decided to stop us from playing and did it very wee It is difficult to 

maintain but they did it for 90 minutes and they did it very well in the first-half." 

The Frenchman also claimed that Mathieu Flamini didn’t deserve a red card for his two-footed lunge at Morgan 

Schneiderlin in the 80th-minute. Flamini will now miss four games because he has already se~ed a ban this 

season. "To me it looked harsh. He got the ball," Wenger said. "Look, at some stage we have all the feet off the 

ground - when you want to run you need to put the feet off the ground." 

Wenger also confirmed that midfielder Aaron Ramsey had suffered an injury setback and that Arsenal is looking to 

secure new blood before the transfer window closes on Friday. According to various sources, the Gunners have 

lodged a bid for Schalke midfielder Julian Draxler, and could also move for Real Madrid striker Alvaro Morata. - 

Read the whole story._ 

Can Bayern Go Undefeated in the Bundes~i.qa? 
ESPN FC 

In the German Bundesliga, it is no longer a question of if Bayem Munich will win the league, but whether the 

Bavarian giant can make history by managing to do so without registering a single defeat, ESPN blogger Uli Hesse 

says. However, Hesse is not so convinced that Pep Guardiola’s men can achieve the feat, as history is not on 

Bayern’s side. - Read the whole story... 

PSG Denies Messi Approach 
Football Espana 

Paris Saint-Germain owner Nasser AI Khelaifi rejected reports in the French press of a big money transfer for 

Barcelona striker Lionel Messi. "There has never been contact with Messi," AI Khelaifi said. "I’ve not talked with 

Barcelona. Never. For now a move for Messi is impossible." When asked if a move for the four-time Ballon d’Or 

winner could happen in the future, he said: "If you have the money to make him come, make a sign and bring him to 

Paris ... if Messi doesn’t come to Paris, it is because there are limits." - Read the whole story... 

BBC Sport 

Manchester United coach David Moyes says that the signing of Juan Mata coupled with the returns of Robin van 

Perise and Wayne Rooney have already lifted the mood at Old Trafford. Van Persie returned from an 11-match 

injury lay-off to score in a 2-0 win against Cardiff, while Rooney appeared as a second half substitute. Mata also 

shone in his debut, managing to complete 86 percent of his passes and setting up several chances. - Read the 

whole story... 
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Thursday, Jan. 30,2014 

’Don’t get mad 
Doug 

~ Tweet This    ~ Share This 

at kids for struggling’ (Q&A with 
Lemov, Part 3) 

interview by Mike Woitalla 

Coaching clinics, practice vs. game coaching, communicating with a struggling player, and overcoaching are the 

topics in Part 3 of our interview with Doug Lemov, the author of highly acclaimed school teaching books "Teach 

Like a Champion" and "Practice Perfect." Lemov has been working with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve 

coaching through better teaching. 

SOCCER AMERICA: I believe that one problem with coaching education is that when adults go to coaching clinics 

or licensing programs, they watch experienced coaches demonstrate practice sessions with players who are either 

the adult participants or obedient guest youth players on their best behavior because they’re on stage. When the 

student-coaches try these exercises with their team - with young children who are understandably rambunctious 

after a long day at school - the session that ran so smoothly at the clinic becomes chaos in practice. The coaches 

become frustrated, perhaps angry or insecure, if you agree that this is a likely scenario, is there a solution? 

DOUG LEMOV: Agreed. I am a big believer in practice. I actually think it’s useful to practice with compliant adults to get 

better at the delivery and content. But then you also need practice handling kid situations. And as people who run practice for 

a living we ought to be pretty good at designing solutions. 

You could, for example, play copy-cat. Run a practice with a coach. Say, "The first time you’re going to watch me bring them 

in and give them feedback. Watch how I set expectations then scan to make sure they’re attentive. Then the next time you do 

it." 

If the person I’m training struggles I’d have them practice with just me playing the role of a less-than compliant kid, over and 

over. 

You can also practice "skills" like the five skills [outlined in Part 2 of this interview[ with adults to get better at them before you 

use them in front of kids. And when you do, you can get feedback so you know where to improve. In short, getting people to 

pay attention is a skill that responds to practice before the game. 

SA: Do you have any advice on communication with children struggling to master a skill? 

DOUG LEMOV: Three thoughts. 

1) Normalize struggle and error. 

Of course they’re struggling. Who doesn’t? Getting it wrong and then getting it right is the fundamental condition of learning. 

So don’t get mad at kids for struggling. Encourage them not to be afraid. Remind them that if it was easy everyone would do 

it. 

2) Keep it quietly and relentlessly positive. 

"1 know you’re going to get this. It’s just a matter of hard work and I know you’re not afraid of that." 

3) Remain emotionally constant. 

This applies to a lot of coaching situations including but not limited to struggling to master a skill. When you insert your 

emotions - your frustration, your anger, your sarcasm - you insert a whole topic of focus and inquiry (Is he mad at me? Why? 

Does he get mad equally at other players? Do I deserve this? Does he sound like my dad when he’s mad?) That distracts 

players from the thing they need to focus on: trying to learn. It makes learning inefficient. Be steady at the helm= 

SA: All the advice you’ve given us is intended for training sessions. What’s your view on "teaching" during 

games? 

DOUG LEMOV: Well, I offer these comments cautiously, know more about practice than games, more about learning than 

performing. So here are some thoughts from an educator but they may not always apply. 

Generally, I think it’s hard to teach during a game. It can even be counter-productive sometimes. Generally, if you shout 

guidance to someone during a game and the thing you’re shouting about isn’t something you have explicitly taught them how 



to do, you risk causing them to do one of two things: 1) engage consciously in thinking about what you said or 2) practice 

ignoring you .... 

What you can do is help players make small tactical or technical adaptations especially if: 1) they refer back to things you 

have explicitly learned in practice 2) your language is efficient, and 3) you can time the guidance so it doesn’t come when 

players’ cognitive load is already maxed out. 

SA: As I mentioned at the beginning of this [three-part] interview, I’m a bit uncomfortable comparing coaches to 

schoolteachers because, besides the other differences, soccer is playtime. And I think that well-intended coaching 

education often creates coaches who coach too much - not only taking the fun out of it, but denying the children 

the freedom to explore the game on their own terms. As we know, the world’s greatest players had the luxury to 

play without adults around. Can you allay my fears that your advice won’t encourage overcoaching? 

DOUG LEMOV: I think the game gets more fun when you understand it better and are more successful at it. So I don’t think 

good teaching is antithetical to fun. But you’re right that overcoaching can be a problem. 

I think our conversation a minute ago kind of gets at what that might look like in a game - trying to teach in a game what 

really needs to be taught in practice probably results in a lot of overcoaching - a kid trying to execute in a game while a 

shouting adult tries to tell her what to do (and what she might not know how to do) in real time. 

In practice, on the other hand, overcoaching might mean an overload of verbal information and not enough "engineered doing." 

You want them to play a lot and when you design how they play intentionally you can talk less and just guide their experience 

with short bursts of feedback. 

Read Part 1 of our interview with Lemov, "What Teachers can Teach Coaches," HERE. 

Read Part 2 of our interview with Lemov, "Say it carefully., quickly, clearly" HERE. 

(Doug Lemov is the author of "Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to Colleqe, " a study of 

teachers who get exceptional results in high-poverty schools. He’s also co-author with Erica Woolway and Katie Yezzi of 
’~Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Gettin¢l Better, "a study of the art of practicing. His books have been 

translated into nine languages and he works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coachh~g through better teaching. He 

blogs at teachlikeachampion.com.) Twitter: @Dou~l LemoV) 

(Mike Woil~lla, the executive editor of Soccer Amefica, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla coaches youth soccer in Northern California at 

East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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Today’s Soccer TV 
Nottingham Forest - Watford is on belN Sport at 2:30pm. Racing Santander - @ 

Real Sociedad meet in the second-leg of their Copa del Rey quarterfinal series 

on belN en Espanol at 2:45pm. Also on Thursday’s soccer TV schedule, Fox Deportes has Universidad - Guarani in the 

Copa Libertadores at 6pm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We have every reason to be optimistic. The core 9roup of players we have assembled in recent years has shown that it 

has what it takes to prevail in the most challengin9 of circumstances. With the arrival of/~anuel Pellegrini and the 

further strengthenin9 of our squad,/~anchester City has entered the 2013-14 season with a renewed sense of 

confidence for the future.’" Manchester City chairman Khaldoon AI Mubarak. 

Aston Villa 4 - West Brom 
City 

3, Sunderland beats Stoke 

As[on Villa beat West Brom 4-3 in a West Midlands derby on Wednesday at Villa Park. West Brom took the lead in the 4th 
minute and doubled it from an own-goal five minutes later. Andreas Weimann pulled a goal back for Villa in the 12th 
minute and Leandro Bacuna equalized in the 24th. Fabian Delph put Villa up a goal in the 37th with West Brom 
equalizing just before halftime. Christian Ben[eke converted a 64th minute penalty for the Villa win. Brad Guzan made 

two saves for Villa. 

"But you find yourselves two-down," Villa manager Paul Lambert said. "That’s hard enough in any game but in a derby 
match it doubles because of the importance to the crowd. But the turnaround was absolutely fantastic. What a 
performance that was! To turn it around - and the way we did it - was absolutely fantastic." 

Jozy Altidore started and played 67 minutes in Sunderland’s 1-0 shutout of Geoff Cameron’s Stoke City at the Stadium 
of Light. Adam Johnson scored the game winner in the 17th minute. Stoke City played with 10-men for most of the 
second-half, with the referee sending off Steven Nzonzi in the 53rd minute. Read More 

Jermaine Jones joins Besiktas on loan from Schalke 
04 
USMNT midfielder Jermaine Jones is now a member of Beskitas. After pushing for a move during the January transfer 
window, Jones leaves Schalke 04 on loan for the Turkish Super Lig club. Beskitas are currently 5th in the Super Lig table 
after 18 rounds. The top four teams in Turkey qualify for European competition. 

This is the third loan move for Jones. In 2005 Bayer Leverkusen loaned him to Eintracht Frankfurt and in 2011 Schalke 04 
loaned him to Blackburn Rovers. Beskitas has the option of making the loan for Jones permanent. 



Jones tweeted ’With pride and honor I wit[ wear the btack eagte jersey.’ He has 129 appearances with Schatke 04 since 

joining the club in 2007. He has 32 appearances and two goats with the USMNT. Read More 

Following foreign clubs with American players 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Jan 29, 2014) US Soccer Players - At first glance, its reads like a random list of 

clubs, tied together by tittle more than their geographical location within the sphere of the continent we ca[[ "Europe". 

Bayer Leverkusen, Rangers, Sochaux, Standard Liege, PSV Eindhoven, Rennes, Manchester City, Ajax, Roma, and that 

collection is far from comprehensive. 

They are at[ clubs Americans once cared about in large numbers. Each weekend during the European season, those so 

inclined to live and die with the fortunes of soccer players based across an ocean flipped on their television or navigated 

to a web stream in the hopes of watching one of them play in the Eredivisie, Jupiter League, Ligue 1, etc. These were 

not casual viewers, but dedicated soccer fans intently watching for very specific reasons. 

Specifically, that reason was the American or Americans that donned their cotors at the time. Every one of the clubs on 

the above list were once home to an American player or two, becoming by default "important" clubs within the 

American soccer sphere. The hardest of hardcore made sure to catch at[ the games they could. Those inclined to tater 

Saturday wake up ca[Is stilt tracked their fortunes closely. It was mostly about America, but as this is a team sport, it 

was also about the team. The better the team did (especially with the American player making significant 

contributions), the better it reflected back on American soccer. 

As of this moment, every one of the ctubs on the above tist - and a few more, easity forgotten - do not have any 

Americans in their squads. Naturatty, the ctubs no tonger garner the attention they once did. In most cases, any bonds 

formed with them were easity broken the moment the tast vestige of Yankee pride departed the premises. Read More 

Scouting America: How good is German-American Gedion Zelalem? - from ESPN FC’s Atex Labidou: White Arsene 

Wenger is a manager who tikes to give youth a chance, it is tikety that Zetatem witt be brought atong stowty over the 

next two or three years. 

Three debutants to start for El Tri vs. Korea Republic - from Goat.com’s Tom Marshatt: Atfredo Tatavera witt start in 

goat, which is perhaps surprising considering Cruz Azut’s Jesus Corona is more experienced and was expected to get the 

nod. 

David Beckham, Miami-Dade County to rally support for MLS stadium - from The Miami Heratd’s Michette Kaufman and 

Patricia Mazzei: Instead, both sides set a framework and a timetine for the negotiations. 

MLS commissioner will meet with Mayor, Hartman on SA trip - from The San Antonio Express News’s Dan McCarney: 

Hartman and Castro deferred comment untit after meeting with Garber. 

What Ever Happened To ... USMNT hero, former San Jose Clash, LA Galaxy winger Eddie Lewis - from 

MLSsoccer.com’s John Botster: How Lewis made it from "good cortege prayer" to "Wortd Cup hero" informs what he’s up 

to today. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
PSG - Bordeaux is on belN Sport at 2:15pm in Ligue 1 action for Friday. PSG read France’s topftight by three points after 

22 rounds. Bordeaux are 7th, 17 points behind PSG who are coming off a surprise 1-1 draw with Guingamp over the 

weekend. Bordeaux beat ASSE 2-0 on Sunday, but tost their previous two games against Bastia and Toutouse. 

USA Women - Canada is on Fox Sports 1 at 9pm in an internationat friendty from Frisco’s Toyota Stadium. This is the 

first of two friendties scheduted for the US Women, with the second in Attanta against Russia on Feb 12. 

"The prayers and staff are rooking forward to praying matches," US Women’s coach Tom Sermanni said. "We had 

productive training camps in December and January, but having three games in tess than two weeks is a great 

opportunity for these prayers to continue to show their growth as individuats and as a team. This is the start of a year in 



which competition for places becomes much more critical, as does team performance and results." 

Granada - Celta Vi~o is on belN en Espano[ at 2:45pm for our Friday La Liga enjoyment. Granada were shutout 2-0 by 
Real Madrid on Saturday. Ce[ta Vigo beat Real Betis 4-2 last Friday, winning two of their last four games. 

Also on Friday’s soccer TV schedule, ESPN Deportes has More[ia - Leon at 8:30pm. All Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 

Click here to sufelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPluyers." Click here to view muilin.~ urchives, here to chun.~e vour preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivucV 

Emai[ subscriptions powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. 
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Section 2: Jermaine Jones Heads to Turkey; New Neymar-gate Twist 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, Jan. 30, 2014 Tweet This ::~~ Share This 

ESPN FC                                                                                                         [~ 

Jermaine Jones on Thursday officially joined Turkish SuperLig club Besiktas from German club Schalke, 

which in early January told the USA midfielder that he could search for a new club during the transfer 

window, which ends on Friday. Jones has joined the Istanbul club on a short-term deal until the end of the season, 

with the option of extending his deal until 2016. 

According to ESPN, the German-American, who used to earn 4 million euros ($5.4 million) per year at Schalke, is 

taking a hefty pay-cut to join Besiktas, earning 700,000 euros ($950,000) until the summer, and then 1.8 million euros 

($2.4 million) per year if the club picks up the option to keep him, plus a bonus of 10,000 euros ($13,600) for every 

game played. 

"Tomorrow is a big day for me, and I hope everything goes well," Jones told Besiktas TV on Wednesday. In a 

message on Instagram on Thursday, Jones bid farewell to Schalke’s fans. "Thank you for those wonderful year on 

Schalke, the fans will always remain in my heart. Something new begins," he wrote. 

Besiktas is currently fifth in the Turkish league, which is outside of the European places. It is currently banned from 

the Europa League, which it qualified for last season, due to a game-fixing case dating back to the 2010-2011 

season. - Read the whole story... 

Santos to Sue Neymar Sr 
ESPN FC 

The fallout from Neymar-gate continues, as Brazilian giant Santos on Thursday said the club plans to take Neymar 

St. to court in order to claim a share of the 40 million euros ($54 million) he received as part of his son’s move to 

Barcelona last summer. According to ESPN, Neymar Sr. says the 40 million was actually a "penalty clause" that was 

owed to the Neymar family as a result of the Brazil international moving to the club 12 months earlier than had been 

previously agreed. 

However, Santos is complaining that it only received 17.1 million euros ($23 million) for its former player, which the 

club adds that it had to split with third-party investors DIS Esporte and Teisa. The Brazilian giant claims notes that the 

stated transfer fee of 57 million euros ($77.3 million) is false, because 40 million of that total never went to the selling 

club. 

In an interview, Santos president Odilio Rodrigues said he believed the full fee to have been 17.1 million euros, with 

no idea where the other 40 million came from. "A difference of 40 million makes everyone suspicious," Rodrigues 



said, adding that former president Sandro Rosell, who stepped down last week following the opening of an 

investigation into the transfer, had told him there was a 40 million euro payment to another company (Neymar Sr.’s 

company N&N) that was a private affair that did not concern the Brazilian club. Now, Rodrigues claims that Santos, 

as the selling club, deserves to see full documentation surrounding the transfer, because it only saw a portion of the 

stated total. "Santos is going to file a complaint and expect a response," he said. 

Separately, ESPN is also reporting that DIS, one of the third parties mentioned above, is threatening legal action 

against Barca and Neymar St, too. - Read the whole story... 

’Complete’ Man City Crushes S urs Goes To BBC S_port 
BBC Sport 

Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini hailed his team’s "complete" performance that resulted in a 5-1 demolition 

of Tottenham Hotspur at White Hart Lane on Wednesday. The result saw City leapfrog Arsenal into first place in the 

Premier League for the first time this season. 

"We defended well and the performance from the team was complete," Pellegrini said. "We are not thinking about the 

title because we have another 15 games to play. We must continue to play the same way we played here." He added: 

"It was probably the best we have played away because we played a very good team who were also in a very good 

moment." As for being top of the table, the Chilean said, "It is good to be top because it then depends on what we do. 

We have still to fight for 45 points more." 

The only blight on the emphatic away victory was the hamstring injury to Sergio Aguero. "He has injured his 

hamstring. Now we must wait and see how serious it is," Pellegrini said. "We have tried not to depend on one player 

but we will always miss Sergio because he’s a top player and we hope to have him again as soon as possible." 

Aguero, who scored the opener in the first-half on Wednesday, will likely miss the visit of third-place Chelsea at the 

Etihad next Monday. - Read the whole story... 

European Transfer Update 
Reuters 

Jozy Altidore is about to face more competition on Sunderland’s front line, as the club announced the arrival of 

Ignacio Scocco on a two-and-a-half year deal from Brazilian club Intemacional on Thursday, In Spain, Valencia sent 

outDorlan Pabon, Helder Postiga and Andres Guardado on loan to Sao Paulo, Lazio and Bayer Leverkusen, 

respectively, while adding former Barcelona midfielder Seydou Keita to its ranks until the end of the season alter he 

joined from Chinese club Dalian Aerbin, In Italy, AC Milan completed a loan move for Fulham midfielder Adel 

Taarabt, - Read the whole story,,, 

Mourinho Slams ’19th Century’ West Ham Tactics 
Sky Sports News 

Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho railed against West Ham’s defensive tactics following his team’s 0-0 draw with its 

London rival at Stamford Bridge on Wednesday. The Portuguese accused West Ham of playing "football from the 

19th century" alter being frustrated during the goalless draw. The result meant that Mourinho’s men fell to three 

points behind new Premier League leader Manchester City, which Chelsea faces at the Etihad on Monday. 

"It’s very difficult to play a football match where only one team wants to play. It’s very difficult," he said. "A football 

match is about two teams playing and this match was only one team playing and another team not playing. I told Big 

Sam [Allardyce], and I repeat my words: they need points and, because they need points, to come here and play the 

way they did, is it acceptable? Maybe, yes. I cannot be too critical, because if I was in his position I don’t know if I 

would do the same. Maybe." He added: "At the same time I told him also this is not Premier League, this is not the 

best league in the world, this is football from the 19th century. The only (other) thing I could bring was a Black and 

Decker (tool) to destroy the wall." 

Chelsea had 39 shots but could not find a way past a resolute West Ham defense. Mourinho said he could not be 



unhappy with his players for the effort they gave. "With my players, I’m happy," he said. "My team tried everything. 

Their goalkeeper saved a lot, but they also had other players without gloves who saved a lot. They played with five 

defenders; they looked more goalkeepers than defenders." - Read the whole story... 

Cop_pa Italia SemiFinal Clashes Set 
Associated Press 

Napoli edged Lazio, 1-0, in the Coppa Italia on Wednesday thanks to a late goal from striker Gonzalo Higuain to set 

up a two-game semifinal series clash with AS Roma, which last week beat Juventus, 1-0, in its quarterfinal. The other 

Coppa Italia semifinal sees Fiorentina face Udinese. The two-game series is scheduled for Feb. 4-5 and 11-12. - 

Read the whole story... 

Copa del Rey Semifinal Clashes Set 
Reuters 

Atletico Madrid on Wednesday advanced to the Copa del Rey semifinal where it will meet Real Madrid following a 2-1 

win at the New San Mames stadium against Athletic Bilbao, which suffered its first loss in its new stadium. The win 

gave Atleti a 3-1 aggregate win over two games. Real had advanced earlier in the week thanks to a 2-0 series win 

against Espanyol. 

Barcelona, meanwhile, also advanced to the Copa semifinal thanks to a 5-1 demolition of Levante. In the end, Barca 

comfortably won the two-game series, 9-2, setting up a semifinal clash against either Real Sociedad or Racing 

Santander, which play the second game of their series on Thursday. La Real currently leads 3-1 after the first game. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ribery and Benzema Acquitted in Solicitation Trial 
ESPN FC 

France internationals Franck Ribery and Karim Benzema on Thursday were both acquitted of charges of soliciting 

an underage prostitute. Ribery, 30, and Benzema, 26, faced up to three years in prison if found guilty of having 

sexual relations with Zahia Dehar, now 21, when she was under 18. However, the judge at a court in Paris ruled 

there wasn’t enough proof that the pair were aware of Dehar’s age at the time. - Read the whole story... 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

A rising Pac-i2 power picks up the 
commitment of a U.S. youth international 
pool player. See what swayed his choice. 

MORE-" Girls Commits - Looking Southbound 

Today we take a look at the U13-Ui5 Girls in 
our monthly Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank Top 25 update. See which clubs 
have been making some noise. 

TAL}  NT i[NFLUX 
The Big Ten is about to get a massive influx 
of talent, and it’s not all heading to the 
traditional [~o_wers one might expect. 

i 
ii’~’ii Premier Content1 

MORE-" Biq East Recruiting Breakdown 

DID YOU SEE? 

Highlights: Joe Gallardo 
scored in the U17s 1-1 draw 
with Scotland. 

This is a fun USIVlNT video 
to remind you there is a 
USMNT. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 
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The most intense Division I camp experience 
that you will find will be at Northern Illinois. 

We expose you to every aspect of what our 
players do in a year (intense training, 11vll 

matches, video breakdown, mental 
toughness and psychology training, strength 
and conditioning training and testing). 

Come train with us this summer and see if 
you have what it takes to excel at the 
highest level of Division I soccer! 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Jan ~1,2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Jan 3t, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

PSG .. Bordeaux is on belN Spo~t at 2:15pm. USA Women .. Canada is on Fox 

Spo~ts 1 at 9prn i~ an i~ten~at~o~aL friendly flora griscds Toyota Stadium, 

(}ragada ~ CeSta Vi~) is on ~)el~4 en Espanol. at 2:45pm. A~se en Friday’s soccer 

schedule, ESPN Deportes has More[ia - Leon at 8:30#rn. A~ Th~e~ Eastern 

Their Words 

S$oke C~ty manager Mark Hughes, 

USMNT - Korea: Five Things to watch for 
8y J Hutcherson .. WASHINGTON, DC (Jan ~1,2014) US Soccer PI.ayers- With the USt4NT c[osin~ out the Januapi 2014 

can’@ with Saturday’s friendly a~amst Korea (Spin ET - ESPN2} here are five things to watch fo~. 

Focus~n~ on th~s squad right now 

The p~ob[em hist:ork:a[ty wit:h t:he January camp is that iL ends wh:h a game 1:hat: features a 8~oup of £tayers that mighL 

never p[ay toseLher aSain aL USMN~ level Eve[ybody knows that 80h~8 in, but iL’s diCferent tryin~ to jud$e per¢o[mance 

when Lhe players arebnd yob may er may not be USM~,~’[" regu[afs, C[bb cornrni[me~lLs [eep [he [karo£ean cont:hlgent ouL 

of the Janual~ camp, and that significantly alters what Jurgen K[msmann can do to make the squad fee[ like NaLiona[ 

Team business as usual That doesn’t devalue the opportumW, Khnsrnamt and h}s staff can certah~[y get a sense of how 

individual performance m~ght translate, g[insmann’s La[k of w~dening the pool speaks to that. finding players that give 

him options when the FIFA calendar cooperates and his choices are~t as limited. 

Positron players 

Whorl adidstJng t:he sqbad afti~,r 1:he rot:urn to the US from BS~ZJ[; ~[k)s~)arH1 o~[[ed ifl one addh:~efla[ p[ayer, }t sheb[dn’t: 

come as a surprise LhaL he wenL wiLh a defender, M~chael. ParkhursL joins a $[ou9 0� USMNT defenders m camp that 

qtfite strong especial.[y hi the center. Though Korea hasn’t shown a Lende~x:y Lo £ress Jn their f~rst two ~iend[ies on 1:heir 

US tour, this US defense should have them reconsidering their options. The US m~dfietd should abe keep ptaye~ s m 

recognizable positions as weLL Read More 

Changes in San Jose and Montreal’s academy 
:~occ_l Players .. tn Thursday’s col.umn, Ton}; spotlights three former By Tony Edwards .. :~ n go~_, CA (Jan 30~ 2014) US ~ ""~ 

San Jose players, asks what is a reasonaMe return flora a development academy, and reraai~s ~r~ the Pacific Northwest 

with resLer questions for ~ett[and and 

Why are two of San Jose’s more skf[Iful p~ayers ~fnfn~ up fn Whftecaps 
uniforms thfs season? 

1’re got a btind spot when it comes to Mehdi Bat[ouch% I admit it. Uniortunate[y, he hasn’t been able to show his [eve{ of 

skirt in t~[.S [)ecause of J[~:~u[rie$, [~,[t:her than see if gatk~uchy (:ouk~ ~e the key to a newty diverse San Jose attack, the 

Earthquakes tel h~m go to Vancouver in one of the many drafts MLS holds m the off.seasom I hope LhaL he’ll $et p[ayin~ 

tin~te in a rote that suits 

h~ the case of Steven Beitashour however, San Jose cited salary concerns fo~ send}rig him to Vancouver for a[Locaticm 

money. White winning games is the focus~ Beitashour is a San Jose native and has become an international, cabber 

player, Shfpp~ng him off to help a Western Conference rfva[, even if ft’s for one season, is an interesting move, 

How many graduates of the ~mpact’s p~ayer development academy are on 

their current roster? 



Fiw!b a(x:erdin~ to this (coLumn from the Montreal Gazette. 

]qi?y~ five academy players on your roster J!~ not bad~ especially at this sta~>e of the Iea~ue’s Aeade~:ly system. How many 

them make the first team roster and gel real MLS minutes~ hewever~ ~s the ~eaL quest~om Read More 

On heels of stellar MLS season~ Mike Magee sets sights on World Cup .. Item SI~cem’s Brian S~aus: "So 

(~e f~feat every 

Why aren’t American players taken seriously in Europe? - from k.’:SPN F(Ts Reger Bennett: In that regard, foetbaIL 
players a~e no different to eve~:/day personnel 

In the mind of TFC Designated Player Michael Bradley .. Item The Toronto Sun’s Kurt~s Larson: "I knew what an 
incredible ~ob MLSE had done putting it tosether." 

MLSE outlines plans for stadium renovation~ with eye on HFL team ~ from The Toronto Gfobe and MaiL’s DavM 
Shoalts: Hovceve~, on either sMe of t:fi~s i?quation~ the road afii?ad is frau~}ht with pot:fie{ea as deep as ~V~L.SE’s po(:ket:s. 

MLSE plan for an expanded BMO Field loaded with uncertainty ~ ifom GoaL(:omh; Rudi S(:]~L~r: ~l~t W~’ ~ ~(~ i ~: ~r~ ~ 
way you’LL never kno~:,, there’s a CFL team when you’re there for a seato: game../’ 

MLS commish meets to talk S.A. future o from MY San Antordo’s Dan McCa~ ney: "I think the comm}ssioner has seen we 

{~ave a pFove~ ~Y~odel heFe," 

USMNT- Korea on ESPN2 highlights the weekend 
soccer on TV 

USMNT .. Y, orea is on Satin day at 5pro on ESPN2. Korea shutout Cesta Rica Last week 1-0 and test 4.0 to Mexico as they 

concLude theft ~our o~ the US a~ StubHub Center. The ~ame is a se[iout at 27k, The USMNT comes off a month-Long 

trah~h~g camp that h~ctuded a trip to the teanYs World Cup base in Sao Paulo, Brazil 

Juventus - Inter M~an is on belN Spo~t on Sunday at 2:40pro in a meetin$ of Se~ie A’s top team and 5thq)Lace h~ter. 

Jbventua has a si:<opoint Lead on 2nd-t£ace Roma. wi{h Inter needing te make u{~ tx~]nts to t:atch =l{{:~pLac:e Fk~rentina 

eigh~ points ahead of ~hem. There’s abe p:essu:e fl’on: Tu:in’s oU:eF cLub wi~h Termo m 6Lb..pLace, 

Manchester City .. Chelsea is on NBCSN at Spin with City go:ring another epporb.mity Lo show what they can do at home 

against a top l:ea:’~L Before the weekend s(:heduLe, Ci{’/are {op ol t:he table wi{tr~ $3 poinl:s~ with 3rd-pLace CheLaea en 

~0~ 

"] think they have everything/’ CheLsea manager Jose Mourinho said of City~ "The p{ayers are obvious{y very good and 
theh manager }s also do}rig a good ~ob. On top of that. and this }s just pure coinc}dence, the reality ~s they have had 

many crucia{ derisions in :he~r favour, They were k:cky a~ainst L~verpoeL against Newcast[e and a~ainst Tet:enham, 

~:lt I :epeat th~s is just p{~re coincidence. C~ty score goa{s, and : don’t think re: them it }s 1rope:rant if somebody :s 

Saturday 

USMNT ¯ Korea is on ESPN2 a~ 5prn~ 

Premier League on NBCSN: Newcasde United - Sunde:iand aE Yam and Stoke City - Manchester United at 9:45am. 

Champk)nship on betN sport: Queens Parl~ Rangers o gurnl.ey at Yam. Scottish Premier [.ea~ue on Fox Soo::er PLus: 
Patrick Thisge - Dundee United at 10am~ Read More 
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Soccer America ConLidential: Parkhurst sees bright future with return to MLS 

Friday, Jan. 31,2014 

Parkhurst sees 
By Ridge Mahoney 

bright future with 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

return to MLS 

The last addition to the U.S. national team roster is the first one to admit that his future looked murky until about 

a month ago. 

Marooned on the bench with German club FC Augsburg, defender Michael Parkhurst felt liberated earlier this month when 

MLS reached an agreement for his transfer to Columbus. About a week later, as he was about to arrive in Ohio to take a 

physical and clear up the paperwork, came news of his recall to the national team. 

"It’s exciting for MLS to have him back because he has tremendous experience, an amazing attitude," said U.S. head coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann Friday in a press conference prior to the team’s final training session for its match against South Korea 

Saturday (live on ESPN2, UniMas, 5 p.m. ET). "In our group, he’s a role model. We also timed it that way because going into 

the camp we had three left back and three right backs, because we wanted to see some youngsters. So he joined us when 

we came back to L.A." 

Parkhurst wasn’t surprised. The callup had been expected. Still, it necessitated a frantic re-booking of flights to get him out to 

Southern California last weekend. 

q’hose guys have a few weeks of training on me so I’ve got to catch up quick, real quick," he said before arriving in Southern 

California. "The World Cup’s not far away and the World Cup is a real big opportunity for me. 

He knows the importance of Saturday’s game. 

"Every chance could be the last chance," he added. 

Multiple factors prompted his return to MLS. Five solid seasons in the Danish league with FC Nordsjaelland led to the 

Augsburg move a year ago, but he played just two Bundesliga games last season as Augsburg narrowly avoided relegation= A 

good start this season was good news for the fans and coach Markus Weinzierl, who received a contract extension just 

before Christmas, but bad news for Parkhurst. He make the squad of 18 for only one Bundesliga game, and he didn’t play a 

single minute for the first team. 

"1 had some opportunities to move on in the summer, but nothing really jumped out at me, so I thought I would say and fight it 

out," he recalls. ’1 still felt I could have an impact on the team, but after a few weeks of the season I could tell the coach had 

absolutely no plans for me. I knew I had to move in the winter, but I wasn’t sure if that was MLS or somewhere else in 

Europe." 

There were opportunities to sign a short-term contract back in Denmark, but that would mean hauling his wife and two children 

back there, or perhaps living apart. He’d also have to ponder another possible move during the summer. He began researching 

a move back to MLS; his rights were still held by New England, where he won Rookie of the Year honors in 2005 and the 

Defender of the Year award in 2007 while helping the Revs reach three straight MLS Cups. New England retained his rights by 

making an offer that he rejected after his contract expired. 

He informed Revs head coach Jay Heaps he’d prefer going somewhere else, which turned out to be Columbus, which recently 

hired another American with playing experience in Europe, Gregg Berhalter, as head coach. 

"It pretty much came down to I wanted to experience something new and I didn’t want to play on turf," he says. "The 

Revolution were up for trading me and it worked out for everybody. I’m fortunate that it did. 

"It was probably mid-December, the latter half of December, that we really started looking at MLS and Columbus. Gregg called 

and said they were interested, but there were a lot of hurdles from there on out, dealing with Augsburg and with the Revolution. 

I’m just happy it all worked out in the end." 

When he left, even countries like Denmark paid salaries double or triple of those of many MLS regulars. Financial terms of his 

return haven’t been disclosed but he’s no doubt in much better shape. 

For his rights the Revs got the No. 4 overall pick in the 2014 SuperDraft, which it used on forward Steve Neumann, and 

allocation money. For Parkhurst, the move meant stability for his family, a return home, and two unattained achievements. 



"I’ve had a good career but the two things I still haven’t achieved yet are the World Cup and winning an MLS championship, " 

he admits. ’q’hat’s something I want to do before I retire." 

Parkhurst has played on both corners in his career as well as at centerback, which is wher~ he played for the Revs. Berhalter 

has expressed the idea of playing three in the back, which might affect Parkhurst’s chances to make the World Cup roster; 

the U.S. is relatively deep in centerbacks and a bit thin on the outside. Yet Klinsmann’s preference for versatile players can tip 

the scales in Parkhurst’s favor, and at 29, he’s right in those peak years for most professional soccer players. 

’"(ou might be seeing him in the left-back role," said Klinsmann of where DaMarcus Beasley has been lining up the past two 

years. "He was fit already when the transfer was done, he was working on his own, and we know him since, obviously, over 

the past few years that he’s a very, very serious professional player. 

’Mike has very good technique, he’s very calm on the ball, and his vision on the field is really good. He can see between 

people. So he’s not getting nervous when he’s getting attacked maybe by a winger or he gets high-pressured by a team like 

South Korea’s doing. They’re often playing a high-pressure system, so you’ve got to stay calm and work your way th[~)ugh 

that. 

"But it’s also based on his experience, many years playing in Europe. He played Champions League before, he didn’t make it 

the way he wanted in the Bundesliga now. But that’s certainly something that his on his plus side. That’s why we are glad to 

have him in this group." 

Unlike his coach in Germany, Parkhurst believes his German-born U.S. coach is offering a viable opportunity. 

"I’ve been speaking with Jurgen for a few weeks now and he told me all along that he was bringing me in when I got things 

settled with MLS," says Parkhurst. 

In Denmark, he won a Danish Cup and went through a relegation battle. Though he played little in Germany, the intensity of 

training sessions and raucous atmosphere at matches impressed him. For the USA, he played five of six Gold Cup matches 

last summer and he played -- at left back - in the deciding game of the semifinal round of qualifying against Guatemala, so 

Klinsmann knows what he brings in a competitive setting. He’s been capped 23 times dating back to his debut in 2007. 

Parkhurst hopes his time in Europe has elevated his game sufficiently to earn a ticket to Brazil but in any case, he’s glad he 

went. ’We had a great experience and we’ll definitely be back to visit show the kids where they grew up, he says. "That’s a 

once-in-a-lifetime thing and not a lot of people get to live abroad and experience the things we experienced. I’ll look back 

fondly on my five years in Europe." 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, Jmmary 31, 2014 

Saturday, Feb. 1, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U.S. men host South Korea on Saturday .... La Liga leader Barcelona plays on Saturday .... Bundesliga 
leader Bayern Munich and Serie A’s No. 1 Juventus are in action on Sunday .... English Premier League leader      I ii~i I 

L222J Manchester City defends its top spot on Monday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed deily throughout the week. 

SATURDAY, Febr~sa~’y 1 

BelN SPORTS 

England QPR-BURNLEY (live) 7 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CAGLIARI-FIORENTINA (live) Noon. 

italy AC MILAN-TORINO (live) 2:40 pm. 

France LORIENT=MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Friendly USA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 10 am. 

NBCSN 

England NEWCASTLE-SUNDERLAND (live) 7 am. 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9:45 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-RAYO (live) Noon. 

Spain GETAFE-VALLADOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-TORINO (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-WOLFSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HANNOVER-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RACING- NACIONAL (live) 5:30 pm. 

MUN2 

England STOKE CITY-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9:55 am. 

UNiMAS 

international Friendly USA-SOUTH KOREA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 7 pm. 

UNiViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-ATLANTE (live) 6 pm. 

UNiViSION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY=TIGRES (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-QUERETARO (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WELLINGTON-ADELAIDE (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am= 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 10 am. 



NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England WEST HAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 7:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am= 

England CARDIFF CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England EVERTON-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Febr~ary 1~ 

ReIN SPORTS 

Italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

France STADE RENNAIS-LYON (live) 11 am. 
Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST BROM-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy ATALANTA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-ESPANYOL (lie) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (delay) 5 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-VlTESSE (live) 8 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pm. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-PENAROL (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico UNAM-TIJUANA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-TIJUANA (live) 1 pm. 

FOX$OCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-LIVERPOOL (live) 8 am. 

England ARSENAL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10:30 am. 

~4©NDAY, Febr~ry 3 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (delay) 12:30 pm, 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VILLARREAL-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

MUN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Feb. 1, 2014 
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Section 1 : Leroux comes back to hatmt Canada: Klinsmann sets up USA-South Korea 

Saturday, Feb, 1, 2014 

Leroux comes back to haunt Canada 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-CANADA] Canadian-born Sydney Leroux, who switched 

allegiances at the youth level, scored the lone goal to give the USA 

a I-0 win over Canada before the largest U.S. home crowd in more 
than a decade. The win kept the USA unbeaten under Tom 

Sermanni, who started SA College Player of the Year Morgan Brian 

for the first time in midfield and an entirely new backline from the 

team that beat Canada in the 2012 Olympics....Read the whole 
sto~y 

What They’re Saying 

"With the legalization of weed in Colorado. Do you 

see the stadium at any point in the future selling 
joints along with beer? I am sure you would make a 

lot of money and the fans would love it!" 

"Awesome suggestion to clearly drive more 

revenue ... however, don’t see it ..." 

-- Colorado Rapids president Tim Hinchey in his 

AMA with Rapids fans. (Reddit) 



Klinsmann sets up first friendly of the year 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[USA-SOUTH KOREA] On the eve of the USA’s friendly against South 
Korea at StubHub Center (rive on ESPN2 and UniMas, 5 p.m. ET), 

head coach Jurgen Klinsmann met the press shortly before a 

training session. There was plenty of praise and positivism, as usual, 
and genuine energy. Yet Klinsmann clearly has treated these last 

few weeks of preparation as he does the tough group into which 

the Americans have been placed: a challenging opportunity. 

...Read the whole story 

Sounders take Pappa with allocation pick 
by Seccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Seattle Sounders used their No. 1 
selection in the allocation ranking order to select Guatemalan 
international Marco Pappa in what is effectively a straight swap for 

the player they gave up to obtain the selection from Chivas USA, 

Argentine Mauro Rosales .... Read the whole story 

Duke’s Ibeagha lands in Danish second division 
by Seccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Duke defender Sebastien Ibeagha, considered 

one of the top prayers in this yeaCs senior class, has signed with 
Danish second division club Norsens. His MLS rights were herd by 

Houston as a Homegrown player....Read the whole story 

Montreal and San Jose U-23 teams among eight new clubs 

by Seccer America 

[PDL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The PDL released its schedule for the 2014 
season that kicks off May 3 with 64 teams in 10 divisions. Four new 
teams are affiliated with pro dubs....Read the whole story 

Ouch! Friendly fire downs Dutchman 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Jochem Jansen of Dutch club FC Oss 
had a bad day -- getting knocked down at midfie[d by his own 

teammate’s free kick....Read the whore story 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 
by Seccer America 
Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 
for the Soccer America Camps & Academies 
directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 
more information ...... More 

~, For Kiinsmann, it’s all about here-and-now 

2:, Taeguk Warriors under pressure after 
heavy defeat 

3, ’Don’t get mad at kids for struggling’ 
with Doug Lemov, Part 3) 

4, A tearful good-bye: Hernanes weeps as he 
leaves Lazio 

5o Frenchies are in vogue 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, February. 2, 2014 

Sunday, Feb. 2, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Atletico Madrid can take the La Liga lead with a win ortie on Sunday .... Bundesliga leader Bayern Munich and 
Serie A’s No. 1 Juventus are in action on Sunday .... English Premier League leader Manchester City defends its    I ii~i I 

L222J top spot on Monday. 

All times gastem unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated deily throughout the week. 

SUNDAY, Febrklaty 2 

BelN SPORTS 

italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

France STADE RENNAIS-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST BROM-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy ATALANTA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-ESPANYOL (lie) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-VlTESSE (live) 8 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pm. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-PENAROL (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico UNAM-TIJUANA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM-TIJUANA (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-LIVERPOOL (live) 8 am. 

England ARSENAL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10:30 am. 

~4ONDAY, Febr~)ry 3 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (delay) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VILLARREAL-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

NBCSN 



England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

MUN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Feb. 2, 2014 
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Formation Based Training - And Why You Should Be Doing It With Your Team 

improve your team’s technical 
ability along with their 

understanding of formations, 
systems and tactics using the 
unique new Formation Based 

Soccer Training system 
Finally, it’s here! A training method that combines traditionN theme based 

training with formations and group tactics. Formation Based Soccer 
Training is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training p~ayers so 
they become more experienced in the positions and formations they will 
play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-;3, 4-2-3-1 or any other formation, 

this book provides a unique new training method for ~eve~op~ng your 

team ~n mult~Ne areas ~n the same session. 

Dear Coach, 

Do your players ever struggle to stay in formation on game day? Do they have the technique but not the 

tactical understanding of how to play as a team? Formation Based Soccer Training presents a unique 

new concept and approach that enables you to train your players in formations along with technique 

and group tactics at the same time 

Rather than a rigid training program, Formation Based Soccer Training is a concept that can be 

applied to any formation, playing style or training theme Whether you want to practice shooting, third 

man runs or zonal defending, the formation based system can be used and adapted to suit any style 

you wish to play 

The biggest difference to the usual theme orientated approach is that all the exercises are directional 

and require players to adopt their normal game day positions in order to replicate and reinforce how 

they play in actual games. Through drills that focus on training your players as a team, Formation 

Based Soccer Training will equip your team with an enriched tactical understanding that will translate 

into a more fluid, organized performance on game day 



system that blends formationaL tactica~ and sma~ group 

Most coaching books focus on a particular formation, system of play or training theme. Formation 

Based Soccer Training is different in that it is a concept rather than a rigid training program. It’s a 

concept in which the team takes precedence over the individual and in which tactical development 

goes hand in hand with technical practice. 

Formation Based Soccer Training was inspired by its author Dan Minutillo’s observations of American 

football systems of training, in which players adopt the same positions in training as they do on game 

day. This approach harnesses the rule of repetition in that players gain more time to understand their 

role and its responsibilities and more familiar with how their team mates play. 

Formation Based Soccer Training provides you with an abundance of exercises and drills for 

improving each individual technically, tactically and physically while also teaching them formations, 

systems and tactics. As a result, your team will be as technically advanced as with any other training 

program. But it will also be better drilled in maintaining their shape and playing your system as a team, 

whichever formation or playing style you wish to adopt. 

"Gain insights from a coach with a passion for developing the 
team over the individual" 

What’s covered in Formation Based Soccer Training 



Rather than merely a set of soccer drills and exercises focused on a particular formation, theme or 

technique, Formation Based Soccer Training provides a unique new concept. M inutillo explains in 

comprehensive detail how to teach formations, systems and tactics at the same as improving 

technique In essence, it’s a progressive team orientated training system that aims to develop your 

players’ understanding of each other and their own position, rather than simply improve their 

technique 

Chapter I - What is Formation based Training and how is it different to conventional training? 

Minutillo explains how his training system develops and physically conditions players, while at the 

same time training them how to play in their game day formation and whichever system of play you 

choose. It also corrects problems through slow, progressive and incremental improvements via small 

sided games. 

Chapter 2 - How does Formation Based Training work? 

It is not a rigid system, but a concept to training formation and tactics that can be used whatever 

formation you play or theme you want to focus on in training Minutillo explains how the exercises and 

drills are directional, incremental and positional and can be adapted to any formation 

Chapter 3 - Incremental, progressive, directional, positional training sessions under specific 

formations 

This chapter explains how formation based training utilizes these characteristics to improve the 

technical and tactical performance of players, using detailed diagrams and explanations on setting up 

small sided games. 

Chapter 4 - Training the 3-5-2 using the minute system of formation based training 

This chapter provides 3 v 3 exercises for training the diamond shaped 3-5-2. Each drill is accompanied 

with information on setup, howthe exercise is performed and progressions for getting the maximum 

tactical and technical benefit. 

Chapter 5 - Training the 4-4-2 fiat back, zonal defending, diamond midfield, two upfront using the 

minute system 

Formation based training is best utilized when it progresses from getting the ball to target players, to 

setting up miniature goals, progressing to full size goals and ending with a well paced full team 

scrimmage This approach is used whichever formation you want play This chapter explains how to 

setup small sided exercises that will train players to hold their shape and improve their zonal 

defending when playing a 4-4-2 

Author, Dan Minutitto giving a team talk 

Chapter 6 - Training the 4-5-1 flat back four, zonal defending, two defensive midfielders, three 

attacking midfielders and a striker using the minute system 

This chapter details small sided games for holding the shape at the back of a 4-5-1, which progress 

from 4 v 4 to 9 v 10. As with previous chapters, players are put in the positions they adopt on game day 

to develop their tactical understanding of how each other plays and a deeper tactical awareness of 

their own position 

Chapter 7 - Training the 4-3-3 using the minute system 

All systems of play, all formations and all themes can be used in the formation based training system 

This chapter explains how the earlier exercises covered can be adapted for coaching the 4-3-3. 

Chapter 8 - Training additional formations using the minute system 

Minutillo explains how you can change the configuration of players, the grid size and other variables to 

suit your players or the areas you want to focus on. He also explains how to harness the system’s 

flexibility to incrementally train tactics and technique no matter which formation you use. 

Chapter 9 - Changing the system of play within the chosen formation 

This chapter covers how to make adjustments, such as how to train making vertical runs up field in the 

4-3-3, howto teach double teaming from top down and small sided directional games. In addition, 

Minutillo explains how game conditions can be created, simulated and repeated over and over to 

develop your players’ tactical understanding of their positions 

Chapter 10 -Variations of the Minute System 



This chapter explains howto run multiple sessions simultaneously in multiple grids using formation 

based training. 

Chapter tl - Miscellaneous items when using the formation based training system 

The final section covers how and why you should progressively change the number of players involved 

in each exercise. This chapter also discusses the proper linkage in formation based training and when 

to change the size of the grid to maximize the technical and tactical benefits you players gain from every 

session. 

Formation Based Soccer Training shows you how to teach formations, systems and tactics at the 

same time as coaching technique It blends them all together into small sided group training so that 

on match day your players will have a more developed understanding of their positions and howto play 

more smoothly as a team. 

From Formation Based Soccer Training you will gain:A comprehensive understanding on the concept 

of formation based training, how it works and howto integrate it into training, no matter which formation 

or system you play. 

A series of drills and exercises focused on formation based training 
for the 3-5-2, 4-4-2, 4-5-1 and 4-3-3 
The progressive nature of the drills will push your players and have 
them playing at their highest level by the end of the training session 
Through playing in their match day positions your players will 
develop a deeper understanding of their position’s roles and 
responsibilities 
The understanding of your players of those around them will 
improve, such as anticipating when they will make runs into the box, 
where to place the pass and how to play to each other’s strengths 
Your team will be more tactically developed and able to keep its 
shape through the rule of repetition and practice of playing in 
formation 
Your players will enjoy practice sessions built around mini games 
that replicate real game situations, rather than isolated drills focused 
on a specific technique or theme 
You will be able to enrich your coaching knowledge with an 
understanding of how to coach tactics and technique at the same 
time 

Many books and coaching programs focus on specific formations, themes or techniques. This can 

lead to problems on game day if your players haven’t developed an understanding of how they can 

bring this all together on match day. Formation Based Soccer Training shows you how this can be 

done, no matter which formation or style you wish to play. 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Formation Based Soccer Training unless it achieves our exceptionally high 

standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Formation Based Soccer 

Training after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 



Whether you play 4-4-2, 4-2-3-1, high pressure or low pressure defense or want to coach a particular 

theme, such as dribbling, passing or third man runs, every system and formation can be taught using 

the formation based training system. 

Rather than a rigid training program, Formation Based Soccer Training is a concept on how to coach 

formations at the same time as tactics and technique The book explains how this unique new 

approach to coaching works and howto implement it, with numerous drills and exercises for all the 

popular formations 

This approach enables your players to spend more time playing in the positions they adopt on game 

day The result is that they will gain a deeper understanding of their position’s responsibilities, how 

their teammates play and the requirements of your formation. The result is a team where players are in 

the right positions at the right times, your team keeps its shape and able to play a more tactically 

developed game on match day. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Formation Based Soccer Training provides a unique new concept on how to teach formations 

along with technique and tactics at the same time. It explains how, no matter which system, theme or 

formation you want to practice, the concept of formation based soccer can be used to create a team 

that keeps its shape and has a deeper tactical understanding of playing your chosen formation. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Formation 

Based Soccer Training after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Week in Review: U.S. youth team rosters; Like father, like daughter 

Youth S ..... Reporter 

Sunday, Feb. 2, 20!4 

by So~er ~meri~a 

[COPA BEL ATLANTICO] ~.S. under-18 men’s national team head 
coach Javier Perez catted up 18 players for the Copa det Atlantico 

Jan. 30-Feb. 8 in Las Palmas, Spain. The squad includes 16-year-old 
EHk Palmer-Brown of Sporing Kansas City and highly regarded 

midfietder Emerson Hyndman~ who plays for Futham’s U-18s....g~fad 

by So¢~er America 

[NTC INVITATIONAL] The USA will play teams from China, Japan and 

New Zealand -- all Under-17 Women’s World Cup finalists -- at the 

2014 U-17 Women’s NTC Invitational Feb. 5-9 at the U.S. Soccer 
National Training Center at StubNub Center in Carson, Calif. U 

head coach B.J. Snow has called in 24 players for the tournament, 

17 of whom were on the USA’s qualifying team .... R~.’ad L~!e 
stoq/ 

by Tyler Isaacson 

]MY VIEW] The 2014 NSCAA Convention for me and 
many of my contemporaNes was one massive 

reunion. You could not walk into the Marriott 
Hotel lobby without bein8 bombarded by players 

you played with or asainst ...... ~i~ere 

by Mike Woitalla 



by Soccer America 

[ABU DHABI CAMP] The U.S. under-15 boys national team head 
coach Hugo Perez’s roster for a week-long international training 

camp in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates, that begins Friday, 

includes three players from the U-17 national team recently won 

the Aegean Cup: starting left back Edwin Lara, Hicholas Taitague 
and Carlos Avilez. Ben Lederman of Barcelona’s youth program is 

also in the team....r~a~ th~ ,,vha~e stoW 

by Soccer America 

[LAKEWOOD RAHCH CAMP] A squad of 37 players wiR take part in a 

week-long training camp in Lakewood Ranch, Fla., beginning 
Saturday. Tony Lepore’s crew includes Wilmer Cabrera, son of the 
newly appointed Chivas USA coach of the same name, and Timothy 

Weah, son of former BaRon d’Or winner George Weah .... Read Lhe 

Brooke Wynalda, daughter of U.S. Hat[ of Fame fo~ard Edc 

~nalda, is staffing as a freshman at the same high school where 

her father played: WesUake High in South California. Gilbe~o 

Manzano caught up with Brooke after she scored in the game 

against Agoura. "The referees like to joke with me a lot," she said. 

"They teR me, ’Are you Wynalda’s kid? Might as weR give you a 

yeRow card Hght now.’" ...r~aa~ tha who~e story 

After an off-duty police officer in Kentucky was charged with 

harassment for allegedly grabbing, shoving and threatening a 13- 

year-old referee -- someone anonymously notified the state’s Labor 

Cabinet that the victim Hathaniel Rase was too young to be a 

referee, 14 being the legal age for "employment." On Thursday, 

Kentucky lawmakers moved to make an exemption in the labor law 

for referees to age 12. The law already has amendments exempting 

minors who do farm work and grass cutting, and for 11-year-old golf 

caddies....R~,~ad Lhe whole s~e..’y 

::::~ y h.’:~ 

On F~day, Ma~land youth product Gedion Zelalem made his 

Arsenal debut during the Gunners’ 4-0 win against Covent~ Ci~ in 

the FA Cup fourth round~ in which he played the final 20 minutes. 

On Saturday~ the Daily Mail reported that Coach Arsene Wenger is 
set to reward the promising 17-year-old with a first-team contract 

later Monday~ which is also his bi~hday....~ead the who~e sLory 

Coaching clinics, practice vs. game coaching, 

communicating with a struggling player, and 

overcoaching are the topics in Part 3 of our 

interview with Doug Lemov, the author of highly 

acclaimed school teaching books "Teach Like a ... 

by Mike Woitalla 

Doug Lemo% the author of "Teach Like a 
Champion/’ one of the best-selling teaching books 

in the USA~ has been working with the U.S. Soccer 

Federation to improve coaching through better 

teaching. In Pa~ 2 ...... Mor~ 

~eaves Laz~o 

~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

~,,w’,v.socce.~amarica.¢om - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Fe~uls are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click hele, 
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College Soccer Reporter: Thirty women’s programs are making coaching changes 
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Sunday, Feb. 2, 2014 

Thirty programs are making changes 
by Soccer America 

[WOMEN’S COACHING MOVES] Thirty Division I women’s programs have 
replaced their head coach or are in the process of doing so. The 

moves include two New York metropolitan area programs that picked 

coaches from neighboring schools. The vacancy everyone is waiting 
to see fitted is at Notre Dame, where Randy Watdrum left to become 
the coach of the NWSL’s Houston Dash .... Read the whole story 

Relishing soccer’s special bonds at the NSCAA 
Convention 
by Tyler Isaacson 

[MY VIEW] The 2014 NSCAA Convention for me and 
many of my contemporaries was one massive 

reunion. You could not walk into the Marriott Hotel 
lobby without being bombarded by players you 
played with or against ...... More 

UNCG’s Nugent named Cougars head coach 
by Soccer America 

[WASHINGTON STATE: Women] Steve Nugent, who spent the last 
three seasons at UNC Greensboro, was named the Washington State 

University head coach, replacing Keidane McAtpine, who [eft Pullman 
after just two seasons to become the head coach at Pac-12 rival USC. 

...Read the whole story 

High praise for Brian from Sermanni 
by Soccer America 

[USA-CANADA: Reaction] Friday’s USA-Canada game marked the 
debut of the University of Virginia’s Morgan Brian in the U.S. starting 
lineup. The 2013 Soccer America Women’s Cortege Player of the Year 

was outstanding in the 1-0 win, starting after Coach Tom Sermanni 
said he was only initially thinking of using her for 10-15 minutes at 

game’s end .... Read the whole story 

Duke’s Ibeagha lands in Danish second division 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Duke defender Sebastien Ibeagha, considered 
one of the top players in this year’s senior class, has signed with 
Danish second division dub Horsens. His MLS rights were held by 

Houston as a Homegrown player .... Read the whole story 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. For Klinsmann, it’s all about here-and-now 

2. Klinsmann sets up first friendly of the year 

3. Montreal and San Jose U-23 teams among 
eight new clubs 

4. Taeguk Warriors under pressure after 
heavy defeat 

5. A tearful good-bye: Hernanes weeps as he 
leaves Lazio 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, February. 2, 2014 

Monday, Feb. 3, 2014 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Manchester City can return to the top of the EPL standings with a win over third-place Chelsea on Monday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

?~ON~A¥, February 3 

BelN SPORTS 

italy GENOA-SAMPDORIA (live) 2:30 pro. 

NBGSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

MUN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

TUESDAY, February 4 

BelN SPORTS 

French League Cup NANTES-PARIS SG (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italian Cup UDINESE-FIORENTINA (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ORIENTE PETROLERO (live) 5:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, F~br~ary 6 

BelN SPORTS 

Spanish Cup REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spanish Cup REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3:45 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores GUARANI-UNIVERSIDAD CHILE (live) 6:45 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Italian Cup ROMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:30 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Feb. 3. 2014 

N~=DIN~CK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 
if you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 
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The North Carolina Way5 Functional Soccer Spee& Chelsea’s Midfield Rotations and More... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Anson! 

Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHI NG Weekly Email Newsletter. ]his week we have FIVE new 

articles for you. Check them out below 

Ruby on Rails and Java Code 
We are looking to update our Session Designer and are looking for someone who is knowledgeable 

on Ruby on Rails code and ,Java. If you are interested please ._e___m___a_j_L__m___e____h__o__.__r__e_ for more info. Thanks. 

NEW - Online Coaching Seminars 
i’m really excited about our latest project of online coaching seminars. We have received lots of 

questions from coaches asking if we are doing our coaching seminar at Nebraska this year The 

answer to that is "no" instead we have decided to do a series of online coaching seminars. 

instead of assembling a group of clinicians together for a weekend seminar, we will have 

coaches!clinicians conduct a live "webinar" that anyone around the world can attend from the comfort of 

their own home and then view as often as they like afterwards. 

We are planning on a series of online coaching seminars featuring well known coaches and authors 

of our books and videos Look for these online coaching seminars to start in the Spring. 

Also, we would like your input on what kind of topics you would like to see covered. Please click here 

to give your input and see what other coaches saying 

NEW - Conditioning Book 
,Just: in time to get your players in the best shape possible for the Sprirlg season or a late season 

push Tons o[ drills and exercises to incorporate into your training sessions..all with a ball. 

. 
..... Soccer Conditio~in# w~h a gall will 

~~ 
improve your players’ fitness and techmcal .................................................................................................................................................... 

~~~ 
ability at the same time with this 

~~ 
compilation of higMy effecl:~w~ c’.ondit~onmg 

~~ drills pedormed with a bah 

~~:~ ~h~ ~ ~ ~eo~,,~ ~oo~ o~r~o~ w~th ~i,~ .................................................................................................................................................... 
~~=: ~ ..~.=.=. that will boost your players’ fitness while 

~~ ~*~:~:~,;=.;... also ~mprow~c~ their Lall contro~ first touoh 

w,,, o, ................................................................................................................................................... 
..... :: runrfing aimlessly around c.ones, because 

¯ ’ ........ ’: : theseconditionmgdriHsareaHperformed 

............................... ~=~ . ......... : w~th ,~ ~ ,~t ~,our ~e~’ ~,~t. 

WORLD C~SS COACHING 

Be t W~sh~ s 

This Weeks Articles 

~CC Ne~le~er - The Noah Carolina Way 



Soccer Tactics - Chelsea’s Midfield Rotations 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter - Workinq Anqles for Shot BIockinq 

FineSoccer Drills Newsletter - R~ceivi~q the BaB With the Ou~ide of the Foot 

~ oachi~g Advanced Players -- Jose Mouri~ho’s Defensive T~ansition 

More Recently Released Books and Videos 

~e~ber Dri~s D~t~ba~e - Discover the training methods of the 

world’s top soccer coaches and teams with access to over 6,000 

pages of real drills and training sessions" 

You can get access to soccer drills, exercises and complete 

training sessions of the world’s biggest clubs like Juventus, PSV 

Ei~dhove~, Manchester U~ited, Barcelona, Ajax, A.C. Milan, 

Liverpool, Atietico Mineiro, MLS teams top college programs, 

the world’s best women’s and youth teams, and many others 

~[[~_~r~_~[_~p_[~__~.f~. 

WCC Video Libra~ - Basically, we have taken almost all of our 

DVD collection and put them online where you can access 

them 24/7 online and even view them on your phone at the 

~, 

training fie~d. You c~n easily fi~d the v~deo you are Iookin~ for 

using the powerful "Keyword" search or video "tags" No need 

to ever buy another coaching DVD again. ¢li~k here for more 

info 

The Complete G~de to Coach#~g Advanced Players consists of 

6 eBooks and 10 v~deos that will give your players that extra 5- 

10% they need to develop them from being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player. If you coach a competitive club, high school or 

college team this is for you! 

The Complete Guide to Coachin~ Advanced Players, by 

Canadian U18 National Team Coach, Rob Gale is a soccer 

tra=ning course specially designed to give players the extra 

challenge they need to take their skills to an advanced level More 

Compet~ve Sm~l Gre~£ Trai~h~g - Harness the rapid 

improvements of small group training with drills that will give your 

players more touches and more time on the ball in every session. 

accelerated improvements from small group training r~acked with 

over 70 drills and numerous progressions, this book provides 

evePything you need to improve your players’ technique, tactical 

awareness through the intensity of small sided training More info. 

ProgressiMe $~a#~i~g hi Gr~s - Maximize grid training time and 

gain greater improvements from every training session by 

harnessing the revolutionary concept of ’morphing’ 

No longer will you have to sap precious minutes setting up new 

drills because P_[£~[#_~_~#__~_£~_£~£~E~_~_~_E_~_[[~ shows 

you exactly how to run angamesentire training session in a single 
gird What’s more, this book provides a complete set of 

progressive small-sided for improving passing, 

shooting, transition play and much more in a single session 

from sta~ to finish. 



lew~l 

Wew, what a cellectk~n! Tactics for Winninq Soccer is a 

cemperldiurn of articles packed with valuable c.eachirlg 

insights en elite teams and training sessions that will help 

your team to replicate their style of play. Discow~r hew te 

press the ball like 8arceloaa. t~ew te create unpredictable 

a~tacks like Manchester City. how 1:o open up spac.e by 

passing like Arsenal and much mere in this handpicked 

collection of experl: artk;les. 

Trai~ir~g Sessions 

}=or the 44=3 -. 

Urllock the attacking 

instincts ef the 4-3- 

3 with these drills 

developing the 

technical~ tactical 

and offensive skills 

that take the 

ferma[ien to the next 

If you low.~ te scere geals, you’ll leve the drills in this beck! Traininq Sessions for the 4-3-3 is a special 

boek focused en dew~leping the mindset. ~echnical skills and attacking attitude needed to play ~he 4-3- 

3 ~e devastating effecL Ew~ry aspect ef ~he 4-3-3 is cow, red. se yeu can giw~ your players the skills te 

~o~k the secrets of ~The False 9’ (withdrawn forward) and 

repllca~e ~he playing style of elite attacking ~eams with a star 

player able te create more goal scoring eppod:unities in and 

areund the box. 

Finally. the secrets of the false 9 are rew~aled in ~his great new 

bookl The False 9 is a unique book focused on revealing the 

tactics and techniques needed to develop a withdrawn fo~ard 

in your side. Discover how to create your own Cruyff~ Messi or 

........................... ::,:,:::[~;~:::[[~... Fabregas with insights and training sessions focused on 

................ : developing a superstar player in this unique position ~e~e 

A~cki~9 the Barcelona Way - eBook and video analysis of 

Barcelona’s devastating forward line and drills to train your players 

with specialized drills in Attackin£ the Barcelona Way. 

If you’re looking for tips on howto goals, Attacking the Barcelona 

Way analyzes actual game footage to explain exactly how Iniesta, 

Xavi, Messi and Barcelona’s other star players are able to run 

rampant in front of goal With an eBook of appropriate drills and 

small games also included, this is your blueprint for bringing flair 

and creativity to your front line Click here for more info 

Coaching the Barcelona 4-,3-3 - Would you like to score like 

Barcelona? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 

- Attacking is an eBook that tells you everything you need to know 

about howto build attacks from the back and create goal scoring 

opportunities like the Catalan champions. Discover howtheir system 

works and apply it to your own side so you can play the Barca way 

and push the score Iirle in your faver PLUS 60 mirlutes ef video 

analysis irlcluded. Click here for more info. 

Triangle f~idfield - Whoever controls midfield controls the 

game. Discover howto utilize the triangle midfield to control 

possession and replicate the playing style of the world’s most 

technical team 

complete guide to mastering one of the most powerful weapons 

in the advanced coach’s arsenal. This special book covers how 

the triangle midfield can be utilized in many different formations, 

its functionality and howto train players to use it in possess~on~ 

defense and attack. More info. 

Spain’s victory atthe World Cap and two European 

Championships in a row was no accident. Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that have made Spain today’s 

dominant soccer nation 

Coaching Spanish Socce~ - -rhe player development and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 soccer 

nation in the world tells you everything you need to know 

about Spain’s rise to dominance. With an in-depth look at the 

players, formation and the infrastructure this comprehensive 

book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and how to apply them to your own team ~.o_r_.e_. 



Developing a Style of Play -. Whether you want to play long ball, 

counter attack or possession, Developing a Style of Play shows 

you how to build a style of play for any formation Llased on the 

core principles of soccer 

This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! instead 

of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles, Developing 

a St’V~e of Pht¥ focuses on training your team in the core 

principles of soccer. More info. 

Coaching the 4~2~3-I shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now 

you can discover howto train your players to utilize this highly 

flexible and attacking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and 

guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset, this 

book provides you with everything you need to know about 

playing the 4-2-3-1 More info 

N~W I~OOK o Coaching the 4~2-3-t Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 to the next level with this 

advanced tactical guide. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides you with an ~n- 

depth look at the formation that is dominating European soccer 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shows you how you can 

utilize this highly flexible formation to outwit teams playing a 

traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more scoring oppo~lunities. 

Beating the 4~2~3~I - Fear teams playing the 4-2-3-1 no 

longer! Discover how the hidden weaknesses of this formation 

can be exploited and howteams playing it can be beaten, time 

after time 

Finally, a game plan for beating the 4-2-3-1! This book 

provides the blueprint for exploiting the defensive frailties and 

playing tendencies that make the 4-2-3-1 more vulnerable 

than most coaches realize. Bring your coaching knowledge 

up-to-date on howtoday’s dominant elite level formation can 

be defeated _C_!_i~_k_._h_.e__r_~,__f._o_.r__~_o_.r_e___!.n__f_~ 

Attacking in the 4-2-3-t - Discover how to harness the tactical 

advantages of the 4-2-3-1 so your team can attack with more pace 

and penetration and replicate the playing style of the elite sides 

Attacking in the 4-2-3-1 combines a tactical guide full of drills to 

improve your tactical understanding and technique at scoring 

goals in the formation taking over elite soccer.._C_J_[~__k___h___e__r__e___f__q_r____m____e_[_e_ 

!._~f£. 
This is a "Quick Guide" eBook and less than half price of regular 

books 

is a special video series that shows you how to coach a complete 

Watch him go! [hat will be the response of the crowd and the 

opposition when they see your players passing defenders, running 

onto balls and exploding down the wings with explosive power. More. 

Discover ~ow to Harnees t~e 

exsitieg 4-2-3-1 formation and 

replicate the devastating attacking 

power of the world’s most successful 

teams 

If you’ve been looking for a way to 

coach your team howto play the 4-2- 

3-1, you’ve just found it Coaching the 

4-2-3-1 is a special 12-part video 

series which provides a 

comprehensive tactical and training guide to this exciting formation. Utilized by Real Madrid, Chelsea 

and the most successful sides in the Euro 2012 tournament, the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and attacking 

3ower is fast becoming the formation of choice for leading coaches all over the world. More info. 

Coaching the 4-3-3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit 

back and watch session after session on how to fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. RandyWaldr~m, one of the most experienced minds in 

US soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations 

howto coach your team to take full advantage of this popular 

formation to get into attacking positions, to break down opposition 

attacks and win more games. ~__e_[_e___~_t3_f__e_. 



P~;ryer% Ro~es and Respoasibiiitiee ie the 4+3+3 coaching series 

provides you w~th ew~ry~Nng you need to know about ~he styles of 

play~ng, ph~k~sophy and training me~hods for p~aying the 4-.3-.3 

formabon From creating a shifting back line through to swamping the 

opponent’s defense, ew~rything ~s covered to provk~e you wi~h a 

comprehensiw~ 4.-3.-3 coaching program This two--book set ~s the 

ulbmate #uk~e in coacMng your team to play ~he aggressive, free 

flowing 4-3-3 R3rmal:ion in both defense and a~tack. ~ore ~nfo. 

Creative A~ack~ng Dr~s - Take a visual pitch side seat and watch 

how Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players to 

move, think and react so they can be more creative in a~ack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creative attacking session Watch how Woodward trains a 

group of players to be winners~ with a progressive session that 

hones their thinking, movement and creativity in geeing the ball 

across the line to score, includes a FREE companion eBook with 

easy-to-read descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 

video set Click here for more info 

Watch Chelsea Academy Coach, l~en ~itchei~ in action and gain a 

blueprint for creating your own progressive passing drills 

Get your players passing like champions! Creative Passing Drills is 

a video series that shows you howto run progressive passing and 

receiving sessions that give your players more touches than 

conventional sessions Led by Chelsea Academy coach Ben 

Mitchell, see howthe session helps a group of players quickly 

improve their passing skills. More info. 

15 Legendary tvl Moves- Give your players the confiderlce and 

technical ability to win more lvl situations and score rnore goals 

with this spec’ia115 part video series focused on the art of wirlnirlg 

the lvl battles 

A training series ew!ry flair player dreams of! Legendary lvl Moves 

is a unique video collecLion focused on the technical ad: of winning 

lvl situations. The 15 videos show you exactly how to coach 

players to perform fake shots, Maradona Turns, Spin Cre~ and 

much more 

Three D~e~s}o~al Soccer Tra~g is a book born from analyzing 

how the world’s most popular R)rmabons are played and what 

training systems are needed to play them e~fectively. Rather than 

focus on technique or R3rmabons independently, this book shows 

you how to combine elements like building blocks to create complete 

’three dimensional training’ Check it out here 

A training method that combines traditional theme b~eed training 

with formations and group tactics Formation Based Soccer 

Training is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training players 

so they become more experienced in the positions and formations 

they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 or any 

other formation, this book provides a unique new training method 

for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session. 

N~_J~.f~. 

~oder~ A~k~g & Goa~sco~i~g - Finally, a book focused on 

~ 
what players love best: Scoring goals! This book is packed with 

100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, 

to control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop the killer 

.=~ ~-~ ...... instinct on goal. Moder~ A#ac~i~g & ~ealsceria~ provides you 

: with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

and points on the league table 

................... Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe .q!!.c__k_ 

....................... here for more info. 

Soccer Coeditioning F~loath~- New Cutting Edge Soccer 

Conditioning Sessions arid Drills Deliw~red Ew~ry Month R)r Improving 

~he Strength, Speed arid Agility of Your Players 

Finally. a course [ocused on soccer specific, condifiorfing has arriw)dl 

Soccer Condi#eaingMon~ly provides you articles and videos every 

month with new drills arid exercises to improw~ your team’s physical 

fitness so they can run harder for k:nger every game. With new drills 

delivered each and every month, Soccer Cosd~io~ing Month~ 

bridges the gap between soccer training and on-field pedormance 

and doesallyourconditioningplanningforyou Moreinfo 



Tot~ Soccer ¢ondi~tioNeg: A Bal~rieetated Approach is a book 

born from the frustrations d its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Jusbn Cresset, and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique When you only have 

one or ~o coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 

To address the problem, Cresset created a methodology on how 

........................ :..:.:.; ~ ..... coaches, at every level, can combine physical exercise with 

technical training. The result is To~l Seecer Oo~itio~fin~: 

Orientated A#~roach. a b~o book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and 

athletes that want to maximize their p~ctice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or 

technical training sessions. ~ore 

~o~¢m Soccer Tact,cs - If you ~ant to dew, lop a better 

understanding ef the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

club sides then leok ne further. 

The ~e book ~odera Soccer Tactics series is packed with ever 

220 pages of insights on how the grea~ club sides, like Bar~elo~a, 

~aachester Uaited and Arseaal, manage ~o dominate ~eams. In 

additien, these books [eature an array ef drills and exercise so you 

can traiR your team te emulate seine ef the werld’s elite clubs and 

players ~ore iafo. 

to knew abeut coaching the 4-3-3, including the fermation’s 

dew)lopment te the forefront ef Eurepean club seocer, hew it is utilized 

by the wedd’s best managers and soccer training drills and exercises 

which will enable yeur tearn utilize the 4--3.-3 te be more offensive. 

flexible and difficult to defend against ~ore isle. 

David P~a~ Tactical Play#eoks - Learn from an English Premier League 

championship winning coach! In this special set, ~aachester 

Assistant ~aaager David Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation. 

Whether they play 4-4-2. 4-3-3 or 3-5-2. this set of books will provide you 

with the tactical know-how to counter and exploit your opponent’s 

formation. ~ore isf~. 

The Ne~h Carel~ Way With A~se~ Derra~ce - Discover the secrets of 

howAnson Dorrance, one of US soccer’s most legendary coaches, 

achieved a 93.4% winning average~ won 20 out of 27 National 

Championships and led his team to win 92 games in a row. 

In this special 21 pa~ video series (almost 4 hours of content), Dorrance 

shows you the philosophy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

championship winning teams for more than 30 years. ~ere isle. 

A Tacflca~ Analysis of FC Barcelona - This boek has been selling like wildfire 

wi[h ceaches from ever 30 coun[ries buying. My guess is this will be our best 

sell~ng book of the year. More iafo. 

. . 
~:~ .:; ::: Advanced ~ayef-- ~s our latest beck and perfect if you ceach a cornpetitive 

~-~’i ~=~:~:~¢~ club team. hic_ h scheol or cellege tearn. More iafo. 

44-2 v 444 - This book has been one of our best selling books over the 

past few years. This book takes an in-depth look at ~vo of the greatest 

managers/coaches in today’s game..Sir Alex Ferguson and Jese 

~eerhino and their respective systems of play Click here fer more iafe 

[ ...... 

~~ 
Tra~g C~e~t~ve Gea~scerers - By Chelsea Academy Coach. Michael 

Beale is packed with 1e3 drills and exercises to improve your players 

reactions, attacking instincts and consistency in the box so they can 

.d’:~"~ ~.~:::::.: :~,    score more often and win more games. 



Zonal IDefee~li~g the Italian Way prevides arl in-depth leek at the I~alian 

back four and ~heir philesephy ef tetal tearn defending. This beek jam 

packed wi~h seccer drills and exercises ~hat were actually used to train the 

nal:~enal team in ltaly’s1994 and 2006 Werld Cup campaigns This makes 

~h~s boek an ideal addition te yeur library, whether yeu’re a student ef the 

game er an eli~e lew~l ceach, because it will enrich yeur understanding of 

~he Italian defensiw~ game arid how yeu can apply their World Cup 

winning drills te irnprow~ yeur ewn tearn’s de~ending Bo~e info 

NEW Ge~keepe~ Ceachit~g Wel~ Site - Don’t forget to check out our new 

web site specifically for goalkeeper coaching. 

This web site will be especially useful for coaches of teams who don’t 

have the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

We will post free articles every week and offer some excellent 

goalkeeping books, eBooks and videos to help you get the best out of 

your goalkeepers. I~ore iBfo. 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
F# i AL @) RLS 20 /A UPDATE 
The final update for the IMG Academy Top 
150 Rankings for girls in the 2014 graduating 
class is out today and the obvious pick for 
the final No. I spot is Andi Sullivan. 

RULES ........................................................................................ 

Unsurprisingly, NYRB has ruled its NPL roost 
with an iron fist. They’ve won both the U13 
and U15 groups in each of the past two 
seasons, and things are on track again to 
make it a three-peat this year. 

ON THi !  VERGi !  
With 2014 signing day on the docket for this 
week, high school juniors continue to make 
verbal commitments. See which players 
recently decided on their future college home. 

DID YOU SEE? 

10 Under 20: The best, 
most promising, young 
americans abroad 

Highlights: USMNT tops 
Korea 2-0 to wrap up 
January camp. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Disney Girls Soccer Showcase 

Welcome to the Proving Ground! 

Disney Soccer Showcase is the ultimate 
tournament for top clubs to be seen by 
hundreds ofcollege coaches looking for great 
soccer talent. 

Rated the #1 youth soccer tournament in the 
U.S. in a Soccer America survey, Disney 
Soccer Showcase gives athletes a chance to 
compete at the ESPN Wide World of Sports 
Complex and shine on one of the biggest 
stages set for youth soccer in the country. 

Come play at the next level and showcase 
the magic in you. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Premier League on NBCSN: &~ancheste~ City - Chel.sea at 3pro, befN en Espano[ 

has Vif[a~ real ~ Osasuna at 4prn. A~ Th~es Eastern 

USMNT 2- Korea 0 

In a f;arne where oppertbnities were t:here Ier USMN’~" p~ayers will.in(4 to tare 

them, folwa~d Chris Wondo[owski stepped up fo~ the U%~ in a 2-0 win~ 

Wendeh:~wsk~ headed the ])a][ in ~:e open the seorin(~ in ~:he 4~:h minute. Brad 

Davis sent d~e bail acYoss the box fo~ Wondo[owski. Landon Donovan setup 

Wondo{ows]d for his second goal o~ the game in the 6{}th minute. Wondol.owski 

exited m the 62nd minute for Eddie Johnson with USMNT coach Jurgen KUnsmann 

makmg N’,ree changes at the same tirne. Nick Rimando picked up the shutout. 

Deandre Yedfin and Luis Gi[ rnade thei~ USMNT debuts. Mike Magee was unavailable due to food poisoning, Read More 

What did we learn from USMNT- Korea? 

BvJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Feb 1, 2014} U5 Se<(:e~ ~.aye~s- The USMNT beat gerea in an internationa~ 

friendly at StubHub Center on Saturday, kic:kin~ off the 2014 Wo~]d Cup "year. Here are five thin% from the ~ame worth 

considerh]!{ as [he team re}]~eups in #:b~epe ne~t [~onl:h for a Mar 5 game against Uksaine. 

Shape and composure 

lt’s easy to ove~ do it wiLh Lhe tactical analysis ol a January fliendty. The flame is outside of Lhe FIFA caU-up window~ ~’s 

a ~roup farm[iar to each other after three and a half weeks of training, but unUke{y to play together again. This version 

of the USMNT is unique by design. Contro[ting whaL they can in this situation, Lhe analysis needs to move to indhddua{ 

performances and the shape and composure of the ~roup. Shape and composure is most evident on set pieces~ and this 

version o~ d~e U%4NT gets good mar~s on payin8 attend:ion on set pie<es, P~ayers were in advantageous pesitiens~ the 

moves had a good chance of working, and the composure in attack was there. 

Transition play 

"Fhis is much toughe~ to rate with a January squad, The~e were moments when Korea get the }urnp en the USMNr~ but 

it’s worth recognizin$ that this ~are[y happened in numbers. One Korean p[ayer on the run isn’t the same threat as a 

group of players catchin~ the US defense in transition. One questionable pass might not happen with a stronger squad. 

The~e wasn’L a lot of panic defending by the USMNT ~n th~s ~ame. There weren’t moments where this squad needed to 

hope for a bad shot or a poor pass. Wher~ Korea went ~dea and tried to swing the baU into the rnidd[e of the bo~, US 

defenders were no~ maU.y there in numbers. Read ~ore 

Shutout for Sunderland and Stoke beat Manchester 
United 

It was a good weekend for severaf USMNT players in England, higNighted by 5underfand’s shutout of Newcast{e United 

and Stoke City l)eating Man<host:or United. Also, a meeting o~ ~:he top USMNT gea[]~epers in ~:he Premier [.eaf;ue and 

$oa[ for a USMNT player in the Championship. h~ the Eredivisie, Juan Agude[o $ot anothe~ start for new club Utrecht and 

Striker Jozy A~t1~re’s Sunnier[and shutout NewcastLe 3°0 in the "[’yne-Wear derby to move up ~:o ’t4~:h-p[ac:e h~ the 

Premier League. Sunderland opened the scoring from Ehe pena{ty spot in the 19th minute. Adam Johnson made iE 2-0 in 

the 2~r~J and ,Ja~:k Co[back scored in the g0~:h mh~ute. Vh:o Mannone kept the el.ean sheet wi~:h 10 saves in a f~ame where 

Newcastle outshot Sunderland 19 to 11, putting 10 of those on Earget to Sundertand’s S, and had the edge on corners 7 

to 3. Sunderland had 51% of the possession. 

"If we keep going like this then we’[[ have a good end to the season," A[tidore said. ’The start of the game was good 

and in Lhe mosL important parts oi the game we didn’t lose our cool., we kept our composure." 



Geo[~ (:amero~’s Stoke Cib¢ beat ~’4anchester Llnited 2~1 at: the Britannia Stadium, Chartie Adam opened the !;coring 

the 38th with United equafizing in the 47th minute~ Adam s~:ored Stoke’s winne~ in the 52nd~ The referee booked 

Cameren in s~ept)age time, Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

~4antes - PSG in the 201:1-14 Co~.~pe de f.a Ligue is at 2:4§pro on betN Sport. This is France’s {eag~e c~p, aad we’re a[. the 

sernifi~a{ stage. Afe]andro Bedoya~s Nantes beat Nice 4-:} to get here and PSG advan~:ed w~th a 3-1 wh~ over Bordea~ix. 

In Ligue 1, the two dubs are separated by 21 points w~th ~q~ates in 8th-p[ace aad PSG Eop e~ the taM.e, The Coupe de [a 

Lig~e }s a one-off competition with no two-leg series. 

"We have some very inlpo~tant games coming up, starting this Tuesday, with a match that if we win, wi[[ ])tit us in the 

final.," PSG rnkffielder Lucas said, "We are going ~e wo~k hard and t)rel)are wel.{ for this game." 

LJd~ese - FioFe~ti~a in the iir~.~t:-{eg ef the Coppa ttal.ia semifinal.s is on belN en Espane] at 2:~pm. the Ceppa Ib~ia 

~ses s~ng~e e~mmat~on untO{ the semffina~ stage~ sw~t~:h~ng to two-~egs and then back to s~ng~e eUm~nation for the final 

Udinese adv~nc:ed with a 2-1 win ever ~4H.an. FiorenHna {)eat Siena 2-1, ’There’s an 18 point gap between ~:he two ~:eams 

in Ser~e A~ w~th Udinese in 14th aad F~orenEma m 4d~. piece, 

Af.so on Tuesday’s socce~ TV schedu[e, Nationaf. face Oreinte Pet~e[ero in the Cope Libertadores at 5:45pm on Fox 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

A wacky weekend of soccer in England and Spain 
By Paul Gardner 

Exactly what is going on here? Maybe the soccer planets, if there be such things, are in disarray, not in the right 

alignment or wherever it is they’re supposed to be. 

Because things are definitely out of whack. I know that, for sure - and so do you if you were watching any of this weekend’s 

games. Did you see Arsenal? Or Liverpool? Or Barcelona? Or Real Madrid? Or, above all, Manchester United? 

Let’s start with ManU. Or the team they told us was ManU. Because, apart from the uniforms and some familiar faces this lot 

sure as hell did not play like ManU. The longer the game against Stoke City went on, the worse it got. For the final 10 minutes 

or so this could well have been Wycombe Wanderers battling away against Northampton Town at the bottom of the fourth 

division. 

About as far removed from the Premier League version of the sport as it could be while still looking like soccer. 

Yet ManU had their superstars out there, super-scorer Robin van Persie was there, alongside Wayne Rooney, the man who’s 

going to lead England to World Cup victory this summer. Running ManU into the ground, and deservedly beating them 2-1, 

was Stoke, a remarkably ordinary, middle-of-the-standings team. You almost have to check the record book to remind yourself 

that ManU is the current EPL champions. 

As for Arsenal, for so long the team that has carried the hopes of those of us who want to see the beautiful game, here they 

were making hard work (work seems the right word, it didn’t look like play, not like anything that anyone was, or possibly 

could be, enjoying) of beating lowly (16 places below Arsenal) Crystal Palace. And this was Arsenal with its superstar Mesut 

Ozil, hailed by everyone (well, by every Arsenal fan) as the EPL’s greatest player - having recently replaced Santi Cazorla, 

another last-minute Arsene Wenger purchase, in that category. The score was 2-0, but don’t be fooled -- this was another 

agonizingly ground-out 1-0 win for the Gunners. OK, it’s never going to be easy to play the skillful stuff against a team 

coached by Tony Pulis, the dean of boring, negative soccer ... but, come on Arsenal, it has to be better than this. 

Against West Bmm, Liverpool was just plain dreadful. As with the other two games, this was a case of a top team against a 

struggler, and it was the top team that did all the struggling. No goals from Luis Suarez, but he did provide a good assist for 

Daniel Sturridge’s goal that put Liverpool ahead= That was about it for the supposed title=challengers Liverpool. They had their 

guys out there, including the legendary Steve Gerrard, who is also scheduled to lead England to World Cup glory in Brazil. 

Coach Brendan Rodgers’ version of the beautiful game - which had actually been working quite well in previous games - 

disappeared here, as passes repeatedly went astray, often pathetically so. Mostly this was at the attacking end of the field 

(Liverpool managed only four shots on goal) but the most resounding clanger of the afternoon came from defender Kolo Toure, 

who crowned a not-particularly-distinguished performance by passing the ball neatly across his own penalty area ... straight to 

West Brom’s Victor Anichebe who could hardly miss from the edge of the area. 

So West Brom got - and definitely earned - a point, while Liverpool dropped two points. Liverpool’s superstars, Suarez and 

Gerrard, picked up a yellow card each. Suarez for a nasty tackle and Gerrard - well, Gerrard always looks a likely candidate 

for a caution, given his repertoire of reckless sliding tackles. 

But it wasn’t just the EPL that was playing off-key. Things were no more harmonious over in Spain. Bamelona’s run of 31 

unbeaten games in their Camp Nou fortress was snapped by a very lively Valencia, which triumphed 3-2. Yes, Messi and Xavi 

and Iniesta were all there. But, as in England, some mocking, perverse influence was at work here, some soccer spirits 

determined to upset things. This marked the first time that Messi, having scored in a game at Camp Nou, has ended up on the 

losing side. 

Over in Bilbao, it was Real Madrid that felt the effects of the mischievous soccer vibes. A game against Athletic Bilbao in its 

San Mames stadium will be tough, but Real seemed to be coping quite well. Scoring chances were rarely to be seen, at either 

end - nor was there much quality soccer on display. The world’s best player (really, this time) Cristiano Ronaldo looked to 

have decided the game in the 65th minute when he rolled the ball across the Athletic goalmouth for Jese to prod home. 

That ought to have been that - after all, Athletic hadn’t come up with a single shot on goal as yet - so 1-0 to Real would be a 

fair result. Too fair, evidently. Athletic made a substitution. Off came Iker Muniain - arguably AtMetic’s best player - on came 

Ibai Gomez. Maybe it was a genius switch by Coach Ernesto Valverde, but I’m not buying that. This, surely, had to be yet 

another intervention from those hovering mischief-making vibes. 

Ibai immediately took a free kick, got the ball back from a rebound, and whacked a terrific shot on goal. His second touch of 



the ball was Athletic’s first shot on goal - and it sailed beautifully into the net. 

But the interfering hobgoblin had not yet finished souring the soccer milk. What better climax to his trickery than to ensnare 

the world’s No. 1 player? That’s what happened - Ronaldo was duly red-carded in the 75th minute, but this was the least 

convincing of the weekend’s mysterious maneuvers. 

Where all the other anomalies had, one way or another, brought some sort of justice by allowing the unfashionable clubs to 

show up the rich guys, Ronaldo’s red card seemed simply spiteful. A rather sad way to end a weekend of mern/pranks. 

But I still have to work out whether all this prankery comes from supernatural spirits, or whether it’s simply a built-in part of the 

sport itself. Our own fault in other words - aren’t we the ones who invented the sport? 
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Give us your tbedback for a chance to win! 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Click here to view the web version. 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you for attending the 2014 NSCAA Convention! We hope you enjoyed your experience 

as much as we enjoyed hosting this event for you, Each year, we gather feedback from all 

attendees to help shape our decision making for future years and we would appreciate your 

participation in this survey, We want to continue to provide the best possible registration 

process, travel arrangements, educational programming, networking opportunities and 

overall experience. One lucky survey participant will be given an opportunity to enter a 

drawing to win round-trip airfare, hotel accommodations and complimentary 

registration for the 68th Annual NSCAA Convention, January 14-18, 2015 in 

Philadelphia, 

**You must take the [ull Convention survey to be entered into this drawing. 

See the "Thank You" page o[ the [irst portion o[ the survey[or this link. ** 

To review footage and photos that were taken of the event, make sure to visit our 2014 
Highlights page, 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T 913-362-1747 I F, 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clickin9 the link below, you will no longer receive important details regardin9 your membership) 

.~iI Informz for iMIS 
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Perceptions change with each 
By Ridge Mahoney 

~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

U,S. game 

The next U.S. friendly is a month away, and when the Americans take on Ukraine in Kharkiv the landscape of 

their roster could change significantly. 

Head coach Jurgen Klinsmann has said he’ll use European-based players, the ranks of which have shrunk significantly in 

the past month. Michael Bradley, Michael Parkhurst and Maurice Edu have returned to MLS from stints abroad, joining 

Clint Dempsey and Clarence Goodson, who made their moves last summer. 

If indeed Klinsmann does not select them, along with regulars Brad Evans, Omar Gonzalez, Matt Besler, Graham Zusi, 

Kyle Beckerman, and of course Landon Donovan, along with the players toiling in Mexico, the cupboard of candidates 

looks rather bare. 

Yet with Timmy Chandler playing regularly for a revived Nuremberg, Aron Johansson slamming in goals for AZ Alkmaar, 

Jozy Altidore generating good reviews for his play at Sunderland, Alejandro Bedoya a fixtur~ at Nantes and Geoff 

Cameron turning out regularly for Stoke City, the competition for spots is hardly confined to the expanded domestic base. 

Jermaine Jones has found a new beginning in Turkey and Fabian Johnson’s broken hand shouldn’t set him back to any 

worrisome degree. Other European-based players - Sacha Kljestan, Oguchi Onyewu, John Brooks, Danny Williams, 

Tim Ream, Eric Lichaj and Terrence Boyd - are all anxious to show Klinsmann what they are capable of. Even if Mix 

Diskerud is the only holdover from the South Korea game - Rosenbotg will be in the middle of preseason = Klinsmann won’t 

be short of choices. 

It’s easy to draw too many conclusions from the 2-0 victory Saturday at StubHub Center. Yes, the team had been training for 

nearly a month, but none of the defenders had played a competitive match since early December. Parkhurst - who played the 

full 90 at left back, as Klinsmann had hinted in his last pre-game press conference - hadn’t been on the field with former club 

FC Augsburg in nearly a year, though for the USA in 2013 he started five of six Gold Cup games and came on as a sub 

against Bosnia-Herzegovina last August. 

Reviews of Diskerud’s performance were mixed. He didn’t provide a lot of attacking impetus, and was thus downgraded in 

some reports. Yet playing alongside tht~e outright catalysts - Donovan, Zusi and Brad Davis - his role was more of a grafter, 

to funnel the ball out of the back to teammates in good spots. He’s an intelligent player and without saying it straight-out, that 

is what Klinsmann wants. Exceptions will be made for those with incredible physical tools, such as Eddie Johnson, but 

soccer savvy is high on Klinsmann’s list. 

As he has done many times since taking the helm, Klinsmann deployed his players to test them. Centerbacks Gonzalez and 

Besler were encouraged, or forced, to look upfield often as outside backs Evans and Parkhurstdrifted all the way out to the 

touchline and a few yards upfield. This opened up space but also left Gonzalez and Besler somewhat isolated, and thus a 

target for South Korea’s eagerly pressing players. 

Donovan and Zusi not only interchanged sides, which is nothing new, they also looked inside to link up with each other as well 

as Wondolowski and the central mids. Wondo misfired on a few combinations with Donovan but the instincts and cleverness 

shown in those sequences belied the belief that Wondo is strictly a goalscoreL He is certainly that, and there’s still major 

questions about coping at the top level, but his soccer brain is more advanced than that of several teammates for which is 

competing for a spot. 

Let’s face it, at least a few of those pundits who wrote off Wondo at the end of 2013 have him back in the mix based on the 

first game of 2014. How much he’s moved up, if at all, in Klinsmann’s mind is impossible to pin down, but being praised by the 

coach as "hungry" confirms the work ethic and drive displayed by Wondo despite severe adversity shows that Klinsmann is 

convinced that Wondo wants it badly. 

The two sides of Evans cropped up inside of a minute. After hitting a dangerous cross from near the byline on an overlap about 

a dozen minutes into the match, he scrambled futilely in pursuit of Kim Min-Woo, who had zipped past him to serve a 

threatening ball cross the goalmouth. Ten minutes before halftime, Kim Min-Woo did it again, and only a saving block from 

Besler denied towering South Korean striker Kim Shin-Wook. 

Assistant coach Andreas Herzog and scout Matthias Hamann will spend much of the next month scouting the European 



contingent. Bedoya plays for Nantes Tuesday in a French Cup game. He’s scored three goals in 19 Ligue 1 games so far this 

season and netted in his only cup appearance. If Zusi threw down the challenge flag, as it were, by setting up both goals 

against South Korea, Bedoya has made a pretty good case himself. 

Many others can strengthen their claims against Ukraine, after which everybody’s projected 23 will change yet again. 

In a World Cup year, there’s no other way. 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, Februa~’ 4, 2014 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French, English FA, Mexican and Libertadores Cup action on Tuesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming     ~ 

pregramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local lisOngs and network programming lisOngs Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

TUESDAY, February 4. 

BelN SPORTS 

French League Cup NANTES-PARIS SG (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup FULHAM-SHEFFIELD UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italian Cup UDINESE-FIORENTINA (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ORIENTE PETROLERO (live) 5:45 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-CORRECAMINOS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL-MONTERREY (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico CHIVAS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNIVERSIDAD GUADALAJARA-DORADOS (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Copa Mexico LOBES BUAP-JAGUARES (live) 8 pro. 

Copa Mexico NECAXA=QUERETARO (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico CE LAYA-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup FULHAM-SHEFFIELD UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

W~DN~SDP, Y, ~ebmary ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Spanish Cup REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup PRESTON NORTH END-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spanish Cup REAL MADRID-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores BOTAFOGO-DEPORTIVO QUITe (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-ALTAMIRA (live) 8 pro. 

BelN PLAY 

italian Cup ROMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:30 pro, 



ESPN3.com 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-BRAGANTINO (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Mexico MERIDA-UNAM (live) 8 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup PRESTON NORTH END-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, Febru~y ~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores GUARANI-UNIVERSIDAD CHILE (live) 6:45 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores LANUS-CARACAS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ATLETICO SAN LUIS-PUEBLA (live) 10 pm, 

ESPN3,com 

Netherlands AJAX-GRONINGEN (live) 2:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, Feb~ary 7 

ESPN DEPORTEB 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France TOULOUSE-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

SATURDP, Y, ~ebru~ry 8 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 10 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-ATALANTA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRIDWILLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England SWANSEA CITY-CARDIFF CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England MATCH OF THE DAY (delay) 11 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 arm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALENCIA-BETIS (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-MALAGA (live) noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 arm. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am, 

France AJACCIO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-MELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 3:45 am. 
Australia MELBOURNE HEART-PERTH (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 



England NORWICH CITY-MANCHESTER CiTY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

USSOCCER,com 

International Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy LAZIO-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LORIENT (live) 11 am. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm= 

France MONACO-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am= 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy HELLAS VERONAS-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-LEVANTE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA=BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico TOULCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WELLINGTON (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

France NANTES-LYON (delay) 12:30 pm. 

England DERBY COUNTY-QPR (live) 2:30 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

TUESDAY, Febr~l~y "~ ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pm= 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CARDIFF CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England WEST HAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, Febru~ry 



BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pro. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

international Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, Februsry i3 

TBA 

FRIDAY, Pebrua~y 14 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-VALENCIENNES (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Feb. 4,2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Feb 4, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers - Feb 4, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Nantes - PSG in the 2013-14 Coupe de [a Ligue is at 2:45pm on belN Sport. 

Udinese - Fiorentina in the first-leg of the Coppa Italia semifinals is on belN en 

Espano[ at 2:45pm. Also on Tuesday’s soccer TV schedule, National face Oreinte Petro[ero in the Copa Libertadores at 

5:45pm on Fox Deportes. Copa Mx on Univision Deportes: Cruz Azu[ - Monterrey at 4pm, Chivas - Tecos at 8pm, and 

Universidad Guada[ajara - Dorados at lOpm. Ga[avision has Tigres - Correcaminos at lOpm. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We’re definitely not 9ettin9 a lot of 9ood fortune 9oin9 our way, but we’ve 9ot ourselves to blame for the 

opportunities we missed. I thought we played some 9ood football, we 9ot to the byline, but just couldn’t pick anyone 

out in the box.’" Manchester United manager David Moyes. 

MLS, Beckham, and moving back to Miami 
ByJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Feb 4, 2014) US Soccer P[ayers - The first thing I thought about when the MLS - 

David Beckham - Miami rumors began to pick up was the first professiona[ soccer game I ever covered. 

We a[[ start somewhere, and for me it was the 2000 U.S. Open Cup at Soldier Field in Chicago when David Beckham was 

stiff a member of Manchester United. That game was the high point for the original MLS team adjacent to the Miami 
metropolitan area. The Miami Fusion played in Fort Lauderda[e. They used a stadium that once hosted a topflight 
American soccer team that took the name of that city. 

It’s no small point that MLS Miami had issues very early on. Location cut off a major portion of the Miami area that had 

no desire to spend a chunk of their time commuting to see a Miami team in Fort Lauderda[e. The team wasn’t as good as 

their expansion partner Chicago, with the Fire winning the MLS Cup and U.S. Open Cup in their first season. The 

situation was tough to shake, but Miami took players that would become very familiar to MLS fans and tried to do just 

that. 

By the time I was covering them in a Cup final, USMNT players Nick Rimando and Pab[o Mastroeni were fixtures in their 

squad. There was a rookie playing for Pro-40 named Ky[e Beckerman. They also had a coach named Ray Hudson, who 

was we[[ into perfecting his ability to describe a soccer game. Hudson was the first person I talked to, at a press 

conference held at U.S. Soccer headquarters a few days before the game. He was, as always, ready to set the stage for 

anyone willing to listen. Read More 

What you need to know about Besiktas 
USMNT midfie[der Jermaine Jones made it dear that he intended to play the rest of the 2013-14 European season 
somewhere other than Scha[ke 04. In the final week of the January transfer window, Scha[ke agreed to end his contract 
with the dub and allow his short-term move to Besiktas. Jones joins the Black Eagles as they push to be the top team in 



Istanbut white counting down the months to opening their rebuitt stadium. 

From Schalke 04 to Besiktas 

Schatke 04 director of sport Horst Hetdt portrayed the Jones move in an officiat statement as about praying time. "We’re 

pteased that Jermaine has found a new ctub where he can achieve his major footbatting ambition this year," Hetdt said. 

"With good performances and ptenty of praying time he can ray the basis for a successfut intervention at the Wortd Cup 

in Brazit. We woutd not have been abte to give him that in the second hatf of the season." Jones prayed 14 times in the 

Bundestiga this season. 

Where is Besiktas? 

Istanbut, Turkey, taking its name from the neighborhood where it serves as a sports ctub with teams in a variety of 

sports. Istanbut currentty has four teams in the Super Lig, Turkish soccer’s topftight. Most fans are probabty more 

famitiar with Gatatasaray or Fenerbahce, with Kasimpasa atso representing Turkey’s biggest city. Istanbut has a 

metropotitan poputation of over 14 mittion peopte. Basketbatt is atso a poputar professionat sport, with Besiktas fietding 

a team in the topftight Turkish Basketbatt League atong with Gatatasaray and Fenerbahce. The city itsetf is on both sides 

of the Bosphorus, partty in Europe and partty in Asia. Besiktas is tocated in the part of the city in Europe. Besiktas means 

’cradte stone.’ Read More 

USA beats Korea Republic in friendly - from Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaertaeckens: the USA showed ptenty that was 

encouraging with a tineup that featured as many as six prayers who coutd be starters at the Wortd Cup .... 

As the U.S. Seeks a Scorer, One Player Finds the Goal - from The NY Times’ Bitty Witz: there may be, as usuat, room 

on the roster for someone who can put the batt in the back of the net. 

Mexico brings closure to Vela soap opera - from ESPN FC’s Andrea Canates: the dream of going to the Wortd Cup with 

the country’s best prayer in the prime of his professionat career. 

Beckham-Miami deal one step closer; local visit plans revealed - from The Miami Heratd’s Michette Kaufman: His 

preferred site is a waterfront tot on the southwest corner of PortMiami. 

Colorado Rapids looking to rebuild in MLS after big coaching changes - from The Denver Post’s Nick Groke: "And we 

have to make do with it." 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
Real Madrid - Atletico Madrid in a Copa det Rey semifinat first-teg on belN Sport at 1:45pm. The Madrid derby moves to 

the domestic cup competition in Spain, with Rear Madrid advancing with a 2-0 aggregate win over Espanyot and Attetico 

Madrid beating Athtetic Bitbao 3-1 over two-tegs. Attetico Madrid have a three point read at the top of the La Liga tabte 

with Barcetona and Rear Madrid tied on points and separated by goat difference in 2nd and 3rd. Rear Madrid are 

expected to pray a strong tineup with Gareth Bate returning from injury. 

Barcelona - Real Sociedad in the other Copa det Rey semifinat first-teg on belN Sport at 3:45pm. Barcetona had no 

probtems with Levante in the quarterfinats, beating them 9-2 on aggregate. Rear Sociedad advanced in odd 

circumstances over Racing Santander. Rear Sociedad had a 3-1 read from the opening teg, but Racing Santander staged a 

tabor action and refused to pray the second-teg over unpaid wages. The game officiatty ended 0-0. 

Speaking after the La Liga toss to Vatenica on Saturday, Barcetona coach Gerardo Martino said "we know that with each 

week, there are fewer games teft to pray and if you make a mistake it’s not easy to make it up, but after every defeat 

the next game is a chance to prove yoursetf." 

Preston North End - Nottingham Forest reptay their FA Cup Fourth Round game on Fox Soccer Ptus at 2:45pm. The two 

teams finished scoretess on Jan 24. USMNT prayer Eric Lichaj missed Forest’s tast game with an injury but is expected to 

be in the squad. The winner advances to face the winner of the Sheffietd United - Futham reptay. 

"It is not just another game for us, we want to win this game, but we are stitt the underdogs," PNE manager Simon 



Grayson said. "We need to be hard to beat, but we wi[[ create chances even against a top Championship team." 

Also on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule, Fox Deportes has Botafogo - Deportivo Quito in the Copa Libertadores. Copa 

Mexico on Univision Deportes: Pachuca - A[tamira at 8pm. All Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinR archives, here to chanRe vour preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivacV 

Emai[ subscriptions powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. 
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Section 2: Moufinho: Chelsea the ’Little ttorse’; Man United Player Exodus on Horizon? 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesda~ Feb. 4, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mourinho: Chelsea the ’Little Horse’ in a Three-Horse Race 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Jose Mourinho continues to downplay Chelsea’s chances of lifting the Premier League trophy at the 

end of the season, despite his team’s comprehensive 1-0 win at fellow title challenger Manchester City on Monday. 

The win kept Chelsea in third-place in the league standings with 53 points, level with second-place City, which has a 

superior goal differential, and two points behind leader Arsenal. 

After the game, which marked the first time City failed to score at home in 62 league games, Mourinho described his 

team as "a little [morse" in a three-horse title race. When asked whether Chelsea could become English champion 

for the first time in four years, the Portuguese said, "1 don’t agree. We lost points at home against West Brom, 

against West Ham, we lost at Stoke, we lost at Newcastle. We are a team in evolution but this is the kind of 

performance that helps the team to grow up a lot, tactically, mentally, I think it was fantastic." 

He added: "The next preseason, me and my players will say openly that we are mature, solid from day one and are 

candidates for the league. This season is about evolution." Mourinho described both Arsenal and City as more 

evolved teams, adding that Arsenal is now the favorite but City still has the best team. "We can [win the title] if they 

lose it," he said of City, in particular. 

Having said that, Mourinho praised his players for winning a game in which they were very much the better team. 

"Today we won because we were the best team. We defended very well, we were very compact, we dese~!ed it. We 

love time big games. Obviously when you love it maybe you feel extra motivated for that and I keep saying, the best 

thing for the evolution of this team is not to play Europa League, not to be 15-20 points behind the leader but with 

pressure to be there, to be close to the leaders." 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini blamed his team’s 1-0 defeat at home to Chelsea on key player 

absences, particularly holding midfielder Fernandinho, who is likely to be sidelined for two weeks after sustaining a 

muscle injury prior to Monday night’s clash at the Etihad. In addition to Fernandinho, City was also without striker 

Sergio Aguero, playmaker Samir Nasri, and holding midfielder Javi Garcia, while James Milner, only just back 

from injury, was an unused substitute. 

"The only option I had was [defender Martin] Demichelis. That is why Fernandinho’s injury was so important, I had 

to change the defense," Pellegrini said. I put all the players that were in the condition to play [on the field], that is 

why I did not make the other two changes." The Chilean noted that it was not a must-win game for his team. "’For 

Chelsea itwas a decisive game, not for us. If we had won, we [would have been] six points ahead of them," he 

explained. 

The loss was City’s first defeat at home this season. City is now second-place in the Premier League table with 53 

points, two points behind leader Arsenal. Chelsea is third, level on points with City, but with an inferior goal 

difference. 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Telegraph 

It has been suggested that Manchester United could be set for a summer player exodus, as coach David Moyes 

prepares to offload several of the club’s aginglunder-performing stars of years’ past. However, according to 

midfielder Anderson, who is currently on loan at Fiorentina in Serie A, the feeling is mutual; the Brazilian claims 

that many Old Trafford stars want to leave the club this summer, regardless of whether Moyes wants them out or 

not. 

"1 am sure that lots of players want out," Anderson, 25, said. "Especially people like myself and Nani, who have 

been in Manchester for seven or eight years. Manchester United is a huge club, a club that does everything for its 



players, but sometimes a footballer wants to leave just to experience a different way to play football and to learn 

something as well." 

V~en pressed on his own Old Trafford future, the center midfielder indicated that he has already played his last 

game for the English champion. "Playing in Manchester was great, it is a prestigious club with a lot of history," he 

said. "But I was there for seven or eight years and I want to show Fiorentina my quality and fight for a spot in the 

starting lineup. I thank all Manchester United fans for their love, but Vm here to stay." 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

David Beckham has used the option in his MLS contract to buy a league franchise at the majorly discounted price 

of $25 million, the Miami He~ald and other news outlets are reporting. ESPN reports that Beckham wants to put an 

expansion team in Miami, but his plan hinges on a deal for a privately funded 25,000-capacity stadium. Apparently, 

the former LA Galaxy midfielder is eyeing a piece of county-owned land in the Port of Miami, which is close to the 

Miami Heat’s basketball arena as well as the Miami Beach hotel district. 

Beckham’s team of potential investors includes Iongtime business partner Simon Fuller, South American billionaire 

Marcelo Claure, and, possibly, NBA star LeBron James, who plays for the Heat. 

MLS earlier this week reported that Beckham and league commissioner Don Gather will appear in a news 

conference on Wednesday, presumably to reveal the Englishman’s plans. "Major League Soccer commissioner Don 

Garber and David Beckham will make a significant announcement impacting the Miami community. They will be 

joined by Miami-Dade County Mayor Carlos A. Gimenez," read an MLS statement regarding the news conference~ 

However, the AP reports that the stadium remains the key issue, and Beckham and his team of investors have 

spent the last two days trying to drum up support for the project. Apparently, there is an invitation-only reception 

Tuesday night at a concert hall. If funding for the stadium can be agreed, Beckham’s team would likely enter the 

league in 2017. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Espana 

Mundo Deportivo in Spain reports that Mexican Carlos Vela has held a meeting with national team coach Miguel 

Herrera as well as the directors of the Mexican soccer federation, and all parties agreed that the Real Sociedad 

forward, who has not played for Mexico since 2011, will not be part of Herrera’s 23-man squad for this summer’s 

World Cup in Brazil. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

According to reports, Arsenal’s new signing Kim Ka~lstrom suffered a long-term injury in his first training session 

with the Gunners, and could miss a large part of his temporary stay at the Emirates. Arsenal signed Kallstrom on 

loan until the end of the season on transfer deadline day in order to provide cover for the injured Jack Wilshere 

and Aaron Ramsey and the suspended Mathieu Flamini. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Fulham coach Rene Meulensteen claims that his team will likely have to win half of its remaining 14 Premier 

League games in order to stave off relegation at the end of the season. Fulham is currently last-place in the 

Premier League, four points from safety ahead of Sunday’s trip to Manchester United. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Joe Kinnear on Tuesday resigned as Newcastle’s director of football, less than eight months after his controversial 

appointment by Magpies owner Mike Ashley. Kinnear’s job was to identify new talent for coach Alan Pardew, but 

Kinnear left the job after only making a single permanent addition to the squad: teenage prospect Olivier Kemen 

from Metz. Strikers Loic Remy and Luuk de Jong were also added to the squad on loan during Kinnear’s time. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commen~a[o~ arid the 
fore:d!!" and preside~:t of ti:e no:!~rofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ab.,o send f~,~edback di!’ectiy to 
~’dici:ael at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

f ~L Get the~weekly~e-n_ewslett~er! 
ii.~.iI Getthe podcast in iT .... ] 

Get the iPh ..... Android app J 
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Be? 
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he deemed ~o ~sk only one 
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Anr~, d~e first 
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Listen or read more 

Finding the Healthy Balance 
It% Ix~th a strength and 
weakness of }’..~m.an nature .~}’..~t 

TI...v..}.~ FLIES. The 9ood 

news is that YOU 
THE PILOT. ---- M~chae~ 
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quote.) 
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p:intable!) quotes. 
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Ethical World 
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What Will Matter~ s~gned by 

Donate here >> 

Character education materials ] 

avaiiabte in books 
Shop here >> 

Character Educator Bloq0 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 
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Whal;e,v~.~r we have, t wherever 
W(! are~ F~ost of ~s we~t 
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Listen or read more 

The Journey Throuqh 
Adolescence 
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Everyth~ru~ ~s intense - eve~ 
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aeu~thood have to cope 
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The desire to be spec~a~ 

Listen or read more 

Happiness Is a Choice 
[p a Peanuts cartoo~, l.~,.’cy asks 
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h~s]obY~ People ~ke Lucy 

Listen or read more 

Good Relationships Hake a 
Good Life 
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Listen or read more 
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Our Character Development 
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effective characte~ 
ed u.::aters. 

Feb. 18-20 Fort Worth TX 

Feb. 24-26~ Visalia, CA >> 
Mar. 26-28 Redwood City, 

CA >> 
Apr. 30-May 2~ Rock Hill, SC 

See complete schedule 
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Our web[ilars are a 
cenvenier~t, ai’[ordable way to 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 2:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Fulham Hits ’Rock Bottom’; Controversy Surrounds Ronaldo’s Ban 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesda~ Feb. 5, 2014 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Fulham Hits ’Rock Bottom’ with FA Cup Exit 
Sky Sports News                                                                                            ~ 

Fulham coach None Meulensteen admitted his team had hit "rock bottom" following the Cottagers’ 1-0 

loss at home to Sheffield United in an FA Cup fourth round replay. Shaun Miller scored the only goal of the game 

in the final minute of overtime. 

"If you talk about this game and you say, ’Have we hit rock-bottom?’ We probably have. OK, fine, that’s it," 

Meulensteen said. "It is no big secret (why we performed like this). When you get into a situation where the results 

aren’t going for you, when you are playing well and putting in a lot of effort, bit by bit it keeps knocking your 

confidence and what you saw today was a team that lacked confidence." 

The game marked Clint Dempsey’s sixth game without a goal since joining Fulham on loan from the Seattle 

Sounders. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Espana 

Spanish referee Miguel Ayza Gamez has been accused of changing his reason for sending off Real Madrid 

forward Cristiano Ronaldo against Athletic Bilbao on Sunday. Gamez is said to have initially told his fellow officials 

that RonNdo was sent off for raising his hand to Carlos Gurpegi but has since changed his story. Immediately 

after Ronaldo clashed with Gurpegi he was also involved in an incident with Iturraspe, with the Athletic player shown 

a yellow card for his part. 

Ronaldo has since been banned for three league games for making a gesture toward the officials after Gamez sent 

him off, although he will start in Wednesday’s Copa del Rey semifinal first-leg against Atletico Madrid. Real Madrid 

has yet to decide whether to appeal Ronaldo’s suspension. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Beckham to Brinq MLS to Miami, Pending a Stadium Deal 
ESPN FC 

MLS commissioner Don Garber and David Beckham on Wednesday confirmed that the former LA Galaxy 

midfielder has exercised his option to purchase an MLS expansion team in Miami, and that the deal will be finalized 

when the former England captain secures a financing plan and location for a new stadium. 

According to ESPN, Beckham has scouted possible stadium sites and is now seeking investors to assist with startup 

costs like construction and player acquisitions. Miami Heat star LeE}ron James is among those who might become 

involved. "We don’t want public funding," Beckham said during a press conference in Miami alongside Garber. "We 

will fund the stadium ourselves. We have worked very hard to get to this stage where we can fund the stadium 

ourselves. We want to create a football club that is the peoNe’s football ck=b." 

During the press conference, Miami-Dade County Mayor Carlos A. Gimenez promised there would be political 

support for a downtown stadium. One of the sites that Beckham and his investor group is eyeing, is land in the 

publicly owned seaport site, near the Miami Heat basketball arena. Miami-Dade officials have said that any deal 

involving public land would have to clear political hurdles. "We are willing partners," Gimenez said. "We are very 

grateful that David Beckham and MLS have chosen Miami as the site for their franchise. We are going to do all in 

our power to get the stadium built in the right place." 

Added Beckham: "People like to walk to football, I’ve seen what it is like in Seattle. We can’t build a stadium in six 

months but once we have a site, once we work with the mayor and the commissioners of Miami we will be pretty 

quick." 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 



Fiorentina coach Vincenzo Monte~a has given his team a 49 percent chance of reaching time Coppa Italia final 

after Udinese beat La Viola, 2-1, in the semifinal first-leg in Udine on Tuesday, thanks to a fantastic late solo strike 

from Colombian substitute Luis I~uriel. The series will be decided next Tuesday in the return-leg at the Stadio 

Artemi Franchi in Florence. 

"Perhaps we left Muriel too much space and he decided the game," Montella reflected after a close game. "We 

could’ve done more, but overall we played well and at the moment it seemed to be heading to a 1-1 result, Muriel 

came out with this moment of magic. He deserves compliments." Montella added: "As Udinese have won the first leg, 

I’d say they have a 51 per cent chance of qualifying." 

Meanwhile Udinese coach Francesco Guidolin said he is glad that his team’s Coppa Italia dream "continues" 

after a hard-fought first-leg. "We know it will be tough, but we’re still cradling that dream," he said. "1 don’t know if we 

will get there, but we will certainly try." Udinese has only ever reached the Coppa Italia final once -- way back in the 

competition’s first year, 1922. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Less than 12 months after guiding Swanson City to its first-ever trophy, the English League Cup, as well as guiding 

time Welsh club to a comfortable mid-standings finish in the Premier League last season, ~ichae~ Laudrup has lost 

his job. According to club owner Huw Jenkins, the Swans coach lost the locker room after winning just one of its 

last 10 games in the league. Captain Garry I~1onk has now been placed in charge for "the foreseeable future"; his 

first game will be the south Wales derby against Cardiff City on Saturday. 

The Guardian claims that relations between Laudrup and Swanson management were never the same after the 

club last summer severed ties with Laudrup’s agent, Bayram Tutum~u, who brought several players into the club in 

Laudrup’s first year. Then, Jenkins noted how all was not well behind in the scenes in an interview last October, 

where he said he was unhappy with the mentality among some staff and players, whom he accused of accepting 

that Swanson couldn’t compete with the top teams in the league. Moreover, ever since the club’s League Cup 

triumph over Bradford City last March, its Premier League form has been poor, with the Swarms winning eight, 

drawing nine and losing 18 of 35 games and picking up just 33 points -- which time Guardian says is essentially 

relegation form. 

"It is a decision we have taken reluctantly," Jenkins said in a statement of the decision to fire Laudrup. "But it’s a 

decision made in the best interests of Swansea City Football Club and our supporters. It is the first time in nearly 10 

years that the club has parted with a manager in this way but we had to remove the constant uncertainty 

surrounding the club and Michael’s long-term future with us." 

- Read the whole story... 

Goal.corn 

Zlatan Ibrahimovic scored both goals -- inck=ding a stunning cushioned lob from distance -- as Paris Saint- 

Germain advanced to the Coupe de la Ligue final on Tuesday with a 2-1 win at Nantes. On a rainy night, PSG took 

an early 5th minute lead after goalkeeper Remy Riou’s botched clearance landed in the path of Ibrahimovic, who 

deflected the ball back over Riou’s head and into the net from about 25 yards. Nantes would later equalize through 

Olivier Veigneau with about 10 minutes, only for Ibra to head home a late winner as the game entered stoppage 

time. 

"We are very happy with the victory,"’ Ibrahimovic said after the game. "We are through to the final, so we are 

getting closer to one of our goals this season, but it isn’t finished yet. There’s still one more match to be played to 

win the trophy." PSG will next face time winner of the other semifinal between Lyon and Troyes on April 19th in time 

Stade de France. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

ESPN’s Jeff Carlisle has an extended interview with USA hopeful Juan Agudelo, who joined Stoke City earlier this 

season, but was forced to move to Eredivisie club Utrecht on loan after failing to get a work permit. Agudelo talks 

about how he is settling in to life in the Netherlands as well as his hopes of being called into Jurgen K~insmann’s 

23-man squad for the World Cup. 

- Rend the whole ,~tory... 
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Beckham: ’We don’t want public funding’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSION] Yes, David Beckham has his MLS team. And, yes, 

MLS is coming to Miami. But beyond that, there were few answers 

to come out of Wednesday’s announcement in Miami attended by 

Beckham, MLS Commissioner Don Garber and Miami-Dade County 

Mayor Carlos Gimenez....Read the whole story 

Vancouver takes on Uruguayan flavor 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] The makeover of the Whitecaps under new 

head coach Carl Robinson has brought in two new players from 

South America, both Uruguayan attackers .... Read the whole story 

Klinsmann: ’The door is still open until May’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] With the end of the January camp, U.S. naUonal team 

coach Jurgen Klinsmann’s attention returns to looking at players 

playing at foreign clubs. He says he plans on using the March 5 
game at Ukraine to get one last look at some players -- likely based 

in Europe -- about whom he doesn’t have a clear picture. One 

player Ktinsmann singled out for his "very consistent~ good" play 

was Timmy Chandler, seemingly locked in his doghouse....Read the 

whole story 

USA opens against Japan at Algarve Cup 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The USA will open against Japan two years to the day 

since its last defeat when it plays the reigning world champions at 

the 2014 AIgarve Cup in Portugal. Tom Sermanni’s Americans, 
unbeaten in their last 40 games since a 1-0 loss to Japan on March 
5, 2012, will also face Sweden and Denmarkin Group B at the 21st 

edition of the tournament~ which includes the top three ranked 

women’s teams in the world .... Read the whole story 

UCLA’s Cromwell given multi-year extension 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN] Amanda Cromwell, who led UCLA to its first 
national UUe in her first season with the Bruins, has agreed to a 

mulU-year contract extension. She became the first UCLA coach 

ever to be honored as Soccer America’s Women’s Coach of the 

Year after an NCAA Tournament run that included wins over Pac-12 
rival Stanford and ACC powers North Carolina, Virginia and Florida 

State~ all No. 1 regional seeds....Read the whole story 

Brazilian scores amazing futsal goal for Russia 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] The Futsal European Championship is 
underway with semifinals set for Thursday. Russia reached the final 

four with a 6-0 win over Romania that featured this fantastic flying 

volley goal by Eder Lima....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Super Bowl Sunday was my first and I watched the 

entire game, not only the halftime show! I watched 

it because I’m a big fan of Pete Carroll. There’s no 

doubt about that. Pete gave me the opportunity a 
couple years ago to watch his work at USC and I 

like his approach. Ne’s such a competitor. He tells 

you every day that only the best go through. He 

makes no compromises. He’s straight forward with 
people and he’s very creative with what he’s doing. 

... During the whole game, I wore a Seahawks T- 

shirt and was all pumped up! " 

-- U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann was happy with last 

Sunday’s Super Bowl result. (USSoccer.com) 

English pubs push for late closing 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP COUNTDOWN] How much is one game 
at the World Cup worth for English pub business? 

The British Beer and Pub Association says extending 

closing time on the night of the June 14 England- 

Italy could ...... More 

Altidore: ’i’m freezing up in front of goal’ 

Holt becomes shortest keeper in league 

Five battles between the posts 

Sneijder executes a perfect butt pass 

Clubs scramble to fill holes 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 8:06 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ending soon - Anson, save on your Elite Soccer membership 

Dear Anson, 

A quick reminder that you only have a day and a bit left to take up my 
offer to extend your Elite Soccer membership at a discounted rate. 

We’ve signed a contract extension committing to our partnership with the 
League Managers Association which means we can offer you guaranteed 
long term membership with a great saving. 

With all of the pressures of running a team it would be easy to forget when 
your Elite Soccer membership is due to expire. Before you know it you’ve 
missed an issue - and it’s the one featuring your favourite coach! 

Tfyou emailed yesterday and didn’t receive a reply, please give me a call. 1 
had a lot of responses and it’s possible I missed your email. 

With today’s offer to extend your membership you can guarantee that 
you’ll never miss an issue and make a fantastic saving at the same time~ 

Please note, the discounted rates below are only available to existing Elite 
,.qoccer members who take up this offer before February 7, 2014~ 

Don’t delay, choose the membership that suits you and save up to $114. 

1 Year (12 issues) Full price $137 You pay $:1.17 You save $20 

2 years (24 issues) Full price~,~,~~A You pay $237 You save $37 

3 years (36 issues) Full price,,~*a~ You pay $297 You save $114 

[i~il Extend my membership nOw               j 

That’s one less thing to worry about! 

And below are a few more things you needn’t worry about when you 
extend your membership. 

Not sure how long you’ll be coaching at your current club? 

If you move club you can take your membership with you, you’ll only need 
to contact us if your email address changes. 

¯ Worried that you might not be coaching at all in a couple of years 

and won’t need a three-year membership? 

Simply send me an email or letter requesting to cancel your membership 
and ~’11 refund you for the remainder of your term - no questions asked. 

¯ Think that you’ll get a better offer if you wait? 

You won’t! These discounted rates are only available if you take up this 
offer before February 7, 2014. If your membership reaches the end of its 
current term, it will be automatically renewed at the same low price. 

So don’t delay. Click here to guarantee your copy of Elite Soccer and take 
advantage of this great value offer to extend your membership. 

[ ii;~:~iI Extend my membership now 

Yours in soccer 

Kevin Barrow 
Publisher, Elite Soccer 



PS Remember to check my best offer for a three year membership 
extension - saving you $214 on the regular price! It’s not surprising that 
it’s the most popular offer, 

Extend my membership now 

¯ "~i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: kevin, ba rrow@coach- soccer.tom 

Unsubscribe from marketinq emails 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Which school landed the most recruits ranked 
in the INIG Academy :[50? Here is a look at 
where all of the ranked recruits are headed. 

The verbal commitments for many of the top 
girls have been known for a long time, but on 
Wednesday pen went to paper and made it 
official. Where are the top recruits headed? 

FULL PHOTO GALLE} Y 
National Signing Day was on Wednesday, 
Check out our full photo gallery featuring 
some of the top signings from across the 
country. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Were you with us 
Wednesday for Siqninq Day? 
Check out all the updates! 

Billy McCulloch, the Chelsea 
masseur, is the most 
interesting man in the 
world. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IMG Academy <~info@imgacademy.com> 

Thursday, Februao, 6, 2014 2:03 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Escape to sunny Florida aM IMG Academy’. 

Click here if you do~ft wish to receive these messages in the future. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentao’@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 8:06 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

I Just Talk to People 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio comme..",~a[or and the 
founder and president of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics a~d CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~i-::o send feedback 

Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

t ~ 
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Listen or read more 
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Listen or read more 
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Happiness Is a Choice: 

however, i:as always 
been a conundrum for 
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society often vah~es 
happ~sess over pretty 
ca-such every~hh-~] e~se 

Find and l:oltow 

Please Support Our 
Mission to Create a More 
Ethical World 

help us continue eu’r work in 

schools and co:]~munities, 
Give $75 or more and 
rece~ve a co~o~~ print of What 
W~U Matter, s~gned by 

Donate here >> 

:~-~] Character educati .... terials 

,~vailable in t>ooks and CDs. 
Shop here >> 

Character Educator Bloq, 

Go to bloq >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 
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Two Sets of Proud Parents 
~ r~,tceived a:~ email witi: a 
story worth si~.aring. Only the 
r~ames have been changed ~e 
preserve privacy, Doug ~s the 

Emma, a h~gh schoo~ junbr who 

dances a~d o~Be~ student 
events, A~ strident body 

but a ~,. 
Listen or read more 

The Self-Portrait Called 
Character 
Whiie I was on a radio carl-in 

co~:cer~, He cheated to get 
into college, he said, He 
cheated ~n (:o~ege ~o ~e~ a 
job, Ais8 now he occasionally 
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Listen or read more 

I Just Talk to People 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, Februa~ 7, 2014 4:10 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, FebruaD, 7, 2014 

Friday, Feb. 7, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Mexican and French action on Friday.... The Saturday lineup includes a Liverpool-Arsenal showdown and 

the USA women’s friendly against Russia .... Barcelona begins its quest to recapture La Liga league on Sunday.     ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many netu~rks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdatod daily throughout the ~ek. 

FRIDAY, February 7 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-MONTERREY (live) 10:30 pm 

GOLTV 

Uruguay PENAROL-DEFENSOR SPORTING (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France TOULOUSE-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

SATURDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 10 am. 

italy FIORENTINA=ATALANTA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pro. 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England SWANSEA CITY=CARDIFF CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England MATCH OF THE DAY (delay) 11 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALENCIA-BETIS (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-MALAGA (live) neon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FC TWENTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 



England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-PUMAS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am= 

France AJACCIO-STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COAST4VlELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 1:30 am= 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 3:45 am. 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-PERTH (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORV~CH CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am= 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

USSOCCER.com 

international Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, Febr~ary ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

italy LAZIO-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LORIENT (live) 11 am. 
Italy HELLAS VERONA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MONACO-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy HELLAS VERONAS-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ELCHE (live) 11 am= 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-LEVANTE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 pro. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pro. 

Argentina NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am= 

UNiVlSION 

Mexico TOULCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 



FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WELLINGTON (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

France NANTES-LYON (delay) 12:30 pro. 

England DERBY COUNTY-QPR (live) 2:30 pm. 

Italy INTER MI~N~ASUOLO (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy INTER MI~N~ASUOLO (delay) 1 pro. 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England ~ST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm, 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pro. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-COMERCIAL (live) 5 pro. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England HULL CI~-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CARDIFF CI~-ASTON VIL~ (live) 2:45 pm. 

England WEST HAM-NOR~CH CI~ (live) 2:45 pro. 

W~DH~SDAY, Febru~r~ t2 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey R~AL S~CI~DAD-BARCEL~NA (live) 4 

Coppa Italia NAP~LI-R~MA (delay) 6 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England ARSENAL=MANCHESTeR UNITED (live) 2:45 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL S~CIEDAD-BARCEL~NA (live) 4 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERP~L (live) 2:45 

England EV~RT~N-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 

England ST~K~ CI~=SWANS~A CI~ (live) 2:45 

England MANCHESTER CI~-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 

England NEWCASTLE-T~ENH~ (live) 3 pro. 

USSQCCER,com 

International Women’s Friendly USA=RUSSIA (live) 7:30 

TBA 

~R~DAY, Fe~u~ry 14 

BelN 

France PSG-VALENClENNES (liv@ 2:30 pm. 

BelN $PORT$ en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, Feb. 7, 2014 
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Section 1 : Arena renews with Galaxy; Agudelo hits rocket; Joharmsson inured 

Friday, Feb~ 7, 2014 

Arena extends Galaxy contract 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Bruce Arena, the head coach with the second 
longest current tenure in MLS, has agreed to stick around the LA 

Galaxy a white longer. For more on Arena’s extension and MLS’s 

most tenured coaches .... Read the whole story 

Sounders make it two wins in two days 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The SeatUe Sounders made it two wins in 
two days with a 2-1 win over the Vancouver Whitecaps on Thursday 

at Grande Sports World in AHzona. New England Revolution 
wrapped up its Bradenton, Fla., leg of preseason training with a 2-1 

comeback win over the NASL’s Ft. Lauderdate Stalkers. The 
Colorado Rapids won but the New York Red Butts lost in scrimmages 
against college teams....Read the whole story 

Agudelo hits rocket for first Eredivisie goal 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Juan Agudeto scored his first goat for Dutch 

dub FC Utrecht, hitting a rocket inside the near post in its 2-1 toss 

to visiting PEC Zwole in the Dutch Eredivisie on Thursday....Read 

the whole story 

Johannsson in doubt with groin injury 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Aron Johannsson, whose 21 goats put him in 
contention to challenge Jozy Attidore’s American record for the 

most goats scored by an American in one season in a top flight 

European league, is doubtful for AZ’s Eredivisie match Sunday after 

leaving Tuesday’s game against Vitesse with a groin injury....Read 
the whole story 

U.S. U-17 women open with resounding 4-0 win 

by Soccer America 

[NTC INVITATIONAL[ The U.S. under-17 women’s national team got 

two goals each from Ketcie Hedge and Mallory Pugh and rotted to a 

4-0 victory over China in the first game of the 2014 Women’s NTC 

Invitational in Carson, Calif. The U.S. U-17s finished with an 18-2 
edge in shots and 7-0 edge in corner kicks .... Read the whole story 

The latest attempt to stop Messi 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Like so many defenders do when they 

can’t rely on skills, Jon Gaztanaga resorts to cheating. But the Real 
Sociedad man’s effort in stopping Lionel Messi is espedatty pathetic 

as he seems to get his sports mixed up .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"In a country where 37 percent of spending is on 

food eaten outside the home, we needed a new 
product that would help us with the fact we have 

the most fanatical fans in Brazil." 

-- Beto Carva[ho, the marketing manager of Brazilian 

dub Gremio on it opening its own chain of fast 

food restaurants. Gremio hopes to sell up to 90 

franchises at between $80,000 and S270,000 over 
the next five years to raise cash for player signings. 

Fans voted in an online poll to call the restaurants 

Hamburgueria 1903 in reference to the year the 

dub was founded. (Reuters) 

Weekend EPL soccer on USA Network 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] The English Premier League 

game between Liverpool and Arsenal at Anfietd on 

Saturday will air on USA Network at 7:45 a.m. ET as 

NBCSN is presenting live coverage of the ...... More 

~, Beckham: ’We don’t want punic funding’ 

~, Three former Defenders of Year on move 

3, Brazilian scores amazing futsal ~oal for 

Russia 

4, Klinsmann: ~he door is still open until ~y’ 

5, At last, a sweet own goal 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

National Signing Day is in the books and the 
top programs have announced their recruits 
for the fall. TDS ranks the top 20 for 2014. 

MORE: How to be a better player: Nutrition 

T [.  AN[RANK TOP 25; 
Today we take a look at the U16, U17 and 
U18 Boys for the 2013-14 season in our 

monthly Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. 

With Signing Day now done, TDS refreshes its 
2014 recruiting class rankings. See which 
conference landed 3 teams in the top 5. 

MORE: The Top Recruits Have Decided 

DID YOU SEE? 

The 2014 Siqninq Day 
gallery has 235 pictures 
from kids all over the 
country. 

This is definitely one way to 
stop F4essi. It’s just kind of 
cheap and not cool. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Soccer Academies at Dartmouth College 

The Soccer Academies at Dartmouth College 
not only provide a great way to improve as a 
soccer player, they also a provide an 
opportunity to be seen by college coaches 
from some of the premier schools in the 
nation. 

Through the years many Soccer Academies 
campers have gone on to play for Dartmouth 
and other prestigious universities nation 
wide. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Youth Soccer Insider: April Heinrichs: Coaching Boys vs. Girls -- More Similar than Ditt~rent 

Friday, Feb. 7, 2014 ~...’.$" Tweet This ~’j Share This 

April Heinrichs: Coaching Boys vs. Girls -- More 
Similar than Different 
By April Heinrichs 

Here’s what I know after coaching girls and women for 25 years, and coaching our nation’s best female players for 

the last 15 years: 

Like any coach in any sport, to be successful you must have a vision for the way you want to coach, a vision for 

the way you want your team to play, and a vision for what steps (there are always steps) you must take in 

partnership with your players. It must be a partnership! 

Players grow at different rates and different times in their development, hence the need for patience and being able to coach 

players differently. No two players are the same and no two players respond the same, thus, you must coach each player 

individually. 

Finally, the key to coaching is being able to communicate your vision, plan and how a player fits into it all. Planning and 

preparing is a great part of a successful journey, so too is communicating and connecting with your players. 

A great coach taps into each player’s mind and their heart. A great coach motivates and asks a player to become more self- 

aware in order to reach the "next level." Ultimately, the most important lesson in coaching -- there is no finish line in 

communicating with a player. It’s an on-going process. 

I have limited experience coaching boys and men. But what is clear to me - as I have many friends who coach males and of 

course I’m always watching the men’s game - is that in the last 25 yeats, coaching men and women is becoming more 

similar than different. 

Twenty-five years ago you could make grand statements about the differences. "You can scream and shout at men and they’ll 

respond." ... "Men don’t care about team chemistry they only care about winning." ... "Women are not competitive." ... 

"Women are soft psychologically." 

I don’t think any of these old statements hold true today. Some of the most amazing competitors are women (athletes and 

businesswomen). 

Women will really get after it in the competitive arena, and relentlessly so. They can unleash their furor on the field; just watch 

the U.S. women against any of the top teams in the world. There are fearless tackles, along with tactical adjustments 

communicated by their coaches. 

As for men’s teams and coaches today, a good team can beat an average team any day, but if a good team meets another 

good team that lacks cohesion, inevitably the team without good cohesion/chemistry will collapse under the pressure. 

And, we hear today in men’s soccer about the coach who has good "man management skills." These are some of the most 

successful and respected coaches in the men’s game. 

This sounds a lot like coaches of women’s soccer. Coaching women and men is becoming more similar than different. And, 

one day soon, we will see a female coach coaching men at the highest level. 

(April He#~rictis is U.S. Soccef’s Technical Director and the head coach of the U.S. U-18 women’s national team. She served 

as the U.S. women’s national team head coach in 2000-2004, which included a ~lold medal win at the 2004 Olympic Games. 

Prior to comin£1 back to U.S. Soccer, Heinrichs seined as a Sportfotio Leader for team sports at the U.S. Olympic Committee. 

As a player, Heinrichs captained the USA to the 1991 Women’s World Cup title and scored 35 £1oals in 46 U.S. appearances. 

She won three NCAA titles at the University of North Carelina.) 

Editor’s Note: A year a~lo, the Youth Soccer Insider ran a four-part series on the whether coachin~l ~lirls and boys required a 

different approach ... 

Girls vs. Boys: Should they be coached differently? (Part 1) 



’It’s about how the individual ticks’ (Part 2) 

A Difference in Social Dynamics? (Part 3) 

Should coaches communicate differently? (Part 4) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Friday, Feb. 7, 2014 
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Section 2: EPL Clubs Spent Massively in Ja~uary 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Feb. 7, 2014 !~" Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Report: EPL Clubs Outspent Other Leaques Combined in January 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Premier League clubs spent more during the January transfer window than their French, German, Italian 

and Spanish counterparts combined, ESPN reports, citing data from the Soccerex transfer review. The 20 members 

of England’s first division spent a net total of 150 million euros ($203.8 million), whereas the combined spending 

total of the other four major leagues was just 140 million euros ($190.2 million). 

In the Premier League, Chelsea led time pack with a combined 52.8 million ($71.7 million) outlay on Nemanja Matic, 

Mohamed Salah and Kurt Zouma, but the West London club still finished the window in profit thanks to the sales 

of Juan Mata to Manchester United and Kevin De Bruyne to Wolfsburg. Mata’s $61 million sale was easily time 

biggest signing during the window, costing 20 million euros ($27.1 million) more than any other player. 

In France, Ligue 1 clubs spent 53 million euros, while Italy’s Serie A spent 42 million euros, Germany’s Bundesliga 

33 million euros and Spain’s La Liga just 12 million euros. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ref Who Dismissed Rona~do Given a Month Off ....................................................................................................................................................... 

Football Espana 

The referee who gave Real Madrid forward Cristiano Ronaldo a red card against Athletic Bilbao has been given a 

month off after his performance at the New San Mames. Referee Miguel Angel Ayza Gamez showed the Portugal 

international a straight red card for striking out at Carlos Gurpegi in Los Blancos’ 1-1 draw with Athletic Bilbao on 

Sunday. Radio station Cadena Cope revealed that Gamez is now set for a four-week layoff, and he will net referee 

any more Real games this season. 

Meanwhile, Ronaldo has been handed a three-game ban for an alleged gesture toward the fourth official when 

coming off. Spain’s Soccer Federation’s Appeals Committee on Friday rejected Real’s appeal against Ronaldo’s 

three-game suspension, which means he will be unavailable for the league games against Villarreal, Getafe and 

Elche. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports New’s 

Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini, who won his second consecutive Manager of the Month award in the 

Premier League on Friday, dismissed Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho’s claim that Chelsea is a "little horse" in the 

Premier League title race. The Chilean noted that Chelsea’s significant investment in its squad during the transfer 

window renders his remark debatable. 

"Maybe it is a small horse if the manager thinks like that," Pellegrini said. "It can be a little horse, but very rich. This 

is the team that has spent most money in the last 10 years, it is the team that spent most money this year, and the 

team that spent the most money in the transfer window. So, little, but rich." 

He went on to say that having won both of its Premier League games against City this season, Chelsea is clearly in 

contention for the title. ’q think he is favorite. He thinks, if he wins, he will have the merits but, if he loses, he does 

not have responsibility." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rea~ C~oses in on Spanish Cup Fina~ 
Football Espana 

Real Madrid on Wednesday took a giant step towards the Copa del Rey final with a comprehensive 3-0 win at home 



to La Liga leader Atletico Madrid. Coach Car~o Ance~otti was pleased with the performance, although he admitted 

that Real had only won the first-half of the two game series. 

"Next week we play the second-half and we have to do the same," the Italian tactician said. "Today though I am 

completely satisfied." VVhen asked to compare his team on Wednesday to time team that lost at home to Atletico 

earlier in the season, he replied, "We have changed a lot. Especially in the nature of our play and also because we 

are a more compact team." 

After the game, Atleti coach Dieqo Simeone was asked if his team faced an impossible task. "Is it possible? There 

are 90 minutes of soccer still to be played," the Argentine told his post-match press conference. "Madrid played a 

very good game and should be congratulated. We couldn’t match them." When asked if this was Atletico’s worst 

defensive performance of the season, Simeone replied: "This wasn’t our worst game defensively, no. Two goals 

game from deflections, not chances on goal. But there were mistakes in the defense." 

Atleti will be missing star striker Diego Costa for the return at the Vicente Calderon after he picked up another 

yellow card in the loss. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Garcia: Roma, GervinSo ’Can Do Better’ 
Football Italia 

AS Roma coach Rudi Garcia believes his squad and forward Gervinho "can do a lot better" after Roma’s thrilling 

3-2 win the Coppa Italia semifinal against Napoli on Wednesday. Garcia’s men squandered a 2-0 lead before the 

Ivory Coast international Gervinho completed his brace in the game’s final minutes to ensure that the host took a 3- 

2 lead to time Stadio San Paolo for the second game of time two-game series. 

"Mistakes can happen and that is how Napoli scored, but they have quality and so do we," Garcia said. "We’ll see 

the second leg, as we will certainly go there to clinch qualification." When asked if he was surprised by Gervinho’s 

form, he replied: "Absolutely not. I think he can do a lot better, as he has some things to work on." He added: 

"Above all he needs the faith of his coach and his teammates, as he said this week that when he gets the ball he 

plays either to provide an assist or to score. Things are going very well for him and for Roma." Garcia said that his 

team has a 50-50 chance of advancing to the final. 

Napoli coach Rafael Benitez, meanwhile, was pleased with his team’s "positive reaction" to going down two goals 

and believes that they have the quality to knock Roma out of the tournament in the return game. "For the fans of 

both teams and neutrals it was a wonderful spectacle," Benitez told Rai Sport after the game. "The positive aspect is 

time reaction of the team, though it was not positive to concede two in the first half." He added: "Time side showed 

character to fight back and kept positive. Roma had some very fast forwards and it was not easy to defend against 

them. It was tough as time passes were very quick, so hard to defend against." 

- Read the whole story... 

Berbatov to Make Monaco Debut Against PSG 
Eurosport 

AS Monaco striker Dimitar Berbatov, who is expected to make his debut against Paris Saint-Germain on Sunday, 

says that facing the Ligue 1 leader is the "best way possible" to begin his career in France. The former Fulham 

striker, who scored just four goals in 18 appearances this season, joined Monaco on loan for the rest of the season 

on transfer deadline day. 

- Read the whole story... 

Former Barca Assistant 8~asts Messi’s ’Lack of Passion’ 
Football Espana 

Former Barcelona assistant coach Angel Cappa has criticized four-time Ballon d’Or winner Lione~ Messi for his 

’lack of passion’ since his return to the Barcelona lineup from a muscular injury. "To play soccer you need to be 

brimming over with passion, like what Messi had, what the great players had, [Diego] I~aradona..." Cappa told 

Esports en Xarxa. "In the Copa del Roy semifinal [first leg against Real Sociedad, which Barca won 2-0] he 

participated a little bit more, but in the match against Valencia [which Barca lost 3-2] I couldn’t understand how a 

player could play soccer with so little passion 2 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Sunderland winger Adam Johnson on Friday was named the Premier League player of the month for January, 

after scoring five goals in the month, including a hat trick against Fulham in a 4-1 away win. According to the 

Guardian, Johnson’s form has been so good that England coach Roy Hodgson may be forced to recall him to the 

national team squad for the World Cup. 



- Road the whole story.,, 
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Breakers Announce 2014 NWSL Schedule 

::~:: Breakers Banner 

Breakers open season at Seattle April 13, open at home 
April 20 against Houston 

The National Women’s Soccer League announced its 2014 regular season 
schedule today, and the Breakers open up the season on the road, facing 

Seattle Reign FC. 

The Breakers make their 2014 home debut on Sunday, April 20, at 6:30 p.m. 
against the expansion Houston Dash at Harvard Stadium. The Breakers remain 
at home one week later (Sunday, April 27), taking on their rivals from New 
Jersey, Sky Blue FC. 

The 24-game schedule, which can be found here_, features 12 home games, all of 
which will be played at Harvard Stadium. One of the marquee early season 

matchup pits the Breakers against 2013 NWSL champions Portland Thorns FC 

with U.S. Women’s National Team forward Alex Morgan and Canadian Women’s 
National Team captain Christine Sinclair. That match takes place Wednesday, 
May 28, at 7 p.m. Portland returns to Boston on Sunday, Aug. 10 (6:30 p.m.). 

On Thursday, June 19, the Breakers see the return of last year’s leading scorer, 
Sydney Leroux, and Seattle Reign FC in their only appearance in Boston this 
season. 

Rivals Western New York Flash, with the all-time leading scorer in U.S. National 

Team history Abby Warabach, come to town Sunday, Aug. 3 (6:30 p.m.). 

The Breakers conclude the regular season at home against the Houston Dash 

(Sunday, Aug. 17, at 6:30 p.m.). 

Season tickets and single-game tickets are now available by going to 

YOU can host a Breakers How would you like to 
player this season work for the 

Breakers? 
Over the past few years, host families 



involved with the Boston Breakers 
program have helped the Breakers 
become one of the most "player-friendly" 

markets in professional women’s soccer. 

Host families are an essential 
component of the Boston Breakers’ 
family. They are invaluable to our 

organization, and we are extremely 

grateful for the Boston area’s hospitality; 

it has been truly amazing. 
The Boston Breakers are looking for host 

families for the 2014 National Women’s 
Soccer League season. If you’re 

interested, or for more information, 
contact Laura Doran at 

Idoran@ bostonbreakers.com. 

Become part of the Breakers 
family! 

There are several job openings, 

including corporate sales and 

ticket account executive, in the 
Breakers offices in Hanover, 
Mass. 

To learn more about the 
positions, visit the Breakers Job 

Opportunities page HERE. 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, Februa~ 8, 2014 

Saturday, Feb. 8, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Saturday lineup includes a Liverpool-Arsenal showdown and the USA women’s friendly against Russia .... 

Barcelona begins its quest to recapture La Liga lead on Sunday.                                             ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many netu~rks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the v~ek. 

SATURDAY, Feb~a~’y ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-WATFORD (live) 10 am. 

italy FIORENTINA=ATALANTA (live) noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pro. 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England SWANSEA CITY=CARDIFF CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (delay) 2:30 pm. 

England MATCH OF THE DAY (delay) 11 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALENCIA-BETIS (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-MALAGA (live) noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VILLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-AC MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FC TWENTE (live) 12:30 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CHELSEA-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-PUMAS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-SANTOS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 5 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO=STADE RENNAIS (live) 2 pm. 



Mexico ATLAS-MONARCAS (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia CENTRAL COASTJMELBOURNE VICTORY (live) 1:30 am= 

Australia SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 3:45 am. 

Australia MELBOURNE HEART-PERTH (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am= 

England ASTON VILLA-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

USSOCCER.com 

international Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy LAZIO-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LORIENT (live) 11 am. 
italy HELLAS VERONA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 

France MONACO-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM 0ive) 11 am. 

AZ’rECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy HELLAS VERONAS-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ELCHE (live) 11 am= 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-LEVANTE (live) 1 pro. 

Spain SEVILLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

italy LAZIO-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 pro. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pro. 

Argentina NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOULCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WELLINGTON (live) 11 am. 

~4ONDAY, February 10 

BelN SPORTS 

France NANTES-LYON (delay) 12:30 pm. 

England DERBY COUNTY-QPR (live) 2:30 pro. 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

TUESDAY, February 



BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England WEST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm, 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-COMERCIAL (live) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CARDIFF CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England WEST HAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS MVE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:45 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm, 

England STOKE CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

International Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

THURSDAY~ February t3 

TBA 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-VALENCIENNES (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Feb. 8, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 4:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, February. 9, 2014 

Sunday, Feb. 9, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Barcelona begins its quest to recapture La Liga’s lead on Sunday. 

All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive stream#~g     ~ 

programming listed he~e, many networks make TV programm#~g available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated d~@ throughout the week. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy LAZIO-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France BORDEAUX-LORIENT (live) 11 am. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-JUVENTUS (delay) 1 pro. 

Spain SEVILLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MONACO-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

USA NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy HELLAS VERONAS-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-LEVANTE (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

italy LAZIO-ROMA (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico QUERETARO-VERACRUZ (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-AUGSBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-HANNOVER (live) 11:30 pm. 

Brazil PONTE PRETA-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina NEWELL’S OLD BOYS-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOULCA-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WELLINGTON (live) 11 am. 

February 



BelN SPORTS 

France NANTES-LYON (delay) 12:30 pm. 

England DERBY COUNTY-QPR (live) 2:30 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy INTER MILAN-SASUOLO (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

TUESDAY, February i ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England WEST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-COMERCIAL (live) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CARDIFF CITY=ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England WEST HAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, February t2 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm= 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pro= 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

international Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, Feb~ry 15 

TBA 

FRIDAY, February i4 

Be~N SPORTS 

France PSG-VALENCIENNES (live) 2:30 pro. 

Be~N SPORTS en Espano~ 

~ta~y AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pra, 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Feb. 9, 2014 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



FIom: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 8:04 AM 

Dormnce, Alert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: Week in Review 

Sunday, Feb. 9, 20!4 

by Soccer America 

[HTC IHVITATIOHAk] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team got 

two goals each from Kelcie Hedge and Mallory Pugh and rolled to a 

4-0 victory over China in the first game of the 2014 Women’s HTC 

Invitational in Carson, Calif. The U.S. U-17s finished with an 18-2 
edge in shots and 7-0 edge in corner Idcks .... R~,’ad ~:he who’;~? s~o.."y 

by Soccer America 

[HYC IHWTAT~OHAL] The U.S. under47 women’s naUona~ team made 
it two wins in two g~mes as it de,eared Hew ZeMand~ 2-0~ in i~ 

second match of the 2014 Women’s HTC In~Uona[. The U-17s got 

goals in each half from MaHo~ Pugh and Zoe Redei .... ~e~d ~he 

by Soccer America 

[COPA DEL ATI_AIITICO] For the second time in 24 hours, the USA 
went up against an established youth power at the Copa 
Atlantico for under-18 teams in the Canary Islands and again a 

second-half goal was the difference as Argentina prevailed, 1-0, on 

a goal by San Lorenzo’s Rodrigo Contreras .... ~,ead the w~ole :;i:,’~r2 

by Soccer ~meri~a 

[COPA DEL ATLAIITICO] The USA fell to Spain, I-0, on a late goal 
their openin~ game at the 40th edition of the U-18 Copa del 

Atlan~co in the Cana~ Islands....gCead ~he v,d~(~e story 

by Soccer America 

[DEVEkOPMEHT ACADEMY] The top U-13/14 team from that age 

group’s inaugural 2013-14 U.S. Soccer Development Academy season 

will be rewarded with a trip to the 2014 Manchester United 
Premier Cup World Finals....Read 1:he 

by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMEHT ACADEMY] Players with ties to the Development 

Academy confirmed their collegiate choices Wednesday on 
Hationat Signing Day. For those signings as listed by U.S. Soccer. 

by April Heinrichs 

Here’s what I know after coaching girls and women 

for 25 years, and coaching our nation’s best female 

players for the last 15 years: 

by Soccer America 

tABU DHABI CAMP] The U.S. under-15 national team 

beat its host United Arab Emirates, 3-2, after 
trailing 2-0 to wrap up its camp in Abu Dhabi. 

~ Y ou are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.so(c~’rsmelic~,com - and become a complimentary member. 

are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJle@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 8:36 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Soccer Conditioning with a Ball - Train your temn like the pro’s 

I just wanted to send you a reminder of our new book, Soccer Conditioning with a Ball. It’s the perfect 

time to get stuck into some new modern methods of soccer conditioning so you can implement them 

for the Spring season. And don’t forget, conditioning is not just for pre-season. This book will give you 

plent of drills that will get and keep your players in great shape all season long. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

improve your players’ 
fitness an tec nical 

with is 
high 

ility at the same time 
compilation of 
ly effective 

conditioning rills 
performed wi a ball 

Now this is comprehensive! Soccer Conditioning with a ~al~ is a 
special book overloaded with drills that w~ll boost yogr p~ayers’ 

f~tness while a~so ~mprov~ng their ba~ control first touch, 
defensive foo~ork a~d eve~ other core skill your team needs 

or running aimlessly around cones, because these conditioning 
dr~l~s are all pe~ormed with a bal~ at your players’ feet, 

Dear Coach, 

Deciding whether to work on fitness or technique is a never ending dilemma. Should you focus on 

improving ball control, dribbling and other core skills? Or is improving your players’ technical ability a 

waste of time if they don’t have enough gas in the tank to last a full game? Well, with the drills in this 

book you need never have to make that choice again. 

Soccer Conditioning with a Ball is a compilation of the best conditioning drills handpicked from 

WORLD CLASS COACHING’s vast library. This special book is packed with over 20 exercises which 

will improve technique and fitness at the same time, covering every core skill and position. This 

includes dynamic first touch drills with sprint dribbling; high intensity conditioning circuits; lvl small 

sided anaerobic exercises; pattern plays that replicate real game scenarios and much more. 



In addition, Soccer Conditioning with a Ball also features ’soccer science’ articles on the latest sports 

science research on modern conditioning coaching techniques. So along with a wide ranging 

compilation of conditioning drills, you can also expand your own knowledge with insights into 

plyometric and high intensity interval training and how it can be used to get bigger benefits from every 

coaching session. 

"No ~onger wi~ you have to waste 10-15 minutes 
of training sessions working on fitness. ~nstead 

you can use this time to work on improving 
technical skills, and gain a double whammy of 

benefits from every drill" 

The pace of modern soccer has rocketed in recent years Players can run up to 10kin per game, which 

is the same as running across 350 basketball courts or running a marathon every four games Despite 

these vast distances covered every game, players need to continue passing accurately, defending 

tightly and shooting accurately for the full 90 minutes. 

While fitness and conditioning gets a lot of attention at the start of the season, this focus can wane as 

the season progresses, Instead more time is spent on technical areas where the team’s 

weaknesses have become exposed But this means that, whilst technical ability might improve, players 

can get tired earlier in games leading to mistakes and games being lost in the final phases of the 

game, 

With the rapid pace of the modern game, many leading coaches are turning to conditioning training 

exercises which also include technical elements. Instead of being sent to run around cones, players 

are set performing high intensity circuit exercises which improve both their fitness and technique. 

Soccer Conditioning with a Ball presents you with the drills used by these coaches, which enable 

them to train teams to build muscles, gain higher stamina and advances in technique all at the same 

time 

A compilation of the very best conditioning drills from WORLD CLASS 
COACH~NG’s vast library" 

Soccer Conditioning with a Ballcomprises of a compilation of drills handpicked from the many 

coaching guides produced by WORLD CLASS COACHING All of the drills have been carefully selected 

to provide a variety of exercises which can improve your team in multiple core skills and positions. This 



includes heading and backpedalling drills for defenders, passing and dribbling for midfielders and 

finishing drills for forwards. The result is that this book can be used to set different drills for different 

groups of players in each training session, and enable them to improve their fitness, technique and 

position specific skills all at the same time. 

WORLD CLASS COACHING’s library contains literally hundreds of books, eBooks and videos Our 

drills are used by over 60,000 coaches all over the world, so you can be assured that the drills in 

Soccer Conditioning with a Bah will be highly effective and will enable you to gain big improvements in 

multiple areas in every coaching session 

What’s covered in Soccer Conditioning with a 
Bail 

Soccer Conditioning with a Batifeatures over 20 conditioning drills, all of which are performed with the 

ball at the players’ feet. What’s more, the drills have been carefully selected for specific positions and 

for improving particular physical characteristics. This includes plyometric drills for improving muscle 

strength and short sprints for gaining explosive changes in pace. 

All the drills have detailed explanations on howthey are performed along with diagrams on team setup 

and coaching points for progressing each drill’s intensity or challenge, Some of the drills covered 

include: 

Pattern play drllls which rehearse real game sit~ations and incorporate phases of play 

Drllls to reduce poor defensive clearances from poor heading and backpedatiing 

4 v 2 possession games in small areas 

3 v 3 anaerobic endurance drills to improve group defending 

Cardiovascular interval training to help players maintain their technique over the full 90 

minutes 

Dynamic first touches into space, combined with speed dribbllng and sprinting 

Pressure, cover and balance in defense combined with conditioning 

Drills to improve quick recovery if the ball is lost in the final third and you need to get your 

team back defending 

On the ball shooting exercises which eliminate the need to have players in long lines 

Soccer science artic/es on the ef~ects of ptyometric training and high intensity interval 

training 

Every position, skill and technique is covered. This makes Soccer Conditioning with a Ball one of 

WORLD CLASS COACHING’s most wide ranging and comprehensive guides on howto gain bigger 

improvements in multiple areas in every position all over the pitch. 

What you will gain from Soccer Conditioning 
with a Bali 

The game of soccer isn’t a marathon. It’s evolved into becoming a rapid series of short, fast sprints. 

This means that sending players running around cones to improve their fitness isn’t going to 

adequately prepare their muscles, lungs or mind for the physical nature of the modern game. At the 

same time, why sacrifice 10-15 min utes of every session on fitness when you could be combining this 

with technical drills which enable you to gain bigger improvements in every session? 

Soccer Conditioning with a Ball provides all the drills you need to improve the conditioning 

and technique of your players at the same time. From this book you will gain:Over 20 

soccer conditioning drills performed with a ball 

Soccer science articles that will enrich your coaching knowledge with the /atest insights on 

plyometric and high intensity training 

Defensive improvements include better shielding of the ball, better defensive heading and 

quicker recoveries when the ball is lost in the opponent’s final third 
Midfielders will improve their passing, quick sprints and dribbling agility 

Forwards will be able to make quicker turns, sprints into the box and more accurate 

finishing 

Aft the technical improvements are supported by better conditioning, enabling players to 

perform at their optimum level until the final whistle 

You will gain extra time through not having to coach fitness and technique separately and 

by allowing players to be using the bail instead o~ waiting in lines 

More time spent on conditioning will help to develop strong limbs, flexible joints and high 

levels of fitness to enable players to keep playing at the highest level for the whole game. 

Improved conditioning means players will be less fikely to get injured and wlll remain fit and 

healthy for the whole season. 

Your players will not miss having to run around cones yet will love being able to get more 

time on the ball in every session 



Whether you coach youth teams, amateur sides or at an elite club, players at every level require drills 

which improve their core technical skills. At the same time, they also need the conditioning to perform 

improvements in technique for the full 90 minutes. Th is makes Soccer Conditioning with a Ba~ a 

valuable addition to any coach’s library. It will invigorate training sessions, with more time spent on the 

ball, with eliminate the time wasted with players waiting in lines and will help to advance your team in 

multiple areas faster than conventional isolated drills. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 
WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 

Soccer Conditioning with a Bal! unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you are 

not 100% satisfied with the quality of Soccer Conditioning with a Ball after six months then please 

contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

"Why waste time with your players standing in 
lines when they could be honing their skills and 
improving their fitness with the ball at their feet" 

There’s no question that that the modern game is more physically demanding than it’s ever been. The 

rise of fast paced counter attacking soccer means that players are expected to run further and perform 

with higher technique for the full g0 minutes. This means that approaches to coaching have to update 

with it. Instead of repetitive drills focused on one technique, players need to be trained in both 

technique and fitness at the same time. 

Soccer Conditioning with a Ball provides a complete guide to the drills needed for coaching in the 

modern game. Carefully selected from WORLD CLASS COACHING’s extensive resources and 

database of drills, the exercises in this book provide a complete selection for improving players in 

multiple skills and advancing their conditioning at the same time. 

So if you find your players failing to complete passes, make tackles and shoot accurately in the final 

phases of the game, Soccer Conditioning with a Ball may be the perfect guide you need. It provides 

you with drills that will keep your players running for longer and performing effectively so you can gain 

the winning advantage when the opposition begins to tire. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Soccer Conditioning with a Ball provides a wealth of drills for improving your players’ technique 

and fitness at the same time No longer will you waste time sending players running around cones or 

waiting in lines Instead you’ll be able to improve your players’ technique along with the endurance so 

you can gain a crucial advantage in the final phases of the game 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Soccer 

Conditioning with a Ball after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 





Fiom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, February 9, 2014 9:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

College Soccer Reporter: Development Academy college signings 

Socce~Ame~’lca’s 

 SOCC RREPORTER 
YOUR BRliEFING ON THE NATIONAIL COLLEGE SCENE 

Sunday, Feb. 9, 2014 

2014 co[lege men’s signings 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY] Players with ties to the Development 

Academy confirmed their collegiate choices Wednesday on 
National Signing Day. For those signings as listed by U.S. Soccer. 

...Read the whole st:ory 

Nichols named Loyola head coach 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE MEN] Steve llichols, who built the Baltimore Bays into a 
national youth power before leaving to form Baltimore Celtic and 

coached at perennial prep power McDonough School, has been 

named the head men’s coach at his alma mater, Loyola (Md.). 

...Read the whole story 

Drexel associate coach Green takes Belmont job 

by Soccer America 

[MEH’S COACHING CHANGES] Belmont hired Drexel associate coach 
Bryan Green as the fourth head men’s coach in program history. 

...Read the whole story 

2014 NASL Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The Atlanta Silverbacks have set a slate of six 
preseason matches, five against college teams and one against USL 

PRO’s Charlotte Eagles. For all the preseason games .... Read the 
whole story 

2014 NWSL Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The first meeting of HWSL teams in preseason is 

scheduled to take place March 22 when FC Kansas City and the 

Chicago Red Stars meet at the St. Louis Soccer Park in Fenton, 
Me. The expansion Houston Dash has scheduled two matches with 

college power Texas A&M. For the preseason schedule .... Read the 
whole story 

Penn freshman named to revamped Russian team 
by Soccer America 

[USA-RUSSIA] The USA opens a two-game set of women’s fHendlies 

against Russia Saturday at FAU Stadium in Boca Raton, Fla. (live on 
ussoccer.com webcast, 3:30 p.m. ET). It heads into the match with 

a 40-game unbeaten streak....Read the whole story 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1, Ottawa adds pair of MLS vets 

2, Nichols named Loyola head coach 

3, Penn freshman named to revamped Russian 
team 

4, Sounders make it two wins in two days 

5, Weekend EPL soccer on USA Network 

~~ Y ou are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 4:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, February 10, 2014 

Monday, Feb. 10, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~:~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s English and Spanish action on Monday .... On Tuesday, the Madrid teams clash for a spot in the Spanish 

Cup final and West Brom hosts Chelsea. 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

p~gramming listed here, many ne~rks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is updated (tally throughout the week. 

MONDAY, F~bru~y 10 

BelN SPORTS 

England DERBY COUNTY-QPR (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

TU~SDAV, F~br~a~y ~ ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England WEST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Roy ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-COMERCIAL (live) 5 pm. 

~e~N PLAY 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pm. 

England CARDIFF CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

England WEST HAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, February ~2 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Roy REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm= 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Roy REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm= 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 



Be~N PLAY 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 2:45 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-TOT]ENHAM (live) 3 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

international Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

TBA 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-VALENCIENNES (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espano~ 

Italy AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pro. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Feb. 10, 2014 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The boys IMG Academy 150 Rankings winter 
update is out today, and there is a new face 
at No. 2 and several new players debuting in 
the Top 150. 

The U.S. U17 Women’s National Team 
defeated ]apan 2-1 on Sunday and captured 
the title at the U17 Women’s NTC 
Invitational in Carson, California 

In the latest girls commitments update, 
recruits discuss their decision to head to a 
variety of different programs, of all levels. 
MORE: Latest boys commitment update 

DID YOU SEE? 

Highlights: U18 MNT posts 
hard-fouqht 1-0 loss to 
Argentina 

Examining the college 
rulebook - what needs to 
change? 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

IMG Academy Soccer Camps 

Want to play soccer at the collegiate level? 

IMG Academy can help get you there. 

More than 60% of IMG Academy student- 
athletes go on to DI universities ([the 
national average is below 5%) and 30% 
moving on to a top 100 school by U.S. News 
& World Report. 

For more info, email 
soccer@imqacademy.com. 
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,~onday, Feb. !0, 201q 

Eight trialists to follow in preseason 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] They are the longshot of the longshots, trialists 

and guest players brought into MLS preseason camp. Some might 

get 30 minutes and are quickly gone. Others survive for weeks 

without any guarantee that they’ll make the opening day roster. 

Some are free agents from abroad; others are MLS vets looking for 
one last chance. For a look at eight tdalists who are making a name 

for themselves in preseason .... Read the whole story 

Dynamo wins on rockets from Ownby and Cummings 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUtlTDOWN] The Houston Dynamo got goals from Bryan 

Ownby and Omar Cummings -- both with blasts from more than 30 
yards -- to beat the PDL’s FC Tucson, 2-0, in their preseason match 

Monday in Tucson, Ariz .... Read the whole story 

Racioppi leads U.S. U-17s to title 

by Soccer America 

[HTC INVITATIONAL] The USA won the HTC Invitational Sunday with 

a 2-1 comeback win over Japan in the tournament’s final game. It 

had also beaten China (4-0) and New Zealand (2-0) in what was for 
its three opponents a tune-up for the Under-17 Women’s World 
Cup that begins in March in Costa Rica .... Read the whole story 

Horth headed to Icelandic second division 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICAN ABROAD] Matt Horth, who led the HASL Atlanta 
Silverbacks in scoring in 2011 and 2012 and played for the MLS Hew 
England Revolution in 2013, has signed with Icelandic second 

division club Leiknir Reykjavik. Horth, who had re-signed with the 
Silverbacks in January, joins fellow American Brandon Scott at the 

I. deild karla club....Read the whole story 

2014 NASL Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] FC Edmonton, which will kick off preseason next 

Monday in Edmonton at the Commonwealth Recreation Centre, will 

then take off for British Columbia on March 17 and play five games - 
- four against college teams and one against the Vancouver 

Whitecaps -- during their 19-day trip to prepare for the 2014 NASL 
season....Read the whole story 

Great Danish volley in Dutch game 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] HEC got trounced, 5-1, by Feyenoord in the 

Dutch Eredivisie but only after taking a 3rd minute lead thanks to a 

tremendous volley by Danish midfielder Soren Rieks .... Read the 
whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Everyone here saw my performance during this 

training exerdse. I proved my fitness beyond any 

reasonable doubt .... My belly has never been a 
problem for me in this job." 

-- Ghanaian referee Otis Oppong hits back at critics 

claiming his pot-belly indicated he wasn’t fit enough 

to officiate. Oppong passed the Referee’s Fitness 
Test with flying colors, "despite his bulging belly," 

reported MetrofmOnline. 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps & Academies 

directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

Recen£ [~ost Read $£ories 

1, 2014 college men’s signings 

2. The latest attempt to stop Messi 

3. Brazil keeper Juiio Cesar turns to Toronto 
for help 

4o Chandler injured on grim Saturday 

5, Miserable weekend for Americans in 
Europe 

~~~j’ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Monday, Feb. 10, 2014 

Development Academy players 
roadblock 

¯ ~.~ Tweet This ~.~ Share This 

hit college 

By Paul Gardner 

A long list of names can be currently found on the U.S. Soccer website. The names are there because of the 

arrival, on Feb. 5, of National Signing Day. These are teenage players who have made their college choice. 

They are players with U17/18 teams from member clubs of the U.S. Soccer Development Academy (DA) - 298 of them from 

28 clubs. As the DA has a membership of 79 clubs with U-18 teams, there are presumably plenty more names to come. 

So a huge number of this country’s most promising youngsters will be going to college to ... well, to what? To get an 

education, for a start, and who is going to argue with that? Not I. 

But on the soccer front, things are less straightforward. W~ll playing college soccer help these boys become, or progress as, 

elite players? Or will it do the opposite and make it less likely that they will enter the elite ranks? 

I use of the word "elite" because the DA people themselves use it. It crops up five times in the official online Overview of the 

Development Academy program. The key statement announces that the purpose of the program is "to improve the everyday 

environment for the elite youth player." Shortly after that, the purpose is more focused - the DA is "designed to produce the 

next generation of National Team players." 

That can only mean senior players for the men’s national team, the one that brings most publicity and sponsorship money. 

Since amateur players are not to be found on the world’s major national teams, we’re talking about developing pro players. 

So here we have a horde of elite youngsters, ostensibly chosen as potential national team pros, being snapped up by the 

colleges. To slightly re-phrase my earlier question: ’l/Viii playing college soccer help these boys become national team 

players?" The answer is still No. We already know, beyond the possibility of any doubt, that four years of college soccer 

during the crucial 18-22 years age period is far more likely to retard a boy’s soccer growth than to advance it. 

Given the crippling restrictions imposed by the NCAA it can hardly be otherwise. The people at U.S. Soccer who run the DA 

system are well aware of this, they have to be. In their Overview, they single out, as one of the advantages of the DA program, 

the use of "FIFA Rules (i.e. no reentry on substitutions ..." Yet the massive Signing Day list tells us that a large proportion of 

these DA elite players are headed for college where they very much do not apply FIFA rules, and where they very much do 

allow reentry on substitutions. 

Such a blatant contradiction calls for an explanation from the DA, but I doubt that one will be forthcoming. The DA, well- 

intentioned and well-organized, a genuine attempt to upgrade the caliber of American youth soccer players, has run into the 

same brick wall that has confronted a series of previous attempts. The brick wall known as college soccer. 

The Olympic Development Program, for instance, has been run by U.S. Youth Soccer since 1977. Its aim: "To identify players 

of the highest caliber on a continuing and consistent basis, which will lead to increased success for the U.S. National Teams 

in the international arena." Sound familiar? In fact the similarity between the ODP and the DA mission statements is strong 

enough to suggest that one of the programs should be declared redundant. 

Almost at the end of the DA statement, the word "college" is mentioned for the first, and only, time. It comes under the 

heading "Player Identification Advantages" and follows a mention of "Showcases." It says simply "400-500 college coaches." 

The ODP statement also contains but one reference to college soccer. It occurs in the very last line, under the heading 

"Benefits of Participating in ODP", and reads "Exposure to college coaches." 

So, almost as an afterthought, from both the ODP and the DA comes a delayed and reluctant admission that college soccer - 

which is known to be an utterly inadequate way of producing pro players - will play an important role in each program. 

The value of US Soccer’s Under-17 residency program at Bradenton is similarly weakened by the fact that most of its 

graduates - they, too, supposedly future pros - like those of the DA system go on to play college soccer. 

Such is the formidable, unmovable presence of college soccer, that it can be argued that the main success of the ODP, 



Bradenton - and now it seems, the Development Academy - has been to make the job of college recruitment considerably 

easier. 

Only the Generation adidas program (formerly Project 40) can claim success in countering the misleading siren call of the 

colleges. The GA program manages to keep some boys out of college soccer altogether, while tempting others to quit college 

early. The alternative on offer is a place on a pro roster, and financial help for education. But the numbers are tiny - maybe 10 

boys a year. 

I see no easy, or even feasible, answer to this tangle, barring some huge change in NCAA regulations. I am still hearing 

buoyant talk from college coaches about the ’%,ery r~al" possibility that, at least in Division I, FIFA rules will be permitted. 

I have no wish to belittle the efforts of the coaches who are working to get this to happen. But really, guys, I have been 

listening to exactly this claim for 40 years - barren years, for nothing has happened. 

It is quite possible that a pepped-up GA is the solution. Having the future stars join pro clubs early, while the big majority, 

those who aren’t going to make it anyway, play college soccer would be a neat r~solution. 

Admittedly, 10 future pros a year, even twice that many, sounds a pretty feeble catch, but a look at the stats - the global 

stats - for teenagers who go on to become stars is not encouraging: Figures range from only 5% of those who were originally 

considered to have the necessary talent, down to as low as 1%~ 

The idea might work if it were possible to accurately predict which 18-year-olds were certain to make it. But no one can do 

that, so the idea fails. No soccer organization or sponsor is going to finance a program with such a potentially high failure rate. 

A greatly expanded GA program taking in, say, 100 teenagers each year obviously has a much greater chance of producing 

star players, but again the failure rate will be too high to justify the greatly increased cost. And the reality of maybe 80 young 

failures who have missed out on a college education is not acceptable. 

Like it or not, we end up facing the inevitable truth that the development of pro players must be the responsibility of pro clubs. 

And those pro clubs must also bear the responsibility of making sur~ that the youngsters who don’t make it are not simply 

discarded, but have been provided with at least the means to fashion an alternative life. 

This happens to be the situation that the world’s pm clubs are only now facing up to. For the rich clubs, once the decision to 

make the necessary provisions has been made, financing them will not be a problem. For the less affluent - and I think we 

can include the MLS clubs in that category - the money is simply not there (of the 28 DA clubs that I mentioned above, the 

ones whose players are headed to college soccer, 11 ar~ directly linked to MLS clubs). 

So we see U.S. Soccer and U.S. Youth Soccer stepping in where they really don’t belong, with programs whose stated aim is 

to produce pro players. Programs that inevitably fizzle out when the players reach the age of 18. After that age, there is not 

much choice for most players. The pro clubs offer little by way of opportunities or money. The allure of a college education 

makes itself felt, and the deficiencies of college soccer loom. The unreconcilable contradictions of National Signing Day arrive. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk biog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 

Tuesday, Feb. 11, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Tuesday, the Madrid teams clash for a spot in the Spanish Cup final and West Brom hosts Chelsea. 

All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive s#eaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programm#~g available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated d~ily throughout the week. 

TUESDAY, February 11 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England WEST BROM-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (delay) 9 pro. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-COMERCIAL (live) 5 pm. 

8e~N PLAY 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England HULL CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 2:45 pro. 

England CARDIFF CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pro. 

England WEST HAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

~DN~SDAY, Febr~lary t2 

BelN SPORTS 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

NBC SPORTS 

England ARSENAL=MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

mun2 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:45 pm. 

~e~N PLAY 

Coppa Italia NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England FULHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

England STOKE CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 2:45 pro. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

England NEWCASTLE-TOTTENHAM (live) 3 pm. 



USSOCCER.com 

international Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

TBA 

Be~N SPORTS 

France PSG-VALEN~IENNE$ (live) 2:30 pro. 

Be~N SRORT$ en ~spano~ 

~ta~y AO ~ILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 pm, 

SocceronTV~rTuesday, Feb 11,2014 
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Co,npetitive Small Group Training - The secret of the pro’s 

arness the rapi 
improvements of small 
roup training with rills 

thatwill ive your 
players more touches 
and more time on the 

Dear Coach, 

Are you struggling to get the improvements you want in training? Are your players not getting enough 

time on the ball to advance their skills? If so, maybe it’s time your players stopped waiting in lines and 

spent more time practicing through performing small sided group training drills 

Compe~tive Small Group Training is a special book focused on small group training. Comprising of 

over 70 drills and exercises, with multiple progressions, this book provides everything you need to gain 

rapid advances in your team’s performance Divided into sections on technique, tactics and stamina, 

the drills in Competitive Small Group Training include defensive footwork, triangular passing moves, 

dead ball situations and more All of the drills have been carefully selected to enable you to create 

dynamic training environments that will raise the intensity and give your players more time on the ball 

in every session 



Competitive SmallGroup Training also features a forward by former US international player Tony 

Sanneh. All of the proceeds from this book go towards the Sanneh Foundation, which helps 

disadvantaged kids to learn valuable life lessons from the game of soccer. So buying Competitive 

Small Group Training will not only improve your players’ abilities but will also help kids less fortunate 

to gain the physical and mental benefits of the beautiful game. 

"Every technique and skill is covered, enabling 
you to build complete coaching sessions 

harnessing the rapid improvements gained from 
small group training" 

Whether you coach amateur soccer, teams in the MLS or elite players at an international level, the 

basic skills every player needs to be successful are universal. The only way to build these skills is 

through endless practice on the training pitch. And it’s not rocket science that the key to accelerating 

the rate of improvement is through maximizing the amount of time players get on the ball. 

However, this can be difficult to achieve with conventional full team training drills, with too many players 

waiting in lines or not directly involved. Another problem of full team training drills is that players aren’t 

necessarily gaining improvements to the core skills they need in their position. Defenders, for 

example, benefit more from drills focused on defensive footwork, while forwards should focus more on 

their finishing. 

For these reasons, more coaches are switching to small group training, with drills focused on specific 

skills and which give players more time to practice. Competitive Small Group Training is a special 

booked focused on this style of training, with drills that will accelerate improvements to your players’ 

touch, technique, decision making and more. 



What’s covered in Competitive Small-Group 
Training 

The drills in Competitive Small Group Training are split into separate sections focused on technical, 

tactical and fitness exercises. Every drill features a detailed diagram with an explanation of howthe drill 

is performed. Variations are also provided for progressing the drill further. 

The technical section focused on drills that will sharpen your players’ skills, touch and pace In fact, 

each drill helps to create an entire training environment, with a high level of intensity that will challenge 

your players to advance their technique in multiple areas, Some of the drills includes intensive touch 

training, speed passing, German pattern passing and the West Ham Windows drill 

The tactical section of Competitive Smafl Group Training provides training sessions for improving the 

ability of your players to read the game, to make quicker decisions and to perform under pressure. The 

drills in the tactical section achieve this through recreating game like situations on the training pitch. 

Your players will then become more familiar with these situations, so that when they occur on game 

day they’ll be mentally and physically prepared. Some of the tactical drills include pressure finishing 

and recovery, lvl Goal Boggies, crossing drills and dead ball exercises. 

The conditioning section features drills that enable players to boost their endurance and technical 

ability at the same time Rather than simply run around cones or perform drills in lines, these drills 

enable players to improve their fitness with a ball at their feet Dynamic and challenging, the fitness 

drills include pairs passing, Dutch assembly line, whirlpool and steeple chase 

What you wiii gain from Competitive Small- 



Group Training 
Featuring over 70 exercises and dozens of variations, Competitive Small Group Training provides 

everything you need to improve your team’s technique, reading of the game and endurance at an 

accelerated pace. Rather than waiting in lines, players will be active in every drill, gaining more touches 

and time on the ball in every session. What’s more, Competitive Small Group Training enable you to 

setup different drills for different players in the same training session. Defenders can be set practicing 

lvl dueling drills, for example, while midfielders can be given pattern passing exercises. 

From Competitive Smafl Group Training, you will gain: 

Over 70 small group training drills, with many variations and progressions 

Detailed diagrams and clear explanations for every drill 

Technical training drills that will improve your players’ touch, pattern passing and finishing 

Tactical drills to improve decision making, situational awareness, reading of the game and 

ability to finish under pressure 

Conditioning drills that will increase your team’s endurance, defensive footwork and 

dribbling 

Less time wasted with players waiting in lines to perform the drill, They are constantly 

engaged throughout 

improvements to fitness and technique atthe same time 

The ability to get different players working on different drills in the same session 

Increased player confidence and creativity from gaining more time on the ball in practice 

Accelerated improvements throughout the team in multiple areas 

With more time on the ball and more involvement in every drill, your players will relish 

training 

The drills in Competitive Small Group Training are the same as those used by the elite teams to 

develop a technically and tactically astute team. They help to develop the foundation skills all players 

need, making them equally beneficial for teams at every level. The variations provided for each drill 

also enable you to adjust the intensity to suit your players’ skill level. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 

Competitive Small Group Training unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you 

are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Competitive Small Group Training after six months then 

please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

"Why waste time with your players standing in 
 ines when they could be practicing and honing 

their skills" 
When you’re struggling to gain improvements in multiple areas, running full team training sessions 

might not be the answer. Full team training can limit the amount of time players get on the ball, with 

time wasted while they wait in lines. It also means players aren’t working on the specific skills they 

need to improve to be effective in their role. 

Competitive SmallGroup Training is packed with drills you can use to give your players more time on 

the ball and more opportunities to improve in every session. Whether you want to improve defensive 

positioning, passing speed or your ability to score from crosses, this book features a drill on how to do 

it. What’s more, the drills in this book enable you to work on multiple skills in different areas of the 

pitch, so you can maximize the improvements you can gain from each player in every session. 

Best Wishes, 



Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Competitive Smafl Group Training is packed with drills and exercises that will stop your players 

from waiting in lines but will instead give them more time on the ball in every session. Everything is 

covered, from defensive footwork to triangular passing to crossing and more, enabling you to gain 

rapid improvements in multiple areas in every session. 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Competitive 

SmallGroup Training after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked.. 
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Bradley and Edu change Eastern Conference picture 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HEW IH MLS: Central Midfielders] Toronto FC and Philadelphia have 
served notice to their Eastern Conference rivals that they will be 

in for a dogfight in 2014. Their signing of Michael Bradley and 
Maurice Edu, respectively, changes the picture dramatically. For a 

look at the top new central midfielders, including a pair of 

Frenchmen still in their prime....Read the whole story 

Timbers rename stadium Providence Park 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] You can say so long to Jeld-Wen Park. The 

Portland Timbers and Providence Health ~t Services announced a 
new community partnership on Monday that included a name 
change of the MLS club’s downtown venue to Providence Park. 

The Timbers have sold out every home game in their three MLS 
seasons....Read the whole story 

Chivas USA picks up first preseason win 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUIITDOWII] Chivas USA picked up its first win of the 

MLS preseason on Monday morning when it beat the USL PRO 

Orange County (formerly LA) Blues, 2-0, on goals by rookie 
midfielder Thomas McHamara out of Clemson and Matthew Fondy, 

who joined Chivas USA late in the 2013 season from the Blues. 

...Read the whole story 

Wallace returns home to play for Rowdies 

by Soccer America 

[HASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] U.S. international defender Anthony 

Wallace, who spent seven seasons in MLS, including time with 2010 
MLS champion Colorado, has returned home and signed a one-year 

contract with the Tampa Bay Rowdies .... Read the whole story 

Hofstra to award Pele honorary degree 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Hearty 40 years after he brought his vision of the 
"beautiful game" to America as a member of the I1ew York Cosmos, 

Pele will be honored at an international conference espousing that 
same image....Read the whole story 

Sullivan heads stellar Stanford recruiting class 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEH] U.S. under-20 women’s national team star Andi 
Sullivan heads the recruiting class at Stanford, arguably the best in 

the country. It also includes former U.S. U-17 Sarah Robinson, a 

star in soccer and track, and Jaye Boissiere, both from local youth 

power MVLA Lightning....Read the whole story 

The most idiotic goal celebration ever 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] We have seen players celebrate goals 
with all sorts of silly antics, but the stupidest and perhaps most 

dangerous one we ever recall seeing occurred in recently in an 

Italian amateur game....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Just because David has a club in Miami doesn’t 

mean we are moving to Miami. We’re based in 
London and that’s where the kids go to school." 

-- David Beckham’s wife, Victoria. (Miami Herald) 

Bradley vs. Dempsey on NBCSN 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] The Seattle Sounders have 
changed the kickoff time of their March 15 match 

against Toronto FC so it can air HBCSH....More 

Recent ,~ost Read Stories 

1, 2014 college men’s signings 

~, Brazil keeper Julia Cesar turns to Toronto 
for help 

3, Chandler injured on grim Saturday 

4. Miserable weekend for Americans in 
Europe 

5. Eight trialists to follow in preseason 

~:~ . ~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Feb 10, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers - Feb I0, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
West Brom - Chelsea at 3pm on NBCSN. Atletico Madrid - Real Madrid on belN 

Sport at 3pm. Atso on Tuesday’s soccer TV schedute, belN Sport has the second- 

[eg of the Fiorentina - Udinese Coppa Itatia semifina[ series at 5pm. Udinese read 2-1. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"Tm very much lull o[ optimism [or this [ootball club and the development o[ the team, but I also have to be realistic 

as well and I think it’s somethin9 that might be too much [or us this season. But that doesn’t stop us [ightin9 or wantin9 

to be the best we can be, and at some point in my time here we will be ready.’" Liverpool manager Brendan Rod~ers. 

Altidore named ambassador for charity Show Racism 
the Red Card 
Sundertand announced on Monday that USMNT prayer Jozy Altidore is now an ambassador for Show Racism the Red Card. 

The anti-racism charity is a UK-based educationat organization founded in 1996 and using soccer prayers as rote modets 

in the fight against racism. Attidore is atso a member of FIFA’s Anti-Racism Task Force, who herd its first meeting in May, 

2013. 

"I’m detighted to be tending my support to an incredibty important organisation tike Show Racism the Red Card and to be 

promoting the vitat work they do within our community," Attidore totd Sundertand’s officiat site. "I’ve experienced raciat 
abuse first-hand and I know how it can affect peopte. It’s something that we need to stamp out of society and the 
proactive work that organisations such as Show Racism The Red Card undertake is vitat in hetping to promote a positive 
message of inctusion." Read More 

USMNT players in the Bundeslitla 
It’s been an interesting season for USMNT prayers in Germany’s Bundestiga. Steve Cherundoto’s injury issues kept him out 
of the Hannover tineup and Danny Wittiams and Jermaine Jones chose to reave the Bundestiga entirety. A teague known 
for American prayers even prior to Jurgen Ktinsmann taking the USMNT coaching job, the 2013-14 Bundestiga season is 

notabte for the tack of American invotvement. 

Here’s a took at where things stand for USMNT prayers and their Bundestiga dubs in 2014. 

Hannover 96 - Steve Cherundolo 

Hannover are sotidty mid-tabte this season, and the dub made it dear in December that they expect better. Out went 
coach Mirko Stomka and in came Tayfun Korkut for the new year. The turnaround after the winter break saw Hannover 
pick up wins against Wotfsburg and ’Gtadbach before tosing to Schatke 04 on Feb 9. "The first defeat is not a setback. We 



just have to accept it and move on for the next game," Korkut said. What Hannover hasn’t had this season is Steve 

Cherundoto, who is expected to return to futt practice this week. There’s no downptaying what Cherundoto means to 

Hannover. 328 Bundestiga appearances with the same ctub tends to buitd confidence that he can stabitize a back tine. 

Hannover’s goat difference isn’t horribte this season at -6. The bigger probtem is the six-point gap between Hannover in 

lOth and Mainz in 9th. Hannover pray Mainz on Friday before hosting Bayern Munich on Feb 23rd. 

Hertha Berlin - John Brooks 

Hertha Bertin are currentty 7th, tied on points with 8th-ptace Augsburg. They won their first game since returning from 

break over the weekend, but their January tosses against Eintracht Frankfurt and Nurnberg drew a tot of unappreciated 

attention. Hertha shoutd beat both of those teams, and there’s the feeting that they squandered an open opportunity to 

be in the top five. Beating a retegation threatened team tike Hamburg is the expectation for a ctub with a tegitimate 

shot at finishing in the top five. Read More 

Portland Timbers stadium renamed Providence Park 
The Portland Timbers announced a change in naming rights for their stadium. JELD-WEN Fietd is now Providence Park, 

with Providence Hearth ~t Services taking over the naming rights. 

"Just tike Providence, the Timbers and Thorns have a proven track record of giving back to the community," Providence 

in Oregon CEO Dave Underriner said. "Together, we’tt bring the spirit of the peopte of Providence atongside the Timbers 

and Thorns to reach out to the community in new and exciting ways." 

The not-for-profit heatthcare provider is the third titte sponsor for the Porttand Timbers stadium and the fifth name for 

the basebatt fietd the Timbers converted into a soccer-specific stadium. JELD-WEN took over the naming rights from PGE 

Park. The venue was originatty catted Muttnomah Stadium after the athtetic ctub adjacent to it and then Civic Stadium. 

Providence Park originatty opened in 1926. The soccer-specific reconfiguration happened in time for the 2011 MLS 

season. Read More 

Maurice Edu Sees Big Opportunity in MLS Return - from American Soccer Now’s Brian Sciaretta: "1 think he witt be an 

integrat prayer on our team going forward," Union coach John Hackworth said. 

DC United goalkeeper Bill Hamid focused on fresh start, USMNT after frantic offseason - from MLSsoccer.com’s Pabto 

Maurer: "1 just wanted to tearn," he added. 

The spotlight shifts to Jeff Cassar - from The Satt Lake Tribune’s Christopher Kamrani: Cassar, who recentty turned 40, 

is one of the guys. 

Juggling Michael Parkhurst’s best interests with Crew’s tricky - from The Cotumbus Dispatch’s Adam Jardy: Berhatter 

has been consistent in his desire to pray Parkhurst at either center back or right back. 

West Ham Unveil Plan To Sell Upton Park - from Sky Sports News: There are atso ptans for a statue of Moore and 

further artwork to commemorate the history of West Ham. 

Roberto Martinez bringing his Spanish dynamic to Everton - from SI.com’s Jonathan Witson: but graduatty he found a 

way to adapt his technicat game to fit. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
Arsenal - Manchester United is on NBCSN at 2:45pm with Arsenat facing a quick turnaround as they try to shake off a 5- 

1 toss to Liverpoot. No tonger top of the tabte, Arsenat try for points at home against a Manchester United team with its 

own performance issues in the Premier League. Manchester United coutdn’t beat Futham, a setback considering that 

Manchester United are the defending Premier League champions. Currentty in 7th ptace, they’re stitt in the conversation 

for finishing in a European spot but out of titte contention. That’s not true for Arsenat, 2nd-ptace and a point behind 

Chetsea. 



"We’tt atways try to get a good resutt against them," Manchester United manager David Moyes said. "We got a good resutt 

against them at Otd Trafford eartier on in the season and we’tt try to do the same again. I think we’ve prayed better in 

severat games, but in that one we got the one goat and that sometimes makes the difference. We are a top side and 

hopefutty we’tt go and show that. We’tt pray wett and do everything we can to pick up art three points." 

Real Sociedad - Barcelona in the second-teg of their Copa det Rey semifinat series at 4pm on belN Sport. Barcetona have 

a 2-0 read from the opener. Rear Sociedad are 6th in the La Liga tabte, coming off of a scoretess draw with lOth-ptace 

Levate. Barcetona turned around a Liga toss to Vatencia to beat Sevitta 4-1 and are now top of the tabte on goat 

difference. 

Atso on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedute, belN Sport has Napoti - Roma in the semifinats of the Coppa Itatia. This is atso a 

second-teg, with Roma reading 3-2. All Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 

Click here to surely unsubscribe from "USSoccerPluyers." Click here to view muilinR urchives, here to chunRe your preferences, or here to 
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[News I Video 

~R:~SCO, Texas (~=eb, :~:~, 2e:~4) ~ The US Youth Soccer [National League 
has updated its qualification parameters to reflect changes in the US Youth 
Soccer Regional Leagues, :In 2014-2015, teams will once again qualify for the 
league through success in the previous year’s US Youth Soccer National 
League, US Youth Soccer Regional Premier Leagues and US Youth Soccer 
Regional Championships -- integrating the most competitive US Youth Soccer 
club team programs. 

The National League is designed to reward teams for success in US Youth 
Soccer Regional Leagues and Regional Championships. The league’s 
qualification format mirrors that of the UEFA Champions League, awarding 
teams with proven accomplishments, 

The 2014-2015 National League season will be the first to feature returning 
National League Division champions and runners-up in the UndeP15 age group 
following the addition of the UndeP14 age group last year. 

"The US Youth Soccer National League and US Youth Soccer Regional Premier 
Leagues continue to evolve, with additional Regional League competitions 
allowing us to add more structure to the National League qualification system 
to ensure teams continue to earn their place in the nation’s top league for 
male and female athletes," US Youth Soccer National League Commissioner 
Paul Luchowski said. "With the few changes that have been implemented for 
the 2014~2015 season, the elements are in place for the very best teams from 
all parts of the country to participate when the National League kicks off its 
eighth season in the fall," 

With the Regior~ ~ Premier League, ~idwest Regional League (HI~L) and 
l:ar West l~egioBal League (FWI~L) all featuring the Under-13 age group, the 
National League UndeP14 Boys and Girls age groups will each feature six 
Regional League qualification spots in 2014-2015 -- four more than the 
previous season. 

]in addition to the eight teams who advanced to the National Championships 
via the National League and Regional Championships, the allocation of 
National League slots to Regional League finishers will be as follows. 

League seasor~: 



Origin 
National 
League 
National 
League 
National 
League 
National 
League 
Region :[ 
Region I 

Region II 

Region II 

Region H~ 

Region ~V 
Region ~V 

Region Z 

Region H 

Region H~ 

16 Region IV 

NL 2013-2014 First Place Team--Blue Division 

NL 2013-2014 Second Place Team--Blue Division 

NL 2013-2014 First Place Team--Red Division 

2013-2014 Second Place Team--Red Division NL 

RL 2014 Premier League Champion 
RL 2014 Premier League Playoff Runner-up 

2014 MRL Premier Division Red (Boys) or 2013 
RL 

Fall Champion (Girls) 
20i4 MRL Premier Division Blue (Boys)or 20i4 

RL 
Spring Champion (Girls) 

RL Fall 20i3 SRPL First Place 
RL Fall 2013 SRPL Second Place 
RL 2013-14 FWRL Representative 
RL 2013-14 FWRL Representative 

CUP 
Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 
Championships 

CUP 
Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 
Championships 

CUP 
Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 
Championships 
Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 

CUP 
Championships 

National 
League 
National 

2 
League 
National 

3 
League 
National 

4 NL 
League 

5 Region I RL 
6 Region I RL 

7 Region II RL 

8 Region II RL 

9 Region I[I RL 
10 Region ]I[ RL 2013-14 
11 Region IV RL 2013-14 
12 Region ]IV RL 2013-14 

Regional 
13 Region ][ CUP 

National 
Regional 

14 Region II CUP 
National 
Regional 

15 Region I~I CUP National 

Regional 
16 Region IV CUP National 

NL 2013-2014 First Place Team--Blue Division 

NL 2013-2014 Second Place Team--Blue Division 

NL 2013-2014 Fh’st Place Team--Red Division 

2013-2014 Second Place Team--Red Division 

2014 Premier League Champion 
2014 Premier League Playoff Runner-up 
2014 Spring MRL Premier Division Blue 
Champion 
2014 Spring MRL Premier Division Red 
Champion 
2013-14 RPL Representative 

RPL Representative 
FWRL Representative 
FWRL Representative 
Cup Representative to 2014 
Championships 
Cup Representative to 2014 
Championships 
Cup Representative to 2014 
Championships 
Cup Representative to 2014 
Championships 

1 
2 

6 
7 
8 

Origin 
Region 
Region 

Region 

Region 

Region 

Region HI 
Region IV 
Region 

RL 
RL 

RL 

RL 

CUP 

OPEN 
RL 
RL 

2014 Premier League Champion 
2014 Premier League Playoff Runner-up 
2014 Spring MRL Premier Division Blue 
Champion 
2014 Spring MRL Premier Division Red 
Champion 
Regional Cup Finalist at 2014 Regional 
Championships 
From Open Applications 
2013-14 FWRL Representative 
2013-14 FWRL Representative 



9 Region ][ CUP 

10 Region II CUP 

11 Region III CUP 

12 Region IV CUP 

13 Region I OPEN 
14 Region ][I OPEN 
15 Region I~I OPEN 
16 Region IV OPEN 

Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 
Championships 
Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 
Championships 
Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 
Championships 
Regional Cup Representative to 2014 National 
Championships 
From Open Applications 
From Open Applications 
From Open Applications 
From Open Applications 

~If a team opts out of the earned slot or i# a team earns a second guaranteed 
slot then the slot becomes an OPEN category slot. 

For a list of 2014-2015 National League qualifiers, click here, 

Should any team opt out of its earned slot, or if a team earns a second 
guaranteed slot, then the initial slot becomes an ’open’ slot. Due to no 
returning National League tean4s in the Under-14 Boys and Girls age groups, 
those slots will be open, Teams can apply for any open slots, which will be 
filled by the National League Committee selection, 

The application period for all qualified teams and those teams wishing to apply 
for open slots will begin around June 3, and the deadline for submitting an 
application will be July 9. All teams that qualify for the 2014-2015 National 
League are required to submit an application to claim their slot. Information on 
the 2014-2015 National League season, including team fees will be posted 
soon at USYouthSocceroorg/National_League/. 

The National League provides an avenue for teams to play in meaningful 
matches against top competition from across the country for continued 
development and opportunities for exposure at the collegiate, professional and 
National Team levels. In addition to recruiting opportunities, the top two 
finishers from each division (Blue and Red) will earn a ticket to the US Youth 
Soccer National Championships, making each match valuable and creating an 
added element of pressure as players compete for a chance play for the 
National Championship. 

The US Youth Soccer National Championships are the oldest and most 
prestigious youth soccer national championships in the country. Through the 
first six years of play, National League teams have gone on to claim 26 of 38 
possible National Championship titles. 

t(eep up with the National League all season: 
National League Home: USYouthSoccer.org/National_League 
Schedule and results: 
http: / /tournaments.usyouthsoccer.org/ events/ 20 ~3- 2e~ 4-~ationa~- 
League/ Twitter: @~ationalleague ~ #EarnYourPlace 
Facebook: Facebook.com/usyo~thsoccer 
Instagram: ~stagra~.co~/usyouthso~e~ 
YouTube: YouTu~e.¢o~/u$~outh 

About US Youth Soccer National League - Formed in 2007, the US Youth 
Soccer National League was developed as a path of advancement for the top 
teams from the US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues. In addition to meaningful 
matches, development and identification, the league created a direct path to 
the annual US Youth Soccer National Championships. League play features the 
Under-14 through Under-18 age groups for boys and girls who are seeking to 
advance their college, professional and U.S. National Team aspirations. Learn 
more at/National_League/. 

Youth Soccer - "The Game for ALL Kids!" is the largest youth sports 
organization in the country and largest member of the United States Soccer 
Federation, the governing body of soccer in the United States. US Youth Soccer 
registers more than 3 million players annually, ages 5 to 19, and over 900,000 
administrators, coaches and volunteers in 55 member State Associations. US 
Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for players 
at every level of the game. For more information, visit 
www,USYouthSoccer,org or follow on Twitter; @USYouthSoccer, 



~¢dia l~equest: When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, 
please refer to the association only as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or 
USYSA. We appreciate your cooperation. 
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Section 2: Why Was Balotelli Crying in Naples? 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Feb. 11, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Why Was 8a~otel~i Owing in Naples? 
Football Italia 

~ 
Why did Mario Balotelli start crying after he was substituted against Napoli during Milan’s 3-1 loss at 

the Stadio San Paolo on Sunday? The former Manchester City striker broke down in tears immediately after his 

substitution. While reports in Italy claim Balotelli was crying because of racist abuse from the Napoli fans, his coach, 

Clarence Seedorf, said he was rather showing his human side. 

"What can I say about Balotelli’s tears? They were the tears of a sportsman," Seedorf said in Ms postgame press 

conference. He added in a later interview: "Mario is human. These are things that happen many times in soccer and 

sport in general. I’d say it was actually beautiful, but I’d prefer to talk about the game." 

Meanwhile, reports surfaced on Tuesday suggesting that Balotelli was crying because he was in Naples, the city 

where his ex-girlfriend Raffae~la Fico lives with a one-year old daughter named Pia, who DNA tests recently 

revealed is Balotelli’s daughter. Perhaps he had just seen his daughter for the first time. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Jose Mourinho responded to Manuel Pellegrini’s jibe that Chelsea is a ’rich horse’ in the Premier League title 

race by accusing his club Manchester City of spending money on players without regard to UEFA’s financial fair 

play rules, which are set to go into effect on July 1. The rules allow clubs to operate at a maximum loss of 45 million 

euros ($61.4 million) over three seasons. Any club that runs afoul of that total risks being eventually banned from 

UEFA competitions, including the Champions League. 

"1 think [Pellegrini is] a fantastic coach, and I respect that a lot, and on top of that, outside his soccer career, he’s an 

engineer by qualification," Mourinho said. "1 don’t think an engineer needs a calculator to do [Juan] Mata 37 million 

pounds and [Kevin] De Bruyne 18 million pounds, so that’s 55 million pounds~ [Nemanja] Natic is 21 million 

pounds and [Mohamed] Salah is 11 million pounds. That’s 32 million pounds, and 55 minus 32 is 23 -- so Chelsea, 

in this transfer window, generated 23 million pounds." 

He added: "It’s easy to understand that this is working with financial fair play -- ’fair’ financial fair play. There are no 

arguments against that. This is what we’re doing. Others aren’t doing the same." 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Mesut Ozil, Arsenal’s record 42.5 million pound ($70 million) signing from Real Madrid last summer, was vilified by 

some Gunners supporters for his part in Saturday’s 5-1 Premier League humiliation at Anfield, particularly for losing 

the ball in the buildup to the third and fourth goals. On Tuesday, Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger leapt to the 

German’s defense. 

"Mesut Ozil? He was like everybody on Saturday -- he was not in a good day," the Frenchman said. "There’s 

nobody really to ostracize from that game ~ we are just conscious we were not good enough. He didn’t have the 

best of games, but that can happen. He works very hard to adapt to the physical level of the Premier League and 

for me he is an exceptional player. I wouldn’t like to put too much pressure on him because he has been a top-class 

player until now. He knows when he is not good enough he will get questioned -- that is normal." 

As for his team letting in five goals, Wenger said: "Let’s not forget we played some convincing games against 

Liverpool, Tottenham, Napoli and Dortmund. Winning the Premier League will be a big achievement when we do it, 

but we have a long way to go. We’ve been very stable until now defensively. We have to consider how well we have 

done until now. We tend to forget how good we are when you are not successful. We have worked very hard until 



now. These players deserve success. I think the Liverpool game was an accident and we want to treat it like that." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: The Glazers’ Fru.~al Man United Reign 
Irish Independent 

The Irish Independent serves up a report of Manchester United’s player spending since the club was bought by 

American mogul Malcolm G~azer in May 2005, and finds that Arsenal is the only English club to have spent less 

than United in the transfer market that has also participated in the UEFA Champions League in the Glazer era. In 

other words, Chelsea, Manchester City, Tottenham and Liverpool have all heavily outspent the Old Trafford outfit in 

the past eight-and-a-half seasons. 

Why? Well, the report notes that a whopping $1.15 billion has gone toward sea,!icing the Glazer’s massive debt in 

the form of interest fees, bank charges and debt repayment, while $631 million has gone toward player transfers. 

The Independent notes that before the arrival of the Glazers, Alex Ferguson, who retired as United coach last 

May, broke the British transfer record five times between 1986 and 2005. Perhaps the Glazer’s frugal approach to 

player acquisition contributed to his desire to retire from management last spring? 

As former United captain Roy Keane, now assistant coach of the Republic of Ireland, tells ITV.com: "[United has] 

kind of cut corners in terms of transfers in the last few years, they’ve not gone out and got the big players, and it’s 

just caught up with them this year." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Beckham Turns to PSG Owners for Miami Proiect Funding 
Goal corn 

Le Parisien reports that David Beckham is in talks with the Qatari owners of Paris Saint-Germain about possibly 

adding their financial muscle to his MLS venture in Miami. Qatar Sports Investments has spent more than 300 

million euros ($409 million) to bolster PSG’s roster since taking ever the club in 2011, with signings including Zlatan 

lbrahimovic, Thiago Silva and Beckham, who joined the club for six months last year. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Messi Three Goa~s Away from Di Stefano, Rau~ 
Marca 

Barcelona striker Lionel Messi is just three league goals shy of becoming the third-highest scoring player in La 

Liga history. Messi has racked up 225 goals in 262 appearances for Barcelona since making his debut in 2004, 

putting him just two behind former Real Madrid striker Antonio Di Stefano and three behind Raul. Next on Messi’s 

hit list are Hugo Sanchez and aIFtime leader Telmo Zarra, who scored 234 and 251 times, respectively. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Lukaku Hints at Stamford Bridqe Return 
ESPN.co.uk 

Romelu Lukaku underlined his ambition to be one of the world’s top strikers by insisting that he needs to be 

playing in the UEFA Champions League next year in order to follow in the footsteps of Cristiano Ronaldo and 

Wayne Rooney. The 21-year-old Chelsea striker is currently on lean with Everton until the end of the season. 

Previously, the Belgium international talked about extending his stay at Goodison Park next season if Everton 

finished in the top four. His comments here indicate a desire to return to Stamford Bridge, although his future is far 

from certain. 

- Read the whole story_. 

ESPN.co.uk 

Yaya Toure on Tuesday escaped an automatic three-match ban for violent conduct after the Ivorian allegedly 

kicked out at Nmwich striker Ricky van Wolfswinkel during Manchester City’s 0-0 draw with Nmwich at Carrow Road 

on Saturday. Earlier, Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho hit out at Toure’s retaliation, calling on the FA to suspend 

him for his actions. "If Toure is not suspended, the message is clear -- players can do what they want if the referee 

doesn’t see the incident. If the FA defends football, he has to be suspended," the Portuguese said. 

- Read the whole story..r 
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Former MVPs find new homes 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Two former MLS MVPs, both now 34, have 
returned to their homelands in one last bid to extend their 

careers. David Ferreira, who was never the same for FC Dallas after 
suffering an ankle injury in 2011, joined first-place Independiente 

Santa Fe in Colombia, while Carlos Ruiz is back in Guatemala for the 
first time in more than a decade, with Munidpal, where his 

introduction drew hundreds of fans. For a look at the new homes 
of those who left MLS .... Read the whole story 

Galaxy falls to UNAM in Mexico City scrimmage 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUHTDOWH] The LA Galaxy’s opponent in the 
quarterfinals of the Concacaf Champions League is just down the 

road in Tijuana, but the Galaxy flew all the way to Mexico City for 
a ... closed-door scrimmage with UHAM it lost, 2-1, on Tuesday 

morning....Read the whole story 

Winter storm watch triggers postponement 
by Soccer America 

[USA-RUSSIA] The USA-Russia game scheduled for Wednesday 

indoors at Atlanta’s Georgia Dome has been postponed until 
Thursday (live ussoccer.com stream at 7:30 p.m. ET) because of the 

forecast for bad weather in the area. More than 14,000 tickets 
have been sold for the match, but initial weather reports indicated 

a winter storm watch for Wednesday....Read the whole story 

Guzan earn shutout for Aston Villa 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Brad Guzan did well to hold off Cardiff City as 
Aston Villa picked up a valuable away point with a 0-0 tie in its bid 

to stay clear of the English Premier League battle for relegation. 

...Read the whole story 

Reign signs Japanese league MVP Kawasumi 

by Soccer America 

[HWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] After floundering for much of the 2013 

season, the Seattle Reign FC has gone all out to rebuild its roster. 
Its latest signing: Japanese national team midfielder Ilahomi 

Kawasumi on loan from champion IHAC Kobe Leonessa of Japan’s 

Hadeshiko League. In other HWSL news, the Chicago Red Stars 

announced that their season opener will be paired with a Fire 

match in a doubleheader at Toyota Park....Read the whole story 

Julio Cesar and Fernandinho in Brazil squad 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Julio Cesar, who is expected to 
join MLS’s Toronto FC on loan from Queens Park Rangers until the 

World Cup, has been included in Brazil’s squad forits final friendly 

before the World Cup squad is announced, a game at South Africa 

on March 5. Coach Luiz Felipe Scolari gave Manchester City’s 
Fernandinho a late chance to make the Brazil squad .... Read the 
whole story 

EPL Top 5 Saves of the Week 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Saves] Two Dutchmen (Tim Krul and and Maarten 
Stekelenburg), an Argentine (Julian Speroni), a Frenchman (Hugo 

Lloris) and an Englishman (Steve Harper) feature in HBC’s 
compilation of the Top 5 saves from last week’s English Premier 

League action .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We are still hopeful to reach an agreement before 

the regular season begins. We’ve made progress on 

non-economic issues and we’ve done good work 
together, but we’re now down to economic issues." 

-- Steve Taylor, lead negotiator for the Professional 

Soccer Referees Assodation~ on talks to reach a 
collective bargaining agreement with MLS, which 

kicks offin less than a month. The sides have met 

more than 20 times since last summer. (Washington 

Post Soccer Insider) 

What They’re Saying 
"Everything I say or do is mind games." 

-- Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho. (Reuters) 

TeamSnap raises $7.5 million investment 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSIHESS] TeamSnap, which provides a 

team management tool used by soccer clubs and 

organizations in other sports and activities, 
received $7.5 million in a financing round led by 

new investor Foundry Group....More 

~,ece~t ?Aost Read Stories 

1, 2014 college men’s signings 

2, Eight trialists to follow in preseason 

3. The most idiotic goal celebration ever 

4, Brazil keeper Julio Cesar turns to Toronto 
for help 

5, Miserable weekend for Americans in 
Europe 
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Newcomers should plug holes 

by Paul Kennedy 

[NEW IN MLS: Outside Midfielders] More than half of MLS’s 19 teams 
-- including five playoff teams -- have brought in new players who 

should challenge for starting jobs as outside midfielders in 2014. 
None would be considered game changers. Several could plug in 
holes at more than one position. But they include an MLS 

Newcomer of the Year, a Goal of the Year winner and finalist for 
Rookie of the Year. For a look at the top outside midfielders new 

at their MLS clubs .... Read the whole story 

Spanish pipeline picks up steam 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Given the economic problems facing 
Spanish soccer, it was only a matter of time before the exodus of 
players to MLS began. Not big stars like Xavi, the subject of 
speculation about a move to one of the New York clubs, but 
journeyman players who still have value in MLS. The latest to 
arrive: second division Real Zaragoza midfielder Jose Mad, who will 
join the Colorado Rapids in Las Vegas this week....Read the whole 
story 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] MLS rivals New York and Philadelphia will play 

Wednesday at Jacksonville’s EverBank Field, the home of the NFL 

Jaguars. The match will be streamed live on 
~w.newyorkredbuUs.com (live at 6 p.m. ET). It will be the last 

preseason game for both teams before they begin play next week 

at the Walt Disney World Pro Soccer Classic .... Read the whole 
story 

Minnesota United adds fourth Brazilian 
by Soccer America 

[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] Minnesota United FC added its fourth 
Brazilian with the signing of 32-year-old midfielder Juliano Vicentini 

from Audax Sao Paulo, a Sao Paulo-based club .... Read the whole 
story 

Super 17s added for 2014 tournament 

by Soccer America 

[DALLAS CUP] Dr Pepper Dallas Cup has added a Super 17s division 

for the 2014 tournament that will mark its 35th anniversary. 

Composed of six U.S. and six foreign clubs, the Super 17s bracket 
will provide the U-17 age group a division similar to the U-19’s 

Gordon Jago Super Group .... Read the whole story 

Slide-tackle turns into 75-yard goal 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] He may have simply been trying to thwart an 

attack, but Italian fifth division player Domenico Zampaglione 

managed to turn a slide-tackle into a goal for his team -- from 
inside his own half! ...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"[MLS] is not technically one of the best in the 

world but, undoubtedly, it has improved its level 

with the signing of great players and one important 
thing is that it is very competitive. For us it was 

important to have Julia Cesar playing and he’ll be 

playing in a competitive league." 

-- Brazil’s technical director Carlos Alberto Parreira 
on Brazil’s starting goalkeeper Julia Cesar joining 

Toronto FC. Parreira coached MLS’s MetroStars in 
1997. (BIoomberg) 

Budweiser to end FA Cup deal 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] The English Football Association 

is seeking a new sponsor for the FA Cup after 

Budweiser derided not to renew its deal for more 
than $15 million a year....More 

~,ece~t ?Aost Read Stories 

1, 2014 college men’s signings 

2, Eight trialists to follow in preseason 

3. The most idiotic goal celebration ever 

4o Brazil keeper Juiio Cesar turns to Toronto 
for help 

5, Bradley and Edu change Eastern 
Conference picture 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

One college soccer recruit’s commitment 
decision was largely influenced by a desire to 
follow in the footsteps of family, 
MORE: COMMIT - Top 10 Recruit Decides 

A new army of talented freshmen are 
invading college soccer in 2014, Here’s a look 
at eight with a chance for big minutes. 
I~IORE: Men’s Freshmen With Big Potential 

Some programs have already announced 
which players were making the jump early to 
the college ranks, Here’s a quick rundown, 
I~IORE: Leaving North America for South... 

DID YOU SEE? 

How the U,S, U20 Women’s 
National Team plans to win 
the world, 

Then and Now: Why TFC 
may not be so tactically 
differnt in 2014. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Northeast Elite ZD Camp 

LEARN FROM THE BEST at the 2014 Soccer 
Champions Coaches’ Clinic at Mohegan Sun, 
February 27 - March 1. 

Led by World Champion National Team Coach 
Tony DiCicco and National Champion 
Collegiate Coach Ray Reid, this clinic for 
soccer coaches features multiple days of 
instruction, on-field demos and special topic 
break-out sessions by some of the world’s 
top soccer minds. 

All attendees become NSCAA Members and 
coaches can earn their E License, NSCAA 
Level 5 Coaching & NSCAA Goalkeeping Level 
I Diplomas. 

The event also features an extensive 
Exhibitor Zone and the gives coaches the 



opportunity to network at the spectacular 
Mohegan Sun Resort. 

REGTSTER TODAY at 
www.SoccerCham pionsCIinic.com 

For more info CLICK HERE. 
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Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio comme..",~a[or and the 
founder and president of ti:e no:!p~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics a~d CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~i-::o send feedback 

Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Ar~ena~ - Manchester United is on NBCSN at 2:45pm. Real Sodedad - 
BarceLona i~ the seco~d4eg of their Copa de~ Rey semif}~a{ ser~es at 4pro on 

Sport, Able en Wednesday’s soccer "[’V s~]hedub% bern $por~ has Napoli - 

Roma in the semif}na~s of the Coppa ItaLia. This ~s also a sec:ond-[eg, with Roma 

Their Words 

m~nne~:" Fu~ham manager Rene Meulensteen. 

Cardiff 0 - Aston Villa 0, Kasimpasa 0 - Besiktas 3 
Ast:on ViUa took a poir~t ii~ the Premier League with a draw ir~ Cardiff, Jermaine Jones was one of severa~ US~NT 

prayers missin~ a gan~e due to injury but Bes}ktas shutout Kasimpasa 3-0 at Recep Taw}9 Erdogan StadhJn~t in ~stanbuk 

~es~as took the ~ead when Hbgo A[meida scored h~ the 26Lh mim~te. Pedro France dodb[ed ~t i~ the ~4th and Ve[i 

Kaviak made iL 3.0 ten mh~t~tes later. Bes~kLas played a man down from the 49th whe~ the referee sent o~f SeFdaF 

Kurtu{us for a se~:ond yeUow o~rd, Jones ~s expected to returr~ te trah]ing [ater this wee~ as he recovers from a groir~ 
injury, 

US~4NT goalkeeper Brad Guzan’s/~ston Vi[[a dFew 0-0 with CaFdiff City in the PremieF League on Tuesday aL Cardiff City 

Stadium. Aston ViUa took 13 shots to Ca~diff’s 8, puLLing 5 of those on frame to Ca~diff~s Z. V~Ua a~so [ed 9 to 7 on 

corne~s. Cat, ire had the edge in possession, 52;. Lo 48%. AsLon V~[[~ ~e 11Lh in the Prem~eF League Labte w~th C~diff in 

19th-p~ace and two poir~ts and goal difference from safety. 

"Cardiff have beaten some reaUy good teams here," Aaron Vit[a manager Pau[ Lambert said. "(Swansea manager} Ore 

(Gurmar Soiskjaer) I~as a good side ai~d this is a hard p[a(:e t:o come. But: I iel.t we shodid haw!~ won. Even whr.m (]ardifi 

hit the bar and hit the post I wasn’t too concerned." Read More 

USMNT in Brazil: A look at 2014 World Cup travel 
Charles Boehm o WASHIHG]’ON. DC (Feb 11. 2014) US Soccer P[ayers - ~y r~ew, every USMNT ~an ~r~e,,’~,s the ard~{>~E~ 

roa~ ~va~t]r~g their boys durh~g Lhe Wolrtd Cup ~n Brazil this summer. Thlree of the most fearsome opponents 

inla~h~ab~e~ to be battled in three of the hottest, most d~star~t venues of the t&~ -f[u~ tournament. WhiLe it’s ofter~ said 
that "the ~evi[ ~s in the deLaiis," hi this case, the Y~nks m~ht acLu~i[y fm~ ~e[iverance there instead. 

With the margins between success and iai[ure LikeLy to be Fazer-Lhin~ the manner in which the U,S, SocceF Federation is 

addressing the complex ~ogist~(s behh~d the team’s g~oup~sta~e assignments against Ohar~a, Portugal &nd Gern~tany -- 

down ¯ - [ooks more important than eve[, 

It’s ar~ area where US Soc(e~ and the USMNT have ample expe[rer~ce. Myriad CONCACAF quafifying cycles asd a jet 

sel:t:hl~; k~rei~;n [egie~ a(:cusLorned to t:rans-Atian[ie [dps for ir)l:efnationai duty have (:~ea~ed a culture of iong4~au[ trave[ 

Lh~L m~ght even turn the USMNT’s nightmarish draw into an advanLage~ howeve~ modest, a~ainst their iLLustrious 

The team trekked 3.154 mi{es to face iiw!~ opponents in 18 days h~ Ntay arid .Mne 2012~ shutt]i[~g from Jaeksonvi{]e~ F{a. 

to W~shingtom DC to Toronto to Tamp~ to GuatemaLa City~ A year ~.ater, it was CLeveLand Lo DC to Kingston> Jamaica to 

SeattLe to S~t Lake City dur}~ the Hexagona[ round of ~ua[ifying (:overin~ about 6~000 n~d~es in ~ess than three weeks. 

Their triumphant 2013 Gotd Cup c~mpa~gn ~an thFough San Diego, PoFLtand, Ore., S~{t Lake a~ain. Hartfo~d~ Corm,, 

~a[timo~e~ Da[[~siFL Worth and Chicago some 5,625 mi[es in midsummer. 

"You can’t take away the cha/[enges~ but you ca~ say that the US team has faced these chaUenges beloved" said one 

persor~ wi[h k~ow[edge of [he situation~ notin~ the value ef ~ast month’s "dry rr(E ~ ’’ [fa~n~n~ camp ~n Sao PauSe. "At {east 

our players know what to expect." Read More 

As MLS season nears~ referee negotiations are ’some distance apart’ o from The Washington Post’s Steven Goff: The 
sic~es have ~]’~i?t: ~]’~ore than [~I) tirades siI~c:e last summer anc~ t:ent:ii~de te disagree.~ on fir~anc:ia[ teFms. 



Bradley and Edu chan~e Eastern Conference picture - from Socce~ America’s Paul Kennedy: Bradley won’t be t:t~e only 
new iace h/ die To~onto st~’dn~ lineup -- there cou[d be seven o~ e~4ht. 

Chives USA not promising any quick fixes ¯ from The Carson Daily Breeze: "Wehe not thinkin~ about anythin8 else but 

Time for Spanish football to take a stand a~ainst racism - from ESPN FC’s Graham Hunter: Th~s vast stadium was 95 
percent empty so the brutal chanting seemed extraordinari[y loud and it echoed around the wafts, 

Time might be runnin~ out for David Moyes as excuses start to wear thin .. from Worki Soccer’s ~ri~n G~anviKe: it fins 
been five times this season that Umted, pfayi~g at home, have conceded m these c[osm~ minutes. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

LTon o Lens in the Coupe c~e France Round of i 5 is on Uni’¢ision Depo~tes ai: 2: 30~rn. Lyon advanced with a 3oI wm over 
amateur club AS Yzeure and Lens beat Bast~a 2-~ Lyon ~s 6th in Li~ue 1 with Lens 2nd in Li~ue 2. 

’They are in the top thl’ee~" Lyon coach RemJ Garde said of Lens. There’s riot a bi8 clifierence between where they are 

the same thin£j. We wiK have to p[ay vep/we[[." 

US Women - R~fss[a is st~’eaming on USSoccer.com at 7:30pm. This ~ame was ~’eschedu[ed due to fo~’ecasted snow in 

Atlanta on Wednesday. "After thorough discussions, we decided the best course of action was to de~ay the match 

considerin~ the cha[[en~es ou~’ fans would likely encounter’ ~ue to the snow and ic~ contritions/’ USSF communications 

officer Neff Buethe said. "Our ~oat ~s to Mw~ys provide the best expeMence for the f~ns and postponh~ the match 

24 hours wit[ provide the ~4~000.p[us ~ndKdduais who Mready purchased tickets w~th the best opportunity to attend the 

match," 

Afso on Thursday’s soccer T~" schedule, the Copa Libertadores ~roup sta~e continues on Fox Depo~tes: Unversidad de 

C~i[e - Defensor at 5pro, Nac:h)na[ - Gremio at lpm~ and At:[e~:ico Nat:h)na[ 
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Afternoon Edition: Time to panic at D.C. United? 

Wednesday, Feb. 12, 2014 

Time to panic at D.C. United? 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] It’s a little early to panic, just two weeks 

into preseason, but when your team won three of 34 games the 

year before, it doesn’t take much to panic. Despite a lineup 

overhaul, D.C. United is still struggling. Its I-0 loss to Chicago on 
Wednesday morning concluded the Florida leg of preseason with 

the following tally: three games, three losses and nary a goal. 

...Read the whole story 

Santa Clara extends Smith’s contract for seven years 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN] Jerry Smith, one of only three coaches in 

Division I women’s soccer to have won more than 400 career 
matches, has had his contract extended by Santa Clara University 

for seven years....Read the whole story 

Top MLS scoring tandems 

by Soccer America 

[MAKING A LIST] Seven MLS clubs, led by the LA Galaxy with Landon 

Donovan and RobNe Keane, enter the 2014 season with tandems 
who have scored more than 100 goals in their MLS careers. On the 

other hand, the top two returning scorers of five teams, including 

defending champion Sporting Kansas City, have combined for less 

than 40 goals....Read the whole story 

Republic FC lands MLS vet, Revs academy star 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] Expansion club Sacramento Republic 

FC has signed a pair of forwards, Justin Bruin, who has spent time 
with four MLS clubs, and 17-year-old Massachusetts prep star 

Mawolo Gissie, for its first season in USL PRO .... Read the whole 
story 

Bayern valued at $1.796 billion 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] German insurance company Allianz purchased 

an 8.33 percent stake in Bayern Munich, giving the German 
champion a valuation of $1.32 billion euros ($1.796 billion)....Read 

the whole story 

Liverpool rallies, Arsenal disappoints 

by Soccer America 

[ENGLAND] On an evening when severe weather conditions with 
heavy winds and rain in northern England led to the postponement 

of games involving Americans Jozy AItidore (Manchester City- 

Sunderland) and Tim Howard (Everton-Crystal Palace), two matches 
in London had a huge impact on the English Premier League title 

race....Read the whole story 

Five fine goals from Barcelona’s youngsters 
by Mike Woitaila 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Barcelona has once again provided us with 

the Top 5 goals of the week from its youth ranks, with the No. 1 

goal especially proving that Barca’s little ones do mimic the style of 

their first team....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"More Brazilians are aware of the animal than 
before, but it hasn’t resulted in more funds to help 

save it." 

-- Rodrigo Castro, who runs the Caatinga 

Assodation for conservation, on the lack of profits 
from the sale of merchandise with the World Cup 

2014 mascot Fuleco, a cartoon creature of a three- 
banded armadillo, going to protect the endangered 
creature. FIFA had said one of the key objectives of 

the World Cup was to serve as a platform to 

communicate the importance of the environment 
and ecology. (AP) 

Recent ~¢ost Read ,St~rie~ 

1. The most idiotic goal celebration ever 

2, Bradley and Edu change Eastern 
Conference picture 

~, Slide-tackle turns into 75-yard goal 

4, Spanish pipeline picks up steam 

5. Newcomers should plug holes 

’:ii ..... ~= You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~t.~ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, February 13, 2014 

Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The USA women host Russia in a Thursday friendly. 

All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed he~e, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated d~ily throughout the week. 

THURSDAY, February ~3 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores UNiVERSIDAD DE CHILE-DEFENSOR (live) 5 pm, 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-GREMIO (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO NACIONAL-NEVVELL’S (live) 9:30 pm, 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

French Cup LYON-LENS (live) 2:30 pm, 

ESPN3.com 

French Cup LYON-LENS (live) 2:30 pm. 

USSOCCER.com 

international Women’s Friendly USA-RUSSIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

~RIDAY, Fe~u~ry 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-VALENCIENNES (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy AC MILAN-BOLOGNA (live) 2:40 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-AMERICA (live0 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-PACHUCA (live) 11:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 3:30 am. 

SATUF~D~,Y, ~ebruary ~ 5 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALLADOLID (live) 10 am. 

England BOURNEMOUTH-BURNLEY (delay) Noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-RAYO (live) 2 pm. 

France BASTIA-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FA Cup CARDIFF CITY-WIGAN (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 



Scotland ST. MIRREN-ABERDEEN (live) 7:40 am. 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALLADOLID (live) 10 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID CASTILLA-BARCELONA B (live) Noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-RAYO (live) 2 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-INTER MILAN (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup SUNDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FA Cup CARDIFF CITY-W~GAN (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FREIBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-SCHALKE 04 (live) 12:30 pro. 

Germany DORTMUND-FRANKFURT (delay) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 
Mexico VERACRUZ-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-MONARCAS (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-AMORICA (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands TWENTE-VITESSE (live) 12:40 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-PERTH (live) 1:30 am. 
FA Cup SUNDERLAND-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FA Cup CARDIFF CITY-W~GAN (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

Australia WELLINGTON-MELBOURNE (live) 11 pm. 

SUNDAY, February 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-CHIEVO (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-REAL MADRID (live) 11 am. 

England QPR-READING (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy ROMA-SAMPDORIA (live) 2:40 pm. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup EVERTON-SWANSEA (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup ARSENAL-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland CELTIC-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 7:40 am. 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-NOT]’INGHAM FOREST (live) 10 am. 

Australia BRISBANE-NEWCASTLE (delay) Noon. 

FA Cup CARDIFF CITY-WIGAN (delay) 4 pm. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (delay) 6 pm. 

FA Cup EVERTON-SWANSEA (delay) 8 pm. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-LIVERPOOL (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy SASSUOLO-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-REAL MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain BILBAO-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-CHIEVO (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup EVERTON-SWANSEA (live) 8:30 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-HERENVEEN (live) 10:30 am. 



Brazil CORINTHIANS-PALMEIRAS (live) 2 pm. 

Uruguay SUD AMERICA-NACIONAL (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-BELGRANO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-LOBOS BUAP (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 
Mexico PUMAS-ATLANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-LEON (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-NEWCASTLE (live) 1 am. 

Scotland CELTIC-ST. JOHNSTONE (live) 7:40 am. 

FA Cup EVERTON-SWANSEA (live) 8:30 am. 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup ARSENAL-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

~4ONDAY, Feb~£a[y 17 

BelN SPORTS 

France STADE DE REIMS-BORDEAUX (delay) 12:30 pm. 

italy HELLAS VERONA-TORINO (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain LEVANTE-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

FA Cup BRIGHTON HOVE ALBION-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Feb. 13, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Thdrsday, Feb. 13, 2014 

Clubs invest heavily in frontlines 
by Paul Kennedy 

[HEW IN MLS: Forwards] Toronto FC (Jermain Defoe, Dwayne De 

Rosario and Giiberto) and D.C. United (Eddie Johnson and Fabian 
Espindola), last and next to last in the Eastern Conference in 2013, 

have invested heavily in new frontiines. In the Western 
Conference, the LA Galaxy and fellow contenders Port|and and 

Seattle have brought in new strikers in a bid to overtake 

conference piayoff champion Real Salt Lake .... Read the whole 
story 

Sam leads Red Bulls past Philly 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUHTDOWH] Lloyd Sam, one of the role players who 
contributed to the Hew York Red Bulls’ 2013 Supporters’ Shield 
title campaign and is looking to start in 2014, had a goal and an 
assist on ThieFry Henry’s goal to lead the Red Bulls to a 2-I win 
over Philadelphia Union at Jacksonville’s EveFBank Field .... Read the 
whole story 

Rapids send Thomas to FC Dallas 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS TRAHSACTIOHS] The Colorado Rapids have finally moved 
defensive midfieider Hendry Thomas after they could not come to 

terms on a new contract. They sent the Honduran midfieider to FC 

Dallas for allocation money in the first Colorado-Dallas player trade 

since Rapids coach Oscar Pareja returned to Dallas as head coach. 

...Read the whole story 

Friendly confirmed for Thursday night at Georgia Dome 

by Soccer America 

[USA-RUSSIA] The USA-Russia women’s game rescheduied for 

Thursday indoors at Atlanta’s Georgia Dome will be played, 
according to a statement from U.S. Soccer released Wednesday 

afternoon, though it cautioned fans to consider weather 
conditions before traveling to the game. By [ate Wednesday 

afternoon, the sleet and freezing rain had caused almost a quarter 

mi|lion customers across Georgia to lose their power....Read the 

whole story 

Spain’s Copa del Rey ciasicos 
by Soccer America 

[MAKIHG A LIST] It is arguably the most famous rivalry in soccer, 

the ciasico of all ciasicos. Fans will again get an extra edition of 
the Spanish dasico -- Barcelona vs. Real Madrid -- when they meet 
in the Copa dei Rey final They met in the Spanish cup semifinals in 
2012 and quarterfinals in 2013. The April 19 meeting in Madrid will 
be the seventh final between the two teams. For the previous six 
finals....Read the whole story 

Who committed the most fouls in MLS history? 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] MLSsoccer.com quizzing several p|ayers 

and Seattle coach Sigi Schmid on who has fouled the most in MLS 

history makes for an entertaining 90-second clip. Many of the 
guesses point to serial foulers who ~ust haven’t been in the league 

tong enough to take the lead. But they finally deduce the right 
answer....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Obviously, Fulham is in a very difficult situation and 
the team has been struggling. Me and Clint have 
been in communication with each other and talking 
to each other. He feels he is definitely getting 
there fitness-wise and he wants to be sharp when 
he comes back here. But when you’re in a 
relegation battle, it’s very emotionally taxing." 

- Seattle coach Sigi Schmid on Sounders star Clint 
Dempsey, who has yet to score for Fuiham during 
his loan spell and has not suited up in its |ast two 
games. (MLSSocceF.com) 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps ~ Academies 
directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

1, Slide-tackle turns into 75-yard goal 

2, Spanish pipeline picks up steam 

3, Newcomers should plug holes 

4o Time to panic at D.C. United? 

5, Liverpool rallies, Arsenal disappoints 
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Conditioning Within NCAA Regulations 

View usin.q web browser I FonNard to a friend or collea.que 

Costa Rica Soccer Tours specializes in team soccer tours to Costa Rica. We have hosted more thaa 200 high schools 
and universities since 1995. Our commitment to our ctien ts is to provide the highest quafity service a t the best price 

In a continued effort to expand College Services program member 
benefits, and to assist coaches in communication efficiency, the NSCAA 
now provides Listserv Groups for each division and gender (NCAA, NAIA, 
Junior College). 

The subscribe~nly listseN is for head and assistant coaches and is 
managed by the College SeNices depa~ment. It offers coaches the 
opportunity to read, originate, and reply to messages distributed to all on 
respective division lists. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

*, College Soccer business - Legislation, playing rules, 
championships, amateurism, eligibility 

*, College soccer promotion 
~ Schedule requests 
~, Coaching position notices 
~ Event announcements 
. Topical conversations/surveys- Opinions regarding substitution 

rules 

For more information contact Rob Kehoe (rkehoe@nscaa.com) or Pat 

Madden (pmadden (i~.nscaa .com). 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii At the forefront of sports discussions are concussions in sports and the 

the 2014 NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia, a star-studded panel 
Soccer," featuring two former players whose 

i lives have been changed after their head injury. 



iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii    ¯ We needtoteach betterheadingtechnique 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ¯Strengthening, especiallyforgirls, mayreduoeconoussions 

iiiiii~teteste~ii#liiire~te~t#l#ii~iiiiii [+] Click herefor more resources 

Conditioning article providing recommendations for encouraging strength 
and conditioning development while considering NCAA contact 
regulations. 

The author, Ichiro Watanabe, provides a detailed account on what players 
can do, from "Stimulation without Simulation" strategies to annual plan 
ideas. 

[+] gownUad this art~c,e now 
J~n6 ~ 6 ~ ~h~st#~owni ~ai I+l See a, f~tness-reUted articles ~n the On,he Resource Ubra~ 

:#u:l~ ::: :: : :::::: :::::::::::: :: :::::::,-:B:k~ems#u = ::£a:~::::::::: The NSC~ On ne Resource L bra[y cou d be cons dered the argest 
a~u,~.~ o~ socoe.-.e ~tea ~.~c e...e.s~on. ~na in~o~t~on ~wi ~, e. 
Categorized by topics, member coaches can search for ideas and 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: so ut ons that ar se on and off the field. 

yourseniorsleaveand underclassmen begin assuming newroles, Asyou 
begintoreviewyourtraining regimen, you might have ideasonwhat 
technically andtactically needstweaking, orhave resolutionsonwhat 

But, if you’re like mostcoaches, it’sdifficultto knowwheretostart. With 
the myriad rolesa coaohtruly hastojuggle, sometimesyoujustwant 
one thing - one key ingredient - to bring to your program that will give 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiThe NSCAArecently conducted compensation surveysaimed atyouth, 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii high school, and college coaches. This is a new member benefit to help 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis~me~ne interested incoachingto knowwhattoexpect. The information 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii canalsobeusedby membersinnegotiatingasala[y. 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii If you have questions orwould like a different breakdown of the results, 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~g from our elite educators of 



National Diploma courseat RivierCollege in Nashua, N.H., duringtwo 

Asthedateapproachedandfallturned intowinter, MotherNaturedid not 
disappointwith extremely cold airand brightwhitesnowon ourtraining 

The NSCAA and Elite Tournaments have partnered to stage elite 
ish°woaset°urnamentsaor°sstheUnitea 

Series. Thearrangement is highlighted by 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiatt~~~~~byt~pteamsfr°maor°ssthe 

~, April 11-13: NSCAA Colle.qe Showcase - Central (Elizabethtown, 

¯ June 21-22: WAGS Real Vodicka Memorial Tournament Qualifier 

Formoreinformation about upcoming showoases, visitthe NSCAA 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii many including the Honor Award recipient Jim Sheldon and NSCAA Hall 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~, 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire Players of the Year 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Also recognized duringtheweekwastheCharlotteMoran Memorial 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Scholarship winner, Kelly Grant of Catholic University of America. As 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii scholarship recipient, Grant will receive $1,500 towards here National 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiDipl°mac°urseinJune’[+]Neadm°reab°utGrant 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Enough is Enough... [Video] 

Coach, 

What happens when a player says... 
"Enough is Enough" 

They do 1 of 2 things. 

Option 1: Quit 

Option 2: Persevere 

One of my favorite quotes that I think 

coaches should use is: 

"Winners never quit, mad quitters never 

win". 

Matt Smith wanted to win, so he went ruth 
option 2. 

He found a new way to trafin for soccer m~d that 

helped hitn get offthe bench and become m~ 
All-American and a pro soccer player. 

Watch his story here: 

Enough is Enough [Video] < - - - 

This slory is both inspirational for any 
player who wmats to quit, but you coach 

with this program will help create the 

next Matt! 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Feb 1~, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 13, 2Ot4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Lyon .. Lens in the Coupe de France Round of 16 is on Univisien DeporLes at 

2:30pro. US Women - Russia }s st~ earning on USSoccer.com at 7:30pro, Akso on 

Fox Deportes: Unvers~dad de Chile - Defensor at 5pro, Naciona~ - Greraio at 7pro, 

and At:teLk:o ~4ationa[ ~ NeweR’s Ok] ~oys at: 9:~0pm. A[~ 7"/me.s 2~;~ern 

Their Words 

Bale. 

US/aNT up to 13 in Feb 2014 FIFA Ranking 
The U%ANT moved ~EI) a spot t:o ’t:} k~ t:he February 2014 F~FAtCoca-Coh~ W~:~ttt~ Rarddng reb~ased on thursday. They 

iZth-p[ace O~eece by 40 rankings ~oints and have a 6 point {ead over t4th-p[ace Chile. The USMNT shutout Korea 

dutin!~ the rarddn<5~ pedod, with Korea l’al.[ing 8 p{a(:es l:o 6I, The USMN’r £1.ays U~aine ddring the March FIFA n~nkin~l 
per~od, with Ukraine stayin8 at 1 

As ior the other members oi Wo~[d Cup Group G. Germany stays in 2nd, Portugal. moves up a spot to 4th. and Ghana 

tirol)pin8 13 pieces t:o SYth with last year’s semifinal, run in the Africa Bdp ot: ~,l~t:k)ns k)Slin8 vatde. Read More 

Stoke 1 - Swansea 1, Spurs shutout Newcastle 
tt was a Wednesday of mixed resutts lor USMNT players in the Premie~ Lea~ue~ with a point for Geoff Cameron’s Stoke, 

a shutout for Brad Friedet’s Spurs, and a loss for Clint Dempsey’s Fu[harn. 

USMNT defender Geoff Capneron’s Stoke City drew 1 o’i with Swansea in the Premier League on Thursday. Peter Crouch 

o£ened the seer ilN for Stoke City in the 17th minute with Swansea equaUzin~ in the 52nd. Swanse~ dominat:ed 

~ossession 64~ to }67; and ~ed 5 to 2 on corner k~cks, Cameron started and played the flJ[] 90 ~t the Britannia Stadium, 

Stoke Bit:y are 14th in the P~emier I.e~;ue t:ab~e, l:h~ee points above the re[e!~ation zone. 

"1 was ~ bit disap£ointed to be periect[y honest: because we know we can p~y {)eLLer than that," Stoke C~ty manager 

Mark Huflhes said. "~ was a difficult evenin$ in terms of the conditions bu~ i~ was the same for both teams and 

p~obab[y Swanse~ in the way that they £1.ay adjusted Lo them better with the ba[[ on the deck and (5)od movement 

When you can ~o ahead in a $ame it is down to you to see ~t through and we weren’t ab[e to do that which was 

disappointing." 

Brad Friede~ was on the bench for Spurs’ 4°0 shutout of Newcastle at St James’ Park. Ernmanue[ Adebayor opened the 

scorin$ in the 19Lh minute with Pau[inho doub[in~ the [ead in the §2rd. Adebayor scered again in the 82nd with Nacer 

Chad[i scorin{{ in the 88th minute, Spurs ate 5th in the P~emier League table, Read More 

What is USMNT coach Jurgen Klinsmann really 
saying? 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC {Feb 12, 201,I) US Soccer Players - He did it again. USMNT coach Jurgen Kl.insmann 

the master of sayin!~ sornethin2 pointed without really pointing to anyone in particular, This time, he used his broad 

t)rush to £~h~L American £1.ayers as ~q~c~dng beUeV’ in the drive to be arnon!~ the best £1.ayers in the work~ vi~ ~ recent 

te[e~dsion appearance, Accordin£ to K~insmann*s w~sdorn, too often American players head to the world’s foremost 

lkx~t:ba[Unf~ continent .just hopin~l Lo catch on, se[~ing thernseK~es short in the p~oeess. 

"But it:’s el.so the Amerk:an #layers when they !~o to Edro#e to prove theft they 
down Lo do they have the belief? They ha~z- ~he quatities, bu~ do they have the 

There’s inuch to unpack here, as there usual.ty is when K[insmann decided to speak in non..specific te~ms, KUnsmann’s 

messa£es are never sh’np[y indh ect critk:isms of the prayers we a[t assume heLs referench’tg. Discussions about how the 



s~eaks to the game’s Wowth ~ the Urdted States. When k~htsnlarm ta~ks ~ke tbis~ he’s ~smg c:~r~e~t events to address 

~e a I.ong~l:e~rn ~ul:u~e, }~s par~:{y about where American,s are p{a’¢ing ~is~ht a~: l:his moment~ but it’s mo~e ~bout 

Possible names~ loges, uniforms for David Beckham’s MLS soccer team revealed ¯ 0era the Pa[n~ Beach Post’s h~att 

Porter: The kit Ieat~res a~ aqua shirt and ~Jarl~ way short:s with solt pink stripes. 

Stuart Holden to get a new contract at Bolton Wanderers - frem The ~3o[t:on News~s ~,~i}~(: lies: "f want to make sure 

when he cor~es back he wi~ be ready ior the i~tu~e." 

Winter weather a huge obstacle to MLS conformin~ to FIFA calendar .. Item The W~shin~ton ~est’s Steven Golf: The 
problem is not the weather on a specific day~ it’s the u~predictability. 

Earthquakes star Chris Wondolowski had enjoyable offseason - flora The San Jose ~%~ercup,~ News’ Matt Schwab: His 
I}~r~ess level and tzeniidence a~e hi~jh after his na~iona~ team experiences. 

MLS continues to stru~-~le on TV~ but there’s reason for hope - from SB Nal:ien’s Jeremiah Oshan: Whal: stands 

tbou~l’h is that none of these ~ames feature ~LS teams. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

~S(~ - Vale~dennes is or~ beIN sport: a~ 2;:}0pm in Li(~ue 1 a<~ion, PSG are five peinl:s (Jear al: the l:op ef the 1:able after 

24 ro~mds and Va{enciennes are a Learn tPiin8 to turn th~n~s aro~md ~n 18th-p~ace and b~o points ~rom sa~ety~ PSG 

cemin$ o~f a ’~-1 {J~aw wi~:h ~&)~aco a~d Valenciennes beat Nk:e fo~ their Rrs~ win sh~ce Jan 11 and their ’3~h win ef 1:he 

season~ ~t’s not ~ha~ Valenciennes can’t bert other L~ue 1 teams, ~t’s a cons~stenc~ issue, 

"After the draw a~aJnst ~’ton~co, we are hopin~5 Lo wJni’ PSG ~oa[keeper Nicolas Douchez said. "We need ~o pro&~ce 
l~sua[ football at the Pare des Princes. which means scoring goals and putting on a show for ol~ fans. We need to show 

this Valenciennes side respect and take them ve~’~ seriousl.y. That witt be the best way to ensure a win." 

’itboptace i~ the Se~ie A tab~e. Milan lost ~- 1 to Napo[i ~ast week. ~o[o~na are ’i6th, fo~r points above the refe~ation 

They beat "l’odne 2-1 ~.ast Sunday~ a l:eam ~il.an drew 1-1 with en Feb 1st:. 

"Sohz~gna are a 1learn te be respected Ier their history and llhey get aU. llhfee poif~ts a~a]nst: "R)rif~o as wel.~.i’ ~!~fl.an coach 

Clarence Seedorf said. ’They tmow exactly wha~ they want ~e do ant! they have two very ~eod felwa~ds and are we[[ 

erg>ani2etJ." 

Atso on Friday’s socce~ "[’~ schedule, ESPN Deportes has ~,~ereUa o America hi: 8;:¢0I)m and Santos La~(~na - Pachuca is on 

Univision Deportes at 11 ;30pro. A~ Times Eas~:ern 

~i Sponsor message 

!~i p ..... d by 
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Section 2: Liverpool Rises; Man United on Decline 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday4 Feb. 13, 2014 !~ Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Nodders: Liverpoo~ a S~r~ous Tit~e Cont~n~r 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Liverpool on Wednesday moved w~tNn four points of Premier League leader Chelsea after a dramatic 3~ 

2 come-from-behind w~n against Fulham at Craven Cottage. Reds coach Brendan Rodgers said his team should 

now be considered a serious title contender a~er both Chelsea and Arsena~ dropped two points ~n their m~dweek 

games. 

"We’re going to keep pushing," Rodgers said. "We’ve shown enough times we’re a very good side. We’re chasing 

and there are other teams still ahead of us, so we’ll need some of them to drop points, but we know we still have 

City and Chelsea to play at home. This was a very important win for us, coming after the game at the weekend when 

we’d been outstanding [in beating Arsenal 5-1 ]. We had to show different qualities tonight: character, togetherness 

as a group, as we kept pushing to the end." 

He added: "We’ve defended poorly at times this season, mistakes and individual errors that have cost us, but we’re 

a very aggressive and offensive team going forward and we showed that again. There’s still a long way to go, 12 

games, but you’ve seen the development of the team in terms of character and focus out there. We had to dig 

deep. There’s great character there and the belief in what we’re doing is very high." 

- Read the whole story._ 

UCL Looking Further Away for Man United 
ESPN FC 

Manchester United coach David Moyes says his team will never give up fighting for a UEFA Champions League 

place, despite falling 11 points behind fourth-place Liverpool on Wednesday. United drew 0-0 at home to Arsenal 

while Liverpool came from behind twice to beat Fulham 3-2 at Craven Cottage. Striker Robin van Persie missed a 

hat trick of chances at Old Trafford, including a bullet header in the second half that forced a magnificent save from 

Gunners keeper Wojciech Szczesny. 

"All I can do, and I keep saying it, is we will try and win the next game and pick it up," said Moyes, whose team has 

taken just two points from its last three Premier League games~ "If there is one club in history who have been great 

at winning games in the second half of the season and putting pressure on the teams above it is Manchester 

United." He added: "We can only do our job the best we can. We want to play better. We cannot bother about other 

teams. We can only put pressure on by winning our games. I believe the desire is still there in the squad." 

In a separate report, ESPN points out that while Manchester United recorded record revenues for the fiscal second 

quarter, failure to qualify for next season’s Champions League would cost the club in excess of 40 million pounds 

($66.5 million) and potentially as much as 70 million pounds ($I 16.4 million). 

Meanwhile, Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger was satisfied with a point and a shutout. "Our team was highly focused 

not to concede, and that maybe restricted our game going forward a little bit because we were certainly hit by time 

five goals we conceded [against Liverpool] on Saturday, and you could feel that here," the Frenchman said, adding: 

"We have come out two difficult games and are still in a strong position, that is the only positive." 

- Read the whole story... 

Bundesiiga Attendance Up 2 Percent 
Bundesliga.com 

The German Bundesliga remains the best-attended league in the world, according to figures from the opening half 

of time 2013/14 season. The average attendance for a Bundesliga game was 42,125, which represents an increase 

of 1.81 percent compared with the same period in 2012/13. In all, 6.4 million fans attended 152 Bundesliga games 

between August and December 2013, which was also an increase of 1.14 percent on the 6.33 million visitors in 

2012113. 



- Read the whole story... 

Italian Cup~ ~poli’s °Almost Perfect’ Performance 
Football Italia 

Rudi Garcia was gracious in defeat as AS Roma was thrashed 3-0 in Naples by Roberto Benitez’s Napoli, which 

advanced to the Coppa Italia final thanks to a 5-3 aggregate win over the two-game series. Napoli will meet 

Fiorentina in the final on May 3 or 7. 

"1 compliment Napoli, they have a strong attack and I wish them all the best for the Final," the Roma coach said after 

the game. "As for Roma, we’ve got to think positive because we do create chances in every game. The key to the 

future is to be more effective up front." Garcia added: "Perhaps we lost the qualification in the first leg [which Roma 

won 3-2], as we conceded two goals when we were 2-0 up. This evening we had three chances to score in the first 

half and didn’t make the most of them. We should’ve been more ruthless in attack and also in defense, as we made 

mistakes in both legs." 

Benitez, meanwhile, hailed his players’ for producing an "almost perfect" performance. "It wasn’t the perfect 

performance, but it was almost perfect," the Spaniard said. "Everyone worked in the defensive phase and then we 

were able to score three great goals." Jose Callejon, Gonzalo Higuain and January signing Jorginho were all on 

target for the Partenopei. 

- Read the whole story... 

SI.com 

With his 7th-minute penalty against Atletico Madrid on Tuesday, Cristiano Ronaldo completed what becomes an 

interesting piece of soccer trivia. With that goal, the Portugal international has officially scored in every minute of a 

game throughout his career. SI.com has a table showing just hew many times Ronaldo has scored in each minute. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Espana 

Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino on Wednesday noted that the club’s veteran players still relish big occasions, 

as Barca advanced to the Copa del Roy final -- where it will meet rival Real Madrid -- with a 3-1 aggregate win over 

Real Sociedad. "It’s a mission accomplished for these players, who year after year have the chance to play a final 

and now I am to join them," he said. "1 think it’s great that these players still appreciate playing finals and getting to 

finals." 

- Read the whole story... 

Court Reiects Santo~° Request to See Neymar Contract 
AS 

Neymar on Wednesday published on his official Twitter account a copy of a court decision rejecting Santos’ 

demand to have access to the player’s contracts with Barcelona. According to Judge Gustavo Antonio Peroni 

Louzada the contracts signed by the Brazilian star with the Spanish club are posterior to the agreement he had with 

Santos and the club has therefore no right to see them. Santos has said it will appeal the decision. 

- Read the whole story... 

Berbatov Sends Monaco into French Cup Semis 
Reuters 

AS Monaco outlasted Nice 1-0 in the Coupe de France on Wednesday, thanks to a Dimitar Berbatov tap-in in the 

114th-minute. It was Berbatov’s first goal for the principality club since arriving on loan from Premier League club 

Fulham last month. Elsewhere, second-tier Auxerre lost 1-0 at home to Rennes while Guingamp defeated fourth-tier 

Balagne lie Rousse 2-0. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Section 1 : U.S. women’s unbeaten streak reaches 42 games with Russia rout 

Friday, Feb. 14, 20!,’.. 

Unbeaten streak reaches 42 games with 8-0 win 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-RUSSIA] The USA closed out its three-game homestand with a 

8-0 victory over Russia in Atlanta on Thursday night. The rout, 
which began with a pair of own goals by the hapless Russians, who 

had lost, 7-0, in the first meefing between the two teams, 
extended the USA’s unbeaten streak to 42 games and its home 

unbeaten streak to 80 games....Read the whole story 

Major concerns over playing time of World Cup hopefuls 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann 

has been counting on using the March 5 friendly at Ukraine to get 
one last look at his European-based players before World Cup 
selections must be made. But with just two weeks to go before 

he’ll have to name his team for that game, you can count on one 

hand serious World Cup candidates who are currently playing in 

Europe. To complicate matters, three of those players are off and 

the other two might not play this weekend .... Read the whole 
story 

Bofo gets first goal for Chivas USA 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Mexican forward Adolfo Bautista’s first 
goal on a free kick was enough for Chivas USA to beat Western 

Conference champion Real Salt Lake, I-0, and keep the Rojiblancos 

unbeaten through their first stage of preseason .... Read the whole 
story 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] On the last weekend before teams head to various 
parts of the country for preseason tournament play, just six teams 
are in action. The two games involving MLS clubs will pit the LA 

Galaxy against the San Jose Earthquakes in the Central California 
Cup in Fresno on Saturday and Chivas USA and the Colorado Rapids, 

another pair of Western Conference clubs, in the Las Vegas Pro 

Soccer Challenge on Sunday .... Read the whole story 

Nigeria calls up Oklahoma product Dike 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Toronto FC coach Ryan Nelsen 

may have one more international player’s schedule to manage this 

season. Forward Bright Dike, acquired by TFC last September in 
exchange for Maximiliano Urruti~ has been cared up by Nigeria for 

its March 5 friendly against Mexico in Atlanta .... Read the whole 
story 

’Happy Valentine’s Day from the U.S. women’ 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] The U.S. women’s national team -- Alex 
Morgan, Rachel van Hollebeke (nee Buehler), Megan Rapinoe, 
Sydney Leroux, Coach Tom Sermanni et at -- commemorate 

Va[entine’s Day by sharing stories of the best gifts they’ve received 
-- or didn’t -- on a Feb. 14....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 would exchange all my titles for the end of 

prejudice." 

-- Brazilian midfielder Tinga, who won two 

Libertadores Cup titles with Internacional and last 

yeaCs Brazilian title with Cruzeiro, after being 

greeted with monkey chants by fans of Peru’s Real 

Garcilaso when he took the field for Cruzeiro in 
Wednesday’s Libertadores game in Peru. (Reuters) 

A new category: ’MLS Fund Players’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCIAL MEDIA WATCH] You can learn a lot about 
MLS from Twitter or those who archive deleted 
tweets. Example: Portland Timbers president 

Merritt Paulson reveals some of the intricacies of 

the secret world of MLS player ...... More 

1. Time to panic at D.C. United? 

2. Who committed the most fouls in MLS 
history? 

3. Clubs invest hea~iiy in frontlines 

4o Liverpool rallies, Arsenal disappoints 

5, Five fine goals from Barcelona’s youngsters 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
A recruit from the class of 2016 picks the 
local college soccer power. But it wasn’t just 
based on staying close to home. 
MORE: ECNL Preview: Texas, Virginia Strong 

Today we look at the U16-U18 Girls for our 
monthly Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. Look at how results have changed as 
we track the best teams in the country. 

There were a horde of solid 2014 men’s 
recruiting classes, but only a handful are 
stocked with the ability to impact 2014. 

[ 
ii’~’iI Premier Content ] 

MORE: Development Academ~L back at it 

DID YOU SEE? 

Highlights: The U.S. U18 
MNT lost to the Canary 
Islands 312. 

GOLAZO! From the depths 
of the golazo-dom a title 
challanqer emerqes, 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Soccer Academies at Dartmouth College 

The Soccer Academies at Dartmouth College 
not only provide a great way to improve as a 
soccer player, they also a provide an 
opportunity to be seen by college coaches 
from some of the premier schools in the 
nation. 

Through the years many Soccer Academies 
campers have gone on to play for Dartmouth 
and other prestigious universities nation 
wide. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Section 2: Mourinho: Wenger a ’Specialist in Failure’ 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Feb. 14, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Mourinho: Wenger a ’Specialist in Failure’ 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Jose IMourinho has responded to Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger’s claim that the Chelsea boss is 

afraid of failure by calling Wenger a "specialist in failure." Following a news conference in which Wenger said the 

Premier League title was "Chelsea’s to lose" and that his rival insisting that Chelsea is not a title contender comes 

out of a "fear to fail," Mourinho said, "He is a specialist in failure. Fm not. So if supposing he’s right and Fm afraid of 

failure, it’s because I don’t fail many times. So maybe he’s right. I’m not used to failing." 

The Portuguese added: "But the reality is he’s a specialist because, eight years without a piece of silverware, that’s 

failure. If I did that in Chelsea I’d leave and not come back." Chelsea is currently leading the league by one point 

over Arsenal, with Manchester City three points back and Liverpool four. City has a game in hand, however. 

- Read the whole story... 

USA Climbs to 13th in F~FA Rankinq~ 
Sl.com 

Thanks to its 2-0 win against South Korea earlier this month, the U.S. men’s national team jumped one spot to No. 

13 in FIFA’s World Rankings for February. Ghana, the USA’s first opponent in this summer’s World Cup in Brazil, fell 

13 spots to No. 37, while Portugal, its second opponent, climbed one place to No. 4. Germany, the final Group G 

opponent for Jurgen Klinsmann’s men, remained unchanged at No. 2. 

Roy Hodgson’s England, meanwhile, has fallen all the way to No. 15 from a No. 4 ranking one year ago. 

Elsewhere, Spain remained No. 1, Argentina remained No. 3, and Brazil climbed another spot to No. 9. Spain has 

now led the FIFA World Rankings in every month except one (August 201 I) since winning the World Cup in South 

Africa in 2010. 

- Read the whole story... 

FIFA Refuses to Disclose Neymar Transfer 
ESPN FC 

FIFA has reportedly refused to hand over documents concerning Neymar’s move to Barcelona last summer to 

Pablo Ruiz, the Spanish judge who is investigating whether there is fraud in the deal. Last month Ruiz asked FIFA, 

Barcelona and the company Neymar & Neymar to hand over the documents they received regarding the transfer 

amid reports that different versions of the contracts exist. 

Barcelona published details of the various elements of the deal on its official Web site, admitting that it paid out a 

total of 86.2 million euros, including a 17.1 million transfer fee to Santos and a 40 million euro ’penalty payment’ to 

N&N, in addition to collaboration agreement with Santos worth 7.9 million euros, and two friendlies with the Brazilian 

club work 8.5 million euros related to marketing, scouting and development work in Sao Paulo. 

However, according to Spanish news agency EFE, FIFA declined to provide documents to the Spanish investigation 

on the grounds that the Geneva-based ruling body only discloses private and sensitive information if requested to 

do so by a Swiss court. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

England coach Roy Hodgson has issued a public challenge to Wayne Rooney to start reproducing his club form 

for England and to make sure that he lives up to his reputation on the international stage atthe World Cup in Brazil 

this summer. The former Fulham and West Brom coach said it’s time that Rooney "exploded" on the world stage. 



"Maybe once or twice in the past I think I can say without fear of contradiction that on the world stage he hasn’t 

exploded as he has on our national stage, where we all accept him as an outstanding player," Hodgson said. "We 

have been together for a couple of years, we are growing slowly and there will be an opportunity for him in Brazil to 

show he is not just a great star in the Premier League, but a world star." 

He added: "1 hope with Wayne, and certainly the message to him is: ’This is your chance. Sure, you’ll be a bit tired, 

but so will Luis Su~rez and David Luiz and various other players, because they are also playing in the Premier 

League and playing every game, like you.’ 

"He is 28, a terrific age, and this is the world stage, the perfect opportunity for him to prove to people around the 

world what we already know -- that he is a very, very gifted footballer, a very all-round footballer capable of playing 

in many positions and someone who is a leading light in his team, which is one of the best in the world. It would be 

nice to see him reproducing that form for England and I am confident he will." 

- Read the whole story... 

Suarez Admits World Cup ln~iun/Fear 
Sky Sports News 

Four months ahead of this summer’s World Cup in Brazil, Liverpool striker Luis Suarez admits that he fears picking 

up an injury that could rule him out of the tournament. The Uruguayan is having a fantastic season with Liverpool, 

leading the league in goals scored with 23. "The truth is that I am scared of what happened to [Radamel] Falcao 

and [Theo] Wa~cott," Suarez says in an interview with Uruguayan radio, referring to the ACL injuries suffered by 

both players. 

- Read the whole story._ 

EPL to Open °B’ League 
Sky Sports News 

Premier League CEO Richard Scudamore confirmed that there are plans for a ’B’ league to replace the current 

Under-21 league format. The new league would be for Under-23 players with four over age players allowed per 

game. According to Sky Sports News, the league would involve the same teams that are in the Under-21 league, 

including Arsenal, Aston Villa, Chelsea, Everton, Fulham, Liverpool, Manchester City, Manchester United, 

Newcastle, Norwich, Southampton, Stoke, Sunderland, Tottenham, West Brom and West Ham, along with Football 

League clubs Bolton, Blackburn, Leicester, Middlesbrough, Reading and Wolves. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Manchester City has been granted planning permission to expand the capacity of the Etihad Stadium to more than 

60,000, adding up approximately 14,500 seats. The increased capacity will make the Etihad Stadium time second 

largest in the Premier League, behind only Manchester United’s Old Trafford. 

- Read the whole story... 

Leonardo Set for PSG Return? 
Football Italia 

Leonardo could be set for a return to Paris-Saint Germain despite reports linking him with Inter Milan. The Brazilian 

was sporting director for the French team between 2011 and 2013, but resigned from his role after being handed a 

suspension for bumping into a referee during a Ligue 1 game last year. According to Le Parisien, time 44-year-old 

could be back with the Ligue 1 team in his previous role, once his suspension is over in the summeru 

- Read the whole story... 
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Galaxy glamour sets the broadcast bar very high 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Once again, the Galaxy will boast a lineup that will be the envy of most MLS counterparts. 

When it comes to talent, not many teams can compare with Landon Donovan, Robbie Keane, Omar Gonzalez and the 

others led by head coach Bruce Arena. And when it comes to broadcast arrangements, nobody comes close to the array of 

match coverage and auxiliary programming that fetch an annual rights fee in the neighborhood of $5.5 million. 

In the past decade or so, many teams have strengthened their local television and radio presence. Yet the Galaxy enjoys 

unprecedented exposure beyond the game broadcasts carried by Time Warner Cable SportsNet and Time Warner Cable 

Deportes. 

Specifics for the 2014 season were released Friday. There’s been a change in the broadcast team, with Iongtime radio play- 

by-play man Joe Tutino returning to the TV side to work alongside ex-Galaxy and U.S. midfielder CoN Jones. All games not 

covered by national broadcasts will be carried by TWCS and TWCD, which is the case for most MLS teams, but the extensive 

auxiliary programming featuring the Galaxy is unmatched. 

Every TWCS game is accompanied by a 30-minute pregame show and hour-long postgame telecast, "Access SportsNet: 

Galaxy," emanating from the system’s studio. Time Warner Cable Deportes carries "Galaxy En Vivo" (pregame) and "Vamos 

Galaxy" (postgame) featuring former Galaxy and U.S. head coach Steve Sampson and other analysts. The postgame 

Spanish-language show also follows nationally televised games. 

"Backstage: Galaxy" and "Galaxy Confidencial" are behind4he-scenes shows that are part and parcel for many North 

American professional sports teams but uncommon in MLS. They portray the players and coaches away from the field and 

give the Galaxy a regular dose of exposure separate from game action. 

The team’s history is covered, too. Time Warner Cable SportsNet runs "Timeless Galaxy," which are repeat telecasts of 

classic Galaxy games that include social media segments. Games are also re-packaged in Spanish on "Galaxy Compacto," a 

re-airing of all 34 games either condensed to one hour or run in full depending on their importance. 

There’s more but the details aren’t nearly as important as the effect. A critical offshoot of being a glamorous, successful team 

in the entertainment capital of the world has earned the Galaxy unprecedented popularity in its market as well as nationally 

and globally= It’s no rival to the Dodgers or Lakers but in the aftermath of David Beckham, it retains a high profile. 

A crucial facet of the league’s growth in the next five to 10 years will be what broadcast presence MLS teams can attain in 

other major markets: Chicago, Toronto, Philadelphia, and of course New York. There’s good TV coverage of Seattle, Portland, 

Vancouver, Sporting Kansas City and a few other representatives, and while all MLS teams face stiff competition for the 

entertainment dollar, exposure beyond that of games increases awareness and drives up the value of sponsorships and other 

marketing deals. 

Teams that elevate their profile by signing star players are more attractive to businesses and companies, as well as the 

national -rv audience. By acquiring Michael Bradley, Jermain Defoe, Gilberto and Brazilian keeper Julio Cesar (on loan), 

TFC is all of a sudden the team everyone wants to see. How that affects local and national TV ratings will be closely eyed by 

league officials, who were disappointed that the acquisition of Glint Dempsey last season didn’t much move the ratings. 

Maurice Edu doesn’t match Bradley and Dempsey for star power, but the Philly coaching staff and fan base expect him to 

upgrade the Union. In a hardcore sports town, he’ll be well-known if the team does well. 

MLS has taken heavy criticism for shelling out transfer money for Dempsey and Bradley, and fans of rivals can rightly 

complain that supplying certain teams a competitive advantage runs counter to precepts of parity and balance. Yet the 

league’s growth on many fronts hasn’t been accompanied by a marked uptick in TV ratings, and since its broadcast partners 

run very limited doses of auxiliary programming - contrast MLS with the extensive Premier League offshoots that run regularly 

on NBCSN - it has few options other than to pump up the star power. 



Because of its location and market conditions and rich ownership, the Galaxy is unique. More time is needed to properly 

evaluate the impact of Time Warner’s investment, which began only last year. 

MLS has a much bigger TV landscape to conquer, and it must do so locally as well as nationally. It has delved deeply into 

social media and Internet programming properties and those efforts should continue. Yet the massive importance of television 

isn’t likely to wane considerably for quite a while and if big names mean better numbers, that’s the way to go. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Green’s callup and the merits of ’der Klinsi-Plan’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] Julian Green, the 18-year-old German-American who 

debuted for German champion Bayern Munich last fail, will join the 

U.S. national team for training in Frankfurt before it flies to Kharkiv 

for its game against Ukraine on March 5. The USA hopes it will be 
the first step in a move by Green to commit to switch allegiances. 

...Read the whole story 

Johannsson, back in action, scores 22nd goal 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] The M*A*S*H unit worrying U.S. national team 

coach Jurgen Klinsmann began to empty out as Aron Johannsson 

scored his 22nd goal of the season for AZ in the first half of its 1-1 
tie with Juan Agudelo’s FC Utrecht. Fabian Johnson returned to 

action -- at right back -- for Hoffenheim for the first time since 
breaking his hand, and Alejandro Bedoya (Nantes) was back in 

action in France .... Read the whole story 

Pickens, on ’excused absence,’ tries out at Stabaek 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Veteran Matt Pickens lost his starting job 

in goal for the Colorado Rapids to young Clint Irwin in 2013 and he’s 

been giving permission to try out with Norwegian club Stabaek, 
coached by American Bob Bradley .... Read the whole story 

Finney, ’the Preston Plumber,’ remembered 

by Paul Kennedy 

[OBITUARY] Tom Finney, the oldest-living English international and 

one of the legendary players of the post-World War II heyday of 

English soccer~ died Friday at the age of 91. Finney~ who has been 

compared to world socceCs all-time greats, played his entire 
career for his hometown Preston North End, making $23 a week in 

a era when English League clubs imposed maximum salary 
restrictions on their players and he supplemented his salary 

working for the family plumbing business....Read the whole story 

Canadian star Scott moves to Notts County Ladies 

by Soccer America 

[NWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The move of Canadian international 
Desiree Scott, one of the top midfielders in the NWSL’s first 

season, from FC Kansas City to newly formed Notts County Ladies 

of England’s Women’s Super League has gone through .... Read the 
whole story 

Brilliant Bazooka by Baiotelli 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Mario BaloteRi decided AC Milan’s clash against 

Bologna with a long-range blast from where you don’t shots to 

succeed .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Who got married? Incredible. it was like a wedding 

buffet. Cakes, pastries, sauces -- and that was what 

they ate regularly. Honestly, and I say this with no 

bitterness at all, there were players who were ... 

well, fat. They were sedentary." 

-- Former Tottenham manager Juande Ramos on his 

reaction to the food spreads in Spurs’ locker room 

and the condition of its players whom he’d spy on 

at a McDonald’s not far from training camp. The 

Spaniard, who now coaches in Ukraine, credits 

banning junk food for helping Tottenham win the 

2008 League Cup trophy. (Guardian) 

Energy FC lands ex-Sounder Lund 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] OKC Energy FC signed 
Dane Philip Lund, who spent the 2013 MLS season 

with the Seattle Sounders, Englishman Paul Wyatt 

and Welshman Gareth Evans for its inaugural USL 

PRO campaign....More 

1, Julio Cesar follows in footsteps of Campos 
and Zenga 

2, Portugal to play Ireland and Mexico in 
Northeast 

3, Soccer on TV 

4, Oalaxy II wins first game in Fresno 

~, Smith was close to leaving Santa Clara for 
Notre Dame 
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Smith was close to leaving Santa Clara for Notre Dame 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEtl] Jerry Smith, who signed a seven-year extension 

that will keep him at Santa Clara for the next 10 seasons, says he 

was "very close" to taking the coveted women’s vacancy at Notre 
Dame left by the departure of Randy Waldrum to the HWSL’s 

Houston Dash .... Read the whole story 

Jacksonville lures Ruiz from UCF 
by Soccer America 

[MEN’S COACHIHG CHANGES] Jacksonville appointed UCF associate 

coach Mauricio Ruiz as the Dolphins’ new head men’s coach. For all 
the Division I men’s coaching changes....Read the whole story 

Sullivan heads stellar Stanford recruiting class 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN] U.S. under-20 women’s national team star Andi 
Sullivan heads the recruiting class at Stanford, arguably the best in 

the country. It also inc[udes former U.S. U-17 Sarah Robinson, a 

star in soccer and track, and Jaye Boissiere, both from local youth 
power MVLA Lightning....Read the whole story 

Nofstra to award Pele honorary degree 

by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Nearly 40 years after he brought his vision of the 

"beautiful game" to America as a member of the New York Cosmos, 

Pete will be honored at an international conference espousing that 

same image....Read the whole story 

Aroused the Net 

Waldrum’s life under the Golden Dome 
L N:::: 

Randy Waldrum left college coaching after 24 years to become the 

head coach of the expansion Houston Dash in the HWSk. He led 

Notre Dame to eight HCAA semifinal appearances, five title games 

and two championships before deriding to return to his native 

Texas. Pete LaFteur examines the Wa{drum era in South Bend~ 
profitin~ a coach who admi~ he had no idea what soccer was until 

being introduced to it at the age of 11. "1 seriously thought my 
friends and I a{on~ with these other kids in I~n8 were the only 
people in the count~ ptayin~ soccer/’ admits the ...... Read the 

whole sto~ 

Development Academy players hit college 
roadblock 
by Paul Gardner 
A long list of names can be CUFFent[y found on the 
U.S. Soccer website. The names are there because 
of the arrival, on Feb. 5, of Hationat Signing Day. 
These are teenage players who have ...... MOre 

1, Who committed the most fou~s in MLS 
history? 

2, Major concerns over p~ay~n8 t~me of World 
Cup hopefuls 

3, Clubs ~nvest hearty ~n front{i~es 

4, Unbeaten streak reaches 42 ~ames w~th 8-0 

5, MLS forges ahead o~ the bus~ness fro~t 
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SoccerROM News - February 2014 

To keep you informed abom our latest updates, we’re writing wifl~ the following news itmns. Be sure to read the summaries mid check out the links below! 

New Coaching Essay: "Measuring Success" 

Six New Exercises Posted 

New Book and DVD in the SoccerMall! 
February Book Giveaway Reminder 

New Coaching Essay: "Measuring Success" 

Players. coaches, pareuts, and fmas naturally desire to judge the qtmJdries of fire temns they follow and fl~e iudividual players on those teams. Unfortuuately, soccer does 

not provide mmay obvious metrics to help wifl~ this detenniuarion’. Cousequenfly, most of these stakeholders default to using a team’s winning percentage as the sole 

basis for declaring a team, its players, and its coaches to be "successful". 

In our latest featured coaching essay, Measuring Success, SoccerROM co-creator Robert Parr explains how this readily-available metric often leads to an improper 

understanding ofa temn’s accomplishments over the course of a season. This article provides several guidelines on how to blend objective and subjective assessments 

to generate more usefifl feedback, and also cautions coaches against the psychological damage that often arises when individuals define their own accomplishinents and 

abilities solely through the lens of wins and losses. 

Six New Exercises Posted 

We have posted six new training exercises iu the "Free Features" section of our site. The latest featured exercises (with full descriptions and 3-D illustrations) me: 

Exercise #1:6v2 "Target Zone" Keepaway 

Exercise #2: Developmental Divhl~ 
Exercise #3: Sharks and Mhmows 

Exercise #4: Bowling and Throwing Accuracy Practice 

Exercise #5: Triangular Heading Trios 
Exercise #6: Rolling Ball Saves Between Two Players 

New Book and DVD in the SoccerMal!! 

We have jufft added two new rifles to the SoccerMa]l: 

Soccer Coaching - Prindples of Technical and Tactical Development is a uew book from Andrew Caruso that provides a comprehensive guide to 

technical a~d tacticad training, with m~ emphasis ou traAning players iu their funcrioued roles. 

Coaching Futsal is a new DVD that shows coaches how to organize and deliver game-related futsad practices that focus on ball control, passing, and shooting 

sldlls. 

Check om these new rifles today, and don’t forget to order your copies now! 

Febru ary Book Givea~, ay Reminder 

You fftill have two weeks left to pa~icipate in February’s Book Giveaway! SoccerROM is teaming up wifl~ Soccer Learning Systems to give away the following rifle: 

Soccer Training Sessions - Italian Style 

To be automarically entered into the drawing, simply make a purchase of $50 or more (excluding shipping and freight charges) fiom the SoccerROM SoccerlVlall by 

the end of February. For fifll giveaway rules, please see our Contest Rules page. 

Enter today, and take advm~tage of this easy opportunity to win a great 

Thanks! 

SoccerROM, LLC 

6929 JFK Blvd #20-261 

North Little Rock, AR 72116 

www.S occerR OkL corn 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 



If you do not wish to receive our monthly newslelters, please reply to this note to let us know and your addres:s will be blockedJ?om allJi~ture mailings. If 

this’ was fol~val"ded to you by a friend, you can join our mailing list by writing to admin(a~soeeerront com. 
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Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Honoring Tom Finney --a gentleman and a soccer 
player for the ages 
By Paul Gardner 

A legend of English soccer has died. All the games in England this weekend began with the opposing teams lined 

up to observe a minute’s silence, or more likely -- and more naturally -- a minute’s applause -- for Sir Thomas 

Finney, dead at the age of 91. 

That’s right -- SirThomas Finney, he was knighted by Queen Elizabeth in 1998 -- I think that was a reward for his "services to 

football." But it might just as well have been -- probably should have been -- for him simply being a thoroughly nice, genuine 

human being. Are there any derogatory stories about Finney, anything recollected by anyone that shows Finney behaving in 

any way other than as "a perfect gentleman?" That’s the phrase that turns up repeatedly when the old-timers talk about 

Finney. 

I guess that group includes me -- though I find, to my surprise, to my bewilderment, that I never saw Finney play. But before I 

get into that anomaly, let me get one thing straight. Here, I’m not talking about Sir Thomas Finney. It’s just plain Tom Finney, 

without any of that class-ridden royal snobbery. Tom Finney was a plain-speaking working class lad who grew up in a street 

right next to the stadium where Preston North End played. In those days, Preston was a top first division club, and Finney 

signed for them, as an apprentice, in 1938. 

World War II arrived the following year, and Finney’s soccer career disappeared as, age 20, he joined the army in 1942 and 

fought in North Africa and Italy. The war in Europe ended in May 1945, and in April of the following year a mouth-watering gala 

game was staged at Wembley. Virtually all of the sport’s top stars were still in the armed services, so this game between "An 

FA XI" and the APTC (Army Physical Training Corps -- past and present) featured just about every top player in England. 

What a treat for 14-year-old me -- and this was where I saw Tom Finney. Except that I imagined that bit for years. When I got 

round to checking the lineups, years later, there they were, all the hallowed names -- Stan Matthews, Tommy Lawton, Denis 

Compton, Joe Mercer, Stan Cullis, Len Shackleton, Stan Mortensen, Frank Swift, Billy Wright, Neil Franklin, Bert Williams, 

Laurie Scott, Albert Stubbins ... but, to my disbelief, no Finney. 

Another of those tricks that memory plays on us -- or is it we who play the tricks on memory? Because Finney was a tad 
younger than those guys -- it wasn’t until four months later that Finney made his professional debut for Preston. 

We were soon hearing about him. We heard a lot about this young guy’s versatility, how he could play anywhere on what was 

then called -- with justification -- the forward line. Primarily a right winger, Finney could play on the left, he could play either left 

or right inside forward, he could play center forward. He could dribble, and he could score goals. Finney’s rise to fame came 



with shocking speed -- barely a month after his Preston debut he was called up by England. 

Surely during the next eight years -- during which I must have attended dozens and dozens of games at Stoke and 

Wolverhampton and Derby and Nottingham and Birmingham and Aston Villa and Coventry and West Brom -- surely I must 

have seen Preston, must have seen Finney? 

Yet I have no memory of Finney. None at all. I ponder that, and my pondering leads me to areas I am not very proud of. I did 

not like Tom Finney. The problem was that I was a devoted admirer of Stanley Matthews. And here was this whippersnapper 

(eight years older than I was, nonetheless) Finney, who hadn’t really done anything yet, stealing some of Stan’s thunder, even 

threatening to take over Stan’s place on the England team. 

Actually, Tom did displace Stan on the national team. Coaching was in its most primitive days in England, but even then the 

word was around that you couldn’t have Matthews and Finney on the same team. It didn’t work, they canceled each other out, 

they got in each other’s way. Or something. And it was soon clear that "the selectors" (a mysterious group of suited FA 

executives who picked the team) had more faith in Finney. 

By the time I was 20 I had learned quite a lot about the values of work-rate, though I don’t think we used the phrase. Finney 

was better at work-rate. Matthews was something of a virtuoso, we were told, waiting for others to bring him the ball. Finney 

was not only brilliant, he was reliable. Matthews may have been a genius, but you never quite knew where you were with him, 

whether today was to be a genius day, or merely a very good day. 

Of course I didn’t buy any of that -- even though I can’t recall ever having seen Finney -- and the day came when I was proved 

indisputably right. To my own satisfaction, that is. In 1948 and ’49 those nincompoop selectors had been slowly freezing 

Matthews out of the England team. 

In 1950, as England prepared for its first-ever foray into the World Cup, it played a series of friendlies. Finney played in seven 

of them, Matthews didn’t get a game. Even so, the selectors -- ever frightened both of picking and of not picking Matthews -- 

put him on the World Cup roster. In Brazil, England beat Chile 2-0, then came an obviously easy game, against the USA, but 

one turned into the disaster of a 1-0 defeat. 

I knew why, of course. Because Matthews had not yet played a single minute. Finney had played against the USA, and that 

was why England had lost. Case closed. Not really -- because Matthews was finally included in the starting 11 in the must-win 

game against Spain, and England lost. But I wasn’t to be troubled with awkward facts like that. England had been humiliated, 

and it wouldn’t have happened if Matthews had been on the field. Over the next three years, Matthews played twice for 

England while Finney played 19 games. Finney played for England in the 1954 World Cup, Matthews did not. 

In 1953 the Hungarians had come to Wembley and utterly annihilated England -- complete with Matthews -- 6-3. The following 

year England traveled to Hungary, guaranteeing to erase the shame. This time the score was 7-1 to Hungary. Matthews did 

not play, but Finney did. A reality check was forcing me to realize that maybe neither Matthews nor Finney, perhaps not any of 

the English greats, were that good. The epic Matthews vs. Finney struggle ceased to bother me. 

So I never saw Finney play. I can’t even remember seeing newsreel footage -- that’s what he had to make do with then, there 

must have been some but I have no memory of it. 

What I wonder now is whether, in my dislike -- I don’t think it ever reached a hatred stage -- of Finney, I simply erased all 

thought of him from my mind, and avoided ever seeing him. Could be, I suppose. I regret that I have no Finney memories. 

This past weekend Finney, Tom Finney, was much on people’s minds, and it was intriguing to realize that there was little talk 

of his playing skills, and no talk of his rivalry with Matthews. What dominated the tributes was a unanimous feeling of warmth 

for a man who was repeatedly called a perfect gentleman. A modest, quiet man who played his entire professional career -- 

433 games in 14 years -- for Preston. 

His club loyalty was rock solid. He was playing in the era when no player -- no matter how good -- could earn more than the 

maximum wage imposed by the club owners. A wage of some $15 per week. It wasn’t until 1960 that court action at last broke 



the autocratic power exercised by club owners over their players, ushering in the era of today’s astronomic salaries. But 1960, 
as it happened, was the year that Finney retired from the game. 

Following his father’s canny insistence, Finney had taken the time and the trouble to become a licensed plumber -- he joined 

the family business which he kept going throughout, and after, his long playing career. His nickname? What else -- The 

Preston Plumber. 

Could Finney possibly have been as good as they’re saying? "One of the greatest players this country has ever seen," says 

Gary Lineker wrote. Bobby Charlton goes further "One of the greatest footballers there has ever been." 

Maybe not. Flattery abounds in obituaries. But, surely, there can be no doubt that Finney was a remarkable player, nor any 

questioning the sincerity of the widespread admiration of those who remember him well. 

Even though he never won a major trophy, not with Preston, nor with England, he is remembered as a winner. His 

sportsmanship was legendary -- not once, throughout his lengthy career, was he cautioned or ejected from a game. He 

showed unwavering loyalty to his club Preston, and to the town of Preston, where he lived all his life. He later became 

President of the club, and he was also a Preston magistrate. 

Tom Finney was a player for whom I developed an early dislike. I never saw him play. I need to put that straight. Over the 

years I’ve read and heard so much about him, all of it revealing an unusually gifted and generous man. Remembering Tom 

Finney this past weekend has given us all a chance to honor a man who quietly and unceasingly stuck by values like skillful 

play, loyalty, and sportsmanship -- values that the sport of soccer seems to be in danger of forgetting. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk bloq. 

See what others are sayin,q on the SoccerTalk blofl. 
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’Finishing’ ANcle and Drills 

If you cannot see the images propefly~ please click here. 

Finishin,q in the Box 

Modern soccer imposes a variety of demands on players. For one, the kind of 
shots 

players take have changed: Long-distance shots are less frequent and match 
analysis 

shows that most shots are scored from the inside the penalty area. A related 
factor 

affecting shooting is pressure...Read More. 

Finishin,q Drills 

Warm-Up: i~ 2, 3, 4-, 5, 6_ 

Under Pressure: ~ 2~ 3~ 4_ 

Games: 1~ 2~ 3, _4 

Please don’t include me in thture emails. 
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Ten years on, Adu still keeps the faith 
by Paul Kennedy 

[THE FREDDY ADU INTERVIEW] On April 3, it will be 10 years since 
Freddy Adu made his MLS debut for D.C. United. Still only 24, he has 

been training at English club B[ackpoo[. He hasn’t played for the USA 
since starting in the 2011 Gold Cup final, but in an interview with 

B[ackpoo[’s Tangerine TV, he holds out hope of playing for the USA 

again. At the 2014 World Cup? ...Read the whole story 

Kljestan and Boyd mark return with goals 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AiVIERICANS ABROAD] The top three American scorers in Europe all 

scored over the weekend. After Aron Johannsson scored his 22nd 
goal of the season on Saturday, Sacha Kljestan and Terrence Boyd, 
both coming off long layoffs, scored on Sunday. Danny Williams, 
making a late bid to get back in the World Cup picture, scored in 

Reading’s 3-I away win .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"The conversation about soccer has never been just 

about soccer. If a stadium can be a catalyst to 
development, we’re interested. If a stadium is going 

to be a hindrance, we’re not interested." 

-- Miami-Dade Mayor Carlos Gimenez on David 

Beckham’s Miami MLS team and its proposal to build 

a soccer stadium on the southwest corner of 
financially strapped PortMiami, in opposition to the 
port’s own commercial development plan. (Miami 

Herald) 

Zardes makes statement about finishing 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Perhaps no MLS rookie exhibited more raw talent in 
2013 than Gyasi Zardes. The knock on the CSU Bakersfield product 

was that he could not finish. He seems to have corrected that flaw in 
his game. For the second time in a week, he scored for LA Galaxy, 
this time a golazo in its 2-1 win over the San Jose Earthquakes before 

a sellout crowd of 12,659 fans at Fresno’s Chukchansi Park in the first 
Central California Cup .... Read the whole story 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] Every MLS club except FC Dallas and the LA Galaxy will 

be in tournament action this week. After opening preseason training 
in UAE, FC Dallas is off to Bradenton, Fla., where it will play two 
games. The Galaxy is at home for scrimmages against UCLA and its 

new USL PRO team, Galaxy II. For the MLS preseason schedule. 
...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
’Tm sure I can do that because rye done it before in 
Germany. rye taken over clubs in a similar position 
and rm very confident I can do it with Fulham." 

-- Fulham’s new German coach Felix Magath, charged 

with saving the last-place Cottagers from dropping 
out of the English Premier League, in which Fulham 

has played since 2001. Fulham is five points deep in 
the relegation zone with 12 games left. (Reuters) 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Green’s callup and the merits of ’der 
Klinsi-Plan’ 

2. Unbeaten streak reaches 42 games with 8- 
0 win 

Gonzalez scores in Impact debut 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Montreal Impact, MLS’s most recent 

addition, opened its preseason campaign Sunday with a 2-1 win over 
Orlando City, one of MLS’s 2015 expansion teams, at the Seminole 

Soccer Complex. New signing Santiago Gonzalez scored soon after 
entering the game and Andres Romero had the second goal for the 
Impact .... Read the whole story 

3. Smith was close to leaving Santa Clara for 
Notre Dame 

4. Soccer on TV 

5. Brilliant Bazooka by Balotelli 

Quality one-on-one time 



by Soccer America 

[SEEN AROUND TOWN] It’s onty 19 days before the 2014 MLS season 
kicks off. Prayers are making their fina[ preparations and getting 

some quatity one-on-one time in as the countdown continues. 

...Read the whore story 

Maradona vs. Messi 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Sldtts ~t Gotazos] You won’t regret spending six minutes 

watching this montage of myriad dips comparing the magica[ moves 

of Argentines Lione[ Messi and Diego Maradona .... Read the whore 
story 

~ ,~. : i            You are receiving this newstetter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership 

~: ;,.:~ ~i :~~~-~:~-~receiving a        copy of your own, please ~sit our site                                  - ~.soccerameHca.com                       - and 

become a comptimenta~ member. 

RSS Feeds are now avaitabte. 

If you’d rather not receive this newstetter in the future dick here. 

We wetcome and appreciate fo~arding of our newstetters in their entirety or in part ~th proper attHbution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hit[ Road Witton, CT 06897 USA 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide The 2015 Girls IiVlG Academy 150 update is 

out. Slammers’ Natalie 3acobs earned a spot 
in the Top 10. Who else moved up the list? 

TOP 
A 2014 recruit explains his reasoning for 
joining a Big East power, while another Big 
East program lands the commitments of a 
Top 150 recruit for 2015, 
MORE: Duke women add another for 2016 

The first installment of the new Development 
Insider column takes a look at the evolving 
~lite European development. 

I ii’~’ii Premier Content1 

MORE: US Youth National Team ~date 

i ~’~’~ Premier Content ~ 

DID YOU SEE? 

An ode to economic 
imbalance in sport - it isn’t 
so bad, is it? 

Navigating the rugged 
ground of women’s pro 
soccer in America. 

TopDrawerSoccer.corn Partner: 

If4G Soccer Adademy 

Want to play soccer at the collegiate level? 

IMG Academy can help get you there. 

More than 60% of IMG Academy student- 
athletes go on to D-I universities (the 
national average is below 5%) and 30% 
moving on to a top 100 school by U.S. News 
& World Report. 

For more info, email 
soccer@imgacademy.com. 
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You’ve Never Heard This About Soccer (Secret revealed) 

Just came across a video by former pro soccer player 

Matt Smith, and he talks about some secrets to training 

for Soccer that 97% of coaches haven’t heard of before. 

Here’s the video: 

Soccer Traininq Secrets < - - - 

As a former All-American soccer player himself Matt 

Smith may know a thing or two on how to dominate 

the game of soccer 

See the video for yourself to find out what they are. 

reddick baseball :: 52,1 m°:lol°: a,;e :: new pro’~idel°:ce ni 07974 ::,7:::.~.:: iContact - Try It Free! 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, February 17, 2014 

Monday, Feb. 17, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League enters the knockout stage this week. Tuesday’s games: Manchester City- 

Barcelona and Bayer Leverkusen-Paris SG. 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many netu,~rks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the 

~ONDAY, Feb~~ary "~ 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-TORINO (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup BRIGHTON HOVE ALBION-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

TUESDAY, February 18 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-NECAXA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-MERIDA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (delay) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO PENAROL-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 6:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 



UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BOLIVAR-LEON (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-ITUANO (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (delay) 5 pm= 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (delay) 9 prn. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (delay) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 prn. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ZAMORA (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores THE STRONGEST-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm= 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-GENK (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 prn. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-BENFICA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LIBEREC-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHORNOMORETS-LYON (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESBJERG-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 prn. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 prn. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACCABI TEL AVIV-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-MOTHERWELL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-JAGUARES (live) 10:30 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am, 

USA 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am= 

rnun2 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am, 

England WEST BROM-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

SL~N~AY, Febr~y 2:3 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England NORW1CH CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWECASTLE UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

~’~’~O~tDAY, Februa~y 24 

TBA 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Feb. 17, 2014 
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Please do not reply to this email. 
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Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 
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Section 1: M~m City aims high as Champions League heats up 

Tuesday, Feb. !8, 2014 

Pellegrini takes jab ... at United 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[UCL PREVIEW: Man City-Barcelona] To the victor go the quips. In 
between a 2-0 FA Cup defeat of Chelsea and a monumental 

Champions League game against Barcelona, Manchester City 

manager Manuel Pellegrini changed course to take a swipe at his 
team’s bitterest rival....Read the whole story 

Hyypia: Bayer must ’give 100 percent’ 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[UCL PREVIEW: Bayer Leverkusen-Paris SG] Five losses in seven 

games has Bayer Leverkusen coach Sami Hyypia concerned, as 

befits a man tasked with bridging a huge gap, finandally and 

competitively, in the U EFA Champions League round of 16 .... Read 
the whole story 

Argentines vs. Americans in UCL 

by Soccer America 

[MAKING A LIST] Michael Bradley said given the choice of taking an 

American or an Argentine, big European clubs will still pick the 

latter. So what what does it look like among the 16 teams in the 

knockout phase of the UEFA Champions League? ...Read the whole 

story 

Bradley: ’We continue to have to fight for respect’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEH] U.S. national team players were up early on Monday to 

make the rounds of morning talk shows to promote the MLS 

season. Back in the league for the first time since 2005, Michael 

Bradley said on ABC’s Good Morning America that MLS is getting 

better every year, making the opportunity to play for Toronto FC 

too good to pass up. But at an media event later in the day at Red 

Bull Arena, he admitted U.S. players stilt had to fight for respect 

abroad....Read the whole story 

Dike: ’Worst day of my life’ 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWNI Less a week after getting called 

into Nigeria’s team for its friendly March 5 against Mexico in 
Atlanta, Oklahoma-born Bright Dike’s World Cup hopes -- and MLS 

season -- appear to be over following a report by Goal.corn that he 

had torn his Achilles heel in practice on Monday with Toronto FC. 

He becomes the third U.S. product whose hopes of representing 

another country besides the USA in Brazil has been shattered or 
jeopardized in recent months .... Read the whole story 

A couple of really bad celebrations 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] The next time Dundee United’s John 
Rankin scores he’ll try to avoid teammate Nadir Ciftd, and the 

Vancouver Whitecaps’ Andre Lewis should skip the gymnastics. 
...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Minala deserves respect as a human being, first 

and foremost. Everything that has been said about 

him is false .... They say he looks 40, but how can 

they say that? Now many people have a baby face 

but are actually older than they seem?.= 

-- Lazio president Claudio Lotito responds to 

accusation that the Italian club’s Cameroonian 
youth player Joseph Minala, whose declared age is 

17, is actually 41. (Corriere dello Sport via The 

Guardian) 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] As MLS preseason picks up intensity 

and clubs move into tournament action this week, 
several clubs have announced games against college 
teams for split squads to get work in. For the MLS 

preseason schedule....More 

1, Green’s callup and the merits of ’der Klinsi- 
Plan’ 

Z, Ten years on, Adu still keeps the faith 

3, Maradona vs. Messi 

4o Smith was close to lea~ng Santa Clara for 
Notre Dame 

5, Brilliant Bazooka by Balo~lE 

~~:@t::i            ~:. ~ YOU are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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Get Creative’. 

If you c~not see the images properly, please click here. 

Get Creative! 

The best way to learn how to play soccer is simple: Play soccer! 
When your training program follows this philosophy, exercises for 
small groups that are based on game situations, from i vs. i to full 
scrimmages, are the cornerstone for success...Read More. 

Ddlls 
4 vs. 4 with extra players; 4 vs. 4 + 4: Settinq up shots on qoal; 
4 vs. 4 + 4: Fast/slow build up; 4 vs. 4 + 4: Direct shot on cjoal 
followinq a back pass; 4 vs, 4 + 4: Possession vs. "Goal Huntinq"; 4 vs. 
4 with limited touches. 

Please dont include me in future emails. 
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Sent: 
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Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoakcom> 
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NSCAA Convention Session Series: Greg Ramos 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Greg Ramos, Head Coach of the U-19 btat*onal Champ*ons FC LeMgh 

Valtey United. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Feb 1~, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 18, 20t4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

~4anchester City - Barcelona is on Fox Sports I at 2:30pro. Bayer Leverkusen - 

PSG is o~ Fox Sports 2 at 2:30pm. Also on Tuesday’s soccer ~" sd~ed~[e. Pe~aro[ 

- S~}ntos }.a~una h~ the Co~a I.ibert~}doFes on ~’o:< {?eportes at: 7:’~’.}~rn. A~ "T~me~; 

Their Words 

sports director Andoni Zubizarreta, 

Freddy Adu: "you’ve just got to be real with 
yourself" 
Wh}[e training with Champio~ship cfub B[ackpoof, USANT player Freddy Adu spoke w’ith the c{ub’s Tangeri~e "P7 about 

career. 

Marc~ when ~ made my debut. So yes.., man, it’s been a long time. ~’ve [earthed a {eL through that }ourney. There’s been 

good Limes an~J there’s ~)een b~a(J l:~rnes~ but i’m f~[a}d t~a}t ~ experienced tk~a}t at such a young af~e L~M: beinf~ 24 now 

still yo~ing enough to corre~:t a lot of the re}stakes ~ made.= 

When asked about turning pro aL 14, Adu desc~ ibed iL as "a tel of pressure, There realty was. as a 14, 15, 16 year..oid 

frie~ds and ~ ~ad the ri@~t people around me Lo steel’ me in the i’~ght direction because Lhel’e was a point where ho~est[y 

] did get caught up it, it. Maybe I wasn’t trainin~ as hard as ~ s]~ou~d’ve. ~t hurt me. It hurt n’[y deve~opme~t as well .... At 

that point, you’ve just go[ to be ~ea{ w~th youFse[f~ P~a~dng the ~ighE peop{e a~ound you he}.ps a 1o[,’~ Read Note 

Is the Champions League better than a Super 
Leasue? 

By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Feb ’i8, 2014) US Se~:cer Players .- When the Champion,s Lea!~,ue reaches th~ 
knockout rounds, ~t’s easy to focus on the biggest ~ames in European soccer, Manchester City ¯ Barcelona and Arsenal. 

Bayer~ Mu~i~:h g~ve most of t~e people w~at they want. T~e b}£~est c{~ibs playing each other w}th the ~2hest stakes oft 

the thee, ’That s~oul.d sound a Lot {fl<e L~e ~ong-Furnored European Super League, It’s just that it t~kes so many te~r~s ~nd 

so ma~ly ~{ames to ~et ~lere. 

That’s the prob[em t]~e Champiorts League can’t answer. E,vert rto’,~, at base }t’s st1[{ a European competition that ]~as to 

J[’~vo[ve eve~’¢ consLJt:uency. By (Jec~ee. L~)~L has [o involve 1:he ch~mpions ot: far ~[unf~ [eaf~ues that r~ost: peop{e bare{y 

know anyLhin8 about, IL’s paFL Of the $ame focusin~ on ~ncl.usio~ even when it means multiple qua}.~fyin$ rou~ds 

a}kon2side rnu~tipke vv~ys f~:~F the big2est c{ubs Lo 

What {i~i? Charnpions l.ea~e isn’t about is parit.~/. The makeup o~ the to~na}r~enL ma}kes that (:[ear. ’[~at’s {[~e reason 

for L~e UEFA coefficient ~a~kin9, That o~deFs the strength of Europe’s leagues. ~L 8i~’ies out extra places to the 

stronger [eagtles and a]{owing direct ac~:ess for t~e b}~{~est dubs 1o the ~roup stage. The ~rotlp stage’s ~uaranteed 

ganges e~ a see schedule is the closest we get to what a Supe~ League prom~ses. ~t just does it by 8ividin~ tennis h~Lo 

gro~ips arid raakin~ ~is wait ter the biggest raatchups. 

The Champion,s Lea$ue is~’t ne~:essar}{y desi$ned witt~ delayed grat}f}cation in n’drtd, but that’s also part of a 

issue.~, T~te format: is dH’t:erent ~om a dor~esl:ic I.eague !dnee ~{’s h~tposs~{)l.e ~or every Learn to p{ay e~}ch oL~ter. ’~et~ 

FaU UEFA creates the facade of {ea$ue p[ay with t~e group sta~{e. Season after seasor,, t~ere~s always an’q){e reason to 

question the $roup stage, ~’ina}{ rnaL~:h day d{ama eeFLainb¢ happens in tk~e $ro~(~s, b~t ~l:’s not at all. pred~c[~[){e, T[)ere’s 

also the parity ~ssue ~n any $~eup where one or two teams al’e obvious[y net competitive. Read More 

Herzog spearheads the European front of a US Soccer revolution ¯ item Inside WoFid FooLbaU.’s Pau{ Nichoison: 

the {)u{liI’~(J throu!~h ~" i sparkl.in<~ ’¢oung t~{ent lik~.~ 6F~.~en t:ro~’~ a variety of footba([ {)a~:l~:gFounds that H~.~rzog 



Running down the top five foreign-raised USMNT players - trrorn Ml.Ssoccer.cor[~’s Jo~ ~o[r;t:er: 5. Rt)~] Weger]e) 41 

caps from 1992 to ’98, seven goals 

Joe Cannon’~t and the belief ou can far’ - from 

seem to have al’~ ol)inion 

World Cup 2014: Will stadiums become white elephants? - from BBC Sport’s Tim Vk:l~hry: The most vu[~erabl.e of the 

12 host cities is CudLiba - aitheugh a [aLe prob[em has aiso appeared in d~e oq~er southern venae, Porto Aiegre, 

Manchester City will not clip Yaya Tour~’s wings to combat Lionel Messi ¯ i~em The GuardianY Darnel Tay[or: i~ is 
that the n~,odernoday~ fl ee<;corin$ Qty bend for nobody these days. 

A tale of two managers facing up to their bluest challenge yet - from The ~o[ton News: but you sense in ~eedman’s 

case. at [east, he needs to pu[[ anothe~ rabbit from his hat. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule has (lay two of the Champion,s League Round of 16~ with the tire ~arnes rno~in$ to Fox 

Arsena[ are comm~ off a 2-1 FA Cup win over Liverpool and Bayern Mumd~ st~utout Freibur~ 4.0 m the Ba~des[i~a. 

separnted by Boa[ ~if~erence. Bayern ~amd~ ~inis~e~ top of Group ~ on Boa[ diHerence, tied on points w~th Manchester 

N like London. And even more after last summer.** Bayern Munich’s Kerr-Heinz Rummeni~!]e said. "We’ve 2or terrific 

memories of p[ayin8 Arsenal And Lhe aLLractier~ oi London is ever1 ~eaLer afLer wim~m~4 Lhe fine[ a~4ams~ Dortmund." 

AC M~lan - Atlet~co Madrid is on Fox Soccer Plus at 2:}0pro (Spin er~ Fox Sports 2) m their first.[e8 of d~e Champions 

League ~ound of 16. ~4~ta~ are comh~$ off of a 1-0 shutout of 6o[o!#~a h~ Sede A where they’re tryin$ to turn,around a 

tob(~h season. At~et:~:o ~4adrid shutout Va~ado~id ~-0 in La L.if~a to remain t~ed on poh~Ls with Bareeh)na and Rha~ ~4adrid 

the top of the table, but 3rd on ~oa[ difterence. AC Mffan finished 2~x] to Barcelona in Group H. At[etico ~4adr~d 

dormnaLed G~ob£ G~ wh~mn}~ by 10 points. 

"Their negatiw!~ resb[ts carrie against: Real Madrid and ~ thh)k L~aL’s norma[i’ AC Mih~n coach Clarence Seedorf said of 

t~ave had two h~credib4e season,s and th~s year they’re doh)!~ even better. Die$o (2osta is a ~a~ltasl:ic striker~ Brazil. a{so 

wanted him in their ~ationM team...what else can I add?" 

Also on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedu[e~ Fex Depo~tes has Bolivar ¯ Leon in the Cope Libertaderes at 7:30pm. 

~i Sponsor message 
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Section 2: Beckham Courting Ronaldo? Wenger Hiks Back at Jose Mourinho 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Feb. 18, 2014 !~" Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Report: Beckham Wants Rona~do in Miami 
Daily Mail 

~ 
The Sun is reporting that David Beckham wants to make huge statement with his first Designated 

Player signing for his new Miami MLS franchise by approaching Cristiano Ronaldo about possibly 

ending his career with Beckham’s club. According to an unnamed source, "Ronaldo loves America and all that it 

offers. It’s not a secret he has thought about finishing his career here, about living here -- so a deal like this could 

be perfect for him." The source claims that any potential deal would be in 2017 at the earliest. - Read the whole 

story._ 

Wenger ’Embarrassed’ for Mourinho 
FoxSoccer com 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger has responded to Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho’s comments that he is a 

"specialist in failure," by describing the Portuguese coach as "embarrassing" for Chelsea. Following his team’s 2-1 

FA Cup fifth-round win against Liverpool, the Frenchman said he was more disappointed for Chelsea than himself 

by Mourinho’s remarks. 

Asked about the comments, Wenger said: "1 am embarrassed for him, honestly. First of all I would say that I didn’t 

speak about him at all in my press conference, and I have no more to say... I am more disappointed for Chelsea 

than for me." He added: "1 am not interested in the subject at all, and that is really genuine. If you are interested, 

and you have nothing better to do in your life, you are free to do it. But honestly, I cannot force my interest in things 

that are not interesting for me. I love football and I’m sorry to disappoint you, but what interests me is what happens 

on the pitch." 

Speaking about Arsenal’s win against Liverpool, Wenger admitted that it was crucial to respond to the 5-1 

hammering his team received at Anfield in last weekend’s Premier League clash. "It was vital as well because we 

had an opportunity to go to the quarterfinal of the FA Cup. I am very pleased with the intensity of our commitment 

and our response, our determination." Goals from Alex Oxlade-Chambedain and Lukas Podolski gave Arsenal 

2-0 lead before Liverpool pulled one back through a Steven Gerrard penalty to produce an exciting finale. - Read 

the whole story... 

Seedorf: Milan to Use Liverpoo~ ’07 as UCL ~nspiration 
AS 

Clarence Seedorf notes that his AC Milan squad goes into its UEFA Champions League first-leg clash against 

Atletico Madrid at the San Siro on Wednesday in the unfamiliar position of being the underdog to take the two-game 

series. Whereas Atleti is currently involved in a three-way tie for first-place in Spain’s La Liga, Milan is a woeful ninth 

in Serie A, currently 18 points outside of the third and final Champions League qualification spot in Italy. 

However, in an interview with AS, Seedorf noted that his team would be drawing inspiration from Liverpool’s surprise 

UCL win in 2007. "Atl6tico are the favorites but the Champions League isn’t like other competitions," the former 

Milan player said. "There are many examples of teams who, on paper, are the underdogs but gain great results. It 

will be difficult but I have faith in our abilities. Fm sure we’ll see a great match." He added: "It’s the 2007 edition of 

the Champions League which represents what this tournament is all about for us. If we are united, we will be 

capable of doing much more." 

Seedorf also noted that Atleti is a much stronger opponent than it was a few years ago, thanks in large part to 

Coach Diego Simeone. "Apart from the Almeria game, recently, the only team who have beaten them is Real 

Madrid. "They’ve been at a very high level for a number of years now; they are a strong side who know exactly what 

they want." Regarding Simeone, the Dutchman said: "1 only have words of praise for him because he is doing a fine 

job. I wish him the best - except against us of course." - Read the whole story... 

More Coachinq Departures at Fulham 
Guardian 

The turmoil at Fulham continues, the Guardian reports, as Alan Curbishly and Ray Wilkins have been fired as 

technical director and assistant coach, respectively, of the last-place Premier League club. News of their departure 

follows the news that former coach Rene Meu~ensteen has been replaced by former Bayern Munich and 

Wolfsburg coach Felix Magath. - Read the whole story... 



BBC Sport 

Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho claims that UEFA Champions League powerhouse Barcelona, which faces off 

against Chelsea Premier League rival Manchester City at the Etihad on Tuesday, is currently the weakest Barca 

squad for "many, many years." The Portuguese, whose team lost 2-0 to City in the FA Cup fifth round on Saturday, 

believes he faced stronger Barca sides while he was coach of Real Madrid from 2010-2013. 

"City have a chance," Mourinho said in an interview with ITV. "Of course by history Barcelona is the favorite, but this 

Barcelona, this season, is showing that it is not the same in previous years. Of course, they have [Lionel] Messi -- 

he is special -- and they have more than him. But I think this is the worst Barcelona of many, many years." 

Mourinho was responding to comments made by Barca center back Gerard Pique that maybe the rest of the UCL 

field doesn’t fear Barca as much as they used to because the club has not worm the competition in time last two 

years. "We can still be the best, but we have to show to the world we can do it," Pique said. 

Barca was famously dumped out of the competition in last season’s semifinal by eventual winner Bayern Munich by 

an astonishing score line of 7-0 over two games. - Read the whole story... 

Bradley: American P~ayers Don’t Lack Self-Belief 
Goal.corn 

The UEFA Champions League returns on Tuesday with the Round of 16, but you won’t be seeing any American 

products remaining in a competition that most soccer observers regard as the world’s best. Recently, USA coach 

Jurgen K~insmann expressed his concern about the lack of Americans playing for Champions League teams, 

stating that there may be a lack of self-belief among American players. 

One player who disagrees with that sentiment is former AS Roma midfielder Michae~ Bradley, who joined Toronto 

FC during the January transfer window. "There’s no doubt that, as Americans, we continue to have to fight for 

respect and we have to continue to show that we have players who can play at the highest level," Bradley said. 

"You would have hoped that now what’s gone on, whether it’s in Major League Soccer or the national team or with 

certain individuals over the past 10, 15, 20 years would have done more for us, but the reality is that at the moment 

there’s still a little bit of a feeling that if you can have an American or an Argentine, they’re taking an Argentine." 

Asked specifically if he thought that American players lacked self-belief, Bradley simply said, "No." 

Klinsmann’s recent comments raised some eyebrows when he questioned American players’ mental fortitude. "It 

needs to take the U.S. team, in a World Cup to go into at least a quarterfinal, if not a semifinal, to give more 

credibility to American players," Klinsmann said in a TV interview with ESPN~ "But it’s also the American players, 

when they go to Europe, to prove it, that they become big players in Europe. So it’s also down to, do they have the 

belief? They have the qualities, but do they have time belief?" - Read the whole story... 

UCL Preview: The Win That Cha~ge~t Arsenal 
BBC Sport 

Arsenal hosts German treble winner Bayem Munich on Wednesday in the first-leg of a much-anticipated rematch of 

last season’s UEFA Champions League Round of 16 series that saw Arsene Wenger’s men come away from 

Munich with a 2-0 win in time second game after losing the first, 3-1, at home. Bayern still progressed to time 

quarterfinal thanks to the away-goals rule and eventually went on the win the UCL title, but the BBC notes that that 

victory at the Allianz Arena was time beginning of Arsenal’s stunning turnaround. In 49 games before that meeting, 

Arsenal had won 23, drew 14 and lost 12. Since that win, the Gunners have won 34, drawn eight and lost seven -- a 

winning percentage of nearly 70 percent. - Read the whole story... 

Donovan Hints at Last World Cup 
ESPN FC 

Landon Donovan says that this summer’s World Cup in Brazil will likely be his last. In an interview with ESPN FC, 

the USA’s all-time leading scorer, who turns 32 March 4, says he can’t see himself participating in Russia as a 36- 

year-old. - Read the \,4mole story_. 
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Sent: 
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REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL: 2015 US YOUTH SOCCER ODP BOYS REGION III 
SITE BID 

Hello Coach, 

Please find below a link to a Request for Proposal from US Youth Soccer on hosting 
the 2015 US Youth Soccer ODP Boys Region III Trials at your institution. 

Link: htt~ kwC3wa 

If you have any questions regarding the RFP, please contact: 
Andre Burger 
US Youth Soccer ODP Boys Region III 
..b...u...r.g.e...a..r...e..@g..m....a.i!.:..c...o....m... 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 
US Youth Soccer 

Note: If you have not done so, please update your profile in the US Youth Soccer 
Event Management System 
(link: ~:lltournaments.usyouthsoccer.orqlmembersllo~). 

You can create a profile 
here: ht_~:lltournaments.usyouthsoccer.orglmemberslre~e=COACH. 

The EMS offers schedules/scores in addition to rosters for various US Youth Soccer 
events that can be downloaded or viewed on your mobile device. Any questions 
related to EMS, please contact ~outhsoccer.orq. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-17471F. 913-362-3439 

..E...m....a.[[ I ..W...e...b..s.Xe. I ..S..e...n...d...t..o...a....f.r.t.e...n..d.. 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

If you would prefer not to receive emails from us, go here. 

Please send any comments about this email to kmason~,nscaa.com 
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A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Your college has just been added as a favorite by a College Sports USA recruit. This means a recruit has logged into CollegeSportsUSA.com and is interested in 

finding out more about attending and playing s~ccer at your college. 

To find out more information about this recruit m~d others, simply login to CollegeSportsUSA.com. Membership is free to all college soccer coaches! 

Log in today at CollegeSportsUSA.com and make sure 811 the inlbnnafion on your profile is accurate a~d current. 

Once you login you can view this recruit’s complete academic ~md athletic profile and if interested you can track their high school career by adding them to your recruit 

dashboard. 

If you have any questions please let us know. 

Best of luck! 
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Afternoon Edition: Barca proves point in a big way 

Tuesday, Feb. !8, 2014 

Barca proves point in a big way 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Tuesday] So Mou, what do you think of 

Barca now? After Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho caUed the 

current Barcelona team the worst he has seen in years, it went 

out and beat Manchester City, 2-0, at the Efihad Stadium -- the 
same score City beat Chelsea Saturday in the FA Cup -- to all but 

assure its place in the quarterfinals of the UEFA Champions League. 
In Tuesday’s other game, an inspired Zlatan Ibrahomivic scored 
twice to lead Paris St. Germain to a 4-0 win at Bayer Leverkusen. 

...Read the whole story 

New coaches have lots to sort out in Tucson 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS PRESEASON: Desert Diamond Cup] Three of the five MLS teams 

in the FC Tucson Desert Diamond Cup, Chicago, Chivas USA and 

Real Salt Lake, have new head coaches, and a fourth, Colorado, 

still hasn’t named a head coach for the 2014 season, so there’s a 
lot new about the teams in the Arizona tournament that kicks off 
Wednesday. For a look at what the five MLS teams have to sort out 

in the final two weeks of preseason .... Read the whole story 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] In addition to tournament action in Arizona and 
Florida on Wednesday, three MLS clubs will have scrimmages 

against college or USL PRO teams. For the MLS preseason 

schedule....Read the whole story 

Sky Blue FC lands Japanese international Kiryu 

by Soccer America 

[NWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] Yet another Japanese player has joined 

the NWSL, After Nahomi Kawasumi (Seattle) and Aya Sameshima 

(Houston), forward Nanase Kiryu, who was named to the 2013 

NadesNko League Best XI at NTV Beleza, scoring 14 goals in 28 
appearances, has signed with Sky Blue FC .... Read the whole story 

Jacksonville names team Armada FC 

by Soccer America 

[NASL 2015] The new NASL team in Jacksonville has been named 
Armada FC in a nod to the region’s rich Spanish heritage and strong 

military connection .... Read the whole story 

Messi’s chip over keeper on breakaway 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Rayo Vallecano’s 6-foot-2 goalkeeper Ruben 

Martinez seemed too close to Lionel Messi to fall victim to a chip -- 

but Messi did just that in Barcelona’s 6-0 win that saw Messi score 
twice to give him 228 career La Liga goals....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 think it was not a good idea to have a referee 

from Sweden in such an important match." 

-- Manchester City’s Chilean coach Manuel 

Pellegrini wasn’t happy with Swedish referee Jonas 
Eriksson after the English club lost at home, 2-0, to 

Spain’s Barcelona on goals by Argentine Lionel Messi 

and Brazilian DaN Alves. (Reuters] 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s hard for me to ima81ne, sitting here, that I’ll be 

able to walk in four years, much less play soccer. 
So I would guess that this is my last chance of 

making a World Cup." 

-- Landon Donovan, featured for the USA at the last 
three World Cups, be~nning with the 2002 finals 

when he was 20. (ESPNFC.com) 

FIFA sticks with laggard Curitiba 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] World Cup 2014 

games at the Arena da Baixada will go ahead as FIFA 

re-confirmed the Cudtiba venue after it received 
finandal guarantees that will enable the stadium 

project to be completed....More 

1, Green’s callup and the merits of ’der Klinsi- 
Plan’ 

2, Ten years on, Adu still keeps the faith 

3, Maradona vs. Messi 

4o Pellegrini takes jab ... at United 

5. Brilliant Bazooka by Balotelli 

~~~.J membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentan/@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:16 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Pressure to Cheat 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio comr~e..",~a[o~ arid the 
fern:d!!" asd presidept of ti:e so:!#~’ofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 
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Don’t Let the Bad Guys Win 
Durillg a seminar oP. e.fllics in 
d~e workplace, participants 
spd<e about a w~de array of 

~a~ked about 

for ~he work d o~hers arid 
h~nqda~bn or abuse of 

subordbates. These were 
dear-cut vMat~ons 

Listen or read more 
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Listen or read more 
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Listen or read more 

Digging and Filling Holes 
Chaitie, a road crew supervisor 
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Listen or read more 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 4:15 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 

Wednesday, Feb. 19, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Wednesday’s UEFA Champions League games: ArsenaI-Bayern Munich and AC Milan-Atletico Madrid. 

All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive st~eam#~g     ~ 

programming listed he~e, many networks make TV programm#~g available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BOLIVAR-LEON (live) 7:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-GODOY CRUZ (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-ITUANO (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (delay) 9 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (delay) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 



UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ZAMORA (live) 6 pm= 

Copa Libertadores THE STRONGEST-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 8 pro. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-SOROCABA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-CHIVAS (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm= 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-GENK (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-BENFICA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LIBEREC-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHORNOMORETS-LYON (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESBJERG-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACCABI TEL AVIV-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-MOTHERWELL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-JAGUARES (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE 044VIAINZ 05 (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-DELFINES DEL CARMEN (live) 9:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain REAL MADRID-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

France MARSEILLE=LORIENT (delay) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

USA 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain REAL MADRID-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-GETAFE (live) Noon. 



Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DANUBIO (live) 5:30 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-LORIENT (live) 11 am= 
France MONTPELLIER-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

SUNO&Y, Febr~ary 23 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-TORINO (live) 12:30 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-SASSUOLO (live) 2:40 pm. 

France TOULOUSE-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-CAGLIARI (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England NORV~CH CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy INTER MILAN-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain OSASUNA=ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-TORINO (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-AZ ALKMAAR (delay) 9:30 am. 

Germany HANNOVER-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 11:30 am= 

Brazil SAO PAULO-SANTOS (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA (live) 4:15 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RACING (delay) 6 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 6 pm= 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWECASTLE UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy PARMA-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-GENOA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 



italy PARMA-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VlLLAREAL (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Feb. 19, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@collegesoccer.us on behalf of 

’College Soccer’ <i~ffo@collegesoccer.us~ 

Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 6:56 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Favorite ~ill 

If you c~not see the images propefly~ please click here. 

Favoril:e Drill 

Every coach has a favorite drill. Ideally, this drill has a 
function to better the team. The following drill initially 
works on attacking from the wings. The drill should be 
repeated twice a week...Read More. 

Plea~ don’t include me in future emails. 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
TOP 

A west coast recruit picks a Bay Area program 
with a new coach, while a pair of New Jersey 
club teammates look south. 
I~IORE; Commits to Programs on the Rise 

There were plenty of games to recap ahead 
of next weekend’s ECNL Showcase in Frisco. 
Catch up on all the action here. 
MORE: Underated GK gets call from Europe 

G[ T5 
San Antonio Scorpions made the most noise 
this weekend with a clean sweep of an in- 
state rival on Sunday. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Alex Morgan is in the Sports 
illustrated 50th anniversary 
issue. 

This is a dog invading the 
field and then taking a 
dump. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Ray Reid Soccer School’s College ID Camp 

If you want to play college soccer and think 
you have what it takes, don’t miss the Ray 
Reid Soccer School’s third annual College ID 
Camp held at UConn on .July 6 - 9 in Storrs, 
CT. 

Led by 4-Time National Champion Collegiate 
Coach & 4-Time Coach of the Year Ray Reid 
and sponsored by adidas, this training & 
showcase camp features coaches from some 
of the country’s best college programs from 
Division I - III schools. 

NEW THIS YEAR, working with Coach Reid, 
the camp’s training sessions will be led by 
former NSCAA Director of Coaching ]eft 
Tipping; former Luton Town FC IVlanager Paul 
Buckle & past U.S. F4NT and current Redlands 
Coach Ralph Perez. 



Don’t miss this unique opportunity to train 
with the best and be seen by 20 or more top- 
level college coaches!programs! 

To register, visit www.RayReid.com 
or call 860.674.1500. 



.................................................................................................................................................... across a range of sports and is a scientific advisor to BeLikeCoach, a national nonprofit 

He is the vice president for Europe for the International Council for Coaching Excellence 

developing the International Sport Coaching Framework He is the chief technical 





Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer P[ayer~.~ Nev,,,s[ette~ <newsletterce~usn~.~t:pa.com> 

Wednesday, February 19, 20~4 ’t2:18 PM 

Dorrance, ALbert A IV <anson6~emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ PLayers ¯ Feb 19, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb 19, 2Ot4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Wednesday’s soccer T~ scheduLe has day two of the Champions League Round of 

16. with the Live ?,ames moving to Fox Spo~ts 2 and Fox Soccer PLus. Arsenal ~ 

~aye~ M~mi~:h h~ the Hrst-[eg ef their Champions League Round o~ 18 ser~es is 

on Fox Sports 2 at 2:30pro. AC Milan - At~e~ico Madrid is on Fox Soccer Plus at 

2: ~{}pm ("Spin on Fox Spo~ts 2} in theh’ firstqeg of the Champions League Robnd 

o~ 16. ALso on Wednesday’s soccer ~ schedule. Fox Deportes has go[iva~ - Leon 

in the (]epa [.i~)er~:adon~s a~: 7: ~{)pm. ,~ "Dines ~’~s~rn 

Their Words 

Chivas USA and MLS identity 
By Luis Bueno - CARSON, C/a (Feb 19, 2014} US Soccer PLayers ¯ Chivas USA’s best days a~e weLL in the past, and soon 

the t:[ub~s name and ident:ity might be toe. 

I)espite making a push te connect: Chivas USA ,a,ith Chivas Guada~.a2iara, Jerge Vergara said ~e~:end.y that he is indeed 

studyin~ the possibif.ity el a rebrand with his .~LS club. 

Turns ouL, Chivas USA and Chh~as didn’t connec~ as hoped. Add in the [a~gin~ aLtendance, poor play, and negative 

stigma attached w~th the MLS club and it might not be a benefit for the parent in Li~a 

"We*re studying (a rebrand) because in reality the faifures over the Last four years have tarrdshed the name of Chivas 

in Les Anb’,el.es." Ve~ara told ~SPN~ 

So what might CMvas USA took I.ike with a possibte name (:hange~ The names "Los An};e[es SC" and ~q.es An};el.es F,C" 

are now tradenlarks filed with the US Patent and Tradenlark Office. E~ther name would he[p the new-took dub connect 

mo~e with Seu~:hern Cal.ifornh~. "[’ha~:’s something the Chh’as name ~ai[ed te do, par~:ieu~ar{y afl:e~ the dub hit rock 

bottom on the fieid. Read More 

Time wastin8 in MLS and preseason attendance 

By Tony Edwards o San Jose, CA (Feb 18. 21)’t4) US Soo::er PLayers - In Tuesday’s cel.tmm, Tony asks i~ timev’,,asting by 
9oa}Aeepers is reaUy the prob[em &~LS should be focusing in. salutes the career of Tampa Bay coach R~cky I-t~[[, and }.o0~,5 

at developments in the M~SL and USUPro. 

sea,on? 

tn a Red BuUs - PM[ade~.pMa game I.ast week, the referee oautioned New York goalie Luis Robtes ier thne ,A,a~.:t:ing. Rob[es 

hem on to the ball re: an aUe?,ed t 5 seconds without releasing it. accordin~ to the Empire of Soccer website. Red Bu{Ls 
t:each Mike Petke expl.alned. 

[The referee} said it’s an MLS initiative t:hi~.~ year to ~:naek down on goal.keepers taking t:oo I.ong." Petke expl.ained. 

"tnstead of ~i\4n~ him a wa~ning, they took it reab.y [iteFaL and caU.ed it right away and ~ave dtem a fl’ee kick. 

When presented with an indirect free kick within the box, the LInion duly scoFed. 

It’s all. too easy Lo see where this is LikeLy going. The referees enforce it by the book duMn~ the preseason~ then bad,; 

el’t: wtqen there a~e point:s on ~e I.ine~ ~s ~deas 

had a List, I’d start with tackles from behind (stiLL not caLLed enough) and head-to.head coU~sions when it comes to what 

~’d ~sk the referees to concentrate 



Mo~e than 12,000, according to an articte in the Fresno Bee, What makes that number even mere impressive, they 

])[aged the game at a minor League baseba[t stadium wi~h, what appeared ~o be, mediocre si~e tines and no sea~ing 

direct,ty behind at [east- one ei the Reals, Read More 

Bradley: Few Americans in Champions League due to lack of opportunitie% not lack of belief - from GoaLcom’s ]yes 

Gat&~cep: =there’s stiit a tittle bit of a rooting that ~f you c~n h~ve ~n American or an Argentine, theyh e taking an 

Arf~enl:~ne." 

Donovan likely looking at ’last chance’ o from ESFN FCs Doug Mckfl:yre: "Personalty, f realize very c]ea*ty the 

con’Epetition involved." he said. 

Herculez Gomez and Paul Arriola Share Bond Histor o from American Soccer Now’s Rim Tote: "f act~aUy have 

!;iu~ed Galaxy ~ersey ef this guy’!; in my c]o!;et. 

D.C. United nearing jersey sponsorship deal with Leidos o from The Washington Post’s St:even (;off: United 
have been aimin~ to secure a sponsor beiore the season epene~ &~arch 8 ~g~inst, the Columbus C~ew ~t, RFK St,adium. 

Manchester City dream of a future as the ’new Barcelona’ ¯ i~em The Telegraph’s Otiver Brown: And yet t,he notion ei 
copycat t~ctics is overosm~ptistic. 

The Question: how can Arsenal’s tactics tame Pep Guardiola’s Bayern Munich? - from The Guardian’s Jonathan 

Wi~sen: The p~ebtem for Arsena~ t,hen is wo~ king out. where Lahm witl ptay. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

The Et~l’opa League takes over the Tht~rsday soccer TV s(:hedu]e, with two games on Fox Sports 2, drawing the ire of US 

Ii~ns who have F~:~:< Sports 1 but- might not ~et t-he seeendaw channel Fox Sports 2’s eevera~e k~c~ses on t-he English 

cblbs in the Europ~ League, with the b~]k of the sehedute moving to Fox Soc(:e~ P]~s. That’s another channe{ with bruited 

d ~sl:[i butien. 

Dnipro - Spu~s in a Europa League Round of ~2 fh’st-teg on Fox Sports 2 at 1pro with issues over trave{ to the UMah~e 

due to civi{ unrest in the country. Dnipro fimshed 2rid m Group E, 9 points ahea~ of the 3rd..pt~ce ctub. Spurs had no 

issbes in Group K, winnh~g by 10 poinl:s. Spurs~ ~ast- Premier League game was a 4-0 shbtobt ef Newcastle en Feb 12. 
Dnipro are 4Lh in the Ukraine Premier League, which is currently on winte~ b~eak and doesn’t i’etul’n to action unti{ 

M~rch 2nd. 

Swanse~ - NapoH in a Et~ropa League Rotmd of 32 firstqeg on Fox Sports 2 at 3pro. Swanse~ finished 2nd in Grot~p A 

~nd Nape[i finished top of the 3rd..pt~ce Champions League teams~ Swanse~ exited the ~), Cup over the weekend to 

Eve~ton ~nd l"4apo~i shutout $8ssuo[o ~-0 ]n Serie A. 

"They were very unlucky not to qua]it\/flora their Champions League group, while they are frying high in the Itafian 

t.eague," 5wansea rnidfietder Leon Britton said. "To be <urrenl:[y thh’(J in that (Jivisk)n shows hew good a side they are," 

said the midfie[der. Gonza{o Higuain and Marek Hamsik are fantastic p{ayers, and they have Rafa genitez in charge.= 

Fox Soccer Plus has Juventus .. Trabzonspor at 1 pm t’atso on ESPN Deportes), Ajax - Salzburg at 3pro. Pert,o - Frankfurt 

at 7pm~ and Dynamo gi~w - Valencia at: 11 pro. k.’:SPt,I Deport:ca has ~V~aribo, - Sevilta at 3pro. 

A[se en Thursday’s sect:or "]"~" st::he~Ju]e, the Cepa Libert-adores en Fox Depo~tes: ~,la(:ienal - 7.’arnera at 6p[Ti and "]"he 

Strongest- ¯ Universit,arie at 8pro. Ad T#~,s Eas~.rr~ 
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Thursday, Februao, 20, 2014 4:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, February 20, 2014 

Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League and Copa Libertadores action on Thursday. 

All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive stream#~g     ~ 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programm#~g available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated d~ily throughout the week. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (delay) 9 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (delay) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ZAMORA (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores THE STRONGEST-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 8 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SANTOS-SOROCABA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-CHIVAS (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-GENK (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-BENFICA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LIBEREC-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHORNOMORETS-LYON (live) 1 pm, 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESBJERG-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 3 pm. 



UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 prn. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACCABI TEL AVIV-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-MOTHERWELL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-JAGUARES (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE 04-MAINZ 05 (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-DELFINES DEL CARMEN (live) 9:30 pro. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2:30 pm= 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain REAL MADRID-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

France MARSEILLE-LORIENT (delay) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am= 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

USA 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-GETAFE (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DANUBIO (live) 5:30 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-LORIENT (live) 11 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

8e~N PLAY 

England MIDDLESBOROUGH-LEEDS (live) 7 am. 

England BIRIGHTON-WlGAN (live) 9:45 am. 

Spain BARCELONA B-RECREATIVO (live) 11:45 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 



NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

SUNDAY, Feb~a[y 23 

BelN SPORTS 

italy SAMPDORIA-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

italy JUVENTUS-TORINO (live) 12:30 pro. 

italy LAZIO-SASSUOLO (live) 2:40 pro. 

France TOULOUSE-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

italy INTER MILAN-CAGLIARI (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy INTER MILAN-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain OSASUNA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-TORINO (live) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-AZ ALKMAAR (delay) 9:30 am. 

Germany HANNOVER-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-SANTOS (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA (live) 4:15 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RACING (delay) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 6 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Spain RAYO_SEVILLA (live) 5:45 am. 

France TOULOUSE-PSG (live) 7:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWECASTLE UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

MONDAY, February 24. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy PARMA-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-GENOA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy PARMA-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VlLLARREAL (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Feb 20, 2014 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Dnipro - Spurs in a Europa League Round of 32 first-long on Fox Sports 2 at lpm~ 

VaLenda at 1 l~rn~ ESP~’~ Deportes has ,~4ariber ~ Seville} ~}t 3pro, Atse 

Thursday’s soccer T¢ schedule, the Cope Libertado~es o~] Fox DeporLes: 

- Zamo~a at: 6pro a}nd The Stronf~est - U~i~er~itario ~}t 8~rn. ,~ 

Their Words 

MLS and the soccer stadium of the future 

By Jason Davis o VTASHIN(}TON, I)C (Feb 14. 2B14) US Se~:(:e~ P[a}ye~s - Rejek:e, fi~s of the future~ 1:he new ~ine o~ ML.S 

staaium fashion is s~arting to 8~op across the American soccer scene, A few teasing ~mages d the possMe D,C, Unite8 

very near k~tu~ e we might see concepts from MLS expansio~ teams OK~ndo Qty an~ ]qew York FC Then there’s David 

%ckham’s project in M~arnL 

The stadium rendering is the ~raphic ~ @rosen[at}on of American soccer’s fasdnation w}th an unlimited future. Stadium 

~enderin~s are always sty[~zed~ d~e colors are a[~v~ys vMd, the architecture ~s always perfectty t~ed ~o the su~ mun@~, 

The stands ~re always fuK. cast1% the nind to a day vchen the bu}~ding exists and the atmosphere }s brilliant. The field 

bonus El’tat it represents a thh~g that wi{t {presumably} one day exist. 

Stadium ~enden%s are always perfect. In that way, they [ie~ because no building built for soccer can quite maEd~ the 

mai~il)utated reality of 2[) k~age!~ carefu{ty presented I)y architecB, [fie are mostly aware ef the {]e~ and ’/et vce i}[Io~t,, our 

ima~i~ations to R~n wild, pulled a[on$ by the visual cues spoon-fed to us because they feed our fascination, Read More 

MLS sees Bradley and Edu lead way as US soccer welcomes back its own - fron~ The Guardian’s Graham Parke~ : 

"We~fe cont:]i’luaI[~" expandi~x~ with ~x~w (:[u{)s~ pIayers t:re~T~ arowxI ~he ~A, erld are {:OM’iB~ at: 8 younger age," 

Opta Spotlight: Which striker owns the most-impactful goalscoring season in MLS history? - flora MLSsoccer.~:om’s 
%njamin Beer: The messa$e was dearly that not all foals are equal 

What Ever Happened To ... Former Chica~o Fire~ DC United tough guy Hristo Stoitchkov - fi’om MLSsoccer, com’s 
Simon Borg: "l ~:anle here at 32~ :}.’~ years ot4t, but t e~oyed it like 1 was an ’ia-year-ofd." 

Rooney contract a huge statement for United - from The Mantises[or Eve~i% News’s Stuart Mathieson: It added up to 
concerns ~hat UM~ed weren’t2 t:lbit2e ~he dr&w they used t2o be, 

Everton analysis: Why corners are something Martinez will never rely on o from The Liverpool Echo’s Grog O’Keeffe: 

The a~,~,,ard of a corner kick at Goodison used to mean there was evePt chance a ~oa[ would fof[ow suit. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer 15/ 

Fridi}y’s soccer ’TV ha~: !~arne~: from the Bundestiga, Scottish P~emier Llea$ue, Ligue 1, La Ll~!~a, a~d [.iga} t@{~ The 

gundes{iga b~ ings us a top-half d the tab{e match~p between Scha{ke and Mainz a~d the US,k’~qT players at C{ub Tijuana 

gets a Frk[~}y night f~arne in [.iga ~tX, 

S@a~ke 04 ~ Mai~z on Go/1T" aE 2:S0pm. Scha/ke are 4th in Ehe table, three points behind 2nd-ptace Bayer Leve~ kusen. 

As expected, Bayern Munich are atready wall ahea~ at Ehe top of the Eabte. They’ve buitt a 1 }..point ~ap beLwee~ 

themselves and Bayer Leverkusen afte~ 21 games p[ayed. Ma}nz are 7th, trai[h~!~ Scha[ke by 7 points. Scha{ke are 

corn1% eft a} b~g ~t,@ ove~ Bayer Lwe~k~se~ and ,~4ai~z shootout H~}nnove~ 96 2-0 [a}st Frk]ay. 



~ won’t accept any t~{k of next week’s Champions League match a{9~h~st Real Madrid, Gettm~ a positive resu{t a{~ah~st 

’T!iuana o (:~iapas is en Azteca and b.’.’SPN DepoFtes at 10:30pro. Ti.juani~ a~e 9th in the I.i~}a ~VtX C{assura {ab{e wb:h 

Chiapas two points and three places back in 12th. Tijuana is at the bottom el iOUF teams tied on 10 points. Chiapas is 

one ef three teams ~ied on 8 points afl:e~ 7 ~}ames. Cruz Azu~ is top of the I.i~a NtX t:able with 19 points, S ahead of 2ndo 

l){ace To{uca, 

A{so on FMday’s soccer TV> Fox Soccer P{us has Dundee Unitec~ ¯ MotherweU at 2:30pro in the Scottish PFemier League. 

Monaco - Stade Remus is on belN Sport and Uni~ision Deportes at 2:30pro. La Li~a on belN en EspanoL Vat{adobd ~ 

Levante at 3pro, Azteca and ESPN Deportes have queYetaro CFUZ Azu[ at 8:30pro. A~[ Times E~steyn 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Put ret?s aJ~d coaches in the same room 

Thursday, Feb. 20, 2014 ~35" Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

Put refs and coaches in the same room 
By Mike Woitalla 

Last month I co-hosted a workshop at U.S. Youth Soccer’s annual gathering in Philadelphia with Iongtime referee 

and National instructor Barry Towbin titled: "Coaches and Referees Improving Relations for the Good of the 

Game." 

Whether referee or coach, the aim is for kids to enjoy the beautiful game and to create an environment to help 

them excel. The purpose of the session was to explore ways to make the coach-referee relationship cooperative rather than 

adversarial. 

We staded off by pinpointing what upsets each party most frequently about the other. 

What coaches dislike from referees: 

* Not staying with the play. 

* I nconsistency. 

* Not knowing the Rules of Competition. 

* Nitpicking over uniform details. 

* Not explaining calls. 

What referees dislike from coaches: 

* Abuse toward officials. 

* Inciting with their actions poor behavior from players and parents. 

* Not knowing the rules, eg: handball and back-pass to keeper (must be deliberate), offside-no-offside on various restarts. 

* Getting berated for offside calls from coaches who are in no position to have made the judgment. 

For their part, referees stressed the importance of a mentorship program to help referees improve. 

A major concern that always comes up when discussing t~fereeing at the youth game is that the No. 1 reason for teenage 

referees quitting is abuse from parents and coaches. To have young refs be accompanied by an adult mentor as much as 

possible - and to have that mentor confront the coaches and parents when they abuse the referee, is an idea I found 

excellent. Or, as one member of the audience suggested, have monitors roam the fields to warn those screaming at refs that 

such behavior won’t be tolerated in their league. 

A point of frustration for coaches is that in soccer - unlike sports such as basketball and football - referees aren’t obligated to 

reveal what infraction they called. 

Peter Walton, the general manager of the USA’s Professional Referee Or.qanization (PRO), was in attendance and agreed. 

’We do want referees to be more demonstrative because we also have a duty to the audience and the players," Walton said. 

"gou can stop dissent or undue unrest with a signal so the guy on other side of the field understands what the call is. We talk 

about making sure you ’sell’ your decision. It should be a sure, sharp signal." 

I’d like to see coaches be required to referee a couple of games to get an idea of just how challenging the job can be - and 

coaches and players take a basic test on the rules. 

Referees have a responsibility to officiate in a manner that creates a fair and safe environment for the players - a goal that 

coaches should also strive for. Walton recommends more dialogue between coaches and refs outside the game-day 

environment. 

’We like to invite referees and coaches to sit in a room together and talk about the situations when they’re not in the 

cauldron," he said. "So they have more of an understanding of each other, and then on Saturday they see each other as 

humans." 

Towbin, the Director of Referee Education for New Jersey Youth Soccer, says: 

’We do it in Jersey. We get coaches and referees together and discuss their goals, and talk about issues - about respect, 



technical-area decorum, rule changes, pre-game procedures - and things that coaches, players and parents get upset about. 

And ask questions back and forth." 

(Mike Woita//a, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Joumey from Backyatd Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles afe atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla refs youth soccer in Northern California and 

coaches at East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America e~ Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 
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Chivas USA experiment is over 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] About to begin its 10th season, the Chivas USA 

experiment is over. MLS has bought out owners Jorge Vergara and 

Angelica Fuentes for what Commissioner Don Garber described as 

"market value." The league will operate the club until new owners 

are found in the Los Angeles market....Read the whole story 

Sampson: ’They just got it completely wrong’ 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[CHIVAS USA SALE: Reaction] Forgotten in recent years, as Chivas 

USA has faded, is that Chivas USA did have support in the early 
years. The Chivas-LA Galaxy rivalry was the Super Clasico for a 

reason, as Steve Sampson, the Galaxy coach at the time, explains. 

...Read the whole story 

2014 MLS Preseason Schedule 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] All 19 MLS teams are in action this weekend, 17 at the 
four preseason tournaments being held in Bradenton, Fla., 

Charleston, S.C., Portland, Ore., and Tucson, Ariz. Fans can watch 
the action of five of the games, which will be streamed live online. 

...Read the whole story 

Seattle, D.C. United and Houston have lots to sort out 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS PRESEASOH: Carolina Challenge Cup] Seattle makes its first 
appearance in the annual preseason tournament that also features 

Houston and D.C. United as well as host team Charleston Battery of 

USL PRO. Seattle has revamped its roster extensively, Houston has 

tweaked a few e[ements~ and United’s rebuild of a team that won 
just three league games in 2013 includes incorporating ex-Sounder 

Eddie Johnson .... Read the whole story 

Spurs fails with Friedel in goal in Ukraine 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] At least one American will have gotten to 

play in Ukraine this winter. While the Ukraine-USA match for March 

5 is in doubt because of the unstable situation in Ukraine, Brad 
Friedel’s Tottenham traveled to Dnipropetrovsk for its Europa 

League clash on Thursday....Read the whole story 

U.S. national team players face high-profile games 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] This is the last weekend Americans based 
abroad have a chance to impress Jurgen Klinsmann before the U.S. 

coach must make final roster check before calling in players for 

the March 5 game, scheduled to be played against Ukraine in 
Kharkiv. Players in high-profile games this weekend include 

Jermaine Jones (Besiktas) in Istanbul derby at Galatasaray Friday, 

Tim Howard (Everton) at Chelsea and Geoff Cameron (Stoke City) at 
Manchester City Saturday and Aron Johannsson (AZ) at Ajax 
Sunday....Read the whole story 

Man City-Liverpool to be held at Yankee Stadium 

by Soccer America 

[GUIHHESS IHTERHATIOHAL CHAMPIONS CUP] Liverpool and 

Manchester City and will play at Yankee Stadium in one of the 

marquee matches at 2014 Guinness International Champions Cup. 

For the groups and schedule for group stage as released by Roma, 

one of the eight participants ...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"He just looks defeated now. He looks like an 

owner thinking, ’It didn’t work, I gave it 10 years to 
the dime, and I’m out.’ It’s a good move for MLS to 

buy it back and try to double it, or triple it." 

-- Eric Wynalda on Chivas USA owner Jorge Vergara 

and his sale of the club to MLS. 

What They’re Saying 

"Referees make mistakes all the time, for and 
against you. But making excuses for why you lose is 

for losers." 

-- Barcelona midfielder Sergio Busquets on 

Manchester City coach Manuel Pellegrini claiming 
referee Jonas Eriksson "derided the game" after 
Barca beat his team, 2-0, the Champions League 

play earlier this week. (AP) 

USA-China women set for 51st meeting 

by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] In its final game before the start of the 

2013 HWSL season~ the USA wiU face China in their 
51st women’s international April 6 at Dick’s Sporting 
Goods Park in Commerce City, Cola....More 

Recent ,~lost Read Stories 

1, Toronto FC flops in Julia Cesar debut game 

2, A supersonic strike in Argentina 

3. Young Fire continues to impress 

4, High schoolers get chance to learn from big 
boys 

~, Spectacular soccer tennis 

~~:@t::i            ,:. ~}~ YOU are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 
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recruiting guide 

CLASS 
The recruiting process for 2015 recruits is 
only in the beginning stages, but some of the 
top recruits have given their word. 

I 
ii.~.ii Premier Contenti 

I~IORE: COHH]:T - Top 100 Recruit Decides 

GRAND,i!!! T i!!!AN[RANK TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update checks in with the top boys 
clubs in the nation from the U53-U15 age 
groups. 

A look at the rosters for some of the top 
women’s D1 programs and what each team 
will be looking for among 2015 recruits. 

i 
ii.~.ii Premier Content1 

I~IORE: 2015 Girls Recruiting Rankings 

DID YOU SEE? 

The uniquely beneficial 
atmosphere of the 
development academy 

Toni Kroos is quickly 
becominq Germany’s answer 
to Xavi 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Cal Soccer Academy 

At Cal Soccer Academy, we believe in 
providing the opportunity for players to reach 
their greatest potential by being challenged 
technically and tactically, in a fun and 
encouraging environment. 

The Cal Soccer Academy and camp curriculum 
has been developed to offer modern and 
successful training methods used in the 
United States and Europe. We also look 
forward to sharing training techniques and 
methods that helped the Cal Hen’s Soccer 
Team win the Pac-12 Championship in 2006, 
2007 & 2010 and advance the NCAA Elite 8 in 
2010 & 2013! 



Cal continues to be one of the nation’s top 
programs for developing talent to play 
professionally. 

In 20:[2, Cal had :[8 players in the pro ranks 
including :[3 in the MLS and three in Europe. 
In the 20:[4 IvILS Superdraft, Cal had 3 
players selected in the first round, including 
the 2nd & 3rd picks overall. The three first 
round selections were the most of any 
university in the country! 

Be part of a tradition of excellence! 

FI"ND OUT lvlORE HERE! 
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Toni Kroos is quickly 
becominq Germany’s answer 
to Xavi 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Cal Soccer Academy 

At Cal Soccer Academy, we believe in 
providing the opportunity for players to reach 
their greatest potential by being challenged 
technically and tactically, in a fun and 
encouraging environment. 

The Cal Soccer Academy and camp curriculum 
has been developed to offer modern and 
successful training methods used in the 
United States and Europe. We also look 
forward to sharing training techniques and 
methods that helped the Cal Hen’s Soccer 
Team win the Pac-12 Championship in 2006, 
2007 & 2010 and advance the NCAA Elite 8 in 
2010 & 2013! 



Cal continues to be one of the nation’s top 
programs for developing talent to play 
professionally. 

In 20:[2, Cal had :[8 players in the pro ranks 
including :[3 in the MLS and three in Europe. 
In the 20:[4 IvILS Superdraft, Cal had 3 
players selected in the first round, including 
the 2nd & 3rd picks overall. The three first 
round selections were the most of any 
university in the country! 

Be part of a tradition of excellence! 

FI"ND OUT lvlORE HERE! 
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Section 2: Atx~logizes from Pellegfini & Ozil; Rooney Agrees to New DeaJ 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Feb. 21, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Manchester City coach ~anue~ Pellegri~i, who ~s being ~nvesflgated for his comments about referee 

Jonas Eriksson following C~’s 2-0 loss at home to Barcelona in the UEFA Champions League Round of 16 first- 

~eg on Tuesday, apologized for Ns comments on Friday, insisting that he never questioned Eriksson’s integrity, and 

that he did not make the argument that a Swedish referee is unable to take charge of a UCL game of that 

magnitude. 

"When you lose a game the way we lost against Barcelona, you are flustrated, you are angry," Pellegrini said. 

"Maybe I said some things I didn’t mean in that way so I apologize for what I said." He added: "Also I want to clarify 

what I said: I didn’t make any serious accusations about anyone, not about the referee, not about UEFA, not about 

anyone. I said the referee decided the match because he decided the match. He didn’t give us a foul against 

[Jesus] Navas [prior to the play that led to Barca’s penalty] and after came the penalty against Martin 

Demichelis and we had a player sent off." 

The Chilean went on to say that Eriksson "decided the game, but not with the intention of benefiting Barcelona or 

damaging Manchester City. He was in a bad day with very bad luck because he is mistaken in that foul that decides 

the game but we saw after on TV that it was a foul and it wasn’t a penalty [although it was] maybe very near the 

edge of the box. But I didn’t say he was a bad referee, that he was not honest, that he cannot referee in UEFA 

[competitions]." Pellegrini added that because Eriksson officiates in the Swedish league, he is not used to 

refereeing games that have the same magnitude as the UCL Round of 16. 

Meanwhile, New York Times columnist Rob Hughespoints out that Pellegrini ignored the fact that Eriksson gave Man 

City some breaks as well. 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Sky Sports News 

Arsenal midfielder Mesut Ozil apologized to fans on Thursday for missing a penalty during the Gunners 2-0 UEFA 

Champions League defeat at home to Bayern Munich on Wednesday night. Ozil’s spot-kick early in the first half was 

palmed away by Bayern goalkeeper Manuel Neuer. After that, things went downhill for the Gunners, who were 

reduced to 10 men just before halftime when goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny was sent off for taking down Arjen 

Robben in the penalty area. Though the resulting penalty was missed, goals from Toni Kroos and Thomas 

Muller sealed the win for the German treble winner. 

On his official Facebook account, Ozil wrote: "the next morning doesn’t feel better either, sorry guys - it wasn’t 

planned that way. outnumbered it was really hard to win against this team. #ucl #AFCvBAY" Ozil has struggled for 

form over the last few months after making a promising to life in North London following his move from Real Madrid 

last August. 

Teammate Pet Mertesacker noted that Ozil just needs time to properly settle, as he did following his blockbuster 

42.5 million pound ($71 million) move to Arsenal in August 2011. "We have a lot of games here in England and 

everyone is tired, but it is not just up to Mesut," Mertesacker said, adding, "Mesut has played a lot of games and he 

is a massive player, we need him at his best. Game by game, he will come back stronger." 

- Read the whole story... 

BBC Sport 

Wayne Rooney on Friday agreed to a new five-and-a-half year deal with Manchester United, extending his current 

contract by four years, and increasing his weekly salary to 300,000 pounds ($500,000) per week, the BBC and 

other news outlets are reporting. The United striker has 11 goals and 14 assists in all competitions in the current 



season, and is just 42 goals shy of surpassing Bobby Chaflton’s long-standing record for goals scored in a Man 

United shirt, 

As recently as last summer, the 28-year-old England international looked set to leave the club after former boss 

A~ex Ferguson claimed that he [mad asked for a transfer -- something that Rooney has strenuously denied. During 

the summer transfer window, rival Chelsea had more than one bid for the player rejected. 

Though Rooney has won five Premier League titles as well as the UEFA Champions League with United, it seems 

likely that next season will be his first without playing in the UEFA Champions League, as the Red Devils are 

currently 11 points outside of the fourth and final UCL spot in the Premier League table. Should the club fail to finish 

in the top four, it could still qualify for next season’s tournament by winning the competition this season. 

- Read the whole story... 

A Tax Specialist Looks at Ney~r-gate 
Forbes.corn 

Forbes.com tax writer Kefly Philfips takes an in-depth look at the Neymar tax scandal, pointing out that this is only 

the latest tax scandal to affect Barcelona after star striker Lionel Messi was charged with tax fraud last year. On 

Thursday, a Spanish court indicted the Catalan club on charges linked to Neymar’s signing over the summer from 

Brazilian club Santos. 

- Read the whole story... 

Agent: Cavani Wants out at PSG 
Metro 

Premier League giant Chelsea has been given a big boost in its expected hunt for a striker next summer after 

Francois Ga~lardo, a FIFA agent and close friend of Paris Saint-Germain striker Edinson Cavani, revealed that 

the Uruguay international is unhappy in Paris and could seek to move away from the Parc des Princes this summer. 

"There is a player of the squad at PSG who is not comfortable and wants to leave called Cavani," Gallardo said. "If 

clubs want to sign him - it would soon be time to make a move." 

- Read the whole story... 

Bayern: F~FA Should Remove ’Triple Punishment’ Ru~e 
ESPN FC 

Bayem Munich goalkeeper Manuel Neuer has urged FIFA to consider abandoning what he describes as the "triple 

punishment" of penalty, red card, and suspension for denying a clear goaFscoring opportunity in the penalty box. 

Bayern was the beneficiary of that rule at the Emirates on Wednesday, as Arsenal keeper Wojciech Szczesny 

brought down Arjen Robben in the area, leading to his dismissal as well as a penalty for the Bavarian giant. 

Though David A~aba missed the penalty, Bayern still won the game, 2-0, and Szczesny will now be banned from the 

return-leg at the Allianz Arena on March 11. 

After time game, both Neuer and Bayern President Uli Hoeness reflected that the rule is too excessive. "One should 

reconsider the rule," Neuer said, adding: "from a keeper’s point of view you have to be critical of the red card ... the 

team is already punished by the penalty call." In a separate interview, Hoeness agreed, saying the rule "needs to be 

changed," but "as long as the rule stands it has to be implemented with all consequences." 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

Paris Saint-Germain midfielder Thiago Motta on Friday signed a contract extension with the Ligue 1 giant that will 

keep him at the club until 2016. Motta, an Italy international, signed with PSG in 2012 and has since gone on to 

become an integral part of the club’s starting eleven. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, Februa~ 22, 2014 

Saturday, Feb. 22, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

EPL leader Chelsea hosts Eventon and second-place Arsenal hosts Sunderland on Saturday .... Both Barcelona 
and Real Madrid play on Saturday .... Sunday action includes games with Bundesliga No. 1 Bayern Munich and     I i;~i I 

LzzLzJ Serie A leader Juventus. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

SATURD.~Y, February 22 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain REAL MADRID-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

France MARSEILLE-LORIENT (delay) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am, 

USA 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ELCHE (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-GETAFE (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm= 

Spain ALMERIA-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-ROMA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DANUBIO (live) 5:30 pm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-SANTOS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm= 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIWSION DEPORTES 



France MARSEILLE-LORIENT (live) 11 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONARCAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

IBetN PLAY 

England MIDDLESBOROUGH-LEEDS (live) 7 am. 

England BIRIGHTON-WlGAN (live) 9:45 am. 

Spain BARCELONA B-RECREATIVO (live) 11:45 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, ~ebl’ua~y 28 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-AC MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-TORINO (live) 12:30 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-SASSUOLO (live) 2:40 pm. 

France TOULOUSE-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-CAGLIARI (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy INTER MILAN-CAGLIARI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-BILBAO (live) 11 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain OSASUNA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-TORINO (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands AJAX-AZ ALKMAAR (delay) 9:30 am. 

Germany HANNOVER-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-SANTOS (live) 2 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ESTUDIANTES DE LA PLATA (live) 4:15 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RACING (delay) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PUEBLA (live) 6 pm. 

I~elN PLAY 

Spain RAYO-SEVILLA (live) 5:45 am. 

France TOULOUSE-PSG (live) 7:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

~4ONDAY, February 24 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy PARMA-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-GENOA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy PARMA-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VlLLARREAL (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, Feb. 22, 2014 

FEIEDBAOK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Tactical Playbooks by EPL Champion Coach, David Platt 

Learn from an English Premier League 
championship winning coach! in this special 

set, Manchester City’s Assistant Manager David 
Platt provides you with a tactical playbook for 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s 
formation 

Author, David Ptatt celebrating after winning the English Premier League Championship 

Dear Coach, 

Do you ever struggle for ideas on how to unlock the opposition’s defense? How to counter their 

wingers? Or what formation to deploy that will expose weaknesses in their backline? If you’re looking 

for the tactical edge this special set of books provides the perfect solution Expertly written by David 

Platt, one of the biggest names of his era and nowthe English Premier League Champion coach at 

Manchester City, these books provide an in-depth tactical analysis of three of the most popular 

formations today, and how to exploit and defeat them. 

Available individually or as a set, this special Systems of Playseries of books provide you with the 

expert insights, strategic knowledge and experience Platt has gained from playing at the highest level 

for a decade in the English and Italian top divisions. Utilizing detailed diagrams and clear explanations, 

Platt explains exactly how to beat your opponents whether they are playing the 4-4-2, 4-3-3 or 3-5-2. 



Each book looks at the strengths and weaknesses of each formation, before explaining how to plan 

effectively to play against and beat each one. In addition, the books are packed with soccer exercises 

and drills you can use to train your team in the skills and formation changes they will need to succeed 

and win more games. Put simply, this set offers a comprehensive master class in tactical and 

strategically preparing your team to exploit and beat your opposition all over the pitch. 

"A tactica~ master class in how to prepare your team to counter 

Each book focuses on a different formation with an outline of the strengths and weaknesses of each, 

recommendations on how to nullify the opposition’s attacks and how to organize your own attacking 

formation, along with specific soccer drills and training exercises for each phase: 

How to Play Against and Beat 4=4-2 

Perhaps the most common formation in use today along with the 4-3-3. When analyzing its strengths 

and weaknesses, this book looks at and compares the success of Chelsea, Arsenal, Real Madrid and 

the Italian National Team in beating the 4-4-2 formation. In particular, this book explains howto 

overcome an opposition playing 4-4-2 and howto use the extra man in midfield as an anchor player 

When playing against 4-4-2, coaches will need to know howto rotate their players to keep the 

opposition guessing and howto get the ball to their man in the hole. Platt uses his vast experience as 

an international and top level club player and coach to answer these questions and more 

How to Play Against and Beat 4-3-3 

With roots in the attacking Brazilian and Dutch teams of the past, this formation has evolved into one of 

the most attacking and exciting styles of play and is becoming more popular each year There are a 

variety of ways the triangular midfield can be deployed and subsequently a range of ways this 

formation should be defended against, particularly when opposing fullbacks are given license to 

attack. 

Along with an in-depth tactical analysis, this book assesses how Manchester United, AC Milan, 

Arsenal, Real Madrid and Portugal deploy and play against teams who play with the 4-4-3 formation. 

How to Play Against and Beat 3-5-2 

An evolution of the 4-4-2, this formation is favored by managers happy to play a flat back 3 so they can 

send wingbacks charging up the field. Teams utilizing the 3-5-2 tend to drop and defend deep and to 

use the full width of the pitch. Consequently, coaches need to know how to best utilize their forwards to 

push the opposition’s backline. Similarly, coaches need to know how best to ask questions of the 

opposition’s wingbacks in order to push them in retreat. This book addresses and answers these 

questions and much more. 



Each book provides a strategic guide to the strengths and weaknesses of each formation. Although the 

strategies, recommended tactics, and soccer drills differ, each book is structured the same way with 

the following 15 chapters (The 4-3-3 has been used in the subheads below, but the chapters are the 

same for the 4-4-2 and 3-5-2 books.) 

Chapter I - The 4-3-3 system 

Each book starts by looking at the characteristics of each formation, utilizing detailed diagrams and 

clear explanations. This includes a look at the defensive responsibilities of each position and how the 

team can transition to go on the counter attack. Along with theoretical examples, the books look at how 

leading teams, like Arsenal, Barcelona and Manchester United, either deploy or play against the 

relevant formation. 

Chapter 2 - Strengths and Weaknesses of the 4-3-3 

Where is the formation vulnerable? How can you break the down the opposition’s counter attacks? 

What are the role of flankers? These questions and more are answered in this chapter which analyses 

how to use a formation to your advantage and how to exploit it when used by the opposition. 

Chapter 3 - Defending against the 4-3-3 in the attacking third 

Each book now begins to go into more depth, looking at where the opposition’s goalkeeper is likely to 

play the ball, their team’s likely moves up the field and how you can play traps to force a mistake and 

win the ball back. Much like a game of cat and mouse, Platt explains howto get the opposition to play 

the ball where you want them to so you can use your own formation to your advantage. 

Chapter 4 - Practices for defending against the 4-3-3 in the attacking third 

Platt shares soccer drills and exercises for establishing the principles of a tactical plan to get the 

opposition playing where you want them to. This can include warm-ups progressing to 11 v 11 soccer 

drills to practice the attitudes and tactical issues of playing against each formation. 

Chapter 5 - Defending against the 4-3-3 in the mid third 

This chapter looks at covering movements, possible scenarios and advice on closing down the 

opposition’s players in the mid third before they can get to the penalty area. Platt also offers 

suggestions on how to create problems for them in midfield and how to intercept any potential through 

balls being played to their forwards. 

Chapter 6 - Practices for defending in the mid third against the 4-3=3 

These drills show you how to defend in the midfield against each formation Drills can progress from 

small area exercises to those taking up 2/3 of the pitch incorporating fullbacks. 



Chapter 7 - Defending against the 4-3-3 defensive third 

Platt discusses the responsibilities of players to win 1 v 1 situations and howto setup cover in case 

they are beaten. For certain formations, this can involve doubling up on the man on the ball and 

covering the overlapping wingers. 

Chapter 8 - Practices for defending in the defensive third 

Drills for improving tackling, positioning and tactics in and around the box. 

Chapter 9 - Attacking against the 4-3-3 in the defending third 

This chapter focuses on how to use your formation to get the ball into the opponent’s half by splitting 

the attacking play into thirds of the pitch. Whether you’re playing against a pressing high line or a 

spread out back four, Platt explains exactly how to exploit the opposition’s formation to your advantage. 

Chapter 10 - Practices for attacking against the 4-3-3 in the defending third 

These soccer drills focus on how to get the ball from the goalkeeper to your players in the final third. 

Chapter 11 -Attacking the 4-3-3 in the mid third 

In this section, Platt explains howto position your players to expose weak areas in the opposition’s 

defensive formation. Through detailed diagrams, he shows you where the best places are to position 

players to receive the ball and howto open up space in wide positions. 

Chapter 12 - Practices for attacking the 4-3-3 in the mid third 

These soccer drills focus on training your players on the mindset and formations for getting the ball 

into the box from the halfway line. 

Chapter 13 - Attacking against the 4-3-3 in the final third 

In this phases, your players will need to be able to see things quickly and execute moves fast to 

unbalance and spread their defense. In this chapter Platt explains howto achieve this along with how 

to win clearances, how to get the ball behind their back line and more 

Chapter 14 - Practices for attacking against the 4-3-3 in the final third 

These soccer drills will train your players how to get the ball to your forwards and how to exploit 

weaknesses in the opposing defensive formation. 

Conclusion 

In the final chapter, Platt provides an overview of the key points from the book and summarizes the 

ideal strategy for playing against and beating the opposition 

What you will gain from the Systems of Play Series of books 
by David Platt 

If you’re ever stuck for ideas on how to change your strategy and formation to gain the advantage, this 

special set of books will provide you with all the answers you need. Expertly written by David Platt, one 

of the biggest names of his era, the Howto Play Against and Beat series offers you a comprehensive 

playbook for exploiting and defeating the opposition’s formation. 

From these books you will gain: 

An expert overview of the strengths and weaknesses of each 
formation 
Analysis of howtop level clubs, like Manchester United, Arsenal and 
Real Madrid, utilize and play against these formations 
A methodical series of explanations on how to setup your team and 
how to exploit the opposition’s formation in each phase of the game 
Soccer drills and exercises designed specially to train your players 



in the mindset, tactics and movements needed to perform the 
strategies outlined by Platt 
An enriched understanding of the 4-4-2, 4=3=3 and 3=5-2 formations, 
so you can decide which to play based on the players available, the 
opposition’s likely formation and your chosen style of play 
An improved tactical awareness and astute reading of the game 
An improved ability to change your formation and tactics to counter 
those of the opposition or the direction of the game 
Your players will feel more confident knowing what their responsibilities are, where they 

need to be and how to react to what the opposition does 

Whether you are coaching at collegiate level or a club team in a top division, the Systems of Play series 

by David Platt will provide you with the tactical insights and knowledge of a coach and player that has 

won trophies, national caps and scored many goals at an international level. These books will give you 

the tactical edge and confidence to counter, exploit and beat your opponent’s formation and win more 

games 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 

Systems of Ptay Series by David Platt unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if 

you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the Systems of Play Series after six months then please 

contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

Whether you are coaching at collegiate level or a club team in a 
top division, the Systems of Play series by ~avid Platt will 

provide you with the tactical insights and knowledge of a coach 
and p~ayer that has won trophies, national caps and scored 

the tactical edge and confidence to counter, exploit and beat 
your opponent’s formation and win more games, 

As a coach, you spend your entire career developing and improving your tactical awareness and 

knowledge. The Systems of Playseries of books will equip you to rapidly improve your coaching 

education by gaining the insights of one of the leading players of his era David Platt continues to 

coach at the highest level of the game, so he knows exactly howto setup teams and formations to 

defeat some of the top sides in Europe 

Utilizing detailed diagrams and clear explanations, the Systems of Playseries will show you exactly 

what tactics and formations to use to counter and beat your opposition, whether they are playing 4-4-2, 

4-4-3 or 3-5-2 Consequently, your players will be more tactically aware and adept at closing down 

attacks, creating space and taking advantage of more scoring opportunities. It’s often said that when 

two teams are identical the difference is the manager, and with this series of books you can 

dramatically increase your chances of being the manager on the winning side 

Best Wishes, 



Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P,S, The Systems of Play series of books are expertly written by David Plaft, one of the star names of 

his era. Each book shows you exactly howto counter and beat the opposition’s formation, whether they 

are playing 4-4-2, 4-3-3 or 3-5-2. In addition, each book contains soccer drills and exercises to train 

your players in the mindset, tactics and style of play needed to turn the game in your favor. 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in the Systems of 

Play series after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked.. 
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Chivas USA’s Cabrera: ’Our responsibilities are the same’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] A day after they had been told that MLS had 

taken control of their team and bought out their owners, Chivas 

USA players and coaches were out early for practice at Tucson’s 

Kino Sports Complex like nothing had happened. "Normal practice," 

said new head coach Wilmer Cabrera. Chivas USA is unbeaten so far 
in five preseason games, but Cabrera said it has a lot of work to do 

to get better....Read the whole story 

Top-class Timbers host Western rivals 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS PRESEASON: Rose City Invitational] With a new name on its 
stadium, Portland hosts a preseason tournament that features 
Western Conference rivals San Jose and Vancouver as well as a top 

Jamaican club, Portmore United, from the homeland of several 
Timbers players and the quakes’ Atiba Harris.._Read the whole 

story 

Five cities for two expansion spots? 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] On an afternoon when MLS Commissioner Don 
Garber had to dole out some bad news with the announcement 
that MLS had bought out the owners of Chivas USA, supporters in 

five markets had reason to feel good as he gave them a shout-out 
as expansion targets....Read the whole story 

Gonzalez signing gives Columbus Crew three Ticos 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Columbus Crew signed Costa Rican 

national team center back Giancarto Gonzalez from Norway’s 
Valerenga. The 26-year-old Gonzatez gives the Crew another 
experienced player on its rebuilt backline and a third Tico. FC 

DaRas added another young Latin American player with the signing 

of 22-year-old David Texeira from Dutch club FC Groningen, where 
he scored 14 goals in 65 games....Read the whole story 

U.S. fans snap up World Cup tickets 

by Soccer America 

[MAKING A LIST] More than twice as many World Cup 2014 tickets 

have been allocated to fans in the United States than to those of 
any other foreign county across all general public sates phases. 

...Read the whole story 

Californian-born Brizuela and Ponce in Mexico squad 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUHTDOWN] Californian-born Isaac Brizuela and 
Miguel Ponce, both of Toluca, are among the domestic players 
Miguel Herrera called in for Mexico’s friendly against Nigeria on 

March 5. The squad also included six players from Club America, 

the club Herrera coached before becoming national team coach, 

and four from Torneo Apertura champion Leon .... Read the whole 
story 

Felix the Player 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Much in the news recently has been German 

coach Felix Magath, hired by Futham to lead the last-place 

Cottagers out of the English Premier League relegation zone. In 

case you’re curious what kind of player he was, here’s a collection 
of his best goals during a 1976-86 Bundestiga career with Hamburg 

SV....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"1 was surprised, to say the least." 

-- Andrey Semenov, a 21-year-old Lokomotiv 
Moscow central defender who has yet to see first 

team action for his club, on being call up for 

Russia’s friendly March 5 against Armenia. Coach 

Fabio Cape[lo had actually intended to bring in the 

Terek Grozny defender of the same name. (The 

Mirror) 

U.S. under-23 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[SiX NATIONS TOURNAMENT] NWSL Rookie of the 
Year Erika Tymrak, who has three caps and one goal 

for the U.S. senior national team, heads a group of 

nine tlWSL players -- three second-year players and 

six ...... More 

1, Chivas USA experiment is over 

2, Toronto FC flops in Julio Cesar debut game 

~, Sampson: They just got it completely 
wrong’ 

4, A supersonic strike in Argentina 

5, Young Fire continues to impress 
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by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] In some places, they call it President’s Week, 

Others call it Ski Week. For a select few high schoolers, this is MLS 

Week, a chance for academy players to join their MLS clubs’ first 

team in preseason training....b’e~d 

by So~er America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] U.S. Youth Soccer’s annual ODP Na~onal 
Championships will be held Feb. 2g-March 2 at the Reach 11 Sports 

Complex in Phoenix. Cal South, the dominant team in recent years 

at the ODP nationals~ has teams represented in each of the four 

di~sions: 1997 and 1998 boys and ~rls....Read ~he ,:~ho~e sto~y 

by Soccer America 

[LAKEWOOD RANCH CAMP] Mallory Pugh, 15, is among the 24 
players called into the U.S. under-20 women’s national team’s first 
training camp since it won the Concacaf U-20 Women’s 

Championship in the Cayman Islands in January....g’e~d the wi~eie 

story 

by Soccer America 

[TEN NATIONS TOURNAMENT] Darian Jenkins, who started on 
UCLA’s 2013 national championship team and scored 11 goals for 

the Bruins, is among the 20 players U.S. women’s technical director 

April Heinrichs called in for the U.S. under-18 women’s national 

team’s trip to the 10 Nations Tournament March 3-13 in ka Manga, 

Spain....~~eac. ti~e who~e stoci 

Not for the first time an MLS club’s youth program finds itself at 

odds with Hva[ youth groups, though this time there is a lot at 

stake. A dispute over prime pla~ng times pits expansion OHando 

City against Orange County Mayor Teresa Jacobs and youth groups 

that fee[ Orlando City’s youth teams should not get preference on 

field times in return for MLS club’s agreement to pay $3 million 

over 15 years to help run new communi~ fields. At stake: the 

release of the county’s $20 million in funds for Orlando City’s 

downtown soccer stadium .... Read the whole s~or~i 

P~e re% and co~a~:~es in the same room 

by Mike Woitalla 

Last month I co-hosted a workshop at U.S. Youth 

Soccer’s annual gathering in Philadelphia with 
Iongtime referee and Hational Instructor Barry 

Towbin titled: "Coaches and Referees Improving 

Relations for the Good of the Game." ...Mere 

by Soccer America 

[HATIOHAL GUARD CLINICS] SoccerAmericaHet and 
SoccerHation News is partnering with the Army 
National Guard to host in Southern California a 
series of five skill development clinics free for 

soccer players ages 16-18 to attend in March ... 

w~ong’ 

Man C~W-L~ver[~oo~ to be ~e~d at Y~mkee 
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Chivas USA: A good idea that was 
tried 

¯ ~.~ Tweet This ~.~ Share This 

never really 

By Paul Gardner 

Adios Chivas USA. A pity, that. But I can’t make much of an argument in their favor - both on and off the field, 

they have slowly sunk into sub-mediocrity. And when results and attendances and income evaporate, what is a 

league to do? 

Presumably, what MLS has done: Buy the club from the current owners, and operate it until new owners are found. VVhich, 

according to Commissioner Don Garber, could well be this year. So, maybe, no harm done. Maybe. 

Having one of its club’s default can hardly be good for a league, but Garber conducted himself with poise and authority during 

his report on the matter ... and, it seemed to me, almost gave the impression that new owners had already been found and a 

deal - including the construction of a new stadium - was in the offing. 

OK - that’s no doubt exactly how Garber would want to sound anyway, but this was a particularly impressive performance in 

dealing with a tricky situation. How much more impressive Garber is when he talks of MLS administrative or financial issues, 

then when he talks of soccer. 

But the soccer is what interests me here. The original idea behind Chivas USA - his idea, says Garber - was a good one. To 

bring in a Mexican-owned team that would play Mexican-style soccer and would thus attract a big following among the many 

Mexican-Americans in Southern California. 

Not just any Mexican team. The owner of Chivas USA was Jorge Vergara, who also owned Chivas Guadalajara, arguably 

Mexico’s best-supported club. Of course, there was always the suggestion that the parent club would be willing to lend some 

of its players to Chivas USA. 

So the new MLS club started off with what looked like two huge assets: A pipeline of good players from Mexico, and an 

already-existing fan base in Los Angeles. The arrival of Chivas USA was also good news because MLS needs some variation, 

it has too many clubs devoted to playing standard European no-frills soccer. Even just one club devoted to something different, 

to a different style, was welcome. 

But the good idea crumbled before it ever got started. If you want a Mexican style team, why on earth appoint Dutchman 

Thomas Rongen as the coach? Rongen lasted just over two months of the inaugural 2005 season, winning only one game out 

of 10, before he got booted upstairs, and interim coach Javier Ledesma took over for a couple of games before another 

Dutchman, Hans Westerhof, took over - but this Dutchman had been working in Mexico with the parent club Chivas of 

GuadNajara. 

Westerhof lasted out the 2005 season, then t~turned to Mexico. Chivas USA had finished the season with the worst record in 

the league. Next came a stark alert that the idea of a Mexican-style team had now been totally abandoned. Enter Bob Bradley 

as the new coach. Bradley’s record as a successful MLS coach with the Chicago Fire and the New York Red Bulls was 

indisputable. But so were the fact that he did not speak Spanish, and his palpable lack of interest in Hispanic players. 

Mexican soccer? Forget it. 

Bradley departed after one season - CMvas USA made the playoffs, but in terms of playing style, the team was now looking 

like an average MLS team. The coaching comings-and-goings continued. Former MLS star Preki lasted three seasons (2007- 

2009), then came Martin Vasquez (2010) and Robin Fraser (2011-2012). Last year, Chivas USA had a succession of three 

Mexican coaches, but the team seemed beyond hope. 

It was, as it had been in its first year, the worst team in MLS. Wilmer Cabrera came in as coach at the beginning of this year - 

- t~e will stay at least for this season. 

VVhat happened to the Mexican soccer? VVhose fault was it that nothing like that happened? Ultimately, I’d say the blame has 

to sit on the shoulders of owner Jorge Vergara, who oversaw the appointment of a string of unsuitable coaches. At the end of 

the club’s first season, 2005, the attempt to field youngsters and oldsters from parent club Chivas Guadalajara - in effect, 

players not needed there - was a total failure. Either Vergara had overestimated the caliber of his Mexicans, or he had failed 



to appreciate the level of MLS play. 

V~ichever - probably both - Vergara panicked and the move away from things Mexican -- both players and coaches - began. 

Results got a bit better - the club made the playoffs for four consecutive yeats (2006-2009), but was immediately eliminated in 

each year. 

As a club playing Mexican-style soccer, one that the many Chivas fans in the USA could identify with, Chivas USA had 

ceased to exist. In its final game of the 2011 season, Chivas USA started only four Hispanic players - a Venezuelan, a 

Brazilian, an Argentine and a Colombian. No Mexicans. 

Nothing was done by the Vergara ownership to bring in better Mexican players, so the original idea was dead. "The Chivas 

USA concept did not work out," said Vergara, stressing that all his efforts and resources would now be devoted to the 

Guadalajara Chivas. 

The end came just as Chivas USA at last began to take on a Mexican look - the team ended the 2013 season with 3 

Mexicans and 5 Americans of Mexican descent among the starters. One of the Mexicans - the 20-year-old Erick Torres - 

seemed to personify the opportunity that had been missed: A highly skilled young midfielder, a playmaker and goalscorer, on 

loan from parent club Chivas Guadalajara. Precisely the sort of player who must have been envisaged for the original idea. 

Then again, maybe Torres represents part of the problem with the Chivas link-up. Because his sparkling form for Chivas USA 

last year has duly been noted down in Mexico. Torres’s loan deal ends in June. He will be promptly recalled to Guadalajara, 

says Vergara. 

Chivas USA, undeniably, has failed, victim of a lack of faith on the part of Vergara. But the original idea - of a team designed 

to please Mexican-American fans - seems to me still valid. My hope is that it will be continued by whoever the new owners 

may be. The franchise is to stay in Los Angeles, so why wouldn’t they take aim at the Mexican-American fans? 
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Gonzaiez awarded long=term contract extension 
by Soccer America 

[UC RIVERSIDE: Women] UC Riverside has signed Nat Gonzalez, the 

Big West Women’s Coach of the Year, to a long-term contract. 

...Read the whole story 

U.So under=23 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[SIX NATIONS TOURNAMENT] NWSL Rookie of the Year Ehka Tymrak, 

who has three caps and one goal for the U.S. senior national team, 

heads a group of nine NWSL players -- three second-year players 

and six rookies -- named to the U.S. under-23 women’s national 
team for the Six Nations Tournament running in La Manga, Spain, 

where it will face under-23 teams from Japan (March 1), Sweden 

(March 3) and Norway (March 5) .... Read the whele story 

U.S. under-18 women’s nationa~ team roster 
by Soccer America 

[TEN NATIONS TOURNAMENT] Darian Jenkins, who started on 
UCLA’s 2013 national championship team and scored 11 goals for 
the Bruins, is among the 20 players U.S. women’s technical director 

April Heinrichs called in for the U.S. under-18 women’s national 

team’s trip to the 10 Nations Tournament March 3-13 in La Manga, 

Spain....Read the whele story 

Oklahoma JC adds men’s and women’s programs 

Murray State College is adding men’s and women’s soccer for the 

2014 fall season. "The idea started as a discussion among some of 

the two-year college presidents," says Murray State College 
President Joy McDaniel. "There was a desire to start a soccer 
program, but we wanted to make sure there would be coReges 

within our area to play to decrease the travel distance." it’s the 

third Oklahoma JC to add new soccer programs, along with Rose 

State College and Eastern Oklahoma State College. Shane Ross will 
coach both Murray State programs .... Read the whole story 

Caligiur~, Barton and MacMillan host clinics 
by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL GUARD CLINICS] SoccerAmericaNet and 
SoccerNation News is partnering with the Army 
National Guard to host in Southern California a 
series of five skill development clinics free for 

soccer players ages 16-18 to attend in March ... 

...More 

Re~te~ ,~ost Read S~aries 

1, Chivas USA experiment is over 

2. Sampson: ~Fhey just got it completely 
wrong’ 

3, Five cities for two expansion spots? 

4, Man City-Liverpool to be held at Yankee 
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5, U.S. fans sna# up WeNd Cup t~akets 
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NBC guru sees modern soccer as honest brave 
defenders against sneaky, cheating attackers 
By Paul Gardner 

Jim Beglin, an Irishman, played soccer for Liverpool in the 1980s. If you’re a Liverpool fan you will remember him,    ~ 

if not you probably won’t, there was nothing particularly notaNe about his soccer career. Except for what 

happened in February 1987, when Beglin broke his leg - that is, he had it broken for him by a wild tackle from an Everton 

opponent. The injury, in effect, finished Beglin’s playing career. 

These days Beglin does TV work and writes a newspaper column. You may have heard him this past weekend, during the 

NBC airing of the game between Chelsea and Everton. 

The game itself was hardly electric. Everton was certainly the better team in the first half, but the game swung, slightly, 

Chelsea’s way in the second half. Everton turned more defensive, looking to protect the 0-0 draw, and Chelsea labored 

ineffectually to find a way to break down the Everton bunker. Everton, despite a 53%-47% possession advantage, had only two 

shots on goal. Chelsea managed eight and, with the help of some poor goalkeeping from Tim Howard, scrambled a winner in 

added time. 

Hardly a game to remember, largely because of stifling defensive play that did not, never does, make for enthralling viewing. 

But the dominance of negative defensive play was not what our analyst - Jim Beglin - found objectionable. What Beglin 

wanted was n’~re defense. Specifically, more a~lgressive tackling. 

Coming from someone who had his career wrecked by an overly aggressive tackle, that seems a perverse attitude. It is 

certainly not one that appeals to me. Yes, I have a problem with Beglin - not because I disagree with him, but because he 

allows his viewpoint to significantly distort what is happening on the field. 

Beglin told us - he has said this before, actually - that since his playing days, the game has "gone soft." He blames FIFA. 

Too many rule changes designed to protect players from reckless tackles - "defenders are now unable to display the art of 

tackling or use controlled aggression to win the ball." 

Beglin pushes further: "Tackling has become an ant form that has been phased out. The aggression has gone and it [soccer] is 

barely a contact sport now ... "If the sport has lost its contact, it is also pretty clear that here we have an expert who has also 

lost contact - ... with the sport. 

The "art of tackling" says Beglin cannot be found these days - a comment I happen to agree with, though, frankly - having 

watched this sport for quite a few decades now - I have some doubts whether this mysterious "art" ever existed at all, other 

than in a precious few top players. Bobby Moore would be one. 

According to Beglin, the decline of tackling is all the fault of FIFA’s rule-tweaking which has led to players (mostly, without 

doubt, forwards) "on the receiving end of challenges making a meal of them to get their opponents booked or sent off." 

Given that Beglin played most of his soccer in England, you will quickly recognize that he’s talking about those two English 

obsessions, simulation and diving. 

I have a rather different opinion on poor tackling. I do, as it happens, blame FIFA. Not for what it has done, but for what it has 

not done. It has never developed a vision of the game as they want it to be played. 

Lacking a model to aim for, FIFA has totally failed to resist the rise of the coaches’ influence, which has always been 

negative, and on occasions -- as here - a disaster. 

Since the 1970s, defensive tactics have infested the sport. That is proved, quite conclusively, by the constantly falling - and 

still falling - scoring rate. Goals as an endangered species? Quite so. As the defenders took over, refereeing changed, 

became much more lenient toward poor tackling. And once defenders got the message that they were likely to get away with 

poor tackling, why on earth would anyone be interested in cultivating this elusive "art of tackling’? 

So of course we now have a situation where - in Beglin’s words - ’1 cannot point to anybody in the game today who I would 



describe as a great tackler." So we agree on that. 

What Beglin fails to do is to consider the consequences of that observation: That the game - especially in England - is now 

full of mediocre to poor defenders. What effect might that have on the players who are "on the receiving end"? Would he not 

expect some sort of reaction from players (mostly forwards) who are now, more than ever, the victims of sub-standard 

tackling? Beglin was a defender and his view of the game is a defender’s view. As a TV guru, Beglin should surely have 

widened that view to take in the forwards’ POV. He has not done so. 

We got a rather neat insight to Beglin’s soccer brain at work during the Chelsea-Everton game. Throughout the first half Beglin 

found various ways to excuse rough play: at 15" Leon Osman’s foul on John Terry was "the most gentle of contacts, the 

referee could have let that one go"; at 21" when Eden Hazard was crudely barged off the ball "it looked shoulder-to-shoulder"; 

at 23" when Frank Lampard was called for fouling Steven Naismith, Naismith had "made the absolute most of it"; at 25" 

Hazard went down after a clumsy challenge from James McCarthy - "Hazard just threw himself down" - no foul, the referee 

agreed, I didn’t. 

On it went into the second half. Gary Cahil was fouled by Gareth Barry, but Cahill was "looking for it - the ref could have 

ignored that." When Beglin did admit a foul by Gareth Barry, he chuckled as he put it down simply to "~iredness." Then Beglin 

told us there "is too little aggression in the game" today, before slamming Femando Tortes for "conning the referee" into calling 

a foul against Leighton Baines. "He [Tortes] was looking for it. Baines has not touched him. There’s nothing wrong with that." 

Sorry Jim - the replay shows contact. 

And so to the 93rd minute. Foul by Phil Jagielka on Ramires, a trip, free kick to Chelsea. Beglin was, of course, unconvinced. 

"Did he [Jagielka] stick a leg out? Did he pull it away in time?" Yet the trip looked obvious, as the replays confirmed. Beglin 

relented, slightly - "He [Jagielka] just caught him - but Ramires certainly made the most of it." 

Then, after the scor~, Beglin reminded us that Ramires was accused earlier this season of going down to win a crucial penalty 

kick, and maybe this time the call was "a little soft in favor of the Brazilian again." 

This strikes me as being pernicious nonsense. Jagielka cleariystuck his leg across Ramires, inevitably causing contact with 

the accelerating Ramires. At the very, very least this could have been reduced to an obstruction call - but still a free kick, 

probably the same free kick, so still a goal, because that goal needed the intervention of Terry who beat Tim Howard to force 

the ball over the line. 

But Beglin deserves praise for actually having the gall to criticize the saintly Tim Howard -- "Howard made a mistake" - words 

rarely heard on this side of the Atlantic. Otherwise, Beglin gave us 90 minutes during which he repeatedly distorted the reality 

of the game by trying to establish that it was being played by honest, brave, upright defenders who would never commit fouls, 

and sneaky, cheating forwards who were always conning these naive defenders into fouling them, or conning the r~ferees into 

awarding free kicks when no foul had been committed. 

Beglin’s view of the free kick quickly received support - not surprisingly, from the Wigan coach Roberto Martinez, who 

accused Chelsea of using "every trick in the book" to con referees, and said referee Lee Probert "should have been stronger." 

Of course, he also accused Ramires of "looking for" the foul. 

Martinez, sad to say, is getting to be known for blaming referees when his team loses. Last season, when he was coaching 

Wigan, he was fined $15,000 for criticizing referee Michael Oliver after Wigan lost 4-0 to Manchester United at Old Trafford. 

This season Martinez has already publicly weighed into referee Jonathan Moss after Everton lost 3-1 at Manchester City. He 

also blasted Mark Clattenburg for not giving Everton a penalty kick during its 1-0 loss to Spurs. 

This makes the whole business rather painful for me -- for I do regard Martinez as one of the more likeable and more sensible 

EPL coaches, and I do find Jim Beglin’s TV work much better than that of most of his ex-pro colleagues in England. Why both 

of these intelligent guys would want to take up the cudgels on behalf of roughhouse defending baffles me. That both were 

defensive players does not seem an adequate reason for such an abdication of fair-mindedness. 
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Soccer Conditioning Sessions With a Ball Just Like Moufl~ino and Hiddink Pioneered 

Thank you for requesting our free eBook, 27 Soccer Specific Conditioning Drills, One thing we like to 

do at WORLD CLASS COACHI NG is to exceed expectations, So here we go, 

If you are interested in soccer conditioning drills,,,all done with a ball, you will love our "Glol~al Soccer 

Conditioninq 12-part video series_see below. 

Best of all, just because you requested our free eBook, I am going to give you a 50% discount when 

you order these videos, ,,but this special offer only lasts for FOUR DAYS, 

To claim your 50% discount simply use the special discount code below when checking 

out,, ,remember to click "Apply", 

GLOBALS0 (Case sensitive) 

Remember, this special offer only lasts for four days, so don’t delay, Claim your 50% discount now 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Fitness 
trainin 
have to 

or technical 
? owyou don’t 
choose because 

e Global Soccer 
Conditionin video 

series 
to corn 

shows you how 
ine tactical and 

tec nical e merits wi 
fitness trainin 

Finally, it’s arrived! A fitness training program that exercises the 
brain as wel~ as the body. The Globa~ Soccer Conditioning ~2- 
part video series shows you how to utilize the same training 



of every fitness session, A~ong with being physically fit, your 
players wil~ gain a deeper tech~ica~ ~etstan~ng tSat 

Dear Coach, 

Nobody likes endlessly running around cones. It’s boring, uninspiring and doesn’t train players in 

actual technical skills they can use on the soccer pitch. This is why global training is growing in 

popularity amongst coaches all over the world. 

Pioneered by Gus Hiddink with the Russian national team and Jose Mourinho at every championship 

winning club he’s managed, global training is fast making running around cones ’old hat’. This 

innovative new approach to conditioning includes technical, tactical and conditioning elements so you 

can gain more from every training session. 

The Global Soccer Conditioning 12-part video series shows you how to utilize the philosophy and 

methods of global training Led by renowned MLS fitness coach Dave Tenney, the video series is 

packed with drills and exercises you can use to improve your team’s technique and their fitness at the 

same time 

Whether you coach youth teams or players at the elite level, Global Soccer Conditioning shows you 

how you can implement this revolutionary new approach to fitness training that your players will both 

enjoy and will improve technical abilities Get instant access when you place your order and you can be 

watching these videos within minutes 

"Discover the modern new approach to fitness 
training" 

Soccer is one of the most demanding sports in the world. Players will run on average 10 km every 

game and if you want them to perform at their optimum level, it’s vital that your players stay in shape. 

Fitness training is a vital part of a coaching program. But spending a session running around cones or 

going for long distance runs swallows up time your players could be spending with the ball improving 

their technical abilities. 

Global training is the modern new approach to fitness training that enables you to work on technical 

and tactical elements of the game at the same time as fitness. The presenter of Global Soccer 

Conditioning Dave Tenney is one of the few people in US soccer distinguished as a soccer 

conditioning coach. His professional life revolves around studying the most effective conditioning 

programs of the best coaches in the world. 



This means that from Global Soccer Conditioning you can gain valuable insights on what are 

considered the best fitness and conditioning training drills being used in soccer today¯ Isolated fitness 

drills that involve running around cones are on the way out. Global training is what leading coaches are 

using instead¯ 

......................... ~.~.:~ :ii~:::~::::~:;.:~:.~ ........ 

"Get a virtual pitch side view of one of the MLS’ 
most renowned fitness coaches in action" 

What’s covered in Gtobat Soccer Conditioning 
Global Soccer ConditionMg features two distinct training sessions divided into separate parts and 

edited into 12 separate videos for easy viewing¯ These sessions are focused on endurance and speed 

and aerobic training¯ 

Endurance Global Training (7 videos, running time over 50 minutes) 

Tenney begins the session with a global training warm up with the ball which trains players to improve 

their first touch and acceleration. The training session then switches to a small sided game in which 

one team aims to maintain possession while the other presses. With points scored for completing six 

passes, the high tempo of the game trains players to find space and pass accurately while improving 

their fitness. 

After the small sided game, Tenney switches to a crossing practice in which both defenders and the 

attacker jog around cones before rushing into the box to block or score with the ball. Instead of getting 

bored and de-motivated waiting in lines for the ball, players are constantly running throughout the drill. 

The next drill in the endurance series requires players to run from the halfway line, with the defender 

forced to backpedal initially to replicate a sudden breaking of the defensive line. Attackers only have 

eight seconds in which to score, adding to the tempo of this fast paced global training exercise. 

Finally, Tenney devotes the last quarter of this endurance training session to a half pitch small sided 

game in which players put into practice the principles of the previous exercises. Again, the focus in on 



maintaining possession or pressing. Further progressions are added with the team in possession 

only being allowed two touches to emphasis how the exercise can be changed to get the intensity level 

you want. 

Tenney ends the session by allowing his worn out players to sit down as he answers questions from 

the coaches in attendance 

Dave Tenney on the training field 

Speed and Aerobic Global Training {5 videos, running time over 55 minutes) 

In this session Tenney demonstrates howto run sessions that combine speed and aerobic training 

with technical and tactical elements. 

Tenney begins with dynamic stretching exercises that focus on individual joints progressively. This 

includes warm up exercises to develop a stable lower back, strong ankles and mobile hips to create a 

more functional athlete. Tenney emphasizes the importance of these exercises to prevent sports 

hernias and other sports related dysfunction 

The speed and aerobic training session now shifts to exercises to improve the speed of players’ 

reaction to the movement of the ball This includes drills designed to improve players’ ability to 

accelerate and to stop quickly. The exercise is then progressed to include dribbling balls around color 

coordinated cones to challenge players’ speed, technical and mental abilities. 

The session now switches to quick passing drills which are progressed to include differing pass 

speeds, backpedals and layoffs. Too often in training sessions, drills are played at two thirds pace. 

Tenney explains the importance of varying the speed of drills to replicate the ever changing pace of the 

real game. The changing speed of the drill also trains players on how to adjust their pace depending 

on unpredictable game situations. 

Tenney ends the session by summarizing how the drills train players to react to sound and visual 

triggers, and why this type of training is vital to develop quick decision making He then ends the 

session by answering questions from the coaches in attendance 

What you will gain from Global Soccer 
Conditioning 

Put simply, sending players running around cones or going on long distance runs is not the best use 

of your training time with players. It might improve their fitness levels, but it won’t improve players in any 

other area and occupies time they could be spending practicing with the ball. This is why global soccer 

conditioning is growing in popularity with coaches all over the world. 

From Global Soccer Conditioning, you will gain: 

A virtual pitch side view as renowned MLS soccer conditioning 
coach Dave Tonney demonstrates how to run a global training 
soccer conditioning session 
Drills you can use to improve the technical and tactical abilities of 
your players and their fitness at the same time 
Your players will love being able to practice with the ball to improve 
their fitness, rather than endlessly run around cones 
The drills will also improve players’ decision making, reactions and 
their ability to quickly change their pace 
You will gain a fitter team that’s also more technically and tactically 
astute 
You can get more out of every training session, and never have to 
choose between working on fitness or technical ability again 

Players at every level, from youth sides to elite teams, can benefit from global training. It enables 

players to develop a wide array of skills along with fitness at the same time, making every session 



more productive and efficient. 

And get this complimentary eBook with your 12 
videos 

Some coaches prefer books and some prefer videos for their coaching material. We will give you both 

We have created an eBook showing all the drills and exercises in the videos and it’s your FREE when 

you order the Global Soccer Conditioning twelve-part video series. So now you can look at a written 

description and easy-to-read diagrams while you follow along with the videos 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Global Soccer Conditioning unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. 

However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Global Soccer Conditioning after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"When a coaching methodology is used by Jose 
Mourinho, coaches everywhere should take 

notice" 
Jose Mourinho has won championships in four different countries, making him one of the most 

successful managers of the last decade. Along with Gus Hiddink, Mourinho is a firm believer in global 

training to improve the fitness levels and performance of his teams Consequently, it’s a methodology 

every coach should be aware of. 

The Global Soccer Conditioning 12-part video series is packed with valuable insights you can use to 

apply to your own team’s training The fact that its presenter, Dave Tenney, is one of the most 

renowned fitness coaches in the MLS serves as yet further proof of the effectiveness of global training 



system. 

These 12 videos, spanning nearly two hours, can enable you to gain more value from every training 

session. Through its drills you can create a team that’s fitter, more technical and more tactically astute, 

and able to perform at a higher level for longer than your opposition. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Global Soccer Conditioning is a video series that shows you how to run training sessions that 

improve players’ fitness, technical and tactical abilities at the same time. Pioneered by Jose Mourinho 

and Gus Hiddink, global training is the new approach to fitness training that’s fast making running 

around cones ’old hat’. 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in the Global 

Soccer Conditioning video series after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no 

questions asked. 
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One-Touch Shooting and Finishing, Playing Out of Pressure, 2v2 ~ 4 Conditioning Ga,ne and More... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Anson! 

~: I~c~2VV~n~ :O~, tooh?~g~kL~L]:~c~b~:2? H I N G Wee kly Emai, Newsiette r. Th is week we have F, VEnew 
I am really excited about our new book due out next week. It’s a topic that is near to my coaching heart. 

When you think about it, making a decision, whether it’s to pass, dribble or shoot, or where to move to 

support a player on the ball or to close down or not or any one of a million possibilities is the one skill 

that is done more on a soccer field than any other skill. More than passing, more than receiving, more 

than heading shooting or any other skill that we typically practice far more often. 

Discover how to give your youth players soccer 

intelligence along with improvements in 
~ ~ te ~ ~,~)~ and stamina and avoid the chnique costly 

~ 

~ 

mistakes most coaches make 

~ ~ 
The blueprint to smarter youth soccer training 

~ ~ ..... has arrived! Soccer Intelligence, Developing 

~ ~" ::: ~@~:~ ~$~.~:i~...: the Tactical Decision Maker provides a 

~ ~" ~! ~! 
complete guide on howto give young players 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.’ the training they need to be able to make fast, 

~ ........ ~’ , accurate decisions and keep possession 

i~ : ::[ :.:,i : better This book explains how you can 

::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::):i:::::: " :::.: : ’:: .... overcome the m sta ~es most youth coaches 

make by helping young players to develop the 

seccer brain te partner irr, preverr, ents in 

tech nique 

Best Wishes. 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

This Weeks Articles 

g- 

ii~ii~Coachi~g Soccer Tactics- 

~ineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter - .-D--e--~!-s--!9--n----~---a---k-!B~.q--a---n--d-----D-!-s--t--r-!-b---q-t-i--~---n- 

FineSoccer Drills Newsletter - ._P__l~’_i__qg.___O___q_t__9_f____P__r_~_s___s__u__r__e_. 



~ oaching Advanced Players -- One-Touch Shootinq and Finishinq Exercise 

More Recently Released Books and Videos 

Member Dri~s Database - Discover the training methods of the 

world’s top soccer coaches and teams with access to over 6,000 

pages of real drills and training sessions" 

You can get access to soccer drills, exercises and complete 

training sessions of the world’s biggest clubs like Juventus, PSV 

Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A.C. Milan, 

Liverpool, Atietico Mineiro, MLS teams top college programs, 

the world’s best women’s and youth teams, and many others 

Click here for more info. 

WCC Video Library - Basically, we have taken almost all of our 

DVD collection and put them online where you can access 

1hem 24/7 online and even view 1hem on your phone at the 

training field. You can easily find the video you are Iookirlg for 

le’¢el 

usirlg Lhe powerful "Keyword" search or video "tags" No need 

to ew~r buy anolher coaching DVD again. Click here for more 

The Complete G~ids to Coaching Advanced P~yers consists of 

6 eBooks and 10 videos that will give your players that extra 5- 

10% they need to develop them from being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player. If you coach a competitive club. high school or 

college team this is for you! 

The Complete Guide to Coachinq Advanced Players. by 

Canadian U18 National Team Coach, Rob Gale is a soccer 

tra=ning course specially designed to give players the extra 

challenge they need to take their skills to an advanced level More 

Compet~ive Sm~i Group Trai~ing - Harness the rapid 

improvements of small group training with drills that will give your 

players more touches and more time on the ball in every session. 

Finally~ the blueprint for small group training is here! _C___q_~#__e__t_i__t_i__v__e_ 

._S__~#J_I____G__Lq_~___T__r_#j_&[~]g is a special guide on how to gain 

accelerated improvements from small group training. Packed with 

over 70 drills and numerous progressions, this book provides 

everything you need to improve your players’ technique, tactical 

awareness through the intensity of small sided training. More info 

Progressive Training in Grids - Maximize grid training time and 

gain greater improvements from every training session by 

harnessing the revolutionary concept of ’morphing’ 

No longer will you have to sap precious minutes setting up new 

drills because -P-~-r£g.-r-e-~-~--s--Lv--e-~-~-.~-~--c-~-£-e--r-~--T--r-~!-~-~!~‘g--[~--~---r-[~~ shows 

you exactly howto run an entire training session in a single 

gird What’s more, this book provides a complete set of 

progressive small-sided games for improving passing, 

shooting, transition play and much more in a single session 

fro m sta rt to fin i sh. M___o__r_e__] n__fq. 

Wow, whal a collection! Tactics for Winning] Soccer is a 

corrrpendiurn of articles packed wilh valuable coacMn(l 

insights on elite teams and training sessions that will help 

your team to replicate their style of play. Disc, over how to 

press the ball like Barcelona, how 1:o creale unpredk’,h~bb 

attacks like Manchester City, how lo open up space by 

passing like Arsena~ and much more in 1his handpicked 

collection of experl articles 

Training Sessions 

For the 4-3=3 - 

Unloc’l< the attacking 

instincts of the 4-.3-. 

3 with these drills 

focused on 

dew, loping the 

technical, tactical 

and offensive skills 

that ta ke the 

formation to the next 

If you love to so’ore goals, you’ll low.’ 1he drills in this book! Traininq Sessions for the 4=3-3 is a special 

book focused on dew!loping the mmdset, technical skills and attacking attitude needed lo play the 4--3-- 

31:o devastating effec’t Ew~ry aspect of the 4-.3-.3 is cow!red, so you can give your players the skills to 



1Jn~ock ~the eecrete of ~The Falee 9’ (withdrawn forward) and 

replk.’ate ~he playing style of efite attacking ~eams with a star 

player able te create more goal scoring eppod:unit~es in and 

areund the box. 

Finally, the secrets of the false 9 are revealed in ~h~s great new 

beck! The False 9 is a umque beck fecused on rew~aling the 

tactics and techniques needed to develop a withdrawn fo~ard 

j::~:. :~;~: :; :: [:~;~: :: in your side. Discover how to create your own Cruyff~ Messi or 

........................... ::*:~: ~ ~:~:[~:~... Fabregas with insights and training sessions focused on 

................ : developing a superstar player in this unique position ~e~e 

A~cki~g the Barcelona Way - eBook and video analysis of 

Barcelona’s devastating fo~ard line and drills to train your players 

with specialized drills in A~ack~n£ the ~arcelesa Way. 

If you’re looking for tips on howto goals, A~acking the Barcelona 

Way analyzes actual game footage to explain exactly how Iniesta, 

Xavi, Messi and Barcelona’s other star players are able to run 

rampant in front of goal With an eBook of appropriate drills and 

small games also included, this is your blueprint for bringing flair 

and creatMty to your front line Oli~ ~ere fer more i~fo 

Coa~hi#g the 8arce~oaa 44-~ - Would you like to score like 

Barcelona? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4~3~3 

- Attacking is an eBook that tells you eve~thing you need to know 

about howto build attacks from the back and create goal scoring 

opportunities like the Catalan champions. Discover howtheir system 

works and apply it to your own side so you can play the Barca way 

and push the score line in your favor PLUS 60 minutes of video 

analysis included. CHick here for more info. 

Triangle t’~idfield - Whoever controls midfield controls the 

game. Discover howto utilize the triangle midfield to control 

possession and replicate the playing style of the world=s most 

technical team 

T~ian£~e Midtieid - Fu~cti~nai Training for ~id~elder~ is your 

complete guide to mastering one of the most powerful weapons 

in the advanced coach’s arsenal. This special book covers how 

theits functionalitytriangle midfieldand howtoCan be trainUtiliZedplayersin manYto usedifferentit in possesslon~f°rmati°ns’ 

defense and attack. Mere info. 

Spain’s victory atthe World Cap and two European 

Championships in a row was no accident. Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that have made Spain today’s 

dominant soccer nation 

Coaching Spa~ish Soc~e~ - -rhe player development and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 soccer 

nation in the world tells you everything you need to know 

about Spain’s rise to dominance With an in-depth look at the 

players, formation and the infrastructure this comprehensive 

i 

~ 

book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and how to apply them to your own team ~__o__r__e_. 

Developing a Style of Play - Whether you want to play long ball, 

counter attack or possession, Developing a Style of Play shows 

you howto build a style of play for any formation based on the 

core principles of soccer. 

This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! Instead 

of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles, __D__e___v__e_!£#j_~g. 

._a___S___t}t’_[_e__£_f___P__l__a_y_ focuses on training your team in the core 

principles of soccer. ~e__re__!~__f_£. 

Ceachia~ the 4~2~3-I shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now 

you can discover howto train your players to utilize this highly 

flexible and attacking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and 

~ .    guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset this 
book provides you with everything you need to know about 

playing the 4-2-3-1. More info 



~EW ~OOK - Ceaching ~the ~-2.,3o’~ Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowk~dge o~ the ~-2-3-1 to the next leve~ with this 

advanced ~acflca~ guide. 

Coachin~ the 4=2=3=1 Advanced Tactics provk~es yeu w~th an in- 

depth leek al: the ferrnation that is dominatir~g European soccer. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shews you hew yeu can 

utilize this highly flexible formation te eu~it teams playing a 

traditional 4-4-2 er 4-3-3 and te creal:e more scoring epporl:unities 

Beating the 4-2-3-1 - Fear teams playing the 4-2-3-1 no 

longed Discover how the hidden weaknesses of this formation 

can be exploited and howteams playing it can be beaten, time 

after time 

~iaally, a game #la~ for beat~ag the 4-2-~-1~ This book 

provides the blueprint for exploiting the defensive frailties and 

playing tendencies that make the 4-2-3-1 more vulnerable 

than most coaches realize, Bring your coaching knowledge 

up-to-date on howtoday’s dominant elite level formation can 

be defeated Oli~ ~e~e for more info 

A~ki~g ~a the 4-2-3-1 - Discover how to harness the tactical 

advantages of the 4-2-3-1 so your team can a~ack with more pace 

and penetration and replicate the playing style of the elite sides 

A~acking in the 4-2-3-1 combines a tactical guide full of drills to 

improve your tactical understanding and technique at scoring 

goals in the formation taking over elite soccer, ~!j£~b~re re[ mer~ 

i~fo, 

This is a "Quick Guide" eBook and less than half price of regular 

books 

Ball Orientated Soccer Training = Drills to Develop Explosive Power 

is a special video series that shows yeu how te ceach a complete 

plyemetric training session that will give your players that extra yard se 

Watch him ge! That will be the respense ef ~he crowd and the 

opposition when they see your players passing defenders, running 

en[o balls and exploding down [he wings wil:h explesive power Mere. 

O~scover ~ow to Harness t~e 

exciting 4-2-3-~ formation and 

replicate the devastating attacking 

pewer ef U]e werld’s mest successful 

I[ you’ve been leoking [er a way ~e 

coach your team how l:e play the 4.-2.- 

3-1, yeu’w! just feund iL Ceaching 1:he 

4-2-3-1 is a special 12-.part video 

series which provides a 

comprehensive LacLical and Lraining guide to this exciting [ermabon Utilized by Real Madrid, Chelsea 

and the mest successful sides in the Euro 2012 teurnament, U~e 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and alZacking 

3ewer is fast becerning the formatien ef cheice fer leading c, eaches all ow~r the world Mo~e 

C~ac~#~g the 4-3-3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit 

back and watch session a~er session on how to fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. RandyWaldr~m one of the most experienced minds 

US soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations 

how to coach your team to take full advantage of this popular 

formation to get into attacking positions, to break down opposition 

attacks and win more games. Mere isle. 

Player’s Ro~es a~d Responsibilities ~n t~e 4-3-3 coaching series 

provides you with ew~ryl:hing you need te know abeu~ 1:he styles of 

playing, philosophy and training reel:hods fer playing the 4-3-3 

forrnatk)n. Frem creating a shifting back line through te swamping the 

eppenent’s defense, everything is cow)red to provide you wil:h a 

comprehensiw~ 4-3-3 coaching pregrarn. This ~wo-beok set is the 

ulbrnate guide in ceaching your team ~o play the aggresswe, free 

flowing 4-.3-.3 ferrna~ien in both defense and attack. Mere 



Creative Attacking DriI~e- Take a virtual pitch side seat and watch 

how Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players te 

mows, think and react se they can be more creal:iw) in ath~ck 

In Ibis special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creatiw~ attacking session Watch how Woodward trains a 

group ef players te be winners, with a progressiw~ sessk)n that 

hones their thinking, mow~ment and creativity in getting the ball 

across the line to sc, ere. ~nc~udes a FREE companion eBook with 

easy-to-read descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 

video set Click here for more info 

Watch Chelsea Academy Coach, Ben MiteheiB in action and gain a 

blueprint for creating your own progressive passing drills 

Get your players passing like champions! Creative Passing Drills is 

a video series that shows you howto run progressive passing and 

receiving sessions that give your players more touches than 

conventional sessions Led by Chelsea Academy coach Ben 

Mitchell, see howthe session helps a group of players quickly 

improve their passing skills. ~_9__r__e___i_Ef_9_. 

15 Legendary Iv1 Moves - Give your players the confidence and 

technical ability to win more lvl situations and score more goals 

with this special 15 part video series focused on the art of winning 

the lvl battles 

A training series every flair player dreams of! L#cl#£dAry t£’l M£ves 

is a unique video collection focused on the technical a~ of winning 

lvl situations. The 15 videos show you exactly how to coach 

players to pe~orm fake shots, Maradona Turns, Spin Cru~ and 

much more ~or~inf~ 

Thr~e D~nsio~al Socce~ Training is a book born from analyzing 

hew the world’s rnost popular R)rmatiens are played and what 

training systems are needed ~o play them e~fectively. Rather than 

focus on techmque or R)rmabens independently, this book shows 

you hew to combine elements like building blocks ~o crea~e complete 

’three dimensional ~raining’ Check it out here 

A training method that combines traditio~al theme based training 

with formations and group tactics Formation Based Soccer 

]raining is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training players 

so they become more experienced in the positions and formations 

they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 or any 

other formation, this book provides a unique new training method 

for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session. 

........... More isfo. 

~oder~ A~ck#~g & Goaisco~i~g - Finally, a book focused on 

~ 
what players love best: Scoring goais~ -rhis book ~s packed with 

100 drills that wdl improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, 

to control the bail with a crisp first touch and to develop the kdler 

.:~ ~-~ ...... instinct on goal. Modem A#acking & Gealscoriag provides you 

::i::: ¯ 
: with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

and points on the league table 

[[ ................... ....................... ~ Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe .q!!.c__k_ 

here for more info. 

Soccer Coeditioning F~loathby- New Cutting Edge Soccer 

Cenditiorling Sessions and Drills Deliw.~red Ew!ry Month R)r Irrrproving 

the Strength, Speed and Agility of Your Players 

Finally, a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arriw)d! 

Socce~ ConditieningMon~ly provides you articles and videos every 

month wi[h new drills and exerc, ises to improw~ your team’s physical 

fitness se they can run harder for longer every game. Wi[h new drills 

delivered each and ewery month, Soccer Cond~ioning Monthly 

bridges the gap between soccer training and on-field pei~ormance 

and does all your conditioning p~anning R3r you More iafo 

Tota~ Soccer Co~ditioning: A Etal143rientatsd Approach is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Justin Cresser, and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have 

one or two coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 



Modert~ Soccer Tactics - If you want to develop a better 

understanding of the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

club sides then look no further. 

The two book ~odert~ Soccer Tactice series is packed with over 

220 pages of insights on howthe great club sides, like Barcelona, 

Manchester United and Arsenal, manage to dominate teams. In 

addition, these books feature an array of drills and exercise so you 

can train your team to emulate some of the world’s elite clubs and 

players More info. 

A Ce~h s gu~e to the 4-3-3 - This book co/el-s everything you need 

to know about coaching the 4-3-3, including the formation’s 

deve opment to the forefront of European c ub soccer how t s ut zed 
by t~e word’s best manaaers and soccer tra n n~ dr s and exerc ses 

which w~ll enable your team ubhze the 4-3-3 to be more offensive, 

flexible and difficult to defend against. 

~ 
~ 

David Pla~ Tactical Playbooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

~ ~:::~:~: championship winning coach! In this special set, ~anchester 

~ ~ 
Assistant Manager David Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

~ ~8 ~oiti~ ~nd ~tin~ ~our o~onent’, fo~tion. 
~ ~. =~==~==~ ~h=~:. 

Whetherthe la 442 433or352 th~s set of books wdl rowde ou ~ ~:~=~= Y P Y -_ , .... , ¯ . p ¯ y 

~=~ ~ith the t~ct~c~ k~ow-how to cou~te~ ~d e~o~t ~o,~ o,~on~t’, 
.................................... ::::~ formation. ~ere infe. 

how A~,o~ Do~c~. one o~ US ~oc~,’, ~o~t ~e~end~ cow,he,. 
~oh~v~ ~ e~4~ w~ ~e won ~0 out o~ ~7 N~tion~ 
Championships and led his team to win 92 games in a row 

~n the, ~,~c~ ~ ~ ~d~o ,e~, (~o,t 4 hour, o~ ~onte~t~. Do~e 
shows you the philosophy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

championship winning teams for more than 30 years. ~ore 

A Tact~a~ Analysis of FC ~a[ce~oaa - This book has been selling like wildfire 

’~ with coaches from over 30 countries buying My guess is this will be our best 

selling book of the year. 

. 
.......... A~w,,~e~ ~aye,-is our latest book and pedect if you coach a competitive 

~}" [}:~==.=.:=:~ club team. high school or college team. ~ore info. 

~ 

4~-2 ~ 4-3-3 -This beck has been one of our best selling boeks over the 

~ :;~ :~;:.- .... past few years. This boek takes an in-depth leek at two ef the greatest 

~:~::’% ~:~::~’ 
managers/c:eaches in teday’s game ..Sir Alex Ferguson and Jose 

~oe~h[no and their respectiw~ systems o[ play Click here for more infe 
~--~::,,....::::::::::: ========================== 

Training Creative Goalscorers- By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

..... 
reactJens, a[tacking instincts and c:ensistency in the bex so they can 

~" ~4;~’..: scere rnore often and win rnore games. Click here for ~ere iafo. 

Zoaal ~efend~ag the Italian Way provkJes an in-depth lock at the Italian 

back feur and their philosophy of total team defending. This beck jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were actually used te train the 

national team in italy’s 1994 and 2006 Werld Cup campaigns. This makes 

this beck an ideal add~tien to your library, whether yeu’re a studen~ of the 

game or an elite lew~l coach, because it will enrich your urlderstand~ng ef 

the Italian de[ensive game and hew you can apply their Werld Cup 

winning drills to imprew~ yeur own team’s defending. More info. 



NEW Go~l[4eeper Coaching Web Site - Den’t forget te check out: eur new 

web site specifically fer goalkeeper ceac, hing 

This web site will be especially useful fer coaches of l:earns who den’[ 

haw~ ~he luxury o[ a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

We will pest free ar[ieles ew~ry week and effer some excellent 
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Bunbury ’ecstatic’ about trade to New England 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] A player isn’t often happy about getting traded 

from a league champion, but Teal Bunbury says he was ecstatic 

when he got the news he’d been traded from Sporting Kansas City 

to New England. And it took all of 20 minutes for him to show he’s 

ready to contribute, scoring in his preseason debut for the 
Revolution against Chivas USA Saturday night in Tucson, Ariz. 

...Read the whole story 

Sporting KC rebuffs second Juve offer for Palmer-Brown 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Erik Palmer-Brown has yet to play a game 

for Sporting Kansas City, but he is already one of the most sought- 
after players in MLS. For a second time, the MLS champions have 

turned down an offer from Italian champion Juventus for the 17- 

year-old defender. For more on Sporting KCs stance, plus the Rose 

City Invitational and Mauro Rosales’ golazo ...... Read the whole 
story 

Ouzan and Howard both suffer agonizing defeats 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Like Tim Howard for Everton against Chelsea 
the day before, Brad Guzan held off Newcastle United until 

stoppage before Asian Villa went down to the Magpies, I-0, on 

Loic Remy’s goal in stoppage time....Read the whole story 

Expanded field sets up easier qualifying paths 

by Soccer America 

[EURO 2016 DRAW] ~th the final tournament expanded from 16 to 

24 teams, the 2016 European Championship draw has lost much of 

its intrigue. With 53 teams entered -- including newcomer Gibraltar 
-- that means more than 40 percent of the qualifying field will join 

host France in the finals....Read the whole story 

A day at the race track and more 

by Soccer America 

[SEEN AROUND TOWN] While his former Stoke City teammate Geoff 
Cameron was off to Dubai, Maurice Edu joined his new buds on the 
Philadelphia Union at the Daytona 500. The Houston Dynamo got up 

close with an alligator at training in Charleston, while a goat 

celebrated in Tucson. Back in Los Angeles, fans are counting the 

days until the 2014 MLS openers .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We’re concerned that PRO’s pattern of unfair labor 

practices could continue, and continue to hamper 

negotiations. While we have been making progress 
in both economic and non-economic categories, 

there are still a bunch of areas where we’re not at 
the finish line. Our concern is that [PRO] will try to 

drag this out as long as possible, and not get 

anywhere." 

-- Professional Soccer Referees Association vice 
president Steven Taylor on the organization that 
represents MLS referees voting 64-I to authorize its 
executive board to call a strike whenever it deems 
it to be appropriate in relation to two grievances it 
had filed with the National Labor Relations Board 
against PRO~ the MLS-funded OFgaNzation that 
manages refereeing at the professional level. (ESPN 
FC) 

This month’s most amazing free kick 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] While viewing the 45-yard free 
Idck golazo from Hamburg SV’s Hakan Calhanoglu, 

check out the replay from behind Calhanoglu that 

reveals how the ball that seemed headed straight 

toward Borussia Dortmund keeper ...... More 

Recent ,~ost Read Stories 

1, Chivas USA experiment is over 

2, Sampson: "They just got it completely 
wrong’ 

3, Five cities for two expansion spots? 

~o A supersonic strike in Argentina 

~, Man City-Liverpool to be held at Yankee 
Stadium 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

TOP ::[50 UPDATe!!! 
The 20:[6 Boys IIVlG Academy Top :[50 player 
rankings update is out today. Christian Pulisic 
rises to No. 2 as he continues to perform well 
for the U:[7 IV]NT on the international stage. 

The ECNL Texas event came to a rousing 
conclusion on Sunday with games finishing up 
at Fort Worth’s Rolling Hills Park. A selection 
of some of the day’s best games. 
PHOTO GALLER~rES: Day :[ I Day 2 I Day 3 

 !i!CNL T !i!XAS STAN :)OUTS 
As teams scrambled for positive results 
during Sunday’s final round of games, this 
prestigious group of 20 stood head and 

i i"~i Premier Contenti shoulders above the rest. " " 
MORE: Day 2 Stars I Day :[ Top Performers 

DID YOU SEE? 

Top :[0: MLS’s most 
entertainingly technical 
players. 

Robin Van Persie juggling 
with IViaradona is wonderful. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Girls Residential Camps at 
Dartmouth College 

The Girls Residential Camps at Dartmouth 
College emphasizes player development in a 
Division I environment. Our curriculum is 
designed for the serious soccer player 
looking to play at the next level, 

In addition to the Dartmouth Women’s 
Soccer staff, we have college coaches from 
elite institutions around the Northeast. 

College recruiting is part of the process but 
players will benefit from a positive enjoyable 
camp experience and will gain tools to 
become a better player and leave excited 
about the world’s greatest game! 

FI"ND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Soccer America Confidential: Paul Caligiuri: ’We played tbr our livelihoods axld our dreams’ 

Monday, Feb. 24, 2014 Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Paul Caligiuri" ’We played for our livelihoods and 
our dreams’ 
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the USA hosting the 1994 World Cup and reaching the second round of a 

World Cup forthe first time since 1930. Paul Caligiuri, who also scored the goal that qualified the USA forthe 

1990 World Cup to end a 40-year drought, is our first subject as we look back on the yeartwo decades ago that 

changed the course of American soccer. 

By Mike Woitalla 

Paul Caligiuri is supposed to fly from his Southern California home to appear in a USA-Mexico legends game in Chicago. 

But he has to cancel at the last minute for another soccer commitment. His U-13 Irvine Strikers girls team has a State Cup 

game. Caligiuri, who turns 50 in March, also coaches a U-17 boys team at Strikers’ club. 

’1 like coaching youth soccer more than I did college soccer," says Caligiuri, who coached at Col Poly Pomona from 2002 to 

2008. ’1 learned a lot at Pomona= You’ve got t~cruiting, getting players in, having a structural plan, helping them become 

student-athletes and later getting jobs. I learned a lot, but in college it’s managing and coaching 70-30 - you’re managing 

more than coaching. Youth is a lot of development. I like developing more than managing." 

Caligiuri moved into college coaching just one year after retiring - the last season of his 15 years of pro ball coming with the 

Los Angeles Galaxy in 2001. He coached both men and women at Col Poly for four seasons and just the boys for the last 

three. He also started a youth club. 

His return to coaching, with the Strikers, came after a couple years in the publishing business, a venture with magazines 

distributed in hotel rooms. He’s now on the verge of launching a soccer web site for club administrators, coaches and players - 

- a project he collaborated on with 1994 World Cup teammate Tom Dooley until he left to coach the Philippines’ national 

team. 

Caligiuri is most famous for scorin.q the .cloal against Trinidad & Tobago that qualified the USA for the 1990 World Cup. That 

ended a 40-year U.S. World Cup absence and helped silence critics claiming the USA wasn’t worthy of hosting a World Cup. 

Caligiuri, who blazed the trail for Americans playing abroad when he went to the Bundesliga’s Hamburg SV after his UCLA 

career, was playing for Germany’s SV Meppen while most his teammates were trying to scrape out a living in the USA’s minor 

leagues and from national team duty in this era between the demise of the old NASL and the advent of MLS. 

’We were playing for our livelihoods and our dreams," Caligiuri says of the qualification for Italia ’90 in November 1989. 

After the 1990 World Cup, where Caligiuri scored one of the USA’s two goals in a first-round exit, he signed with Hansa 

Rostock and helped it win the league and cup double in the last season of East German soccer. He had stints with Freiburg 

and St. Pauli before joining MLS in its inaugural 1996 season. 

The pressure at the 1994 World Cup was to reach the second round - as no host had ever failed to do that until that point. The 

USA, thanks to a win over Colombia and a tie with Switzerland, succeeded, before falling to eventual champ Brazil in the 

second round. 

"Hosting the 1994 World Cup established us as a soccer nation," says Caligiuri. "It earned lots of money for American soccer, 

introduced Americans to the World Cup and gave the game here an incredible boost that has helped us progress ever since." 

Caligiud is the only field player who played every minute of all seven U.S. games at the 1990 and 1994 World Cups. He also 

played every minute of the USA’s historic fourth-place finish at the 1995 Copa America, helped the USA win the 1991 Gold 

Cup, and played at the 1988 Olympics. 

So we had to ask him how he felt about being left off the left off U.S. Soccer’s All-Time Men’s National Team Best XI that was 

announced as part of the federation’s centennial celebrations: 



’I didn’t play the game for awards and accolades. I think there are a lot of great players, especially on our national team today. 

I think the current national team is the most talented we’ve ever had .... Now we’re sitting on pins and needles waiting to see 

what’s going to happen this summer in Brazil." 

(Paul Caligk~ri will be hosting, with Frank Zimmerman of Oceanside Breakers, a Am}v National Guard’s Gmssroots Soccer 

(GRS) clinic at Oceanside High School #~ Oceanside, Calif., Mareh 18, 5:30 pm to 8:30 pro. Free registration HERE.) 
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Rea~ Madrid Goes Top of La Liga 
Football Espana                                                                                            ~ 

For the first time this season, Real Madrid went tep of the La Liga standings this weekend after both 

Barcelena and Atletico Madrid lost en the road. Though Madrid labored to a 3-0 win against lowly Elche, Gareth 

Bale made the night memorable with stunning goal from distance. After the game, coach Oarlo Ancelotti said his 

team could have done better, but was satisfied to have won, especially considering the absence ef Ballon d’Or 

winner Oristiano Rona~do, who was serving the final game of a three-game ban. 

- Read the whole story... 

Martino Takes the Blame for La Real Loss 
Football Espana 

Gerardo Martino said he must shoulder the blame for Barcelona’s 3-1 defeat at Real Sociedad on Saturday, 

insisting that he ’read the game wrong.’ La Real took the lead through an Alex Song own goal, only for Lionel 

Messi to equalize four minutes later. Two second-half goals from Antoine Griezmann and David Zurutuza five 

minutes apart gave La Real a well-deserved three points~ 

"La Real played well and I misread the game," Martino, who was sent to the stands during the game, said afterward. 

’q thought our performance should have been similar to the one we put in against La Real in the Copa del Rey 

semifinals [Barca won the two-game series 3-1]." Martino had made six changes to the team that beat Manchester 

City 2-0 in the UEFA Champions League Round of 16 first-leg on Tuesday. The Argentine reflected that this may 

not have been the best decision: 

"We thought that the physical exertion of the Manchester City game could present problems and we rotated so that 

every member of the squad would feel important, " he said. "But of course, it’s clear that rotating the team is only a 

good idea when it works." 

- Read the whole story... 

La Liga: Osasuna Shocks Atleti 
Football Espana 

Osasuna on Sunday shocked La Liga title pretender Atletico Madrid with a comprehensive 3-0 win at home. Goals 

from Aiejandro Cejudo, Emiiiano Armenteros and Roberto Tortes gave Osasuna the victory and denied 

Atletico the chance to move level on points at the top of the table with Real Madrid. After the game, Coach Diego 

Simeone insisted that the only reason for the defeat was that Osasuna was better on the night -- not because he 

made a number of changes to his starting 11 following the midweek 1-0 UEFA Champions League Round of 16 first- 

leg win against Milan. 

- Read the whole story... 

Johnson to Join Moenchengiadbach in the Summer 
ESPN FC 

Borussia Moenchengladbach on Monday said it will sign U.S. international Fabian Johnson on a free transfer from 

Hoffenheim during the next transfer window, which opens on July 1 st. The U.S. international, 26, who joined 

Hoffenheim from WNfsburg in 2011, has signed a contract with Moenchengladbach until 2018. 

"Fabian Johnson is a very interesting player, moreover he is a free agent, who can play at left-back and at left- 

midfield. We are delighted that he has opted to play for us," Moenchengladbach sporting director Max Eberl 

announced on the club’s official Web site. Johnson has made 91 appearances in the German Bundesliga, scoring 

six goals and assisting 12. He has won 18 caps for the U.S. national team and is expected to make its 2014 World 

Cup squad. 



- Read the whole story... 

Pe~legrini: Man City Lifted byAguero’s Return 
Guardian 

Manuel Pellegrini underlined the importance of the return of Sergio Aguero after Manchester City’s tepid 1-0 win 

at home to Stoke City on Saturday. Since the Argentina international limped off during City’s 5-1 rout at Tottenham 

Hotspur last month, City has noticeably struggled for goals, scoring just once in its last three Premier League 

games, while surrendering five points in the process. Aguero, who has 26 goals in all competitions so far this 

season, is scheduled to return to full training on Tuesday and could be fit for the League Cup final against 

Sunderland at Wembley on Sunday. 

"AgiJero can give us all a huge lift, not just for the Capital One Cup final but for the rest of the season because, for 

me, he is one of the top five players in the world," Pellegrini said. "He has been unlucky this season to have some 

injuries. He has had two long injuries but when he’s fully fit, he is a player who can make the difference." 

Neither Alvaro Negredo nor Edin Dzeko has managed to find the net since Aguero’s injury; the latter was 

especially embarrassed to miss a wide open net against Stoke on Saturday. Despite this, Pellegrini defended his 

strikers. "I’m sure Negredo and Dzeko will recover their normal performance level," he said. ".&lvaro is coming back 

from a shoulder injury, which has bothered him a lot, Dzeko didn’t play very well [against Stoke] but I trust in all of 

them to continue scoring, with the exception of [Stefan] Jovetic." Jovetic, who came on as a substitute against 

Stoke, had to be replaced 15 minutes later after sustaining a hamstring injury. 

- Read the whole story... 

Serie A: Jure Wins Tight Turin Derby 
Associated Press 

Juventus remained on course for its third straight Serie A title thanks to a 1-0 win against city rival Torino on 

Sunday. Carlos Tevez struck a fine goal in the 30th minute to secure all three points for Antonio Conte’s men. 

Elsewhere, AS Roma held on for a 1-0 win at Bologna that kept the Giallorossi nine points behind Jure at the top of 

the table, although Rudi Garcia’s men have a game in hand. 

- Read the whole story... 

PSG Reclaims Five-Point Lead Thanks to lbra Triple 
Associated Press 

Zlatan Ibrahimovic scored a hat trick as Paris Saint-Germain won 4-2 at Toulouse on Sunday to maintain a five- 

point lead over second-place AS Monaco in Ligue 1. Following a tense opening 30 minutes, Ibrahimovic opened the 

scoring from the spot after Ezequiel Lavezzi was taken down in the area, but Toulouse striker Wissam Ben 

Yedder equalized with a fine volley just before halftime. Ten minutes into the second half, Ibra fed Lavezzi for the 

go-ahead goal before heading home a third from a Yohan Cabaye free kick in the 68th-minute. Toulouse pulled 

another one back through Ben Yedder four minutes later, setting up a nervous finish, but with one minute to go, the 

big Swede secured the points for PSG by hammering home the rebound from his spot kick and completing his hat 

trick. 

"It was a good game. It wasn’t easy to play on this field because it wasn’t in a good state," Ibrahimovic, who scored 

twice in the 4-0 rout of Bayer Leverkusen in the UEFA Champions League on Tuesday, said after the game. Ibra 

already has 37 goals in all competitions so far this season, including 22 in Ligue 1. "1 feel good, very good 

physically. I don’t know how far we can go but I hope the team keeps on playing like this, and we’ll see what we can 

w~n," he added. 

PSG coach Laurent B~anc noted that the win was important, even though his team didn’t play its best. "We didn"t 

play particularly well, because the players were a bit tired (after the game vs. Bayern on Tuesday night)," Blanc 

said. "We didn’t create an enormous amount of chances but we took them, and when you score four goals the 

coach can only be happy." 

On Friday, Monaco managed to stay in the title race thanks to a thrilling 3-2 win at home to Reims, after the visitor 

came from behind twice. Monaco defender Layvin Kurzawa continued his fine scoring form with a goal five minutes 

into stoppage time to secure the points for the principality club. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

Liverpool coach Brendan Rodgers conceded that his team was at its best and worst on Sunday, as the Reds 

consolidated its claim on the fourth and final UEFA Champions League place with a thrilling 4-3 win against 

Swansea City at Anfield. While Rodgers accepts that Liverpool must learn to be tighter in defense, he pledged not 

to curb the team’s free-flowing attacking style, either. 



’q worry always to play good football," Rodgers said. ’q"m not totally satisfied with always grinding out results. Up to 

now we’ve got away with it. But at times we concede poor goals -- it is mistakes or decision-making that’s costing 

us." Nevertheless, "It was an important win for us," he added. "We certainly weren’t at our best today but the 

offensive part of our game, which is very strong, came out on top again. Swansea played really, really well. 

Especially when we were 2-0 up to get back into the game." 

With another stunning brace, Daniel Sturridge became the first Premier League player to find the net in eight 

consecutive games since Ruud van Niste~rooy for Manchester United. In a separate interview, Jordan 

Henderson, who scored Liverpool’s other two goals, reflected that his 74th minute winner was the most important 

goal of his career so far. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Lilly, McBride and Bob Bradley named 2014 inductees 

by Paul Kennedy 

[NATIONAL HALL OF FAME] Kdstine Lilly, soccer’s all-time 
international caps leader, and U.S. national team for~vard Brian 

McBride have been elected to the National Soccer Hall of Fame as 

first-ballot player inductees. Joining them in the Class of 2014 is 
former U.S. men’s national team and MLS coach Bob Bradley on the 

Builder Ballot....Read the whole story 

ESPN releases 2014 World Cup schedule 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] ESPN will air all 64 games from the 2014 World 

Cup. ESPN will televise 43 matches, while ESPN2 will air 11 and ABC 
will show 10, including the final. All games will also be available on 

all available on WatchESPN (ESPN and ESPN2 matches) or WATCH 
ABC (ABC matches)....Read the whole story 

Five changes in squad for Algarve Cup 
by Soccer America 

[USA WOMEN] Five European-based players, plus three collegians, 
will join a core of NWSL players on the U.S. women’s national team 

for the 2014 Algarve Cup in Portugal. Tom Sermanni has made five 

changes to the 24-player roster from the team that recently swept 
three games at home....Read the whole story 

An American at Wembley, Atletico-Real, plus MLS 

preseason 

by Soccer America 

[I-HIS WEEK IN SOCCER: Feb. 24-March 2] The week begins with 

midweek UEFA Champions League action and ends Sunday w~th Jozy 

AItidore in a Wembley Stadium final for the first time and Atletico 
Madrid-Real Madrid. In between, there are lots of MLS preseason 

games -- 22 in total-- at the four preseason tournaments being 

held across the country .... Read the whole story 

Chicago deals Berry to Union, Chivas USA gets EPL vet 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Chicago Fire dealt 2012 Rookie of the 

Year Austin Berry to Philadelphia Union in exchange for allocation 
money. Fire boss Frank Yallop said the move became necessary in 

order to get to cap compliant by March 1. Chivas USA confirmed 

the signing of stalker Luke Moore, a lO-year EPL veteran from 

Turkey’s Sanica Boru Elazigspor....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"The problem with Chelsea is we lack a scorer. I 

have one [Eta’o] but he’s 32. Maybe 35, who knows?" 

-- Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho, who must now 
rebuild bridges with Fernando Torres, Samuel Eto’o 
and Demba Ba after Canal Plus published a video on 

its web site of him assessing his strikers. Mourinho 
claims the statement was made in a private and 

light-hearted conversation (The Guardian) 

Defense contractor named D.C. jersey 

sponsor 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] D.C. United reached a multi-year 

sponsorship agreement with Washington area 

defense contractor Leidos to be its new jersey 
company....Mo re 

Recent ,~lost Read Stories 

1, Chivas USA experiment is over 

2, Sampson: "They just got it completely 
wrong’ 
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5° U.S. under-18 women’s national team 
roster 
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Brian McBride grows into TV role 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Of the three main soccer analysts to work games and studio shows for Fox Sports, Brian McBride definitely has 

the least experience. 

On the set with host Rob Stone and fellow former internationals Warren Barton and Eric Wynalda, McBride feels like he’s 

figuring things out after nearly two years on the job. 

"It certainly was something that was new, and I’m feeling much more comfortable knowing my ins and outs and making sure 

to be succinct and making my point," says the former U.S. striker who was selected to the National Soccer Hall of Fame on 

the first ballot on Monday. "There’s always room for improvemenL" 

During many weeks he spends two or three days in Los Angeles working in the Fox studios, with the Champions League his 

current priority. Last week’s set of results, during which all four road teams won, probably won’t be repeated Tuesday and 

Wednesday when eight more teams play their first legs in the round of 16. He doesn’t see any of the lower-seeded teams 

advancing, and the one team he thought had a shot in last week’s quartet of games didn’t come through. 

"If at the beginning of his knockout stage, I thought one non-seeded team would go through, it would be Man City," said 

McBride. City lost the first game at home to Barcelona, 2-0. "But, of course, that looks like a very difficult proposition right 

now." 

If one team from last week’s games could feel wronged, McBride would cite AC Milan, which did everything right but score 

against Atletico Madrid and then conceded a late goal to go down, 1-0. "That was the one game where the right result 

probably didn’t show what had happened on the field. As far as the way things went, it showed the seeding. For AC Milan, 

that’s the best they’ve played in a long time against a very strong Atletico Madrid team that has the ability to adapt. In the 

end, it’s whoever takes their chance, and [Atletico] did." 

He doesn’t cite Atletico as this year’s dark horse to perhaps cause a huge upset by winning it all, but like many pundits he 

ticks off the critical elements a team will need to unseat the likes of Barcelona, Real Madrid, and Paris St. Germain, not to 

mention the two German and two English seeds. Diego Costa’s goal in the 83rd minute followed a string of saves by Thibaut 

Courtois that included tipping a fierce Kaka shot onto the crossbar. 

’When you have the ability to score goals, not only with Diego Costa but you’ve got Raul Garcia, you’ve got Koke, and their 

new Turkish player [Arda Turan], they are special players. But when you get into these competitions, you’re always going to 

need your goalkeeper to make one or two big saves and Courtois showed his quality with that big save getting across with the 

top hand. 

’You have a lot of great attributes on that team. It might just be too early for them, and then the question is whether or not 

they can hold onto their players. So we’ll see. But they’re certainly not a team to be taken lightly." 

Looking ahead to this week’s four games, the matchup of Galatasaray and Didier Drogba against his former club, Chelsea, 

is probably the biggest. But the magnitude of Manchester United, which is struggling in the Premier League, heading to 

Greece for a series it should win is also intriguing. 

However, he doesn’t expect any shocks. ’1 don’t see the one surprise coming out of this set of games," he says. "This past 

week I really thought Man City had the opportunity to put a step ahead but it just didn’t happen." 

Away from the set, he’s devoting much of his time to his wife and three children, aged 13, 10 and 5. 

"1 get to spend weekends going to soccer games and practices and my oldest daughter’s cheerleading contests," says 

McBride, who grew up near Chicago in Arlington Height, III. "Family time. I can take my wife out to dinner on Friday or 

Saturday night. I didn’t get to do that too often when I was playing and traveling." 



His schedule this summer is up in the air. The FIFA rights deal for Fox doesn’t kick in until 2015, and while there’s talk of a 

daily World Cup show nothing has been decided. He’s also been working games since signing on with the network and many 

of the post-World Cup club friendlies will air on Fox, so those could be among his assignments. 

As he did religiously as a player, he’s working on his craft. "I’m enjoying it," he says. "It’s not for me to judge how it’s going, 

but so far, yeah, I’ve enjoyed the time and wanting to continue to grow into this job and talk about a game I love. It’s centainly 

three different personalities, so it makes for good "FV, and Rob can hold us all together. 

"It’s our own locker room. Offthe air we joke around and have fun, and on the air, comes time to be serious." 
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March 5 friendly moved from Kharkiv to Cyprus 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UKRAINE-USA] U.S. Soccer and the Football Federation of Ukraine 
issued statements Tuesday that the March 5 friendly between the 

USA and Ukraine has been moved to Cyprus. They did not have any 

details about the location or time of the match originally 
scheduled to be played in Kharkiv. Ukraine President Viktor 

Yanukovych was ousted Saturday and is on the run, faring charges 

of mass murder after dozens of protesters were killed in Kiev last 

week. The U.S. State Department has issued a travel warning, 
advising U.S. citizens to defer all non-essential travel to Ukraine. 

...Read the whole story 

Dnipro duo and Yarmolenko head Ukrainian squad 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UKRAINE-USA] Ukraine coach Mykhaylo Fomenko named a 

preliminary squad of 26 players for the Ukraine-USA friendly 

scheduled for March 5 in Cyprus. All but two players are from 

players based in Ukraine, where the Premier League is not 

scheduled to resume until this weekend after the winter break. 
...Read the whole story 

Manchester United sinks in Greece 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Tuesday] Manchester United sank to a 

new low, becoming the first of six seeded teams not to win the 

away leg in their UEFA Champions League round-of-16 series with a 
2-0 loss at Olympiakos. The two-goal defidt is not insurmountable 

but the manner of the performance will do nothing to change the 

storyiine of what has been a miserable first season for United 

manager David Moyes....Read the whole story 

Bradley/Defoe effect: Toronto sells out of season tickets 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUHTDOWH] Toronto FC has sold out its quota of 
season-ticket packages, capped at 17,000 for the 2014 season. The 

rush for season tickets picked up following the signing of Michael 

Bradley and Jermain Defoe in January as more than 2,000 packages 
were sold in the week following the blockbuster signings .... Read 
the whole story 

Silverbacks sign Belizean scoring ace McCaulay 

by Soccer America 

[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Atlanta Silverbacks signed 26-year-old 
forward Deon McCaulay, scored 11 goals in eight matches for Belize 

in World Cup 2014 qualifying to tie Dutch star Robin Van Persie and 
Uruguayan Luis Suarez for the most goals in the 2014 qualifying 

campaign. Meanwhile, expansion Indy Eleven’s roster is up to 14 
players w~th the signing of three more players .... Read the whole 
story 

Sweet sombrero goal from 19-year-old 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Benfica’s Lazar Markovic makes a perfectly 
timed run to receive a pass in the Guimaraes penalty area and 

neatly taps the ball over the keeper Douglas before finishing 
effortlessly....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

’Tve thought about it a bunch of times, but I’m so 

close to my family. Why move when I can be with 

them every day? My morn makes good food, and I 
don’t have to do everything." 

-- The New England Revolution’s 19-year-old 

midfietder Diego Fagundez on living in a basement 

bedroom in his parents’ home. (Boston Globe) 

Calig~uri, Barton and MacMillan host clinics 

by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL GUARD CLINICS] SoccerAmericaNet and 
SoccerNation News are partnering with the Army 
National Guard to host in Southern California a 
series of five skill development clinics free for 

soccer players ages 16-18 to attend in March ... 

...More 

1, ESPN releases 2014 World Cup schedule 

2, U.S. under-18 women’s national team 
roster 

3, What Morena taught me about being a 
better footballer 

4, Sporting KC rebuffs second Jure offer for 
Palmer-Brown 

5, Bunbury ’ecstatic’ about trade to New 
England 
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Complimenta~ small-sided soccer gmnes. Download today. 

HiAnson, 

As a soccer coach, you know how frustrating it can be when a training session is 
ruined because the players are more interested in messing around than paying 
attention. 

Chances are they’re bored -- but it’s up to you as the coach to make the 
training session exciting. 

One of the best ways to do this is by using small-sided games. Recognized 

worldwide by top teams, youth academies and governing bodies, small-sided 

games develop the essential core skills in fresh and fun ways. 

Today you can download a FREE ~ of An Introduction to Small-Sided 
Games when you sign up to my soccer coaching e-newsletter. 

The games are devised by Michael Beale, who played the game professionally, 
but whose real gift now lies in a natural ability to devise practical coaching 
sessions that engage and excite players. "Some coaches find it difficult, but I 
can just visualise what will work," he says matter-of-factly, adding: "Z’m just 
lucky." 

Too right he is! I know how hard it is to keep training fresh,., so no wonder 
Michael is held in such high regard by leading professional clubs. 

I can heartily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to every 
youth coach intent on improving their players’ essential soccer skills, while at the 
same time having fun. It could very well be the difference between success and 
failure for your team this season. 

To get your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, all you 

have to do is subscribe to my soccer coaching newsletter. Tt doesn’t cost a 

penny and gives you free advice each week. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives 

you free advice each week. 

You may be asking, "Why so much free stuff?", or "Where’s the catch?". Well, T 
hope I can tempt you with my other great coaching manuals and books in the 
future! 

Of course, you are under no obligation to buy from me or even to receive 

marketing from me, and I promise we’ll never rent or sell your email address to 

anybody else. 

Just click here to register and get your free copy of An Introduction to 
Smafl-Sided Games now. 

Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mes 

Cover 

Using small-sided games in training 

gives a number of coaching benefits: 

1. More player participation 

2. More touches of the ball 

3. More passes attempted 

4. More lvls attempted 

5. More goals scored 

6. More goalkeeper participation 

7. Different games mean different 

problems to solve and skills to 

use, 

Sign up to my soccer coaching newsletter today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games 



today. 

Each newsletter brings you easy to digest soccer skills, drills and advice aimed at 
improving your coaching and the performance of your team, with contributions 
from English Premier League Coaches. 

My contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy and the 
man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in the English 
game including England international players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lampard, Joe 
Cole and Michael Carrick. 

Click here to join Better Soccer Coaching today 

There is advice from me, David Clarke, an English FA Level 3 coach with 15 
years’ experience, and I also include training sessions from Keith Boanas, a 
UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League Academy coach Hike Beale. 

Sign up here and join the 350,000 coaches worldwide who are getting my 
training tips and ideas in their inbox every week. 

Experience shows most subscribers find they receive a drill or game they can 
put to use with their team straight away. 

Plus, siqn-up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you will get two 
further exclusive free reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

11 Secrets of Successful Corners 

All you need to do is go here, enter your email address and select your country 
of residence, and I’ll then send you the free reports straight away. Your first 
newsletter won’t be far behind. 

Click here to ~oin Better Soccer Coachin,q today 

You can unsubscribe at any time -- though I doubt you’ll want to -- and l 
promise never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here 
and enter your email address and country. 

If you have any questions you can contact me directly by replying to this email, 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

(The Coaches’ Coach) 

P.S. Don’t forget to claim your free coaching manuals here. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Gnildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148~ 

~ 2013 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

Two recruits from MLS Academy sides make 
their commitments to prominent men’s soccer 
programs. 
I~IORE: Girls Commit: Big in the South 

 i!!!CNL VS Hii[@H SCHOOL 
It’s been two years since high schools and 
the academies split in two. Will the ECNL 
soon be headed down the same pathway? 
I~IORE: ECNL Texas Photo Gallery 

The first few months of 20:[4 have been kind 
to youth national team-eligible players 
playing abroad. Check out all the latest on 
some of our up and coming stars. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Hicheal Bradley lost a bad, 
bad bet and it had nothinq 
to do with soccer. 

]:s this the best goal of the 
year or just terrible qoal 
keeping? 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Rutgers Soccer Academy 

With over 20 years of college coaching 
experience and being named Regional and 
Conference Coach of the Year several times, 
Dan Donigan helps soccer players at all 
levels and abilities reach their goals! 
Donigan played at the highest level and 
holds credible honors like All-American and 
Big East Player of the Decade. 

Under the direction of Donigan and the 
Rutger’s Hen’s Soccer Staff, campers enhance 
their game through technical skill work, small 
and full sided matches each day. 

College Coaches and Former Collegiate and 
Professionals Players will conduct all training 
sessions. 

New this year, as part of the overnight camp 



fee, we will be offering some off field 
programs to our High School Boys age group 
and some additional entertainment options 
to our youngest age group. 

For more info CLI:CK HERE. 
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Ii~i What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",oied radio cemme..",ia[er and the 
fern:d!!" and presidept of ti:e no:!~rofit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics a~d CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso send feedback di!’ectiy to 
Nlici:ael at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 
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Courtesy Is Kindness in 
Action 
As a society we i:ave become 

a hr:ost obt;essed 
identifying a~d asserting our 
rights .... te d’,ink, say, and de 
what we want, Tibet’s not 
surprising, given ttie history of 
our ceu..",b"y and the ~romir~ent 

role the Censiitutien a~d Biti of 
Rk.,,.’hts have played i:~ shapin.9 
our culture, We have a rigtit !:o 

be u..’~kind, theu~htless, a..",d 
disrespectfui- but it isn’t 
right .... 
Listen or read more 

Responsibilities of 
Manaqement 
btedern managers o~te..", 
ciich4s abe~..’t wanti:~g 
empieyees !:o "th.ink outside the 

box," take risks, a.."..d be 

companies do a~t~treciate break~ 

througi: h:novative ideas !:i:at 
b~crease profits: productivity, or 
q~..’aiity, the fact is tibet most 

ergaldzations are 
to tDose wtio challenge old 
,~’~ays el doing thb~gs, even 
practices ti’,at are 
Listen or read more 
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starts 

Carol LeigIsty comments 
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leaders at Point Loma 
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Get monthly e-newsletter 

~] Character education materials ] 
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Positive Climate and 
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~ot to~e~ated, Develop 

culture of kinkiness at your 

Learn more >> 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equip educators and 
youtti-sei°vice leaders to be 
effedive character 
educaiers. Upcoming 
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Listen or read more 
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Wednesday, Feb. 26, 2014 

Magee conspicuously absent; Defoe injured 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUHTDOWH] Conspicuously absent from the Chicago 

Fire’s first two games at the Desert Diamond Cup in Tucson was 

2013 MLS MVP Mike Magee. His absence from the first game could 

be explained away as he took part in last week’s MLS media 
activities in llew York. But he then returned home to Chicago and 

was still absent as it began its second and final week in Arizona. 

Jermain Defoe suffered a hamstring injury, requiring him to sit out 
what would have been his last game at Tottenham before joining 
Toronto FC .... Read the whole story 

Rowdies land casino as first-ever jersey sponsor 

by Soccer America 

]SOCCER BUSINESS] The HASL Tampa Bay Rowdies have signed 

Seminole Nard Rock Hotel ~t Casino Tampa as their jersey sponsor, 

marking the first time in the history of the club that dates back to 

the old HASL that the Rowdies will feature a sponsor on the front 

of player jerseys....Read the whole story 

Rodriguez named Chivas USA president 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Hetson Rodriguez, the longtime executive at the 
MLS league office, has been appointed president of Chivas USA. 

He’ll be responsible for overseeing all aspects of Chivas USA’s 
operations as MLS searches for a new ownership group .... Read 
the whole story 

Ronaldo and Co. run wild in Germany 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE: Wednesday] Real Madrid put on one of 
its greatest shows ever on the road, putting six goals -- several of 

them spectacular -- past Schalke 04 before the German club 

scored a consolation goal to make the final score 6-1 in 

Gelsenkirchen in the first leg of their UEFA Champions League 
round-of-16 series....Read the whole story 

Roughnecks are back in Tulsa 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2015] USL PRO’s new franchise in Tulsa will be catted -- 
what else? -- the Roughnecks after the name of the old HASL team. 

...Read the whole story 

NSCAA Boys Winter High School Top 10 

by Soccer America 

[RANKIHGS] Montverde (Fla.) Academy is Ho. 1 in the HSCAA Boys 

Winter Top 10 rankings ahead of The Woodlands ]Texas] and Los 

Angeles Cathedral.< ...Read the whole story 

Lefties star in the week’s Best of Barcelona 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] It’s time again for one of our favorite 
features: the 2-minute compilation of the week’s best goals from 

Barcelona’s youth academy. Three of this reel’s golazos are 

impressive left-footed shots .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"There is nothing happening with Freddy. He’s come 

in and worked hard with us. He is a great lad but 

I’m more than happy with what I’ve got. I have a 
strong squad." 

-- Blackpool coach Barry Ferguson explains that the 

English second division club won’t be signing Freddy 

Adu, who has been training with B[ackpool for the 

past three weeks. (Blackpoo[ Gazette) 

What They’re Saying 

"it’s somewhat complex in that you’re dealing with 
two different properties, and it’s a long-term deal. 

It’s taldng a little bit longer than we would have 

liked, but we’re going to hopefully get something 

done." 

-- ESPH Senior VP/Programming Scott Guglielmino, 

confirming that ESPH and Fox are negotiating a 

joint bid for MLS and U.S. Soccer rights, beginning 

with the 2015 season. (Sports Business Daily) 

1. College Ion~hots land pro contracts 

2~ Rescue League is down to eight teams 

3, A 50-yard volley from Mexico 

4, Bradley/Defoe effect: Toronto sells out of 

season tickets 

5, Sweet sombrero goal from 19-year-old 
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By Ross Fadner, Thursda~L Feb. 27, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Mourinho: Chelsea Lacking Killer ~nstinct 
Sky Spo~s News                                                                                            ~ 

Jose ~ourinho bemoaned Chelsea’s inability to put away its chances, espec~Nly during the first half of 

~ts 1-1 draw against Ga~atasaray ~n the U EFA Champions League Round of 16 first-leg in Istanbul on 

Wednesday. Chelsea started the game w~th an early 1~0 ~ead thanks to str~ker Fernando Tortes, but the Blues 

fai~ed to build on its lead for the rest of the first-half despite contrNling the play. Gala equalized midway through the 

second half from a corner through Aure~ie~ Chedjou. 

"There are teams that score three goals when they find three chances. We are a team that scores one goal out of 

five chances," Mourinho said, but he was quick to point out that he was not criticizing his strikers in saying that: 

"When it comes to the last choice, the finishing touch, the correct pass, we are not yet a team that delivers it and 

kills opponents. It’s not a criticism of the strikers, it’s just that’s what we are in this moment." The Portuguese went 

on to praise his team’s mentality: "My team, each and every one of them, give everything on the field, and they 

fight, they fight for each other," he said. 

Mourinho later called on Chelsea’s fans to help see the team through to the quarterfinals. "’If Stamford Bridge can 

give 10 percent of what this public gives then that would be fantastic for us," he said. "We have to try and go 

through but it will be difficult. It is better at 1-I than 0-0, so we cannot say it is a bad result, but obviously they are a 

very good team and it will be difficult at Stamford Bridge." - Read the whole story... 

Ancelotti Satisfied with ’Perfect’ Rea~ Performance 
UEFA corn 

Car~o Ance~otti admitted that "everything came off" for Real Madrid as the Spanish La Liga leader crushed 

Schalke 04, 6-1, in Gelsenkirchen in the UEFA Champions League round of 16 first-leg on Wednesday. Real 

romped thanks to a trio of braces from Karim Benzema, Gareth Bale and 2013 Ballon d’Or winner Cristiano 

Rona~do. 

’Tm satisfied with everything because that was the perfect game," the Real Madrid coach said. "My players played 

with togetherness and they played well. Everything came off for us. The [front three] all scored and were great but 

they also had help from their teammates. Our attacking trio are very dangerous." 

The Italian tactician added that Wednesday’s performance was the perfect dress rehearsal for Sunday’s crucial 

Madrid derby at third-place Atletico in the Spanish league. "1 hope to repeat tonight’s performance in the derby on 

Sunday. There might be changes to the side for that game but it’s hard to change things when you play like we did 

tonight." 

Jens Keller, Ancelotti’s opposite number, lamented his team’s nafve defending. "We made too many basic errors. 

We had a good start to the game, playing bravely up the field -- then we conceded the opener," the Schalke boss 

said, adding: "We knew Real would use the space we would give them after they scored the opener and they simply 

punished us almost every time we made a mistake. We are a young team who still have lots to learn at this level. In 

future we have to show more determination in certain situations." - Read the whole story... 

Wenger: Too Early to Pronounce Enqland’s UCL Decline 
Reuters 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger thinks it is too soon to judge whether English teams are in decline using evidence 

from the poor outings each of England’s four UEFA Champions League participants endured during their Round of 

16 first-leg clashes. Chelsea, which drew 1-1 at Galatasaray, was the only team that managed not to lose, while 

Arsenal, Manchester City and Manchester United each lost 2-0 in their respective first games. In an interview, 

Wenger, whose team lost 2-0 at home to Bayem Munich last Tuesday, said no conclusions should be drawn until 

after each series is decided. 

"After only one game, you cannot judge a general trend," the Frenchman said. "’Man City played with 10 men, 

Arsenal played with 10 men, Man City played against Barcelona, Arsenal played against Bayern Munich, who are 

world champions. Of course you know that with 10 men it will be a difficult game." He added: "After that the other two 

teams are still in positions, Man United and Chelsea, where they can turn the results around. Let’s wait until the end 

of the second game before talking about a trend of strength or weakness." 



England’s Premier League is ranked second to Spain’s La Liga in UEFA’s UCL rankings but it is now in danger of 

having no team in the quarterfinals of Europe’s top club competition for the second consecutive season. - Read the 

whole story... 

Reuters 

Roberto Manci~i thinks Galatasaray has a 40 percent chance of progressing to the UEFA Champions League 

quarterfinals after seeing his team draw the first game of its two-game round of 16 series with Chelsea 1-1 in 

Istanbul on Wednesday. Mancini admitted that Chelsea started the game stronger but he noted that Gala’s second- 

half performance showed the players that they have a real chance of qualifying for the final eight. 

"We should have started more aggressively," the former Inter Milan and Manchester City coach said. "During the 

first 20 minutes we had too much respect for Chelsea and we made four or five mistakes, one of which resulted in 

the goal, but apart from that we played well." 

He added: "Seeing the second half, I think my players saw what we are capable of and we now know we can actually 

go through. It will be very difficult but we can go through. I think we have a 40 per cent chance." Prior to 

Wednesday’s game, Mancini had said he thought Chelsea had an 80 percent chance of progressing to the next 

phase. The second game of time series will be played at Stamford Bridge on March 18. - Read the whole story... 

Daily Mirror 

Adidas is launching the world’s first knitted soccer cleat in time for the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil. Called the 

Samba primeknit, the new shoes are expected to be worn by the likes of Liverpool’s Luis Suarez, Barcelona’s Lionel 

Messi and Real Madrid’s Gareth Bale. Suarez is set to debut the new shoes against Manchester United at Old 

Trafford on March 16; according to time report, the Uruguayan will also wear them at time World Cup. The Samba 

primeknit will retail for a whopping $367. - Read time whole story... 

Chelsea, Other C~ubs to Create °Simpsons’ Branded Merchandise 
FoxSoccer.com 

Chelsea on Thursday became the latest international soccer team to join a first-of-its-kind marketing campaign 

featuring a collaboration between the Fox TV show "The Simpsons" and world club powerhouses Barcelona, 

Juventus, FC Porto, Zenit St Petersburg, Corinthians, and Boca Juniors. The Premier League giant will join these 

other clubs in creating branded merchandise featuring "Simpsonized" versions of their players that will be available 

for purchase later this year. Separately, a soccer-themed episode in which Homer becomes a World Cup referee 

whose honesty is tested by a South American game-fixing ring will air on Fox next month. - Read the whole story._ 

Football Espana 

Cristiano Rona~do, who scored two goals and assisted two others during Real Madrid’s 6-1 demolition of Schalke 

04 in the UEFA Champions League Round of 16 first leg in Gelsenkirchen on Wednesday, has said that he didn’t 

deserve the three-game he received after being sent off against Athletic Bilbao in La Liga a few weeks ago. The 

2013 Ballon d’Or winner has now served his three-game suspension and will return to the Los Blancos’ first team on 

Sunday against Atletico Madrid~ - Read the whole story_. 

Report: Van Persie Wants Out at United 
Guardian 

The Guardian is reporting that Manchester United striker Robin van Persie could seek to leave the Red Devils this 

summer. According to the report, the Dutchman has no release clause in a contract that will have two years left in 

July and United could try to resist any attempt by the player to leave. - Read the whole story... 
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Are Cynics Right? Is I jing Really Neces~ry? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 7:05 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Section 1 : USA-Ukraine ref has car bombed; Jones debuts in Turkey; local MLS TV plans 

Saturday, March I, 2014 

Cypriot ref scheduled to do friendly has car bombed 
by Paul Kennedy 

[UKRAINE-USA] If the U.S. and Ukrainian federations has not had 
enough to worry about organizing Wednesday’s friendly, first 
scheduled to be played in Kharkiv, but tater moved Larnaca, Cyprus, 
because the crisis in Ukraine, get this: the car of Cypriot Leontios 
Trattou, scheduted to referee the game, was bombed on Friday. 

...Read the whore story 

Jones debuts for Besiktas in Turkey 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Jermaine Jones returned to action forthe first 
time since Dec. 21, debuting for Turkish dub Besiktas and playing 57 

minutes in its 0-0 tie with visiting Anta[yaspor .... Read the whole 
story 

Local MLS television plans still need confirmation 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] With a week to go before the start of the 2014 
MLS schedule, only 11 of the 16 MLS dubs based in the United States 

have confirmed local or regional television broadcast partners. For 
at[ the [oca[ tetevision ptans and broadcast teams .... Read the whore 
story 

More loan deals confirmed 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Seattte and Chivas USA conctuded MLS’s 
second intrateague roan dear as the Sounders sent forward Eriq 
Zavateta to Chivas USA for the 2014 season. Per intrateague roan 

rutes, Zavateta cannot pray against Seattte this year .... Read the 
whore story 

D.C. United’s Williamson moves to Inter, Hunt named CO0 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] D.C. United has hired Tom Hunt from Monumentat 
Sports ~t Entertainment as the ctub’s new chief operating officer, 

reptacing Michaet Wittiamson, who has been named chief financiat 

officer of Inter Mitan, whose owner, Indonesian businessman Erick 
Thohir, atso owns D.C. United .... Read the whore story 

Diego Costa in, Fernando Torres and Villa out for Spain 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Few teams have competition for 
spots on their Wortd Cup squad tike defending champion Spain, which 

omitted such stars as Juan Mata, Fernando Torres, former captain 
Cartes Puyot and art-time reading scorer David Vitta from the team 
that witt face Itaty Wednesday in a friendty in Madrid .... Read the 

What They’re Saying 
"1 am currentty Not speaking to any NASL teams. I 
don’t know how that rumor got started but these 
rumors are not true. Thank you." 

-- Freddy Adu,tweeting that he is not in tatks to join 

the NASL’s Attanta Sitverbacks. 

Maryland’s trip to England in works for years 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE MEN] Marytand, the 2013 NCAA Division I 
men’s runner-up, witt tour Engtand in March with 

stops in Manchester and London that witt inctude 
dosed-door friendties against teams from Manchester 

United, Tottenham and Crystat Patace .... More 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register for 

the Soccer America Camps ~t Academies directory, 
Soccer America’s poputar e-tetter. For more 

information ...... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Klinsmann goes with largely European- 
based team 

2. Four questions for Wednesday’s Ukraine- 
USA game 

3. An accidental goal: Fair play goes wrong 

4. Orlando City signs 1 7-year-old Turner 

5. Altidore headed to Wembley for Capital 
One Cup final 



whole story 

Five fine goals by Arjen Robben 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Go[azos] Like Lionel Messi, Arjen Robben has a 
wonderful way of beating goalkeepers who’ve closed the angle on a 

one-on-one. Two of the Dutchman’s goals in these Bundes[iga 
Channel’s Top 5 Robben go[azos feature the sublime left-foot chip. 

...Read the whole story 
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Section 1 : Bradley among three scratches ti~om U.S. squad; MLS preseason tinales 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 

Bradley, Diskerud and Ream scratched from U.S. squad 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UKRAINE-USA] Michael Bradley, Mix Diskerud and Tim Ream have all 

withdrawn for the U.S. national team scheduled to start gathering 

Sunday in Frankfurt, Germany, ahead of the friendly match against 

Ukraine Wednesday in Larnaca, Cyprus .... Read the whole story 

Dempsey returns to Fulham lineup for loan finale 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Of the seven European-based field players 
eligible for Wednesday’s Ukraine-USA game, all but Brek Shea 
started on Saturday. That includes Clint Dempsey, who made his 

first appearance for last-place English Premier League club Fulham 

in more than three weeks and started in its 3-I loss at home to 
London rival Chelsea....Read the whole story 

Crew romps over Sporting KC in championship game 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS PRESEASON: Disney Pro Classic] Like D.C. United, Chicago and 

Vancouver at the three other tournaments, Columbus, a team that 
failed to reach the playoffs last year, ended its preseason 

campaign with a title on Saturday. Jario Arrieta, Bernardo Anor, 

Justin Meram and Federico Higuain rang up four goals for the 
Crew, which took the Walt Disney World Pro Soccer Classic with a 

4-1 win over Sporting Kansas City in the championship game. 
...Read the whole story 

Chicago claims title to finish 7-1-0 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS PRESEASON: Desert Diamond Cup] Yes, it rains (and even 

occasionally snows) in Tucson, and it came down hard Saturday. 
But it cleared up by the final of the FC Tucson Desert Diamond Cup 

that went to the Chicago Fire with a 2-0 win over guest team 

Guadalajara’s sub-2Os....Read the whole story 

D.C. United edges Seattle for Charleston crown 
by Ridge Mahoney 
[MLS PRESEASON: CaFoUna Challenge Cup] It’s a long road back to 
respectability for D.C. United after it set a league mark by winning 
just three games in 20i3, so winning a pFeseason title has to be 
taken in context. Still, by tying Seattle, 2-2, in its final game in the 
CaFoUna Challenge Cup, D.C. wound up in first place ahead of the 
Sounders on goal difference .... Read the whole story 

’Caps rally for tie to clinch first place 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS PRESEASON: Rose City Invitational] A game-tying penalty kick 
from first-year Uruguayan forward Sebastian Fernandez in the 79th 
minute gave the Vancouver Whitecaps a 1-1 tie with the host 

Portland Timbers that was good enough to claim the Rose City 

Invitational in front of 13,779 fans at Providence Park....Read the 
whole story 

USA opens with rematch of 2012 final against Oermany 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP] The USA will open at the 2014 
Under-20 Women’s World Cup where it left off in 2012 with a match 

against Germany, which it beat, 1-0, to win the title. The USA was 

also drawn with South American champion Brazil and China in 

Group B at Saturday’s draw held at Montreal’s Windsor Hotel. 

...Read the whole story 

Oulati re-elected to third term as president 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER] Sunil Gulati was re-elected as president of U.S. 

Soccer for a third four-year term by unanimous consent on 

Saturday at the federation’s annual general meeting at the Marriott 

Marquis in New York....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Pardew is lucky he did not get one back because a 

25-year-old against a 50-year-old, then he would 

have been in trouble. Alan has led with his head 
and obviously lost it. I don’t think I have ever seen a 

manager do anything like that. We are all in a state 

of shock. We accept his apology. David has 

accepted his apology and we move on. It is for him 

to live with and deal with the consequences." 

-- Hull City manager Steve Bruce after Newcastle 

manager Alan Pardew head-butted Hull’s David 

Meyler during the second half of their EPL match 
on Saturday. (Daily Telegraph) (Video: incident ® 

1:20) 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s more than money and it’s more than honey. We 

pay for gas by selling jars of honey. But it’s really 

important for people to understand that bees are 

important and bees are in trouble. Beekeepers 

around the world are experiencing a decline of the 

species and it’s harder and harder to keep them 

alive. These issues are above our pay grade, but the 

reality is we’re fighting for our lives. We’re fighting 

for the pollinators who can’t fight for themselves. 

We have to stand up to pesticide companies that 

don’t care." 

-- Former MLS defender Brandon Pollard, who 
describes himself as a "24-7 beekeeper," working 

along with his wife with the Texas Honeybee Guild 

on awareness and education about bees. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

Schweinsteiger returns for Germany friendly 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Germany got some 
good news as Bayern Munich midfielder Bastian 

Schweinsteiger has returned to the national team 

for its friendly against Chile on Wednesday at 

Berlin’s Olympic Stadium....More 

1, Klinsmann goes with largely European- 
based team 

2, Cypriot ref scheduled to do friendly has car 
bombed 

3, Four questions for Wednesday’s Ukraine- 
USA game 

4, An accidental goal: Fair play goes wrong 

5. Local MLS television plans still need 
confirmation 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 
Sunday, March 2, 2014 8:02 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Youth Soccer Reporter: Week in Review 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 

USA opens with rematch of 2012 final against Germany 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-20 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP] The USA wi[[ open at the 2014 
Under-20 Women’s World Cup where it [eft off in 2012 with a match 
against Germany, which it beat, 1-0, to win the title. The USA was 

also drawn with South American champion Brazil and China in Group 
B at Saturday’s draw held at Montreal’s Windsor Hotel .... Read the 
whole story 

Horan ups total to 18 goals in 20 appearances 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-20 WOMEN] Paris St. Germain’s Lindsey Horan scored 
twice and Harvard freshman Margaret Purce added another as the 
U.S. under-20 women’s national team defeated China, 3-0, during the 

USA’s training camp in Lakewood Ranch, F[a .... Read the whole story 

Orlando City signs 17-year-old Turner 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2015] Orlando City has signed 17-year-old defender Tyler Turner 
to a multi-year deal as its younger player for the 2014 USL PRO 

season and 2015 MLS launch. Turner is a member of the U.S. under- 
18 national team and attends IMG Academy .... Read the whole story 

NSCAA Boys Winter High School Top 10 
by Soccer America 

[RANKINGS] Montverde (Fla.) Academy is No. 1 in the NSCAA Boys 
Winter Top 10 rankings ahead of The Woodlands (Texas) and Los 

Angeles Cathedral .... Read the whole story 

Make Sure the Goals are Anchored 
by Randy Vogt 

I keep a short record of every game that I ever 
officiated so I know that Mitche[ Athletic Complex in 
Unionda[e, Long Island, is the field complex where I 

have refereed the most. It was the ...... More 

The Power of Planning a Practice (Tony 
Lepore) 
by Doug Lemov 

On the day I observed Tony Lepore, the Director of 
Scouting for the U.S. Soccer Development Academy, 

he had a lot to accomplish at the U.S. Soccer 
Training Center session. He had 36 players ...... More 

Caligiuri, Barton and MacMillan host clinics 
by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL GUARD CLINICS] SoccerAmericaNet and 
SoccerNation News are partnering with the Army 

National Guard to host in Southern California a series 
of five skit[ development clinics free for soccer 

players ages 16-18 to attend in March ...... More 

NSCAA Girls Winter High School Top 10 
by Soccer America 

[RANKINGS] South[ake (Texas) Carroll is No. 1 in the NSCAA Girls 
Winter Top 10 ahead of Danville (Calif.) Monte Vista and Plantation 

(Fla.) American Heritage. For the Top 10 rankings .... Read the whole 
story 

High-schooler catches keeper off guard on kickoff 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Go[azo] The most entertaining part of Georgia high- 
schoo[er Andrew De[tac’s goal might be watching the goalkeeper 

scramble futi[e[y back toward his goal after realizing he was way out 
of position .... Read the whole story 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Cypriot ref scheduled to do friendly has 
car bombed 

2. Four questions for Wednesday’s Ukraine- 
USA game 

3. Local MLS television plans still need 
confirmation 

4. Diego Costa in, Fernando Torres and Villa 
out for Spain 

5. D.C. United’s Williamson moves to Inter, 
Hunt named CO0 

Around the Net 

Spain to Make Minimum Professional Age 14 



Marca 

Spain’s professional soccer league (LFP) is preparing to modify the 
minimum age at which professional players can be signed with 
buyout clauses to 14 from 16. The aim is stop young talented players 
from being siphoned off from Spanish clubs to other leagues, 
particularly England, whose clubs are always quick to scout talent to 
bring into their youth teams, with barely any compensation for the 
Spanish club that nurtured the player. The change would effectively 
mean that youth players can sign professional contracts at 14. 
...Read the whole story 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 
Sunday, March 2, 2014 12:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Soccer Business: Week in Review 

Sunday, March 2, 2014 

ESPN releases 2014 World Cup schedule 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] ESPN will air all 
64 games from the 2014 World Cup. 

ESPN will televise 43 matches, while 
ESPN2 wit[ air 11 and ABC will show 10, 
including the final All games will also 

be available on all available on 

WatchESPN (ESPN and ESPN2 matches) or WATCH ABC (ABC 
matches) .... Read the whole story 

Latest battleground for Brazil opponents: cyberwarfare 
by Paul Kennedy 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Those opposed to FIFA and Brazilian 
organizers of the 2014 World Cup are taking their battle to a new 

level: cyberspace. Hackers are threatening to launch cyberwarfare, 
jamming web sites and stealing data, all possible in a country very 
vulnerable technologically to hackers .... Read the whole story 

D.C. United’s Williamson moves to Inter, Hunt named CO0 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] D.C. United has hired Tom Hunt from Monumental 
Sports ~t Entertainment as the club’s new chief operating officer, 
replacing Michael Williamson, who has been named chief financial 

officer of Inter Milan, whose owner, Indonesian businessman Erick 
Thohir, also owns D.C. United .... Read the whole story 

Defense contractor named D.C. jersey sponsor 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] D.C. United reached a multi-year sponsorship 
agreement with Washington area defense contractor Leidos to be its 

new jersey company .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"It’s somewhat complex in that you’re dealing with 

two different properties, and it’s a long-term deal. 
It’s taking a little bit longer than we would have 

liked, but we’re going to hopefully get something 

done." 

-- ESPN Senior VP/Programming Scott Guglielmino, 
confirming that ESPN and Fox are negotiating a joint 

bid for MLS and U.S. Soccer fights, beginning with 
the 2015 season. (Sports Business Daily) 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Klinsmann goes with largely European- 
based team 

2. Cypriot ref scheduled to do friendly has 
car bombed 

3. An accidental goal: Fair play goes wrong 

4. Four questions for Wednesday’s Ukraine- 
USA game 

5. Local MLS television plans still need 
confirmation 

Rodriguez named Chivas USA president 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Nelson Rodriguez, the longtime executive at the 
MLS league office, has been appointed president of Chivas USA. He’ll 
be responsible for overseeing all aspects of Chivas USA’s operations 

as MLS searches for a new ownership group .... Read the whole story 

Rowdies land casino as first-ever jersey sponsor 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] The NASL Tampa Bay Rowdies have signed 
Seminole Hard Rock Hotel ~t Casino Tampa as their jersey sponsor, 

marking the first time in the history of the club that dates back to 
the old NASL that the Rowdies will feature a sponsor on the front of 
player jerseys .... Read the whole story 



Bradley/Defoe effect: Toronto sells out of season tickets 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] Toronto FC has sotd out its quota of season- 

ticket packages, capped at 17,000 for the 2014 season. The rush for 

season tickets picked up fottowing the signing of Michae[ Bradtey and 
Jermain Defoe in January as more than 2,000 packages were sold in 

the week following the blockbuster signings .... Read the whole story 

Clorox will sponsor U.S. and Mexican teams 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] C[orox has become an official partner of U.S. 
Soccer and the Mexican federation in an agreement with SUM, MLS’s 

commercial arm, to promote the U.S. men’s and women’s national 
teams and Mexican men’s national team .... Read the whole story 

Bayern will open New York office 
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PREVIEW: Hauptman turns to Yallop to reignite Fire 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014: Eastern Conference] After the 2013 season, owner 
Andrew Hauptman says it was time for a change in Chicago, and 

that change came quickly as two days after the last game, Fire 

head coach Frank Ktopas and president of soccer operations Javier 
Leon were gone. Hauptman then handed over the keys to Fire’s 

soccer operations to Frank Yallop, who arrives with a record of 

having produced overachieving teams in San Jose. Whether he can 

do that with the Fire without an upgrade in talent remains to be 

seen .... Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: Chivas USA has its work cut out 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014: Western Conference] Chivas USA finished the MLS 
preseason without a defeat in eight games. Hot bad for a lame- 

duck team but hardly enough reason to change the picture. 

Witmer Cabrera, who was brought in to take over as head coach, 

has by his own admission a tot to fix and it won’t happen overnight. 
...Read the whole story 

Spector called into U.S. camp in Frankfurt 

by Soccer America 

[UKRAIHE-USA] Birmingham City defender Jonathan Spector is a late 
addition to the the U.S. national team that will be training in 

Frankfurt~ Germany~ on Monday before heading to Larnaca, Cyprus, 

for its World Cup tune-up against Ukraine on Wednesday....Read 
the whole story 

Beasley and Boyd score, AIUdore misses Wembley final 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] First-half substitute DaMarcus Beasley scored 

the winning goal to lead Puebta to a I-0 win over Queretaro. 

Terrence Boyd scored his 14th goal of the season for Rapid Vienna 

in a losing effort at Red Bull Salzburg. Jozy Altidore’s disappointing 

first season at Sunderland hit a new low, however, as he was left 
off the Black Cats’ matchday squad for the Capital One Cup final at 

Wembley against Manchester City....Read the whole story 

MLS kicks off Year 19; Ukraine-USA goes ahead 

by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IN SOCCER: March 3-9] Despite the latest turn of events 

in Ukraine, where Russian troops have occupied the Crimean 

peninsula, the Ukraine-USA friendly (without MLS players except 
CUnt Dempsey) is stilt scheduled to go forward in Larnaca, Cyprus, 

on Wednesday. Three days tater, Major League Soccer gets right 
into its 19th season with two must-watch games: Seattle-Sporting 

Kansas City and LA Galaxy-Real Salt Lake....Read the whole story 

ESPN Classic to re-air Snow Bowl and Dos a Cero 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] ESPN is going all out on Tuesday to begin the 
lO0-day countdown to the World Cup with the re-airing of six 

World Cup 2014 qualifiers -- including the USA’s Snow Bowl against 

Costa Rica and Dos a Cero against Mexico -- on ESPN Classic. 

...Read the whole story 

A booming bike from Italy 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Gotazo] Mirko Antenucci, of Italian Serie B dub 
Ternana, puts plenty of power into his overhead volley against 

Spezia....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 thought I was being wound up. I shivered the full 

length of my body. My career path is anything but 

normal." 

-- Augsburg midfietder Andre Hahn, who said he 

thought someone was playing a joke when German 

national team assistant Hans-Dieter Flick called him 
up on Friday to say he was invited to the German 
squad to face Chile in a friendly on Wednesday. 

Only 14 months ago, Hahn was playing in the 

German third division for Kickers Offenbach. 

(FIFA.com) 

Cal South sweeps all four championships 

(again) 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] For the second year in a row, 

Cal South teams swept all four competitions at the 
U.S. Youth Soccer ODP Championships, held at the 

Reach 11 Sports Complex in Phoenix, Ariz....More 

1, Cypriot ref scheduled to do friendly has car 

bombed 

~, Klinsmann goes with largely European- 

based team 

3, Bradley, Diskerud and Ream scratched from 

U.S. squad 

4, An acciden~l goal: Fair play goes wrong 

5, Four questions for Wednesday’s Ukraine- 

USA game 
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i::+;:i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
...... recruiting guide 

20:  6 TOP :[50 UPDATe!!! 
The fall update for the 2016 Girls THG 
Academy :[50 is out today, and Mallory Pugh 
remains No. :[. Plus, Find out who is making 
their Top :[50 debut. 

Sunday was the second and Final day of the 
U.S. Youth Soccer Olympic Development 
Program Championships and champions were 
crowned. 

i X Premier Content i MORE: Final Day Best XT Boys _ _ 

I 
Girls [~ Premiercontent I 

 i!! OYS Z[ v G CUP W  .APS UP 
The Final day of the boy’s [MG Cup - College 
Showcase was action-packed like the 
previous two. We have the highlights For you 
right here. 

r 
MORE: Day 3 Top Performers [~~ 

Premier Content 

DID YOU SEE? 

Ruud van Nistelrooy’s new 
FIFA advert is amazeballs. 

Holy crap Gaitan pulled off a 
panenka free kick! 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Brown University Elite Residential Camp 

The Elite :[25 camp brings together top-level 
players (rising sophomores to rising seniors) 
to compete and showcase their skills. 

The competition will include training and full- 
sided games over an intense three-day 
camp. 

Take advantage of this opportunity to be on 
an [vy League Campus and display your 
talent! 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Monday, March 3, 2014 6:23 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, March 3, 2014 

Monday= March 3, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Mexican Cup action on Tuesday .... The U.S. men face Ukraine in a friendly on Wednesday.... Among 

the many midweek friendlies is a clash of the last two World Cup winners, Spain vs. Italy.                        ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV proqramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pro~irammin~7 listed here, many networks make TV programmin~1 available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listin~ls and network pro~lrammin~1 listing1& Soccer on TV is ~dated daily throu~lhout the week. 

~’~ONOAY, ~arch 3 

No live games 

TU~SD&Y, i’~’~rch 4 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

W~ON~SDA~, M~rch 5 

BelN SPORTS 

International Friendly SOUTH AFRICA-BRAZIL (live) 11:45 am. 

International Friendly AUSTRIA-URUGUAY (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Friendly UKRAINE-USA (live) 1:30 pm. 

international Friendly SPAIN-ITALY (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN NEWS 

International Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

international Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-21 International Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) Neon. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

International Friendly COLOMBIA-TUNISIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

international Friendly ECUADOR-AUSTRALIA (live) 2:45 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

international Friendly ROMANIA-ARGENTINA (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

U-2t international Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) Neon. 

international Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

international Friendly GERMANY-CHILE (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

international Friendly IRELAND-SERBIA (live) 2:45 pro. 



UNIMAS 

international Friendly UKRAINE-USA (live) 2 pm. 

International Friendly MEXICO=NIGERIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

international Friendly FRANCE-NETHERLANDS (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly ROMANIA-ARGENTINA (live) 2 pm= 

international Friendly GERMANY-CHILE (live) 2:40 pm. 

International Friendly FRANCE-NETHERLANDS (live) 3 pm. 

international Friendly PORTUGAL-CAMEROON (live) 3:40 pm. 

international Friendly SPAIN-ITALY (live) 4 pm. 

international Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.corn 

U=21 international Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) Neon. 

international Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pm. 

THURSDAY, March 

GOLTV 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PORTUGUESA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina TIGRE-RIVER PLATE (live) 8 pm. 

March 7 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-NICE (live) 2:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PUEBLA (live) 9:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (delay) 10 am. 

NBCSN 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico AMERICA-SANTOS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-JAGUARES (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO=com 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLSD.C. UNITED-COLUMBUS (live) 7 pm. 

MLSVANCOUVER-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLSHOUSTON-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, March 9 

FOX SPORT 2 



FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pro. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, March 3,2014 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Mexican Cup action on Tuesday .... The U.S. men face Ukraine in a friendly on Wednesday.... Among 

the many midweek friendlies is a clash of the last two World Cup winners, Spain vs. Italy.                        ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV programming available on stream#~g devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is t~dated daily throughout the week. 

~ONOAY, ~arch 3 

No live games 

TU~SD&Y, ~rch 4 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 10 pm. 

WEONESDA~, March 5 

BelN SPORTS 

International Friendly SOUTH AFRICA-BRAZIL (live) 11:45 am. 

International Friendly AUSTRIA-URUGUAY (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

international Friendly UKRAINE-USA (live) 1:30 pro. 

international Friendly SPAIN-ITALY (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN NEWS 

International Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

international Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-21 international Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) Neon. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

international Friendly COLOMBIA-TUNISIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

international Friendly ECUADOR-AUSTRALIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

international Friendly ROMANIA-ARGENTINA (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

U-2t International Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) Noon. 

International Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

International Friendly GERMANY-CHILE (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

international Friendly IRELAND-SERBIA (live) 2:45 pm. 



UNIMAS 

international Friendly UKRAINE-USA (live) 2 pm. 

International Friendly MEXICO=NIGERIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

international Friendly FRANCE-NETHERLANDS (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly ROMANIA-ARGENTINA (live) 2 pm= 

international Friendly GERMANY-CHILE (live) 2:40 pm. 

International Friendly FRANCE-NETHERLANDS (live) 3 pm. 

international Friendly PORTUGAL-CAMEROON (live) 3:40 pm. 

International Friendly SPAIN-ITALY (live) 4 pm. 

international Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.corn 

U=21 international Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) Neon. 

International Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pm. 

THURSDAY, March 

GOLTV 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PORTUGUESA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina TIGRE-RIVER PLATE (live) 8 pm. 

March 7 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-NICE (live) 2:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PUEBLA (live) 9:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (delay) 10 am. 

NBCSN 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico AMERICA-SANTOS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-JAGUARES (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO=com 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLSD.C. UNITED-COLUMBUS (live) 7 pm. 

MLSVANCOUVER-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLSHOUSTON-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, March 9 

FOX SPORT 2 



FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pro. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, March 4, 2014 

FI=EDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Lindsey Wilson <lindsey@positiveperfo~rn.com~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:01 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The Uncoachabili~ Factor: 13 Ways to Stop Sabotaging Your Own Gaa~e 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Athlete Tips: 13 Ways to be 
More Coachable 

Sometimes an athlete’s worst enemy is in the mirror looking back at them. 

Coaches. They guide, press, and drill good practices into their players. The effort can be straining - 

even draining - but the coach-player dynamic can be one of the most fulfilling relationships in an 

athlete’s (and a coach’s) life and well worth the work. 

Unfortunately, athletes can be hard-headed, self-involved, and sometimes overall ungrateful Some are 

easy to deal with, while others might drive a coach to start researching retirement options 

So, what’s the difference between these two types of athletes? Well, one is coachable. The other isn’t. 
Uncoachability is the unseen opponent, the adversary hiding behind excuses and mental laziness. 
f,t i~ a men~a~it2’ tha~ ~ust be ove~cot~e test the athlete suffer in their game and, moreover, in their 

relationships with their coaches. 

Strong, positive relationships are important, not only in sports, but in life. Therefore, in an effort to save 

any suffering coach-player relationships, Positive Performance offers 13 v.’a2s 1:o b,~! a coachabie 

In the article, we point out how to identify an uncoachable player (are you one?), show how an 

uncoachable attitude infects the entire team, and provide a "Howto Be More Coachable" downloadable 

chart so athletes can consistently work toward becoming and, ultimately, STAYING coachable It might 

be a challenge, but, really, what athlete doesn’t like a good challenge? 

in other news... 
Welcome Olympian Courtney Thompson! 

Courtney Thompson joins us as our newest +P Mental Training Coach 

and we could not be more proud to call her one of our own. 

As an extremely high performing athlete, we’ve interviewed her about 

what it has taken mentally for herto perform at her best. 

More specifically, during our chat you’ll find out about: 

The top 3 traits that have made her successful 

Her thoughts on the mental component of success 

How she has dealt with limited playing time, injuries, or failures 

What she does to bounce back from a mistake in the middle of 

a game 

Her pre-game routine 

What she would tell the younger Courtney Thompson 

How she leads her team even when she isn’t playing her best 

The importance of fighting through physical pain 

What mental training tools she uses to stay on the top of her game 

Trust us, you and your athletes are not going to want to miss this interview. Courtney’s words will 

inspire, teach and motivate you as well as give you tremendous insight into the mind of one of the best 

volleyball players in the world. 

Bloql Results I s::k;nce I L.nsubscrib,~ 
Positive Performance 1053 S Snoqualmie Seattle, Washington 98108 United States 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA Education <list~nscaa.com~ 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 3:24 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Announcing Summer Coaching Academies 

Throughout the year, the NSCAA Coaching Academy offers a wide range of educational 

opportunities to enhance the knowledge of soccer coaches. This summer, the NSCAA is 

offering a variety of Advanced courses to coaches all over the country. 

To learn more about what to expect at these diploma courses, visit the CoachingCourse 
Menu. If you’re not sure which course to take, try our survey tool to help guide you on where 

to start. 

Register for any of the diplomas below at least one month 

in advance of the course to save $100 on your registration price. 

Sta~llcourse 

5/3011National Diploma 

5!3011Advanced National Goalkeeping Diploma 

6/2 IIAdvanced National Diploma (Residential) 

6/2 llPremier Diploma (Residential) 

6/6 IINational Diploma 

6/8 IINational Diploma (Residential) 

6/9 I!aational Di Ioma Residential 

6/9 I!Ad~nalDi Ioma Residential 

6/13 Ilaational Diploma 

6/13 IIAdvanced National Diploma 

6/16 IINational Diploma (Residential) 

6/16 IIAdvanced National Diploma (Residential) 

6/2011National Diploma 

6/2011Advanced National Diploma 

6/23 liBational Diploma (Residential) 

6/2311Advanced National Diploma (Residential) 
7/7 liBational Diploma (Residential) 

7/7 IIAdvanced National Diploma (Residential) 
7/7 IINational Diploma (Residential) 

7/7 IIAdvanced National Diploma (Residential) 

7/7 llPremier Diploma (Residential) 

7/111lNational Diploma 
7/111lAdvanced National Diploma 

7/1411Nat,ona, D p,oma IRes dent,a,) 
7/1411Advanced Nat,ona, D,p,oma (Res,dent,a,) 
7!l~llAdvanced Nat~ona, D~p,oma (Res~dent~a,) 
7/l llPrem er D,p,oma (Res dent a,) 
8/1 llNational Diploma 
8/1 llAdvanced National Diploma 

8/4 llPremier Diploma (Residential) 



118!lslLNational Diploma jlRaleigh IINc IIREGBTERIIDETAILII 

To view the master schedule, click here. 

To view full release, click here. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

_E__tI~3jj. I ",_,f_t, Le_j_o__s_j~_e_ I ~_¢,_n__E__t_o___~__tLt_e_~_E 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regardin9 your membership) 

~:i Informz for iMIS 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Attemoon Edition: Don Gaxber on big-money signings and celebs 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 

6arber on big-money signings and celebs 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] MLS Commissioner Don Garber’s annual kickoff 
remarks, in the form of a video Q~tA session with reporters and 
fans, were as much about the future as they were about the 

present, signaling that big-money signings like those made by 
Toronto FC in the offseason were needed to build the league. 

...Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: Restocked attack boosts Galaxy’s prospects 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS 2014: Western Conference] The LA Galaxy’s bid for an 

unprecedented third straight MLS title when fatigue hit [ate in the 

season, the goals dried up. The one-two punch of Landon Donovan 
and Robbie Keane is still the best in MLS, but to provide them 

relief and support, the Galaxy went out and restocked its attack. 
...Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: Redesigned Dynamo looks formidable again 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS 2014: Eastern Conference] Since winning back-to-back MLS 

Cups in 2006 and 2007, Houston has twice gone back to the final 

game without winning it. Losses to the Galaxy in the 2011 and 2012 
championship games preceded last year’s tumble to eventual 

champion Sporting Kansas City....Read the whole story 

Quakes sign former Bayern defender Ooerlitz 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The San Jose Earthquakes have signed 
German Andreas Goerlitz, whom they brought into preseason and 
who could start at right back in place of Steven Beitashour, who 
was traded to Vancouver in the offseason .... Read the whole story 

U.S. women put streak on line against Japan 

by Paul Kennedy 

[ALGARVE CUP] The USA opens play at the Algarve Cup in Portugal 
Wednesday against Japan at Belavista Munidpa[ Stadium in Parchal 

(Idckoff: 7:45 a.m. ET). The match is the first between the two 
teams since their meeting in the 2012 Olympic gold-medal game, 
but it has even greater significance as it is two years to the day 

since Japan handed the USA its last defeat~ at the Algarve Cup. 

...Read the whole story 

Well-traveled De Vanna traded, Matilda ranks grow 

by Soccer America 

[HWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] Australian star Lisa De Vanna has been 
traded by Sky Blue FC to the Boston Breakers, making them her 

1 lth club and eighth in the last five years. The ranks of Matildas in 

the HWSL continue to grow as 21-year-old Katrina Gorry will join FC 
Kansas City from Brisbane Roarin June....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 mostly stayed in touch with the other European- 

based players and we communicated by fax. Tab 

Ramos and I spent hours in the club offices hanging 
around the fax machine. It was one step up from 

sending each other messages by owl." 

-- John Harkes on how members of the 1994 U.S. 
World Cup team stayed in touch with each other 
between camps in the days before texting or 

tweeting or Skyping. (ESPH FC) 

U.S. U-23 women claim second straight win 

by Soccer America 

[SiX HATIOHS TOURHAt~EIIT] The U.S. under-23 
women’s national team beat Sweden, 2-1, on goals 

by Chioma Ubogagu and Frances Silva at the Six 

Hations Tournament in La ~anga, Spain....More 

1, Bradley, Diskerud and Ream scratched from 
U.S. squad 

2, Cypriot ref scheduled to do friendly has car 
bombed 

3, Holden departs after only 27 minutes in 
under-21 game 

4. Local MLS television plans still need 
confirmation 

~o New York Red Bulls GM de Bontin resigns 

} You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ 
membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos=phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 2:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 2,27,14: Unkind Words Are Weapons 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 868; Feb, 21-27, 2:014 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ob,~d radio commen~a[o~ and the 
fore:d!!" and presidept of ti:e nor!~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~iso:.’e"’’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,iichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Su~)~)o~’t our ponprofit youtt~-ethics .o:ogram by 
pt~rchaM~g materials for the schoo~ of yot~r chUd or 
grm~dchHd (or neighbor’s ch~d or ,.,), Use code 

Hurry ..... offer ends March 7. Thank yo~ Shop now 

ii~iI Get t he weekly e-newsletter 

Get the podcast in iT .... 

Get the iPh ..... Android app ] 

Confessions of a Lincoln 
Groupie 

groupie, He is my bk.!gest 
hero, ] haw~ a huge 
colkection of books and 

And by b~ind chance, my 

b~rthday, i often v~s~: Uie 
Lmco~n Memor~a~ and stand 
h~ awe of h~s magn~fice~ 
eloquence and Ms ~egacy 

Listen or read more 

A Parent’s Love for the 
Family Treasure 
There are ali kinds of 
The p~ssionate romantic 

love immor.:aiized and 
often [antasized by poets 

and novelists; 

{::t~e*:k out our Quotes & 
Observations for a 
va..’iety of insi~:~htfui 
moti\,ationai 
printabie!) qeotes, 

Or jast go to 
WhatWillMatter.com and 
click on images like the 

on The Presidents Day 
Un-Celebration: "When 
you say that the sosth 

~ts ~eop~e, do you mean 
that the s~aves and 
women gave ~he~r 
consent?" 

Find and foilow Mici’,ael,,, 

Please Support Our Mission to 
Create a More Ethical World 

relies on yo~..’ to help ut; ~:o:~tinue 

oar work in schools and 

Donate here >> 

:£}i Characler educati .... terials 

~’~lk:haeFs comme.qtark~s are avm~ab~e 

books and CDs, Shop here >> 

Educator Bloq0 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

:2:: Characler educati .... terials 

Building a Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Learn ~OW tO treat@ an ei3vironn3(’.-lit 

where bullying k~ sh’np~y not 

Mndness at roar school Learn more 

O~r Character Development Seminars 
equip educa[ors m.",d youth~service 
leaders to be effective character 
edaca.:oI°s, U~com~ng seminars: 

Mar. 26-28, Redwood City, CA >> 
Apr. 30-May 2, Rock Hill, SC >> 
Jun. 17-19 San Antonio TX>> 
Jun. 25-27 LosAnqeles, CA>> 
Jui. 9-11 Dallas, TX>> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 



love among l%ie..’~ds, ~he 
love of huma~:ity preached 
by missionaries and 

r..-~inisters, the ieve of 
tour!try, and even 
love of ou~ v,~ork, I’ve been 
fortunate to have 

Listen or read more 

Birds on a Wire: Actions 
are More Important 
Than ~ntentions 

tHe.ohone win’e, Two of 
them decide to fly south. 

you say? No~ N% five, You 
see, decidbg to f~y south 

po~t ~tse~f h~ t~e Iqgbt 

Listen or read more 

Unkind Words Are 
Weapons 
With fou~ teenage 
daughters, i freqae.."..tly 
find myaei[ cor~’ectir!g, 
discipii:~ing, or s~mp~y 
Kotest~ng unnecessary 

ce~~a~n ~o ange~ or wound 

~he a~’ w~h nastk~ess~ 

"What dk~ you expect to 

Listen or read more 

Are Cynics Right? 
Lyinq Really Necessary? 
What do you Ufink? Zn 

pe~son have ~,o iie of 
cheat at ~eas~ occasionally 
~o succeed? The question 

get away w~ds d~shones~y; 

th~s~ The question 

{hey a~’e no~ w~ng {o 

Lis{en or re~a more 

~{; comme~:~:s on Te__n 
Truths for the Person in 
Charqe: "# remem.}ser 

2006., ~ 

Happiness Is a Choice: 
{eve the quote 

Abraham Lin.::oin. i 
cou{d~:’t a,’.!~ee mo!’e that 

wi{hin." 

Do you h~ve @oughS,; or 

Sportsmanship Bioq~ 

Get monthl~ e-newsletter 

i.~.i Michael 
Josephson 

.."4khael 3osephaor~ ~’.qoNw{es audiences from the government, busir~ess, 

]ourna~br~% l~w, education, sports, po~kh~g, arid the m~t~’y with h~s urfique 

de~very, en~p~ging presentations, and persona~ attention ~o your organization’s 

needs, CaM SOO--7:tI~2670 or learn more, 

Youl" doliations enabie as to offer services and resources {ike !:his newsietter, Donate >> 

Preven~ this newsiet~er from lar~ding @ year junk folde¢’ by adding commentar~ {3 



9841 Airpott Bird. #300 i Los AtX~t~÷ies, C£ 90045 I 800-711-2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.or,q I CharacterCounts.org 

¢[~20i4 Josephson Institute, "CHARACT}.:!R COUNTS!" is 
Josephson t.~s~itute. 

Manage newsletter subscriptions [ Unsubscribe from this newsletter 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, March 5, 2014 4:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U.S. men face Ukraine in a friendly on Wednesday.... Among the many midweek friendlies is a clash of the 

last two World Cup winners, Spain vs. Italy. 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed he~e, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is ~l)dated daily throughout the week. 

WEDNESDAY, #.,la~ch 5 

BelN SPORTS 

International Friendly SOUTH AFRICA-BRAZIL (live) 11:45 am. 

International Friendly AUSTRIA-URUGUAY (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN2 

International Friendly UKRAINE-USA (live) 1:30 pm. 

International Friendly SPAIN-ITALY (live) 4 

ESPN NEWS 

International Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

International Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

U-21 International Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) noon. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

International Friendly COLOMBIA-TUNISIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

International Friendly ECUADOR-AUSTRALIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

international Friendly ROMANIA-ARGENTINA (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm= 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

U-21 international Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) neon. 

international Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

international Friendly GERMANY-CHILE (live) 2:30 pm, 

GOLTV 

International Friendly IRELAND-SERBIA (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly UKRAINE-USA (live) 2 pm. 

international Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Friendly FRANCE-NETHERLANDS (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly ROMANIA-ARGENTINA (live) 2 pm. 

International Friendly GERMANY-CHILE (live) 2:40 pm. 



International Friendly FRANCE-NETHERLANDS (live) 3 pm. 

international Friendly PORTUGAL-CAMEROON (live) 3:40 pm. 

International Friendly SPAIN-ITALY (live) 4 pm. 

international Friendly MEXICO-NIGERIA (live) 8:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

U=21 International Friendly ENGLAND-WALES (live) noon. 

International Friendly ENGLAND-DENMARK (live) 3 pm. 

THUF~SDAY, M~i’c~ (; 

GOLTV 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PORTUGUESA (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina TIGRE-RIVER PLATE (live) 8 pm. 

FRIDAY, M~’ct~ 7 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-NICE (live) 2:15 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PUEBLA (live) 9:30 pm. 

~AT~DAY~ g,l~c~ 8 

FOX SPORTS t 

FA CupARSENAL=EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (delay) 10 am. 

NBCSN 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-TO~ENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEA~LE-~NSAS CI~ (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL=EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

UNITS 

Mexico TIGRES-CRUZ ~UL (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-SANTOS (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm, 

Mexico ATLAS~AGUARES (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am, 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLSD.C. UNITED-COLUMBUS (live) 7 pm. 

MLSVANCOUVER-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLSHOUSTON-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS PORTeND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10:30 pm, 

MLS LOS ANGELES=SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pro= 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CI~-FULH~ (live) 10 am, 

England NOR~CH CI~-STOKE CI~ (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SOUTH~PTON (live) 10 am, 

FOX SPORT 2 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CI~-~GAN (live) neon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CI~-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CI~-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 



FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO4DHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

MONDAY, M~rch I0 

TBA 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, March 5, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 
If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Section 1 : Seven U.S. players who must maJ{e one last case lbr Brazil 

Wednesday, Aarch 5, 2014 

Seven players who must make one last case for Brazil 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UKRAINE-USA] Yes, there will be a game at Antonis Papadopoutos 

Stadium in Larnaca, Cyprus, on Wednesday night (live on ESPH2, 

WatchESPH, UniMas at 2:30 p.m. ET). Barring some dramatic turn of 

events back in Ukraine, the Ukrainian national team will take to the 
field and serve as sparring partner for the USA’s squad of mostly 

European-based players. Here are the U.S. players for whom this 

game is the last chance to make the case they deserve one of the 

23 tickets for the World Cup in Brazil....Read the whole story 

Fans can catch 18 finalists in tune-ups 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] From morning to night, 2014 World Cup tune- 
ups will flu the U.S airwaves. Games involving 18 finalists v4tl be 

available to U.S. viewers....Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: Timbers take aim at MLS Cup 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014: Western Conference] In a year when so many young 

coaches enjoyed great seasons -- Mike Petke at Hew York, Jay 

Heaps at Hew England and Oscar Pareja at Colorado, not to 

mention Jason Kreis, still a young 40 last season, at Real Salt Lake -- 

Caleb Porter was the clear winner of the 2013 MLS Coach of the 
Year. And with a year of MLS under his belt, he is taking aim at 

leading the Portland Timbers to their first MLS Cup .... Read the 
whole story 

PREVIEW: Starting over is Impact game plan 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS 2014: Eastern Conference] Marco Schallibaum paid the price 
for Montreal’s second-half slide that dropped the Impact from the 

summit to mid-pack, from which it was rudely dispatched by 

Houston in the wild-card game. Thus did a season of promise end 

bitterly despite snaring a playoff spot in its second year of MLS 
existence....Read the whole story 

Vancouver signs U-17 keeper from residency program 

by Soccer America 

[MLS HOMEGROWN WATCH] The Vancouver Whitecaps signed 17- 

year-old goalkeeper Marco Carducci from the Whitecaps Residency 

program to a Homegrown player contract, giving the club five 
Homegrown players on its current roster .... Read the whole story 

Maria sets up Zidane 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] This yeaVs United Nations Match Against 

Poverty raised money for victims of the Philippines’ Typhoon Haiyan 
-- and saw Marta set up a Zinedine Zidane goal .... Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 

"The U.S. has a strong squad. Very good up front, 

very strong in the midfield. Very good goalkeeper in 

Timmy Howard. Probably our biggest weakness 
would be along our back four. If we have everyone 

fit, we’ll be formidable against anyone." 

-- Former U.S. World Cup goalkeeper Brad Friedel 

on the USA’s 2014 World Cup team. (talkSPORT via 

MLSSoccer.com) 

Thorns headed to Tucson for preseason 
by Soccer America 

[tlWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] Following 10 MLS teams 
that trained at the Kino Sports Complex, the HWSL 

champion Portland Thorns FC depart for preseason 

in Tucson, Ariz., on March 25....More 

1. Bradley, Diskerud and Ream scratched from 
U.S. squad 

2, Cypriot ref scheduled to do friendly has car 
bombed 

3, Holden departs after only 27 minutes in 
under-21 game 

4o New York Red Bulls GM de Bontin resigns 

5, Local MLS tele~sion plans still need 
confirmation 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

CO[V[NI :TS 
A handful of programs [and commitments 
from defensive players including one bound 
to an ACC powerhouse. 
I~IORE: Forwards Commit to [vy League 

The reigning national champs nab a huge 
addition to its 2016 recruiting class, snagging 
the commitment of a US U17 WNT standout. 
IvlORE: ECNL Recap: Light slate 

The captain of the U.S. U15 BNT is enjoying a 
great spell in England as an official move to 
an unexpected club looms. 
IvlORE: Argentina’s Boca Academy to U.S. 

DID YOU SEE? 

Nike’s USMNT World Cup kit 
is official, and it’s as awful 
as we feared. 

There’s a new Leo Messi 
adidas ad afoot - see what [ 
did there? 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

l~lark Berson’s Carolina Soccer Camp 

The University of South Carolina has a 
proven record of developing quality talent on 
our varsity team. The same focus and 
attention to detail will again be found in our 
camp program, which will be directed towards 
serious soccer training. 

Our staff features coaches from around the 
country with the experience to teach and 
evaluate players. 

We hope you will join us for a session which 
we know will help your career. 

For more info CL:~CK HERE. 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Ukraine .. USMNT at 1:30pro on ESPM2, SpMn .. ~ta~y at 4pro on ESPN2, Mexico .. 

N~etJa is on ESPN News at 

ALso on Wednesday’s soccer Tv" schedule: South Africa - Brazil os befN Spo~t at 

’f 1:45am, bet~,l also has Aust:ria o Uruguay at: 2:15pro, be~N en Espano{ has 

CoLombia - Tunisia at 12:45pm and Ecuador - AustraUa at 2:45prn. Ronlania - 

Argentina is on ESPN Deport:as at 2pro, GaLavision has Germany - ChUte at 

2G0pm, GEL@" fo~ I~e(and ¯ SerNa a~ 2:4~pm, EngLand - Denmark ~s on Fox 

Sports 2 at :}pq~, Univision {)epo~tes has F’~ance - NetherLands at :}prn. A~ "~’im~; 

Their Words 

Ukraine - USMNT preview: The game is on 

The USMNT travels to Cyprus on Tuesday (2pn ET ¯ ESPN2) lor a relocated soccer friendly against Ukraine. The ~ame, 

od?jnaLty s<hedu~e~J for Kharkiv, comes in the shadow of the po{itk:a[ instabi{ity in Ukraine. For the Ukrah~e Nationat 

Team, those issues are personal and undel’standabLy overshadow a soccer friendly. 

There were indications on Monday i~om the FootbaLL Federation of Ukraine that the game wasn’t going to go ahead, 

In a Reuters wire report reLayin~ statements from a domestic TV broadcast, FootbaLL Federation of Ukraine president 
Anatof~y Konkov said: "We (:an~ot hold the national championship so what kh~d of footbaU can we talk of at aU? ~f we do 

no~: have an opporl:unib{ to p{ay on home so1{, whv shaK we go to Cyprus h~ those troub{ed ~:imes ~or vour <ountry? We 

play for our people and country. Our team do not fly to Cyprus and stay at home." 

I~oth the FFU and the US Soccer FederaL}on confirmed Late on Monday that they would play. I~oth teams arrived 

Larnaca, Cyprus on Tuesday, with the game set Ior the Antonis PapadopouLos Stadium 

Setting aside the gLobaL poLitk:s for 90 minutes ol soccer, t:his is a game t:hat the USMNT needs, coa<h Jurb’,en Ktinsmann 

has qmiLed time with his European-based players before the start of World Cup camp, Since this is the onLy luLL 

international date before the st:art of the Work] Cup, it’s eva{uatNm time for the players in ~LiI’~S[T~aI’~F~)~ Squad, Read 
More 

The stories to watch in MLS 

Jason Davis - WASHfNGTON, DC (Mar 5, 20’i,I) US Soccer PLayers o tt almost feels as ff we need an off-season from 

the ML~ off.season, After three months o~ ~evered speculation, backed up by Landmark si~nin~, ~oU.owed by exhausLin~ 
intrigue, the 19th season of MLS kk:ks off on Saturday. ~t almost seems Uke too much, too soon. 

StiLL }t wiU be nice to finaUy exhale and watch all of the storytines we’ve coL[ectecf over the winter play out in front of 

us. ~o(x:er ~a~li~,s that (:oun~ wi{L brin(j resolution, t,%;e hope, 

Top ol Lhe List of stoMes to watch heading inLo U~e new season is the makeove~ ol Toronto FC, The whil’Lwind s~gnJng o~ 

Mk:hae[ gradl.ey s~:ol.e the headUnes in January, but .Jermain Defoe’s ardva[ might be as potential.{y transk~rmative fo~ 

Canada’s first MLS hanchise, 

Tim Leiwake’s spendJn8 spree brought a major feel back to a club. Once upon a time, Toronto was the originaL 
standardd)earer for passionate, European-styLe support. That’s back~ and it’s because of betief in the c~ub. Then they 

worked ou[: a short-term Loan ~or BrazJUs I.~]~£~]y start in(j 9oaU<eeper ~or thh~ sul’o~T~er~s WorLd CU~L )Ve~coroe ,JuLio Cesar~ 

and Toronto soccer is suddenbt a consteLfat~on of stars. 



Whether t:hat: ~:(~ns~et~.ation resol.ves itself int(~ the ide~tifial)le fo~m of a pl.ayol:f/£~LS Ct~p cont:en~Jer is the p~essing 

question. TFC kept Ryan Nelson on the }oh the one majo{ holdove{ f{om the p{e-Leiweke era. It’s tou~h to know yet if 

N(~I.s(~ ~s a eo~pete~t ~/[.$ e(~a(:h. ~t~:h ~ess a p~a’¢ofi:-{:a~ibe~ one. He eer~:ai~y has ~:he tools to brin<~ the posts{easor~ to 

OntaF~o foF the ~iFsE time in MLS history. 

T~he Vancouver Whitecaps and the Cam]~o controversy 

Toronto weren’t the on[y Canadian dub to make headf}ses this winter. The Vancouver Whitecaps wou]d*ve preferred the 

Camil.o saga stay behind closed deo~s, AfteF a{L Lhis is Lhe ’acceFding Lo {eague policy’ MLS that keeps financial ant! 

~:ontract detai[s to itself, tt d}dn’t wo~k out that way. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

d by 
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d by 
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Where cohesion was needed there was confusion 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[UKRAINE-USA] The Americans roused themselves after a listless 
first half to put forth a more concerted effort in the second 45 

minutes, but inefficient finishing and some glaring defensive 

breakdowns enabled Ukraine to post a 2-0 victory Wednesday in 
Cyprus....Read the whole story 

Long-range knuckier earns Japan late draw with USA 

by Paul Kennedy 

[ALGARVE CUP] Captain Aya Miyama’s knuckling free kick from 35 

yards late in the game earned Japan a 14 tie with United States in 

their opening game at the AIgap/e Cup in Portugal. The result 

extended the USA’s unbeaten streak to 43 games .... Read the 
whole story 

Ghana fails on penalty kick conceded after 15 seconds 

by Seccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 FRIEHDLIES] Ghana, which will open up at the 

World Cup against the USA, felt to Montenegro on a penalty kick 
conceded after 1 5 seconds .... Read the whole story 

Neymar leads Brazil with hat trick 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 FRIENDLIES] Host Brazil showed why it is the 

favorite to capture the 2014 World Cup with a 5-0 demolition of 

2010 host South Africa in Johannesburg .... Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: Young Revs seek to build on 2013 success 

by Pau~ Kennedy 

[MLS 2014: Eastern Conference] After three straight miserable 
seasons, the Hew England Revolution returned to the playoffs in 

2013. The Revs’ plus-16 turnaround was the best in the Eastern 

Conference and landed them in third place. In a more significant 

way, Jay Heaps put out on the field one of the most exalting 
young teams in MLS .... Read the whole story 

Vancouver gets its playmaker in Chilean Morales 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Vancouver Whitecaps signed Chilean 

ptaymaker Pedro Morales on a free transfer from Spanish dub 

Malaga and signed him to a Designated Player contract....Read the 

whole story 

A sweet strike by Isco 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Isco, the 21-year-old attacker Real Madrid 

paid Malaga $40 miOion for last summer, scored with a stunning 
strike in Spain’s U-21 national team’s 2-0 win over Germany on 

Tuesday....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 think we’ve been brainwashed by the [idea that] 

the [English] Premier League is the best league in 

the world. Nonsense. It’s the best brand, but we’ve 
seen over the last few weeks with a tot of the 
English teams struggling that these teams have 

fallen behind the top teams in Europe; 

[Manchester] United in particular." 

-- Former Manchester United star Roy Keane. 

(FIFA.com) 

CaligiuH, Barton and MacMillan host clinics 

by Seccer America 

[HATIOHAL GUARD CLIHICS] SoccerAmericaHet and 
SoccerHation News are partnering with the Army 

National Guard to host in Southern California a 

series of five skill development clinics free for 

soccer players ages 16-18 to attend in March ... 

...More 

1, U.S. Soccer: Wednesday’s game is still on 

2, Oarber on big-money signin~ and celebs 

3, EPL coach headbutts player: Pardew’s third 

strike? 

4, Marta sets up Zidane 

5, Chivas USA’s RodHguez: LA fans seek 

soccer alternative 
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Maradona: Brazi~ can be Messi°s Revenge 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Argentina legend Diego Maradona insists that compatriot Lionel Messi does not need a World Cup 

winner’s medal to be considered one of soccer"s all-time greats. In an interviewwith La Nacion, 

Maradona, who lifted the World Cup in 1986 and coached Argentina to the quarterfinals in 2010, said: ’"Messi 

doesn"t need to win the World Cup to be the best player in the world. (If he did) it would be great for Argentina, the 

fans and Lio, but (winning) a World Cup or not won’t take away any of his achievements up to now to be among the 

greatest." 

Maradona also said the Barcelona striker had a fantastic World Cup four years ago despite failing to score in five 

games. "Messi had an exceptional World Cup with me _. and no one said so. 0A/as it) because he didn’t score? He 

turned all the goalkeepers into stars," the former Napoli star said. "1 approached him and told him he’d have many 

World Cups to get revenge. I said it with all my heart. While the rest were thinking about our return (home) he was 

there, head bowed, crying." 

At this year’s World Cup in Brazil, Argentina drew Bosnia, Iran and Nigeria in Group F. Maradona noted that there 

are three other countries with a serious chance of lifting the trophy. "There’s Spain, Germany and there’s Brazil with 

a tremendous defense," he said. "You think of Brazil’s defense and six or seven names come to mind, you think of 

their attack and there’s only Neymar. For Lio it will be a test of character, to bring out all that crying he has in his 

heart. Brazil can be his great revenge." - Read the whole story._ 

Negotiator: PRO Threatens to Lock Out Refs’ Union 
ESPN FC 

With the 2014 Major League Soccer season just days away from its opener, the Professional Referees 

Organization, the company that employs MLS officials, is threatening to lock out referees belonging to the 

Professional Soccer Referees Association, ESPN reports. PRO and PRSA have been attempting to agree to a new 

collective bargaining agreement since last year, but talks have become increasingly contentious, says Steve 

Taylor, the union’s vice president. 

On Feb. 21, time PRSA voted 64-1 authorizing its board to call a strike whenever it deemed it to be appropriate. Time 

vote was largely in response to allegations that the PRO was unavailable for meetings, failed to bargain in good 

faith, and engaged in regressive bargaining in addition to the charge that a PRO member had threatened as many 

as 10 referees with reprisals if they continued to engage in union activities. 

Taylor met Tuesday with PRO GM Peter Walton as well as MLS Executive Vice President Todd Durbin. "There 

hasn’t been any real movement on their part, and there has been on our part," Taylor told ESPN. "They don’t seem 

to be interested in making a deal. They’re stuck where they are and this is on both economic and non-economic 

issues." According to Taylor, PRO has said it doesn’t have the money to meet PRSA’s demands, even though MLS- 

backed PRO has admitted privately that it does. "They don’t feel that we’re worth it is what it kind of boils down to," 

Taylor said. 

Meanwhile, if time PRSA decides to strike, MLS insists that it will move forward with replacement referees. - Read the 

whole story._ 

Holden Returns to U,S. for Right Knee Tests 
Associated Press 

Bolton and USA international midfielder Stuart Holden has traveled back the U.S. to have an examination after 

experiencing discomfort in his right knee during a U-21 game on Monday night. Holden started the home game 

against Everton in what was his first appearance since tearing his right ACL during the USA’s 1-0 win against 

Panama in the Concacaf Gold Cup final last August. The 28-year-old was in discomfort when he fell to the turf in the 

23rd minute and was replaced by Luke Woodland. Bolton confirmed on Tuesday that the 28-year-old will undergo 

a scan before meeting with Dr. Bert Mande~baum, the surgeon who operated on him last summer. 

This was the latest in a string of injuries for the USA midfielder. HNden first had his right leg broken on a tackle by 

the Netherlands’ Nigel de Jong during an international friendly in March 2010, but returned to make the U.S. 

World Cup team, where he made one appearance in the Americans’ 1-1 draw against England. He then injured his 



left knee against Manchester United during a tackle by donny Evans in March 2011, returned from surgery for a 

League Cup game against Aston Villa that September, but needed more surgery eight days later. 

Holden would come back again in January 2013 to make three substitute appearances for Bolton, four starts during 

a one-month loan to Sheffield Wednesday, and another short substitute stint for Bolton. He rejoined the U.S. 

national team as a substitute in arm exhibition against Belgium on May 29, then played extensively in the Gold Cup 

before suffering the ACL tear to his right knee in the competition’s final. - Read the whole story... 

’Happy’ Suarez to Stay at Anfiekt with or without UCL 
Guardian 

Luis Suarez insists that he is "very happy" at Liverpool and says that while he would relish the chance to play in 

the UEFA Champions League, qualification for Europe’s top club competition is not a perquisite for him to remain at 

Anfiel& 

In an interview with FourFourTwo magazine, Suarez, the Premier League’s runaway top scorer with 24 goals so far 

this season, said, "I’d actually prefer not to win this Golden Boot and for Liverpool to qualify for the Champions 

League this season." When asked if he would remain at Liverpool even if the club failed to qualify for the 

Champions League, the Uruguayan said, ’q think so. I signed my new contract because I’m very happy here and I 

want to stay where I’m enjoying soccer and life. Playing in the Champions League isn’t dependent on that." 

Liverpool is currently second in the English Premier League standings, four points behind league leader Chelsea, 

which means that Champions League qualification is well within the club’s reach as long as it remains in good form 

for the final 10 games of the season. Liverpool has failed to qualify for the UCL for the last four seasons. 

"It would be a frustration not to get fourth because we’ve done everything possible and given our maximum to 

qualify," Suarez added. "Everyone says Champions League nights at Anfield are amazing - memories you guard 

forever. It would be an unforgettable experience and it’s been too long since that happened. I think to finish in the 

top three, which is still possible, would be incredible with time players we have in time squad." - Read the whole 

story... 

Puyo~ to Leave Barca 
ESPN FC 

Barcelona veteran Caries Puyo~ on Tuesday confirmed that he would leave the club where he’s spent his whole 

career at the end of the season after both parties agreed to rescind the final two years of his existing contract. The 

Barca captain, who turns 36 in April, has been hampered by persistent knee problems throughout the current 

season. He made his debut for the Blaugrana against Real Valladolid in 1999.- Read the whole story..~ 

Ramsey, Rosicky, Mertesacker Re-Up with Arsenal 
ESPN FC 

Arsenal on Tuesday was boosted by the news that midfielder Aaron Ramsey has resumed full training after a 

lengthy injury layoff, and has signed a five-year contract extension with the Gunners worth close to $200,000 per 

week. According to the Guardian, Ramsey could be included in the squad that travels to Bayern Munich for the 

UEFA Champions League second-leg next Tuesday. Separately, Arsenal announced on Monday that midfielder 

Tomas Rosicky and defender Per Mertesacker had also signed contract extensions. - Read the whole story... 

Vidic to Join Inter Milan Next Season 
ESPN FC 

Inter Milan on Wednesday that it has reached an agreement to sign Manchester United captain Nemanja Vidic 

when his contract expires this summer. Vidic, 32, had already announced that he would leave the club at the end of 

the season, and Inter president Erick Thorhir had earlier said that a deal to sign the Serbia international was 90 

percent complete. Vidic won five Premier League titles and was part of the side that lifted the U EFA Champions 

League in 2008. - Read the whole story... 

Former Sevi~a President Goes to Jail 
Marca 

Former Sevilla president Jose Maria del Nido started a seven-year jail sentence on Wednesday morning. Del 

Nido turned himself in to the Malaga Provincial Court on charges of perversion of justice and embezzlement after 

various attempts to postpone his prison term came to nothing. These included a request for a government pardon. 

Despite going into prison, Del Nido will continue to pay the financial penalties included in his sentence, which total 

close to 2.8 million euros ($3.8 million). - Read the whole story... 
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Today’s Soccer TV 
No games today due to the internationat break. 

Their Words 

"’We’ve never had it in our aims to [inish sixth. We want to [inish as high as we can and that’s still the case. Obviousl~j 

when the season [inishes, you sit down, see where you are in the table and see where that leaves you. But I would 

never look at this season as one where we’re tryin9 to light [or sixth position. We are sixth now and over the season it’s 

about as low as we’ve been. In terms o[ results, I don’t think the table re[lects the season we’ve had.’" Everton manager 

Roberto Martinez. 

Ukraine 2- USMNT 0 
The retocated Ukraine - USMNT soccer friendty prayed out in front of a sparse crowd in Cyprus on Wednesday, with 
Ukraine winning 2-0 in Larnaca. With Ukraine fietding a strong side, Andriy Yarmotenko opened the scoring in the 12th 
minute. Marko Devic doubted the read in the 67th. The USMNT had chances, but were unabte to keep their shots on 
target. Second-hatf substitute Aron Johannsson had one of the better USA chances of the night in the 87th minute, but 

his shot was btocked. 

USMNT coach Jurgen Ktinsmann catted in Edgar Castitto from Liga MX dub Tijuana, but otherwise retied on a European- 
based roster. That inctuded Ctint Dempsey, finishing off his roan spett with Futham in Engtand’s Premier League before 
returning to Seattle for the start of the MLS season. Ktinsmann started Jozy Attidore in a roan-striker rote, with support 
from Dempsey, Fabian Johnson, and Sacha Ktjestan. Opportunities were an issue in the first-hatf. The USMNT recovered 
earty in the second-hatf, but Ukraine’s second goat started the comeback attempt. Read More 

Working on the USMNT defense 
By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Mar 5, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - Nobody shoutd discount the off the fietd issues 

when trying to tease out meaning from Wednesday’s Ukraine - USMNT friendty. USMNT coach Jurgen Ktinsmann can tatk 

about opportunities being open, but that 100 day countdown currently stands at 99. 

It’s an even shorter window for Wortd Cup coaches. They have to settle on a training camp roster by May 13 and then 
reduce it to the finat 23 prayers on June 2. Some are further atong than others, and Ktinsmann isn’t making it dear 

where he is on that scare. 

It’s fair enough to think he atready knows the butk of the squad. It’s atso fair to say his options remain open. There’s the 
feeting, and he’s pushing that feeting at every opportunity, that prayers can stitt make their case. That’s exciting, but 
the time frame doesn’t exactly hetp sett that scenario. 

Unfortunatety for Ktinsmann and the prayers rooking to show against Ukraine, the atmosphere worked against them. 
Ukraine’s potiticat situation overwhetmed this friendty. The setting was as dose to a dosed door game as we’re tikety to 



see at fuji international [eve[. The locals in Larnaca didn’t respond with much enthusiasm for a hastily rearranged game 

that didn’t involve their country. Go figure. Read More 

Can MLS create a 
Galaxy? 

better alternative to the LA 

By Luis Bueno - CARSON, CA (Mar 6, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - The LA Gataxy may be the most prestigious and successfut 

dub in MLS, but that does not equate to unquestioned poputarity across their home region. 

For as many reasons there are to support the LA Galaxy - their championships, star players, success year in and year out 

- there exist reasons to root against them. The Galaxy can come off as corporate, sometimes downright arrogant. It’s not 

just the local fans of soccer - but not necessarily the Galaxy - that fee[ that way. MLS itself played up that angle when 

they decided the market not only needed a second team, but a second team playing at the same stadium. 

They’re right. The LA market is fertite for a different MLS experience and Netson Rodriguez hopes to ptant some seeds 

here this season. 

"There are a lot of fans who are seeking a soccer alternative in the Los Angeles area and we want to be the club for 

them," Roddguez said in a conference ca[[ on Monday. Read More 

Clint Dempsey Interview: Star Talks to B/R About Fulham, MLS and the World Cup - from Bteacher Report’s Atex 

Dimond: "The most important thing is making sure that we survive because Futham deserves to be in the Premier 

League-it’s a great ctub with a tot of history." 

Maurice Edu eyes career restart after high-profile move to Philadelphia Union - from MLSsoccer.com’s Andrew Wiebe: 

"it doesn’t make sense if you’re not praying." 

Sporting KC names Matt Besler captain, unveils new secondary jerseys - from The Kansas City Star’s Sam McDowet[: 

He succeeds goatkeeper Jimmy Nietsen, who retired in December after the dub hoisted the MLS Cup trophy. 

Union face stiff competition in Major League Soccer’s Eastern Conference - from The Phitty Soccer Page’s Dan Watsh: 

Meanwhite, the top teams haven’t tost much. 

Vincent Kompany: Talk of the quadruple is forbidden at Manchester City - from the Evening Standard’s Andrew 

Bontiff: "1 never use the word, and you won’t hear any of my team-mates using it, either." 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
The dub soccer TV schedute resumes on Friday with Ligue 1 and Liga MX. 

Olympique Marseille - Nice on belN Sport at 2:15pm. This is a meeting of 5th hosting 16th in Ligue 1, with Nice 9 points 

above the retegation zone and the bottom of three teams tied on 31 points. They’re within three points of 11-ptace, 

with 9th to 16th in Ligue 1 separated by 5 points. Higher up the chart, Otympique Marseitte are a point ahead of Lyon 

and Stade Reims, traiting St Etienne by 5 points. PSG are at the top of Ligue 1 with an 8 point read over Monaco. PSG 

shutout Monaco 2-0 fast week. Nice tost 2-0 to Toutouse. 

Toluca - Puebla is on Univision Deportes at 9:30pm. DaMarcus Beastey and Michaet Orozco’s Puebta is improving in Liga 

MX. Puebta is currentty in 12th-ptace, two points out of the finat ptayoff spot in the 2014 Ctausura. Totuca is a tough 

chattenge, especiatty at home where they’ve won art four games this season. Currentty 2nd, Totuca is 4 points ahead of 

UNAM Pumas and 6 points behind readers Cruz Azut. This is Round 10 of the Ctausura, with Puebta winning twice so far 

this season. 

Tijuana - Chivas is on ESPN Deportes and Azteca America at 10:30pm. Chivas aren’t struggting as badty in the Ctausura 

as they did in the Apertura, currentty in 7th-ptace. Tijuana is pushing for a ptayoff spot, currentty 10th and tied on 

points with 9th-ptace Chiapas. Both are a point behind 8th-ptace Attante for that fina[ spot. At[ three of Tijuana’s wins 

this season came at home. 



Also on the Friday soccer TV schedule, ESPN Deportes and Azteca America have More[ia - UNAM Pumas at 8:30pm. All 

Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 
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Section 2: Hodgson happy with England’s yo~mgsters 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, March 6, 2014 !~ Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Hodgson happy with England’s youngsters 
AFP                                                                                                               ~ 

England coach Roy Hodgson drew encouragement from his younger players’ performances after his 

team’s 1-0 win ever Denmark in its final game before he selects his World Cup squad. Hodgson gave 

debuts to 18-year-eld Southampton ~eft back Luke Shaw and 19-year-old MverpeN winger Raheem Sterling was 

named man of the match in Wednesday’s friendly at Wembley Stadium. 

Adam Lallana, 25, and 23-year-old Danny Welbeck also impressed after coming on in the second half, with the 

former serving 24-year-old Liverpool striker Daniel Sturridge to head home an 82hal-minute winner. 

"You couldn’t get me to say anything negative about any of the young players on show today (Wednesday)," he 

said. "At one stage we only had Gary Cahill, Joe Hart, Glen Johnson and Steven Gerrard who would consider 

themselves seniors. The others were finding their way, and yet we still didn’t give Denmark a sniff at our goal. 

"That’s a positive thing. I wanted the young players to have a chance to get out there and play at Wembley, and I’m 

sure Shaw and Lallana will go back to Southampton feeling very positive." - Read the whole story... 

Associated Press 

Lifting tMs year’s Bundesliga crown is a mere formality for Bayem Munich, which visits Wolfsburg on Saturday. 

Second-place Borussia Dortmund is 20 points off the pace. 

"Of course we’re going to be champions," Bayern midfielder Toni Kroos said. "We still want to take each game 

seriously so we don’t get into any rut with a view to the Champions League. Indeed it’s difficult to flip the switch 

again." 

Bayern is on a record 15-game winning run and unbeaten in a record 48 games. Its 20-point lead after 23 games is 

also a Bundesliga record. 

Excitement will come at the other end of the standings where eight teams are fighting against relegation. Six of them 

meet on Saturday: VfB Stuttgart-Eintracht Braunschweig, Hamburger SV-Eintracht Frankfurt and Nuremberg- 

Werder Bremen. Dortmund will visit another relegation candidate, Freiburg, on Sunday. Hannover is the eighth 

team in trouble. 

- Read the whole story... 

Independent 

Mexico’s star striker Javier "Chicharito" Hemandez suffered a knee injury during Mexico scoreless tie Nigeria 

Wednesday in Atlanta~ Hernandez left the field after he collided with Nigeria goalkeeper Vincent ~=nyeam& 

’q don’t feel good, the goalkeeper fell on top of me, I’ll wait for the tests," said the 25-year-old Hernandez who has 

scored 35 times in 57 appearances for El Tri. 

There did appear to be some good news: Mexico’s national team doctor Jose Vazquez said they have aheady 

ruled out ligament damage. - Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Nicolas Anelka was banned because the ’quenelle’ gesture he used to celebrate a goal is "strongly associated 

with anti-Semitic sentiments and anti-Zionist politics" according to the independent regulatory commission that ruled 

against him. 

The commission took the view that while there was no proof West Bromwich Albion’s 34-year-old French striker was 



"expressing or promoting" anti-Semitism when he used the inverted Nazi salute, the gesture was in itself offensive 

enough to warrant his five-game ban. 

Anelka denied it was an anti-Semitic gesture, saying the salute was in solidarity with his friend, French comedian 

Dieudonr~e M’ba~a M’bala, who invented it and uses it. Anelka’s leading counsel Pushpir~der Sair~i argued that 

the quenelle was not necessarily anti-Semitic but anti-establishment. 

Anelka has until March 13 to appeal. 

- Read the whole story... 

AFP 

China survived a scare before scraping into next year’s Asian Cup on goal difference thanks to a late penalty in its 

3-1 loss to Iraq on Wednesday. The perennial underachiever looked set to miss out on reaching an 1 lth 

successive Asian Cup as it went three goals down and rival Lebanon struck a fifth goal against Thailand in Group B. 

- Read the whole story... 

Mexican reds seize Qu÷retaro 
Reuters 

Mexico’s government will take control of top tier club Gallos Blancos de Queretaro, whose owner is the chief 

executive of a company at the center of a money-laundering probe involving Citigroup’s Mexican subsidiary. 

Mexican authorities are investigating oil services company Oceanografia after Citigroup said on Friday it had 

discovered at least $400 million in fraudulent loans at its Mexican subsidiary, Banamex. The chief executive of 

Oceanografia is the owner of the Gallos Blancos. - Read the whole story_. 
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Schmid comes to Dempsey’s defense 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2014: Weekend Preview] MLS kicks off its 19th season with eight 
games this weekend. Saturday’s first game pits 2013 champion 

Sporting Kansas City at rebuilt Seattle in the national television 
opener (live on NBCSN at 3 p.m. ET). One player who is back for the 
Sounders is Ctint Dempsey, in whom his coach, Sigi Schmid, 

expressed fur[ confidence despite a difficult loan spelt at Futham. 

...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"Welt, then, let me ask you a question: Does it work 
in Germany with a female chancellor? Angela Merkel 
runs a whole f ...... country." 

-- Current Sweden and former U.S. national team 
coach Pia Sundhage when asked in a Swedish 

magazine interview if she could coach men. (Magasin 
Danderyd) 

PREVIEW: Edu is just one element in Union’s upgrade 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[iVILS 2014: Eastern Conference] The acquisition of U.S. international 
iviaurice Edu signals a serious effort to correct a disappointing 

showing in 2013. He’s not the only significant addition, a point that 
head coach John Hackworth used to convince his superiors of a valid 

overall plan .... Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: ’Caps hand the reins to rookie Robinson 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[iVILS 2014: Western Conference] You couldn’t blame Vancouver fans 
if they felt 2013 was cursed. Lots went wrong during in the 

immediate aftermath of the season, so new boss Cart Robinson starts 
off his head coaching career in search of stability and continuity as 
much as results .... Read the whole story 

Pereira, last draft pick, signs with Sounders 
by Paul Kennedy 

[iVILS 2014 SUPERDRAFT] Fabio Pereira, the last player taken in the 

2014 ivILS SuperDraft, signed with the Seattle Sounders for the 2014 
season. Taken with the 76th overall pick, the 22-year-old Brazilian 

out of the University of Michigan is the only player picked in the 
fourth round to sign so far with an ivILS team. For the lowest draft 
picks ever to play in ivILS in the same season they were drafted. 

...Read the whole story 

New York, Columbus and San Jose ink TV deals 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Three more ivILS clubs announced local TV 
deals as the New York Red Butts signed a multi-year extension to 

return to ivISG Networks, their local carrier since ivlLS’s first season in 
1996, the Columbus Crew reached a new multi-year agreement with 

Time Warner CaMe SportsChanne[, and the San Jose Earthquakes will 
return on Comcast SportsNet with a new crew in the booth. The only 

teams without announced local TV deals: Chivas USA and D.C. 

United .... Read the whole story 

Big test for Tijuana’s U.S. contingent 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Four days ahead of its 
Concacaf Champions League match at the LA Galaxy, 

the American contingent at Tijuana faces a big test 
as Xotos host Guadatajara .... More 

Caligiuri, Barton and MacMillan host clinics 
by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL GUARD CLINICS] SoccerAmericaNet and 
SoccerNation News are partnering with the Army 

National Guard to host in Southern California a series 
of five skit[ development clinics free for soccer 

players ages 16-18 to attend in March ...... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Klinsmann: ’It would be a miracle if we 
had played well’ 

2. Where cohesion was needed there was 
confusion 

3. The world’s cutest field invader 

4. U.S. Player Ratings: None look ready for 
prime time 

5. Germany jeered at home, Portugal romps 



U.S. under-1 7 men’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[PACIFIC NORTHWEST TOUR] Three non-residency players, Edwin 

Lara, Tyler Adams and Nicholas Taitague, a[[ eligible for the U-15 
national team, are among the 20 players U.S. under-17 national team 
coach Richie Williams has taken on a three-game tour of the Pacific 

Northwest that begins Friday .... Read the whole story 

A hat trick of major misses 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Let’s start the weekend off with a three 
dips of embarrassing blunders in front of the goat .... Read the whole 
story 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

A Big East program continues to lure the top 
players from a prominent MLS Academy to the 
nation’s capital. See who is the latest to join. 
MORE: Best In Class: MLS Rookie Preview 

GRAN } !i! T !i!ANIAAN ’ : TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update refreshes the top boys 
clubs in the U$6, U$7 and U18 age groups. 
See who has left their mark of late. 

ODP  3[!!ST Gi[RLS 
Last weekend was the U.S. Youth Soccer ODP 
Championships. These are the Best X[ girls 
from the national event. 
MORE: ODP Championship: Best Xf Boys 

DID YOU SEE? 

Footage from Messi’s first 
ever appearance with 
Barca’s B team has surfaced 

Almost every country in the 
world played and we have 
all the best goals. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Georgetown Residential Soccer Camp 

Georgetown University is running its ninth 
year of residential soccer camps in 2014. 

Each player will work on the technical and 
tactical aspects of the game needed to play 
at the college level. 

Limited enrollment and the on-campus 
setting will also allow for every college staff 
coach to see every camper play every minute 
of every game throughout the camp. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

O~ympiq~e MarseL~le .. Nice on beIN Sport at 2:lSpm, To~uca .. Pueb[a is on 

Uni~ision Deportes at 9:30prn. T{juan~ - Chiva~ is on ESPN Deportes and Azteca 

Araerk:a at 10:30pro, ALso on the ~’H~Jay soccer "[W sehedu{e, ES~N Deportes and 

A~eca America have More[in - UNAM Pum~s ~t 8:30pm, A~ T~me~ Eost~n~ 

Their Words 

that p~’in9 a ~*omp~et~y new b~dk~in~, p~cyin~ players that come out o~ the 

usually h~v~, there’s a fat of wor~ to be don~ ~nd a ~ot to build on,’ USMNT 

coach Jursen Klinsmann. 

USMNT Send-Off Series set for San Francisco, N J, 
and Jacksonville 

The USMNT wiLL play a Send.Off Series of pro- WorLd ¢ up friendLies in San F~ancisco~ New Jersey, and Jacksonvffte prio~ 

to departm8 for the 201,1 WorLd Cup h~ Brazil The series opens a~amst Azerbaiian at San Francisco’s CancHestick Park 

on May 27th at 10pro E’[" on ESPN2. Ne~t up is a June 1st ~;ame a~ainst Turkey at Red Bu[~ Arena h~ Harrison, NJ at 2pro 

~ on ESPN2. The Send-Off Set}as concludes af#~h~st Nigeria at JacksonvilLe’s EverBank F}eLd on June 7th at 6pro ~ on 

ESPH~ 

"We a~e abso[ut:eLy thrit[ed with the schedule we have £ut lxx~et he~ ~or the Send-Of~ Series,’~ USMNT <each ,Jurflen 

K[h)smann said, "We have some fantastic opponents hhah wiLL help us 8eL prepared ~or the teams we wiLL meet in the 

Wo~[~J Cb[b and also the opportunW{ to e:<perience different threaten and con~Jit:kx~s h~ l:[~e venues~ "]’here has been 

amazin$ support ~rom our ~ans these [as~ yea~s on our path to BraziL, and we know there wilt be awesome a~mospheres 

in each of the stadiums. Ws the pe~ fact way to start our ]ourney." 

The USMNT will be based in See PauLo, B~aziL for the 2014 WorLd Cup, u.qn~ See PauLo FC’s trah’dng site. The USMNT 

spent Lime there during the JanuaPi Lraining camp, Read More 

Which MLS player will have a breakout season in 
20147 

By Jason Davis o WASHINGTON, DC {Mar 5, 2014) US Soccer PLayers - Picking a group of ML~S players due for a b~eakout 

season shob[(Jn’t be a[~ that dfft:k:u~t, MIlS has many p~ayers o~ obxdous talent who t:i$ure to play signi~k:ant 

their Learns in 2014. They1 e exactly the type to fiLL a List of MLS breakout players to watch. 

StiLL there’s some science to this process. How much previous success p~ec[udes a player from havinf~ a breakout 
season~ Do these players have Lo be ’¢oun!~? Do thev have to start the season as somet[~in(~ Less than stars~ ’A hal e:<act[v 

"breakout season" any~ ’ay. ~f a pl.ayer has a b~ eakout season and no one notices, did it stiLL happen? 

eke% enough already, Nothin~ about picking iour MLS pl.ayers as breakout can@dates in 2014 Hses to the [eve[ oi 

phi[osopbk:a[ discussion. The season st:arts tomorrow. ’~’he~e’s no time for nonsense, 

Gy~s~ Z~rdes - LA 

Za~ des possesses aLL of the athletic ability to be amen8 the best players in MLS and to get there before wehe reaUy 

aware it’s happenin$. 2013 was a feeLing-out yea~ for the GaLaxy home~ro~,,,,n p~aye~. Atte~ a season adjustm8 to a wide 

ro[e h~ Sru<e Arena’s setup, he shoul.d be ready to make a more <:onsist:ent: 181[)act in 2014. "[’he GaLaxy a~Jde~J 

forwards (Rob Friend. San~tue[) and a winger (Stefan Ish~zak0, creat]n~ con~tpedt}on for n’dnutes. Zardes should benefit 
d$~eetlly in terms of p[ayk~fl Lime by the absen<e of Ilandon Donovan for kfl:ernatk)nal, duty. 

Watehil’l~ Zard(!s is ti~e watchin¢~ potential in action. Gan}~[y, but: e:<p[os~v(~ and caLlabLe of so~e[h~n~ sp(~etacu[af every 

Lime he touches the ba[L tf the fo~wa~d, turned-win$er can harness his ability while better unde~standin$ his 

res£onsibi[iLk~s~ be mi$ht ewm raake (}a~axy fans forftet about Mfl<e Mafzee, Zardes exhibited glimpses of immense 



Eric A~exander ~ New York Red Bulls 

There’s a ~easen USMI’~’[" he~d coach .fu~gen Ktinsmann (:a[b!~d up 25-ye~r-eh:l Red B(~[s midfie{der Erk A{exander for t:he 

team’s ~an~m~y camp. ~t wasn’t just because o~ his winning persona[iLy. A[exandeUs ski{~ sol - strong &ib~[er~ flood in 

combinatiom wi]Lh’~flness to ~un at defenders - sometimes makes it difficult for coaches to find a p]a<e for h~m in the 

starEmg [metap. It a}so means be% a uniqtae type o~ MLS Ea[enE that could make waves ~f ~K,en the chance. To EhaE 

pomt~ A]exander’s four years in MLS have a~ready h’,c{uded stops w~th four different teams. Read More 

Jurgen Klinsmann says USMNT "definitely" missed MLS players in loss to Ukraine ~ from ML3soccer.com’s G~aham 
Rb~hven: "]"h~t:~s why o~Er job is ~e ZOOI~ ~n and na~]’~e 23 flt~yS who are bp ~e ~he task of the V~’orl.d (:t~p." 

World Cup 2014 looms large for player% coaches as MLS gets underway 
four of the 22, p{ayers who traveled to South Afri<a were on MLS rosters, 

Mexico and Nigeria play to scoreless draw- from The Attanta JournabCenstitution’s Doug Roberson: As a result, 

players on beth teams teoked {iRe they {acked chemist:~y I)t]t competed as if ~ester spot:s were on the Iine. 

SB Nation’s 2014 MLS Season Preview - f~em ~B l’~atk)n: Viewed from anothe~ anfl[e. 2014 also represents a harbinfler 

of what’s to come~ 

Red Bulls Opt For Continuity In Challenging 2014 .. Item Gothamist’s Dan Dickson: Let’s get this cl.em: t~Y-PorU.and is 
the best cross<onference r~vab’y in MLS. 

2014 MLS Managers Survey: The toughest stadium to visit in MLS? It’s not in the Pacific Northwest ~ flora 
MLSsoccer.com’s Benjamin Baer: There are no surp~ ises in this category, with a certain Cascadia nmtchup coming eut 
on 

Soccer TV: Arsenal- Everton in the FA Cup and 
Seattle - Sportin  KC this weekend 

The Premier Leaflue and the StKth Round of the F’A Cup b~ke the stage in Engh~nd and ML___~S returns to I:he airwaw~s with 
the start of the 2014 regukar season, tt’s the soccer TV sched~fe for the weekend of Mar 8-10, 2014. 

Arsena~ - [ve~ton on Fox Sports 1 at 7::}0am on Saturday in the FA Cup. This }s the next biggest game on [verton’s 

scheduke, wit:h Tim Howard% dub k~oking to adv~n(:e h~ the Sixth Robnd o~ 1:he FA Cup. Here in Arnerka~ we weird refe~ 

to this as the quarter~inab. Arsenal advanced by beadn$ Liverpool 2..1 a~ the Emirates Staditm~ and Everton bea~ 

Swanse~ ~-1 at Goed~son Park, 

"Obviously to l)e able te (:ornpe[e aflainst ~ team like .&.rsena[ in their own flrt)t~nd is gt)h’~fl [e toe ~s bifl a tes[ as you’ye 

going to get but we fee}. that if we can ~et throt~sh that the team will be read}; to be very success[u[," , 

Seattle gounder~ - Sporting Kansas City is on NBCSM at 3pm on Saturday as the 2014 MLS season sta~ ts. Seattle enter 

the season looking for production from USMNT sta~ C[int Dempsey as they rework their atta<k with fellow USMNT 

forward E~die Johnson }.earing fo~ D< Umted. Sporitng Kansas CiEy is the ~efendmg MLS Cup champions. Seattle he[ds 

the a~btime ser}es [ead~ winning 6 of the 8 games played. 

blull City - Sunderland on Fox Soccer P[us at 10am on Sunday in the FA C~p. Jo~ A[tidore’s Sm~dedand get another shot 

at cup fl[ery this season after {osh~fl in the teaflt~e Cup final "[’Ms lJrne~ it’s an FA Cup quarterfinal a~amst HtR{ City. 

Thouflh Sunderland a~e on the [oad~ th~s isn’t ~n~pt,,b’e nea~ the Mnd of matchup they faced in the later rom~ds of the 

Leaflue Cup, 

"]"h~t:’s somet:hing the p~ayers are {ool<infl fotw~*d tei’. "fi you t:hink toe :rnt~<h about: wtmt: happened you will be 

thinkinfl a/( your/ire, but when yo~ have a chance to flet that revenfle and fie back to Wemb/ey, it’s a great opportunity. 

It’s geing t:o be an inte*estiinfl flaqle {or evet]/bedy, but we h~ve to <encentrate en otarseh, es and mal~e stu’e we do our 

bit and win the flame/’ 

Saturday 

FA Cup on Fox Sports ’i : Arsenal - Everton at 7: }0am. Premier League on NBCSN: West Brom - Manchester United at 

7am and Chel.se~ o Spt~rs at 12: 30prn. Read More 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 2:52 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV (Updated): Friday, March 7, 2014 

Friday, Mamh 7, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

An earlier version of Soccer on TV omitted this weekend’s BelN network games, which include Spanish La Liga 

and Italian Serie A action .... There’s French and Mexican action on Friday .... MLS’s 19th season kicks off on 

Saturday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed daily thFaughout the week. 

FRIDAY, g.,la~ch T 

ReIN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-NICE (live) 2:15 pm. 

mun2 

Mexico LEON-VERACRUZ (live) 9 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA-PUEBLA (live) 9:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, g.,la~ch 8 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain VALLADOLID-BARCELONA (live0 9:30 am. 

Italy UDINESE-AC MILAN (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

FA CupARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (delay) 10 am. 

NBGSN 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

Japan KASKIMA ANTLERS-VEGALTA SENDAl (live) 5 am. 

AZ’rECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-PUMAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-GUADALAJARA (live) 10:30 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-BARCELONA (live) 9:30 am. 

italy UDINESE-AC MILAN (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain GRANADA-VILLARREAL (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am, 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG=BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 



Germany NUREMBERG-WERDER BREMEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-UTRECHT (live) 2:30 pro. 

mun2 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7:40 am. 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:25 pm. 

UNII~6,S 

Mexico TIGRES-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico AMERICA-SANTOS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIWSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-JAGUARES (live) 10 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

England BARNSLEY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 9:45 am. 

France BASTIA-PSG (live) 10:15 am. 
Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain MIRANDES-DEPORTIVO (live) Noon. 

France MONACO-.SOCHAUX (live) 1:45 pm. 

italy CATANIA-CAGLIARI (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLSD.C. UNITED-COLUMBUS (live) 7 pm. 

MLSVANCOUVER-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLSHOUSTON-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NORV~CH CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

~taiy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 7:15 am. 

italy INTER MILAN-TORINO (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOX SPORT 2 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

ONE World Sports 

Australia BRISBANE-ADELAIDE (live) 2 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 7:15 am. 

~taly INTER MILAN-TORINO (live) 9:30 am, 

Spain ALMERIA-SEVILLA (live) 11:45 am, 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BILBAO (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-DORTMUND (live) 10:30 pm. 

Germany MAINZ-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 12:30 pro. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RACING CLUB-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:30 pm. 



UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia DINAMO MOSCOW4L~SKA (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ELCHE (live) 6:45 am. 

England BLACKBURN-BURNLEY (live) 8:15 am. 

France LILLE-MONTPELLIER (live) 8:45 am. 
Italy LAZIO-ATALANTA (live) 9:45 am. 

Russia ZENIT-TOM TOMSK (live) 10:30 am. 
Spain BARCELONA B-PNFERRRADINA (live) 11:45 am. 

France LORIENT-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11:45 am. 
Spain LUGO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 3:30 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-MALAGA (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCEDAD-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, March 7, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Watch LIVE college sports with CBSSlcx~rts.com ULive 

:::~:: ULive Powered by 

CBSSports.com 

¢:SSSpor~ corn ULi,:~ i Can’t see this e-mail? Click here 

Brown vs #I South Carolina {Baseball) 

#4 Cai $1: Fdiie~or! vs. Bayks~ (Baseb;N~) 

Msryiand vs #3 Florida State (Baseball) 

~5 Wisconsin vs Pann State {M. ~ce Hockey) 

#I North C~ralin ~ ’,,s /~5 VhIgims (W [.~c[osse} 

Winthrop vs #6 Vanderbiit (Baseba~} 

More "ir£# ~# Action Live & On Demand 

your contidence and trust are imporf~nt to us. Please review ou:" Privacy Policy. 

CBB~Spo[ts corn Ceibge Net,,~,ork - 2035 ¢:olte ~ei N%;al Sui[e 250 - Carlsbad C:A 9£01 ! - - 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Fagundez’s Pert~ct Playmate; Magee’s Early Test with Pros (When They Were Children 

Friday, March 7, 2014                                                                 ~35" Tweet This ~’j Share This 

Fagundez’s Perfect Playmate; Magee’s Early Test 
with Pros (When They Were Children) 
With MLS’s 19th season kicking off this weekend, the Youth Soccer Insider~ "When They Were Children" series 

is Iooking~ back at the fom~ative years of some of the lea~lue’s bri~lhtest stars, starting~ with a teen sensation and 

last year’s lea~lue MVP. 

By Mike Woitalla 

Diego Fagundez (New England Revolution) 

The 19-year-old Diego Fagundez is so popular among the New England Revolution’s young fans that his teammates call him 

’MLS’s Justin Bieber." 

For a kid who aimed to be a goalscorer, Fagundez had a very suitable playmate. His father, Washington Fagundez, had been 

professional goalkeeper. 

"He never coached my team," said Diego, now already in his fourth MLS season. "But we’d go to a field and shoot around. 

That’s how I better. We’d get 20 balls and take shots everyday. He would show me where good shots go, where no keeper 

can reach. Then I’d aim for those spots." 

Fagundez finished the 2013 season with a team-leading 13 goals, which upped his league total to 17, breaking the record for 

most MLS goals by a teen. 

Fagundez’s introduction to the soccer ball came when he started kicking one around the house and he said he already played 

on a team at age 3 in Uruguay. His father played for Montevideo club Central Espanol. When Diego was 5, the family went on 

vacation to the USA to visit relatives and never left, settling in Leominster, Mass, where Diego joined the local recreational 

league. 

’I was playing Leominster youth soccer and another coach said I should join his club [FC United]," said Fagundez. ’1 didn’t 

even know what travel team was, but for me that was a step forward." 

After playing with F.C. United and FC Greater Boston Bolts, Fagundez joined the Revolution’s Academy program. In November 

of 2010, he signed a senior contract with the Revs. Fagundez got rides from his parents to high school and Revs’ practices. 

’When I was 7 years old I would go around telling my teachers I’m going to be a professional soccer player," he said. "They’d 

say, ’No, you have to finish school ..~’ and this and that, ’It’s hard to be a professional.’ To this day I still laugh when I see 

those teachers and tell them, ’See, I told you.’" 

Mike Magee (Chicago Fire) 

Last season’s league MVP after scoring 21 goals, Mike Magee is in his 12th MLS season. 

"1 joined soccer because it started the earliest, at age 4 or 5," Magee said. "1 had to wait for baseball. My parents had to get 

me out of the house!" 

He eventually joined youth powerhouse Chicago Sockets FC, which has also spawned another 2013 MLS Best Xl pick Will 

Johnson and U.S. stars Jonathan Spector, Jay DeMerit and Michael Bradley, the son of Bob Bradley, who let young Magee 

join the Chicago Fire at some practices. 

’Oh, man," he recalled. "1 went to train with the Fire when I was like 15 years old, and I realized right away it’s pretty cutthroat, 

especially seeing guys like Peter Nowak, and [Hristo Stoitchov] and [Carlos] Bocanegra and [Ante] Razov. I had a lot of pretty 

good examples at a young age, it definitely wasn’t all smiles and helping everyone out. It was a really good experience for 

me." 

Magee left his Illinois home at 15 for Bradenton, Fla., to join the U.S. U-17 national team Residency Program. After appearing 

in the 2001 U-17 World Cup then-MetroStars coach Bob Bradley drafted him and made him a regular in his rookie season of 

2003. 



Previous editions of the Youth Soccer insider’s "When They Were Children" series: 

MLS 2014 SuperDraft Picks: Andre Blake Steve Birnbaum, Christian Dean Steve Neumann Eric Miller, Damion Lowe. 

Clint Dempsey 

Neven Subotic 

Kristine Lilly 

Darlinqton Na.qbe, Sean Johnson, Nick Rimando, Luis Silva, Juan A.qudelo 

Michael Bradley 

Chris Wondolowski 

Hope Solo 

Jurgen Klinsmann 

Marie Balotelli & Philipp Lahm 

Nani & David Silva 

Cristiano Ronaldo & Danny Welbeck 

Bastian Schweinsteiqer Andres Iniesta & Andriy Shevchenko 

Didier Drogba 

Lionel Messi 

U.S. Women World Cup 2011 (Alex Morgan & Co.) 

Ronaldinho 

Lo.qan Pause, David Ferreira Fredy Montero, Dwayne De Rosario, CJ Sapon.q, Perry Kitchen, Tim Ream 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider bio.q. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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Afternoon Edition: Meet the MLS replacement ret~; Sweden snaps U.S. women’s unbeaten streaJ~ 

Friday, Marci~ 7, 2014 

Replacement refs bring varying experience 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The replacement referees hired for MLS’s 

weekend openers to replace the PSRA referees PRO locked out in 

their labor dispute on Friday include two current FIFA referees 

from Puerto Rico, former FIFA referees from Greece and Ireland 
and two former MLS referees. The other two men in the middle on 
Saturday have little experience at the top level ...Read the whole 

story 

Sweden snaps U.S. unbeaten streak at 43 games 

by Paul Kennedy 

[ALGARVE CUP] The USA’s unbeaten streak of 43 international 
women’s matches ended on Friday as it fell, 1-0, to Sweden, 
coached by former U.S. national team coach Pia Sundhage, at the 

Algarve Cup....Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: Defending champ Sporting KC is still potent 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS 2014: Eastern Conference] Along with the glory and euphoria 

of Sporting Kansas City’s second MLS Cup title came a sobering 
thought: there’s no way to top that achievement. It can only be 

matched. But that is challenge enough in a league where only 
three teams have ever repeated .... Read the whole story 

USA wins under-23 women’s tournament 
by Soccer America 

[SIX HATIOHS TOURNAMENT] The USA won the the Six Nations 
Tournament for under-23 women’s teams in La Manga~ Spain, with a 

2-1 win over Horway on goals -- the first for each player at the 

under-23 level -- from Portland Thorns FC midfielder Meleana Shim 
and former Wake Forest star Katie Stenge[, who will play for the 

Pali Blues in the W-League this summer....Read the whole story 

Matheus and Beckham sign with Dayton Dutch Lions 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUHTDOWtl] The Dayton Dutch Lions have signed 

three Brazilians -- defender Matheus and and forwards Jackson 
Beckham and Guilherme -- with European experience for the 2014 
USL PRO season .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"One of the neat things about soccer is how 

infectious it is. The more you learn about it, the 

more you know what you don’t know. It’s such a 
nuanced sport, and it really does get in your 

system in a way that over time few other sports 

do." 

-- Merrill Paulson, the the 40-year-old owner of 

the Portland Timbers and Portland Thorns, on his 

evolution to soccer zealot. Paulson, the son of 
former U.S. Treasury secretary and Goldman Sachs 

chairman Henry Paulson, was named to the U.S. 

Soccer board of directors. (SI.com) 

Caligiuri, Barton and MacMillan host clinics 
by Soccer America 

[HATIOIIAL GUARD CLINICS] SoccerAmericaHet and 
SoccerHation News are partnering with the Army 

National Guard to host in Southern California a 
series of five skill development clinics free for 

soccer players ages 16-18 to attend in March ... 

...More 

ReceNt g~ast Read Starie~ 

1, Klinsmann: ’It would be a miracle if we had 
played well’ 

2, The world’s cutest field invader 

3. Schmid comes to Dempsey’s defense 

4, U.S. Player Ratings: None look ready for 
prime time 

5, Germany jeered at home, Portugal romps 

~~~j’ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, March 8, 2014 

Saturday, March 8, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS’s 19th season kicks off on Saturday .... Sporting Kansas City begins its title defense at Seattle.... Also on 

Saturday, an ArsenaI-Everton FA Cup clash. 

~ 
All times Eastern unless noted. TV pro£1ramming is always subject to chan£1e. Resides the exclusive streamin£1 

programmin~l listed here, many networks make TV programmin# available on streamin~l devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listin~ls and network programmin~l listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

SATURDAY, ~,~arch 8 

ReIN SPORTS 

Spain VALLADOLID-BARCELONA (live) 9:30 am. 

Italy UDINESE-AC MILAN (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain CELTA DE VlGO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA CupARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (delay) 10 am. 

NBCSN 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7 am. 

EngiandCARDIFF CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

Japan KASKIMA ANTLERS-VEGALTA SENDAl (live) 5 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-PUMAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-GUADALAJARA (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-BARCELONA (live) 9:30 am. 

italy UDINESE-AC MILAN (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain GRANADAWILLARREAL (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany WOLFSBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany NUREMBERG-WERDER BREMEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-UTRECHT (live) 2:30 pm. 

mun2 

England WEST BROM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 7:40 am. 

England CHELSEA-TOTTENHAM (live) 12:25 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico TIGRES-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 



UNIVlSlON 

Mexico AMERICA-SANTOS (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-MONTERREY (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-JAGUARES (live) 10 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

England BARNSLEY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 9:45 am. 

France BASTIA-PSG (live) 10:15 am. 

Spain BETIS-GETAFE (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain MIRANDES-DEPORTIVO (live) Noon. 

France MONACO-SOCHAUX (live) 1:45 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-CAGLIARI (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 7:30 am. 

MLS DIRECT K~CK 

MLSD.C. UNITED-COLUMBUS (live) 7 pm. 

MLSVANCOUVER-NEW YORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLSHOUSTON-NEW ENGLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-STOKE CiTY (live) 10 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 7:15 am. 

italy INTER MILAN-TORINO (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SPORT 2 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

ONE World Sports 

Australia BRISBANE-ADELAIDE (live) 2 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 7:15 am. 

Italy INTER MILAN-TORINO (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-SEVlLLA (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BILBAO (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-DORTMUND (live) 10:30 pm. 

Germany MAINZ-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RACING CLUB-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNI[VtA.S 

MLS CHICAGO4DHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia DINAMO MOSCOW-CSKA (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ELCHE (live) 6:45 am. 

England BLACKBURN-BURNLEY (live) 8:15 am. 



France LILLE-IVlONTPELLIER (live) 8:45 am. 
italy LAZlO-ATALANTA (live) 9:45 am. 

Russia ZENIT-TOM TOMSK (live) 10:30 am. 
Spain BARCELONA B-PNFERRRADINA (live) 11:45 am. 

France LORIENT-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11:45 am. 
Spain LUGO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 1 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 3:30 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-MALAGA (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCEDAD-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, March 8,2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Section 1 : MLS catches MLB in kids’ tim poll 

Saturday, ,~arch 8, 2014 

MLS catches MLB in kids’ fan poll 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Major League Soccer got good news on a 

weekend it could use some with the lockout of referees casting a 

shadow over the 2014 season openers. It is statisticaUy even with 

Major League Baseball as the fifth most popular sport among 12- to 
17-year-olds in terms of avid interest in the annual ESPII Sports 

Poll....Read the whole story 

PREVIEW: Transformed Toronto takes aim at new heights 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS 2014: Eastern Conference] He team has undergone a more 

radical offseason renovation than Toronto FC, and if that jacks up 

the pressure on him and his players, head coach Ryan llelsen is 
for it....Read the whole story 

Houston Telemundo affiliate to carry Dynamo games 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER 011 THE AIR] KTMD-TV Telemundo Houston wilt broadcast 
seven MLS games as th ...Read the whole story 

Howard and Altidore look to get into FA Cup matches 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICAtlS ABROAD[ Tim Howard and Jozy Altidore returned home 

after the USA-Ukraine friendly to get set for quarterfinal games in 
the English FA Cup. Everton hosts Arsenal Saturday and Toffees 

manager Roberto Martinez could turn to Howard for the marquee 
quarterfinal matchup, while Altidore hopes to get back in the 

Sunderland lineup for the Black Cats’ trip to his former club, HuU 
City, on Sunday. For more on the weekend schedule, plus the 

Friday night results ...... Read the whole story 

Atlanta signs another Cal FC vet and Adebayor’s nephew 
by Soccer America 

[HASL 2014 COUHTDOWH] Atlanta Silverbacks technical director 
Eric Wynalda has added two more players he has followed in 

California for several years: defender Edgar Espinoza, who played 

on Wynalda’s Cal FC in the 2012 Open Cup and is now with the PDL 

Los Angeles Misioneros, and midfielder Alex Harlley, nephew of 
Tottenham striker Emmanuel Adebayor, from the HPSL’s Santa 
C[arita Storm....Read the whole story 

Messi 10 years ago: Barca B team debut 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: SIriUs] A decade ago this month, Lionel Messi 
graduated from Barcelona’s youth program to its reserve team, 

Barcelona B. Here’s a 90-second highlight reel of the 16-year-old in 

action capped by a short interview .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"PRO’s decision to lock out the referees and use 

scab replacements presents a serious health and 
safety issue for our members. We will continue to 
monitor this situation closely, as it is our sincere 

hope that cooler heads will prevail, the parties will 
reach an agreement and PSRA offidals will be back 

on the field as soon as possible." 

-- MLS players union executive director Bob Foose 

on MLS using replacement referees after the 

offidating union and management failed to settle a 

labor dispute on the eve of the season openers. 
(Washington Post) 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 
for the Soccer America Camps a Academies 

directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

1, Schmid comes to Dempsey’s defense 

~, Eddie Johnson gets his raise 

3, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 

~o Replacement refs bring varying experience 

5o PREVIEW: Sounders set new course to 
rectify disappointments 

::i~.~ ......... . %~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future dick here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, March 9, 2014 

Sunday, March 9, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 1 continues on Sunday when Chicago hosts Chivas USA.... Others in Sunday action: Man City in the 

English FA Cup, La Liga leader Real Madrid and Serie A No. 1. Juventus.                                     ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many netu,~rks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

SUNDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

italy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 7:15 am. 

italy INTER MILAN-TORINO (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SPORT 2 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

ONE World Sports 

Australia BRISBANE-ADELAIDE (live) 2 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 7:15 am. 

Italy INTER MILAN-TORINO (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-SEVILLA (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BILBAO (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-DORTMUND (live) 10:30 pm. 

Germany MAINZ-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RACING CLUB-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-QUERETARO (live) 7 pm. 

8elN PLAY 

Russia DINAMO MOSCOW-CSKA (live) 5:15 am. 
Spain ESPANYOL-ELCHE (live) 6:45 am. 

England BLACKBURN-BURNLEY (live) 8:15 am. 

France LILLE-MONTPELLIER (live) 8:45 am. 

italy LAZIO-ATALANTA (live) 9:45 am. 



Russia ZENIT-TOM TOMSK (live) 10:30 am. 
Spain BARCELONA B-PNFERRRADINA (live) 11:45 am. 

France LORIENT-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 11:45 am. 
Spain LUGO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 1 pm, 

Italy NAPOLI-ROMA (live) 3:30 pm, 

France BORDEAUX-LYON (live) 3:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup SHEFFIELD UNITED-CHARLTON ATHLETIC (live) 8 am. 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

FA Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WIGAN (live) noon. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-MALAGA (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCEDAD-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, March 9, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sunday, March 9, 2014 

Dramatic endin~ punctuate wild opening day 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 1] Seattle earned three points with the winning goat in 

the 94th minute, while down the road Portland salvaged a draw at 

home with a goal in the 93rd minute only seconds after Real Salt 

Lake preserved a 1-0 win at the LA Galaxy when Nick Rimando 
saved Robbie Keane’s penalty kick in stoppage time. Diaz goal on 

free kick: ...Read the whole story 

All six Sounders’ 90th-plus minute goals against Sporting KC 

by Paul Kennedy 

[VIDEO PICK] In less than four years, Seattle has scored six goals in 

the 90th minute or later in MLS matches that ended with I-0 or 2-I 
wins over Sporting Kansas City. Newcomer Chad Barrett followed 
Djimi Traore, Mauro Rosales, Lamar Neagle, Jeff Parke and Mike 

Fudto as a Sounder hero. For all the goals .... Read the whole story 

Rapids hand Mastroeni new job title 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] On the opening day of the 2014 MLS season, the 

Colorado Rapids finally announced they have a head coach. Former 

Rapids star Pab[o Mastroeni, who spent the preseason running the 

team with the title of spedal assistant to the technical director, 
has been 8iven the job .... Read the whole story 

Johannsson scores twice to up total to 24 goals 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Aron Johannsson scored two more goals -- 

the first with a lob of the keeper, the second following a nifty turn 

on the ball -- to give him 24 goals in all competitions this season for 

AZ and lead the Dutch club to a 4-0 win over Heracles. Jose Tortes 
scored his first league goal since joining Tigres a year ago in its 3-0 

win over previously unbeaten Liga MX leader Cruz Azul....Read the 

whole story 

id2 all-stars beat Juventus to finish unbeaten 
by Soccer America 

[ITALY TOUR] The id2 National Selection ended its 2014 tour of 
Italy with a 2-0 win over the Juventus Giovanissimi Regionali on 
goals by Kelee Cornfield-Saunders (DMCV Sharks SC) and Jacob 

Muchnick (LA Galaxy) to finish unbeaten at 3-0-1....Read the whole 

story 

Republican senators want FIFA to suspend Russia 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2018] A pair of Republican senators, Mark Kirk of 

Illinois and Dan Coats of Indiana, have written to FIFA president 

Sepp Blatter, asking that Russia be kicked out of the 2014 World 
Cup and removed as 2018 World Cup host in light of its move into 

Crimea....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"We have an internal rule designed to prevent 
players going skiing and other dangerous things but 
I have never known it applied to bull fighting." 

-- Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti after 
midfietder Asier l llarramendi appeared in a video 

running in front of a horned cow dressed as Batman 

at a festival in his native Basque Country. At no time 
did he seem to be in danger from its horns. 

(Reuters] 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps 8~ Academies 

directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

~c~r~£ f~o~t Read $£ori~s 

1, Schmid comes to Dempsey’s defense 

2, Replacement refs bring varying experience 

3o Eddie Johnson gets his raise 

4, MLS catches MLB in kids’ fan poll 

5, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 

} You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ 
membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 
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If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 6:10 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

How to Defend Breakaways, Spreading the Field, Fitness With Finishing, and More... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Anson! 

Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHI NG Weekly Email Newsletter. ]his week we have FIVE new 

articles for you. Check them out below 

Soccer Intellige~ce Book 
I am really excited about our _n___e~___b__o___o__k___t__h__a__t_ j_s____n__o___w____a___v__a__[[&b__[_e_. It’s a topic that is near to my coaching 

heart. When you think about it, making a decision, whether it’s to pass, dribble or shoot, or where to 

move to support a player on the ball or to close down or not or any one of a million possibilities is the 

one skill that is done more on a soccer field than any other skill. More than passing, more than 

receiving more than heading, shooting or any other skill that we typically practice far more often. 

Discover how to give your youth players soccer 

intelligence along with improvements in 

te ~ and stamina and avoid the chnique costly 

~ 

~ 

mistakes most coaches make 

~ ~ 
The blueprint to smarter youth soccer training 

~ ~ ..... has arrived! ._S__9__£~__e__r__[_Et__e__~J_i_g__e__n__£_e_,___D___e__v___e_]£#j__qfl 

~ ~" ::: !~ ~.~::~...: the~l Decisio~ Naker provides a 

~ ~" ~4! ~! 
complete guide on howto give young players 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
.: the training they need to be able to make fast, 

~ ........ ~’ : accurate decisions and keep possession 

i~ : ::[ :.:,i : better This book explains how you can 

::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::: " :::.: : ’:: .... overcome the m sta {es most youth coaches 

make by helping young players to develop the 

soccer brain to partner irr, prow.~ments in 

techrlique More iBfo 

Best Wishes. 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

This Weeks Articles 

~CC Newsletter- .-S-j-t-#.-a--tj.-~-8-a-LA-~gjjj.-t~-:-.-F-.-a-;.-e-.-q.-r---~-#.[-~1.--~--a-.£~.-t--q~-~-j~-a-y#~[ 

~ i~occer Conditioning-_S__#__e___e__d____O____ff___t__h__e_____N___a_r_~__a___n_#__~j__n_j:_s__h_j_~9 

ii~iiCoachi~g Soccer Tactics- .&v__e___a_Lki_a__&_2____v___2___Eo__r_£_e__a___N__a__n_:_NAr__k_~#~__&£ ~[~ 

FineSoccer 
Goalkeeper Newsletter - ._H___o___w____T__o_____D__e__f__e___n__d____B___r_~_a___k_r__A___w___a_N_s- 

FineSoccer Drills Newsletter - ._S_A_r_~_a___d_!_n__q__t_#_~___F_!_e__l__d____~__~_i_t_#___D___e_g__t_h__ 



~ oaching Advanced Players -- Small=Sided Game For DefendinR 

More Recently Released Books and Videos 

Member Dri~s Database - Discover the training methods of the 

world’s top soccer coaches and teams with access to over 6,000 

pages of real drills and training sessions" 

You can get access to soccer drills, exercises and complete 

training sessions of the world’s biggest clubs like Javentus, PSV 

Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A.C. Milan, 

Liverpool, Atietico Mineiro, MLS teams top college programs, 

the world’s best women’s and youth teams, and many others 

Click here for more info. 

WCC Video Library - Basically, we have taken almost all of our 

DVD collection and put them online where you can access 

1hem 24/7 online and even view 1hem on your phone at the 

training field. You can easily find the video you are Iookirlg for 

le’¢el 

usirlg Lhe powerful "Keyword" search or video "tags" No need 

to ew~r buy anolher coaching DVD again. Click here for more 

The Complete G~ide to Coaching Advanced P~yers consists of 

6 eBooks and 10 videos that will give your players that extra 5- 

10% they need to develop them from being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player. If you coach a competitive club. high school or 

college team this is for you! 

The Complete Guide to Coachinq Advanced Players. by 

Canadian U18 National Team Coach, Rob Gale is a soccer 

tra=ning course specially designed to give players the extra 

challenge they need to take their skills to an advanced level More 

Compet~ive Sm~i Group Trai~ing - Harness the rapid 

improvements of small group training with drills that will give your 

players more touches and more time on the ball in every session. 

Finally~ the blueprint for small group training is here! _C___q_~#__e__t_i__t_i__v__e_ 

._S__~#J_I____G__Lq_~___T__r_#j_&[~]g is a special guide on how to gain 

accelerated improvements from small group training. Packed with 

over 70 drills and numerous progressions, this book provides 

everything you need to improve your players’ technique, tactical 

awareness through the intensity of small sided training. More info 

Progressive Training in 6rids - Maximize grid training time and 

gain greater improvements from every training session by 

harnessing the revolutionary concept of ’morphing’ 

No longer will you have to sap precious minutes setting up new 

drills because -P-~-r£g.-r-e-~-~--s--Lv--e-~-~-.~-~--c-~-£-e--r-~--T--r-~!-~-~!~‘g--[~--~---r-[~~ shows 

you exactly howto run an entire training session in a single 

gird What’s more, this book provides a complete set of 

progressive small-sided games for improving passing, 

shooting, transition play and much more in a single session 

fro m sta rt to fin i sh. M___o__r_e__] n__fq. 

Wow, whal a collection! Tactics for Winning] Soccer is a 

corrrpendiurn of articles packed wilh valuable coacMn(l 

insights on elite teams and training sessions that will help 

your team to replicate their style of play. Disc, over how to 

press the ball like Barcelona, how 1:o creale unpredk’,h~bb 

attacks like Manchester City, how lo open up space by 

passing like Arsena~ and much more in 1his handpicked 

collection of experl articles 

Training Sessions 

For the 4-3=3 - 

Unloc’l< the attacking 

instincts of the 4-.3-. 

3 with these drills 

focused on 

dew, loping the 

technical, tactical 

and offensive skills 

that ta ke the 

formation to the next 

If you love to so’ore goals, you’ll low.’ 1he drills in this book! Traininq Sessions for the 4=3-3 is a special 

book focused on dew!loping the mmdset, technical skills and attacking attitude needed lo play the 4--3-- 

31:o devastating effec’t Ew~ry aspect of the 4-.3-.3 is cow!red, so you can give your players the skills to 



1Jn~ock ~the eecrete of ~The Falee 9’ (withdrawn forward) and 

replk.’ate ~he playing style of efite attacking ~eams with a star 

player able te create more goal scoring eppod:unit~es in and 

areund the box. 

Finally, the secrets of the false 9 are revealed in ~h~s great new 

beck! The False 9 is a umque beck fecused on rew~aling the 

tactics and techniques needed to develop a withdrawn fo~ard 

j::~:. :~;~: :; :: [:~;~: :: in your side. Discover how to create your own Cruyff~ Messi or 

........................... ::*:~: ~ ~:~:[~:~... Fabregas with insights and training sessions focused on 

................ : developing a superstar player in this unique position ~e~e 

A~cki~g the Barcelona Way - eBook and video analysis of 

Barcelona’s devastating fo~ard line and drills to train your players 

with specialized drills in A~ack~n£ the ~arcelesa Way. 

If you’re looking for tips on howto goals, A~acking the Barcelona 

Way analyzes actual game footage to explain exactly how Iniesta, 

Xavi, Messi and Barcelona’s other star players are able to run 

rampant in front of goal With an eBook of appropriate drills and 

small games also included, this is your blueprint for bringing flair 

and creatMty to your front line Oli~ ~ere for more i~fo 

Coa~hi#g the 8arce~oaa 44-~ - Would you like to score like 

Barcelona? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4~3~3 

- Attacking is an eBook that tells you eve~thing you need to know 

about howto build attacks from the back and create goal scoring 

opportunities like the Catalan champions. Discover howtheir system 

works and apply it to your own side so you can play the Barca way 

and push the score line in your favor PLUS 60 minutes of video 

analysis included. CHick here for more info. 

Triangle t’~idfield - Whoever controls midfield controls the 

game. Discover howto utilize the triangle midfield to control 

possession and replicate the playing style of the world=s most 

technical team 

T~ian£~e Midtieid - Fu~ctionai Training fo~ ~id~elder~ is your 

complete guide to mastering one of the most powerful weapons 

in the advanced coach’s arsenal. This special book covers how 

theits functionalitytriangle midfieldand howtoCan be trainUtiliZedplayersin manYto usedifferentit in possesslon~f°rmati°ns’ 

defense and attack. More info. 

Spain’s victory atthe World Cap and two European 

Championships in a row was no accident. Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that have made Spain today’s 

dominant soccer nation 

Coaching Spa~ish Soc~e~ - -rhe player development and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 soccer 

nation in the world tells you everything you need to know 

about Spain’s rise to dominance With an in-depth look at the 

players, formation and the infrastructure this comprehensive 

i 

~ 

book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and how to apply them to your own team ~__o__r__e_. 

Developing a Style of Play - Whether you want to play long ball, 

counter attack or possession, Developing a Style of Play shows 

you howto build a style of play for any formation based on the 

core principles of soccer. 

This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! Instead 

of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles, __D__e___v__e_!£#j_~g. 

._a___S___t}t’_[_e__£_f___P__l__a_y_ focuses on training your team in the core 

principles of soccer. ~e__re__!~__f_£. 

Coachia~ the 4~2~3-I shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now 

you can discover howto train your players to utilize this highly 

flexible and attacking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and 

~ .    guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset this 
book provides you with everything you need to know about 

playing the 4-2-3-1. More info 



~EW ~OOK - Ce~,ching ~the ~-2.,3o’~ Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowk~dge o~ the ~-2-3-1 to the next leve~ with this 

advanced ~acflca~ guide. 

Coachin~ the 4=2=3=1 Advanced Tactics provk~es yeu w~th an in- 

depth leek al: the ferrnation that is dominatir~g European soccer. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shews you hew yeu can 

utilize this highly flexible formation te eu~it teams playing a 

traditional 4-4-2 er 4-3-3 and te creal:e more scoring epporl:unities 

Beating the 4-2-3-1 - Fear teams playing the 4-2-3-1 no 

longed Discover how the hidden weaknesses of this formation 

can be exploited and howteams playing it can be beaten, time 

after time 

~iaally, a game #la~ for beat~ag the 4-2-~-1~ This book 

provides the blueprint for exploiting the defensive frailties and 

playing tendencies that make the 4-2-3-1 more vulnerable 

than most coaches realize, Bring your coaching knowledge 

up-to-date on howtoday’s dominant elite level formation can 

be defeated Oli~ ~e~e for more info 

A~ki~g ~a the 4-2-3-1 - Discover how to harness the tactical 

advantages of the 4-2-3-1 so your team can a~ack with more pace 

and penetration and replicate the playing style of the elite sides 

A~acking in the 4-2-3-1 combines a tactical guide full of drills to 

improve your tactical understanding and technique at scoring 

goals in the formation taking over elite soccer, ~!j£~b~re re[ mer~ 

i~fo, 

This is a "Quick Guide" eBook and less than half price of regular 

books 

Ball Orientated Soccer Training = Drills to Develop Explosive Power 

is a special video series that shows yeu how te ceach a complete 

plyemetric training session that will give your players that extra yard se 

Watch him ge! That will be the respense ef ~he crowd and the 

opposition when they see your players passing defenders, running 

en[o balls and exploding down [he wings wil:h explesive power Mere. 

O~scover ~ow to Harness t~e 

exciting 4-2-3-~ formation and 

replicate the devastating attacking 

pewer ef U]e werld’s mest successful 

I[ you’ve been leoking [er a way ~e 

coach your team how l:e play the 4.-2.- 

3-1, yeu’w! just feund iL Ceaching 1:he 

4-2-3-1 is a special 12-.part video 

series which provides a 

comprehensive LacLical and Lraining guide to this exciting [ermabon Utilized by Real Madrid, Chelsea 

and the mest successful sides in the Euro 2012 teurnament, U~e 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and alZacking 

3ewer is fast becerning the formatien ef cheice fer leading c, eaches all ow~r the world Mo~e 

C~ac~#~g the 4-3-3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit 

back and watch session a~er session on how to fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. RandyWaldr~m one of the most experienced minds 

US soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations 

how to coach your team to take full advantage of this popular 

formation to get into attacking positions, to break down opposition 

attacks and win more games. Mere isle. 

Player’s Ro~es a~d Responsibilities ~n t~e 4-3-3 coaching series 

provides you with ew~ryl:hing you need te know abeu~ 1:he styles of 

playing, philosophy and training reel:hods fer playing the 4-3-3 

forrnatk)n. Frem creating a shifting back line through te swamping the 

eppenent’s defense, everything is cow)red to provide you wil:h a 

comprehensiw~ 4-3-3 coaching pregrarn. This ~wo-beok set is the 

ulbrnate guide in ceaching your team ~o play the aggresswe, free 

flowing 4-.3-.3 ferrna~ien in both defense and attack. Mere 



Creative Attacking DriI~e- Take a virtual pitch side seat and watch 

how Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players te 

mows, think and react se they can be more creal:iw) in ath~ck 

In Ibis special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creatiw~ attacking session Watch how Woodward trains a 

group ef players te be winners, with a progressiw~ sessk)n that 

hones their thinking, mow~ment and creativity in getting the ball 

across the line to sc, ere. ~nc~udes a FREE companion eBook with 

easy-to-read descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 

video set Click here for more info 

Watch Chelsea Academy Coach, Ben MiteheiB in action and gain a 

blueprint for creating your own progressive passing drills 

Get your players passing like champions! Creative Passing Drills is 

a video series that shows you howto run progressive passing and 

receiving sessions that give your players more touches than 

conventional sessions Led by Chelsea Academy coach Ben 

Mitchell, see howthe session helps a group of players quickly 

improve their passing skills. ~_9__r__e___i_Ef_9_. 

15 Legendary Iv1 Moves - Give your players the confidence and 

technical ability to win more lvl situations and score more goals 

with this special 15 part video series focused on the art of winning 

the lvl battles 

A training series every flair player dreams of! L#cl#£dAry t£’l M£ves 

is a unique video collection focused on the technical a~ of winning 

lvl situations. The 15 videos show you exactly how to coach 

players to pe~orm fake shots, Maradona Turns, Spin Cru~ and 

much more ~or~inf~ 

Thr~e D~nsio~al Socce~ Training is a book born from analyzing 

hew the world’s rnost popular R)rmatiens are played and what 

training systems are needed ~o play them e~fectively. Rather than 

focus on techmque or R)rmabens independently, this book shows 

you hew to combine elements like building blocks ~o crea~e complete 

’three dimensional ~raining’ Check it out here 

A training method that combines traditio~al theme based training 

with formations and group tactics Formation Based Soccer 

]raining is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training players 

so they become more experienced in the positions and formations 

they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 or any 

other formation, this book provides a unique new training method 

for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session. 

........... More isfo. 

~oder~ A~ck#~g & Goaisco~i~g - Finally, a book focused on 

~ 
what players love best: Scoring goais~ -rhis book ~s packed with 

100 drills that wdl improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, 

to control the bail with a crisp first touch and to develop the kdler 

.:~ ~-~ ...... instinct on goal. Modem A#acking & Gealscoriag provides you 

::i::: ¯ 
: with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

and points on the league table 

[[ ................... ....................... ~ Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe .q!!.c__k_ 

here for more info. 

Soccer Coeditioning F~loathby- New Cutting Edge Soccer 

Cenditiorling Sessions and Drills Deliw.~red Ew!ry Month R)r Irrrproving 

the Strength, Speed and Agility of Your Players 

Finally, a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arriw)d! 

Socce~ ConditieningMon~ly provides you articles and videos every 

month wi[h new drills and exerc, ises to improw~ your team’s physical 

fitness se they can run harder for longer every game. Wi[h new drills 

delivered each and ewery month, Soccer Cond~ioning Monthly 

bridges the gap between soccer training and on-field pei~ormance 

and does all your conditioning p~anning R3r you More iafo 

Tota~ Soccer Co~ditioning: A Etal143rientatsd Approach is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Justin Cresser, and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have 

one or two coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 



Modert~ Soccer Tactics - If you want to develop a better 

understanding of the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

club sides then look no further. 

The two book ~odert~ Soccer Tactice series is packed with over 

220 pages of insights on howthe great club sides, like Barcelona, 

Manchester United and Arsenal, manage to dominate teams. In 

addition, these books feature an array of drills and exercise so you 

can train your team to emulate some of the world’s elite clubs and 

players More info. 

A Ce~h s gu~e to the 4-3-3 - This book co/el-s everything you need 

to know about coaching the 4-3-3, including the formation’s 

deve opment to the forefront of European c ub soccer how t s ut zed 
by t~e word’s best manaaers and soccer tra n n~ dr s and exerc ses 

which w~ll enable your team ubhze the 4-3-3 to be more offensive, 

flexible and difficult to defend against. 

~ 
~ 

David Pla~ Tactical Playbooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

~ ~:::~:~: championship winning coach! In this special set, ~anchester 

~ ~ 
Assistant Manager David Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

~ ~8 ~oiti~ ~nd ~tin~ ~our o~onent’, fo~tion. 
~ ~. =~==~==~ ~h=~:. 

Whetherthe la 442 433or352 th~s set of books wdl rowde ou ~ ~:~=~= Y P Y -_ , .... , ¯ . p ¯ y 

~=~ ~ith the t~ct~c~ k~ow-how to cou~te~ ~d e~o~t ~o,~ o,~on~t’, 
.................................... ::::~ formation. ~ere infe. 

how A~,o~ Do~c~. one o~ US ~oc~,’, ~o~t ~e~end~ cow,he,. 
~oh~v~ ~ e~4~ w~ ~e won ~0 out o~ ~7 N~tion~ 
Championships and led his team to win 92 games in a row 

~n the, ~,~c~ ~ ~ ~d~o ,e~, (~o,t 4 hour, o~ ~onte~t~. Do~e 
shows you the philosophy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

championship winning teams for more than 30 years. ~ore 

A Tact~a~ Analysis of FC ~a[ce~oaa - This book has been selling like wildfire 

’~ with coaches from over 30 countries buying My guess is this will be our best 

selling book of the year. 

. 
.......... A~w,,~e~ ~aye,-is our latest book and pedect if you coach a competitive 

~}" [}:~==.=.:=:~ club team. high school or college team. ~ore info. 

~ 

4~-2 ~ 4-3-3 -This beck has been one of our best selling boeks over the 

~ :;~ :~;:.- .... past few years. This boek takes an in-depth leek at two ef the greatest 

~:~::’% ~:~::~’ 
managers/c:eaches in teday’s game ..Sir Alex Ferguson and Jose 

~oe~h[no and their respectiw~ systems o[ play Click here for more infe 
~--~::,,....::::::::::: ========================== 

Training Creative Goalscorers- By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

..... 
reactJens, a[tacking instincts and c:ensistency in the bex so they can 

~" ~4;~’..: scere rnore often and win rnore games. Click here for ~ere iafo. 

Zoaal ~efend~ag the Italian Way provkJes an in-depth lock at the Italian 

back feur and their philosophy of total team defending. This beck jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were actually used te train the 

national team in italy’s 1994 and 2006 Werld Cup campaigns. This makes 

this beck an ideal add~tien to your library, whether yeu’re a studen~ of the 

game or an elite lew~l coach, because it will enrich your urlderstand~ng ef 

the Italian de[ensive game and hew you can apply their Werld Cup 

winning drills to imprew~ yeur own team’s defending. More info. 



NEW Go~l[4eeper Coaching Web Site - Den’t forget te check out: eur new 

web site specifically fer goalkeeper ceac, hing 

This web site will be especially useful fer coaches of l:earns who den’[ 

haw~ ~he luxury o[ a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

We will pest free ar[ieles ew~ry week and effer some excellent 
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Big weekend for South American imports 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] For all the attention on Toronto FC’s multi-miIUon 
signings of Michael Bradley and Jermain Defoe, who were off this 

weekend, MLS has quietly put together an impressive group of 

imports, mostly from South America. Uruguayan Sebastian 
Fernandez and Chilean Pedro Morales both scored great goals for 

Vancouver, while Argentine Gaston Fernandez had the tying goal 
late in stoppage time for Portland. The best of the lot could have 

been another Argentine, Cristian Maidana, who tormented the 

Timbers in his Philadelphia debut....Read the whole story 

Chivas USA recovers for dramatic win 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week I] Chivas USA completed a wild weekend of MLS action 
with a 3-2 win over Chicago Fire on Bobby BurUng’s second MLS 

goal in eight seasons. The 88th-minute winner came after the Fire 

had come back from two goals down on goals by Benji Joya -- on 

his first touch in MLS -- and Quincy Amarikwa -- with one of the 
weekend’s best goals. The eight games produced 26 goals for an 

average of 3.25 goals a game, the most in the opening week of MLS 

play since 2006....Read the whole story 

Injured Altidore misses FA Cup quarterfinals 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] A day after his manager, Gus Poyet, said he 

needed to show he deserved make the Sunderland 18-player 
squad, Jozy AItidore was again left out of the Black Cats’ squad for 

a big game. But a week after missing the Capital One Cup final at 

Wemb[ey because of what Poyet said was one of the toughest 

dedsions of his career, AItidore sat out the FA Cup quarterfinals 
Sunderland lost to Hull City, 3-0, after picking up what Poyet said 

was an injury at training....Read the whole story 

LA Oalaxy-Tijuana tops MLS-Liga MX battles 

by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IH SOCCER: March 10-16] The USA-Mexican soccer 
rivalry moves to the club level with three games in the Concacaf 

Champions League headlined by an LA Galaxy-Tijuana match. MLS’s 

Week 2 features Seattle-Toronto FC involving MLS’s two big 
spenders. There’s also the second leg of the UEFA Champions 

League and second week of big women’s tournaments in Portugal 

and Cyprus....Read the whole story 

ESPN to air series inside national team 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] ESPH will premiere a six-episode series, 

"Inside: U.S. Soccer’s March to Brazil," produced by Jonathan Hock 
and Roger Bennett, pro~Ading a never-before-seen perspective 

inside the training camp of the men’s national team as its prepares 

for the World Cup .... Read the whole story 

Fair Play Heroes in Germany 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Two Bundestiga teams in relegation 
danger met on Saturday but despite the stakes, Werder Bremen’s 
Aaron Hunt convinced the referee to rescind his penalty-kick call - 

- explaining he had stumbled and not been tripped, in the same 

game, Huremberg’s Hiroshi Kiyotake also helped out ref Manuel 

Grafe....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We scored four or five goals in a 20-minute spell 

but they were all on the counterattack. We did not 

dominate the match in the way we have dominated 
previous games." 

-- Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardiola is 

unsatisfied with his team’s performance in a 6-1 win 
at VfL Wolfsburg on Sunday. (Reuters) 

Hoban inducted into Timbers’ Ring of Honor 

by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Mick Hoban, the first player contracted 

to the HASL Portland Timbers in 1975 and later a 
prominent American soccer marketer, was inducted 

Saturday into the MLS Timbers’ Ring of Honor. 

...More 

1, Schmid comes to Dempsey’s defense 

2. All six Sounders’ 90th-plus minute goals 
against Sporting KC 

3. Replacement refs bring varying experience 

4, MLS catches MLB in kids’ fan poll 

5, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 

~~:;;i::::t::i            ~:. ~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

Uke to begin receiving a copy of your own, ptease visit our site - 

www.socceramedca.com - and become a compUmenta~ member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

ka Liga on belN Sport en Espanot: Osasuna ¯ Maraca at 2pro and Rear Sociedad - 

Rayo Vattecano at 4pro, A~f T~mes E¢’srer~ 

FA Cup exits, goals for Aron 
Johannsson and Jose Torres 

The two remaining tearas in the FA Cup with /JSMNT’ prayers exited ~:he 

tou~ narnent hi the Sixth Round. Tim Howard’s Everton ~ost to Arsenal and Jozy 

Altidore’s Sbndertand were shutout by HbL[ City, In the E:red~xf~s~e, Aron 

Johannsson scored two ~oa[s for AZ, Jose Torres also ~o~ a goat over the 

weekend with "[’igres shuttin2 out Cruz Azut, 

Neithe~ of the USMNT players who made it to the Sixth Round e~ the FA Cup played ever the wee]~n(L "T~m Howard was 

on the bench with Everton tosin~ 4-1 to Arsenal at the Emirates Stadium, Everton’s Remote Lukaku equa[ized ~or EverLon 

in the 32nd minute, b~t Arsenal scored three goats in the second-haLf. Jozy A~tidore wasn’t in the squad for S~nder[and, 

exitin~ after a 3-0 Loss to Huit City at Kingston Con~municat~ons Stadium, 

The FA CLip moves to the semifinat phase with the four tosin~ teams in the Sixth Round spl.itting E360,000 pounds, Hurt 

City host Sheffield United and Wigan Athtetic host Arsenat in the senlifinats. 

Aron Johannsson’s AZ had no issues with Heracles, posth~g a 4-0 shutout at AFAS Stadion. Johannsson opened the 

s(:orinb’, in the 16th minbte, ~era(:[es wen~: a ~an dewn aider the referee sent off ~ane ~eenders in t:~e 24~h, 

Johannsson scored again in the 37th minute. After assistin~ on both of Johannsson’s goa~s, Mattias Johansson scored 

one el’ h~s own h~ the 79th, Viktor E:{m finished o~f the scoring a mh~ute inte steppage time, Also in the Eredivisie. Juan 

Agude~o subbed on in the 61st m~nute fo~ Utrecht’s 1-0 toss to PSV Eindhoven, PSV’s Ju~en Lcadia SCOIred the game’s 

en{y gear in the 51 st minute, Read More 

MLS 2014 Week 1: Chivas USA opens with win, 
problems for DC United 
Week 1 of the 2014 MLS season saved its biggest surprise ior fast. Troubted dub Chivas USA might be facing a remand 

for ne×t season, but any {ingering issues didn’t show on Sunday with a win over the Chicago Fire. On Satb~day, DC 
United started 2014 with a remembrance of 2013, shutout by the Cotumbus Crew at RFK Stadium. 

Chivas USA beat Chicago :3-2 at StubHub Center. E~ick Tortes opened the scoring ior Chivas USA in the 56th minute 

with Thornas McNamara doubting the lead three minutes later. Chicago staged a comeback, w~th genii Joya scoring in 

the 64th minute and Quincy An~alikwa equalizing in the 70th, That setup Bobby Buriing’s 88th n~inute winne~, Getting 

people to StubHub Center is stiU an issue, with an announced crowd of 

DC United’s issues winmng MLS games continued on Saturday, losing 3-0 to the Columbus grew. Jairo Ar~ieta scored 

lk)r the Crew in the 18th minute wi~:h Federi(:e H~guain convertin}; a 27th minbte pena{ty and scorhlg in the 90th rainute, 

DC United coach Ben O[sen had issues with the referee’s pena{W decision, with MLS resorting to replacement referees 

after ~:he Professk)na{ R~ffe~ee Or!~an~zat:h:~n that manages referees k)r M[.$ locked eu~: the membe[s of ~:he Professk)na~ 

Soccer Referees Association, 

’q don’t want to put it on the referee tonight," Otsen said~ ’This is a teague referee issue that is a reatity in 

prefessionat spo~ts~ YOu just have to hope that you’re net: on the w~on(~ end of a cat{ from a naive or inexperienced 

referee, and unfo~tunatety the reality is that we were on the w~on~ end, That was not the reason we [ost the ~ame. ~t 

dMn’t he~p but it wasn’t the reason. ~ give credit to CoLumbus on the sight/’ Read More 

Eddie Johnson is ready for DC United, the USMNT 
and the World Cup 

By Charles Boehm - ~A~HINGTON, DC 
2014) US ~ (el Prayers - Eddie Johnson hadn’t yet picked out a p{ace to {ire h~ his new dry when he spoke to the 



media at DC United’s season-kickoil event I.ast rnon~tb bu~ the US~,~N’T IoFv~,ard had a few ideas about what aspect:s el 

this spraw{ing metropolis of nearly s~x miUion inhabitants be wanted to avoid. 

’l’m a singfe guy, f might want to tr~ to f}ve in the ciW -- it’s eas}er to get to training, it’s not too fa~i’ be said w}th a 

Johpson has encourfl:ered a81p]e roadblocks el many kir~ds ir~ a professk)na{ p[ayin~ career ~ha~ has; aqlaxin~{y enou}~h, 

now s~etched ~o 14 years~ So ~t’s unde~standaM.e d~a~ he’s hoping to m~mm~se 8etours and dOays as he pFepa~es to 

make h~s ~eg(E]ar-season debut fo~ his eif~th ~:{bb. "l’i81e ~icks down ~:o v~,hat he and USMNT fi~ns hope ,NiU be his best 

F~em that pe~spective~ he’U. be thrif.[ed thaE his newest employers have moved swiftly to cempf.ete a new, d~amatical.{y 
~arger contract for him before United kick off their ’iSth yea~ of e~}stence against the CobJmbus C~ev¢ at RFK Stad}um on 

Saturday eveninf~. 

Jo~’~nson’s new dea{ maizes t~i81 a Designated Player on Wa~es ~:~a~: a{e~ ac~:ordin(~ to rned{a repo{ts, somewhere around 

quadruple the sa{ar~ that made him f6LS’s best bargah’L Over the past two seasons~ he scored 24 regular-season goa]s 

for ~:~e Sea~:~:{e Sounders at an impressive s~l:e o~ about one sD’ike every othe~ game. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

The Champions League retu~ ns to the socce~ TV scheduf.e on Tuesday with Arsenal ¯ Bayern Munich and AUetico Madrid - 

AC )Vtilan ir~ their second~Ie~s of ~he Round o~ ’t~. ~’o~ Spo~ts ’t and ~’o~ Soccer Plus haw~ the ~ames. and req~ember 

European time has yet to sw~tch to daybgh~ savings so plan according{y. 

Arsena~ - Bayern Munich in the Champions League Round oi 16 is on Fox Sports 1 at 3:45pm. Bayern Munich {ead 2-0 

from the opening leg. Toni Kroos and Thmas MuUer scored for Bayern Munich. Arsenal’s Mesut Ozi[ missed an 8th minute 

penalty and the referee sent off Arsenal goalkeeper Wejciech Szczesny in d~e 37th minuEe~ Baye~ n Munich’s David A{aba 

fa~ed to convert the ensuing penatty. 

"Last season we went there .% 1 do~,~,,n and everione wrote us off but we managed to get a good 2-0 win there/’ Arsenat 
midfiel.der A[ex Oxl.ade-Chamberl.ain said. "We’U be Iee{ing ,Ne can l:ake sornethin~ from ~:~a~: and in ~ootba{~ a {o~ of 

things can happen. There }s a 100 per cent chance we can do it. We are a top side, they wiU know the ~ob’s not done and 

we ]~now ~t~e job’s not done," 

Atl.etico Madrid - A{: t~kilan is on Fox Soc(:e~ Ph~s at: ]:45pro in l:hei~ Champions Lea!~ue Round oi 16 secondo]eg. Atl.el:ico 

,~,,~adrid lead 1.0 from the IiFsL ieg. Diego CosLa scored in Lhe 83rd minute aL Milan’s San Sire Stadium. 

’1 bebeve LhaL it wiU take heart, mind and matter to beat Atl.etico because they aFe a dangerous and tough side to bert, 

especiafb/at home/’ AC Milan CEO Adriano Gal.[iani said. ’Tbe~e wi[{ be a fight and a hattie." 

The Copa Libertadores is on Fox Deportes: Anzoategui o Santos Laguna at 8:15pro and Eme[ec o Leon at ’i 0:}0pm. A~ 

Times E~st~re 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, March 10, 2014 

Monday= March 10, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League Round of 16 continues on Tuesday with second-leg games, including Bayern 

Munich-Arsenal.... The Concacaf Champions League features three games pitting U.S. clubs against Mexican 

rivals, starting with Tuesday’s San Jose-Toluca clash. _. There’s also Copa Libertadores action on Tuesday, 

Wednesday and Thursday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed deily throughout the week. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-MALAGA (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCEDAD-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUELENSE-ARABE UNIDO (live) 10 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SAN JOSE-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (delay) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ANZOATEGUI-SANTOS LACUNA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Libertadores EMELEC-LEON (live) 10:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:10 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (live) 3:45 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League SAN JOSE-TOLUCA (live) 10 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 6 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-VERACRUZ (live) 9 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (delay) 6 pro. 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 9 pm= 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico NECAXA-CELAYA (live) 9 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-TIJUANA (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 7 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm, 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm= 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 

UEFA Europa League To-rTENHAM-BENFICA (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (delay) 11:59 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 pro. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-PENAROL (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores GREMIO-NEWELL’S (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Libertadores DEPORTIVO CALI-LANUS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPN3,com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europa League To-rTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-ANZHI (live) 4 pm, 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pro. 

FRIDAY, Ma~ch @4 

BelN SPORTS 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTEES 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-BRISBANE (live) 4:30 am. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, March 10, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 
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We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IMG Academy <~info@imgacademy.com> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 5:15 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

5 days left to take advantage of our special 



Subscription Preferences 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 4:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, March 11,2014 

Tuesday, March 11,2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League Round of 15 continues this week with second-leg games, including Tuesday’s 

Bayern Munich-Arsenal clash .... The Concacaf Champions League features three games pitting U.S. clubs 

against Mexican rivals, starting with Tuesday’s San Jose-Toluca clash .... There’s also Copa Libertadores action 

on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed daily throughout the week. 

TUESDAY, March 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SAN JOSE-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-LOBOS BUAP (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (delay) 5:30 pm= 

Copa Libertadores ANZOATEGUI-SANTOS LACUNA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Libertadores EMELEC-LEON (live) 10:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SAN JOSE-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-ARSENAL (live) 3:10 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-AC MILAN (live) 3:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SAN JOSE-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, #,~arch ~ 2 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 6 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-VERACRUZ (live) 9 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 9 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES=TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico NECAXA-CELAYA (live) 9 pro. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:45 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9 pm= 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-TIJUANA (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm, 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 10 pro= 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (delay) 11:59 pm= 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM=ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-PENAROL (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores GREMIO-NEWELL’S (live) 8 

Copa Libertadores DEPORTIVO CALI-LANUS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pm, 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm= 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-ANZHI (live) 4 prn. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pm. 

F~IDAY, M~ch 

BelN SPORTS 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain GETAFE-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pro. 



ESPN DEPORTEES 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-BRISBANE (live) 4:30 am. 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, March 11,2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@,socceramerica.com 
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We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 7:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: Quakes lead offCCL quartertinals against Mexican clubs 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 

Quakes lead off quarterfinals against Mexican clubs 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[CCL Preview: San Jose Earthquakes-Toluca] Easing into the 2014 

season isn’t an option for San Jose, which on Tuesday kicks off a 

rough run of four games in 12 days after sitting out the opening 

weekend of league play. First up: Toluca, currently second in 
Me~dco’s Liga MX, in the Concacaf Champions League qua~te~inals. 

...Read the whole story 

Quakes land Portuguese international winger 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The San Jose Earthquakes have signed diminutive 

Guinea-Bissau-born winger Yannick Djalo, who has played more 

than 100 Portuguese league games with Lisbon giants Sporting and 
Benfica....Read the whole story 

PRO’s turn to file charge with NLRB in ref dispute 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The dispute between PRO, the MLS-backed 
referees organization, and the PSRA, the referees association, took 

another turn on Monday as PRO filed an unfair labor practice 

charge with the National Labor Relations Board alleging that the 
PSRA unlawfully tried to intimidate last weekend’s replacement 

referees. Previously, the PSRA filed two unfair labor practice 
charges with the HLRB .... Read the whole story 

Arsenal’s Wenger: ’We know we can do it’ 

by Soccer America 

[UCL PREVIEW: Tuesday] All the home teams except Manchester 

United will carry leads into the second legs of their round-of-16 

series in the UEFA Champions League, but Arsenal manager Arsene 
Wenger says history gives the Gunners hope for Tuesday’s game at 

defending champion Bayern Munich .... Read the whole story 

Sporting KC network reaches nine states 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] Baseball’s popularity in cities like Kansas City 

and St. Louis is legendary because of its media reach across the 

Midwest. Sporting Kansas City’s reach is growing with the 
expansion of its television network into nine states .... Read the 
whole story 

Five players move on loan from ’Caps to Charleston 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUIITDOWH] The Charleston Battery has acquired 

five players on loan from the Vancouver Whitecaps as part of their 

affiliation agreement. Hone has previous MLS experience .... Read 
the whole story 

Oolazo by the Goose 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Gotazo] Ganso’s long-distance goal is remarkable not 
just for the power and and placement, but how smoothly he pulls 

the trigger....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It will be a lifetime memory. He shook every one of 

our players’ hands and spent some really good, 

quality time with our group." 

-- Indiana University coach Todd Yeagley on his 

team, the 2012 HCAA Division I men’s champions, 

meeting President Barack Obama at a White House 

reception on Monday for 19 tlCAA Division I teams 
that won titles in 2012-13. (IndyStar.com) 

MoneyGram named Concacaf Champions 
League sponsor 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSIHESS] MoneyGram, a leading money 

transfer company and payment services company, 

has signed on as a sponsor of the Concacaf 

Champions League....More 

g{~cer~t ,"vto~t Read Stories 

1, Shea sent packing over ’unsavory’ incident 

2. All six Sounders’ 90th-plus minute goals 
against Sporting KC 

3. Replacement refs bring varying experience 

4o MLS catches MLB in kids’ fan poll 

5, Dramatic endings punctuate wild opening 
day 

~ Y ou are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Carr <tony.carr@coach- soccer.com> 

Tuesday, March 1 l, 2014 11:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fxerything you need to know for Coaching Youth Soccer 

Dear Anson, 

I am really excited because today I can announce the long-awaited relaunch of 

my classic soccer coaching manual - and I wanted you to be the first to hear 

about it. 

The new version of my manual is called Everything You N eed To Know For 

Coaching Youth Soccer. I am delighted with the guys at Soccer Coach W eekly, 

who have updated it for the modern era with brand new illustrations and a 

colorful layout. 

But the manual still has all my insights into the "pass and move" style of play that 

characterised the players I’ve developed over 40 years as Director of Youth 

Development at W est Ham Utd. 

If you want to build a team of technically proficient players (even if they’re not 

"Premier League quality") that can play the quick passing game that everyone 

loves to watch, Coaching Youth Soccer will show you the way. 

There’s too much for me to go into in this email, so I’ve put up a new website 

about it here. You can download a free sample activity from the book to get 

you on your way! 

By focusing on what’s important and eliminating the time wasted on irrelevant 

and distracting ideas, I truly believe that Coaching Youth Soccer will give you 

everything you need to know for coaching soccer. 

Please take a look here and give the sample activity a go. You’ll quickly see how 

easy coaching can be if you’ve got the right tools! 

Yours in soccer, 

Tony Cart, MBE 

PS- If the links above don’t work, you can paste this address in your browser to 

get to the free sample http:/!www.coach- 

so ccer.co m/co achin gso ccer/in d ex u sd.asp 

PPS- If you’ve not heard of me, you can read my bio and see so me of the top 

international players I’ve been lucky enough to work with on this page. 

Soccer Coach W eekly 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GU5 0AB 



Company number 3008779 

Telephone +44 (0)1483 892 894 

Em ail: tony.carr@ coach-so ccer.co m 

@2014. Green Star Media Ltd 

U nsubscribe 







To: 

US Youth Soccer <broadcast@usyouthsoccer,org> 
Tuesday, March 11, 2014 I:23 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email,unc,edu> 
2053-2014 US Youth Soccer National League Boys Las Vegas Preview 

To view this message in a browser~ piease clici< here 

...... 12 national leagu 

e io9o web 

Follow the National League: Scores and Standings I Get Nationa~ League 
[News I Video 

Click for age group previews, games to watch and p~ayer notes... 

FRISCO, Texas (~arch :~, 21):~4) -- The 2013-14 US Youth Soccer National 
League Boys season will wrap up play F~arch $4-$6 at Heritage Park in 
Henderson, Nev., as 48 teams play their final three games and solidify the 
division standings. [n the Under-15 through Under-18 age groups, each division 
will be represented by four of the eight teams, while the Under-14 divisions 
will each feature all eight teams. 

Seven division championships are still to be decided during the final weekend 
of National League Boys play, and 14 total teams will punch tickets to the 
2014 US Youth Soccer National Championships, held July 22-27 at the NIaryland 
SoccerPlex in Germantown, F4d. 

"We expect very tough games with great competition. We’re up for the 
challenge," said Bob Friedland, coach of FC Golden State White (CA-S), which is 
in contention for the UndeP17 Blue Division title. "I think the National League 
does a great job at coordinating the events. The fields are very good, and the 
atmosphere is exciting for the boys. It’s a good experience." 

The National League provides an avenue for teams to play in meaningful 
matches against top competition from across the country for continued 
development and opportunities for exposure at the national team, collegiate 
and professional levels. In addition to recruiting opportunities, the top two 
finishers from each division (Blue and Red) will earn a ticket to the 2054 US 
Youth Soccer National Championships in Germantown, making each match 
valuable to the team’s fate as it could make or break their chance at competing 
for the National Championship. The top two finishers in the Under-14, 15, $6 
and $7 age groups will also earn an automatic spot in the 2014-15 National 
League season. 

RELATED: National League alum Gedion Zelalem on a quick rise at Arsenal 

There have already been several impressive showings this season, as 32 of the 
80 boys teams finished their 2013-2054 campaigns in December at the Disney 
Soccer Showcase in Orlando, 

In the Under-16 Red Division, Dix Hills Elite (E-NY) claimed the group title by 
going 6-0-1 without conceding a goal. That defensive feat was equaled by 
Loudoun 98 Red (VA), as it solidified at least a second-place finish in the 



Under-iS Blue Division and earned a spot in the National Championships. Dix 
Hills and Loudoun were the first teams in the history of the National League to 
finish a season without allowing a goal. 

Other teams to secure division titles at Disney were Under=17 Smithtown 
Arsenal (E-NY) and UndePi8 CUP Gold 95/96 (OH=S)~ Meanwhile, Under-16 
Sunrise Elite 97/98 (FL) and Under-17 CUP Gold 96/97 (OH-S) each clinched a 
top two finish in their division. 

With just six National Championship spots earned so far, there is a lot on the 
line for the boys this coming weekend. Many of the 48 teams competing in Las 
Vegas -- along with a handful of squads following from home -- are hoping to 
punch their ticket to Germantown, but only 14 will do so. 

The FC Golden State coach said it takes concentration and teamwork to 
succeed and earn a top-two finish in the National League. 

"All of the games are very challenging, and we’re excited about the 
competition. It’s a great event for the boys," Friedland said. "It’s critical for us 
to win the games in Las Vegas and get the opportunity to go to the National 
Championships." 

### 

Youth Soccer - "The Game for ALL Kids!" is the largest youth sports 
organization in the country and largest member of the United States Soccer 
Federation, the governing body of soccer in the United States= US Youth Soccer 
registers more than 3 m~ll~on p~ayers annually, ages 5 to ~9, and over 900,000 
administrators, coaches and volunteers in 55 member State Assodations. US 
Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for players 
at every level of the game. For more information, visit 
www.~SYo~thSoccer.org. 

Media P, equest; When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, 
please refer to the association only as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or 
USYSA. We appreciate your cooperation. 

Albout US Youth Soccer National League - Formed in 2007, the US Youth 
Soccer National League was developed as a path of advancement for the top 
teams from the US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues. ~n addition to meaningful 
matches, development and identification, the league created a direct path to 
the annual US Youth Soccer National Championships. League play features the 
UndeP14 through UndeP18 age groups for boys and girls who are seeking to 
advance their college, professional and U.S. National Team aspirations. Learn 
more at USYouthSoccer.org/NationaLLeague/. 



FFOllil : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

United States Sports Academy <postmaste~ussa.edu@mail8.atl71 .mcdlv.net> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 4:05 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

The Sport Update - March 2014 

Athlete of the Nonth for February 20~4 
After one week e~eNine voting, the Academy announced their 2014 Februan/male and 

female Athlete of the Month recipients. Russian short-track speed skater, Viktor Ahn, 

captured first place in the men’s division, while Park Seung-hi, a short-track speed 

skater from South Korea, sped to first in the women’s~ 

Joan Cronan Joins Academy’s Board of 
Trustees 
1he, ,~a.~..n ~y ~. ~...a.-,ed t,~ weicome [e [he Board of irus[ees Jean Cronan, the senior 

advisor to the chancellor and the women’s d~rector of ath~e[ics erneF~[a ~0r the 

University of Tennessee. ~;:::~:~:~ ~ 



B~ack History Beyond Sport: Julius Caesar 
Hope 
The Academy highlights Reverend Julius C~esar Hope, a g~adaate of MoMle Countf 

Training Schoo~ (Plateau. Alabama) i~ 1950. Hope was the first persoa interviewed fo~ 

the developed by the Academy and the Mobile GounbF 

Training Schoo~ Ak~mni Association. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::!::: 

Sylvia Hatchell Receives 20t3 C. Vivian 
Stringer Coaching Award 
The Academy is proud to announce Sylvia Hatchell, University of Nod.h Carolina’s 

(UNC) head women’s basketball coach, as their 2013 C. Vivian Stringer Coaching 

Award winner. Hatchell was presented the award on Sunday, 2 March 2014, by UNC 

and Academy alumnus Mark Janas at the last regular-season game in Chapel Hill, NC. 

Distinguished Service Award Presented to 
Longtime Track and Field Coach 
Dr. Thomas P. Rosaadich, Academy President and CEO, presented Mr. Vic Godfrey 

with a Distinguished Service Award in Daphne, Ala, on Thursday, 6 March 2014. A 

Iongtime track and field coach, Godfrey was the first National Faculty member to serve 

the Academy internationally when he went on assignment to the Kingdom of Bahrain in 

NACDA Names The Corbett Award and the 
Hall of Fame Class Recipients 
The [tational Association of Collegiate Directors of Athletics (NACDA)announced Bill 

Byme, the former director of athletics ~t Texas A&M~ as their 2014 James J. Corbett 

Memodai Award recipient. Byrne served as a director of athletics for 29 years and new 

serves as the special advisor to the President at Te>~as A&M. 

People, Places and Programs 
There will be m~ny maior spo~ing convention, s and competitions held in the coming 

year. View the Academy’s resource on these excith~g events. [%=:~%~ [~,~’~:: ==:!:=: 

Alumna Ivana Rich ~akes Great Strides in 
Volleyball Career 
The cledo "il~vigor~ted, zealous aRd eRe%ized’~ writte,~ o~ the i~signi~ of ~v~na R~ch~s 

Delta S~ma Theta Sorority membership ~so reflects the coacMng ;~ssoc~t~o~ she 

be~o~gs to and embodies the vo~eybal~ teams fo~ whic~ she ~as p~ayed. 



Bruce La[sen’s Art of Life 
Larsen’~ ~t~dio is hL~ garage below h~s home e~ Fish R~ver, ~t ~ ~acked ~rom fiooF to 

ce~lk~g w@~ she~ves of edds ~nd ends and the too~s to bring them togetbe~ White p~ast~c 

buckeL~ are fi~ed vdth doorknobs, dd~twoed, fim~s, ~v~sted sp~t~d~es, curved h’ot~ 

Sculpture by Chair of Academy’s AA 
Committee Unve~e6 
"Or~g~naU’ the first oyste~ sculpture k~ s sedes theft w~ compose the Oy~:t~ ~ Tr;~ ~ong the 

Eastern Shore, was unve~ed a~ the Origina~ Oyster House h~ Mobile, A~a,, en Wednesday, 

12 Febraary 2014. "OrighsaF was painted by Nancy Rata, the Chah of the Academy’s Art 

Committee and the Community Outn~ach D~recter fi)r the E~stem Shen~ A~t Center, 

Agreement Signed with Shanghai Sports 
Administration 
D~. T.J Ros~ndich, tt;e Academy;s Vice President a~d Chief O~)eratk~g Off~ce~ recently 

negotiated an agreement w~th {he 8hangha~ Admff~stFat~on of Sperts, Under tMs 

agreement, the Academy’s Internat~ons~ D~p~oma ~n SpoRs Cosch~ng (~DSC) P~ogram ,M~I 

be de~ve~ed to 100 students ~n Sh;~ngha~ commench~g in May 2014. ~[:~::= F:, #L.~]V[~.I~:.b:= 

Aeademy Wee President Neets with Abbot of 
the Shao~n Temple 
Dr, ]’.J. Rosa~d~ch, Academy V~ce President and CMef OpeFath~g Offk:eF, rece~t~y met 

w~th H~s Holiness Abbot SM Yongx~ ~n Dengfeng. China, about promoting the Academy’s 

online Shoo,in course to 400 m~on Chart BuddMst followers and others access the g~obe 

You are receMng tb~s ema~ becsus~ you provided the United States Spo=is Ac~sdemy w~tb your ema~ ~sddress 

Academy. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMater, com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 5:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 3/6/14: The Saga of the Lost Wallet 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, March 12, 2014 4:13 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, March 12, 2014 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The LA Galaxy hosts cross-border rival Tijuana in a first-leg, quarterfinal Concacaf Champions League clash on 
Wednesday.... The UEFA Champions League Round of 16 continues on Wednesday with second-leg games,       li~il 

L~L~J including Barcelona-Manchester City.... There’s also Copa Libertadores action on Wednesday and Thursday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated aaily throughout the week. 

WEDNESDAY, #,~arch ~ 2 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (delay) 6 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-VERACRUZ (live) 9 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (delay) 5 pm= 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 9 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ALTAMIRA-CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE GUADALAJARA (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico DORADOS DE SINALOA-CHIVAS (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Copa Mexico NECAXA-CELAYA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 3:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League KANSAS CITY-CRUZ AZUL (live) 9 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LOS ANGELES-TIJUANA (live) 11 pm. 

THURSDAY, ~,~arch 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League To-rq-ENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 7 pm. 



UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS=FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm= 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TO-rTENHAM-BENFICA (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (delay) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVlLLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-PENAROL (live) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores GREMIO-NEWELL’S (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Libertadores DEPORTIVO CALI-LANUS (live) 10:30 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pm= 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO=NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-ANZHI (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVlLLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS=FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm= 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pm= 

BelN SPORTS 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 pm= 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain GETAFE-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-BRISBANE (live) 4:30 am. 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-BLACKPOOL (live) 11 am. 

France LILLE-NANTES (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 4:40 am. 
Scotland ST. JOHNSTONE-ROSS COUNTY (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBCSN 



England HULL CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:45 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain LEVANTE-CELTA (live) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 5 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico SANTOS-PACHUCA (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany DORTMUND-MONCHENGLADBACH (live0 10:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 1:30 pm. 

Uruguay WANDERERS-NACIONAL (live 4pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-NANTES (live) 10:30 am. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-MONARCAS (live) 9 pm, 

Mexico CHIPAS-AMORICA (live) 11 pm, 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-COLORADO (live) 4 pro. 

MLS HOUSTON-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS KANSAS CITY-DALLAS (live) 8:30 pro, 

MLS SAN JOSE-SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

BeiN PLAY 

France LILLE-NANTES (live) 11:15 am. 
Spain RAYO-ALMERIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain RECREATIVO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 1 pm. 

France AJACCIO-GUINGAMP (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-BARCELONA B (live) 2:45 pm. 

italy HELLAS VERONA-INTER MILAN (live) 3:30 pm~ 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands VITESSE-PSV (live) 1:40 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup ITALY-ZAMBIA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup GHANA-KOREA (live) 6:48 pm, 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup GERMANY-CANADA (live) 9:48 pm= 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup COSTA RICA-VENEZUELA (live) 9:48 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 2:30 am. 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 4:40 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CARDIFF CiTY (live) 11 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-NORWiCH CITY (live) 11 am. 

England FULHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-WEST BROM (live) am, 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (live) 11 am, 

BelN SPORTS 

ita l y AC M I LAN -PARMA (live) 10 a m. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) Noon. 

France LYON-MONACO (delay) 2 pm. 

France PSG-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 4 pm. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

AZTECA AMERICA 



Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Ita l y AC M I LAN -PARMA (live) 10 a m. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) Noon. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VALLDOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PONTE PRETA (live) 6 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-AJAX (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PENAPOLENSE-CORINTHIANS (live)3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ARGENTINOS JUNIORS (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) Noon. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico PUMAS-ATLANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-LEON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 7 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain ELCHE-BETIS (live) 6:45 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-BORDEAUX (live) 8:45 am= 
italy CAGLIARI=LAZIO (live) 9:45 am= 

France LYON-MONACO (live) 11:45 am. 

italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3:30 pm. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

FIFA U=17 Women’s World Cup NEW ZEALAND-PARAGUAY (live) 12:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup SPAIN-JAPAN (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-COLOMBIA (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup CHINA-NIGERIA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-WELLINGTON (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

Italy ROMA-UDINESE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm= 

Spain VILLAREAL-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, March 12, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chicago Red Stars <info@chicagoredstars.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:56 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 Red Stars Preseason Roster Announced 





boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
On the first stop of the U:[7 Pacific Northwest 
Tour, the boys earned a 0-0 draw against the 
Seattle Sounders Academy U:[8 team. 
MORE: U,S. U17 MNT Standouts 

i 
ii’~’ii Premier Contenti 

 ii ET TO COLLE ii E 
There are limited spots available for one of 
the premier college soccer recruiting events 
in the U.S. Sign up for one today and gain an 
advantage on the recruiting race. 

CO v  11]:T i  
Location is always a factor in every recruit’s 
search, especially for these two recent 
commitments. 
MORE: Biq Time IVlLS Academ~L Mid Leaves NY 

DID YOU SEE? 

Social media is ruining the 
one and only Zlatan 
Ibrahimovic. 

A two-footed tackle led to 
an inverted knee. Big 
punishment to follow. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Brown University Elite Residential Camp 

The Elite 125 camp brings together top-level 
players (rising sophomores to rising seniors) 
to compete and showcase their skills. 

The competition will include training and full- 
sided games over an intense three-day 
camp. 

Take advantage of this opportunity to be on 
an Ivy League Campus and display your 
talent! 

For more info CLICK HERE. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ma~ler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 8:58 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tes~timonied for Advanced Tactics For the 4-2-3-1 

Hi Anson, 
Wow! Coaches are loving our new "Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics" book. Check out this 

testimonial from Jebreel Bubtana, and if you haven’t done so already, check out the info on the book 

below, 

Best wishes, 

Mike Sail 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-t 
to the next level with this advanced 

tactical guide, Discover how the 4-2- 
3-1 is used to devastating effect by 
Manchester United and Real Madrid 

and advanced drills for coaching 
your players in this highly attacking 

and flexible formation 
Finally, it’s here! Coaching the 4-2=3=1 Advanced Tactics provides you 

with an in<iepth look at the formation that is dominating European 
soccer= Packed with tactical insights on the specific patterns of play of 
Manchester United and Real Madrid, Coaching the 4-24-t Advanced 

Tactics shows you how you can utilize this highly flexible formation to 
outwit teams playing a traditional 44-2 or 444 and to create more scor~ 

oppo~unit~es. 



Dear Coach, 

The 4-2-3-1 formation is much more than just an attractive playing style. This formation is fast 

consigning the 4-4-2 and 4-3-3 to the history books after it was used by three of the semifinalists in the 

Euro 2012 tournament. The 4-2-3-1 is now used by many of Europe’s elite club sides, including 

Chelsea, Manchester United and Real Madrid, because it enables them to break through teams 

rooted to the spot playing more dated, rigid formations. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with tactical insights and an analysis of the 

patterns of play of Manchester United and Real Madrid, both in defense and in attack. Utilizing in-depth 

analysis, real screenshots from actual games and detailed diagrams, this book shows you exactly 

how elite players, such as Cristiano Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in this formation 

and how it enables them to play in a more flexible, attacking style that can rip opposition teams apart. 

In addition, Coaching ~e 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides fifteen complete training sessions for 

drilling your teams in how to play this devastating formation. This includes defensive training sessions 

on pressing triggers, mid defending shapes and controlling line depth along with attacking drills on 

triangulation, third man runs and attacking fullbacks. 

This book is entitled Advanced Tactics for a reason: It shows you everything you need to know about 

howto fully utilize the 4-2-3-1 to take your team’s performance to the next level¯ 

"Packed with detai~ed analysis and coaching drills on how you 
can harness the flair and creativity of soccer’s most modern 

formation" 

The game of soccer never stands still. New formations are evolving all the time that can give teams an 

edge over opponents stuck with more rigid styles of play. The 4-2-3-1 is one such formation that has 

risen to prominence over the last decade and is now utilized by many of Europe’s elite sides. Its 

popularity comes from its ability to rapidly shift to a 4-3-3, 4-4-1-1 and other formations in response to 

how the opposition is playing or to suit the stage of the game. 

What’s more, the additional line of players provided by the 4-2-3-1 enables teams to swamp the 

midfield as well as gain more players in the attack, making it a highly aggressive and entertaining 

formation to watch. It’s no wonder that teams with some of the most gifted attacking players in the 

modern game choose to play the 4-2-3-1. 



Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes the author’s first book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 book to 

the next level. It expands on the insights in the previous book while also providing a complete coaching 

guide in its own right. It shows you in -depth howthe 4-2-3-1 is played by Manchester United and Real 

Madrid, with step by step examples from real life games along with practical advice and analysis on 

how any team can use this formation to outwit and dominate the opposition, both in defense and 

attack. 

"Gain insights from a coach with a track record of developing 

What’s covered in CoachMg the 4-2-3~1 Advanced Tactics 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides an expert analysis of the playing style and 

tendencies of Manchester United and Real Madrid as well as complete training sessions for drilling 

your players in howto utilize the formation effectively 

t. Analysis of the strengths of the 4=2=3=1 in the attacking phases of play 

The first chapter looks at the tactical advantages that can be gained from the formation. This includes 

the flexibility and options gained from being able to make short passes between four lines instead of 

three and positional rotation in the center. 



This chapter also looks at the differences with the 4-4-1-1, the 4-5-1, 4-4-2 and 4-3-3, and the roles 

and responsibilities of every player. 

2. Using the 4-2-3-t’s flexibility to change formation in the attacking phase to disrupt marking 

schemes, find solutions and create chances to score 

Grieve now looks at how to transition the team from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 during the attacking phase and 

where players need to be to gain the maximum advantage Using detailed diagrams, this chapter 

shows you exactly where players need to be in order to transition back to a 4-3-3 smoothly. 

Grieve also analyses which formations struggle against a team playing the 4-2-3-1, with example 

scenarios of the ball in different areas of the pitch, such as how you can get the ball to the striker from 

the wings and to switch the ball to an attacker on the far side of the pitch. 

3. Analyzing Spain’s use of attacking fullbacks with a flexible midfield formation 

Spain is renowned for playing some of the most attractive and attacking soccer in the world. A core 

reason for this is the flexibility of the 4-2-3-1 formation. Grieve looks at how Spain uses the flexibility in 

midfield to retain possession and to push fullbacks into more advanced positions. Utilizing real 

screenshots of games, Grieve explains how Alba and Villa are able to exploit the space between the 

fullback and center back and how Busquet is able to create overlaps with Villa. 

4. Patterns of play and making a game plan to win using the 4-2-3-1. Real Madrid and Manchester 

United; the difference between the respective clubs’ systems of the same formation 

Grieve now analyses how Real Madrid and Manchester United use the 4-2-3-1. This includes an 

indepth look at how Manchester United defeated Arsenal’s 4-3-3, where ex-Gunners player Van Persie 

was able to score freely thanks to the extra numbers on the wing. Grieve also analyses the freedom the 

formation gives to Wayne Rooney, enabling him to bring opposition players out of position and to 

switch passes to create lvl situations on the far side of the pitch. 

Real Madrid has grown to dominate Spanish and European soccer, thanks to Jose Mourinho’s 

management and the 4-2-3-1 formation. In this chapter Grieve looks at how Mourinho utilizes the 

special abilities of his players. This includes the fluidity with which Alonso, Marcelo and Ramos play 

the triangular midfield and how Ronaldo makes his runs up the right side of the pitch, with Di Maria 

able to cut inside at will. 

5. Analyzing the strengths of the 4=2=3=1 in the defensive phases of play and changing formation to 

help defend better 

The 4-2-3-1 provides amazing defensive flexibility, with all players able to provide cover spread over 

four lines. In this chapter, Grieve looks at how Arrigo Saechi’s AC Milan and Antonio Conte’s Juventus 

teams used the 4-2-3-1 to Iockdown their goal from attacks 

Autho~ Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

Changing formation in the defensive phase to help defend better 

Grieve analyses how your team can move from a 4-3-3 to a 4-2-3-1 to counter an attacking 4-4-2 side. 

This includes when the ball is at different defensive phases, such as with the ball at center back or 

fullback. Grieve then looks at howto reshape the defense if the opposing attacker gets into an 

advanced position, such as in the corner to make a cross. 

7. Defending on the sides in a 4-2-3-1; pressing, covering, changing opponents and the fullback 

defending with different team mates 

This chapter looks at how the 4-2-3-1 enables the fullback to work with a wide midfielder to defend on 

the sides of the pitch with a third midfielder able to shift over to close opposition attacks down This 

chapter then looks at how to switch the pass to the opponents weak defensive side and how to track 

midfield runners once you’ve stopped the immediate attack 

8. Training sessions defending 

Grieve provides five complete sessions comprising of multiple exercises. This includes drills for 

controlling line depth and covering key zones, defending on the sides, pressing triggers and midfield 

defensive shapes. All the sessions can be combined with transition play and counter attacking 

sessions, and every drill is provided with coaching points, diagrams and progressions. 



9. Attacking training sessions 

This book also provides ten complete attacking sessions, which include drills for small group play, 

triangulation, overlaps, third man runs and finishing. Grieve recommends finishing every session with 

a small sided game that encourages your players to practice the skills from the drills and to ask 

questions as to where they should move to and why. 

If you’ve ever wanted to imitate the exciting and attacking playing style of Manchester United or Real 

Madrid, this book shows you how. ¢oaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is packed with in-depth 

analysis of how these teams get their players into the right positions to exploit static opposition and to 

get the ball into attacking positions. Along with the theory, you get 15 complete training sessions 

comprising of multiple drills you can use to train your players on positioning and howto play the 4-2-3- 

1 effectively. 

From Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics, you will gain: 

An enriched understanding ofthe roles and responsibilities of every player in the formation 

An analysis of the formation’s strengths against popular formations 

Guidance on where your players need to be to transition into a 4-3-3 or 4-4-1-1 

Howto change formation in the defensive phases to Iockdown the goal mouth 

H~w t~ defend a~~ng the side of the pitch~ uti~izing fu~~backs~ wingers and a flexib~e third man 

in midfield 

Real screenshots and play by play examples of how Manchester United and Real Madrid 

utilize the 4-2-3-1 to overrun the opposition and to create more scoring opportuntties 

Five complete training sessions, which include pressing triggers, defending on the sides 

and covering key zones 

Ten attacking drills which wig train your players in triangulation, 1-2s, overlaps, third man 

runs and more 

Your players will love playing the 4-2-3-1 due to its flexibility, attacking instincts and the 

opportunity to imitate the playing style of some of the world’s elite players 

If you’ve already bought Stevie Grieve’s previous book, Coaching the 4-2-3-1, you will find there’s still 

lots to learn in this follow up book. If you haven’t bought the previous book, you will discover that 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics is a complete coaching guide in its own right. It provides 

everything, from the theory on roles and responsibilities through to real life practical examples up to 

training exercises to get your players playing it effectively. So whether you already play the 4-2-3-1 or 

would like to start, this book tells you everything you need to know in Grieve’s straightforward coaching 

style. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is not just a formation or system of play. It can also be described as a sort of 

philosophy on howthe game is played. This philosophy is based around flexibility. One of the 

strengths of the 4-2-3-1 is the flexibility it provides with the interchanging of positions of the midfielders 

and forwards This is one of the reasons opponents find it really hard to play against. 

This philosophy can AND should be adapted at a younger age too. So for those age groups that don’t 

play 1 lvl 1, this free eBook shows you how to adapt the 4-2-3-I to the small-sided soccer that younger 

teams play. Not only that, if you have a team that is just a year or two away from moving to 1 lvl 1, this 

eBook is perfect for helping them make the transition from the smaller numbers they are playing to the 

full blown version of the 1 lvl 1 4-2-3-1. 

GREAT FORTRAINING SESSIONS - The material in this eBook is also perfect for using the smaller 

numbers to create your 4-2-3-1 training sessions If you have 18 players or less on your team, you can 

use the formations in this eBook to set up small-sided games specifically designed to teach the 4-2-3- 

1 

And it’s free with your order of Coaching the 4=2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. 



WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards However, 

if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"It sl~ows you how to imitate the devastating playing style of 
Manchester United and Rea~ IV~adrid, and how to develop your 

team’s ability to play the 4-2~3~1 on the training pitch" 

Euro 2012 marked the arrival of the 4-2-3-1 as a dominant formation on the international scene. But 

coaches like Jose Mourinho and Alex Ferguson have been playing it for years because they know it has 

the flexibility and attacking fluidity that can overpower teams playing older, more rigid formations. It’s no 

secret that the 4-2-3-I is a key reason for their success at the top of their respective leagues. 

Now you can discover how to imitate their success in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics. It 

explains everything you need to know about playing and coaching the formation Step by step 

screenshots and clear explanations enable you to see exactly how elite players, like Cristiano 

Ronaldo, Wayne Rooney and Xavi Alonso, play in the formation and how they take advantage of its 

flexibility to create the abundance of goal scoring opportunities that bring them success 

To replicate their success playing the formation, you get fifteen complete training sessions for 

developing your team’s ability to play the 4-2-3-I effectively So everything is covered. If you want to step 

up and harness the most innovative and flexible formation in modern soccer, Coaching the 4-2-3-1 

Advanced Tactics is an in-depth tactical and practical guide that shows you how 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics takes an in-depth look at the formation, which includes 

an analysis of how Manchester United and Real Madrid utilize it to devastating effect The book also 

includes fifteen complete training sessions for improving your players’ ability to play the 4-2-3-1 

formation effectively, both in defense and attack 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 ’/o satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Coaching the 4- 

2-3-1 Advanced Tactics after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: 11 Tips for Coaching the Lirde Ones 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 

11 Tips for Coaching the Little Ones 
By Mike Woitalla 

"1 got recruited to coach my kid’s soccer team. Any advice?" The most recent time I heard this question, it came 

from a parent of a 6-year-old. It prompted me to put an answer in writing, based on some of the best insight I’ve 

gotten from coaches and players I’ve interviewed and observed over the years. 

11 Tips for Coaching the Little Ones 

Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

1. If all you do is set up goals and have them play as much soccer as possible during that hour of practice - you’re doing a 

good job. 

2. Familiarize yourself with the various age-appropriate games/exercises to facilitate individual skills - but don’t use ones that 

bore the kids. And if it takes more than a minute for 6-yeat~olds to comprehend the activity - it’s the wrong one. (In other 

words, plan your practice but be ready to improvise.) 

3. No lines, no laps, no lectures. 

4. Enjoy yourself! If for some reason you’re grumpy, act like you’re enjoying yourself. Kids pick up on body language and you’ll 

get the best out of them if they sense you like being their coach. 

5. Greet each player when they arrive in a way that lets them know you’re happy to see them. 

6. Always end practice on an upbeat, happy note. (Even if they drove you absolutely crazy). 

7. See the game through the children’s eyes. This will remind you that your main objective is helping them discover the joys of 

soccer. And not to expect a 6-year-old to play like a 16-yem~old[ 

8. Do not yell instructions at them! Do not coach from the sidelines during games[ This intederes severely in their learning 

process. It also makes you look rather silly - an adult screaming at 6-year-olds while they’re playing. 

9. Sit down during games, instead of prowling the sidelines, which only creates tension that unnerves your players. 

10. Always have a first-aid kit (including ice-packs) with you. 

tl. Keep plastic bags in your coaching bag in case you need to pick up dog poo. 

YOUTH COACHING RESOURCES: 

U.S. Soccer’s "Best Practices for Coaching Soccer in the United States" download HERE. 

"US Youth Soccer Player Development Model" 

AYSO 

NSCAA 

"U.S. Soccer Curriculum" download HERE. 

View the Game as an Art, not a War (Book Review: Stan Baker’s ’Our Competition is the World") 

(Mtke Wo#atla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla refs youth soccer #~ Northern California and 

coaches at East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America on Twitter; Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 
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48 hours lel?t to taJ~e advantage of our special otter! 



Subscription Preferences 



The 2nd Annual Capital Soccer Classic is Less than ONE MONTH Away! 

counting down the days to one of our biggest events of the season - the 2rid Annual Capital 
Soccer Classic hosted by the U.S. Soccer Foundation and __P_O__L_!__T_!__C__O__ and presented by Johnson & 
Johnson and NIKE. Don’t miss your chance to see Members of Congress and former U.S. National Team 
~layers battle for glory (and bragging rights) under the bright lights of RFK Stadium in support of Soccer 

Success! 
2rid Annual Capital Soccer Classic 

April 8th - RFK Stadium, Washington, DC 
Admission is FREE 



Sent to: anson@uncaa unc.edu I Updaie your profile I Unsubscribe 

You are receiving this email because you have previously expressed interest in the US. Soccer Foundation. 

Forward this email to a friend. 

US Soccer Foundation 

1211 Connecticut Avenue, NW 

Suite 500 

Washington, DC 20036 

Add us [o your address book 

© 2014 U.S. Soccer Foundation 
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Section 2: Guardiola Praises; Wenger Whines; Simeone’s Happy 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, March 12, 2014 Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Guardio~a: Controlled Bavern Deserved to Proqress 
UEFA cam 

Pep Guardio~a hailed his players’ control and concentration following Bayern Munich’s 3-1 aggregate 

win against Arsenal in the two-game UEFA Champions League Round of 16 series, which ended on 

Tuesday night with a 1-I draw in Munich. 

"We managed to minimize the number of mistakes we made," the Bayern Munich boss said, adding: "We played in a 

very intelligent way. I am very pleased with my team....They were only better in the first eight minutes of the first leg, 

other than that we were time better side. Arsenal did not have any chances in the first half today and then it was 

over." 

The former Barcelona coach added: "We wanted to control the game and not allow them to spring any 

counterattacks. They dropped very deep and defended with many players. Nevertheless, we managed to totally 

control the game and did not allow them much more than their goal." - Read the whole story... 

UEFA lnvestiqates Ozii Banner 
Guardian 

UEFA has ordered disciplinary proceedings against Bayern Munich after a group of fans, reportedly from Austria 

displayed a homophobic banner targeting Arsenal playmaker Mesut Ozi~ that was seen during Tuesday’s 1-1 

Champions League Round of 16 second-leg draw in Munich. 

The sign -- which branded Arsenal "Gay Gunners" and featured a crude caricature of the German midfielder -- was 

captured by television cameras during the game and then widely circulated on social media. 

Separately, Ozil, who was substituted at halftime, is set to miss the Gunners next few games because of a hamstring 

injury suffered during the game. - Read the whale story... 

Reuters 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger criticized Bayem Munich winger Arjen Robben for trying to con time referees 

during his team’s 1-1 draw with the Bavarian giant in Munich on Tuesday. The Frenchman, whose team lost the 

UEFA Champions League Round of 16 series 3-1 on aggregate, was asked how he felt about the Dutchman’s 

controversial performance, which saw him win a last-minute penalty that was taken and missed by Thomas Muller. 

"Robben is very good at getting something out of nothing, he is a great player as well as a very good diver, that’s 

part of it," Wenger said. "He’s a fantastic player, I would not deny that, he’s one of the best in the world, but he gets 

in front (of the defender) and slows down and goes down, and he gets the free kicks. If (the referee) gives him a 

yellow card the first time he goes down, he will not do it again."’ 

The Gunners boss added that the decision to send off goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny during the first-leg in 

London is what eventually decided the series. "Overall, over the two games, the decision to send our keeper off in 

the first game had a huge impact, it was a bad decision," he said. "Even UEFA have come out and said they have to 

re-think that problem (the award of a penalty and a sending off) .... Bayem are a good team, they played well but 

we still have regrets." - Read the whole story... 

Simeone Calm on UCL Quarterfinals Opponent 
Reuters 

Diego Simeone said he is only focused on his team and does not care who Atletico Madrid faces when the UEFA 

Champions League quarterfinal draw takes place on March 21. 

"There will be seven top teams and one humble one which will irritate," the Argentine told a news conference 

following his team’s clinical 4-1 win against AC Milan at the Vicente Calderon in the second game of Atletico’s two- 

game round of 16 series against the Italian giant. Simeone’s men comfortably won the series, 5-1, after winning the 

first game, 1-0, in Milan last month. 

"1 am happy because I have a group of men who play soccer in an extraordinary way and who have enormous 



passion for the game," the 43-year-old said. "Let’s see who our opponent is, I don’t care if it’s another Spanish 

team. Remain calm and recuperate well."- Read the whole story... 

Seedorf Questions Milan’s l~entality Fol~owinq UCL Exit 
Football Italia 

C~arence Seedorf questioned the mentality of his players following AC Milan’s 4-1 defeat to Atletico Madrid in its 

UEFA Champions League round of 16, second-leg at the Vicente Calderon stadium in Madrid on Tuesday. The 

Italian giant lost the series, 5-1, on aggregate after losing the first game 1-0 in Milan. 

"You could see after the second goal that the team struggled psychologically to react, as they often do," the former 

Dutch international said. "The second goal turned off the light and sapped the energy from the team. We analyzed 

the situation together. Obviously the Champions League was an important objective for us and economically for the 

club. We had played well in the first leg and showed in the first half tonight we could play on a par with Atletico, but 

couldn’t be consistent for the whole game." 

He went on to reflect on the Serie A giant’s remaining games in the Italian league. "We spoke clearly and set 

objectives in the League, which is our only remaining target," he said. "There are 11 games to go and we have 

some very specific objectives, which are the ones we believe we can get. It’s our only tournament, so the squad 

must feel a realistic sense of what we can achieve." 

Milan is currently 10th in the Serie A table, a whopping 20 points behind Napoli in third, which is the final Champions 

League qualification place in Italy. - Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

In an interview with Inside United, Manchester United striker Wayne Rooney said that it’s "really difficult" to see 

rivals Manchester City and Liverpool doing well this season, while the Red Devils languish in 6th place in the 

Premier League standings, nine points behind fourth-place City. - Read the whole story... 

Russian Politicians Call for USA World Cup Ban 
Reuters 

Russian politicians Aleksandr Sidyakin and MikhaH Marke~ov have demanded that the United States be kicked 

out of this year’s World Cup in addition to having its membership with world soccer’s governing body FIFA 

terminated, Reuters reports. In an open letter to FIFA, the politicians cited aggressive actions against Yugoslavia, 

Iraq and Libya as well as attempts to encroach on Syria, as reasons for asking for the ban. - Read the whole 

story... 

Kabou~ Wins Red Card Appea~ 
AFP 

Tottenham Hotspur defender Younes Kaboul has succeeded with an appeal against his dismissal in his side’s 

defeat at Chelsea on Saturday, the English FA announced on Tuesday. The 28-year-old was shown a straight red 

card after he was adjudged to have tripped Samue~ Eto’o in the second half of the Premier League game, with 

E~den Hazard scoring the subsequent penalty to put Chelsea 2-0 up. Kaboul will now be available to play against 

London rival Arsenal this weekend. - Read the whole story._ 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, March 13, 2014 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League and Copa Libertadores action on Thursday. 

All ~#nes Eastern unless noted, TV programming is always subject to change, Besides the exclusive stream#~g     ~ 

programming listed he~e, many networks make TV programm#~g available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile), Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 7 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON=PLZEN (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm= 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOT1-ENHAM-BENFICA (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (delay) 10 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (delay) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 pro. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-PENAROL (live) 6 pro. 

Copa Libertadores GREMIO-NEWELL’S (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Libertadores DEPORTIVO CALI-LANUS (live) 10:30 pro. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 11 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League LUDOGORETS-VALENCIA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-SALZBURG (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-ANZHI (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-REAL BETIS (live) 4 prn. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-BENFICA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-FIORENTINA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-PLZEN (live) 4 pro. 

BelN SPORTS 



France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain GETAFE-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-BRISBANE (live) 4:30 am. 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, March 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-BLACKPOOL (live) 11 am. 

France LILLE-NANTES (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 4:40 am. 
Scotland ST. JOHNSTONE-ROSS COUNTY (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England HULL CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:45 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain LEVANTE-CELTA (live) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA=REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 5 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico SANTOS-PACHUCA (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany DORTMUND-MONCHENGLADBACH (liveO 10:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 1:30 pro. 

Uruguay WANDERERS-NACIONAL (live 4pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-NANTES (live) 10:30 am. 
MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-MONARCAS (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico CHIPAS-AMORICA (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-DALLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

France LILLE-NANTES (live) 11:15 am. 
Spain RAYO-ALMERIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain RECREATIVO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 1 pm. 

France AJACCIO-GUINGAMP (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-BARCELONA B (live) 2:45 pm. 

italy HELLAS VERONA-INTER MILAN (live) 3:30 pm= 



ESPN3.com 

Netherlands VITESSE-PSV (live) 1:40 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup ITALY-ZAMBIA (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup GHANA-KOREA (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup GERMANY-CANADA (live) 9:48 prn. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup COSTA RICA-VENEZUELA (live) 9:48 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 2:30 am. 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 4:40 am. 

NRC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CARDIFF CITY (live) 11 am, 

England SOUTHAMPTON-NORV~CH CITY (live) 11 am. 

England FULHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-WEST BROM (live) am. 

England STOKE CITY-WEST HAM (live) 11 am. 

ReIN SPORTS 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) noon. 

France LYON-MONACO (delay) 2 pm, 

France PSG-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 4 pro. 

Italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Ita l y AC M I LAN -PARMA (live) 10 a m. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) noon. 

Spain SEVILLA-VALLDOLID (live) 2 pro. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 4 pro. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Rrazil PALMEIRAS-PONTE PRETA (live) 6 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pro. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-AJAX (live) 11:30 am= 

Rrazil PENAPOLENSE-CORINTHIANS (live)3 pro. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ARGENTINOS JUNIORS (live) 5 pro. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 3 pro. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico PUMAS-ATLANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-LEON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 7 pm. 

ReiN PLAY 

Spain ELCHE-BETIS (live) 6:45 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-RORDEAUX (live) 8:45 am. 
Italy CAGLIARI-LAZIO (live) 9:45 am. 

France LYON-MONACO (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3:30 pm. 

Italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (live) 3:30 pm. 



ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NEW ZEALAND-PARAGUAY (live) 12:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup SPAIN-JAPAN (live) 3:48 pm, 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-COLOMBIA (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup CHINA-NIGERIA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-WELLINGTON (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm, 

Italy ROMA-UDINESE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pro. 

Spain VILLAREAL-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, March 13, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccmail@worldclasscoaching.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 6:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tactical experts to contribute to WORLD CLASS COACHING 

I’m really excited to announce that we have recently agreed for two very special soccer tactical analysts 

to contribute material on a regular basis for WORLD CLASS COACHING. Adding Stevie Grieve and 

James Lambert helps us attain our goal of providing our readers, subscribers and customers with 

high quality coaching material that you can use to help improve your own coaching on the field and in 

games. 

Stevie Grieve - Many of you will already be 

familiar with Stevie’s work as he has contributed 

a number of tactical articles to our Coachinq 

Soccer Tactics site over the past 18 months 

AND is the author of a number of our best 

selling books including four books on 

"Coaching the 4-2-3-1". 

Stevie is an TV analyst for Champions League 

games on the Ten Sports channel in India. 

Stevie is currently based in India where he is the 

Head of Coach Education at BBFS & Assistant 

Manager of @GarhwalFC. 

Grieve will write a weekly article for Coachinq 

Soccer Tactics as well as an article every 

month for the WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Magazine as part of the Member Drills 

Database. 

Mike Sail 

www.wo rid classcoac hing.co m 

James Lambert-You will also probably be 

familiar with James’ work as he has already 

published the book, The False 9 and produced 

video analysis series, Attackinq the Barcelona 

W~, Attack!nq a Compact Defense and the 

soon to be released, The Art of Counter 

Attacking. 

James is at the cutting edge of using video as a 

tactical analysis tool. This makes understanding 

the break down of various coaching points a 

breeze and quick to follow 

Born in Hull, England, James moved to Sydney, 

Australia when he was 18. Lambert has also 

been working as a technical assistant for AS 

Roma, Sydney, and England schoolboys under 

18s, creating e-learning courses James works 

as the General Manager at Lilys Football Centre, 

one of Australia’s premier football facilities. 

Best Wishes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 9:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 3 

1-o vie:^; :~n onlhne version oi: this ernail, click here. 

Volume 2 I Issue 3 I March 2014 

Despite substantial financial investment in concussion research during the past decade, there is no evidence-based research 

that explains the natural history of concussion. Currently, there are over 42 working definitions of concussion and most of our 

concussion knowledge is based on consensus opinion. As we define the future of concussion, we must simultaneously work 

with current guidelines while taking an evidence-based look at where we need to go so that we can diagnose and manage this 

condition with more specificity. Please join us in keeping an open mind with regard to concussion diagnosis and management. 

lCan 
faulty beliefs affect your team, your performance or the outcome of a game? What 

about when beliefs replace what we know to be true? A classic example in sports is the 

myth of the [hot hand[] orthe [streak.[ Initially, you would think believing in the hot hand 

is a good thing. However, it is more valuable to be a good scientist or student of the game 

than t s to be eve n meg c. !~.~£~!.L!!~.~:~- ...... 

Chronic low energy availability can have significant effects on student-athlete health andii ::~:~:i 

physical performance, particularly when a clinical eating disorder is present. Although it may 

inadvertent, intentional or psychopathological, low energy availability plays a causal role in 

the induction of exercise associated menstrual disturbances. 

Participation in intercollegiate athletics involves unavoidable exposure to an inherent risk of 

injury. However, student-athletes rightfully assume that those who sponsor intercollegiate 

athletics have taken reasonable precautions to minimize the risks of injury from athletics 

participation. Concern about injury, although legitimate, should be placed in the context of 

the many benefits of sports participation and physical activity, including: promotion of social 

interactions; an increased quality of lifel supporting future adherence to an active lifestyle; 

and a reduced rsk of morta ty, card ovascu ar d sease and d abetes. ,’:~-~.~..[7~:2:~.~ 

What[s the difference between a sports fan and a sports spectator? Sports spectators are 

people who attend sporting events (or watch them on television), while sports fans have a 

deeper connection to the team. So, why are people sports fans? What benefits do they 

receive from being sports fans? Click the link below to learn more about the social- 

psychological benefits of being a sports fan including, lower levels of loneliness, lower 

levels of stress during sporting events and a sense of belonging to a larger community. 

~.o...~...t~.~.:o.~,:t.. ¢. 



"f have been a vegetarian for two years. With my busy schedule, it can be hard to find convenient vegetarian 

foods, so I donEqt eat as frequently as I should and often grab whatever is easiest, f often wonder if f am 

eating properly to support my training How can f remain a vegetarian student-athtete without sacrificing 

performance?" 

Ciiok [1~[~ to learn what to eat and best practices for vegetarian student-athletes 

M ake plans to attend the NCAA-sponsored Step UP! The NCAA Sport Science Institute is proud to co-sponsor the seminar 
Bystander Intervention Program Facilitator Training on [3Best Practices for Intercollegiate Sports Medicine Management, J3 
May 15-16 in Kansas City, Missouri. The facilitator hosted by the UniversityofGeorgiaMay5-7. The course is based on 
training will provide the foundations of bystander the recent Inter-Association Consensus Statement on Best Practices 
intervention and application of three emerging issues: for Sports Medicine Management for Secondary Schools and Colleges 
sexual assault/violence prevention: recreational drug use and is intended to assist colleges and universities initiate, evaluate 
and prescription drug abuse; and mental health. General and refine best practices for sports medicine management. L~arr~ 
registration opens March 17. 

Share this Newsletter [ ii~:~ii Facebook ] ~ ~ Linkedln _ 
Follow us on Twitter 

Click 
~.~.e.,.L~’ to forward Lh~s rnaiiing wd:h yct~r personal messe#e, 

£,O, B’~x 6222, Indianapolis, IN 4620¢ 

CHck ~j.@~ to be removed from th~s ma~img [~st. 

Click he:’e to v~ew our privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IMG Academy <~info@imgacademy.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:10 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Last chance to save up to $1500 on IMG Academy summer cmnps! 
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The US Soccer PLayers NewsLetter UgSocce~ PLayers ¯ Mar 13, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Mar t3, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Spurs .. Be~fica in the Europa League Round of 16 first. Leg on Fox Sports 2 at 

4pm. 3uventus - Fiore~t~na meet h~ the Europa kea~ue Round of 15 on Fox 

Soccer PLus at 4pro, Stayh~!~ i~ 1:he Europa Lead, be, Fox Sports 2 has Porto 

Na9o[i at 2pn~t, Basel - Sa[zbur~ at 7pro, and Lyon P[zen at 9print. On Fox Soccer 

4pro, ALso on Thursday’s socce~ W schedule, the Cepa k~be~tadores on Fox 

beportes: A~se~aL {~e, not that Arsenal, l:he one frern Ar}~enth~a} - ~e~aro[ a~ 

6pro, Grem~o .. Newe[[’s OLd Boys at 8prm and Deportivo 

Their Words 

CONCACAF Champions League wins for Sporting KC 
and LA Galaxy 
It was a ~ood ni?,ht for MLS teams in the CONCACAF Champions Leaflue. Sportin~ KC and the LA GaLaxy both won their 

Iirst:-Le(j ~araes in the (iuarl:erIinals of the re(jJe~Ys top se~:c:er ~:eurnamenl:, "]’hat the whys ~:ame a(jak~st [.~a k~{ teams 

completes a week of CONCACAF Champions League play where none 0� the three MLS teams ~emaining Jn the 

l:ourt~arnent Los[: to }.i~a MX teams, 

Sporti~ KC shuLo~t Cruz Azu~ 1-0 in Iroi~t of 18,467 all Spertin?, Park, remaining ui~defeat:ed ii~ the 2013-1,1 

COtqCACAF Champions Lea~4ue. Kevin ELLis seined Spordn~ KC’s ~oaL in the 17Lh minute. Spo~ dn~ KC Led 9 ~o 7 on shots 

puttiiW., 4 of those on ?,oaL to Cruz Azu[’s 3. Eric Kronberg kept the clean sheet. Spo~ ti~?, KC now travefs to Mexico City 

lor next Wednesday’s second.Le~ a~ Estadio AzuL. 

"1 expec~ for them to come out and d~row everything at us," Spo~ dn~ KC manager Peter Vermes said, Whey are playing 
at home and are a veiny ~ood team. We knew them well before th~s game and we know them a ~ot better now. A~d they 

a~e not ~ein~ to !~o dow~ wb:heut a major fight, We are t~eint~ to have te be prepared fo~ everythint~ and as much as our 

concentration and focus and work ethk: was good here, }t will need to be double there because Jt wff~ be a diffk:u~t 

match," Read Nore 

Are the LA Galaxy the best MLS team in the 
CONCACAF Champions League? 
By Luis Bueno - CARSON, ¢/a (Ma~ 12, 2014) US Soccer PLayers. No more excuses, 

The LA GaLaxy have faced several difiicuLt and uLtimateLy insu~ mountable obstacLes in their quest for CONCACAF 

Champions League p~tery, 

As the club prepares Ior its third kt~ockout ~eund in as many years, however, the ~:Lbb is done with t.’,ivinb’, itself ~easet~s 

to fail 

"We’ve grown our club to a point where we expect to do weLL Jn these competitions," GaLaxy coach Bruce Arena said. 

"This is a round we think we can be successful in. This is the ?,: owth of our club and where we should be and we should 
be abLe to be successfuL in these competitions," 

The GaLaxy wffL face CLub Tiiuana in a qua~terfi~aL series that be<sim.~ Wedne~.~day at SllbbHub Center. It cbLminates next 
Tuesday some ’i 30 miles dow~ Interstate 5, across the borde~, down a t)aseo, and over a boulevard at Estadio CaLiente. 

The Last two years, the GaLaxy’s stay in the CCL has ended prematurely. Toronto FC stunned the GaLaxy in a 

quart:erfinaLs series in 2012. ka, e~?terre7 slammed Jlhe deo~ !~hu12 iD a !~emiJ’h~aL series a year a:qo, Read More 

Ex-DC United~ New York Red Bulls midfielder Shawn Kuykendall passes away after battle with cancer - frern 

MLSsoccer.conh CharLes Boehm: But his reLentLess positivity and deepLy, rooted laith inspired his family and the 



A former MLS player lost his battle w~th cancer today~ but he won so much more o from USA Today’s MSke Foss: If 

you were to ask about the ~reatest pb~y of Shawn KuykendaU’s Ufe, ~ was ~he day he ~earned that he was go~n~ ~o d~e. 

P~KE NOT KEEN ON UPCOMING SUPPORTERS’ SHIELD CELEB~TION - from Soccerbyivesx~et’s Franco Pan~zo: ~To be 

qu~l:e honest w~th you~ ~ th~n~ 9ve rea{[y need ~:o 8x~ on." sak~ ~etke. 

Arsenal and Arsene Wen~er remain as far away as ever from Champions League ~o~ - ~rom "{’he ’~e[egraph’s Jeremv 

Wilson: There has been a tangib[e decUne in the {esu~ts of Eng{~sh teams over the past three years. 

Benfi~a remain meier threat to Tottenham despite Nemanja ~atic sale - flora The Guardian’s Jonathan Wiison: The 

only real selection ~ssue is over who w~U pray up front, 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Several options for Friday’s soccer TV schedu{e wit:h a ~op ha]I of the table rnat:chsp in ~he Sundeshga between Auss~)urg 

and Scha]ke. L~gue ’i on belN Sport also brings us a top ha]f meeting, with 7th-pface Reims hosting 6th-pface Marse~{fe. 

AMgsburg - Scha~ke is on Gel]me at 3::~0pnl in Germany’s ~undestiga. ~oth of these teams recent{y employed USMNT 

phwe~s, w~h Mk:hae{ Parkhurs~: ]eavh~g Asgs~urg for the {:o]smbus {:~ew and Jermaine Jones l:ransferr~ng ~om $cha{ke 

to Besiktas in Turkey, Augsburg are 6th in the BundesUga tab{e, six points behind 4th-place Scha{ke. Bayern Munich are 

week, extending their unbeaten run to three games and I I out of the~ last IZ SchMke responded to [osh~g 5-I to 

’They’re doing a great iob and desepie to be up in six{hi’ Scha{ke coach Jens Keller said, "But I don’t pay attention to 

Reims - Marseil~e is on befN Sport and Univision Deportes at 3:30pro. The Ligue I matchup is a meeting of 7th and 6th 

in France, MarseiUe are a point ahead of Reirns~ but lost their last two games to PSG and Nice. Reims ~ost to Toulouse 

Geta[e - Grana(Ja is on beIN Spo~t en Espano{ at :}:45{m~ Getaie are 161:h in La Liga, a point above ~:he re{ega~:k)n 

p~acves, Granada a~e 12th, three points ahead of Getafe, The {as{ time Oetafe won ~n La Liga was Nov 29. The 

su~)urban Madrid c~u~) ~s having troubte a~ the ga~e~ aw~ragh~g .just owner 5500 per 9arae this season, That’s the 

average aEtendance in La Li~a and the on{y ckab ave~ aing under 10,O0O. Granada shutout ViU.ar~eM 2.0 ~ast Saturday, 

A{so on Friday’s soccer TV schedu{e, Fox Soccer P{us has k{imarnock ¯ Ce{tic in the Scottish P~emier League at 3:]0pm. 

{.i~a MX on Azl:eca America and ESPN Deportes: C)4~eretaro - "I’otuca at 9:30pm, Al~ ’Tfm~s Er.~s’~’errr 

Xi Sponsor message 

powered by 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tony Carr <tony.carr@coach- soccer.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:31 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

A Sample Activity From My Classic Soccer Manual 

Hi Anson, 

Just a reminder that you can download a free sample activity from the new 

version of my Coaching Youth Soccer manual for a limited time on this page 

If you’ve seen a better-looking page in a coaching manual, let me know. I think 

it’s unparalleled. 

Please take a look here and give the sample activity a go. You’ll quickly see how 

easy coaching can be if you’ve got the right tools! 

And if you like what you see, why not pre-order your copy of the complete 

manual? 

Reserve your copy today and I’ll post it to you free when it is published. And if 

you change your mind before it’s published, that’s fine. Just contact me and ask 

to cancel your order. 

Yours in soccer, 

Tony Carr, MBE 

PS- If the links above don’t work, you can paste this address in your browser to 

get to the free sample http://www.coach- 

so ccer.co m/co achin gso ccer/in d ex u sd.asp 

PPS- If you’ve not heard of me, you can read my bio and see so me of the top 

international players I’ve been lucky enough to work with on this page. 

Soccer Coach W eekly 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GU5 0AB 

Company number 3008779 

Telephone +44 (0)1483 892 894 

Em ail: tony.carr@ coach-so ccer.co m 

@2014. Green Star Media Ltd 

U nsubscribe 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 4:07 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Uli Hoeness Sentenced to Prison; Eric Ca~tona Arrested 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, March 13, 2014 !~" Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Bayern°s Hoeness Handed Three~and~a=Haff Year Prison Sentence 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

Bayern Munich President Uli Hoeness was found guilty on Thursday of tax evasion and sentenced to 

three and a half years in prison for evading millions of euros in tax through an undeclared Swiss bank account. 

Hoeness’ lawyers have already responded by saying they plan to appeal to Germany’s Federal Court of Justice. 

They have seven days to do so. 

Hoeness was originally charged with not paying 3.5 million euros ($4.85 million) in taxes on money held in a Swiss 

bank account, but when his trial opened on Monday he admitted to avoiding paying tax on an additional 15 million 

euros ($20.9 million). 

As a player, Hoeness was part of the West Germany team that won the 1972 European Championship and the 

World Cup two years later, and was also a member of the Bayern squad that won three consecutive European CLIps 

between 1974 and 1976. He is also credited for turning Bayern into one of the world’s most successful clubs on the 

field and financial since becoming its general manager after his playing career ended in 1979. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man United Great Cantona Arrested for Assault 
Guardian 

Former Manchester United striker Eric Cantona has been arrested and cautioned for assaulting a man in London 

on Wednesday, the Guardian reports. The Frenchman, who famously kicked a Crystal Palace fan in 1995, was 

taken into custody by police following a lunchtime altercation in the Primrose Hill area, although it is not yet known if 

charges will be brought against him. 

- Read the whole story... 

Man City Searches For Silver Lining Fol~owin.q UCL Defeat 
Guardian 

Manchester City players and staff searched for the silver lining after the club’s 2-1 loss to Barcelona in the UEFA 

Champions League Round of 16 second-leg dumped the Premier League giant out of its second major competition 

in less than a week. While City lost the two-game series with Spanish champion Barca, 4-I, it also crashed out of 

the FA Cup last Saturday following a 2-1 loss to last year’s winner Wigan Athletic. Having won the English League 

Cup earlier this month, the Premier League is now the only title the club could still win this season. 

"If anything [the UCL loss] should give us motivation," captain Vincent Kompany said following Wednesday’s 

elimination. "The way we played against Wigan, the performance tonight was completely different. Only the winners 

get remembered, but it’s only the third year ever for Manchester City in the Champions League. I’m looking at this 

and I don’t see why next year we should fear anyone." 

Assistant coach Ruben Cousillas, who replaced suspended manager Manue~ Pellegrini on the City bench, 

noted: "OLIr project is just starting. We have just won our first silverware [the League Cup]. Until last weekend, we 

were the only team chasing four trophies. We are out of two, but still very much alive in the Premier League. The 

team have been through some low times, but we are alive and we will fight for the title." 

In the second half, following Lionel Messi’s opener for Barca, referee Stephane Lannoy, who had ignored a 

penalty area foul on the other end, missed a clear penalty decision when Gerard Pique’s challenge from behind 

brought down substitute Edin Dzeko, who was preparing to shoot, in the box. As City defender Pab~o Zabaleta 

protested furiously, Lannoy issued him a second yellow card, thus reducing City to 10 men and effectively killing the 

contest. After the game, Zabaleta described Lannoy’s decision as "shocking." 

- Read the whole story... 



Football Espana 

Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino believes that his team’s 4-1 aggregate win against Manchester City in its two- 

game UEFA Champions League Round of 16 series proves that the Catalan giant can beat anyone in the 

competition. When asked what kind of draw he would prefer to get in the UCL Quarterfinals, Martino replied: "After 

playing City and gone through 4-1 it shows we can do it against whoever we get," he said. "Against teams like City, 

Barca or any other team can’t dominate the full 90 minutes. We have to learn to suffer. City can beat any of the 

teams who have gone through. We’re ready for whoever we get [in the next round]." 

The Arclentine coach, whose job was rumored to be on the line depending on Wednesday’s result, went on to 

praise the performances of midfielder Andres Iniesta, defender Javier Mascherano and goalkeeper Victor 

Valdes. "lniesta has been one of the most consistent players of the second half of the season," he said. 

"Mascherano has a way of playing that makes it difficult for him to make mistakes in games. He was once again one 

of the best players on the team. Valdes has been very decisive in many matches this season, in the same way that 

the keepers at [Real] Madrid, Bayern [Munich] and Atletico [Madrid] have been," he added. 

- Read the whole story... 

PBG Cruises to UCL Quarterfinals 
Goal.cam 

Thanks to a 4-0 win at Bayer Leverkusen in the first leg of its two-game UEFA Champions League Round of 16 

series with time German club, Paris Saint-Germain was able to stay in second gear on Wednesday, cruising to a 2-1 

win in the return-leg at time Parc des Princes. Nevertheless, PSG coach Laurent B~anc was less than impressed 

with the effort of his players. 

"During our preparations we told the players to forget the first leg," Blanc said in his post-game press conference. 

"It is true that subconsciously we knew we had a cushion, but there were players who have had little opportunity to 

play. It’s a Champions League match - we should show our best face." He added: "1 expected more from my team in 

this match of a higher level. But I will not be choosy - we have had a lot of satisfaction from the beginning of the 

season with this team." 

Despite progressing to the UCL quarterfinals with ease, which President Nasser AI-Khelaifi has said was the 

"minimum requirement" in the competition, Blanc noted, "Now the hard work begins, the motivation of the players will 

be present. We are going to have a very good season. It is already good but at the end of the season, what matters 

is to win trophies, the championship, the Coupe de la Ligue and to go as far as possible in the Champions League." 

- Read the whole story... 

USA Today 

Cristiano Ronaldo has agreed to pay the full cost of $83,000 for time surgery of young I~rik Ortiz Cruz. The Real 

Madrid striker was originally asked to donate his cleats for a charity auction benefitting the 10-month old child who 

is suffering from a brain disorder, but the 2013 Ballon d’Or winner decided to go further than that by paying for the 

full cost of the surgery. 

- Read the whole stary... 

~r~qeon: Fa~cao Could Return for World Cu~ 
ESPN FC 

Radamel Falcao’s surgeon believes there is no reason why the AS Monaco striker cannot play at this summer’s 

World Cup. The Colombia international damaged his ACL during the club’s Coupe de France win over minnows 

Monts d’Or Azergues in January, and is recovering at his former home in Madrid. "Each case is different but he is 

on the right track," Juan Carlos Noronha told L’Equipe. "He has recovered very well. I still believe he could play at 

the World Cup, there is no reason why it could not work." 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

It has been rumored that Maria Balotelli could be on time block, with AC Milan looking to sell the volatile striker 

after a disappointing season. Rumor has it that the Rossoneri is hoping the Italy striker has a good World Cup so it 

can sell him for more than 30 million euros ($41.8 million). Meanwhile, Football Italia is repo~ting that Balotelli is 

currently training separately from the rest of the squad due to a minor muscle strain. 

- Read the whole .~tary... 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 10:19 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tell Someoue They’re Valued 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 870: March 7-:[3, 20:[4 

Michael Josephson is a ..",o~ed radio commemorator and d~e founder 
and president of the rmr~profit losephson Institute of Ethics a:~d 
CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ai-::o send feedback 

Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Do<ws are ~pe~-~ at ~- ~-~e~," CHARACTER COUNTS! online 
store° 

Su##ort our ponprofit youth-ethics pro,~ram by pu!’chasiru~ 

materials for the schoo~ of your ch~d ~r grandchild (or ~e~ghbor’a 
ch~d or ~.,), The schee~ w~ {hm~k you m~d 

Shop now >> 

Get the podcast in iT ..... / 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

To h<’-.ar HiehaM re_ad ~ach 

(in b!ue) ~nd press ~’he 

post. 

Check oat our Quotes & 
Observations for a 
variety of i:!si{~htfui apd 
motivational (a~d 

Coachinq for Character 

s~..’ccessful coaches..~ 
discovered tha.: many of them 

especialiy traits that are 

d~sdpH~% perseverance~ 
resi~er~cy~ and co(~age~ They 

Listen or read more 

Or just #o to 
WhatWillMatter.com a~d 

click on images like the 
ore above, 

Kids Like to Win; Adults Need 
to Win 
Whether you’re a sports lap or 
not, you have to 

that sports have or~ our 
The w~ues of r~q~i~o~s of 

pm~gc~pa~ta and apectatora are 

what ~s permissible and proper 

Listen or read more 

77-~a~nks;,, ~s M.ways, fbr 

Da.."..te’s observation that 
The hottest places in Hell 
are reserved for those 
who in time of moral 
crisis preserve their 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, March 14, 2014 

Friday, Mamh 14, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Mexican, French, Spanish and Scottish action on Friday.... Week 2 of the MLS season kicks off on 

Saturday, when Michael Bradley makes his return to MLS, with Toronto, against Seattle.                        ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV pregfamming is always subject to chan~le. Besides the exclusive streamin~l 

pre£Kamming listed here, many netu~rks make TV pregrammin~l available on streamin~l devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network pro~lrammin~l listings. Soccer on TV is updated dally threu~lhout the week. 

BelN SPORTS 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-TOLUCA (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France REIMS-MARSEILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland KILMARNOCK-CELTIC (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-BLACKPOOL (live) 11 am. 

France LILLE-NANTES (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 4:40 am. 

Scotland ST. JOHNSTONE-ROSS COUNTY (live) 1:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England HULL CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:45 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-CHELSEA (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-TORONTO (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain LEVANTE-CELTA (live) 11 am. 

Spain MALAGA-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ESPANYOL (live) 5 pm. 

GALAVISION 



Mexico SANTOS-PACHUCA (live) 9 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany DORTMUND-MONCHENGLADBACH (live0 10:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 1:30 pm. 

Uruguay WANDERERS-NACIONAL (live 4pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-NANTES (live) 10:30 am. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY=MONARCAS (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-AMERICA (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICKRT~LS L~VE 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-DALLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-SALT LAKE (live) 10:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

France LILLE-NANTES (live) 11:15 am. 
Spain RAYO-ALMERIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain RECREATIVO-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 1 pm. 

France AJACCIO-GUINGAMP (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-BARCELONA B (live) 2:45 pm. 

italy HELLAS VERONA-INTER MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands VITESSE-PSV (live) 1:40 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup ITALY-ZAMBIA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup GHANA-KOREA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup GERMANY-CANADA (live) 9:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup COSTA RICA-VENEZUELA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia WESTERN SYDNEY-ADELAIDE (live) 2:30 am. 

Australia CENTRAL COAST-NEWCASTLE (live) 4:40 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CARDIFF CiTY (live) 11 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-NORVV~CH CITY (live) 11 am. 

England FULHAM-NEWCASTLE (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-WEST BROM (live) am. 

England STOKE CITY-VVEST HAM (live) 11 am. 

SUNDAY, March 

BelN SPORTS 

Ita l y AC M I LAN -PARMA (live) 10 a m. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) neon. 

France LYON-MONACO (delay) 2 pm. 

France PSG-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 4 pm. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) noon. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VALLDOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PONTE PRETA (live) 6 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 



GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-AJAX (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PENAPOLENSE-CORINTHIANS (live)3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ARGENTINOS JUNIORS (live) 5 pro. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER UNITED=LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 art]. 

UniMas 

MLS PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISiON 

Mexico PUMAS-ATLANTE (live) 2 pro. 

Mexico CHIVAS-LEON (live) 7 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS CHIVAS USA=VANCOUVER (live) 7 pm= 

BeiN PLAY 

Spain ELCHE-BETIS (live) 6:45 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-EORDEAUX (live) 8:45 am. 

italy CAGLIARI-LAZIO (live) 9:45 am= 

France LYON-MONACO (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3:30 pro. 

Italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NEW ZEALAND-PARAGUAY (live) 12:48 pro. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup SPAIN-JAPAN (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-COLOMBIA (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup CHINA-NIGERIA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Australia MELBOURNE-WELLINGTON (live) 1 am= 

ReIN SPORTS 

italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pro. 

Italy ROMA-UDINESE (live) 4 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

Spain VILLARREAL-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, March 14, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 6:12 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Champions League Tactics 

Discover the tactics, methods and systems used 
by the world’s most talented coaches in one of 

the most demanding tournaments - The 
European Champions League 

Dear Coach, 

There is arguably no bigger competition in world club football than The Champions League. In this 

revered contest, Europe’s smartest tactical minds do battle to leverage every strategic advantage in 

their favor. It’s a competition in which different cultural approaches, systems and formations all meet 

on the soccer field to decide which is the best, and the outcome is far from predictable. 

In this special book, Champions League Tactics, author Michele Tossani provides an in-depth look at 

the tactical wizardry of some of the best coaches and clubs in Europe. This includes a detailed 

analysis of Barcelona’s evolution into one of Europe’s most dominant teams; Jurgen Klinsmann’s 

’experiment’ in harnessing the latest scientific approaches to transform Bayern Munich’s player 

development strategy and how Liverpool manager Rafa Benitez outwitted Madrid to claim The 

Champions League title in 2009. 

Whether you’re a student of the game or a coach training players at the highest level, Champions 

League Tactics will enable you to gain valuable insights from some of Europe’s greatest tactical minds 

you can use to improve your own formations, strategies and understanding of the game. 



soccer which you can use to improve your own tactica~ 
awareness and team performance" 

Watching the collision of the defensive and cautious style of Italian teams like AC Milan and Inter 

against the Latin influenced passing and movement of Spain’s top club sides is a fascinating 

spectacle. But with the constant changes in camera angle, it can be difficult to analyze in detail the 

tactical battle that’s also taking place between the two managers. 

This is why Champions League Tactics is an invaluable companion when studying the tactics, styles 

of play and methods of the best coaches in Europe. You will be able to pick up valuable insights on the 

’tika taka’ style of football utilized by Juande Ramos at Real Madrid to devastating effect; how Arsene 

Wenger revolutionized English soccer when he brought is short passing style across the English 

Channel and much more 

This book is packed to the gills with valuable nuggets of information and insights into the tactical 

geniuses coaching Europe’s top sides. Its in-depth analysis of European soccer’s formations and 

strategies can be used to improve your own tactical awareness and to improve your team’s coaching 

and performance on match day. 

comprehensive study of the tactics, styles and p~ay and 
mindsets of Europe’s best coaches and club teams" 

Champions League Tactics is divided into chapters that look at the different tactics, systems of play 

and approaches of many of the best clubs in Europe: 

Observations of National Qualities - This chapter looks at the typical features of teams depending on 

their country of origin. The Italians, for example, are known for being cautious about sending numbers 

forward, whereas English teams are known for their aggressive style of play. 

Tactics Roles and Responsibilities - How do teams compare and contrast in their use of a 

specialised central midfielder? Do most teams now use overlapping fullbacks to stretch the 

opponent’s midfield? These questions and more are answered in this chapter. 

Characteristics of English Teams - From the overall summaries of the opening chapter, the book now 

analyses the characteristics of individual teams in each country. For England, this includes an analysis 

of how Carlo Ancelloti transferred the system he used at AC Milan to Chelsea and how Arsene Wenger 

transformed Arsenal from long ball specialists into playing a short, tight passing style to great effect 

Characteristics of Spanish Teams - Many Spanish teams mix the European defensive appraoch with 

the possession and passing style of Latin teams, such as Manuel Pellegrini’s Villareal side This 

chapter also analyses how Barcelona’s style of play has changed between that of Franck Rijkaard and 



Pepi Guardiola, who introduced Barcelona’s intricate passing triangles style 

Characteristics of German Teams - This chapter looks at previous German international forward 

Jurgen Klinsmann’s revolutionary approach to player development at Bayern Munich In addition, the 

book provides a series of drills used by Klinsmann to ’make every player better every day’ This section 

also assesses the tactical use of talented Brazilian forward Diego behind the attackers at Werder 

Bremen 

Characteristics of French Teams - While the national team may still be struggling to regain its former 

glories since winning the World Cup in 1998, France’s club teams continue to make an impact in the 

European Champions League. The book profiles the defensive approach of Olympique Lyon and the 

diamond midfield of Marseille. 

Winds of Change in the East- In this chapter author Michele Tossani assesses the rise of Ukranian 

and Russian teams since attracting foreign coaches to provide them with a new offensive attitude to 

overcome their technical deficiencies. The strategic approach and playing style of Zenith St Petersburg, 

Dynamo Kiev and other eastern European teams are placed under the spotlight. 

Conclusion - In the final chapter, Champions League Tactics analyses the persistent playing styles of 

Europe’s most successful teams and the impact of coaches on improving their tactics and methods. 

This chapter includes an analysis of Guus Hiddink’s impact on PSV Eindhoven’s playing style and that 

of Manuel Pellegrini at Real Madrid. 

Author of Champions League Tactics, Michete Tossani on the training field 

What you w~ll gain from Champions League Tact/as 

If you want to develop your understanding of the game and improve your tactical awareness then some 

of the best people to study are the soccer coaches competing in The Champions League, which is 

arguably the toughest soccer tournament around 

From Champions League Tactics you will gain: 

A deeper understanding of the methods, tactics and systems of play 
used by some of Europe’s greatest team 
Greater knowledge of the European systems of play and how they 
differ between individual clubs 
An overview of the characteristics and tendencies of nationalities 
and how these filter into the club teams 
A series of drills used by Jurgen Klinnsman and Louis Van Gaal at 
Bayern Munich you can use to improve the performance on your 
own players 
An enriched tactical awareness of how to defend and attack against 
4-3-3 and other common European formations 
Knowledge on the latest trends and future predictions of the evolution of European soccer 

Whether you are a student of the game or an experienced coach training teams at the highest level, 

Champions League Tactics provides a fascinating analysis of how some of the world’s best coaches 

utilize tactics and formations to gain the upper hand. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 
WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 



Champions League Tactics unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards However, if you are 

not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Champions League Tactics after six months then please 

contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"Champions League Tactics combines UEFA stats and anaiyMs 
with expert opinions to provide a definitive study of teams 

competing at the highest level in Europe" 

The European game is constantly evolving, with teams in most countries now comprising of a variety of 

nationalities, and this includes the team coach. Foreign managers such as Arsene Wenger and Rafa 

Benitez have brought new styles of play and tactics that transformed the fortunes of Arsenal and 

Liverpool, respectively. This special book examines their contributions and those of the many world 

class coaches competing in Europe. 

With its detailed diagrams and clear explanations, Champions League Tactics provides a 

comprehensive analysis of the ever changing and fascinating world of European soccer. It will both 

enrich your understanding of the tactics, methods and styles of play being utilized in European soccer 

and give you valuable insights you can use to coach your team and replicate the tactics used by 

Europe’s greatest club sides. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Saif 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P,S, Champions League Tactics combines UEFA stats, quotes from leading coaches and a detailed 

analysis to provide a comprehensive guide to the methods, formations and styles of play of Europe’s 

leading club sides. Only the best teams can compete in the Champions League, and this unique book 

profiles the tactics utilized by some of the world’s best managers to create successful teams. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Champions 

League Tactics six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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Section 1 : Bradley and Dempsey, 10 years on 

Friday, March 14, 2014 

Bradley and Dempsey, 10 years on 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS PREVIEW: Week 2] Ten years after entering MLS at the same 
time, CUnt Dempsey and Michael Bradley meet up again Saturday 

afternoon the poster boys for MLS 2014, a league that is growing 

and spending money, big money on the likes of Dempsey and 
Bradley to lure them back from overseas. But back then, they 

were just two prospects overshadowed in a draft by the attention 

on MLS’s poster boy of the day, one Freddy Adu .... Read the whole 
story 

Johannsson’s 25th goal gives AZ Europa League win 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAtlS ABROAD] Aron Johannsson upped his tally to 25 goats 
this season for Dutch club AZ as his first-half penalty kick that 

barely crossed the line gave the Dutch club a I-0 win over Russia’s 

Anzhi Makhachkala in the first leg of their Europa League round-of- 

16 series. For U.S. World Cup hopefuls in action abroad this 

weekend .... Read the whole story 

Barca-Man. City sets FS 1 soccer viewing record 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] Barcelona’s 2-1 victory over Manchester City 
in the UEFA Champions League Wednesday averaged 420,000 

viewers, making it the most-watched soccer game in Fox Sports 1 

history....Read the whole story 

Arizona United SC takes over in Phoenix 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] Franchise rights to USL PRO’s 
troubled Phoenix team have changed hands again. Arizona United 

Soccer Club LLC has purchased the rights, and the club witi be 

known as Arizona United SC, not Phoenix FC .... Read the whole 
story 

Trittschuh named Colorado Sprin~ Switchbacks coach 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] Steve Trittschuh, who started for the USA at the 1990 
World Cup, has been named the head coach of the Colorado 
Springs Switchbacks, who will be~in USL PRO play in 2015....Read 

the whole story 

Iniesta magic befuddles Man City 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Skills] Just over a minute, this compilation from 

Barcelona’s Champions League win over Manchester City highlights 

the amazing dribbling and passing -- check out the back-heels -- of 
Andres INesta....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

’Tve had drunks and alcoholics in my cab in 

Copenhagen over the last 25 years, but I’ve never 

experienced anything like this." 

-- A 47-year-o[d Danish taxi driver on Arsenal striker 

Nick[as Bendtner, who last Tuesday -- while his 

teammates were playing Bayern Munich -- allegedly 

made an obscene gesture and threatened the 
cabbie. Bendtner, whose companions allegedly 

trashed the taxi, has not played for Arsenal since 

Feb. 2. (The Guardian] 

Next Goal Wins to kick off Tribeca series 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER FILMS] Ilext Goal Wins, the documentary 

on the American Samoa national team, will kick off 
the Tribeca Drive-In series at the 2014 Tribeca Film 
Festival in Hew York on April 19....More 

Replacement Referee -- not quite what Alan 

Kelly bargained on 

by Paul Gardner 

We now know the identities of the replacement 

referees PRO used to officiate this past weekend’s 

opening MLS games. If there was any doubt about 

that, PSRA -- the referees union (recognized by the 

I1ational Labor ...... More 

~,ece~t ;<Aost Read Stories 

1, Player evades nine tackles -- and scores 

2, USA ends ’strange tournament’ with 
dominant win 

3. Must-see self-setup looping volley golazo 

4o Klein: Galaxy-Xoios clash is ’referendum’ 

5, Messi: ’We were never in danger of an 
upset’ 

::i~.~ ......... . %~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future cUck here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 





boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
McKenzie Gaines scored a hat trick as the 
U.S, U17 MNTdefeated Portland 3-2 on Wed 
in the 2nd game of the Northwest tour. 
MORE: 3 Standouts From The U17 MNT 

i 
ii’~’ii Premier Contenti 

This week’s TeamRank update examines the 
top girls club teams in the U16, U17 and U18 
age groups. See the latest changes to the 
national rankings, 

TOP T[!!A  IS TO WATC[--i[ 
The spring high school soccer season is upon 
us. Here’s a look at 10 boys and girls teams 
to watch this spring. 
MORE: Your Weekl~z ECNL Weekend Preview 

DID YOU SEE? 

The best (and worst) out-of- 
the-box jerseys for 2013/14 
revisited. 

10 soccer players and their 
rapper equivalents. Vanilla 
[ce not included. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Duke Men’s Soccer Camps for Boys 

Duke Soccer Camp has much to offer in its 
Day Camps, Overnight Camps, and 
specialized clinics. 

Duke Soccer is rich in tradition and continues 
that tradition with developing youth players 
throughout the country. 

The experienced staff, headed by Duke Hen’s 
Soccer Head Coach John Kerr, brings a wealth 
of knowledge and an unwavering 
commitment to the soccer field that can be 
found no where else in the country. 

Come train where the Blue Devils play and 
be exposed to a camp experience unlike any 



other in the country! 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Will Bruin starts off MLS season in style 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Let others cite his opening-day performance as evidence that Will Bruin has cast off the demons that haunted 

him last year. 

Bruin didn’t need a spectacular game against the Revs to restore his goal mojo. Said mindset never evaporated even if the 

goals dried up for a while. During the tough times, head coach Dominic Kinnear preached the same message he’d been 

doing since drafting Bruin with the No. 11 overall pick in the 2011 SuperDraft. 

"Like Dom always tells me, like he tells everybody, I’m getting the chances," Bruin had said a day before Houston trampled the 

Revs, 4-0, as Bruin scored the first two goals and set up the third. "The life of a forward has its up and down, up and down. 

When it’s good, everything’s going in. When it’s bad, it feels like you’re doing everything right, but you’re just missing." 

Whatever the perceptions might be of his play in 2013, said perceptions didn’t affect his approach then or now. As a fourth- 

year pro tasked with creating and scoring goals for a team in transition, he needs to focus on his game and ignore what 

outsiders say. 

"This year we’ve kind of had a turnaround with some of our older guys and leaders who have moved on and/or retired, so I’ve 

got to step up more," said Bruin of an offseason during which club icon Brian Ching retired and defensive leader Bobby 

Boswell was traded. "But it doesn’t really change my personality too much, it’s just something I’ll let my play do the talking." 

Two goals and an assist in the first 23 minutes of play against the Revs say a lot about the 24-year-old Bruin, a St. Louis 

native who scored 33 goals in three collegiate seasons at Indiana. He signed a Generation Adidas contract and as a rookie he 

played 25 games and scored five goals, three of which were a hat trick against D.C. United. 

The following season generated greater attention and some of the problems that often accompany such developments. By 

scoring 12 goals during the 2012 regular season and a club-record four in the playoffs, he earned an invitation to the U.S. 

training camp in January 2013 and made his U.S. debut. He played again against Guatemala in early July and a few days later 

was named to the Gold Cup roster, but never got off the bench. 

His inability to nail down a regular place with the USA and a slow start to his MLS season -- quite normal occurrences for a 

young player -- sparked talk of despair, lost confidence, extreme ennui. 



For the Dynamo, he scored two goals in his first nine games, hit two more -- along with a pair of assists -- against D.C. United, 

then started seven straight games without scoring. After three more games as an unused sub, he ended his goal drought in a 

3-1 loss to the Crew. He labored through another drought, this one of five games, and ended the regular season blanked in 

four straight games. Yet even with those bleak periods, he still played a role in 15 goals. 

"That’s something you’ve got to stay level-headed with," says Bruin. "You’ve just got to keep working on reps and reps and 
reps at training, and don’t let it get to your head when it’s going bad. All it takes is a deflection or something to go in and it 
turns around just like that." 

At the end of the regular season, Bruin’s goal total had dipped from 12 to eight, yet he’d surpassed his career assist output to 

date, five, by registering seven. Critics ignored that stat; he points to it with some measure of pride. It indicates, he believes, a 

measure of growth in his play. 

"1 didn’t score as many goals as I would have liked to last year, but looking back on it, I had seven assists," he says. "I’ve 

never been much of an assist guy [nine in college], so that’s something that if I’m not scoring as much as I want to, but I’m 

contributing and getting other guys goals. It’s not about the individual, it’s about the team scoring and getting three points 

every Saturday. Any way I can help with that is a positive." 

Led by Bruin, Houston bolted to a positive start against the Revs. He lashed home a half-volley after Jose Goncalves had 

scuffed a clearance, slid at the back post to first-time a left-wing cross from Corey Ashe, then dribbled through the middle 

before centering a ball that Oscar Boniek Garcia slammed high into the net. Half~vay through the first half of its opener, the 

Dynamo already had three points. Ricardo Clark scored via a deflection in stoppage time to round off the rout. 

Seizing control earlier of its season as well as the games themselves was a theme of Houston’s preseason preparation. "1 

think a lot of us are kind of tired of being on the fence about whether we’re going to get in at the end of the year or not," says 

Bruin of the team’s penchant to finish in the lower playoff slots and climb its way up through the playoffs. "1 think we’re going to 

have more emphasis on getting three points every week this year and putting ourselves in a good position to have home-field 

advantage." 

Bruin was in good position to put away crosses from Kofi Sarkodie and Ashe to bag his goals Saturday, yet doesn’t want to 

be overly dependent on service. He anticipates being more involved in buildup play this season. Setups for teammates mean 

problems for the defense, and by extension, possibly more chances for him. 

At 6-foot-2, 195 pounds he’s well-suited to the role of target man, yet he also runs the channels shrewdly and has vastly 

sharpened his touch and sense of space since leaving Indiana. He knifed through two challenges to tap the ball that Boniek 

polished off. 

"If teams know that I can be a playmaker and create chances for other guys, then maybe they’ll be a little hesitant to block off 

an angle or try to block my shot," he says. "If they know I can lay guys off or get other guys involved, maybe they don’t slide 

and block [my shot] and it goes in. You never want to be too predictable." 
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Hoeness Steps Down, Declines to Appeal 
WSJ.com                                                                                                  ~ 

Uli Hoeness on Friday stepped down as president of Bayern Munich and said he would not appeal the 

three-and-a-half year jail sentence that he received for tax evasion on Thursday. ’Tve instructed my lawyers not to 

appeal, this corresponds to my understanding of integrity, decorum, and personal responsibility," 62-year-old 

Hoeness said in a statement published on the club’s Web site. The decision not to appeal means he will spend time 

in prison. 

Following his decision to resign, Bayern appiointed Herbert Hainer as its new chairman. Hainer, 60, is also the CEO 

of athletics retailing giant, Adidas-Group. 

- Read the whole story... 

Wenger: Arsenal Must Analyze its ln,iury Crisis 
ESPN FC 

Arsene Wenger has admitted that Arsenal must analyze its injury crisis "very deeply," and says it is a "concern" as 

the North London club continues to challenge for the Premier League title. Speaking to the press on Friday ahead 

of Arsenal’s Premier League clash at city rival Tottenham Hotspur on Sunday, Wenger insisted that many player 

absences are down to "bad luck" but he also indicated that the club’s training methods may have to change, too. 

Heading into the North London derby this weekend, the Gunners will be without Jack Wilshere, Aaron Ramsey, 

Theo Walcott and Mesut Ozil, who tore his hamstring against Bayern Munich on Tuesday and is now set to miss 

three to six weeks. The sheer number of injuries led Dutch physiotherapist Raymond Verheijen to question 

Arsenal’s training methods. 

"1 am concerned that that happens," Wenger said when asked about Arsenal’s injury crisis. "If you look at our 

overall injury list going into such a final decisive part of the season, we have no Wilshere, Walcott, Ozil, Ramsey. 

We went to Bayern with no [Kieran] Gibbs or [Nacho] MonreaL Of course it is a concern~ We are analyzing very 

deeply why it happened to see if there is a link between these injuries." 

- Read the whole story... 

Wenger Indicates Bendtner’s Gunners Career is Over 
Guardian 

Arsene Wenger on Friday indicated that Nicklas Bendtner’s Gunners career is effectively over following the 

news that the Denmark international was involved in an unseemly incident in Copenhagen while his teammates were 

fighting for Champions League survival during Tuesday’s Round of 16 second-leg clash against Bayem Munich~ 

When asked if this week’s controversy spelled time end of Bendtner’s Arsenal career, time Gunners boss replied: "He 

is at the end of his contract in the summer." 

- Read the whole story... 

USA Fal~s to 14th in FIFA Rankings 
Sl.com 

Thanks to its 2-0 loss to the Ukraine in Cyprus earlier this month, the U.S. men’s national team fell one place to No. 

14 in the latest FIFA world rankings, which were released on Thursday~ Jurgen Klinsmann’s men are still time 

highest-ranking team in CONCACAF, though Mexico closed the gap by rising one place to 20th in the standings. 

Elsewhere, defending World Cup and European champion Spain remained in first with its friendly win against Italy, 

while the rest of the top five (Germany, Argentina, Portugal and Colombia) also remained unchanged. Ghana, the 

USA’s other opponent besides Germany and Portugal at this summer’s World Cup, rose two places to 35th despite 

a friendly loss to Montenegro. 



World Cup host and tournament favorite Brazil stayed in ninth. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ane~ka Terminates West Brom Contract 
Guardian 

Nicolas Anelka has announced via his Twitter account that he has terminated his contract with West Bromwich 

Albion with immediate effect after claiming that the club had imposed conditions on him that he is unwilling to accept. 

Anelka, who has been banned for five games by the English FA after he was found guilty of making an offensive 

gesture after celebrating a goal against West Ham on Dec. 28, said that he made the decision to cut short his 

career with the club in order to "keep my integrity." 

- Read the whole story... 

Pe~legrini: A.quero to Miss at Least Two Weeks 
Guardian 

Manchester City coach Manuel PeHegrini on Friday revealed that Sergio Aguero would be sidelined for at least 

two weeks thanks to the latest injury setback suffered by the striker during City’s 2-I loss at Barcelona in the UEFA 

Champions League on Wednesday. This means the Argentine will miss the Manchester derby with city rival United 

on March 25. Aguero has suffered a number of injury setbacks this season; Wednesday’s game was just his third 

appearance in more than four weeks due to a hamstring injury suffered against Tottenham on Jan. 29. He is set for 

a scan on Saturday which will reveal just how long he will be sidelined for. 

- Read the whole story... 

Aliardyce, Sturri~lge Wiu EPL Honors for February 
Sky Sports News 

West Ham United coach Sam A~lardyce has won the Premier League’s Manager of the Month award for February, 

beating off competition from Chelsea’s Jose Mourinho, Liverpool’s Brendar~ Rodgers and Hull City coach Steve 

Bruce to land the award. 

Concerns had been raised over Allardyce’s future at Upton Park earlier this season after a string of losses as well 

as early exits in both domestic cup competitions, but after holding Chelsea to a 0-0 draw at Stamford Bridge on Jan. 

29th, the Hammers coach guided the club to four wins in four Premier League games as well as four clean sheets in 

February, en route to beating Swansea City, Aston Villa, Norwich City and Southampton. 

Liverpool striker Daniel Sturridge was also awarded the Player of the Month award for February, after scoring five 

goals in five appearances and making two assists for the Reds in February. 

- Read the whole story... 

Arbe~oa Likely to Miss the Rest of the Season 
ESPN FC 

Real Madrid defender AIvaro Arbeloa says he is likely to miss the rest of the season with a complicated knee 

injury, although the 31 -year-old is still hoping to make it into Vicente Del Bosque’s Spain squad for the 2014 

World Cup. Arbeloa initially picked up what his coach Carlo Ancelotti believed to be a minor injury, but further 

tests revealed that more serious damage had been done to his right knee. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, March 16, 2014 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

La Liga leader Real Madrid, third place-Barcelona, and Bundesliga leader Bayem Munich are in action on 

Saturday ..... Sunday EPL action includes Manchester United-Liverpool and Tottenham-Arsenal.                  ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many net~3rks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) noon. 

France LYON-MONACO (delay) 2 pm. 

France PSG-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 4 pm. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) noon. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VALLDOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PONTE PRETA (live) 6 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-AJAX (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PENAPOLENSE-CORINTHIANS (live)3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ARGENTINOS JUNIORS (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS PORTLAND43HICAGO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico PUMAS-ATLANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-LEON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS L1VE 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 7 pm. 



IBeIN PLAY 

Spain ELCHE-BETIS (live) 6:45 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-BORDEAUX (live) 8:45 am. 

Italy CAGLIARI-LAZIO (live) 9:45 am. 

France LYON-MONACO (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3:30 pm. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (live) 3:30 pm= 

~ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NEW ZEALAND-PARAGUAY (live) 12:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup SPAIN-JAPAN (live) 3:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-COLOMBIA (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup CHINA-NIGERIA (live) 6:48 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-WELLINGTON (live) 1 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

italy ROMA-UDINESE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 
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Sunday, March 16, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

La Liga leader Real Madrid, third place-Barcelona, and Bundesliga leader Bayem Munich are in action on 

Saturday ..... Sunday EPL action includes Manchester United-Liverpool and Tottenham-Arsenal.                  ~ 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many net~3rks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listing& Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) noon. 

France LYON-MONACO (delay) 2 pm. 

France PSG-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 4 pm. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy AC MILAN-PARMA (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-OSASUNA (live) noon. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VALLDOLID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALENCIA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-PONTE PRETA (live) 6 am. 
Mexico PUEBLA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands NAC BREDA-AJAX (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PENAPOLENSE-CORINTHIANS (live)3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-ARGENTINOS JUNIORS (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-ARSENAL (live) noon. 

TELEMUNDO 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 9:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS PORTLAND43HICAGO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico PUMAS-ATLANTE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-LEON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS L1VE 

MLS CHIVAS USA-VANCOUVER (live) 7 pm. 



IBeIN PLAY 

Spain ELCHE-BETIS (live) 6:45 am. 

France MONTPELLIER-BORDEAUX (live) 8:45 am. 

Italy CAGLIARI-LAZIO (live) 9:45 am. 

France LYON-MONACO (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3:30 pm. 

italy GENOA-JUVENTUS (live) 3:30 pm= 

~ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NEW ZEALAND-PARAGUAY (live) 12:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup SPAIN-JAPAN (live) 3:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-COLOMBIA (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup CHINA-NIGERIA (live) 6:48 pro. 
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Australia MELBOURNE-WELLINGTON (live) 1 am. 
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italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

italy ROMA-UDINESE (live) 4 pm. 
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Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 
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Sunday~ March !6, 2014 

Defoe’s ’dream’ debut signals new Toronto era 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] English international Jermain Defoe needed all of 

26 minutes to double his tally for the entire 2013-14 English Premier 

League, giving Toronto FC a two-goal cushion that stood up for a 2- 

1 win at the Seattle Sounders in their much-antidpated meeting 
featuring American stars Michael Bradley and Clint Dempsey fadng 

off....Read the whole story 

Sporting KC’s late-game problems continue 

by Soccer America 

[MLS: Week 2] Late-game mismanagement has already cost Sporting 
Kansas City three points in its first two games. First, the defending 

champion lost at Seattle on a goal conceded four minutes into 

stoppage time. Then, on Saturday night, it gave up the tying goal 
on a set piece, again in the 94th minute, as it had to settle for a 1- 

I tie with FC Dallas in its home opener....Read the whole story 

Mediator: ’Cooperation and progress’ in ref talks 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Scot L. Beckenbaugh, the acting director of the 

Federal Mediation and Condliation Service, issued a statement, 
commending representatives of the Professional Referee 
Organization (PRO) and Professional Soccer Referees Association 

(PSRA) "for their cooperation and progress" in collective bargaining 

negotiations being conducted under FMCS auspices .... Read the 
whole story 

Three U.S. teens in Tijuana lineup at Cruz Azul 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Alejandro Guido, 19, made his first start, 
Fernando Arce~ 17, made his Liga MX debut off the bench, and 

three other Americans -- Edgar Castillo, Herculez Gomez and Paul 
Arriola -- started for Tijuana in its 2-I loss at Cruz AzuL ...Read the 

whole story 

Riverhounds sign Obodai and Fekete 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Pittsburgh Riverhounds have 
signed former Phoenix FC midfielder Anthony Obodai and Orlando 

City defender Brian Fekete as wet] as re-signed six players for the 

2014 USL PRO season....Read the whole story 

Brilliant back-heel volley goal from long distance 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Gotazo] The Jordan Pro League provided our Goal of 

the Week (if not month) when AI-Wehdat’s Syrian striker Motaz 
Salhani lobbed AI Ramtha’s keeper with a long-distance back-heel 

volley. The 28-year-old’s golazo gave Al-Wehdat a I-0 victory. 
...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"To be honest with you, I felt a hand on my back. I 

tried to hit it away and thought I was hitting his 

hand away. I understand that maybe I did catch him 
a little bit. I apologized to him about that, but for 

me, all I was trying to do was smack his hand from 

touching my back." 

-- Seattle Sounders star Clint Dempsey after hitting 

Toronto defender Mark Bloom in an off-the-ball 

inddent that was not whistled in Toronto’s 2-1 win 

over the Sounders. (Seattle Times) 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps & Academies 

directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

Recent ,~ost Read Stories 

1, Iniesta magic befuddles Man City 

2, Bradley and Dempsey, 10 years on 

3, Must-see self-setup looping volley golazo 

4o Replacement Referee -- not quite what 
Alan Kelly bargained on 

5, Seattle-Sporting KC outdraws U.S. friendly 
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Build Confidence in Your Players - The Art of the Duel: Elite lvl Trafining 

Hi Anson, 
Wow! Our new book, The Art of the Duel- Elite 1vl Training has really taken off and coaches from all 

over the world have been buying it. Check out the testimonial from legendary World Cup winning coach, 

Anson Dorrance below. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

President 

Create players wi the 
confidence, conviction 

an re ntless 
ag ression to win 
Iv1 situations a 

more 
over 

the pitc and bui 



of ynamic 
ists 

Wow, now this is how to create a confident team! The A~ of ~he 
Duel - E~ite lvl Training offers a comprehensive 

Dear Coach, 

Do you get frustrated watching your players continually lose the ball in lvl situations? Do they lack the 

confidence to deftly dribble past defenders? Or do they seem clueless on what to do with the ball? If 

so, they will benefit from training focused on developing the technical skills and mindset needed to win 

duels and dominate lvls in both attack and defense 

The Artofthe Duel- Elite 1v1 Training is a special book focused on the technical skills, mindset and 

drills you need to create a dynamic team of take on artists and duelers. Featuring a complete guide to 

all the technical moves your players can use to get past opponents, guidance on the mindset they 

need to be successful and fifty lvl training drills, this book covers everything you need to knowon 

coaching your players to get past defenders and win possession from opponents. 

As an introduction by legendary coach Anson Dorrance states, "the team that wins the majority of the 

lvl duels will win the majority of the games" This is a rule you will discover in action after providing 

your team with the insights and training covered in comprehensive detail in The Art of the Duel= Elite 

lvl Training. 

"This book provides everything you need to 
create a ’competitive cauldron’ that wil~ get your 
players pushing each other to their limits in 1vl 

situations" 
There are few better coaches for inspiration on lvl training than Anson Dorrance, having 

masterminded 22 x NCAA and AIAW Champions and a World Cup winning coach with the US 

Women’s team in 1991. Whenever players face a team coached by Dorrance they knowtheir lvl skills 

are going to be put to the test. 

Dorrance’s philosophy and training provided the inspiration for The Art of the Duel- Elite Iv1 Training 

and he provides the book’s foreword introduction. In it he outlines his philosophy that teams able to 

dominate lvl duels will win most of their games, a mindset that finds itself exhibited in the ’competitive 

cauldron’ training environment at North Carolina. 

Creating a competitive cauldron in training, where players duel aggressively to raise each others 

performance, also influenced the training exercises covered in The Art of the Duel- Elite 1vl 

Training. The 50 drills have all been handpicked to enhance the competitive instincts in players and to 

produce a team that can dominate opponents in lvl situations all over the pitch. 



"Gain valuable insights from a coach with 14 
coaching certifications and who has developed 

teams that have won 350 games and 50 
tournaments" 

What’s covered in The Art of the Duel- EIite ~ v~ 
Training 

The Art of the Duel- Elite 1 vl Training can be divided into two halves. The first half focuses on the 

technical skills and the mindset players need to be effective duelists and capable of dominating 

opponents. The second half provides 50 training drills specially chosen for developing the confidence, 

flair and familiarity players need in order to win more lvl situations in both defense and attack. 

The main sections covered include: 

Introduction 

Englund opens by explaining why the ability to duel and get past opponents is alive and well Despite 

the current focus on a pass and move style, players with strong dribbling and lvl technical skills, like 

with P, onaldo and I~leesi, continue to dominate the results of games. He then addresses the attitudes 

which help players to succeed when taking on opponents and which exercises produce the most 

dynamic improvements. 

Dueling to Win: Defending 

This section opens by discussing how Barcelona utilizes relentless high pressure to prevent 



opponents from settling into possession Englund also assesses the attributes of Thiago Silva, 

Philipp Lahm and Gerard Pique which place them among the elite of lvl performers. This section also 

provides guidance on the technical skills players need to win duels effectively, including controlling the 

attacker, jockeying to apply pressure, pressuring to limit their awareness of options and forcing a poor 

touch by their opponent. 

Some of the technical skills explained in this section include block tackle, poke tackle and tactics for 

denying penetration, such as cutting out the attacker’s run and getting ’shoulder’ ahead to win the ball. 

Dueling to Win: Attacking 

The second set of technical skill explains how to win lvl situations when on the offense. As Englund 

explains, the key to winning duels in attack is giving players the hope that they can dominate their 

opponents like their soccer idols. This process begins with a focus on practical and simple attacking 

cues. Some of the technical skills covered include holding the ball, getting faced up, using hands and 

arms to control approaching defenders, shielding and getting separation from defenders with a 

negative touch. 

Coach Tony Engfund conducting a session at a coaching symposium 

Mentality 

Developing a confidence and brashness in attack, where players relish taking on opposition 

defenders, is as vital to success as possessing the technical skills Englund discusses how to coach 

players to develop a sense of conviction that they will be successful in beating opponents and how to 

encourage them with the relentless energy of Messi and a sense of mastery of their craft, like Paulo 

Maldini. 

50 x 1vl Training Environment 

The second half of The Art of the Duel- Elite 1vl Trainingcomprises of 50 drills for putting the 

technical skills developed in the first half into practice. Englund has handpicked drills to provide a 

comprehensive training program in multiple areas of the pitch and to replicate different events in the 

game Featuring detailed diagrams, clear explanations and variations, some of the drills include 50/50 

ball, controlling the goal with multiple pairs, lvl shielding, possession with neutral wall-passes, back 

to back to a goal, winning long balls, penetration and crossing, alligator alley, goal through balls and 

many more. 

What you will gain from The Art of the Duet- 
Elite I vl Training 

All players dream of being able to perform scissor kicks and spinning twists like Maradona or Messi 

But before they can reach that level they require a foundation in the technical skills along with guidance 

on developing the right mindset. Rather than set the level too high, The Art of the Duel - Elite lvl 

Training focuses on practical, simple attacking cues and using tactics, such as a sudden change in 

direction with speed or a simple fake with either foot, to get past opponents or win possession. 

From The Art of the Duel- Elite lvl Training you will gain: 

Complete explanations of the technical skills players need to successfully win 1vl duels, in 

both defense and attack 

You will be able to create a grueling ’competitive cauldron’ training environment, with your 

players all pushing each other to achieve a higher level of performance 

An in-depth guide to the key concepts and training tips for dueling tactics 

50 distinctive training environments, with dozens of variations and instructional images 

You will be able to produce players that can dominate opponents in both defense and attack 

An improved ability to win Ivls means you wig keep more possession, be able to slip the 

ball past defenders more frequently and get into dangerous positions for creating more goal 

scoring opportunities 



Improvements in winning possession will enable your team to block more attacks and 

prevent opposition forwards dribbling through on goal 

You will discover the truth in Anson Dorrance’s maxim that"the team that wins the majority 

of 1vl duels will win the majority of the games" 

Your players will love practicing scissor kicks, spins and other 1vl technical skills that 

enable them to mirror the exciting style of Messi and Ronaldo 

The Artofthe Duel- Elite 1vl Training serves as both a primer for coaches of young players and a 

source of new ideas and variations for advanced teams. While there may be a bigger focus on passing 

and moving in the modern game, there will always be situations where players have to get past 

defenders or take the ball away from a determined forward. This book shows you exactly howto give 

your team the technical skills, mindset and the training they need to ensure that you can watch with 

confidence from the sidelines when these situations occur. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series The Art of the Due!- Elite ! v! Training unless it achieves our exceptionally high 

standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the The Art of the Duel- Elite 1 vl 

Training after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

 oo% M mey Baek (   ara  tee 

"The improved confidence and technique your 
players will gain from being able to dominate 

1vl situations will create improvements a~l over 
the pitch" 

Many coaches seem to think that the days of dueling are over, and that smooth passing alone is how 

the modern game is played. But while players that can pass accurately are a prized asset, it’s players 

like Messi, P.onaldo and Gareth gale who command the biggest transfer fees. Their exceptional ability 

to dominate lvl situations drives the performance of the entire team through getting the ball into 

dangerous positions, creating goal scoring chances and ultimately win more games. 

If you’ve dreamed of developing your own team of duelists and take on artists, The Art of the Duel- 

Elite lvl Training shows you how Inspired by the training methods of the legendary Anson Dorrance, 

this book covers everything you need to know on training players on how to win more Ivl situations, 

from the technical Ivl skills required to the mental brashness and confidence players need through to 

50 drills for creating a competitive lvl training environment. 

While smooth passing is a key skill, players will always need to be able to win the ball off opponents or 

to get it past defenders without assistance. The Art of the Duel- Elite 1vl Training provides you with 

the guidance you need so your players can win lvls on both sides of the ball and demonstrate why 

"the team that wins the majority of the Ivl duels will win the majority of the games". 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. The Art of~he Duel- Elite 1 vl Training is a special book focused on how to develop a dynamic 

team of duelists and take on artists. It provides a complete guide to the technical skills your players 

need to successfully win lvls, in both defense and attack, the mindset needed to replicate elite 

players and 50 drills for creating a competitive training environment that will get players pushing each 

other to the limit. 

P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in The Art of the 

Duel- Elite ~1 v~l Training after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Week in Review 

Sunday, March !6, 2014 

by Soccer America 

[PACIFIC NORTHWEST TOUR] The U.S. under-17 men’s national team 
opened its tour of the Padfic Northwest with a 0-0 tie with the 

Seattle Sounders U-17/lg/Reserves and 3-2 win over the University 

of Portland on a hat trick by Orrin McKenzie Gaines.< ....~e~KI the 

by Soccer America 

[TEN NATIONS TOURNAMENT] The U.S. under-18 women’s national 

team feU to the France U-19 womeffs na~onal team, the 2012 U-17 
Women’s World Cup champion and reigning European U-19 

champion, 1-0, ~n its third and final match of the Ten Nations 
Tournament in La Manga~ Spain. Pla~ng against older opponents, 

the USA went without a win, t~ng Sweden 3-3 and test 1-0 to both 

Noway and France .... i~ the who~ ~tec~ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Alejandro Guido, 19, made his first start, 
Fernando Arce, 17, made his Liga MX debut off the bench, and 

three other Americans -- Edgar Castillo, Herculez Gomez and Paul 
Arriola - started for Tijuana in its 2-1 loss at Cruz Azul....Read 

by Paul Kennedy 

[HOMEGROWN WATCH] No MLS club has signed more players to 

Homegrown contracts than FC Dallas, but the progress of their 

young signings to the first team has been slow. For the first time 

on Saturday, two Homegrown players started for FC Dallas in the 

same game as defenders Moises Hernandez and Kellyn Acosta went 

the distance in the 3-2 win over Montreal....b’ead the wiK~ie story 

by Mike Woitalla 
[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Newcastle’s website says "Olivier Kemen 

headed Newcastle level" in a U-18 English FA Cup quarterfinal, but 

the goal was clearly scored with his hand .... Read the whole story 

Siobhan ~nograd, the wife of a leader of a Ridgewood, N.J.-based 

soccer travel team has filed a lawsuit alleging that her husband, 

Michael Winograd, is the ~c~m of false complaints lodged by 

anonymous c6tics alleging that he had "fixed" t~outs for the team 

and "engaged in misconduct relating to sportsmanship du6ng the 

season." The suit identifies the defendants as "Ridgewood Soccer 

Mom" and "John Doe." Youth soccer in Ridgewood has come under 

unwelcome scrutiny before in the form of the film "Bad Parents" 

about a soccer mom’s expe6ences in Ridgewood .... Read the 

Children playing youth soccer in Los Angeles outnumber those 
playing Little League Baseball by more than 2-to-1, and they 
outnumber those playing youth football by more than 5-to-1. That’s 

just one of the reasons why Chris Harris reports that Los Angeles 

could be the USA’s top soccer city .... i,Lead ~he ,:d:ote sto:y 

Longtime MLS and U-20 U.S. national team coach Thomas Rongen 

has been named technical director and to the board of South 
Florida’s Treasure Coast Soccer League....Pead the wiK~ie :dxxy 

by Mike Woitalla 

’1 got recruited to coach my kid’s soccer team. Any 

advice?" ...Mo.~e 

language’ (When They We~’e Children) 

by Mike Woitalla 

With MLS having just kicked off its 19th season, the 
Youth Soccer Insider’s "When They Were Children" 

series is looking back at the formative years of some 

of the league’s brightest stars, such as ...... Mo~e 

2, Bradley and Dem~sey, I0 year~ o~ 
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Cutting Edge Soccer Conditioning Drills & Exercises Ever3, Month 

Soccer Conditioning Monthly 
New Cutting Edge Soccer 

Conditioning Sessions and Drills 
Delivered Every Month for improving 

the Strength, Speed and Agility of 
Your Players 

Dear Coach, 

Are your players struggling for breath by the end of the game? Are they unable to make darting runs into 

the box or strong enough to hold offthe opponent’s attacks? Well, help has arrived because this 

special monthly soccer conditioning series provides everything you need to improve your team’s 

conditioning 

Soccer ConditionMg Monthly is a subscription based training course that shows you howto plan and 

run training sessions that will improve your players’ strength, speed and agility. Comprising of articles 

in a print-and-go format and instructional video clips, Soccer Conditioning Monthly shows you step- 

by-step how to run new drills and training exercises that will develop your players into high performing 

athletes. Subscribe now and you will have your first issue within minutes. 

Through exercises, which can include drills with a ball, gym work and off-field drills, your players will be 

given training routines designed by a conditioning expert to improve their strength, speed and agility. 

Whether you coach youth players or at a professional level, Soccer Conditioning Monthly provides you 

with functional, highly effective and cutting edge practice sessions that will create a stronger, fitter team 

ready to run rings around the opposition in every game. 



There’s no question, soccer is one of the most physically demanding games around. The pitch is 

larger than in most other sports and players are expected to run almost constantly without regular rest 

periods, in fact, it’s estimated soccer players will cover 8-12 km during a match, with constant changes 

in pace and direction placing constant pressure on their limbs and joints. 

So it’s no wonder that without the right conditioning, players can struggle to perform at their best. After 

all you can have the technique of Lionel Messi, but if you don’t have the pace to get into the box or the 

fitness to get past defenders then you are going to struggle to play at your peak, 

In addition, without the right conditioning and strength training players can risk injury. Strength training 

now plays a key role in soccer, both to equip players with explosive power but also with muscular 

endurance. So it’s vital your players are given conditioning that strengthens their limbs and joints, both 

to avoid injury and to improve their performance on the pitch. 

Delivered digitally every month, Soccer Conditioning Monthly is a unique training resource that every 

month will include articles and video clips that shows you everything you need to know about howto 

improve your team’s conditioning, so your players can be equipped to perform at their peak and to 

stave off injury. 

specialists" 



Soccer Conditioning Monthly is a subscription based service that provides all the guidance you need 

to run soccer conditioning coaching sessions for your players Each digitally delivered edition 

comprises of a series of articles, in an easy to print newsletter format, and videos which demonstrate 

howthe drills are performed. 

The articles explain the theory, background and practical justification for every training session and 

drill. They then show you, with setup diagrams and the assistance of the videos, exactly how to run the 

training sessions for your players. 

SoccerConditionh~gMonthlycovers a different area of conditioning training each month, which can 

include: 

Quick feet drills utilizing cones and ladders 

Drills focused on improving speed and sudden changes of pace 

Strength drills utilizing medicine balls, bands and light weights 

Rhythmic ball drills for technical agility and athleticism 

Plyometric drills that teach players how to get in better positions and to move with more 

speed and power 

Transitional drills for changing direction and pace 

Pattern agility and first touch passing 

Resistance training designed specifically designed for young athletes 

Explosive speed training 

Performance evaluation 



Scott Moody on the training field 

Drawing on their extensive experience, Scott Moody and Justin Cresset have created an innovative 

conditioning training program that will help to improve the strength, speed and agility of your players 

From Soccer Conditioning Monthly you will gain: 

New conditioning drills and exercises every month. 

Videos which show you how to perform drills and provide tips for gaining the maximum 

benefits from every exercise. 

Saved time from not having to plan a conditioning course yourself. Everything is done for 

you, so you know exactly what training exercises to use to work on a specific aspect of 

conditioning. 

A fitter team, able to run longer and harder for the full 90 minutes (and extra time). 

A faster team means your equipped to play an attacking style of play, with darting runs in 

the box and fast passing movements honed through agility conditioning drills. 

Strength training will improve your players’ ability to hold off opponents and win more balls. 

Strengthened limbs and joints mean a reduced risk of injury and your players will be better 

equipped to cope with the rigors of a full season. 

Background information on why drills are used and how they transfer to real game 

scenarios. 

Your players will love the challenge and variety of conditioning drills and exercises every 

month. 

You will gain real measureable improvements to the agility, strength and speed of your 

players from working through sessions taught by an expert conditioning coach. 

Cresset on the field explaining the upcoming drill 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering Soccer 

Conditioning Monthly unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you are not 



100% satisfied with the quality of Soccer Conditioning Monthly you can cancel your subscription at any 

time You have nothing to lose and no risk! There are no contracts. 

"You’Ll gain a team able to run faster for Longer, and conditioned 
to perform at their peaR" 

Conditioning training is arguably just as vital to a player’s development as technical training. If they 

aren’t fit enough to last a game or agile enough to evade opposition defenders, then they will never be 

able to play at their best Equally important is the need to develop strong limbs and joints to minimize 

the risk of injury and to give players the stamina to perform at a high level for the entire season. 

Whether you coach youth teams or players at the elite level, Soccer Coaching Monthly gives you 

everything you need to look after the conditioning of your players. Through detailed articles and 

instructional videos, you are provided with step by step guidance on cutting edge conditioning 

exercises that will improve their strength, speed and agility. 

With new conditioninq drills exercises delivered to you diqitall~, every month, you will never run out of 

ideas on the training pitch Instead, you’ll be able to make constant improvements that will develop a 

team that’s able to run faster for longer, and conditioned to perform at their peak in every game. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Soccer Conditioning Monthly is a su bscription based soccer conditioning program that provides 

you with new articles and videos every month packed with new soccer drills focused on improving the 

strength, agility and speed of your players The training exercises have been carefully chosen by expert 

conditioning coaches Scott Moody and Justin Crosser drawing on their experience of helping players to 

perform at their peak. 

P.P.S You have nothing to lose and there is no risk! If you’re not happy with your subscription to Soccer 
Conditioning Monthly, You can cancel at anytime...there are no contracts...and it’s less than a dollar a 

week. 
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Section 1 : It pays to stay until the end -- MLS Week 2 
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It pays to stay until the end 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Goonie magic is spreading across MLS, it seems. 

Four MLS games in the first two weekends were derided in the 

90th minute or second-half stoppage time, including Saturday 

night’s San Jose-Real Salt Lake game with the inevitable equalizer 

from Victor Bermudez five minutes into stoppage time. As a matter 

of comparison, only two games in Europe’s big four leagues were 

decided in the 90th minute or later over the same period .... Read 

the whole story 

’La Gala’ goal rescues Timbers again 
by Soccer America 

[MLS: Week 2] For the second week in a row, the Portland Timbers 
fell behind at home and again needed a late goat from new 

Argentine forward Gaston Fernandez to earn a 1-1 tie. A share of 

the points at home against two teams that did not make the 

Eastern Conference playoffs in 2013 was not the way the Timbers 

expected to start the 2014 season .... Read the whole story 

Jones and Bedoya remain on bench 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Eighteen of the 31 U.S. World Cup hopefuls 
started on teams in action abroad over the weekend. Among those 

who did not get off the bench were two possible starters: 

Jermaine Jones, who has only made two appearances lasting an 

hour each time since moving to Besiktas in Turkey, and Alejandro 
Bedoya, whose reduced playing time at llantes has corresponded 

with the Canaries’ nine-game winless streak that has seen it fall to 

13th in France’s Ligue I .... Read the whole story 

Mendes continues hot streak for Indy Eleven 

by Soccer America 

[HASL 2014 COUHTDOWH] After trips to Arizona and Florida, the 
expansion Indy Eleven began its in-state portion of its preseason 
schedule with a 2-0 win over the Tourbeau Soccer Academy, a 

team of IIAIA all-stars, Saturday at Westfield High School. For the 

weekend NASL preseason results .... Read the whole story 

National League boys champs crowned 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] Three teams from Cat South and two each 
from Eastern New York and Ohio South were among the boys 

divisional champions in the 2013-14 U.S. Youth Soccer National 

League that wrapped up Sunday at Heritage Park in Henderson, 

Hey....Read the whole story 

Thierry Henry turns cameraman 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo-Celebration] After scoring with a diving header, 

Thierry Henry celebrated by commandeering a TV camera .... Read 
the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s a nightmare, it’s one of the worst days I’ve ever 

had in football." 

-- Manchester United star Wayne Rooney after 

Sunday’s 3-0 loss to Liverpool. (MUTV via Reuters) 

1, Iniesta magic befuddles Man City 

2, Bradley and Dempsey~ 10 years on 

3, Defoe’s ’dream’ debut signals new Toronto 

era 

4, Must-see self-setup looping volley golazo 

~, Brilliant back-heel volley goal from long 

distance 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
2017 TOP 150 UPDATe!!! 
The 2017 Girls IHG Academy Top 150 update 
is out, and Hadison Haley remains the No. 1 
player. Check out the Top 10 and find out 
who made the list for the first time. 

............................................................................................ 

The US Youth Soccer National League U14, 
U15, U16, U17 and U18 Boys completed their 
final day of matches Sunday in Henderson, 
Nev. Who clinched a berth to nationals? 

Every recruit has his or her values to go by 
during a college search. Find out what these 
players were looking for, and where they 
ended up committing. 

DID YOU SEE? 

The iVlLS Grinder: The real 
storyline in Seattle is the 
man with the scarf. 

Six IvILS teams told Grant 
Wahl how much they spend 
on development. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Wisconsin Soccer Camps 

It is the belief of University of Wisconsin 
Soccer Camp that to have success and enjoy 
the game, players need to be trained in all 
facets of the game. 

Training sessions will be geared toward 
teaching each and every soccer camp player 
to know the roles, responsibilities and skills 
needed to excel in all areas of the field. 

This Total Soccer Player Approach will allow 
players to see new and rewarding activities 
which will aid them in their quest of 
excellence on the soccer field. Coach Trask 
and his staff will bring passion to the game 
of soccer for all soccer camp participants. 

Click here for more information, 
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on development. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Wisconsin Soccer Camps 

It is the belief of University of Wisconsin 
Soccer Camp that to have success and enjoy 
the game, players need to be trained in all 
facets of the game. 

Training sessions will be geared toward 
teaching each and every soccer camp player 
to know the roles, responsibilities and skills 
needed to excel in all areas of the field. 

This Total Soccer Player Approach will allow 
players to see new and rewarding activities 
which will aid them in their quest of 
excellence on the soccer field. Coach Trask 
and his staff will bring passion to the game 
of soccer for all soccer camp participants. 

Click here for more information, 
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Soccer On TV: Monday, March 17, 2014 

Monday= March 17, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League, round of 16, second-leg action continues on Tuesday, when Real Madrid hosts 

Schalke and Chelsea hosts Galatasaray.... Also on Tuesday, the return leg of the Tijuana Xolos-Los Angeles 

Galaxy quarierfinal. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and netu~rk programming listings Soccer on TV is uix~ated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

Italy ROMA-UDINESE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pro. 

Spain VILLARREAL-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

U~:FA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

~:$PN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (delay) 6 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS LAGUNA-ANZOATEGUI (live) 11 pm. 

GALAVlSlON 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTEES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

Copa Mexico DORADOS-VERACRUZ (live) 11:59 pm. 

EESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup GHANA-GERMANY (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ZAMBIA (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup KOREA CANADA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup COSTA RICA-ITALY (live) 9:48 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (live) 3 pm. 



Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pro. 

WEDNEgDAY, March 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3 pm= 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm= 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico TIGRE$-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores LEON-EMELEC (live) 9 pm, 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm= 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-CHINA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NEWZEALAND-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pm, 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-JAPAN (live) 9:48 pm, 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-NIGERIA (live) 9:48 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, March 20 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League SALZBURG-BASEL (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (delay) 6 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europe League VALENCIA-LUDOGORETS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa LJbertadores ATLETICO PARANAENSE-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa Ubertadores LANUS-DEPORTIVO CALl (live) 6:30 pm, 

Copa Ubertadores UNION ESPANOLA-SAN LORENZO (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ALEBRIJES-QUERETARO (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europe League PLZEN-LYON (live) 2 pm. 



UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europe League SALZBURG-BASEL (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

UEFA Europe League ANZHI-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europe League VALENCIA-LUDOGORETS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League PLZEN-LYON (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm= 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europe League SALZBURG-BASEL (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

France LORIENT-PSG (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 3:40 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-MALAGA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-SANTOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-PUEBLA (live) 11:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-WERDER BREMEN (live) 3:30 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-SYDNEY (live) 4:30 am. 
UEFA Champions League QUARTERFINALS DRAW (live) 7 am. 

SATURDAY, M~ch 2~ 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ARSENAL (live) 8 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-FULHAM (live) 10:45 am. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico TIGRES-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-VERACRUZ (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-JAGUARES (live) 9 pro. 

Mexico ATLAS-CHIVAS (live) 11 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-VANCOUVER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS TORONTO-D.C. UNITED (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN&com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup CANADA-GHANA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup KOREA-GERMANY (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup ZAMBIA-COSTA RICA (live) 9:48 pm, 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ITALY (live) 9:48 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

England EVERTON-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

England HULL CITY-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 11 am= 



England NEWCASTLE-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

SUNOAY, Ma~’cll 23 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-STOKE CiTY (live) 11:30 am. 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 1 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS CHiCAGO-NEW YORK (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-MONTERREY (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-NEW ZEALAND (live) 6:48 pro. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pm= 

FIFA U=17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-MEXICO (live) 9:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-CHINA (live) 9:48 pro. 

,~.~1ONOAY, ~arch 24, 

TBA 

Soccer on TV for Monday, March 17, 2014 
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proper attribution. 
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Section 2: Messi aM Ibra Break Scoring Records 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, March 17, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Messi 8teaks 8arca Scorinq Record 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

With his hat trick on Sunday, Lionel Messi further cemented his place in history at Barcelona by 

surpassing the c~ub’s 87-year-old record for total goa~s scored by a s~ng~e Nayer. The previous record belonged to 

Phil~ppines-bom Pauline Alcantara, who notched 142 official goals and 227 str~kes in friend~ies during an era 

before the SpaNsh ~eague had been officially estaNished. By contrast, Messi has now scored 344 goals in offic~a~ 

matches for Barcelona and 27 ~n frienNies in ~ess than nine years as a first-team player. He is still just 26. 

Following Barca’s 7-0 thrashing of Osasuna at the Camp Nou, Messi spoke to Catalan TV station TV3 about the 

record. "1 had heard everywhere that I was closing in on [Alcantara]," he said. "Wi~en you see you are close you 

want to do it, for what it means in the history of a club this big. A lot of years have passed since it was reached. 

Many more years will pass before it is overcome again." 

As usual, the Argentine pointed to the team effort during the interview, saying that the most important thing is that 

Barca keeps on winning. He also noted that his injury problems now seem fully behind him. ’q feel good, in the last 

two weeks each time I feel better, I hope I can keep going like this," Messi said. "The injury is passed now and 

forgotten, I am picking up rhythm and confidence." He also moved to quash any rumors that he could leave the club 

this summer. "As long as the people want I will stay here. My intention is to retire with this Barca jersey. I am happy 

here." 

As long as he stays fit, Messi will continue to break records. Next up for him could be the mark for goals scored 

against rival Real Madrid, as he is one shy of Real legend Alfredo Di Stefano [19] in goals scored in ’clasicest He 

is also just four goals shy of besting Real legend Raul Gonzalez in goals scored in the UEFA Champions League 

[67]. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Paris Saint-Germain maintained its eight-point lead over AS Monaco at the top of the Ligue 1 table thanks once 

again to star striker Z~atan ~brahimovic, who scored both goals in 2-0 win against Saint-Etienne on Sunday. The 

big Swede opened the scoring in the 14th minute with a low strike before volleying home to double the lead four 

minutes before the break. 

It was Ibrahimovic’s 25th goal of the season in 29 games. However, with 40 goals in all competitions, the former AC 

and Inter Milan striker has already eased passed previous record-holder Carlos Bianchi for the most goals scored 

in a single campaign for PSG, and he still has at least 12 games to play in all competitions to improve on that tally. 

Asked to comment on the record, Ibra, who now has 75 goals and 27 assists in 86 competitive games of the French 

champion, said: "The important thing is to win, my goals are just a bonus. I’m just doing my job. The record is 

important for you. Not me." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Gerrard: Liverpoo~ Can Win the Leaque 
Guardian 

Steven Gerrard emphasized Liverpool’s title credentials while Wayne Rooney lamented one of the "worst days" of 

his Manchester United career after the Reds pummeled the reigning Premier League champion 3-0 at Old Trafford 

on Sunday. After the game, Liverpool captain Gerrard, who scored two penalties while missing a third from the spot, 

said: "We believe that we can win the league. I’ve come here many times and been played off the park. They are a 

fantastic team and this is one of the most difficult places to come to, so to come and dominate from start to finish 

and we are still going away disappointed that we didn’t score more goals." 



The win reduced the gap at the top with league leader Chelsea to just four points, with Liverpool having played one 

game fewer. Gerrard added: "1 said before the game it’s going to be difficult [to win the title] and we need to take 

each game as it comes and just try to win them all. We will enjoy tonight but we need to move on very quickly 

because we know Cardiff [next] are going to be tough. I think we have shown out there that we are genuine 

contenders and we are going to fight to the end." 

By contrast, United striker Rooney said, "It’s like a nightmare. It’s one of the worst days I’ve ever had in football. It’s 

hard to take. You have to give Liverpool credit - they played well - but it’s difficult to take. Nobody wants to lose, 

especially in this way, in your own stadium. It’s not nice. We had a game plan for the second half, which went out the 

window when they got the second penalty so early on. It made it an uphill battle to come back." 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Guardian 

Jose Mourinho has asked that referee Chris Foy not be allowed to officiate Chelsea matches for the rest of the 

Premier League season due to his record of having sent off six Chelsea players in his last eight games involving the 

club. Foy on Saturday sent off both Willian and Ramires in addition to banishing the Blues boss to the stands in a 

fractious encounter at Villa Park that ended in a 1-0 defeat for the Stamford Bridge club. 

"1 know," Mourinho said after being quoted Foy’s record of dismissals in Chelsea matches. "The players were 

speaking about it during the week. My philosophy is that I never care who the ref is, I don’t want to know. I always 

think that the referee is a good referee but during the week the players were speaking about the situation and I 

think from now on, the next time we have Mr. Foy, I have to work my people in a different way." 

Asked what he meant by that, the Portuguese went on to suggest that perhaps his players had a point: "But do they 

[the players] have a reason? Maybe it is helpful that the [Professional Game Match Officials Limited] committee 

doesn’t send him to our matches. I don’t have the right to request [that]. I think they have to analyze the situation 

and see if every time he has Chelsea - or not every time - but many times he has Chelsea and problems are there, 

I think maybe it would be a good decision." 

Mourinho added that he could not understand why Foy sent him to the stands in the final minutes, either, after both 

sides jumped onto the field following Ramires’ dangerous challenge on Karim El Ahmadi, for which the Brazilian 

was deservedly sent off. Following the incident, the former Real Madrid and Inter Milan coach accused Gabrie~ 

Agbonlahor of grabbing Ramires by the neck, and maintains that he simply asked Jonathan I~oss, the fourth 

official, if Foy was going to allow that. It remains to be seen whether Mourinho will face any punishment for his 

conduct, a decision that will be made after reviewing the referee’s match report. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ancelotti: We Are Ready for Barca 
Football Espana 

Carlo Ance~otti believes that Real Madrid is ready to face fierce rival Barcelona at the Santiago Bernabeu this 

Sunday despite his team’s narrow 1-0 win against Malaga on Saturday. In the end, a fantastic solo effort from 2013 

Ballon d’Or winner Cristiano Ronaldo was the difference between the teams. 

"It wasn’t spectacular but there were other positive things to take from this," Ancelotti said. "We were poor in 
delivering the final pass but even so, we managed to create several chances. We also have to give credit to 

Malaga, who worked hard." The Italian tactician went on to say that he was happy with his team’s attitude and 

defensive display. Real heads into Sunday’s ’clasico’ with a four-point lead over third-place Barca. 

- Read the whole story... 

Sky Sports News 

The Bundesliga title race has been over for a while now, but Bayern Munich is set to cement its place in history by 

being crowned champion before the end of March, which would be a first. The German Treble winner’s 2-1 win at 

home to Bayer Leverkusen on Saturday opened up a 23-point lead over second-place Borussia Dortmund with nine 

games to play. It was also Bayern’s 50th-straight unbeaten game in the league. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

Serie A leader Juventus opened up a 17-point lead against second-place AS Roma on Sunday thanks to a last- 

gasp goal from veteran midfielder Andrea Pirlo, which gave the Bianconeri a narrow 1-0 win away to Genoa. Pido’s 

goal decided a tetchy affair during which goalkeeper Gianluigi Buffon saved a penalty from Emanuele Caiaio. 

After the game, coach Antonio Conte took a swipe at his critics by saying that "only a great team" like Juventus 



could have won a game like this. 

- Read the whole story,.. 

Brazil Great Riva~do Retires 
BBC Sport 

Former World Cup winner Rivaldo has officially hung Lip his boots at the ripe old age of 41. The former Barcelona, 

AC Milan and Brazil star was playing for Brazilian third-tier side Mogi Mirim, where he was also club president, 

alongside his son, 18-year-old Rivaldinho. Rivaldo started his professional career in 1991 with Santa Cruz. He 

made 74 international appearances for Brazil, winning the World Cup in 2002. Rivaldo would appear for 14 different 

clubs across six countries on four continents. 

- Read the whole story_. 
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Afternoon Edition: Real Salt Lake and ttouston top MLS Power Rankings 

Monday, March ! 7, 2014 

Soccer America Power Rankings 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: Week 2] Real Salt Lake held the top spot in the Soccer 
America Power RanNngs by getting another result on the West 

Coast, this one a 3-3 tie in which the Earthquakes again resorted 

to their Goonie persona in a different form. Defender Victor 
Bernardez scored two goals, including a 95th-minute equalizer. 

...Read the whole story 

MLS Week 2: Goal of the Week nominees 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK] It was a good week for the 30-somethings according 

to the ATilT MLS Goat of the Week nominations. The diving header 

by 36-year-old Thierry Henry already famous for his cameraman 
celebration goes up against strikes from four 31-year-olds: Kyle 

Beckerman, Jermain Defoe, Clint Dempsey and Victor Bernardez. 

...Read the whole story 

Timbers’ record crowd among five MLS sellouts 

by Soccer America 

[ATTEHDAHCE WATCH] Five of the eight games for MLS’s Week 2 

were announced sellouts, including a record crowd in Portland. 

On the other hand, the announced crowd of 6,684 for Chivas USA’s 
home game against Vancouver was its second lowest ever....Read 

the whole story 

Barcelona’s title defense on line in Clasico 
by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IH SOCCER: March 17-23] Barcelona needs a result at 
Real Madrid Sunday in Spain’s Clasico to stay in the hunt for La Liga 

title. The Chelsea-Arsenal London derby also has title implications 
in the Premier League, white Concacaf Champions League action 

continues for three MLS clubs .... Read the whole story 

SA’s Woitalla on SiriusXM’s ’Over the Ball’ 
by Soccer America 

[OH THE AIR] Soccer America executive editor Mike Woitalla will be 
a regular Tuesday morning guest on SiriusXM FCs "Over The Ball 

with Kevin Flynn," which airs Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays 
9-11 am ET....Read the whole story 

How Petr Cech Preps 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Chelsea goalkeeper Petr Cech caught 

soccer balls from the sides and tennis balls from the middle during 
a training session ahead of Tuesday’s Champions League clash with 

Galatasaray....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"These loyal fans never had a chance of winning 

with United. This season the Reds have been 
useless, hopeless and meaningless. Anyone who has 
a bet on United winning the title need only take 

their slip to any shop and I will refund every 

penny." 

-- English boone Fred Done announces he’ll refund 
all the bets his Betfred shops took on Manchester 

United winning this season’s Premier League title, 

which add up to $330,000. (Manchester Evening 

Hews) 

Emirates extends Cosmos sponsorship 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSIHESS] Emirates will sponsor the HASL 

champion llew York Cosmos for two more years in a 
deal at whose announcement Pele was present at 

Emirates headquarters in Dubai....More 

1, Iniesta magic befuddles Man City 

2. Defoe’s ’dream’ debut signals new Toronto 

era 

3. Bradley and Dempsey~ 10 years on 

4. Brilliant back-heel volley goal from long 

distance 

5. Replacement Referee -- not quite what 
Alan Kelly bargained on 
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US Youth Soccer <broadcast@usyouthsoccer,org> 
Tuesday, March :[8, 20:[4 :[:[:28 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email,unc,edu> 
20:[3-:[4 US Youth Soccer National League Girls Las Vegas Preview 

To view this message in a browser~ piease clici< here 

...... 12 national leagu 

e io9o web 

Follow the National League: Scores and Standings I Get Nationa~ League 
[News I Video 
Twitter I Facebook I Instagram I Challenge [ #EarnVourP~ace 

Click for age group previews, gaffes to watch and p~ayer notes... 
~nder-~4 i Under-&5 J Under-::~6 I Under-~7 I Under-&8 

FRISCO, Texas (~arch :~8, 20&4) -- The 2013-2014 US Youth Soccer National 
League Girls season will wrap up play March 2:[-23 at Bettye Wilson Soccer 
Complex in Las Vegas, Nev,, as 48 teams -- representing :[7 states and 34 
clubs -- will play their final three games and solidify the division standings, In 
the Under-:[5 through Under-:[8 age groups, each division will be represented 
by four of the eight teams, while the Under-:[4 divisions will each feature all 
eight teams~ 

Nine division championships are still to be decided during the final weekend of 
National League Girls play, and :[7 total teams will punch tickets to the 20:[4 
{iS Youth Soccer National Championships, held 3uly 2:[-27 at the F4aryland 
SoccerPlex in Germantown, Md, 

"The National League seems to get harder and harder each year as the 
competition gets better," said Ion Pickup, coach of UndeP:[7 Kings Hammer 
Academy, which is in a three-way tie for first place heading into the final 
weekend of play, "~ think consistency, more than anything else, is the key, You 
can’t afford up-and-down games because the competition is so strong," 

RELATED: Brian earns her place on USWNT I Lavelle named CONCACAF U= 
20 ~4VP 

Kings Hammer’s group, the Under-:[7 Red Division, may provide some of the 
most thrilling games in Las Vegas, as the top four teams in the division are all 
competing this weekend. Each team has yet to lose a game and three of the 
four won all of their games in North Carolina, meaning everything is left to play 
for in Vegas. 

While there’s no telling what the outcome will be in the Under-:[7 Red Division, 
some of the other groups are a little clearer~ Two former US Youth Soccer 
National Champions have already punched their tickets to Nationals after 
strong performances at the Disney Soccer Showcase in Orlando, Fla, Eclipse 
Elite Black 97/98 ([L) wrapped up the Under-:[6 Blue Division title, while BRYC 
95 Elite (VA) secured at least a second-place finish in the UndeP:[8 Red 
Division, Futura Academy Forte (MO) was the only other side to solidify a berth 
to the National Championships, as it wrapped up a top two finish in the Under- 
:[5 Blue Division~ 



The National League provides an avenue for teams to play in meaningful 
matches against top competition from across the country for continued 
development and opportunities for exposure at the national team, collegiate 
and professional levels. In addition to recruiting opportunities, the top two 
finishers from each division (Blue and Red) will earn a ticket to the 20:[4 US 
Youth Soccer National Championships, making each match valuaMe to the 
team’s fate as ~t could make or break their chance at competing for the 
National Championship~ The top two finishers in the Under-14, ~5, ~6 and 17 
age groups will also earn an automatic spot in the 20~4-2015 National League 
seasoR. 

"Our goal each year is to make it to Nationals by finishing first or second in the 
National League. We were fortunate the last two years. We won the league in 
our first year and then came in second last year," Pickup said~ "Ideally, we’d 
love to win the league. Realistically, coming in first or second in such a 
competitive environment is great and gets us where we need to be come 

The Kings Hammer coach said he and his team are looking forward to the 
challenge they’ll face in Las Vegas, and he thinks it should be an exciting 
weekend for all of the teams -- adding that these are the type of games 
competitors want to play in. But with the level of talent on each team, there% 
little room for error. 

"You really need to have a strong squad, which has been important for us the 
last two years and this year. We are :[6, :[7 or :[8 players strong," Pickup said. 
"When people are tired, we have ability to put players on the field and stay at 
a high level. In some of the other leagues, you can put anybody on the field for 
the most part and win games. That’s not the case in the National League, 
which is fun for everybody involved." 

Youth Soccer - "The Game for ALL Kids!" is the largest youth sports 
organization in the country and largest member of the United States Soccer 
Federation, the governing body of soccer in the United States. US Youth Soccer 
registers more than 3 million players annually, ages 5 to ES, and over 900,000 
administrators, coaches and volunteers ~n 55 member State Assodat~ons. US 
Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for p~ayers 
at every ~evel of the game. For more information, visit 
www,USYo~thSoccer,o 

Media Request," When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, 
please refer to the association only as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or 
USYSA. We appreciate your cooperation. 

About US Youth Soccer National League - Formed in 2007, the US Youth 
Soccer National League was developed as a path of advancement for the top 
teams from the US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues. In addition to meaningful 
matches, development and identification, the league created a direct path to 
the annual US Youth Soccer National Championships. League play features the 
Under-:[4 through Under-:[8 age groups for boys and girls who are seeking to 
advance their college, professional and U.S. National Team aspirations. Learn 
more at USYouthSoccer,org/l~tationaLLeague/, 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Chelsea - Ga~atasaray on ?ox Sports 1 at ~:4§pm i~ the second4eg oi their 

Champions League Round of i6 with the series tied i-1. Rea~ Madrid - Scha~ke 
(:omp~ete their Champh:~ns Leagbe Rebnd ef 15 series en F’ox Sports 2 and Fox 

CONCACAF Champions Lea}~ue quarterL~na~ series is on Fox Sports 2 at 10pm~ 

Fox Depor~es has the Cope L~bertadores: Santos Lacuna - Af]zoate$u~ at 

’~ 1:15prn~ A~ "r~me~; Ecs~ern 

Their Words 

Czech Republic - USMNT soccer game scheduled for 
September 3 

The US Soccer Federation is gettin~ an early }ump on the Fat[ soccer friendly schedul.e. On Monday they announced that 

the USMNT wiU. travel to Ps~?.ue on Sept 3 to play the Czech RepubLi<:, 

"While we a~e IOeused en preparin$ for the 2014 FIFA Wod.d Cup, we must el.ways [oel~ ahead and theretk~re we are 

thri[[ed to get this match against the Czech Repubf.ic," USMtqT coach Jurgen Ktinsmann. "HistoricalLy, they have a very 

good ~eam, arl~J they are goin$ to be preparing ier a hbge ehaLIeiNe against the ~.lether{ands in their opening game of 

quatilyi~g lor the Europea~ Championships, so we expect this to be a tough match a~d anothe~ good benchmark for our 

team." Read More 

What is happening with MLS referees and why is it 
important? 
8v Mark Levinstein - WASHINGTON. DC (Mar 17, 2014) US Soccer Pf.aye~s - For the past 40 years, one sport in this 

country has been the most co~sistentfy hostffe to professional atMetes and other empfoyees. Soccer. Starting with the 

o[d ~.~AS}. o~ the ’~9?O’s an(J 1980’s to the United $tates Soccer Federatk)~ to Major [.eaf;ue $e~:ce~. the peep[e in charge 

of soccer in the United States have been consistent[y, openly, hostile to paying players coaches, referees, or other 

e~tp[oyees ~a~r compensation. 

’The Latest examl:fle is MLS’s treatment of referees~ ~[I~ a f~~j t])~} [J~ ~)(:(2~I ~I~}([~[ al:]~:~ ereate(J the Proiess]onat Referees 
Organization in 2012 w~th the stated purpose o~ ~mprovh~ no[ only the qua[i[y of the referees worki~$ MLS $ames, but 

the [eve[ ef professiona[ism. 1nstead, we start the ZO14 season w~th repl.acement referees. The promise of PRO tun~ed 

into anothe~ opportunity for Amer~ca~ soccer to devalue key emptoyees~ 

It is not enough ior MLS to compe~sate iairl.y a small. ~umbe~ of pl.ayers pe~ cl.ub. A professiona[ soccer [eague’s product 

includes the entire starting fine-up as well as the players who compete with those top players fo~ their starting spots. 

The p~educL a}.so i~c[udes Lhe coaches, the Learns’ Lech~ica[ directors, a~d other front.office persom~e[ wiLh soccer 

expertise. The product atso includes the referees. Match officia{s control garaes and protect the safeW and careers of 

these ptaye~s the fans pay to see. tt’ it continues te u~Idercon?pensate these empk~yees. MLS will be bnabl.e te compete 

or m~,prove the fa~ experience. Read More 

FIFA, accountability, and the 2022 World Cup 
BvJ Hutcherson - WASHtNG’I"OH. DC (M~tr 1 g , 2~) 1~ 4) L~S S~:~:(:~r P(aye~s - Here’s a novel, idea. Why don’t we hoh:l FIFA 

fu[[y accountable for the issues with Qatar’s successful. Worl.d Cup bid a~d demand change~ Yes, that’s borrowin$ 

one time FIFA presidential, candidate Mohamed Bin Hammam’s oampaign p~.atform. The same campaib’.n that ran a$reund 

after bribery al.l.egations i~vo[ving CONCACAF’s Caribbean gootbal.l. Union. 



this stage two, potentially confirming what most people expecLed. The bid for the 2022 Wo~fd Cup didn’t meeL 

FIFA’s own standards. The wii~nmg (ount~y fii~ds itself Ui~ked to accusatioi~s of a votes for bribes scandal 

qata~ has already issued a denial of the allegations pubUshed on Tuesday by the UK sewspaper The Telegraph. These 

allegations now inve[ve an investigaLion by the UniLed SLates Federal Bureau el InvesLigation, Yes~ the FBI is involved, 

"[’he ~e~.~(ly is ob\dous, FI~:’A needs t:e invest:i~,at:~.~. t:o hi:l, [o (le senlethin~~, eth~.~ t:han wait ior y~.~t ar~t)[her ~!Ke(:u[iw!! 

Committee meeting, Read More 

Toronto FC impresses with a resolve that we haven’t seen from this team before - from The Toronto Sulfs Ku~ tis 
Lawson: "~very guy who s[el)ped on the field today gave everything, lelt everything out: there." Bradley said, 

American stars bring best out of each other - i~em GeaLcem’s Ires Gala~c:ep: The duo rea<hed their iml)ressiw.~ 
heights in Lhe game because of LhaL tenacity, desire, to win, along with considerable skill, 

The man with the scarf ¯ from Top D~ awer SocceFs Wilt Pa~chrnan: The reel storyline was Sigi Schmid. 

Passing - An oddity in how it’s measured in Soccer .. from Ame~ ican Soccer &nafys~s’s Chris G/uck: I have rio ~dea v’,,haL 

Oliver Holt: Ex-ECHO man and Mirror columnist on how Liverpool FC and Man United are heading in opposite 
directions .. from The Liverpeot Echo: The abjecL defeat to Liverpeof felt worringfy close Lo Lhe momenL they abandoned 
the fight. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Xi Sponsor message 
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Women’s Premier Soccer League’s Upcoming Season! 

Nil http://wpsl.info/irnages/wpsl logo lO.png 

Dear College Coach, 

’Ihrough the years we have had maaay college players participate in our summer league. If you would like your players to stay’ in game-shape and improve their skills over 
the summer please encourage them to play on a WPSL (Women’s Premier Soccer League) team. The WPSL is the largest women’s amateur league in the world. 

Started in 1998, it boasts over 70 teams across the country. The WPSL season runs May 1st to Augnst 1st. Most teams are holding tw-outs now (applicable tbr yonr 
iqcoming fi’eshrna~, sen.}ors,, and alum) but as you know NCAA rules prohibit participation in outside leagues until atter May 1st so spots aace held open for current college 
players m twout aXter that date. 

’Ihe great variety- of highly skilled players is what maJ~es the WPSL truly successful. WPSL teams’ rosters include current aaad post college players, foreign players, and 
talented high school players every, year. These young women gain tremendons experience playing alongside other dedicated, competitive players, some of whom are tbrmer 
professional soccer players and others whom are aspiring to become professionals on or offthe field. We give post-college players a place to play" at a high competitive 
level while they are starting their careers aYter college. 

Over the years, thousands of players have spent their summer breaJ~s playing on WPSL teams. Most come from highly regarded collegiate programs such as: Sama Clara, 
Portland, Notre Dame, North Carolina, UCLA, UC Berkeley, UCONN, Penn State, Princeton, Harvard, CSU, UMASS, USF, UOP, BYU, San Jose State, Stanford, San 
Diego State, Arizona State, Texas A&M, Denver Universib,, UC Davis, U of New Hampshire, St. MinT’s, Boston University, Nebraska, USC, Long Beach State, BYU, 
North Carolina State, and many more. 

Collegiate progratns have utilized our league to improve their player’s development and sustain their fitness over the sunm~er months. Highly competitive youth clubs have 
also used our league to expose their players to teams that carry players from eveW level - national, collegiate, post-collegiate and youth - and they then cant the 
experience they’ve gained, individually and a~s a team, into their local league competition in the titll and spring. 

Many fbrmer and ctm’ent U.S. and Interuational National Team players have played on WPSL teatns including: Adriana. Sissi, Sophia Perez, Sharmon Boxx, Rachel 
Buelher, Brand} Chastain, Joy FawcetL Julie Foudy, Tobin Heath, Kristine Lilly, Shaxmon iVlacMillan, Heather Mitts, _Alex Morgan, }leather O’Reilly, Leslie Osbourne, 
Megan Rapinoe, Keri Sanchez, Tisha Ventnrini, Abby Wambach, and the list goes on. 

We encourage you to visit our website (vca~-.wpsl.intb), tbrward our inIbrmation to your team tnembers, and watch them progress over the summer. We invite you to also 
check out a game or two in your aacea or during your summer travels. 

Yours In Soccer, 

Jerry Zanelli 
WPSL League Commissioner 
(916) 487-3512 
j zanelli@earthlink.net 
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Section 2: Bayem’s Julian Green to Train With USA Again 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, March 18, 2014 Tweet This ~ Share This 

SI.com 

Bayern Munich has given promising young striker Julian Green, who has both American as well as 

German citizenship, permission to train with the U.S. men’s national team ahead of its upcoming friendly against 

Mexico on April 2. According to Sl.com, coach Jurgen Klinsmann called Bayern CEO Karl-Heinz Rummenigge to 

ask the German Treble winner to release Green for the friendly, which does not occur on a designated FIFA 

international date, and the club agreed. 

Green is considered one of the Bundesliga’s most promising young talents although he has yet to play a league 

game. The 18-year-old made his debut for the Bayern first team in a UEFA Champions League game against CSKA 

Moscow in November. His father, Jerry, a former U.S. serviceman, lives in Tampa, Fla., and his mother, Ursula, lives 

in Germany. Green also participated in the U.S. camp before the team’s recent 2-0 loss against Ukraine in Cyprus, 

but he was not eligible to play because making himself available for selection would have meant he would be tied 

internationally to the USA under FIFA’s rules. Green has also appeared before for Germany’s youth national teams in 

official competitions but not for its senior national team. 

When asked by Sl.com’s Grant Wahl if there was a possibility that he could choose to play for the U.S. in this year’s 

World Cup, the youngster nodded his head. "Yes, I think so," he said. "lf l can play a World Cup at 18 years old, it 

would be great, amazing. But I have to train hard." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Messi Contract Renewal Could Cost Barca_$350 Million 
Football Espana 

Spanish daily AS claims that renewing Lionel Messi’s contract will cost Barcelona a whopping 250 million euros 

($348 million). According to the report, Messi’s camp is pushing for a record annual salary of 25 million euros ($35 

million) over five years, while the rest would presumably come in the form of the player’s image rights, which are still 

in the process of being negotiated. Messi is understood to currently make 16 million euros ($22.3 million) per year. 

- Read the whole story... 

_R_e.ports Martino to Leave Barca in the Summer? 
ESPN FC 



Barcelona on Tuesday admitted that head coach Gerardo Martino has a clause in his contract that would allow him 

to leave this summer, while at the same time insisting that the Argentine will remain in charge of the club next 

season. Martino took over at Barca on short notice last summer, after former coach Tito Vilanova was forced to step 

down due to his battle with cancer. The 51-year-old signed a two-year deal, but his position has come into question 

now that the Catalan giant has suffered three losses in the league since the start of the year. 

While Barca maintains that Martino is going nowhere, TV show Esport 3 on Monday claimed that the former Newell’s 

Old Boys boss has already told his staff that he is moving on at the end of the season. AS claims he could take over 

as Argentina coach after the 2014 World Cup, while BelN Sport claims that unnamed clubs in the United Arab 

Emirates and Qatar have offered him a job. Barca on Tuesday confirmed to ESPN that separate release clauses 

exists for Martino and the reigning Spanish champion. Martino himself has refused to comment on the speculation. 

- Read the whole story... 

United Denies Mo es-y Gi s Rift 
Sky Sports News 

Manchester United on Tuesday moved to quash rumors that veteran midfielder Ryan Giggs and Coach David 

Moyes have fallen out after Giggs, the most decorated player in United history, was left out of the squad that lost 3-0 

to Liverpool at Old Trafford on Sunday. In a statement quoted by the Sun, a club spokesman said: "The story of any 

problems between Ryan and the manager are completely false." 

The widespread rumors of a fall-out came ahead of United’s crucial UEFA Champions League Round of 16 second- 

leg clash against Greek giant Olympiakos at Old Trafford on Wednesday, with the Red Devils trailing 2-0 after the 

first-leg. Now 18 points behind Premier League leader Chelsea, the UCL is United’s last realistic chance at a trophy 

this season. The storied club is also 12 points outside of fourth-place, the final UCL qualification slot in the Premier 

League standings. 

Meanwhile, some reports claim that Moyes needs to prevail in the series against Olympiakos, as well as in United’s 

next two Premier League games, in order to stand a chance of saving his job. Speaking to United’s official Web site 

on Tuesday, the former Everton coach said: "The players are capable of turning [the season] around. We’re all 

desperate to put things right and make sure we play better to give the supporters here something to shout about." 

- Read the whole story... 

New Allegations of Corruption in 2022 World Cup Voting Process 
Sky Sports News 

A report in the Daily Telegraph on Monday claims that Jack Warner, the former FIFA vice president, was paid nearly 

$2 million from a Qatari company linked to the country’s successful bid to host the 2022 World Cup. Bribery, of 

course, is illegal, even in the murky world of FIFA, and according to British Parliament member Damian Collins, the 

bidding process for the 2022 World Cup would have to be rerun if the allegations are somehow proven. 

"If these allegations are proven, if the FBI, whose investigation it is, can come forward with the evidence, I don’t think 

that FIFA have any choice," Collins told Sky Sports. "If there was corruption involved in the voting process, and the 

exchange of money linked to votes, how on earth could they just ignore that and let the competition go ahead without 

any kind of rerun." 

Warner and his family were reportedly paid more than 1 million pounds ($1.7 million) by a Qatari company owned by 

Qatari businessman Mohammed Bin Hammam, who was given a life ban in 2012 by FIFA following the allegation of 

a conflict of interest during his time as the head of the Asian soccer confederation (AFC). Some of those payments 

were allegedly made after Qatar won the bid for the 2022 tournament. 



Meanwhile, half of the 22 FIFA members who voted for Qatar to host the 2022 World Cup have now left the 

organization. Collins insists that FIFA has lost credibility in its ability to investigate the bidding process around the 

2022 World Cup. "1 don’t have any confidence in [FIFA President] Sepp Blatter’s ability or desire to do that 

[investigate the allegations]," he said, adding that new evidence, which comes from the FBI, is only casting the 

legitimacy of the 2022 vote further into doubt. 

Wang Jianlin, the second-richest man in China, has been linked with a move to buy Valencia after his company 

sealed a youth development deal with the La Liga club. Wang, a soldier-turned businessman was in Spain recently 

visiting Valencia, as well as Atletico Madrid and Villarreal, as his company Dalian Wanda Group continues to invest in 

a program to bring young Chinese players to train and play at La Liga clubs. According to Catalan daily Sport, the 

billionaire has moved ahead in the race to buy the heavily indebted Mestalla club, and is now the preferred buyer 

president Amadeo Salvo. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Aaron Ramsey, Santi Cazorla and German-American teenage youngster Gedion Zelalem have this week all 

extended their contracts with Arsenal, the Guardian reports. Zelalem, 17, has officially signed his first professional 

contract. He is eligible to play internationally for Germany, the USA and Ethiopia. 

- Read the whole story... 

AVB Agrees Two-Year Deal with Zenit 
BBC Sport 

Zenit St. Petersburg on Tuesday confirmed that former Chelsea and Tottenham Hotspur coach Andre Villas-Boas 

has agreed a two-year deal to lead the Russian club after former coach Luciano Spalletti was let go last week. 

Villas-Boas will take over on March 20, the day after Zenit faces Borussia Dortmund in the second-leg of its UEFA 

Champions League Round of 16 series with the German giant. AVB famously got his start as a member of Jose 

Mourinho’s back-room staff during his first spell in charge of Chelsea. 

- Read the whole story... 
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wants to thank !ast year’s 

Former PI"o Nate 

Mate Hetherington patrolled the midfield as a professional, playing with San Diego Sockets, 

San Diego Flash and Atlanta Silverbacks. A homegrown Cal 5outh player, Hetherington is 

Assistant Director of Coaching at Rancho Santa Fe Attack 

Carrie on in 

Don’t ever try to tell Laguna United FC Director of Coaching Carrie Taylor that women don’t 

belong on the soccer field. A former college and professional player, Taylor has coached every 

level from club soccer to the USL W-League. She holds a USSF ’A’ License and a US Youth 

Soccer ~/ational Youth as well as teaches the course. She has also been involved with the US 

Youth Soccer Olympic Development P~ogram for more than fourteen years. Read why she 

believes youth soccer needs more women coaches. 

~6Jbion SC 7th National Title 



Albion SC Continues to Shine on the National Stage as BU15 White Win at US Youth Soccer 

National League, "We always want our kids thinking bigger, We believe in pushing for the 

h~ghes[ lew~l attainable." 

US Changes 

U~S,S~CCEN 
DEVELOPMENT 

The U,S, Soccer Development Academy has an~otmced changes for the 20:t3-1.4 postseason, 

inclt]ding the addition of an eliminatioi~ format at the U1.5/16 and U:t7/18 levels. 

Cleat    ;r 

Crazylight - adidas brings ouL the workl’s lightest ever soccer cleat. The adizero~" f50 

crazylight is the Ikjhtest commercial football boot produced_, ever.., and shaves an ~ncredible 

20% off the weight o[ the currenL irfline adidss adizero~" fS0. 

Nlore Soccer News 
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Have You Registered for "the 2014 Urban Soccer Symposium? 

i~i The2014 Urban Soccer Symposium Presented by Soccer Shots The U.S. Soccer 

Foundation 

Register Today and Receive a $25 Discount 

Reflister by Malch 3".. st al~d pay oniy $150! Lookisg for a place t<* stay is DC’? Bo<*k you.~ .~oom at the Renaissance 
Dupont Circle Hotel by 

Shots Community 4. Sport 
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Tuesday, March 18, 2014 

Julian Green agrees to switch allegiances 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] German-American Julian Green will make the one-time 
switch from Germany to the USA, tying the Ig-year-old gayern 
Munich winger to the U.S. national team at the senior levei, 

according to national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann .... Read the 
whole story 

Massive bribery report debunks central Qatari defense 

by Paul Kennedy 

[WORLD CUP 2022] Qatar 2022 organizers quickly moved to distance 

themselves from reports of massive payoffs by a firm controlled by 

Qatad Mohamed Bin Hammam, the former president of the Asian 

Football Confederation, but the Daily Telegraph report certainly 
debunks a central argument of Qatar 2022 World Cup chief Nassan 

ai-Thawadi that there was "not a shred of evidence" to support any 

of the many claims of corruption that have arisen over the last 

three-plus years....Read the whole story 

MLS Insider returns for second season 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] MLS Insider, the documentary series 
produced by eight-time Emmy award winners Hock Films, returns 
for a second season with weekly behind-the-scenes features 

around MLS and its players and fans .... Read the whole story 

Flash loses Franch with knee injury 

by Soccer America 

[NWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] Western New York Flash’s Adrianna 
Franch, who led the NWSL in mu|tiple goaikeeping categories 

during her rookie season, tore her ACL during the first training 
session of the 2014 preseason and is expected to miss the entire 

season....Read the whole story 

Finals Week dropped for knockout competition 

by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY] The U.S. Soccer Development Academy 

will no longer organize a Finals Week to crown its champions in its 

under-15/16 and under-17/18 age groups. Instead, the fina| eight 
witi p|ay a knockout round, semifinals and final with the final four 

played July 17-19 at U.S. Soccer’s National Training Center in 

Carson, Calif....Read the whole story 

Superb free kick from Schweinsteiger 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Bayern Munich’s Bastian Schweinsteiger looks 

fury recovered from ankle surgery that required a 14-week layoff. 

He scored with a superb free kick in a 2-I win over Bayer 
Leverkusen a few days after scoring against Arsenal in UEFA 

Champions League play....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"The biggest assurance is that they let me get on 

with the job, they never discuss it [his position]. 

We talk about the future and we make big plans 
going forward. That is why they gave me a six-year 

contract. This is not a club that works on a short- 
term vision -- it is a long-term one." 

-- Manchester United coach David Moyes on his 
sense of job security foRowing last weekend’s 3-0 

loss to Liverpool and ahead of Wednesday’s round 

of 16 Champions League game, which Man United 

enters trailing Olympiakos 2-0. (ESPNFC.com) 

Fans are waiting for Galaxy moves to bear 

fruit 
by Ridge Mahoney 

k year after the stunning departure of former kEG 

president Tim Leiweke, the Galaxy has implemented 
changes on and off the field....More 

1, Defoe’s ’dream’ debut signals new Toronto 
era 

3, BrilEant back-heel volley goal from long 
distance 

~, U.S. under-14 boys national team roster 

4. Soccer America Power Rankings 

~, U.S. under-15 boys national team roster 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 4:10 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League, round of 16, second-leg action continues on Wednesday .... Also on Wednesday, San 

Jose and Kansas City face Mexican foes away in Concacaf Champions League quarterfinal second-leg games.      ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, March "~ 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores LEON-EMELEC (live) 9 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-CHINA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup NEW ZEALAND-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-JAPAN (live) 9:48 pro. 

FIFA U=17 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-NIGERIA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

THURSDAY, ~J~arch 20 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League SALZBURG-BASEL (live) 4 pm. 



UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (delay) 6 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europe League VALENCIA-LUDOGORETS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVlLLA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO PARANAENSE-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores LANUS-DEPORTIVO CALl (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores UNION ESPANOLA-SAN LORENZO (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ALEBRIJES-QUERETARO (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

UEFA Europe League PLZEN-LYON (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League SALZBURG-BASEL (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europe League ANZHI-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europe League VALENCIA-LUDOGORETS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League PLZEN-LYON (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm= 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVlLLA (live) 4 pm. 

UEFA Europe League SALZBURG-BASEL (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

France LORIENT-PSG (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 3:40 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-MALAGA (live) 3:45 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-SANTOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-PUEBLA (live) 11:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-SANTOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-PUEBLA (live) 11:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-WERDER BREMEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-SYDNEY (live) 4:30 am. 

UEFA Champions League QUARTERFINALS DRAW (live) 7 am. 

SATURDAY, M~ch 22 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ARSENAL (live) 8 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-FULHAM (live) 10:45 am. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pro. 



UniMas 

Mexico TIGRES-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVIS~ON 

Mexico AMERICA-VERACRUZ (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-JAGUARES (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-CHIVAS (live) 11 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-VANCOUVER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS TORONTO-D.C= UNITED (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm= 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup CANADA-GHANA (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup KOREA-GERMANY (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup ZAMBIA-COSTA RICA (live) 9:48 pm, 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ITALY (live) 9:48 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

England EVERTON-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

England HULL CITY-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 11 am= 

England NEWCASTLE-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-STOKE CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 1 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 3 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-MONTERREY (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-NEW ZEALAND (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-MEXICO (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-CHINA (live) 9:48 pm. 

TBA 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, March 19, 2014 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

A Right to Dream Academy product discusses 
his choice of college, while an Ivy League 
program nabs a big time recruit. 
I~IORE: Development Adacemy Recap 

High School Team of the Week is the newest 
running feature on TDS with sights on top 
sides from the previous week. 
I~IORE: ECNL Recap I ECNL Standouts 

UP SHOR" "° 
Despite a goal and an assist from Haji 
Wright, the U.S. U:[7 IVlNT lost its final match 
3-2 against a Portland Timbers reserve side. 
I~IORE: Pro Prospects - Americans Abroad 

DID YOU SEE? 

Bayern IVlunich’s Julian 
Green has announced that 
he will play for the USMNT. 

Overcoming the odds to 
become a self-made soccer 
player. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Utah Avalanche Invitational Showcase 

Compete. Elevate, Transcend. 

Enjoy the beauty and charm of Park City, 
Utah, while you compete with the nation’s 
best female soccer players at the Avalanche 
Invitational Showcase, ,June 2014. 

For more info CLICK HERE. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:11 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Claim your complimentau session written by Jose MoumNo 

Dear Coach, 

I "think you will be interested in the email below. Elite Soccer is offering you a complimentau session written by the 

one and only Jos4 MoumNo. 

Scl~oll down to get the session. 

Best wishes 

Mike Saif 

V/ORLD CLASS COACHING 

E~.~ Socce~~, published in partnership with the League 

Managers Association (LMA) is offering you a 

complimentary session written by Chelsea manager 

Jos6 Mourinho. Make sure that you ~’_.i2~!~!~.~!~! it NOW! 

Jos6’s session focuses on defensive organization. Key 

elements covered include depth control, double marking 

and distances between defenders - dowr~lor.~d it now. 

manager, Chelsea, says: 

What Premier League 
managers say about E~t~ 

"The organization of this session is simple -little 

equipment is required. The complexity comes through 

the fundamentals of team tactics, but this session offers 

a strict template on which we can build." 

Jos6 Mourinho, manager, 

Chelsea, says; 



Coaching sessions direct from the men at the top 

E~te Soccer" is a monthly e=magazine that contains six 

professional coaching plans in each issue, including at 

least one written by a current or former Premier League 

manager. You only get a limited amount of time to train 

with your team, make the most of it by using the most 

innovative coaching tactics from the best in the business. 

In recent times, E~e S~~c¢÷~" has included plans written 

by the likes of Roberto Mancini, ArsCne Wenger, Sir Alex 

Ferguson, Carlo Ancelotti, Roberto Di Matteo, David 

Moyes, Harry Redknapp, Roy Hodgson and many more. 

There is no observed or recycled content - these 

sessions come direct from the best coaches in the world. 

Don’t miss out - make sure that you !i4r~:~:3.[~~#~f,! Jos~ 

Mourinho’s session now to see what ~:.:]~fe Soccercan 

offer you and your team. 

"As a regular reader of 

<,;occef, I look forward to 

receiving every issue. I’m 

delighted to share one of my 

own sessions with fellow 

coaches for the first time, 

exclusively in E~e Soccer,." 

× 

Sir Alex Ferguson says: 

"£~}t~ 1:.~oc¢~r- allows aspiring 

coaches to learn what we do as 

professional managers to help 

them improve. I wish I’d had it 

when I started coaching." 

Sessions that are easy to apply to yourteam 

Our privileged access to LMA members will enable you 

to learn directly from the top professional managers. Use 

~.~#~ Soccerto find out what these top coaches are 

working on with their players right now. 

The coaches write their sessions so that they are easy to 

follow and last approximately one hour. They will tell you 

Arsene Wenger, manager, 

Arsenal, says: 

"£~.~ I:.~oc¢e~" is a fantastic 

magazine that helps coaches 

get the most out of their 

players. I encourage aft my 

coaches to read it. " 



exactly what equipment you need, how many players are 

involved and how you can progress a session. 

With so much expert advice at your fingertips, ~:~,q~e 

Soccorwill help you to coach a successful, winning 

team. If you want to stay ahead and out-wit your 

opposing coaches, ~:.-’~}~e Socc~.~" is the best coaching 

tool for the job. Make a start now by ~![~t~£t!~)~.#.i~ Jos~ 

Mourinho’s training session absolutely free - but hurry ~is 

session won’t be available free for much longer! 

Yours in coaching, 

Kevin Baxrow 

Publisher~ l~Tite Soccer 

P.S. E~t~ Socc{~.r is the monthly e-magazine that you 

can use to wow your players. If players are bored in 

training, you can say "here’s a session they use at 

Chelsea" and watch the extra effort that generates. Make 

sure that you ~.~".~.r.’...!~)A~4 your free session today. 

David Moyes, manager, 

Manchester United, says: 

"There are a lot of soccer 

magazines about but none that 

present coaching plans from 

leading professionals in the 

same way and with the same 

quality that ~:.~. Socc~.~ does." 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below: 

Unsub~dbe 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 3404 W 122nd Terrace I ,eawood, Kansas 66209 United States 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, March 19, 2014 10:05 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Insider: RefWatch: Are All Games Equally Imlyortant? 

Wednesday, March 19,2014 ~...’.$" Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

Ref Watch" Are All Games Equally Important? 
By Randy Vogt 

During the 1990s, I worked as a Senior Art Director at Manhattan ad agency Lowe McAdams. One of my first ~ 

assignments there was for a pro bono client, the Pharmaceutical Advertising Council. Pro bono (meaning "for the 

public good") work was done on a voluntary basis by Lowe McAdams and other agencies as we received no I i~.i I 
compensation. 

We worked very diligently on this account and produced excellent results. One of the clients, Ken Jones, sent a thank-you 

letter to Lowe McAdams stating that we worked as if ’~ve were their top client." Our agency received great publicity, I received 

a promotion shortly thereafter and another client from the Pharmaceutical Advertising Council, Dick Sawyer, became a 

t~ference when I started looking for a new job at the turn of the millennium. 

Yet not everyone at Lowe McAdams was pleased with our work. A Iongtime employee there who constantly made mountains 

out of molehills (any of my former co-workers will know exactly who it is if they are reading this!) complained about the time 

we spent on this account instead of just concentrating on the paying clients. 

Still working in advertising and marketing but having left behind the many hours of ad agency life more than a decade ago (in 

part so I could concentrate more on refereeing), I find two very different attitudes on this topic. Many executives believe the $10 

million account is 10 times more important than the $1 million account. Many employment agencies would rather place a 

position paying $100,000 than $30,000 as the commission would be much higher. And many realtors would much rather sell 

an apartment on Park Place than on Baltic Avenue. 

Bringing this topic to refereeing our favorite sport, are all soccer games equally as important? My answer is an emphatic yes. 

The Division 6 game is just as important as the Division 1 game. You as the referee might be officiating six or seven games 

that weekend (in part because of a ref shortage in many places) but the kids are often playing one game that weekend and it 

means the world to them, no matter which division they are in. 

Sadly, I have seen some referees place more importance on the games involving the better teams. Just as bad, I’ve seen refs 

officiating boys and men much more seriously than the same refs’ often lackadaisical approach when refereeing girls and 

women. Their body language tells me and everybody else that they do not want to be there. 

No matter what the level of the game, people talk. Officials who work hard for all games get good reputations. Officials who 

take off a game or two do not. 

I advanced because soccer’s version of Ken Jones and Dick Sawyer saw me working hard and realized that I had some 

potential so they wrote complimentary letters about me to the local referee association and league. If I had worked very hard 

only for the top teams or the highest-paying clients, I doubt that I would have ever moved up, both in and outside of soccer. 

(Randy Vogt has officiated over 8,000 games during the past three decades, frem professional matches in front of thousands 

to 6-year-olds being cheered on by very enthusiastic parents. In his book, "Preventive Officiating," he shares his wisdom 

gleaned from thousands of games and hundreds of clinics to help referees not only survive but thrive on the soccer field. You 

can visit the book’s website at ~wwv.preventiveofliciating.com/) 

Post ~onse to the public Youth Soccer Insider blog~ 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider Nog. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 1:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Ofgina]ly ,sent 3/13/14: Fleas and Revolutionaries 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 870: March 7-:[3, 20:[4 

Michael Josephson is a ..",o~ed radio commemorator and d~e founder 
and president of the rmr~profit losephson Institute of Ethics a:~d 
CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ai-::o send feedback 

Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Do<ws are ~pe~-~ at ~- ~-~e~," CHARACTER COUNTS! online 
store° 

Su##ort our ponprofit youth-ethics pro,~ram by pu!’chasiru~ 

materials for the schoo~ of your ch~d ~r grandchild (or ~e~ghbor’a 
ch~d or ~.,), The schee~ w~ {hm~k you m~d 

Shop now >> 

Get the podcast in iT ..... / 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

To h<’-.ar HiehaM re_ad ~ach 

(in b!ue) ~nd press ~’he 

post. 

Check oat our Quotes & 
Observations for a 
variety of i:!si{~htfui apd 
motivational (a~d 

Coachinq for Character 

s~..’ccessful coaches..~ 
discovered tha.: many of them 

especialiy traits that are 

d~sdpH~% perseverance~ 
resi~er~cy~ and co(~age~ They 

Listen or read more 

Or just #o to 
WhatWillMatter.com a~d 

click on images like the 
ore above, 

Kids Like to Win; Adults Need 
to Win 
Whether you’re a sports lap or 
not, you have to 

that sports have or~ our 
The w~ues of r~q~i~o~s of 

pm~gc~pa~ta and apectatora are 

what ~s permissible and proper 

Listen or read more 

77-~a~nks;,, ~s M.ways, fbr 

Da.."..te’s observation that 
The hottest places in Hell 
are reserved for those 
who in time of moral 
crisis preserve their 
n eut ra l ity: "Ag roe 
completely, ONE CA~’qNOT 
SIT ON TNE FENCE. One 

Fred and foltow 

Please Support Our 
Mission to Create a More 
Ethical World 

Ir~stitute .."eiies o¢~ you to 
hel# us coptinue our work 
in schools and commusities, 
Donate here >> 

i~i Character education materials ] 

Mici’,ael’s comr.qe~s~aries me 

avaiiabte in books and CDs, 
Shop here >> 

and educati~>n? Visit 
Character Educator Bloqo 

Go to bloq~ 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

ii.~.iI Character education materials ] 

worksho~ or~ Buildinq a 
Positive Climate and 
Culture 

LesrR ~iow to .::res[~ arl 

e..",vi.."om’aer~t ,Micro beltyir!~:~ is 
sim#ly :~ot tolerated, Develop 
a culture of Mndness at year 

s~:hooL Learn more >> 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equip educato:s 
a.."..d yoath-service leaders to 

be ei[ective cha.."ac[er 
educators. Upceming 

~ Nat. 26-28 Redwood City, 
CA >> 
~ Apr. 30-Nay 2, Rock Hill, 
SC >> 
~3un. $7-$9 San Antonio, 
TX >> 



Tell Someone They’re Valued 
The students at Sa~.dy~ tiigh 
:,~cb.oel were barb/s~aken by 
~he news ~ha~ ~ c~assmate had 
k~ed h~mse~f. The suidde no~e 

teachable moment about the 

Listen or read more 

Fleas and Revolutionaries 
Pesitwity is a pewe~f~,.’i charade. 

agent. For one Ui[ng, 
whe go through We 

happier and mare 

the g~ass, Wha[ rns~ers ~s .,, 

Listen or read more 

The True Meaninq of Our 
Lives 
t saw a cartoon showing an 
king checking i.."., at the gates 

as ~Edwa~d The Good/" The 
gatekeeper w~th a ~arge book 

front of Mm sMd, "We~, 
~’~e’~J be ~he j~dge of that," The 

poh~t ~s that, ~r~ the end~ 

ma~[er, Oer epffaphs w~ 

Listen or read more 

~Jun. 25-27 LosAnqeles, 
CA >> 

Jul. 9-11 Dallas, TX>> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Sportsmanship Bloq~ 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

::~:: Michael 
Jos~phson 

Book Michael Josephson0 

~4ichaet ]eseptiso..".. motivates audiences fl°om .she government, 

ioarnaiism, law, education, sports, policing, and the miiitary with tiis u~iq.ue 

delivery, e.."..gagisg preses~a.sioss, a.."..d peI°so.."..ai atte~.tion !:e your 

r~eeda, Call 800-7~4--25;70 or learn more, 

The :~o:~t~’ofit ;osephsor~ institute is wo!’king to create a world where peo~fle act more 

Your donations e~.ab[e us to offer services alid resources like .shis ~.ewsiette.,, Donate >> 

Prevent Usia newsietter i:rorn la.."..dim:~ in your iunk fetcier by adding commentary@iiethics.orq to 

984t Ai~pofl Bird., #300 i Los Angeies, CA 9004.5 I 800-71 t~2670 

Josephsonlnstitute.org I CharacterCounts.org 

#-~2014 dosephson institute, :’CH> R" CTE~-< COL, NTS/’ is a regisle~ed irademark of 

Mana.qe newsletter subscriptions ’, Unsubscribe from this newsletter 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 7:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: MLS clubs swept in CCL; retiree lockout ends 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 

La Maquina rolls over Sporting KC 

by Paul Kennedy 

[COHCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] A late first-half goal by Benny 

Feilhaber momentarily put Sporting Kansas City back ahead in its 

Concacaf Champions League quarterfinal series against Cruz Azul, 
but it was wishful thinking that the 2013 MLS champions could hold 
on against the Liga MX leaders as they were overrun in the second 

half en route to a 5-I defeat (5-2 on aggregate) that gave Liga MX 

clubs a sweep of their three series against MLS teams .... Read the 

whole story 

Luck eludes valiant Quakes in shootout 
by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Considered the weakest of the 
three MLS teams in the Concacaf Champions League, the San Jose 

Earthquakes came close to pulling a monumental upset when they 

held Toluca to a I-I tie at La Bombanera to send their series to 

penalty kicks, where they lost in the sixth round .... Read the 
whole story 

PRO and PSRA reach collective bargaining agreement 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The two-week lockout of MLS referees is over as 
PSRA members representing referees Wednesday night ratified a 

collective bargaining agreement reached with PRO, which manages 

refereeing at the pro level. After two weeks of replacement 

referees, MLS wilt use PSRA refereeing crews in Week 3 .... Read 
the whole story 

Van Persie rescues United with hat trick 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE] All alone, Robin Van Persie may have 

saved Manchester United coach David Moyes’ job, rescuing United 

from an embarrassing exit in the UEFA Champions League with a hat 

trick to lead it to a 3-0 win over Olympiakos that reversed a 2-0 loss 
in Piraeus and sent it along the tournament’s other seven seeds 

into Friday’s quarterfinal draw....Read the whole story 

D.C. United returns on Comcast SportsNet Mid-Atlantic 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] D.C. United, one of two remaining MLS dub 

without a local television deal, announced that Comcast SportsNet 

Mid-Atlantic will be its regional network. Former D.C. United 

midfielder Santino Quaranta will sep/e as analyst for the network’s 
telecasts this season alongside veteran play-by-play announcer 

Dave Johnson, who has held this position since the team’s inaugural 

season in 1996....Read the whole story 

U.S.-based stars lead Mexico into quarterfinals 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP] The USA is absent from the 
Under-17 Women’s World Cup in Costa Rica, but it has a strong 

representation at the tournament as Mexico, starting six U.S.- 
based players, rolled into the quarterfinals with its second 4-0 win 

on Wednesday. Mexico was one of six teams to open the 

tournament with a pair of wins....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"On what grounds has somebody who has not been 

involved in football have any influence on the 

decision of a World Cup?" 

-- Daryan Warner, son of Jack Warner, on a report 
that he received payments as part of $2 million in 

payments from a firm controlled by Mohamed Bin 

Hammam, to Jack Warner, his sons and an 
associate after Qatar was awarded the 2022 World 
Cup. According to the report, Daryan Warner, 

based in Miami, was cooperating with the FBI in an 

investigation into his father. As for his lack of 
pre~ious soccer involvement, it should be noted he 
was reportedly fined $1 million by FIFA for scalping 

tickets to the 2006 World Cup. (Trinidad Express) 

What They’re Saying 

"My wife Cristina often complains about my tactics. 

She keeps on telling me that I should stick with the 

players who won the last match. Exlaining her my 

rotation system is much harder than telling Arjen 
Robben that he will have to settle for a spot on the 

bench." 

-- Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardio[a. (GoaLcom) 

1. Julian Green agrees to switch alle~ances 

~. Julian Green’s highlight reel, so far 

3. Nightmare fi~t half hour dooms Gaily 

4. Cristiano Ronaldo closes in on Messi record 

5, Massive bribe~ report debun~ central 

Qatari defense 
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A sample activity from my classic soccer manual 

Hi Anson, 

Just a reminder that you can download a free sample activity from the new 

version of my Coaching Youth Soccer manual for a limited time on this page 

If you’ve seen a better-looking page in a coaching manual, let me know. I think 

it’s unparalleled. 

Please take a look here and give the sample activity a go. You’ll quickly see how 

easy coaching can be if you’ve got the right tools! 

And if you like what you see, why not pre-order your copy of the complete 

manual? 

Reserve your copy today and I’ll post it to you free when it is published. And if 

you change your mind before it’s published, that’s fine. Just contact me and ask 

to cancel your order. 

Yours in soccer, 

Tony Carr, MBE 

PS- If the links above don’t work, you can paste this address in your browser to 

get to the free sample http://www.coach- 

so ccer.co m/co achin gso ccer/in d ex u sd.asp 

PPS- If you’ve not heard of me, you can read my bio and see so me of the top 

international players I’ve been lucky enough to work with on this page. 

Soccer Coach W eekly 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GU5 0AB 

Company number 3008779 

Telephone +44 (0)1483 892 894 

Em ail: tony.carr@ coach-so ccer.co m 

@2014. Green Star Media Ltd 

U nsubscribe 
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Section 2: Moyes: We Can Win the Champions League 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, March 20, 2014 !~" Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Moyes: We Can Win the Champions League 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

David Moyes believes Manchester United could be a dark horse to win the UEFA Champions League 

after his men rallied from a 2-0 first-leg deficit to take the two-game Round of 16 series against Olympiakos, 3-2, on 

aggregate. Speaking to the press after the game, Moyes admitted that his team, which is currently 7th in the 

Premier League table, would likely be considered an underdog in the next round. 

"1 suppose we will be underdogs in the draw, but I genuinely believe this club is capable of winning it," Moyes said. 

"If we show our capabilities, which we haven’t done too often, we can be a match for any team. After Sunday’s 

performance [the 3-0 home defeat by Liverpool], we needed to bounce back and we did it in style with this victory. It 

was a really good result in Europe, we came from two goals behind. It means we have got ourselves another two 

games in the Champions League, something we will really look forward to." 

Dutch striker Robin van Persie scored all three goals in the win at Old Trafford, but was stretchered off at the end 

of the game following a challenge from Kostas Mano~as. However, Moyes doesn’t’ think the injury is too serious. 

Wayne Rooney, van Persie’s striking partner, hailed United’s fans for sticking with the team during a turbulent 

campaign. "We had a desire to win, and as you can hear from the fans now and against Liverpool, they were 

fantastic and they deserved this," he said. "We owed ourselves [a result like this] and the fans, the manager, 

everyone. This a great result and hopefully it can kickstart our season." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Guarciiola: My Wife Causes More Problems Than Robben 
Goal.corn 

Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardiola insists that his wife causes him more problems when it comes to tactics and 

team selection than Dutch winger Arjen Robben. In a funny interview, the Spaniard revealed that his spouse would 

prefer that he stop tinkering with his lineup for every match. "My wife Cristina often complains about my tactics," the 

former Barcelona coach told reporters. "She keeps on telling me that I should stick with the players who won the last 

match. Explaining to her my rotation system is much harder than telling Arjen Robben that he will have to settle for a 

spot on the bench ..." - Read the whole story_. 

UCL: K~opp Praises Zenit 
UEFA.com 

durgen Klopp praised Zenit St. Petersburg for battling to a 2-1 win at Borussia Dortmund’s Signal Iduna Park on 

Wednesday, although the result was not enough to turn around the 4-2 deficit the Russian club carried into the 

UEFA Champions League Round of 16 second-leg game. As a result, Dortmund joined Manchester United as the 

last two teams to qualify for the competition’s quarterfinals. 

"Different factors saw us struggle a bit today," BVB coach Klopp said after the home loss. "We made a tactical 

mistake for the first goal we conceded, but you can never rule out a goal by a great player like Hu~k. He’s difficult to 

defend against." Indeed, Hulk’s brilliant run and shot from nearly 30 yards was the highlight of the game after just 

16 minutes. However, in the end, Klopp said: "My lads deserve to be in the quarterfinals because they always fight 

like wolves. We have qualified for the next round where we will meet the creme de la creme of European soccer." 

Sergei Semak, Zenit’s interim coach before Andre Villas-Boas takes over on Thursday, said: "Of course, it is 

always very nice to win. If we could only have played a bit better at home and achieved a better result, with such a 

display today we would have had a chance to qualify. It is a real shame." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Manaus’ t:ieid in Poor Condition 
Guardian 



The controversial Amazonia Arena in Manaus, the World Cup stadium that will play host to the USA-Portugal match 

as well as England’s opener against Italy, is already undergoing emergency repairs, the Guardian reports, due to 

seriously undernourished grass as a result of excessive use of fertilizer as well as the region’s high temperatures 

and humid conditions. The report claims that though the stadium is near completion, the field faces a race against 

time to be at a high enough standard before the Englandqtaly opener on June 14. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Totti Would be ’Proud’ to Represent ~taF/Again 
Goal.corn 

AS Roma legend Francesco Totti says he would be proud to receive a call from Italy coach Cesare PrandeHi to 

represent the Azzurri at the World Cup this summer. Totti, 37, is enjoying yet another good season for the 

Giallorossi, who are second in Serie A, leading to talk of a possible return to the national team. 

"If Prandelli were to call me then I would be proud," the Roma captain told Sky Sports Italia. ’q’d be happy, because 

the World Cup at Brazil would not come around again for me. But, I’ve always said that I will have to see how I am 

physically, if I would be all right or not. That’s the main thing." 

Totti also believes that his Roma teammates Mattia Destro and Alessandro FIorenzi should be selected. "To the 

World Cup I would call Destro and Florenzi -- they are two players that are good for the group, that make the 

difference when playing," he said. "So, I think that they are players that absolutely should be called up. But, it is not 

for me to decide." 

- Read the whole story... 
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be better than a FREE night of soccer? ._R__e_gLs_t_e__r_* to attend the _2__D__d_____A__D__n__~_a_j__[.}_’__a_£i_t__a__hS_o___c_c__e__[. 

Classic for a chance to win prizes and participate in special game day promotions! Come, get loud, and 

et excited as we celebrate using soccer for social change! 

2rid Annual Capitol Soccer Classic 
Tuesday, April 8th at RFK Stadium - Washington, DC 
Hosted by the U,S, Soccer Foundation and POLITICO 

Presented by Johnson & Johnson and NIKE 

Special thanks to our sponsors: 

POUTICO 

~egistration for the event ends April 4, 2014 at 9:00am EST. Don’t worry - you can still join us, even if you haven’t 

istered! Please note, registering to attend does not permit playing in the Classic 
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Paul Gardner: Klinsma~n hardly the one to condemn rough play 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 

Klinsmann hardly the one to condemn 
By Paul Gardner 

¯ ~ Tweet This ~.~ Share This 

rough play 

Jurgen Klinsmann has a reputation for being well-organized and disciplined. I suppose, rightly or wrongly, you       ~ 

expect that from a German= 

And it sounds exactly what’s wanted for the national team job. So far so good. But Klinsmann’s organization disappears in a 

frankly spectacular way when it comes to his thoughts on the game. In that part of the Klinsmann soccer personality, 

incoherence and stale shallowness reign. 

For a start: Why is it, considering the criticisms (some of them more than justified) Klinsmann makes of American players, 

that he does not launch a withering attack on the hopeless inadequacies of college soccer? He finds that Americans have an 

unsatisfactory attitude on the field. So he brings in all those German-Americans - players with a career background in the 

various levels of the pro game. So he has to know what is wrong with the Americans. It is their years in the college game. The 

connection is clear, but Klinsmann somehow manages to overlook it. Quite a trick, that. 

We have much mor~ immediate evidence of Klinsmann’s muddled thinking= It’s nigh on impossible to discern any evidence of 

careful thought in his statement that MLS referees should protect Clint Dempsey because he is a U.S. national team player: ’1 

hope that MLS is having an eye on that .... I hope our players get protection because they need to be healthy going into this 

World Cup." 

"Our players." That’s all. Klinsmann could easily have said all players, making a plea for MLS to be a league in which there is 

a low tolerance level for rough play. He didn’t do that. He just wants protection for "our players." 

The implications of that are immense, and - like Klinsmann’s thinking - chaotic. It is a demand for decidedly selective 

refereeing. Foreign national team players in MLS, evidently, should not get the same level of protection as Americans. An 

official list of Klinsmann selections, officially protected players, would seem to be necessary for the referees. 

Should Klinsmann’s appeal result in an overall improvement in IVlLS refereeing - I mean, if it results in a crackdown on 

physical fouls - well and good. But that is not what Klinsmann has asked for. He just wants an easier ride for "our players." 

A request that exposes the disorder that permeates Klinsmann’s soccer mind. Who on earth is Klinsmann to be requesting 

that "our players" ar~ not on the end of hurtful tackles? Can this be the same Klinsmann who, two years ago, lectured us on 

how his team has to learn how to be nastier? That was right after a 4-1 drubbing from Brazil: "Maybe we’re a little bit still too 

naive. Maybe we don’t want to hurt people. But that’s what we’ve got to do ... we’ve got to step on their toes more and get 

them more frustrated ..." 

We - meaning "our players" - must learn to play dirty and hurt people. But in MLS, Klinsmann espies players who are playing 

in that spirit againstone of "our players," and suddenly he’s not so shot in the backside with the idea of "hurting people." So 

the referees must ensure that it doesn’t happen to "our players." 

Anyway, why should anyone listen to Klinsmann on this topic? He has utterly compromised his integrity on rough play by his 

unwavering support for the awful Jermaine Jones, one of his German imports. Jones, before his move to Turkey, had staked a 

formidable claim to being the dirtiest player in the Bundesliga. 

Klinsmann is not only unconcerned about that, he has openly - and profusely - praised Jones’s rough house play: "He’s one 

of those players that no opponent likes to deal with. Just his presence. His hunger. His willingness not to let go. He is always 

ready for the grind. He grinds you until the 95th minute.... You play against a player like Jermaine in central midfield, that’s a 

handful, it’s all about who is intimidating who." 

And so on, reams of vapid praise, never even a suggestion that Jones is a serially dirty player, that he has an unenviable 

record for collecting yellow cards and for suspensions. That Brazil game featured a merry little incident in the second half 

when Jones, obviously irritated by the way that Brazil was outplaying the USA, launched himself feet first at Neymar and 

crunched him to the ground. This, mind you, was right on the touchline, at the halfway line mark. Neymar was hardly 

presenting an immediate danger from that area. 

But this was the aggression and the intimidation so much admired by Klinsmann. The enforcer role - evidently dear to 



Klinsmann’s heart. No doubt it was also Jones trying to make an impact in a game where his vaunted leadership (also a role 

hailed by Klinsmann) had flopped badly. It was also disgusting. 

But not to Klinsmann. One has learned to expect coaches to see only good things from their own players, and to find nothing 

but foul play from their opponents. But Klinsmann, in his support for the violent Jones, in his appeal for referee protection for 

"our players" is taking things way too far. Try as I might, I cannot find any reasons for excusing his objectionably biased - not 

to mention hopelessly disorganized - thinking in this area. He is a vastly experienced soccer man. He has to know better. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the SoccerTalk bloc!. 
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Respect Means Knowing When to Back Off 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Find and foltow 

Michael Josephson is a ..",o~ed radio commentator and d~e feunde.." 
and president of the r~or~profit Josephson Institute of Ethics and 
CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ai-::o send feedback ,h ...... y ,( 
Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, Please Support Our 

Mission to Create a More 
Ethical World 
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Listen or read more 
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When to Back Off 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, March 21, 2014 

Friday, Mamh 21, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Mexican, French, Spanish, Scottish and German action on Friday.... Week 3 of MLS kicks off on 

Saturday, including a Galaxy-Real Salt Lake clash .... The Real Madrid-Barcelona clasico is on Sunday.           ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

France LORIENT-PARIS SG (live) 3:15 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 3:40 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-MALAGA (live) 3:45 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-SANTOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-PUEBLA (live) 11:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-SANTOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-PUEBLA (live) 11:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-WERDER BREMEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-SYDNEY (live) 4:30 am. 
UEFA Champions League QUARTERFINALS DRAW (live) 7 am. 

SATURDAY, Ma~ch 22 

BelN SPORTS 

England DERBY-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 8 am. 

England MIDDLESBROUGH-QPR (live) 10:15 am. 

italy TORINO-LIVORNO (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-ROMA (live) 3:30 pm= 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ARSENAL (live) 8:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-LA GALAXY (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-ELCHE (live) 10:30 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-LEVANTE (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-RAYO (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-GETAFE (live) 4:45 pm. 

GOLTV 



Germany MAINZ 05-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 1:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV-RODA JC (live) 3:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-CERRO (live) 6 pm. 

MUN2 

England CHELSEA-ARSENAL (live) 8:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

MexicoLEON-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico TIGRES-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico AMERICA-VERACRUZ (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-JAGUARES (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-CHIVAS (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-VANCOUVER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

ML$ TORONTO-D.C. UNITED (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 

ML$ DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Russia KRASNODAR-SPARTAK MOSCOW (live) 10:45 am. 

France MARSEILLE-RENNES (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain BARCELONA B-ALAVES (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain MIRANDES-EIBAR (live) 12:45 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-NICE (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN&com 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup CANADA-GHANA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup KOREA-GERMANY (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup ZAMBIA-COSTA RICA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ITALY (live) 9:48 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-FULHAM (live) 11 am. 

England EVERTON-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

England HULL CITY-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

SL~NDAY, March 23 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy INTER-ATALANTA (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain BETIS-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 9:30 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-STOKE CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy INTER-ATALANTA (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-HOFFENHEIM (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil SANTOS-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-LANUS (live) 5 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 3 

UNIVISION 



Mexico PUMAS-MONTERREY (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

IBeIN PLAY 
Spain OSASUNA-SEVILLA (live) 6:45 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA (live) 6:45 am. 

Italy PARMA-GENOA (live) 7:15 am. 

France GUINGAMP-LYON (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-FIORENTINA (live) 1:15 pm. 

italy CATANIA-JUVENTUS (live) 3:30 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN&com 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-NEW ZEALAND (live) 6:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-MEXICO (live) 9:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-CHINA (live) 9:48 pro. 

~ONOAY, ~arch 24. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain ALMERIA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4:45 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia ANZHI-CSKA (live) 8:45 am. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, March 21, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 7:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

#1 skill to being a GREAT soccer player is... 

Soccer great Wayne Rooney was asked what 

is the most important part of being a great player.. 

His answer was surprising! 

It was not speed, strength, agility 

His answer? 

Touch! More importantly first touch. 

That threw you for a wild one didn’t it? 

Where are you suppose to find out howto train 

for that? 

Matt Smith former soccer pro, all-american has 

created a program called Epic Soccer Training 

You can check it out here: 

Develop Touch Today wi Epic Soccer Traininq < - - - 

In the program he specifically has built in drills 

to train specifically TOUCH. Over 10,000 players 

have used this program and have achieved great 

results. Your players can be 10,001, 10,002, etc 

reddick baseball :: 52,1 ul°:lm°: a,;e :: new pro’~idel°:ce ni 07974 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

A historic power, that is looking to set a new 
course under a brand new coach, adds the 
commitment of a promising center back. 
MORE-" Development Academy Finale 

GAAN[:) !i! "iir !i!ANIAAN ’ : TOP 25 
This week take a look at the U13-U15 Boys in 
our monthly Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank Top 25 update. See which team 
has maintained an unbeaten record. 

Being forced to sit on the sideline is one of 
the worst experiences. How does a soccer 
player get back on the field from injury? We 

askan expertJ’~ PremierO°ntentl 

DID YOU SEE? 

Five U,S. Men’s National 
Team long shots for the 
World Cup in Brazil 

Get to know your ESPN 
World Cup match 
announcers 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

College Soccer ID Camp 

The College Soccer [D Camp (CSI) is where 
world-renown clinicians and coaches from 
more than 15 different NCAA colleges have 
created an experience proven to be effective 
in enhancing the recruiting process for rising 
freshmen, sophomore, junior and senior boys 
interested in collegiate athletics. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 8:51 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Formation Based Training - And Why You Should Be Doiug It With Your Team 

improve your team’s technical 
ability along with their 

understanding of formations, 
systems and tactics using the 
unique new Formation Based 

Soccer Training system 
Finally, it’s here! A training method that combines traditionN theme based 

training with formations and group tactics. Formation Based Soccer 
Training is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training p~ayers so 
they become more experienced in the positions and formations they will 
play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-;3, 4-2-3-1 or any other formation, 

this book provides a unique new training method for ~eve~op~ng your 

team ~n mult~Ne areas ~n the same session. 

Dear Coach, 

Do your players ever struggle to stay in formation on game day? Do they have the technique but not the 

tactical understanding of how to play as a team? Formation Based Soccer Training presents a unique 

new concept and approach that enables you to train your players in formations along with technique 

and group tactics at the same time 

Rather than a rigid training program, Formation Based Soccer Training is a concept that can be 

applied to any formation, playing style or training theme Whether you want to practice shooting, third 

man runs or zonal defending, the formation based system can be used and adapted to suit any style 

you wish to play 

The biggest difference to the usual theme orientated approach is that all the exercises are directional 

and require players to adopt their normal game day positions in order to replicate and reinforce how 

they play in actual games. Through drills that focus on training your players as a team, Formation 

Based Soccer Training will equip your team with an enriched tactical understanding that will translate 

into a more fluid, organized performance on game day 



system that blends formationaL tactica~ and sma~ group 

Most coaching books focus on a particular formation, system of play or training theme. Formation 

Based Soccer Training is different in that it is a concept rather than a rigid training program. It’s a 

concept in which the team takes precedence over the individual and in which tactical development 

goes hand in hand with technical practice. 

Formation Based Soccer Training was inspired by its author Dan Minutillo’s observations of American 

football systems of training, in which players adopt the same positions in training as they do on game 

day. This approach harnesses the rule of repetition in that players gain more time to understand their 

role and its responsibilities and more familiar with how their team mates play. 

Formation Based Soccer Training provides you with an abundance of exercises and drills for 

improving each individual technically, tactically and physically while also teaching them formations, 

systems and tactics. As a result, your team will be as technically advanced as with any other training 

program. But it will also be better drilled in maintaining their shape and playing your system as a team, 

whichever formation or playing style you wish to adopt. 

"Gain insights from a coach with a passion for developing the 
team over the individual" 

What’s covered in Formation Based Soccer Training 



Rather than merely a set of soccer drills and exercises focused on a particular formation, theme or 

technique, Formation Based Soccer Training provides a unique new concept. M inutillo explains in 

comprehensive detail how to teach formations, systems and tactics at the same as improving 

technique In essence, it’s a progressive team orientated training system that aims to develop your 

players’ understanding of each other and their own position, rather than simply improve their 

technique 

Chapter I - What is Formation based Training and how is it different to conventional training? 

Minutillo explains how his training system develops and physically conditions players, while at the 

same time training them how to play in their game day formation and whichever system of play you 

choose. It also corrects problems through slow, progressive and incremental improvements via small 

sided games. 

Chapter 2 - How does Formation Based Training work? 

It is not a rigid system, but a concept to training formation and tactics that can be used whatever 

formation you play or theme you want to focus on in training Minutillo explains how the exercises and 

drills are directional, incremental and positional and can be adapted to any formation 

Chapter 3 - Incremental, progressive, directional, positional training sessions under specific 

formations 

This chapter explains how formation based training utilizes these characteristics to improve the 

technical and tactical performance of players, using detailed diagrams and explanations on setting up 

small sided games. 

Chapter 4 - Training the 3-5-2 using the minute system of formation based training 

This chapter provides 3 v 3 exercises for training the diamond shaped 3-5-2. Each drill is accompanied 

with information on setup, howthe exercise is performed and progressions for getting the maximum 

tactical and technical benefit. 

Chapter 5 - Training the 4-4-2 fiat back, zonal defending, diamond midfield, two upfront using the 

minute system 

Formation based training is best utilized when it progresses from getting the ball to target players, to 

setting up miniature goals, progressing to full size goals and ending with a well paced full team 

scrimmage This approach is used whichever formation you want play This chapter explains how to 

setup small sided exercises that will train players to hold their shape and improve their zonal 

defending when playing a 4-4-2 

Author, Dan Minutitto giving a team talk 

Chapter 6 - Training the 4-5-1 flat back four, zonal defending, two defensive midfielders, three 

attacking midfielders and a striker using the minute system 

This chapter details small sided games for holding the shape at the back of a 4-5-1, which progress 

from 4 v 4 to 9 v 10. As with previous chapters, players are put in the positions they adopt on game day 

to develop their tactical understanding of how each other plays and a deeper tactical awareness of 

their own position 

Chapter 7 - Training the 4-3-3 using the minute system 

All systems of play, all formations and all themes can be used in the formation based training system 

This chapter explains how the earlier exercises covered can be adapted for coaching the 4-3-3. 

Chapter 8 - Training additional formations using the minute system 

Minutillo explains how you can change the configuration of players, the grid size and other variables to 

suit your players or the areas you want to focus on. He also explains how to harness the system’s 

flexibility to incrementally train tactics and technique no matter which formation you use. 

Chapter 9 - Changing the system of play within the chosen formation 

This chapter covers how to make adjustments, such as how to train making vertical runs up field in the 

4-3-3, howto teach double teaming from top down and small sided directional games. In addition, 

Minutillo explains how game conditions can be created, simulated and repeated over and over to 

develop your players’ tactical understanding of their positions 

Chapter 10 -Variations of the Minute System 



This chapter explains howto run multiple sessions simultaneously in multiple grids using formation 

based training. 

Chapter tl - Miscellaneous items when using the formation based training system 

The final section covers how and why you should progressively change the number of players involved 

in each exercise. This chapter also discusses the proper linkage in formation based training and when 

to change the size of the grid to maximize the technical and tactical benefits you players gain from every 

session. 

Formation Based Soccer Training shows you how to teach formations, systems and tactics at the 

same time as coaching technique It blends them all together into small sided group training so that 

on match day your players will have a more developed understanding of their positions and howto play 

more smoothly as a team. 

From Formation Based Soccer Training you will gain:A comprehensive understanding on the concept 

of formation based training, how it works and howto integrate it into training, no matter which formation 

or system you play. 

A series of drills and exercises focused on formation based training 
for the 3-5-2, 4-4-2, 4-5-1 and 4-3-3 
The progressive nature of the drills will push your players and have 
them playing at their highest level by the end of the training session 
Through playing in their match day positions your players will 
develop a deeper understanding of their position’s roles and 
responsibilities 
The understanding of your players of those around them will 
improve, such as anticipating when they will make runs into the box, 
where to place the pass and how to play to each other’s strengths 
Your team will be more tactically developed and able to keep its 
shape through the rule of repetition and practice of playing in 
formation 
Your players will enjoy practice sessions built around mini games 
that replicate real game situations, rather than isolated drills focused 
on a specific technique or theme 
You will be able to enrich your coaching knowledge with an 
understanding of how to coach tactics and technique at the same 
time 

Many books and coaching programs focus on specific formations, themes or techniques. This can 

lead to problems on game day if your players haven’t developed an understanding of how they can 

bring this all together on match day. Formation Based Soccer Training shows you how this can be 

done, no matter which formation or style you wish to play. 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Formation Based Soccer Training unless it achieves our exceptionally high 

standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Formation Based Soccer 

Training after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 



Whether you play 4-4-2, 4-2-3-1, high pressure or low pressure defense or want to coach a particular 

theme, such as dribbling, passing or third man runs, every system and formation can be taught using 

the formation based training system. 

Rather than a rigid training program, Formation Based Soccer Training is a concept on how to coach 

formations at the same time as tactics and technique The book explains how this unique new 

approach to coaching works and howto implement it, with numerous drills and exercises for all the 

popular formations 

This approach enables your players to spend more time playing in the positions they adopt on game 

day The result is that they will gain a deeper understanding of their position’s responsibilities, how 

their teammates play and the requirements of your formation. The result is a team where players are in 

the right positions at the right times, your team keeps its shape and able to play a more tactically 

developed game on match day. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Formation Based Soccer Training provides a unique new concept on how to teach formations 

along with technique and tactics at the same time. It explains how, no matter which system, theme or 

formation you want to practice, the concept of formation based soccer can be used to create a team 

that keeps its shape and has a deeper tactical understanding of playing your chosen formation. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Formation 

Based Soccer Training after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:10 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Progressive Soccer ’][’raining in Grids 

aximize ri trainin 
ain rearer 

improvements from 
every training session 

by harnessing the 
revolutionary concept of 

’morp in ’ 
The ~o~ution to wa~ting training time has arrived! No longer will 
you have to sap precious minutes setting up new drills because 
Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you exactly how to 
ru~ an entire trai~i~g session in a single g~rd, What’s more, this 

book provides a complete set of progressive small-s~ded 
games for improving passing, shooting, transition p~ay an~ 

much more ~n a s~g~e session from sta~ to finish 

Dear Coach, 

Do you waste a lot of time in training setting up grid drills? Do your players stand around getting bored 

while you reconfigure the practice area, when all they want to do is play? Well, now you can say 

goodbye to wasted time and bored players because Progressive Soccer Training in Grids provides a 

complete guide to getting more out of every session by using a single grid to transform one exercise to 

the next revolving around your training theme for that day, without changing that grid, but still using 

multiple progressive small sided games and drills in a single training session. This new concept 

harnesses progressive small sided games and drills in a single grid to minimize setup time while 

maximizing the time your players can practice, leading to quicker improvement in every session. 

Progressive Soccer Training in Grids is a unique coaching guide focused on this new approach to 

training. It shows you howto organize an entire session using a single grid and howto run a sequence 

of drills that morph into each other This saves valuable minutes that are normally wasted every 

training session and enables you to maintain a high level of intensity from start to finish. 



What’s more Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you how to reconfigure training based on a 

single training theme. Instead of jumping from shooting to possession to transition play, this book is 

organized to enable you to quickly switch from one drill to another and focus on a specific skill for the 

entire session. This means you only need to decide what to work on, open the relevant chapter and 

follow the sequence of drills. 

Packed with an abundance of drills, from shielding to wide play to counter attacks and more, 

Progressive Soccer Training can be used to gain a big increase in training time and improve your 

team in multiple areas in a single grid 

"Shows you how to increase training efficiency 
by using one grid for multiple small sided 

games and e×ercises--more time training and 
less time organizing the session" 

Small-sided games are a core part of training. Whether you coach youth teams or elite squads, players 

at every level gain a host of benefits from practicing in limited space. This includes improving their 

space awareness, reactions, decision making and using grids also enables you to focus on perfecting 

specific moves in each session The downside is that setting up a sequence of drills can be a big drag 

on your time. It’s very time consuming having to keep rearranging the configuration every time you want 

to change the exercise. What’s more, it causes players to stand around getting bored and takes them 

out of the focused mindset you want to develop. 

This is why ’morpbing’ is rapidly growing in popularity as a way of managing grid training This 

approach focuses on a specific theme throughout the session, with all drills performed in the same 

grid. Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you how to use ’morphing’ in your coaching 

arsenal by showing you howto run an entire training session with exercises described for you in detail 

with diagrams and coaching points which morph into each other to save valuable training time . 

Along with minimizing the time it takes to shift from exercise to the next, all of the drills in this unique 

book are carefully chosen to offer a progressive sequence. This means that all you need to do is 

decide what skill to focus on, whether it’s third man runs, combination play or check runs, and then 



simply follow the series of exercises outlined in each chapter - using one grid during the entire system. 

"A revolutionary new approach to saving time in 
training written by two coaches with over two 

decades experience" 

What’s covered in Progressive Soccer Training 
in Grids 

Progressive Soccer Training in Grids features is a complete guide to using the new concept of 

’rnorphing’ to minimize the time wasted setting up exercises and maximize the time spent making 

improvements to your team. 

Each chapter focuses on a singular training theme, with each theme broken down and explained in 

detail so that even novice coach can recognize the key elements to focus on in training. Along with an 

overview, each chapter covers the roles and responsibilities of players, what you can expect to gain 

from the session and coaching points. Each chapter also includes four small sided games with 

explanations on grid setup, player configuration, the roles and restrictions per exercise and detailed 

diagrams which explain exactly where players need to be at the start of the drill and how to perform 

each exercise. 

The themes covered in Progressive Soccer Training in Grids include shielding, wide play, passing, 

receiving and timing of runs, shooting and much more. With grid training an integral part of developing 

players, the drills in this book enable you to run highly focused training sessions with high intensity, 

stamina and focus, so that players get used to playing for long stretches without constant pauses in- 

between 



Author, Dan Minutitto giving a team tatk 

What you w[[[ gain from Progressive Soccer 
Training in Grids 

Using ’morphing’ to maximize grid training time and minimize the setup between exercises is a new 

concept that’s rapidly gaining fans and plaudits The benefits are obvious - you can maintain the 

intensity of training for longer without long breaks between exercises But the trick to using morphing 

effectively is knowing howto implement drills which smoothly transition from one to another. This is 

what Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you how to do it 

From Progressive Soccer Training in Grids you will gain: 

A complete guide on howto implement ’morphing’ into grid training 

More time to practice from vastly reducing the time spent setting up drills 

With less time wasted between exercises, you can keep up the intensity and gain more 

improvement with every training session 

Players’ stamina and focus will improve from training for longer in every session 

Over 100 diagrams demonstrating drills that can be performed 

With every chapter focused on a specific theme, all you need to do is decide what you want to 

work on, select the chapter and then follow the drills one by one, saving you having to plan 

sessions yourself in advance 

Virtually every theme is covered, including shielding, wide play, counter attacking on transition, 

possession, passing, finishing and more 

Four small sided games are included for every theme 

Detailed explanations on setup, what players need to do, what you can expect to gain and 

coaching points on what to watch out for when coaching players 

Your players will love being able to practice drills and exercises for longer, instead of waiting 

around for the next drill to be setup 

Grid training is a highly effective way of organizing drills, but it can also be time consuming. Now you 

can discover howto gain all the benefits of running grid training sessions without having to spend 

precious training minutes setting each drill up. This makes Progressive Soccer Training in Grids a 

valuable addition to your coaching library because it shows you exactly how to make better use of 

precious training time and how to run progressive ’rnorphing’ sessions from start to finish. 



100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Progressive Soccer Training in Grids unless it achieves our exceptionally high 

standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Progressive Soccer Training 

in Grids after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"Simply decide what you want to work on, pick a 
chapter and the entire session is planned oat for 

yOU" 

Organizing grid training sessions can be time consuming in multiple ways. First of all you have to plan 

what drills to use to improve your team in a specific area and secondly you have to waste time 

reconfiguring the drill for each exercise Now you can vastly reduce the time you spend both planning 

and running sessions thanks to this unique book. 

Progressive Soccer Training in Grids provides you with a complete guide to using morphing to 

improve grid training sessions. All of the drills have been carefully chosen and arranged so that you 

can work through them in order, with minimal setup time allowing you to maximize the intensity of every 

session. 

Every discipline is covered, from passing to possession play to third man runs, so you can simply 

choose what you want to work on then allow Progressive Soccer Training to guide you on how to run 

the entire training session. Your players will enjoy being able to play with the ball at their feet instead of 

standing around waiting, and you can look forward to gaining a team with more stamina, focus and 

technical ability as a result. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Progressive Soccer Training in Grids is a unique book on how to use ’morphing’ to maximize 

training time and minimize setup time when setting up grid drills. Whether you want to improve 

transition play, third man triangular passing or finishing, this book features complete sets of 

progressive drills for every theme so your players spend more time running and less time waiting. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 ~/o satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Progressive 

Soccer Training in Grids after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

koHent - PSG is on beIN Sport at 3:1§pro. Celia VLqo - Malaga is on beltq Sport 

en Espanot at 3:45pm. T~juana ~ Pueb~a is on A~:teca and ESPN Deportes at 
1 ~ ::}(}pro. ABe en Frk]ay’s sector TV schedu~e~ BundesU@ on GoFrY: Freiburg - 

Werder Bremen at 3:30prn. Scott}sh Prenlier League on ~ox Soccer Plus: Hearts 

Dundee United a~: 3:40pro, Azteca and ESPN Deportes has More{ia - Santos 

Laguna at 9:30pro. A~ Th~¢s E~s~¢m~ 

Their Words 

not shown that often this s~ason, t ~hin~ w~ can b~ n ma~ch for any t~m. Thi~ 

dub h~s h~sto~ in th~ ~ompedtien. ft ~ne~ wh~ to do ~t ~his st~$e. WeS’e not 

Europa League: AZ advance, Spurs exit 

SpUr ~esutts fix the USMNT prayers still h~ ti~e Europa League, Aron Johannson’s AZ advance to ~:he quar~:eMinai round 
and Brad Frieders Spurs exit to Benfica,AZ drew 0.0 in the second-[e~ of their Europa Leasue Round of 16 seMes with 

A~zh~ ~ putting ~:hem through to l:~e 8e:<t rebnd 1-0 on aggregate, Are~ Jeham~sso8 started and went the distance for AZ. 

Anzhi finished a man down when d~e referee sen~ o~f Karten Mk~tchain thFee minu~es m~o s~oppa~e time, AZ outshot 

Anzhi t3 to 7 putting 5 of those on target to none for Anzhi. 

"It was a fantastic result for us," AZ defender Simon Pou[sen said. "We were criticised a ~ittte b}t in the Netherlands for 

hal p[aying as we[[ as we can. Today that did not matte~, as we were playing away against a good team and we knew 

would be difficult as they were physicaUy very strong. We (:han~ed the ta(:tics, pb~ying with five defenders, and ~ think 

we deserved to go threugh." 

advance to fat:e ~enfR:a. t:he team that: knocked out Spurs. Read More 

Will MLS ever win the CONCACAF Champions 
League? 

By Jason Davis - WASHfNGTON~ De iMar i° .014) US Soccer Pfayers - Here we are aSain. 

If this feeb familiar, it should. The postmortem assessment of another futife MLS effort to win the CONCACAF 

(;ham~)kms League is an am~ua[ rite. Last year, ~t dkJn~t come u~ti{ aft:or the semiP~na~ round~ when ~:he Sea,tie 

Sounders and LA Gataxy ~e[[~ but d~e 5£OLIl’~e 01~ [he oEher side was U~e same. Mexican teams are nea~}.y always the 

teams that put MLS sides te the sword in the knockout reunds e~ the CONCACAF Champi(ms Leasue. 

Credit t:he San Jose E:arthquakes fer puUin$ the "ptu(:ky" card and giving eve[yl:hh~g they had in a loss te Toiuca on 

penalty kicks, The EaFthquakes didn’t display the best of whaL MLS soccer had to offe~ - a function o~ their styte and 

several injury absences - but they pushed Mexk:o’s second best tears at the moment to the blink. That the Earthquakes 

almost managed it despite heading to To[uca without a {ead (as did the other two &~LS teams {e~ in the tourney) makes 

it aU the rnore impressive. 

The less said about the LA Galaxy and Sporting Kansas City, the better. Neither was ready to ptay at the level of Ti}uana 

o~ Cruz Azu{~ res~eetivety~ Both Mexican teams ex~l.oited deficient defendhx~ to punish theh" apprehends, Sport:h~g wasn’t 

at full strength. That shouM affect our assessment of the thrashing they took (5-1 ). ~t also highlights the proMems MLS 
dubs face when situatk)ns require re{yi[N en players ou~:side of t }~(~1~ tr first e~ew~n, 

At t:his point~ aU. ol the truly vaIid r~’asol’~s MiLS st:ru~:.’,g]es to o~eFcome Me:<ican dubs in the touFnarr~est have d~’voived 

in~e whimpering excuses. Read More 

ANOTHER YEAR~ ANOTHER MLS CRASH AND BURN IN CCL - from ’¢MHol.{igan’s Drew Eppe~ {y: f don’[, see Lhis as a 
of t£ay type oi thin~ anymore between the MLS and Mexican teams. 

NBCSN’S PREMIER LEAGUE DOUBLEHEADER BEAT FSI"S CHAMPIONSHIP SATURDAY - from Awful Announcing’s Steve 
Lepore: Stil.i it’s kind of suFprising to see Premier League socce~ bea[ out [we conlerence ti[te games i~em coUege 



Could TFC rival Maple Leafs in popularity in Toronto? - fro8~ The Toronto SuI% Steve Buffefy: The tea8~ !a~ak. Ixst 

the support was in(redibLe ~nd the fans passionate. 

Impa~t should get boost from home crowd ¯ Item The Montreal Gazette’s LLoyd Barker: "The supporters are iantastic 

Why City can rise to the occasion and win the lea~lue again - from "[’he ~,~anehester Evening News’ Stuart 

the Blues have shown this season~ it is not the bi~ ~an~es they need to worry aboat 

David Meyes: Man Utd comeback ~ves respite to mana~ler - fron~ BBC Sport’s PhiL MdquLty: £oyes has had pb~ty ei 
(ritkism this season so it would be urffair not to give him (redit where it is due. 

Soccer TV: CheBea ArsenaL, Real  adrid - 
garcebna 

Two Premier League ~an~es a~d the Latest edition of Real Madrid ¯ %rcebna are oar picks for the weekend soccer TV 
schedule ~ the USA. On S~turday~ it’s a~other Lo~dor~ derby w~th Chelsea host1% Arsena~ on ~.BCSI’L On Sund~y, it’s a 

meetin~ of LJS~4~,[[ p~ayers when ~rad &~za~ aad Astoa Vi[I.a host Geoff Camemffs Stoke City. Suaday Ixin!~ 8~ one of 

the b}%est derb}es in world so(cer, with Rea( ~adr~d host}ng Baron{one h~ Spahfs La L~ga. A~so on the schedub, h~LS 

gets a~ ~’~(:S~’~ game on Sat:~rcby with Real Sak Lake hostk~}~ the LA (}aLaw. 

Chelsea - Arsena~ oi~ I’~BCSN at 8:4!iam oa Satt~rday, Ch@;ea are top d the Prembr Lea%e table w~th a ~I point ~ead 

ove~ LiverpooL, Arsee~ are 3rd, tied on points with Liverpool As bi~ ~ames ~n the Premier League ~o, th~s is ddini~eLy 

one of them. Chelsea a~e coraiag off a (:hampions L.ea~BEe win. adva~dn~ to the q~arteflk~a[s. }a the Preraier Lea~ue~ 

~hey bat ~o Mien ViLLa (ast Sab£~ay, Arsenal pbyed another versio~ d Be Lon~on derby (ast Sunday~ shatt~ng ou~ Spurs 

"It’s no more s~%ifieant thar~ the @me Last Saturday ir~ Birminsharai CheLsea manaqser Jose Mourinho said of 
Lende~ derby, "it’s exactly the same si%iiicance, k~aybe a bit bss now because d what happe~ed Last weekend, Last 

Saturday put us h~ a position where pmbabty we wou[dr~’t be sow~ probabty we would be w~th more points thai we have 

now~ We want ~o ~e~ the maximum points possSb dun% d~e seaso~ and th~s is ou~ o~ject~ve ~ame aftq ~ame so if we 
(an add three points to the ones we have ttow that wou~d be !~ood. The ~ame is not coach agaittst c:oad~, it is team 

a(~ai~st team, it is CheLsea af~ainst 

Asto~ Vfl~a o $!x>~e (its" is oa NBCSN oa Sue(by at 1 ’t:Xlam. We already kao~A, Ast:on ViLIa are comil}(~ di a lq) :~h~t(at el 

CheLsea, it was good news for Stoke City Last week as well., beating West Ham 3.1. 

~ea~ Madrid .. Barc~b~a is Sunday on beltq Sport at 3pro, it’s his $ame La Lisa style, with one of the p~emier dq bins 

can% feign i~terest ~n two teams of superstars squaring off against each other, Real Madrid are top of the La Li~a table 

with 70 points after 28 !~ames. They easily advanced in the Champions Lea!~ae nidweeL Sa~(:etona are }rd~ 4 poh~ts 

behind Real £adnd a~d a po~n~ behind 2n~-piace Atb~ce ~adri& 

’The!! are three important points, bat they %neraiLy have been when we’ve played there" Barcelona qoaikeeper Victor 

Vaides said. "We have bee~ work1% or~ defensive issues ahead of the ~anle, but we should ~emember that the~e will be 
~wo teams oa the pitch, a~d we have to avoid aW raistab~; at the Ber~ab~}u~ as ~A,e wiLL ~ay a heaw prk:ei’ 

Saturday 

Premier League on NBCSN: Chebea - Arsenal at 8:45am, Cardiff .. Liverpool at 11am, and West Ham United - 

,~4an(hester United at 1 ;]Opm. Champk)ash~p oa be~N sport: Derby Cougar’/- Nottk~haa~ Forest at gem aad 

£id~bsbrou~h - QPR at 10:lSam, 

La Li~ja on be]N Spo~t en BpanoL: Granada - ELche at 10:30am~ EspanyoL - Levante at 12:45pm, Va%doLid .. Raye 

VaLLecar~o at 2:45pm, and BiLbao - Getafe at 4:45pm. %ndesLiga or~ GoL~’: ~ainz - Bayem bAunich at t0:30ars and 

’GBdbach - Hertha %r[~n at 1:30pro. Ser~e A on bet~q sport: Ter~no - Lk,emo at 12:45pm and Chievo Verona .. AS Rome 

at }:}0pro. EredMsie on GetTY: PSV ~ Rode at 

MLS on NBCSN: Real Sa]t Lake ~ LA GaLaxy at 4pro. Untasion Deportes has Montreal ~ Seattb at 4pro. 

Liga MX on Univision: Qub America - Veracruz at 7pro. UniMas has Tigres - Queretaro at 9pra. Ur~Msion Depo~tes has 

~a(:hu6~ o Jaf~uares at 9pm aI~d AtLas - Chives at 11 {~ra. Leon - Quz ~uL is oa ’~’~!~Iem~ndo at lO{~ra. ,:L~ "i’im.~s £~£~.m 

Sunday 

Premier Leaaae on tqBCStq: Spurs .. Southampton at q30am and Aston VilLa - Stoke" City at 11:30am, 

Serie A on bettq Sport: ]nte~ &~itan - AtaLanta at 9:30am, La Liga e~ befN sport: Real. Beds ¯ AtLetico Madrid at 11:45am 

and Real ,~4achid - Bar{:@)aa at: £$m, B~adesLi$a (8 Goq’V: Bayer L.everl~8!~ea - Hoilei~heira at 12: 30{~ra, 

MLS on UniMas: Chicago - New York at }pro. Liga ~/~( or[ UnMsior[: UNAM Pumas - Monterrey. Univision Deportes has 

AffabLe ¯ TeLuca at 7pm~ A£t Times @s~ern 

Me,day 

La Li?,a on betN en Espar~oL: Atme~ia - Real Sodedad at 4:45pnl ET. 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Clarke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 12:30 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fxer wonder what skills system top clubs u~? 

Dear Anson, 

If you like soccer coaching DVDs then 
you will love Coerver’s Coach Great 
Soccer DVD. 

Have you ever wondered what skills 
system the top clubs such as Real 
Madrid and Arsenal, use to teach their 
youngsters? Then look no further than 
Coach Great Soccer. 

This DVD is easy to use with your 
players - I’m finding it a real help with 
mine - and you can find out all about it 

right here. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. It’s no surprise this comprehensive, modern skills system is in high 
demand. Delay and you risk missing out. To find out more click here. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, 
Guildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom Company number: 3008779. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 
Emaikdavid.clarke@coach-socce r.co m 

© 2014 Green Star Media Ltd 

Unsubscdbe 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, March 23, 2014 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

La Liga leader Real Madrid hosts archrival Barcelona on Sunday .... MLS Week 3 continues with Chicago-Red 

Bulls, both seeking their first win of the season. 

~ 
(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

italy INTER-ATALANTA (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain BETIS-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 4 pro. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 9:30 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-STOKE CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy INTER-ATALANTA (live) 9:30 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 4 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-HOFFENHEIM (live) 12:30 pm. 

Brazil SANTOS-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-LANUS (live) 5 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 3 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-MONTERREY (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain OSASUNA-SEVILLA (live) 6:45 am. 

Spain ZARAGOZA-DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA (live) 6:45 am. 

Italy PARMA-GENOA (live) 7:15 am, 

France GUINGAMP-LYON (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-FIORENTINA (live) 1:15 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-JUVENTUS (live) 3:30 pm. 

Italy LAZIO-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-NEW ZEALAND (live) 6:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-MEXICO (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-CHINA (live) 9:48 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 



Spain ALMERIA-REAL SOClEDAD (live) 4:45 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Russia ANZHI-CSKA (live) 8:45 am. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, March 23, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letteFs~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Section 1: Toronto’s $100 million trio delivers 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 

Toronto’s $100 million trio delivers 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Good times seem to have finally arrived to 
Toronto’s BMO Field. How good only time wilt te[[ but Toronto FC has 

accomplished something it never did in its first seven seasons, and 
that’s open the season with two wins. Just as important, it’s won 
back its fans who braved a windy afternoon to watch Toronto edge 

D.C. United, 1-0 .... Read the whole story 

Anor golazo is difference for unbeaten and untied Crew 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 3] There are only three unbeaten and untied teams [eft 
in MLS, and they are at[ in the Eastern Conference. The Columbus 

Crew joined Toronto FC and Houston at 2-0-0 with a 2-1 win over the 
Philadelphia Union on a pair of first-half goats by Bernardo Anor, the 
second a go[azo from more than 30 yards .... Read the whole story 

Howard’s Everton wins third in a row 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Tim Howard and Terrence Boyd were the only 
American World Cup hopefuls to start on Saturday in winning efforts. 

Howard’s Everton hung on for a 3-2 win over Swansea City, its third 

straight victory, to move into fifth place in the EPL, while Boyd’s 
Rapid Vienna easily disposed of Wolfsberger, 3-0, in Austria’s 
Bundesliga .... Read the whole story 

Tyreso trio begins European quest at home 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Christen Press, Whitney Engen and Meghan 

Klingenberg, who have delayed their return home to play in NWSL, 
begin their bid to lead Tyreso to the UEFA Women’s Champions 

League when the Swedish club hosts Neulengbach of Austria Sunday 

in the first leg of the quarterfinals .... Read the whole story 

Orlando City settles for tie in season opener 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 1] Orlando City began its title defense with a 1-1 tie 
at Charleston thanks to newcomer Austin Da Luz’s goal nine minutes 

after Vancouver Whitecaps loan player Mamadou Diouf scored for the 
Battery. The LA Galaxy II won in its USL PRO debut with a 3-1 win 

over the Orange County Blues .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"Hey ref, it was me." 

-- Arsenal’s Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain tries telling 

referee Andre Marriner that he, not Kieran Gibbs, 
used his hand to keep a Chelsea shot from scoring. 
Marriner waived off Oxlade-Chamberlain and ejected 

Gibbs nonetheless. Chelsea was ahead, 2-0, at the 
time, scored on the ensuing penalty kick, and went 

on to win, 6-0. (Telegraph) 

Attention: Soccer camp directors 
by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register for 

the Soccer America Camps ~t Academies directory, 
Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For more 

information ...... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. A glimpse at Bayern Munich training 

2. Klinsmann disappointed in Dempsey’s 
’harsh’ suspension 

3. Sounders and Seahawks make way for 
Sounders 2.0 

4. New York City FC makes a token gesture 

5. Klinsmann hardly the one to condemn 
rough play 

Rooney scores from 60 yards out 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Wayne Rooney scored from just inside West 
Ham’s half for Manchester United’s first goal in a 2-0 win .... Read the 
whole story 
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Soccer Business Week in Review 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 

Blackout hits Seattle-Toronto TV numbers hard 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] How important is it to have a nationally 
televised game air in the markets of both teams? The much- 

anticipated Seattle-Toronto FC match (blacked out in Seattle) 

averaged only 171,000 viewers on HBCSH, almost half the audience 
for the MLS game, the Seattle-Sporting KC season opener, the 

week before....Read the whole story 

TSN averages almost 300,000 viewers for Toronto opener 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] Canadian network TSH attracted an average 

audience of nearly 300,000 viewers for Toronto FC’s 2-I victory over 

the Seattle Sounders during the team’s 2014 opener -- for TSH’s 
third most-watched MLS game ever and Toronto’s most-watched 

game since 2011 .... Read the whole story 

EPL doubleheader sets viewing record 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER 011 THE AIR] Sunday’s English Premier League 

doubleheader of Manchester United-Liverpool and Tottenham- 
Arsenal averaged 725,000 viewers on HBCSH to rank as the most- 

watched Premier League Sunday doubleheader on cable ever. 

...Read the whole story 

New York City FC makes a token gesture 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS 2015] Hew York City FC unveiled 
its offidal team badge -- inspired by 

the old Hew York City subway token -- 

on Thursday and expects to 
announce a temporary home for its 

2015 MLS launch, but finding a 

permanent home remains a challenge in Hew York’s new political 

climate....Read the whole story 

Sounders and Seahawks make way for Sounders 2.0 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The Seattle Sounders and HFL Seahawks, who 
have shared business operations since the Sounders were admitted 

to Major League Soccer in 2007, announced that the Sounders’ 

business operations will become independent beginning April 30, 
2014....Read the whole story 

PRO and PSRA reach collective bargaining agreement 
by Pau~ Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The two-week lockout of MLS referees is over as 
PSRA members representing referees Wednesday night ratified a 
collective bargaining agreement reached with PRO, which manages 

refereeing at the pro level. After two weeks of replacement 
referees, MLS will use PSRA refereeing crews in Week 3 .... Read 
the whole story 

D.C. United returns on Comcast SportsNet Mid-Atlantic 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OII THE AIR] D.C. United, one of two remaining MLS dub 
without a local television deal, announced that Comcast SportsHet 

Mid-Atlantic will be its regional network. Former D.C. United 

midfielder Santino Quaranta will serve as analyst for the network’s 

telecasts this season alongside veteran play-by-play announcer 
Dave Johnson, who has held this position since the team’s inaugural 

season in 1996....Read the whole story 

MLS Insider returns for second season 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] MLS Insider, the documentary series 

produced by eight-time Emmy award winners Hock Films, returns 

for a second season with weekly behind-the-scenes features 

around MLS and its players and fans .... Read the whole story 

Harrisburg City Islanders propose new 

stadium 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] The Harrisburg City Islanders announced 

plans for a new multi-use stadium fadlity with more 

than 4,500 seats in 2016 at the current city-owned 
Skyline Sports Complex on Harrisburg’s City Island. 

...More 

Emirates extends Cosmos sponsorship 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] Emirates will sponsor the HASL 
champion llew York Cosmos for two more years in a 

deal at whose announcement Pele was present at 

Emirates headquarters in Dubai....More 

NSCAATV to feature high school games in 
spring 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] The NSCAA is providing high 
school soccer teams the opportunity to be 

featured on the NSCAA’s digital channel, NSCAATV. 

...More 

1, Klinsmann disappointed in Dempsey’s 
’harsh’ suspension 

2k New York City FC makes a token gesture 

3, Blackout hits Seattle-Toronto TV numbers 
hard 

4, Five fantastic free kicks from Pirlo 

Bo Stanko earns first Bundesliga call-up 
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Book Winner & New Book Giveaway Announced 

We are pleased to announce that Jose Gonzalez (Winston Salem, NC) was selected as our winner in the 
February 2014 Book Giveaway! Jose will receive a copy of "Soccer Training Sessions - Italian Style" 
compliments of Soccer Learning Systems. 

If you didn’t win last month, be sure to participate in May’s drawing for the following book: 

¯ Teaching Soccer Fundamentals 

To be automatically entered into the drawing, simply make a purchase of $50 or more (excluding shipping and 
freight charges) from the SoccerMall between March 20, 2014 and May 31, 2014. For more details, please see 
our Contest Rules page. 

Enter today, and take advantage of this easy opportunity to win a great book! 

Thanks! 

SoccerROM, LLC 
6929 JFK Blvd #20-261 
North Little Rock, AR 72116 
www.SoccerROM, corn 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

lf you do not wish to receive our monthly newsletters, please reply to this note to let us know and your address 
will be blocked from all future mailings. If this was forwarded to you by a friend, you can join our maiBng #st 
by writing to adrnin(a)~occerrom, corn. 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Youth national team rosters; 49ers bail on youth soccer promise 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 

by Soccer ~merica 

[HTC CAMP] Hicholas Taitague, who has been playing with the U.S. 
under-17 national team, and Jose Alfaro, who played for Morelia in 

Mexico’s Liga MX sub-15 final, and Jonathan Gonzalez, who reached 

the semifinals with Monterrey, are among the 32 players named to 
the U.S. under-15 boys national team for its training camp March 
22-30 in Carson, Calif....Read the whole story 

by Soccer ~merica 

[HTC CAMP] Four players received their first call-up to the youth 

national team program for the U.S. under-14 boys national team 

training camp March 22-30 at U.S. Soccer’s Hational Training Center 
in Carson, Calif....R,e~d ~he wt:,’~i(~ sto:y 

by Soccer America 

[UHDER-17 WOMEH’S WORLD CUP] The USA is absent from the 
Under-17 Women’s World Cup in Costa Rice, but it has a strong 

representation at the tournament as Mexico, starting six U.S.- 

based players, rolled into the quarterfinals with its second 4-0 win 
on Wednesday. Mexico was one of six teams to open the 
tournament with a pair of wins....P, ead 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] Three teams from Cal South and two each 
from Eastern Hew York and Ohio South were among the boys 

divisional champions in the 2013-14 U.S. Youth Soccer tlational 

League that wrapped up Sunday at Heritage Park in Henderson, 
I1ev....P’,ead the "whole story 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK[ Julian Green, now vying for a spot on the USA’s 2014 
World Cup squad, has yet to play in a Bundesliga game for Bayern 

Munich, but he has hit the net in friendly games for the first team 
and many times for Bayern’s reserve squad .... Read the who~e 

by Mike WoitaUa 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] The week’s Top 5 goals from ka Masia 
features a goal by 11-year-old Pau Servat in which he beats the 
keeper with a chip as we have seen many times from Lionel Messi 
with the club’s top team .... Read the whele story 

When the San Frandsco 49ers rallied support for their 51.3 biUion 

stadium they promised to pay for new youth soccer fields, but the 

NFL team isn’t following through with its part of the deal. Levi’s 

Stadium’s football games and other events will displace soccer 

players from the adjacent Youth Soccer Park 20 days of the year. 

Del Mar Carmel Valley Sharks coach Molly Halloran, in an interview 

with SoccerHation.com’s Diane Scavuzzo, was asked why there 

aren’t more female coaches in Southern California youth soccer. 

"The establishment and leaders of the clubs here are, for the most 
part, dominated by European males who keep recruiting coaches 

who are like them," said Halloran. "Women are looked down upon 

in the world of professional soccer, and I found that out first 

hand." ...~d 

by Dev Mishra 

With the spring season kicking off, this is the 
perfect time to make sure you’ve got the first-aid 
kit in order....Mere 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] The HSCAA is providing high 

school soccer teams the opportunity to be 
featured on the NSCAA’s digital channel, NSCAATV. 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps & Academies 

directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... 

New go~-k C~y FC 



~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ 
membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own~ please v~sit our site - 

~SS ~:e~s are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future c~ck hele, 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America~ 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton~ CT 06897 USA 
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Active Possession Drill, Conditioning With a Bail, Teaching Tackling and More... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Ar son! 

~Vglc~2smf~;;,t22 2hOe~kLt~ eCrL~,~,2tS bC;IOpwCHI NG Weekly Ernail Newsletter. ]his week we have FIVE new 

~:t¢~ta}Ifs~’;’~h ~e~clon~fidE~’nt~,lcVo~viTc;o~’nt~re~r~leO~s aggression 1o win more lvI situations all 

over the pitch and build a team of dynamic duelists 

Create a confident team! -T---~1--e----A--~9-f-~-t--~1--e-~--~-e--[~----~g-[!-t-e--~-1-g--1-~-T---r--a-!B1Bfl offers a comprehensive guide on how 

to develop players with the killer first touch ball mastery and aggression needed to win lvl situations 

so you can keep possession and score more goals. Packed with drills and coaching insights, this 

book will help you will discover how "the team that wins the majority of lvl duels will win the majority of 

the games". 

Do you get frustrated watching your players 

continually lose the ball in lvl situations? Do they 

lack the confidence to deftly dribble past 

defenders? Or do they seem clueless on what to 

do with the ball? if so, they will benefit from training 

focused on developing the technical skills and 

mindset needed to win duels and dominate lvls in 

both attack and defense 

book focused on the technical skills, mindset and 

........................ ............... :::.::::::: [ drills you need to create a dynamic team of take on 

.......... ................................. !’~’~::~i!iii ili:;:i:i:::: ...... . artists and duelers 

Best Wishes, 

~keRL~S~~OACHING 

~ ioccer Conditioning - Developing Anaerobic Fitness Using Sprints With a Ball 

izzz~zz~3oachmg Soccer Tactics - Attackinq and Defendinq At Close Quarters 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter - Shot Blockinq From Various Distances 



FineSoccer Drills Newsletter .- Active Possession Drill 

~ oaching Advanced Players - Top Speed Tacklinq DriB 

More Recently Released Books and Videos 

Nember Drills Database - Discover the training methods of the 

world’s top soccer coaches and teams with access to over 6,000 

pages of real drills and training sessions" 

You can get access to soccer drills, exercises and complete 

training sessions of the world’s biggest clubs like Juventas, PSV 

Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A,C, IVlilan, 

Liverpool, Atletico Mineiro, MLS teams, top college programs, 

the world’s best women’s and youth teams, and many others. 

Click here for more info 

WCC Video Librai’y -- Basically, we have taken almost aJJ of our 

DVD collectiorl and put them orfiine where you can access 

thern 24/7 online and ew~n view thern on your phone at the 

Lraining field. You can easily find Lhe video you are k)oking for 

using the powerful "Keyword" search or video "tags". No need 

~o ever buy another coaching DVD again Click here for more 

info. 

The Co~piete Guide to Coaching Advanced P~ayers consists of 

6 eBooks and 10 videos that will give your players that extra 5- 

10% they need to develop then] from being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player If you coach a competitive club, high school or 

college team this is for you! 

The Complete Guide to Coachinq Advanced Players, by 

Canadian U18 National Team Coach, Rob Gale is a soccer 

training course specially designed to give players the extra 

challenge they need to take their skills to an advanced level. Mo[~ 

Competitive Small Group Training - Harness the rapid 

level 

~mprovements of small group training with drills that will g~ve your 

players more touches and more time on the ball in every session. 

Finally, the blueprint for small group training is here! ._O_£~#__e___t]_t_[_v__e_. 

_S__~3!!___6___r__o_#_B____T_E~!#_!_a_$1 is a special guide on how to gain 

accelerated improvements from small group training. Packed with 

over 70 drills and numerous progressions, this book provides 

everything you need to improve your players’ technique, tactical 

awareness through the intensity of small sided training More info. 

Progressive Training in Grids - Maximize grid training time and 

gain greater improvements from every training session by 

harnessing the revolutionary concept of ’morphing~ 

No longer will you have to sap precious minutes setting up new 

d rill s be c a u s e ._P__[_o_$1_[_e__s___s_!_v___e____S__g__£#__e_E__T__r__a__i_&i_~g_!8__~!~#. s h o ws 

you exactly how to run an entire training session in a single 

gird. What’s more, this book provides a complete set of 

progressive small-sided games for improving passing, 

shooting, transition play and much more in a single session 

from start to finish More info 

Wow, what a cc)llec:Eon! Tactics for Winning Soccer is a 

comperldiurn of articles packed with valuable c.oachirlg 

insights on elRe teams and trainirlg sessions that will help 

your tearn to replicate their style of play. Discow.~r how to 

press the ball like Barcelona, how to create urlpredic’table 

attacks like Manchester City, how to open up space by 

passing like Arsenal and much more in this handpicked 

collection of expert articles. 

Training Sessions 

}=or the 4-3=3 -. 

Urlkx:k the attacking 

insEnc~s of the 4-3- 

3 with these drills 

developing the 

technical~ tactical 

and o[fensive skills 

that take the 

forma[ion to the next 



If you k)ve to so’ore goals, yeu:ll Iow~ Lhe drills in this book! Traininq Sessions for the 4=3~ is a special 

beck focused on dew~loph~g the mmdset, technical skills and attackh~g attitude needed Le play the 4--3-- 

3 t~ devastating effect Every aspect ~fthe 4~.3~.3 is cew~red~ s~ you can give y~ur p~ayers the skH~s to 

score more goals on match day. ~ore. 

replicate the playing style ef elite attacking tearns wi[h a s[ar 

player able to crea~e mere goal scoring oppeitunities in and 

Pinally. the secrets of the false 9 are revealed in this great new 

book~-fhe Paise 9 is a unique book focused on revealing the 

tactics and techniques needed to develop a withdrawn re,ward 

m your side. Discover howto create your own Cruyff. Messi or 

Fabregas with insights and training sessions focused on 

developing a superstar player in this unique position. ~ere. 

A~ackhlg the Barcelona Way - eBook and video analysis of 

Barcelona’s devastating forward line and drills to train your players 

with specialized drills in A~a~ki~# the BarceleBa Wa~. 

If you’re looking for tips on howto goals~ A~acking the Barcelona 

Way analyzes actual game footage to explain exactly how Iniest& 

Xavi. Mess! and Barcelona’s other star players are able to run 

rampant in front of goal. With an eBook of appropriate drills and 

small games also included, this is your blueprint for bringing flair 

and creativity to your front line. Olie~ here fe~ ~ere i~fe. 

Coaching the Ba[celona 4~3~3 ~ Would you like to score like 

Barcelona? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4-3-3 

- Attacking is an eBook that tells you eye,thing you need to know 

about howto build attacks from the back and create goal scoring 

opportunities like the Catalan champions Discow)r hew their system 

works and apply it to your own side se you can play the Barca way 

and push the score line in your faw)r. PLUS 60 rninutes of video 

analysis included. Oli~ here f~r ~ore iBfo 

T~ia~#le ~dfield - Whoever controls midfield controls the 

game Discover howto utilize the triangle midfield to control 

possession and replicate the playing style of the world’s most 

technical team 

Triangle ~l~fleld - Fa~tio~al T~ai~#~g for ~dfielde~s is your 

complete guide to mastering one of the most powerful weapons 

in the advanced coach’s arsenal. ]his special book covers how 

the triangle midfield can be utilized in many different formations. 

its functionality and how to train players to use it in possession. 

defense and attack. More info 

S£ah~’s victory atthe World Cup and two European 

Championships in a row was no accident Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that have made Spain today’s 

dominant soccer nation 

Coach#~g S~:,~ish Soccer" - ]-he player development and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 soccer 

nation in the world tells you everything you need to know 

about Spain’s rise to dominance With an in-depth look at the 

players, formation and the infrastructure, this comprehensive 

book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and how to apply them to your own team..~£_r__e_. 

Developing a Style of Play - Whether you want to play long ball. 

counter attack or possession Developing a Style of Play shows 

you howto build a style of play for any formation based on the 

core principles of soccer 

This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! instead 

of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles.._D___e__v__e__!_o_#_!#..q 

_a____S__t2"_!_e____o__f___P__!_a_y: focuses on training your team in the core 

principles of soccer, ~,.o_r_.e___i.&f._o_, 

Coaching the 4-2-3-! shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer. Now 

you can discover howto train your players to utilize this highly 

flexible and attacking formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and 

guidance on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset, this 

book provides you with everything you need to know about 

playing the 4-2-3-1 More info 



~EW ~OOK - Ce~,ching ~the ~-2.,3o’~ Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowk~dge o~ the ~-2-3-1 to the next leve~ with this 

advanced ~acflca~ guide. 

Coachin~ the 4=2=3=1 Advanced Tactics provk~es yeu w~th an in- 

depth leek al: the ferrnation that is dominatir~g European soccer. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shews you hew yeu can 

utilize this highly flexible formation te eu~it teams playing a 

traditional 4-4-2 er 4-3-3 and te creal:e more scoring epporl:unities 

Beating the 4-2-3-1 - Fear teams playing the 4-2-3-1 no 

longed Discover how the hidden weaknesses of this formation 

can be exploited and howteams playing it can be beaten, time 

after time 

~iaally, a game #la~ for beat~ag the 4-2-~-1~ This book 

provides the blueprint for exploiting the defensive frailties and 

playing tendencies that make the 4-2-3-1 more vulnerable 

than most coaches realize, Bring your coaching knowledge 

up-to-date on howtoday’s dominant elite level formation can 

be defeated Oli~ ~e~e for more info 

A~ki~g ~a the 4-2-3-1 - Discover how to harness the tactical 

advantages of the 4-2-3-1 so your team can a~ack with more pace 

and penetration and replicate the playing style of the elite sides 

A~acking in the 4-2-3-1 combines a tactical guide full of drills to 

improve your tactical understanding and technique at scoring 

goals in the formation taking over elite soccer, ~!j£~b~re re[ mer~ 

i~fo, 

This is a "Quick Guide" eBook and less than half price of regular 

books 

Ball Orientated Soccer Training = Drills to Develop Explosive Power 

is a special video series that shows yeu how te ceach a complete 

plyemetric training session that will give your players that extra yard se 

Watch him ge! That will be the respense ef ~he crowd and the 

opposition when they see your players passing defenders, running 

en[o balls and exploding down [he wings wil:h explesive power Mere. 

O~scover ~ow to Harness t~e 

exciting 4-2-3-~ formation and 

replicate the devastating attacking 

pewer ef U]e werld’s mest successful 

I[ you’ve been leoking [er a way ~e 

coach your team how l:e play the 4.-2.- 

3-1, yeu’w! just feund iL Ceaching 1:he 

4-2-3-1 is a special 12-.part video 

series which provides a 

comprehensive LacLical and Lraining guide to this exciting [ermabon Utilized by Real Madrid, Chelsea 

and the mest successful sides in the Euro 2012 teurnament, U~e 4-2-3-1’s flexibility and alZacking 

3ewer is fast becerning the formatien ef cheice fer leading c, eaches all ow~r the world Mo~e 

C~ac~#~g the 4-3-3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit 

back and watch session a~er session on how to fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. RandyWaldr~m one of the most experienced minds 

US soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations 

how to coach your team to take full advantage of this popular 

formation to get into attacking positions, to break down opposition 

attacks and win more games. Mere isle. 

Player’s Ro~es a~d Responsibilities ~n t~e 4-3-3 coaching series 

provides you with ew~ryl:hing you need te know abeu~ 1:he styles of 

playing, philosophy and training reel:hods fer playing the 4-3-3 

forrnatk)n. Frem creating a shifting back line through te swamping the 

eppenent’s defense, everything is cow)red to provide you wil:h a 

comprehensiw~ 4-3-3 coaching pregrarn. This ~wo-beok set is the 

ulbrnate guide in ceaching your team ~o play the aggresswe, free 

flowing 4-.3-.3 ferrna~ien in both defense and attack. Mere 



Creative Attacking DriI~e- Take a virtual pitch side seat and watch 

how Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players te 

mows, think and react se they can be more creal:iw) in ath~ck 

In Ibis special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creatiw~ attacking session Watch how Woodward trains a 

group ef players te be winners, with a progressiw~ sessk)n that 

hones their thinking, mow~ment and creativity in getting the ball 

across the line to sc, ere. ~nc~udes a FREE companion eBook with 

easy-to-read descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 

video set Click here for more info 

Watch Chelsea Academy Coach, Ben MiteheiB in action and gain a 

blueprint for creating your own progressive passing drills 

Get your players passing like champions! Creative Passing Drills is 

a video series that shows you howto run progressive passing and 

receiving sessions that give your players more touches than 

conventional sessions Led by Chelsea Academy coach Ben 

Mitchell, see howthe session helps a group of players quickly 

improve their passing skills. ~_9__r__e___i_Ef_9_. 

15 Legendary Iv1 Moves - Give your players the confidence and 

technical ability to win more lvl situations and score more goals 

with this special 15 part video series focused on the art of winning 

the lvl battles 

A training series every flair player dreams of! L#cl#£dAry t£’l M£ves 

is a unique video collection focused on the technical a~ of winning 

lvl situations. The 15 videos show you exactly how to coach 

players to pe~orm fake shots, Maradona Turns, Spin Cru~ and 

much more ~or~inf~ 

Thr~e D~nsio~al Socce~ Training is a book born from analyzing 

hew the world’s rnost popular R)rmatiens are played and what 

training systems are needed ~o play them e~fectively. Rather than 

focus on techmque or R)rmabens independently, this book shows 

you hew to combine elements like building blocks ~o crea~e complete 

’three dimensional ~raining’ Check it out here 

A training method that combines traditio~al theme based training 

with formations and group tactics Formation Based Soccer 

]raining is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training players 

so they become more experienced in the positions and formations 

they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 or any 

other formation, this book provides a unique new training method 

for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session. 

........... More isfo. 

~oder~ A~ck#~g & Goaisco~i~g - Finally, a book focused on 

~ 
what players love best: Scoring goais~ -rhis book ~s packed with 

100 drills that wdl improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, 

to control the bail with a crisp first touch and to develop the kdler 

.:~ ~-~ ...... instinct on goal. Modem A#acking & Gealscoriag provides you 

::i::: ¯ 
: with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

and points on the league table 

[[ ................... ....................... ~ Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe .q!!.c__k_ 

here for more info. 

Soccer Coeditioning F~loathby- New Cutting Edge Soccer 

Cenditiorling Sessions and Drills Deliw.~red Ew!ry Month R)r Irrrproving 

the Strength, Speed and Agility of Your Players 

Finally, a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has arriw)d! 

Socce~ ConditieningMon~ly provides you articles and videos every 

month wi[h new drills and exerc, ises to improw~ your team’s physical 

fitness se they can run harder for longer every game. Wi[h new drills 

delivered each and ewery month, Soccer Cond~ioning Monthly 

bridges the gap between soccer training and on-field pei~ormance 

and does all your conditioning p~anning R3r you More iafo 

Tota~ Soccer Co~ditioning: A Etal143rientatsd Approach is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Justin Cresser, and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have 

one or two coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 



Modert~ Soccer Tactics - If you want to develop a better 

understanding of the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

club sides then look no further. 

The two book ~odert~ Soccer Tactice series is packed with over 

220 pages of insights on howthe great club sides, like Barcelona, 

Manchester United and Arsenal, manage to dominate teams. In 

addition, these books feature an array of drills and exercise so you 

can train your team to emulate some of the world’s elite clubs and 

players More info. 

A Ce~h s gu~e to the 4-3-3 - This book co/el-s everything you need 

to know about coaching the 4-3-3, including the formation’s 

deve opment to the forefront of European c ub soccer how t s ut zed 
by t~e word’s best manaaers and soccer tra n n~ dr s and exerc ses 

which w~ll enable your team ubhze the 4-3-3 to be more offensive, 

flexible and difficult to defend against. 

~ 
~ 

David Pla~ Tactical Playbooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

~ ~:::~:~: championship winning coach! In this special set, ~anchester 

~ ~ 
Assistant Manager David Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

~ ~8 ~oiti~ ~nd ~tin~ ~our o~onent’, fo~tion. 
~ ~. =~==~==~ ~h=~:. 

Whetherthe la 442 433or352 th~s set of books wdl rowde ou ~ ~:~=~= Y P Y -_ , .... , ¯ . p ¯ y 

~=~ ~ith the t~ct~c~ k~ow-how to cou~te~ ~d e~o~t ~o,~ o,~on~t’, 
.................................... ::::~ formation. ~ere infe. 

how A~,o~ Do~c~. one o~ US ~oc~,’, ~o~t ~e~end~ cow,he,. 
~oh~v~ ~ e~4~ w~ ~e won ~0 out o~ ~7 N~tion~ 
Championships and led his team to win 92 games in a row 

~n the, ~,~c~ ~ ~ ~d~o ,e~, (~o,t 4 hour, o~ ~onte~t~. Do~e 
shows you the philosophy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

championship winning teams for more than 30 years. ~ore 

A Tact~a~ Analysis of FC ~a[ce~oaa - This book has been selling like wildfire 

’~ with coaches from over 30 countries buying My guess is this will be our best 

selling book of the year. 

. 
.......... A~w,,~e~ ~aye,-is our latest book and pedect if you coach a competitive 

~}" [}:~==.=.:=:~ club team. high school or college team. ~ore info. 

~ 

4~-2 ~ 4-3-3 -This beck has been one of our best selling boeks over the 

~ :;~ :~;:.- .... past few years. This boek takes an in-depth leek at two ef the greatest 

~:~::’% ~:~::~’ 
managers/c:eaches in teday’s game ..Sir Alex Ferguson and Jose 

~oe~h[no and their respectiw~ systems o[ play Click here for more infe 
~--~::,,....::::::::::: ========================== 

Training Creative Goalscorers- By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

..... 
reactJens, a[tacking instincts and c:ensistency in the bex so they can 

~" ~4;~’..: scere rnore often and win rnore games. Click here for ~ere iafo. 

Zoaal ~efend~ag the Italian Way provkJes an in-depth lock at the Italian 

back feur and their philosophy of total team defending. This beck jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were actually used te train the 

national team in italy’s 1994 and 2006 Werld Cup campaigns. This makes 

this beck an ideal add~tien to your library, whether yeu’re a studen~ of the 

game or an elite lew~l coach, because it will enrich your urlderstand~ng ef 

the Italian de[ensive game and hew you can apply their Werld Cup 

winning drills to imprew~ yeur own team’s defending. More info. 



NEW Go~l[4eeper Coaching Web Site - Den’t forget te check out: eur new 

web site specifically fer goalkeeper ceac, hing 

This web site will be especially useful fer coaches of l:earns who den’[ 

haw~ ~he luxury o[ a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

We will pest free ar[ieles ew~ry week and effer some excellent 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

Sunday marked the end of the Girls US Youth 
National League season. And for most teams, 
the second half is where they finally woke up. 
Check out our recaps and top players. 

A goalkeeper for the U,S. U14 GNT makes an 
early college commitment to a Pac-12 
program. Find out why she made her choice. 

id2 TOP PLAYRS 
A handful of players managed to put in 
standout shifts during Saturday’s id2 
scrimmages in Portland, Ore. See who 

distinguished themselves. 1~ PremierContent i 

MORE id2 Coverage 

DID YOU SEE? 

The iVlLS Grinder: On 
society, comfort and the rise 
of Toronto FC, 

Arsene Wenger is a much 
better coach than you 
probably think he is. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Northeast Elite ID Camp 

The Northeast Elite ID Camp is one of the 
very best prospect camps in the country, with 
a tremendous staff of college coaches, and a 
developmental player first philosophy. 

With camp enrollment capped at 200, you 
will be get will have the benefit of quality 
coaching, while being evaluated many times 
by the coaches on staff. 

The Northeast Elite ID Camp has been, and 
will continue to be an extremely valuable 
recruiting tool for us at Colgate, and the 
coaches who attend. 

The Northeast Elite [D Camp fills up fast, so 
secure your spot early! 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa£com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:30 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NSCAA Convention Session Series: Robin Fraser 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Chicago Fire, we have designated Robin Fraser’s ~f~}}.!.~!i?.~. "Dictating 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

the Game Without the Bat[" the seventh release in the NSCAA 

Convention Series presented by Kwik Goal 
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Paul Gardner: Mamner’s Mistake -- but FIFA’s Fault 

Monday, March 24, 2014 

Marriner’s Mistake -- but FIFA’s Fault 

¯ ~ Tweet This ~.~ Share This 

By Paul Gardner 

The tangled situation and the snap decision that led EPL referee Andre Marriner to red-card the wrong player 

during Saturday’s Chelsea=Arsenal game have been, and will continue to be, argued at tedious length. 

Marriner is deemed to have made a super-colossal error in the 15th minute. He called, correctly, an Arsenal player for a hand 

ball in his own penalty area. But he then ejected Kieran Gibbs, when the real offender had been Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain. 

Marriner’s woes do not stop with that gaffe. He is also under fire for giving the red card anyway, and for giving a penalty kick. 

The PK decision seems unarguable - page 36 of the current rule book is clear enough, where it stipulates that a direct free 

kick is the punishment for a deliberate hand ball, and then adds that "a penalty kick is awarded if [the offense] is committed 

by a player inside his own penalty area." 

The argument against the red card says that the hand-ball could only be worth a red card if it came under the heading of 

"denying an obvious goal-scoring opportunity," or DOGSO. But, so the argument goes, the shot by Chelsea’s Eden Hazard 

was going wide, so the hand ball by Arsenal’s Alex Oxlade4~hambedain was not denying anything. Therefore, no t~d card. An 

argument I do not find at all convincing - but I’ll leave the DOGSO dispute with you for now. 

Which leaves us with the awkward fact that Marriner could not tell the difference between the rather spindly Gibbs and the 

much stockier Oxlade-Chamberlain. Nor could his assistant, whom he consulted. But, as Gibbs walked toward the tunnel, the 

vast majority of TV viewers and, surely, of spectators in the stadium, knew that Marriner had got the wrong guy. 

We’re confronted with the utter stupidity of soccer’s refusal - FIFA’s refusal, really, or is it just Sepp Blatter’s? - to use TV 

evidence. We have a situation where millions of viewers know immediately that a bad error has been made, but the referee - 

the key man involved - does not know. Indeed, is not allowed to know. 

The sheer absurdity of the situation needs no underlining. We had exactly that same nonsense with the awarding or non- 

awarding of goals when referees could not be certain whether the ball had crossed the goal-line or not. In the vast majority of 

disputed cases, TV footage showed quickly and clearly what had happened. But FIFA refused to use it, opting instead - after 

years of prevarication - for a complicated and highly expensive star-wars technology to solve the problem. 

Marriner seems to have sealed his own fate by refusing to listen to the Arsenal players - including Chamberlain and Gibbs - 

who were trying to tell him that he’d screwed up. But why should Mariner listen to the players? Why would he not be 

suspicious that they might be trying to pull a fast one? But above all, why should he be in the position of not knowing what’s 

going on? 

There was a considerable delay in the game surrounding the incident - plenty of time for the correct information to reach 

Martinet well befot~ play was resumed. Are we supposed to believe that Marriner would not have welcomed someone - the 

fourth official is the obvious contact - correcting his error, or, more likely, preventing it ever happening? 

Another point: an error like this - one of mistaken identity - is much less likely to happen in the World Cup. Simply because 

FIFA tournament regulations require that all players wear their number not only on their backs and on their shorts, but also on 

the front of their shirts. Which considerably increases the referee’s ability to instantly identify players. 

In the Gibbs-Chamberlain confusion, it is quite possible that neither Marriner (with Chamberlain facing him) or his assistant 

(seeing Chamberlain from the side) got a view of his number. 

It is not just ~fe~es who would benefit from frontal numbers. They are useful in many ways - fans and journalists (particularly 

play-by-play broadcasters) also like to know, instantly, what is going on. The numbers also get rid of that farcical pantomime 

enacted by referees when they show a yellow card, making the player turn around so that the referee can stare at his back 

while writing down the number. 

Over the past couple of decades I have brought the topic up with all sorts of soccer people - but particularly with referees. Not 

a single referee have I found who denies that frontal numbers at~ a good idea. I have also failed to find a single referee, or a 

referees’ organization, willing to do anything about it. 



There are, in fact, a number of clear positives to be had from frontal numbers. And no negatives. There are only two even 

vaguely credible arguments I have ever heard against them. 

First, that there isn’t room for the numbers on the shirt fronts; this is nonsense - we are not talking about huge numbers, a 

maximum height of around eight or nine inches is quite enough. 

Second, that "the shirt manufacturers wouldn’t like them." Oddly, I’ve never actually heard that argument from a manufacturer. 

It usually comes from marketing types who live in fear of upsetting shirt sponsors. 

Actually, I think frontal numbers would benefit companies that advertise on the front of shirts - the numbers would surely 

mean many more people looking at the shirt fronts, increasing the chances of the sponsor’s message being seen. 

So ... a good idea, easily adopted. How come it is not more widely used among club teams? In particular, why are frontal 

numbers shunned by MLS -- a league operating in a country where the other sports do a terrific job of helping everyone to 

identify players. If easy player-identification is considered important by football and basketball, why should soccer be any 

different? Perhaps MLS would care to explain. 
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Section 2: Ancelotti: La Liga to be Decided on Final Day 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, March 24, 2014 Tweet This ::~~ Share This 

Football Espana                                                                                              [~ 

Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti maintained that nothing has changed in the La Liga title race despite 

his team’s 4-3 loss to Barcelona on Sunday. The Italian tactician told reporters that the race was always 

going to come down to the final day of the season: ’Tve said it many times: the League will be decided in the last 

match. We have to continue fighting. We need to react," he said. 

"1 haven’t spoken to the players about the match yet. We committed small mistakes and that’s why we lost," Ancelotti 

added. "The team is ready to get up and move on. We have to be satisfied with how we played. In the first matches 

with Barca and Atletico we deserved to lose, but not tonight. We didn’t deserve this defeat. We have improved a lot, 

the team has showed its quality and proved it in this match." 

Meanwhile, Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino was left in awe of his striker Lionel Messi, who scored three of 
Barca’s four goals in addition to assisting the opener for Andres Iniesta. "1 can hardly talk about Leo but there’s no 

need, it’s compliment after compliment," Martino said. "Today he breaks another record ... I hope he gives me the 

match ball." Indeed, Messi’s hat trick made him the all-time leading scorer in ’El Clasico.’ - Read the whole story... 

Ronaldo: Ref to Blame for Clasico Loss 
Football Espana 

Real Madrid striker Cristiano Ronaldo blamed referee Undiano Mallenco for his team’s 4-3 loss at home to La Liga 

rival Barcelona, saying that referees always favor Barca when the two teams play. The Catalan giant was awarded 

two penalties to Real’s one in the second half, as Sergio Ramos saw red after bringing down Neymar for the first 

spot kick. 

"We played against 12," Ronaldo said. "It’s always the same. They don’t allow us. Maybe they wanted Barca back in 

the league. I don’t want to leave this inside of me and I’m not looking for excuses, but the ref is not at the required 

level for a game like this." He continued: "If Barca lost today they would have been out. After five years here, I 

understand how things work. [The media] has been here for many years more than me. I have never seen Real 

Madrid favored by the referees. I’m sure that no matter all this, we will win the League." 

Meanwhile, Lionel Messi, who scored three goals on the night including two from the spot to become the all-time 

leading scorer in clasico history, hailed his team’s resilience to come from behind and restore its position in the La 

Liga title race. "This team always rises to the big occasions," the Argentina international said. "We have to keep 

going. The league is very tough and we haven’t got many games left. We can’t afford to fail. It’s an important win. 

We’re back in the race again and we have to keep going. We can’t make any more mistakes." 



Barcelona is still in third in La Liga, but now just a single point behind Atletico Madrid and Real, in first and second, 

respectively. - Read the whole story... 

Former Gunners: Arsenal is Out of the Title Race 
BBC Sport 
Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger has been roundly criticized for the 6-0 hammering his team took in Saturday’s derby 

defeat to Chelsea at Stamford Bridge. Indeed, following the loss, which severely damaged Arsenal’s title hopes, 

Wenger told reporters that he should take all the blame for the "nightmare" defeat on the occasion of his historic 

1,000th appearance as the club’s manager. Though most of Chelsea’s goals came down to individual errors from his 

players, Wenger insisted, "1 take full responsibility for it," without saying much else. 

Meanwhile, the BBC is reporting that many former Arsenal players now think the Gunners are completely out of the 

title race following yet another lopsided loss to a top four club in England. 

According to former Arsenal midfielder Stewart Robson, the Gunners performance was "embarrassing." He added: 

"It was obvious two years ago that Mikel Arteta was too slow. You cannot play him as a holding player and expect to 

beat the best teams. [Mathieu] Flamini was a better bet." When asked about the Gunners’ title hopes this season, 

Robson said: "They’ve no chance. They’ve shown again when pressure is put on them by big teams that they are not 

tactically or physically up for it." 

Frank McLintock, a former FA Cup winner with Arsenal in 1971, told BBC Radio: "For the first goal two Arsenal 

players were stretched between three Chelsea players and I thought ’where are the full backs’? Bacary Sagna was 

particularly guilty - always bombing forward - he is very often 25 yards as if he’s a right winger and I don’t think you 

can play like that." - Read the whole story... 

Mourinho Defends Pla  
Guardian 

Following his team’s devastating 6-0 crushing of Arsene Wenger’s Arsenal on Saturday, Chelsea coach Jose 

Mourinho hit back at those critics that have accused him of having a defensive style of play. 

"This is a funny story because I have the record of goals in the Spanish league, the record of goals in the Italian 

league, the record of points in every league I was in," the Portuguese said after a win he described as "easy." He 

added: "1 had players winning gold boots and being the top scorer in the country, even in Europe. I really don’t 

understand where it comes from. If you say my teams have a lot of clean sheets, I say yes. But a lot of clean sheets 

doesn’t mean you are a defensive team. It means you defend well." - Read the whole story... 

Liverpool’s Rodgers Hails Suarez, Sturridge 
ESPN.co.uk 

Liverpool coach Brendan Rodgers hailed Luis Suarez after the Uruguayan goal machine recorded yet another hat 

trick en route to the Reds 6-3 win against Cardiff City on Saturday. Suarez now has 28 goals in the Premier League 

this season, equaling Robbie Fowler’s club record, which he will surely beat as long as he stays fit for the final eight 

games of the season. 

"[Suarez] is a remarkable player. His determination and his desire is at such a high level. He gets his rewards," 

Rodgers told reporters after the game. "He’s a world-class player, who is enjoying his football and long may it 

continue." 

The Liverpool boss went on to praise Suarez’s striking partner Daniel Sturridge, who set up Liverpool’s fifth and 

Suarez’s second with an outstanding backheel flick. "That’s what we’ve got in the team - footballers and technicians 

that can open up the game for us, we can control the ball," Rodgers said, adding: "Look at our imagination and 

creativity today; you sensed the crowd felt that every time we were in their half, we could score." - Read the whole 



story... 

UEFA Hands Bayern Partial Stadium Closure vs. Man United 
Reuters 

German treble winner Bayem Munich, which is coasting to the Bundesliga title again this season, has been ordered 

to close part of its stadium for the UEFA Champions League game at home to Manchester United next month for 

"discriminatory behavior" by the club’s fans, who displayed "an illicit banner" during its round of "16 series at home to 

Arsenal earlier this month, Bayem will have to shut "Sector "124" of the Allianz Arena for the quarterfinal second leg 

on April 9, - Read the whole story,,, 

Roone .y_~_M_y Halfway Line Goal was Better Than Beckham’s 
BBC Sport 

Who did it better, Wayne Rooney during Manchester United’s 2-0 win at West Ham on Saturday or David Beckham 

during United’s 3-0 win at Wimbledon in 1996? While both players beat the goalkeeper from the halfway line, 

Rooney’s came on the bounce, while Beckham’s was rolling on the ground. To be sure, they were both fantastic 

goals, but Rooney maintains that his takes the cake. When asked if his was better, the England striker replied that his 

was, "Of course." - Read the whole story... 
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Monday, March 24, 2014 

Green gets FIFA green light to switch national teams 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] FIFA has approved the application of German-American 
Julian Green to switch his association affiliation from Germany, 

where he played in its youth national team program, to the USA. The 
approval clears the 18-year-old Bayern Munich winger to play for the 
USA in the April 2 friendly against Mexico in Glendale, Ariz .... Read 
the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"If you had a chance to play potentially for a World 
Cup team, would you say no?" 

-- Vancouver defender Steven Beitashour, the son of 
Iranian immigrants who was born and raised in 
California, on his opportunity to represent Iran at the 

2014 World Cup. (New York Times) 

Soccer America Power Rankings 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: Week 3] A tie with the Galaxy in its home opener dropped 
previous leader Real Salt Lake down a notch in Soccer America’s 

weekly MLS Power Rankings. Idle Houston moved up from the second 
spot, and Toronto FC, FC Dallas and Seattle also climbed a notch by 
posting victories. Columbus maintained its status as one of only three 

unbeaten and untied teams by handing Philadelphia its first toss. 
...Read the whole story 

MLS Week 3: Goal of the Week nominees 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK] It’s a United Nations selection of nominations for AT~tT 

MLS Goat of the Week with strikes from a Venezuelan, Irishman, 
Mexican, Costa Rican and Colombian .... Read the whole story 

Big interconference clashes highlight MLS weekend 
by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IN SOCCER: March 24-30] The early-season picture in MLS 
wilt clear up after Week 4’s six interconference matches, two 

involving unbeaten teams, plus FC Dallas-Portland. Manchester City 
wilt face two huge games on the road in its quest to regain the 

English Premier League title, white Aron Johannsson wilt lead AZ 
against Ajax in a rematch of last year’s Dutch Cup semifinal .... Read 
the whole story 

Japan, Venezuela and Nigeria perfect in group play 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP] Tournament favorite Japan was 

joined by surprises Venezuela and Nigeria as the only teams to sweep 
at[ three group games at the Under-17 Women’s World Cup, which 

wrapped up first-round play on Sunday .... Read the whole story 

Own goal on second ’try’ 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] We don’t much about defender Iza[do of 
Brazilian club Nautico, but we bet he pines for the days before the 

viral video -- because he’s about be famous for one of the most 

Carlsbad Elite claims three National League 
titles 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] Car[sbad Elite became just the 

third club to win three or more divisional titles in the 

same season in the U.S. Youth Soccer National 
League that wrapped up its 2013-14 girts ...... More 

Marriner’s Mistake -- but FIFA’s Fault 
by Paul Gardner 

The tangled situation and the snap decision that ted 
EPL referee Andre Marriner to red-card the wrong 

player during Saturday’s Chelsea-Arsenal game have 
been, and wilt continue to be, argued at tedious 

length .... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Klinsmann disappointed in Dempsey’s 
’harsh’ suspension 

2. Toronto’s $100 million trio delivers 

3. Rooney scores from 60 yards out 

4. Michael Bradley nutmegs and runs over ref 

5. Blackout hits Seattle-Toronto TV numbers 
hard 



amusing own goals ever scored .... Read the whole story 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Enhancing Your SIyart’s Facility 

Hey Albert, 

I wanted to check up with you again to make 
sure everything is going smoothly for the 
upcoming season. As a coach, I know your 
main goal is to enhance your team and 
improve from the previous season, but what 
about enhancing your facility? 

Just like everything else in your program, your 
facility needs a fresh new look that will 
impress your fans and leave your opponents 
in awe. My team and I can help you prepare 
for the new season by designing, constructing 
and installing your facility’s new look. Below 
are some products [ believe your facility can 
benefit from. Take a look and let me know 
what you think! 

Locker Room G~aphics will instantly amp up 
your locker room into the ultimate prep room 
for your players. Customize your locker room 
to represent your program with school colors 
and graphics. This transformation will not only 
make your facility more appealing, it will also 
boost your player’s spirits before every game. 

Wail G*aphics gives you the ability to cover 
your walls with school pride. We can use 
anything from a single logo to a full-color 
photograph to create something that will blow 
you away! 

"It has made a tremendous difference, 
and for people who are having second 

thoughts about spending the money, it’s 
given kids incredible pride." 

-Athletic Director of Gulliver Prep High School 

Albert, both of these products would be a 
great investment in your program. Send me 
some photos of your facility and my team will 
put together a mock-up of our vision for NO 
CHARGE. Let me help you prepare your team 
for the new season. 

Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an 

email, 
cNI 800-790o7611 

Thank you and have a great day, 

Corey Leonard 
President 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Tuesday action includes the Manchester derby and Copa Libertadores games. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated datty throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, ~,~arch 25 

BelN SPORTS 

italy ROMA-TORINO (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-ABERDEEN (live) 3:45 pm. 

NBGSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain MALAGA-ESPANYOL (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-BILBAO (live) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (livE) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-VERACRUZ (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ZAMORA=NACIONAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SANTOS LAGUNA-ATLETICO PENAROL (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

French Cup MOULINS-ANGERS (live) 3:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

French Cup MOULINS=ANGERS (live) 3:30 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-ABERDEEN (live) 3:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE-EVERTON (live) 3:45 pm. 

England ARSENAL-SWANSEA (live) 3:45 pm. 

W~ON~S~A~, March 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain BARCELONA-CELTA DE VIGO (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-REAL MADRID (live) 4:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-CELTIC (live) 3:45 pm. 

NBCSN 



England SUNDERLAND-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-CELTA DE VIGO (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-REAL MADRID (live) 4:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-NEWELL’S (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO PARANAENSE-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Libertadores LEON-BOLIVAR (live) 11 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

French Cup CANNES-GUINGAMP (live) 1:30 

French Cup MONACO-LENS (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

French Cup CANNES-GUINGAMP (live) 1:30 pm. 

French Cup MONACO-LENS (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO=com 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-CELTIC (live) 3:45 pm. 

BeiN PLAY 

Spain RAYO-OSASUNA (live) 2:45 pm. 

italy CATANIA-NAPOLI (live) 3:30 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-AC MILAN (live) 3:30 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-PARMA (live) 3:30 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-GRANADA (live) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England WEST HAM-HULL CITY (live) 3:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, ~ch 27 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy INTER MILAN-UDINESE (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-VlLLAREAL (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain ALMERIA-VALENCIA (live) 4:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-CERRO PORTENO (live) 5:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores INDEPENDIENTE DE VALLE-SAN LORENZO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSITARIO-THE STRONGEST (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PENAPOLENSE (live) 9 pm= 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

French Cup RENNES-LILLE (live) 3:30 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 
Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALLADOLID (live) 2:45 pm. 
Spain LEVANTE-BETIS (live) 4:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 
FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-CANADA (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup GHANA-ITALY (live) 6:48 pro. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 9:48 pm. 

FR~A~, ~a~ch 28 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS=ZACATEPEC (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-PUMAS (live0 11:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, M~rch 2~ 



NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-CHELSEA (live) 10:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 1 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-D.C= UNITED (live) 4 pm= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 11 am. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico VERACRUZ-PACHUCA (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-MONARCAS (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-KANSAS CITY (live) 6 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SALT LAKE-TORONTO (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLUMBUS (live) 10 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SOUTHAMPTON-NEWCASTLE (live) 11 am. 

England STOKE CITY-HULL CITY (live) 11 am. 

England SWANSEA-NORWlCH (live) 11 am. 

England WEST BROM-CARDIFF (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-EVERTON (live) 8 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) 10:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-HIBERNIAN (live) 7:40 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands AJAX-TWENTE (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-LEON (live) 2 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS NEW YORK-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS=AMERICA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 
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TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner <news@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 10:42 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Train Like a Pro with Renowned European Coach Pierrot Labat 

ixii 

If you are having trouble viewing the email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive emaJl from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 
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Subject: 

AliMed eDeJs <email@alimednews.com~ 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 1:39 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Open to save even more on our March sale 

Special Savings on products for patient safely and ..... S ..... p to 35%. Off .... ds March 31, 2014. 

Free Ground Shipping with online purchase of $100 or more Now until March 31, 2014. Use coupon code SHIP100. 



vu~ser ~}i Bi-fold Bedside Fall Mat ii.~.iI Stop Strips 

V~Ryse~2 ~o~itor Eco~or~y BiWold Stop Strips 
Risers ~edside F~ M~ SAVE 20% 

SAVE 20% w~H~nd~es ~’,e~ 

s~,cks~e d~ers ~,~ ~e SAVE over 15% 
mo~toL m~x~m~ze r£~sk Secure w4~h sel:4- ~p 

2ibx 

~$] O0 or6er total 6oes not ~nclu6e sh~n~ char~es. 
Cannot be combine6 w~th other o~ers except our Narch Sale 

Cannot be use6 on ~re~ous ~urchases. Offer available for online ~urchases 

We ra:spa:ct your :iSlet to privscx - view our policy 

IVlanade Subscriptions :~ Update Profile i Unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

U.S. Soccer Foundation <news ussoccerfoundation.org@mail176.at161.mcsv.net> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 5:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featured Speakers Announced tbr the 2014 Urba~ Soccer Symposium 

i~i The2014 Urban Soccer Symposium Presented by Soccer Shots The U.S. Soccer 

Foundation 

Headin,~t il~to oul ei{ii:ti: Urban Soccer Symposium, we a.~e excited to wetcom<÷ ;~ new cisss of ~:~s~<÷iists and 
feaiL~ed speaksrs to i’,elp inspire ~ttendees io expar:d ~i:eff ,,4sion a~d grow ~i:eff impact. This year’s featured 
speakers 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kevin Barrow- <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 6:16 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer issue 45 - Download it now 

%i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Dear ARson, 

The April 2014 issue of Elite ~ccer is now ready to download. 

Tony Pulis has really turned Crystal Palace’s fortunes around in the 
Barclays Premier League this season, and keeping the south London club in 
the top division this season would surely be one of the experienced 
manager’s best achievements. 

The club’s purposeful pressing game in the centre of the park has certainly 
been a key feature during Pulis’s time at Selhurst Park, and in this season 
he coaches the principles of closing down opponents quickly, winning the 
ball, then breaking at pace. 

In this issue, we’re also delighted to feature a session from Middlesbrough 
boss Aitor Karanka that examines how an attacking move can build from 
the back with precision and accuracy. We also feature Oldham Athletic’s 
Lee 3ohnson (who shows how to thwart the counter-attack), Republic of 
Ireland coach Seamus McDonagh (keeper’s reading of the ball), plus 
Blackburn Rovers’ Eric Kinder (attacking offside elements), and our 
Coaching Consultation is with Tony Mowbray, who teaches how to 
defend in tight spaces. 

To download and save your issue, please use this link: 

htt p ://www.coa ch- soccer.com/downloads/SCT/EliteSoccer45, pdf 

I hope that you enjoy this issue but if you do have any problems please do 

not hesitate to email me at kevimbarrow@coach-soccer.com or for 
customer service enquiries email Duncan Heard at 

duncan h@greenstarmedia.net 

Yours in soccer 

~iI Kevin B ..... 

Kevin Barrow, Publisher 
Elite Soccer 

PS - Been sent this email by a friend or colleague and want to know how 
to join Elite Soccer? Become a member today here. 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: kevin .barrow@coach-soccer.com 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

A forward with speed in abundance makes his 
commitment to join a Big Ten program, while 
a tenacious defender shifts his sights 
MORE: Top 100 Girls Defender Commits 

Both of these prolific forwards put in top 
weeks to earn High School Player of the 
Week honors. 
MORE: Hiqh School Teams of the Week 

TO 
College soccer and MLS have been joined at 
the hip since the league first began in 1996. 
TDS has quantified that relationship by 
~ry player listed on a roster. 

li~i Premier Content ~ 

DID YOU SEE? 

Get to College! 
TDS Combine dates 
announced. 

Watch Columbia women’s 
soccer team pass circles 
around opponents. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Butler Boys Soccer Camps 

Butler University Men’s Soccer is hosting an 
"Elite College Prep & Advanced Residential 
Camp" on the .July :[7-20, 20:[4. 

Here at Butler we carefully select players 
who possess: talent, technique, intelligence, 
courage, desire, honor, and integrity. 

We have created a high performance culture 
and an environment that helps the most 
talented players achieve their ambition of 
playing at the collegiate level. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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FeedBtitz <feedblitz:(~rnaiLfeedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[ette~ <r~ew!~Iet:t:er@usnstpa.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 12:02 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Mar 26, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Mar 26, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Liverpool - Sunderland is on NBCSN at 3pm~ Barcelona - Celta Vigo is on belN 

Spo~t at 2:45pra. Also on Wednesday’s soccer ~" schedu[e, be~N Sport has Sevi[La 

- Rear Madrk~ at 4:45pm. Scottish Prermer [.eaaue on [o~ Soccer ~lIUS: ~a~tid~ 

Thistke - Celtic at 3:45pm. Cope L~bertadores on Fox Deportes; Naciona[ - 
~.~ewe[~’s Old Boys at 6:30pro, AtLetk:o Paranaense - VelIeZ SarsfielId at 9pro, and 

Leon - Bo[K,ar a~ 11 pro. A~ Times ~as~ern 

Their Words 

ReM Naddd coach Carlo AncelottL 

Everton beats Newcastle and Hertha lose to Bayern 
Munich 

Tim Howard and Everton shutout Newcastle in the Premier Leaque on Tuesday and John Brooks and He, the Berlin saw 

Bayem Munich crowned champk~r~s in the Bundesiiga. 

I~I~ ~ ~l~(~wa~l~j ]) ~<] k~(~ ~] 1]) t 1~} shutotat in k’verton’!; 3-0 win over NewcastLe/.~nit:ed at: St ,James’ Park. ~oss Barktey opened 

the scor~n~ in the 22nd minute. Rome[u Lukaku double8 the (ead in the 52nd minute and Leon Osman finished off 
~oa~s ir~ the 8lth. Howard needed t:hree saves k~r the elIean sheet. Everton are 5th in the Premier Leaaue table, 6 poh~ts 

behind Al’sena[ but wiLh a ~ame in hand. 

"We’ve been workin~j ~ea[[y hard for the [ast 10 months and you can see the team is ready to 8ire everythin$ in every 

fJ.,ame and make every single Zvertonian proud," Everton manaaer Roberto Martinez said. "We’[f see how in,any points 

that $ives us." 

Joh~ Brooks got the start tk)r Hertha Bertir~ in a 3-1 I.oss to Bayem Munich at the OLympk}stadior~. Bayern Munk:h 

bec:arae the f}rst BundesLiga dub to clinch the title th}s early in the season with the win. Hertha Bedim trailed 2-0 when 

Adrian Rarnos pu[[ed a goal back ~rom the penalty spot in the 66th mk~ute~ Bayem scored their third gee[ in the 79th. 

Read Nore 

Are the Galaxy now an average MLS team? 
By Luis Bueno o CARSON, CA (Mar 26. 20’t4) LJS Soccer Players - SuddenLy, this season fls~eLs qbite dit’~erent for the 

Ga[axy~ There ~s no MLS trophy fl’om a year a~o to point to ~or motK,at~on. TheCONCACAF Champions Leaflue is over~ 
and there is no prospect of another. The Galaxy wilt even dose out March with a ra~e weekend off on the MLS schedule. 

This is what it feels Like to be averaae. 

The Galax:] of course never fancies itself as lust another rumof-them~dt[ MLS club. However, the departures of David 

Beckham and ~’ri] e Ma~ee cauflht up to the Gal.a~7 and loosened their ~rip on the ~est of the league. 

’~’hr,~’e a~’e s@y@ra[ ways the GaLaxy coutd quIiek[y reaain their spot atop M[.S. Not only does the Gata×y need to be the top 

chlb m MLS, but closer towards how the dub vrews itself, They’re the team that sets the standard across the [ea%~e. So 

how do th !~y (j<~t there in 20147 

Get back ~nto the CONCACAE Champions League 

The Gataxy have been an annual participant in the CONCACA? Champions League so many times that it has become 

routine. Since 2010 the GaLaxy have hosted Champions [iea~kEe ]~at(:h@:[ @v@~’y s(]r[~r[~er arid early flail ~t has ~)ro~rid@d for 

extra chaKenaes with jugs[in8 the roster and trave[in~ to Mexico and Central America, but with the Champions League 

is synonymous w~th success. ~t is a cha{ten~e the Galaxy g~ad[y took on. This summel% there wilt be r,othin~ to focus on 

ouLside of the usua[ meanin~tess friend[ins wiLh European sides. The Ga[a~ must ~et back to that rouLine in 2015~ 



results have not bee~ there ])tit EhaE has hoe (orne frorn a ~ack of desire and aEte~Eion. The dub muse have that as a 

b~rget: agai~ next: year. Read/¢,ore 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

]nter Mi{aa - Udinese is oa beIN Sport and be]N en Espan@. has GeLafe - Vif.[an ea{ in La Liga. Also on Thursday’s soccer 

TY schedule, severaf options frorn t~r~e Copa Libertado~es on ~ox Deportes. 

Inter" M[[art o Ud~nese on be]N Sport at ~:.’¢0pm. lnte~ Mi]a~ ape .~th in the Serie A table and Udinese a~e 14th with t:} 

pein[.s separatiag them~ thief ~’til.an are coming off ef a 2-1 f.oss [.o A[a[anta and Udinese shatout gassuo~o 1-0, 

"ORe resa[[ doesn’t change your everal.{ assessmen[. 

how the coa(h works both whe~ the going ~s easy and when it’s tough~ the way he’s ab{e to t~ke into c:o~s~deration 

people ,~’,,ho ,~’,,eren’~: given ~:he right consideration befere, if he’s been able to deve]ep the ’/eung p~ayers, Foetbal.{ is abobt 

moments, it doesn’t a~ways 

Oef~afe ~ V~a~Tea~ }s on befN Sport en Espanof at 2:45pm. Getafe a~e 18th in the La Liga table with Vii{an eat in 7th. 

Getaie lost 14) to Bilbao on Saturday a~]d Vill.arreal lost 2ol te Valen(:ia on Sbnday. 

Akse en "l’hursday~s so(:(:e~ "[’7 schedule, be]N en Espanek has Aimeria - Val.enda at 4:45prn. (:opa Liberb~deres on Fo:< 

Deportes: Lanus - Ce~ro Portene at 5:30pm, ladepead~ente ¯ San KoreRzo at 7: 30pm, and Unb~ersitaHo - The Stroagest 

a~ 10pro. A~ TTmes 

~i Sp°ns°r message 

powered by 

i~i 8p°ns°r message 



i~i powered by 

Click here to safely unsubscribe ir,L~!r! "US~occe;P!~ie~s, " Click here to view mailin~ archives, here to chan~?e ,vour preferences~ a~ here to subscribe ~ Privoql ~. 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Atiemoon Edition: Klinsmalm names U.S. roster for Mexico game 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 

Klinsmann names U.S. roster for Mexico game 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann called up 22 

players -- 19 based in MLS -- for the friendly match against Mexico 

April 2 in Glendale, Ariz....Read the whole story 

Former Iran assistant Namazi joins Sermanni’s staff 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA WOMEN] Iranian-American Omid Namazi, who recently left 

Iran’s World Cup staff in part because he had not been paid in five 
months, has joined U.S. women’s national team head coach Tom 

Sermannfs staff as a full-time assistant coach .... Read the whole 
story 

Passage of Porto Alegre tax measure averts crisis 

by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] A collective sigh of relief could be 

heard from across Brazil all the way to FIFA headquarters in Zurich. 

On Tuesday, lawmakers in the city of Porto Ategre passed a 
measure providing for tax relief for companies interested in paying 

for au;dtiary fadlities needed during World Cup games at the 
Estadio Beira-Rio....Read the whole story 

Rowdies acquire Pickins from New England 
by Soccer America 

[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] In a rare transfer involving MLS and NASL 

clubs, the New England Revolution sent goalkeeper Matt Pickens, 
whom it had picked up on waivers from Colorado last week, to the 

Tampa Bay Rowdies, who signed the 31-year-old keeper to a multi- 

year contract. No terms were announced though media reports 
suggested a fee of about S150,000 was paid .... Read the whole 
story 

Michna receives Eddie Pearson referees award 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] FIoridian Jozsef Michna has been awarded the Eddie 
Pearson Award for his years of service with the U.S. Soccer 

referee program .... Read the whole story 

Bellissimo volley in Serie A 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Todno’s Oro Immobile’s scored his Sede A- 

leading 17th goat with an amazing left-footed volley, meeting a long 
pass in fur stride to hammer into the Roma net....Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 

"A coach is always only good because he’s at a big 

club with great players. I have won many titles, 

because I have had great players, they deserve the 
praise, they are unbelievable." 

-- Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardiola after Bayern 

clinched the 8undesliga title on Tuesday. The 

Spaniard won 14 out of 19 titles during his four 
years at Barcelona’s helm. (AFP) 

1, Beckham’s vision for bayview Miami stadium 
released 

2, More than half of MLS teams open with 
sellouts 

3, All 21 Lionel Messi El Clasico goals 

4, Soccer America Power Rankings 

5, Doneil Henry and Trapp top Homegrown 
crop 

~ Y ou are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

~Vednesday, March 26, 2014 5:06 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Bayern Celebrates; Rooney & Wenger Lick Their Wo~mds 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, March 26, 2014 !~" Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Bayem Wins 8undeMiga in Record Time 
AFP                                                                                                               ~ 

Bayem Munich on Tuesday won the German Bundesliga after a record-setting 27 games, which is erie 

game earlier than last season. Coach Pep Guardiola has now won three titles in the nine months since taking over 

for Jupp Heynckes, who retired after guiding the club te an unprecedented treble of the demestic league and cup 

as well as the UEFA Champions League last season. Guardiela’s trophy haul includes the UEFA Super Cup, the 

FIFA Club World Cup, and now, the Bundesliga~ 

Speaking to reporters after Bayern’s 3-1 win at Hertha Berlin secured the championship, Guardiola hailed his 

predecessor. "We won the title with hard work and when you see what Jupp Heynckes achieved last season, that 

was the only way we were going to better that," Guardiola said, referring to the speed with which the Bavarian giant 

won the league. "He laid the foundations." 

The Spaniard added: "1 want to thank my players and the club who have helped me achieve this. We had a lot ef 

injuries in recent months and we have not always played well, but my players showed character. Tonight we were 

very active from the start, but in the second half we lost a little of our control. I am just happy we have finally 

managed it." 

Meanwhile, durgen Klopp, the Borussia Dortmund coach whose team was held to a goalless draw at rival Schalke 

on Tuesday, was full of admiration for Guardiola’s men. "It’s unbelievable the way you have torn things up down 

there," he said. "You’re so far ahead, we’d need a telescope to see you. It’s a fantastic achievement." 

- Read the whole story... 

Wenger Writes off Arsena~ Tit~e Hopes 
Guardian 

Arsene Wenger admitted that he is more concerned with a top four finish than wining the Premier League title 

after the Gunners slumped to a 2-2 draw at home to Swansea City thanks to a 90th-minute own goal from Mathieu 

Flamini. Time point left Arsenal six points adrift of league leader Chelsea but, perhaps more importantly, time 

Gunners are just six points clear of fifth-place Everton, which won 3-0 at Newcastle and still has a game in hand. 

"The title is not our biggest worry at the moment," Wenger said. "We just have to try to be realistic and we have to 

come back in the next game. We have to look behind us. Of course we also have to look in front of us but as well 

behind us. Everton won [at Newcastle United] so we have, of course, to focus. It will be open until the end. We can 

still have surprises. He added: "[Manchester City] and Chelsea are the favorites for the title. We don’t have too 

much room to come back into it. We have to get some players back. It’s difficult to fight with half the team out." 

Indeed, Arsenal has once again been decimated by injuries at a crucial point in the season. While Theo Walcott 

has been lost for the rest of the season, Aaron Ramsey, Laurent Koscielny, Jack Wilshere and Mesut Ozil are 

not "close to coming back", the Frenchman noted. 

- Read the whole sto[y._ 

Roone~]: Man United ’Not Good Enough’ at Home 
Guardian 

Following Manchester United’s 3-0 loss to Manchester City on Tuesday, Wayne Rooney admitted that opposing 

teams no longer fear coming to Old Trafford. The loss, United’s sixth at home in the Premier League this season, is 

the club’s worst return since 2002, a statistic that Rooney feels is unacceptable. 

’qt’s not good enough," the England striker said in an interview with MUTV. "We can’t lose six homes games in a 

season and we have to put that right, and make this a place which teams fear again." He once again praised 

United’s fans for sticking by the team: "They were great again tonight. As a team, we need them to be strong and to 

understand there has been a big change at the club. We have to step up and start giving the fans something to 



cheer about with some good performances and wins." 

Two goals from Edin Dzeko and a late third from Yaya Toure sealed a win that would no doubt put more pressure 

on United coach David I~oyes. "It’s a bad night and we didn’t deserve to win," Rooney added. "We weren’t clinical 

enough and we didn’t create enough chances. No one likes to lose a derby game - they’re big games and they’re 

great to win but when you lose it’s not a great feeling. It’s probably been the story of our season so far, that we’ve 

got a couple of good results and then one which sets us back a bit." 

- Read the whole story.,, 

Report: Anq ry United Fans Tarqeted Fer.qie 
ESPN FC 

Irate Manchester United fans took their anger out on former coach Alex Ferguson following the defending English 

champion’s 3-0 home defeat to city rival Manchester City on Tuesday. According to reports, angry fans yelled 

expletives at the former United manager as well as David [~oyes, his handpicked successor, while stadium officials 

were deployed to prevent the fans from tearing down a banner honoring Moyes as "The Chosen One." United is 

currently seventh in the Premier League table, 12 points behind Arsenal, which occupies the fourth and final UEFA 

Champions League qualification place. 

- Read the whole story... 

Rorna Unveils New Stadium Plans ............................................................................................................. 

New York Times 

AS Roma’s American owner James Pa~lotta on Wednesday revealed plans for a new 52,500-seat stadium, which 

the club hopes to open in 2016. The project will be financed privately and will include other entertainment sites and 

mass transit additions, which are expected to cost more than $300 million. 

In an interview with The New York Times, Pallotta noted, "The stadium is a very important piece for us. With the 

stadium there and if we do what our plans say we’re going to do, I believe we can be one of the top three clubs in 

the world. That’s the goal -- I’m not afraid to say it." 

As the Times article points out, Pallotta is attacking one of the main problems with Italy’s soccer infrastructure, the 

fact that no team, with the exception of two-time defending champion Juventus, owns its own stadium. Roma 

currently shares space with its city rival Lazio at the decrepit Stadio Olimpico, which belongs to the city, and is 

maintained by it. 

Sean Barror, Roma’s chief commercial officer and a Iongtime associate of Pallotta’s, likened the situation to what 

might have been found in England’s Premier League in the 1990s. "It’s generally realized that there is a significant 

infrastructure issue in Italy," he said. "But all of it is linked together. The one thing the leagues in England and 

Germany have done is embrace progress in a lot of ways, and we’re trying to be at the front end of it here." 

- Read the whole story... 

Cruyff Criticizes Nevrnar Purchase 
Football Espana 

Dutch legend Johan Cruyff, a former Barcelona player and coach, has criticized his former club for the lavish 

contract handed to Brazilian starlet Neymar following his transfer from Santos last summer. In an interview with AS, 

Cruyff argued that the highly publicized transfer has unbalanced the Spanish champion. "Neymar is the problem at 

Barca," he said, adding: "He’s a great player, that’s indisputable, but you can’t sign a 21 -year-old and pay him more 

than players who have won everything." 

- Read the whole story... 

Sur~qeon: Fa~cao Could Return in Late May 
Sky Sports News 

Radame~ Falcao’s surgeon Jose Carlos Noronha has once again claimed that the AS Monaco striker’s recovery 

is ahead of schedule and he could return in time for the World Cup. The Colombia international underwent knee 

surgery earlier this year after suffering damage to his ligaments in a Coupe de France game in late January. 

Noronha said that as long as there are no setbacks, the former Porto and Atletico Madrid striker could return to the 

field by the end of May. Colombia’s opening game against Greece is on June 14. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Firefighters Rescue Rea~ Starlet Jose 
/kS 

Madrid’s fire brigade was called in to rescue Real Madrid forward Jose Rodriguez following a gas explosion in his 

apartment on Tuesday. The firemen had to rescue Jese, who is still on crutches following his ACL tear against 



Schalke in the U EFA Champions League last week. Police are investigating the cause of the blaze which is believed 

to have originated in the garage of a first floor flat where three people were working. 

- Read the whole story._ 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, March 27, 2014 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Thursday’s action includes Italian Serie A, Spanish La Liga and Copa Libertadores games. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

preqramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, ~J~a~ch 27 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy INTER MILAN-UDINESE (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-VILLARREAL (live) 2:45 pro. 

Spain ALMERIA-VALENCIA (live) 4:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-CERRO PORTENO (live) 5:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores INDEPENDIENTE DE VALLE-SAN LORENZO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSITARIO-THE STRONGEST (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PENAPOLENSE (live) 9 pm= 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

French Cup RENNES-LILLE (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 
Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALLADOLID (live) 2:45 pm. 
Spain LEVANTE-BETIS (live) 4:45 pro. 

ESPN3.com 
FIFA U-I 7 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-CANADA (live) 3:48 pm, 
FIFA U-t 7 Women’s World Cup GHANA-ITALY (live) 6:48 pro. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 9:48 pm. 

FRIDAY, ~,~ch 28 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-TIJUANA (live) 9:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-TIJUANA (live) 9:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 3:30 pro. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ZACATEPEC (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-PUMAS (live0 11:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, March 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 



England BURNLEY-LEICESTER CITY (live) 8 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BARCELONA (live) 10:15 am. 

Italy BOLOGNA-ATALANTA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pm, 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm, 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:45 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-CHICAGO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ESPANYOL-BARCELONA (live) 10:15 am. 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-SEVlLLA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm, 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HOFFENHEIM (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany FREIBURG-NUREMBERG (live) 1:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-GRONINGEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Uruguay LIVERPOOL-NACIONAL (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico VERACRUZ-PACHUCA (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-MONARCAS (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-KANSAS CITY (live) 6 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SALT LAKE-TORONTO (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLUMBUS (live) 10 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

8eiN PLAY 

England BOLTON-WlGAN (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain PONFERRADINA-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 12:45 pm. 

France EVlAN-MONACO (live) 2:45 pm. 

France SOCHAUX-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SOUTHAMPTON-NEV~SASTLE (live) 11 am. 

England STOKE CITY-HULL CITY (live) 11 am, 

England SWANSEA-NORWlCH (live) 11 am. 

England WEST BROM-CARDIFF (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:30 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-HIBERNIAN (live) 7:40 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy SAMPDORIA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:30 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-ELCHE (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands AJAX-Rh~NTE (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-LEON (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-WERDER BREMEN (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PAULISTAO SEMIFINAL (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-RIVER PLATE (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-CELAYA (live) 7 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS NEW YORK-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-AMERICA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW-SPARTAK MOSCOW (live) 5:15 am. 
Spain VALLADOLID-ALMERIA (live) 5:45 am, 

italy SASSUOLO-ROMA (live) 6:15 am. 

Italy LAZIO-PARMA (live) 8:45 am. 

France LYON-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-GETAFE (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy UDINESE-CATANIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-INTER MILAN (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain GRANADA-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain BETIS-MALAGA (live) 3:45 pm. 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Thursday, March 27, 2014 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Thursday’s action includes Italian Serie A, Spanish La Liga and Copa Libertadores games. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

preqramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, ~J~a~ch 27 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy INTER MILAN-UDINESE (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GETAFE-VILLARREAL (live) 2:45 pro. 

Spain ALMERIA-VALENCIA (live) 4:45 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-CERRO PORTENO (live) 5:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores INDEPENDIENTE DE VALLE-SAN LORENZO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSITARIO-THE STRONGEST (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PENAPOLENSE (live) 9 pm= 

UNiVISION DEPORTES 

French Cup RENNES-LILLE (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 
Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-VALLADOLID (live) 2:45 pm. 
Spain LEVANTE-BETIS (live) 4:45 pro. 

ESPN3.com 
FIFA U-I 7 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-CANADA (live) 3:48 pm, 
FIFA U-t 7 Women’s World Cup GHANA-ITALY (live) 6:48 pro. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-MEXICO (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-SPAIN (live) 9:48 pm. 

FRIDAY, ~,~ch 28 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-TIJUANA (live) 9:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-TIJUANA (live) 9:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-HERTHA BERLIN (live) 3:30 pro. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ZACATEPEC (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-PUMAS (live0 11:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, March 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 



England BURNLEY-LEICESTER CITY (live) 8 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BARCELONA (live) 10:15 am. 

Italy BOLOGNA-ATALANTA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pm, 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm, 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:45 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

England ARSENAL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-CHICAGO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland ABERDEEN-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ESPANYOL-BARCELONA (live) 10:15 am. 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-SEVlLLA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-RAYO (live) 4:45 pm, 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HOFFENHEIM (live) 10:30 am. 

Germany FREIBURG-NUREMBERG (live) 1:30 pm. 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-GRONINGEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

Uruguay LIVERPOOL-NACIONAL (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-ATLAS (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico VERACRUZ-PACHUCA (live) 7 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLANTE (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-MONARCAS (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-KANSAS CITY (live) 6 pro. 

MLS VANCOUVER-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-PORTLAND (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SALT LAKE-TORONTO (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLUMBUS (live) 10 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

8eiN PLAY 

England BOLTON-WlGAN (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain PONFERRADINA-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 12:45 pm. 

France EVlAN-MONACO (live) 2:45 pm. 

France SOCHAUX-MARSEILLE (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 3:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SOUTHAMPTON-NEV~SASTLE (live) 11 am. 

England STOKE CITY-HULL CITY (live) 11 am, 

England SWANSEA-NORWlCH (live) 11 am. 

England WEST BROM-CARDIFF (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:30 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-HIBERNIAN (live) 7:40 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy SAMPDORIA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:30 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-ELCHE (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands AJAX-Rh~NTE (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-LEON (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-WERDER BREMEN (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PAULISTAO SEMIFINAL (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-RIVER PLATE (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-CELAYA (live) 7 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS NEW YORK-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-AMERICA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIGRES (live) 2 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW-SPARTAK MOSCOW (live) 5:15 am. 
Spain VALLADOLID-ALMERIA (live) 5:45 am, 

italy SASSUOLO-ROMA (live) 6:15 am. 

Italy LAZIO-PARMA (live) 8:45 am. 

France LYON-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-GETAFE (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy UDINESE-CATANIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-INTER MILAN (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain GRANADA-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain BETIS-MALAGA (live) 3:45 pm. 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Brilliant books for kids: Messi, Ronaldo, USA ... South Africa 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 ~35" Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

Brilliant books for kids: Messi, Ronaldo, USA ... 
South Africa 
By Mike Woitalla 

Lionel Messi preferred to play with marbles and collect picture cards, seemingly uninterested in the soccer 

played by his two older brothers and his father on the street in front of their house. Then one day, at age 4, he 

went outside and asked to join them. They were delighted. 

’We were shocked to see how good he was," said Lionel’s father, Jorge. "And he’d never played before." 

From then on, tiny Lionel always joined the play. He also tagged along when his grandmother, Celia, took the older brothers, 

Rodrigo and Matias, to practice. (When Messi points to the sky after scoring, it’s in honor of his grandmother, who died in 

1998). One day when the team was a short a player, the coach invited Lionel to join, but suggested he stay near the sideline 

because he was so much smaller than the other boys. 

The first time the ball arrived, it came to his right foot and bounced away. The second time it came to his left and he took off 

dribbling. He dodged every player who tried to stop him. 

The anecdotes are from "Messi," one of seven brilliantly illustrated books for children ages 7 and up published by Abbeville 

Press and endorsed by AYSO. 

In "Ronaldo," we learn that Cristiano Ronaldo dos Santos Aveiro’s first name was picked by his older sister and his middle 

name by his father, a fan of Ronald Reagan (as an actor). Ronaldo’s father, Jose, worked as a gardener and his mother, 

Dolores, as a cook on the island of Madeira, which Ronaldo left at age 12 for the mainland after Sporting Lisbon had 

discovered his talent. 

At age 15, Ronaldo underwent laser surgery to cure a racing heart, and returned to practice a few days later. Two years later, 

he made his pro debut. "Ronaldo" also includes a recipe for his favorite meal, BacNhau a Bras - although the young readers 

may marvel more over pictures of some of his 19 cars. 

The third player profile in the series is "Zlatan," and as is the case in each volume, it nicely blends in some history lessons. 

Zlatan Ibrahimovic was born in Sweden to a Muslim Bosniak father and a Croatian Catholic mother. And a few paragraphs 

neatly explain Balkan geopolitics. 

Tht~e of the volumes are about clubs, "FC Bamelona," "Manchester United" and "Real Madrid." And "U.S Men’s Team" is an 

up-to-date look at the U.S. national team, stars past and present - that also serves as a fine buildup to this summer’s World 

Cup. The U.S. book - with profiles of coaches from Thomas Cahill to Jurgen Klinsmann and players from Joe Gaetjens to 

Landon Donovan - serves as fine source for anyone of any age on American soccer history. (All of the books are also stat 

resources.) 

Although meant for young readers, there’s nothing childish about the presentation in "Legends Series." The graphics -- such 

as Gold Cup opponents map in "U.S. Men’s Team" - are colorful yet clear and informative. 

They’re simply beautiful books that tell fascinating stories. 

WORLD SOCCER LEGENDS SERIES 

By lllugi Jokulsson 

FC Barcelona, Manchester United, Messi, Real Mad#d, Ronaldo, U.S Men’s Team, Zlatan 

Hardcover. Abbeville Press. $12.95 each. 

(A portion of the "World Soccer Le~iends" proceeds are donated to the Huqo Bustamante A YS O Playership Fund, which 

covers te~Tistration and uniform costs for lower-income children.) 

A SOUTH AFRICA PARABLE. The picture book, "The Soccer Fence," looks at apartheid and post-apartheid South Africa 



through the eyes of a young black boy whe accompanies his mother from their shanty in a Johannesburg township to her job 

in the home of a wealthy white family. He yearns to join a pickup soccer game with the white kids and the quest tells the story 

of South Africa’s transition. It includes a two-page "Apartheid Timeline" appendix that makes it a fine elementary school 

teaching tool 

THE SOCCER FENCE 
"A Story of Friendship, Hope, and Apartheid in South Africa" 

By Phil Bildner, illustrated by Jesse Joshua Watson. 

Kirkus. Age Range: 5-9. 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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4elp us pack the stands Tuesday, April 8th at historic RFK Stadium in Washington, D.C. for the 2n_....~d 
)ital Soccer Classic! Come, get loud, and cheer on former professional players John Harkes, 

Olsen, Staci Wilson and Ethan Zohn as they play alongside Members of Congress to support Soccer 
Suooess~ 

is FREE! Re~ 3ril 4th for a chance to win 

Special thanks to our sponsors: 

POUT[CO 

’Registration for ends April 4, 2014 at 9:00am EST. Don’t worry - you can still join us, even if you haven’t registered! Please 

lote, registering to attend does not permit playing in the Classic 
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To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:08 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Our Best Offer Ever’. - We want you back 

Hi Anson, 
We want you back. We have an incredible offer for our Member Drills Database subscribers and as a 

previous subscriber to the Member Drills Database, we are going to extend the same offer to you 

before we make it available to the general public at a higher price 

As a previous subscriber, you can get our special offer of $371 of free eBooks and videos AND lock in 

the current subscription rate of $49.95 This price will go up to $59.95 on Monday. 

So this is your chance to get $371 of eBooks and videos and a year of the Member Drills Database at 

the special price of $49.95 before the price increase on Monday. 

See below for details 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

est Offer Ever! 

Get $371. 

SU 

members 

of eBooks 
training 

F E 
cribe 

ip 

vi eos 
when you 
or renew your 

to our 
highly rated Member 

ril Database 
Wow, we must be crazy to be giving a~l this away! You may never need to 
spend another dime on coaching resources a~l year after snapping up this 

incredible deal, Our Member Drills Database has always been fantastic 
va~ue for money and an essential resource for serious coaches, Now 

we’ve thrown in 10 FREE eBooks and 3 videos worth $371,00 w~th your 
subscriptiOno 

Dear Coach, 

Our accountants think we’re mad making this offer But we’re feeling generous and want to give 

subscribers, both new and old, even more reason to join our highly rated Member Drills Database So 

for a limited time only, we’re giving away 10 FREE eBooks, worth $33 each, and 3 videos, worth $37 

That’s a total of $371 ..and it’s yours when you subscribe or extend your current subscription. 



Our Member’s Drills Database has always been an essential coaching resource and excellent value 

for money with thousands of coaches from over 70 countries benefiting from the quality of the material 

This includes resources created by expert coaches, such as Anson Borrance, Lawrence Fine and 

Stevie 6rieve. Its vast catalog includes drills used by elite teams, such as Barcelona, Manchester 

United, Juventus, Ajax, Real Madrid, PSV Eindhoven, Chelsea, plus many others including MLS and 

top college and women’s teams. 

Fully searchable by over 30 categories and supplied with our Session Designer for creating your own 

coaching diagrams, an annual subscription alone saves you $100s every year. With more drills added 

every month, you can literally plunder this treasure trove for years and still have new drills and 

exercises you can drop into training to gain bigger improvements from every session. 

I don’t want to go on about the benefits of the Member Drills Database here. I want to focus on this 

insane special promotion we are offering with 11 FREE bonuses worth $371 that are your when you 

subscribe or extend your subscription to the Member Drills Database. But if you want to learn more and 

see testimonials from coaches like Anson Dorrance, Randy Waldrum, Liverpool Academy coach, 

Phil Roscoe and others, just click here and take a look. However, make sure you come back to this 

web page to order your new subscription or extend your current subscription as this is the only place 

where you can get this special offer. 

"As an extra incentive, we will give you 11 
bonuses worth $371 Absolutely FREE" 

Now you can save even more money as you’re also getting $371.00 worth of our highly rated training 

resources, used by elite coaches all over the world, for FREE when you take advantage of this crazy 

offer. Considering the huge volume of coaching material on offer, this literally could be the only 

coaching resource you’ll need to buy all year. With drills and exercises for every technique and tactic, 

you’ll have everything you need to make every training session more invigorating, challenging and 

beneficial, and turn your team into a championship winning side. 

Aft these 11 bonuses are your...absolutely FREE 

What’s covered in the 10 FREE eBooks and 3 
videos 



Our Member Drills Database alone gives you access to over 6.000 pages of drills and exercises used 

by coaches from all over the world at every level. To make membership even more attractive, for a 

limited time only we are offering you the special deal of 10 FREE eBooks and 3 videos: 

Free 8onus #1, Attacking a Compact Defense by James Lambert 

Discover howto unlock and find openings when faced with a 

stubborn defensive backline, with training sessions, functional skills 

and small sided games that will improve your diagonal high balls, 

speed dribbling and tactical play to get the ball into the final third 

Free Bones #2, FineSeccer Drills an~ Exercises 

Lawrence Fine is known throughout the world’s soccer community 

for his innovative coaching insights. He has kindly provided a wealth 

of drills in this eBook, including combination play for forwards, 

passing with proper pace, attacking and defending the overlap and 

finishing with pressure 

Free Bonus #3, WORLD CLASS COACHING Tactical -Journal 

This eBook features a collection of articles and training sessions by 

leading coaching experts, such as Stevie Grieve, Tony Englund, Jordi 

Pascual and Dan Minutillo. Tactical insights include penetrating with 

a killer pass and how to exploit the central midfield of a 4-2-3-1. 

Free 5or~as #4, WORLD CLASS COACHING Conditioning Drills a~d 

Exercises 

Global conditioning is a new approach to soccer fitness pioneered 

by innovative coaches such asGusHiddinkandJoseMourinho This 

eBook explains howto replace running around cones with drills that 

combine conditioning with technical improvements with all drills 

using a ball. 

Free Boeue #5, Baildiag a Better Goalkeeper 

Tony Englund explains howto build confidence in goalkeepers from 

a young age up to the pro level This eBook includes a full season’s 

training curriculum with enough drills and exercises to last a 

complete season 

Free 8coos #6, U14 Traieiag Sessions 

This eBook covers howto adopt a proper perspective in training on 

coaching young teenagers so you can prepare them for playing on a 

full sized pitch with full sized goals and a more competitive playing 

environment. 

Free Bones #7. UI2 Complete Season Traiaing Curricu~cm 

This eBook provides a guide on how to develop technique in young 

players and nurture their love of the game at such a critical age. 

Experienced coaches will be able to easily adapt these sessions for 

older players. 



Free Bonus #8, UI{~ Complete Training Sessions 

The drills in this eBook, although are targeted to the younger age 

group can easily be adapted to older players by experienced 

coaches. There are enough drills and exercises here so that your 

players will never get bored. 

Free Bonus #9. Teaching Soccer Through Fun Games 

This eBook explains howto organize practice sessions that are fun 

but also develop technique and skill in players at any age. This 

includes dribbling games, passing and striking and more. 

Free Bonus #1~. Fergason and Wengers 4o2o3ot 

While bitter rivals on the sidelines for more than a decade, Ferguson 

and Wenger had a lot in common when it came to their tactics and 

style of play. This eBook analyses howthey both harnessed the 4-2- 

3-1, with slight differences to devastating effect in their yearly battles 

for the top of the EPL. 

Free Bonus #11. Diamond Shooting DriB~s Videos 

I recently conducted a webinar where I shared my favorite shooting 

drill. This shooting drill was popular with many EPL clubs years ago, 

and is still used today. I used it personally with my teams over the 

years including my National Championship team, and the players all 

love it. The webinar is split into three videos and they are yours free 

along with the 10 eBooks. 

All these 11 bonuses are your...absolutely FREE 

What you will gain from the 10 FREE eBooks 
and 3 videos 

We have never made an offer this generous before, and are unlikely to ever again - our accountants 

have threatened to quit if we do! So take advantage while you can Scoop up this vast collection of 

training resources and gain all these benefits: 

A year’s access to our Member Drills Database, an essential resource for serious coaches 

The ability to rapidly search for new drills in 30 categories including shooting, conditioning, 

set plays and many more 

Take drills onto the training pitch by accessing the Member Drills Database on your 

smartphone or tablet 

No more hunting through manuals or your video collection to find new drills, instead you can 

search for and find them in seconds 

Gain elite level drills used by teams including Juventus, Manchester United, Barcelona, 

Liverpool and MLS teams 

Training sessions for every level, including youth, college and women’s soccer 

Combine drills and create entire new training programs with the included Session Designer 

software 

Get $371.00 of additional training resources free 

Training sessions will become more motivating, challenging and beneficial 

Players will love the variety of practicing new drills in every session 

Your coaching knowledge wig expand dramatically with access to such an extensive library 

of training material 

The Member Drills Database on its own is excellent value. Its vast collection of training exercises 

covering every technique, tactic or area you want to improve means that you won’t need to buy another 

training resource all year. When you consider that you are also getting 10 FREE eBooks and 3 videos 

into the bargain there really is no debate - this truly is the best offer we’ve ever made and any coach 

serious about improving their training sessions should take advantage. 



P~us FREE Session Designer 

And don’t forget, along with your subscription to the Member Drills Database, we will give you a free 

account to our Session Designer where you can create your own professional looking diagrams like 

these You can see a video overview of the Session IDesiqner here This is another $37 value to add 

to this incredible offer. 

SUMMARY - Now you can gain access to world’s largest searchable database of drills and training 

sessions and also pocket 11 bonuses worth $371,00 ABSOLUTELY FREE Why we’re giving all this 

away for free when the Member Drills Database is already such superb value shouldn’t enter },,our 

decision making process. Instead all you should question is whether you dare miss out on such a 

great deal? It won’t last forever. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Renew or begin a subscription to our Member Drills Database and you gain over $371 00 worth of 

additional coaching material for free. Considering the huge volume of resources you gain, taking 

advantage of our ’Best Offer Ever’ means you won’t need to spend another dime on coaching material 

for years 

P.P,S This offer is only available by clicking the links in this email. Please don’t order a subscription 

anywhere else...you will NOT get the free bonuses. 
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Section 2: German coaches oppose Nations League; ’Great’ Mourinho’s admirer 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, March 28, 2014 ~....i~i~ Tweet This 

ESPN FC 

German coaches Joachim Low and Jurgen Klopp have expressed concerns about UEFA’s plan to 

introduce the UEFA Nations League, which will effectively replace international friendlies, beginning in 

2018. UEFA on Thursday approved the new format, which you can read about here. 

Share This 

Low, Germany’s coach, worried that the new format would have a big influence on Germany’s ability to compete with 

nations outside Europe and develop a well-rounded game ahead of tournaments like the World Cup. "We want to 

continue to compete with the big nations outside of Europe. To find the dates and the options for that will not get 

easier," he said. "We would love to play against the big nations in world football all the time, also outside of the 

European Championships and the World Cup. That’s the only way to improve ourselves further." 

Meanwhile, Borussia Dortmund coach Klopp said UEFA should have consulted players and coaches before making a 

final decision on the matter. "Nobody asked players or coaches," he said. "1 did not exactly celebrate when I heard 

the news." 

However, Bayern Munich CEO Karl-Heinz Rummenigge defended the changes, saying: "We are not against the 

Nations Cup. We understand that the smaller and middle nations are not able to market their international friendlies 

anymore. Now it is important to develop a format that whets the networks’, the fans’ and the sponsors’ appetite." - 

Read the whole story... 

Blanc Admires "Great" Mourinho 
ESPN FC 

Paris St. Germain coach Laurent Blanc had nothing but praise for Chelsea boss Jose Mourinho in an interview with 

reporters ahead of his team’s Ligue 1 clash against Nice this weekend. PSG drew Chelsea in the UEFA Champions 

League quarterfinals; the first game of the two-game series will be at the Parc des Princes next Wednesday. 

Blanc, who played at Barcelona when Mourinho was Sir Bobby Robson’s translator and assistant during the 1996- 

97 season, said he is aware of the challenge ahead of PSG in the UCL. "We’re going to need to play a great game to 

beat Chelsea. They’re a great team with a great coach," Blanc said. "He’s very clever, very professional. I have a lot 

of respect for him, he’s a great tactician. He’s won everything. He has his way of doing things, but no-one can argue 

with him. I really think that." 

The French World Cup winner also revealed that captain Thiago Silva, who was initially a doubt for the game next 

Wednesday after suffering a fractured facial bone against Lorient last week, is likely to start the first leg. He noted that 



PSG is currently seeking authorization for Silva to wear a mask, which he said should be sorted out quite easily. - 

Read the whole story... 

Man United Legends Agree To Takeover of Salford City 
BBC Sport 

Former Manchester United stars Paul Scholes, Nicky Butt, Gary and Phil Neville and 40-year-old Red Devils 

player-coach Ryan Giggs have joined forces to purchase non-league club Salford City. The purchase, which was 

agreed on Thursday, is still subject to approval from the English Football Association and the Northern Premier 

League. Salford is currently 1 lth in the Northern Premier League Division One North, which is officially the eighth 

division of English soccer. 

Asked why the United Class of ’92 players decided to enter into the venture together, Giggs said, We want to use our 

football experience and knowledge to nurture young talent." 

According to reports, Scholes will be Salford’s head coach. "We know it will be tough but we will be committed to this 

from the start and have some very exciting plans going forward," the former United midfielder, who was born in 

Salford, said. - Read the whole story... 

Report: Ronaldo Pla in ured 
M arca 

Marca claims that Cristiano Ronaldo’s recent subdued performances for Real Madrid are the result of a knee injury 

that the 2013 Ballon d’Or winner has been carrying for some time now. Apparently, the Portugal international has 

been receiving regular assessments from the club’s medical staff for problems with his patellar tendon, which started 

sometime last season. Even so, Ronaldo is set to start this weekend’s derby against Rayo Vallecano. - Read the 

whole story... 

EPL CEO: Man United’s Struggles Damag.e.....L_e...ague’s Brand 
BBC Sport 

Premier League CEO Richard Scudamore says that Manchester United’s struggles this season are damaging to the 

league’s worldwide brand. The Red Devils are currently seventh in the Premier League, 18 points behind league 

leader Chelsea in what has been a disappointing first campaign for new coach David Moyes. "It’s a double-edged 

sword," Scudamore said in an interview. "When your most popular club isn’t doing as well, that costs you interest and 

audience in some places."- Read the whole story... 

Report: Zelalem on USA Radar 
ESPN FC 

U.S. national team assistant coach Andreas Herzog is wasting no time following the addition of Bayern Munich 

forward Julian Green to the USA squad: Arsenal youngster Gideon Zelalem is reportedly now on the Austrian’s 

radar as a future recruit, too, according to ESPN. Zelalem, just 17, is eligible to play internationally for Germany and 

Ethiopia and could play for the USA if he obtains citizenship. He was born in Germany to Ethiopian parents and 

raised in Maryland. He signed his first professional contract with the Gunners earlier this month, following an 

impressive debut in the FA Cup last fall. - Read the whole story... 
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Toronto FC rides into Real Salt Lake sleek and 
shiny 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Things can change quickly in MLS, yet the contrasts between Toronto FC’s last visit to Utah and its Saturday 

encounter with Real Salt Lake are stark. 

When RSL pulled out a last-second victory, 3-2, in April 2012, sub Jonny Steele scored in stoppage time to justify the 

decision of head coach Jason Kreis to send him on. Among the tactical decisions made by TFC head coach Aron Winter 

that day was to replace winger TerryDunfield with a young Eucadoran, Joao Plata, in an attempt to erase a 2-1 deficit. 

Homegrown defender Doniel Henry equalized with his first goal as a professional, but Steele’s late strike condemned TFC to 

a seventh straight defeat, which tied a league record for the worst start to a season. An own goal by Richard Eckersley and a 

missed penalty kick off the foot of Designated Player Torsten Frings piled on the misery for Winter and his players. 

Today RSL is different. TFC is nearly unrecognizable. 

RSL shed several veterans after the 2012 season and bade farewell to Kreis in December after an agonizing penalty-kick loss 

to Sporting Kansas City in MLS Cup. Steele is Red Bull. Former assistant Jeff Cassar has taken over for Kreis, who resigned 

to become the head coach of New York City FC. Plata t~turned to MLS after a stint in his native Ecuador and signed with 

RSL. 

As just about everyone knows, TFC is completely transformed. Steered by second-year head coach Ryan Nelsen, it rides 

into Rio Tinto sleek and shiny, nothing like the tarnished wreck most fans recall of the first seven seasons. Buttressed by a 

solid framework, DPs Jermain Defoe and Michael Bradley are the engines of a club that is already drawing envious stares. 

TFC’s 2-0-0 record includes a huge game on the road, a 2-1 defeat of Seattle on the second weekend of the 2014 season. 

More than 22,000 raucous fans packed BMO Field for the home opener last week and celebrated a 1-0 victory over D.C. 

United that wasn’t nearly that close. 

The Sounders game presented certain obstacles - good opposition, artificial turf, a huge and loud crowd - and so will the 

game Saturday at Rio Tinto and a match next weekend at Columbus Crew Stadium. No MLS team is being as closely 

scrutinized as TFC, which is what Nelsen in preseason told his players would be the case. Regardless of venue or opposition, 

pressure - and questions about it - will be the norm. 

"1 do find it strange because a lot of people say, ’Oh, the pressure’s on now,’" said Nelsen whose team is already one4hird of 

the way towards the six league victories it accumulated in 2013= "But in all honestly, you should have seen what we inherited 

last year. To turn that around in one year would be a grand achievement for any club. If you ask any coach, 100 percent of 

them would take the situation we’re in now." 

Acquiring Defoe, Bradley and two Brazilians - forward Gilberto, the third DP, and goalkeeper Julio Cesar - triggered storms 

of media coverage and drove fans to quickly snap up the allotment of 17,000 season tickets. Yet Nelsen also negotiated 

moves of less stature but critically important to strengthen the team around them. MLS veterans Jackson and Justin Morrow 

wet~ signed, and native son Dwayne DeRosario was welcomed back= 

Nelsen points to RSL and Sporting Kansas City as examples of teams that needed two or three years to blossom. Neither 

signed the likes of Defoe or Bradley, of course, but one aspect of MLS is that big stars don’t guarantee success, as the Fire 

and MetroStars/Red Bulls, among others, have shown. The difference is that RSL and SKC were able to establish a strong 

core of players and make adjustments each season; TFC has only recently constructed the spine of future seasons as well as 

the present. 

Former Quake Morrow has joined centerbacks Steven Caldwell and Henry on a back line that is looking less rickety and 

more reliable. Jonathan Osorio quietly played a very solid rookie season in 2013 and is relishing the tutelage of Bradley. In 

-rFC’s two games this season, Spaniard AIvaro Rey has nearly surpassed his contributions in 13 matches last year. 



"Normally it takes two years or it takes three," says Nelsen of lifting a team out of the doldrums. Portland’s transformation 

under Caleb Porter last year is an exception. "If you ask the Kansas Citys and the Real Salt Lakes, when they were in bad 

times, it took two years. I think Jason Kr~is won only six games his first year and 10 the second before he actually got 

somewhere and it’s the same with [SKC head coach] Peter [Vermes]. It just takes that amount of time." 

(Nelsen is spot on. Kreis was 8-13-7 after taking over for John EIlinger early in the 2007 season and went 10-10-10 in 2008 

prior to winning the 2009 title.) 

"All of the players a[~ going to be m~und for a few years," Nelsen added, "so we can start building the squad. We had to do 

what we had to do last year, to put ourselves in a position where we’ve got a squad that we’re not going to move. Nobody’s 

going to come and go from there for years now. Sure, older guys like Dwayne and Steven will eventually leave, so there will be 

tweaks, small little changes. 

Though it comes so early in the season, a trip to RSL is an excellent measuring stick for TFC. In its three league games to 

date, RSL has beaten and tied the Galaxy, and also tied San Jose, 3-3. It has a strong core of keeper Nick Rimando, 

defender Nat Botchers, midfielders Kyle Beckerman, Luis Gil and Ned Grabavoy, playmaker Javier Morales and striker 

Alvaro Saborio. 

"It’s not an easy stadium to play in," said Henry told Toronto FC TV. "Salt Lake has always been a good team, year after year, 

with the amount of players they can keep in Salt Lake. Their chemistry’s great." 

Of the last trip to Rio Tinto, he said: "It was a very open game, back and forth. We did lose but I know I’m going in there with 

vengeance, trying to get three points and help my team." 

How Defoe fa[~s against the RSL back line and the Beckerman-Bradley duel will be the main talking points of the match, but 

for Nelsen and TFC, coping with all the elements of RSL’s vaunted style - cohesive defense, possession under pressure, 

combination play, the ever-evolving diamond midfield - in a hostile environment is an intriguing progress report. 

An injury suffered by Plata last week against the Galaxy has sidelined him, yet there are many more storylines to savor. 

Beating Seattle knocked one monkey off TFC’s back, but another has jumped aboard. 

’q’o win there really shows the club has come a long way," said Henry. "The more games we can win on the road, the better for 

the season and the supporters here. With the guys in the changing room and the confidence we are holding on our back, 

we’re walking into every place thinking we can get those thine points." 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Soccer On TV: Sunday, March 30, 2014 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Sunday: Liverpool hosts Tottenham in EPL action .... Chivas USA at New York Red Bulls.... Mexican 

archrivals Chivas Guadalajara and Club America clash. 

~ 
(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daffy throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:30 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-EVERTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-HIBERNIAN (live) 7:40 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy SAMPDORIA-FIORENTINA (iive) 8:30 am. 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain VILLAREAL-ELCHE (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-JUVENTUS (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands AJAX--RNENTE (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico PUEBLA-LEON (live) 2 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-WERDER BREMEN (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PAULISTAO SEMIFINAL (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BOCA JUNIORS-RIVER PLATE (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-CELAYA (live) 7 pm. 

MUN2 

England LIVERPOOL=TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

UniMas 

MLS NEW YORK-CHIVAS USA (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS GUADALAJARA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIGRES (live) 2 pro. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW-SPARTAK MOSCOW (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ALMERIA (live) 5:45 am. 

Italy SASSUOLO-ROMA (live) 6:15 am. 

Italy LAZIO-PARMA (live) 8:45 am, 

France LYON-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:45 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-GETAFE (live) 2:45 pm. 



BelN SPORTS 

Italy UDINESE-CATANIA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-INTER MILAN (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-LEVANTE (live) 1:45 pm= 

Spain BETIS-MALAGA (live) 3:45 pm. 

Soccer America on ~Twitter: 
Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid,qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, March 30, 2014 
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Klinsmann hires Vogqs, adds Ramos, reassigns Vasquez 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEH] U.S. national team head coach Jurgen Klinsmann has 

appointed his former national team coach, Berti Vogts, as a spedal 

advisor from now through the World Cup and added U.S. Soccer 

youth technical director and U-20 coach Tab Ramos to the 
coaching staff. U.S. Soccer also announced that Klinsmann was 

"transitioning" assistant Martin Vasquez to other responsibilities 

within U.S. Soccer....Read the whole story 

No one is pressing the panic button (yet) 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Seven MLS teams ended the first month of the 
season without a win. They include both 2013 conference regular- 
season champions, llew York and Portland, and the 2012 and 2013 

MLS champion LA Galaxy. Montreal is the fourth 2013 playoff team 

still looking for its first victory, but none is showing any signs of 
panic....Read the whole story 

The late show plays at Red Bull Arena 
by Soccer America 

[MLS: Week 4] For the fourth time this weekend, points weren’t 

decided until stoppage time. The Hew York Red Bulls left it late -- 

the fifth minute of added time -- to get their equalizer on Peguy 

Luyindula’s header and earn a share of the points with Chivas USA 

thanks to their 1-1 tie....Read the whole story 

Title hopes of Kljestan’s Anderlecht fade 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Sacha Kljestan played the first 45 minutes 

before coming off in Andertect’s 1-0 loss at Standard Liege that 
dropped the two-time defending champion eight points behind 

Standard after the first game of the Belgian championship 

playoffs.< ...Read the whole story 

Bradley’s young Stabaek opens with big victory 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] The Bob Bradley era at promoted Stabaek 

began with a 3-0 win over Sogndal before 4,017 fans at the 
Iladderud Stadion. The multinational lineup included former LA 

Galaxy midfielder Michael Stephens, blew Zealand international 

Craig Henderson via Dartmouth and a trio of young Ivodans....Read 

the whole story 

Big crowd anticipated for USA-Mexico 
by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IH SOCCER: March 31-April 6] Both the U.S, men and 

women will be in action at home this week. More than 50,000 
tickets had been sold for USA-Mexico at University of Phoenix 

Stadium in Glendale, Ariz. The week also features two big MLS 

rivalry games -- Portland-Seattle and Chivas USA-LA Galaxy -- plus 

Sporting K C-Real Salt Lake in a rematch of MLS Cup 2013 .... Read 

the whole story 

10 Super Solo goals from the Bundesliga 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] These are our favorite kinds of goals -- solo 

efforts in which the scorer fools several foes before hitting the 

net. So we were happy to find a Bundesliga compilation of 10 such 

beauties, which includes efforts from Mesut Ozil when he was still 
at Werder Bremen and more recent romps from the likes of Arjen 

Robben .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"You make a mistake in thinking you know 

everything about Tim because he’s had 10 seasons 

in the English game. He’s an experienced pro but 

you don’t realize how fresh and clever his 

performances have been this season. He’s had 11 

clean sheets and it’s the way he makes derisions 

for the team to start the play. He has a clear 

understanding of what the team needs." 

-- Everton coach Roberto Martinez on his 35-year- 

old American goalkeeper Tim Howard. (Liverpool 

Echo) 

Dayton falls in first interleague match 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 2] Hew York Red Bulls Reserves 
won the first matchup of the season between MLS 

reserve teams and USL PRO opposition, getting 

three second-half goals in 15 minutes for a 3-0 win 

over ...... More 

1, Pittsburgh Riverhounds file for bankruptcy 
protection 

Z, Real Salt Lake hands Toronto a lesson 

3, Pele joins Cristiano Ronaldo in-flight 

4~ Focus ~ll be on U.S. World Cup hopefuls 

5, A~enal will return te the USA 25 years 
later 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The U.S. U15 Boys National Team ended its 
March camp with a pair of victories as the 
squad now prepares for a trip to Italy in April. 
HORE: U14/U15 BNT Scrimmage Standouts 

........................................................................................................ 

The Stanford women’s 2015 recruiting class is 
already close to the top of the heap. The 
vaunted Cardinal recently landed the 
commitment of yet another quality player. 

HS B !!ST 
In a new monthly feature, we take a look at 
a selection of the nation’s best high school 
players from March. 

DID YOU SEE? 

.Joe Gallardo and the making 
of the American striker’s 
new generation. 

FIFA 14 glitches video is 
madness and makes for 
great viewinq. 

TopDrawerSoccer.corn Partner: 

Villanova Soccer Training Center 

In 2013, the Villanova Soccer Training Center 
(VSTC) emerged from the former Villanova 
Soccer Camps. 

VSTC’s mission is simple; we want soccer 
players of all ages to do more than just 
attend a camp but rather "be trained and 
showcased" at a series of Academies that 
are structured by THE VILLANOVA WAY 
CURRICULUM. 

Head Coach Tom Carlin & his staff strive to 
develop players on a continual basis rather 
than for 3 nights. We hope the fundamentals 
of our curriculum last longer than one week 
and we nurture you through your soccer 
development at our many academy. 

$100 OFF for one week only! 



Promo code: TOPDRAWER 

Register now! 
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Section 2: Kaka linked to MLS; Bayem’s Robben says Man United roll be tough at Old Traflbrd 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, March 31, 2014 !~" Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Re~port: Kaka to Orlando C~ty? 

Orlando City President Philip Naw~ins hinted that AC Milan playmaker Kaka could be on his way to the 

new Major League Soccer club next season, when he took to Twitter on Monday, saying: "We’re ready when you 

are Ricardo." According to Spanish daily AS, Kaka has a verbal agreement with the club to move to the U.S. for 

Orlando’s debut campaign, which kicks off ~n March 2015. The 31-year-old, who scored a stunning strike against 

CNevo Verona in Milan’s 3-0 win, also hinted at a potential move when we said, "One day I’d I~ke to play ~n the 

UNted States," following the game on Saturday. 

AC Milan CEO Adriano Galliani added further fuel to the rumor when he confirmed that the former [brazil 

international has the option of walking away from the San Sire if Milan fails to qualify for the UEFA Champions 

League next season. This looks a near-certainty given that the Italian giant is currently 24 points adrift of Napoli in 

the third and final UCL qualification slot in the Serie A table. 

Speaking to La Gazetta dello Sport, Galliani said the Brazilian would decide his future at the end of the current 

campaign: "Kak~ has a contract until 2015. If we don’t make the 2014/15 Champions League, he has the option to 

leave. We hope he doesn’t. He’ll decide, not us." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Robben: Concentration is Key at Old Trafford 
BBC Sport 

Newly crowned German champion Bayern Munich might have drawn 3-3 with Hoffenheim over the weekend, but 

Dutch winger Arjen Robben insists that the defending German treble winner won’t be so complacent against 

Manchester United in the UEFA Champions League quarterfinal first leg at Old Trafford on Tuesday. "It’s going to 

be a tough duel and we’ve got to watch out," the Netherlands international said. "’The media and public opinion is 

that Manchester are not in good shape and that we’re going through to the semis, but I don’t like that at all. You 

only need to get distracted for a second and you lose against Manchester United. If you lose concentration and lose 

the ball, then you get punished there." 

- Read the whole story_. 

Man United Faces ln,iury Crisis Ahead of Bayem C~ash 
Manchester Evening News 

Manchester United coach David Moyes on Monday said that he is facing an injury crisis ahead of Bayem Munich’s 

visit to Old Trafford in the first-leg of their UEFA Champions League quarterfinal series on Tuesday. United is 

missing Chris Smalling, Jenny Evans, Guillermo Vare~a and Rafael to injury, while Antonio Valencia is 

doubtful, Patrice Evra is suspended, and playmaker Juan Mata, who joined the Red Devils in January, is cup-tied 

after appearing for Chelsea in the UCL last fall. 

- Read the whole story... 

Martino: Barca Must Be Brave Against AtMti 
Football Espana 

Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino noted that Atletico Madrid will prove to be "very tough opponents" for his team, 

which opens its UEFA Champions League quarterfinal series against the La Liga leader at the Camp Nou on 

Tuesday. Atletico, which beat Athletic Bilbao 2-1 on Sunday, is just a single point above second-place Barca in the 

Spanish league table. 

"Atl6tico has been doing great things this season and last season tee," Martine said in his pre-game press 

conference. "They are alive in two competitions and they seem very confident and strong. In the three games 

against them [this season], they have proved to be a very tough opponent. We have to win and not concede any 



goals, that is basic when there is a return leg. The first thing we need to do is to win because then the responsibility 

lies with the opponent." 

The Argentine added: "1 always think that if you were not courageous, you would not be where you are now. You 

need to be brave to play the way we do, so you can rest assured we will be brave tomorrow, guaranteed. The 

secret to this match is to be level on intensity with them and then our weapon is to be FC Barcelona." 

- Read the whole story.,, 

ESPN FC 

Manuel Pe~legrini blasted Chelsea coach Jose I~ourinho for playing mind games by telling the media that his 

team is now out of the title race following the Blues’ shock 1-0 loss at Crystal Palace on Saturday. Chelsea is 

currently second in the Premier League table, two points behind Liverpool and two points ahead of Manchester 

City, but Pellegrini’s men still have two games in hand. 

"1 don’t think important managers can give any importance to those mind games. And I don’t know if you think 

managers who seem to play mind games are more intelligent, but I don’t think so," the Chilean told the British press. 

"1 don’t have a response because I don’t know what Mourinho said. It is not my duty to analyze what Mourinho says, 

it is your duty." 

He added: "1 repeat: I don’t know the way he thinks. My way of thinking is that the four teams have the same options 

to win the title. It is very close, as all the other teams have 18 points more to win, with six games more. We have 

eight games more and we have to win those six points. We don’t have six points more, we have had two games 

postponed so I think we all have the same chances." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Guardian 

Brendan Rodgers fired a title warning at both Manchester City and Chelsea after his team routed Tettenham 4-0 

at Anfield on Sunday to leapfrog Jose Mourinho’s Blues, which lost 1-0 at Crystal Palace, to the top of the Premier 

League table. Liverpool is now in first-place with 71 points, two ahead of Chelsea and four ahead of City, but 

I~anuel Pel~egrini’s men have two games in hand. 

City and Chelsea both still have to travel to Anfield, and Rodgers knows that these encounters -- on April 13 and 

27, respectively -- could effectively be title deciders. Nevertheless, the Liverpool boss maintains that his men will be 

confident, having taken 43 points from a possible 48 at home so far this season, while averaging nearly 3 goals per 

game. 

"There is no doubt they [City and Chelsea] understand this is going to be a real tough place to come," Rodgers 

said. "We love playing here and the support [against Spurs] was incredible -- that"s as good as I’ve heard at Anfield 

since I’ve been here - and it’s only going to intensify. We respect Chelsea, they have a world-class manager and 

top players, and City are one of the new superpowers of European football, but we feel we can win any game. We 

have a lot of hunger and our confidence and belief is high." 

Regarding the 4-0 win, Rodgers added: "It was an exceptional performance by us. We showed everything we have 

been working towards in the last year and a half and our dominance in possession, in particular, was very 

impressive. You can see the confidence in the side and they are great to watch." 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

Napoli coach Rafael 8enitez noted that Juventus has more "strength in depth," but "with a starting 11, anything 

can happen," following his team’s 2-0 win against the Serie A leader on Sunday. Despite the loss, Jure still has a 

comfortable 11-point lead over second-place AS Roma, although the Giallorossi has played one game fewer. 

Napoli, in third, is 17 points behind Juve. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Afternoon Edition: Beasley and Orozco out of U.S. squad; MLS Power Rankings 

Monday, March 31, 2014 

Puebla refuses to release Beasley and Orozco 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-MEXICO] The USA wi[[ be without defenders DaMarcus Beas[ey 
and Michael Orozco for Wednesday’s match against Mexico at 

University of Phoenix Stadium after their Mexican club, Pueb[a, 

refused to release them .... Read the whole story 

Soccer America Power Rankings 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: Week 4] Just in case anyone was getting too giddy about the 

reborn Toronto FC, the realists in Utah delivered a sobering reminder 
of how high the bar of consistent excellence really is. Real Salt 

Lake’s emphatic 3-0 victory restored it to the Soccer America Power 
Rankings’ top spot, from which predecessor Houston fe[[ rather 
heavily by stumbling to Vancouver, 2-1, in the Dynamo’s first road 
test of 2014 .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"You make a mistake in thinking you know everything 

about Tim because he’s had 10 seasons in the English 
game. He’s an experienced pro but you don’t realize 

how fresh and clever his performances have been 
this season. He’s had 11 clean sheets and it’s the way 
he makes decisions for the team to start the play. He 

has a clear understanding of what the team needs." 

-- Everton coach Roberto Martinez on his 35-year-old 
American goalkeeper Tim Howard. (Liverpool Echo) 

MLS Week 4: Goal of the Week nominees 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK] Nominations for AT~tT MLS Goal of the Week include 
some perfectly placed curling shots from Montreal’s Marco Di Vaio 

and Columbus’ Justin Meram while Dom Dwyer demonstrates how to 
beat a keeper at the near post .... Read the whole story 

U.S. trio moves into European club semis 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Whitney Engen, Meghan K[ingenberg and Megan 

Rapinoe started for Swedish club Tyreso in its 0-0 tie at Austria’s 
Neu[engbach that moved it into the semifinals of the UEFA Women’s 

Champion League for the first time thanks an 8-I win at home in the 
first leg .... Read the whole story 

Red Bulls falter badly with dysfunctional 
midfield 
by Paul Gardner 

Whether Jerome de Bontin, the former Red Bu[[ 
genera[ manager, resigned or was fired early in 

March hardly matters when trying to assess the 

health of the franchise .... More 

FA’s re-refereeing absolves a cheat 
by Paul Gardner 

I have to return to the case of Andre Marriner, the 
English referee who recently misidentified a player, 
causing him to red-card the wrong guy .... More 

Arizona United hires Maryland assistant Dellorusso 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO] Arizona United has hired 30-year-old Maryland assistant 
Michael De[[orusso as its head coach, replacing David Robertson, who 

coached Phoenix FC in 2013 under the club’s prior ownership group. 
...Read the whole story 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Klinsmann hires Vogts, adds Ramos, 
reassigns Vasquez 

2. Pittsburgh Riverhounds file for bankruptcy 
protection 

Kleberson signs with expansion Indy Eleven 
by Soccer America 

[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] Indy Eleven has signed Brazilian 2002 

World Cup champion K[eberson for its NASL expansion season. The 
34-year-old midfie[der, who was signed to a two-year contract, spent 

the 2013 season with MLS’s Philadelphia Union, where he played only 
11 games .... Read the whole story 

3. Real Salt Lake hands Toronto a lesson 

4. Pele joins Cristiano Ronaldo in-flight 

5. Big crowd anticipated for USA-Mexico 



Ten game modes spotlighted in developer video 
by Soccer America 

[VIDEO PICK: EA Sports 2014 FIFA World Cup] EA Sports released its 

developer video for its EA Sports 2014 FIFA World Cup video game 
spotlighting its 10 game modes, including Road to the World Cup, 

which lets you enter qualifying as any one of the 203 national teams, 

or Road to Rio or Captain Your Country .... Read the whole story 

Rodney Marsh on ’Over the Ball’ 
by Soccer America 

[ON THE AIR] SiriusXM FC’s "Over The Bat[ with Kevin F[ynn" checks in 
with Rodney Marsh, the great English midfie[der who thrilled fans in 

the old NASL in the 1970s. Also on Tuesday’s show (9-11 am ET), New 
York City Bayern Munich Fan Club president Matthias Schmitt and 

Soccer America Executive editor Mike Woita[[a .... Read the whole 
story 
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Soccer On TV: Tuesday, April 1, 2014 

Tuesday, April 1,2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDI:: 

The UEFA Champions League quarterfinal stage begins Tuesday with first-leg games.... Concacaf Champions 

League semifinal, first-leg games are on Tuesday .... The USA hosts Mexico in a friendly on Wednesday.           ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, Alkali "~ 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUELENSE-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League EARGELONA=ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (delay) 11:59 pro. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUELENSE-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUELENSE-TOLUCA (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

WEONES~A~, A~il 2 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 12:15 pm. 

ESPN 

International Friendly USA-MEXICO (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 



UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy ROMA=PARMA (live) 12:15 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores EMELEC-FLAMENGO (live) 9 pm. 

UniMas 

International Friendly MEXICO-USA (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly USA-MEXICO (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE-CRUZEIRO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SANTA FE=ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FRidAY, A~il 4 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pn~. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U=17 Women’s World Cup TBD=TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 6:48 pro. 

SATURDAY, Apri~ ~; 

BelN SPORTS 

England WIGAN-LEEDS UNITED (live) 7 am= 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VILLAREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

France PSG-STADE DE REIMS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 



NBC 

England CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

MLS PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 10 am= 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain RAYO-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER-BOLOGNA (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) noon. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 8:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORV~CH CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-NANTES (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England WEST HAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England EVERTON-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 9 am. 

Spain ELCHE-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

MONDAY, April 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

~taly GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 
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BelN SPORTS 

Italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 12:15 pm. 

ESPN 

International Friendly USA-MEXICO (live) 11 pm. 
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UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 



UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy ROMA=PARMA (live) 12:15 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores EMELEC-FLAMENGO (live) 9 pm. 
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International Friendly MEXICO-USA (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly USA-MEXICO (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE-CRUZEIRO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SANTA FE=ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FRidAY, A~il 4 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pn~. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U=17 Women’s World Cup TBD=TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 6:48 pro. 

SATURDAY, Apri~ ~; 

BelN SPORTS 

England WIGAN-LEEDS UNITED (live) 7 am= 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VILLAREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

France PSG-STADE DE REIMS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 



NBC 

England CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

MLS PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 10 am= 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain RAYO-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER-BOLOGNA (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) noon. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 8:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORV~CH CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-NANTES (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England WEST HAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England EVERTON-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 9 am. 

Spain ELCHE-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

MONDAY, April 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

~taly GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America [ Paul Kennedy [ Ridge Mahoney [ Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 
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Soccer on TV for Tuesday, April 1,2014 
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Rookies struggle to see action 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] It is getting harder and harder for rookies to 

break into MLS lineups. In the first month of the season, just four 

rookies started regularly. The top rookies so far have been Chivas 

USA’s Tommy McNamara and Chicago’s Harry Shipp. But of the 10 
first-round picks in the 2014 SuperDraft, just one, Eric Miller, has 
started and only three have even played .... Read the whole story 

Pep doesn’t underesUmate Manchester United 

by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Manchester United may be struggling 

under new manager David Moyes, but that doesn’t mean defending 

champion Bayern Munich is taking it lightly in their quarterfinal 
series that begins Tuesday....Read the whole story 

Cruz Azul and Toluca short-handed for first legs 

by Paul Kennedy 

[COHCACAF CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE] The Concacaf Champions League 
moves into the semifinals without MLS partidpation, but Americans 

will be represented as Tijuana, which hosts Cruz Azul on Tuesday, 

has used seven U.S.-born players this season, including three 

national team players not called into the USA-Mexico friendly. 
Toluca and Cruz Azul, on the other hand, wilt be without key 

players who are with El Tri in Arizona....Read the whole story 

Construction halted at Sao Paul stadium after worker death 
by Soccer America 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] Already way behind schedule, 

work at Sao Pauto’s Itaquerao Stadium was halted on Monday by 

order of Sao Pauto’s labor secretariat following the death of a 
construction worker on Saturday, the third fatality at the project. 

...Read the whole story 

Japan cruises into championship game 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WOMEtI’S WORLD CUP] Japan cruised into Friday’s final 

at the Under-17 Women’s World Cup with a 4-1 win over surprise 
semifinalist Venezuela. The victory brought the Japanese taRy to 
five games, five wins and a goal margin of 21-1....Read the whole 

story 

Fine flee kick from Riquelme 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] He’s now 35 years old, but the great Argentine 

midfielder Juan Roman Riquelme is still making the highlight reels -- 

here with a free kick for Boca Juniors against archival River Plate. 

...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 have to make decisions with my staff to put them 

into the spots where I think they are the best in 

order to hopefully do well this summer in Brazil. 
Sometimes it’s a shift that doesn’t please everybody, 

but this is part of the head coach’s role. You’re not 

there to please everybody, you are there to put 

people hopefully in the best positions, get a job 

done. The job is getting out of the group stage this 

summer." 

-- U.S. national team coach Jurgen KIinsmann on 

the "professional shift" removing his Iongtime 
assistant Martin Vasquez from the national team 

staff less than three months before the World Cup 

finals. (GoaLcom) 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s like having Peyton Manning back there, really 
providing a level of service that wilt help these guys 

become better goalscorers, better finishers." 

-- Jurgen Sommer, coach of HASL expansion team 

Indy Eleven, on the signing of Brazilian Kleberson 

whom he compared to the former Colts 
quarterback great, now with the Denver Broncos. 

(Indianapolis Star) 

1, Klinsmann hires Yogis, adds Ramos, 
reassigns Vasquez 

3, Real Salt Lake hands Toronto a lesson 

3, Big crowd anticipated for USA=Mexico 

4. Pele joins Cristiano Ronaldo in-flight 

5, Puebla refuses to release Beasley and 
Orozco 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Manchester United - Bayern Munich in the IFst.Leg of thei~ Champions League 

quarterfinal series is on Sex Sports 1 at 2:45pm. Barcelona - Atlet~co Madrid 

mee~: in Tuesday’s o~:her quar~:erfina[ first4eg at 2:45pm on F’o~ Spo~ts 2, ALso on 

Tuesday’s soccer ~ schedule, the CONCACA~ Champions League on Ga[avision: 

10pro. A~ Times Kastern 

The{r Words 

Park ~d do ~ job. We k~ew it was gei~g to be a difficult ~ame but we have to 

9eL the job done, unfortunately we di&Yt do that." CheLsea manager Jose 

~urinho. 

Jurgen Klinsmann, the World Cup roster, and the 
March friendly 

By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON. D¢ (Ma~ }1, 2014) US Soccer P[ayers - USMNT coach Jurgen Ktinsmann gets another 
o~)portLEnb:y ~:o assess h~s WorLd Cup roster o~)tkxns agah~s~: Mexico on Wednesday night m Arizona. K[insrnann’s time is 

r~nm~ short ~s he decides on h}s roster for the2014 WorLd Cup. ~t’s an ot~t of wh’tdow friendly, bt~t any game agah~st 

Mexico ~s high stakes k)r the USMN’[’. Even more so when historically the ~garch friendly has been ~:he make or break 

poh~ for some WorLd Cup hopefuls. 

The Wo~Ld Cup roster deadlines Loom for glLinsmann and the LISMNT piayers~ On May 13. the squad officially becomes 30, 

A second cut on &Ene 2 {educes that t:O Uqi? fhlaL 23-man World CUp 

"It is definitely a game we need to see where ot~r ML5 and t4exicanobased players are," KLinsmann said in an interview 

Last week with ussoccer.com "They need to prove now that they badly, badly want to go to B~aziL. Therefore, it’s ~ein8 
to be a tense couple of days and it shotffd be a ~itt{e bit of a test, you know, for what they can e~pect going h~to the 

Wor[d C up prepa~ aliens. Obvious{y against Mexico. that’s the best stage they can have," 

When [4Lin!;mann spoke, there were t:wo I.iga MXq)ased ptaye~s on the roster fo~ Wednesday’s friendly. On tsa, onday, 

PuebLa removed DaMarcus Beas[ev and Michael Orozco. Whether or not it was a bit of gamesmanship is unclear. New, 

K[insmann ha~.~ an ?S%Sobased ~.~q~Ead ~l.us Bayern ~,,’~unich’s JuLian Green. Read More 

Graham Zusi wins MLS Player of the Week 
Graham Zusi is MLS PLayer of the Week ior Week 4, Zusi scored and had two assists in Sporting Kansas City’s 3.2 win 

ove~ the Cok>rado Rapids, Zbsi opened the scoring in the 50th minute. He assisted on Sporting ~ansas City’s equaL~ze~ in 

the 79d~ mh~ute and their stoppage time winne~, The assists raise Zusi’s cai’eer numbe:’ to 33, 

’The first half fo~ us was way beLow our standards, and we knew it," Zusi said, "1 think the energy wasn’t there. The 
movement wasn’t there off the baLL It just seemed very static. It was far below our standards that we set fo~ ourselves, 

We came in at half and we knew it, we ~eaLLy did. What we talked abo~,~t at hall was just shays, some energy. That’s alL 

we needed to do, With that. wi[t come our styte of p[ay," Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Day two ol t:he Champions League quarterfinal first {egs on Fox 5{mrt:s. PhG - Chelsea is on Fox Sports ’t and Fox 5{mrt:s 

2 has Real b¢,adrid ga~ceka~a. The US,MNT hosts ,Mexi :o m an international soccer friendly on ESPN. ALso on 

Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule Serie ~ on beiN 5port. 

PS(} o Chelsea on Fo~ Sports ’t at 2:30pro. PSG adv~nced with a 6-1 aggregate win over 8ayer LeverMEsen and Chelsea 

bea~ Ga[a~asa~ay 3..1. PSG shutout Nice 1-0 in Ligue 1 over the weekend, CheLsea fe[[ o~t of lst.p[ace in the Premier 

Leag~e after a i-0 [ass to Crystal Lea[ace, Everyone is [ooMng fo~vard to the game and we reagy want to play we~[ and win 

because we a~e at home in the ~irs~ game," PSG’s Blaise Matuidi, ’To best prepare fol’ the ~eturn Le~, we need to wh~ at 
home and preferab[y keep a dean sheet." 



Scha~ke and Borussia Dortmund beat Zenit 5-4. Real ~4adrid shutout Rayo Va~teo~no 1i-0 h~ I.a Uga, but 1:raft gar(:eiona 

and unhke[y ~eade~s Atietico Madrid in the tame. Sorussia Dortmund are con~th]g off of a }-2 wm over Stuttgart TheyYe 

2nd to 9ayem ~,~urfi(:h h~ the 9undesiiga tab[e with a 1 poh~t: lead ove~" Scha~ke. 

"We are Looking forward to this match and will be ’t00;’, dp fix it," Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti said. "We are 

metivated ant! eveWone knows hew important this cempetition is fo~ ~s, When I talk about e×citernent I den’t jest 

mean the players and the club. but also the excitement felt by oil el Real ~4adrid’s fans, Tomom:~w the atmosphere 
be very good and that will help 

USMNT .. Mexico on ESPN at 11 pro. With Wec!nesc!ay net an inte~ national release date, this game becomes a meeting of 

~4LS players vs L}ga ~6X ptaye~s. Tile US~6NT has tt~e addition of Bayern ~6unich’s Jutian G~een, but }s without tile two 

Liga ,~,’~SK players they calLed in flora Pueb[a. 

ALso on Wednesday’s socce~ TV schedu[e~ Serie A on befN Sport: Rome ¯ Parma at 12:15pm, Cope Libertado~es on Fox 

Deportes: Emetec - FLamengo at 9pro. A~ Th~,~s Eastern 
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2014-15 College Services Registration is Open 

A message from NSCAA College Services...Dedicated to 
serving all of your coaching needs! 

Dear Coach: 

NSCAA.com/colleqeservices for more 

information. 

College Services I D: 268154 

Registration is now open for the 2014-15 NSCAA College Services Program through which the NSCAA 
demonstrates year-round commitment to the support and promotion of college soccer. 

Registration will be accepted immediately. To ensure full program participation, please complete as 
soon as possible. Once registration is completed, you will receive a College Services Program card with 
a User ID. Please retain this card as it will contain information necessary for you to participate 
in all post-season awards processes. 

For your convenience, online registration is available here. To begin the registration process, log in to 
"myNSCAA" and enter your User ID and Password. Your User ID is your College Services ID number. If 
you have not changed your password in the past, it also is your College Services ID number by default. 
Please contact us if you need assistance with your Iogin. 

NOTE: Each team (men and women) at an institution must register separately. 

College Services Program benefits and services include: 

Special online college soccer features for all divisions at NSCAATV.com. 

Online presentation of all divisions’ college games (NSCAATV.com/YouTube.com). 

Online production of Division I Game of the Week series (NSCAATV.com/YouTube.com) 

Discounted individual NSCAA memberships when combined with College Services registration. 

Two full-time College Programs employees and national office staff support for college soccer. 

NSCAA national and regional rankings program. 

NSCAA online awards program. 

NSCAA Scoreboard and team information hosted by TopDrawerSoccer.com. 

NSCAATravel.com offering exceptional services for college coaches and teams. 

Communication with coaches and student-athletes through newsletters, emails and surveys. 

Divisional listserv groups to facilitate coach communication. 

Liaison with affiliated groups (NCAA, NAIA, NCCAA, NJCAA, NISOA, US Soccer, MLS, NWSL). 

Extensive marketing and promotion of the college game. 

Online College Soccer Almanac. 

With College Services registration, head, assistant and graduate assistant coaches may enroll (or 

renew) for individual NSCAA memberships at discounted rates. Individual coach membership includes 
numerous benefits, including seven yearly issues of Soccer Journal; a $1 million general liability 
insurance policy; discounted NSCAA Convention registration; access to the NSCAA online resource 
library and growing online coaches’ community at NSCAA.com. See registration form for details. 

Printable registration forms with instructions on submitting to the NSCAA are also available here. 

If you have questions or require assistance, please contact Rob Kehoe, Director of College Programs 
(rkehoe@nscaa.com or 913-362-1747 ext. 1015), or Pat Madden, College Programs Coordinator 

(pmadden@nscaa.corn or 913-362-1747 exL 1014). 

Best wishes as you prepare for the 2014 season in which we look lombard to working with you through 
the College Services Program. 



National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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Three U.S. players who have most to gain 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-MEXICO] By most estimations, 22 of the 23 berths on the U.S. 

World Cup teams are, barring injury, set. That would leave several 

outsiders with a chance to make a case for the last ticket to Brazil 
on Wednesday night when the USA hosts Mexico at University of 

Phoenix Stadium in Glendale, Ariz. (live on ESPN, WatchESPN, 
UniMas at 11 p.m. ET)....Read the whole story 

U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[JOSIP KATALINSKI INTERNATIONAL TOURNAMENT] Three foreign- 

based players -- Joe Gallardo (Monterrey), Luca de la Torre 

(Fulham) and Daniel BarNr (training at Manchester City) -- are 
among the players included in the U.S. U-1Ts 22-player squad for 

the Josip Katalinski International Tournament that begins Thursday 

in Sarajevo....Read the whole story 

Neymar rescues Barcelona at Camp Nou 

by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Tuesday] Barcelona’s bid for a seventh 

straight appearance in the semifinals of the UEFA Champions 

League took a hit as it had to settle for a 1-1 tie with La Liga rival 
Atletico Madrid. Brazilian Neymar rescued Barca with a well-taken 

equalizer in the 71st minute....Read the whole story 

Chivas-America beats Sunday Night Baseball in key markets 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Mexico’s Super Clasico won by Club America 

over Guadalajara, 4-0, averaged 2.4 million viewers and reached 4.1 
million total viewers on UniMas, making it the most-viewed club 
game on any network in 2014....Read the whole story 

National Championships expanded for 2014 edition 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] The U.S. Youth Soccer has added semifinals 
in the under-14 to under-18 boys and girls age groups at the 2014 
National Championships. It will also add four National League teams 

to the Under-14 boys and girls age groups....Read the whole story 

Final score: Kobayashi 58, MarosevJc 18 
by Soccer America 

]VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] In celebration of April’s Fools Day, the 

New York Cosmos posted a video of the prank puRed on their 
forward Per[ Marosevic. As the team’s self-described biggest eater, 

the former U.S. U-20 volunteers to enter an eating contest at a 

team lunch at a local Buffalo Wild Wings. Little does he know the 

bus boy, the house entrant in the contest, is none other than 
Takeru Kobayashi .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We understand the situation with Puebla -- we’re 
in a relegation battle to stay up in La Liga for next 

season -- but at the same time I’ve always been 
proud to be called into the national team .... rye 

been doing that my whole career, flying in and 
flying out and playing in the league." 

-- DaMarcus Beasley on his Mexican club Puebla 
not releasing him and fellow U.S. defender Michael 

Orozco for Wednesday’s USA-Mexico friendly. 

Puebla plays Atlas on Saturday. (SI.com) 

National team away uniform unveiled 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER] U.S. Soccer unveiled the new Hike 
away uniform for men’s and women’s national teams, 

a striking red, white and blue design that will first 
be worn by the men Wednesday ...... More 

1, Klinsmann hires VoWs, adds Ramos, 
reassigns Vasquez 

2, Puebla refuses to release Beasiey and 
Orozco 

3, Big crowd anticipated for USA-Mexico 

4o Real Sa|t Lake hands Toronto a lesson 

5, Nike partners with U.S. Youth Soccer 
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Midfield mates Bradley and Beckerman tune up 
with intriguing MLS battle 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Just a few days after facing each other in MLS competition, Michael Bradley and Kyle Beckerman are 

preparing to represent the USA against Mexico. 

It’s possible they will start together in midfield, though the presence of Maurice Edu - who like Bradley recently ended a stay 

in Europe to sign with MLS - and the fact this is the last match scheduled before head coach Jurgen Klinsmann must name 

a preliminary squad of 30 for the World Cup could affect those decisions. Still, the propensity for Jermaine Jones to take 

cautions and sustain injuries translates into a distinct possibility that Beckerman = or Edu, if he makes the squad - could join 

Bradley on the field in Brazil, offthe bench at the least. 

Bradley and Beckerman last started together in 2011 against Slovenia yet have seen time together numerous times, including 

2012 matches against Scotland and Brazil= They have common traits yet are significantly different, as are their backgrounds. 

Bradley played one season in MLS before playing for nine years in Europe; Beckerman started his pro career with defunct 

Miami in 2000 and has been in the league for his entire career. 

Beckerman is the busier of the two, which suits his aggressive personality, yet is also a function of his tendency to overrun 

situations or react to them a second late. Playing at the base of RSL’s midfield diamond has imbued a sharp sense of 

passing, and through his workrate he covers more ground efficiently than most of his MLS counterparts. At RSL, the team 

maybe the star, but he’s the captain. 

Stints with clubs in the Netherlands, Germany, England and Italy have produced in Bradley a two-way player who is absolutely 

essential to success in the middle of the park for both TFC and the USA, though he’s the first to admit he’s still learning and 

anxious to improve. Though the cries of nepotism have faded somewhat, Bradley will always be hounded by fans bitter about 

perceived favored treatment from his father, former U.S. coach Bob Bradley, starting with his rookie season with the 

MetroStars in 2004. 

"He’s an astonishing guy," says TFC head coach Ryan Nelsen, who ended his MLS playing career during that rookie season 

by helping D.C. United win its last league title. "If you would have said when he was drafted at that very young age [16] that 10 

years later he’d have done the things and had the career that he’d had, you’d be a brave man to say that. And that is all down 

to him, to his attitude, his character, his relentless work ethic to be the best he can be. That is a huge, huge talent to have 

that kind of attitude. You don’t find it often." 

Yet TFC is still a work-in-progress, as was clearly evident Saturday night= Beckerman and Real Salt Lake clearly won the 

battle by imposing a 3-0 victory at Rio Tinto Stadium that handed TFC its first loss while preserving RSL’s unbeaten mark= For 

most of the 90 minutes, TFC’s midfield labored to match RSL’s quickness and cohesion, and once RSL had taken an early 

lead with an Alvaro Saborio penalty kick, TFC’s efforts to strike quickly through counterattacks and long balls were greatly 

impaired. 

While beating Seattle and D.C. United in its first two games, TFC controlled the middle of the field by the crisp 

synchronization of Bradley and Jonathan Osorio, who lacks Bradley’s poise and experience yet is very good with the ball. A 

groin problem sidelined Osorio for the RSL game, and replacement Jeremy Hall - though he won a few balls and passed 

adequately - wasn’t able to cope as RSL throttled outside mids Alvaro Rey and Paul Bloom, a right back pushed upfield to 

negligible effect. The RSL triumvirate supported by Beckerman -- Javier Morales, Ned Grabavoy, and Luis Gil - 

engineered a 60-40 percent edge in possession, and rarely were centerbacks Nat Botchers and Chris $chuler caught out by 

through balls aimed at Jermain Defoe, scorer of all three TFC goals in its first two games. 

’When Defoe briefly escaped his markers to chase a ball from Bradley in the first half, keeper Nick Rimando charged out of 

his penalty area to defuse the situation. Defoe and frontline partner Gilberto were not in sync and often were making similar 

runs in different parts of the field. Seldom did Defoe and Gilberto change the look up top, and the well-organized RSL back line 

contained them for most of the game. Defoe left with a suspected hamstring injury in the 61st minute, which further sapped 



the TFC attack. 

TFC players didn’t react well to RSL pressure, often losing the ball because of a sloppy initial touch or taking a second touch 

just as a tackler arrived. Without impetus from the flanks, Hall and Bradley tried to penetrate through the middle without much 

success. And after Bradley did hit the post in the second half with a potshot from distance, RSL struck on a quick strike of its 

own. Morales clipped a ball fow~ard that Saborio dispatched with a stinging low shot inside the far post for the third goal. 

RSL nearly scored again in similar fashion midway through the second half. Beckerman played a ball forward that O~mes 

Garcia knocked back for Morales, who had slipped behind Bradley as he challenged for a ball in air (Hall was nowhere to be 

found) and delivered a lob over the back line. Garcia raced for it and collided with Julio Cesar as the TFC keeper swatted the 

ball away. 

The second goal by Gil had resulted when Morales veered inside away from Bradley - again, Hall wasn’t in the play -- and 

started a sequence by which a blocked shot ran for Gil to steer into the net offyet another defiection. RSL wasn’t lucky: 

quickness to second balls and weird bounces stemmed from focused yet organized intensity all over the field. 

’q-he best overall performance I think we’ve had," said RSL head coach Jeff Cassar afterwards. "Offensively, I thought we were 

great with the ball and had a lot of good ideas and I thought our defensive shape was fantastic. I thought Kyle was fantastic in 

really being disciplined and making sure we weren’t getting caught on the counterattacks. I thought our backline was in really 

good spots, so I thought it was just a really mature performance." 

Immaturity helped RSL take the lead. Centerback Doniei Henry, 20, made the mistake of locking arms Saborio in the penalty 

area. While shielding the ball, the Costa Rican international reached back to grab Henry and when he felt the young 

centerback return the favor, Saborio instigated a grappling match by which he wound up on the deck. Saborio put away the 

spot kick and TFC never recovered. 

’We just have to be honest with ourselves to know there’s still a lot of work to do," said Bradley. ’~/Ve still feel good about the 

group that we have; we’re going to be a team that’s going to be there in the end." 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 
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Klinsmann will wait until deadline to name team 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] Players on the U.S. men’s national team hoping to go to 

the World Cup will have to wait until the very last minute to know if 
they’re among the lucky 23 with tickets to Brazil. On the eve of the 
USA-Mexico game at University of Phoenix Stadium in Glendale, Ariz. 
(live on ESPN, WatchESPN, UniMas at 11 p.m. ET), U.S. coach Jurgen 

Klinsmann told reporters he’ll wait until the June 2 deadline to cut 
the roster down from 30 to 23 players .... Read the whole story 

Tijuana takes lead in series with Cruz Azul 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAiVIPIONS LEAGUE] Tijuana, which started Americans 

Joe Corona and Edgar Casti[[o, beat Mexican riva[ Cruz Azu[, the 
current [eader of the Liga MX’s Torneo C[ausura, 1-0, at the Estadio 
Ca[iente in the first [eg of their Concacaf Champions League series. 

To[uca moved c[oser to the fina[ with a 1-0 win at Costa Rica’s 
A[ajue[ense in the other semifina[ .... Read the who[e story 

What They’re Saying 
"This is an utter[y outrageous ripoff. Footba[[ used to 

be a working-class sport but it’s been commandeered 
by greedy corporate interests. The FA has c[ear[y lost 

touch with rea[ity. The country is in the grip of a 
cost-of-[iving crisis and they shou[d rethink this 

decision." 

-- United Kingdom Member of Parliament Chris 

Williamson on England’s Nike World Cup 2014 replica 
jerseys being priced at 90 pounds ($150). (Derby 

Telegraph) 

Jonathan Klinsmann, Jurgen’s son, called in for camp 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-18 MEN] Jonathan K[insmann, the son of U.S. nationa[ 
team coach Jurgen Klinsmann, has been called into the U.S. under-18 
men’s nationa[ team camp that begins Friday at the U.S. Soccer 
Nationa[ Training Center in Carson, Ca[if .... Read the who[e story 

USSoccer.com redesigned with mobile-first approach 
by Soccer America 

[ONLINE WATCH] U.S. Soccer has ro[[ed out a new website at 
ussoccer.com, working with VML to offer the entirety of the site’s 
content on mobi[e devices and desktops whi[e bringing the most 

re[evant topics such as news and updates to the forefront .... Read 
the who[e story 

Two California clubs added for 2014-15 season 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY] A pair of Ca[ifornia-based c[ubs, FC Golden 
State formed in 2007 and based in Pasadena and Juventus Sport Club 

formed in 1956 and based in Redwood City, wi[[ be joining the U.S. 
Soccer Deve[opment Academy at the o[der-age [eve[s to open the 

2014-15 season .... Read the who[e story 

Midfield mates Bradley and Beckerman tune 
up with intriguing MLS battle 
by Ridge Mahoney 

A strong contingent of domestic players is likely 

headed to Brazil for the World Cup, with Michael 
Bradley and Ky[e Beckerman prime examples of the 

different paths that can be taken .... More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. Puebla refuses to release Beasley and 
Orozco 

2. Three U.S. players who have most to gain 

3. Rookies struggle to see action 

4. Soccer America Power Rankings 

5. Fine free kick from Riquelme 

U.S. fans can access player playlists via Spotlfy 
by Soccer America 

[SOCIAL MEDIA WATCH] U.S. national team fans will be able to listen 
to pre-game playlists created by players and select songs played in- 
stadium on game day thanks to U.S. Soccer’s profile on streaming 



music service Spotify .... Read the whole story 

lan Darke does awkward first date play-by-play 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] lan Darke, lead play-by-play commentator 
for ESPN’s coverage of the 2014 FIFA World Cup, has some fun with a 

spoof promo in which he ca[Is the awkward first date at "Vito’s House 
of Pasta" of a "confident away side" and a tooth- and ear-picking 

"apparent no-hoper looking for his first win." ...Read the whole story 
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A recruit discusses how she overcame a 
serious injury to secure her college 
commitment, a process that wasn’t easy. 
I~IORE: Two Big Time Boys GK’s Commit 

PAY  :NG TO PLAY 
As the talent level has increased, the access 
to elite level play remained in stasis. Which 
means the game here has often been ruled 
by purse strings instead of boot laces. 

li~i 
Premier C°ntenti 

TO  !!NGLA  41D 
A former U.S. U:[4 BNT defender impressed 
an English club enough that he earned a trip 
back for a prestigious youth event in Europe. 
I~IORE: U14 BNT Prepares For Croatia Trip 
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New U.S. World Cup away 
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possession soccer is the 
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Andy Fleming Soccer Camps 

Intimate, affordable, and different ... that’s 
the Xavier College Soccer 101 camp. 

Limited to just 101 campers, this 4-day camp 
puts a considerable amount of time into 
developing campers as human beings with 
daily life skill development workshops on self 
branding, goal setting, and developing a 
personal map for upcoming high school and 
collegiate years. 

This dimension promises to have your son 
come home not only as an improved player 
but also as an improved person, and provides 
a more personalized camp experience unique 
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The brand new issue of The Mmaager magazine 

Dear Anson 

The latest issue of The Manager magazine 

Please click here to download the latest issue of The Manager magazine, published by the 

League Managers Association (L~X/L~). As a subscriber to Elite Soccer, you receive free 

copies of The Manager. 

The Manager is a qua~erly magazine that brings together the worlds of tbotba]l and business. With 

its tbcus on leadership a~d management, The Manager is a must read tbr everyone in the football 

indus"try as well as anyone with a desire to learn from managers at the highest level. 

In this issue The Manager hems fiom Wa]es manager Chris Coleman on leading for club and 

country. There is a]so insight from Wolves ChaArman o~nd experienced businessman Steve Morgo~n 

who shares his leadership advice. 

This issue also contaius a look at the importauce of diversity and inclusion, the nature vs nmmre 

argument in the world of football and a glimpse into Roy Hodgsou’s World Cup preparations. 

We are always looking at ways to offer Elite Soccer subscribers more and I hope that you enjoy 
your free copies of The Manager. Just click here to read the latest issue (Issue 19). 

Yours sincerely, 

Kevin Barrow, 

Publisher, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media Ltd 

Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 

Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 

United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 89 1074 
F: +44 (0)1483 89 4148 
E: kevin, barrow@coach-soccer.com 

****************************************************** 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy recipients. If you are 
not an intended recipient, please advise the sender immediately by reply e-mail and delete 
this message and any attachments without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company 

number 3008779. Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe 
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By Ross Fadner, Wednesday, April 2, 2014 Tweet This ~ Share This 

SI.com 

FIFA on Wednesday handed Barcelona a transfer window ban that will last for two straight transfer 

periods after its Disciplinary Committee found defending La Liga champion and Spain’s soccer association (RFEF) 

guilty of breaching its rules governing international transfers for players under 18. FIFA also imposed a fine on Barca 

worth $508,000. It did not say when the punishment would begin, however. 

In a statement regarding the punishment and fine, the world governing body wrote that it has been investigating the 

Spanish giant since last year. "The investigations concerned several minor players who were registered and 

participated in competitions with the club over various periods between 2009 and 2013." 

According to SI.com, international youth transfers can only take place under three situations: 1 -- the player’s parents 

have moved countries for non-soccer related reasons. 2 -- the move takes place within the European Union and the 

player is between 16 and 18.3 --the player’s home is less than 50 km (31 miles) from the national border being 

crossed. 

Barca, which is expected to appeal the decision, on Wednesday responded to the ban. "We are relaxed. It is a 

habitual process in which we have 90 days to explain how we signed these players," a club spokesperson said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Martino: Barca Deserved to Beat Atletico 
Football Espana 

Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino revealed that he was happier with the performance than the result as his team 

drew 1-1 with Ateltico Madrid in the first leg of the UEFA Champions League Quarterfinal series between the La Liga 

giants. A thunderbolt strike from Atletico substitute Diego Ribas, who replaced the injured Diego Costa, put the 

visitor in front after 56 minutes. Barca responded well, however, and fifteen minutes later, Neymar finished off a fine 

piece of play in from Andres Iniesta to level the score. 

"The tie is still very even and I don’t know if being the home side for the second-leg counts for much," Martino said in 

his post-game press conference. "A 1-1 draw is better for them and we’re a bit down about that but I’m still happy with 

the performance." 



The Argentine added: "We had intensity for the whole 90 minutes. I think we had more chances and deserved to 

win...we saw the best of the team after we conceded .... if we follow this path then we have a chance of success. We 

deserved another goal or two but the performance gives me reasons to be calm." 

- Read the whole story... 

Simeone Praises Super-Sub Dieg£ 
Football Espana 

Diego Simeone was pleased with his team’s effort after Atletico Madrid came away from the Camp Nou with a 1-1 

draw in the first leg of the teams’ UEFA Champions League Quarterfinal series. Simeone was full of praise for 

substitute Diego Ribas, who came on for the injured Diego Costa and scored the game’s opening goal with a 

magnificent strike from distance in the 56th minute. 

"He had a complete game and I’m happy," the Atleti coach said. "1 and the team needed him." The Argentine also 

singled-out goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois for making a series of excellent saves to deny Barca’s attack. Overall, "The 

team did a great job in a match of two different styles. Everyone did their best," Simeone said, adding: "I’m very 

happy with the effort and the result, but it is still open. The return leg will be difficult and exciting." 

Meanwhile, AS on Monday reported that Diego Costa will most likely miss the return-leg at the Vicente Calderon, 

after the striker limped offwith a hamstring injury. While he did not suffer a tear, Costa told the media that he would 

not be available by next Wednesday. 

- Read the whole story... 

Barca’s Pique to I liss Four Weeks 
ESPN FC 

Barcelona defender Gerard Pique will be sidelined for up to four weeks, after suffering a hairline fracture of his right 

hip in Tuesday’s 1-1 draw in the UEFA Champions League Quarterfinal first-leg against Atletico Madrid on 

Tuesday. Pique fell on his right side after going up for a header early in the first leg at the Camp Nou. The Spain 

international could not play on and was replaced by Marc Bartra in the 12th minute. 

- Read the whole story... 

Moyes: We Can Eliminate Bayern from UCL 
BBC Sport 

Manchester United coach David Moyes believes that his underdogs can eliminate defending European champion 

Bayern Munich from the UEFA Champions League following the teams’ 1-1 draw in the first leg of their quarterfinal 

series at Old Trafford. In fact, in his pos-game comments, the Scot indicated that last season’s treble winner was 

fortunate to leave with a draw. 

"1 am happy with the performance, but a bit disappointed with the result in the end," Moyes said, alluding to Danny 

Welbeck’s goal that was called back for a high foot, as well as his missed one-on-one with Bayern keeper Manuel 

Neuer. "We know we’ve got to score a goal in the second leg. We have to do something about it," he said, "But we’ve 

given ourselves a great opportunity. Regarding the second leg, the former Everton boss added: "We’ll go toe-to-toe 

with them. Our best football has been in this competition, and we will need to show our best football when we go to 

Bayern next week." 

Meanwhile, Bayern coach Pep Guardiola was less than pleased with the decision of referee Carlos Velasco 

Carbello to send off goalscorer Bastian Schweinsteiger for a second yellow-card offense for clipping United striker 



Wayne Rooney. Schweinsteiger’s sending-off means that Bayern’s midfield will be full of holes for the second-leg, 

with Thiago Alcantara already ruled out through injury and Javi Martinez also suspended for yellow-card 

accumulation. 

When asked if he agreed with the Schweinsteiger decision, Guardiola said, "Absolutely not," but the Spaniard was 

quick to add: "[Carbello] is a very good referee. He made a very, very good game, but it is unfair. To win the 

Champions League you have to solve and overcome everything. In football this kind of thing happens." 

- Read the whole story... 

Beckham: MLS Needs to Scral  Sala Cry_C_A  
Goal.com 

David Beckham, whose proposed MLS expansion project in Miami is well underway, believes that Major League 

Soccer needs to remove the salary cap in order to improve the quality of play in the American soccer league. The 

former LA Galaxy midfielder and England international believes the league would be able to attract more big name 

players without the cap, which is currently set at $3.1 million. Of course, the cap does not include the up to three 

Designated Players that each club can sign who can be paid beyond the $387,500 maximum salary with minimal 

impact on the cap. 

- Read the whole story... 

ReCurs Fails to Buy_U_pton Park 
Sky Sports News 

Tottenham Hotspur is considering a temporary move to Wembley Stadium as it mulls options for a proposed new 

stadium. Sky Sports News claims that the club has now had a bid to buy West Ham’s Upton Park rejected. That failed 

bid followed another failed inquiry to buy the Olympic Stadium used in the 2012 London Olympics. Spurs would not 

comment on the news, other than to say that the club hopes to have a new stadium to call home by 2017. 

- Read the whole story... 
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U.S. Player Ratings: Mexico rally taints superb first 
half for USA 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Mexico rallied from a two-goal halftime deficit to earn a 2-2 tie Wednesday night, as concerns about the USA’s      ~ 

central defense resurfaced. Goals by Michael Bradley and Chris Wondolowski forged the lead, but a renewed 

Mexican team took the initiative after halftime and after tying the game nearly went in front. Eddie Johnson helped spark a 

late American t~vival that apparently snatched a winning goal by the D.C. United striker, but an erroneous offside call annulled 

it. 

USA Player Ratings 

Starters: 

RATING PLAYER (CLUB) GP/G 

6 Nick Rimando (Real Salt Lake) 14/0. Didn’t face any difficult shots in the first half so he controlled the box well with strong 

punches and clean catches. Much busier in second half, and several times thwarted Mexico with athletic saves both up high 

and down low. 

8 Tony Beltran (Real Salt Lake} 3/0. Looked poised and polished getting balls up the wings and moving up field to hit 

crosses. Showed a deft touch on short passes. Lost his legs a bit in the second half and had trouble containing Miguel Layun 

a few times. 

40mar Gonzalez (LA Galaxy} 18/0. Lost the mark on Rafael Marquez on first Mexican goal, reacted slowly to rebound off 

post on the equalizer. He then regained some of his composure but really struggled at times to deal with Raul Jimenez and 

Luis Montes.Bounced a header on frame that forced a save. 

6 Matt Besler (Sporting KC} 18/0. Not called upon to launch balls over distance, so he kept his touches and passes tidy and 

simple. Stopped a few attacks early in the second half but wasn’t able to latch onto second balls at other times, and caused 

some panic in the penalty area by sending a header into dangerous territory. 

6 Michael Parkhurst (Columbus Crew) 25/0. Strong and secure in first half, stretched a few times by Jimenez as Mexico 

reversed the momentum. Worked a clever read-and-run near the touchline that narrowly missed sending him free into the 

comer. 

6 Kyle Beckerman (Real Salt Lake) 35/t. Screened the back four securely, moved intelligently in all directions and passes 

crisply at the base of a diamond similar to that played by his club team. Struggled to gain possession as Mexico turned the 

tide but regained a foothold in midfield for a late push. 

8 Michael Bradley (Toronto FC) 83/11. Scored at the back post from a Zusi corner and flicked Beltran’s cross to set up the 

chance for Wondolowski. His influence wavered as Mexico took command, yet he reasserted himself late and worked hard at 

both ends right to the final whistle. 

6 Graham Zusi (Sporting Kansas City) 20/3. Curled a corner kick to the back post for Bradley to bang into the net, and set 

up a couple of chances for Clint Dempsey with slick touches. 

5 Brad Davis (Houston Dynamo) 14/0. Flipped sides with Zusi as the U.S. overran Mexico in the first half, served a few 

effective dead balls with his left foot. Lost track one-v-one of Miguel Layun, who got inside him to shoot high from about 25 

yards. 

6 Clint Dempsey (Seattle Sounders} 103136. Wound up on the ground a few times after bamboozling the Mexicans. He sent 

the ball wide that Beltran crossed and Bradley flicked on for Wondolowski. He launched a couple of shots that were blocked 

and much of his best work was off the ball to open up space for others. 



7 Chris Wondolowski (San Jose Earthquakes) 19/8. He’s been the reverse of Miroslav Klose, who scored more 

consistently for Germany than he did for his club team, but by sliding in at the back post to score his ninth goal in the last 10 

internationals he’s edged into the picture. He worked some nice combinations and swung over a dangerous cross the Mexican 

keeper Moises Munoz barely got a hand to. 

Substitutes 

6 Landon Donovan (LA Galaxy) 166/57. Fed a nice ball up the wing to Yedlin to earn a corner kick, which he delivered right 

to Gonzalez for a header at goal. Stood up and stopped one-v-one by Marquez but he kept driving and played a perfect through 

ball that produced a wrongly disallowed goal. 

5 Clarence Goodson (San Jose Earthquakes) 46/5. Thrown into the cauldron as Mexico rallied, he dug into a few vital 

tackles and played solidly as the USA tried to claim a winning goal. 

6 Julian Green (Bayern Munich) t/0. Gained confidence with some clean touches after coming on, barreled 1-v=2 

courageously a few times, slipped and lost a ball in a bad spot, got his head to a goal kick to flick it fow~ard= 

6 Eddie Johnson (D.C. United) 62/t9. Brought energy and won a free kick on the right flank shortly after replacing Wondo, 

and was later flagged for his obligatory offside call. But he soldiered on and wasn’t offside when he scored a disallowed goal, 

and also laid a ball back that Edu ballooned into the seats. 

5 Maurice Edu (Philadelphia Union) 46/1. Brought some needed energy to the middle of the park and plugged up the 

middle while also moving the ball fonNard. Took a very bad shot with his first touch. 

6 DeAndre Yedlin (Seattle Sounders FC) 2/0. Flew up the right wing to play a nice ball that Dempsey took into the penalty 

area, lofted a deep cross that the goalkeeper fumbled. 

(1=low; 5-avera~Te; lO-hi~lh.) 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, April 3, 2014 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League and Copa Libertadores action on Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

preqramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, Avril 3 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE-CRUZEIRO (live) 7:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores SANTA FE-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN:~.com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, April 4 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 2:30 pro. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-VERACRUZ (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) 11:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (delay) midnight. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ITALY, 3rd Place Match (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-SPAIN, Final (live) 6:48 pm. 



BelN SPORTS 

England WIGAN-LEEDS UNITED (live) 7 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VILLAREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) Neon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

France PSG-STADE DE REIMS (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC 

England CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

MLS PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain RAYO-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER-BOLOGNA (delay) 8 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WOLFSBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) noon. 

8eiN PLAY 
England BOURNEMOUTH-QPR (live) 9:45 am. 

France PSG-REIMS (live) 10:45 am. 
Spain REAL MADRID CASTILLA-DEPORTIVO (live) Noon. 

France TOULOUSE-LILLE (live) 1:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 8:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Apri~ 8 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-NANTES (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England WEST HAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England EVERTON-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 9 am. 

Spain ELCHE-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy PARMA-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HOFFENHEIM (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil ITUANO-SANTOS (live) 3 pm= 

Argentina BELGRANO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 



BeIN PLAY 

Russia ZENIT-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 5:15 am. 
Spain MALAGA-GRANADA (live) 5:45 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-NICE (live) 7:45 am. 
Spain BARCELONA B-NUMANCIA (live) 10:45 am, 

France MONACO-NANTES (live) 2:45 am. 

~ONOAY, A#ril 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

~taly GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pro. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, April 3, 2014 
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Section 1: USA-Mexico tlmller signals roster countdown drama 

Thursday, April 3~ 20!,’.. 

USA-Mexico thriller signals roster countdown drama 

by Mike Woitalla 

[USA-MEXICO] The hype that accompanies this rivalry isn’t always 
followed by exceptionally entertaining soccer, but the USA and 
Mexico served up a thriller in their 2-2 tie on Wednesday. Amid the 

drama, here are a few things we learned from the clash in Arizona. 

...Read the whole story 

Rekonstruktion 
by Christen Press 

[THE PITCH: BIog 3] Christen Press and her teammates at Tyreso 

are lucky to have a team. The club endured near-bankruptcy, and 
Press suffered the humiliation of being attacked wrongly in the 

press as a foreigner taking tax money. The Swedish club is only 

alive and playing in the semifinals of UEFA Women’s Champions 
League thanks to a government bailout....Read the whole story 

D.C. support plummets at RFK Stadium 

by Paul Kennedy 

[ATTENDANCE WATCH] D.C. United’s need to find a new stadium is 
all the more apparent when you look at the situation at RFK 

Stadium, where the club’s support is dwindling. The crowd of 9,445 

for Saturday’s nationally televised game against Chicago was the 
club’s fifth lowest since its launch in 1996 .... Read the whole story 

Four MLS loan players make USL PRO team of the week 

by Soccer America 

[DOWN OH THE FARM] Coltin Martin (D.C. United) had assists on 
both goals as the Richmond Kickers opened the 2014 USL PRO 

season with a 2-2 tie at the Charleston Battery. Martin joined 

Portland keeper Jake Gteeson (Sacramento), Houston defender 

Anthony Arena (Pittsburgh) and LA Galaxy defender Oscar Sorto 
(Galaxy II) on the USL PRO team of the week....Read the whole 

story 

NASL Live available on free trial in April 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Throughout April, the NASL will offer a 10-day 

free trial for fans wishing to watch league matches on 
v~vw.NASLLive.com, where all 135 games in the 2014 NASL spring 

and fall seasons that conclude with the Championship semifinals 

and Soccer Bowl will be aired .... Read the whole story 

Sun Belt Conference reintroduces men’s soccer 
by Paul Kennedy 

[COLLEGE MEN] The shuffle of schools around college conferences 

has resulted in the addition of a men’s soccer conference for the 
2014 season. After an 18-year hiatus, the Sun Belt will reintroduce 
men’s soccer, the first championship it ever held when the 

conference was launched in 1976 .... Read the whole story 

Here’s how a keeper can score in futsal 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] In regular soccer, goalkeeper goals -- unless 

they’ve come up for a corner kick or take a penalty kick -- are 

usually flukes from a punt. This goalie gotazo in a Croatian futsal 

game, however, looks totally intentional....Read the whole story 

U.S. Player Ratings: Mexico rally taints superb 

first half for USA 
by Ridge Mahoney 

A disallowed goal, a two-goal lead that evaporated, 
Rafael Marquez on the scoresheet, a frenzied 

crowd reveling in yet another matchup of 

archrivals, the USA debut of Julian Green -- this 
latest USA-Mexico friendly didn’t lack ...... More 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s like this at this level: one chance one goat. 

Then an own goal and the third goal is a joke. It’s 

not a goal it’s a joke." 

-- Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho recaps his team’s 

34 loss at Paris St. Germain in the first leg of their 

Champions League quarterfinal. (Reuters) 

1, Three U.S. players who have most to gain 

2, Jonathan Klinsmann, Jurgen’s son, called in 
for camp 

3, Klinsmann will wait until deadline to name 
team 

4, U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 

5, lan Darke does awkward first date play-by- 
play 
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The US Soccer P~ayers Newge~ter USSocce~ Players ¯ Apr 3, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 3, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Lyon .. Juven~us is on Fox Sports I at 3pro in the opening leg of their Europa 

League quarterfinal semen. AZ ~ genfica is on Fox Spo~ts 2 at 3pro in thei~ 

Europa Leaaue quarl:eHina[ ~}rstdle8. A~so on Thursday’s soccer ]’V schedu~% Fox 

De,often has the Copa L}bertado~es: Un~versidad de Chffe - Cruze}ro ~t 7:30pro 

and Santa Fe 

Their Word~ 

concerned," from FIFA’s official statement, 

USMNT 2- Mexico 2 

"[’he USMNT put t:oaether a strong Iirsbha[f against Mexice en Wednesday nk~ht: at University oi Pheent< St:adium m 

Glendale, AZ in a 2-2 draw. 

With US coach Jurgen K[insmann starUng an ,~%S bneup, Michael Bradley opened the scorin~ for [.he USMNT in the 14th 
minute. Bradley scored from a Graham Zusi corner, with the US~VdqT responding to early pressure flora Mex}co with 

pressure ol [.heir own~ Bradley setup the USt~@~T’s second $oa[ wihh Chris WondoiowsM scoring in the 28th minuhe, 

Mexico ~esponded after haUtime with Rafa ,~larquez put[in8 a 8oat back in the 49th minute, Atan Putido equaUzed for 

,k~,exico m the 67th minute. 

USMNT coach Jurgen k[insn’[ann used severM subst}tutes, bringing Landon Oonov~n. Clarence Goodson, and Julian Green 

on in 1:he ~SU~ mJnul:e. Green rnade his h~Lernational, debut for the senk)r USMNT squad~ comp[eLh~g a process 1:hat: 

started with his change of h’~ternationa[ assoc:iation a few weeks ago. k[insmanr, went to his bench again h’, the 64th 

~ack m the 85th minute. ~ep[ays shewed the 8oa[ was onsJde, Read ~ore 

Will MLS follow its own rules on holding? 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Apt 2, 2014) US Soccer Players - Week 4 of the 2014 MLS season highlights one of 
the major oificiating locuses outbned before schedule began, Prior to the season, MLS and PRO te[[ d~e dubs Lh~L 

~eferees will take a stricter view w}th some rules than in prior seasons. As with so any things in MLS, this }sn’t 

something dire(:l:b/re(ayed to the fans. However, ESPN’s AlleX~ La(as b;,,eeLed them from the MLS l:e(evisk)n rneetin% in 

February. 

fou~ 

Holding ~nd grabbing m the box will result in a c~[[ed foul more often ff only because referees a~e paying closer 

ahtention to that particu[arl.y brand ol D ans~l’ession. Because ho[din~ fouls occul’ on a[mos[, a[[ in[.eractions in the penalty 

a~eas, most notabb/on set pieces. 2014 should see a signifk:ant uptick ht whistles resulting from hoLdin8 and grabbing. 

Though it probably doesn’t need saying, he~e’s a reminder that wh}st[es on fouls in the box mean pena[Ues. Penalties 

(:[~nge ~a rnes, 

New York’s Rk:hard EcM~rs[ey and "[’oronte FC’s Done1[ Henry [earne~J this lesson the har~J way. BeLh players found 

themselves on the bad end of penalty decisions this weekend. ~n Henri’s case~ it might not have played a s~gmficant 

McNamara on Sunday, I~ Chivas USA doesn’t gee that penMty, and Edck Torres doesn’t fi~e it past Luis Rob[es, perhaps 

the Red Bu[]s secure l:h~ee pmnts in their home opene~ ral:her than set:Ue for a (ate equa[izer and a single point h~ 1:he 

shandings, 



The qaesdon~ in Light of d~ose penalty caLLs, is whethe~ players aaoss MLS heed d~e exampLes made of Henry and 

Eckersby. Neither did anything overly egregious, at [east by the p~ esdous standards of general soccer and ~S~LS pby. 

Read More 

Barcelona hit with a year-long transfer ban for breaching rules on youn~ters .. lrom The Guardian’s James Riach: 
Fife prohibits the intenlat}or,aL t~ansfers of pfayers under the age of 1~;~ unless the two dubs involved are w}th}n the 

~ufq)ean Union and the p~ayer’s parents move to t~e cot~n~:f’{ Jn wN~:h the new d.ub is k~ca~:ed fix Feasons not ~]nb~d to 

footbaU. 

Barcelona’s transfer ban will have knock-on effect across Europe - and could offer boost to Premier Lea ugue clubs 

Arjen Robben compares Man Utd’s approach to a handball team o from B~C Sport: R@l)~m’s r~r ~ ([l~]~[rdi()La 
made a simiLaF observaUon afte~ the match. 

DEPRESSION HIGHLY PREVALENT IN FOOTBALLERS - flora FIFPro: Contrary to popaLar belief, the Life ol a proiessionaL 

footbaLte~ has some dark sides," said D~. Gouttebar~e, 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

There’s an inLeresdn$ same in Liga A/0(, with d~e two potential CONCACAF Champions League l~naLisb meeting when 

T~uana hosts To~uca. O~uc:h~ Onyewu and Sheffield Wednesday play Leicester City. A~so on Friday’s soccer ~ schedute, 

~undes~i!~a, Li!~ue 1, and more [.k~a 

l"’!iuana o ’~’~uca at 9:X>pm on Aztec:a, There’s stiLI a b~!~ bR ~:o p~ay in t~e CONCACAF {:~ampR)ns I.eagJe semifinals, 

TLiuana new has a 1..0 bad on in their CONCACAF Champions League semifinal se~ ies, 

Leices&er City .. Sheffield Wednesday a~. 2:30pm on betN Sport. LeicesteF City have a 7.point Lead at q~e top of the 

Champk~ns~fip tal)le with SheIfietd Wednesday in l~Ith-pLace, Lek:esteF City d~e~t,, 2-2 with Wigan £tl~let:k in tl~eir last 

$ame and SheffieLd Wednesday Lost to CharLton AthLetic 2-1, 

"1Ys great ior ouF fans Leo ¯ to go vvay wid~ something positive/’ Leicester City manager Nigei Pearson said alteF the 
draw with Wigan. "We wouLd~*t want to give up such an outstandin~ run easi~y~ as 20 games unbeaten in the 

Champmnship ~s a Lough feel We’ve p~aye~ some ~oe~ footbaLL and shown some resilience, but Lenight we’re very 

happy to keep our tun ~oin~i 

ALso on Friday’s soccer TV schedule. GoLTV has Hamburg - Bayer Leverkusen in the gundes[}ga. Ligue ’i on belN Sport: 

Marseil.Le o Ajacdo at 2:X>pm. In L.iga ~,.~X~ ~V~orelia - Veracruz on ESPb! l)eportes at: ’lOp.a’~. Al~ ’Tim~s £o,s’terr~ 
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Bid on PCA’s Unique Sports-Themed Experiences 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http:L/click positivecoach.neti?qs fc3730ec4b81 f90607061 f5816174e56788882b770de545ec2ce89aI~376bldl 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

As part of PCA’s National Youth Sports Awards, ~ve are oIt’ering unique sports-themed experiences plus much more! 

Get your bid in by April 1 lth by clicking on the items below! 
NOTE: You do not need to be present at the event to win. 

http://click.positlvecoach.net/?qs fc3730ec4b811~06e0bc73e~eefSd91 b06ttt3fe3897e144c865 d6c649c8c607 

http://click.posit~vecoach.net/?qs fc3730ec4b811~906bbc5377769c1:43 a6c00940a ab3dac 81145cctTdac69405f0 

http://click.posit~vecoach.neti?qs fc3730ec4b81 f906fe9e0ef789ea7b834da4b9a93~53e822f5c08ed4a 2e63dc 

http:/Tclick.positivecoach.net/?qs fc3730ec4b8 lg~06f38ab989808b5c38967db744dacfffc 152934e41416275de 

http ://click.pusitivecoach net/?qs fc3730ec4b 81fg069eaee3bSdce56df’o8222 lb4c3ae989c23b972b78 d96ee5be 

ht~p://click.positivecuach.net/Tqs fc3730ec4b81 fg063fe863d340e351526473e4e328 fgd638d008d5986a3el b9d 

ht~p://click.posiuvecuach.net/’?qs fc3730ec4b81 fg068aaba947c47b39f46583d36 fl a 19ad6903a024415302a6e9 

http://click.positivecuach.net/?qs [’c3730ec4b81 f906839955077357968d09947897~ac 8eafSdl aSeee445bb3909 

ht~p://click.pusitlvecoach.net/?qs fc3730ec4b81 f906553163al f263ef45e61 lb41bdc9fab57abl a78d0c0cd06ec 

http://click.positivecuach.net/?qs [’c3730ec4b81 f906:t75ca7a4390369Pogc93794841077ec5bdl 0c3834d7c0106 

http:i/click pusltivecuach.neb’Tqs fc3730ec4b81 f906d3b4ea9a5e19aab5cSee0daea65b9e01 a0cb65c8441 c36bb 

http://click.posltivecoach net/?qs fc3730ec4b81 fg068e75ae493983334ef13244f1949329dae007b29828527105 

http:i/clickpusitivecuachnet/’?qs fc3730ec4b81 f9064ac6bdbe3d0c2dd8152cd0bce775f[’1b63db35ba6bc70921 

’]7his email was sent tu:anson@uncaa.unc edu 

This email was sent by: 

Positive Coaching Alliance 
1001 N. RengstorffAve., Suite 100 

Mountain View, C’A 94043. 

http:i,’click.positivecoach.net/?qs fc3730ec4b81 f906de 18dl 1 dbcc7784c4e9b602643beal 9fc3946ecgb344e28d 
Manage Subscriptions i 

http://click.positivecoach.net/?q s fc3730ec4b81 fg06f5bccc43bb75d4f84b 14fl 3c7c2c931427038588a09d30d0 
Update Profile i 

http:i/click.positivecoach.net/?qs fc3730ec4681 f9064a 146f908648ea3a6b65da9804143804b~3eaa475a51222a 
One-Click Unsubscribe 



::’~:: SoccerNation News .. Best soccer news for youth, cellege and pro 

wants lo lhank our more than 375,000 ie~defs so f~r ]f~ 2014~ 

Pele & Ronaldo - ~o is MORE 
Famous? 

What happens when famous soccer legend meets soccer star heartthrob’? Pele and Cristiano 

Ronaldo meet in the skies and chat in this commercial - so who is really more famous today? 

Ronaldo or Pele? Watch this and let us know what you think! 

Rise As One with Steve 

Budweiser, [[~e official beer sponsor of [he 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil, unveiled an all new 

partnership with FOX Spor[s on Wednesday rot a ~lroundbreaking documentary series 

showcasirKi six or ~he most unique football stories ~rom around the globe. The new series will 

air i~ n-~ore than 55 countries around the world. 

In the 1.998 World Crop, the United States and [ran copqpeted despite volatile politics and 

intense scrutiny. Diane Scavuzzo interviews Steve Sampson, Head Coach for the USA for the 

1998 World Cup. Read what Sampson says about that match, how soccer has changed and 

what he would tell the US National Team if he were the coach today. 

Carlsbad Elite College Program 



Ihe Car]shad Elite Program provides expert coaches, top-quality facilities, unique training and 

support and the services of dedicated College Liaisons Ron ~mu~ve~ and Adam 

Tony Meola- Former World Cup 
Goalie 

Tony Meola is one of the greatest goalkeepers ever on the U.S. Hen’s National Team and in 

Hajor League Soccer. Today I’,leola is with the US Youth I~lational teams - Read his advice for 

goalies~ the US Development Academy system and how soccer has changed, 

USA’s New Red. White & Blue 

U.S. Soccer and Hike unveiled the new Hen’s and Women’s National Team away kit, a striking 

red, white and blue design that fans saw on the field last night’s USA vs l’,~exico match. While 

the game ended 2-,2, USA’s players looked great in their Red, White and Blue= 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, April 4, 2014 

Friday= April 4, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Friday action includes a clash between Tijuana’s American player-laden team and Toluca .... MLS Week 5 kicks 

off on Saturday and features the archrival meeting of Portland-Seattle. 

~ 
(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed hem, many networks make TV programming available on streaming7 devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listin~Ts and network programming listin~Is. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, Ap~i~ 4 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico MORELIA-VERACRUZ (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) 11:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA=TOLUCA (delay) midnight. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico MONARCAS-VERACRUZ (live0 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live0 11:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ITALY, 3rd Place Match (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U=17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-SPAIN, Final (live) 6:48 pm. 

SATURDAY, Ap~i~ 5 

BelN SPORTS 

England WIGAN-LEEDS UNITED (live) 7 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VILLAREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

France PSG-STADE DE REIMS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC 

England CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

MLS PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain RAYO-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 



italy INTER-BOLOGNA (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG=BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND=WOLFSBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) noon. 

BeIN PLAY 

England BOURNEMOUTH-QPR (live) 9:45 am. 

France PSG-REIMS (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID CASTILLA-DEPORTIVO (live) Neon. 

France TOULOUSE-LILLE (live) 1:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 8:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am= 

England NORV~CH CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am= 

BelN SPORTS 

italy CAGLIARI-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LYON (live) 11 am. 
italy PARMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-NANTES (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England WEST HAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England EVERTON-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 9 am. 

Spain ELCHE-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy PARMA-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HOFFENHEIM (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil ITUANO-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BELGRANO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia ZENIT-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain MALAGA-GRANADA (live) 5:45 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-NICE (live) 7:45 am. 

Spain BARCELONA B-NUMANCIA (live) 10:45 am. 

France MONACO-NANTES (live) 2:45 am. 

MONOAY, A#~il 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

~taly GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pro. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Friday, April 4, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

The Big East is shaping up to be a grinder 
again at the top in 20:[5, and much of that is 
due to another talented crop of freshmen. 
Georgetown leads again on that front. 

Prom~or Cootoot 

This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update checks in with boys 
through U18 club teams. See which sides are 
gaining ground in the rankings. 

The ECNL event in San Diego is a week away 
but there is still plenty of games worth 
keeping an eye on in the ECNL this weekend. 
MORE; ECNL Standouts: March 29-30 

DID YOU SEE? 

Photo Gallery: U14, U15 
~ National Team March 
Camp 

Hiqhliqhts: USA 2 - 2 
Mexico, Bradley’s assist is a 
must see 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Cornell Soccer Camps 

Cornell University soccer camps are a 
tremendous opportunity to learn from our 
Division I head coaches, experience top- 
notch training facilities, play with athletes 
from across the country, and to get a feel for 
college soccer. 

Our resident campers will stay in dorms on 
Cornell’s North Campus, and meals are 
provided by Cornell’s award-winning dining 
service. Numerous camp offerings are 
available for boys & girls, ages 7-19. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Trm~sform Your Team Into a Goalscoring Machine 

Discover how to transform your 
team into a goalscoring machine 

with t00 drills, exercises and small 
sided games focused on the art and 

science of scoring goals 
Finally, a book focused on what p~ayers love best: Scoring goals! This 

book is packed with 100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run 
onto bal~s, to contro~ the ba~i with a crisp f~rst touch and to devNop the 

killer instinct on goal Modern Attacking & Goa~scoring provides you with 
al~ the dr~ls you need to get more goals on the scoreboar~ an~ po~n~ on 

Dear Coach, 

Do your players ever lack confidence in front of goal? Do they suffer from a poor first touch or lack 

accuracy when they shoot, would you like your team to score more goals? 

Well, worry no longer because Modern Attacking & Goalscoring is a book dedicated to the art and 

science of goalscoring It contains 100 drills, exercises and small sided games to develop the ability, 

mindset and confidence your players need to score more frequently. 

to-written by Liverpool FC academy coach, Phil Roscoe, every drill is accompanied by a detailed 

diagram, coaching points and progressions to ensure you gain the maximum benefit from every 

exercise. The drills are also carefully structured to cover all aspects of goalscoring and to replicate the 

pressure of real game situations. 

Whether it’s training your players in overlaps and underlaps, finishing from rebounds or team based 

finishing games, Modern Attacking & Goalscoring is packed with drills you can use to make training 

more enjoyable, and to transform your team into a goalscoring machine. 



soccer coaching book that harnesses the ethos of ’Ma×imum 
Participation" 

The soccer drills and exercises in Modern Attacking & Goalscoring have been carefully selected to 

be challenging for players, of all levels, and to provide a well rounded education on the technique 

needed in front of goal. 

In addition, the book’s two authors believe that the best goalscoring training doesn’t come from players 

waiting in lines to shoot from predetermined positions Instead the practices are designed to 

incorporate the principles of ’Maximum Participation’. 

The drills include 2vl, 3v2 and small sided team games. These ensure as many players as possible 

can be involved in every exercise. This is both beneficial for players and ensures you can get the 

maximum value from every training session 

Co-written by a Liverpool FC academy coach, Modern Attacking & Goalscoring provides you with 

goalscoring training sessions your players will both enjoy and from which they will gain the mindset, 

technique and confidence to score more frequently. 

"This is a book that has been years in the r~aking by its two 
expert soccer coaching authors" 

Modern Attacking & Goalseoring has been produced by two expert soccer coaches with over a 

decade’s experience. 



This special book focused on goalscoring includes 100 drills covering a variety of the skills needed to 

be successful at the fine soccer art of getting the ball in the back of the net. Every drill is clearly 

explained with detailed diagrams, coaching points and progressions so you can gain the maximum 

benefit from every exercise. 

Chapter I - Running with the ball 

These drills will improve both your players’ ability to receive the ball and the accuracy of their passing. 

In reflection of the book’s ethos of ’maximum participation’, the drills incorporate 3vl, 2vl and small 

sided games to improve your players’ ability to work together when attacking the goalmouth. 

Chapter 2 - Overlaps and Underlaps 

In progression of the previous chapter’s running drills, these exercises will improve your players’ ability 

to receive the ball on the back foot, to create space and to communicate so they receive the ball at the 

right time 

Chapter 3 - Various Finishing Games 

The goalkeeper is now incorporated with more direct attempts on goal. Players will have to decide 

whether to shoot or to take another touch to dislodge the goalkeeper. The skills your players will 

develop include the long pass, first touch, finishing technique and ball striking accuracy. 

Chapter 4 -2vl and 3v2 Games 

The drills in Modern Attacking & Goalscoring have been carefully chosen to involve as many players as 

possible, and the drills in this chapter enable the whole team to practice in small drills at once. Players 

will practice beating defenders while staying onside when they don’t have the ball. These drills will 

improve your players’ decision making and confidence when playing under pressure. 

Chapter 5 - Unopposed Finishing 

Your goalkeepers will get a thorough workout with these drills! Maximum participation is stressed with 

players working on improving their accuracy and composure when striking a moving ball. 

Chapter 6 - Finishing from Rebounds 

Your players can practice shooting from different angles, heights and distances. These drills will also 

encourage your players to develop explosive charges and changes of pace into the box. 

Chapter 7 - Quick Finishing 

These drills are focused on technique, pressure training and improved finishing. Players will either 

need a great first touch or to shoot first time to score during these training exercises which take place 

around the goalmouth. 

Chapter 8 - Competitive Finishing 

Fun is the byword for these drills, where players will compete in lvl attacks on goal or defending a 

cone Creative trickery, such as scissors or double touch, is to be encouraged along with shooting 

early and often. 

Chapter 9 - Finishing from Crosses 

This chapters includes crossing drills that are both unopposed and with defenders. During these drills 

you can observe the buildup play and efficiency of movement without the ball. 

Chapter 10 - lvl finishing and finishing from ’Breakaways’ 

These training exercises will improve your players’ ability to run onto the ball, their first touch and 

decision making. They will need to decide whether to drive a shot, try and chip the keeper or to attempt 

a dribble into the goalmouth 

Chapter 11 - Finishing Games 

In the final chapter, you are presented with a series of exercises where the penalty area is divided into 

two and players are challenged to shoot from distance. In such a tight area, quick ball movement and a 

high pace of play are skills your players will develop through these drills. 



What you wi~ gain from Team Trainit~g the Goalkeeper 

It’s true that a strong defense can win you games, but you will never win unless your players can score 

goals. Coaching the technique, mindset and creativity needed to be a successful goalscorer can be 

difficult to achieve in training. This is what makes Modern Attacking & Goalscoring such a valuable 

coaching guide because it shows you exactly how it can be done. 

100 drills, exercises and small sided games you can use to train your 
players in all aspects of goalscoring 
The drills will improve a wide variety of skills, including passing, first 
touch, dribbling, striking and decision making 
In addition, your defenders will be able to train and improve through 
the 2vl and 3v2 games 
Goalkeepers will receive a thorough and varied workout due to the 
variety of goalscoring drills 
Rather than have teams waiting in lines, you can run ’maximum 
participation’ training sessions which incorporate the whole team at 
once, making sessions more productive 
Whatever their position, players love scoring goals. For this reason 
they will find training sessions more enjoyable and motivating, and 
will see their goalscoring ability improve as a result 
Through repetition and practice, your players will become more 
confident, comfortable and experienced when attacking the 
opponent’s goal. This means more goal scoring opportunities, goals 
and points on the league table 
The drills can be dropped into training sessions on the fly. No two 
training sessions need ever be the same again 
You’ll save the time of having to look through old training manuals 
or on the internet for new drills to improve your team’s goalscoring 
record 

Modern Attacking & Goalscoring has been years in the making and has been put together by two 

coaches with over a decade’s coaching experience, including a coach at Liverpool FC’s academy. 

Their experience ensures the drills are going to be beneficial and effective at improving your team’s 

performance in front of goal, whether you coach recreational teams, college teams or players at a 

professional level 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 21= 

part video series Modern Attacking & Goatscoring unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. 

However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Modern Attacking & Goalscoring after six 

months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 



.too% 3 o, ey Back G  arantee 

It’s a fact: whether they play in defense, midfield or attack, all players love scoring goals. And some of 

the world’s best teams, such as Manehester United, Bareelona and Brazil, are successful because 

they don’t rely on one or two players to score all the time because all their players are capable of 

getting on the scoresheet. 

This is why Modern Attacking & Goalscoring is such a valuable addition to your coaching library. It 

shows you exactly howto coach players in all the skills they’ll need to score, and howto replicate goal 

scoring scenarios on the training pitch. 

Through its drills, exercises and small sided games, your players will become more experienced in 

goal scoring situations This means that on game day they’ll know how to take advantage of goal 

scoring opportunities more often and win more points for your team. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Modern Attacking & Goalscoring is focused on the art and science of goalscoring. It’s packed 

with 100 drills, exercises and small sided games that will train your players in all the aspects of 

scoring goals. All players love scoring goals, and the drills in this book will make training sessions 

more enjoyable, more varied and more productive at turning your team into a goalscoring machine. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Modern 

Attacking & Goalscoringafter six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 
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Soccer America Confidential: Wondo puts past disaptx~intments behind him 

Friday, April 4, 2014 Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Wondo puts past disappointments behind him 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Whether or not he gets a spot on the plane to Brazil for the World Cup, Chris Wondolowski has proven he is 

Jurgen Klinsmann’s type of player. 

Though he lacks the European pedigree that the U.S. national team coach until recently strongly favored, he’s imbued with 

many of the same traits. He’s got great balance and timing, which enables him to strike with either foot balls arriving at odd 

angles and also duel ferociously in the air. He’s perfected the art of peeling away from defenders at the precise instant they 

lose sight of him to control the ball or deliver it on goal first time. He relies on quickness and cleverness rather than brute 

strength or raw speed. And he’s the hardest worker on his club team, the San Jose Earthquakes, often staying after the 

regular training session has ended to refine his goalmouth wiles and techniques. 

How did he respond to a rough campaign last year, during which he scored 11 goals after tying the league record with 27 in 

2012? ’~Nondo would be the first one to tell you that he’s had moments of frustration this year, because he puts high 

expectations on himself," said Earthquakes head coach Mark Watson last October. "But he did the right things and 

responded the right way and just got back to work. He does hours and hours of finishing at the end of training. 

’~(ou wonder how he scores so many goals? It’s because he has great movement and great qualities in the box. He’s a great 

finisher because of ability but also hard work. He spends a lot of time on it." 

He is the antithesis of a prima-donna goalscorer who awaits chances to arrive and does little else. If anything, he takes too 

much responsibility, and you can count on him blaming himself for the chances he missed if the game result isn’t the right 

one. His look of despondence after a 3-1 home loss to the Galaxy - during which he missed a close-range shot that would 

have tied the game - in the 2012 MLS playoffs was entirely self-directed. 

Galaxy keeper Josh Saunders was on the ground and all Wondolowski had to do was tap it over him. He couldn’t put it away. 

’1 thought I had to lift it a little bit because Josh was there, but I just sent it way over," Wondolowski said. "Pretty bad." 

The Quakes went out on aggregate, 3-2, and the disappointment sharply increased as the Galaxy rolled to a second straight 

MLS Cup title. Wondo won the scoring title and the MVP award, and Quakes captured the Supporters’ Shield, but nobody got 

what they really wanted. His national team career was equally frustrating but in a different way. 

Despite his consistent league scoring in recent years - he preceded the 11-goal and 27-goal seasons by hitting a combined 

34 goals in 2009 and 2010 -- success at national team level had also eluded him. A fluffed chance at the 2011 Gold Cup in a 

group match against Panama left him distraught; ironically, the player he replaced - defender CMrence Goodson - had 

scored the U.S. goal in a 2-1 defeat. 

But Wondo may have finally gotten over the hump. After struggling through a barren spell that seemed to constrict his USA 

career - no goals and several primo chances squandered in his first nine games - he’s hit the target nine times in the last 10 

matches. He came out of the January camp by scoring both goals in a 2-0 defeat of South Korea, and connected again in the 

2-2 tie with Mexico Wednesday night. 

Those goals have burnished a bit the t~putation of scoring only against the weakest foes and choking in bigger games. He 

broke out of his U.S. drought by scoring against Guatemala last July in the final tune-up match for the Gold Cup, which he lit 

up in group play by bagging five in games against minnows Belize and Cuba. But in the group finale, he botched a great 

chance and though the USA won, 1-0, that specter of failure under pressure returned. 

Friendlies are what they are, but there’s no doubt coolly bagging a classic poacher’s goal against Mexico in front of a huge 

crowd has to erase a bit more of the stigma Wondo can’t score in important games. He wouldn’t be the first goalscorer to light 

it up in MLS = as did Taylor Twellman and Jeff Cunningham before him = without nailing down a national team spot= And 

Wondo’s recent goal spurt may not be enough for Klinsmann to rate him as a necessity against Ghana, Portugal and 

Germany. 



The U.S. forward ranks may be too crowded. The insanely hyped debut of teenager Julian Green has triggered speculation 

Klinsmann may take him to Brazil as something of a secret weapon. And if Klinsmann classifies Landon Donovan as a 

forward, there may only be space for Donovan, Jozy Altidore, Glint Dempsey and Aron Johannsson in the forward slots. 

Green, despite his extreme inexperience, might be first line as a extra fowvard. (There’s also Eddie Johnson, who replaced 

Wondo up front late in the Gold Cup but sat for the first hour Wednesday night.) 

Probably a half-dozen players who have made significant contributions for Klinsmann are on the bubble, and until last July you 

couldn’t have put Wondolowski in this category. But now he’s melded production to his other attributes. Every team going into 

a World Cup wants any player who can score, and Wondo does a lot more. 

No one is more committed to his teammates and his country and his craft than Wondolowski. He personifies the American 

spirit of perseverance and persistence, which has taken him from Division II Chico State to 2012 MLS MVP, moved him among 

the all-time leading MLS scorers - no one has scored more goals in four consecutive seasons than the 72 he notched from 

2010 to 2013 - and earned him at least a puncher’s chance to make the World Cup roster. 
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You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Free Quote-Take Your Temn On An International Tour in 2014 or Beyond! 

2015 Spring Break and Summer Tour Planning Starts Now! 
Take advantage of low exchange rates and airfares! 

Join teams like Stanford University, Saint Mary 
Academy, North Haven HS, University of Southern 
Mdiana, E~irmingham United FC, Centenary College, 

adidas I~rentwood SC, Scripps Ranch SC, Hammond 
School Sacred Heart University, E~aton Rouge SC, 
Agoura HS, Virginia Legacy SC, Hardin Simmons 

University & More! 
Dear Coaching Colleagues & Administrators: 
Thank you for your past and recent inquiries regarding Eurotech Soccer Tours, 
North America’s #1 provider of international soccer tours. You may have already 
spoken to myself or one of my representatives via telephone recently or are currently 
working with us on your 2014 or 2015 tour so this is just a courtesy reminder of our 
international soccer tour services and thought that contacting you via email might be 
more convenient for you. 

REQUEST TOUR PRICING QUOTE NOW 
If learning more about how to take a soccer team to Europe or South America is of 
interest to you, I’d be more than happy to send you a sample itinerary, pricing and/or 
any additional information about how to plan a team tour with Eurotech - just simply 
take a minute to complete the Tour Quote Request Form and I’ll get back to you 
asap with an Official Pricing Proposal for your review. You can also visit our website 
at www.eurotechsoccertours.com to review our programs as well. 



Travel Destinations include England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales, 
France, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Italy, Spain, 

Portugal, Germany, Argentina, Brazil, Barbados, Australia & More! 
I am always available via email at jriaher@eurotechaoccer.com and/or phone at 1- 
800-679-9830 at your convenience. As always, I look forward to assisting you in the 
exciting process of tour planning! 
\,’\~e are currently working on our NE~’~’ SOCCER TOUR WEBStTE and are also 
planning our 2014 Coaches Show Event Calendar now and if you are planning to 
attend one of the rnajor upcoming regional or national coaches shows, I would love 
to schedule a personal meeting at your convenience to discuss our programs and 
answer any questions you may have about group travel in 2014 or beyond= 
I look forward to hearing back from you at your convenience and learning more 
about your team! 

Best Wishes, 

Jim Risher 
National Travel Director 
jrisher@eu rotechsoccer.com 
Call 1-800-679-9830 or visit our website at vwvw.eurotechsoccertours.com 

E~irol:ech Socce! ’,Ncddwide I!~,c I 11815 Fountain ’v’,/ay S~iite 300 I =&~;,.= ,. =~,,’,~.~:. V,~\ 23606 
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Recruiting Optx~rtunity with NSCAA in Kentucky! 

Javanon Cup 

Presented by the NSCAA 

E~izabethtown, KY 

April 11-13, 2014 

On behalf of the NSCAA and Elite Tournaments, we would like to invite you and the rest of your staff to 

attend the Javanon Cup. 

All games will take place the weekend of April 11-13, 2014. All teams participating in the showcase 
portion will be between U15 and U19. The list of accepted teams and schedules can be found on the 
tournament website linked above. 

All coaches that pre-register will be provided with a link to the player profiles on-line for you to be able to 
use prior to the event. Coaches will also be able to access all of the information on any type of smart 
phone, including field directions, schedules and field locations as well as player searches. 

If you have any questions please feel free to contact our staff at 443-542-9649 or visit 
www.eiitetournaments.com before the event. 

We look fort, yard to seeing you there! Register Here! 

Elite Tournaments 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here¯ 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

Ni Informz for iMIS 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter USSoccerP[ayers - Apr 4, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers - Apr 4, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Tijuana - Toluca at 9:30pm on Azteca. Leicester City - Sheffield Wednesday at ~ 

2:30pm on belN Sport. Also on Friday’s soccer TV schedule, Go[TV has Hamburg - 

Bayer Leverkusen in the Bundes[iga. Ligue 1 on belN Sport: Marsei[[e - Ajaccio at 2:30pm. In Liga MX, More[ia - Veracruz 

on ESPN Deportes at 10pm. Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"The goal at the end was very important, and it was important for the team to win a match like that. We’[[ 

go to London for the return leg with a little more peace of mind. I don’t know if we’re favourites as the 

second game wi[[ be very difficult. We’[[ try to win over there to get through the tie. Chelsea are very 

strong, and they know how to use the bail, so it’s only normal that we found things tough at times tonight." 

PSG forward Ezequiel Lavezzi. 

Europa League: AZ 0- Benfica 1 
Aron Johannsson started for AZ in their 1-0 loss to Benfica in the opening leg of their Europa League quarterfinal series. 

Eduardo Sa[vio scored the game’s only goal in the 49th minute at AFAS Stadion. AZ outshot Benfica 10 to 9 and put 6 

shots on frame to Benfica’s 4. The series concludes in Lisbon next Thursday. 

"We dominated the first half, so to concede so early after the break was like a slap in the face," AZ goalkeeper Esteban 

said. "After that Benfica played better. If they hadn’t scored when they did then I’m not necessarily saying we would 

have won, but we would still have been in the game. And we certainly proved that we can compete with a team at their 

[eve[. Now we have to go to Portugal and essentially play the same way as we did tonight. We’ve got nothing to lose. We 

shouldn’t be frightened to take risks. I’d much rather lose 3-0 there, after having tried our best, than exit the 

tournament without giving it a go." Read More 

Landon Donovan and Julian Green in the 59th 
minute 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Apr 2, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - For one of the two prayers idting his engine on the 

sidetines, waiting to enter the game in the 59th minute of Wednesday’s USMNT friendty versus Mexico in Arizona, 

nothing, save the rarest uniform concept from Nike, was new. Landon Donovan had done this before. 155 times to be 

exact, a gtittering internationa[ resume. 

Donovan’s vast experience was evident in his demeanor. He didn’t simply wait for play to reach a stop and the referee 

to wave him on. He readied himself for the moment, content in the knowledge that it would inevitably come. He busied 

himself with a routine honed over more than a decade of friend[ies, qualifiers, and World Cup matches. Donovan was 

unrushed and unworried. 



For Jutian Green, everything about that moment was new. The stage, the rivatry, the tevet, even his own team. Green 

officiatty joined just a week before courtesy of some expedited paperwork in Zurich. Because of that, his presence on 

the sidetine, and the entry into the game it promised, was the most anticipated moment of the evening. 

Green’s inexperience seemed to show. His body tanguage (hands on hips, intense stare trained on the fietd) betied a 

ftutter of nerves no one woutd begrudge him. He waited, perhaps not impatientty, but with an unmistakabte muted 

fretfutness. 

14 years ago, it was Donovan making his own debut in a friendty against Mexico as an 18-year otd phenom. He scored in 

that game. Read More 

El Tri make valiant comeback after first half wake up call - from ESPN FC’s Andrea Canates: It’s a better measuring 

stick than overmatched Oceania countries or disinterested friendty opposition touring the USA. 

Three Things: Michael Bradley’s role opens up World Cup options for USMNT - from MLSsoccer.com’s Matthew Doyte: 

And everything you thought you know disappears. 

A Tale Of Two Halves: Three Thoughts on the USA’s 2-2 draw with Mexico - from SI.com’s Grant Waht: One key was 

the work of Kyte Beckerman, whose presence in the defensive midfietd gave Bradtey the freedom to wreak havoc. 

Scandal followed by scandal but the villains at FIFA remain at large - from Wortd Soccer’s Brian Gtanvitte: There has 

never been a vatid argument in favour of hot tittte footbatting minuscute Qatar having the Wortd Cup. 

Sunderland must make contingency plans for relegation - from The Sundertand Echo’s Chris Young: But there can be 

no serf-pity or recriminations inside the corridors of power at Btack Cat House. 

Soccer TV: Everton - Arsenal and Hertha Berlin - 
Hoffenheim 
Both of our featured games from the weekend are on the Sunday soccer TV schedute. Everton host Arsenat at 8:30am on 
NBCSN. On GotTV, it’s a meeting of USMNT prayers in the Bundestiga with Hertha Bertin - Hoffenheim at 11:30am. 

Everton - Arsenal on Sunday at 8:30am on NBCSN. 5th-ptace Everton are 4 points behind 4th-ptace Arsenat in the 

Premier League tabte but Everton have a game in hand. Everton beat Futham 3-1 tast week and Arsenat are coming off 

of a 1-1 draw with Manchester City. 

"It’s an opportunity to go forward and as wett an opportunity to make a distance with Everton," Arsenat manager Arsene 

Wenger said. "As I totd you after the tast game against Man City, we took in front of us and behind us as wett. That’s 

what the game is about on Sunday. Everton are a good side, that’s why they are where they are." 

Hertha Berlin - Hoffenheim is on Sunday at 11:30am on GotTV. John Brooks and Hertha Bertin are 10th in the 

Bundestiga tabte, tied on points with Fabian Johnson and Hoffenheim in 9th. Hertha Bertin were shutout 2-0 by Schatke 

tast Friday. Hoffenheim putted off one of the best resutts of their season, coming back to draw 3-3 with Bayern Munich. 

Read More 

Saturday 

Premier League on NBC: Chetsea - Stoke City at 12:30pm and on NBCSN: Manchester City - Southampton at 7:45am and 

Newcastte United - Manchester United at 10am. Championship on belN Sport: Wigan Athtetic - Leeds United at 7am. 

Scottish Premier League on Fox Soccer Ptus: Dundee United - Cettic at 7:30am. 



Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 

Click here to safely unsubscribe from "USSoccerPlayers." Click here to view mailinR archives, here to chanRe your preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ PrivacV 

Emai[ subscriptions powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. 
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New Workshop Topics at the 2014 Urban Soccer Symposium 

i~i The2014 Urban Soccer Symposium Presented by Soccer Shots The U.S. Soccer 

Foundation 

This is where÷ the÷ 2014 Urban? Soccel Sympo.siam can heip, 

Workshot;s at the 2014 Urban: Socce.~ Symposium i~:eiade; 

Click here to view the complete list of workshops offt>re(t at lhi~ yea¢~ Urban Socce* Symtx)s km~: Reqister today 
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Section 2: Alex Ferguson Accepts Harvard Teaching Position 

By Ross Fadner, Friday, Aprif 4, 2014 

Alex Ferquson Accepts Harvard Teaching Position 
Huffington Post 

Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Alex Ferguson has accepted a teaching position at Harvard University that will see the former 

Manchester United coach lecture senior executives from around the world as part of a program called ’The 

Business of Entertainment, Media and Sports.’ 

"I’m delighted to have the opportunity and privilege to contribute to such a respected center of excellence," 

Ferguson said. "The time I have already spent at Harvard has been a stimulating experience and I look forward to 

developing my relationship and activities with the students, faculty and friends of the Harvard Business School 

community." 

The Scot gave a lecture on his management style at the university’s business school in 2012. 

- Read the whole story... 

Daily Telegraph 

With Manchester United all but certain to miss out on UEFA Champions League qualification next summer, the 

publicly traded club is being forced to look into alternative revenue sources to cover time financial shortfall of not 

being part of Europe’s top soccer competition. According to the Guardian, time Red Devils are contemplating playing 

a series of friendlies outside of Europe, which could each command seven-figure sums. However, per FIFA’s rules, 

the club would not be allowed to play these games without approval from the English FA. - Read the whole story... 

Ronaido Rested for Real La Licja C~ash 
BBC Sport 

Carlo Ancelotti on Friday confirmed that Cristiano Ronaldo will miss Real Madrid’s trip to Real Sociedad on 

Saturday due to the knee injury he has been carrying for several weeks. The Portugal international was substituted 

on Wednesday during Real’s 3-0 win against Borussia Dortmund in the first-leg of their UEFA Champions League 

quarterfinal. 

"We will rest Cristiano because he is a bit tired," the Italian said. "We want to avoid taking any risks, we have a lot of 

important games coming up." 

Real is involved in a three-way battle with Atletico Madrid and Barcelona for the Spanish league title. Ancelotti’s men 

are three points adrift of first-place Atletico, and two behind Barca, with seven matches to play. Ancelotti said he 

expects Ronaldo to play in the UCL quarterfinal return leg in Dortmund on Tuesday. 

- Read the whole story... 

lbra Out Four Weeks 
Guardian 

Paris Saint-Germain striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic will definitely miss Tuesday’s return leg at Stamford Bridge against 

Chelsea in the U EFA Champions League quarterfinal after he limped out of the first-leg on Wednesday with a 

hamstring injury. In an interview with French radio station RMC, PSG President Nasser abKhelaifi confirmed that 

the big Swede would be out for a minimum of four weeks, which would effectively rule him out of both legs of the 

UCL semifinal, as well. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ramsey Returns for Arsena~ 
ESPN FC 

Arsenal has been boosted by the news that midfielder Aaron Ramsey could make his return to the squad for trip to 



Everton on Sunday. Coach Arsene Wenger told reporters on Friday that the Wales international would certainly 

be ready to play in the FA Cup Semi-final against Wigan Athletic at Wembley on April 12. Since his injury on Dec. 

26, the Gunners have fallen from first-place to fourth in the Premier League table. 

"He’s an all-round midfielder who can score goals and drives the team forward always," Wenger said of Ramsey~ 

"He’s a real box-to-box player so it’s good to have him back~ That’s an area where we are short because we have 

many midfielders out." 

Indeed, Wenger is still without Jack Wilshere, Mesut Ozil Serge Gnabry and Theo Walcott in midfield, as well 

as defenders Laurent Koscielny and Kieran Gibbs, although the latter is suffering from just a "slight problem," 

the Frenchman said. 

Read the whole story... 

Simeone: Sq~ P~yer~; ~y in the Wake of Injuries 
Guardian 

Diego Simeone noted that Atletico Madrid’s squad players would have to step up in the remaining weeks of the La 

Liga season following injuries to top scorer Diego Costa and playmaker Arda Turan. Atletico is the surprise leader 

in the Spanish league with seven games to play, but it sits just one point clear of defending champ Barcelona and 

three points clear of third-place Real Madrid. The Spanish capital club is also currently locked in a 1-I drawwith 

Barcelona after the first-leg of the U EFA Champions League quarterfinal. 

In particular, the Argentine, who as a player won the league with Atleti in 1996, singled out Diego Ribas, Jose 

Sosa, Cristian Rodriguez, Adrian, Emiliano Insua and Toby Alderweireld as being crucial to the club’s 

chances of silverware in the final weeks of time season. "1 have always said it. They have a key role to play in 

bringing quality to the time the coach decides to give them on time pitch," Simeone said. "Everything we have 

achieved has been due to a great deal of effort and humility~ We have our weapons and in taking each game at a 

time we are looking to be competitive against anyone." 

Atletico faces Villarreal at the Vicente Calderon on Saturday, before the return-leg of its UCL quarterfinal with Barca 

on Wednesday, which is also at home. 

- Read the whole story... 

Marca 

Reports in Spain claim that AS Monaco striker Radame~ Falcao was seen having dinner in Madrid with dorge 

Mendes, his agent, Manchester City director Txiki Begiristain, Monaco President Dmitry Rybolovlev, 

Singaporean investor Peter Lira, and Real Madrid President F~orentino Perez. What did the Colombia 

international talk to this gang of five about? According to the sports show ’Deportes Cuatro,’ the meeting might have 

been about a three-way switch that would see Ange~ Di Maria transfer from Real to Monaco, Falcao head from 

Monaco to Man City, and Sergio Aguero swap Man City for Real. 

- Read the whole story... 

Barca Reiects Zubi~arreta’s Resi,~nation Offer 
Football Espana 

Barcelona has apparently rejected Andoni Zubizarreta’s offer to resign as director of soccer following the two- 

window transfer ban imposed on the Catalan club for breaching FIFA’s rules regarding the transfer of minors. 

According to Radio Catalunya, the club rejected his offer and is set to appeal the ban, anyways. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Soccer On TV: Saturday, April 5, 2014 

Saturday, April 5, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 5 kicks off on Saturday and features the archrival meeting of Portland-Seattle .... Both Real Madrid 

and Barcelona are in action on Saturday .... Everton with Tim Howard hosts Arsenal on Sunday.                  ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, April5 

BelN SPORTS 

England WIGAN-LEEDS UNITED (live) 7 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRIDWILLAREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

France PSG-STADE DE REIMS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 

Scotiand DUNDEEUNITED-CELTIC(live)7:30am. 

NBC 

England CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

MLS PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain RAYO-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

italy INTER-BOLOGNA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany AUGSBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WOLFSBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

MUN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:40 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 9:55 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-QUERETARO (live) 10 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico MONTERREY-SANTOS (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France TOULOUSE-LILLE (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-GUADALAJARA (live) 9 pm. 



Mexico ATLAS-PUEBLA (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS MONTREAL-NEW YORK (live) 4 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 5 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-TORONTO (live) 6 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-COLORADO (live) 6:30 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-DALLAS (live) 8 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

England BOURNEMOUTH-QPR (live) 9:45 am. 

France PSG-REIMS (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID CASTILLA-DEPORTIVO (live) Neon. 

France TOULOUSE-LILLE (live) 1:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 8:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Apri~ ¢ 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-NANTES (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England WEST HAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England EVERTON-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 9 am. 

Spain ELCHE-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy PARMA-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HOFFENHEIM (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil ITUANO-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BELGRANO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS CHIVAS-LOS ANGELES (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico PUMAS-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-NANTES (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TIGRES (live) 6 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia ZENIT-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain MALAGA-GRANADA (live) 5:45 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-NICE (live) 7:45 am. 

Spain BARCELONA B-NUMANCIA (live) 10:45 am. 

France MONACO-NANTES (live) 2:45 am. 

~4ONDAY, April 7 

BelN SPORTS 

italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 



NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, April 5, 2014 
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Saturday, April 5, 2014 

Jack Mac trade isn’t all that surprising 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] Last year at this time, Jack Mclnerney was 
about the hottest player in MLS, winner of back-to-back player of 

the month awards for April and May. But on Friday, the 
Philadelphia Union discarded him, shipping him north to Montreal 
Impact in exchange for former No. 1 SuperDraft pick Andrew 

Wenger. You’d very much call it a surprise move until you listen to 

Union manager John Hackworth .... Read the whole story 

Howard’s Everton puts pressure on Arsenal 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Tim Howard’s Everton plays its biggest game 

of the season on Sunday when it hosts Arsenal (live at 8:30 a.m. ET 
on NBCSN). A win over the Gunners would leave Everton a point 

shy of a coveted top four spot with a game in hand .... Read the 

whole story 

Wright scores four goals against Montenegro 

by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-17 MEN] Haji Wright scored four goals in 39 minutes to 

give the U.S. under-17 men’s national team a 5-0 win over 

Montenegro in its opening game at the Josep Katalinski Memorial 
Tournament in Sarajevo. The U.S. U-17s tied a Sarajevo selection, 

1-1, on Friday and must await the result of Saturday’s Montenegro- 

Sarajevo selection game to see if they wilt play in Sunday’s final. 

...Read the whole story 

Nielsen begins new career on OKC sidelines 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USL PRO: Week 3] Jimmy Nielsen, who captained Sporting Kansas 
City to the MLS Cup 2013 title, begins his new career as the coach 

of expansion OKC Energy FC Saturday night when the Oklahoma 

City club plays the first of two games on its Southern California 

swing at the Orange County Blues. Harrisburg, Rochester and 
Vflmington, all Iongtime USL clubs, also open their 2014 campaigns 

on Saturday. For a look at the four teams .... Read the whole story 

Man United and Real Madrid headed to The Big House 

by Soccer America 

[GUINNESS INTERNATIONAL CHAMPIONS CUP] The state of venues 
for the 2014 Guinness International Champions Cup is complete 

with the announcement that Manchester United will play Real 
Madrid Aug. 2 at Michigan Stadium -- the largest stadium in the 

United States with an official capacity of 109,901 -- in Ann Arbor, 

Mich .... Read the whole story 

This kitty loves soccer 

by Mike Woitalla 

]VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] We’ve gone far too tong without 

featuring a furry friend in VP. Cat lovers will especially enjoy this. 

...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"All of us who love soccer wish the national team to 

go to the World Cup. Given the choice between 

the team and a referee, everyone would pick the 

team, but I’m proud to be able to take part 
representing El Salvador. 

-- Salvadoran Joel Aguilar, who was named as a 

referee for the World Cup finals in BraNt. El 

Salvador, which hasn’t reached the finals since 
1982, was rocked last year by a game-fixing scandal 

that resulted in life suspensions to 14 national team 

players. 

Wondo puts past disappointments behind him 

by Ridge Mahoney 

He may not make it to Brazil, but his goal against 
Mexico has erased a little bit more of the stigma 

that Chris Wondolowsld can’t score in important 
games....More 

I, USA-Mexico thriller signals roster 

countdown drama 

~, U.S. Player Ratings: Mexico rally taints 
superb first half for USA 

3, USA 20 takes road-to-the-roster show on 

tour 

4, Rekonstruktion 

5. Charlotte recruits MLS vets for new season 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 4:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, April 6, 2014 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Evedon with Tim Howard hosts Arsenal on Sunday ... MLS Week 5 continues with the CNvas USA-LA Galaxy So 

Cal Clasico ... The U.S. women host China in Colorado.                                                    ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LYON (live) 11 am. 
Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pm. 

France MONACO-NANTES (delay) 5 pm. 

CNBC 

England WEST HAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England EVERTON-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 9 am. 

Spain ELCHE-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy PARMA-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HOFFENHEIM (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil ITUANO-SANTOS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina BELGRANO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS CHIVAS USA-LOS ANGELES (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico PUMAS-JAGUARES (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France MONACO-NANTES (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TIGRES (live) 6 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia ZENIT-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 5:15 am. 
Spain MALAGA-GRANADA (live) 5:45 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-NICE (live) 7:45 am. 

Spain BARCELONA B-NUMANCIA (live) 10:45 am. 

France MONACO-NANTES (live) 2:45 am. 

USSOCCERuCOgi~ 

Women’s Friendly USA-CHINA (live), 5 pm. 

~4ONDAY, April 



BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-UVORNO (live) 1 pro. 

Italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, April 6,2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 7:09 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Section 1: Portland and Seattle serve up a thriller; Bradley and Edu score 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 

Porter: ’We had our foot on the throat at 4-2’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 5] Saturday’s Porttand-Seattte game witt not go down as 

the best prayed game in MLS history, but it certainty was one of the 
most entertaining. The 4-4 draw was a frantic affair from beginning 
to end with three goats in the first quarter of an hour and two goats 
within two minutes by both teams in the second hatf. The game for 

art its fautty defending was an exceptionat statement for MLS. 
...Read the whore story 

Bradley and Edu get first goals since return 
by Soccer America 

[MLS: Week 5] Michael Bradley scored his first goat since returning to 

MLS to lead Toronto FC to a 2-0 win at Columbus, ending the Crew’s 
perfect start to the season. Maurice Edu also scored his first goat 
since returning from Europe in Philadelphia’s 2-2 tie at Chicago. The 

Saturday results [eft only FC Dallas (4-0-1) and Real Salt Lake (2-0-3) 
as unbeaten teams .... Read the whole story 

MLS viewers on NBCSN up 76 percent after four games 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Through the first four weeks of the MLS season, 

the average audiences for its games on NBCSN are up 76 percent 
from tast year’s average for four games and 115 percent from the 
2012 average to an average of 209,500 viewers a game .... Read the 
whole story 

Williams’ goal gives Reading big win 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Danny Williams’ goat in the 73rd minute gave 
Reading a 1-0 win at Char[ton Athletic that moved it five points clear 

of Nottingham Forest, a 2-1 loser at home to Mi[[wa[[, in sixth place 
in the English League Championship. The third- to sixth-place teams 
wilt play off for the third promotion spot to the Premier League. 

...Read the whore story 

Americans unbeaten in last 21 games against Chinese 

by Soccer America 

[USA-CHINA] The USA resumes its rivalry with China -- against which 
it has played more games than any country except Canada -- when 

they open a two-game series Sunday at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park in 
Commerce City, Colo. (live on ussoccer.com at 5 p.m. ET). The USA 

holds a 30-8-12 all-time record against China but is unbeaten against 

China in the past 21 games .... Read the whole story 

D.C. loan players lead Richmond to first victory 
by Soccer America 

What They’re Saying 
"1 strongly believe you could take Lionel Messi and 

put him on the worst team in Major League soccer, 
and they would stilt be the worst team in Major 

League Soccer." 

-- New York City FC head coach Jason Kreis, who is 

spending six months embedded at Manchester City, 
NYCFCs parent ctub, ahead of its 2015 MLS taunch. 

(MLS Insider) 

What They’re Saying 
"That’s soccer, that’s sport. You can’t atways win. 
There was going to be a toss sooner or tater." 

-- Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardiola, whose team 
ctinched the teague titte two weeks ago, on Bayern’s 

53-game Bundestiga unbeaten streak ending Saturday 
with a 1-0 toss to Augsburg. Bayern rested severat 

regutars white giving three teenagers their first 

career starts. (New U.S. nationat team attacker 
Jutian Green wasn’t among them.) (SI.com) 

MLS Disciplinary Committee works in 
mysterious ways 
by Paul Gardner 

The tack of transparency in the MLS disciptinary 
procedures continues to irritate me. I woutd have 

thought that it woutd atso be a matter of some 
concern to MLS as wett. But apparentty not ...More 

Recent Most Read Stories 

1. USA-Mexico thriller signals roster 
countdown drama 

2. U.S. Player Ratings: Mexico rally taints 
superb first half for USA 

3. Jack Mac trade isn’t all that surprising 

4. USA 20 takes road-to-the-roster show on 



[USL PRO: Week 3] Canadian Ky[e Porter, caUed down for the 

weekend, had two goats, and Jamaican international Michael Seaton, 
in his second season with the Kickers, had the third as 2013 regular- 
season champ Richmond opened its US/ PRO home campaign with a 

3-1 win over Pittsburgh. Defending champion OHando City also 
picked up its first win of the season by the same score over 

Rochester .... Read the whole story 

Japan captures first championship with six-game sweep 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP] Japan became the third different 

Asian team in four tournaments to win the Under-17 Women’s World 
Cup thanks to a 2-0 triumph over Spain in the final at the Estadio 

Naciona[ in San Jose, Costa Rica. The tournament was a victory for 
Asako Takemoto Takakura, the first woman to coach a Japanese 

national team, and the local Ticos, who set a tournament attendance 
record .... Read the whole story 

Fine strike from $60 million man 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Go[azo] Sporting’s 21 -year-old midfie[der William 

Carva[ho, who has a $60 miUion release clause that Manchester 
United is reportedly considering, scored a fabulous goat in a 3-1 win 

over Pacos in front of Man United scouts at Lisbon’s Estadio da 
Capita[. Carva[ho is set up by a nice back heel from Islam S[imani. 
...Read the whole story 

tour 

5. Man United and Real Madrid headed to The 
Big House 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 8:14 AM 

Dowauce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thousauds take advantage - uow it’s your turn! 

Hi Anson, 
It’s been an unbelievable response to our Beet Offer Ever promotion. Already, thousands of coaches 

from over 37 countries have taken advantage of the offer and are now enjoying their 10 eBooks and 3 

videos, not to mention the 6,000+ pages of the Member Drills Database 

Don’t miss out. This special offer won’t last forever Claim your $371 of eBooks and videos now. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

est Offer Ever! 

Get $371. 

F 

of eBooks 
training 
E 

cribe 
members 

vi eos 
when you 
or renew your 

ip to our 
highly rated Member 

ril Database 
Wow, we must be crazy to be giving all this away! You may never need to 
spend another dime on coaching resources a~l year after snapping up this 

incrediNe deal. Our Nlember Dri~s Database has always been fantastic 
value for money and an essential resource for serious coaches, Now 

we’ve thrown in 10 FREE eBooks and 3 videos worth $371,00 w~th your 
subscription. 

Dear Coach, 

Our accountants think we’re mad making this offer But we’re feeling generous and want to give 

subscribers, both new and old, even more reason to join our highly rated Member Drills Database So 

for a limited time only, we’re giving away 10 FREE eBooks, worth $33 each, and 3 videos, worth $37 

That’s a total of $371 ..and it’s yours when you subscribe or extend your current subscription. 

Our Member’s Drills Database has always been an essential coaching resource and excellent value 

for money with thousands of coaches from over 70 countries benefiting from the quality of the material. 

This includes resources created by expert coaches, such as Aneon Dorranee, Lawrence Fine and 

Stevie Grieve. Its vast catalog includes drills used by elite teams, such as Barcelona, Maneheeter 



United, Juventus, Ajax, Real Madrid, PSV Eindhoven, Chelsea, plus many others including MLS and 

top college and women’s teams. 

Fully searchable by over 30 categories and supplied with our Session Designer for creating your own 

coaching diagrams, an annual subscription alone saves you $100s every year. With more drills added 

every month, you can literally plunder this treasure trove for years and still have new drills and 

exercises you can drop into training to gain bigger improvements from every session. 

I don’t want to go on about the benefits of the Member Drills Database here. I want to focus on this 

insane special promotion we are offering with 11 FREE bonuses worth $371 that are your when you 

subscribe or extend your subscription to the Member Drills Database. But if you want to learn more and 

see testimonials from coaches like Anson Dorrance, Randy Waldrum, Liverpool Academy coach, 

Phil Roscoe and others, just click here and take a look. However, make sure you come back to this 

web page to order your new subscription or extend your current subscription as this is the only place 

where you can get this special offer. 

"As an extra incentive, we will give you 11 
bonuses worth $371 Absolutely FREE" 

Now you can save even more money as you’re also getting $371.00 worth of our highly rated training 

resources, used by elite coaches all over the world, for FREE when you take advantage of this crazy 

offer. Considering the huge volume of coaching material on offer, this literally could be the only 

coaching resource you’ll need to buy all year. With drills and exercises for every technique and tactic, 

you’ll have everything you need to make every training session more invigorating, challenging and 

beneficial, and turn your team into a championship winning side. 

Aft these 11 bonuses are your...absolutely FREE 

What’s covered in the 10 FREE eBooks and 3 
videos 

Our Member Drills Database alone gives you access to over 6.000 pages of drills and exercises used 

by coaches from all over the world at every level To make membership even more attractive, for a 

limited time only we are offering you the special deal of 10 FREE eBooks and 3 videos: 



Discover howto unlock and find openings when faced with a 

stubborn defensive backline, with training sessions, functional skills 

and small sided games that will improve your diagonal high balls, 

speed dribbling and tactical play to get the ball into the final third. 

Free 8on~s #2~ FineSoecer Drills and Exercises 

Lawrence Fine is known throughout the world’s soccer community 

for his innovative coaching insights. He has kindly provided a wealth 

of drills in this eBook, including combination play for forwards, 

passing with proper pace, attacking and defending the overlap and 

finishing with pressure 

Free Bon~e #3. WORLD CLASS COACHING Tactical -Jo~rna~ 

This eBook features a collection of articles and training sessions by 

leading coaching experts, such as Stevie Grieve, Tony Englund, Jordi 

Pascual and Dan Minutillo. Tactical insights include penetrating with 

a killer pass and how to exploit the central midfield of a 4-2-3-1. 

Free 8onus #4, WORLD CLASS COACHING Conditioning Drills and 

Exercises 

Global conditioning is a new approach to soccer fitness pioneered 

by innovative coaches such as Gus Hiddink and Jose Mourinho. This 

eBook explains howto replace running around cones with drills that 

combine conditioning with technical improvements with all drills 

using a ball. 

Free Bonus #5, Baiiding a 8otter Goalkeeper 

Tony Englund explains howto build confidence in goalkeepers from 

a young age up to the pro level This eBook includes a full season’s 

training curriculum with enough drills and exercises to last a 

complete season 

Free Boe~s #~3. U’I4 Training Sessions 

This eBook covers howto adopt a proper perspective in training on 

coaching young teenagers so you can prepare them for playing on a 

full sized pitch with full sized goals and a more competitive playing 

environment. 

Free 8on~e #7. UI;~ Complete Season Training C~rrie~l~m 

This eBook provides a guide on how to develop technique in young 

players and nurture their love of the game at such a critical age. 

Experienced coaches will be able to easily adapt these sessions for 

older players. 



Free Bonus #8, UI{~ Complete Training Sessions 

The drills in this eBook, although are targeted to the younger age 

group can easily be adapted to older players by experienced 

coaches. There are enough drills and exercises here so that your 

players will never get bored. 

Free Bonus #9. Teaching Soccer Through Fun Games 

This eBook explains howto organize practice sessions that are fun 

but also develop technique and skill in players at any age. This 

includes dribbling games, passing and striking and more. 

Free Bonus #1~. Fergason and Wengers 4o2o3ot 

While bitter rivals on the sidelines for more than a decade, Ferguson 

and Wenger had a lot in common when it came to their tactics and 

style of play. This eBook analyses howthey both harnessed the 4-2- 

3-1, with slight differences to devastating effect in their yearly battles 

for the top of the EPL. 

Free Bonus #11. Diamond Shooting DriB~s Videos 

I recently conducted a webinar where I shared my favorite shooting 

drill. This shooting drill was popular with many EPL clubs years ago, 

and is still used today. I used it personally with my teams over the 

years including my National Championship team, and the players all 

love it. The webinar is split into three videos and they are yours free 

along with the 10 eBooks. 

All these 11 bonuses are your...absolutely FREE 

What you will gain from the 10 FREE eBooks 
and 3 videos 

We have never made an offer this generous before, and are unlikely to ever again - our accountants 

have threatened to quit if we do! So take advantage while you can Scoop up this vast collection of 

training resources and gain all these benefits: 

A year’s access to our Member Drills Database, an essential resource for serious coaches 

The ability to rapidly search for new drills in 30 categories including shooting, conditioning, 

set plays and many more 

Take drills onto the training pitch by accessing the Member Drills Database on your 

smartphone or tablet 

No more hunting through manuals or your video collection to find new drills, instead you can 

search for and find them in seconds 

Gain elite level drills used by teams including Juventus, Manchester United, Barcelona, 

Liverpool and MLS teams 

Training sessions for every level, including youth, college and women’s soccer 

Combine drills and create entire new training programs with the included Session Designer 

software 

Get $371.00 of additional training resources free 

Training sessions will become more motivating, challenging and beneficial 

Players will love the variety of practicing new drills in every session 

Your coaching knowledge wig expand dramatically with access to such an extensive library 

of training material 

The Member Drills Database on its own is excellent value. Its vast collection of training exercises 

covering every technique, tactic or area you want to improve means that you won’t need to buy another 

training resource all year. When you consider that you are also getting 10 FREE eBooks and 3 videos 

into the bargain there really is no debate - this truly is the best offer we’ve ever made and any coach 

serious about improving their training sessions should take advantage. 



P~us FREE Session Designer 

And don’t forget, along with your subscription to the Member Drills Database, we will give you a free 

account to our Session Designer where you can create your own professional looking diagrams like 

these You can see a video overview of the Session IDesiqner here This is another $37 value to add 

to this incredible offer. 

SUMMARY - Now you can gain access to world’s largest searchable database of drills and training 

sessions and also pocket 11 bonuses worth $371,00 ABSOLUTELY FREE Why we’re giving all this 

away for free when the Member Drills Database is already such superb value shouldn’t enter },,our 

decision making process. Instead all you should question is whether you dare miss out on such a 

great deal? It won’t last forever. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Renew or begin a subscription to our Member Drills Database and you gain over $371 00 worth of 

additional coaching material for free. Considering the huge volume of resources you gain, taking 

advantage of our ’Best Offer Ever’ means you won’t need to spend another dime on coaching material 

for years 

P.P,S This offer is only available by clicking the links in this email. Please don’t order a subscription 

anywhere else...you will NOT get the free bonuses. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 3:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 17s romp to third tournament title in tive months 

Sunday, Apt [ 6, 70!4 

by Soccer America 

[USA UHDER-17 ~EH] The U.S. under-17 national team rolled to 
another tournament title, crushing host Bosnia-He~ego~na~ 4-1~ to 

w~n the Joslp Katal~ns~ ~emo~al Tournament in Sarajevo on 
Sunday. Ch~stian Puiisic led the USA with a hat t~ck in 17 minutes 
in the second half....~ead [he where :;tory 

by Soccer America 

[UHDER-17 WOMEH’S WORLD CUP] Japan became the third different 

Asian team in four tournaments to win the Under-17 Women’s 
World Cup thanks to a 2-0 triumph over Spain in the final at the 

Estadio National in San Jose, Costa Rica. The tournament was a 
victory for Asako Takemoto Takakura, the first woman to coach a 

Japanese national team, and the local Ticos, who set a tournament 
attendance record .... P, ead tt~e whole story 

by Soccer America 

[USA UHDER-18 ~EH] Jonathan Ktinsmann, the son of U.S. naflonM 
team coach Jurgen Ktinsmann, has been caUed into the U.S. under- 

18 men’s national team camp that begins F~day at the O.S. Soccer 
National Training Center in Carson, Calif....~ead the who~e story 

by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY] A pair of California-based clubs, FC 

Golden State formed in 2007 and based in Pasadena and Juventus 
Sport Club formed in 1956 and based in Redwood City, will be 

joining the U.S. Soccer Development Academy at the older-age 

levels to open the 2014-I 5 season....Read the who~e story 

National Chaml:,*ionsh~l:,*s expa~de, d fer 2014 e,d~tion 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] The U.S. Youth Soccer has added semifinals 
in the under-14 to under-18 boys and girls age groups at the 2014 
National Championships. It will also add four National League teams 

to the Under-14 boys and girls age groups....R~?ad 1:he whole sle.."y 

~qFA Imposes T~-ar~@,~ ga~ 

FIFA on Wednesday handed Barcelona a transfer window ban that 

will last for two straight transfer periods after its Disciplina~ 

Committee found defending La Liga champion and Spain’s soccer 

assodation (RFEF) guilty of breaching its rules governing 
international transfers for players under 18. FIFA also imposed a 

fine on Barca wo~h $508~000. It did not say when the punishment 

would be~n~ however....Read ~he who~e sto~y 

L-~ .!~4 :’: :3i’:.9~,: 

Bill Pinella has a go at trying to explain what it means to win a 
State Cup in California: "Semi-State Cup, or Half-State Cup, or 
PartiabState Cup, or even Sorta-State Cup or the State Cup That Is 

Only Half-Full would be more to the point." California, 

understandably because of its gigantic size, is split between north 

and south, but there are also different governing bodies and 
various divisions at the same age group, such as the Governors 

State Cup, the Presidents State Cup and National Cup .... ~~ead th~ 

wi~oie story 

by ~ike Woitalla 

Thomas Rongen has been head coach of four MLS 

teams~ coached the USA at four U-20 World Cups 

and is featured in a recently released 

documentary, "Next Goal Wins," about his stint as 

coach of Amedcan ...... ?4or,e 

by Randy Vogt 

In many game situations, I could make a case that 

the refs best position varies but there is only one 
position that works for assistants. During normal 

play for nearly the entire game~ the assistant ... 

...Mere 

3, ~ar~ United ~sd R~i ~4adrkJ headed 

4, Char[o{{e re~ru~s MLS ve~s f~r new 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 6:35 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Defend Like Bayem Munich, Speed and Agility Circuit, Combinalion Play and Mo~e... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Ar~son! 
Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Email Newsletter. ]his week I thought I would try a 

personal video giving details of each of the five a~ticles we have for you this week. 

]lelV: 

Click here for more details on our Best Offer Ever with $371 of free el~ooks and videos 

This Weeks Articles 

~/CC Newsletter .- Traininq Creativity Out of Our Kids 

ii~ii~Coaching Soccer Tactics .- Bavern Munich’s Defensive Aspects 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter -. Chanqe of Direction Dives 

FineSoccer Drills Newslette~ .- ~ui~d Up a~d Combination P~ay 

~ oaching Advanced Players - Hiflh Pressure Defendi~q 

Best Wishes, 



Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 



i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The final day of the id2 Camp in Raleigh saw 
the boys feature in two games, while the 
girls had a recovery session following a tough 
few days of training and games. 
MORE: Day 1 Recap I Stars: Day 2 I Day I 

ACC 
A soccer program that’s become a regular at 
the College Cup picks up the commitment 
from a girls YNT player for 2016. 

PAC-- :[2 ADDS STAR 
The UCLA Bruins continue to stockpile talent 
with the latest commitment from a U.S. U18 
MNT midfielder. See who else has recently 
picked a program. 

DID YOU SEE? 

No one knows much about 
Julian Green. But he plays 
for Bayern IVlunich and that’s 
all we need to know. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com’s 
combines guru was in a 
video (kind of). 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Derek Marinatos Soccer Academy 
at the University of North Florida 

Please join us at the Derek Marinatos Soccer 
Academy (DMSA) at the University of North 
Florida, with its professionally licensed 
coaching staff, first class fields and campus 
facilities, providing an exciting learning 
experience for all-round soccer skills 
development. 

DMSA will service the demand for 
professionally run soccer camps in northeast 
Florida and will foster an invaluable learning 
experience for each camper under the 
instruction and coaching of college, U.S. 
National Staff, ODP, club and high school 
coaches, and current players. 



FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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The final day of the id2 Camp in Raleigh saw 
the boys feature in two games, while the 
girls had a recovery session following a tough 
few days of training and games. 
MORE: Day 1 Recap I Stars: Day 2 I Day I 

ACC 
A soccer program that’s become a regular at 
the College Cup picks up the commitment 
from a girls YNT player for 2016. 

PAC-- :[2 ADDS STAR 
The UCLA Bruins continue to stockpile talent 
with the latest commitment from a U.S. U18 
MNT midfielder. See who else has recently 
picked a program. 

DID YOU SEE? 

No one knows much about 
Julian Green. But he plays 
for Bayern IVlunich and that’s 
all we need to know. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com’s 
combines guru was in a 
video (kind of). 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Derek Marinatos Soccer Academy 
at the University of North Florida 

Please join us at the Derek Marinatos Soccer 
Academy (DMSA) at the University of North 
Florida, with its professionally licensed 
coaching staff, first class fields and campus 
facilities, providing an exciting learning 
experience for all-round soccer skills 
development. 

DMSA will service the demand for 
professionally run soccer camps in northeast 
Florida and will foster an invaluable learning 
experience for each camper under the 
instruction and coaching of college, U.S. 
National Staff, ODP, club and high school 
coaches, and current players. 



FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoal.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:30 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NSCAA Convention Session Series: Kfstine Lilly 

The ninth vkieo from the NSCAA Convention Session Series presented 

by R’,vik Goa[ features: Kdstine Li[[y, Former Member and Captain US 

Women’s t~ationa~ Team, OS Olympic Team Ha~l, of Famer. 
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The US Soccer Players News[eLter USSocce~ Players ¯ Apt 7, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 7, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Premier League on tqB�Stq: Spurs .. Sunderland at ?pro. Serie A on befN SporL: 
Juventus - Lh, o~ no at I pm and Genoa - ~{an at 3pro. La Li~a on belN en 

EspanoL: Levante - BiU>ao at 4prm A~ "~" , " 

Everton beat Arsenal, Aron 
Johannsson and Aleiandro Bedoya 
score 

With a win over Arsenal, Tim Howard and Everton puU within a point of 4tb~ 

{)l.a<e with a ?,ame in hand. Everton lead 6th-pta(:e Manches~:er United by 6 points hi the ~remie~ League tabte, Aron 

Johannsson scored a~ain for AZ and Alejandro Be~ya headed in a !~oat for Nantes a[on!~ with the ~est of the s~:ores 

USMNT soccer players in Europe and Mexico. 

I~’~ t~’~e }~trernier l.ea?>ue, Tim Howard ke{£ the <lean sheet with 5 saves ier Ew~rton in their So{} shutout ef Arsena[ at 
Goodisen Park, Steven Naismid~ opened q~e scoring in the 14th minute with Rome/o Lukaku doubling q~e lead in the 

~4th, An oA, n 9oa{ iinished oil t:he scerin$ in the 62nd minute. 

"What was needed today was breaking many barriers," b’Zverten rnana?.er Roberto Martinez said, "We were able to keel) 
a clean sheet, score Lhree and carry a Lhreat whereby we could have scored more. The role/performance had an 

incredible, alq o~J, ant focus about it that was ver~ pleasing." 

Geeff Cameron played the firsbhalf for Stoke in their :}o0 loss to Chelsea. Brad Guzan’s Aston Villa lost 2-1 to R~/ham. 

Grant Holt cancelled ouL Fu/ham’s 61st minute opener with a ~oat in Lhe 70th, but Fulham ~ot an g6th minute winner, 

In the Championship~ Otjuch~ Onyew8 subbed ouL at halftime with an injury in Shelfie/d Wednesday’s 2-1 loss Lo 

Leicester City. Mk:haif Antonio equalized fo~ Wednesday in the 37th with Lek:ester City scoring their winner in the 6i st 

8~inute at Kin(~ Pov~a~r Stadium, ’T{m Ream’s Be(ton shutout Huddersfie{d Town l-0 with ,lee N~ason scorin(~ tk~(~ sto{@a(~e 

t]rne w]nner at The John Sm~dfs Stadium. 

Danny W]~Hams scored the only ~oa[ in Reading’s 1-0 shutout of Charlton Athletic. ~i[Uams scored in the 73~d and 

pinked up a yellow nard Ior t:elebsat:in(~ with the away Ians~ Read More 

MLS Week 5: Rivalry Week tilts to FC Dallas and the 
LA Galaxy 

ML~S Rive/Q/Week ended with lots of $oals and a clear advanLage let FC Dallas h~ Texas and Lhe Galaxy.’ in Los Angeles. 

We start with the Caseadia Derby and tots of goi~ls in t:he 4-4 (]raw between ~ert:{imd and Sei~ttl.e, 

CUnt Dempsey made his mark Ik)r Seattle in the 2014 ML.S season, s<eMng 3 of ~:he Seunders’ 4 goa~s. Kenny Coo{~er 
opened Lhe scorin~ ~of SeaLLfe on the road at JELD-WEN Sta@um in the 3rd minuLe, Diego Chafe equalized for Port{and 

in the 9th mmute and D~e!~o Valen had them h~ the {end in the 14tb. Dempsey equalized for Seattle m the 24th. Chafe 

scored a~am for Perdand in Lhe 55th and Mx~miqane Urrud doub{ed the fea~ two minutes {aLe~, Dempsey scored m the 

85th from the run of play and in the 87tb from the penalty spot to sp~it the points. 

"Afways feels 2ood to score goaf%" Dempsey said. "A Uttte bit sweeter to score against your rivafs. But, tike I said. at 

~he same ~ime. t:he rnost: m~[)or~ant: thin(~ is points, We go~: a pmnt today and we need to make sure we win our (~afnes 

at borne. ~6ake it a fortress and that we*re !~etting those three points that we need because we need to make sure we 

push up the tab[e. We haw[~ the ~ua[ity in ourselves, that’s where we should be." 

"[’he Montrea[ tmpa<t and New York Red Bulls also finished ew~n. pfayin<f out a 2°2 draw a~t Olympic Stadium in Montreal. 

Andros Remote opened d~e scoring ior ?~1ontreal in the §th minute. Jonathan Steele equalized in the 31st and Peguy 

l.byinduha scored ier New York in the 34th, Montreal’s Felipe ~,iart:ins equa/iged in the 59th minute. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
Champions League quarterfinal second, legs on Fox Sports 1 and Fox Sports 2 hifhlNhL the Tuesday soccer TV schedule. 



There’s atse the "[’el.uca - A~.aiiueLense CONCACAF Champions Lea.~ue semifk~a[ second-l.ef~ on Fex Si)erts 2 and Cepa 

Libertadores on Fox Deportes. 

Chelsea ~ PSG at 2:~Spm on Fo× Sports ’i in the sec:endo~eg of their Champions League quarterf~na~ se~es, PSG tares 

)~1 ~ead ~e S~:arnfo~d Brk~ge. (:he,sea shb~eu~ Stoke (:~ty 3-0 in the Premk~ [.e~x~be on Saturday. PSG ~so had a 

shutout ove~’ the weekend, beating Reims in Li~ue 1, 

’The probkem wihh Champions League leotba{[ is hhah you can’t sett[e fo~ having good periods in the game {iRe we did 

the other nighL" Chelsea’s Frank Lampard said. "]’he ~uak]ty levels are so high that in ]i~:He moments you can en~ 
losing Ehe ~ame. That was the dbapgomEmg Lh~ag about Par~s hue we~ve ~ot Ehe abibLy and we’ve got the ~es~e, We 

have to bare confidence ~n ou~seb~es and go an~ try and turn ~t 

Boruss~a Do~±mu~d - Real M~d~id c:onc{ude their Champions League quarterfinal series at 2:45F~m cm Fox SF~o~ts 2. Real 

Machid shu~:out: ~oruss~a Dor~:mun~ 3-0 m d~e opening ~eg, Boruss~a Der~:mun~ bea~: Wo~fsburg 2-1 ir~ ~:he ~bndesl.~ga and 

Rea~ N~adr~d shutout Re~{ Soc~edad 4-0 ~n La L~g~. 

"Last WednesdayLs match at home was great, Rea~ ~adrid fl)rward Gareth Bale said. "We ~]ayed we]~ and dese~’ved to 

win. but: i~ wi{] be a dfffe~en~ game h~ Dortmund, "l’hey’l.{ come out P~gh~:ing and we have ~e approach i~: like ~ny o~he~ 

Also on Tuesclay’s soccer TV schedu{e, Fox S])orts 2 ~as Tof.uca - A{~jue{ense with Te[uc~ I.e~ding ~ -0 in their CONCACAF 

(:hi~m~)ions League semifinal. Cepa Libert:adofe!~ on Fox Depert:es: Cerro Porteno o Depertive Cal.i at: 9pro, A~I ’Times 
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Soccer America Confidential: Soccer America’s 20+3: our editors’ World Cup selections 

Monday, April 7, 2014 Tweet Th s }~ii Share This 

Soccer America’s 20+3: our editors’ World Cup 
selections 
By Paul Kennedy, Ridge Mahoney & Mike Woitalla 

That sound you heard across the country late last Wednesday night and early Thursday morning was that of 

everyone tearing up the pieces of paper with their list of 23 U.S. national team players for the World Cup. 

The takeaways from the USA=Mexico match are that competition is tight and getting tighter for several spots, and Coach 

Jurgen Klinsmann will wait until the May training camp and the friendlies against Azerbaijan and Turkey to reduce his squad 

down from 30 players to 23. 

Soccer America’s editors are in general agreement - emphasis on general - on 20 of the 23 players Klinsmann will take to 

Brazil. It’s the other three players who are huge question marks. 

U.S. World Cup Squad (20 players): 

Goalkeepers: Brad Guzan, Tim Howard, Nick Rimando. 

Defenders: LB DaMarcus Beasley, CB Matt Besler, RB/CB/CM Geoff Cameron, CB Omar Gonzalez, CB Clarence Goodson, 

RB/LB Michael Parkhurst. 

Midlielders: CM Kyle Beckerman, RM Alejandm Bedoya, LM/LB/RB Fabian Johnson, CM Jermaine Jones, CM Michael 

Bradley, RM Graham Zusi. 

Forwards: F Jozy Altidore, F Clint Dempsey, F/RM/LM Landon Donovan, F Aron Johannsson, F/RM/LM Eddie Johnson. 

Here’s how we think the rest of the roster will shake out ... 

PAUL KENNEDY: Klinsmann’s so-called "spine" - Howard, Jones, Brsdley, Dempsey, Altidore - is about all you can say for 

sure will be starting, with the possible exception of Besler and Fabian Johnson. In the case of the latter, figuring out where he’ll 

play - right back, left back or left mid - will go a long way toward determining who else might start and where Klinsmann will 

need more cover with his final three picks. 

First he’ll have to see about the health of several players, most notably, Brad Evans - not looking great at the moment - and 

Donovan. Klinsmann might decide that Donovan’s best role is off the bench like we saw against Mexico. After the USA-Mexico 

game, it is no longer guaranteed that Gonzalez, the other Galaxy player on the national team, will start either. Besides Fabian 

Johnson, the other multipositional player whose role must be nailed down is Cameron. If you’re picking the 11 best players 

and putting them out on the field somewhere, Cameron belongs but just where? I’d make a case for holding mid, but there’s no 

way Klinsmann starts the World Cup without Jones, if healthy, on the field. 

Here are the battles for the final three spots, all of which will be decided based on how players look at the May camp, which 

means current form may trump sentiment. 

Evans vs. DeAndre Yedlin at right back. Yes, Tony Beltran got the start over Yedlin against Mexico, and yes, Yedlin’s 

inexperience (see Portland game) hurts, more so because of the shaky play in the middle of the backline, but Yedlin’s upside 

(see Portland game) will come through every day at practice. I’d go with Yedlin but I doubt Klinsmann will take him. More 

likely, he might put Fabian Johnson at right back, in which case taking some like Brad Davis as an extra left-footed player 

may be necessary. 

Maurice Edu vs. Mix Diskerud. Diskerud is a player I’ve assumed will be going to the world cup, and he may very well still 

make the 23. He has done nothing to take himself out of contention. But Edu’s reemergence gives Klinsmann cover at two 

spots - defensive mid and center back -- he needs help. Edu is a tough call. 

Julian Green (assuming his shoulder is OK) vs. Davis. If Green is good enough to practice with the first team at Bayem, he’s 

good enough to shine in practice with the national team. Green’s performance against Mexico was certainly imperfect, but you 

could see glimpses of what he can do. If Klinsmann needs a 20=minute spark off the bench in the heat of Brazil, who does he 

go with? I could very well see Klinsmann going with Donovan and Green as his supersubs. Davis (who was hurt in Houston’s 

game against FC Dallas) could still go (see above). 



Final comments: Don’t count out Chris Wondolowski. I could see him sneaking in the final 23 at the expense of someone on 

the list of 20, either a player who gets injured or even Eddie Johnson. Johnson has held a clear edge on Wondo, coming 

through time and again for Klinsmann, but strictly based on Wednesday night’s game, Wondo may have gained an edge. For 

a long shot in midfield: Joe Corona, who has recovered from a crummy second half of 2013 to have a very good spring at 

Tijuana. 

RIDGE MAHONE¥: First of aii, getting to a "final three" on the U.S. World Cup roster has been much like the annual scrap 

amongst 68 teams to reach the NCAA men’s basketball Final Four: traditional mainstays have fallen, upstarts have emerged, 

and those who believed a year or two ago that Carlos Bocanegra, Steve Cherundolo, Herculez Gomez, Stuart Holden 

and Jose Torres were locks have been rudely reminded of just how ruthless the process can be. 

The versatility mantra preached by Klinsmann may not necessarily sway his decisions for the tail end of the roster. There’s 

already lot of versatility, some of it by his decree: otherwise, Beasley would be at left mid, where he’s played for most of his 

career, and not at left back. Brad E~vans seldom plays right back except for the USA. Cameron is a right back for Stoke City 

but has rarely played there for Klinsmann. 

Our list only includes six defenders, which would seem to be too few, yet Fabian Johnson has played well at outside back 

wher~ there’s already cover with ParkhursL Only if Klinsmann has deep concern for his centerback starters, which he should, 

is there any r~al hope for John Brooks or for that matter Michael Orozco or 2010 World Cup vet Oguchi Onyewu (both 

injured over the weekend). 

Bradley, Jones, and Beckerman give Klinsmann three central midfield options, which could squeeze out Maurice Edu. The 

wings can be covered by Donovan, Zusi and Bedoya, who would be the one trimmed if other needs are more pressing. Eddie 

Johnson has played wide in midfield as well, and nobody on the team can match his blend of power and pace. If Klinsmann 

believes his pricklish ego can handle a long training camp and intense World Cup pressures, he’s a risk you have to take, and 

not necessarily off the bench. 

What will Klinsmann look for to fill specific areas? Nobody is expecting both Chris Wondolowski and Julian Green to make 

the squad, but they bring valuable yet radically different attributes. 

Wondo is comfortable and dangerous anywhere in the final third, and despite his national team struggles - no goals in his first 

nine games - he can score from just about any reasonable angle or distance. He can play the joker, a player summoned off 

the bench to score a goal and a role so valued in the German Bundesliga that such players are regularly classified and 

ranked. 

If Wondo is the joker, Green is a wild card, a virtual unknown at senior level yet on this squad most likely to be taken to Brazil 

as an "X" factor. If there’s a pressing need at another position, he’s a luxury and probably doesn’t go, but to be wooed and 

debuted at this stage is to be considered now, not eventually. 

Another creative spark would be nice. Benny Feilhaber performed this role in 2010 and though he’s been called upon 

occasionally by Kiinsmann, Mix Diskerud has the upper hand over him along with Joe Corona and Torres. He’s skilled and 

shrewd, yet since coming into the national team has greatly improved his defensive abilities. Though Edu can play more 

positions and has World Cup experience, Diskerud brings more game. 

My final three, in order, with also-rans also listed: 1. Diskerud. 2. Green. 3. Wondoiowski. 4. Edu. 5. Evans. 6. Orozco. 

MIKE WOITALLA: Ten of the 20 players we consider near shoo-ins are 30 or older, and only two - AItidore (24) and 

Johannsson (23) - are under 25. But when Klinsmann decides on his final 23, his squad may well get an injection of youth. 

The USA desperately needs an attacker with dribbling skills to unhinge opponents. Though virtually untested, the 18-year-old 

Julian Green will make the squad if he convinces Klinsmann he can provide that dynamic. 

The speed and desire to attack of 20-year-Did DeAndre Yedlin make him an attractive option for a team whose outside backs 

must be able create offense. If Kiinsmann trusts Yedlin’s defensive competence, the kid could earn a ticket to Brazil. 

Mix Diskerud, who has 23 caps and two goals under his belt at age 23, complements his midfield stamina with a knack for 

creating opportunities, as demonstrated when he set up with a nice bit of skill Donovan’s goal in the 2-0 qualifying win over 

Mexico. 

Diskerud is the most likely of the trio to earn a spot, while Green and Yedlin - who must beat out Brad Evans and Tony 

Beltran - have to really impress in the final training camp and friendlies. 

For his part, Klinsmann’s toughest call may be on Chris Wondolowski, a non-factor in World Cup qualifying but the USA’s 

highest scorer of the last year. 
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finally here! The 2nd annual Capital Soccer Classic kicks off TOMORROWat 5pm at historic RFK 
~gton, D.C. 

register? Not a problem - you can still join us! Admission is FREE and open to the public. 

~lease see below for important game day information: 

--vent Details 
Tuesday, April 8th, 2014; 5:00-9:00pm 

RFK Stadium - enter through Gate A 
=arking: Free parking in Lot 8 

.3heck out our star-studded rosters and learn more about this year’s participants on the U.S. Soccer 
website. 

sure to visit the U.S. Soccer Foundation booth on the main concourse before the game to score some 
giveaways and sign our 20th anniversary Supporters Wall! 

loin us after the Congressional match for a 30-minute autograph session featuring USWNT and 
3irit stars Yael Averbuch and Ashlyn Harris, as well as players from D.C. United! 

¯ rohibited Items 
the safety and security of our guests, the following items are NOT permitted into the facility: 

Weapons or fireworks of any kind 

Illegal substances, drugs or chemicals of any kind 

Any missile/projectile like objects 

Metal, plastic, glass or aluminum containers of any kind 

Backpacks and large bags that exceed 16"x16"xS" 

Umbrellas (any size or type) 

Poles and staff of any kind (metal, plastic or wooden) 

Confetti and streamers (See ~E~C~U~R~!~&~C-~U~R~T-~E-S~Y~P~L~!~C~E~S~) 

Any outside food and beverages (See OUTSIDE FOOD & BEVERAGES) 

Hard-sided coolers or containers of any size 

Professional cameras and equipment including lenses in excess of eight inches, tripods, monopods 

Animals (except service animals) 

Frisbees or inflated balls of any kind 

Whistles, vuvuzellas or air horns of any kind 

Laser pointers 



questions? Mere information about the Capital Soccer Classic is available on our website. 

you tomorrow! 

U.S. Soccer Foundation 

,~peciat thanks to our sponsors: 

POLITICO 
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Afternoon Edition: Gulati on Sennanni sacking: ’The standa:cds tbr this "team are ve~ high’ 
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Gulati: "The standards for this team are very high’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA WOMEN] U.S. Soccer president Sunit Gulati said a decision on 

a new women’s national team coach to replace Tom Sermanni 

would be made soon -- it could be as soon as days away -- from a 

short list of candidates, "following that sports adage of having a 
very short list." ...Read the whole story 

Soccer America Power Rankings 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: Week 5] The leader is still on top but a Western Conference 

rival is putting on heavy pressure. Losses by Vancouver and 

Columbus left Real Salt Lake and FC Dallas as the league’s only 

unbeaten teams, and though FCD posted an impressive 4-1 victory 
over Texas rival Houston, RSL retained the top spot in the Soccer 

America Power Rankings by tying defending champion Sporting 

Kansas City, 0-0, at Sporting Park....Read the whole story 

MLS Week 5: Goal of the Week nominees 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK] A trio of Portland South Americans contribute three 

of the five nominations for the AT~T MLS Goal of the Week award 
with spectacular strikes for the 4-4 tie with Seattle -- but 
Colorado’s Spaniard might have the week’s most impressive....Read 

the whole story 

Report: MLS will soon announce Atlanta expansion plans 

by Soccer America 

[MLS EXPANSION] Citing a source with the knowledge of the 

situation, the Atlanta JournabConstitution reported that MLS will 

announce on April 16 Atlanta as its next expansion franchise to 
begin play in 2017 when a new $1 billion downtown football stadium 

opens....Read the whole story 

Simms hopes to raise awareness as he awaits kidney 

treatment 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Nine-year MLS veteran Clyde Simms, who retired 

earlier this year because of kidney disease, has joined 99,000 
Americans who are on the official list for a kidney transplant. The 

31 -year-old Simms remains active, but he may soon need to begin 

regular dialysis as his kidney function has declined .... Read the 
whole story 

Thorns land Boquete in four-player trade 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Portland Thorns FC have acquired 

the rights to Spanish star Veronica Boquete from the Western New 
York Flash in a four-player trade that also sent midfielder Sarah 

Huffman from the Flash to Portland in exchange for midfielder 

Courtney Wetzel, defender Kathryn Wflliamson and Portland’s first- 
round pickin the 2015 NWSL College Draft....Read the whole story 

Sermanni to appear on Tuesday’s ’Over the Ball’ 
by Soccer America 

tON THE AIR] Tom Sermanni, who was fired as U.S. women’s national 
team coach hours after his team’s 2-0 win over China on Sunday, 

will on Tuesday appear on SiriusXM FCs "Over The Ball with Kevin 

Flynn," which airs 9-11:00 am ET....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 was surprised. I didn’t see it coming, to be 

honest. Generally, you always have an intuitive feel 

about these kind of scenarios and I didn’t. Perhaps I 

should have, but I didn’t. I didn’t sense what 
obviously the federation sensed and rve got to take 

some blame for that because it’s my job to have a 

sense around the team. If the team didn’t believe in 
what we’re doing, I should be able to have a sense 

of that and then be able to either continue to sell 

the idea of what we’re trying to do or change tack 
and go in a different direction." 

-- Tom Sermanni after he was fired on Sunday as 

U.S. women’s national team coach. (Fox Sports) 

Soccer America’s 20+3: our editors’ World 
Cup selections 

by Paul Kennedy, Ridge Mahoney, Mike Woitalla 

That sound you heard across the country late last 
Wednesday night and early Thursday morning was 

that of everyone tearing up the pieces of paper 
with their list of 23 U.S. national team players for ... 

...More 

~o Another Sunday night surprise: Sermanni 
fired 

2, Jack Mac trade isn’t all that surprising 

3, MLS ~ewers on NBCSN up 76 percent after 
four games 

4, Porter: ’We had our foot on the throat at 

5, Pulisic hat trick leads U-17s to another 
tournament title 

} You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ 
membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 
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New England Flag & Bmmer: Celebrate Your Achievements 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 
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Your future staris today a’t IMG Academy! 
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FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Prayers News[etti!v <news~et:t:er@usns~:{~a.com> 
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The US 5occeF P~yers Newsletter USSocce~ P[ayeFs ¯ Apt 8~ 2014 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Chelsea - PSG aL 2:45pm on Fox SperLs I in the second, leg of their Champions 

(]ham~)k)ns I.ea~ue quaE’~:erfina~ series at 2:45pm on Fox Sports 

Tuesday’s soc:ce~ TV schedu{e~ Fox Spo~ts 2 has To{uca 

~eading 14) in ~:he~r C()~’4CA(:AF Champions }.ea!~ue semifinal.. Copa I.ibertadoFes 

on Fox Deportes: Cerro Porteno .. Deportivo Cal.i at 9pro. 

Their Words 

tea, ms thes~ days either. A~on$ with Spain, thou$,h, Oem~ny ~,;’e ~ te~,m on 

definitdy there." former Germ~t~y ~ayer Michael Ballack. 

Clint Dempsey wins NILS Player of the Week 

Seatt{e Sounders forward (:tint Dempsey scored a hat trick k~r MLS Ph}yer o~ (:he Week honors for Wee~ 5. Dempsev 

score~ 3 of Seatflds 4 ~oa[s in thei~ 4.4 draw with the PeFdand T~mbe~s~ Dempsey sceFed in his second consecutive 

same. Dempsey s~:ored his first }~oa{ in the 24th minute, addin<j a second in the 8~.}~h and equal.izinf~ fFom ~:he penalty 

spot two minutes 

"t-te slopped Lip and prayed web.," SeatUe Sounders coach Si~i Schmid said. "You know Evans and [Dempsey] are our Lwo 
captains. He stepped up into the breach today. Obviously a $ood first ~oa[ is the first half. ~e was unhJcky on the one 

~ha~ he ~urned and spun the fuy. Shouf.d have had maybe an assisL on [Obafemi Martins]b heade~, but that went wide. 
~ut he stepped up~ as ou~ team did. We were dowr~ 2-t and we (:anle back a~d we were down 4-2 and we came back. So 

that speaks weir on olJr’ tea~’(~. !! Read More 

FIFA keeps soccer time 
ByJ Hutcherson .. WASHINGTON> DC (Mar 28~ 2014} US Soccer Prayers .- t-tere’s how iL works in soccer. The match 

t)Ific:h~[ doesn’t: just keep oFder on the fielId and enforce t:he rules. The mat:oh olfic:ia[ also keeps time. I~I{1~i~’~ ~:~ 

sepaFate timekeepeF o~ dock opera,oF independent of the Fefe~ ee. ThaL’s basic to soccel’~ and in the big pictu~ e sense 

~e FIFA as well 

F]FA doesn’t just act as world soccer’s geve~ ning body. FIFA also keeps time. Though they’ve taken steps to schedule big 

tou~ namenb every year~ thei~ patLern el inif.uence centers on U~e men’s World Cup cycle. Their own internal bureaucracy 
cvctes a year later. The presidential elections faU a year after the Worm Cup. The witdca~d is picking World Cup hosts, 

but ~ha~ happens iar in advance with FIFA once a~gain in complete contro~ of the schedule. 

It shou[dn’t: surprise anybody that FIFA can float mo\4ng a W~:~r~ (:E~)~ () [ateF in ~he yea~. (]on[ro~ of the ea{enda~ ~s one 

of the}r pnn~tal~y dudes. UEFA succ:essfuUy petit}oned for a~ end to the Ausust friendly date white [eir~terpret}~ the 

basle con(:ep~: o~ f~iend ~ies within Eu~cq)e, but FWA sti~ controls the ea{endar. UEFA open, ten within the fiat FWA aU.ows. 

Read More 

MLS is coming to Atlanta - from The Atlanta ~ou~r~ ConstiLution’s Doubt Roberson: Faf.cons owner Arthur Blank has been 
i)ursuin?, a is~nchise for severa{ years. 

Confident Dempsey has hat trick up his sleeve - i~em the Hews ’Tribui~e’s Doi~ Ruiz: })en~psey’s hat: tFi(:k was the fifth 
in dub hisLopi, 

Dismissal as U.S. women’s coach leaves Tom Sermanni wondering what went wrong 
was compteteb/btindsided/’ Serman~i to~d Sl~eom late Sunday night. 

Thrill of the title chase will inspire the Reds o from The Liverpoot Echo’s Mark Lawrenson: Liverpool are weU aware 

[hey aFe ~3oin~ to have ~o win nearly eveFy sin~te same if [hey want to win the [easue. 

Gone in 233 days - United’s title defence over - t:rr()r~)’Thi~’ ~anchester Evel)in~j News’ Simon Ba.jkowski: Since the start: 
of the modern-day top fUght~ the titfe has tai[ed to be ~etained ’i4 dines by a total of five efubs 



Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

The other set of Champions League second-{e~s co~c[ude on Wednesday, Bayern ,~u~ich ¯ Manchester United is on Fox 

Spo~ts 1 with At{etico ~adrid - Barce{o~a on Fox Sports 2. A[so on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule, Cruz Azu{ and 

Tijuana finis~ off their CONCACAF Champions League semifinal and the �opa Libertadores is o~ Fox Deportes, 

gayern Mu~i~h - Ma~heste~ Un~ed is or~ [:ox Sports I at 2:45pm in d~e Ch~mpior~s League. That series is even 1-1~ 

had ~)o probl.ern v4th Newcasge Unite(J, s~)uLb~ng thorn out 4-0 in L~e Premier League, 

"Every player is already ion:used on Wedne~.~Jay, We’re aLI conce~t:~at:i~?~ very hard in tn~i~in{~" Bayern Munich’s Jerome 

Boateng said. "We shou[d[~’t aim fo~ a ~oa[Less chaw~ a[~d we don’t want to e~ther." 

At~eti~o Madrid - Barcelona co~c[ude their Champi(ms League semifinal .series o~ Fox Sports 2 at 2:45pm. "That .series 

i~.~ also tied 1-’t. Attetico Madrid shutout Vi[tarre~[ 1 o(} in }.a Liga wit:~ 8arce[on~ beatin?. Re~[ Bet:is 3-1, 

"Up to ::ow there has been very [i~tl.e differe::ce but e~:(:h match t:~rows L:I) it’s own circL:m~.:t:a::ces :~nd o:n be very 

u::predictab{ei’ Barcelona sportm£j directo~ Andoni Zubizarreta said. A Champions Leasue match is not d~e same as a 

SLEpert:up ¢~ame. We’[I so(! what ha}ppens JP this ~ame," 

AIso on T’uesd~y’~.~ soc~:er TV sd~edLde~ Crbz Azu[ - "[’ijba~a finnish theit CONCACAF Champions l.ea{~be serniiinat on Fox 

Spo~ ts 1, Ti.iuana toads 1-0~ Cepa Libe~ Ladores on Fox Depo~tes: Ramenge .. Leon aL 7pro, ,4~ 7im~s E~st~rn 

:Ki Sponsor message 
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Section 2: Book claims to reveal Mourinho’s ’dark side’ 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, April 8, 2014 Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mourinho Book Details Controversial Real Madrid Years 
Huffington Post 

Spanish journalist Diego Torres, who alleged that Jose Mourinho cried when he discovered that Alex 

Ferguson had appointed David Moyes as his successor at Manchester United, has a new book out on the 

Portuguese tactician entitled The Special One: The Dark Side of Jose Mourinho, which tells, among other things, the 

story of the two-time Chelsea manager’s controversial three years in charge of Real Madrid. Extracts from the new 

book have been published in the London Times, and summarized below: 

In the spring of 2011, Real faced fierce rival Barcelona an unprecedented four times in three weeks in three different 

competitions: La Liga, the Copa del Rey final, and the UEFA Champions League semifinal first and second legs. Prior 

to the first of those games -- the La Liga clash at the Bemabeu -- Mourinho’s surprising lineup, which included Pepe 

in the position of holding midfielder, was leaked to the Spanish press. 

"The Special One" was apoplectic: "Mourinho waited for the team in the dressing room before issuing a torrent of 

accusations and insults that distorted his face until he began to sob loudly: ’You’re traitors. I asked you not to speak 

with anyone about the team selection but you’ve betrayed me. It shows that you’re not on my side. You’re sons of 

bitches. The only friend I have in this dressing room is [Esteban] Granero... and I’m not even sure that I can trust 

him any more. You’ve left me all on my own. You’re the most treacherous squad I’ve had in my life. Nothing more 

than sons of bitches.’" 

Real would go on to tie the league game, 1-1. Four days later, it would win the Copa del Rey final, 1-0, before losing 

the UCL semifinal first leg, 2-0, at home, setting up what Mourinho described as an "impossible" task in the return leg 

at the Camp Nou. According to Torres, Mourinho’s plan was to purposefully lose the second-leg so he could blame 

referee Wolfgang Stark for effectively deciding the series when he sent off Pepe in the first-leg. "The players 

exchanged looks of disbelief," Tortes said. Even so, Real drew the return-leg 1-1, and lost the series, 3-1 on 

aggregate. 

Sunderland coach Gus Poyet admitted that it would take a miracle for his team to avoid relegation following its 5-1 

thrashing at the hands of Tottenham Hotspur on Monday night. The loss left the Black Cats at the bottom of the 



Premier League table, seven points adrift of 17th-place Norwich City. Despite the fact that his team has two games in 

hand on every one of its relegation rivals, Poyet didn’t sound optimistic about his team’s chances of avoiding the 

drop. 

"1 am realistic," the Uruguayan, who sent USA striker Jozy Altidore to train with the club’s U21 squad ahead of the 

Spurs loss, said. "When you look at the table and you look at the games that we have left and how many we need to 

win - I think we need a miracle, something unique, a shock. And if not, I cannot see it happening." 

Sunderland has been in poor league form ever since losing the League Cup final to Manchester City on March 2, 

managing just one point from five games. The Black Cats were also dumped out of the FA Cup Quarterfinal by Hull 

City during that period. 

"As soon as we lost that run the team went backwards - dramatically," Poyet said. "1 think the desire is there but we 

are missing a few things that are very important in football, the quality in certain moments be it scoring a goal or 

defending. We haven’t taken risks. There are plenty of things we could improve. Sometimes the table doesn’t lie. I am 

realistic if we did not win a game in the last seven and now we need to win four from seven. I know where I am. If you 

look at the table and the games we have got left to win. I cannot see it coming." 

- Read the whole story... 

Reports" Ronaldo to Miss Dortmund Clash 
Football Espana 

Reports in Spain claim that Cristiano Ronaldo limped out of training with Real Madrid on Monday, and is therefore 

unlikely to play in Real’s trip to Signal Iduna Park on Tuesday to play Borussia Dortmund in the second game of the 

teams’ UEFA Champions League Quarterfinal series. Ronaldo, who has been struggling with a knee problem, was 

substituted during the first-leg in Madrid last Wednesday, which Real won, 3-0. Coach Carlo Ancelotti is now 

expected to keep Isco in the side, playing up front with Karim Benzema and Gareth Bale. 

- Read the whole story... 

Guardiola: Man United ’a Life or Death Match’ 
Sky Sports News 

Pep Guardiola has described Bayern Munich’s UEFA Champions League second-leg quarterfinal clash with 

Manchester United as a "final, a life or death match." Bayern heads into the game on Wednesday as the firm favorite 

following the teams’ 1-1 draw in the first-leg at Old Trafford last Tuesday. "United will be looking to hit us on the break 

and at set plays and we have to be aware of that. They are one of the best teams in the world, but our away goal is 

very important even though 1-1 can be very dangerous," the former Barcelona coach said. - Read the whole story... 

Report: Atletico’s Success Masks Financial Problems 
Reuters 

By any measure, Atletico Madrid is having a fantastic season: Los Colchoneros, as the team is affectionately known, 

are in first-place in La Liga (albeit just one point ahead of second-place Barcelona and three ahead of third-place 

Real Madrid), and currently locked in a 1-1 draw with Barca in the UEFA Champions League quarterfinal, which will 

be decided at Atleti’s Vicente Calderon stadium on Wednesday. While many attribute the team’s success this season 

to current coach and former Atleti player Diego Simeone, Reuters reports that the club’s future hangs in the balance 

because its finances are in woeful shape. 

According to figures from University of Barcelona finance professor Jose Maria Gay, the club is saddled with debts of 

more than 500 million euros ($690 million), and the cost of paying players and staff alone already accounts for more 

than 90 percent of its annual earnings. Jaume Llopis, a professor at the IESE business school in Barcelona, notes 



that the club has only managed to stay afloat by convincing the Spanish government to let the club fall behind in its 

payment of more than 100 million euros in taxes. 

Atleti’s threadbare finances means that if the club failed to qualify for next season’s UCL (although it will), it would 

instantly become insolvent. It also needs to renegotiate a bigger deal with shirt sponsor Azerbaijan, and to potentially 

negotiate new sponsor deals. "Atletico Madrid’s financial situation is dramatic," Gay told Reuters. "But this year 

because of the team’s excellent results their economic problems are not talked about. Only with their continued 

presence in the Champions League, locking in the sponsorship deal with Azerbaijan, attracting more sponsors and 

selling their best players can they improve their finances, although it will be very tough." 

- Read the whole story... 

Is Landon Donovan Going to Brazil? 
WSJ.com 

We’re just a little more than two months before the start of the 2014 FIFA World Cup in Brazil and the Wall Street 

Journal points out that no one, with exception of maybe goalkeeper Tim Howard and center midfielder Michael 

Bradley, is certain of their place in coach Jurgen Klinsmann’s 23-man USA squad, not even future hall of famer 

Landon Donovan. The 32-year-old veteran of three World Cups has been far from his best for the Los Angeles 

Galaxy in the early stages of its season, and is reportedly suffering from a bout oftendinitis in his left knee, which 

hampered him in training ahead of last week’s 2-2 draw with Mexico. 

"He had no tempo in his training sessions; he had no kind of higher pace, higher rhythm; he didn’t take people on," a 

clearly unimpressed Klinsmann said of Donovan’s training sessions after that game. Donovan, meanwhile, said that 

he felt good during the 30 minutes he was given in the second half and had wanted to start, but that "circumstances 

didn’t allow that." 

Which raises the question: will Donovan’s knee problems keep him from making Klinsmann’s final World Cup roster, 

which must be submitted by June 2? As the WSJ report notes, "a balky knee limits his movement, making it 

impossible for Donovan to do what he does best -- use his speed, aggression and field vision to create scoring 

chances." 

Or maybe Donovan will have to transition into becoming an impact player from the bench. "It’s very tough to make a 

change like that when you’ve always been a starter," former U.S. goalkeeper Kasey Keller said. Added former U.S. 

defender Alexi Lalas: "Landon has always disappeared for periods during games and has been inconsistent, but he’s 

always had his moments, and they have come at very important moments. That’s been his value. Now you have to 

ask: Does he have any of those moments left in him?" 

Antonio Conte insisted that the Scudetto race is "absolutely not over" despite Juventus restoring its eight-point lead 

over AS Roma at the top of Serie A following its 2-0 win against Livorno on Monday night. "It is absolutely not over," 

the Juve coach told Sky Sport Italia. "This is a fascinating season with two teams beating records and doing 

extraordinary things. People should give credit to Juventus and Roma, but there are six rounds left and you all know 

what I think about it." 

- Read the whole story... 
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The Sport Update - April 2014 

Athletes of the Month for April 2014 
A.ffer one week of online voting; the Academy announced their 2014 March maie and 

female Athlete of the Monfh recipients. Serbian tennis p~ayer, Novak Djokov~c, capfured 

first plac~ hs the men’,~ div~,~on, wh~. Serena W~l~ams, Amedcan ~ennis p~ayer, took 

~rs[ i~ the women’s. 

Distinguished Service Award Presented to 
Longtime Track and Field Coach 
Dr Thomas P. RosandicI’.,, Academy Preside¢.,t and~...~,~’~’~" prese~?[ed Mr. Vic Godfrey 

with a Distingaished Service Award in Daphne. Ale.. on Thclrsday; 6 March 2014. 

The United States Sports Academy is 
Offering Free Courses to the Public 
The Academy is offering two ~re~ oniine courses a, aiiable to th~ pu[:lic year~roanci, 

incit~dilsg an ~n~roduct~on to CoacNn9 and a course on Spo~t A~ AppreGat~on. Students 

wanths9 [o pursue a degree from the Academy, but who are (~nfam~l~ar w~th online 

education?, can use these free courses [o %m~iar~ze themselves w~th t~e details a~sd 

t~e process..:::::.;:.: :::~!f;(j[:.:~:::.~;?.~:?:~ 

People, Places and Programs 
There wili be many maior spo~ting conventions and competitions held in the comincj 

year. View the Academy’s resource on these exciting events. 



2008 Alumna of the Year Honored by 
University of Texas Crew Team 
"[’be 2008 i:’48mna ei [he Ye~b Lynn WheebL v,~s hono~ed ~y the Un~vers~[y ef "~’ex~s 

(UT) crew team on Saturday, 15 February 2014. whole the team isamed their newest boat 

2000 Academy Alumnus of the Year, ~arc 
Riker, Named CEO 
"[’be 2000 Aismm~e of the Year, Ma~c R~ker, ~,aa recently nsmed t~e Chief E;<ec~t~ve 

Officer of the Nst[o~a~ Sole[or Games Assoc~atio~ @~SGA), the wol[d’s ~algest isat[o~a~ 

competitb~ fo~ a[hietes over the age of 50, [~.q:~k:]~..[~,~ ~]q:q 

2002 Sport Artist of the Year Accelerates in 
Racing 
Mir~a F"apat~eederos-Valyraki, tile Academy’s 2002 Spe~l Artist ei the Yeab is the effic~a~ 

artist of Lamborghin[ Automobib. Formula I and Ferrad Genes~s. 

Dr, Skip App~in Returns from Successful 
Teaching Assignment in Thailand 
Dr. Ski~; Applin the Academy’s former Io~;gtime Desn of Acsdamic Affairs and Dr. 

Drawdy. a membe~ of the Distance Leam~lsg Faculty, i-etumed safely from the~[ recent 

succe.~s, ul ~nt..msJanal tea@dng sss~gnme~t ~ Bangkok Tha~snd. 

’A ~n~on ~n the Huddle?’ Spo~ D~gest 
Read our Chair of ~ports Mansgeme~st’s take on the controversial topic of 

amo~g co~e~e stMetes Dr. A~Shu~ Ogdan deW,vats a compelling srgumar~t sga~st the 

top~. ~e be~e~e ~s a must ~ead article. 



Occasbna~iy ,,~,e send The Sport Up, ate; our e~ectron~c newsb~ter, covedng ~ecent ne,,~,s ~d events 
Academy 

LInite~; St,s [es 
One A,::a demy 
Dapil!;e, Alabama 38526 
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Afternoon Edition: NASL’s Peterson: ’We’ve moved into the growth phase’ 

Tuesday, ##rK 8, 2014 

Peterson: ’We’ve moved into the growth phase’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[NASL EXPANSION] Like MLS and USL PRO, the NASL is in expansion 

mode. It’s added teams in 2012 (San Antonio) and 2013 (New York 
Cosmos], and two new teams -- Indy Eleven and the Ottawa Fury -- 
will begin play this Saturday. The NASL has plans, not without lots 
of hiccups, to expand from 10 to 13 teams in 2015, and the goal is 

to reach Ig teams. The time frame? Two or three years, 

Commissioner Bill Peterson suspects....Read the whole story 

Chelsea delivers on Mourinho’s prediction 

by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Chelsea manager Jose Mourinho 

predicted that his team, problems or no problems up front, would 

defeat Paris St. Germain in their UEFA Champions League series, 

and true to his word, the Blues prevailed, 2-0, to oust the French 
champions on their away goal as the series finished 3-3 on 

aggregate. Borussia Dortmund’s 2-0 win on Tuesday, however, was 

not enough to overcome its 3-0 loss to Real Madrid in the first leg. 
...Read the whole story 

Clubs confirm rosters for 2014 seasons 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] NWSL clubs confirmed their rosters for the 2014 season 

that begins on Saturday. New players include 2013 FIFA Women’s 

Player of the Year Nadine Angerer at champion Portland, Japanese 

world champion Nahomi Kawasumi at Seattle, plus three U.S. 

national team players and 2011 WPS Player of the Year Veronica 

Boquete, who will join NWSL clubs after their Swedish club 

Tyreso’s run in the UEFA Women’s Champions League ends .... Read 

the whole story 

Croatia falls on early Rice goal 
by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-17 MEN] The U.S. under-17 men’s national team, which 
went unbeaten in Sarajevo to win the Josep Katalinski Memorial 

Tournament, has opened a two-game series against host Croatia 
with a I-0 win on Tuesday in the Zagreb suburb of Zapresic. 

...Read the whole story 

Galaxy will host Manchester United at Rose Bowl 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] This summer, the LA Galaxy will play Manchester 
United for the first time when the teams meet in a friendly July 23 
at the Rose Bowl .... Read the whole story 

Yes, Eden’s a Hazard 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] It starts out looking like friendly team 

juggling by Belgian national team players but ends with striker Eden 

Hazard shooting out the camera lens .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 don’t understand you guys, you are just trying to 

make a monastery from Ghana soccer and I don’t 

understand." 

-- Dorian Marin, the Romanian coach of Ghanaian 
club King Faisal on being banned for seven games 

for pouring water in the face of a Hearts of Oak 

player to prevent him from taking a quick throw-in. 
"It was a professional action to deny them to score 

against us and it was just water, nothing harmful," 

added Matin. (GhanaSoccerNet.com) 

It’s much too soon to bring up the R-word 

by Ridge Mahoney 

The growing contingent of MLS players in the 

national-team pool has prompted fears they will 

regress in MLS, yet there’s no way to properly 

evaluate that issue now....More 

1, Another Sunday night surprise: Sermanni 
fired 

2, Oulati: ~The standards for this team are 
very high’ 

3, Altidore dropped to Sunderland’s U-21s 

4. MLS viewers on NBCSN up 76 percent after 
four games 

5o Pele on Jan Stewart’s ’The Daily Show’ 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, April 9, 2014 

Wednesday= April 9, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League quarterfinal stage continues Wednesday with second-leg games, including 

Manchester United at defending champion Bayern Munich.... Also on Wednesday, Cruz Azul hosts Tijuana in the 

Concacaf Championship semifinals.._ The U.S. women host China on Thursday. 

(All ~ime.s Eastern unless noted. TV programming is atways subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your 

local listings and network p~ogramming listings Soccer on TV is ufMa~ed daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, April g 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League CRU7 AZUL-TIJUANA, Semifinal (live) 8 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-OAXACA (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Libertadores FLAMENGO-LEON (live) 7 pro. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico TIGREB-ALEBRIJE$ (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CRU7 AZUL-TIJUANA, Semifinal (live) 8 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 

Concacaf Champions League CRU7 AZUL-TIJUANA, Semifinal (live) 8 pro. 

THURSDAY, April 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (delay) 9 pm. 

NBCSN 



International Women’s Friendly USA-CHINA (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (delay) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-ZAMORA (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Libertadores NEWELL’S-NACIONAL (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, Apdl ii 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MARSEILLE (live) 2:15 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-VALLADOLID (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-FRANKFURT (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ATLETICO SAN LUIS (live) 9:30 prn. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-ATLANTE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 7 am. 

UEFA Europa League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 8 am. 

SATURDA7, .~pril i 2 

BelN SPORTS 

England QPR-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 7:10 am. 

England BURNLEY=MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 10 am. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

Spain VILLAREAL-LEVANTE (live) Noon. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy ROMA-ATALANTA (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-STUTTGART (live) 9:30 am. 



Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-PACHUCA (live) 6 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-PUMAS (live) 6 
Mexico TIGRES-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-MONTERREY (live) 10 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-TO-rTENHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 6 am. 

italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (live) 9 am= 

Spain VALENCIA-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-RAYO (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FEYENOORD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DEFENSOR (live) 3 pro. 

Argentina COLON-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:30 pro. 

TELEMUNDO 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS SAN JOSE-COLUMBUS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-MONARACAS 9live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-LEON (live) 1 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy UDINESE-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 



TUE~OAY, Apri~ J~ 

NBCSN 
England ARSENAL-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

~EO~ESE~AY, A~il J~ 

NBCSN 
England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, April 9, 2014 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

Players from a St. Louis powerhouse make 
their college commitments. Find out where 
the players are going. 

MORE: Committed: Top 20 YNT Star Decides 

Texas is still marching through the 
postseason, which means this installment of 
High School Team of the Week is a Texas 
playoffs edition. 

B[  ATS CANADA 
The U.S. U18 MNT snuck two goals past a 
red-hot Canadaian keeper and captured a 2-1 
win in an international friendly on Tuesday. 

MORE: Dev. Academy: Upsets Rule Arpril 

DID YOU SEE? 

How winning interferes with 
player development in the 
youth soccer landscape 

Why the Atlanta Maior 
Leaque Soccer franchise 
m atte rs 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Andy Fleming Soccer Camps 

Welcome to the Proving Ground! 

Disney Soccer Showcase is the ultimate 
tournament for top clubs to be seen by 
hundreds ofcollege coaches looking for great 
soccer talent. 

Rated the #1 youth soccer tournament in the 
U.S. in a Soccer America survey, Disney 
Soccer Showcase gives athletes a chance to 
compete at the ESPN Wide World of Sports 
Complex and shine on one of the biggest 
stages set for youth soccer in the country. 

Come play at the next level and showcase 
the magic in you. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Michael Jos~phson - WhatWillMatter.com <commentary@jiethics.org> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 11:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Originally sent 4/3/14: Do Bad People Think They’re Good? 
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Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 87~: Mar, 28 - Apt, ~, 2:014 

Michael Josephson is a ..",eb,~d radio cemmen~a[e~ and the 
fern:d!!" and p~esidept of ti:e no.qp~’ofit Josephson 
Institute of Ethics a~:d CHARACTER COUNTS!, 

WhatWillMatter.com, Yea may aiso:.’e"’’4.,=,,, feedba~:k 
directly to ~’,’tichaet at michaeljosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Have you seen the new, deeply discounted value packs 
in the o~:iine store? It’s a ..’*,larch I’qadness whi-wim-win: 

You wiri by s~:ering a 9rear d~a~. Children 
the hr~portar~(:e of good character" and values. And 
proceeds from aH sa~es he~p the nonprofit C~qARACTER 
COUNTS~ ~at~ona~ office sustah~ the w~h~g streak. 
~ ~OW 

:~ Getthe podcast in iT .... j 

Get the iPh ..... Android app j 

Check out ear Quotes & 
Observations fore 
variety of insightful and 
n"..etivatio~: a i 

Find arid l:eilow Michael,,, 

Please Support Our Mission to 
Create a More Ethical World 

relies on you to help us continue 
our work in schools and 
co..’~m u n ities~ 
Donate here >> 

:£}i Characler educati .... terials 

books and CDs, Shop here >> 

ed~mati~? Visit o~,~r Character 
Educator Bloq0 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

:2:: Characler educati .... terials 

Building a Positive Climate and 
Culture 



Do Bad People Think 
They’re Good? 
When she was six, my 
daughter Cadasa asked, 
"De <hm>b peopie think 
they’re smart?" Answering 
her own question, she 

Th~s made me ~h~nk: 
bad people tb~nk 

surprised ~f 

Listen or read more 

Understanding Change: 
The Elephant and the 
Rider 
:{t took me a tem:~ time to 

Iog~c~ For much of my 

on d~gcourge and 

Listen or read more 

The Parable of the 
~enter 

had worked for the same 
builder for nemiy 50 years 
announced i:e was ~’e~hing~ 
The builder to~d b~m how 
msch he appredated 
work and presented 
with a $5,000 bonus: Then 
he asked ~f he wou~d build 

w~th a spectacular v~ew 
Listen or read more 

Curing Victimitis 
Watch your thoughts; 

Watch your a~itudea; 
they lead to we:ds, Watch 
your words; they ~ead to 
a<t~ens, Wat<h yosr 
adions; they h~ad to 
habits. Watch your ~ab~ts; 
[hey form your character. 
Watch your character; ff 
detem~nes your dest~ny~ 

er~g~n te~ us thai our 5~ent 
and often subconsdous .,, 

Listen or read more 

Or iast go to 

WhatWillMatter.com and 
click on images like ti:e 

W~y~e comments on D_..£o 

Bad People Think They’re 
Good?: "Thank yes for 
’,m~pi:asizing t’he "Goiden 

Rule," I was I°Msed in 

household that 
emphasizes the 

rationalize that taking a 

employer wasn% so bad 

Ge<~"ge comments en D__£ 

Bad People Think They’re 
Good?: "[i:-~]ad people 
real~y don’t ca~e ~f they 
are good or not as ~ong 

as they achieve h~ Hfe 
whatever ~t ~s ~ha~ they 
seek and w~ do anything 
to o~hers ~n order to 

sodety would say 

that ,, " 

Lem..’~ how to create an environmenl; 
whe.."e b~ilying is simply net 
role:areal, Develop a cuiture of 

kindness at your school, Learn more 

O~r Character Development Seminars 
equip educators a,qd yoath-servk:e 
k~aders to be effective character 
edu<ators, Upcoming seminars: 

, Apt. 30-Nay 2, Rock Hill, SC >> 
~’Jun. 17-19 San Antonio ~>> 
~Jun. 25-27 LosAnqeles, CA>> 
~Jul. 9-11 Dallas,~>> 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

o~¢ Sports ma nshil~]~q, 

Get monthly e-newsletter 

Desiderata 
in 1.927, iVtax 
gave us timeless advice in 
a poem called Desiderata 
(Latk~ for "th~ngs 
desired’): Go p[add~y 

the no~se and haste, and 
remember what peace 
the~’e may be ~n s~ence, As 
fa~ as possible w~bout 
sm’render be on good 
terms w~th a~ persons, 
Speak your tr~th quietly 
and dually; asd ~sten 
[o.,, 
Listen or read more 



::~:: Michael 

Josephson 

Book Michael 3osephson~ 

YouI" donatiolls e.."..a hie us to offe~ ser\~ices ~sd ~esources like !:his .."..evvsietter, Donate 

Preve~ this ~ewsiet~er flom lar~cii~g ~ your j~mk l:olde~’ by ~dding commentary@iiethics.orq ~o 

9841 Airt)(>~’~ Bird., #300 == Los A~X~}eies, CA 90045 
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@2014 Josephson Institute, "CIqARACTER COUNTS!" is a registered badema~k of 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

Bayern MLmich .. Manchester United is en Fox. SporLs 1 aL 2:45pm in the 

Champions League. Atlet~co Madrid ~ garcelon~ conclude their Charapio~s 

League semifina[ series en Fox SperLs 2 aL 2:45pm. AI.se on "]’uesday’s seec~}r ~ 

schedule, Cruz Azu] - Tijuana finish theh" CONCACAF Champions League 

semifinal en Fox Sports 1, T~uana leads 1-0. Cepa Libertadores en Fe~ 

DeporLes: F[amengo ¯ Leon at 7pro. A{~ Times E~stern 

Their Words 

one ~ th~ p~y~;~ nre leo~in~ ~;~,;’d to. We’~ de eve~thh~$ we ~n te r~ch 

the semis~" Manchester United manager Da~d 

Playing MLS games in NFL stadiums 

By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Apt 9, 2014) US Soccer Players - There’s nothing quite tike the idea of Arneric~n 

soccer pl.ayed k~ an NF’L stadium Le ~esl:art an old debate among the ML~ ~ank and fi~e. MLS spent years workinq te 
soccer.specif~ciLy. In many markets, that meant [eavinI NFL stadiums for sma}.[er pu~pose..bui[t MLS sLad~ums. 

Acco~ ding to reports. At{anLa is the next slop on the MLS expansion tour. That new Learn wiU. pi~y in Lhe ~s-yet- 

constructed NFL sl:adiu~Y) [ha[ wil[ lx,’ Lhe new ht)r)]e (31’ the ALianl:a Falcons. It’s the IaLest e>ample oi MLS setLing aside 

soccer-specificity based on an individuaf, markeL Hey, it works in Seattle so what’s the probiem? 

This is the new MLS, Mter all., a league revived Lhrou~h bufldin~ seccer.specific venues. Seccer.speciiidLy creoles the 

environment that pushes MLS forward. Putting a team in a stadium designed for an NFL team. one with artificial turf no 

{ess, smacks ef ML$1.0~ 

Ea~3s have every ri~,ason ~e I}nd the AL{an12a news 12roub[in~, Where once ~me~iean so(:ce~ toe~ Le 

necessity~ the expectations are now natura~bt h}gher, The goat is supposed to be to move out of NFL venues, not choose 

to play m one, We’~[ get Le Seal:tb% but ,~4 ~l S ~t:<pansk~n needs sec(:e~ sLad~ums, p~eferab[y for a preq~:<isLing ~an base. 

Read More 

/~lded by influential coaches~ Steve Cherundolo sets out to become one - from SI.com’s Liviu Bi~d: ’The firsL two or 

starling Item the bottom upJ’ 

Portland and Seattle plot their next steps in the wake of dramatic Cascadia draw ¯ Item Fox Soccer’s Kyf.e McCarLhy: 

it captivates the neutral and provides the coach with tafking points for the weeks ahead, 

Could Michael Bradley thrive in the Premier League? - from ESPN FC’s Roge~ Bennett: h.)w many ~ remier Lea(;.,ue 

starting iineups could Michael Bradf.ey wal.k straight into right now? 

Gyau begins rebuilding the Bison .. frem The Washington Pest’s SLoven Golf: "it’s time lot us te compete at the 

hi~;..hest [eve[." 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
"[’he Europa League quarl:e~fk~ats ~esume with Juventus - Lyon en Fox Sports 1 and Senfica - AZ on Fox Sports 2. Under 

thei~ new interim coach, the US Wemen hesL China on NBCSN. AI.so on Thursday’s soccer TV schedu[% plenty of �opa 
Libe~taderi~,s on Fe× Depo~tes, 

Juventus - Lyon on Fox Sports 1 ir~ Lhe Europa League aL 3pro. Juvenl:us lead ’to0 from Lhe fkst-l.e% Juventus shutout 

Livorno 2-0 in Serie A. Lyon beat Va{enciennes 2-1 in Ligue 1. 

"1 ’f.i {ook to pick the besL team that wi{[ enable us to get Lhrough~ playing those who can give us the besL guarantees 

frern a physica{ and psycho[ogica{ point of view," Juventus manager Antonio Conte. "A manager*s job ~s very diffk:u{t 

because winning is the on[y thing that counts. When you win yeu’re right, otherwise yeu’re in the wrong. We’re pa~d to 

make decisions and that’s what we do, {ooking to gab~ the best possible result." 



6enfica - AZ on Fox Sports 2 at ~pm in the Zuropa League. Benfk:a have a I-0 [e~ad and an away goal 8entice shuto~t 
Ave in the Porb~guese ~..i~a, AZ drew 2-2 with P, od:~ ~n tt~e Eredivi:~ie, 

Base: at 7pro. US Women - China o: NBCSN :st ~ ’~ pro. Co~a kfl)ertado~’es on Fox Deportes: ~[et~co Mme~ro - Z::mora at 

~i Sponsor message 

powered by 

i ::o:] i Sponsor message 

powered by 

Click here to sa[ely unsubscribe Fro ?? "UY;’...occerP!ayers." Click here to ~qew mailing archives, here to chan~e your pre[erences, or here to subscribe ~ Privacy 
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Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Mourinho: My Players ’Gave Eve .rything’ 

By Ross Fadner, Wednesday4 Apri! 9, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Mourinho: My Players ’Gave Ever~fthin.q’ 
Sky Sports News                                                                                            ~ 

Jose Mourinho hailed his entire Chelsea squad for overturning a 3-1 first-leg deficit against Paris Saint 

Germain to win its UEFA Champions League quarterfinal series on away goals after the two-game series 

finished 3-3 on aggregate. Little-used striker Demba Ba scored the crucial goal in the 87th-minute of the second 

game at Stamford Bridge on Tuesday to give the Blues the 2-0 win Mourinho’s men needed to advance to the UCL 

semifinals. 

"They gave everything," the Portuguese said after the game. "Even in some difficult moments of the performance, 

they gave absolutely everything. I promise you, to play against Lucas [Moura] is not easy, to play against 

[Edinson] Oavani is not easy, to play against [Ezequiel] Lavezzi is not easy. My four defenders, as always, were 

brilliant but the midfield worked like animals and David Luiz was a monster. And the people in attack, some of them 

tried to create and they were the ones - when it was time to go for the physical game and to use your body - who 

were brave and Fernando (Torres) and Demba gave a big help to the team." 

He added: "We risked everything. Demba, Nando and [Samuel] Eto’o all played together and we tried to play direct 

because our midfield were really tired and broken, but also because Paris were in that situation and we know that 

they are not adapted to this kind of football. In France, they completely dominate and the style of French football 

has nothing to do with this direct approach." - Read the whole story... 

Blanc: PSG Getting Closer to UCL Semis 
ESPN FC 

For the second year in a row, Paris Saint-Germain crashed out of the U EFA Champions League on away goals, the 

defending Ligue 1 champ drawing 3-3 with Chelsea after two games, but losing out on the semifinals thanks to the 

lone goal Jose I~ourinho’s men scored in their 3-1 defeat in Paris last week. Last year, PSG also lost out at the 

quarterfinal stage on away goals after tying its two-game series with Barcelona, 2-2. 

"There’s disappointment," Coach Laurent Blanc said following PSG’s 2-0 defeat in London on Tuesday. "You must 

acknowledge that we fought a very good Chelsea team." The World Cup winner with France in 1998 noted that the 

difference between the teams was slight: "Overall, in my opinion, time difference was not huge. Paris could have 

gone through but, unfortunately for us, it’s Chelsea who do. But time level of both teams, in my opinion, was very 

close. Over the two matches there was very little between the two sides -- ultimately, though, I think Chelsea’s 

experience of playing at this level of the competition made time very small difference." 

With star striker Zlatan Ibrahimovic missing through injury, PSG’s attack lacked a focal point, although Edinson 

Cavani, the big Swede’s replacement, spurned a few chances to give his team a crucial away goal. "1 thought we 

might have scored on the counterattack but we were not able to," Blanc said, adding: "Chelsea kept believing and in 

the end they were rewarded... Unfortunately we did not take our chances." - Read the whole ste[y... 

Football Espana 

Real Madrid squeaked through to the UEFA Champions League semifinal on Tuesday following a 3-2 aggregate win 

against Borussia Dortmund after two games. Los Blancos went into Tuesday’s second-leg in Dortmund with a 

seemingly comfortable 3-0 lead following the first game in Madrid, but two first-half goals from BVB forward I~arco 

Reus following an Angel Di I~laria penalty miss made for a nervous finale. 

"We’re happy to reach the semis, but not happy as we suffered a lot," Real coach Car~o Ancelotti told reporters 

after Tuesday’s 2-0 loss. "Especially in the first half. We opened the tie up again. We were better in the second half. 

Football is like that, we gave away gifts, lots of errors, no confidence, and we suffered because of it." The Italian 

singled out goalkeeper Iker Oasillas for praise. "’Casillas made fantastic save in important moment of game. His 

game was very, very good. All games at this stage are very difficult. We are fortunate to be through to the semi- 

finals." 

In an inter-view with AS, Real captain Casillas tried to look on the bright side: "The positive thing is that we’ve learnt 

to suffer in these games," he said, before adding: "These errors cannot happen in semifinals." - Read the whole 

story... 



Goal.corn 

Borussia Dortmund, last season’s UEFA Champions League finalist, crashed out of this year’s competition at the 

quarterfinal stage on Tuesday, losing its two game series against Real Madrid, 3-2, despite winning the second-leg, 

2-0 at home. Despite trailing 3-0 from the first-leg in Spain, Dortmund looked destined to pull off an unlikely 

comeback as Marco Reus scored twice in the first half following Real winger Angel Di Maria’s penalty miss. 

After the game, BVB coach Jurgen Klopp said he was proud of his players for the fight they had shown. "Neven 

Subotic said to me after the game, ’1 couldn’t be prouder of this team,’" Klopp said. "That’s what the Champions 

League is about. We were superior tonight, but should have scored last week. Tonight’s game was so good that 

there is absolutely no one to blame for not qualifying. The atmosphere was awesome. We wanted to prove a point 

and we did that with our incredible performance." - Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

Southampton fm~vard Jay Rodriguez’s World Cup dream has ended as it was confirmed this week that time England 

international ruptured his ACL during the Saints’ 4-1 loss at Manchester City on Saturday. The club said he would 

have a "routine operation" shortly and be out for six months. Rodriguez scored 17 goals in all competitions for the 

Saints this season. - Read the whole story... 

Dortmund Siqns Hertha Striker Rarnos 
Reuters 

Borussia Dortmund on Wednesday confirmed time signing of striker Adrian Ramos from Hertha Berlin for next 

season on a four-year contract. The BVB, which will be losing star striker Robert Lewandowski to Bayern Munich 

this summer, announced the deal for the 28-year-old Colombian less than 24 hours after the club’s UEFA 

Champions League exit to Real Madri& - Read time whole story_. 

Italy’ Veteran Toni Reveals World Cup Ambition 
Football Italia 

Luca Toni, a 2006 World Cup winner with Italy, has revealed his ambition to be called up to Cesare Prandelli’s 

Azzurri squad this summer, following an impressive season with Verona, which has seen him score 16 goals so far. 

"1 hope that I get called up by the Coach for the World Cup," the former Fiortentina and Bayern Munich striker said. 

"I’ve scored 16 goals in the League this season -- and none of them have been penalties! I certainly feel as if I’ve 

been playing well, but we’ll see what happens." - Read the whole story._ 

Football Italia 

Roma striker Mattia Destro on Tuesday was handed a three-match ban for punching Cagliari defender Davide 

Astori during a game in which Destro scored a hat trick. TV footage revealed the extent of Destro’s offense, which 

resulted in a three-game ban that will be followed by a further one-game ban for yellow card accumulation. It now 

remains to be seen whether the 23-year-old will be in contention for Cesare Prandelli’s World Cup squad, having 

fallen afoul of the Azzurri’s code of ethics. - Read the whole story.., 
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Latino Inclusion" How far have we come? (Part 1) 
By Mike Woitalla 

Only two decades ago, the United States had never had a Hispanic head coach at any level of its national team 

program and Latino players were rarely seen in a U.S uniform. In a nation with a large Latino community with deep 

roots - competing in a world where Latin=style soccer was the most successful and many would say the soccer 

most entertaining - the Hispanic player pool was largely excluded from mainstream soccer. 

"From an ethnic standpoint," says Alan Rothenberg, the U.S. Soccer Federation’s president from 1990 to 1998, "We were 

dominated by Europeans who didn’t have interest in Hispanics." 

In 1994, U.S. Soccer hired Carlos Juarez, a Southern Californian of Guatemalan descent, as a liaison to the Latino 

community. We checked in with Juarez, who is still a U.S. Soccer coaching schools instructor and serves as a national team 

chief scout for Coach Jurgen Klinsmann, for Part 1 of our series looking at the two decades since the USSF launched a 

concerted effort to be more inclusive. 

"Back then, any kind of progression in integrating Hispanics - whether coaches or players or families - would have been a 

positive," says Juarez. "Now we’re actually part of the soccer culture in the United States= We’re a very strong part of it and 

making an impact. You’ll see that if you look at the national teams, the U-17s, the U-20s ..." 

1994, CYSA-South was estimated at having about 8 pement Latino players. Twenty years later? 

’I don’t know the exact figure," says Juarez, who also serves as Clar~mont Stars SC director in Southern California. ’1 wouldn’t 

be surprised if it’s maybe 40 percent. It’s huge now." 

Juarez estimates that the number of Hispanics who attend the USSF coaching license courses has quadrupled within two 

decades. 

In 2007, U.S. Soccer President Suni~ Gulati, who had also served under Rothenberg, hired Wilmer Cabrera to take charge 

of the boys U-17 national team - the first time the USA had a Hispanic head coach for a team that competed for a world 

championship. Also during Gulati’s tenure, Tab Ramos became U-20 national team coach, Javier Perez the U-18 head 

coach, Hugo Perez has headed the U-15s and U-14s, and Albertin Montoya coached the U.S. girls U-17 national team in 

2011-12. Claudio Reyna served as U.S. Soccer Youth Technical Director from 2010 to 2013, and Ramos now holds that 

position. 

The launch of the U.S. Development Academy has demonstrated a significant increase in the number of Latino players at the 

elite level of the youth game - nearly 40 percent of the players on its MLS-affiliated clubs are Latinos. The U.S. Soccer also 

employs nine Technical Advisors who oversee its Academy scouting program and monitor the clubs. Nearly half are Hispanic, 

including Hugo Perez and Juan Carlos Michia, who after Juar~z and Rene Miramontes became the third Latino U.S. soccer 

staff coach hired during the Rothenberg presidency in the outreach effort. 

When Juarez was hired, he was charged with recruiting Latino coaches to take U.S. Soccer courses, convincing Latino 

leagues to affiliate with U.S. Soccer, and getting the USSF coaching staff to recognize the talent of Latino players. 

"Back then, it was mor~ of coaches not understanding or not having experience coaching the Hispanic player," says Juarez. 

’q-here were doubts. Is the Hispanic player hard-working? Does the Hispanic player have limitations because of size? More 

than anything it was lack of experience." 

Juarez had to challenge those prejudices in an era when the USA was more isolated to the realities of a soccer world in which 

individual skills and the emphasis on possession, hallmarks of Latin-style soccer, make it obvious that we shouldn’t be 

ignoring our Latino soccer community. Today, any coach who judges talent on size can be trounced with the words Lionel 

Messi, Xavi or Andres Iniesta. Any coach whose model comes from the England can’t deny that the EPL’s best teams rely 

so heavily players from southern Europe and Latin America. 

"Now things are more open," Juarez says. "Everything is out there television. It’s in front of us. Now the big difference is we’re 

open-minded and looking for the best possible players - it doesn’t matter what color, the size. Globally, those things don’t 

matter. We’re trying to compete with the rest of the world. We’re trying to find the best talent regardless race." 



Contributing to the exclusion of Latinos from mainstream soccer has been the high-cost of youth soccer in the USA. 

"This is an issue in general, not just for the Hispanic community," says Juarez. "As long as pay-to-play exists, there’s always 

going to be some limitation. It has improved. At some of the [U.S. Soccer Development] Academy clubs, the kids don’t have 

to pay. A lot of clubs try hard to ’scholarship’ players. But the economics still have an effect on participation. There are still 

barriers, but a lot of barriers have been broken down and we’re going in the right direction." 

(Carlos Juarez is Chief Scout for the U.S. men’s national team, a member of the USSF Coaching Schools Instructional Staff, 

and the director of Southern California youth club Claremont Stars. He has been head coach of the WUSA’s San Diego Spirit, 

Cal State San Bemafdino and Cal Poly Pomona. He was assistant coach of Chivas USA in 2010.) 

(In Part 2, The Youth Soccer Insider will check in with Rene Miramontes and Juan Carlos Michia, who followed Juatez in 

the role of U.S. Soccer liaison to the Latino Community.) 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey #om Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla refs youth soccer in Northern California and 

coaches at East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blog. 
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H~mgout wifl~ Donna Fishter 

Donna Fishter 
Thursday, April lOth = 1pro ET/12pro CT 

Add to Calendar I Watch at NSCAA.com/live 

The NSCAA will host a live video chat on Thursday, April lOth at ~ p.m. ET/NoonCT, talking to 
Donna Fishter about her upcoming appearance at the 2014 Summer Symposium. 

Tweet questions to #NSCAAsym 

Donna Fishter 
Leadership Specialist and Team 

Architect 

Donna Fishter is considered an amhitect of team cultur~ & player development and is a certified 
leadership specialist with the John Maxwell Coaching Team. Also known as "D" or "Big D", Donna is an 
educator, motivator, and mentor. Her passion is to partner with programs at all levels empowering 
leaders and focusing on what she calls the intangible side of the game= She is the "the Coach’s Coach". 

Fishter will be a featured presenter at the 2014 NSCAA Summer Symposium, where she will be hosting 
a session entitled "Leadership 360" and participating in featured panel along side other world-class 
presenters. 

Have a question for Donna? Send them in: 

¯ On Twitter to @NSCAA using the #NSCAAsym hashtag 

¯ By posting to the NSCAA Facebook page 

¯ Email to marketin~P~nscaa.com 

Tune in April 10th to NSCAA.com/live! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

600 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 
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What’s new for Year 2? 
by Paul Kennedy 

[NWSL: Preview] The NWSL is a novelty as far as women’s pro 
leagues go. Unlike WUSA or WPS, the outlook for the NWSL looks 

brighter in Year 2 than in Year 1. All eight founding clubs return 

and are joined by the Houston Dash, the second club to be 
launched by an MLS club. There has also been a major upgrade on 

the field as the league has attracted U.S. national team players 

who remained abroad in Year 1 and a growing number of foreign 

stars. Here’s what’s new in Year 2 .... Read the whole story 

No Manchester United miracle in Munich 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Wednesday] For aU of 22 seconds, 

Manchester United was ahead. A thunderbolt from Patrice Evra 
gave United a 1-0 lead at Bayern Munich in the 57th minute of the 

second leg their UEFA Champions League series, but the 
Frenchman’s poor defending contributed to Mario Mandzukic’s 

equalizer less than a minute later, and the defending champion 
went on to win, 34 (4-2 on aggregate). In Madrid, an early goal 

from Koke gave AUetico a 1-0 win that was enough to eliminate 

Barcelona following their 1-1 draw at the Camp Nou .... Read the 
whole story 

Updates on injured U.S. national team players 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS INJURY REPORT] Five MLS players under serious consideration 
for the U.S. national team’s 30-player short list for the World Cup 

are battling injuries. Brad Evans withdrew from the U.S. roster for 
the USA-Mexico game, Nick Rimando and Tony Beltran were 

injured in the game, and Brad Davis and Luis Gil picked up injuries 
in MLS action on Saturday. Here are updates on their status. 

...Read the whole story 

MLS viewers on NBCSN up 94 percent through Week 5 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] The Portland-Seattle thriller averaged 277,000 

viewers on NBCSN, pushing the season average for MLS on NBCSN 

to 22%000 through Week 5, up 94 percent from last years average 

for five games....Read the whole story 

FC Dallas starter Acosta heads team for Dallas Cup 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. UNDER-20 MEN] Four players who have played in MLS this 
season -- including Ketiyn Acosta, who has started four of five 

games at right back for FC Dallas -- are among the players Tab 

Ramos called up for the U.S. under-20 national team that will play 

at the Dr Pepper Dallas Cup that begins Sunday....Read the whole 
story 

Superb solo goal in Spain’s lower tier 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] We’re used to weekly briUiance from Spain’s La 

Liga, but there’s also been a bit of magic in Spain’s fourth division, 

where Quique Cubas started a slalom in his own half and finished 
with a goal....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 think nationally, maybe, it has [lost a bit of 

luster[ .... [But] I still respect the rivalry in a big 
way. To me, it’s still the oldest [rivalry] that this 
league has. I think it’s had some amazing storylines 

throughout the years and I’ve been lucky enough 

to be a part of it all." 

-- D.C. United coach Ben Olsen looks forward to 
this Saturday’s game against the New York Red 

Bulls, a clash of 1-95 rivals known as the "Atlantic 
Cup." (MLSSoccer.com) 

Latino inclusion: How far have we come? (Part 

by Mike WoitaHa 

Only two decades ago, the United States had never 

had a Hispanic head coach at any level of its 
national team program and Latino players were 

rarely seen in a U.S uniform. In a nation ...... More 

1. Altidore dropped to Sunderland’s U-21s 

2. Pair of U.S. U-18 attackers headed to 
Europe 

3, Thorns’ Riley would be interested in 

women’s job 

4, Peterson: ’We’ve moved into the growth 

phase’ 

5, Cussing would be a safer option 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, April 10, 2014 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

The U.S. women host China on Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

preqramming listed here, many networks make TV pregramming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, A~ril "~0 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (delay) 9 pm. 

NBCSN 

International Women’s Friendly USA-CHINA (live) 11 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (delay) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-ZAMORA (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 7 pm. 

Copa Libertadores NEWELL’S-NACIONAL (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, April "~1 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MARSEILLE (live) 2:15 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-VALLADOLID (live) 2:45 pro. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-FRANKFURT (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ATLETICO SAN LUIS (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-ATLANTE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 7 am. 

UEFA Europa League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 8 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

England QPR-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 7:10 am. 

England BURNLEY-MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 10 am. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (delay) 8 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

Spain VILLAREAL=LEVANTE (live) Noon= 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy ROMA-ATALANTA (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-STUI-FGART (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm= 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-PUMAS (live) 6 pm= 

Mexico TIGRES-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am= 

England STOKE CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (delay) 5 pm. 

italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 



England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BETIS-SEVlLLA (live) 6 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-RAYO (live) 3 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FEYENOORD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DEFENSOR (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina COLON-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:30 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS SAN JOSE-COLUMBUS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-MONARACAS 9live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-LEON (live) 1 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

~4ONDAY, April 14 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy UDINESE-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

TUESOAY, Ap~i~ J5 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, April 10, 2014 
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U.S. hopes end with Tijuana exit 

by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE] For the fifth time in six 
tournaments, the Concacaf Champions League wiU be an atE- 

Mexican affair. Carrying the last remaining U.S. hopes with three 
Americans in the starting lineup, Tijuana, which started three 

Americans, couldn’t hold on to its lead and felt to Liga MX leader 

Cruz Azu[, 2-0, in the second leg of their semifinal series. Cruz Azu[, 

a 2-I winner on aggregate, wilt meet Totuca in the final....Read 

the whole story 

Ellis beans second stint as interim coach 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-CHIHA] There wilt be one change when the USA and China 
face off for the second time in five days Thursday in San Diego (live 

on HBCSH at 11 p.m. ET). Head coach Tom SermanN wilt be 

replaced on the U.S. bench by JiR Ellis, who begins her second 

stint as interim coach following Sermanni’s shock firing after 
SundayOs game....Read the whole story 

Torres celebrates Mexican Copa MX title 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Jose Torres became the first American to win 
Mexico’s Copa MX when he started for Tigres in its 3-0 win over 

Atebrijes de Oaxaca in Wednesday’s final played in Monterrey. 

...Read the whole story 

Valentin sidelined for season with Achilles tear 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Zarek Vatentin, the only player in a reduced 

U.S. contingent to play every minute of the first two games of the 
new Tippetigaen campaign in Norway, is out for the season after 
tearing his AchiUes tendon in practice at promoted Bodo/Gtimt. 

...Read the whole story 

D.C. United duo makes USL PRO team of week 
by Soccer America 

[DOWN 011 THE FARM] A pair of D.C. United toanees, Kyte Porter 

and Michael Seaton, on the Richmond Kickers joined USL PRO 
Player of the Week Kyte Greig as the three strikers named to USL 

PRO’s Team of the Week. For a took at MLS players on loan last 

week....Read the whole story 

Fair play trumps goalkeeper flub 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] One of the biggest goalkeeper bloopers 

you’U ever see is foUowed by an extraordinary gesture of fair play 

in Italy’s Serie D....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We’re all sad because we had high expectations. 

I1ow we have to talk to the players and move on. 

We have to keep fighting in the two competitions 
that remain for us now: the league and the Copa 

det Rey." 

-- Barcelona coach Gerardo Martino after getting 

knocked out of the Champions League by Attetico 
Madrid, which also leads Barca, by a point, atop La 

Liga standings. (UEFA.com) 

NSCAA Spring High School Top 20 

by Soccer America 

[RAHKINGS] Peachtree City (Ga.) Mclntosh and 

Cornelius (H.C.) Hough are the Ho. I boys and girts 

teams, respectively, in the HSCAA Winter Top 20 

rankings....More 

1, Thorns’ Riley would be interested in 
women’s job 

2, Peterson: ’We’ve moved into the growth 
phase’ 

3, Atlanta Falcons’ Blank confirms soccer 
plans 

4o Yes, Eden’s a Hazard 

5. Chelsea delivers on MouHnho’s prediction 

::i~.~ ......... . %~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future dick here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <lis~@nscaa.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:22 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

2014 Yeagley Award Nominations 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: College Coaches 
FROM: Sean Phillips 
DATE: April 10, 2014 
RE: 2014 Yeagley Award Nominations 

Nominations are now open for the 2014 Jerry Yeagley Award for Exceptional Personal Achievement. The 
award is presented annually by the NSCAA to a past men’s or women’s college soccer player who has 
demonstrated exceptional personal achievement in his/her career and life and was an inspiration to 
his/her teammates and institution during their playing career. 

The candidate should be someone who has gone on to achieve exceptional achievement or 
extraordinary accomplishment after graduation and exhibited the qualities of sportsmanship, integrity, 
respect and concern for others, with leadership, generosity, appreciation and a strong work ethic. It can 
include someone who has had the perseverance to overcome personal or professional challenges and 
risen above adversity through their accomplishments. 

Please click on this link to download a nomination form. For additional information and previous winners 

click on the following link http://vwvw.nscaa.com/awards/more/exceptional-personal-service. 

The award is named in honor of the legendary Indiana University men’s soccer coach, a member of the 

NSCAA Hall of Fame (Class of 2008) and 1997 recipient of the NSCAA Honor Award. Nominations will 

be accepted until June 1,2014 and should returned to Sean Phillips, Chair of the Yeagley Award 

Committee, at sephill(~,uic.edu. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

EmaiiI Website I S~md 1:o a 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

.~:: Inf .... for iMIS 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Latrice Sales <lsales@ncaa.org> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 3:01 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 4 

1-o vie:^; :~n onlh"~e \,e~-sion of this ernail, click 

Volume 2 I issue 4 I April 2014 

It is important to recognize the role that psychological and emotional factors 

play in the response to injury and the course of recovery in sports-related 

concussion. While the initial focus may be on physical based symptoms 

and reaching a physiologically-based return to play status, psychological 

and emotional factors can be crucial in understanding and managing the 

student-athlete as they recover cognitively and emotionally, and return to 

pre-injury levels of performance. ~.~,I!..~[?R~?. ..... 

The NCAA Sport Science Institute and the American Society of Hematology (ASH) are committed to the health, safety and well- 

being of student-athletes with sickle cell trait (SCT). The majority of individuals who have sickle cell trait have no personal 

medical problems related to their carrier status, and there are no significant differences in performance between athletes who 

have SCT versus those who do not have SCT. [~.?.#~..B,,.g£# ...... 

Project 1 was designed as an opportunity for clear and concise communication ::.~.:: 

between all departments who have contact with Baylor University student- 

athletes This collaboration addresses student-athlete well-being through body, 

mind and spirit As student-athletes become increasingly visible and 

accessible through social media, as their physical qualities improve and they 

enroll from more academically and culturally diverse backgrounds, it is 

increasingly critical for departments within athletics and across campus to 

communicate effectively in support of student-athlete well-being Read 

Lightning is a consistent and significant weather hazard that affects 

intercollegiate athletics activities. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) attributes 48 percent of fatalities from lightning strikes 

to those that occurred during organized sport activities at all levels. Many 

athletically-related activities occur outdoors and these activities may rely on 

coaches, officials, athletic trainers and athletics administrators to make 

safety decisions. Therefore, it is essential for everyone involved in 

intercollegiate athletics to understand the dangers of lightning, have a 

lightning safety plan in place, and followthe plan once thunder is heard or 

lightning is seen. R~’d moi-e . 

Disordered eating encompasses a wide range of problematic eating attitudes, behaviors and body image distortions that 

adversely impact physical and psychological health. Unfortunately, student-athletes are not exempt from the dangers of 

disordered eating, a complex phenomenon that includes a range of genetic, environmental, psychological and behavioral 

factors. However, by understanding a few key principles, athletics healthcare professionals, athletics administrators, coaches 

and student-athletes can work together to create a healthy, body-positive environment ~?.~!~.bn.,i!~:{! ..... 



Did you knowthat heavy caffeine use (~ 500 mg) can negatively impact your health and performance? .~.i 

Heavy caffeine use can also disrupt sleep, contribute to irritability and anxiety, negatively impact 

performance and could result in a positive drug test. Sustained energy comes from proper nutrition, 

hydration, rest and recovery. 

Are you consuming too much caffeine? Do the math with this Caffeine / Ener~~ Drinks F’osier. 

The NCAA Inclusion Forum brings together intercollegiate athletics leaders passionate about improving the educational and 

professional environment for student-athletes, coaches and athletics administrators. Various sessions include student-athlete 

mental health, substance abuse, sexual harassment and violence Prevention. Sessions will also engage participants on a 

broad range of topics related to policy, research and best practices for racial and ethnic minorities, gender equity, international 

student-athlete participation, LGBTQ communities and disability access to sport. 

The NCAA Inclusion Forum will take place May 1 [] 3, 2014 at the Disney Swan & Dolphin Resort in Orlando. For the agenda of 

events and to register, £[&e,.~£..#!i£~.}3.#££ ¯ Join the conversation on Twitter with 

The NCAA Sport Science Institute is proud to co-sponsor the seminar rJBest Practices for Intercollegiate Sports Medicine 

Management,[] hosted by the University of Georgia May 5-7. The course is based on the recent Inter-Association Consensus 

Statement on Best Practices for Sports Medicine Management for Secondary Schools and Colleges. 

The course faculty includes some of the top sports medicine professionals in the country and will focus on best practices to 

ensure the health and welfare of student-athletes. In addition, a diverse panel of NCAA student-athletes will offer their unique 

perspective during course sessions Attendees will be challenged and empowered to work together to reach the goal of offering 

an environment which will protect the institutional integrity by making wise decisions regarding the sports medicine program and 

student-athletes. 

We encourage you to consider bringing a team of individuals from your institution involved in sports medicine and the health 

safety of student-athletes such as athletic directors, risk managers, team physicians and athletic trainers Learn moie shout 

Share this Newsletter Facebook ~ Linkedln _ Follow us oR Twitter @NCAA...SS~ 

Ciick I’!.~.~.F.~ to forwerd finis mailing ’wiLh your personal message, 

P,O. Box 6222~ ~nd~enepc~is~ ~rq 46205 

Cqck 1.1~/.~ Lo be [emoved from this mailing I[sL, 

Click [!A£~ to v ew o r p-n/acy po cy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 5:37 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Messi, Maxtino Under Fire; Guardiola ’Happy,’ Simeone ’Proud’ 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday4 Apri! 10, 2014 !~" Tweet This }~ii Share This 

Messi, Martino Come Under Criticism Fo~owing Barca’s UCL Exit 
Daily Mail                                                                                                  ~ 

Gerardo Martino and Lionel Messi are shouldering the brunt of the blame handed out in the press 

for Barcelona’s UEFA Champions League quarterfinal exit at the hand of La Liga rival Atletico Madrid. Despite the 

narrow scoreline, Los Colchoneros proved to be the far better side during Wednesday night’s 1-0 win at the Vicente 

Calderon, and Messi appeared to be missing in action while coach Martino proved to be unable to do anything 

about. 

According to the Daily Marl, one headline in Spain claimed that the four-time Ballon d’Or winner ran only one mile 

more than goalkeeper Jose Pinto, as post-game statistics revealed that the Argentine had covered just 4.2 miles 

during the game -- exactly half that of Atletico gamewinner Koke. 

"We weren’t really interested in Leo having a lot of participation in the game" Martino said after being asked why 

Messi saw so little of the ball in Atletico’s win. "We really only wanted him to have one-on-one opportunities down 

the right-hand side," he added. Barca, which faces Atletico again on the final day of the La Liga season in what 

could prove to be a title decider, has failed to beat Diego Simeone’s men in five games now, managing just two 

goals. "1 see no reason why the next match will be any different," Martino replied. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Guardiola Hai~s ’Best’ Win of Season vs. Man United 
AFP 

Pep Guardiola hailed the "best" part of his first season in charge of Bayern Munich so far, as his team came from 

behind in both legs of its UEFA Champions League quarterfinal with Manchester United, prevailing 3-I 4-2 on 

aggregate after two games. Following last weeks’ 1-1 draw in Manchester, Bayern was again forced to come from 

behind as Patrice Evra put the Red Devils in the lead after 56 minutes at the Allianz Arena on Wednesday night, 

only for Marie Mandzukic to equalize a minute later. Goals from Thomas Muller and Arjen Robben then sealed 

time win for the defending European champion. 

"I’m happy. My players have huge hearts," Guardiola said. "This is the best part of the season for me, now we’re in 

a superior situation." Having won 14 titles in four seasons as head coach of Barcelona, the 43-year-old Guardiola 

has already won three titles in less than 10 months at Bayern after lifting the UEFA Super Cup, Club World Cup and 

claiming the BundeNiga with a record seven matches still to play. 

Bayern qualified for the UCL semis alongside Chelsea, Real Madrid, and Atletice Madrid and will find out its 

semifinal opponent during the UCL draw on Friday. "1 often get asked which team I want, but each side has their 

own qualities," the Spaniard said. "Real have superior players with enormous qualities, such as (Cristiano) 

Ronaldo, Xabi Alonso, (Gareth) Ba~e etc. Atletico are pure passion and it’s their first time in this situation. It’s 

unbelievable for their fans what they have done so far." He added: "Chelsea have a lot of experience, with players 

like Petr Cech, (8ranislav) Ivanovic, (Frank) Lampard and the Blues have a trainer (Jose Mourinho) with a lot 

of experience too." 

- Read the whole sto[y._ 

Proud Simeone Praises Atletico Mentality 
AS 

Atletico Madrid coach Diego Simeone spoke proudly of his players following their 2-1 aggregate win against fierce 

rival Barcelona in the UEFA Champions League quarterfinal, which concluded on Wednesday with Atleti’s 1-0 win at 

time Vicente Calderon. Following the famous win, Simeone spoke about time mood in the locker room. 

"Happy because we’ve knocked out a great rival," the former Argentina and Atletico midfielder said. "Bar£a were in 

charge for long periods. We need to relax because this doesn’t stop here. We need to get our strength back 

because we’ve got a tough game on Sunday." 



In addition to being in the UCL semifinals, Atleti is also currently on top of La Liga with six games to go, one point 

above second-place Barca and three points above third-place Real Madrid. Simeone’s men face Getafe on Sunday, 

while Barca travels to Granada and Real hosts Almeria. 

When asked to reflect on the season so far, the Argentine praised his team’s mentality. "The players just keep 

going. I admire them~ More than just loving them, I love them for time effort they put in. The style is that of the team, 

not mine. And they never betray it. Great battles are won by those who approach them better. Our players never 

betrayed our plan, because there is a feeling here and everyone feels it." 

- Read the whole story... 

At~etico: Cou~tois Woul~ Not P~av UCL Semi vs. Chelsea 
ESPN FC 

If Ateltico Madrid draws Chelsea in the UEFA Champions League semifinal draw on Friday, on-loan goalkeeper 

Thibaut Courtois, who has been one of Atleti’s heros during the competition, will not be able to play, the Spanish 

club’s president Enrique Cerezo confirmed on Thursday. Courtois is currently on loan at Atletico from Chelsea, 

and as part of the agreement between the clubs, arm unnamed "large quantity of money" would have to be paid to 

time Blues in order for time Belgium international to play, something that cash-strapped Atletico is not prepared to do. 

Accordinq to AS, the sum would be a whopping six million euros ($8.3 million), just for two games. 

- Read the whole stow... 

SI.com 

The United States men’s national team rose one spot to No. 13 in the latest FIFA World Rankings, thanks to last 

week’s 2-2 draw with Mexico in Arizona. Time U.S. has been vacillating between the No. 13 and 14 sports since 

September 2013. Mexico jumped one spot to No. 19. 

Elsewhere, defending World Cup champion Spain maintained its grip on the No. 1 spot, followed by Germany and 

Portugal. The USA of course, faces the latter two teams in Group G play at this summer’s World Cup. Colombia and 

Uruguay round out the top five, while World Cup host Brazil jumped three spots to No. 6, tied with South American 

rival Argentina. 

Interestingly, the rankings place the USA higher than a number of traditional European powers, including the 

Netherlands (No. 15) and France (No. 16). 

- Read the whole story... 

AS 

Cristiano Rona~do, who had been sidelined recently amid reports of tendinitis in his knee, is now facing a longer 

spell on the sidelines after Real Madrid revealed that the 2013 Ballon d’Or winner now has a hamstring problem that 

will likely keep him out of Los Blancos’ Copa del Rey final against Barcelona on April 16. According to Spanish daily 

AS, a small hamstring tear will keep Ronaldo out a minimum of 15 days. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Monaco Targeting Zidane for Next Season 
Marca 

According to reports in France, Real Madrid No. 2 Zinedine Zidane has catapulted to the top of AS Monaco’s 

managerial wishlist for next season as the Cote d’Azur club looks to replace current coach Claudio Ranieri. French 

daily L~quipe reports that Monaco’s owner, Russian billionaire Dmitry Rybolovlev, has decided to part ways with 

Ranieri due to time players’ unhappiness with his coaching methods. 

- Read the whole story... 
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::’iK :: SoccerNation News .. Best soccer news for youth, cellege and pro 

wants lo [.hank our more than 375,000 ie~defs so f~r ];~ 2014~ 

Abby Wambach’s Advice for 
Success 

Abby War, bach says, "You have to work hard at something that you are passionate about, 

especially if you ct;oose to go down the athletic road, You have to train hard and you have to 

eat right, In order to get to these ranks you have to study hard, go to school - and it’s a 

process, ][t just doesn’t happen with a snap of your fingers," 

America Needs More Women 
Coaches 

In Southern California, Cat,shad U~ited F,C, is a youth soccer club known for great female 

coaches, Director of Operations Nichael Duggan and Iechnical Director Steve Cowell have 

made it clear that they are always looking for the best coaches, no matter who they are, 

Corrie Samaniego, Heather HHliard, Natalie Elkind, Naris8 Zambe[ti Cour[ney Drummond, 

Lauren Niszk~eviLz and NicheHe Ram~rez speak out,speak 

4-2-3-~ System of Soccer 



San Diego Sur~ SC Director of Boys Coach]n.g W~yne Harrison on the 4-2-3- lvlodel of Player 

Development for youth soccer players. 

Elite Girls Soccer -EGSL 

teams from Ca] South and Cal North ECNL ck~bs, ~s well as EC~L clubs from Arizona 

one.Soccer Schools 

Elite Training for Serious Soccer Players 

One or the best youth soccer programs in the USA, one,Soccer Schools gets ready for the 

coming season. L[oy~ Big~s and Jeff 3ohBso~ are two of the most dedicated youth coaches 

and U~eir focus [s on developing each and every player 1o be theh besL 

More Soccer News 
The North American Soccer Lea~lue (NASL) Spring Season kicks off on April 12/13 w~th key 

meeLing, ~ndud]ng a rematch o[ Lhe 20~3 Soccer Bowl between New York Cosmos and At~anLa 

S]Nerbacks. 

U,S. Women Prepare to Meet China in San Dieqo 

The U,S. Women’s National Team will play a rematch against China PR at Qualcomm StadiMm in 

San Diego on Thursday, April 1.0, This will be the first game S~l~Ce the d~sm~ssa] of Tom 

Sermanni as head co~ch and J~l E~Hs w~l~ coach. 

U,S, WNT defender Rachel Buehler Van Ho~lebeke 

Homecoming @ U,S, WN~ vs China PR on April ~0 at Qualcomm Stadium [n San D~ego 

]ndy Eleven forward Ben Spencer will miss his club’s first two games of the North American 

Soccer League (NASL) Spring Season as he joins the U.S. U20 Men’s National Team at U]e 

presUgious Dr Pepper Dallas Cup. 

After ~[ts Successful Inaugural Year, SDDA Prepares for Year Two 

Youth Soccer News: When Rene Miramontes and Pao[o [.andin[ began plans for what would 

become the San Diego Developmental Academy, they never imagined it wo~ld be so successful 

in its first year, 

Dr Pepper Daflas Cup Top Players to Watch 

Youth Soccer News: )"he Dr Pepper Dallas Cup has released its list of "Players to Watch" for 

the upcoming 35U~ anniversary tournament, 
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Learning a~d Believing 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Week 874: April 4<10, 20:[4 

Michael Josephson is a .."..ob,~d radio commen~a[o~ and the 
fern:dot and presidept of ti:e ne:!prefit Josephson Institute of 
Ethics and CHARACTER COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may aiso send feedback 

Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Make sportsmanship the focus of your athletic proqram 
Attend ,o~r worksho~ in the Lt:-~s A~’~g~a~es ~-~re.~ J~’~e 9~ and get 

Learn more >> 

New value packs in the new store 
We’re celebrating witi: big discounts on buik purchases, plus 

speciai offers on new items that help kids develop good 
ci’..a ra tier, 

Shop now >> 

Find and foltow 

Please Support Our 
Mission to Create a More 
Ethical World 

schoois and communities, 
Donate here >> 

Character education materials 

available ip books and 

Shop here >> 

2 

et 
th .... kly .... wslett~e r1 

Get the podcast in iT .... / 

Get the iPh ..... Android app 

Check oat our Quotes & 
Observations fe, r 
variety of 
moti\,ationai 
printabie!) q~otea, 

Sweet Adversity 
[’40 one wa.."...~s pain, .~roubles, or 

hardship, but it’s i.."..evitable 
that we~il have plenty of each~ 
And they wo~:’t come at times 
of our choosing or in 

P..-~ar~ageabie doses, Adversity is 

hove: welcome, but it’s :~ot 

Listen or read more 

WhatWillNatter.com and 
click on imagoes like 
one 

What Do You Want to See 

Character Educator BIoq0 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

Characler educati .... terials 

~,’orkshep e~~ Buildinq a 
Positive Climate and 
Culture 

Learri }~ow to, create an 

simply not toierated, beveiop 
a caF~sre of k~d~ess a~ your 
sc~sooL Learn more >> 



More of and Less of? 
Inspiratior.ai autho.~ and 
speaker Ste~hen Covey ~n~e 
said, "S~ar~ wi~h th~ end M 
mind," So whenever a company 

"Look a~ your o~gardzatkm 
tod~y -- its ma~sgers, ~e 
employees, ~nd customers--. 
and ~st behaviors s~d 
attitudes you’d J~ke ~o see 
R’]or@ .,, 

Listen or read more 

Mental Sunshine and 
Flowers 
Dave had to msder9o 
throat sargery, Since he 
wasn’.~ a young ~an and made 

speaker, d~e experience was 

fr~h~en~n~ and traumatk:, He 
tom me h~s surgeon was 
and the hosp~a~ workers were 
competent, but the 
inS~ffere~ce of the paraSe of 

~n and ,., 
Listen or read more 

Learning and Believing 
One of the ma:ks of our 
apecies is our limitless capaci.sy 
to learn. Some.dn"..es we 

never done before~ Sometimes 
we ~earn facts about the 
wor~d~ about o~her people, and 
about ourselves. These sorts 
of tMngs make es smarter 
more skH~fsL But wha:’s really 

that 
Listen or read more 

Surviving Grief and Tragedy 
-- The Spark Within 
~qeI°e’s the bad news: Virtue 

is.q’t a ~oiden ticket ~o a pain-- 
free life. Bad thi,qg:s happe,q to 
9008 people as often as they 

seems un~a;r, but h-~ khe natura~ 
order of the wood, suffering ~s 
random, To expect otherwise ~s 
tO sentence ohese~l: ~o 
despondency, d~s~Hus~onment, 

Listen or read more 

gone comments on The 

Parable of the Carpenter: 
"Character .."ei’ers ~o 
~’~ttitudes a:!d t~ehavk~r 
whici: are usef~i in th~s 

When you work on your 

fS~ie Yo~r~g comments 

on Do Bad People Think 
They’re Good?: "Have 

Kohlben~% hierarchy of 

books.> They are 

amaz~n~b and one ~tan 
find the ~eve~s of 
behavior for friends, 
family, and others 
~he criteria he presents, 

[t ~s oRen more 

Our Character Development 
Seminars equip eSucators and 
youth-service ie~de:"s to be 
effective cha:acter 
eSucators, Upcoming 

Apr, 30-May 2, Rock Hill, SC 

Jun. 17-19 San Antonio TX 

Jun. 25-27, Los Angeles, CA 

Jui. 9-11 Dallas, "IX>> 
Jui. 9-11 Chicago, IL>> 
Oct. 22-24 Seaford, DE>> 

See complete schedule >> 
Learn more >> 

V~s~t o~,~r Sportsmanship 
BIo~, 
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: : Josephson 
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needs, Ca 8OO-.7:tb-~<570 o~ earn more, 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, April 11,2014 

Friday= April 11,2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French, Mexican, Spanish and German action on Friday .... MLS Week 6 kicks off on Saturday .... 
English FA Cup semifinals are Saturday and Sunday .... The NWSL kicks off its second season this weekend       I i;~i I 

L~2J and all of the women’s league’s regular season games will be streamed live on YouTube. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is atways subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV pregramming available on streamh~g devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is t~dated daily throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, April ’H 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MARSEILLE (live) 2:15 pro. 

AZ"FECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-VALLADOLID (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-FRANKFURT (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ATLETICO SAN LUIS (live) 9:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-ATLANTE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 7 am. 

UEFA Europa League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 8 am. 

SATURDAY, April 

BelN SPORTS 

England QPR-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 7:10 am. 

England BURNLEY-MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 10 am. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pro. 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) noon. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-NORWlCH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

Spain VILLARREAL-LEVANTE (live) noon. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

italy ROMA-ATALANTA (delay) 8 pm. 



FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany MONCHENGLADBACH-STUTTGART (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pro. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-PUMAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS TORONTO-COLORADO (live) 4 pm= 

MLS MONTREAL-CHICAGO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-HOUSTON (live)5 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 7 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-SEATTLE (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS PORTLAND-CHIVAS USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

E~eIN PLAY 

France LILLE-VALENCIENNES (live) 10:45 am. 

Russia ZENIT-KRASNODAR (live) 11:15 am. 
France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (live) 1:45 pro. 

Italy ROMA-ATALANTA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON=CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

ReIN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN=CATANIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (delay) 7 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 6 am. 

Italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-RAYO (live) 3 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FEYENOORD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DEFENSOR (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina COLON-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:30 pm. 



TELEMUNDO 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS SAN JOSE-COLUMBUS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-MONARACAS 9live) 6 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico TOLUCA-LEON (live) 1 pro. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV-ANZHI (live) 5:15 am. 

Ita l y BOLOG NA-PARMA (live) 6:15 a m. 

~taIy HELLAS VERONA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:45 am. 

France REIMS-ST ETIENNE (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain JAEN-BARCELONA B (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain EIBAR-TENERIFE (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain ALAVES-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) Noon. 

Italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

~ON[)AY, Ai:)ril 14 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy UDINESE-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 
England READING-LEICESTER CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

TUE$OAY, Ai;)ril 1~ 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CI~-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

* U.S. LEAGUES LiVE STREA#ING 

~L$ - MLS Live 

NASL - ~.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSC~ (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSC~ (free) 

Soccer on TV for Friday, April 11,2014 
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Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 
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Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1: MLS Millionaire Club up to 12 Players 

Friday, April 1!, 20!,’.. 

Millionaire club up to 12 players 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Twelve MLS players, led by Toronto FC’s Michael 
Bradley and Jermain Defoe at $6 million apiece, earn 51 million or 

more in base salaries, up from eight players a year ago....Read the 

whole story 

Three games to watch 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 6] The hottest team in MLS is FC Dallas, which has 
started out 4-0-1 to open up a four-point lead on Real Salt Lake 

(the only other unbeaten team at 2-0-3) in the Western 
Conference. Hothrpg new here: FC Dallas started out 4-1-0 in 2013. 

Its match against the Seattle Sounders will be one of three 
involving teams above the red line....Read the whole story 

New (interim) coach, similar result 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA-CHINA] The post-Tom Sermanni era began with a 3-0 win over 
China before a crowd of 12,857 at San Diego’s Qualcomm Stadium. 

For most of the U.S. players it was their last game before heading 

off to the start of the 2014 HWSL season .... Read the whole story 

Unbeaten streak reaches 10 games 
by Soccer America 

[USA UHDER-17 MEH] The U.S. under-17 men’s national team closed 
out its trip to Sarajevo and Zagreb with a 1-0 win over Croatia to 
finish the tour with a 4-0-I record, including wins over all four 

youth national teams it faced. The win extended its unbeaten 

streak in youth internationals to 10 games .... Read the whole story 

Man. United-Real Madrid sells out ’The Big House’ 

by Soccer America 

[GUINHESS IIITERHATIONAL CUP CHAMPIONSHIP] It took less than a 
day for all general tickets to sell out at Michigan Stadium for the 
Guinness International Champions Cup game on Aug. 2 between 

Manchester United and Real Madrid, setting up the possibility that 

the match will break the U.S. soccer attendance record .... Read 
the whole story 

Univision releases World Cup viewing app 

by Soccer America 

]SOCCER OH THE AIR] Univision has released an app thatit says will 

deliver the best digital viewing experience ever for all World Cup 
games and content....Read the whole story 

Liverpool’s Sturridge surprises school children 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] In Candid Camera fashion, LFC TV’s "Kop 

Kids" follows Liverpool striker Daniel Sturridge to an elementary 

school where he surprises the children after they’re interviewed 
about their favorite Liverpool players and mimic Sturridge’s "wiggly 
arms" celebration .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"The university thought I was joking at first; they 
wanted proof. But then they realized it was true 

and helped me to rearrange my lectures." 

-- Ahmed Ahmedou, a 20-year-old left back, on 

getting time off from his engineering studies at 

England’s University of Brighton to play for 
Mauritania in a qualifying game for the 2015 Africa 

Cup of Nations. (BBC) 

Dempsey signs endorsement deal with Oberto 
by Soccer America 

]SOCCER BUSlIIESS] The Seattle Sounders’ CIint 
Dempsey has joined jerky maker Oberto, 
headquartered in nearby Kent, Wash., as an 

endorsee of its all natural, high-in-protein jerky 

line....More 

Donovan plays out third act of an amazing saga 
by Ridge Mahoney 

The career of Landon Donovan is winding down yet 

there are myriad possibilities of what the next 
chapter, to be set in Brazil, will be....More 

1. Fair play trumps goalkeeper flub 

2. MLS viewers on NBCSN up 94 percent 

through Week 5 

3, Donovan plays out third act of an amazing 

saga 

4, Ellis begins second stint as interim coach 

5, Updates on injured U.S. national team 
players 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

A technical midfielder is drawn to a mid- 
major power by the team’s style of play. Find 
out where he’s heading this fall. 
I~IORE; Dev. Academy Weekend Preview 

TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update shuffles through & updates 
the top girls dubs, ages U16-U18. See which 
teams are trending upwards of late. 

U.S. U:[8 Hen’s National Team striker Andrija 
Novakovich became the latest YNT member 
to sign a professional contract and bypass 
the collegiate route. 

DID YOU SEE? 

HLS homegrown signings: 
What do they make in terms 
of salaries? 

A qoal from an Oklahoma 
hiqh school you have to see 
to believe 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner; 

Grande Sports Academy 

Grande Sports Academy, Home of the Real 
Salt Lake - Arizona Academy, is a full time 
residential academy where 54 players from 
13 states and 9 foreign countries live, train 
and compete at the highest level for 11 
months of the year. 

Our residential camps offer an unforgettable 
experience and are a great opportunity for a 
young soccer player to not only improve his 
technical and tactical skills on the field but 
also learn about the importance of 
teamwork, sportsmanship and commitment. 

Our coaches embrace the unique Real Salt 
Lake philosophy of training and we are one 
of the top programs in the United States. 



Our new $20 million world class facility offers 
professional grade fields that have been 
praised by World Cup and MLS coaches and 
players. 

FI"ND OUT lvlORE HERE! 
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Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:(~rnaif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players News[etti!v <new!~Iet:t:er@usnst:pa.com> 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Apr 11. 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 1 t, 20t4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Scha~ke - E]ntrach~ on Go[TV at 2:30pro. Montpellier .. Marseil~e is on beIN 

Spo~t at 2:15pro. ,~4,ontpettier are 13th to ~arse~[~e’s 6th. Montpe~L~er beat 
(}uingarap 2-1 ~asL week ,,’vith ,~Aarse~[e beaLhx~ Ajacdo ~-1, Also on Friday’s 

soccer ~’ schedule, La L}$a on be~N en Espano[: Osasuna ~ Va[[ado[id at 2:45pm. 

Li~a N~X on Az~eea and ESPN Doper[as: Queue[are ~ Atlas at 8:3(}pm. Univ~sion 

Deportes has Santos Lacuna - At[ante ¯ at 10:30pro. A~ Th~s Eastern 

Their Words 

Gr~n~d~ ~nd nex~ Wednesday we have ~he Cup ~h~L " Barcelona co~ch Gerardo 

Ma~ino. 

AZ exit Europa League 

Aron Johannsson and A~Z exited the 2013-14 Europa League with a 2-0 loss to Benfica in the quarte~ finat secondo[eg~ 3- 
0 on a!~t%~at:e, Rodri~o s(:ore~J both ~: f Benfi ":a’s 9oah~ at Esl:adk~ da }.uz. Benfica obtshot AZ 10 to 6, puttinf~ 7 o~ those 

shots on ~oa[ to AZ’s 2. 

"My playing web. means nothing as we didn’t win/’ AZ .goalkeeper Esteban said. ’1 [eave disappointed because Fm a 
winner and I wa~]t:ed to wi~]. I was dreami~]!~ of the serai-~iaa[s but Benfb::a were the betl:e~ sh:le, q’ the ~esuit ia Aikmaar 

had been 0.0 it wouid have been better fo~ us here. but [osin9 1.0 made things difficult as we knew that genfica are 

very strong at home. We hoped to score but ~t was ger~fica who dkJ so in the first hail and ~ th}nk that goa~ was a 

sigmficanE b{ow ~er us. People didn’E expec[ much of AZ’s participation m Europa League but in the end we had a worthy 

campa~!#~." Read ~ore 

The Champions League needs Atletico Madrid 

League~ Its name is Aria[ice Madrid. 

Madrid’s second dub labors in the significant shadow its in..town rival Real Madrid~ They readied the Champions League 

semifinals by dispatchiag Barcel.ona on Wedaes~Jay, Eve~l ff LMs Sarcekma N~am can’t live up ~o the standard o~ p~e~4ous 

Barcelona teams, d~e feat is incredibly ~mpressive for Aria[ice, 

Aria[ice Madrid eperaLes at a distincL disadvantage to beth of Spain’s ~iants domestically and certainly at Champions 

League 1oval They subsist on a fract}on of the television revenue and depend on the sale of its best players to rernah~ 

in good financ~a[ ~ea[d~, Because o~ the inequities bui[t into the Spanish game, Aria[ice Madrid’s achievements on 

multiple fronts this seaso~ are a[~ that rnore h’q)ressive, 

,~,~,anage~ Diego Simeone, an Argentine who spent two different stints at Aria[ice during his playing career, is a rnaio~ 

reason why Uqe (:[ub is a (]haqlpk)ns }.ea!~ue serai~i~a~ist: aad [eadhl!~ La Li!~a [ate in the doraest:~c o~pai(~. Siraeoae’s 

star ~s r~sin$, and r~$htful[y so, The prob~enl for Aria[ice is the same that it faces with the host of world-class strikers 

the c[tR:, [~as t:brned ouL eve{ 1]he years, Siraeone’s success wi~[ raake it al.t the har~Jer to keep him around, 

The hierarchy ot: b.’[uropean soccer it; as sire[iliad as it: has ever bee~. Clubs can iaI[ brii!,I[y out: el 1:he top Ion/el with 

underwheiming season or two (see: Clnited~ ~4anchester}, Read More 

Klinsmann expecting German progression - fl’om glFA,com: "But we think they wi[[ a[ready be qua[iliad before our 

Donovan plays out third act of an amazing saga o from Soccer America’s £k£~e Mahoney: "There’s been a tot of prayers 

that have come back on our national team and we sti[[ be[ieve we have the best one." 

MLS Expansion: How much is too much? - from Soccer[y’s Robert Bu~’ns: It’s a[[ about cydes~ 

Tim Cahill finds the perfect fit for his relentless spirit in New York ¯ item Fox Soccer’s Leander Schaedaeckens: 
Cahi[] could have s~;.,ned just about anywhere in the wor[d at that point. 

Beckham’s soccer stadium plan hits obstacle at Po~Miami - from The ~iarm Hera[d’s Doug{as Hanks: 



DC United’s Ben Olsen asserts Atlantic Cup remains relevant: "l still respect the rivalry in a big way" o frem 

~4LSso~:cer4:om’s Pab]o Mauler; ’1 still respe~:t the nvaby ii~ a big way~" United’s head ~:oach to{d t~LSsoccer~com after 

~rainin~ on Wednesday. 

Soccer TV: Liverpool - Manchester City and FA Cup 
semifinals 

The highlight, games from q~e weekend soccer TV schedule are Liverpool .. ManchesLer CiLy on Sunday in the Premier 

League and 1:be FA Cup semifinals. 

Liverpool - Man~:hes~:er (:it~ is on Sunday at: 8: SOam en NBCSN~ Mw}rpoet bare a two-point ~ead a~: 1:be tep of ~he 

Premier League table w~th ~ancheste~ city 4 points behind in 3rd, Of concern to everyone ~n the title fight, ~¢tanchester 
City a~so have two games m hand over the rest of the top four. Dve~ pool beat West Ham 2-1 last Sunday and 

,~,~anchesLer OiLy $oL a 4.1 w~n over Se~Lhampton, 

’~Fhe beauty for us is d~a~. this game is at/~nfield~" Live~ pool’s Brendan Rogers said, "It’s a special place to play football. 

We wifl unleash the supporters this weekend oi~ the epponei~t and it’s a very, vel~£ difficult p~ace now fo~ people to come 

asd p[ay, } ser~se a ~’ea[ 8es{a]~a about {he ~)[a(:e at ~:he momel~:. "[’here’s ~ re~] ~ree~ ef the old h~ve~oe] arid ~’]{ a[ways 

[espect that, but it’s 1rope[tent that }t hetps drive us tolsvard in the future as a mot}vat}or, rather than a hh~dn~nce." 

the FA Cup semifinals, Wigan host Arsenal on Saturday at 12pro on Fox Sports 2. Hulf City - Sheff}e/d Ui~ited is oi~ Fox 

Sperl:!~ I el: 1 ~ am~ 

Saturday 

FA Cup semiiina/on Fox Spo~ Ls 2: Wigan ¯ A~sena/at lepta, Premier League on NBCSN: Fulham - ~qorw~ch CiLy at loam. 

Champ}onship on be~N Sport: Q[;R - Nottingham Fo~est at 7am and Surn[ey - 161dd]esbrough at loam. Read More 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Coordinated tryout process would help relieve spring stress 

Friday, April 11,2014 

Coordinated tryout process would 
spring stress 

@" Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

help relieve 

By Tyler Isaacson 

Soccer teams are finally able to get outside to begin their practices in preparation for the spring season. It’s a far 

cry from the indoor space many of us have been confined to for the past few months here in the New York-New 

Jersey area. 

The mood turns from a highly anticipated spring season to a fragmented mess within a few days. Barely a game 

or two into the season and the emails start coming in bunches .... "Tryouts for the fall 2014 season next week." Did I just 

read that correctly? Maybe they meant to say next month? 

It seems like each year tryouts get earlier and earlier in a race to be the first. Do clubs actually think that holding their tryouts 

first will yield early commitments from players who are currently in the beginning of their spring season with another team? We 

are talking about youth soccer, right? 

The only thing an early tryout does is cause chaos for the club holding the tryouts and the players who feel they need to 

attend them. Rumors fly on who is leaving the team, who is getting cut and the ripple-effect travels to other teams wondering if 

they will have enough players to keep their squad together. 

This tryout process is a mess and continues to drive coaches, players and parents out of the game. I have a solution that is 

currently used by another team sport that may help improve this process. 

Here is how it would work: 

Academy clubs hold tryouts first, at the end of the spring season. This would give players the opportunity to tryout for a higher 

level team if they wanted. Town club teams hold tryouts the week after Academy tryouts. If players did not make the Academy 

team(s) or want other options, town clubs hold their tryouts the following week. Every town club holds its tryouts during that 

week and players are free to jump from tryout to tryout during the week. 

¯ This keeps the majority of the spring season intact without the tryout interference. 

¯ Players, coaches and parents can plan their schedules around tryout week instead of going to a new tryout week after week 

through the spring season. 

¯ New team rosters are announced once the tryout week is complete. 

Players are aware of when tryouts are going to be held. 

This is a simple process that would be easy to implement with suppod from your state organization. There is nothing more 

disappointing for a coach to hear three weeks into the spring season that a handful of players are leaving after the season= 

There is nothing worse than for a player to hear from a teammate that new players are coming to the team and they are going 

to be cut after the season. 

The tryout process will always be a stressful time for everyone involved, but there is definitely room for improvement! 

(Tyler Isaacson is a club president, travel coach, recreation coach, youth playef; college player and dad. He has 30 years of 

playing and coaching experience and is founder of youthsoccer101, an online coaching development tool used by over 50,000 

coaches nationwide. He can be reached at tyler@youthsoccerlOl.com) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Friday, April 11, 2014 
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[,earn to Create a Positive Team Culture 

i~i The2014 Urban Soccer Symposium Presented by Soccer Shots The U.S. Soccer 

Foundation 

e Creating a positive team cuitu.~e 

Fo~ more i!:Iorrsa@)8 and s c : mpiele ii.si of t~pi(:a (:crete(t, plea ~e view l:t?e course agenda 

Secure you.~ spot today a~d REGISTER to.~ the Special Topics Diploma o~: U.~ban Socce.~ Coaching! Please biote; 
Tt~e..’e is a $35 ~egistraliels Ie8 le participate ils Ibis course, This coat is ..",or i..",cluded in you.." Urban Soccer 
8ympo.sium regi ~b~!lion fees 

Stili haven’t ~egistered for ti:e 2014 Urban Soccer Symposium? Space is ~illir:g up fasil REGISTER for the 

Symposium ~o~,’~’ ~,e e..",sure you don’t miss out e~s our amazi~sg featured speakers a..",d our dive..’s8 offsri..",g o~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 4:14 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, April 12, 2014 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 6 kicks off on Saturday .... English FA Cup semifinals are Saturday and Sunday .... The NWSL kicks 
off its second season this weekend and all of the women’s league’s regular season games will be streamed live on liNil 

L~L~J YouTube. _. Week 1 on NASL action includes an Indy Eleven-Carolina clash on Saturday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is atways subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on st~eamh~g devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is ~#dated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

England QPR-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) 7:10 am. 

England BURNLEY-MIDDLESBROUGH (live) 10 am. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) neon. 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain CELTA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 10 am. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-LEVANTE (live) noon. 

Spain GRANADA-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm= 

Spain REAL MADRID-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

italy ROMA-ATALANTA (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH-STUTTGART (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-PACHUCA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-PUMAS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-TIJUANA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES=MONTERREY (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS TORONTO-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHICAGO (live) 4 pro. 

MLS PHILADELPHiA-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm, 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-HOUSTON (live)5 pro, 

MLS D,C. UNITED-NEWYORK (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SEATTLE (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS PORTLAND-CHIVAS USA (live) 10:30 pm. 



MLS LOS ANGELES-VANCOUVER (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

France LILLE-VALENCIENNES (live) 10:45 am. 

Russia ZENIT-KRASNODAR (live) 11:15 am. 

France AJACCIO-BORDEAUX (live) 1:45 pm. 

Italy ROMA-ATALANTA (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3 

NASL INDY ELEVEN-CAROLINA (live), 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup WIGAN-ARSENAL, Semifinal (live) Noon. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-TOTTENHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-NEWCASTLE (live) 10 am. 

England SUNDERLAND-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SAMPDORIA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France LYON-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-CHELSEA (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BETIS-SEVILLA (live) 6 am. 

italy NAPOLI-LAZIO (live) 9 am= 

Spain VALENCIA-ELCHE (live) 11 am. 

Spain GETAFE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-RAYO (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CLUB AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands PSV EINDHOVEN-FEYENOORD (live) 10:30 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-DEFENSOR (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina COLON-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:30 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

UniMas 

MLS SAN JOSE-COLUMBUS (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-MONARACAS 9live) 6 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico TOLUCA-LEON (live) 1 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV-ANZHI (live) 5:15 am. 
Ita l y BOLOG NA-PARMA (live) 6:15 a m. 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-FIORENTINA (live) 8:45 am. 

France REIMS-ST ETIENNE (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain JAEN-BARCELONA B (live) 10:45 am. 

Spain EIBAR-TENERIFE (live) 11:45 am. 



Spain ALAVES-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) Noon. 

italy AC MILAN-CATANIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3 
Nethelands AJAX-DEN HAAG (live), 10:45 Am. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

FA Cup HULL CITY-SHEFFIELD UNITED, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

~’~ONDAY, Ap~i~ ~4 

BelN SPORTS 

italy UDINESE-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-MALAGA (live) 4 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 
England READING-LEICESTER CITY (live) 2:45 pro. 

TUESDAY, ApB’{~ ~ 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pro. 

WEDNESDAY, April i~ 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

* U.S. LEAGUES MVE STREA~I~NG 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - wvvw.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, April 12, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 
If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infnsiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 6:38 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Defend Like Bayern Munich, Speed and Agility Circuit, Combinalion Play and Mo~e... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Ar~son! 
Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Email Newsletter. I have another personal video 

giving details of each of the five articles we have for you this week 

Click here for more details on our Best Offer Ever with $371 of free eBooks and videos 

This Weeks Articles 

~/CC Newsletter.- Game Realistic I v 

ii~iiiCoaching Soccer Tactics .- Porto’s Midfield Protection Tactics 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter -. Low Dives Hi~lh Dives and Scrambles 

FineSoccer Drills Newsletter .- Shootin~ and Finishinq From Wide 

~ oaching Advanced Players - Man Marking in Midfield 

Best Wishes, 



Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. I had some spare time one afLernoon last week arld came up with this [or a laugh. If you can think 

of any other c:apLk~rls we would Iow~ Lo hear therrl. F’ost iL in the Comments section of Lhe bloq here. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seating Solutions <mmketing seatings~lutions.com@mai1312.us3.mcdlv.net> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 7:38 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Cost ettbctive press box alternative 

Seating Solutions Sales ¯ Rentals ¯ and More!. 888-959-7328 
Rentals I Sales I Scorers Platform I About Us I Contact Us 

Free Name Plate with a Purchase of a Scorers Platform* 

X:: Scorers Platform 

The platform comes with wheels, 30" elevation, attached 
code compliant access stairs, and built in bench and scorers 

table. Perfect for Lacrosse, Soccer, Baseball, and football. 
Available with custom accessories such as fabric canopy, 
team name, modesty panel, and attached camera tower. 

Xll More Info 

i i~ Scorers Platforms 

ELEVATED 
SCORERS 
PLATFORM 

The Elevated Scorer’s 
Platform is a portable 
aluminum stage that allows 
score keepers, coaches, and 
announcers to get up above 

the players. 

.~iI More Info 

FEATURES 
¯ All aluminum construction 
¯ Portable with Jacks for 
uneven terrain 
¯ Code compliant stairs for 
access 
¯ Custom Options 

PLATFORM 

Standard Platform Game Day Platform Elite Platform 
(shown with options) (shown with options) (shown with options) 
30" elevation and seating for 4 All the benefits of our All the benefits of our 
spectators, equipped with code Standard Platform but with a Standard Platform but 
compliant access stairs,        deeper deck, sport stool along DOUBLE the size. 
wheels, leveling jacks for 
uneven terrain and a 14" front 
work desk. 

i i’~ Standard Platform 

.~i Custom Scorers Platform 

the back and seating for 7. 

~i GameDay Platform 

1 
Elite Platform 

CUSTOM 
PLATFORMS 
AVAILABLE 

For pricing and availability 
contact Lacey at: 

L Puleo@seatingsolutions.com 
or visit us online at 

www.SeatinqSolutions.com 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

The local teams made a loud statement on 
Saturday during the opening day of action at 
the 2014 ECNL National Event in San Diego. 
MORE: Standouts From the ECNL Weekend 

A technical midfielder is drawn to a mid- 
major power by the team’s style of play. Find 
out where he’s heading this fall. 

20:~A ~did~s BLUE CH:~P 
Tight contests, gusty winds, and a side dish 
of revenge highlighted the 2ND day of action 
at the adidas Blue Chip Women’s Showcase. 
MORE: adidas Blue Chip Standouts 

DID YOU SEE? 

The money of the Premier 
Leaque is poisoning its 
developmental well. 

The fastest goal in 
Champions League history 
happened 7 years ago. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

IMG Academy 

Summer is the time to outwork your 
competition and no soccer camp can better 
prepare you for an upcoming season than 
IMG Academy. As the home of the U.S. 
Soccer U-17 program and East Coast MLS 
Preseason Training, IMG Academy is where 
the pros go to improve. Now it’s your turn! 
Email soccer@imgacademy.com for more info. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 11:51 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : CEnt Dempsey keeps up torrid pace in Dallas homecoming 

Sunday, April 13, 2014 

Dempsey keeps up torrid pace in Dallas homecoming 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 6] Clint Dempsey followed up on his hat trick at 

Portland with two goals for the Seattle Sounders in his Dallas 

homecoming, a 3-2 win at previously unbeaten FC Dallas. Dempsey, 
who set the club record for most goals in back-to-back games, 
could have had another hat trick as a vicious volley rattled the 

crossbar in the second half....Read the whole story 

Commissioner Oarber to be treated for prostate cancer 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Major League Soccer announced on Saturday 

that Commissioner Don Garber has been diagnosed with prostate 

cancer. A series of comprehensive tests determined that the 
cancer has not spread, and based on the stage of his cancer, he is 

expected to have a full recovery. Garber, who has been MLS’s 

commissioner since 1999, wiR continue managing the league during 
treatment....Read the whole story 

Howard’s Ever[on jumps ahead of Arsenal 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] While Arsenal was struggling to put away 

~gan in the semifinals of the FA Cup, Tim Howard’s Ever[on moved 
ahead of the Gunners and into fourth place in the English Premier 

League with a 1-0 win at Sunderland, its seventh straight victory. 

Jozy AItidore, listed as injured, again sat out for the Black Cats, 

who are seven points in the relegation zone with five games to 
play....Read the whole story 

Thorns spoil Dash’s debut before 8,097 Houston fans 

by Soccer America 

[HWSL: Week 1] Midfielder Allie Long’s goal on a header in the first 

half stood up for a 1-0 win for the defending champion Portland 

Thorns, who spoiled the debut of the expansion Houston Dash 

before 8,097 fans at BBVA Compass Stadium on Saturday night. 
...Read the whole story 

Indy Eleven settles for draw before sellout crowd 

by Soccer America 

[HASL: Week 1] Expansion Indy Eleven drew a sellout crowd of 

11,048 for its first game at Carroll Stadium, but it had to settle for a 

1-1 tie with the Carolina RaiiHawks....Read the whole story 

Span winner moves Orlando City into first place 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 4] Defending champion Orlando City moved into 

first place in USL PRO with its second consecutive win, a 1-0 

decision over the Charleston Battery on FC Dallas loan player Brian 
Span’s first goal....Read the whole story 

Wonderful bike gamewinner in Oklahoma high school game 

by Mike Woitaila 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] The Beautiful Game stretches far and wide, as 
demonstrated by this world-class goat in an Oklahoma high school 

game that you’ll probably end up wanting to watch a few times 

over. It also happened to be the overtime gamewinner....Read the 
whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"1 am not better than any other coach, but no one 
is better than me." 

-- Chelsea coach Jose Mourinho. (GQ.com) 

What They’re Saying 

"We’re behind the eight ball. There’s plenty 
examples of teams that have started slow and have 

won it all. But in the end, we’re not where we 
wanted to be at this point, and we’ve got to step it 

up. There’s nothing we can do but get back to 

work." 

-- Portland coach Caleb Porter after the Timbers 

blew another lead at home and had to settle for a 
I-I tie with once-lowly Chivas USA, which outshot 

the Timbers, 13-8, and only gave up a goal on a play 
when its captain, Carlos 8ocanegra, was off the 

field changing his cleats. (MLSSoccer.com) 

% Millionaire club up to 12 players 

Z, Man. Uni~d-Real Madrid sells out ’The Big 

House’ 

3, Uni~sion releases World Cup ~e~ng app 

4, New (interim) coach, similar result 

5. Liverpool’s Sturridge surprises school 

children 

::i~.~ ......... . %~ You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

~~ membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future dick here. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedbtitz®mait.feedbtitz.com> on behatf of 
US Soccer Prayers Newstetter <newstetter®usnstpa.com> 

Monday, Aprit 14, 2014 12:04 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson®emait.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Apr 14, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers - Apr 14, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Serie A on belN Sport: Udinese - Juventus at 2:30pm. La Liga on belN en Espanot: 

Athtetic Bitbao - Mataga at 4pm. All Times Eastern 

Soccer Scores: 
Agudelo 

Everton 1 - Sunderland O, goal for 

Tim Howard and Everton shutout Sundertand in the Premier League in a weekend where their city rivats Liverpoot took 

controt at the top of the tabte. Everton won their 7th Premier League game in a row and are now 4 points behind 

Manchester City. Everton hotd the finat Europa League quatification spot in the Premier League. In the Nethertands, 

Juan Agudelo scored for Utrecht in the Nethertands in the weekend USMNT abroad soccer scores in Europe and Mexico. 

We start with another dean sheet for Tim Howard, with Everton now 2 points ahead of Arsenat after a 1-0 win over 

Sundertand in the Premier League. The difference in the game was a 75th minute own goat at the Stadium of Light. 

Howard needed 5 saves for the shutout, Sundertand ted in shots on goat 5 to Everton’s 4 with both teams tevet on corners 

with 6 each. Sundertand atso had the read over Everton on possession with 54%. 

"Seven straight wins in the Premier League is not an easy star to achieve with the diversity of stytes you face, the 

requirements of the prayers and the stage of the season," Everton manager Roberto Martinez said. "It is pteasing, but 

mostty for the prayers. To do it (seven straight wins), you need to be prepared to have reatty high standards and be 

prepared sometimes to suffer and sometimes to be expansive. It’s a great star to have but, as you can imagine, we want 

to expand that." 

Juan Agudelo subbed on in the 36th minute and scored the game winner 4 minutes tater in Utrecht’s 2-1 win over 

Heractes. Agudeto’s goat doubted the read with Heractes putting a goat back in the 64th minute at Stadion Gatgenwaard. 

Heractes finished a man down after an 85th minute red card. Utrecht are 11th in the tabte. Aron Johannsson subbed 

out in the 68th minute for AZ in their 1-1 draw with NEC in front of 15,344 fans at AFAS Stadion. AZ opened the scoring 

in the 55th minute from the penatty spot with NEC equatizing in the 87th. AZ are 7th in the Eredivisie. Read More 

MLS Week 6: Another strong performance from Clint 
Dempsey 
The highlight from week 6 of the 2014 MLS season was Seattte Sounders forward C[int Dempsey once again asserting 

himself. Dempsey scored twice in Seattle’s 3-2 win over FC Dallas at Toyota Stadium. Dallas took the lead with a David 

Texeira goat in the 10th minute. C[int Dempsey responded with a 22nd minute equalizer. Michel put Dallas up in the 

42nd minute, but a Dattas own-goat tied the score in the 75th. Dempsey scored Seattte’s winner in the 85th minute. 

It’s atways good to perform wett in Texas because that’s where I devetoped my game in Nacogdoches and driving to 

Dallas playing my dub bait. A tot of friends and family were here and it’s nice to perform we[[, but like I said, the most 



important thing is we got the win for the team and we need to keep getting points like that, and I think you’ll see us 

start to put in better performances and we’ll tighten up and we’ll get it right. 

"It’s always good to perform well in Texas because that’s where I developed my game in Nacogdoches and driving to 

Dallas playing my club ball," Dempsey said. "A lot of friends and family were here and it’s nice to perform well, but like I 

said, the most important thing is we got the win for the team and we need to keep getting points like that, and I think 

you’ll see us start to put in better performances and we’ll tighten up and we’ll get it right." 

In front of 19,313 at Olympic Stadium, Montreal drew 1-1 with the Chicago Fire. Jack Mclnerney scored in the 43rd 

minute after joining Montreal last week. Quincy Amarikwa equalized for Chicago in the 54th minute. Colorado shutout 

Toronto 1-0 at BMO Field. Edson Buddle scored Colorado’s winner in the 77th minute. Toronto was without designated 

players Michael Bradley and Jermain Defoe. Read More 

What is a National Team? 
By Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, DC (Mar 31, 2014) US Soccer Players - What is a national team, anyway? Is it a 

cohesive unit forged over many years, or a collection of a country’s best 15 to 20 players at any given moment? 

Fans of the USMNT who aren’t deeply familiar with the history of the Women’s National Team may have been confused 

by the intriguing events around the USWNT over the past week, as head coach Tom Sermanni was suddenly fired. US 

Soccer revealed that news via an eyebrow-raising press release at 10pm ET last Sunday night. Sermanni was just over a 

year into his four-year contract. 

Sermanni has a strong coaching record built mainly in Australia with both men’s and women’s teams. He was the top 

selection from US Soccer’s wide-ranging search for the successor to Pia Sundhage. She was the singing, guitar-playing 

Swede who led the US Women to the 2012 Olympic gold medal. 

Replacing Sundhage also required refreshing the No. 1 team in the world. The USWNT’s battle-tested core needs an 

infusion of new talent in time for the 2015 Women’s World Cup in Canada. So, Sermanni duty brought in a wide range of 

new players to several camps and friendlies over the first year of his tenure. Some were college-aged, others late- 

blooming pros. All seemed like complementary parts to incumbent superstars like Abby Wambach, Alex Morgan and 

Megan Rapinoe. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
The Tuesday soccer TV schedule has Arsenal - West Ham United in the Premier League and Cruz Azul - Toluca in the 

opening leg of the CONCACAF Champions League final. Also on the soccer TV schedule, Borussia Dortmund host 

Wolfsburg in the DFB Pokal, Germany’s domestic cup competition. 

Arsenal - West Ham United at 2:45pm on NBCSN. 5th-place Arsenal trail 4th-place Everton by 2 points in the Premier 

League table. 1 lth-place West Ham United are tied on points with 12th-place Crystal Palace. Arsenal advanced on 

penalties over Wigan Athletic in the FA Cup semifinals on Saturday. West Ham United’s last game was a 2-1 loss to 

Premier League leaders Liverpool on April 6th. 

"We want to achieve it and that’s simple," Arsenal manager Arsene Wenger said of finishing in the top four. ’M/e just 

want to not imagine the consequences of not doing it, what you want is just to focus on doing it. That’s where I think we 

have the focus, the quality of the spirit, we have the desire and we are slowly getting our players back so the squad is 

not depleted any more. It’s much more stronger than it was two or three weeks ago." 

Cruz Azul - Toluca meet in the first-leg of the CONCACAF Champions League final on Fox Sports 2 at 8pm. Cruz Azul 

advanced with a 2-1 aggregate win over Tijuana and Toluca beat Alajuelense 3-0. 

Borussia Dortmund - Wolfsburg in the DfB Pokal finishes up the Tuesday soccer TV schedule on ESPN Deportes and 

Univision Deportes at 2:30pm ET. 
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,~onday, April 14,201q 

Record five teams still winless through Week 6 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 6] Chris Wondolowski joined fellow World Cup hopefuls 

Clint Dempsey (two goats), Kyle Beckerman and Maurice Edu on the 

scoreboard, but the San Jose Earthquakes had to settle for a 1-1 

tie with the Columbus Crew that left it still without a win. After 

Week 6, five teams are still seeking their first win, more than 

double than in any of the last five years....Read the whole story 

Agudelo scores Utrecht winner, Farfan scores in debut 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Four minutes after entering the game in the 

first half, Juan Agudelo scored what proved to be the winning goal 

for FC Utrecht in its 2-1 win over Heracles in the Dutch Eredivisie. 
Michael Farfan scored in his debut for Liga MX leader Cruz Azul, 

white a pair of young Californians, Dennis FIores and Miguel Palafox 

made their first starts for Torneo Apertura champion Leon in it 2-I 

loss at Toluca ...Read the whole story 

World Cup countdown continues for MLS hopefuls 
by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK ILl SOCCER: April 14-20] Only four weeks remain before 

MLS players learn whether they’ve been invited to the U.S. World 
Cup camp that beans May 14 at Stanford. A couple of big matches 

-- Real Salt Lake-Portland and FC Dallas-Toronto FC -- highlight a full 

slate of MLS matches on Saturday. The week also includes the 

announcement of the MLS expansion team in Atlanta. It also 

features the first airing of the ESPH documentary "Hillsborough" 
and ends on Easter with David Moyes’ return to Everton as the 

embattled manager of Manchester United .... Read the whole story 

No Wambach, no problem for Flash 

by Soccer America 

[HWSL: Week 1] Even without star Abby Wambach, sidelined with a 

facial injury [fractured orbital bone below her left eye) picked up 
in Thursday’s U.S. national team game against China, the Western 

Hew York Flash made easy work of the Washington Spirit, opening 

its HWSL season with a 3-1 thanks to two goals and an assist from 

Spanish newcomer Vicki Losada. Two goals by Scottish 

international Kim Little in her IIWSL debut gave the Seattle Reign a 
3-0 win over the Boston Breakers .... Read the whole story 

Cosmos pound Silverbacks in Soccer Bowl rematch 

by Soccer America 

[HASL: Week 1] The defending champion Hew York Cosmos opened 

their 2014 season Sunday afternoon with a 4-0 victory over the 

Atlanta Silverbacks, whom they had beaten in Soccer Bowl 2013, 
before 7,906 fans at Shuart Stadium. Carlos Mendes, who had gone 
10 years without a goal~ scored twice for the Cosmos in the first 

half....Read the whole story 

Energy explosion in second half in Arizona 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 4] OKC Energy FC got goals from four different 

players set up by four other players in a 4-0 win over Arizona 

United Saturday evening at the Peoria Sports Complex in a match 

that drew 2,888 fans at the Peoria Sports Complex for Arizona’s first 
game of the season .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"How, it’s starting to creep in a little bit. It’s stilt far 

from pushing the panic button, far from anything 

like that. But now it’s getting to the point ... that 
[we’re] going, ’What the hell is going on here?’" 

-- Mike Petke, coach of the winless Hew York Red 
Bulls, after falling I-0 to D.C. United. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

U.S. U-20s rally to beat River Plate 

by Soccer America 

[DALLAS CUP] The U.S. under-20 national team 
opened play in the Gordon Jago Super Group at 
the Dr Pepper Dallas Cup with a 3-2 win over 

Argentine club River Plate’s U-19 team....More 

1. Millionaire club up to 12 players 

2o Man. United-Real Madrid sells out ’The Big 
House’ 

3, Univision releases World Cup viewing app 

4, New (interim) coach, similar result 

5, Liverpool’s Sturridge surprises school 
children 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RVA Football Club <rva£c@rvafootballclub.com> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 1:54 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

FXBG Football Club National Premier Soccer League OPEN-TRYOUT 

FXBG FC joins NPSL for 



2015 
will serve as RVA FC feeder team 

By Tom Leiss 
The National Premier Soccer League 
(NPSL) has accepted FXBG FC 
(Fredericksburg, Va.) into the 
league, with it begim~ing play as an 
expansion team for the 2015 season 
During 2014, the team will be 
training and playing friendlies while 
building its player pool and getting 

its name out in the communi~z in 
anticipation for its official entrance 
into league play next year 
The team would enter the Mid- 
Atlantic Conference, which is the 
home of reiN~ing 2103 N~PSL 
National Champion RVA Football 
Club. 

TRYOUT FEE 
$25 

*FXBG FC "FutBolr" T-Shirt included 

FXBG Football Club 

For Further Information regarding the FXBG FC / RVA FC 
Reserve 2014 Program 

www.rvafootballclub.com/RESERVES.html 



www.facebook.com/fxbgfootballclub.com 

Forward this email 

Update Profile/EmaiJ Address ~nstant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribeT’~ Privacy Policy, 

RVA Football Club :: 9662 Old Elys Ford Rd Fredericksburg :: VA :: 22zi07 



W~TH GO PRO WORKOUTS ONLINE TRAINING YOU CAN: 

Track Your Progress 
and identify Stren~lths 

and Weaknesses 

Connect & Challenge 
your Friends° invite 

friends and earn free 
workouts, 

Schedule, Photos~ and 
More° Meet and 

compete with other 



S~--ilOP GPW WORKOUTS 

Spoll~ specific Off-Season, Pre-Season, and In-Season~: training programs 
developed by GPW trainers and coaches, 

o .. oS/---tOP 

~\~UTR~T~ON PLANS 
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To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 
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Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Liverpool’s Steven Gerrard Emotional After Win Over Man City 

By Ross Fadner, Monday, April 14, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Gerrard Emotiena~ After City Win 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Steven Gerrard was close to tears following Liverpool’s "emotional" 3-2 win against Manchester City on 

Sunday, which he described as his team’s "biggest statement" in the Premier League title race so far. "It was 

emotional, very emotional," the Liverpool captain said after the game. "But we need to keep calm. There are still 

four big games to come but that meant so much. They got back into the game and you fear the worst at that point, 

but I think today we showed that we are going to go to the wire. We are going to go all the way. Nothing has been 

won yet but that was the biggest statement we have made so far." 

Liverpool began the game brightly, jumping out to a 2-0 lead midway through the first half thanks to goals from 

Raheem Sterling and Martin Skrtel, only for City to respond through a pair of David SHva-inspired goals early in 

the second half. With 12 minutes still to play, the game looked to be headed for a draw, until a botched clearance 

from City captain Vincent Kompany landed right in the path of Philippe Ooutinho, who coolly slotted home the 

winner. 

Liverpool is new firmly out on its own in first-place following Sunday’s win with just four games left to go in the 

season. Second-place Chelsea, which won 1-0 at Swansea, is just two points behind, while third-place City is seven 

points behind but with two games in hand. Liverpool will be without Jordan Henderson for its next game at Norwich 

after the midfielder received a straight red card for a late challenge on Samir Nasri. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Ance~otti: Copa Final CouM Be a Catalyst 
ESPN FC 

Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti has said that victory in Wednesday’s Copa del Rey final against Barcelona 

would give his team a crucial boost as it continues to fight for the La Liga title as well as a record tenth European 

Cup trophy. Real is currently second in La Liga, three points behind leader Atletico Madrid with five games left to 

play. The Spanish giant is also through to the UEFA Champions League semifinal where it will meet defending 

champ Bayern Munich in a two-game series. 

In an interview with RealMadrid.com, coach Ancelotti said that the psychological impact of winning or losing 

Wednesday’s final at the Mestalla would be huge. "On a mental level, I think [the final] will be very important," the 

Italian said. "1 think after this game, the side that wins will have more motivation, illusion and desire to play their best 

until the end of the season. I think from a mental point of view, it will be very important." 

Barcelona has won both La Liga clashes against Real this season, but Ancelotti doesn’t feel that past games will 

have any impact on the final. "1 don’t think that there will be a psychological advantage for what happened in the 

past," he said. "The present is a complicated game for both Barcelona and Real Madrid. We have to play well, with 

excitement, motivation and with a lot of concentration to try and win it." 

- Read the whole story... 

Martino: Barca Should Have Won 
Football Espana 

Gerardo Martino bemoaned his team’s poor finishing as Barcelona lost 1-0 at Granada on Saturday. Martino’s 

men are nowthird in the La Liga table, four points behind leader Atletico Madrid and one point behind Real Madrid. 

After the game, the Argentine coach refused to blame his players. "It’s clear that the league doesn’t depend on us," 

he said. "But I have no reason to criticize my team. We have tried in every way and we had chances. It didn’t go for 

us today and we must realize we haven’t been fine in our finishing. Barca clearly should have won. The result is a 

shock that happens very occasionally in soccer." 

Martino noted that Wednesday’s Copa del Rey final against Real Madrid would be crucial: "After two defeats in the 

Champions League and the league the locker room feels something important is missing," he said. "Wednesday’s 



game doesn’t depend on this. It’s a final and we must go to win. I can’t feel good after these results but we will keep 

trying." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Die.,qo Costa lnigre~ While Scoring 
ESPN.co.uk 

Diego Costa, Atletico Madrid’s top scorer, injured himself while scoring Atletico’s second goal during its 2-0 win 

against Getafe. After stretching to meet a ball from Adrian Lopez, Costa managed to knock the ball over the line 

before crashing into the post. Though the Brazilian striker had to be stretchered off, the club maintains that he has 

only suffered a deep cut and will be available for the first-leg of Atleti’s UEFA Champions League semifinal against 

Chelsea next week. 

- Read the whole story... 

Bayer~’s ’Bad BaV at the Office’ 
Goal.corn 

Bayern Munich goalkeeper Manuel Neuer downplayed the significance of his team’s 3-0 thumping at the hands of 

Borussia Dortmund at the Allianz Arena over the weekend. While some in the German press worry that Bayern has 

taken its foot off the pedal after easing to another German league title this season, Neuer simply blamed the loss on 

"a bad day at the office." 

- Read the whole story... 

We~ger: FA Cup Fina~ Can Provide League Boost 
Guardian 

Arsene Wenger believes that reaching the FA Cup final against Hull City will give his team the end-of-season 

boost it needs to recover its UEFA Champions League place ahead of Everton, which overtook the Gunners in 

fourth spot in the Premier League table over the weekend thanks to its 1-0 win at Sunderland. Wenger’s men were 

at Wembley, where they needed a penalty shootout to outlast defending champ Wigan Athletic in the FA Cup 

semifinal following a 1-1 draw after overtime. 

"We have a target now for the end of the season, something to look forward to in the FA Cup final, but in the 

meantime we can concentrate on the league," Wenger said after his team lost its grip on fourth-place. "Hopefully 

this success in the Cup can give us a lift in our remaining league fixtures." 

The Frenchman added: "Wigan were impressive, but I knew they would be. They showed how they managed to 

knock Man City out in the quarterfinal. We were under big pressure and I was relieved at the end, but when we 

needed to show some character and resilience, that was what we did." 

Meanwhile, Wigan coach Uwe Roesler, was proud of his team’s display. "1 couldn’t ask for any more, not only 

today but since I walked through the door at the football club," Roesler said. "We did very well against one of the 

top teams in the country. All credit to my boys, we tried to attack when we could, but because I am a German I didn’t 

think it was necessary to practice penalties." 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Brazi~ Not Ready’ to Host World Cup 
Associated Press 

We’re only two months ahead of the opening game of the 2014 World Cup, and Brazil doesn’t look all that ready, 

the AP reports. For one thing, the stadiums aren’t finished, and all the promised infrastructure work hasn’t been 

completed yet, either. To make matters worse for the organizers, the tournament is expected to be hit by 

widespread protests from demonstrators who are unhappy about corruption, poor public sePvices, and the billions of 

dollars being spent on the World Cup this summer and the Olympic Games two years later. 

- Read the whole story... 
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To~ 

S~bje~: 

US Youth Soccer <broadcast@usyouthsoccer,org> 
Monday, April 14, 2014 7:0:[ PM 

Dorrance, Albert A :IV <anson@email,unc,edu> 
20:[4 US Youth Soccer Presidents Cup to Kick Off Summer of Competition 

To view this message ir~ a browse% piease click here 

ii.~.i1 160x160 PCup gen logo 

:~:: F’CUP STILL 

FR[S(:O, Texas (Aitrii :N, 2~4) - US Youth Soccer is pleased to announce the 
summer schedule for the 2014 US Youth Soccer Regional and National 
Presidents ~Cup competitions. Boys and Girls teams, in the Under-:r3 through 
Under47 age groups, will compete in their respective regional events across 
the nation to earn a way to the US Youth Soccer National Presidents Cup, ~uly 
:[043 at the MESA Soccer Complex in Greenville, S.C. 

The US Youth Soccer Presidents Cup is designed for teams seeking additional 
challenges to play for a national title against teams of similar abilities. The 
cup provides a progressive, competitive experience to teams that might not 
otherwise get the opportunity to participate in a series of unique experiences 
highlighting competition, camaraderie and community from the state to 
regional to national levels of US Youth Soccer, 

Learn more about the 2014 US Youth Soccer Regional and National Presidents 
Cup events below: 

:Ki 2014 R i PCUP g 

..... " eneric-tes! 

::~:: REGION ii Presid 

ents Cup generic 

WEB 

S~e~ ~e~ Pa, j Mey 23-26, 2014 
Slippery Rock University / Dicks Sportsplex / North Boundary Park 

Overia~4 Par~ Kay, i ;une ~2-~5~ 2014 
Overland Park Soccer Complex 



REGION iii Presi 

dents Cup generi 

c WEB 

REGION IV Pr~i 

dents Cup generi 

c WEB 

NAT]ONAL- 

Presidents43up- 

FINAUgeneric- 

De~at~D Ai~. ~ ~une 12-15~ 2014 
3acl< A~Jen Comp~e:< / Sp~r~ of America Fields 

Norgan Hi||~ (:a~if, I ]une 11-15, 2014 
Morgan Hill Sports Complex 

MESA Socce~ Complex 

For more information on the US Youth Soccer Presidents Cup, visit 
www.~SYouthSoccer.org/Presi~e~ts~up. 

Note: The US Youth Soccer Presidents Cup is a separate series of events from 
the US Youth Soccer National Championship Series, 

### 

About the U~ite4 States Youth Soccer Association (~S Youth Soccer) - US 
Youth Soccer - "The Game for ALL Kids!@" - is the largest youth sports 
organization in the country and largest member of the United States Soccer 
Federation, the governing body of soccer in the United States. US Youth Soccer 
registers more than 3 million players annually, ages 5 to 19, and over 900,000 
administrators, coaches and volunteers in 55 member State Associations. US 
Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for players 
at every level of the game. For more information, visit 
www.~SYouthSoccer.org. 

~edia Request." When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, 
the largest youth sports organization in the United States, please refer to the 
association only as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or USYSA. We 
appreciate your cooperation. 

About the ~S Youth Soccer Presi~e#ts (:;up - The US Youth Soccer Presidents 
Cup provides a progressive, competitive experience to US Youth Soccer teams 
from the state to regional to national level. The Presidents Cup gives players 
an additional opportunity to compete against teams from across the country at 
a high level for the joy and the challenge of the game. It provides the chance 
to experience a unique US Youth Soccer event with camaraderie, community 
and competition through sport. 
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PPA Team <yourpeakperformanceteam@gmaJl.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 1:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

PPA 2014 - April Special Promotion! 

Dear Pro.sp,gotiw; College Soccer Piayer. 

l-h.9 ’.#.gunther is finally getling ’,varmbH W~th the warm weather, il:’s 

time to start thinking about ~he :’hottest" camp experience this 

summer Don’t be le~ out in the cold (ok. enodghmel:aphors)!!~ 

A ri{S ec~a~ 

mee~n~ with either VOU~ camp coach or ~he d~rec~or about your 

THE BEST COLLEGE COACHING STAFF AROUND! E)W?F 1:he 

past seven yeaFs, PPA has CONNECTED and PLACED more 

Mgh school aged players with college SocceF pFograms 

than ANY camp hs the country~ Don’t ~et your talents go 

unidentified or be undervahJed~ 

Piease take a look at our locations and dates there are plenty of 

options to fit it into your schedule if you want to put yourself in the 

best position to get seen by our nation’s top college coaches from 

every division and level! 

June 30-Ja~y 3 Rider Uaiversity (New Jersey} 

Mass 2 July 

NJ 2 July 13-f~ Rider Uuiversit? {New 



Each year, our goal is to provide top youth piayers wit~l t~le most 

beneficial experience they can find anywhere in the country The 

mission of PPA is t~,~o4old: (I) to offer high school piayers an 

~side ~ook at co~ege soccer, and (2) to create a p~afform for 

p~ayers to sho,,~’case their talents in front of the country’s top 

coaches Our staff ~s comprised of coaches from A~herst, 

Co~e~b~a, Rfi~eton, ~Pe~ and many other successful 

p~ogrsms During PPA’s h~ghqevel training enviromsent, each 

p~ayer will be persona~y coached to fu£her develop h~s own game, 

both technically and tactically 

ii~ [i~e PPA’s hi.g~-!-.ie~el training en~iroi~ment, eac’h piayer will be 

per.sonally coached to fur[her develop his own game, both 

tec[~n[aally and taat[cally No sessions will haw~ more tha~ 150 

players, you are not just a number at PPA you are ar~ indiv[dual~ 

Visit ~a at w~v peakpe~ormancesoccer.com 

~f you haw~ any queatk)ns, please feel free to contact our offk:e at 

413-992-7177 

Do~’t forget to follow us or~ TWITTER a~d "ii[,;e" us FACEBOOK for 

thia summer! 

S[naerely, 

P PA 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc edu by 

Peak Performance Soccer LLC 

7 Bayberry Lane, Hadley, MA, 01035 United States 

To stop receiving these emails, unsubscribe here. 
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Section 1: Atlanta deal may be too good to pass up 

Tuesday, ##[it 15, 2014 

Atlanta deal may be too good to pass up 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSION] Major League Soccer is set to unveil Atlanta as 

its 22nd club as Atlanta Falcons owner Arthur Blank, MLS 
Commissioner Don Garber and Atlanta Mayor Kasim Reed, among 

others, will be on hand at Ventanas Wednesday afternoon for what 
has been described as a "major announcement." Unlike David 

Beckham’s Miami team, whose launch is contingent on winning 

approval for a downtown soccer stadium, a plan is in place for a 

new Atlanta stadium. Here’s what we know about the stadium. 
...Read the whole story 

Report: NYCFC to play three seasons at Yankee Stadium 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] New York City FC will debut next season at 

Yankee Stadium -- no surprise -- but it wilt be forced to play at the 
baseball stadium for three seasons, the New York Times reported, 

according to two people familiar with the MLS team’s plans .... Read 

the whole story 

U.S. U-20s win second game in two days 

by Soccer America 

[DALLAS CUP] The U.S. under-20 national team made it two wins in 
two days in the Gordon Jago Super Group at the Dallas Cup with a 

3-0 victory over German club Eintracht Frankfurt’s U-19 team on 

goals by Benji Lopez, Zach Pfeffer and Romain Gall.< ...Read the 

whole story 

Just 14 of 31 World Cup hopefuls earn starts 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Danny Williams, who is bidding to make the 
U.S. World Cup short list of 30 players, started for Reading in its 1-I 

home draw with English League Championship leader Leicester City 

on Monday. For the weekend, he was one of only 14 out of 31 

World Cup hopefuls who started for their teams in action abroad. 
...Read the whole story 

Hooper named SPI marketing director 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] Former Soccer America markeUng executive 

John Nooper has been named director of markeUng and 

partnerships for Sport Pins International .... Read the whole story 

Own Goal of the Week 
by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] It can happen to the best of players -- 

Franz Beckenbauer once famously scored own goals in back-to- 

back games with Bayern Munich. In last weekend’s PALS action, FC 
Dallas defender Stephen Keel hit his own team’s net with help from 

Seattle’s Clint Dempsey....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"You have to attend the World Cup to [understand] 

what it means. It’s the most unusual sporting event 

I’ve ever attended, and rve attended thousands .... 
It’s in the air, it’s a palpable sense of energy that 

I’ve never quite experienced. It’s the most 

consequential sporting event in the world .... We 

have our Super Bowl, we have our World Series, the 

NBA Finals, March Madness, but my Lord, there is 
nothing quite like the World Cup." 

-- Vice President Joe Biden, who announced plans 

to attend the World Cup in Brazil, spealdng at the 
World Cup trophy tour in Washington. (Washington 

Post) 

What They’re Saying 

"Obviously it was nice to show him why I should 

have played more last year." 

-- Chicago’s Quincy Amarikwa after scoring in a I-I 
tie with Montreal, which is coached by Frank 

Klopas, who last season coached Chicago and gave 
Amarikwa only 299 minutes of playing time. It was 

Amarikwa’s third goal of the season. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

1, Wonderful bike gamewinner in Oklahoma 

high school game 

2, Record five teams still winless through 

Week 6 

3, New (interim) coach, similar result 

4, Poll: Limited U.S. interest in the World Cup 

5. Dempsey keeps up torrid pace in Dallas 

homecoming 
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TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner <news@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 10:35 AM 
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Attend a Camp where the Pro’s mad NationaJ Teams Play 

If you are having trouble viewing the email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 11:16 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Arsenal hosts West Ham in Tuesday EPL action .... The first leg of the all-Mexican Concacaf Champions League 

final is on Tuesday.... The Barcelona-Real Madrid Copa del Rey final is Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programmh~g listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and nel~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is apdated datty throughout the week.) 

TU~DAY~ Apri~ 15 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST HAM (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-TOLUCA, final, 1st leg (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

German Cup BORUSSIA DORTIVIUND-WOLFSBURG, semifinal (live) 2:25 pm ET. 

French Cup RENNES-ANGERS (live) 4:55 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, April ~ ~ 

ESPN 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:25 pro. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:25 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 6:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores LEON-BOLIVAR (live) 9 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-KAISERSLAUTERN, semifinal (live) 2:25 pm ET. 

French Cup GUINGAMP-MONACO (live) 4:55 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, April 17 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores THE STRONGEST-DEFENSOR (live) 8 pro. 

FRIDAY, #,~ril i8 

BelN SPORTS 

England BLACKPOOL=BURNLEY (live) Noon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ELCHE (live) 2:15 pm. 



BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ELCHE (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-JAGUARES (live) 10:30 pro. 

Be~N PLAY 

France SAINT ETIENNE-RENNES (live) 2:15 pm. 

Englnad DONCASTER ROVERS-DERBY (live) 2:15 pm. 

SATURDAY, Ap~’il 1~ 

NBGSN 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico MONTERREY-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico AMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE=TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-HOUSTON (live)4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-SAN JOSE (live) 6 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pro. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pro. 

SU~qDAY~ A~ri~ 20 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico PUMAS-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

MOftOAY, Ap~’il 21 

* LI.S. LISAGUES LIVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - vwvw.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, April 15, 2014 
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The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Apr 15, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers - Apr 15, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Arsenal - West Ham United at 2:45pm on NBCSN. Cruz Azul - Toluca meet in @ 

the first-re8 of the CONCACAF Champions Leasue finat on Fox Sports 2 at 8pm. 

Borussia Dortmund - Wotfsbur8 in the DfB Pokat finishes up the Tuesday soccer TV schedute on ESPN Deportes and 

Univision Deportes at 2:30pm ET. Al! Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We want to win. We are used to winning. So I think anythin9 that is not a win, especially at home, is 9oin9 to [eel like 

a loss. When you’re on the road, ~.lOU’ll swallow a draw. You’re not pla~.lin9 [or a draw, but i[ you 9et one, it’s not a 

bad result at all, but at home it’s important to 9et three points as much as possible. We’re behind the eight ball, 

obviously." Portland Timbers coach Caleb Porter. 

How many Americans care about soccer? 
By Jason Davis - WASHINGTON, DC (Apr 15, 2014) US Soccer Prayers - Maybe it just comes with the territory when 

discussin8 the status of soccer in America. It’s been 20 years since the USA hosted the Wortd Cup. That sinsutar, 

identifiabte moment was when soccer in America truty rose above "undersround" status. We stir[ have an insatiabte 

need to measure interest in soccer as a means to vatidate everythin8 that has happened since. 

Enter Reuters, and an item about a port on soccer interest in the United States. 

The detaits of the port atmost don’t matter, particutarty due to the tack of context provided by the story, but here there 

are for the sake of backsround: 

Eishty-six percent of Americans say they know nothin8 or very tittte about the Wortd Cup 

Two in three Americans do not ptan to fottow the tournament 

Seven percent say they ptan to fottow the Wortd Cup ctosety 

The author of the Reuters story framed those numbers, cutted from the responses of 1,416 peopte, with an 

overwhetminsty nesative tone. The openin8 of the articte su88ests home support for the USMNT when the team heads to 

Brazit this summer for the Wortd Cup coutd be "tepid." 

Inctuded in the story are random musings from individuat respondents that paints soccer as a sport of tittte interest in 

the United States. Onty a brief focus on ~reater interest amon~ Hispanic Americans does anythin~ to mitigate the 

message that soccer isn’t anymore poputar here than it was two decades a~o when FIFA took a chance on puttin~ their 

marquee event in the United States. Read More 

The importance of the backup  loalkeeper in a World 



Cup squad 
By Clemente Lisi - NEW YORK, NY (Apr 14, 2014) US Soccer Players - Former Argentina goalkeeper Sergio Goycochea 

became one of the unlikeliest stars of the 1990 World Cup. 

Like a Broadway understudy, Goycochea was the backup at that tournament to starter Nery Pumpido, who had helped 

Argentina win the World Cup four years earlier. With Pumpido the starter once again, Goycochea didn’t expect to see 

any action in Italy. 

That art changed very quickly. 

Pumpido broke his leg in the second game of the tournament against the Soviet Union. White Pumpido was stretchered 

off, Goycochea hastily put on his gloves and entered the match. Argentina had lost the opener 1-0 to Cameroon - a first 

for a reigning World Cup champion - and the team was on the brink of elimination after just one game. 

In what turned out to be an impressive run, Goycochea recorded a shutout against Brazil in the Round of 16 and saved 

penalties in the quarterfinals against Yugoslavia and semifinals versus Italy, putting Argentina in the final 

Goycochea became the face of the successful backup. He quickly became the starter as dubs from Europe clamored for 

him. In an odd twist, Goycochea had been Pumpido’s backup at River Plate a few years earlier. He had moved on to 

lesser-known Mi[[onarios just for the chance to get more minutes. 

In another twist of irony, a penalty kick - the preferred weapon of Diego Maradona and his teammates to win games - 

did in Argentina in 1990. In the final, Goycochea could not save a penalty kick by Andreas Brehme that turned out to be 

the game-winner in 1-0 toss to Germany, a team that also featured current US coach Jurgen K[insmann. Read More 

Michael Bradley Making Toronto Home - from USSoccer.com: The things that motivated me as a soccer player and a 

competitor before are stilt the same things that motivate me now. 

On late runs, early MVPs and defenders who leave the door ajar in Week 6 - from MLSsoccer.com’s Matthew Doyle: 1. 

Late runs out of the midfie[d are causing teams fits 

Arsene Wenger avoids crisis as Arsenal keep their nerve - from The Independent’s Jeremy Wilson: But what sort of 

turning point? 

Steven Gerrard inspires as Liverpool reaffirm title credentials - from BBC Sport’s Phi[ McNu[ty: ’M/e go together." 

10 things Manchester United must do before end of the season - from The Manchester Evening News’ Stuart 

Mathieson: They need to come dean on their future plans publicly. 

Why Atletico Madrid are far from the Robin Hood club of European football - from The Independent’s Sam Wallace: At 

the start of this season, the tax debt of At[etico stood at �167m, which felt to �125m by the end of last year. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
The Copa de[ Rey final is also another version of the c[asico with Barcelona - Real Madrid on ESPN. There’s also Premier 

League action on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule with Manchester City - Sunderland on NBCSN. 

Barcelona - Real Madrid on ESPN at 3:30pm. When the final of the Copa de[ Rey is the c[asico, the game gets moved to 

ESPN. The story of the 2014 La Liga season might be the two Spanish super clubs looking up at At[etico Madrid, but a 

c[asico is stilt a c[asico. After fatting out of the Champions League to At[etico Madrid, Barcelona lost 1-0 to Granada. 

Real Madrid shutout A[meria 4-0. 

"Finals are there to be won," Barcelona manager Tara Martino said. "There is nothing routine about playing finals. They 

are our objective. The players are used to playing finals, but it doesn’t make them any tess important. The cup is not 

something to be ignored, we want to win this as much as we would want to win any finaL" 

Manchester City - Sunderland is on NBCSN at 2:45pm. Manchester City is 3rd in the Premier League, losing 3-2 to 



Liverpool over the weekend. Last place SunderLand are coming off of a 1-0 Loss to Everton. 

"The baLL didn’t faLL for us against Everton," SunderLand midfieLder Lee CattermoLe said."But we Looked Like a decent side 

and we reaLLy took the game to them. We’ve two games coming up this week against top sides and I think we’re more 

than capable of turning in another performance Like we did against Everton. That’s what we need to be setting 

ourselves up for. Every team we come up against is a BarcLays Premier League team. We’re aLL in the same League 

playing for the same points so why shouldn’t we go out and get a result?" 

ALso on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule, the DFB PokaL on Univision Deportes: Bayern Munich - KaisersLautern at 

2:30pm. The Copa Libertadores is on Fox Deportes: Lanus - Santos Laguna at 6:30pm and Leon - BoLivar at 9pm. All 

Times Eastern 

Sponsor message 

Sponsor message 

Click here to sufelV unsubscribe from "USSoccerPluyers." Click here to view muilin.~ urchives, here to chun.~e vour preferences, or here to 

subscribe ¯ Privucv 

Emai[ subscriptions powered by FeedB[itz, LLC, 9 Thoreau Way, Sudbury, MA 01776, USA. 
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Alliance mounts opposition to Beckham Miami stadium 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSION] MLS stadium projects have been opposed by 

taxpayer and community groups, but none has faced the corporate 

opposition that David Beckham’s effort to build an NLS soccer 
stadium at PortMiami near the Biscayne Bay has generated .... Read 
the whole story 

Gonzalez fined for embellishment 
by Soccer America 

[MLS DISCIPLINE] Costa Rican international Giancarlo Gonzalez has 
emerged as one of the imports in the early going of the 2014 

season, but the Columbus Crew defender earned the wrath of San 
Jose fans for faking being injured by Quakes captain captain Chris 
Wondotowski in Sunday’s I-I. His embellishment was dealt v4th by 

the MLS Disciplinary Committee....Read the whole story 

Cruz Azul’s Corona has suspension extended 

by Paul Kennedy 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Cruz Azut’s Nexican national team 
goalkeeper, Jesus Corona, already suspended from Tuesday night’s 

first leg of the Concacaf Champions League final against Toluca (live 

on Fox Sports 2 at 8 p.m. ET) for his part in an altercation following 

the second leg of the semifinals against Tijuana in Mexico City, has 
had his suspension extended two games by Concacaf....Read the 

whole story 

Report: Dash’s Bock out for season 

by Soccer America 

[NWSL INJURY REPORT] Brittany Bock, taken with the No. 1 pick in 

the 2014 NWSL expansion draft by her former college coach, Randy 
Waldrum, suffered a torn ACL, the Houston Chronicle reported, 

just 23 minutes into the Houston Dash’s first-ever game, and her 

season is over....Read the whole story 

Dartmouth finds ’gem’ in Iowa head coach Rainey 

by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE WOMEN] Dartmouth has hired Ron Rainey from the 

University of Iowa as the new head coach of the Big Green 
women’s program, repladng Theresa Romagnolo, the new head 

women’s coach at Notre Dame .... Read the whole story 

Barca caps U-19 Euro win with goal from own half 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] With a 3-0 final win over Benfica, Barcelona 
claimed the inaugural UEFA Youth League, which was contested by 

all the clubs in the group stage of the Champions League. "The 

New Messi," Munir El Naddadi, scored 11 goals in competition 
including a gotazo from his own half in the final....Read the whole 

story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 saw the devastation firsthand. So anyone who’s 

saying they’re not thinking about [the World Cup] is 
absolutely full of crap because that’s all my friends 
were thinking about when they talked to me. It’s so 

hard to not think about it." 

-- Former New England Revolution star and current 

ESPN analyst Taylor Twe[Iman, a late cut from the 
2006 U.S. World Cup team, along with Revs 

teammates Steve Ralston and Pat Noonan, on life 
on the World Cup bubble. (ESPN FC) 

What They’re Saying 

"The balance in the FA’s allocation system is not 

right. Arsenal have approximately 45,000 season- 

ticket holders and 150,000 members, many of whom 

come to games. They all ~ive us their loyal support 
throughout a season but with the FA Cup final 

allocation at 25,000 there v4tl be many disappointed 

Arsenal fans." 

-- Arsenal chief executive Ivan Gazidis questions 

the English FA’s decision to allocate Hull the same 

amount of tickets as the Gunners for next month’s 
FA Cup final at Wembtey. The Gunners took about 

49,000 to their semifinal while Hull failed to sell out 

its allocation for its semifinal. (AFP) 

Unhappy with your coach? How to respond 

by Pete Huryk 

Invariably as I talk to players, there are usually 

complaints surrounding coaches. I’m sure that the 

players believe the gripes are legitimate....More 

Recent ~ost £ead Stories 

1, Atlanta deal may be too good to pass up 

2, Poll: Limited U.S. interest in the World Cup 

3, Wonderful bike gamewinner in Oklahoma 
high school game 

4, Record five teams still winless through 
Week 6 

5, Report: NYCFC to play three seasons at 
Yankee Stadium 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 

Wednesday= April 16, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The Barcelona-Real Madrid Copa del Rey final is Wednesday .... MLS Week 7 kicks off on Wednesday when 

New York hosts Philadelphia. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programmh~g listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is apdated da#y throughout the week.) 

ESPN 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:25 pro. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Spanish Cup BARCELONA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:25 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores LEON-BOLIVAR (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS NEW YORK-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPNB.com 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-KAISERSLAUTERN, semifinal (live) 2:25 pm ET. 

French Cup GUINGAMP-MONACO (live) 4:55 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 2:45 pm. 

THURSDAY, April 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores THE STRONGEST-DEFENSOR (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

England BLACKPOOL-BURNLEY (live) Neon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ELCHE (live) 2:15 pm. 

AZ’rECA AMERICA 

Mexico MONARCAS-CRUZ AZUL (live) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-ELCHE (live) 2:15 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-JAGUARES (live) 10:30 pm. 



BeIN PLAY 

France SAINT ETIENNE-RENNES (live) 2:15 pm. 

Englnad DONCASTER ROVERS-DERBY (live) 2:15 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-QPR (live) 7 am. 

Italy PARMA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

italy JUVENTUS-BOLOGNA (live) 12:30 pm. 

French Cup PSG=LYON, Final (live) 3 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ESPANYOL (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England CHELSEA-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-FULHAM (live) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

MLS CHICAGO=NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (delay) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-ROMA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-BOLOGNA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BRAUNSCHWEIG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-OAXACA (live) 1 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CERRO LARGO (live) 3 pm. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-FULHAM (live) 7:45 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-TIGRES (live) 9 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico MONTERREY-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico AMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-HOUSTON (live)4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-SAN JOSE (live) 6 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, Apri~ 20 

BelN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 
Spain SEVlLLA-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-BILBAO (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LILLE (delay) 5 pm. 



NBCSN 

England NORWICH CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 7 am. 

England HULL CITY-ARSENAL (live) 9 am. 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-BILBAO (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany STUTTGART-SCHALKE (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-BOTAFOGO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

UNIViSiON 

Mexico PUMAS-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

England BURNLEY-WIGAN (live) 10 am. 

England LEEDS UNITED-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) Neon. 

Italy AC MILAN-LIVORNO (delay) 2:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy PARMA-INTER (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-VlLLAREAL (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay FENIX-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

* U.S. LEAGUES LIVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - w~,~.NASLLive.com 

NWSL = NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, April 16, 2014 
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Union building to be successful for long term 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: Week 7] An extensive schedule of 36 Wednesday games 

begins this week with Philadelphia visiting Red Bull Arena in the 

first of three meetings this season against its Eastern Conference 

rival, New York. The Union has played some quality soccer, but its 
coach, John Hackworth, says a shift in the team’s approach -- it is 

more of a possession team than the defense-oriented squad in 2013 

-- needs time to take hold .... Read the whole story 

Full slate of Saturday games follows first midweek game 

by Soccer America 

[MLS: Week 7] A full slate of games Saturday follows the first 

midweek match of the MLS season. Real Salt Lake hosts Portland in 
a rematch of the 2013 MLS Western Conference finalists. RSL 
comes into the game unbeaten at 2-0-4, while the Timbers are 
winless (0-2-4) in their first six games. FC Dallas, which leads 

Colorado, Seattle and RSL by three points, looks to get back on 

the winning track against Toronto FC, which is second in the 
Eastern Conference .... Read the whole story 

FC Dallas forward Span on USL PRO team of the week 

by Paul Kennedy 

[DOWN ON THE FARM] In his debut since joining Orlando City from 

FC Dallas, Brian Span was named to the USL PRO Team of the Week 

after scoring the only goat in the 1-0 win over Charleston. For a 
took at MLS players on loan to teams in USL PRO and the NASL. 
...Read the whole story 

Mexico pulis out win with pair of stoppage-time goals 

by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-18 MEN] The U.S. under-18 men’s national team 
suffered to a 4-3 defeat to Mexico on a pair of stoppage-time goals 

by Erick Aguirre to conclude its stay at U.S. Soccer’s National 

Training Center in Carson, Calif....Read the whole story 

U.S. under-15 girls national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER CAMP] U.S. under-15 ~irls national 
team coach B.J. Snow has called up 36 players for a week-long 

training camp that begins Saturday at the U.S. Soccer Hationa[ 

Training Center....Read the whole story 

Sub invades field to stop goal 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] A sub warming up near the goal runs 

onto the field and clears an opponent’s net-bound off the line. For 

however wrong it was, it was an impressive save....Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 

"Anyone who messes around will stay at home, 

because it will mean that they can’t handle the 

pressure of a World Cup. rm sick and tired of seeing 

certain types of behavior .... This code is a demand 
of mine. In one of my first team talks, I asked 

whether a player who elbows another deserves to 

play for the national team and the players said no." 

-- Italy coach Cesare Prandelli warns that players 

won’t be considered for the World Cup if they are 

sent off or caught misbehaving in club games before 

the end of the season. (Reuters) 

Cruz Azui and Toiuca draw in first leg 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE] The first leg of the 

2014 Concacaf Champions final between Cruz Azul 

and Toluca ended in a 0-0 draw ...More 

~ece~t ,~ost Read Stories 

1, Atlanta deal may be too good to pass up 

2, Poll: Limited U.S. interest in the World Cup 

3o Report: NYCFC to play three seasons at 
Yankee Stadium 

4o Soccer America Power Rankings 

5, Alliance mounts opposition to Beckham 
Miami stadium 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

An SEC program stands out to a 2056 recruit, 
while another player leans on the advice of 
siblings to complete her college search. 
I~IORE: Top 100 Boys Recruit Commits 

The ECNL Event Jn San Diego came to an end 
on Monday after three days of competitive 
soccer between some of the top clubs. 
I~IORE: ECNL Standouts from San Diego 

PAy--oTO--~PLAY U~S~ SYSTENI 
The first of a four-part series on the 
entrenched pay-to-play system in the U.S. 
Are U.S. clubs leaving money on the table? 
I~IORE: Follow The Money(Part 2) 

Premier ContentI 

DID YOU SEE? 

Carlos Quinero hit a crazy 
free kick ola~qA[#g~you should 
probably check out, 

New York City FC’s stadium 
deal and the Red Bulls’ 
crack of light. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Indiana Soccer Camp 

Under the direction of Indiana University 
Men’s Soccer Coach Todd Yeagley, the 
Indiana Soccer Camp is one of the nation’s 
most respected and long-standing residential 
soccer camps. In 2012, the Hoosiers won 
their 8th National Title and 18th appearance 
in the College Cup. Based on the camp 
tradition started by NCAA Division ]: All-time 
Winningest Coach Jerry Yeagley, Todd 
Yeagley continues the legacy of excellence in 
soccer camp administration. 

Countless players who have attended our 
camps have been heavily recruited, earned 
scholarships at top universities and have 
gone on to successful careers in the MLS, the 



U.S. National Team, and professional clubs 
around the world. The Indiana University 
Men’s Soccer players also enhance the camp 
experience with their demonstrations of fine 
skill and playing ability. 

FI"ND OUT lvlORE HERE! 
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scholarships at top universities and have 
gone on to successful careers in the MLS, the 



U.S. National Team, and professional clubs 
around the world. The Indiana University 
Men’s Soccer players also enhance the camp 
experience with their demonstrations of fine 
skill and playing ability. 

FI"ND OUT lvlORE HERE! 
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NSCAA Convention Session Series: GeoffPike and Jamie Robinson 
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by Kwik Goat features: Geoff Pike, Nationat Coach Educator and 

Jamie Robinson, Regional Coach Educator, The gootbatt Association 
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The Urban Soccer Symposium is Just Around the Corner! 

i~i The2014 Urban Soccer Symposium Presented by Soccer Shots The U.S. Soccer 

Foundation 

Register Today to Secure Your Spot! 
The 2014 Urban Soccer Symposium is iast fwe weeks aw~y! REGISTER today ~l~d ioin us as we work 

stren~tben ~e fie~d of spo~tsq}ssed youth devebpme~t. 

%slesse note: tbe~e is a $3,5 registrstiels Iee le psrticipate ils Ibis coarse, TMs cost is not incklded ir: your tJrbsr: 
Soccer Symposium regist..’ation fees, 

more ilde.m~atio~ sbebl ti:e 2014 Urban Soccer Symposium, l~lea,se visif our website, 
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FeedBtitz <feedblitz:(~maif.feedbtitz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Players Nev,,,s[ette~ <newsletter@usnst:~[)a.com> 

Wednesday, Apt’i[ 16, 201,1 12:02 PM 

Do[rance~ Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer P~ayers Newsletter USSocce~ Players ¯ Apt 16. 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 16, 2Ot4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Barcelona - Real Madrid on ESPN aL g:3Opm, Manchester City - SundeHand is 

on NBCSN at 2:45pm. Also on Wednesday’s socce~ ~7 schedule, the DFB Poka[ on 

Uaiv~sion Oeportes: Bayera Mu~k:h - Ka~sers[astera at 2:30pro. The Copa 

kibertadores is on Fox Deportes: kanus ~ Santos [aguna at 6:30prn a~td Leon - 

Their Words 

anniversary of tl~e H~sbo~ugh d~saster. 

/ LS gets better 
8y Tony Edwards - SaI~ Jose. {;~ {~{)r ’f 5. 2014) US Soccer Prayers - What we saw fast weeken~J in ML~ pl.ay ~s the 
ascendance of the Mea that you need hNh.qua[iW impact prayers ~o compete. Not ~o win~ but ~o comp[e~e~ Vm not one 

and evepi Learn has Lo react and to raise theilr game. 

Coaches sub. have an important rote to pf.ay, no quesdom Gregg BerhMLer in �olumbus, Osca~ Pare}a in Dab.as, and so 
on, However, you can be the most ittnovative coach }n the world and stir{ ]ose because Michae{ Bradley or C]int Dempsey 

did somed~hN that made a difference. This is not a bad thing at aK for MLS, a league sLi[[ [ookin9 for a firm foothold in 

a crowded marketplace. 

2014 the season when MLS teams have to have at least one high quality 

player ~s necessary just to compete? 

Look at the t:eams who won this weekend. Seattle and Cqnt Den~psey~ ’Th@ GMaxy an:J Robbie Keai~e, FIededco HIiguaia 

in Cotumbus. Toronto was without Michae[ Bra@.ey. The Red gu[is had,., wet[ let’s not te~ fac~s get in ~he way of a good 

Whfl.e coact~es Uke t:o say tt~at the team is l:t~e star, hke they do ~n Sal.t Lake (for a team wb:h Becket’man, Saborkb GK, 

Rimando~ etc}, pretty much every dub h~ MLS has a ma~ure ta[ent base~ That mem~s that there are no easy samos. 

Teams need son’tething extra, son’teone who cas create or take advantage of an opportusity. Read More 

For Beltran~ Mexico Match Was a Chance to Shine - from American Soccer Now’s 

to leave it at[ out o~ the field." 

Atlanta deal may be too ,good to pass up .. Item Soccer America’s Paul Kennedy: The financing plan for the stadium 
passed t 1o4 in Ma~ch 20’i 3. 

New York City F.C. to Play at Yankee Stadium for Three Years - from The t4’~ Times’ An@ew Das and David 
Wakfstein: The Yaakee St:adium solutioa is a temporary/reprieve, 

MLB fields coordinator: NYCFC~ Yankees sharing Yankee Stadium not ideal, but doable o Irom .~l.com’s ’Tim 
Newcomb: Cook says laying ready..ptay sod has turned commonplace. 

MLS’s imperfect expansion plans - from The Washington Pest’s SLoven Gefi: Of the four arrivals, only Orlando makes 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Two options for Thursday’s soccer TV schedule in d~e USA. Eintracht Frankiurt ¯ Hannover is on GotTV and Fox Deportes 

has The Strongest - Defensor Sporting in the Copa Libertadores. 

Eintracht Frankfurt ~ Hannover is 0~t Go/TV at 2:30pro, Ei~ttracht Frmtkfurt are 1 lth m the Bundes[iga table with 



Prio~ to the win against Hambu~g~ ktannove~ coach Tayfon Korkut said "the s~ccess of Ha~nover 96 has to be everyone’s 

~op priodt:y, We’re not: happy with ob~ curre~It: situation, Wi? have t:o IOCLE~.~ OI~ icE~p~K)Vi~ ~hi? 1:i~a~!"~’~.~ r~o~’al.~ a~J 
preparin~ io~ eur ~]ex~. paine," 

The $~rontSest .. D~fe~sor Sporting meet in the 2014 Cepa L~be~ ~aSores Round o~ 16 first.[e$ on Fox Deportes a~ 8pro, 

"[’he Copa [.iberb~Jores might ~o1: be 1:he ~:op tourname~ o~ ~:he rni~d of rna~y Ame~ica~ socce~ fans. ~ost kno~’,~ 1:his 

the top c(ub soccer tournament in South America and that ~t involves Liga ~lX ck~bs. Defensor Spoorting wo~ Group 

a~d The $tro~est fh~[shed 2~d h~ Group i to advance to the Ro~d of t6. The Copa Libe~tadores uses the away !goals 

~.~[e in the knocko~.~t stage~ d~e~ 30 min~.~tes of extra time~ a~d ~na[I.y penalties, Two L~ga ~¢~ c(u~s are st~[( a[ive~ 

Sa~tos La~una a~d Leom A~ Times ~ns~m 

~i Sponsor message 
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i:~i Sponsor message 

powered by 

Emaik subs,’.ripdons powered by FeedBkitz, LLC, 9 Thore-~ W~y> Sudbur>,, ,~/~ 01776, 
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Paul Gardner: Danger Ahead: Chaxging Goalkeepers 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 

Danger Ahead: Charging Goalkeepers 
By Paul Gardner 

¯ ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

It seems likely to me that Portland Timbers goalkeeper Donovan Ricketts is the bulkiest, heaviest - simply the 

largest - player in MLS. 

That is not a comment on his abilities - though being 6-foot-4 tall is presumably helpful to a goalkeeper. I wouldn’t know 

whether weighing in at 215 pounds is a good thing for a goalkeeper or not. What I do know is that Ricketts’ sheer size makes 

him a tremendous intimidatory presence. Challenging, colliding with, a goalkeeper that big is likely to be a painful experience, 

something that must definitely help Ricketts by frightening off opponents when, for instance, he comes out to snare high balls 

and crosses. 

If that were the end of the matter, all would be well. But, of course, there’s more: The likelihood that physical strength will be 

used aggressively, used as an offensive, rather than a protective, weapon. On the soccer field, hefty, aggressively charging 

goalkeepers can create serious problems, particularly as they are rarely, if ever, penalized for their destructive play. 

Ricketts might be expected to show some caution. Earlier this season he got himself red-carded for launching himself feet-first 

at Colorado’s Deshom Brown. But Ricketts obviously knows that was an unusual reaction from the referee. Normally, referees 

take a lenient view of such incidents. So here was Rickefts, this past weekend, giving us another display of the way 

goalkeepers throw their weight around. And he got away with it. Right at the end of the first half of the Portland-Chivas USA 

game on April 12, Chivas midfielder Mauro Rosales swung in a free kick from the right - into the Portland penalty area, where 

forward Erick Torres was waiting, eight yards out from the goal. 

I mean waiting. Torres was not racing in to meet the ball, he had already established his position. But someone else was 

indeed racing to meet the ball. Ricketts came thundering off his line, making a beeline for exactly where Torres was 

positioned, because that was where the ball was going to drop. 

There is no obligation that I know of that says Tortes has to cede his position, to get out of Ricketts’ way. Nor is there a rule 

that denies Ricketts his right to go for the ball. Provided, that is, he has got his calculations right and can get there before 

Tortes, and without fouling him. 

Ricketts did not get his calculations right. In fact, I doubt he even bothered to calculate anything. He did what goalkeepers are 

now accustomed to doing. He ignored the opponent - Tortes - simply crashed into him, climbed all over him in an attempt to 

get the ball. 

Ricketts did get his hands on the ball; by that time he was airborne and off-balance. He bobbled the ball, and flattened Tortes. 

That’s the 215-pound Ricketts wiping out the 150-pound Torres, and then landing heavily on top of him. Torres lay on the 

ground, ba~ly moving. Rickefts slowly rolled off him, appearing to be in great pain. He was soon on his feet, looking quite 

sprightly. 

The referee was the highly experienced Baldomero Toledo (he’s been in charge of three MLS Cup finals). What did he do? 

Nothing. I think. It got confusing. Toledo blew his whistle, but that was to mark the end of the half, which meant he didn’t have 

to make a decision on whether there had been a foul, and if so, who fouled who. 

I’ll take a guess -- based on watching dozens and dozens of these incidents - on what Toledo would have called: Foul by 

Tortes, free kick to Portland. 

Which would have been way off. What should have been called here was a penalty kick to Chivas, with Ricketts being red- 

carded for "using excessive force" which carried the "danger of injuring his opponent." 

Toledo made it clear he saw no foul by Ricketts by ending the half. Had he decided to penalize Ricketts, to award the penalty 

kick, the rules state that the half must be extended to allow the kick to be taken. 

The replays I have been watching make it very clear that it is Ricketts who slams into Tortes, not vice versa. What is not clear 

is whether Ricketts is doing what goalkeepers so often do, leading with a raised knee. I rather think not, but even without that 

lethal embellishment Ricketts’s assault is blatant and dangerous enough. 



I have made clear, plenty of times, my belief that the rules should ban challenges on the goalkeeper within the six-yardarea. 

But Torres, in this case, was a couple of yards outside that box. He has every right to be there, and to make a legal challenge 

for the ball. Ricketts has the same right to make a legal challenge -- but how can a violent battering-ram attack on an 

opponent be ruled a legal challenge? 

Yet it invariably is. Often with the added injustice of penalizing the opponent who has been bludgeoned. As the TV 

commentator on this broadcast casually remarked "... the big man commanding his area, coming out to win it." 

That reflects the orthodox wisdom - that the penalty area belongs to the goalkeeper, that it is his area, in which he is entitled 

to get away with a foul that would be punished with a penalty kick were it perpetrated by a regular field player. There is no 

logic at all to this, nor is it an interpretation that has any basis in the rules. And it certainly does not fit in with the desire 

expressed by MLS that its referees should protect skillful players from violent fouls. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk blo.q. 

See what others are sayin.q on the SoccerTalk bloq. 
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Section 1 : Atlanta introduced as MLS’s 22nd franchise 

Wednesday, April !6, 2014 

Atlanta introduced as 22nd franchise 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSION] MLS introduced Atlanta as its latest expansion 

team, owned by Atlanta Falcons Arthur Blank, to begin play in 2017. 

It is the third city -- all located in the Southeast -- MLS has 

announced plans to move into since Commissioner Don Garber 
targeted MLS’s growth from 20 to 24 teams by 2020. Blank is the 

fourth NFL owner to purchase an MLS team .... Read the whole 
story 

Houston launches independent under-23 team 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The Houston Dynamo became the 1 lth MLS club 

to add an under-23 program to bridge the gap between its 
academy and the first team. The squad will be comprised of former 
and current Dynamo Academy players as welt as players identified 

through tryouts and play a two-month season that runs from mid- 

May through mid-July....Read the whole story 

Fernandez stymies Energy with late penalty save 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 5] Raul Fernandez saved Michael Thomas’ penalty 

kick in the 90th minute to preserve FC Dallas Reserves’ 1-0 victory 

over OKC Energa! FC in an interleague contest at Toyota Stadium on 
Tuesday night. OKC keeper Jon Kempin also saved a penalty, 

stopping a shot by CoN Span, back from a loan spell with Orlando 

City, in the 36th minute....Read the whole story 

Sonia becomes third Spaniard to join Flash 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL TRANSACTIONS] Sonia became the third Spaniard to join 
Western Hew York, joining Vicky Losada, Week 1’s HWSL Player of 

the Week, and Adriana Martin on the Flash. She comes to the Flash 
fresh off a two-goal performance on Sunday when she helped 

Barcelona defeat Atletico Feminas, 3-0, to claim the club’s third 
straight Primera Division title, ...Read the whole story 

MLS clubs take leads in International Division 
by Soccer America 

[GENERATION ADIDAS CUP] New York, Real Salt Lake and FC Dallas 
lead their groups after two rounds of the International Division of 

the U-17 Generation adidas Cup being played this week in Frisco, 
Texas....Read the whole story 

Ring of Fire delays Greek game 
by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] The fire code must be pretty lax in 

Thessaloniki, where at PAOK’s Toumba Stadium so many flares were 
lit before a Greek Cup game against Olympiakos it looked the field 

was surrounded by a ring of fire .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"The fact is that when you stay on your feet 

referees don’t give penalties. The ref finds it very 

difficult to give. For honesty there is no reward. So 

what do I do? A foul is a foul, it doesn’t matter 
whether you go down or stay on your feet. You get 

slaughtered for diving, but when someone is honest 

and you don’t get what you should get." 

-- West Ham coach Sam Allardyce after Matt Jarvis 

was the victim of a foul by Arsenal’s Bacary Sagna 

but didn’t get the call, apparently because he 

stayed on his feet. (ESPNFC.com) 

I. Atlanta deal may be too good to pass up 

2, Alliance mounts opposition to Beckham 
Miami stadium 

3, Report: NYCFC to play three seasons at 
Yankee Stadium 

4, U.S. under-15 girls national team roster 

~, Sub invades field to stop goal 
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Thursday, April ! 7, 2014 

The 10 richest American soccer owners 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MAKING A LIST] Home Depot co-founder and Atlanta Falcons 

owner Arthur Blank, announced as the owner of the MLS club to 
begin play in Atlanta in 2017, is one of 10 men on the 2013 Forbes 

list of richest Americans who now have ownership interests in 

soccer....Read the whole story 

Red Bulls finally get off the schneid 

by Soccer America 

[MLS: Week 7] After seven games, the New York Red Bulls, the 2013 

Supporters’ Shield champions, finally have a v~n. They got second- 

half goals from Thierry Henry and Lloyd Sam and survived a late red 

card to defeat the Philadelphia Union, 2-I. The result left both 
teams with seven points after seven games with identical 1-2-4 

records .... Read the whole story 

U.S. U-20s sweep group play with win over Tigres 

by Paul Kennedy 

[DALLAS CUP] The U.S. under-20 national team beat Tigres of 

Mexico, 1-0, and moved into the semifinals of the Gordon Jago 

Super Group at the 35th annual Dr Pepper Dallas Cup. The USA, 
winner of all three group games, will play Fluminense of Brazil in 

Friday’s semifinals....Read the whole story 

Howard’s Everton suffers costly setback 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] The bid of Tim Howard’s Everton to finish in 
the top four of the English Premier League -- and qualify for the 

UEFA Champions League -- took a severe hit as it suffered a 3-2 loss 

at home to Crystal Palace. The defeat ended Everton’s seven-game 
winning streak and string of nine straight victories at Goodison 

Park. More important, the Toffees dropped to fifth place, one 

point behind Arsenal....Read the whole story 

Dutch Lions ink Cruyff grandson 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO TRANSACTIONS] The Dayton Dutch Lions have Matheus 

(Brazilian defender Matheus Diovany Pechim Dos Santos), they have 
a Beckham (Jackson Beckham Diego Socrates da Silva de Jesus), 

now they have a Cruyff. The USL PRO dub announced the signing 

of 21-year-old defender Jesj ua Angoy Cruyff, the grandson of 

Johan Cruyff....Read the whole story 

Perfectly placed volley into own goal 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] You may have noticed, we relish a good 

own goal. Today’s offering comes from Germany and we can’t help 
but admire how smoothly Werder Bremen’s Nils Petersen manages 

to volley the ball into the upper corner of his own net .... Read the 
whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"All I can say about my departure is we no longer 

agreed to the strategy. I think I am very ambitious 

for New York and very ambitious for soccer in this 

country. The objective that I had did not 
necessarily match those of the Red Bull 

organization in Austria. I felt it was better with this 

in mind that we parted ways." 

-- Jerome de Bontin on ending his stint as New York 

Red Bulls general manager on the eve of this MLS 

season. (NgAppleSoccer.com) 

Danger Ahead: Charging Goalkeepers 
by Paul Gardner 

It seems likely to me that Portland Timbers 

goalkeeper Donovan Ricketts is the bulkiest, 
heaviest -- simply the largest -- player in MLS. 

...More 

1, Alliance mounts opposition to Beckham 
Miami stadium 

2, U.S. under-15 girls national team roster 

3, Sub invades field to stop goal 

4o Union building to be successful for long 
term 

Bo Atlanta introduced as 22nd franchise 
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The Midwest’s most altbrdable overnight college prep camp 

If you are having trouble viewing the email, click here to view it online. 
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Advanced Courses in Your Area 

The NSCAA is holding the National, Advanced National, and Advanced National Goalkeeping 

Diplomas in you area this summer. Register at least 30 days prior to the course start date to 

save $:100 before the price increase. 

National Diploma: The National Diploma is a 45-hour course designed to meet the needs of 

the more experienced coach, particularly those coaching at the high school level and above, 

or youth coaches with previous certification and a number of years working with the 

developing player. It is strongly recommended that candidates complete the NSCAA Level 6 

Diploma or USSF "D" license prior to the course. 

Advanced National Diploma: The Advanced National Diploma is a 45-hour course designed 

for the experienced coach working with the advanced player. The emphasis is on training 

those players within a team concept designed to produce a successful environment. 

Prerequisites: NSCAA National Diploma or the USSF "12" License. 

Advanced National Goalkeeping Diploma:The NSCAA Academy is proud to offer the 

Advanced National Goalkeeping Diploma course as the top goalkeeper offering within the 

Goalkeeping Academy. Under the direction of Tony DiCicco, the Advanced National 

Goalkeeping Diploma builds on the popular (18 hour) Level 3 Goalkeeping Diploma course. 

The ANGD course is a 50-hour residential course and is one of the most comprehensive 

goalkeeping courses for coaches anywhere in the world. 

7/7/2o14 Rome II GA II 
7/ /2014 II  /13/ 014 llAdvanced National Diploma II Rome II II 

Adv. National GK Diploma Price: 

Member Price: $675 (Will increase to $775 on May 1) 

Non-Member Price: $770 (Will increase to $870 on May 1) 

National & Adv. National Diploma Prices: 

Member Price: $1,100 (Will increase to $1,200 on June 7) 

Non-Member Price: $1,195 (Will increase to $1,295 on June 7) 

* Commuters receive $200 price breok. 

To view the master schedule, click here. 

To request or host a course, click here. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 
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Complimenta~ small-sided soccer gmnes. Download today. 

HiAnson, 

As a soccer coach, you know how frustrating it can be when a training session is 
ruined because the players are more interested in messing around than paying 
attention. 

Chances are they’re bored -- but it’s up to you as the coach to make the 
training session exciting. 

One of the best ways to do this is by using small-sided games. Recognized 

worldwide by top teams, youth academies and governing bodies, small-sided 

games develop the essential core skills in fresh and fun ways. 

Today you can download a FREE ~ of An Introduction to Small-Sided 
Games when you sign up to my soccer coaching e-newsletter. 

The games are devised by Michael Beale, who played the game professionally, 
but whose real gift now lies in a natural ability to devise practical coaching 
sessions that engage and excite players. "Some coaches find it difficult, but I 
can just visualise what will work," he says matter-of-factly, adding: "Z’m just 
lucky." 

Too right he is! I know how hard it is to keep training fresh,., so no wonder 
Michael is held in such high regard by leading professional clubs. 

I can heartily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to every 
youth coach intent on improving their players’ essential soccer skills, while at the 
same time having fun. It could very well be the difference between success and 
failure for your team this season. 

To get your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, all you 

have to do is subscribe to my soccer coaching newsletter. Tt doesn’t cost a 

penny and gives you free advice each week. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives 

you free advice each week. 

You may be asking, "Why so much free stuff?", or "Where’s the catch?". Well, T 
hope I can tempt you with my other great coaching manuals and books in the 
future! 

Of course, you are under no obligation to buy from me or even to receive 

marketing from me, and I promise we’ll never rent or sell your email address to 

anybody else. 

Just click here to register and get your free copy of An Introduction to 
Smafl-Sided Games now. 

Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mes 

Cover 

Using small-sided games in training 

gives a number of coaching benefits: 

1. More player participation 

2. More touches of the ball 

3. More passes attempted 

4. More lvls attempted 

5. More goals scored 

6. More goalkeeper participation 

7. Different games mean different 

problems to solve and skills to 

use, 

Sign up to my soccer coaching newsletter today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games 



today. 

Each newsletter brings you easy to digest soccer skills, drills and advice aimed at 
improving your coaching and the performance of your team, with contributions 
from English Premier League Coaches. 

My contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West Ham Academy and the 
man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in the English 
game including England international players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lampard, Joe 
Cole and Michael Carrick. 

Click here to join Better Soccer Coaching today 

There is advice from me, David Clarke, an English FA Level 3 coach with 15 
years’ experience, and I also include training sessions from Keith Boanas, a 
UEFA A-licensed coach and Premier League Academy coach Hike Beale. 

Sign up here and join the 350,000 coaches worldwide who are getting my 
training tips and ideas in their inbox every week. 

Experience shows most subscribers find they receive a drill or game they can 
put to use with their team straight away. 

Plus, siqn-up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you will get two 
further exclusive free reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

11 Secrets of Successful Corners 

All you need to do is go here, enter your email address and select your country 
of residence, and I’ll then send you the free reports straight away. Your first 
newsletter won’t be far behind. 

Click here to ~oin Better Soccer Coachin,q today 

You can unsubscribe at any time -- though I doubt you’ll want to -- and l 
promise never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here 
and enter your email address and country. 

If you have any questions you can contact me directly by replying to this email, 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

(The Coaches’ Coach) 

P.S. Don’t forget to claim your free coaching manuals here. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tanne~ Lane, Bramley, 

Gnildford, GU5 0AB, United Kingdom. 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 

2014 Better Soccer Coaching 

Unsubscribe 
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Bale’s Dream Comes True as Rea~ Wins Kinq’s Cup 
Daily Telegraph 

~ 
Real Madrid won the first of what it hopes will be three major trophies this season as Gareth Ba~e’s late 

goal proved to be decisive in the Copa del Roy final against Barcelona in Valencia. The win marked the first trophy 

of Bale’s professional career, but the Wales international still has the opportunity to lift two more trophies, as Real 

finds itself second in La Liga, three points behind leader Atletico Madrid, in addition to being in the UEFA 

Champions League semifinals against Bayem Munich, which begin next Wednesday. 

Real won the match despite conceding most of the possession to Barca and while missing star player Cristiano 

Rona~do due to a hamstring injury. But Carlo Ancelotti’s men always looked dangerous on the counterattack, 

which is precisely how they scored both goals. With seven minutes to go and the score tied at 1-1, Bale picked up 

the ball in his own half, pushed it ahead of Barca defender Marc Bartra, and sprinted after it. Though Bartra tried 

to foul the Welshman, he still managed to beat the central defender to the ball, bring it inside the penalty area and 

then coolly slot it home between the legs of the onrushing Jose Pinto with his left foot. 

’qt"s a dream come true, not just because I scored but because of the work of the whole team," Bale said. "It was 

really special. We"ve won the first of the three available titles and we have to keep fighting for everything. But now 

we have to be thinking about the next game and nothing else. This win is for all the fans and we hope that it will be 

the first of many to come. Thank you all for your support during the season. We have worked hard as a team." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Bartra BLames Bale Goa~ on Fitness 
ESPN FC 

Barcelona defender Marc Bartra insists that fitness issues kept him from keeping up with Real Madrid forward 

Gareth Bale, who ran passed the central defender with ease en route to scoring what proved to be the winning 

goal in Real’s 2-1 Copa del Roy final win against the Catalan giant. Bartra, who had leveled the score from a 

header following AngN Di Maria’s opener for Real, was substituted immediately following time Welshman’s winner. 

"Things did not go for me, I have spent the whole week screwed because of the hamstrings," Bartra told reporters 

after time game. ’q tried to hold on but I was not good physically and in the end it was not to be. I didn’t train at all with 

the team before the game, not even this morning. In the end I played and I felt good, but I was very tired in the final 

minutes. I cramped up in the final play." 

Barcelona later released a statement about the injury to left back Jordi AIba, who had to be withdrawn at halftime 

due to a hamstring issue, but the report made no mention of Bartra. Alba, who missed 16 games earlier this season 

with a similar injury, is set to undergo additional tests on Thursday. 

- Read the whole story... 

Pe~legrini: ’Mentally Tired’ City Not Out of Title Race 
Guardian 

Manuel Pellegrini admitted that Manchester City is mentally tired after his team could only manage a 2-2 draw at 

home to bottom-of-the-standings Sunderland on Wednesday. The result, which came only three days after the 3-2 

loss at Liverpool, left City in third-place, six points behind leader Liverpool, while second-place Chelsea is now four 

points ahead of Pellegrini’s men, who still have one game in hand. It also meant that Chelsea, like Liverpool, now 

has the title in its hands, with the teams’ April 27 Anfield meeting looking like a title decider. 

When asked if the recent poor results could be attributed to fatigue, the City boss responded: "1 think more mentally 

tired than physically tired. Mentally it was very difficult to play this game after Liverpool. At this moment it is more 

mental than physical. VVhen it no longer depends on what you can do it is very frustrating but we must finish season 

the way we have done practically the whole season, we must try to win our last five games." 



Pellegrini pointed to two years ago when, eight points behind with six games left, City wrestled the crown from 

Manchester United on the final day. ’"Remember this team two years ago were six points behind the leaders and 

they won the title at the end. So it is difficult but it is not the last game we play [tonight]. Maybe in this moment 

Liverpool and Chelsea have better chances than our team because we are in third position but we still continue 

fighting until the last game." 

- Read the whole story._ 

Bayer~ Eases into German Cup Final 
Bundesliga.com 

Bayem Munich on Wednesday remained on course for a record 17th German Cup by crushing second division 

Kaiserslautern 5-1 in the semifinal. Goals from 8astian $chweinsteiger, Toni Kroos and Thomas M~Jiler put time 

holder firmly in command and while Simon Zoller pulled one back on time hour, Maria Mandzukic and substitute 

Maria G6tze rounded out a convincing display to set up yet another showdown with second-place Borussia 

Dortmund in the final on May 17. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: #Aoyes Must Qualify for Europa League 
ESPN FC 

Manchester United coach David Mayas is understood to be under pressure from the Glazer family, the club’s 

owner, to qualify for the UEFA Europa League at time very least, according to ESPN sources. While the reigning 

English champ, which is currently seventh in time Premier League standings, is 10 points behind Arsenal in the 

fourth and final UEFA Champions League place, it is just three points behind Tottenham in sixth, which is the final 

Europa League qualification place, and with an extra game in hand. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

Cristiano Ronaldo watched from time stands as Real Madrid beat Barcelona 2-1 in the Copa del Rey final at the 

Mestalla Stadium in Valencia on Wednesday, and the 2013 Ballon d’Or winner hinted that his hamstring and knee 

injuries may force him to do so again next week when Real hosts defending European champ Bayern Munich at the 

Bernabeu on Wednesday. 

’q’m getting better, now I don’t feel any pain," the Portugal international told Real’s official Web site. "1 might be back 

in time for next Wednesday or perhaps the second leg of our Champions League tie. Bit by bit, I’m feeling better 

and what I want more than anything is to be able to help the team out as soon as possible." 

- Read the whole story... 

Cre¥ff: Barca Needs to Restore Laporta, Guardiola 
ESPN FC 

Barcelona legend Johan Cruyff thinks the best way to turn the Catalan giant’s fortunes around is to restore Joan 

Laporta as c&~b president and Pep Guardio~a as head coach, the former Barca player and coach told Spanish 

daily El Munda. Guardiola, of course, is currently coach of defending European champ Bayern Munich. Curyff was 

reacting to a horrible seven days for the Blaugrana, which saw it knocked out of the UEFA Champions League by 

Atletico Madrid, slip to third in La Liga by losing I-0 to Granada, and then fall 2-1 to Real Madrid in the Copa del 

Rey final. 

- Read the whole story_. 

l~artinez: Everton Can Still Finish Fourth 
Guardian 

Everton coach Roberto Martinez reflected on a "hurtful" 3-2 loss to Crystal Palace at home in the Premier League 

on Wednesday but refused to concede that fourth-place rival Arsenal now has the advantage in the race for the 

final UEFA Champions League qualification place. The loss at Goodison Park left the Toffees one point behind 

Arsene Wenger’s Gunners with four games to play. 

’q don’t think Arsenal will get full points from now until the end of the season," Martinez said. "So one point and a 

better goal difference for us means we are still very much relying on what we do. The table looks like it [fourth place] 

is out of our hands but I believe it is still in our hands and will rest on the amount of points we get until the end of the 

season." 

The former Wigan Athletic coach added: "The reaction is of disappointment. It is a hurtful defeat with the 

expectations and desire we had coming into the game. In the first half we wanted to play and attack so much that we 

forgot the basics of howto win a football game. The waywe defended somehow carried a bit of fear and left us 



exposed. To concede three goals from four shots on target is disappointing. We gave everything we had and were 

unfortunate not to get a draw. I would not say we played bad, but defensively we did not have our normal intensity." 

- Read the whole sto~y._ 
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MLS is going out on a limb with Atlanta 
By Ridge Mahoney 

The selection of Atlanta as the next MLS expansion team takes the league into territory where soccer has 

struggled but the NFL connection is powerful. 

Arthur Blank, founder of Home Depot Center and owner of the Falcons, has for years been citing soccer as an important 

component in his efforts to fund and construct a new stadium. He’s convinced the MLS Board of Governors and on 

Wednesday came the official announcement, complete with downtown rally, to confirm the project by which a team will start 

play in 2017. 

This move isn’t a surprise. For more than a year, Commissioner Don Garber has been bullishly praising Blank and his 

proposed stadium, and months ago MLS Atlanta graduated from If’ to ’when?’ status. Adding the ninth-largest "IV market in 

North America fills out MLS teams in the Top 10, a key piece in its negotiations with TV partners on a new rights contract to 

t~place the one that expires this year= Atlanta further expands the league’s pending footprint in the area, with Orlando City on 

board for 2015 and Miami in the mix= 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution t~ported the expansion fee is $70 million, which is a bit more than what Anthony Precourt 

paid ($68 million) for the Crew and its stadium, and much less than the $100 million price tag the Manchester City ownership 

group has pledged to sign up Jason Kreis as head coach and play in Yankee Stadium for the foreseeable future. The New 

York Times ran a storyTuesday in which sources said NYCFC would play three seasons in the baseball park (an official 

announcement is now scheduled for Monday). Since the general rule of thumb is that any reasonable estimate of time to 

complete a project in New York City should be doubled, soccer in a baseball park for the rest of this decade looks quite 

possible. 

Oh, well, at least it has grass. Along with dirt, plenty of dirt. There won’t be grass in Atlanta. 

The newest version of FieldTurf will be installed, which adds yet another facility that a player such as Thierry Henry can 

refuse to play in. How will it look for a big Atlanta-Orlando City showdown if Kaka, for example, pulls an Henry? As the league 

escalates its star power, it also risks embarrassment when such a key player turns up his nose, and the league and his team 

do nothing. Blank said at the press conference that NFL Iogos and yard-lines won’t be visible during MLS games, but the 

same was believed regarding CenturyLink Field, which is a mess in late summer and early fall. 

Adding an NFL owner bolsters the league’s portfolio and prestige, but the track record of merged operations isn’t good. Seattle 

is the exception. What if the Atlanta project turns into the underse~ved operations of New England and Kansas City, before the 

latter team was sold by Hunt Sports Group? The WizNVizards regularly lagged near the bottom of MLS attendance charts and 

efforts to use the Chiefs’ marketing and sales staff to pump up the soccer operation failed dismally. The Revolution operates 

on a modest budget, would rather not sign a big=name player at a big salary, and has shown only token interest in finding a 

proper place to play rather than a cavernous NFL stadium with artificial turf. 

The game suffers terribly on turf, and by extension so does the league’s integrity. There’s been nothing reported about the 

Atlanta team eventually finding its own facility, which gives Revolution owners Robert Kraft and Jonathan Kraft more reason 

to laugh off complaints about Gillette Stadium. One major flaw in the joint operation of the Seahawks and Sounders is a beat- 

up surface at CenturyLink Field that doesn’t stand up well to excessive use; now that the teams have severed their operations, 

if one team is to be worse off regarding a playing surface, it’s the Sounders. 

Pro football and soccer operations have worked together to stage international friendlies and competitions such as the Gold 

Cup. The Union and Eagles have staged international matches and the Union played its first two home games at the Linc 

while final touch-up work was done on PPL Park. But aside from Seattle, combined operations have labored, and Atlanta is 

not Seattle. 

The Atlanta project is laden with ifs, though there is some institutional soccer knowledge in place. Former Crew general 

manager Jim Smith is the chief marketing and revenue officer of the Falcons, for which he’s worked since leaving the Crew in 

2004. 



If Blank can assemble a suitably large and motivated staff, if the business community jumps in energetically, if the stadium 

can be downsized - B.C. Place in Vancouver has been mentioned as a model - to enhance the game-day environment, and if 

a region devoted to golf and NASCAR and football that lost two hockey teams, the Flames and Thrashers, fervently adopts a 

soccer team, there’s a chance it can work. But on the other hand, if his NFL brethren, the Hunts and Krafts, didn’t plunge 

money into their teams, why should he? 

Going into a glimmering new NFL stadium is unfortunate, but a better move than what exists in a few other cities. Heavy 

opposition is building against Beckham’s stunningly seductive yet wildly impractical PortMiami project. The Yankees may 

have snookered MLS into paying a hefty rental fee to use their pricey new home. Gillette will be with us for some time and so 

apparently will RFK Stadium, unless the carcass that is Buzzard Point truly does have a pulse. At least Orlando City is on 

track, though it will likely start its MLS existence in another football facility that has hosted soccer games, the Citrus Bowl. 

What has gone before in Atlanta? The Chiefs won the first North American Soccer League title in 1968, after the National 

Professional Soccer League and United Soccer Association merged following a disastrous season of cannibalization. At the 

time, the NASL was in such dire straits that the visitor’s locker room at Atlanta Fulton County Stadium also served as league 

headquarters. An ownership change prompted a name change to Apollos, which eventually folded, as did NPSL, A-League 

and WPS franchises. The soccer competition at the 1996 Olympic Games hosted by Atlanta drew great crowds, though no 

games were played in the city. The minor-league Silverbacks, formed in 1999 and going well in the modern NASL, have sent 

several players to MLS and are currently employing Eric Wynalda as manager and technical director. 

The new Atlanta stadium will be fabulous, with a dazzling retractable roof and all the modern amenities. It just won’t be a good 

home for MLS. 
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Support Your Soccer Communi~ 

YOU ARE RECEIVING THIS EMAIL BECAUSE YOU ARE A REGISTERED MEMBER OF NORTH CAROLINA ADULT SOCCER ASSOCIATION 

On behalf of NCASA President and the Executive Committee, NCASA is reaching out to our members. 

NCASA is looking tbr several individuals to fill roles in our state orgaJ~ization. These volunteer positions, Treasurer, Vice President of Membership and Development 

and Vice President of Competitions, are vital to the support of our leagues and to the success of our association. These key positions serve as members of the 

Executive Committee which meets once per month, normally on the second Monday evening at the state office in Greensboro. 

The Treasurer is the Chair of the Finance Committee and is responsible for reporting on all financig~ matters to the Executive Committee. She or he works ruth the 

NCASA Execntive Director to develop an annual budget and to Inonitor rill financial aspects of the orgmiization. If you have a financiaJ~ background this would be an 

excellent opportuni~ for you to get involved! 

The Vice President of Membership and Development is the Chair of the Membership Committee m~d is responsible for promoting the benefits of affiliating ruth the 

state to non-member leagues, educating the youth players aging out of NCYSA on the availabili~ of adult s~ccer throughout the state and increa~sing the overall 

membership of the association. Get involved and help us grow! 

The Vice President of Competitions works with the Executive Director to plan and execute State Cup and other competitions of interest to our member leagues. 

Additionally, she or he assists and supports teams ti-om NC that have qualiiied to participate in Regional a~d National level competitions. Bring your love of the game 

and help us promote competitions’. 

Please let us know if you me intereffted in one of these positions or feel tree to pass this along to solneone in your league that you iEel could capably fill the role. You 

can contact Bob Kepner at 919- 810-6725 or email bobkepner~hpw.com. 

Thank you for your help! 

Bob Kepner, NCASA President 

Click here to avoid receiving future e-mails from us. ~ 
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Injured World Cup hopefuls set to contribute 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: The USA 20] There is good news on the U.S. national team 

front regarding MLS players who have missed one or more weeks 

with injuries. Most have returned to practice and could 
contribute this weekend. All 20 World Cup hopefuls -- the 19 called 

in for the USA-Mexico game, plus Seattle’s Brad Evans -- have yet to 

play on the same weekend .... Read the whole story 

Three games to watch 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 7] Real Salt Lake and Portland face off for the first 
time since meeting in the 2013 Western Conference final. RSL 

owned the Timbers in 2013 -- sweeping both playoff games and 
going unbeaten in six meetings in all competitions -- and there’s no 

indication, at least right now, the same thing won’t happen in 2014 

as RSL enters Saturday’s match at Rio Tinto Stadium as MLS’s only 

unbeaten team and the Timbers have yet to win in six outings. 

...Read the whole story 

De Grandpre returns to Red Bulls 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Marc de Grandpre is back with the Hew York Red 

Bulls, having been hired as head of commercial operations. De 

Grandpre, who worked for the Red BuUs as their managing director 
after Red Bull purchased the former MetroStars in 2006, wiR join 

the club on April 30 and in effect replace Jerome de Bontin, who 
resigned as general manager on the eve of the 2014 MLS season. 

Since leaving the Red Bulls in 2008, he served as head of marketing 
[t senior vice president at Kind Snacks and chief marketing officer 

at IMAX. De Bontin’s only full season ...... Read the whole story 

NYCFC affiliates with eight New York area youth clubs 
by Soccer America 

[MLS 2015] MLS expansion club flew York City FC (which will 
announce on Monday plans to play at Yankee Stadium for its 2015 

launch) has partnered with eight youth clubs throughout the 

greater Ilew York City area that will serve as affiliate clubs....Read 

the whole story 

Lack of playing time worrying for bubble players 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] V~th only four weeks at most for most players 

before the end of their seasons and the start of the U.S. World 
Cup training camp, playing time is essential for players on the 

bubble. The lack of consistent playing time recently could 
jeopardize the hopes of several players .... Read the whole story 

Howard’s extension ’incredible moment’ for Everton 
by Soccer America 

[A~ERICAHS ABROAD] Everton has signed U.S. national team 

goalkeeper Tim Howard to a two-year extension that will keep him 
at the EPL club through the 2017-18 season....Read the whole 

story 

Ref thwarts hidden bail trick 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Horwegian midfielder Jan Gunnar Solli of 

Swedish club Hammarby tucked the bail under his shirt to evade a 

opponent -- and was rewarded with a yellow card .... Read the 
whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"You should never underestimate the allure of 
daytime drinking. If you’re in a bar at 7 in morning 
with a pint of Guinness, you have a sodai problem. 
If you are in a bar at 7 in the morning with that 
same pint of Guinness and Chelsea is on TV, you’re 
a football fan." 

-- Soccer journaUst Roger Bennett on the early 
start of the games in bars as a reason for the 

popularity of soccer in Hew York -- in particular 

the popularity of the English Premier League among 

Hew York literati. (Hew York Times) 

What They’re Saying 

"This is going to be the foundation of the World 

Cup. It’s a dry climate. It’s fresh air. We can add 

more sessions into that period than we usually 

would do." 

-- U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann on picking Stanford 
University for the USA’s pre-Worid Cup training 

camp. The team wiU start gathering at the Horthern 
California site May 14. (AP) 

MLS is going out on a limb with Atlanta 

by Ridge Mahoney 

Soccer will again share a fadiity with the HFL when 
a new stadium to house the Falcons is ready in 

2017....More 

1. The 10 richest American soccer owners 

2, Atlanta introduced as 22nd franchise 

3, Ring of Fire delays Greek game 

4, Perfectly placed volley into own goal 

5, U.S. U-20s sweep group play with win over 
Tigres 
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like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 
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A top 150 recruit from the class of 2015 
follows in the footsteps of family by making 
his commitment to an Ivy League power. 
MORE: Another Recruit Chooses San Fran 

GRAND !i! T !i!ANIAAN ’ : TOP 25 
Today we take a look at the U13-U15 Boys in 
our monthly Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank Top 25 update, Keep following us 
as we track the best teams in the country, 

AT DALLAS CUP 
A 1-0 win over Tigres on Wednesday helped 
the U,S. U20 MNT clinch group C at Dallas 
Cup and advance to the semifinal round. 

MORE: Pay-to-Play Finale[] 

DID YOU SEE? 

Relive all the action from 
the ECNL event in San Diego 
with our Dhoto aller . 

Hiqhliqhts: The US U18s 
took on Mexico in a qame 
that came down to a late 
PK. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Northwestern Girls Soccer Academy 

At the Northwestern Girls Soccer Academy 
Overnight Camp you’ll get your soccer 
education from one of the world’s top 
universities. 

It’s a physically challenging and rewarding 
camp which is designed to bring the best out 
of the competitive soccer player! 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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Progressive Soccer ’][’raining in Grids 

aximize ri trainin 
ain rearer 

improvements from 
every training session 

by harnessing the 
revolutionary concept of 

’morp in ’ 
The ~o~ution to wa~ting training time has arrived! No longer will 
you have to sap precious minutes setting up new drills because 
Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you exactly how to 
ru~ an entire trai~i~g session in a single g~rd, What’s more, this 

book provides a complete set of progressive small-s~ded 
games for improving passing, shooting, transition p~ay an~ 

much more ~n a s~g~e session from sta~ to finish 

Dear Coach, 

Do you waste a lot of time in training setting up grid drills? Do your players stand around getting bored 

while you reconfigure the practice area, when all they want to do is play? Well, now you can say 

goodbye to wasted time and bored players because Progressive Soccer Training in Grids provides a 

complete guide to getting more out of every session by using a single grid to transform one exercise to 

the next revolving around your training theme for that day, without changing that grid, but still using 

multiple progressive small sided games and drills in a single training session. This new concept 

harnesses progressive small sided games and drills in a single grid to minimize setup time while 

maximizing the time your players can practice, leading to quicker improvement in every session. 

Progressive Soccer Training in Grids is a unique coaching guide focused on this new approach to 

training. It shows you howto organize an entire session using a single grid and howto run a sequence 

of drills that morph into each other This saves valuable minutes that are normally wasted every 

training session and enables you to maintain a high level of intensity from start to finish. 



What’s more Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you how to reconfigure training based on a 

single training theme. Instead of jumping from shooting to possession to transition play, this book is 

organized to enable you to quickly switch from one drill to another and focus on a specific skill for the 

entire session. This means you only need to decide what to work on, open the relevant chapter and 

follow the sequence of drills. 

Packed with an abundance of drills, from shielding to wide play to counter attacks and more, 

Progressive Soccer Training can be used to gain a big increase in training time and improve your 

team in multiple areas in a single grid 

"Shows you how to increase training efficiency 
by using one grid for multiple small sided 

games and e×ercises--more time training and 
less time organizing the session" 

Small-sided games are a core part of training. Whether you coach youth teams or elite squads, players 

at every level gain a host of benefits from practicing in limited space. This includes improving their 

space awareness, reactions, decision making and using grids also enables you to focus on perfecting 

specific moves in each session The downside is that setting up a sequence of drills can be a big drag 

on your time. It’s very time consuming having to keep rearranging the configuration every time you want 

to change the exercise. What’s more, it causes players to stand around getting bored and takes them 

out of the focused mindset you want to develop. 

This is why ’morpbing’ is rapidly growing in popularity as a way of managing grid training This 

approach focuses on a specific theme throughout the session, with all drills performed in the same 

grid. Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you how to use ’morphing’ in your coaching 

arsenal by showing you howto run an entire training session with exercises described for you in detail 

with diagrams and coaching points which morph into each other to save valuable training time . 

Along with minimizing the time it takes to shift from exercise to the next, all of the drills in this unique 

book are carefully chosen to offer a progressive sequence. This means that all you need to do is 

decide what skill to focus on, whether it’s third man runs, combination play or check runs, and then 



simply follow the series of exercises outlined in each chapter - using one grid during the entire system. 

"A revolutionary new approach to saving time in 
training written by two coaches with over two 

decades experience" 

What’s covered in Progressive Soccer Training 
in Grids 

Progressive Soccer Training in Grids features is a complete guide to using the new concept of 

’rnorphing’ to minimize the time wasted setting up exercises and maximize the time spent making 

improvements to your team. 

Each chapter focuses on a singular training theme, with each theme broken down and explained in 

detail so that even novice coach can recognize the key elements to focus on in training. Along with an 

overview, each chapter covers the roles and responsibilities of players, what you can expect to gain 

from the session and coaching points. Each chapter also includes four small sided games with 

explanations on grid setup, player configuration, the roles and restrictions per exercise and detailed 

diagrams which explain exactly where players need to be at the start of the drill and how to perform 

each exercise. 

The themes covered in Progressive Soccer Training in Grids include shielding, wide play, passing, 

receiving and timing of runs, shooting and much more. With grid training an integral part of developing 

players, the drills in this book enable you to run highly focused training sessions with high intensity, 

stamina and focus, so that players get used to playing for long stretches without constant pauses in- 

between 



Author, Dan Minutitto giving a team tatk 

What you w[[[ gain from Progressive Soccer 
Training in Grids 

Using ’morphing’ to maximize grid training time and minimize the setup between exercises is a new 

concept that’s rapidly gaining fans and plaudits The benefits are obvious - you can maintain the 

intensity of training for longer without long breaks between exercises But the trick to using morphing 

effectively is knowing howto implement drills which smoothly transition from one to another. This is 

what Progressive Soccer Training in Grids shows you how to do it 

From Progressive Soccer Training in Grids you will gain: 

A complete guide on howto implement ’morphing’ into grid training 

More time to practice from vastly reducing the time spent setting up drills 

With less time wasted between exercises, you can keep up the intensity and gain more 

improvement with every training session 

Players’ stamina and focus will improve from training for longer in every session 

Over 100 diagrams demonstrating drills that can be performed 

With every chapter focused on a specific theme, all you need to do is decide what you want to 

work on, select the chapter and then follow the drills one by one, saving you having to plan 

sessions yourself in advance 

Virtually every theme is covered, including shielding, wide play, counter attacking on transition, 

possession, passing, finishing and more 

Four small sided games are included for every theme 

Detailed explanations on setup, what players need to do, what you can expect to gain and 

coaching points on what to watch out for when coaching players 

Your players will love being able to practice drills and exercises for longer, instead of waiting 

around for the next drill to be setup 

Grid training is a highly effective way of organizing drills, but it can also be time consuming. Now you 

can discover howto gain all the benefits of running grid training sessions without having to spend 

precious training minutes setting each drill up. This makes Progressive Soccer Training in Grids a 

valuable addition to your coaching library because it shows you exactly how to make better use of 

precious training time and how to run progressive ’rnorphing’ sessions from start to finish. 



100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 12- 

part video series Progressive Soccer Training in Grids unless it achieves our exceptionally high 

standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Progressive Soccer Training 

in Grids after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 

"Simply decide what you want to work on, pick a 
chapter and the entire session is planned oat for 

yOU" 

Organizing grid training sessions can be time consuming in multiple ways. First of all you have to plan 

what drills to use to improve your team in a specific area and secondly you have to waste time 

reconfiguring the drill for each exercise Now you can vastly reduce the time you spend both planning 

and running sessions thanks to this unique book. 

Progressive Soccer Training in Grids provides you with a complete guide to using morphing to 

improve grid training sessions. All of the drills have been carefully chosen and arranged so that you 

can work through them in order, with minimal setup time allowing you to maximize the intensity of every 

session. 

Every discipline is covered, from passing to possession play to third man runs, so you can simply 

choose what you want to work on then allow Progressive Soccer Training to guide you on how to run 

the entire training session. Your players will enjoy being able to play with the ball at their feet instead of 

standing around waiting, and you can look forward to gaining a team with more stamina, focus and 

technical ability as a result. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Progressive Soccer Training in Grids is a unique book on how to use ’morphing’ to maximize 

training time and minimize setup time when setting up grid drills. Whether you want to improve 

transition play, third man triangular passing or finishing, this book features complete sets of 

progressive drills for every theme so your players spend more time running and less time waiting. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 ~/o satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Progressive 

Soccer Training in Grids after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions 

asked. 
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Tony Meola: Young players are more sophisticated 
than ever 
This year marks the 20th anniversary of the USA hostin~J the 1994 World Cup - a ~Jood time to check in with 

T~ny Me~a~ wh~ started eve~y game in ~a~ f~r the U~A as it r~ached the sec~nd r~und ~f a W~r~d Cup f~r the    ~ 

first time since 1930. Meola, who also helped the USA end its 40-year World Cup drought by qualifying forthe 

Italia ’90, is heavily involved in youth soccer.                                                          ~ 

By Mike WoitalM 

Tony Meola stills spends plenty of time with his 1994 World Cup teammates. 

He co-hosts the SiriusXM radio show ’(~ounter Attack" with John Harkea, a fellow Kearny, N.J. product. He has assisted Tab 

Ramos - another New Jersey childhood friend - with the men’s U-20 national team - and is assisting Hugo Perez with the 

U.S. U-15 boys. 

Meola finishes the radio show at 7 p.m. and by 7:07 he’s on the field coaching New Jersey youth soccer. Up until last year, he 

had been coaching his son with the Berkeley SA U-16s and he’s still coaching his daughter’s Toms River FC U-14s. 

SOCCER AMERICA: How long have you been coaching youth soccer? 

TONY MEOLA: I always coached while I was playing. In Kansas City I coached at Blue Valley SC. I really enjoy trying to 

instill a passion for the game and seeing the kids improve. 

SA: I understand your oldest (of three children) is headed to your alma mater Virginia to play baseball ... 

TONY MEOLA: It just kills me that he’s given up soccer! But it’s a good decision for him. 

SA: You played soccer and baseball at UVA ... 

TONY MEOLA: Right. But times have changed. He played high school soccer last year but this year he has to focus on 

baseball. UVA is now a top baseball school and this is the time for him where getting drafted is also an issue. So he’s 

concentrating on baseball. But it’s really tough not to see him play soccer anymore. He’s a Division I-level left-sided player. 

SOCCER AMERICA: You’re still coaching your daughter. Any big difference between coaching boys and girls? 

TONY MEOLA: The difference between boys and girls - there’s not a whole lot of difference. But it seems like at the early 

ages, the boys are hungrier. With the girls, it takes a little bit more time to get them more serious about the game, studying 

the game, going to games. 

The one thing I try and do with allthe teams is give them the passion for the game, whether it’s watching it instead of playing 

a video game on a Saturday morning or going to see a local professional team. 

I tell kids all the time that’s how I learned and I think that’s one of the ways you can learn, by engulfing yourself into it. 

It’s not for everyone. Some just want to be rec players and I get it. And that makes senses too. That’s also good. 

SA: So how do you encourage them to get "study" the game? 

TONY MEOLA: When I started coaching my daughter’s team, their team name was something like the Thrill. I said, ’~/Ve gotta 

change it to the name of a team that’s in Europe or South America. You guys figure out which one." 

We took a vote. They all asked what teams I watched when I was a kid, so we ended up coming to Milan. 

So everyone had to come back with a fact about AC Milan. Each training session early on, I picked girls to give me a fact 

about AC Milan. They talked about European championships, winning Serie A, about players like Ruud Gullit, Frank 

Rijkaard ... They never knew any of that stuff. 



So over the years I ask, does anyone know where Milan is in the standings, anyone see a Milan game last weekend? 

And I’d get, 1 didn’t see Milan play, but I saw Barcelona play." 

It wasn’t because I wanted them to know everything about Milan, it was just a way to connect them to the soccer world. 

SA: Can you compare the youth national program now to when you were a part of it? 

TONY MEOLA: My last camp was with the U-15 national team in L.A. Preparation is completely different. The way we 

schedule out practices _. The thought that goes into everything they do comes from Tab [U.S. Soccer’s Youth Technical 

Director] and trickles down to all the teams. Whether it’s Hugo Perez or Tony Lepore with the U-14s or Richie Williams 

with the U-17s. 

The monitoring of their bodies. Their complete workload everyday. Making sure they don’t exceed workload throughout the 

week so that when we get to game time they’re optimally ready. Monitoring their diet every minute of the day. 

When we put training together, there still things we do now that are the same we did back in 1990. There’s some stuff we 

didn’t do. I think that would be in any sport, anywhere. You probably don’t work on a typewriter anymore. 

The coaches who are working with the national team are constantly looking for the next best thing. "Are we doing it right?" 

translates to every single drill we do and how we do it, and how long we do it. 

I’m not sure it was so thought out back then. It was great back then. And it was probably cutting edge back then. Now it 

needs to continue to be cutting edge. 

SA: For sure, the youth club scene has exploded since you were a kid. Any thoughts on the current youth soccer 

landscape? 

TONY MEOLA: There are a lot of clubs that are great. And other clubs maybe less so. That’s something the parent and the 

kid have to figure out on their own. "Am I getting what I’m getting what I’m paying for?" 

But it’s youth sports, and there are some people you can never please, no matter what you do. You really got to look at the 

process all the time. 

One thing I do know, when I see the young kids - the pools are a lot bigger and the players are a lot more sophisticated and 

more knowledgeable than they used to be at the younger ages. 

(Mtke Wo#atla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and c(~author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Joumev from Backvard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla refs youth soccer in Northem California and 

coaches at East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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Klinsman~ on Altidore’s Situatio~ 
NBCSports com 

~ 
In the latest edition of Road to the Roster, U.S. men’s national team coach Jurgen K~insmann speaks 

out about Jozy Altidore’s uncomfortable first season with Sunderland in the Premier League. He says: 

"As a striker, scoring goals gives you the confidence you need going into the next game. From the extreme positive, 

the same could be said for Jozy right now at Sunderland, going through the extreme negative. At the end of the day 

you have to manage those phases and we all hope that Jozy keeps his head up and stays positive and waits for his 

next opportunity. Sooner or later he is going to score ... He is a very important part of our team going into this 

summer’s World Cup. I’m so convinced that he’s going to do well there." - Read the whole story_. 

Neymar to Miss at Least Four Weeks 
Guardian 

Barcelona starlet Neymar looks set to miss the rest of the season after suffering an injury to his metatarsal in 

Barca"s 2-I Copa del Roy final loss against Real Madrid on Wednesday. The Brazil international picked up the 

injury as his shot hit the pest in the 90th minute. Barca hopes he will be able to make the last game of the season 

against La Liga leader Atletico Madrid, but that will only happen if he recovers in the estimated time, which is a 

minimum of four weeks. 

Meanwhile, the Blaugrana will also be without fullback dordi Alba for the final month of the season due to a 

muscular tear in his right leg. It said the fitness of the central defender Marc Bartra will be a day-to-day decision as 

he recovers from a muscle pull. The Catalan giant, which is four points behind Atletico in the race for the La Liga 

title, faces Athletic Bilbao on Sunday. - Read the whole story... 

Liverl[~ooll Pllayers Lead PFA Awards Lists 
ESPN FC 

Liverpool trio Luis Suarez, Daniel Sturridge and Steven Gerrard were nominated for the Professional 

Footballers’ Association’s Player of the Year award on Friday, alongside Chelsea midfielder Eden Hazard, 

Manchester City midfielder Yaya Toure and Southampton forward Adam LaIlana. The winner of the award will be 

announced at a ceremony in London on April 27. 

Regardless of how the title race shakes out, the Liverpool trio are the heavy favorites, with Suarez scoring 29 goals 

in as many games, Sturridge grabbing 20 in 26 and Gerrard recording 10 goals and 13 assists in 30 league games. 

The PFA Young Player of the Year short-list was also released on Friday, with Chelsea’s Hazard and Liverpool’s 

Sturridge both featuring alongside Everton midfielder Ross Barkley, Southampton defender Luke Shaw, Arsenal 

midfielder Aaron Ramsey and Liverpool winger Raheem Stealing. - Read the whole story... 

Guardio~a: 1 Wou~d Leave Bayem if Asked 
ESPN FC 

Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardio~a said he would be happy to leave the German giant after just one season if 

the club’s hierarchy is not happy with his work. Guardiola has already won three trophies with Bayem this season: 

the UEFA Supercup, the FIFA Club World Cup, and the German Bundesliga title, while also guiding the team to the 

German Cup final and the UEFA Champions League semifinals, both of which have yet to be played. 

However, Bayern has endured a bit of a dip in form, taking just one point from its last three Bundesliga games, 

which has resulted in some criticism of the former Barcelona coach’s methods. Speaking to reporters on 

Wednesday, the Spaniard said he would be happy to move on if he found that the club wanted a change. 

’q have to accept the criticism," he said. "1 tell myself ’Pep, calm down.’ You are here to work as well as possible, and 

my best talent is work, work, work. I am here to help the club, and if the club do not want me, a handshake and no 

problem for me." - Read the whole story... 

Hazard a ’Major Doubt’ for UCL Semi 
Football Espana 



Chelsea on Friday confirmed that playmaker Eden Hazard is "major doubt" for Tuesday’s UEFA Champions 

League clash with Atletice Madrid at the Vicente Calderen stadium. According to assistant coach Steve Holland, 

"Hazard is not definitely out for Tuesday but he hasn’t trained with the squad yet which means he’s a major doubt," 

he told reporters. The former Lille midfielder limped out of the Blues’ qumterfinal second leg against Paris Saint- 

Germain two weeks ago, and has not played since. 

- Read the whole story.,, 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 7 kicks off on Saturday .... Weekend EPL action includes a Chelsea-Sunderland clash .... Barcelona 

aims to get back on track Sunday when it hosts Athletic Bilbao.                                             ~ 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and he,york programming listings Soccer on TV is upd;~ted d;#ly throughout the week.) 

SATURDAY, April "~9 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-QPR (live) 7 am. 

Italy PARMA-INTER MILAN (live) 9 am. 

italy JUVENTUS-BOLOGNA (live) 12:30 pm. 

French Cup PARIS SG=LYON, Final (live) 3 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-ROMA (delay) 5 pm. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ESPANYOL (delay) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England CHELSEA=SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-FULHAM (live) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-VALENCIA (live) 10 am. 

Italy UDINESE-NAPOLI (delay) Noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

italy FIORENTINA-ROMA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-BOLOGNA (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BRAUNSCHWEIG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-OAXACA (live) 1 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CERRO LARGO (live) 3 pm. 

mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-FULHAM (live) 7:45 am. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-TIGRES (live) 9 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico MONTERREY-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIViSION 

Mexico AMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MexicoAMERICA-QUERETARO (live) 6 pro. 

Mexico SANTOS-CHIAPAS (live) 7:55 

Mexico ATLAS-TOLUCA (live) 10 pm. 



MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-HOUSTON (live)4 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-SAN JOSE (live) 6 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER=LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-D.C. UNITED (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-TORONTO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-MONTREAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-SEATTLE (live) 10:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Italy AC MILAN-LIVORNO (live) 8:45 am. 

Italy UDiNESE-NAPOLI (live) 8:45 am. 

England WATFORD-IPSVVICH (live) 9:45 am. 

Russia ANZHI-ZENIT (live) 9:45 am. 
Spain LEVANTE-GETAFE (live) 11:45 am. 

Spain REAL MADRID CASTILLA-EIBAR (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA B-GIRONA (live) 12:45 pm. 

Italy FIORENTINA-ROMA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN3 

NASL CAROLINA-FT. LAUDERDALE (live), 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, A~3ri~ 20 

BelN SPORT 

France BORDEAUX-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBCSN 

England NORVV]CH CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 7 am= 

England HULL CITY-ARSENAL (live) 9 am. 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-BETIS (live) 11 am= 

Spain SEVILLA-GRANADA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-BILBAO (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany NUREMBERG-LEVERKUSEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany STUTTGART-SCHALKE (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil SAO PAULO-BOTAFOGO (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pm. 

mun2 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 11:05 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PUMAS-CHIVAS (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-TIJUANA (live) 5:55 pro. 

Be~N PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-CELTA VIGO (live) 5:45 am. 

Spain MALLORCA-DEPORTIVO (live) 5:45 am. 

France MONACO-NICE (live) 7:45 am. 

France MARSEILLE-LILLE (live) 2:45 pm. 

~4ONDAY, Apri~ 21 

BelN SPORT 

England BURNLEY-VV]GAN (live) 10 am. 

England LEEDS UNITED-NOTTINGHAM FOREST (live) Neon. 

Italy AC MILAN-LIVORNO (delay) 2:30 pm. 



NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy PARMA-INTER (delay) 1 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-VlLLAREAL (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay FENIX-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

* U,S, LEAGUES MVE STREA~4~NG 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - www.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, April 19, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

Michael Rocca <mikerocc~ratedsports.com> 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 5:48 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

RECEIVE AN EXTRA $100 Restaura~t.com GIFT CARD Register Now for "the National Showdown 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in our 
National Soccer Showcase Schedule. Don’t forget to add mikerocca@ratedsports.com to your address 
book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may ._u__r)__s__u___b__s_’__c__rj__b_#. if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

The National Showdown Soccer 
Showcase would like to Wish All 

Of Our Teams a Happy Easter. 
Register Your Team over the next 

few days at 
www.NationalShowdown.corn and ........................................................................................................................ 

receive an additional $100 
Restaurant.corn Gift Card. 

REGISTER YOUR TEAM NOW, 
PAY AT A LATER DATE 

*Entry fee set at $995 plus each team registered 
before Friday, May 2rid receives a $200 
Restaurant,corn Gift Card, 

"100+ COLLEGE COACHES IN ATTENDANCE 

* 16 TEAHS PER AGE GROUP 
* 3 X 80 HIN GAHES 
* TOP SOCCER CLUBS FROH USA & CANADA 
* 14 FIELDS, 1 LOCATION 
* OPEN TO ALL NORTH AMERICAN CLUB & ACADEHY 
TEAHS 
* WINNERS WILL BE CROWNED BY GOTSOCCER 

Chicago’s Waukegan Sports Park is one of 
Lhe largesL soccer complex of its kind in 



Illinois. The complex boasts 13 regulation 
sized soccer fields and has hosted 
international, national and regional 
tournaments in soccer, 

sanction by 

[ ~ 

Forward this email 

rl~=s ernail was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.ed=J by ._n3_L_k__e_[_o__c__c__a_~[_a__L__e__d__s2_o__r_Ls_:_c_9_t~ :: 
Z[ns~ant removai with SafeUnsubscribeTM ] Privacy’ Policy, 



Rated Sports, LLC 1]:[9 Buena Vista Street i P.O. Box 607 :: VENTURA i CA 93001 
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Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 :.09 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : FC Dallas on Top; Dempsey on a Roll; Altidore Helps Beat Chelsea 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 

FC Dallas and Real Salt Lake set pace 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] A week after losing its first game of the season, 

FC Dallas rallied after spotting Toronto FC a goal to win, 2-I, and 

improve its league-best record to 5-I-I. Real Salt Lake maintained 

its unbeaten record and pounded another dent into the Portland 

Timbers’ tepid start to the season by posting a I-0 win at Rio Tinto 
Stadium....Read the whole story 

Dempsey involved in eight straight Seattle goals 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: The USA 20] Clint Dempsey, who had five goals in his last two 

games for Seattle, did not score against Chivas USA but he had 

assists on both goals, by Lamar lleagle and Obafemi Martins, as the 

Sounders rallied to beat Chivas USA, 2-I, and move into second 
place in the Western Conference. Of the 20 U.S. World Cup 

hopefuls in MLS, 17 played on Saturday....Read the whole story 

Altidore helps Sunderland to stunning win at Chelsea 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Jozy Altidore’s tally for the season is still one 

goal (in now 28 English Premier League games) and Sunderland is 

still in last place with four games to play, but Jozy and the Black 

Cats may have decided the EPL race when he was taken down for 

the deciding penalty kick that gave Sunderland a 2-1 win at 

Chelsea....Read the whole story 

U.S. under-20 national team wins semifinal thriller 
by Paul Kennedy 

[DALLAS CUP] Rubio Rubin scored his second goal of the game on a 

rebound of his missed penalty kick in the second overtime to give 

the U.S. U-20 national team a 3-2 win over Fluminense of Brazil and 
a berth in Sunday’s final of the Gordon Jago Super Group at the 

35th annual Dr Pepper Dallas Cup. The game against River Plate at 

the Cotton Bowl will be televised on Time Warner Cable 
SportsChannel at 7 p.m. ET....Read the whole story 

Rampone shows off hoops moves, nets first pro goal 

by Paul Kennedy 

[HWSL: Week 2] Christie Rampone scored her first goal in a pro 

career that dates back to 2001, but Sky Blue FC had to settle for a 

I-I tie with the Portland Thorns. Crystal Dunn showed off why she 

was the No. I draft pick in the 2014 HWSL College Draft, setting up 

Canadian Diana Matheson twice in the first half of the Washington 
Spirit’s 3-I victory over FC Kansas City....Read the whole story 

Minnesota and New York top charts 

by Soccer America 

[NASL: Week 2] On a night when four of the five games were played 

before sellout crowds, Minnesota United grabbed a last-second 

winner at Ottawa, and the Hew York Cosmos won at FC Edmonton 
to command the top spot in the HASL with two wins apiece. 

...Read the whole story 

Kickers rally to earn draw with Pittsburgh 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 5] The Richmond Kickers raUied from two goals 

down at home to tie the Pittsburgh Riverhounds, 2-2, on Saturday. 

Kyle Porter, on loan from D.C. United, and veteran forward 

Matthew Delicate scored late goals to cancel out goals by 
Richmond native and former Kicker Brian Ownby and Jhonny 

Arteaga....Read the whole story 

Luis Suarez interviews Paul McCartney 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post[ Liverpool-born Beatles legend Paul 

McCartney was set to perform a concert on Saturday in Uruguay’s 
Centenario Stadium, site of the first World Cup final in 1930, so 

Liverpool’s Uruguayan striker Luis Suarez conducted a long- 

distance interview with the 71 -year-old....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 saw it on the computer and I understand why 

they can be talking if it was or not [a penalty]. It’s 

very difficult. I never, ever would expect to get a 

penalty here. Ever. If it was given against me, I 

would do the same [as Chelsea assistant Rui Faria, 
who had to be restrained from entering the field]. 

Emotion gets the better of you, and that could be 

the key moment for the title, that one. When it’s 

for you, you feel you can see why he gave it. 

Especially with the angle the linesman had to see 

the inddent: [Cesar] Azpilicueta going down and 

then [Jozy] AItidore following. But if it was against 

me, in a situation like that, I would have been 
fuming, for sure." 

-- Sunderland manager Gus Poyet, who admitted 

the Black Cats were very lucky to have a penalty 
kick called when Altidore went down in the penalty 

area late in the Black Cats’ 2-1 win at Chelsea. 

(Guardian) 

What They’re Saying 

"Miami’s greatness is about the interaction of a 

vibrant culture and the water. We will earn that 

$50 million back in increased revenue from the 
stadium." 

-- David Beckham advisor John AIschu[er on plans 

for an MLS stadium at PortMiami, which would cost 
$50 million more to build than at other proposed 

locations, bringing the stadium project’s total cost 

to about $250 million. (Miami Herald) 

Recent ,~lost ~ead Stories 

I, Chelsea takes on its U-8s 

2, NYCFC affiliates with eight New York area 
youth clubs 

3, Ref thwarts hidden ball trick 

4. Injured World Cup hopefuls set to 
contribute 

5~ Road to Rio begins for Tab Ramos’ group 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 9:03 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-20s t:ace River Plate in Dallas Cup 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 

by Paul Kennedy 

[DALLAS CUP] Only one U.S. team -- the Dallas Texans in 2006 -- has 

ever won the Super Group at the Dr Pepper DaNas Cup, and the 

U.S. U-20 national team wilt look to make it two when it faces River 
Plate of Argentina in Sunday’s final at the Cotton Bowl (live on Time 

Warner Cable SportsChannel at 7 p.m. ET). Playing ~ffthout two key 
players who returned to their pro dubs, Tab Ramos’ team 
advanced to the final with a thrilling 3-2 overtime win over 

Fluminense of Brazil in Friday’s semifinals....Read ~he whole sto~y 

by Soccer America 

[GENERATION ADIDAS CUP] Sebastian Saucedo scored on a lob from 
35 yards -- his second such goat in two games -- and set up Josh 

Doughty for one of the Canadian youth international’s two goals as 

Reai Salt Lake beat host FC Dallas, 3-0, to move into Sunday’s final 

of the Generation adidas Cup against Stoke City, a shootout winner 

over Brazilian club Flamengo in the other semifinal. For the live 

stream of the final at noon ET....Read Lhe whole 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2015] MLS expansion club New York City FC (which writ 

announce on Monday plans to play at Yankee Stadium for its 2015 

launch) has partnered w~th e~ght youth clubs throughout the 

8rearer New York City area that win sere as affiliate dubs....Read 

by Soccer America 

[NATIONAL T~INING CENTER CAMP] U.S. under-15 ~rts national 
team coach B.J. Snow has called up 36 players for a week-long 

training camp that begins Saturday at the U.S. Soccer National 

Training Center....Read the whoie ste~y 

by Mike Woitalla 

~IDEO PICK: Gotazo] With a 3-0 final win over Benfica, Barcelona 
claimed the inaugural UEFA Youth League~ which was contested by 
all the clubs in the group stage of the Champions League. "The 

New Messi," MuNr El Haddadi, scored 11 goats in compett~on 

including a 8otazo from his own half in the final....@~ad the whole 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Chelsea’s John Terry, David Luiz, Frank 
Lampard et at took on the club’s U-8 academy team and had a 

pretty good strategy for scoring against the little ones .... £e~ the 

who~e ~tory 

by Mike WoitalM 

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the USA 

hosting the 1994 World Cup -- a good time to check 

in with Tony Meola, who started every game in goal 
for the USA as it reached the ...... ?4ore 

by Pete Huryk 

Invariably as I talk to players, there are usually 

complaints surrounding coaches. I’m sure that the 
players believe the 8dpes are legitimate....More 
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Soccer Business Week in Review 

Sunday, April 20, 2014 

The 10 richest American soccer owners 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MAKING A LIST] Home Depot co-founder and Atlanta Falcons 

owner Arthur Blank, announced as the owner of the MLS club to 
begin play in Atlanta in 2017, is one of 10 men on the 2013 Forbes 

list of richest Americans who now have ownership interests in 

soccer....Read the whole story 

Atlanta introduced as 22nd franchise 
by Pau~ Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSION] MLS introduced Atlanta as its latest expansion 

team, owned by Atlanta Falcons Arthur Blank, to begin play in 2017. 

It is the third city -- all located in the Southeast -- MLS has 

announced plans to move into since Commissioner Don Garber 
targeted MLS’s growth from 20 to 24 teams by 2020. Blank is the 

fourth NFL owner to purchase an MLS team .... Read the whole 
story 

Report: NYCFC to play three seasons at Yankee Stadium 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] New York City FC will debut next season at 

Yankee Stadium -- no surprise -- but it will be forced to play at the 
baseball stadium for three seasons, the New York Times reported, 
according to two people familiar with the MLS team’s plans .... Read 
the whole story 

Alliance mounts opposition to Beckham Miami stadium 

by Pau~ Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSION] MLS stadium projects have been opposed by 

taxpayer and community groups, but none has faced the corporate 

opposition that David Beckham’s effort to build an MLS soccer 
stadium at Port~iami near the Biscayne Bay has generated .... Read 
the whole story 

De Orandpre returns to Red Bulls 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Marc de Grandpre is back with the New York Red 

Bulls, having been hired as head of commercial operations. De 

Grandpre, who worked for the Red Bulls as their mana~ng director 
after Red Bull purchased the former MetroStars in 2006, will join 

the club on April 30 and in effect replace Jerome de Bontin, who 

resigned as general manager on the eve of the 2014 MLS season. 

Since leaving the Red Bulls in 2008, he served as head of marketing 
~ senior vice president at Kind Snacks and chief marketing officer 
at IMAX. De Bontin’s only fur season ...... Read the whole story 

Poll: Limited U.S. interest in the World Cup 

by Paul Kennedy 

[WORLD CUP 2014 COUNTDOWN] While polls are to be taken with a 

grain of salt~ the Reuters/Ipsos online poti on U.S. interest in the 

World Cup is sobering. Eighty-six percent of Americans said they 
either know nothing or only a little bit about the World Cup, and 

more than two-thirds did not know Brazil will host the tournament. 
And two in three Americans do not plan to follow this year’s 

tournament....Read the whole story 

BT Sport presenter joins Ley and Tirico as ESPN hosts 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] Veteran ESPH broadcasters Bob Ley and Mike 

Tirico be joined by UK-based sports presenter Lynsey Hipgrave of 
BT Sport as the anchors of ESPN EngUsh-language studio shows 

during the World Cup .... Read the whole story 

Hooper named SPI marketing director 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] Former Soccer America marketing executive 
John Hooper has been named director of marketing and 

partnerships for Sport Pins International .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"Miami’s greatness is about the interaction of a 
vibrant culture and the water. We will earn that 
550 million back in increased revenue from the 
stadium." 

-- David Beckham advisor John Alschu[er on plans 

for an MLS stadium at PortMiami, which would cost 
S50 million more to build than at other proposed 
locations, bringing the stadium project’s total cost 

to about S250 million. (Miami Herald) 

Girls soccer handle takes on life of its own 
by Soccer America 

[SOCIAL MEDIA WATCH] SoccerGirIProblems 

(@SoccerGrIProbs) launched in 2011 to tweet 
humorously about the soccer problems of three 

college players is up to 184,000 followers....More 

~, Chelsea takes on its U-8s 

2, NYCFC affiliates with eight New York area 
youth clubs 

3, Ref thwarts hidden ball trick 

~o Injured World Cup hopefuls set to 
contribute 

5, Road to Rio begins for Tab Ramos’ group 
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Section 1 : ’Timbers must face the reality’; Boyd, Bedoya score; U.S. U-20s t~ll in Dallas Cup 

,~onday, April 21,201,1 

Will Johnson: Timbers must face the reality 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The Portland Timbers remain winless in seven 
games after another loss to old nemesis Real Salt Lake Saturday 

night. It took a world-class performance by Hick Rimando, back in 

the RSL goal after missing two games with a knee injury, but the 
Timbers are now 0-3-4. Coach Caleb Porter said the Timbers were 
the better team, but his captain, Will Johnson, said they continue 

to look like "amateurs" in crunch time....Read the whole story 

Boyd scores twice, Bedoya adds goal in big Nantes win 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Terrence Boyd scored two goals -- his first 

goals in seven weeks -- as Rapid Vienna tied SV Grodig, 2-2, on the 
road. Alejandro Bedoya scored in Hantes’ 6-2 win over 

Valenciennes that all but assured the Canaris of staying up in 
France’s Ligue I .... Read the whole story 

U.S. U-20s fall to River Plate in Super Group final 

by Soccer America 

[DALLAS COP] The U.S. under-20 national team dropped a 2-0 
decision to River Plate in the final of the Gordon Jago Super Group 

at the Dr Pepper Dallas Cup interrupted in the second half by bad 
weather at the Cotton Bowl. River Plate is only the second 

Argentine club to win the Super Group after San Lorenzo in 1998. 

...Read the whole story 

Noyola and Souza team up for first Dash victory 
by Soccer America 

[HWSL: Week 2] The expansion Houston Dash got two goals from 

Teresa Noyola to rally for its first win, a 3-2 decision at the Boston 
Breakers. Brazil rookie Rafa Souza was the key player off the 

bench, setting up Hoyola for the tying goal in the 81st minute and 

drawing the penalty Hoyola converted for the winner in the 84th 

minute....Read the whole story 

Los Dos move into top spot 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week S] LA Galaxy II got goals from Galaxy loan players 
Charlie Rugg and Chandler Hoffman and player-assistant coach 

Laurent Courtois, a former Galaxy first-team player, in its 3-1 win 

over the Orange County Blues that moved it into first place on 

Saturday night....Read the whole story 

Fox Sports named AYSO premier sponsor 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] The American Youth Soccer Organization 

(AYSO) has concluded a wide-ranging partnership with Fox Sports, 
making FOX Sports and its family of networks the premier sponsor 

of AYSO and presenting partner of AYSO’s 50th anniversary .... Read 
the whole story 

Scores PK, plows down coach, red-carded 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] In Scotland, Hearts captain Jamie HamiR 

converted a penalty kick against Ross County and on the way back 

to his team’s side of the field took a detour that saw him barge 

into Ross County coach Derek Adams .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"Everyone wants to get through the first round: 
That’s our goal. JUFgen [Klinsmann] has said, ’Our 
World Cup final is that first game against Ghana.’ If 
we start well, there’s no reason we can’t get 
through the first Found. Then it’s a knockout 
competition. So get through the first round and 
then we dream about more." 

-- U.S. Soccer President Suni[ Gulati on the USA’s 
2014 World Cup quest. (NBCSN via MLSSOCCER.com) 

~, Chelsea takes on its U-Ss 

3, Altidore helps Sunderland ~ stunning win 

at Che{sea 

3, NYCFC affiliates ~th eight New York area 

youth clubs 

4, Ref thwarts hidden ball trick 

5, U.S. under-20 national ~am faces R~er 
Plate in final 
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i.~.i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 
TOP 

The IMG Academy 150 Rankings spring 
update for boys in the 2015 graduating class 
is out today, and most of the changes for 
this update deal with second half of the list. 

The U.S. U20 men’s national team lost 2-0 
against River Plate in the Dallas Cup Super 
Group final on Sunday night, running out of 
gas in a rain-delayed finale. 

A pair of goalkeepers from the Midwest make 
their college choices, picking different Big 
Ten programs. Will they be rivals one day? 

DID YOU SEE? 

The U17 MNT continued its 
winninq ways earliner this 
month with a title in a 
tournament in Sarajevo. 

Relive all the action from 
the ECNL event in San Diego 
with our photo gallery. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Peak Performance Academy 

Peak Performance Academy gives players an 
inside look into college soccer and allows 
them to work with and be seen by coaches 
from some of the top schools in the nation. 
Unlike other camps all sessions are limited 
to 150 people to properly evaluate and 
educate each camper. 

Recently named the "Nation’s Top Soccer 
Recruiting Camp", PPA brings elite coaches 

from different divisions, conferences and 
parts of the country all to one place and 
provides the education, exposure and 
experience that every player is looking for! 

By far, the top recruiting camp in the U.S. for 
the past seven years! 



Register now! 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Apr 21. 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 2t, 2Ot4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Premier League on NBCSN: Mancheste~ City - West Bromwich Mbion at 3pro. 
Championship on beHq Sport; Burn/ey - Wigan at 10am and Leeds - Nott}s~ham 

Fo~est at 12prn. k.a [.iga on be]N en Espano[: Mal.af;a - V~Rarrea[ at 4prn~ At~ 

T~mes Eastern 

Chelsea 1 - Sunderland 2 and two 
goals for Terrence Boyd 

USMN’[" forward Jozy Altidore was ba~:k in a~:tion fo~ Sunde~Lan(J and played a {)k~ 
role in their surprise upset of Chelsea in England’s P~emier League. Terrence 

Boyd was ariel:her ~)k~ story ever the weekend, scoring beth goals in Rapid Vienna’s 2-2 draw with SV Grodig in Austr$a’s 
BundestNa. PI.us, the rest of the soccer scores for USMNT players in Europe and Mexico. 

Jozy AItMore subbed on in the 66th minute for Sunde~f.and’s 2-1 win over Chelsea at Stamford gridge~ Chef.sea opened 

the scoring in the 12th n’drmte with Conner W~ckham equahzing in the igth minute. A[tidore sold the referee on a 

pena}.ty that gabio Berlin converted in the 82rid minute ~of the win over the P~emier League’s 2rid. p{ace team. 

Sunderland a~e stg[ botton~t of the Prerme~ League table, but they’re only a poh~t behind Fu[ham and Cardiff and three 

petals fl’om safety w~th the advantage on goal dffference~ 

"We battled ft)~ eveKy[hing out the~e to(Jay," ~under[and rnaE~ager Gus Poyet sa~d. ’"The~e have been l:knes in recent: 

g~mes where things have gone ~g~inst us; own goa~s, red ~:~ds. but this game h~s showed if you can get a b~eak you 

oan ~Je seme{hing h’nportant. Ew~[yl:hin{~ went for us today and we’ve show that the players wi{[ continue te [)e{ieve and 

Terrence 9oyd was the here for Rapid Vienna in their 2.2 d~aw with Orodig at the Unte~sbe~g-Arena. G~edig tool the 

the 51st. RapM Vienna are 2nd m the LaNe, 24 points behind Red Bul.[ Sal.zbur9, 

Alejandro Bedoya scored the second goal for Nantes in thei~ 6-2 rout of Val.enciennes in Ligue 1. gedoya doubled the 

lead in the 41st minute with Hantes scoring lout unanswered goals. Valenciennes pu[ted two goals back in the 79th and 

8?rd, but gave up an own gea{ in the 85th and a goal in the 89th~ Nantes are 1 lth in the Ligue 1 tabte. Read More 

NtLS Week 7: Sporting KC tops the East, Dallas tops 
the league 
ML~S p{ayed an a[bSaturday schedufe for the weekend of week 7, with 5 of the 9 games ending in draws. Sporting Kansas 
City had the b~gges~ result of the week~ knocMng off Montreal 4-0 ~t Sporting Park for their 3rd wm e~ the young MLS 

seasom Spo~ting KC is top of the N~LS Eastern Conference, t~ed on 11 po}sts after 5 gan~tes w}th the Co[un~ibus Crew, F~ 
Dallas has the best record in MI.S, wb:h 15 peint:s. 

Spo~tink,’, gC benefitte~J from an own ge~{ in the :}1st minute te open the ~x:~: tin9. Aurelian ¢o{hn deu{)]ed the tend in the 

71st. Dorninic Dwyer scored in the 74th and ~6th n’drmtes. Sporting K¢ haven’t test since their opemng game of the 2014 

"}:’ir~.~t:, ~.~orne crowd t:hat: was t:enighl:i~ Dwyer said, "1 Ielt tike the end of fast year towards ptayoffs, it was pac]~£~d out. 

want to ~ive a shout out to the crowd, they were ~antastic tonight Obv~ousl.y it was some perfo~ mance tonNht. We are 

])teased with the ~:[ean sheet and a let mere goal.s than two weeks ago. ~t: was a good result for us and ebvieus{y we are 
pteased," 

F¢ Da[tas a{so got a win in week 7, beating Toronto FC 2-1 at Toyota Stadium. Toronto was without ierward Jermain 

Defoe, b~it took the toad on the road when Issey Nakaiima-Far~ an scored in the 2i st minute. }latt Hedges equatized for 
DaII.as in t:he ~Tth with B[as Perez scoring the winner in the 8gth minute. F¢ Da[]as top the Eastern Conference an~J ML.S 

with 16 points from 7 games played. Read More 

Landon Donovan keeps it real 
~y Charles Boehm - WASHINGTON, De (,~4~ 31~ 201,1 ) US Sock:or PI.ayers - ~,~akin:q the most of his time Landon 



Yet the MLS and USMNT icon a{so continues to amaze with the things he says and shares off it, He did so again this 

week in a series ef inl:e~vievvs in a media push re{ated to a sponsor’s ])reduct: ro{IebL 

and articu{ate{y in both En~bsh and Spanish, He hand{on it mere as a ca{{ of duty than an opportunity for exposure 

never mafi.s it m. That £ommitmen[ to at {east a modicum of honesty and thoughtfu{ness may we{~ be exhausting. 

This week’s junket, intended {a~ ge{y to promote a Wo~ {c~ Cup. b~anded techno{ogy company’s retest smartphene offeMng, 

rooked ]~ke a textbook moment for cLk:h~s and rdcet]es, Yet Ehe LA Ga[a~ veteran nonetheless offered up some can(Hd 

~emarks about his body, his career and Ms p~ace h~ the USMN’T cosmes~ including the ~rank ac]~nowl.edgement that beth 

have reached the downs~de of the be~] cur~e, 

ready to acknowledge that this could very [ike{y be his {ast Worm Cup. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TY 

tt’s a Champions League semiiinat Tuesday on the soccer "FV schedule; with At:{et:k:e ~V~achid hosting Chelsea 
Sports 1. Abe en the soccer TV schedule Fox Depertes has the Cope Libertaderes, 

At~etico Madrid - CHelsea in the Champions League semifina{s at 2:30pm on Fox Sports 1. Though there are no easy 

giants Barce{ona, The ~ewa~d ~or beating the{sea m~ght be facing d~e oEher La E~a pewe~ Real. X~adrM ~n {he final ~t~s 

Atletieo Madrid still topping the La Lisa table, with a 4 point lead over Barcelona. At~etico Madrid shutout Ek:he 2~0 on 

Friday. Chelsea knocked out PSG to advance. They’re 2nd in Ehe Premier League~ losing 2.1 to bottom dub Sunder{and 

at Stamford Bridge on Saturday, 

"lt*s always ’very complicated in Champions and you have to thorough{y prepare the matches to play them weft" At]etico 

Madrid’s Diego said, "And that’s v’,,ha~ we’re deing. ’They’ll be s~ren~ en Tuesday, a[~d {ha{’s what we’re expecting," 

At:{et:k:e’s Miranda totd the Guardian that "some peop{e seemed too surprised t:hat: we overcame Bareelena~ as if £tl.etk:o 

had suddenl.y crept up fl’om nowhere this season. I iind that a bit odd," 

The other ~ame on the Tuesday soccer -C4 schedu{e is Item the Copa Libertadores: Bol.ivar .. Leon at 8pro on Fox 

Del)ortes. 4l,~ Y2~es 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NSCAA <lis@nscaa.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 12:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

CONCACAF College Development Survey 

DearCoach, 

Thank you, in advance, for taking the time to read this communication from Natalie Lutz, Club Licensing 
Coordinator, at CONCACAF. The information enclosed details a project which they asked the NSCAA to 
assist with, and we are pleased to do so. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Cummings 

CEO 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The CONCACAF Development Division has recently started a project which aims to promote the NCAA 
system (Division I, II, and Ill) as a unique opportunity for boys and girls from the Caribbean and Central 
America to further develop as soccer players and earn a college degree. Our goal is to provide potential 
prospects with an overview of the NCAA system (including initial eligibility requirements and recruiting 
rules) and motivate them to explore this path and find a school that best fits their academic and athletic 
goals. 

After fruitful discussions with US Soccer and the NSCAA, we have designed a simple survey for NCAA 
men’s and women’s soccer coaches in order to collect information on relevant issues related to this 
project. We greatly appreciate your insights and responses to these questions regarding international 
student-athletes and the NCAA experience. 

If you have any questions regarding the survey or are interested in learning more about this CONCACAF 
project, please contact Natalie Lutz at Natalie.lutz@concacaf.org. 

Thank you very much for your assistance with this CONCACAF initiative. 

Survey Link: https://adobeformscentral.com/?f=eYhGmDRARBVtrCZQRpklsg 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

:KII Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 4:15 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, April 21, 2014 

Monday= April 21,2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League first-leg, semifinal games are on Tuesday and Wednesday.... The second leg of 

the Concacaf Champions League final is on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregrammh~g listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and ne~vork programming listings Soccer on TV is apdated da#y throughout the week.) 

~ONDAY~ Ap~i~ 21 

NBCSN 
England MANCHESTER CITY-WEST BROM (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VILLARREAL (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay FENIX-PENAROL (live) 5 

TUESDAY, Apri~ 22 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BOLIVAR-LEON (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, April 23 

BelN SPORTS 

France PSG-EVlAN (live) 12:15 pm. 

FO× SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID=BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (delay) 11 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-EAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO NACIONAL=ATLETICO MINBRO (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SANTOS LAGUNA-LANUS (live) 11 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 



MLS NEW YORK-HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

France TOULOUSE-LYON (livE) 12:15 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

THURSDAY, A#dl 24 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-VALENCIA (live) 3 

FOX SOCCE PLUS 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ARSENAL-UNION ESPANOLA (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 
Italy ROMA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 
Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-ST. MIRREN (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

France NANTES-MARSEILLE (live) 2:15 pm. 

England BRIGHTON-YEOVIL TOWN (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain ELCHE-LEVANTE (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scot,and PARTICK THISTLE-ST. MIRREN (live) 2:40 pm. 

* U.S. LIEAGUES L{VE STREAM{NG 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - www.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Monday, April 21, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedbtitz®mait.feedbtitz.com> on behatf of 
US Soccer Prayers Newstetter <newstetter®usnstpa.com> 

Tuesday, Aprit 22, 2014 12:02 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson®emait.unc.edu> 

The US Soccer Prayers Newstetter USSoccerPtayers - Apr 22, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers - Apr 22, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Atletico Madrid - Chelsea in the Champions League semifinats at 2:30pm on Fox 

Sports 1. The other game on the Tuesday soccer TV schedute is from the Copa 

Libertadores: Botivar - Leon at 8pm on Fox Deportes. All Times Eastern 

Their Words 

"We didn’t lose the 9ame, but we could have at the end. They had a chance, I know we had a chance as well. Overall, 

just disappointed there’s nothin9 else you can say. Just disappointed. You can’t 9o two 9oals up away [rom home and 

concede 9oals where you have to torte 9oals. The [ourth 9oal was very sloppy." LA Galaxy forward Robbie Keane. 

Sheffield Wednesday 2 - Charlton Athletic 3, Spector 
out 

Engtand’s Championship returned to action on Monday. Oguchi Onyewu went the distance for Sheffietd Wednesday white 

Jonathan Spector missed Birmingham City’s game with a minor ankte injury. 

O~uchi Onyewu and Sheffietd Wednesday tost to Chartton Athtetic 3-2 at Hittsborough in a game with tots of earty goats. 

Atdhe Nuhiu opened the scoring for Sheffietd Wednesday in the 3rd minute with Christopher Maguire doubting the read 

in the 8th. Chartton Athtetic’s Marvin Sordett scored in the 10th minute and woutd find the back of the net in the 43rd 

and 63rd to finish off a hat-trick. Sheffietd Wednesday are 15th in the Championship tabte. 

An ankte injury kept Jonathan Spector out of Birmingham City’s 4-2 toss to Btackburn Rovers at St Andrew’s. Btackburn 

ted 4-0 by hatftime. Nikota Zigic (63rd) and Demari Gray (84th) scored for Birmingham City who sit just above the 

retegation zone in 21st-ptace. 

"Jonathan Spector picked up an ankte injury on Saturday," Birmingham City manager Lee Ctark said. "He was prepared to 

give it a go and I appreciate Jonathan’s attitude but he’s got quite a swotten ankte and sometimes I have to take it out 

of the ptayer’s hands. He’tt be ok for Saturday." Read More 

Real Salt Lake goalkeeper Nick 
Player of the Week 

Rimando wins MLS 

Rear Satt Lake goatkeeper Nick Rimando needed 3 saves to record the shutout in a 1-0 win over the Portland Timbers. 

The performance was strong enough to win Rimando MLS Prayer of the Week honors for week 7 and the second time in 

2014. 

"Nick and I have buitt up an unbetievabte retationship over the tast eight years," Rear Satt Lake coach Jeff Cassar said. 

Now Daryt [Shore] has come in and is doing a fantastic job. I’m just so happy for Nick [Rimando]. The saves were wortd- 



class, and kept our team in it at, well, timely times. Just couldn’t be more happy for him, especially with everything 

that’s ahead of him.., just so happy for him." Read More 

Manchester United can’t lose 
ByJ Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, DC (Apr 22, 2014) US Soccer Players - It’s easy to decide that instant punditry is the 

best response to the managerial situation at Manchester United. In a two-sentence statement, the club announced David 

Moyes is no longer in charge. 

"’l~anchester United has announced that David I~o~les has left the Club. The Club would like to place on 

record its thanks for the hard work, honest~.l and integrit~l he brought to the role. "" 

When you capitalize ’club’, you must be serious. That’s the big picture problem with club soccer at its highest level right 
now. It’s too serious. Manchester United, global brand and high profile business, doesn’t have the luxury of time. They 
didn’t have it with the previous manager and they won’t have it with whoever permanently replaces David Moyes. 

All Manchester United have really created is a scenario where only the best will do. That means winning, and it means 
now. That shortens the list of appropriate managerial candidates considerably. Even with contracts coming to an end 
following the World Cup, the list is alarmingly short. They’re also not without considerable competition. Some of the 
world’s elite managers have no interest in Manchester United as a career opportunity. The Moyes season hasn’t improved 
the job description. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
It’s the Champions League semifinals in Europe and the Champions League final in CONCACAF on Wednesday’s soccer TV 
schedule. Real Madrid host Bayern Munich in the opening game of their Champions League semifinal series and the 
CONCACAF Champions League concludes with Toluca - Cruz Azul. Both games are on Fox Sports 1. 

Real Madrid - Bayern Munich is on Fox Sports 1 at 2:30pm. Real Madrid advanced with a 3-2 win over Borussia 

Dortmund. Their last game was a 2-1 win over Barcelona in the Copa del Rey final. Bayern Munich beat Manchester 

United 4-2 in the quarterfinals. They shutout BTSV 2-0 in the Bundesliga on Saturday. 

One of the big stories is Bayern Munich manager Pep Guardiola’s future. Guardiola is being linked with the Manchester 

United job amid rumors that United is making a change. Guardiola’s impact on Barcelona and now Bayern Munich is 

obvious. 

"He has different ideas from other coaches," Bayern Munich midfielder Toni Kroos told UEFA.com. "We have flexible 

players and I enjoy that because it fits in with my own way of playing. When we lose the ball we’re told to retrieve it in 

the following three to five seconds. That’s the case for every player - you have to run the extra yards." 

Toluca - Cruz Azul at 8pm on Fox Sports 1 and Univision Deportes to decide the 2013-14 CONCACAF Champions League 
winner. The first-leg ended scoreless with all to play for at Estadio Nemesio Diez. 

Also on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule, belN Sport has PSG - Evian at 12:30pm. Copa Libertadores on Fox Deportes: 

Atletico Nacional - Atletico Mineiro at 9pm and Santos Laguna - Lanus at 1 lpm. All Times Eastern 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mafiler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 

Lindsey Wilson <lindsey@posiliveperfo~rn.com~ 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 1:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

5 Things To Do In the Offseason: Advice From An Olympian 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I’m pleased to share with you the first newsletter written by CourtneyThompson, 

USA Volleyball team member, Olympic silver medalist, and the newest Positive 
Performance Mental Training Coach! 
Click !?.~,t..’~ for the full version of our latest blog post: 

S Things To Do In the Offseason 

Happiness = Improvement 

Animals are quite content living lives of simple, day-to-day activities: sleeping, 
eating, playing. It sounds nice--serene, even--but living lackadaisically won’t work 
for us. Why? Because people are born to accomplish things. Accomplishment is 

one of the trademarks of being uniquely human. And, without 
accomplishment--without improvement--we are at a loss, which is why situations 
like unemployment, retirement, and "empty nesting" are sometimes difficult to face: 
they’re periods of downtime, where the individual has to come to terms with asking 
themselves a big question: 

What Am ~ Doing? 

Athletes, as a type, have to learn to handle downtime on a regular basis. 
During season, our schedules are packed. Practices, meetings, road trips, film 
reviews, gym time.., there’s always something to do~ In the offseason, though, it’s 
easy to get lost in the void of Nothing-To=Do. No practices. No games. No 
meetings. You could go to the gym, but, when there appears to be nothing to go 
for, even that activity can seem pointless. 
So_. what are you doing with your downtime? 

Offseason Doesn’t Heart Turning Off 

Hany athletes don’t realize that the offseason is a great opportunity for 
improvement. That’s right: instead of facing this downtime with dread, it can be a 
fount of happiness and accomplishment! Nake the most of this time to accomplish 
positive, structured, improvement-maximizing tasks that you can’t get to during the 
regular season, like i°es.:ing_ (which is different than sleeping!) or co.."..nectin~ with 

~;~:~.!?].~]~?.~:.~.~..9.!?..3..~2b~;~!~!..9.L!?.¢.ti..!![~3J. to build a stronger sense of camaraderie and, 
therefore, stronger teamwork skills. 

The Distinction of Improvement 

This is your chance to stand out. While a number of athletes are using the 

offseason to wind down or turn their brains off from the game, we’re telling you to 
turn it ON. We’d like to share with you ~,?_~)~:,_ to i:ave fun and stiti 
ways you can get the upper hand on those who are down for the count. Take 
it from us: you can take it easy while still improving your craft and ensuring a great 

season to come, 
Follow the link for the full article 5 l-hinge;} To 1")o i[li !:i:e Offse~,~s,~)n written by 
Courtney Thompson, Olympic volleyball player and Positive Performance Mental 
Training Coach. 

Best, 
Lindsey 

Lindsey Wilson 



Co-Founder Positive Performance 
(206) 276-49:~6 

www. positiveperforma ncet raininc~.com 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 7:29 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Who’s Who of coaches cited to take over tbr Moyes 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, Aprii 22, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Who’s Who of coaches cited to take over for Moyes 
Guardian                                                                                                  ~ 

Well, perhaps David Moyes can take some solace from his firing by Manchester United in the list of 

candidates to replace him and those who have already turned down the job. Netherlands coach Louis 

van GaaL Atldtico Madrid’s Diego Simeone and Real Madrid’s Carlo Ancelotti are among those touted as the 

top choices to succeed Moyes, who since taking over from A~ex Ferguson 10 months ago had endured a barrage 

of criticism not just for the team’s relatively lowly place in the Premier League standings -- currently seventh -- but 

also for a brand of dull and dour play that enraged fans and former players~ 

For the past few weeks, as Moyes’ status deteroriated, Jurgen Klopp of Borussia Dortmund and Pep Guardiola 

of Bayern Munich stated they weren’t interested. In the short term, team legend Ryan Giggs will take over for the 

last four games of the season. The long-term is much more problematic, as concerns over the team’s direction off 

the field under stewardship of the American entrepreneur Malcolm Glazer and his vast business empire are as 

pressing as who takes over as manager. 

"The club can only spend money that it has and, unfortunately, the club’s owners have spent hundreds of millions of 

the club’s money on financial restructuring and debt payments and this has limited funds available for investment in 

the playing squad," said Duncan Drastic, chief executive of the Manchester United Supporters Trust. "The quicker 

the owners realise that the club’s current problems are underpinned by the ownership model rather than just the 

identity of the manager, the better." 

A listless 2-0 defeat to Moyes’ former club Everton, which under Roberto Mart#)ez has surged into contention for 

a Champions League place perhaps at the expense of United, turned out to be the Waterloo of Ferguson’s hand- 

picked replacement. For Fergie and the board, it’s back to square one. - Read the whole story... 

Qatar begins down-sizing WorLd Cup plans 
BIoomberg 

Qatar plans to scale back plans for the World Cup it is scheduled to host in 2022. Ghanim AI Kuwari, the Qatar 

2022 organizing committee’s senior manager for projects, said at a conference in Doha on Saturday that it plans to 

build eight stadiums, not 12 as originally announced. 

Before 2022, Qatar plans to spend more than $200 billion to get ready for the event, including $34 billion on a rail 

and metro system, $7 billion on a port and $17 billion on an airport, plus $4 billion on stadiums. 

"Their decision was motivated by cost-cutting following an assessment of the real needs on the ground," John 

Sfakianakis, chief investment strategist at investment company MASIC in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, said in an e-mail to 

Bloomberg. "It does always make good sense to do necessary cost-cutting and reviews of capex [capital 

expenditures] for such huge projects that are front-loaded." - Read the whole story... 

Sco~ari tams criticism back onto the critics ........................................................................................................................................ 

BBC Sport 

Brazil coach Luiz Felipe Scolari is shrugging off criticism of several players as tension and excitement mount 

during the run-up to the 2014 World Cup. 

Lately it’s been Neymar of Barcelona and Paulinho of Tottenham Hotspur hearing critiques of their club play. 

Earlier in the season David Luiz of Chelsea took some heat, as did goalkeeper Ju~io Cesar, then stuck on the 

bench at Queens Park Rangers. During an event in Sac Paulo last week, Scolari turned the tables. 

"Who is doing the criticizing?" said ScNari. "Some people in other countries have an interest in this. If you Brazilians 

watch them play, you’ll see that they are important for their teams -- they’re just not important for the journalists in 

the cities where they are playing." 

The fact that Neymar and Paulinho slid right back into the Brazil lineup for a 5-0 thrashing of South Africa last 

month, with Neymar bagging a hat trick, fueled Scolari’s contention that his players are primed to perform for their 

country regardless of their club status. JLdio Cesar left QPR during the winter and is getting regular duty in MLS on 

loan to Toronto FC, and with players such as Fernandinho of Manchester City in excellent form, ScNari won’t be 



short of choices when the first ball rolls out June 12 against Croatia. - Read the whole story... 

Guardian 

German union leaders want employers to show leniency towards their soccer-supporting workers by allowing them 

to start work later the day after Germany’s games in the World Cup. Many games in Brazil will kick off after midnight 

German time. 

"It would a noble move by employers if they showed a bit of flexibility during the World Cup," said Robert Feiger, 

head of the construction, engineering and forestry union IGBAU. "’For Germany games after 10 p.m., work should 

start a little bit later if possible." 

"Employers and work councils should talk about rearranging shifts so that their staff can watch World Cup games," 

said Michael Vassiliadis of IG BCE, a union representing the mining, chemicals and recycling industries, where 

early shifts often start at 6 a.m. - Read the whole story_. 

Sao Pau~o stadium not ready for proper test game 
Reuters 

The Arena Corinthians that will host the opening game of the 2014 World Cup will not stage a test match in front of 

a full house before the World Cup starts June 12 because construction still underway. 

The stadium was built to hold 48,000 and another 20,000 temporary seats are being added for the World Cup. But 

18,000 seats will be left empty for the test event featuring Corinthians and Figueirense in late May. "The crowd (for 

the test game), under an agreement between Corinthians and LOC (Local Organising Committee) and FIFA, will be 

50,000 people," Sao Paulo’s deputy mayor Nadia Campeao told reporters. 

FIFA secretary general Jerome Valcke said, "It is not a big deal. Two-thirds of the capacity is good." 

Huge areas surrounding the ground are still covered in dust and rubble. A bus terminal under construction between 

the stadium and the nearest train station will be not be completed and a walkway from the metro is also in danger of 

not being ready. - Read the whole story... 
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Wednesday, ~4~ri[ 23, 2014 

Red Bulls and Dynamo struggle to rediscover 2013 form 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 8] A week after finally picking up its first win, the New 

York Red Bulls are back in action on Wednesday against Houston, 

another team off to slow start in 2014. Both teams are searching to 

rediscover the form that produced one of 2013’s best playoff series 
won by the Dynamo over Flew York, the Supporters’ Shield 

champion, following a 2-I overtime win in the second leg at Red 

Bull Arena....Read the whole story 

Lahm: ’Heart and passion’ will decide Real-Bayern semi 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[UEFA CHAMPIOFiS LEAGUE] For the second time in three seasons, 
Bayern Munich and Real Madrid meet in the Champions League 
penultimate stage and a repeat of their epic series that ended 3-3 

two years ago wouldn’t be a surprise .... Read the whole story 

Cruz Azul keeper Corona gets reprieve 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIOFiS LEAGUE] Cruz Azul goalkeeper Jesus 

Corona, Mexico’s likely No. 1 keeper for the World Cup, will be 

able to play in Wednesday’s second leg of the Concacaf Champions 

League final against Toluca (live at 8 p.m. ET on Fox Sports 1 and 
Univ~sion Deportes) after hav~ng had his supplementary suspension 

resdnded by a Concacaf appeals committee .... Read the whole 
story 

Seattle and Washington are doormats no more 
by Paul Kennedy 

[FlWSL: Week 3] The FlWSL’s midweek slate of games beans 

Wednesday when Seattle, a 3-0 winner in its first game, hosts 
Washington, which is coming off its first win of the season. They 

finished seventh and eighth -- far off the pace -- in 2013 but have 

made significant upgrades this season .... Read the whole story 

U.S. Paralympic national team roster 

by Soccer America 

[OLYMPIC TRAIFilFiG CEFlTER CAMP] U.S. Paralympic national team 

head coach Stuart Sharp named a 17-player roster for the team’s 
week-long training camp that begins Thursday at the Olympic 

Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. The camp, the team’s fourth 

this year, will serve as the final selecUon process before the USA 

heads to the 7-a-side Football Ciutat de Barcelona in June .... Read 
the whole story 

Brilliant move by young Belgian 

by Mike Woitaila 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Theo Bongonda, an 18-year-old who plays for 
Zulte Waregem, scored after what we’ll describe as a double back- 

heel spin move....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 think the strict lesson is, any time you bring in a 
player and there’s going to be somebody displaced, 

whether that’s three days out of three months out, 

the situation has to be handled with care. Those 

situations are different. The closer it is to a 
tournament and the newer a player is to the group, 

the more sensitive things are and the more care 

you have to take." 

-- U.S. Soccer president Suni[ Gulati, while saying 

it’s up to Coach Jurgen Klinsmann’s discretion who 

he brings into the nationa[ team and when, on the 
lessons learned from the decision to bring in 

Frenchman David Regis at the last minute for the 

1998 World Cup. (MLSSoccer.com) 

~, Altidore helps Sunderland to stunning win 
at Chelsea 

2. U.S. under-20 national team faces River 
Plate in final 

3. Scores PK, plows down coach~ red-carded 

4o Texas cop attacks high school soccer fans 

5. Will Johnson: Timbers must face the reality 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
recruiting guide 

EA~:;;~.LY LOO~(~ Di~ TOP TE~il 
College soccer may be over four months 
away, but it’s never too early to look at wthe 
top sides this season. Here’s an early look at 
how the top 10 might shape out. 
MORE: Top 10 Hen’s College GKs 

Premier Cootent 

DALLAS C[JP ~:~,ECAP 
Another exciting Dallas Cup wrapped up over 
the weekend with eight age groups 
discovering winners. Here’s a recap of every 
group to send the tournament off in style. 

G ~[ ~.LS CO~4 ~4ZTS 
A goalkeeper from California can’t resist the 
pull of a Pacific Northwest program. See why 
she was swayed to head north for a Pac-12 
program. 
MORE: USYNT player commits to Biq East 

DID YOU SEE? 

Heineken’s new Dutch World 
Cup ad is on drugs. It’s 
impossible to fiqure out. 

Dominick Faletto’s bicycle 
might’ve been the goal of 
the Dallas Cup. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Amanda Cromwell’s 
Central Florida Soccer Academy 

Experience Amanda Cromwell’s training on 
the East Coast! 

With U.S. National Team and professional 
expertise, Amanda Cromwell continues to 
provide young players an intense and 
competitive environment to train like 
champions! 

Currently Cromwell ranks among the top-25 
winningest active coaches and top-30 all- 
time winningest coaches in NCAA history. 

Whether you are a forward, midfielder, 
defender or goalkeepe ... BE READY for a 



training experience like never before! 

REGISTER NOW! 
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Last 2 days to use your code! 

i i~ Stretch you budget for exercise equipment-IS% OFF. 

AliMed products 
designed 

~(i wheelchair workout 

specifically for 

rehab and 

physical therapy 

exercises. Shop 

today and make 

your budget 

dollars go farther! 

x.~ coopoo-STRETOH15 

Hurry, offer ends April 
24, 2014. 

Click here to view 

our complete 

selection of 

exercise products. .................. 

~i Save upto 35% on March specials 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Whose Game is it An~¥ay? 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 

Whose Game is it Anyway? 
Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

By Randy Vogt 

We have all met people who have fancied themselves as the big man on campus or the mayor of the town they 

live in. The type of person who lights up a room just by leaving it. 

As one example, a man named Greg from a health club that I was a member of a generation ago. Greg, who was 

approximately 30 years old, good-looking and had some rather well-developed muscles, talked a great deal, he 

was very loud and he always talked about himself. You could not help but hear him. So much so that I knew more about what 

was going on in his life than in my own life[ 

Bringing this into the context of the adults in youth soccer, sadly we have seen referees who are dictators and somehow 

believe that the game revolves around them. The type of refs who do not allow any dissent whatsoever and look to overrule 

their assistant referees. 

I have seen many adults living vicariously through their kids in youth soccer as well. Whether they are coaching the team or 

on the spectator side, adults quickly getting down on kids and berating them because they are not playing up to the adult’s 

lofty standards is another sign of people who believe the world revolves around them. 

With dictatorial refs or adults berating kids, I have found that kids in youth soccer eventually tune them out and often move on 

to another sport or leisure activity. 

That health club where Greg and I were members closed over a decade ago and I joined a new club that opened at that time. 

The members there seem more interested in one another than in my previous club. The best example of this is Charlie, who 

does not have the looks or muscles of Greg. In fact, Charlie is elderly and is physically challenged. Despite his physical 

limitations, he is able to work out some and I have to give him a great deal of credit for that. The club is 300 yards from where 

he lives and it would take him an hour to walk it if he had to. He never does as he has a whole entourage of club members, 

including myself, who gladly drive him home~ 

Charlie works a mile from where he lives at a Catholic non-profit organization. He also frequents a bagel shop in town. I have 

only been there a couple of times and recently as I was waiting on line (we New Yorkers wait "on line" rather than "in line’), 

Charlie came in and said hello. Although he was last on line, they took his order first and delivered it to his table as he’s 

physically challenged, unlike everybody else who picked it up at the counter. People on line called Chadie by name, asked 

how he was doing and wanted to know if he needed a ride home. 

This village area is like the bar in ’~Cheers" as everybody knov~ Charlie’s name. Much more so than the 8,000-game referee 

with the syndicated referee column who also lives nearby. Charlie was even given a hat stating "Mayor" on it from one of his 

friends as he is the unofficial mayor of our Long island town. 

As Bob, a calm Soccer Dad who also drives Charlie home from the health club has said, "Charlie is very personable and 

always makes the conversation about you." Which might be a nice side effect from working with nuns. 

Greg sought power but did not have it and Charlie does not look for it but has it. All because he is always thinking of the other 

person. 

Bringing this back to the soccer field, the people who are going to succeed are the ones like Charlie who work hard, are 

personable and are always thinking about the other person such as the many refs and many coaches who make the game 

about the players, not themselves. They should have long careers, unlike the ones who talk early and often about themselves 

and will get tuned out. 

(Ra,’~dy #~gt has officiated over 8,000 ~Iames durin# the past three decades, from professional matches in front of thousands 

to 6-y~ar-olds bein~l cheered on by very enthusiastic parents. In his book, "P~eventive Officiatinq," he shares his wisdom 

~leaned from thousands of ~ames and hundreds of clinics to help roferees not only survive but thrive on the soccer field. You 

can visit the book’s website at w~wv.preventiveofficiating.com/) 
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Section 1 : ttistoric MLS hat trick adds to ttouston’s misery; Cruz Azul takes Concacafcrown 

Thursday, April 2,’.., 2014 

Wright-Phillips adds to Dynamo misery with hat trick 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 8] Bradley Wright-Phillips, who had been doubtful after 
coming down with a fever on Tuesday, scored a hat trick and 

Thierry Henry added a goal and two assists as the llew York Red 

Bulls added to the Houston Dynamo’s misery with a 4-0 defeat at 

Red Bull Arena. Wright-Phillips’ hat trick was the first by a Red Bull 
player in more than two years and first by an English player in MLS 

history....Read the whole story 

Third time is charm for Cruz Azul 
by Soccer America 

[COHCACAF CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE] Cruz Azul, which lost in the first 
of the first two Concacaf Champions League finals, won the 2014 

edition when it tied Toluca, I-I, on the road to win the final on its 
away goal scored by Argentine striker Mariano Pavone after the 

series ended I-I .... Read the whole story 

Ottawa holds Eddies to scoreless draw in first meeting 

by Soccer America 

[AMWAY CANADIAN CHAMPIONSHIP] HASL clubs FC Edmonton and 
Ottawa opened the 2014 Amway Canadian Championship with a 0-0 

tie on Wednesday night in their first-ever meeting in the first leg of 
the preliminary round .... Read the whole story 

Weimer is latest player sidelined with ACL tear 

by Paul Kennedy 

[HWSL: Week 3] Tiffany Weimer became the fifth HWSL player to be 

sidelined with an ACL tear in the last two months. She is expected 

to miss the rest of the Washington Spirit’s season after sustaining 

the injury in her left knee during a training session last week. 
Other players were lost in their first practice of the season, first 

preseason game and in the first half of the season opener....Read 

the whole story 

Top stands out for Arizona United FC 

by Soccer America 

[DOWN OH THE FARM] The aptly named Jonathan Top, on loan from 
FC Dallas to Arizona United FC, was named the top player in USL 

PRO as he scored the game-winning goal in a 2-1 victory over 
Sacramento Republic FC for United’s first win in club history. For 

more on MLS players on loan .... Read the whole story 

Diego Simeone takes time for child’s play 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] ArgenUne Diego Simeone has been busy 

guiding Atletico Madrid to the top of La Liga and the Champions 

League semifinal, but he still finds time to play with his lO-year-old 
son, Giuliano....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s the most amazing experience we’re ever going 
to have in this industry. It simply won’t get any 

better than this." 

-- Steve Jamison, co-director of "Next Goal Wins," 
the documentary about the American Samoa 
national team that opens Friday after having its 

world premiere at Hew York’s Tribeca Film Festival. 

(Hew York Times] 

What They’re Saying 

"We can go with confidence into the second leg. I 
think we played well. The opponent was Real 

Madrid, they are a super team but we dominated." 

-- Bayern Munich winger Arjen Robben after the 
defending champion fell, 1-0, at Real Madrid in the 

first leg of their Champions League semifinal. 

(ESPHFC.com) 

Texas cop attacks high school soccer fans 

Brilliant move by young Belgian 

Klinsmann: Dempsey strong start due to 
Fulham foundation 

All goes wrong for Pauiao 

Beasley’s injury is not serious 
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Featuring Video :: GoaJkeepers - Back Pass - Chris Ducax - Univ. of NC 

[% TheCoaches Insider ~:: 1877.386.4840 

News~e~or 

Back Pass Drill - Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach Ducat works with Goalkeepers on a Back Pass Drill. 

Provided b,/Champion.0hip Productio~s 

lan Baker o NSCAA : 
Warm-Up Exercise - Organization / Instructions: 3 players 12-15 yards 

apart; Knock it one touch for severn passes; When one player (3) 

stops the ball the other "a~’o must sprint to pressure it; Develop to when 

a player turns away the other two must sprint and shape to pressure 

and cover; Repeat. Identify body shape - Respond quickly - Slow into 

the ball - Angle pressure to force into cover... 

BOSU DumbbellCombo Series- Watch it Here! 

Watch as Abby Wambach demonstrates the BOSU Dumbbell Combo 

Series that she uses to build the strength she needs to fight past 

defenders. 

Provided by Stack,corn 

Sign Up a 
Colleague! 

Share The Coaches 

Insider! 



¯ How !he NSCAA Helped OU’s Aaron Rodgers Turn Around 

Bobcat P~ot~ram 

NY communit’f college soccer player collapses, dies 

V~deo shews Texas cop kicking, tdpp~n~ h~h schoo~ socce~ fans 

U.S. Par~]ympic national team roster 

click here 
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Attend a Camp where the National Champions Live 

If you are having trouble viewing the email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 



OHARAOTER OOUNTS <charactercounts@iiethics.o~g> 

Ti~u~sdt;% Apfi~ ’24~ 2014 2:0~ PM 

Do~T~nce. A~be~ A ~V <~nso~@ema~Lunc.edu> 

Charscte~ Education, s~,d Common Co~e ---- You Ca~, Do Both:. 

We give your staff the training 
that makes aK the difference° 

Summer Specia(: Mention this emafi and book by 
May 31 to receive special pricing, 

800,.711 ..2570 ~x’ ¢~,,",",,a~’~ {,,’s to book ,;~ date arsd 9et yo~_~" ~ext M 

CHAR~£TER COUNTS! meets Commo~~ 



olBer offe~ o~ d{scout]t, T~a~:~ng m~sst take p{ace ~sy May 30, 2014, 
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Record 80 teams set for May 7 launch 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] Weekend games for MLS teams during the World 
Cup break spice up the 2014 Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup 

tournament, A record field of 80 teams (in the modern era) will 
contest the major stages of the 101st edition of American soccer’s 
cup competition that kicks off May 7 .... Read the whole story 

Three games to watch 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 8] Without a lot of fanfare, D.C. United finds itself in 

the thick of things in the Eastern Conference. With a victory on 
Saturday at RFK Stadium, it will match its season total for 2013 -- a 

record-low three wins -- but it will beat the best team in MLS, FC 
Dallas, at 5-1-1 with a league-high 17 goals scored .... Read the 
whole story 

The battle of Miami’s traffic experts 

by Pau~ Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSIONI You know MLS stadium plans for Miami are not 

being positioned well when the local television news segment 

begins, "The fight over bringing MLS to South Florida ..." Fight? 

Opponents to David Beckham’s proposal for a 25,000-seat stadium 

include Miami Beach Mayor Philip Lev~ne, who doesn’t oppose MLS 
coming to Miami, just not to PortNiami .... Read the whole story 

Seattle Reign looks like the real deal 

by Soccer America 

[NWSL: Week 3] Sydney Leroux didn’t score, and Megan Rapinoe 

didn’t play, but that didn’t stop the Seattle Reign from defeating 

the Washington Spirit, 3-1 on Wednesday evening for its second 
straight win. First-place Seattle looks like it is the real deal even 

though it drew just 1,754 fans on a damp evening for its second 

game since its move to Memorial Stadium....Read the whole story 

Joya’s second goal in stoppage time trips up Xolos 

by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-21 MEN] First-year Chicago Fire midfielder Benji Joya 
scored two goals, the second one in stoppage time, to lead the 

U.S. under-21 national team to a 2-I win over Mexican club 
Tijuana’s resep/es to wrap up its first training camp at U.S. Soccer’s 

National Training Center....Read the whole story 

Coors Light gets branded zone at Sporting Park 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] Sporting Kansas City has added Coors Light as 
the MLS club’s official domestic beer in a partnership that includes 

naming rights for the Coors Light Cold Zone at Sporting 
Park.< ...Read the whole story 

Maradona goes go-karting 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Diego Maradona went go-karting in Dubai 

and the 53-year-old seems to be having as much fun as he did when 
he was entertaining us on the soccer field .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We didn’t want to have the appearance of an 

absolute army looking at every individual call as 
being correct or wrong. Here, the emphasis is 
always on helping the referee. It’s not all just 

beating the referee up." 

-- Alan Brown, PRO’s assignment coordinator, on 

the PRO Referee Review Center, where all MLS 
games are monitored in real time at PRO’s 

Manhattan offfices for difficult refereeing 

derisions. Its former name was the Referee 
Command Center, but the name was changed 
because it sounded too Orwellian. (Fox Sports 

Inside MLS) 

What They’re Saying 

"We can’t say exactly how many tickets there will 

be because we don’t know the exact number of 
seats in the stadiums. We have held back 7 percent 

of the tickets until we really know how many 

tickets will be available." 

-- FIFA’s marketing director Thierry Weil explains 

that World Cup stadium construction delays are 
affecting ticket availability for this summers World 

Cup in Brazil. (Reuters] 

~. Klinsmann: Dempsey strong start due to 

Fulham foundation 

2, Brazilian volleys keeper clearance into goal 

3. Wright-Phillips adds to Dynamo mise~ with 

hat trick 

4. Diego Simeone takes time for child’s play 

5. Union fans mourn death of ori~nal 
supporter 
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boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

OF B:i/:Z 
Benji Joya scored twice as the U.S. U2:[ Hen’s 
National Team defeated Club Tijuana 2-:[ to 
cap the first camp for this age group. 
MORE: U2:[ MNT Standouts vs Club Tijuana 

i 
ii’~’ii Premier Contenti 

Today we take a [ook at the U:[3-U:[5 Girls in 
our monthly Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank Top 25 update, Keep following us 
as we track the best teams in the country. 

A 20:[6 recruit opts to stay in SEC country, 
while a native of New York looks to a 
perennial power in the CAA. 
MORE:TDS Podcast: All Thin sDevelo ment 

DID YOU SEE? 

Photo Gallery: U.S. U2:[ HNT 
vs. Tijuana at the Stub Hub 
Center. 

Hurley unveils new Phantom 
national team boardshorts 
and they’re pretty sweet. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner: 

Vanderbilt Soccer Camp 

Vanderbilt Soccer Camp provides an excellent 
opportunity to develop your skills in a 
competitive environment while receiving a 
high level of soccer training from the 
Vanderbilt Women’s Soccer coaching staff. 

The training schedule is designed to prepare 
players to compete at the college level,with 
curriculum that includes individual instruction 
and full field :[:[ vs. :[:[ matches for a full 
personal evaluation. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 
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NSCAA S ummer Promotions 

2014 is quickly becoming the "Summer of Soccer"; don’t miss out on your opportunity to 
experience it firsthand! 

Along with our two world class World Cup trips to Brazil and Europe, Residential Academies, 

Coaching Education Weekend and Special Topics Webinars, NSCAA and Florida Youth 

Soccer have joined forces to host the 2nd annual Summer Symposium. This unique summer 

event will offer an intimate learning and networking environment set to serve all aspects of 

the game. Registration is now open! 

[+] View more details here [+] Register here 

The NSCAA will also be offering a number of sweepstakes and promotional offers this 
summer, Keep an eye out for upcoming information to learn how to take advantage of the 
following promotional offers: 

May 1: Register for the Summer Symposium by May 15th and get automatically 

entered to receive a free $250 Best Western Gift Card, good at over 4,000 locations 

worldwide! 

May 8/June 12: Mother’s/Father’s Day Promo, Give the gift of Coach Education! Share 

an image or story of a Parent-Coach in your life and receive 10% off your Summer 

Symposium Registration. Our favorite post will receive a FREE registration! 

May22: Soccer Veteran Memorial Day Promo, Share an image or story of how soccer 

has affected a service member in your life and receive 10% off your Summer 

Symposium registration. 

June 2: Summer Symposium VIP Sweepstakes: enter to win an all-access VlP Summer 

Symposium experience, complete with free registration, travel, and housing! 

Make sure you don’t miss any of these exciting promotional offers by following us on 
Twitter and Facebook today! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 
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The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Apr 25. 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 25, 20t4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Roma - AC Milan is on bettq Sport at 2:?0pm~ Hannover - Stuttgart is on GotTV 

at 2:30pro. Also on the soccer TV schedufe, Fox Soccer rdus has Pa~ rick Thistle - 
5t: d@’ren i[~ l:~e S~:el:t~sh Preqlie~ Lea(~be. k.~f~t~e 1 e~] Un~y~sie~] Depertes: Nantes 

- Marse~lie at 2:30pro. kNa ~¢CX on Axte(:a America and ESPN ~eportes: Q,ueretaro 

- Pa(:~uo~ at ~:~Oprn and "[’~jua~a - Leon al: lO:30pm, For those of 7o8 needin2 a 

9vide to what’s aL stake as d~e Li~a ,~,~ season heads ~oward the ptayo~%, Luis 

gueno has you covered~ 

Their Words 

Madrid ~oa~h Carlos An~elottL 

Does anybody care about Chivas USA? 

8v Luis Bueno - CARSOtq, CA (Apt 25, 2014) US Soccer Pf.ayers - Less than two months on d~e )ob. Chivas USA coach 

Wiimer Cabrera has noticed one ef the t:hin~..’,s tidal: ri~akes his nev~~ (:tsb UIYiC~Se. 

Attendance is pathetic. Media interest is scant. Chatter on social media and the web is so soft it wo~td not make 

enough noise to bother somebody in a tibrary, Tha~. lack el in~.erest unfortunatef.y has a trickte-dewn effect on Chivas 
USA ~tsetf, Cabrera says. 

"We dos’t receive the respect and we (ton’t receive fair cons}derat}ons from the guys around the refereein~ parL" 

Cal)~era said. 

As Cabrera sees it, the issue is i~et just: that the reierees around the tea~..’,ue are kickii~g CMvas USA wt~en they’~e down, 

It’s that they do so with intent. There wit[ be no re percussions, no negative consequences sm]pty because it’s Chivas 

USA on the re(:eivin~..,, end, Read More 

Tab Ramos Discusses U.S. U20 And U21 Strategies - from American Soccer Now’s Brian Sdaretta: I’rn Vying te hetp as 

much as I can Lo pu~. the group togethe~, 

FIFA cannot be trusted without independent scrutiny ¯ Item Wertd Soccer’s g, eir Radned~e: However 

~’eeogl’lise or eoi’r~,~ I:o I:eri’r~s wih the <~rowin?, <glel)al. i:ei’~(:erl’~ abeL~t good :qov~,~rl’~al’~ee a~d (:or[~pI~a~’~ci:,," 

’It is time to play like Manchester United again~’ says interim manager Ryan Giggs - i~em The "Fe[egraph’s Mark 
Ogden: United’s owners. Lhe GI.azer fatuity, are due to fly into Manchester be~ere d~e weekend Le hold ta~ks with 

Woodward. Sir ~[ex Ferguson and othe~ senior figures in orde~ to hone p~ans to re(:ruit Moyes’s successor. 

Youth team tinkering cost Moyes - from The Mancheste~ Evening News’s Stuart Mathieson: The youth polio/was 

Fergie’s safe~.y net. 

No panic at Aston Villa as Brad Guzan calls for cool heads - i~’e:’r~ The ~::<~)tr~S:~ ~@~ Star: "These garnea are difiicutt and 

it’s a matter of fine tines separating three points from zero or one." 

Soccer TV: Manchester United - Norwich and 
Liverpool- Chelsea 

The uninl:ended high[if.,’,hts ef the weekend soccer TV schedule beth come ~em E~$~a~d’s Premier Leaque. Manchester 

United - 1’,4o~vich Gty ~s on NBC on Saturday, A nationa~ audience can enjoy what happens next for one of the workFs 

b~g~est dubs. On Sunday, the top ef the ~:ab[e dash ef the season rnk4ht end up being :ess than expected shosI.d {;he{sea 

dec~de to ~ocus on i Ls Champions League obtNations. 

Abe on q~e weekend soccer TV schedute, the drama of the Liga MX p[ayofi chase and a Monday Premier League game, 



got to say it’s the proudes~ momen~ oi my [ilei’ Manchester United interim manager Ryan Giggs said, "I’ve 
su{@orted #4a}n~:hesteF United aU. my life, it:’s been t:he biggest: part of rny hie since I was 14 when t signed schoolboy 

fo~ms, I’m proad~ happy~ a [i~U.e bit nervous but just lil e f am as a p(ayer I can’t, wai~ for d~e Same on Sa~arday," 

Uverpool - Chelsea at 9am on Sunday on NBCSN. Again~ it’s a ~ame with a subpl.ot. Che{sea manager .lose Mourinho 

floated the idea that th}s ~an]e wou{ds’t take priority with the Champions League semifinal secondo{eg a few days away. 
The PFemier League wou{dn’t postpone ~.l~e ~ame, so ls{ vs 2nd turns into ls~. vs a bi~er uophy on q~e Une in a 
different competit}orL It’s a shame. 

"As a team and as an ind}sdduat as weft the on~.y thing we can think about when we step onto the p}tcb is to do our job 

asd to l:Fy [o do l:~e bes~: l:~at we can," ~.iver~oo[ goa~kee~er Simon Mi~no[et said. Everythh~g el.so goes out of l:~x~ 

window. Once kick-off starts~ there’s or~y one thing on your rmnd - that’s p]aying footba]L Evepi game, there are three 

{~oh~[:s to v’,,in and t:~ree poinl:s to I.ose. ~f you do well as a team, you ~et [:hose [:hree ~)o~nts. "[’ha[:’s what we’ve ~Jone 1or 

the whole season, so why change that foF the [asL three games?" 

Premier League on NBCSN: ~V~artchester Urdted - Norw}cb City at t2:30prn. NBCSN has Southampton - Everton and Fu[ham 
¯ i-{u[[ City, Championship on belN Sport: 8urn[ey - Ipswich Town aL 7am, Read Mope 

d by 
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Soccer On TV: Friday, April 25, 2014 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

Friday action includes league games from six countries. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

pregramming listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV pregramming available on streaming devices 

(online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network pregramming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily 

throughout the week.) 

FRIDAY, April 25 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy ROMA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-ST. MIRREN (live) 2:40 pro. 

AZ’rECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-LEON (live) 10:30 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pro. 

Mexico TIJUANA-LEON (live) 10:30 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany HANNOVER-STUTTGART (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France NANTES-MARSELLA (live) 2:30 pm. 

IBelN PLAY 

France NANTES-MARSEILLE (live) 2:15 pm. 

England BRIGHTON-YEOVIL TOWN (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain ELCHE-LEVANTE (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

Scotland PARTICK THISTLE-ST. MIRREN (live) 2:40 pro. 

SATURDAY, ~pril 2~ 

BelN SPORTS 

England BURNLEY-IPSWICH TOWN (live) 7 am. 

Italy BOLOGNA-FIORENTINA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (live) 2 pm. 

Italy INTER-NAPOLI (live) 4 pm. 

France AJACCIO-MONACO (delay) 5 pro. 

NBC 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORWICH CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England SOUTHAMPTON=EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England FULHAM-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-RAYO (live) 10 am. 

Spain GETAFE-MALAGA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID=OSASUNA (live) 2 pro. 

Spain BETIS-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pro. 

Italy INTER-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pro. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-DANUBIO (live) 2:30 pro. 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-FLUMINESE (live) 8 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORV~CH CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-MONACO (live) 11 am. 
France STADE RENNAIS-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-SANTOS (live) 6 pro. 

Mexico TIGRES-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-ATLANTE (live) 10 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-PUMAS (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 4 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-DALLAS (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-KANSAS CITY (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pro. 

MLS SALT LAKE-VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-CHIVAS USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Brazil CORITIBA-SANTOS (live) 5:30 pm. 

NASL TAMPA BAY-ATLANTA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am= 

England WEST BROM-WEST HAM (live) 10 arm. 

SUNDAY, A~3ri~ 27 

BelN SPORTS 

France SOCHAUX-PSG (live) 8 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain BILBAO-SEVlLLA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VlLLAREAL-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France LILLE-BORDEAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

NBCSN 

England SUNDERLAND-CARDIFF CITY (live) 7 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy CAGLIARI-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 arm. 

Spain BILBAO-SEVlLLA (live) 1 pro. 

Spain VILLAREAL-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ALMERIA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PEC ZWOLLE-PSG (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico PUEBLA-MORELIA (live) 1 pm. 

GOLTV 



Germany SCHALKE-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay PENAROL-NACIONAL (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil GREMIO-ATLETICO MG (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina OLIMPO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

UNIVlSlON 

Mexico VERACRUZ-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France LILLE-BURDEOS (live) 3 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS HOUSTON-PORTLAND (live) 3 pro. 

Mexico CHIVAS-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PEC ZWOLLE-PSG (live) 8:30 pm. 

MO~tDAY~ Ap~i~ 28 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy SASSUOLO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pro. 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy SASSUOLO=JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

* U,S, LEAGUES LiVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - w~.NASLLive.com 

NWSL = NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Friday, April 25, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sheanon Williams learns to roll with the punches 
By Ridge Mahoney 

Sheanon Williams has been through enough adversity to handle a relatively minor injury, or so you’d think. 

Yet getting back his game after missing the first month of the season to recover from a pulled quadriceps has been a test of 

his patience as well as his resolve. Williams, 24, hopes to make his fourth appearance of the season Saturday when the Union 

plays Montreal for the second time this season. 

"That’s why the injury was such a problem for me, because now I’m starting off the season behind the eight ball," says 

Williams, who is also battling Raymond 6addis and Paulinho for time in the outside back slots. "Instead of having eight 

games under my belt I’ve played in two and a half. It’s definitely hindered my ability. 

"First, I want to get back to where I was last year and from there I can start to implement things I wanted to in the offseason. 
The injury’s definitely a setback but a minor one I’ll get through and hopefully be back at full tilt soon." 

The Union got him back just in time for a busy stretch of games. Williams started for the first time this season two weeks ago 

against Real Salt Lake, and less than 10 minutes after halftime started the sequence for Philly’s first equalizer. He headed a 

loose ball into space, pushed it upfield and from his own half released Vincent Nogueira up the right flank. The Frenchman 

did the rest, carrying the ball into the RSL half to chip a diagonal cross that Andrew Wenger chested down and stabbed into 

the net. 

Yet Williams also labored at times defensively in the 2-2 tie though he managed to finish the match. "1 don’t think Sheanon’s a 

100 percent yet," said head coach John I-lackworth a few days after the RSL game. "He’s a guy we know from past 

experience, like he did on Saturday, can gut out a performance. 

"That’s just his competitive mentality and what he brings along with the experience. In reality, he still has a ways to go to reach 

his full match fitness. Our staff is working pretty hard with him." 

Four days later, Williams sat out a 2-1 loss in New York, and with another game following quickly he went the full 90 last 

Saturday as the Union tied Houston, 0-0. Despite spurts of encouraging play, Philly is in a funk with a record of 1-2-5. It has 

tied four of its last five games, starting with a 1-1 deadlock against Montreal March 29, which was the last game Williams sat 

out. Playing the same team after a brief interval can add difficulty to the task at hand. 



"That actually for me makes the game even tougher because the other team knows you so well you almost don’t need to 

watch film because you know exactly what they’re going to try to do against you," says Williams of relatively quick rematches. 

"Not many teams change from week to week about what they’re doing. It’s mostly focusing on your game and imposing what 

you want to do." 

The Impact is also playing for the first time this season in its regular home, Saputo Stadium, after opening with three games 

played at Olympic Stadium because of weather concerns. That factor will ratchet up the intensity, as will the fact Montreal (0-4- 

3) has yet to win this season. 

"It’s funny that you mention that because we talked about that going over film [Thursday]. It will be a home opener for them," 

says Williams. "They’ll be excited about it, playing on grass instead of the turf that I know everybody hates. It’s definitely a 

challenge for us and one we have to embrace." 

Montreal presents a particular challenge for opposing outside backs, since much of its game revolves around the flank forays 

of Justin Mapp and Felipe. They can stretch back lines or slash them open on the dribble to set up chances for poacher 

extraordinaire Marco Di Vaio. 

"When we turn the ball over, they break so quickly and either Justin or Felipe is usually the focal point when they break out," 

says Williams. "We need to be smart and conscious of where those players are. When the ball turns over we have to get back 

in transition quickly and do a good job of shutting down their counterattack." 

In 2013, Williams started all of his 32 appearances and placed second on the team with eight assists, some of them by his 

long throw-ins. Improvement in his passing and crossing pleased him but this year he wanted to sharpen his defensive 

instincts and not rely so much on blistering speed. The quad injury pushed back that process yet the same objective remains. 

Playing right back against Houston, Williams attempted 12 unsuccessful crosses and completed only 56 of 84 passes (66.7 

percent). He drew a caution for rolling on the ground after clashing with an opponent. Yet Philly posted its second shutout of 

the season and he feels played well enough to deserve more than the point it received. 

"We looked at some of the stats from our last game, and Vincent completed 94 percent of his passes and as a team I think we 
completed above 80 percent, so those are games that we’re dominating and just not putting it all together," he says. 

Of his own career, Williams is grateful that it all came together eventually. He grew up in Boston attending a lot of Revs 

games, and got his unusual name from his mom, who wanted to follow in the tradition of children born on St. Patrick’s Day but 

didn’t like the name Patrick. Girls born on the day are often named Shannon. 

"She changed it to Sheanon [pronounced Shay-nun] to make it more of a, if you want to call it, a masculine name," he 

laughs "She’s from Trinidad, the farthest from Irish that you could be, but I guess me being born in Boston had a big influence 

on her." 

Lisa and Stephano Williams gave their precocious and talented son permission to attend the U.S. Soccer Under-17 

Residency Program in Florida. He played at the 2007 U-17 World Cup and the U-20 finals two years later. In between, he left 

the University of North Carolina after his freshman year to try his luck in Europe. Trials at FC Twente and Wolfsburg failed to 

produce a contract, so he returned to train with Real Salt Lake and plot his next move. 

"He did well with the U-20s, but he probably left school a little early and, like a lot of young guys, thought he could make that 

jump easily," says Hackworth, a former U.S. youth coach who’d worked with Williams at those levels. "Lo and behold, he found 

it much more difficult. Just being one of his former coaches, he called me and I tried to help him find a place he could play. He 

went to Harrisburg City Islanders and became an important player for that club at that level. Because of that, he got 

recognized and we were able to give him an opportunity here." 

Philadelphia acquired Williams from its USL Pro affiliate in August 2010, and since then he’s played 103 MLS regular-season 
games. 



His return game this season, April 5 against Chicago, is the only MLS game he hasn’t started, which isn’t bad for a guy who 

dropped out of college and flamed out in Europe. He added another chapter to his personal saga by getting married during the 

offseason and regards the tough times as essential steps to where he is now. 

"1 definitely got humbled a bit and re-focused on what I needed to do to be where wanted to be," he says of the paths he took 

that didn’t pan out. "It took a little bit longer than I wanted it to, but everything happens for a reason. I found myself in a good 

situation here in Philadelphia and can look at all the unsuccessful tryouts and whatnot and see what I needed to do better to 

make the next team. 

"My road was definitely tougher than some other guys, but I’m happy where I’m at and where I’m headed. You roll with the 

punches and do what you can." 
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Former Barca Coach Vilanova Dead at 45 
Football Espana 

~ 
Former Barcelona coach Tito Vilanova lost his battle with cancer on Friday, as he passed away after 

undergoing emergency surgery at the age of 45. Vilanova, who began his coaching career at Barca as the 

assistant to Pep Guardiola, guided Barca to the La Liga title last season, before stepping down as head coach 

shortly before the beginning of this season. The Catalan coach had been dealing with cancer in his parotid gland 

for more than two years. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Giggs: Coachinq United ’the Proudest Moment of My Life’ 
BBC Sport 

Manchester United midfielder Ryan Giggs on Friday described being named head coach of the club where he has 

played his entire career the "proudest moment of my life." Giggs, the most decorated player in the club’s history, 

succeeds David Moyes after the former Everton coach was fired on Tuesday. The Welshman will remain in charge 

for the final three games of the season while the club’s owner, the Glazer family, looks for a long-term replacement 

this summer. 

’q have got to say it is the proudest moment of my life," the 40-year-old told MUTV. "1 have supported Manchester 

United all my life, I have been a part of the club since I was 13. I am proud, I am happy, a little nervous and, just like 

playing, can’t wait for the game on Saturday." 

During his first press conference, Giggs revealed that the first call he made upon being appointed was to former 

United coach Alex Ferguson. "1 wanted advice and I wanted to know just what to expect," he said. He added that 

the mood in the locker room has been good leading up to tomorrow’s game against Norwich City at Old Trafford. He 

also thanked Moyes "for giving me my first chance in coaching." 

With three games to go, Giggs’ target is sixth-place, which would be good enough for a Europa League. Tottenham 

currently occupies that slot, six points ahead of United, which has a game in hand. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ayre: Liverpool was C~ose to Financial CoLLapse 
ESPN FC 

Liverpool, which is on course to win its first-ever Premier League title, was on the brink of financial collapse in 2010 

when Boston-based Fenway Sports Group purchased the club, managing director lan Ayre has revealed. Fenway, 

led by John W Henry and Tom Werner, was able to take control at Anfield after a ruling by London’s High Court 

forced the previous regime of Tom Hicks and George Gil~ett to sell. Ayre claims that Hicks and Gillett nearly drove 

the club into administration, or insolvency. 

Despite reporting an annual loss of 49.8 million pounds ($83.7 million) in its most recent financial report in March, 

Ayre believes that Liverpool is in better shape now, having already secured UEFA Champions League qualification 

for next year, while sitting five points clear at the top of the Premier League table with three games to go. 

"It is no secret, it’s like that TV program -- Seconds From Disaster. We were sort of in that vein. It was horrific to see 

the football club in that state," Ayre said, adding: "1 do not think there was a Liverpool fan in the city or anywhere 

who was not worried we would not get to this position we are in now, for many reasons. People sometimes forget 

how bad it was. I speak to people now and they have really short memories. Wi~en you think about that day when 

we tipped it over the edge and finally pulled it back, we have come such a long way." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ferguson ’Upset’ with Moyes Firing 



ESPN.co.uk 

A~ex Ferguson has said he was "upset" at the way Manchester United fired David Moyes. Speaking at a charity 

lunch in Manchester on Thursday, the former United boss lamented the fact the media knew the news before Moyes 

himself did. ’qt"s upsetting the way it came out,’" Ferguson said. Meanwhile, ESPN claims that that Ferguson was in 

on the decision to the oust Moyes as manager. 

- Read the whole story_. 

Conte Bemoans °Uniust’ EL Loss to Benfica 
Football Italia 

Antonio Conte reflected on an "unjust result" as Juventus fell 2-I away to Benfica in the first-leg of its Europa 

League semifinal with the Portuguese giant. Benfica jumped out to an early 1-0 lead thanks to a 2nd minute header 

from Ezequie~ Garay. Juve striker Carlos Tevez then brought the match level with a fine solo run in the 73rd 

minute before substitute Lima scored the winner in with six minutes to go. 

"1 think there is great regret for this unjust result," the Juve coach told Sky Sport Italia. "The game didn’t start in the 

best way, as we conceded after a couple of minutes from a set play and knew the enthusiasm for Benfica." He 

added: "After that we took control and allowed Benfica practically nothing. We felt from one moment to the next they 

would capitulate, but instead this goal arrived out of nowhere. It’s a shame, as at that moment we were pushing for 

our second goal. We fell asleep at the back. We fell asleep. Let’s say we were caught napping there...." 

Conte noted that the series is now wide open with the return leg at the Juventus Stadium in Turin next Thursday: 

"We have understood that the semifinal is open and the Juventus Stadium, when it wants to, is capable of matching 

the extraordinary atmosphere in Lisbon. It’s a Final we all want." 

- Read the whole story... 

Associated Press 

Brazil coach Luiz Felipe Scolari on Friday confirmed nine players who will make his squad for this summer’s World 

Cup finals. Speaking at a local event, Big Phil said that David Luiz, Oscar, Ramires, WiHian, Paulinho, Julio 

Cesar, Thiago Silva, Fred and Neymar have already been informed that they have made the team. He added 

that Silva, Luiz, Cesar and Fred were up for captain. Scolari will announce the official 23-man squad on May 7. 

- Read the whole story._ 

Jesus: Benfica ’Justly’ Defeated Jure 
Football Italia 

Jorge Jesus insisted that Benfica should have beaten Juventus by more than one goal, saying his team was 

denied "a clear penalty" during its 2-I win in the first-leg of the Europa League semifinal at the Estadio da Luz on 

Thursday. The incident Jesus is referring to occurred in the second half when Enzo Perez fell over in the box 

following a challenge from Martin Caceres. 

Juventus had 57 percent possession in Lisbon and Benfica scored with its only two shots on target. "We were justly 

winners," the Benfica coach said after the game. "We could’re scored more goals, in fact. The referee did not give 

us a clear penalty on Enzo Perez_.The tie is still open, but we’re in a stronger position in Turin because we won. 

We knew that we were facing a great team and even while being defensive Juventus usually score goals." 

The Portuguese added: "We had to be perfect defensively and came close to achieving that. We only had a few 

difficulties on the Carlos Tevez goal, as that was great individual play. It was a spectacular game between two 

great teams and the first Juventus defeat in this Europa League. I think both sides showed what they can do and it 

was worthy of a Champions League tie." 

- Read the whole story... 

Ronaldo Makes Time’s Most lnfluentia~ List 
NBCSports com 

Cristiano Ronaldo has been named one of Time Magazine’s 100 most influential people, marking the fourth time a 

soccer star has made the list in the past five years. The 2013 Ballon d’Or winner follows in the footsteps of Didier 

Drogba (2010), Lionel Messi (2012), and Marie BalloteHi (2013). 

- Read the whole story... 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, April 26, 2014 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

D.C. United can match its win total of last season when it faces the league’s top team, FC Dallas, in Saturday 

MLS Week 8 action ... The post-Moyes era begins for Man United on Saturday .... On Sunday, the EPL’s first- 

place Liverpool hosts second-place Chelsea. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is atways subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on stteamh~g devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is ~)dated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

England BURNLEY-IPSWlCH TOWN (live) 7 am. 

italy BOLOGNA-FIORENTINA (live) noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (live) 2 pm. 

italy INTER-NAPOLI (live) 4 pm. 

France AJACCIO-MONACO (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORV~CH CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England SOUTHAMPTON-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England FULHAM-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-RAYO (live) 10 am. 

Spain GETAFE-MALAGA (live) Noon. 

Spain REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (live) 2 pm. 

Spain BETIS-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

italy INTER-NAPOLI (delay) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BAYER LEVERKUSEN-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE-DANUBIO (live) 2:30 pm. 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-FLUMINESE (live) 8 pm. 

mun2 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-NORV~CH CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

France STADE RENNAIS-LORIENT (live) 2 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-SANTOS (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TIGRES-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico JAGUARES-ATLANTE (live) 10 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-PUMAS (live) 5 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

France AJACCIO-MONACO (live) 10:45 am. 

Russia KRAS NODAR-LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW (live) 10:45 am. 
Spain DEPORTIVO-PONFERRADINA (live) Noon. 



France RENNES-LORIENT (live) 1:45 pm. 

italy INTER MILAN-NAPOLI (live) 2:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS SEATTLE-COLORADO (live) 4 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 4 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-DALLAS (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-KANSAS CITY (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS COLUMBUS-NEWYORK (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS SALT LAKE=VANCOUVER (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-CHIVAS USA (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Brazil CORITiBA-SANTOS (live) 5:30 pm. 

NASL TAMPA BAY-ATLANTA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, &~ril 27 

BelN SPORTS 

France SOCHAUX-PSG (live) 8 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 arm. 

Spain BILBAO-SEVlLLA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VILLARREAL-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France LILLE-BORDEAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

NBCSN 

England SUNDERLAND-CARDIFF CiTY (live) 7 arm. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy CAGLIARI-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain BILBAO-SEVlLLA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ALMERIA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PEC ZWOLLE-PSG (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico PUEBLA-MORELIA (live) 1 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay PENAROL-NACIONAL (live) 3 pm, 

Brazil GREMIO-ATLETICO MG (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina OLIMPO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico VERACRUZ-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-BURDEOS (live) 3 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS HOUSTON-PORTLAND (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Spain ESPANYOL-ALMERIA (live) 5:45 am. 

France LYON-BASTIA (live) 10:45 am. 

France LILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PEC ZWOLLE-PSG (live) 8:30 pm. 



BelN SPORTS 

italy SASSUOLO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

NBGSN 

England ARSENAL-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pro. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy SASSUOLO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-VALLADOLID (live) 3:45 pm. 

* U,S, LEAGUES LiVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - www.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro = USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, April 26, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 
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Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 4:09 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Sunday, April 27, 2014 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Sunday, the EPL’s first-place Liverpool hosts second-place Chelsea. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming    ~ 

pregramming listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV pregramming available on streaming devices 

(online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listin~Is and network pregramming listings. Soccer on TV is upaat~.~ dally 

th reu~l hout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

France SOCHAUX=PSG (live) 8 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain BILBAO-SEVILLA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VILLARREAL-EARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France LILLE-BORDEAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

NBCSN 

England SUNDERLAND-CARDIFF CITY (live) 7 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONARCAS (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

Italy CAGLIARI-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain BILBAO-SEVlLLA (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain ESPANYOL-ALMERIA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands PEC ZWOLLE-PSG (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico PUEBLA-MORELIA (live) 1 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-MONCHENGLADBACH (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay PENAROL-NACIONAL (live) 3 pro. 

Brazil GREMIO-ATLETICO MG (live) 5:30 pm. 

Argentina OLIMPO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:30 pm. 

mun2 

England LIVERPOOL-CHELSEA (live) 9 am. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico VERACRUZ-SANTOS (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France LILLE-BURDEOS (live) 3 pro. 

UniMas 

MLS HOUSTON-PORTLAND (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS-MONTERREY (live) 6 pm. 

BelN PLAY 



Spain ESPANYOL-ALMERIA (live) 5:45 am. 

France LYON-BASTIA (live) 10:45 am. 
France LILLE-BORDEAUX (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PEC ZWOLLE-PSG (live) 8:30 pro. 

BelN SPORTS 

~taly SASSUOLO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espano~ 

Italy SASSUOLO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Spain CELTA DE VlGO-VALLADOLID (live) 3:45 pm. 

* U,S, LIEAGUES LIVE STREA~41NG 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - www.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, April 27, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Section 1 : Dempsey credits teammates tbr torrid pace 

Sunday, April 27, 201,I 

Dempsey credits teammates for torrid pace 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: The USA 20] CUnt Dempsey remained on fire with two more 

goals to finish off April with seven goals and two assists in four 
games and lead the Seattle Sounders to a 4-I win over the 

Colorado Rapids that moved them into first place in the Western 
Conference. Dempsey credits the play of his midfield for his hot 

streak and the Sounders’ current form -- three wins and a draw in 

their last four games -- on their new chemistry .... Read the whole 
story 

Big day for German-American internationals 
by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] For the second game in a row, Terrence 
Boyd scored goals for Rapid Vienna, putting away the late winner 

in a 2-I defeat of champion Red Bull Salzburg in Austria’s 

BundesUga. John Brooks continues to make a late case for 

inclusion on the U.S. national team’s 30-player World Cup short list, 

scoring the winning goal in Nertha Bertha’s 2-0 win over Eintracht 
Braunschweig. Tim Chandler returned to action for the first time in 

more than two months with Nuremberg, while Joe Gyau made his 

BundesUga debut for Hoffenheim .... Read the whole story 

D.C. United ties 2013 win total -- after seven games 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 8] Seven games into the 2014 MLS season, D.C. United 

has matched its win total for the 2013 season, and it did it in 
impressive fashion, knocking off MLS’s hottest team, FC Dallas, 4-I, 

for its third win in the last four games. Real Salt Lake remained the 

only unbeaten team, but the lost points piled up as it blew 

another late lead, drawing with Vancouver, 2-2, after leading 2-0 
for 79 minutes....Read the whole story 

Minnesota moves into lead as Cosmos fall at home 
by Soccer America 

[NASL: Week 3] Eric Nassli’s goal ended the New York Cosmos 

record shutout streak at 372 minutes and gave the San Antonio 

Scorpions a 1-0 win at the defending champions. The loss was the 

first for the Cosmos in their last 15 games dating back to last 
season and left Minnesota United FC as the only unbeaten and 
untied team in the NASL .... Read the whole story 

Thorns stick it to FCKC thanks to Tar Heel alums 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL: Week 3] Coach Cindy Parlow Cone departed after the first 

season, but the Carolina influence at Portland continues as a pair 

of former Tar Heels, Jessica McDonald and ARie Long, combined for 

all three goals as the Thorns beat FC Kansas City, 3-1, to move back 
into first place in the NWSL. The Portland home opener drew 

14,124 fans on a rainy night at Providence Park....Read the whole 

story 

Republic FC smashes regular-season attendance record 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 6] Sacramento Republic FC almost doubled the USL 

PRO attendance record for a regular-season game when it drew a 
sellout crowd of 20,231 fans at Hughes Stadium Saturday night for 

its first home game, a 2-1 loss to Harrisburg....Read the whole 

story 

A superb chip shot from Belgium 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Gotazo] Genk’s Thomas Buffel scored with a perfect 

chip over Zutte-Waregem keeper Sammy Bossut in the Belgfan 
league. Although within 14 yards of the goal, the 33-year-old 
managed to loop the ball over and out of Bossut’s reach .... Read 
the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 just always remember Vilanova as a very studious 

player of the game. And someone in particular who 

loved Barcelona. Life has these difficult turns, but 
in the end he was able to coach Barcelona and 

that was his ultimate dream." 

-- U.S. under-20 national team coach Tab Ramos, 
who (along with Sporting Kansas City manager Peter 
Vermes) played with late Tito Vilanova at Spanish 

second division club Figueres. (ESPNFC) 

What They’re Saying 

"It was difficult for me to follow the match today 

[Saturday]. The sadness I feel win accompany me 

for the rest of my life. We were young, we wanted 

to beat the world, and we did." 

-- Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardio[a on the 

death of Tito Vi[anova, who served as Guardiola’s 
assistant during a four-year era in which Barcelona 
won 14 titles. On Saturday, Guardiola’s Bayern 

Munich beat Werder Bremen, 5-2. (Goal.corn) 

Report: Atlanta fans pledge 9,092 season- 

ticket deposits 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS EXPANSION] Attanta’s entry into MLS is still 

three years away from playing its first game, but it 
has already received deposits on 9,092 season 

tickets, the Atlanta Journal-Constitution reported. 

...More 

1, Record 80 teams set for May 7 launch 

2, Bye week allows Bradley to have foot 
surgery 

3° Chelsea U-21 scores our Goal of the Week 

~, The battle of Miami’s traffic experts 

5, Sacramento set to smash attendance 
record at opener 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <corey.leonard@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 4:43 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thank You 

Anson, 

Thank you for putting up with me. I try to come up with interesting and relevant 
info to email you, but let’s be honest sometimes I fail. Let me make it up to you 
by giving you a 10% discount on your next proiect. Read on for details. Below 
are a couple examples of some of our branding products. Let me know what you 
think! 

Dura-Mesh Fence Screens are custom made by printing anything from Iogos to 
digitally printed, four-color photos. Your images are printed using top-of-the-line, UV- 
protected UItra-Brite inks. Your graphics will look bold for years and really stand out! 

> Click for a Free Mock-Up & 10% Discount 

".T feel comfortable recommending BigSigns.com, they are real pros 

in my opinion. Our Dura-Mesh fence screens have been up for over 3 
seasons and has held up very well. Their design team is top notch.’" 

- Brian Cleary 
University of Cincinnati 



Locker Room Graphics will instantly 

amp up your locker room into the 
ultimate prep room for your players. 
Customize your locker rooms to 
represent your program with school 
colors and graphic that will boost your 
player’s spirits before every game. 

Bleacher Graphics not only promotes 
school and team spiri% but can also be 
instrumental in recruiting top 
prospects, The design possibilities are 
unlimited -- you can add flair by using a 
simple graphic or make a bold statement 
using a digitally enhanced photograph, 

Or Call 800.790.7611 

Other Products to Check Out: 

Stadium Graphics 

Press Box Graphics 

ModStar A-Frames 

Wall Graphics 

Scoreboard Graphics 

Field/Track Protector 

Anson, I hope you will accept my 10% discount offer because I 
would really like to work with you. 

Feel free to give me a call or shoot me an email. 

Or Click for your 10% discount and free mock-up. 

Thank you and have a great day, 

% 

Qorey Leonard 
President 

800.790.7611 

Brand Amplification Experts I Agency Quality Design I Premium Products Built To Last 

Design, Manufacture, Installation I Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

Comprised of unique teams of designers, project managers, salesmen, and production technicians, BigSigns.com is ready to serve 
your stadium graphics, and event signage needs. We are located in downtown Grand Haven, Michigan, along the lakeshore. 



This message was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu from: 

Corey Leoonard I 22 South Harbor Dr. Suite 101 I Grand Haven, MI 49417 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

maJler@infusiomnail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@wofldclasscoaching.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 6:51 AM 

Dowance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Spurs Flat Midfield in Trm~silion, Speed Ladder GK Drill, Combination Play Spacing and More... 

YOU 
UPDAT 

A 
Hi Ar~son! 

EKLY 
ES AND NEW 
TICLE 

Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Email Newsletter. I have another personal video 

g~ving details of each of the five articles we have for you this week Click the image to play the video. 

Attackinq the Barcelona Way Videos and eBook 

This Weeks Articles .................................................................................................................. 

AtCC Newsletter- First Touch Traininq in ’The Caqe’ 

Soccer Tactics - Spurs fiat Midfield in Transition 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsletter - Speed Ladder Goalkeeper Drill 

FineSoccer Drills Newsletter - Correct Spacing For Combination Play 

~ oaching Advanced Players - The Weakness of a Fiat Midfield 

Best Wishes, 



Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Keep an eye out for a special arlnouncemerlt later [his week 



To," 

To p,’~!awe rSoooe r. CO!T~ <F~sws@topdrawersocceR oonl > 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:32 AM 

Don°ance, Albert ~ IV <s, nson@email.unc.edu> 

Giris 2015 Top 150, NPL Boys Showcase, Commitments 

::.~.:: 

New 2015 Gids #1 
The 2015 Girls IMG Academy Top 150 

Ranki,,’~gs winter update is out today 

Katherine Cousins ~s the new No, 1, Fhsd 

out who e~se made s~gn~ficant moves up the 

rankings. 

NPL. Boys Showcase 
Riacer United 978 Red took the U17 NorCal 

NPL Championship laie Sunday Find out 

which other ~eams captured titles at the 

NorCai NPL boys showcase. See pica of 

the 

MORE: Showcase Da 1 Hi hli hts 

i :"":i I.X.I Adverti ..... t FEATURED PARTNER 
Mustang Soccer Academy 

The Mustang Soccer Academy’s individual 

Deveiopmer.,t Camps are ideal lbr a 

motivated piayer Iookin9 for personalized 

tv,,~o~day trainin9 that s~mu~ates that of a 

highqeve~ college soccer program. 

The camp wiii also feaiure I~,lil side 11 vs 

I I matches wi~h ~he coliege coaches so 

that they can showcase their abilities in 

game siluations whiie also barn~ng some of 

the tsd~cs~ goa~s presented by the co~bge 

coaches of the Academy. 

NPL Showcase Stars 
Eight piaye~s shov,~ed Ianiasticaiiy on th, e 

final day of the 2014 NorCal NPL 

Showcase. Fi,,’~d out who caught our eye 

and check out p~cs from the showcase, 

MON~: NPk Showcase ~av ] Stars 

Girls SEC Commitments 
A pai; oitop recmils for 2016 opt to make 

verbai commitments to Southeastern 

powers. See why 

1 
Adverti ..... t J 

Boys Comrnitments: Left Back of the Future 
A B~g East ~owers ~ands the commi~men~ of s Top t 50 recrt£ for 2015, a p~ayer who happens to speqa~ze ~n one of soccer’s mo~ d~ff~ct£ ~os~fions 



Looking back at the U.S. U20 MNT at Dallas Cup in highlight form 
The U,S. i J20 Men’s ~,~ational Team was in camp iast week down in Dallas, competing at the prestigious Dailas Cup tournament. Check out highlicjisb, 

from all five 

Oppos}tion to pl-oposed MLS Miam} stadium }ocation @’ops attack ad 
W~L~ has bee~ expanding like hot cakes recently: Atlanta, b~iami, eve~’one’s da~li~g ~qYCFC (or ~s ~t h~C FC?) and Odando. Dew~ ~n the southeast 

out not everyo~e ~s a fan of David Beckh~m’s efi6r~ to bring MLS back to Miam~ 

unsubscribe. 

West Ocea~ B~t’d, Ste, , 750 
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F[om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Camp Team <campteam@wolfpackcommunications.com~ 

Monday, April 28, 2014 9:03 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Make your summer soccer camps better 

Make a solid play for your camps - add campteam@wolf:packcommunications to your address book so 
we will be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

"The principle is competin9 against yourself. It’s about self improvement, about being 

better than you were the day before.’" 

- Steve Young, NFL Hall of Famer 

Coach Dorrance, 
Make your summer camp better by focusing your time and expertise on teaching young 

people the game of soccer. Leave how to best protect your staff, your institution and your 
campers to us - The Camp Team wi[[ be your teammate and handle this important role for 
you, freeing you to concentrate on what you do best, which wfl[ make your camp better. 
As former athletes, coaches and sports administrators, we know how critical your summer 

camp is to your soccer program. Sports insurance is a[[ we do, so contact a Camp Team 
sports insurance specialist by phone today at 1-800-747-9573 or by emafl at 

info(~campteam.com for a free quote. 

Best wishes, 
The Camp Team 

Visit us ontine at www.campteam.com 

Ni CampT~m 

Sports Insurance - Camp Team 

nationa~ and world champions, 
We are recognized by the NCAA l:nsurance Resource Department 

Forward this email 

This amail was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by campteam@wol~packcommurficatiorls.corn i 
_U_#__d__a__t__e__L~__r_o_/[L_eZN__n]__a_[L__A__d__d__r2_e__s__s. Znstant removal with ._S__a__~#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_L_b__e_" /_%v__a__c_L_r_~gJj_c_y_. 

The Camp Team 9035 Wadsworth Pkwy I Suite 3840 i Westminster i CO 80021 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Rocca <mikerocc~ratedsports.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 11:24 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Rated Sports OFFERS all College Coaches a $100 Restaurant Gilt Card To Ease YOUR Budget 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dear Coach, 

We understand that travelinc to tournaments across America with a 
limiled budge1 can be tough.-Fhe Rated Sports team would like to 
offer you a $] 00 Restaurant.cam voucher to use af local restaurants 

1he Chicago area or traveling 1o and from the National Showdown 
on July ] -- ] 3, 20] 4. The card can be picked up upon your arrival to 
the event please RSVP and register to qualify for restaurant.cam ,Gift 

card here 
To register your attendance, please go to: 

hffp://events.gotsport.corn/events/colle,r4ecoachloqin.aspx? 
_F_ventlD=35208 
For the showcase websife and to view affordable hotel stay, please 
click below: 
www.NationalShowdown.com 
Look forward to seeing you in Chicago. 
Regards, 
Michael Rocca, 
National Showcase Direclor 
805-233-7567 
888-541-5567 

L                                l    L                                J 
r’nikerocca @ratedspoFts.corrl j RatedSports.corn 

Copyright © 2013. All Rights Resewed. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@email,unc.edu by mikerocca@ratedsports.com 
instant removal ’~’~,ith ~;.@__f.e__U_12s__u_b_s_c__rjb_._e.’" _F_-’_r_i__v__a__c_L[~__o_jj£~, 

Rated Sports, LLC P.O. Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



Subject: 

FeedBtitz <feedb[itz:4~rnaff.feedbtftz.com> on behalf of 

US Soccer Ptayer~.~ Newstetti!,~ <newsletterc0usn~.~t-pa.com> 

Mor~day, Apt’it 28, 2B14 12:B2 PM 

Dorrance, Atbert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

The US Soccer Players Newsletter UgSocce~ Players ¯ Apr 25, 2014 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 2.5, 2Ot4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Premier League on NBCSN: AFsena... Newcastle Unit-ed at. :Ipm~ Serie A on betN 
Sport: Sassuoto - Juventus at 2:45pm. AH Times Easrern 

Two goals for Terrence Boyd, goal 
for John Brooks 

was qub:e the weekend for two USMN’t" prayers, with Torrance Boyd s(:odtN 

twice in Austria and John Brooks getting a ~oat in Germany, 

Terrence Boyd scored both goats for Rapfd Vienna in their win over Red But[ 

Salzburg in t-he Aust-dna gur~destif..’,a, Boyd opened the s(:or$r~g ~}t the Gerhard-HanappFSt~}dk)n m t-he 15th rn$r~ut-e w$th 

Red But[ Satzbu~ equalizing in the 68th, Boyd scored the winner in the ~th minute. Rap~d Vienna trait 1st-place Red BuK 

5atzbur$ by 21 points in the SundeshBa l:a}M.e. 

tI~ Germany’~.~ Bundestif..’,a, Johr~ Brooks opened the ~.<oring for Herth~} Berl.ii~ in their 2-0 shutout- of h~st--place club 

Eintracht Brmmschweig, Brooks scored in the 61st minute with Sami Atta~ui doubting the tend in t.he 77th, Hertha Bertin 

are 10th in the Bundestiga tabte. Atso in the Bundeshga, Fabian Johnson and Hoffenhein’~ and Eintracht F~ankfurt 

finished scoretess, Timmy Chandter prayed the fi~st..hatf ior N~Jrnbel’g in d~eir 2-0 toss to Mainz. 

Alej~ndro Bedoy~’s Nantes came back to draw 1-1 with t4arseitte in Ligue 1 on Friday, t4arseitte opened the scoring 

the 30th rainute with Serge Gakpe equahNng fo~ Nantes in the 64th. Nantes are t0th h~ the Ligue i tabte, a point 

Ztiteser}en. Rosenborg’s rebirth and fifth goats came from the penatty spot. grann got a ~ate red card }n stoppage time. 

Read More 

NILS Week 8: Clint Dempsey does it again for the 
Seattle Sounders 

Another stren~ perfe~ mance from C[int Dempsey hNhhghted the week 8 MLS games. Dempsey scored twice in the 

Seattte’s llamar Neagte ope~ed the scoring, ir~ Ilirst-hati stoppag, e t-ime with l)ernpsey scoring in the ,17th and 52rid 
minutes, Ditton Serna putted a goat back for ¢otorado in the 62rid, but- Obafemi ~4artis sco~ ed Seat-tte’s fourth £oat in the 

75th minute. Ctint Den’tpsey now fends MLS with 8 goa[s this season. 

’q think it’s our team is confident and gettin~ in a good rhythm of piny and buitding off of that. You can see that the 

link-up p[~y is reaU.y ~ood throughout the whore Le~m an~ we’re creating opportunities ~or each other," C[int Dempsey 

sai~. "ThaUs what it’s abot~t. That’s when you enjoy your bait the most. when everybody*s contributing and ever>*body 

~ee[s Va~LEed." 

’l’he~e was another ,I-1 resutt- ir~ MI.S on Sat-urday, with DC L}~i~:ed bea~:in.g FC Da~as at RF~ 5tadibm, barns tend for 

raost of the first-half, with Mauve D~az sco~in~ h~ the i 3th minute. They ran h~to troubte when Zach Uoyd exited with a 

second ye~[ow card ir~ the :}Sth minute, DC Urfited’s Fabian Espi~do[~} equa[[xed 5 mh~btes into stoppage t-tree, setting bp 

a second-ha[f onslaught fl’om DC~ Bobby BoswO[ put United in d~e tend ~or good in the 60d~ Bean grank[m scored in the 

64th rninul:e and Espindo[a s(:ored h~s second BOat O~ t[~e game i[~ the 69th, FC Dat[~ls finished a man dewr~ ,,’vith the 

~eferee sending off M~che[ in the 89Lh minute fo~ swinging at #C United’s Chris Retfe, Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 
Bayern Munich hopes home fiord makes the difference in the Champions League semifinals against Rent t4adrid on Fox 

Sports 1. ]n the Copa LibertndoFes, Fox Deportes has Vetez SaFslietd - Nacionat on Tuesdny’s soccer TV schedute, 

Baye~n Munich - Rent Madrid in the Champions League semifinnt second.tog on Fox Sports 1 at 2:30pm~ Real. Madrid tend 

1 o0 flora the opening tog with Kar}m genzema scoring the only goat at the Bernabeu in the 19th n’dnute. Rent Madrid a~e 

3rd it} l:he La I.iga tab{e. S~}LEI:I:inB OLEI: Osasur~a 4-{} at home en Saturday. gayem t, Au[}ieh atre a~ready the gur~dest~ga 

champions, beating Werder Bremen 5-2 on Saturday. 



I’m [~roud of my l:eam~" Bayern Munich coach Pep Guardio[a said R)Uow~nf~ the f~stqef~, "[’h~y ~;how~d a 

against one or the best teams in the wor[d. ~ thh~k that we can still c~a~tk up a ~ear or two m the return [eg, We wa~ted 

have a ~(~t: ef possess~or~ and have a qu~:X trar~sition from defence to attack, W(} co~tro{]ed the !~am(}, bu~: 

wel’e waitm~ [o cotanEera[tack and they have Ehe p[ayel’s to take advantage o~ this. CongraEutatiens to &4adrid ~or the 

Ro~.~nd of 16~ Nacional. [e~d 1..0 fl’Om the opening 

~(i Sponsor message 

powered by 

i~i p ..... db~ 

Click here to solely unsubscribe ir 7! "US~o,Jce;P~,~ye s " Click here to view moiHn~ orchives, here to chon,~e ,your pre[erences~ or here to subscribe ~ Privecy~. 















From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 1:56 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Monday, April 28, 2014 

Monday= April 28, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Monday, Arsenal hosts Newcastle, and there’s Italian and Spanish action .... The 2014 UEFA Champions 

League finalists will be decided with semifinal second-leg games on Tuesday and Wednesday. Also on Tuesday 
L~22J and Wednesday, second-leg games of the Copa Libertadores round of 16. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdated daily throughout the week.) 

’~.~~ONDAY~ Ap~i~ 28 

BelN SPORTS 

italy SASSUOLO-JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pro. 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-NEWCASTLE (live) 3 pm. 

ReIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy SASSUOLO=JUVENTUS (live) 2:40 pro. 

BelN PLAY 
Spain CELTA DE VlGO-VALLADOLID (live) 3:45 pm. 

TUESD,~Y, April 2~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores VELEZ SARSFIELD-NACIONAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores GREMIO-SAN KORENZO (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 



* U.S, LEAGUES L~VE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - wvwv.NASLLive,com 

NWSL - NWSL YeuTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Monday, April 28, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 3:06 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 2: Chelsea Win Reignites EPL Title Race 

By Ross Fadner, Monday,; April28, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Chelsea Win Reignites EPL Tit~e Race 
ESPNICO.uk                                                                                                ~ 

Jose Mourinho hailed his "amazing" players for producing a "beautiful victory" at Anfield on Sunday as 

Chelsea beat Liverpool 2-0 to reignite the Premier League title race. Meanwhile, Liverpool’s Brendan Rod.qers 

summed up his feelings about Mourinho’s defensive approach to the game when he said: "there were probably two 

buses parked today, never mind one." 

With Manchester City winning 2-0 at Crystal Palace, the difference between the top three is now just three points 

heading into the final few games of the season. Liverpool is still first with 80 points, Chelsea second with 78, and 

City is third with 77, but Manue~ PeHegrini’s men still have a game in hand. 

"My players are amazing. They had a fantastic match," Mourinho said. "It is a great victory, and we celebrate as we 

have because it was a big performance by everyone and a beautiful victory. We were never in trouble against a 

fantastic team with beautiful players and have smashed everybody that has come here." Despite closing the gap at 

the top to just two points, Mourinho stressed that his team still is not in the title race. "If the champion is Liverpool, 

we can say we won both matches against Liverpool and if the champion is Man City, we won both matches against 

Man City." 

Rodgers, meanwhile, lamented Mourinho’s approach: "We just couldn’t find the breakthrough -- there were probably 

two buses parked today, never mind one .... Jose has got his result today, credit to [Chelsea]. Its the opposite of 

howwe want to play. It’s not difficult to coach, 10 players in the 18-yard box." 

With a goal differential of +8 over Liverpool, City is now the favorite to take the title should it win its remaining 

games. Despite having that advantage, Pellegrini said, "There is no advantage now, no. It depends what we can do 

in the future .... This league will be decided by a narrow margin, maybe one point, maybe even goal difference." 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

The La Liga title race in Spain remained tight over the weekend as Atletico Madrid, Real Madrid and Barcelona all 

won their respective games. Atleti earned its first win at the Mestalla in nearly 11 years when a solitary goal from 

Raul Garcia was enough to see off Valencia, 1-0.Second-placeReal thumped Osasuna 4-0 at the Bernabeu in a 

game that featured a pair of thunderbolt strikes from 2013 Ballon d’Or winner Cristiano Rona~do. Third-place 

Barca kept its title hopes alive after coming from 2-0 down to beat Villarreal, 3-2, with Lionel Messi hitting home 

the decisive third goal. 

- Read the whole story... 

Ance~otti: ’La Decima’ is important to Rea~ 
Football Espana 

Speaking ahead of the second-leg of Real Madrid’s UEFA Champions League semifinal against Bayem Munich, 

coach Carlo Ancelotti on Monday acknowledged the importance of winning ’La Decima’ -- the Spanish buzzword 

for a record 10th European Cup-- to the club. 

"For this club this is a very important competition, especially because if we win this season the club will have 10 

European Cups," he said. "It would be something special for everyone. And the sooner it is achieved the better." 

The Italian added: "If we could get it in my first year here it would be amazing. We have to try to win another trophy, 

either the League or the Champions League." 

- Read the whole story... 



Guar~liola: UCL Semi is Not Over ......................................................................................................... 

AS 

Pep Guardiola acknowledged that some in the press have already written off his Bayern Munich squad off ahead 

of the return-leg of the UEFA Champions League semifinal in Munich on Tuesday. Real Madrid took the first-leg, 1- 

0, at the Bernabeu last Wednesday and is the favorite to progress to the final in Lisbon on May 17. 

However, during his press conference ahead of Tuesday’s clash at the Allianz Arena, Guardiola replied that that’s 

not how he sees it. "We’re close to [the final], but we’re behind on the scoreboard. I’ve also read and heard that 

Madrid are in the final and that they’ve already won it. We see it differently. We’re behind on the scoreboard and 

we’ll try to score." 

Asked how he planned to defend against Madrid’s blistering counterattack spearheaded by Cristiano Rona~do 

and Gareth Bale, the Spaniard said: "They’re a team that runs incredibly, they are so fast. VVhen you lose the ball 

you need to get back fast, but time further they are from our goal the better," he said. "Possible we’ll need to use 

some of our other weapons, too." 

Speaking of his ’other’ or as-yet-unused weapons, the former Barcelona manager noted that Bayern would need a 

big game from star player Franck Ribery. "It’s not necessary for the coach to say how important he is for the team 

and his teammates," he said of Ribery, adding: "He always fights for the team, that’s why people love him and why 

he’s one of the greatest in Bayern’s history. We need him." 

- Read the whole story... 

’Fantastic’ Sunderland Out of the Drop Zone 
BBC Sport 

Gus Poyet has said that Sunderland’s 4-0 thrashing of Cardiff City "feels fantastic" as the win, which once again 

saw USA striker Jozy Altidore left on the substitutes’ bench, saw the Black Cats pull themselves out of the Premier 

League’s relegation zone. Sunderland now has seven points from its last three games and lies 17th in the standings 

on goal differential when only a few weeks ago it looked near-certainty for relegation. 

- Read the whole story... 

Suarez, Hazard Take PFA Awards 
ESPN FC 

Liverpool striker Luis Suarez has been named the Professional Footballers Association Player of the Year for the 

current season, marking an extraordinary turnaround for a player who was caught on camera biting the arm of 

Chelsea defender Branislav lvanovic and banned for 10 Premier League games almost a year ago to the day. 

Despite missing the first four games of the season, Suarez scored 30 goals and added 12 assists for a Liverpool 

team that is still hunting for its first-ever Premier League title with two games remaining in the season. 

Meanwhile, Chelsea playmaker Eden Hazard won the Young Player of the Year award, scoring 13 goals and 

providing seven assists for a Chelsea side that sits second in time Premier League table and is in the semifinals of 

time UEFA Champions League. 

- Read the whole story... 

Garcia: Canto, Jure Seem ’Nervous’ 
Football Italia 

AS Roma coach Rudi Garcia described Juventus boss Antonio Canto as seeming "nervous" following the 

Giallorossi’s 2-0 win at home to AC Milan on Friday. Roma cut the gap at the top to five points with Friday’s victory, 

although Jure has a game in hand which it plays later Monday. Garcia has sought to keep the title race in Italy alive 

by telling Serie A’s other teams to up their game against Juve, a remark that Conte labeled as ’bar talk’ from a 

’provincial’ manager. 

"To me, Conte seems a bit nervous," Garcia said on Monday. "But I have nothing to say on it. I just want to enjoy 

this day, and that’s it. It’s been an honor to be here at Roma for the last 10 months." He added: "We’ll see what 

happens tonight [between Juve and Sassuolo]. We just have to concentrate on beating Catania - but our fate is not 

in our hands. At the moment though, everything seems to be going well for us." 

- Read the whole story... 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The 2014 UEFA Champions League finalists will be decided with semifinal second-leg games on Tuesday and 

Wednesday. Also on Tuesday and Wednesday, second-leg games of the Copa Libertadores round of 16. 

(All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY~ ~i~ 2~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores VELEZ SARSFIELD-NACIONAL (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores GREMIO-SAN LORENZO (live) 9 pm. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

THURSDAY, May ’~ 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

AZ"FECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (delay) 5 pm. 



FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-ATLETICO NACIONAL (live) 6 pm. 

ESPN3.corn 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm, 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

* U,S, LEAGUES L~VE STREAMING 

I~ilLS - MLS Live 

NASL - wvwv.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, April 29, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Tuesday, ##Fil 29, 2014 

Record contingent in Mexico’s Liga MX 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] A record 15 Americans who grew up in the 

U.S. youth system -- including six from Tijuana -- played in Mexico’s 

Liga MX, which concluded its Torneo Clausura reguiar season on 

Sunday. It’s the largest group of Americans to play in a top-level 
foreign league in a season, breaking the record set in 2006-07 
when 14 Americans (including Giuseppe Rossi) played in the English 

Premier League....Read the whole story 

Hyndman scores winner in FA Youth Cup final 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Emerson Nyndman, the grandson of former 

SMU and FC Dallas head coach ScheUas Hyndman, scored the 
winning goal for Fulham in its 3-2 win over Chelsea in the first leg of 

the English FA Youth Cup final at Craven Cottage....Read the whole 

story 

Bayern’s Robben: ’Now we have to reward ourselves’ 

by Ridge Mahoney 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] It’s been more than a decade since a 
team reached three straight Champions League finals, and history 

is on the side of Bayern Munich to do just that. Bayern has taken 
four of five head-to-head meetings with Reai Madrid in the 

competition’s semifinals, the second leg of which is Tuesday at the 

Allianz Arena in Munich (live on Fox Sports I at 2:45 p.m. ET). 

...Read the whole story 

Five names to have at your fingertips ... 
by Mike Woitalla 

[WORLD CUP RETRO: 1930] Want to be a World Cup expert and 
impress your friends with your knowledge of the 1930 World Cup? 

Here are five names to have at your fingertips about the inaugural 
World Cup won by Uruguay....Read the whole story 

U.S. under-20 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER] U.S. under-20 women’s national team 
head coach MicheRe French called up 27 players to a camp May 
11-18 at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. This 

win also be the USA’s last camp before French chooses a 20-player 

roster to travel to France in June for two matches against the 

highly rated French U-2Os....Read the whole story 

U.S. under-18 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER] Madison Naley, the daughter of 

former NFL great Charles Haley, is the youngest player on the U.S. 
under-18 women’s national team that will train concurrently with 

the U.S. under-20 women’s national team at the camp May 11-18 at 

the U.S. Olympic Training Center....Read the whole story 

Halftime ’skills’ competition not so skillful 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] During halftime of Southampton’s game 
against Everton, one of the fans competing in the skills competition 
hit Everton sub Aiden McGeady in the head .... Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 
"On the soccer stadium as a whole, I’ll say this: I’m 
not there yet. That said, I am open-minded. As I 
said in my State of the Borough address, with a 
good community-benefits agreement, with proper 
community engagement, I think we can get to a 
place where folks understand the economic 
benefits of the stadium. But those benefits have to 
be real and be felt. It can’t just benefit the royal 
family of Abu Dhabi or the Yankees." 

-- Bronx borough president Ruben Diaz Jr., 
expressing concern about buiiding a soccer stadi um 
in the Bronx for New York City FC, which is owned 
by Manchester City and the baseba{l Yankees. 
(CFain’s New York Business) 

Concacaf stays with Traffic Sports 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] Concacaf has renewed its deal 
with Traffic Sports for the sponsorship rights to 
of its properties....More 

1. Republic FC smashes regular-season 
attendance record 

2, Bye week allows Bradley to have foot 
surgery 

3, Guide map created for National Youth 
License courses 

4, Dempsey credits teammates for torrid pace 

5, ’Historic announcement’ on Centenario is 
expected Thursday 

~~ Y ou are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ Apt 29, 20t4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Bayern Munich .. FinaL Madrid in the Champions Lea~jue sen~iiinM second-te~ on 

~ox Spo~ts 1 at 2::}Opm, A~so on Tuesday’s socce~ ~7 schedule, Ve~z Sarsfie~d 

host ~,~a(:iona~ at 8:30pro on Fox Depo~tes in the Copa Libe~tadores Round of 16. 

Nado~a~ Lead t-0 from the openin~ Leg, 

Words 

Who is the greatest soccer player in the world? 

By Clemente Lisi - HEW YORk, l’~Y {Apt 28, 2(114) US Soo::er ~l.ayers - [%und up a few soo::er fans h~ a bar and the 

quesUon ine~itabbt comes up, Who is the !~eatest soccer player in the world at the moment( A few names norma~bt 

Ftona[do an8 BarceLona and Argentina’s Lionel Mess1. 

That takes us Lo the WorLd Cup. The WorLd Cup is - above aLL eLse - abo~t 32 countries competing ior the chance to be 

tr}urnph in 1986, or Zmedine Zidane and France’s victory in i998, 

This summer at the WorLd Cup in Brazif~ two players wiLf stand out above the rest. Portugaf’s Ronafdo and Argentina’s 

Mess1 will, have Lo ~0e in top form if e~ther nnUon hopes to [fit d~e Cup, How w~[L both players do? Who wiU have the 

better WorLd Cup~ Do p~st Wo~d Cups serve as a g~u~e( Have the ~0t }-t4 L~ga season or Champions Lea~#~e !~ven us 

any (:kEes~ 

to uncover what these two players wiLL do at the WorLd Cu#. The following comparisons do not take into account the 

The World Cup 

Both players have ~mderperformed at previous to~rnaments, That means ~0oth wiU be seetdnfi a measure of redemption, 

Not only have their ~es~ecUve countries not (tone wolf, but also as individuals, RonaLdo and Messi~ have scored very 

LittLe aL Wo~Ld C~p LeveL, That’s a big difference from their respective cLub periermances ever the past few years. Rend 
More 

MLS wants waterfront views for expansion stadium~ team in Miami - from The Miami HeraLd’s MichefLe Kaufman: But 

he has run into opposiI:ion ior the Port of Miami site. 

Howard left scratching his head after Blues loss - imm The Liverpool Echo’s (}re~ O’keefl!~: "t don’t think we <:ouh:l do 
that again ii we LMed," 

Liverpool v Chelsea: Not anti-football from Mourinh% but simply football - from The O~]L~’dian’s Barney Ronay: In 

I]~irness~ this (]e~ri?~,~ of (]eiensiv(! oy~anisation af~d pt~/![icat r~,~si{ience yeatLy t:fansLat(!![ a![ a sp~,~c:t:at:Le Of~t~/in t:he flesh. 

Jose Mourinho’s tactics vs. Liverpool spice up EPL title chase - t~rr(~’r~ F~x S~><:~:~"s W~ r~ Barton: That very much 
incLuc!es Manchester City, who are showin8 no signs ef fiixdng up. 

Ryan Gig~ will HOT be made permanent Manchester United boss - even if he wins all remaining games .. from The 
M~nchester Evenin~ Hews’ Mike Keeg~n: Insiders s%~ he h~s been ’a breath of fresh ai¢ at Un~ted’s C~rMnfiton t~irdn~ 

comptex and is retishing d~e oppo~ tunity~ 

It is too early for Ryan Gig,s, but he will be a future Manchester United manager .. lrom The TeLegraph’s ALan 

Hanson: Howeve~ ~ the problem they have is that there is no obvious candidate o~ so~uUon to the big ~ssue of finding the 

fi!~hL man to take the job on and restore the (iub to where the’! e:<pecL to 



Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

The Champions League semifinal.s conclude with the secend..[e8 of d~e Chef.sea Atl.etico Madrid series on Fox Sperts 1. 

Fox Deportes f}mshes out Wednesday’s soccer TV schedule with the Copa Libertado~ es. 

Chelsea - At~etico M~d~id in the Chamg}ons League semifina{ second4eg on Fox Sports 1 at 2:30pro. The series is t}ed 

0.0 fFom d~e fi~st..[eg, 2nd..p{nce Chelsea bent 1st. p{ace Liverpool 2..0 m the Prem~eF League eveF the weeken~ to pub. 

within Z points, h~ S~ah~, At~etico M~dnd are stiU top of the La L~a tame with a 4 point ~ead ove~ Barcelona. At~et~(o 

’"t’he I.eague is nothing like the Champions," At[etico Madrid coach Diego Simeone said. "Chelsea has a gFeat team. ~he 

9ossibitity of rotat}ng and winning 0°2. We face a very 9owe~ fur team that wilt make it very hard for us." 

Chelsea’s Frank Lam~ard cred}ted his manager for keeping the focus on the Prermer League as weU as the Champions 

We ~l.ayed ].i~!¢~oo~ at: home eartier in the season, we were fantastic goin}~ forward and i~ ~A~e can do that~ ~A,e’~l. do 

Lh~" Lampard said, "You h~ve to have boLh sides te yOUF 9ame to win the }.ea~ue. A iot of the win was down to Jose 

~ouHnho~ he’s our mana!~er and teams are in the image o~ ~:he~r manager, .just as }. h~erpoo~ are ~Fendan [Reducers]. 

Pk~ye~s have to go ou~ and fok[ow orders but akso have ~o show their indwi~{iW ~nd expFession, an~ you need men Uke 

Demba Ba to come in and finish like he does. ~t }s a grou~ effort." 

ALso on Wednesday’s soccer T~i. the Copa Libertado~es on Fox Deportes: Gremio - San Lorenzo at 9pro. A~ 7im~s 

E~t~rn 

d by 
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Section 2: Dani Alves Inspires Unique Anti-Racism Movement 

By Ross Fadner, Tuesday, April 29, 2014 

Associated Press 

Tweet This Share This 

Dani Alves responded to a racist taunt during Barcelona’s game against Villarreal on Sunday by picking 

up a banana thrown at him as he went to take a corner by the corner flag, peeling it, and then eating it. When asked 

about the gesture after the game, the Brazil international said that humor is the best way to combat racism in sports. 

"We have suffered this in Spain for some time," Alves said. "You have to take it with a dose of humor. We aren’t 

going to change things easily. If you don’t give it importance, they don’t achieve their objective." 

Alves’ sentiment has led fellow soccer players, officials and even political figures from around the globe to respond 

with solidarity by p!cturing themselves eatinq a banana. Barcelona teammate Neymar posted a photo of himself on 

Instagram holding a peeled banana alongside his son, who was holding a doll that resembled a banana. Fellow Brazil 

teammates Hulk and Fred also lent support via their social media accounts. 

Meanwhile, the Villarreal fan who threw the banana at Alves has been banned from the Madrigal Stadium for life. 

- Read the whole story... 

...W....e...n.ger Praises Ozil as Gunners Close in on Fourth 
ESPN.co.uk 

Arsene Wenger sang Mesut Ozil’s praises after the Germany international scored one and made one in Arsenal’s 3- 

0 stroll against Newcastle United on Monday -- a result that brought the Gunners one step closer to securing fourth- 

place in the Premier League standings and a UEFA Champions League spot for next season. Following a bright start 

to life in Engalnd, Ozil has come under considerable criticism in his first season with the Gunners, but Wenger said 

that is normal for a player not used to playing in the Premier League. 

"He is getting stronger in every game now, he is refreshed," Wenger said. "It is his first season here over Christmas, 

he suffered a little bit physically. Now he looks sharp again and refreshed mentally to play. That’s why his 

performance is good. I believe the first season is always adaptable in the Premier League. What he has brought is his 

fantastic technique, the simplicity of his game, the intelligence of his passing and you look at his numbers, his assists 

and passes in the final third is very good. We want more goals from him and I think that will come naturally." 

Arsenal is now just one win away from securing a place in the Champions League for the 17th consecutive season, 



as it currently sits four points ahead of fifth-place Everton with two games remaining. Wenger’s men also face Hull 

City in the FA Cup final at Wembley on May 17. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: UEFA Offers to Settle with City, PSG Over FFP 
Reuters 

Manchester City and Paris Saint-Germain have been offered settlements for breaching UEFA’s Financial Fair Play 

(FFP) rules that were designed to limit clubs’ financial losses instead of being banned from next season’s Champions 

League, Reuters reports, claiming that the punishments likely to be handed out could include fines or limits on the 

size of squads that they can field in the competition next season. Meanwhile, EU lawyers claim that execs from rival 

clubs could cry foul that big spenders like City and PSG are not being hit with harder sanctions. 

- Read the whole story... 

Conte: No Scudetto Celebration Yet 
Football Italia 

Juventus coach Antonio Conte was asked on Monday if his Jose Mourinho-like knee slide following Fernando 

Llorente’s goal against Sassuolo on Monday was his Scudetto celebration. Llorente’s goal sealed a come-from- 

behind 3-1 victory for the visitor, which is now just one point away from sealing its third consecutive Scudetto. 

"No, it was not a Scudetto celebration, as there’s still a chance for those chasing us, so we have to finish it off 

definitively next week," Conte replied. "We certainly made a big step forward, but those behind us have every right to 

continue believing." That being said, Conte couldn’t resist the opportunity to take a swipe at Roma coach Rudi 

Garcia, who on Monday suggested that Conte and his team seemed "nervous," while calling on other teams to up 

their game against the Serie A leader. 

Conte replied: "1 hear people say Roma are doing something stratospheric. I say we are eight points ahead of Roma 

and playing in the Europa League semifinal. If Roma are stratospheric then I cannot find an adjective to describe 

Juventus. Anything Juventus do becomes almost expected. If we win the Europa League, it’ll be considered a 

worthless trophy. If we lose, then people will say Juve aren’t ready for Europe. When we achieve something, people 

act as if it’s normal administration. 

He added: "1 think those behind us are irritable, not us. They should be careful with what they say, as Roma and 

Garcia took a step backwards by feeding into the culture of suspicion with talk of ’help’ and opponents not giving their 

all. If this is football culture, then it’s a step backwards." 

Juve also hosts Benfica in the Europa League semifinal on Thursday, where it is trailing 2-1 after the first-leg in 

Portugal. 

- Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Newly crowned Portuguese league champion Benfica is targeting its third consecutive final of the season when it 

travels to the Juventus Stadium in Turin on Thursday to face Antonio Conte’s Juve in the second-leg of the Europa 

League semifinal. Jorge Jesus’ men have also reached both the Portuguese Cup and Portuguese League Cup finals 

this season after outlasting bitter rival FC Porto in the semifinal of both competitions, despite playing for more than an 

hourwith ten men in each game. 



Earlier this month, Benfica was crowned league champion for the first time in four seasons. "It’s been a very gratifying 

season, we are in both finals in Portugal and still in the fight for the Europa League," said Jesus, who nearly lost his 

job alter a disappointing season last year. 

- Read the whole story... 

Report: Real Has  1.4 Billion on Players Since Last UCL Title 
Daily Mail 

Real Madrid has spent an astonishing 830 million pounds ($1.4 billion) on players since the club last won the UEFA 

Champions League in 2002, the Daily Mail reports. Since Zinedine Zidane fired home that iconic winner in the final 

at Hampden Park, club has burned through would-be ’Galacticos’ who were supposed to fire the club into a new era 

of dominance. Ronaldo, David Beckham, Michael Owen, Jonathan Woodgate, Ruud van Nistelrooy, Fabio 

Cannavaro, Arjen Robben, Wesley Sneijder, Kaka and Cristiano Ronaldo have all been on Real’s books, and yet 

’La Decima’, or ’The Tenth’, European Cup trophy still remains elusive. 

- Read the whole story... 

Injured Chelsea Trio Returns for UCL Semi 
Guardian 

Chelsea has been handed a major boost ahead of Wednesday’s UEFA Champions League semifinal return-leg 

against Atletico Madrid at Stamford Bridge by the news that injured trio John Terry, Samuel Eto’o and Eden Hazard 

all participated in a practice session ahead of the crucial game. Injured goalkeeper Petr Cech also made an 

appearance, although he will not feature in the game. The first leg in Madrid ended 0-0. 

- Read the whole story... 

Inter: Javier Zanetti to Retire 
Football Italia 

Inter Milan President Erick Thohir on Tuesday confirmed that Javier Zanetti will retire at the end of the season to 

become a director at the club he has served for nearly 19 years. Zanetti turns 41 in August. 

- Read the whole story... 
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Sent: 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

University of North Caxolina and RightPlay Soccer BreaJ~downs 

Coach Dorrance, 

Have yon received my previous email? Would you be free for a quick phone call to learn how Righfl?lav can breakdown and star your game video so you don’t have 

to? 

RightPlay aJso gives you the tools to breakdown and stat your own video, share video with your team or exchange it with ANY coach in the count~. 

Are you t?ee sometime soon for a quick demo to show you what RightPlay can do tbr your team? Is (919) 962-5491 the best number to reach you? My schedule is 

flexible so please respond back with a time that works best for you. 

Feel flee to call or email anytime - 516.234.0412. 

- Joe 

Joe Yevoli 

Founder & President 

516.234.0412 

RightPlay.com 

Our Mailing address is: 

110 E. 23rd Stieet 

Floor 8, New York, lXW, 10010, 
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Afternoon Edition: ’Real Madrid back where it should be’ 

Tuesday, ##ril 29, 2014 

Sergio Ramos: Real Madrid is back where it should be 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Real Madrid is headed back to the UEFA 
Champions League final for the first time in 12 years after crushing 

Bayern Munich, 4-0, to eliminate the defending champion, 5-0, on 

aggregate in a stunning blow to new coach Pep Guardiola in his 

first season as Bayern boss .... Read the whole story 

New Conde Nast platform to feature MLS video 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Major League Soccer will be one of the 

launch partners along with the likes of ABC Hews, guzzfeed, 

Variety, Weather Channel Films and Jash when Cond~ Hast 

Entertainment launches The Scene with premium video in July. 

...Read the whole story 

Corinthians USA claims U.S. Soccer berth 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. OPEN CUP] With a 5-0 victory over Juventus Black in the 
HorCal-SoCal playoff at Cuesta College, Corinthians USA claimed 

U.S. Club Soccer’s direct qualifying berth to the 2014 Lamar Hunt 
U.S. Open Cup .... Read the whole story 

Republic FC record crowd in class by itself 
by Paul Kennedy 

[ATrENDAHCE WATCH] Sacramento Republic FC’s USL PRO record 

crowd of 20,231 fans for its first home game at Hughes Stadium was 
remarkable in that it was three times larger than the next largest 

crowd for a 2014 USL PRO opener....Read the whole story 

Indiana soccer pioneer Morris remembered 

by Soccer America 

[OBITUARY] Alex Morris, the owner of the old A-League Indiana 
Blast and W-League Indiana Blaze of the USL system, passed away 

on Saturday after a battle with colon cancer. He was remembered 
as an Indiana soccer pioneer in the 1990s .... Read the whole story 

Policeman slide-tackled in Argentina 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Last week we had a policeman in Texas 

fouling fans. Today we deliver a player slide-tackling an officer in 

Argentina. This time, however, it does not seem to be a deliberate 

attack....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"If I’d known it had never been done before, then I 
don’t think I would ever have managed it -- rd have 

been trying too hard." 

-- The Hew York Red Butts’ Bradley Wright-Phillips, 

who last week became the first Englishman to score 

an MLS hat trick in the league’s 19-year history 

when he helped the Red Bulls down Houston, 4-0. 
(Telegraph) 

1. Republic FC smashes regular-season 

attendance record 

3, ’Historic announcement’ on Centenario is 
expected Thursday 

3, Dempsey credits teammates for torrid pace 

4o U.So under-18 women’s national team 

roster 

~o Record contingent in Mexico’s Liga MX 
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::’~:: SoccerNation News .. Best soccer news for youth, cellege and pro 

wants to thank our more lhan 2.5 ,gliliion ~eaders 

West Ham United Academy’s Paul 
Heifer 40 Years + of Player Development 

West Ham United Acade~qy’s new "Play the Game in the Future" foct~s - and confirn-~s there is 

~o ~o v grail for successful player development except practicing th~ right way, 

~bion SC’s First Year as a US Soccer 

D evelopment .Aca demy 

In 2013, Albion SC was invited to join the U,S, Soccer Development Academy for U13/14, 

Technical Director Noah Gins reflects on what the clL~b has learned, 

ChaCha Namdar on SDDA’s First 
Season 



The first season of the San Diego Developmental Academy (SDDA) was a rousing success, with 

more than 400 team applying to participate. Direc[or ChaCha I’~amdar reflects on the inaugural 

season and what lessons can be applied ~or the second year. 

Book Lovers’ Review: FUTEBOL 

Great read before the 201~, WorRl Cup 

While soccer is rapidly becoming popular in the USA, it has long been a national obsession in 

Brazil. The beautiful game in Brazil takes on new meaning with pitch-perfect clarity in Alex 

Belles new book~ Be~[os takes us into the world where soccer equals oxygen, the game 

symbolizes racia~ harmony and where flamboyance, ~nnovat~on and sk~ come together to be 

celebrated. 

How does the Castre~ I~LS I~dex determine the ranking of each player ~n the league7 A 

Soccer~lation News exdus~w~ feature ~s fo~ow~ng four key p~ayers throughout the season: 

Lando~ Donown, l~ichae~ B~ad~ey, t,~att Bes[er and 3errnain Defoe~ 

$acramento Welcomes USL PRO Record Crowd 

Sacramento Republic FC welcon-~ed a record LJSI. PRO crowd of 20,237[ for their hon-~e opener 

against the ~tarrisburg City ~slanders on Saturday, April 26, 

Carli Lloyd Suspended for Two Games 

Women’s Soccer News: Western New York Flash midfielder Carii Lloyd has been suspended for 

two games for a hard take-down of the Chicago Red Stars’ Vanessa DiBernardo in an NWSL 

indoor Soccer News: A late goal by ~lexico Legends goalkeeper-turned-attacker 3ergo Carnpos 

was the difference in his ~earn’s 4-3 victory over ~he El Salvador Legends in ShowGol Los 

Angeles, 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 

Wednesday= April 30, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League and Copa Libertadores action on Thursday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides #re exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices 

(online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network pregramming listings. Soccer on TV is updated daily 

throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, May ~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) 11 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCiA-$EVILLA (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTU$-BENFICA (delay) 5 pro, 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-ATLETICO NACIONAL (live) 6 pro, 

UN~WSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA-PUMAS (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

~F~IDAY, M~" 2 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain RAYO-BILBAO (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-LILLE (live) 2:30 pro. 

S~URDAY, May 3 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain BARCELONA43ETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) Noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

CNBC 



England EVERTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:45 am= 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) Noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (delay) 5:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-NIJMEGEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-JUVENTUD (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7 pro. 

MLS CHICAGO-SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 

MLS SEATTLE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pro, 

MLS CHWAS USA-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pro, 

MLS PORTLAND-DC (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NAC BREDA (live) 12:40 pm= 

French Cup RENNES-GUINGAMP (live) 3 pm. 

SUNDAY, ~ay 4 

BelN SPORTS 

italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am= 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLAWILLAREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 7 pm= 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST BROM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLUMBUS (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VlLLAREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil FLAMENGO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-RACING CLUB (live) 5 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS DALLAS-NEW YORK (live) 3 pm. 

May 5 

BelN SPORTS 

italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 



BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

TUESDAY, ~y ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

ITaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

ITaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONACO-GUINGAMP (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-STADE RENNAIS (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SUNDERLAND-WEST BROM (live) 2:45 pm. 

* U,S, LEAGUES LIVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - www.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, April 30, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Kevin Barrow <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 5:56 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer 46 - Featuring Mauricio Pochettino 

%i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Dear ARson, 

The May 2014 issue of Elite Soccer is now ready to download. 

Fans of Southampton have, this season, been quick to appreciate a 
measure of South American style manager Mauricio Pochettino has 
brought to the south coast, with the club set to claim their highest league 
finish in almost a quarter of a century. In this month’s Elite Soccer, the 
Argentinian embraces how tight, technical solidity in a session can teach 
players how to master the art of pressing with an end result. From Sky Bet 
League One, NK Dons boss Karl Robinson helps us explore the possibilities 
of clever play around the box, while dropping into League Two ,lohn 
Sheridan, the Plymouth Argyle manager, takes us slightly closer to goal 
with a high tempo attacking outline. And from the Bristol Rovers hotseat, 
Darrell Clarke details how defences can improve with a variable crossing 
practice. LMA Ambassador Peter Farrell explains how passing and 
possession through the thirds has brought such a success for the clubs he 
has coached, while our Coaching Consultation comes courtesy of Adam 
Sadler, the SC Tavriya coach who explains how to create space for 
attacking breaks. 

To download and save your issue, please use this link: 

htt p : i/www.coa ch- soccer.com/down Ioads/H B4/EliteSoccer46. pdf 

I hope that you enjoy this issue but if you do have any problems please do 
not hesitate to email me at kevin.barrow@coach-soccer.com or for 
customer service enquiries email Duncan Heard at 

duncan h@qreenstarmedia.net 

Yours in soccer 

~iI Kevin B ..... 

Kevin Barrow, Publisher 
Elite Soccer 

PS - Been sent this email by a friend or colleague and want to know how 
to join Elite Soccer? Become a member today here. 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 

Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
E: kevin .barrow@coach-soccer.com 
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Section 1 : Boom and bust tbr first-year MLS imports 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 

Boom and bust for first-year imports 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] How tough is it to break into MLS? Even for big- 

name imports, there is often a period of adjustment. Just 18 first- 
year players signed from foreign clubs have played more than the 

half time for their new MLS clubs. While Jermain Defoe has been 
injured and Designated Player signings like Gilberto and Andres 

Escobar have gone without scoring, other, lesser known players 

have contributed in big ways to the early success of their clubs. 

...Read the whole story 

At|etico’s run has earned Mourinho’s respect 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE] The tong unbeaten streak at Stamford 
Bridge under Jose Mourinhohas ended and in that ancient stadium 

is where Chelsea will try to reach its second Champions League 

final in three seasons. A 0-0 tie in the first leg at the Estadio 

Vicente Calderon last week leaves the slate clean for Chelsea and 

AUetico Madrid to meet again Wednesday (2:45 p.m. ET, Fox Sports 
I)....Read the whole story 

Five names to have at your fingertips ... 

by Mike Woitalla 

[WORLD CUP RETRO: 1934] Want to be a World Cup expert and 

impress your friends with your knowledge of the 1934 World Cup? 

Here are five names to have at your fingertips about the second 

World Cup, won by host Italy....Read the whole story 

Reign aims for four wins in a row 
by Soccer America 

[HWSL: Week 4] The Seattle Reign looks to make it four wins in a 
row Wednesday when it plays at winless Sky Blue FC. FC Kansas 

City, the other team without a win, hosts Chicago in Wednesday’s 

other HWSL match .... Read the whole story 

Atletico Madrid headed to the ’Stick 
by Soccer America 

[COPA EUROAMERICAHA] Bay Area fans will be able to catch UEFA 
Champions League semifinalist Atletico Madrid as the Spanish club 
will play the Earthquakes July 27 in a one-off game in the Copa 

Euroamericana at San Francisco’s Candlestick Park....Read the 
whole story 

Six players from Los Angeles leg move to finals 

by Soccer America 

[SUEHO MLS] Six players were selected from the Los Angeles leg to 

take part in the Sueno MLS finals May 13-18 at StubHub Center in 

Carson, Calf....Read the whole story 

A perfect bicycle kick from Argentina 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Mauro Zarate two goals in Vetez Sarsfield’s 4-1 
win over Rosario Central last weekend included a perfectly 

executed bicycle kick golazo....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 
"It’s a diversion for me, a mental respite. Watching 
soccer is my main hobby, really. I’m no tactician or 
coach, but I enjoy watching the free flow of it, the 
different styles, and the histories behind clubs. 
Like Barcelona vs. Madrid - it’s not just a soccer 
game; it’s a geopolitical struggle. There are great 
storylines, and no commercials." 

-- HFL quarterback Andrew Luck on why he likes 

soccer so much, (GQ) 

What They’re Saying 

"There are guys who play in World Cups at 17, 18, 

19. Every situation is different. Only Jurgen 
[Klinsmann] can make that decision. Only Jurgen 

knows. He follows him more closely than anybody. I 
don’t really have an opinion on that." 

-- Landon Donovan on whether 18-year-old German- 

American Julian Green is ready to play in a World 
Cup. (ESPHFC.com) 

I. Republic FC smashes regular-season 
attendance record 

2. ’Historic announcement’ on Centenario is 
expected Thursday 

3. Dempsey credits teammates for torrid pace 

4, U.S. under-18 women’s national team 
roster 

5~ Record contingent in Mexico’s Liga ~ 

~ Y ou are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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To ~ ,’~ F~we .re° o ace .c co FA <F~ews@topdrawersocceR carl > 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 8:37 AM 

Darrance, Albert A IV <anson@email,unc.edu> 

National Team Pressures, East Coast Commit, Piayers of the Week 

::.~.:: 

Committed East 
An ace midfielder from Colorado finds that a 

paRicuiar ACC program is the best fit for 

her college destination~ That and more in 

the iatest girls commitments update. 

Youth National Team 
PR:~ssures 

Famiiiar faces surround the two coilege 

piayers on the U.S. U21 MNT, bui lheir 

situations are entirely different - and the 

pressure is or.. io ioin the 

MORE: Academy Comeback Kids 

FEATURED PARTNER 
Man!land Soccer Camp 
Sasho Cirovski’s Maryiand Soccer Camp 

lbr Boys is based on a simple coaching 

principle: 

"Young peepie learn and develop skiils most 

quickly and oil:actively when [hey are having 

fun/’ 

Our main oblecfive is to teach eaci~ camper 

how to fuliy reach Isis potentiai as a soccer 

piayer! Ail of ihe programs oiTered have 

been designed to meet the specific needs 

of each player based on age and abiiity. 

Leav}nq Colorado for Cali 
versalile box4o~box midf~elder from tI’..e 

class of 2015 opts to go from Colorado to 

Find out ’what drew him v,/est. 

Players of the Week 
One spent the week sprav,71ing i~)r a bevy el 

acrobatic saves. The other spent her week 

making ~eepers look silly. TI’..is week’s 

N$OAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High 

School Piayers of the Week. 

MORE: High School Teams of the Week 

Adverti ..... t 

Young Amedcar~ Emereson Hyndman Scores for Fulham U18s }n FA Youth Cup 
U,S, youth international Emerson Hyndman has been in Fulham’s youth system forever -- at ieast it seems like it. 



The MLS G/inder~ The Clint Dempsey Age is he~e (-finally}~ 
Dernpsey will aiways doctor ~ game with whate\;er ~t needs ~ pace, caSt,mess of p~esence, more w~de pJay, more cenb~l pJay, whate~e~ 1he 

pl’ob~em is that this does not ~end ifseif pa~cu~ariy we~ to two scenarios: bad teams and new envi[ons, 

Ak~°on Y~eshman Hits Stunning Goal in Spdng Game 
During the AkromXavier spring m~tchup ove~ the weeke~d ~he came~s we~ ~u~i~g, meaning that ~his stu~insS strike f~em/~,k~,s~ mid~elder 

Richmor’..d Lainyea wss captu~ed. Al~.d i[’s a doozy. 

unsubsctibe. 

Lot?{7 Beac~, CA 90~02 
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Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Elite Soccer Bulletin: May 2014 

Mauricio Pochettino writes exclusively for Elite Soccer 

Pochefti~o as ti:e man who cosceded the cluciat 

snd ~eoks se~ to sch~sv8 ~he SMl~ts~ besl-eve~ finish 

NEW ~SSUE - OUT 

We are delighted to announce the line-up for the 
~te Se~e~ (published todax): 

The lead session in the latest Elite Soccer has 
been supplied by Southampton manager Mauricio 
Pochettino. 

It is called Pressing Initiation. Mauricio says: "This 
session coaches players on understanding 
defensive pressing. 

"It’s important to practise the key elements to 
identifl/how, when and where we can apply pressing 
technique, and that includes adopting the right 
shape tactically and togetherness of the group, as 
well as being able to identify the right moment to 

close down. 

"We see the benefits of this session paying off every 
week - indeed, good pressing technique is central to 
the intense brand of football we play." 

Also in the latest issue, Karl Robinson, manager of 
League One MK Dons, gives a session about quick 
and inventive play around the edge of the 18-yard 
box. 

Plymouth Argyle boss John Sheridan has put together a drill that gets players firing forward at 
close range. Being an attacking midfielder, who scored the winning goal at Wembby for Sheffield 
Wednesday against Manchester United in the 1991 League Cup final, John knows how to find the 
back of the net! 

In our Coaching Consultation, LMA Ambassador Adam Sadler - former coach at Manchester City 
and Newcastle United -who is now plying his trade at Ukranian side SC Tavriya, talks about 
attacking breaks. 

And fellow LMA Ambassador Peter Farrell, who has worked with Uwe Rosier when he was at 
Brentford, shows us how a team can pass and retain possession through the thirds of the pitch. 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

MANAGER PROFILE 
Prior to arriving in the English Premier League, fans in the UK might 
have best known Mau~icio Pochettino as the man who conceded the 
crucial penalty that meant England triumphed over Argentina at the 
2002 World Cup... 



2008/09 

2012; a-‘~d a?er a short b,~eak trom the game, 

a~ter Oss{e Ar~es. 

seasor,, in charge of ihe $aip, ts, ieadff~g the club 

If you wan,,’ to see i’Js or a-‘~y of t[~e o,,qler great 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

If you have friends or colleagues who would be interested in Elite Soccer, please fonNard this email to 

them. They can sign up to receive a free session and future editions of this Elite Soccer Bulletin h..e?Z~... 

SUBSCRIBE NOW 

TESf’IMONIAL OF; THE MONTH 



~i SUBSCRIBE NOW 

CLASSIC QUOTE 

~ " 
Leaders aren’t born, they are made. And they are made 

/ust fike anything else, through hard work. And that’s the 

price we’fl have to pay to achieve that goal, or any goal" 

Yours in football, 

Paul Mortimer, 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star Media 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here to view in 
your browser. 

X In Association with the LMA 
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National Team Pressures, East Coast Commit, Piayers of the Week 

::.~.:: 

Committed East 
An ace midfielder from Colorado finds that a 

paRicuiar ACC program is the best fit for 

her college destination~ That and more in 

the iatest girls commitments update. 

Youth National Team 
PR:~ssures 

Famiiiar faces surround the two coilege 

piayers on the U.S. U21 MNT, bui lheir 

situations are entirely different - and the 

pressure is or.. io ioin the 

MORE: Academy Comeback Kids 

FEATURED PARTNER 
Man!land Soccer Camp 
Sasho Cirovski’s Maryiand Soccer Camp 

lbr Boys is based on a simple coaching 

principle: 

"Young peepie learn and develop skiils most 

quickly and oil:actively when [hey are having 

fun/’ 

Our main oblecfive is to teach eaci~ camper 

how to fuliy reach Isis potentiai as a soccer 

piayer! Ail of ihe programs oiTered have 

been designed to meet the specific needs 

of each player based on age and abiiity. 

Leav}nq Colorado for Cali 
versalile box4o~box midf~elder from tI’..e 

class of 2015 opts to go from Colorado to 

Find out ’what drew him v,/est. 

Players of the Week 
One spent the week sprav,71ing i~)r a bevy el 

acrobatic saves. The other spent her week 

making ~eepers look silly. TI’..is week’s 

N$OAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High 

School Piayers of the Week. 

MORE: High School Teams of the Week 

Adverti ..... t 

Young Amedcar~ Emereson Hyndman Scores for Fulham U18s }n FA Youth Cup 
U,S, youth international Emerson Hyndman has been in Fulham’s youth system forever -- at ieast it seems like it. 



The MLS G/inder~ The Clint Dempsey Age is he~e (-finally}~ 
Dernpsey will aiways doctor ~ game with whate\;er ~t needs ~ pace, caSt,mess of p~esence, more w~de pJay, more cenb~l pJay, whate~e~ 1he 

pl’ob~em is that this does not ~end ifseif pa~cu~ariy we~ to two scenarios: bad teams and new envi[ons, 

Ak~°on Y~eshman Hits Stunning Goal in Spdng Game 
During the AkromXavier spring m~tchup ove~ the weeke~d ~he came~s we~ ~u~i~g, meaning that ~his stu~insS strike f~em/~,k~,s~ mid~elder 

Richmor’..d Lainyea wss captu~ed. Al~.d i[’s a doozy. 

unsubsctibe. 

Lot?{7 Beac~, CA 90~02 
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Subject: 
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Soccer On TV: Wednesday, April 30, 2014 (updated) 

Wednesday= April 30, 2014 ~" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

On Wednesday, Chelsea hosts Atletico Madrid in a UEFA Champions League semifinal, second leg game for a 

spot in the final against Real Madrid.                                                                    ~ 

(All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV ptogramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive st~amin~ 

p~rammin~ listed here, many ne~mrks and leagues* make ~ programmin~ available on st~amin~ devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and neaqork programming listings Soccer on TV is u,oaated aaily throughout the week.) 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores GREMIO-SAN LORENZO (live) 9 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA=SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

A~ECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) 11 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS=BENRCA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-ATLETICO NACIONAL (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico PACHUCA=PUMAS (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS=BENRCA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 



BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain RAYO-BILBAO (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) Noon= 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm= 

CNBC 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER CITY(live) 12:30pm. 

NBCSN 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:45 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA43ETAFE (live) 10 am, 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) Noon= 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (delay) 5:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Netherlands AJAX-NIJMEGEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-JUVENTUD (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SEA-rTLE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DC (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am, 

England NEWCASTLE-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NAC BREDA (live) 12:40 pm. 

French Cup RENNES-GUINGAMP (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VlLLAREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (delay) 5 pm, 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST BROM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLUMBUS (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-VlLLAREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 



GOLTV 

Brazil FLAMENGO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-RACING CLUB (live) 5 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS DALLAS-NEW YORK (live) 3 pm. 

~ONOAY, ~ay 5 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

TUESDAY, ~’~!~y ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

ITaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

ITaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

WEDNESDA~f, ~,~ay 7 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONACO-GUINGAMP (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-STADE RENNAIS (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England SUNDERLAND-WEST BROM (live) 2:45 pm. 

* U.S. LEAGUES LIVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - www.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, April 30, 2014 
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Now Accepting Safe Places to Play Grant Applications! 

The U=S. Soccer Foundation is now accepting Letters of Interest (LOI) for its ._S___a_z~__e__:~_a_c___e___s___t__o___~__a_y_ 
)rogram! To date, we have helped create over 1,100 safe places for children to play nationwide by 
)roviding funding for projects in need of irrigation, lighting, sport court, and synthetic turf support. Your 
’ield project could be next! 

Tight on space? We’ve launched a new Mini Pitch Initiative within our Safe Places to Play program 
Jesigned to help organizations looking to create small-sided fields or play spaces. Interested 
)rganizations are encouraged to submit a LOI and contact the Foundation to learn about the ways in 

the Foundation may support their project concept. 

currently being accepted for the summer grants cycle and are due no later than Friday, May 
.~3, 2014 at 11:59 PM EST. Organizations who submit LOis and are approved by the Foundation are the~ 
nvited to complete the Safe Places to Play application, which is due no later than Sunday, June 1, 2014 

.Click here to see a map of where the Foundation has already created Safe Places to Play! 

learn more about the Safe Places to Play LOI and application process! 

submit your Safe Places to Play LOl! 
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German Press 8Mines Guardiola for ~ayern’s UCL Exit 
ESPN FC                                                                                                          ~ 

The German press castigated Bayem Munich coach Pep Guardio~a follow~ng the defending European 

champ’s ~op-sided 4-0 defeat at home to Rea~ Madrid in the UEFA Champions League semifinal secondqeg on 

Tuesday. That win rubber-stamped Real’s progress to the final, w~th a 5-0 aggregate v~ctory over the two-game 

series. 

Indeed, Guardiola, who took over from retired treble winner Jupp Heynckes last season, bore the brunt of the 

criticism for his possession-obsessed tactics. "Bayern exit bears the hallmarks of Guardiola" came the headline from 

Die Welt, which noted that the former Barcelona coach’s "highly praised tactics" had been exposed by Carlo 

Ancelotti’s counter-attackers. "In the game for which he had planned so much, Guardiola’s tactics had no bite. It 

was a humiliation at home," it added. 

Sueddeutsche Zeitung argued that Guardiola ultimately sought to vindicate the same tactics that had failed in 

Madrid last week. "Through that lineup, GuardiNa planned to demonstrate that he -- the possession exponent -- 

had already chosen the right strategy in the first leg. It was a lineup full of conviction in his ideas, in their superior 

value. Guardiola made a mistake." Meanwhile, Bild, Germany’s biggest paper, labeled the defeat "a disgrace for 

Guardiola" and "embarrassing," pointing the finger at him for constantly tinkering with his starting lineup. 

Finally, Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung pointed out that the last time Bayern lost this heavily, major changes were 

implemented at the club: "It was a historic day for the most famous soccer club in the world: ReN’s first win at 

Munich. It was also historic for Germany’s most famous club: The highest home defeat for Bayern in any European 

competition ever. Their last 4-0 defeat, away to Barcelona and under Jurgen Klinsmann, set the way for major 

changes at the club." 

- Read the whole story.,, 

UCL: Real Revels in ’Perfect’ Performance ....................................................................................................................................... 

Guardian 

Real Madrid produced a "perfect" performance at Bayern Munich’s AIlianz Arena on Tuesday, crushing the reigning 

European champion 4-0 in the second-leg of the UEFA Champions League semifinal, qualifying for the 

competition’s final for the first time since 2002 with a 5-0 series win. On a night when Bayern needed to score, two 

first-half goals from Sergio Ramos stunned the home crowd, before a Cristiano Ronaldo brace added insult to 

injury, taking the latter’s UCL tally this season to a record-setting 15 goals in 12 games. 

"To reach the final after 12 years is a huge objective," Real coach Carlo Ance~otti said after the game. "It makes 

me proud to have achieved it with the team and everyone around it. When I came to Madrid, there was a very 

special atmosphere and it is clear that this competition is very special for the club. To win it for the 10th time -- you 

could feel the atmosphere, you could smell it in the air. We played the perfect game here. We defended brilliantly 

and we took advantage of the speed of our strikers." 

Winger Gareth Ba~e, whose brilliant solo run set Ronaldo up for his first goal, remarked: "TMs is why I wanted to 

come to the biggest club in the world -- to win trophies and to play in massive games. We know we have not won the 

Champions League yet and that we’ll have a difficult game in the final, whoever it might be against. But we are 

looking forward to it. There is one step to go." 

Meanwhile, Bayem coach Pep Guardiola accepted the blame for the lop-sided defeat, admitting that he got his 

tactics wrong. "1 like to have ball possession. The reason that we lost tonight was we didn’t have ball possession," 

he explained. "We needed more control. We have to reflect on this and make our thoughts. Whether we can do this 

with the players, we have to talk about this with the club. I told the players at halffime that it was a big mistake by 

me. The coach didn’t do a good job. We didn’t have the players in the right positions." 

- Read the whole story_. 



Sky Sports News 

UEFA’s financial control board for clubs under its jurisdiction has made offers to the Premier League’s Manchester 

City, French giant Paris Saint-Germain and "several others" deemed to have breached its rules governing so-called 

Financial Fair Play ahead of its meeting on Thursday, Sky Sports reports. 

There are fewer than 20 clubs involved in total, the report claims, and the offending clubs can either accept the 

sanctions, which could range from a reprimand, to a fine, to restrictions on the squad for European competition next 

season, or try to negotiate a lesser punishment. 

UEFA fears that spiraling costs could the death of smaller clubs that are spending well beyond their means and is 

desperate to give the sport more stability. However, president Michel Platini is also keen to stamp out what Sky 

calls the "extortionate expenditure" of the likes of PSG, City and other clubs backed by super-wealthy firms that is 

ruining the sport. 

It is not known what settlements each individual club has been offered but UEFA could reveal the outcomes on 

Friday. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

French dailies Le Parisien and RMC are reporting that UEFA will only value the sponsorship deal that Paris Saint- 

Germain sealed with the Qatari Tourism Authority at half of the reported 200 million euros ($277 million) per year 

that the agreement is said to be worth, owing to concerns that the QTA paid over the odds to help out a club with 

which it has very close ties. Both papers say that UEFA may punish PSG by taking a cut of several million euros 

from the club’s declared marketing budget. 

- Read the whole story... 

Fox Sports 

Barcelona on Monday admitted its relief at the finding by the Spanish League (LFP) that there was nothing irregular 

about the club’s signing of Brazilian star Neymar last summer, although the deal remains under criminal 

investigation. Barcelona was indicted in February over alleged tax crimes relating to the 86-million-euro ($118 

million) signing of the 22-year-old Brazilian, and the LFP had requested more details at the same time. 

- Read the whole story... 

Arsena~ Fans to Protest Ticket Price ~ncrease 
Daily Mail 

Arsenal fans will form a protest against the club’s board of directors, including majority shareholder Start Kroenke, 

who is American, on Sunday over a three percent increase in ticket prices set to begin next season. Arsenal Anon, 

a fans’ activist group, is organizing the campaign, which is expected to draw hundreds of fans outside the Emirates 

Stadium before the game against West Brom on Sunday. 

- Read the whole story... 

Mourinho Defends His Defensive Style 
BBC Sport 

During his press conference ahead of Wednesday’s UEFA Champions League semifinal second-leg against Atletico 

Madrid, Chelsea coach Jose I~ourinho hit out at critics of his defensive style. Chelsea held Atletico to a scoreless 

draw at the Vicente Calderon last week, before beating Liverpool 2-0 in the Premier League on Sunday; Mourinho’s 

team averaged 29 percent possession over both games. 

"Football is full of philosophers, people who understand much more than me. Amazing," the Portuguese said 

sarcastically. "But the reality is the reality. A team that doesn’t defend well doesn’t have many chances to win." He 

added: "If the opponent is very fast and needs space behind your defense and you give them that space, you are 

stupid," he added. Mourinho, 51, could seal a third UCL title if Chelsea manages to prevail at Stamford Bridge on 

Wednesday. 

- Read the whole story,.. 
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Defoe says layoff won’t impact England decision 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] MLS Americans aren’t the only players waiting for 

word whether they’ll be called up to the World Cup. Jermain 

Defoe, who is set to return to action for Toronto FC on Saturday 

against Hew England (live on UDH at I p.m. ET), is one of 14 MLS 

foreigners with a legitimate case for going to the World Cup, 
though it’s far from certain he’ll join England in Brazil .... Read the 

whole story 

Five names to have at your fingertips ... 

by Mike Woitalla 

[WORLD CUP RETRO: 1938] Want to be a World Cup expert and 

impress your friends with your knowledge of the 1938 World Cup? 

Here are five names to have at your fingertips about the third 
World Cup, hosted by France and won by Italy....Read the whole 

story 

Another Reign win, another Solo shutout 

by Soccer America 

[HWSL: Week 4] The Seattle Reign made it four wins in four games 

Wednesday when it beat last-place Sky Blue FC, 2-0, in the pouring 

rain in Hew Jersey. Beverly Goebel and Hahomi Kawasumi, two 
players brought over from Japan scored their first HWSL goals. The 

shutout was the third in four games for Hope Solo .... Read the 
whole story 

Tijuana battles Toluca in rematch of 2012 final 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MEXICO] Tijuana opens play in Mexico’s Liguilla -- the Liga MX 

postseason for the Torneo Clausura -- on Thursday night when it 
hosts Toluca in a rematch of the 2012 Torneo Apertura final Xolos 

won. They had not made the playoffs until they squeaked into the 

Torneo Clausura playoffs as the seventh-place team, and the same 

two American starters, Joe Corona and Edgar CastiRo, from the the 
2012 championship, are expected to start from a contingent of 

eight Americans on the first team....Read the whole story 

Open Cup featured with ’Game of the Round’ 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] U.S. Soccer will broadcast a "Game of the 
Round" during each round of the 2014 Lamar Hunt U.S. Open Cup 

that begins Tuesday with a record 80 teams entered .... Read the 
whole story 

Older Japanese beat Hugo Perez’s team in Italy 

by Soccer America 

[USA UHDER-1 5 BOYS] The U.S. under-15 boys national team fell to 
Japan U-16s, 3-0, two days after both teams concluded play at the 

Torneo delle Hazioni in northern Italy....Read the whole story 

Spring college game delivers thunder strike 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Gotazo] Canadian freshman Richie Laryea hammered 

home a shot worth watching for Akron in its 1-I spring scdmmage 
with Xavier....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"The club, based on what the president [Nelson 

Rodriguez] has told me, is going to keep him [Erick 

Torres] for the whole season. I’m sure [Torres] is 
really happy and wants to be here the whole 

season because this has been very positive for him. 

We’re working on that and thinking he’s going to 

stay." 

-- Chivas USA coach Wilmer Cabrera on Torres, who 
is second in MLS in scoMng with six goals in eight 

games but whose loan deal with Chivas de 

Guadalajara ends in June. Guadalajara owner Jorge 
Vergara after his ownership of Chivas USA ended 

that Torres would return to Mexico this summer. 

(MLSSoccer.com) 

Chelsea-Liverpool game breaks morning 

viewing record 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] Chelsea’s 2-0 victory over 

Liverpool on Sunday averaged 940,000 viewers on 

IIBCSH, ranking as the most-watched early morning 

EPL match on U.S. television....More 

1. Sergio Ramos: Real Madrid is back where it 
should be 

2. Boom and bust for first-year imports 

3, Halftime ’skills’ competition not so skillful 

4, Sergio Ramos scores from behind the goal 

5, A perfect bicycle kick from Argentina 
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U.S. Soccer’s Path to Latino Inclusion (Part 2) 
By Mike Woitalla 

This year marks the 20th anniversary of the U.S. Soccer Federation hiring a staff coach, Carlos Juarez, and 

charging him with teaching out to the Latino community, which had been generally excluded from mainstream 

American soccer. We spoke with Juarez in Part 1 of our series looking at U.S. Soccer~ quest to become more 

inclusive and now we check in with some of Juatez’s successors and U.S. Soccer Ptesident Sunil Gulati. 

In the mid-1990s, the U.S. Soccer Federation began offering its coaching license courses in Spanish. Carlos Menjivar 

certified some 3,000 Latino coaches with E, D and C licenses while serving, from 1997 to 2002, as a U.S. Soccer National 

Staff Coach, MulticulturN Outreach and Development. 

’Making the courses available in Spanish was of great importance," says El Salvador-born Menjivar. "They had been scared of 

taking coaching courses. They spoke English in their daily routine, but were not confident enough to take a course in English 

where things had to be explained clearly, corrections made. Where they were under pressure, because they were being 

evaluated and taking tests." 

Juan Carlos Michia, who remains a U.S. Soccer staff coach, was hired in 1996 in a similar role to Menjivar’s. 

’We were the only two Latinos guys covering a country of 300 million people," says Menjivar. 

But their work made an impact, bringing thousands of Latino coaches into the fold of mainstream American soccer, which had 

largely neglected its Latino community despite its deep roots in the game and an obvious source of talent. 

’I see coaches I had in my courses now coaching in the Development Academy," says Michia, while Menjivar says he saw 

many go on to coach club, college and high school and get B and A licenses. 

’q’he strategy was a sound one," says Rene Miramontes, who preceded Menjivar before becoming assistant coach of the 

Colorado Rapids in 1997. "Educate the coaches, then educate the players. 

’~;redit to the folks at U.S. Soccer, because they actually devoted the resources to the Hispanic community. Once we began 

to get the word out, the key people in the Hispanic community - which often had a ’What do they know about soccer’ attitude 

= began to see the value of this." 

Through the courses, the Federation staff made contacts. 

’We’d had to have players to demo," Miramontes said. ’~Ne’d see talented players and asked about them. ’Do you know any 

more?’ ... ’Do you want to scout for us?’ ... And we started building a player identification network." 

Besides the coaching courses, Michia and Menjivar would urge unaffiliated Latin leagues to come under U.S. Soccer’s 

umbrella and they held player ID camps for Latino players in metropolitan areas around the nation. 

’We had to educate and convince coaches, parents, administrators," says Michia. "They didn’t know about ODP stuff. They 

thought that was about going to the Olympics. We had to translate the ODP forms in Spanish for them to know what it is. 

’q-he Spanish and American media helped a lot, spreading the word to get coaches and players to come out." 

Also instrumental in outreach to the Latino community was the creation Latin American Soccer Coaches Association 

(LASCA), inspired in part by Steve Sampson, the fluent Spanish-speaking U.S. national team coach from 1995 to 1998. He 

had encouraged Hispanic soccer coaches and administrators such as Ric Fonseca, Luis Sagastume, Joe Supe, Ralph 

Perez and Frank Rojas, then president of the CYSA South, to organize, give a voice to Latino coaches, and help the 

integration process. LASCA gained the support of the NSCAA. 

’Our goals and objectives were to simply to make a very concerted effort to, on a national level, identify and promote Latino 

and Latina coaches, players, game officials, organization/league leaders youth and adult, and whenever possible incorporate 

them into the U.S. Soccer landscape," says Fonseca, who served as L.A= City College coach and Athletic Director for mot~ 

than two decades. 



Now, two decades later, the U.S. youth soccer landscape is profoundly more diverse. Pay-to-play remains a serious barrier to 

low-income kids in the Latino community and beyond, but U.S. youth national teams, whose coaches includes Tab Ramos 

and Hugo Perez, have a significant presence of Latino players. 

"All of our efforts in this area are part of a long-term plan to be more inclusive generally, but with a special emphasis on the 

Hispanic community," says U.S. Soccer President Sunil Gulati. "That community is growing and is enthusiastic about the 

sport, so it’s an obvious connection. 

’What are those efforts? They are many. It’s the hiring of scouts and liaisons and later head coaches; it’s media and technical 

materials in Spanish; it’s training centers in areas previously overlooked to identify and develop talented young players; it’s in 

the composition of our Board of Directors; it’s all of those things and many more. But most importantly it’s an understanding 

that it would be foolish not to dedicate resources to a growing, able and enthusiastic Hispanic community." 

One decade ago, the only Latino coaches on U.S. Soccer’s national staff were Michia and Roberto Lopez, who covered 

Region 2 from 2003 to 2011. 

Lopez, who immigrated to Florida at age 12, in 1969, coached the Clearwater Chargers to a runner-up finish in the 1991 USYS 

Snickers Cup U-17 National Championship. 

’When I moved to Florida there weren’t any youth leagues," Lopez says. ’I played in the ethnic adult leagues, wher~ you had 

Latino teams, Greek teams ... 

’q’hen I became a youth coach. On the way to the national finals, the teams we played teams had hardly any Hispanic 

players," he says. "They were mainly upper middle-class white kids. I figured economics had a lot to do with 

When he joined U.S. Soccer, his main responsibilities were coaching education and scouting for the U-14 and the U-17 

national team program. But he also held player ID camps in Midwest Latino communities to look for "players you’re not going 

to see at a State Cup." 

Lopez has returned to Clearwater Chargers and coaches its U-18 Development Academy team. 

"If you look at the families of the players on my roster, I have 15 different nationalities," says Lopez. "Peruvian, Uruguayan, 

New Zealand, Scottish, English, Cameroon ..." 

Mainstream youth soccer, he says, has started to reflect the diversity of the U.S. population, and U.S. Soccer’s scouting 

network - with nine Technical Advisors, nearly half Hispanic, and 100 scouts - is casting a wide net. 

"In the old days," says Lopez, ’1 thought there were a whole lot of Latin kids all over the place that we haven’t discovered. 

Waiting to be discovered. Once I got in there I saw the amount of work my colleagues have done and other people have done. 

I’m sure there’s kids we’re missing, but I don’t think there’s too many kids we don’t find anymore. News travels fast now." 

Miramontes says the Development Academy "is not complete, but overall does a pretty good job of identifying Hispanic 

players and bringing them in." 

Michia, now in his 18th year as a U.S. Soccer staff coach, says a major difference today compared to the earlier years is it 

has become much easier to connect with the Latino soccer community. 

"It’s like day and night," Michia says. "At the time, we had to educate the minority to let them know there was a chance to be 

in the national team. Sometimes I think about it and I laugh, because I had to chase coaches and players to come to the 

Training Center. Nowwe send one e-mail - and get everyone in one place." 

(In Part 3, the Youth Soccer Insiderwill check in with Hugo Salcedo, who became the second Mexican-American to 

~epresent the USA at a world championship when he appeared in the 1972 Olympics and has played various ~oles s#~ce 

advocating for Latino talent in the USA.) 

Read "Latino Inclusion: How far have we come ? (Part 1)" HERE. 

(Mtke Wo#atia, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and c~>author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla refs youth soccer in Northern California and 

coaches at East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
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30 Under 30 Applications Opeu 

Applications are open for the 2nd annual 30 Under 30 Program! The NSCAA is seeking a 

special group of young coaches who want to lead the way in developing soccer players and 

enhancing the game. We encourage all eligible coaches to apply and anyone who knows an 

eligible coach to forward this along! 

The 30 Under 30 program is a year-long education and mentorship opportunity for a select 

few up-and-comers who have made soccer coaching their career of choice. This program 

was created to support fledgling coaches and foster their growth at a crucial point in their 

career. 

Meet the inaugural 30 Under 30 class here. 

Thirty selected NSCAA Member coaches will receive: 

Complimentary registration to the NSCAA Convention and 1 of 2 NSCAA educational 

events (Summer Symposium or Advanced Coaching Academy course) 

A travel and lodging scholarship up to S1,500 to attend the aforementioned NSCAA 

educational opportunities 

Access to a mentor dedicated to helping you grow as a coach 

Recognition on NSCAA.com and at the 2015 Convention 

Additional benefits include: 

o Exposure on NSCAA.com 

o A 30 Under 30 Social at the 2015 Convention 

o Participation in Live and Private Google+ Hangouts with fellow 30 Under 30 

coaches and mentors 

o Excellent networldng opportunities 

o Online Resource Library contributions 

[+] For more information visit NSCAA.com/3Ounder30 or click the button below to begin the 

application process! 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
600 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

_E_£~3jj. I ’_,~2_o_29__s_jLe_ I ~_~_~__to___~__t_r_Le_~_~ 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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Today’s Soccer TV 

The semifinats cond.ude on Thursday’s soccer TV schedute with Juventus tpiing to 

overcome ~enfica on Fox Sports 1. Juventus StadhJm ~s the host venue for the 

~inaL h~ the ether ha{f o~ the bracket~ it’s Va{enda hostk~g Sevi{~a, "]’he Liga MX 

p[ayoffs are on Azteca Arnerk:a wid’~ Tijuana hosting Tot~ca. 

Juventus ~ Benfica on Fox Sports 1 at 3pro in the secon&teg of the Europa 

Thursday’s soccer ~ schedule, ~t’s the Lig~ MX ptayoffs on Az~eca America: 

Tijuana - T(Ju<a at 11 pro. The (kq)a Libertaderes on F<~x De~)ortes: At~eth:o 

Mme~ro ¯ At/edco Naciona[ ~t 6pro. A[~ Tim~s Ee~t~rn 

Words 

Guardiola, 

The excitement of the Liga MX playoffs 
8y Luis Bueno .. RIVERSIDE, CA (Apt 30, 2014} US Soccer Prayers - A dramatic ctosin~ weekend capped off a tivety 

Ctausura 2014 season in Liga ,~4JK. Now that the t)[ayoffs a~e here, the drama shoutd rise even ha thor. 

Eight dubs have survived the hi-annual sprint to the L}ga M5~, postseason, and the race to the finish witt be captivating. 

Some match ups are more interestin~ than others but every minute of these ptayoifs shoutd be enthrattin~ as each 

series carries its own stopitine. 

TWO S~DES OF PRESSURE 

Cruz Azut finished atop the I.iga MX tal)[e. The reward for theh" trkEmph? ]’hey face perhaps the toughest team in Lean. 

Los Esmeratdas certainty struggled this season, hence thei~ eighth seed. Leon ~eceived a 

the season’s final match at[owk~8 the dub to s~ip into the postseasen Mter 

Leon won the Aperture 20i 3 tide. That’s enough proof of thei~ abifib/to succeed in the postseason. C~uz Azuf faces the 

defending champions who received a secend chance. Leon is a dub given up for dead by many just a coupte of weeks 

ago. 

As}de from the e}ghth seed. as the team w}th n~tost points, or the Superdder, ta Maquma also ~eceived its curse. Since 

Mexk:e went to the (:bm~nt [wo-seasonsj)er-ea[endar-year forq]at in 1996~ a whoppin8 18 ef the 35 Supe~tkle~ teams 

have gone out in the first round. O~b/two have wo~ the champ}onsh}p, most recentty Santos h] 2012. 

Leon knocked out the Supertkfer fast season as wetf, beatm2 Club America in the final. 

AMERICANINFLUENCE 

Ctub Ti.juani} l:ypk:atty carries tt~e Arr~eHcan Ra$ in tJga MX with their heatthy <entingent ef Arr~eHcans~ and this 

postseason witt be no diiferent. Tijuana’s stabte of American,s vvitt feature in the p[ayoffs as Tijuana vvitt meet To[uca in 

rematch of the Aperture 20t2 finer. Read More 

Roster Battle: Predicting USMNT forwards Jurgen Klinsmann will bring to Brazil o from MLSsoccer.com’s Matthew 

Doyte: How ya tike Ctint ~ew? 

US national team hopefuls focus on MLS duties as World (:up dreams await - flora Fox Soccer’s Kyte McCarthy: "tt’s 

been hedic/’ Cotumbus defender M~chae[ Parkhurst told Inside MLS last week. 

Sounders move on as separation from Seahawks nears o from The News Tribune’s Don Ruiz: the new offk:e, a new 
phone numl)er~ and a new ~e<eptionist answerin~ the phone. 



Spanish police arrest Dani Alves banana thrower suspect - frem ~¢ INe~;~,,s~ ALves told ~C ~rasit on ~,’Vedi~esday it was 
"net an }sotated incident", and that he had been denouncin~ rat}st insults for six years. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

"F,,’~,e ep~ions en F’riday~s soccer TV schedule wit:h Rayo Va/Lecano - At:hLetic Bilbao on bebl $peFt: and Bastia - l.KIe on 
Univisien bepertes, 

Rayo Vallecano .. AthJetic Bilbao on betN SpoFL ~L 2:45pm, Raye V~iLecane aFe 9th with ALM.etic Bilbao in 4Lh in the La 
Lisa table. Rayo VaLtecano shutout O~anada 3-0 }n thei~ Last game while AthLet}c Bilbao beat Se~iUa }ol. 

"We w~nt to t~ke our oppo~turdty in VaLfecas. now we c~n’t th}nk about ~nything beyond it~" Athtetic bilbao co~ch 

Ernesto Va[verde said. "We’ve taLke~ about ~t, After winnh~ suc~ a ~Feat £ame we now have the ~dvanLa£e, it’s 
our hands. We*re talked about it in the ~ocker room. We wiU f~ce Rayo at a ~ood t}me of the season for tbem~ they 

have been at ~heir bes~ these last 2 raen~hs," 

to Lyon on Apt 27. LifLe bert Bordeaux 2-1. LiKe couM push into a Champions League pface with a win. LiUe have three 

(~araes ~emainin!~ in the season~ hos~b(~ PAris St Germah~ e~ May 10t:h and <:{osh~ out: a~ah~st: I.orient: o~ May 16t:h, 
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Soccer On TV: Thursday, May 1, 2014 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Tijuana Xolos hosts Toluca in a first-leg Mexican league quarterfinal on Thursday, when there’s also Europa 

League and Copa Libertadores action. 

(All ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV pregramming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming 

pregramming listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets 

and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

THURSDAY, Ma~ ~ 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA=SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA, quarterfinal, 1st leg (live) 11 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA=SEVlLLA (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS=BENFICA (delay) 5 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-ATLETICO NACIONAL (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-PUMAS, quarterfinal, 1st leg (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

FO×SOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

BeIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain RAYO-BILBAO (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-LILLE (live) 2:30 pro. 

S~TU~:DAY, Ma~ 3 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain BARCELONA~3ETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pro. 

CNBC 



England EVERTON-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:45 am= 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (delay) 5:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-MAINZ 05 (live) 2:45 pm. 

Netherlands AJAX-NIJMEGEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-LEON, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-AMERICA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DC (live) 10:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

England NOTTINGHAM FOREST-BRIGHTON (live) 7 am. 

England BOLTON-BIRMINGHAM (live) 7 am. 

Spain LUGO-DEPORTIVO (live( Noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-CELTA VlGO (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA B-CORDOBA (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (live) 3:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NAC BREDA (live) 12:40 pm= 

French Cup RENNES-GUINGAMP (live) 3 pm. 

SUNDAY, ~ay 4 

BelN SPORTS 

italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VlLLARREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST BROM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLUMBUS (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLAWILLARREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil FLAMENGO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-RACING CLUB (live) 5 pm. 



UniMas 

MLS DALLAS-NEW YORK (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIJUANA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PUMAS-PACHUCA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 5 pm. 

ReiN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW-ZENIT (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-BETIS (live) 5:45 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-MONTPELLIER (live) 7:45 am. 

italy PARMA-SAMPDORIA (live) 8:45 am. 

italy AC MILAN-INTER (live) 2:30 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanoi 

italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pro. 

italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

ReIN PLAY 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pm. 

TUESDAY, ~’,,~ay 5 

ReIN SPORTS 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

ITaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

iTaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

~ED~SDAY, ~’,~ay 7 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONACO-GUINGAMP (live) 1 pro. 

France PSG-STADE RENNAIS (live) 3 pro. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ReIN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England SUNDERLAND-WEST BROM (live) 2:45 pm. 

* U.S. LEAGUES LIVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - vwvw.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, May 1, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(@socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Section 2: Van Gaal Set to Coach Man United; Spain Celebrates all-Madrid UCL Final 

By Ross Fadner, Thursday, May 1, 2014 Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Reports: Van Gaa~ to be Named Man United Coach 
irish independent 

Louis van Gaal is expected to be officially unveiled as the head coach of Manchester United at the 

beginning of next week, according to various reports. The Dutchman is expected to oversee a list of 

transfer targets before shifting his focus to the Netherlands’ World Cup preparations. 

According to the Irish Independent, the role of interim manager Ryan Giggs, who was appointed to take over until 

the end of the season after the club fired David Moyes last week, is yet to be resolved, with United EVP Ed 

Woodward particularly keen to for the Welshman to be given some kind of coaching role. Van Gaal reportedly 

wants bring as many as five of his own coaching staff with him, including his Netherlands assistant Patrick 

Kluivert. 

Meanwhile, the Daily Mail claims that United striker Wayne Rooney has asked the club not to appoint van Gaal as 

United coach this summer, as the England international feels the Dutchman would be unwilling to name him as the 

club’s captain, and would perhaps favor countryman Robin van Persia in Rooney’s preferred central striking role. 

- Read the whole story... 

ESPN FC 

The Spanish press was in raptures when it was confirmed on Wednesday that the capital’s two biggest clubs, 

Atletico Madrid and Real Madrid, would be squaring off in the UEFA Champions League final in Lisbon on May 24. 

Atletico booked its place alongside Real after beating Jose Mourinho’s Chelsea 3-1 at Stamford Bridge on 

Wednesday night, following a 0-0 draw at the Vicente Calderon last week. 

"From Madrid to Heaven" was the headline on the cover of AS which added "Atletico wipe out Chelsea in a second 

half for the ages," as its caption. In its match report, the Spanish sports daily described coach Diego Simeone as 

"this man who could ask the Atleticos to jump off a bridge, and they would do while thinking him, giving him a kiss, 

and the keys to their houses." 

Marca, meanwhile, noted that Atletico has now buried four former European champions -- FC Porto, AC Milan, 

Barcelona and now, Chelsea -- en route to the final. The paper also noted that regardless of what happens, "Lisbon 

will crown one of ours on May 24." Another piece dubbed Chelsea coach Mourinho as "The Semifinal One," pointing 

out that the self-styled ’Special One’ has now fallen at this stage of the UCL in four successive years. 

Lastly, El Pals praised Atletico’s bravery for not sitting back in the second half after its equalizer just before halftime. 

"After the equalizer, Chelsea did not emerge more ambitious after the break; instead it was an imperial and choral 

Atletico," said its match report. "Koke let loose, FHipe [Luis] too. Marie [Suarez] began to play with authority, 

Arda [Turan] imposed his art, and the movement of Diego Costa and Adrian ripped apart the Blues’ defense." 

- Read the whole story... 

Hazard: ’Chelsea is Not Made to Play Football’ 
ESPN FC 

In an inte~/iew, Chelsea playmaker Eden Hazard seemed to criticize his coach Jose Mourinho’s tactics after his 

team was dumped out of the U EFA Champions League following a 3-1 loss to Atletico Madrid at Stamford Bridge on 

Wednesday. 

When asked what his team lacked, the Belgium international replied: "1 don’t know what we lacked. After scoring, we 

had the game in our hands. Maybe they wanted it more than we did. It was an intense game, beautiful to watch with 

opportunities~ I’m sad but logic has been respected because [Atletico] deserved to qualify." He added: "Chelsea is 

not made to play football We’re good on the counter, a little bit like Real against Bayern." 

Hazard noted that with Mourinho’s tactics, "often, I’m asked to do it all by myself and it’s not easy. It was a 

complicated game. It will be a lesson for us regarding next year." 



- Read the whole story... 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Guardian 

Jose Mourinho reflected that an "impossible" save from Atletico Madrid goalkeeper Thibaut Courtois, who is 

ironically on loan from Chelsea, proved to be time turning point of the U EFA Champions League semifinal second- 

leg at Stamford Bridge on Wednesday night, as Diego Simeone’s men then marched down the field and drew a 

penalty from a corner, which was converted by top scorer Diego Costa. After that, the Portuguese admitted that his 

team was well-beaten, as Atletico scored another and ran away the 3-1 winner on the night, and over the two-game 

series. 

"The difference was one moment in the second half, where the Atl~tico goalkeeper makes an impossible save from 

John Terry’s header, an amazing save, and instead of 2-1 to Chelsea a few minutes later [we concede] a penalty,’" 

said Mourinho. "After that, there was only one team on the pitch. My team played with pride, honor and 

professionalism, but we had immediately the feeling the game was lost." 

He added: "From that moment the game was controlled by Atl6tico in a very mature way. They had complete 

control. They had the feeling the game was in their hands, and after that they were vei¥ solid, vei¥ mature, a real 

team. I knew that before, and I congratulate them now." 

When asked about the irony of Courtois being a Chelsea player, Mourinho said, "No, he’s the Atl~tico goalkeeper, 

and he did his iob." Maybe so, but the Guardian points out that the future of Courtois is still unresolved. Atl6tico is 

said to be keen to retain the Belgium international for a further 12 months, but Chelsea could also choose to bring 

him back to Stamford Bridge next season, instead. 

Mourinho has now lost six out of eight UCL semifinals; he has lost three in a row as manager of Chelsea. 

- Read the whole sto~y._ 

Report: Neymar P~anned Socia~ Media Response to Racism 
BBC Sport 

Apparently, the social media campaign against racism that sprouted after Barcelona defender Dani Aires ate a 

banana that was thrown onto the field during a La Liga game last weekend was planned in advance by Aires’ Barca 

and Brazil teammate Neymar. The Barca defender took a bite of the banana before taking a corner kick during 

Sunday’s win at Villarrealu Afterward, Neymar posted a photo of himself Instagram holding a banana along with the 

hashtag, "#wearellmonkeys." 

According to BBC News, the cause was taken tip worldwide but a Brazilian ad agency said the response was 

planned to help Neymar counter racism in Spain. However, Alves knew nothing of the plan, when he peeled the 

banana and took a bite of it on Sunday. 

"It was the best way to empower and start this conversation in Brazil," Guga Ketzer, partner of Loducca, the 

Brazilian agency that started the campaign, told BBC Sport. "It is to prove to the racists that we are all together - 

whether we are black, white, yellow, it doesn’t matter. We are all monkeys. Our idea was to make the racist 

powerless. It is one of the biggest racist conversations in years in Brazil and even in the world." 

Meanwhile, Spanish police say they have identified and arrested the 26-year-old Villarreal fan suspected of 

throwing the banana at Aires last weekend. Villarreal has also banned the supporter from its El Madrigal stadium for 

life. 

- Read the whole story... 

Hamburg Faces First-Ever Releqlation 
Bundesliga.com 

Last Sunday, Bundesliga giant Hamburg slumped to its eighth-straight defeat on the road in the German first 

division, a result that left the storied club in 16th-place, five points adrift of certain-safety with just two games left to 

play this season. Hamburg, which has never been relegated before, is hoping at the very least to [mold onto 16th- 

place, which in Germany would put the club in a two-game playoff against the third-place team from Bundesliga 2 

with the winner earning the right to play in the first division next season. 

The problem is, Hamburg’s next opponent will be current German champion Bayern Munich. Speaking after the 

club’s 3-1 humbling at FC Augsberg on Sunday, coach Mirko Slomka, Hamburg’s third coach this season, 

admitted that pushing for 15th-place and guaranteed safety was likely impossible, with two games to play. "We’re 

battling for 16th place now, nothing more," he said. 

Meanwhile, ESPN relaorts that the club has now turned to a "spirit healer" as it desperately tries to avoid relegation. 

Should Hamburg maintain its position -- which is a big if considering that the club is just one point above Nuremberg 



and two points above last-place Eintracht Braunschweig -- its opponent in the promotional playoff would be either 

SpVgg Greuther Furth or Kaiserslautern, currently battling it out for third-place in Bundesliga 2. 

- Read the whole story._ 
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Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 4:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Friday, May 2, 2014 

Friday, May 2, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s French and Spanish league action on Friday .... MLS Week 9 kicks off on Saturday and includes a clash 

between Eastern Conference leader Columbus and defending MLS champ Kansas City.... Everton with Tim 

Howard faces title favorite Manchester City in Saturday EPL action.... The Mexican league quarterfinal second- 

leg games are on Saturday and Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is atways subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on st~eamh~g devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is ~l)dated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain RAYO-BILBAO (live) 2:45 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France BASTIA-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, May3 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm= 

CNBC 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER CITY(live) 12:30pm. 

NBCSN 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:45 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (delay) 5:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACH-MAINZ 05 (live) 2:45 pro. 

Netherlands AJAX-NIJMEGEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-LEON, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 7:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-AMERICA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 



MLS SEATTLE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DC (live) 10:30 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

England NOTTINGHAM FOREST-BRIGHTON (live) 7 am. 

England BOLTON-BIRMINGHAM (live) 7 am. 

Spain LUGO-DEPORTIVO (live( Noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-CELTA VlGO (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA B-CORDOBA (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (live) 3:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA=HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NAC BREDA (live) 12:40 
French Cup RENNES-GUINGAMP (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLAWILLARREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST BROM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLUMBUS (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VlLLARREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm= 

GOLTV 

Brazil FLAMENGO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Argentina RIVER PLATE-RACING CLUB (live) 5 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS DALLAS-NEW YORK (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISlON 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIJUANA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico PUMAS-PACHUCA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 5 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW-ZENIT (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-BETIS (live) 5:45 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-MONTPELLIER (live) 7:45 am. 

Italy PARMA-SAMPDORIA (live) 8:45 am. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER (live) 2:30 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 



italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN PLAY 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pm. 

TUESDAY, ~’~ay ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

iTaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pro. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

iTaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONACO43UINGAMP (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-STADE RENNAIS (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS MVE EXTRA 

England SUNDERLAND-WEST BROM (live) 2:45 pm. 

* U,S, LEAGUES LIVE STREAMING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - www.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on %/for Friday, May 2, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 
If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Top 50 GK Commits, 10 Best GKs, Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 

Not displaying correctly? View this newsletter online. 

Top 50 GK Commits South 
Two more recruits from the class of 2016 

make their commitments to prominent 

programs, including a Top 150 goalkeeper. 

See what shaped their search. 

Top 10 GKs in College 
Despite the loss of several talented GK’s to 

graduation, the GK position is as strong as 

ever. Here’s a look at the top 10 in Division 

I women’s soccer.@ 

MORE: Academy MLS Matchups 

FEATURED PARTNER 
Virginia Tech Soccer Academy 
The Elite Soccer Academy for girls at 

Virginia Tech is a summer soccer camp 

offered by the coaches of the Virginia 

Tech Women’s Soccer Team. 

Located in southwest Virginia in the town 

of Blacksburg and set in the Blue Ridge 



Mountains, the Virginia Tech campus is 

truly second to none. Campers are offered 

a unique interaction with the Hokie 

community and a first hand look at what 

it’s like to be a Division I student-athlete at 

Virginia Tech. 

Grande Teamrank Top 25 
Today we take a look at the U16-U18 Boys 

for the 2013-14 season in our monthly 

Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 

update. 

Andrews’ Beatiful Rainbow 
Notre Dame hosted the Mexico U20 WNT 

on Sunday, and the Irish held a 1-0 lead in 

the second half when Andrews 

rainbowed over a defender and set up the 

goal that doubled the lead. 

MORE: ECNL Coming to an End 



Best Defense in the ECNL 
Keeping a clean sheet is a difficult proposition in elite club soccer. Check out which 

teams are dominating the competition with a good defense in the ECNL. 

Profanity shouldn’t be part of the game 
In the public eye, profanity should have no place on the athletic field. And yet we hear 

it week after week during practices and, more prominently, during games. It’s largely 

thrown around without repercussion. 

Gedion Zelalem is at Arsenal & could play for the US 
Gedion Zelalem is a child of the 21st century. He was born in Germany, has Ethiopiar 

roots, lived in the U.S. for a couple years and signed his professional contract 

extension for London’s Arsenal in March. 
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Not displaying correctly? View this newsletter online. 

Top 50 GK Commits South 
Two more recruits from the class of 2016 

make their commitments to prominent 

programs, including a Top 150 goalkeeper. 

See what shaped their search. 

Top 10 GKs in College 
Despite the loss of several talented GK’s to 

graduation, the GK position is as strong as 

ever. Here’s a look at the top 10 in Division 

I women’s soccer.@ 

MORE: Academy MLS Matchups 

FEATURED PARTNER 
Virginia Tech Soccer Academy 
The Elite Soccer Academy for girls at 

Virginia Tech is a summer soccer camp 

offered by the coaches of the Virginia 

Tech Women’s Soccer Team. 

Located in southwest Virginia in the town 

of Blacksburg and set in the Blue Ridge 



Mountains, the Virginia Tech campus is 

truly second to none. Campers are offered 

a unique interaction with the Hokie 

community and a first hand look at what 

it’s like to be a Division I student-athlete at 

Virginia Tech. 

Grande Teamrank Top 25 
Today we take a look at the U16-U18 Boys 

for the 2013-14 season in our monthly 

Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 

update. 

Andrews’ Beatiful Rainbow 
Notre Dame hosted the Mexico U20 WNT 

on Sunday, and the Irish held a 1-0 lead in 

the second half when Andrews 

rainbowed over a defender and set up the 

goal that doubled the lead. 

MORE: ECNL Coming to an End 



Best Defense in the ECNL 
Keeping a clean sheet is a difficult proposition in elite club soccer. Check out which 

teams are dominating the competition with a good defense in the ECNL. 

Profanity shouldn’t be part of the game 
In the public eye, profanity should have no place on the athletic field. And yet we hear 

it week after week during practices and, more prominently, during games. It’s largely 

thrown around without repercussion. 

Gedion Zelalem is at Arsenal & could play for the US 
Gedion Zelalem is a child of the 21st century. He was born in Germany, has Ethiopiar 

roots, lived in the U.S. for a couple years and signed his professional contract 

extension for London’s Arsenal in March. 
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Reminder: CONCACAF College Development Survey 

Dear Coach, 

As introduced in an earlier email we are coordinating with CONCACAF to gather participation 
information for players from the CONCACAF region. 

We would appreciate you completing the questionnaire and thank you in advance for doing so. If you 
have completed the questionnaire, the NSCAA, U.S. Soccer and CONCACAF thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Cummings 
Chief Executive Officer 
NSCAA 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The CONCACAF Development Division has recently started a project which aims to promote the NCAA 
system (Division I, II, and III) as a unique opportunity for boys and girls from the Caribbean and Central 
America to further develop as soccer players and earn a college degree. Our goal is to provide potential 
prospects with an overview of the NCAA system (including initial eligibility requirements and recruiting 
rules) and motivate them to explore this path and find a school that best fits their academic and athletic 
goals. 

After fruitful discussions with US Soccer and the NSCAA, we have designed a simple suwey for NCAA 
men’s and women’s soccer coaches in order to collect information on relevant issues related to this 
project. We greatly appreciate your insights and responses to these questions regarding international 
student-athletes and the NCAA experience. 

If you have any questions t~garding the survey or are interested in learning more about this CONCACAF 
project, please contact Natalie Lutz at Natalie.lutz@concacaf.org. 

Thank you very much for your assistance with this CONCACAF initiative. 

Survey Link: https://adobeformscentral.com/?f=eYhGmDRARBVtrCZQRpklsg 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

Emaii I \’\;e.b~te I ,~3end to a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~i Informz for iMIS 
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Fixing Toxic Relationships 

Trouble viewing this email? Click here. 
Your email is subscribed to this weekly newsletter Manafle your subscriptions. 

Ii~il What Will Matter by Michael Josephson ] 

WhatWillMatter.com i About Michael I Subscribe i Books, CDs, Posters 

Michael Josephson is a ..",ot~.~d radio commentator and d~.~ founder 
of the :~onprofit Josephson Institute of Ethics and CHARACTER 
COUNTS!. 

WhatWillMatter.com, You may ~i-::o send feedback 

Nici:ael at michaeliosephson@iiethics.orq, 

Make sportsmanship the focus of your athletic proqram 
Attend our worksho~ in the Lt:-~s A~’~gek~s ~-~re.~ 3~’~e 9~ a~d ~earn 

k~ague~ O~ympk: go~d meda~sg ~ohn Naber w~ ~ead a d~scuss~on, 
Learn more >> 

New value packs in the new store 
We’re celebrating witi: big discounts on buik pl.lrchases, plus 
speciai offers on new items that help kids develop good 
charader, 

Shop now >> 

Get the podcast in iT .... 
1 

Get the iPh ...... Android app I 

Ci:eck out our Quotes 
Observations for a 
wriety of insightisI and 
motivatio:h~l 
p r i.."...:a b le !) qaotes. 

Doing Sports Right 
When i was a kid playing 

spor’Ss~ .s}’..ere were no 
travei teams: or private 
coaches, ~xcept for summer 

baseba~ ~eagses, the 

When I was ~n the 10th 
wanted to p~ay basketba~ ~n the 
worst way. Unfortusate~% gh/en 

played 

Listen or read more 

Or just 

WhatWillMatter.com 
ciick on images iike the 
one 

Find and i:oliow ~’4ichaei.~. 

Please Support Our 
Mission to Create a More 
Ethical World 

bistit~te reiies on yo~ to 
h~4ip ~..’s continue our work 
in schools and 
’,’to r.q P..~ d r} ~t 

Donate here >> 

[.~: iI Character educati .... 
terials ] 

Mk:i:ael’s commentaries are 
avaiiabte in books and CDs, 
Shop here >> 

Character Educator Blog, 

Go to blog >> 
Get monthly e-newsletter 

[.~: iI Character educati .... 
terials ] 

h~lmark <~, yo~r athletic 

Attend oar sportsmallship 
wo.."t.::shop. Seats me 
Reserve yours now: 

June 9, Los Anqeles, CA >> 

Oa~r Character Development 



The Yuppie Lifestyle and 
Satisfaction 
T.S, ~]liot said, "Hail of the 

mea~ ~o do harm ,, ~hey a~ 

abserbed i~ the e~dless 

Listen or read more 

Do a Little More 
1~ I964, a y~.~ung woma~ named 
Kitty Ge~ovese w~s s~bbed to 
death outside her apartment 

She was attacked repeatedly 

~es@te he~ screams, none of 

called for he~p, Some were 
afl’a~. Some didn’t want to get 

Listen or read more 

Fixinq Toxic Relationships 
Are there people in yo~r life 
who reg~,.’lariy cause you to fee~ 
bad about yourself? Most o~ us 

care what o~hers 

judgments we%e m~de or how 

whe~ we’re ~udged by someone 
whose approva~ we crave, 

such 
Listen or read more 

Gettinq Started 
Ch.."ia’s pare~sts were proud 

coltege. But it’s bee.."., six 

and he hash% gotten a job yet, 
:{r~ fact, he i’,asrP( looked 
seriously, t-~e has no k’tea wi:at 
he wants .so do and 
thinking of grad schooi. He’s 
living at home s~,,iti: h~s p~re~ts 
a~d thh~gs are getth~g _~ 
Listen or read more 

PatH¢[a commests 
Who Am I to Jud~ 
The Ethics of Moral 
Judqments: "At what 
poi~t dees an oph~on 

j~dgement? An 

Seminars equip educators 
and youth~service leaders to 
be effective character 
educators, Upcoming 
seminars: 

June 17-19, San Antonio, 
TX >> 

June 25-27, Los Angeles, 
CA >> 
July 9-11, Dallas, TX 

~Jul 9-11 Chica o 
Oct. 22-24, Seaford, DE 

See complete schedule 
Learn more >> 

Check out our 
Sportsmanship~o 
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Josephson 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 4:07 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Soccer On TV: Saturday, May 3, 2014 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 ~}" Tweet This ~ Share This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 9 kicks off on Saturday and includes a clash between Eastern Conference leader Columbus and 

defending MLS champ Kansas City .... Everton with Tim Howard faces title favorite Manchester City in Saturday 

EPL action .... The Mexican league quarterfinal second-leg games are on Saturday and Sunday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive streaming programming 

listed here, many networks and leagues* make TV programming available on streaming devices (online, tablets and mobile). 

Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer on TV is apdated daily throughout the week.) 

BelN SPORTS 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

CNBC 

England EVERTON-MANCHESTER CITY(live) 12:30pm. 

NBCSN 

England WEST HAM-TOTTENHAM (live) 7:45 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 10 am. 

Spain MALAGA-ELCHE (live) noon. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (delay) 5:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany HAMBURG-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany BORUSSIA M’GLADBACHWIAINZ 05 (live) 2:45 pm. 

Netherlands AJAX-NIJMEGEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

UniMas 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-LEON, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

Mexico SANTOS-AMERICA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 10 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 1 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-SAN JOSE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SALT LAKE (live) 8:30 pro. 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

MLS CHIVAS USA-HOUSTON (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-DC (live) 10:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

England NOTTINGHAM FOREST-BRIGHTON (live) 7 am. 

England BOLTON-BIRMINGHAM (live) 7 am. 

Spain LUGO-DEPORTIVO (live( Noon. 

Spain OSASUNA-CELTA VIGO (live) 1:45 pm. 



Spain BARCELONA B-CORDOBA (live) 1:45 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-ESPANYOL (live) 3:45 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England STOKE CITY-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-CARDIFF CITY (live) 10 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England SWANSEA CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands PSV-NAC BREDA (live) 12:40 pm. 

French Cup RENNES-GUINGAMP (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVlLLA-VlLLARREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England ARSENAL-WEST BROM (live) 8:30 am. 

England CHELSEA-NORWICH CITY (live) 11 am. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLUMBUS (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy CATANIA-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

Spain LEVANTE-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-VlLLARREAL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain REAL MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

GOLTV 

Brazil FLAMENGO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm= 

Argentina RIVER PLATE=RACING CLUB (live) 5 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS DALLAS-NEW YORK (live) 3 pm. 

UNiVISiON 

Mexico TOLUCA-TIJUANA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 12:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PUMAS-PACHUCA, quarterfinal, 2nd leg (live) 5 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Russia LOKOMOTIV MOSCOW-ZENIT (live) 5:15 am. 

Spain ALMERIA-BETIS (live) 5:45 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-MONTPELLIER (live) 7:45 am. 

~taIy PARMA-SAMPDORIA (live) 8:45 am. 

Italy AC MILAN-INTER (live) 2:30 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-LYON (live) 2:45 pm. 

May 5 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-LIVERPOOL (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy LAZIO-HELLAS VERONA (live) 1 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 

Be~N PLAY 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-GRANADA (live) 3:45 pm. 

TUESDAY, May $ 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 



ITaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-SASSUOLO (live) 1 pm. 

ITaly NAPOLI-CAGLIARI (live) 3 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, ~ay 7 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONACO-GUINGAMP (live) 1 pm. 

France PSG-STADE RENNAIS (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 
England MANCHESTER CITY-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England SUNDERLAND-WEST BROM (live) 2:45 pm. 

* U.S. LEAGUES LiVE STREA~ING 

MLS - MLS Live 

NASL - vvww.NASLLive.com 

NWSL - NWSL YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

USL Pro - USL Pro YouTube & NSCAATV (free) 

Soccer on TV for Saturday, May 3,2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 
If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with 

proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Saturday, May 3, 2014 

Goal droughts for Donovan and Johnson reach eight games 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: The USA 20] As MLS moves into its third month, Landon 
Donovan and Eddie Johnson~ two players the USA is counting on 

make major contributions at the World Cup, are still seeking their 

first goals. Both have scoring droughts of eight games, dating back 
to the 2013 regular season, but they have contributed in other 

ways for their respective teams, the LA Galaxy and D.C. United, 

both with winning records .... Read the whole story 

Wambach set to make 2014 debut for Flash 
by Soccer America 

[HWSL: Week 4] Abby Wambach, who missed the first two games of 

the Western Hew York Flash’s season with a broken orbital bone 
suffered in the USA-China match on the eve of the 2014 IIWSL 
season opener, is set to return for Saturday’s game against 

Portland in a rematch of the 2013 league final. Wambach’s return 

coincides with the loss of the Flash’s other U.S. star, Carli Lloyd, 

who will have to serve the first of her two-game suspension. 

...Read the whole story 

Minnesota seeks to maintain perfect start 

by Soccer America 

[HASL: Week 4] The HASL spring season is already a third complete, 

and Minnesota United FC, the league’s only unbeaten and untied 

team, takes a three-point lead over flew York, Ft. Lauderdale and 

San Antonio into Saturday’s match against expansion Indy Eleven, 

which is still looking for its first win (live on ESPH3 at 8 p.m. ET). 

...Read the whole story 

Hamilton joins Hammerheads on loan from Toronto 

by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 7] Jordan Hamilton became the fourth Toronto FC 
player to join the Wilmington Hammerheads as the 18-year-old 

forward was loaned to the USL PRO club, which hosts Rochester 
on Saturday night....Read the whole story 

U.S. collegians and U-17s called up for friendly 
by Soccer America 

[CANADA WOMEH] Twelve of the 21 players on the Canada roster 

for Thursday’s international friendly against the USA in Winnipeg 
hail from the HWSL, but John Herdman’s squad also includes five 

players who could see action this summer at the U-20 Women’s 

World Cup in Canada this summer: U.S. collegians Ashley Lawrence, 

Kadeisha Buchanan and Rebecca Quinn and Sura Yekka and Jessie 
Fleming from Canada’s U-17 national team....Read the whole story 

Leaving defenders on the grass 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Goiazo] Some fabulous moves by Pedro Ramirez of 

Venezuelan club Zamora left three defenders sprawled -- one of 

them twice -- from futile slide-tackles while the 21-year-old set 
himself up for a short-range finish....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"[U.S. coach] Jurgen Klinsmann got on the phone 

with me two weeks ago. Should I play well in the 

last two Bundesliga games, it could work out for 

me. Omar Gonzalez and Matt Besler are a notch 
ahead of me, but I by all means want to be involved 

in Brazil." 

-- John Brooks, the 21-year-old German-American 
central defender, who has been in good form 

recently for Hertha Berlin after a bumpy season 

that included being benched for getting midseason 

tattoos. (ESPHFC.com) 

Woodruff joins ESPN reporting team 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] ABC Hews anchor Bob 
Woodruff is among five reporters named to cover 
the World Cup for ESPH this summer....More 

1. Chelsea-Liverpool game breaks morning 

viewing record 

2:, Copa America is coming to USA in 2016 

3, Spring college game delivers thunder strike 

4. U.S. Soccer’s Path to Latino Inclusion (Part 
2) 
5, Univision names talent for World Cup 

coverage 
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Gameday Volunteers, Season Tickets, us~q’,IT v CANWNT’. 

USWHT v CAHADA WHT May 8 in 
WIHHIPEG 

LeBlanc, Leon and Tancredi called into 
Canada camp 

Johnston & Press called into USWHT camp 
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Sunday, May -I, 2014 

Furious onslaught gives unbeaten Real Salt Lake win 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS: Week 9] Blown leads have cost Real Salt Lake points on three 

occasions this season, yet on Saturday RSL reminded everyone it 
hasn’t lost its own persistence and determination to come back. 

Chicago, leading 2-0 at home with less than 20 minutes to play, 
succumbed to a furious RSL onslaught fueled by a pair of Joao 

Plata goals that produced a 3-2 victory and maintenance of the 
only unbeaten record (4-0-5) in MLS. It was one of two 3-2 matches 

derided in stoppage time on another night of late dramatics in 
MLS....Read the whole story 

Agudelo scores winner for FC Utrecht 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICAHS ABROAD] Juan Agudelo scored his third goal since 

moving to FC Utrecht on loan from Stoke City with the game- 

winner in FC Utrecht’s 2-I win over Vitesse on the final day of the 
Eredivisie season....Read the whole story 

Leroux’s first goal of season keeps Reign perfect 
by Soccer America 

[HWSL: Week 4] The Seattle Reign FC improved to 5-0-0 with a 2-1 

win at the Washington Spirit for its second win in four days on its 

current road trip. What is remarkable about the start is that the 
Reign has been without Megan Rapinoe since the season opener, 

and Sydney Lerou×’s gamewinner on Saturday was her first goal of 

the season .... Read the whole story 

Minnesota’s Lagos: ’The guys should be really proud’ 
by Soccer America 

[NASL: Week 4] Minnesota United FC won its fourth game in a row 
with a 3-2 win over winless Indy Eleven, getting goals two minutes 

apart from Daniel Mendes and Christian Ramirez, both set up by 

Simone Bracalello, and a third goal from Miguel Ibarra right before 

the end of the first half....Read the whole story 

Sacramento backs it up with 17,414 fans for second game 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 7] Sacramento Republic FC followed up on its 
sellout crowd of 20,231 for its first home game -- almost double the 

previous USL PRO record for a regular-season match -- with a 

crowd of 17,414 for its 2-1 win over the Orange County Blues on 

Saturday night....Read the whole story 

Chelsea-Atletico sets FSI soccer v~ewing record 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OII THE AIR] The Chelsea-AUetico Madrid match in the 
UEFA Champions League semifinals attracted 627,000 viewers, 
setting a new soccer viewership record for Fox Sports 1 .... Read 
the whole story 

Wonderful skills from Robinho and El Shaarawy 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Skills] AC Milan teammates, Brazilian Robinho and 

Italian Stephan El Shaarawy, enjoyed a skills competition at 
practice that’s a joy to watch .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"It’s like a soldier saying he’ll sign up for the army 

but doesn’t want to see any action, then 

complaining he is bored sitting around the barracks 
every day with nothing to do.... You sign up for the 

World Cup as it’s going to be. It’s not our job to 

keep them occupied." 

-- England coach Roy Hodgson on complaints from 
players, such as Wayne Rooney and John Terry, on 

being bored during a World Cup. (BBC) 

On being unable to see the soccer for the 

koaches 
by Paul Gardner 

It has been a sweet and sour week. Sweet because 
the UEFA Champions League and the Europa League 

have produced some remarkable games and some 

outstanding individual player performances. Sour 

because the coaches have been so ...... More 

1. Copa America is coming to USA in 2016 

3, Coaching from different angles and 

problem-soling (with Ben Cross) 

3, Uni~sion names talent for World Cup 

coverage 

4, St. Louis awarded franchise team for 2015 

launch 

5. Graham Zusi: From Cookie Mobile to World 
Cup 
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Youth Soccer Reporter: Week in Review 

Sueday, t4ay 4, 2014 

by Soccer America 

[TORNEO DELLE NA21ONI] The U.S. under-15 boys national team 

closed out play at the Torneo delle Nazioni with a 3-2 win over 

China’s under-16 national team thanks to goals from Nanif Wright, 

younger brother of U-17 star Naji Wright, Marly Raygoza and Lucas 
Del Rosario....R~?ad Lhe whole sbxy 

by Soccer America 

[USA UNDER-1 5 BOYS] The U.S. under-15 bws national team fell to 
Japan U-16s, 3-0, two days after both teams concluded play at the 

Torneo della Nazion~ in northern Italy....~~ tha who~e 5tory 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Emerson Nyndman, the grandson of former 

SMLI and FC DaNas head coach Schellas Nyndman, scored the 

winning goal for Fulham in its 3-2 win over Chelsea in the first leg of 

the English FA Youth Cup final at Craven Cottage... 

~d:ory 

by Soccer ~merica 

[CANABA WOMEN] Twelve of the 21 players on the Canada roster 

for Thursday’s international friendly a~ainst the USA in ~nnipe~ 

hail from the N~L~ but John Herdman’s squad also includes five 
players who could see action this summer at the U-20 Women’s 

World Cup in Canada this summer: U.S. co[[e~ans Ashley Lawrence~ 

Kadeisha Buchanan and Rebecca Quinn and Sura Yekka and Jessie 
Fleming from Canada’s U-17 novena[ team....Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[OLYMPIC TRAINING CENTER] U.S. under-20 women’s national team 
head coach Michelle French called up 27 players to a camp Nay 
11-1g at the U.S. Olympic Training Center in Chuia Vista, Calif. This 
will also be the USA’s last camp before French chooses a 20-player 
roster to travel to France in June for two matches against the 
highly rated French U-2Os....Read the whole 

by Soccer America 

[OLYMPIC T~INIHG CENTER] Madison Haley, the daughter of 
former NFL great Charles Hatey~ ~s the youngest player on the U.S. 

under-18 women’s national team that will train concurrently with 

the U.S. under-20 women’s national team at the camp May 11-18 at 

the U.S. Otympic Training Center....Read 1:he who[e sLory 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Mini-Documentary] Sporting Kansas City’s 27-year-old 

midfielder Graham Zusi didn’t debut for the national team until 

2012 but his performances have assured him a trip to this summer’s 
World Cup. "MLS Insider" reports on the Florida product’s career 

from when he traveled around to tournaments in his parents’ VW 
van, known by the kids as the "cookie mobile," because it also 

served snacks between games....Read Lhe whol,e sbxy 

by Doug Cemov 

When he’s not coaching the RevotuOon Empire’s 018 

boys, Ben Cross is a Science teacher in Rochesteu 

N.Y. Thor% he teaches his students to be problem- 
so[vers~ to obse~e carefully and use their 

knowtedge ...... Mere 

4. Un~dsion ~ames t@ent fer Werld Cu~:* 
ceveg~e 
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Order restored at top of Eastern Conference 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS: Week 9] Sporting Kansas City and the New York Red Bulls 
won on Sunday to join the New England in a three-way tie for first 

place in the Eastern Conference. New York, Sporting KC and New 

England finished 1-2-3 in 2013....Read the whole story 

Miller leaves Vancouver after two years 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] Scottish international Kenny Miller has left 
the Vancouver Whitecaps with eight weeks to go his contract. 

...Read the whole story 

Boyd continues Rapid form with fifth goal in three games 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Terrence Boyd scored his fifth goal in the 

last three games when he had what proved to be the gamewinner 

in the 34th minute of Rapid Vienna’s 2-0 win over Wacker Innsbruck 

on Sunday....Read the whole story 

EPL title on the line on ’Championship Sunday’ 

by Paul Kennedy 

[THIS WEEK IN SOCCER: May 5-11] Sunday is also the last day of the 
English Premier League with all 10 games on "Championship Sunday" 

kicking off at 10 a.m. ET and airing on different NBCUniversal 
networks. It is also the last day before MLS players report to World 

Cup training camps....Read the whole story 

Chin powers Orlando City into first place 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO: Week 7] Defending champion Orlando City got two goals 

from Dennis Chin to beat OKC Energy FC, 3-1, and take the outright 
lead in USL PRO....Read the whole story 

Cristiano Ronaldo’s latest amazing goal 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Cristiano Ronaldo’s 50th goal for Real Madrid in 

all competitions this season came with a back-heel volley while 

faring away from the goal....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"The toilet was thrown from the stands and hit him 

full on." 

-- Recife police captain Wilson Queiroz on the 

latest soccer-related violence in Brazil in which 

fans ripped toilet bowls from the restrooms at 

Arruda Stadium and tossed them from the stands. 

One of them struck a man identified as Paulo 
Ricardo Gomes da Silva, killing him instantly. 

(Globesporte via New York Daily Hews) 

Report: Zelalem about to become U.S. citizen 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Gedion Zelalem, the 17-year- 

old Arsenal midfielder, is about to become a U.S. 
citizen, the Washington Post reported....More 

1. Copa America is coming to USA in 2016 

2, Coaching from different angles and 
problem-solving (with Ben Cross) 

3, Furious onslaught gives unbeaten Real Salt 

Lake win 

4o Univision names talent for World Cup 
coverage 

~, U.S. Soccer’s Path to LaUno Inclusion (Part 

2) 
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Mental Skills at Summer Symposium 

Web Version I Send to Friend 

YEA 

Mental Skills is one of the hottest topics in soccer this year, so the 2014 NSCAA Summer Symposium 
has put together a panel featuring experts in this field to discuss how you can work with your players’ 
mental game. "It’s All In Your Head: A Mental Skills Discussion" will be presented by Tony DiCicco, 
Lynn Kachmarik, Donna Fishter, and Dr. Tiffany Jones. The group will cover the importance of mental 

here 

Tony DiCicco Donna Fishter Tiffany Jones Lynn Kachmarik 

[+] Click here for a list of all presenters and bios 
Registration is available for both the NSCAA Summer Symposium and the FYSA AGM. Coaches have 
the opportunity to register for each event separately or for both events at a discounted rate! Click on the 
con~sponding registration button below to t~serve your spot at this unique event! 

Diploma and Certificate Offerings: 

Attendees can receive NSCAA Diplomas by attending identified edt~cation tracks of sessions, This year, 

we ate olfering the NSCAA Level 5 Diploma, NSCAA SpeciN Topics Ck~b Development Diploma and ~he 

NSC~/NFHS Pro~essional Developmen~ Certificate. Each session on ~he schedule w~ be marked by 

the correspondhN qualifying D~p~oma button. [+l Read more 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Avenue 

Kansas City KS 66101 
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USSoccerPlayers ~ Nay 5, 2Ot4 

Today’s Soccer TV 

Premier League on NBCSN: Crystal PaLace ¯ Liverpool at Spin. Serie A on betN 
Spo~t: Lazio - HefLas Verona at 1pro and Juventus 

Soccer scores: Goals for Juan 
Agudelo and Terrence Boyd 
Juan AgudeLo and Terrence Bovd were the goal scorers as we run through the 
USMN’[" soot:or scores from Europe a~x] Mexico, The CharnpJe~sh~p season ended 

oa Sab.~rday with rei~ef for Birmingham City, and Tijuana exits the Li~a MX 

pl.ayef~ s, 

Jua8 Agude{o showed he belongs in the Eredivisie and potential.ty the Premie~ League with an assist and a goal w~th 

U~echt beating Vitesse Arnhem 2-1 in the Eredivisie. A~ude[o setup S~eve ~e Ridder’s 40d~ minute opener wid~ Vitesse 

Arnhem equa{~zing }n the 68th. Agude~o scored Utrecht’s wh’me~ }n the 78th minute. Utrecht finish the Erediv~sie season 

in 6th.p[ace. Agude[o awaits a decision on his work permit to el.tow him to play fo~ Stoke Qty in the Premier League, 

Agude~o }oined Utrecht on loan after a denial of his original work permit application, 

Terrence Boyd also scored over the weekend in Rapid Vienna’s 2-0 shutout of Wacke~ lnnsbruck. Boyd opened the 

scorin~ in the :~41:h minute a~xJ MArcel Sabitzer scored in the Bard, 

tn E:ngLand’s Prernier LeagL~e, it was .}OZy A~tidore and Sunderland getting a INS win with a lq) shuteut of Man,:heaLer 

United at OLd T~afford. Sebastian La~sson scored in N’~e 30th mh~ute. A~t~dore subbed on in the 65th. Sunderland are m 
171:h-place, two peinLs abe~e the rel.ef~atkm xene, The’! c{ose out the Premk~r League seaso~ agai~st Swansea City, 

Read More 

MLS Week 9: Big win for the Houston Dynamo and a 
loss for Toronto FC 

When a [epsided result invotves o~e underperfo~ming MLS team beating aneLher, does it rea[]y te[] us anythh~g? The 

Houston Dynamo would certainly {ike Lo argue their 4.1 result over C hives USA indica[es a new statement of purpose, 

Sti{]. Houston ~s a 61:h-place Eastern {:on~erence club riding the ML$ ro[[ercoastef as ,~as(H1 ])avis put it. ~t’$ wort~ 

remembeHn~ HousEon has a 4.1 Loss of their owe to Texas riva{s DaU.as~ 

It Look a come from behind elfort for Houston to pickup d~e win, trailing flora the 7th minute at StubHub Cente~, Brad 
Darts equalized for Houston in the 12Lh and Giles Barnes doubled the lead in the 32nd. WiLL Bruh~ made it 3-1 at 

hatftm~e with a first-hail stoppage time goal The referee sent off Chives USA’s Tim Metre in the 67th minute with 

Barnes converth]g the penalty. 

"We can switch forrnation and go from 4°}-3 to 4-4o2 to a fou~ with a diamond and two with the same personnel 

Barnes said. "You Look around there’s not: as many Learns that can do that around [he I.eag]le~ ~* 

Earlier on an M].S Sal:u~day~ ~.lew EngLand came i~em behind te beat "]’o~(mto 2-1 at BMO Field. Jacksot] epet]ed the 

scoring in tire 6th i:ninute with Patrick MuLLis equal.iziag for New EngLand in the 24th. Lee Nguyen scored tqew Engl.and’s 

winner in the Bgnd minute. Mk:hael BradLey and Jermaine Defoe star~ed for Toronto. Read More 

Soccer Guide: The Eredivisie Plavoffs 
Though the Eredivisie (Honors Division) soccer season ended on Saturday, the games a~en’t over in the NetherLands. At 

the top of the table, there’s stiLL a Europa League spot up for grabs and at the horrors only one ~ eLegation space is 

settled, That means two sets of pLayofis, 

USMNT lorward Aron Johannsson and AZ are in the pLayoffs for the Europea League spot~ That involves the teams LhaL 

finished in 5th through 8th place. 5th-p[ace Hee~enveen piny 8th-pface AZ and 6th-pLace Vitesse play 7th-pLace 

Gronin~en ever twoqegs with the winners also p]ayin~ a twe-{eg series te determh~e who advances to the Europa 

League. 



If 1i ~urepean p~.aces sounds like a k~t: fo~ the ~rediviskh the ~th-best: I.eague h~ Europe ao::erding to the UEFA 

coefficient, they actuatb~ have 6, t lth-place PEC Zwo~e quaUfied fo~ the Europa League as the ~(NVB Cup champions. 

lstq)ia(:e ~jax and 2nd-ptao~ Feyenoerd ~uaiify for the Champions League wi~h 3rd-p~ace "Fwente and 4Lhq)ia(:e ~SV 

takin~ EuFopa League spots. 

Under the UEFA coefficient, the f.eagues in 4th through 9th piace have 6 European spots, with the {eagues between 4th 

and 6t:h get:[in~ an ext:ra Champions League t)~a(:e~ A~.{ {ea2ues ranl~ed be[vceen 7t:h and l~}t:h get 2 Champions League 
spots. Read More 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

The Premier League and Serie A a~e our choices on Tuesday’s soccer TV schedul.e as the European feagues tit to get 

~alY~es in as ~he season win(Is dewn~ 

Manchester ~LJnited - Hu~ City is on NSCSN a~ 2:4!ipm, Manchester United are (:eming {)If ef a k)ss t:e Sunderland, t:qiing 

to turn things around af~ over again under interim nlanager Ryan Giggs, Huf~ City lost ~-t to Aston Vi[ta, 

want to do what’s best to win the game and not just make room fo~ me in the starting ~ine-up or on the bench~ which 

won’t: do." Gi.qgs said ol t:he Hull Cit’¢ game. "0~ course~ the peMe~:~ scenarh:~ is me ~:eming on and scofin~ a goa{, the 

winnin~ 8oat, and hopefuUy evewone wiIi be happy but it doesn*t atways work tike that, We’U ha~z- to wait and see what 

’q stalled thinking about it: on Sunday and there wit[ be a few (:hanges," Bruce told his club’s official site. "The peopl.e 

who need Lo pl.ay can now get a ~it of footbaU undeF their ~e[ts -- it wou[d be awry[ Lo pu[ pkayers in at WemM.ey who 

haven’t played mu(h football ~t’s a (hanc:e for rne to give a few of the [ads who have been on the bench in re(ent 

weeks a chance to p[ay a game oF two." 

NapoH .. Cagliari is on belN Sport at 3pro. 3~d.p[ace Napo[i d~ew 0..0 with Inter ~,,~,i[an and CagUaM beat Parma 1-0, 

Sponsor message 
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Section 2: Chelsea to Sell Veteran Trio?; Serie A Settled; Three-Horse La Liga Race Still On 

By Ross Fadner, Mondaz May 5, 2014 !~" Tweet This ~ii Share This 

Report: Chelsea to Se~ Veteran Trio? 
Daily Mail 

~ 
Jose Mourinho was involved in a heated argument with his players at halftime as Chelsea all but blew 

what surely must have been its last chance of winning the Premier League title after drawing 0-0 at home to 

relegation-threatened Norwich City, which itself now needs a miracle to stay in England’s top division next season, 

the Daily Mai! reported on Sunday. Apparently, Mourinho blasted a number of players following a first half he later 

described as "lazy," including veterans Ashley Cole, John Terry and Frank Lampard, who are all rumored to 

depart Stamford Bridge this summer. 

After the final whistle, Cole, 33, was seen visibly crying as time team completed a lap of the field in its final home 

game of the season, consoled by captain Terry, 33, and vice captain Lampard, 35. Mourinho was later asked if that 

was the veteran trio’s final appearance at Stamford Bridge. "Will they play at Stamford Bridge again? I think so, but 

the summer is a long summer for us," he said, noting that this summer would be longer because of the World Cup. 

The report added that newcomers Nemanja Matic and Mohamed Salah were also singled out during the 

Portuguese’s halftime tirade, with the former being told by Mourinho that he was now questioning the decision to 

buy the defensive midfielder back from Benfica midfielder, while Salah was told to make sure he returned from 

preseason "ready to be a footballer." 

Mourinho later conceded the title (again, despite still not being out of it mathematically), before admitting that this 

season could have been better: "We lost games where we had them under control but didn’t kill them and we were 

killed. But from day one, never in danger, never outside the top four or outside time title race." 

- Read the whole story... 

Juve Wins Third Straight Championship 
ESPN FC 

Relegation-threatened Catania decided the Serie A title on Saturday by thrashing second-place AS Roma, 4-1, 

handing time title to Juventus. Rudi Garcia’s men traveled to Sicily eight points behind Jure with only slim hopes of 

denying the Serie A leader its third straight championship. Two first-half goals from Mariano Izco and later strikes 

from Gonzalo Bergessio and Pablo Barrientos sealed Roma’s fate. The win moved Catania to within three 

points of safety with two games remaining. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Espana 

Real Madrid coach Carlo Ancelotti believes time destination of the La Liga title is still unclear after a weekend in 

which the top three teams, which are all still vying for top spot, failed to take maximum points. Both second-place 

Barcelona and third-place Real Madrid drew their respective matches with Getafe and Valencia, 2-2, while leader 

Atletico Madrid was stunned, 2-0, at Levante. 

"The League will be decided in the last few games, I said. And so it will be," said Ancelotti, whose team managed to 

rescue a point thanks to a stunning 92rid-minute equalizer from Cristiano Ronaldo, after ReaFs drawwith 

Valencia. "It was a difficult round for the top three and now it’s more open than ever." 

Asked if tiredness was an issue following his team’s heroic 4-0 triumph against Bayern Munich in the second-leg of 

time UEFA Champions League semifinal on Tuesday, time Italian said: "1 think mostly it was down to the physical 

aspect. Atletico and Chelsea had the same problem [Chelsea drew 0-0 at home with struggling Norwich City]. I think 

we paid for all this. We need to focus and win all three games, but we know a draw between Barca and Atletico will 

be enough?’ 

Perhaps. Die¢!o Simeone’s Atleti is actually the only team that still has its fate in its own hands in the Spanish title 



race. Despite Sunday’s defeat te Levante, the league leader needs just four points from its last two games to claim 

the championship, but its last game of the season is against second-place Barcelona. This means that if Real wins 

its game in hand on Wednesday against Valladolid, it will be champion if it wins its remaining games and Barcelona 

beats Atletico at the Camp Nou on the final day. However, Barca would be in pole position if it wins its games and 

Real drops points in any of its remaining three games. 

- Read the whole story._ 

More Silverware for Benitez, Napo~i 
Football Italia 

Rafael Benitez on Saturday once again ended a debut campaign with silverware, as he and his Napoli squad 

celebrated winning the Coppa Italia with a 3-1 win against Vincenzo I~onte~la’s Fiorentina. After the game, time 

Spaniard, who has won trophies at Valencia, Liverpool and Chelsea, dedicated the win to his family, friends and 

Napoli’s fans, while reserving special praise for two-goal hero Lorenzo Insigne, whom he believes has done 

enough this season to earn a call-up to Cesare PrandelIi’s Italy World Cup squad. Napoli has now won Italy’s top 

domestic cup prize twice in the last three years. 

- Read the whole story... 

Prime l~inister: Soccer Violence in italy ’Has to Stop’ 
Football Italia 

Italian Prime Minister Matteo Renzi insisted that fan violence in the country’s soccer stadiums "has to stop" after 

Saturday’s chaotic Coppa Italia final, in which time game was delayed 45 minutes due to the news that a Napoli farm 

was shot in time chest prior to kickoff~ Later, Napoli captain Marek Hamsik consulted with the club’s lead ultra, which 

refers to its most hardcore fan base, to ask if the final could go ahead. Renzi admitted that it was a sorry episode 

for the entire country, and that it will take a lot of work to make Italian soccer more like England’s Premier League. 

- Read the whole story... 

Football Italia 

Fiorentina coach Vincenzo Montella warned that more top players will want to leave Italy’s Serie A following the 

chaotic scenes that marred the Coppa Italia final at the Stadio Olimpico in Rome on Sunday. The game was delayed 

45 minutes amid rumors that a Neopolitan fan shot in the chest outside the stadium had died. The game was only 

given the go-ahead after intense negotiations between Napoli captain Marek Hamsik, the authorities, and the 

Headers of the hardcore fan bases for both teams known as ’ultras,’ where it was eventually resolved that the fan 

was still alive and that the shooting likely had nothing to do with the game. Napoli went on to win the match, 3-1, 

thanks to two early goals from Lorenzo Insigne and a late third from Dries I~ertens. 

Afterward, Montella expressed his regrets. "Do I have any regrets? Yes, not being able to enjoy the emotion of the 

final because of what happened before time game," the Viola coach said. "Unfortunately this is what our soccer is 

like. There is incredulity at the situation. This way we’ll lose many more players, as it’s only normal they will seek 

other paths. It certainly could’ve been a better day of sport. There was everything needed to offer a different 

spectacle." 

- Read the whole story... 

Rodgets Reflects o~ ’Tough’ Run-in for ~a~ City 
Guardian 

Speaking ahead of Liverpool’s crucial trip to Crystal Palace on Monday, Liverpool coach 8rendan Rodgers tried 

to heap pressure on Manue~ Pe~legrini’s Manchester City, which beat Everton 3-2 at Goodison Park on Saturday 

to remain in control of the Premier League title race. City is currently top of the Premier League with two games 

remaining, level on points with Rodger’s men but with a nine-goal superior goal difference. Liverpool needs to either 

better that goal differential in its final two games or hope that City drops points while it wins its final two in order to 

become Premier League champion. 

"It is a tough ask for City," the Liverpool manager said, reflecting on City’s remaining two games. "To play three 

games at this stage of the season that really, really matter is a real tough ask. Aston Villa are an incredible team on 

the counterattack and better away from home, and West Ham on their day can be a really difficult opponent. 

Manchester City need to win all their games which means they will have won five games in a row and they have 

done that only once this season, so it will be a wee bit new for them. It is certainly not over by a long way. If we can 

win our two games then it could go a long way to deciding whether we finish top or not." 

Rodgers noted that defeat by Chelsea last Sunday was deflating for his players, ending a magnificent run of 11 

consecutive league victories. "There was disappointment for everyone last week, players, staff and suppmters. 

After the game you have a couple of days to grieve because it was such a big game but champions get on their 

bike and go again and that is something I hope I have instilled into this team. It’s something we will look to do. It has 

given us an opportunity to recover mentally, press the default button and go again. You can’t dwell on it." 



- Road the whole story... 

lbra: PSG was ’Better’ Than Chelsea ................................................................................................................... 

Sports Mole 

Zlatan Ibrahimovic claims that Paris Saint-Germain deserved to qualify for the UEFA Champions League semfinal, 

not Chelsea, which won its quarterfinal series against the French champ thanks to the away goals rule after 

drawing, 3-3 after two games. Asked how he felt after losing the second game, 2-0, at Stamford Bridge, the Swedish 

striker, who was injured during the first game and missed the second, said, "1 was frustrated and I was angry. You 

always tell yourself what would have happened if I were there. We don’t know, and that is what frustrates me 

because, for me, we were better than Chelsea. We lacked three minutes in the end and, for me, it was like a 

warning. I think we learned a lot from this experience and this will help us next year for clinching the Champions 

League." 

- Read the whole sto~y._ 

Suarez Wins Writers’ Player of the Year Award 
Guardian 

Luis Suarez on Monday was named the Football Writers’ Association player of the year, which means the 

Uruguayan striker has now swooped both of England’s top individual honors for the season, after winning the 

Professional Footballers Association player of the year award last week. Suarez’s teammate Steven Gerrard came 

in second in the voting, while Manchester City midfielder Yaya Toure was third. 

- Road the whole story_. 
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Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Video, Dribbling and Changing Direction, Scoring From Crosses, and More... 

ARTICLES 

Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Email Newsletter. This week we have FIVE new 

articles for you including a v|dA~on th~ 4-2-3-1 that vo~ can ~A~ h~re. Check them out below. 

Th s weeks a icles 

WCC Newsle~er - Too Much Talk, Too Li~le Spo~ 

Soccer Conditioning - Dribblin~ with Quick ChanRes of Directio~ 

Coaching Soccer Tactics - Why the 4=2=3=1 Is the Formatio~ of Choice 

FineSoccer Goalkeeper Newsle~et-- Adiustin~ Your Positio~ For Sho~ at Anflles 

Fi~eSocce~ Dills Newsle~er - Combinations For Crosses 

Coaching Advanced Pl~yers - Coaching the 4-2~-~ -Video 

Chelsea Academy goaeb, Obri~ ~oodward trains players to move, 

think and react se they can be more creative in attack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

comDlete oreative attackm~ session. Watch how Woodward trains a 

~roup of Dlayers to be winners, with a pro~resswe session that hones 

their thinking, movement and creatMty m ~ettin~ the ball aeress the line 

to scere. Includes a FRNN companion eNook with easy-to-read 

deseriptiens and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 video set ~li~R 

here for more info 



WCC Video Library- Basically, we haw.~ taken almost all ef our 

DVD collection and put them online where you can access Lhem 

24/7 online and even viewthem en your phone at the training [ield. 

You can easily find the video you are looking for using the 

powerful "Keyword" search er video "tags" Ne need [e ever buy 

another coaching DVD again Cli~k here for ~ere ~Bfe. 

consists of 6 eBooks and 10 

videos that will give your 

players that extra 5-10% they 

need to develop them from 

being a ’talented’ player to an 

’elite’ player. If you coach a 

competitive club~ high school 

............... : or college team this is for you~ 

The Complete Guide to Coaching Advanced Playe~, by Canadia8 U18 National Team Coach, Rob 

Gale is a soccer training course specially designed to give players the extra challenge they need to 

take their skills to an advanced level. More info. 

Ce~chi~g the 4-2-34 shows you why the formation is becoming 

one of the most dominant styles of play in modern soccer Now 

you can discover howto train your playe~ to utilize this highly 

flexible and a~ackin9 formation in Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Facked 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up your team and guidance 

on the formation’s philosophy and playing mindset, this book 

: provides you with everything you need to know about playing the 4- 

: 2-3-1. Mo~e info 

N~ BOOK - Coaching t~e 4- 

2-3-~ Advanced Tactics 

Take your knowledge of the 

4-2-3-1 to the next level with 

this advanced tactical guide. 

A~ ~ 8£ #_~__[ ~_£~_£ #. provides 
you with an in-depth look at 

the formation that is 

~2’h:gth’l;~ ~:’,~:;;CC~;~:c~i&~: ~ Advanced Tactics shows you how you can utilize 

I a traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more 

scoring opportunities. 

Coaehiag the 4~3-3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit back 

and watch session after session on howto fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. RandyWa~drum, one of the most experienced minds in US 

soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations howto 

coach your team to take full advantage of this popular formation to get 

into attacking positions, to break down opposition attacks and win more 

games. More info. 

Discover how to Harness the exciting 4-2- 

3-t formation and replicate the devastating 

attacking power of the world’s most 

successful teams 

If you’ve been looking for a way to coach your 

team hew te play the 4-2-3-1, you’we just 

found li:. Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is a special 

12--par1: video series which prevides a 

cemprehensive tactical and training guide to 

this exciting fermation. U~ilized by Real 

Madrid, Chelsea and the mest successful sides in the Eure 2012 tournament, the 4.-2.-,>.-1’s flexiLili~y 

and attacking power is fast becoming the fermafion of choice ~er leading coaches all ever ~he world. 

~o~e i~fo 

Three Dimensional Soccer Trai~g is a book born from analyzing hew 

the wedd’s mest popular fermations are played and what training 

systems are needed to play them effecbvely. Rather than fecus on 

technique er formatiens independently, this beok shows yeu hew te 

cembine elements like building blocks to create complete ’three 

: dimensional training’. Check i[ out here 

................ :: ..... 
~ 

tradit~oaa{ t~eme based traiaiag with 

Formation Based Soccer Training is a 

~ ..=~:: .      cemprehensiw~ guide te the concept 
~~ ~:: oflraJnJng players so Lhey become 

~~~::;;~ ~’ more experienced ,n the pos,tions 

and formabens 1hey will play en 

or any other formation, this book 

provides a unique new training method for developing your team in multiple areas in the same 

session. ~ore 



Moder~ Attacking & Goa~scoring - Finally, a book focused on 

what players love best: Scoring goals! This book is packed with 

100 drills ~hat will improve your players’ ability to l~n ()n~o balls~ to 

control ~he ball w~th a crisp first touch and to dew~k)p the killer 

instinct on goal. Modern A~king & Goalsco~ing provkJes you 

with all the drill~ ~ou need to get more goals on the ~coreboard 

: and points on the league table. 

: Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe. Click 

here for more 

Soccer Conditioning ~e~thly- New ~utting ~dge Soccer ~onditioning 

Sessions and Drills Delivered Every Month for improving tt~e Strength, 

Speed and Agility of Your Players 

FiRally, a course focused on soccer specific cQnd~t~oR~ng hss al-rived~ 

Soccer Conditioning Monthly provides you a=lioies and videos every 

mont~ with new drill~ and ~xeroi~e~ to improve youF team’s pt~ysical 

fitne~ so they can Fun t~arder for longer every game. With new drills 

defivered each and every month~ Soccer Conditioning Monthly 

bridges the gap be~een ~oooer training and on-field pedormance 

...................................................................................................................................................... and does all your conditioning planning for you. More i~fo. 

Total Soccer Conditioning: A BaiI-Orie~ted Approach i~ a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Justin Cresset, and other coaches at not having enough time 

to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have one or 

hvo coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough choices 

about which to focus on. 

To address the problem Cresser created a methodology on how 

coaches, at every level can combine physical exercise with technical 

training. The result is Toni Soccer Conditioning: A ~alI-Orie~tated 

Approach, a two book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and athletes that 

want to maximize their practice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or technical training 

sessions. More info. 

Mo~er~ S~cce~ Tactics - If you want to develop a be~er 

understanding of the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest club 

The two book ~eder~ ~o¢~e~ Tactics series is packed with over 220 

pagesofinsightsonhowthegreatclubsides likeBarcelo~a, 

~ ~~ [~:~. ’~ Manchester United and Arsenal, manage to dominate teams. 
addition, these books feature an array of drills and exercise so you ca~ 

train your team to emulate some of the world’s elite clubs and players. 

A Coach’s eaide to the 4-3-3 - This book covers everything you need to 

know about coaching the 4-3-3. including the formation’s development to .................................................................................................................................................... 

:: the forefront of European club soccer, how it is utilized by the world’s best 
~=:===:=:~=:=:=:~::~ ~j~z~ managers and soccer training drills and exercises which will enable your 

. [~ team utilize the 4=3-3 to be more offensive, flexible and difficult to defend 

~ 
DavM P~a~ TaCtiCal Playbooks - Learn from an English Premier League 

~~ 
championship winning coach! In this special set, Manchester Ci~’s 

~~ 
Assis~nt Manager David Plaff provides you with a tactical playbook for 

~~.. 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation 

[~:~: Whether they play 4-4-2 4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 

with the tactical know-how to counter and exploit your opponent’s formation 

~ore info. 

93.4% winning average, won 20 ou~o[ 27 National Championships and led 

his team to win 92 qames in a row. 

~ 
~ ,,~,,~ shows you the philosophy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

~Z!~ ~ championship winning teams for more than 30 years. ~o,e i~fo. 

~ ~ .~:~:>.: ~ T~ti~al A~l#is of ~O Bar,elope- This book has been selling like 

.................................................................................................................................................... ~= ~ wildfire with coaches from over J0 countries buy,ng My guess ,s th,s w,ll be .................................................................................................................................................... 

~ our best selling book of the year More iafo 



.... Advaeced Pk,yer-. is our latest book and perfect if you coach a competitive 
~ ~:::~.: : club team high school or coiiec e team. More 

~ 
Finally. a book focused on the missing link 

~ 
youth training! This is a unique book that shows 

~¢~ you how to train players to devek3p tactical 

~~ :~ :,now~ed~e, ~,te~ dec~ion makin~ and ~mad:~r 
; use o~l:he ball. This is an aspect sorely missed 

: in most training programs, bu~ can make all the 

.................... : difference in taking your players to an elite level. 

~ 

44-2 v44-3-This book has beer, one of our best selling books over the 

~ ~:..;:.... ..... past few years. This book takes an in-depth look at two of the greatest 

~,. . ~=~]~’ mana(ers/coaches in ~odav’s game ..S~tAle~ Fetguson and Jose ~our~ino 

~ ~]~;~" and their respechve sys~er,~s of play. Chck here fo~ ~ore mfo. 

aeale is packed with 1e3 d,i~ls and exercises to improve your players 

reactions, a~acking instincts and consistency in the box so they can score 

~ ~j~;=;,..: more often and win more games Cli~k here fo~ more infe 

~o~a~ ~efe~g the i~ha~ Way p~owdes an ~n- 

depth look at the Italian back ~our and their 

...................................................................................... ................................................... ........... , .................... We will post free articles every week and offer some excellent goalkeeping 

~ii 
~~.~Be ~st’,Nist~es, 

and videostohelpyougetthebestoutofyourgoalkeepers 

......................................................................... Mike Sail 

......................................................................... WORLD C~SS COACHING 
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Coaching the 4-2-3-1 - Video 

Discover How to Harness the 
Exciting 4-2-3-1 Formation and 

Replicate the Devastating Attacking 
Power of the World’s Nost 

Successful Teams 
If you’ve been leoking for a way 1:o coach your team how to p~ay 1:he 4-.2-.3-.1, yeu’ve just found it 

Coachin~ the 4-2-3-1 is a special 12.-part v~deo series whk:h prevides a comprehensive tactical and 

training guide te this exciting forrnatien. UN~zed by Real ~adr[d, Chelsea and the rnost successful 

sides in Lhe Euro 2012 teurnament, Lhe 4-2-3-1’s flexibiliLy and aLtacking pewer is fast becerning the 

fermation ef choice [er leading coaches all ever Lhe world. 

Check eut the videe below l:e see the first: part in this 12.-part vkJee series. And click here fer mere in[e 

en what is cevered in Coachin~ the 4-2-3-1 12-Pa~ Video Set 

gest Wishes, 

Nike Sail 

WORLD C~SS COACHING 
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New Tactics - Learn How You Can Beat the 4-2-3-1 

Fear teams 
4-2-:-1 no 

laying the 
ion er! 

iscover how e 
idden weaknesses 

this formation can be 
exploi 

teams playin 
beaten, time 

an how 
it can be 

after time 

Dear Coach 

We’ve all watched how the 4-2-3-1 has evolved to become the formation of choice for many of the 

world’s elite teams. We’ve all nodded in agreement when we’re told that the 4-4-2 will soon be 

confined to the dustbin of history and that fluid, rotational formations are the future. Well, we have news 

for you, because we have the blueprint for how the 4-2-3-1 can be beaten. 

Beating the 4-2-3-1: Analyzing the Strengths and Weaknesses of the 4-2-3-1 and How to Coach Your 

Team to Defeat It is a special book that reveals the weaknesses, frailties and blind spots of this 

popular elite level formation. It reveals how teams like Bayern Munich, Manchester United and Real 

Madrid might soon find their midfield wings clipped and defensive midfielders bamboozled into being 

out of position by teams that know the secret to how the 4-2-3-1 can be beaten. 



Discover the inner workings of the 4-2-3-1 and why it has, up until now, been so effective against more 

rigid sides. Then find out how you can overcome and exploit the weaknesses of this common and 

modern style of play, with an extensive set of drills for training your players in the tactics needed to beat 

it. 

"Unearth the reasons why a formation that has 
evolved over the last decade might soon be 

history" 

The 4-2-3-1 was first launched onto soccer pitches in the late 90s by Arsenal under Arsene Wenger. 

With Benis Bergkamp playing just behind the strikers accompanied by adventurous wingers, Arsenal 

enjoyed years of success running rampant in front of goal, and even went a whole season unbeaten 

The formation was then adopted by France on their march to victory in the Euro 2000 tournament 

before spreading to clubs throughout Europe, with it used by elite teams including Borussia 

Dortmund, Paris St Germaine, Manchester City and Barcelona 

Until nowthe advantages of a triangle midfield, attacking fullbacks and an extra wall of defensive 

midfielders has left opposing teams baffled Well, now the secret is out, because Beating the 4-2-3-1 

explains exactly howthe formation can be exploited, overrun and beaten time and again. 



"Gain insights from a coach with a track record 
of developing p~ayers in three countries" 

covered in Beating the 
Beating the 4-2-3-1: Analyzing the Strengths and Weaknesses of the 4-2-3-1 and How to Coach 

Your Team to Defeatltexposes the formation’s strengths and weaknesses and how to coach your 

team to defeat it It shows you the formation’s inner workings, which formations can overcome it and 

how to exploit the weaknesses of this common and modern style of play 

Beating the 4-2-3-I first looks at the formation’s evolution from a 4-4-2, with the addition of an 

advanced playmaker, a triangular midfield and attacking fullbacks, and the reasons why, up until now, it 

has been so successful. 

Grieve then looks at the formation’s setup, analyzing the roles and responsibilities of each player in 

depth. He then uses Real Madrid and Maneheeter gaited as examples to assess the defensive 

strengths of each line of the team when in possession and its defensive weaknesses, such as the 

spaces that can be created in the corners when advanced fullbacks don’t pullback to defend quickly 

enough. 

The book then explains how to exploit the defensive weaknesses of the 4-2-3-1 This includes 

exploiting the space between the fullback and the wingers with different formations and howto attack 

centrally by creating 3 v 2 situations in front of the opposition’s defense Diagrams are provided along 

with an explanation of how each position can be vulnerable to certain styles of play. 



Author, Stevie Grieve explaining a tactical point 

Grieve then uses Barcelona against Real Madrid as a case study example with screenshots of the 

game, where Pedro, Alves, Messi and Villa all combined to exploit gaps mercilessly and emerge 

victorious in one of the many epic encounters between Spain’s dominant sides. 

Other examples Grieve uses to highlight the blind spots of the 4-2-3-1 include Napoli’s drawing of 

Chelsea’s defensive midfielders, the overloading of midfield between Brazil and Holland and how Italy 

dribbled to eliminate Spain’s holding midfielder. 

The final third of Beating the 4-2-3-1: Analyzing the Strengths and Weaknesses of the 4-2-3-1 and 

How to Coach Your Team to Defeatltthen focuses on the practical side, with an extensive array of 

training sessions for drilling your players in how to defend against the formation and how to attack 

against it. Totaling 13 sessions in all, each session has three different activities along with 

progressions within the same setup. 

What you will gain from Beating the 4-2-3-ft 
Beating the 4-2-3-1 reveals the strengths and weaknesses of this highly attacking formation and how 

to coach your players to defeat it Featuring an analysis of the formations that can beat it along with an 

extensive selection of handpicked drills and exercises, from Beating the 4-2-3-I you will gain: 

In-depth analysis of the 4-2-3-1, its history, playing tendencies and the roles and 

responsibilities of each player 

How to exploit its defensive weaknesses by pressing defensive midfielders and finding 

space on the flanks 

Which formations can exploit the weaknesses of the 4=2=3=1 and how 

Numerous examples of real life games where the frailties of the 4-2-3-1 have been exposed 

Howto exploit spaces in the 4=2=3-1 when it’s in transition 

Using and exploiting overloads in gaps created bythe 4-2=3-1 

Drills for transitions and overloading in attack 

Where to look for quick passes against their fullbacks 

How to build attacks against the 4-2-3-1 from the back 

Unlocking the winger in space between wide players 

High pressure defending on the sides against the 4-2-3-1 

Stopping central penetration by a triangle midfield 

While the formation of choice for elite sides, the 4-2-3-1 is finding itself being used by teams at every 

level, wishing to capitalize on its fast paced passing and reliance on possession. So whether you 

coach elite players, university teams or recreational sides, every coach can benefit from the insights 

and analysis in Beating the 4-2-3-1. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 
WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering Beating 

the 4-2-3-1 unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied 

with the quality of the Beating the 4-2-3-1 after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles 

refu nd. 



"Discover the weak spots and frailties of the 4-2- 
3-1, and train your players in the tactics to defeat 

it" 

Over the last few years the 4-2-3-1 has risen to prominence as the formation of choice for highly 

technical sides able to play fast paced passing soccer. Its adoption by three of the four semi finalists in 

the Euro 2012 tournament reflects how it looks set to dominate soccer in the years ahead. That might 

change nowthat its weaknesses have been identified and coaches are developing strategies to beat 

it. 

Beating the 4-2-3-1 is the most comprehensive guide yet to overcoming the 4-2-3-1. It provides an in- 

depth analysis of all the formation’s weak spots and which formations can exploit them. What’s more, 

it also includes extensive drills that will coach your players with the tactics and mindset they need to be 

successful. So fear the 4-2-3-1 no longer. Add Beating the 4-2-3-1 to your coaching library and gain the 

blueprint to exploiting its weaknesses and setting your team up to win. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Beating the 4-2-3-1: Analyzing the Strengths and Weaknesses of the 4-2-3-1 and How to 

Coach Your Team to Defeatlt provides a blueprint to exploiting the weaknesses of one of the most 

dominate formations in elite soccer. Featuring an analysis of which formations can exploit the 4-2-3-1, 

what its weaknesses are and an extensive selection of drills, Beating the 4-2-3-1 provides everything 

you need to overcome this quick passing formation. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Beating the 4-2- 

3-1 after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 
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The Art of Passive Defending, Counter-Attacking, Attacking in the 4-2-3-1, m~d More... 

YOU EKLY 
UPDATES AND NEW 

A TICLE 
Hi Anson! 
Welcome to the WORLD CLASS COACHING Weekly Emad Newsletter. ]his week we have FIVE new 

articles for you. Check them out below 

NEW Quick Guide elBook 
._A_~_~_[_n_g_!_n____t__h__e____4__-__2__-__3__-__l_ is is part of our "Quick Guide" series of eBooks, designed to be short and 

sweet and an easy read with each eSook focusing on a specific topio This eaook gets right to the point 

~f atta~king in t~e 4~2~3~1~ and be~ause it is a qu~ker read than a traditi~nal size b~k, -w---e-~-r--e--~-a---b-j~-~t--~-- .................................................................................................................................................... 

_o__fZ~_r__LL_t _o__~__o_~_~__LL~ ~__t__h___a__n___~ ~_LL_~_~_Z ~ ~ La__r_~_r_L_c_~. 

attacking power of the 4-2-3-I with an analysis 
of the elite teams and a complete set of 
formation focused drills for more creativity, 

better decision making and more goals. 

Discover how to harness the tactical 

advantages of the .’1-2-3-I so your team can 

attack with more pace and penetration and 

~ e s N!’ : replicat_, the playing style of the elite ,_ides. 

~ Attacking in the .’1-2-3-I combines a tactical 

~:: .... " guide full of drills to improve your tactical 

.................................... ..... : in the formation taking over elite soccer Click 

........... ::’:;:;:::; .......... : here for mere inf--. 

Best Wishes, 

~ i~Ok~L~S~~OACH~NG 

This Weeks Articles 

i~CC - I:)iffere~ ~oach]ng ~nd Teaching Nethe~ Ne~le~er 

"~occer Conditionin~ - Counter A~cking and the Recovering Defender lvls - ....................................................................................................... 

~ FineSeeeer ~rills New~le~er - The A~ ef Pas~ive Oefen~ing 

~ oaching Advanced Players - Four Phases of Buildinq An A~ck 



More Recently Released BOO S and Videos 

Member Drills Database - DLcow.~r the training rrreLhods ef the 

world’s tep soccer ceaches and teams with access te ever 6,000 

pages of real drills and training sessions" 

training sessions ef the werld’s biggest clubs like Juventus, PSV 

Eindhoven, Manchester United, Barcelona, Ajax, A.C. Milan, 

Liverpool, Atletico Mineke, MLS teams, tep college programs, 

[he world’s bes[ wemen’s and youth teams, and many others 

Click here for more inf--. 

WCC Video L~bfa~ - Bask;ally, we haw~ taken almest all ef eur 

DVD collectien and put them enlme where yeu can access 

them 24/7 enline and even view them en your phene at the 

training field. Yeu can easily find the videe yeu are leoking for 

using the pewerful "Keywerd" search er video "tags" No need 

te ew~r buy another c, eaching DVD again. Click here for more 

The Co~plete Gaide to 

Co~chi~g Advanced 

P~yers consists of 6 

eBooks and 10 videos 

that will give your 

players that extra 5- 

10% they need to 

develop them from 

being a ’talented’ player 

session and give your players the skills to score more goals 

on match day M._o_.r_e[. 

Unlock the secrets of ’The FaBse 9’ (withdrawn fon^,ard) and 

~ 
replicate the playing style of elite attacking teams with a star 

player able to create more goal scoring opportunities in and 

around the box 

in your side. Discever howto create your own Crug~, Mess~ 

~abre~as w~h ~as~hts an6 ~r~inm~ sessions focuse6 on 

A~cking the Barcelona Way - watch a special video analysis of 

Barcelona’s devastating forward line and discover how you can 

train your players with specialized drills in Attacking the Barcelona 

Way 

If you’re looking for tips on how to goals A~acking the Barcelona 

Way is a unique video series that analyzes actual game footage to 

[ explain exactly hew Iniesta, Xavi, Messi arid Barcelona’s other star 

...................................................................................................................................................... players are able te run rampant m frent of geal. With an e£ook o[ 

appropriate drills and small games also included, Attacldng the 

Barcekma Way is yeur bKJeprint ~er bringing flair and creativity te yeur front line Circe here for 

............. to an ’elite’ player If you 

........... coach a competitive 

club~ high school or college team this is for you! 

The Complete Guide to Coaching Advanced Players. by Canadian U18 National Team Coach, Rob 

Game is a soccer training course specially designed to give players the extra challenge they need to 

take their skills to an advanced level More info 

Training Sessions For the 44°3 - Unlock the attacking 

instincts of the 4-3-3 with these drills focused on developing 

the technical, tactical and offensive skills that take the 

formation to the next level 

If you love to score goals, you’ll love the drills in this book! 

Training Sessions for the 4-3-3 is a special book focused on 

developing the mindset, technical skills and attacking attitude 

needed to play the 4-3-3 to devastating effect. Every aspect of 

the 4-3-3 is covered, so you can deliver more focused training 

Finally, the secrets of the false 9 are revealed in this great new 

book! The False 9 is a unique book focused on revealing the 

tactics and techniques needed to develop a withdrawn forward 



Coaehi#g the 8arcelo#a 44-3 - Weuld you like te score like 

Barc’elena? Now you can find out how! Coaching the Barcelona 4.-3.- 

3--. A~tacking is an eBeok that ~ells you ew~rything you need to knew 

about how to build attacks frorn the back and c, reate geal scoring 

eppod:unities like the Catalan charnpiens. Discever how their 

sysLem werks and apply it te yeur own side so you can play the 

Barca way and push the score line in your [aw)r. PI_US 60 minutes 

of video analysis included Olic~ here for mo~e info 

Td~gle ~dfiel~ - Whoever controls midfie]d controls the 

game. Discover howto utilize the triangle midfield to control 

possession and replicate the playing style of the world’s 

most technical team 

your complete guide to mastering one of the most powe~1ul 

weapons in the advanced coach’s arsenal. This special 

book covers howthe triangle midfield can be utilized in many 

different formations, its functionality and howto train players 

to use it in possession, defense and attack. ~ere iafo. 

S#ai~’s victory attic Wo~ld Cup and two European 

Championships in a row was no accident Discover the 

players, tactics and culture that have made Spain today’s 

dominant soccer nation 

Your complete guide to Spanish soccer has arrived~ 

Coachiag S#a~ish Socce~ - The player development and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 Soccer 

Nation in the World tells you everything you need to know 

about Spain’s rise to dominance With an in-depth look at the 

............................... players, formation and the infrastructure~ this comprehensive 

......... book is the ultimate guide to unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and how you can apply them to your own team..~£[~. 

~ ~ 
Developing a $~le of Play - Whether you want to play long ball. 

~ ~ 
counter attack or possession, Developing a Style of Play shows 

~ ~ 
you how to build a style of play for any formation based on the 

~ core principles of soccer. 

~ :~:~ ::: s~s.:=~ This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! 

~~@" [~}" . nsteadofasetseresofdr s formatonsandpayngstyes 

Developing a Style of Play focuses on tra~mng your team in the 

::::::::::: :::::::::: :: ~ }::~¢ [ [~::~:;. ::::: : core principles of soccer. Discover how to play any formation you 

................................. :::::::::::::::::::::::: want better and more effectively with this flexible and modern 

..... guide to coaching..~£[#j~_[£. 

~ 
Coach~ag the 4-2-3-t shows you why the formation is 

~~ 
becoming one of the most dominant styles of play in modern 

~ 
soccer Nowyou can discover howto train your players to 

~ 
utilize this highly flexible and attacking formation in Coaching 

~~ .... ...... the 4-2-3-1. Packed with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up 

your team and guidance on the formation’s philosophy and 

~~: ::::.::: ~ : playing mindset, this book provides you with everything you 

.....~~ ~ :: need to know about playing the 4-2-3-1. ~ore iafo 

............. 
~ 

~he 4-2-3-t Advanced 

~ 
Take your know~edge o~ 

~: ::;             the 4--2--3--1 te the next ,ew ,w,,h,hi  dvanced 

prevides yeu with an ~n-.depth kx)k at the formatien that is dorninat~ng Eurepean seccer. CeacMng the 

4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactk’.s shows you how you can ul:~l~ze this higMy flexible R3rmation te euh~it teams 

playing a trad~tienal 4-.4-.2 or 4-3-3 and to crea~e mere scering opper~urfities. 

~ 
Beat}~g the 4-2-~-t -. Fear teams playing the 4-.2-.3--1 ne 

~~ 
longed Discow~r hew the hidden weaknesses ef ~h~s forma~k3n 

~ 
can be expleited and hew teams playing it can be beaten, t~rne 

~ aR:er time 

~~ :~e~:~::;:.i.. Finally, a game phm for beating the 4-2-3-1~ This boek 

~~::::: ~’: : prev,des the bluepr,nt for expleltmg ~he defenswe fra,ltles and 

playing tendenc.ies that make the 4-2-3-1 mere vulnerable 

~:~ [ ..... : ~han mest coaches realize. Bring yeur ceaching knewledge 

~; :: .......................... ............ " u p.-to-date en hewteday’s dominant elite lew~l formatien can 

................. ........ be defeated and gain the insights you need to set your team 

up te win. Click here for more info. 



~a~ Orien~ted Soccer Training - Dri~e to Develop Explosive 

Power is a special video series ~hat shows you how to c, oach a 

complete plyemetric [raining session that will giw~ your players 

that extra yard so they can win more balls and score mere goals. 

Watch him gol That will be the response of the crowd and [he 

opposition when they see your players passing defenders, 

running en~o balls and exploding down the wings with explosiw~ 

power. ~ore. 

Discover hew to N~r~ess the 

exe~ti~g 4-2-3-1 fe~atio~ and 

replicate the devastating 

attacking power of the world’s 

most successful teams 

to coach your team how to play 

the 4-2-3-1~ you’ve just found it. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 is a 

special 12-part video series 

which provides a comprehensive tactical and training guide to this exciting formation Utilized by Real 

Madrid, Chelsea and the most successful sides in the Euro 2012 tournament, the 4-2-3-1’s flexibility 

and a~acking power is fast becoming the formation of choice for leading coaches all over the world. 

Mo~e info 

Ceach#~g the 4~3~3 is a special 12-video series that allows you sit 

back and watch session a~er session on how to fully utilize the 4-3-3 

formation. RandyWaldr~m one of the most experienced minds 

US soccer, shows you through practice drills and demonstrations 

how to coach your team to take full advantage of this popular 

formation to get into attacking positions, to break down opposition 

attacks and win more games. 

P~yer’s 

Responsibilities in the 4-3-3 

coaching series provides you 

with eye,thing you need to know 

about the styles of playing, 

philosophy and training methods 

for playing the 4-3-3 formation 

From creating a shifting back line 

through to swamping the 

opponent’s defense, everything 

is covered to provide you with a comprehensive 4-3-3 coaching program. This two=book set is the 

ultimate guide in coaching your team to play the aggressive, free flowing 4-3-3 formation in both 

defense and attack ~ore info. 

Creative A~acking Drills - Take a viAual pitch side seat and watch 

how Chelsea Academy Coach, Chris Woodward trains players to 

move, think and react so they can be more creative in a~ack 

In this special video series Chris Woodward runs you through a 

complete creative attacking session. Watch how Woodward trains a 

group of players to be winners, with a progressive session that 

hones their thinking, movement and creativity in geeing the ball 

across the line to score. Includes a FREE companion eBook with 

easy=to-read descriptions and diagrams of what is shown in this 6 

video seL Click here fo~ more info. 

~ 
~iiiii 

Watch Chelsea Academy Coach, 8on ~itcheI~ in action and gain a 

:~. 

~ 

blueprint for creating your ewn progressiw~ passing drills 

Get yeur players passin£ like champions! Creative Passing Drills is 

~ a video series that shows you hew Lo run pregressiw~ passing and 

receiving sessions that giw~ your players more touches than 

conw~nfional sessions Led by Chelsea Academy coach Ben 

Mitchell, see hew ~he session helps a group of players quickly 

improw~ their passing skills. ~ore ~nfo. 

15 Lege~da~ 1vl ~oves -- Give 

your players the confidence and 

technical ability to win more lvl 

with this special 15 part video 

series focused en the a~t of 

winning the lvl 

A training series ew~ flair player 

dreams off Legendary lvl Mow~s 

is a unique video co~ection 

focused on the technical art of winning lvl situations. The 15 videos show you exactly how to coac, h 

players to perform fake shots, ~aradoBa T~as, Spia Or~ and much mere. Give your players the 

confidence and skills to beat more defenders and score more goals through pedecting the a~l of 

winning lvl situations More info 



Three Dimensional Soccer T~aieing is a beck berrl from analyzirlg 

how the world’s most popular forrna~k~ns are played and what 

training systems are needed 1:o play them effectively Ra~her ~han 

fecus on techrfique or forrna~k~ns independently, this book shews 

you how to combine elernenl:s like building blecks 1:o creal:e complete 

’three dirnensional training’. Check it out here. 

fo~atio~ and group 

Formation Based Soccer 

Training is a comprehensive 

guide to the concept of training 

........... 
players so they become more 

......................... :~: :[[ [:[;L [.L /:::,:: : experienced in the positions 

............... [:: .: and formations they will play 

on game day Whether yo~ play 4-3-3, 4-2-3-1 or any other formation, this book provides a ~mque new 

training method for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session, ~ere i~fo, 

~edern A~k#~g & 6eals~ed~9 - Finally, a book focused on 

what players love best: Scoring goals~ -fhis book is packed 

with 100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to r~n onto 

balls, to control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop 

the killer instinct on 9oal ~edem ~a~g & 

provides you with all the drills yo~ need to get more goals on 

the scoreboard and points on the league table 

. : 
Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe, 

here for more info 

Socce~ Conditioning Monthly - New Cutting Edge Soccer 

Oonditioning Sessions and Drills Delivered ~very Month for 

Improving the Strength, Speed and Agility of Your Players 

Finally, a course focused on soccer specific conditioning has 

aFrived~ Soccer Conditioning Month/y provides you a~icles and 

videos every month with new drills and exercises to improve your 

team’s physical fitness so they can run harder for longer every 

game. With new drills delivered each and every month> Soccer 

Conditioning Mo~th~ bridges the gap between soccer training and 

on-field pedormance and does all your conditioning planning for 

you ~[~_~_~. 

Tot~ Soccer Conditioning: A BaIFOrientated Approach is a book 
born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 
trainer Justin Cresser. and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique. When you only have 

one or two coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 

To address the problem, Cresser created a methodology on how 

coaches, at every level, can combine physical exercise with 

technical training The result is Total Socce{ Conditioninq: A Ball- 
Orientated App{oach, a two book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and 

athletes that want to maximize their practice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or 

technical training sessions. More info. 

~ode~n Soccer Tactics .- If you ~rlt: to develep a belter 

undersl:anding of the tactics arld strategies ef ~he world’s greatest 

club sides then look no further. 

The two book ~oder~ Soccer Tactics series is packed with over 

220 pages of insights en how the great club sides, like Ba~celeaa, 
..... :    Manchester United and Arsenal, manage l:o dominate l:eams In 

addition, ~hese books feature an array of drills and exercise so you 

can train your team to emulate some of the world’s eli[e clubs and 

players. More info. 

.................................................................................................................................................... :~::~:~:. ~..., ..:~ A Coach’s Guide to the 4-3-3 .- This book cevers everything you need ~ to know about coaching the 4-3-3, including the formation’s 

:~ :::£ develepmenl: to ~he forefrent of European club soccer, how il: is utilized 

~ ~:,~:,:j:, ~: .... ~,. 
by the world’s best managers and soccer training drills and exercises 

~[[[[ ~:: which will enable your team utilize the 4-3-3 to be more offensiw~, 

flexible and difficult to defend against. ~ere 

David ~la~ Tact~ca~ ~ayboo~s - Learn from an English Premier League 

championship winning coach! In this special set, ~aachester 

AssistaBt ~aaager Bavid ~la~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 

exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation. 

Whether they play 4-4-2. 4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 

with the tactical know-how to counter and exploit your opponent’s 

formation. ~ere 



The North (:;aroii~a Way With Anson Dorrance - Disc’ow.~r the secrets of 

hew Anson Derranoe, eRe of US soccer’s most legendary coaches, 

achiew~d a 934% winning aw~rage, wen 20 out ef 27 Natienal 

Champienships and led his team Lo win 92 games ~n a rew 

In this special 21 part video series (almost 4 hours ef content), Dorrance 

shows you the philesephy, training methods and drills he’s used to create 

champienship winning teams R)r more than 30 years. ~o~e [nfe 

A Tactical A#a~s of ~C Barcelona .- This beck has been selling like wildfire 

~/ with coaches from ow~r 30 c.euntries buying My guess is this will be cur best 

.~: seHh~g beck orthe year. ~ore iafo. 

....... 

A~vaa~e~ Playe[- is our latest book and pe~ect if you coach a competitive 
club team, high school or college team. 

.................................................................................................................................................... 

Finally, a book focused on the missing link in 

youth training~ This is a unique book that 

shows you how to train players to develop 

tactical knowledge~ faster decision making 

~ and smaRer use of the ball [his is an aspect 

:: :: :~;~ ,:~;[~: [~ so rely missed in m ost train in g pro g ra m s, but 

............................ [::::::: can make all the difference in taking your 

players to an elite level, 

44-2 v 4-3-3 - This book has been one of our best selling books over the 

past few years, This book takes an in-depth look at ~vo of the greatest 

managers/coaches in today’s game,,Sir Alex Fergusoa and Jose 

~/Iourhi~o and their respective systems of play __¢_!_i_£_k_____h__e__r__e____f£_r____m___o__r__e___[_n__f__o_. 

Traini~g Creative Goalecorere - By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

Beale is packed with 103 drills and exercises to improve your players 

reactions, attacking instincts and consistency in the box so they can 

score more often and win more games. Click here for more i~fo 

Zonal Defend#~g the ltalia~ Way provides 

"~, 

an in-depth look at the Italian back four and 

their philosophy of total team defending 

This book jam packed with soccer drills and 

exercises that were actually used to train the 

national team in Italy’s 1994 and 2006 World 

Cup campaigns. This makes this book an 

ideal addition to your library, whether you’re 

a student of the game or an elite level coach, because it will enrich your understanding of the Italian 

defensive game and how you can apply their World Cup winning drills to improve your own team’s 

defending ~. _o_. r__e__.i_n_.f_gt 

N~W Goa~keepe~ Coaching Web Site - Don’t forget to check out our new 

web site specifically for goalkeeper coaching 

This web site will be especially useful for coaches of teams who don’t 

have the luxury of a specialist goalkeeper coach. 

We will post free articles every week and offer some excellent 

goalkeeping books, eBooks and videos to help you get the best out of 
iiiiiiiiiiii :~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ .................. your goalkeepers. ~._o_.r__e___~.f_o_. 
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Monday’s TV 

Liverpool - Manchester City is on ESPH2 at 3pro 

First Star: Herculez Gomez takes the top spet this week after scoring twice for Pach~ca in a 3.0 shutout oi Chiapas. 

Gomez subbed on in the 62nd minute and headed in his fi~st 2oal in the 70th. He scored his second eight mirmtes later 

from a free kick. ~ose Francisco Tortes started and pb~yed 62 rninutes~ pickin~ up a yellow card m the 40th. 

Second S~ar: Brad F~iede~ had a strong showing against a stubborn Newcastle attack~ keeping a dean sheet fo~ Aston 

VrUa ir~ the t-0 win. James CofUns scored the only goat of the ~ame in the 24th. Friede[ finished with sever~ saves. 

’The effort of everyone was fantastic," Villa manager Gerrard Houllier said, ’What so~t of ~ame could have done with 

mo~e fluency b~t the fact we d}dn’t ~et the second gem 2or us a bit ed!~~, I thought B~ad was tantastic:. He made 

went saves and he~ped us keep the three points." 

TMrd Star: !~nother strong showing by an American goalkeeper~ with Tim Howard needin~ rotor saves to shutout 

Wo[ve~ hampton 3~0 at ~oUneux. germaine Beckford opened the scoring fo~ Eve~tor~ in the 21st, with Phil Neville 

h:fil.owh~g in the ~9t1% and Diniyar ~i~ya[etdino~ maMng i~: 3-0 jus~ before ha~fth~e. The w~n has Everten h~ 7thq:~h~(:e. a 

point behind L.h, erpoo~ and nine points ou(: o~ the Eb~opean p/sees, 

"To win 3-0 away from home is abbeys a good res~/t and it is hard to come sonlewhere like this and [)lay a team like 

Welves." b’:vert:on manager Da~d Moyes said, "’]’hey have 8or a reaUy geod home ~ecerd 8nd h~ve beaten some reaU.y 

here ~nd wm like that w~s important" 

Also in the Premier League, Cl~t Dempsey was on the ~ie/d k~r FtRham m a 24} ~oss te ~anchester United, 4oB~athsn 

Specter st]bbed on in ~he 76th minu~:e k)r West Ham in l:hei~ 34) loss te Boiton, Je~mai~e Jones picked up a 7’hd: 

minute yeUow card m BmT~mgham Cig’s 1-1 dr~w with B[ackbu~ n, A league down> Eddie 3oh~son had an assist on ~ain 

Hml~e’s 32nd mirmte goa~ for Preston North End hi he}r 1-1 draw w~th Portsmouth. B~ad Guzan was h~ goal for HuU’s 2-1 

win over Watford. E~ic Licha~ started m Leeds’s 3-2 ~oss to MfitwaU. h~ League One~ F~’ank Simek was yeUow carded ~r~ 

~he 61 st minute of (:ar[isie’s 3-2 loss to MK Dons, 

]r[ the Scottish Premier League, Maur]ce Edu picked up a 34th minute yef/ow (:a~d and was subbed off in the 70th 

min~te in Rangers’ 1-0 win over Hamilton Academical Hamilton m~ssed a penalty irt that game. Carlos Boc~negra was 

in the ei~wen ~or $~ Etienne in their 1 ~1 draw with Abxerre in [.igbe 1, ~n Tt~r~hy’s se(:ond d~vh~ion~ Freddy Ad~ got the 

star~: and went 6’J minuS:as k~r Rizespo~ in a 1-{} win over Karta~spor, Rizeper a~e tied for S~dq)[a(:e, two poh~ts ot]t of 

second and six points ~ehind tenders 5an]stmspor. 

Germany, and Steve Cherundo~o and Hannew!¢ 96 beat Mainz 24) a~: AWD-Arena, [)idie~ Konan pu~: Hannover up from 

the pena{ty spot lust ~efo~e haiftime and Sergio Pinto doubled ~ha~ {end in ~he 59th minute. O~erun~o[o was yeUow 

carded in the 40th minLite~ Ti~my Chandler went the distance ~or Nurnbe~g in a 1.1 d~aw wiEh gayern Munid~, That 

~esu~t and Hannover’s win moves Hamtover i~to 3rdq)[ace a poir~t ahead of Bayern. ]r~ the 2.gmtdesLiga~ Edso~ Budd[e 

subbed on m the 74th minute for ~ngo{stadt in a 1-t draw with Pade~bom. 

Benny Feithaber assisted on Aa~hus’s equalizer against Vestsjae/tand niter subbing on in the 6§th mim]te. 

Mexico, and JonatHan Bornste]n was a 64th minute sub for Tiaras in their 2-0 toss to UNk~A Pumas. 

Did ~{o~: P~ay: Marcus Hahnemann (Web�as 0 - Everten 3}~ t~Jchael Bradley (As~on Villa ’t - Hewcasl:Ie 0), Dominic (:eFvi 

(Cell:ic I - S~ Mitten 0), Da~arcus Beasl.ey (Hannover 2 Mainz 0), OstK:hi Onyewu (’Twente 1 - Roda ,X: 1 L Sacha KI:iest:an 

(Ander/echt 0 -. C/t~b Brugge 3), Chris Roffe (Aalborg 0 -. Horsens 

Clarence Goedsen {Brendby 1 -- Odense 1 

I~jured: Stuart He]den (Boll:on 3 - West Ham {}), Robt)ie Find]ey {Ferest 3 - Reading 4), Marcus Tracy {An]borg 0 - 

Horsens O) 

Jozy A{tidore made the home crowd happy at least fo~ a moment at Ataturk Stadium on Friday, openin~ the scoHn~ 



just before haLf~ime in Bursaspor~r~ 3°2 Iorm to An~atyaspor in "l’u~key’s Super L.ig. Antalyaspor equalized in the 58t:h 

minute through Ugur h~caman. "The teams traded $oMs with Bursaspoffs Kenny £iKer scoring in the 65th and £ntaLyaspo~ 

equaLizin~ two minutes [ate~. tnceman scored again ~r~ the 74th minute to give AntaLyaspor the three points. 

In Germany’s 2,SundesLisa, David Yelldell was in goal Ior ?4.SV Duisburg in a 3-2 win over Alemannia Aachen at ~he 

Schauinr4and-ReisenoArena~ buisbu~g needed two r~e(:ond baLI goals to aome back from a 2o I detk:iL YeLh:leLL was yeLLow 

carded in stoppage time, 

bid Not ~ay: Rk:ardo Clark (Eints~aht Frankfurt ’t - Werder Srernen 1) 

MLS Week 4: Mub:ipie Cautions 

favorites in the East, Elsewhere, De United sah/aged a point at home against LA and RSL ~ernains the on{y team in MLS 

that has won all of their ~ames. 

bahias 3 - Colorado O 

It might still be early days in the 2011 ~4ajo~ Lt!!ag~.l(! Soc{:er seasor~, ~ut things took a dramatic turn on Friday night wb:h 

£r~wious~y wk~Less {)a~as getting a decisive ~4clxxy over the £revious~y undefeated {}oLorado Ra£k]s at Pizza ~ut Pall< 

Thou$h a ~e$u(a~ season match a mon[h taro the season ~s hardLy reven~e fo~ rosin8 [o CoLorado in [he 2010 MLS cuP, 

~ab.as answered recent cntiosms w~th the shutout whl. U~o ~hemeLu opene8 the scorin9 m the 26[h minute w~th DavM 

Fe~eira addin$ ~oa~s in the 40th and 46th. Kevin Hartman pk:ked ~Ip the shutout. 

Seattle 2 - Chicago I 

The Sounders and Fire traded goals early at Q.west Fie{d~ but it was Seattb!~ Setting the winl)er rmdway through the Iirst- 

half. O’Srian White opened the scoring for Seattle in the 7th minute, with Diego (:haves aquMizing for Chica@o a minute 

~ater. Stave Zakuani scored the winner m the 25th. 

New Yor~ 0 

The big result of the weekend was Phifadeiphia winning the}r third game of the season in a marquee matchup against 

New York at PPL Park, An opportune substi[LEI:iO[~ Was the difference wi[h Roger "Fortes coming on in the 67th minute 

and scoring a mhlute Later, The }~oa[ was a result of a misp[ay by [he Hew York defense, setting u# Tortes k~r the game 

winner, Fared Mondra~on p~cked up the shutout fol’ the Uniom 

feel very veqi good." "Tortes said, "fti% three points,,_ }Us good for eveqione," 

DC 1 ~ LA 1 

The GaLaxy were without Landon Donovan in front of a big crowd at RFK Stadium, but had the Lead 14 minutes in when 

Mike Magee scored. That read ~ooked comfortable [ate in the game when DC’s Santino Qua~anta was sent off. DC wasn’t 

done, with Char[ie Davies drawh~g an 89th n’dnute penalty and convertin~ it to sp~it the points. Davies ce~eb~ated by 

.jumpin@ the ad boards and atternpth~g ~o @et h~ the ca~ that’s on dis£1.ay behhxJ the f~oa{ at RFK, 

was definitely tryirtg to get 

U’te car was open, ~nd ~t was. so { £L~nned for the team to get ir~ the car, As soon as ~ @or over ~here { saw ~t was 

~oa}<ed, but it was worth 

New Engraved 0 ~ Salt Lake 2 

One perlect team remains in Ma~or League Socce~, and it’s Real SaLt Lake with three wins in three ~ames. This time, it 

was a shutout of the Revs at OiUette Stadium, Chris Schu~e~ scored in the 30th mhmte and Pau[o Jr made it 2-0 in the 

48th, New E~g~and went a man down when Sha~ne Joseph was red carded m the 71st minute, Pat PheLan foUo~,,ed for the 

Revs in the 85~h, RSI. a~so k~st a p{aye~ when WH~ Johnson was shown a second y(H[ow in the 87t1% l:h~ee minu~es a1~er 
p~ckm~ up Ms first Six edger prayers were shown yeUow cards m the match, RSL are now ~ndefeated m lY League 

games. With SaLt Lake coach Jason greis restin~ severM re@uLars, backup goa[keeper KyLe Reynish got the start and the 

shutout. 

"lt iee[s awesome." Reynish said about his first career win. ~’To be honest, t didn’t iee[ Like I had to do quite as much 

as I have in some othe~ ~ames. Over four years now l’ve been waitin~ to let it, so f think f appreciate it a Little more 

than some other guys who maybe get }t ea~fier in their careers.** 

Chives USA 0 - Co{umbus 0 

Nei[her l:ea~l was able [o b~ke advantage in front of 13.385 at the Home Depot (:en[er~ wb:h (:hives USA and (:oLbrnt~us 

both puttin$ two shots on frame, This is the first fame this season where a team p[ayin$ Chives USA hasn’t managed to 

score. What both teams did manage ware multiple yellow cards, eight in totM with Chives USA pictdn$ up iive. 

San Jose 1 o ’ToroB~Lo f 

The other West Coast game also ended in a tie~ with Afan Gordon opening the scoring for Toronto in the 27th minute 

and Simon hawkins equalizing for San Jose in the 38~h. Toronto’s goal aame off a misp[ay by the San Jose defense, 

For[owing a trend starting with the New Engtand game and continuing with the Chh,as USA - Cotumbus match, mu[tip[e 

p[ayers were cautioned with each team p~ckmg up four yellow car~s, 

thousht we played very weU t:on[ghl:~" San Jose coach Frank Ya{I.op said. "’The~e was a good s£eU. ol 20 to 25 minutes 

the second half. but we have to be able to score that second goal f think the one chance for Wondo {Chris 



[here were good signs in our piny. We a~e unbeaten in three> wh{ch is @.ways a good thing. 

Houston picked up three points in Me}or League Soccer’s Sunday game, beating Vancouve~ at Robe~tson Stadium. Cam 

Weaver epened the scoring in ~:he 36th ra~nu~:e~ bb~ Vancouver was h~ve{ ~wo m~nb~es Inter thfebgh {ara~[o. Beb{~y 

gosv~a~{[ put Houston in ~fent fer 9oed ~n the 42nd, and W~]~ Bruin added anether 9oat hi the 76th minute, ’The win iT[eves 

Houston into 3rd-piece m the EasL wi[h Vancouver fal.{ing to Sth in [he WesL 

Ownershi9 At Arsenal 

By J Hutche~son .- WiU~ Arsenal now in the control of Colorado Rapids investo~ ioperato~ Stan Kroenke, Ws wor[h 

wondenng what c[ub takes the Gunners’ ])[ace as the one thaUs too precious to be su][ied by Arnedcan owne~ sh~p. After 

a[[ Queen and country were out h~ force a fe~.,, years a~o over the possibility that Arsenal m~fiht end up owned by 

semeene v~d~:hout a 9ri[ish passpert. Now [ha[ Arsenal have .je~ned ,~4anches[er United. [.ivefpoe[. and Ash:on Yik[a a{on8 

with fereign ewnersMp ~er ~an{:hesl:e~ Cb:y and (:he]sea, Tettenham are new the kant ~:ep-Rve team te stay 

Whahever w~[[ End[and dot 

"[’he likely result: is some :iingeist prat:l[ing Item the usual suspects ~ha~ think a[] league games should k)e played on 

Saturday afternoons and have only [ecent[y d~scovered that most Premier League squads are al.a[mingl.y devoid o~ 

Engiish ta[ent~ That’s usually what happens any time too Hne a point is puL on how mLernationai England’s Lopf[igh[ has 

become~ What ~t no~ ma{[y fails to fu[[y acknowledge ~s the need of heavily financed backers to support any English dub 

with visions of multiple tropkdes. 

Premier League socce~ isn’[, cheap, and there’s no indication that even uE-rA’s impending iinancia[ ~egu[at~ons 

sigrdficant[y ]ower the cost of doin8 business. That*s why the b}g clubs post operating ]osses year after yea~ without any 

~ea[ risk of 8oin8 under. The Mnd of debt load that would cripp{e smaller Prem~e~ League dubs ends up being the cost of 

debug ~us~ness higher up ~he taM.e~ H:’s a r~sk/reward scenark) that doesn’t have a [o~ o~ ~:ime lk)r ~hose playing up 

financial 

Over the [as~ few seasens~ that’s been ArsenaYs preb[e[Th "[’he~r 81ana}~eraent has c~ea~ed an en~i{enqlen~: that ended 

up being as much about senera~:hx~ meney 

stadium h~Eo condos el.[owed Ehem to do someEhing bordering oR the bizane fore top dub, pose profits that weren’E 

necessaH[y the envy of hhe~r competiLors. WhH.e Arsenal pushed not [osh~g money, other dubs were push~ng not I.osing 

~anles, The result wasn’t a sharp fa[[ for Arsenal but it also wasn’t sustah~ed challenges fo~ the rq emier League title or 

the Champions League. Those are the only two measures of success that matte~ at the [eve[ of the game Arsenal p[ays, 

Keeping that in mind, it was ~eak[y only a matter of time before something had [.o change. The first indication was an 

end to Arsenal’s profit statement. The ~ekative indignity of having to announce £2.5 mi[[ion in half-year losses had to 

st:h~g. The pub{k: statements certainly ~evea[ed a (:[ub ~:ha~: put a {or of their knage in net being like everybody else 

~hrow~ng money a~: trophies, q: Arsenal were to win. ~:he would do it ~:he right v~,ay~ ()~ sornethin8 .... 

Less than six weeks after the release of their financia[ ~esu]ts, Arsenaf are now }n the control of a fo~ pterky minority 

inves~er. Report:s have Stan 14reenke’s stake k~ ~he c[u~ nov~ at 62L wi~:h hxJica~ions that he h~tends en buying eu~ the 

rest of ~he shareho[ders~ h~ a day, Arsena[ went ~rom the [as~: bastk~n o~ peculiar Eng]ishness to Amerk:an ewned and 

operated. What [his could mean depends on how you view American involvement in [he Premier League. 

~,Io~ that i~ sheb[d stop anyone frora specu[alin~; but it:~s an epen questJen what: the hT~[T~edial:e future he[ds for Arsenal 

]t’s a somewhaE sMe assumption that change wi[[ be on U~e agenda, Eaking the necessal~ steps to gee Arsena[ back to 

where they were in the carry 2000’s~ That wi[[ require spending, among other Lh{ngs, putting them in the same 

conlpedt}on that’s ~aised the debt ceiling at the othe~ dubs competh’~g for Premier League and O’~ampions League 

titles, 

There’s an immediate comparison to be made to oLhe~ American owners. He’s an NFL owner jus[. like the ownersh~9 ah 

Mancheste~ United and As[on V}[[a, and owns teams h~ multiple spo[ts just {~ke the ownership at Liverpool The 

d~fference is that Kmenke }s now the first ~S~LS investo[-ope~ator to take eve[ an EPL team. That he’s the owner of the 

de~endin~ ffl{.S charal:dons who wen despite the absence of a desi~;na~ed p{ayer m~ht seem troubh~sorne at the outset~ 

AfLer a[[, winning at a discoun~ has been what Arsena[ has tried to do for several seasons. Yet people don’t norma[[y 

invest hundreds of m~bJons m a c[ub that by ~ts own shandards ~s underachieving just to take, a more conservative 

financial approach. 

WheLher or not there’s a time limit on the money poured inLo the squad like we saw at As[on Villa. Lhe expecLatien is 

that transfer ~ees wi[[ be paM and M$h caqbe~ players wff[ ~e added, ff and how that pushes a$ainst hhe current Arsenal 

mode[ and the people who designed ~t is a pertinent question. Seven points back h~ 2nd-p[ace and w~thout a transfer 

window, th~s season rnight ab’eady be about one thh~g, ~aMng sure they stay m a Champions League slot, That*s the 

rea[iLy a~: the tep o~ ~:he taM.e, semething Kroenke is a[[q:oe fi~mil.b~ with after his years as a minority sb~kehek]er k~ 

Arsenal 

Fer those [oeMng for a difference, that might be 4t. Rreenke has herd a rainority staM~ since 20{}7. Kroenke Sports 

impressive thing. Though it’s not the a[t-Eng[and mode[ that some pundiLs and supporters think they wanted, ~t cou[d 

end up b.m~in~ A~sen~{ from ~ 2rid-piece [e~n~ wiEh a nice mvesEmenE portfo[~o back into a champion. 

Tuesday’s TV: Champs 

Champ{ons League on Fox regional net>,,o~ ks: Shakhtar Donetsk -. Barcelona at 2:45prn (Spin -- FSC). Fox Soccer Channel 

has Mancheste~ United - Chelsea at 2:45pm. Primera Disds~on on Azteca: ~ore[ia - gaguares at 9:30pn’n A[~ Times 
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Sent: 
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The Coaches Insider <ClellWade@coachesdirecto~’.com> 

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 6:11 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Featuring Sigi Schmid Video - Finishing F,-;ercises 



The 10 Ways Tactics Have Changed in the Last 10 Years 

Facebook 

as published in the Soccer Journa~ 

I. The Fall and Rise of ~he Passing Midfie~der 

In 2004, Gsbrie~e Marcotti wrote an a~ic~e for The Times about Barcelona 

legend Pep Guard~ola. ~1 wasn’t a celeb[ato~y p~ece ~ooking back at 

Guard~ola’s fine career, nor remarking on Ms aM]ity to de~y ~he cd~cs and 

keep p]ayin9 at a Mgh s~andard, ]~ke Pao]o Mald#~i. It was about how, in 

2004-spec soccer, Guardbls was useless... 

Coach Sigi Schmid d ..... trate Finising 

Exercises - Watch it Here! 

National 

Soccer 

Coaches 

Association 

of America 

demonstrate Finising Exercises. i:~.~ Facebook 

Video provided by Natio~al Soccer Coaches Associa[io~ o~ America 

I ~:: Facebook 

by Ryan Knapp and ~ark Roberts, Statzpack ...... 

Statistics, including per£~rmance measurements and event anal,~,ses, are 

con~monly used in spo~ts such as baseball and American Iootball, in both 

)rofessional and nonoprofessional venues. However, although p[olessional 

socce~ is flooded with statistics relating to players, most recreational, 

unior, and college soccer teams still use statistics minimally. A big dilemma 

for coaches when it comes to recording... !?I!-!:;:=.,!-!I..I!’=’]I:=:’!!’.,:’:.IL.:=: 

Strength and conditioning 

coach Bany Kagan - Watch 

it Here! 

S~rength and conditioning coach Barry Ka(Jan 

discussesthe Speed Ladder. ~:: Facebook I i..~ Tw~er II i:~.i Mo~e_I 

Video provided b,¢ STACK.corn 

Soccer Team W~ns a T[ophy Just ~o Have i~ Crushed bv the Team Bus 

Ball boys in Spain u~der scrutin~l 

Man accused of hitting child over soccer ball 

NFHS Coach 

Education - 

www.nfhslearn.co 

m 



Bahrain soccer players detained 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 2:52 PM 

anson@uncaa unc.edu 

Section 2: New Chicago president; Seattle turf concerns; Qatar’s challenges 

By Soccer America Editors, Friday, Sept. 17, 2010 

Fire tabs Chicago Hispanic media executive as president 
Daily Herald 

Julian Posada, founder of Cafe Media with more than 20 years of media and entertainment experience in 
Chicago’s Hispanic market, is the new president of MLS’s Chicago Fire, replacing Dave Greeley, who 
resigned in August. 

Posada was the general manager for Hoy, a Spanish daily newspaper, and president of Caf6 Media, a 
multimedia company that targets second- and third-generation Hispanics, has no experience in sports 
management. 

Posada, a passionate soccer fan and player, doesn’t see that as a problem. 

"What you should also know about me is I had no right in running a newspaper and I did that pretty 
successfully, and I had no right running two non-profits, and I did that," he said. 

- Read the whole story... 

Tu~ concerns in Seattle ........................................................................... 

Seattle Times 

Joshua Mayors reports that the Seattle Sounders’ list on the league’s weekly injury report has been one of 
the longest and notes that oeattle is also one of the few teams left in MLS that plays on an artificial turf. 

Coach Sigi Schmid said the start of the NFL season has only worsened the playing conditions at the team’s 
shared stadium (Qwest Field) with the Seattle Seahawks. "When turf is new and the blades stand up, it’s OK," 
Schmid said. "When it gets a little more matted down, which is maybe the situation at Qwest now a little bit, we 
really have to look at (replacing) that turf a little bit earlier than normal because of the additional wear and 
tear that’s been put on it by having a soccer team and a football team." 

How much the artificial turf is to blame for the Sounders’ injury woes can’t be easily determined, but general 
manager Adrian Hanauer said he’s been in constant communication with Vulcan Sports & Entertainment and 
the Seahawks in regards to the turf condition and potential replacement. 

"It’s a continuing evolution and conversation," Hanauer said. "There’s no doubt that the soccer guys optimally 
would prefer a perfect grass pitch. Again I don’t have enough information but my hunch is the football guys 
would prefer a perfect grass field, but there are just some realities to what we’re dealing with and how we 
make it time best for everyone." 

- Read the whole story... 

Reuters 

Chilean Harold Mayne-Nicholls, the head of FIFA’s inspection team, put a damper on Qatari hopes to land 
the 2022 World Cup finals when he said the tiny Gulf nation "’would pose a number of logistical challenges." 

His remarks came at the end of the six-man inspection group’s tour of Qatar, the final stop on the tour of the 
11 countries representing nine bids for the 2018 and 2022 World Cups. Mayne-Nicholls compared Qatar to 
Uruguay, host of the first tournament in 1930. 

"Then there were only 13 teams playing all their matches in two stadiums in the same city," he said. "That 
easily worked out 80 years ago but the scope of the event, as we all know, has changed dramatically. 
Nowadays we have 32 teams and the last edition in South Africa had more than 80,000 accredited people 

including 15,000 media and hundreds of thousands of football fans traveling to time host country." 

Mayne-Nicholls said Qatar didn’t have the accommodation or transportation to meet the needs of a modern 
World Cup but said FIFA had been assured by Qatari bidders it was prepared to change this and lots of 
development plans were underway. 

- Read the whole story... 



............................................................................................................................................... 

Press Association 

After scoring one of his two goals in a 4-1 Chelsea defeat of MSK Zilina, striker Nicolas Ane~ka took a 
parting shot at the French soccer federation (FFF) by striking a pose with his wrists crossed as if he was 
handcuffed. 

"It was just something for the French federation about what happened at the World Cup," said Anelka, who 
was suspended for 18 games by the FFF, of his celebration. "What happened in summer is in the past, now 
I’m 100 percent focused for Chelsea." 

Anelka confirmed he will not play for France again following the team’s rebellion and meltdown, of which he 

was at the center, in South Africa. 

Chelsea coach Carlo Ance~otti said of the play of Anelka, who scored two goals and set up another: "The 
key was Anelka, he played a fantastic game. He created space, he had opportunities, he was the key for this 
game." 

- Rend the whole story... 

Arsenai tours on the horizot~ 
The Guardian 

Arsenal coach Arsene Wenger has resisted taking his team on profitable and brand-enhancing preseason 
tours of the USA and the Far East that are popular among major clubs. But reports from the club’s annual 
shareholder meeting indicate that Wenger is acquiescing. 

Arsenal’s largest single shareholder is American Start Kroenke, owner of the Colorado Rapids. It’s chief 
executive is former MLS vice president Ivan Gazidis. 

- Rend the whole story... 
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~i: SoccerNation News - Best soccer news for youth, college and pro 

Youth Soccer needs women coaches, What does it take to be a successful female coach in 

youth soccer? D~CV Shark Goalkeeper Coach Molly Halloran on the irnpor~ance of role rnodels, 

bad sideline behavior and why women might be better as youth coaches. 

Carlsbad United Recreational 
Soccer 

Many children ~all in love with of soccer while playing in a recreational program, and under the 

leadership of Directors Brad Green and Heather Hiliard, Carlsbad Onited F.C. has one of the 

best programs, 

8 on 

lhe Benefits of "Winning Ugly" in Youth Soccer -"winning ~g y" means that for a certain game 



forming a different strategy allowing the team a better chance to win~ Lloyd Biggs is technical 

director for one.Soccer Schools which trains 3,000 youth soccer players all across the USA and 

a youth coach for Real So Cal. 

Chivas USA vs IA 

The Chivas USA Youth Development Academy will take I.A Galaxy’s Academy team as they host 

final leg of the SuperCl~sico on Saturday, March 22 at the Bell Gardens Sports Complex as part 

of the 2013/20:14 U.S. Soccer Development Academy season. 

More Soccer News 

~’t fi~/,s;~ UnsLlbscdbe from this list ~’~dste subscri~tioll ~references 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Top U.S boys clubs get Report Cards 

Advertisement 

Tuesday, Sept. 27, 2011 

Top U.S boys clubs get Report Cards 

U.S. Soccer has been evaluating the clubs that comprise its Development Academy league since its launch in 2007, but it has now 

made those evaluations, in which clubs get rated on a 5-star system, public*. 

"We feel the only way to continue to improve is to make sure we hold the clubs accountable to what they’re doing," said ¢laudio 

Reyna, U.S. Soccer’s Youth Technical Director. "They don’t like it [being made public]. They’re a little protective, which is normal. But 

our message is that it’s part of improving to put these out in the open to discuss." 

Clubs are star-rated in seven categories: Player Development, Style of Play, Training Environment, Administration, Facilities, 

Fundraising, Respect. 

The report cards also include detailed information on last season’s 77 clubs, such as player stats (eg, goals, yellow and red cards), 

lineup diagrams, and coaching staff. 

To grade the clubs, U.S. Soccer conducts live evaluations and video analysis at clubs’ training and games and collects administrative 

information on the club throughout the year. 

"We do training visits, where the technical advisors visit the clubs and they have an important job to be the link to the clubs and 

support them and make them better and helping the coaching," Reyna said. "We’re looking at it holistically. It’s not just one coach or 

one player who’s going to make a club. It’s the club from top to bottom that can influence the players for many months and years. 

"Above everything, it’s about trying to raise the level of player development." 

The clubs are graded in comparison to the top international developmental environments. 

"So if Barcelona and Ajax are five stars -- that’s what we work off," Reyna said. "It’s a realistic view of where we are compared to the 

rest of the world. Some of the clubs have very good coaches and play well, but their facilities are not great - but that doesn’t weigh as 

much. The most important thing that we really highlight is the style of play, the training, the player development over the years, how 

many players go to the national team program relative to the player pool in the market." 

Player Development, Style of Play and Training Environment are at weighed at 20 percent; the other categories 10 percent each 

(Clubs are also evaluated on how they approach the pre-Academy age groups but without the star system. Academy league play is at 

the U-15i16 and U-17i18 levels) 

Regarding the Fundraising category, Reyna says, "Around the world at the best clubs, they don’t pay to play. However our clubs can 

get there, we’d like to get to point where it’s free to play. That’s a goal and an objective that’s easier said than done because our 

system is different." 

Eleven clubs got 5 stars on Funding for last season; nine of which are MLS clubs 

The "Respect" grade is part of the Respect Campaign launched by Reyna when he took his position in spring of 2010 and is based 

on the club’s disciplinary record, professionalism of staff and parent sideline behavior. 

"1 was blown away by the behavior of coaches on the sideline," Reyna said, "and by the behavior of players... Screaming and foul 

language Disrespecting referees .. I thought to myself, if we continue with this environment it affects the players negatively. 

"It’s a problem in all youth sports. But this our sport. Let’s be the sport that cleans up the behavior on all levels Let’s have that goal .... 

We know it’s competition and we don’t expect it to be Disneyland, but we understand when we cross the line and that message will 

keep coming and coming" 

Perhaps the most valuable aspect of the evaluations is that it takes the focus off results. A club that creates a good environment for 

long-term player development but doesn’t win titles can point to the evaluations as evidence of the validity of its approach 

"We also hope these evaluations can help parents ask important questions -- not in a negative way -- of their clubs," says Reyna. "The 

idea is to lay out what we’re trying to do and not hide anything." 

That they’re being compared to the likes of Barcelona, it’s no surprise that the most common grades on Player Development (PD) and 

Style of Player are 2 to 3 stars, with a handful of 3 1/2s. 

The highest ratings given in those two categories were 4s, which FC Dallas got in both, Real Salt Lake in Style and the NewYork Red 

Bulls in PD (D.C. United rated 3 1/2 in both categories, ranking it second-highest in those two categories combined behind FC 

Dallas.) 

There were 16 clubs, in addition to FC Dallas and D.C United, that earned at least 3 stars in both PD and Style: Albertson SC (N Y.), 

Arsenal FC (Calif.), Colorado Rapids, Cosmos West (now merged with Chivas USA), Columbus Crew, Derby County Wolves (now 

CrewAcademy Wolves), FC Westchester (NY), Houston Dynamo, Internationals (Ohio), Kendall SC (Miami), Los Angeles Galaxy, PA 



Classics (Pa.), PDA (N.J.), Real So Cal, Solar Chelsea (Texas) and Scott Gallagher Missouri 

One caveat from U.S. Soccer: These evaluations are not useful to draw comparisons between Academy club programs and other 

domestic programs or teams associated with other organizations. 

* To access ~he evaluation~.~: click HERE~ scrofl down to "ACADEMY CLUB EVALUATIONS" section, and click on "end of year 

evaluation" to download PDF). 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bav United in Oakland, Calif. His youth soccer 

articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider bloq. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

Tuesday, Sept. 27, 2011 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and 

you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - wv\~w.socceramerica.com/members - to join. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future, let us know. 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 
Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper 

attribution. 

(c) 2011 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elite Soccer <kevin.barrow@coach- soccer.com> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 3:56 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Your Elite Soccer membership 

%i Elite Soccer Welcome to the world of professional coaching 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you for joining Elite Soccer. 

Your membership has been received and successfully processed. 

Your first issues 

Please find below a link to download the April 2012 issue of Elite Soccer. 
This issue features a coaching session from Paris Saint-Germain manager 
Carlo Ancelotti. Carlo’s session looks at attacking movement in a 4-3-2-1 
formation. There are also great sessions from five other professional 

coaches in this issue. 

http://www.coach-soccer.com/downloads/CAl/EliteSoccer21.pdf 

I also attach a link to our March 20:[2 issue containing coaching sessions 
from Roberto Martinez of Wigan Athletic plus five more professional 
coaches. 

http://www.coach-soccer.com/downloads/RR6/EliteSoccer20.pdf 

Tf you have any problems downloading we usually find one of the following 

issues is the cause. 

Can you please make sure: 

I) You have Adobe Acrobat Reader version 8 or later on your machine. 
you do not have a PDF reader, Adobe Acrobat Reader can be downloaded 
- free of charge - here http:/iget.adobe.com/uk/reader/) 

2) You are waiting a reasonable time for the pdfto open (the files may 
take a minute or two to download, depending on your connection speed.) 

3) That the link above is intact. If the link is broken across two lines it 
might not open correctly. 

Elite ~9occer group 

Your membership gives you access to the Elite Soccer LinkedIN group. 
You can register for the group here. Please note that it may take up to 48 
hours to have your group registration confirmed (this is to ensure that only 

Elite Soccer members have access). 

That’s all for now. I hope you enjoy your membership of Elite Soccer and 
wish you all the best for the remainder of the season. 

Yours in soccer 

~iI Kevin B ..... 

Kevin Barrow, Publisher 
Elite Soccer 

PS - Been sent this email by a friend or colleague and want to know how 
to join Elite Soccer? Become a member today here. 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View 
Tannery Lane 
Bramley 
Guildford 
Surrey 
GU5 0AB 



For customer service please ask to speak to my colleague Duncan Heard 
at duncanh@c~reenstarmedia.net or call +44 (0) 1483 892894. 

T: +44 (0)1483 892 894 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: kevin .barrow@coach-soccer.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 8:45 AM 

dgsmith@howdenbut][~lo.com; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.tmc.edu~; b@sahara-global.net; bill.finneyfirock@providenceday.org; Ed 

Shamshoum - Eshamshoum@hotmail.com; feni@comcast.net; tasedansoccer@ya~hoo.com; Jim Turner <jaturnerco@dejazzd.com>; Ken B. 

Davis <kdavi@greenwoodmetro.com>; Mamjohn.Richaxd@&~rhamnc.gov; sheggypus@aol.com; s.dawson@mindspring.com; Steve 

Scott <steve.sco~!unc.edt#,; t.ocom~orl4@erizon.net; epfenimore@grnail.com; jspink,a) spinkmiller.corn; peter.griffin@mtvstattlcom; 

Gleg Rorke <greg.rorke@gmail.com>; Mamjolm.Richards@durhamnc.gov; Boris Hildn <blhikin@gmaJl.com>; Halbur, John 

~-john.halbu@hp.com>; Elma~r Bolowich < ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; Smnrny Nasrollahi < rod314@ernba~rqmail.com>; 

Tedredbea@aol.com; wpowell21@gmail.com; ss&sign@ec.n.com; James Zeitler- <jameszeitler4@ydt~oo.com> 

Harper Peterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; Jo.Fishe@sas.com; ’Ran@ McClain <chairkww~gmail.com>; sherman mehl@vfc.com; 

Habermas, Elma~r <Elmar.Haberma@inmar.com>; youngjonc@sbcglobal.net; Michael <mchapl @hotmafil.com>; ’Christopher Knop 

<christopherknop@msn.com >; Patrick Shay <orsolutions@charter.net >; j osidi 1080@comcast.net; jj ssc 1 @comcast.net; Tony DiCicco 

<tony@soccerplus.org>; Donald Kirkendall <donald kirkendall@ahoo.com>; Jose Boyarizo <futbo149@triad.rr.com% 

Chuck.kennedy@mba.wib.edu; Jackie Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.net>; Cleaverthm@aol.com; Tom <~hul~soccerthn@ec.rr.com>; 

Norbert <nor3ert@aol.com>; Gerrit Borg <gerritborg@hotmail.com>; Mike Sharp <soccersharpe@sbcglobal.net-~; PSK37@aol.com; Bill 

Beasley <wbeasley@nc.rr.com>; PBall@howdenbuffalo.com; Bremen, David <DBa~men@BBmadT.com% stppg@aol.com 

NC STATE CUP - Schedule now posted. 

Hello 055 and 060 NC United. 
Below our schedule for the 050 division at the Cape Fear Regional Soccer park (across the river 12 min. from downtown Wilmington on HW421 South to Sutton Steam Plant 
Road - as per directions attached). 
GROUP A: 
Winston United 
O56 NC United 
Raleigh Old Castle 
Greenville Stars 
GROUP B 
GSO FC 50 
060 NC United 
Raleigh Corinthians 
CPSL/Real Lyold 
We play our games as follows: 

Saturday 4th Dec: 
8.30PM 
055 United vs Winston Salem Field #4 
GSO FC 50 vs 060 NC United Field #6 
12.30PM 
055 NC United vs Old Castle Field #5 
060 NC United vs Corinthians Field #7 
Sunday 5th Dec: 
8.30AM 
055 NC United vs Greenville Stars Field #5 
060 NC United vs Charlotte Real Lyold Field #7 
Championship 
12.30PM 
Winner group A vs Winner group B Field #3. 
Comments; Not a bad schedule time wise - gives you a free Saturday afternoon to enjoy the sights of Wilmington and its beaches etc. 
The O55’s got in the stronger group with last years NC State Champs Winston, plus runners up OIdCastle grouped together. 
Greenville Stars should be the easiest pick of this group. 
The O60’s will face their usual nemesis Real Lyold, and Renato Carpio’s 050 GSO FC, and an expected better than usual Corinthians (this time comprising of two of the best 
picks of two 050 Raleigh teams). 
Should the O55/60 NC United not make it to the final on Sunday at 12.30PM should we arrange a friendly game between our two teams or shall ask the Greenville Stars if 
they want to play a combined O55/60 NC United in a friendly 4th match Sunday at 12.30PM. 
PARTICIPANTS: (Since Steve Scott due to injury is doubtful as player - but will manage the side line -we have moved Steve Page to the 055 team) 
Otherwise the current team rosters are as follows (in case on any late minute changes you will be told, but since we all play at the same time, this will not 
create any time conflicts). I still need payment for players as listed below. 

060          Paid        055              Paid 

i:~i~:~i:~ii:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~i:~ $ 35.00 
$3500 ::i::~:================================================= $ 35.00 

$ 35;00 $ 35.00 

B~Oe~Pei I, 3#~i#B!#~N~# $ 35.00 

Kif~ B~Eq $3500 Edward Feni $ 35.00 

Al~till~ .................................. ::::::::::::::::::N::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $ 35.00 
$ ~5;00 i~:i~:i~:~i~i~:i~i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i~:i $ 35.00 

Bofi~Hi~i~ Ted Kort           $ 35.00 

To~S~h~ff~ $3500 Doug Powell $ 35.00 

Joe Brower iiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii David Bannen $ 35.00 

George Cleav i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i iii:ii:i~i:ii:~i~i:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii: $ 35.00 

~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~ Steve Page 
Uniform: as advised bring your green Adidas jerseys (new players will be loaned one) and black pants/black (or white) socks. 
PLAYER CARDS: 



As stated below from NCASA - NO (VALID 2010/2011 ) NCASA player card - no play- no expectation. 
I am handling the card situation with all the players who had applied on line, but not yet received their card. 
Following players with their own cards need to get them to me by Friday before the team check in - or need to check in at 7.45AM before our 8.30AM game Saturday 
morning at the field. 
050: Harper P, Jose B, Pete K, Tom S, Joe B, Bill Frock 

055: Jackie E, Ed Shamshoum, Ted K (?), James Z, Steve P. 
TEAM DINNER - SATURDAY 4TM DEC 6.30pro onwards at Harper’s downtown: 

Mixto @ #5 South Water Street. Meet the bar for seated dinner 7.15PM at $25.= all in Trust all wants to participate sign up (incl. spouses etc.) befole 2nd game 

at 12.30PM. 

From= NCASA Director [mailto:ncasa@ncsoccer.org] 
Sent= Tuesday, November 23, 20:t0 7:29 PM 
Subject= 

Hello Captains, 

Thank you for your patience. I know everyone is eager to look at the schedule. 

Well here it is, the Captain’s Handbook (includes schedule). 

Please Remember THIS IS A TENTATIVE SCHEDULE 

You must come to team check in, we will be going over rules and procedures and finalizing the schedule. 

Get all of your player pass issues to me AS SOON AS POSSIBLE 

NO PASS NO PLAY NO EXCEPTIONS 

Note any glaring or subtle mistakes and please contact me. Any questions, contact me. 

Rosters should be finalized and all changes submitted. 

Have a Great Holiday and I’II see everyone in Wilmington very soon! 

Darius Ejla/J 
Oi~~’do~’ 

,~orth Corofino Adult Soccer Assn. 

PO Box 29308 

Green.sboro, NC 

From= Bergenser, Kim 

Sent= Wednesday, November 17, 2020 12:02 AM 
Subject= NC STATE CUP UP DATE 

Hello O55/60 United. 

These are the 8 teanis participating in the 050 division. 

Pete dennings - Winston Salem United 

David Z’ - Raleigh Old Castle (please send copy to your captain) 

Cary Saul/Max Morfis’ - Charlotte Real Lyold 

Jackie B/Anson D’s 055 NC United 

Renato Carpio’s - Greensboro FC 

\Villie Hehns’ - Greenville SC 

Don Mclntyre’s - Raleigh Cofinthians 

Kim Bergenser’s 060 NC United. 

Based on input from the captains, NCASA should balance this out into 2 groups of 4 and winner of each group play in the final Sunday 5th Dec (and not 

th the following Sunday 12 as suggested by NCASA). Teams who don’t qualify for the final (4th game), can make up a 4th game Sunday afternoon if so 

rd 
wanted. - Otherwise we will for sure play t~vo games Saturday (one AM one I M) plus 3 ganle Sunday AM plus eventual final or consolation ganle. 

We should have the grouping next week - but and I have requested that they don’t put the two Charlotte teams and the O55/60 United in the Sanle 

group. 

TEAM DINNER SATURDAY 4~ DECEMBER: 

Harper Peterson has invited us for team dinner in his new restaurant (same place as his old Waterstreet Restaurant) i.e. #5 Waterstreet by the fiver 

down towu ~¥ilmin~ton - starting with drinks specials at 6.30PM (you pay for d~nks individually) + seated dinner for $25 all in as below. You place your 

order at the restaurant. 

The CHEF/Harper need to know people (and spouses) who participates before after our 1 st game on Saturday. I trust all players will show up for this team dinner. 

MIXTO/Latin Contempora~ 

Menu for NC State Cnp: 

([brmerly Water Street Restaurant) 

Saturday, Dec. 4th 

seating 7:00-7:30pm 

$25/includes ta,x & gratuity 

1. your choice of our three soups or house salad 

2. choose from one of three entrees 

a. Chile Relleno: xx battered poblano, Inanchego cheese, .vukon potato, 

parsnip, maria tornato & onion sauce, 

me,can beans & rice 

b. Ancho Chile Salmon: on honey glazed cedar plank, coconut, pineapple 

rice, spicy black bean suace, sauteed seasonal vegetables, 

roasted poblano pesto 

c. New Mexican Pork Porter House: sweet potato plantain augratin, 

tropical spiced pineapple salsa, onion hay 



3. for dessert choose t?om one of three: 

l]an 

chocolate moose 

sweet potato cheese cake 

Beer & Wine specials 

Mixt~ 

#5 South Water Street 

Wihnington, N C 28401 

910-399-4501 

Most of you had applied for your cards, but be patient as some glitches in NCASA’s computer has prevented them for s~nding yon back these caxds. I will get this 

handled before the tournament, and all playeB who have ~egistered are set to play. The ones who still have not registered you need to do this before 11/’29 or you 

cmmot play. 

NCASA - 2010/2011 carding. 

You can still get your player card renewed on line at NCASA aJthough Rachel Brubaker t?om NCASA told me that they may close down this link and handle guesl 

player carding a different way’, but Sid B from the 055 registered this week w/o problems. This cost $25 for you to play m all FIFAiUSASA sponsored tournaments 

for the 2010/2011 FIFA year. 

Please follow these directions- 

https://www,yo uthleag ue su~.com/nca~!live/Player.html 

Choose register with NCASA 

Next screen ~:akes you to a pi~ge to sele(:~: GYSA as a k~ague then ~:he seasonal year shouk~ be Fall 2010/Winter 2011 

Enter their [:ksL name, last name, dob, and last 4 d~g~ts of their phone number 

Choose the verify ~nformsLion option 

Choose the register as a new p~ayer 

Complete the rest of the form. 

Pay by (:red~: card 

You wN receive eon~n~a~on of your player card I~ ~en you pay - ~lease ~eep t~is. 

NCASA wB! later on toni you ear~ to ~,Me~ ~ p~oto~ap~ ~ i~ate an~ you are goo~ to go. 

(But they have had some computer glitches delaying tMs process - but if not I wifl brNg the cards to ~:ik$~on, and all we need is to affix a passport 

s~e phom~-aph of your beautiful faradO. 

Rgs ~m Bergenser 

203 WMter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NC 27302 

336 337 8429 

PS: The Hotel rates l indicated back in Oct changes dmly. TheSl~+ rate£ex, mHiltonl~verside canstill~ob~nedfromOrbitorotherweb-site, w~leExpedia 

increased the rate to S125 ($138 facing the river) etc. You can best check the going rates by going to ww~v.kaya~.com or bid ~rough w~vw.ho~vire.com. Since all 

games will be pia?ed on the new complex across the Cape Fear River by the Power Plant ~st is to stay Mong HW19/down town Wilmington. 

NC State Cup 050 schedule - directions - host hotel inf:o.pdf ]=.:e, 22 Feb 2=."1.’.’_ 0g:45:45 -OSO0 32~:Z80bytes 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Internet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Friday, January 7, 2011 4:29 PM 

dgsmith@howdenbuffalo.com; bf~hara-global.net; bill.iinneyfrock@providenceday.oig; Ed Shamshoum - Eshamshoum@hotmml.com; 

tasedm~ccer@yahoo.com; Jim Turner <jatumerco@dej~zd.com>; Ken B. Davis <kdavis@greenwoodmetro.com>; 

Mamjohu.Richm’ds@durhamuc.gov; sheggypu@aol.com; s.dawson@mindspriug.com; Steve Scott <steve.scot~unc.edu>; 
t.oconnor14@erizon.net; epfenimore@g~nafil.co~n; jspink(b!spinlcmiller.com; peter.griffin@mtvstal’llco~n; Greg Rorke 

<greg.rorke@gmail.com>; Mamjohn.Richard@durhamnc.gov; Halbul; John <john.halbur@hp.com>; Elmar Bolowich 

<ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samlny Nasrollahi <rod314@emb~xqmail.com>; Tedredbeax@aol.com; wpowell2 l@gmail.com; 

ssdesigu@ec.mcom; James Zeitler - <jmneszeitler4@yahoo.com>; keith.wxiderpoel@gma~l.coln; Willimn Altenpohl 
<waltenpohl@mycfs.com>; fen <feni@me.com>; mazan@aol.com; john.b,vford@villanova.edu; Ed Poyo <ladlukanl@vahoo.com> 

Harper Peterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; Jo.Fishe@sas.com; ’Ran@ McClain <chairkww~gmail.com>; sherman mehl@vfc.com; 

Habermas, Elmax <Elmar.Haberma@inmar.com>; youngjonc@sbcglobal.net; Michael <mchapl @hotma~l.com>; ’Christopher Knop 

<christopherkuop@msn.com>; Patrick Shay <orsolutions@charter.net-~; josidi1080@comcast.net; jjsscl@comcast.net; Tony DiCicco 

<tony@soccerplus.org>; Donald Kirkendall <donald kirkendall@ahoo.com>; Jose Boyarizo <futbo149@triad.rr.com>; 

Chuck.kenuedy@mba.wii~.edu; Jackie Blackmore <nblackino@nhcs.net>; Cleaverthm@aol.com; Tom <~hul~soccerthn@ec.rr.com>; 

Norbert <nor3ert@aol.com>; Gerrit Borg <gerfitborg@hotmail.com>; Mike Sharp <soccersharpe@sbcglobal.net-~; PSK37@aol.com; Bill 

Beasley <wbeasley@uc.rr.com>; l?Ball@howdenbuffalo.com; Baunen, David <DBm~nen@BBm~dT.com>; stppg@aol.coln; Joseph M. 

Brower <JBrowe@calj~streetp~:rtners.com>; pete.In~rs@inlandseafood.com; lrcscole@att.net; BERGENSe@miudspring.com; 

ji~nmy@automotivet:as teners.com; Hmold D. Billings, Jr. (Bo) <hbillings@netsmnmit.co~n >; Jackson, Scott 

~Jacksou@uexsenpmet.com>; Cleaverfam@aol.com; hema~do@bentexmills.coln; m~:rk.gus~veson@gm~l.com; 
Mark.Gustaveson@gd-ais.com; stevenmgates@gmail.com; Clnis~iaa~ Skamng <Christian@ironwoods.cam>; 

uwedennis@alltel.blackberry.com; Uwe Hoffmalm <uhoffmann@triad.rr.com>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu~; Jaclde 

Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.net>; penaltykix3@charter.net 

WILMINGTON/NC 12-13TIt FEB SEASIDE SOCCER TOURNAMENT - HOTEL SUGGESTIONS AND VENUE 

tlello O55/60 United. 

I forgot to Inentiou we play on the same fields at the Dec State Cup i.e. the New Soccer Complex off Sutton Steam Plm~t Rd close to down towu Wihnmgton. Some 

indication was made that the final may be played Sunday afternoon at the Veteraus Park complex. But let us first get that far before we worry, about that. 

But from an accommodation point of view would be better to stay" close to down towu Wihnmgton. 

Suggestious to hotels: 

1) Residence Im~ Landfall $99 

2) Hilton Riverside $112 
3) Wilnungton Marriott Courtyard $79 

4) Two star hotels via ~avw.hotwire.com $44 
5) Three s~r hotels via www.hotwire.com $63 

All rates plus plus m~d can change daily. I u~d www.kavak.com for this intbrmation. They have plen~ of other suggestious on their web- site. 

Team-Dinner: Saturday 2/12 - good place for an early St. Valentine dinner: 

If there is geueral agreemem we could go back to Harper’s excellent Modem South American cuisiue at MIXO on the river front. I hope Harper recovers so he can 

play in tiffs toumm~ent, otherwise he can at least act as a gracious hos~ Saturday evening m~d mn the side line during the gm~es. 

If you waut something different, let ~ne know. 

From: Bergenser, Kim 

Sent: Friday, January 07, 20:I:t 9:39 AM 
To: ’dgsmith@howdenbuffalo.com’; ’b@sahara-global.net’; ’bill.finneyfrock@providenceday.org’; ’Ed Shamshoum - Eshamshoum@hotmail.com’; ’tasedansoccer@yahoo.com’; 
’Jim Turner’; ’Ken B. Davis’; ’Mamjohn.Richards@durhamnc.gov’; ’sheggypus@aol.com’; ’s.dawson@mindspring.com’; ’Steve Scott’; ’t.oconnori4@verizon.nee; 
’epfenimore@gmail.com’; ’jspink@spinkmiller.com’; ’peter.griffin@mtvstaff.com’; ’Greg Rorke’; ’Mamjohn.Richards@durhamnc.gov’; ’Halbur, John’; ’Elmar Bolowich’; ’Sammy 
Nasrollahi’; ’Tedredbear@aol.com’; ’wpowell2:t@gmail.com’; ’ssdesign@ec.rr.com’; ’James Zeitler -’; keith.vanderpoel@gmail.com; ’William Altenpohl’; ’feN’; 
ladlukin~.@yahoo.com; ’mazan@aol.com’; ’john.byford@villanova.edu’ 
Cc: ’Harper Peterson’; ’Jo.Fisher@sas.com’; "Randy McClain’; ’sherman_mehl@vfc.com’; ’Habermas, Elmar’; ’youngjonc@sbcglobal.net’; ’Michael’; "Christopher Knop’; ’Patrick 
Shay’; ’josidi:t080@comcast.net’; ’jjssc:t@comcast.net’; ’Tony DiCicco’; ’Donald Kirkendall’; ’Jose Boyarizo’; ’Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; 
’Cleaverfam@aol.com’; ’Tom’; ’Norbert’; ’Gerrit Borg’; ’Mike Sharp ’; ’PSK37@aol.com’; ’Bill Beasley’; ’PBall@howdenbuffalo.com’; ’Bannen, David’; ’stppg@aol.com’; ’Joseph 
M. Brower’; ’pete.mairs@inlandseafood.com’; ’lrcscole@att.net’; ’BERGENSer@mindspring.com’; ’jimmyr@automotivefasteners.com’; ’Harold D. Billings, Jr. (Bo)’; ’Jackson, 
Scott’; ’Cleaveffam@aol.com’; ’hernando@bentexmills.com’; ’mark.gustaveson@gmail.com’; ’Mark.Gustaveson@gd-ais.com’; ’stevenmgates@gmail.com’; ’Christian Skarring’; 
’uwedennis@alltel.blackberry.com’; ’Uwe Hoffmann’; ’Anson Dorrance’; Jackie Blackmore; ’penaltykix3@charter.net’ 
Subject: WILMINGTON!NC 12-13TH FEB SEASIDE SOCCER TOURNAMENT 

Hello 055 & 060 NC United. 

2011 TOURNAMENT DATES: 

1) 12-13 Feb - \Vilmington NC Sea Side tournament. 

2) 28-30th May - Charleston SC Memorial tournament 

(3) 18-19 June - NC State Games - Winston Salem/NC (BB&T & Sara Lee complexes) - maybe as dose to Vet Cup?) 

4) 6-10th July = Veterans Cup - Orlando/FL - at the excellent Seminole Soccer Club Complex. - See write up below. 

Happy New Year to you all. 

As you are (should be) aware of the upcoming 12-13Feb WilmingtorvNC Seaside tournament where we intend in line with previous yem-s will play with our 055 & 

060 NC United teams in the 050 division. We will tlj~ to add a few younger legs (tournament rules allows for 3 players 48-49) if we don’t get enough of our regular 

O55 & 060 Veterans Cup players to j oin. This is a great pie season tournament to take paxt (a~d in bring your wife or tmrtuer to lovely Wilmiugtou to celeblate St. 

Valeulines (which tiffs yem fall on Monday 14th)). 

Cost of this tournament is $550 plus bond, so looking back what happened with the 055 team in the NC State Cup - I would request each player to pay $40 for 

participating in tiffs cup. Please do me a favor and mail we tiffs paj~nent by return, so I don’t need to send out the usual several reminders. 

I will try to get rosters together of 17-18 confim~ed players who actuaJly shows up so we don’t end up as what happened to the O55 team in the NC State Cup 



when they had 17-18 players confirmed to play but5fe~wayside(forvaz~usg~d/bMreas~ns)duringtheweek~eadinguptothetournamentai~dseveM~efteady 

leaving us with only 9 players tbr the Sunday game. So the earlier you send your confinnafion of participation this aJ so ensure you a spot on the team tbr this 

tournament. 

If you cannot play in this tournament - let me know. I appreciate tbr people not living in NC or bordering states, it cm~ be a too much travel to come to 
Wihnington for 3-4 gaines over a weekend but it is slill a good tournament to get yourself match fit for the Spring season. Should too ma~y players sign up to play, 

we will have to ~nake captain’s adjustments. 

PLAYER NEWS (my thoughts on 2011:O55/60 roster). 
As earlier advised not only Tom Schultz, Chuck Kennedy; but also the two 055 captains ofAnson Dona~ce & Jackie Blackmore have or will turn 60 during 2011 

th and will play primai’ily for the 060 United. Anson and Jackie however for the OrlandoiFL Veterans Cup 6-10 July will double roster ai~d assist the new 055 captain 

offthe field with the team, and play when needed. 

I am happy to a~nounce one of our old fuithful and skilled players Sainmy Nasrollahi has agreed to be the new 055 captain. 
For those players that do not know Sammy’s coaching background, he is USSF A candidate and has coached from club to college to professional level. His division one adult 
team in SC for which he plays and coach is one of the winnings team in South for the past 28 years. Sammy knows soccer to the fingertips, and he has recruited several 
important players for our team~ 
Like Anson Sammy expects full suppo~l from players and a high level of fitness and good skill level, so we do not only compete in 1 2x45 min. game, but in aJl 3 to 5 

games dnring our tournaments. I am snre Sammy will express his own thonghts on this later. 

Please welcome Sammy as your captain as both Anso~/Jackie and I do. 

New O55 Veterans Cup players from our cnrrent roster Ken Davis, Billy Finny~ock, MamJohn (if he gets his birth ceNficate fixed), Ted Kort will turn 55 this 

year and can play in the Veterans Cup. We also hope to get George Tasedan (now residing in Labrador/Canada) to play in Florida along side with Ralston Moore, and 
hope MainJohn will be our back up s~riker. We are in search for a holding midIield player one who can not only control the ball, but also the midIield and help in the 

scoring process. Players like Steve Scott & Keith Vai~derpoel comes to mind, but they are still 1 year to young to play 055 Veterans Cup soccer in 2011. We also 

hope to see the UNC men’s soccer coach Ehnar Bolowich join us (if he busy coaching/recruiting schedule allows). 

It is also important that each player let your captains know of new prospects we cai~ try out. I will be inviting 3 players who have turned 55 from my 050 Bryan Park 

U nited to see how they fit in with our team. So if you know of some exceptional players in the area in our age group i.e. 055 and 060 let me/Sainmy know. 

N CAS_~dUSASA PLAYER CARDS: 

All players who played in the Dec NC State Cup have valid player cards. If you did not play in our league in the Fall nor in the State Cup, please ensure you have ai~ 

up date 2010/2011 USASA/NCASA valid player card which is needed for all our sponsored tournainents incl. the Veterans Cup. 

Here is instrnctions how to get yonr player card: 

NCASA - 2010/2011 carding. 

You can still get your player card renewed on line at NCASA This cost $25 for you to play in all FIFAiUSASA sponsored tournaments for the 2010/2011 FIFA 

year. 

Ph?ase follow these directions.. 

https://www.,,~outhleaguesusa.com/ncasw’]ive/Plavcr.html 
Choose register with NCASA 
Next screen takes you to a page to select GYSA as a league then the seasonal year should be Spring/Summer 2011. 
Enter their first name, last name, dob, and last 4 d~g~ts of their phone number 
Choose the verify ~nformation o~t~on 
Choose the register as a new player optkm, 
Complete ~he rest of the form. 
Pay by credO[ cai& 
You ~v~ receive confirmation of your player card I~ when you pay - please keep this. 
NCASA w~ later on mail you card to wMch ~fix photo~’aph and lamMate ~d you are good to go. 
Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr. 

Mebane NC 2730~ 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the [nternet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 4:00 PM 

Harper Peterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; Jo.Fishe@sas.com; ’Ran@ McClain <chairkww@gmail.com>; shermanmehl@vfc.com; 

yonnNonc@sbcgloba£net; Patrick Shay <orsolutions@charter.net>; josidi1080@comcast.net; Donald Kirkendall 

<donald kirkendall@yahoo.com>; Jose Boyarizo <futbo149@triad.rr.com>; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wii/.edu; Jackie Blackmore 

<nblack!no@nhcs.net>,; Tom <schultzsoccerfan@ec.rr.com>; Anson Do~rance --’anson@uncaa.unc.edu~>; dcpahn@us.ibm.com; 

ksaito@govisitjapan.com; feni@me.com; drsonjafrance@yahoo.com; ~ntomecka@yahoo.com; hernando@bentexmills.com; 

henry.tuclce@navy.mil; tuckerln@ec.rr.com; robert.hortt~!onslow.kl2.nc.us; thwallace@gmail.com; richa~rdmebane@gmail.com; 

robert985@gmail.com; Darrel@crawfordsprinkler.com; MEADOWSBOB@GMAIL.COM 

JAY EADDY <’bird1965@embarqmail.com>; sheggypus@aol.com; waJtenpohl@mycfs.com; uhoffmann@triad.rr.com; 

dan@pianojuggler.com; Sammy Nasrollahi <rod314@embarqmail.com>; zortho@v~aAl.com; nor3e~l@aol.com; 

JCALLAHAN17@NC.RR.COM; tashakkori@gmail.com; PBall@howdenbnffalo.com; dgsmith@howdenbnffalo.com; 

Bobking@theii~eshmarket.net; jbrowe@ca~streetpartners.com; jame~eitler4@ahoo.com; Tony Ledyard - Fossils 

<tsledyavd@aol.com>; aballgmne@aol.com 

~ILM1NGTON 11 - 12TH FEB SEASIDE TOURNAMENT Venue - Veterans Park 

Ney O55/60 NC United, 

The ’I:l-:12 Feb games will all be played same place as last year at the Veterans Park on your right hand side before Vou reach the Intercostal towards Carolina 

Beach -on the extension of I-.40iHW132 (and HW423. from do~vntown Wilmington), It is about 3.5-20 rain away from downto~vr~ Wilmington, 

For d~recl:h:ms go to. 
Veterans P~rk Fields 
SSS H~lybu~ton ~emori~l Pky 
Wilmington, NC 28409 
Map Quest - C~ick h~e~ 
This will help for your ptanrfing where to stay and make Lhe North P~er Ocean Vi~fas as recommended below even more attractive to stay sL 

Kim 

F~m= Cartel, Cem [mail~:canelc@uncw.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 23, 2052 2:32 PM 
To= Richard Bailey 
~¢= Mark & 3anice Phillips; Renato Carpio; Bergenser, Kim; David N. Zabars~; Willie Nelms; Dick Bailey; Don.McinNre@scynexis.com; Nax.Norfls@wellsfargo.com; 
maxmmorris@gma~Lcom; Buckley, Bob; david@cresdosers.com; jcardone@pwpsolution.com; ladlukani@yahoo.com; stephen.lillycrop@volvo.com; rod3$4@embarqmail.com; 
broadley@capefea rsoccer.com; aduJtrep@capefea rsoccer.com 
Subject= RE: Wilming~n Sea Side Adult tournament ~bruary ~-~2, 20~2. 

The gm~es wi~J be at Veterans Park, We w~ send more h~format~on ~ater about hotels and restaurants, 

Thanks, 

Cem 

F~m= Bergenser, Kim 
Sent; Saturday, Janua~ 2~, 2052 ~2:32 AN 
To= ’Harper Peterson’; ’Jo.Fisher@sas.com’; "Randy NcClain’; ’sherman_mehl@vfc.com’; ’youngjonc@sbcglobal.ne~; ’Patrick Shay’; ’josidii080@comcast.net’; ’Donald 
Kirkendall’; ’Jose Boyarizo’; ’Chuck.kennedy@mba.~u.edu’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’Tom’; ’Anson Dorrance’; ’dcpalm@us.ibm.com’; ’~aito@govJsi~apan.com’; ’feni@me.com’; 
Sonja France (drsonjafrance@yahoo.com); Maggie Tomecka (m~mecka@yahoo.com); hemando@bentexmiJJs.com; hen~.tucker@navy.mil; tuckerln@ec.rr.com; 
robert.hort@onslow.ki2.nc.us; thwallace@gmail.com; rJchardmebane@gmail.com; Robe~ Bramble - robe~985@gmail.com; Darrel Noser (Darrel@cra~ordsprJnkler.com); 

NEADOWSBOB@GNAILCON 
~¢= ’JAY EADDY’; ’sheggypus@aoLcom’; ’waltenpohl@mycfs.com’; ’uhoffmann@triad.rr.com’; ’dan@pianojuggler.com’; ’Sammy Nasrollahi’; zortho@ymail.com; 
nor3e~@aol.com; JCAL~HANI7@NC.RR.CON; ’tashakkori@gmaJl.com’; PBall@howdenbuffalo.com; dgsmith@howdenbuffalo.com; Bobking@thefreshmarket.net; ’Joe Brower 
- Holden Beach’ ~brower@carystreetpartners.com); jameszeitler4@yahoo.com; ’Tony Ledyard - Fossils’; aballgame@aN.com; sameer@ncat.edu 
Subject= RE: WILHIN~ON ~I-12N FEB SEASIDE TOURNANE~ - leading to 20~2 USASA National Veterans Cup Coming to Southern California (North Diego at Escondido 
close to Carlsbad) from June 26 - July ist 20~2. 

Hey Team. 

Sam~ny asked me to add below to the suggesled beach accommodation o~t~red at fl~e (so ~gu are actually able to make a booing): 

~oFJi Pier Ocean Villa 

1800 Canal Dr. 

Carolina Beach NC 

w~v.nollhpie~’ill&s.com 

Con~ct person Tammy at 910 458 4062 Tell her Sammy refe~ed you. 

$60 per night but you have to s~y Ffi~y and Satur~y to get this den] and it is on the Ocean t~ont and ve~ clean also sleeps up to 6 ~ople. 

Sounds like a deal, 

f am also happy to announce ~:he return to the team of goalie Darre~ Moser and good strong defender Bob Meadows who played with the 060 ~:eam ~n the NC State 

Cup, and bo~:h ~,v~l ~:h~s t~me he~p out ~:he 055 team. 

Kim 

F~m= Bergenser, Kim 
Sent= Friday, ~anua~ 20, 20~2 12:52 PM 
To~ ’Harper Peterson’; ’~o.Fisher@sas.com’; "Randy McClain’; ’sherman_mehl@vfc.com’; ’youngjonc@sbcglobal.ne~; ’Patrick Shay’; ’josidil080@comcast.net’; ’Donald 
Kirkendall’; ’Jose Boyarizo’; ’Chuck.kennedy@mba.~u.edu’; ’~ackie Blackmore’; ’Tom’; ’Anson Dorrance’; ’dcpalm@us.ibm.com’; ’~aito@govisi~apan.com’l ’feni@me.com’l 
Sonja France (drsoniafrance~yahoo,com)l Maggie Tomecka (mtomecka~yahoo.com); hemando~ben~xmj!ls.com; hen~,tucker~naw,m~l; tucker~n~ec,rr,com; 

robe~.ho~@onslow.k~Znc.us; t[~wallace(O~mall~com; r~chardmebane@gmail.com; Robe~ Bramble - roberNSg(Ogmall.com 
¢¢~ ’~AY EADD~; ’sheggypus@aol.com’; ’waltenpohl@mycfs.com’; ’uhoffmann@triad.rr.com’; ’dan@pianojuggler.com’~ ’Sammy Nasrollahi’; zortho@ymail.com; 
nor3ert@aol.com; JCAL~HAN17@NC.RR.CONI ’tashakkori@gmail.com’; PBall@howdenbuffalo.com; dgsmith@howdenbuffalo,com; Bobkinq@thefreshmarket.net; ’~oe Brower 
- Holden Beach’ ~£9_~_[i~_~_t~Z~2_~_~_[~_:~[[0; J~_t~_~_~_¢J~Z~b_9_¢=~_e_~; ’Tony Ledyard- Fossils’; 
Subject= ~LMIN~ON ll-12TH FEB SEASIDE TOURNAMENT- leading to 2012 USASA National Veterans Cup Coming to Southern California (Noah Diego at Escondido close 
to Carlsbad) from June 26 - July 1st 2012. 

Hello O53/60 NC United. 

[ ha~e posted check for S1].,:?O [:o Cape Fear soccer [or our par[:~cipation ~n the W~lmk~gtoniNC Seas;Me 2.I-12 Feb tournament 

Our p~ans are to enter both Icarus ~n the 055 division --i[: both teams qualify for [h~s cH[eria. We expect the participation o[: about 10-12 teams in the O50/55 



20:[2--and rain. 8 0:~_ (orb 055 -~ 2 women players). 

We currently have about 30 players confirmed/committed Lo ptay but need to #ump this up by at teast t 4 more (so if you know of any strong sLMkers or 

Beckenbauer’s ~et me know) as follows: 

Norbert Rueckel 

John Callahan 

Rahman TashakkoM 

Peter Ball 

David $mith 

Bill Alten ohl 

Bob King 

Joseph Brower 

David C Palmer 

AI ca~il~ 

Lance Tucker 

Robert Hort 

Richard Mebane 

T6~ Wall~Le (need 

picture) 

Noel Blackmore 
Two of [he above are ~d:~H to ~ive fina~ go ahead~ and Anson haw~ also mvked some of h~s 030 C:arolma Alumina women pJayers -where 5onja and Maggk~ have 

showed ~nteresL to ~oin a~d play w~th the old 060 guys and Anson. 

James Ze~tler who p~ayed ~3r the :~ ~r D~ is working to re-recru~L~o~y L, Aaron S and Sameer from his team to the O55’s 

TEAM: 

As we get closer to the tournament, ~ sha]~ annoLance the fina~ te~ms but ] ca~ mention we ~re being ]oh~ed a new goal keeper prospect (wam~V recommended) 

who ~s m farn~]y the Genera~ Mebane -which the reason my city of residence ~s calked Mebane and hi~ older brother Tom. AI>o Robert: Hort who played wit:h t:he 

060 Learn in the bst Seaside re-jo~Rs us w~th much touLed Lance Tucker from ~acksonv~HeiNC~ Ukew~se 8ob Kk~g from HoMen Beach who used to p sy with 

Sammy/RabtoR b~ his young days from Joe grower’s Ho]den Beach join the 055 up front which also see Lhe return of our Energizer Bunny Bill A[tenpoh~ & P~ano 

Juggler Dan Menendez ~hJs wee Scottish David Smudgy (or however that ~s pronoLancedispe~t) and Peter BaH (who we hope w~l~ live up to his name), t~kew~se 

Rahman from the 040 Boone team (finalists in the State Cup) will play for 

Th}s tournament should serve as a fun soccer weekend for aH of u~; to get: ready rot outdoor games h~ the Spring - and while a lot of our O55/60 Veterans Cup 

players are either playing ~or their reguh~r k~ague teams m ~V~lmk~gt:on -we sha]~ haw~ a chance to meet up wkh a ~ot of o~d >oc(:er buddies o~f and on the fie~d. 

VENUE/GAMES; 
We have not yet beer kfformed and won’t know to the week of Lhe games ~f they are played at the Cape Fear Soccer complex across the Cape Fear R~ver from 

downtown Wilmington, by the Sutton Stea[T~ plant, or Lhe Veterans Pad~ closer to Carolina Beach. We play our [~rst: game Saturday m the morning and our 2~d game 

t:hat same aft:ernoon and ~or sure :[ game Sunday morning, and depending on arnount of teams ~r~ our group - playoff game(s) that afternoon. 

P~YER CARDS: 

~ have valid player cards from the players above .--the other guys not in yellow need to either gel regbtered w~th NCASAiUS~SA or get me 

their cards for the team reg{stration (case need check h~ Sat~arday morn{rig 45 rain. before our first game). You need a valM USASA p{ayer card to participate. 

Uniforms: 

As usua~ we wear our green Adidas ~erseys -all ph~yers w~:h jer~;eys bring your own, otherwbe { w~H loan you one [or the tournamef~L Bring what: other item~; you 

need to perh:~rrn on the [~ekJ kH::L your law)rite >oc(:er boots. 

Cost; 

~s advised $40 per player cost of participation, which kindly mall Lo me by return to he~p my cash flow. S~r R~chard Fenimore beat you s~ Lo it. 

ACCOMOOAT~ON: 

See below specia~ o~fer as ~;en~: by Sammy if you prefer to stay on the beach at: an affordabk~ rat:e. Sammy says you can actually s~eep from 4 upto 6 (if you are realiy 

close) in these Dcean Vi~Ias, so it work out w~ry cheap. 

Otherwise you can book hotel/motel’s downtown Wi[m~ngton/NC ~f you prefer to stay closer to down town using ~_~_~_:~5#_�_~_~:g~. or ~_~_~:_~_~[~_[[#_:~_9_01 ’ but 

we wi]~ no doubt receive ~nformat~on of some speda~ pMced rhament hote~ later on. 

Team-Dinner. 
We shah hoM oL~r regu~a~ d~nner for both teams and their supporters -. ~nd unless ~ hear to the otherwise I still feel Harper Pete~son’s (who "plays" for the 060 
United) M~xLo downtown on WaLer Six 

M~xto Restaurant 

S Water St 

Mlmington (910) 399-4501 

You can look ~t up on the web as folh:~ws: 

~ sha~ ask Harper to prepare the LasLaa~ a]~ hi 3 course dinner for ~25 (tax/gratitLade ~nduded) and you can confirm VoLar partidpat~on after the :[st game on Saturday. 
~f you have further questions contact mm 



Rgs Kim Bergm~ser 

203 Walter Nagen Dr. 

Mebane NC 27302 

336 337 8429 

P5: t wiil be away the week of 28th ,Jan thro~gh 5th of February -skims with frie~ds ~r~ the Swbs A~ps by (h~taad and mi>:mg ~t up wRh a~i the ~arno~s peopie sk~ing 

there. 
From: Sammy Nasrollahi [mailto:rod3~4@embarqma[l.com] 
Se~t: Saturday, ]anua~ 07, 20~2 5:36 PM 
To: Bergenser, Kim 
C~t Tommy 
Subject: Fwd: Noah Pier Ocean Villas 

Hi Kim, 

Here is fl~e best deal tbr everyone that want to come to the tournamem. I stayed in this place last tournament and if we can get our game to be played at Veteran fields 
it is only few tninutes to the field. It is big and on the water mid very clean. 
Please send this info~mafion to the tournament director so eveuone can take advantage offl~is great deal. Taamny is very nice a~d easy to work with. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:North Pier Ocean Villas 

Date:Sat, 7 Jan 2012 11:18:12 -0500 (GMT-05:00) 
From:Tamrny : n pov3((-~ em~ihlink net> 

Reply-To:Tamrny : n pov3((-~ em~(hlink net> 
To: rod314 (a) embarqmail 

January 8, 2012 
Hr. Sammy Nasrollahi 
Welcome" to North Pie: Ooean Villas. We would like to offer you and your teaz~z~ates a discounted rate of $ 60.00 per night + 
tax, two night minimum, for your socoer tournament on February ii & 12, 2012. Your 2 bedroom/2 bath villas is spacious enough 
to sleep up to six people comfortably. Each 2 bedroom ur’it features 1 master bedroom with private ~ath, a guest room with 
<win beds, and a quee~ size sleeper so[a :in <he living room. Each villa also comes complete with a fully equiFped ]<:i<ohe~ 

comes equipped with all towels, bed linen, 2 TVs, and a VCR/DVD player. FREE pier fishing up to four persons daiiy! We also 
have an elevator for your convenience! 
You ilay go LO out" websi<e northpiervillas.com to aooess a ]ink to map quest for directions. It is quick and easy 11! Also 
note our cancellation policy is 24 houms prior on nightly rentals. All rentals are i00 % guaranteed. A full stay charge will 
be "~’ade for reservations not cancelled within the allowed cancellation period. Check in is between 4 - 6 PM. Check out is at 
i0:00 AM. Sorry, no exceptions. 
Please also note that we hay} a very stitiot NO PET polioy which Js stitiiotly erzforced !     No PETS of ANY species a5} allowed 
on the grounds or in the units at ANYTIME ! A fee of $200.00 will be charged for violations, as well as ilr~aediate eviction. 
We are happy to have you join us and wi]] try to make your stay as enjoyable and relaxing as possible. If we can assist you 

Sincerely, 
T azr~’y Hunt 
Office Manager 

F~m: 8er~enser, 
N~n[: Wednesday, ]anua~ 0{ 2012 8:31 PMNubje~[: RE: 2012 USASA National Veterans Cup Coming 1o Southern California (Noah Diego at [scondido close to Carlsbad) 
from ]une 26 - ]ul~ Ist 2012. 

Happy Ne~ Year -the Year of the Magat~’s and the Dragon, 

Both teams participated in December kl the NC State Cup and pbying down in the 050 d~v~s[on both teams did well --- with the 055 NC United --- rather depleted of 

Vet--Cup p~ayers --won their first two games, and found [hemsebes ~n a g way t~e after the Saturday matches -- but lost [o a fitter ChaHo[te Real kyo~d .-- who went 

on to play and get beat by O[dcast]e ~n the fina] on Sunday. 

The 060 old tkners ded~mtmg th :~ first 30 rnin of l:he~r first game, p[ayed w~ry well, and wot~ thmr 2nd game 2-1 and barely k)st ou~: ~:o ~:he younger Tdad Un~l:ed 2-1 

on Sunday. 

Below are the 3 upcoming tournaments --.wNch we want [o use the WHmington and Charleston tournaments as warm ups for the Veterans Cup ~r~ San Diego. 

As such hwitation goes out to players from ~ast year’s Veterans Cup-- Nthough changes will stH~ be made to the fina~ Vetcup teams, m~d as such let me know if you 

wish to play not only in 2) Charleston, but a~so t) W~m~ngton -and of course in the Veterans Cup in Sm~ Dbgo -if selected. 

Sammy and f are working w~th J~mmy O’goyk~ from Chark)~:te to add some just turned ~S players from [hat area, and wh~le Mike So~thard & Dat~ Menendez [rom 

Winston w~H be j.Nned wRh the e>:ce~kmt a[[a~:Mng m~dfielder Keith Vanderpoe~ (and possibly 1 or 2 more 055 Wins~:on based players) -we should also have the 

participation o[: Bill Affenpob] aga~R ~n the 055 squad, whi~e Sir Richard (aka Dickie Fenimore) moves up to the O60 team. 

Danny Scott from Greensboro abo [~rns 55 and have been invited to play, and our friends [rom Raleigh .-- Ed and JohR are seeking out any new prospects from their 

arem But as advised preference wi]~ be gben to last year’s participants. 

P~ease let me krmw {f we ~an ~ount on ~ot~ not or~y for San D~ego but a~so the two earlier tourna~ne~:s. - I need yot~r response for W{Im{ngton by ~atest 

~ have already reg~steredipaM ~or the pat~id~a[:~on of bo[:h [:earns for the Veterat~s Cup, 

TOURNAMENTS: 

l) :[:bl2TH Feb ---W~mington seasMe--] wil] try to put two teams together l) our 055 NC United team strengthened w~th some younger players in the 050 

division and 2) our 060 NC United in the 055 division. If want to o~ay w~th any of these two teams let me know, 050 division al]ows for 4 players 49 years 

old and f assume the 055 d~vbion w~l] allow 4 53 year okt players (by 12/31/2012} to play. Womet~ players 030 are air;.:> a[k)wed to play w~t:h us {wot~kt t:hat 

2) 26-28th May (Memor~a~ weekend} ChaHeston 2~d Internationa~ Cup ’ NC . -where again my O55/60 United teams will play -as a warm up for the Veterans 

Cup, 

3) 2(~tn June through :[ July -Veterans Cup,_an~; Diego/CA dose to Carlsbad -thb w~[I be ot~r 12th cot~secut:ive partk:~patk)n ~[~ this Nat:~ot~a[ Cup -where the 

060 NC United and 065 GAiNC United are back to defend thek champion ship titles, and the 055 NC United to get ~n[o this year’s 

With regard to the 060 NC United --. baaed on partidpation from most o[: last year’s champion players, p[L~s a hopeh~] addition of not ~ust ’Gerdt Borg and M~ke 

5harpe from Ca]ffornia, Boris Hikh~ has also ~nd~cated h~terest to p~ay for us, if they don’t get a Southern California 060 team together for the Veterans Cup. They 

wi]~ ]et me know tater their fina~ decision. 

h~ t:hat case we need to add 2-3 ~resh strong players - say a good de[ender, and sld]ff(al midfielder a]ld a str~ker which can score goals. 



[.~?t [T~e k[)ow your thoughts 

Rgs ~im Bergen:at 

336 337 8429 

~= Bergen:at, Kim 
$e~t= Monday, October $7, 20~$ $0:27 AN 
$~bjeet; 2052 USASA National Ve~rans Cup Coming to Southern California (Noah Diego at Escondido close to Carlsbad) from June 26 - July Sst 20~2, 
[~e~aBee= High 

Hello O55/60 NC United~ 

Here ~s the o]:fic~a~ not~ficatior~ of the venue for the 2012 Veterans Cup w~th will be he~d 30 m~es north of the very interestk~g city of San D~e[o on b215 ~eadk~[ 

from Las Vegas to San Diego --and dose to the Cadsbad beaches ,f~ [scondido~ 

Unless sometMng earthshaMng happens in CaJiforn~a ---we wi[[ be sending our 3 teams --.the 055 NC United, as well as the two defending champions the 060 NC 

United and the 065 NCiGA United ~:o parl:h::~pate in ~:h~s pres~:ig~ous tournament. 

A]though t:h~s will involve air fare to either LAX or San Diego -which could run into +-. 54B0 from East: Coast dest~nat:~ons, you may st:art l:hh~kmg about: making this a 

week or2 week’s West Coast vacation (4th o[: July fails on a Wednesday---so ~f you depart Friday n~hL 22nd June and return Wednesday 4th July .--th~s ~s just 7 

vacation days- or 9 ~[ you return Sur~day 9th 

[ know some people ~ntend to v~sit the Grand Canyons {and the Hoover Dam) by [lying into [.as Vegas where a~rfares generally around 5:[BB/200 cheag)er and then 

dr~ve the about gO0 rn~les (5 hours) to the Veterans Cup. 

You can also check ticket cost other than to San D~ego (SO miles from the fields) --.since the airporL or Orange (where D~sney[and ~s s~tuat~on) ~s only 75 miles ~-1/4. 

hour away --. or ].AX wMch is 108M (2 hours) away. --- Cars can be booked cheaply for 915/25 per day from www.hotwire.com as you get doser~ 

They have a brand new Marriott Residence Inn - dose to the games - where ~ wi]~ work on speda~ rates for studio, :[ and 2 bedroom apartments. 

[ a[ready have a good amount of<:ommkments to play in tMs 15t~} Veterans Cup, where ~:he United has part[dpated in the past 1:[-so th~s will be our 12th 

consecutive appearance. 

NC STATE CUP 3-4T~ DECEMBER: 

We sti]~ need several players confirmation ~:hat they can p~ay m ~:he 3,-4th De<:ember NC S~al:e Cup - but no o{fk:ia~ invitation has been published by N{::ASA - so 

more to {:oHow here {:or tFfis W~kn~n~toniNC ~ased tournament 

Rgs KiR~ Be~ense~ 

336 337 8429 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Internet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 



Excitement is in the air about the 2012 USASA National Veteran’s Cup soccer tournament in California! Join the 35 

teams who have already signed up for this event (see brackets below). What can beat great soccer games and 

beach venues within 20 minutes of the hotels? 

Maybe a quick trip to San Dieq£ to one of their many museums or the zoo? Or what about a visit to SeaWorld? 

There are so many activities to explore after your soccer games. Click the link to see a video of San Diego to show 

you what you can visit in this lovely city - video link 

Si~qn up your team today for early bird registration and join teams from all over the world in this year’s biggest and 

most competitive National adult tournament sponsored by the United States Adult Soccer Association 

The event last year was terrific and we are set to grow even bigger and better with more amenities like onsite 

laundry, beer garden, massage therapists, night soccer games and beautiful beaches. Let’s not forget the annual 

celebration. Can this year’s party top last year’s awesome event? The pressure is on Cal South. 

What: Veteran’s Cup Soccer Tournament, June 26 - July 1, 2012 (If you are on an over 30 team, your games will 

be the June 28th-1stJuly but you should arrive on the 27thand be ready to play on the 28th.) 

Age Brackets: Men’s And Women’s Divisions, Over 30, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65. Eligibility age examples: If you 



are going to turn 30 in 2012, you are eligible to play, even if you are still 29 in July. If you are 54 and going to turn 55 

by December 2012, you would be eligible for to play for the over 55 age group. 

Location: Escondido, North San Diego County, California - about 30 minutes from San Diego. 

Where do we sign up? How do we pay? 

Visit the Veteran’s Cup Registration site for additional details and or go directly to the online reqistration and 

payment center. Sign up for an early bird team fee of only $350. That is less than $20 per player! 

Where should we stay? 

The Veteran’s Cup hotel headquarters is at Courtyard by Marriott. Special Veteran’s Cup rates at only $129 for King 

and $139 for two Queens per room (includes complimentary parking and internet). To reserve rooms your team 

manager should call Mary Wolsing at 858-613-2003. A group booking code will be provided for your team to reserve 

online or call in. No individual reservations please. 

Our 2nd HQ hotel is: 

Holiday Inn San Diego - Rancho Bernardo 

Click the link above for reservations $95 (includes complimentary breakfast and parking) or call Christine Harltley at 

858-603-7448. 

You can find a list of other hotels on our website. 

Where can we find more players for our team? Or where can I find a team if I don’t have one? 

Visit the Player Forum on our website where you can post info if you are looking to join a team or if you are a team 

looking for players. 

Featured Team of the Month: 

One Touchable is an over-30 women’s teams from Florida. The 2011 tournament was the first year this team 

entered. They placed third against two powerful teams from Houston and Massachusetts. The team is comprised of 

players from an ongoing 7 v 7 league from the Fort Lauderdale area. Many of these women have been playing 

together for years. Veterans Cup is a competitive, fun and friendly tournament. One Touchable is returning this year 

to compete for the over-30 title. 



Forgeneralquestions aboutthetournament, please visitusthe Conta~ Us section ofour website orcheck outor 

Facebook page. 

Looking forward to seeing you soon, 

Your National Veterans Cup Committee 

Cezar Wasecki 

Veterans Cup Chairman 

veteranscup~gmail.com 

Keith Renner 

REGION I Commissioner 

rdksportsinc~aol.com 

Don Keller 

REGION II Commissioner 

kdonald893@aol.com 

Lisa Bliskis 

REGION III Commissioner 

Iblisk01@hotmail.com 

Mike Maloney 

REGION IV Commissioner 

mocmasher@aol.com 

Paul Barrow 

Webmaster 

webmaster@veteranscup.us 



Registered Teams 2012 
Women’s Over-30 Division 

¯ Spirit- Massachusetts 

¯ HoustonChallengers- Texas 

Women’s Over-40 Division 

¯ AustinAIlies - Texas 

¯ Camp SpringsUnited - Maryland 

¯ MichiganHeaders- Michigan 

¯ SEVWSA Lady Neptunes - Virginia 

¯ San Francisco-Cal North 

Women’s Over-50 Division 

¯ BayState Breakers Five-0 - Massachusetts 

¯ CT Classics - Connecticut 

¯ DallasKicks- Texas 

¯ Leahi 050 - Hawaii 

Women’s Over-55 Division 

¯ BayState Breakers Five-5 - Massachusetts 

¯ MotorCity Classics - Michigan 

Women’s Over-60 Division 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

¯ 

Men’s 

ArizonaAntiques - Arizona 

BayState Breakers Six-0 - Massachusetts 

Lone Star Strikers - North Texas 

MotorCity Cruisers - Michigan 

Perpetual Motion - California 

Over-30 Division 

¯ IFC Berkeley - California 

¯ Islanders- Massachusetts 

¯ MASS FC - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-40 Division 

¯ SLSG/ST. LOUIS FALCONS - Missouri 

Men’s Over-50 Division 

¯ Mundo United- Utah 

Men’s Over-55 Division 



¯ GreensboroF.C. 55 - North Carolina 

¯ 055 NC United - North Carolina 

¯ St. LouisScott Gallaghers - Missouri 

¯ UFC 055 - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-60 Division 

¯ Fichte-Rams S.C. Chicago - Illinois 

¯ Neothsl - Massachusetts 

¯ 060 NC United - North Carolina 

¯ OklahomaUnited - Oklahoma 

¯ St. LouisKnights - Missouri 

Men’s Over-65 Division 

¯ FC GEORGIA UNITED 65 - Georgia 

¯ St. LouisEarthworks- Missouri 

¯ FraminghamUnited - Massachusetts 

About the USASA Veterans Cup 

The annual Naional Veteran’s Cup tournament was established in 1998 by the United States Adult Soccer 

Association with the intention of providing high-level soccer to both men and women 30 years of age and older. The 

current National Veteran’s Cup tournament is a 6-day event with an anticipated 75-100 adult soccer teams, 

comprising approximately 2,000 players, family members, and supporters. 

The tournament travels the country and is hosted by local USASA member organizations at the various locations: 

Sanford, FL: 2011 

Lancaster, MA: 2009 & 2010 

Bellingham, WA: 2007 & 2008 

Wilmington, NC: 2005 & 2006 

Honolulu, HI: 2003 & 2004 

Beckley, WV: 2001 & 2002 

Nashua, NH: 2000 

Bellingham, WA: 1998 & 1999 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2012 USASA Veterans Cup, All rights reserved. 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

USASA Veterans Cup 2013 <veteranscup gmail.com@mai158.usl.mcsv.net> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 11:41 AM 

~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

2013 Veterans Cup Announcement 

Veterans Cup 

2013 USASA National Veteran’s Cup 

Returning to Escondido, North San Diego, County 

We are pleased to announce that the 2013 USASA National Veterans Cup will be hosted 

again by Cal South on June 25- June 30, 2013 in Escondido, North San Diego 

County, California. All games will be played at the Frances Ryan Park. This park 

contains 67 acres, 42 of which are currently developed. It has eight soccer fields-- five 

with lights and three without; parking; and beautiful landscaping. 

For this upcoming year we are expanding divisions and adding a Women’s over 65 age 

group. We are very excited to offer this new division. We will also continue to promote the 

newly added coed over 30 and 40 divisions. Last year we have 95 teams participate and 

we expect to exceed that number. The excitement for this tournament is at an all time 

high. 

The tournament is divided into the following divisions: 

¯ Men’s: Over 30, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, and 65 

¯ Women’s: Over 30, 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, and 65 (new) 

oCoed: Over 30, and 40 

The Veteran’s Cup website (vwvw.veteranscuD_N~) will be updated soon with the 

registration link, hotel information, and other important tournament information. We are 

looking forward for another successful year. 

The annual Veteran’s Cup tournament was established in 1998 by the United States 

Adult Soccer Association with the intention of providing high-level soccer to both men 

and women 30 years of age and older. The current Veteran’s Cup tournament is a 6-day 

event with an anticipated 100 adult soccer teams, comprising approximately 3,000 

players, family members, and supporters. This past year we had teams participate from 

the following states: AZ, CA, CT, CO, CA, HI, IL, KY, MA, MD, MI, MO, NC, OH, IN, TX, VA, 

UT, WA. In past years we have had teams attend from as far as South Africa, Japan, 

Cost Rica, and Canada. 



The tournament travels the country and has been hosted by local USASA member 

organizations at the various locations: 

Escondido, CA: 2012 & 2013 

Sanford, FL: 2011 

Lancaster, MA: 2009 & 2010 

Bellingham, WA: 2007 & 2008 

Wilmington, NC: 2005 & 2006 

Honolulu, HI: 2003 & 2004 

Beckley, WV: 2001 & 2002 

Nashua, NH: 2000 

Bellingham, WA: 1998 & 1999 

For additional information please visit us at www.veteranscup.us or email us at 

.v...e..t..e..r..a..p...s...c..u..p.@g..m...a..i!,..c.£..m..~. You can also find us on Facebook. 

Cheers, 

National Veterans Cup Committee 

Don, Keith, Cezar, Lisa, Mike, John 

£1i#f.s~.vi~=w. I[. 60.;55 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WPS Communications <medi~womensprosoccer.com@mcsv133.net~ 

Friday, September 17, 2010 11:16 AM 

~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

WPS Playoit~ presented by MedImmune - First Round Preview 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

2olo WPS Playoffs Presented by Medlmmune 

WPS First Round Preview 

Final WPS Regular Season Standings 

W L T P GF GA +/- 

x- FCGold Pride 16 3 5 53 46 19 27 

y - Boston 10 8 6 36 36 28 8 

y- Philadelphia 10 10 4 34 37 36 1 

y-Washington 8 9 7 31 33 33 0 

Sky Blue FC 7 10 7 28 20 31 -11 

Chicago 7 11 6 27 21 27 -6 

Atlanta 5 13 6 21 20 40 -20 

x- clinched Regular Season Title 

y- clinched playoff berth 

Final 2010 League Leaders 

Goals 

Marta (FC Gold Pride) 19 

Abby Wambach (Washington Freedom) 

Amy Rodriguez (Philadelphia) 12 

Kelly Smith (Boston Breakers) 11 

Christine Sinclair (FC Gold Pride) 10 

13 

Assists 

Christine Sinclair (FC Gold Pride) 9 

Abby Wambach (Washington Freedom) 8 

Lori Lindsey (Philadelphia Independence) 8 

Camile Abily (FC Gold Pride) 6 

Amy Rodriguez (Philadelphia Independence) 6 

Saves 

Hope Solo (Atlanta Beat) 104 

Nicole Barnhart (FC Gold Pride) 73 

]illian Loyden (Chicago Red Stars) 72 

Alyssa Naeher (Boston Breakers) 69 

Erin McLeod (Washington Freedom) 68 

FC Gold Pride’s Kelley O’Hara is WPS’s Week 22 Player of the Week 

Rookie forward Kelley O’Hara is Women’s Professional Soccer’s Player of the Week for Week 

22 after leading regular-season champion FC Gold Pride to victory in its final game before the 

2010 WPS Playoffs presented by MedImmune. 



O’Hara scored two goals and assisted another in an emphatic 4-1 triumph Saturday over the 

Philadelphia Independence as the team from the San Francisco Bay Area completed its 

worst-to-first turnaround by improving its record to 16-3-5 and extending its 21/2-month 

unbeaten streak to 13 games, 

Gold Pride will be home, at Pioneer Stadium on the campus of Cal State-East Bay in Hayward, 

for the Sept. 26 WPS Championship presented by Citi. Philadelphia and Washington meet in 

the postseason’s first round Sunday, and the winner plays at Boston in next week’s Super 

Semifinal. The survivor will be Gold Pride’s foe in the final. 

O’Hara, who won the Hermann Trophy as college soccer’s top player following her senior 

season at Stanford, gave Gold Pride a 40th-minute lead over Philadelphia, assisted Marta’s 

league-best 19th goal a minute later, then netted her sixth goal of the season one minute 

after the Independence halved the advantage. She departed minutes later with an injury. 

She is the third FC Gold Pride player to win the Player of the Week award this year, joining 

Marta, who was honored in Weeks 6, 9 and 12, and Christine Sinclair, who won in Week 14. 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists from the North American Soccer 

Reporters. 

Week 1: Eniola Aluko (Saint Louis Athletica) 

Week 2: Abby Wambach (Washington Freedom) 

Week 3: Lori Lindsey (Philadelphia Independence) 

Week 4: Sonia Bompastor (Washington Freedom) 

Week 5: Karen Bardsley (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 6: Maria (FC Gold Pride) 

Week 7: Kosovare Asllani (Chicago Red Stars) 

Week 8: Amy Rodriguez (Philadelphia Independence) 

Week 9: Maria (FC Gold Pride) 

Week 10: Danesha Adams (Philadelphia Independence) 

Week 11: Amy Rodriguez (Philadelphia Independence) 

Week 12: Marta (FC Gold Pride) 

Week 13: Ella Masar (Chicago Red Stars) 

Week 14: Christine Sinclair (FC Gold Pride) 

Week 15: Caroline Seger (Philadelphia Independence) 

Week 16: 

Week 17: 

Week 18: 

Week 19: 

Week 20: 

Week 21: 

Week 22: 

Hope Solo (Atlanta Beat) 

Kelly Smith (Boston Breakers) 

Amy Rodriguez (Philadelphia Independence) 

Eniola Aluko (Atlanta Beat) 

Abby Wambach (Washington Freedom) 

Veronica Boquete (Chicago Red Stars) 

Kelley O’Hara (FC Gold Pride) 

2010 WPS Year-End Awards Announced 

WPS announced the 2010 WPS Year-End Awards on Thursday. Regular season champion FC 

Gold Pride won three awards and will honor their winners prior to the WPS Championship 

presented by Citi. Philadelphia Independence coach Paul Riley was selected Coach of the 

Year and will be honored on Sunday in Philadelphia. Boston’s star defender Amy LePeilbet 

captured her second straight Medlmmune Defender of the Year Award and will be honored 

next Thursday at the WPS Super Semifinal while the Citi Sportswoman of the Year winner, 

Natalie Spilger, will be officially presented with the award at a later date. 

Click here, for more information on the 2010 WPS Year-End Awards. 

2010 WPS Playoffs presented by MedImmune - Full Schedule 

Sunday, September 19, 2010 

WPS First Round - 2:30pm ET (Pregame Show at 2pm on FSN, Comcast; check local listings) 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Washington Freedom 

Thursday, September 23, 2010 

WPS Super Semifinal - 8pm ET (FSC) 

Boston Breakers vs. Winner of WPS First Round 

Sunday, September 26, 2010 

WPS Championship presented by Citi - 2:30pm ET (Pregame Show at FSN, Comcast; check 

local listings) 

FC Gold Pride vs. Winner of WPS Super Semifinal 



WPS First Round Preview 

Sunday, September 19 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Washington Freedom (2:30pro ET) 

Iohn A. Farrell Stadium, West Chester, PA 

Two teams that have been trending in different directions over the final weeks of the 

regular season. 

Philadelphia has lost four in a row to end the regular season, only the second losing 

streak all year for the Independence since losing two games back-to-back in early July. Over 

that time, the team has scored just two goals after scoring seven goals during a three-game 

unbeaten streak in mid-August. 

Washington has won three of its last four and four of its last seven, losing just once since 

August 1 to earn the fourth and final playoff berth in the WPS Playoffs. After struggling on 

defense in July, Jim Gabarra’s defense gave up just four goals in its final seven games. 

The two teams play just 100 miles apart and split their season series 2-2 with each team 

winning both games at home. Philadelphia won 3-1 and 3-2 at home,while Washington 

picked up wins at the SoccerPlex with 2-1 and 2-0 scorelines. 

Washington really struggled on the road this season picking up just one victory while 

going 1-7-4 when traveling away from home. Their last and lone victory on the road came in 

mid-May with a 2-0 victory in Atlanta. 

Philadelphia was a solid 7-3-2 this year at home, but two of those home losses came in 

the final two home games of the season. 

The WPS First Round will be a match-up of two of the league’s top forwards with Abby 

Wambach (13 goals) up top for Washington, while her national team teammate on the 

forward line, Amy Rodriguez (12 goals) will be Philadelphia’s top offensive threat: 

In the middle, former Freedom midfielder Lori Lindsey will be the key to controlling play for 

the Independence 

After missing Sonia Bompastor and Lene Mykjaland due to national team commitments in 

Week 22, the Freedom will have its two most dynamic international stars back for the 

playoffs. 

Philadelphia midfielder Jen Buczkowski and Washington Freedom defender Anita Asante 

won the 2009 WPS Championship with Sky Blue FC and are the only players in WPS with a 

chance to win a second straight WPS title. Buczkowski was the third player taken in the 2009 

Expansion Draft when Sky Blue FC left her on the unprotected list. Asante was traded by Sky 

Blue FC in early May to St. Louis, was then picked up by Chicago in free agency and then 

subsequently dealt to Washington in a trade. 

Freedom defender Becky Sauerbrunn is the only player in WPS history to play every 

minute of every regular season game. 

Last year’s WPS First Round was played at Maryland SoccerPlex. Sky Blue FC scored an 

85th minute goal to take a 2-1 victory just six minutes after Washington Freedom had tied 

the game which was played in hot 90+ degree temperatures. Sky Blue FC went on a three- 

game road winning streak to win the 2009 WPS Championship. 

A home team has yet to win a WPS Playoff game. 

About Women’s Professional Soccer (WPS) 

Headquartered in San Francisco, Women’s Professional Soccer (WPS) is the world’s premier 

soccer league for women with seven teams across the United States featuring the best 

players from around the world. WPS completed its inaugural season in August 2009 as Sky 

Blue FC of New Jersey became the first-ever WPS Champions. In 2010, seven teams will each 

play 24-game schedules from April 10-September 12 including five original WPS teams - 

Boston Breakers, Chicago Red Stars, FC Gold Pride (Bay Area), Sky Blue FC (NJ/NY) and 

Washington Freedom - and two expansion teams Atlanta Beat and Philadelphia 

Independence. The top four finishers in the regular season will qualify for the 2010 WPS 

Playoffs scheduled for September 19-26. For more information, visit the WPS official website 

at www.womensprosoccer.com or follow all the news at www.twitter.com/womensprosoccer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kwik Goal Ltd <info@kwikgoa].com> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 10:26 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Incorporate TOM in your Training 

Training Opponent Mannequins: Used for more than 

free-kicks 

White observing a recent Manchester United training 

session in New Jersey, Kwik Goal employees noticed one 

piece of equipment used more than any other. That 

product is TOM (Training Opponent Mannequin). 

During the session, TOM was used as an obstacle for 

conditioning drills, full-field and half-field training, first 

touch drills between defenders, and a variety of 

goalkeeper training exercises. The surprising thing is 

that TOM was never used for corner kick or free kick 

training during the session. 

For a minute You Tube video from the session, Click 

player below! 

For a video insight into a Manchester United training 

session, go to 

~. corn/kwi kgoal_ 



Kwik Gos,~l i.t{l i 140 P;-~cific DHw!I Quai,:eM:( s,:,n pa ~ 895~ [i~i iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica com> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 12:43 PM 

anson@uncaa unc.edu 

Youth Soccer Insider: Thanks, Manny Schellscheidt! 

Advertisement 

Tuesday, Jan. 3, 2012 

Thanks, Manny Schellscheidt! 

Perhaps no man has had as great an influence on as many American coaches as Manfred "Manny" Schellscheidt, who retired in 

2011 atage 70. 

Back in 1970, he became the first person to earn a U.S. Soccer Federation "A" coaching license. He coached at every level of the U.S. 

men’s national team program -- but last year his 13-year tenure as head of the U-14 boys National Identification Program came to an 

end. He also retired, after 24 seasons, as Seton Hall University head coach. 

A few years ago, Bruce Arena said, "1 think everybody who runs across Manfred learns something. He provokes a lot of thought on 

how players think and the role coaches play. He is very good at trying to keep things simple and not making a meal of things. He 

doesn’t make a big deal about the influence coaches have on players. He believes in making sure players are in a good soccer 

environment and that they learn from the game." 

I had first "encountered" Schellscheidt in 1973 -- I realized a couple decades later -- when I was a 9-year-old soccer fan in Texas 

Stadium and Schellscheidt played for the Philadelphia Atoms, who upset me greatly as they beat the Dallas Tornado, led by 

"superstar" Kyle Rote Jr., 2-0. 

When many years later I mentioned that NASL championship to Schellscheidt, he related an anecdote that demonstrates the kind of 

youth coach he was. Schellscheidt had planned a Europe trip with the youth team he was coaching before becoming a 

player/assistant coach of the expansion Philly team that, with an uncommon number of American players, made a surprising run to 

the playoffs. 

It turned out the youth trip would conflict with the NASL semifinal - and Atoms head coach AI Miller couldn’t believe his ears when 

Schellscheidt said he would keep his promise to the boys and miss the game against Toronto. The Atoms beat Toronto, 3-0, so 

Schellscheidt still celebrated one of the many triumphs of a career in American soccer that began when he emigrated from Germany 

at age 23 

Schellscheidt was visiting his aunt in New Jersey in 1964 and was recruited to play for Elizabeth SC of the German-American League 

Elizabeth SC provided him with a tool-maker’s job and sponsorship for immigration 

"1 arrived in the country on a Monday, went to practice at Farcher’s Grove on a Wednesday, and they gave me a player’s pass in time for 

the Saturday game," says Schellscheidt, 64 "Only in America!" 

He continued working the tool-and-die factory until in 1988 taking the Seton Hall helm -- his first full-time coaching job. But he had 

already coached the US. national team, was an assistant of the U-20 U.S. team, and he was the Olympic coach until the eve of the 

1984 Games when the Federation disbanded his team of amateurs and replaced them with pros Schellscheidt coached the U.S 

team at two Pan American Games. He coached the U-17s in the early 1990s 

As a player, besides the NASL title, he won two US. Open Cups with Elizabeth SC. He was player/coach of the 1974 ASL champion 

Rhode Island Oceaneers and coached the 1977 ASL-winning New Jersey Americans. 

Throughout his career, Schellscheidt served the US youth game He was a Region I ODP coach for 25 years and its head coach in 

1997-2007. 

A refrain from the coaches Schellscheidt influenced is that he showed them that soccer’s an art, not a science. He never let one forget 

that it’s a players’ game - and that the key to youth coaching is respecting the players’ right to enjoy the sport and explore it on their 

own terms: 

"Kids like to explore - learn and discover on their own terms .. To explore, to toy around with, to experiment." 

For me, every conversation with Schellscheidt ended with my affection for the sport rejuvenated Thanks for that, Manny! .. I’m looking 

forward to our first chat of the new year 

Manny Schellscheidt on Soccer: 

"The garne is the best teacher The coach is really a substitute voice. We want tile players to hear the silent voice, the game The 

game is actually talking to you." 

’Judge players by their talents, not their faults" 

’Soccer without ideas is boring. Players with skill and imagination are fun to watch." 

"We don’t lose by making a few mistakes, we lose for the things we never did." 



"No kid ever steps on the field and says, ’Today I’m going to lose’ They’re naturally competitive. We should be concerned about the 

players’ performance, not the final score." 

’There are always shortcuts that you can find to win the next game. That doesn’t necessarily mean you’ll be winning five, six years from 

now" 

"The great players lead with their minds How do I make space and time? How do I take it away?" 

On coaching youth with small-sided games: "It needs to be small enough so positions don’t matter. That’s the best solution. If 

coaches would have the patience to graduate their kids from really small numbers, one step at a time, that would be the most natural 

and the most potent education the players could possibly get. They would learn to deal with time and space, and howto move around 

and have some shape. The problem is we go to the bigger numbers too early." 

On screaming orders from the sidelines and shackling players to areas of the field. "It destroys the children’s natural instinct of being 

part of the game." 

On the difference between team development and player development. "There’s such a difference.... You can diwy up the field, make 

players rehearse what they’re supposed to do in their small areas, and as far as team development it works fine because they can 

find a quick way to get results. It’s a short cut to success, but the kids don’t become good players." 

"The language of the game is body language. It’s universal." 

On technique ... "1 don’t believe skill was, or ever will be, the result of coaches. It is a result of a love affair between the child and the 

ball." 

"All the questions will come from the game and so will the answers." 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bay United SC in Oakland, Calif. He is the co- 

author, with Tim Mulqueen. of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper, and More Than Goals with Cfaudio Reyna. Woitatta’s youth soccer 

articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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’Coaches should help, not disturb’ (Q&A with 
Bayern Munich’s Werner Kern, Part 2) 

By Mike Woitaga 

Bayern Munich, Gerrnany’s richest and most successful club, buys international stars (eg Franck Ribery and Arjen Robben) and top 

domestic talent (eg Manuel Neuer and Mario Gomez) -- but its starting lineup usually includes four or five homegrown players. 

"Every time Bayern has been very successful it’s had a lot of players from its youth program," says Director of Sport Christian 

Nerlinger, who himself joined FC Bayern as a 14-year-old and won league titles and the UEFA Cup with Bayern in the 1990s "They 

have a special identification with the club." 

The club spends about 5 million euro ($6.5 million) a year on its youth program. 

"It is not a question of budget," says FC Bayern President Uli Hoeness. "If we need 5 million, that’s OK. If we need 7 million, we will do 

it. Because you cannot give a limit. You spend what is necessary. One year 4 million, next year 6 or 7 million." 

Last year, Bayern sold Munich-born Mehmet Ekici, who joined the club at age 8, to Werder Bremen for 5 million euros -- but Hoeness 

insists the youth program’s focus is on boosting the first team. 

"We are not a selling club," Hoeness says. "Our aim is always to invest money for players who can play for Bayern. If sometimes you 

can sell a player like Mehmet Ekici for 5 million - OK, that’s fantastic, it pays for one full year the academy." 

In Part 2* of our interview with Werner Kern, the head of the Bayern Munich youth program shares more details about the club’s 

approach to youth soccer .... 

SA: How do you want your coaches to behave on the sidelines during games? 

WERNER KERN: It’s OK for them to give some instructions from the sidelines. But it should always be positive and constructive -- and 

it shouldn’t be constant. If it’s constant it will make the players self-conscious and nervous. 

We want coaches to help, but not disturb. To be supportive, to build players up, but also to point out when they do something wrong .... 

Starting at U-14, U-15, w’e do video analysis with the players. 

SA: What value is placed on winning at the youth level? 

WERNER KERN: It’s a double-edged sword If you want to become good, you need to learn how to win. Winning does play a role, but 

not winning at all costs. 

You’ll find another club that has many more youth national team players than we do, because they "hire and fire." They get physically 

strong players so they win -- they’re born in January or February -- they help the team win, and then they get tossed out the next 

season. We don’t do that. 

I’m totally against cutting and recruiting at the youth level to win games. I say, we must always look, does that player have a specific 

potential to become a special player or doesn’t he? 

Another point is also important You always need a couple of players who are physically strong who can help the others win It’s not 



only about winning, it’s about experiences of success. If you lose every game then you think, "There’s something wrong with me." You 

do need to win, but not at all costs. We judge the youth teams on how they’re playing soccer and on if they’re ultimately producing 

players for our first team. 

For example, at the U-15 level-- an age group where players are going through growth spurts. You’ve got really little players and ones 

who are like full-grown men. We support and protect the small players who might be at disadvantage but have the potential to become 

great players, like Philipp Lahm [the 5-foot-7 outside back who captains Germany and Bayern] 

SA: It’s a common held belief that free play, or street soccer, is a key to the development of exceptional players .... 

WERNER KERN: It used to be like that- that kids would come home from school and play with friends. But the whole infrastructure has 

changed. There’s almost no unorganized soccer. Now the kids have a longer school day. The school is so demanding that they don’t 

have time play streets or in the park. 

That’s what prompted us to invest in development. That’s why we coordinated with the schools that they have soccer twice a week at 

school. 

SA: Is it a concern that kids only play supervised soccer? 

WERNER KERN: That depends. I believe creativity grows out of freedom. That’s true. But we must also link creativity with the things that 

are necessary to play successfully. I, for instance, require that players dribble, but in offensive. We don’t want players to dribble in front 

of their own goal and lose the ball, but nor do we want them to boot the ball aimlessly up field. 

We want them to take chances, to dare to dribble, but in the right situations. There are many small practice games that help them 

comprehend when to dribble and when to pass. They get many chances to dribble and to figure out the right time. 

SA: What’s Bayern Munich’s playing style philosophy?. 

WERNER KERN: We want to play active soccer. We want to defend high and we want to possess the ball as much as possible 

because we believe that we learn and improve when we possess the ball a lot. When you’re chasing the ball all the time you’re not 

learning a lot. 

You must, of course, learn the elements of defense, but we want to act not react. 

*(Read Part ! of the interview with Werner Kern HERE.) 
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The case for high school soccer 

By Mike Barr 

The U.S. Soccer Developmental Academy league will soon be telling its players to not play high school soccer or any other high 

school sports. Most parents of these elite players will buy into the decision, much in the same way they believe it costs thousands of 

dollars to assure their child becomes a strong player and receives that $2,000 partial scholarship. Not surprisingly, the 

developmental academies will now be forced to charge more for training and travel. 

It seems within youth soccer ideas are implemented with little thought, time, trials or research. We have become a soccer country that 

relies on the innovations of other countries without coming up with ideas of our own that reflect our society and culture. 

The claims that high school soccer is detrimental to development seem to resonate from coaches and administrators who are 

involved with the Academy programs at the national level In my opinion high school soccer should remain an important part of our 

youth sports landscape and parents should examine the pros and cons before making such a decision that could impact their child’s 

future I will attempt to unravel the facts for parents: 

1) Playing with the academy team and with elite players will enhance my son’s soccer skills. 

Yes, and could possibly inhibit his growth, if he is now a substitute or locked into a position that limits touches on the ball and erodes 

at confidence. He could go from the player to play through or target in high school, to relinquishing roles on the field because the 

strength of other players on his academy team are seen to be stronger 

2) The quality of coaching at the Academy level is stronger than at the high school level. 

This may be the case in some instances but there are many high school coaches who are more capable and more qualified than 

many academy coaches and many high school coaches have a vast amount of experience at club and ODP. 

3) Quality of competition is stronger at the academy level. 

Again, it may be the case in some matches but many high school games are much more competitive than Academy play, especially 

when teams are competing for a league, district or state title. 

4). He will enjoy Academy play more 

Talk to almost any elite or high level player within the last fifteen years and almost every player will tell you that playing for their high 

school team was more enjoyable than club or their college playing experience. High School soccer still replicates the neighborhood 

club teams of years ago and the entire community still identifies with high school soccer as their own Playing with your close peers 

and representing your community is something special 

Attendance at high school soccer matches always attracts more fans than any academy matches, because a community cannot get 

behind a program that has kids from up to 50 miles away associated with a team. 

5) Playing high school will impede development. 

An elite high school player begins play against players who may be four years older who are faster and stronger. Young players are 

forced to develop fast and develop a strong first touch. As they move into their junior and senior years they assume a role as leader 

and carry more responsibility to their team and themselves Playing within the academy structure very few players assume or are 

introduced to the role of leader. 



6) Playing Academy will provide up to four nights of training and matches on the weekend for 10 months. 

Try to imagine the difficulty of maintaining quality grades if every day you are in a car for two hours, in addition to training for two hours 

When will a player be able to experience the after school experiences we all enjoyed as high school students? 

There will be little or no time to attend social functions, participate in music or theatre, clubs and play other sports During the college 

interview many colleges and universities are looking for a well-rounded student. Will playing in the Academy actually hurt my chances 

to get your child in the school of his choice? 

Since we have adopted the academy philosophy of European clubs; possibly U.S. Soccer should replicate these programs and have 

only developmental academies directed by each MLS Club. All training, travel and expenses would be covered by the club. Each player 

brought into an MLS academy would realize they have the potential to play professionally. 

There still is something special to playing with friends in front of parents and peers and experiencing the thrill and social aspects of 

high school sports. Quite possibly we could see a resurgence of players staying with their own local clubs and make soccer a 

reasonably priced sport to play once again. 

(Mike Barr is the Director of Coaching of the Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer Association. He coached the boys team at Strath 

Haven High School in 1984-2005, winning five PIAA state titles, six PtAA District One titles and 16 Central League titles.) 
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Making Critical Feedback Positive and 
(with Chris Hayden) 

@~ Tweet This ~’~ Share This 

Motivating 

(Doug Lemon; tile author of best-selling school teaching books "Teach Like a Champion" and "Practice Perfect, " 

works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching and has been researching      ~ 

soccer coaching techniques.) 

Ry Doug Lemov                                                                               ~ 

As his practice wound down and the FC Dallas U-13 boys sat in a cimle stretching under the afternoon Texas 

sun, Chris Hayden took a minute to help his players put what they’d worked on that day in context. "You guys understand 

the difference between possession and penetration, now, yes?" he asked as the boys nodded. Then he paused for emphasis 

and asked, "Can you do both? Can you possess the ball and penetrate?" Now he paused again, going on slowly and 

deliberately= "A gt~at team cam And that’s the team we’re going to become." Pause again. "So thank you for your work today= 

We’ll keep working at it this week in anticipation of our game this weekend." 

With that the boys rose, and one by one shook Hayden’s hand before helping to gather equipment and calling it a day. 

Small moments often make great teachers and the careful choice of words and actions at the end of his practice is typical of 

what makes Hayden, who is vice president of FC Dallas’ youth programs, remarkable. Consider the vision created by his 

closing words. He offered not just a reminder about the importance of both possession and penetration, but a reminder that the 

goal of all that work was to become great, not just as individuals but as a team. Further, he framed the reminder as both a 

motivating challenge - "Can you do both? Can you possess the ball and penetrate?" - and an inspiring tie-in to their own 

aspirations - to be great. His words helped the boys make their hard work feel purposeful and motivating even though he was 

essentially telling them they had not achieved mastery. And he readied them to come back in a few days ready to work more. 

The process of getting better requires a lot of critical feedback, a lot of messages to do it differently, do it better, give a little 

more, especially when standards are high and a coach is tasked with making players as good as they can be. Managing the 

process of giving critical feedback isn’t just one of the biggest challenges for coaches, either. Management and teaching 

literatut~ abounds with discussion about how to balance positive and constructive= Some experts will tell you to give five times 

as much praise and criticism, for example= But how do you do that when there’s a lot of fixing involved in the endeavor? And 

what about other management research that suggests that people get frustrated when there isn’t enough constructive 

feedback to make them better? 

These challenges suggest that we often think about the terms positive and critical (or positive and constructive) simplistically. 

In fact what the best teachers tend to do is to find ways to give constructive feedback in a way that motivating and energizing 

and positive feedback in a way that’s honest and real and disciplined so as not to over use it. In the classroom, the idea that 

you can give critical feedback in a manner that makes it motivating and even inspiring is called Positive Framing and there are 

a variety of ways that great coaches use it. Chris Hayden seemed to know all of them. 

MAKE USE OF CHALLENGES. For example, a young player’s reaction to the message, "Stop using your right foot every 

time" is likely to be more positive and productive if it sounds like a challenge, as in: "Now show me you can do it with your left 

foot." During his practice, Hayden made constant use of challenges to his players and the cycled through a passing drill: 

"See if you can be even quicker, Julian." 

"Good. Now see if you can have yourself half turned [when you receive] and playing quickly." 

"How quickly can you get rid of it? 1-2! 1-2! Can you be that quick?" 

"David, see if you can sharpen up your movement. Quicker!" 

One of the benefits of phrasing correction as a challenge is that it causes the player to self-assess. David, for example, has 

been asked to see if he can sharpen up, which implies that he’ll make a determination as to whether he’s met his goal. And 

young people love to show they can do something, so a challenge like "see if you can" tends to be highly motivating. 

FOCUS ON TECHNICAL ASPECTS. Another positive framing tool Hayden used in his practice was plausible anonymity. 

Sometimes it’s helpful to call a player out in public and say "Jason, your runs are lazy," but being called out in front of a group 

of peers can also distract Jason from the message - his self-consciousness focusing him on questions like "Why did he say 

that?" and "Does he criticize me more than my teammates" rather than the crispness of his runs. 



Working in some plausible anonymity would mean saying, as Hayden did in his practice, "1 see some of us doing a great job 

of really accelerating to try to get to a spot, and others of us are fairly casual in trying to get to a spot. Check yourself to make 

sure you’re cutting decisively." One of the benefits of plausible anonymity is that it too socializes players to self-monitor and to 

ask themselves whether they are casual or decisive in their movements. 

Another is that it focuses them more on the technical aspects of play and less on their emotions about being criticized, so 

certainly plausible anonymity can be an effective tool for giving critical feedback, especially when players are learning 

something new and you want to make it safe for them to get it wrong by providing a little privacy. That said, the argument here 

is not that plausible anonymity is always the right move - some players will be slow to recognize that the lazy cutter was 

them for example and need mor~ accountability - but it’s important to recognize the value of being critical in a way the lets 

players struggle in private. 

A third aspect of positive framing Hayden used is assume the best, which is giving credit for the right parts of a decision or the 

intentions of players while pointing out what didn’t work. This might involve changing ’You can’t play that ball backward" to ’1 

see why you wanted to go backward there but it’s too dangerous." Merely acknowledging the intent of a player can help him to 

focus on the content, the teaching part, of the feedback. 

The word ’~[orgot" is perhaps the classic assume4he-best word, as in, some of us seem to have "[orgotten that we need to be 

wide in this situation," or even "Carlos, I think you forgot about creating width." This approach gives young players credit for 

knowing something but sets the bar higher. Hayden used this with players again and again in his practice saying in one case, 

"Even quicker, David" (implying that David was pretty quick but had to take things up a notch) or "Ben, in your supporting run, 

make sure to orient yourself so you face the next pass. It’ll be easy for you" (with the implication that it’ll be easy because 

you’re a strong playe0. 

A final element of positive framing that Hayden relied on was to talk aspirations. He constantly framed his comments, and 

especially his criticism in terms of what the boys aspired to - to become great soccer players. His feedback reminded them 

that the things they had to change were part of the path to being great and were normal and typical of that process. For 

example, when a difficult pass went awry he said, "Accurate, boys, accurate. We’re asking you to find a window ... be that 

good" his comments combining talk aspirations with challenge and plausible anonymity (he didn’t identify the culprit by name 

though surely everyone knew who it was). 

DESCRIBE THE SOLUTION. Finally, Hayden was meticulous about a last aspect of positive framing, something called live in 

the now which simply means to describe the solution, not the problem, and to describe it in simple concrete specific terms 

that tell a player exactly what the next step should be, as in : "Separate, David," "Face him, Andy." "Tell him he can turn, Javi." 

Throughout his practice, Hayden described for his players what they should be doing in a given moment rather than what they 

were doing wrong. This not only allowed them to focus on the important thing, but it allowed him to earn their trust and faith by 

solving their problems. 

The result of all this positive framing was an incredibly upbeat and energetic practice with players motivated, striving and giving 

their best even while getting a high quantity of constructive feedback that made them better players. 

So while it would be nice to say, as some management literature does, that we should maximize motivation by praising five 

times as often as we criticize, Hayden’s practice demonstrates a "third way" - to teach constantly but frame constructive 

feedback in a way that honors and respects players, socializes them to self-monitor and encourages them to focus on the 

technical content of the feedback rather than the emotional response to being corrected. 

This last part may sound trivial. Part of sports is supposed to be about learning to take honest feedback - but honest 

feedback can also reflect the notion that over thousands of iterations, feedback can work better if it makes it slightly easier for 

players to embrace it openly, as something that feels like it’s supposed to make them better. 

(Doug Lemov is the author of "Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to Colleqe, " a study of 

teachers who get exceptional results in high-poverty schools. He’s also co-author with Erica Woolway and Katie Yezzi of 

"Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Getting Better, "a study of the art of practicing. His books have been 

translated into nine languages and he works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coachh~g through better teaching. He 

blogs at teachlikeachampion.com.)Twitter. @Doug LemoV) 

Earlier this year the Youth Soccer Insider featured a three-part interview with Doug Lemov: 

1. "What Teachers can Teach Coaches" 

2. "Say it carefully, quickly, clearly" 

3. "Don’t ,qet mad at kids for stru.qglin.q" 
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CASL’s Charlie Slagle: 
provides many options 
Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Full-service club 

Adverti ..... t J 

The Youth Soccer Insider continues its series in which we ask the leaders of U.S youth clubs to address key issues on the state of 

American youth soccer. Charlie Slagle is Chief Executive of the North Carolina’s Capital Area Soccer League (CASL), a "full-service 

club" with 9,000 registered players. Before taking charge at CASL, which was founded in 1974, Slagle was head coach at NCAA 

Division I Davidson College, from 1980 to 2000 

SOCCER AMERICA: CASL is both a club and a league - what you cab a "full-service club." What’s the advantage of being such a 

large organization, with some 800 teams? 

CHAP, LIE SLAGLE: We have a recreational league and a middle league, which is called our Challenge League, and at the top level we 

have Classic teams. 

We start seeing kids at 5 years old and they work all the way through. Once they start with us, more than likely they stay with us. 

Obviously there are exceptions. 

The advantage is we don’t have to turn anyone away, ever. We can cut someone and they might not like it, but if we cut somebody from 

Classic, they can play in Challenge. If we cut someone from Challenge, they can play in recreational. We have recreational all the way 

upto under-18. 

SA: So the setup creates a lower dropout rate? 

CHARLIE SLAGLE: I think it does. We have kids who are playing Challenge and they’ll try out for the next level up, but if they don’t make 

it, they have friends playing in the level below and a lot continue to play. 

SA: Have you seen significant improvements in youth coaching? 

CHARLIE SLAGLE: It’s improved. A lot more of the parent-coaches, people coaching at the rec level and just above that, have played -- 

whereas 20 years, 15 years ago that percentage was a lot Iow’er. 

Now that there are so many people who played through high school or college, or even the club level up till they’re 13 or 14, they have 

an idea of what’s going on. With a little bit of training on the methodology -- not to have kids stand around - they know how to make 

practices and games fun. 

SA: Will playing soccer continue to become more expensive or is any relief on the horizon? And what is your club doing to reduce 

or minimize costs? 

CHARLIE SLAGLE: Other than cost-of-living increases, soccer costs are probably not going to go up too much more. 

The biggest thing is the travel and those taking the brunt of that are the very best teams. 

We take in sponsors and our tournaments help out a little bit. 

Our Chelsea sponsorship limits or pays for all of the travel of our US Soccer Development Academy teams. We’re doing the same 

with the ECNL -- the national girls league - and trying to get more and more sponsorship and give that money back to the parents. 

The more we can help them out the better. The less they pay the better as they decide between this club and that club. 

SA: The Super Y4eague, U.S. Club Soccer and the U.S. Development Academy have joined U.S. Youth Soccer in the youth arena 

over the last decade. Has the increase in options for youth clubs benefited America’s young players? 

CHARLIE SLAGLE: Yes and no. At a club like CASL, we’re competitive nationally, we can pick and choose ECNL for our girls and the 

[U.S. Soccer] Academy for our boys. Then our second teams and third teams fit very nicely in USYS or in U.S Club Soccer. 

We are mainly a member of North Carolina Youth Soccer and U.S. Youth Soccer, through NCYSA. We pick and choose and that’s 

where having soccer-savvy folks making the decisions is very important. 

What actually hurts development is I don’t think we’re heading up the width of the pyramid and narrowing it down. I think that 

sometimes because there are too many options some of the best players are playing in situations where they’re not playing against 

the best players, therefore not getting as good as they could be. That may hurt us national team-wise. 

SA: Should the U.S. Soccer Federation create a Development Academy league on the girls as it did for the boys in 2097? 

CHARLIE SLAGLE: I would think in fairness, yes, but ECNL, which is a U.S Club property, is doing it nowand doing a good job of it. 



Would it be that they take over ECNL? When the Academy came out [for boys] they started recruiting clubs and could do it. Nowthey 

would be recruiting clubs that are already playing ECNL, so there could be a bit a war going on. 

SA: If you had a magic wand, how would you use itto improve youth soccer in America? 

CHARLIE SLAGLE: There would be one entity that controls everything and did a couple different things: 

One, make it so the top players are getting sifted toward the top of the pyramid, so that all the top players are playing against other top 

clubs. 

Two, I think our national teams are also hurt by the single-year age brackets. When you have a superstar at age 15 and have a chance 

to win the under-15 title, most clubs and coaches are going to keep that under-15 player playing in that age bracket. Whereas for his 

or her benefit it might be better to play in the under-17s, playing against bigger, stronger players, and they have to adjust their game 

and get better. 

Having all these national championship at single-year age brackets - those kids don’t learn different roles. If they’re the star of that 

team, they’re going to be the star at 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. 

I wouldn’t mind seeing, not necessarily across the board, but some sort competition where 16 through 18, maybe 13-15, 14-16 on a 

team, and you have to have so many of each age on the team, sort of like the Little League baseball model where the younger players 

are on the field with older players. That would improve our players .... 

The USSF needs to do something that gets us all going in the same direction for the common good, because if you leave it up to club 

directors like myself, we have to hang our hat on winning this championship or doing this or doing that. And I think we’re tugging 

against each other too much. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bay United in Oakland, Calif. His youth soccer 

articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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How to navigate your child’s path 

The choice of where to have your child play youth soccer can be very difficult. Multiple clubs, "select teams," or leagues will tout their 

services or programs, often with promises of glory down the road. There is no shortage of choices for where your child can spend the 

next year of development - and in the United States, parents have more choice than in any other country. 

The number of choices can be ovenz,,helming -- especially to parents without a soccer background. When there are different people 

selling different services, often in different leagues, and all emphasizing the importance of choosing their club, it is no surprise that 

people make choices that they will regret in the future. This raises a key question: 

How do I choose a soccer club for my child? While there is no easy answer to this question, there is one key principle that should 

guide your decision: the single most important external factor in any player’s development is the quality of the coach working with the 

player on a regular basis. The impact of this individual, especially at U8-U14, far outweighs the league the team plays in, the success 

of the team, or any other factor. Quite simply, great coaches at these ages help motivated players maximize their ability. Because of 

this huge impact and influence, consider the following in trying to evaluate your options: 

* Being a great soccer player does not automatically translate into being a great teacher of soccer players. 

* Beware of any coach who takes credit for the success of his or her past players; the best coaches understand that players earn their 

own achievements. 

* Beware of any coach advertising the number of college scholarships their players have received, (and run the other way if they 

promise one to you). 

* Though earning coaching licenses doesn’t guarantee a great coach, it does show effort on the part of the coach. (That said, a 

license does not certify honesty or integrity) 

* Be sure the ’name" attached to the team will be the coach attached to the team; bait-and-switch is not uncommon. 

* Is the coach offering a training-based program with appropriate training-to-game ratios (at least 3-1), or is the coach promoting a 

program overly emphasizing competition? 

While these guidelines help narrow your choices, you may still have several options. If that happens, consider having your child attend 

a training session with the potential coach, and evaluate the session on the following criteria: 

* Did your child enjoy the session, and does he or she want to go back? 

* Is your child receiving coaching points that are detailed, personalized, and technical, or are they general, vague, and primarily 

focused on hustle and attitude? 

* Are the players consistently engaged and active, with frequent contact with the ball? 

* Does your child leave the training feeling that he or she has learned something new, or excited to try something new? 

While the quality of the opposition in games and training gradually becomes more important as players age, (and is very important at 

U14 and above), these factors are far less significant when the player should primarily be learning individual technique and decision- 

making. 

Unfortunately, no matter how much you research your decision, you may make a mistake -- the world is full of great salesmen. To 

minimize the impact of a bad decision, you must be able to recognize when the coaching your child is receiving is slowing their 

development Without being a "helicopter parent," be mindful when watching your child’s team play: 

* Are players encouraged to solve problems and think, or are they simply running around and kicking? 

* Does the team try to possess the ball (good sign), or do they seem in a rush to go to goal immediately every time they get the ball 

(bad sign)? 

* Is coaching in the game given to players away from the ball (good sign), or is the coach joysticking the player with the ball (bad 

sign)? 

* Is most of the coaching concerned with "working harder"? (What do you do when "working harder" is no longer sufficient because of 

a lack of knowledge or skill?) 

* Does the team rely primarily on serving the ball forward to a fast player up front to score, and on a fast player in the back to cover for 

mistakes? (Very bad sign) 

* Does the team play differently at the end of the season than it does at the beginning? Is your child a noticeably different (and 



improved) player? 

While the focus of this article has been primarily on coaching, it is important to realize that if parents do not encourage self-directed 

play in the hours their child is not with their coach, to some extent the selection of a club, team, or coach is a moot point -- the player’s 

ceiling is already established. 

(Christian Layers is the Executive Vice President at US Club Soccer He holds the highest coaching licenses in the United States -- 

the USSF "A" License, the USSF "Y" License, and the NSCAA Premier Diploma) 
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Stanford’s Taylor named Women’s Player of the Year [~i Adverti ..... 
t 

by Paul Kennedy ....... 

[SOCCER AMERICA AWARDS] For the third year in a row, a Stanford senior is the Soccer America Women’s Player of the Year After 

Kelley O’Hara in 2009 and Christen Press in 2010, forward Lindsay Taylor wins Soccer America’s top women’s award for 2011 - 

Read the whole story... 

Stanford places four players on Women’s MVP teams 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER A~.,IERiCA A’,N,~,RDS] National champion Stanford placed three players -- seniors Cam Levin, Teresa Noyola and Lindsay 

Taylor -- on the 2011 Soccer America MVPs first team and junior Alina Garciamendez on the second team. For all the 2011 MVPs .. 

- Read the whole story... 

Soccer America Women’s MVPs (1988-2011 ) 
by Soccer America 

[HISTORY] Stanford’s three selections on Soccer America’s MVPs first team marked the second time the Cardinal had three players 

selected. It had three selections on the 2002 SA MVPs first team North Carolina holds the record for most MVPS with four in 1996 

and 2003 For all the selections since 1988 - Read the whole story.. 

Virginia’s Brian earns Women’s Freshman of the Year award 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER A~.,IERiCA A’,N,~,RDS] Morgan Brian, who helped lead Virginia to the quarterfinals of the NCAA Division I Tournament, is the 

2011 Soccer America Women’s Freshman of the Year - Read the whole story... 

UCLA has two players on Al~-Freshman first team 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER A~.,IERiCA A’,N,~,RDS] UCLA was the only school to have two players -- Abby Dahlkemper and Sam Mewis -- named to 

Soccer America’s 2011 All-Freshman first team. For all the 2011 All-Freshman selections .. - Read the whole story 

Duke’s Church selected as Women’s Coach of the Year 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER A~.,IERiCA A’,N,~,RDS] P.obbie Church, who led Duke to the ACC regular-season championship and the final of the NCAA 

Division I Tournament with a starting lineup comprised entirely of underclassmen, is Soccer America’s 2011 Women’s Coach of the 

Year. - Read the whole story... 
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How the USA routed Scotland 
By Ridge Mahoney, Monday, May 28, 2012 

The Americans began a run of five games in 18 days by thoroughly dismantling Scotland, 5-1, with a Landon 

Donovan hat trick and bewildering display of attacking soccer 
Adverti ..... t 

The Americans didn’t thrash the Scots Saturday in Jacksonville, Fla., solely because of any one factor, yet by combining several 

powerful elements of their game -- conditioning, aggression, determination, tactics - they embarrassed a nation that prides itself on 

spirit above all else. 

Before they began to wilt from heat and fatigue after about half an hour, the Scots were down, 2-1, and already in deep trouble. While 

they were able to shackle lone forward Terence Boyd one-on-one, they were unable to close down the spaces behind and around 

him, which enabled an energetic array of five midfielders to connect passes, time runs, and interchange positions frequently and 

efficiently. 

Magnificent performances byDonovan, who scored his third national-team hat trick, and Michael Bradley, credited with one assist to 

accompany a scintillating half-volley from 25 yards out for goal No. 2, highlighted one of the most dominant U.S. games ever by the 

USA against a respected European opponent. Jermaine Jones, a victim of his own volatility too many times, played a monster two- 

way game that produced two precise assists and a clinical finish on the fifth U.S. goal. 

As if often the case, no consensus existed on what formation the team was playing. MLSsoccer.com called it a 4-1-4-1, NBC Sports 

Network diagrammed a 4-3-3, and there were also references to 4-3-2-1 that seemed to jibe closest to a designation of a four-man 

back line, a triangle of three interchanging midfielders, two wingers, and lone forward Boyd. 

Dubbed in some circles the "Christmas Tree" formation and stereotyped as a defensive blockade, the Americans proved yet again 

that the right mix of talents and tactics trumps a dogmatic diagram. Well-supported, aggressive defending smothered the Scots; flank 

play and crisp ball movement that spread out the "Christmas tree" cut apart their defense. 

One facet of the system was that Donovan, deployed as a right wing but free to move about, attacked more directly than did opposite 

n u mber Jose Tortes. Yet still Torres contributed several vital plays at both ends of the field as he and left back Fabian Johnson gave 

the Americans one of their strongest left-sided presences in recent memory. 

By tucking Torres inside, Coach Jurgen Klinsmman achieved several objectives: room opened up on the left flank for Johnson, who is 

bolder and faster going forward than Tortes; Tortes replicated the left-central role he often plays for his Mexican club team, Pachuca; 

and the freedom to interchange positions allowed to Torres to at times slide farther, all the way into the middle, which utterly 

overwhelmed the already laboring Scots as they chased Bradley, Jones, Donovan and Maurice Edu. 

The concept of players taking up positions on the field, rather than rigidly playing positions laid out on a chalkboard, manifested itself 

throughout the match. At times, Torres would slide into the middle but Johnson would hang back, which allowed Jones to float 

outside and take up that vital position near the touchline from which he hit two crosses in the first half. 

In the second half, a similar move mirrored on the right side produced the ball that Jones, playing briefly as a right wing, served up for 

Donovan to score his second goal with a sharp finish into the bottom far corner. Jones rounded off his outstanding night and the U.S. 

scoring by heading home a cross from Donovan. 

Torres tracked back to win a ball near his own goal line a few minutes after his sharp midfield tackle had set in motion the sequence 

from which, less than three minutes after kickoff, Donovan slashed the rebound of his own shot into the roof of the net Another fluid 

sequence early in the second half yielded a linkup between the two wingers when a Torres back-heel freed Donovan to shoot against 

the post 

The secret to the U.S. attacking success had just as much to do with its balance and shape defensively whether or not it had the ball. 

While the midfielders, along Johnson, were always scenting an opportunity to move the ball forward, very seldom did a player leave an 

exploitable gap The USA, especially in the first half, lost a few balls in the middle third but usually had enough cover to either win the 

ball back quickly or blunt whatever forays Scotland generated. 

This concept didn’t always transition smoothly to defense. The Scots in the first half found some room on their right side, and from 

midfield launched several tempting crosses, one of which Kenny Miller headed off the chest of U.S. defender 6eoff Car~eron and into 

the net. But once their legs started to shake and lungs began to burn, byproducts of American running and Florida heat, the Scots 

were consigned to scramble and survive 

While Bradley’s incredible strike and sharp passing deserved all the plaudits they generated, his greatest value came from serving as 

a central fulcrum: the first line of contention when possession was lost in midfield, and the conduit to keep possession or exploit a 

defensive seam when attacking. 

Playing first-time short balls and anticipating play shrewdly, Bradley moved imperially about the midfield, with only a couple of 

innocuous giveaways clouding his performance. And his goal, a sweetly swerving strike with the outside of his right foot from a 

Donovan flick, is dazzling every time it’s viewed. 

Klinsmann will have more weapons at his disposal this week for games against Brazil (Wednesday) and Canada (Sunday) when 

Clint De~peey recovers from a groin injury and JozyAItidore joing the squad. Regardless of personnel, the team’s bold mindset 



seems unlikely to change. 
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The Role Model Coach: Pia Sundhage 

By Mike Woitalla 

The sideline shots of coaches during TV broadcasts tend not showthem in the best light. 

The ranting and raving at the refs. The futile screaming when unsatisfied with their teams. The sad, stressed-out grimaces that surely 

can’t instill confidence in their players should they glance toward the bench. 

Then there’s Pia Sundhage. When the camera points to her, we see someone who looks like she’s enjoying watching her team. Her 

body language conveys confidence - something that very likely contributes to her team’s knack for incredible comeback wins, such as 

over Canada and France during its 2012 Olympic gold-medal run. 

"What she exudes is a wonderful kind of optimism and positivity and I think she has a tremendous calm manner that I think is 

conveyed very effectively to her players," says Anson Dorrance, who coached the U.S women to their first world championship at the 

inaugural Women’s World Cup in 1991 and is the USA’s most successful women’s college coach with 21 national titles 

"It’s absolutely vital that even if you’re feeling stressed, your players should absolutely never see it In fact, as often as possible they 

should see the opposite." 

U.S. Soccer President Sunil 6ulati hired Sundhage after the US. women were routed by Brazil in the semifinals of the 2007 World 

Cup. Nine months later, Sundhage’s Americans won the gold medal despite losing key players Abby Wambacb and Cat Whitehill to 

pre-tournament injuries. 

In Sundhage’s next championship, the USA lost the final to Japan on penalty kicks after a 2-2 tie in which the Americans played some 

brilliant attacking soccer. 

At the 2012 Olympics, Sundhage’s team scored 16 goals in six games. At all three world championships with Sundhage at the helm, 

the USA was highest-scoring team And her teams have played some entertaining soccer, which is what happens when players are 

enjoying themselves. 

Hope Solo has said Sundhage’s coaching style "brings the joy back to us, back to the time when we were kids." Midfielder Heather 

O’Reillydescribed Sundhage’s approach to life as "glass half-full to the max." 

"Even at the highest level, it should be fun," Sundhage says. "Soccer is the best sport in the world and if it’s not fun it’s not worthwhile 

to coach.. It comes back to where I come from. My mother and father said, "You know, you have to behave. But it’s important to have 

No doubt Sundhage -- in an era when the USA’s competition has vastly improved -- must be good on player selection, tactics and 

training methods. But her demeanor is undoubtedly a big contributor to the USA’s success. 

"1 try to use my body language to emphasize what is good," Sundhage said in an interview late last year "I’m really happy to hear that 

when you watch the women’s team play you think I’m calm, because that’s what I want my players to believe - because I have faith in 

the way we play and in our players I emphasize the good things. I’m looking for good things, instead of doing the opposite and try 

constantly to adjust mistakes" 

Sometimes the grumpy, sideline-stomping, ref-bashing coaches win. But since she proves that a positive, dignified approach works, 

why wouldn’t coaches strive to do it the Sundhage way? 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for Bay Oaks/East Bay United SC in Oakland, Cafi~ He 



is the co-author, with Tim Mutqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goafkeepet~ and More Than Goals with Claudio Reyna Woitalla’s youth 

soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun com ) 
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Ga~, Crregoo, <ggg@unc.edu> )@msn.com; ducag@ uncaa, unc.edu; 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Your interview is out now 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ;@gmail.com); 

Anson, 

Your interview is now available on the website: www.sportscoachradio.com and on Apple iTunes (for free). 

Many thanks for your excellent contribution! 

Do let me know if any of the text on the website needs tweaking or correcting. 

We’ll also be Tweeting highlights over the coming week. 

Best regards, 

Glenn 
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11 Secrets to Successful Corners 

I)eaJ; Anson, 

Did you know that in m~ average soccer match a team will win 6 comers? 

But chances are you will only score from 1 in 30*. 

Improving your team’s conversion rote from comers will greatly increase your 

chances of winning and put pressure on your opponents. 

That’s why my new report 11 Secrets to Successful Corners, given away free to 

new Better Soccer Coaching members, could be the most influential report for 
you this season. 

Just click on the link to regis~ter and get your t?ee coW. 

Send me m~ of 11 Secrets to Success[ul Corners 

11 Secrets to successful corners 

cover image 

My fm~tastic report will help your team 

increase its comer conversion, mad give 

your players the tools to defend against 
every comer fired at them. 

The match-specific advice in this report 

will revolutionize your approach to 
comers, giving your team a winning 

advm~tage. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy of the most 

important report for this season. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday mad Thursday), Better Soccer Coaching contains 

eau to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

pertbrma~ce of your teach, with contributions from English Premier League 

coaches. 

Our regnlar contributors include Tony Carr, director of the West ttmn Academy 

(and the man responsible for bringing through some of the finest players in the 

English game including England international players Rio Feldinand, Frank 

Lampard, Joe Cole and Michael Carrick). 

We also feature Mike Beale oftbe Chelsea FC Academy, Tony Rock of Fulham 

FC, Keith Boanas, a UEFA A-licensed coach, and our own David Clarke - an FA 
Level 2 coach and a man with a track record (and silvela~-are) in minis and youth 

soccer that maser of us can only dream of. 

Click here to join Better Soccer Coaching today 

Sign up here and join the 175,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our free 

training tips a~d ideas in their inbox eve~ Tuesday mad Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that maser members find they receive a drill or game they 

can pnt to use with their team straight away. 

What’s more, sign-up today and as a special pre-season welcome you will get a 

second free report: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 



All you need to do is go here, enter your emafil address and select your cotmtty of 

residence, mad I’ll ~nd you the free report straight away. Your first issue of Better 

Soeeer Coaching won’t be far behind. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll wm~t to, and I promise 

never to rent or sell your email address. All you need to do is click here and enter 

your email address and country. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

Kevin Barrow, 

Publishe~; Better Soccer Coaching 

P.S. If you have got any questions about Better Soccer Coaching please 

do not hesitate to contact me using the details below, or visit my website at 

wryly, bettersoceercoach ing. com. 

Green Star Media Ltd, Meadow View, Tmmery Lane, Bramley, 

Guikttbrd, GU50AB, United Kingdom 

Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148 

EmaJd: info~bettersoccercoaching.com 

* Premier League 2009/10 season, soume Opta. 

Unsnbscribe, 
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Featuring Video - Assessing Soccer Fitness ruth Greg Gatz 
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[)~ Greg Gatz explains a nd player demonstrate Assessing Soccer 

..... Fitness Tests -Watch it Here! 

Watch as Grog Gatz explains and players demonstrate Assessing 

Soccer Fitness Tests. 

Provided by Human Kinetics 

The initiaFeligibility standards for NCAA Division I college-bound 

studenbatMetes are changing. College-bound student-athletes first 

entering a Division I college or university on or after August 1,2015, 

will need to meet new academic Jules in eider to receive athletics aid 

(schola[ship), p[actice or compete during thei[ first year.., iq:=~..:..~i~ ~,,i~.=:=.~==.,. 

Agility drill Hurdle Jump with Two Partners - Watch it Here! 

The Houston Dynamo goalkeepers perform the agility drill Hurdle 

Jump with Two Partners with coaching by Mike Toshack, 

Video provided by STACK,corn 

Bi.q East p[o.qrams tinkedn.q in spdn,q 

Spdn,q ,qirls’ state rankin~qs, Ma[ch 19 

.~).:~:..~J ~.#..r.e #~#.[.£ [~£ #.[A#..~A.YZ[t!.~t~’J~.h.:~.[~. 

Available on ussocceLcom 

Pat-12 coaches focused on ~mpressinf~ cemm~ltee 
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Tuesday’s Soccer TV: WoHd Cup Qualifying 

COt.ICACAF Wortd (;up QuaIiiying on ESPt.I and UI~ivision: Mexico - LISA at 1(I: 31)pro, belN Spoil has Costa Rice - Jamaica 

at 10prn. Panama o Honduras is on belN en Espano[ at 10prn. 

UEFA WorLd Cup Quafifying on ESPN Depo~tes: Azerbaiian - Portugaf at ’i pro, Montenegro - EngLand at 4pro, and HoLland 

- Romaine at 6pro. GoFI’V has Mo[~tenegro - Er~gLand at 3:30pn~ arid I~e]a[~d - Austria at 6pro. CONMEBOL quatffyh~g on 

belH Sport: Ecuador ¯ Paraguay at 5pro and Venezueta - Co{ombia at 8pro. be~N eR Espanot has Chile - Uruguay at 

7: ~{)pm~ Al~ Times E~stern 

Their Words 

They prayed with a tot of bad tuck, a tot of bad tuck, They did a tot to try and sco~e the iirst half and 

nothing. We had five opportunities, and scored on four." Chives USA coach Jose Luis Sanchez SoM on 

Ms ch~b’s 4-1 win ~t, Chicago, 

Michael Orozco Joins National Team Camp 
US Socce~ confirmed via twitter on Monday sight that Puebta’s Michae~ Orozco is with die United States Natienat Team 

squad p~eparir~8 for Tuesday ~ight’s Wor{d Cup Qual.ifk~r agaff~st Mexk:o. Fisca[. oins the team i~ tramm~ aHer Jermah~e 

Jo~es teft the squad fottowing h~s J~jLI~i against Costa Rice, Fiscat’s ctub teammate Da 

Four for Mexico- LISA 

By J Hutcherson o WASH@.fGTON, DC (Mar 26, 20i 3) US Soccer Players .- The United States tries to make }t two wins m 
a row in the Hexagonat round o~ CONCACAF World Cup Quatffying on Tuesday night h~ Mexico Qty 10:SOpm - ESPN, 

pregame at 9:30). Here are four things Vm ~ookin~ for when the team takes the f}e]d at gstadio Azteca. 

dMn’t do was play the fu{[ 90, subbing out Chichari[o e~t~er than needed ~nd chan~mg the shape of the game, 

~esson ]earthed. no doubt. With Chicharb:o o~ the fie]d~ ~exk:o is the most da~ge~ous team i~ 

second,,p{~ce~ The United States when ~{iRt Dempsey ~s comfo~tab{e occupying a free i’o[e, That requires a different 

styte of ~ttack than US N~t~ona[ Team coach Jurgen Kth~smann seems to prefe~ b~sed on I’ds regular {ineups and taetk:s, 

but it puts the USA in the best position to wi~ tough games. Dempsey prays to disrupt, but he does it in a way that 

doesn’t Mso d~s~upt his own team*s tactics. That’s a rarity h’, this re~on, Read More 

USA Under-20 National Team Drawn into World Cup 
Group A 
The Worl.d Cup draw didn’t go the United States’ way cartier today in Istanbut, Turkey, The LISA wil.t play is what’s ah eady 

being described as the toughest group of the 20t 3 Unde~-20 World Cup, pLayh~g Spain, France, and a CAF team that has 

yet to qua{fly, 

’Tin realty excited for our players, to pray agah~st some of the best teams h~ the worb:U’ USA coach Tab Ramos sakL 

~This }s the reason why you go to the World Cup - to ])bay agair~st the best. We get Spare and France r~ght off the bat 

and we’~e goff~g to start ,Norki~g toward ou~ p~eparation for that." Read More 

Why the USMNT should play with five defenders vs. Mexico - from gLSsoceer.conYs Sm~on Borg: Last Frklay in 
Honduras. Mexico’s two goats were created by prays origi~ating i~om the flanks .... 

Working through Mexico’s starting Xl against the U.S, - flora Goat.corn’s Toni Me, shaft: No ~un down of the debates 
;. r EL T~i’s select}on woutd be near complete without nlention of the goatkeeping posit}on. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SoccerAmerica <soccerontv@socceramericacom> 

Tuesday, June 1,2010 11:03 AM 

anson@uncaaunc.edu 

Soccer On TV: Tuesday, June 1,2010 

Tuesday, June 1, 2010 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Soccelr On 

A busy schedule of Wodd Cup warmups begins on Tuesday. Mexico plays Italy on Thursday. The USA faces 
Australia on Saturday in its final friendly before the World Cup. MLS Week 11 kicks off on Wednesday. Check 
for Soccer on TV updates throughout the week. 

times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings.) 

T~JESDAY, J~.~e 1 

ESPN DEPORTES 
International Friendly NETHERLANDS-GHANA (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOL TV 
International Friendly PORTUGAL-CAMEROON (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 
International Friendly SWITZERLAND-COSTA RICA (live) 2:15 pm. 
International Friendly NETHERLANDS-GHANA (live) 2:30 pm. 

WEDNESDAY~ J~e 2 

MLS DIRECT KICK 
MLS NEWYORK=HOUSTON (live) 7:30 pm. 
MLS SAN JOSE-COLUMBUS (live) 10 pm. 

GOL ~ 
Colombia JUNIOR-LA EQUIDAD (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 
International Friendly GREECE-PARAGUAY (live) 12:30 pm. 
International Friendly POUND-SERBIA (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 
International Friendly SPAIN-SOUTH KOREA (live) noon. 

GOL~ 
International Friendly GER~NY-BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA (live) 2:30 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 
International Friendly MEXICO-ITALY (live) 1:00 pm. 

ESPN3.com 
International Friendly SPAIN-SOUTH KOREA (live) noon. 

ESPN DEPORTES 
International Friendly FRANCE-CHINA (live) noon. 

ESPN3.com 
International Friendly SPAIN-SOUTH KOREA (live) noon 



International Friendly FRANCE-CHINA (live) noon. 
International Friendly JAPAN-IVORY COAST (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN2 
International Friendly USA-AUSTRALIA (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER CHANNEL 
MLS NEWYORK-CHIVAS USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER ESPANOL 
MLS NEWYORK-CHIVAS USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 
MLS TORONTO-KANSAS CITY (live) 4 pm. 
MLS D.C. UNITED-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7:30 pm. 
MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 
MLS CHICAGO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 8:30 pm. 
MLS COLORADO-COLUMBUS (live) 9:00 pm. 
MLS SEATTLE-NEW ENGLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

GALAVISlON 
International Friendly USA-AUSTRALIA (live) 8:30 am. 
MLS LOS ANGELES-HOUSTON (live) 8:00 pm. 

ESPN3.com 
International Friendly NETHERLANDS-HUNGARY (live) 8 am. 
International Friendly USA-AUSTRALIA (live) 8:30 am. 

SUNDAY, J~ne ~ 

FOX SOCCER CHANNEL 
WPS CHICAGO-ATLANTA (live) 6 pm, 

MONDAY° Ju~e 7 
tba 

Soccer on TVfor Tuesday, June 1,2010 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 
Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper 
attribution. 

(c) 2010 Soccer America, 1140 Broadway New York, NY 10001 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Vincent van Driel (WFA) [info@worldfootballacademy.com] 

3/18/2014 4:47:54 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

WFA: updated program PEM2014 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Dear Anson, 

We are only 3 months away from the next WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting (EM2014) and the program is getting real shape. As you 
can expect from the WFA, we are in the process of inviting some of the best experts in football and top sport. 

After Raymond Verheijen’s visit to South Africa last month where he met with some of the best coaches and experts in SA sports, we 
can already confirm the first few expert speakers who will join us next June in Clarens to share their knowledge and experience with us. 

Also, we are proud to announce that the WFA South Africa Symposium will be hosted on the evening of Saturday 21 June as an 
integral part of the Expert Meeting. This will be a great opportunity for you to meet and network with the best coaches and staff 
members in South African football. 

Finally, there will be extensive coverage of the Expert Meeting by the South African media. Especially, on Saturday 21 June there will 
be multiple TV and Radio channels as well as newspaper and magazine journalists. Part of the symposium will be broadcasted live on 
SA television. The SA media have shown specific interest in the profiles of the Expert Meeting delegates. They consider the Expert 
Meeting to be a great opportunity to do interviews with coaches from all around the world. Especially, because it will be the World Cup 
period with many football programs. Therefore, we have reached an agreement with all the national media that all Expert Meeting 
delegates will be extensively profiled by TV, radio, newspapers and magazines. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. We look forward to welcome you in South Africa! 

Best regards, 
World Football Academy 

Vincent van Driel 

Vincent van Driel 

Chief Operations Officer 

_v__i_r~ ~_¢~0__t_:~%n_d__[ Le_!:_~_ht_o_r_[~! f__o_o___t__b__#!!~ ~#_Q_¢~] y, c o m 

World ~ootba~ ACademy 
P,O~ Box 48, II90 AA, Ouderkerk aid Ams~:el, ]he Netherlands 
Burg, Stramanweg :[02% :[:[0:[ AA, Amsterdam, The Netherfands 
T +3:J. 20 472 :[992 
F +3:[ 20 472 :[993 

Next events: 

Periodisation Ex~pert Neetincl- South Aflica 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vincent van Driel (WFA) <info@worldfootballacademy.com> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 11:41 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

WFA Masterclass Football Braining - 16 April 2014, Amsterdam 

Dear Anson, 

As you know every football coach has to deal with the psychological component in football on a daily basis. To further develop their coaching skills, coaches are constantly looking for 

more football specific psychological knowledge. 

During the Masterclass Football Braining on Wednesday 16 April 2014 at the Amsterdam ArenA, an unique line-up of international expert speakers will introduce and further explain the 

Football Braining concept In this concept, psychology is specifically defined in football language. Several experts, who have been part of the development process of Football Braining, 

will discuss in more depth the different elements within this approach during their presentations. 

As we received some requests form abroad and the complete Masterclass is in English, you might be interested to attend. For more information about this meeting we refer you to: 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Kind regards, 

World Football Academy 

Vincent van Driel 

Vincent va!l Driel 
Chi~f Operations Ofi:icer 

P,O, Box 48, 1190 AA, Ouderkerk 
Bur~. Sh’sma~’~weg 102r, 1101 
T +31 20 ~72 1992 
F ~-31 20 472 1993 

Next even~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 2:59 PM 

Sammy Nasrollahi <rod314@embaxqmail.com> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; t~ni <t~ni@me.com>; JackJe Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.neL-~ 

Room Rates for Veterans Cup 5th through 10th of July 2011. 

Hello Captains etc. 

I hm~e negotiated the below rates for the Marriott Residence Inn in Lake MaD~ close to the fields for the Veterans Cnp. This hotel looks brand new build in 2009 and 

has whirlIx~ol, ontdoor swimming plus access to Lifesbde Fitness Center. Also has managers reception Monday through Thursday with light food and beer/wine & soft 

drinks etc. and their usual hot brealdhst bullet. We know from our stay in the Residence Inn in Marlborough how well equipped/sized their rooms are. 

Go to their web-site and have a look for yourselves: 
vvww.Ma rriott .com/MCORY 
The rates in Marlborough/b,~’~ last year were $115 for the ] bedroom/studio and $129 for the 2 bedroom (which was very low considering you could sleep up to 5). 

So below Studio/1 Bedrooln rates are cheaper and the 2 Bedroom only tip by 1. Their regular rates for the 4th of July weekend is $149 ~ ~ per studio/1 bedroom and 

$189 for the 2 bedroom apartments. See details of oiler below. 

So unless you think this is too excessive compared with the Veterans Cnp organizers snggested then I will reserve 6 studios 7 1 bedroom and 7 2 bed rooms 

apartments at Residence Inn above. 

Hotel Phone Rate Amenities 

Westin Lake Mary Orlando 
321-249-8022    S 79.00 Pool, restaurant, fitness center 24 hour security 

North 

Below are other hotel options if the HQ hotel is booked out. Please make sure to mention you are attending the Veterans Cup to get these rates! 

Hotel Phone 

Orlando Marriott Lake Mary 407-995-1100 

Hyatt Place Lake Mary 407-995-5555 

Springhill Suites Lake Mary 407-995-1000 

Courtyard Marriott 407-444-1000 

Hilton Garden Inn Lake Mary 407-531-9900 

Hampton Inn and Suites 407-995-9000 

Rate Amenities 

S 79.00 Pool, restaurant, 24 hour security, laundry, fitness center 

S 89.00 Pool, comp breakfast, restaurant, Fitness center, comp shuttle 

S 89.00 Pool, comp breakfast, laundry, fitness center 

S 75.00 Pool, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 

S 69.00 Pool, comp breakfast, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 

S 89.00 Pool, comp breakfast, laundry, fitness center 

From: Gankos, Kathryn [mailto:Kathryn.Gankos@marriott.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 1:10 PM 
To; Bergenser, Kim 
Subject: RE: Room Rates for Veterans Cup 5th through lOth of July 2011. 

K i m, 

Thanks for the information t:or ,/our upcoming soccer group. We would be please to host ,/our group while in the area. Below are the ra~es ~ can offer you for 

Your group. 

Studio: ~99~00 

I Bedroom: S109.00 

2 Bedroom: ~139.00 

We offer morning comphmem:arv ho[: buffe[: brea~fa~d: each morrdng of your guest ~d:ay. A~so a social hour Mot~d~y-lhur~;day w~Lh comp~enletl[arv [~ght d~nner~ 

Beer, wine a~d no~ alcohofic beverages. 

Atso, as I mentioned we have a~ outdoor heated poo~ w~th whMpool, mutd use sports court and state o[: Lhe art on nile fitness cenLer. We a~so have access Lo the 

Lifestyle F~tness Cente~kake Mary comp~mentary for ,/our guest use. 

?hanks again for a~b:?w~ng us to submit this m[ormatkm to ‘/ou, and I look forward ~:o hearing from you w~ry soon 

Bes[: regards, 

Kathlyn Gankos 
Sales Manager 
Re.sidenc~; h~n by Marriet[ 
Orlando i Lake Ma~y 
o2~ Heathro~a Park Lane 
Lake Ma~,, FL 32746 
D: 407-.995.-3406 
F: 407-995~401 
E: KathHn.Gankos@Marriott.com 

From: Bergenser, Kim [mailto:KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ ~5, 20~ 9:22 AN 
To; Gankos, Kath~n 
Subject-" Room Rates for Veterans Cup 5th through I0th of July 20IL 
Kath~’n. 
Please confi~ receipt offl~is e-mNl. 

As advised we are a group ofO55/60 & 065 (old or young) soccer players some bfnging s~uses coming to Santbrd, FL to play in the Veterans Cup at the 

Seminoles Soccer center. 

We generally like to s~y at the Residence Inn and last two yea~ when the Veterans Cup in Lanc~ter,~ where we s~yed at the nice/new Residence Inn in 
/ Mml~mugh as below at $115 for studios 1 bedroom and $129 for ~-o bed rooms plus 1 double ~droom for free with more than 20 roo~ns booked. 

As you can see ~low the rates avaialble fio~n other hotels as o~red by the Veterans Cup ~um~ment organizers are a~ched below promising lower rates in Flofi& 

than in N~ and this includes your own Springlfill Suites ($89 ~ + ) and ComV~xd ($75 ~ + ). 
/ I ~ not sure what the di~rence in qu~li~,layout be~veen Spring Hill Suites or Residence hm but I understand Residence Inn is a step above, 



We axe currently looking tbr rates in the vicinity of $90/100 tbr studio/l bedroom and $115/120 for 2 bedrooms. 

What can you propose for say 12-13 studio/lbedrooms and 7-8 2 bedroom for 4-5 nights from Tuesday 5th July with checkout Sunday 10th July with a few 

checking in Wednesday 6th and some checking out Saturday 9th? 

I see that your Residence Im~ in Alta~note Springs are ott~ring $134 rack rates i.e. $15 cheaper than your hotel. 

I am a Marriott member (I am sure you can find me under my name Kim Bergenser 203 Walter ttagen Dr Mebane NC 27302) otherwise I can give you this 

membership number at a later stage. 

You mentioned on top of your own smaller fitness center yea offer complitnentary passes to Life Style fitness a~round the comer. 

Also that you outside pool area also include a whirlpool and that yea have a managers receiplion with light food and drinks, and maybe a more extensive BBQ, as the 

Mmtborough hotel did for us with wines and beer included 1 night. 

Here is a picture of our 055 (Green) and 060 (white) NC United soccer teatns which perhaps together with our 065 GA/NC United want to stay at your hotel. 

Regards Kim Bergenser 

Cell 336 337 8429 

Work 336 230 2220 

Fax 336 230 2207. 

From-" Bates, Stephen (F) [mailto:stephen.bates@marriott.com] 
Sent; Monday, March 08, 20:~0 ll:00 AM 
To; Bergenser, 
Subject-" Room Rates for Veterans Cup 

Hello Kim, 
My name is Steve Bates and I am the new sales coordinator het~ at the Residence Inn by Marriott in Marlborough. I apologize for the late reply, I have been out of the office 
for the past week and was handed your email this morning when I returned. I would first like to say thank you for considering us again for your stay. The rates this year would 
be $115 for our studios and one bedrooms and $129 for the two bedrooms. As it stands at this moment I only have 5 two bedrooms but one of the teams just released so that 
should change. I noticed you said that the Embassy offers a managers reception on the weekday nights. We also offer a managers reception Monday-Thursday which would 
be included in the room. Our rooms will also include free bt~aldast in the morning and free high speed internet. If you are interested please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Stephen Bates 
Sales Coordinator 
Residence Inn by Marriott 
112 Donald Lynch Blvd I Marlborough, MA 01752 

P:50&481.1500 ext. 603 I F:508.481.1558 

VETERANS CUP HOTEL RATES OFFERED TO ALL TEAMS: 

The hotel rates will be lower than in Lancaster and we also believe the options are an upgrade farm last year. All of this information including hotel location compared 

to the playing thcility will be posted shortly on the website. However, you can go ahead and call now to reserve your room. Please maJ~e sure to mention you axe 
attending the Veterans Cup to get these rotes’. 

Hotel Phone Rate Amenilies 

~Vestin Lake Mary 321-249-8022 
; 79.00 Pool, restaurant, fitness center 24 hour security 

3rlando North 

Below are other hotel options if the HQ hotel is booked out, Please make sure to mention you my attending the Veterans Cup to get these rates’, 

Hotel Phone Rate Amenities 

Orlando Marriott Lake Mary 407-995-1100 S 79.00 Pool, restaurant, 24 hour security, laundry, fitness center 



Hyatt Place Lake Mary 

Springhi]] Suites Lake Mary 

Courtyard Marriott 

Hilton Garden Inn Lake Mary 

Hampton nn and Suites 

407-995-5555 

407-995-i000 

407-444-1000 

407-531-9900 

407-995-9000 

89.00 Pool, comp breakfast, restaurant, Fitness center, comp shuttle 

.89.00 Pool, comp breakfast, ]aundry, fitness center 

75.00 Pool, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 

69.00 Pool, comp breakfast, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 

89.00 Pool, comp breakfast, laundry, fitness center 

For additional help with Vetermas Cup accommodations, contact Jonathan Mousseau at 617-407-648-4900 e~ 12 or via e-mail at 

i mousseau({~centralflorida sports.org 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Internet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Internet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Tuesday, February 15, 2011 4:48 PM 

Sammy Nasrollahi <rod314@embaxqmail.com> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@nncaa.unc.edu>; t~ni <t~ni@me.com>; Jackie Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.neL~ 

Room Rates for Charleston Memorial weekend 27-30th May. 

Sammy. 

c.c. Captains. 

Did the same ruth the nice/modern aloft hotel by the Airport in Chafleston,’SC where we have stayed for the past 2 years at $99++ but withont the now inclnded 

breald’ast and a cocktail at night. So I have accepted their 2011 offer at $109++ per night and made a block booking for 15 rooms. This is only 15-20 rain from the 

fields. 

I checked room rates for this very busy weekend in Charleslon with the start of the Spolem festival and what else if going on. Hotel rates at quality 3 stax hotels are 

going to be very expensive. Some 1-2 staJc hotels may be cheaper, but ddinitely interior. 

So unless some of yon have any di~greement on this, I will sign on the dotted line. 

From: Somers Maky [mailto:salescoordinator@aloftcharlestonairport.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :[5, 201:[ 3:46 plVl 
To: Bergenser, Kim 
Cc: Kristin Smith 
Subject: United Soccer at Aloft Charleston 

Hello Kim! 

Kristin passed your information to me this morning about your traveling team. For a 15 room block on Friday, May 27th through Sunday, May 29th or possibly May 

30th, we can offer your group a rate of ~:[09. This rate includes a hot breakfast buffet and a cocktail each night. Our hot breakfast includes breakfast potatoes, 

bacon, eggs, muffins, bagels, pastries, cereal, juices, and coffee--a great way to start the day! We do appreciate your loyalty to us in the past and truly hope that 

you will plan to stay with us again this year! Please let me know if I can answer any questions you might have. I look forward to hearing from you! 

Somers Maky 

North Charleston, SC 294].~ 
Tel ~43,566~7300, ~xt: 2 
Fax 843£66.7001 
www,aloftcha rlestonairport.com 

Planning a meeting in another city - let me do the leg work for you. Ask me about TEAN HOT~ 

F~nd us on Facebook 

Follow us on Twitter 

From: Bergenser, Kim [mailto:KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :[5, 20:[:[ :[0:00 AM 
To: Kristin Smith 
Co: Somers Maky 
Subject: RE: Have a Happening Holiday from Aloft Charleston! 
Kdstin/Somers. 

Await your rate for our team try. to keep it down. 
Remember your rate does not include any breald’ast. 

We have seen rack rates in your area for just 1 room as follows: 

Sheraton 3 star $114 

Best Western Airport 3 stars $84 incl. b/f 

La Quinta Airlx~rt 2 stars $79 incl. bif 
tlampton Inn North Charleston $110 2 star incl. bif 

Winngate Charleston North $110 3 star incl. bif 

Withont asking for any group rate discounts. 

Froro: Kristin Smith [mailto:sales@aloftcharlestonairport.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :[5, 20:[:[ 9:5:[ AM 
To: Bergenser, Kim 
Co: Somers Maky 
Subject: RE: Have a Happening Holiday from Aloft Charleston! 

Hi there Kim, 
Of course I remember you and your group! It’s great to hear from you! I’m going to forward this to my coordinator who handles all of our groups and have her look into the dates 
and see what the best rate we can offer this year. I will be honest with you and tell you that 2011 is shaping up to be a very busy year for Charleston so we have to raise rates 
a little bit. We truly appreciate that you have been loyal to us year after year so I can assure you we will give you the best rate we can! Expect an email from Somers shortly! 

five life aloft wit~l tt~e new twist in travel! 

Dii ec,:or of 

4875 ".,":~m!;~e:r Outlet 
Nc.,~-ti~ Ci~,~rlestoi~ SC 



www.aio~tcha ries~onairoorLcom 

From: Bergenser, Kim [mailto:KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 9:42 AM 
To: Kristin Smith 
Subject: Have a Happening Holiday from Aloft Charleston! 
Hello Kristin Smith @ Sales aloft Hotel North Charleston. 

Kristin you no doubt recall we have s~tayedatthea~fth~te~n~wforac~up~e~fyearsovertheMem~ria~weekendwithcheckinFriday27thMayandcheckout 

most Sunday 29th some Monday 30th at $99++ per room. 

I mn again looking to do a group booking for axound 15 room s at your hotel, and look forward to your confinnation of thi s rate/dates as stated above, so I can i nfimn 

my team members of the United Soccer teams. 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NC 27302 

Tel£ 336 337 8429 

From: Bergenser, Kim 
Sent: Tuesday, February 15, 2011 2:59 PM 
To: ’Sammy Nasrollahi’ 
(:¢: ’Anson Dorrance’; ’feN’; ’Jackie Blackmore’ 
Subject: Room Rates for Veterans Cup 5th through 10th of July 2011. 
Hello Captains etc. 

I have negotiated the below rates for the Marriott Residence Inn in Lake Ma~~ close to the fields for the Veterm~s Cup. ’][’his hotel looks brand new build in 2009 a~d 

has whirlpool, outdoor swimming plus access to Lifes .~le Fitness Center. Also has ~na~age~s reception Monday through Thursday with light food and beer/wine & soft 
drinks etc. and their usual hot breakli~st bullet. We know from our stay in the Residence Inn in Marlborough how well equipped~’sized their rooms are. 

Go to their web-site and have a look for yourselves: 
~rww.Ma rriolt .com/MCORY 
The rates in Marlborough/MA last year were $115 fi~r the 1 bedroom/studio and $129 for the 2 bedroom (which was very low considering you could sleep up to 5). 

So below Studio/1 Bedroom rates are cheaper and the 2 Bedroom only up by 1. Their regular rates for the 4th of July weekend is $149++ per studio/l bedroom and 

$189 tbr the 2 bedroom apartments. See details of oiler below. 

So ~mless you think this is too excessive compaJced with the Veterans Cup organizers suggested then I will reserve 6 studios 7 1 bedroom and 7 2 bed rooms 

apartments at Residence Inn atx~ve. 

Hotel Phone Rate Amenities 

Westin Lake Mary Orlando 
North 

32%249-8022 S 79.00 Pool, restaurant, fitness center 24 hour security 

Below are other hotel options if the HQ hotel is booked out. Please tnake sure to mention you are attending the Veterans Cup to get these rates’. 

rlando Marriott Lake Mary 1407-995-1100 $ 79.00/Pool, restaurant, 24 hour security, laundry, fitness center 
yatt Place Lake Mary 1407-995-5555 S 89.00/Pool, romp breakfast, restaurant, Fitness center, romp shuttle 
pringhill Suites Lake Mary 1407-995-1000 S 89.00/Pool, romp breakfast, laundry, fitness center 
ourtyard Marriott 1407-444-1000 S 75.00/Pool, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 
ilton Garden Inn Lake Mary 1407-531-9900 S 69.00/Pool, romp breakfast, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 
ampton Inn and Suites 1407-995-9000 S 89.00/Pool, romp breakfast, laundry, fitness center 

Kim 

From: Gankos, Kathryn [mailto:Kathryn.Gankos@marriott.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 15, 2011 I:I0 PM 
To: Bergenser, Kim 
Subject: RE: Room Rates for Veterans Cup 5th through lOth of July 2011. 
Kim, 
Thanks for the information for your upcoming soccer group, We would be please to host your group while in the area. Below are the rates I can offer you for 

Your gFOU~) 

5~:udio: 
1 gedroon~: $I09.00 

2 Bedroom: ~I39.00 

We offer morning complimentsrv hot buffet breakfast each morning of your guest stay. k~so s social hour Mondsv-Thursday with complementary ~ght dh~ners 

geec w~ne and non alcoholic beverages, 

A~so, as I mentioned we have an outdoor heated pool w~th wh~rl~x)ol, rnu~L~ use sports court and state o[ the art on si~:e fitness center, We also have access Lo the 

Ufesty~e Fkness Center/Lake Mary compHmentaW for your guest use. 

Thanks again [:or a~owb~g us ~o submit this ~nformadon to you, and I look forward to hearb~g from you very soon. 



Best regards, 

Kathq,,n Gankes 
Sates Manager 
Residence inn by Marriott 
Orlando / Lake Mary 
625 Healhrow Park Lane 
Lake Ma[y, ~L 32746 
D: 407~995-3406 
F: 407-995G401 
E: 
W: ~.MarrbtLcom/MCORY 

F~m= Bergenser, Kim [mailto:KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ $5, 2055 9:22 AN 
To= Gankos, Kath~n 
Subject= Room Rates for Veterans Cup 5th through $0th of 3uly 
Kath~n. 
Please co~nn ~ceipt of&is e-m~. 

As advised we are a group of O55/60 & 065 (old or young) soccer players some bringing s~uses coming to Sanfor&FL to play in the Veterans Cup at the 

Seminoles Soccer center. 

We generally like to sW at the Residence Inn and las~ ~vo yea~ when the Veterans Cup in Lanc~ter/N~ where we sWed at the nice/new Residence I~ in 

Maxl[~mugh as below at $115 for s~dios/1 bedroom and $129 for m~o bed rooms plus 1 double ~droom for free with more than 20 rooms booked. 

As yon can see ~low the rates avaialble from other hotels as o~red by the Veterans Cup ~nm~ent organizers are a~ched below promising lower rates in Flofi& 

than in MA and this includes your own SpfngNll Suites ($89++) and Cou(t?~axd ($75++). 

I am not sum what the ditt~rence in quality/layout between Sp6ng ttill Suites or Residence Inn but I understand Residence Inn is a step above? 

We axe cu~ently looking tbr rates in the vicinity of $90/100 tbr studio/l bedroom and $115/120 for 2 ~drooms. 
z th / What can you propose t~r say 12-13 studio, 1 bedrooms and 7- 8 2 bedrootn for 4- 5 nigNs fi~m Tue~a5 5 July with checkout SuncNy 10th July 

checking in Wednes&y 6th and some checking out Saturday 9th? 

I see that your Residence Im~ in Al~m~note Springs are ott~6ng $134 rack rates i.e. $15 cheaper than your hotel. 

I am a MamoR member (I am sure you ca~ find me under my name Kitn Be~genser 203 Walter H~en Dr Meba~e NC 27302) othe~vise I can give you fl~is 

mem~rsNp number at a later s~e. 

You mentioned on top of your own smaller fitness center you o~r complitnen~o~ ~sses to Lit~ S~le fi~ess axound the comer. 

AI~ that you outside pool area ~lso include a whirlpool ~d fl~at you have a mm~agers receipfion wifl~ light food and drink, and maybe a more e~ensive BBQ, ~ the 
Maxl[~mugh hotel did for us with wines ~d beer included 1 Nght. 

Here is a picture of our 055 (Green) and 060 (white) NC United soccer teams wNch perhaps together with our 065 G~C United want to sW at your hotel. 

Regards Kim Bergenser 

Cell 336 337 8429 

Work 336 230 2220 

Fax 336 230 2207. 

From: Bates, Stephen (F) [mailto:stephen.bates@marriott.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 08, 20~.0 ll:00 AM 
To: Bergenser, Kim 
Subject: Room Rates for Veterans Cup 

Hello Kim, 
My name is Steve Bates and I am the new sales coordinator here at the Residence Inn by Marriott in Marlborough. I apologize for the late reply, I have been out of the office 
for the past week and was handed your email this morning when I returned. I would first like to say thank you for considering us again for your stay. The rates this year would 
be $115 for our studios and one bedrooms and $129 for the two bedrooms. As it stands at this moment I only have 5 two bedrooms but one of the teams just released so that 
should change. I noticed you said that the Embassy offers a managers reception on the weekday nights. We also offer a managers reception Monday-Thursday which would 



be included in the room. Our rooms will also include free breakfast in the morning and free high speed intemet. If you are interested please let me know. 

Thank you, 

Stephen Bates 
Sales Coordinator 

Residence Inn by Marriott 

112 Donald Lynch Blvd I Marlborough, MA 01752 

P:508.481.1500 ext. 603 I F:508.481.1558 

VETERANS CUP HOTEL RATES OFFERED TO ALL TEAMS: 
The hotel rates will be lower than in Lancaster mad we aJso believe the options are aJa upgrade from last year. All of this information including hotel location compared 

to the playing facility will be posted shortly on the website. However, yon can go al~ead and call now to reserve yonr room. Please make sure to mention you are 

attending the Veterans Cup to get these rates! 

Hotel Phone Rate Amenities 

Westin Lake Mary 
Orlando North 

323_-249-8022 ; 79.00 Pool, restaurant, fitness center 24 hour security 

Below are other hotel options if the HQ hotel is booked out. Please ,nake sure to mention you are attending the Veterans Cup to get these rates’. 

Hotel Phone Rate 

Orlando Marriott Lake Mary 407-995-3_3_00 $ 79.00 

Hyatt Place Lake Mary 407-995-5555 £ 89.00 

Springhill Suites Lake Mary 407-995-3_000 £ 89.00 

Courtyard Marriott 407-444-$000 $ 75.00 

Hilton Garden Inn Lake Mary 407-533_-9900 $ 69.00 

Hampton Inn and Suites 407-995-9000 $ 89.00 

Amenities 

Pool, restaurant, 24 hour security, laundry, fitness center 

Pool, comp breakfast, restaurant, Fitness center, comp shuttle 

Pool, comp breakfast, laundry, fitness center 

Pool, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 

Pool, comp breakfast, restaurant, laundry, fitness center 

Pool, comp breakfast, laundry, fitness center 

For additional help with Veterans Cup accommodations, contact Jonathan Mousseau at 61, -40, -648-4900 ext 12 or via e-ma~l at 

j nrousseau(&centralfloridasports.org 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Internet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules, if you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the [nternet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 2:21 PM 

ttarper Peterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; Jo.Fishe@sas.com; ’Ran@ McClain <chairkww@gmail.com>; shermanmehl@vfc.com; 

ttabermas, Ehnar <Elmar.Habemm@inmar.com>; youngjonc@sbcglobal.net; Michael <mchapl@hotmail.com>; ’Christopher Knop 

<christopherknop@msn.com>; Patrick Shay <orsolntions@charter.neV~; josidi1080@comcast.net; Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; 

Donald Kirkendall <~tonald kirkendall@ya~hoo.com>; Jose Boyarizo --~futbo149@triad.rr.corn>; Clmck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; Jaclde 

Black~nore <nblackmo@nhcs.net>; Tom <schultzsoccert:ax~@ec.~.com>; Gemt Borg <gerritborg@hotrnail.com>; Mike Sharp 

<soccersh~rpe@sbcglobal.net>; PSK37@aol.com; Bill Beasley --~wbeasley@nc.mcom>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu:>; 

Jaclde Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.net>; penaltykix3@charter.net; DAVID BLUM <dbluml@corncas~.net~; ralph perez@~edlands.edu; 

lundyr@cofc.edu 

Be~enser <be~gense@mindspring.com > 

UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-10th July - and warm up tournament tbr this 28-30th May in Chaxleston!SC. 

Hello 060 NC United. 

2012 Steve Dawson $ 35.00 

1059 Sherman MeN CHA 60 $ 35.00 
1059 Sherman Mehl VET/11 60 $ 35.00 
6417 Richard Fenimore VET/11 55 $ 35.00 

1026 Jorge Simmonds CHA 60 $ 40.00 
Jo~ge Simmonds Vet/11 60 $ 35.00 

These are the 4 people who resIx~nded to my reqnest for payment for participation in the 28-30th Charleston/SC Memorial weekend ($40) and the 6-10th July 

Veterans Cup in Sanford/FL ($35).-. or total $75 per player. I have already laid out the $710 for the Veterm~s Cup and this week sending the $1500 for signing up our 

teams for the Charleston Memorial weekend so I need your money too. 

So if you see your name on below list you are part of the 060 team selection for both tournaments & turn your money in please. 

060 NC United: 
Regulars: 

Kim Ber~tenser 

Randolph McClain 
Harper Peterson 

Jose Boyarizo 
AI Castiilo 
Sherman Mehl 

Eimar Habermas 

Mike Chapas 

Jonathan Youncj 
Anson Dorrance 

Tom Schultz 

Chuck Kennedy 
Toni DiCicco 
Don Kirkendall 

Jackie Blackmore 

Jorge Simmonds 
Christopher Knop 

Ralph Perez 
Ralph Lundy 
Also invited from CA: 

Michael Sharpe 
Boris Hikin 

Gerrit Bor9 

For Charlesto~/SC we can add up to 3 younger players while tbr the Veterans Cup you need to have turned 60 by 2011. I shall handle this addition separately. 

Please secnre your morns tbr tx)th events in time (Will all incl. Jo Fisher, Richard Fenimore, Anson Dorrance call in!go on line for’their own reservations with c.c. 

details). 

HOTELS: 

1) ALOFT HOTEL CHARLESTONiSC 5/27 5/28 5/29/11 - How to book your room on line ref United Soccer: Price $109++ pd incl. breakfast & nightly 

drink tbr 2. You can choose between king bed or 2 double. 

http: //www.starwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/res?id=1102242880&key= 21321 

2) MARRIOTT - RESIDE~CEINN - LAKE MARY/FL July 5th through July 10th under 2011 UNITED SOCCER, 

Rooms reserved: 
a) 7 468 sqft Studio’s with King Size bed + Foldout bed - sleeps up to 3 at $89+ + (not sure if this a typo as was quoted at $99+ +), 
b) 8 494 sqft 1 bedroom with King Size bed (separated from living) + Foldout bed - sleeps up to 3 at $99++ 
c) 5 734 sqft 2 bedroom each with King Size bed + foldout bed in living - sleeps up to 5 at $139++ 

For full details see attached explanation of the booking and room layouts, 
Reservation Method: Call 800-331-3131 or 407 995 3400 Kathryn Gankos or e-mail her your booking: Kathryn,gankos@marriott, com - they require your 
credit card details to hold room - which can be cancelled up to 4PM on day of check in etc, Each occupant of the room must settle their charges directly 
with the hotel, Kim Bergenser take no responsibility for any late check-in/late cancellation etc, 
There is already a rush to book the 2 bed room apartments, so you must book this before 4/30/11 - where for the Studio/1 bedroom, these rooms are 
reserved for the 2011 United Soccer up to 6/20/11 - and thereafter only subject to availability, 

See below Veterans Cup Feb News Letters our 055 060 and 065 United teams are the ~atured teams (Under the 055 team I listed Sir Richard’s younger 

brother Edward Jig of Sir Richard apology to the Sires. 

NEWS FROM THE VETERAN S CUI? ORGANIZORS: Feb/11 News Letter. See below that our 3 teams because the February feature temns in their news letter. 



http:ltvvww, veteranscup.uslnewst262-february-featured-team-nc-united 
Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NC 27302 

336 337 8429 

From= USASA National Veterans Cup [mailto:veteranscup@gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Mlarch 03, 201:t 3:08 plVl 
To= Undisclosed-Recipient:; 
Subject= February 2011 Veterans Cup Newsletter 

:: .’~ :: veteranscup 
% VC Logo2011 

February 2011 Veterans Cup Newsletter 

In this newsletter: 
-Note from the Chairperson, Cezar Wasecki 
-Where to Register 
-Announcements - Game times, Afternoon Siesta, Tents, and Shuttles 
-Things to Do - VVhere to Eat 
-Tip of the Mon~ - An airport you might not know. 
-Team of the Month - United 

From Cezar Wasecki, Veterans Cup Chairperson 

Wow! That is what comes to my mind after having completed an on-site tour of this years Veterans Cup site soccer facilities and 
accommodations. The Florida Sports Commission is a top-notch organization that will put together a top-notch event. The 17 grass soccer fields 
will blow everyone away in terms of quality and set-up. We even have 3-lighted fields and one Stadium field which will be used to highlight some of 
the key games each day. Shuttles will run between the Westin and the fields and we are working on getting other hotels to do the same. Click here 
to register for the tournament today. 

Every field has team benches and will have 2 pop-up tents. VVait until you will see the beer garden and VIP section we are planning to put together 
with the help of the Florida Soccer Association! Stay tuned for more information on the hospitality suite at the Westin hotel (HQ) that will provide 
light snacks and drinks. 
Let me tell you this. The Westin Hotel is amazing and the hotel rate we are getting is really good. This hotel is about a year old and is top-notch. 

I am not even going to tell you this time around about the party. You will have to stay tuned for that. Let me just say this: this will probably the most 

memorable party ever! __S__[g__n_____qp_ before March 31 st and save $100 on your registration= 

Well, I can go on for hours and rave about the upcoming event. I am super excited and I know the entire Committee can’t wait to put together the 
best Veterans Cup ever. As usual please send us questions or any concerns at ._v___e__t__e___r___a___n___s___c_up__@g___m____a_i_[,__c___o____m__. 

Registration Information 

To sign up for the tournament, visit the website below. You can also find information about lodging or even visit the forum to look for players or look 
for a tearn. 

http:flwww, veteranscu p.us! 

Don’t forget about the March 31s~ early bird registration deadline and SAVE $1 

Announcements 
You asked, we responded! The Westin will have a shuttle that goes back and forth between the hotel and fields. It fits 15 people for each trip. The 
Florida sports Commissions is trying to make similar arrangements with the other hotels. Talk about nice customer service! 
Other news: Teams 50 and over will be required to take a water break at the middle of each half and other teams can do the same if both teams 
agree. 
Games will be played at the following times 7:30am 8:30am, 9:30am, siesta between 11:30am - 3pm. Games will run through the evening with l~e 
last game starting at 7pm. 

Things to do 
Most of the hotels are next to each other and to top it of you can walk to a Plaza that has several top-notch restaurants and bars. Here is a list of 
bars, restaurants and entertainment at Colonial Town Park Lake Mary: 

AmStar Stadium Cinema 
Amura Japanese Steakhouse 
Liam Fitzpatricks 
Dexter’s of Lake Mary (live music is played here....) 
Crispers 
Papa Joe’s Pizza and Pasta 
Cold Stone Creamery 
Vamonos Taqueria 



Subway 
Corona Cigar Company 
Rulh’s Chris Steak House 
Lake Mary Vineyard Wine Company 

And here a list of the restaurants across the street (at Park Place at Heathrow, also part of Colonial Town Center): 

Fishbones (Seafood Restaurant) 
Caddies Pub (Opening September 2009) 
Silvestro’s (Now open) (Italian Restaurant) 
Terra Mia (Italian Restaurant) 
Cigar Bar 
Moe’s Southwest Grille 
Applebee’s 
Patisserie 
Shan (Asian Cuisine) 

What another fun activity? How about you come a couple days early and attend the Coke Zero 400 race at the Daytona International Speedway 

b# _p_;!!__v__~:~_=g__a__y__t _o__o__a__Lq_t_~__r__o__a___tLo___n__~!~#_~_g_~ ~,_~_~/. ! 

Tip of the month: 
Did you know you could also fly into Sanford International Airport besides Orlando Airport? This is 5 miles from all Veterans Cup hotels. See link 
for more details. 
http:iiww~v.orlandosanfordairport.corni 

Teams of the month: 

These 3 United teams from Greensboro NC root back as far as the 1970’s. This is the oldest club team in NC and no doubt one of the oldest in 
USA! The United has played in the Veterans Cup the past 10 years and brings some of the most experienced and talented players out there. Click 
the link below to read the full profile of the team, 

http:flwww, veteranscup.uslnewst262 4ebruary-featured-team-nc-united 

From: Bergenser, Kim 
Sent-’ Friday, February 28, 2021 20:06 AM 
To,, ’Harper Peterson’; ’Jo.Fisher@sas.com’; "Randy McClain’; ’sherman_mehl@vfc.com’; ’Habermas, Elmar’; ’youngjonc@sbcglobal.net’; ’Michael’; "Christopher Knop’; ’Patrick 
Shay’; ’josidil080@comcast.net’; ’Tony DiCicco’; ’Donald Kirkendall’; ’Jose Boyarizo’; ’Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’Tom’; ’Gerrit Borg’; ’Mike Sharp ’; 
’PSK37@aol.com’; ’Bill Beasley’; ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’penaltykix3@charter.net’; ’DAVID BLUIVl’; ’ralph_perez@redlands.edu’; ’lundyr@cofc.edu’ 
Co-" ’dgsmith@howdenbuffalo.com’; ’b@sahara-global.netf; ’bill.finneyfrock@providenceday.org’; ’Ed Shamshoum - Eshamshoum@hotmail.com’; ’tasedansoccer@yahoo.com’; 
’Jim Turner’; ’Ken B. Davis’; ’Mamjohn.Richards@durhamnc.gov’; ’sheggypus@aol.com’; ’s.dawson@mindspring.com’; ’Steve Sco~’; ’t.oconnor24@verizon.net’; 
’epfenimore@gmail.com’; ’jspink@spinkmiller.com’; ’peter.griffin@mtvstaff.com’; ’Greg Rorke’; ’Halbur, John’; ’Sammy Nasrollahi’; ’Tedredbear@aol.com’; 
’wpowel122@gmail.com’; ’ssdesign@ec.rr.com’; ’feni’; ’mazan@aol.com’; ’john.byford@villanova.edu’; ’Ed Poyo’; ’David Saward (saward@middlebury.edu)’; ’Hamid - 
HJahan0000@aol.com’; ’PBall@howdenbuffalo.com’; ’William Altenpohl’; ’uwedennis@alltel.blackberp!.com’; ’Uwe Hoffmann’; ’Bobby Ross’; ’keith.vanderpoel@gmail.com’; 
’DavidBannen’ 
Subject; UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-20th July - and warm up tournament for this 28-30th May in Charleston!SC. 

Hello O55/60 NC United. 

CHARI,ESTONiSC - equivalent 3 st~r hotels to our TEAM HOTEL aloft on the other side of the River at Ashley/Ripley Point charges $239 (Sp6ng Hill Suites) 

$259 (Residence hm) plus another $100/150 down tewn. 

Booking of rooms: aloft will send link to us so we cmi book directly with them. 

Cost for participating in the Charleston tournament is $40 per player (the new organizers upped the price per team to $650 ~ $100 bond which requires 17 

players ~x, he not only show up but also pays).. 

Tournament Details: 

The tournament is open only to USASA registered teams. Teams not currently sanctioned may register with SCASA to meet these requirements (see below for more 

information). USASA player passes and proper ID will be required of ALL players. Teams that participated in the Lowcountry Soccer Festival in 2009-10 will be granted 
acceptance upon receipt ofpaymenL All other teams will be accepted on a first come first serve basis with payment. Due to the expected growth of the new tournament, 
some divisions will be limited. 

Locations: 
Bayview Park, West Ashley Park, Ackerman Park, other sites TBD 

Type of Teams: 

Premier Divisions 
(may be league select teams) 

All other divisions 
(club teams from leagues-up to 7 guest players allowed) 

Divisions: 

Men~s P~emieri(!) (!1) 
MensMastesJ0 P~emler;(!) 

vvomenls Premier (!) 
women,s Ma~ters 30 
Wo~en ~ Ma~te~ 40 

~CaSh Awned 

C~ed Mas~e~ 30 



Entry Fees: Online Payments Only 
*Premier Divisions @ $750,00 ($700-Early Reg) 

Non-Premier Divisions @ $650.00 ($600-Early Reg) 
(Late entries accepted will be charged a $50 late fee) 

TEAMS MA Y REGISTER WITH A DEPOSIT of $200 
(full payment due by April I or May 1) 

This can be done by entering the Coupon Code: DEPOSIT in the payment section 
Early Entry Deadline: 

Payment by Apri~ ~ 
Entry Deadline: 

Payment by May "1 
Guaranteed Matches: :3 

Match Duration: 
2 x 35 minutes 

(Playoffs: Overtime @ (1) 10 min Golden Goal period, then PK’s) 

Awards: 
Cash Awards to Premier Divisions 

(Amounts based on # of teams + Sponsors) 
Champions (Team + Individual awards + t-shirts) 

Finalists (Team + Individual awards) 

Tournament Festivities: 
Charleston Battery USL Pro Match 

The Charleston Battery invites all of the tournament teams to enjoy an evening at beautiful Blackbaud Stadium on Saturday, May 28 when they take on the Harrisburg City 
Islanders in USL Pro League action. Thanks to a partnership with the Charleston Battery, (18) tickets are included in each team’s entry fee. Tournament teams will be seated 
in a section set aside for the tournament. There will also be tent area where players will be able to socialize over a beer. The Battery staff will be in contact with each team 
with details about additional tickets and the VIP tent. 

Tournament Party on Sunday Night! 

Detai~s coming soon 

Tournament Finale on Memorial Day at Blackbaud Stadium 

Join us for the tournament finale at Blackbaud Stadium. Starting at 1 pin, the (3) Premier Finals will be played. The stadium will be open to the public and to the tournament 
teams/players still in town. Players with ID bracelets will have access to beverages. Spectators can also enjoy food and beverages along with their friends while watching 
exciting high level amateur soccer. The (6) Premier Division teams featured in the finals will also have free access to some of these amenities following their awards 
ceremonies. What a great way to kick back and celebrate Memorial Day in sunny Charleston 

VETERANS CUP - SANFORD (ORI.ANDO)/FL 6-10TH July. 

I completed negotiations with the Marriott Residence Inn at Lake Ma~ a~d managed to get the rate tbr I bed rnom apa~:tment reduced to $99++ as tbr the studio 

apartments, while the 2 bedroom remain at $139 (but if you love each other and 5 players or families of 5 can stay together) it only cost $30 pp per day. 

This includes the tree buffet brealdhst, free drinks and food Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday etc. thus hard to beat. 

Bookhig: don’t contact the hotel directly - booking notes to be sent via me to the hotel. 

The Residence Inn is about 45 min from the closest Smyrna Beach and 1 hour away from Da.vtona and Cape Canaveral. Apart from being close to the Veterans Cup 

fields you also have all the attractions in around the Orlando area. 

Participation cost for the Veterans Cup $35. 

So the players invited in should send me $75 check in settlement for both toumameuts which also indicate their participation. Late pa~ent snrcharges w-ill be added. 

(should you for an5, good reason be unable to play refund will be made- but this will save me a lot of time having to chase/beg you to pay later). As usual we are 

professionals so we pay to play mid the motto is: No Pay No Play. 

See below which teams so fur have signed up (5 055 teams 2 each 060 mad 65) ~md detaJls of the fields tbr the tournament. 

Send your check to: 

Kim Bevgenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NC 27302 

From: VeteransCup@gmail.com [mailto:veteranscup@gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, February 03, 201:t :t:44 AN 
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:; 
Subject: Veterans Cup continues to add more teams at a record pace ..... 

The 2011 National Veterans Cup has added 4 more teams for a total of 

18 entries. This is ahead of last years pace in terms of registered teams. Registered teams so far are as follows: 

Registered Teams 2011 

Women’s Over-30 Division 

Spirit Ma~ssachusetts 

Women’s Over-40 1st Division 

Lady Neptunes Virginia 

Women’s Over-50 Division 

Connecticut Classics - Connecticut 

Women’s Over-55 Division 



Motor City Classics - Michigan 

Women’s Over-60 Division 

Men’s Over-30 Division 

MPS = Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-40 Premier Division 

TB Kickers - Florida 

Men’s Over-40 1st Division 

Weston Master Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-45 Division 

Men’s Over-50 Division 

Greensboro F.C. - North Carolina 

MASS FC Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-55 Division 

Bucks Americans - Pennsylvania 

Last Dream 050 - Florida 
50 SOMETHING - Florida 

055 GA/NC United - North Carolina 
Northshore FC- Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-60 Division 

neothsl ~60- Massachusetts 

060 NC United = North Carolina 

Men’s Over-65 Division 

St. Louis Stars - Missouri 

065 NC United - North Carolina 

USASA Veterans Cup 

The National Veterans Cup Committee is happy to announce that the 2011 Veterans Cup will be held July 5-10, 2111 t in Sanford, Florida. Sanford is located about 20 miles north of 

Orlando. The 2011 tournament will be hosted by Central Florida Sports Commission (~~’* ~<~t"*,o~< ), a non-profit private organization created to attract 

international, national, and regional events and sports-related business and activities to Central Florida. The Commission will be working closely with the Florida State Soccer 

Association to coordinate and manage this important event. 

All the 2011 Veterans Cup games will be played at the Seminole Soccer Club Complex. Situated about 30 minutes from the airport, this 40-acre soccer facility is privately owned and 

operated by Florida Soccer Alliance, who work in conjunction with Seminole County to host some of Central Florida’s biggest soccer events The Seminole Soccer Complex has eleven 

full size soccer pads that can accommodate a number of various sized fields, including a stadium field that seats more than 1,500. Annually, the club hosts nearly 2,000 games and 

more than 80,000 people come through its gates. The facility is the home of the PDL Central Florida Kraze, and has hosted some of the most prestigious tournaments in the nation, 

including SuperClubs, FYSA State Cup, US Club Soccer Championships, and more 

ii~iI Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect your privacy, Outlook 
prevented automatic download of this picture from the I nternet. 
sanford 

In addition, we have a second facility, Sylvan Lake Park, which is located minutes from Seminole Soccer Club Complex. Built in 1993, Sylvan Lake Park features six full-size 

championship-caliber soccer fields. The facility has been an official trainin( site for the US Soccer Federation National teams, including the training home of the 1996 United States 

Women’s Gold Medal Olympic Soccer Team. The facility has also been used as a training site by numerous international soccer clubs including the 1994 Republic of Ireland World Cup 

team. Sylvan Lake Park has hosted many high-level youth and adult soccer tournaments, including the USASA National Cup Finals. In addition to the soccer fields, the facility boasts a 

15,000 square foot training center that includes locker rooms, training room, weight room, and meeting space. 

A concern we have heard from a fewteams is the potential heat in Florida. We will be carefully managing game schedules and taking this into consideration. Games will be played early 

in the morning, late afternoon, and in the evening under lights. No games will be played in the middle of the day unless it is cool. We will also make sure that the older age groups are 

scheduled during the cooler parts of the day. Water sprinklers and tents will be also available at the facility. 

We are also happy to announce that we are expanding the acceptance of international teams in all age groups. At the moment, negotiations with several soccer clubs in Europe are 

taking place. As part of this effort, we have assigned a full-time volunteer to recruit more international teams to make this a more global event. More details to come on this. 



This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the Internet All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com> 

Friday, April 8, 2011 5:12 PM 

Michael <mchapl@hotmail.com>; Harper Peterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; 
Jo.Fisher@sas.com; ’Randy McClain <chairkww@gmail.com>; 
sherman_mehl@vfc.com; Habermas Elmar <Elmar.Habermas@inmar.com>; 
youngjonc@sbcglobal.net; ’Christopher Knop <christopherknop@msn.com>; Patrick 
Shay <orsolutions@charter.net>; j osidi 1080@comcast.net; Tony DiCicco 
<tony@soccerplus.org>; Donald Kirkendall <donald_kirkendall@yahoo.com>; Jose 
Boyarizo <futbo149@triad.rr.com>; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; Jackie Blackmore 
<nblackmo@nhcs.net>; Tom <schultzsoccerfan@ec.rr.com>; Gerrit Borg 
<gerritborg@hotmail.com>; Mike Sharp <soccersharpe@sbcglobal.net>; 
PSK37@aol.com; Bill Beasley <wbeasley@nc.rr.com>; Anson Dorrance 
<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; penaltykix3@charter.net; DAVID BLUM 
<dbluml@comcast.net>; ralphA~erez@redlands.edu; lundyr@cofc.edu; 
platinum2001 @yahoo.com; Jerry Terbeck <j erryt@wrightlabels.com> 

Bergenser <bergenser@mindspring.com>; William Altenpohl 
<waltenpohl@mycfs.com>; Keith Vanderpoel <keith.vanderpoel@gmail.com>; 
mazan@aol.com 

UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-10th July - and warm up 
tournament for this 28-30th May in Charleston/SC. 

Hello 060 United. 

I have been trying to recruit a replacement goal keeper for unlucky Mike Chapas who is in for an 
ACL restoration. Two goal keepers could play in Charleston but not Veterans Cup - but through 
Jonathan - he/I have recruited his 060 goal keeper he used in the Jan/ll Florida tournament - Lewis 
Pustilnik. As he can also play in the field - and if you know of a good 060 back up goal keeper let me 
know. I have always had two goal keepers on the roster in case of injuries etc. 

CHARLESTON/SC: 

Based on confirmation of availability this is my current line up for Charleston/SC: 

Goal: Lewis Pustlinik. 

Full Backs: Don Kirkendall, Jorge Simmonds, Jonathan Young 

Sweeper/stopper Elmar Habermas, Tom Schultz - Chuck Kennedy 

Defensive Mid: Anson Dorrance, Bill Altenpohl, Patrick Shay, 

Attacking Mid: Keith Vanderpoel, Jose Boyarizo, Sherman Mehl 

Attack: Randy T-Bone, Al Castillo, Nick Stamati 

Rover: Kim Bergenser (except goal). 

Subs to confirm they can play: Chris Knop & Harper Peterston - which gives us a good number of 19 
players which is a required number at this early stage allowing for injuries and intervention by the 
wife. - Jerry Terbeck is on standby for the 060 NC otherwise will play 065 GA/NC United. - Tony 



DiCicco got himself a job with the US Women’s team at the World Cup in GY for June/July. 

I have not heard any thing from Charleston based Ralf Lundy if he can play or not. 

Pete Kezios - (and Bill Beasley) due to their too young age, has been invited to play with the 055 NC 
United. 

If you think you have confirmed but don’t see your name let me know. And if you see your name and 
cannot play also let me know. 

Of the above 19 confirmed players the following have so far on my several requests paid - which 
leaves 8 of you still to pay your $40 for Charleston and the Veterans Cup participants $35. 

105£Sherman Mehl CHA 60 $ 35.00 
1026Jorge Simmonds CHA 60 $ 40.00 
2165Anson Dorrance CHA 60 $ 40.00 
3944 Randolf McClain CHA 60 $ 40.00 
7406Tom Schultz CHA 60 $ 40.00 
138£Jonathan Young CHA 60 $ 35.00 
7021 Pete Kezios CHA 60 $ 40.00 

4587 Elmar Habermas CHA 60 $ 35.00 
4283 Bill Altenpohl CHA 60 $ 40.00 
3496 Keith Vanderpoel CHA 60 $ 40.00 

So far only the 060 Atlanta team have signed up in the 055 division (as they have a couple of U60 
players playing) plus our 055 NC United, 060 NC United & 065 GA/NC United. I expect another 
055 Atlanta team to sign up, plus possibly an 055 Raleigh team. For this reason the 055 NC United 
may move down into the 050 division, so not having to play the 060 NC and 065 GA/NC United, and 
we will be put together in the 055 division. 
This has made room for 3 excellent younger players of Bill Altenpohl, Keith Vanderpoel and Nick 
Stamati. 

The 060 NC United also have Jackie Blackmore & Ralf Perez signed up to play but in the Veterans 
Cup only, and we have left room for our 3 California based players of Mike Sharpe, Gerrit Borg & 
Boris Hikin - unless they get their own South Cal 060 team together. 

Here are the teams so far registered for the Veterans Cup - and it is started to shape up for the 060 
division with 
neothsl +60 - Massachusetts 
Fichte-Rams S. C. Chicago - Illinois 
060 NC United - North Carolina 
Scott Gallagher Rolling Stones - Missouri 
Oklahoma United - Oklahoma 
registered to play. It does not look like TEXAS Wanderers (Legend) has a team (yet) for the 060 (nor 060) 
but signed up with North Cal for the 065. 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 
203 Walter Hagen Dr 
Mebane NC 27302 
336 337 8429 

Registered Teams 2011 



Women’s Over-30 Division 

Spirit - Massachusetts 
Michigan Hawks - Michigan 
OneTouchables - Florida 

Women’s Over-40 1st Division 

Lady Neptunes - Virginia 
Flippin’ Sweet - North Texas 

Women’s Over-50 Division 

Connecticut Classics - Connecticut 
Leahi - Hawaii 
Dallas Kicks - North Texas 

Women’s Over-55 Division 

Motor City Classics - Michigan 
Betty Whites - Georgia 

Women’s Over-60 Division 

Arizona Antiques - Arizona 

Men’s Over-30 Division 

MPS - Massachusetts 
Islanders - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-40 Premier Division 

TB Kickers - Florida 

Men’s Over-40 1st Division 

Weston Master - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-45 Division 

Lighthouse FC - Eastern Pennsylvania 

Men’s Over-50 Division 

MASS FC - Massachusetts 
Radnor United - Eastern Pennsylvania 
Last Dream 0-50 - Florida 
Greensboro F.C. 50 - North Carolina 
Real Lyold FC - North Carolina 
Veteran’s Cup Indy Select Blue - Indiana 



Men’s Over-55 Division 

Bucks Americans - Pennsylvania 
Freddy Fund.corn - North Texas 
50 SOMETHING - Florida 
055 GAiNC United - North Carolina 
Northshore FC - Massachusetts 
Gulf Coast Silver Strikers - Florida 
St. Louis Scott Gallagher - Missouri 

Men’s Over-60 Division 

neothsl +60 - Massachusetts 
Fichte-Rams S. C. Chicago - Illinois 
060 NC United - North Carolina 
Scott Gallagher Rolling Stones - Missouri 
Oklahoma United - Oklahoma 

Men’s Over-65 Division 

St. Louis Stars - Missouri 
065 GAiNC United - North Carolina 
Framingham United - Massachusetts 
Dallas Legend - South Texas 

Last Updated on Wednesday, 06 April 2011 22:54 

From== Bergenser, Kim 
Sent== Wednesday, IVlarch 30, 2011 2:47 plVl 
To== ’lVlichael’; Harper Peterson; .]o.Fisher@sas.com; ’Randy IVlcClain; sherman_mehl@vfc.com; Habermas Elmar; 
youngjonc@sbcglobal.net; ’Christopher Knop; Patrick Shay; josidil080@comcast.net; Tony DiCicco; Donald Kirkendall; 
Jose Boyarizo; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; Jackie Blackmore; Tom; Gerrit Borg; Hike Sharp; PSK37@aol.com; Bill 
Beasley; Anson Dorrance; penaltykix3@charter.net; DAVTD BLUIVl; ralph_perez@redlands.edu; lundyr@cofc.edu 
Cc== Bergenser 
Subject: RE: UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-10th 3uly - and warm up tournament for this 
28-30th Hay in Charleston/SC. 

Michael. 
That is out of the blue? Sorry to hear about your injury, but how do we find a substitute keeper like you. 

Toni DiCicco - our ex National team goal keeper -just advised earlier this week - he will be with the 
Women’s world cup team in Germany for the 2012 world cup, played I guess the same time as our Veterans 
Cup. 

We know good goal keepers don’t hang in trees (they normally hang themselves on the goal post though) 
and missing our two goal keepers in less than a week is a major blow to our aspirations for a place in the 
final for the Veterans Cup. 

OK - I shall now have to recruit again. 

Hope you will be fit to play this time next year. 



Kim 

From: Michael [mailto:mchapl@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 30, 2011 2:32 PM 
To: Harper Peterson; Jo.Fisher@sas.com; ’Randy McClain; sherman_mehl@vfc.com; Habermas EImar; 
youngjonc@sbcglobal.net; ’Christopher Knop; Patrick Shay; josidil080@comcast.net; Tony DiCicco; Donald Kirkendall; 
Jose Boyarizo; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; Jackie Blackmore; Tom; Gerrit Borg; Mike Sharp; PSK37@aol.com; Bill 
Beasley; Anson Dorrance; penaltykix3@charter.net; DAVID BLUM; ralph_perez@redlands.edu; lundyr@cofc.edu; 
Bergenser, Kim 
Cc: Bergenser 
Subject: RE: UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-10th July - and warm up tournament for this 
28-30th May in Charleston/SC. 

Kim 

Sorry I haven’t gotten back to you sooner, but I was waiting to get an MRI and meet with the 
surgeon, which took a lot longer than I thought. (I got hurt at the Sun Cup in Vegas) 

Turns out I have a complete separation of the ACL & complex tear in the Medial Meniscus 
One good thing the surgeon said I have the bone and muscle structure of a 35 year old, so he 
expects a full recovery ..... 6 to 9 months max before I can play. 

I had fully intended to be at Charleston & Veterans Cup, but as noted above not going to happen 
this year .... Good luck at the tournaments .... give my regards to the guys .... I’ll be rooting for 
ya’ll ...... Keep me on the roster (injured reserve) for this fall and next year... 

See Ya on the Pitch 
Mike 
The 

Keeper 

....... Original Message ....... 

From: Bergenser, Kim 
Date: 3/28/2011 12:44:07 PM 

To: Harper Peterson; Jo.Fisher@sas.com; ’Randy McClain; sherman mehl@vfc.com; Habermas, Elmar; 
younNonc@sbcglobaLnet; Michael; ’Christopher Knop; Patrick Shay; josidil080@comcast.net; Tonv DiCicco; 
Donald Kirkendall; Jose Bovarizo; Chuck.kennedv@mba.wfu.edu; Jackie Blackmore; Tom; Gerrit Bor~; Mike 
Sharp; PSK37@aoLcom; Bill Beasley; Anson Dorrance: Jackie Blackmore; penaltykix3@charter.net; DAVID 
BLUM; ralph~oerez@redlands.edm lundyr@cofc.edu 
Ce: Bergenser 
Subject: RE: UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-10th July - and warm up tournament for this 
28-30th May in Charleston/SC. 

Hello 060 NC United. 
Up dated on Charleston/SC & Veterans Cup/FL. 

Get out your check books the once who are not stated below and pay for your participation: 
$40 for Charleston/SC 28-30th May & 

$35 for Veterans Cup/FL 6-10th July 
Or total $75 (whereas Sherman and Jonathan only paid $70 - so they owe me a beer or two). 



1 O59 
1026 
2165 
3944 
7406 
1389 
1059 
1026 
2165 
3944 
7406 
1389 

Sherman Mehl 
Jorge Simmonds 

Anson Dorrance 
Randolf McClain 
Tom Schultz 
Jonathan Young 

Sherman Mehl 
Jorge Simmonds 

Anson Dorrance 
Randolf McClain 
Tom Schultz 
Jonathan Young 

CHA 
CHA 
CHA 
CHA 
CHA 
CHA 
VET/11 
Ve~11 
Ve~11 
Ve~11 
Ve~11 
Ve~11 

6o $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 
6O $ 

35.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
40.00 
35.00 
35.00 
35.00 
35.00 
35.00 
35.00 
35.00 

With the competing Master’s Futtbal tournament run by the break out group of Tim Busch and his team are 
diluting the participation on both these tournaments arranged on the same dates. So far only 22 men’s team 
have registered for the Veterans Cup of which just 3 for the 060: 
Men’s Over-60 Division 

neothsl +60 - Massachusetts 
Fichte-Rams S. C. Chicago- Illinois 
060 NC United - Carolina 
But at least both NEOTHSL & Richte-Rams are fun people to play against, and I am sure more teams as we 
get closer to May/11 will register. 

Confirmed numbers: 
We have a healthy 14 players confirmed for each the Charleston/SC and the Veterans Cup. I aim to carry a 
roster of 18 strong/healthy/fit players and are still leaving room open for our South Cal friends of Borris, 
Gerrit and Mike. 

060 NC 
United 
United: 

Kim Bergenser 1 1 

Sherman Mehl 1 1 
Tom Schultz 1 1 
Patrick Shay 1 1 
Harper Peterson 1 1 

Randolph McClain 
Bill Beasley n 

Udo Helferich 
AI Castilo 1 1 

Jose Boyarizo 1 1 
Pete Kezios 1 n 
Donald Kirkendall 1 1 
Noel Blackmore n 1 
Anson Dorrance 1 1 
Michael Hunhs 1 ? 

Christopher Knop           1        1 
I 



I Ralph Perez ? 1 
Jorge E Simmonds 1 1 
Jerry Terbeck 1 ? 
Total 3/28/11 14 14 

Elmar told me he is playing in both, but that is all I have heard. Will the other guys in yellow please 

confirm their participation! 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 
203 Walter Hagen Dr 
Mebane NC 27302 
336 337 8429 

From: USASA National Veterans Cup [mailto:veteranscup@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 11:44 PM 
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:; 
Subject: Fw: Veterans Cup Update - Team Registration Update 

<> u 1 : shapes="_x0000_i 1026"> 

12 more teams are attending the 2011 National Veteran’s Cup. More are coming as we have 
been talking to multiple teams that will attend as in past years. The most recent teams 
signed up are as follows: 

Laurie Baker - Leahi team returning to defend their Championship - Hawaii 

Werner Raninger - FICHTE-RAMS S. C. CHICAGO - Illinois 

Buddy Scott - Framingham United - Massachusetts 

Anthony Richichi - Gulf Coast Silver Strikers - Florida 

Sara Schafer - Michigan Hawks - Michigan 

Patricia Gimson - Arizona Antiques - Arizona 

Don Doran - St. Louis Scott Gallager - Missouri 



Satya Bogues - Betty Whites - Georgia 

Michael Hines - Lighthouse FC - Eastern Pennsylvania 

Richard Fenimore - Radnor United - Eastern Pennsylvania 

Gary Koerner - Fred@ Fund.com - North Texas 

Avner Wolanow - Dallas Legend are back in a new age group - Watch out everyone! 

We have also been in touch with Florida teams and they are slow to sign up like in MASS © 

Don’t forget about the March 31st early bird registration deadline and SAVE $100! 
Sign up before March 31st to on your registration fee: 

http://www.usasa, com/EventsPro gram s/veteranscup/index E. html 

Please send any question you have to veteranscup@gmail.com 

Registered Teams 2011 
Women’s Over-30 Division 
Spirit - Massachusetts 

Michigan Hawks - Michigan 

Women’s Over-40 1st Division 
Lady Neptunes - Virginia 

Women’s Over-50 Division 

Connecticut Classics - Connecticut 

Leahi - Hawaii 

Women’s Over-55 Division 
Motor City Classics - Michigan 

Betty Whites - Georgia 

Women’s Over-60 Division 
Arizona Antiques - Arizona 



Men’s Over-30 Division 

MPS - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-40 Premier Division 

TB Kickers - Florida 

Men’s Over-40 1st Division 

Weston Master - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-45 Division 
Lighthouse FC - Eastern Pennsylvania 

Men’s Over-50 Division 

MASS FC - Massachusetts 
Radnor United - Eastern Pennsylvania 
Last Dream 050 - Florida 

Men’s Over-55 Division 
Bucks Americans - Pennsylvania 
Freddy Fund.com - North Texas 
Greensboro F.C. 50 - North Carolina 
50 SOMETHING - Florida 
055 GAiNC United -North Carolina 
Northshore FC - Massachusetts 
Gulf Coast Silver Strikers - Florida 
St. Louis Scott Gallager - Missouri 

Men’s Over-60 Division 

neothsl +60 - Massachusetts 
Fichte-Rams S. C. Chicago- Illinois 
060 NC United - Carolina 
Men’s Over-65 Division 

St. Louis Stars - Missouri 
065 GAiNC United - North Carolina 
Framingham United - Massachusetts 
Dallas Legend - 

From= Bergenser, Kim 
Sent= Thursday, IVlarch 24, 2011 9:01 AlVl 
To= ’Harper Peterson’; ’.]o.Fisher@sas.com’; "Randy IVlcClain’; ’sherman_mehl@vfc.com’; ’Habermas, Elmar’; 
’youngjonc@sbcglobal.net’; ’lVlichael’; "Christopher Knop’; ’Patrick Shay’; ’josidil080@comcast.net’; ’Tony DiCicco’; 
’Donald Kirkendall’; ’Jose Boyarizo’; ’Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’Tom’; ’Gerrit Borg’; ’Hike 
Sharp ’; ’PSK37@aol.com’; ’Bill Beasley’; ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’penaltykix3@charter.net’; ’DAVTD 
BLUIVI’; ’ralph_perez@redlands.edu’; ’lundyr@cofc.edu’ 



Cc: ’Bergenser’ 
Subject: UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-10th July - and warm up tournament for this 28- 
30th May in Charleston/SC. 

Hello 060 NC United. 
Randy, Sherman, Jorge S, Tom S, Anson, - have paid their $75 (OK Sherman took a $5 discount for being 
the first to pay) for above two tournaments. 

HOTELS - have you reserved your rooms? 
On the hotels - make sure you book now - but please note for the Marriott Residence in just call 800-331- 
3131 (or 407-995-3400) and just ask for reservations under 2011 UNITED soccer - since Kathryn Gankos 
is often not in. 
Residence Inn by Marriott 
Orlando / Lake Mary 
825 Heathrow Park Lane 
Lake Mary, FL 32746 
1-800 331 3131 or407 995 3400. 

HOTELS: 
1) ALOFT HOTEL CHARLESTON/SC 5/27 5/28 5/29/11 - How to book your room on line ref United 
Soccer: Price $109++ pd incl. breakfast & nightly drink for 2. You can choose between king bed or 2 
double. 

Go to: 
United Soccer (OR copy and paste the following link into a web browser) 
http ://www.starwood meeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/res?id = 1102242880&key= 21321 

2) MARRIOrr - RESIDENCE INN - LAKE MARY/FL July 5th through July 10th under 2011 UNITED SOCCER. 
Rooms reserved: 

a) 7 468 sqft Studio’s with King Size bed + Foldout bed - sleeps up to 3 at $89++ (not sure if this 
a typo as was quoted at $99++). 

b) 8 494 sqft 1 bedroom with King Size bed (separated from living) + Foldout bed - sleeps up to 3 
at $99+ + 

c) 5 734 sqft 2 bedroom each with King Size bed + foldout bed in living - sleeps up to 5 at 
$139++ 

For full details see attached explanation of the booking and room layouts, 

Reservation Method: Call 800-331-3131 or 407 995 3400 Kathryn Gankos or e-mail her your booking: 
Kathryn,flankos@marriott,com - they require your credit card details to hold room - which can be 
cancelled up to 4PM on day of check in etc, Each occupant of the room must settle their charges 
directly with the hotel, Kim Bergenser take no responsibility for any late check-in/late cancellation etc, 

There is already a rush to book the 2 bed room apartments, so you must book this before 4130/11 - 
where for the Studio/1 bedroom, these rooms are reserved for the 2011 United Soccer up to 6/20/11 - 
and thereafter only subject to availability, 

See below Veterans Cup Feb News Letters - our 055 060 and 065 United teams are the featured teams 
(Under the 055 team I listed Sir Richard’s younger brother Edward i/o of Sir Richard - apology to the Sires. 

NEWS FROM THE VETERANS CUP ORGANIZORS: Feb/11 News Letter. See below - that our 3 teams 
because the February feature teams in their news letter. 
http:llwww.veteranscup.uslnews1262-february-featured-team-nc-united 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 
203 Walter Hagen Dr 
Mebane NC 27302 



336 337 8429 

From: USASA National Veterans Cup [mailto:veteranscup@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 03, 2011 3:08 PM 
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:; 
Subject: February 2011 Veterans Cup Newsletter 

l~-~ veteranscup 
I~’~ VC_Logo2011 

February 2011 Veterans Cup Newsletter 

In this newsletter: 
-Note from the Chairperson, Cezar Wasecki 
-Where to Register 
-Announcements- Game times, Afternoon Siesta, Tents, and Shuttles 
-Things to Do - Where to Eat 
-Tip of the Month - An airport you might not know. 
-Team of the Month - United 

From Cezar Wasecki, Veterans Cup Chairperson 

Wow! That is what comes to my mind after having completed an on-site tour of this years 
Veterans Cup site soccer facilities and accommodations. The Florida Sports Commission is a top- 
notch organization that will put together a top-notch event. The 17 grass soccer fields will blow 
everyone away in terms of quality and set-up. We even have 3-lighted fields and one Stadium 
field which will be used to highlight some of the key games each day. Shuttles will run between 
the Westin and the fields and we are working on getting other hotels to do the same. Click here to 
register for the tournament today. 

Every field has team benches and will have 2 pop-up tents. Wait until you will see the beer 
garden and VlP section we are planning to put together with the help of the Florida Soccer 
Association! Stay tuned for more information on the hospitality suite at the Westin hotel (HQ) that 
will provide light snacks and drinks. 

Let me tell you this. The Westin Hotel is amazing and the hotel rate we are getting is really good. 
This hotel is about a year old and is top-notch. 

I am not even going to tell you this time around about the party. You will have to stay tuned for 
that. Let me just say this: this will probably the most memorable party ever! ..S.jg..n.....u.p.. before March 
31st and save $100 on your registration. 

Well, I can go on for hours and rave about the upcoming event. I am super excited and I know the 
entire Committee can’t wait to put together the best Veterans Cup ever. As usual please send us 



questions or any concerns at veteranscup@gmail.com. 

Registration Information 

To sign up for the tournament, visit the website below. You can also find information about lodging 
or even visit the forum to look for 11~3/ers or look for a team. 

http:llwww.veteranscup.usl 

Don’t forget about the March 31st early bird registration deadline and SAVE $100! 

Announcements 
You asked, we responded! The Westin will have a shuttle that goes back and forth between the 
hotel and fields. It fits 15 people for each trip. The Florida sports Commissions is trying to make 
similar arrangements with the other hotels. Talk about nice customer service! 

Other news: Teams 50 and over will be required to take a water break at the middle of each half 
and other teams can do the same if both teams agree. 

Games will be played at the following times 7:30am 8:30am, 9:30am, siesta between 11:30am - 
3pm. Games will run through the evening with the last game starting at 7pm. 

Things to do 
Most of the hotels are next to each other and to top it of you can walk to a Plaza that has several 
top-notch restaurants and bars. Here is a list of bars, restaurants and entertainment at Colonial 
Town Park Lake Mary: 

¯ AmStar Stadium Cinema 
¯ Amura Japanese Steakhouse 
¯ Liam Fitzpatricks 
¯ Dexter’s of Lake Mary (live music is played here .... ) 
¯ Crispers 
¯ Papa Joe’s Pizza and Pasta 
¯ Cold Stone Creamery 
¯ Vamonos Taqueria 
¯ Subway 
¯ Corona Cigar Company 
¯ Ruth’s Chris Steak House 
¯ Lake Mary Vineyard Wine Company 

And here a list of the restaurants across the street (at Park Place at Heathrow, also part of 
Colonial Town Center): 

¯ Fishbones (Seafood Restaurant) 
¯ Caddies Pub (Opening September 2009) 
¯ Silvestro’s (Now open) (Italian Restaurant) 
¯ Terra Mia (Italian Restaurant) 
¯ Cigar Bar 
¯ Moe’s Southwest Grille 
¯ Applebee’s 
¯ Patisserie 



¯ Shan (Asian Cuisine) 

VVhat another fun activity? How about you come a couple days early and attend the Coke Zero 
400 race at the Daytona International Speedway .h..t..t..p:llwww.daytonainternationalspeedway.coml! 

Tip of the month" 
Did you know you could also fly into Sanford International Airport besides Orlando Airport? This is 
5 miles from all Veterans Cup hotels. See link for more details. 

http://www.orlandosanfordairport.com/ 

Teams of the month: 

These 3 United teams from Greensboro NC root back as far as the 1970’s. This is the oldest club 
team in NC and no doubt one of the oldest in USA! The United has played in the Veterans Cup 
the past 10 years and brings some of the most experienced and talented players out there. Click 
the link below to read the full profile of the team. 

http:llwww.veteranscup.uslnews1262-februa~-featured-team-nc-united 

From: Bergenser, Kim 
Sent: Friday, February 18, 2011 10:06 AM 
To: ’Harper Peterson’; ’Jo.Fisher@sas.com’; "Randy McClain’; ’sherman_mehl@vfc.com’; ’Habermas, Elmar’; 
’youngjonc@sbcglobal.net’; ’Michael’; "Christopher Knop’; ’Patrick Shay’; ’josidil080@comcast.net’; ’Tony DiCicco’; 
’Donald Kirkendall’; ’Jose Boyarizo’; ’Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’Tom’; ’Gerrit Borg’; ’Mike 
Sharp ’; ’PSK37@aol.com’; ’Bill Beasley’; ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’penaltykix3@charter.net’; ’DAVID 
BLUM’; ’ralph_perez@redlands.edu’; ’lundyr@cofc.edu’ 
Cc: ’dgsmith@howdenbuffalo.com’; ’b@sahara-global.net’; ’bill.finneyfrock@providenceday.org’; ’Ed Shamshoum - 
Eshamshoum@hotmail.com’; ’tasedansoccer@yahoo.com’; ’Jim Turner’; ’Ken B. Davis’; 
’Mamjohn.Richards@durhamnc.gov’; ’sheggypus@aol.com’; ’s.dawson@mindspring.com’; ’Steve Scott’; 
’t.oconnor14@verizon.net’; ’epfenimore@gmail.com’; ’jspink@spinkmiller.com’; ’peter.griffin@mtvstaff.com’; ’Greg 
Rorke’; ’Halbur, John’; ’Sammy Nasrollahi’; ’Tedredbear@aol.com’; ’wpowel121@gmail.com’; ’ssdesign@ec.rr.com’; 
’feni’; ’mazan@aol.com’; ’john.byford@villanova.edu’; ’Ed Poyo’; ’David Saward (saward@middlebury.edu)’; ’Hamid - 
HJahan0000@aol.com’; ’PBall@howdenbuffalo.com’; ’William Altenpohl’; ’uwedennis@alltel.blackberry.com’; ’Uwe 
Hoffmann’; ’Bobby Ross’; ’keith.vanderpoel@gmail.com’; ’DavidBannen’ 
Subject: UPDATE ON - O55/O60 Veterans Cup team for Orlando 6-10th July - and warm up tournament for this 28- 
30th May in Charleston/SC. 

Hello O55/60 NC United. 

CHARLESTON/SC - equivalent 3 star hotels to our TEAM HOTEL aloft - on the other side of the River 
at Ashley/Ripley Point charges $239 (Spring Hill Suites) $259 (Residence Inn) plus another $100/150 down 
town. 
Booking of rooms: aloft will send link to us so we can book directly with them. 

Cost for participating in the Charleston tournament is $40 per player (the new organizers upped the 
price per team to $650 + $100 bond - which requires 17 players who not only show up but also pays).. 

Tournament Details: 

The tournament is open only to USASA registered teams. Teams not currently sanctioned may register with SCASA 
to meet these requirements (see below for more information). USASA player passes and proper ID will be required of 



ALL players. Teams that participated in the Lowcountry Soccer Festival in 2009-10 will be granted acceptance upon 
receipt ofpayment. All other teams will be accepted on a first come first serve basis with payment. Due to the 
expected growth of the new tournament, some divisions will be limited. 

Locations: 
Bayview Park, West Ashley Park, Ackerman Park, other sites TBD 

Type of Teams: 
Premier Divisions 

(may be league select teams) 
All other divisions 

(club teams from leagues-up to 7 guest players allowed) 
Divisions: 

~::~::~::~::~::~:~:P~emm~i::~::~!::)::;~::~::(::!::~])~ 

Entry Fees: Online Payments Only 
*Premier Divisions @ $750.00 ($700-Early Reg) 

Non-Premier Divisions @ $650.00 ($600-Early Reg) 
(Late entries accepted will be charged a $50 late fee) 

TEAMS MAY REGISTER WITH A DEPOSIT of $200 
(full payment due by April I or May 1) 

This can be done by entering the Coupon Code: DEPOSIT in the payment section 
Early Entry Deadline: 

Payment by April 1 
Entry Deadline: 

Payment by May 1 
Guaranteed Matches: 3 

Match Duration: 
2 x 35 minutes 

(Playoffs: Overtime @ (1) 10 min Golden Goal period, then PK’s) 

Awards: 
Cash Awards to Premier Divisions 

(Amounts based on # of teams + Sponsors) 
Champions (Team + Individual awards + t-shirts) 

Finalists (Team + Individual awards) 

Tournament Festivities: 
Charleston Battery USL Pro Match 

The Charleston Battery invites all of the tournament teams to enjoy an evening at beautiful Blackbaud Stadium on 
Saturday, May 28 when they take on the Harrisburg City Islanders in USL Pro League action. Thanks to a partnership 
with the Charleston Battery, (18) tickets are included in each team’s entry fee. Tournament teams will be seated in a 
section set aside for the tournament. There will also be tent area where players will be able to socialize over a beer. 
The Battery staff will be in contact with each team with details about additional tickets and the VIP tent. 

Tournament Party on Sunday Night! 
Details coming soon 

Tournament Finale on Memorial Day at Blackbaud Stadium 
Join us for the tournament finale at Blackbaud Stadium. Starting at 1 pm, the (3) Premier Finals will be played. The 
stadium will be open to the public and to the tournament teams/players still in town. Players with ID bracelets will 
have access to beverages. Spectators can also enjoy food and beverages along with their friends while watching 



exciting high level amateur soccer. The (6) Premier Division teams featured in the finals will also have free access to 
some of these amenities following their awards ceremonies. What a great way to kick back and celebrate Memorial 
Day in sunny Charleston 

VETERANS CUP - SANFORD (ORLANDO)/FL 6-10TM July. 
I completed negotiations with the Marriott Residence Inn at Lake Mary and managed to get the rate for 1 
bed room apartment reduced to $99++ as for the studio apartments, while the 2 bedroom remain at $139 
(but if you love each other and 5 players or families of 5 - can stay together) it only cost $30 pp per day. 
This includes the free buffet breakfast, free drinks and food Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday etc. - thus 
hard to beat. 
Booking: don’t contact the hotel directly - booking notes to be sent via me to the hotel. 

The Residence Inn is about 45 min from the closest Smyrna Beach - and 1 hour away from Daytona and 
Cape Canaveral. Apart from being close to the Veterans Cup fields - you also have all the attractions in 
around the Orlando area. 

Participation cost for the Veterans Cup $35. 

So the players invited in should send me $75 check in settlement for both tournaments which also indicate 
their participation. Late payment surcharges will be added. (should you for any good reason be unable to 
play - refund will be made- but this will save me a lot of time having to chase/beg you to pay later). As 
usual we are professionals so we pay to play - and the motto is: No Pay No Play. 

See below which teams so far have signed up (5 055 teams 2 each 060 and 65) and details of the fields for 
the tournament. 
Send your check to: 
Kim Bergenser 
203 Walter Hagen Dr 
Mebane NC 27302 

From: VeteransCup@gmail.com [mailto:veteranscup@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 03, 2011 1:44 AM 
To: Undisclosed-Recipient:; 
Subject: Veterans Cup continues to add more teams at a record pace ..... 

The 2011 National Veterans Cup has added 4 more teams for a total of 

18 entries. This is ahead of last years pace in terms of registered teams. Registered teams so far 
are as follows: 

Registered Teams 2011 

Women’s Over-30 Division 

Spirit - Massachusetts 

Women’s Over-40 1st Division 

Lady Neptunes - Virginia 



Women’s Over-50 Division 

Connecticut Classics - Connecticut 

Women’s Over-55 Division 

Motor City Classics - Michigan 

Women’s Over-60 Division 

Men’s Over-30 Division 

MPS - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-40 Premier Division 

TB Kickers - Florida 

Men’s Over-40 1st Division 

Weston Master - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-45 Division 

Men’s Over-50 Division 

Greensboro F.C. - North Carolina 

MASS FC - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-55 Division 

Bucks Americans - Pennsylvania 
Last Dream 050 - Florida 
50 SOMETHING - Florida 
055 GA/NC United - North Carolina 
Northshore FC - Massachusetts 

Men’s Over-60 Division 

neothsl +60 - Massachusetts 
060 NC United - North Carolina 

Men’s Over-65 Division 

St. Louis Stars - Missouri 
065 NC United - North Carolina 



USASA Veterans Cup 
The National Veterans Cup Committee is happy to announce that the 2011 Veterans Cup will be held July 5-10, 2011 in Sanford, 
Florida. Sanford is located about 20 miles north of Orlando. The 2011 tournament will be hosted by Central Florida Sports 
Commission (!~.t~tp...’[t~,£#.£~[~.!f.!9.[!.d.e#.p..9.r~,.£.~’g), a non-profit private organization created to attract international, national, and 
regional events and sports-related business and activities to Central Florida. The Commission will be working closely with the 
Florida State Soccer Association to coordinate and manage this important event. 
All the 2011 Veterans Cup games will be played at the Seminole Soccer Club Complex. Situated about 30 minutes from the 
airport, this 40-acre soccer facility is privately owned and operated by Florida Soccer Alliance, who work in conjunction with 
Seminole County to host some of Central Florida’s biggest soccer events. The Seminole Soccer Complex has eleven full size 
soccer pads that can accommodate a number of various sized fields, including a stadium field that seats more than 1,500. 
Annually, the club hosts nearly 2,000 games and more than 80,000 people come through its gates. The facility is the home of the 
PDL Central Florida Kraze, and has hosted some of the most prestigious tournaments in the nation, including SuperClubs, FYSA 
State Cup, US Club Soccer Championships, and more 

~ Right-click here to download pictures. To help protect your privacy, Outlook 
prevented automatic download of this picture from the Internet. 
sanford 

In addition, we have a second facility, Sylvan Lake Park, which is located 5 minutes from Seminole Soccer Club Complex. Built 
in 1993, Sylvan Lake Park features six full-size championship-caliber soccer fields. The facility has been an official training site for 
the US Soccer Federation National teams, including the training home of the 1996 United States Women’s Gold Medal Olympic 
Soccer Team. The facility has also been used as a training site by numerous international soccer clubs including the 1994 Republic 
of Ireland World Cup team. Sylvan Lake Park has hosted many high-level youth and adult soccer tournaments, including the 
USASA National Cup Finals. In addition to the soccer fields, the facility boasts a 15,000 square foot training center that includes 
locker rooms, training room, weight room, and meeting space. 
A concern we have heard from a few teams is the potential heat in Florida. We will be carefully managing game schedules and 
taking this into consideration. Games will be played early in the morning, late afternoon, and in the evening under lights. No games 
will be played in the middle of the day unless it is cool. We will also make sure that the older age groups are scheduled during the 
cooler parts of the day. Water sprinklers and tents will be also available at the facility. 
We are also happy to announce that we are expanding the acceptance of international teams in all age groups. At the moment, 
negotiations with several soccer clubs in Europe are taking place. As part of this effort, we have assigned a full-time volunteer to 
recruit more international teams to make this a more global event. More details to come on this. 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules, ff you have 
received it by mistake, please let us know by e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its 
contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed on the Internet. All views, opinions, conclusions 
and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 
authorized representative independent of this message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 11:12 AM 

Harper Paterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; Jo.Fishe@sas.com; ’Ran@ McClain <chairkww@gmaJl.com>; shermanmehl@vfc.com; 

Habermas Elmar <ElmarMabemms@inmar.com>; young~onc@sbcglobal.net; ’Christopher Knop <christopherknop@msn.com>; Patrick 

Shay <orsolutions@charter.neL~; josidil080@comcast.net; Donald Kirkendall <donald kirkendall@yahoo.com>; Jose Boyarizo 
<futbo149@triad.n.com>; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; Jaclde Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.net>; Tom <schullzsoccerfan@ec.rr.com>; 

Anson Dorrmace <~a~son@ancaa.unc.edu>; ralph perez@redlm~ds.edu; lundyr@cofc.edu; William Altenpohl <w~tenpohl@Inycfs.coln>; 

Keith Vmiderpoel <keith.vanderpoel@gmail.com>; mazan@aol.com; washv4@aol.com; rnike.mnel~c~c))att.net; soccerunlirnited@aol.com 

CHARLESTON 28-30TH MAY INTERNATIONAL CUP. 

Hello 060 NC United. 

The~ are the 19 players lined up for our temn the only per~m s~ill to confirm his participation is Christopher Knop who ea~dier ~id he wanted to play. He and 

Patrick Shay both owe me $40 tbr their participation. 

Kim Bergenser 
Sherman Mehl 
Tom Schultz 

Patrick Shay 
Randolph McClain 
Charles Kennedy 
AI Castillo 
Jose Boyarizo 
Donald Kirkendali 
Anson Dorrance 1 

r,~ff:~ ~~ FI CATI ( N 1 
ri~lmar Habermas 1 

~I!<~IBM~BII!~!~I~!4 #:33~ 856 020~ 

-kNi~:k Sarrimanolis 1 
i~uA~t~npnhl 1 

D~)ITRI ]7 r~OSTERED PLAYERS: 
2~ have likewise double fostered Mike Southard who plays for the 055 NC United since he may only come down Sunday (when Anson cannot play) to help us out 

0~should we go to the final on Monday and the 055 not. 

l(~t~ave double fostered Keith V and Bill A to help out the 055 NC United if they go to the final, and the 060 not. 

0,Current schedule also attached for our 2 x 3 teams dMsion in the combined O55/60 group (with the 065 United in the other group) - and both teams 

2,play as follows at the good Ackerman Fidds behind the Food I Jan as per attached directions (from aloft hotel North Charleston). 

0~roup B 

l(Sk9aturday 28th: 
0 1 ) 8AMAI 1 ~gainst Atlmita 060 Rovers 

~tl~.30t M A1 1 against 055 Living Dead/Columbia-SC 

Sunday 29th 

3) 9. 30/b~l Group A #2 vs Group B #3 or Group A #3 vs Group 13 #2 AP 1 or 2 

Winner of tiffs lnatch plays semi fmals: 

4) 2PM AP 1 or 2. 

Sunday 30th 

5) 9AM winner of above two games play for the trophy (~ Bay- View fields # 7 see map for directions. 
Check-in. If I (KB) don’t have your player card Ibr the teach check in Friday - you must be at the Ackerman fields at 7.15AM and show .your valid player card at 

the tournament tent - ~d sign (or bring attached) liability form before the first 8AM ga~ne. 

Uniforms: Green Adidas jersey (I will provide jerseys for new players) - bring remaining soccer outfit incl. white back up jersey and black shorts and 

black or white socks. 
TOURNAMENT T- SHIRTS PREORDER AT $12- 

Last chance to order these before price goes to $15. Let me know color (black/green/pink) and size. 

Accomodation: if you have not yet secured your accomodation - you may call aloft and see if they have more rooms for the United Soccer group. 

HOTELS: Only 2 rooms left for United Soccer at the aloft hotel by the airpo(t. So book now or be left oat. If you get fully booked response, you can call 

Sales Coordinator i Aloft Charleston 
4875 ]-anger Outlet. Boulevard 

North Chadeston~ SC 2943,8 
T,’~I 843.,556.730,.9, Ext 

How to book your room on line ref United Soccer: Price $109++ pd incl. breakfast & nightly drink for 2. You can choose between king bed or 2 double, 
(~b,::: 

United Soccer ::{.::/:~: o:: ::::.::. 
http://www.starwood meetinB.com/StarGrou psWeb/res?id = ~ ~02242880&key= 2~321 

If no more roolns here go to for exalnple 3y_sy__~Le__x__t?__e_~t_j_’_a_:_c_5?_r_~_! look ap North Charleston SC hotels. They have a couple of good deals in that ~xea close to the team 

hotel as above. 

Festivities: 

If you require tickets for the Charleston BatteD~ game on Saturday evening against Hamsburg CiU Islanders let your captain know. 

For the Stmday team party at the Kings Grille from 7-10 see this link to addresse,~’map (also to other fields): 

http://maps.google~comimaps/ms?hl en&ie UTF8&msa 0&msid 209743682241653087628~0004a30b3683ba15c3a27&ll 32.847289,- 



79.892~:8&spn 0.4753:7. 70.8: :533&z 10 

Details from the organizers of what to do Saturday/S~d~y & 
Monday: 

Tournament Festivities: 

Charleston Battery USL Pro Match -Saturday 7-9PM: 

1990 Daniel Isla~d Drive 

055 division Charleston schedule,z~df 
Bayview field locations - from aloft hotel.pdf 
Ackerman Field locations - from aloft hotel.pall 
060 NC United liability form.pall 

Charleston, SC 29492-7546 

(843) 971-4625 

chaflestonbattery.com 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be 

privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by 

mistake, please let us know by e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you 

may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and 

security of this message cannot be guaranteed on the Internet. All views, 

opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are 

not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 

The Charleston Battery invites all of the tournament teams to enjoy an evening at beautiful 
Blackbaud Stadium on Saturday, May 28 when they take on the Harrisburg City Islanders in 

USL Pro League action= Thanks to a partnership with the Charleston Battery, (18) tickets are 
included in each team’s entry fee. Tournament teams will be seated in a section set aside for 
the tournament. There will also be tent area where players will be able to socialize over a beer. 
The Battery staff will be in contact with each team with details about additional tickets and the 
VlP tent. 

Tournament Party on Sunday Night! 
7-10PM King’s St Grille: 

1291 Folly Road Charleston, SC 294124105 

(843) 7954544 

thekingstreetgrille.com 

Tournament Finale on Memorial Day at Blackbaud Stadium 

Join us for the tournament finale at Blackbaud Stadium. Starting at lpm, the (3) Premier Finals 
will be played. The stadium will be open to the public and to the tournament teams/players still 
in town. Players with ID bracelets will have access to beverages. Spectators can also enjoy 
food and beverages along with their friends while watching exciting high level amateur soccer. 

The (6) Premier Division teams featured in the finals will also have frame access to some of 
these amenities following their awards ceremonies= What a great way to kick back and 
celebrate Memorial Day in sunny Charleston. 

I will not try to arrange any fixed restaurant for a team dinner, since few restaurants will 
make reservations for 40-60 people on one of their busiest Saturday’s - so feel free to 
explore down Charleston yourselves. Many of the players may want to see the 

Charleston Battery play Harrisburg City Islands Saturday night at the cozy Blackbaud 
stadium, which also hosts the famous Lions Pup = where I will check in the teams Friday 
evening= 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr Mebane NC 27302 336 337 8429 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Thursday, May 19, 2011 3:12 PM 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergenser@Tradelink-Group.com>; Harper Peterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; Jo.Fishe@sas.com; ’Randy McClain 

<chairkww@gmail.com>; shermaa~ mehl@vt~.com; Habermas Elmar <Elmar.Habenna@inmar.com>; younNonc@sbcglobal.net; 

’Christopher Knop <chrislopherknop@msn.com>; Patrick Shay <orsolufions@charter.net>; josidi1080@comcast.net; Donald Kirkendall 

<donald ldrkendall@yahoo.corn>; Jose Boyarizo <fatbo149@triad.rr.com>; Chuck.kennedy@rnka.wfu.edu; Jackie Black~nore 

<nblacktno@nhcs.net>; Torn <schultzsoccerfan@ec.rr.com>; Anson Dorrance <nnson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ralph perez@redlands.eda; 

lundyr@cofc.edu; William Altenpohl <waJtenpolfl@mycfs.com>; Keith Vanderpoel < keith.wxiderpoel@gln~l.com>; mazml@aol.coln; 

washy4@aol.com; mike.wineland@att.net; soccemnlimited@aol.corn 

Correction to schednle - CHARLESTON 28-30TH MAY INTERNATIONAL CUP. 

Read. Monday 5/30 (not Sunday) as corrected bdow. 

Group B 

Saturday 28th~ 

1) 8AM AP1 againsl Atlmata 060 Rovers 

2) 12.30PM AP1 against 055 Livin~ Dead/Columbia-SC 

Surtd~, 29th 
3) 9. 30AM Group A #2 w’ Group B #3 or Group A #3 w’ Group B #2 AP 1 or 2 

Winner of this match plays semi tinals: 

4) 2PM AP 1 or 2. 

Monday 30th 

5) 9AM winner of above m~o ~mes play for the trophy ~ Ba~ View fields # 7 see map for directions. 

Last chance for orderh~g the tournament T-Shirts. 
As advised below I do not plan to find a hangar where we can entertain the about 60 players plus similar amount of spouses/children supporters - which 

almost impossible to find. - Hope the other captains will arrange something with their team mates and supporters etc. 

I am however discussing a team dinner Saturday evening around 7PM for the 060 team for around 20 people on the 2M floor at Poogan’s Poarch - 

down town Charleston by the Mills Hotel: 

72 Queen Street 

Charleston, SC 29401-2220 

(843) 577-2337 
I am t~]ldng to Trina who saAd she will send me a proposal for a prix-fix dinner. (We have had some tremn dinners there in the past). 

Take note mid let me know if you want to join us on a first come first serve basic. 

From: Bergenser, Kim 

Sent: Thursday, [,lay 19, 2011 11:06 AM 
To: ’Harper Peterson’; ’Jo.Fisher@sas.com’; "Randy McClain’; ’sherman_mehl@vfc.com’; ’Habermas Elmar’; ’youngjonc@sbcglobal.net’; "Christopher Knop’; ’Patrick Shay’; 
’josidil080@comcast.net’; ’Donald Kirkendall’; ’Jose Boyarizo’; ’Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu’; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’Tom’; ’Anson Dorrance’; ’ralph_perez@redlands.edu’; 
’lundyr@cofc.edu’; ’William Altenpohl’; ’Keith Vanderpoel’; ’mazan@aol.com’; ’washy4@aol.com’; ’mike.wineland@att.net’; ’soccerunlimited@aol.com’ 
Subject: CHARLESTON 28-30TH MAY INTERNATIONAL CUP. 

Hello 060 NC United. 

These are the 19 players lined up for our team the oNy person still to confirm his participation is Christopher Knop who earlier said he wanted to play. He and 

Patrick Shay both owe me $40 for their participation. 

Kim Bergenser 1 
Sherman Mehl 
Tom Schultz 

Patrick Shay 

Randolph McClain 1 

Charles Kennedy 
AI Castillo 

Jose Boyarizo 
Donald Kirkendall 

Anson Dorrance 1 

T41~a ~Tt:&,~N~E~ FI CAT I ( N 1 
ri~lmar Habermas 1 

,,,Ray Wa~)$1~,~ 1 

,iN/~e~t~!s~t~ode!)£o~ #:33~ 856 0201~ 
- h’~lii~k Sarrimanolis 1 

i£1B~uA~t~n 9ohl 1 



~t~B! ,F I~O~STERED PLAYERS: 

2,I have likewise double rostered Mike Southard who plays for the O55 NC United since he may only come down Sunday (when Anson cannot play) to help us out 

0~hould we go to the final on Monday and fl~e 055 not. 

l~ve double fostered Ke]~ V and Bill A to help out fl~e 055 NC United if they go ~o the final, and fl~e 060 not. 

0~urrent sched~e ~so attached t~r our 2 x 3 te~s db~sion ~ the combh~ed O55/60 ~’oup (with the 065 U~ted ~ the other ~’oup) - m~d both te~ns 

2,play as t~flows at fl~e good Ackerm~ Eields be~d fl~e Food Lion as per attached directions (fi’om ~]ofi hotel Noah Charleston). 

O~roup B 
1 ~ur~ 28th: 

01) 8AM ~1 agains~ Afl~ta 060 Rovers 

C~.30PM ~1 against 055 Living Dea~Columbia-SC 

Su~d~’ 29th 

3) 9. 3 0~I Group A #2 w’ Group B #3 or Group A #3 w’ Group B #2 AP 1 or 2 
W~er of tNs match plays semi finns: 

4) 2PM AP 1 or 2. 

Monday 30~ 

5) 9AM winner ofabove two games play tbr the trophy ~ Bay View fields # 7 see map for directions. 
Check-N. If I (KB) don’t have your player card tbr the teach check in Ffi~y - you must be at fl~e Acke~an fields at 7.15AM ~d show your v~id player card at 

the touma~ent tent - ~d sign (or bring a~ched) liabili~" tbnn before the fi~st 8~ g~me. 

U~fifo~s: Green Adidas jersey (I w~ pro~4de jerseys for new players) - b~g rem~g soccer oufl]t ~cL wlfite back up jersey ~d black shorts ~d 

black or wNte sock. 

TOUI~AMENT T- SHIRTS PREOI~ER AT $12- 
Last chance to order these before price goes to $15. Let me ~ow color (blac~green/pink) and size. 

Accom~afion: if you have not yet ~cured your accomodation - you may call alo~ and see if they have more rooms for the United Soccer group. 

HOTELS: ~y 2 rooms left for UNted Soccer at the alo~ hotel by the alcoa. So book now or ~ left out. If you get ~lly booked response, you can call 

Sales Coordir~al:or ~ A[,:)fl: Charleston 
487~11-anger Outleg Boulevard 
North Charleston, SC 29418 
Tel g43,566,7300, Ext 3 

llow to boo~ your room on ~ne re[ United Soccer: Pdee $109++ pd incl. brea~ast & N~tly drin~ for 2. You can choose be~’een ~g bed or 2 double. 
:~:::~ ::~: !:o: 
United Soccer ~’O~.: 
http://www,starwood mee[ing.com/StarGrou psWeb/res?id = ~ E02242880&key= 2~321 

If no more rooms here goto for example ~vw.expedia.com look up North Charleston SC hotels. They have a couple of good dealsin that area close to theteam 

hotel as above. 

Festivities: 

If you require "tickets fi~r the Charleston Battery game on Saturday evening against Harrisburg Cib~ Islanders let your captain know. 

For the Sunday team party at the Kings Grille ficom 7-10 see this link to addresses’map (a] so to other fields): 

http://maps.google.com/maps’ms?hl=en&ie=~JTF8&msa=0&msid=209743682241653087628.0004a30b3683bal 5c3a27&ll=32.847289,- 

79.892>:8&spn 0.4753:~.,0.8: :533&z 10 

Details from the orqanizers of what to do Saturday/Sunday & 
N__o___n____d___a_y__; 

Tournament Festivities: 

Charleston Battery USL Pro Match -Saturday 7-9PM: 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be 

privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. If you have received it by 

mistake, please let us know by e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you 

may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and 
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1990 Daniel Island Drive 

Charleston, SC 29492-7546 

(843) 971-4625 

charle stonbartery.com 

The Charleston Battery invites all of the tournament teams to enjoy an evening at beautiful 
Blackbaud Stadium on Saturday, May 28 when they take on the Harrisburg City Islanders in 
USL Pro League action. Thanks to a partnership with the Charleston Battery, (18) tickets are 
included in each team’s entry fee. Tournament teams will be seated in a section set aside for 
the tournament. There will also be tent area where players will be able to socialize over a beer. 
The Battery staff will be in contact with each team with details about additional tickets and the 
VlP tent. 

Tournament Party on Sunday Night! 
7-10PM King’s St Grille: 

1291 Folly Road Charleston, SC 294124105 

(843) 7954544 

thekingstreetgrille.com 

Tournament Finale on Memorial Day at Blackbaud Stadium 



Join us for the tournament finale at Blackbaud Stadium. Starting at lpm, the (3) Premier Finals 
will be played. The stadium will be open to the public and to the tournament teams/players still 
in town. Players with ID bracelets will have access to beverages. Spectators can also enjoy 
food and beverages along with their friends while watching exciting high level amateur soccer. 

The (6) Premier Division teams featured in the finals will also have fre~e access to some of 
these amenities following their awards ceremonies. What a great way to kick back and 
celebrate Memorial Day in sunny Charleston. 

I will not try to arrange any fixed restaurant for a team dinner, since few restaurants will 
make reservations for 40-60 people on one of their busiest Saturday’s - so feel free to 
explore down Charleston yourselves. Many of the players may want to see the 
Charleston Battery play Harrisburg City Islands Saturday night at the cozy Blackbaud 
stadium, which also hosts the famous Lions Pup - where I will check in the teams Friday 
evening. 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr Mebane NC 27302 336 337 8429 



We have severa3 requests ti~om new players who would like to play with us, but we currently have a thll 18-20 man squad per team. But we (I) know t~om expefence 

some playe~ may ca31 offdufing the week of the toumamenL and it otten include players who have not ~nd their check for Nflicipadon. 

IfIdon’tgetyourcheckintime Irese~ethe6ghttogiveyourslottomaofl~erpm-payingplayer, who mll commit k) atteM. As I mll not was~ my time in 

Charleston running am~md collecting l}om players who has not paAd. 

HOTELS: ~y 2 rooms letl tbr UMted Soccer at the aloft hotel by the ~lpo~. So book now or ~ left out. If you get fidly booked response, you can call 

Sales Coord~r~ator ~ A~oft Charleston 
4875 Tanrer Out:let ~oulevaFd 
Nor[h Charleston, SC 29418 
Tel 843,5~5W300, ~xt: 2 

How to boo~ your room on Bne re[ UNted Soever: Price $189++ pd ~d. brea~ast & ~tly d~N for 2. You e~ choose be~veen ~g bed or 2 double. 

http://www.starwoodmeeting.com/StarGroupsWeb/res?id= llO2242880&key= 21321 

USASAdNCASA etc. valid player cards. 

All participants must have valid USASA player card to pa~icipate in this toumaJnent (as well as "the Veterans Cup): 
Here axe instructions how to get your player card on line I you are playing in above two tournaments. 

"NCASA- 2010/2011 carding. 

You can still get your player card renewed on line at NCASA This cost $25 for you to play in ~J1 FIFA/USASA sponsored tournaments for the 2010/2011 FIFA 

year. 

Please foflow these directions-- 

Choose register with NCASA 
Next screen takes you to a page to select GYSAL as a league then the seasonal year should be Spring!Summer 20:11. 
Enter their first name, last name, dob, and last 4 digits of their phone number 
Choose the verify mforrnation o~tion 
Choose Lhe register as a new player option. 
Complete the rest of the form. 
Pay by credit card. 
You ~v~ receive confirmation of your player card I~ when you pay - please keep this. 
NCASA w~ later on m~l you card (or mO to wMch affix photo~aph ~d l~lMate ~d you are good to go" 

PS: If you are oMy parficipa~lg M the Chadesto~SC 28-30m May toum~ent - flrere is a speci~ $5 USASA card t~e +$5 tbr the iss~ng association 

tot~ SI0 to play M tMs tourn~lent oMy - but I must have your det~s as to 
Eirst, Last n~e. DOB, contact (cell) phone, pMs check tbr $10 issued to the NCASA (Norfll Carotin Ad~t Soccer Association) wMch w~ issue such 
tempor~ tournmnent player card - bm tMs must be requested fbr now - so send me your det~s - if you card is not v~d or you don’t have a card. 

TEAMS SO FAR SIGNED UP: 

The following adult O50/55/60 teams have so far signed up to play in the Charleston 28-30th May Cup. As earlier advised and to avoid having the 055 NC United 

play against their own 060 NC United and the joim 065 G~C United in the 55/60 division and Mso due to inclusion of ~me 050-54 players, the 055 NC 

United as advised to get some boner competition for the Voter, s Cup will play down in the 050 division. TMs division cu~enfly consists of 9 teams, bm the ~vo 

Greensboro O50 teams of FCS0 and Triad United may join fi)rces for 1 good team instead of two medimn te~ms. 

Thin will leave 5 teaans in fl~e O55/60 divisions w~ch could make an easy roared ~bin toum~mem of 4 games per team (2 each Saturday/Sunday am pro) and perhaps 

an eventtml final on Monday AM. 

Since the application for paflJcJpation has ~en extended up 5/8 we sh~Jl not receive any playing schedule fill around a week ~ibre fl~e toumamem. 

Greensboro F.C. 50 N C 

Hammers 50 GA 

Hampton Roads United O-50 VA 

Oldcastle N C 

Real Lyold FC NC 

Atlanta ~0 GA 

Hampton Roads United O-55 VA 

United 055 N C 

Details from the organizers of what to do Saturday/~#£day & 



Tournament Festivities: 

Charleston Battery USL Pro Match 

The Charleston Battery invites all of the tournament teams to enjoy an evening at beautiful 
Blackbaud Stadium on Saturday, May 28 when they take on the Harrisburg City Islanders in 

USL Pro League action. Thanks to a partnership with the Charleston Battery, (18) tickets are 
included in each team’s entry fee= Tournament teams will be seated in a section set aside for 
the tournament. There will also be tent area where players will be able to socialize over a beer. 
The Battery staff will be in contact with each team with details about additional tickets and the 
VIP tenL 
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Tournament Party on Sunday Night! 
Details coming soon 

Tournament Finale on Memorial Day at Blackbaud Stadium 

Join us for the tournament finale at Blackbaud Stadium. Starting at lpm, the (3) Premier Finals 
will be played. The stadium will be open to the public and to the tournament teams/players still 
in town. Players with ID bracelets will have access to beverages. Spectators can also enjoy 
food and beverages along with their friends while watching exciting high level amateur soccer. 

The (6) Premier Division teams featured in the finals will also have f~e~e access to some of 
these amenities following their awards ceremonies~ What a great way to kick back and 
celebrate Memorial Day in sunny Charleston. 

I will not try to arrange any fixed restaurant for a team dinner, since few restaurants will 
make reservations for 40-60 people on one of their busiest Saturday’s - so feel free to 
explore down Charleston yourselves. Many of the players may want to see the 
Charleston Battery play Harrisburg City Islands Saturday night at the cozy Blackbaud 
stadium, which also hosts the famous Lions Pup - where I will check in the teams Friday 
evening. 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr Mebane NC 27302 336 337 8429 



077-04325-60 Lewis Pustlinik $ 35.00 
RAWA11061M Ray Washington ~X AR $ 35.00 

~i i~i~tei~ y~ Ralph Perez .~,x GYSA 

A03-03-3334 David C Palmer ~, TASL x $ 35.00 
25095-234594 K. Saito GA $ 35.00 

Registering with NH Joao Vicente ~x NH x 

A03-04-7696 Jorge E Simmonds-    ~3~,~. GYSA x $    35.00 

Uniform: Green Adidas jersey, black shorts~ black or white socks. Backup Jersey (bring) White. 

DIRECTIONS FROM RESIDENCE INN 825 Heathrow Park Lane, Lark Mary, FL 32746 to 

1) Lake Sylvan soccer complex Tuesday scrimmage. 

2) Seminole Soccer Club Soccer Complex/Florida Soccer Alliance soccer complex where all Wed-Sun games played: 

Are attached. Our hotel is 30 miles North of file Orlando Int. Airport. 

ACCOMODATION: 

Are you all set? I do have a pre-paid room studio room still available at the team hotel: Residence Imi Lake Mary avalalble at $89++ per day - if you 

have not yet m anaged to book your hotel. 

TEAM DINNER Saturday 7/9/11 7PM++> at I,uigiono’~ 

We have 57 players/spouses etc. confirmed for this dinner, and have managed to extend the seating capaci~ to 60-70 in the PASTA Room. 

So will the late comers who have not yet secured their space confirm their participation. It will be a good p~y. 

ABOUT THE VENUES 

The 2011 Veterans Cup uses two main venues. PLease crick on the venue names for details and directions. 

Seminole Soccer Club Complex 

ALL 2011 Veterans Cup games wiLL be played at the SeminoLe Soccer CLub CompLex in Sanford. 

Westin Lake Mary Orlando North 

The Westin Lake ivNry, OrLando North is the Veterans Cup HQ hotel for 2011. 

Tuesday July 5 

Team ReRistration - 2:00-7:00 £M SeminoLe Soccer CompLex 

8crimmaRe: 4o00-5.00PM at Lake SyLvan Soccer complex FieLd #5 (O60 vs 065 - 055 v4[[ scdrnmaRe aRainst Real Lyo[d OLd FieLd TBA). 

Openin8 Ceremonies - 7:00-8:00 PM SeminoLe Soccer CompLex (ALL players are requested to participate behind Re81on III banner. Wear 

team jersey if possible. 

Team Managers Meeting - 8:00 PM SeminoLe Soccer CompLex - at the PaviLion 

Wednesday July 6 

Round-Robin Matches - 7:30 AM - I:00 ~M, HEAT BREAK 1:00-5:00 PM. Matches resume 5:00-7:30 PM on unlit fields and 7:30-9:00 ~M on 

Lighted fields. 

Thursday July 7 

RoundoRobi~ Matches - 7:30 AM - 1:00 PM. HEAT BREAK 1:00-5:00 PM. Matches resume 5:00-7:30 £M on unlit fields and 7:30-9:00 PM on 

Lighted fields. 

Friday July 8 

Round-Robin Matches - 7:30 AM - 1:00 PM. HEAT BREAK 1:00-4:30 PM. Matches resume 4:00-6:30 

Veterans Cup Celebration Party - 7:30 PM at Route 46. Order tickets here: http:llcentraff~oridasports.or.~;vet_cup_celebration 

Saturday July 9 

Final Round-Robin and Playoff Matches -- 8:00 AM - 1:00 PM. HEAT BREAK 1:00=5:00 PM. Matches resume 5:00-7:30 PM on unlit fields and 

7:30-9:00 PM on Lighted fie[dso 

Team dinner: Time 7PM++ (O60PM has a 6PM klo trying to chanee to 5PM) at Luigino’s Italian Restaurant 120 International Parkway 

Heathrow - FL 32746 - close to our team hotel 

Sunday July 10 

Championship Matches - 7:00 AM - 11:00 AM at SeminoLe Soccer CompLex 



Rgs Kim Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NC 27302 

336 337 8429 

055 060 NC United 2011 Vetcup roster l10627.xls SL,’~, 25 Sep 2011 i.$;47;29 -0400 977920by[es 
2011 Vet CLIp 055 60 and 65 United team list and schedule.xls S:.e:, 25 ~h:’[.~ 2011 1q:4)’:29 -0400 52-4<;4b~,~et- 

Drivinq directions from Residence Inn Lake Mary to Sylvan Fields & Seminole Soccer Complex - Florida Soccer Alliance.pdf    Su[~, 25 Se¢~ 2011 &4 :.:W:29 -O.:~00 424345:b~’:.es 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergense@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Wednesday, June 29, 2011 3:21 PM 

Harper Peterson <hpeterson3@ec.rr.com>; Jo.Fishe@sas.com; ’Ran@ McClain <chairkww@gmail.com>; shermanmehl@vfc.com; 

Habermas Elmar <Elmar.Habemms@inmar.com>; younNonc@sbcglobal.net; ’Christopher Knop <christopherknop@msn.com>; Patrick 

Shay <orsolutions@charter.neL~; josidil080@comcast.net; Donald Kirkendall <donald kirkendall@yahoo.com>; Jose Boyarizo 
<futbo149@triad.n.com>; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; Jaclde Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.net>; Tom <schultzsoccerfan@ec.rr.com>; 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ralph perez@redlands.edu; washy4@aol.com; Mike Shaip <soccersharpe@sbcglobal.net>; 

Gerrit Borg <gemtborg@hotmail.com >; aprospect@bellsouth.net; Dano7776@aol.com; platinum2001 @ahoo.com; 

mchapl @hotma~l.com; dctmhn@us.ibm.corn; ksaAto@govisitjapan.com; Alec Nichols <thecoach@austin.rr.corn>; Bjoem Martinof 
<bjoem@cmcf.org>; Bob Gaaxe <~bgaare@alphagraphics.com>; Bob Mello <mellojb@aol.com>; Bryan Sharpe 

<ecoperspectives@yahoo .cam>; Caxl Zimmitt i <carlzimmitti@gmail.com~; Carlos de Adrisizabel <pad3cad@alunmi.whu.edu>; Carlos 

Staiti <cars~aiti@aol.com>; Claudia Brm~digi <~c brandigi@bellsouth.net>; Cy Strickler <cwstrick@comcast.net~; Dietmar Doehring 

<dural@bellsouth.net~; Ed Zimmitti <tottigol500@yahoo.com>; John Zonneveld --~Jfzonneveld@hotmail.com>; Kurt Skrifvars 

<ksrifvars@kadantbc.com>; Laban Gopadze <igopadze@yahoo.com>; Lynn Everswick <leverswick@westovevchurch.com>; Mike 

O’B6en <obriencek@msn.com>; Milt White <mnmwhite@bellsouth.net-~; Mohammad Sidiqque <msiddique2@hotmail.com>; Pablo 

Carasas <p.carasas@gmail.com>; Sam Jordak <samjordak@att.net>; Steve Eegan <steveegan@aol.com>; Terry Radibrd 

<radfordterence@gmail.com>; Victor Smith <smithvictor2@att.net>; Wagner Leao <Silvan&smn@comcast.neL~; Steve Mo~r 

<steve.mose@embarqmail.corn> 

Rhodes, David L <David.L.Pdaodes@fpl.coln>; Ed Shamshoum - Eshamshoum@hotmail.com; tasedansoccer@yahoo.com; Jiln Turner 

<jatumerco@dejazzd.com>; Ken B. Davis <kdavis@greenwoodmetro.com>; sheggypus@aol.com; s.dawson@mindspring.com; Steve 

Scott <steve.scott@unc.edu>; epfenimore@gmail.com; jspink@spinkmiller.com; peter.griffin@mtvs~ll~com; Cheg Rorke 

<greg.rorke@gmail.com>; Halbur, John <john.halbur@hp.com>; Sammy Nasrollahi <rod314@embarqmail.com>; feni <feni@me.com>; 

john.byfoid@illm~ova.edu; Ed Poyo <ladlukmal@yahoo.com~; saward@middlebury.edu; William Altenpohl <waltenpohl@mycfs.com~; 

uwedennis@alltel.blackberry.com; Uwe Hoffmalm <~uhoffmann@triad.n.com~; Bobby Ross <ldrossl0@hotmaAl.com~; Roy Barrof 

<rjl~embarqmml.com>; Darcel Mo~r <rdmo~@bellsouth.net>; Christian@ironwoods.cam; jquinndesign@gmail.com; 

~ccerunlimited@aol.com; timeoit;ales@aol.com; dan@pim~qiuggler.com; Scott, David ~<tscott@charlotteobserver.com>; Ed Poyo 

<ladlukanl@yahoo.com>; Doug Rhodes <djrnautical~les@tds.net>; gwamel@tampabay.rr.com; rhodessoccer@gmail.com; 

jspink@sheehey~t.com; Geo~e.Tasedan@tbrces.gc.ca; bergense@mindspring.com 

LAST MIN UP DATES - Scrimmage Now at Field #A. Field changes to gmne schedule. Late camels sign up for the team dinner etc. 

Hello 055 & 60 NC United & 065 GA/NC United. 

A FEW NOTES: 

1) Scrimmage Tuesday 7/5 from 4PM - 5PM at the Sylvan Lake Soccer complex moved from field F to field A (easier access). 

2) Veteran Cup Manual (not just for coaches) enclosed - a lot of good information about the tournament mid things to do etc. - if you want to down load 

this 13 page document. 

3) Except for the 060 NC United time change from 6 to 5PM on Saturday 7/9 the are now time changes to the preliminary schedule sent out, but quite a 

few field # changes as attached & below: 

Updated VETERANS CUP 2011 SCHEDULE 
6/29/11 :                                                       O55/date/time/field/opponent 

All games at the Seminoles Soccer Complex - except ~ne at Sylvan Lake Park (SLP - Od0M) 

A 1 Bucks Americans 

A 2 Freddy Fund.com 

A 3 056 GA/NC United 
A 4 North Shores FC 

A 5 Golf Coast Silver Strikers 

A 6 St Louis Scott Gallaqher 

A 7 Greensboro FC 50 

Penn 

North Texas 

North 
Carolina 
Mass 

Florida 

Missouri 

North Carolina 

Florida Coasters Florida 

NEOTHSL Mass 

Ficht Rams SC Illinois 

Oklahoma United Oklahoma 

Inter United Florida 

B 1 060 NC United 
B 2 Scott Gallagher Rolling Stones 
B 3 Atlanta 60 

B 4 Last Dream FC 

North 
Carolina 
Missouri 

Georgia 

Florida 

Thursday 7/7 
11AM #4 v Bucks Americans PA 

Friday 7/8 
4PM #5 v GC Silver Strikers FL 

Saturday 7/9 
8AM #2 vs St Louis Mo 

Sunday 7/10 
Final #2. 

O60/date/time/field/opponent 

Wednesday 7/6 

11AM #4 v Rolling Stones MO 

Thursday 7/7 

9AM SLP#B vs Atlanta 60 GA 

Friday 7/8 
7.30AM #5 Last Dream FC FL 

Saturday 7/9 
5PM # 9 vs A#2. 

Sunday 7/10 

9AM #8 final vs #1 from group A 

A 1 St Louis Stars Missouri 7.30AM # 9 St Louis Stars MO 

North 
A 2 066 GA/NC United Carolina Thursday 7/7 

A 3 Framingham united Mass 7PM #4 v Dallas Legend "IX 

A 4 Dallas Legend North Texas Friday 7/8 
4PM #1 v Framingham United 



MA 

Saturday 7/9 
8AM #5 or 6 lv4 2v3 

Sunday 7/10 

Transferred from revised Vet-Cup schedule 6/28/11 by KB: 7AM #5 final 

Come out and support the other United teams. 

4) TEAM DINNER: 60 people have signed up so far 25 from the 060 and 22 from the 065 - the young boys are not only largest in pre-tournament 

injuries - but also the slowest yet to sign up - if you don’t see ~’our name on below list you have not signed up. 

We still have place for 10 more. 

Send me your e-mail confirming your participation. For $16.95++ you cannot go wrong ind. 1 st drink. Etc. Tiffs is a way not just to bond with yore" crazy 

team mates, but the other two teams and our supporters. 

UNITED TEAM DINNER AT LUIGINO’S RESTAURANT 
120 International Parkway - Heathrow FL 32746 

www.luiginosatheathr~)w,com 407 333 2847 

Saturday 9th July - starting at 7PM - 

the 060 team who plays at 5PM - will be there by 7.30. 

Cost: $16.95++ incl. 1 beer or 1 glass of house wine. 

I am trying to arrange for a free keg of beer for first come first served: 

So far signed up to participate: 

Team Player Spouse or others # 
055 Steve Dawson 1 
055 Jackie Blackmore Sarah 2 

055 John Halbur Kathy 2 

055 Jimmy O’Boyle 1 

055 Dave Scott 1 

055 Ed Poyo Wanda 2 

055 Dave Rhodes 1 

055 Dough Rhodes 1 

055 Jim Turner Jamie 2 

Total 055 9 out of 16 13 

050 Chuck Kennedy Elijah 2 

050 Sherman Mehl Carol 2 

060 Gerrit Borg 1 

050 Jorge Simmonds Spouse 2 

050 Randy McClain Magdalene 2 

050 Jonathan Young Rhonda+Katrina 3 

050 Jose Boyarizo Patty 2 
060 Tony Pr~)spect 1 

050 David Palmer 1 

050 Bill Dannenber,cj Julie 2 

050 Elmar Habermas Sandy 2 

060 Tom Schultz Jean 2 

050 AI Castillo Jo Fisher 2 

060 Mike Sharp 1 

Total 050 14 out of 20 25 

055 Alec Nichols plus 2 3 

055 Bob Mello 1 

055 Steve Egan 1 

055 Bjoern Martinof plus trophy wife 2 
065 Lynn Eversvvick Judy 2 

055 Carlos deAdstizabel plus D+SIL+GB 5 

055 John Zonneveld 1 

055 Mohammad 1 

055 Claudio Brandigi 1 

055 Terry Radford 1 

055 Dietmar Doehring 1 

055 Larion Gopadze 1 

055 Mike O’Brian Mary Ann 2 

Total 055 13 out of 10 Total signed up: 22 

per 6/29/11 Grand total 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 

336 337 8429 

Coaches Manual for Veterans CuD - USE.PDF [ue, 22 Ser~ 2011 15:21:~:8 -0400 2025080bytes 
2011 Vet Cup 055 60 and 65 United team list and scheduJe .xJs T~e; 27 S,’-!p 20~i i[’.:.~3.:5[< 04.00 3S’:~].2by[~ 
United team dinner Saturday July 9 7PM Lu~qirlo participants per 110629.xls iue: 27 S{p 201i i5.21.59 0 ~.00 24576by[es 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bergenser, Kim <KBergenser@Tradelink- Choup.com> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 2:36 PM 

Harper Peterson <hpeterson&i@ec.rr.com->, Jo.F~sher,,~sas.com, Randy McClmn <chairkww@gmail.com>; sherman mehl@vfc.com; 

younNonc@sbcgloba£net; Patrick Shay <orsolutions@charter.net>; josidi1080@comcast.net; Donald Kirkendall 

<donald kirkendall@yahoo.com>; Jose Boyarizo <futbo149@triad.rr.com>; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfi~.edu; Jackie Blackmore 

<nblack~no@nhcs.net:,; Tom <schultzsoccerfan@ec.rr.com>; Anson Do~rance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu;>; dcpahn@us.ibm.com; 

ksaito@govisitjapan.com; feni@me.com; mchapl@hotmail.com; soccersharpe@sbcglobal.net; gemtborg@hot~nail.com; 

Raph perez@redla~ds.edu; lundy7888@bellsouth.net; Dano7776@aol.coln; washy4@aol.com; thwaJlace@gma~l.com 

sheggypus@aol.com; waltenpohl@mycfs.com; uhoffmann@tdad.rr.com; dan~; " _~v~anojuggler.com; Sammy N~smllahi 

<rod314@embarqmail.com>; s.dawson@mindspring.com; dscott@charlotteobsen~er.com; Ed Poyo <ladlukanl@yahoo.com>; 

David.L.Rhodes@fpl.com; rhodessoccer@gmail.com; soccemnUmited@aol.com; timeoffsales@aol.com; Uwe Hoffmann - Triad RR 

<uhoffmann@triad.rr.com>; keith.vanderpoel@gmail.com; jolm.byford@villanova.edu; peter.mello@usls~ccer.com; 
~war~l@middlebu~.edu; George.Tasedan@forces.gc.ca: john.callahm~095@gmail.com; richardmebane@gmail.com; 

fl~wallace@gmail.com; nor3er’~:aol.com; DSmith@howdenbuffalo.com; PBall@howdenbuflhlo.com; MEADOWSBOB@GM_AIL.COM; 

max.moms@wellsfaxgo.com; Cary.Saul@mecklenburgcountync.gov; lavrogate@gmail.com; ape040@msn.com; 

pete.mairs@inlandseafood.com; psk37@aol.com; zafod62@hotmail.com; Bled~eJW@Coming.com 

Veterans Cup m~d Charleston News. 

Nello 055/50 NC IJnited Veterans Cup bound players: 

So far 8 050 7 055 9 O60 and 5 065 men’s team out of the total of 7:[ have registered to play in Escondido. 

Have you paid your registration fee, booked your fUght, reserved your hote~? 

Plenty still need to ~)aV up the ~3~ fee- here are the ~ew who has: 

2482 Mike Southard 

509 Ed Poyo 
641179776 John Halbur 

8896 Chuck Kennedy 
David Palmer 

Richard Fenimore 

1192 Ray Washington 
1063 Sherman Mehl 

1462 Jonathan Young 

1048 Jorge Simmonds 

3014 Mike Chapas 
2204 Anson Dorrance 

RegisLered tearns per today: 

Men’s Over-50 Division 

Vetcup 055 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 055 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 055 $ 35~00 

Vetcup 060 $ 30.00 

Vetcup 060 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 060 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 060 $ 30~00 

Vetcup 060 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 060 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 060 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 060 $ 35.00 

Vetcup 060 $    35~00 

Mundo United - Utah 

North DaUas 40 o Texas 

CasUSam Adams - South Cahfornia 

Sacramento Turn Verein - North CaUfornia 

Connecticut United - Connecticut 

Cardinal. Grays - North CaUforna 

NEOTHSL - Massachusetts 

Rent Lyotd FC - North Carolina 

Men’s Over-55 Division 

Greensboro F.Co 55 ~ NorLh Carol.inn 

055 NC United - North Carolina 

St. Louis Scott Gatl.aghers o Missouri 

UFC 055 - Massachusetts 

Real Matin Over-55 - North California 

Po[onia - Connecticut 

Phoenix Club ’55’, Anaheim - SouLh Ca[fornia 

Men’s Over-60 Division 

Fichte-Rams S.C, Chicago - I[[inois 

Neoths[ - Massachusetts 

060 N¢ United - North Carolina 

Oklahoma United - Oklahoma 

St. Louis F;nights o Missouri 

Phoenix - Ca[ifornia 

FC Georgia United - Georgia 

Real Matin Over-60 -- North California 

Freddy Fund.cam - Texas 

Men’s Over-65 Division 

FC GEORGIA UNITED 65 - Georgia 



St, Louis Earthworks - Missouri 

Framingham United - ~V~assachusetts 

GoLden State QuicksiLver - North CaLifornia 

Conejo 76 - SouLh CaLifornia 

For Charleston/SC - they are still short of teams notably in the younger (prize money} divisions (1 did tell them they should rather pay money to the old guys who 

are the ones showing up and spending money ~n Charleston). Currently the foHowk~g teams are regis~:ered to play ~r~ the d~v~s~ons k~teres~:mg us. 5o with 5 m the 

050 and only 5 comb#~ed ~n ~:he O55/60--the way it boks as akeady advised the 055 NC United who has g 050 guys on the team plays #~ the 050 d~v~skm and the 

O55/60 will no doubt be combined into ~ d[v~s[oR, More teams can however s~gn up ~efore the 5/I/12 deadline. 

Knox City 8C Knox City 8C (TN) 

Ok~castle TASL (NC) 

Rea~ Lyo[d CPSL (NC) 

Revck~fion Jacksonville (FL) 

Tdad United Greensboro United (NC) 

~ucks Americans BASC (PA) 

NC U~ted 055 NC United (NC) 

Rovers MasteFs Rovers Masters (DE) 

Sucks American,s Se~fio[s BASC (PA) 

NC Usited 080 NC United 

The following players have paid their S40 fee for ChaHeston - :1I 60 but only 7 so far from the 055 team (inck Jimmy O’8oy[e & and David Smith who paid today) 

have paid up - w[][ the test of you get your check books out and pay 

Have you secured your hoLel roon~s yeL? 

VETERANS CUP 6/26 - 7/1. 
Here it the web-site link to use for your reservations at rooms at the Holiday Inn Express for the 6/26 - 7/1/2012 period for the Veterans Cup at $95++ for rooms with 2 queen 
beds (1 king can be requested for couples) 

NC United Over 55 & 60 Reservations - Holiday Inn Express Rancho Bernardo 
CHARLESTON 26=29 MAY TOURNAMENT: 
And below is the link for the Charleston Memorial weekend tournament 5/25-5/28/12 at the aloft hotel @ $t 14++ by the Charleston Airport 15 min away from the fields. You 
can chose from 2 queen or 1 king bed rooms. 
UNITED SOCCER 
(OR copy and paste the following link into a web browser) 
htt p://w~v.sta ~,~ood meeting .com/Sta rGrou psWeb/res?M= 1202225926&kev=5A1 F9 

USASA PLAYER CARDS VAUD FOR THE 201:1/2012 F[FA SEASON ARE REQU[REDo 
Players who did not participate in our past two tournarnents in WifmingtoniNC and don’t have a vafid USASA player card for the curt’ant season ---can apply on fine 

from NCASA as below to get such card: 

To renew your player card now please follow these directions- 

https://www, youthleaguesu~.com/nca~/live/P]ayer.htn~l 

Choose register with NCASA 

Next screen takes you to a page to select GYYSAL (should change to GUSA) as a league then the seasonal year should be Spring/Summer 2012. 

Enter their first name, last name, dob, and last 4 digits of their phone number 

Choose the verify’ information option 

Choose the register as a new player option. 

Complete the rest of the fon’n. 

Pay $25 by credit card. 

Keep your e-mail receipt and make note of your player ID# 15r the roster (and send copy to Kim Be[gense0. 

I can coordinate with NCASA that they mail me the passes, and I can bring them to the tournaments. 

£gs ~im Bergenser 

203 Walter Hagen Dr 

Mebane NC 27302 

336 337 8429 

This message is intended solely for its specified recipients and may be privileged and/or protected by other legal rules. [f you have received it by mistake, please let us know by 

e-mail reply and delete it from your system; you may not copy this message or disclose its contents to anyone. The integrity and security of this message cannot be guaranteed 

on the [nternet. All views, opinions, conclusions and other information expressed in this electronic mail are not given or endorsed by the company unless otherwise indicated by an 

authorized representative independent of this message. 
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WPS Unveils 2011 Regular Season Schedule 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

2oll WPS Regular Season Schedule Unveiled 

Regular Se~on to Feature 17National Television Appearances 

on FOX Soccer 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (February 17, 2011) - Women’s Professional Soccer, the world’s best 

women’s soccer league, unveiled its complete 2011 Regular Season Schedule on Thursday 

with just under two months before opening weekend on April 9-10, marking the start to the 

league’s third year of play. 

The 2011 WPS Regular Season will run April 9-August 14, 2011 with the WPS Playoffs 

scheduled for the last two weeks of August for the top four teams in the WPS table. Teams 

will play a total of 54 regular season games across the summer with each team playing an 

18-game schedule with nine home matches and nine away matches per club. The league will 

take a two-week break from June 25-July 4 during the group stage of the 2011 FIFA 

Women’s World CupTM in Germany. 

"This will be a great year to celebrate women’s soccer," said WPS CEO Anne-Marie Eileraas. 

"WPS teams continue to bring the world’s best players to America for our fans to enjoy 

week-in-week-out. The World Cup will introduce new fans to women’s soccer and provide 

more exposure to the terrific stars and teams in our league." 

For the third year in a row, FOX Soccer will carry a national television game of the week 

under the banner"WPS Sunday on FOX Soccer," with destination-viewing every Sunday 

evening throughout the spring and summer. The national television schedule includes eight 

appearances for the newest WPS expansion franchise, Western New York Flash, which has 

signed five-time FIFA World Player of the Year Marta, and seven appearances each for last 

year’s WPS Super Semifinal playoff rivals Boston Breakers and Philadelphia Independence. 

The Breakers, which led WPS in attendance last season, will host five national television 

games at Harvard Stadium, the most among WPS teams. 

"We are thrilled to embark on a third year of our exclusive broadcast relationship with WPS," 

said David Nathanson, General Manager of FOX Soccer. "We are proud to showcase the 

world’s greatest female players, particularly in a FIFA Women’s World Cup year." 

On May 8, the FOX Soccer game of the week will visit the new stadium for the Philadelphia 

Independence at Widener University for the first time, as the Independence take on the 

Boston Breakers in a re-match of the 2010 WPS Super Semifinal. 

On May 22, FOX Soccer will feature the home television debut for the Western New York 

Flash at Sahlen’s Stadium in Rochester, MY, as the Flash face magicJack’s Washington 

Freedom, which will be making its 2011 television debut that weekend. 

The home venue for magicJack’s Washington Freedom will be Florida Atlantic University in 

Boca Raton, Florida. The team might play one or two of its home games in the Washington, 

D.C. area. 



2011 FOX Soccer National Television Appearances 

Team 

WNY 

BOS 

PHI 

ATL 3 

NJ 

mJ/WF 

Home Away Total Venue 

3 5 8 Sahlen’s Stadium 

5 2 7 Harvard University 

4 3 7 Widener University 

3 6 KSU Soccer Stadium 

2 2 4    Yurcak Field, Rutgers 

0 2 2 Florida Atlantic University 

2011 WPS Season Schedule 

Saturday, April g 

Atlanta Beat vs. Boston Breakers KSU Soccer Stadium 7:00PM 

Sunday, April 10 

Sky Blue FC vs. Philadelphia Independence Yurcak Field 6:00PM (FSC) 

Saturday, April 16 

Atlanta Beat vs. Sky Blue FC KSU Soccer Stadium 7:00PM 

Philadelphia Independence vs, magicJack’sWashington Freedom Widener Univ. 7:00PM 

Sunday, April 17 

Boston Breakers vs. Western New York Flash Harvard University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Saturday, April 23 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs. Boston Breakers TBA 7:00PM 

Sunday, April 24 

Atlanta Beat vs, Western New York Flash KSU Soccer Stadium 6:00PM (FSC) 

Sunday, May I 

Atlanta Beat vs. Western New York Flash KSU Soccer Stadium    4:00PM 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs, Philadelphia Independence TBA    4:00PM 

Boston Breakers vs. Sky Blue FC Harvard University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Friday, May 6 

Western New York Flash vs. Sky Blue FC Sahlen’s Stadium 7:30PM 

Sunday, May 8 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs. Atlanta Beat TBA 4:00PM 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Boston Breakers Widener University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Friday, May 13 

Western New York Flash vs. Boston Breakers Sahlen’sStadium 7:30PM 

Sunday, May 15 

Atlanta Beat vs. Philadelphia Independence KSU Soccer Stadium 6:00PM (FSC) 

Saturday, May 21 

Sky Blue FC vs. Atlanta Beat Yurcak Field 7:00PM 

Sunday, May 22 

Boston Breakers vs. Philadelphia Independence Harvard University 4:00PM 

Western New York Flash vs. magicJack’s Washington Freedom Sahlen’s Stadium TBA (FSC) 

Saturday, May 28 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs. Atlanta Beat TBA 7:00PM 

Sky Blue FC vs. Boston Breakers Yurcak Field 7:00PM 

Sunday, May 29 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Western New York Flash Widener University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Friday, June 3 

Western New York Flash vs. Sky Blue FC Sahlen’s Stadium 7:30PM 

Saturday, 3une 4 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Atlanta Beat Widener University (WPS) 7:00PM 

Sunday, June 5 

Boston Breakers vs. magicJack’s Washington Freedom Harvard University TBA (FSC) 

Saturday, June 11 



Atlanta Beat vs. magicJack’s Washington Freedom KSU Soccer Stadium 6:00PM 

Sunday, June 12 

Sky Blue FC vs. Boston Breakers Yurcak Field 4:00PM 

Western New York Flash vs. Philadelphia Independence Sahlen’sStadium TBA(FSC) 

Saturday, June 18 

Philadelphia Independence vs. magicJack’sWashington Freedom Widener Univ. 7:00PM 

Sunday, June :[9 

Atlanta Beat vs. Boston Breakers KSU Soccer Stadium TBA (FSC) 

Wednesday, June 22 

Sky Blue FC vs. Atlanta Seat Yurcak Field 7:00PM 

Wednesday, July 6 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Sky Slue FC Widener University 7:00PM 

Saturday, July 9 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Western New York Flash Widener University 7:00PM 

Sky Slue FC vs, magicJack’s Washington Freedom Yurcak Field 7:00PM 

Sunday, July 10 

Soston Sreakers vs. Atlanta Seat Harvard University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Saturday, July 16 

Atlanta Seat vs. Philadelphia Independence KSU Soccer Stadium 7:00PM 

Sunday, July 17 

Sky Blue FC vs. Western New York Flash Sahlen’s Stadium 6:00PM (FSC) 

Wednesday, July 20 

Western New York Flash vs. magicJack’sWashington Freedom Sahlen’sStadium 7:30PM 

Saturday, July 23 

Sky Blue FC vs. Philadelphia Independence Yurcak Field 7:00PM 

Atlanta Beat vs. magicJack’s Washington Freedom KSU Soccer Stadium 7:00PM 

Sunday, 3uly 24 

Boston Breakers vs. Western New York Flash Harvard University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Wednesday, July 27 

Boston Breakers vs. Philadelphia Independence Harvard University 7:00PM 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs. Sky Blue FC TBA 7:00PM 

Saturday, July 30 

Sky Blue FC vs. Western New York Flash Yurcak Field 7:00PM 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs. Boston Breakers TBA 7:00PM 

Sunday, July 31 

Philadelphia Independence vs, Atlanta Beat Widener University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Wednesday, August 3 

Western New York Flash vs, Boston Breakers Sahlen’sStadium 7:30PM 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs, Sky Blue FC TBA 7:00PM 

Saturday, August 6 

Atlanta Beat vs. Western New York Flash KSU Soccer Stadium 7:00PM 

Boston Breakers vs. magicJack’s Washington Freedom Harvard University 7:00PM 

Sunday, August 7 

Philadelphia Independence vs. Sky Blue FC Widener University 6:00PM (FSC) 

Wednesday, August 10 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs. Western New York Flash TBA 7:00PM 

Sunday, August 14 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom vs. Philadelphia Independence TBA 4:00PM 

Boston Breakers vs. Sky Blue FC Harvard University 4:00PM 

Western New York Flash vs. Atlanta Beat Sahlen’s Stadium 6:00PM (FSC) 



About Women’s Professional Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars 

from the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS will feature a six-team 

league playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the 

WPS Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS 

Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27-28. The six teams include 

Atlanta Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom and Western New York Flash. 

About Fox Soccer Channel 

Fox Soccer Channel, part of the Fox Sports Media Group, offers the most comprehensive 

coverage of world-class soccer available in the United States, serving as the primary 

television destination for coverage of England’s Barclays Premier League and the UEFA 

Champions League. Matches from Major League Soccer, Italy’s Serie A, Women’s Professional 

Soccer, and the Australian Hyundai A-League are also featured prominently, in addition to 

such global tournaments as the English FA Cup, FIFA Club World Cup and CONCACAF 

Champions LeagueTM. The Official Broadcast Partner of the United States Youth Soccer 

Association, Fox Soccer Channel also televises NCAA Division I college men’s and women’s 

soccer. The Nielsen-rated channel, available to service providers in high-definition, reaches 

more than 38 million cable and satellite households nationwide and is an official sponsor of 

the USA Bid Committee. For more information, visit America’s most visited online soccer 

destination at foxsoccer.com. 
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2011 WPS Preseason Olticially Opens 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

WPS Preseason Officially Opens 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (March 1, 2011) - The 2011 Preseason officially opened Tuesday for 

Women’s Professional Soccer with six teams seeing their players report to camp for 

preseason training, scrimmages and exhibition games scheduled over the next month. The 

first preseason game takes place this Sunday already, when the Atlanta Beat host the 

University of South Florida at KSU Soccer Stadium. The Western New York Flash will have 

their first organized game together as a 2011 WPS expansion team when they play the 

University of Buffalo in a scrimmage next Tuesday, March 8, at the Sahlen Sports Complex. 

With much of the U.S. National Team and other top stars away for international tournaments 

during the first half of WPS preseason, teams will make full use of their maximum 30-player 

squads through March 14, when teams must submit their roster cuts to the league office and 

trim preseason rosters to 28 players. Nine days later, teams will have to cut down again to 

26 players before final opening day rosters are due on March 30 and announced March 31 

league-wide. 

For the 2011 season, WPS team rosters are a maximum of 24 players with no developmental 

rosters and a maximum of six internationals per team, 

2011 Preseason Roster Cut-down Dates 

March 14: First roster cut to 28 (announced on March 15) 

March 25: Second roster cut to 26 (announced on March 26) 

March 30: Regular season 24-player roster due to league office (announced on March 31) 

2011 Preseason Rosters (alphabetical by team) 

Atlanta Beat 

Katie Bethke 

Kerri Butler 

Lori Chalupny 

Keeley Dowling 

Colleen Flanagan 

Megan Jesolva 

Kristina Larsen 

Meghan Lenczyk 

Allison Lipsher 

Carli Lloyd 

Heather Mitts 

Katherine Reynolds 

Angela Salem 

Lauren Sesselmann 

Vendula Strnadova 

India Trotter 

Catherine Whitehill 

Allison Whitworth 

Kylie Wright 

Boston Breakers 

Sasha Andrews 

Jordan Angeli 



Leah Blayney 

Liz Bogus 

Rachel Buehler 

Lauren Cheney 

Stephanie Cox 

Niki Cross 

Kelsey Davis 

Gina DeMaio 

Ifeoma Dieke 

Taryn Hemmings 

Amy LePeilbet 

Ally McCann 

Ahkeela Mollon 

Kasey Moore 

Alyssa Naeher 

Kelley O’Hara 

Leslie Osborne 

Whitney Palmer 

Pavlina Scasna 

Katie Schoepfer 

Alex Scott 

Kelly Smith 

Tanya Taylor 

Nikki Washington 

Keelin Winters 

Claire Zimmeck 

magicJack’s Washington Freedom 

Shannon Boxx 

Diane Caldwell 

Amanda DaCosta 

Marian Dalmy 

Omolyn Davis 

Lisa DeVanna 

Tina Ellertson 

Ashlee Elliott 

Katie Fraine 

Sarah Huffman 

Meghan Klingenberg 

Nikki Marshall 

Ella Masar 

Rebecca Moros 

Shannon Myers 

Christen Press 

Christie Rampone 

Johanna Rasmussen 

Becky Sauerbrunn 

Meghan Schnur 

Hope Solo 

Lindsay Tarpley 

Abby Wambach 

Kacey White 

Philadelphia Independence 

Danesha Adams 

Lauren Barnes 

Nicole Barnhart 

Veronica Boquete 

Jen Buczkowski 

Bianca D’Agostino 

Laura del Rio 

Christina DiMartino 

Gina DiMartino 

Allison Falk 

Caitlin Farrell 

Sinead Farrelly 

Lauren Fowlkes 

Val Henderson 

Estelle Johnson 

Tasha Kai 

Nikki Krzysik 

Lori Lindsey 



Joanna Lohman 

Holmfridur Magnusdottir 

Kia McNeill 

Megan Rapinoe 

Leigh Ann Robinson 

Amy Rodriguez 

Teresa Rynier 

Lianne Sanderson 

Jen Stoltenberg 

Sky Blue FC 

Lauren Alkek 

Eniola Aluko 

Kristin Arnold 

Anita Asante 

Karen Bardsley 

Carolyn Blank 

Jenni Branam 

Kiersten Dallstream 

Carrie Dew 

Kendall Fletcher 

Erin Guthrie 

Tobin Heath 

Danielle Johnson 

Lindsey Johnson 

Laura Kalmari 

Angle Kerr 

Kelly Lawrence 

Allie Long 

Alyssa Mautz 

Kristin Medeiros 

Kim Newsome 

Casey Nogueira 

Heather O’Reilly 

Therese Sj6gran 

Brittany Taylor 

Kika Toulouse 

Michelle Wenino 

Western New York Flash 

Rose Augustin 

Yael Averbuch 

Brittany Bock 

Ashleigh Bowers 

Kim Brand~o 

Brittany Cameron 

Candace Chapman 

Gemma Davidson 

Becky Edwards 

Whitney Engen 

Kaley Fountain 

Mele French 

Beverly Goebel 

Ashlyn Harris 

Mercede Koning 

Tara MacDonald 

Analisa Marquez 

Marta 

Alex Morgan 

Kelly Parker 

Elli Reed 

All Riley 

Alex Sahlen 

Caroline Seger 

Kandace Wilson 

McCall Zerboni 
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2011 WPS PlayoffFommt & Dates Announced 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

2oll WPS Playoff Format and WPS 

Championship Kick-Off Time Announced 

WPS Super Semifinal and WPS Championship to be Broadcast on Fox Sports Net 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (March 8, 2011) - With the 2011 WPS Preseason officially underway, 

Women’s Professional Soccer announced on Tuesday the format for the 2011 WPS Playoffs 

and the dates and kick-off times for the WPS Super Semifinal and 2011 WPS Championship 

presented by Citi, both of which will be shown live on Fox Sports Net in select markets. 

As in its first two seasons, WPS will have four teams qualify for the post-season using a tiered- 

format with the top two teams earning byes. The top team in the WPS regular season will 

receive the No. 1 seed and an automatic berth into the final as host of the 2011 WPS 

Championship, which will be broadcast Saturday, August 27 at 4pm ET on Fox Sports Net. 

One week earlier, the No. 2 seed will host the WPS Super Semifinal on Saturday, August 20 at 

4pm ET on Fox Sports Net, when the regular season runner-up will face the winner of the WPS 

First Round, featuring the No. 3 seed vs. No. 4 seed in the WPS Playoffs. The WPS First Round 

will be played on August 17 or 18 and broadcast on FOX Soccer. 

"We listened to feedback from our teams, coaches and fans and made a small change to our 

playoff schedule by moving the WPS First Round up a few days and giving the winner of the 

WPS Super Semifinal a full week to prepare for the WPS Championship," said WPS CEO Anne- 

Marie Eileraas. "It’s a great way to increase the build-up towards one of our league’s 

signature events - the WPS Championship - and really places a premium on finishing among 

the top two teams in the final regular season standings. At the same time, by having a WPS 

First Round game, it gives teams an opportunity for a Cinderella run through the playoffs and 

the opportunity to qualify for the playoffs late in the season." 

2011 WPS Playoffs 

WPS First Round    Aug. 17/18 

No. 3 vs. No. 4 

TBD FOX Soccer 

WPS Super Semifinal Saturday, Aug. 20 4pm ET FOX SPORTS NET 

No. 2 vs. Winner of WPS First Round 

WPS Championship presented by Citi Saturday, Aug.27 4pm ET FOX SPORTS NET 

No. 1 vs. Winner of WPS Super Semifinal 



About Women’s Professional Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars from 

the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS will feature a six-team league 

playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the WPS 

Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS Championship 

presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27-28. The six teams include Atlanta Beat, Boston 

Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), magicJack and Western New 

York Flash. 
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Women’s Professional Soccer Kicks Off2011 Season 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer Kicks Off 2oll 

Season 

Third Season of WPS Returns with Six Teams and Increased 

National Partnerships 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (April 7, 2011) - Exciting world class soccer and a nationally-televised 

match highlight opening weekend festivities as Women’s Professional Soccer kicks off its third 

season of competition this weekend. 

"We’re proud to be able to once again deliver the world class competition that is associated 

with WPS," said WPS Chief Executive Officer, Anne-Marie Eileraas. "Our season, along with 

the gathering of women’s soccer’s brightest stars at the Women’s World Cup will be an 

outstanding platform to continue the growth of our league." 

In 2011, WPS will feature a six-team league playing 18-games each from April through 

August for the chance to qualify for the WPS Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will 

earn the right to host the WPS Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 

27. 

Teams vying for the 2011 crown include Atlanta Seat, Boston Breakers, magicJack (Palm 

Beach, FL), Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey) and making their debut in 

WPS, 2011 expansion team Western New York Flash, who will make their home at Sahlen 

Stadium in Rochester, MY. 

The Breakers and Beat will take part in game one of the 2011 season this Saturday at 7 PM 

ET, as they face off at KSU Stadium, home of the Atlanta Beat. Game two will be nationally 

televised on FOX Soccer as Sky Blue FC hosts the Philadelphia Independence at Yurcak Field 

in the first WPS Sunday Game of the Week at 6 PM ET. The Flash and magicJack will have to 

wait one more week to premiere their lineups as their schedule commences in week two. 

Philadelphia will also debut their new home at Leslie Quick Stadium on the campus of 

Weidener University on April 16 when they host their home opener against magicJack. 

The offseason saw top players shuffled to new clubs with Western New York snatching up 

multiple 2010 WPS Champions including Candace Chapman, Marta, All Riley, Christine Sinclair 

and Kandace Wilson. Hope 5olo will now make her WPS home in South Florida with magicJack 

alongside fellow US Soccer teammates Abby Wambach, Christie Rampone, Shannon Boxx and 

Lindsay Tarpley. To the delight of the Rip Tide, US Women’s National Team Captain Rachel 

Buehler will bring her game to Boston where she will team up with Amy LePeilbeit to anchor 

the Breakers’ back line. The Beat brought Olympic Gold Medalists Carli Lloyd, Cat Whitehill 

and Heather Mitts south to Atlanta where they will join fellow Olympian Lori Chalupny who 

returns to the Beat for her second season. Sky Blue FC also bolstered their roster adding 

speedy forwards Eniola Aluko and Casey Nogueira to their attack and New Jersey native 

Tobin Heath, first overall selection at the 2010 WPS Draft, to the roster as well. 2010 WPS 

Goalkeeper of the Year Nicole Barnhart moves to Philadelphia, an hour away from her 

hometown of Gilbertsville, to join the Independence. Philly also added WPS All-Star midfielder 

Megan Rapinoe to their lineup. 



WPS has once again seen an increase in national sponsorships, opening the 2011 season 

with seven national partners, up from six at this point a year ago. The increase in 

sponsorship revenue translates to a projected profitable year at the league level, which will 

directly benefit teams. 

2011 is an especially exciting year for women’s soccer as Germany prepares to host the 2011 

Women’s World Cup this June. WPS will be well represented at the mid-summer tournament, 

increasing visibility of the league and its top players, as nearly 30 of WPS’ most dominant 

players, including five-time FIFA World Player of the Year and reigning two-time WPS MVP 

Maria (WNY Flash I Brazil), scoring sensation Christine Sinclair (WNY Flash ICanada), front 

line powerhouse Abby Wambach (magicJack I USA), and speedy striker Kelly Smith (Breakersl 

England) will represent their countries as they compete for the coveted World Cup trophy. 

As a prelude to the season’s start, WPS Founding Partner Citi will kick off its second season 

of Get Active with Citi Soccer Kids clinics, hosting its first this afternoon in Harlem, NY for 60 

boys and girls from the local America Scores chapter in New York. Featuring appearances by 

Allie Long and Kendall Fletcher of Sky Blue FC, participants will work on their soccer skills 

while learning about the importance of sportsmanship, work ethic and the responsibility that 

goes along with being a good teammate. 

ATLAINTA BEAT 

Location: Atlanta, GA 

Stadium: KSU Soccer Stadium 

Head Coach: James Galanis (1ST Season) 

BOSTOI~ BREAKERS 

Location: Boston, HA 

Stadium: Harvard Stadium 

Head Coach: Tony DiCicco (3RD Season) 

MAG’rCJACK 

Location: South Florida 

Stadium: FAU Soccer Stadium 

Head Coach: Mike Lyons (1ST Season) 

PH;~LADF..’LPt4~A :~NIDEPEN DIEI~CE 

Location: Philadelphia, PA 

Stadium: Leslie Quick Stadium 

Head Coach: Paul Riley (2ND Season) 

Location: New Jersey 

Stadium: Yurcak Field 

Head Coach: Jim Gabarra (1ST with SBFC I 3RD in WPS) 

WESTEIRN NEW YOI~K FLASH 

Location: Rochester, NY 

Stadium: Sahlen Stadium 

Head Coach: Aaran Lines (IST Season) 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars 

from the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS will feature a six-team 

league playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the 

WPS Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS 

Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27. The six teams include Atlanta 

Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), magicJack 

(Florida) and Western New York Flash. 

Media Contact 

Crystal Fukumoto 

310-709-8690 

crystal.fuku moto@womensprosoccer.com 
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WPS Weekly - Week 2 

Emad not displaying correctly? View it- in ,our browser. 

7~ wPs W~ek~y J 

WPS WeeMy - Week 

Week 2 in Review 

Standings 

Player of the Week 

Week 3 Previews 

Week 2 was an even{[ul weekend that included a game winning goal by Atlan{a Bea{ 

Rookie Meghan Lenzr_yk, the WPS’first--ever postponement of a ma{ch, and the WPS 

debut and ~hst [ranchise win [or the Western New York Flash, Saturday’s sr_hedule was 

set to have two games kicking of[ at 7 pm ET, bu{ despite every effort to move forward, 

the weather forecast remained ominous and tornado-filled, The Philadelphia 

][ndependence home opener against South Florida’s magic }ack was postponed leaving 

only one game to be played Saturday night. 

Down south in Atlanta, under clearer skies, the Beat took on Sky Bkle FC for the first 

time in 20~1. ][n a well-contested match, both teams were able to develop some 

dangerous scoring opportunities, but it wasn’t until the 50th minute that Rookie I’,~eghan 

Lenzcyk found herself on the end of pass cutting across the top of the box from 

teammate India Trotter. Sky Blue FC Goalkeeper Karen Bardsley met the pass at the top 

of the box but her attempt at a sliding clearance richocheted off the charging Lenczyk 

and wen~ bouncing towards an empty goal. Despite the all out e[for~ form Sky Blue FC 

De[ender Carrie Dew, Lenczyk woukl earn the ~irst goal of her professional career, which 

would ultimately prove to be the game winner. Sky Blue FC outshot the Beat :~8-4, with 

at least eight of those shots coming off the foot of English international 

the match. But that did~Yt phase Beat Goalkeeper AI]i Lipsher, who turned in her first 

dea~ sheet of the season. 

View the Highlights 

Sunday’s game took top billing for the weekend as the 20~ expansion team, the 

Western New York Flash, made U~eir WPS debut against the Boston Breakers a~ Harvard 

Stadium. I[ didn’t take much time to establish U~at the game would be excitin% Less 

than give minutes in, the Flash had their ghst scoring opportunity as Caroline Seger 

poked a ball past the Breakers Goalkeeper Alyssa Naeher, only to have her shot cleared 

o~ the line on a sliding effol¢ by Breakers Defender Stephan~e Cox. I~ the 3~.st minute of 

play, the Breakers again escaped a close call as Defender Alex Scott managed to turn 

away a beautiftdly headed ball from Flash Defender Brittany Bock, to keep the game 

scoreless. The tie was broken in the 66th minute as rookie Alex Norga~ assisted 

Christine Sinclair for the first goal in franchise Nstory for the Flash. Gemma D~vison, a 

second h~]fsubfor the Flash, wouM make her markinthe match in the 90th minute as 

she made a solo effoR, dribbling thl’ough the Breakers defense and firing off a far-post 

shot to put the Flash ~p by 2. But, the Breakers wo~ld not go quietly, c~tt~ng the F]~sh 

lead in half 8 minute and 8 half into stoppage time. Breakers rorwsr(i Lauren Cheney 

woukl initiate the opportunity when she fired off a shot L[~at was on frame, but saved by 

Flash goalkeeper Ashlyn Hams. The save r~cocheted off L[~e cross bar and back out Lo 

Kelley Srn]U~ who was wa~ting at the goal mouth to head in her [irsL goal of the season. 

The game would end mome~ts later, w~th the Flash earning their Rrst victory 2-1. over 

the Breakers. 

View the Hiqhliqhts 

W L 1 P GF GA +/= 

Breakers 1 0 0 3 4 1    =- 

Flash ~ 0 0 3 2 1 .... 



Atlanta Beat 1 1 0 3 2 4 .... 

Sky Blue FC 0 i I & 2 3    -2 

Independence 0 0 i & 2 2    -2 

magic.Iack ........ 

Atlanta Beat I, Sky Blue FC 0 

Philadelphia Independence, magicJack (Postponed) 

Boston Breakers 1, Western New York Flash 2 

Goalkeeper Alli Lipsher’s heroic performance in the Atlanta Beat’s victory Satt rday over 

Sky Blue FC has been honored with the Women’s Professional SocceCs Player of the 

Week award for Week 2, 

[his is the first weekly honor for Lipsher, who joined the Beat as a free agent during the 

offseason after playing for the Boston Breakers for the past two season, The Beat had 

two winners in its expansion season last year~ with goalkeeper Hope Solo (Week 16) 

and forward Eniola Aluko (Week 19), 

Lipsher, a 25--year.-old Hawaiian goalkeeper out of Duke University, made 11 saves ms 

the BeaL evened iLs record to 1.-1--0 with a 1-.0 triumph. Aluko spearheaded a Sky Blue 

aLIack that took 18 shots buL cotddn’L 9eL past L[~e Beat keeper. 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists from the North American 

Soccer Reporters, 

Week 1: Allie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: Alli Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

TwenLy-nine players including 25 WPS slats reporIed Io West PahT~ Beach, FL on Non(lay 

for a three--week training camp called by US Women’s National Team Head Coach 

Sundhage. Players will train Nonday UHough Friday of each week with Ihe WPS players 

traveling to the sites of their club’s matches oil the days before the games, and then 

returnhlg to national team camp the day after, Sundhage will soon have to whittle down 

her roster to 21 players for the upcoi’~3ing Wol~qen% World Cup ill Germany this 

WP$ IP~ayers in USWNT ~:aml~ (By Pos~t~on): 

GOALKEEPERS" (4): N~co~e Barnhart (Philadelphia Independence), AsMyn H~rr~s (Western 

New York Flash), 3]1~ Loyden (mag~cJack), Hope Solo (m~g~cJ~ck) 

#.~,~:#.~R~" (7): Rachel Bueh]er (Boston Breakers), Stephan~e Cox (Boston Breakers), 

WhRney Engen (WesLern New York Flesh), Amy LePeHbeL (Bos[on Breakers), Heather 

f4~t{s (AUant~ Be~t), Chds{ie Rampone (mag~cJack), Becky S~uerbrunn (mag~cJack) 

~IZDFZELOERS (10): Yae~ Averbuch (Wes[ern New York F~ash), Shannon Boxx (rnag~cJack), 

Tob#~ Hea[h (Sky B~Lle FC), Neghan Kl~ngenberg (mag~cJack), Loti Undsey (Philadelphia 

Independence), CarH [3oyd (Atlanta Beat), Kelley O’Hara (Boston Breakers), Heather 

O’ReiHy (Sky B~ue FC), Negan Rap~noe (Philadelphia Independence), Lindsay Tarpley 

(mag~c3ack) 

FORWARD~ (4): [.auren Cheney (Boston Breakers), Alex Norgan (Western New York 

Flash), Amy Roddguez (Philadelphia Independence), Abby W~mbach (magic~ck) 

A reminder to media that all disciplinary decisions from the WPS Disciplinary Committee 

are re~lularly posLed to the league website under discipline: 

[~-t--t-#--~ZZ~-w---w--~-w--~‘A9~E!A-~-s-#---r--~---s-£p-~£-e-~‘-c-.~r--tLH---~---n--Le-Z-r-Le---w--~-s-~[-e-.-~--£#~&:~[~A~]~£E&‘#~£~. 

FAD .~occer Stadium I Boca Raton, FL 

- lhis is the home opener for magic~ack at FAU Soccer Stadium, and after having their 

game postponed last weekend, will mark the start of the season for the South Florida 

team. 

-- rnagicJack will open their season without Goalkeeper Hope Solo who will serve be 



serving a suspension carried over from the 201.0 season, 

Saturday will mark the highly anticipated professional debut of 2010 MAC Hermann 

),rophy Winner Christen Press (magic]ack). 

- )"he Championship-winning duo of Christie Rampone and Mike Lyons will once again be 

a driving force behind a WPS team, Rampone and her former trainer, Lyons, led Sky Blue 

FC to a Championship in the WPS’inaugural season. 

KSU Soccer Stadium I Kermesaw, GA (Fox Soccer Channel) 

- This will be the first-ever meeting between these two teams. 

- After arriving this past Monday, five-time F[FA World Player of the Year Marta is 

expected to make her 20:~:t debut with the Flash on Sunday. 

Sunday will mark the last of three consecutive home games for the Beat and the first 

nationally televised match of the season from KSU Stadium, 

Sky S,~ue FC and Ph#ade/phia Zndependence have schedu/ed byes m week 
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After [wo weeks of wailing, magicJack kicked off their 2011 campaign on Saturday on 

their home turf al FAU Soccer Stadium in Boca Raton, FL. The South Florida team 

celebraled their home opener at FAU Soccer Stadium wilh a 1.-0 win over the visiting 

Boston Breakers. The long-awaited 201:~ WPS debut of Abby Wambach and the 

magiclack squad didn’t disappoint, as the team came out Iookh~g strong, Under the 

guidance of first-year head coach Nike Lyons, magiclack earned its first victory of the 

season on a goal by Ella Nasar in the 26th minute of play, which was set up by 

Wambach. [he Breakers would generate their own opportunities to score, including a 

set-piece strike from English international Kelly Smith that hit the cross bar, but were 

turned away by magicJack goalkeeper 3illian Loyden who made 12 saves in the match. 

On Sunday, Atlanta Beat hosLed Lhe Western New York Flash at KSU Soccer Stadium [or 

the WPS Sunday game of the week, which was televised naLionally on Fox Soccer 

Channel. All four go,is ~n the m~tch were scored in impressNe f~sh~on, making th~s one 

of the most exciting matches o[ the young season. The Flash struck ~hst, as Canadian 

Christh~e Sinclair scored in only the second minute of p~ay. The Flash seemed to have 

the upper hand in the first half but couldn’t capitalize on theh" opportunities. The match 

changed in the second half as Beat captain Lori Cha~upny swung the game’s momentum 

in her favor in the 58th m~nute of play by burying an impressive far post shot ~n the s~de 

netting, F~ve-time FIFA World Player of the Year NaSa made her 2011 WPS debut as a 

second half sub for the Flash, and wasted no time in k~cking off her campaign to claim 

her third PUNA GoMen Boot, scoring in the 67th minu[e of plBy Lo once again gNe the 

Flash the upper hand. fhe Beat wou~d answer back just three minutes later as Cad~ 

Lloyd hammered home a sho[ from 20 yards out over the head og Flash goalkeeper 

As[flyn Hads, erasing the one-goa~ deficit and tying up [[~e game at 2 apiece~ Beat 

goalkeeper A~H Upsher turned in another outstanding per[orrnance, maMng 10 saves ~n 

the match including a few in the fina~ m~nutes, as [[~e Flash turned up theh at[ack, 1o 

preserve the t~e for the home team. 

View the hiqhliqhts 

The Philadelphia Independence and Sky Blue FC had byes in Week 3. 

W L F P GF GA +!- 

Flash 1 0 

Atlanta Beat 1 1 1 4 4 6 -2 

magicJack 1 0 0 3 1 0 1 

Breakers 1 2 0 3 5 4 1 

Independence 0 0 1 1 2 2 0 

Sky Blue FC 0 

Saturday 

magicJack 1, Boston Breakers 0 

Sunday 

Atlanta Beat 2, Western New York Flash 2 



Goalkeeper A!Ii L!psherl followed her heroic performance in the Atlanta Beat=s first victow 

th~s season w~th ~nother stumping showh~g and has won the Women’s Pro~essiona~ 

Soccer’s Player of the Week award for Week 3, the second straight week she’s been 

honored, 

The Hawaiian goalkeeper becomes the first player to win in successive weeks since WPS 

kicked off in 2009, and she is one of nine players honored more than once, Western 

New York forward I’,~a~¢a and magic,lack forward Abby Wambach have each won five 

times. 

Lipsher, who joined the Beat during the of[season, made 13 saves to lead the Beat in a 

2-2 draw Saturday night with U;e visiting Wes[ern New York Flash. She made 11 saves 

week earlier in Atlanta’s 1-0 victory over Sky Blue FC= The Beat claimed [OUF poinLs in 

games in which they were outshot, 28-8. 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a pa~]el of journalists from the Florth American 

Soccer Reporters. 

Week 1: AIlie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: Alli Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

A reminder ~o media that all disciplinary derisions ~rom the WPS Disciplinary Committee 

are regularly posted to U~e league websRe under discipline: 

http : //www. womensprosoccer.com/Home/news/leaque-discipline.aspx 

W~ WEE~ ~, PREVIEW 

Sunday, Ftay :~ will mark the first of o~ly two times this season all six teams will play on 

the same day. 

Sahlen’s Stadium I Rochester, NY 

- Sunday will mark the 2011 expansion team Western New York Flash’s inaugural home 

game and ri[st eve[ WPS match at Sahlen’s Stadium in Rochester, NY. 

- The Beat and Flash will face off for the seceded time in as many weeks. This is the only 

occurrence in the WPS schedule where teams will meet in back-to-back weekends for a 

After three weeks of competition, the Beat and Flash are currently tied at the top of 

the WPS Standings table. [he Flash are one game behind the Beat in the schedule, the 

Western New York team had a bye in Week 1, while the Beat have played in all three 

week so far this season, 

WNY Flash forward Christine Sinclair has a track recol’d of being a speedy producer 

agains~ the Beat, scoring in the second minute of play in last week’s rr~a~ch. Sinclair also 

set the WPS record ~or ~astest goal in a game on July 3, 2010 when she scored in the 

first minute o~ play against the BeaL 

FAU Soccer Stadiuml Boca R, ato~, FL 

After a successful start to the team’s 201:~ campaign in Week 3, magic]ack will host 

its second consecutive home game at FAU Stadium, 

With the first meeting between these two teams being postponed due to weather, 

this will be the first time Philly and magic3ack will faceoff. 

[he independence travels to South Florida in search of the team’s first win of the 

season. Amy Rodriguez and the ~ndependence team have not seen WPS action in two 

weeks. 

Boste~ Breakers vs, Sky B~e PC (~ PH ET) 

Harvard Stadium I Cambridge, NA ] Fox Soccer Channe{ 

- Sunday’s match marks the first matchup of the season between the Boston Breakers 

and Sky Blue FC. Both Boston and Sky Blue FC are part of the core of founding teams 

that entered the league h~ the h~augural season in 2009, The teams have met e~ght 

t~mes in the ~ast two years resulting in a 4-1-3 record ~n favor of Sky Blue FC. 

- Sky Blue FC is coming off of ~ts first bye week of the season, and is one of two teams 

still seeking their first win of 2011. 

- After being handed their second consecutive loss, the Breakers are ~ook~ng to get back 

~n U~e win column on Sund~y= 



- Boston is 0-1. in 201.1. when playing in the WPS Sunday Game of the Week on Fox 

Soccer Channel, Sky Blue FC is 0-0<t in Sunday TV games. 

The Boston-based Learn raised mo~e than $2,000 aL its Kicks [OF Japan Clinic, The team 

held the charity soccer clinic on Friday, April 15th to benefit ongoing Felie~ efforts in 

earthquake ravaged Japan, Kicks for Japan was spearheaded by B~eakers players Taryn 

Hernmings and Claire Zirnmeck, who trained wiU~ the Japanese Ck~b TEPCO Nareeze 

during the off-season. Both Hemmings and Zimmeck returned to the United States just 

two weeks before the magnitude 9.0 earthquake struck northern ~apan. TEPCO (Tokyo 

Electric Power Company) operates the nation’s nt~clear power plants, including the 

stricken nt~clear reactor at Ft~kushima. 

"~:~t is very difficult, Espedally when we are playing against a team as good as WNY, No 

orie expected us to do so well against them and neithe~ did U~ey. So we aFe expecting 

WNY [o come out wiU~ a mission to prove the 2--2 result was a fluke, We need to be 

~eady ~or Ulera, ~t’s ~loing ~o be hard fo~ bo[h teams," 

"The Breakers need a strong game vs. Sky Blue after two losses, Sky Blue also will have 

a lot of incentive a~er theh" last game, whid~ was a defeat, so we should expect 

difficult match, but also need to show our home f~ns what we are m~de 

DiCicco expects Boston’s U.S, Women’s National Team players - Amy LePeiibet, Lauren 

Cheney, Rachel Buehier, Stephanie Cox~ and Kelley O’Hara - to be available, but doesn’t 

know how much they can contribute this weekend. 

"1 expect the WNT players to be here for the match, but Lhey have been working very 

hard and were tired For the match vs. magicJack on Saturday, so we will make line-up 

decisions later in the week." 
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magicJack earned its second home vial.dry, coming back from a one-goal deficit to defeat 

the Philadelphia Independence 2.-:~ on Sunday at FAU Soccer Stadium. Independence 

midfiekler Tina DiNar[ino helped her team take the early lead scoring in the e~ghth 

rNnute of play, ogf a well p~ayed bah from Amy Rodr~guez. The ~e~d would be relatively 

short lived as Abby Wambach scored the equalizer in the 25Lh minute, magic.lack was 

handed an oppoRu~ity to take the lead in the 33~d minute when Wambach stepped up 

to take a penalty kick for a hand ball called on Independence defender Nlkki Krzyslk. 

Re~gnh~g WPS Goalkeeper of the Year N~co~e Barnhart, who p~ays alongside Wambac~ 

w~th the US Women’s Nat~ona~ learn, made a d~v~ng save to deny Wambach’s fi~st PK 

a~tempt of U~e season. The game remained lied un[i[ [he 75th minute when Usa De 

Vanna, who entered the game as a sub only one minute before, broke the t~e by scoring 

the game w~nner for magicJack. lhe match ended with mag~cJack on top 2-~ over the 

~nedependence. 

The Western New York Flash and Atlanta Beat met for a second consecu[ive weekend, 

this time in Rochester, NY. The Flash celebrated the [eam’s home opener and inaugural 

match at Sahlen’s Stadium with a decisive 3-0 victory over the Beat. Despite the heroics 

of two-time WPS Player of the Week Alli Lipsher, the Flash scored in the 23r~ minute as 

Christine Sinclair drove the ball into the back of the net to put her team up 1.-0. Sinclair 

would strike again, doubling her team’s lead in the 59~h minute, finishing a great ball 

from Narta, ]he Flash scored their third and final goal of the match when rookie Alex 

1’4organ scored her first professional goal, tracking down a pass from Kelly Parker and 

driving the ball into the back of the net. ]he Flash spent much of the match on the 

attack, outshooting the Beat 

._vj_~ ~!__t_! Le____vj__d__g_q_!~!g!~!!.~ h_Ls_ 

The WPS Sunday game of the week reatuted two Learns hungry for a win, the Boston 

Breakers who were winless in their last two games and Sky Blue FC who were looking 

for the team% f~rst win of the season. The teams appeared pretty evenly matched, 

exchanging scoring opportunities on both ends, but Boston seemed to have the edge 

outshooth;g the New 3ersey based team 9-5. Boston gained the upper hand early in the 

second half when Breakers defender Rachel Buehler scored~ following up a free kick 

served ~nto the box by English ~nternational Kelly Smith in the 52nd minute. Carrie Dew 

was active ~n the attack for Sky B~ue FC using her head to get off some dangerous shots 

~ncluding one ~n U~e 6~st m~nute of p~ay, but Breakers goalkeeper Alyssa Naeher climbed 

up Lo make an impressive save 1o maintain her team’s lead. The match would end w~th 

Buehler’s goal being [[~e difference in the match, ~s [he Breakers snapped [heir two- 

game ~osing streak w~th a 1-0 vie[dry. 

View the video hiqhliqhts 

w L T P GF GA +!- 

Flash 2 0 1 7 7 3 4 

magicJack 2 0 0 6 3 1 2 

Breakers 2 2 0 6 6 4 2 

Atlanta Beat 1 2 1 4 4 9 --5 



independence 0 1 1 i 3    4.    -.1 

Sky Blue FC 0 2 1 1 2 4 -2 

magic]ack 2, Philadelphia Independence 

Western New York Flash 3, Atlanta Beat 

Boston Breakers :t, Sky Blue FC 0 

FLASH FORWARD SINCLAIR CLA~P4S PLAYER OF THE WEEK HONORS 

Forward .C_.h__r_Ls_t_.[n_._e____S_[R.c_J..a_j.[ scored two goals in a superb performance to lead the 

Western New York Flash Lo victory in its Women’s Professional Soccer home debut and 

has been honored with WPS’s Player of the Week award for Week 4= 

The Canadian NaUonal Team Cap[ain halted her third and league-has[ fourth goals of 

the season to send the Flash to a 3-0 ron-~p over the Atlanta Beat at Sahlen’s Stadium in 

Rochester, NY, and keep the dub atop the standings. She scored fl-om her own rebound 

to give expansion tean-~ Western New York a 23rd-ntnute lead and doubled to 

advantage fl-om I’,1arta’s feed in the 59th. 

]his is the third Pbyer of the Week award for Sinclair, who won in each of the first two 

seasons while playing for FC Gold Pride, the reigning WPS champion which halted 

operations after last season. 

A product of Burnaby, British Cobmbia, Canada, Sinclair is a graduate of PorUand 

University where she was twice named Lhe F1AC He[mann Trophy whmer (2004, 2005) 

as the ntge arson’s the top women’s co]~egia[e soccer p~ayer= Sinclair has represen[ed 

Canada on the women’s nationa~ team since the age of ~6 and has since become her 

country’s abtime ~eadh~g female goa~ scorer w~th 1~6 ~nternat~ona~ goa~s. Th~s summer, 

Sinclair wi~ captain the Canadian Women’s National in Germany, marking the fourth 

World Cup tournament of her ~nternat~onal career. 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists fl°om the North American 

Soccer Reporters. 

Week i: Allie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: Alli Lipsher (AUanta BeaL) 

Week .3: Alli Lipsher (AUanta BeaL) 

A reminder to n-rodin that all disciplinary decisions fl-om the WPS Disciplinary Committee 

are regularly posted to the league website under discipline: 

http://www.womensprosoccer.com/Home/news/league-discipline.aspx 

This is the first-ever meeting between the Flash and Sky Blue FC 

This marks the first Friday night match of the season for either team. 

Sky Blue FChashas now gone 234 minutes without scoring a goal; Western New 

York Flash has yet to be shut out of a match, averaging 2,33 goals per game. 

Week 4 Player of the Week Christine Sinclair (WNY Flash) looks to extend her 

consecutive goal scoring streak, having ah°eady scored in the first three games of 

the season for the Flash, 

Fans in the Western New York area will be able to view the matchon on Time 

Warner Cable SportsNe[ 

FAU .>otter StadiumI Boca Raton, FL 

After a successful start to the tean-~’s 2011 campaign in Week 3, n-~agic]ack 

host its second consecutive home game at FAU Stadium, 

With the first meeting between these two teams being postponed due to 

weather, this will be the first time Philly and magidack will faceoff, 

The Independence travels to South Florida in search of the team’s first win of the 

season. Amy Rodriguez and [he Independence team have noL seen WPS acUon 



two weeks. 

Boston Breakers VSo $~/IB~ue F~3 (6 PI~ ET) 

Widener University ( Chester, PA ( Fox Soccer Channel 

Fol]owing a postponement of the April 16 match between the Independence and 

magicJack, Sunday’s maIch will be U~e rhst WPS match hosted at Widener 

UniversiIy, 

Sunday marks the fhst Iime the Breakers and Independence will rare off in 2011, 

The Breakers have never IosL to Ihe Independenr_e during regular season play 

and look to maintain their winning record this Sunday, Breakers are 2-0-2 all-time 

against the Independence, 

Watch out for Philadelphia midfie]der Tina DiNa~tino, who, by scoring a goal in 

each o~: her team’s first two games, has been a driving ~:orce [or the 

]ndependence, 
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Wee[< � in Review 

The depth o[ the WPS rosters was highlighted in Week 6 as many of L[~e WPS’ brightest 

stars were called away for National Team duty= 

WRh names like Narta, Christine Sinclair, Alex Scott and Kelly Smith away, both 

Western New York Flash and Boston Breakers were forced to adjust their li~eups to fill 

the holes left behind by players cal~ed away on National Team duty. The Flash hosted 

the Breakers ~n the team’s seco~d consecutive Friday Night match at Sahlen’s Stadium, 

edging out the visitors 3-2 on a strong showing from McCall Zerboni, The Flash opened 

the scoring in the 10th minute of piny when Zerbon] chipped a bail to Brittany gock, who 

powered the bah into the goa~ on a fierce header, to take an early lead, The Flash struck 

agah~ in the 25tn trdDuLe, this thne Zerbon~ (assisted by KhT~ Btandao) puLUng away the 

goal herself. The Breakers d~d not shy away as they cut U~e Fl~sh lead in half in the 38th 

trdnute or p~ay when Uz Bogus scored her first goal or 201~, a header scored off 

corner Mck served by NikM Washington. AfLer the hell Zerbom end Lhe Flash would take 

the second two-goal [ead of the game in the 69Lh minute when Gemma Davison crossed 

a ball 1o ZerbonYs head at the far post, and Zerbom finished [1 with her head. The 

Breakers were issued a PK in the 80th minute when Katie Schoepfer got tripped up [n 

the box by two Flash Defenders. Keel[n W~nters stepped up to take the PK for the 

Breakers and finished the opportunity, bringing her team within a goa[ of the Flash. Time 

would expire before any more goats could be scored a[~d the match would end 3-2 

favor of Western New York Flash, With the win, the Flash remain undefeated, 

View the highlights 

The WPS Sunday game of the week featured the Atlanta Beat and Philadelphia 

independence at KSU Soccer Stadium in Kennesaw, GA, As expected wiU~ National team 

call-ups, both teams sew new races in their starting XI’s. The atmosphere h~ Kennesaw 

was electric as 6,125 fans came 1o see Sunday’s match. The match took a dramatic turn 

when Philadelphia’s Kin NcNeil~ was ~ssued a red card and ejected from the game for 

committing a foul just outside her team’s ~8 yard box, The ~depe~dence was forced to 

p~ay short for the remainder of the match. The Beat capitalized o~ theh" advantage as 

captah~ Lori Chalupny I~Red her team w~th a goal in stoppage t~me just before the end of 

the first half (45+). the Independence came back with a vengeance after hal~ime, not 

a~]ow~ng the Beat to exploit their one player advantage on the fieM. Only five m~nutes 

into the half, Este]le Johnson wou~d score for the v~sit~ng side, evening the match at ~ 

apiece, The ~ndependence wouM cont~nue to press the Beat and woLHd take the ~ead in 

the 73rd minute when ~oanna Lohman connected with Laura de] Rio who placed a close 

~ange opportunity into the back of the net. Despi~e a promising firs[ half fo~ the Beat, 

the ~ndependence p~ayed hard and walked away w~th U~e win. 

View the hiqhliqhts 

Sky Blue FC and magicJack had scheduled byes in Week 

W L T P GF GA +!- 

Flash 4 0 1 13 13 6 7 

magicJack 3 0 0 8* 5 1 4 



independence 2 1 1 7 7    .5 2 

Breakers 2 4 0 6 8 9 .-1 

Atlanta Beat 1 4 1 4 5 13 -8 

Sky Blue FC 0 3 

*One point deducted for- repeated non-compliance with league standards in Week 

Western New York Flash 3, Boston Breakers 2 

Sunday 

Beat 1, Philadelphia h~dependence 2 

Veteran midfielder NcCall Zerboni got the call with Western New York’s biggest stars 

away on international duty, and she responded with a superb performance in the 

Flash’s victory over the Boston Breakers to claim Women’s Professional Soccer’s Player 

of the Week award for Week 5. 

Zerboni scored two goals~ including the 69th-minute winneL and assisted Brittany 

Bock’s opener to lead the Flash to a 3-2 victory Friday over the visiting Breakers. She’s 

the third successive Western New York player to win the weekly honor, following star 

forwards Christine Sinclair and [Vlarta. 

Brazil’s l’,~arta, Canada’s Sinclair and rookie forward Alex Norgan, [he lop pick in 

January’s WPS draft, were missing up top for the Flash (4-0-1), who extended their lead 

over magicJack in the WPS s[andings ~o five points. 

The goals were the first two in WPS for Zerboni, a UCLA product who played for the Los 

Angeles Sol in 2009 and Atlanta Beat in 2010. 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists from the North American 

Soccer Reporters. 

Week 1: Allie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: Alli Lipsher (Atlanta Bea~) 

Week 3: Alli Lipsher (Atlanta Bea~) 

Week 4: Christine Sinclair (Western New York Flash) 

Week 5: ~larta (Western New York Flash) 

Kia NcNefll (Independence) was suspended for one game, after being ~ssued a red card 

Sunday’s match against the Atlanta Beat. NcNe~l~ w~ serve her suspension on 

Saturday~ F~ay 21 when the Beat pray Sky Blue FC. 

As an escalated penalty for continuing non-compliance with league standards in Week 

magicJack has Ios~ one (1) point in the 2011 .__W___P___S_____S__t__:a__rj__c_[j_r_!~[~ and the team’s right to 

third round draft pick in ~he 2012 WPS Draft, 

A reminder to media that all disciplinary decisions ~rom the WPS Disciplinary Committee 

are regularly posted to the league website under discipline: 

http : //www. womensprosoccer.com/Home/news/leaque-discipline.aspx 

FOR. WOiHEN’~ WO~LD CUP 

[he US Women took on Japan on Saturday evening at Crew Stadium in Columbus, OH in 

the first of a two-game series scheduled in preparation for the upcoming Women’s 

World Cup, The US dominated the match, which yielded a 2.-0 result in [avor of 

Sundhage’s team on goals [rom Abby Wambach (magic_]ack) and Amy Roddguez 

(Independence), 

To the disappoh~tment of the team and fans, [Jndsay Tarpley, a two-th~e Olympic 

veteran, was sidelined from her second World Cup bid when she suffered an ACL tear 

with just 15 mh~utes left in the match. 

Japan and the US will face off again tonight, this time at Wake Ned Park in Cary, NC, in 

the US’ penultimate friendly before depaRing for Germany. Fans can watch the match 

live on ESPN 2 at 7 PN EI. 



Read More 

Yurcak Fiel(~ I Piscataway, N~ 

[n the first meeLing beLween these teams in 2011 on April 16, Lhe Beat defea[ed 

Sky Blue FC 1-,0, The Beat have not won a game since de[earing Sky Blue in this 

match, 

Sky BhJe FC is still seeking the team’s first win of the season. 

)"he Boston Breakers will celebrate the illustrious career of US Soccer icon Kristine 

Lilly by retiring her No. 13 jersey in a special half time ceremony. 

The Breakers will try to put a stop to [he [eam’s two-game losing skid against 

~ndependence who are building on a two-game winning streak, 

The las[ time these two teams met, Philadelphia had [he upper hand winning 2--0 

over the visiting Breakers at Widener Stadium, 

Philadelphia will play without defender Kia McNeill who was ejected fl-om last 

Sunday’s match against the Beat and will serve a one-game suspension handed 

down by the WPS Disciplinary Committee, 

Sunday’s game will mark is the first-ever meeting between these two teams 

Both teams enter the match undefeated, 

Both Learns w~[l be at lull strengU] with all o~ their players returning from naLona[ 

team duty for the game on Sunday, 

A~er ha’ring theh- match postponed h~ Philade]pMa, Sunday’s match wH~ mark the 

f~rst road game for magicJack, 

magic.lack will be without [.indsay Tarpley who suffered a season-ending injury 

(ACI.) [n the US Women’s National Team friendly against Japan last Saturday, 

F~ns c~n watch the match ~[ve on Fox Soccer Channel or via the webcast on 

womensprosoccer,com, Sunday’s match wH[ mark the national ~V debut of the 

South Florida b~sed mag~cJack, 
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WPS Weekly - Week 8 
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WPS Weeldy - Week 8 

Week 8 in Review 

Standings 

Player of the Week 

USWN]. to play Nexico 

Week 9 Previews 

Week 8 in Review 

Abby Wambach and rnagicJack really took it to the Beat on Saturday, [,lay 28, routing the 

visiting Atlanta side 4-0 behind a terrigic effort on Wambach’s part. Wambach scored for 

magic3ack in the 9~-h, 57~h and 89ti~ n-li~lutes of the i<qatch, with Sarah Huffmai~ addii~g to 

the tally inthe 12~h minute for the home team. Wambach’s hat trick was only the 

second in WPS history, the first coming from Brazilian Cristiane of the Chicago Red Stars 

in 200% With their victory on Saturday, magic3ack mai~tains their second place standing 

improving to 4-1-0 o~ the season. The struggling Atla~ta team lost all five of their games 

in the mo~th of Nay, scorirlg drily one goal while allowing 1.4. 

Sky Blue improved to 2-0-1 at home, completing a dl’amatic 2-I come-from-behind win 

over the Boston Breakers on Saturday. It took till the second half for the Boston offense 

to find a way to beat Karen Bardsley and the Sky Blue FC defense, and Breakers 

Forward Kelley O’Hara, assisted by Kelly Smith, did so in the 50tn minute, when she put 

away a rebounded ball to give Boston a one.-goal lead. Sky gkle FC [ought back and just 

eight minutes later, evened the score on a great egfott by English International Eniola 

Aluko, who slipped the ball past Breakers Goalkeeper Alyssa Naeher [or the equalizer. 

The match moved for~’~ard with an exciting exchange of attacks on both ends. With less 

than two mim~tes left in regulation play, Sky Blue FC built a successful attack that ended 

with Carolyn Blank hitting a shot that found the back of the net for the game winner. 

This was Blank% first goal of 2011. and only the second goal of her WPS career. 

VIEW VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS 

]he showdown between the Western New York Flash and Philadelphia independence 

did not disappoint. The Independence brought their best game to the fiekl and with 

momentum on theh- side to strut the match, struck fh-st, scorii~g in the 19~-h minute on a 

welb-struck shot flom Nidfiekler Negan Rapinoe taken from just outside the corner o[ the 

18-.yard box. This was the first time in team history the Flash have trailed in a game of 

given up the first goal. The Westerrl New York side did~Yt take long to answer back, as 

Becky Edwards would even up the game in the 14th minute by nodding the ball past 

fello~’~ Pennsylvania native Nicole Barnhart who was tending goal for the Independe~ce. 

]’he Flash took advantage of the momentum shift, scoring again in the 23rd minute on a 

penalty kick awarded after NcCall Zerboni was taken down in the box. Narta stepped up 

for the Flash to take the ensuing PK and easily slot it passed Barnhart. ]he second half 

and the match would end without any additional goals being scored in the game. With 

their win on Sunday, the Flash continue as the lone undefeated team in WPS and 

maintain their eight point lead ahead of second place magicJack in the WPS standings, 

W t. T P GF GA +i- 

Flash 6 O 

magicJack 4 1 0 11" 9 4    5 

Independence 2 2 2 8 9 8 

Sky Blue FC 2 3 

Breakers 2 5 I 7 10 12 -2 

Atlanta Beat 1 6 1 4 5 20 --15 



*One point deducted for repeated norl-corrlpiiance wi.:h Jeagde standards in Week 5 

magic}ack 4, Atlanta Beat 0 

Sky Blue FC 2, Boston Breakers 

Philadelphia Independence 1, Western Mew York Flash 2 

Abby Wambach’s hat trick carried South Florida’s magic]ack to an impressive 4-0 victory 

over the Atlanta Beat, and she was honored for it with Women’s Professional Soccer’s 

Player of the Week award for the sixth time, 

The U.S. national team striker is honored for Week 8, after scorh~g goals h~ the 9th, 67th 

and 89th minutes of a 4-0 rol~’lp over the Beat as second-place magic]ack improved to 4- 

1-0, With her performance on Saturday, Wambach becomes only the second player in 

WPS history to score a hat trick, 

It’s the first time magic]ack has had a Player of the Week, but the Washington Freedom 

- as the club was known before magic]ack owner Dan Borislow purchased a controlling 

interest, moved it to Boca Raton and renamed it after his VO~P phone device --- had been 

honored ei(jht ~imes. Wambach won U~e award three times in 2009 and ~wice last year. 

Wambach’s three-goal 9arne has vaulted her ~o the top of the WP$ leader board where 

she is currently tied wi~h Christine Sinclair for most goals with four. 

This summer, in Germany, Wambach will lead the USWF~T attack at her third F:{FA 

Women’s World Cup, The Rochester, NY native made her debut with the US Women’s 

I~ational team in 200I, and since then has scored 118 goals in 155 appearances, good 

for third in the all-time leaders for goals behind Mia Harem (158) and Kristine Lilly (1.30), 

bline of Wambach’s international goals were scored during World Cup play, tying her for 

fifth all-time in F:{FA history for career Women’s World Cup goal totals, 

[he WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists fi°om the North American 

Soccer RepoRers. 

Week 1: Allie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: Alli Lipsher (AUanta BeaL) 

Week 3: Alli Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

Week 4: Christine Sinclair (Western New York Flash) 

Week 5: Marta (Western I’~ew York Flash) 

Week G: McCall Zerboni (Western F~ew York Flash) 

Week 7: Caroline Sager (Western New York Flash) 

A reminder to media that all disciplinary derisions ~rom the WPS D~sdplinary Committee 

are regularly posted to the league website under d~sdpline: 

httB~//www , worner~sprosoccer,com/HoF~e[news/~eaqqe:.disci~jne~aspx 

US WOMEN’S NATIO{~ALTEA~ READY FOR WORLD CUP SEND-OFF ~ATCH 

The 201I U,S. Women’s World Cup Team arrived in New Jersey on Monday for a week of 

training leading into its Women’s World Cup Send-Off Match against Mexico at Red Bull 

Arena in Harrison~ I’L]. on Sunday, ]Line 5. The match kicks off at 2 p.m. ET and will be 

broadcast live on ESPN2. 

U.S. head coach Pia Sundhage brings 22 players to New Jersey, five of them hailing from 

the Garden SLate, and will train Monday through Saturday before facing Mexico on 

Sunday. ARer the 9arne, the players will have a break before leavin9 in mid.-]une for a 

pre.-Women’s World Cup Lrainin(j camp in AusLria. The USA opens Lhe 2011 RFA 

Women’s World Cup against Korea DPR on June 28 at Rudolf Harbig Stadium in Dresden, 

Germany 

READ MORE 

Midfielder Kelley O’Hara has been named to the United States roster for the 2011 FIFA 
Women’s Workl Cup, replacing Lindsay Tarpley who tore the anterior crucia~e ligament 



hi her right knee on May I4 against Japan, 

"Kelley has great energy, she is good in the air and brings youth to the team, which is a 

good thing," said U,S. Women’s National Team head coach Pin Sundhage, "~She is a 

player who can take people on and hit good crosses, which will be important at the 

World 

WPS WEEK 8 PREV~rEW 

Sahlen’s Stadium I Rochester, NY I TWCS 

These two teams faced off exactly one month ago at Sahlen’s stadium, resulting 

in a 3-1 Flash victory over the visiting New Jersey side. 

Sky Blue is 0-3 in road games in 2011. 

Western New York Flash remains the only undefeated team h~ WPS, Their s~x- 

game streak is a WPS record for longest undefeated s[reak to star[ the season, 

The ~eague record for ~ongest undefeated s~reak ~s 14 games set by FC Go~d Pride 

during The 2010 season~ 

With the US Women’s National Team off~da~ly away for World Cup preparation, 

Sky BIt~e FC will be m~ss~ng Heather O’Re~lly and Tobh~ Heath. Western New York 

w~ll be without Alex Norgan, 

Widener University I Chester, PA 

The Atlanta Beat look to start Fresh in the month of ]une, after dropping all five 

games in May. 

ARer seeing their modest three.-game unbeaten streak cor~le [o an end last 

Sunday, the Independence hope to (,let back on track with a win over the Beat at 

home, 

The last time the :~ndependence and Beat met was }4ay 15 at KSU Soccer Stadium, 

home of the Atlanta Beat. Despite going down a player due to a red card ejection 

in the 13th minute of pJay and down a goal Jn the 45th minute, the :Independence 

managed to rally to a 2-1 vid:ory. 

With the US Women’s National Team officially away for World Chip preparation, 

Atlanta Beat will be without Carli Lloyd and Heather I’,~itts, The ]independence will 

be without I’,~egan Rapinoe, Amy Rodriguez, Nicole Barnhart and Lori Lindsey. 

Harw~rd Stadium [ Cambridge, HA I FOX Soccer Channel 

magic]ack will make its second appearance on national TV when they take on the 

Boston Breakers this Sunday live on FOX Soccer. ][n their last appearance on FOX 

Soccer, magic.lack was shut out by the Western [tew York Flash, 3-0, 

Sunday marks magicJack’s first of two visits to Harvard Stadium. ]he South Florida 

team is 0-1 when playing on the road, 

The first and only time these two teams have faced off in 2011~ magic3ack edged 

the Breakers by a goal in a close 1-0 match at ~:AU Soccer Stadium in Boca Raton. 

With H~e US Women’s National Team officially away [or World Cup preparation, 

Boston will be without Rachel Buehler, Lauren Cheney, Stephanie Cox, Amy 

LePeilbet and Kelley O’Hara who was recently added to the USWNT World Chip 

Ros~er. magic]ack will be the team affected the most by the USWNT calf-ups and 

will be missing the following six players: Shannon Boxx, Hope Solo, Becky 

Sauerbrunn, Christie Rampone, .]illian Loyden and Abby Wambach. 
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Zerboni Named WPS Player of the Month 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

ZERBONI NAMED WOMEN’S PROFESSIONAL SOCCER 
PLAYER OF THE MONTH FOR MAY 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (June 14, 2011) - Two goals and two assists, coupled with her 

consistent delivery of hard work earned Western New York Flash Forward/Midfielder McCall 

Zerboni the majority share of votes, and the honor of being named Women’s Professional 

Soccer’s Player of the Month for May. 

The Flash’s 5-0 record in May can be largely attributed to the tireless work of Zerboni, who 

appeared in all five May games for the Flash, while logging a total of 353 minutes on the 

field. The San Clemente, CA native earned top honors in Week 6 as the Player of the Week 

after notching an assist and two goals, including the game-winner in the Flash’s 3-2 victory 

over the Boston Breakers on Friday, May 13. She assisted the equalizer in the Flash’s May 

29th match against the Philadelphia Independence, and her hard work in this game turned 

out to be the difference when she was clipped, while dribbling through Philly’s 18 yard box, 

which set up the game wining PK. 

Zerboni’s achievement marks the first time in franchise history a Flash player is honored as 

the Player of the Month. 

The veteran midfielder/forward has been a player in WPS since 2009, when she played for 

the Los Angeles Sol team that captured the inaugural season championship. She spent the 

2010 with the Atlanta Beat, and joined Western New York as a free-agent during the 2010- 

11 offseason. 

The WPS Player of Month is selected through votes cast both by fans online and a panel of 

journalists from the North American Soccer Reporters. 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars 

from the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS features a six-team league 

playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the WPS 

Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS 

Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27. The six teams include Atlanta 

Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), magicJack 

(South Florida) and Western New York Flash. 

### 
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Breakers Goalkeeper Alyssa Naeher Earns Player of the Week Honors 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

NAEHER’S SAVES MAKES BREAKERS KEEPER PLAYER OF 
THE WEEK 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (June 16, 2011) -A!yssa Naeher made six saves, at least two of them 

key, to lead the Boston Breakers in a scoreless draw at Sky Blue FC, and her performance 

has been honored with Women’s Professional Soccer’s Player of the Week award. 

"I thought we played well as a team," Naeher said. "It felt good to get the shutout." 

The goalkeeper made a diving stop on Laura Kalmari in the fifth minute and a point-blank 

save on Kendall Fletcher in the final minute to notch the shutouts for the fourth-place 

Breakers (3-5-2). Naeher has made a league-high 60 saves this season and is just 10 from 

the Breakers’ season record she set last year, 

This is just the fourth time the Breakers have had a Player of the Week since WPS debuted in 

2009, but the second time in as many weeks. Kelly Smith won once in the 2009 season and 

once last year, and Meghan Klingenberg was honored in Week 9 of the 2011 season. 

"Alyssa was fantastic in our draw vs. Sky Blue," Boston Breakers Head Coach Tony DiCicco 

said. "She played 90 minutes of impressive and consistent goalkeeping and she blanked a 

dangerous attacking group from Sky Blue. Alyssa is young and continues to evolve and 

clearly her best goalkeeping is still ahead of her, which is exciting news for Breakers fans 

everywhere." 

Born in 1988, Naeher is the youngest of the starting goalkeepers in WPS. She has been a 

member of the Breakers since 2010, when she was selected by Head Coach Tony DiCicco in 

the first round (11th overall) in the 2010 WPS Draft. Since then, Naeher has starred in the 

Breakers lineup as the starting goalkeeper, starting 16 games in her rookie season and all 

10 of the Breakers’ 2011 matches. 

Prior to beginning her professional career, the Seymour, CT native spent her college career 

tending goal for Penn State where she helped the Nittany Lions to four consecutive Big 10 

conference titles, and earned first team All-American honors in her final three collegiate 

seasons (2007, 2008, 2009). 

Naeher has been a part of the US Youth National Team programs, having played at the U16, 

U17 and U20 levels. She earned her first call-up to the full National Team in January of 2011. 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists from the North American Soccer 

Reporters. 

Week 1: Allie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: AIIi Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

Week 3: AIIi Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

Week 4: Christine Sinclair (Western New York Flash) 

Week 5: Marta (Western New York Flash) 

Week 6: McCall Zerboni (Western New York Flash) 

Week 7: Caroline Seger (Western New York Flash) 

Week 8: Abby Wambach (magicJack) 

Week 9: Meghan Klingenberg (Boston Breakers) 

Week 10: Alyssa Naeher (Boston Breaker) 



Womem’s Pro{essioma~ Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars 

from the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS features a six-team league 

playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the WPS 

Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS 

Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27. The six teams include Atlanta 

Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), magic]ack 

(South Florida) and Western New York Flash. 
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WPS Announces ’See Extraordinary Heroes’ Soccer Celebration 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

WOMEN’S PROFESSIONAL SOCCER ANNOUNCES 
’SEE EXTRAORDINARY HEROES" SOCCER CELEBRATION 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (June 22, 2011) - Women’s Professional Soccer announced today its 

See Extraordinary Heroes Soccer celebration created to honor the heroes of the game. 

In selected matches in July and August, fans and players will be hosted to a slate of special 

events to welcome back the 36 WPS stars returning from the 20ii FIFA Women’s World Cup. 

The kick off of the celebration is scheduled to coincide with the World Cup Final on July 17, 

bringing the energy and excitement of the tournament to WPS throughout the remainder of 

the regular season. 

In addition to delivering exciting world-class action on the field, festive elements such as 

fireworks, giveaways, celebrity appearances, and new interactive activities will enhance the 

fan and player experience at the celebratory matches. Participating venues will host unique 

celebrations specific to their market, allowing teams to add their signature to the events. 

Announcements detailing individual See Extraordinary Heroes celebrations will be released by 

the host teams independently. 

Full List of See Extraordinary Heroes matches: 

Date HOME VISITOR LOCATION TIME 

]uly 17 Sky Blue FC Flash Yurcak Field 6 PM 

July 23 Beat magicJack KSU Soccer Stadium 7 PM 

July 24 Breakers Flash Harvard Stadium 6 PM 

July 31 Independence Beat Widener University 6 PM 

August 7    Independence Sky Blue FC    Widener University 6 PM 

August 14 Flash Beat Sahlen’s Stadium 6 PM 

*All Times Eastern 

Click HERE to reserve seats at a See Extraordinary Heroes match 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars 

from the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS features a six-team league 

playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the WPS 

Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS 

Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27. The six teams include Atlanta 

Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), magicJack 

(South Florida) and Western New York Flash. 
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Crystal Fukumoto 

(310) 709-8690 
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Sky Blue FC’s Nogueira Comers WPS Player of the Week ttouors 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

SKY BLUE FC’S NOGUEIRA CORNERS PLAYER OF THE 
WEEK TITLE 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (June 30, 2011) - Second-year forward Casey Noq~!e!ra orchestrated 

Sky Blue FC’s attack and then scored a sensational goal in last week’s victory over the 

Atlanta Beat, and her performance has been honored with Women’s Professional Soccer’s 

Player of the Week award. 

"Going into the season, we thought it was going to be a breakout year for Casey," Sky Blue 

FC head coach Jim Gabarra stated. "She has that special quality where she can create 

something that can decide the game for us, and she has done it a few times already this 

year with goals and serves off corner kicks. She is a very impactful player, and she has 

certainly helped us with our results in quite a few games." 

Nogueira curled a corner kick over Atlanta goalkeeper Allison Whitworth’s head and into the 

net to deliver the 1-0 triumph on July 22 that evened the i’~ew Jersey-based club’s record at 

3-3-3 and pushed them to fourth place in the WPS standings. She created three superb 

chances before the goals, sending Laura Kalmari and AIIie Long through balls to test 

Whitworth and unleashing a shot that challenged the Beat netminder. 

"Casey’s goal combined with the team’s defensive commitment provided us the vital three 

points against Atlanta," Gabarra continued. "Basically, that game decided our season series 

with them as far as tiebreakers are concerned. We now have two wins against Atlanta, and 

that is the last time we see them this year." 

It’s the second time Sky Blue has captured the award this season -- Long was the Week 1 

winner -- and just the fourth time in three seasons. Natasha Kai won in 2009 and Karen 

Bardsley last year. 

Prior to beginning her professional career, Nogueira attended the University of North 

Carolina where she helped the Tar Heels to three NCAA Division 1 College Cup 

Championships. The Raleigh, NC native was selected by the Los Angeles Sol in the first round 

(8th overall) of the 2010 WPS Draft. She joined Sky Blue FC in December of 2010, signing 

with the Flew Jersey based club as a free agent and joining fellow Tar Heels Kendall Fletcher, 

Tobin Heath, Allie Long and Heather O’Reilly. Including last week’s game-winner, Nogueira 

has scored three goals so far in 2011, which matches her 2010 season total. 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists from the North American Soccer 

Reporters. 

Week 1: Allie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: AIIi Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

Week 3: AIIi Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

Week 4: Christine Sinclair (Western New York Flash) 

Week 5: Narta (Western New York Flash) 

Week 6: McCall Zerboni (Western New York Flash) 

Week 7: Caroline Seger (Western New York Flash) 

Week 8: Abby Wambach (magicJack) 

Week 9: Neghan Klingenberg (Boston Breakers) 

Week 10: Alyssa Naeher (Boston Breaker) 

Week ~.~.: Case¥ Nogueira (Sky Blue FC) 



Womem’s Pro{essioma~ Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars 

from the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS features a six-team league 

playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the WPS 

Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS 

Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27. The six teams include Atlanta 

Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), magic]ack 

(South Florida) and Western New York Flash. 
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Philly’s Vero Boquete claims ~mother Player of the Week honor 

Women’s Professional Soccer 

PHILLY’S VERO BOQUETE CLAIMS ANOTHER PLAYER OF 
THE WEEK HONOR 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA (July 25, 2011) - Spanish forward Veronica Boc~uete scored the lone 

goal as the streaking Philadelphia Independence reeled off their sixth successive victory, Her 

performance has led to Women’s Professional Soccer’s Player of the Week title for Week 14, 

her second such honor in four weeks, 

The 5-foot-3 attacker scored her third goal of the season from Sinead Farrelly’s assist to lead 

the first-place Independence (8-2-3) to a 1-0 victory at Atlanta. Philly is unbeaten in seven 

games, outscoring foes, 17-5, in that stretch. 

It’s the third time Boquete has won the title -- she was honored after joining the Chicago 

Red Stars near the end of last season -- and the third time in four weeks an Independence 

player has been honored. Tasha Kai won last week’s title. Boquete is only the second 

Independence player to earn multiple player of the week honors in a single season, joining 

striker Amy Rodriguez who was honored three times in 2010. 

Boquete, 24, came to WPS in August of 2010 after leading the Flash -- then known as the 

Buffalo Flash -- to last year’s USL W-League championship. She has appeared in 10 games in 

her WPS career to date, and has four goals. Boquete’s four assists in 2011 has tied for 

second amongst league leaders with Maria (WNY Flash) and Kelly Smith (Boston Breakers). 

The WPS Player of Week is selected by a panel of journalists from the North American Soccer 

Reporters. 

Week 1: Allie Long (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 2: Alli Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

Week 3: AIIi Lipsher (Atlanta Beat) 

Week 4: Christine Sinclair (Western Ilew York Flash) 

Week 5: Marta (Western New York Flash) 

Week 6: McCall Zerboni (Western New York Flash) 

Week 7: Caroline Seger (Western New York Flash) 

Week 8: Abby Wambach (magicJack) 

Week 9: Meghan Klingenberg (Boston Breakers) 

Week 10: Alyssa Naeher (Boston Breakers) 

Week 11: Veronica Boquete (Philadelphia Independence) 

Week 12: Casey Nogueira (Sky Blue FC) 

Week 13: Tasha Kai (Philadelphia Independence) 

Week ~.4: Veronica Boquete (Philadelphia Independence) 

Women’s Professioma~ Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars 

from the U.S. National team and around the globe. In 2011, WPS features a six-team league 

playing 18-games each from April through August for the chance to qualify for the WPS 

Playoffs. The top team in the regular season will earn the right to host the WPS 

Championship presented by Citi as the top seed on August 27. The six teams include Atlanta 

Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New Jersey), magicJack 

(South Florida) and Western New York Flash. 
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Women’s Professional Soccer 

WOMEN’S PROFESSIONAL SOCCER NAMES 
JENNIFER O’SULLIVAN CEO 

SAN FRANCI’SCO~ CA (September 26, 2011) - Women’s Professional Soccer (WPS) announced today 

the appointment of Jennifer Pogorelec O’Sullivan as the League’s new Chief Executive Officer (CEO), 

The former Vice President of Legal & Labor Affairs for the Arena Football League (AFL) picks up where 

her WPS predecessor left off, leading the business and organizational aspects of the front office, and 

working closely with the Board of Governors to continue to guide the strategic direction of the League, 

"WPS is comprised of the best female soccer players in the world and I am thrilled to have the 

opportunity to be affiliated with these extremely talented women," said O’Sullivan. "I look forward to 

working with our Board of Governors and the WPS team to help build upon the League’s successes of 

this past season and continue the growth of the League." 

O’Sullivan joins WPS following its most successful season to date, setting new attendance figures and 

earning a 50 percent increase in revenue at the league level in 20~1. A key goal moving forward is to 

capitalize on the gains WPS made during its third season, and focus on continuing to build the fan and 

ticket base needed to sustain the League for years to come. 

"After conducting a thorough search, the Board has complete confidence that Ms. O’Sullivan is the right 

person to be our CEO," said T. Fitz .Johnson, Chairman of the WPS Board of Governors. "Her breadth 

of experience in professional sports and business development complements the efforts that we are 

making to ensure the future of the League. We look forward to her leadership during this important 

next chapter of growth for WPS." 

A graduate of the University of Richmond and The Catholic University of America, Columbus School of 

Law, O’Sullivan will draw on broad business and legal experience gained during her career that 

includes time spent at the highest levels of professional sports including the AFL and National Football 

League (NFL). O’Sullivan’s familiarity with all aspects of the sports industry, including strategic 

leadership, collective bargaining and labor relations, media and business partnerships, sponsorship, 

and marketing are essential to her ability to provide WPS with the needed stability and leadership to 

move the league closer to its long-term goals. 

"We are all very excited that Ns. O’Sullivan is joining WPS as the CEO," said Sky Blue FC Owner 

Thomas Hofstetter. "Her leadership experience and a deep understanding for sports business will be 

essential in positioning the league for both immediate and long term success as we continue to build 

the business with an eye on geographic expansion and sponsorship revenue - two fields we know she 

can help us excel in." 

O’Sullivan serves as a member of the National Board of Directors for Women in Sports and Events 

(WISE) and is a member of the Sports Lawyers Association, the Association of the City Bar of New 

York, and the New York State Bar Association. 

In her role as CEO, O’Sullivan is the highest ranking female official in Women’s Professional Soccer. 

Women’g Profes$ionM Soccer 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars from the 

U.S. National team and around the globe. WPS completed its third full season of competition in August 

as Western New York Flash (Rochester, NY) earned the 2011 WPS Championship, following FC Gold 

Pride (2010) and Sky Blue FC (2009) into the record books as the League’s top teams. The 2011 field 

of teams included Atlanta Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New 



.Jersey), magic~]ack (Florida) and Western New York Flash. For more information, visit the WPS official 

website at _h_~[#__~ZL,_~k2_’_,_X:_’_,_xg_k~#_[3b~£gb__o__c_g_~E:_c__,?_[OJ_’. or follow along via our social media networks at 

Media ~ontact: Women’s Professional Soccer 

Crystal Fukumoto, WPS Communications 

Email: CrystaI,Fuk u moto@womens,orosoccer,com 

Phone: 310-709-8690 
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Women’s Professional Soccer 

WOMEN’S PROFESSIONAL SOCCER STARS JOIN 
FIRST LADY MICHELLE OBAMA FOR LET’S MOVE.z CLINIC 

AT THE WHITE HOUSE 

SAN F~NClSCO~ CA (October 5, 201:1.) - Six Women’s Professional Soccer (WPS) players will join 

First Lady Nichelle Obama in hosting a Let’s Move! clinic on Thursday, Oct, 6 on the South Lawn of the 

White House to teach kids soccer skills and highlight the importance of physical activity, 

Nicole Barnhart (Philadelphia Independence), Rachel Buehler (Boston Breakers), Lori Lindsey 

(Philadelphia Independence), Alex Morgan (Western New York Flash), Kelley O’Hara (Boston Breakers) 

and Becky Sauerbrunn (magic]ack) will represent the U.S. Women’s National Team on Thursday. All 

six players taking part in the clinic were members of the U.S. Women’s National Team that reached 

the final of the 2011 Women’s World Cup in Germany. Additionally all six players returned from the 

mid-summer tournament to help their clubs to appearances in the WPS Playoffs, where Morgan and 

the Flash captured the WPS Championship. 

The WPS stars will lead local kids through a soccer clinic based on the principles of U.S. Soccer’s 

coaching curriculum. The curriculum is designed to improve development of players in the U.S., 

concentrating on creating more organized, age-appropriate training sessions, developing coaching 

practices and creating a fun environment. 

WPS has continuously supported the First Lady’s Let’s Move/ initiative since its launch in Spring of 

201.0. In addition to participating in multiple events hosted at the White House, WPS has also hosted a 

series of Get Active with Clti Soccer Kids clinics, delivering the Let’s Move/ message of the importance 

of physical activity to youth in WPS markets across the country through fun and engaging soccer 

clinics with WPS players and coaches. 

Women’s Professional Soccer is the world’s best soccer league for women, featuring stars from the 

U.S. National team and around the globe. WPS completed its third full season of competition in August 

as Western New York Flash (Rochester, NY) earned the 201.1 WPS Championship, following FC Gold 

Pride (201.0) and Sky Blue FC (2009) into the record books as the League’s top teams. The 201.1. field 

of teams included Atlanta Beat, Boston Breakers, Philadelphia Independence, Sky Blue FC (New 

Jersey), magic]ack (Florida) and Western New York Flash. For more information, visit the WPS official 

website at http:i/www.womensprosoccer.com/or follow along via our social media networks at 

ww~,~.~wit~er.com/wornensprosoccer and ww~,~.~acebook.comiwomensprosoccer. 

Media Contact: Women’s Professional Soccer 

Crystal Fukumoto, WPS Communications 

Email: [~_r_y_b_t__a__[:_F__g_k_,_g_L~_o__~_9__c_.~?_t~_9__n__’,_~_L?bj2rosoccer.com 

Phone: 31.0-709-8690 
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Wednesday’s TV 

FIFA Club Wo~[d Cup on Fox Soccer: .~onterrey ¯ Espe~ ance aL 2:30am and Santos .. Kashiwa aL 5:30am. Europa Leasue on 

GotTV: PSG - At[etico Bilbao at 1pro and Futham - Odense BK at 3pro. At~ Th~s Eastern 

T~eir Words 

be~n one o~" th~ b~tter p~ay~r~ h~ th~ t~m .... ~%<v~ been v~y p~e~ed vdth him. Th~ on~ th~n9 ~A~uHce do~s 

50.uestions: Bravo, Berhalter, Draft, Toronto, Gomez 

By Tony Edwards .. In Loday’s edition, Tony asks abouL the Galaxy’s straLegy in the Re. Entry Draft, an American getting a 

chance ~o coach aboard, and a bi~ move for Hercu[ez Gomez. 

W~sere’s Oma~ Bravo playing ne×t season? 

Not Kansas City. Me’s headed back to ~S~exk:o to pray for Quz Azu[ next season. Compared with how Bravo, Nery Casti[[o~ and 

Rafa ,~Aa~quez have fared m MLS~ maybe Luis Hernandez wasn’t so bad? 

What’s Gregg Berha[ter doing next season? 

Coachin8 Hammarby in Sweden’s Superettan (second (ffvision). Congrat:ul.al:k~ns to Berhal.ter~ who signed a two-year deal 

Hammarby won the first division t:~ge a decade ago, but was retegated after the 2009 season. They’u~ 49~L owned by 

Anschutz Ente~tah~ment Group. 

Which team was busiest at yesterday’s MLS Re-entry Draft? 

The Galaxy, Lakin$ six players eye, eli (inc[udin8 Lwo oi their own}. PotentiaKy addin$ Andrew Boyens, Chris Leitch, gon 

Conway, and Pat Noonan 8~ve Bruce Arena’s squad a few more options 8oin8 rote a very hectic yea~. Again, the Galaxy 

showed they are wi[[in$ to be prepared for mu[Up[e competit}ons asd national team ca[bups. Continue readJn8 "5 Questions: 

Bravo, Berha[ter, Draft, Toronto, Gomez" ,, 

Dynamo center back Cameron works for spot on U.S. team - flora The Houston Chronide’s Jose De Jesus OrUz: He’s 

U.S. Soccer Federation budget revealed - flora The Washin$ton Post’s Steven Goff: The budget, wh}ch was obtained by the 

Insider fast week, must be ratified at the USSF’s annual genera[ meeting in March in Miami. 

Sporting Kansas City loses Bravo .. from The Kansas City Stags Terez A. Paytor: "and this was a way to work thin% out. 

Women’s Professional Soccer anxiously awaits stamp of approval, survival - from The Newark Sl:a~d.edger’s Franl~ Giase: 

’q’hey have p~ofessiona[ standards and we appreciate them." 

The Question: Is the 3-1-4-2 formation on the rise? o Irom The Guardian’s Jonathan Wilson: but st:it[~ there tends to be one 

momenL one game in which everything snaps irrto focus .... 

T~qursday’s TV: World And Europa 

FIFA Ctub World Cup on Fox Soccer: Barcelona ¯ At Saad at 5:30am. Europa League on OoiTV: Hannover 96 . Vo~sk[a PoUava 

at 1pro and Atietico Madrid - Rennes at 3pro. Al~ T~m~s Eastern 



Sponsored link 

Click here to safelV unsubscribe ir,L~!n "USS~cce~P!~;Te!-s," Click here to view mailin~ archives, here to chan,~e vour preferences, ,L~! here to subscribe 
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Youth Soccer Insider: Former U-17 coach Roy Rees: USA should be further along 
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Former U-17 coach 
further along 

Roy Rees: USA should be 

How many players on the U.S. team currently competing at the U-17 World Cup will make a significant impact on the full national 

team? 

Judging from the average of the previous 13 U.S teams that have competed at each of the biennial world championships since 1985, 

the answer would be one 

Roy Rees coached the USA at four U-17 World Cups, from 1987 through 1993. He guided the young Americans to historic victories 

over Brazil in 1989 and Italy in 1991. After the USA, led by Claudio Reyna, beat Brazil, 1-0, in 1989, Brazil’s coach Homero Cavalheiro 

said, "The United States deserved to win today. They were better as a team; they were better individually." 

Asked how he imagined the future of American soccer two decades ago, Rees says, "1 would have expected it to be further along than 

it is now. They’ve done well but could have done much better. 

"They have developed a whole bunch of very average players but not the great players you need to get that little bit extra. There’s a lack 

of creative players." 

Mike Burns and John O’Brien, who played for Rees in the 1987 and 1993 tournaments, were also among the U-17 alums who had 

the most success with the full national team. 

Rees was succeeded by Glenn Myernick (1995), Jay Miller (1997), John Ellinger (1999, 2001, 2003), John Hackworth (2005, 2007) 

and Wilrner Cabrera (2009, 2011). 

Ellinger’s 1999 team, which was the first that w’ent into full-time residency in Bradenton, Fla., finished fourth and remains the only 

squad to win a knockout stage game. It included Landon Donovan, DaMarcus Beasley, Oguchi Onyewu and Bobby Convey. That 

class proved to be an aberration. 

Miller’s 1997 squad included Taylor Twellman and Danny ¢aliff, who went on to long pro careers but had limited success with the full 

national team. Ellinger’s 2001 and 2003 squads included Eddie Johnson and Jonathan Spector, respectively. 

Hackworth’s 2005 team included Jozy AItidore and Neven Subotic, now one of the top defenders in the German Bundesliga, but he 

plays his national team ball for Serbia. 

Rees, a Welshman who served as an English FA staff coach and worked for FIFA as an international coaching instructor before taking 

over the U.S. U-17s, cites many reasons why the USA hasn’t made more profound progress in producing exceptional players. 

Topping the list is an emphasis on athleticism rather than on skill and understanding the game 

"America had the reputation of being better athletically than everyone else, because at the Olympics they ran faster, were stronger, and 

threw things farther," he says "Those are things that have nothing to do with soccer At the youth level, big, strong and physical may 

win games. But the smaller players develop skills to combat the big and the physical, and when they get the growth they’re the ones 

who get the results." 

He also warns of the perils of advocating an orthodox approach to player development: 

"It was, ’Coach this way, or get out.’ There are different ways of developing players, which is obvious when you see how great players 

have emerged from different countries" 

He says that the insight into the game that great players acquire is something that they develop naturally when they’re young, not from 

being told howto play, but by being given the freedom figure the game out 

"What matters is being able to perceive the game, to predict what happens next," says Rees. "They need to be placed in a situation 

where they can see it for themselves rather than having it laid out for them That needs to happen at the youngest levels. They need to 

be allowed to express themselves and not be tied to the coach’s instructions, or they’ll play like robots" 

Now retired and living in Southern California, Rees is watching this U.S U=17 team on TV. Not judging it by the scorelines, but 

whether there are within the group some players with that little bit extra that hints of greatness. 

The USA opened its U-17 World Cup campaign with a 3-0 win over the Czech Republic on Sunday with goals by Alejandro Guido and 

Esteban Rodriguez and late sub Alfred Koroma. In their second Group D game, the Americans face Uzbekistan on Wednesday (4 pm 

ET, Galavision, ESPN3 corn) 



Uzbekistan lost its opener, 4-1, to New Zealand, which got a hat trick by Stephen Carrnichael Carmichael, making his first start for the 

Kiwis, hadn’t been part of the squad during qualifying nor for a pre-tournament tour to Qatar. 

Go HERE for U-17 World Cup results and schedule. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bay United in Oakland, Calif His youth soccer 

articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com ) 
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5th Annual Passback Tour Brought to you by Nestle 

U.S. Soccer Foundation launches 2011 Passback Tour Brought to you by Nestlr® Pure Life® 
Water 

In part~nership with Nestlr® Pure LifE® Water’s "Echale Agua a Tu Vida". the U.S. Soccer Foundation launches its fifth annual Passback Tour, featuring a series of 

free soccer clinics tbr youth in underserved communities across the country. The 2011 Passback Tour runs from July to October; reaching nine communities: Miami, 
Washington, D.C., Houston, Los Angeles, Newarlc Dallas, Las Vegas, Chicago, and Phoenix. 

The Passback Tour works with children ages 5-12, offering soccer games and activities that emphasize healthy lifes .lyles. Through the paxtj~ership with Nestld® Pure 

LiIE®, the Tour also features interactive hydration booths for families of youth participating in the soccer clinics. Special guest Crisfina Sara]egui, Nestld® Pure Life’s® 

spokesperson and supporter of healthy habits for the Hispanic community, kicked offthe Tour in Miami on Saturday, July 9th. Samlegui will a] so join the Tour in Los 

Angeles to make a Sport Court soccer surface donation on behalf of Nestld® Pure LitE®. 

"Through the Passback ’Four, soccer pros4des an opportunity for families to get together mid celebrate the spirit of healthy living," said U.S. S~ccer 

Fotmdation President and CEO, Ed Foster Simeon. "We are delio,_Jlted to incorporate Nesfl~ lhare Life(R) Water’s important message of the benefits of 

water." 

"Staying hydrated is crucial to living a healthy lifestyle," said Laetitia AllexanL Group Marketing Manager of Nesflr® Pure Life®. "Tiffs ilfitiative is 

about inspiring falnffies to incorporate water into their daffy routines and helping them achieve a healthier lifestyle." 

The Passback Tour also connects families with local soccer programs that can help children achieve the recommended 60 minutes of physical activiU each day. 

Through interactive gmnes and health education, the U.S. Soccer Foundation and Nesfld® Pure LilE® strive to cultivate healthy mad active litEstyles in communities 

across the country through the game of soccer. 

July 23-25, the Passback Tour joins the Nationa] Council ofLa R~a’s (NCLR) Nationa] Lafino Family Expo. NCLR’s Annual Con[Erence is the laacgest gathering of 

its kind in the Hispanic community, serving as the meeting ground for over 40,000 constituents. The U.S. Soccer Foundation is proud to integrate the Passlmck Tour 

into the diveise activities and opportunities oitEred at NCLR’s National Latino Family Expo. 

Keep track of the Passback Tour at www.ussoccerfoundation.org/mur. 

Tmt~er.] Facebook I Flickr i YouTube 
Did a friend forward this to you? Sire-up ibr our newsletter! 

U.S. Soccer Foundation 1211 Connecticut Ave., NW, Suite 500 ] Washington, DC 20036 
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Voices from Ajax Amsterdam: ’Everyone here 
wants the ball’ 

Ajax Amsterdam, having produced players from Johan Cruyffto Wesley Sneijder, is considered by legions of American youth 

coaches as a model for youth development. 

Much of what happens at Ajax would be impossible for a U.S program to replicate Ajax has the pick of the best young players from a 

soccer-rich nation. That it consistently promotes players to the senior level is to be expected Lots of coaches -- and their clubs -- 

would look quite good if they only had to coach their country’s top youngsters 

Ajax covers all costs, so the academy isn’t limited to those who can afford it. 

Still, checking out how top clubs around the world approach player development can provide some ideas on how we coach American 

children. 

Last season, Ajax won its first Dutch league title in seven years, prompting Andy Murray of the British magazine FourFourTwo to visit 

the Ajax academy, which is called De Toekomst (The Future). 

One of his impressions: "There’s no screaming coaches, pushy parents or berating of officials." 

"It’s not a crime to lose nor is it about being champions in your age group, but being in the first team, and winning trophies there. To 

be a star you must overcome disappointment," Ajax general manager Bavid Endt told FourFourTwo. 

Jan Olde Riekerink, Ajax’s Head of Youth Development, said, "We always look for [soccer players] first, but to stay up with the modern 

game we must develop athletes to compete at the top international level. But enjoyment must come first. That’s the basis for all our 

coaching: if they don’t have fun, we don’t do it. We don’t make them run in mud just because it’ll make them stronger." 

Also quoted is 19-year-old Dane Christian Eriksen, a star on the current Eredivisie championship team: "[Soccer] is about more than 

running. Everyone here wants the ball." 

It needs be noted that Eriksen arrived at De Toekomst at age 16 when he was already a star on the Danish U-17 national team and 

was also being courted by several of Europe’s top clubs, and that Ajax reportedly paid Odense BK more than $1 million for him. 

Last year, Michael So~:olove wrote an in-depth article for NewYork Times Maqazine on De Toekomst. He quoted youth coach Renald 

de Jong: 

"1 am never looking for a result --for example, which boy is scoring the most goals or even who is running the fastest. That may be 

because of their size and stage of development. I want to notice how a boy runs Is he on his forefeet, running lightly? Does he have 

creativity with the ball? Does he seem that he is really loving the game? I think these things are good at predicting how he’ll be when 

he is older." 

Sokolove reported that through age 12, players train three times a week and play one game on the weekend. "By age 15, the boys are 

practicing five times a week In all age groups, training largely consists of small-sided games and drills in which players line up in 

various configurations, move quickly and kick the ball very hard to each other at close range In many practice settings in the U.S., this 

kind of activity would be a warm-up, just to get loose, with the coach paying scant attention and maybe talking on a cell phone or 

chatting with parents. At the Ajax academy, these exercises -- designed to maximize touches, or contact with the ball -- are the main 

event" 

About 200 boys, from ages 7 to 19, train at De Toekomst. Some players at each age group are cut each year They are said, writes 

Sokolove, to have been "sent away" -- and new prospects take their place 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bay United in Oakland, Catif His youth soccer 

articles are archived at Yout,~SoccerFun.com ) 
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Claudio Reyna: ’It all ties into style of play’ 

As U.S. Soccer’s Youth Technical Director, Claudio Reyna believes a key to improving American player development is convincing 

more youth clubs to strive for a style of play conducive to nurturing talent. The 78-club U.S. Soccer Development Academy, which 

kicked off its fifth season this month, is a integral part of the national team program’s quest to improve American soccer. We spoke 

with Reyna about the process ... 

SOCCER AMERICA: I’d say that the USA produces many more good players than ever but doesn’t produce truly exceptional, 

creative players at a better rate than it did 20, even 30 years ago. Would you agree? 

CLAUDIO REYNA: To a certain degree. There’s a bigger pool of players. I like some players who stand out at certain age groups - 

whose names I’d rather not mention to keep them level headed. But, absolutely, w’e could use some more exceptional players. 

On the one side the average player has improved over the last 10 to 20 years, but if you look at the top-tier players -- we can definitely 

push ourselves to increase the number of those, and it’s the coaches who can make that happen. 

SA: What can coaches do? 

CLAUDIO REYNA: We have to make sure we nurture those players in the right way because sometimes they haven’t been given a 

chance -- maybe because of the style of play or because of a particular coach. 

I believe a Wesley Sneijder would have never developed in an ugly style of play. He grew up in a country [Netherlands] where he was 

allowed to flourish and play, and that goes for all the Spanish players, all the great German players, all the great Argentine and 

Brazilian players. 

It really all ties back to style of play -- if we don’t make sure it’s a good style of play, potentially great players are going to get lost in the 

helter-skelter, fast type of soccer. 

If we encourage a much better style of play, then those players will enjoy playing in that environment and will be able to shine 

In my opinion, sometimes the soccer is quite ugly to watch -- you can’t even spot the talented player because he’s caught up in that 

type of game. 

That’s one of the reasons a better style of play at the youth level will help the individuals coming up. 

SA: Thanks to the U.S. Soccer Development Academy, the Federation has influence over 78 clubs who field teams at both the U- 

15/16 and U=17118 level. Can you give me an example of what you and the Federation staff look for when evaluating an Academy 

club? 

CLAUDIO REYNA: We look at how a team is trying to play There are certain styles of play we’re trying to get away from 

For example, we’re trying to have the teams play quick but want to make sure there’s a thought process going on. Sometimes we 

have teams playing quick, but it’s very helter=skelter =- and we want to try and change that. 

Sometimes we have teams that play really well with the right ideas in their head, but yet they do it too slow 

SA: Give us an example of a key thing you’re looking for when you go to a youth game that reveals the coaches are on the wrong 

track when it comes to style-of=play ,,, 

CLAUDIO REYNA: There are specific topics we talk about from the technical and tactical that we like to see. One, for example, is the 

emphasis of playing out of the back- from the goalie and the back four. 

It takes about 10 or 15 minutes to notice a goalkeeper gets the ball and punts it every time he has the ball. The four defenders turn 

their back every time the goalkeeper gets the ball and run upfield because they know he’s punting 

That shows me right away there isn’t enough emphasis at the club to train playing out of the back. 

The ones who lose out ultimately are the players, because a defender, at one point, especially at the national team level, is going to 

need the skills to play out of the back. It’s going to be difficult to develop central backs if all they’re doing their entire career is kicking 

the ball up as far as they can, heading it as far as they can 

Emphasizing that we’re looking for them to play out of the back, through the midfield, in turn will develop more midfield players who 

are used to receiving the ball from the defenders 

SA: Encouraging young players to play possession ball in their own half is risky because they’ll give up goals - and lose games, is 

it the Federation’s belief that by evaluating clubs on style of play it will alleviate the pressure on coaches to resort to a results- 

driven approach? 



CLAUDIO REYNA: Yes, and the idea is that the club should be focusing on training this at the young ages so by the time they get to U- 

14, U-15, U-16, they’re very comfortable playing out of the back. 

There are many clubs that are doing a very good job, trying to promote playing the right way We’re lucky to have good examples to 

follow and we reward and highlight them. 

The easy way, absolutely, to play for wins at the younger ages is to tell the goalie to kick it up the field, and everytime there’s a throw-in 

or a free kick, to send it to the corner and everyone chases it, but I don’t think I’m unveiling any secrets when I say that’s not going to 

develop players. 

You’re not going to get results all the time encouraging your young players to play out of the back, but you’re going to get better 

players. And I believe, in the long-term, you’re going to have better teams. 

(Claudio Reyna was named the U.S. Soccer Federation’s Youth Technical Director in April 2010. Reyna played nearly 13 years in the 

top-tier leagues of Germany (Bayer Leverkusen, VfL Wolfsburg), Scotland (Glasgow Rangers) and England (Sunderland, Manchester 

City). He represented the USA in four World Cups, and captained the Americans to a quarterfinal run at the 2002 World Cup, where he 

became the first American selected to the FfFA World Cup aft-star team.) 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bav United in Oakland, Calif. His youth soccer 

articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 
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~ Advertisement 

Wednesday, Oct. 19, 2011 

Cruyff: ’Everyone grows’; Coaches’ sons; U.S. 
Foundation grant cycle opens 
By Mike Woitalla 

~ Advertisement 

Johan Cruyff, speaking with Rob Draper of the UK’s Daily Mail, recounted seeing Pep Guardiola for the first time - 
-shortly after Cruyff had been named Barcelona coach and Guardiola was a "scrawny teenager" in Barcelona’s youth team 

The Barca youth coaches told Cruyff that Guardiola was "one of the best." 

But over the next year, the Dutchman said he looked for Guardiola in the reserves and didn’t see him: 

"So then I looked at the first youth team, and he didn’t play in that team. And eventually I found him in the third youth team. 

"So I said to the coaches, ’You said he was the best one!’ And they said, ’Yeah, but physically ...’ I said, ’Put him there (in the reserves). 
He will grow. Don’t worry, everybody grows.’ And they said, ’Yeah, but we will lose.’ I said, ’If we lose, we lose. We need to create 
players.’ And he did very well." 

With Guardiola as playmaker, Barcelona won six La Liga titles and the European Cup. 

"The people who control the ball very well, they’re the most important players," Cruyff said. "And weak, smaller players, to survive they 
had to have a better technique than the others. Normally everyone grows -- some a little later, some at different times, but everybody 
grows. A lot of things will change but the base of soccer is always technique, always should be technique." 

Now in his fourth year as Barcelona’s coach, Guardiola’s titles include two European Cups, three La Liga titles, a World Club Cup and the 
Spanish Cup -- with a team famous for 5-foot-7 stars Leo Messi, Andres Iniesta and Xavi. 

COACHES’ SONS. Among the 36 players called into to the U.S. under-15 boys national team camp at The Home Depot Center is 
Jonathan Klinsmann, son of U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann. Jonathan, a goalie, plays for the Irvine (Calif.) Strikers. The 
camp is being held under the direction of U.S. Soccer director of scouting Tony Lepore. 

The sons of Jurgen Klinsmann’s two predecessors were also part of the youth national team program. 

Bob Bradley’s son Michael, a starter atthe 2010 World Cup who has made 62 U.S. appearances and scored 9 goals, was in the U.S. 
U-17 Residency Camp in 2002-04. He was a starter on the 2007 U-20 World Cup team, scoring in a round-of-16 win over Uruguay. The 
24-year-old midfielder currently plays for Italian Serie A club Chievo, his fifth pro club in five countries following stints in England (Aston 
Villa), Germany (Borussia M’Gladbach), the Netherlands (Heerenveen) and MLS (MetroStars). 

Bruce Arena’s son Kenny, a defender, played for the USA at the 2001 U-20 World Cup, where he scored in a 1-1 tie with Ukraine. He 
played two seasons in MLS in 2003-04 (20 games) with the MetroStars under Bob Bradley. Kenny Arena is currently assistant coach at 
UCLA and head coach of the Los Angeles Galaxy’s U-16 team, which he guided to the 2010-11 U.S. Soccer Development Academy title. 
His father is the Galaxy’s first-team head coach .... 



The U.S. SOCCER FOUNDATION, which was borne out of profits from the USA-hosted 1994 World Cup and has made over $55 million 
available to groups in all 50 states to support the growth of soccer, has opened its 2012 Annual Grant Cycle. Go HERE for more 
information .... 

... Earlier this month, the Boys & Girls Club of East Los Angeles unveiled a new FieldTurf soccer field at its main facility. The field was a 
gift from the United Arab Emirates (UAE) Embassy in Washington, D.C., as part of its partnership Manchester City. "We are incredibly 
fortunate and grateful for this gift," said Anna Araujo, Executive Director of the Boys & Girls Club of East Los Angeles. "This field will 
serve this community and all our kids well for many years. It will be an integral part of our community-based programming to enhance 
extracurricular activities for kids in this area." ... 

U.S. YOUTH NATIONAL TEAM ROSTERS: 

U=S~ U-18 .gir!s (Coach April Heinrichs) 

U.S. U-17 .girls (Coach Albertin Montoya) 

U.S. U-17 boys Spain Trip (Coach Wilmer Cabrera) 

U.S. U-17 boys Bradenton Residency 2011 Fall Semester 

U.S. U-15 boys (directed by Tony Lepore) 
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Thursday, Oct. 27, 2011 

American game enjoying a coaching 
renaissance 

Over the past 5 years, the landscape of the youth soccer world has changed dramatically, and the pace and magnitude of change 

shows no signs of slowing down. With the creation and growth of new and different leagues, competitions, identification programs, 

and clubs, the expectations and demands on coaches have also changed significantly. 

Importantly, many of these changes are providing opportunities for youth coaches to become more professional, more educated, and 

better at their craft. 

For much of youth soccer history, the "best" coaches were almost always considered to be the ones that won the most games, or that 

won the biggest championships. Winning was the only barometer for success that the American culture recognized in youth soccer, 

and chasing results was the primary way for coaches to find respect, or sometimes even to keep their jobs. 

These pressures have resulted far too often in a reality where words like "development" are given only lip-service, where recruitment 

is the biggest factor in success, and where the soccer being played isn’t attractive to watch, much less challenging and inspiring to 

play. 

It seems to me that we stand on the edge of a new opportunity to change much of this past culture; where there is an opportunity to 

redefine youth coaching as a "profession," and to establish leaders within this profession that can impact the game for generations. 

Giving credit where it is due, much of the genesis of this opportunity was created when U.S. Soccer got directly involved in the youth 

game with the creation of the Development Academy. Now, four years into this project, coaches within that program are, often for the 

first time, beginning to be reviewed, assessed, and measured on things beyond just success on the scoreboard. For the first time, 

things like the style of play, behavior on the sideline, and the number of players developed for higher levels are being noted, 

measured, and publicized. 

Whether there is perfect agreement on the specific system of play that is best for development, the best way to train certain techniques 

or tactics, or the perfect coaching tone of voice is irrelevant; what is important is that this discussion is occurring in many places, and 

the measurement of coaching success and talent is beginning to move away from a sole focus on results 

From the starting point within the Development Academy, there have been a growing number of coaches and clubs outside of the 

Academy with a desire to change the structure of the programs, leagues and competitions that their teams and clubs participate in in 

order to be technically and developmentally better. There has been significant movement toward limiting numbers of games at all 

ages, of increasing the focus on the importance of training, and making many other changes that are designed to make the youth 

game better for the players 

Inextricably linked to this process, there is also more discussion between coaches about what it means to be a master coach - a 

professional developer of soccer and athletic talent for long-term success This desire for change on the competition field has begun 

to foster ideas for changes on the sideline, the training field, and in the coaching classroom. While this ’movement" is still in its 

infancy, and ideas don’t always lead to practical and permanent change, the fact that there is a movement at all is very important 

In the youth game, for the first time, it is not only the coaches with the biggest trophies who are being heard, recognized and 

respected. There are nowvoices being heard and elevated who make it clear that you can have success on the field without 

sacrificing style, that you can have long-term success by developing players and sacrificing short-term victories, and that being a 

professional requires more than knowing technique and tactics. 

Culture change always requires a platform from which leaders can arise and be heard. This platform is beginning to grow within the 

American youth soccer landscape, and more people are stepping on board. At some point, as the message gets stronger and the 

incremental changes add up - hopefully we will reach a tipping point. That point will be the beginning of the coaching renaissance 

that is absolutely necessary for this country to have a chance to develop the next Lionel Messi or Marta 

As eloquently put by U.S. Soccer Development Director Jill Ellis: "It is certainly time for us as a soccer community to acknowledge the 

coaches who inspire a love of the game, and to truly appreciate the coaches who develop our future national team players It is time, 

perhaps, when getting one special player to the next level is recognized as more important than a 19-0 season" 

When more coaches and clubs recognize and support this truth, the future of the American game will be brighter than ever. 

(Christian Layers is the Executive Vice President at US Club Soccer and the President of the Elite Clubs National League. He holds 

the USSF "A" License, the USSF .y,, License, the NSCAA Premier Diploma, and is the USSDA and ECNL Director at FC Milwaukee 

Nationals in Wisconsin.) 
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LifeFitness 12 Pieces / Pro $9995 

Life Fitness Pro Series Circuit For Sale 
(12 Pieces) $9,995 Call Chris for More info 508-336-3879 ext 210 

Shipping can be calculated a~ time e[ sale. Or circuit can be picked up. 

Circuit will be working~ cleaned up and read), to use. 

White with Maroon Pads in Good condition. 

Circuit will be serviced and detailed, working with no rips in the pads. 

Click Any Picture to see all the images 

Leg Extension, Seated leg Curl, Glute, Back Extension, Abdominal Crunch, Bicep Curl 

Tricep Extension, Shoulder Press, Abductor, Adductor, Chest press, Seated Back Row. 

Local business leasing frora Big Fi*ness S699 Per Month ~br 2 Years. 
$1500 Down Payment plus Shipping c~r Deliver’. $1 Buy out at the end. 

Pick it up at Big Fitness we will ship ibr free to the 48 Continental States. 

Call Chris Soucie 508-336-3879. ext 210 

See is at: 

Big Fitness~ 

5 Progress Street 
Seekonk M2~. 508-336-3879 

ss~v.bigfitness.eom 
Turn your old unu~d fitness eq uipment into cash. Sell or Consign your used equipment with Big Fitness. 

Fill out this ibrm at Bi~ Fitness. 

Or Resell it yourself on www.ReTred.com 

CLICK HERE TO UNSUBSCR[BE 
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Cheap! Experience Precor Cardio tbr Sale 

508-336-3879 

30 Pieces of Precor Cardio at Whole Sale. 
Being Sold in "as is" working condition, cleaned up. 

10 Pre¢or E!FX 5461 Experience Series 

This equipment is located in Seekonk Ma. at Big Fitness 
Customers can pick up or we can ship for $399 per machine. 

508-336-3879 
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Nike Park Goalie Jerseys just arrived...Great new colour’s! 
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Tuesday, ##ri122, 2014 

Beasley’s injury is not serious 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] The U.S. national team coaching staff breathed a sigh of 

relief when it got word that the leg injury that forced starting left 

back DaMarcus Beasley to leave Puebla’s match at Pachuca on 

Sunday is not serious. For look at the status of the injured World 

Cup hopefuls....Read the whole story 

Shalrie Joseph rejoins the Revolution 

by Soccer America 

[MLS TRAIISACTIOHS] The Hew England Revolution claimed 

midfielder Shalrie Joseph, a four-time MLS Best XI selection with 

the club, in the Waiver Draft, paving the way for his return to the 

club after an absence of 20 months .... Read the whole story 

Chelsea grinds out scoreless draw in Madrid 
by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIOHS LEAGUE] Defense-minded Chelsea got the result 

it was looking for, settling for a 0-0 tie in the first leg of their UEFA 
Champions League series at Atletico Madrid .... Read the whole 
story 

Cal fills hole at center back with U-20 Haberkorn 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE MEN] California, whose 2013 center backs Steven 
Nrnbaum and Christian Dean went 2-3 in the 2014 MLS SuperDraft, 

has added U.S. under-20 national team center back Trevor 
Haberkorn, who is transferring from Furman .... Read the whole 
story 

Rowdies extend Hill’s contract through 2016 

by Soccer America 

[NASL] The Tampa Bay Rowdies signed head coach Ricky Hill to a 

three-year contract, through the 2016 season, superseding the 

one-year contract extension he signed in December....Read the 
whole story 

All goes wrong for Paulao 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] It’s a bad day when your both teammates 

and opponents try to console you. Real 8eUs defender Paulao 

gifted Atmeria a goal with feeble back pass, scored on own goal, 

and with still an hour left to play, requested to be subbed, tearing 

the field in tears....Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"I’ve got no patience for something like this -- to 

get a tattoo during the season. It’s not a good idea 

to risk infection like this." 

-- Hertha Berlin coach Jos Luhukay, who dropped 

U.S. defender John Brooks from Hertha’s roster for 
an April 13 Bundesliga game for getting two tattoos. 

Brooks returned to the starting lineup last 

weekend. (Bild) 

R~e~t ,91~st Read Ste~ies 

1. Altidore helps Sunderland to stunning win 

at Chelsea 

2L U.S. under-20 national team faces R~ver 
Plate in final 

3, Scores PK, plows down coach, red-carded 

4. Will Johnson: Timbers must face the reality 

5. Texas cop attacks high school soccer fans 
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Get a 60% discount on all WORLD CLASS COACHING books 

MOVING SALE 

0% OFF ALL BOOKS 

Hi Anson! 
That’s righL we are moving to new offices and rather than go to the expense of shipping all of our 

books to the new warehouse I would rather give them to our customers at a steep discount instead. 

So before we make the move, -~-L~=~r--~=~-~-f--f--e-~[-n-~q~-a--~--m-~-a--s-~=~[v---e-~b-‘--~-~°/-~-~-d-j:s--~-~-~-Ln--t-~-~-~n--~--A--L-~-L-~-~--f-~-~---u-~r-~J2r-j~n-~t--e-~d--~b---~--~---k--s-.~ 

even our new releases. That’s right, you can order as many of our great titles as you like and instead of 

paying $30, you can scoop them up for a mere $12 each 

Don’t delay.,.this offer ends on Sunday at rnklnight. 

And while we’re in a generous mood, if you order the eBook version of the same book, you will get that 

for just $7 instead of the usual $27 making the total cost of both the printed and eBook version of the 

book just $19 instead of $57. Wow! And just because we are moving ..this won’t happen again 

This is unprecedented. We have never offered ANY discount across the board on all of our books 

before and are unlikely to repeat it again. So take advantage while you can and get the books you have 

always wanted, saving $$$$ at the same time. 

NOTE - To get your 60% discount you must order a minimum of TWO PRINTED books You can 

include the eBook version of each printed book you order and get it for just $7 also. 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT CODE - To claim your discount, simple enter the code BOOKG0 (all CAPS) when 

checking out 

So grab your BOOKS here before the ones that 
you want are all sold 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Here Are Just a Few Recent 
Releases to Choose From 

Compe~titive Small Group Training .- Harness the rapid 

inqprevements of small group training with drills that will give your 

}’~ :: ~ SmallFinallY’Groupthe bl Trainin~uepri nt fOris smalla specialgr°up traguideinening howiS te gain 

here! Competitive 

ever 70 drills arid numereus pregressions, this boeR prevides 

ew.~rything you need te irrlpreve your players’ technique, tactical 



level 

Progressive Traiaing in Gri~e -. Maximize grid trairling time arld 

gain greater improvements from every training session by 

harnessing the revolutionary c, encept of ’morphing’ 

No longer will you have to sap precious minuLes seLting up new 

drills because Profiressive Soccer T~aininq in G~ids strews 

you exactly how 1:o run an entire baimng session in a single 

gird. What’s mere, this beck provides a cempbte set of 

pregresslw~ small-sided games for improving passing, 

shooting, transition play and much more h] a sh]g]e session 

from sta~ to finish Me~e infe 

Wow, what a collectionl ~A~#_~_[£$_~_~8~8#__#_£££#_[ is a 

compendium of a~icles packed with valuable coaching 

insights on elite teams and training sessions that will help 

your team to replicate their style of play. Discover howto 

press the ball like Barcelona, howto create unpredictable 

attacks like ~anchester Ci~, how to open up space by 

passing like Arseaal and much more in this handpicked 

collection of expe~ a~icles 

Training Sessions 

For the 44-3 - 
Unbck the attacking 

instincts of the 4-3- 

3 with these drills 

focused on 

developing the 

technical, tactical 

and offensive skills 

that take the 

formation to the next 

if you love to score goals, you’ll love the drills in this book! _T___r__a_!#_[B£___S__e___s__s__i__o__&s___f__e___r__t__h___e___4__-_]___4__. is a special 

book focused on developing the mindset, technical skills and attacking attitude needed to play the 4-3- 

3todevastatingeffeot Everyaspectofthe4-3-3iscovered, so you can give your players the skills to 

score more goals on match day. ~__o__r__e_.. 

~ 
replicate the playing style of elite attacking teams with a star 

~ 
player able to create more goal scoring opportunities in and 

~ 
around the box 

.&~&t~ ,,~,.~,~ ~...~:~ Finally the secrets of the false 9 are revealed in this great new 

book! The False 9 is a unique book focused on revealing the 

tactics and techmques needed to develop a withdrawn forward 

~! :::::::::: ::i :::: : :::’: in your side. Discover howto create your own Cruyff Messi or 
........................... ~:~:~i~:, : :. ~.~.~ " Fabregas with insights and training sessions focused on 

.................. : developing a superstar player in this unique position..~__q_r__e_. 

Triangle ~idfie~d - Whoever controls midfield controls the 

game Discover how to utilize the triangle midfield to control 

possession and replicate the playing style of the world’s most 

technical team 

complete guide 1:o mastering one o~ the most powerful weapons 

in the adw~nced c, each’s arsenal. This special beck covers hew 

the trJarlgle midfield c’an be utilized in many different formations, 

its functionality and hew te bain players te use it in possession. 

defense and attack. Mo~e ~fo 

Championships m a row was ne accident Discew~r the 

players, tactics and culture ~hat haw~ made Spain today’s 

Coac~ag Spanish Soccer - The player dew~lopment and 

training methodology that has made Spain the #1 soccer 

nation in the world tells you everything you need to knew 

about Spain’s rise ~e dominarlee. With an in.-depth look at the 

players, formation and the infrastructure, this cemprehensiw) 

beck is the ultimate guide te unlocking the secrets to Spain’s 

success and hew ~e apply ~hem to your own team ~ore 

~evelop}~g a S~le of Play- Whether you want to play long ball, 

counter attack er possession, Developing a Style ef Play shews 

you t]ewte build a style ef play for any formation based on the 

core principles ef soccer. 

This book shows you how to play whatever style you want! Instead 

of a set series of drills, formations and playing styles, Developin.~ 

a Style of Play focuses on training your team in the core 

principles of soccer. I~lore idle. 



Coaching the 4-2-3-1 shews you why tile forrrlation is becorning 

one ef the rnost dorninant styles of play in rnodern soccer. New 

yeu can discover i~ewte train your players te utilize this highly 

flexible and a~tacking fermation in Coaching the 4.-2.-3.-1. Packed 

with soccer drills, diagrams on setting up yeur team and 

guidance en the formaben’s philosephy and playing rnindsei:, this 

boek provides yeu with everything yeu need i:o knew aboul: 

playing the 4.-2.-3-1 ~ore info 

N~W BOOK - Coaching the 4-2-3-t ~dvanced Tactics 

Take your knowledge of the 4-2-3-1 to the next level with this 

advanced tactical guide. 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics provides you with an m- 

depth look at the formation that is dominating European soccer 

Coaching the 4-2-3-1 Advanced Tactics shows you how you can 

utilize this highly flexible formation to outwit teams playing a 

traditional 4-4-2 or 4-3-3 and to create more scoring oppo~lunities. 

Beating the 4~2~3~I - Fear teams playing the 4-2-3-1 no 

longer! Discover how the hidden weaknesses of this formation 

can be exploited and howteams playing it can be beaten, th’ne 

after time 

Finally, a game plan for beating the 4-2-3-1! l-his book 

provides the blueprint for exploiting the defensive frailties and 

playing tendencies that make the 4-2-3-1 more vulnerable 

than most coaches realize Bring your coaching knowledge 

u p-to-date on how today’s dominant elite level formation can 

be defeated. _C_!_i.c__k_._h_.e__r_#_ _f._o_~_~_o_~’e___i_.n__f_~. 

Attacking in the 4-2-3-t - Discover how to harness the tactical 

advantages of the 4-2-3-1 so your team can attack with more pace 

and penetration and replicate the playing style of the elite sides 

Attacking in the 4-2-3-1 combines a tactical guide full of drills to 

improve your tactical understanding and technique at scoring 

goals in the formation taking over elite soccer.._C_J_!p___k___h___e__r__e___f_~_r____m____o__r__e_ 

This is a "Quick Guide" eBook and less than half price of regular 

books 

Player"e Ro~es and Responsibilities in the 4-3-3 ceaching series 

provides you with everyl:hing you need te know abeut 1:he styles of 

playing, philosophy and training mel:heds fer playing tile 4-3-3 

formatien. Frem creating a shifting back line through te swamping the 

eppenent’s defense, everything is cow.~red to previde yeu wil:h a 

comprehensiw! 4-3-3 coaching pregrarn. This two-beck set is the 

ultirnate guide in ceaching yeur team [o play 1:he aggressive, flIee 

flowing 4-.3-.3 ferrna~ien in both defense arid attack. ~ere 

Three D~mensio~al Soccer Training is a boel< born frem analyzing 

hew the world’s most pepular R)rmabens are played and what 

training systems are needed [e play them e~fectively. Ral:her 1:ban 

focus on technique or R3rmabens independen[ly, this beck shows 

you howto combine elements like building blocks to create complete 

’three dimensional training’ Check it out here 

A tr~i~g metho~ that combines tra#it~ona~ theme b~sed 

with formations aa# greap ~ctics. Formation Based Soccer 

Training is a comprehensive guide to the concept of training players 

so they become more experienced in the positions and formations 

they will play on game day. Whether you play 4-~-~, 4-2-3-1 or any 

other formation, this book provides a unique new training method 

for developing your team in multiple areas in the same session. 

t~odern A~ck~ng & Geaiscerin8 - Finally, a book focused on 

what players love best: Scoring goaisl This book is packed with 

100 drills that will improve your players’ ability to run onto balls, 

to control the ball with a crisp first touch and to develop the killer 

instinct on goal. Modern A#ackin# & Gealscodng provides you 

with all the drills you need to get more goals on the scoreboard 

and points on the league table 

Co-authored by Liverpool Academy Coach, Phil Roscoe Click 

here for mere 



Tot~ Soccer Condi~tionieg: A BalFOdeetated A~Foac~ is a book 

born from the frustrations of its author, strength and conditioning 

trainer Justin Cresset, and other coaches at not having enough 

time to train both conditioning and technique When you only have 

one or two coaching sessions a week, you have to make tough 

choices about which to focus on. 

To address the problem, Cresset created a methodology on how 

........................ :"::.; i ..... coaches, at every level, can combine physical exercise with 

technical training. The result is To~l Seecer Oo~itionin~: 

Orientated A#~roach, a two book series aimed at coaches, strength and conditioning trainers and 

athletes that want to maximize their p~ctice time and add variety to their conditioning, functional or 

technical training sessions. ~ore infa 

~o~¢m Soccer Tact,cs - If you ~ant to dew, lop a better 

understanding ef the tactics and strategies of the world’s greatest 

club sides then leok ne further. 

The ~e book ~odera Soccer Tactics series is packed with ever 

220 pages of insights on how the grea~ club sides, like Barcelona, 

~aachester Uaited and Arseaal, manage ~o dominate ~eams. In 

additien, these books [eature an array ef drills and exercise so you 

can traiR your team te emulate seine ef the werld’s elite clubs and 

players ~ore iafo. 

A Coach’s Guide to the 444 - TNs beck cowers ew~rytNng you need 

to knew abeut coachin(~ the 4--3.-3, including the fermation’s 

development te the forefront ef Eurepean club seccer, hew it is utilized 

.==~:=;::===::~:~:~’~ ~=~’~ bY the werld’. best managers and soccer training drills and exercises 
which w~ll enable yeur team ubhze the 4-3-3 te be more offensr~e, 
flexible and difficult to defend against ~ore info, 

David P~a~ Tactical Play#ooks - Learn from an English Premier League 
championship winning coach! In this special set, ~anchester 
Assistant ~aaager David Pla~ provides you with a tactical playbook for 
exploiting and beating your opponent’s formation, 

Whether they play 4-4-2, 4-3-3 or 3-5-2, this set of books will provide you 
with the tactical know-how to counter and exploit your opponent’s 
formation, ~ore info. 

A 7act~e~ Analysis of FC Barcelona - This book has been selling like wildfire 
~ with coaches from over 30 countries buying, My guess is tNs will be our best 
~: selling book of the year, ~ore 

~:~ :::      Advanced ~aye~-- ~s our latest beck and perfect if you ceach a competitiw~ 
~" :&,,=L. club team hk h scheol or cellege tearn. ~ore iafo. 

44-2 w 444 - This beo k h a s bee n o n e of o u r besl: sellin g boe ks over th e 

. past few years. This boek takes an in-depth leek at two ef the greatest 

managers/ceaches in teday’s game ..Sir Alex Ferguso. and Jose 

~oeth~no and their respectiw~ systems o~ play O~ck here for more i~fo 

..... .............. 

Tra~g C[eaflve Goa~scorers - By Chelsea Academy Coach, Michael 

Beale is packed with 1e3 drills a~d exercises to improve your players 

reactions, attacking instincts and consistency in the box so they can 

~,~, : score more often and win more games. 

Zo~a~ Defead~g the ~ta~ia~ Way provides an in-depth look at the Italian 

back four and their philosophy of total team defending. This book jam 

packed with soccer drills and exercises that were actually used to train the 

national team in Italy’s 1994 and 2006 World Cup campaigns. This makes 

this book an ideal addition to your library whether you’re a student of the 

game or an elite lew~l coach, because it will enrich your understanding ef 

the Italian defensiw~ game and hew you can apply their Werld Cup 

winning drills to imprew~ yeur own team’s defending. ~ere infe. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches < ~aoLcom> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 8:12 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Former Pro Soccer Player REVEALS All [Video] 

Have you ever wanted to ki~ow what it took 

to create professional soccer players? 

What kind of training do they do, because 

not everyone makes it pro right? 

We found a program that shows you EXACTLY 

how it is done. 

You can watch a video about it here: 

Former Pro Soccer Reveals All [video] < < < 
And just in c&se you am wondering why 

you should watch this video, here are 

some back of the card facts about this 

player: 

- 3 lilne all-state soccer player in the state of Florida 

- Florida soccer player of the year 
- High School All-American 

- Collegiate All-American 

- Former Professional Soccer Player 

Check out the video that shows you how he was able 

m get all these accolades m~d help develop 

players like "this on your rera!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PPA Team <yourpeakperformanceteam@gmaJl.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 9:21 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Top College Recruiting Camp 

time is running eu~ te sign up for Lisa #! cellege !ecruil:ir~g camp in 

tile natiorll Our camps are Fiiling up" last so sign up new! Wilh each 

Click Here to See the Oa~p Dates a~d College Coaches 

Each year, our goal is to provide top youth players with the most 

beneficial experience they can find anywhere in the country ]he 

mission of PPA is two-fold: (I) to offer high school players an 

inside look st college soccer, and (2} to create a platform for 

players to showcase their talents in front of the country’s top 

coaches Our staff ~s comprised of coaches from/4m#ers~, 

programs. During PPA’s highqeve~ training enwronment, each 

p~ayer will be persona~y coached to fu£her develop h~s own game, 

both technically and tsct~cally 

Most importantly, PPA is limiting each session to !50 campers in 

2014 ;NNle other aar!’~ps ;are jus[ trying to ddve numbers our only 

pr}or}ty is [he camper exper}ence. There }s no aubsti[ute for PPA~ 

Visit ~s at www.peakperformancesoccer.com 

have any questions Nease fee~ free to contact our o~ce 

at 413-992-7177. 

Don’t forget to follow ~*s on TWITTER and "like" ~*s FACEBOOK 

CLICK TO REGISTER 

Good tuck with yoar season, a*~d we hope to see you this 



This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc edu by 

Peak Performance Soccer LLC 

7 Bayberry Lane, Hadley, MA, 01035 United States 

To stop receiving these emails, unsubscribe here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Just Keepers <info@justkeepers.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 12:02 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Brand New Nike...Now In Stock! 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 12:55 PM 

Michael Rocca <mikerocc~r@ratedsports.com> 

All College Coaches Receive a $100 Restaurant Gift Card when Registered for National Showdown 

Dear Coach, 
We understand that traveling to tournaments across America with a limited budget can be tough. The Rated Sports team would like to offer you a $100 Restaurant.corn 
voucher to use at local restaurants in the Chicago area or traveling to and from the National Showdown on July 11 - 13, 2014. 

The card can be picked up upon your arrival to the event please RSVP and register to qualify for restaurant.com gift card here 
To register your attendance, please go to: 
http:/levents.gotsport.comlevents/collegecoachlogin.aspx?EventlD=35208 

For the showcase website and to view affordable hotel stay, please click below: 
www.NationNShowdown.com 
Look fo~vard to seeing you in Chicago. 

Regards, 

Michael Rocca, 
National Showcase Director 
805-233-7567 
888-541-5567 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner <news@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 10:40 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Are you ELITE? Register tbr the Elite 300! 

If you are having trouble viewing the email, click here to view it online. 





If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Premier International Tours <info@premiefinternafionaltours.comv 

Friday, May2, 2014 2:34 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Take your team to Buenos Aires, Argentina, the "Paris of South America" great ftltbol, Tin,go, beel; gauchos and more 

Affordable tours-9 days from $ 2,250 all in~ 

Two free trips for the coach; one with the 

additional incentive trip to Barcelona 

We will help manage payments for all trav, 

(Bi) monthly credit card payments 

Fundraising programs available 

’qhis Argentina tour was a trip of a lifetime, the games we played were perfect, our group had an awesome time 
and the community services were phenomenal. I am looking already forward to my next Premier International Tours 

experience!" 

Peter Kim 
Coach - Middlebury College Women’s Team 

Official Team Tour Partner of U.S. 
Soccer 

All our Tours are Sanctioned by the 

N SCAA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:19 PM 

@aol.com 

I:W: ACC Scheduling Propos~J 

2014 acc schednle.docx; 2014 acc 122122.docx 

Dino, 
What do you think? 
Frera: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Seat; Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:58 AM 
Te: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A ~/; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmJller@athletics.pitf~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Nark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu,edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr,edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject-" ACC Scheduling Proposal 
Happy Holidays! 

After this first season in ACC expansion I have been thinking about scheduling impact more and more and how we should move tbrwaxd as a group. Obviously the 13 

game schedule was incredibly arduous and I dont think we should ever go back m that format. 

I am attaching a couple schedule proposals for discussion. We made decisions last year before we had gone through an expansion season and now that we have 

experienced it and have a better idea about fatigue, travel, academic and RPI implications I think we should move in a different direction. 

If we can get enough coaches together at Sanford, I think we should try to ~neet and discuss our future. We know what is best for our conference future and I think we 

need to take control of the direction we are heading long term so we can m~ntain our place at the top. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

;’~] Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgifls~ccercan~p.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:20 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 2014-2017 ACC Opponents 

RPI-Based Pods and Permanent Partners.pdf; Pod Alignments.pdf; 2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents - FINAL.pdf 

Dino, 

What do you think? 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Senti Thursday, December 19, 2013 1.2:07 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vLedu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Jonathan Plorgan (jmo111.9@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Plark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@mJami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.1.@nd.edu); RobbJe Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Cc: Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Pliller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft 
(dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jack:" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Pliller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Plooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Plichelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Plissy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee Pl. Baumgartner 
(rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Platt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce 
(kbruce@athletics.pitLedu); peterste@bc.edu; Bill D’Andrea; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasor~e, Plonk (PlBonasor~e@admin.fsu.edu); Seng,Amy 

Pl (amy.seng@louisville.edu); ’Sherard Clinkscales (Isclinks@ncsu.edu)’; ’t.wise@miami.edu’; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; mharrity@nd.edu; Klaczak, Paul Joseph; 
’buddJemj@wfu.edu’; Butler, Lee; Ploore, Donald; Champigny, Ashley 
Subject: 201.4-201.7 ACC Opponents 
Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

Thank you for your patience as we have been working to create your future schedule opponents for 2014-2017. As a reminder, the group voted to use two 

scheduling pods (determined by a 6-year RPI) and RPi-based permanent opponents to play 10 games. In short, each team will play 6 games against "in-pod" 

opponents, 3 games against opponents from the other pod, and 1 game against a permanent opponent. For your reference, the following is attached: 

RPFBased Pods and RPFBased Permanent Opponents 

The chart reflecting the RPi data that was used to create the two pods is attached. Also, you wiil find the RPI-based permanent opponents listed on this 

attachment. 

2. Modified Home/Away for In-Pod Opponents 

When we created these pods, it forces each team to play 3 home games and 3 away games. Since the current home!away matchups were not a factor in 

determining the pods, it means there will be repeat sites in 2014. The second attachment shows the old home!away in each pod, and the modified 

home/away so that all teams wiil have 3 home/3 away. 

3. 2014-2017 Opponents 
The final chaff shows youF home and away opponents over the next fouF yeaFs. As a remindeF, each team will play every other confeFence team at least 
twice in the fouF yeaFs (once home and once away). It will not necessaFily be in consecutive yeaFs, but FatheF OVeF the length of the 4-yeaF Fotation. 

We have now begun woFk on fitting these opponents into a week-by-week schedule. As a FemindeF, the gFoup voted to use a 6-week schedule, with two games 
being played in weeks i, 2, 4 and 5. One game will be played in weeks 3 and 6. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. Best wishes for a safe and happy holiday season. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & 

O: 336.369.4652 ] C 
kpierce@t~eacc.orfl 

i:~i: ACC 2013-14 ESignature July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday .2013 4:31 PM 

,@live.unc.edu;~    ., !@gmail.com; _ @live.nnc.edu 
@rocketmaJd.com;~ ~ " 2~gmail.com; " @live.unc.edu;    i     ., ~ 2 i@yahoo.com; 

j@live.unc.edu:        )@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn;      @aol.com; Jason Sisnems " 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@bogaertconstmction.com); ~tdesignsource.co,n; 

@comcast.net); ~gmail.com; 

l@hotma~l.com) 

Who are you? 

a@live, unc.edu); 

@yma~l.com; 

@gmail.com); 

,,@live.unc.edt~>. 
{(}acpub.dnke.edu; 

Ladies, 
Look at this and tell me how many of these qualities you have? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: Article 

I liked that tool! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 3:04 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Article 
Powerful. 
Liked this paragraph~ Goes back to what we were talking about yesterday and the struggle between cutting losses and not "giving up" on a piayer~ 
But,, it’s kind of exclusive. There was a legendary, football coach that died about 10 years ago named Bo Schembechler at Michigan. He has this quote that I think is the 

greatest quote. It has to do with recruiting and who you want on your team. He says, "Well, if you ever really want a guy and you don’t get him, that’s OK. He’ll only 

beat you once a year." I think that’s kind of catchy. Then this old boy clears his throat and says, "On the other hand, if you get the wrong guy on your team, he’ll beat 

you eveo~ day." There some truth to that. 

We want talent on the team, but one wrong guy? That can really hurt you. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, 9:11 AM 
To: Michael O’Gorman 
Co: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ! !@aol,com; ~ason Sisneros (_ @qmai!.com); Sander, Thomas .1; @boqaertconstruction.com); 

’. _@_ _c_ _9_ m _c_ _a_ _ _s_ _t:_ t _Le_ _t) ; __ ........................................................................ __@_g___m___ajLc_9___m_.; 
(~acpub.duke.edu; i _ _ :)@hotmail,com); 

Subject: RE: Article 
Michael 
Tremendous!! rhard< you for sending it to me. 

From: Michael O’Gorman [__m___a_jJ_~; ~_h__9~__m___a_j_[:_c_£__m__] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Article 
http:!!www.jensinkler.com!l’mw-to-wir~!?utrn source=getresponse&utm mediurn=email&utm cam~aign=jensinkler&u~m content=How+to+WIN+% 
~ _8_p__I~__s___+__a_+!~___w__t__t__r_~ !_n__Lr~ g_+__~__e__c___r~__t__s_~ ~ ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:03 PM 

v @comcast.net> 

Yael Ave~buch, @gmail.com) 

@msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.nnc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Transfer to Europe 

I don’t know anything about this kind of opportunity, but I will connect you to Yael Averbuch, she probably has d~e most experience of any former Tar I-tee~ and [ 

trust her comp~etely!! 

From: [mailto: @comcast.net] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:~3 PM 
To= Dorrance, A~be~ A N 
Subject= Fwd: Transfer to Europe 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

Erom: Inga Kluck < i__n_aa.l’______:_l__t_LC_~’_~)_l_iy__e__:_d___e_ > 

Date: ; at 2:58:43 PM EST 

To: ’~ ,~comcast.net> 
Subject: Re: Transfer to Europe 

Hi 

that’s good to hear.., the Club which is seeking is Rossianka. they have been playing Champions league in the past years and is one of the 

best Clubs of Russia. They are located about 60 km from Moscow. 

if you are interested, you would have to be in Montenegro on the the contract could include 3 flights to and back, free living 

and eating, pocket Money of 1500 - 2500 USD after tax. 

so, if you are interested, please send me a footage of you in Action and your number, so we can talk about the Details. 

Thanks again 

Markus Kluck 
Gesendet yon Windows-Mail 

Yon: 

Gesendet: Donnerstag, :[9:45 

An: Inga Kluck 

Mr Kluck, 

I am very interested in playing for any team in Europe. It is very possible for me to stay in Europe at the 

beginning of February, as i didn’t take classes this semester so I could go pro this spring. I look forward to 

hearing more about the Russian Club or any other club that might be interested. I will talk to one of my assistant coaches for 

footage of me to send to you. 

Thanks, 

On , at 12:57 PM, Inga Kluck <j__n_g:_a__._[(_J__L_LC___k___@.__jj_y___e_:__d___e_.> wrote: 

Hi 

Bex Smith was so Kind to give me your contact Details. She told me that you searching for a new Club. 

I m a german la~^#,er and playr Agent. 

At the Moment I searching Players for a russian top Club. It will be a pofessional contract. 

If you are interested please send me a footage of you that the Club can look 

Would it possible for you to stay in Europe at the begining of february? 

If you have questions dont heseitate to ask. Maybe we should talk togehter 

Thank you very much 

Markus Kluck 

atorney at law 

BismarckstraPoe 24 

41061 MOnchengladbach 

Germany 

f: 00492161 17 199 

Gesendet von Windows-Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:39 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Who are you? 

Very good self-analysis .... This is your chance to have an impact on different people and I agree with your "continual learner, honest, kind, and respectful leader" 

description. You have always been such a positive person despite all the challenges and adversity you have had to face. I like you so does your team and the rest of 

the staff. 

From: [mailto: .@yahoo.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 5:27 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject; Re: Who are you? 

Hey Anson! 

After reading that article it was a bit surprising to me. The type of characteristics that I grew up understanding as a leader were assertive, dominant, go getter, ect. 

But I really enjoyed this article because it’s exactly how you should interact with people to get the best results. After reading I would say that I am a continual 

learner, honest, kind, and respectful leader. I also always collaborate with my peers and teammates and I feel as if collaboration and partnering with your peers go 

hand in hand. 

However I did find areas that I personally think I could improve. As for emotional intelligence I think this area could be a lot stronger. I need to expand my social 

plat form and reach out to more people, establishing myself as a leader and a friend to them. In this area I am capable of helping and understanding close friends 

but I feel as if to be a great leader you have to do that with everyone. 

I also would like to improve how I address situations, they referred to it as contextualizing. I often address situations with a broad approach and I think this would 

be improved by being more familiar with each player and possibly their issues. I know first hand that if people don’t understand where I am coming from it’s hard 

for them to help my situation, so I think that this is somewhere were I can really improve. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 1:30 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Look at this and tell me how many of these qualities you have? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 10:44 AM 

Brian Fisher <brian fishe@wa~tpa.org> 

Jason Sisnems         @gmaJl.com) 

)@hotmail.com); ~)msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edn; _ _ @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thank you Brian and good luck’.! 

I will turn your request over’ to Jason Sisneros who is now one of our full time assistant coaches. The guy is a master of the ~nternet and wi~ he~p you, 
~ hope you and your kids benefited from their camp experience and you p~an on returning tMs summer or next!! 
A~ the best Brian[! 
F~m= Brian Fisher [ma~lto:brian_fisher@wasdpa,org] 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:47 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: ~ank you Brian and good luckl~ 
Hey ~son- 

Congra~lations on another awesome se~on’. That UCLA team w~ super organ~ed defensively. At least you gave fl~em their lone loss on the se~on. 

We came ~ your team camp this pas~ summer. However, I am having proble~ns reme~nbefing aJl of the coever moves that we did tbr wa~ ups. I should have ~ken 

more videos. I wanted to ~e if you recommend a ce~in video or site m obtain some of those individual moves that 5~u guys train your players wi~. Thanks so much. 

Brian Fisher 

On Fri, Oct 4, 2013 at 1:23 PM, Brian Fisher <brian fishe~i~wasdpa.o~g> wrote: 

Sounds excellent. Thanks. 

On Sat, Oct 5, 2013 at 12:12 AM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <~__n__~!~@_e___nLL@_:__u_!Lc_:__e__d_t_~- wrote: 

;knd Brian, let’s connect after the season .... I want to help you guys get better and better. 

~=rera: Brian Fisher [mailto:brian fisher@___w__a___s__d_Ra__,__o_[:g] 
Seat: Wednesday, October 02, 2053 8:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Thank you Brian and good luck!! 

Thanks! 

On Thu, Oct 3, 2013 at 7:05 AM, Donance, Albe~l A IV <~_r_k~?__n_~L~_e___r!La__U_!:__u__~Lc_’:__e__d___k~~, wrote: 

Bmnmer! ! ’. Get’em next year and good luck the rest of the way. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ DROLL) 

Brian Fisher <brim~ fisher(f~wasdpa.or~> wrote: 

Thanks so much Anson! I understand! We ended up losing, it was not our night, but we did not quit and fought hmd until the end. We have 5 games left, plus playoffs, 

one game at a time, bring our A game and keep heading toward our "never ending ascension"! 

On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brian, 

I would love to but the NCAA always has someLhing Lo say when you get involved with "prospects". ~ wil~ copy compliance but don’L be surprised if lain 

a~lowed to do anything, 

~ can do this: ~ can te~ you that J am very proud of your succ@ss and your w~J~ngness to share that some of ~t came from a tMng or two you guys learned at our camp. 

And this wouM mean the world to me: come back, bring your Mds AIk)w us to try our best to help you keep climbing to higher arid h~gher ieve~s~l 

A~so, p~ease share how you do. We wil~ always be w~th you through the good and the bad. And remember the challenge ~n coaching is to ~ive on a "new?r ending 

ascension" and ~o inspire your players to live on this "ascension" with you. 

A~ the best Brianl~ 

F~m= Brian Fisher [mailto:brian 
Sent= Tuesday, October 0~, 20~3 ~2:30 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Upcoming Game 

Hey ~son, 

My team from Wa~esbom, PA a~ended ~gur team camp in Guilford College &is last July. It was our first time and it w~ an~ing expefience~ 

We are doing awe~me this season in the 4-2-3-1 and 3-4-3~ Both learned at yonr camp (obviously). 

Tomom~w we ~e playing our rivNs, @eencaslle ~dfim High School, &vision champions #om los1 yeg, we aze both si~ing at 7-1 in the division. This g~e is for the 

coherence championsNp. ~Ve have not ~at this te~ in 6 years + on their home 

Can you provide me a conple of wolds of encouragement for my gifts tomonow? ~y words of advice for them for motivation that I can share with them? I ~ow they 

res~ct you ~emendously, and would be inspired by a t~w words from you. Thanks lbr your consideration. ThaWs. 

Brian Fisher 

Waynesboro Hi£h School Varsity Soccer Coach 

Cell - 

Pu~uant to Waynes~m Al~a School Dis~ict (WASD) policy and admi~fistrative procedures, tNs e-mail system is to be used for officio] WASD business o~fly. All 

u~rs me cautioned fl~at mess~es sent and received tkough &is @’stem aze subject to the Freedom of I~omiation Ack and Pe~sylva~a public di~losure laws, and 

may ~ reviewed at an~1ime by WASD. Them should be no expec~tion of privacy. 



Please consider the cost and the environment before printing this email or any attachments. 

Pursuant to Waynestx~ro Area School District (WASD) policy mad administrative procedures, this e-mail system is to be used for ofl]cial WASD business only. All 

users axe cautioned that messages sent m~d received through this system axe subject to the Freedom of Information Act, a~d Pennsylvania public di~losure laws, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment betbre printing this email or m~y at~aclnnents. 

Pursuant to Waynesboro Area School District (WASD) policy and a&ninistrative procedures, this e-mail system is to be used for olYicM WASD business only. All 

users me cautioned that messages sent and received through this system axe subject to the Freedom of Information Act, and Pennsylvania public disclosure laws, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment before printing this entail or any attachments. 
Pursuant to Waynesboro Area School District (WASD) policy and administrative procedures, this e-mafil system is to be used for otficial WASD business only. All 

users are cautioned that messages sent and received through this wstem axe subject to the Freedom of Intbnnation Act, and PennsyNania public disclosure laws, and 
mW be reviewed at an,dime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment betbre printing this email or any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 10:53 AM 

Bill Palladino < ~aol.com> 

I~E: ACC Scheduling PmposaJ 

They are going to want us to weigh in on what we would support. What would you like? 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, December :[9, 20:[3 6:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: ACC Scheduling Proposal 

I agree. I’m not particularly fond of the current ideas, regular season or ACC Tournament ...... 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 4:19 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason(~email.unc.edu~~ wrote: 

DiRO, 

What do you think? 
From: Daluz, Anthony [.Ln___aj!_t_o__:_d___aJ__u_z_#~_u_~__e_d___u_] 
Sent: Thursday, December :[9, 20:[3 :[:[:58 AM 
Te-" Alison Foley (foleyae(~bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwanCct). clemson.edu); 
qmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddoCa)syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie 
Church (_r_q__b_b_j__e_:__c_t)__u_r_£[}_@__d___u_k__e_:_e_d___u]; Steve Swanson (_s__s__w___a_~__s_q__n_,C~y_[Egj_n_La__=_e_~!_u_); tim santoro 
Subject: ACC Scheduling Proposal 
Happy Holidays! 
Alter this firs~t season in ACC expansion I have been fl~inking about scheduling impact more and more and how we should move forward as a group. 

Obviously the 13 game schedule was incredibly arduous and I dent think we should ever go back to that format. 

I am attaching a couple schedule proposals tbr discussion. We made decisions last year beIbre we had gone through an expansion sea~m and now that 

we have experienced it and have a better idea about t~tigue, travel, academic and RPI implications I think we should move in a difl[~rent direction. 

If we can get enough coaches together at Sanford, I think we should t~7 to meet and discuss our futmv. We kmow what is best for our cotfference future 

and I think we need to take control of the direction we aace heading long te~m so we can maintain our place at the top. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib’ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

cell 

[ -wa 207.jpg -J 
www.wakeforestsports.com 

<:2014 acc schedule.docx> 

<2014 acc 122122.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:05 AM 

@gmail.com> 

)@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Who are you? 

Good stuff. You have a chance to be a captain next fail and this spring will be your dry run. You are a very respected force on the field and I challenge you to 

improve your game the way    ~ did from this thee forward. Right now you have won    ~ ; starting position, just ~H<e     had wor       s starth~g pos~t~on. 

, knew the shoes she had to fiH so she kH~ed herself to become one of our rnos~: ~rn~)row?d ph~yers m h~storv, The center of ~:he [ield ~s a grea[ p~a(:e to lead 

from ..... 

F~m: ’ [mailto ~@gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 6:43 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Who are you? 

A~er reading the a~icle, I’d probably have to say fl~at I ~e in tnyself d of the 8 qualities listed. I tNnk ~ of tny leadership plaffom~ stems from continuous ]ea~ing, 

conte:~king, "le~ng-go", honest, collaborating, a~d pa~nefing wifl~ people. I never tNnk I’m satisfied with the s~s quo, I always tD, to adjust ~ny reaction ~ 

chaJlenges based on ce~in si~a~on~ and I ~’ not to focus on con~ol (but rather a~empt to guide people and then let thetn figure it out on their own). Leadership is 

not a~ut babying someone, and I tNnk we have to lea~ that sometimes we have to make tough decisions in ce~in si~ations. Honesb" was m~ interesting q~lib" to 

look at ~cause it wasn’t about the normaJ sense of troth that we always associate with honest, but rather where your leadersNp stemmed from; honest- must [~ 

measured by the depths of your hea~ and your tree motivations. I ]e~ off emotional intelligence and ~ndnes~vs~ct not because ~ tNnk I don’t have these qt~lities at 

all, but because I tNnk they are the qt~lifies I need the most improvement on. l’m not a veE emotional person, ~ emNtNzing with people is a challenge for me, ~ I 

think ~eating people on a more emotional ]eve] will be ~)metNng I need to focus on. I like the idea ofcollaN)ration a]]d partnering with your ~op]e becanse being on a 

team tbcuses on the necessity of fl~ese as~cts. Commu~cafion is a pfimaw piece in what we’ve always considered a leadersNp qnali~, a~d I think now that we’ve lost 

some of the prime voices on our team it is time fi)r our class k) step up. 

On , at 4:30 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV wrote: 

Ladies, 

Look at this and tell me how many of these qualities you have? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11 : 19 AM 

Aa~an Lines @hot]nail.corn> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( s@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: LINDA HAMILTON 

I coached kinda at UNC for one year and then for four years on the National Team. She was a hardnosed defender and started for me in the :1.99~ World Cup. 

Honestly, I have not seen her work and would be hard pressed to give you an opinion I could stand by. 

We aiso would haw~ benefited flom ~iayh~g you and f am sorry your are k~cated near the arctk: circle or we wouh~ try to scheduk~ you ew~ry weekend we couid~[ 

~l the best Aaran, thank you for your kind words. [ am so excited Lhe league is staMe AND expandingH 

F~m: Aaran Lines [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
~entl Thursday, December 19, z~13 9:20 PN 

T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: LINDA ~NILTON 

Hi Anson, 

I hope all is well mate. 

Congrats on another good year. [ know you will probably not feel that way but credit to you and your staff for always finding a way to be a top team. 

Incredible~ 

The reason Im reaching out is a former player of yours Linda Hamilton has applied for the UB job and I was wondering if you could give me a little insight 

into Linda’s coaching philosophy along with anything else you can share. 

Any help would be much appreciated mate. 

I would love to have played you again this year but understand its a big trip for you guys. We will definitely get it in next year! 

Happy Holidays to you and your family. 

Aaran Lines 

Western New York Flash 

Head Coach 

716-655-7529 

__w__~_.__&a____h_!___e___n____s_~__q__r__t___s_~__a___r___k_,__~__e___m 
~:___w___n_yflash,com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:         ~hotmail.com 

Subject: Re: Duke Classic 

Date: Sun, 8 Sep 2013 23:54:58 +0000 

No problem! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROiD 

Aaran Lines @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

just received this. I will give you a buzz tonight at your home number. 

In just leaving Baltimore for Buffalo which means it will be around 9:00pm if that works. 

Aaran Lines 

Western New York Flash 

Head Coach 

716.655.7529 

__w____w____w__:__s__a___h__[__e___n_~ _p__Q__r_t__s_p___a___r__k__.__C_Q___m__. 

__w__w__w__:___w_n__y_f_J:_a__s___h__:_c__9__~! 
Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 8, 2013, at 7:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Aaran, call me let’s chat              (h) my cell does not work at home. I am up till 11pm. 

.~ent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DRO~D 

Aa ra n Li nes, . ........................ ,~_b__o_.t_ .m._ a_!_[:_c_.o__..m_ .> wrote: 

Anson, 
Any chance we could connect after this mornings game? 
Good luck. 

Aaran Lines 



Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 

~_~___w__~_y___fl____a___s___h__~__£__q_~ 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotrnail.com 

CC: !_@__r__n__s___n__.__c__9___r [_!; ducar@unc.edu_; 

Subject: RE: Duke Classic 

Date: Thu, 5 Sap 2013 18:00:37 +0000 

@aol.com 

] always ~ave time for you, Call or come by anydme .... ) ~). The only thing rnissing from your team this year was a Tar Heel 

Congrats on a tremendous season!! 

From= Aaran Lines [mailto: ;@hotmail.com] 
Seflt= Thursday, September 05, 2013 9:19 AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; 
Subject= RE: Duke Classic 

Anson, 

Hope all is well mate. 

I plan on being at the Duke Nike Classic both days this weekend. 

Please let me know if you have a moment to catch up. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
General Manager / Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www,sahlensportspark,cor~ 
www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:          @hotmail.com~ ducar@unc.edq: 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Fri, 16 Aug 2013 00:22:41 +0000 

Excellent Aaran! 

5~’nt [rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L ~ DROiD 

@aol.com; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.com 

Aaran Lines, @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 

I am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and off the field. 

Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 

I will look to connect with you once our season is over. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www,sahlensportspark,com 
wvwv.wnyflash.com 
From: 

~_. _n_~_o_. _n_ ~:~__e_o!.a__!J_._ .q n_ £._ _e_ .d_ _ ~- 

To         ~hotmail.com; ................ ~aol.com         ;@Rmail.com; d#~#r@u0c,sj~; ;o~cm~o@M0c.~J~;         (:@msn.com 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Thu, 15 Aug 2013 14:45:08 +0000 

Aaran, thank you. We should have a good squad this year and it does have the potential to win a tot o,f games. We will see i.f it comes together 

like last year., have some kid~ that could be quali*.y pro,~ssionals. Please co~. me if you are interested in any of them. We are grea*, fans o[ 

you~ because of how you tre~t our kids and would love to push them your way !f you ~re interested. Good !uck in the pf~yoffs .... Mi qf us will 

be w~tching] 

Sent [rom my Verizon Wire!ass 4G L TE DROD 

Aa ra n Li nes . _@.. _ b_ _o_ .t_ m. _ :a_ !_ [ : _c_ .o_ _ . .m_ .> wrote: 
Anson, 
Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely 
confident you guys:) 

Best, 



Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
_w, __ ,w.._, . _w_ ~_ s_ _a_ . _h .l_ ,e_~_s_p_._o_.r_~, .a__r_k, _: ~_0__~_ 
www,wnyflash,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:24 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

1),22: Who are you? 

You are going to be a wonderful leader for us ... now fight your way onto the field this spring. Merry Christmas!! 

From-" 
Sent: Thursday, 9:23 PN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: RE: Who are you? 

Hey Anson, 

I think I have about 4 or 5 of the 8 qualities. I definitely have lots of room to improve and these things are tangible qualities I can work on attaining to 

become a better emotional leader. I really like the article’s perspective on leadership on an emotional level and the view that "leadership skills can be 

acquired, honed and perfected." I think many people don’t assume leadership roles because of a belief that they aren’t "natural leaders" or people who 

are already leaders simply rest on their natural qualities -- but leader or not, there’s always a way to be better. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 1:30 PM 

To: : @gmail.corn; 

.@yahoo.corn         ~ymail.corn ¯ 

.__@_.__K_m____ajJ_:_c___o___n_!); Sander, Thomas J 

Cc: :__@__._b___o__g_a__e_r__t__c__9__n_s__t__r__u_c__t_!_o___n__:_c_o__m__) . 

@gmail.com; @acpub.dt,ke.edu; 

t~rocketmaiLcom; pgrnail.com 

@msn.com Ducar, Chris; ~aol.corn; Jason Sisneros 

~@hotmail.com); 

Subject: Who are you? 

Ladies, 

Look at this and tell rne how many of these qualities you have? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, ,3:25 PM 

l@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Who are you? 

Sent: Thursday, : 9:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Who are you? 

Hey Anson, 
I think I have about 4 or 5 of the 8 qualities. I definitely have lots of room to improve and these things are tangible qualities I can work on attaining to 
become a better emotional leader. I really like the article’s perspective on leadership on an emotional level and the view that "leadership skills can be 

acquired, honed and perfected." I think many people don’t assume leadership roles because of a belief that they aren’t "natural leaders" or people who 

are already leaders simply rest on their natural qualities -- but leader or not, there’s always a way to be better. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:30 PM 

To: ~")gma!Lco n~ 

@yahoo.corn; pymail.com; 

; .@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Cc: ~bogaertconstruction.com); 

, .,__@g__m____a_![:_c___o___n_!; @__a__c_R_u___b_:__d___u___k__e__:_e___d___u_.; 

[ 

SuNect: Who are you? 

Ladies, 

Look at this and tell me how many of these qualities you have? 

#msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 

@rocketmail.com; ! #gmaH:com; 

~aol.comj Jason Sisneros 

@comcast.net); 

~@__h___o___t___n)__a!L_c__o___n_9; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 3:26 PM 

[@aol.com 

I~E: 2014-2017 ACC Opponents 

Thank you Dino ._. Then that is what I will push for 

From:     @aol.com [mailto _ . ~aol.com] 
Sent; Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:16 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
S..bject; Re: 2014-2017 ACC Opponents 

Anson, 
I’m not sure there’s any way to solve (satisfy) all padies regarding regular season scheduling. 
The thing I would like to change is the 10-team tournament.....if anything I would like to see another week added to the regular season in order to spread things out (more 

training time, more rest, less academic demand) and stay with the current tournament schedule.._if we have to have a tournament at all ..... 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albed A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: gwpall,      I@aol.com> 
Sent: Thu, Dec 19, 2013 4:20 pm 
Subject: FW: 2014-2017 ACC Opponents 

Dino, 
What do you think? 

From: Pierce, Kris [r_!!_a__[!Lo_Lk_pj__e_r__c_’_e__@_t__h__9__a__c_’_c__:_o__N] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:07 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albed A IV; Charles Adair (adair(~,vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Jonathan Morgan (jmo1119~:~umd~edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karon~:~gocards~com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(r_[!:_Ln___o__n__tLo_~_@_r_!)j~!~%e__d___u_); Phil Wheddon ~_s_’__w__{!__e__d___d__o__@__s_y_r_:_e___d__t_!); Randy Waldrum (_R__’_a__r_!_d__y~___W___a_J__d__r__u__r_!):__l__@_n___d_:_~__d__u_); Robbie Church (!"obbie.church@__d__u___k_~_=~__d__u_.); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@w[u.edu) 
Cc: Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbcltt~.w[u.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanff 
(_d___s__a__[!_f_t_@_’_a__t_[!J_~_t_[_c_’_s_’_:pj_t_L~__d__u_); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (j._s_i!_a__[_@_d___u___a__a__:_d__t_!_k___e_~__e__d___u_); Jane Miller (j_r_[!__2_y_@_v_j_r~gj_r_!j_a__:~__d__u_.); Jennifer Strawley (L__s_{_r_’_a___w__[gyi_@_Ln__La__r_!)j_:~__d___u_); Jody Mooradian 
(moorsdjo@bc.edu); Lori Ebiham 0ebihara@umd~edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.1@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgadner 
(rmbaumga@wr.edu); Sharon McCloskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce 
(kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); peterste@bc.edu; Bill D’Andrea; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasode, Monk (MBonasode@admin.fsu.edu); 
Seng,Amy M (’_a__r_[!y_:_s_’__e_!).g_@!_o___u_j$_v_i]]_e__:_e___d___u_); ’Sherard Clinkscales ([_s__c_J_[t!__k__s_’_@_n___c_’$_u__:~__d__u_.)’; ’t_:__w___Ls_’__e_@_Ln__[’_a__r_!)j_:9__d___u_’; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; .r_[!__h_’_a__r_!i[t_y_@_n___d_:_~__d__u_.; Klaczak, Paul Joseph; 
’buddiemj@wfu.edu’; Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Champigny, Ashley 

Subject: 2014-2017 ACC Opponents 

Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 
Thank you for your patience as we have been working to create your future schedule opponents for 2014-2017. As a reminder, the group voted to use two scheduling pods 

(determined by a 6-year RPl) and RPl-based permanent opponents to play 10 games. In shod, each team will play 6 games against "in-pod" opponents, 3 games against 

opponents from the other pod, and 1 game against a permanent opponent. For your reference, the following is attached: 
RPI-Based Pods and RPI-Based Permanent Opponents 

The chad reflecting the RPl data that was used to create the two pods is attached. Also, you will find the RPl-based permanent opponents listed on this attachment. 

Modified Home/Away for In-Pod Opponents 
When we created these pods, it forces each team to play 3 home games and 3 away games. Since the current home/away matchups were not a factor in 

determining the pods, it means there will be repeat sites in 2014. The second attachment shows the old home/away in each pod, and the modified home/away so that 

all teams will have 3 home/3 away. 

20t4-20t7 Opponents 
The final chad shows your home and away opponents over the next four years. As a reminder, each team will play every other conference team at least twice in the four years 
(once home and once away). It will not necessarily be in consecutive years, but rather over the length of the 4-year rotation. 

We have now begun work on fitting these opponents into a week-by-week schedule. As a reminder, the group voted to use a 6-week schedule, with two games being played in 
weeks 1,2, 4 and 5. One game will be played in weeks 3 and 6. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. Best wishes for a safe and happy holiday season. 

Thanks, 
Kris 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ] 
kpierce@theacc.or.q 
[ileACC.,:;,:)m ¯ ,ib)1:heACC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,                  3:31 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

" " " @msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; i@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Who are you? 

This is wonderful ,.,~ I like the way you pulled in everything, even a theme in our "Core VahJes" to bolster your points (steel and velvet). It is dear to me why you 

are such a good student (and I am even more peeved you were not selected as a                 ~. You are so much ]H<e    , in the "you are gohsg to make your 

mark on the worM" category. [ hope we can see you ~ight your way on~:o ~:he ~ield ~:h~s spring. It ~s dear as a k~ader you w~H haw~ so much to offer, Merry Chrisl:masH 

Sent~ Thur~day: i0:~6 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject: RE: Who are you? 

Dear Anson, 

This is a reall~ neat article. It does a good job describing the components needed to be a leader with steel and velvet. As far as traits that pertain to me, 

m~ favorite english teacher in high school always told me I had a high emotional intelligence, which helped me lead in the classroom. I think this trait is 

yew important as a team leader as well because it is keg to underderstanding evewone so you can not only keeping them involved but also making them 

feel valued. 

Kindness and respect go along with this trait because if I can understand life from another person’s perspective I want to be kind to them because I see 

the good in them. It helps me see what the~ have to offer to the world and make me want to help them share it. I know that I can never know the whole 

story with someone and that is why it is important to not assume and to give them the benefit of the doubt. Treat them the wag you want to be treated. 

Some of the leaders I’ve most flourished under are those who have respected me which gave me more confidence about making decesions. On our team, 

mutual respect is ke~ to chemistw and creating an atmosphere where people aren’t afraid to take risks. 

Most of the time I am honest, ~et [ struggle with brutal honesty or better ~et constructive honesty. I know I need to work more on the steel side of m~ 

leadership to be an even more effective leader, even if that means sacrificing being liked sometimes. 

I love to learn from the world around me but I know I can do an even better job at using technology to broadening m~ scope of learning. I’m a big fan of 

putting down phones and such to live in the present, but I’m working on finding a balance between that and using technolog~ to keep up with current 

events and in touch with people who are not righ in front of me. 

Sometimes I struggle with Letting Go or distributing duties but I know it is important for being a trusting community. I do well at this in terms of being a 

servant leader. 

I reall~ enjoyed the partner with your people point because it is key to creating an environment that people love and want to be in. It reminds me of the 

stakeholder company model that BMW uses in Germany {we studied this in environmental class). The~ take 16 ~ear olds who can’t afford college as 

apprentances. BMW later offers them a job and they become part of the corporate family. BMW actually gets to know their workers instead of viewing 

them as despensible, like so many large companies in the US do. This makes workers actuall~ want to invest in the company and make it efficient and 

sustainable so that it is strong for their children as well. So partnering with your people not only benefits the company but also the whole community as 

well. This can be applied to our team because when we have leaders that invest in everyone, the team is more willing to go beyond just our duties and 

serve others as well, like the cancer patients at the hospital. 

The partnering with your people is something our team alread~ does with the vertan leaders program. I loved having as m~ leader this ~ear, especiall~ 

when she personall~ worked with me on assignments to help improve my game. I’d love to develop even more wa~s on our team to have the seniors help 

mentor the incoming freshmen to help them set long-term goals. 

That ended up beinging a much longer response than I expected. I guess I’m still kinda in essa~ mode from exams haha. You should send this article onto 

the leadership academy. I hope ~ou’re having a good bream 

Thanks, 

PS I realized after I responded to your email on Sunday about the Man U game that I had watched an old recorded Man U vs. Aston Villa game instead of 

the one from that morning. My response must have seemed pretty weird then given that Van Persie didn’t even score in that game! Yet another way 

technology and I don’t get along haha. I’m glad we saved that old game from April though because what an amazing hat trick Van Persie had! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 5::30 PM 

To: . Z@gmail.com; 

h@_ _ _Y_ _a_ _ _h_ _ _o_ _ _o_ :_ _c_ _o_ _ _n_ ! ; __L ............ ~_~___m____ajh_c___o___m__.; 
( ......................... ~_~_n_!_a__[!:__c___o___m__.); Sander, Thomas J 

Cc:                     ~-)bogaertconstruction.com); 

Zgacpub.duke.edu; 

@man.corn Ducar, Chris; 

i@rocke[mail.com ~gmail.com; 

@aol.comj Jason Sisneros 

~comcast.net); 

n ]@hotmaikcom); 

Subject: Who are you? 

Ladies, 

Look at this and tell me how many of these qualities you have? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:35 PM 

TONY YO[INT @gmail.com> 

Ve~ good!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUN~ [mailto _ _    @gmail corn] 
Sent: Friday, 2:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject 

Anson, 

Talked with       after she texted to say that she ~vanted to switch to a COMM major. Told her how to schedule a phone/skype appointment next week to make the switch so that we can 
revamp her schedule 

~ and I will have a phone/skype session on Monday to register for spring classes She is cleared to register. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:38 PM 

l@gmall.com> 

l@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( s@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Who are you? 

You ~,re ,~ fine le,~der with some extraordinary qua, liLies!! Yes, you wouN have enjoyed the futsal but if you were doing missionar,/work, ~ know your t~me was well 

s~ent, 

From: [mailto II@gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, ~2:~ AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Who are you? 

Honeslly I think I have all of these, but struggle mosl with contextualizing--I sometimes over-use strategies that have worked in the past--and also with letting go--mm~y 

times I think I know what’s best so it’s hmd for tne to give up control (haha although honestly I don’t always lmow what’s best). 

I’m sorry I missed all of the emails about the indoor soccer clinic. I was in NYC visiting and thought I would have internet on my phone but my morn cut it off 

becau~ our plm~ made it way too expensive. Anyways, I’ll be email-conscious from now on. 

Hope your brea£’s been going well so fro!! says hi : ) 

On Thu, at 4:30 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <auson(i~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Ladie~ 
Look at this and tell me how many of these qualities you have’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:17 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

;@live.unc.edu); (@g~nail.co~n;, @live.unc.edu; ~@live.unc.edu); 

_ _ ~@rocketmaJl.com; @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; _ .@yahoo.com; @y~nafil.com; 

;@live.unc.edu ~@aol.com; ~@yahoo.com; )@msn.com; duca~r@uncaa.unc.edu; _ . ~aol.com; 
Jason Sisneros "" ~@gmail.com); pacman,~uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: EPL matches 

Good stuff! The EPL review Show has been scrapped but what has taken its place is not bad, It is shortened games back to back to back and the games they pick are 
the best games and the commentary is VERY GOOD! So, let’s see how we can best "become fans of the game", 
From: [mailt~ ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 9:32 AM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: EPL matches 
Hi Ans, 

I think eye,one els~ has groat ideas with their teams, with sending out messages of game times as well as watching the games together once we mtum from break. I 

think we will start putting game times in our group chat message. The problem with gathering to watch gmnes is all of us are tbl]owing different teams, so unless they are 

playing each other, maybe we will just get together for the Premier League Review shows eve~ week. I don’t think it is necessa~ to do much more than this because 

we all hold each other accountable tbr the work we put in this winter so that our team can be as successful as we aspire to be in the spring. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:20 PM 

)@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; J&son Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

kW: 2013 Women’s Soccer Officiating Expenses 

2013 UNC Womeffs Soccer Otticiating.pdf 

From: Champigny, Ashley [mailto:achampigny@theacc.org] 
Sent; Friday, December 20, 20:~3 ii:26 AM 
To; Ballen, Martina K; Duffy, Clare 
C¢; Moore, Donald 
Subject: 20:~3 Women’s Soccer Officiating Expenses 
Importance: High 
GooCl Mot’nit, g, 

Attached you wit[ find your 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer officiating expe~ses for your co~[:ere~ce home games. 

These fu~ds will be deduc[:ed from your June ].s~_ ACC distributior~ 

If you have arW questions don’[: hssi[:~te to contract 

Happy Hofidays!!! 

ASHLEY CHAMPIGNY 
Assistant Director of Championships 

©: 336.369.4671 I¢ 
acha m pic~nv~theacc.or¢l 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:22 PM 

!@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edt       @aol.com; Jason Sisnero,,          ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Streett, Shell?’ <sjgreen,~)email.unc.edu>; Ballen, Martina K <mb~Jlen@unc.edu> 

FW: 2013 Wo~nen’s Soccer Officialing Expenses 

2013 UNC Women’s Soccer Officiating.pdf 

IVlartina, 

[ don’t get it .,., So the~e is a~ ACC "distributioff’ to help pay for our officials? So this helps our budge[? 

From: Champigny, Ashley [mailto:achampigny@theacc,org] 
Sent-" Friday, December 20, 20~3 11:26 AN 
To= Ballen, Na~ina K; Du~, Clare E; Niller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Cc= Noore, Donald 
Subject= 20~3 Women’s Soccer ~iciating Expenses 
Impo~ance= High 

Good Morning, 

Attached you wiU find your 20:1.3 ACC Women’s Soccer offidath~g expenses for your conference home games. 

These funds wil~ be deducted fiom your kme 1~;t ACC d~sl:ribution. 

~[: you have any questions don’t hesitate to con[act me. 

Happy I-to~idays~!! 

ASHLEY OHA[,aPK~NY 
AssisNnt Director of Championships 

O: 336.369.4671 IC: 
acha m piq ny(@theacc.o.N 
the~OO corn ¯ r~theA~?O 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 4:42 PM 

Yael Averbuch @gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisnero~, @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Transfer to Europe 

Yael, 

You are always welcome to come and speak to the team. Please consider this an open invitation. 

And I was not aware you were under a US Soccer contract ..,. fabulous!! Congratulations on your performance in camp. I hope you make the WC roster and your 

dreams come [rue~ [ 

And thank you again for helping ~ d~d no~: know what: ~:o ~:e~ her, but your advice was CI_EAR~ 

A~ the best!~ 

F~m= Yael Averbuch [mailto ,l@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Friday, 12:~ PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ ~e: Transfer to Europe 

Anso~ my pleasure’. ~eel free to ~nd players my way if ~ey ever have questions about pla~ng in Europe or their playing caree~ in general. ~so, l’m t@’ing to get 

mo~ into spea~ng aNmt the game and all 6e ways it gives Nck to us in life, so if I’m ever around ~d can speak to the team in the furore, rd love to do thaf! 

Crop went well. It was ~ally tiring and tough physicaJly. Just a lot of training packed into a relatively short time ~fiod. l’m already on contract since about mid-way 

through "this year ~ I’m hoping that will continue. Tom doesn’t commanicate much but I t~lt good playing and I think m~te an imNct in the conple ~fimmages we had 

so we will see. Honeslly, eve,<me is so good at what they do besl. It just becomes a battle of doing what yon do ~st most etl~ctively and consistently and then wNch 

skill sets the coach prefers. 

I hoN you and the thmily have a happy holily season~ I will suMy ~ in touch ifl a~ down that way in the near fi~ture. 

All the best, 

Yael 

On Fri,            at 10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(Y~email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Thank you Yael!! All of you former Tar Heels are a grea~ resource ~:or us now espeda~y you and the more adventurous ones who have taken great r~sks ~o improve 

themselves. 

How d~d the recent camp go? Do you haue a chance to go under contract ? Do al~ the p~ayers under US Soccer contract have to p~ay in the US league? 

Just so you know ~ love reading what you write and I really appredate your parents who ALWAYS send us clips from the NY Times about Miche~le~! 
A~I the bes~: gaelU 

Sent~ Thursday, 5:50 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: TmnsI~r to Europe 

Ok so here’s all I have to say... DO NOT GO PLAY IN RUSSIA. 

’][’he money is tempting but it is not sate or professional. I played for that club for a month. The~e was a different coach at the time and the club was having problems so 

my experience was terrible. 

I can’t ~ecommend anyone go play there but if you have any more specific questions feel free to call or text me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.eduP wrote: 

t don’t know anything about this kind of opporttmity, but I wi~ com]ect you to Yael Averbuch, she probably has the most experience of any former Tar 

Hee~ and ~ trust her comp~etely~! 

F~m: I ; [mailto ~@comcast.net] 
Sent= Thdrsday, 4:~3 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject." Fwd: Transfer to Europe 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Inga Kluck <ingaJduck(r-~live.de> 

Date: at 2:58:43 PM EST 

To: :omcast.net> 

Subject: Re: Transfer to Europe 

Hi 

that’s good to hear.., the Club which is seeking is Rossianka. they have been playing Champions league in the past years and is 

one of the best Clubs of Russia. They are located about 60 km from Moscow. 

if you are interested, you would have to be in Montenegro on the lOth of February. the contract could include 3 flights to and 



back, free living and eating, pocket Money of 1500 - 2500 USD after tax. 

so, if you are interested, please send me a footage of you in Action and your number, so we can talk about the Details. 

Thanks again 

Markus Kluck 

Gesendet von Windows-Mail 

; 

Gesendet: Donnerstag, 19:45 

An: Inga Kluck 

Mr Kluck, 
I am very interested in playing for any team in Europe. It is very possible for me to stay in Europe at the 
beginning of February, as i didn’t take classes this semester so I could go pro this spring. I look forward to 
hearing more about the Russian Club or any other club that might be interested. I will talk to one of my assistant coaches for 
footage of me to send to you. 

Thanks, 

at 12:57 PM, Inga Kluck <inga.kluck@live.de> wrote: 

Hi 

Bex Smith was so Kind to give me your contact Details. She told me that you searching for a new Club. 

I m a german lawyer and playr Agent 

At the Moment I searching Players for a russian top Club. It will be a pofessional contract 

If you are interested please send me a footage of you that the Club can look. 

Would it possible for you to stay in Europe at the begining of february? 

If you have questions dont heseitate to ask. Maybe we should talk togehter 

Thank you very much 

Markus Kluck 

atorney at law 

Bismarckstrai~e 24 

41061 MOnchengladbach 

Germany 

c: 

f: 00492161 17 199 

Gesendet von Windows-Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:44 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 2014-2017 ACC Opponents 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, December 20, 20:13 1:33 PM 
To-" Pierce, Kris 
Ce: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Jonathan Morgan (jmo1119@umd.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:~@nd.edu); RobNe Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@w~u.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine 
Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft (dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); Jaclyn Jacki Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley 
(j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Mooradian (mooradjo@bc.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); lvlichelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); lvlissy Conboy (conboy.:l@nd.edu); 
Renee lvL Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon NcCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk 
Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); peterste@bc.edu; Bill D’Andrea; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasorte, Monk (MBonasorte@admin.fsu.edu); 
Seng,Amy M (amy.seng@louisville.edu); Sherard Clinkscales (Isclinks@ncsu.edu); t.wise@miami.edu; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; mharrity@nd.edu; Klaczak, Paul Joseph; 
buddiemj@wfu.edu; Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Champigny, Ashley 
Subject: Re: 20:t4-2017 ACC Opponents 
Kris, 

A few issues, concerns, questions....with this recent release. 

IfI am reading this right? In 2014, Wake has fi~t 5 ACC games at Home, and last 5 ACC Games on the road. Is this a common theme for everyone? Or is this not 

the final schedule? Being on the road for the month of October (our most demanding academic month) doesnt seem at all fair. We did a four game away streak in 

2013, MD(BCiSYR)?ND in October and our kids really snfl}red the effects. 

I think a lot of us are scrambling to assemNeicomplete our non-conference schedule dne to this late release, is there interefft in changing the format to 1-2-2-1-2-2 so 
that we can use Sep 18-19 to schedule a Real Non-Cont~rence gmne? It is much easier to schedule a good non-cont}rence game Sep 18-19 than in the middle of 

October. We need more flexibilty to tit in/schedule 9-10 non cont~rence gmnes. 

RPI Use to Determine Permanent Parlmers? 

This leads to some geographic abnormalities. Where we had mine natural geographic travel partaers, now its all over the place. Do we really need permanent partaers 
for fairness? If we can stagger f~I s~trength through the 4 crossover games on a schedule rotation dont we acco,nplish the same thing. Did Men’s soccer have the same 

geographic issues with their permanent paxtners? 

RPI Pods 

Tell ,ne again why we cant have Pod Champions? Is this an ACC policy? What is the rationale? What is the Nfference be~,een a Pod Champion and Division 

Champion? It seems we are always talking about giving the kids a Championship experience, competing for and winning a Pod/Division Championship is a pretty good 

experience isnt it? Lets not let semantics take away from a legitimate accomplishment. If not, maybe Divisions are the way to go. The Men’s Side is using Divsions, so 

apparently they feel there is enough pari~ within each Division and Crossover games, to forego the RPI/Pod system The Mens side is as tough as ours, 3 teams in the 

College Cup. 

ACC Tournament 

My biggest concern remains devoting two ti~ll weekends to a 10 team ACC Tournament. Why are we sacrificing two full weekends tbr a tournament that has little to no 

impact on NCAA seeding and tbrces late season travel thtigue and adverse academic impact. Correct me if I’m wrong but the Men are playing a 10 team tournament in 

Sun-Tue-Fri-Sun (1.5 weekends) but they are only playing 8 ACC Regular Season games. If they had to tit in 10 ACC Regular Season games, there is no way they 

would be playing a 10 team ACC Tournament. 

Now that we have experienced an expansion season once, we should have ,nore insight into the demands of the new conference. We should have learned so,ne lessons 

this past fall. If we lock into this overall format for 4 years, we will back here next year trying to change it again. 

Lets meet as coaches down at the Sanford ECNL on Saturday after the games on site. We should at least discuss what we thought of this past season and how it 
impacts our positions on these issues now. 

Just my two cents, 

td 

On Thu, Dec 19, 2013 at 12:07 PM, Pierce, Kris <kpierce(i~theacc.org> wrote: 

Women’s Soccer Coaches 

Thank you for your patience as we have been working to create your future schedule opponents for 2014-2017. As a reminde~; the group voted to use two scheduling 

pods (determined by a 6-year RPI) and RPl-based permanent opponents to play 10 games. In short, each team will play 6 games against "in-pod" opponents, 3 

games against opponents from the other pod, and 1 gan~e against a pern~anent opponent. For your reference, the following is attached: 

1. RPI-Based Pods and RPI-Based Permanent Opponents 

The chart reflecting the RPI data that was used to create the two pods is attached. Also, you will find the RPI-based permanent opponents listed on this attachment. 

2. Modified Home/Away for In-Pod Opponents 

When we created these pods, it tbrces each team to play 3 home games and 3 away gmnes. Since the current home/away matchups were not a factor in 

determining the pods, it means there will be repeat sites in 2014. The second attachment shows the old home/away in each pod, and the modified home/away 

so that all teams will have 3 home/3 away. 

3. 2014-2017 Opponents 

The final chart shows your home and away opponents over the next fonr years. As a reminde~: each team will play every other co~fference tean~ at least twice in the 

fonr years (once home and once away). It will not necessarily be in consecutive years, but rather over the length of the 4-year rotation. 



We have now begun work on fitting these optx~nents into a week-by-week schedule. As a reminder, the group voted to use a 6-week schedule, with two games being 

played in weeks 1, 2, 4 and 5. Oue gmne roll be played in weeks 3 m~d 6. 

If you have a~y questious, please let me know. Best rashes tbr a saX~ a~d hapw holiday seamn. 

Thank~ 
Kfis 
KRK~ P~RC~ 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ~ C: 

kpierce~theacc.or[~ 
the~OO corn ¯ 

Tony da Lv, z 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Uuiversity Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 

sender 

www.wakefbrestsports~com 

w~Y.wakefo~e stairls,_~ccercam F corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:58 PM 

~aol.com; natalie dorrance @hotmaJl.com) 

I~W: Thank you Brian and good luck!! 

O[~ NOOOO!!! The 4ht of July might cripple the Team Camp .... What do you think Natalie and Dino? 

From: Brian Fisher [mailto:brian_fisher@wasdpa.org] 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 20:t3 2::12 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Thank you Brian and good luck!! 

Thanks’. Camp was awesome for sure! Not sure about tiffs year. Still discussing plans. It is over July 4th. We me looking for something a little closer to the begitming of 

our season (August 11). We are going to shoot for eveu other year for UNC. Meny Christmas! 

On Fri, Dec 20, 2013 at 10:43 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson(tbemail.unc.edn> wrote: 

Brian, 

I will turn your request over’ to Jason Sisneros who is now one o1: our full time assistant coaches. The guy is a rnaster of the ~nternet and wi~ he~p you. 

~ hope you and your Mds benefited frorn their camp experience and you p~an on returning th~s summer or next~ 

Al~ the best Brian[! 

F~m= Brian Fisher [mailto:brian 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:47 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Thank you Brian and good luck!’. 

Hey Anson- 

Congratulations on another awesome season! That UCLA team was super organized detEnsively. At least you gave them their lone loss on the seaaon. 

We came to your team camp this past summer. However, I am having probletns remetnbering a]l of the coever moves that we did for warm ups. I should have taken 

more videos. I wanted to see if you recommend a certain video or site to obtain some of those individual moves that you guys train your players with. Thanks so much. 

Brian Fisher 

On Fri, Oct 4, 2013 at 1:23 PM, Brian Fisher <brian fisher’~)wasdpa.org> wrote: 

Sounds excellent. Thin,ks. 

On Sat, Oct 5, 2013 at 12:12 AM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <anson~b~email.unc.ed~- wrote: 

;~nd Brian, let’s connect after the season .... I want to help you guys get better and better. 

Frora: Brian Fisher [mailto:brian fisher@___w__a___s__d_Ra__,__o_[:g] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 20:t3 8:4-7 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Thank you Brian and good luck!! 

Thanks! 

On Thu, Oct 3, 2013 at 7:05 AM, Donance, Albe~t A IV <~_r_~_~?__n_~L~_e___r_~L~__U_!:__u__~Lc_’_.__e__d___~_~~, wrote: 

Bmnmer! ! ’. Get’era next year and good luck the rest of the way. 

Se~@~om my V~.’.rizou 14%eles, s 4G L)’7: 

Brian Fisher <brim~ fisher~f~wasdpa.or~> wrote: 

Thanks so much Anson! I understand’. We ended up losing, it was not our night, but we did not quit and tbught haxd until the end. We have 5 gmnes left, plus playofl?~, 

one game at a time, bring our A gmne and keep heading toward our "never ending ascension"! 

On Tue, Oct 1, 2013 at 4:41 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brian, 

I would love to but the NCAA always has something to sav when you get involved w~th "prospects". J w~l~ copy compliance but don’t be surprised if I am not 

a~lowed to do anything, 

I can do this: ~ c~n l:e~ you that f am very proud of your success and your w~]l~ngness to share that some of ~t c~me from a th~ng or two %)u guys learned ~;t our camp. 

And th~s would mean the world to me: come back, bring your Mds AIk)w us to try our best to help you keep climbing to higher and h~gher leve~s~ 

A~so, please share bow you do. We wil~ always be w~th you through the good and the bad. And remember the challenge in coaching is to live on a "never ending 

ascension" and ~o inspire your players to I~ve on this ~ascension" with you. 

A~I the best Brian[! 

F~m= Brian Fisher [mailto:brian 
Sent= Tuesday, October 0~, 20~3 ~2:30 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Upcoming Game 

Hey ~son, 

My team f~m Wa~esbom, PA a~ended ~gur team camp in Guilford College &is last July. It was our first time and it w~ an]~ing expefience~ 

We aze doing awe~ne this season in the 4-2-3-1 and 3-4-3~ Both learned at your camp (obviously). 

To,nohow we aze pla),ing our fivaJs, ~encastle ~]fifi~n High School, division chmnpions fiom last yeaz, we me both si~ing at 7-1 in the division. This game is for &e 

coherence championsNp. ~Ve have not ~at this te~ in 6 years + on their home 

Can you provide me a conple of wo~ds of encouragement for my girls tomonow? ~y words of advice for them for motivation that I can share with them? I ~ow they 

resNct ~u ~emendousb; and would be inspired by a few wo~ds #ore you. Than~ for your consideration. Thm&s. 



Brian Fisher 

Waynesboro High School Varsity Soccer Coach 

Cell - 

Pursuant to Waynestx~ro Area School District (WASD) policy m~d administrative procedures, this e-mail system is to be used for ofl~ciaJ WASD business only. All 

users are cautioned that messages sent and received through this system axe subject to the Freedom of Information Act, and Pennsylvania public disclosure law-s, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment betbre printing this email or any attachments. 

Pursuant to Waynesboro Area School District (WASD) policy and administrative procedures, this e-maJl system is to be used for official WASD business only. All 

users axe cautioned that messages sent and received through this system are subject to the Freedom of hfformation Act, and Pem~sylvania public diselosure law-s, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment betbre printing this email or any attachmems. 

Pursuant to Waynesboro Area School District (WASD) policy and administrative procedures, this e-mail system is to be used tbr official WASD business only. All 

users are cautioned that messages sent and received through this ~stem axe subject to the Freedom of Intbnnation Act, and Pennsylvania public disclosure laws, and 

may be reviewed at an,dime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment before printing this email or any athachments. 

Pursuant to Waynesboro Area School District (WASD) policy and administrative procedures, this e-tna~l system is to be used for otficial WASD business only. All 

users ~xe cautioned that messages sent and received through this system ~xe subject to the Freedom of Information Act, aaad Pennsylvania public disclosure laws, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the envi~onment before printing this email or any attachinents. 

Pursuant to Waynesboro Area School District (WASD) policy and administrative procedures, this e-mail system is to be used for otficial WASD business only. All 

users axe cautioned that messages sent m~d received through this system axe subject to the Freedom of Information Act, a~d Pennsylvania public disclosure laws, and 

may be reviewed at anytime by WASD. There should be no expectation of privacy. 

Please consider the cost and the environment before printing this email or any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 10:05 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Sac Mtg Talk 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Sending again ’cause I’m not sure it worked the first time! Here’s a copy of the talk that corrects ~me ~pos and includes citations ti~r the and quotations. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 23,2013 10:40 AM 

Rudy Zimmem~a~n <rzimmermam~@nscaa.com> 

ILE: NSCAA Convention Registration 

R~dy, 

Thank ¥ot~!! It is amazing how much Vot~ have done for our game over the years! I have bee~ doing this for a long time a~d it is always your ~ame connecting all the 

guts of every corlvet~ 

F~m= Rudy Zimmermann [mail~:rzimmermann@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Sunday, December 22, 2013 3:27 PN 
Te= Dames, Ro~; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Gabarra, Jim; Huron, Greg; Surprenant, Tess 
Subject: NSCM Convention Registration 

Thank you aJl lbr submitting your convention regis~ation. Your Credentials will be available in fl~e Clinician Boofl~ at the convention center. 

We look tb~vayd to having you as a clinician. Please let me know if there is a~Uthing that I can do tbr you at this point. 

Rudy Zimmermara~ 

Convention Program Mm~ager 

NSCAA 

(H) 
(M) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 23, 2013 1:08 PM 

DaJ~gle Chantal <chantaJ.daigle@umontreal.ca> 

l~E: C~eetings fiom Mont~eaJ 

Hey, that is ,~ good year. Congratulations!!! 

Frera: Daigle Chantal [mailto:chantal.daigle@umontreal.ca] 
Sent: Monday, December 23, 201.3 1.2:23 PM 

To: _ . "@aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Greetings from Montreal 

Hi Anson and Bill, 

Another year as passed by. 

I hope all is well with both of you and your families. 

Things are good with me, and am back to doing more sports (we are currently skiing since we got lots of white stuff 

in the last few weeks). I might return to soccer in the spring we will see how this old body can handle it. 

As for soccer, this was a year of silvers for me : finalist in the w-league championship with the Laval Com~tes (assistant coach), silver with my ul3F regional 

development team (head coach) and silver with our university team at nationals (strengh and conditionning coach). All heartbreaking 1-O losses (w-league own 

goal with 3 minutes left, U13’s scored on with 3 minutes in the game against the wind and not sure but our university final seems to be a deviation from our player. 

Well that’s life and we just need to secure things faster in the next year. Also for the w-league and the Ul3’s we were not expecting to get that far in our 

respective tournaments so that’s a good thing 

If you are coming to Montreal for the U20’s WC next summer or the WWC in 2015, let me know. 

Just wanted to touch base with both of you and wish you the best for the holiday season and the best for 2014 to you your family and the Tar Heels 1 

Chantal 

Chantal Daigle, M.Sc. 
Ki~siologue 

Umiw?rsit~} de Montr~a~ 



Fr~ln: 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,             2013 2:12 PM 

~msn.com; ducoa-@uncaa.unc.edu; _ _ @aol.co~n; Jason Sisnero~, ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Anson Donance <ax~son@uncaa.unc.edu> 
~@live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; ~!live unc.edu; 

?gblive.unc.edu);    " "    @rocketmail.com;       ~gmail.com " " @live.unc,edu; 

~yahoo.com: ~ymail.com;~ ,~c~live.unc.edu; ] ~grnail.com; ~aol.com; 

~yahoo.com 

Drive ~he culture!! 

Ladies, 
I have just sent out the book lists for the off season. As all of you veterans know there are so many ways not to do anything. What some will do (yes, including 

some of you) is get a used book from a player that used it last year, never do any of the reading, and come to the meeting with something you just read underlined 

by someone else to cover your ass in the discussion. Please don’t be that kind of leader. 
I have examples of so many amazing players and people who I have seen become extraordinary because they did not take every short cut imaginable, gn~d 

remember~ one day you quys will be raisin¢l vour own [amilies~ running your own businesses or inspirincl your own people AND your success then will be in direct 
proportion to your investment in yourselves now. Now is the time to make that investment in yourself so you will have the credibility to lead this winter/spring, 

Right now you are the foreman of your own construction project ..,. don’t be lazy and construct something with a poor foundation. 
In the NY Times last week there was an excellent article about the foundation of a happy life. It came down to four things: your "core values" (some people would 

call this "faith"), your relationships with family, your relationships with friends (community), and how much you put into your work {in our case our studies). So will 

you live a principle centered life, will you be a good teammate and friend, and will you achieve your academic potential? And as important for all of you, since you are 

our next collection of leaders .... will you inspire at least one person you pinV with to follow you in a positive waV in one of these areas? 

This is your culture now, who is going to drive it in the right direction and lead it? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 24, 2013 2:18 PM 

Ballen, Ma:rtina K <mballen@unc.edu>; Ducar, Clm s <ducar@unc.edu~~; bill paJladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: 2013 Women’s Soccer Officialing Expenses 

"Ba]len, Maztina K" <mballen@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

The conference i:~ys ~:he officials exp~-_mses directiy and then ded~cts the payment from o~r distribution. We s~:ill have to budg~:_d: for it, s.:_~ it doesn’t: ~f~elp" it....)~s~: 

makes it easier. 

Happy holidays! 

Martina 

~ierJor Associate D~rector of Athletics 
"the University of North Carolina at 
PO [~ox 212~5 Chapel HflI, N(: 27515 
Office [919~ 9(52-27~5 
(:el1 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ ~riday, December 20, 2013 4:22 PN 

@raSh.COrn; Ducat, Chris; 
C¢~ Street, Shelly; Ballen, Marina K 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Subject: FW: 20:13 Women’s Soccer Officiating Expenses 
Tmporl:ance: High 

Martina, 

I don’t get it ._, So there is an ACC "distribution" to help pay for o~r officials? So this helps our budget? 

F~m: Champigny, Ashley [mai~to:achampigny@theacc.org] 
Sent~ Friday, December 20, 20~3 11:26 AN 
Te: Ballen, Marina K; Du~, Clare E; N~ller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
¢¢t Moore, Donald 
Subje¢t: 2013 Women’s Soccer ~iciating Expenses 
1m~e~an¢e~ High 
Good Morning, 

Attached you wH[ find yot~r 20].3 ACC Women"s Soccer offic[al:[ng expenses for Vo~r con[erence home g~;mes, 

These funds wi][ be deducted from your Jt~r ~ 1’ ACC d~stribution, 

if: you have any questions don’t hes~ta[e to con[act me. 

Happy Ho~idays[H 

ASHLEY 
Assistant Director of Championships 

O: 336,369,4671 
acha m pi~ ny(@theacc,or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:00 PM 

Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Merry Xmas! !! 

Are going to coach Houston? And if not (I heard you might be consulting) who will you guys hire? ,~¢ants to play there, how do we an-ange that? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony DiCicco [mailto:ton,/(~soccerplus.or~] 
Sent: Tuesday,                  9:47 AM 
To: ’michelle akers’; ’Alice Binns’; ’April Heinrichs’; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Brandi Chastain’; ’Anthony DiCicco’; ’Drew DiCicco’; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Adrienne Simmons’; ’Cliff McCrath’ 
Subject: RE: Mer~ Xmastt ! 

Now that is a happy picture. Co@ must be a blast at this time of year. 
Enjoy. Meru Christmas everyone. Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 4:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Feb. 28-March 2 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Feb. 28-March 2 

From: ~aol.com 
To: 

CC: 

Dear College Coaches 

Just a friendly reminder about our 3rd annual Loudoun Soccer College Showcase tournament that will take place February 28- March 2, 2014 in Leesburg, VA. We are 
featuring top level boys and girls teams from the Mid-Atlantic region. We will also again be providing one of the best college hospitality tents in the country. Ford’s Fish shack 
will once again be our featured restaurant who will provide seafood, sandwiches, salads, desserts, drinks for our college coaches. Ford’s is one of the leading restaurant in 
Northern Virginia. We are very pleased to have them cater our event for the third year in a row. 

We hope you will mark down on your calendar the event and join us in Loudoun County VA for our 3rd annual Showcase Event. 

The very best to you and your program. Have a Happy New Year!![! 

Randy May 
Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 



Presented by: 

Register Your Team Now! Watch the 2013 Highlight 
Video 

More than 50 College 
Coaches Attended in 2013 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to       l~),aol corn by colleqeshowcase(~,loudounsoccer.com I 

Update Profile/Email Address I Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM I Privacy Policy. 

LOUDOUN SOCCER 119798 Sycolin Rd I PO Box 1358 I Leesburg I’vA120177 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 5:24 PM 

bill palladino l@ar~l.com> 

Fwd: 

ACC.sched.update.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: 

From: "Dahtz, Anthony" <~:laluz@wfu.edu> 

To: "Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~J~son@email.unc.edt~-,Anthony Daluz <daluz@wfu.edu>,Charles Chugger Adair 

<adair,(~),t.edu>,"Eddie Radwaaasld (eradwan,~clemson.edu)" <eradwan@clemson.edu>,gmille@athletics.pitt.edu, Karen Elizabeth Dayes 

<ld~rguson@louisville .edu>," MMc Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu .edu )" <ml~’ikorian~!admin. fsu.edu>,"Mary Frances Monroe (m.moraoe@miami.edu)" 

<mmonroe@miami.edu;,,"Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu)" <pswheddo@syr.edu>,Randy Waldrnm <randy.waldrum. l@nd.edu>,"Robbie Chureh 

(robbie.church@duke.edu)" <robbie.church@duke.edu;,,"Steve Swanson (sswanson@irginia.edu)" <sswanson~virginia.edu~,tim santoro <~timsantoro@ncsu.edu;, 

CC: 

Please review the attached 2014 schedule proposal as tbllow up to our conversation today. 

ACC Regular Season 

New Format 7 weekends/1-2-1-2-1-2-1 Game Rh~qlma 

Four 1 game weekends reduce missed class time. (1 game weekend games can be played on Saturday nights if football schedule allows and agreed upon by both 

teams, to generate more attendance. Gives us four opportunities flexibiliW to potentially schedule non-conference games. 

Three 2 game weekends can be played Th-Sun or Fri-Sun if agreed upon by all four teams. 

One Weekend 4 Team ACC Tournament 

Protects Top 4 Chances of earning NCAA #1 Seeds 

Gives #5-11 ideal recover/training/prep time for NCAA Tournament. 

Reduces late season travel and missed class time. 

Protects Overall Conference RPI 

Reduces late season fatigue/risk ofinj uries/improve stndenl/athlete well being. 

Reduce negative perception of"missing’ the ACC Tournament. We have proven that ACC Teams #5-11 are ve~ good teams worthy of serious NCAA consideration. 

The ACC may resist 4 team tourney because we are taking away playeds chances to compete for an ACC Championship. We could compromise by going to 

Coastal/Atlantic Divisions (Like Men ree) so that playe~w’teams/programs/coaches have additiong~ chances to mn Divisional ACC Championships. We can still achieve 

fairness tlma crossover ganges by alternating (Higlv’Low) f~I rotation. I personally like the idea of Divisional Champions. 

If we are united, we can get this thrn the acc office/swa’s and AD’s. 

With expansion, the conference is getting stronger and stronger, leading to more parity. We need to protect the league’s ability to dominate non-conference opponents, 

protect our players over the long arduous regular season, protect our ability to dominate the NCAA Tournament as we did again this year. It is not out of the possibiliis~ 
for us to get 9-10-11 teams into the NCAA tournament if we protect our non-contErence ~hedule ~md our overall contErence RPI. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 



www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirls~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 7:35 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

Re: 

’I’haNcs Dino I will go with it. 

Se, tt.f!"om my Verizort tI%ege.~s 4G L)"E L)?tOIL) 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> wrote: 

Sounds good to me.... I like the tbur one game weeks and tbur team tournament .... 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Dec 29, 2013, at 5:24 PM, "Donance, Albe~t A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What do you think’? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: 

From: "Daluz, Anthony" <daktz~b.wfu.edu> 

To: "Alison Foley (tblevae(&bc.edu)" <foleyae~bc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu>,Anthony Daluz <~taJ~uz~wfu.edu>,Charles 

Chugger Adair <adai~)vt.edu>,"Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu)" <eradwan~)cletnson.edu>, gtnille~athletics.pitt.edu,Kmen Elizabeth 

Dayes <ld~rauson(&louis~dlle.edu>,"Mark Krikorian (mkrikofian~admin.fsu.edu)" <mkrikorian~ad~nin.fsu.edu>,"Mary Frances Monroe 

(m.monroe,@miami.edu)" <m.tnonroe~)miaa~fi.edu>,"Phil Wheddon (pswheddo(~syr.edu)" <pswheddo(~syr.edu>,Randy Waldmm 

<mndv.waldmm. 1 ~nd.edu~,"Robbie Church (robbie.church(~duke.edu)" <robbie.church(&duke.edu>," Steve Swanson ( sswanson~vi ,minia.edu )" 
<sswanson~virginia.edu>,tim santoro -<tim santoro~ncsu.edu> 

CC: 

Please review the attached 2014 schedule proposal as follow up to our conversation today. 

ACC RegulaJc Season 

New Format 7 weekend~l-2-1-2-1-2-1 Game Rh54hm 
Four 1 gaa~e weekends reduce missed class titne. (1 gan~e weekend gmnes can be played on Saturday nights if football schedule a~lows and agreed upon 

by both teaa~s, to generate tnore attendance. Gives us tbur oppo(tunities flexibility to potentiaJdy schedule non-conference gmnes. 

Three 2 game weekends can be played Th-Sun or Fri-Sun if agreed upon by all four teams. 

One Weekend 4 Team ACC Tournament 

Protects Top 4 Chances of earning NCAA #1 Seeds 

Gives #5-11 ideal recoveD(training/prep time for NCAA Tournament. 

Reduces late season travel and missed class time. 

Protects Overall Conference RPI 

Reduces late sea~m lhtigue/risk ofiNurie~improve student/athlete well being. 

Reduce negative perception of"missing’ the ACC Tournmnent. We have proven that ACC Teams #5-11 are very good teams worthy of serious NCAA 

consideration. 

The ACC may resist 4 team tourney because we are taking away player’s chances to compete for an ACC Championship. We could compromise by 

going to Coastal/Atlantic Divisions (Like Men are) so that players~’teamsiprograans~coaches have additional chances to win Divisional ACC 

Chmnpionships. We can still achieve fairness thrn crossover games by alternating (Higl~/Low) Pd)I rotation. I pe~sonailly like the idea of Divisional 

Chan~pions. 

If we are tmited, we can get this thru the acc office/swa!s and AD’s. 

With expansion, the conference is getting stronger and stronger, leading to more parity. We need to protect the league’s ability to dominate non- 

conl~rence opponents, protect our players over the long arduous regular ~ason, protect our ability to dominate the NCAA Tournament as we did again 
this year. It is not out of the possibility IDr us to get 9-10-11 teams into the NCAA tournament if we protect our non-conference schedule and our overall 

conference RPI. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 



Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~v.wakefovestgirlssoccercmnp.com 

<~ACC.sched.update.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris -q:tncar@unc.edtr~; Jason Sisneros~ @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

~msn.com>; bill palladino      @aol.com> 

Fwd: DaJly Complim~ce Item -         - 15.3.3.1.1 - Final Semester Aid 

........ Origina] Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Daily Complia~ce Item - - 15.3.3.1.1 - Fina] Semester Aid 

From: "Va~gelder, Ma~elle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu~ 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@gronps.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Strassner, Rachel" <rstrassne@unc.edu>,"TimInemian~ ToIn" <tiInmelmans@unc.edu>,"Markos, Lmice M" <markos@email.unc.edu>. 

l@em~l.nnc.edu>,"B~]lem Martina K" < ~’~ " " " < " " " ~" , mballen~a~unc.edu~,, Beale, M~chael ,m~chaelbeale@unc.edu>, Best Kewn S. <kbes@nnc.edu>,"Bitling, Angelyn 

S" <abitting@unc.edu>,"Bmm~er~ John F" ~ohn Bmnne@unc.edu>,"Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@unc.edu>,"Clem% Ketmeth Eugene" <kclea~@unc.edu>,"Creech, 

Kmlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Culler, Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>,"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubl:~ac@emaJl.unc.edu>,"G~Jlo, Jr., L~m/A." 

<athgallo@unc.edu>,"Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edtc,,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edn>,"Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu%"Kirschner, Steve" 

<steveki~chne@unc.edu>,"Lm~e, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edu%"Miller. Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu>,"Perldns, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edn>,"Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge@unc.edtc,,"Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@tmc.edtr;,"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Steinbacher. Rick" <rick@unc.edtc, 

C-:ood ~fi:ernoon - 

Please see one of fas~ week’s Daily Compfiance Items regarding the provision of atMedcs a~d during a student-.a th~e~e’s fina~ semester. As a rern~nder, by providing 

such a~d, the student-.athlete wou~d be part of your APR cohort for the semester ~n which the atMetics scholarsMp was received. 

Let us know ff you have ~11¥ questions or co~ceflls~ 

Thank you, 

Marie~le 

M~riel~e A. vanGeMer 

Associate A~htet~c Director 

University of North 

Phone: (9:].9} 962-785S 

F~’,(: (919) 

mvan~elder@unc~edu 



Fair Way is a golf student-athlete at Ocean State University. Fair is a 
senior and will graduate at the end of the spring 2014 semester. Fair 
has worked hard both on and off the course, so the coaches would 
like to reward her by providing an athletic scholarship for the spring 
2014 semester. Since Fair has never received athletic aid before, is 
this permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 15.3.3,1.1 states that an institution may award 
athletically related financial aid to a student-athlete for a period of less 
than one academic year only under the following circumstances: 
(Adopted: 4/27/06 effective 8/1/06) 
(a) Midyear Enrollment. A student-athlete whose first full-time 
attendance at the certifying institution during a particular academic 
year occurs at midyear (e.g., the beginning of the second semester 
or second or third quarter of an academic year) may receive a 
financial aid award for the remainder of that academic year. 
(Revised: 5/9/06) 
(b) Final Semester/Quarter. A student-athlete may receive 
athletically related financial aid for less than one academic 
year, provided the student is in the final semester or final 
two quarters of his or her degree program and the institution 
certifies that the student is carrying (for credit) the courses 
necessary to complete the degree requirements. 
(c) Graduated During Previous Academic Year and Will 
Exhaust Eligibility During the Following Fall Term. A student- 
athlete who graduated during the previous academic year (including 
summer) and will exhaust his or her athletics eligibility during the 
following fall term may be awarded athletically related financial aid for 
less than one academic year. (Adopted: 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 
(d) One-Time Exception. One time during a student-athlete’s 
enrollment at the certifying institution he or she may be awarded 
athletics aid for less than a full academic year, provided the student- 
athlete has been enrolled full time at the certifying institution for at 
least one regular academic term and has not previously received 
athletically related financial aid from the certifying institution. (Revised: 
5/19/09) 
(e) Eligibility Exhausted/Medical Noncounter. A student- 
athlete who has exhausted eligibility and is exempt from counting (per 
Bylaw 15.5.1.6) in the institution’s financial aid limit, or a student- 
athlete who is exempt from counting (per Bylaw 15.5.1.3) due to an 
injury or illness may receive athletically related financial aid for less 
than one academic year. If an institution awards aid under this 
provision, the institutional financial aid agreement shall include specific 
nonathletically related conditions (e.g., academic requirements) the 
student-athlete must satisfy in order for the aid to be renewed for 
the next academic term or terms. If the student-athlete satisfies the 
specified conditions, the institution shall award financial aid at the 
same amount for the next term or terms of the academic year. If 
the student-athlete does not satisfy the specified conditions, he or 
she must be provided a hearing opportunity per Bylaw 15.3.2.4. 
(Adopted: 4/24/08 effective 8/1/08) 

.~.i http://d31hzlhk6 
di2hS.cloudfront.n 
et/20131218/02/ 

.~iI http://d31h 
zlhk6di2h5 
cloudfront n 
et/2013121 
8/d2/ce/76 
/7e/f815b6 
e2663d8fd5 
193427f3 9 

Jennifer M. Condar&s 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Cont~rence 

Cell l 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday ~,:05 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interested in being practice team player 

Tom, please follow up. 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFire[e,~s 4G L)"E 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested in being practice team player 

From:                       ~live.unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hey my name is          and I’m a junior at UNC. I play for the club:      team and a lot of the guys have talked to me about being a practice team 

player for the women’s team this coming Spring. I was just curious about the commitment level was and if there was any chance I could still sign up. Any 

information helps! 

Thanks for your time and hope to hear from you soon! 

@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:04 PM 

Steve Nugent <smnugent@nncg.edu> 

Re: gameiscmnmage - spring 

We have not played them. I have no idea about the legality of the ga~e. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Steve Nugent <smnugent@nncg.edu> wrote: 

Anson 

Have you played them before’? Is it compliant. Thanks and happy new year 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: game/scrimmage - spring 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: smnugent@uncg.edu 
CC: 

Hi Steve, 

Hope you enjoyed the holidays. 

I’m the coach of the UNC Women’s Club Soccer team. We have a close relationship with Anson’s program and are interested in scheduling a game/scrimmage this spring. 
Almost all of our players are division one caliber, but for one reason or another chose not to play NCAA soccer. 

Are you interested in scheduling a game this spring? We would be happy to come to you or could host at UNC if you prefer coming here. 

Thanks, 
Lars 

Head Coach, UNC Women’s Club Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:13 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: schedule a mtg to discuss recruiting? 

Debbie, I am a free man the 6th in file a£temoon and on the 8th in the a£ternoon. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative Working Group 

(https://provo st.unc .edu/policies/s~dents- and- progra~ls/univetsiW- launches- student- athlete- academic - initiative- worldng- group/). My role with file Working Group is 

to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, from the time that they axe recruited until after they graduate. For example, the Working Cqoup so 

thr has looked at admissions, financial aid and academic advising. We would like to learn more about the s~dent- athlete recruiting process at UNC. How does UNC 
communicate its academic mission and academic opportunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes for academic 

preparedness? I understand that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs for each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with 

you to discnss recruiting for women’s soccer. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I will be back at work on JanuaD, 6th and I’m available most days between 9ran and 

2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best tbr you? Thank you ve~ much, I look tbrward to meeting you soon. 

All nay best, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 11:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Announcing the AvaJanche Invitationa2l, June 6-8, 2014 in Park Ci~, Utah 

From: scott@avalancheinvitational.com [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent-" Friday, January 03, 2014 10:59 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Announcing the Avalanche Invitational, 3une 6-8, 20:t4 in Park City, Utah 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender¯ sender, sender, sender, sender¯ sender, sender¯ sender. 

Register for the Avalanche Invitational, June 6-8, Park City, UT 

~i Image removed bysender. 

We’d hke to personalty invite you to re~ister to attend the 4th annual. Avalanche Invitational in Park 

City, Utah, June 6-8, 2014. The Avalanche Invitational hosted by Utah Avalanche Soccer Club. 

provides opportunities for top-performin~ female athletes of art ages to compete and be seen by 

college coaches. 

As an elite, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best Learns wilt join us this year in 

Park City, and we would tore to have your athletes attend. The tournament ~s organized into three 

brackets and is open to teams U9 through U19. 

The El.ire College Showcase [eve[ allows pl.ayers to demonstrate thor talents Lo cot[ego 

coaches and recruiters and is intended fo~ U15-U19 teams. We antidpate more than 75 

coUege coaches to attend. 

Cost: U15-U19:$900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ chaUeiNes developiiN athletes to compete with the nation’s best. 

This level is intended for U12-U14 teams. As you prepare your youn~{er teams to play at 

higher, more competitive levels, this tournament pro~ddes an opportunity to measure your 

team against the nation’s best. 

~.9~.~ U12-U14:5650 
The EUte Youth [eve[ allows your youngest teams to gain tournament experience and have a 

great time. 

Cost: ug-uIO (8V8): 5500 Ull (11v11): 5650 

To register, visit us online at: Avalanche Invitational Re,.qistration 

We chose Pa~k City to host the Avalanche Invitational for a few ~ easons. Utah is our home, and we 

want to share with you the beauty of the landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We 

believe that Park CitT’s spectacular \4ews pro,,dde the perfect backdrop for the nation’s best soccer 

players to come together and compete. 

The charm oi downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and 

entertainment, wiU ensure your slay in Park City wit[ be a memorable experience for you and your 

family, and we took forward to your participation in this year’s Avalanche Invitational 

Forward email 



removedby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to an~n@urlcaa.unc.ed~ by scott@avalancheinvitational.com :: 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstan~ mmovalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy. 
UtahAvalanche i 4384 Foxtrail Drive Lehi :: UT 84043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:04 PM 

.la~n Sisneros t ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Gennm~ Contacts 

From: [mailto: ~kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, J.0:50 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: German Contacts 

Hi Anson, 
Here is the contacts that I have made thus far: 
Cloppenburg: 
Head Coach: Tanja Schulte :             .~clmx.de 

GK Coach (main contact for me): Sven Gohring: ~_ _w_ _ _e_ ._ _b_ ~_ _d_ _ _e- 

Werder Bremen; 
I have mainly been going through Michele Lapenna for this team. He was suppose to send in Marco Genee(former UNC assistant) to talk on my behalf. Sent him another 
message and am waiting to hear how it went. 

~j_a___c_9__b__s__-__u__t ~__v__e_r__s_!~,~!_e_. 
Thanks again and Happy New Year, 

BSBA Class of 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of: North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.urlc.edu I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:08 PM 

Tm~ia Sole < @ecoslip.org> 

Jason Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Looking tbr women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne:a yem 

Thank you! Tania, my point person on this wflf be Jason Sisneros. I have copied hirn on this ernail. 

From: Tania Sole [mailto:    .,@ecoslip.org] 
Sent: Friday, . i~:30 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alberta 111 
Subject; Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

Hi Dorrance, 

I will check around and get back to you. 

On Jan 3, 2014, at 8:10 AM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <_~_kn_~!)(~_e_ .~__~l_:u__r_Lc_: _e_kl._u.> wrote: 

Tania, 

I have a goalkeeper that is interested in playing prot:essionafty. Her name is She is a former US Youth Intert~ational that was my starter 

this past year for a team that was a # :[ seed ~n the NCAA Tournament. She is negotiating with two German teams r~ght now (one h~ the first division, 

one in the second). They are draggh~g their feet ~n extending her a contract and she wants to play. She knows ~f she lands somewhere she w[l~ prove 

herself so even ~ cellar dweller theft get:s shelled for 90 rnmut:es will be ~ne, as long ~s she can sup~ort herself on wh~t she ~s pa~d. (:~n you shop 

around ~md see if ~myone ~s interested ~n puHh~g the ~:dgger? 

Sent~ Wednesday, December ~2, 2012 3:10 AN 

To: anso~(~uncaa.unc.edu 
S~bje~t= Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe n~t year 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on your team’s big win this year. I hope by now you havea moment to think about some of the players futures. 
I am a USSF licensed player agent working with a couple of European women’s soccer teams that are looking for American talent to join 
their teams. If you have any seniors who are interested in playing in Europe next year, ] would greatly appreciate your introducing us to 
each other. 
Happy Holidays, 
Tania Sole 

Ecoslip 

@ecosli~,orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,, January 3, 2014 12:23 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Jason Sisneros <         ~)gmail.com> 

Re: IMPORTANT: TIM downtime Jan. 4th 

Joyce, why is Jason not taken care of yet? We certainly had enough lead time, didn’t we? What cm~ we do to accelerate this? 

Sentj’rom ~v ~ ~ri.vo~t W~reles’,~" 4G LIE’ DROID 

"Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu-* wrote: 

CORRECTION: the maintenance down time is tomorrow (Saturday) not Sunday. 

Joyce 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Dalgleish, Joyce L" ~oyced@unc.edu;, wrote: 

Due to important maintenance in prepaxation tbr a system upgrade to TIM later this month, TIM will be down aJ~d unavailable this S unday, Ja~uary 4th from 

approximately 9 a.m. until noon. Employees who enter their time via timestamp or teletime may’ need to have time worked during this down time entered into TIM by 

their supervisor/TIM approver. 

Thank~ 
Joyce 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ;:/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,,             3:48 PM 

,~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducm@unc.edu); Jason Sisnems ( ~gmail.com) 

Good news .... call me!! 

I have good news on two fronts: 
Summer school full scholarship ~ both sessions for if she wants it. 

I have more~ to help you guys and for this spring as well. 

Call when you get a chance ... © 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 4:57 PM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

I~E: How Is Director’s Cup Bax Graph To Read? 

Do you think they made a mistake? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Matt Terrell [mailto:ma~C~)ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 4:27 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr, LaiTy A 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sukject: RE: How Is Director’s Cup Bar Graph To Read? 

You are correct in that the years are academic years .. the 2006 season would be the 2007 bar; corresponding years would follo;v suit. 

As for the discrepancy bet;veen 2010-2011 and 2011-2012, the charts ;vith the final scoring show- UNC as "9th place" in both years, and score 64 points for Women’s Soccer. The quarterfinal 
finish in 2010-2011 does not appear to be distinguished from other years, as several other schools received points as a "9th place" finisher. The points that year: 

1st NotreI)ame 100 
2nd .. Stanford 90 
3rd .. Ohin State, Boston College 83 
{no 4th} 
5th .. Florida State, Oklahoma State, Washington, Georgetown 73 9th ... UNC, Duke, Virginia, UCLA, Minnesota, West Virginia, Marquette, ]rvine 64 17th ... several more 33rd ... several more 

I cannot e×plain why UNC was not in the 73 point group as a quarterfinalist. That is what is reflected in the Directors’ (;up standings, though 

- Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. [mailto:ath~allo(a)unc edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 3, 2014 4:04 PM 
To: Matt Ten-ell 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: ttow Is Director’s Cup Bar Graph To Read? 
Importance: tligh 

Matt: 

Both Anson and I have a question on how the attached bar graph section regarding Directors’ Cup Standings is to read. 

Does 2005 really mean the 2004 -05 year? 

We won National Championships in 2006, 2008, 2009, and 2012 .... 

So the 2006 championship is in the 2007 bar? the 2008 in the 2009 bar? the 2009 in the 2010 bar? And the 2012 would need a 2013 bar 

Also, the 2010 quarterfinal finish (in the 2011 bar) should be longer than the 2011 3rd round finish (in the 2012 bar). 

Thanks for clarifying this for us. 

Take care, and have a good weekend. 

Larrg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 5:15 PM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

LaiTy Gallo (athg~llo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: How Is Director’s Cup B~r (haph To Read? 

Who can we call within the Director’s Cup? This can be easily remedied. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Matt Terrel[ [mailto:matt(~!ramsclub cam] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 5:12 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: How Is Director’s (;up Bar Graph To Read? 

Personally, I do. As a quarterfinalist, you should have been in that 5 to 8 group. We need to pay closer attentinn going fol~,~ard. There may be a reason that we are missing, but I sure don’t 
see ~t at first blush 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
Director of External Operations i The Rams Club The Universi~ of North Carolina matt@ramsclub cam 

> On Jan 3, 2014, at 4:56 PM; "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Do you think the?’ made a mistake’? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Matt Terrell [mailto:matt~ramsclub.com] 
> Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 4:27 PM 
> To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
> Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: RE: How Is Director’s Cup Bar Graph To Read? 
> 

> You are correct in that the years are academic years ... the 2006 season would be the 2007 bar; corresponding years would follow suit. 
> 

> As for the discrepancy between 2010-2011 and 2011-2012, the charts with the final scoring show L~!C as "9th place" in both years, and score 64 points for Wonren’s Soccer. The 
quarterfinal finish in 2010-2011 does not appear to be distinguished front other years, as several other schools received points as a "9th place" finisher. The points that year: 
> 

> 1st ... Notre Dame 100 
> 2nd ... Stanford 90 
> 3rd ... Ohio State, Boston College 83 
> {no 4th} 
> 5th ... Florida State, Oklahoma State, Washington, Georgetown 73 9th 
> ... UNC, Duke, Virginia, UCLA, Minnesota, West Virginia, Marquette, 
> Irvine 64 17th ... several nrore 33rd ... several more 
> 

> I cammt explain why L~’C was not in the 73 point group as a quarterfinalist. That is what is reflected in the Directors’ Cup standings, though. 
> 

> - Matt 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. [mailto:ath~allo~unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, January 3, 2014 4:04 PM 
> To: Matt Terrell 
> Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: How Is Director’s Cup Bar Graph To Read? 
> 5nportance: High 
> 

> Matt: 
> 

> Both Anson and I have a question on how- the attached bar graph section regarding Directors’ Cup Standings is to read 
> 

> Does 2005 really mean the 2004 -05 year? 
> 

> We won National Championshps in 2006, 2008, 2009, and 2012 .... 
> 

> So the 2006 championship is in the 2007 bar? the 2008 in the 2009 
> bar? the 2009 in the 2010 bar? And the 2012 would need a 2013 bar 
> 

> Also, the 2010 quarterfinal finish (in the 2011 bar) should be longer than the 2011 3rd round finish (in the 2012 bar). 
> 
> Thal~KS for clarifying this for us 
> 

> Take care, and have a good weekend. 
> 

> La~ 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 3, 2014 11:33 PM 

TONY YOUNT < @gmail.com>; Dncar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu-~; bill palladino ~ @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~@gmail.com>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Fail Academic Report 

Tony. All of your information is excellent. Thank yon. Another possible explanation is that ruth the new co~fference schedule this year we traveled more than we ever 

have. I am sure that ruth a different ,schedule we could have been more successful. I know this does not explain the swan dive at the end for the freshman, but I do 

think that impacted on us somewhat. 

TONY YOI, INT ~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, Jmmary 5, 2014 8:38 PM 

Ron Bruce < ~msn.com> 

Re: Appointment tomorrow 

Yes!! See you soon! 

Se~t f!’om my Ver’izor~ tYireIe,~s 4G L2’E LL~tOIL) 

Ron Bruce < .~msn.com> wrote: 

Hi~ppy New Yei~r! 
Just a note Lo cont:i~’m our appointrnent tomorrow at your office in Lhe McCaskill Soccer Center sL :ll:30anl. We look t:orwsr’d Lo seeing you then. 
Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmma~ 6, 2014 3:07 PM 

Mike Keating ~       ~gmail.com> 

RE: Youth Player Development 

Mike, 
Good stuff!! Brenden Rogers .,,, It is not 2,000 touches, it is 2,000 PASSES!H And I am sure that is not one player, that is the whole practice. 

From:           [mailto:      ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 3anuary 05, 20~ ~:25 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Youth Player Development 

Anson, 
At lunch during the Brazilian soccer course, I tested my hypothesis on the state of youth player development and some ideas I have been using with the kids I train 

offseason here. I drafted the ideas and survey questions in the attached for your comments. 
The sample survey questions are the ones I proposed asking of your girls. I still would like to do this if you can find a way to allow me access, perhaps through you. I 

want to draw a correlation between time, intensity and competitiveness of training outside of club or school and the Jove/achieved. Yes, there are ma ny other factors, 

but I believe these three will have the greatest correlation. Time & intensity will be easy to quantify. 
Let me know what you think when you’ve had a chance to take a look. Welcome your thoughts and ideas. Would love to collaborate with you on this. 

Thanks! 

(m)~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I_INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, ~ ~ 3:49 PM 

~email.unc.edu:~ 

I~W: Spring eligibility and hours 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: TONY YOUNg2 [mailto: ~gmail corn] 
Sent: IVlonday, :):52 AM 
To: 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Spring eligibili~z and hours 

You are only officially registered for 10 hours. I know you are waitlisted for a class, but you are officially in 10 hours and won’t be able to practice ;vith soccer when practice starts until you 
are ewolled in at least 12 official hours of class. Please take care of this. 

See you Wednesday, 10 am, at the team meeting in Loudermilk. 

Tuny 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~)~O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,              4:10 PM 

Ti~nmerma~s, Tom <timmerma~@unc.edu> 

and ’ 

Please spend the rest of my spring scholarship allocation. Give 

state tuition. This is a one semester grant (spring only) 

Thank you! 

.3 to apply against her out of state tuition and .12 to apply against 

will go to a full in the fall of     What else do I need to do. And does this spend EVERY dime? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, .4:13 PM 

TONY YO[INT, ~gmail.com) 

Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.com) 

Tony, 
We have spent our spring scholarship allocation ... we do have S in the summer. What about what we can do fol     i in the summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:29 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Monday, 3:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

If you could get it to or me by the Monday the 

Kym 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 2:59 PM 
To: Orr, Kym N 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 
Subject: RE: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Will do!! 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Sunday, :t2::t9 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Anson: 

, that would be awesome[ Thar~ks for your’ help. 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

orr@email.unc.edu. 

Thank you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

The ASPSA Scholarship and Awards Committee has nominated as a candidate for the ACC Weaver-James-Corrigan award. This award provides 

scholarship money ($5000) for selected student athletes who intend to pursue graduate studies after graduation. I have attached a form that you will need to 

complete in order for ; nomination to be submitted to the ACC. Please complete the form and give it to or you can forward it directly to me at: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:34 PM 

Timmermans, Tom <timmerma~@unc.edu> 

and 

I like her attitude ..., And thank you for your help!!! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday,.               ~-::[7 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C:c: Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: RE:      ~and 

Rachel Strassner in our office will work on getting you the ASA’s and follow up with any question she rn~ghL have. 

TNs wi~ spend every d~me you have avaHabfe. 

Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, 4:10 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: and 

Tom~ 

Please spend the rest of my spring scholarship allocation. Give 

state tuition. This is a one semester grant (spring only). 

Thank you! 

.3 to apply against her out of state tuition and .12 to apply against 

will go to a full in the fall of      What else do I need to do. And does this spend EVERY dime? 

s in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:54 PM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Christia~ Lavers (clavers@usclubsoccer.org) 

RE: Meeting W/US Soccer-January 16-NSCAA Convention 

Rob, 

I am on one panel, assuming it does not conflict, I will be there. (Christian, when am I on with you?) 

From= Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 06, 2014 4:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Meeting W!US Soccer-January 16-NSCAA Convention 

Dear Anson, 

Sunil Gulati, President of U.S. Soccer, reached out to us to arrange for a meeting with a number of coaches on both the men’s and women’s side at the collegiate 

level (see note below from Sunil). 

The NSCAA is pleased to assist in organizing this meeting at the Convention next week and hope that you will be able to join us. RSVP to rkehoe@nscaa.com so we 

know if you are able to attend. 

Thank you. 

Joe Cummings, NSCAA CEO/Rob Kehoe, NSCAA Director of College Programs 

Dear Anson. 

I hope you all had peaceful holiday break. As we start the new year, I ’d like to meet next week at the NSCAA Convention to continue a dialogue on issues of 

mutual interest. 

We’ve arranged for meeting space at the Pennsylvania Convention Center--see the details below. 

Day: Thursday, January 16, 2014 

Location: Room 304 in the Pennsylvania Convention Center 

Time: Women’s Meeting is scheduled from 3-5 pm 

Men’s Meeting is scheduled from 5-7 pm 

Thank you and I look forward to our meeting next week. 

Sincerely, 

Sunil Gulati 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave, Kansas Cit,,,, KS 6610~ i 913 362 1747 x 1015 1913 362 3439 
Wisconsin OfFice: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:59 PM 

TONY YO[INT ~ .~gmail.com> 

Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: 

Ver’y helpful Tony ._. Thank you! 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ’ ~:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 
She could "take two online courses throngh the Friday Center. I believe that two of her remaining classes are general electives a~d she could earn those 6 hours toward 

graduation in the summer. The Busi School may be flexible ruth summer school as well, or otter online courses in the summer. They have an online MBA program. 

should taJk with           about that possibility of taking her t~vo remaiNng Business Classes online. We could pay lbr those. She may be able to do that in the 

thll as well and not have to be on campus for classes this lhll. 

real problem is that she has never taken an LFIT m~d tnusl be on campus for a whole setnester, or at least one summer session, to meet that requiretnent, unless 

she could get the powers that be in the Business School to waive that for her because she played soccer. There’s m~ interesting idea. Arts and Sciences won’t do that, 

but it would be interesling to see if the Business School would. The other idea that I had on LFIT is that one of your grad student traineds who is teaching LFIT could 

add to a fail class before the drop add period ended and aJlow her to miss the first month but still give her credit for completing the course. That idea is also worth 
pnrsuing. 

Tony 

On . at 4:13 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(g~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

We have spent our spring scholarship allocation ... we do have ~ in the summer. What about what we can do for in the summer? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:53 AM 

Corder, Robin <robin.confe@unl:edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ?)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: University of North Florida 

Robin, 

This is excellent! J will forward this to as soon as our admissions committee reiects her and J have a chance to speak with her. 

From: Confer, Robin [mailto:robin.confer@unf.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, , , 8:06 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: University of North Florida 
Hey Anson - 
It was great seeing you in Orlando and I’m really excited about this opportunity at North Florida! 
I’m not sure if you know a lot about the University, but it is nationally ranked and one of the top academic schools in the state. The campus is beautiful and we are only :tO 
minutes from Jacksonville Beach. Here are a few links for you to check out - 
hLtp://w,~v.unf.edu/publicrelationsimarketJng...puNJcationsifactsheet/    /Marks of Excellence.aspx 

http://’~w¢¢;, u nfospreys.com/index.aspx~path =wsoc&ta b =soccer2 
After spending 9 years at the University of Georgia and was only going to leave for the right place and I have found it. North Florida is a special place with a atmosphere I fell 

in love with as soon as I got on campus. 

Take care and Go Ospreys[ 

Robin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 2:14 PM 

Bill Palladino < @aol.com> 

ILE: ACC Women’s Soccer Comtnittee Meeting Materials 

Dino, 

This is helpful ._. Thank you. I will go with your recommendations. When will you be mobile enough to come watch? Tomorrow athletic testing in I.oudermUk 9 

a m, ~ [ you wa n[ [O corn e wa [:ch ~ [ 

F~m: Bill Palladino [mailto:     @aol.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, January 07, 20~4 ~:07 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: ACC Women’s Soccer Commi~ee Meeting Materials 

Ans~ 

For the most part, the meeting seems to be the usual procedural!administrative BS. The aspect of the meeting that would be most important ( at least to me) are 

the ideas you discussed in Florida.... ( the ideas Tony proposed to be discussed further at your meeting). 

I agree with pretty much everything Tony listed as possible changes for next season..., regular season schedule adjustments and tournament changes (semi/final 

only) etc .... 

Good luck and at least, I hope the food is good. 

Dino 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 3:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <~_n__s_ .o_n__@_e__n_~__a_[!._u__0_c_:_e_._d_ .u_> wrote: 

Boys/girl, 

If you are bored or laid up in bed with both your quads torn off the bone, read this and advise me. It:you don’t decide to read this pray for me because 

I will be in the ACC meeting this Wed and will have to make decisions on this 

Frem: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce.@,theacc.org] 
Sent; Sunday, January 05, 2014 .t:22 PM 
Te: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc,edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Grey Miller 
(g__m_!!J_e_._ti@__a_t_[)J__e_t_[£_s_=2!~:__e_d___u_); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (_k__a_r_e___n_,r~gg_c__a_r_d___%c__o__m_); Mark Krikorian (_m___k_[j__k_9_rj_a__[E@__a_d__En_Ln__:_f_s__u_:__e_d___u_); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@virqinia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 
Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Women’s Soccer Committee 

FROM: Kris Pierce, Sr. Associate Commissioner 

DATE: January 5, 2014 

RE: Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Agenda and Supplements 

CC: Senior Woman Administrators 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Attached, you will find the agenda and supplements for the Women’s Soccer Committee meeting on Thursday, January 9, 2014 at 11:00 a.m. at the ACC 

Office, 4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407. 

Please review the agenda and supplements prior to our meeting. Printed copies of the meeting materials Will NOT be provided so please be sure to 

print these prior to your arrival, if necessary. FYI - This document is 143 pages so you may wish to view the materials electronically or print select 

documents. Head coaches are expected to attend the meeting. If the head coach is not able to join, an institutional administrator should have already 

notified me. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

KRtS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.3694652 I C: 
kpierce@theacc oLq 
t?ieAOOc:c:.rt! , ~heACC 

<irnage001.jpg> 

<2014 ACC Women’s Soccer Commi~ee Meeting Agenda and Supplements.~f~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2:18 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: 

Have we done this? 

From; Strassner, Rachel 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:09 plVl 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(::c; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: RE: 

Coach, 

Attached are the ASA offers for 

The offers may be returned to Tom or me. 

i-:~:~:::;i’: a’i 

C/’:ar ~:/: i-i i::, NC 27.:: i 

.Take a moment to review the offer and have each student-athlete sign and date no later than Wednesday, 

is a mid year enrollee so will need an ASA (check with 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, 4::16 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: FW: 

See below for women’s soccer increases. 

receiving GIA, she will need an ASA as well. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, 4:10 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: 

Tom, 

Please spend the rest of my spring scholarship allocation. Give 

state tuition. This is a one semester grant (spring only). 

Thank you! 

Double check on that this is the first time 

to apply against her out of state tuition and    to apply against                 in 

will go to a full in the fall of     . What else do I need to do. And does this spend EVERY dime? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:21 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu> 

ILE: Speaking at clinic in May 

Thank you ._ Ihave marked 

From: Sagula, Joseph A 
Sent; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:54 PM 

To; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Speaking at clinic in May 
Importance-" High 

Hi Anson, 

I am just sending a reminder about the clinic that Terry Liskevich has you speaking at here this spring 

It will be Saturdayt May ~], 203.4 at (~armichael. The exact time is still yet to be determined. 

So please mark your calendar for that weekend. 

Thanks again, 

Joe 

Cs~m..’.’.s stud cii: ’.(s: www.~arolinavelleyball.eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:37 PM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu~~ 

l~E: ACC Poslgraduate Scholarship nomination 

She is an extraordinary woman ._ 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:57 AM 
"re: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A [V 
(::e: Yount, Tony 
S~bjeet: RE: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Thank you so much for doing this on       behalf, t am also going to be nominating her for another scholarship sponsored by the NCAA. When I submit th~:_~ 

nominati.:_~n, you will rec~-Ave an email with a link ~:o submit a recommendation. You can us~-_~ the conten~: o[ ~:he letter you have sut_~[~li[:ted for the ACC Sch.:_~larship. 

Again, thank you. 

Kym 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:29 PM 

To: Orr, Kym N 

~c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Here’s the rec. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1"7 
Sent: Monday, 3:0:t PM 

Te: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Print this, fill out what you can, s~and over me and watch me fill ou~ the rest and let’s get i~ sen~ o[:f!! Thank you!! 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Sunday, 12:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Anson: 

The ASPSA Scholarship and Awards Committee has nominated as a candidate for the 

scholarship money 

complete in order for 

orr@email.unc.edu. 

Thank you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

award. This award provides 

for selected student athletes who intend to pursue graduate studies after graduation. I have attached a form that you will need to 

nomination to be submitted to the ACC. Please complete the form and give it to     or you can forward it directly to me at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

1~: Here is the original e~nail I sent. Please respond ruth GOT IT! if you get it .... 

Excellent Chris! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 

12:14 PM 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros(        @gmail.c0m) (        ~gmail.com) 

Subject: Here is the original email I sent. Please respond with GOT 13! if you get it .... 

I hope everyone is having an amazing holiday! 

This spring is going to be a tremendous time for soccer development but we are going to throw in something that will help what will set the foundation for your 

future life of success and happiness...ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE! 

if you are reading this, you have been specially selected and are cordially invited (read MANDATORY) to attend a 30 minute weeldy workshops led by a 

phenomenally charismatic and knowledgeable academic guru. This person will amaze you with the feats he accomplished in college by going from a boneheaded 

2.3 student, to an almost 4.0 student in his final two years of study. There may even be guest speakers who will wow you with their academic transformations and 

ascensions into the land of 3.0 and above! You will be motivated, amused and amazed or you money back! (Well, the first three for sure!) 

In order to kick this off properly, it is respectfully suggested (read MANDATORY) that you ask your parent to purchase you the following book ASAP: 

Getting Straight A’s Paperback 

by Gordon W. Green Jr.<~h~t~t~p~/~/~W~W~w~:~a~m~a~z~n~:~c~o~m~/~s~ref=ntt athr ._d_p_ sr l?ie=UTFS&field-author=Gordon+W.+Green+Jr.&search- 

alias=books&text=Gordon+ W. +Green+ Jr.&sort=relevancerank> ............................................................................................................................................ 

http://www.amazon.com/Getting-Straight-Gordon-Green-Jr/dp/O8184057:[6/ref=sr I :[?s=books&ie=lJTFS&qid=:[387380086&sr=l- 

l&keywords=getting+straight+a%27s 

Please reflect on this Core Value...FOCUSED 

We want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads 

her life here with the proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest public standards and most noble universal ideals, 

she makes good choices to best represent herself, her team, and her university. 

"Coflege is about books. And by the word books, the proposition means this: College is about the best available tools--books, computers, lab equipment--for 

broadening your mastery of one or more importan t subjects that will go on deepening your understanding of the world, yourself and the people around you. 

This will almost certainly be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense of awarding you four yea~s of financially unburdened time. If you use the 

years primarily for mastering the skills of socia! life--as though those skills shouldn’t already have been acquired by the end of middle school--or if you use these 

years for testing the degree to which your vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcoholism with which a number of students depart campus, or the 

sexual excess that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of the lurking maelstroms), then you may ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one more 

prematurely burnt-out case." 

-Reynolds Price. 

Once you receive this book, grab a chair, sit by a roaring fire and start your academic transformation while sipping on a mug of hot chocolate or maybe even some 

spiced apple cider. By committing to studying smarter, planning your day/week/month, and managing your time, you will free yourself of the stress of waiting for 

that report card to arrive. You can shed academic mediocrity and be proud of all the things you can accomplish with FOCUS, desire and commitment. 

Lastly, many of you would like to benefit from the massive and super powerful network community at your disposal from being associated with the University of 

North Carolina and more specifically Anson Dorrance. The doors he can open for you are endless and you will need his help at some point in your life. But he will 

not pull out the key and risk burning down his reputation or the reputation of others if you ask him for something and there is no credible evidence to support 

what you are asking for. You want to get into the business school? Don’t think that an "A" in your LFit class will balance out your "C-" in Econ 101. 

All we ask in return for reaching out on your behalf is this: "Help me, help YOU" 

h ttp : / !www. youtu be.com/watch ?v=l l B l..j Qnl Fk 

With a little help from YOU, together we can get you to become the student we all know you can be. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducat 

PS. Please email me directly to let me know you read this email and are ready for the adventure to begin] .-d--u---c--a---r---@-~---u-.-n-.£:--e--d---u-.~.--m-.-a-]-Lt--~--L-d---u--c---a--r---@---u---n---c--.--e---d--u--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3: 55 PM 

@gmail.com 

EW: Here is the originaJ emaJl I sent. Please ~espond ruth GOT IT! if you get it .... 

Here is our latest effort to get our sub 3.0 students to engage. Chris Ducat, one of my assistants, has organized a class for all our kids under a 3.0. The end of the 

youtube clip has a PG ra~:ing, we do no~: m~-_~an to o[fend! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:14 PM 
To-" 

~:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisnerosl        @gmail.com) I        @gmail.com) 
Subject-" Here is the original email I sent. Please respond with GOT IT! if you get it .... 

I hope everyone is having an amazing holiday! 

This spring is going to be a tremendous time for soccer development but we are going to throw in something that will help what will set the foundation for your 

future life of success and happiness...ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE! 

If you are reading this, you have been specially selected and are cordially invited (read MANDATORY) to attend a 30 minute weekly workshops led by a 

phenomenally charismatic and knowledgeable academic guru. This person will amaze you with the feats he accomplished in college by going from a boneheaded 

2.3 student, to an almost 4.0 student in his final two years of study. There may even be guest speakers who will wow you with their academic transformations and 

ascensions into the land of 3.0 and above! You will be motivated, amused and amazed or you money back! (Well, the first three for sure!) 

In order to kick this off properly, it is respectfully suggested (read MANDATORY) that you ask your parent to purchase you the following book ASAP: 

Getting Straight A’s Paperback 

by Gordon W. Green Jr.<http:iiwww.amazon.comis!ref=ntt athr dp sr :1?ie=UTFg&field-author=Gordon+W.+Green+Jr.&search- 

alias=books&text=Gordon+W.+Green+Jr.&sort=relevancerank> 

ht~_p://www.amazon.com/Getting.-Straight-Gordon.-Green-Jr/dp/Og18405716/re[=sr :1:1?s=books&ie=UTFg&qid=:1387380086&sr=:1- 

:1&keywords=getting+straight+a%27s 

Please reflect on this Core Value...FOCUSED 

We want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads 

her life here with the proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest public standards and most noble universal ideals, 

she makes good choices to best represent herself, her team, and her university. 

"College is about books. And by the word books, the proposition means this: College is about the best available tools--books, computers, lab equipment--for 

broadening your mastery of one or more importan t subjects that will go on deepening your understanding of the world, yourself and the people around you. 

This wil! almost certainly be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense of awarding you four years of financially unburdened time. If you use the 

years primarily for mastering the skills of social life--as though those skills shouldn’t already have been acquired by the end of middle school--or if you use these 

years for testing the degree to which your vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcoholism with which a number of students depart campus, or the 

sexual excess that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of the lurking maeZstroms), then you may ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one more 

prematurely burnt-out case." 

-Reynolds Price. 

Once you receive this book, grab a chair, sit by a roaring fire and start your academic transformation while sipping on a mug of hot chocolate or maybe even some 

spiced apple cider. By committing to studying smarter, planning your day!week!month, and managing your time, you will free yourself of the stress of waiting for 

that report card to arrive. You can shed academic mediocrity and be proud of all the things you can accomplish with FOCUS, desire and commitment. 

Lastly, many of you would like to benefit from the massive and super powerful network community at your disposal from being associated with the University of 

North Carolina and more specifically Anson Dorrance. The doors he can open for you are endless and you will need his help at some point in your life. But he will 

not pull out the key and risk burning down his reputation or the reputation of others if you ask him for something and there is no credible evidence to support 

what you are asking for. You want to get into the business school? Don’t think that an "A" in your LFit class will balance out your "C-" in Econ :10:1. 

All we ask in return for reaching out on your behalf is this: "Help me, help YOU" 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=llB1 jQnlFk 

With a little help from YOU, together we can get you to become the student we all know you can be. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducat 

PS. Please email me directly to let me know you read this email and are ready for the adventure to begin! ducar@unc.edu<mailto:ducar@unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 4:13 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Friendly Reminder--, Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 

Please do!! And thank you! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent; Wednesday, January 08, 2014 22:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Friendly Reminder ~ Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 
Thank you, Coach I’ll check in with you in a few days to discuss further if OK with you?!?!? 

Thank you tbr yesterday’s meeting with Bubba and Mm’ielle -~ well done my friend! 

Also, when we talk next ask me about Tom Sanders supposed 

Take care, 

Larry 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Lxecutive Associmc Director of AthJefics 

l Jnivemib of North Carolina al Chapel Hill 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 20224 22:43 PM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject-" RE: Friendly Reminder ~ Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 

The meetings were exc~-_~[lent!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20224 7:35 AM 
T~: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
~¢: Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Friendly Reminder ~ Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 
~’mp~rta nee-" High 

Happy New Yem’, Coaches. I ~zn hopeful you and your families have had a great IIoliday Season. 

We look forwa~rd to seeing you tomorrow (Wednesday, Jamuary 8th) morning in the EWAC Boa~-d Room at 8:30 AM for the Disney Institute Meeting. In my opinion, I 

truly believe you will enjoy hearing how- one of the greatest orga~qizations in the world develops and communicates their practices and messages "to their 

fin, s/customers/patrons." 

We believe it ve~ important for our head coaches as a group to have the opportunity to "weigh-in and express their opinion" on Disney’s "cause and effect" on our entire 

Deparhnent. 

Have a great day today, aand see you all tomorrow morning! 

Be well, 

LaITv 

~Larrv (;a~h~o 

E-xec~tive A ssociale Director of A~hle~ics 

Uni~rersi~’ of No~lh Ca ~:di~m at Chapel 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 20223 4:228 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject-" Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 

Good Afternoon Coaches, 

Hope you’re doing well and that the holiday offered some valuable time to reflect on our success in 2013 and prepare for a great 2014. 

As you saw in my email message to the full department, Kevin Gober from the Disney Institute will be on campus next week as part of our partnership 

agreement. Kevin will be giving a keynote address at the full department meeting, and will also remain in town in order to be available for a few smaller 

meetings. Two of these meetings are directly related to our Student-Athletes and our Head Coaches. 
th Kevin will be meeting with our Student-Athlete SAAC and Leadership Academy Veteran Leaders on Tuesday, January 7 at 7:00pro in the Blue Zone 

Concourse Club. This is a wonderful opportunity for our most engaged Student-Athletes to hear from Kevin and ask any questions that they may have. If 

any of your key team leaders are not members of SAAC or Veteran Leaders, please contact Cricket Lane to arrange for them to attend this meeting. 

On the morning of Wednesday, January gth at g:30 aom., we have arranged for Revin to meet ~v[th our Head C~aches as a gr~ula. This meeting 
will take p~ace in the EWAC 8oardroom (our normal meeting p~ace for Head Coaches meetings}. This session will focus on vision, leadership and 

Disney best practices for "over-managing" important processes. Please make every effort to attend this meeting. 

Thank you for your support of our partnership with the Disney Institute as we continue to pursue our mission to educate and inspire through athletics. 

Happy New Year and Go Heels! 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 

"~~4~ ~i’~,~:~:,%:~’ ,<..,’~’,,’~ ~’,,’&.,’:,~:~"e g&"~:,~,,’.,~g*h A~?.~h~gi,=:~’~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 4:16 PM 

Bill Palladino < @aol.com> 

ILE: ACC Women’s Soccer Comtnittee Meeting Materials 

Obviously, everyone would love to see you. 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 08, 2014 2:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 

l’m considering coming tomorrow. It mostly depends on schedule. I’II keep you posted ..... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 8, 2014, at 2:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is helpRH ... Thank you. f will go with your recomm~:_mdations. When wH~ you be mobile enough ~:o come watch? Tomorrow athletic testing in 

LoudermHk 9 am, ~f you want to come watch!~ 

~mm~ Bill Palladino [NaH~ @sol.corn] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~anua~ 07, 2014 1:07 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: ACC Women’s Soccer Commi~ee Meeting Materials 

Ans, 

For the most part, the meeting seems to be the usual procedural/administrative BS. The aspect of the meeting that would be most important ( at least 

to me) are the ideas you discussed in FlorMa.._ ( the ~deas Tony proposed to be d~scussed further at your meeting). 

I agree with pretty much everything Tony ~isted as possiMe changes for next season..., regular season schedule adjustments and tournament changes 

(semi!final only) etc .... 

Good ~uck and at least, I hope the food is good. 

D~no 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 3:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Boys!girl, 

if you are bored or laid up in bed wit:h both your quads t:orn off the bone, read this and advise me, If you don’t decide to read this pray for 

me because t will b~? in the ACC m~:_~e~:ir~g ~:his W~-’_~d and will haw:_~ to rnake decisions on this .... 

From; Pierce, Kris [.t_n___a]JNi__kN__e_E£_e__@_t__h___e__a___c__c_,__o__r_g] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 1:22 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Grog Miller 
(qmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@qocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe 
(__m__:__m__9_tlr_9__e__#~___m_j__a_E)j:__e__d___u_); Phil Wheddon (p__s___w__[)__e__d_~!_o___@__s_y_r_:__e__d___u_); Randy Waldrum (.&a__tlC_l_y:_~_a_J~!_r__u____m__:_$__@_t)~!:__e__d___u_); Robbie Church 
(robbie.church .@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 
Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Women’s Soccer Committee 

FROM: Kris Pierce, St. Associate Commissioner 

DATE: January 5, 2014 

RE: Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Agenda and Supplements 

CC: Senior Woman Administrators 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Attached, you will find the agenda and supplements for the Women’s Soccer Committee meeting on Thursday, January 9, 2014 at 11:00 

a.m. at the ACC Office, 4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407. 

Please review the agenda and supplements prior to our meeting. Printed copies of the meeting materials WILl. NOT be provided so 

please be sure to print these prior to your arrival, if necessary. FYI - This document is 143 pages so you may wish to view the materials 

electronically or print select documents. Head coaches are expected to attend the meeting. If the head coach is not able to join, an 

institutional administrator should have already notified me. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & S’~A 

(3 336.369.4652 i C: 
kpie rceC~b, thes cc orq 

<image001,jpg> 

<2014 ACC Women’s Soccer Co~nmittee Meeting Agenda and Supplements.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,. 4:36 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

ILE: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morg~: ’I s~ck to my dream’ 

Excellent , thank you! And good luck in these games! We ar’e obviously VERY PROUD of you and excited for’ you and the US tearn as you fight through 

qualification. 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent= Wednesday, . 4:27 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= Re: Youth Soccer ~nsider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

Throughout her life she’s set goals. Her hea~ driving ms~nsibili~ keeps her focused and sincere k~ her s~. I get that ifs im~nt k~ anal~e aJl aspects of the g~e 

in order to get to her level. She is a fan of~e game obviously as we should all [~come, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:11 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In a cou01e of sentences, what do you get from this piece? 

From," Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramedca.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, :[:04 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV " 
Subject," Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

I~V~D409.jpgq 
Nednesday, 

I< ~WRD409.jpg>I 

Alex Morgan" ’1 stuck to my dream’ 
Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Since debuting for the USA in 2010, Alex Morgan has 44 goals and 29 assists in 70 games, and she 

helped the USA to its 2012 Olympic gold medal. We spoke to the 24-year-old Southere California 

product, who plays for the NWSL’s Portland Thorns FC, about life as a pro athlete and celebrity, her 

youth soccer experience, advice for aspiring players, and the kind of soccer she likes to watch. 

[~-WRD409.j pgq 

[< ~WRD409.jpg>t 

SOCCER AMERICA: When you were a kid, did you dream about becoming a pro soccer player and celebrity? 

ALEX MORGAN: [Laughs] Celebrity, no. Professional soccer player, definitely. I didn’t know them were a lot of other 

responsibilities that come along with being a professional soccer player, but when I was 7 or 8 years old I remember writing a 

note to my morn that when I grow up I want to become a professional soccer player. That was my dream and I stuck to it. 

SA: What helped inspire that dream? 

ALEX MORGAN: When I was 9 the Women’s World Cup was going on .... Kristine Lilly is a big reason I wear No. 13 today. 

Mia Harem was obviously one of the most popular players .... But I just loved the game of soccer. I played all sorts of sports 

growing up but soccer I was just drawn to immediately. That was the sport I had the most fun with. 

SA: So how do you like it now that you’ve become a professional athlete? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love the fact that I can go onto the soccer field and do what I love everyday - and make a living at it. And I 

like that I can make an impact on the young girls who want to become professional athletes in 10-15 years, because I was 

one of those young girls. 

SA: Did you watch a lot of soccer growing up? 

ALEX MORGAN: I watched a lot of women’s national team games and went to a lot of games. With the WUSA and WPS, my 

morn was always a supporter and got season tickets and I’d go with my room in L.A. When I got to college, I branched out 

and started watching EPL and La Liga, men’s soccer, and obviously WPS. 

SA: With all the soccer out there, what do you enjoy watching most when you have a choice? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love watching women’s soccer, so whenever there’s a women’s game on, college or NWSL, I put that on 

first. But I really enjoy watching the Champions League, which I think is the highest quality you’re going to get. 

SA: Is there any particular style of soccer you like watching? 

ALEX MORGAN: I like Barcelona because they’re one of the most technical teams I’ve ever seen. I love the way they play 

one-, two-touch and they’re supporting each other so much. ’When they lose the ball, they really work hard to win the ball 

back in the first five seconds. I enjoy their style of play. It’s fun to watch them= 



SA: Is there anything you remember about the coaching you got during your youth days that you think was 

especially important to your success? 

ALEX MORGAN: I was pretty much with the same club team [Cypress FC Elite] from age 14 through when I went to college 

and I still keep in close contact with those coaches, because they really helped me become the player I am. Not only during 

practice, but they worked with me before and after training, whenever I wanted extra shooting or speed and agility work. 

Not only with them, but with my dad as well. My dad bought one of the full-size nets you can build on your own, because 

there weren’t full-size goals for kids to shoot on where I grew up. My dad would set up the goal three times a week and I’d 

shot on him for about an hour three times a week. 

SA: Besides practicing your shooting so much, what else do you think contributed to you becoming such a high 

scorer? 

ALEX MORGAN: Making the drills realistic. To play a lot. To play games. To get competition. That’s why I’m promoting the 

Copa Coca-Cola - a nationwide youth tournament that gives an opportunity to teenagers play games, and registration is free. 

SA: What about the pressure of being a goalscorer? Even if you have a good game, you’re mostly going to be 

judged on whether you scored or not. 

ALEX MORGAN: Our job as forwards is to score. When you don’t for a couple games, people notice because they expect 

you to score. So I put a lot of pressure on myself. As a forward you take on that pressure and enjoy it or else you wouldn’t 

last as a fowvard. 

SA: What advice do you have for young players striving to succeed at the higher levels? 

ALEX MORGAN: I want young girls and boys to enjoy playing the game. Build friendships. Soccer really helped build my 

character on and off the field. Whenever I can promote playing soccer and getting out in the community and living an active 

lifestyle I’m for that. 

SA: At this point in your career, do you still think about improving parts of your game? Do you analyze your own 

play? 

ALEX MORGAN: I set goals for myself every month, specific things I want to work on each month. I go out by myself, or with 

teammates after training and do specific shooting drills, long balls, one-v-one - whatever it is I need to work on. As a soccer 

player I’m always developing and continuing to improve myself. I definitely don’t think I’ve reached my potential. 

SA: Do you see yourself becoming a coach after your playing career? 

ALEX MORGAN: I really have no idea. I enjoy putting on camps or clinics, but as for now I just hope I have a long career on 

the soccer field before I do something else. 

Alex Morgan is the spokewoman for Copa Coca=Cola, a free tournament for more than 4,000 teens ages of 13 and 15 in 10 

U.S. cities. Los Angeles, San Jose, Seattle, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, MiamL Chicago, A tlanta and New York. 

(Mike Woi~dla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author; with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Socce[ America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are sayin.q on the Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

I<~WRD409.jpg~4 

[<image001 ~ pg>] 

We welcome and appreciate foP,^zarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

StaJ~cill, Jane <jstancill@new~bserver.com> 

Lohse, Dave Clark ~-~davelohse@unc.edu>; Browr~ Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Graduation rates of women’s soccer 

I would Jove to chat. My cell # is             (0. I will be in a meeting from 6:30 to 7 pm tonight. I should be free the rest of the evening, I try to get to bed by ~0 

pro, You are welcome to call before then. ~elow is some of our recent academic success. 

All t h~-’_~ b~-’_~st, 
Academic & Leadership Awards 

From= Stancill, Jane [mailto:jstancill@newsobserver.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3:39 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Graduation rates of women’s soccer 
Hello Coach Do~ance, 
Hope you are well. I’m writing about the UNC system’s annual intercollegiate athletics report and I noticed a downturn in the women’s soccer graduation rates. I was 

hoping to talk to you about that today if you have a minute or two. Is this due to greater professional opportunities, or changes in recruiting or the competitive 

landscape? 

If you’d have a t~w minutes, I’d like to get a deeper understanding. 

Thanks, 

Jane StaJacill 

higher ed repo~ler 

The News & Observer 

919-829-4559 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 4:57 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

ILE: Graduation rates ofwomeffs soccer 

Thank you[ 

From-" Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Graduation rates of women’s soccer 

The Attached PDF may also be helpful...it presents what I already sent you in an easier to read form. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

’lGotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 4:23 PM 

To: Dave Lohse <.d__a__v_#_[.o._h__s_..e_@_9_n.__c_:__e_..d_ .u_> 

Cc: "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Graduation rates of women’s soccer 

How shoukd I handh:_~ this? 

From: Stancill, Jane [mailto:]stancill@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:39 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sabje~t; Graduation rates of women’s soccer 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Hope you are well. I m ~ ’ntmg about the [INC system s annual intercollegiate athletics report and I noticed a downtnm in the women s soccer graduation rates. I was 

hoping to talk to you a&mt that today if you have a minute or two. Is this due to greater professional opportunities, or changes in recruiting or the competitive 

landscape? 

Ifyoffd have a few minutes, I’d like to get a deeper understanding. 

Thanks, 

Jane Stancill 

higher ed ~eporter 

The News & Obse~a, er 

919-829-4559 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:43 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Prig: FW: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dremn’ 

I love talking to you and I really do appreciate all the things you share with me. So yes, please come by whenever you are bored and we can continue to chaL 

~ also I.:~e that you are centered w~th an eternaJ purpose, f certahfly w~sh more peopk~ h~d ~t wi[hin ot~r [:eam because as Wallace says " we aH worship s.:~meth~ng" 

and ~t scares me what some people on our [:eam worship, f am an optim~s[: however and ~ do thkd~ you can have ~t all At k~st the "alV’ [:hat ~s worth ha~mg. So ~ do 

hold out hope for everyone. 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:06 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: ~: Youth Soccer [nsider: Alex Horgan: ’~ stuck to my dream’ 

Funny about Alex’s sto~ in the beginning because in second grade they had us drm¥ a self-portrait and then fill in the statement, "When I grow up I want to..." I drew a 

little blond girl chasing after a ~ccer ball on a grassy field and wrote, "When I grow up I want to play soccer." Never thought I’d really get to experience soccer at this 
age or at this level though! 

I think Alex supports eve~1hing you’ve been talking about--your youth development is importank spending e~Jca time working on your weaki~esses is important, 

watching men and women who are better than you at s~ccer is important and actually enjoying the sport is important. Having all of those seems to create a lethal 

combination--I ki~ow all those things hold true for                    . Not sure about the other national team players but I wouldn’t doubt they’d testify similarly. 

Also, I read and watched the piece "This is Water" and this makes me think about David Fosler Wallace’s discussion of what we worship. Honestly, Alex worships 

soccer and thus excels in it. But what happens when what we worship fails us? When she gets injured or the pro league collapses? Etc, etc. Which I assume is a reason 

you promote our academics and our character--but those things fail us too unfortunately. When we don’t get the desired job or don’t do well despite studying or erupt 

on someone we love or someone else treats us poorly...how can we stand? What is our center? I think our goals are too stnall. That’s why, although soccer is 

something I loved and honestly worshiped for a good bit of my life, I’m SO GRATEFUL that I have an eternal purpose now. A rock as my center. Read Psalm 73 this 

morning and thought about how easily I get jealous and end~ others who seem to have it all. But what roll it profit a man if he gains the whole world and forfeits his 

soul? Or what shall a man give in returu for his s~ul? (Matthew 16:26) Praying for our team to see that although their circumstances may not be joyous or successful, 

they have been offered a never-ending joy and a steadfast love in Jesus. 

An~¥ays, that was quite a monologue. I have some other thoughts about David Foster Wallace’s piece--I’ll come in on Friday or next week so we can chat! 

Excited for this semesler and excited to continue our discussion on t:afith~. 

On Wed, 

Ladies, 

In a ~::o~pie of sent~-:mc~:_~s, what do you get from this piece? 

~= Soccer America [mailto:£9_~_@_~9_¢~_[a_~zj£a~_¢9_~] 
5eBt~ Wednesday, ~:04 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bje¢t~ Youth Soccer Znsider: Alex Morgan: ’~ stuck to my dream’ 

at 4:11 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
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Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Since debuting for the USA in 2010, Alex Morgan has 44 goals and 29 assists in 70 games, and she 

helped the USA to its 2012 Olympic gold medal. We spoke to the 24-year-old Southern California 

product, who plays for the NWSL’s Portland Thorns FC, about life as a pr~ athlete and celebrity, her 

youth soccer experience, advice for aspiring players, and the kind of soccer she likes to watch. 

...... ~moved by 

sender. 

SOCCER AMERICA: When you were a kid, did you dream about becoming a pro soccer player 

and celebrity? 

ALEX MORGAN: [Laughs] Celebrity, no. Professional soccer player, definitely. I didn’t know there were 

a lot of other responsibilities that come along with being a professional soccer player, but when I was 7 

or 8 years old I remember writing a note to my mom that when I grow up I want to become a professional 

soccer player. That was my dream and I stuck to it. 

...... ~movedby 

sender. 

SA: What helped inspire that dream? 

ALEX MORGAN: When I was 9 the Women’s World Cup was going on .... Kristine Lilly is a big reason I wear No. 13 today. 

Mia Harem was obviously one of the most popular players .... But I just loved the game of soccer. I played all sorts of sports 

growing up but soccer I was just drawn to immediately. That was the sport I had the most fun with. 

SA: So how do you like it now that you’ve become a professional athlete? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love the fact that I can go onto the soccer field and do what I love everyday - and make a living at it. And I 

like that I can make an impact on the young girls who want to become professional athletes in 10-15 years, because I was 

one of those young girls. 

SA: Did you watch a lot of soccer growing up? 

ALEX MORGAN: I watched a lot of women’s national team games and went to a lot of games. With the WUSA and WPS, my 

mom was always a supporter and got season tickets and I’d go with my room in L.A. When I got to college, I branched out 

and started watching EPL and La Liga, men’s soccer, and obviously WPS. 

SA: With all the soccer out there, what do you enjoy watching most when you have a choice? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love watching women’s soccer, so whenever there’s a women’s game on, college or NWSL, I put that on 

first. But I really enjoy watching the Champions League, which I think is the highest quality you’re going to get. 

SA: Is there any particular style of soccer you like watching? 

ALEX MORGAN: I like Barcelona because they’re one of the most technical teams I’ve ever seen. I love the way they play 

one-, two4ouch and they’re supporting each other so much. V~en they lose the ball, they really work hard to win the ball 

back in the first five seconds. I enjoy their style of play. It’s fun to watch them. 

SA: Is there anything you remember about the coaching you got during your youth days that you think was 

especially important to your success? 

ALEX MORGAN: I was pretty much with the same club team [Cypress FC Elite] from age 14 through when I went to college 

and I still keep in close contact with those coaches, because they really helped me become the player I am. Not only during 

practice, but they worked with me before and after training, whenever I wanted extra shooting or speed and agility work. 

Not only with them, but with my dad as well. My dad bought one of the full-size nets you can build on your own, because 

there weren’t full-size goals for kids to shoot on where I grew up. My dad would set up the goal three times a week and I’d 

shot on him for about an hour three times a week. 

SA: Besides practicing your shooting so much, what else do you think contributed to you becoming such a high 

scorer? 

ALEX MORGAN: Making the drills realistic. To play a lot. To play games. To get competition. That’s why I’m promoting the 

__C___qp___a____C___o___c__a__-___C__o__La_. - a nationwide youth tournament that gives an opportunity to teenagers play games, and registration is free. 

SA: What about the pressure of being a goalscorer? Even if you have a good game, you’re mostly going to be 

judged on whether you scored or not. 

ALEX MORGAN: Our job as forwards is to score. When you don’t for a couple games, people notice because they expect 

you to score. So I put a lot of pressure on myself. As a forward you take on that pressure and enjoy it or else you wouldn’t 

last as a forward. 

SA: What advice do you have for young players striving to succeed at the higher levels? 

ALEX MORGAN: I want young girls and boys to enjoy playing the game. Build friendships. Soccer really helped build my 

character on and off the field. Whenever I can promote playing soccer and getting out in the community and living an active 

lifestyle I’m for that. 

SA: At this point in your career, do you still think about improving parts of your game? Do you analyze your own 

play? 



ALEX MORGAN: I set goals for myself every month, specific things I want to work on each month. I go out by myself, or with 

teammates after training and do specific shooting drills, long balls, one-v-one -- whatever it is I need to work on. As a soccer 

player I’m always developing and continuing to improve myself. I definitely don’t think I’ve reached my potential 

SA: Do you see yourself becoming a coach after your playing career? 

ALEX MORGAN: I really have no idea. I enjoy putting on camps or clinics, but as for now I just hope I have a long career on 

the soccer field before I do something else. 

_A__~_e__x_____M____q_r_.g_~_!_t_! is the spokewoman for_C___9_f2__a____C___o__c___a__-__C__~!l__a_, a free tournament for more than 4, 000 teens ages of 13 and 15 in 10 

U.S. cities: Los Angeles, San Jose, Seattle, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Miami, Chicago, Atlanta and New York. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeel~.r 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey #ore Baclq/atd Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are at~hived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow ._S__g_c__£_e__hA__E~_#_[j__c_’_a_. I ._M___~__k_#_____W__gj_t_’_a__[[’_a_. 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:46 PM 

@gmail com); ~gma~l.com> 

EW: not clea~ed for tomorrow 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; ~gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J; Gatz, Gregory 

Subject: not cleared for tomorrow 

Coaches- 
I just wanted to let you know that are not cleared, is still out with her and is not cleared to participate from her 

will need to see me and repeat her testing before Dr Brickner will clear her to participate. She did not report to treatments today. 
Let me know if you have any questions 
Thanks! 
Nicole 
Nicole IVl. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Mledicine Center 
9:t9-962-2067 (office) 
9 J.9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. Tf you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:37 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: exl~nsion draft info 

~live.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Hi Ans, 

Here’s the link to the article where I saw- the players who are unprotected for Houston’s expansion draft. Not sure how- credible it is but looks interesting. 

Sent froru ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday, 4:25 PM 

@icloud.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: News aaad Observer Article/letter to the editor 

You are so kind to protect us m this fashion Yes, please write s ~mething up Thank you [’or allowing us to read it :first (we will try to put our public relations hats on). Yes, the N&O do not 

do much to promote the Tar tteels[! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @icloud.com] 

Sent: Thursday 10:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: News and Observer Article/letter to the editor 

I am disappointed and angry that this morning’s N&O article about academics and athletics neglected/refused to use any of the data you provided them about stellar soccer students who 
did not graduate within six years because they went pro. Instead, as you know, writer Jane Stancill merely says of you, "tie provided a list of academic award winners on his team and said 
the gradaation statistics are deceiving." I kno~v who some of those academic Al ~-Amer~,cans are, and of course many of their names would be recognizable to soccer affecionados. Several 

would even be recognizable to the general public. 

As the parent of a scholar-athlete, [ would like to write a letter to the editor and get some of those names/awards out there. I know there is much room for academic improvement on the UNC 
Women’s Soccer Team, but I also know that there are recent and current leaders like                               wh ~ represent the program exceptionally we~l in t&e c~assroom. My 
trust with the N&O when it comes to covering UNC athletics is of course low, so ! would want to get the facts from you and have you read my letter to the editor before I send it I won’t 

send it at all if you think it could stir up more digging and more trouble. 

Let me know your thoughts. If you think I should write a letter, I’ll get started on it right away so that it w 1l be timely (and likely to be run). 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:56 PM 

@gmaJl .com> 

I~E: FW: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I s~ck to my dremn’ 

Yes, that was one piece to notice! How is your game? 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV " 
S,,bject: Re: FW: Youth Soccer Tnsider: Alex Morgan: ’1 stuck to my dream’ 
Hey Ans, 

Hope you had a good break! Alex Morgan seems really humble and down-to-earth yet works her ass ofl~ Obviously she has the characteristics of a champion because 

like all ,soccer players that want to be the best they can be, she is ahYays striving to be better and work on parts of her game that need it. The countless hours of 

practice have clearly paid offfor her! I’m guessing what you wanted us to notice was how mnch she watches the gmne on TV and how she, like anyone that watches 

soccec loves how Barcelona completely dominates possession and plays quali~ soccer. 

Can’t wait for this Spring season! 

On Wed, 

ladies, 

In a couple of sentences, what do you get from this piece? 

Frera: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:04 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

) at 4:11 t M Donance Albert A IV <anson!~)email.unc.eda> wrote: 
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Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Since debuting for the USA in 2010, Alex Morgan has 44 goals and 29 assists in 70 games, and she 

helped the USA to its 2012 Olympic gold medal. We spoke to the 24-year-old Southern California 

product, who plays for the NWSL’s Portland Thorns FC, about life as a pro athlete and celebrity, her 

youth soccer experience, advice for aspiring players, and the kind of soccer she likes to watch. 

removed by 
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SOCCER AMERICA: When you were a kid, did you dream about becoming a pro soccer player 

and celebrity? 

ALEX MORGAN: [Laughs] Celebrity, no. Professional soccer player, definitely. I didn’t know there were 

a lot of other responsibilities that come along with being a professional soccer player, but when I was 7 

or 8 years old I remember writing a note to my mom that when I grow up I want to become a professional 

soccer player. That was my dream and I stuck to iL 

removed by 

sender. 

SA: What helped inspire that dream? 

ALEX MORGAN: When I was 9 the Women’s World Cup was going on .... Kristine Lilly is a big reason I wear No. 13 today. 

Mia Harem was obviously one of the most popular players .... But I just loved the game of soccer. I played all sods of sports 

growing up but soccer I was just drawn to immediately. That was the sport I had the most fun with= 

SA: So how do you like it now that you’ve become a professional athlete? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love the fact that I can go onto the soccer field and do what I love everyday - and make a living at it. And I 

like that I can make an impact on the young girls who want to become professional athletes in 10-15 years, because I was 

one of those young girls= 



SA: Did you watch a lot of soccer growing up? 

ALEX MORGAN: I watched a lot of women’s national team games and went to a lot of games. With the WUSA and WPS, my 

morn was always a supporter and got season tickets and I’d go with my morn in L.A. When I got to college, I branched out 

and started watching EPL and La Liga, men’s soccer, and obviously WPS. 

SA: With all the soccer out there, what do you enjoy watching most when you have a choice? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love watching women’s soccer, so whenever there’s a women’s game on, college or NWSL, I put that on 

first. But I really enjoy watching the Champions League, which I think is the highest quality you’re going to get. 

SA: Is there any particular style of soccer you like watching? 

ALEX MORGAN: I like Barcelona because they’re one of the most technical teams I’ve ever seen. I love the way they play 

one-, two-touch and they’re supporting each other so much. When they lose the ball, they really work hard to win the ball 

back in the first five seconds. I enjoy their style of play. It’s fun to watch them. 

SA: Is there anything you remember about the coaching you got during your youth days that you think was 

especially important to your success? 

ALEX MORGAN: I was pretty much with the same club team [Cypress FC Elite] fl~)m age 14 through when I went to college 

and I still keep in close contact with those coaches, because they really helped me become the player I am. Not only during 

practice, but they worked with me before and after training, whenever I wanted extra shooting or speed and agility work. 

Not only with them, but with my dad as well. My dad bought one of the full-size nets you can build on your own, because 

ther~ weren’t full-size goals for kids to shoot on where I grew up. My dad would set up the goal three times a week and I’d 

shot on him for about an hour three times a week. 

SA: Besides practicing your shooting so much, what else do you think contributed to you becoming such a high 

scorer? 

ALEX MORGAN: Making the drills realistic= To play a lot. To play games. To get competition. That’s why I’m promoting the 

Copa Coca-Cola - a nationwide youth tournament that gives an opportunity to teenagers play games, and registration is free. 

SA: What about the pressure of being a goalscorer? Even if you have a good game, you’re mostly going to be 

judged on whether you scored or not. 

ALEX MORGAN: Our job as forwards is to score. When you don’t for a couple games, people notice because they expect 

you to score. So I put a lot of pressure on myself. As a forward you take on that pressure and enjoy it or else you wouldn’t 

last as a foecvard. 

SA: What advice do you have for young players striving to succeed at the higher levels? 

ALEX MORGAN: I want young girls and boys to enjoy playing the game. Build friendships. Soccer really helped build my 

character on and off the field. Whenever I can promote playing soccer and getting out in the community and living an active 

lifestyle I’m for that. 

SA: At this point in your career, do you still think about improving parts of your game? Do you analyze your own 

play? 

ALEX MORGAN: I set goals for myself every month, specific things I want to work on each month. I go out by myself, or with 

teammates after training and do specific shooting drills, long balls, one-v-one -- whatever it is I need to work on. As a soccer 

player I’m always developing and continuing to improve myself= I definitely don’t think I’ve r~ached my potential. 

SA: Do you see yourself becoming a coach after your playing career? 

ALEX MORGAN: I really have no idea. I enjoy putting on camps or clinics, but as for now I just hope I have a long career on 

the soccer field before I do something else. 

Alex Morgan is the spokewoman for Copa Coca-Cola, a free tournament for more than 4,000 teens ages of 13 and 15 #~ 10 

U.S. cities: Los Angeles, San Jose, Seattle, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Miami, Chicago, Atlanta and New York. 

(Mike Woitaila, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of .-M----~--r--e-~-T--t-La--&~9-a--Ls-~-,~--T-/-Le-~--J-9-~-u---n-!-c:~-t-~--n-L-B-~A~!~&~(L~[~L 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at .__Y__o___u__t_/:LS____q_c_’_c___e_LLF__u_z!,__q’_o__~!.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider 

__S_e___e_____w_h__a__t __o___t_h__e__r__s____a__Le____s___a_y_i__n_g___q__n__~ h ~__ZQ_~I h_b_Q_¢£~_L!_O ~l~ ~_L h!~ g: 

Wednesday, 

FEEDB/~K: Send comments to Le__t_t__e__r__s__@_s__o__~_c__?_,__r__a_m___e__r_Lc__a__~_c__o__En_. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:56 PM 

.~gmail .com> 

Re: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgml: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

Excellent     ! I love your mnbition. And your desire to work hard. And thank you just now for taking 

could be doing and I appreciate your sacrifice for your program. 

to the game. I know them are a lot of other things you 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

I think my game is pretty damn good :) I’m ready to show you that you need me on the field. I did a lot of small sided over the break a~d worked on speed and agili~ 
and strength training. I knew weights would be hard this semes~ter so I kicked it up a notch mid I know a lot of the spring we axe with our small teams so I figured small 
sided would be helpful. It’s nice to have a little break before we s~t going hard again to get back into things. I feel refreshed and ready to get better. My long tm:m 
goal is to plW quality" minutes for you in the Fall so I’m ready to make mis~kes and fail and fail and fail now instead of only do the things i’m good at to impress you. 
That being said, I won’t let my s~trengths ~hde, i’ll definitely work on shooting multiple times a week. 

On Thu, at 4:56 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Y~:’_~, [~%M: w~s .:_~le ~){ec~:" to ~ot{c~ How ~ yot~r g~lme~ 

From: ~1 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:38 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FW: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgm~: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

tiey Ans, 

Hope you had a good brea!! Alex Morgan seems really humble and down-to-earth yet works her ass oil~ Obviously she has the characteristics of a champion 
because like all soccer players that want to be the best they can be, she is alwws striving to be better and work on pasts of her game that need it. The countless 
hours of practice have clearly paid olt’for her! I’m guessing what you wanted us to notice was how much she watches the game on TV and how she, like anyone that 
watches soccer; loves how Baarcelona completely dominates possession mid plays quality~ soccer. 

Can’t wait for this Spring season! 

On Wed, at 4:11 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

h~ a c.:_~uple of .>:~ntences, wh~t do you g~-_~t flom this piece? 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Norgan: ’I stuck to my dream’ 
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Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Since debuting for the USA in 2010, Alex Morgan has 44 goals and 29 assists in 70 games, and she 

helped the USA to its 2012 Olympic gold medal. We spoke to the 24-year-old Southern California 

product, who plays for the NWSL’s Portland Thorns FC, about life as a pro athlete and celebrity, her 

youth soccer experience, advice for aspiring players, and the kind of soccer she likes to watch. 
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andSOCCERcelebrity?AMERICA: When you were a kid, did you dream about becoming a pro soccer player 
~~~sender.rem°vedlmage by 

ALEX MORGAN: [Laughs] Celebrity, no. Professional soccer player, definitely. I didn’t know there were 

a lot of other responsibilities that come along with being a professional soccer player, but when I was 7 

or 8 years old I remember writing a note to my mom that when I grow up I want to become a professional 

soccer player. That was my dream and I stuck to it. 

SA: What helped inspire that dream? 

ALEX MORGAN: When I was 9 the Women’s World Cup was going on .... Kristine Lilly is a big reason I wear No. 13 today. 

Mia Hamm was obviously one of the most popular players .... But I just loved the game of soccer. I played all sorts of sports 

growing up but soccer I was just drawn to immediately. That was the sport I had the most fun with. 

SA: So how do you like it now that you’ve become a professional athlete? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love the fact that I can go onto the soccer field and do what I love everyday - and make a living at it. And I 

like that I can make an impact on the young girls who want to become professional athletes in 10-15 years, because I was 

one of those young girls. 

SA: Did you watch a lot of soccer growing up? 

ALEX MORGAN: I watched a lot of women’s national team games and went to a lot of games. With the WUSA and WPS, my 

morn was always a supporter and got season tickets and rd go with my morn in L.A. When I got to college, I branched out 

and started watching EPL and La Liga, men’s soccer, and obviously WPS. 

SA: With all the soccer out there, what do you enjoy watching most when you have a choice? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love watching women’s soccer, so whenever there’s a women’s game on, college or NWSL, I put that on 

first. But I really enjoy watching the Champions League, which I think is the highest quality you’re going to get. 

SA: Is there any particular style of soccer you like watching? 

ALEX MORGAN: I like Barcelona because they’re one of the most technical teams I’ve ever seen. I love the way they play 

one-, two4ouch and they’re supporting each other so much. When they lose the ball, they really work hard to win the ball 

back in the first five seconds. I enjoy their style of play. It’s fun to watch them. 

SA: Is there anything you remember about the coaching you got during your youth days that you think was 

especially important to your success? 

ALEX MORGAN: I was pretty much with the same club team [Cypress FC Elite] from age 14 through when I went to college 

and I still keep in close contact with those coaches, because they really helped me become the player I am. Not only during 

practice, but they worked with me before and after training, whenever I wanted extra shooting or speed and agility work. 

Not only with them, but with my dad as well. My dad bought one of the full-size nets you can build on your own, because 

there weren’t full-size goals for kids to shoot on where I grew up. My dad would set up the goal three times a week and rd 

shot on him for about an hour three times a week. 

SA: Besides practicing your shooting so much, what else do you think contributed to you becoming such a high 

scorer? 

ALEX MORGAN: Making the drills realistic. To play a lot. To play games. To get competition. That’s why I’m promoting the 

Copa Coca-Cola - a nationwide youth tournament that gives an opportunity to teenagers play games, and registration is free. 

SA: What about the pressure of being a goalscorer? Even if you have a good game, you’re mostly going to be 

judged on whether you scored or not. 

ALEX MORGAN: Our job as forwards is to score. When you don’t for a couple games, people notice because they expect 

you to score. So I put a lot of pressure on myself. As a forward you take on that pressure and enjoy it or else you wouldn’t 



last as a forward. 

SA: What advice do you have for young players striving to succeed at the higher levels? 

ALEX MORGAN: I want young girls and boys to enjoy playing the game. Build friendships. Soccer r~ally helped build my 

character on and off the field. Whenever I can promote playing soccer and getting out in the community and living an active 

lifestyle I’m for that. 

SA: At this point in your career, do you still think about improving parts of your game? Do you analyze your own 

play? 

ALEX MORGAN: I set goals for myself every month, specific things I want to work on each month. I go out by myself, or with 

teammates after training and do specific shooting drills, long balls, one-v-one -- whatever it is I need to work on. As a soccer 

player i’m always developing and continuing to improve myself. I definitely don’t think i’ve reached my potential. 

SA: Do you see yourself becoming a coach after your playing career? 

ALEX MORGAN: I really have no idea. I enjoy putting on camps or clinics, but as for now I just hope I have a long career on 

the soccer field before I do something else. 

A/ex Morgan is the spokewoman for Copa Coca-Cola. a free tournament for more than 4,000 teens ages of 13 and 15 in 10 

U.S. cities: Los Angeles, San Jose, Seattle, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Miami, Chicago, Atlanta and New York. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Joumey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson~,uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:15 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

Re: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dremn’ 

On tile money ! ! Thank you!! 

Ses~f.~"om my VeHzon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

So what I got from this was that she is a Barcelona fan and I like her so much more now. That’s all .... 

Just kidding, so I’m starting to realize that you ~yefft kidding about watching tile ganle at a higher level. I never doubted you but it is becoming more concrete in the fact 

that eve~ elite athlete watches the game at tile highest level. I aJso think this ~xticle is great because Alex Morgan is a role model for so many girls around the count~y 

and possibly the world and her mentioning that she eNoys watching the game at the highest level can possibly plant a seed in the younger generation. Hopefully starting 

a new trend of young girls watching the gmne at the highest level, but that might be wishful thinking. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:11 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)emafil.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In ~, couole of sentences, what do you get from this piece? 

From; Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Sent-¯ Wednesday, 1:04 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

l< ~WRD409.jpg~t 

Nednesday, 

I< ~WRD409 jpg>l 

Alex Morgan" ’1 stuck to my dream’ 
Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Since debuting for the USA in 2010, Alex Morgan has 44 goals and 29 assists in 70 games, and she 

helped the USA to its 2012 Olympic gold medal. We spoke to the 24-year-old Southern California 

product, who plays for the NWSL’s Portland Thorns FC, about life as a pro athlete and celebrity, her 

youth soccer experience, advice for aspiring players, and the kind of soccer she likes to watch. 

[4-WRD409.j pg~ 

[4-WRD409.j pg~ 

SOCCER AMERICA: When you were a kid, did you dream about becoming a pro soccer player and celebrity? 

ALEX MORGAN: [Laughs] Celebrity, no. Professional soccer player, definitely. I didn’t know there were a lot of other 

responsibilities that come along with being a professional soccer player, but when I was 7 or 8 years old I remember writing a 

note to my mom that when i grow up i want to become a professional soccer player. That was my dream and I stuck to it. 

SA: What helped inspire that dream? 

ALEX MORGAN: When I was 9 the Women’s World Cup was going on .... Kristine Lilly is a big reason I wear No. 13 today. 

Mia Harem was obviously one of the most popular players .... But I just loved the game of soccer. I played all sorts of sports 

growing up but soccer I was just drawn to immediately. That was the sport I had the most fun with. 

SA: So how do you like it now that you’ve become a professional athlete? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love the fact that I can go onto the soccer field and do what I love everyday - and make a living at it. And I 

like that I can make an impact on the young girls who want to become professional athletes in 10-15 years, because I was 

one of those young girls. 

SA: Did you watch a lot of soccer growing up? 

ALEX MORGAN: I watched a lot of women’s national team games and went to a lot of games. With the WUSA and WPS, my 

mom was always a supporter and got season tickets and I’d go with my mom in L.A. When I got to college, I branched out 

and started watching EPL and La Liga, men’s soccer, and obviously WPS. 



SA: With all the soccer out there, what do you enjoy watching most when you have a choice? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love watching women’s soccer, so whenever there’s a women’s game on, college or NWSL, I put that on 

firsL But I really enjoy watching the Champions League, which I think is the highest quality you’re going to get. 

SA: Is there any particular style of soccer you like watching? 

ALEX MORGAN: I like Barcelona because they’re one of the most technical teams I’ve ever seen. I love the way they play 

one-, two4ouch and they’re supporting each other so much. ’When they lose the ball, they really work hard to win the ball 

back in the first five seconds. I enjoy their style of play. It’s fun to watch them= 

SA: Is there anything you remember about the coaching you got during your youth days that you think was 

especially important to your success? 

ALEX MORGAN: I was pretty much with the same club team [Cypress FC Elite] from age 14 through when I went to college 

and I still keep in close contact with those coaches, because they really helped me become the player I am. Not only during 

practice, but they worked with me before and after training, whenever I wanted extra shooting or speed and agility work. 

Not only with them, but with my dad as well. My dad bought one of the full-size nets you can build on your own, because 

there weron’t full-size goals for kids to shoot on where I grew up. My dad would set up the goal three times a week and 

shot on him for about an hour three times a week. 

SA: Besides practicing your shooting so much, what else do you think contributed to you becoming such a high 

scorer? 

ALEX MORGAN: Making the drills realistic. To play a lot. To play games. To get competition= That’s why I’m promoting the 

Copa Coca-Cola - a nationwide youth tournament that gives an opportunity to teenagers play games, and registration is free. 

SA: What about the pressure of being a goalscorer? Even if you have a good game, you’re mostly going to be 

judged on whether you scored or not. 

ALEX MORGAN: Our job as forwards is to score. When you don’t for a couple games, people notice because they expect 

you to score. So I put a lot of pressure on myself. As a forward you take on that pressure and enjoy it or else you wouldn’t 

last as a forward. 

SA: What advice do you have for young players striving to succeed at the higher levels? 

ALEX MORGAN: I want young girls and boys to enjoy playing the game. Build friendships. Soccer really helped build my 

character on and off the field. Whenever I can promote playing soccer and getting out in the community and living an active 

lifestyle I’m for that. 

SA: At this point in your career, do you still think about improving parts of your game? Do you analyze your own 

play? 

ALEX MORGAN: I set goals for myself every month, specific things I want to work on each month. I go out by myself, or with 

teammates after training and do specific shooting drills, long balls, one-v-one - whatever it is I need to work on. As a soccer 

player I’m always developing and continuing to improve myself. I definitely don’t think I’ve reached my potential. 

SA: Do you see yourself becoming a coach after your playing career? 

ALEX MORGAN: I really have no idea. I enjoy putting on camps or clinics, but as for now I just hope I have a long career on 

the soccer field before I do something else. 

Alex Morgan is the spokewoman for Copa Coca-Cola, a free toumament for mote than 4,000 teens ages of 13 and 15 in 10 

U.S. cities: Los Angeles, San Jose, Seattle, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Miami, Chicago, A tlanta and New York. 

(Mike Woitaiia, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of Mote Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles ate atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Wednesday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate foP,^zarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

I<’~WRD409.j Pg>l 
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Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 2_2_, 202_4 2_2:53 PM 

bill palladino < @aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Villanova - 202_6 

Please follow up .... copy me! 

Sent from my Verizon #~’ire/ess 4G LTS DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Villanova - 2016 

From: Fran Kulas <fran.kulas@villanova.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaikunc.edu>,church@duaa.duke.edu 

CC: 

Hi Anson & Robbie, 

I know it is a ways out but I also know everyone always wants a shot at the big dogs so I thought I would try now! 

We would love to travel down and play you guys in 201& Do the two of you work together for a tournament that we could attend? If not, could we arrange something where we 

could come down and play one of you on a Friday and the other on a Sunday. I am wide open for 2016 right now and the only weekend we could NOT do would be opening 

weekend because we have to stay on campus due to mandated freshman orientation. 

Please let me know either way when you guys have a chance and hope to see you in sunny Philadelphia for the convention? 

Fran 

Fra~ K[flas 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
V~lla~ova U~fivcrsib~ 
800 Lancaster Ave, 
Villanov& PA 19085 
Office: 610-519-5523 
Cell: 
Fax: 610-519-6875 
Visit Our Website Here! 

COMPLETE OUR ONLINE RECRUITING QUESTIONAIRE 

FOLLOW US ON TWITTER ! ................................................................. 

NCAA TOURNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’(11, ’02, ’03, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 1:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: MAP program 

My Academic Plan design.pdf; My Academic Plan recruiting design.pdf 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: MAP program 

From: "Bmwr~ Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edtc, 
To: UNC,A~\-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: UNCAA-ExeStaff<uncaa exestaff,~)gmups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Senior Stalt’<uncaa seniorstaIf@groups.unc.edt~-,"She~ Benja~in" 

<bsheu@e~nail.unc.edu>,"Bethel, Bradley Pdchaxd" <bbethel@email.unc.edu>,"Blanton, Brent S" <blm~ton@unc.edu>,"Greene, Michael" 

<greenemt~email.unc.edu>,"Beatty, Greg" ~gpbea~@email.unc.edn>,"Lee, Jaimie" ~aimielee@unc.edu;,,"Myers, Leslie" <lesmye~s@email.unc.edu;,,"Lyons, 

Elizabeth M" <emlyons@email.unc.edu~,"Maloy, Snsa~ B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu;,,"Om KF~ N" <or~@email.unc.edu;,,"Overstreet. Tiff’ 

<overst~@unc.edn>,"Townsend, Jenn" ~townsend@unc.edu~,"Yarbrough, Nate" <yarbro9@email.unc.edn>,"Yount, Tony" <tonF~ount@unc.edu~ 

Hello, 

The fall semester was a very good one with many student-athletes doing well academically and many teams raising their semester team GPA. Congratulations and 

thank you for the support of the ASPSA and the athletic academic counselors as we continue to make some adjustments to how things are done. Today, the Daily 

Tar Heel published a positive article about the MAP program acknowledging some of the changes (see the link below). As the program continues to evolve, we are 

refining some pieces for the spring and will take a greater look at the program during the spring and summer for the next academic year. We welcome all your 

feedback so that it can be considered along with the other information that we are gathering. 

For recruiting purposes, we have created two documents about the MAP program (see attached). The information is the same but the difference is simply style 

and presentation which may appeal to different preferences. This is a tool for you to use for recruiting and for the counselors to use with prospects and families. 

Again, we want this to work for you, so upon using it, let us know if you realize that some information can be added or changed. 

http://www.dailytarheel.com/artide/20:I4/O:[/map-changes-O:I10 

The challenge is to have all the teams raise their semester team GPA for the spring semester and we are off to a good start. Also, good luck to all the teams 

competing this semester. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill p)_[c__h_.~!_[ 
e__b_r_o_. _w__n__@. _u_ .n- c_: ~__d_.u__ 

office: (9:19) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, l: 13 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: NCAA St~£f Interpretation: Elimination or Reduction of Recruiting Restrictions After Commitment 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NCAA Staff’Interpretation: Elimination or Reduction of Recruiting Restrictions AIter Commitment 

From: "Va~gelder, MaxJelle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu~ 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Markos, La~ce M" <markos@email.unc.edu-~,                       @emaJl.unc.edu>,"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu>,"Strassner, Rachel" 
<rstrassne@unc.edu>,"Ballen, M~:rtina K" <mballen,~unc.edu>,"Beale, Michael" <michaelbeale@unc.edu>,"Best, Kevin S." <kbes~t,~unc.edu>,"Bitting, Angelyn S" 

<abitting@unc.edu>,"Bmnner, John F" ~<lohn Brunne@unc.edtc,,"Bnnting, Mike" <mbunting@nnc.edu>, ~nnc.edu>,"Creech, 
Kmlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Culler, Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>,"Cunningham, Bubba" <bublz~ac@ema]l.unc.edu>,"G~2llo, Jr., L~miy A." 

<athgallo@unc.edu>,"Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edtc,,"Johnson, Shelley H" < shelljo@unc.edu>,"Kirschner, Steve" 

<stevekil~chne@unc.edu>,"Lm~e, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edtc,,"Miller. Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu>,"Perldns, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edn>,"Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge@unc.edtc,,"Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@unc.edu;,"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Steinbacher. Rick" <rick@unc.edtc, 

Good Afternoon - 

We received an interpretation from the NCAA today relative to the elimination or reduction of recruiting restrictions after a prospective student-athlete signed a 

National Letter of Intent or a written offer of admission and/or financial aid with multiple institutions or submits a financial deposit to multiple institutions in 

response offers of admission. 

Specifically, the legislative provisions that eliminate or reduce recruiting restrictions after a prospective student-athlete signs a National Letter of Intent or the 

institution’s written offer of admission and/or financial aid, or after the institution receives his or her financial deposit in response to its offer of admission applies 

only to the first institution with which the prospective student-athlete signs a valid National Letter of Intent, written offer of admission and/or financial aid, or the 

first institution to receive his or her financial deposit in response to an offer of admission. 

If you encounter a situation in which you believe a prospective student-athlete has committed to multiple institutions via the methods outlined above, please 

contact Compliance immediately to we can properly advise you regarding the applicable legislation. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

__m____v__a___n_g el d e r @ u n c. e d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:25 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: 

Great choice .... I would love to support her. 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

@gmafil.com> wrote: 

Dear all, 

My sincerest apologies for the late notice. 

I was discussing UNC’s                         with fellow students yesterday and had the realization that      would be more than a perfect fit. This honorary 

society selects members based on their service to the university "as reflected in scholarship, motivation, creativity, royal .ty~ m~d leadership in academic 

extracurricular pursuits. Members mad those eligible for selection also display exemplao~ character in all facets of their lives." 

I am sort of kicking myself for having this "ah-ha!" moment so late, as nominations are due by 5 pm today. I am currently filling out a nominalion form for      which 

requires the contact information of 3 references. I am wondering if you all would be rolling to be references for      I am not sure what this would require, e.g. if they 

require you to submit something by 5 pm today or if they will contact you in the future as they review nominations. Alternatively, if you know of another reference who 

would be able to speaJ~ to the impact of       leadership on the soccer field and/or within the BSPH program, please l~el ti~ee to pass their nmne along. 

I really believe has made a lasting impression on this Universi~ and hope she roll be recognized tbr doing such. 

’I’hm~ks in advance. Besk 

~unc.edu 

University of NoNa Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

BSPH Candidate, Health Policy & Management 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):- 

Monday, 9:32 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com 

FW: Letter to the Editor 

Letter to the editor.docx 

Tom, 

Drop everything and do this research ~or so she can get this excellent letter in today ... thank you! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ,~,icloud._c~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Letter to the Editor 

Anson, 

Could you take a look at this and let rue l~ow your thoughts? I’d love to submit it today if at all possible. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:34 AM 

@icloud.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Letter to the Editor 

Tom is doing the research to get this done now so you can send it in ... absolutely SUPERB letter!!! (It is a perfect reflection of the mother of one of our top scholars.) Thank you!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~£iclo ud com] 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 AM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Su~iect: Letter to the Editor 

Anson, 

Could you take a look at this and let me know your thoughts? I’d love to submit it today if at all possible 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:33 AM 

~icloud.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Letter to the Editor 

’]?his is excellent please go with it ... I am sure by now you have Tom’s fact checking. And thank you ... I hope the?’ have the guts to print it. All the best!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~£iclo ud com] 

Sent: Monday, 8:59 AM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Su~iect: Letter to the Editor 

Anson, 

Could you take a look at this and let me know your thoughts? I’d love to submit it today if at all possible 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 4:47 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr> 

I~E: Cotnputer Migrations for Soccer 

{ONY£N); (password); this is my fogin int:ormation 

From= Streett, Shelly 

Sent= Friday, January 10, 2014 10:45 AM 
To= Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= FW: Computer Migrations for Soccer 

Please send me yoL~r origen, password and co~’r~pute~’ Iogin information. Nothing devious w~H occur. ~ promise. 

-SS 

F~m= Suits, ChrisN H, 
Sent= Wednesday, January 08, 2014 ~1:~8 AN 
To= Street, Shelly 
Subject~ Computer Migrations for Soccer 

Shelly, 

When is a ~ood time to work on computer migrations for you and coaches? I do not necessarily need them there but will need access to computers and onyen and 

computer credentials? 

E~n~i~: ChristK Suits@unc, edu 

0[~’: 9Z 9-.84~-$296 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:49 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

12,22: 

Yes, she is ar~ extraordinary young womar~!] 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Re: 

Thank you! I have included vour email address on the no~nination form. 

Best, 

(~unc.edn 

University of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

BSPH Candidate, tlealth Policy & Management 

On Sat,            at 2:24 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <0_43bRr_!(a_2_e__g~_2a__i~:_u__r_~__c__:_e_~t__u__> wrote: 

Great choice .... I would love to support her. 

Sent from ~v ~ ~ri.:o~t Wireles, v 4G LI~’ DROID 

,,@gnmJl.com> wrote: 

Dear all, 
My sincerest apologies for the late notice. 

I was discussing UNC’s with fellow students yesterday and had the realization that would be more than a perfect fit. This honoraw 

society selects members ~sed on their service to the universib’ "as reflected in scholarship, motivation, creativity, myalb; and leadership in acade~nic and 

extracurricular pursuits. Members and those eligible for selection aJso display exemplmy cha~racter in all facets of their lives." 

I am sort ofldcking myself for having this "ah-ha!" moment so late, as nominations are due by 5 pm today. I mn currently filling out a nominalion form for which 

requires the contact information of 3 references. I am wondering ifyou all would be rolling to be references for      I am not sure what this wonld require, e.g. ifthey 

require you to submit something by 5 pm today or if they roll contact you in the fi~ture as they review nominations. Alternatively, if you l~ow of another reference who 

would be able to speak to the impact of      leadership on the soccer field and/or within the BSPH program, please feel free to pass their nan~e along. 

I reaJly believe     haa made a la.sting impression on "this University and hope she will be recogn~ed for doing such. 

Thanks in advance. Best, 

(~unc.edn 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Gillings School of GlobaJ Public HeaJth 

BSPH Candidate, HeaJth Policy & Management 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:42 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ,£z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Community Service Project 

Very good!! 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 8:31 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Porter, Grant 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Community Service Project 

Great, I.ets make it happen, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014- 3:50 PM 

To: Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M 
Co: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Community Service Project 

We are in ._ let"s get the S from the Endowment! 

From: Porter, Grant 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:51 AM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

�::c: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Community Service ProJect 

Tom, 

As discussed, we are seeking to do a Spring community service project with an organization called Stop Hunger Now. Here is their website: 

htt P:iiwww.stophu nger now.orB/ 

Basically all of our players would get together and package $I0,000 meals that would be shipped around the world to help those in need. Would be in Eddie Smith 

Field House and would take about an hour and a half max. They make it an event with music, etc. 

Financially, the programs buy the meals that we package and would cost each program ~J.,250. 

Would love to do it with your program as first choice. Let us know if it is not possible as we will probably find another team. They have every Saturday in March 

available as of now or even Feb 22 as possible dates unless we come together on a Friday afternoon or another time. 

Keep Carlos and I posted, 

Grant 

i~i IMAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:48 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Developmeut 

image001 .pug; image003.png; image005.png; image007.jpg; Weeldy Calend~y of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

Do you have this? 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 9:08 AM 
To: UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Hey Everyone, 

Happy Monday! 

Since this semester, Student-Athlete Development will start to send out the weekly workshop schedule on every Monday. Please see the attachment and share 

with anyone you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great weeM Go Heels~ 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

Connect With Us On 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:21 PM 

Steve Brown <browns@uwosh.edu> 

ILE: Memorabilia Request 

Not ~ problem! 

From= Steve Brown [mailto:browns@uwosh.edu] 
Sent= Monday, January 13, 2014 1:41 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Memorabilia Request 

Coach Dorrance 

Normally I would not attempt to reach out to someone I have not met, but I am good friends with Jonas Sahratim] and worked with both Tony Da Luz and John 

Cossaboon when I was the Strength & Conditioning Coordinator at the University of San Diego. 

I’m writing you to ask for some assista~]ce in helping one of my daughters with a fundraising event. She has been selected to represent Wisconsin in the Donosti Cup 
soccer tournament in Spain this summer. The group is Wisconsin International Soccer, m~d their Facebx~ok page is 

https:i/~’w.facebook.conr’WisconsmInternationalSoccer2013 %efi=br ff 

On March 1 they have a fundraJsing event and are looking tbr rattle prizes and silent auction items. I was wondering if it wo~dd be possible to get you to sign a ball that 

we could use for the silent auction. 

I’m sure you get a lot of these requests, so if it’s something you like to stay away from I understand. Thanks for your consideration. 

Steve 

Steve Brown, MS, CSCS 

Coordinator of Strength & Conditioning 
Universi .ty of Wisconsin Oshkosh 

Student Recreation & Wellness Center 

735 Pearl Avenue 

Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Phone: 920.424.7128 

Fax: 920.424.2266 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:31 PM 

Simon Clements <simon.clement@exactsports.com> 

Jason Sisneros I         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: EXACT at N SCAA: Reques~t for Meeting 

I will be there and I am bringing Jason Sisneros .-. Love Lo meet. My celt ,g is: 
From-" Simon Clements [mailto:simon.clements@exactsports.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 20:14 3:33 PM 
To; Sander, Thomas 3; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: EXACT at NSCAA: Request for Meeting 
Tom, Anson, 
Do you plan on attending the NSCAA this year? I’d like to sit down with you for a few minutes to discuss some new developments at EXACT as well as our 

technology ofl’erings through our partner PrepHero. 

I amve Wednesday evening and will be available Thursday and Friday. Please let me know if you have a few minutes in your busy schedule to meet and discuss. 
Happy New Year 

Simon 

Simon Clements, MPP 

Director, EXACT Sports 

mobile 

fax 773.423.0252 

: removed by I " " removed by 
sender, sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:34 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Invitation to US Club Soccer:Mike social at NSCAA Convention 

From: US Club Soccer [mailto:ghutton@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent-" Monday, January 13, 2014 4:03 PM 
To; communications@usclubsoccer.org 
Subject; Invitation to US Club Soccer!Nike social at NSCAA Convention 

i~i invitation jpg 

For those of you who will be attending this week’s NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia, we invite you to the US Club Soccer/Mike social on Friday, Jan. 17. 

Details are as follows: 

¯ Date: Friday, Jan. 17, 2014 

¯ Time: 4:30 p.m.-7 p.m. 

¯ Location: _F__[_e__hd____H___o___u___s___e____P___h_!J__a___d___e_]_p____h_)__a_., located at 1150 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, PA 19107. 

The Field House is Iocoted on the street level of the south end o, f Convention Center, obove Merket Eost troin stetion end ocross,from Reoding 

Terminel. 

Food / Drink: Complimentary food, beer, wine and soft drinks. 

Your name will be on the door list for entrance into the social. Please note that due to capacity restrictions, it is necessary for all attendees to be on the door list or 

hold an entrance pass. 

We look forward to seeing you in Philadelphia. 

US Club Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Monday 6:34 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

1),22: 

Thanks 

From: kohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

.4:08 PM 

Anson: I anticipate she will receive some more academic stuff like ACC Academic Honor Roll, etc. later this year. The only thing that might not be on here is if she made the Dean’s 

List in semester Tony Yount would have that info. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:38 PM 

Jimmy Elder <_ @me.com> 

Jason Sisneros, @gmafil.com) 

RE: NSCAA Convention 

Sure ._ Jason, make sure I get by._ 

From; Jimmy Elder [ @me.corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 5:26 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NSCAA Convention 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Can you "take a moment to stop by my booth? Soccer Innovations Booth #640. 

I would like to show you a new product. Its quite outsta~ding and being built here in the Dallas area. I am snre you have seen the unit that is being used by Borussia 

Dor~nund. It is the same uNt but a local gronp has developed this product for the US and Mexica~ market. 

I’d like to get your thoughts, ideas for the potential in the US soccer market. 

See 2 links below; one of"yours truly", testing the local prototype and a second of the Bomssia unit. 

All the best Coach[ 
Local 1 Wall Prototype (Mini Version) 

Borussia Unit 

Jimmy Elder 

President, Soccer Innovations 

www.Soccerlnnovations,com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:38 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros ( ;@gmaJl.com) 

I~W: Film Exchange Proposals at Convention - CANCELLED 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 5:29 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro 
(~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Cc: Moore, Donald 
Subject: Film Exchange Proposals at Convention - CANCELLED 
Importance: High 

Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our conversation from the coaches’ meeting regarding film exchange, we have decided to CANCE~, the presentations on Thursday of this week 

due to less than half of our schools being represented. We’ve asked each company to submit a proposal to us in writing and we will share that with the group. 

As a reminder, we will be scheduling a conference call for you (and your video contact if you desire) to discuss both the policy as well as the platform for 20:14. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships N SWA 

©: 336369.4652 I C 
kpierce@theacc.org 

[ i:~i: A6:C 2013-14 ESi~nature July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 11:04 PM 

Kevin Sims @yahoo.com> 

Re: NSCAA 

If the time is mininmJ I have no issue... 

Se~tt f!’om my Verizort IYire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

Kevin Sims 

~A.ns on, 

@ya~noo.com> wrote: 

Good question ... so I put in a couple of phone calls to people who have served ... they both said it was a light commitment with: a 
convention meeting ... a bit of committee work, potentially consisfng of a few/several phone calls ... time could change based upon 
the feeling among BOG that matters needed addressing ... both said people are on the BOG for their wisdom & experience rather 
than their work 

As always, timing can be everything ... if you feel now is unwise, the opportuni~ may present itself again later. 

All the best, 
Kevin 
Kevin M. Shns 

NationM Soccer Coaches Association of America, Board of Director% High School GMs Representative 

http: //x,~xav.nscaa.com/commtmity/constiments/high- scho ol 

Txvitter https://twitter.com/HS Soccer Guy 

Linkedln ht:tp:iiwww.linkedin.com/profile!view?id=42419285&t:rk=nav~responsive tab profile 

May the road rise to meet you. May the wind be always at your back. May the sun shine warm upon your face, the rains fall soft upon your.fields, and 

until we meet again, May God hold you in the palm of his hand 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Kevin Sims       @yahoo.corn> 

Cc:          @msn.com"          @msn.com>; "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>; 
@gmail.com>; "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 5:21 PM 
Subject: RE: NSCAA 

@aol.com" @aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com)" 

My issue is time .... How much would this take? I love the NSCAA and everything it does but I am always stretched too thin, especially now when my 

From: Kevin Sims             ~@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 10:38 PM 
Subject: NSCAA 

If so elected, would you be ready, willing and able to serve on the NSCAA Board of Governors Advisory Council? 
Board of Governors Advisory Council. There shall be a Board of Govemors that shaft advise the Board of Directors and staff on issues affecting the 
Association. There shall be 10 members of the Board of Governors. Nominations for the Board of Governors will be made by the Board of Directors and/or 
Board of Govemors prior to the Board of Go vemors’ annual meeting at the NSCAA Annual Convention. The Board of Directors shall elect each year during 
its annual meeting at the convention, two members who shaft serve five-year terms. The Board of Governors will recommend a chair, who must be a 
member of the Board of Govemors with at least three years remaining in his/herterm, to the President. The chair of the Board of Governors may attend 
meetings of the Board of Directors and Executive Committee as a non-voting liaison. Any member of the Board of Governors may call a special meeting of 
the Board of Govemors in a time of crisis. The Board of Governors may also conduct a meeting, normally by conference call, prior to the Board of 
Directors mid-year meeting. The Immediate Past President shaft serve as the Executive Committee liaison, and the Chief Executive Officer shall serve as 
the staff liaison. 

Thanks for your consideration and prompt reply. 
Respectfully, 
Kevin 
Kevin M. Sims 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America, Board of Directors, High School Girls Representative 

http :i/www.nscaa,comicommunity/constituentsihigh-school 

Twitter ._h__~ps:!/twitter.com/HS Soccer Guy 
Linkedln http://wwwAinkedin.com/l~rofile/view?id=42419285&trk=nav responsive tab profile 



May the road rise to meet you. May the wind be always at your back. May the sun shine warm upon your face, the rains fall soft upon 
your fields, and until we meet again, May God hold you in the palm of his hand. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:52 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: leadership ~neetiugs 

Let me see if there is a solution. I will copy Tom on this. If we can’t move the meeting for you I will certainly meet with you individually. 

From: ~rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, . :11:47 AIVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~J 
Subject-" leadership meetings 
Hi Anson, 

I was wondering if most of our leadership meetings from now on will be on Tuesdays at 107 I am in a that I absolutely needed to 
take this semester and the only time offered for it was on so if our meetings are at I wouldn’t be able to 
make them. My class is over at 10:45 though, and I don’t have another until 12:30 on Tuesdays and Thursdays so I could just come meet with you to 
go over what was discussed in the meeting immediately after my class which wouldn’t be long after the leadership meeting would be over as well. If 
that wouldn’t work because of a time issue, is there another day that I could come in or is there any other possible solution? I thought about if we 
had the meeting on a Monday, Wednesday, or Friday but l’m not sure if that would work either since I know we will probably have weights on those 
days after practice. 
Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/14/2014 8:15:48 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) @gmail.com] 

FW: New training tool used by Real Madrid, Bayern Munich, Man U etc. at the NSCAA Convention - we would love to 

show it to you. 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Jason,, 

1 am going to keep forwarding everything I get t:o you for the convention. If there is something that you think has vah~e, 

please either go yourself or drag me to it. If it is a waste of our time delete it. t trust you and I am going to try to give you 

more and more respons~bi~it~ because you can handle it:; you are a~ready demonstrating a fad~ity for gett:~ng th~ngs done 

(what you have already done for ); and one of these days ~ wou~d love a week where ~ get to go home 

From: Nikolaj Thomassen [mailto:nikolaj@muninsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 14, 2014 5:51 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New training tool used by Real Madrid, Bayern Munich, Man U etc. at the NSCAA Convention - we would love to 
show it to you. 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

I write to invite you to our booth at the NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia this week. We have developed a range of 

some of the best rebounders for soccer practice. 

They are named the m-station Talent, Academy and Pro and they are used by first teams and academies in clubs like 

Manchester United, Arsenal, Benfica, Ajax, Stuttgart, Everton, Bayern Munich and Real Madrid. 

We are now launching them on the US-market and we would be honored to show you the products and to hear you 

thoughts about how they might be used in US soccer practice. 

We will be at booth number 769 and we hope to see you there. If you find it interesting and would like to agree on a 

certain time for a meeting please don’t hesitate to contact us. 



De bedste hilsner/Kind regards/Mit freundlichen Green 



Nikolaj Thomassen 

CEO 
Munin Sports 

Sortedam Dossering 93 A, st. 
DK-2100 Copenhagen O 

Denmark 

M: 
E: 
~vw.muninsports.com 
cvr: 31076196 

WATCH CHRISTIANO RONALDO PRACTICE WITH M-STATION PRO 

Munin is a company registered in Denmark and the content of this email is the property of Munin. 

This email is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail in error 

and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying i strictly prohibited. If you have 

received this email in error please notify the sender either by replying to this email or by telephone on +45 26182270 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 3:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: College is about books’.! 

Student-Athlete Readmission Instructions Flow Chart - .doc; Student-Athlete Readmission Policy.docx 

Chris, 

1 really appreciate the passion you have demonstrated with taking on the academic success of our kids. Let’s throw in one more opportunity: let’s work to 

graduate EVERYONE who has ever come to school here, Does that interest you? 

Frera: TONY YOUNT [mailto . .    ~gmail,com] 

Sent: Thursday, 11:11 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: College is about books!! 

Anson, 

Here are the policy sheets about the readmission of student-athletes. 

On            , at 11:02 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <auson((-~email.unc.edu> w~ote: 

Ladies, 

Our academic philosophy is to live above a 3.0 and here are the 17 players that did that {in alphabetical order}: 3.87,         3.4,           3.34, 

3.1,           ,3.2,                 3.123,              3.145,              3.32,                  3.931,                 3.2, 
3.239,         3.355,                3.133,            ].2~5,              ~ 3.967,                3.113. I want to pubiically congratulate this 

collection of scholars. The University of North Carolina is an elite academic institution and this is a real achievement. 

The above GPA for each person reflect the CUM or the semester whichever was higher. Twelve of the above GPA’s were the CUM averages. Unfortunately, the 

overall TEAM GPA right now is a 2.938 which is not above the 3.0 where we want to live as a women’s soccer culture, so Chris Ducar has been asked to run an 

"academic success" class to help drive our culture back to where it should be living. He has invited a collection of you to join it. 

I think we can do better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Match Fit Academy ECNL/2qPL 

Follow up, copy me! 

From: Dominick Bucci [mailto:dbucci@matchfitacademy.net] 
Sent-" Tuesday, January :14, 20:t4 8:54 AM 
To: Bucci Match Fit e-mail 
Subject-" Match Fit Academy ECNL/NPL 
Coach, 

Hapw New Year! Hope all is well! I wanted to thank you for attending both Sanford (ECNL) and Disney (NPL) events to watch our teams play’. If you have any 

fnrther questions regaxding any of our players please tbel free to reach out to me directly at dbucci,~);matchfitacademv.net or my cell at’ 

Our next ECNL event will be the San Diego event, http://eliteclubsnationalleague.comischedule/13-14SDiindex E.html 

Regards, 

DomiNck B ucci 
Match Fit Academy FC 

Girls Director of Coaching & Player Develop~nent 

Phone: 

dbucci@matchfitacademv.net 
http:/i~v.n~atchfitacademy.net 

Twitter: @MFAGirlsAcademy 

Official Member Club 

Elite Clubs National League 

USSF Development Academy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

@hotma~l.com> 

@msn.com; duce¢@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Draft 

Cafl rne .,_ Let’s chat! © 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~ 11:03 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject= Draft 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you and your had a 

questions. Hopefully, you can give us some insight. 

and the year is off to a great start. With the draft happening on Friday, and I had a couple of 

1. If      ~ doesn’t get drafted, what are the options for her? 

2. Should she had/do a highlight film? 

3. What do you think her chances are? 

I know you said at the beginning of the season that she would have a long career professionally but we have not seen her name mention in any 

articles about potential players, Just curious, 

Thanks!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ~ 8:34 PM 

Rob Sibiga ~@verizon.neL~ 

Re: from Robert Sibiga - referee 

Love it! This roll help! 

Sent f!"om my Verizor~ tVire[e,~s 4G LT’E DROID 

Rob Sibiga @vefizou.neL~ wrote: 

Good even#~!7 Coat;;, Happy New 
Hope aft is we~L 
t am wtit#}g to you as a ~b#ow up ~o our d~scusdon few mond~s back; 
I had an oppottunfly ~o talk ~o Paul Rejer He is in charge ef Tt~#n#~g and ~,velopment 
of PRO R)tem, es ~rk#)g games at MLS ~evd He has an g~eat deal of ex~?rk)nce and 

When : tom hfm aboglt your obsetvatiot~s at~d ideas he surprised me vv:~h saying that fie thought 
about #}e same exact thing for yea:s now He said he t, voukJn t have a preblem going on a reconJ 
with ESPN or anybody else. He also sam ~ can/ree~y 8uppor~ #~is idea without the dsk of getting in tt~ubte 
Please feet I~e to get h’) ~ouch with h#n, he ~,~91 be happy’ te talk to yt~u. When you talk te h#n, do menden my ~?ame so he 

Hepe that 
l hope and am bo:4ng fore:aid to posdbly seeing you next season: 

Robert Sibiga 

PRO re:~ree 

USSF N NISOA referee 

Reol L~to{~" A.ssedo~e Brok~’r 

~N~ Description: 

1 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:55 plVl 
To: Rob Sibiga 
S,,bject: RE: Saturday Game. 

Rob, 

Thank you for your call back. Your poh~ts were well reasoned, l just think we can do thh~gs to help the referee. I want to start a pubNc dialogue and need someone 

with credibility from the referee profession to speak w~th 

~ wH~ (:a~ my good friend Alfred, one of the most reasonable men I have ew?r metH Thank you for connecting me w~th Mrn and your time N~st rdght. 

All the bestH 

F~m= Rob Sibiga @verizon.net] 
Sent= Tuesday, i 5:24 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Saturday Game. 

Thanks :or your response. 
: am ~a#y glad yeur#ayer :s fine. 
A:!ked Kleinaids (great asses<sot; and, mere #rfper~ant:}~ persen) sU# werks fer L!S Socce£ 

His phone #: 

: may be able ~t~ direct you to properpeople ence ~ :earn about yeuridea. 
There is 2 <~s~mHies" of soccer oH}ciat#?~l .-- USSF (ELF,4) and Co~k~,g/ate (NISOA) 
t am involved i:~ both so maybe I ca:~ offer 
t will call you 

Aft the best, 
Robert Sibiga 

PRO referee 

U.%F N NiSOA 

HoufihanN Lawrence 

Reul E3tate Assodute Broker 

C: 



From: Dorrance, Alber~ A 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:00 PM 
To= Rob Sibiga 

Cc~ ~.~.~); ~.~.~.; Ducar, Chris; ~.~.~; Jason Sisneros ~ ~g.~.~.~); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= RE: saturday Game. 

Robert, 

You e~e very kh~d 

impossible job. 

BTW~ I wou~d ~ove to ~e~ in touch w~h ~ I(~en~ta~ (~p?) an o~d n~t~ot~al referee ~ ~e~pect. ~ ~he~e ~omeone who has a~l ~he phone ~"s o~: ~he ~-~OF ~efe~ees? ~ want to 

have the santa discussion w~th him that ~ am goin~ to have with you. 

~ Rob Sibiga 
Se~t~ Nonday, 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ 
S~bje~t~ Saturday ~ame. 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

this is Robert Sibiga, I was a center referee for you game this Saturday. I hope this isn’t an inconvenience, but I was hoping you could let me know about the status 

of the player who got injured and was taken to the hospital. I feel really bad about it, it is never a comfortable situation for the referee when something like this 

happen in the game. I don’t think I could have done anything to prevent it but nonetheless it did happen in my game. Please let me know how she is doing. And 

also please send her my regards and wishes for quick recovery. 

It was a privilege to meet you coach and to referee this game, 

~be~t Sibi~ 

PRO re~eree 

USSF ~ NISOA re~eree 

Houlih~n& L~wren~e 

Re~l Estate Asso~i~te Broker 

~ Desoription: 
1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:45 PM 

Sam Lai~ :@ahoo.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; SmMer, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Seattle Reign FC - Player ret~rence 

Fast as can be ... call me... (c) 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Sam Laity, ~@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Sam Laity here up in Seattle! I was part of the NSAA Master Goach group a few years back with Tipp, Ricky Glarke et al. 

i’m the assistant coach at the Seattle Reign and i’m looking for some background or 
somebody that caught our eye. 

We’re looking for a ’ who has the ability to play 

If time permits, do you think you could give us a quick insight into ? 

Thanks in advance for your time[ 
Regards, 
Sam Laity 

Seattle Reign FC Assistant Coach 
Pacific Northwest Soccer Club Coach 
NSCAA Regional Staff Coach 

We’re looking at our options in the college draft and 

"Don’t find a fault, find a remedy. "(Henry Ford) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:27 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ @gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: Visit us at the 2014 NSCAA Convention in Philly! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Visit us at the 2014 NSCAA Convention in Philly! 

From: newsletter@proactivesoccertours.com 

To: mwargo@proactivetravel.com 

CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:58 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJl.com> 

Fwd: NSCAA Convention - Are you going to be "there?.. 

Semi?ore my VerL:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NSCAA Convention - Are you going to be there?.. 

From: Chris Cousins -’chris@siyortsrecruitingusa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi everyone, 

Apologies about the mass email but it makes it somewhat easier to send a quick mailshot 

out. 

I just wanted to touch base with you and and see if any of you are attending the NSCAA 

Convention in Philadelphia from Wednesday until Sunday this week. 

Me and one of my colleagues from Sports Recruiting USA are going to be in Philly during 

this period so it’s always good to put faces to names. 

It would be good to meet up and chat about 1) The players from the UK we have for 

2014/2015 2) Our plans for the prep schools we are launching outside of the US to fully 

prepare kids for college soccer, and 3) just always good to meet like minded people. 

So if you are going, why not drop me an email and if we can meet up let’s grab a drink or 

some food. 

My email is chris@sportsrecruitingusa.com or you can call (unfortunately not text) on 

or imessage or viber on + . or skype ~ ). The 

wonders of technology eh ha! 

Have a good day and if if you are attending the convention and I don’t hear from you/see 

you, have a great time! 

Regards, 

Chris Cousins 

Head of Operations 

M: UK:             I1~1: US: 

Office UK: (+44) 113 815 0027 I Office IRE: (+353) 2 12348 275 I Office US: +1 (312) 

239 8559 

Email: ~.bfl~.@~l~.~.~[~.~Mi~J.0g.~.~.:~.m I Website: 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/SportsRecruitin Uc U&U~SASA I Twitter: ~.~ortRecruitUSA 

Disclaimer: This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be legally 



privileged. If you are not the intended recipient, you should not disclose, copy or use any 

part of it. The information, statements or opinions contained in this message (including 

any attachments) are given by the author. They are not given on behalf of Sports 

Recruiting USA Limited unless subsequently confirmed by an individual other than the 

author who is duly authorised to represent Sports Recruiting USA Limited. Sports 

Recruiting USA Limited is a company registered (08473661) in England and Wales. 

Email Marketing 
Powered by 
MailChimp 

Add us Dour address book 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 12:58 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: intb 

Tom, I aan excited for you ( and us if Snnil brings you in). I am on a plm~e. Thnnks for the clip. I will look at it when I lined. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I have been in contact ruth Sunil and will meet him on the 24th in NYC. Thin,ks for connecting and I hope to move him into action aAer showing him ~ny p~esentations 

and spending time with him. 

In the me~time, check out this incredible documentary about Ronaldo. Well worth watching until the ve~y end, trust me! Never seen anything like this! 

htlp:/i~v.youtube .com/watch?v~S L- gPMPVXI 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:iiwww.tomsan .com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:06 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Daily Compliance Item 12.5.2.1 - Student-Athletes Pmtnoting Event 

Tom, please send this to the team. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 
Subject: Daily Compliance Item - 12.5.2.1 - Student-Athletes Promoting Event 

From: "Va~gelder, Mayielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Markos, Laaace M" <marko@email.unc.edu>,"Titnme~mans, Tom" <limmermm~s@unc.edu>,"Strassner, Rachel" <rstrassne@unc.edu>, 
~em~l.unc.edu>,"B~len, Martina K" <~ ~’~ " " " <~ " " mballenia2unc.edu~,, Beale, M~chael ,m~chaelbeale@unc.edu>, Best, Kevin S." <kbes@unc.edu>,"Bitling, Angelyn 

S" <abitting@unc.edu>,"Bmm~er, John F" ~ohn Brunne@unc.edu:>,"Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@unc.edt~,,_             _                            _ ’@unc.edu>,"Creech, 
Kmlton W <kcreech@unc.edu:>, Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu>, Cunningham, Bubba bubhac@emafi.unc.edu>, GaJlo, J~., L~YU A. 
<athgallo@unc.edu>,"Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edtc,,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu~,"Kirschner, Steve" 
<stevekiBchne@unc.edu>,"Lm~e, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edu;,,"Miller. Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu>,"Perldns, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu>,"Pogge, Paul" 
<ppogge@unc.edtc,,"Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@tmc.edu~,"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Steinbacher. Rick" <rick@unc.edtc, 

Good Mornir~g- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance item regarding a student-.athfetes participation in promotional activities. 

It is also a violation for a student-athlete to endorse a party or promotion st a Ioca~ bar/chub, even if the flyer or soda~ rned~a post does not inch~de a p~ctt~re of the 

student-atNete. For exan~ple, ~f a ~oc~l bar/club was having a party and ~osted a flyer on their Twitter page about the event, ~t woL~ld not be ~ermissiNe for a 

stL~dent-ath]ete to retweet the flyer and promote ~ttend~nce by other ind~vidL~a~s (Le., Everyone should check oL~t BAR X on Thursday n~ght. No cover and best 

drink spe(:h~s m town) f[ a s~:t~denl:<~thlete was to protrude such an et~dorseme~t of a cornmerd~i busk~ess or an event hem at a commercial business, ~:hey would 

render l:hemse~ves ir~eHg~ble for competition and their e~g~b~fity would t~eed to be re~t~st~ted by the NCAA. 

~n accordance wiLh our Soda] Med~a Policy, designated Learn soda~ media monitors should ~ndude review their studenbath~etes socia~ media accounLs for any such 

v~o~at~ons. Potential violations should then be reported to the Athletic k:omp]~ance office prior to contacting the ind~vidL~a~ student-athlete to remove the 

picturei~ost!tweet etc. 

[.et us know ff voL~ have any ques~:~ot~s or concerns 

MarieHe 

Msriel~e A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phot~e: (93.9) 962- 7853 

F a’,<: (919) 

~vsngelder@kmc.edt~ 



Four men’s basketball student-athletes at Ocean State University 
created a club card/flyer to promote an after-game party at a night 
club following the Superbowl in a few weeks. Student-Athletes are 
working with an entertainment company and will distribute the flyers 
on campus the next two weeks. All four student-athletes provided 
photos of themselves for use on the flyer to assist with promotions. 
The student-athletes did not think there actions v~re in violation of 
any NCAA Bylaws because one of the student-athletes paid for the 
creation of the flyer. Additionally, the student-athletes will not receive 
any compensation for event. 
Is this a violation? Yes. I~I~:AA Bylaw 12.5.2.1 states that after 
becoming a student-athlete, an individual shall not be eligible for 
participation in intercollegiate athletics if the individual: 
(a) Accepts any remuneration for or permits the use of his or her 
name or picture to advertise, recommend or promote directly the 
sale or use of a commercial product or service of any kind; or 
(b) Receives remuneration for endorsing a commercial product or 
service through the individual’s use of such product or service. 
This is an actual fact pattern of a secondary rules violation 
posted on LSDBi. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell ( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 1:01 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: 

... thank you. I am in Philly with your     I told her you were temned up with a goaJkeeper in the 2v2 and it was going to be tough to win a game. But I said 

that this wonld give you a nice draw for the 4v4 tonmey. Please let me know how you do. 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
.lust wanted to send you a friendly reminder about the recommendation for my application, as the deadline is 
a~ain for writing it for me! Hope you have a ~reat time at your conference and see you next week¯ 

¯ Thanks so much 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:26 AM 

Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Junior College Player Introduction Forum and Showcase At The NSC,~k Convention 

Jason, please go to this..., we have an adtnissions rec and some $ for next year 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Junior College Player Introduction Forum and Showcase At The NSCAA Convention 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com,division-i-mens-soccer-coache@googlegroups.com, division-i-womens-soccer- 

c oache@googlegroups.com, division-i-mens-s~ccer-c~ache@g~glegr~ps.c~m,naia-w~mens-s~ccer-c~aches@g~g~egr~ups.c~m,naia-mens-s~ccer- 

coaches@googlegroups.com 

CC: 

Coaches: 

This message is a follow-up to one sent recently to outline new Convention opportunities for two-year players to be introduced to senior college coaches at the 

203.4 NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia. 

On Thurs., Jan. 16 at 5:30 p.m. in Room 204A of the Pennsylvania Convention Center, the Junior College Player Introduction Forum will take place. This initial 

offering will give four-year college coaches the opportunity to gather information on available junior college players in a setting away from the playing field. 

Presently, coaches from the following junior college institutions will be on hand to discuss their players with you: 

Arizona Western College men and women 

* Cerritos College (Calif.) women 

* Foothill College (Calif.) women 

* Holmes Community College (Miss.) men 

Monroe College (N.Y.) men 

Montgomery College-Rockville (Md.) men 

Oakton Community College (111.) 

Ridgeland Community College (Miss.) men 

The Junior College Player Showcase will feature featuring top junior college men’s and women’s players. The showcase is scheduled for Fri., Jan. 3_7, at 5:30 p.m. in 

Hall C of the Convention Center. This will be an excellent opportunity for four-year coaches to get a first-hand look at these two-year players in a 5 v. 5 setting. 

At present, the following Junior College Men’s AIPAmerica players will be participating: 



In addition, a panel discussion entitled "Recruiting 101," comprised of coaches at both junior and senior colleges that will assist in answering questions about the 

recruiting process at both levels. This will take place on Thurs., Jan. 16, at 3:45 p.m. in Room 108 of the Pennsylvania Convention Center. 

We hope to see you at any or all of these sessions. 

Pat Madden 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 66202 i 923 362 2747 x 2025 1923 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~vw.nscaa.co~n/college. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe fi~om this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- coaches+tmsubscribe@googlegronps.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at htlp://gronps.google.com,’group/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 
For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 7:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ’@a~l.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; @msn.com> 

Fwd: Display update 

Team bio for UNC Women’s Soccer Program REV I with UNC logo.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Display update 

From: Bob Kepner <bobkepne@hpw.com> 

To: "Do~rance, Albe~ A IV" <anson@em~l.unc.edu> 
CC: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@nnc.edu>,Ed Young <ed.young~i@eysco.com> 

Tiffs is an update on the status of the display that we’re preparing for the women’s program h~ducfion into the NCSHoF National Chmnpions HaR of 

Honor next Sa~lrday. Despite his flhiess, Dave has been very helpt~ (Thank you, Dave, S). Here’s an emafl that I sent to l~l tiffs morMng. Dave 

responded by cal~g lne. He told me that he will be able to emMl team photo~’aphs of 32 of the 35 teams to me toM#it or tomorrow. The o~fly years 

wMch he was rulable to t)ld photos are the first 2 years (1979 3nd 1980) Nld 1995 ~e mad I are both surprised about thao. Cma you help by looMng 

flarou~ your files when you rem~ home to see if you c~ find photos of those years? Note: Dave emphasized that some of the photos are "form 

team photos and others are "celebratory" photos after a team 

Attached to this email is the "lfiograpMcal" display that we are preparing. You can see that it’s based on file profile that Ray Alley wrote when he 

nominated the program |br consideration. It’s n, eli-written and comprehensive, so I decided flint it n, as |bofish of me to write something different. You 

can see that I re|brm atted. This display will definitely be ready for next week’s presentation. 1 laving the photo display ready presents more of a 

ch’allenge. Yore’ help wifi be appreciated. Feel fi’ee to call me. 

Bob 

As you instructed, Dave, I did not call you. I hope you’re on the mend 

Have you returned to work ? If you have, may I stop by your office late this morning? The purpose of my visit would be to ask you for copies of team 

photos ~’the 35 women’s soccer tea~s, 1979-2013, preferably in digital form but in print form if digital is not available. Do you think that it will be 

possible for you to provide the photos ? 

UNC W’omen’s Soccer is the first program recognized by the NC Soccer tIall of Fame in its National Champions tlall of IIonor, which was established 

in 2012. Ileretofore, only single teams have been honored..Ameriean Soccer League national champion 1981 Carolina Lightnin ’ in 2012 and US 

Youth Soccer Women’s Under-18 national champion 1997Raleigh Spartans in 2013. 

Including a photograph of only one team is straightforward, of course. It is challenging, on the other hand, to d~play 35 team photos, so we have 

deeided to have separate displays, one for the program bio and one for the photos, positioned side-by-side. Your help is critical. 

If you don’t plan to return to work today, which I suspect is likely, please tell me when you have returned to work so that I can visit you as soon as 

possible. The banquet program to honor the Women’s Program and three nov Hall of Fame inductees will be held next Saturday, January 25. The 

earlier that we can begin preparing the photo display, the better. 

In advance, thank you for whatever help you can provide. I would welcome reeeiving a call from you at any time. 

Bob 
Ch airman 

North Carolina Soccer lIall of Fame 
Cellular: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, .11:50 AM 

John Andrews @gmaJl.com>; Jason Sisneros~ @gmail.com>; Ducar, Clms <dacar@unc.edu-~; bill peJladino 

~aol.com>; @msn.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@anc.edu> 

Re: 

John, you are veD~ kind to express yonr interest in      . She was jnst drafted into the 

league. I have other excellent players, if you are interested. Please let me ki~ow ifI can help. 

and because of her contract ruth US Soccer she roll be in the US 

John Andrews ,~gmaS~l.com> wrote: 

Hi coach, 

My name is John Andrews and I am the head coach of Afturelding FC womens soccer team, that plays in the Icelandic professional womens league. 

I am contacting you in regards to your player -           . I have tracked her for a couple of years now and I would be ve~ interested in talking to her about the 

possibility of coming and playing overseas in Ice;and this year. 

We hm~e a ve~ competitive league here ( one of the top 8 in Europe ) and speaking from experience, Iceland is a terrific countw to come and play football, and is an 
experience not to be missed. 

I thank you for taking the time to read this email, and I look t~)rward to your reply. 

Johi~ Andrews : 

Aflurelding FC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:02 PM 

@live. unc.edu-~ 

Re: IR 

@live.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Coaches, 

Attached is the IR from today¯ 

are out with 

workout with Greg today. 

Please let us know if you have any other questions¯ 

Thanks, 

¯ They both have shown improvement since yesterday and they completed an upper body 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

@{ive,unc.edu 

Confidentiaiity Notice: This e-mail message, incluc~ing any atiachments, is for the soie use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any unauthoiized review, use, 

disclosi;re or distribution is prohibited If you are not the inter, tied recipieRt, please contact the sender by repiy e-mail and destroy aii copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 1:47 PM 

Jason Sisneros " @gma~l.com>; bill palladino; @aol.com> 

Fwd: NC Coaches social event at N SCAA Convention 

Jason, go to this and t~ to meet as many people yoa can with the idea of recruiting for the team c~mp. Take yoar NSCAA Convention Schedule because Dino 
cleverly put us in the inside back cover. Please respond so I know you got this. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NC Coaches social event at NSCAA Convention 

From: "Davis, Chuck" <Chuck Davi@catawbaschools.net> 
To: s~mcklandsc~@appstate.edu, donnenwlrthr@ecu.edu,tm~ santom@ncsu.edu, mdemko@unca.edu, Do~rance, Albert A IV 

<an so n@e mail. u nc. e du>,j c u lle n@unc c.e d K smna g e nt@ unc g. e d u, l aacs. an de r s so n@unc p.e d u, c a~ rneyp@unc w. e du, m illerc @e m ail.wca, e du, c s haw@basto n. e da, ,nic ha ellyr 

we bb.ed~ian.sp~neer@greensb~r~.ed~mbea~@highp~int.edu,whi~ingn@~mc.eda~ca~y.m~rri~@~r.edu~as~t~kes@~uisburg.edu~smith~‘a)memdith.eda~bmadei@meth~ 
- wilson.edu 
CC: 

Coach, 

You are invited to attend a socialfor all NC soccer coaches. Please, join us~om5:00-~,?? tonight January lath at Mc(iillins Ale ttousefor k)od and drinks on behalfoftheNC Soccer 
Coaches Association 

Chuck I)avis 
St Stephens ttigh School 
Math Teacher 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

From: Davis, Chuck 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 1:10 PM 
To: stricklandsc@appstate.edu; donnenwirthr@ecu.edu; tim santoro@ncsu.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; jcullen@tmcc.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; 
lars.andersson@uncp.edu; cairneyp@uncw.edu; millerc@email.xvcu.edu; cshaw@barton.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; bella@choxvan.edu; church@duaa.dnke.edu; 
cneal3@elon.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; ian.spooneer@greensburo.edu; mbeall@highpoint.edu; whitingn@hnc.edu; cally.morfill@lr.edu; astokes@louisburg.edu; 
smithp@meredith.edu; bmadei@methodist.edu; keith.jenkins@peace.edu; lijah.denton@pfeiffer.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; parlor@sapc.edu; daluz@w-fu.edu; c.wiggins@xvingate.edu; 
shinohs@brevard.edu; mdswan@cataxvba.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; shenigomp@guilford.edu; kmiller@mhc.edu; cnash@montreat.edu; mhisler@moc.edu; bbiancur@ncwc.edu; 
j ay. callahan@salem.edu; senos@xvarren-xvilson.edu 
Subj ect: high school girls soccer j amburee 

Coach, 

I would like to extend an invitation to you and yottr assistant coaches to attend the 15th atmual St. Stephens Lady Indians Jamboree on Saturday, February 15th, 2014 at the Henry Fork 
Soccer Complex in HickolT, NC. This xvill be an opporttmib" for you to scout local high school teams for players you may not have seen during club season in the fall. 

30 teams from western NC xvill be competing in scrin~rnages fiom 9:00am-4:00pm on 5 fields. 

Participating teams include: 

Alexander Central North Iredell 
Ashbrook North Lincoln 
Asheville Ncwton-Conover 
Ave1T County Patton 
Bandys South Caldwell 
Burns South Iredell(2013 2A state finalists) 
East Burke South Point 
Enka Statesville 
Fred T Foard St. Stephens(2013 3A state finalists) 
Hibrlten TC Roberson 
Hickory Watauga 
Lincothton West Cal&vell 
Mount Airy West Forsyth 
Motmt Tabor West Iredell 
North Buncombe West Wilkes 

We will have a hospitali~z room ~vith plenty of food and reliceshments. I will ask teams to provide rosters for you to take. 

I kno~v that several coaches have attended this event in the past and have come away with some promising recruits I hope that you ~vill consider making the trip or sending one of your 
assistants 

Thank you, and good hack with the remainder of your season 

ALSO, if you will be attending the NSCAA convention in Philadelphia in January, I ~vill be sending you an invitation to the NC soccer coaches social event sponsored by the NC high 
school soccer coaches association (NCSCA). V~ e ~vould love to have you join us for our annual NC gathering at the national convention. 

Chuck Davis 
St. Stephens High School 
Math Teacher 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 



All e-mail correspondence to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third parties, including law 
enforcem ent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 2:24 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ;@gmaJd.com> 

Re: NC Coaches social event at NSCAA Convention 

Excellent... remember; show them where the website is in the booldet ... give them your # to call if they have ques~tions. 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Jason Sisneros- ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Got it’. 

I’ll be there 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

’(c) 

On Sat, Jan 18, 2014 at 1:46 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jason, go to this m~d tO, to meet as many people you can with the idea of recruiting for flae team ca~np. Take your NSCAA Convention Schedule becau~ Dino 
cleverly put us in the inside back cover. Please respond so I know you got this. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: NC Coaches social event at NSCAA Convention 

From: "Davis, Chuck" <Chuck Davis(~catawbaschools.net> 
To: stricklandsc~b~appstate.edu, donnenwirthr~b~ecu.edu,tim sa~atoro@ncsu.edu, mdemko@~mca.edu,"Dorrance, AlbertAIV" 

<an~m@emai~.unc.edu‘~,jcul~en@uncc.edu,smnugent@uncg.edu,~ars.anderss~n(~:uncp~edu,caimey~c~a)uncw~edu,mi~erc@ema~.wcu.edu,cshaw@barton.edu michaell 

we bb.edu, i an.spooneer(~ ~reensboro.edu,mbeall~bhi~hpoint.edu,whifin~n(a)lmc.edu,callv.morrill~b] r.edu,astokes~a)louisbum.edu, smithl0(a)meredith.edu, bmadei~bmeth 

- wilson.edu 

CC: 

Coach, 

You are invited to attend a social for all NC soccer coaches. Please, join us from 5:00-??? tonight January 18th at McGillins Ale House for food and drinks on behalf of the NC Soccer 
Coaches Association. 

Chuck Davis 
St. Stephens High School 
Math Teacher 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

From: Davis, Chuck 
Sent: Tues&u, October 15, 2013 1:10 PM 
To: stricklandsc(a)appstate.edu: donnenwirthr(~ecu edu: tim santoro(~ncsu.edu: mdemko(~unca.edu; anson(@uncaa.unc.edu: icullen(~uncc.edu; smnu~ent(~unc~.edm 
lars.andersson(@uncp.edu: cairneyp(~uncw edu: millerc(~email.wcu.edu: cshaw~bar ton.edu; michaellynch(~)bac.edu; clark~campbell edu: bella~chowan.edu: 
church~duaa duke edu: cneal3(~)elun.edu; krmounce(a)gardner-webb.edu; mn.spooneer(~reensboro.edu: mbeaH(~hi~hpoint.edu: whitin~n(~)lmc edu; cally.mon-ill(a)lr.edu; 
astokes(~louisburg.edm smithp(~)meredith edu: bmadei(~methodist.edu: keith.ienkins(~)peace edu: liiah.denton(~)pfeiffer.edu; talbertk(a)queens.edu: parlor~sapc.edm daluz(~wfu.edu; 
c wi~ins(~)win~ate.edu; shinohs(~)brevard.edm mdswan(~catawba.edu: ~rashton(a)davidson.edu; sheni~omp(~)~uilford edu; kmiller(@mhc edu; cnash(~montreat edu: 
mhisler(~)moc edu; bbiancur(@ncwc.edu; iav.callahan(~)salem.edu; senos(~warren-wilson.edu 
Sut~iect: high schunl girls soccer jamboree 

Coach, 

I would like to extend an invitation to you and your assistant coaches to attend the 15th armua[ St. Stephens Lady Indians Jamboree on Saturday, FebruaW 15th, 2014 at the HenW Fork 
Soccer Complex in Hickory, NC. This will be an opportunity 12~r you to scout local high school teams for players you may not have seen during club season in the fall 

30 teams from western NC will be competing in scrimmages from 9:00am-4:00pm on 5 fields 

Participating teams include: 
Alexander Central North Iredell 
Ashbrook North Lincoln 
AsheviHe Newton-Conover 
Avery County Patton 
Bandys South CaldweH 



Burns South Iredell(2013 2A state finalists) 
East Burke South Point 
F.nka Statesville 
Fred T Foard St. Stephens(2013 3A state finalists) 
Hlbrlten TC Roberson 
Hickor?~ Watauga 
Lincolnton West Caldwell 
Mount Air?, West Forsyth 
Mount Tabor West Iredell 
North Buncombe West Wilkes 

We will have a hospitality room with plen~" of food and refrestwnents. I will ask teams to provide rosters for you to take. 

I know that several coaches have attended this event in the past and have come away xvith some promising recruits. I hope that you will consider making the trip or sending one of your 
assistants. 

Thank you, and good luck with the remainder of your season. 

ALSO, if you will be attending the NSCAA convention in Philadelphia in Janualy, I will be sending you an invitation to the NC soccer coaches social event sponsored by the NC high 
school soccer coaches association (NCSCA). We would love to have you j oin us for our annual NC gathering at the national convention. 

Chuck Davis 
St. Stephens High School 
Math Teacher 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

All e-mail correspondence to and from this address is subj ect to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in monitoring and disclosure to third parties, including law 
enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 2:29 PM 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg:iacobs@sportsboard-win.com> 

Re: CaJl 

Gregg, thaaak you. I look forw~xd to our next conversation. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com> wrote: 

Hi, Anson. 

It was really great spending time with you at NSCAA! Thank you for your support of our product and crusade to improve the ways in which coaches can execute more efficiently t We really 
can’t wait to have a much greater impact on yottr program beyond just recruiting, and I think with our newest version we are on a path to do just that! 

How’s this Tues at 3PM EST for a call? 

Have a great weekend! 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Fotmdel/CEO 
SportsBoard 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http :ilwww.sportsboar d-win, com 

Mobile Player Assessraent Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook arid Twitter! 

NOTICE OF COix,’F~)ENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and an?- attachments thereto, is intended only fbr use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain COl~fidential information, legally privileged information and attorney 
client work product. It’you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that an)’ dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is 
strictly prohibited. It’you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notit}’ me by e-mail or telephone and permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout 
thereof Thank you for your cooperation ~vith respect to this matter. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,.              2:33 PM 

Daniel Bradlbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu~ 

Re: 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." -~daaiel.bradford@duke.edu> wrote: 

Coach, you must be proud to see, go 1-2 and perhaps even prouder to see get drafted Congratulations! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:17 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @sol.corn>; Jason Sisneros 
,~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: schedule for week of Mouday 

"Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom./Anson- 

has her final follow up to finish her 

Thanks 
Nicole 

on Tuesday at 9am. She’ll need to leave practice at 8:45. 

Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 
919-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From-" Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Friday, i::t5 PM 
Subject; schedule for week of Monday 

Team, 

Here’s next week’s schedule. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Woineu~s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:51 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I:W: Bonus Daily Compliance lten:       - LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 

Please read [his is prepara[ion 1:o~ ou~ meeting with Marietle!] 

From: Vangelder, Mtarielle A 
Seat; Thursday,              ¯ 1:09 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢: Markos, Lance M; Strassner, Rachel; Timmermans, Tom; Ballen, Martina K; Beale, Mtichael; Best, Kevin S.; Bitting, Angelyn S; Brunner, John F; Bunting, 
Mtike; Cleary, .: Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen B; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Kirschner, Steve; 
Lane, Cricket; lvliller, Beth-; Perkins, IVlichael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick; Ciocca, Mario F 

Subject: Bonus Daily Compliance Item - LEGISLATIVE UPDATE 

Good Afternoon .-- 

Please see the bonus Daily Compliance Item below, The NCAA I.egislative Council has adopted several proposals put forward for review at the NCAA Convention, 

These proposals will now be forwarded to the NCAA Board of Directors for final review. Specifically, the following proposals were preliminarily adopted: 

~:~ -. R~:quire UNO to f~po~t 

16-Required UNd to designate a physician to ~;erve as tef~m phy~;icion for each of it~ intercollegiate teom~; ~hat the ~eam physician shay be a medical dodot or 

osteoputhic physician with a current ficense in good standing to p:uctice medicine in the state Cf NC and that the team phwiciun shah be authorized to ovm~ee the 

medical se~dces ~or injuries and il]nesses inddentul to o 5A ~ participation in athletics. 

.24 ---.%~ecifies theft ~n indidduo! m ust coun t against coaching limits as soon as they pardcip~tes (in any m~nner) in pmvidh~g technical or tactical instruction 

re/oted to the sport to o SA at any time: muking or ~ssisth~g in m~kh~g tacticut decisions relented to the sport during on-court or on~t~eld practice or competition; or 

partake m eny ~:~.c:2rnpus :~cruiting acth:itieso 
~26---Permit te/ephone ca//s ~o ~ PSA (o: his o:’ her :e/atNes or/ega/gu~:’dions) may be m~de at UNC’s disc:’edon begkming September i s~ the beginning of his or 

her junior year in high school and to pe:’:~it any ]k~rm of electronic correspondence (e, g., e/ect:’onic mail, Instant Messenger; .facsimi/es; text messages) to be sent to a 

P.%~ (or the PSA’s parenLs or legal guardians). 

.27 - Limit ~he prin~ed :’ec:uiting moteHa/ ~hat may be prodded to P£A" s to goner’a/correspondence (wi~h no restrictions on ~he design o: con~ent; e.:¢cep~.fo: size 

restrictions): educational moteri~/ prodded by the NCAA, non-~thtedcs institutional publications, questionnokes and camp or cfinic in.formation and to specify that 

there, (2re no tangent :esU ictions on a~mchment~; ta dectronic correspondence, excep~ #~at video and audio mate:iris may not be c: eated for recruidn{? ,oufrJoses and 

Severat other pr’oposals related to s~udent-athlete mea~s and required CPR/AELb/s~rengd~ and conditioning certification have been sent bad< to the membership 

[:or additiona~ comment 

We will keep you apprised of the status of al~ of the legislative proposals in the cycle as they conth~ue to move through the process, 

let us know ~f you have any questions or concerns at this point ~n time, 

Tha]ik you. 

MarieHe A. vanGefder 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919} 9{52..7853 

Fax: {919) 962- 

~_gg_E &~J_~_@£@_M_~ ~:_~_~_~. 



DI Legislative Council approves 
recruiting, safety proposals 
NCAA.org 

The NCAA Division I Legislative Council on Wednesday reached 
consensus on some key proposals, from loosening recruiting rules to 
requiring member schools to designate a team physician and report 
catastrophic injuries to the Association. But the council members also 
agreed that some pieces of legislation need more clarity and input 
from membership. 
"We had a healthy discussion, and some points that were raised were 
valid," said Mary Mulvenna, chair of the Legislative Council and 
assistant commissioner for compliance for the America East 
Conference. "There were several questions raised that will help us get 
where we need to be." 
The council, meeting as part of the 2014 NCAA Convention in San 
Diego, agreed to require Division I schools to report annually to the 
NCAA all fatalities, near-fatalities and catastrophic injuries incurred by 
student-athletes. Another proposal approved Wednesday, also 
related to student-athlete health and well-being and put forward by 
the Committee on Competitive Safeguards and Medical Aspects of 
Sports, requires member schools to designate a medical doctor or 
osteopathic physician to serve as team physician for each of their 
intercollegiate teams. 
"When you look at why we’re in this business, it is because of the 
student-athlete," Mulvenna said. "So we’re glad to accomplish some 
things that benefit them." 
The Legislative Council also adopted new rules allowing recruiting 
communication to start Sept. 1 of a recruit’s junior year, except in 
basketball, football, men’s ice hockey, swimming and diving, cross 
country and track and field. Off-campus recruiting dates would not 
change for any sport. The proposal also eases restrictions on the 
frequency and forms of communication and allows, for instance, text 
messaging. 
In addition, men’s ice hockey coaches w~ll now be allowed to begin 
recruiting communication on Jan. 1 of a recruit’s sophomore year and 
have off-campus contact with a recruit beginning June 15 following 
completion of their sophomore year. 
The Legislative Council also defined what a member school must 
consider a "countable coach," a move intended to help ensure fair 
competition, and approved the women’s triathlon as an emerging 
sport. The council tabled a proposal requiring all strength and 
conditioning coaches to be certified through a nationally recognized 
certification program. 
But the panel elected to return a number of other proposals, including 
some that have received much public attention, to the membership 
for more input. Those pieces of legislation include: 

Long-debated legislation that would allow Division I schools to 
provide more meals to student-athletes. The council considered 
two different plans: one that would allow institutions to provide 

unlimited meals to student-athletes, and one that was more 
restrictive, allowing meals "incidental to participation." 

Council members agreed additional time would provide the 
opportunity to help clarify how to apply the new rules. 

¯ A proposal that would have reduced the penalty for student- 
athletes who test positive for using "street drugs." The 
legislation would make the penalty for using those drugs lighter 
than the penalty for performance-enhancing drugs. 
The Legislative Council was reluctant to liberalize its stance on 
"street drugs" or treat them differently than performance- 
enhancing drugs, even though only the use of the latter 
typically is considered a form of cheating. 

¯ The Legislative Council also decided to seek more membership 
comment about a proposal to require all coaches, including 
strength and conditioning coaches, to be certified in first aid, 
CPR and defibrillator use. 

The adopted proposals are not considered final until the close of the 
Division I Board of Directors meeting Saturday. 



i×ii Jem~ifer M, Condaras 

Associate Commissioner 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell ( 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 2:23 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

!~nsn.com; duca@uucaa.unc.edu;      [@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~         ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: NCAA Sport Scieuce Iustitute Newsletter; Vol 2, Issue 1 

Grey, 

Our heading is horrible and I am losing to many athletes to concussions ._ what do you think about these two articles? 

Do you think we can add sometNng to our strength work that m~ght help us get stronger neck muscles? 

F~m: Latrice Sales [mailto:lsales@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Thursday, January ~6, 20~4 3:48 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= NC~ Spo~ Science Institute Newsle~er, Vol 2, ~ssue ~ 

-ro ,dew an online version of this email, click here, 

Volume 2 I Issue 1 I January 2014 

Preventative sports medicine is the hallmark of any strength and conditioning program. The first goal of an athletics healthcare 

professional is to develop effective and practical ways to reduce the number of sports-related injuries. To help lower 

subconcussive forces, maximize performance and protect the student-athlete, strength training of the head, neck and jaw must 

be inclusive when designing exercise programs. .R_~..a_~_q2e_£.e__~_:= 

A compelling question in concussion research and education is: Do females concuss differently than males? The short answer 

is yes Not only do female athletes suffer with concussion, they may also be uniquely predisposed to suffering with more 

concussion and worsened concussion symptomatology relative to male athletes. 

For an athlete to maintain a healthy diet, it is essential to understand nutrient content and timing, but also how to navigate the 

mounds of health and nutrition advertisements and advice marketed to athletes. Experimenting with fad diets and performance- 

enhancing supplements may or may not help performance, but more critically, may lead to unintentionally consuming banned substances 
or suffering from potentially severe health consequences .R___e.~_~_3_.e_f.e__~:~" 

The athletic experience provides physical, social, mental, emotional and spiritual benefits Sport teaches athletes how to take 

risks, set goals and maintain the focus to achieve them. Participation in athletics also develops leadership skills, teamwork, 

strategic thinking and the pursuit of excellence - all skills necessary for success in the workplace Athletic experiences develop 

skills that last a lifetime. Transferring these skills to the next arena is what helps to create a productive, balanced life 

Athletes with eating disorders require specialized approaches to identification, management, prevention and treatment. It is 

critical for the collegiate sport community to develop guidelines to address issues related to eating disorders and create an 

effective and efficient system for connecting athletes to specialized treatment Re~d P~e~e 



Get the competitive edge. In the highly competitive world of 

collegiate athletics, the difference between first and last can be 

small¯ Optimal eating habits can give you an edge over your 

competitors, but planning and selecting a high quality diet can 

be challenging¯ Using the Nutrition Facts label and the 

ingredient list on foods will make it easier¯ For the best food 

options, click the image¯ 

.~.i Image removed bysender. Using a Nutrition Facts 
Label 

Image removed by sender. SCAN 

In an effort to provide student-athletes, coaches and athletics 

administrators with reliable nutrition information, the NCAA 

Sport Science Institute has partnered with SCAN sports 

dieticians to create a series of nutrition fact sheets for student- 

athletes, articles for athletics administrators and nutrition 

webinars. SCAN, Sports Ca~diovascuiar ai~d Wailness 

~iutritioi~, is the largest dietetic practice group of the Academy of 

Nutrition and Dietetics. Topics range from fueling before 

exercise, the vegetarian student-athlete and understanding 

dietary supplements. Click the images below to review the fact 

sheets or view all nutrition resources on our joint collegiate 

For advice on customizing a nutrition plan, consult a registered 

dietician (RD) who specializes in sports, particularly a Board 

Certified Specialist in Sports Dietetics (CSSD). Find a SCAN 

RD at wv~!.sca ndp_cLoLq. 

sender,       sender sende 
Vegetari Fueling r. 

on the Caffei 

Share this Newsletter 

Twitter @NCAA_SS~ 

i [,’~ ii Image 
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sender. 
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sender 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 3:38 PM 

Bill SteIt~n @yahoo.corn> 

Staci Wilson 

Nil, 

Thank ,~’ou for this! I will call her, 

All the best!! 

Frera: Bill Steffen [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Saturday, January ~.8, 20:t4 8:42 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hi Anson, 
I hope the convention went well for you. it’s always hectic but great to catch up with people you only see at the 
convention. 
I don’t know if you were able to stop in and see some of Staci ~lson’s presentation. Stacy was very ne~ous but she 
had some ve~ good information regarding strength training and heading instruction. 
I spoke with Staci for a while a~e~ard and she asked if I had seen you in her session. She was under the impression 
you would be there. I know how busy the convention is and I thought you may want to drop her a note or give her a call. 
Sor~ to drop this on you but I thought you might want to know. 
I missed your sessions as ~ am ve~ involved with the Ohio University graduate program and their 2nd cohod was 
attending. I’ll be teaching at Ohio beginning in August. 
David Hicks told me about Dino - ouch[ 
I hope to be able to see you at camp this summer. 
God luck. Take care. 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

Kim Jones <kim@ramsclub.com> 

~)live.nnc.edu) 

RE: Scholmship Dinner- SA panel partJcil~nt 

I love the kid ... great choice!! . 

From: Kim Jones [mailto:kim@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Sunday,              9:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A N; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Scholarship Dinner- SA panel participant 
Hi Coaoh! We would like to request to have partioipate in the student-athlete speaker panel at the $oholarship Dinner on 
Please let me know if you agree that    would be a good ohoioe and if she is on oampus this semester. If we need to ohoose another SA, I would love it if 
you guys gould suggest an alternate. Thanks so much! 

Kim Jones 

University of Nodh Carolina - Chapel Hill 

The Rams Club 

(919) 843-6433 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 3:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

EW: TFC Friendlies - Jan 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

Chris, 

Do we want anyone there? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@sportsendeavors.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 19, 2014 11:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: TFC Friendlies - Jan 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

Guys - 

Hope you’re well The TFC Friendlies are this coming ;veekend in Fayetteville and I’m hopeful you can make it to recruit We’ve got teams ii’om 10 different states and I think they’ll be a lot of 
quality players in atten&mce plus of course our own NC Alliance kids to watch 

Almost all the 1;116-U18 Games Fri/Sat are being played at the Jordan Soccer Complex to make things easier from a recruiting perspective that you don’t have to travel facility’ to facility 

Here’s a link to the master schedules. 
http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTSchedulesaspx?tid TFCFI&tab 4&sub 2&Round 1 

Let me know if you have any questions or if you think you can make it Helps me with planning on lunches, profile books etc.. ~Ihankst 

Pete Sadin 
DOC UI 5-U18 Girls 
North Carolina Alliance 
Triangle Futbol Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 3:49 PM 

’Staci N. Wilson, CSCS’ @aol.com> 

I@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I am so sony I missed your session 

Staci, 

I missed the session {the convention for me is a nightmare!!!) but I got many compliments about it. Bill Steffen raved about it. I am going to try some ideas up here 

that hopefully will help us with concussions and I will get some recommendations from you, if you don’t mind! 

All the best Staci .... You are on the cutting edge of something that is VERY important!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 4:10 PM 

Dan Gaspar @aol.com> 

It was good to see you too!’. 

Congrats on your ability to live outside the traditional coaching box. Continued .success!! 
From: Dan Gaspar [mailto     @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 9:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello Anson 

Dear Anson, 
Great to see you in Phflly. Even is it ~w~s just for a quick handshake. Looking professionally sharp as always! 
Not sure what my future holds after the World Cup. Would like to come home, but need to review all my options. On my way to paradise 

Continued success. To the future! 
[)an Gaspar 

(wgmailxxm~ 
Skype: 
stargoalkeeper.eom 
etsoecersehool.eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: quote 

Is there mor’e to the quote? I~: not that is my ~phrase" 

From: 
Sent: Monday,, 12:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: quote 

Hey A~so~ 

I was wonde~in~ who wrote the "indefatigable human spirit" quote? I am includin~ it in my Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 4:19 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu> 

ILE: Interesting axtjcle 

Becky, 
You are preaching to the choir!! This is great stuf!! 
[think f shouh~ b~:_~ paying you a tonsuring fee .., I arn contr~bul:k~g no~:hmg to o~r reiatkmshipH~ 

F~m= Bec~ Burleigh [mailto:Bec~B@ga~rs,ufl,edu] 
Sent= Monday, Janua~ 20, 2014 12:41 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~: Interesting a~icle 
To further mg poh~t about ~,hv th~s ~tuff is eaW for u3 

guHeiqh 

b  qa or " u edu 

From: Celia S]ater [maH~:cel~aslater@qocoaches.or~] 
Sent: Fddav, 3anua~ 10, 2014 ll:l~ AN 
To: Bec~ Bude~gh 
Su~je¢t: Interest~n9 aR~cle 

Celia Slater 

Alliance ~ W~me~ 

Cel~ a Text 

This ~nessage comes fiom outside tile UAA. If you believe this ~nessage is spam, please Click _h_e__r__e_ to report this e~nail. 

Repo~ling spam messages will help to slrengthen the UAA’s filters and improve our abiliU to keep these types of messages out of your mailbox. 

Please contact helpdesk(~)gators.ufl.edu or call us at x6499 if you hm~e m~y questions. 



F~Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~!O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}"~ 

Monday, January 20, 2014 4:24 PM 

intb@bellleMership.com 

@gma~l.com 

Interesting piece ... 

Gerry, 
More reasons why our book will have value in the world of business .-htt /~2013/08iresearch-male-leaders-should-think-more-like-w°men/ 

All the best!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 4:27 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: I have shared a prezi ruth you. 

Boys and girl, 

Here is ~, great presentation Becky did at the conventioA 

Frera: Becky Burleigh [mailto:beckyb@gators.ufi.edu] 
Seat: Monday, January 20, 2014 12:48 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject; ~ have shared a prezi with you, 

Becky Burleigh 

I’ve shared a prczi with you: 

removed by 

sender. 

Prezi is a presentation tool that helps you organize a~d share your ideas. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 4:32 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu> 

l~L: Presentation 

I did not even use Tom and it worked[ Thank you .._ It is excellent!!! I just sent it to my entire staff. 

Now I was deadly serious about a book .,, what you shared in passing is book worthy (or at least article worthy before you do the book). [.et me know if you want to 

collaborate because remember the challenge with %mr ~dea is no~: whether you could do ~: bt~t ~:o drag us ma~e dullards w~th you~ And ~ am dtm~b enot~gh to try~[ 

F~m= Bec~ Burleigh [mailto:Bec~B@ga~rs.ufl.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, Janua~ 20, 20~4 ~2:52 PM 

To~ Dorrance, A[beR A N 
Subject: Presentation 

I sent the presentation on Prezi.com, but you have to sign up to get it (have Tom help you @). Let me know if it workedl 

~eck~ ~urlei~h 

b  qa or " u edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, January 20, 2014 4:33 PM 

Gregg Jacobs @gmail.com> 

I~E: C~Jtl 

Yes © 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto: i@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 20:~4 :k05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Call 

Anson, 

Does Tues at 3PM EST for a call work? 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 

Founder/CEO 

SportsBoard 

c: 

f: 415 532 3234 

http:i/w~w~v, sportsboard- win~com 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain confidentiail information, legailly privileged 

information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any disse,nination, dislribution or copying 

of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify ,ne by e-mail or telephone and 

permanently delete the original and any coW of any e- mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation ruth respect to this matter. 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)emaih~nc.edu> wrote: 

Gregg, thank you. I look forward to our next conversation. 
Sent from my Ver’izon, Wir’eless 4Q LTE DROID 

Gregg Jacobs <£re£A.jacobs@sportsboard---w[n.com> wrote: 

Hi, Anson. 

It was really great spending time with you at NSCA/\! Thank you for yore- support of o~ product and crusade to improve the ways in which coaches can execute 
more efficiently~ We really can’t wait to have a much greater impact on yo~ program beyond just recrNting, and I think with o~ newest version we are on a path to 
do just thad 

How’s this Tues at 3PM EST for a call? 

ttave a great weekend~ 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Fmmder!CEO 
SportsBoard 

f: 415 532 3234 
bt [p:!iwww.spor t~ board--win.corn 

Mobile Player Assessment Sol utions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter~ 

NOTICE OF CONF~E)qT~I,ITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressoe(s) namod herein and may contain confidential information, legally privileged 

information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any disse~nation, distribution or 
copying of this e-mail, and any attachmonts theroto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediatoly notify me by e-mail or 
telephone and permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for yo~ cooperation with respect to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, January 20, 2014 4:47 PM 

Bob Kepner <bobkepner@hpw.com> 

@aol.com;        @msn.com; duca@nncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

NC Soccer Hall of Fame Banquet North Raleigh Hilton... 6:15 pm reception, dinner 7:15 pm 

Bill is not that mobile but I witl copy him on this and hope he and cat~ make iL![ I wilt try Lo get aL leasL 8 players to fill the table. And from as many teams 
sh~ce 1979 as poss~ble~ Thank Vo~, this ~s a wo~derfu~ honorU 
F~m: Bob Kepner [mail~:bobkepner@hpw,com] 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 20, 2014 1:50 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Coaches 
I ce~inly ho~ ~at Bill and will be p~ of the group at the banquet. 

Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 4:50 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; .~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~)gmail.com) 

I~W: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Help me recruit as many former Tar HeNs ~,s possible from different teams. I am trying to get 8 ,,.. We will flesh out our numbers below eight with all the kids that 

want a free meal ,.., Surelv this does not count against our "occasional me~,ls". They are honoring our program this Saturd~,v at 6::[5 ~,t the North Raleigh Hilton, 
From; Bob Kepner [mailto:bobkepner@hpw.com] 

Sent; Monday, January 20, 20:14:1:43 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Please call me as soon as possible. I would like to discuss individu~J team representation at the banquet with you. Thaaaks. 

Bob 

Cellula~ m~d Text: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 4:52 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

I~E: NCAA Sport Scieuce Iustitute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 1 

Thanks 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 20.t4 3:05 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 1 

Anson 

III take a look at it ....... speed of game is faster, athletes are stronger, collisions happen 

Connected by DROiD on Vedzon Wireless 

..... OrigiuaJ message ..... 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Gatz, Gregory" <ggg@__u___n__c__=_e___d___u_.> 
Cc:                               @m#£:cort?>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@un£:#d$!>, 

@gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Jan 20, 2014 19:23:27 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FVV: NCAA Sport Science Institute Newsletter, Vol 2, Issue 1 

~aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros 

Greg, 

Our heading is horrible and I am losing to many athletes to concussions .,. whaL do you think about these two articles? 

Do you think we can add something to our strength work that m~ght he~p us get stronger neck muscles? 

F~: Latrice Sales [mailto:lsales@D_£~_,£[Lg] 
Seat= Thursday, ~anuary ~6, 20~4 3:48 PM 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A @ 
Subject: NC~ Spo~ Science Institute Newsle~er, Vol 2, Issue 1 

-[o view an online version of this email, click her~c-, 

Volume 2 I Issue 1 I January 2014 

Preventative sports medicine is the hallmark of any strength and conditioning program. The first goal of an athletics healthcare professional is to develop effective and practical ways 

to reduce the number of sports-related injuries. To help lower subconcussive forces, maximize performance and protect the student-athlete, strength training of the head, neck and 

jaw must be inclusive when designing exercise programs. F~ea~mo~e 

A compelling question in concussion research and education is: Do females concuss differently than males? The short answer is yes. Not only do female athletes suffer with 

concussion, they may also be uniquely predisposed to suffering with more concussion and worsened concussion symptomatology relative to male athletes. 

<="" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, January 20, 2014 4:56 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonakt@championshipproductions.com> 

Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com) 

RE: Videos being shipped 

Thorn, 

I just got off the phone with Michelle Akers (google her) .... She and I want to do a "training on your own~’ video with some of her career highlights spliced in. Then 

she and I will present at next year’s convention and guide people to you booth to get the finished DVD. We can shoot it when you come in for Dunn and Ohai. 
From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 

Sent: Monday, Janua~/20, 2014 4:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Videos being shipped 

Hi Coaches, 

I am having our Demck Rose and Alex Rodriguez DVDs being sent to you. Looking forward to working together in the future on videos, and it roll be great to work 

with your players who were recently drafted ~o the NWSL(Dunn, Ohai, & Brigman). 

Thanks again for being at the booth during NSC.A~\ Convention. Enjoy the videos! 

Take care, 

Thom McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (t:ax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addresszd and may contaJn information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, dis~tribntion or copying of this 

communication is strictly p~ohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

yOU. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, January 20, 2014 5:00 PM 

Jason Oates @gmail.com> 

Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Podcast interview request 

,J~,son Sisneros will follow up with you. Good luck with your project, 
From: Jason Oates [mailto:.         @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 20, 20:~4 4:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Podcast interview request 
Coach Dorrance, 
Please take a few minutes to listen to my audio invite to join me on my podcast. I have aJready been cleaxed by compliance and roll not be asking about specific 

players or recnfits. 

An outline of the interview can be fonnd at w~v.whislleaudaclipboard.com/flow 

I would be humbled if you agree to come on my podcast. 

Thanks, 

Jason H Oates 

Whistle and a Clipboard 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 5:21 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

Prig: Videos being shipped 

She ia the greateat women’s soccer’ player of all time ._. I guess you did not google her .._ Player of the centuW etc. If we do this righL this will be your greatest 

selling women’s soccer v~deo~ What are the odds of getth~g her WoHd Cup and O~ymp~c games footage? 

F~m= Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent= Monday, JanuaW 20, 2014 5:06 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Videos being shipped 

Michelle is the great ball haMling player?? 

On Jan 20, 2014 3:55 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < aa~son@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Thorn, 

I just got off the phone with Michelle Akers (google her) .... She and ~ want to do a "trah~ing on your own~’ video w~th some of her career Nghl~ghts spliced in, Then 

she and ~ w~l~ present at next year’s convention and guide people to you booth to get the finished DVD, We can shoot it when you come in for Dunn and OhaL 

F~m~ Thorn McDonald [mailto:t_b~_~_~_~D~J~g_ba~j~B}_bj~£~Mg~[~_~9_~_~] 
Sent~ Monday, Janua~ 20, 20~4 4:03 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N; Jason Sisneros 
Subje~t~ Videos being shipped 

Hi Coaches, 

I am havin~ our Demck Rose and Nex Rodfiguez DVDs ~ing sent to you. Loo~ng ~bB~vaN to wor~ng together in the fumm on videos, aJ~d it will be great to work 

with your players who were recently dra~ed m the NWSL(Dunn, Ohai, & Bfigman). 

Tha~ again for being at the booth during NSC.~X Convention. Enjoy the videos~ 

Take care, 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

~_0___0__:_~_7___3__:~_7__~_0__ (olSce) 
(cell) 

._5__1_:__5_:__2_3_2_:__3___7_) 2 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’][’his e-mail message is inten&d only tbr the use of the individual or enti~ to Milch it is addressed ~d may contain mt’onnation that is 
privileged, confidential m~d exempt from diselosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, an.5’ dissemination, distribtNon or cowing of this 

communication is s~rictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

yOU. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)~O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday,               5:26 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonal@championshipproductions.com~ 

,~)mac.coln 

, this guys wants to ~nake a video with you .... I trust him. 

That girls name is 
will copy her o~] this. What a video that will be!!! YouTube her ,.,. It will knock your’ eyeballs 

Thorn McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 5:32 PM 

Gregg Jacobs ~@gmail.com> 

I~E: Call 

Very good!!! 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 5:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 
Subject: Re: Call 

ok, we’ll ca]] you then. thanks! 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 1:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anaon~;email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

Yes 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Call 

Anson, 

Does Tues at 3PM EST for a call work? 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 

Founder/CEO 
Spo~lsBoard 

c: 
f: 415 532 3234 

http]/’www:sportsbomd- wm.con~ 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, mad any attachments thereto, is intended only tbr use by the addressee(s) named herein aM may contain confidential intbrmafion, legally privileged 
infom,ation and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that a:ay dissemination, dislribution or copying 
of this e-mail, m,d any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in en~r please immediately noti~~ me by e-mail or telephone 
pmmanently delete the original m~d any copy of any e-,nail and printout themo£ Thank you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Gregg, thank you. I look forward to our next conversation. 
Sent: from my Verizo~ V¢ire]ess 4G LTE DROID 

Gregg Jacobs <£re££.jacobs@sportsboard---wir:,,.com> wrote: 

Hi, Anson. 

It was really great spending time with you at NSCAA! Thank you for your support of our" product and crusade to improve the ways in which coaches can execute 
more efficiently! We really can’t wait to have a much greater impact on yo~tr program beyond just recr~titing, and I think ~vith otu" newest version we are on a path to 
do just that! 

ttow’s tiffs Tues at 3PM EST for a call? 

Have a great weekend’. 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Found eriCEO 
SportsBoard 

f: 415 532 3234 
~rttl D:/’,/WWW.SDO ri sboard-- w[n.co~t 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 



Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTI&LITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and rnay contain confidential information, legally privileged 
information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or 
telephone and permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printotlt thereof. Thank you for yot.tr cooperation with respect to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: quote 

Thm~k you ... read up to the first law. 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tFire[e,~s 4(3 L2~ LL~tOIL) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I don’t think so, I just remember it from the core values and from you talking! Guess it’s yours! 

Also, as the         are preparing for our first meeting Thursday, everyone is curious as to how much of the book should be read by then. Please let me 
know so that I can pass on the info and make sure everyone is ready! 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:12 PM 

Subject: RE: quote 

Is there more to the quote? If not that is my "phrase" .,,. 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:23 PM 

To," Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: quo~ 

Hey AnsoR~ 

I was wondering who wrote the "indefatigable human spirit" quote? I am including it in , Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 10:06 PM 

Dan Gaspar ~ @aol.com> 

Re: It was good to see you too!! 

Dan Gaspar @aol.com> wrote: 

I’m a Survivor Anson! 

Sent fm,n my iPhone 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 0:39~ "Dorrance~ Albert A IV" <a4~gR_r_~(_a2.e_g_tgi~_:__u!:_tc_:e_.~_t_ .u_ > wrote: 

Congrats on your ability to live outside the traditional coaching box. Contimaed s~access!! 
From: Dan Gaspar [t_n___a_jJ_t_9_~    .~.a_o_J~.c_o_tr~] 

Sent= Monday, January 20, 20:[4 9:26 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Hello Anson 

][)eat’ Anson, 
Great to see you in Philly. Even is it was just for a quick handshake. Looking professionally sharp as alwayst 
Not sure what my future holds after the World Cup. Would like t.o come home, but need to review all my options. On my way to 
paradise      ! 
Continuea success. To the future! 
][)an Gaspar 

@gmail.eom 
Skype: 
stargoalkeeper.eom 
.¢~_s_.c.,_ ~ _e_..e_ r_~.c:.h _o_.c_:b_c_:._o_m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, January 20, 2014 10:07 PM 

Jason Sisneros           ~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris ~<tncar@unc.edu> 

Re: TFC Friendlies - Jan 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

Excellent... touch base with Ducat. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI%eIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> wrote: 

I can easily go and I coached in TFC tbr 2 seasons. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Mon, Jan 20, 2014 at 3:42 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Do we want anyone there? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin~sportsendeavors.coml 

Sent: Stmday, Janua~ 19, 2014 11:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; Jason Sisneros 
Snbject: TFC Friendlies - Jan 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

Guys - 

Hope you’re well. The TFC Friendlies are this coming weekend in Fayetteville and rm hopeful you can mal~e it to recruit. We’ve got teams from 10 different states 

and I think they’ll be a lot of quali~ players in attendance plus of course our own NC Alliance kids to watch. 

Almos~t all the U 16-U18 Games FriiSat are being played at the Jordan Soccer Complex to make things easier from a recruiting perspective that you don’t have to 

travel facility ~o facility. 

Here’s a link to the master schedules. 

http:i/soccer.sincsports.com/TTSchedules.aspx?ti&TFCFl&tab 4&sub 2&Round 1 

Let me know if you have any questions or if you think you can make it. Helps me with plmming on lunches, profile tx~oks etc...Thanks! 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U15-U18 Gifts 

North Carolina Alliance 

Triangle Futbol Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

@juuo .COI]1 

I~E: l~v~: Fmnily Hislo~y Training Thursday 7pm Ral Sta]ce Ceuter 

~ am not suFe ..... do you mitlrJ checki~?g? 

From: ~juno.com] 
Sent; Tuesday,. 8:31 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Re: ~: Family His~ Training ~ursday      7pro Ral Stake Center 

Is that the ~me class that was giveu a ~nouth ago we went to ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~g: Overload Aclivib" Form 

Thank you Sheltv! 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent; Tuesday, 
To: 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Overload Activity Form 

Anson’s form is attached. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919,962.4038 

8:48 AM 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 10:43 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr"~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: $5000 - Houda Money 

Thank you Shelly!! 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Tuesday, Januap! 21, 2014 8:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; $5000 - Honda Money 

The 5k is in the special account 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919,962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 10:47 AM 

pacma~@uncaa.unc .ed u; @ao con 

EW: Duke still looking for 2014 games! 

Tom/Dine, 
Here is how everyone Nse schedules ..... 

Frera; Robbie Church [mailto:church@duaa.duke,edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:57 AM 
To; DIWSoc@soccedists.org 
Subject; {DlWSOC} Duke still looking for 2014 games! 

Greetings Coaches, 

Duke University is looking for 2 games in 20J.4: Sept. 12 and Sept 14 

We would like for at least i of the games to be a home game, but would be willing to travel a short distance if necessary. 

Please contact me if you have an interest in playing! 

Thank you, 

Robbie 

Robbie Church 

Duke Women’s Soccer 

Head Coach 

O: 919.668.5749 

C:’ 

F: 919.681.2378 

church@duaa.duke.edu 

www.goduke.com 

www.d u kesoccerschool.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21,2014 10:50 AM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu> 

ILE: Presentation 

I have NO savvy technologically. It just opened for me, Glad you and Brett will give the project legs .... It is worth it. And wetl done again!! 

Ftem: Becky Burleigh [mailto:Bec~B@gators.ufl.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 9:58 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Presen~tion 

Wow, you are technologically savvy~ Bret~ and I had a serious ta~k about the book before I left Phi~ly and he has a~ready started the process, b~t we want ~t to be 

more than just a book: I~ke a mu~tinled~a project. I will definitely keep you in the ~oop and hope that we can keep collaborating. Thanks for your t~me this 

weekend. ~t real~y means a ~ot~ 

becR  b  qa ors" u edu 

~N~ twi~er 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 

Sent~ Nonda7, Janua~ 20, 20~4 4:32 PN 
To~ Bec~ Burleigh 

Subject~ RE: Presen~tion 

collaborate because remember the challenge with your idea is no~ whether yot~ could do ~ but ~o drag us male dt~]lards w~th yot~[ And ~ am dumb enough to try![ 

F~m; Bec~ Burleigh [mailto:BeckyB@qators.ufl.edu] 
Sent; Nonday, Janua~ 20, 20~4 ~2:52 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; Presentation 

I sent the presentation on Prezi.com, but you have to sign up to get it (have Tom help you @). Let me know if it workedl 

(m) 

This message comes from outside the UAA. If you believe this message is spam, please Click !)__e_£e_. to repot1 this email. 

Reporting sl~m messages will help to slrengthen the UAA’s filters and improve our abilib~ ~o keep these b’pes of messages out of your m~lbox. 

Please contact helpdesk(e-~ators.ufl.edu or call us at x6499 if you have an5’ questions. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:32 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Developmeut 

Weekly Caleudar of UNC Student-Athlete Development.pdf 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:11 AM 
To: UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Hey Everyone, 

Please see the weekly schedule of Student-Athlete Development and share with anyone you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week] Go Heels] 

Best, 

Student.dthlete Development 
The Unive~’ity of ?v~orth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919~43-2306 

(fi~live. unc. edu 

Connect With Us On 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 09:07 AM 
To: UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject: Weekly Schedule of UNC Student-Athlete Development 

Hey Everyone, 

Happy Monday! 

Since this semester, Student-Athlete Development will start to send out the weekly workshop schedule on every Monday. Please see the attachment and share 

with anyone you think will be interested. Thank you. 

Have a great week! Go Heels! 

Best, 

Student-Athlete Development 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919943-2306 

@1~ re. ~¢nc. edu 

Connect With Us On 

tw l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:25 PM 

Kim DeCesare <kmd32@duke.edu-* 

@aol.com 

RE: Thin:ks 

’]?here is nothing more stressful than sitting at the draft and seeing other names being selected. I had a really sweet kid named            that su.[’l’ered through that and it broke her heart 
when she was not picked. I wish some coach that was there had protected her Carla Werden Overbeck is a good friend of mine (and one of the greatest Tar Heels of all time) and she loves 
you I saw" Carla this morning (we work out together) and she and I agree: you are extraordinalT in the air, you play with your heart and you will be a worthy professional. I did not want to 
see you suffer. I also really like              ~ (I recruited her and lost her to Duke but never lost my respect and affection for her) 

] know we sometimes get caught up in these rivalries and miss the forest for the trees We are all members of the human race and this thoughtful thank you note has me alrea~dy believing I 
made the right decision to recommend you. 

Good luck in Boston Kim, I hope you have the time of your life!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Kim DeCesare [mailto:kmd32(&duke edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 2:00 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thanks 

Anson, 

Thanks again for helping out a "Dukie" It has been a dream of mine since I was a kid to play pro soccer and I’m gratefal to have this opportum~. ] promise to make your recommendation 
worth it’s weight. We can now go back to being hardcore rivals :) 

Go I)uke, 
Kim DeCesare 

Sent from ray ]Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, Januao~ 21, 2014 5:25 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJl.com> 

IrE: TFC Friendlies - Jm~ 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto         ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 2:t, 20:t4 :t:t:20 AM 
To: Pete Sadin 
12¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino 
Subject-" Re: TlzC Friendlies - Jan 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

Pete, 

I’ll be there. 

See yon this weekend! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, Jm~ 19, 2014 at 11:54 PM, Pete Sadin <PSadin(a~sportsendeavors.com > wrote: 

Guys - 

Hope you’re well. The TFC Ffiendlies are this coming weekend in Fayetteville a~d I’m hopeful you can make it to recruit We’ve got teams from 10 different states m~d 

I think they’ll be a lot of quality players in attendance plus of course our own NC Alliance kids to watch. 

Almost all the U16-U18 Games Fri/Sat are being played at the Jordan Soccer Complex to make things easier from a recruiting perspective that you don’t have to travel 

facility to faciliD’. 

Here’s a link to the master schedules. 

http:i/soccer.sincsports.com/TTSchedules.aspx?tid =TFCFI &mb=4&sub=2&Round=l 

Let me know if you have any questions or if yon think yon can make it. Helps me with plamfing on lunches, profile books etc...Thm~ks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

miche]le akers <michelle@michelleakers.org> 

Subject: RE: great article’, 

Mk:helle, 

I agree!! I will be sharing this with rmi team!! 

From: michelle akers [mailto:michelle@michelleakers.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, :t:[:30 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: great article! 

::~:: talkin9 sport 620 

[Search] 

Psychopaths haunt the Beautiful Game- and I may be one of 
them 
7op players display traiks st~ared by psychopaths because ~t ~s often about the achievement of 
k~dMdua~ rather than the team 

David James 

The Obsei’~er, Satmday 17.00 EST 

I:Ni Andy McNab 

A test on fomxer SAS member Andy McNab, pictm-ed giving a lec~n-e at ml m~xy cmnp, revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion a trait prevalent in some of the best managers I have played raider 

Photograph: Martin Argles for the Guardian 

I have been reading a lot about psychopaths lately. Before anyone has cause for concern, I do not mean the murderous b~pe, I mean 



individuals who appear to display psychopathic tendencies in pursuing their everyday lives according to studies of them. They may be high- 

flying City workers or politicians. Or even Premier League footballers. 

At first glance that might sound far-fetched, but consider that recent research has likened the behaviour of former US presidents such as 

Theodore Roosevelt, ,JFK and George W Bush to that of psychopaths. Before ,aTe go any further let’s be dear: being a psychopath does not 

mean you are about to harm someone. In any ease it takes a clinical assessment to diagnose someone as a psychopath. 

What we do kno~v is that psychopaths share common traits. They can be charismatic, charming, manipulative, ambitious, invested in self-gain 

and deceptive. In fact, by those characteristics, you could be looking at a dose description of some of the best footballers in the world - from 

diving cheats to global stars. 

Muhammad All said if he had not been a boxer he would have been the best binman in the world instead. That kind of drive is celebrated in our 

society, but it is not normal. 

And, arguably, it comes at cost to everyone else because it’s about the achievement of the individual over the masses. Likewise, I have had 

team-mates for whom winning a match was all about them. 

That’s because the old adage about there being no "i" in team is naive. There are always 11 individuals in a starting line-up, it’s just that some 

have more of a team ethos than others. Take Gagv and Phil Neville. I remember speaking to Phil once and he said he would never, ever 

eritieise his team-mates. But I’ve met plenty of footballers who are more than happy to slate a team-mate to make themselves look good. 

That’s because so much is about self-promotion. Think back to the goal celebrations you have witnessed. There’s always one player who runs 

from the other side of the pitch to congratulate the goalseorer - just in time to look right into the camera. Look back over those photographs, 

who stands out, the goalseorer? Or the guy leaping on his back and staring straight into the camera, or saluting the fans in the stand. Who is the 

goal about? The team? Or the individual? 

What about those players who have moved from team to team throughout their career (of which, admittedly, I am one). Those players, I know 

from experience, tend to be more about themselves than any kind of team ethos. They have to be, it’s a kind of self-preservation. One question 

I often get asked is: "Do you keep in touch with your former team-mates?" Never. When you leave, you move on. Does that make me a 

psychopath? I did score highly on a test I took but then I would question a test which requires you to answer honestly the question "Are you a 

pathological liar?" 

On which point, are footballers pathological liars? They may not think so, but maW habitually lie to further their careers. They routinely lie to 

the media, hiding behind cliches such as "the lads played well today", or pledging their loyalty to a dub. Perhaps you can’t Name them. Being 

honest can leave you wide open to criticism. On the occasions when I have given an honest opinion those words have haunted me for years - 

from admitting to playing too much PlayStation, to confessing to my lack of preparation for an England game. Was I the first player to have 

committed either of those sins? Of course not, and I won’t be the last. You just probably won’t hear it from anyone else. 

Players also habitually lie about their fitness - even to their club’s medical staff. Arguably they have to. They are ambitious. They want to play. 

They want to get their appearance bonus. A rival might take their place - or perhaps that’s just hotv they rationalise it to themselves. 

A test on the former SAS sergeant Andy MeNab revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion - a trait that is prevalent in some of the best 

managers it have played under. As the cliche goes, there’s no such thing as a nice manager. Anyone who has experienced football’s youth 

system will tell you that such cold-blooded traits are drummed into footballers from a young age. 

As an apprentice you are subjected to repeated verbal abuse and bullying from your team-mates, the idea being that by the time you step on 

to the pitch and hear that same abuse from the stands, you hardly flinch. You have been desensitised. You are ready" to play top-flight football. 

Of course having psychopathic tendencies doesn’t make you a great footballer in itsdf. You need talent for that. But it is striking the parallels 

that can be drawn. Perhaps one day" the Moneyball approach to sports tactics will be restyled into psychological profiling. Then we might glean 

a better understanding of just how prevalent psyehopathy is in the beautiful game. 

www. michellea kershorserescue.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:28 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

ILE: Videos being shipped 

Bummer!I! Who needs to sign ot:f? US Soccer or FIFA? 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:37 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Videos being shipped 

Thmflcs for all the help!! On the footage topic. It would be tough to get the footage. 

On Jan 20, 2014 4:20 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

She is the greatest women’s soccer player of all time ._. I guess you did not google her .... Player of the centuW etc~ If we do this right, this will be your greatest 

selling women’s soccer video. What are d~e odds of getting her World Cup and Olympic games footage? 

From: Thom McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 5:06 plVl 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Videos being shipped 

Michelle is the great ball handling player?? 

On Jan 20, 2014 3:55 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

I just got off: the phone wid~ Michelle Akers (google her) ._. She and I want to do a ~training on your own" video with some o[: her career highlights spliced in. Then 
she and I witl present at next year"s convention and guide people to you booth to get the finished DVD. We can shoot it when you come in for Dunn and Ohai. 
From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom,mcdonald@champioDsh!pproductions,com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Videos being shipped 
Hi Coaches, 

I am having our Demck Rose and Alex Rodriguez DVDs being sent to you. Looking forward to working together in the future on videos, and it roll be great to work 

with your players who were recently drafted to the NV~rSL(Dunn, Ohai, & Brigman). 

Thanks again for being at the booth during NSCAA Convention. Enjoy the videos! 

Take care, 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (oNce) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contaJn information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt th~m disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemiuafio~, distribution or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notit~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy tire origina] message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

Bill SteIt~u @yahoo.corn> 

Ducar~ Chris (duca@unc.edu); @aol.com); ~@email.unc.edu> 

"We are the goalkeepers!" 

Bill, 
Very funny.._ I am going to send this to my keepers and Chris!! 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:27 PM 
To: bill steffen 
Subject: 
I think I heard this in a club in Philly last ~veek. 
https:iiwww.youtube.c onliwatch?v =Cs~ ~? mlceeM 
All together now...."We are the goalkeepers!"...listen once, then please destroy the link. 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:35 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

VW: Video !u~alysis 

From: VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer@vidswap.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 2:[, 20:[4 :[2:38 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Video Analysis 

Your Soccer Video Assistant 

Image removed by sender¯ 
htt ps://vidswa p.corn/soccer 

Hi Coach, 
4ere are some recornr~aer~�latiolns on camera 
,~quipment to help you improve your filming. 
See why teams all over North America are choosing 
~idSwap for their soccer video analysis. We edit 
and break down your soccer video within 12-24 
qours. 

i.~.i Image removed by’ sender. 

Sign up for a 14 day trial and we’ll break down one of your games so you can see 
why __V_i_d____S____w____a__p__ is the best video assistant you’ll ever hire! 
Check out our soccer screencast video here. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Neist 
Founder, VidSwap 
Nex@vidswap,com 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros           @gmail.com) 

@aol.com 

IN’d: Sharmck-St. MaN’s Show’case Quicldy Approaching 

Chris, 

Let’s keep in this dab’s good graces ~nd keep watching their players. The~i have a couple of 

From: Joe DeMay [mailto:joe.demay@s-sm.org] 

Sent; Tuesday, January 21, 2014 2:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" Shattuck-St. Mary’s Showcase Quickly Approaching 

removed by 
sender. 
http://ssm.sc 
outware.net/ 
mwso/cgi/47 

that might have value for us. 

This email contains pictures. To view chonse thi~ }i~] .. 

Hi Auson,. 

We are less tha~ three weeks away t?om hosting what is promisiug to be our best Winter Showcase 

in the event’s nine year histo~. With a field tx~asting 9 current State Cup champions or finalisLs, 
February 7-9 will be a weekend filled with high quality games from start to finish. 

You can check out the schedule for the showcase by clicking 

If you have yet to register ?,our attendance that can be done hy visiting this LIN K. 

We are expecting rids to be the most well aitended showcase by college coaches in the tfi sto~y of ore- program so don’t miss 

out on the opportunii), to see ore- players from Shattaick as well as the other qualits~ teams attending 

The schedule tbllows a showcase tbrmat with each team playiug one game per day. Gaines are 80 

minutes in length m~d every ganre is played in our heated dome. A heated coach’s hospitality aJrea will 
also be available along with refreshments, snacks and meals. 

We look forward to seeing you at our eveut in February.. If you have a~y questions please feel free 

to get in touch with me. 

Joe DeMay 
U16 Girls Head Coach 

Shatmck- St. Ma~’s School i Soccer Center of Excellence 

1000 Shumway Ave. ] Faribault, IVIN 55021 ] ioe.demav~s-sm.o~ 

(Cell) I 507-333-1747 (Office) I 507-333-1727 (Fax) I (SKYPE) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US VISIT 

www.s-sm,or~ I www,ssmsports,org I Take a Vit~rual Totar of Shatttack-St Mar?~’s School 

This email was sent to you by Shattuck-St. Mary’s, Soccer. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:42 PM 

~aol.com 

@duke.edu) 

RE: Welcome back to No~h Carolina, Anson! 

Dino, 

1 would love it if you and would come! 
From: @aol.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 2:!., 20:t4 2:S9 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Re: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Anson, 

Do you want company or is this just for the players? 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 
To: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 
Cc:                   @_r_!)__s__n__=_c_’£__n:_~_>; Ducar, Chris <._d__u___q_a__ti@_U__L~_C__=#__d__u__>; 
Sent: Mon, Jan 20, 2014 4:50 pm 
Subject: FW: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson[ 

~#__o__[:_c___o_E)>; Jason Sisneros @g_mail.com> 

Tom, 

Help me recruit as many former Tar Heels as possible from different teams. I am trying to get 8 .... We will flesh out our numbers below eight with all the 

kids that want a free meal .... Surely this does not count against our "occasional meals". They are honoring our program this Saturday at 6:15 at the North 

Raleigh Hilton. 
From: Bob Kepner [mailto:bobkepner@hpw,com] 

Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 
Please call me as soon as possible. I would like to discuss individual team representation at the banquet with you. Thanks. 
Bob 
Cellular and Text: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:45 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.uuc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com) 

I~W: Welcome back to North Caroliua, Anson! 

I forgot to chat with you about this ... let’s recruit all the local former players we can to represent different teams. 

who else     that is local that could make it? 

From:                         @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 2:[, 20:[4 2:59 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Anson, 
Do you want company or is this just for the players? 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <._a_L~__s__o_#__@#_tD_ia_jLu___n_~=_&d___u_.> 
To: Sander, Thomas d <pacman@unc.edu> 

Cc:                   @msn.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 
Sent: Mon, Jan 20, 2014 4:50 pm 
Subject: FW: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Tom, 

Help me recruit as many former Tar Heels as possible from different teams. I am trying to get 8 .... We will flesh out our numbers below eight with all the 

kids that want a free meal .... Surely this does not count against our "occasional meals". They are honoring our program this Saturday at 6:15 at the North 

Raleigh Hilton. 

From: Bob Kepner [__m___a_jJLo_;__b___q_b___k__e_~__n___e__r_@_h_~___w__&o____m_] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 
Please call me as soon as possible. I would like to discuss individual team representation at the banquet with you. Thanks. 
Bob 
Cellular and Text: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:45 PM 

,~aol.com 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros          ,~)gm~Jl.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Welcome back to No~lh Carolina, Anson! 

Of course!!! She can represent fou~’ excellent years!!! Tom, let’s assemble 

From:                         @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Fwd: Welcome back to Noah Carolina, Anson[ 
.... Original Message .... 
From: @aol.com> 
To: @~ol.com> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 21,2014 3:00 pm 
Subject: Re: Welcome back to Noah Carolina, Anson[ 

Ans, 

For that matter, could join us as an alum .... 
.... Original Message .... 
From: _@_a___o_J_&O__Ln_.> 
To: anson <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 21,2014 2:58 pm 
Subject: Re: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson[ 

Anson, 
Do you want company or is this just for the players? 
Dino 

.... Original Message 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 
Cc: .................... _@ELs_’y_L_q_o_r_!~>; Ducar, Chris <_d___u__c__’_a__r_@__u___n__c_’=__e__d___u_.>; 
Sent: Mort, Jan 20, 2014 4:50 pm 
Subject: FW: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

~_a___o_J:__c_’9_t_n_.>; Jason Sisneros @.g g!_a__[!=__c__o__r_!! > 

Tom, 
Help me recruit as many former Tar Heels as possible from different teams. I am trying to get 8 .... We will flesh out our numbers below eight with all the 

kids that want a free meal .... Surely this does not count against our "occasional meals". They are honoring our program this Saturday at 6:15 at the North 

Raleigh Hilton. 
From: Bob Kepner [mailto:bobkepner@hpw.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 
Please call me as soon as possible. I would like to discuss individual team representation at the banquet with you. Thanks. 
Bob 
Cellular and Text: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:56 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: Graut for UNC Soccer Programs 

UNC Soccer Nov 2013 award.doc 

Compose a very gracious letter’ that I wilt sign thanking this generous man!! I will sign it!! 

From: @ .org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 2:1, 20:t4 3:22 PM 

To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Grant for UNC Soccer Programs 

Attached is your copy of the grant letter, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:11 PM 

Conlon, James <jimcoNou@wusfl.edu-~ 

I~E: Couversation about Holdeu Tho~p 

Jirrl, 

From: Conlon, James [mailto:jimconlon@wustl.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 20:1.4 4:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Conversation about Holden Thorp 

Anson - 

Thank you for taking two minutes to stop and chat with me at the convention. Since I am sure you had hundreds of conversations, I am Jim conlon the head coach 

at Washington University in St. Louis. Holden Thorp is our new Provost. He has been out to the field and I have had some communication with him but would 

really like the insight of someone who worked with and was so successful under Holden. 

If you could e-mail me a good time and number to call you, I would love to chat about Holden. 

Thank you so much for your time. 

All the best, 

UAA Champions: 1995, 2003, 04, 06, 07, 08, 09, 12, 13 

NCAA Tournament Appearances: 1995, 97, 98, 2003, 04, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10, 11, 12, 13 

20~14 SOCCER CAMP JULY ~18-2J~--- MORE DETAILS COMING SOON 

Women’s Soccer, Campus Box 1067, One 13rookings Dr.,St. Louis, MO 63130-4899jimconlon@wustl.edu (e-mail), www.washu.edu (website), 314-935-4706 (office), 

314-935-5545 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:13 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Subject: RE: great article’. 

Of course? [~o[: .., I_(!t’s ella[: about this ill our [T~ee[:~[lg ..., Refr~nd rlle~] 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:36 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: great a~icle[ 
But the question is: is the lack of empathy and coldness that makes you a good soccer player wo~h it? Is the money ~d fame you get wo~h sacrificing your 

relafionsNps? ...... 

On Tue, at 5:27 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~mson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michelle, 

I agree!! I will be ~.;haring this with my tei~m~ 

E~= michelle akers [mailto:~_£~)_~]JA@michelleakers.org] 
SeBt= Tuesday, $$:30 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: great a~icle~ 

[Search] 

Psychopaths haunt the Beautiful Game - and I may be one of them 

ir~divid~...~al rather thar~ the team 

Da~d ~Iames 

The Observer, Saturday 17.00 EST 



i.~.i AndyMcNab 

A tesl on former SAS member And5, McNab, pictured giving a lecture at an army camp, revealed a severe lack of empafl~y and emotion a trait prevaleut iu some of 

the best managers I have played under, Photograph: Matin Argles for the Guardian 

I have been reading a lot about psychopaths lately. Before anyone has cause for concern, I do not mean the murderous type, I mean 

individuals who appear to display psychopathic tendencies in pursuing their everyday lives according to studies of them. They may be high- 

flying City workers or politicians. Or even Premier League footballers. 

At first glance that might sound t;ar- fetched, but consider that recent research has likened the behaviour of former US presidents such as 

Theodore Roosevelt, ~IFK and George W Bush to that of psychopaths. Before we go any further let’s be dear: being a psychopath does not 

mean you are about to harm someone. In any ease it takes a clinical assessment to diagnose someone as a psychopath. 

What we do know is that psychopaths share common traits. They can be charismatic, charming, manipulative, ambitious, invested in self-gain 

and deceptive. In fact, by those characteristics, you could be looking at a dose description of some of the best footballers in the world - from 

diving cheats to global stars. 

Muhammad All said if he had not been a boxer he would have been the best binman in the world instead. That kind of drive is celebrated in our 

society, but it is not normal. 

And, arguably, it comes at cost to evewone else because it’s about the achievement of the individual over the masses. Likewise, I have had 

team-mates for whom ,aqnning a match was all about them. 

That’s because the old adage about there being no "i" in team is naive. There are always 11 individuals in a starting line-up, it’s just that some 

have more of a team ethos than others. Take Gary and Phil Neville. I remember speaking to Phil once and he said he would never, ever 

eritieise his team- mates. But I’ve met plenty of footballers who are more than happy to slate a team- mate to make themselves look good. 

That’s because so much is about self-promotion. Think back to the goal celebrations you have witnessed. There’s always one player who runs 

from the other side of the pitch to congratulate the goalseorer - just in time to look right into the camera. Look back over those photographs, 

who stands out, the goalseorer? Or the guy leaping on his back and staring straight into the camera, or saluting the fans in the stand. Who is the 

goal about? The team? Or the individual? 

What about those players who have moved from team to team throughout their career (of which, admittedly, I am one). Those players, I know 

from experience, tend to be more about themselves than any kind of team ethos. They have to be, it’s a kind of self-preservation. One question 

I often get asked is: "Do you keep in touch with your former team-mates?" Never. When you leave, you move on. Does that make me a 

psychopath? I did score highly on a test it took but then it would question a test which requires you to answer honestly the question "Are you a 

pathological liar?" 

On which point, are footballers pathological liars? They may not think so, but many habitually lie to further their careers. They routinely lie to 

the media, hiding behind cliches such as "the lads played well today", or pledging their loyalty to a dub. Perhaps you can’t blame them. Being 

honest can leave you wide open to criticism. On the occasions when I have given an honest opinion those words have haunted me tbr years - 

from admitting to playing too much PlayStation, to confessing to my lack of preparation for an England game. Was I the first player to have 

committed either of those sins? Of course not, and I won’t be the last. You j ust probably won’t hear it from anyone else. 

Pla3ers also habituall3 lie about their fitness - even to their club s medical staff. Arguably they have to. They are ambitious. The3 want to pla3. 

They want to get their appearance bonus. A rival might take their place - or perhaps that’s just how they rationalise it to themselves. 

A test on the former SAS sergeant Andy MeNab revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion - a trait that is prevalent in some of the best 

managers I have played under. As the cliche goes, there’s no such thing as a nice manager. Anyone who has experienced football’s youth 

system will tell you that such cold-blooded traits are drummed into footballers from a young age. 



As an apprentice you are subjected to repeated verbal abuse and bullying from your team-mates, the idea being that by the time you step on 

to the pitch and hear that same abuse from the stands, you hardly flinch. You have been desensitised. You are ready to play top-flight football. 

Of course having psychopathic tendencies doesn’t make you a great footballer in itself. You need talent for that. But it is striking the parallels 

that can be drawn. Perhaps one dW the Moneyball approach to sports tactics will be restyled into psychological profiling. Then we might glean 

a better understanding of just how prevalent psyehopathy is in the beautiful game. 

www. michellea kershorsemscue.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:22 PM 

@sbcgloba£net; @gmail.com; ~comcast.net; @gmaJd .corn; @email.unc.edu; 

~hotmail.com;         @aol.com 

~msn.com; ducea@uucaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thaaak you for comiug! ! 

Ladies, 

I want to encourage you guys to join us as often as you can. I will check on the legality of how often you are allowed to come as alumnae but there is no restriction 

on you guys training among yourselves if you do come all the time. I will also ask and see if Carlos and the "boys" can absorb your large #’s in to "noon soccer" 

games on M,W,F. I think you will enjoy them (ask Heather). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:15 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Prig: g~eat article’. 

31st of Jan (gri) I arn fre% the 1~t I an~ recruiting ..., Love to joh~ you .,,, C~m you ge~: me tknes and 

From: @gmail,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, 6:32 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: great a~icle~ 

Ps do you know if you ca~ go to the conference I mentioned be~re yet? (On the 31 st and the 1 st). If you want, I can register you lbr 

On Tue,           at 6:31 PM ................. ~grnM.com> wrote: 

Okay I will! Interested to hear your thoughts on this! 

On Tue,            at 6:12 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <mason(?~emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Of (:ot~rse not ,,. [.et% chat about ~:h~s ~n our meeting ,,. £ernmd meH 

F~m=, ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:36 PM 

To: Dorraaace, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: great article! 

But the qnestion is: is the lack of empathy and coldness that makes yon a good soccer player worth it? Is the money and fame you get worth sacrificing your 

relationships? ...... 

On Tue, at 5:27 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <mason(~emailamc.edu> wrote: 
Michelle, 
f ~gr~-’_~e! ! I will b~-’_~ sharing 1:his with my l:earn~ 

F~m= michelle akers [ma~lto:m~chelle@michelleakers.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:30 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ great a~lcle~ 

i~: talkin9 spo~ 620 

[Search] 

Psychopaths haunt the Beautiful Game - and I may be one of them 

individual rather th~n the team 

David James 

The ObseI~er, Saturday 17.00 EST 

Andy McNab 



A test on lbnner SAS member Andy McNab, pictured giving a lecture at m~ army camp, revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion a trait prevalent in some of 

the besl managers I have played under. Photograph: Martin A@es tbr the Guardim~ 

I have been reading a lot about psychopaths lately. Before anyone has cause for concern, I do not mean the murderous type, I mean 

individuals who appear to display psychopathic tendencies in pursuing their everyday lives according to studies of them. They may be high- 

flying City workers or politicians. Or even Premier League footballers. 

At first glance that might sound far-fetched, but consider that recent research has likened the behaviour of former US presidents such as 

Theodore Roosevelt, JFK and George W Bush to that of psychopaths. Before we go any further let’s be dear: being a psychopath does not 

mean you are about to harm someone. In aW ease it takes a clinical assessment to diagnose someone as a psychopath. 

What we do know is that psychopaths share common traits. They can be charismatic, charming, manipulative, ambitious, invested in self-gain 

and deceptive. In fact, by those characteristics, you could be looking at a dose description of some of the best footballers in the ~vorld - from 

diving cheats to global stars. 

Muhammad All said if he had not been a boxer he would have been the best binman in the world instead. That kind of drive is celebrated in our 

society, but it is not normal. 

And, arguably, it comes at cost to evewone else because it’s about the achievement of the individual over the masses. Like,vise, I have had 

team-mates for whom winning a match was all about them. 

That’s because the old adage about there being no "i" in team is naive. There are always 11 individuals in a starting line-up, it’s just that some 

have more of a team ethos than others. Take GaW and Phil Neville. I remember speaking to Phil once and he said he would never, ever 

eritieise his team- mates. But I’ve met plenty of footballers who are more than happy to slate a team- mate to make themselves look good. 

That’s because so much is about self-promotion. Think back to the goal celebrations you have witnessed. There’s always one player who runs 

from the other side of the pitch to congratulate the goalseorer -just in time to look right into the camera. Look back over those photographs, 

who stands out, the goalseorer? Or the guy leaping on his back and staring straight into the camera, or saluting the fans in the stand. Who is the 

goal about? The team? Or the individual? 

What about those players who have moved from team to team throughout their career (of which, admittedly, I am one). Those players, I know 

from experience, tend to be more about themselves than any kind of team ethos. They have to be, it’s a kind of self-preservation. One question 

I often get asked is: "Do you keep in touch with your former team-mates?" Never. When you leave, you move on. Does that make me a 

psychopath? I did score highly on a test I took but then I would question a test which requires you to answer honestly the question "Are you a 

pathological liar?" 

On which point, are footballers pathological liars? They may not think so, but many habitually lie to further their careers. They routinely lie to 

the media, hiding behind cliches such as "the lads played well today", or pledging their loyalty to a dub. Perhaps you can’t blame them. Being 

honest can leave you wide open to criticism. On the occasions when I have given an honest opinion those words have haunted me for years - 

from admitting to playing too much PlayStation, to confessing to my lack of preparation for an England game. Was I the first player to have 

committed either of those sins? Of course not, and I won’t be the last. You j ust probably won’t hear it from anyone else. 

Players also habitually lie about their fitness - even to their club’s medical staff. Arguably they have to. They are ambitious. They want to play. 

They want to get their appearance bonus. A rival might take their place - or perhaps that’s just how they rationalise it to themselves. 

A test on the former SAS sergeant Andy MeNab revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion - a trait that is prevalent in some of the best 

managers I have played under. As the cliche goes, there’s no such thing as a nice manager. Anyone who has experienced football’s youth 

system will tell you that such cold-blooded traits are drummed into footballers from a young age. 

As an apprentice you are subjected to repeated verbal abuse and bullying from your team-mates, the idea being that by the time you step on 

to the pitch and hear that same abuse from the stands, you hardly flinch. You have been desensitised. You are ready to play top-flight football. 

Of course having psychopathic tendendes doesn’t make you a great footballer in itself. You need talent tbr that. But it is striMng the parallels 

that can be drawn. Perhaps one day the Moneyball approach to spores tactics will be restyled into psychological profiling. Then we might glean 

a better understanding of just how prevalent psyehopathy is in the beautiful game. 

www. michellea kershorserescue.orcl 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:17 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

l~E: dth sto~y on draft,, 

I arn free now L~r~til tloor~ ~!rld fFor]’l 2 prl] Or] 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:~9 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject= dth stow on dra~, 

Anson: 

Is there a time Wednesday you could talk to the DTH about the draft and prospects. 

him call you I will let him know. And let me know where you want to be called-cell, office or home. Thanks Anson. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

9~9-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Hnd My Corner Of The Sky" 

is the reporter’s name. If you can give me a good time to have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

~email. unc.edu-~ 

My PID # 

Anson Dorrance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:35 AM 

@duke.edn> 

Prig: Welcome ~ck to Norih Carolina, Anson! 

kove for you to join me. This Saturday 6:I5 reception .,.. 7::[5 dinner NC Soccer Hall of Fame at the North Raleigh Hilton 

From: @duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8: 2:[ AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Can you share details on this if you want me to join you? 

On            , at 5:42 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wv:~te: 

I would love it i[: you and would come! 

Froro: ~ @aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2:59 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Anson, 
Do you want company or is this just for the players? 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Sander, Thomas J <~__a___c_EEa_y_L@p_y_~_9_~__d__u_.> 

Cc: ~msn.com>; Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; 
Sent: Mon, 4:50 pm 
Subject: FW: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail,com> 

Tom, 

Help me recruit as many former Tar Heels as possible from different teams. I am trying to get 8 .... We will flesh out our numbers below eight with all the 

kids that want a free meal .... Surely this does not count against our "occasional meals". They are honoring our program this Saturday at 6:15 at the North 

Raleigh Hilton. 
From: Bob Kepner [mailto:bobkepne~(~,hpw.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 
Please call me as soon as possible. I would like to discuss individual team representation at the banquet with you. Thanks. 

Bob 

Cellular and Text: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 11:37 AM 

Albert, A1 F <al?albe@wm.edu> 

l~E: C~eetings fiom W&M 

Call this afternoon after 3 pm             C,d) ... 

From; Albert, AI F [mailto:afalbe@wm.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 20:~4 9:17 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sub’ect: Greetin s from W&M 

Associate Direc’~or of Athletic Development 

~falt.~,@wm.edu 

Anson, hope you had a great time at the convention. 

If you have some time, I have a few items to discuss with you. Can you give me a time and a number at which I can call you? Look forward to talking. 

AI 

[~:: ,mag ....... -ed by sender. Alan Albert                             ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 11:43 AM 

Staci N. Wilson, CSCS ~aol.com> 

l~L: I mn so sorry I missed your session 

Thank yo~ St~ci!! 

From: Staci N, Wilson, CSCS [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:29 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com;         @gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject; Re: T am so sorry I missed your session 

Anson, 

I understand that your time is in demand and limited at the national convention. It was great seeing you for the time that I did. Thank you for your kind words. Of course I am 
here for you and the team whenever needed. 

Go Tar Heels! 

Staci 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <._a_t_~__s__o__r_~__@~_t_n__’_a_j!:__u___n__c_’:_~_d___u_.> 

To: ’Staci N. Wilson, CSCS’        @aol.com> 
Cc:                   @msn.com>; Ducal Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 
Sander, Thomas J <9"_a___c_Ln_’_a_r_~_@~_u_r_Lc__:~__d_u_.> 
Sent: Mort, Jan 20, 2014 3:48 pm 
Subject: I am so sorry I missed your session 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; 

Staci, 
I missed the session (the convention for me is a nightmare!!!) but I got many compliments about it. Bill Steffen raved about it. I am going to try some ideas up here that 
hopefully will help us with concussions and I will get some recommendations from you, if you don’t mind! 

All the best Staci .... You are on the cutting edge of something that is VERY impontant!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 11:43 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ! @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Coach did you hear about this’? (Video Inside) 

From: Soccer Coaches [mailto:         @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:42 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Coach did you hear about this? (Video Inside) 
Coach, 

We’ve found a training prograJn that has been 

used by 1000s to help enhm~ce their soccer programs. 

Check out a video about it here: 

~mi_c:__&?__c__c___e_rj_)_~_r_~ir_~. < < < 
It was created by All-American Soccer Player, 

Matt Smith. It involves over 15 years of soccer 

experience all put into a course that 

help transform your soccer program next season. 

I don’t want to take up your time, but check 

out the video while it’s still up. It 

reveals all. 

re, moved by 

iCoatact - 

It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 2:30 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: Welcome Eack to North Carolina, Anson! 

Thanks Torn ._. I appreciate it!! 

F~om-¯ Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:49 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

I already sent out an emaiL are the only ones that can go so far. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:45 PM 
To: ~ , ~@aol.com 
Co: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" RE: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Of course!!! She can represent four excellent years!!! Torn, let’s assemble a list!! 

From:                         @ao!~com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 
.... Original Message 

From: _i~,a ol .corn> 
To: 
Sent: Tue, Jan 21,2014 3:00 pm 
Subject: Re: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Ans, 

For that matter, could join us as an alum .... 
.... Original Message .... 
From: @aol.com> 
To: anson <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 21,2014 2:58 pm 
Subject: Re: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

Anson, 
Do you want company or is this just for the players? 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <._a_E_s__o__r_L@#_tg/a_jLu___n__q:_&d___u_.> 
To: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Cc:                   @rash.corn>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 
Sent: Mort, Jan 20, 2014 4:50 pm 
Subject: FW: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 

~.aokcom>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Tom, 

Help me recruit as many former Tar Heels as possible from different teams. I am trying to get 8 .... We will flesh out our numbers below eight with all the 

kids that want a free meal .... Surely this does not count against our "occasional meals". They are honoring our program this Saturday at 6:15 at the North 

Raleigh Hilton. 

From: Bob Kepner [__m___a_jJ_t_o_j__b___q_b___k__e_#__n___e__r_@_h_#___w__&o____m_] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 1:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alberl A IV 
Subject: Welcome back to North Carolina, Anson! 
Please call me as soon as possible. I would like to discuss individual team representation at the banquet with you. Thanks. 
Bob 
Cellular and Text: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

Pierce, Kris <kpierce@theacc.org>; Alison Foley (tbleyae@bc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edn); Eddie Radwaaaski 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edn); KaJcen Fergnson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian 

(mkrikorian@admin.fsn.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Plfil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrmn 

(Rm~dy.Waldrum. 1 @nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@irginia.edn); Tim Saaatoro 

(ffsanto@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 

Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pittedu); Vm~essa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Miller, Beth 

<bedamiller@unc.edu> 

RE: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

Thank you Kris, I have already spoken to Bet:h Milh-_~r our SWA and she supgx~rts us and this prog~osal, I will copy her on this and [orward t:he "t:alMng points~’, f 

appreciate a~i that you do for us and our con[erence. 

And on another point, that ~s important Lo all of us: how is it poss~Me for             to w~n every ~Nationa~ Hayer o[: the Year Award" and not get any conference 

recognition beyond :].s~ Team A~ ACC? let’s use her national exposure to demonstrate the w~sdom of a "M~dfie~der of the Year" h~ the ACC, ~ can’t tell you how 
many great p~ayers went unrecognized h~ our top awards that ended up being s~gn~ficant p~ayers on the world stage, ~ think it ~s t~me to correct th~s~ Recogn~zh~g 

~:hree players above the rest: in tMs extraordinary conference just makes sense. 

~= Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent; Wednesday,              ~:07 AN 
Te= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Kflkorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.i@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@v~rginia.edu); Tim Santoro 
(~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 
C¢= Na~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.N~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject; Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 
Impo~ance: High 

Women’s Soccer ~o~ches - 

As ~ follow-up to our meeting~ I h~ve ~ttempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the four-te~m 

A~ ~h~mpionship proposal. Please use this em~il and reply ~ll for any edits that you h~ve. I will collect, ~nd re-send by the end of the week. The minutes from 

the meeting w~ll be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for d~scuss~ons with your administrators. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336369.4652 I C 
kpierce@theacc.org] 
l:heAOC cort~ ¯ (~[heAOC 

~ ACC 2013-14 ES~jnature Ju~yl (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, Jauua~ 22, 2014 2:59 PM 

Miller, Belh <b, ethmiller~unc.edu~> 

I~W: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

4-’12eam Championship Ta~ldng Points.docx 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:07 AM 

To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Grey Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 

Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com}; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miamLedu)~ Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro 

(ffsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 

C¢: Matt Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 

Subject: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I have attempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the four-team 

ACC Championship proposal. Please use this email and reply all for any edits that you have. I will collect, and re-send by the end of the week. The minutes from 

the meeting will be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for discussions with your administrators. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 I C 

kp erce(~theacc.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:01 PM 

Miller, Befl~ <bethmille@unc.edtr* 

EW: ScheduleiACC Toummnent 

image001 .j pg 

From: Timothy Santoro [mailto:tfsantor@ncsu.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 22, 20.t4 11:16 AM 
C¢: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Subject-" Schedule/ACC Tournament 

Has everyone met with SWAs and ADs regarding the seven-week schedule format and four- 
team ACC Tournament? I’ve had a few meetings with SWA and ADs about this, including 
another yesterday, and they believe if we all push our administrators with the support points 
we have ..... and don’t deviate from the 13-o-1 vote we took ..... that it will have traction and 
consideration. While it seems the ACC might have preconceived notion of what will happen, 
that can’t stop us from being persistent. 
Please share any feedback you’ve gotten on this matter. 
Tim Santoro 
Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
North Carolina State University 

9195153476 (work) 
(cell) 

Skype: 

Athletics website: gopack 
Camp website: wolfpacksoccerseries 

X Irnag ....... d bysender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:35 PM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ,~@gmail.com); pacmm~@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

Marl 

We are working on it ...~ I might go further back than 5 years to show you the amazing talent that went relatively unrecognized. 

From= Matthew Conway [mailto:matthew.conway@bc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 22, 20~4 ~:23 AN 

Te; Pierce, Kris 
C¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 

Well done and [:han]~ you for pul:th~g th~s together. When you haw? a moment, can you send me the [~st of the awards committee members. [ would like [:o [ollow 

Anson’s lead and ca[[ them ~n the middle of the night (or at least seRd them an emaH in the middle of the night}. My apolog~es I d~d not wr~te them down dur[Rg 

[he meeting. 

Can you send me a ~st: of projected player~; that: couM have won the rnMfielder of the year award over the last 5 years. ~t: w~l help to give some examples when 

emai] [:he committee. 

Thanks, 

Matt 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
140 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 617-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:617-552-4335 

[ ::~:: Descd[~tion D~scr~pt~on: 

: : c~dfimage001 p~g@0 CB::05C 223B73!0 

F~m= Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 22, 20~4 ~:07 AN 
Te; Alison ~ley; Anson Dorrance (~_£#~[)_@_#_~g~_~_M_~G_¢#_M); Charles Adair (~j£_@~$~#); Eddie Radwanski ~[1¢#_~#_[)_@_£~9_~_~9_~=¢#_M); Greg Miller 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Kdkorian (mkrikor~an@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@m~amLedu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.i@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@v~rg~nia.edu); Tim Santoro 
(~santor@ncsu,ed~0; Tony Da Luz (daluz@~q,edu) 
Co= Ma~hew Conway; Kirk Bruce (~_~E~_¢f~_~:~:_~J~:~); Vanessa Fuchs (~_~b_~E~_:~_=g~) 
Subject= Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 
~mp¢~an¢e= High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I have attempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the four-team 

ACC Championship proposal. Please use this email and reply all for any edits that you have. I will collect, and re-send by the end of the week. The minutes from 

the meeting will be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for discussions with your administrators. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner. Championships & SWA 

O: 336369.4652 ~ C 
kpie rce@=theacc:orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 3:35 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

I~E: dth sto~y on draft. 

Just r~?et with him. 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Wednesday, :t:l:30 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: dth story on draft, 

He will call you around 2. Thanks Anson, 

Dave Loh~ 
Sent frotn my iPhone 

On at 11:17 AM, Donance Albert A IV anson@emml.unc.edu~" wrote. 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent; Tuesday, 9::t9 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" dth story on draft, 

Anson: 

Is there a time Wednesday you could talk to the DTH about the draft and pro prospects, is the reporter’s name. If you can give me a good 

time to have him call you I will let him know. And let me know where you want to be called-cell, office or home. Thanks Anson~ 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:41 PM 

Albert, Al F <afialbe@wm.edu:~ 

1),22: C~eetings fiom W&M 

Enjoyed our chat! 

From: Albert, AI F [mailto:afalbe@wm.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Greetings from W&M 

[~ 
iI Imag .......... d by sender. Alan Albert 

Associate Director of Athletic Development 

afalbe@wm edu 

Cool, wilt do 

[ ~iii Imag .......... d by sender. Alan Albert 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:37 AM 

To: Albert, N F 
Subject: RE: Greetings from W&M 

Call this afternoon after 3 pm             ’:0 ... 

From: Albert, AI F [mailto:afalbe@wm.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:17 AH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Greetings from W&N 

Anson, hope you had a great time at the convention. 

i 

If you have some time, I have a few items to discuss with you. Can you give me a time and a number at which I can call you? Look forward to talking. 

AI 

l ~i:: Ima9 .......... d by sender. Alan Albert                             J 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

l~W: Setting Recruiling Deadlines 

From: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 22, 20:/.4 1:55 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; Setting Recruiting Deadlines 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Image removed by sender. 

The Best of Recruiting Education OnDemand 

Image removed by sender. 

Setting Recruiting 
Deadlines 

Creative Ways to Get Your 
Prospect Talkin~l 

To celebrate our first year of Recruiting Education OnDemand, we’re featuring one of our 

most viewed episodes in 2013 (Setfinfl Recruiting! Deadlines) along with one of our very first 

episodes that you may have missed (Creative Ways to Get Your Prospect Talking). 

Click here for direct access to all previous episodes and we hope to see you next week for 

an all new episode! 

removed by 

sender 

R e g is te r fo r y o u r fre e __N_ [~__S___A____R___e__r__u_ j_t j__n_ g____M___a__n___a_ g__e___m___e__n__t___,_S_ 3_s__t__e___m__ 

to start connecting with recruits today! 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa unc edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us. click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St, 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 3: 55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Check with Tom Tirnmermans 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wechaesday, 2:56 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: 

~gmail.com) 

Sorry I missed you on your visit but I know you ~vere swamped ~vith making sure evewthing was just right for 

I will start investigating the $$$ right nuw...we love having her here and she was instantly one of the girls! 

Bird 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: 2a)~mail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:15 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Hi Bird, 
I hupe ~s treaung yuu well is very happy and seems to be adj usting well to a lut uf new things! Everyune un the team has been very sweet and welcoming[ 
I am trying to catch up un sume accounting/student loans and wondered ifyuu could check to see when the athletic muney might get intu account. 
Thanks! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 3:56 PM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

Thank you Matt and we are assembling more famous names for you that got nothing beyoncl Is~ team All ACC because they were midfielders, 

From-" Matthew Conway [mailto:matthew.conway@bc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:01. PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
~-" Pierce, Kris; Alison Foley; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes 
(karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum 
(Randy.Waldrum.1.@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz 
(daluz@wfu.edu); Matthew Conway; Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.Nu.edu); Miller, Beth 
Subject-" Re: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

On it! I will email the committee on awards tonight. 

Matt. 

Sent from my IPhone. 

Matthew Conway 

Boston College 

Assistant AD, Operations 

Athletic Department 

O) 617-552-6672 

M) 

On , at 2:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Kris, I ha~e alr~:_~ady spoken to Beth Miller our SWA and she supports us and th~s proposal ~ wH~ copy her on th~s and forward the 

po~nta" I appredate all that you do for us and our conference. 

And on another po~nL, thsL is important to s~l of us: how is ~t possible for             to w~n every "National P~syer of the Year Award" and not get 

any conference recognition beyond ~st Team AI~ ACC? ket’s use her national exposure to demonstrate the wisdom of a %~lMfieMer of the Year" in the 
ACC. I can’t te]~ you how many great players went unrecognized ~n our top aw~rds that ended up being s~gnificant p~ayers on the world stage. ~ tNnk ~t 

is tkne [:o correct thb Recognizing three players abow~ the rest ~r~ this extraordinary conference just makes sense. 

F~m~ Pierce, Kris 
SeBt~ Wednesday,               [[:07 AM 
Toi Alison Foley (folevae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A [V; Charles Adair (adah’@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller 
(~miller@athletics.pi~,edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@~ocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrjkorian@admin.fsu,edu); Ma~-Frances Monroe 

(t~:E)~D_r~_@_t~[~_~J_:~M); Phil Wheddon (P~_~b_~_~E=~M); Randy Waldrum (B_~D_~=~a[~ZM_t~:_$@D_~_~); Robbie Church C[~_~J~_=~b_M£~_~_~,_~_~); Steve 
Swanson (sswanson@v~rginia.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@v#u.edu) 

Ce= Na~ Conway (BC) (conwayml@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchsC~admin.Nu.edu) 

Subject= Follow-Up from Commi~e Meeting 

Impo~an~e= High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I have attempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the 

four-team ACC Championship proposal. Please use this email and reply all for any edits that you have. I will collect, and re-send by the end of the 

week. The minutes from the meeting will be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for discussions with your 

administrators. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

KR]S PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ~ C: 
kpierce¢)theacc or~ 
theAOOc:c:.m, 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:59 PM 

tom@stkmitedfc.net 

ILE: Hey Anson 

~ was a grea~ show I real~¥ enioyed it but r~¥ issue is ~ime a~d I know everyone keeps te~ing r~e how little tk~e evewthing takes but I am ALWAYS st~etched too 
th~n~! ~ hope gou understand. ~ have a and ~ need to spend some thee 
F~m= tom@stlunitedfc.net [mailto:~m@stluNtedfc.net] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 3:[2 PN 
Tel Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Hey Anson 
I thought about your comment about Ref ~ the T~ck with the 16 camer~ when i watched Luis S~z "fail" to give Live~ool ~e draw las~ week. 

That of comse retninded me of what a g~eat time it w~ to have you on fl~e show m~d I thought ..I ~ow, all tNs ~i~ng is sta~ing to wo~ me, BUT 

What would you tNnk a~ut a regulm ~ of call into fl~e show where quite fra~My ~]ked about whatever got you going since ~e p~evious conversation. 

Or an Ask ~son deaJ where lis~eners~emml reade~website visi~rs could give us fl~e questions.....ahead of time, no live call ins...and you could a~swer..or not 

No womes if this seems a bore but again, you were great. 

The host of the Golf Show says to me on my way in and his way out 

That was an incre~ble discussion about last week.... 

Love it 
Chee~ from Freezing STL 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 4:15 PM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

I~E: Follow-Up frown Co~nmittee Meeting 

I am with you!! 

From= Matthew Conway [mailto:matthew.conway@bc.edu] 

Sent= Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:13 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

Whatever you feel makes the case, you know the players. I think given recent expansion this is the year to get this Mid-Fielder of the Year award done. 

Sent from my IPhone. 

Matthew Conway 

Boston College 

Assistant AD, Operations 

Athletic Department 

O) 617-552-6672 

M) 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 4:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Matt, 

We are working on it ~... I might go further back than 5 years to show you the amazing talent that went relatively unrecognized. 

From= Matthew Conway [mailto:matthew.conway@bc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 22, 2014 1:t:23 AM 

To= P~erce, Kds 
~c= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 

Kr~s - 

We~ done and thank you for puttk~g tMs together~ When you have a moment, can you send me the ~st of the awards committee members. ~ would 

~ike to follow Anson’slead and ca~l Lhem ~n the m~ddle of the Nght (or at ~east send them an email h~ the m~dd~e of Lhe n~ght). My apologies ~ did noL 

write them down during the meeting. 

Can you send rne a ~st of projected players that (:ou~d haw~ won the midfielder of the year sward over the ~as~: 5 years. I1: w~l~ he~p to g~ve some 

exarnples when ~ ema~l the committee. 

Thanks, 

M~tt 

Matthew 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
~40 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 617-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:617-552-4335 

<irnageOO~.gff> 

F~m= Pierce, Kris [ma~to:kNerce@theacc.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 20~4 1~:07 AN 
Te= Alison Foley; Anson Dorrance (~_[)~£E~#_~g#_~,E~G_¢#_#); Charles Adair (~$~_[£@~9_~#); Eddie Radwansk~ (¢E~#_~#_E~gJA[~9_~_¢#_#); Grey Miller 
(gm~ler@atNetics.N~.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkdkorian@admin.fsu.edu); Na~-Frances Monroe 
(m.monroe@miamLedu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.I@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve 
Swanson (&&~_t)~_£E~JZg[E[~_¢#_#); Tim Santoro (~_~#£f@_~g#_M,A#_#); Tony Da Luz 

~¢= Ma~hew Conway; Kirk Bruce (kbruce@ath]etics.N~edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject= Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 
Impo~ance= High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I have attempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the 

four-team ACC Championship proposal. Please use this email and reply all for any edits that you have. I will collect, and re-send by the end of the 

week. The minutes from the meeting will be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for dBcussions with your 

administrators. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

KR~S P~ERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ~ C: 

<imageOO2jpg> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

Swanson, Stephen (sNub) <sNub@eservices.virginia.edu> 

ILE: Aw~Ms 

Steve, 

Thank you for your tiJll support. Obviously, had        or         ~von the     offensive player of the ?’ear last fall, you would not have heard a complaint from Chapel Hill. I have 
always felt to the victor goes the spoils and both of their offensive numbers were better than But it is clear with justifiably wirming all the National Awards this is the time 
for this push. (Great speech, BTW, in St Louis!) 

Matt from BC asked me for some additional support for the rationale and I mentioned              and .... full team players that were stymied in conference because their 
attacking mambers could not compete with the great attacking players of their era in the ACC and they ~vere not defenders. I also shared that in     and this year     stole an award from a 
well desel~cing player in the back        ~ and up front,       i because she did not have a chance to compete for the award in her position (midfield). 

I apprecmte your congratulations on but you had a veW positive piece of their dnvelopment and share this with us. So thank you! 

All the best, my friend!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: S~vanson, Stephen (ss4ub) [mailto:ss4ub(~eservices vir~inia.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:21 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Awards 

Anson: 

I spoke to our person here at UVA ~vho is on the Awards Committee for the ACC and explained our thoughts Told her about 
sense given the ACC awards. She understands completely and I feel confident she is on board Just wanted to let you know. 

and the end of year awards and how this did not make 

Hope the spring is offto a great start for you and the team Congrats on having both the #1 and #2 players in the draft. What an honor for 

All the best, 

Steve 

and you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 5:11 PM 

Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edn> 

I~E: Follow-Up frown Co~nmittee Meeting 

Bummer Steve can’t make it either! I will now re-pull my hamstring chasing those younger boys in the 0-55 division[!! And I will keep asking ._. Sometimes our 

conference rivalries strain our relationships because ~t ~s so tough but the older ~ get the more ~ value the people around me. And this would be a great way to have 

some fun l:ogether~[ At~d ~ wH~ never worry about your touch .. White I_~ghtenk~g w~H strike again H 

Thank you for chatting w~th your ~;~AzA ... ~ thi[~k we have a char~<:e th~s year. All the best, my frkmd~! 

F~m: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@clemson.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:54 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Nubje~t= RE: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 

Anson: I spoke w~th our SWA who is on the Awards committee about this and she ~s on board~ And ~ used th~s year ~s an example. Think we’ll be able 

~:o get somewhere w~:h this. 

On another note.....that Feb 15~h weekend ~ am out of town (actually out of country} during th~s L~me frame so unfortunately won’L be able to make ~t to 

Wilmington. Would love to do s[ some point so p~esse keep asking. Vve been watching what I’m eatk~g and workk~g on my touch ~oL.. ;-} 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday,              2:59 PN 
To= Pierce, Kris; Alison Foley ([9[#ZO9_~#~_:9_~_M); Charles Adair (O#_Oj£f@~:_~#_#); Edward Radwansk~; Greg Miller (g~Jg_ti@_O~[)J_~[£~:£~#~_~#_#); Karen Ferguson-Dayes 
(karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Na~-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum 
(Randy.Waldrum.I@nd.edu); RobNe Church (robNe.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virqinia.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz 

~e; Na~ Conway (BC) (conwaym~(@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce~@athletics,~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs~@admin.Nu.edu); Miller, Beth 
Nubje~t= RE: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 

Thar~k you Kds, I have akeady spo]~en to geth Ni~]ler our SWA and she suppor[:s us a[ld this proposal. I will copy her on this and forward the ’~tal]dng points". 

appreciate al~ thai you do for us aRd our conference. 

And on another point, that Js imporLant to sl~ of us: how is ~t possible [:or             to wk~ every "Nstiona~ P~syer of the Year Award" and not get any conference 

re~:ognH:h:m b :~vond 1~t Team All ACCP Let’s use her r~ath:mal e>:posure to demonstra~:e ~:he w~sdom of a ’W~kff~eMer of the Year" ~ the A{::C. f catVt tell you how 

really great pk~yers wet~t tmrecogn~zed k~ our ~:op awards that ended up bek~g s~g[l~fk:ant players on the world s~:age, f think it ~s ~:~me to correct ~:h~s. 

three players above the rest in [h~s extraordinary conference just makes sense. 

F~m= Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.orq] 
Sent= Wednesday,              ll:07 AN 
To= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A N; Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (~miller@athletics.pi~.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@qocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikor~an@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miamLedu); Phil Wheddon 

(~b_~#_#_£@~E#_~#.); Randy Waldrum (g_O#_~Y_,~#_[#$M_~_@#_~,_#~M); Robbie Church ([£_~N#,_£b_M£gb_@#_M_~_~#_M); Steve Swanson (~O_£~9O_@_zi[gJ_£J#_~A#_M); Tim Santoro 
(ffsantor@ncsu,edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz(@~u,edu) 
C~= Na~ Conway (BC) (conwavml(Obc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.N~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject= Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 
~m~o~anee= High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I have attempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the four-team 

ACC Championship proposal. Please use tNs email and reply all for any edits that you have. I will collect, and re-send by the end of the week. The minutes from 

the meeting w~ll be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for d~scuss~ons with your administrators. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

KR~S 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ~ C 
kpierceC~theacc.or~ 

...... 

~:N~: ACC ESignature July1 (2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 5:14 PM 

Thorn McDouald qhom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

,~) mac .coin 

RE:    , this guys wants to maJce a video with you .... I trust him. 

Got get ’er .... Treat her right ..... she is one o[: my favorites!! 
Frera-" Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent== Wednesday, 5:05 plVl 

To== Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: Re:    , this guys wants to make a video with you .... I trust him. 

is unbelievable!!! We would iove to work with her!!! 5i~e is fantastic!!!!!! Great seeing 

On Mort, 
That girls t~ame is 

at 4:25 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <an~m~;email.anc.edu> wrote: 
... I will ~::o~., her on this What a video that will be!!! Yoff]ube her ... It will knock yot~r 

Thom McDouald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

A~nes, IA 50010 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privilege& confidential and exempt th~m disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any disseminations, distribution or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notit~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy tl~e origina] message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 5: 58 PM 

~live.unc.edu; @msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc .edn; 
pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu 

Cmminghazn, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; 

~z~aol.com; Jason Sisnems .~!gmail.com); 

Subject: Mr Bubba Cum~ingham wants to know immediately’. 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for ANYTHING please let 

us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director immediately as well. The athlete guilty or 

not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to 

narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with our families. 

You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. Please reply with a brief 

note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, 6:00 PM 

Larry Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu); Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

EW: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To; 

.~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Co: Cunningham, Bubba; 

5:58 PM 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subje~."Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for ANYTHING please let 

us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director immediately as well. The athlete guilty or 

not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to 

narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with our families. 

You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. Please reply with a brief 

note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, 6:01 PM 

mac .coin 

can you call me’? I am so excited for you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:42 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~gmaJ4.com> 

Fwd: 

COACH REPORT .htm 

Sentj’rom ~v ~ ~rizo~t Wireles’,~" 4G L7E’ DR~?ID 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: 

Frown: ’ ~)live.unc.edu> 

To: "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <auson@e~nail.unc.edu>,      ~aol.com, 

~ema~l.uuc.edu>,’                        @live.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coaches, 

Attached is the IR from today. 

Let us know if you have any questions. 

@gmaJd.cotn,"Galz, Grego~" <ggg@uuc.edu>,’ 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~live.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 

or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:54 AM 

Bob Kepner <bobkepner@hpw.com> 

@aol.com 

RE: Coaches 

Yes[! They are comi~g[! 
From-" Bob Kepner [mailto:bobkepner@hpw.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, January 20, 20:~4 :kS0 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Coaches 

I certainly hope that will be part of the group atthe banquet. 

Bob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:59 AM 

.~live.unc.edu-~ 

l~L: Mr Bubba Curmingham wants to know immediately! 

Thank you 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:51 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

I understand what you have shared and will help you guys get ahead of it! 

Sent from my iPhone 

at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for 

ANY-1HING please let us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director 

immediately as well. The athlete guilty or not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume 

ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with 

our families. You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. 

Please reply with a brief note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:00 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

l~E: Mr Bubl~a Curmingham wants to know immediately! 

Excellent AND good job today in training1! Keep getting better .,,. You can be a world beater!! 

I=rem: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

I understand, we always have to be careful! Thanks Anson! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On, , at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for 

ANYTHING please let us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director 

immediately as well. The athlete guilty or not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume 

ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with 

our families. You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. 

Please reply with a brief note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:00 AM 

~gmail.com> 

l~L: Mr Bubba Curmingham wants to know immediately! 

Good! 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 7:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

Got it! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for 

ANY-THING please let us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director 

immediately as well. The athlete guilty or not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume 

ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with 

our families. You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. 

Please reply with a brief note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:01 AM 

~live.uuc.edu> 

I~E: Mr Bublm Cum~iugham wants to know immediately! 

Very good 

From: 
Sent-" Wednesday, 7:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

Thanks Anson! 

I understand what you have shared with us and I will help you get ahead of it god forbid a situation occurs. 

O11 

wrote: 

, at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou~;email.uuc.edu> 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for ANYTHING please let 

us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director immediately as well. The athlete guilty or 

not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to 

narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with our families. 

You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. Please reply with a brief 

note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:04 AM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

IU:;: Mr Bubl~a Cum~ingham wants ~o know immediately! 

You are probably the "most aware" person on our team. I love watching your brain work in all the "book clubs" and the "Council". 1 am still incredulous with the 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

Anson, 

I understand how serious this is, especially with how much scrutiny our university has been under, and will do all I can to help. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, ¯ 6:57 PM 

To; 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Brenneman, 

_~. msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.comj Jason Sisneros 

Subject: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for ANYTHING please let 

us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director immediately as well. The athlete guilty or 

not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume ANY%HING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to 

narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arrn of this great Universi[y and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with our families. 

You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny tt~at come with iL Please reply witt~ a brief 

note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:04 AM 

~aol .com> 

l~L: Mr Bubha Cum~ingham wants to know immediately! 

Very good!! 

From-" @aol.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 8::t7 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

Anson, 

I read and understand the conditions and pledge to follow them. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_9__s_.9_ .n__ .@.._9__m__a_[]._.u__n._c_:_e_._d_.u_> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for 

ANYTHING please let us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director 

immediately as well. The athlete guilty or not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume 

ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with 

our families. You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. 

Please reply with a brief note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 11:06 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Ih~2: Mr Bubba Cum~ingham wants to know immediately! 

Yes~ whenever any of this happens to a student athlete ... the royal WE need to know!! 

From: ~gmail.com] 

Sent= Wednesda,~, - 8:22 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 
Hey Anson, 

i completely understand what you are saying it is not only our responsibility to the program and the school but also to our teammates to let you know 

immediately! Our school has had a lot of internal and PR issues recently and we don’t want to be the cause of anymore! One question we are only asked to inform 

you of our team’s arrests correct? Or should we inform him of other arrests from other teams if we know about them? 

On , at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for 

ANYTHING please let us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director 

immediately as well. The athlete guilty or not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume 

ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with 

our families. You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. 

Please reply with a brief note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,               1:44 PM 

~live.unc.extu> 

I~E: Mr Bublm Cum~ingham wants to know immeNately! 

From: 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber[ A IV 
Subject~ Re: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

U nderstood! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 
In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for 

ANYTHING please let us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director 

immediately as well. The athlete guilty or not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume 

ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with 

our families. You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. 

Please reply with a brief note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; TONY YOUNT i          ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Chem Absence 

Would you track this for us ._, Possibly go through Tony Yount ._, He might know. Heck, she is a "speaker" .,,. That is cool rightH?? 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, $$:43 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject= ~: Chem Absence 

Hi Anson and Tom, 
Any chance the scholarship banquet could be considered a "University-sanctioned event"? I would love to 
chemist~ that night. 

at the banquet but I have a 

From: Forbes, Malcolm D. E. <mdef@unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:36 PM 

To; 

Subject: RE: Chem Absence 

If you have documentation (a letter from your coach for example) stating that this is a University-sanctioned event and required, then it can be excused. Otherwise not, sorry. 
Malcolm D. E. Forbes 
Professor of Chemistry 

Caudill Laboratories Room 020 
Department of Chemistry 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

From: 

Sent: Wednesda~L 
To: Forbes, Malcolm D. E. 
Subject: Chert       Absence 

7:01 PM 

Hi Professor Forbes, 
I am in your Chem class this semester and I am also curt~ntly enrolled in the Chem as well. , on Tuesday nights from 6-9. 
I am emailing you to ask about a potential lab absence. I am on the is on 
Tuesday night,            This banquet is to thank all the Rams Club members who donate and help us to attend UNC as scholarship athletes. 

which is something I feel as though I owe as gratitude to the Rams Club for their support. 
I understand this is not a sickness but is there any possibility I can miss my lab that night to attend this University event? I could of course make it up during the make-up lab 
time. I will also email my lab T.A. to let him know my situation. 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 

@unc.edu I 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Gillings School of Global Public Health 
BSPH Health Policy & Management, expected 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:14 PM 

@gm~Jl.com> 

Subject: RE: TEDxUNC 

I listened [o [he whole thing. [’_xcelfent!!] You are a man of character and will be a wonderful asset wherever you go!I! 

Yo~ were fantastic for 

From: ;@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, [~:03 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Slsneros ;@gmail.com); Sander, ~omas 
Subject: ~UNC 

Coaches, 

I wrested to shaxe this vi&o ruth you. It has been ~ incredible experience wor~ng ruth ~1 of you the Nst few yems ~d I can’t th~k you enough for fl~e time m~d 

ffiendsNp I have s~nd ~d made with you 

I recently s~ke at the TE~C student speaker contest. Nthough I was not selected it was an am~ing ex~fience s~a~ng in front of 500+ ~ople in the Great 

Ha~. 

Thank .yo~ 

Unive~si~ ofNort~ C~xolina at Chapel Hill 

................................... ~ig_m~J 1.corn 

"Dream Big. Live Bigger." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:30 PM 

Subject: If you want to get better~ you tLA~VE to watch the game’.! 

Ladies, 

Check out the NBCSN clip below ._. The game is catching o~. Don’t be the last to jump i~. Don’t you want to be ~n exper’t i~ sometMnfi? This ~s your chalice. ~ 

watched the TIVOea M~h O[ the D~y / ~nd/~ tast nisht, I can’t telf you how much I learned and I am 62 a,~d do understand a coupte o~: thk~s abou~ 

F~= Soccer America Daily [ma~Jto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Se~tl Thursday, 7:07 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, AJbe~ A ~ 
$~bjeet~ Section ~: Jozy is headed to Wembley 

X[~ Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 



ii~iI Image removed bysender. Soccer America Daily 

Thursday, 

Jozy is headed to Wembley 

by Paul Kennedy 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] In his first season at Sunderland, Jozy 
AIt~dore is headed to Wembley. That’s right, the Black Cats, mired 

in last place for much of the EPL season, reached the final of the 

Capital One Cup against Manchester City on March 2 thanks to a 

shootout win over Manchester United at Old Trafford. If he plays, 

AItidore will become the fourth American to play in the League 

Cup final....Read the whole story 

Gentile and Francois turn pro 

by Soccer America 

COUNTDOWN] Giuseppe Genfite, the Soccer 

America Freshman of the Year at Charlotte, and Christiano 
Francois, who redshirted at Maryland in     , have left college and 

signed MLS contracts, making them available for a Waiver Draft. 

...Read the whole story 

Indy Eleven signs pair of IU alums 
by Soccer America 

COUNTDOWN] Indy Eleven has spread out all across 

Indiana as it promotes its first season in the NASL. Its latest stop 

was Indiana University’s iconic Assembly Hall, where it introduced a 

pair of former Hoosiers -- forward Mike Ambersley and midfielder 
Brad Ring -- as the newest members of its team. For more on 

Amberstey and Ring, as well as other sign[rigs around the league. 

...Read the whole story 

Wilmington partners with Toronto FC 

by Soccer America 
[USL PRO     COUNTDOWN] The Wilmington Hammerheads 

became the eighth USL PRO club to sign a partnership agreement 

with an MLS club, signing a one-year deal with Toronto FC to 

receive a minimum of four players on loan during the season. 
...Read the whole story 

NBCSN tops 1 million viewers for Chelsea-Man. United 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] NBCSN drew its largest audience yet for its 

English Premier League coverage, averaging 1.019 million viewers 
for Chelsea’s 3-I ~ctory over Manchester United on Sunday. 

...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"If Falcao has something serious, it is the referee’s 

fault. Everyone wants to play like in England and let 

the game go. It’s not possible here. The referee 

must see when there is a foul and blow his whistle." 

-- Monaco coach Claudio Ranieri after his 

Colombian star Radamel Fa[cao went down with a 
knee injury in a French Cup game against fourth- 
division Chassetay. Falcao, among the players 

expected to star at this summeCs World Cup, was 

stretchered off the field after lengthy treatment. 

(AFP) 

i~;~iilmage 

..... removed by 

sender. 

i~iilmage 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Dempsey joins Messi and RVP in Pepsi lineup 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] American Clint Dempsey is part 
of Pepsi’s global lineup of soccer stars that includes 

Leo Mess[ and Robin van Persie in the Pepsi 

Football campaign....More 



Goalies get their Day: Top 10 Bundesliga Saves 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Saves] When goalkeepers feature in Video Pick, 

they’re usually victims of golazos or committing bloopers, but today 

we deliver 10 superb saves from Germany....Read the whole story 

:: ~:+:; :: Image 

...... removed by 

sender 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin 

receiving a copy of your own~ please visit our site - www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:32 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu-~; Carla Overbeck @nc.rr.com> 

ItS: Leadership Academy: Rising Sta~s (Monday, 1,/27/14) 

Shelly, 

You do not have to do anything for me _.. You run a fine show! 

Frera-" Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:25 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Carla Overbeck 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, 1/27/14) 

Anson & Carla - Monday is your ~[0th engagement with the Rising Stars Program! I will forward the talking points in another email. Again, the general topic is the 

impact, foundation, and evolution of Carla’s vocal leadership. 

Please let us know if we can provide any special snacks or beverages to have on hand for you. We are still working on the beef bourguignon which Anson 

requested last year. We will have mini burritos, chips, and salsa for the student-athletes -which you are welcome to partake. 

When: Monday, January 27, 2014 (6:45-8:00pm) 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:34 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: Camp Question 

From: ABC Sports Camps [mailto:info=abcsportscamps.com@mai163.at171.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of ABC Sports Camps 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:49 AH 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Camp Question 

sender. 

Few highli;4hL~: 

- F~’ec g~’eat ],-~o]dng camp ~<~])sitc (live in 24 ]:tom’s) 

-- Best Rate ouk khe~a" 

- We do a]] the wo~’k 

- Easy ~o use 

PS-. Few sample live clients (please eli& link below): 

in(~)@a bespo~f scamps.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:34 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: North Carolina Soccer Cmnp 

From: Amye King [mailto:Sales=OasysSports.com@cmail2.com] On Behalf Of Amye King 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 10:05 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; North Carolina Soccer Camp 

Earn more, work 
bess at your camps! 
That’s right Coach Dorrance - Oasys 

Sports has an outstanding website and 

registration solution where we do the work 

and you focus on coaching. There are 

also no expenses for you! That’s right o 

I~arn ~,!ore, Work Less! 

Like others, we do charge a nominal fee 

when people register - this fee is less than 

Active/Thriva, My Online Camps, ABC 

Camps, SDI Camps and others! 

Our FREE solution includes: 

Contact Info 

Phone: 312.618.7200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:36 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

ILE: compliance meeling friday 1 lam 

Than ks Tom !! 

From; Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 20:14 :t0:45 AM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV;        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;    ~mac.com;      @aol.com; 
Subject; compliance meeting friday :~lam 

Coaches, 

Our spring compliance meeting with Marielle is tomorrow at 11 am at the Castle. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Woinen~s Soccer 

U~fiversi~ ofNortfi C~xolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:55 PM 

Mayilou McFarlane <marilou.mclhrlane@sportsboayd-mn.com> 

Galz, Gregory ~-~ggg@unc.edu>; @msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros, 
pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: follow up re: SportsBoead 

~!gmail.com); 

Marifot~, 

I have spoken to Chris Ducat about doing more o1: what SportsBoard can do for our long range recruiting. Honestly, I can’t remember one recruit relative Lo another 

especially when we are ~ooking at 8th and 9th graders. This w~ he~p us. We can’t keep ~eav~ng scho~arsMp money on o~u" bench, 

The Grey Gatz piece I will ~eaw~ up to h~rn bu[: ~ do see great ~x~tential with the acco~ntabi~iW of the summer ~)acke[: on each players phone, 

We wi~ try 

~o model thsL and obviously ANYONE can game self-reporting but ~]: Lhey do the weight of their consdences rnight kill them or motivate thern to DO SOMETHING. 

The camp p~ece has the potent~a~ to be a revenue producer for Tom and .Jason and ~ wH~ ~eave ~t up to D~no to he~p these two hard workers to ~]~ the work for this ~n 

the camp and then reap aH the benefits. ~ wH~ ]eave ~t up to D~no to see if Patrick fits into h~s plans for staffing and obviously h~s expertise might be able to help get 

~:he camp side of Sportsgoard off the ground [or the starving Jason. 

~ haw? no issue making ~n~:roduct~ons bu~: a~ways rernember t~me is my issue Before Idk~ ~ wouh~ Hke to be aMe to finish work here before (; ~m~ to play horsey 

Tues/Thurs and get home be[:ore 6 pm M/W/F to be w~th       For the last severa~ year as the ernaH keep rnountb~g and more and more of my time ~s eaten away 

~ am usually h~ here at work until 7:30 pm or8 pm at ~east Lwo days a week, 

Now, my question ~s cost .., ~s ours a quid pro quo relationship ? If not remember out of the :1.4 member AC, C our bL~dget rm~ked t2th ._ get ~t? 

~= Nafllou NcFarlane [mailto:marilou.mcfarlane@spor~board-win.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 23, 20~4 ~0:53 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C¢= Gregg Jacobs 
Subject= follow up re: Spo~sBoard 

Hi, ~n. G~at ~cing you in PNlly last week and ~]~ng again Tues&y. 

We’re psyched that we got to s~nd time with you and Jason at NSC~ to customize SportsBoard to your specific da~ model for recruiting, enabling you to apply a 

more a~al~ical approach to your process. 

As lbllow-up to the items we discus~d: 

- Stren~h & Con~tioning: A[ler you’ve h~] a chance to commm~cate with C~eg Ga’~ that yoffd like ~) move ahead with this lbature of SB, I’ll connect directly with 

him to s~¢t to put your players’ workouts in the cloud a]]d allow them to sync their individnal program, re~)~ on their progress a~d acdvitie~ all in their iPhones. I’ll 

include the cost of 1 additiona] subscrip~on in your renewal i~woice for Febmao" and ~nd to you separately. 

- C~ps: With &e o~iective of generating more revenue ~om your sum[ner ca~ps, we’ll work towa~ts ~ing up fl~e process for generating video an&’or PDb’ evals 

for campers who opt-in for tNs benefit for m~ additional fee. Last year we di~ussed o~fing it up-front on the online regis~a~on tbnn tbr ~a additionaJ $50 fee, or just 

applying $50 office $75 securi~ de,sit ~wazd it. Plebe let me ~ow when you’d like me to follow up wi& Dino, Susaa Tom and/or Jason; it would be great to 

~ow who the m~n point person will ~, or ~-o people. 

I’m glad that you and J~on met our good friend Patrick McGin~s, soccer co~h of new program at Fai~ont S~te, in Phi]ly wifl~ us. He who would love to work at 

your summer camps and is a to~l expe~ on Sp~sBoard. Having him on- site in Chapel Hill will ~ helpful to Jason and Tom, who you e~visio~ ma~g tNs aJl hapNn. 

There are examples of camp videos and PDF’s on our website at h~p://~x~vw.spo~s~ard-win.com,’camps; 

- In~odnc~ons: Will lbllow up with you sepazately to ask for wa~ introductions to some of your [~ends who are the top coaches and ~tministmtors, t?om intemationaJ 

scale to major US club directors of development.., those you [bel would be in,rested in all that Spo¢tsBoazd o~rs. A quick email l?om yo& copying me, is all I need 

to Vake the pass and run with it. 

ThaWs ve~ much. Talk to you soon mid see you on Februa~ 8’. 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
vP Business Development 

C: 
marilou, mcfarla n eq’ct)spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 
www.sportsboard-win.co m 
@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:25 PM 

.la~n Sisneros         @gma~l.com~" 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: complim~ce meeting friday 1 lmn 

Thanks Jason, and do me a [:avo~ check on Anna Sielofl: 1:o~ me! 
I=ro~: Jason Sisneros [mailto:        ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 20:L4 :[0:55 AM 

To: Sander, Thomas 3 
~c: Dorrance, Albert A IV;        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;    @mac.com;      ~aol.com 
Subject; Re: compliance meeting friday :tiara 

ThaJ~ks for the heads up’. I will be down in Fayetteville tomorrow at a soccer tonrnament all day, jnst in ca~ everyone is wondering where I’m at :) 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Thn, Jan 23, 2014 at 10:45 AM, Sander, Thomas J <pacman(~unc.edtv"~ wrote: 

Coaches, 
Our spring compliance meeting with Ma~ielle is ~morrow at 11 am at the Castle. 

- Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

UNve~i~ of North C~olina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:38 PM 

Bob Kepner <bobkepner@hpw.com> 

@aol.com;                        ~bduke.edu ) 

@msn.com; duca~’~uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Coaches 

I will see i[:                would like to be the accepter and speak after Ray. I just had a 

one of our extraordinary women to be front and center on this. I will copy Dino on this and see if 

Fr~ra: Bob Kepner [mailto:bobkepner@hpw.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 20~.4 J.:t::t9 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Coaches 

Wonderfifl! Your Table of 8 is set PLUS you and . Sadly, 

can’t make it. 

would like to do it~ 

and I would love 

told me that she can’t make it. told me that Mia 

Now let’s you and I discuss presentation of the honor. I beEeve that I’m correct in recalling that you attended last year event. The sequence with the 
1977 Spartans proceeded ve~3~ nicely. This year the HOF Board of Directors person that will introduce you and the Women’s Program will be Ray 
~Mley. Then you or a person of your choosing will speak for the Program. I’ve asked Ray and now- Ihn asking you to collaborate so that the combined 
time of the two speeches is hdd to 15 minutes (approximately). I’m asking the same time standard of the three Hall of Fame inductees and their BOD 
"introducers." 
For the Women’s Program, who will be the "accepter" to speak after Ray? [You can see that I’m into coining new words that aren’t recogn~ed by 
Google ... "introducer" and "accepter."] 
Perhaps Ray Alley has already discussed this with you. If he has, good, you don’t need to review it with me also. 
Bob 

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 10:54 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son(?~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Yes[! They are comi~g[! 
Frera: Bob Kepner [mailto:bobkepner.@, hpw.com] 

Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 .t:50 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Coaches 

I certainly hope that Bill and ’ will be part of the group at the banquet. 

Bob 

Bob and Margaret Kepner, Realtors 

P e~btTnance, Not Promises! 

Coldwell Banker Howard Perry and Walston 
Office direct line: 919-644-8704 

Bob’s cellular: 

Fax: 919-241-1023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:41 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu>; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.~mc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~m Sisneros 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

VW: Invoice tbr SportsBoard subscriptions 

UNC Wsoc SB Invoice 1-22-14.pdf 

~gmail.com); 

We can draw this out o1: our endowment, so we can afford it. Do you think it ~s worth W? ~ do Hke the recruiting thing (~ assume that is about ~400). What say the rest 
of you on the other parts? 

F~m: Marilou McFarlane [mailto:marilou.mcfarlaneOsporNboard-win.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, Janua~ 23, 20~4 1~:20 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Invoice for Spo~Board subscriptions 
Anon, ple~e ~e a~ched the invoice for renewal of 3 sub~fiptions plus the addifion~ one for ~eg to use for Strength and Condi~oning. Please let me ~ow when 

you’ve talked with him and I’ll give him a call. We c~ s~ now to ~t it up with spring ~Mning s~ 

If you would have someone from fl~e business office con~t me with the p-card for your team, you’ll be good to go thin Feb 2015. You’ll see there is a 10% ~C 
discount ~ ~ke into account other teams using SB at Carolina. 

Right now the 3 u~rs am your email, Ducax emafil a~d Ja~n’s gmail address: (a)gmaJLcom. So you alrea@ have your own ~count on your iPad now yes? 

Than~, let me know if you have questions. 

Go Heels’. 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 
marilou, mcfarla n eC~spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 
www.sportsboard-wln.co m 
@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:45 PM 

Raymond Verheijen <mymond.verheijen@wofldfootballacademy.com> 

Gatz, Gregory <ggg@nnc.edu>; .~)msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

When would you like to mn the NC Course? 

.~)gmail.com); 

Raymond, 
I look forward to it. First order of business is the best dates t:or you. What do you think? 
And I already bare the info for South Africa, Thank you. 
F~m= Raymond Verheijen [mai~to:raymond,verheijen@worldfootballacademy,com] 
Sent= Thursday, ~anua~ 23, 20~4 ~:23 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ~m Gentles 
C¢= W~e Goud; Vincent van Drlel 
Subject: 
Hi Anon, 
it w~ good to catch np last week in PNlly. Thanks for hosting our 1 st WFA USA cour~ in NC. Really loo~ng fore-aN to the launch. 

As promised, I he,by send yon an emNl to get Tim Gentles (who you also met last week) in the loop. 

Tim roll contact you to a~ange dates and logistics for our first coupe later this year. 

Vincent will send you all the necessaD~ inlb tbr the 2014 Expe6 Meeting in South ~ca. 

If you have may questions, just let me know. 

Regards, 

Raymond 

removed by 

sender. Raymon{i Verileijen 

ravn iol~d .re rh ,~i j,~r! (~.~vor Id foo t balla ca d e my.co m 

removed by 

sender. 

P.O. 9c,:,( 48, 1190 i~,’-’b Oud,~rkerk a!d Ams~el, The Nethed~nds 
5urrj Stram~n’~,eg 102[, ll.0J./s.A, Amsterdam, ]he Netherlands 
T +31 20472 1992 
F: +31 20 472 ~.993 

h tt p://w~w.wo ridl:oo~t?~ ill,ca d e n iW::o m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:56 PM 

John Cole <jcole@skiclubvail.o~> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Speaking Engagement 

I would love to do it but in season would be very tough for me~ Is there no possibility any year in ? Those are my months of greatest ffeedom~ 
F~m: John Cole [mailto:jcole@skiclubvail.org] 
Senti Thursday, 1:38 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subjeet~ Speaking Engagement 
Hello ~so~ 
My name is 3C and I am the Human Peffo~ance Director at S~ and Snowboard Club Vail. 

Wi~out ma~ng t~s too long-winded, we are the USA’s premier]unior Snow Spots organization and at present, we have over 10 present ~d alumni athletes 

preparing for Soc~ and by our re~arck t~s is the mos~ of any Snow Spo~ Organ~afion in the Wofl& Our alum~ list includes no~bles such as Lind~y Vonn, 

Michela Shiff~n ~d A~xon Blunck. 

In addition to my duties in Spo~ Science, I’m al~ in cha~e of our imensive s~education program lbr over 60 full-time coaches which ~kes place in of each 

year. We have ~ ex~ensive speaker list that includes notable coaches such ~ John Kessel, Mark Verstegen and Fi~m Gunder~n. 

Your n~e is on a shoCt list of coaching expels thin has come to my attention over the last few ye~s. I have a budget tha~ allows for me to bring expects such ~ 

your~lf~ s~ak ~ our smfl’a~ut building wi~ing cultures in s~. 

We would be honored if you would consider speo~ng to our smffin late       of this yeax. I understood fl~at this is a critical time for your team, but we would Nte 

offall costs associated wifl~ your travel m~d spea~ng fees to get you to Vail and back as quicldy as possible a~d work witNn our ~vo week spa~ to make this the least 

imNcfful on 5~ur practice and competition season. 

Im hoping you will consider our o~Er mid we are preNred to do whatever is necessa~ m have you join us for our 2-Week SmffEducation Seminar upcoming tNs fall. 

Th~ for your consideration of this offer ~d I look fox,yard to hearing from ~vu~ 

JC 

John (JC) Cole CSCS*D RSCC 

Director of ttuman Performaa~ce 

Ski and Snowtx3ard Club Vail 

598 Vail Va]ley Drive 

Vail Colorado 81657 

O-970-790-5135 

C- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: See attachment 

Thank you Chri!! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:04 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: See attachment 

For your files... 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <._d__~_~5_~.e_l_._o__l!~.e_~)unc.edu> 
To: "Duca~; Chris" <.d_t!c_gv_;~i__t_Ln_9_:e__d_._~> 

Subject: See attachment 

ACC record book going into this year. This should have stuffyou need. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of Nort~ Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Comer Of The Sky" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5: 58 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACC Wo~nen’s Soccer Co~nmittee Meeting Minutes 

W Soccer Committee Meeting Minutes.docx 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday,              2:08 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.:t@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro 
(tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@w~u.edu) 
Cc: Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@clemson.edu); Barbara Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwitz (Christine@gocards.com); Donna Sanft 
(dsanft@athleUcs.pitt.edu); Jaclyn "Jacki" Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller (jm2y@virginia.edu); Jennifer Strawley (j.strawley@miami.edu); Jody Nooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey 
(smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Butler, Lee; Moore, Donald; Champigny, Ashley; Fraser, Alex; 
Barrett, Jennie; Ufnowski, Amy; Yakola, Amy; peterste@bc.edu; Bill D’Andrea; Christopher B. Kennedy (ckennedy@duaa.duke.edu); Bonasorte, Monk 
(MBonasorte@admin.fsu.edu); Seng,Amy M (amy.seng@louisville.edu); ’Sherard Clinkscales (Isclinks@ncsu.edu)’; ’t.wise@miami.edu’; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; mharrity@nd.edu; 

Klaczak, Paul Joseph; ’buddiemj@wfu.edu’ 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Minutes 

All, 

Attached, you will find the minutes from our committee meeting on Thursday, 

Thanks! 

Kris 

Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships N SV’qA 

O: 336.369.4652 I C 
kpierce(~theacc.orfl 
theACC.com ¯ ~=~eAOO 

[ ~:~: ACC        ESignsture July1 (2) 

Should you have any questions or edits, please let me know. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:59 PM 

TONY YO[INT~ .~gmail.com> 

ILE: Chem Lab Absence 

Thank you Tony!! 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Chem Lab Absence 

I’m going to check with Cricket about this. Its a chem lab and there are 40 ~ctions. Switching for one class to another section shouldn’t be a huge problem. 

On             at 2:04 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Would you track this for us ._, Possibly go through Tony Yount ._, He might know. Heck, she is a "speaker" ,,.. That is cool rightH?? 

Sent: Wednesday, ::[1:43 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc; Sander, Thomas 3 
S~bject= ~: Chem Lab Absence 
Hi Anson and Tom, 
Any chance the schola~hip banquet could be considered a "University-sanctioned event"? I would love to be on the student athlete panel at the banquet but I have a 
chemist~ lab that night. 

From: Forbes, Malcolm D. E. <mdef@unc,edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Chem Lab Absence 

If you have documentation (a letter from your coach for example) stating that this is a University-sanctioned event and required, then it can be excused. Otherwise not, sorry. 
Malcolm D. E. Forbes 
Professor of Chemistry 

Caudill Laboratories Room 020 
Department of Chemistry 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Forbes, Malcolm D. E. 
Subject: Chem Lab Absence 

7:01 PM 

Hi Professor Forbes, 
I am in your Chem class this semester and I am also currently enrolled in the Chem Lab as well. My lab is section on nights from 
I am emailing you to ask about a potential lab absence. I am on the Team and I just learned that our scholarship banquet with the Rams Club is on 
Tuesday night,            This banquet is to thank all the Rams Club members who donate and help us to attend UNC as scholarship athletes. I have been chosen by the 
Rams Club to be on the student athlete panel, which is something I feel as though I owe as gratitude to the Rams Club for their support. 
I understand this is not a sickness but is there any possibility I can miss my lab that night to attend this University event? I could of course make it up during the make-up lab 
time. I will also email my lab T.A. to let him know my situation. 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros, 

@live.unc.edu);      ,~!gmail.com;       ~live.unc.edu 

@rocketma~l.com; ~)gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu 

RE: idea for the freslmaen 

@gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

,~!live.unc.edu); 
~y~hoo.com; ~y~na~l.com; 

Holy cow!!! f I.:_we this id~-:~a. "l’t’lis is Ieade~ship at its best, Yes, d.:_~ it and Iet {~s Imow how we (:a~ help you, Use the (:astle if vo(a 1~l<e 

Sent~ Thursday, 2:53 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= idea for the freshmen 

Hey Anson, 

After the meeting today a bunch of us went and got breakfast together which was really nice, and it got me thinking... 

Because there are so many of us, I feel like we rarely are able to get our whole class together to do things whether it be training, studying or just hanging 

out. I think it would be great for our chemistry and also for the team as a whole if the freshmen class spent more time together this semester and became 

more driven as a whole. One idea I had that some of the other freshmen liked was all going somewhere to study together. That way we can keep each 

other on task and grind academically while also spending time together and helping each other with work. Also if we organized this, we would all be 

together and be able to train or play pickup, or watch EPL games either before or after studying and motivate each other to get better in all aspects of our 

lives. We could also invite some of the academically driven and gifted upperclassmen to come as well, as their presence and knowledge would definitely 

be helpful to have. 

Would it be possible to use the meeting room of the castle a few days a week for an hour or two to study? Or we could tryto reserve a room in Loudermilk. 

Not sure if this will work, but its an idea that might be worth a try~ I think that the more we can all get on the same page the more everyone can excel and 

the bigger the impact our class can make on this team. As you mentioned, we have a lot of potential, but potential means nothing without putting in the 

work to get there. Bringing our class together might be one of the factors to getting us there. 

Let me know what you think. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:02 PM 

~yahoo.com 

~hotmail.co~n> 

RE: LISTEN: on Dynamo All-Access 

I loved your kid and I am glad she and you could sense that. In the coaching profession one of the hardest things to do especially with young women and girls is to 

challenge them (%/ou can do better") wh~e caring for them. ~t is a very th~n ~h~e to walk. ~f you challenge them too much or Muntb/or w~thout the requisite 

balance, you ~ose them. tf you just care for ~:hem withou[: correcl:b:~n or challenge, they don’t dew~h:~p and you have Earned them My mora~ knperal:~ve is not just: to 

~uide soccer p~ayers, ~t: [s to ernpower hurnan be~n~s. And [ think      knows that my ambition was [or H~}R success ... ~n ew~rything, 

What ~ loved about my relationship with      is ~t kept ~eLtb~g ~etter. b~ the last year, when we had become closer, whenever ~ d~d someLbb~g to upset bet, we 

actually joked about how long [ bad to spend in her "doghouse". By then she knew ~ ALWAYS cared a~out her. And if[ d~d or said somethin~ "dumb", by this t~me, 

my periods in      pursatory were shorter. And then they kept getting shorter (you think ~ would evelltua~[V learn not to be so ~nsens~t~ve~l)~ I love the fact that 

she trusts me and she should~ I I~ke everything about her, From her wisdom (~n the book dub, the things she wou~d share w~tb a~l of us were very DEEP and 

insighth.d} to her sens~t:Mt:y (thanMng rne puMica~iy at the dra[t ... beck, mv heart broke} to her personality (~ just ~ike beh~g w~th her). And ~f ~ arn ew~r fee~h~g 

down, ~ am going t:o pul~ up a recording of what she sah~ m the press conference after we won t:he Nat:ionai Champb:?nsMp, She ~s ~[e af[~rm~ng~l! 

~ p~syed soccer w~th her yesterday and I had so much fun. ~t was s classic "boys against the girls" game and at one point she fe~ with the ba~l at her feet and I was 

right next to her and I stayed away~ I I~ke her too mud1 to ever th~nk of in)~dng her (even by accident}. ~ am so o~d and clumsy now ~ probably would have stepped 

on her and ~njured her (especially since ~ am not at I~zard fighth~g weight, my weight would ki~l her!). We ~aughed about ~t~ And then I got this great ema~l back on 

something ~ sent to the entire team later that day. As usua~ she sent the most profound ar~a~y£~s b~ck. ~ am goir~g to miss her     more than she w~l ever know, 

?hank you for trusl:~ng her with me, ~ know you [elt from the beginning this was the place for your speda~ jewel to be ... I t:h~nk that ~s why she came I loved 

polishing the beaut~fu~ diamond you fent me. What s wonderfu~ and speda~ human being. 

F~m: ~yahoo.com [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
5ent= Thursday, 3:23 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= LISTEN: on Dynamo All-Access 

Anson thank you lbr everything, these past 4 yea, s you have been the single biggest influence in        life. I only wish my other daughters could have had you as their 

coach,      told ,ne the major reason she went to the world cup was because of your insistence. It was a ,noment that changed her life even though it interrupted 

your own progra,n. No wonder you have such great karma you are one of the most selfless people I lu~ow. I’,n honored to have met you and to say you are my friend. 

I thought you’d like tiffs: 

More 

LISTEN: on Dynamo All-Access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:10 PM 

Tim Gentles <tim@drillboaxd.com> 

Jason Sisneros (         ~gm~Jl.com);        @msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Verheijen (Jason, help me with this) 

:[0 AM EST on the (a Monday) will work for me. 

All the bestH 

From: ~im Gentles [mailto:tim@drillboard.com] 
Senti Thursday,              3:J.4 PM 
To: Raymond Verheijen;° Do~rance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Wytse 6oud; Vincent van Driel; Hank Steinbrecher; Hank Steinbrecher 

Subject: RE: 
Hi Anson 
It was great to meet in Philly. 
We’re excited about coming to the US and about hosting the 1M WFA USA event with you in North Carolina. Think this will be the start of something very special....! 
Ahead of Convention we had earmarked Monday    to Wednesday         for the first course stateside, would these dates work for you? 
I’m cc’ing Hank who he is guidin9 our US thinMn9. Perhaps the three of us could jump on Skype next week to touch base? I have availability at the times below: 
Monday    , Tuesday Wednesday 
08.00 - 10.00 CST 
09.00 - 11.00 EST 
14.00 - 16.00 GMT 
Let me know how you guys are fixed. Am looking forward to speaking soon.. 
Best wishes 
Tim 
Tim Gentles 
Managing Director World Football Academy USA 
CEO DrillBoardTM Worldwide 

Tel: +44(0)7749611480 

From: Raymond Verheijen <raymond.verheijen@worldfootballacademy.com> 

Sent: :16:23 

To: Anson Dorrance; Tim Gentles 

Cc: Wytse Goud; Vincent van Driel 

Subject: 

Hi Anson, 
it was good to catch up last week in Philly. Thanks for hosting our Ist WFA USA course in NO. Really looking forward to the launch. 
As promised, I hereby send you an email to ge~ Tim Genfies (who you also met last week) in the Ioop~ 
Tim will contact you to arrange dates and logistics for our first course later ~his year. 
Vincent will send you all the necessary infe for the 2014 Expert Meeting in South Africa. 
If you have any questions, just let me know. 
Regards, 
Raymond 

iXiilmage 

~moved by 

sender. Raymo!ld 

raymon~Lverheijen@w,:~rldf::~otb:~lla,::ademy.com 

removed by 

sender 

Worm Footbal~ Academy 
P.O. ~ox 48, 1190 AA, OuderkeH< ald Amstel, Th~ N~[her~ands 
Bl~r{~. St:’ama:’~weg 1021, 110] ~, Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
1- +3~ 20 472 Z992 
F *31 20 472 1993 
htq~://s’ww~.wor~dfo,:)tba~lacademy.com 



Fl’Olll; 

Se~t: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,               7:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: Top 10 Saves fi~m first Half of Bundesliga 

Love it[! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, 3:19 PP1 

(:c; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Top 10 Saves from first Half of Bundesliga 

Beasts, 
Check out these highlights. Send me back a quick email and briefly detail what qualities went into making each of the saves. Also, pick your favorite and te~l me 

which one and why. I have mine and it’s not their #1. 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 7:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: Top 10 Saves from first Half of Bundesliga 

#4? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 3:19 pIvl 

To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Top :~0 Saves from first Half of Bundesliga 

Beasts, 

Check out these highlights. Send me back a quick email and briefly detail what qualities went into making each of the saves. Also, pick your favorite and tell me 

which one and why. I have mine and it’s not their #1. 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:38 PM 

Mayilou McFarlane <mafilou.mcfhrlane@sportsboayd-mn.com> 

ILE: follow up re: SportsBo~yd 

FSU is loaded[ 

From: Marilou McFarlane [mailto:marilou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-win.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 4:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~:c; Gatz, Gregory; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; 3ason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas _1 
Subject: Re: follow up re: SportsBoard 
Anson, wanted you to know that I’ve received this and Oregg and I will review and di~nss together. 

That said, I reaJly don’t anticipate ta~ing mnch, if any, of your time on a very few intros to high level tblk~ like Giuseppe from Italy as we di~ussed. Mostly globally to 

tell you the truth. Happily for all of us, we had a g~eat meeting with Jill Ellis in Philly and Gregg will be going to their next coaches meeting in Feb~a~Q" to discuss how 

SportsBoard can be used for US Soccer’s purposes. 

And as you lmow, we’re doing great with the US college market! 

Let me taJk with Gregg and get back to yon. We understand the budget situation. Pls send me the list of who has the most $$ in the ACC so I can make sure I’tn caJding 

them. :-) 

I’ll follow up with Greg and Dino separately. Cool? 

Thm~s much, 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
vP Business Development 
S~orte~oard 
C: 
marilou mcfarlan e@spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 
www.spertsboard.-w]n.(30 m 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourvvay #getwithit 

On            , at 11:54 AIVI, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <auson(~)emaiLunc~edu~ wrote: 

IVla rilou, 

I have spoken Lo Chris Ducat about doing more of what SportsBoard can do t:or our long range recruiting. Honestly, ~ can’t remember one recru~L relative to anoLher 

~ t~ ~ th especially when we are ~ookin~ at 8~ and ~ graders~ TMs wN he~p us. We can’t keep ~eav~ng scholarship money on our bench. 

The Greg Gatz piece I will ~eave up to him but ~ do see great potential with the accountabNty of the summer packet on each players phone. 

We will try 

to model that and obviously ANYONE can game seff-.report~ng but ff they do the weight of their consdences might ki~l ~:hem or motivate them to DO SOM ErH~N£L 

The camp p~ece has the po~ent~a~ to be a revenue producer [:or Tom and Jason and ~ wil~ leave ~t up to Db~o ~o help these two hard workers to a~f the work for this in 

the camp and then reap all the benefits. I w~lf ~eave it up to Dk~o ~o see if I>atdck fits into his p~ans for staffing and obviously h~s expertise might be able to help get 

the camp side of SportsBoard off the ground for the starving .J~son. 

~ have no issue making ~ntroducl:~ons but a~ways remember l:~me is my issue. Before I d~e ~ would ~ike to be able to finish work here before 6 pm ~:o p~ay hockey 

TuesiThurs and get home before 5 pm MiWiF ~:o be w~th        For the las~: several year as the ema~l keep mounl:~ng and more and more o[ my time ~s eaten away 

~ am usually k~ here at work until 7:30 pm or 8 pm at least two days a week. 

Now my question ~s cost _. ~s ours a quid pro quo relationship? If not remember out of the :[4 member ACC our budget ranked .~ ...... get ~t? 

Fmm~ Marilou McFarlane [mailto:marilou.mcfarlane@spo~sboard-win.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 10:53 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~¢~ Gregg Jacobs 
Subject~ follow up re: Spo~Board 

Hi, Anson. Great ~eing you in PNlly last week and mJkJng agmn Tues&y. 

We’re psyched that we got to s~nd time with you and Jason at NSCAA to customize SportsBoard to your specific da~ model fur recruiting, enabling you to apply a 

more anal~ical approach to yonr process. 

As fi~llow- up to the imms we discns~d: 

- N~ength & Con~o~g: ~er ~u’ve had a chance to commmficate with ~g Ga~ that ~ffd like m ~nove ~head with tiffs ~a~re of SB, I’ll co~ect directly with 

him to sm~l to put your players’ workouts in the cloud and allow thetn to sync their individu~ program, ~ on their progress and ac~vitie~ aJl in ~eir iPhones. I’ll 

include the cost of 1 adNtionaJ subscfip~on m your renewal invoice for Febma~ and ~nd to you separately. 

- C~ps: With file objective of generating more revenue ~om your sranmer c~ps, we’ll work towaNs ~ing up the process ~br generating video and/or PDF evals 

for campers who opt-in for tNs benefit for an addi~onal fee. L~t year we di~ussed o~bfing it rip- front on the online regis~afion fo~ for an additional $50 fee, or just 

applying $50 of the $75 secufib, de,sit ~ward it. Please let me ~ow when you’d like me to follow np with Dino, Susm~ Tom an~or Jason; it would be great to 

~ow who the main point person will ~, or ~vo people. 

I’m glad that you and J~on met our good fdend Patrick Mc~nNs, soccer coach of new program at FaJrmont S~te, in Philly with ns. He who would love to work at 

your summer camps and is a to~l expert on S~sBoard. ttaving him on-site in Chapel Hill will ~ helpful to .!~on and Tom, who yon envision making this a]l hap~n. 

There are e~mples of camp videos and PDF’s on our website at httv//~,w.sportsN~ard-win.com/camps,’ 

- Introductions: Will follow up with you sepazately to ask fur wa~ introductions to some of your l~ends who am ~e top coaches and administrators, from international 

scale to major US club directors of development.., those yon l~el would be interested in all that SpoffsBoard otlbrs. A quick email [?om yo~ copying me, is all I need 

to take file pass and run with it. 

’I’hm~s very much. Talk to you soon and see you on Febma~ 8’. 

ML 



Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 

ma rilou mcfarlan e(~.!spo ~sboa rd-win.co m 

@$portsBoard #gopaperless #s¢outyour~’ay #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:46 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: IR 

So do 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: IR 

Coaches, 

Attached is the IR from today, 

7:34 PM 
@gmail,com; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas .]; Fava, Nicole M; 

Confidentiality Notice: q’his emaJi message, including any attachm ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and m ay contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, oz distribution is Ioroiiibi%ed. If you aze no% %l±e in%ended reciien%, please con%act the sender ~uy ieply e mail amJ destroy all c~pies of %he ozi£inal message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:32 PM 

Bill Palladino < @aol.com> 

Re: Coaches 

Bill Palladino < @aol.com> wrote: 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <&n_~9._r_(~i._e_!._n_.~i!_:_t!_r_Lc_:.e__d_.__~ wrote: 

Bob, 
1 will see if would like to be the accepter and speak ~fter Ray, 
would love one of our extraordinary women to be front and center on this, I will copy Dino on this and see if would like to do it. 
From= Bob Kepner [__m___a_jJ_t__O__L_b__o___b__k___e_p__n___e_r_@__h_#___w__&_q__m_] 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 il:i9 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Coaches 
Wonderftd! Your Table of 8 is set PLUS you and       PLUS                  Sadly,    told me that she can’t make it.          told 

me that    can’t make it. 
Now let’s you and I discuss presentation of the honor. I believe that I’m correct in recalling that you attended last year event. The sequence 

with the 1977 Spartans proceeded very nicely. This year the HOF Board of Directors person that will introduce you and the Women’s 

Program will be Ray .Mley. Then you or a person of your choosing will speak tbr the Program. I’ve asked Ray and now I’m asking you to 

collaborate so that the combined time of the two speeches is held to 15 minutes (approximately). I’m asking the same time stand ard of the 

three Hall of Fame inductees and their BOD "introducers." 

For the Women’s Program, who will be the "accepter" to speak after Ray? [You can see that I’m into coining new words that aren’t 

recognized by Google ... "introducer" and "accepter."] 

Perhaps Ray Alley has already discussed this with you. If he has, good, you don’t need to review it with me also. 

Bob 

On Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 10:54 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV < _a_4~R_r_(_a2__e_Ln_Ai_l_:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e_~t___u_> wrote: 

Yes!! They are coming!! 

From= Bob Kepner [mailto:_b___o___b__k__e_.Rn___e__r__,r~__h_p___w__~_£_o__E)] 
Sent= Nonday, January 20, 2014 1:50 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Coaches 

I ce~nly hope that Bill and will be paA o£the group at the banquet. 

Bob 

Bob and Margaret Kepner, Realtors 

Performance, Not Promises,.~ 

Coldwell Banker Howard Perry and Walsmn 

Office direct line: 919-644-8704 

Bob’s cellulax: ’ 
M~:rg~:ref s cellular: 

Fax: 919-241-1023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:32 PM 

GaU, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Re: When would you like to run the NC Course? 

Yes 

Sen<~"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"GaU, Gregory" <ggg@unc.e&l~ wrote: 

Anson, do you need someone to carry your bags for this trip?....im awil~ble! 
#,re you pl~nnin9 a workshop with Naymond in NO? 

Connected by DRO[D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV’’ <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Raymond Verheijen <raymond.verheijen@worldfootballacademy.com> 
Cc: "Gatz, Gregory" <ggg@unc.edu>, ’         @msn.com"          @msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,       ~aol.com" 

@aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)" @gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu,             22:45:03 GMT+00:00 
Subject: When would you like to run the NC Course? 

kink fix’ward to iL First order o~ business is the best dates for you, t,%’hat do 
~nd ~ sl~eady have the h~fo for South Africa, Thank you. 
F~m= Raymond Verheijen [mailto:raymond.verheijen@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Sent: ~ursday,               $$:23 AM 
To= Dorrance, NbeR A ~; Tim Gentles 
¢c= Wy~e Goud; Vincent van Driel 

Hi ~so~ 
it was good to catch up last week in Philly. ThaWs lbr hosting our 1st ~A USA course in NC. ReNly looking tb~vard m the launch. 

As promise& I hereby send you an emai] m get Tim Genres (who you al~) met last week) in the loop. 

Tim will contact you ~ a~a~ge &tes a~d logistics for our first cour~ later tiffs 

Vincent will ~M you N1 the neces~O" info for the 2014 Expe~ Meeting in South ANca. 

If you have ~y questions, just let me ~ow. 

Regards, 

Image 
removed by 
sender. Raymond Verhqijqn 

ravmon d,verheiien @werNfootbaliacaderr~v,com 

removed by 

sender 

World Football Academy 
P.O. Box 48, 1190 AA~ Ouderk~rk aid Amstei, the Netherlands 
Burg. Stramanweg ~02T, 1101 &;~, Amsterdanb The Netherlands 
l- 431 20 472 1992 
F ~3~ 20 472 1993 

http :i/www,woridfootbalbcademy.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:38 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Re: Invoice for SportsBomd subscriptions 

"Ga’~, Gregory" <ggg@unc.e&~> wrote: 

Anson 
I would probably only use this platform for holidays and summer program accountability ..... im wondering if they would be able to turn the 
subscriptions on and off for those periods only? ...... I would n’t have the budget to cover this but if available would use ...... gg 

Connected by DROiD on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Gatz, Gregory" <ggg@unc.edu>,          ~msn.com" 

~aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)" 
Sent: Thu,             22:41:24 GMT+00:00 
Subject: FW: Invoice for SportsBoard subscriptions 

@msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,       @aol.com" 
@gmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

We can draw this out of our endowment, so we can afford it. Do yoL~ think it is worth it? I do like the recruiting thing (I assume that is abot~t ~4.00). What 
say the rest of got~ on the other parts? 

From: Narilou NcFadane [mailto:marilou.mcfadane@sportsboard-win.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Invoice for SportsBoard subscriptions 
Anson, please see attached the invoice for renewal of 3 subscriptions plus the additional one for Greg to use for Strength and Conditioning. Please let me 

know when you’ve talked with him and I’ll give him a call. We can slart now to set it up with spring training slt~f£ 

If you would have s~meone from the business office contact me with the p-card for your team, you’ll be good to go thru You’ll see there is a 10% 
UNC discount to take into account other teams using SB at Carolina. 

Right now the 3 users are your email, Ducax email and Jason’s gmaJl address: ~gmail.com. So you already have your own account on your iPad 

now yes? 

Thanks, let me know if you have questions. 

Go Heels! 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

Sf~rtsg~ar~J 
C: 
ma rilou, rncfarla ne~or~sboard-win.com 
~ortsboard-win.com 
@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:40 PM 

~live.unc.e&~> 

Re: Mr Bubba Cunningha~n wants to know immediately! 

You are a wotnan of character..., no whining nero.. 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon Wireless 4G L2’E DROID 

.~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Anson, the          would have been an amazing opportunity but not getting it encouraged me to find other ways to get involved which led me to 

being and active part of the university’s water steering committee so things have turned out well! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Mr Bubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

You are probably th,-_~ "most aware" person on our team. f k?ve watching your bra~n work ~n all the "book clubs" and the "Counc~F. 

people. You are made for that scho~arsMp~ 

~rem= 
Sent~ Wednesday, 7:~ PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Mr 8ubba Cunningham wants ~o know ~mmediately~ 

Anson, 

I understand how serious this is, especially with how mu~h scrutiny our university has been under, and will do all I ~an to help. 

Thanks, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._qs__o__q ._@__e_ .m__~_!]_._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_.> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:57 PM 

To: ~-)gmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn; @ymail.com; 

@gmail.com) Sander Thomas J 

Cc: Cunningham, gubba; 

~gmail.com) 

@man.corn; Ducar, Chris; 

~aol.com) 

~Nmail.com 

@rocketmail.comj 

Naol.comj Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com; 

......... ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; @gmail.com; 

_@__Y__a_l)_o_9__:_c___o____mj : ~K_m____a_!J_:_c_2__m__. 

Subject: Mr gubba Cunningham wants to know immediately! 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and 

~gma corn); @yahoo.corn); 

~comcast.net ..... pgmail.com; " " 

~gmail.com t~aol.com; ~gmail.com; 

want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for ANYTHING please let 

us know, Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director immediately as well. The athlete guilty or 

not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to 

narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable fires[orm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with our families. 

You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. Please reply with a brief 

note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 9:21 AM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

Pierce, lghis <kpierce,~)theacc.org>; Alison Foley <~alison.foley@bc.edu>; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edn); Eddie Radwansld 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); Oneg Miller (gtniller@atNetics.pitt.edu); Kaxen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.cotn); Mark Krikorian 

(mkrikoriaaa@admin.fsu.edu); Ma~y-Fmnces Monroe (m.monme@miaa~fi.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@ss~.edu); Randy Waldrum 

(Randy.Waldrmn.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@irginia.edu); Tim Sm~toro 

(ffsaaator@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@vvfu.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athlelics.pitt.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); 

Miller, Beth <bethiniller@unc.edu~ 

Re: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

Matt, excellent suggestion. With the consistent integri~ of the way our coaches vote this will take care of the issne we aye all trying to solve ... honoring that exceptionaJ 

player that does not fit perfectly into our two categories. Also with the size of the cont~rence now this will stretch an area we need to. 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edn> w~ote: 

Coaches --- 
Following up on Anson’s below emait, I have been drafting/researching an emait to be sent to the ACC Awards Cornmittee ~n support of the below 

recommendation. As part of that research ~ ~ooked at some similar award structures in the ~eague. After reviewing that h~fo, ~ wou~d I~ke to recommend that rather 

than addh~g a "Midfielder of the Year" award, we petition the awards committee to add an overa]~ "Hayer of the Year" award as our tMrd award. 

A major~l:y of our sports al~ haw~ the Offensive and Defensive award structure sim~iar to Women’s Soccer, ~f we recommend ~:he add~tkm of the "P~ayer of the Year" 

i~ couh~ be imph~mented ~n all sports and sl:~l~ accomplishes your ~oal of recognidng ph~yers who may be the best on the fieM but don’t score 8oals. t also beheve 

we will have a better chance ~e[dng it approved if we avoid ~ein~ position spedfic. Most of our other spor[s do not have position spedfic award, for exampie we 

don’t have a quarterback of the year or a point guard of the year, The only pos~t~on spedfic award I can find is basebal~ who has a "Player of the Year" and a "P~tcher 

of the Year" award. 

Lel: me know your thoughts? 

Matt 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
~40 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 5~7-552-6572 

Ce~l: 

Fax:6~7-552-4~5 

,s~d:~mage001 png@0!CBF05C 223B7310 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaEunc.edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, 3anua~ 22, 2054 2:59 PN 
Te= Pierce, Kris; Alison Foley; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Greg Hiller (gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes 
(karen@gocards.com); Hark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Na~-Frances Honroe (m.monroe@miamLedu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Wa~drum 
(Randy.Waldrum.$@nd.edu); £obbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim San~ro (~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz 

(daluz@~u.edu) 
¢¢= Ha~hew Conway; Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.pi~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.fsu.edu); Hiller, Beth 
Sable�t= RE: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 
Thank you Kds, 

appreciate a~[ that you do for us and our conference 

And on another point, that ~s important to all of us: how is [1: possible For Morgan Brian to win every "NationaJ Player of the Year Award" and not get any conference 

recognition beyond ~st Team A[J ACC2 Let’s use her national exposure to demonstrate the w~sdom of a "M~dfie[der of the Year" ~n the ACC, J can’t tell you how 
many great players went u~recogn[zed ~ our top awards that ended up beh~g s~gn[ficant players on the world stage. J think it ~s t~me to correct th~s. Recognizing 

three players abos~e the rest in Lh~s e>:traordinary conh~rence just makes sense, 

F~: Pierce, Kris 
Seat: Wednesday, 3anuary 22, 2054 $$:07 AN 
To= Alison Foley (fo[eyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A @; Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Greg Hiller (qmJller@atNetics.pi~.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (.B@[#_£@_gA£~Z~,;_9_£!); Hark Krikorian (~_BflBArJ_@#_@~_~J#_~#_,#_~#.); Nary-Frances Nonroe (~_~_£~_[_£#_@_~j~_~]_,~_~[); Phil Wheddon 
(£swheddo@sy[.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum~$@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson(@v[rgiNa~edu); TJm Santoro 
(~santor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@~u.edu) 
C¢= Na~ Conway (BC) (conwaym[@bc.edu); Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.N~.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu) 
Subject: Fol[ow-Up from Commi~e Neeting 
[~e~a~¢e= High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I have attempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the four-team 

ACC Championship proposal. Please use this email and reply all for any edits that you have. I will collect, and re-send by the end of the week. The minutes from 

the meeting will be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for discussions with your administrators. 

Thanks, 

Kris 



KRI$ PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

©: 336,369,4652 ] C: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:22 PM 

Pusek, Susan N <susanApusek@med.unc.edu> 

l~L: Logistics for Friday Feb 14 lecture for Dr. Omnger class 

Ca~’t wait! My cell is 

From: Pusek, Susan N 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 20.t4 9:37 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Logistics for Friday Feb :t4 lecture for Dr. Orringer class 

Hi Anson, 

We are looking forward to seeing you Friday for a talk to our early stage researchers in our professional development course. Laura Loehr, one of our faculty, will 

be facilitating the session. The session will be held in the fourth floor Old Clinic Auditorium which is the building between the main hospital and MacNider. If you 

are not familiar with this location I can meet you somewhere more convenient and walk you there. 

Lunch will be available at 11:45 am and class starts soon after 12. Students are coming from other classes so we will let them get settled before starting. We have 

up to 2 hours for the session but only expect you to give your planned talk and then we will have some discussion and questions. There will be approximately 50 

early stage researchers there and 5-6 faculty. They all come from different scientific disciplines and are mixed between postdocs, early faculty and a few predocs. 

Let me know if you want me to meet you before. 

Thanks once again for making time to do this! 

Susan 

Susan Pusek, MS 

Director, Education Programs 

NC TraCS Institute 

919-966-0128 phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:49 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: Invoice tbr SportsBoard subscriptions 

UNC Wsoc SB Invoice .pdf 

From _~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, I::t:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Invoice for SpoCcsBoard subscriptions 
tii, Anson. Incredible evening Saturday night. Can’t believe your "bobbers and weavers" aze now Alums! and I are thrilled with the experience our girls are 

having in Chapel Hill. So proud of      the (rift of Fu~ among other awayds! So nice to see her recognized as she was, by her peers as well as by you. 

I spoke briefly with Greg Gatz and he’s on board to stm~t ruth his own subscription for Strength aaad Conditioning for your team, so that all the data on each player roll 

live in her own profile ~Jl in one database. 

I know you aaad Gregg Jacobs have spent good time with me explaining how vaJmable your stock options me and will only increase in w2lue. He’s forwarded you a 
lette~; have you had chance to review? 

Wonld yon please forward this to Shelly and I can give her a call and get the dept p-card again? 
Thnnk yon so much’. V~,re roll renew your subscriptions and get Ducar and Jason all set for TX ne~ week. 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rom: .................................................... _@__s_p____o__~_s____b__9___a__E__d___-__W___!__n__:__c__9____m_.> 
Subject: Invoice for SportsBoard subscriptions 
Date:,              11:19:36 AM EST 
To: Anson Dorrance <._a____n___s____o___n___@__e____m_____a__!!_;__u____n___c__;__e____d____u_.> 
Anson, please see attached the invoice for renewal of 3 subscriptions plus the addition~2l one for Greg to use for Strength and Conditioning. Please let me know when 

you’ve talked with hitn and I’ll give him a call. We can staxt now to set it up with spnng tr~fining s~fl~ 
If you would have someone from t]~e business office contact me ruth the p-card for your team, you’ll be good to go thin You’ll see there is a 10% UNC 

discount to take into acconnt other temns using SB at Carolina. 

Right now the 3 users are your email, Dncar email and Jason’s gmail address 2}gmail.com. So you already have your own acconnt on your iPad now yes? 
Thanks, let me know if yon have questions. 

Go Heels’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

John Kennedy ~ohn@combatbraintraining.com> 

~!live.unc.edu)      @gmail.com;        ~live.unc.edu;                      ~;live.unc.edu); 

~rocketmail.com: ~gm~Jl.com; ~!gmaJl.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~yahoo.com; 

{ymail.co~n; ~yahoo.com; )live.unc.edu; ~nsn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Molv info 

Thanl~s JohtL will do!! 

From: John Kennedy [mailto:john@combatbraintraining.com] 
Sent: Monday                :t:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: More info 

Hi Anson, 

W~-:~re you able to se~d th~s below to the cound~ as well? [ tNnk it derno~s~:rates the edge the team w~il have based .:~]1 all prevh:~us trakdngs. I’d [.:~ve to heip you 

win the Champkmship again~ 

John 

F~m~ John Kenned~ [mailto:]ohn@combatbraintraininq.com] 
Sent~ Fridag, 4:2i PM 

To~ anson@ema~l.unc.edu 
SubjeCt~ More info 

Hi Anson, 

Please forward this to the Council as well, I am sorry I didn’t get some contextual in[ormat~on to them earlier. 

Hello evervone, 

First I’d ~ike to apologize ~or not sending this into sooner. I had been focused on worMng through the logistics o~ making this sustainaNe throughout the season 

and I believe we have a good handle on that bg empowering Jason ~or that role. 

However, fixing the how doesn’t do much o~ there is no context [or the why! So I will briefl~ describe the two primar~ areas CBT will help the team. 

Soccer - MV daughter and I watched many o~ ~our games last gear on the web and I’m sure you’ll agree, and you have much more soccer knowledge than I, that 

games are lost bg mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental mistakes. Your team knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they 

should be at al~ times, but vet mistakes are st~ll made. I’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - being in the zone when it seems like gou can do no wrong, 

everything just flows automatically. That’s because a phenomena neuroscientists ca~l zombie systems (you might call it muscle memory) takes over. Procedural 

ac~ons happen unconsciously wNch is much faster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your drills and prac~ces strive to create zombie systems at the 

procedural level, CBT does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases ~ocus, situational awareness, pattern recognition, decision making and execution bg making the ~oundational thinking process a zombie system. This 

is done at the physical, not the pswholog~cal level. The comments from gout players I mentioned in the previous email are similar to ones from over 2500 people 

trained including military elites - Snipers, SpecOps, pi~ots, marksman - and professional athletes. 

~n example o[ the trans[ormat~onal potential o[ CBT is the Chicago Soul M ISL team I worked the ~ast gear. The~ had lost 4 games in a row and were at the bottom o~ 

the league standings. The first game a~ter CBT they beat the only undefeated team in the league and went on to make the pla~offs. Along the wag some incredible 

things happened. The goalie broke the existing record for saves in a game, he said he could sense where the ball would be before it got there and react ~aster to it. 

~t another game, the team held the opponent scoreless for almost a Full 2 minutes with two players in the penalty box, an almost statistical impossibility in indoor 

soccer. One plaver said he couM visuahze the Nag ~orming before it happened, and he just flowed a~ong with it, scoring a goal without realizing he had taken a 

shot- that’s the CBT zone! You alread~ have the best soccer training, what could you accomplish with the best mental training? 

School - the same foundational process underlying athletic aNlit~ is invNved in learNng. I’ve trained students from elementary schools, high school, military 

training schools and adults. In every case they learn faster and remember better. A common comment is similar to:" I used to have to read it several times- to get 

it, not I just read it once and I know it". Running through one o~ the exercises before studying or a test will improve results. Less time studying with better grades 

means less pressure and more t~me for other important activities (like soccer!). 

~ don’t want to take too much o~ gout time, but if you want to investigate more I can send you a longer report w~th some scientific data and lots o~ testimonials. 

Just know that CBT really works (validated now bg two neuroscientists and 2500 people). There is ako info on ~:~_9_~!~_~_~_g~_~_q~[~_[E[~:~_~_~.. I believe we got off 

to a great start last gear with the training and the m~ssing piece - sustainabil~tg shouM now be solved. Imagine the changes the players mentioned ~ast gear a~ter 

the training increasing throughout the gear? ~ can commit to making mg time with you as flexible as needed, and I guarantee you’ll have ~un doing the training 

together, especially with the newer exerdses Fve added. 

~n an~ case, GoTar Heels~ 

John 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

3.022 Greenk~a[ 

Evanston, IL 60202 

847-.791-I825 

iohn@comb~tbraintroininq.com 

www.combatbrointraininq.~om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:01 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

Brooke Elby       ~gmail.com>; Caitlin Ba]l <      ~gmail.com>; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Fall Sport Team Captains Lunch ruth Chancellor Folt on Wednesday; (11:45 AM) 

Lsrry, 

I will copy them on this as a reminder. 

I=rem: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Monday,                ~:01 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV; Shelton, Karen C 
C:c: Norton, Molly; Miller, Beth 
Subject: Fall Sport Team Captains Lunch with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, (11:45 AM) 
~rmportance: High 
Karen & Anson: 

I assume your respective student-athletes (see below-) are all set to attend fl~e luncheon with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, 

(11:45 AM) at the Cm’olina Club. If there are ~my changes, additions, subtractions, etc. please let both me and Molly Norton know as soon as possible. 

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance with this matter. 
Take caxe, amd be well. 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~, Jr~ 

E-xcc~tive Associate: Dw~ctor of Atlflefics 
Univc~i~y ofNoN~ Car~ina at Chat~l }{il~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:02 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Hotel rooms in London 

From:                           ~duke.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, FebruaPl 10, 2014 7:04 PM 

To; 
�2c-" Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Angela Kelly 
Subject-" Re: Hotel rooms in London 

We’ll stay wherever you want to Mia- let us know which one, please! Anson arrives Sun (3/9) evening late. Have you picked out a place there yet’? (Did you get the 

itinerary I sent a month or so ago? Eve~hing is the same except we return Mon AM ins~.ead of Sun. 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 4:40 PM.                 ~).~?.l_:.c_’_q!_n..> wrote: 

So I finaJly heard back fi~om Marriott and they have offered to upgrade us and offer free wifi for our stay. The two hotels I would recommend is the Grosvenor House, 

A J~V Marriott and London Marriott Marble Arch. Let me know what you think and we can aJl book our rooms individually and then send me that info ASAP and 

they will upgrade us. 

Also, can you let me know what date Anson arrives in Munich. 

Thanks, 

Sent frotn my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:15 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com) 

I~W: The Sto~y of UNC Athletics 

From: Rachel Doyle [mailto:rdoyle=iddnet.com@mailg.at151.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Rachel Doyle 
Sent: Tuesday, February :[:[, 2014 7:59 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: The Story of UNC Athletics 

Hi Anson 

My name is Rachel and I’m the head of marketing at h~teractive Design & Development (IDD, Inc.) 

I’m reaching out to share with you some of the exciting projects we are working on with the Virginia Tech Athletic Department that you might have an interest in. 

’Hokie Hoops’ is a touch screen kiosk, recently installed in Hahn Hurst Practice Facility. The kiosk provides visitors with an interactive experience with VT Athletics, They 

kiosk can celebrate the history of your team, introduce your players and coaches, and promote upcoming games and events. Click here and here to see the kiosk. 

The touch screen application has enjoyed success for the Hokies, and I think it could have a great impact on UNC communications and increased awareness for RAMS 

Athletics. Would you be available to hop on a call with me to discuss your communication and technology goals for 20147 

I look felward to speaking with you, 

Warm regards, 

Rachel Doyle 

Interactive Design & Development 

wvwv,iddneLcom 

540-953-2627 

li~is em.sii w.ss sent to a___n__s__9_[~_L~_u__n__c__a__a__=_u__n__c_~_e_._d___u_ 

whydid t get thi~? unsubscdbe from this lis~ update subscription preferences 

IDD. inc 2608 Sile~ieid Drive. ?.’lacksbi~r9, VA Biacksburg. ’,/A 24060 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:16 PM 

@aol.com 

I~’W: North Carolina Soccer Cmnp 

From: Amye King [mailto:Sales=OasysSports.com@cmaill.com] On Behalf Of Amye King 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 9:33 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; North Carolina Soccer Camp 

Earn more, work 
bess at your camps! 
That’s right Coach Dorrance - Oasys 

Sports has an outstanding website and 

registration solution where we do the work 

and you focus on coaching. There are 

also no expenses for you! That’s right o 

I~arn ~,!ore, Work Less! 

Like others, we do charge a nominal fee 

when people register - this fee is less than 

Active/Thriva, My Online Camps, ABC 

Camps, SDI Camps and others! 

Our FREE solution includes: 

Contact Info 

Phone: 312.618.7200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:17 PM 

Loehr, Lanra Ross <lloeh@emaJl.nnc.edu> 

l~L: Cottfirmation ~vgaxding speech tl~is friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Very good! 

From: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2024 20:42 AM 
To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 

_~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 2 at the School of Medicine 
Great! I’ll come to your office with a car nearby in case the weather is dreary. 

Best, 
Laura 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2024 20:39 AM 

To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
C¢         ~msn~com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         ~@qmai!~com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 2 at the School of Medicine 

Yes~ I ar~ all set! Please com~:_~ a[: I1:30 am that will b~-_~ ~-_~asy h:~r rne[ 

Frora: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 12:47 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Hello Anson, 
I am faculty in the School of Public Health and work with Gene Orringer and others involved with the education core at the CTSA. T wanted to confirm that you are still available 
to speak this coming friday, 2/24, from noon to 2. T am your escort to help you find the well hidden "Old Clinic" auditorium. If you enjoy a walk then it is not far from your office 
(just past the bell tower and left at the light then up to the hospital), and I can come by your office at 22:30, or I can meet you wherever is convenient and drive you over and 
walk you in, or meet you by the hospital entrance. Please let me know what is most convenient for you? After your talk, I can also help you back out of the hospital maze. 
My friends Mary and Chris Hunter speak highly of you. We have 22 year old daughters that are close friends. T am raising an 22 year old goalkeeper whom I hope will be able 
to come sit in the audience along with her coach Chris Perez. My daughter and I enjoyed attending one of your pre-game meetings last year. It makes my heart sing to see all 
the people involved and hoopla surrounding women’s athletics at UNC. 
Thanks so much for agreeing to come speak to this group. We are all looking forward to it. 

Best, 
Laura Loehr 
From: Pusek, Susan N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 9:42 AM 
To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Subject: Anson- 

Susan Pusek, MPH, MS 
Director Education Programs 
NC TraCS Institute 
919-966-0128 phone 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2023 20:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

Feb 24th at noon it is. Thee sessions are generally held in the Clinic Auditorium that is located on the 4th floor of the Old Clinic Building. However, Susan Pusek will be in touch 
with you to provide you with all of the details. Also, I am sure that she will arrange for someone to meet you in the front of the Main Entrance of UNC Hospitals and escort you 
to the Auditorium. 

We are very much looking forward to your talk. 

GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2023 20:02 AM 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Feb I4~h noon .... Where? 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:02 Plv~ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 



Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 

The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ January 17:12-1 pm 
¯ January 31: I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ February 14: I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ March 21:12-1 pm 

If one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 
speak to the Scholars in our program. 
GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~/ 
Sent; Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:01 PM 
To; Orringer, Eugene P 

Cc;        ~. msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject; RE: UNC CTSA Program 

[.~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Love to jump in. What might work best is for me to give my "canned speech" and then be guided by a CL&A in the directions you would like. This way I don’t have to 

pretend to know anythh~g and [ wfl[ not have to prepare anything. ~ am a~wavs reluctant to act I~l<e ~ know someone else~s bush~ess. 

F~: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2023 ~:23 P~ 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
¢¢= Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
SubjeCt= UNC ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

¯ Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

¯ Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

° January 17:12-1 pm 
° January 31:1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° February 14:1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° March 21:12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

E(~ene P C)rrin~e~’, 

Professor of Medk:iru:_~ 

Director, UNC MD--PhD Program and 

Director, Educat~oniTraff~ing/Career Development Core 

NC TraCS Institute 

:[30A MacNider Bufldin~ 

Campus t3o’,< 7005 



Chap{=’I HiIl~ NC 

TEL: 919:843~9485 
PAGER 
FAX: 919:84.9,5945 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:28 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: 2014 ACC Opponents 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 11:59 AM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A 131; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 

Co: Pierce, Kris 
Subject: 2014 ACC Opponents 

I just want to confim~ my 2014 ACC opponents (ho~neiaway) schedule. Does aaayone have the latest schedule that the?’ could forward to me? I jus~t want to maJ~e we 

are all on the same page. 

Thanks, 

Tony da Luz 

tiead Coach 

Wake Forest Unix ersi~ V~ omens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:30 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

kW: ACC Schedule 

AC C. S chedule 2014.17. pdf 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February :t.t, 2014 12:10 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 

C:¢; Pierce, Kris 
Subject: ACC Schedule 

Here is what Tim sent me so hope it matches what eye.one else is doing. 

thanlcs 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
V~ ake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

cell 

N Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:39 PM 

ADRIAN BUSH <ABUSH@UT.EDU> 

Ducm; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gtnail.com) 

RE: Taa~pa Bay United College ID Clinic - This Thursday 

Thanks Adrian ...~ We wilf noL be abfe Lo make it BUT please know we are VERY iRter’ested in your two kids!! 

I=r~ra: ADRIAN BUSH [maiI~:ABUSH@UT, EDU] 
$eat~ Tuesday, February $$, 20~4 ~2:49 PN 
To~ ADR~N BUSH 
$abjeet= Tampa Bay United College [D Clinic - This Thursday 
Dear Coach I am writing to let your smffknow about the Tampa Bay United College ID night we a~ hosting FebruaO’ 13, 2014 at Tampa BayUnited Soccer Club. 

This is tbr h)ys and girls teams age U15 to UI 8. The schedule oftmimn~games is listed ~low if you have may questions please caJl me at 813-323-3933 or emml 

abush~;ut.edu 
******Coaches please confirm your attendance prior to the event ema~l abush~ut.edu 

Tmnpa Bay U~ted CoRege Ni~t - Thursday Eebrua~y 13~ 2014 
Location: Ed Radice Spoas Complex 

14720 Ed Radice Drive, Tampa FL 33626 

Tampa Bay United 2013-14 Premier & Elite Team Bre~downs club will provide team books for each player/team at the event. 

Girls 

U15 Girls Premier - Head Coach Sco~ Bower 
Florida ~3, Region 3 ~5, National ~41 

Disney Showcase Champions 2014, Wags Finalist 2013, Jefl~r~m Cup Semi-finalist 2013, State Cup Semi-finalist 2013 

League Play Region 3 Premier League 

UI5 Girls Elite - Head Coach Tom ViBa 
Florida #52 

League Play NPL 

UI6 Girls ~emier- Head Coach Adfi~ ~sh 

Florida #1, Region 3 #1, National #7 

USYS Nationals 2013, Region 3 Championships Finalist 2013, Disney Showcase Runner up 2013 & 2014, Je~rson Cup Finalist 2013, Je~rson Cup Champion 

2012 

League Play Region 3 Premier League, Region Premier League & USYS National League 2012 & 2013 

U16 Girls E~te - Head Coach Neff Ou~ton 
Florida gl0, Region 3 g62, National #329 

ACDC Finalists 2013, FYSA State Cup Round of 16 

League Play NPL 

U17 Girls ~’emier - Head Coach Edmundo Rodfi~t~ 
Flofi~ #8, Region 3 ~29, National #184 

State Cup Semi-finalist 2013 

League Play Region 3 Premier League 

U17 Girls E~te - Head Coach _M~ Berfios 
Florida #63 

League Play NPL 

U18 Girls ~emier - Head Coach dhn Cote 
Florida ~1, Region 3 ~3, National ~29 

Region 3 Championships Runner up 2013, State Cup Semi-finalis~ 2013 

League Play Region 3 Premier League, Region Premier League 

U15 Boys P~mier- Head Coach Sco~ Moniz 
Florida #16, Region 3 #70, National #327 

CASL Showcase Champions 2013 

League Play NPL 

UI5 Boys E~te - Head Coach Ed A~ 
Florida #85 

League Play CDL 

U16 Boys Premier - Head Coach Brent ~emMg 

Florida # 103 

ACDC Semi-Finalists 2013 

League Play CDL 

U16 Boys Elite - Head Coach Dwi~t Barne~ 

Florida #84 
League Play USA League 

UI7 Boys Premier- Head Coach Steve Wolf 
Flofi~ #9, Region 3 ~28, National #130 

Disney Showc~e Se~ni-finolist 2013, State Cup Semi-finalist 2012 

League Play NPL 

U17 Boys E~te - Head Coach Ron Futcher 



Florida #51, Region 3 #136 

League Play CDL 

U18 Boys Premier- ][lead Coach Derek Backman 
Florida #5, Region 3 #21, National #100 

Disney Showcase Setni-finaJist 2013, State Cup Semi-finalist 2013, Disuey Showcase Rmmer-up 2012 

League Play NPL 

U 18 Boys Elite - Head Coach Fabio Suarez 
Florida #25, Region 3 #60 

League Play CDL 

Adrian Bush 
University of Tampa 
Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

Mobile 
8:13-257-3407 Office 
UT Athletics: _w____w____w___.__t__a___m__~__a__s_p__a___r__t__a___n__s__.__c___o___m__. 
Camp website: ~.__t__a____m___p___a___e__!j_t__e___s__a__.__c___o____m__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:39 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: 2014 ACC WFU Schedule Confirmation 

Fr~= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz~wfu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2024 2:00 plVl 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A 131; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris; Michael Buddie 
Subject: 2024 ACC WFU Schedule Confirmation 
Kris, 

Ok so ifI am reading this schedule and assmning that this is the (Home/Away) edtemating o~der in which we play the games in a 1-2-1-2-1-2-1 format, please confirm 

the follomng schedule (or not). 

WFU vs 

Sep 21 NCST Home 

Sep 25 UNC Away 

Sep 28 BC Home 

Oct 5 Miami (away) 

Oct 9 Syracuse (home) 

Oct 12 VT (away) 

Oct 19 Clemson (home) 
Oct 23 UVA (away) 

Oct 26 Notre Dame (home) 
Nov 2 Duke (away) 

WFU not playing PITT, FSU, Louisville in 2014. 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 once 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakefomstgifls~ccercamp.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:49 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: Go Online: We’ll Build a Camp Registration Page for You 

From: Member Solutions [mailto: Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February :M, 20J.4 2:05 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Go Online: We’ll Build a Camp Registration Page for You 

Customized Online Registration Page for Your Camp 

Get a jump on registrations this year -- and make your life a lot easier -- by taking 
the ENTIRE process online. 

Event Manager Online Registration Software is the Answer 

~~ch online registration page built in Event Manager has 
its own unique link you can post anywhere ... in emails, 
on Facebook, on your website, on community forum& 

Players then click the link, fill out the online form AND 
pay online 24/7 -- requiring no action from you or your 
staff. It’s a quick, efficient way to get your camp filled fast. 

*Sign on by March 14th and we’ll build a customized 
online re istration a e for ou FREE -- a $150.00 va~ue! 

.~.~ i~-:-:,-,:-:~.~ :~: :-~’:ovod %. :w :-~do~ r.,. o~-:.~ i\k~:~;-,.!-i~ ~ S~.,,hK~ :~%-,,-,~-:i;-,.i 

<..~"’,.’*,~,.....,....,’~" ~,.~, Registration pages can be integrated with ANY website to create a seamless 
registration experience for players! 
Go Paperless! Take Your Registrations & Payments Online Today ... 

or Call 888.277.4409 Now! 
*Offer applies to new clients on~y. 

NNNNNN 



if you no longer wish to receive these emaiis, piease reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simpiy click on the following link: 

Member SoiuLions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA 19040 

US 

the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

Image 

rema,~ed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:50 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Why the SeaJ~awks Dominated the Super Bowl 

From:     ~infusionmail.com [mailto:     _~infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of Lindsey Wilson 
Sent; Tuesday, February l:~, 2014 2:20 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Why the Seahawks Dominated the Super Bowl 

Ciick hs~e 

Why the Seahawks Dominated the Super Bowl 

Did anyone expect the Super Bowl to be such a blowout? I sure didn’t. 

But I did expect the 8eahawks would win, even though they were the underdogs. Why? Because they 

do things differently. 

In fact, there is !__!:~iL~£_ij_’._~_5_L.c_i_L~_c_iif_?_.-,_L2_~!:!’L_that makes them dominate their opponents. And it’s one thing 

you can use in your program as well. 

q’_!i_Ls!_~L!~2.-,__~2.-,_ to read more. 

Lindsey Wilson 

Co-Founder Positive Performance 

(206) 276-4916 

..w....w....w..:~p.~.s.!.tJ~.v.~.e.p..e..r.~..m...a.~.n.~.c.~.e..t.~r~!~[~g~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <#O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:02 PM 

Jared Spires <JaredS@realcolorado.net-* 

Ducar, Chris (ducm@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~g~nail.com) 

RE: UNC 

Thank you Jared! I know the stress on them musL be exLraordinary. I do not mean to add Lo it buL I do appreciate your effort to connect 

All the best!! 

Frem: Jared Spires [mailto:JaredS@realcolorado.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ %~, 20~ 3:08 PM 
Te~ Horace Pugh 

C¢~ Dorrance, Albert A ~; Lorne Donaldson 
Subject: UNC 

Horace, 
I just got off with Lorne and he would like both you and Karen to get on a cMI with Anson at UNC. He would like to chat with both of you at the same 
time. His cell is               If you can reply all to this email and let him know when you will be calling him MST as well as the number you wil~ be 
cMling from it should make the connection easiest. Let me know what I can do to help. 

~est~ 

Chief Administrative Officer 

Office: 303.694.6882 
Direct: 
Real Colorado is a r~em-~ofit 50~(c)(3) organization. 

Connect with Real Colorado on F~cebook and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:05 PM 

Mazilu, Molly <MaziluM@cbsnews.com> 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: EMy Recruiting in Wome~fs Soccer 

Motly, 

[ will be up until :[0 pm .... My cell is: 

Frem: IVlazilu, IVlolly [mailto: MazilulVl@cbsnews.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 1.t, 20:1.4 3:30 plVl 
"re; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~ject: Early Recruiting in Women’s Soccer 

Hi Anson 

I’ve been working on putting together a story on early recruiting for women’s soccer for CBS This Morning. I am still looking for the right voices/the right event. I 

understand your team is one of the top teams in the country. Do you have a few minutes this afternoon for an informal conversation? 

Best, 

Molly 

Molly Mazilu 

CBS This Morning Producer 

w: 2:12-975-4646 

c 

mazilum@cbsnews.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

EW: Combine College coaches 

2014 CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE (2).pdf; CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE Temn Assignments - Cow.pdf 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:16 PM 

To: Sean Nahas 
C¢: spatber@emory.edu; aehart@georgiasouthern.edu; athdam@langate.gsu.edu; serafy_gw@mercer.edu; pbohn@wesleyancollege.edu; ~aol.com; 
krvettori@loyola.edu; gosselin@msmary~edu; jpnester@salisbury~edu; gpaynter@townson.edu; ddrake3@gmu.edu; lombardm@jmu~edu; jceli@liberty~edu; 

dybert@longwood.edu; jpereira@odu.edu; bsohraN@radford.edu; jbdaly@wm.edu; palbigh@richmond.edu; ss4ub@virginia.edu; jbowers@vwc~edu; cunninghamn@wlu.edu; 
eterrill@csuniv.edu; jdowiak@andersonuniversi~.edu; bgrass@coker.edu; dempseyk@cofc.edu; winchester@erskine.edu; Andrew.Burr@furman.edu; 
smithsa7@mailbo×.sc~edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; akelly@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; zundelt@duq~edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; 
lars.andersson@uncp~edu; sholeman@sports.uga~edu; rconfer@sports.uga.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; decesaret@queens.edu; smithjrS@mailbo×.sc.edu; Plourde, Todd; 
phil_pindnce@brown.edu; Ski Mullinix; gcp212@lehigh.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; dmn@georgetown.edu; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; mike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; 
bpensky1@utk.edu; jkirt@utk.edu; jmo1:E~9@umd.edu; egolz@umd.edu; MorganLL@appstate.edu; dikraniana@usf.edu; clarkt@campbelLedu; nocerod@campbelLedu; 
chamim@campbell.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlane13@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc~edu; atyelton@samford.edu; 
jayelton@samford.edu; astoots@samford.edu; Ashly Kennedy; EBASSET1@mailbox.sc.edu; saylor_gb@mercer.edu; Lipsher, Allison Lipsher; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; 
cortijl@vcu.edu; rhr2n@virginia.edu; gjcgb@virginia.edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; Cally.Morrill@Ir.edu; Kathryn _I Blankenship; trsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; 
tsahaydak@athletics~ucf.edu; _1amie Corti (jcorti@athletics.ucf.edu); mranderson@cfcc.edu; ’mbeall@highpoint.edu’; pnash@richmond.edu; rlane13@uncc.edu; 
kcrowleg@uncc.edu; c.wiggins@wingate.edu; jwvundum@wingate.edu; cshaw@barton.edu; dmuns@coker.edu; Siri Mullinix; economopoulos_ab@mercer.edu; 
saylor_gb@mercer.edu; dyerbt@longwood.edu; stonemanrn@longwood.edu; abales@andersonuniversity.edu; sara.mccormack@salem.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; 
jgrovesS@murraystate~edu; kmiller@limestone.edu; mrsmith@limestone.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robNe.church@duke.edu; 

lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Andrew Burr; Donnenwirth, Rob; stgeorges@ecu.edu; lipshera@ecu.edu; Steve Nugent; Cairney, Paul; jcullen@uncc~edu; jwoodie@dchmond.edu; 
palbdgh@richmond.edu; mhisler@moc.edu; millerc@emaiLwcu~edu; adair@vt.edu; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; Chris Neal; shorne@elon.edu; michellerayner@uky.edu; 
lars.andersson@uncp.edu; lombardm@jmu.edu; clibert@cfcc.edu; Fontaine, Brandi; dmuns@coker.edu; Steve Swanson; pososki@vt.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; 

~aol.com; kjbienias@barton.edu; Tony Daluz; Ashton, Greg; Greene, Derek T; ~gmail.com; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; 
chaots@cofc.edu; kjbienias@barton.edu; Lane, Robert; mbeall@highpoinLedu; m.monroe@miami.edu; vanderspiegel@vcu.edu; kmkearney@vcu.edu; sdlet-N@vcu.edu; Bryan 
Madej;         @gmail.com 
Subject: Combine College coaches 

All 

Hope you are doing well.. OK!! Getting close. Just wanted to give you some follow ups and hopefully this email will help to finalize this weeks preparations: 

weather 

AS many of you have heard there is a forecast for inclement weather then next 48 hours. We won’t know the severity of it for till Thursday but please note 

that we WILL BE DOING EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER to have this combine played. Good news is that all games are on Turf. You will get weather updates as 

the week goes on but right now there are no plans to cancel and we will be coming up with contingency plans in the event anything must be adjusted 

Attached you will find the team lists and the schedule for the event. 

We will be providing Bagels and Coffee for all the coaches during breakfast and Champs for lunch 

If anyone is interested in helping speak at the College Recruiting meetings please let me know.. It is always beneficial for the coaches to have a hand in 

that BUT I also don’t want to take you off the field. 

Some Graduating 2016s will be playing with the Graduating 2015/2015 to fill out rosters 

I will have coaching schematics for each game for you as well in the profile booklets 

I will keep you posted throughout the week! 

I will send you completed profile books later in the week 

Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

7700 Perry Creek Road, Raleigh NC 27616 

P: 919.532.2014 { C: 

.s_..e_ ~__n_:_n_.a__b_a_.s__@.c__a_.s_ Ln_ .c_: c_ . _o_ .n_ ~_ I __w____w____w__.J__a___c__e___b___o___o___k_:_c___o___m__/_c__~_s_Ln___c_ 
www.caslnc.com I www.twitter.com/caslnc 

*P~.EASE NOTE MY NEW ENIAIL ADDRESS* 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                6:19 PM 

,t~)gmaJl.com> 

FW: Friends of the NSC Update-- 

image001.emz; image002 emz; hnage003.ernz; irnage004.emz; image005.emz; image006.png; image007.png; image008.emz; 

image009.emz; image010.emz; image01 l.jpg; image012 png; image013 emz; image014.emz; image015 png; image016.jpg image017.jpg; 

image018.emz; image019.png; image020.j pg; image021.jpg; image022.png; image023.emz; image024.emz; image025 emz; image026.emz 

From: Seiser, Melanie [mailto:Melanie.Seiser@MLSsoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Friends of the N$C Update-- 



February 2014 

i~il ¯ The National Sales Center is owned and operated by Major League Soccer and is based just outside of Minneapolis in Blaine, Minnesota. 

..... ¯ Since 2010, 17 NSC alumni have been promoted to management or senior roles 
¯ 86% of all trainees have been placed with a full-time position at an MLS Club 
¯ 19 clubs (out of 21) and the MLS League Office have hired NSC Alumni. 

¯ As of January 2013, NSC alumni stayed with a MLS club 30% longer and produced 25% more revenue than sales associates hired through other means. 

¯ On average, the NSC receives 250 applicants per session, with only 10-15 accepted. 

,NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR SESSION XVI,NSC FAST FACTS,WHAT IS THE NSC? 

This message contains confidential information and is intended only for the individual named. If you are not the named addressee you should not disseminate, distribute, copy 
or print this e-mail. If you receive this transmission in error, please notify us immediately by e-mail at "_a___b___u__s_’__e_@_E~_!_s_’__s__o___c__u_’__e_E=_u_’__o_E) and delete the original message. E-mail 
transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. No 
employee or agent is authorized to conclude any binding agreement on behalf of MLS or SUM with another party by email without express written confirmation by an 
employee at the Senior Vice President level or above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:28 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

I~E: THANK YOU! 

Thanks Dino! 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto _~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 20:t4 6:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: THANK YOU! 

email is .... ~wfladvisors~com 

Sent farm my iPaxt 

On Feb 11,2014, at 5:58 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(tbemail.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Dino, 

What should we be using for 

From: Mail Delivery System [mailto:NAILER-DAEMON@mxip7Msis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 2:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Undeliverable: THANK YOU! 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

~wachoviasec.com 
A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the problem continues, please contact your 
helpdesk. 
The following organization rejected your message: [167.1t38.239.79]. 

~wachoviasec,com 
.t(-;7,1 :~’C2::%:.7S"i ,~<::[~<~7,~:.’.,.g,2:.’.,.~kTc,::.i .~i5,0,0 -:;mt,b 5,1 ,i,’.. ¯ t.~k~<~wI1 ~,:ddre~.~. e,m:,,~ 55:->,’5,:<0 <              (.~wachoviasec.corn> _, 550@wachoviasec.com 

,>>,m.~:ir~ ;~o i+>,>Ter .~:{x<:...’.’.t~; em<:,,iI,Pie,.,,se {>>,~pZ>’c~ ~t~e r<<i~:~iertt to obb~:ir~ th<~ir current@wellsfarqoadvisors.com <..,,cl,:iress/(<leiivery t,,’tt<~mpL; 0)~. k%>",’,e’.~~ 

k- ?:,ro~’,P<bPb,Av : 

Rece{vev’.,’: frem its-msxht7f.ad.unc.edu ([~52.2.79.1,92.{) i,.,y mxip7o.isis.unc.edu 

~<.’,,’Ttt’~ ES}<:~T’.O"[TLS/RC4-.Si’{A.: 5,t.."feb 205,4 t.’;:4,~,:$2,." 
Received: fi~>m ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad.unc.edu @t5%2g,<,%t,%2i) by 

}:ei:, 20k4 1<~-:42:3::~ .OSOi3 
~rrmrP,,: "’Dm,,",~.!:~?ce...~:tibert A .’,:V" <anson@email.unc.edu ~. 
Tk..: "G~-.’.{k?..it.. l.,ar~y A" <._a__t_h~la!lo@unc.edu., 

CC:          }msn.com",         }msn.com> "L.’.~,~caiL. Ci’,ri:;" <:ducar@unc.edu>, 
:<.~,::;<:,,~’., Si,:.,~’,eios }gmail.com’." < ~gmail.com:, 

(?~te: "Y~.ie. ~i g~eh ?0.14 1.9:4i:9i +:300{) 

~’,ies~:;a0e..i:’~): <CESC6EgD2FSAB04EAE56F995DE3A4CF422132A58@ITS-NSXMBS2N.ad.unc.edu > 

Refere~-~ces~: < DBD8F73CD J.E9644EgEgAOADC7 B60549A45C5B88B@ITS- MSXM BS3 F.ad. u nc.ed u > 
,~i;~-- Re ply.-[:<~ < DBDSF73CD1E9644EgEgAOADC7860549A45CSB88B@ITS- MSXM BS3 F.ad. u nc.ed u > 

x--ori{?~:’~-.’.iiri!pi;;: i 152. 

NiME.-Versimn: 1.0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:29 PM 

@wthdvisors.com 

FW: THANK YOU! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Sent; Tuesday, February 11, 2014 2:42 PM 
To; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: THANK YOU! 
La try, 

This i~ very kind. We all thot~ght it w~!rd: i~ bit lorlg a~ld w~? hav~? sortie ide~s on how t:o clip it i~ bit, Still, you i~re right, there wer~-:~ some po~gni~nt moments ~md for 

[:h~t the evening had vak~e. And yes., is exceHem:~ 

F~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
~ent= Sunday, Februa~ 09, 20~ 9:33 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V; ~msn.com’; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~gmaiLcom)’; Sander, ~omas J 
~u~je~t~ ~ANK YOU~ 
Impo~ance: High 
~l~k you for ~viting me a~d ~clud~g me in l~t ni~t’s celebrato~ event ~ I appreciated being there~ 

It w~ a gear night honorNg our 2013 te~ amd its student-athletes, coaches, amd stafl~ However, I viewed it ~ a ni~t to celebrate the longevity of an ~ing progwam 

comprised of ma~y desexing individuals p~t amd present. 

One may say your "end of the yeaz bamquets" mn long, but I view it as just a ’~leetNg a~onnt oftN~e" in the people’s lives ~,ho have been deeply impacted by the 

women’s soccer program at the University of Noah Cm’olina. 

Dh~o, please tell       :ha~s tbr a wonde~hl job in hosth~g m~d ihcilitath~g fl~e progmn ~ ~,ell done~ 

’I’a~e care, a~d I wish you all continning success and happ~ess in living your vocation wi~ p~sion and class on a daily b~is~ 

Be well, and THANK YOU! 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive Associate Dh~ctor of.Atl-defics 

University ofNorfl~ Cam~ma at Chr~x:l HN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 9:47 AM 

Scott Dyreng <scott.dyreng@dnke.edu> 

l~L: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio’. 

(L) _., We just trNned outside, so far so good! 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyreng@duke.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 7:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Re: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page 
Try "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" and see if it brings something up. If so, that will bring you directly to the parking lot. 

If that doesn’t work, try "Towerview Rd and Circuit Dr, durham, nc 27278". That will bring you to a 4-way stop at the intersection of those two roads. At that four-way stop, there 
is a sign that says "Fuqua School of Business". Turn into the Fuqua School, drive about 100 yards and turn right at the next stop sign. Follow this road to the gated lot (about another 

100 yards). Dial the number on the gated lot, and it will ring to the office. They are expecting you and will raise the gate. They will also call rne and I will meet you. 

My cell is              If you need anything, please call. 

What is a good number to reach you in case we need to communicate about weather, etc.}’ 

Scott 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:25 PM 

To: Scott Dyreng < _s_ _c_ _ _o_ _t_ _t_ : _ _d_ _v_ _r_ _e_ _ _n_ g _ _ _@_ _ _d_ _ _u_ _ _k_ _ _e_ _._ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ > 

Subjed~: RE: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

BTW, 

What do I punch inLo mV {:-:PS? And t pkm Lo try to get there at 2:30 pnl tomorrow! 

From: Scott Dyreng [.tg__a_!J_t__o_;__s__c___o_~y_r__e___n_g_@__d___u___k__e_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 1:[, 2014 5:20 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: RE: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

thanks 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:~7 PM 
To: Scott Dyreng 
I:::c: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

Scott, 

I will have ~T~y sec send so~T~ethiRg. 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyrencj@duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
¢c: ~duke.edu) 
S~bject: RE: a few details 

Do you have a brief bio that you c.:_~mmotfly use when being irltroduc*:_~d? I"fll happy to give Lher[~ Lhe "A[Iso]I is awesome" introductkm t have in my mind, bu[: one 

~:hat is slightly more polished might be good! 

Also, I witl be in touch if the wea[her is crazy, which looks possible. 

Thanks! 

Scott 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Scott Dyreng 
Co: }duke:edu) 
S~bject: RE: a few details 

Scott, 

Got it!! Can’t wait!! 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyrencj@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 20:!.4 8:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
S~l~ject: a few details 

Hi Anson, 
Thanks again for your willingness to come and speak to rny students on February 12, 2014 at 3:00 PM. Here are a few details. 

You will want to make your way to the faculty lot at the Fuqua School of Business. If you put "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" into Google maps it will get you there. Here is 

a link to the map. 

The lot is a gated lot. When you get to the entrance gate (which is the gate on the left), there is a phone which you can reach through your car window. Just dial the number 

listed there and they will open the gate. Park anywhere in that lot. I will have the building people notify me when they let you in the gate, and I will meet you at the door. 

My cell, in case we are having trouble connecting is             and my office is A420. Call if you have any logistical issues. 

I’m assuming you will want to arrive 20 or 30 minutes early so we can get you all set up. We have pretty much any technology you might want available in the room, so just 

let me know if you need anything (powerpoint, video, etc.). No need to use anything, but everything is available if you need it. 

In terms of content, in my class we are studying how to use data to evaluate performance and motivate people. Thus, anything related to using data to help motivate, 

teach, improve performance, etc. would be right on target. But I also think the students would generally be interested in the other aspects of leadership that you have 

developed, even including the values you ask your players to ascribe to. I realize you could teach an entire semester course on these issues, so just do what is easy for you. 

Feel free to take as much or as little time as you would like. I am guessing about an hour would be appropriate, but if you go more or less than that, nobody will complain. 

Totally up to you. 

I anticipate about 100 students in attendance. The classroom is a stadium style, and is fairly large, but will be mostly (if not completely) filled. 



Any questions? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Scott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:57 AM 

~gma~l .com> 

~nsn.com; ducm(@uncaa.unc.edn; Jason Sisneros I ~g~nail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

)~live.nnc.edu); )!gm~fil.com; ~live.unc.edu;. ~live.nnc.edu); 

~rocketmail.com; ~;gm~fil.com; 1 )!gm~fil.com; ~live.unc.edu; 

~ym~l.com; ~y~l~oo.com: !live.unc.edu 

RE: Practice 

~yahoo.com; 

No problem. Actually, it gave me an opportunity to address that very issue (passing responsibility). Your analysis is on the $. For us, the" non- 
need this quality to become a part of us (the take responsibility part), so we can win a game or two next fall 

"Far Heels, we 

Like the clich~ I shared today: "winners flail, losers hide" .. we want to flail going for it than lose passing responsibili~. This is like the theme of the half time talk I gave at the Penn State 
final 

And I know- you are a nice person. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~graail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Practice 

Hcy Ans, 

Just wanted to apologize for arguing with you this morning. I wasn’t at all trging to m~dermine your authority or make it seem like you didn’t know what you were talking about (obviously 
you do, you have 22 championships to prove it)!t I kept possession instead of taking a risk and possibly scoring, something I now know I do on a full field garae too. Passing responsibility 
has never been my intention, I always thought passing to someone with a better chance of doing something valuable was most important because I don’t care who gets credit as long as tW 
teara well. But today you raade me realize that like the small sided garae, where I should have taken a risk and played it long, I need to be selfish and shoot in a match. In all, I just wanted you 
to know that I felt bad about how I expressed ray opinion this morning and hope you don’t think of me differently because of it. I’m traditionally a very nice person but competition gets the 
best of me at practice, especially because I know the spring is my- chance to prove that I’m good enough to play for you. I hope you e~j oy the rest of your night. 

See you tomorrow[ 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 10:40 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

I~W: 2014 ACC WFU Schedule Confirmation 

2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents - FINAL.pdf 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :11, 2014 9:33 PM 
To: Daluz, Anthony; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Michael Buddie 
Subject: RE: 20:t4 ACC WFU Schedule Confirmation 
Tony --.This is not your’ schedule. We are winking on the order ot: games as we type. Opponents are correct. For everyone’s ret:erence, Lhe opponenLs that were 
sent out in December’ are also attached. Thanks! 
Fro~: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Se~t: Tuesday, February ::L[, 2014 ::1:00 PM 
To: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); 
gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Pierce, Kris; Michael Buddie 
Subject: 2014 ACC WFU Schedule Confirmation 
Kris, 

Ok so ifI am reading this schedule and assuming that this is the (Home/Away) alternating order in which we play the games in a 1-2-1-2-1-2-1 lbnnat, please confirm 

the follomng schedule (or not). 

WFU vs 

Sep 21 NCST Home 

Sep 25 UNC Away 

Sep 28 BC Home 

Oct 5 Miami (away) 

Oct 9 Syracuse (home) 

Oct 12 VT (away) 

Oct 19 Clemson (home) 
Oct 23 UVA (away) 

Oct 26 Notre Dame (home) 
Nov 2 Duke (away) 

Wl~J not playing PITT, FSU, Louisville in 2014. 

Tony da Luz 

HeM Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

cell 

] 

removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~a~’.wake[brestgirls~ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 10:47 AM 

Mayk Phialas ~mac.com> 

~duke.edu) 

@aol.com 

RE: Buzz Awhile 

f love it Mark!!! 

Frem; Mark Phialas [mailto ~mac,com] 
Sent; Wednesday, February :12, 2014 8:26 AM 
To: Mark Phialas 
Subject: Buzz Awhile 

doesn’~ take you too 

seems to be a cogent phm 
bu~ only i:[that’s 
all that’s on hand 
Some might 5rid 
a :ffenmed path 
wi d~ very stlong tea 
But ~haFs not i’o[ the 
One of the way s 
that i like to go 
is a]o]t or two 

[]ut of all the methods 
to which a buzz stakes claim 
~here’s t~othmg [erno~ely close 
to the day of the dook game. 
Go Heelst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 10:55 AM 

Adam (?dnholz. ~gma~l.com> 

1~3:;: Re: 

We had a better tear~? than las[ year {when we won the na[ionaf championship} but injuries caused us to lose to the eventual national champion. We had beaten 

tNs team earlier h~ the year when we were healthy. 

F~m: Adam Grinholz [mailto        Ngmail,com] 
Senti Wednesday, Februa~ ~2, 20~4 8:~ AN 

T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: 

How was your most l~cent season? 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 9:21 AM, Adam Grinholz ~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Brilliant, thank you. 

Everything is good ruth me, a~d it’s nice to be working in Melbourne, at home with family m~d friends after 3 years overseas. The optx)rtunity I currently have with the 

University of Melbourne is really exciling m~d we have started the presea~n really well. We even have one American player in the squad and she reminds me of a lot of 

the players I ~v there; outstanding athlete and person m~d a ve~ good player. 

Regards, 

Adam Grinholz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414533170 

On 12/02/2014 9:13 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou~ email.uuc.edu~ wrote: 

We are doing fine thank you~ How are things with you? 
Frera: Adam Grinholz [mailto:        }gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:42 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

HiAn~n, 

You may not remember me, but I am the Australim~ soccer coach that you spoke with over the phone at the end of 2011. I am very gratethl for having that chmace to 

speal¢ with you. 

How a~e you? 

How’s the program coming aJong? 

Regards, 

Adam Grinhok 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 

Regards, 

Adam Gfinhok 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:55 AM 

j ohn@combatbraintraming.com 

Jason Sisneros ( ~gma~l.com) 

RE: More info 

Thank you John .... I will copy Jason on this. 

Fr~ral John Kennedy [mailta:iohnC~combatbralntraining.com] 
Senti Wednesday, 8:49 AM 

Tol Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: More info 

BTW Anson, Jason mentioned you need a new computer. My brother has aNa~onal computer suppo~ com~ny with an o[~ce in C~. IfI can get the s~cs 

someone I ca~ put Nm on it, might save you some money. 

John 
John Kennedy 

Combat Brain Training 

847-791-1825 

Dhn¢~)cornbatbrai ntraining.com 
w~v.combatbmmtra~ning.com 

Combat Brain Training 

Chicago Innovation Awaa:ds FinalistSent via BlackBerry fi’om T-Mobile 

From: "Do~rance, Albm~t A IV" <~mson(gernaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue.            21:51:37 ~ 0000 

To: John Ke~medY<iohn(a)combatbrakm’a.g_n__r__~g:_c__9_r_~_~> 

()live.nnc.e&~>; ?~rocketmail.com ~rocketmaJl.com>; 

~gmail,com -" ~gmedl.com>; ;gmail.com< ~gmail.com> _ ~unc.edu>; 

@~’ahoo.com : ~ahoo~com> ??ymail .corn< i-~5~mail ,com>; gs~ahoo,com ??yahoo.com>; 

5)live,unc,edu>;         5gmsn,com         ~)msn~com>; Dncac Chfis~ucat~unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

?~gmail,com)< kbgmaiLcom>; Sander, Thomas J<~cman(tbunc,edn> 

Subj~t: ~: More i~b 

Yhan]~s Joht~, wH~ do~ 

From: John Kennedy [Dk[[~;j~[!~combatbraintrainlng:_~9_~] 
Senti Monday,               1:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: RE: More info 

Hi Anson, 

Were you able to send th~s below to the council as ~,eH? ~ tNnk it demonstrates the edge the team will have based on all prevk~us trah~ngs. Hd love to helo you 

John 

F~m: John Kennedy [mailto:iohn@combatbraintraiNnq.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:2~ PM 
To: anson~emaH.unc.edu 
Subject: More info 

Hi Anson, 

Please forward this to the Council as well, I am sorry I didn’t get some contextual information to them earlier. 

Hello everyone, 

First l’d like to apologize for not sending this info sooner. I had been focused on working through the logistics of making this sustainable throughout the season 

and I believe we have a good handle on that by empowering Jason for that role. 

However, fixing the how doesn’t do much of there is no context for the why! So I will briefly describe the two primary areas CBT will help the team. 

Soccer - My daughter and I watched many of your games last year on the web and l’m sure you’ll agree, and you have much more soccer knowledge than I, that 

games are lost by mistakes. And these are not physical mistakes as much as mental mistakes. Your team knows how to dribble, pass and shoot, and where they 

should be at all times, but yet mistakes are still made. l’m sure you’ve also experienced the opposite - being in the zone when it seems like you can do no wrong, 

everythingjust flows automatically. That’s because a phenomena neuroscientists call zombie systems (you might call it muscle memory) takes over. Procedural 

ac~ons happen unconsciously which is much faster and more accurate than conscious thinking. Your drills and prac~ces strive to create zombie systems at the 

procedural level, CBT does this at a Foundational level. 

CBT increases focus, situational awareness, pattern recognition, decision making and execution by making the foundational thinking process a zombie system. This 

is done at the physical, not the psychological level. The comments from your players I mentioned in the previous email are similar to ones from over 2500 people 

trained including military elites - Snipers, SpecOps, pilots, marksman - and professional athletes. 

An example of the transformational potential of CBT is the Chicago Soul M ISL team I worked the last year. They had lost 4 games in a row and were at the bottom of 

the league standings. The first game after CBT they beat the only undefeated team in the league and went on to make the playoffs. Along the way some incredible 

things happened. The goalie broke the existing record for saves in a game, he said he could sense where the ball would be before it got there and react faster to it. 

At another game, the team held the opponent scoreless for almost a full 2 minutes with two players in the penalty box, an almost statistical impossibility in indoor 

soccer. One player said he could visualize the play forming before it happened, and he just flowed along with it, scoring a goal without realizing he had taken a 

shot- that’s the CBT zone! You already have the best soccer training, what could you accomplish with the best mental training? 

School - the same foundational process underlying athletic ability is involved in learning, l’ve trained students from elementary schools, high school, military 

training schools and adults. In every case they learn faster and remember better. A common comment is similar to:" I used to have to read it several times- to get 



it, not I just read it once and I know it". Running through one of the exercises before studying or a test will improve results. Less time studying with better grades 

means less pressure and more time for other important activities (like soccer!). 

I don’t want to take too much of your time, but if you want to investigate more I can send you a longer report with some scientific data and lots of testimonials. 

Just know that CBT really works (validated now by two neuroscientists and 2500 people). There is also info on www.combatbraintraining.com. I believe we got off 

to a great start last year with the training and the missing piece - sustainability should now be solved. Imagine the changes the players mentioned last year after 

the training increasing throughout the year? I can commit to making my time with you as flexible as needed, and I guarantee you’ll have fun doing the training 

together, especially with the newer exercises I’ve added. 

In any case, GoTar Heels! 

John 

John Kennedy 

The Brain Coach 

Combat L~t’~it~ Tt’~it~i~g 

Chicogo hmov~ti~n A 

~022 

E~anston, H. 60202 

847-791-. 

john@combatbraintraininq.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 3:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Tarheel soccer 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is this tll~? track Star? What y~:’ar is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 3:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Tarheel soccer 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is this tll~? track Star? What y~:’ar is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 3:19 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; Ja~n Sisneros, ~gmail.com>; bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: 2014 ACC womeu’s soccer video exchauge 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 ACC womeu’s soccer video exchange 

From: Shannon Cotton <~otion@ezxchanges.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

This email contains pictures. To view. chonse fl~is iir& .. 

Hello ACC coaches, 

I have been communicating with Donald Moore at the ACC Conference Office 

regarding ezXchanges video exchange services. It’s my understanding that you will 
have a conference call in the next couple of weeks in which the head coaches will 
decide which video exchange platform to utilize this fall. 

I wanted to take this opportunity to introduce you to ezXchanges online video 
exchange services. Part of our feature rich accounts and what really sets 
ezXchanges apart from the rest of the market is the ability to download 
games in multiple video formats, ezXchanges online exchange services offers all 
games in Mac, Windows, and DVD-ready video formats so users are instantly able to 
view video on various platforms and mediums (iPad, Mac, Windows, DVD player, 
etc.) without having to do cumbersome and time consuming video conversions. We 
know many coaching staffs have begun to utilize a wider variety of methods of 
watching video and this feature saves you valuable time. This past season we 
added a HD video license (at no additional cost) so you now have the 
ability to exchange HD video if your program has the ability to capture 
and upload HD video files. 

ezXchanges has worked successfully with the ACC WBB programs the past two 
seasons. We also currently work with the following conferences women’s soccer 

programs: 

Big 12 

Big East 

Big South 

Big West 

Horizon League 

Patriot League 

Summit League 

West Coast Conference 

A license with ezXchanges offers the following features and services: 

ezXchanges video exchange system is entirely web-based. Our web 

application works identically on both Windows and Mac operating systems, 
putting neither operating system at a disadvantage. 

ezRecode (Hac and PC friendly) - ezRecode service transcodes and 

standardizes all uploaded games to multiple video formats (H.264 and 
Windows Media 9) for Mac and PC compatibility. We support uploads in 
many different video formats including the following: 
.avi .divx .xvid .m2v .m2ts .m2t .mrs .ts .trp .mpeg .mpg .mp4 .m4v .mov .vob .wmv .asf 

HD video services - A standardized H.264 HD (QuickTime file) that is 
compatible in all the major editing systems (Spor~code/Gamebreaker, 



XO’s Thunder, Dartfish, DVSport) is available for all games uploaded in HD 
video. 
ezDVD - ezDVD service allows for downloading all games in a ready-to- 
burn DVD format (.iso). 
All games are organized into upload and download video libraries. Schools 
have access during the regular and post-season to both libraries. All games 
are available for download in all video formats (Mac, Windows, and 
DVD video formats) throughout the season and post-season. 
ezGuest - ezGuest allows you to extend downloading privileges to any non- 
licensed schools. 
ezShare - 10 GB of additional space, ezShare provides you with the ability to 
share video clips with coaches, players, or the conference office and/or 
coordinator of officials. During pre-season & post-season it provides you a way 
of exchanging any needed miscellaneous games or scrimmages that are not 
contained within the regular season video libraries. 
ezCoordinator Customized Conference Configuration - offers easy 
management of video exchange conference policy so coaches can easily 
get access to games and receive email notifications of game video availability. 
Player access - allows you to set up accounts for each of your players so they 
can access games or any ezShares you’ve sent them. 
Seasonal Introductory Training Session - Teleconference with an 
ezXchanges video tech on how to prepare video for upload and how to best 
utilize downloaded video. 
Conference office license - office has free account that has access to all 
games as well as any ezShare clips that are sent to their account to evaluate. 
Coordinator of Officials - also has free account that has access to all games 
as well as any ezShare clips that are sent to their account to evaluate. 
24/7 technical support - support is readily available via phone and email 
24/7. 

We’ll follow up with a phone call in the coming days to check in with you prior to the 
meeting. Please contact me ASAP for a demo or if you have any questions regarding 

our services. 

look forward to hearing from you. 

Best regards, 

Shannon Cotton 
Chief Executive Officer 

~VV~ W o ezxGh~ n~e~, Go~’r~ 

Office: 802-891-3155 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:17 PM 

Loehr, Laura Ross <lloeh@emafil.~mc.edu> 

Re: Universily closed tomorrow, speech cancelled 

Sine we will reschedule ... 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Loehr, Laura Ross" <lloeh@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 

We are disappointed that we have to cancel for tomorrow since the University will be closed. If you are willing to consider this another time then we would seek a noon-l, or 
1-2 spot in the fall or next spring that works for you, and could send you options soon. Please let us know~ 

Hopefully, you are enjoying a nice snow day with your family. 

Laura 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:16 PM 
To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Subject: RE: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Very good! 

From: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:41 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:        ~msn,com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail,com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 
Great! I’ll come to your office with a car nearby in case the weather is dreary, 

Best, 
Laura 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:39 AM 

To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
~@msn~com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros          ~gmai!,com); Sander, Thomas 

Subject: RE: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Yes~ I am all set! Please come at :l:1:30 am that will be easy for 

Frora: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 12:47 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Hello Anson, 
I am faculty in the School of Public Health and work with Gene Orringer and others involved with the education core at the CTSA. I wanted to confirm that you are still available 
to speak this coming friday, 2/14, from noon to 1. I am your escort to help you find the well hidden "Old Clinic" auditorium. If you enjoy a walk then it is not far from your office 
(just past the bell tower and left at the light then up to the hospital), and I can come by your office at 11:30, or I can meet you wherever is convenient and drive you over and 
walk you in, or meet you by the hospital entrance. Please let me know what is most convenient for you? After your talk, I can also help you back out of the hospital maze. 
My friends Mary and Chris Hunter speak highly of you. We have 11 year old daughters that are close friends. I am raising an 11 year old goalkeeper whom I hope will be able 
to come sit in the audience along with her coach Chris Perez. My daughter and I enjoyed attending one of your pre-game meetings last year. It makes my heart sing to see all 
the people involved and hoopla surrounding women’s athletics at UNC. 
Thanks so much for agreeing to come speak to this group. We are all looking forward to it. 

Best, 
Laura Loehr 
From: Pusek, Susan N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 9:41 AM 
To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Subject: Anson- 

Susan Pusek, MPH, MS 
Director Education Programs 
NC TraCS Tnstitute 
919-966-0128 phone 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 



Feb 14th at noon it is. Thee sessions are generally held in the Clinic Auditorium that is located on the 4th floor of the Old Clinic Building~ However, Susan Pusek will be in touch 
with you to provide you with all of the details. Also, T am sure that she will arrange for someone to meet you in the front of the Main Entrance of UNC Hospitals and escort you 
to the Auditorium. 

We are very much looking forward to your talk. 

GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:02 AM 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Feb ].4t h r~.:_~o~ .,.. Wh ere ? 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 

Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 

The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ January 17:12-1 pm 
¯ January 31: I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° February 14: I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° March 21:12-1 pm 

If one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 
speak to the Scholars in our program. 
GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:0:!. PM 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 

Cc:        ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

~aoLcom; .Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

Love to jump in. What might work best is for me to give my "canned speech’° and ther~ be guided by a LI&A in the directions you wOLIIC~ like. This way I c’~on"t have to 

pretend to know anything and I will not have to prepare anything. ] arn always relvctant to act like I know someone else~s business. 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 ~:23 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Cc: Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 

Subject: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

° Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

° Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 



The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 
o January 17:12-1 pm 
¯ January 31:1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° February 14:1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ March 21:12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

Eusene P. Orringer, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

Dir~-:~ct.:_~r, UNC MD.-PhP Program and 

Director, Educatk~ni’f’ra~nmgiCareer Develo~n~en[ Core 

NC TraCS Institute 

:[30A MacNider Bu~ldh~g 

Campus Box 7005 

Chapel t-H~], NC 27599.-7C4~5 

epo@med.unc.edu 

TEL: 919:843.9485 

PAGER: 

FAX: 919:843,5945 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros. ,@gmail.com> 

Fwd: CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE 

From: Sem~ Nahas <sean.nalms@caslnc.com> 

To: Sean Nahas <sean.nahas@caslnc.com> 
CC: 
spatbe@emory.edu, aehart@georgiasonthem.ed~athdam@langate.gsu.ed~ serafy gw.~ mercer.edu, pbolm@we sleyaaacollege .edn, l@aol.com, l~wettori@loyola 

kyzer@utc.ed~,bm~naghn‘~memphis.edu,zunde~@duq.edu,stricklandsc@appstate.edu,~ars.andersson@uncp.edu,sh~etnan@sp~rts.uga.edu,rc~nfe~@sports.~ga.edu,ta 

Todd" <todd.plourde@yale.edtc>,phil pincince@brown.edu, Siri Mulli~fix 
<sirim@clemson.edu>,gcp212@lehigh.edu, chaots@cofc.edu, dmn@georgetown.edu,tim santoro@ncsu.edt~mike barroqueiro@ncsu.edu,bpenskTl@utk.edu,jld~ut] 

Kennedy- <akennede@gmu.edu>,EBASSETT@mailbox.sc.edu, saylor~g~mevcer.edu,"Lipsher, Allison Lipsher" 

<LIPSHERA@ECU.EDU>,keith:~en!dns@townofcao~.~rg,cortij~@vcu.edu,rhr2n@virginia.edu,gjc9b@virginia.edu,jeharvey@uncg.edu,Ca~y.M~m~@lr.edu,Kath~n 
J Blankenship <kate~@uab.edu>,trsahaydak@ath~efics.ucf.edu,tsalmyda~c@ath~etics~cf.edu,’’Jamie Corti (jcorti@athlefics.uc£edu)" 

<j c~rti@ath~etics~ucf.edtr‘~,mranderson@c~hc.edu,mbea~@h~ghp~nt.edu,pnash@~chm~nd.edu,kcr~w~e9@uncc~edu,c~mggin@mngate.edu,j wvundum@wingate.edu,, 

Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~,"Duca~c, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu>,bill palladino <      @aol.com>,Tony Dal~ 

<daluz@wfu.edu-~,robbie.church@duke.edu, lesesne@duaa.duke.edu,"Donnenwirth, Rob" <DONNENWIRTHR@ecu.edu>,stgeorges@ecu.edu, Steve Nugent 

<smnugen@uncg.edu>,"Caimey, Paul" 

<c a imeyp@unc w. e du>,j woo die @riclma o nd. e du, palbrig h(c)! ric hm on d.e d u~ m hi s le @m o c. e du, mille rc @e mail. wc u. e du, adai~@vt, e du,im~, s po o ne r@g re e n sboro.e d n, C hri s 

Neal <cnea~3@e~n.edt~,,sh~me@e~n.ed~,miche~lerayne@uky.ed~,c~ibe~t@cfcc.edu,"F~ntaine, Br~di" 

<bfontain@highpoint.edn>,pososki@~it.edu,jlowe@ia.ua.edn,         @aol.cotn, kjbienias@barton.edu,"Greene, Derek T" 

<derek.greene@Vanderbilt.Edn>,        @gmail.cotn,krmounce@gardne~ webb.edu,"Lane, Robert" 

<R~bertLane@tmcc.edu>,m.m~nroe@miami.edt~vanderspiege~@cu.edu~nkea~ney@vcu.edu,sd~etts@vcu.edu,B~an Madej 

<bmadej@methodist.edu>,         @gmail.com 

N1 

Hope you are all ~tb with this weather. I just wa~ted to email you all "that updates on the combine will be ~nt today around 2 or 3 pm and then again at around 8pm. 

Then once morning breaks we roll mal~e a final decision by mid afternoon on Frichy (the latest). Please stay taned 

Please note that due to not being able to get into office, profile booklets may not be ready until Saturday morning at check in 

College coaches check in will be upstairs of the building at wral soccer center where all food and booklets roll be for you. 

Thanks again 

Sean Nahas ] ECNL Director 
Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 
P: 919.532.2014 I F:919.834.4369 

sean.nahas(~:caslnc .com i Www.fiacebx)ok.com/caslnc 
www.caslnc.com    www.twitter.com/caslnc 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 4:15 PM, "Sean Nahas" <se~.nal~as~caslnc.com> wrote: 

N1 

Hope yon are doing well.. OK!! Getting close. Just wrested to give you some follow ups m~d hopefully this email will help to finalize this weeks 
preparalions: 

Weather 

AS many of you have heard there is a forecast for inclement weather then next 48 hours. We won’t know "the severity of it for till Thur~tay but 

please note "that we WILL BE DOING EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER to have this combine played. Good news is that all games are on Tuft: You 

will get weather updates as the week goes on but right now there axe no plans to cancel m~d we will be coming up with confingency plans in the event 

maything must be adjusted 

Attached you roll find the team lis~ts and the schedule for the event. 

We will be providing Bagels and CoffEe for all the coaches during breald’as~t and Champs for lunch 



If anyone is interested in helping speak at the College Recruiting meetings plea~ let me know.. It is always beneficial tbr the coaches to have a 

hand in "that BUT I also don’t want to take you offthe field. 

Some Graduating 2016s will be playing with the Graduating 2015/2015 to fill out rosters 

I roll have coaching schemalics for each game for you as well in the profile booklets 

I will keep you posted throughout the week! 

I will s~nd you completed profile books later in the week 

Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

7700 Perry Creek Road, Raleigh NC 27616 

P: 919.532.2014 C: 

sean.nahas@caslnc.com<mailto: ~an.naha~caslnc.com> ] www.facetx~ok.com/caslnc<http://wvwv.t~cebook.com/caslnc> 

wvx~,.caslnc.com< htto://vx~,.caslnc.com/> i w~w-.twitter.com/caslnc< http://vx~, .twiiter.com/caslnc> 

*PLEASE NOTE MY NEW Eh&\IL ADDRESS* 

<2014 CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE (2).pdt~> 

<CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE Team Assignments - Copy.pdf> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 1:48 PM 

@bogaertconstruction.com ); @tdesignsource.com; 

@comcast.net);                        ~greenhosp.org);         ~gmail.com; 

@hot~n~fil.com);    ~)chapelhillre s~urantgronp.com 

I~W: game updates 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@acpub.duke.edu; 

From-" Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday,               :t2:07 PM 
Subject: I game updates 
Parents and Team, 

Here are updates on the games: 

vs Duke: Game time is now 11 am. It will be played at their practice fields off 751, just across 75:1 from the game field/campus and to the left of the 

Washington Duke Inn. 

vs DC Spirit: In Germantown MD at the Soccerplex. Gametime 7pm. Team will bus up the morning of the game and return after the game. 

vs NYiNJ Sky Blue: In Lakewood Twp, NJ at Georgian Court College. Gametime 4 pm. Team will bus up the night before and return after the game. 

vs ACC teams: At BB&T soccer complex in Clemmons, NC. Times and opponents TBD. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~lder 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ of SoNs Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:50 PM 

Vicki Linlxm         @hotmail.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; @msn com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ;@gmail.com) 

RE: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Vicki, 

I have no idea! I will copy my staJ~f and ask Tom to send this out to o~tr alumnae network. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Vicki Linton [~ (i3hotmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, Februau 13, 2014 10:59 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Hi Anson 

Hope all is well! 
I am looking [’or an asst coach and a OK coach [’or the upcoming season. 
Do you know of anyone who might be a good :fit’? 



Sent: 

To: 

~c: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}~ 

Friday,                 1:55 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu:~ 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu:>; Vangelder, Ma~ielle A <mvangeld@emafil.unc.edu~ 

@duke.edu); ,@~otmail.com)’; 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, 3:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: 

Anson, 

As you know, has been selected to receive an ACC Postgraduate Scholar-Athlete award. The ACC Luncheon to honor the recipients of these awards 

will be on Wednesday,, at :1:1:30 am. It will be held at the Koury Convention Center in Greensboro, N.C. 

Bubba would like to invite you to attend this luncheon where     will be honored. Please let me know if you will be able to attend. Hope you can join us. 

All the best, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ’@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:l0 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

I just wanted to make sure I sent you the link for my YouTube training ~ssion that was recorded by my trainer’s cell phone. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:12 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: Ca~p Recmiling 

From-" Dale Terry           :@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 11:17 PM 
To; Collegecoaches@pitch.net 
Subject; Camp Recruiting 
Dale Terry 
Soccer eMailing Lists 
1131 Westchester Ridge NE 

Atlanta, GA 30329 

:@earthlink.n et 

2014 Emails and Mailing lists for Soccer Camp Directors and Recruiters 

For many years, I have been collecting, verifying, updating, selling, and trading emails and mailing lists of soccer players and coaches. 

The whole bunch: 
PLAYERS: 

Girls ages lO-16 all 5o states: 21,ooo emails. 17,5oo street addresses 
Boys ages lO-16 all 5o states: 16,OOO emails. 25,000 street addresses 

The Southeastern bunch: 

PLAYERS: Girls ages lO-16 

AL: 241 emails 2356 street addresses 
FL: 1257 emails 154 street addresses 
GA: 1511 emails 55o0 street addresses 
NC: 537 emails 467 street addresses 
SC: 177 emails 242 street addresses 
TN: 444 emails 791 street addresses 
VA: 65o emails 75 street addresses 

All seven states gids = 4817 emails = $481.7o 
All seven states girls = 9585 street addrs. = $1,437.75 
Your choice of states: emails $1oo per 1,ooo; street addrs $15o per 1,ooo 

PLAYERS: Boys ages lO-16 

AL: 236 emails 3187street addresses 
FL: 961emails 112 street addresses 
GA: lO74 emails 6251 street addresses 
NC: 555 emails 53o street addresses 
SC: 277emails 49o street addresses 
TN: 198 emails 861 street addresses 
VA: 163 emails 90 street addresses 

All seven states boys = 3464 emails = $346.40 
All seven states boys = 11,521 street addrs. = $1,728.15 
Your choice of states: emails $1oo per 1,ooo; street addrs $15o per 1,ooo 

Also available: emails and street addresses for youth soccer coaches and 17,ooo high school soccer coaches. 

TO ORDER: send an email with your needs. I’ll deliver the data via email, 
and attach an invoice. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:17 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

@aol.co~n;        ,~!msn.com; duca@nncaa.nnc.edu; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.co~n); pacman@unc~a.unc.edu 

RE: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

I appreciate your understanding. 

This does not mean I do not hope things go your way, I do. 

C-:ood k~(:k, And please keep us informed! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, ~:56 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Re: Borussia Do~mund’s Machine 

Hi Anon, 

~e~ ] compbtdy undo~mnd. 

Tb~k you £or your fim~ ~d ] hope the team is doi~ ~reat, 

O11 . at 03:59 p.m., "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(tbemail.nnc.edu> wrote: 

t am so sorry you are in this position, f know during the playing season, for a critical player, the judgment of the ~           could have rarmfications 

beyond the knpa(:~: on one k~d~vMua~ so they sometknes                          because a team’s season is affected. Th~s ~s not ~:he case here with 

you, We are ~n the          Your partidpat~on wokdd not be cHtica~ for us so unfortunately I can’t make that k#ld o[: statement to support the 

considering impact on us (because there would be none). 

] hope you understand. 

F~m= Street, Shelly 
Sent." Tuesday, 1:26 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; 
SubjeCt= RE: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Anson, 

Vm ta~Mng w~th      m~d seeh~g the actual emai~ from her                         he~ped my understanding, 

needs a h:_d:ter [rom you telling what would happen if she were to be suspe[~ded [or the 

what the impact would be on the team. This needs to be completed by ~:oda¥ if s~: all possible. 

Shelly 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Sent: Monday, 9:59 AM 
To: 
Co: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

semester, [ think the letter needs to include 

Go to nw secreLary, tell her what you t~eed, I assume Lhis ~s somel:hhlg ] need to sign for you I don’t really understated wh~t you need but perhaps you 

can explain ~t ~o her, 

From: ~gmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Friday, ~:~2 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
SubjeCt~ Re: Borussia Do~mund’s Machine 

Hi ~n, 

I ho~ you are doing veu well. As for me, club soccer already s~ed, which I am happy about it and I have al~) been working with the        packet 

and gone to pickup. I alto wanted to remind you about the           letter, it has to say that I will tD~ out for the lemn this semester and that I w~ 

recruited hem. So~’ to bother you with this issue, it has ~en a really stressthl ~ing m~d I need it as soon as possiNe. 

Tha~ you for undemmnding, 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anmn~f~email.nnc.e&~>: 

ExcetlenL! I am glad you had a chance to play. I am sorry about your heakh issues. This is someLhing I know you have been battling. I do not need to 

speak with the coach but it does please me that he had enough confidence to paly you. 

From: _,@ g Ln_a_jJ_& 9__Ln_ ] 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmnnd’s Machine 

tti Anson, 

Ye~ I started in the game vs,     and got a~ assist. I played for 90 minutes as a right midiielder. However, I got a concussion the day beibre the game 

with t and I oNy played 20 minutes in that game (also as a ). I also played in the second half against we were playing 3-4-3 m~d I 

played in that game. The coach was really happy with my evolution since I got to training camp in, . He knew it had been a rough path 

with Iny injury a~ld at the beginning it was mentally hard, but I worked with the teaa~ psychologist to overcolne my issue with tackling the ball with Iny left 



foot and it helped me a lot. This really helped me to gain confidence in my game mad I finally feel comfortable playing. I have the game against 

taped so you can watch it. Also, please let me know if you want to speak to "the coach. 

Dorrance, Albe~t A IV <~_r_Lsg_~@_e___n_!_a__i_LujLc_:__e__d_t!> 

Thank you for sharing~ 

Did you start? How n~uch did you get t.:_~ play? Wh~;L positk_~n eLc? How did you do? 

From: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, ~: ~9 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Ans~n, 

I hope you are doing g~eat. As for me, I roll be back to Chapel Hill tomorrow. We couldn’t pass for the 2nd rotmd, but we had a fairly good tournament. 

We were really unlucky because we lost our first game against ~        . After that gmne, we won against                 but couldn’t beat 

We had to win against      to remain in the tournament, a~d we lost 3-2. We missed many goals in that game. 

Even though we couldn’t defeat      and advance to the second round, I felt really good playing and have gained my confidence back. Playing against 

big teams and dominating the ~cond half(in the game against ) have made me realize how much has improved in soccer. So at least that 
~nakes me hapw. 

Please, let me know when will you be at your office totnorrow or friday so I can stop by. ’][’hm~k you m~d I hope the team is doing great! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <ans~n(c-~email.unc.edu> 

Good k~ck 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, : 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~t A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 
I hope yon had a good break and that everUthing is going great. As for me, I have been ruth the National team since . We went home for 3 

days to spend         and then came back to training camp. It has been hard but my ankle has responded really well, which is great news. I have been 

playing a lot which has helped me get more fit and gain more confidence back since the injury. We leave to       on friday, mad our first game is 

against Colombia the . I will keep you updated on how it goes. 
Thanks and I hope the team is great’. 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <’_aj~?_E[a~i__ej:n_~i!_:_t_Ln_c_:_e_d____~ 

Good luck 
Se~,.t.fi°om my verizo,,~ ~Fireles~’ 4G LT~’DRL)ID 

2?~mail.com> wrote: 

tli Anson, 

I hope everything is going great. As for ~ne, I had to leave yesterday with the 

will keep you updated on how it goes. 

Thank you and I hope you have a good break! 

but tny passed away, so I got here today. 

On , at 11:02 a.m., "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I ~m her~-:~ NI day except for lunch 
From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:04 AN 
To: Dorrance, AlbePc A IV 
Subject: Re: Boruss~a Do~mund’s Nachine 
tli Anion, 
I hope eve~fl~ing is going good. I mn really ~)~ a~ta the loss on Satar&y. It was really unlucky and I really tNnk that the mf loss conta)l 

of the g~e. I w~ wondering at what limes are you going to ~ in your office tomorrow so that I can drop by. 

Tha~ you~ 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

hope you are doing ve~ well. I was wondering at what times are you going to be in your office tomorrow so I that I can drop by to talk 



atx)ut a few things. 

Tlm~ks! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <_a___n_~__o__rgq2__ej__r_~2_a_i[:__u__r!_c_=e___@_> 

I heard the good news from about you being close to running~ And I know },ou will help Lars and the club~ can’t wait to have 

you out [:here wkh her. 

Yes, we have some potential as a ~:ei~m (despite the loss). And ~l<e you t k~ve ,::}zi] and know he w]H be Mg for the Arsem;I. 

AH the best ~ I hope you heal qu~ddy and return to us 100% in the 

F~m= ~gma~l.com] 
Sent= Nonday, 2013 ~2:28 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Bomssia Dormmnd’s Machine 
Hi Anson, 
I hope you are doing well. As for me, I’m stir working on my rehab but in about a week I can start running 

which I’m really looking for~vard to. I’ve been attending to the club soccer practice and the coach seems 

really good and well prepared, and in a couple of weeks I will be training with them. 

I got to watch the home games t¥om the team and it looks really good. I hope this year ends up like the last 

one. Even with the season just starting, the high pressure is impeccable. I saw the game yesterday and it was 

one of the best second half I’ve ever seen. I know it was really unlucky but the offensive presence was really 

good. 

Also, I’m really looldng forward to watch Arsenal this year. My favorite player from Real Madrid was Mesut 

Ozil, so know I’ll be also a gunner! 

I hope your is doing great and so as the team. 

Thank you, 

On Tuesday, , Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

F.-;cellent ! ! ! 

Hi Anson, 

I’m actually out of the crutches by now and its been healing pretty well. I’m home until 

when I get back I will stop at your office for sure! 

I hope eve .rything is going well tbr your family and the team. 

Thank you, 

because I’m doing an internship here, so 

Donance, Albert A I V <.’_a__r!~_?__n_~L~__e__r_~£~_Li_Lu_n__c_’_=e___d__~!> 

I like the plan. I hope you condnue ~o heal and feet beLLer and betLer. And yes, I hope we can have another fireat year. 

Please stop by sometime, [ would love to see that you are do~ng we[HH 

F~m: @gmail~com] 
Sent: ~ursday, 12:~2 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dor~nund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

Yes, thm~k you, thafs the plm~. The recoveD" feels good, it feels a little sliff but its normal since its only been a]tnost 3 weeks. As for the 
running and playing, doctor said I could start running in about 3 to 4 weeks. At first I will s~rt to focus on the fitness part since is my 

weakness, then I will start focusing on my game. The good thing is that now I can start training hard with no pain, which was a challenge 

before since it was ahvays hurting. 

I hope that eve~thing goes as good as last season and hopethlly next yea~- my improvement will help the team. Thank you and I hope fl~at 
your summer is going great! 



Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~) ~(a~ema 1 u ac edu> 

t?’,<~::elle~t !! An~t then join us m and fight to ~y for u~ i~ t:he 

How does the re(:o~erv ~ee~? Whet~ ci~tl %m rtmipl~y ~;gi~in? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

FW: CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Friday, February :t4, 20:t4 :t0:29 AM 

To; Sean Nahas 
Cc-" spatberOernory.edu; aehart@georgiasouthern.edu; athdam@langate.gsu.edu; serafy_gw@mercer.edu; pbohn@wesleyancollege.edu; @aol.corn; 
krvettoriOloyola.edu; gosselin@msrnary.edu; jpnester@salisbury.edu; gpaynterOtownson.edu; ddrake3@gmu.edu; lombardm@jrnu.edu; jceli@liberbl.edu; 
dybert@longwood.edu; jpereira@odu.edu; bsohraN@radford.edu; jbdaly@wm.edu; palbigh@richmond.edu; ss4ub@virginia.edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; cunninghamn@wlu.edu; 
eterrill@csuniv.edu; jdowiak@andersonuniversity.edu; bgrass@coker.edu; dempseyk@cofc.edu; winchester@erskine.edu; Andrew.Burr@furman.edu; 
smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; akelly@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; brnonaghn@rnemphis.edu; zundelt@duq.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; 
lars.andersson@uncp.edu; sholeman@sports.uga.edu; rconfer@sports.uga.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; decesaret@queens.edu; smithjr5@mailbox.sc.edu; Plourde, Todd; 
phil_pincince@brown.edu; Siri Mullinix; gcp212@lehigh.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; dmn@georgetown.edu; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; mike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; 
bpensky:t@utk.edu; jkirt@utk.edu; jmo:t:t:t9Oumd.edu; egolz@urnd.edu; MorganLL@appstate.edu; dikraniana@usf.edu; clarkt@carnpbell.edu; nocerodOcarnpbell.edu; 
chamim@campbell.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlane:t3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; atyeltonOsamford.edu; 
jayelton@samford.edu; astoots@samford.edu; Ashly Kennedy; EBASSETT@mailbox.sc.edu; saylor_gb@mercer.edu; Lipsher, Allison Lipsher; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; 
cortijl@vcu.edu; rhr2n@virginia.edu; gjc9b@virginia.edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; Cally.Morrill@Ir.edu; Kathryn J Blankenship; trsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; 
tsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; Jarnie Corti (jcorti@athletics.ucf.edu); mranderson@cfcc.edu; mbeall@highpoint.edu; pnash@richmond.edu; kcrowleg@uncc.edu; 
c.wiggins@wingate.edu; jwvundurn@wingate.edu; cshaw@barton.edu; dmuns@coker.edu; economopoulos_ab@mercer.edu; dyerbt@longwood.edu; 
stonemanrn@longwood.edu; abales@andersonuniversity.edu; sara.mccormack@salem.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; jgrovesS@murraystate.edu; kmiller@limestone.edu; 
rnrsmith@limestone.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robbie.church@duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Donnenwirth, Rob; 

stgeorges@ecu.edu; Steve Nugent; Cairney, Paul; jwoodie@richmond.edu; palbrigh@richmond.edu; rnhisler@moc.edu; rnillerc@email.wcu.edu; adair@vt.edu; 
ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; Chris Neal; shorne@elon.edu; michellerayner@uky.edu; clibert@cfcc.edu; Fontaine, Brandi; pososki@vt.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; 

@aN.corn; kjbienias@barton.edu; Greene, DerekT; @gmail.com; krmounceOgardner-webb.edu; Lane, Robert; m.monroe@miami.edu; 
vanderspiegel@vcu.edu; kmkearney@vcu.edu; sdletts@vcu.edu; Bryan Madej; @gmail.com 
Subject: Re: CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE 

Tha~ak you to everyone for your eflbrts in getting bak to me yeffterday. Hope eve~one is sa£e 

We have decided due to weather conditions, traveling, snow/ice still on turf ~d wanting to put in the best combine possible, that this weekends CASL GIRLS 

COLLEGE COMBINE will be rescheduled. 

Now with that said I do need your help once again to help select that makeup date. I am looking at MARCH 1 st as our prioriB~ makeup date and April 12 as another 

date. 

IF YOU DONT MIND PLEASE LET 31E I~01~" IF YOU CAN ATTEND EITHER OF THESE DATES. 

It is very important that in order to put on the right event that we have you the coaehes in attendance. The list we had was fantastic and we want to 

have the same list for our makeup 

Please let me know if you can attend either i!lareh 1 or April 12. I will need to make an announcement by end I business day ~]londay to the players 

families. Your help as always is much appreciated 

Th anks and I look.forward to h earing from you 

Sean Nahas [ ECNL Director 
Capital Area Soccer Leagne 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 91%532.2014 [ F:919.834.4369 

sem~.nahas~a~caslnc.com i www.facebook~comicaslnc 
w~a~’.caslac.com    i www.hvit ter.conr’caslnc 

On Feb 13, 2014, at 6:48 PM, "Sean Nahas" <sean.nahas@caslac.com> wrote: 

NI 

Just a follow np as I know many of yon have been affected by the weatber. I wanted to ask for a response from you all on If the combine is held Saturday 

a scheduled, 

HOW MANY OF YOU WILL HAVE A HARD TIME GETTING TO VvNAL? 
This will help in us making a decision as well. A much needed response would be great! Thank you for your help in letting me know. I have to make sure 

If the event goes as scheduled that colleges coaches can maJ~e the event especially since we have a large list of programs committed to attend. 

Thaak you again for your assista~ce 

Sem~ Nahas [ ECNL Director 
Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 919.532.2014 [ F:91%834.4369 

seaa~nahas~caslnc~com [?~vw.thcebook.comicaslnc 

w~v.caslnc.com    [ ~vw.twitter.com/caslnc 

On Feb 13, 2014, at 9:45 AM, "Sean Nahas" <~aa.aahas(a)~caslnc.com> wrote: 

N1 

Hope you axe all safe with this weather. I jusnt wa~ated to email you all that updates on the combine will be sent today around 2 or 3 pm and 

then again at around 8pm. Then once morning breaks we will make a final decision by mid afternoon on Friday (the latest). Please stay tuned 

Please note that due to not being able to get into office, profile booklets may not be ready until Saturday morning at check in 

College coaches check in will be upstairs of the building at wral soccer center where all food and [x~oklets will be for you. 



Thanks again 

Sean Nahas i ECNI, Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 919.532.2014 ] F:919.834.4369 

~:~:.c_’ ’.4_s_’!._n_..c_:.c_’_~?g~. I ~y~_v_~NL._t__~:_~2i_t__~__e__r2:_c_~?!2_n_:~__c_~_!__n__c_" 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 4:15 PM, "Sean Nahas" <sea~l.naha~caslnc~com> wrote: 

ttope you are doing well.. OK!! Getting close. Just wanted to give you ~me tbllow ups and hopefully this email will help to 

finalize this weeks preparations: 

Weather 

AS many of you have heard there is a forecast for inclement weather then next 48 hours. We won’t lmow the severi~ of 

it for till Thursday but please note that we WILL BE DOING EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER to have this combine played. 

Good news is that all games are on Turf. You will get weatber updates as the week goes on but right now there are no plans to 

cancel m~d we roll be coming up ruth contingency plans in the event anything must be adjusted 

Attached you roll find the team lists and the schedule for the event. 

We will be providing Bagels and Colt~e tbr all the coaches du6ng breaklkst a~d Champs for lunch 

If a~yone is interested in helping speak at the College Recruiting meetings please let me know.. It is always beneficiaJ, for 

the coaches to have a ha~d in that BUT I also don’t waaat to take you offthe field. 

Some Graduating 2016s will be playing with the Graduating 2015/2015 to fill out rosters 

I will have coaching schematics for each game for you as well in the profile booklets 

I will keep you posted throughout the week! 

I will send you completed profile books later in the week 

Sem~ Nahas ] ECNL Director 
Capital Area Soccer League 

7700 Per~?~ Creek Road, Raleigh NC 27616 

P: 919.532.20141 C: 
sean.nalms(~caslnc.com< mailto:sem~.uahas(a)caslnc.com > ] www.17acebook.com/caslnc<http://www.t~cebook.corr~/caslnc> 

~x~vw.caslnc~com <http:i,’w~v.caslnc~com/~ ] ww~,.twitter.com:caslnc <http:/,’~v.twitter.comicaslnc> 

*PLEASE NOTE MY NEW EIVlAIL ADDRESS* 

<2014 CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE (2).pdt> 

<CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE Temn Assig~maents - Copy.pd~~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:43 PM 

~duke.edu) 

FW: Morehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet invitation 

From: The Morehead-Cain [mailto:moreheadcain@unc.edu] 

Sent-" Friday, February 14, 2014 1:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" Morehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet invitation 

Dear IVlr. Dorrance: 

It is my pleasure to invite you to the 62nd Annual Morehead-Cain Final Selection Weekend Banquet on Sunday, IVlarch 2, in Alumni Hall at the George Watts Hill 

Alumni Center. The evening will begin at 6:30 p.m. and should end at around 8:30 p.m. The program will include remarks from Chancellor Carol Folt and our 

keynote speaker, Naimul Huq ’08--a senior manager at global strategic communications firm WCG, where he is part of the new media and engagement team. 

This year, 126 exceptional high school seniors will visit Carolina for four days to participate in our Final Selection Weekend. These students, who hail from six 

foreign countries and twenty-eight states, will be here to learn more about our program and the University. 

We hope you will be able to join us, as no one can better congnmficate the culture of ore- progrmn ~d Carolina than you. We want all finalists, regardless of the outcome of the Morehead- 

Cain competition, to consider attending UNC next fall. Your assistance in recruiting these students to the University is vital. 

Please click l?_ e__r_ .e_ to R.s.v.p. by Tuesday, February 18. Attire for the event is "professional" (coat-and-tie or suit for men; and suits, dresses, etc., for women). 

If you have any questions, please free to call our director of scholar selection, Dave Mabe, or our scholar selections manager, Nariah Keller, at 919-962-1201. 

Sincerely, 

Charles E. Lovelace, Jr. 
Executive Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:46 PM 

@duke.edu) 

FW: schedule for week of monday Feb 17 

14 spring overall cal week 7.pdf 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Friday, Februap! 14, 2014 2:06 PM 
Subject: schedule for week of monday Feb 17 

Team, 

Next week’s schedule: same as this week, without the snow. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

U~fiversi~ of Nortfi Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:12 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@sbcglobaJ.net; ~,~bgmail.com; @comcast.net @gmaJl.com; ~)e~nail.unc.edu; 

~hotmaJl.com; @aol.com; ~msn.co~n; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros I @g~n~l.com); 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu); ,~)e~nail.unc.edu>; 

@aol.com); @live.unc.edu); ~,@ive.unc.edu); ~@ive.unc.edu); 

~gmail .com);                      ,@live .tmc.edu~;                 ~live.unc .edu); 
~gmail.com; ~gmail.com); ~live.unc .edu); " " 

~live.unc.edu); @tmcaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~ @icloud.com) @live.unc.edu~; 

" ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ........ ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ....... ~live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; @live.unc.edu); 1 

~gmail.com); 

@live.unc.edu); ~)gmail.c0m; @rocketmail.com; @gmail.com; " " @live.~mc.edu; 

,~!yalaoo.com; ~!ymail.com; " ,~@ive.unc.edu; ~email.unc.edu; [c)!gm~il.com; 

~ie~nail.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; ~,~,gm~il.com; ] @live.unc.edu); 

" " ,~!aol.com; " @gmail.com; :@yahoo.com; @g~nail.com 

We are so proud of you 

CONG RA’[’U [A TIONS 

We are all so excited t:or you!H Good luck! I hope you play well and the )win![ 

Please give us a report after the game, obviously I am copying the girls on this. BTW, the third game ~n futsa~ today wss world dass, so your Tar Heels are a~l 

worMng hard to get better h~ your absenceH~ 

From: @gmaiLcom] 

Sent: Wednesday, .8:08 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: 

Hey ~son, 

Just thought I’d give you a quick up&te here fiotn paradise. I got about 30min in the last gmne at left back and did really well. Nmost scored ~ that was pre~" cool. 

Coaches were ~eally hapw with me m~d as a result I’tn st~ing in today’s tnatch at left back against .. I’tn pre~" dam nervous because I cm~ probably count 

on one h~d ~e a~ount of times I’ve played left back but I’m excited. 

I saw that there w~ a               in the hill._of course that would happen while I’m away~ ~ I’m jeNous. Hope eve~one is safe and wann. Miss you all so much 

and am loo~ng fonvard (o ~aining when I get b~k’. 

Sweet, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:50 PM 

@gmail .corn>; @gmail.com> 

I~W: Location Change for the    Sport Team Captains’ Lunch with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, at 11:45aan 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Friday, 3:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; VanAlstyne, Mark; Meaders, HaNs James; Somoano, Carlos M; Shelton, Karen C; Sagula, Joseph A 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Anderson, Melinda; Holliday, Corey L; Sander, Thomas J; @gmail.com’ 
Subject: Location Change for the Fall Sport Team Captains’ Lunch with Chancellor Folt on Wednesday, at 1.t:45am 

Dear Coaches: 

Thank you all for your assistance in having your team captains attend the lunch with Chancellor Folt and Bubba on Wednesday, at 11:45am. 

The location of the lunch has changed to the Upper Club of Loudermilk (originally scheduled for the Carolina Club) and we ask that you please relay the new lunch 

location to your respective team captains. The list of students who are attending the lunch is provided below. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

CROSS COUNTRY 

FIELD HOCKEY 

FOOTBALL 

MEN’SSOCCER 

WOMEN’S SO¢~CER 

VOLLEYBALL 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director gubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753[5 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9~L9-962-7490 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:10 AM 

TONY YOUNT <         @gmail.com> 

Streett Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly 

Done!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: TONY ¥OUN’J" [!nailto          ~>~mafl. 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 20144:45 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Paltadino, George W; Jason Sisneros 

Sut~ject: Weekly 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached We were closed Wed. and Thurs. nights so maW of the students will not have met gheir hour reqmrements. Not much we can do about that I also didn’t see some of the 

freshmen th s week due to Thursday’s closing, but etaough significant grades have been reported that there is some useful irtformation for some kids. Progress reports have been sent to 

professors W e should start seeing some reporting from the profs in the next two weeks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 10:23 AM 

~tdesignsource.com> 

" @duke.edu) 

RE: spring ga~ne updates 

This is our spring roster (all of our seniors are playing pro), so we will suck but please come if you guys are bored!! I always enjoy seeing you. 

From: @tdesignsource.com] 
Sent; Friday, 4:48 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert/~ IV " 
~bogaertconstruction.com 

Subject-" RE: spring game updates 

IVl~ybe we can s~-’_~e the New Jersey Game -we’ll ke~-_~p you posted, iL would b~:_~ fun. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, 1:48 PM 

To: ~ bogs er tconstruction.com) ~tdesignsource.com; (~gcorncast.net); 

@greenhosp.org); ~grnail.com; @acpub.duke.edu; @hotmail.com); 

Subject: FW: spring game updates 

From-" Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:07 PN 
Subject: spring game updates 

Parents and Team, 

Here are updates on the spring games: 

vs Duke: Game time is now 11 am. It will be played at their practice fields off 751, just across 751 from the game field!campus and to the left of the 

Washington Duke Inn. 

vs DC Spirit: In Germantown MD at the Soccerplex. Gametime 7pro. Team will bus up the morning of the game and return after the game. 

~ vs NY/NJ Sky Blue: In Lakewood Twp, NJ at Georgian Court College. Gametime 4 pro. Team will bus up the night before and return after the game. 

vs ACC teams: At BB&T soccer complex in Clemmons, NC. Times and opponents TBD. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University, of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday: 10:48 AM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
~gmal.com); 

~gmaiLcom; 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu) 
~gmaJl.com) 

@live.unc.edu); 
@yahoo.com; ~ymail.com; 

,~comcast.net; ",~gmail.com: 

~live.unc.edu; i@live.unc.edu; 
@g~n~Jl.com; @yahoo.co~n;, 

RE: We axe so proud of you 

~!gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~email.unc.edu:>; ~aol.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

,~!live.unc.edu>: ~,@ive.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); 

~tmcaa.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu) 

~icloud.com; @live.unc.edu~;; 

@live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @gmail.com ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); ~@yaJ~oo.com); 

@gmail.com; @rocketma?d .com; ,~g m ~2,1 .com; ~live.tmc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; @email.tmc.edu; @gma?,l.com; 

r~)email.unc.edu; (~email.unc.edu; s ~bhotmail.com; 

~gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); ~aol.com; 

~gmail.com 

It was good to see you this morning. 

As you can see your teammates are getting better, loved the session this morning. The 4.v:1. was the best I have ever seen with the :[st Division. My 5v2 got better 
and be~:ter even though we cranked up the rules a Mt ("if the bal~ leaves ~:he 10>:10, you haw~ two passes to get it back in"). Even our 3v3+~. had a~l kinds of positives 

with combh~n£ a~: w~ after a brilliant performance ~n her first c~imb into the 4vl. 

a~l d~mbed a leve~ today,    never gave ~t away ~t~ the 9v9 and was Iookk~g to change Lbe poker d~rectly whenever she could. The 

made some worm class saves ~n the 5v5 and      is a winner ~ust ~ike         0et’s all aspire [o compete every s~ngle second ~ike she does},      gr~nds for 

the entire t~me she is out there and does the defensive work that most people do only when they are in the mood or when they are being wNpped. If we a~l gr~nd 

like she does for 90 m~nutes, we beat EVERYONE. ~ a~so ]~l<e our finishing. Many of our misses are "good misses" which means we are no ~ong just shooting the ball 

in the dkection o[ the goa~, but trying to finish w~th ideas {bent) and pdndp~es {b:~w, across the frame). 

For you to s[art in two games for your [:ul] national [eam               ~n college is a [remendous achievemen[. A~I of us are very proud of what you have 

accomplished and know thai when you are reb~serted k~to our cukure you will keep improving and will ~e a part of tNs "never ending ascension" thai we all are 

witnessing right now. 

Welcome back you were missed. 

F~m~ Bgmail.com] 
Sent~ Friday, 8:0% PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: We are so proud of you 

Thm~s Anson. I’ll come ~e you in your o~ice to give you re~)~s cau~ it’s easier than wHting it in a] email. I must ~ doing something right though becau~ I’m 

sta~ing ag~n today. So yeah that’s pre~ cool. 

I’m so glad ~ hear that eveD’one is wor~ng had. I’m loo~ng fonvazd ~ the sp~ng games m~d seeing where we truly s~nd against teams like ~e spirit. 

Anyways taJk soon, miss ?~u guys[ ~ 

On Saturday, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
CONGRATULATIONS 
We are all so excited for you[!! Good luck! I hope you play welt and d~e win!! 
Please give us a report after the game, obviously 1 am copying the girls on this, BTW, the third game h~ futsal today was world class, so your Tar Heels are all 
working hard to get better in your absence!!! 
From: . _ ~_g__m___a_jJ~__c__o____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 8:08 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: 
Hey Anson, 

Just thought I’d give you a quick update here from paradise. I got about 30tnin in the last game at left back and did really well. Almost scored so that was pretty cool. 

Coaches were really hapw with me a~d as a result I’m stating in today’s match at left back against . I’m pretty darn nervous because I can probably count 

on one ha~d the amount of times I’ve played left back but I’m excited. 

I saw that there was a huge snow storm in the hill...of course that would happen Mille I’m away!’. I’m jeaJot~s. Hope eve~7one is sa£e a~d warm. Miss you all so much 

and am looking forward to training when I get back! 

Sweet, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, [1:04 AM 

Chris Rich ~gmail.com>; Palladino, George W <bpaJladino@~mc.edtr~ 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~gmafil.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC Spring Break Camp 

Chris, 

You are addressing the right person, I)ino makes our decisions J2~r camp And thank you J2~r asking, I appreciate your courtesy. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Rich [mailto: ~)~mail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 11 : 17 AM 
To: PaHadino, George W 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Spring Break Camp 

’]7his is Chris, new assistant with the men We’re having a spring break camp next month and would like to add girls to the program We noticed you’ll do not have a spring break camp but 
wanted to run it by you either way Would you guys be ok with us adding girls? I,et me know, thanks. 

Ckuis Rich 
UNC Men’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:29 AM 

Mike Keating < ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Update 3 - Youth Player Development Survey (Need pros and WNT players to finish) 

Keep reminding me ._. It is Monday and as you can see I am only caught up with Thursday’s emaif 

From-" Mike Keating [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, 1:46 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Update 3 - Youth Player Development Survey (Need pros and WNT players to finish) 

Anson, 

We have 20 completed surveys, which is enough to look at trends, however, after reviewin8 the data I noticed I only have one that is currently playin8 for u20 

national team          and :1 pro in Europe       so I do not have enough data points representin~ the top levels. 

Any chance you can encourage the pro and WNT players as a ~roup to participate? 

thanks! 

Mike Keating 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:50 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: W Basketball Tickets 

Yh~nk you Shelly for working on this for 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent-" Monday, February :t7, 2014 :t1:26 AM 
To: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 

Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: W Basketball Tickets 

Ma~y Alyson, 

Anson doean’t know the names of the farnily mernbers rhe narne o[ the get~tlemen who picked him u~) ia Will it work to only have the ot~e t~arne 

bLit have the ~bilitV to h~ve others ~oin? 

-SS 

Fmml Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 ll:01 AM 
To~ Street, Shelly 

C~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
S~jeet~ RE: W Basketball iickeB 

I just need to know the name of the person and I can arrange to have the tickets at will call for any of the remaining games. 

Work for you? 

Mary Alyson 

Fmm~ Street, Shelly 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 10:24 AM 
To~ Touloupas, Ma~ Alyson 

C~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
S~je~tl W Basketball ~ckeB 
Mary Alvson, 

Anson was given a ride by a kind soul during snowpocalypse. Anson would like to give this person basketball tickets to a women’s game (which I don’t know). How 

can we make this happen? 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:37 PM 

Streelt, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; Touloupas, Max?., Alyson <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

l~L: W Basketball Tickets 

Thank you everyone! This guy picked me up when I abandoned my car’ in the snow and I was walking home. I5 cars went by before this nice man decided to pick 

me u~, H~s d~ughters ~re women’s basketball fans, 

F~m= Street, Shelly 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ $7, 2054 :[:30 PN 
To= Touloupas, Na~ Alyson 

Co= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: W Basketball T~cke~ 

Mary A~yson, 

~’m gok~g to answer for Anson and say four L~ckets [:or V~rgk~a Tech and Duke. 

Thanks~ 

Shelly 

F~m= Touloupas, Na~ Alyson 

Sent= Nonday, Februa~ 17, 20~4 12:29 PN 

To= Street, Shelly 

Co; Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject= RE: W Basketball TickeN 

Yes, I can leave all the tickets under name. Now I just need to know wNch game and how many tickets. 

F~m= Street, Shelly 

Sent= Nonday, ~brua~ 17, 20~4 11:26 AN 

To= Touloupas, Na~ Alyson 

Co= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject; RE: W Basketball TickeN 

Mary Alyson, 

Anson doesn’t know the names of the family members. The name of the gentlemen who picked him up is . Will ~t work to only have the one name 

b ut h i~ s~e t h e i~ bib ~:y to hi~ s~e ot h e rs join ? 

~ Touloupas, Na~ Alyson 
Sent; Nonday, ~brua~ $7, 2054 $$:05 AN 
To= Street, Shelly 

~= Dorrance, Aibe~ A ~ 
$~bjeet= RE: W Basketball Ticke~ 

I just need to know the name of the person and I can arrange to have the tickets at will call for any of the remainin8 ~ames. 

Work for you? 

Mary Aiyson 

~= Street, Shelly 
~ent= Nonday, ~brua~ $7, 20~4 $0:24 AN 
To= Touloupas, Na~ Alyson 

Co; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bjeet= W Basketball ~cke~ 

Mary Alyson, 

Anson was ~iven a ride by a kind soul durin~ snowpocalypse. Anson would like to 8ive this person basketball tickets to a women’s ~ame (which I don’t know). How 

can we make this happen? 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:46 PM 

Michael O’Gorman @hotmail.com> 

I~E: Iuteresting Articles on Jolm Wooden 

Michael, 
This ix very good!! 

From-" Michael O’Gorman [mailtc ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 16, 2014 3:16 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject~ Interesting Articles on John Wooden 
http://aussiehockey.com.au/wp- coutent:uploadsiJohn-Wooden 1 .pdf_ 
Here’s the article they wrote in 1976: 

http:/imualdgallimore~com/stvled:downloads:filesiTha~ICSallimore1976.pdf 

I’m big on the really quick M+iM-/M+ they talk about. In lvl-type situations, I usually put myself in the role of the player I am specifically addressing and put the 

player I’m specifically addressing iu the role of the player he was opposing. 

And I like what Sweu Nater said about solutions rather than evaluations. I ahnost never judge the previous rep. in an absolute sense (good, bad, etc.). I just relate 

information farm it as needed to maJ~e the next rep. better. 

As fa~ as being positive goes, I’m Fositive we can ma~e eye,body much better. I don’t try to make them t~el especially good about what they just did. I mostly try to 
get them excited about what they’re about to do. 

Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:08 PM 

massimo migliodni < ~gmail.com:~ 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Books 

I will copy Shelly Street who mailed them to yoL~ to follow up with you, I am so sorry they have not arrived yet! 

All the best, my friend!! 

From: massimo migliorini [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 3::[4 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Books 

Ciao Anson 

How are you? 

I have always problems ruth the post office here; books aren’t amved yet. 

Can you please give me the tracking number of the shipment? Would be easier to find. 

Thanks a lot 

Ciao 

Massimo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; ,~!msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @gmail.com); 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu); ~!e~nail.unc.edu>; 

~aol.com); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

~g~nail.com); ~)live.unc.edu>; [@ive.unc.edu); 

@gmml.com; ,@gmaiLcom); a@live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); @tmcaa.unc.edu); ~@live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc .edu); ~icloud.com~          ~live.unc.edu,;; 

~live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu);. ~gmail.com; ~live.u£.edu); 

~gmail.com); @live.unc.edu); @yaJ~oo.com); ~ 

~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; ~rocketmaJd.com; ,~g m aid .com; @live.~mc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; @mail.com; @live.unc.edu; ~email.~mc.edu; ~gmaJd.com; 

@comcast.net; ~gmail.com; ~email.unc.edu; @email.unc.edu; ~hotmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ~g~nail.com; ~live.unc.edu); 

~@aol.com; ~@gmail.com; ~yahoo.com; .@g~nail.com 

FW: Reminder: Career Fair tonight! 

From: Gelin, Dana E 

Sent: Monday, 8:44 AM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 

Cc: Williams, Andre 

Subject: Reminder: Career Fair tonight! 

Coaches, 

Please remind your teams about the Student-Athlete Career Fair tonight from 6:30-8 p.m on the third floor at Loudermilk. Dress for the event is casual, in hopes that will make it 

easier for students to stop by after workouts or on the way to study. 

We have companies attendin~ from a wide range of fields - banking, accounting, staffin~ services, pharmaceutical sales, education and more. We’ll also have representatives from 

USA Baseball (internships), the Rams Club (internships) and University Career Services. 

Several of the representatives attendin~ are former UNC student-athletes and would be outstandin~ contacts for current Tar Heels. This will be a valuable event for those seekin~ 

jobs and internships as well as networkin~ experience. It’s open to all classes and also to alums - if you know of former team members who are still in the area and might be in the 

job hunt, please invite them. 

Thank you for encoura~in~ your student-athletes to attend! 

Best, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 4:41 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ! @gmaJl.com) 

EW: You’ve Never Heard This About Soccer (Secret revealed) 

From: Soccer Coaches [mailto: @aol.com] 

Sent: Monday, 9:58 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; You’ve Never Heard This About Soccer (Secret revealed) 

dust came across a video by former pro soccer player 

Matt Smith, and he talks about some secrets to training 

for Soccer that 97% of coaches haven’t heard of before 

Here’s the video: 

Soccer Yraininq Secrets < - - - 

As a former All-American soccer player himself Matt 

Smith may know a thing or two on how to dominate 

the game of soccer. 

See the video for yourself to find out what they are. 

reddick basebu~ll i 524 union a~ei riew providence, rii 07974 

removed by 

iContact - -[~¥ 

It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:42 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: Youth Soccer Insider: Joe Camion: ’With talent and the belie£ you can go thr’ 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, FebruaPl 17, 2014 10:04 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Insider: Joe Cannon: ’With talent and the belief, youcan.~.go Imagefar’ 

I 
removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

V]onday, Feb. 17, 2014 >~=~ Image 
removed by 

sender. 

Joe Cannon: 
far’ 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This Share Thi: 

’With talent and the belief, you can go 

By Joe Cannon 

Listening to my twin brother tell me about the local soccer club scene in the San Francisco Bay Area, I 

realized this was a problem not restricted to his family. With AYSO, Cal North, NorCal, ECNL and the 

U.S. Soccer Developmental Academy, parents are overwhelmed with where to place or what to do with 

their aspiring little Messis, Ronaldos or Donovans. 

removed by 

sender. 

in my brother’s case, it’s his oldest son, Jace. Jace is 5 years old and is looking for a soccer club to help 

him get started in the sport. Not only are there so many programs, but there are so many parents with so 

many different opinions. Which one is right? Where will my son or daughter want to play? Will they be 

happy? Coaches, parents, and everyone in it seem to have an opinion on everything. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Being the son of a former pro baseball player, and a nephew of pro soccer player, Jace has some pretty 

heavy shoes to fill. As my little nephew, you think his path would be straightfo~vard: AYSO, Mountain 

View Los Altos Soccer Club, then on to Santa Clara University and end up with the San Jose Earthquakes, just like his uncle 

right? Well not so fast ... times have changed. 

With the popularity of the sport, the competition for a parents’ dollar is fierce. Camps, academies, club teams, programs, and 

individual training sessions are readily available for parents to choose from. Which one? How much? What is a parent to do? 

Below are a few steps parents should take before they decide. Also, feel free to leave a comment below if you have any further 

questions. As someone who has been involved with youth soccer for over 30 years (playing, coaching, organizing, etc), I look 

forward to helping parents and friends looking for the right program to start or re-start their interest in the beautiful game. 

1. Start your little one in a semi-public program. The program won’t matter as much as the people running it. Introducing your 

child to the sport is the small first step we need to take. I played soccer for four to five years before I really started to love the 

game. There are many programs that cater to children who are young, and whose parents just need a little rest. 

2. If your little angel still loves playing, I would suggest looking at recreational soccer. My first three years of the sport, I 

played in the American Youth Soccer Organization. Without the efforts of AYSO, and other soccer recreational programs, the 

seeds of MLS would have never been planted. These programs give your child their first real team soccer experience. 

3. If little junior is ripping it up in the recreation leagues, it’s time to move them to a more competitive environment. "Select 

soccer" is what we called it back in my day, but now there are so many more options. Asking other parents helps, but lots of 

them will be biased toward their own coaches and clubs. 

The best is to try and reach out to prominent people in your soccer area. College and high school soccer coaches, prominent 

area soccer figures, and even research done on Internet forums can all equip a parent to be in a better position regarding club 

choice. 



You can google NSCAA or U.S. Soccer and contact a representative. It might take awhile, but both organizations can 

eventually lead you to the right select team, league, or club. 

4. So you’ve made it to club and your teen is thriving. Elite clubs, such as those in the U.S. Soccer Development Academy 

and ECNL, ar~ scattered all across the United States. You may have to drive your child hours away if you live in a small town. 

To help prepare your child for tn/outs, have someone from these academies, a coach or trainer, see your child individually and 

work with them. There is nothing a coach wants to see more than some kid they work with get better. If you reach out to 

academy coaches, trainers or someone tied to the club who does individual training sessions, that’s a great place to start. 

5. So let’s say we’ve gotten this far and your son or daughter is doing well with the elite team. There are many types of 

children but let’s place them into three categories. First, the superstar. In this case, colleges will already be contacting you or 

your team’s coaches and asking about their intentions. It’s easy for the parents because the schools come to them. Second, 

the burned-out player. They like soccer but don’t love it, and they really just want to go to school and work on their education 

or whatever passion other than soccer that drives them. Finally, there are the kids in between. 

This kid was me. I was good at soccer, but not the all-star. I blossomed late so the only colleges that sent letters were ones 

from far off distant lands or small schools who just got my name out of a database. 

Here’s the thing, colleges have no clue which kids want to attend their schools. Sit down with Tommy or Tina and figure out 

where they want to go to school, what type of school, what type of soccer program (Division I to NAIA) and start contacting 

coaches. 

Don’t wait on this part. Don’t be like me and wait around for the coaches to call and want you! This is your dream and your 

goal right? Ask yourself how bad you want to take this next step. If you have the talent and the belief, you can go far. 

(Joe Cannon recently retired after a 16-season ML S career during which he played more than 350 games and gamered two 

Goalkeeper of the Year and two Humanitarian of the Year honors. Follow Joe on Twitter a t @JoeCannon GK1.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider blog. 

Monday, Feb. 17, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

if you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:47 PM 

Jeff Vogt <jvogt@seattlesportsciences.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~aol.com;        ~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com) 

RE: SideKick soccer machine 

"i’har~k yot~ ,Jeff for your follow t~p. I will l:t~rn this over to my [)irect.:_~r of Og)erati.:_~ns Tom Sat~der. 

From: .]eft Vogt [mailto:ivo~lt@seattlesportsciences.com] 
Sent: Monday,               11:03 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: SideKick soccer machine 

Hi Anson and Tom, 
T hope this email finds you well. We’ve gotten word that you had some issues with the consistency of service with you SideKick soccer machine. 

Based on what we have heard, we believe it may be something to do with the tires and should be an easy fix. 
To be sure, T need some information from you and for you to do a quick test. 
First, can you look at the tires and tell me what they look like. Tfyou can take a couple of pictures and send them to me, that would be great. 
The test is very simple. Can you take 1 ball and place it through the machine at the exact same orientation and with the valve in the back. This will 
also let us know if it is the tires. 
Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Thank you, 
J elf 
Jeff Vogt 
Director of Sales 
Seattle Sport Sciences 

ivoqt ~j~seattlesportsciences,com 

w: 425-939-0015 ext 04 

c: 

http:i/www.seattlesportsciences.com 

http:i/www.youtu be.com/seattlesportsciences 
US Patent Nos. 7882831, 8342162. US and foreign patents pending 

John Stark Reg HS Varsity Boys Coach 
Former NH ODP U15 Girls State Coach 
USSF C License 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:59 PM 

Adam (~nholz < ~gma~J.com> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros, ~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

" ~aol.com 

No 

No. We now play two sysl:ems very comfortably: the semi flat back I- 3-.4-3 (which we start the game with) and the 1.-4-2-.3-1, ~n the ]al:ter system ~1: is eas~er ~:o hide 

"non-athletic" p~ayers .... w~th 5 starters out, we went to a ~--4-2--3-1, We stH~ press out of boLh systems, though. We ~earned the press from watcMng the French 

Nat~ona~ Team press the US h~ the last world cup~ Even though the French ~ost that game, the US were "lucky", 

~ now love BOTH systems, 

~= Adam Grinholz [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, i:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Re: 

After the injuries, was there a thought of malting adjustments to your pressing/defensive strategy or your offensive strategy? 

Regards, 

Adam Gm~holz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 

On           2:54 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~ansong{email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We had a b¢_d:ter [:eam than last year (when we won the natkmM championship) but: injuries cat~sed t~s to h:~se to the eventua~ national champkm, We had beaten 

tMs team earlier ~n the year when we were heaM~y, 

F~m: Adam Grinholz [mailto: @qma~l.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:~ AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

How was your most recent season’? 

On Wed, at 9:21 AM, Adam Grinholz < ~N_~_f_E4i!_:9_R_r_~! > wrote: 

Brilliant, flma~k you. 

Eve~3rthing is good with me, and ifs nice to be working in Melbourne, at home with family and friends after 3 years overseas. The opportuni~ I currently have with the 

University of Melbourne is really exciting and we have slarted the preseason really well. We even have one American player in the squad and she reminds me of a lot of 

the players I saw there; outstanding athlete and person and a veer good player. 

Regards, 

Adam Grinholz 

University of Melbx~ ume 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414533170 

On ~ 9:13 AM, "Dorlance, Albert A IV" ~_Ln__s_~!i~.~_e_~!’_a_j_l_:__u_!N:__e__kt__u_.> wrote: 
Adam, 
We are doing fine thank you. How are things with you? 

From: Adam Grinholz [mailto [~g__m__a_jJ_&__O_Lr_~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:42 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

HiAn~n, 

You may not remember me, but I ani the Australian soccer coach that you spoke with over the phone at the end of 2011. I am ve~ grateful for having that chance to 
speak ruth you. 

How are yon? 

How’s fl~e program coming along? 

Regards, 

Adam Grinholz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 



0414-533-170 

Regards, 

Admn Grinholz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON)> 

Monday, 5:05 PM 

@sbcgloba£net; ~gmail.com; @comcast.net; ,~gmaJl.com; @email.unc.edu; 

’@hotmaJl.com; @aol.com; @msn.com; ducar@ uncaa.unc.edu;. @gmafil.com); 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu); @email.unc.edu>; 

@aol.com); @live.unc.edu) ~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com);                      @live.unc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com; ~gmail.com); @live.anc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu); ~uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); @icloud,com) ~live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc,edu); ~live.unc,edu); 

~live.unc.edu); ~live.unc.edu); @gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com); ~live.unc.edu); ~yahoo.com); 

~live.unc.edu); ~gmail.com; @rocketmaJl.com; ~gmaJl.com; @live.anc.edu; 
"    @y~hoo.com; @ymail.com; ;@live.unc.edu; " " ~email.unc.edu; ~gmaJl.com; 

?b~email.unc.edu;       ~live. anc.edu;       @live.unc.edu;         @gmail.com;            @gmail.com; 

~!live.unc.edu)           @aol.com;         @gmail.com;         ,~!yalaoo .com;      ~gmail.com 

pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu 

Man City/Barca and Arsenal/Bayem 

ladies, 

You go[ to see these ~.wo games[! One tomorrow and one WED. Tom, can you tape them t:or the Freshmen? These will be bet’~er than most World Cup games. 

Frera: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3::t9 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Monday, 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

~onday, 
Image 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDI: 

The UEFA Champions League enters the knockout stage this week. Tuesday’s games: Manchester City- 

Barcelona and Bayer Leverkusen-Paris SG. 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the excludve 

streaming programming listed het~, many networks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is updated daily throughout the week. 

~’4ONDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

italy HELLAS VERONA-TORINO (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.cotn 

FA Cup BRIGHTON HOVE ALBION-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

TUESDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UBFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

~,hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 



FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-NECAXA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-MERIDA (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (delay) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertaclores ATLETICO PENAROL-SANTOS LACUNA (live) 6:30 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:45 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 prn. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BOLIVAR-LEON (live) 7:30 

ESPN3.com 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-ITUANO (live) 8 pm= 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pm. 

THUrSDaY, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAIVI (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm= 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (delay) 7 pro. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (delay) 9 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (delay) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ZAMORA (live) 6 pm= 

Copa Libertadores THE STRONGEST-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 8 pro= 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League AJAX=SALZBURG (live) 3 pro. 



UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-GENK (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-BENFICA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LIBEREC-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHORNOMORETS-LYON (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ESBJERG-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS=RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACCABI TEL AVlV-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-MOTHERWELL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8:30 pm= 

Mexico TIJUANA-JAGUARES (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-CELTIC(liv~ 7:30am. 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

EnglandCHELSEA-EVERTON(live) 7:45am. 

USA 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 arm. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NEWECASTLE UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

~4ONDAY, 

TBA 

Soccer on TV for Monday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:07 PM 

Ricky Clarke < @gmail.com> 

Jason Sisneros i @gmafil.com) 

~)msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 

Y~:’s, to ew_~f’ything,. Ric:ky! I will c.:_~f)y ,Ja.~;or~                                ,_~sn~:~"" "’o.~," who will be the POC for" the ew~nL We 
F~m= Ric~ Clarke [mailto: ~@gmail,com] 
Sent~ Monday, 3:36 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject-" World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 
Hi ~n, 
Is the World Football Academy course Raymond Verheijen holding based at ~C? If so, do you ~ow how I can register? 

Also, if’it i~ axe you training around that time? Would it ~ ))ssible to watch some of your training sessions? 

I ho~ all is well. 
Regards, 

Ricky Clarke 

Academy Soccer Coach - No~h American Director 

Click here Ibra F~E ’Ffia] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:31 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: Daily Compliance Ite~n - 16.7 - EntertaJ~m~ent on Required Day Off 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent-" Monday, .5:58 PM 
To; UN(2AA-Asst Head ~oaches; UN(2AA-Head (2oaches 
~:c-" Markos, Lance M;            ; Strassner, Rachel; Timmerrnans, Tom; Ballen, Martina K; Beale, Michael; Best, Kevin S.; Bitting, Angelyn S; Brunner, John F; Bunting, 
Mike; (21eary, Kenneth Eugene; (2reech, Karlton W; (2uller, Ellen B; (2unningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, (2lint; 111e, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Kirschner, Steve; 
Lane, (2ricket; Miller, Beth; Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" Daily (2ompliance Item ¯ :t6.7 - Entertainment on Required Day Off 

Good Evening- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance item regarding entertainment in conjunction with practice or competition on a required day off, 

The Q&A below wax also released by the N(:AA relative to the adoption of RWG Proposal 16-6, As is noted in question #3, entertainment on a day in which classes 

are not in session {officia] vacation dayi~eriod defined in the institution’s catalog) would not be ~ermissible if your team was currently considered to be outside 

of ~:he playing season. 

Let me know ~f you have any questions or concerns, 

Thank you, 

MsrieHe 

Question No, :l: May an institution provide entertak~ment to an h~d~v~dual student-athlete rather than the entire team? 

Answer: Yes, 

Q,uestion No, 2: May an insd:~tution provide s[:udent-athlete~ w~th cash for entertainment purposes? 

Answer: No. 

Question No. 4: May student-atMetes m~ss class in order to attend an entertainment activity in conjunction with a 

Answer: No. 

Question No, S: May student--a~:h~e[es m~ss class in order to a~:[end an en~:ertainment act~v~tv in con)action wRh a home competith:m? 

~nswer: ~ student-athlete may nl~ss class if he or she ~s required to report on call for competition-related activities on the day of conlpet~tion (e,g,, shoot-,around). 

Enterta~nmenL may be provkted ~n conjunction w~Lh such compeLit~on-refated activities. Pursuant to Constitution 3.2A,14, insdLmt~ons are obligated to establish 

polities ~n al~ sports concerning student-athletes’ m~ssed class t~me due to participation h~ ~nterco~leg~ate athletics. 

Q,uestion No, 6: May an instRutRm provide entertainment in conh.mct~on with required summer athletk:s activities ~n basketball? 

A]~swer: 

Question No. 7: If student-atMetes are required to participate ~n entertainment activities, must the activities be included ~n the dally and weekly time ~irn~ts on 

countable athletically re~ated activities? 

Answer: No, provided the entertainment does not include a countable athletically related act~vity~ 

Question No. 8: May entertainment be provided during the required day off during the playing season? 

A]?swer: Yes 

Q.uestion No, 9: MaV an inst~tuth:m provide ut~m~ted access to enter~:ainment options and allow student.-athle~:es to use them at l:he~r d~screBon ? 

Answer: No. The intent of the ~eg~s]ation is to allow the ~nstitution to organize and supervise spedfic en[erta~nment activities (e.g. movies) rather than 

estsblisMng an arrangement that wou~d be considered an extra benefit. 

Question No~ 10: May an ~nst~tution provide mea~s to student-atMetes as entertak~ment ? 

Answer: No, Other areas of N(2AA k~gislatkm address the issue o[ meals (e.g., room and board ieg~sh~tion, exha benefit k~gislatkm). In par~:~cular., note Bylaws 

~.6.~.1.~..5 (occasiona~ meals) and 16,6.1.5 (reasonaMe R~od and drinks}. 

Question No. 11: May a staff member personally provide entertabm~en[ to student--sdfle[es (e.g. provide prol:essiona~ atMetics tickets)? 

Answer: No, The entertainment expenses must be provided by the inst~tut~om 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h {::arolk~a 

Phone: (919} 9{52..7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5L~2 



Classes are not in session today at Ocean State University (OSU) in 
observance of President’s Day. The baseball team played a double 
header yesterday, so the student-athletes were unable to go home 
for the long weekend. Today is the baseball team’s once per week 
required day off. Is it permissible for OSU to provide the student- 
ahtletes with some form of reasonable entertainment today? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 16.7 states that an institution, conference or the 
NCAA may provide reasonable entertainment (but may not provide 
cash for such entertainment) to student-athletes in conjunction with 
practice or competition. [R] (Revised: 1/19/13 effective 8/1/13) 
The 8/2/13 NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model- Rules 
Q&A- RWG 16-6- states: 
0uestion: May entertainment be provided during the required day off 
during the playing season? 
Answer: Yes. 

Want to follow the Ocean State Orcas on Twitter? You can find 
them at @OrcasOSU 
Receive the Daily Compliance Item via Twitter each day by 
following @JumpForward and @DCI_Daily 

Jennit~r M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner li)r Complia~ce & Go~Tema~ce 

BIG EAST Conference 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, Febrnary 18, 2014 10:47 AM 

Adam (hinl~olz < ~gmal.com> 

ILE: No 

Yes, I agree the midfiefd three are all attack minded and the player behind the center forward must be able to score goals. 
Frera: Adam Grinholz [mailto        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: No 
Interesting. 

I prefer using a 1-4-2-3-1 system - the system we all use this season - with a 1-3-4-2-1 as our ’secondaly’ system. 

In the 1-4-2-3-1, one aspect that I regard as an obligation, notjnst important, is that the two players in front of the defence, the three advanced midfielders mad the 

centre-forward mnsk before anMhing else, have an offensive mentality. That is, with the baJl and their movement without the ball. 

The two midfielders in front of the &fence will also always have difibrent roles. Firstly them is one who focuses manly on defensive aclions, a player who is skilled at 

regaining possession via interceptions, tackles etc. and knows how to delay opposition counter-attacks. Then the other midfielder has more licence to create, use her 

passing and be responsible for the bald-up play and organising at’tacks. 

What type of player do you usually use behind the centre-forward? 

On Tue, Feb 18, 2014 at 8:58 AM, Do~rance, Albert A IV <~A~2_~@_e_g!_@_:__uj!_c__.__e__d___u_?- wrote: 

No. We now play two systems very comfortably: the semi fla~ back I--3-4-.3 (which we start the game with) and the 1-4--2-3-.L In the latter system it is easier to hide 

"nor>athletic" players ...~ with 5 starters out, we went to a ;[-4-2-3-1. We still press out of both systems, though~ We learned the press from watching the French 

Natior~a~ Team press the US ir~ [:he ~ast woHd cup. Even though the gret~ch Mat that game, the US were "lucky". 

~ now Jove BOTH systems. 

F~m= Adam Grinholz [mailto        @qma~Lcom] 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 1:01 PN 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject= RE: Re: 

After the iNuries, was there a thought of making adjustments to your pressing/deI~nsive strategy or your offensive strategy? 

Regards, 

Adam Grinholz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 

On 13/02/2014 2:54 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emal.unc.eduv wrote: 

We had a better team than lasL year {when we won the nsL~ona~ chsmrAonship} but injuries caused us to ~ose to the eventua~ national champion~ We had beaten 

th~s team earlier ~n the year’ when we were heMthy. 

F~m= Adam Grinholz [mailto:        #gma[Lcom] 
Sent= Wednesday, Februa~ ~2, 20~4 8:~ AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

How was yonr most recent season? 

On Wed, Feb 12, 2014 at 9:21 AM, Adam Crrinholz < ~gmal.com> wrote: 

Brilliant, thank you. 

Everything is good with me, and ifs nice to be working in Melbourne, at home with fmnily and friends after 3 years overseas. The opportunity I cmTently have with the 

University of Melbourne is really exciting and we have s~m~ted the preseason rea]ly well. We even have one American player in the squad and she rmninds me of a lot of 

the players I saw there; outstanding atlflete and person and a veu good player. 

Regards, 

Ada~n Grinhok 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414533170 

On 12/02/2014 9:13 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emai],nnc,edu:* wrote: 

Adam, 

We are doing fine thank ¥o~ How are things with you? 

Frem: Adam Grinholz [mailto:        )~qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:42 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Anson, 



You may not remember me, but I aJn the Australim~ soccer coach that you spoke with over the phone at the end of 2011. I am very grateful for having that chmace to 

speak with you. 

How axe you? 

How’s the program coming a3ong? 

Regards, 

AdaJn Grinholz 

Universi~01 of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 

Regards, 

Adaan (h’inhoLz 

University of Melbourne 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 

Regards, 

Adam (Nnholz 

Universi~ of Melbx~ ume 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

0414-533-170 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday 2:00 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Man City/Barca and Arsenal/Bayern 

imageOO2.jpg 

Thank you 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Fox Soccer 2Go is also doing a free 7-day trial this week. You can watch both of these games on your computer/iPad/iPhone if anyone’s interested and can’t make it home in time 

or can’t get to the castle. 

http://www.foxsoccer2~o.com 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, i                10:33 AM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, ’ 

~>,          @comcast.net" 

@live.unc.edu> ~hotmail.com’ 

~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>, 

~gmail.com>, 

@gmail.com>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

~@live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, ~gmail.com" 

~F ~>, 
~yahoo.com>, 

@rocketmail.com>. 

@yahoo.corn>, 

_~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>. 

~gmail.com>~ 

~gmail.com>, ~yahoo.com" 

_~sbcglobal.net" ~ 

@comcast.net>, 

~hotmail.com>, 

@email.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@gmail.com)’ 

@email.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu> 

.@gmail.com>. 

@live.unc.edu>, " 

@gmail.com" ~gmail.com>, 

@ymail.com" ,gymail.com>, 

~gmail.com" @gmail.com>, 

~live.unc.edu>, @gmail.com" 

Subject: RE: Man CityiBarca and ArsenaliBayern 

~sbcglobal.net>, " ~gmail.com" 

@gmail.com" @gmail.com>, 

~aol.com" @aol.com>, ~msn.com" 

~9~mail.com)’ ~gmail.com>, 

@aol.corq)" @aol.com>, 

_a)live.unc.edu>, ~gmail.com)" 

@live.unc.edu>, ._.a)gmail.com" 

_~gmail.com>                                  ~live.unc.edu>, 

~live.unc.edu>, 

.~live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>. 

~live.unc.edu>. 

~live.unc.edu>, ~)" 

@gmail.com" ~gmail.com: ~rocketmail.com" 

5) unc.edu>, ’ @yahoo.com" 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>, 

@gmail.com>,               ~gmail.com" 

~aol.com" @aol.com>, ~gmail.com" 

_~mail.com" @~mail.com> 

_~live.unc.edu>, 

~yahoo.com>, 

They will be recorded on the downstairs TIVO. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday,               5:05 PM 
To: .~sbcqlobal.net; @qmail.com; 

..~msn.com; 
~aol.com) 

~gmail.com; 

@comcast.net;             @qmail.com; 
@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

~qmail.com); 
@qmail.com); 

@hotmail.com; .~aol.com; 

@gmail .corn); ,~. yahoo.corn); 
.~rocketmail.com; ~qmail.com; .~yahoo.com; @ymail.com; 

~cjmail.com; @qmail.com; ;jmail.com; 
#aol.com; ~gmail.com; ~yahoo.com; ~. gmail .com 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Man City!Barca and Arsenal/Bayern 

Y.:_~u go[ [o see [h~-_~a~-_~ two games![ One tomorrow and one WE D Tom, can you tape [hem for [h~-_~ Freshmen ? These will be better than r~ost World Cup games. 

From: Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Monday, 

removed by 

sender¯ 

@gmail.com; 



removed by 

sender. 

~onday, 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 
sender. 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The UEFA Champions League enters the knockout stage this week. Tuesday’s games: Manchester City- 

Barcelona and Bayer Leverkusen-Paris SG. 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is ufx~a~ed dally thtoughout the week. 

~4ONDAY, 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-TORINO (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup BRIGHTON HOVE ALBION-HULL CITY (live) 2:45 pm. 

TUESDA’¢, 

F:OX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEF:A Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:30 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (delay) 5 pm= 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico QUERETARO-NECAXA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico UNAM-MERIDA (live) 10 pm= 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (delay) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO PENAROL-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 6:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER CITY-BARCELONA (live) 2 pm, 

UEFA Champions League BAYER LEVERKUSEN-PSG (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

~hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 



UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (delay) 5 

Copa Libertadores BOLIVAR-LEON (live) 7:30 

ESPN3.com 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-ITUANO (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League ARSENAL-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Champions League AC MILAN-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:45 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (delay) 7 pro. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (delay) 9 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (delay) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Mexico ATLAS-CELAYA (live) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores NACIONAL-ZAMORA (live) 6 pro= 

Copa Libertadores THE STRONGEST-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV=VALENCIA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-GENK (live) Neon. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-VALENCIA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-BENFICA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LIBEREC-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League CHORNOMORETS-LYON (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-TRABZONSPOR (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League ESBJERG-FIORENTINA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League DNIPRO-TOTTENHAM (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League SWANSEA-NAPOLI (live) 3 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-SHAKHTAR DONETSK (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-LUDOGORETS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League AJAX-SALZBURG (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACCABI TEL AVIV-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-FRANKFURT (live) 3 pm. 

FRiDaY, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-MOTHERWELL (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-JAGUARES (live) 10:30 pro, 

FOX SOCCERPLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-CELTIC(liv~ 7:30am. 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 12:30 pro. 



NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

USA 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

mun2 

England CHELSEA-EVERTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England ARSENAL-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England MANCHESTER CITY-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-HULL CITY (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NEWECASTLE UNITED-ASTON VILLA (live) 8:30 am. 

~4ONDAY, 

TBA 

Soccer on TV for Monday, 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 4:58 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILE: The Friday before Spring Break 

Thank you Very ~ood ! 

From-" l@gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, i 4:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
S,,bject; The Friday before Spring Break 

Anson, 

Unless many players have already scheduled their flights home and won’t be able to make practice on the 7th, I don’t see why we wouldn’t have it. Friday’s are futsol 

which is fun and also beneficial. The only question I have though is that because we have a game the Saturday before, do we have to limit our practice times that week’? 

Or does that not matter? And I will say that I think the group we have now is certainly disciplined enough to train over break--especially because we’ll just have had a 

game and people will either want to earn more playing time or improve on their mistaJaes coming back t?om Spring Break. 

Hope yon have a good evening! See you tomon~w! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV o</O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-; 

Tuesday,                4:58 PM 

~unc.edu> 

I~E: 

like your faith!! Thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject 

4:17 PM 

Anson, 

I don’t really have a strong preference either way. I have faith in my team and believe evewone ~vill work hard over break either way. "~v birthday is 
and I don’t have classes 

so I personally would love to go honae a day early BL’I’ I don’t mind one bit staying in Chapel Hill another day more :) If the others think we should, rm ~vith them. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

ILS: I ~zn so so~" I missed the meeting this mornin!! ! 

La try, 

Thank yot~ for your ui~derstai~ding! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlDen: A ~v 
~c: Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: I am so sorry T missed the meeting this morning!! 
Importance: High 
Anson ,-, understand and I appreciate yon explah~h~g. I have some meeting notes from the meeting that our 

Beth I shall also send them to you, Donna Papa, and Ron Miller. 

Thank you all! 

Larry 

~Larry 

b~xeculiw: Associate 

University of North Cam[ma at Ch~x~l 

took, and I shall send them to you. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:03 PM 
To: Gallo, 3r., Larry Ad Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth 
Subject: 3[ am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 

I have no excuse. We train at 7:45 at E’haus and I lost track of time and then llost track of the fact I had a meetin~to attend]! 

Larry, thank you for sendin~ me the meetin(s a~enda. Andrew Calder and Carlos briefed me when they ~ot back. 

A~a n, am very sorry!] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:42 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: I ~n so so~" I missed the meeting this mornin!! ! 

Thank you Larry! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: I am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 
Dragnet ~- Sgt. Friday....not needed on this one! Drive on!!’.! Hope 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive Aasociatc Dh~ctor of.Atl-defics 

Univeraity of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x:l 

is doing well. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:09 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: I am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 

La try, 

Thank you [:or your understanding! 

From: Gallo, 3r., Larry A. 
Se~t: Tuesday, 5:07 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A ]V 
~¢: Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A 
S~bject: RE: [ am so sor~ ~ missed the meeting this morning[[ 
lmpo~ance: High 
~son-~ understand and I appreciate you explaining. I have some meeting notes from the meeting ~at our intern 

Beth I shah also send them to yon, Dora Papa, amd Ron Miller. 

"lha~k you all~ 

LanT 

F.xec~tive A ssoc~ale ])h~ctor of A~h]edcs 

1 Jniversity of North Camli~m at Chapd Hi~1 

took, aand I shall send them to you. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:03 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Miller, Beth 
Subject: I am so sorry I missed the meeting this morning!! 
I have no excuse. We train at 7:45 at E’haus and I lost track of time and then I lost track of the fact I had a meeting to attend!! 

Larry, thank you for sending me the meeting’s agenda. Andrew Calder and Carlos briefed me when they got back. 

Again, I am very sorry!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 10:46 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <~acalde@unc.edu> 

phone nmnber              [’hanks 

Done!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Calder, Andrew G 
Sent: Tuesday, FebmaU 18, 2014 7:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:               phone number ThaP2KS 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:07 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~L: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up , 11am) 

A BIG TIME recruit just dropped in ..... I can’t get away!! 

Frem: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, 7: l:t AM 
To: Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; @aol.com; @aol.com; Holman, Brian; Holliday, Corey L; Biener, 
Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; Porter, Grant; Latta, Ivory; @gmail.com; Negalha, Jeff; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Wigger, Leah Marie; VanAlsblne, Mark; Myers, Patrick 
Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Forbes, Scott; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve;              @gmail.com; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Dorrance, 
Albert A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Meaders, HaNs James; Mann, Jan M.; Breschi, Joe; Paul, Sampson L; Hatchell, Sylvia R 

Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up iiam) 
Importance: High 

Friendly reminder... 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Saturday,               9::tO PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up 

Due to the CI~T~pLES closings las[ week amd ~:he subsequ*:_~nt rippl*:_~ *-’_~ffect it has had on my calendar, we will need ~:o push the Coaches Mal~e--up 1:o 11amo12pm on 

Wednesday, Thank you for your padence and understanding. 

Frem: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:48 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up 

Coaches - sorry that you weren’t able to join us for today’s Coaches Workshops. Thank you to those who notified us ahead of time of their absence and especially 

to those who have already RSVP’ed to the make-up meeting scheduled for next Wednesday,           (:lO:O0-:l.:l~OOam) in the 2nd floor Conference Room of 

l.oudermilk~ If you have not done so, please let us know if you will be able to attend, so we can plan accordingly: RSVP. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)7 

Wednesday, ]                11 : 11 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

[~b2: Practice 

This is VERY GOOD! You have the potential to end up in a high political ofikce. Thai~k you!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Practice 

7:41 AM 

Ans, 

Regarding practice ol           I think we should have it. Whether it be deemed "optional" or mandatory I definitely think it should be scheduled If~ve have class, then practice should be 
expected, but a s~ pract ce is earl~’ enough that I don’t think it would interfere with anyone’s travel plans. They are about to have a whole week "of~?’ from organized pracUce anyway so I 

don’t see much point in giving another day. 
If people are in uproar about this or paid extraw~gant amounts Ii~r flights that interrupt practice then in my mind it’s also ok to call practice "optional" and take note of who cares to show up. 
If there’s am’thing I’ve learned over my four ?,ears, it’s that college athletics don’t care to have the word optional in their dictionary, as every( ne knows optional is a synonym of mandatopy 

in this arena. 
S o in conclusion I say we j ust have it like any other ?riday, and don’t make a big dea~ out of it, but if ~his is going to create a bad attitude and a rift, then we can hit them with the trick shot 

and call it optional haha. 

Sent lkom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 11:12 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ! @gmail.com) 

IfW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Schedule 

ATT00001.c; ATT00002.htm; USWYNT Schedule - Feb 2014.pdf 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Rober~ Kehoe 

Sent; Wednesday, February :[9, 20:[4 8:32 AM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-ii-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-iii-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups,com; 
naia-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Schedule 

Good Day Coaches. 

Attached is updated schedule infom~ation for US Women’s Youth National Teams. 

All the best. 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:22 PM 

i{BV Jdn Oli ~onoli@ibv. s> 

Jason Sisneros ~!gmail.com); Ducar, Chris (ducm~0)unc.edu) 

RE: looking for a professiong~ oppo~tuni~ 

Jon, 

What does "inside Europe" mean? A citizen of a Europea~ country? 

From= fBV Jdn 611 [mailto:jonoli@ibv.is] 

Sent= Wednesday, 1:[:53 AP1 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: looking for a professional opportunity 

Hetlo Albert. 

Now my goalkeeper is out p~obably most o~ a~l of the season~ 

~’m ~ooking for a goalkeeper but she must be ~ns~de Europe a~ we have three p~ayer~ outside Europe~ 

Do know some keeper who wou~d {ike to come. 

Regards, Jon 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mail~:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= 20:26 
To= ~BV 36n ~li 
Co= Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 
Subject= RE: looking for a professional oppo~uni~ 

Jon, 

Thank you for you~ ~e~b~. Good hick i~ 

F~m= ~BV 36n ~li [mailto:jonoli~ibv.is] 

Sent= Nonday, 3:26 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: ooking for a professional oppo~uni~ 

Hello A~berL 

~ h~ve my ~oa~keepe~ fo~ next season so this time I can’t take her. 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent=             ~5:59 
To= 36n ~lafur DaNelsson 
Ce= Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject’, looking for a professional oppo~uni~ 

I have a           that is a t:ormer                              tha~ is looking for a professional opportunity. She is available now. She was my starter ~his 

past fall t:or a team that was a #~ seed in the NCAA Tournament. Are you interested? 

From= Jdn 61afur Dan[elsson [mailto:jonoli@ibv.is] 

Sent= Thursday, 10:38 AN 

T~= Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject= 

Hello Anson. 

My name is Jon and i’m a coach of IBV-lceland premier leauge team. I’m interesting in one of your former student I had here two years ago player 

from USA!Italia but did not stand up to the quality needed here. Her name is and she used to play for some school in the USA probably at the east 

coach. Can you compare these two players (is with more quality than had at her time) 

Can you also give your opinion on these things about on the scale :1-10. 

Tegnique: 

Short passes: 

Long passes: 

Heading: 

Speed: 

1::1 deefending wise: 

1:1 attacking wise: 

Playing as a midfield deefender: 

Playing as a midfield attacker: 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

Regards, Jon 

mmovedby 

sender. 

Ti~is emai== is free from viruses and ma==ware because avast! Antivirus protection is active, 



removed by 

sender. 

[his emai== is free from viruses ~nd 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Prospect List 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsaspoCcs.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 19, 2014 12:04 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

]anaye Shepherd - 2015 Center Back, Attacking Central Midfielder 
High School: Mid-Pacific Institute, HI 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 135 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3,00/4,00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih @hotmail.com 

Notes: Janaye is a 2015 Center Back from Mid-Pacific Institute, HI. 

View Profile 

Allison Nestor- 2016 Outside Midfielder, Forward, Outside Back 
High School= Hampton High School, PA 

sender 
Height: 5%" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 4.18/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Notes" Allison is a 2016 Left Midfielder Hampton High School Internationals SC ECNL 

View Profile 

Alea Hyatt - 2017 Attacking Central Midfielder, Forward, Outside Back 

~e~ovedbv ~ High School: Santa Barbara High School, CA 

Height: 5’8" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 6 

/ Emaih ~gmail.com 

Notes: Alea is a 2017 forward from California. She is headed to the ECNL Player Development Camp in March. 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

| [e~ove~ ~ 203-6 Attacki... 203-6 Outside,., 203-6 Outside.,. [ [e~by - 203_7 Forward 

| ~i!d~ ] NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

View Profile View Profil~ View Profile View Profile 

~£~ £~ ~ ~£[~it~ng Search ~gine 

Not a marcia? Update your email preferences here. 



Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.or~ I http:/iwww.ncsasports.or~ 

NCSA Blog: http://blo~.ncsasports.or~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s} to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recil~ient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:33 PM 

~aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

IfW: UAlbany August 2015 Schedule 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Colfer, Caitlin 
Sent: Wednesday, February :~9, 2014 :t:28 PM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} UAlbany August 2015 Schedule 

Hello, 

We are looking for a game on August 21st or 23rd in North Carolina in close proximity to Campbell. We are currently planning to play Campbell on August 26th but 

have the option to play on Aug 24th so if either of these dates work, please let me know so we can firm up a second game while we are in North Carolina. 

We would also be open to playing someone on our way to Campbell if the trip made sense. 

Thanks, 

Cait 

Caitlin Colfer 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

U N IVE RSITY AT A LBA NY 

5~L8-442-3043- Office 

.c___c___o_!~_e___r__2____@___a_Lb__a___n__y__,__e___d___u_.- Email 

__w____w____w__:__u__a__[__b__a___n__y_s_E_o__r__t__s__._£_o__m__ 

All prospective student-athletes, please read the information below: 

If you are a 2016 or 20:17 graduate, we cannot correspond with you via email, due to NCAA rules, until you begin your Junior year of High School. We are also not 

permitted to return your call until July :lst after your Junior year of High School. 

If you are a prospective student athlete and are interested in attending our ID Clinic or Camps please go to our website www.ladydanes.com for more information. 

Thank you, 

Caitlin Colfer 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at 2v_2v_!~k_n___s_£_a_~:££_Lr_~:!££?!_l__e_g__e_. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~ribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccet:coaches ~ unsubscribe({~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches(~google~roups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i,’groups.google.conr’groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit hltps:/igroups.goo~le~com/~roups,’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, [0:53 AM 

[BV Jdn Oli @onoli@ibv. s> 

l~g: looldng for a professionaJ opportunib’ 

Jon~ 

] arn so sorry, The only players I have in goal are US citizens. 

Frora: fBV .16n 61i [mailto:jonoli@ibv,is] 

Sent: Thursday, 3:31 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: looking for a professional oppo~uni~ 

[t mean5 most ~u~ope~n coLintr~es. 

For example Serbia ~s not there, I th~nk ~t means European union. 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 22:22 
To= ~BV 36n Oii 
Cc= 3ason Sisneros @gmail,com); Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: looking for a professional oppo~uni~ 

What does "inside Europe" mean? g dtizen of a European country? 

F~m~ JBV adn 61i [mailto:jonoli@ibv.Js] 

Sent~ Wednesday, I ~:53 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~jeet~ RE: looking for a professional oppo~unJN 

He~Jo Aft)err 

Now my goaJkeeper is out probabJy most or aH o~ the season. 

I’m looking for" a goalkeeper but she must be inside Europe as we have three player’s outside Europe. 

Do know some keeper who woukf like [o come. 

Regards~ Jon 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 20:26 
To: ~BV J~Sn 61i 
Cc: Jason Sisneros @gmaJl,com) 
Subject: RE: looking for a professional opportunity 

ion, 

Thank you for your reply, Good tuck in 

From: ]~BV .16n 61i [mailto:ionoli@ibv,is] 
Sent: Monday,. .              3:26 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: looking for a professional opportunity 

[ h~ve rTD’ for r~exl: sea~Jo~ so thia ~me I ca~’~ take her, 

Best regards, ion 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent:             15:59 
To: Jdn (~lafur Danielsson 
~c: Ducar, Chris; @grnail.corn); Sander, Thomas _] 
Subject: looking for a professional opportunity 

Jo~3, 

[ have a .. tha~:is a former that is looking for a pr(ffessional opportunity She is available now She was my starter this 

past fail for a team ~:hat was a #I seed in the NCAA Tournament. Are you interested? 

From: Jdn 61afur Danielsson [mailto:jonoli@ibv.is] 

Sent: Thursday, 10:38 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Anson. 

My name is Jon and i’m a coach of IBV-lceland premier leauge team. l’m interesting in one of your former student I had here two years ago player 

from USA/Italia but did not stand up to the quality needed here. Her name is and she used to play for some school in the USA probably at the east 

coach. Can you compare these two players (is with more quality than had at her time) 

Can you also give your opinion on these things about on the scale :[-10. 

Tegnique: 

Short passes: 

Long passes: 

Heading: 

Speed: 

:[::[ deefending wise: 

:[::[ attacking wise: 

Playing as a midfield deefender: 

Playing as a midfield attacker: 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

Regards, Jon 
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sender. 

[his emai== is free from viruses ~nd m:~==v,,~m~ bec:~use .a_X.a_#__t_[_/~_n_.t_-i_.v_i_.r_~_~ protection is 
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sender. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:33 PM 

Bri~ Fitzgerald < @gmail.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Southern Soccer Showcase 2014 

Brian, 

I will copy Torn Sander on this. He is my director of operations and he will guide you through the process from our end~ 

F~m= Brian Fi~gerald [mail~: @gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~brua~ 19, 201~ 8:00 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Southern Soccer Showcase 20~4 

An~ 

Ny name ~s Brian F~erald. I am the owner of Soccer Unlimited in Winston-Salem. We w~ll be the tsh~& vendor a~a~n at the Southern Soccer Showcase 

you know, the Southern Soccer Showcase is a nationally recognized event that bdn~s the best of women’s college soccer to~ether with club soccer al~ in one Iocation~ 

[ach pa~idpates in their respe~ive divisions. The pa~icipatin~ co~le~es also use this t~me to scout and recruit players that are play~n~ in the dub divisions. 

If you remember, I con~cted you last year around this t~me. You were kind enough to pass on my email ~ the right people for permission ~ use the UNC Io~o. Although we 
received permission from all the schools last year, we didn’t ~et permission until it was ~o la~ to produce a Nhi~. TNs year I am sta~n~ a Nt eaNer. 

The reason I am contact~n~ you is because I would l~ke to design a shi~ that has all 14 of the pa~idpatin~ College teams lo~os on it. In order for me to do that, I need each 

schools permission. I have already received permission from 7 schools. I was hopin~ you could ~rant permission to us to use the standard UNC 

This ~s a one t~me use. Ny design idea for the shi~ ~s to have the SSS ~o~o in the mMdle with a~ of the partidpatin~ colleges Io~os surrounNn~ it ~n a drcle. The desNn wi~ be 

located on the back of the sN&. I have a~ached the design to this message for you to see. 

I can be reached at the store any day from 10-6 or if ~t wor~ out be~er for you to reach me a~er hours, my cell number ~s            I hope to hear from you soon 

Bria~ Fitzgerald 

President 

Soccer Unlimited 

www.l?acd)ook.com/soccemnlimitedstore 

336-765-0655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:34 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Re; practice 

Very good .,.. Thank you! 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Re; practice 

Hi Anson, 

I think either way -- practice or no practice -- is fine. We have our game against     the previous weekend, and if there isn’t official practice on Friday, I’m sure there will be pick 

up, so I don’t think we would "miss a day" if we didn’t have practice. And I think everyone will make an effort to get work done over break. E~ut of course, we enjoy being with each 

other and playing, so I think it would be fine to have practice as well. I’ll support whatever the general consensus is. 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <pa cm__a___n___@_.___u___n___c__.__e___d__u__> 

Date: Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

Subject: Re; practice 

Leadership, 

There have been numerous inquiries about practicing on Fri Technically classes don’t let out until 5 pm so we should practice like any other day. 

But Anson is leaving it up to you to decide what you think is best for the team.., you have three choices: 

1) Have practice and make it mandatory 

2) Have practice and make it optional 

3) Have no practice and let people start break early 

Please email Anson anson@email.unc.edu with your choice and a paragraph backing up your decision. 

Anson has no problem making practice optional or taldng the day off, but with a game against a pro team the week that we return looming on the horizon, he 

wonders what the work ethic will be over break and if people will "get it done" to continue preparing for this match. Giving them that Friday off puts the team one 

day father behind if no one does anything over break. 

This is a decision about your team and what you want the culture to be and how you want to shape it. 

Anson wants a response from everyone. Thank you. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ of SoNs Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:38 PM 

~@live.~mc.edu-~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Sa~der, Thomas J <pacman@ unc.edu>; 

@ar)l.com; Ducat, Chris <ducay@unc.edu> 

l~L: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

I an~ put~ngTom in charge of this for you! Good luck with it!! 

And yes, the sun finally returned to C.hape[ Hill this week and we are enjoying life. 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:3J. PM 

To: Sander, Thomas .I; Sander, Thomas ~; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

Hi there Tom, Anson, Dino and Ducat, 
I hope you are all doing well and I hope you’re spring season is going well so far. I just wanted to check in with all of you and see if you had 
heard anything from other coaches or staff at UNC who might be able to donate about 33 UNC t-shirts for students at my school. Each 
classroom at our school has adopted a college to get students thinking about college and hoping to go someday. Originally my class was 
assigned Duke, but there’s no way I was going to let that happen, so I convinced them to let us switch to UNC. 
If there’s anything you’ve heard or any other people you think I should get in touch with, I would love any help at all. 
Thank you so much again and I hope everything is still amazing in Chapel Hill. 
Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:40 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: practice before spring break 

I agree 

From @rocketmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, " 10:27 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; practice before spring break 
Hey Anson, 

Regarding the practice the tq~iday morning before we get let out for spring break, I think we should have practice but make it optional. 
We talk a lot about how in the Spring the reason that we don’t have two practices a day is so that we learn the discipline and develop the 
drive to get out and work on our own. It is a decision we have to make on our own of how much investment we want to put into our 
game. I have a lot of faith in our team because I have seen the drive and determination in my fellow teammates to get better, not only in 
practice, but I see it ~vhen I see how many people show tip to pick Lip or when I run into someone working out on their own. I have the 
faith in my fellow teammates, that unless they- direly- need to leave early for break, they will be at practice trying to get better. 
Thanks Anson’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:40 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Re; practice 

Sent: Wednesday~ 8:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Re; practice 
Hi Anson, 
I think either way -- practice or no practice -- is fine. We have our game against      :he previous weekend, and if there isn’t official practice on Friday, I’m sure there will be pick 

up, so I don’t think we would "miss a day" if we didn’t have practice. And I think everyone will make an effort to get work done over break. But of course, we enjoy being with each 

other and playing, so I think it would be fine to have practice as well. I’ll support whatever the general consensus is. 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday 4:10 PM 

Subject: Re; practice 

Leadership, 

There have been numerous inquiries about practicing on Fri Technically classes don’t let out until 5 pm so we should practice like any other day. 

But Anson is leaving it up to you to decide what you think is best for the team.., you have three choices: 

1) Have practice and make it mandatory 

2) Have practice and make it optional 

3) Have no practice and let people start break early 

Please email Anson anson@email.unc.edu with your choice and a paragraph backing up your decision. 

Anson has no problem making practice optional or taking the day off, but with a game against a pro team the week that we return looming on the horizon, he 

wonders what the work ethic will be over break and if people will "get it done" to continue preparing for this match. Giving them that Friday off puts the team one 

day father behind if no one does anything over break. 

This is a decision about your team and what you want the culture to be and how you want to shape it. 

Anson wants a response from everyone. Thank you. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:41 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

I~W: The Friday before Spring Break 

From @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, k 54 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: The Friday before Spring Break 

Ansor~ 

Unless many players have already schednled their flights honre and won’t be able to make practice on the    I don’t see why we wouldn’t have it. Friday’s are thtsol 

which is thn a~d also beneficiaJ. The only question I have though is fl~at because we have a game the Saturday betbre, do we have to limit our practice tinres that week? 

Or does that not matter? And I will say that I fl~ink the group we have now is certainly disciplined enough to tram over break--especially becau~ we’ll jus"t have had a 

game m~d people will either want to earn more playing time or improve on their ~nistakes coming back from Spring Break. 

Hope you have a good evening! See you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:41 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
FrOl:q 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert 2~ IV 
Sub~ ect: 

4:17 PM 

Anson, 
I don’t really have a strong preference either way. I have faith in my team and believe everyone will work hard over break either way. 2{y birthday is and I don’t have classes 

so I personally would love to go home a day early BUT ! don’t mind one bit staying in Chapel tlill another day more :) If the others think we should, I’m with them. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:42 PM 

Michael O’Gorma~ < ~hotmail.com> 

I~E: Interesting Articles on Jolm Wooden 

Yes! 

From: Michael O’Gorman [mailto: _~hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 19, 2014 10:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Interesting Articles on John Wooden 

The original study was referenced in The Talent Code, but somehow i didn’t follow up when I read the book. 

Are you around this week? I have an idea I want to run by you that I think you could help crystallize, as they say. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

From: anson@email,unc,edu 

To:                @hotmail,com 

Subject: RE: Interesting Articles on John Wooden 

Date: Mort, 17 Feb 2014 18:45:40 +0000 

Michael, 

This is very good!! 

From: Michael O’Gorman [.__m___a_!!_t__o_i .@_!~_£Lm___a_!Lc__o____m_] 
Sent-" Sunday, February 16, 2014 3:16 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject: Interesting Articles on John Wooden 

.h..t..~nUL~.~.:.s..s..1.e..b.~...c..~<..e..~.~.£~..m...~.~.:L.w...~.~m~£~Z~£~:~UZ~.b.~.~.~.~.@sZ~£~ 
Here’s the article they wrote in 1976: 

http~/irona[dgal!i mo re~comist~[ed!dow nloa ds!f!! esiTha r pGa!!im o re 1976_pdf 

I’m big on the really quick M+/M-/M+ they talk about. In lvl-type situations, I usually put myself in the role of the player I am specifically addressing and 

put the player I’m specifically addressing in the role of the player he was opposing. 

And I like what Swen Nater said about solutions rather than evaluations. I almost never judge the previous rep. in an absolute sense (good, bad, etc.). 

just relate information from it as needed to make the next rep. better. 

As far as being positive goes, I’m positive we can make everybody much better. I don’t try to make them feel especially good about what they just did. 

mostly try to get them excited about what they’re about to do. 

Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 3:53 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Women soccer - Prospect for Fall 2014 - French players 

From: Sport Etudes AMOS [mailto:sportetudes@amos-paris.fr] 
Sent; Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:35 AM 
To; riad@parissoccershow.fr 
Subject; Women soccer - Prospect for Fall 2014 - French players 
Importance-" High 
Dear Coach, 

I hope you are doing well. I am writing you regaxding the showcase we hosted this past december. Some of my gifts axe still looking for good opportuni .ty in order to 

study in the US in Fall 2014 (Eligible regarding NCAA). I do not know how you are regarding recruiting for fall 2014 but if you still have some funds, you should let me 

know the positions you axe looking for. 
Remember, some of tIae girls are already commited (Coaches who traveled to attend) but some of the gifts did not accept oilers (for many reasons) and can be asset 

for your team. 

.~~i~: v~ ~,~t ~i m~: and v,~Wt~ ~l~e ~,~kk>s! Take notes and comme back to me with the numbers you like or an5’ advise from me regarding a position you axe seeking. 
Day 1 PART 1 
.D__z~_~:__L_?YI~_r___2. 
Day PART3 
Bests regards, 

Riad OULED 

School Counselor 

cell: 

sportetudes@, a mos-~a ris. fr 

33 rue Daviel - 750~3 PARIS 

5-7 rue du Plat- 59000 LILLE 

T~I. +33 (0)~ 44 64 83 83 I Fax +33 (O)l 44 64 83 84 

www.arnos-business-school.eu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

l~g: video from NCAA Top 10 Aw~xd 

Tom, 

Can we get this up on our goheels.com website? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Thursday, 10:44 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: video from NCAA Top 10 Award 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto (@gmail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:56 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: video from NCAA Top 10 Award 

http://www.youtube.comiwatch?v Cs5b THSnhU 

Nice little shout out about "academics over athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: video from NCAA Top 10 Award 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sander, rlhomas J 
Sent: Thursday, 10:44 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: video l?om NCAA Top 10 Award 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailtc (@~mail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:56 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: video from NCAA Top 10 Award 

http://www.youtube.comiwatch?v Cs5b THSnhU 

Nice little shout out about "academics over athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 4:42 PM 

@msn.com; duca~ancaa.unc.edu; Ja~m Sisneros .~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~)aol.com 

FW: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Lady and gentlemen, 

Who was going to do this for us? I forgot! 

From= Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@email.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:45 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= UN¢ Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLF_ASF_ CL.]:CK HF,RF,. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

DowNoad Attachment: BanquetInvitation2014 32860.pdfl 

d bysender 

Dear Alumni and Friends. 

First, a fi~iendly reminder that the annual banqnet is quickly approaching. 

Attached is an invitation ruth complete details for the evening of 

February 28th at the Carolina Inn. If you have not ,sent in an RSVP and would 

still like to come, ple&se use email at this point to maI:e "the planning process 

easier. You can email me names of flaose attending m gtl:~rtcr(~unc.edu and bring 

the appropriate payment with you to the banquet. 

Also, below is a link to our Spring Schedule of games. We hope to see some of you at the 

matches as the returning group continues to work, train, and prepare for the Fall 2014 season. 

..h..t.t.~..;i!~?.~?.~;gs?..h..e...e.!.~.c.£!~.n.:...V..i..e...w..&.LtLc.!..e.~..d.~!~1~1.N~Z..~}~#}&S~D=~2969&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=20941097 

As always, reach out to us at the office with any qnestions and follow us at: 

Web: http:/,,’;N-W~V .goheels.conr’ 

Facebook: w~vw.facebook.com/carolin~soccer 

Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Go Heels! 

Grant Porter 
Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please _u_r__~_s___u_~__3_~£[_[f_2__e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 5:04 PM 

Diane C Drake <ddrake3@gmu.edu> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Seeking help please for a "Players Handbook" 

Diane, 

I would love to help but all we ever seem to run into these darts is negative recruiting. Trust me, wh,~tever we would send, the unscrupulous would spin it into 

something negative. I hope you understand why we can’t iump ii~ ..... 

From-" Diane C Drake [mailto:ddrake3@gmu.edu] 

Sent-" Thursday, February 20, 2014 2:24- PH 

To: ’Michael Needham’; Dave Lombardo; David Pl Nolan; John Daly; Tracey Leone; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kla~e, Robert L.; Schilte-Brown, Denise; Sarah Strickland; Alison 

Foley; Pincince, Phiiias; Wendy LeBoit 

~-" Diane C Drake 

Subject: Seeking help please for a "Players Handbook" 

Hello Coaches, 

A very good friend and physiologist (Dr. Wendy Lebolt) is putting together a handbook for female soccer athletes who are considering college level play. To help them approach 

recruiting with more realistic expectations, improve the fitness basing and help them come in completely prepared. Pretty sure we can all share the horror stories of the athletes 

who "went on long walks on the beach with mom in preparation for pre season", only to transfer out because they don’t understand fitness in time to help our programs. I am 

trying to help her gather a group of coaches from various levels of conferences and play to help validate the end product. We may all have suggestions but she wants a select group 

of 10-12 coaches. Please email wlebolt@cox.net or hit a reply to me if you will be willing to help. I know every minute is busy for all of us and we do appreciate your willingness to 

help or even if you can pin it on your assistant coach (: 

She would like to gather information about a range of college soccer programs to give the players a clearer picture of what they are getting themselves into. A "what to look for, 

what to expect and what’s expected from you" handbook. {finished handbook will be made available to you for distribution to your prospects) 

Your participation will require: 

* Answer survey questions by email re. your coaching philosophy and approach, your program, your ideal recruit {estimate 30-45 min) 

* reply to follow up email or phone call for any clarification of responses {estimate i5-30 min) 

* willingness to share fitness standards and soccer training package you expect incoming freshman to comply with, plus in-season fitness training and testing schedule and 

protocol for your athletes 

Target survey and response timing: Feb/March. Tentative production of booklet Fall 2014. 

Please let me know if you would be willing to help!! 

Dr. Lebolt just finished and is publishing a great book called Fit to the Final Whistle. It is truly a fantastic read for how much youth coaches are overtraining and or under training 

soccer athletes, and in return we are seeing increased injuries (e.g growth plates etc.) In her book She discusses in depth the SAID principle, and how most youth coaches are 

missing the catch. Dr Lebolt hits it square on the head when she says the game alone doesn’t provide the proper environment for healthy adaptation. Of course we know its the 

best teacher of the game, but not the best teacher of overall fitness. 

She brings up Sidedness, players defaulting to favor their strong side because under pressure as human nature. This makes the weakness even weaker. She brings up habits as kids 

engage in habitual movement patterns it can be disadvantageous from an injury standpoint. {e.g to stop and turn, girls tend to stay more upright causing quadriceps to overpower 

weaker hamstring to put knee ligaments at risk) She brings up Patterns and Repetition and how kids favor certain muscles and learned movement patters {e.g inner thigh for 

passing. This accentuates the acting muscles but disregards the stabilizing and supporting muscles needed to provide balance to execute the skill and the big one overtraining. 

They subject muscles to repetitive use without proper recovery. This can be a source of imbalance and excessive fatigue, especially in growing athletes, and ultimately of injury. 

(e.g running and news extension in kicking activities pull on the patellar tendon again and again ofter resulting in knee soreness and pain) 

So this first book has been the precipice for another book {she will be using the same publisher) 

Please consider helping. It will not take but a couple hours of your valuable time. 

Thank you. 

Wendy R LeBolt, PhD 

Read the blog: ~._F_Lt_2_._F_j._n_j.s__b_=c__q._n_~ 

~’~gmail.com 

removed by 
sender 

Error! Filename not specified, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:10 PM 

Ariel Hams <ArielEta_rris@smithmoorelaw.com> 

~)live.unc.edu);      ~g~nail.co~n;       ~live.uuc.edu;                      ~live.unc.edu); 

?)rocketmail.com; ~gmM.com; ~)gmM.com;_      ~live.uuc.edu; ~yahoo.com; 

~ymail.co~n; ~ ~yahoo.com; ~live.unc.edu; ~nsn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Exclusive Presale Opportunity - Guinness International Champions Cup Soccer 

WOW!! "[’hanks ,Ariel! 

From: Ariel Harris [mailto:Ariel.Harris@smithmoorelaw.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV’ 
C¢: Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: FW: Exclusive Presale Opportunity - Guinness International Champions Cup Soccer 
Hey Art!! 

Thought of you when this came my 

This coukt be a great preseason out~ng for you guys~ 

Ariel 

F~m= Fred Wood 
Sent= Thursday, Z:ll PN 
Te= Ariel Harris 
Subject= Re: Exclusive Presale Oppo~uniN - Guinness In~rnational Champions Cup Soccer 

Or you can hold off bc my soccer team guys and I ~ught a block of 500 tickets. 

Charlotte...Liverpool v. AC Milan. See the link below. 

F~ed M. Wood, Jr. 

Stnith Moo~e Leatherwood LLP 

704-384-2646 (office) 

~ (mobile) 

On at 2:05 PM, "Ariel Harris" <,A~iel.Harrix~smitl~noorelaw~com> wrote: 

Thanks! 

From: Fred Wood 
Sent: Thursday, 2:04 PM 
To: Tim Lendino; Ariel Harris 
Subject-" Fwd: Exclusive Presale Opportunity - Guinness ~nternational Champions Cup Soccer 

See below. 

Fred M. Wood, Jr. 

Smith Moore Leatherwood LLP 

704-384-2646 (office) 

(mobile) 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Carohna t ~the~s -p__~!__o_):~:!!_e_!i~kq.,panthersJ~fl.con~ 

Date: at 12:15:15 PM EST 

To: < ~)carolina.mcom> 
Subject: Exclusive Presale Opportuni~ - Guim~ess International Champions Cup Soccer 

Reply-To: "Carolina Panthers" <~vply-fcbf1672736d037b-7 HTML-738272440-1073507-12~tmclient.ticketmastcr.com> 

To view @fis email as a web pat.]e, qo here. 



Image removed by sender, header-soccer 

BANK OF AMERICA STADIUM I SATURDAY, 

.loin European soccer powerhouses AC Milan and Liverpool as they 
compete in this summer’s International Champions Cup, Be there live 
to witness the best as they contend for the crown, 

EXCLUSIVE PRESALE OPPORTUNITY 

Don’t miss your chance to purchase tickets before they go onsale to the 
general public. Presale begins on Thursday,                    at 
1pro through Ticketmaster using the special offer cod~ PSI~V:IP. Act 
quick - the presale ends on Saturday,                   at 9:45am. 

CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE 

If you wish to unsubscribe from the Carolina Panthers E-Connect Email Program, please click here or 
simply reply to this email. The Carolina Panthers will not send email notifications from outside third 
parties, or provide your email address to another company. 

Carolina Panthers I 800 South Mint Street I Charlotte, NC 28202 
704-358-7800 I p__s_]__o___W__D__e_Es__@_p__a__n___t_F_Le__[Ls__~Ef_!~_£_o____m_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Febrna~ 20, 2014 6:15 PM 

Kevin Barris < ~gmail.com> 

Lmry Gallo (athg~Jlo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: How ’][’he North Carolina ’Far Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis - Forbes 

Kevin, 

Thank you for your support but j ust so you know, I never felt like I was poorly treated during X/Ix Baddour’s run as our athletic director. The issue here at UNC in athletics is a lack of 
revenue production for the large # of sports that we are carrying. Football has to be the main revenue driver because they" have the potential to generate the most $ Our very successful 
basketball program certainly generates a wonderful amount of revenue but not enough to keep any of the nonrevenue sports supported at the level of the other teams in the conference or 
our nationally competitive peers And one of the many things I do like about Bubba is he has actually shown us this major issue (in writing) and wants to figure out a way to solve it 

What I will always love Mr Baddour for is the way he supported me during an incredibly stressful 9 year lawsuit. I think a weaker AD would have thrown me to the wolves. And the media 
and those that live in the Ivory Tower can blow these issues we all keep reading about up to whatever extent they like, but I believe there is an incredible amount of good going on with all 
the athletic teams and the academic flagship here at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and that did not change even through the "crisis" we have recently lived through. How 
many degrees were compromised? Were the undergraduates in my day" a collection of saints? Maybe my loyalty blinds me but I do not look at my Universi~ or my leaders any differently 
than I ever did. And no media scrutiny or judgment of the righteous is going to change how I feel. Too maW good men that I love have fallen on their swords over this for one reason: 
because they" were good men. Not because they’ lacked moral clarity or integrity. 

I guess there might be a way lbr us to have avoided all of these issues *ve keep reading about but it will be at the sacrifice of the way all of us would like to be treaed. I *wmt to be trusted by 
my athletic director to do the right thing .. N/it Baddour trusted me AND proved it when the national media wanted him to do something else. 

Kevin, I hope you understand what I have tried to share. Thank you for your constant support of our program and your love of this great University. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kevln Barris [rnailt~ ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 3:57 PM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: How The North Carolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE Above Crisis - Forbes 

Anson, thought of you when I read this. Hope this is really happening. Always felt women’s soccer treated like a step-child during the Baddour regime. Never understood, for instance, why 
your girls had to staffa concession stand at Sraith Center for lunch money. 

Hope you’re doing well and playing a lot of golf. 

Best 
Kevin 

h ttp:i/~’w.forbes.confsites/iasonbelzeri2014i02/20ihow-the-nor th-carolina-tar-heels-learned-to-rise-above-crisis/ 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 6:23 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.co~n); Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

RE: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Ver’y good .,,, I know suing people, being sued by people is very stressful but can you jump on this and go on Christian Mingle? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, Februa~/20, 20:t4 4:47 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc-"         ~msn.com; Jason Sisneros (         ;@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; Re: UNC Nan’s Soccer Update 

’][’his slacker 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an,_~n(T~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Who was going {o do {his for us? I forgot! 

From: Grant Porter [mailto:qtporter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:45 Plvl 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL~CK HERE. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

lDownload Attachment: BanquetInvitation2014 32860.pd*] 

Deaz Alumni and Friends, 

First, a friendly reminder that the mmual l~anquet is quickly approaching. 
Attached is an invitation ruth complete details for the evening of 

Februa~- 28th at the Carolina Inn. If you have not sent in an RSVP and would 

still like to come, please use email at this point to make the planning process 

easier. You can email me names of those attending to gtporter~unc.edu and bring 
the appropriate payment with you to the banqnet. 

Also, below is a link to our Spring Schedule of games. We hope to see some of you at the 
matches as the returning group continues to work, train, and prepare for the Fail 2014 season. 

http]/www.goheels.corrr’ViewA~ticle.dbn r? 

SPSID 668163&SPID 12969&DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~0941097 ..................................... 

As always, reach out to us at the office with any questions and follow us at: 

Web: http: ,’/w~v w:goheels.c ore/ 

Facebook: vx~vw.face book~com,’carolmasoccer 

Twitter: @uncmensmccer 

Go tleels! 

Grant Porter 
Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:34 PM 

~live.nnc.edu> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: l?ossible Shirt Donation for my Students 

is having a good week .,.. And yes, the sun is fun![ 

From; 
Sent-" Thursday~ 6:30 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A I~ 
Subject; RE: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

Thanks Anson, and that’s good to hear about the sun. We saw it briefly yesterday, but it’s gone again today. 

How has     been doing? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 2:38 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Sander, Thomas J; ~aol.comj Ducat, Chris 

Subject: RE: Possible Shirt Donation for my Students 

Emmalie, 

f am putting Tom in charge of tfds for you~ Good luck w~th ~:~ 

And yes, the sun 5hairy ~eturned to Ch~pe~ ~-I~1 ~:h~ week and we are enjoyh~g 

~rom~ 
Sent~ Wednesday,~ 9:31 PN 
To~ Sander, ~omas J; Sander, ~omas 3; Dorrance, Albert A N; }aol.com; Ducat, Chris 
Su~jeet~ Possible SNR Donation for my Students 

Hi there Tom, Anson, Dino and Ducat, 

I hope you are all doing well and I hope you’re spring season is going well so far. I just wanted to check in with all of you and see if you had 

heard anything from other coaches or s~ff at UNC who might be able to donate about 33 UNC t-shirts for students at my school. Each 

classroom at our school has adopted a college to get students thinking about college and hoping to go someday. Originally my class was 

assigned Duke, but there’s no way I was going to let that happen, so I convinced them to let us switch to UNC. 

If there’s anything you’ve heard or any other people you think I should get in touch with, I would love any help at all. 

Thank you so much again and I hope eve~thing is still amazing in Chapel Hill. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:54 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Phone caJl 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! 

Not sure if you got my last omail or not but I wanted to call you soon to talk about the EPL team I’ve been watching. I was plarming on calling arocmd Saturday evening. Does that work for 
you? Thanks. Hope you’re watching the game now, go heels! 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:16 AM 

@unc.edu> 

1~;: Practice 

No problem    ’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Practice 

2:39 

Hey Anson, 
I noticed this didn’t send earlier so 
I’m going to try again-- hopeihlly this gets to you I won’t be at practice tomon-ow because I’m volunteering for an energy conference we are having here in chapel hill. It’s a really big deal 
and for nay class ~ve are supposed to vohmteer 8 hours for a free pass to the event and this is the only open time for me. So I won’t be attending practice in the morning but I will make up the 
weights in the afternoon when I’m done 

Thank you, 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:13 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~W: Loude~milk Center Access 

What is my PID #? 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 20:[4 :[0:56 AM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Grirnsley, Richie; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Loudermilk Center Access 

As mentioned a few weeks ago, we have installed Biometric Fingerprint Scaamers at the Loudermilk Center for F, xcellence at the Ist Floor door from the paJ~king lot and at 

a door into the 3rd floor elevator lobby from the Kenan Stadium Concourse. This will enable us to provide a more secure Facility for our Student Athletes and Staff as well 
as be a means to control or restrict access when needed. We will need for all Coaches and Student Athletes currently on rosters to stop by the Loudermilk Center to have 
their fingerprint entered into the system. ~[!ae information entering process takes about 3 minutes per person. Student Athletes eligible to be in the system will come from a 
list provided fi’om Co~npliance. ~4J1 Head and Assistant Coaches will need to provide Nate Hilton (~filton(a!email.unc~edu) with their PID number to have it pre-entered into 
the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your fingerprint is scanned if you have not already done so. Any coach with an outside door key to 
Loudermilk (LM-A01) will be asked to turn it in once the system goes active. 

’Ihe scheduled enrollment period will be March 3-6 from 11:00 AM-2:00 PM on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the Loudermilk Center. We hope to get as many of our 

Coaches and Student _Athletes enrolled during these dates as we can. Please pass this location and these times along to your te~yns. Thank you. 
Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel ttill, NC 27517 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:17 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Loudermilk Ceuter Access 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Friday, February 2:t, 2014 11:13 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Loudermilk Center Access 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, February 2:t, 20:t4 l:t::t3 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: FW: Loudermilk Center Access 
Wh~t is my PID #? 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 20:t4 :t0:56 AM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Grknsley, Richie; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Pogge, Paul 
Subject: Loudermilk Center Access 

As mentioned a few weeks ago, we have installed Biometric Fingerprint Scaamers at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence at the 1st Floor door from the paJ~king lot and at 

a door into the 3rd floor elevator lobby from the Kenan Stadium Concourse. This will enable us to provide a more secure Facility for our Student Athletes and Staff as well 
as be a means to control or restrict access when needed. We will need for all Coaches and Student Athletes currently on rosters to stop by the Loudermilk Center to have 
their fingerprint entered into the system. ~[!ae information entering process takes about 3 minutes per person. Student Athletes eligible to be in the system will come from a 
list provided fi’om Co~npliance. ~4J1 Head and Assistant Coaches will need to provide Nate Hilton (~dlton(a!email.unc~edu) with their PID number to have it pre-entered into 
the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your fingerprint is scanned if you have not already done so. Any coach with an outside door key to 
Loudermilk (LM-A01) will be asked to turn it in once the system goes active. 

’Ihe scheduled enrollment period will be March 3-6 from 11:00 AM-2:00 PM on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the Loudermilk Center. We hope to get as many of our 

Coaches and Student _Athletes enrolled during these dates as we can. Please pass this location and these times along to your te~yns. Thank you. 
Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Mauagemeut 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chattel ttill. NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:36 AM 

@live.unc.edu) @gmail.com; ~live.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu); 

@rocketmail.com; @gmaJl.com; ~gmaJd .com; @live.unc.edu; @yahoo.corn; 

~ymail.com; i@ahoo.com; @live.unc.edu; @msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 
~gmafiLcom); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Raanmy’s video project 

Ladies, 

I am ~urning this over to 

From: Shelton, Karen C 
Sent: Friday, .11:35 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, AIber~ A IV; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, 
Jennifer S; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan M.; Meaders, Harlis James; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Somoano, 
Carlos N; Calder, Andrew G 
Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Rammy’s video project 

Hi Coaches, 

How ’bout them Tar Heets! What a game! 

While everyone is still in a good mood, 1 thought 1 would follow up on the Rammy’s video proiect assigned at Tuesday’s coaches meeting. I have attached the song 

that we will use along with the music video. We will follow a similar format as the music video only personalizing w~th town and campus locations. Hopefully, we 

can get             to agree to be our ~ead-4n guy in the hat at the beginning of the vh~eo. Alter the ~ead ~n., we wou~d haw~ head coaches and assistan~:s fikned 

dandng/acting st each sports practice and or competition site. The tkne commitment at your s~te ~,v~l not be ~onger than 30 min. max.. 

Additionally, we will have sign up time slots at d~fferen[ campus and town focsdons (Old Wel~, Sutton’s, Morehead P~ane[arium, The P~t, Topo, etc.}. Hope[:uHy we 

can organize some group moves that are fun and that will not take much of your t~me. If you have any dates that are more convenient than others, just let me 

know. 

We would I~ke to beg~n filming the week of and w~l] do a group shot: after our Leadership Workshop 

Please have a ~ook st the music v~deo and begin tNnk~ng about your moves{~. ~f anyone has spedfic thoughts or suggestions, p~ease feel free to send them my 

way. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter and ~ appredate your cooperation. 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 12:47 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer in Park City Utah - Come play where the Olympians train 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer in Park Cib~ Utah - Come play where the Ob~pians train 

From: Avalanche Invitational Park City Utah <scotV~:avalancheinvitationa].com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Park City - Avalanche Invitational - Showcase, June 6-8, 2014 

Wekt tike to personalty in,dte you to register to attend the 4th annual Avatanche Invitational in Park 

City, Utah, June 6-8.20’14. The Avalanche Invitationat, hosted b’! Utah Avatanche Soccer Ctub, 

pro\rides opportunities Ior top-perforating female athletes oi a[t ages to compete and be seen by 

college coaches. 

As an etite, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams wilt join us this year in 

Pa~k City, and we woutd tore to have your athletes attend. The tou~ nament is organized into three 

brackets and is open to teams U9 through U19. 

The Etite College Showcase fever aUows prayers to demonstrate their tatents to coUege coaches 

and recruiters and is intended for U15-U19 teams. We anticipate more than 75 cortege coaches 

to attend, 

Cost: U15-U19:5900 

The Etite Competitive fever challenges developing athtetes to compete with the nation’s best. 

This [eve[ is intended for U12-Ui 4 teams. 

As you prepare your younger teams to pray at hi~her, more competitive levels, this tournament 

provides an opportunity to measure your ~eam a~ainst the nation’s best. 

Cost: U12-U14:5650 

The Etite Youth lever a[tow’s your youngest teams to gain tournament experience and have a 

great time. 

Cost: U9-U10 (gVg): $500 U11 (1 lvl 1 ): ,f650 

To register, visit us online at: Avalanche Invitational Registration 

We chose Park City to host the Avalanche In~dtationat for a few reasons. Utah is our home, and we 

want to share with you the bem~ty of the landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We 

be[ieve that Park City’s specEacu[ar views provide the perfect backdrop tot the naEbn’s best soccer 

players to come togethe~ and compete. 

The charm of downtown Pa~k City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and 

entertainment, writ ensure your stay in Park CiW wilt be a memoraNe experience for you and your 

family, and we took forward to your pnrtidpation in this year’s Avalanche Inv~tationaL 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:02 PM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: schedule for week of Monday Feb 24 

14 spring overall cal week 8.pdf 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Friday, Februap! 21, 2014 1:04 PM 
Subject: schedule for week of Monday Feb 24 

Team, 

Things get switched up a little this week because of the game Sat: 

Mort -we’re at Finley, so allow a little more time to get to practice in the morning. 

Tues - normal 

Wed -we’re off, but you still need to come in for treatments! 

Thurs - weights after practice 

Thurs and Fri - both days start a little later 

Fri-Thursday meetings moved to Friday 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Coaolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 21, 2014 2:02 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: schedule for week of Monday Feb 24 

14 spring overall cal week 8.pdf 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Friday, Februap! 21, 2014 1:04 PM 
Subject: schedule for week of Monday Feb 24 

Team, 

Things get switched up a little this week because of the game Sat: 

Mort -we’re at Finley, so allow a little more time to get to practice in the morning. 

Tues - normal 

Wed -we’re off, but you still need to come in for treatments! 

Thurs - weights after practice 

Thurs and Fri - both days start a little later 

Fri-Thursday meetings moved to Friday 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Coaolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ,~O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:43 PM 

@|ive.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros i O!gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Article just got published 

Thanks for the notice! 

Sent: Friday, 2:25 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Article just got published 
Hey it’s          . I interviewed you a while ago for an article, and it was just published today on topdrawersoccer.com. I just wanted to give you a heads 

up and thank you again for talking to me. 

Here is the link: 

Best of luck, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: ’Fix to wake 

Chris, 

Tom is not here where do 1 find the form? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Friday, 5:22 PM 

To; Sander, Thomas J 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Fwd: Tix to wake 

Tom, 

If you are still in the office will you fill out a ticket request from and email to MA please? 

Chris 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Touloupas, Mary Alyson" <matouloupas@unc.edu> 

Date: at 4:17:08 PM CST 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <~_u_.£.a__r_~._u_.qc_.._@_.u_.> 

Cc: "Touloupas, Mary Alyson" <matouloupas@unc.edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Tix to wake 

Yes, we could do four tickets. Just send me a form, thanks! 

On , at 4:18 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi MA 

I’m in TX. Just got email from Anson. Two recruits on campus 

coach and one for a current player to join them? 

Chris 

and ¯ Are we allowed a ticket for their club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~rNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 
Friday, February 21, 2014 5:32 PM 

Hilton, Natha~ Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu> 

pacmm~@uncaa.mm.e& 

My PID # is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 2:26 PM 

bill palladino @aol.com> 

Fwd: UNC Spring Break Camp 

Dino, can you respond to this’? 

Se,~t.f!°om my Verizon IVireIess 4(5 L)"k DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: UNC Spring Break Cmnp 

From: "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoa~o@unc.edu> 
To: Chris Rich           @gmail.com> 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladiuo@unc.edu>,"Dona~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dino 

Are you ok with this? Just want to ask befbre moving fbrward. Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 

On Feb 15, 2014, at 11:16 AM, "Chris Rich" @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Bill, 

> 

> This is Chris, new assistant with the men. We’re having a spring break camp next month and would like to add girls to the program We noticed you’ll do not have a spring break camp but 

wanted to run it by you either way. Would you guys be ok with us adding girls? Let me know, thanks. 

> 

> 

> Chris Rich 

> UNC Men’s Soccer 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:27 PM 

~aol.com> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

??? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Frown: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

To:                              @live.unc.edu> 

CC: "Yount, Tony" <ton).wount@unc.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Deaf 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BI~I. :utoring session on at g~p~. This is your f!~[ documented 

infractions and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory rneeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been .H_E__t_D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.!~..~.~.~.Li~;[~:!.gg:~!.~!9:~:?.~:!) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistan~ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~eu~emaiLu~;c.edu 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday 6:28 PM 

~live.tmc.edu~~ 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

??? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Frown: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

To: ’                              ~live.unc.edu> 

CC: "Yount, Tony" <ton).wount@unc.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Deal 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your ~B~M    ~utoring session on at 6~P~- This is your fi~ documented 

infractions and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory rneeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been .H_E__t_D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.!~..~.~.~.Li~;[~:!.gg:~!.~!9:~:?.~:!) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistan~ Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsi~eu~emaiLu~;c.edu 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:29 PM 

~gm~l.com> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

??? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Frown: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

To:                           @live.unc.edtc, 

CC: "Yount, Tony" <ton?.wount@nnc.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Deal 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BI~[ tutoring session o at g~p~. This is your f!~[ documented 

infractions and shall be considered your first warning~ 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd ~nfraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th ~nfract~on = Str~ke three 

With Std~e three, aH tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory rneet~ng w~th the student, head coach, academic counselor, assodate dkector of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsiNlity to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, R~sing Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.[~..}.~.~.L~J;?~:~.r~g:~L~).9:.9.~:~) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

~ss~st~n~ Tutoda~ Coordinator/Academic 

U ~C Academic Support P~og~am fo~ Student-Athletes 

Offk:e: 919.-843-.Z~78 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.e&~ 

To:                           ~live.unc.edtc, 

CC: "Yount, Tony" <ton?.wount@nnc.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BIO[ tutoring session o~ at g~p~. This is your f!~t documented 

infractions and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infrac[ion = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been .H_E__k_D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.!)..~.~.~.Li~;[~!.Og:,~!.~!#:!:~.~:!) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday 6:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutofing@unc.e&~ 

To:                             ,~)live.unc.edu> 
CC: "Yount, Tony" <tons.~ount@unc.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received infractions for not showing up in your ~ATB tutoring session on at ~p~ and for not showing up in your 

POF,~ tutoring session on at ~i~P~. These are your ~hd and thif~ documented infractions and shall be considered your second warning and 

Strike one. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semes~e~ (not b7 ~ndivMual class}. St~den[s who h~ve a history of infractions maV lose [heir [utodng 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd ~nfraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th ~nfrac[~on = Strike two 

5[h h~fract~on = Std~e three 

With Str~ke three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting w~th the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HEkD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have ~ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.~.~[~.~.M~E~}Ig.~.~.~.%~.) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sh~u 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-A[:hletes 

b S h e u @ e m ~. u n~:, e ~ u 

Off:ice: 919-8~13-2328 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday: 5:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Weekly InIiaction Notice 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu-~,"Yount, Tony" <tonD~oun~unc.edu-~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Ben, 

I received an e,nail from Tony that I could go to a weekl5 drop in hour for t ortuguese instead of a tutor and I went to it on Wednesday at 7pm. I signed in so it should 

be in the gr-stem. Also, I have never missed a tutor prior to this, the oflmr one I got an email for I was never notified that I even had and I fl~onght I had cleared that up 

with you via email. So ifI remember correctly missing my math tutor on Friday should be considered my first warning. 

Thanks, 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On . at 5:19 PM, "ASPSA Tutoring" <~}~{~.!~:].’~!D2g~2.@}}!)%g~.!~> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that Fou received infractions for not showing up in Four I’vl~H tutoring session on at ~OOD~ and for not showing 

up in Four ~OR3"    tutoring session on at ~i~P~. These are Four ~ and {hind documented infractions and shall be considered Four 

second warning and Strike one. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not bF individual class). Students who have a Nstory of ~nfractions maF lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

W~th Str~ke three, all tutorial services may be suspended unti~ a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

d~rector of academic support, and tutoda~ coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business doys from the date of the email to appea~ in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators ((~}.~:}~?Z~.~.#.[.[~;[g.~j~}3~.:~.~.~}.) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no ~ater than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9~9-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

~en 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordh~ator!Academ~c Cotmse~or 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student.-Ath~etes 

b~;heu @em:~{~ ,u[~c, edu 

Office: 919-843--2328 

Ce~l: 

< Infiaction Appeal Form.docyc> 



Fl’Olll ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 6:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

??? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

From: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.e&~ 

To:                      ~live.unc.edu> 

CC: "Yount, Ton??’ <ton?.~ount@unc.edu;>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your S~0R tutoring session on at 9i~P~. This is your ~i~t documented 

infractions and shall be considered your first warning. 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively [or the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history o[ inflactions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been .~_E__L_ .D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.!~..~.~.~.Li~;~:!.r.:.~:~-.i,.!.~!9:.~?.~!) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

if you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 6:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

Infraction Appeal Fo~m.docx 

??? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Frown: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

To:                            @live.unc.edu> 
CC: "Yount, Tony" <lon?.~ount@unc.edu:>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your MATH    tutoring session on at 9’.0~P~. This is your fi~ documented 

infractions and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infiactions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th irffraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been H_E__L_D_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (~.!~..}.~.~.LiJ;?~!.r.:.N:~:.i..!.~).#:.9.~!) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pm or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

AssistanL Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiLu~;c.edu 

Of[ice: 919.-843-.2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Wasn’t this the duke gmne? 

On ~, at 5:29 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~);f~g~!~?.~#!::~!it.;:f~):~?~ wrote: 

??? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 
From: ASPSA Tutoring 

To: ’ 

CC: "Youn~ Tony" <~5~?2:fS~:{~(L}.~:{~N:~:~)~,"Do~ance, Nbe~ A IV" 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your STOP,    tutoring session on at 9iOOP~. This is your fif~t 

documented infractions and shall be considered your first warning. 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of infractions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

Ist and 2rid infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

Sth infraction = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been HELD. 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have $ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached 

Appeal form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, 

and know you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (t!).-.<..[~.~.*.’~tz!~!t[!~@.!)L’...q:.#~.£) within the timeline 

listed below and inform your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments Spin or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before Spin - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinato~jAcademic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Progn~m for SLudenl:-Athh:_d:es 

Office: 9:[9-843-2328 

Cell: 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:52 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

FW: field tuff 

Illegal right? 

From: Reggie Allred [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 20J.4 :L~.:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: field turf 

Coach Anson, 
I coach the Faith Christian High School baseball team, in addition to the CNC Baseball Club 18u team. Our school is trying to raise money to get sod so that we can have a 
grass infield. We need to raise about $1800 to complete it. To raise this money, we are having a "Sports Auction" and Hot Dog Supper on March 15. Is there ANYTHING that 
you can donate to the school? We can give a Tax Deductible Receipt to you or the college. We will take anything-sports weadshirts/sweat shirts, excess equipment, used 
items (ierseys, pants,etc. "~ or anythin.q else you can think of. We are a really small school, and with your help, we can get a grass infield. Thanks so much! 

Thanks, 

Coach Reggie Allred 

CNC Baseball Club Speed & Agility Coach 

Post 81 Senior Legion Head Baseball Coach 

Faith Christian Hi~ School Head Baseball Coach 

www.cncba~ballclub.com ............................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisnero! ~gmail.com) 

FW: Upgrade to Mac OS X 10.9 aka Mavericks 

From: Brigitta Braatz [mailto:info@dtsvideo.com] 
Sent; Sunday, February 23, 20:[4 7::[2 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Upgrade to Mac OS X 10.9 aka Mavericks 

To All Our Clients Currently operating with Gamebreaker or Sportscode V9 or V10 

As we stated in previous communications, we would notify our Gamebreaker Plus users when it is safe to upgrade their Apple 

operating system. Sportstec has completed their testing of compatibility (Version 9 and Version 10, only) with the newest 

release Apple operating system. This now gives us the all clear for our clients to upgrade to Mac OS X 10.9, aka Mavericks, if 

you have a license code for V9 or Vl0. 

CAUTIONS 

Version 10 

If your Mac OS X is below version 10.8.5 DO NOT install Version 10 of either Sportscode or Gamebreaker. Do NOT run 

SportsCode or Gamebreaker Vl 0 on any Mac OSX prior to 10.8.5. Contact our office so we can assist you in taking the 

appropriate steps. 

Version 8 and Below 

Do not accept the free upgrade to Mavericks the new Mac OSX 10.9 if you are operating with an earlier Version of the 

so,rare (V8 or earlier). Gamebreaker\Spo~lscode V8 WILL NOT work in Mavericks. Upgrading to Mavericks could damage 

your files and render your software inoperable. 

If you are interested in upgrading your software or adding another license to enhance your efficiency, contact our office at 302- 

234-t346 or drop us an email at info@dtsvideo.com. 

We appreciate your business. 

<b s~le "font-family: " open .... sans?, "" sa~s-serif, .... text-align: .... left; .... %"">DigitalTec Solutions<br s~le "font-family: "open .... sans?, "" sa~s-serif, .... 

te~-align: .... le~ .... ? ’"’:~:div s~-le "font-family: "ope~"" sans?, "" sans-serif, .... text-align: .... left; .... padding: .... 0px; .... margin: .... ? ""> 

~<tiv sb’le "font-family: " ope~’"’ sans?, "" sans-se~t~, .... text-align: .... left; .... padding: .... 0px; .... margin: .... ? "">OffiCe: 302-234-] 346 [ Fmai~: 
info@dtsvideo.com 
<a:liv slyle "font-family: " ope~"" ,sans?, "" sans-serif, .... text-align: .... left, .... padding: .... 10p.-~7"" 0px~"" 0p~ .... mmgin: .... ? ""> I w~,’~,.sport,~*e~oc~m~ I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:55 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisnero~ @gmail.com) 

FW: Upgrade to Mac OS X 10.9 aka Mavericks 

From: Brigitta Braatz [mailto:info@dtsvideo.com] 
Sent; Sunday, February 23, 20:[4 7::[2 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Upgrade to Mac OS X 10.9 aka Mavericks 

To All Our Clients Currently operating with Gamebreaker or Sportscode V9 or V10 

As we stated in previous communications, we would notify our Gamebreaker Plus users when it is safe to upgrade their Apple 

operating system. Sportstec has completed their testing of compatibility (Version 9 and Version 10, only) with the newest 

release Apple operating system. This now gives us the all clear for our clients to upgrade to Mac OS X 10.9, aka Mavericks, if 

you have a license code for V9 or Vl0. 

CAUTIONS 

Version 10 

If your Mac OS X is below version 10.8.5 DO NOT install Version 10 of either Sportscode or Gamebreaker. Do NOT run 

SportsCode or Gamebreaker Vl 0 on any Mac OSX prior to 10.8.5. Contact our office so we can assist you in taking the 

appropriate steps. 

Version 8 and Below 

Do not accept the free upgrade to Mavericks the new Mac OSX 10.9 if you are operating with an earlier Version of the 

so,rare (V8 or earlier). Gamebreaker\Spo~lscode V8 WILL NOT work in Mavericks. Upgrading to Mavericks could damage 

your files and render your software inoperable. 

If you are interested in upgrading your software or adding another license to enhance your efficiency, contact our office at 302- 

234-t346 or drop us an email at info@dtsvideo.com. 

We appreciate your business. 

<b s~le "font-family: " open .... sans?, "" sa~s-serif, .... text-align: .... left; .... %"">DigitalTec Solutions<br s~le "font-family: "open .... sans?, "" sa~s-serif, .... 

te~-align: .... le~ .... ? ’"’:~:div s~-le "font-family: "ope~"" sans?, "" sans-serif, .... text-align: .... left; .... padding: .... 0px; .... margin: .... ? ""> 

~<tiv sb’le "font-family: " ope~’"’ sans?, "" sans-se~t~, .... text-align: .... left; .... padding: .... 0px; .... margin: .... ? "">OffiCe: 302-234-] 346 [ Fmai~: 
info@dtsvideo.com 
<a:liv slyle "font-family: " ope~"" ,sans?, "" sans-serif, .... text-align: .... left, .... padding: .... 10p.-~7"" 0px~"" 0p~ .... mmgin: .... ? ""> I w~,’~,.sport,~*e~oc~m~ I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 10:58 AM 

Bill Palladino I@aol.com> 

Prig: UNC Spring Break Camp 

How about i[: we are not offering anything they can invite [he girls like during these br’eaks ._. Does that hur’t us? 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto ~aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, Februa~ 23, 20~4 9:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: UNC Spring Break Camp 
An~ 
We ( our camps) are planNng a free cliNc ~ a promo for this summer camp sessions. Obviously, this roll ~ somewhat of a co~ict. Our Day Camp numbers am a 
little down already due to the strange ending date fi)r the local schools (mid week). 

I’m not lbnd of the idea (boys camp ruth girls) but it’s your call .... 
Dino 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Feb 22, 2014~ at 2:26 PM~ "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <g~:!_~!.!(r_~e_._n_!_a4’.!=.uj!_c_=_e_.d___t.p wrote: 

Dino, can you respond to this’? 

Se~t~’.f!~orn t~’ ~rizon ~Vin~ie,s~s" ,i.’(~ L TE DRO[D 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: Re: UNC Spring Break Cmnp 

From: "So~noa]~o, Carlos M" <._c_~__o_Ln_~_r_~Lu__~£q_:_e___d___u_> 

To: Chris Rich -: 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <._[?p_~]_!_:a__d__ij!9_@_unc.edu>,"Dorraa~ce, Albert A IV" <a__n_f!g._r_(~2._ej._n_:a_il_:_~_Lr_Lc_:e__d_.__~ 

Dino 
Are you ok with this? Just want to ask before moving forward. Thanks. 

Car]os Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On Feb 15, 2014, at 11:16 AM_ "Cl~is Rich" 5(g3gmail.corn> wrote: 

> Bill, 
> 

> This is Chris, new assistant with the men. We’re having a spring break camp next month and would like to add girls to the program. We noticed you’ll do not have a spring 
break camp but wanted to ran it by you either way. Would you guys be ok with us adding girls? Let me know, thanks. 
> 

> 

> Chris Rich 
> UNC Men’s Soccer 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, ¯ 11:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Soccer t~youts 

Please follow ~p 

From: . [mailt( @aggies.ncat.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, 8:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer tryouts 
Anson Dorrance, 
This is and I am a junior at North Carolina A&T State University. I plan on transferring to UNC Chapel Hill in the . I was wondering 
what I need to do in (~rder for me to be apart of the soccer team at UNC Chapel Hill? Also I was wondering do you offer tryouts and if so when are the tryouts? 
Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:38 AM 

pacma@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Athletic Facility Access 

Can you do this for me? 

From: Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 8:36 AM 
To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Athletic Facility Access 
I would like to ask for eve~Tone’s help in identifying m~y non-current Depa~nental or University personne| who may be in possession of keys, fobs, access codes° or 

other means of accessing our Athletic Facilities. We are going to begin doing this periodically to ensure that only appropriate people who we have approved through 

the designated processes are in possession of means of access. Please send me the person or group’s nmne, which Facility(s) they can access and their reason for 

needing access. Thank you. 
Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facilit.5~ Planning and Management 

IYNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monda? 11:43 AM 

.~aol.com 

EW: Ladder 

House=ipg 

Wh~,t is that ladder doing there? 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, 9:08 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Ladder 

The attached picture was sent to me from someone concerned that some women’s soccer players might be living in this house. They were alarmed that a ladder 

was positioned on top of a picnic table. I don’t know if any of your student-athletes live in this house or not, but thought I’d share this so you can discuss it with 

them if they do in fact live there. 

Hope you had a nice weekend, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, I 12:10 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Fava, Nicole M <fav~@email.unc.edu> 

,~)msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros           ~gma~l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

I will copy Nicole on this so you can get a professional opinion As far as I am concerned I am veW happy      is here. She is a verb’ ~mportant player :[’or us and we need her healthy and 
from what Nicole said she needed to build a much stronger base before she was released to run So I know this has been addressed in her rehab. 

Tony Yount, our academic guy, is also extremely pleased with maturiD’. We all have the feeling that coming early was a veW w~se move I know this is made by a great sacrifice by 
you guys but I love having her here. And thank you for sharing that she is happy Even though we certainly love winning national championships and sending our kids of f to World (;ups 
and Olympics, still my greatest satisfaction is that the kids really do love their four years in Chapel Hill. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (a)~mail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~:37 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

Hello! 
Just wanted to touch base and see how- rehab is going’.’ Do you think she is progressing well? I know she is very happy! 
Also, we are in a bit of a bind and wondered if you had any suggestions. I have booked n a flight out of Greensboro on Sunday, 
now going to Ireland...so I wondered if you know- of a shuttle or soraething offered to s~uaems. 
That~s...I hope you both are doing well. 

and the Canadian friend I have there is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, February 24, 2014 12:11 PM 

Scott Moore <ebiz@creativedesigntees.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.eda 

RE: Did yon look at the weblink? 

11o, we are fine. Thank 

From: Scott Moore [mailto:Scott Moore<ebiz@creativedesigntees.com] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~l 24, 2014 9:S0 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Sul~ject; Did you look at the weblink? 

I have not heeed back from you since my last email, so I thought I might check back. Did you get a chance to take a look at the soccer designs? Will yon be needing 

any .l__~!__r~_v_Le_!_~j_t_’2___(__)_t_[__N__~2L~__h__~g~2!_i_!)__a___~?__c__c_’~r~ t- shills for your athletes’? I’ve had several coaches contact me about extending the expiration date on the $3.80 printed t-shirt, 

so I extended it a couple of weeks. These codes can be used on sweats as well. This link will get you back to the site to check eve .rything out: _[__J_Lfi_5_Le_!2Nj_t2L(__)f____N_9__r_l_!2~ 

Carolina soccer Take a look and let me know ifI can pat an~hing together for you. I can ship oat within 7-10 days. 

Codes: 

EarlySpringl00 -$60 offof 100 garments $3.80 per shirt (includes shipping in most cases) 

EarlySpring50 -$30 offof50 gannents $4.80 per shirt 

Scott Moore 

Creative Design Tees 

1-877-265-1596 

3835 N. Hillcrest St. Ste 2 

Wichita, KS. 67220 

Please tell me if checking in on you occasionally is a nuisance by clicking here and I roll make sure not to con’tact yon in the future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:00 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Transfer request 

Please send an "immediate playing" opportunity for Lo d~e following schools: and 
Thank you! 

From: [mailto:’ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Loved the meeting~ 
I had emailed you at 4:20 but it must not have ~one through :/P]] copy it ~low: 
Hey ~s, 

Thanks again tbr tinNng some time m talk with me. It means a lot that you were so okay with it all and won’t penalize me tbr it. So the order (having not visited any of 

the schools) is                                  and           And my cell is.           and emml is     ~gmail.com 

Thanks! 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 5:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an.~n@email.unc.edn> wrote: 

I k)v~-:~d our chat. t know this game is too important for you not to play so Voter sugges[:~on was a very good one. Get me Voter school Hst ~md ~ wH~ send 

aH of them ~ re,ease for them to (:a~ you. 

F~m: [mailto: ~maKcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:31 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

Sounds good. See you there~ 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On , at 12:24 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~_Ln__s_~2!£~_e_Er_a_i_l_:__uj!_c_:__e__q~__u_.> wrote: 

I have a doctor’s appointment at 1:30 today at student health .... they are never on time any way so meet me there. I will tE to get there at 

1:20 so we can have some time.’                                       , nothing serious. How about that? 

~L~ g !:_n_ La_i Lc_o__r__n_ > wrote: 

It’s kind of important and I can make sure it won’t take long if that helps. Or I can come to yonr office or your house later tonight if it’s 

easier. But if you really don’t have time I can and come tomorrow after praclice and skip weights or come after class around 3:30. 

On Tue,            at 11:32 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n~;email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Today is a nightmare for me!! 

From: [mailto:: ~clmajl.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

I got Tom’s group me about there being meetings even though there isn’t practice ~ can we t~ the afternoon? I cam swing by anytime after 

1:45 and before 5:30. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

Lm~ce Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

release 

Lance, 

Can we please send a release to Davidson College as well? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashton, Greg [mailto:grashton@davidson edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: release 
Importance: High 

Hi Anson, 

I just had a call form             morn asking if I had received 
to try and have her visit during her spring break if possible. 

Thanks Greg 
Greg Ashton 
Davidson College 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Davidson, NC 28031-7158 
Office Ph: 7048942818 
Cell Ph: 
Emai[: grashton@davidson, edu 

release release. If she has could you send it to me as I really want to try and see ffwe can make it work for her I want 

On 3:47 PM, "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have not had the conversation with her but will soon![ 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>From: Ashton, Greg [mailto:grashton@davidson edu] 

>Sent: Tuesday, 3:45 PM 

>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

>Subject: possible Transfer 

> 

>Hi Anson, 

>I wanted to follow up on the conversation we had a couple of weeks ago 

>about ? Just cmious and hopeful to be perfectly honest! 

> 

>Greg 

> 

>Greg Ashton 

>Davidson College 

>Head Woruen’s Soccer Coach 

>Davidson, NC 28031-7158 

>Office Ph: 704.894.2818 

>Cell Ph: 

>Email: gr ashton@davidson.edu 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 

> 

>>Greg, 

>> 

>> Call me when you have a minute. (c) .... thank you!! 

>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 

>>From: division-i-womens-socc er-coaches@googlegroups com 

>>[mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf 

>>Of Ashton, Greg 

>>Sent: Friday,                  10:38 AM 

>>To: division+womens-soc cer-coaches@googlegroups, corn 

>>Su~iect: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} games 

>> 

>>Davidson College is looking for a couple of home games opening weekend 

>>of and Would be willing discuss return or guarantee 

>> 

>>An?- interest please contact me. 

>> 

>>Cheers 

>> 

10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



>> 

>>Greg Ashton 
> >Davidson College 
>>Head Wumen’s Soccer Coach 
>>I)avidson, NC 28031-7158 
>>Office Ph: 704.894.2818 
>>(;ell Ph: 
>>Email: grashton@davidsun, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~’.nscaa.comicollege. 

>>You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google 
>>Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
>>To ~msubscribe from this group and stop receiving eruails from it, send 
>>an email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups, com<mailto: d 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+i 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+vis 
>>ion-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.c om>. 
>>To post to this group, send email to 
>>division-i-woraens-soc cer-coaches@googlegr oups. com<mailto:division-i-wo 

>>-soccer -coaches@googlegroups. com>. 
>>Visit this group at 
>>htt~ :/&rou~s. ~oo~le. c orai~r oul~/division-i-woraens-s o c cer-co aches. 
>>For more options, visit htt~s://~rou~s.~oo~le.coru/~rou~s/o~t out. 

>>Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~’.nscaa.comicollege. 

>>You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google 
>>Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group 
>>To u~subscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send 
>>an email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegr oups. corn 
>>To post to this group, send email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches@googlegroups c om. 
>>Visit this group at 
>>http ://groups. google comigroup/division-i-womens-soc cer-co aches 
>>For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:08 PM 

Ashton, Greg <grashton@david~n.edu-~ 

I~E: release 

Greg, 

I have sent the formal request into compliance I don’t know their turnaround but they usually do it immediately. Good luck, she has four schools on her list and you are her first choice. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ashton, Greg [mailto:grashton@davidson edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: release 
Importance: High 

Hi Anson, 

I just had a call form             morn asking if I had received 
to try and have her visit during her spring break if possible. 

release release. If she has could you send it to me as I really want to try and see ffwe can make it work :for her I want 

Thanks Greg 
Greg Ashton 
Davidson College 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Davidson, NC 28031-7158 
OflSce Ph: 7048942818 
Cell Ph: 
Emaik grashton@davidson, edu 

On 3:47 PM, "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu) wrote: 

> I have not had the conversation with her but will soon!! 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Ashton, Greg [mailto:grashton@davidson edu] 
>Sent: Tuesday, 3:45 PM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: possible Transfer 
> 

>Hi Anson, 
>I wanted to follow up on the conversation we had a couple of weeks ago 
>about ’ Just cmious and hopeful to be perfectly honest! 
> 

>Greg 
> 

>Greg Ashton 
>Davidson College 
>Head Woruen’s Soccer Coach 
>Davidson, NC 28031-7158 
>Office Ph: 704.894.2818 
>Cell Ph: 
>Email: gr ashton@davidson.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 
> 

>>Greg, 
>> 

>> Call me when you have a minute. (c) .... thank you!! 
>> 

>>-----Original Message ..... 
>>From: division-i-womens-socc er-coaches@googlegroups com 
>>[mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf 
>>Of Ashton, Greg 
>>Sent: Friday,                  10:38 AM 
>>To: division+womens-soc cer-coaches@googlegroups, corn 
>>Su~iect: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} games 
>> 

>>Davidson College is looking for a couple of home games opening weekend 
>>of and Would be willing discuss return or guarantee 
>> 

>>An?- interest please contact me. 
>> 

>>Cheers 
>> 

10:00 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



>> 

>>Greg Ashton 
> >Davidson College 
>>Head Wumen’s Soccer Coach 
>>I)avidson, NC 28031-7158 
>>Office Ph: 704.894.2818 
>>(;ell Ph: 
>>Email: grashton@davidsun, edu 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~’.nscaa.comicollege. 

>>You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google 
>>Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
>>To ~msubscribe from this group and stop receiving eruails from it, send 
>>an email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups, com<mailto: d 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+i 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+vis 
>>ion-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.c om>. 
>>To post to this group, send email to 
>>division-i-woraens-soc cer-coaches@googlegr oups. com<mailto:division-i-wo 

>>-soccer -coaches@googlegroups. com>. 
>>Visit this group at 
>>htt~ :/&rou~s. ~oo~le. c orai~r oul~/division-i-woraens-s o c cer-co aches. 
>>For more options, visit htt~s://~rou~s.~oo~le.coru/~rou~s/o~t out. 

>>Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~’.nscaa.comicollege. 

>>You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google 
>>Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group 
>>To u~subscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send 
>>an email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegr oups. corn 
>>To post to this group, send email to 
>>division-i-womens-soc cer-coaches@googlegroups c om. 
>>Visit this group at 
>>http ://groups. google comigroup/division-i-womens-soc cer-co aches 
>>For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:10 PM 

Anabel Jimenez Hering <jimenez@american.edu> 

ILS: 

Coach, 

This is her cell #: 

From: Anabel 3imenez Hering [mailto:jimenez@american.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Ok that’s good. I would imagine she will be reaching out to me soon? I haven’t received an email ficom her as of yet. If you ~nd me her email I ca~ reach out as well. 

Thanks aga~n and good luck with the rest of your spring! 

Thanks, 

?mabel 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:00 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~n({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Anai~el Jime~ez Hering [ma!!~:j[!3~e)~arnerican~du] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

Coach Anson, 

I received a release for one of your players,           and wanted to get some feedback from you on her reasoning for leaving UNC. I’m excited to hopefully 
get a player from such an amazing program and really hope it’s a good fit. 

Any information on would be most helpful and g~atly appreciated. 

Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 

Anabel Hering 
<image001 .j pg:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:18 PM 

~tnsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros, ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: 

Attach: 

D,V: Spring Game vs. Duke Cataptflt Rankings 

Duke Spring Game Catapult.pdf 

Here is some data from Duk~-_~. I lille wher~-_~ w~-_~ are going, Never ending ascension baby~l! Now, let’s keep ascending through Spdng break, Use this as a chance ~:o 

keep ~mproving physically, technically ~nd nutritionally, 

Remember, pro teams when we get back. ~Ne a~e NOT going to ready ff we don’t do something eveW d~y ove~ break to get bette~. ~f you want to see }f you can p~ay 

at that ~evel work hard to prove it. 

Your staff is very exalted about what we are seeing in practice. So many of you are getth~g better and better. 

Sent~ Wednesday,             ~2:23 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV~ Gatz, Grego~ 
Subject~ Spring Game vs. Duke CaNpult Rankings 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Attached are the Catapult rankings from Saturday’s game vs. Duke. In addition to the values I provided in the fall (ground covered, effort & engagement, and 

hybrid score), I have added minutes played, total miles run, a~g mile page, total worklead (player load} and avg worklead (player load/rain}, which I thought the 

girls might find interesting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,             5:21 PM 

@)earthlink.nel> 

Player Load 

Your player load for minutes played was outstanding,        numbers were better only because she played more minutes. I like where you are going. Don’t stop. 

Pro teams after break. Wonderful challenge for you and all of us!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bee: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday; March 5, 2014 5:24 PM 

Patrick L Goss <p-goss@northwestern.edw~ 

John Kennedy (john@combatbraintr~fining.com) 

RE: Combat Brain Trafining question frown NortJ~wes~tern Golf Coach 

I love his sL~ff]!! He is ~lso a wonderful contact into this world of Peak Performance!! 

I would recommend him w~thout reserv;tion. 

F~m: Patrick L Goss [maiito:p-~oss@northwestern.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 04, 2014 12:55 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Combat Brain Training question from No~hwes~rn Golf Coach 

Anson, 

My n~me is P~trick Goss, ~nd I ~m the Director of Golf ~nd He~d Men’s Golf Co~ch ~t Northwestern University. We b~ve ~ mutual friend in M~rci~ McDermott. 

Congratulation on ~1~ of your success. ~ enjoyed re~ding Vision of A champion ~nd the M~n W~tching ~nd b~ve ~lw~ys ~dmired your program. 

~ recently met with John Kennedy of Combat Br~in Training. He is ~ctu~lly located in Evanston where Northwestern is located. This is ~n ~re~ that I h~ve ~ gre~t 

interest in, ~nd he references h~ving done some work with your te~m. ~ w~s hoping to get some feedback from you on his program. 

~ understand how busy you ~re, but if you h~ve ~ny time ~ would ~ove to be~r your thoughts. You c~n either em~il me or c~l me ~t 

~ ~ppreci~te your time ~nd wish you the best. 

W~rmest Regards, 

P~t Goss 

Director of Golf 
Northwestern A~Ne~Jcs 
o: 847-49~-4642 I f: 847-49~-4659 

uto/NUEm~iIS~gNe~20~ 3.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:27 PM 

~unc.edu> 

l~g: CANCELED: All Spo~ts Video Fihning 

where 

From-" 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:11 PM 
To: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Steinbacher, Rick; Lane, Cricket; Cunningham, Bubba; 
Jr., Larry A.; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢; 
Subject: CANCELED: All Sports Video Filming 

All, 

Due to the weather, we have canceled filming for tonight’s all sports video group scene. We have rescheduled it for Monday, 

Skills Presentation for our student-athletes. 

If you are unavailable on that date, please let me know. I will send updated information for filming closer to the 

Thanks and stay warm! 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~gmail.com; Gallo, 

8:00PM, following the Life 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:30 PM 

Mihalik, Jason P <jmihalik@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Introductions 

I am ~ot sure .... we are not scientists, we are soccer coaches. We live in a gray area, ilothi~g is black or white for us, 

From: Mihalik, Jason P 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 2:35 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (        ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Re: Introductions 

SeveraJ others on your reply. Just let me know if you’ll be accompanied so we can accommodate (and expect) a la, ger group, ttappy to host you all. 

Jason 

On Mar4, 2014, at 11:25 AM, Dorrance, Alberta IV <anson(&emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent .., I will be there 

From: Mihalik, Jason P 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Introductions 
Anson - 

I was thinking we could meet in my reseamh center (top floor of Stallings-Evans) Matthew Gfeller Center. This way I can show you where your players come 

through for evaluations, how our protocol worlcs, and highlight some of the research projects we are planning to sta~ in soccer head injuu resea, ch. 

I hope this venue works for you, 

Jason 

On Feb 28, 2014, at 11:35 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~-?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How about TH March 20th at 2:30 pro? Where do you want to meet? 

From: Mihalik, Jason P 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: Jason Sisneros ( ~g___m___a_!!_&__9_t~0 
Subject: Re: Introductions 

Anson - 

Thank you £or the referral to Jason. I will £onvard the in£ormation to ~n: I am out o£town tb~s weekend s~a~n~ a~ a ~on£eren~e~ and than slammed ~e~n~ a ~rant 

secured next week. I w~ll be around du~n~ sp~n~ recess ~nte~ttanfly. Perhaps we ~an set up a meet~n~ ~br the week Ibllow~n~ sp~n~ break (week of Ma~h ~?)? ~s 

o£now~ I a~ ~ee Monday ~ ~ -4~ Tuesda7 ~ :30-4~ Wed ~2-2:30~ Tbursda? ~2:30-4. I saw N~o~e m SmH~n~s westerda7 and ~et her k~ow that I m~h~d out to ~ou. 

She mayjo~n us ~fshe ~s available. 

Jason 

On Feb 27~ 20 ~4~ at 2:09 PM~ Dorran~e~ A~be~ A IV < ~L~!~!~:_~T!~:~_~ > wrote: 

I would also be VERY interested in seeing what we can do to rn~t~gate the conct~sskm issues aH of tas are having. If YOU are interested in th~s p~ease ~et me know. 

F~m= Nihalik, Jason P 
Sent: Wednesday, ~bruaw 26, 20~4 9:~6 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Introductions 
Anon - 

I wanted to ~ke the oppoguni~" to e-in~duce myself to you. We met briefly outsi& of Dr. S he~~ S alyer’s once las~ year when you were giving a ~ur to a 

prospective recruit. My nmne is J~on Mihalik and I co-direct the MaRhew Gfeller S~a-Related Traumatic Bra~n InjuU Reseamh Center. It is the center where afl of 

your soccer athletes come to for concussion ~seline tesling and we assist the team physicians and your s~fl’atNefic trainers wifl~ ~st-injuU tes*ing and management. I 

~ow you are veU busy, N~t I was hoping I may be able to bend your ear on something. 



I apologize for the lengthof the email, and the informality of ernail for the nature of its content I look forward to meeting with you sometime soon, and would we[come an opportunity to 
invite you to our research center to show you some of the work we are doing, and how it can benefit your athletes. 
All the best, 
Jason 

Jason P. Mihalik, PhD, CAT(C), ATC 
Assistant Professor, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Co-Director, Matthew A. Gfeller Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury Research Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
313 Woollen Gymnasium I Campus Box 8605 I Chapel Hill, NC I 27599 
O: 919.962.2573I L: 919.962.0409 I F: 919.962.6325 I E: jmihalik@email.unc.edu 
tbicenter.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: NLI 

Chris, 

Can you follo~v up? Thank you! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NLI 

%yahoo. corn] 

He?’ Anson ’. I hope you have been well these past few weeks. So rm emailing because I still have not received my NLI and I have turned everything in. Is there something I can do or look 
for ? Thanks 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~#JO=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:36 PM 

Colin A ustin < @gmail.com> 

ILE: Home teaching 

Thank you Colin!! 

From: Colin Austin [mailto: 
Sent= Tuesday, 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Home teaching 

@gmail.com] 
~-:11 PM 

Ben and I had a visit with the . contact with , oJ~d contact 0nailed newsletter) with . Colin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:45 PM 

josh ua@tr~mtobeclutch.com 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

RE: Who Is In Your Circle? 

Joshua. 

The "Leadership Council" is our decision making group composed of our junior cbss and one sophomore and one freshman. I will have no trauma recommending 
you to the Carolina Leadership Academy, ~ w~l~ copy Shelley Johnson on tNs, She runs the Academy. ~ hope she fo~bws 

F~m= joshua@traintobeclutch.com [mailto:joshua@traintobeclutch.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 5:47 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Who Is In Your Circle? 
Thank YOU~ ~ ~ I’m truly honored to ~ow tha~ and veD’ grateful for you ~ng the time to write me~ 

I thi~ you and Jan are wor~ng for me to get out there for CLA? Is that what you are referencing?? 

Sent from the land of possibilily .... 

On , at 2:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ma.~n(~emailamc.edn> wrote: 

.Ioshua, 

Absolutely brilliant!! This ix going out to my family AND my team AND my recruiting classes. (Leadership Council, remind me to chat about this the 

next ~:ime we get together.} 

TMs is a VERY ~mportant message you are sharing. Thank you. 

~m~ Train ~ be CLUTCH [mai~to:~oshua=train~bedu~h,com@mai1357.us2,mcsv,net] On Behalf ~Train to be CLUTCH 
Sent~ Tuesday, 8:00 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Who Is In Your Circle? 

Who is in ,!.s,u,* circle? View this email in your blowse~ 

<imageOOl~pg> 

One of the most impel’rant decisions you continually make in life is with whom you 

sper’.,d you~ [ime Men[ people don’t spend too much time thir’.,king abou[ ~[, BUT those 

we spend [~me with greatly influence how we view the world, and wha[ we th~nk abouL 

It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to reaiize if you think about something for iong enough 

it is going to impad eveiTthing in your life. How many times have you seen peopie taik 

themselves out of doing something because they can’t stop thinking about everything 

gom, g w~ong? 

V~4".,at we spend our time thinking about matters greatiy; and who we spend our time 

with impacts what and haw we think. 

I read somewhere we tend to be the average of the five people we spend the isqost time 

with, So if those five people make an average of 75k per year, you probably make 75k 

per year if those 5 people watch at’., average el i 5 hou~s of TV per week, you probably 

waich an average o~ I 5 hou~s o ~r "[’V per week. We could play tMs out lbr books read, 

vacation days, and many other factors ~n 

This begs the question: wise is in our circle??? 

\;\,1~,eP, anything importa,,’~[ happer’.,s in my lite, 1 tail [he peopie b, my ci,,"cie. Belbre I 

p~biish an at[ida, I read it to my circle Befcxe i have a tough cor’.,versafioP,, lINk to the 

peopie in my circle. When I am faced with a hard decision, I taik to my circle. The book 

of Proverbs taiks a iot about seeking wise caunsei, many of seek counsel, it’s just not 

very wise. 

In yesterday’s [zi_~LEL:2, i taiked about one of my athletes tearing her ACL and the advice 

gave her compared to the advice she was getiir’.,g from other people i am in her circle, 

ar’.,d I influence how she thiP, ks and whai she does. i even let her borrow ihe book= It’., a 



Pit VV~ti~ A Lion On a Snowy Day. We all need wise counsei, and our circie is where we 

usually go to get it. 

Eric Thomas, t~wv.etinspires.com, defines ’t~@fe dan~<ness’ as ’~you don?know, that you 

don? know. that you don’t know. ’~ So ~any people are sfuci~ in f~o/e da~:kness because 

you ~n~;ght get sucked #ght back down Do we need any more evidence {hart [he ~eai~y 

sad sto~y of Aaron Hemandez? 

I ask people in workshops all the time~ "if you spent 30 rain a day with me, do you think 

that would change the way you think?’ Most of the time they emphaticaily shake their 

head, YES! I toil them that is easiiy possible because of technoiogy. They can listen to 

my mp3’s, they can read what I’ve writ~en~ and they can watch my videos. 

I dot~7/ust teff otherpeople to do @is, f do it m}ssd![ Everyday I lister’., to Judah Smi[h fbr 

an hour, sometimes more. Judah is ve~’ busy~ and I might not be able to physicaliy 

have him in my circle, but am able to have him in my circie nonetheiess. 

Today, l get to coach and mentol° a lot of amazing people, but it wasn’t always iike this. 

[i~ere was a tin’:e 4. years ago wh, en no one was asking me Io mentor ihem, bul lhat 

was when changed my c~rde. Certahs people had to go, they were negatively 

~nB~endng my derisions, and ~t was my respons~Mlity to change how ~ spent my 8me, 

and who ~ spent ~t w~th. 

The majority of my circie at that time came from spending time wi~h Lincoln, Steve 

Jobs= Jesus, MLK, and ethel° people who have lived lives waist to model. We may not 

have physicai access Io the ideal peopie lbr our circle, but we all have access Io 

books, mp3’s and videos where we car’., bring ti~e greats mio our circie. 

Here is one of Condoieeza Rice’s mssterciass :~:~ ~:::i=~:~=:::; ~, with only 20k views. Here is the 

,,,i :~,:::~ of an hour long interview with, Warren Buffet and Jay Z, done by Steve Forbes. 

thaf has 600k views. That mighf sound like a bt, but fo put ~t into perspective, "l Love 

~7~e Way You Ue" by Ernh~em and R~hanna has over half a billion w~[h a ~. 

cons~o~s choice to spewed your dine d~ere~d~. You never know, they m~ght sta~t 

fo~bw~n9 you when they see things in your ~ife sts4ing to change for the be~er. Maybe 

they w~ll ca~ you names~ and t~eat you poorly, buk eikher way, how they treat you is 

outside el your control. 

If you feel stuck, or like you haven’t made it to the bvei you are capable 0£ take a hard 

look at who is in your circle. If you are frustrated with the things that keep happening in 

your life, ~ake a hai°d look a~ with wisom you are spending your time. If you are 

continually finding yourself at the wrong place at the wrong time, ~ake a hard ~ook at 

your circle. ~fyou ~an~to ac~eve yo~ £~ea~est po~e~da~, you mus~ su~o~m~ 

Love, 

Joshua Michaei Medcalf 

our v}deos~ Let us ~<now what you 

Foliow us on twitter: 

@joshuamedcalf 

@]dgilberll 9 



want to ~ecommen~ someone s~gn up fo~ these a~l~c~es~ here ~s the ~nk 

h[tpjleepurl com!HH2Q9 

VVe i~ope you enjoy oul ]rail-= to be CL!JT(’.H stories and strategies! 

Our maiiing s,’!,dress is: 

1rain to be CLUTCH 

7225 Crescent park west, # 181 

LOS Angeles, CA 

Add us to ~oui sdd=’ess book 

[<imageOO2~pg>] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:49 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make- up (3/19, 11 am) 

I pla~ on comi~g~ 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 6:08 PM 
To: Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; Reckart, Angela; 

.@aol.com; @aol.com; Holman, Brian; 

Tyler, Brie Farley; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary 3; Feifs, Chris; Garth, Chris~ Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; Gatz, Gregory; Latta, Ivory; 
@gmail.corn; VanAlstyne, Mark; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Forbes, Scott; 3ackson, Scott C; Gisselrnan, Steve; Williams-3ohnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Levy, 3ennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Fox, Mike; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R 

Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up (3/19, 11am) 
Coaches - sorry that you weren’t able to join us for today’s Coaches Workshops. Thank you to those who notified us ahead of time of their absence and especially 

to those who have already RSVP’ed to the make-up meeting scheduled for next Wednesday. March 19 {:~.O:00-~.:~.:00am} in the 2r~d floor Coi~fe~ence Room of 

Loudermilk. If you have not done so, please let us know if you will be able to attend, so we can plan accordingly: RSVP. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:57 PM 

@live.unc.edtr~ 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( @gmaJl.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~aol.com 

RE: Catapult Reports 

Very good[!! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, :t0:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gatz, Gregory 
Subject: Catapult Reports 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Just to update you, I have started organizing all the Catapult data for each practice and for the Duke game. This is some cool stuff, and I should be able to get player 

loads, meters per min, etc. for each portion of practice. I want to create a nice-looking report, so I will probably have that finished tomorrow. However, the report 

for the game at Duke I will try to finish tonight! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:57 PM 

Brady Reed <brady.reed@fmnklincovey.com> 

1),22: New 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices to Extraordinary ProductiviW 

Brady, 

I don’t think so 

From: Brady Reed [mailto:brady,reed@franklincovey,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 11:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: New 7 Habits 4,0 and 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity 
You’re most welcorne, Sir. Can you tell me if any Covey programs are taught regularly at UNC? I was unable to find any references to it on the Web. 

Best regards, 

Brady 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 10:42 AM 
To: Brady Reed 
Cc:        ._@_m__s_n__=_c__o_En_~ Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (        ~_gE~__a__[Lc__o___n__~); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: New 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity 

Brady, 

This is excellent, thank you![ 

I love all of Franklin!Covey’s stuff .,,. I look forward to studying this. 

From: Brady Reed [mailto:brady,reed@franklincovey,com] 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 11:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity 

Coach Dorrance, 

In a prior email I sent you a link to the new 7H app for iOS. (There is also one for Android.) Below is further information per our conversation after your Duke game 

this past weekend regarding the new 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices program. An informational flyer is attached for both programs. 

5 Choices: 

First Things First has been superseded by "The 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity." The website link is: 

ht[p~//www~frank~inc~vey~c~m/tc/s~uti~ns/pr~ductivit~-s~uti~ns/the..:~-d~ices..t~-extra~rdinary..pr~ductivitY. This program also has an app that should extend 

its value to your girls. The course addresses the appropriate use of technology to rule our lives vs having it rule us. 

7 Habits 4.0: 

The next 7 Habits 4.0 Overview will be in Raleigh May 6 @ The Cardinal Club, 150 Fayet[evilfe Street, Raleigh, NC 27601. Registration can be found at: 

http:i!www.franMincovey.com!7htouriimorning! and hope we will see you there. 

Should you need anything from FranklinCovey, I am at your service. 

Best regards and best wishes for your team this year! 

Brady 

::X:: cid:image001.jpg@010D9AEF.79976A8 
0 

Brady Reed 

o. 252.557.4000 

brady.reed@fra n klincovey.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:34 PM 

@gmaJl .com> 

Re: Loved the meeting! 

I am with you ! Yes, it is critical to have hope. And yes I can see the transformation begitming already. Good luck, I am rooting for you. 

Sent.~vm my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Tha~ks Anson! I was very excited today ~t~ter I made all of the times in the fitaess (except for the 1 st one where I j ust mis-timed it) compared to my last week’s 40% of 

them. I’m very confident I can "get et done" now that I truly believe I can make an impact (at another program). I think hope is a big part of my mental block so I can’t 
wait to see where I end up after the sumtner. 

On Wed, at 5:41 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <aaason(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

I think compliance tried to send the releases out toda%         got theirs because their coach just emaifed me.         did not because their coach just 
asked i]: we had sent theR1 something, so per’haps the release we sent to them is delayed somewhere ir~ the bureaucracy. Sti[i, the bah is roH~ng! 

From: [mailto: @cjmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

To: Dorraaace, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Loved the meeting! 

I had emailed you at 4:20 but it must not have gone through :/I’ll copy it below: 

tiey Ans, 

Thanks again tbr finding some time to talk with me. It means a lot that you were so o~y with it all and won’t penalize me for it. So the order (having not visited any 

of the schools) is                                  and           And my cell is            a~d emaJl i s,     ~mail.com 

Th~ 

Sent fm~n my iPhone 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 5:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n@emaJl.~mc.edu> wrote: 

I kbw:_~d our chat. t know this game is too important for you not to play so your suggestion was a w:_~ry good one, Get me your school list and I will 

send ali of them ~ release for them to (:all you. 

From: [mailto:’ ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Sounds good. See you there! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:24 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.eduv wrote: 

I have a doctor’s appointment at 1:30 today at stadent health .... they are never on time any way so meet me there. I will tD’ to get there at 

1:20 so we ca]~ have some time.                                         nothing serious. How about that? 



~gmail.com> wrote: 

It’s kind of important and I can make sure it won’t take long if that helps. Or I can come to your office or your house later tonight if it’s 

easier. But if you really don’t have time I cma and come tomorrow after praclice and skip weights or come after class around 3:30. 

On Tue, at 11:32 AM, Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV <m~m,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

ro~t~,~, is ~ ~igl’~tm~re for me!! 

From: [mailto: ~l 
Sent: Monday, 11:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

I got Tom’s group me about there being meelings even though there isn’t practice so can we try the afternoon? I can swing by an~time 

after 1:45 and before 5:30. 

Thin,ks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:36 PM 

josh ua@tr~]ntobeclutch.com 

Re: Who Is In Your Circle’? 

Actually5 that was a message to iW leadership council to discuss your smffat our next Ineeting. 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4(3 L)’E L)ROIL) 

j oshua@traJ ntobeclutch.com wrote: 

Ahhhh, that’s right. I remember now! Feel t?ee to give me a call anytime to talk about the leadership counsel. 

Sent from the land of possibiliU .... 

On . at 2:45 PM, "Dorrance~ Albert A IV" <{_m_N!)(~_e_g_~l_:u__r_kc_: _ej._u_> wrote: 

Joshua, 

The "keadership Coundl" is our decision making group composed of our)mior class and one sophomore m~d one freshman, ] w~] have no trouble 
recommending you to the Caro~in~ Leadership Academy. ~ w~J~ copy 5heHey ,Johnson on this. She runs the Academy. I hope she follows 

F~m~ joshua@train~beclu~h.com [mailto:joshua@train~bedutch,com] 
Senti Tuesday, 5:47 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subjeet~ Re: Who Is In Your Circle? 
Thank YOU~ ~ ~ I’m ~ly honored to ~ow that, ~d ve~ grateful for you ta~ng ~e time to write ~ne~ 

I thi~ you and J~ are wor~ng for me to get out there for CLA? Is that what you are ~eferencing?? 

Sent from the land of possibiliS~ .... 

On , at 2:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(tbemaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Absolutely brillian!!! This is going out to my farnily AN[) my team AND my recruRing classes. (Leadership Coundl, remind me to chat 
~bout th~s the ne:<t time we get together,) 
This ~s a VERY importan[ message you are sharing, Thank you~ 

F~m= Train to be CLUTCH [ma~l~:joshua=tra~ntobeclutch.com@mai1357.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Train to be CLUTCH 
N~Btl Tuesday, 8:00 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Who Is In Your Circle? 

<image001 j pg> 

View [his emaii 

One of the most important decisions you continuNiy make in iife is with whom you 

spend your time, Most peopie doK[ spend [oo much time [hinking about it, BUT [hose 

we spend time with, greatly ir’.,fiuence how ’we view ihe world, arid wh, at ’we lhink about 

it doesn’t take a rocket ~cienti~t io realize if you think about something for long enough 

it is going to impact everything in your life. How many times have you seen peopb ta~k 

themsebes out of do~ng something because they can’t s~op th~nk~ng about eveplth~ng 

going wrong? 

W/nat we spend our [line tMnking about matters greatly, and who we spend our lime 

with impacts what and how we think, 

i read somewhere we tend to be the average of the five people we spend the most time 

with, 8o if tisose five people make an averacje of 75k per year, you probabiy make 75k 

per year. 11: lhose 5 peopie walci~ an average of 15 hours o1: TV per ’week, you p~obably 

watch an average of 15 I’..oms of TV pe~ week. VVe couid piay th.is oul ibr books read, 

vacation days, and many other factors in iife, 

This begs the question; who ~s in our circie??? 



VVhen anylhing important happens in my iiie~ J c~l the people ~n my e~rde. Be~o~e ~ 

publish an ~r~cie, ~ read i~ ~o my @o~e. Be~bre ~ have a ~ough oonversa~on~ I t~ik ~o ~he 

peopb in my drcle When ~ arn faced ~,~q~h a hard derision, ~a~k to rny c~rcJe. The book 

of Prsverbs ta~ks a bt aboat seeking w~se counse~ many of seek counsel, ~t’s just not 

ve~ w~se~ 

ils yesterday’s aqj£ r::, I talked about one of my athietes tearing her ACL and the advice 

gave her corr~pared to tI’.,e advice she was getting Iron olher people. 1 arn in her circle, 

and I ir’.,fiuence i~ow si~e thinks and what she does. I even lei her borrow ti~e book, in a 

Pit \A4th A Lion On a Snowy Day. YVe ali need wise counsel and our circie is where we 

usualiy go to get it. 

Eric Tfyem~s. www.etinspires.com, defi~,~es ’t~ipte da,d<,’~ess’ as "you don ? know. that you 

dot~’f know, tgat you don’t £~ot, y." So many people ~re st~c£ in triple darkness because 

yo~7 ~nigt~t get sucked tigSt bad< down Do we need ~ny more evidence than the rea~y 

sad story of Aaron Hernandez? 

i ask people in workshops ali the time~ "if you spent 30 rain a day with me, do you think 

that would change the way you think?" Most of the time they emphatically shake their 

head, YES! tell lhern tI’.,at is easily possible because el tecI’.,r’.,ology. TI’.,ey cart lislen to 

my rnp3’s, ti~ey can read what i’ve writien, and lhey can watcI’., my videos. 

I dosYtjust tell otherpeep!e te do tf~is, i de it m.yseIL Every/day I listen to Judah Smith for 

an hour. sometimes more. Judah is very busy, and I might not be able to physically 

have him in my circle, but 1 am able to have him in my circle nonetheless. 

Tbday, I gei Io coaci~ and mentor a Jot of arnazir’.,g peopie, b,,li ii wasn’t always like tMs. 

ii~ere was a lime 4 years ago wI’.,er’., no or’.,e was askir’.,g me io mentor tI’,ern, b,,li ihat 

was when 1 changed my circle. Certain people had to go, they were negatively 

~nfluenc~ng my dec~s~ons~ and ~t was my responsibility to change hew ~ spent my time, 

and who ~ spent ~t w~th~ 

ii~e majority of my circle at tI’.,at time came from spending time witI’., Lincoin, Steve 

,Jobs, Jes~s. Mi..K, and other people who I’.,ave Hved Hves ~ w~n[ to model We rn~y no~ 

have physica~ access to the idea~ people for our circle, but we aH have access to 

books, mp3’s and videos where we c~n bdng the greats ~nto our drcle. 

Here is one of Condoieeza Ricds masterclass ;. h::eo,u, with oniy 20k views~ Here is the 

w:.:::~::a o1: an hour iong inL, rvie~ ,vitI’.,, V~,;arr~,n B,,iffel ~nd J~y Z, done by S~eve ~orbes, 

~hat has 600k views. That rn~ght sound Hke a Io~, but to pu~ i~ ~n~o perspective, ’7 Love 

~ ~y ~, ~ ...,e ,,} Em~nem and Rihanna h~s over ha~ a billion wi[h ~ B. 

?sHowing you when they see things ~n your Hfe sta~[irlg to change for the be[ter. Maybe 

[hey wH~ call you narnes~ arid tre~[ you poody~ but e~ther way, how they [rea~ you is 

outside of your control 

if you feei stuck, or like you haven’t made it to the level you are capable of, take a Jsard 

look at who is in your circle, if you are frustrated with the things that keep happening 

your iii@, iake a i~ard iook at wiih wI’..om you are spending your time. ~[you are 

con[inuaHy ~nding yoursel[ st the v,/rong pJace at the wreng t~me, take a hard ~ook at 

Love, 



Josi~ua Michael Medcail 

Foilow us on lwitler: 

@joshuamedcaif 

@]dgilbe£19 

www.traintobeclutch.com 

Thank YOU so much for sharing these a~ic~es0 our website0 apps~ and 

has doub~ed because of 

~ you want to ~eco~end ~o~eone s~gn up ~o~" these a~c~es~ here ~s the ~n~ 

Is~p://eepud.comiH H209 

Ou~ maili~g address 
Tpai!; to be C:LUTC:H 

7225 C:resce!;t ps~k wes( #151 

Los A!;gebs, C:A 9=[1094 

[~imageOO2.jpg>I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:38 AM 

Hey Ans, 
Thanks again for finding some time to talk with me. It means a lot that you were so okay with it all and won’t penalize me for it. So the order (having not visited any of 

the schools) is                                     and ~          . And my cell is            and email is"     ~gma~l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10:50:22 PM 

BCC: 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~gmail.com) [ ~gmail.com]; 

Subject: FW: Harvard Business Review on Team Chemistry and Analytics 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Ladies, 

You g~ys are great leaders. Everyone loves playing on this team (I am almost (tone with the player conferences, so can 

tell this to you}, I can’t wait for practice and t can tell many of you guys feel the same way. 

Have a great break and let’s come back better than when we left!! 



From: Daniel Chu [mailto:dchu@tricolorauto.com] 
Sent: Thursday,             3:37 PM 

To: george.raveling@nike.com; cmooney@richmond.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Robert Smith (bob@cleardirection.com); 

Kevin Frick 

Subject: Harvard Business Review on Team Chemistry and Analytics 

Daniel Chu 
President & CEO I Tricolor Auto Group, LLC 
545 E John Carpenter Fwy. I Suite 1900 I Irving TX 75062 

O: 214.271.0637 I E: 10101 I F: 214.271.0638 

dch u@tricolorauto.com I www.tricolorauto.com 

Disclaimer: The content of this e--mail is intended solely for the use of the Individual or entity to ~om it is addressed. If you haw~ received this communication in 

error, be av¢are that forwarding it, copying it, or in any ~*,~y disclosing its content to any other person, is strictly prohiMted. If you ha’~e receiw~d thi~ communication 

in error, please notify the autho[ by [eplying to this e-mail immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

l~L: Practice Aual.vtics via Catapult 

Very ir~teresting!!! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 12:26 AM 
To: Gatz, Gregory; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; Sander, Thomas .1;         @gmail.com; Ducat, Chris 
Subject-" Practice Analytics via Catapult 

Hi Greg & Anson, 

Attached are my Catapult analytics on practices -there are two documents: 

1. The one with "master" in the title has everything - the first sheets are catapult results from each practice this Spring, the following sheets aggregate all the 

data for each different kind of drill, and the final sheet "summary" is a drop-down menu comparing the analytics for each type of drill. 

2. The one with "simple" in the title is simply the "summary" sheet from the master excel doc, updated as of If you just want some quick info, I 

would head there. 

I’m really excited about these documents, especially the master version, since there is so much you can look at. Let me know if you have any questions since I 

know this is an overload of information. Also, sorry it took a while to get this to you guys - it took about 8 hours to compile everything! 

p.s. be careful if you try to change anything in the "master" document - there are tons of links and references, so it is very sensitive to changes 



From: 

Sent: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Subject: A clip Chris Ducat sent to : Ibrahimovic’s Top 50 goals! 

Chris, 

Wonderful!!! 

Ladies, look at this and then get to worl~ ~!VU~Y d~y so by August we can h~ve e~eryone ir~ the fron~: 7 scoring or cre~:mg god, Is for 

Our eH~:e p~ayers w~H haw~ four scoring ch~nces ~ game: can we score one out of four? ~ we can ~:hen th~: ph~yer ~s scoring one goa~ a 

Check out how he scores balls that bounce inside the 18 .... 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=21zRpU M2g3Y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:11 AM 

@ael.com; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.~mc.edu; Jason Sisneres ( @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: Youth Soccer Insider: Making Critical Feedback Positive m~d Motivating (with Chris Hayden) 

This is good! 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 05, 2014 l:t:04 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Youth Soccer Insider: Making Critical Feedback Positive and Motivating (with Chris Hayden) 

...... 
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tweet This ~hare Thi 

Making Critical Feedback Positive and Motivating 
(with Chris Hayden) 
(Doug Len~.~v, the author of best-selling school teaching books "Teach Like a Champion" and "Practice 

Perfect," works w#h the U.S. Soccer Federation to impfove coaching through better teaching and has 

been researching soccer coaching techniques.) 

By Doug Lemov 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

As his practice wound down and the FC Dallas U-13 boys sat in a cimle stretching under the afternoon 

Texas sun, Chris Hayden took a minute to help his players put what they’d worked on that day in 

context. ’~’ou guys understand the difference between possession and penetration, now, yes?" he asked 

as the boys nodded. Then he paused for emphasis and asked, ’~Can you do both? Can you possess the 

ball and penetrate?" Now he paused again, going on slowly and deliberately. "A great team can. And 

that’s the team we’re going to become." Pause again. "So thank you for your work today. We’ll keep 

working at it this week in anticipation of our game this weekend." 

iNilmage 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

With that the boys rose, and one by one shook Hayden’s hand before helping to gather equipment and calling it a day. 

Small moments often make great teachera and the careful choice of words and actions at the end of his practice is typical of 

what makes Hayden, who is vice president of FC Dallas’ youth programs, remarkable. Consider the vision created by his 

closing words. He offered not just a reminder about the importance of both possession and penetration, but a reminder that the 

goal of all that work was to become great, not just as individuals but as a team. Further, he framed the reminder as both a 

motivating challenge - "Can you do both? Can you possess the ball and penetrate?" - and an inspiring tie-in to their own 

aspirations = to be great. His words helped the boys make their hard work feel purposeful and motivating even though he was 

essentially telling them they had not achieved mastery. And he readied them to come back in a few days ready to work more. 

The process of getting better requires a lot of critical feedback, a lot of messages to do it differently, do it better, give a little 

more, especially when standards are high and a coach is tasked with making players as good as they can be. Managing the 

process of giving critical feedback isn’t just one of the biggest challenges for coaches, either. Management and teaching 

literature abounds with discussion about how to balance positive and constructive. Some experts will tell you to give five times 

as much praise and criticism, for example. But how do you do that when there’s a lot of fixing involved in the endeavor? And 

what about other management research that suggests that people get frustrated when there isn’t enough constructive 

feedback to make them better? 

These challenges suggest that we often think about the terms positive and critical (or positive and constructive) simplistically. 

In fact what the best teachers tend to do is to find ways to give constructive feedback in a way that motivating and energizing 

and positive feedback in a way that’s honest and real and disciplined so as not to over use it. In the classroom, the idea that 

you can give critical feedback in a manner that makes it motivating and even inspiring is called Positive Framing and there are 

a variety of ways that great coaches use it. Chris Hayden seemed to know all of them. 

MAKE USE OF CHALLENGES. For example, a young player’s reaction to the message, "Stop using your right foot every 



time" is likely to be more positive and productive if it sounds like a challenge, as in: "Now show me you can do it with your left 

foot." During his practice, Hayden made constant use of challenges to his players and the cycled through a passing drill: 

"See if you can be even quicker, Julian." 

"Good. Now see if you can have yourself half turned [when you receive] and playing quickly." 

"How quickly can you get rid of it? 1-2! 1-2! Can you be that quick?" 

"David, see if you can sharpen up your movement. Quicker!" 

One of the benefits of phrasing correction as a challenge is that it causes the player to self-assess. David, for example, has 

been asked to see if he can sharpen up, which implies that he’ll make a determination as to whether he’s met his goal. And 

young people love to show they can do something, so a challenge like "see if you can" tends to be highly motivating. 

FOCUS ON TECHNICAL ASPECTS. Another positive framing tool Hayden used in his practice was plausible anonymity. 

Sometimes it’s helpful to call a player out in public and say "Jason, your runs are lazy," but being called out in front of a group 

of peers can also distract Jason from the message - his self-consciousness focusing him on questions like ’Why did he say 

that?" and "Does he criticize me more than my teammates" rather than the crispness of his runs. 

Working in some plausible anonymity would mean saying, as Hayden did in his practice, ’1 see some of us doing a great job 

of really accelerating to try to get to a spot, and others of us are fairly casual in trying to get to a spot. Check yourself to make 

sure you’re cutting decisively." One of the benefits of plausible anonymity is that it too socializes players to self-monitor and to 

ask themselves whether they are casual or decisive in their movements. 

Another is that it focuses them more on the technical aspects of play and less on their emotions about being criticized, so 

certainly plausible anonymity can be an effective tool for giving critical feedback, especially when players are learning 

something new and you want to make it safe for them to get it wrong by providing a little privacy. That said, the argument here 

is not that plausible anonymity is always the right move - some players will be slow to recognize that the lazy cutter was 

them for example and need more accountability - but it’s important to r~cognize the value of being critical in a way the lets 

players struggle in private. 

A third aspect of positive framing Hayden used is assume the best, which is giving credit for the right parts of a decision or the 

intentions of players while pointing out what didn’t work. This might involve changing ’You can’t play that ball backward" to "1 

see why you wanted to go backward there but it’s too dangerous." Merely acknowledging the intent of a player can help him to 

focus on the content, the teaching part, of the feedback. 

The word "forgot" is perhaps the classic assume4he-best word, as in, some of us seem to have "forgotten that we need to be 

wide in this situation," or even "Carlos, I think you forgot about creating width." This approach gives young players credit for 

knowing something but sets the bar higher. Hayden used this with players again and again in his practice saying in one case, 

"Even quicker, David" (implying that David was pretty quick but had to take things up a notch) or "Ben, in your supporting run, 

make sure to orient yourself so you face the next pass. It’ll be easy for you" (with the implication that it’ll be easy because 

you’re a strong playe0. 

A final element of positive framing that Hayden relied on was to talk aspirations. He constantly framed his comments, and 

especially his criticism in terms of what the boys aspired to - to become gr~at soccer players. His feedback reminded them 

that the things they had to change were part of the path to being great and were normal and typical of that process. For 

example, when a difficult pass went awry he said, "Accurate, boys, accurate. We’re asking you to find a window ... be that 

good" his comments combining talk aspirations with challenge and plausible anonymity (he didn’t identify the culprit by name 

though surely everyone knew who it was). 

DESCRIBE THE SOLUTION. Finally, Hayden was meticulous about a last aspect of positive framing, something called live in 

the now which simply means to describe the solution, not the problem, and to describe it in simple concrete specific terms 

that tell a player exactly what the next step should be, as in : "Separate, David," "Face him, Andy." "Tell him he can turn, Javi." 

Throughout his practice, Hayden described for his players what they should be doing in a given moment rather than what they 

were doing wrong. This not only allowed them to focus on the important thing, but it allowed him to earn their trust and faith by 

solving their problems. 

The result of all this positive framing was an incredibly upbeat and energetic practice with players motivated, striving and giving 

their best even while getting a high quantity of constructive feedback that made them better players. 

So while it would be nice to say, as some management literature does, that we should maximize motivation by praising five 

times as often as we criticize, Hayden’s practice demonstrates a "third way" - to teach constantly but frame constructive 

feedback in a way that honors and respects players, socializes them to self-monitor and encourages them to focus on the 

technical content of the feedback rather than the emotional response to being corrected. 

This last part may sound trivial. Part of sports is supposed to be about learning to take honest feedback - but honest 

feedback can also reflect the notion that over thousands of iterations, feedback can work better if it makes it slightly easier for 

players to embrace it openly, as something that feels like it’s supposed to make them better. 

(Doug Lemov is the author of "Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to Colleqe, "a study of 

teachers who get exceptional results in high-poverty schools. He’s also co-author with Erica Woolway and Katie Yezzi of 
’l=ractice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Getting Better, "a study of the art of practicing. His books have been 

translated into nine languages and he works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching. He 

blogs at teachlikeachampion.com.) Twitter: ~.Dou¢l Lemo¢) 

FuP, her Reading: 

Earlier tMs year the Youth Soccer Insider featured a three-part interview with Doug Lemov: 



1. "What Teachers can Teach Coaches" 

2. "Say it carefully, quickly, clearly" 

3. "Don’t get mad at kids for stru.q.qlin.q" 

Post ~/our response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 
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We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NPL Showcase takes stage in suburban Las Vegas 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: NPL Showcase takes stage in suburban Las Vegas 
From: US Club Soccer <communication@usclubsoccer.org> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

US Club Soccer National Premier Leagues NPL Showcase 

NPL Showcase takes stage in suburban Las Vegas 

Photo gallery I NationaIPremierLeagues.com 
CHARLESTON, $.C:. (lelarch :t2, 20:1.4) -The NPL boasts numerous high-performing clubs from all over the country, but outside of the NPL Finals_, it’s tough to bring those 
teams together for a weekend of elite competition. Enter the inaugural NPL Showcase, March 7-9, in suburban Las Vegas. 

Twelve different states were represented in a field made up of 35 clubs and 46 teams. The weekend’s games schedule helped form new, cross-country rivalries and for 
players to face opposition from different regions of the country. Click here for all the game results. The NPL Showcase represented the NPL’s first national scouting event, 
serving as an opportunity for U-16, U-:t7 and U-:t8 teams to get their players in front of the watchful eyes of attending collegiate coaches and scouts. 

The Army National Guard, the Official Military Branch of US Club Soccer, was onsite with an engaging presence that included participating teams receiving National Guard t- 
shirts and water bottles. 

Take a look back at all the activities, including pictures, by connecting with US Club Soccer on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram and by browsing the hashtag #NPLShowcase. 

A National Association member of the U.S. Soccer Federation, US Club Soccer is an organization committed to the development and support of soccer clubs in the United States. 

US Club Soccer offers youth and adult registration, league- and cup-based competition platforms at the recreational and competitive levels, as well as a variety of other programming, 

including the Olympic Development Program-sanctioned id2 Program and Player Development Programs. 

Through US Club Soccer, all of a club’s programs - recreational, competitive and adult - are able to be united under one organizational umbrella, creating a "members for life" culture 

within each club. US Club Soccer is sponsored by Nike and the Army National Guard. 

Fe~a~ email 

J 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by communications@usdubsoccer.orq 

_U_i_)_d__9_t__e___P_[_o__fjj_ej__E_rjzgjJ__,_~tc_t_c_t_[_e__s_s_" i Instant removal with ~’.a_[e__U__r_Ls_’u__b_s__cj-[_b_e_TM _P__rj~_a__c_y___F_~_)jj_c_’_g. 

US Club Soccer I 192 E. Bay St., Ste. 301 I Charleston I SC I 29401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Goal Keeper impeded by fronting player 

Good job Chris! 

Se,~t.f!°om my Verizon }VireIess 4(5 L~"k LL~tOIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwa:rded tnessage: 

From: Robe~l Lettin      (~frontier.com> 

Date: March 12, 2014 at 12:35:53 PM EDT 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <a:lucaff~unc.edu,; 

Subject: Re: Goal Keeper impeded by fronting player 

Hi Chris- 

Just a quick note. I read your reply to our U- 16 girls team last night at practice. It was received with a great deal of relief and inspiration. Thank you. 

By the way, the team was in San Diego watching the NCAA finaJ~s- UNC versus Stanford. It was awesome! 

Again, thaxtk you. 

Best, 

R obert E. L ettin 
Registered Investment Adviser Representative 

Wealth and Tax Management 

w~w.robertlettin.com 

It is our policy to not disseminate any subscriber information to outside parties. For the purpose of disclosure, Form ADV, Part II is available upon request¯ 

On Mar 11, 2014, at 12:26 PM, Duca~; Chris wrote: 

Robert, those .types of tactics are cheating and low class and very maddening to coach againsl. I would never suggest any type ofretaJJation 
bnt I would make sure that the referee and his assistants knew abont the tactic before the game siarted the next time you so they can look for 

it on the firs1 comer kick. Video evidence to the referee assignor or assessor is also a really good thing to do not she clean it up immediately. 

Anson is never in favor of stooping to another tean~s low level of tactics. He wants our players to fight through it, wifl~ont whining, and score 
repeatedly on them if it all possible. 

I hope this helps, and good luck the rest of your season’. 

Chris 

On Mar 1 l, 2014, at 1:01 PM, "Robe~nt Lettin" ~fronlier.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dncar- 



With Coach Dorrance out of the country. 1[ thought I would ask you. 

I am a club coach/high school girls soccer coach in Oregon. This last weekend we had a tall 
opposing player set in front of our keeper on set pieces. When the play was struck, she would 
try and back our keeper into the net impeding her progress to the ball. 

Without this strategy being called a foul, how do we defend against it. I thought of having one of 
our forwards coming back and standing on the fronting players feet. Perhaps that would 
discourage her/the coach from doing it again. 

Ideas? Thank you for any input you might have. Talk care. 

Best, 

Robert E. L ettin 
Registered Investment Adviser Representative 

<pastedGraphic.tiff> 
Wealth and Tax Management 

www.robertlettin.com 

It is our policy to not disseminate any subscriber information to outside parties. For the purpose of disclosure, Form ADV, Part II is available 

upon request 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 5:22 AM 

ttempen,Bill <Bill.Hempen@colos~ate.edw~ 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Schedule 

Good argument Bill! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tI~irele,~s 4G L2’E 

"ttempen, Bill" <Bill.Hempen@colostate.edu> wrote: 

Only a handful of bites on my request for a HOME game this fall. I realize the words HOME and AWAY have the same number of letters but separate and distinct 

definitions. 

I will modify my request as there have been away offers but they are just too far to justify a one game option. WE would be willing to get on a bus for 4-5 hours, 

highly unlikely as you can only get to a few places by bus from Colorado, or a plane for no more than 2 hours with a lot of financial incentive and a I goal lead. (We 

only scored 8 last year). If you are willing to come to Colorado State University we can even play your teams pre-game music. 

This is in order for us to keep our home game on Sunday and not be too beat up from game and or travel in order to compete appropriately on Sunday against a 

very good team. 

Programs that I have been a part of are consistently at the low end of fouls, cards, etc. We will "attempt" to play and we will play hard. As mentioned in an earlier 

email we took our lumps as a new program last year and did a lot of travel that caused academic angst for our Idds. They were very excited to see so few Thursday 

and Friday classes missed in the tentative schedule for 2015 so I am still hoping there is a team in search of a game in Colorado. There are worse places to take your 

team. 

Thank you for your time and I hope you made it this far into the email. 

Bill Hempen 

CSU Women’s Soccer 

bill.hempen @colostate.edu 

O-970-491-7147 

C- 

i~i Pictu re2 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~-w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~ribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccet~coaches ~ unsubscribe({~)googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coache~?~googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at http://groups.google.conr’group/divi sion- i- womens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/igroups.google.com/d/optont. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March :[3, 20:[4 5:24 AM 

Caldwell, Shanna <Shanna.Caldwell@tamucc.edu> 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 2014 Home game 

Shanna, how is it going down there? 

Sent from my Verizon VVire/ess 4G LT2 DRO/D 

’lCaldwell, Shanna" <Shanna.Caldwell@tamucc.edu> wrote: 

Giving it another shot .... 

We are looking for one last home game this fall. Open dates are Sept. 11th -14th. We will have lights so you don’t have to worry about the heat! 

We can provide Hotels. 

Thanks- 

Sha~na ~Caldwe[[ 

ie;,tas/~&iV’,, Corpus Chdsti 

Islanders Women’s Soccer 

20:[4 Islanders Spring Camp 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:!!groups.google.com!group!division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:iigroups.google.comid/optout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 14, 2014 6:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: ESPNW oa~ticle from laser year 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducay@unc.edu> wrote: 

Was thinkincj we could print this on some nice stock and have Mal (and others in the future) read this... 

http://espn, cj o. com!es pnw!ath letes-life/a rticle!9587807!tota I-a c ce ss-north-c a to I in a-ta r-h eels-co repetitive-c u Itu re-lea d s-s u cc ess 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 14, 2014 6:26 PM 

ttempen,Bill <Bill.Hempen@colos~ate.edu~ 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Schedule 

Bill, I a~ with you bro! I hope you are enjoying your newest chaJlenge! 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Fireless 4G L)"E 

"ttempen, Bill" <Bill.Hempen@colostate.edu> wrote: 

This scheduling thing is not as ea~.;¥ as it w~s in the ACC Big12 and PaclZ That’s a lot of miles on thb old boy. 

Not ~ d~y goes by I don’t tMnk ~bout my [:~me ~t Duke and many of the memories are of roller hockey and golf, and of course the occasional ck~;sic w~th the heels~ 

~]~ the best rny friend. 

B~lt Hempen 

CSU Women’s Soccer 

bHLhempen @co]ostste.edu 

0.-970-@1-7147 

C- 

::~ Pidure2 

..... 0 ICE66AF.7596A54 ICE66AF 7596A540 J_ 

From: Oorrance, Albert A 1V [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:22 AM 
To: Hempen,Bill 
Subject: Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Schedule 

Good argument Bill! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFirele,~s 4G L)~’E DROLL) 

"Hempen, Bill" <Bill.Hempen(r-~colostate.edu> wrote: 

Only a handful of bites on my request for a HOME game this fall. I realize the words HOME and AWAY have the same number of letters but separate and distinct 

definitions. 

I will modify my request as there have been away offers but they are just too far to justify a one game option. WE would be willing to get on a bus for 4-5 hours, 

highly unlikely as you can only get to a few places by bus from Colorado, or a plane for no more than 2 hours with a lot of financial incentive and a :1 goal lead. (We 

only scored 8 last year). If you are willing to come to Colorado State University we can even play your teams pre-game music. 

This is in order for us to keep our home game on Sunday and not be too beat up from game and or travel in order to compete appropriately on Sunday against a 

very good team. 

Programs that I have been a part of are consistently at the low end of fouls, cards, etc. We will "attempt" to play and we will play hard. As mentioned in an earlier 

email we took our lumps as a new program last year and did a lot of travel that caused academic angst for our kids. They were very excited to see so few Thursday 

and Friday classes missed in the tentative schedule for 20:15 so I am still hoping there is a team in search of a game in Colorado. There are worse places to take your 

team. 

Thank you for your time and I hope you made it this far into the email. 

Bill Hempen 

CSU Women’s Soccer 

bill.hempen @colostate.edu 

O-970-49:1-7147 

C 



::.~.i Piclu re2 

| 

i~il cidimageO02 prig@ | ~i cid:imsgeOO3jpg@O 
0]CE66AF.7596A54L : !CE66A~: 7596A540 

]~’iud out ~uo~e about NSCAA College 

You recei~,ed this raessage because you are subscribed to the Google (ihoups "Di~’isiou ! Woraeus Soccer Coaches" group. 
To uusubscribe £ro~ this group aud stop recei~,iug eraails fro~a it, scud a~ eu~aJ| to di~isiou-i-wo~eus-soccer-coaches4 uusubscdbc(~goog|cgroups.co~. 

To post to this group, scud e~aail to di~is’Jou-i-wo~ucus-soccer-coachcs.%googlegroups.co~. 
Visit this group at h~:/igroups.goog|c.co~d£roup,’di~isiou-i-wou~eus-soccer-coachcs. 
]?or ~ore options, ~isit https://groaps.goog]c.co~,’&’optout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 14, 2014 6:46 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

College Team O~der form.xlsx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

From: Scott Wollaston          ~gmail.com> 
To: paul c~m~ey <caimeyp@uncw.edu>,"Cullen, John" <jcullen@uncc.edu>,Steve Nugent <smnugen@uncg.edu>,"Hain, Jessica J" <.~iceli@libe~ty.edtp-,Rob D 

<do~menwirth@ecu.edu>,Chris Ne~J <cneal3@elon.edu;>,Mm~J~n Beall <mbeaJl@highpoint.edu>,Sarah Stricldand <stricldandsc@appstate.edu>,Anthony Dalaz 

<daluz@vd’u.edu>,"Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu;>,church@duaa.duke.edu, robbie.church@duke.ed~Chades Chugger Adair <adai@vt.edu>,Tim 

Santoro <ffsaaato@ncsu.edu>,tim santoro@ncsu.edu,"Miller, Greg S" <gmille@athletics.pitt.edu>,sgtowne@uncg.edu 

CC: 

Coaches, 

Thank you so much tbr coming to the 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase sponsored by Mercedes Benz of Winston Salem. We have nearly 100 club teams participating 

in the event, along with your 14 college teams. Here are some updates: 

1. Mercedes Benz has been generous to sponsor the evem. They will be providing the Mercedes Benz hospitality tent, which will be located above the Stadium field. 

All college teaa~s and coaches will be invited into that tent before and after gmnes. We will provide drinks, snacks and lunches for all of your players and coaches. In 

addition, Mercedes Benz has purchased a tournament shirt for each of your players. 

For this, I have attached a Team Order Form. On this form, you will let us know how many lunches your temn would like, and if anyone has any dietary restrictions. 
Also, you will add the sizes of tshirts that you would like for your players and coaches. 

Please email this form to me before next Friday, March 21st. 

2. We would really appreciate if you would register onfine as an Attending College Coach on our event website link below. It really helps us in growing our event. Here 

isthe link: http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTColleqeNegister.aspx?tid=TWIN$O&tab=T&sub=~ 

We hope that you will look to recruit at our event as we have some thntastic teams t?om up and down the east coast attending. 

3. Chris Neal, coach of Elon, will be sending you all an etnail regarding support for one of his players that was recently diagnosed with cancer. We would like to oiler 

support by increasing the awareness at this event for her cause. Please look for an email from him. 

4. Our final gmne schedule is at the following link: http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTMore.aspx?tid=TWlNSO&tab=3&sub=4&Qual=MISC&Seq=7 

Please let me know if you have may questions. 

Sincerely, 

Scotl 

Scott T. Wollaston 

Executive Director: Twin City Youth Soccer Association 

wv~v.twincitvsoccer.com 
Manager: ~Vinston-Salem SoccerPlex 

www.wssoccerplex.com 

Manager: SoccerOP Management, LLC 

www.soccerop.com 

Em~Jl:         ~b~gma~l.com 

Winston Salem SoccerPlex Office: (336) 896-0383 

BB&T Soccer Park Office: (336) 998-4277 



A 

1 Southern Soccer Showcase College Team Order Form 
2 

3 College/University Name 
4 

5 Contact Name 
6 

7 Contact Email 
8 

9 Contact Phone Number 
10 

12 Lunch Order 
13 Number of Players and Coaches needing lunch 

14 
15 Please list any dietary restrictions (vegetarian, etc) 

16 

17 

18 

19 Tshirt Orders 
2O 

21 Adult Small 

22 Adult Medium 
23 Adult Large 

24 Adult X-Large 

25 

26 

27 

28 Due by Friday, March 21st 
29 Send to Scott Wollaston at swollaston@twincitysoccer,com 



B 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

12 Quantity 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 Quantity 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 

29 



A 

1 Southern Soccer Showcase College Team Order Form 
2 

3 College/University Name 
4 

5 Contact Name 
6 

7 Contact Email 
8 

9 Contact Phone Number 
10 

12 Lunch Order 
13 Number of Players and Coaches needing lunch 

14 
15 Please list any dietary restrictions (vegetarian, etc) 

16 

17 

18 

19 Tshirt Orders 
2O 

21 Adult Small 

22 Adult Medium 
23 Adult Large 

24 Adult X-Large 

25 

26 

27 

28 Due by Friday, March 21st 
29 Send to Scott Wollaston at swollaston@twincitysoccer,com 



B 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

12 Quantity 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 Quantity 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 

29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 14, 2014 6:48 PM 

Eric McAleer <tour@excelsports.net> 

Re: Europem~ College Soccer ’][’ours 

Eric McAleer <tours@excelstx~rts.net-* wrote: 

Hello Anso~, 
I wanted to touch base and il}troduce myseff, I work for Excel International Sports Tours and we specialize i~} College Team travel to Euro~)e (we also 
work wi~h youth teams and ODP programs), 
With the chan~mg landscape of collegiate soccer many of the Dt, DE and D3 programs op~ to ~ake this ~tl~p every 4th year which ~s allowed by the 
N(:#Uk. We work with the coachi~]g staff to fi~e tune a trip that meets the needs of their program a~d a~ows them to gain the maximum benefit as a 
learn. The coach Mways traveB for free. 
For example~ th~s past Augu5[ we look Salisbury University Ne~’s soccer team to Spare (Barcebna a~d Madrid), NYU Women’s soccer team to the OK 
and are currently werMng w~th d~e University el: Maryland Ne~’s soccer on their UK 20~4 tr~p. Programs ~e have worked ~d~ ~nc~ude Loyola College 
(M[)) Men amJ Wome~ UMBC Me~, Steve~son University Men and Women,, Wesley Co~lege Men a~d Women, Dick~nso~ College Me~ and Womerb the 
University of Mary Washington Women and many more. 
You can see some ~utd~er m[ormat~en a~ ~R;/2~.~b.~sL~.9.~L~£~.[~R9~.9.~.~%~[9£~zL¢~.~.~.¢....1~.~.¢~.L~.~.~.E~.~.8.8.~.~.~. ~ncluding recent re~erence contacts, 

sam~fle dest~atio~s amfl our 20tS Manchester Urdted trip fundra~ser. As an example of the competitive games that a~e p~ayed the men~s teams ~ay 
against pro and semi pro academy teams, the women’s teams p~ay against top ~adies programs. 
~ ~ould be more than happy to set up some t~me to discuss riffs opportunity furd~et. 

Pfease do not hesitate to ~.:ontact me if you have any question, s. 
Yours in sport, 
Eric NcA~eer 
Excel Internat~ona~ Sports 
3060 Washington Road, ~oute 97, Suite ~6 

G]enwood, ND 2~738, USA 

Tel - 410 489 2287 
mfo@exce~sports.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 14, 2014 6:53 PM 

Montgomery+, John R <jmont@unc.edw~ 

Fwd: can i please get the 

John,       does owe tnoney on his        pledge to our endowtnent. I spoke for the US women’s Olympic water polo texan before the Olympics and then we 

went on to win the gold medal. Please check your files on this pledge I think Dino MEGALOUDIS was a part of setting it up for us. zan be a huge supporter 

for us, let’s continue to cultivate him. Please respond if you have ax~y questions. Thanks John. 

........ OriginaJ, Message ........ 

Subject: can i please get the 

From: 

To: ’"Shafer, Bradley -Bradley ShafertaTkenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

CC: "Do~rance, Albe~t A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dollar amount and wiring info for me to send my annual contribution as ~     member plse/thx? 

Also, would love to know whom I could ask whether or not I owe money vs the pledge that I made to women’s soccer program two years ago or if I’m complete 

thx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 7:32 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Invite to watch Arsenal FC GU15 Bowers at Las Vegas Players College Showcase 

Arsenal FC GU15 Bowers Las Vegas Players Showcase Brochure .pdf 

Sent~rom my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Invite to watch Arsenal FC GULL5 Bowers at Las Vegas Players College Showcase 

From: Dan            @hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: Bowers          _~aol.com> 

Hello Coach Anson, 

The Arsenal FC US Academy GU:15 (Bowers) team would like to invite you to come see the team play at the Las Vegas Players College Showcase ( 

¯ The team schedule is as follows (also available online at: 

t~ / t / X b~Z~:~.~;:~:~/~:~.~.~.~.~.~:‘~‘~;~.~2~.~Lf;~ 

Cosmopolitan Bracket 

F~iday ~ 

9:30amA~senal FC GUt5 Bowe~s (CAS) vs AZ A~sena199 P~emie~ (AZ) LOCATED AT: Centennial Hills P~ ~2 

3:30pmA~senal FC GUt5 Bowe~s (CAS) vs Del Ma~ Sha~ks DMCV Sha~ks Elite (CAS) Centennial Hills Park ~2 

Centennial Hills Park - 7101 N Buffalo Drive Las Vegas, NV 89131 

Saturday - 

22:00amC2TBU Tampa Bay United Premier Girls 98 (FL) vs Arsenal FC GU25 Bowers (CAS) Freedom Park 

Freedom Park - 850 N Mojave Road Las Vegas, NV 

The team is presently ranked #87 nationally on the 8otsoccer rankings 

The team is also currently in first place in the California Regional League (~ 

The team placed second place in Coast Premier League GUt5 Premier (~www~co~stsoccer.com/2Ol~/SGiSOP~htm 

Players on the team have shown interest in attending and playing women’s soccer for University of North Carolina. Sean Bowers, the coach, would be 

happy to speak with you regarding any information you may require (Sean Bowers email [~][~.{2.[:1<{2.[~). or cell: . The attached flyer 

notates some team information for your use. 

Thank you for your time and consideration¯ The Arsenal FC GUI5 Bowers team looks forward to seeing you on the pitch~ 

Sincerely, 

Arsenal FC GU15 Bowers 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Recruiter RESOURCE Update - LAST CHANCE for Webcast Savings! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruiter RESOURCE Update - LAST CttANCE for Webcast Savings! 

From: Steve Breiman <steve@peakperformm~cecousult.com~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

i ~:~ i http:/~v t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/images/EmailU pdatePa geHeader gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - March 2014 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr. Steve 13rennan 

Hi everybody: 

Just a reminder that the Early Bird Special Registration fee of $39 (includes a free copy o~~ the webcost DVD) for The 2014 Recruiters InstituteTM national webcast ends 

on March 1~ 2014. 

You will never qet another chance to listen to four top Division I NCAA Toumement-bound head men’s basketbafl coaches give you their m~ider tips on recruitinq. 

Mark Turgeon of Maryland~ Rob Jeter of Wisconsin-Mflwaukee~ Dan Monson of Long Beach State~ and Fran M¢~affery of Iowa are eager to have you join them for a 

dissectinq the recruitinq process to make you the best recruiter on your campus[ 

You are guaranteed to take away at least a couple recruiting ideas that you can implement immediately within your program. There are still a few open seats 
available. 

And remember~ you can ask any of these coaches a question on the reqistration page. 

Don’t hesitate] The clock is ticking] 

REGISTER NOW! http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/the-recruiters-institute.asp× 

Complete I~ecruiters ~.ibraryTM here: http:[[thebestcollegerecruiter.com/RecruitersoLibrary.asp× 

This message is not spam. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.corn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 7:43 PM 

;gmail.com>; Bill PaJladino ~aol.com> 

Re: Awesome’. 

I love it! Bill Palladino is still the key, I will copy hi~n on it. I look tb~-~vard to seeing her agafin. 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4G 

~gmafil.com> wrote: 

Dear coach Dorrance, my daughter is               , she came to your camp last year as a 7 year old.. ( you may remember her).. This year she will be 8 and I promise she can hang with any 
10-12 yr old in yore camp.. Last year she came for one day- and loved it!t She wishes to come this year for the whole overnight sessions, and two of the girls on her team that are 10 will be 
going also, if you will allow her to attend... She is a tree phenomenon in our area and her team just won back to back 3v3 national championships at Disney world.. She is prepared to work 
hard if you will let her attend... Thanks for consideration 

Ps- she met last year and just did her school project on her.. That is who she idolizes along with being a die hard Carolina fan!!! 

Sent from ray iPhone 

On at 4:17 PM. ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thank u veW much!! 

> On l , at 2:16 PM. "Dot~ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> I will forward this to Bill Palladino, he will work out the details for you. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> Frown @gmail com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 12:50 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert ~ 
> Subject: Re: A~vesome’. 
> 

> She could definitely come for a day’.!! That would b great for us!! Pls let us know .... 
> 

> 

>> On at 10:56 A2~J. "Don-ance, Albert A I\" <anson@emaihunc.edu wrote: 
>> 

>> The team goes home for the summer but some of the kids come back to work the Day Camp Dino, can we let her come for a day? w~v.ncgsc.com 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From @gmaih com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 7:57 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Su~iect: Re: Awesome! 
>> 

>> We would really love to check out the day camp but ~ve live 1 1/2 hrs away. Is there any other way to meet and kick with them~ I would drive that far just to let her do it for 30 mins.. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>> On at 10:50 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 

>>> Bring her to our day camp one year. We would love to meet her. Check it out: www.nc~sc.com 

Original Message ..... 
>>> From: ~mail com] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: 

>>> Sir my daughter is obsessed with playing for unc. She is 6 hrs old and won the 3v3 national championship this yr at Disney world., tier team went 40-0 beJk~re that.. She has to play 10 
yr old boys to be fair. ttow can she meet your players and you sir? She is all about going to the olympics and playing for uric.. She is truly amazing and people come from all around to see 
her play. She will knock your goalies head off, swear! t You will have to see her to believe it- how can she meet the team and have a chance to kick the ball with them? She IS truly amaZing!!! 
Thanks her dad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Three video journals aw~lable from 2014 id2 National Selection team’s dominant peflbnnance in Ita2ly 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Three video journals available fi’om 2014 id2 National Selection temn’s dominant performance in Italy 

From: US Club Soccer <communication@usclubsoccer.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

US Club Soccer id2 National Selection International Tour 

Three video journals available from 2014 idz National Selection team’s dominant performance in Italy 
Video iournals I Photo qallery I 2014 id~ NSITWeb paqe (for roster, media coverage, game recaps and more) 

CHARLESTON, S.C. (March :I.3, 20:1.4) -The ida National Selection International Tour concluded March 10 after an 11-day trip that included four matches against Italian 
youth academy teams and a thorough immersion into a different culture. 

2 The international ~[ip produced the best record in the five-year US Club Soccer id National Selection International Tour history, as the 18 members - 17 boys born in 2000 and 
one boy in 2001 - tallied a 3-0-1 record. A stout offensive attack produced 12 total goals, while a stifling defense allowed only one goal to the Giovanissimi Regionali squads of 

AC Siena (7=0), ACF Fiorentina (3-1), FC Inter Milan (0=0) and Juventus FC (2-0). 

"We came to Italy with 18 boys who barely knew each other, and now they’ve become a family," Gerry McKeown, id: Boys Program Director and head coach of the id: National 
Selection, said. "They’ve certainly become quite a team. I think each and every one of them leaves Italy a better player than they came in terms of what they’ve seen, what 
they’ve been exposed to, the level of play, the speed of play, the adversity they faced and the challenges they faced in some really high-level, challenging games." 

In addition to its own high-caliber competition, the id: National Selection team also attended a pair of Serie A games: SS Lazio at ACF Fiorentina (March 2) and ACF Fiorentina 
at Juventus FC (March 9). To view all three video journals from the trip, visit our playlist. 

V_!d__e_ .o_ _ 3_ _o_u_ _ _r. _n_ a_ J_ _ . _#_ _ .$_ : Includes highlights of game vs. AC Siena, various sight-seeing and attendance at the Serie A SS Lazio vs. ACF Fiorentina game 

Video Journal #2: Includes highlights of game vs. ACF Fiorentina and FC Inter Milan, and other sights and sounds from Italy 
Video Journal #3: Includes highlights of game vs. Juventus FC, sight-seeing excursions throughout Lake Como and Milan, and attendance at the Serie A ACF Fiorentina at 

Juventus FC game 

For detailed game recaps from all four matches, please visit this Web page. And, for an all-access view of the team’s activities, please visit our daily running log. 

The ida National Selection team was also exposed to former professional soccer players, including two members of the traveling party: Head of Delegation Mike Sweeney and 
U.S. Soccer Scout Tony Meola. Sweeney, who is a current member of the US Club Soccer Board of Directors, has a decorated soccer background, including the honor of being 
named to the All-Time Canada XI men’s team. He is a CONCACAF champion, Olympian and Canadian Soccer Hall of Fame inductee. Meola also enjoyed a thoroughly 
successful professional career. As a former U.S. goalkeeper, Meola’s soccer resume includes three FIFA World Cups and numerous lvILS and collegiate records and awards. 

Nigel de Jong, a midfielder for Italian Serie A club AC Milan and a member of the Netherlands national team, gave a pep talk to the aspiring young professionals after the id~ 
National Selection’s game against FC Inter Milan. 

The 2014 id National Selection International Tour was again coordinated in conjunction with Premier International Tours. 

A National Association member of the U.S. Soccer Federation, US Club Soccer is an organization committed to the development and support of soccer clubs in the United States. 



US Club Soccer offers youth and adult registration, league- and cup-based competition platforms at the recreational and competitive levels, as well as a variety of other programming, 

including the Olympic Development Program-sanctioned id2 Program and Player Development Programs. 

Through US Club Soccer, all of a club’s programs - recreational, competitive and adult - are able to be united under one organizational umbrella, creating a "members for life" culture 
within each club. US Club Soccer is sponsored by Nike and the Army National Guard. 

USClubSoccer.orq I Facebook I Twitter I YouTub~e I Instaqram 

J 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by communications@usdubsoccer.orq 
Update Profile/Email Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

US Club Soccer I 192 E. Bay St., Ste. 301 I Charleston I SC I 29401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Taco Bell Viking Cup 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Taco Bell Viking Cup 

From: Ja~nie Bfindel <jbfindel@ricNa~d2.org> 

To: Jamie Brindel <jbrindel@richland2.org> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

After the horrible weather Thursday and Friday, the weekend turned out to be amazing. I wanted to thank those of you that were able to make it out as we saw- an 
inc~edible amount of college coaches ont visiting the Viking Cup, many for the first time. 

As we always pnsh to make this better for everyone, I have created a 5 question survey about your experience and how to make it better for college coaches. Please 

take a couple of minutes and complete the snrvey at https://w~-.survewnonkey.com/s/MW7ZC8P. 

Thank you and we hope to see you at next years Taco Bell Viking Cup. 

Jamie Brindel, IVD\T, NBCT 

Asst. Coach, Spring Valley Girls Soccer 

Director, Spring Valley Sports Academy 

8th Grade Histou 
E.L. Wright Middle School 

2740 Alpine Rd 

Columbia, SC 29223 

(803)736-8740 

"1 find fault with my children because I like them and I want them to go places - uprightness and strength and courage and civil respect and anything that affects 

the probabilities of failure on the part of those that are closest to me, that concerns me - I find fault." 

Branch Rickey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:08 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: fall schedule 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

And the men haw:, a gam~-_~ aL 7:0(} oo Lhe 3’", Do you mind going at 

-Tom 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Se.t= Wednesday, Harch 12, 2014 7:47 PN 

Te= Sander, Thomas J 
S~bject= Re: fall schedule 

VaTech on the 3~t and does Miami have a game when we play Fla S~te? 

Sen@’om my ~rizo~* l~relas’,~’ 4G ~,TE DRO[D 

"Sander, Thomas J" <~_~_W_~!a__4~@_u_jxc__:_e_d__t_t_7, wrote: 

Anson, 
Take a look at the ACC schedule. There are two ~ames we need to decide on: VA Tech and FSU. 
I hi~Mi~hted them i# ~N!#~ indicatin8 the days we could play them in the attached .pdf. 

All the other ~ames on the calendar are confirmed. 
Let me know what you think. 
-Tom 
Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 7:51 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Mt Hood Challenge Soccer Tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Mt ttood Challenge Soccer Tournament 

From: Mike Morris-Mt ttood Challenge @comcast.neV"~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

2(114 Nit Hood Challenge Soccer Tourmarnent 

U15-UIg: August 8, 9, 10 
ug-u14: August 15, 16~ 17 

Here we are at year six of the Mt Hood Challenge and the unprecedented grov~th continues. From 197 teams the first year in 2009, to 630 teams in 2013, the Mt 

Hood Challenge is without question one of the fastest growing tournaments in youth soccer histo~. There is only one reason: Youtl~ soccer teams are having a great 
experience and spreading the word that the Mt Hood Challenge is a must attend event each summer. 

This year, it will be better thm~ ever as we have tackled one of the great irritations of youth soccer tournaments; the dreaded 8am game VIOLA, they are gone. Here 

is the tournament d~ly game schedule: 

Friday: Games will be played from lpm-8:30pm 

Saturday: Games will be played from 9am-7:30pm 

Sunday: Games will be played from 9am-Spin 

Can you believe it? No 8aa~ games? No getting up at 0 dark 30 to get your sleew, tired ldds to their field by 7am? You will have titne to leisurely pick up a cup ofjava 

(I was going to say Starbucks, but they would not pay for the plug) or eat brealdhst at a table m~d not in the car. 

If that is not enough to get you off the couch and on your computer to register your team, here is the rest of the stoD~. 

EveD~ team goes to the playofl~ ......... .just in casc you missed that ....... EVERY TEAM GOES TO THE 

Reduced ent~ fees for early registration and ....... (register today, pay by July 25) 

EVERY team receives two passcs to the Nike Employee Store 

Four game guarantee tbr EVERY team 

Up to Ii~ur different divisions - Premier, Gold, Silver, mad Broke so that you tind the best available competition 

Quali~ hotels near the soccer fields (reduces your time in the car) 

Game schedules coordinated for coaches ruth two teams 

Amazing tournament apparel ruth discounts for pre-orders (10°~) and team orders (additional 15%) 

Need more information? Ever~ing you wanted to know about the tournament can be found on our website, www.m~hooddmllenge.COmo Ofcoursc, if you would 

rather talk in person, just pick up the phone and call either one of us. We are always happy to talk soccer with you. 

See you at team check-in!! 

Mike Morris 

Tournament Director 

Mt Hood Challenge 

Valorie Wes~tlund 

Tournament & Travel Coordinator 

Mt Hood Challenge 

~/]~2onl~2ast.lrret ~eOlln cast.lrret 

If you do not wish to receive any further emails from Tournament Services, Click Here 

Click Here to read our opt out policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 3:41 PM 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclub.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: can i please get the 

John, thank you! So did that get into our endowment? And how do we know when something gets in? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

John Montgome~ ~john@ramsclub.com> wrote: 

~nson - has paid his pl~-:~dge in full. ?hanks for s~:aying ~.;.:_~ dose to him Should we go to NYC and visit h~m? ~ could also arrange goff at W~nged Foot. John 

~rom: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, March 14, 2014 6:53 PM 

To: Montgomery, John R 

Subject: Fwd: can i please get the 

John, ]      Joes owe money on his         pledge to our endowment. I s~ke ~r the US wo~nen’s Ob~pic water ~lo te~ before the Olympics and then we 

went on to mn the gold medal Please check your files on this pledge I think Dino MEGALOUDIS was a N~ of se~ing it up for us. ~ can be a huge suppo~er 

for us, let’s continue to cultivate Nm. Plea~ ms~nd if you have any ques~ons. Tha~Es John. 

Sentjkom ~v ~ ~ri=o~t W~reles’,~" 4G L~’ DROID 

........ Origin~] Message ........ 

Subject: can i please get the 

From:                 :bospraie.com> 

To: ’"Sharer, Bradley’" <Bradl._e_~i Shafer~ken~m-fl’_a_gler.unc.edu> 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < _~m__~!)/~.e_g_~l_:_u__r_~c_: _e._k~.u_ > "Dorrance Albert A IV" < anso!)@.e_g_~l_:_u_!)c_: _e._k~.u_.> 

Dollar amount and wiring info for me to send my annual contribution as a     member plse/thx? 

Also, would love to know whom I could ask whether or not I owe money vs the pledge that I made to women’s soccer program two years ago or if I’m complete 

thx 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 3:41 PM 

Ducal Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 
~aol.com> 

Cancel Monday? 

~gmail.com>; Smader, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

Boys, from what we can tell the weather is going to be poor tomorrow (in Chapel Hill). If that is the case let’s cancel tomorrow and then be able to train Tuesday 

through Friday. What do you think’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel Monday? 

"Ducar, Chris" -~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

I support that. 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 3:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Boys, frown what we can tell the weather is going to be poor tomorrow (in Chapel Hill). If that is the case let’s c~cel tomorrow m~d then be able to train 

Tuesday through Friday. What do you fl~ink? 

Se~tt.fi°om my Verizo.~t ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu’- 

Monday, March 17, 2014 3:37 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Cancel Monday? 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tuesday doesn’t look much better, but I’ll send the word out about tomorrow and we’ll take it day by day. 

-Tom 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 3:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Ce: Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Bill Palladino 
Subject: Re: Cancel Monday? 

I support that. 

On Mar 16, 2014, at 3:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Boys, from what we can tell the weather is going to be poor tomorrow (in Chapel Hill). If that is the case let’s cancel tomolrow and then be able to train 

Tuesday thmngh Friday’. What do you think? 

Se~tJi’om ~r{v Verizon ~V~re[es:~ 4G L 77i’DROII) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:45 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 6 Women’s Soccer Recruits- Good Students! [STUDENTathleteWofld] 

Semi?ore my Veri.:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 6 Womeffs Soccer Recruits- Good Students! [STUDENTathleteWofld] 

From: ’STUDENTathleteWofld Team’ <intb@studentathletewofld.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJJ.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click here. 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
These potential college athletes have expressed interest in schools that match your level of play, size, and location. Please take a look at their 
profiles by clicking on their names (some have video as well). Please contact them directly and ask them to fill out your questionnaire, 
attend your camp, or whatever you would like them to do to be considered as a potential recruit for your program. The vast majority of 
these athletes are great students and come from good families. Please bookmark our website and check back often for more potential recruits 
and please share our site with your co-workers. Below are our STUDENTathletes,., 
<td class="high- school" sbde="~n~gin:0px; padding:gpx 5px; border-width:0px l 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:00 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Avalmache InvitationaJ - Showcase (U9-UI 9) 

Semi?ore my VerL:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Av~Janche Invitational - Showcase (U9-U19) 

From: Utah Avalanche <scotl@avalancheinvitationaJ.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Park City - Avalanche Invitational - Showcase, June 6-8, 2014 

Spots are filling up fast. We have 61% out of state registration. Teams from the following states: 

Hawaii, Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Colorado, Cahfornia North 

and South, New Jersey, and V~rginia. We wit[ be adding n few more teams from back east as wet[ as 

Texas, Missouri and Nebraska. 

Co[te~es from a[[ across the nation w~[[ be in attendance, the list is ~rowing dairy. 

We’d tike to personatb~ h~ite you to register to attend the 4th annua~ Avalanche In, rationaL h~ Park 

CiW, Utah, June 6-8, 2014. The Avalanche h~,~tationaL hosted by Utah Avalanche Soccer Club, 

pro~ddes opportunities ~or top-performing female atNetes o~ a[[ a~es Lo compete and be seen by 

co~tele coaches. 

As an ehte, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams witt join us th~s year in 

Park City, and we would [eve to have your athtetes attend. The tournament is organized into three 

brackets and is open to teams U9 through U19. 

The Elite College Showcase [eve[ allows players to demonstrate their talents to college coaches 

and recruiters and is intended for U15-U19 teams. We anticipate more than 75 co[[ege coaches 

Lo attend. 

Cost: UISoUI9:$900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ challenges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best. 

This [eve[ is intended for U12-Ui 4 teams. 

As you prepare your younger Learns to piny at higher, more competitive levels, this 

tournament provides an opportunity to measure your team against the nation’s best. 

Cost: U12oU14:$650 

The Elite Youth [eve[ allows your youngest teams to gain tournament expe~ience and have a 

great time. 

Cost: ug-u10 (8V8): $500 U’i 1 (1 ivl 1 ): $600 

To register, \4sit us online at: Avalanche Invitational Re£~istration 

We chose Park Citv to host the Avalanche In~dtationa[ for a few reasons. Utah is our home, and we 

want to share with you the beauty of the landscape and the magnificence of the mountah~s here. We 

believe that Park City’s spectacular views pro,Ade the perfect backdrop ~or the nation’s best soccer 

prayers to come to~ethe~ and compete. 

The charm of downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and 

entertainment, wi[[ ensure your stay in Park City wi[[ be a memoraMe experience for you and your 

family, and we look forward Lo your pnrtidpntion in this year’s Avalanche lnv~tntionaL 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:00 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: The Desert Cup Showcase is 2 weeks away, RSVP your attendm~ce now 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: The Desert Cnp Showcase is 2 weeks away, RSVP your attendance now 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedstx)rts.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

We are 2 weeks away from Desert Ct~p Showcase. This is a reminder that we 

Showcase event being held March 28-30, 2o14 at the Reach I] Sports 
Complex in Phoenix, Arizona. Don’t miss this opportunity to recruit i.ahmt 
from over ~(} States and Canadian provinces. 
The Desert Cup has gained the attention of top clubs from Canada and across 
the ITS. This is going to be one great event with a][ games bring played at 
one [o~aat.ion - easy scoudng for all collegiate programs. 
Kyou haven’t abeady registered (br The Desert Cup, please do so today by 
visitin~z the e()lle~e coaches registration site. 

h~p:/i;vents.gt;{sporteomig(’entsieollegeeoaehlogin.aspx?EventII)=346o~.    ,, 
To see which schools are eurTer~th registered [.lease view here: 

Look ff)rward to seeing you in Phoenix, .. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to an~on@uncaa,unc.edu by mikerocca@ratedsports.corn :: 
]nstant removal with Sa[eUnsubscribe@ i Privacy Policy. 

Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edw- 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:01 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: The Desert Cup Showcase is 2 weeks away, RSVP your attendm~ce now 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: The Desert Cnp Showcase is 2 weeks away, RSVP your attendance now 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedstx)rts.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

We are 2 weeks away from Desert Ct~p Showcase. This is a reminder that we 

Showcase event being held March 28-30, 2o14 at the Reach I] Sports 
Complex in Phoenix, Arizona. Don’t miss this opportunity to recruit i.ahmt 
from over ~(} States and Canadian provinces. 
The Desert Cup has gained the attention of top clubs from Canada and across 
the ITS. This is going to be one great event with a][ games bring played at 
one [o~aat.ion - easy scouting for all collegiate programs. 
Kyou haven’t abeady registered (br The Desert Cup, please do so today by 
visitin~z the e()lle~e coaches registration site. 

h~p:/i;vents.gt;{sport.eomig(’entsieollegeeoaehlogin.aspx?EventII)=346o~.    ,, 
To see which schools are eurTer~th registered [.lease view here: 

Look ff)rward to seeing you in Phoenix, .. 

Forward this email 

] 
This email was sent to anson@emaiLunc,edu by __m_j_k_,_%_o__c__c__a_@£_a__t_?._d__s_p___o_Lt_s_:_c__9__n2 
Instan~ removal with Sa~eUrlsubscribc-’4~" :: Privacy Policy. 

Rated Sports, kkC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: The Desert Cup Showcase is 2 weeks away, RSVP your attendance now 

From: Michael Rocca [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 16, 2014 6:52 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; The Desert Cup Showcase is 2 weeks away, RSVP your attendance now 

The Desert Cup Showcase March 28-30, Phoenix - AZ 

Wc m:¢ 2 weeks aw~y from l)eserk Cup Showcase. ’I’hi~ is a reminder t.hak we 

Showcase even~ being heh:] March 28-3o, ~o~4 at the Reach ~ Sports 
Complex in Phoenix, Arizona. l)(m’t miss this opportunit)’ to recruit talen~ 
(’tom over m States zmd Czmadian provffmes. 
The Deserf. Ct~p has gained the atter~t.ion of top e]t~bs from Car~z~da arid across 
{he U S. This is going to be one great, even{ wit.h all games being played at 
one location - easy sco,~ting ~o~ aI] collegiate programs. 
If you haven’t already registered for The Desert Cup, please do so today by 
visiting the college coaches registration site. 
http: !~events.g(¢{’sport.eomievents/eol]egeeoaehlogin.aspx?EventID=346o 2 

To ~ee w~ie 1 sc loo s :~re (’u[’Fe ~{]v re~istered e.:~se Hew ~ere~ 
hap:/ievents.gotsport.eomieventsieollegeeoaehes.aspx? EventH)=346o 2 

~egards, 

Chain q)nsh~ S ’ries Direct)r 

Forward this emafl 

~’~i Image 
...... removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.unc,edu by mikerocca~ratedsports.com 

Instan~ removal with Sa~eUnsubscIibe"~ Privacy Policy, 
Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 2:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: AvaJa~che Invitafion~J - Showcase (U9-U19) 

From: scott@avalancheinvitational.com [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent; Sunday, March 16, 2014 8:02 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Avalanche Invitational - Showcase (ug-u:~9) 

Park City - Avalanche Invitational - Showcase, June 6-8, 2014 

i~-~ Imag ....... d bysender. 

Spots are fiEing up iast. We have 61% out oi state registration. Teams from the following states: Hawaii, 

Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Arizona, Nevada, New Mexico, Colorado, Cn[~fot’nia North and South. 

New Jersey, and Virginia. We w~[[ be adding a few more teams from back east as welt as Texas, Missouri 

and Nebraska. 

CoUe~es from ai[ across the nat~on writ be ~n attendance, the list ~s ~row~n~ da~[y. 

We’d like to personat[y invite you Lo register to attend the 4th annuat Avalanche InvitaLionat, in Park City, 

Utah, &me 6-8, 2014. The Avalanche InvRationaL hosted by Utah Avatanche Soccer Ctub, provides 

opportunities for top-performing female athletes of at[ a~es to compete and be seen by cot[ego coaches. 

As an elite, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams wilt join us this year in Park 

CRy, and we would tore to have your atMetes attend. The tournament ~s organized into three brackets and 

open to teams U9 through U19. 

Tile Elite Col~.ege Showcase level allows players to demonstrate their talents to cot[ego coaches and 

recruiters and is intended for U15-U19 teams. We anth::ipate more than 75 college coaches to attend. 

Cost: U15-U19:S900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ chak[enges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best. This 

[eve[ is intended for U12-U14 teams. 

As you prepare your youn~er teams to play at h~£he~, more competitive levels, this tournament 

provides an opportunity to measure you~ team a~amst the nation’s best. 

Cost: Ui2-U14:$650 

The E{ite Youth [eve[ allows you~ youngest teams to gain tou~ nament experience and have a great 

t1 

Cost: U9-U10 (8V8): $500 Ull (ilvli): 5600 

To register, \dsit us online at: -A---v--a-~!-a---n--c---h---e-~!--n--v--~--t--a--t--i~-~--~-a--[-~-R--e--gJ~-s~-t£--a--t-!~B 

We (:hose Park Cibi to host tile Avalanche Invitational for a few reasons. Utah is our home. and we want to 

share with you the beauty of the landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We believe that 

Park City’s spectacular views provide the periect backdrop for the nation’s best soccer players to come 

together and compete. 

The charm of downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and entertainment, wilt 

ensure you~ stay in Park City wilt be a memorable experience for you and you~ family, and we took forward 

to your partidpation in this year’s Avalanche Invitational. 

by sender. 

iN image removed W 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:31 PM 

~msn.com; duca~uncaa.unc.edn; Ja~m Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Estimate 23431 from CotnmonweaJth Blinds and Shades 

Est 23431 from Commonwealth Blinds and Shades Inc. 4176.pdf 

From-" Streett, Shelly 
Sent; Monday, 9:04 AM 
To; Rich, Chris; Negalha,Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sisneros, Jason M; Sander, Thomas J 

~¢; Miller, Beth 
Subject: FW: Estimate 23431 from Commonwealth Blinds and Shades 

Coaches, 

I )~t wanted to get a final bit of input about the blinds for two meeting room~ at the ~occer center. Currently, we are scheduled to have one inch metal mini blinds 

inst:alled. Dr Miler’s budget is covering the S1:1.7C..75 cost. 

I realized we also have the option of puLting in a Lwo inch slat metal blinds after speaking with the company doing the work, The cost wokdd be a bit more buL ~ 

Lh~nk they will ~ook a ]~tt~e n~cer. The new quote ~s [:or just shy o[: ~1800. I’m noL sure ~f Dr M~Her wH~ cover the difference. P~esse ~et me know your Lhoughts, 

Thanks, 

F~m~ CommonweMth glind~ and Shades, Inc, [m~_[[~;_~_gJ_~g~mm~_~t~J~b_bJ_[t~_~9_m] 
Sent= Friday, 11:57 AM 
To= Street, Shelly 
S~bject= Estimate 23431 from Commonwealth Blinds and Shades 

Dear Customer : 

Please review the estimate below. Feel free to contact us if you have any questions. 

We look forward to working with you. 

Sincerely, 

Angie Walker 

Commonwealth Blinds and Shades 

336-992-5212 



COMMONWEALTH 

121 Majestic Way Court, Suite F 
Kernersville, NC 27284 
phone (336) 992-5212 

fax (336) 992-5213 

Estimate 
Date Estimate # 

23431 

UNC Chapel Hill 
Disbursement Services 
CB #1220 104 Airport Dr 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Project Terms Sales Rep FOB 

Net 30 TD 

Item Description Qty Total 

Project 

Project Notes 

CD80 
CD80 
CD80 
CD80 
CD80 
CD80 
CD80 
CD80 
CD80 
Installation 
Installation 

McCaskill Soccer Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 
()range County 

Specit) Color, Inside Mount, 

NC Contract H.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 60 X 91 - lstiConf 
NC Contract H.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 60.5 X 91 - lstiConf 
NC Contract ll.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 40.5 X 93 - 2nd/Conf 
NC Contract H.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 39 X 93 - 2nd/Conf 
NC Contract H.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 40 X 93 - 2nd/Conf 
NC Contract ll.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 60 X 93 - 2ndiConf 
NC Contract H.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 60.25 X 93 - 2nd/Conf 
NC Contract H.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 40.25 X 93 - 2nd/Conf 
NC Contract ll.D. 2" Mini Blinds - 38.75 X 93 - 2ndiConf 
Takedown and Removal - Verticals 
Measure & Installation: Price is based on installation into 
mndow frame, wood or metal stud blocking. Excludes 
installation into concrete, block or steel. 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

4 

1 

291.08 

149.37 

103.41 

99.58 

99.58 

298.74 

149.37 

199.16 

99.58 

75.00 

225.00 

This Estimate is valid ibr 60 days and confidential. To place your order, sign and return the 
Estimate and include a copy of your Purchase Order. 
We appreciate your business. 

Signature 

Print Name Date 

Subtotal 

Sales Tax (6.75%) 

Total 

$1,789.87 

$0.00 

$1,789.87 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up 10am) 

I will be there! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 3:27 PM 
To: Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; Reckart, Angela;            .~aoLcom;      ~aol.com; Holman, Brian; 

Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Fells, Chris; Garth, Christy Lynn~ Holliday, Corey L; Biener, EriG Hernandez, Erik H; Gatz, Gregory; Latta, Ivory; 
.~gmail.com; VanAIstyne, Mark; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Gisselman, Steve; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Fox, Mike; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up :t0am) 
Importance: High 

Thank you to those who have responded. Friendly reminder._ 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday,             6:08 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Make-up (     10am) 

Coaches - sorry that you weren’t able to join us for today’s Coaches Workshops. Thank you to those who notified us ahead of time of their absence and especially 

to those who have already RSVP’ed to the make-up meeting scheduled for next Wednesday,         (:lO:O0-JdI:OOam) in the 2nd floor Conference Room of 

~.oudermilk. If you have not done so, please let us know if you will be able to attend, so we can plan accordingly: RSVP. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:36 PM 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> 

)aol.com; Tim Crothers ~aol.com>; 

ducar~uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Yes .., what time? And how many tickeL can you give me? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could I 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just got back to me. 

On at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Love to .... is booked ,,. Whee else? 

From: Mike Sundheim [Ln__a_jJ__tg_L_mj__k_e__s__~_c_a___r__o_!Ln_a___h_u_Kj_c___a_~_~_:gRtg] 

Sent: Monday, 4:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then worked with Dave Lohse as a 

student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and against you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from 

UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. The tradition of having a 

celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to 

Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you are interested: http:i!hurricanes.nhl.com/dubipage.htm?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on                 or we could look further into      for a date you might be 

interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck 

drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of everything you’ve continued 

to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 
Caroiina Hurricanes 
O: 919-861-5477 I C:               I Twitter: 
Hurricanes Media Resources Site: CanesPR.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, i:36 PM 

~msn.com; duca~uncaa.unc.edu; Ja~m Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Coaches’ Meeting 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, 6:04 PM 
To: Adams, Tyler G; Anderson, Blake; Anundsen, Sara; Arendas, Dave; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Barnes, Philip E; Brewer, Gunter S; Calder, Andrew G; Cathro, Guy; Chinn, 
Trevor Jacob; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Disch, Dan; Dowd, Katrina M; Ducat, Chris; Fells, Chris; Forbes, Scott; Frederick, Brad; Fulton, Grant; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric lvl; Hudson, Nicole; Jackson, Scott C; Jednak, Matt; Kapilovic, Christopher G; Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr; Kolat, Cary J; Langley, Raymond 
Joshua; Law, Greg A; Lee, William R Jr; Litzinger, Michael B; McGrath, Colin B; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Negalha, Jeff; Papadatos, Dionisios; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Phillips, 
Tripp; Porter, Grant; Quinn, Sean; rackham; Reckart, Angela; Robinson, Steve A; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Sander, Thomas .1; Smith, Amy Diane; 

; VanAIstyne, Mark; Webb, Josh; Wigger, Leah IVlarie; Williams, Andre; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Workman, Aaron; Young, Marissa Veronica; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Cunningham, Bubba; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Brown, Michelle; Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul 

Subject: Coaches’ Meeting 

Colleagues, 

Our next coaches’ meeting will be on Tuesda~          at 8:30 am. This important meeting will include all Head and Assistant Coaches. We will meet in the 

Swofford Auditorium in the Kenan Football Center. If for some reason, you cannot attend, please let Larry Gallo or me know. 

The main topics for the agenda are: 

Kenm~ Flagler Business School ~ Admissions 

Outside Income 

APR Projections 

Facility Use Fees 

We look fo~-~’ard to seeing you on 

All the best, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Tennessee State Soccer Association College Camp E-Newsletter 

College Camp Fo~m.pdf 

From: Devin Bolt [mailto:dbolt@tnsoccer.org] 
Sent; Monday, March 17, 2014 6:33 PM 
To; Devin Bolt 
C¢; Hans Hobson 
Subject; Tennessee State Soccer Association College Camp E-Newsletter 
College Coaches, 

Because of some emaiFnetw ork issues w e had at the end of the w eek last w eek many en~fils fl’om our netw ork w ere not sent and/or received. Just in case any of your 

emails didnot come through ~,~ ~ ar~ ~x:t~ndfi,~g ourd~adIin~.~or)~o~rCo~kg~ Camp Ads to W ~d~sdav. March tgth~ lfyou areunsure that your emailwas 

received, please resend! 

For all that have sent in theh" ad inlb~qnation, we will be emailing out invoices tomorrow, March 18th. 

We are ver,v excited about our new process for getting prospective College Camp intbrmation out to our competitive players registered through Tennessee State 

Soccer Association. \Ve realize under previous leadership some colleges w ere given marling lists, how ever our membership w onld pretkr that w e not give this 

information out. ~Ve believe that our new College Camp E- New sletter will be a great w ay for you to get your camp Information out to all of our competitive players. 

Plus, w e w hi do the w or k for you! 

As a way to provide your caanp details to our membership, the Board d Directors has approved aa~ E~ New sletter that will go out 3 times this spring. The College Camp 

E--new sletter will be sent in March, April and May to all d our competitive ip~yers. This speci[ic College Camp E~Newsletter will be open to all colleges for a set fee 

and will include your camp advertisement. You may also choose to purchase a full page individual ad. \Vith this ad, your camp advertisement will be sent out 

individually as a full page flyer to all of our competitive players. In addition to the E*Newsletter, we will also be creating a specific College Camp tab on our website in 

w hich your ad will be placed. For an a&litional fee, w e will also include your camp information in the goodJe bags handed out at the Spring State Tournaments in 

May. (U13~UD Girls, UB Boys ~ UD Boys) 

\¥e are hoping with our new College Camp E~ New sletter w e will be able to not only help get your camp kfforn~tion out to ’all of our competitive players but also save 

your progn-am the time and money spent by elimin ating the cost to print and marl your camp llyers to our competitive players. Bdow are the ad sizes tbr the e 

new sletter and a list of prices for this service. If you wonldlike to submit your ad, please fill out the attached tbrm and scan, fax or mail to the TSSA 

Please contact Devin Bolt dbolt@tnsoccer.org, or H~s Hobson hhobson@tnsoccer.org, i[you have any questions. 

Option 1               Jpeg 600 x 400 $500 3 (March-May) 

Option 2 jpeg 600 x 800 $1,000 3 (March-May) 

State Tournament 

Flyer 
Jpeg 600 x 400 $150 

ODP &: Co~chi~g Ed~tcafion A,J~n~istralor 

]00 Comltry Club Dive Suite 100 

Phor~c: 615-590- 22 O0 

Fax: 615 590-2205 

Thanks! 
Dexqn 



TSSA College Camp E-Newsletter 

College or University 

Head Coach 

Men’s Program O 

Name of Camp 

Main Contact (If not Head Coach) 

Contact Email 

Women’s Program O 

Option 1 

Option 2 

State Tournament Flyer# 

600px x 400px (width x height) 

600px x 800px (width x height) 

600px x 400px (width x height) 

* State Tournament Flyer can be the same artwork as Option 1. 

Option 1                 ~ 

Option 2                 ~-] 

State Tournament Flyer    ~ 

Please email artwork to Devin Bolt, dbolt@tnsoccer.org. 

Ai~ ads must be submitted b~l Frida% March 

Upon completion please scan, fax or mail this form to Devin Bolt. All checks should be made 
out to the Tennessee State Soccer Association. Please send your check to the address 

below. 

100 Country Club Drive Suite 100 

Hendersonville, TN 37075 

Email: dbolt@tnsoccer.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:39 PM 

~msn.com; duca~uncaa.unc.edu; Ja~m Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~’)aol.com 

I~%V: Hello from Annika with SOCCER.COM! 

From: Annika Huaosson [mailto:ahugosson@sportsendeavors.com] 
Sent; Monday. 8:03 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Hello from Annika with SOCCER~COH! 

Anson, 
My name is Annika Hugosson and I am the college 
soccer sales manager for Soccer.corn Our goal at 
Soccer.com is to partner with the best, most 
influential teams in the industry, and I would love the 
opportunity to learn more about University of North 
Carolina. My entire focus is college soccer, 
meaning you will always have a dedicated contact 
committed to making your experience with 
Soccer.com great. We are invested in our 
customers and strive to provide an exceptional 
ordering experience for our partners. 
We have been a leading multi-sport, multi-channel 
retail company featuring globally-recognized brands 
for 30 year& With over a million orders shipped per 
year and 99% of non-customized orders shipping 
same day, its easy to see why Soccer.com is #1 
soccer website in the world. Every day Soccer.com 
attracts enough unique visitors to fill up Maracan 
Stadium in Rio de Janeiro. 
In addition to our website, our iconic catalog was 
first sent out in the fall of 1984 with just 24 pages 
and a mailing list of 6,000. Today, it is the largest 
soccer publication in the world, with over four million 
soccer players and fans in our database and more 
than 9 million catalogs sent each year. 
At the end of the day, we want to get to know you 
better and provide you with the information you 
need to make the best decision for you and your 
program when it comes to your teams provider. 
Please let me know if there is ever an opportunity to 
chat. 
Thanks and looking forward to hearing from you! 
Thank you, 
Annika 
Annika Hugosson 
SOCCER.com 
College Soccer Sales Manager 
ahu_ctosson@sportsendeavors.co m 
Office: 919.640.6280 
Fax: 919.640.8609 
Our team is committed to providing legendary 
service. For additional assistance, you may also 
email .t..e...a.....m..@.s..p..~..~.s.~.e.~D~.d....e...a.~.v...~.~.r~.s.=c...~....m..~ or call 
1.800.967.8326. 

~i Image removed bysender. 

l iX Image removed by J 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Image ] Sent by Cleargl kte h~c. on beha]f of Sports Endeavo]-s Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: profiles@csaprepstar.com [mailto:profiles@csaprepstar.com] 
Sent; Monday, March 17, 2014 8:53 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject; CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:47 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ( @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Columbus Crew Extends Agreement With Match Analysis 

From: Match Analysis [mailto:news=matchanalysis.com@mail171.us4.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Match Analysis 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 4:00 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Columbus Crew Extends Agreement With Match Analysis 

Columbus Crew Extends Agreement 
with Match Analysis 

Video and S~a#sdca~ ~a~ys~s Technology 

COLUMBUS, Ohio - Major League Soccer’s Columbus Crew aRRouRced today ~t has 

extended its ex~sthsg agreement with CNiforn~a-ba~d Match Ana~ys~s to provide the 

club’s video and sta~stica~ ~nNysis, 

New Crew Sporting Direc[or and Head Coaci~ @egg BerhNter and his coacMng staff 

wiil use Match Analysids rnarket4eading products to provide access [o [ouci>by~touch 

video and statis[icN analysis of every MLS ma[ci~ 

The cutting edge product suite i~sdudes Mambo Studio 5.1 video search and retrieval 

tool, K2 Panoramic Video providing a unique compiete corner-te.-comer full pitch view 

and TrueView Visualizations that enabies interactive touch pane~ v~sua~za~ons & p~syer 

[rack~n9 d~recfiy w~tNn the v~deo Coaches and players wi~ Nso have ~mmed~ate on~ne 

access to deta~bd ~ndiv~dua~ analyt~cs, upcorrfing opponent ana~ys~s, and complete 

touch-by-touch player video through Tango O~s~ne and the company’s proprbta~’ 

Tango ToGo system also enables coaches to lnstanfiy send v~dee d~recfly to p~ayers on 

their meblb devices. 

"The Match Analysis tools are at] invaiuabb cornpo¢.,e¢.,t i¢., [he Crew’s pro and pen[- 

match ana~ys~s and provides us ,M[h an ex[rernely power~u~ and vis~a~ method ~or 

commu~s~ca{~n9 w~th our players/’ sa~d Crew Spor{~n9 D~rector and Head Coach Gregg 

BerhNter. "They have the most adva~sced products on the market and hsvhs9 previously 

eva~uated competitive option, s; ~t was a shnp~e decision for us to extend our exisfin9 

agreement with Match AnNys~s? 

"We’re very exciled thai Gregg and ti~e Crew have decided to extend our relationship 

and look Io~,,,’~’a~d io working closely v,/iti~ the technical staff" said Mark Brunkhari, 

President of Match Analysis. "Knowing Grog and his staff did their due diligence prior to 

choosing to work with Match Analysis is additio~sai validation that we conti~sae to provide 

the most advance suite of performance analysis tools in the industry". 

About M@.ch A~a~ysis 

Ma[ch Anaiysis is the ieading pio¢.,eer in high perlormance anaiyticai too~s ~br soccer 

(~ootba~). Over the past decade, Ma[ch A~sNys~s has worked w~th a~mos[ every top ck~b 

~n No~th Amedca and top medb outlets ~nc~ud~ng the New York T~rnes coverage of the 

2010 Wodd Cup. hs 2013, Match A~sa~ys~s’s K2 Panoramic V~deo Camera System was 

~mp~emen~ed ~n eve~ stadk~m ~n Major League Soccer and Uga MX~ Current Match 

Ana~ys~s c~ents ~ndude a~ 18 Uga MX clubs ~n Mexico, 16 MLS dubs, the United States 

and Mex~ca~ nafio~N teams, and a w~de ansy o~co~ege and amateur s~des. Ma[ch 

Ana~ys~s o~ers a comprehensive suite of tools a~d services ~nclud~n9 v~deo indexh~g 

and srchMn% statistical ana~ys~s, I~ve data cellection~ player track~ng, fitness repo~ts 

and pedormance analys~s~ 



The Columbus Grew is OhWs Majo~ League Soccer club Ow~ed and operated by 

~recou~t Spo~{s Ve~stures (PSV}, and o~se of the League~s Gha~{er Members~ ~t wo~ 

~rst MLS Oup championship ~n 2008~ and has also won the 2002 Lamar Hunt U.S. 

Opens Oup and ML8 Supporters’ Shield titles in 2004, 2008 and 2009. 2014 is the 

Crow’s t 6th season at first~ofdts~kind Crow StadLm~ the first topflight soccer~specific 

fac@# bu~t ~n the United Ststes~ Founded by the American spoils pionee~ Lamsr Hunt, 

~he dub was purchased by PSV on Ju~y 29, 2013 as paA of the privately heJd 

mves[me~[ a~d msnsgemerlt firm’s sports and elstertahx~ent business enterpnse. 

Ms[ci; ARsiysis 

Emei}~iii¢, C:A 94608 

ser~der ~msi{ 

M=s rketi n rJ Powe:"ed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: ECNL events evalualions 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Thomas Chestnutt 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 20:1.4 12:16 PM 
To; DJ. Women’s Soccer Listserve 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} ECNL events evaluations 
Hey, I hope everyone is doing well. I just got this information for our conference office and wanted to share with everyone, l’m not sure how it is being handled across the 
country but I have a feeling that this may be informative to some_, below I pasted in an email that was sent from our Gompliance office at the Oonference USA office 
(essentially EC~NL events count as singular evaluations each day). 

Hope all is well. 

By way of an update shared via the CCACA, it has been noted some soccer coaches across the country have expressed concern over institutions still counting 
tbe Elite C] nbs National League (ECNL) National Events as a single eva] nation per" tire "tournament evaluations" legislation per Bylaw 13.1.7.1‘5 as opposed to 

separate evaluations on each day of the event per tile "other lnulti-day events" legislation per Bylaw 13.1.7.1‘5.1. Please share tile following with your soccer 

coaches. 

Below are tire 2013-14 dates for tbe ECNL National Events. It appears flrat these events are conducted as regular season games as opposed to a tournament 
format. Although teams receive points for these games, no winner is determined at the conclusion of tile event and no teams qualify for the National Playoffs or 
Fina]s from these events alone. 
ECNL Phoenix I Phoenix, AZ I Fri. Nov 1‘5-17 I Ul‘5-U18 
ECNL Florida I Sanford, FL I Sat.. Dec 28-30 I U1S-U18 
ECNL Texas I Ft Worth/Arlington, TX I Eri, Feb 21-23 I Ul‘5-U18 
ECNL San Diego I San Diego, CA I Sat., April 12-14 I Ul~q-U18 
ECNL New Jersey I Zarephath, NJ I Sat, May 24-26 I Ul‘5-U17 

"Otber Multi-Day Events" - Bylaw 13.1.7.1‘5.1 and tire ECNL - 
"The specific reminder is that in accordance with Bylaws 13.1.7.1S and 13.1.7.1~q.1, evaluations on each day of a multi-day event cotmt as separate evaluations if 
the event is not condncted as a tournament (i.e., no winner is deternfined) or" if it is not a specific tier" of a tournament or playoffs. 
The specific concern underlying this email relates to whether institutions are treating ECNL (girls soccer) showcases and!or other events featuring ECNL 
regular-season competition--as tournaments as contemplated in 13.1.7.15." These events, appear" to be part of tbe ECNL regular season, and are trot tournaments 
for the purpose of 13.1.7.15. Therefore, evaluations on separate days of such events count as separate evaluations per 13.1.7.15.1." 
Hope this information is helpful. 

13.1.7.1,5 Tournament Evaluations. 

Evaluation during each day of a tournan~ent held during the academic year shall count as a separate evaluation except as follows (see Bylaws 13.1.4.11 and 
13.1/t:.2.3.1): (Revised: 1/14/97, 3/22/0(5) 

(a) Evaluation of nmltiple contests in a tournament that occurs on consecutive days (and normally at tire same site) shall count as a single evaluation. 

(b) Evaluation of multiple contests in a single tier of a tournament (e.g., sectional, district, regional) shall coturt as a single observation. If a particular tier of a 
tournament is snbdivided into identifiable segments (e.g., conducted on different weekends), evaluation of contests in each identifiable segment connts as a 
single observation. 

13.1.7.1,5.1 Other Mnlti-Day Events. 
Evaluations at a lnultiple-day event (e.g., jamboree, roturd robin, showcase) constitute separate evaluations for each day of tile event unless tile event is 
conducted in a tonrnament format in which a whiner of the event is determined. (Adopted: 12/13/0‘5) 
A. Fr’ank A~edondo 
Dit’eclor o[ Comp{Jance and Spert Serv[ce~ 
farredondo@c-u~a.or~ 1214 -7";’-~- 13-~‘5 
C on fe re n c eUSA. co m i @ Con ferenc e USA i C on f er en c e USA o n Fac eb ook 

Thomas ::::::::::::::::::::: ::~’. 

::: :::.::::J ::::::::::::::::::::: FlU ’:;~:::: ~ ;~:~:.:~?:~ 

2011 NCAA 

2012, 20l l. 2009 S~n Be# Co~/g:rence Champions 

Camps and Clinics 

From-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@c~ooqlegroups.com [division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] on behalf of Derrek R Falor [d.falor@csuohio.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, December 05, 2013 :I.:43 PM 
To: D:t Women’s Soccer Listserve 
Subject-" {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Coach Looking to come west 

All, 

Is there is any school on the West coast or Mountain states looking to add to their staff? I have a candidate who is a long time coach looking to return to 

that part of the country. If you are looking let me know and l will forward along their contact info to you. Thanks and Happy Holidays! 

d, faJor~f~)c su ohio ,edu 

Find out morn about NSC~ College Services at www.nsc~.com/college. 

You received tNs message because you am subscribed to tim Google @oups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To uusub~fibe fiom fl~is group m~d stop mceMng emails from it ~ud ~ email ~ &vision-b womens-socce>coachesq m~subscfibe(~googlegroups.com. 



To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches,2~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit ht~ps://gwmps.google.com/group~opt out. 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/colle~e. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails frotn it, send ~ email ~o dfivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches ~ unsubscribe(~googlegrot~ps.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches~google~roups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i,’grot~ps.google.com,’grot~pidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit hltps:/igrot~ps.goo~le~com/d/optout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:49 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Soccer Game Fihn Ediling 

From: Soccer Analytics [mailto:info@SoccerAnalytics.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 20:~4 8:04 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Soccer Game Film Editing 

Hello Anson 

Let me know if you have a few minutes in the next couple of days to chat about Soccer Analytics service. 

What is Soccer Analytics? 

We chart your raw game film and deliver in-depth Team and Player reports, and then post the edited game footage to your private online 

channel. All Events, Set Pieces and Player-level tagging is searchable online, which means that you are able to watch (and share) just the 

game-defining moments. 

Stats on the Match Report are linked directly to the video- click on "Shots on Goal- On Target" and you will see just those plays. Your 

tagged game footage is turned around quickly, allowing you to deliver relevant feedback to your players and coaches. 

For info and pricing, go to .b__t__t_p__&:_/j___d___b__:__t__t_i___X___z____w____9___n___X__g__b_, or take a look at __w____w___v_~=_S___o___c__c___e__E_A___n___a__[y__t_j__c__s__:_D__e___t.. 

If you would like, I am happy to arrange a personal live online demo for you. Or, you can join one of these upcoming online demos: 

Thursday March 20th, 8:00am Pacific (11:00am Eastern) - Register 

Tuesday March 25th, 7:00am Pacific (10:00am Eastern) - Reclister 

Tuesday March 25th, 10:00am Pacific (1:00pro Eastern) - Register 

Regards, 

Jason Sanchez 

(424) 653-6767 

Jason@SoccerAnalytics.net 

Da!!:fisl~ i.J~A i i~505 8i]iioi] Rd, 110-.g i Aiphare11:a. GA 30005 

re, moved by 

iCoatact - 

It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Go Papefless at Players College Showcase and NEFC i New Features 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Go Papefless at Players College Showcase and NEFC 

From: Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraly@stx)rtsboard-mn.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

New Features 

Players Coflege Showcase and NEFC this 
Weekend - New Tournament Planning 

Features 

yers Colfege Showcase in Los 

tas. We can now automatically highlight games on you[ schedule 

off your watch I~st, to he~p you stay organized and efficient on the 

ields. The process ~s s~mple: 

Download SportsBoard Chamefeon from iTunes for free. 

Call us to subscribe or set up your trial account, and our team will load 

the rosters and schedufe. Sync your iPad and you’re 

to go ~ no ~MFi or 3G is necessary. 

Record text notes, "highlight" players, record voice memos and video, 

formations, and customize metrics for rating prospects. 

. After the event, export notes to excel, sync with compfiance, avoid the 

us a shout to subscribe or get a free trial today. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:35 PM 

Mike Sundheim <mike@carolinahurricanes.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; Bill Palladino 

~aol.com> 

Re: C~xoliua Hmrica~es 

~aol.com>; tim crothers 

Thanks Mike ... let me see how many of my hockey buddies want to go. 

Seniti’ore my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Mike Sundheim <mike@caroliuahumcanes.com> wrote: 

Awesome! You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 tbr the sireu. You will souud the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out tbr the game. 

We cau probably get you as ~nany tickets as you wa~t. Just let me ]mow! 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Yes ,, what time? And how many [:id~et (:an you give me? 

From: Mike Sundheim [Eka__[[_t_9__:___m__L_k__e__s_@carolinahurricanes.corq] 

Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 5:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A i51 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Love to .,,. Feb 4th and 7th is booked ._, When else? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then worked with 

Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and against you at the Craig 

Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the Carolina Hurricanes, where I have 

worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. The tradition of 

having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have ranged from Sir Nick Faldo 

and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you are interested: 

http:/ihurricanes.nhl.comidub/pa~e.htm ?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a date you 

might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your seats to enjoy the 

game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of everything 

you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 
Carolina Hurricanes 
O: 9~9-86k-5477 I C                I Twitter:l 
Hurricanes Media Resources Site: CanesPR.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:36 PM 

Fwd: Cmolina Hurricanes 

Sent.f!°om my Eerizou ~Firele,~s 4(5 L)"E L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Ca~-olina tturricanes 

From: Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurdcanes.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 

CC: ~. ~ ~aol.com,Tim Crothers ~aol.com> 

<dacar(~b unc .eda>," Jason Sisneros, ~2gmall.com~, Sander, Thomas J" <pac,na~@anc.edu> 
~msn.com, Ducat, Chris" 

Awesome! You would probably need to an-ive by 6:45 for the siren. You will sound the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out for the game. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want, Just let me know! 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On . at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV anson(a!emada~nc.edn~ wrote. 

Yes ,,. what time? And how many ticket can you give me? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes{~carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could I 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just got back to me. 

On at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_n__s_ .o_n_@._e_m_a_!J_:.u__o_c_.._e_._d_ .q> wrote: 

Love to .... is booked ._, When else? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahun’icanes.com] 
Sent: lv~onday, 4:11 Plv~ 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then worked with 

Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and against you at the Craig 

Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the Carolina Hurricanes, where I have 

worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. The tradition of 

having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have ranged from Sir Nick Faldo 

and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you are interested: 

http:!ihurricanes.nhl.comidub!page.htm?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on or we could look further into       for a date you 

might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your seats to enjoy the 

game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of everything 

you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 

O: 919-861-5477 I c I Twitter: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 8:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris -Mucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Legends FC Players Showcase Schedule & WPSL Announcement 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Legends FC Players Showcase Schedule & WPSL Annom~cement 

From: Legends FC Staff<legendsIkdoc@aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Greetings! 

This upcoming weekend we will have our U14-U18 Top Teams 
participating in the USYS National League at the Player Showcase 
in Las Vegas. 

Here is a schedule for the 5 National League Teams U14-U18. 

National Lea~lue Schedule 

Here are the coaches for those teams: 

U14 & U15 - Josh Hodges - ~gmail.com or ~ 

U16 - John King -john.king@legendsfc.net ot 

U17 - Rick Young - ~aol.com or 

U18 - Jim Wain - @yahoo.com or 

In addition, we will have 9 other Legends teams participating in the 
Players College Showcase. If there are any players you are 
interested on any of those teams or need more information please 
feel free to contact us. 
LEGENDS WPSL TEAM 
I also wanted to let you know that we will be having a Legends 
WPSL team this summer. Our purpose for doing this team is to 
continue developing our graduated players so they can come into 
their next college season a better player and as fit as possible. If 
you have any players that are interested in participating with us this 
summer that are from our at~a let us know. 

BeN Regards, 
Josh Hodges 
Legends FC Die,or 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March :18, 20:14 9:04 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} ECNL events evaluations 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} ECNL events evaluations 

From: "Francis, Mark" <mfrancis@ku.edu> 

To: Thomas Chestnutt <chestnut@fiu.edu>,D1 Women’s Soccer Listserve <division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com> 

CC: 

All 

We just got the same interpretation from the Big 12 office 

Clearly we have to count individual days at these events. 

Mark Francis 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Kansas 

785-864-3556 

From: Thomas Chestnutt <chestnut@fiu.edu> 

Date: Monday, March 17, 2014 11:15 AM 

To: D1 Women’s Soccer Ustserve <division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com> 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} ECNL events evaluations 

Hey, I hope everyone is doing well. I just got this information for our conference office and wanted to share with everyone. I’m not sure how it is being handled across the 
country but I have a feeling that this may be informative to some_, below I pasted in an email that was sent from our Compliance office at the Conference USA office 
(essentially ECNL events count as singular evaluations each day). 

Hope all is well. 

By way of an update shared via the CCACA, it has been noted some soccer coaches across the country have expressed concern over institutions still counting the Elite Clubs National 

League (ECNL) National Events as a single evaluation per the "tournament evaluations" legislation per Bylaw 13.1.7.15 as opposed to separate evaluations on each day of the event per 

the "other multi-day events" legislation per Bylaw 13.1.7.15.1. Please share the following with your soccer coaches. 

Below are the 2013-14 dates for the ECNL National Events. It appears that these events are conducted as regular season games as opposed to a tournament format. Although teams 

receive points for these games, no winner is determined at the conclusion of the event and no teams qualify for the National Playoffs or Finals from these events alone. 

ECNL Phoenix I Phoenix, AZ I Fri. Nov 15-17 I U15-U18 

ECNL Florida I Sanford, FL I Sat., Dec 28-30 I U15-U18 

ECNL Texas I Ft Worth/Arlington, TX I Fri, Feb 21-23 I U15-U18 

ECNL San Diego I San Diego, CA I Sat., April 12-14 I U15-U18 

ECNL New Jersey I Zarephath, NJ I Sat, May 24-26 I U15-U17 

"Other Multi-Day Events" - Bylaw 13.1.7.15.1 and the ECNL - 

’q-he specific reminder is that in accordance with Bylaws 13.1.7.15 and 13.1.7.15.1, evaluations on each day of a multi-day event count as separate evaluations if the event is not 

conducted as a tournament (i.e., no winner is determined) or if it is not a specific tier of a tournament or playoffs. 

The specific concern underlying this email relates to whether institutions are treating ECNL (girls soccer) showcases--and/or other events featuring ECNL regular-season competition-- 

as tournaments as contemplated in 13.1.7.15." These events, appear to be part of the ECNL regular season, and are not tournaments for the purpose of 13.1.7.15. Therefore, 

evaluations on separate days of such events count as separate evaluations per 13.1.7.15.1." 

Hope this information is helpful. 

13.1.7.15 Tournament Evaluations. 

Evaluation during each day of a tournament held during the academic year shall count as a separate evaluation except as follows (see Bylaws 13.1.4.1 and 13.1.4.2.3.1.): (Revised: 1/14/9"~ 
3/22,/06) 

(a) Evaluation of multiple contests in a tournament that occurs on consecutive days (and normally at the same site) shall count as a single evaluation 

(b) Evaluation of multiple contests in a single tier of a tournament (e.g., sectional, district, regional) shall count as a single observation. If a particular tier of a tournament is subdivided into 
identifiable segments (e.g., conducted on different weekends), evaluation of cuntests in each identifiable segment counts as a single observation. 

13.1 7.15.1 Other Multi-D-ay Events. 

Evaluations at a multiple-day event (eg., jamboree, round robin, showcase) constitute separate evaluations for each day of the event unless the event is conducted in a tournament format 

in which a winner of the event is determined. (Adopted: 12/13/05) 

A. Franl,: Arredondo 

Director of Compiiance and Sport Services I Conference USA 

farredondo@c-usa.org I 214--774-1345 (direct} 

ConferenceUSA.com I @Conference USA ~ Conference USA on Facebook 



20t2, 20] ], 2009 Sw~ Belt (/o~?f!:ee~ce ChamTAo~s 

Ca~nps and Clinics 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] on behalf of Derrek R Falor [d.falor@csuohio.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, December 05, 20:L3 1:43 PM 
To-" D1 Women’s Soccer Listserve 
Subject: {Division 1 Womens Soccer Coaches} Coach Looking to come west 

All, 
Is there is any school on the West coast or Mountain states looking to add to their staff? I have a candidate who is a long time coach looking to return to 
that part of thecountrv, If v~u are looking let me know and ~ will forward along their contact inf~ to v~u. Thanks and Happv Holidays! 

Derrek FNor 
d.fhlor~b~c suohio .edu 
�elk 

Derrek Falor 
Celi: 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~¥w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe fio,n this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coachesq m~subscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to tlds group, send email to division-i-wo,nens-soccer-coaches(gbgooglegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:/igmups.google.com/group/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/groups/opt out. 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:ii~;roups.google.com!group!division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optout. 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http://groups.google.com!group!division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/dioptout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gruail.com) 

EW: Why Recruiting Rep #10 is ALWAYS the Most Iruportant 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, March 18, 2014 9:30 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Why Recruiting Rep #10 is ALWAYS the Most Important 

Image removed bysender Newsletter Banner 

Why Recruiting Rep #10 is ALWAYS 
the Most Important 
Rep number ten of any workout is the toughest rep. 
Those are my pasty, skinny legs on repetition number ten at the gym this past week. If my legs 

were the definition of college recruiting, I’d be out of a job. I’m in the process of trying to undo years 
of sitting in front of a computer screen, flying across the country, as well as marginal eating habits. 
Especially when you’r~ not on your game, rep ten is the most challenging. 
Many college coaches find themselves facing rep ten as they read this today: Their recruiting list is 
in shambles...they’re out of ideas on what to say to their prospect next.they don’t know what 
questions to ask...and, more for than a few, their jobs are on the line because of years of lackluster 
recruiting results. 
Recruiting quality prospects is the most difficult part of your job as a college coach. Period. 
It’s not the X’s and O’s, it’s selling your program to teenage recruits and their parents. 
And the toughest part of that process is rep number 10...what you do at the end of the recruiting 
process. That, and that alone, usually determines how strong (i.e., not skinny,not pasty) your 
results are. I once heard a great definition of the important of the last few reps of any workout, which 
said it was a lot like pumping up a bicycle tire: The first twenty pumps don’t make the bike ready to 
ride, the last three pumps do. At the end of the process, college coaches need to focus on those 
final pumps. Or, rep number 10. 
With that in mind, let me give you a quick checklist of three tough-to-do, but high impact, rep 
number 10 type duties that coaches can focus on at the end of the recruiting process... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image remo~’ed by sender From Rush 

3 Things EVERY Coach Struggles With 
by Tyler Brandt, National Recruiting Coordinator 
It seems like, regardless of the location, size of the school, level of the institution or neighborhood 
it’s in, all coaches have similar challenges. We all know that in today’s society parents are more 
invasive than ever, we also know that technique and strategy are a click away for anyone with a 
smart phone. 
The expectations have never been higher from administration to recruit and retain kids at the 
collegiate level. Coaches are being evaluated on metrics that didn’t even exist ten years ago= 
Year round specialization, club and travel teams, personal coaches, recruiting services and so much 
more are being invested in by parents with the intention of seeing their child on national television, 
while not having to pay a dime after they leave the house. 
Where does the coach fall into this equation? How do these factors play out in the teaching 
profession with stipend coaches? I’ll tell you - they are expected to:... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Image removed by sender Client Insider Prev-iew 

Why Your Prospects Need and Want 
Deadlines and Guidance 
Coming up later this week for our ._T___R___S_____C__!!__e__n___t__s_ and _P___r__e____m__Lu____m_____M____e___r&_b___e__r_~, I want to flip things around 
and let you know what our research is showing when it comes to your p[~)spects, what they’re 
thinking, and why some of those "rep number ten" techniques straight to two of their central needs: 
A fair but firm deadline, and guidance from you on howto make a decision. 
Like I said, it won’t be "instruction" on how to do that._it’s going to focus on what’s going on inside 
their head this time of year. 
Not getting our additional in-depth training, Coach? Novv’s the time to become a Premium Member, 
Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? C~ick here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at dan@dantudor,com 

How To Handle The Naysayers 
by Mike Davenport, ._C___o__~!_£_h___i_n__#__S~_o___r__t_s____T__o___d___a~ 
This post is based on a recent jam session by Jonathan Fields. 
When you coach, you WILL attract naysayers: 
- That’s a stupid idea 
- Your team is too small 
- You don’t have enough experience 
- You can’t win 
You know these people. They are trying to bring you down. They have an opinion that you can’t 
achieve what you’re trying to do, and they let you know all-about-it. 
Some naysayers are vocal. Some are quiet. Regardless of the intensity of their voice, they are there. 
Lurking. 
So, are their words worlh listening to? That’s something I deal with frequently as a coach, and I bet 
you do too. 
I’d like to discuss a few words about their opinion, and then share a simple tool to help you 
determine whether their opinion is wodhy of your attention_. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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NEW VIDEO TRAINING: 
"Why Your Prospects Aren’t Talking to You" 

1~iI I rna9 ....... d by sender. CLICK HERE to watch the webinar 

Should NCAA Lift Ban On Text Hessages? 
by Michael Can/ell, a~c.com 
Mississippi State coach Dan Mullen told a funny story to explain his desir~ to see the NCAA lift the 
ban of colleges sending text messages to recruits. 
"1 would love to be able to see everybody text again. I know that’s huge controversial deal to a lot of 
people. To me, I don’t know if I’m very technological sound, maybe compared to some, or un- 
technological sound, compared to others. 
"I’m always trying to figure out (with my phone) - Am I on email right now? Am I on Twitter? Am I 
logged onto Twitter? Is this a Twitter message? It is Instagram personal message? Or a tweet that 

goes out to other people? Or did the Twitter come through on the text message part of my phone? 
And then you’ve got to get out of that, and log back in, if you want to reply on the Twitter direct 
message part. 
"It seems like it would be a whole lot easier just to text everybody. But I know a lot of people 
disagree with that one. That’s an old discussion."... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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3 IHPORTANT TRAINING VIDEOS 
Are you watching our free training webinars for college coaches? We’ve got links to the top three 
most recent sessions, so take some time this week to catch up on what we’ve been teaching 
college coaches. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Eve~ day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scou~ the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this ~nter as you t~ to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitted 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON ~ITTER 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Groups m~d Schedules live for Desert Cup Showcase, Register your attendance today 

From: Michael Rocca [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 18, 2014 11:41 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Groups and Schedules live for Desert Cup Showcase, Register your attendance today 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The Desert Cup Showcase March 28-30, Phoenix - AZ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The groupings and schedules are now live R)r th _. I.,~:, ~erk Cup 
held March 28-3o, 2o]4 aL khe lx~ach ] t Sp( rts Complex in Phoenix, 

ltyot~ have~ft ah’cady rcgist.ered lbr The I)csert Cup, please do so today 
vi,~Jting the college coaches registration site. 

To see -whida sdaools are currendy registered, please vie-w here: 

Championship Series Director 
m ikerocea(Z<) ra b~dspoY~s,eom 

F~rward this ema~l 

removed by 
sender. 

7his email was sent to anson(guncaamnc.edu by nr[ke[9~9[@[gtedg[grtg&om 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:50 AM 

EW: Invitation- Gathering of the Coaches Circle April 12 

Will 1 be back in town for this? 

I=rom= Kim Jones [mailto:kim@ramsclub.com] 
Sent= Friday, March 14, 2014 3:06 Plvl 
To: Kim Jones 
S,,bject: Invitation- Gathering of the Coaches Circle April 12 
Coach- Below pleas~ find the official invitation to the Coaches Cimle function on April 12~ You were previously sent a save the date via emaJl. Click on the card to 

enter your RSVP. This is one of two signature events for donors at the Coaches Circle level. These donors am gifting $5000 annual that directly impacts your sport 

program. We will be at the tented parb~ location on Na~ Field from 4-6PIvl. Pleas~ make an effort to stop by and thank the donors. They enjoy seeing you and 

hearing about your program. There is a comment box at tlrc end of the RSVP fom~ where you can let me know what time you might be by. Thanks so much. We look 
tbrward to seeing you. 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
The Rams Club 
(919) 843-6433 
kim(@ramsciub.com 
We educate and inspire through athletics, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:56 AM 

TONY YOUNT ~gmail.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.uuc.edu 

RE: Summer School Needs 

Thank you Tony .. Tom, now- let’s sort out who should go to sun.her school in order to graduate our scholarship athletes by Dec of their senior year! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: TONY YOUN~ [ ff~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 13, 2014 3:44 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Jason Sisneros 
Sut~iect: Summer School Needs 

Coaches, 

Here is a spreadsheet that outlines sutmner school needs for our students. ’]?he listing shows how many hours ahead or behind the students are toward graduation on a normal 8 semester 
schedule. 
’]?he color of their name indicates their priority for summer school to stay on that pace. Red represents those with the greatest need. Yellow is not as urgent Green means that there is no 
academic need for summer school ]2~r this student. Updated from the earlier list to include courses that were dropped before the March 5 deadline. 

hope this is helpful Summer School registration begins for students March 24. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:01 AM 

Steve Price <sprice@unctv.org> 

l~g: Reminder: Ifs STAT month 

Very good!! 

From: Steve Price [mailto:sprice@unctv.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 12, 2014- 8:05 PM 
To: Steve Vaisey; ijamesmiller ; Linda Timothy; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Stanley; Weight, Erianne A.; Abby Parcell 
Subject-" Reminder: It’s STAT month 
Hi all: 
Sorry this is rushed and I can’t off-hand remember all the secretaries. This month is STAT month, please send me all your HT/VT and/or attendance 
info at the end of the month. 
As always, thanx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:08 AM 

Joyner, A Wayne CIV USARMY TRADOC (US) <albert.w.joyner.civ@mafil.mil> 

RE: Participation in the Army Education Adviso~ Committee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Wayne, 

I am excited to jump in ... I have been in Europe for the past week and a half so I am sorry for this late reply The reason I have an account that is active is because I have done some 
speaking for the army before. I will jmnp on this now and start the ball rolling. 

All the best![ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joyner, A Wayne (;IV USARMY ~IT~XD()C (US) [mailto:albert.w iogner civ(h)mail.mil] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:40 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Brinkley, W David ~Dave) SES USARMY TRADOC (US); MacCarley, Mark J MG USARMY TRADOC (US); Shoflher, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY 
(~S) 
Subject: RE: Participation in the Army Education Advisop), Committee (UNCLASSIFIF.D) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate as a consultant to the AEAC in 
support of our Soldier 2020 efl’ort. Attachedyou’ll find the necessap)~ 
paperwork I will need to begin the formal process of your nominatmn 
through the Army and to Department of I)efense Additionally, the duties 
and responsibilities 
of the position require you to file an OGE 450, Confidential Financial 
Disclosure Report to avoid involvement in a real or apparent conflict of 
interest (COI). The purpose of this report is to assist individuals and 
their agencies in avoiding conflicts between official duties and private 
financial interests or affiliations. The information you provide will only 
be used for legitimate pmlooses, and will not be disclosed to any 
requesting person unless authorized by law-. 

The A1wtly now uses Financial Disclosure Management (FDM, 
https:/?w~w¢.fdrn.arm, ganil), to electronically file the OGE 450, Cotffidential 
Financial Disclosure Report. FDM is a secure, web-based program similar to 
TurboTax using easy-to-use screens, questions, "flags" and has a report 
wizard to guide you. FDM simplifies your report preparation and eliminates 
common errors. 

To begin the process, you must have an active Army Knowledge Online (AKO) 
account. I searched AKO and it appears you have an active AKO account. If 
this is the case let rae kmow and I will contact our legal folks t have 
access granted to FDM. If this is not the case I’ve included xvith this 
eraail a complete set of instructions that will assist you with establishing 
your guest AKO account and begimfing your 450 report. Once you’ve 
established the AKO account, I xvill be notified as your sponsor of a 
pending sponsored account action to review. Once approved, I will notify 
the FMD folks and provide them with your AKO address to grant you access to 
the site. After receiving conformation they have authorized you access, I 
will noti~" you to begin corapleting the form. 

Unfortunately, the approval process is a length?’ one. On average it can 
take 4-6 months. Once I have all your paperwork and legal has reviewed 
your 450 for COIs, I will do all I can to expedite your nomination and gain 
final approval If you have any questions feel free to contact me 

W 

Wayne Joyner 
Executive Director 
AEAC 
ATTN: ATTG-ZC 
950 Jefl’erson Ave 
Ft. Eustis, VA 23604-5726 
~ (757) 501-5810 / DSN 501-5810 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brmkley, W David (Dave) SES USAR2vIY TRADOC (US) 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:13 PM 

To: anson@emaihunc edu 
Cc:                     Joyner, A Wayne CIV USARMY TRADOC (US); 
MacCarley, Mark J MG USARMY TRADOC (US); Shofiher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG 
USARMY TRADOC (US) 
Subject: Participation in the Army Education Advisory Committee 
(UN(Z.ASSIFIED) 



Classi:[ication: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: 

Anson, 

really appreciate your time Tuesday and the opportunity to discuss our 
Solider 2020 initiatives with you and your staff. 

As part of that discussion, you indicated your interest in serving as an 

Arm)’ Education Advisor), Committee consultant to our work 

Mr Wayne Joyner, on the CC line, will follow up with the paperwork 
documents, provide instructions to create an Army Knowledge Online Guest 
account, and provide m[o regarding accessing Financial Disclosure 
Management website to complete and submit an OGE 450, Confidential Financial 
Disclosure Report. 

As it’s a government agency, there is government paper work involved, 
unfortunately. 

I look forward to continuing our discussions in the future. 

Very Respecfully Dave 

Felt. David Brmklcy 
Senior Executive Selvice 
Depu~" G-3/5 
HQ ’rRADOC 
O: 757.501.5814/5833 
BB: 

Classification: UNCLASS]FIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:08 AM 

I~W: Participation in the Army Education AdvisoD" Committee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

of 306.pdf; PRIVACY ACT.DOC; A5412 R.PDF; i-9.pdf, Lobbyists Ach~owledgement.docx; Instructions AKO Access - FDM - OGE 

450.doc 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joyner, A Wayne CIV USARMY TRADOC (US) [mailto:albert.w.loyner.cw~mailanil] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:40 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Brinkley, W [)avid (Dave) SES USAI~EvIY ’IX~ADOC (US); MacCarley, Mark J MG USARMY TRADOC (US); Shoflher, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC 
(US) 
Subject: RE: Participation in the Army Education Advisory Committee (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classification: LrNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for agreeing to participate as a consultant to the AEAC in 
support of our Soldier 2020 effort. Attachedyou’ll find the necessal~ 
paperwork I will need to begin the formal process of your nonrination 
ttnough the Army and to Department of Defense. Additionally, the duties 
and responsibilities 
of the position require you to file an OGE 450, Confidential Financial 
Disclosure Report to avoid involvement in a real or apparent conflict of 
interest (COI). The purpose of this report is to assist individuals and 
their agencies in avoiding conflicts between official duties and private 
financial interests or affiliations. The information you provide will only 
be used for legitinrate purposes, and will not be disclosed to any 
requesting person unless authorized by- law. 

The Array now uses Financial Disclosure Management (FDM, 
https://wwa~.fchn.arrav.ruil), to electronically file the OGE 450, Corffidcntial 
Financial Disclosure Report. FDM is a secure, web-based program similar to 
TurboTax using easy-to-use screens, questions, "flags" and has a report 
wizard to guide you. FDM simplifies your report preparation and eliminates 
comlnon errors. 

To begin the process, you must have an active Arm?, K~owledge Online (AKO) 
account I searched AKO and it appears you have an active AKO account If 
this is the case let me know and I will contact our legal folks t have 
access granted to FDM. If this is not the case I’ve included with this 
email a complete set of instructions that will assist you with establishing 
your guest AKO account and begiuning your 450 report. Once you’ve 
established the AKO account, I will be notified as your sponsor of a 
pending sponsored account action to review Once approved, I will notify 
the FMD folks and provide them with your AKO address to grant you access to 
the site. After receiving conformation the?- have authorized you access, I 
will noti~ you to begin completing the form 

Unfortu~ately, the approval process is a lengthy one On average it can 
take 4-6 months Once I have all your paperwork and legal has reviewed 
your 450 for COIs, I will do all I can to expe&te your nomination and gain 
final approval. If you have an?’ questions t?el free to contact me. 

W 

Wayne Joyner 
Executwe Director 
AEAC 
ATTN: ATTG-ZC 
950 Jefferson Ave 
Ft. Eustis, VA 23604-5726 
~ (757) 501-5810 / DSN 501-5810 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brinkley, W David (Dave) SES USARMY TRADOC (US) 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 2014 1:13 PM 

To: anson@email.unc.edu 
Cc                      Joyner, A Wayne CIV USARMY TRADOC (U S); 
MacCarley, Mark J MG USARMY ~IT~AD()C (US); Shofl~her, Wilson A (AI) [r BG 
USARMY ~IT~kD()C (US) 
Sut~ject: Participation in the Arm?, Education Advisopy Committee 

(UNCLASSW]ED) 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 



Anson, 

I really appreciate your time Tuesday and the opportunity to discuss our 
Solider 2020 initiatives with you and your staff. 

As part of that discussion, you indicated your interest in serving as an 

Army Education Advisory Committee consultant to our work. 

Mr. Wayne Joyner, on the CC line, will follow up with the paperwork 
documents, provide instructions to create an Array Knowledge Online Guest 
accour~t, and provide irffo regarding accessing Financial Disclosure 
Management website to complete and submit an OGE 450, Confidential Financial 
Disclos~tre Report. 

As it’s a government agency, there is government paper work involved, 
unfort~mately. 

look forward to continuing our discussions in the future. 

Very Respecfully Dave 

Mr. David Brirtkley 
Senior Executive Service 
Deputy O-3/5 

HQ TRADOC 
O: 757.501.5814,,’5833 
BB: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 



Declaration for Federal Employment 

Instructions 

The information collected on this form is used to determine your acceptability for Federal and Federal contract employment and 
your enrollment status in the Government’s Life insurance program. You may be asked to complete this form at any time during the 
hiring process. Follow instructions that the agency provides. If you are selected, before you are appointed you will be asked to 
update your responses on this form and on other materials submitted during the application process and then to recertify that your 
answers are true. 

All your answers must be truthful and complete. A false statement on any part of this declaration or attached forms or sheets 
may be grounds for not hiring you, or for firing you after you begin work. Also, you may be punished by a fine or 
imprisonment (U.S. Code, title 18, section 1001). 

Either type your responses on this form or print clearly in dark ink. If you need additional space, attach letter-size sheets (8.5" X 
11"). include your name, Social Security Number, and item number on each sheet. We recommend that you keep a photocopy of 
your completed form for your records. 

Privacy Act Statement 

The Office of Personnel Management is authorized to request this information under sections 1302, 3301, 3304, 3328, and 8716 of 
title 5, U. S. Code. Section 1104 of title 5 allows the Office of Personnel Management to delegate personnel management 
functions to other Federal agencies. If necessary, and usually in conjunction with another form or forms, this form may be used in 
conducting an investigation to determine your suitability or your ability to hold a security clearance, and it may be disclosed to 
authorized officials making similar, subsequent determinations. 

Your Social Security Number (SSN) is needed to keep our records accurate, because other people may have the same name and 
birth date. Public Law 104-134 (April 26, 1996) asks Federal agencies to use this number to help identify individuals in agency 
records. Giving us your SSN or any other information is voluntary. However, if you do not give us your SSN or any other 
information requested, we cannot process your application. Incomplete addresses and ZIP Codes may also slow processing. 

ROUTINE USES: Any disclosure of this record or information in this record is in accordance with routine uses found in System 
Notice OPM/GOVT-1, General Personnel Records. This system allows disclosure of information to: training facilities; organizations 
deciding claims for retirement, insurance, unemployment, or health benefits; officials in litigation or administrative proceedings 
where the Government is a party; law enforcement agencies concerning a violation of law or regulation; Federal agencies for 
statistical reports and studies; officials of labor organizations recognized by law in connection with representation of employees; 
Federal agencies or other sources requesting information for Federal agencies in connection with hiring or retaining, security 
clearance, security or suitability investigations, classifying jobs, contracting, or issuing licenses, grants, or other benefits; public 
and private organizations, including news media, which grant or publicize employee recognitions and awards; the Merit Systems 
Protection Board, the Office of Special Counsel, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Federal Labor Relations 
Authority, the National Archives and Records Administration, and Congressional offices in connection with their official functions; 
prospective non-Federal employers concerning tenure of employment, civil service status, length of service, and the date and 
nature of action for separation as shown on the SF 50 (or authorized exception) of a specifically identified individual; requesting 
organizations or individuals concerning the home address and other relevant information on those who might have contracted an 
illness or been exposed to a health hazard; authorized Federal and non-Federal agencies for use in computer matching; spouses 
or dependent children asking whether the employee has changed from a self-and-family to a self-only health benefits enrollment; 
individuals working on a contract, service, grant, cooperative agreement, or job for the Federal government; non-agency members 
of an agency’s performance or other panel; and agency-appointed representatives of employees concerning information issued to 
the employees about fitness-for-duty or agency-filed disability retirement procedures. 

Public Burden Statement 

Public burden reporting for this collection of information is estimated to vary from 5 to 30 minutes with an average of 15 
minutes per response, including time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering the data needed, and 
completing and reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of the 
collection of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the U.S. Office of Personnel Management, Reports and 
Forms Manager (3206-0182), Washington, DC 20415-7900. The OMB number, 3206-0182, is valid. OPM may not collect this 
information, and you are not required to respond, unless this number is displayed. 

Optional Form 306 

U. S. Office of Person nel Revised January 2001 Management 
NSN 7540-01-368-7775 Previous editions obsolete and unusable 

5 U.S.C. 1302, 3301, 3304, 3328 & 8716 



Declaration for Federal Employment 
GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. 2. 

Form Approved 

OMB No. 3206-0182 

FULL NAME (First, middle, last) 

PLACE OF BIRTH (Include city and state or country) 

OTHER NAMES EVER USED (For example, maiden name, nickname, etc) 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 

4. DATE OF BIRTH (MM/DD/YYYY) 

6. PHONE NUMBERS (/nc/ude area codes) 

Day ~ 

Night 

Selective Service Registration 
If you are a male born after December 31, 1959, and are at least 18 years of age, civil service employment law (5 U.S.C. 3328) requires that 
you must register with the Selective Service System, unless you meet certain exemptions. 

7a. Are you a male born after December 31, 1959? [] YES 

7b. Have you registered with the Selective Service System? [] YES 

7c. If"NO," describe your reason(s) in item #16. 

[] NO If"NO" skip 7b and 7c. If"YES" go to 7b. 

[] NO If "NO" go to 7c. 

Military Service 
8. Have you ever served in the United States military?                 ~ YES Provide information below      ~ NO 

/f you answered "YES, "list the branch, dates, and type of discharge for a// active duO[ 

If your only active duty was training in the Reserves or National Guard, answer "NO." 

Background Information 
For all questions, provide all additional requested information under item 16 or on attached sheets. The circumstances of each event 

you list will be considered. However, in most cases you can still be considered for Federal jobs. 

For questions 9,10, and 11, your answers should include convictions resulting from a plea of nolo contendere (no contest), but omit (1) traffic 
fines of $300 or less, (2) any violation of law committed before your 16th birthday, (3) any violation of law committed before your 18th birthday 
if finally decided in juvenile court or under a Youth Offender law, (4) any conviction set aside under the Federal Youth Corrections Act or 
similar state law, and (5) any conviction for which the record was expunged under Federal or state law. 

During the last 10 years, have you been convicted, been imprisoned, been on probation, or been on parole? YES NO 

(Includes felonies, firearms or explosives violations, misdemeanors, and all other offenses.) If"YES," use item 16 r~ ~’] 
to provide the date, explanation of the violation, place of occurrence, and the name and address of the police 
department or court involved. 

10. Have you been convicted by a military court-martial in the past 10 years? (If no mifitary service, answer "NO.") If 
"YES," use item 16 to provide the date, explanation of the violation, place of occurrence, and the name and address 
of the military authority or court involved. 

YES NO 

11. 

12. 

YES 
Are you now under charges for any violation of law?/f"YES," use item 16 to provide the date, explanation of the 
violation, place of occurrence, and the name and address of the police department or court involved.                U 

During the last 5 years, have you been fired from any job for any reason, did you quit after being told that you 
would be fired, did you leave any job by mutual agreement because of specific problems, or were you debarred from YES 

Federal employment by the Office of Personnel Management or any other Federal agency? If"YES," use item 16 ~il 
to provide the date, an explanation of the problem, reason for leaving, and the employer’s name and address. 

NO 

NO 

13. Are you delinquent on any Federal debt? (Includes delinquencies arising from Federal taxes, loans, overpayment of YES 
benefits, and other debts to the U.S. Government, plus defaults of Federally guaranteed or insured loans such as ~ 
student and home mortgage loans.) If"YES," use item 16 to provide the type, length, and amount of the definquency 
or default, and steps that you are taking to correct the error or repay the debt. 

NO 

Optional Form 306 U.S. Office of Personnel Management NSN 7540-01-368-7775 
Revised January 2001 

5 U.S.C. 1302, 3301, 3304, 3328 & 8716 Previous editions obsolete and unusable 



Declaration for Federal Employment 

Additional Questions 
14. Do any of your relatives work for the agency or government organization to which you are submitting this form? 

(Include: father, mother, husband, wife, son, daughter, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, first cousin, nephew, niece, YES NO 

father-in-law, mother-in-law, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, sister-in-law, stepfather, stepmother, ~’~ r~ 
stepson, stepdaughter, stepbrother, stepsister, half brother, and half sister=) If"YES," use item !6 to provide the 
relative’s name, relationship, and the department, agency, or branch of the Armed Forces for which your relative works. 

YES     NO 
15. Do you receive, or have you ever applied for, retirement pay, pension, or other retired pay based on military, 

Federal civilian, or District of Columbia Government service? U U 

Continuation Space / Agency Optional Questions 
16. Provide details requested in items 7 through 15 and 18c in the space below or on attached sheets. Be sure to identifyattached sheets 

with your name, Social Security Number, and item number, and to include ZIP Codes in all addresses. If any questions are printed below, 

please answer as instructed (these questions are specific to your position and your agency is authorized to ask them). 

Certifications / Additional Questions                                                          . 
APPLICANT: If you are applying for a position and have not yet been selected, carefully review your answers on this form and any 
attached sheets. When this form and all attached materials are accurate, read item 17, and complete 17a. 

APPOINTEE: Ifyou are being appointed, carefully review your answers on this form and any attached sheets, including any other application 
materials that your agency has attached to this form. If any information requires correction to be accurate as of the date you are signing, make 
changes on this form or the attachments and/or provide updated information on additional sheets, initialing and dating all changes and 
additions. When this form and all attached materials are accurate, read item 17, complete 17b, read 18, and answer 18a, 18b, and 18c as 
appropriate. 

17. 

17a. 

17b. 

18. 

I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, all of the information on and attached to this Declaration for Federal Employment, 
including any attached application materials, is true, correct, complete, and made in good faith. I understand that a false or fraudulent 
answer to any question or item on any part of this declaration or its attachments may be grounds for not hiring me, or for firing 
me after I begin work, and may be punishable by fine or imprisonment, i understand that any information I give may be investigated 
forpurposes of determining eligibility for Federal employment as allowed by law or Presidential order. I consent to the release of 
information about my ability and fitness for Federal employment by employers, schools, law enforcement agencies, and other individuals 
and organizations to investigators, personnel specialists, and other authorized employees or representatives of the Federal Government. 
I understand that for financial or lending institutions, medical institutions, hospitals, health care professionals, and some other sources 
of information, a separate specific release may be needed, and I may be contacted for such a release at a later date. 

I 
Appointing Officer: 

Applicant’s Signature: Date Enter Date of Appointment or Conversion 
(Sign in ink) MM / UU / YYYY 

Appointee’s Signature:                                             Date 
(Sign in ink) 

Appointee (Only respond if you have been employed by the Federal Government before): Your elections of life insurance during 
previous Federal employment may affect your eligibility for life insurance during your new appointment. These questions are asked to 
help your personnel office make a correct determination. 

MM / DD /YYYY 
18a. When did you leave your last Federal job?       DATE: 

18b. When you worked for the Federal Government the last time, did you waive Basic Life Insurance or YES NO 

any type of optional life insurance? 
~ ~ 

18c. If you answered "YES" to item 18b, did you later cancel the waiver(s)? If your answer to item 18c is     YES     NO 

"NO," use item 16 to identify the type(s)of insurance for which waivers were not canceled. 
~ ~ 

Do Not Know 

Do Not Know 

U.S. Office of Personnel Management NSN 7540-01-368-7775 

5 U.S.C. 1302, 3301, 3304, 3328&8716    I ~i ~i~ 1 I ~ ~i~ 
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PRIVACY ACT 

Under the provisions of the U.S.C. App 2, the Congress and the public are 
to be kept informed with respect to the number, purpose, membership, activities, 
and cost of advisory committees and subcommittees. Therefore, individual 
membership and all background information relating hereto is available as part of 
the committee/subcommittee records for public review and is used to comply with 
advisory reporting requirements as stated in 5 U.S.C. App implementing 
directives. 

The biographical data requested will be used to determine eligibility for the 
committee/subcommittee. If your membership appointment is approved, the 
background information used to determine eligibility will be subject to public 
disclosure with the exception of the information contained in your Confidential 
Financial Disclosure Report which will only be used for legitimate purposes, and 
will not be disclosed to any requesting person unless authorized by law. 

Under the Privacy Act of 1974, you may elect not to provide any or all of 
the requested biographical data. However, without the information, your eligibility 
for membership cannot be adequately determined. 

Statement 

I have completed the required forms and provided the requested 
biographical data. I understand that the above information is provided as part of 
the process for determining my eligibility for membership on the 
com m ittee/subcom m ittee and that as a m em ber of the com m ittee/subcom m ittee, 
the fact of my membership, as well as personal and professional information on 
which my eligibility was determined, is a matter subject to public disclosure. 
Accordingly, I here by authorize the release of the requested information as it 
pertains to my membership and participation in the activities of the 
comm ittee/su bcom m ittee. 

(Prospective Member’s Signature and Date) 

{ FORMTEXT } 
(Typed or Printed Prospective Member’s Name) 



WAIVER OF COMPENSATION STATEMENT 

For use of this form, see AR 690-300; the proponent agency is DCSPER. 

I, the undersigned, have offered my services to the United States 

Government as an expert or consultant to serve without compensation. 

Should my offer be accepted, I, my heirs, and assigns discharge and 

release the United States Government forever from any claims, suits, 

or demands for compensation in connection with any such services. 

TYPED NAME OF APPOINTEE 

TYPED NAME OF WITNESS 

SIGNATURE OF APPOINTEE 

SIGNATURE OF WITNESS 

DATE 

DATE 

DA FORM 5412-R, APR 85 USAPPC V2.00 



Lobbyist Acknowledgement 
on Agency Boards and/or Commissions 

Under the provisions of Title 5 United States Code, Appendix 2, Congress and the public are to be 

kept informed with respect to the number, purpose, membership, activities, and cost of advisory 

committees, other boards and commissions, to include subcommittees. The government is committed 

to reducing the undue influence of special interests that often shapes the national agenda and 

possibly drowns out the voices of ordinary Americans. While lobbyists can sometimes play a 

constructive role by communicating information to the government, lobbyists have special access that 

is not readily available to ordinary American citizens. 

Executive Order 13490 places strict limits on the ability of lobbyists to serve in Government 

positions related to their prior activities. Official policy states that any new appointments or 

reappointments to advisory committees and other boards and commissions, shall be free of federally 

registered lobbyists. 

I, , have read and understand the above statement, and as 
Printed Name 

part of the consideration process to serve as a member to the Army Education Advisory Committee 

(AEAC) or any of its Subcommittees, I hereby acknowledge that I am not currently registered as a 

federal lobbyist and furthermore, I will not register as a federal lobbyist while appointed as a member 

to the AEAC or any of its Subcommittees. 

Furthermore, at any time during my appointment, should I elect to register as a federal lobbyist, I will 

immediately notify the Committee’s Director for which I was selected to serve of such action and 

agree to resign instantaneously my position as a member. Additionally, if l was a registered lobbyist 

within the 2 years before the date of my appointment to the Committee, I have disclosed my prior 

lobbyist position to the Committee’s Director. 

Signature Date 

Printed Name and Signature of Committee Representative Verification Search Date 

AEAC Form RL/B&C Oct 2010 



Instructions for Obtaining AKO Access & OGE 450 Reporting 

As an Army Education Advisory Committee (AEAC) nominee, you are required to have an active Army 

Knowledge Online (AKO) account. AKO is the single approved enterprise class web portal - intranet - for 

all unclassified/FOUO knowledge for the Army. AKO is also the identification authenticator for many 

web enabled Army information systems. One such system is the Financial Disclosure Management 

system. 

Each individual holds their positions as a public trust and the American people have a right to expect 

that individuals will place loyalty to ethical principles above private gain. Members fulfill that trust by 

adhering to general principles of ethical conduct, as well as specific ethical standards. As an AEAC 

participant you may be called upon to weigh in on Army policy deliberations. Your personal financial 

interest or professional relationships could conflict with certain AEAC efforts. The OGE 450 form is a 

vehicle of financial self disclosure to avoid these conflicts of interest. You will complete this form online 

at https://www.fdm.army.mil/using your active AKO username and address. This form is required once 

annually as long as you serve on the AEAC. 

AKO ACCESS 

AKO- Registration for New Users 

a. Go to https://www.us.army.mil/ 

b. Click’Register for AKO’ 

c. Scroll down slightly and click on "Create Sponsored Account" -- third icon/button down 

d. Account Type-Army Volunteer. Sponsor- albert.wayne.joyner@us.army.mil. Then fill 

out the rest of the necessary contact information. 

e. Select your username, create a password (note- password must contain 2 uppercase 

letters, 2 lowercase letter, 2 numbers, and 2 special characters), and provide responses 

to security questions. 

f. AKO will display a congratulatory screen upon completion of these steps and will also 

notify your sponsor of a pending sponsored account action to review. Once approved, 

your account will become active. 

2) AKO- Forgot your password (call Help Desk 703-704-4357 and select option 2) or 

a. Go to https://www.us.army.mil/ 

b. Click Reset Password 

c. Type in yourAKO Username 

d. Choose one of the three options available 



FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE MANAGEMENT (FDM) - OGE 450 Reporting: After your AKO has been 

approved go to the FDM website https://www.fdm.army.mil/. Log in to the website using your AKO 

username & password. Depending on whether or not you have accessed FDM before, you may be 

required to fill out some necessary contact information. Fill in the contact information as follows: 

1) Agency: Army Education Advisory Committee 

2) Grade: SES 

3) Position/Title: Appointed as a member-"Committee Member 

4) Branch/Unit: Army Education Advisory Committee 

5) Address: You will use the Army Education Advisory Committee address for this part, which is: 

950 Jefferson Ave 
Building 950 

Fort Eustis, VA 23604 

6) For Telephone & E-mail: Please provide your most reachable personal telephone number as well 

as the personal email address that you access the most. 

7) Mailing Address: Please provide your home or work address. 

8) Are you a Special Government Employee (SGE)? : Answer: YES; Member- "Board Member"; 

Consultant- "Expert/Consultant" 

9) Appointment Date: Input the date of the day you being filing the report. 

FILING AN OGE 450 REPORT: 

Enter preliminary information 

a. Select Add New Report 

b. Gather suggested materials (i.e. financial documents) 

c. Select Yes to SGE (Special Government Employee) & Board Member=Board Member; 

Consultant=Expert/Consultant 

d. Appointment Date: just use the current date you are filing the report 

e. Select ’New Entrant’ everyone will be a new entrant every year (complete if asked) 

f. Select year (if you have filed previous reports within FDM) 

g. Select ’pre-populate’ -This fills in previous years report 

2) Enter report information-UPDATING INFORMATION TO REFLECT THE CURRENT YEAR 

a. Income- Employers (self/spouse/dependents), other income 

If you are a consultant, you MUST attach a detailed client list. There is 

an "Attachments" sub-tab located within the site. 

b. Assets-All assets above $I000 (diversified Mutual Funds excluded) making over $200. 

Sector mutual funds (assets in a specific industry or country) included. You MUST 

include all individual stocks, bonds, etc. that are held within brokerage accounts and 

retirement accounts. 

c. Liabilities - (Over $10,000 owed at any time during the reporting period, other than a 

loan from a financial institute or business granted on terms available to the general 

public. A loan over $10,000 from an individual, such as a friend or business associate. 

d. Outside positions- (e.g. Current job, Board of Directors, Consulting clients). 

e. Agreements- Pensions from previous non-government employment, future 

employment agreements, etc. 



When you have completed these steps, continue to the final page. Review any red flags you 

may have and make the necessary corrections. Submit form to be reviewed by clicking the 

’submit’ button followed by the ’esign’ button. FDM will acknowledge that you have completed 

the action. 

IF ANY OF THESE DIRECTIONS ARE UNCLEAR, FDM’S WEBSITE PROVIDES TUTORIALS TO HELP GUIDE 

YOU THROUGH THE PROCESS, THE TUTORIALS ARE LOCATED UNDER THE "LEARNING CENTER" TAB 

WHICH CAN BE FOUND TOWARDS THE FDM HOMEPAGE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 11:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Tennessee State Soccer Association College Camp E-Newsletter 

College Camp Fo~:m.pdf 

From: Devin Bolt [mailto:dbolt@tnsoccer.org] 
Sent; Monday, March 10, 2014 6:26 PM 
C¢; Bryan Flanagan; Hans Hobson 
Subject-" Tennessee State Soccer Association College Camp E-Newsletter 
College Coaches, 
We are very excited about our new process for gettk~g prospective College Camp irfformation out to our competitive players registered through Te~messee State Soccer 
Association. Vv’e realize u~nder previous leadership some colleges w ere given mailing lists, how ever our membership w ould prefer that we not give this information o ut. Vv’e 
believe that o ur new College Camp E- Newsletter will be a great w ay for you to get your camp information out to ~ of our competitive players. Plus, w e will do the w ork for 
voul 

As a way to provide your camp details to our membership, the BOadxl of Directors has approved an E- Newsletter that will go out 3 times this spring. The College Camp E- 
newsletter will be sent in March, April axed May to all of ore" competitive players. This specific College Cmnp K~ Newsletter will be open to all colleges for a set fee and will 
include your camp advertisement. You may also choose to purchase a full page individual ad. With this ad, your can’@ advertisement will be sent out individually as a fufl 
page flyer to aJl of our competitive players. In addition to the K-New sletter, w e will also be creating a specific College Camp tab on our website in which your ad will be 
placed. For ad~ additional fce, we will also include your camp information in the goodie bags handed out at the Spring State Tournaments in May (U]3-1/19 Girls, U] 3 Boys 
& 1_119 Boys) 

\Ve are hoping with our new College Camp E~ Newsletter we will be able to not only help get your cmnp information out to all of our competitive players but also save your 
program the time and money spent by eliminating the cost to prh~t and mail your camp flyers to ore" competitive players. Bdow axv the ad sizes for the e~ newsletter and a 
list of prices for this service. If you w ould like to submit yo ur a& please fill out the attached form and scan, fax or mail to the T SSA Ofl-ice. kl! form s co, d artw orl~ m u st b ~ 

submitted by FridW, March I4th 

Please contact De-on Bolt. dbolt@tnsoccer one, or t tans Hobson, hhobson@msoccer.or~, £ you have any questions. 

Option 1               Jpeg 600 x 400 $500 3 (Mareh-May) 

Option 2 jpeg 600 x 800 $1,000 3 (March-May) 

State Tournament 
Flyer 

Jpeg 600 x 400 $150 

O i) P &~: C oa c hi ~ g Ed~ ~c ation ikd~s ~ ~ i s t~at o r 

Phoae: 6~15- 590- 22 O 0 

Fax: 615 590-2205 

Thanks! 
Dexqn 

Xll Si~natu!e dwb 



TSSA College Camp E-Newsletter 

College or University 

Head Coach 

Men’s Program O 

Name of Camp 

Main Contact (If not Head Coach) 

Contact Email 

Women’s Program O 

Option 1 

Option 2 

State Tournament Flyer# 

600px x 400px (width x height) 

600px x 800px (width x height) 

600px x 400px (width x height) 

* State Tournament Flyer can be the same artwork as Option 1. 

Option 1                 ~ 

Option 2                 ~-] 

State Tournament Flyer    ~ 

Please email artwork to Devin Bolt, dbolt@tnsoccer.org. 

Ai~ ads must be submitted b~l Frida% March 

Upon completion please scan, fax or mail this form to Devin Bolt. All checks should be made 
out to the Tennessee State Soccer Association. Please send your check to the address 

below. 

100 Country Club Drive Suite 100 

Hendersonville, TN 37075 

Email: dbolt@tnsoccer.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 4:43 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

Disclosure Memo. 13 w logos.doc 

Tom, 

Can you fill this [hitlg out for hie and send i[ in? If you need to come in and ask f~ae the questions ._. Thank 

From: Christina Brooks [mailto:CBrooks@acog.org] 
Sent; Wednesday, March :19, 2014 9:42 AM 
To; Fernandez, Claudia S.P.; Janet Chapin; 3eannie.Conry@kp.org; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Peterson, Herbert B; 
Subject; ACOG Leadership institute Disclosure 

.~fastmail.net 

Good Morning 
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists require that all planning committee members, faculty, abstract reviewers and other presenters complete a disclosure 
form. 
Please find attached our disclosure memo with instructions on how to complete this. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or problems. 
Thank you 
Christina A, Brooks 

Cogitate Admmistrak~r, 

Dept of Co~gi~ming Prof~:ssional Developme~tt 

The American College of Obste*ricSans and Gynecologists 

409 121h Street SW 

Washi*~gkm, DC 20024 

cbruok~r2acog.ol~ 

202 863 2555 

202 554 4209 Fax 

Visit us at www.acoq.or.cl 

The American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists respect your email privacy. To remove this email 
address from future email messages, please email us at ._U__r_!A_u___b__s_’_c__r_i__b_9_@__a_G__o_g_=9£g. Please copy and paste the email you received from the Congress or College in your opt-out 

request. You may also send a written request to 409 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20024-2188, ATTENTION: information Systems. 



Joint Provider: ACOG Women’s Hlth Issues 
Title of Program:"ACOG Leadership 
Institute" 
Date: March 26-30,2014 

FROM: Christina Brooks 
Department of Continuing Professional Development 

DATE: March 19, 2014 

SUBJECT: Disclosure of Faculty-Indust~, Relationships - ONLINE DISCLOSURE PROCESS 

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) provides CME credit to all those taking Part II (ABC) 
and Part IV (modules) of Maintenance of Certification (MOC). We need your help to comply with the ACCME 
requirements regarding conflict of interest disclosures. The purpose is two-fold to ensure that anyone who is in a position to 
control the content of the educational activity has disclosed to us all relationships with any conm~ercial interests and allow 
an audience to weigh the presented inforlnation for its scientific objectivity. Please provide all relationships with any 
commercial interests as it pertains to the content of the presentation. The goal of this process is not to exclude those who 
have conflicts, but to manage these COlfflicts while benefiting from your expertise. 

Please complete the online disclosure form as soon as possible http:iicfweb.acog.orgin\vaco~cmeDisclosure.cfm You 

will need to use their College website login and password to access the site. If you have not registered for the 

member side of the College website, you will be prompted to do so when you log onto the above site. 

Non-members may also access the form by using YOUR email address (the one we used to contact you) and the 
password: ACOG (password is case sensitive). 

If you have any financial relationstfips please type them in the space provided. These forms must be submitted even if 
you have nothing to declare. In order to validate thc disclosure :form you will need to type your full name in the space 
provided before clicking the submit button. Disclosure :forms must be updated and submitted for every program. Travel 
arrangements shmdd not be made prior to submitting your disclosure form. Should it be determined that a conflict of 
interest exists as a result of a financial relationship you may have, you will be contacted and methods to manage thc conflict 
will be discussed with you. Extra time has been given for everyone to disclose and cveryone must disclose. In addition, all 
affirmative disclosurcs must be revealed by a slide at the beginning of thc presentation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:03 PM 

.la~m Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: March 2014: Science ~ Football, The Spo~ling Brain, WCSS Portland and D.C. United 

From: Prozone Sports [mailto:enquiries=prozonesports.com@mai133.at13:[.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of Prozone Sports 
Sent: Wednesday, March :[9, 20:[4 :[0:05 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; March 20:[4: Science + Football, The Sporting Brain, WCSS Portland and D.C. United 

Maich 2014 Science -~ Footbsii, The Sportinp Brain: WC:SS F’oltisnd 

DC: United World Oup selection & EPL evolution 

As analytics in spoR continues to grow, this is a fascinating time to be invoived with 

performance analysis, in a rapidly deveioping industry, educating the next generation of 

anaiysts and sports scientists is of paramount impoRance. 

At Prozone we are consmitted to providing current and aspidng analysts with key 

professional developmen[ oppmtunities. VV~th a wide range ol training courses curren[Jy 

available in lhe UK, USA arid SoutI’., Africa, furtheF expansion is planned in Iuture as we 

continue to build our educationai offering. 

Image removed by sender¯ Image removed by sender [~i Image removed by sender. 

Foot,~’.,all £,{,’,,f4 

[:_ i£. 5kq.~kL_.’_.! ~2:2 I2£ 

i.~.i Image removed by sender. Image removed by sender. ~iI Imag ........ d by sender 

The .{".-:vol<~tio,,’,, o’,,*: th,.s 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -¢’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:07 PM 

Dean, Anna Kath~n <akdean@live.unc.edu-* 

pacrnan@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: ACOG Leadership Inslitute Disclosure 

I became a soccer coach so I would not have to live my life buried in paper gUT since this seems to be important to you: so, sure. I will do the mind numbing paper 

work tomorrow (Tom, remind 

All the best!! 

From: Dean, Anna Kathryn 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Jason Sisnero!           ~gma com) 
Subject: ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

}-Ii Ansorh 

CoukJ yoL~ please cofT@el:e the disdosure form for VoL~r ACOG pr~?s~?[~Lation r]exL week? 

Thanks! 

Am~a Dean, MPH 

Departmem of Mgtemal and Child Health 

[ rNC G~llings Schod of Global Nfl-~lk: tteall[~ 

412A Rosenat~Hall CB777445 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-’7~5 

P: 919-%~3-9388 

F: 919-966-0458 

E: akdea~)unc.e&~ 

From: Christina Brooks [mailto:CBrooks@acog.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:47 AM 
To: ._a__k_ ~ _e__a__ B_@__u___n__c_~__e__d___u_. 
Subject: ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

Good Morning 
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists require that all planning committee members, faculty, abstract reviewers and other presenters complete a disclosure 
form. 
Please find attached our disclosure memo with instructions on how to complete this. 
Please let me know if you have any questions or problems. 
Thank you 
Christina A, Brooks 

Visit us at ~vw.acog.org 

The American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists respect your email privacy. To remove this email 
address from future email messages, please email us at Unsubscribe@aco.q.or.q. Please copy and paste the email you received from the Congress or College in your opt-out 

request. You may also send a written request to 409 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20024-2188, ATTENTION: Information Systems. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:37 PM 

Smith, Amy Diane <a~ny.smith@unc.edtr~ 

ILE: <:no subject;> 

From: Smith, Amy Diane 

Sent: Wednesday, March :19, 2014:12:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Subject: <no subject> 

Hi Anson! 

Hey do you have any time next week (morningish) where I could stop b~, and pick your brain on some things? 

Just let me know...thanks! 

~amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:39 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros ( @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Video Analysis 

From: VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer=vidswap.com@mai155.wdc03.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of VidSwap Soccer 
Sent; Wednesday, March :~9, 2014 :~2:45 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Video Analysis 

Your Soccer Video Assistant 

Hi Anson, 

Here’s why :i~fh:ii~h:~v:~:~:~: is the best video assistant you’ll 

ever hire... 

~.) We break down your video for all soccer situations 

within 12-24 hours. 

2) Share your video with your entire team online from 

any PC, iPad, and iPhone. 

3) Our iPad app is amazing, it gives you offline 

capability for film sessions anywhere. 

Check out our :i.:_~j?2JiJi:2ji’!ijL2~?jj[:ij:j[~:~:2. 

For a 14 day trial and we’ll break down a video. 

We Break Down Your Video 

Sincerely, 

Alex Neist 

Founder, 

612.281.6708 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):, 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:26 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Travel Costs 

Travel Cost Eslimator.:dsx 

........ Original Message ......... 

Subject: 2014 Travel Costs 

From: "Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Porte~; Grant" <gtporte@unc.edu:>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman,~)lnc.edu:> 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~anson@email.unc.edu>,"Somoano, CMos M" <csomomlo@unc.edu:> 

Budget worksheets for 14-15 will soon be here. Need to have an estimation of what the travel costs will be for the 2014 schedule. Please fill out the attached 

document for each game. Let me know if you need help finding costs from previous years. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Ath|e~ics 

Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 9] 9.962.4038 
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Gurantees Paid (6991) 

Total Team Travel Transportation Object (3141) 

Total Team Travel Subsistance (3142) 

Total Team Travel Other (3143) 

Home Game Expense (3952) 

Total 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kgi’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 1:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

From: info@collegesportsusa.com [mailto:info@collegesportsusa.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, lvlarch 20, 2014 3:04 Alvl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Your college has just been added as a favorite by a College Sports USA recruit. This means a recruit has logged into Colle~eSportsUSA~com and is interested in 
finding out more abx~ ut attending a~d playing ~ccer at your college. 

To find out more information atx~ut this recruit and others, simply login to CollegeSv)rtsUSA.com. Membership is free to all college soccer coaches! 

Log iu ~oday at CollegeSpo~sUSA.com and make sure all the infom~alion on your profile is accurate and current. 

Once you login you can view this recruit’s complete academic and athletic profile and if interested you can track their high school career by adding them to your recruit 

dashboard. 

If you have any questions please let us know. 

Bestofluck! 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:33 PM 

Tony Carr <tony.carr@coach- soccer.com> 

l~g: A sample activity fiom my classic soccer m~uaJ 

Th~nk you! 

From: Tony Carr [mailto:tony.carr@coach-soccer.com] 
Sent; Thursday, March 20, 2014 11:31 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; A sample activity from my classic soccer manual 

Hi Anson, 

~ust a reminder that you can download a free sample activity from the new 

version of my Coaching Youth Soccer manual for a limited time on .t___h__!_s___l?___a__~__e__ 

If you’ve seen a better-looking page in a coaching manual, let me know. I think 

it’s unparalleled. 

Please take a look here and give the sample activity a go. You’ll quickly see how 

easy coaching can be if you’ve got the right tools! 

And ifyou like what you see, why not pre-order your copy ofthe complete 

manual? 

Reserve your copy today and I’ll post it to you free when it is published. And if 

you change your mind before it’s published, that’s fine. &st contact me and ask 

to cancel your order. 

Yours in soccer, 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Tony Carr, MBE 

PS- If the links above don’t work, you can paste this address in your browser to 

get to the free sample http://www.coach- 

so ccer.co m/co achin gso ccer/in d ex u sd.asp 

PPS- If you’ve not heard of me, you can read my bio and see some of the top 

international players I’ve been lucky enough to work with on this £~#e. 

Soccer Coach W eekly 

Meadow View 

Tannery Lane 

Bramley 

GU5 0AB 

Company number 3008779 

Telephone +44 (0)1483 892 894 



Em ail tony.carr@ coach-so ccer.co m 

@2014. Green Star Media Ltd 

U nsubscribe 
.................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 3:41 PM 

Smith, Amy Diane <a~ny.smith@unc.edu~ 

ILE: <:no subject:> 

Mort lO am? 

From: Smith, Amy Diane 

Sent; Thursday, March 20, 2014 i:37 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: <no subject> 
Friday would be great! Is there any particular time that would work better for you or should I just drop by? 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:37 PM 

To: Amy Smith <arny.smiLh@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: <no subject> 

Sure Mort 

From: Smith, Amy Diane 
Sent; Wednesday, March 19, 2014 12:22 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject-" <no subject> 

Hi Anson! 
Hey do you have any time next week (morningish) where I could stop by and pick your brain on some things? 

Just let me know_.thanks! 

~amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -¢’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 4:03 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

Disclosure Memo. 13 w logos.doc 

Tom, 

you help me with this? Right now? 

From: Dean, Anna Kathryn 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 19, 2014 10:14 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C:c-" Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com) 
Subject-" ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

Hi Anson 

Could you please complete the disclosure form for your ACOG presentation next week? 

Thanks! 

From: Christina Brooks [mailto:CBrooks@acoq.orq] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:47 AM 
To; akdean@unc.edu 
Subject; ACOG Leadership Institute Disclosure 

Good Morning 
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists require that all planning committee members, faculty, abstract reviewers and other presenters complete a disclosure 
form, 
Please find attached our disclosure memo with instructions on how to complete this, 
Please let me know if you have any questions or problems. 
Thank you 
Christina A. Brooks 

Cogitate Administ~ atur, 

Dept of Continuing Prot~ssional Development 

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists 

409 12fh Street SW 

Washington, DC 20024 

cbruok~r~acog,ot~ 

202 863 2555 

202 554 4209 Fax 

Visit us at www.acog.or,q 

The American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists respect your email privacy. To remove this email 
address from future email messages, please email us at __U__n___s_’_u___b___s__c_’_r_Lb___e_@_’_a___c__o_.g:_9_f(.g ~ Please copy and paste the email you received from the Congress or College in your opt-out 

request. You may also send a written request to 409 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20024-2188, ATTENTION: Information Systems. 



Joint Provider: ACOG Women’s Hlth Issues 
Title of Program:"ACOG Leadership 
Institute" 
Date: March 26-30,2014 

FROM: Christina Brooks 
Department of Continuing Professional Development 

DATE: March 19, 2014 

SUBJECT: Disclosure of Faculty-Indust~, Relationships - ONLINE DISCLOSURE PROCESS 

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) provides CME credit to all those taking Part II (ABC) 
and Part IV (modules) of Maintenance of Certification (MOC). We need your help to comply with the ACCME 
requirements regarding conflict of interest disclosures. The purpose is two-fold to ensure that anyone who is in a position to 
control the content of the educational activity has disclosed to us all relationships with any conm~ercial interests and allow 
an audience to weigh the presented inforlnation for its scientific objectivity. Please provide all relationships with any 
commercial interests as it pertains to the content of the presentation. The goal of this process is not to exclude those who 
have conflicts, but to manage these COlfflicts while benefiting from your expertise. 

Please complete the online disclosure form as soon as possible http:iicfweb.acog.orgin\vaco~cmeDisclosure.cfm You 

will need to use their College website login and password to access the site. If you have not registered for the 

member side of the College website, you will be prompted to do so when you log onto the above site. 

Non-members may also access the form by using YOUR email address (the one we used to contact you) and the 
password: ACOG (password is case sensitive). 

If you have any financial relationstfips please type them in the space provided. These forms must be submitted even if 
you have nothing to declare. In order to validate thc disclosure :form you will need to type your full name in the space 
provided before clicking the submit button. Disclosure :forms must be updated and submitted for every program. Travel 
arrangements shmdd not be made prior to submitting your disclosure form. Should it be determined that a conflict of 
interest exists as a result of a financial relationship you may have, you will be contacted and methods to manage thc conflict 
will be discussed with you. Extra time has been given for everyone to disclose and cveryone must disclose. In addition, all 
affirmative disclosurcs must be revealed by a slide at the beginning of thc presentation. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 20, 2014 5:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: A College Prospect ttas Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites LisZt’. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List’. 

From: info@collegesportsusa.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Your college has just been added as a favorite by a College Sports USA recruit. This ~neans a recruit has logged into Colle~eSportsUSA.com and is interested in 

finding out more about attending and playing soccer at your college. 

To find out more information about this recruit and others, simply login to Colle~eSportsUSA.com. Membership is free to all college soccer coaches! 

Log in today at Colle~eSportsUSA.com and make sure all the information on your profile is accurate and current. 

Once you login you can view this recruit’s complete academic and athletic profile and if interested you can track their high school career by adding them to your recruit 

dashboard. 

If you have any questions please let us know. 

Best of luck’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 21, 2014 3:31 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: travel roster for Sat 

Thanks Tom! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: I=riday, March 21, 20:14 2:59 plvl 
Subject: travel roster for Sat 

Players, 

If you are receiving this email it is because Anson wanted me to let you know that you will most likely see no playing time in the game tomorrow. We wanted to 

allow you to make an educated decision about whether you want to spend :12 hours on a bus and get back to Chapel Hill in the wee hours of Sunday morning. You 

are of course welcome to come along to support your teammates. But if you choose to not travel and instead remain behind to focus on school work or other 

important aspects of your life, it will not be held against you. You are students first. 

If you decide not to join us, just let me know so we aren’t waiting for you on the bus in the morning. Thanks! 

-Tom 

Tom S~lder 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

U niversib’ of North Coaolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 9:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Desert Cup Showcase Next Weekend, Register Your Attendance 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Desert Cup Showcase Next Weekend, Register Your Attendm~ce 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edu> 
CC: 

The groapings and schedules are now live. The shca,~:vase is being hdd March 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~x~.]~;].~...e.~:.c.~...n.a~g.~...t.8.]~z~.r.L..e..~...n.~/..c.~..v...e...~zt.~j...d...c.~.f..a...u..LL.a~p x ? Eve nt X I) ~3~[6 o ~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Ifyot~ have~’t alrea@ registered for The Desert Cup, please do so today by 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Championship Series Director 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward this email 

This emsil was sent to anson@uncas,unc.edu by mikerocca@ratedsports.com :: 
instant removal ’~t, ith ~;.@__f.e__U_ffs__u_b_.s_c__rjb_._e.’" _F_;_r_i__v__a__c_v__[~__o_jj_c_y_. 

Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, March 22, 2014 9:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Desert Cup Showcase Next Weekend, Register Your Attendance 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Desert Cup Showcase Next Weekend, Register Your Attendm~ce 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edu> 
CC: 

The groapings and schedules are now live. The shca,~:vase is being hdd March 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~x~.]~;].~...e.~:.c.~...n.a~g.~...t.8.]~z~.r.L..e..~...n.~/..c.~..v...e...~zt.~j...d...c.~.f..a...u..LL.a~p x ? Eve nt X I) ~3~[6 o ~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Ifyot~ have~’t alrea@ registered for The Desert Cup, please do so today by 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Championship Series Director 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLu~c.edu by mikerocca@ratedsports.com 
instant removal ’~t, ith ~;.@__f.e__U_ffs__u_b_.s_c__rjb_._e.’" _F_;_r_i__v__a__c_v__[~__o_jj_c_y_. 

Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:51 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Went Well’? 

Yes, we lost 2-0 but played well. We bossed the game in the first half... I was pleased. 

Se~t.~°om ~v Verizor~ ~:irele~s 4G L)"E D?tOID 

"Gallo Jr., Lam/A" <athgallo@unc.eduv- wrote: 

Hope all ~,ent well yesterday vs. the Washington Spirit -~ we played well and remained injury fi’ee. 
Travels home were sale I ~sumet?’. Enjoy your Sunday, and be well my friends. 

Take care, 

~ Larry; Ga~h~ Jr, 

E-x~:cutive Associate: Di~ctor of Atl~lefics 

Unive~i~y of Non’fit Ca~’o~h3a at C halx:~ Hil~ 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:35 PM 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu-* 

l~g: Rammy’s video 

What is this again? I know it is for the Rammy’s but what are we doing for the 15 minutes? 

From: Shelton, Karen C 
Sent: Monday, Ivlarch 24, 2014 10:19 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fox, Mike; Somoano, Carlos M; Haney, Sarah K; Breschi, Joe; Meaders, Harlis James; Webb, Josh 
C¢; jarrett Alston; Miller, Beth 
Subject; Rammy’s video 

Hi Coaches, 

Final call to schedule a time for participation in the Rammy’s video. I have copied our videographer, Jarrett Alston, on this email. You can email him directly to set 

up a fifteen minute time slot for some time this week. 

Thanks for your attention to this. It’s relative painless© 

Go Heels! 

i.~.i signature 



A 

1 Southern Soccer Showcase College Team Order Form 
2 

3 College/University Name 
4 

5 Contact Name 
6 

7 Contact Email 
8 

9 Contact Phone Number 
10 

12 Lunch Order 
13 Number of Players and Coaches needing lunch 

14 
15 Please list any dietary restrictions (vegetarian, etc) 

16 

17 

18 

19 Tshirt Orders 
2O 

21 Adult Small 

22 Adult Medium 
23 Adult Large 

24 Adult X-Large 

25 

26 

27 

28 Due by Friday, March 21st 
29 Send to Scott Wollaston at swollaston@twincitysoccer,com 



B 

4 

5 
6 

7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

12 Quantity 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 Quantity 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 

29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Desert Cup Showcase Kicks OffThis Weekend, Register Your Attendance 

From: Michael Rocca [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 25, 2014 10:58 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Desert Cup Showcase Kicks Off This Weekend, Register Your Attendance 

I 
The Desert Cup Showcase March 28-30, Phoenix- AZ 

for 

......................................................................................................................................................................... r 

.................................................................................................................................................... 
http:/ /events.gotsport.eomieventsidelhulLaspx?EventlD=:346o2 

.................................................................................................................................................... 
If you haven’t already registered {br The DeseN. Cup, please do so ~.oday by 

.................................................................................................................................................... 

To see which schools are curren[ly registered, p~ease view here: 

MiehaeI Roc~ 

mi kerocea @)ra~edsports.eom 

" remc~J by 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.unc,edu by mikerocca@ratedspoits.corn :: 
c instant removai ’~,ith ~;.@__f.e__U_ffs__u_b_.s_c_[jb_._e]" [~__r_[v__@_c__g__[~__o_!ic__y_. 

Rated Sports, LLC USA [ PO Box 607 VENTURA CA [ 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~/O kE’,IC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:43 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Apnl 13th 

Can you take the point on this? 

From: Porter, Grant 
Sent= Tuesday, March 25, 2014 12:36 PM 

To= Sander, Thomas J 
1::¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M 
Subject= April 13th 

Ok, we can have Eddie Smith Field House and the Stop Hunger people can do Sunday, April 13th, Are we good to go to lock this in for both teams, Do we have a 

preferred time? I was thinking 2pro in case we have some that like to do church in the AM? 

Grant 

::X:: IMAGE 





ECNL National Event 

Exit Entrance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: 2014 PUI~U~ Women’s Elite Showcase 

2014 PWES FAQ.pdf 

From: Puma Women’s Showcase [mailto:PumaWomensShowcase@gmrmarketing.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 26, 20:t4 4::t8 PM 
Subject-" 20:[4 PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase 

:: :N :: cid:F5FC7989-9F9D4608-ACD8-F214BCB86366 

Notice: This email is intended only tbr the !~r~n or entity to which it is addressed and may contain inlbnnafion that is privileged, co~didential or other~vise protected 

t?om disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail or the intbrmation herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or m~ employee or agent 

responsible tbr delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in emir, please immediately notit~j us by calling the Help 

Desk at (800) 696-0015. 



WONEN’S ELliTE 
SHOWCASE 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. What is the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase (PWES)? 
PWES is a program that brings together talented and carefully selected high school soccer 
players from around the country for three days of competition and soccer education 
experiences. 

2. Why should I attend PWES? 
This event will give you the opportunity to watch some of the best talent this country has to 
offer. The players will be from the 2016 and 2017 high school graduating classes. 

3. Who is attending PWES? 
A list of all of the athletes that have confirmed their participation in the PWES will be shared 
as we approach the event. Once onsite, coaches will receive an athlete guide with further 
details on each of the participating athletes. 

4. How were the athletes chosen to attend? 
The athletes invited to the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase are intended to represent the top 
talent in the nation at their age level. Athletes were selected through a variety of criteria 
including, but not limited to, their national team experience, ODP play as well as their 
age/graduation year, club and geographical location. The goal of the showcase is to bring 
together the highest level of talent in one location to compete against one another in front 
of top coaches from around the country. 

5. Where and when does PWES take place? 
This year’s event will take place at the ESPN Wide World of Sports in Orlando, FL. Games 
for the 2014 PWES will be held on Saturday, .July 19 and the morning of Sunday, .July 20. 

6. What is the format of the PWES? 
The PWES will have four teams made up of some of the best players in the nation. You will 
have the chance to watch each team play three matches, giving you a total of six matches 
in two days. 



7. When will the games actually be taking place? 
Play will begin first thing Saturday morning, July 19th, and will conclude by early afternoon 
on Sunday, July 20th. 

8. When should I plan to arrive and depart? 
Given the schedule of games, the recommended travel itinerary would be a Friday evening 
(7/18) arrival with a Sunday late afternoon or early evening departure (7/20). 

9. Is there any travel information available? 
Once you have confirmed your participation you will receive additional information on the 
event including recommended hotels, airports, driving directions, local restaurants and any 
other relevant information. 

10. Is this an invite only event? 
No - while the invitation is sent to a select group, all college programs are welcome to 
at-Lend the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase 

11. Who do I contact for more information? 
You can email PWES at womensshowcase@puma.com with any additional questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:16 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Re: Leadel~hip Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

"Johnson, Shelley H" ~<shelljo@unc.edu> wrote: 

If you haven’t already done so... Only 15 coaches have responded thus far. We would like at least 50% response. 

From; Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent-" Monday, March 24, 20~.4 8:36 AM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Coaches, 

Thank you for contribution to the RicharclA. BocMour Carolina Leadership Academy! Rest assured that you have done your part to ensure the Leadership Academy’s 

status as the premier leadership development program in collegiate athletics. 

We would appreciate your thoughts and feedback in making our programming as impactful and effective as possible. Your feedback will help inform changes for 

future workshops and programming. Below is a link to a Survey Monkey evaluation. Please complete the evaluation by l:riday, March 28 by 5pro. 

htt p:i!www.su rveymonkey.comis!g RQWQKP 

- Shelley 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:18 PM 

Chris Densmore <execdirecto@volleyballbc.ca:- 

Re: Spoilt Leadership Conference 

Yes it is possible .... 

Ses~f.~°om my Verizor~ fFire[ess 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Chris Densmore <execdirector@volleyballbc.ca> wrote: 

Anson 

I am reaching out to connect with you and see if you would be available to present at Sport Leadership Conference in Vancouver BC, Canada next January :10th or 

17th? We are looking to put together a variety of sport coaches who can present on their experiences and philosophies. The crowd will be coaches and 

administrators from a large group of different sports. For Volleyball BC, next year is our 50th Anniversary and this is the kick-off event to our celebration. Coach 

development and education is something that is part of our strategic plan. Anyhow, I have read some of your work and believe that you would be a great presenter 

with a strong message that would help every coach no matter what sport they are from. Let me know if you have any questions and if you would be available. I 

look forward to hearing back from you! 

Chris 

Chris Densmore 

Executive Director 

Volleyball BC 

Ph: 604-291-2007 (223) 

Fax : 604-29:1-2602 

Website I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 3:20 PM 

Calder, Andrew G ~acalde@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Bullet Points Womens Basketball 

From: Calder, Andrew G 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 10:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Bullet Points Womens Basketball 
*Compiacency - Making the next step is the toughest step (HOW) what will it take? 
* Mental approach to this game (a team we have already beaten, but our team doesn’t know how much South Carolina has 
improved offensively since we played them) and the next one (possibly on the other team’s home court - Stanford) 
"blocking out distractions"( media -fans -requests- calls-TV) 
* Attack be aggressive- put yourself out there, playing thru mistakes- Do not be overly self-conscious about mistakes and 
how it might look to the onlookers 
*Playing physical yet smart 
*Confidence to play off your instincts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:13 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

ILS: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

No I have not Lried again but I will Lry if you think it might work. Please under’stand the one thing I don’L have much ot:~s tirne[ 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:50 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Wor~hop Evaluation 

And it still thwarted your efforts? Or were you successful this time? Either way, our apologies for any inconvenience on your part and our appreciation for your 

continued efforts, Anson. 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 I0:~6 PM 
To= Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject= Re: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

I tried .... 

"Johnson, Shelley H" <shel!jo(~,’un~edtc- wrote: 

If you haven’t already done so... Only 15 coaches have responded thus far. We would like at least 50% response. 

From= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Monday, March 24, 2014 8:36 AM 
Subject= Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Coaches, 

Thank you for contribution to the RichardA. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy! Rest assured that you have done your part to ensure the Leadership Academy’s 

status as the premier leadership development program in collegiate athletics. 

We would appreciate your thoughts and feedback in making our programming as impactful and effective as possible. Your feedback will help inform changes for 

future workshops and programming. Below is a link to a Survey Monkey evaluation. Please complete the evaluation by Friday, March 28 by 5pm. 

~h~t~//~w~w~w~;~s~u~r~v~e~m~n~e~e~/~ 
- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Monday,               6:03 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

FW: Proof of on Professional Roster 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 3:54 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Proof of on Professional Roster 

Hi Michelle, 

My name is and I am one of the for the women’s soccer team. Anson wanted me to send you 

the following links, which prove that is on a professional soccer team roster. Can you redo our current 

status for our APR breakdown, as the previous breakdown listed     as not being on a professional roster? Thank you. 

1) News article about playing in a professional game on 

2) website that shows, was picked up by this January: 

3) profile on the website that shows she has a contract with 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

@live.unc.edu I cell 



SCHO~R~ATHLETE 
AWARDS LUNCHEON 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

I~W: Email from Mike Onett Recruitmeut & College Camps 

XY banner with UR1 and key words LG.gif 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Coach Mike Onett wv, oa’.xTsports.com [mailto:monett(h)sportsrecruiting.tv] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 29, 2014 9:10 KM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Emai[ from Mike Onet~ Recruitment & College Camps 

Coach 

My name is i’,/hke Onett and I am part of a great team that specialized in sports recruitment. I have made my living specifically in recruitment since 1996 and it is my high area of expertise We 
have developed a suite of tools that help your program with reaching, quali]?’ing and managing prospects In the past few days over 125 forward thinking college sports teams camps have 
been listed on www ×ysports.com Read more below to learn how to claim your account.Remember we do all of the work! There is so much to show you and we ask that you have your 
recruiter or interns call us today to set up a demo. 202-805-0208 

XYSPORTS THE ONLY WOMEN’S SPORTS DIRECTORY AND RECRUITMENT StilE. 

CLAIM YOUR ACCOUNT TODAY AND POST YOLXK SL~MMER CAMPS[ 

Your eraail is yo~ LOOIN name. Click on "Forgot Password" and enter yo~tr email address and a password will be raailed to you. If you wish to use a diffcrent email please register as a 

coach. 

Email bigsister@xysports.com and request a camp listing and we ~vill do all the ~vork and let you kno~v when it is done. Contactus now to start the process, bigsister@xysports.com or call 

202-805-0208 

Manage prospect campaigns{ 
Advanced recruitment online site. 
Post each position for ~vhich you recruit with custoraized qualifying questions based your particular needs. 

Post Surrm~er Camps and Clinics 
Each sports team, including athletic departraents, can list camps, clinics, special events, as well as announce ticket sales and merchandise sales. 

Advanced Recruitment web based technology Each sports program can have their own Recruitment Management Systera, "R_NIS". 
Click below. Place the word DEMO in the subject line. 

GET SEEN TODAY{ 

RECYRUIT1NG NEVER STOPS{ 

STAY COMPETITIVE IN ALL AREAS OF RECRUITMENT{ 

FOLLOYV US 
Follow on Ooogle 
Follow us on Twitter 
"Like" us on Facebook ( https:i/wwwfacebookcona/xv, sportsInc?re~hl ) 

CONTACT 

Tel: (202) 805-0208 
Mike Onett email: monett@xTsports.com 
Allison A1Tedoneo email: bigsister@xysports corn 
Web: www.xysports corn 
Address: 2710 Florida Blvd. Delray Beach, F1 33483 www xysports corn 

If you feel that you have received this email in error and would like us to call you to verig~z your request to unsubscribe, please Click Here We represent some of the largest and most 
prestigious institutions in the USA. 

Copyright 2014 XY Sports, Inc. All rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 2, 2014 10:22 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~L: Leadership Academy: Generation iY (New Chapter) 

That~k you Shelley[ 

From; Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Friday, Nay 02, 2014 9:54 AN 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
(:c; UNCAA-Student-Athlete Dev 
Subject; Leadership Academy: Generation iY (New Chapter) 

Coaches -Almost three years ago, we introduced to you a book called Generation iY. The author has produced a new, digital chapter to this book. That chapter is 

attached to this email for your summer reading pleasure. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, May 3, 2014 1:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - May 2014 - RECRUIT RIGHT! 

Senf.~"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - May 2014 - RECRUIT RIGItT! 

From: Steve Breiman <steve@peakperformm~cecousult.com~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

The College Recruiter Email Update - May 2014 

A Quick Note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Here’s your CRITICAL RECRUITING INFORMATION for May. 

RECRUIT RIGHTTM SITE: GET ANSWERS TO YOUR RECRUiTiNG CHALLENGES 

College coaches can get a better handle on the myriad of recruiting challenges they face each day by accessing this site: RECRUIT RIGHTTM. Where the BEST 

Recruiters Come to LEARN More! 

RECRUIT RIGHTTM is THE site that college recruiters frequent often. The site allows every coach in everysport in every level o] competition to enter and find a 
resource (or more) that will give some insight into answering a recruiting challenge for that coach in that sport. 

For example, a Division III volleyball coach can enter the site, click on Division Ill, then Volleyball, and arrive at a site that will list some important challenges that 

volleyball coaches in Division III are currently experiencing. Some resources (books, CDs, DVDs, newsletters) will be offered that will assist the coach in answering 

the problem. 

NO RESOURCE OF TH~5 S’~:OPE AND DEPTH ~5 O~:FERED ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD! .......................................... 

Check it out for yourself! You’ll agree it is a recruiter’s SECRET GEM! --h--t--t-p-iL‘-L-t~-h---e---b---e--s--t--c---~-!-[-e-g--e--r--e---c--r---u-!-t---e-~-.~-c-9~--m--[-r---e--c---r~-u-!--t-:r-!g~b-~}~ 

OTHER SPECIAL RESOURCES 

:[. "Shameless Bribe" specials for May 20:[4, go here: http:!/www.thebestcolle~erecruiter.com!Monthlv-SpeciaI-Offers.aspx 

2. 20:[4 Recruiters InstituteTM DVD, go herehttp:!/thebestcollegerecruiter.com!recruiters-institute-dvd.aspx 

3. E-books/Books, go here: http://thebestcallegerecruiter~com/Books~aspx 

Here is the link to the entire May 20:[4 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcoliegerecruiter.com/monthly-email-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support! 

This message is not spam. if you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to -s--t-e--v---e----@-t-h-e--b-e-~-s--t~-c-~-!!--e-K-e-[-e--£-r-u-!-t-e-[-.~-c-9~--m--~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, May 5, 2014 1:44 PM 

Jeff Tipping <jet~palmbeachsocceracademy.com> 

I~E: P~Jm Beach IT Requirements 

Tipp, 

1. J am lust speaking for 35 to 40 minutes with a prepared speech ..., All I will need is a podium, I usually follow this up with a Q&A~ 

2_, [ an1 a g~n .:)f veggies and hl.Jmf11~s 

3, ~ am ~; Morn?on so wb~e or beer are ou[:. I am a ~an of cok~ water 

F~m: Jeff ~pping [mail~:jeff@palmbeachsocceracademy.com] 
Sent: Nonday, Nay 05, 20~4 5:48 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Palm Beach ~ Requirements 

AnN 

Couple of items; 
1. The IT chaps at the school where you are doing the Thur~ay night pre~ntation were asking what your IT Requirements might be and if you were doing a power 

point presentation? Were you bringing your computer and, 

if so, what kind is it? 
2. We roll not have titne to play golf a~d have a sit down lunch when you anive on Wednesday so chef Christine Tipping is making yon a doggie bag. What wd you 

like on your sandwhich ( or roll)? Fear not...she is outsta~ding at gastronomic issues. 
3. One of our golf chaps wondered if you liked a glass of rune or beer? Was not sure if you did or not. 

See you Wednesday. 

Tippster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:19 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

l~W: LAST CHANCE: Nominate Athletes for All-Americ~ Tean 

Go ahead ... this ca~ o~ly help us right? 

From: NCSA Athletic Recruiting [mailto:athleaderallamerican@ncsasports.org] 

Sent-" Monday, May 05, 2014:1.2:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" LAST CHANCE: Nominate Athletes for All-American Team 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online¯ 

removed by 
sender. 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

It’s your last chance to nominate your athletes for a 

spot on the 2014 Athleader All-American Team! 

Remember, each All-American must possess all the 

characteristics of an athleader, including: 

¯ Excelling in the classroom and on the field of 

play 

¯ Serves as a role model in the community 

¯ Has an all-in attitude and all-out workethic 

¯ Puts the team first 

¯ Has a thirst for learning 

Best of luck to your nominees and we look forward to 

announcing the All-American Team the firat week of 

June! 

Best, 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

Click Here to 
Nominate an Athlete 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa unc edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St, 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 5, 2014 2:34 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Survey 

Nicole, 

Can you fill this out for me? It will not take much time~ Thank you. 

From-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Erica Walsh 
Sent: Monday, May OS, 2014 1:22 PM 
To-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
12¢; Dawn Scott 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Survey 

Hi ew:_~rvon e~ 

I hope Lhis email finds you weft and was hoping you would be witling to spend i[0 rain t:illing out a survey for Dawn Scott, Fitness and Performance Coach for the US 

WNT, on ACL b~jur~es k~ Lhe co~ege game. She wi~ be doing a talk at the Worm Confer’ence on Science in Soccer ~n Pordand. 

Survey I~nk: https://www.surveymonkey~com/s/ACLincidencefema~ecollegesoccer:Ht3 

From Dawn- 

The ta~k ~s covering the chMlenges female soccer players have to overcome whilst p]ay~ng ~n college and the NWSL, ~n striving to become ~nternatRmal players. As 

parL of her ta~k she wanLs to NghlighL the demands placed on Lhe p~ayers, which st dines can cause an ~ncreased b~jury risk. She has a~resdy collected information 

r’egsr’ding Lhe ~ncidence of ACL injuries fr’om the women’s pro[:essiona~ soccer leagues b~ Lhe US (20~0-20~3), and wou~d ~ke to col~ecL s~rni~ar ~nformation ff’om the 

colleges durh~g a s~mi]ar t~me frame. If you co~]d take l0 mh~utes to complete the survey at the attached I~nk, then that wou~d be most helpful Any data w~l] be 

treated ~n the strictest of confidence, and no college name wN be used a~ongs~de any of the statistics, it ~s s~mplv to gauge the ~nddence of ACL ~n~ur~es ~n female 

soccer ~ayers, and a~:tem~t to h~gM~ght some strategies wouk] (:ou~d be used to 8~m [o reduce those injury rates. 

Thanks so much[ 

Erica 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~v.nsco~a.com/colleo_e. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubseribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email to division-i-womeus-soccet~coaches ~-unsubscribe((-~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coache~googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at hl~p:/,’gro~ps.go@e.conr’group/division-J-wome~s-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.google.com/d/optont. 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jon Hansen 

Hansen 

Jon 

E-mail: jjhansen@med.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michaelson, Emily 

Michaelson 

Emily 

E-mail: Emily.Michaelson@nike.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Deborah Clarke 

Clarke 

Deborah 

E-mail: debbi_clarke@unc.edu 



E-mail: ediscoveryouc@email.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sue Walsh 

Walsh 

Sue 

E-mail: sue@ramsclub.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Diplomatic Partnerships 

Partnerships 

Diplomatic 

E-mail: DiplomaticPartnerships@state.gov 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jayne Barnwell 

Barnwell 

Jayne 

E-mail: jayne@ramsclub.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Mike Bunting (mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Bunting 

Mike 

E-mail: mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Ballet School Chapel Hill 

Last Name: Hill 

Middle Name: School Chapel 

First Name:    Ballet 

E-mail: balletschool@aol,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Amy Ro~ers 

Ro~ers 

Amy 

E-mail: AmyRo~ers@anthonytravel.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Kennedy 

Kennedy 

John 

E-mail: john@combatbraintraining,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Kathleen O’Dell 

O’Dell 

Kathleen 

E-mail: Kathleen.OIDell@nike.com 



E-mail: bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Paul Forster 

Forster 

Paul 

E-mail: PaulF@caslemail.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brad Black 

Black 

Brad 

E-mail: brad.black@humanexventures,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dan Davies 

Davies 

Dan 

E-mail: ddavies@naceos.com 



Full Name: Michael James Moynihan 

Last Name: Moynihan 

Middle Name: James 

First Name:    Michael 

E-mail: michael.moynihan@northwestern.edu 



Full Name: 

First Name: 

Centennial 

Centennial 

E-mail: Centennial@ussoccer.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Clint Gwaltney (cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Gwaltney 

Clint 

E-mail: cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu 



E-mail: kpierce@theacc.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Greg Griffith 

Griffith 

Greg 

E-mail: ggriffith@ USSoccerFoundation.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chris Andrew 

Andrew 

Chris 

E-mail: candrew@chica~;o=fire.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Tony DiCicco 

DiCicco 

Tony 

E-mail: tony@soccerplus.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Valerie Prause 

Prause 

Valerie 

E-mail: vprause@lec.edu 



Full Name: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Last Name: Gallo 

Middle Name: A. 

First Name:    Larry 

E-mail: athgallo@unc.edu 



E-mail: psadin@sportsendeavors.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Barry Roberts 

Roberts 

Barry 

E-mail: Barry_Roberts@ kenan=flagler.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Roberts, Craig 

Roberts 

Craig 

E-mail: cjroberts@bsu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Timmermans, Tom 

Timmermans 

Tom 

E-mail: timmermans@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ashlee Comber 

Comber 

Ashlee 

E-mail: AComber@washingtonspirit.com 



Full Name: Frank Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de> 

Last Name: de> 

Middle Name: Tschan <tschan@isdedu. 

First Name:    Frank 

E-mail: tschan@isdedu.de 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michael Navarre 

Navarre 

Michael 

E-mail: navarre@augsburg,edu 



E-mail: noreply@worldfootballacademy.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Karen Shelton 

Shelton 

Karen 

E-mail: kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Robert Kehoe 

Kehoe 

Robert 

E-mail: rkehoe@nscaa.com 



E-mail: careers@cord.edu 



E-mail: vincent.vandriel@worldfootballacademy.com 



E-mail: jraper@matchfitacademy.net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jan Mann 

Mann 

Jan 

E-mail: janmann@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Brendan Eitz 

Eitz 

Brendan 

E-mail: beitz@elitesoccer,net 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jones, Kim 

Jones 

Kim 

E-mail: kimajones@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Thom McDonald 

McDonald 

Thom 

E-mail: thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Bryan Blitz 

Blitz 

Bryan 

E-mail: BlitzB@missouri.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pete Cinalli 

Cinalli 

Pete 

E-mail: coachingdirector@hotspurs.org 



Full Name: Daniel R Seiffert 

Last Name: Seiffert 

Middle Name: R 

First Name: Daniel 

E-mail: Daniel,Seiffert@mvnu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Sobba, Gary 

Sobba 

Gary 

E-mail: gsobba@tarheelsports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Leone, Tracey 

Leone 

Tracey 

E-mail: T.Leone@neu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Randy Myer 

Myer 

Randy 

E-mail: Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.u nc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

’Chuck Kennedy’ 

Kennedy’ 

’Chuck 

E-mail: kennedcr@wfu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jennifer DiMeo 

DiMeo 

Jennifer 

E-mail: jennifer@tarheelmonthly.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Amy Griffin 

Griffin 

Amy 

E-mail: amygriff@uw.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Stewart Mairs 

Mairs 

Stewart 

E-mail: Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Cricket Lane 

Lane 

Cricket 

E-mail: cricket@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

’Peter Mellor’ 

Mellor’ 

’Peter 

E-mail: peter.mellor@ uslsoccer.com 



E-mail: leonidas.tsantiris@uconn.edu 



E-mail: john.byford@villanova.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

’Bill Irwin’ 

Irwin’ 

’Bill 

E-mail: irwin@up.edu 



E-mail: Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.ed u 



Full Name: Kristine lilly soccer academy 

Last Name: academy 

Middle Name: lilly soccer 

First Name: Kristine 

E-mail: kristinelilly@headrushcreative.com 



Full Name: Stroman, Deborah L 

Last Name: Stroman 

Middle Name: L 

First Name:    Deborah 

E-mail: dstro@unc.edu 



E-mail: dwilliams@frc.edu 



E-mail: k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Barbara Brehm-Curtis 

Brehm-Curtis 

Barbara 

E-mail: bbrehm@smith.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Chris White 

White 

Chris 

E-mail: cdwhite@colgate.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Blanchard 

Blanchard 

John 

E-mail: jl~b@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Matthew J Robinson 

Last Name: Robinson 

Middle Name: J 

First Name:    Matthew 

E-mail: mjrobins@udel.edu 



E-mail: djp@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

NCGSC Administrator 

Administrator 

NCGSC 

E-mail: ncgscadmin@gmail,com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Dana Gelin 

Gelin 

Dana 

E-mail: dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Pam Perkins 

Perkins 

Pam 

E-mail: PPerkins@ussoccer.org 



E-mail: sari@ncsoccer.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michael Perkins 

Perkins 

Michael 

E-mail: mperkins@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jerry Lynch 

Lynch 

Jerry 

E-mail: docj@wayofcha mpions.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lee Horton 

Horton 

Lee 

E-mail: Ihorton@charlottelatin.org 



Full Name: admin 

First Name: admin 

E-mail: easy@testdemosite.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

CHHS StudentGov 

StudentGov 

CHHS 

E-mail: chhsstudentgov@chccs.k12.nc.us 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Ducar, Chris 

Ducat 

Chris 

E-mail: ducar@unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Larry Gallo 

Gallo 

Larry 

E-mail: athgallo@uncaa,unc,edu 



E-mail: president@pugetsoundpremierleague.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Lance Markos 

Markos 

Lance 

E-mail: markos@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Beth Miller 

Miller 

Beth 

E-mail: bmiller@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/24/2014 3:29:32 PM 

Tim Gentles [tim@drillboard,com] 

Subject: Accepted: WFA USA Call 

Location: Skype 

Start: 1/27/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MICHAEL R PERKINS (MRPERKIN)] 

4/10/2014 8:03:01 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducar)]; 

Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Duffy, Clare E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clare E Dully (duffyce)]; Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sjgreen]; Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Larry A. Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Vangelder, Marielle A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder 

(mvangeld)83b] 

Women’s Soccer 2014-2015 Budget discussion 

Athletic Business Office Conference Room 

4/14/2014 3:00:00 PM 

4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Duffy, Clare E (duffyce@email.unc.edu); Streett, Shelly; Gallo, 

Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mailer@infusionmail.com on behalf of 
WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@worldclasscoaching.com> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 6:32 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Offside - Make it work for you and win more games! 

Discover How to Coach, 
Counter and Use the 
Offside Rule to Your 

Advantage from a World 
Class Coaching Expert 

This book tells you everything you need to know about coaching 
the offside rule, both defensively and in attack, You will discover 
how to use it to immediately to end threats when other teams try 

to use it to their benefit and how to win more goal scoring 
opportunities of your own 

Dear Coach, 

As many frustrated soccer managers will tell you, the offside rule is arguably the most controversial and 
contentious rules in the game. Rule number 11 causes more arguments, unfavorable decisions and 
costly score lines than any other rule. 

Consequently, the world’s leading soccer coaches always train their teams how to use the offside rule to 
their advantage. It can be used both to immediately end attacking threats through smart defensive 
strategies and to teach wily attackers how to outwit the offside trap and find themselves in goal scoring 
positions. 



Drawing on his coaching experience at clubs including Manchester United, Everton and the Welsh 
national side, David Williams shares his expert insight and explains exactly how coaches can counter the 
offside rule and how to use it to outwit defenses. 

The book is ideal for coaches of recreational teams wishing to improve their understanding of the offside 
rule right through to coaches at a professional level that want to improve their tactical awareness and 
soccer coaching sessions. 

It’s controversial, contentious and confusing!! 

The ’offside position’ is a matter of fact, whereas the ’offside offense’ when a player is ’actively involved’ 
is open to interpretation by the referee. This makes officiating the offside rule a nightmare for assistant 
referees. They have to keep track of every player during an attack, able to consider whether they are 
offside or in position, or whether they are involved in active play at all. Added to this is the fact that if an 
attacking player and defensive player are running in different directions they can be two meters apart in a 
tenth of a second. 

With so many factors involved, even researchers agree that it’s ’optically inevitable’ that referees will 
make mistakes when assessing whether a player is an offside position. This book can give you the 
defensive strategy you need to ensure you can minimize the risks of your defense being caught out by 
attackers in contentious offside positions. 
Learn from the best 



"What you will gain from the book" 
To take advantage of the offside rule, you first need to understand how the law is applied, why it is 
important, and why it prompts debate. In this book David Williams comprehensively covers every aspect 
of the offside rule, from attacking and defending situations in open play through to set pieces. He 
discusses its strengths and weaknesses, so you can ultimately decide for yourself whether to include it in 
your defensive strategy or avoid the risks. 

Through the use of 74 detailed diagrams and accompanying explanations, the book show you how to 
build an offside defensive strategy and how to use systems to play against it. This includes guidance on 
tactics such as deep line defending, whether you can employ the sweeper and how you can overcome 
opponents with a back four holding high line. 

What you will gain from David’s insights, gleaned from decades of experience coaching at the highest 
level of the game, is the knowledge to coach your team so it’s more astute, effective and aware of how to 
defend against teams trying to use the offside rule to their advantage. Your attackers will also be savvier 
and know how to put themselves into dangerous positions where they can outfox defenses trying to play 
them offside. 

Ultimately, through a better understanding of the offside rule and how to coach it, this book can be used 
to nullify many of your opponent’s goal scoring opportunities while dramatically increasing your own. 



Use the Offside Rule to Your Advantage! 
Using 74 detailed diagrams, David Williams covers in detail how to coach teams to counter and use the 
offside position in a tactically effective way. He begins with explaining why the rule became necessary 
and then covers every aspect of its application from attacking and defending situations in open play 
through how it applies to set pieces. 

What you will find in Offside! 

Interpretation of the Offside Rule 

How to counter it 

The benefits of a high line defense 

The situations in which to deploy a deep line 

The role of the goalkeeper in defending against offside 

The different tactical systems you can play to nullify attackers 

Defending set pieces for putting attackers offside 

Attacking set pieces for utilizing confusion over the offside rule 



"Every coach can benefit from a better 
understanding of the offside rule and how to 

coach it" 
Whether you coach a recreational team or a side in one of the top divisions, you can benefit from 
enhancing your understanding of the offside rule. There are countless examples of games which have 
been decided by a contentious offside decision. This book, written by an expert with extensive 
coaching experience in the English Premier League, shows you how to be the side that gains more 
offside decisions in their favor. You will be able to build a defensive strategy to counter teams trying to 
use the offside rule to their advantage and how to put your attackers in more goal scoring situations, from 
both open play and set pieces. Put simply, this book can provide you with the knowledge to tip more 
contentious offside decisions and score lines in your favor. 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Month Guarantee 
WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 
which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering Offside! 
unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the 
quality of the Offside after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Saif 
WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Remember, this book has been written by an expert with coaching experience at clubs including 
Manchester United, Everton and the Welsh national team. He writes from first hand experience and 
his insights can give you the edge in gaining favorable offside decisions, more clean sheets and more 
points 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Offside! six 
months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Akadema Inc. <task@akademapro.com> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:06 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Akadema Hoody Sale 

Akadema 
...... Story 

’AGame’ ii~:~iI F~Oo~C~ner Akadema ’ i~:+:;i The i2i Akadema 

...... Gear :: i ...... ’A ....... Store 

i 
Team’ 

Sponsorsh 

It’s going to be a coM and wet Spring ahead of us 

Ao~ ade.ma ~2~@~ ,~.;a&~J 

"Big A" Hoo@ 

This hooded fleece pullover has Akadema 
screen-primed across the chest. 

Reg. Price: $39.99 

Sale PHce: $12~99 
This hooded fleece pullover has Akadema 

small logo under the neck. 



Reg. Price: $49.99 
Sale Price: $19.99 

The HigNanc!er is a jackal made lot c!emands of cool weaiher !oaseball clma{es. The jacket is 

fghi weight, rain resistant and has the abilly io keep a player or coach warm on {he bench. The 

jackal has h’oni pockets, parlal lining and a full length zipper. 

Reg. Price: $79.99 

Sale Price: $49.99 

Conlains tHtra light black frames vdth 100% UV Protective shatterproof black lenses. Includes a 

micro fiber cloth carry case. 

Reg. Price: $39.99 

Sale Price: $9.99 

***At, Cgoseou~ Sages are F~NAL, Ale Re~urn~ writ be accepted, #40 £%CEPTIONS*** 

***Valid online at akademapro.com only. Does not apply to prior purchases or open orders and cannot be 



combined wJth any other offers. PromotJon may be modified or term.~ated at any time. Ce~ta~o restrictions and 

exclusions may apply. Due to order volume, please allow 2-3 days for order processing. Aft close out items are 

final sales No warranty" or returns apply. 

This Ad is brought to you by Akadema Inc. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

PCA <~team@po sitivecoach.net> 

Thursday, March 13, 2014 12:20 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Join Us on April 12th! 

To vie~v this email as a web page, go to the link below, or copy and paste it into your bro~vser’s address ~vindo~v. 
http ://click.positivecoach.neti?qs cal ldc04cd7d179b2187d5d0b454e575a837c9e4de0ad328tt~c03b2ab6bbaf8 

Positive Coaching Alliance 

http://click.positlvecoach.neti?qs ca 11dc04cd7d179b9d8677e25d85861d81 e55122c26dce26a492e9d6171fSe29 

Join Top Athletes, Coaches at Awards Ceremony 

Joe El~rmann 
Lifetime Achievement 
HonoreeDusty BakerTed Robinson 
Master of CeremoniesJulie Foudy 
Panel Moderator 

Lionel HoIlinsBrandi ChastainRuthie Bolton 

Join PCA NationalAdvisory Board Members pictured above in celebrating the best of youth and high school sports at PCA&rsquo;s 
ht~p://click.positlvecoach.net/?qs ca11 dc04cd7d179b9d8677e25d85861 dSl e55[’22c26dce26a492e9d6171 fSe29 
13th 2mnualNationa[ Youth Sports Awards Dinner and Auction Sponsored by DeIoitte >>. 

PCA&rsquo;s largest annual event - Saturday, April 12,6-9pm at the Crowne Plaza PaIo Alto Hotel - honors winners of our Double-GoalCoach(R) Award Presented by Ma×Preps and 
features unique auction items. 

Connect: 

http ://cIick.posiuvecoach.net/?qs ca11 dc04cd7d179b3c993dc3f7b0afb0da9567ec99bSa413409b576217cdd67d 

http://cIick.positlvecoach net/?q s cal 1 dc04cd7d179bc 1 d7296d017cS0da9c0bbl alab6ba2af97345cebb4a7b2a5 

www.youtube, com/user/PositiveCoaching 

http://click posltivecoach net/’?qs cal ldc04cdTd179b58f449aec423c6el eb34b543d4c 1079d90e495534a6752b2 

ht~p://click.positivecoach.net/?qs cal ldc04cd7d179bfc714b9373c7395f4f[Ta4f733fd67cd07eSbeb4cc4d727f 

This email was sent to:anson@uncaa.anc.edu 

This email was sent by: 

Positive Coaching Alliance 
1001 N. RengstorffAve., Suite 100 

Mountain View, C’A 94043. 

http:i/click.positivecoach.net/?qs cal 1 dc04cd7d179bea887ac5bf04e565ceac9026d40a4c36dcTdb81 f1955688d 
Manage Subscriptions i 

http://click.positivecoach.net/?qs ca 11 dc04cd7d179b9a98b618dbTd944750e122a80077c34c416f3fa3f2bdde3c 
Update Profile i 

http://click.positivecoach.neb’?cqs cal 1 dc04cd7d179bc665790ba2cSdc65d90c815754beb0fb 17cd5754bc356ecl 
One-Click Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Big Fitness <maJle~@maiLbig-fitness.com> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 8:10 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lit~ Fimess Pro Series Circuit (12 Pieces) $12,995 

Life Fitness Pro Series Circuit for Sale 
(12 Pieces) $12,995 Call Chris for More info 508-336-3879 ext 210 

White with Maroon Pads in Good condition. 

Circuit will be serviced and detailed, worldng with no rips in the pads. 

Click Any Picture to see all the images 

Leg Extension, Seated leg Curl, Glute, Back E:dension, Abdominal Crunch, Bleep Curl 

Tricep Extension, Shoulder Press, Abductor, Adductor, Chest press, Seated Back Row. 

Local |rosiness leasing from Big Fitness $(i99 Per Mo~th for 2 Years, 
$1500 Down Pa? me~tt ph~s Shipping or Delive~3~. $1 Buy out at the end. 

Pick it tip at Big Fitness or get a shipping quote by calling 

Call Chris Soucie 508-336-3879. ext 210 

See is at: 

Big Fitness, 

5 Progress Street 
Seekonk MA. 508-336-3879 

www.bigfitness.com 

Turn your old unu~d fitness equipment into cash. Sell or Consign your used equipment with Bi~ Fitness. 
Fill out this foim at Big Fitness. 

Or Resell it yourself on w~w.ReTred.com 

CLICK HFI°,E TO UNSUBSCRIBE 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Cla:cke <david.clarke@coach- soccer.com> 

Saturday, March 15, 2014 7:59 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Act Fast: St Patrick’s Day Sale - 3 days to save 

Dear Anson, 

Order today and save up to 20% on our best selling coaching manuals. 

Plus, take advantage of even greater savings when you purchase a complete set of manuals 
by Michael Beale or Keith Boanas. 

But hurry, good things don’t always come to those who wait. This sale must end at midnight 
on Monday, March 17th so order now to avoid disappointment. 

Yours in soccer, 

David Clarke 

P.S. - I want you to be happy with everything you buy from me. So if for any reason you’re 
unhappy with your purchases you can return them for a full refund. See below for more 

information. 

P.P.S. If you think you’d like to buy a book but you don’t know which one is best for you, 
drop me an email and I’ll give you a personal recommendation. 

Master Coach Volume 1 

Master Coach Volume I is a compilation of the very best 
Soccer Coach Weekly drills and games presented in a 
high-quality, durable printed manual. 

Containing 108 of the best activities, it gives you almost 

endless variety when coaching at your next session. 

Think of it as the best of Soccer Coach Weekly. Filled 
with drills and coaching sessions that cover a wide range 
of abilities and age levels, and then grouped by individual 
player position. 
It is unquestionably the essential playbook for the modern 

soccer coach. 

64 Small-Sided Soccer Games 



64 Small-Sided Soccer Games is the best-selling manual 
showcasing the best way to coach soccer skills and 
tactics to grassroots beginners and professional 
professional players alike. 

"The instructions are easy to understand, the games are 

fun and they helped me tremendously in my first year as 

a head coach for high school age kids. I highly recommend 

the small sided games for any age level coach" 

- Scott Faris, Naaman Forest HS, Dallas, USA 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Hanual 
~2~ q~ic~ easy a~ fun ways ~e ~ic~-star~ your 

sess~e~s 

The Ultimate Soccer Warm-Ups Manual is the definitive 
reference book if you need to banish boredom and inject 
some fun into your training sessions while keeping your 
players keen and properly prepared for the session or 
match ahead. 

"The drills detailed in this great manual helped to put the 

fun and competition back into my practices. This is 

especially important since I never played soccer, but as a 

former hockey player I understood the importance of 

getting the most out of a training session. " 

- Eugene Gorman, U12 Girls Coach, New Hyde Park, NY, 
USA 

Perfect Defending is the ultimate resource for coaches 
who want to introduce and develop defensive skills and 
techniques in their training sessions without losing their 
players’ interest. 

"Over the years I have purchased many books and DVD% 
on teaching and coaching soccer to both my players and 
assistant coaches. A few books have offered some good 
advise but Perfect Defending has placed the others back 

on the shelf.." 

- Rich Brooks, West Milford Soccer Club, New Jersey, USA 

Soccer Attack 

Contains 80 tried and tested drills to coach every 
aspect of scoring from individual core skills, to team- 
based attacking strategies. 

"The lads enjoy the challenge of the variation in the drills 
and it makes coaching what it should be, fun with a 
purpose." 

- Paddy Hill, Coach, Coulby Newham Juniors Under 14a, UK 

Soccer Attack will give you an array of skills, techniques 
and strategies to give your team an edge. 



Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 year olds 

Games are the best way to teach a range of basic soccer 
skills. Fun Soccer Games for 5 to 8 Year Olds covers all 
of the basic skills such as passing, shooting, dribbling, 
heading and even goalkeeping. 

"A fantastic collection of fun, simple, clear, entertaining 
and most of all instructive games which keep my under 8’s 
interested and enjoying themselves." 

- Craig Leverington, Hawkwell Athletic, Essex, England 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds 

By the age of 9 children are becoming aware of the 
benefits of team work so you need to start developing it in 
your players. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds introduces 
teamwork in a variety of ways. 

Working independently. 

Working in pairs. 

Working as a group. 

Fun Soccer Games for 9 to 11 Year Olds shows you how 
you can engage your players, introduce essential soccer 
skills and - most importantly - create a safe and friendly 
place for young children to learn and have fun. 

Fun Soccer Games for 12 to 15 year olds 

They may be older, and T’m sure they will argue they’re 
wiser, but teenagers still want to have fun. And that’s the 
common element of all the games in Fun Soccer Games 
for 12 to 15 Year Olds. 

"No more wondering what else you can do to improve 
your players, just open the book and find your answers 
right there. You will not be disappointed with this book!" 

- Terry Michler, CBC High School, USA 

64 Hore Small-Sided Games 



How would you like every one of your training sessions to 
offer players more games, more goals and more fun - while 
ensuring they learn all the skills and techniques needed to 
play the game? 

What sets this manual apart from the original 64Small-Sided 
Games is that I have grouped complementary games 
together to use on one pitch. Meaning you can plan a training 
session in which a number of games are happening 
simultaneously. 

ORDER HERE 

The Ultimate Soccer Set Piece Play Book 

Every soccer coach worth his salt knows that goals change 
games. And there’s no denying the fact that ONE THTRD of 
goals are scored from set pieces! 

Getting hold of great set piece coaching plans is a priority for 
any coach - which is why our new PlayBook is creating a 
storm in youth coaching circles! 

Wouldn’t it be great for your dead-ball routines to be fun and 
effective - without your players ever getting bored? 

How to coach 6 to 8 year olds 

Do you wonder if your coaching is age-appropriate? 
Are you worried that you’re coaching too much, or 
too little? Are players’ parents questioning your 
expertise? Help is at hand... 

How to Coach Soccer to 6 to 8 Year Olds is a 
groundbreaking coaching manual to provide you with 
a new coaching philosophy designed to maximize 
players’ potential and keep them participating in the 
game of soccer. 

Coaching from a child-centred point of view means 
that sessions are more in tune with what a child will 
find interesting and engaging. Players will want to 
learn, listen, enjoy themselves and come back for 
more. 

ORDER HERE 

How to coach soccer to 3 to 5 year olds 

How to Coach Soccer to 3 to 5 Year Olds is a 
groundbreaking coaching manual to provide you with a new 
coaching philosophy designed to maximize players’ potential 
and keep them participating in the game of soccer. 

It will make it easier for you to know what skills a six year-old 
child should be able to perform, and how to help youngsters 
achieve those skills. 

Coaching from a child-centred point of view means that 
sessions are more in tune with what a child will find 
interesting and engaging. Ensuring players will want to learn, 
listen, enjoy themselves and come back for more. 

ORDER HERE 

Order Today - Offer Ends March 17th 



Our 100% satisfaction guarantee. If you don’t benefit from any 
of our products, contact us within 30 days and we will refund 
the payment in full, directly to the your credit or debit card. 

Please know that we take your security and the safe handling ~~ 

of your confidential personal information very seriously. All     I 

order pages are stored on a secure server as authenticated byI 
the security certificate logo of Thawte, an independent       I 
security agency. Entering information on a secure page means I 

no one else can see the data. 

We also use Verified by Visa and MasterCard SecureCode to 
prevent credit!debit card fraud. 

Green Star Media Ltd. Registered in England as a company. 
Registered Office: Meadow View, Tannery Lane, Bramley, Guildford, 
Surrey, GU5 0AB, UK. Company number: 3008779. 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892 894. 
Email: david.cla rke@coa ch- soccer.com 

© 2014 Green Star Media Ltd 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, March 16, 2014 12:07 PM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Week in Review 

Sunday~ March !6, 2014 

Seattle-Sporting KC outdraws U.S. friendly 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Seattle-Sporting Kansas, the opening game of 
the 2014 season, drew an average audience of 330,000 viewers on 

NBCSN -- more than the 311,000 viewers who watched the USA- 
Ukraine friendly three days earlier on ESPN2 and more than two of 
the three EPL games NBCSN aired the same day. The most-watched 

regular-season game on NBCSN last season drew only 247,000 

average viewers....Read the whole story 

Barca-Man. City sets FS 1 soccer viewing record 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Barcelona’s 2-I victory over Manchester City 

in the UEFA Champions League Wednesday averaged 420,000 

viewers, making it the most-watched soccer game in Fox Sports I 
history....Read the whole story 

MLS Week 1 crowds up almost 8 percent 

by Soccer America 

[ATTENDANCE WATCH] Major League Soccer averaged 21,135 fans 

for its eight games on opening weekend, an increase of almost 8 

percent over the 2013 average for Week 1 .... Read the whole story 

Sporting KC network reaches nine states 
by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] Baseball’s popularity in dues like Kansas City 

and St. Louis is legendary because of its media reach across the 
Midwest. Sporting Kansas City’s reach is growing with the 

expansion of its television network into nine states .... Read the 
whole story 

ESPN to air series inside national team 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR] ESPN will premiere a six-episode series, 
"Inside: U.S. Soccer’s March to Brazil," produced by Jonathan Hock 

and Roger Bennett, providing a never-before-seen perspective 
inside the training camp of the men’s national team as its prepares 

for the World Cup .... Read the whole story 

Hoban inducted into Timbers’ Ring of Honor 

by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Mick Noban, the first player contracted to the NASL 

Portland Timbers in 1975 and later a prominent American soccer 

marketer, was inducted Saturday into the MLS Timbers’ Ring of 
Honor....Read the whole story 

MoneyGram named Concacaf Champions 

League sponsor 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] MoneyGram, a leading money 

transfer company and payment services company, 

has signed on as a sponsor of the Concacaf 
Champions League....More 

OKC Energy FC lands jersey sponsor 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] USL PRO expansion team OKC 

Energy FC has landed First Fidelity Bank as a 
founding partner and jersey sponsor for its 

inaugural season....More 

Re~te~£ ?&o~t Read g~arie5 

1, Iniesta magic befuddles Man City 

2. Bradley and Dempsey, 10 years on 

3. Replacement Referee -- not quite what 
Alan Kelly bargained on 

4o SeatUe-SporUng KC outdraws U.S. friendly 

5o Double sombrero and superb assist 

~ Y ou are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your 

membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would 

like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

ii.~.iI email powered by Messagesystems 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, March 17, 2014 7:35 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Can all soccer players do this? [video] 

Messi did it again’. 

One of the greatest soccer players 

of our era Messi broke another record. 

Has there been a more skillfifl soccer 

player in recent years? 

Man5’ roll say no. 
But it’s sat~ to say that Messi must 

be doing something dilt~reut thaa~ 

his counterparts. 

If you want to get an inside look 

on how to make your soccer players 

pertbnn diit~renfly in a good way 

watch this video: 

Epic Soccer Traininp, ]video] <- - - 
TNs is definitely the best thing 

we’ve found on training for soccer 

on the web. 

You’ll see why after watching this. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M R Nyren Company <claire@nyren-tms.com~ 

Monday, March 17, 2014 11:17 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Closeout towel - Limited Supply! 

Claire Neptune 

Size: 24" -~ 50" ~-- 9~5 
Price: 

Mi R. Nyren Company 

(800) 323-8066 

www. nyren-tms, corn 

To stop receiving messages from the M. R. Nyren Company Update, click here. 

To pass a copy of this message on to a friend, click here. 

This email was sent to you by: 
M. R. Nyren Company                                                 ~ 
600 Academy Dr. Suite 110 

Northbrook, 1L 60062 

[msg-1395069d39 8709 en-mail3] 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 7:08 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Section 1 : SaJt I,ake Depth; Sounders 2.0; American Reunion in Tijuana 

Friday, Marcts 2!, 2014 

Real Salt Lake goes to bench with effect 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS WEEK 3: Preview] Ho MLS team has shown more consistency 
in recent years than Real Salt Lake. Like Jason Kreis before him, 

Jeff Cassar has had to look far down RSL’s long bench for help, and 

he will need it again for its home opener Saturday against LA 
Galaxy....Read the whole story 

Sounders and Seahawks make way for Sounders 2.0 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The Seattle Sounders and HFL Seahawks, who 
have shared business operations since the Sounders were admitted 

to Major League Soccer in 2007, announced that the Sounders’ 

business operations will become independent beginning April 30, 
2014....Read the whole story 

American reunion on tap Friday night in Tijuana 

by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] There will be an American reunion Friday 
night at the Estadio Caliente, where Tijuana hosts Puebla. Between 

the two teams, nine Americans have played in the Liga MX’s Torneo 

Clausura. A battle of U.S. World Cup hopefuls will also take place 

Sunday as Brad Guzan’s Aston Villa hosts Geoff Cameron’s Stoke 
City....Read the whole story 

Three new voices join ESPN’s World Cup play-by-play team 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER Oil THE AIR] tan Darke, Adrian Healey and Derek Rae 

return as part of ESPH’s team of play-by-play announcers for the 
World Cup, and they’ll be joined by two other British announcers, 

veteran Jon Champion and Daniel Mann, currently with Sky Sports, 
and Salvadoran Fernando Palomo, who is play-by-play voice for the 

English-language Mexican national team matches on ESPH .... Read 
the whole story 

Orlando City, present and future, kicks off critical year 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USL PRO: Week 1] With one eye on its title defense and another 

on its MLS launch next season, Orlando City kicks off the 2014 USL 
PRO season Saturday at the Charleston Battery. In the other 

opener, Galaxy II, which hosts the Orange County Blues, is the 

wave of the future, the first MLS-operated second team to debut 

in USL PRO. For a look at Orlando City, Charleston, LA Galaxy II and 

Orange County....Read the whole story 

Rebuilt Scorpions stay unbeaten against MLS opponents 

by Soccer America 

[HASL 2014 COUHTDOWH] The San Antonio Scorpions downed the 

Houston Dynamo’s reserves, 2-0, in a scrimmage played Thursday in 

Houston. Polish striker Tomasz Zahorski and Colombian Walter 
Restrepo scored for the Scorpions in their second preseason 

match against in-state MLS opposition .... Read the whole story 

A glimpse at Bayern Munich training 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK] As was the case when he coached Barcelona, Pep 
Guardiola makes rondos -- 5-v-2 keepaways -- a big part of practice. 

...Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"1 didn’t ask him why he chose them [the USA], so I 

can only speculate. I think a lot of it has to do with 

the comfort level that he feels with the teammates 
of his and also a lot has to do with the coach." 

-- Jerry Green on his son Julian Green’s decision to 

play for the USA instead of keeping his options 

open for Germany, where Julian moved to from 
Florida with his German mother at age 2. (Fox 

Sports] 

What They’re Saying 

"(San Jose’s players) all just sat back. Here (in 

Mexico], they say soccer has grown a lot in the 

United States, but I honestly don’t know in what 

way .... They just came to defend and wager on 
(scoring from) a set piece." 

-- Toluca coach Jose Cardozo after playing the San 
Jose Earthquakes in the Concacaf Champions 
League quarterfinals, which Toluca won on PKs 

after a 1-I aggregate tie. (Goal.corn) 

Klinsmann hardly the one to condemn rough 

play 

by Paul Gardner 

Jurgen Ktinsmann has a reputation for being well- 

organized and disciplined. I suppose, rightly or 
wrongly, you expect that from a German....More 

Recent t~¢os~ ge~d ~;t~rie~ 

1. Julian Green’s highlight reel, so far 

2, Nightmare first half hour dooms Galaxy 

3, Cristiano Ronaldo closes in on Messi record 

4. Just how special is Julian Green? 

5o Cherundolo, the Mayor of Hannover, steps 
down 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer Coaches <paulreddick@aoLcom> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 10:48 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Coach, I’m Sorry... 

You’re probably wondering why 

I’In writing you saying I’m sorry. 
Let me explain. 

In the past few weeks or even months 

there has been mmay references to 

Lionel Messi in my e-mails to 

you. Many of these e-m~Jls 

rei~rred to his skills a~d how dominant 

he’s been. 

I believe that fire e-mails may have 

led many m Mlieve that your playe~ 

will ~ e~cfly like Messi. 

I’m ~ for pogmying that. 

EsNcia~ly oAer ~eing N~n put in 

3 goMs agmn agmnst Ronaldo’s team 

too ~ 

TNs guy is ab~lntely un~lievaNe. 

While Messi might not suit up for 

your team ne~ season, there is a 

sys~m that can help ~e your 

soccer program k~ fl~e next level~ 

See the sys~tem hem: 

- - -> Soccer Tra~Ifing System [Video] < - - - 

This video tells the s~oD~ of the soccer 
~aining mid the reln~xkable success 

it produces. 

Yon’ll wm~t to watch this video, 
~’s ~en up for a wNle bnt we aren’t 

sure how much longer. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Soccer America Daily <news@socceramerica.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 7:08 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaiL unc.edu> 

Section 1: MLS’s top Homegrown players so far this season are ... 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 

Doneil Henry and Trapp top Homegrown crop 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] In his fifth season in MLS, Toronto FC’s Doneil 
Henry has emerged as one of the top young center backs in MLS, 

white W~t Trapp has been emerged as a key player for the new-took 

Columbus, another team that opened the 2014 season with two 

straight wins....Read the whole story 

D.C. United and Houston send players to USL PRO affiliates 

by Soccer America 

[MLS 2014 TRANSACTIONS] With their USL PRO affiliates about to 
be~in their seasons, D.C. United and the Houston Dynamo loaned 

out four and three players, respectively, for more grooming. 

...Read the whole story 

Stengel earns first call-up for China series 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA WOMEN] U.S. national team coach Tom Sermanni catted up 

former Wake Forest forward Katie Stenget, a member of the U.S. 
under-23 national team, for the first time in his 24-player squad for 

friendties April 6 and 10 against China....Read the whole story 

Howard’s Everton edges closer Arsenal 

by Soccer America 

[ANERICAIIS ABROAD] Tim Howard’s Everton remained in the hunt 
for a top four EPL spot and a berth in the Champions League as the 

Toffees won, 3-0, at Newcastle United for their fourth win in a row 
white fourth-place Arsenal conceded a late own goat and had to 

settle for a 2-2 tie with Swansea City at home....Read the whole 

story 

Strikers ink veteran German striker Ebbers 
by Soccer America 

[NASL 2014 COUNTDOWN] The Fort Lauderdate Strikers signed 36- 

year-old German forward Marius Ebbers, who scored 122 goats in a 
pro career spanning 16 years and six clubs in Germany. He is best 

known, though, for his display of sportsmanship white at St. Pauti, 

scoring a goat with his hand but advising the referee to annul it, 

which he did, when the foul was not whistled .... Read the whole 
story 

Top 10 Bayern goals en route to title 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazos] Bayern Munich has clinched the 8undestiga 
title after only 27 games. From its 79 goals so far, the Bundestiga’s 

YouTube channel picked these as the Top 10 Bayern gotazos, many 

of which were scored by Dutchman Arjen Robben, but No. 1 
comes from Bayern’s 530 million Spaniard .... Read the whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"You can literally hear people’s individual celt-phone 

conversations. It’s sad." 

-- Kyte Martino, former MLS player and current TV 
analyst, on the atmosphere at the New England 

Revolution’s Gillette Stadium, quoted in a Boston 
Magazine article headlined: "The Krafts Are the 

Worst Owners in the League." 

Etihad Airways signs on with MLS 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSINESS] Etihad Airways, the national 

airline of the United Arab Emirates and sponsor of 
Manchester City, signed a multi-year partnership 

deal with Major League Soccer to become the 
official airline partner of MLS in the ...... More 

1, Beckham’s vision for bayview Miami stadium 
released 

2, Toronto’s $100 million trio delivers 

3. Michael Bradley nutme~ and runs over ref 

4, Rooney scores from 60 yards out 

5, Messi enters record book with Bernabeu 
hat trick 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Foudy <mamie@juliefoudyleadership.com> 

~Tednesday, March 26, 2014 12:58 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Julie Foudy, Olympic Gold Medalists, VIP program m~d other news 

I 

Dates for 2014 Check out wharfs 

June 28-July 

Oakbrook, 

(Soccer) 
.lu I,y 7-12: 

L!-_,:sb_;_~ ~s_,,_,_,_~:!_,%__ff L. 
(Soccer 

Lacrosse) 
Ju[), 20-25: 

(Soccer) 

new for 2014! 

............................................ 

2014 [,:~i:urr:ilici 



,iulie Foudy I 808 E/:wet!ida Pico Suite i. #318 i San C:ieri]er!l:e. Ca 92873 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Big Fitness <maJlel@maiLbig-fitness.com> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 9:09 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Lit~ Fimess Pro Series Circuit (12 Pieces) $11,995. FREE DELIVERY! 

Life Fitness Pro Series Circuit For Sale 
(12 Pieces) $11,995 Call Chris for More info 508-336-3879 ext 210 

Shippb~g is Included if y~u buy ~n ~r befbre this Sunday! 

White with Maroon Pads in Good condition. 

Circuit will be serviced m~d detailed, worldng with no rips in the pads. 

Click Any Picture to see all the images 

Leg Extension, Seated leg Curl, Glute, Back Extension, Abdominal Crunch, Bicep Curl 

Tricep Extension, Shoulder Press, Abductor, Adductor, Chest press, Seated Back Row. 

LocM business leasing [~-on~ Big Fitness $699 Per Momh f~_~r 2 Years. 
$1500 Down Payme~t plt~s Shippfl~g or Delivery. $1 Buy out at the end. 

Pick it up at Big Fitness we will ship lbr ti~ee to the 48 Continental States. 

Call Chris Soucie 508-336-3879. ext 210 

See is at: 

Big Fitness, 

5 Progress Street 
Seekonk MA. 508-336-3879 

w~w.bigfitness.com 

Turn "/our old unused fitness equipment into cash. Sell or Consign ,~-our used equipment with Big Fitness. 

Fill out this fonn at Big Fitness. 

Or Resell it yourself on www.ReTred.com 

CLICK HERE TO UNSUBSCR]BE 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 9:02 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Youth Soccer Reporter: Week in Review 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 

by Paul Kennedy 

[UHDER-17 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP] Venezuela is making a name for 

itself as a rising South America women’s power under Panamanian 

coach Kenneth Zseremeta. Led by by 14-year-old Deyna 

CasteRanos, the tournament’s top scorer, the Vinotinto rallied to 

beat Canada, 3-2, and move into Monday’s semifinals at the Under- 

17 Women’s World Cup .... Read the wi~ola ste¢y 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WOMEN’S WORLD CUP] Tournament favoHte Japan was 

joined by su~Hses Venezuela and Ni~eHa as the only teams to 

sweep all three ~roup ~ames at the Under-17 Women’s World Cup, 
which wrapped up first-round p[ay on Sunday .... [~ead th(~ v~o[e 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] Carlsbad Elite became just the third club to 
win three or more divisional titles in the same season in the U.S. 
Youth Soccer National League that wrapped up its 2013-14 ~irls 
season Sunday....Read g:~e 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSIHESS] U.S. Soccer sponsor Hike relationship reached 
a long-term agreement with U.S. Youth Soccer to become a 

partner of the largest youth soccer organization in the nation. 

...Read 1:he whole s~x~ry 

by Soccer America 

[HASk 2014 COUIITDOWH] Ben Spencer, the 18-year-old American 

striker Indy Eleven signed on loan from Horway’s Molde, scored 
with 75 seconds remaining to give the HASL expansion Indy Eleven 

team a 2-2 tie at the University of Louisville in preseason action. 

The other college team to earn a draw was the University of Horth 

Carolina, which also finished 2-2 with the Carolina RaiIHawks thanks 
to Raby George’s penalty kick....Read the whole story 

by Mike Woitalla 

Lionel Messi preferred to play with marbles and 

collect picture cards, seemingly uninterested in 

the soccer played by his two older brothers and his 

father on the street in front of their house. Then 
one day ...... t-~,ol a 

by Soccer America 

Have you set dates for your 2014 camps? Register 

for the Soccer America Camps & Academies 

directory, Soccer America’s popular e-letter. For 

more information ...... More 

1, P~ttsbargh R~ve~-ho~nd~ file for 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Soccer America Daily <~news@socceramerica.com> 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 11:05 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Soccer Business Week in Review 

Sunday, March 30, 2014 

8eckham’s vision for bayview Miami stadium released 

by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS EXPAHSIOH] If he gets approval for his downtown Miami 

stadium, David Beckham will have elevated MLS soccer-specific 

stadiums to a new level. Renderings for the stadium, which the 

MLS expansion group hopes to win approval for at PortMiami near 
the Biscayne Bay, include spectacular downtown views .... Read 

the whole story 

More than half of MLS teams open with sellouts 

by Paul Kennedy 

[ATTEHDAHCE WATCH] Ten of the 19 MLS openers were announced 

sellouts, the most in league history. And 13 of the 18 teams 

opening in the same stadium they opened in last year matched or 
increased last year’s opening-day crowds....Read the whole story 

Precourt: Crew has lots of work to do 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Mark McCulters, who had been with the 
Columbus Crew since 1998, has stepped down as its president. The 

move comes less than a year after San Francisco investor Anthony 

Precourt bought the dub from the Hunt Sports Group and six 

months before the end of McCullers’ current contract. The Crew 
is off to a 2-0-0 start under new coach Gregg Berhalter but has lots 

of work to do on the business side, according to Precourt .... Read 
the whole story 

Pittsburgh Riverhounds file for bankruptcy protection 

by Paul Kennedy 

[USL PRO] Soccer-specific stadiums are a wonderful idea. If you 

can pay for them. Two days before the start of the club’s season~ 
the owners of the USL PRO Pittsburgh Riverhounds and their 

acclaimed riverfront Highmark Stadium sought Chapter 11 

bankruptcy protection to restructure their obligation that 
includes a $7.16 million mortgage, $1.5 million credit line and other 

debts owed to more than 50 creditors .... Read the whole story 

MLS Insider nominated for Sports Emmy 

by Paul Kennedy 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] MLS Insider, the documentary series 

produced by eight-time Emmy award winners Hock Films with 
behind-the-scenes features around MLS and its players and fans, is 

one of the Emmy nominees for outstanding sports documentary 

series. In addition, tlBCSH was nominated in two categories for its 
English Premier League coverage....Read the whole story 

Nike partners with U.S. Youth Soccer 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER 8USIHESS] U.S. Soccer sponsor Hike 

relationship reached a long-term agreement with 

U.S. Youth Soccer to become a partner of the 

largest youth soccer organization in the nation. 

...More 

Etihad Airways signs on with MLS 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER BUSIHESS] Etihad Airways, the national 
airline of the United Arab Emirates and sponsor of 
Manchester City, signed a multi-year partnership 
deal with Major League Soccer to become the 
official airline partner of MLS in the ...... More 

1, Pittsburgh R~erhounds file for bankruptcy 
protection 

3, Focus ~11 be on U.S. World Cup hopefuls 

3, Pele joins Cristiano Ronaldo in-flight 

4. A~enal will return to the USA 25 years 
later 

5, ’Oringos at the Gate’ to air on ESPN 
Deportes 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Big Fitness <maJlel@maiLbig-fitness.com> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 9:44 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Free Motion- 9 Piece Circuit. Just $7999! Big Fitness 

Free Motion Circuit. 9 Pieces 
Call Chris 508-336-3879 ext210 

Cell# 401-639-7765 or chris@bigfitness.com 
hi Mint Condition, Clear Coat ~vith Tan PAds 

Row Machine, Lat, Chest, Shoulder 
Quad, Step, Lift, Bicep, HamstTing 

$7,999 

More Pictures Below. Circuit being sold is as is working condition. 
Its in very good shape. No damage at all. 

Very Clean and little to no rips or tears in pads. 

Call us for a shipping quote or pick it up yourself. 
508-336-3879 

Financing and Leasing are available. 

Pictures Below 

See this Piece at: 
Big Fitness, 

5 Progress Street 
Seekonk MA. 508-336-3879 















CLICK HEP~ TO UNSUB SCPdBE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 5:37 PIvl 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Re: Checking In! 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 5:01 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Athletic Laptop Grant Information - 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Athletic Laptop Grm~t Information - 

From: "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Fo~ Mike" <mtbx@unc.edu>,"Law, Greg A" <greg law@nnc.edtr~,"Calder, Andrew G" ~acalde@unc.edn>,"Frederick, Brad" 

<bradfred@email.unc.edu-~,"Hoot~ Eric M" <ehoot@email.unc.edu-~,"William~ Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edu-~,"Holliday, Corey L" 

<cholliday@nnc.edu-~,"Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edtr~,"Sapp, Andrew" <masapp@unc.edu>,"Mann, Ja~ M." <janmann@nnc.edu-~,"Galvin, Derek P" 

<derekg@unc.edu>,"Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu>,"Levy, Jennifer S" <jenny.levy@unc.edu>,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csolnoano@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A 

IV" <~lson@eln~l.unc.edu>,"Papa, Domia J" <djl~!unc.edu>,"DeSehn, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edn>,"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkaJ~bas@unc.edu>,"Paul, Sampson L" 

<spaul@nnc.edu>,"Sagula, Joseph A" <j sagula@unc.edu>,"Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@unc.edn>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Meaders, Harlis James" 

<meaders@nnc.edt~- 
CC: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu;,. ~email.unc.edn>,"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edtc,,"Markos, Lance 

M" <maxkos@email.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:59 PM 

Steve Vaisey <stephen.vaisey@duke.edu> 

Re: message 

Thm~k you ... I have Galy Kirby on it frown our end! 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Steve Vaisey <stephen.vaisey@duke.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 6:37 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CREED Mentor/Rising Stars Applications 

Tom, encoulage the kids .... 

Sem.#"om my Ver’izor~ tI:ire[e,~s 4G L)"l: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CREED Mentor/Risin~ Stars Applications 

From:                          .~unc.edu> 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@gronps.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Ada~n~ Cla~issa" <clarissa.adam@unc.edu>,"William~ Andre" <willia46@email.~mc.edtr<"Hoots, Eric M" <ehoots@email.unc.edu-~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Speaking Opportunity 

Ask her where, when and tile fee. 

Sem.#"om my Ver’izor~ II%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Ducax. Chris" ~<tucar@unc.edu~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:03 PM 

Chauncey Hitchcock <chitchcock@raJmbowccc.com> 

Re: The Vision of a Little Cha~npion 

My concern is the NCAA .... let me run this up the compliance flag. 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Chauncey Hitchcock <chitchcock@rainbowccc.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday 9:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Soccer Progrmn 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Program 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albe(t A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:07 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Please eSign MOU - Stop Hunger Now and University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2014-04-13 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Please eSign MOU - Stop Hunger Now and Universily of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 2014-04-13 

From: "Porter, Grant" <gtporter@unc.edu> 

To: "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>,"Rich, Chris" <clmsr@email.unc.edu-~,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

~anson@ema~l.unc.edu> 
CC: "StreetL Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>,"DulE/, Clare E" <dufl},ce@email.~mc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:08 PM 

Michaelso~, Emily ~%milyMichael~n@nike.com> 

Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Emily, that might still work.., let me check’. And I will wear what you give me. 

Se~t.f!oom ~, Verizor~ ~Vireless 4G L2’E L)ROIL) 

Michaelson, Em~b’ --~.Em~ly.M~chaelson~,@mke.com-~ m~ote. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:12 PM 

Ducat, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: #1 College ID Camp - Only a [~w days left to save’~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: #1 College ID Camp - Only a few days left to save! 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner" < news@topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@em~Jd.unc.eda-~ 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:13 PM 

Allen Chart <chan@roberksonscholars.org> 

Re: Time to "talk’? 

Allen Chan <chan@robertsonscholars.org~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:15 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Yeagley Awaxd Nominations 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Yeagley Award Nominations 

From: NSCAA <liff@)nscaa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:30 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edtr~ 

Re: ACC Postgraduate luncheon 

"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 l:31 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michaelmn@nike.com> 

Re: Dallas Interna’6onal Girls Cup Opening 

"Michaelson, Emily" <EmilyMichaelson@~ike.comv w~me: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edn 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:34 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michael~n@nike.com~ 

Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

This will all work..., if you can mrange a car from the Greensboro ajrpod to the Koury convention Center I would appreciate it 

"Michaelson, Emily" <EmilyMichaelson@nike.com~ wl~te: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 3:27 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michaelmn@nike.com> 

Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Imn sure it is an early flight ... make my apologies. 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Michaelson, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com~ w~me: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MICHAEL R PERKINS (MRPERKIN)] 

4/10/2014 8:03:06 PM 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael R Perkins (mrperkin)]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV 

(anson)]; Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducar (ducat)]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Dully, 

Clare E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clare E Duffy (duffyce)]; Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjgreen]; Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Larry A. Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Vangelder, Marielle A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder 

(mvangeld)83b] 

Women’s Soccer 2014-2015 Budget discussion 

Athletic Business Office Conference Room 

4/14/2014 3:00:00 PM 

4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Duffy, Clare E (duffyce@email.unc.edu); Streett, Shelly; Gallo, 

Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Friday, April 11, 2014 10:14 PM 

Negalha, Jeff <j uegalha@ uuc.edu> 

Re: UNC Meu’s Soccer 

Good .... at least a couple more poundings of Megaloudis! ! 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"NegaJha, Jeff’ ~negalha@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday-, April 14, 2014 1:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Prospect 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Prospect 

From: recruitstvJ~[(~ recrui~one .com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~-anson@emaJl.unc.edu-* 
CC: 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday-, April 14, 2014 1:06 PM 

Shaxmon Shelton Miller <sham~on@shannonshelmtmailler.com> 

Re: Greatest Sports D~asties interview 

Thrs or Friday 3 pm 

Shannon Shelton Miller <sha~mon@shannonsheltonmiller.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 14, 2014 4:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedstx)rts.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 14, 2014 4:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedstx)rts.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 14, 2014 5:51 PM 

Bums, Gaxy <ga~@ra~n~lub.com> 

Re: Let’s get together 

April 28th ... 2:30 pin? 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Gary Bums <gary@mm~lub.com~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 14, 2014 6:57 PM 

Bums, Gaxy <ga~@ra~n~lub.com> 

Re: Let’s get together 

Sure ... Finley!! 

Sem.#"om my Ver’izor~ II%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Gary Bums <gary@mm~lub.com~ wrote: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:10 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michaelmn@nike.com> 

Re: Ticketed itinerary tbr ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE on 4/15/14 to Dallas 

Thanks Emily, the only possible Inistake on this itinerary+ is the limo picldng me up ... it should say pick up at the Greensboro Ailport not fi~Jm Koury Convenlion 

Center since it’s taking me to the Koury Convention Center rm sine this is just a typo I just wanna ~nake sure that the limo co~npany lmows what it’s doing mid where it 
is going to pick me up. 

"Michael,~n, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 5:53 PM 

Nels - BTI Events <nels@btievents.net> 

Re: 2015 World University Gmnes 

image001.png 

Nels - BTI Events <nels@btievents.net-~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 6:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Let’s get together 

Good 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducax. Chris" zmlucar@unc.edu~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 8:57 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} U 15 Camp Schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} U 15 Camp Schedule 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com,division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com,division-iii-womens-soccer- 

coache@googlegmups.com,naia- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: How Pete Carroll Got His Team in the Zone 

Thm~k you Chris... you ale a good In~ for always keeping me currem! 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducax. Chris" ~<tucar@unc.edu~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:37 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Re: Budget Meeting ~-Please Schedule 

Got it..., thank you LaiD". 

Sem.#"om my Verizor~ II%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

Subje~: 

a~son@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 10:53 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: 2014-2015 SAAC Representatives 

Good 

Se~t.f!’om ~y Verizon gTirele~s 4G L~’E DROIL) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 10:55 AM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

Re: next week 

"Fava, Nicole M" <fava@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 10:56 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (tinal) 

"Smader, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Monday, April 21, 2014 10:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: hmugural NPL Showcase for girls coming to Florida 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Inaugural NPL Showcase for girls coming to Florida 

From: US Club Soccer <communication@usclubsoccer.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:33 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NEW FSU Logo 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: NE~V FSU Logo 

From: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschne@unc.edu> 

To: UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Special Limited Otter to Qualifying Teams: Free Registration for Midwest’s #1 Soccer Showcase Tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Special Limited Ofl~r to Qualifying Teams: Free Registration for Midwest’s #1 Soccer Showcase Tournament 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedstx)rts.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: College ID Camp Inqui~’ 

"Ducam. Chris" zmlucar@unc.edu; wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:46 PM 

Chris Densmore <execdirecto@volleyballbc.ca> 

Re: Sport Leadership Cont~rence 

Make sure it does not interfere ruth the NSC?u~k convention ... 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Chris Densmore <execdirector@volleyballbc.ca> wrote: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 2:46 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Out of Season Activities - REMINDER 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Out of Season Activities - REMINDER 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <maxkos@emaJl.unc.edu> 
To: [INCAA-Field Hockey <uncaa fieldhockey@groups.unc.edw~,UNCAA-Gymnastics <uncaa~gymnastics@groups.unc.edu>,[INCAA-Men’s Basketball 

<uncaa mensbasketball@groups.unc.edu>,[INCAA-Soccer<uncaa soccer@gronps.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Swimnting 

<uncaa smmming@groups.unc.edu>,[INCAA-Women’s Basketball <uncaa womensbasketball@groups.unc.edn>,[INCAA-Wresfling 

<uncaa wres~tling@groups.unc.edu>,"Miller. Ron C." <mfiller2@email.unc.edu>,"Webb, Josh" <jdwebb@email.unc.edn>,"Jedn~k, Matt" <jednak@email.unc.edu> 

CC: "Vmagelder. Marielle A" <mvangeld@etnail.unc.edu>,"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu>,"Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass@etna~l.nnc.edu>,’ 

~e~nail.nnc.edtc,,"Aguil~x, Alvin J" <alaguila@email.unc.edu>,"Alexander, Nicole Ly~m" <nlalexan@email.unc.edu:>,"Bingham, MaW Ellen" 

<binghmnm@email.unc.edU>,"Boyd, Kenny" <kennyboyd@unc.edn>,"Brickner, Thomas E" <tom brickne@unc.edtc,,"Chappell, Ilsy" 

<iventura@email.unc.edu;,,"Ciocca, Mario F" <~ciocc~email.unc.edu~,"Creighton, Robert A" <alex creighton@med.unc.edu~,"Fava, Nicole M" 

<fava@email.tmc.edu~."HaJverson, Doug" <halverso@email.unc.edn>,"Harpham, Jackie" ~harpham@live.unc.edu;,,"Hirtla, Christopher J" 

<chirth@email.unc.edu>,"Hooker, Daniel" ~<lhooke@email.nnc.edu~,"Jean- Bapt~s~te, Yuri Walter" <yjeanbap~email.unc.edu~,"Kamath, Ganesh M" 

<gmaesh kamatl~@med.unc.edu~,’ @live.unc.edu~,"Matson, Jm~is Evelyn" <~jematson@email.unc.edu>,"Mays, Sally D" 

<smays@email.unc.edu> ~live.unc.edu>,"Oliaro, Scott M" <oliaro@email.unc.edu>,"Petschauer, Meredith A" 
<mbnsby@email.nnc.edw~, Prentice, William E Jr prentlce,,~emml.unc.edu>, Ross, I,uke <lukeross~ia~emafl.unc.edn>, Rubert~no Shearer, Came A" 

<camers@emaAl.unc.edu>,"Rucinski, Tern Jo" <tjmcinski@unc.edu-~,"Spang, Jettiey T" <jspa~g@med.unc.edu-~,"Staltbrd, Harry C" 

<harry staffor&~med.unc.edu-~,"Stratton, Rachel K" <rkstmtV~:emaS~l.unc.edu-~,"Ta£t, Tim" <timothy taft@med.unc.edu>,"Trulock, Scott" 

<tmlock@email.unc.edt~-,"W~cus, Kelly M" <waicus@e~no~l.nnc.edu>,"Walker, Nina"-~valkem@emaAl.unc.edu>,"Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred" 

<jbeaulie@nnc.edu>,"Bienel: Eric" <beric@ema~l.unc.edu>,"Gaiz, Gregory" <ggg@unc.edu>,"GisselmmL Steve" <sdgiss@email.unc.edn>,"Hemandez, Erik H" 

<ehhem~l@email.unc.edt~-,"Sohmtian, Jonas R" <jonasrs@em~l.unc.edu> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Friday, April 25, 2014 1:56 PM 

StreetL Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: 2014-2015 Paxking Intbrmation: Employee electronic parking request application ti)rm 

Shelb5 if this is for my current space, con you fill it out ibr me? 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Streett, Shelly" --~sjgreen@email.tmc.edu;, wrote: 



From: anson@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 2:29 PM 

To: Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: axticle 

"Galz, (2hego~" ~ggg@unc.edtc, wrote: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:36 PM 

StreetL Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Re: 2014-2015 Paxking Intbrmation: Employee electronic parking reqnest application ti)rm 

Go in my office sitting in my chair look at my screen mid in the lower-left taped to it is all the information you need and thank you 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Streett, Shelly" --~sjgreen@email.tmc.edu;, wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:57 PM 

Bums, Gaxy <ga~@ra~n~lub.com> 

Re: Golf on Monday. 

Gary Bums <gary@mm~lub.com~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anson@email.unc.edu 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:58 PM 

StreetL Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Employee Parking Application Receipt 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Employee Paxking Application Receipt 

From: m~)n@emaJ~l xmc.edu 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Business 

Address: 

Randy Waldrum 

Waldrum 

Randy 

Joyce Center F107 Notre Dame IN 46556 

Business 574 631 3376 

Phone: 

Fax Number: 574 631 9690 

E-mail: waldrum.~L@nd.edu 



12:30p (I :OOp) 

:::: ............................... 

(2:8:0p): WL HS 
(~i~ton V vs 
Spald!ng V) on 

8:00p (6:OOp} WL HS 
WAR,UPS on 
HENRY 

(¢:oop) WL HS 
(~tETON JV vs 
CHAPEL HILL 
JV) on Navy 



HENRY, NAVY~ 
(8:00~:~) WL dV (VERO B~ch vs ~PSH ) on Nzwy 

(19:;30~) HS WL (~PH8 V v vs Arc~b~sbo# S~a~d~ng V) on N~vV 
(11:00a) JV WL (E~l[on vs Chado[~.e Lat~~) o~ Henry 

KEHAH 



2 2 



FETZER and BELK 

,’%m~’ed &~(ami,, 7, 20t4 



Ma~o~b 10~ 6~. 2014 





ANDERSON STAD~U~ 



Monday, 

March 10, 2014 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 

3/10/14- 3/|6/|4 
Printed 3/7/2014 

MON DAY 

~i I I 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:’~.~,, I ~ ~ ~ .................... 
I 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

I I 
I 

.~.~..~.~..~ ...... I 



Tuesday, 

March 11, 2014 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
3/10/2014- 3/16/2014 



Wednesday 

March 12, 201 4 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

3/1 0/14- 3/1 6/14 



Thursday, Athletic Facilities Schedule 
March 13,2014 3/10/14 -3/16/14 



F r i d ay, Athletic Facilitie s S che dule 

March 14, 2014 3/10/14-3/16/14 

NN N NNNNNNN N 
~!~.... ............................................................. 

! ! 



~i~ ~ I I I I I 



Su nday, ATH LETIC FACI LITIES SCH EDU LE 

March 16, 2014 3/10/14- 3/16/14 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 14, 2014 4:07 PM 

Aguilax, Alton J <alaguil~email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu~; 

Bartaglini, Rebecca L <bbat@email.unc.edu>; I ~edtbrd, Bonnie Ellen <blc@psMEty.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~; 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Brianna Edwards <brianae@bridge2stx~rts.org>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Rich, Chris 

~-~chrisr@email.unc.edt~-; clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Caxlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Suit~ Christy H. 

<christy@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave --~arendas@unc.edu>; Hawkins~ Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety.unc.edu>; Pap~ Donna J 

~q:ljp@unc.edu>; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Fra~lk W. < fboaz@email.unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie 

<rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant < gtporter@unc.edu>;     - ~aol.coln; HirflL Chrislopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; Field, Jaci 

<jfield@unc.edtc,; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfi~ch@email.unc.edu>; Halsey, Jason <jjhalsey@email.unc.edtc,; Langley, Raymond Joshua 

<jlangley@unc.edu~; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh@unc.edu>; Brunner, Jolm F <Joh~Bmnner@unc.edu~; Cleaxy, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu~; Duff?’, Kathy B. <kduffy@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu~; 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@email.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc.edu>; Meaders, Haxlis 

James <meaders@unc.edu>;_                   ; Tenell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Fava, Nicole M <Ihv@email.unc.edtr~; Hilton, 
Nathan Scott <nhilt~n@email.unc.edu>: Walker, Nina <wa]kern@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Plunkett. Mary 

Rob <ma~robp@unc.edu>; Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edw~; Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu>; ttalverson, Doug 

<halverso@email.unc.edu>; Oliaro, Scott M <oliao"o@email.unc.edu>; Stewart, Robert ttou~ <rhstewar@email.unc.edw~; Levy, Jennilbr 

S <jenny.levy@unc.edt~-; ValkAls~’ne, Mark <coachmva@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Scroggs, 

William E <williescrogg@unc.edu> 

Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu> 

Athletic Fields Schedule for week of 3/17/14- 3/23/14 

Schedule by Facility for 31714-32314.pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for March 17.2014 through March 23, 2014.pdf: 
Ehaus Field Schedule 03 17-03 23.pdf: Hooke~Fields Schedule 03 17-03 23.pdf 

Hi All, 
Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedule for next week (March 17, 2014 through March 23, 2014). 
Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars 

found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 
Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http:i/campusrec.unc.edu/facilities-schedules-reservations. 

Have a great weekend[ 

GO HEELS!!! 



Ma ch 17 23, 2014 .... , ~:",,1 T W’ T F S 

COND~T}ON[NG CONDITIONING CONDiTiONING CONDITION]NG CONDiTiONING NAVY TURF OR 
NAVY TURF’ ON NAVY TURF on NAVY TURF ON NAV~ TURF on N~VY TURF KKNAN {T~MK ?) 

11:30a {I2:00p) 
(4-:00p) FH 

Harvard ML Rt~ 
PRACTICE @ 

Th~"ou.gh oa 
HENRY 

2:30p (4:0Op) WL RAIN 2:30p (4:80p) WL RAIN 

1 :OOp (4:00p) FH 

HENRY 

2:30p {4:80p) WL 
S~TE FOR l:00p (4:00p} FH 

PRACTICE. @ 
PRACTIICE on 

HENRY 
NAVY TURF 

4:00p 
SITE FOR 

NAVY 

SiTE FOR 
PRACTICE 
NAVY TURF 

4:00p (6:30p) 7:00p (9:00p) CLUB F:H 
FOOTBALL o~ HENRY 
SPR~NG 
PRACTICE 

(8:00p) FH ALL 

STARS on 

HENRY 

B: 00 p 

2:30p 

4:00p 

(3:45p) WL 
PRACTICE o~] 
NAVY TURF 

(6:80p) 
FOOTBALt 
SPRI~NG 
PRACTICE 

(8:00p) FH ALL 

STARS on 

HENRY 

FOOTBALL 
SPR~NG 
PRACTICE 

7:00p (8:15p) Breschi 
Laerosse Youth 

on Navy Turf 

7:00p (8:t5p) B~:es.chi 
Lacrosse Youth 

on Navy Turf 

(lO:OOp) CLL~B 
I~IL on Henry 

8:00a 

:: : : ] 1:00p 

{5;00p} FH ALL 

STARS CLINIC/ 
Ptayday on Henry 

(3:00p) ML vs 
[~IO @ KENAN 

............................................................................... 6:OOp (8:00p) CLUB FB 
Henry 

(lO:OOp} CLUB 
~k on Henry 

8:00p 



F NLEY ATHLETIC F ELD8 

#3 

2:309 (4:30p) WL 
Practice o,~ 

Thomas i@ore 
Youth Lacrosse 

8:15p (7:45p) Youth :MS 
(Triangle United 

Club) on Old 
Softbal~ F~eld 

: : 

2:30p (4:30p) WL 

6:0Op 

(6100p) ST 

T.homa,~ blore 

Youth Lacrosse 

(7:80p) Youth 

Club) on old 
Softball Fie~d 

2:30p (3:[~0p) g~S 2:a0p (4:30p) WL { 7:45a 

F:i~’fley Field 2 

2:30p 

{7:45p} Youth MS 
(Triangle United 

4:00p {~:00#) ST 
T{~omas ~ore 

Olu~b) o~ Old 

Practice on F~eld 
#3 

5:00p (6:00p) Track 

Relays 

!0:80n (l:00p) Track 
MeeL, Caolina 
Re:~ays 

8:00p (lO:OOp) UNITE 

on CO Course 

10:00p (11:00p) ~8 
SPRING Game 
on Field 2 

lO:OOa (2:00p) Fusion 
Lacrosse 

Old Softball Field 

.................................................................................................................................. .................... : ................... ~ o,O(.p {4, ,15~;)) WL 
{:::: i YOUNG GUNS 

.................. { on O~d s~ Field 

PI:VL.E)~ A T!]LET~C F.bgLDS 



8;00a (9;00a) PE 

JOGGING 
CLASS ON BELK 
TRACK 

2:O0p (6:00p} TRAC:K    12:30p 

PRACTICE on 
Fe~ze~’ & BEL}{ 

6:00p (8:00p) 
PRACTICE on 
FETZ~R 

li:00a (12:00p) PE 
JOGGING 
CLASS ON BELK 

JOGGING JOGGING 
OLASS on CLASS ON BELK 
TRACK TRACK 

{J ;30p) PE 
WALKING 
CLASS on 
TRACK 

2:00p (6:00p) TRACK 
PRACTICE ot~ 
Feller & BELR 

ll:00e [t2;00p) PE 
JOGGING 
CLASS on 
TRACK 

! 2:aOp {i:80p) PE 
WALKING 
CLASS on: 
TRACK 

2;00p (5:30p) ]"RACK 
PRACTICE on 
Fe~[ze, r & BELK 

(1;30p)2P~ 
JOGGING 
CLASSESoo 
TRACK 

(6:00p) TRACK 
PRACTICE on 

JOGGING 
CLASS on 
T~ ACK 

1;~TZL’R o*~d BELK 

4:00p 



18 Tue 
t8 Tue 
t8 Tue 
20 Thu 

2:00p 
2:00p 
7:00p 
2:00p 

 rch 17-23, 2014 
FETZER and 

(3:00p) PE JOGGING CLASS on TRACK 
(3:00p) PE WALKING CLASS ON TRACK 
(9:30p) ML vs HARVARD on FETZER 
(3:00p) PE WALKING CLASS ON TRACK 

FE’IZER and BELK 

Printed March 14, 2014 



5:0Oa (7:15a) AFROTC 
.................................... 5:30a {8:00a}Army 5:BOa (8:0Oa) Army . 5:aOa {8::0Oa) Army 

ROTO T~’aining 
ii~ ESF ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

PRACTI©iE 
8:00a (7:00a} AF ROTO [ .................................................................................. 

,~ 6:O0p (9:g0p)DANO~ 

BOXING CLUB 
4:00p (6:~Op)FB SP 

PRACTICE RAiN 

2:00p (6:OOp) TRAC.K 2:00p (6:OOp)TRACK 
PiRACTICE             P:RACT~O~ 

4:00p (6:SOp)FB SP 
PRACTICE RA~ N 

6:O0p (9:00p) DANO~ 
~EA~ in 

4::00a (8:30p)           8:30a 
OUTDOOR OUTDOOR 
TRACK ~EET TRACK ~EET 
CAROLINA CAR:OUNA 
RELAYS @ RELAYS @ 

5:30a 

7:30p (10:80p) in ESF ..................... ....................... ..................... 
~OX~NGCLU~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::: : 
~s~ 

PR:ACTIOE .... :: :: :::: :::: 
8:0Op (9:OOp) :: ::::::::::: ::: ::::::: 

4:00p (6:30p) FB SP .... 



kla~b 17--23= 20] 4 
BOSHA~ER STADtL!~ 

P- H,,d~d M~.~c/i I 4, 2014 





Monday, 

March 17, 2014 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 

3/17/14- 3/23/|4 
Printed 3/14/2014 

MON DAY 

SITE 



Tuesday, 

March 1 8, 2014 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
3/17/2014- 3/23/2014 

TUESDAY 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

I I I I I I 
I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
? I~VARD RUN-THRU SITE I I I I I I I 



Wednesday 

March 19, 2014 

WEDNESDAY 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

3/1 7/14- 3/23/14 



Thursday, 
March 20, 2014 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
3/17/14 -3/23/14 



Friday, 

March 21, 2014 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

3/17/14- 3/23/14 

FRIDAY 

I I 

FIELD EVENTS FOR CAROLINA RELAYS 

I 

! ................................ 
~ACTICE I 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 



Saturday, 

March 22, 2014 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
3/17/14- 3/23/14 



Sunday, 

March 23, 2014 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 

3/17/14- 3/23/14 

SUNDAY 

S~ ~AY 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 4:14 PM 

Aguilax, Alton J <alaguil~email.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu~; 

Bartaglini, Rebecca L <bbat@email.unc.edu>; I ~edtbrd, Bonnie Ellen <blc@psMEty.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu~; 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu>; Brianna Edwards <brianae@bridge2stx~rts.org>; Cathro, Guy <guycathro@unc.edu>; Rich, Chris 

~-~chrisr@email.unc.edt~-; clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Somoano, Caxlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Suit~ Christy H. 

<christy@unc.edu>; Arendas, Dave <arendas@unc.edu>; Hawkins~ Deborah Lynn <dlhawkin@psafety.unc.edu>; Pap~ Donna J 

~q:ljp@unc.edu>; fiona@bridge2sports.org; Boaz, Fr~lk W. < fboaz@email.unc.edu>; Fulton, Grant <gfulton@unc.edu>; Grimsley, Richie 

<rgrimsley@unc.edu>; Porter, Grant < gtporter@unc.edu>;      ~aol.coln; HirflL Chrislopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; Field, Jaci 

<jfield@unc.edtc,; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfi~ch@email.unc.edu>; Halsey, Jason <jjhalsey@email.unc.edtc,; Langley, Raymond Joshua 

<jlangley@unc.edu~; Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh@unc.edu>; Brunner, Jolm F <Joh~Bmnner@unc.edu~; Cleaxy, Kenneth Eugene 

<kcleary@unc.edu~; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu~; Duff?’, Kathy B. <kduffy@unc.edu>; Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu~; 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bunting, Mike <mbunting@unc.edu>; Crowe, Michael <mcrowe@unc.edu>; Meaders, Haxlis 

James <meaders@unc.edtr~; Meredith Bolons         ~gmail.com>;                     ; Tenell, Matt <mterrell@unc.edu>; Fava, 

Nicole M <fava@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hilton, Nathan Scott <nhilton@email.unc.edu>; Wa3ker, Nina <walkern@email.unc.edu>; Sander, 
Thomas J <pacman@unc.edw~; Plunkett, Ma~ Rob <maryrobp@unc.edu>; Myers, Patrick Jacob <patmyers@unc.edu>; Pogge, Paul 

<ppogge@unc .edtr~; Ha3verson, Doug <ha]ver~@email.unc .edu>; Oli aro, Scott M <oliaro@email. uric .edu>; Stewart, Robert t louse 
<rhslewar@email.unc.edu>; Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.le~5@unc.edu: ; VoxlAlstyne, Mm’k :coachmv@unc.edu>; Vangelder, Ma~elle A 

<mvangeld@ema~l.unc.edu>; Scroggs, William E <williescroggs@unc.edu> 

Robinson, Kevin T <krob@unc.edu> 

Athletic Fields Schedule for week of 3/31/14-4/5/14 

Schedule by Facility for 33114 - 4614.pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for March 31. 2014 through April 6, 2014.pdf; 
Ehaus Field Schedule 03 31-04 06.pdf: Hooke~Fields Schedule 03 31-04 06.pdf 

Hi All, 

Please note the FSU Softball Games this weekend are Sunday at I:00PM and 3:00PM and Monday at 6:OOPM. 

Attached are the Athletic Fields Schedules for next week (March 31, 2014 through April 6, 2014). 
Facility Schedules for Fetzer Stadium, Finley Athletic Fields, Cross Country, Navy Fields and Henry Astroturf may also be viewed anytime on Outlook Calendars 

found in the Open Calendar from Room List under UNCAA. 
Facility schedules for Ehaus and Hooker are attached or online at http://campusrec.unc.edu/facilities-schedules-reservations. 

Have a great weekend[ 

GO HE~LS!!! 



IO:OOa {42001~) FH 

O0~IDIT~ONIN ~ZI CO N D.ITIO~ ~N~ GONDITIOHIN6~ OOHDITI{}HIN(~ CON DITION~NG 
HmHR ~ 

o~1 ~AV’Y TURF ON NAVY TURF .o~ NAVY "TURF ON HAVY’T’UR[ ~ NA, [U RF 

9;80a (12;00~) HFL 2:300 (4:30p) WL RAI~N I"1:00a 14:00#) Detroit 10:00a (t2:00#) 
SIT~ FOR C~y Day Sob ML cry Day Sob 

1tINIlY                  ,~Aoq Price 0£            HENRY                  NAVY TURF              Navy T~a-f                Navy T~"f 
N~vy Turf aBt 

~.+,:~0~. (/:30p} WL RAIN l:IOp (4:OOI~/WL RAIN 
SITE FOR ........................... SITE FOI~ ................................................................................. 

1:001 (4;001) FH ......................................................................................................................................... 

PRA(}T~OK o~-~ 2;30p (4:30p} WL. RAiN PRAOT~OK on 
PRACT~CI~ @ 

.............................................................................. NKNRY ~ ................. .................. 
NAVY TURF SITE FOR NAVY "TURF 

...................................... PRACTICf o~ ................................................................ ............................................................ ~~ ............................................. , ............................ , ....................... 
NAVYTURF 4’00p (6:303) 2:30p (4:I0p) WL RAIN 

6:00.p {o,0Op} ~ ~ ALL 
FOOTBALL --- - - " SITE 

STARS o~ 7:00~3 (9:00p) CLUB FH SPRinG PRACT~U~c~: on 
HENRY o~ HENRY PRACTICE NAVY TURF 

?:0Op {8:I5p} Brescb~ 
6:00B (8:00p) FH ALL 5;00~ (6:OOD) ~B . 

Lacrosse Yo~h 
STARS or~ AWAY @ 8:00p (10:O0p) CLUB Sk/ls Session, s 
~4ENRY ................................................................................ Greensboro HS 

o}~ Navy T~rf [@~L on 

7:00p (mSop~ Bres.ch~ 

................ SklIs Sesa~o~s ~ ...................................................................... 
on IIavv T:~rf 

~L on 



.................................................... 4:O0p (6:00#) ST 
Thomas More 

Softbs~li Fiek/ 

#8 

6:t5p (7:45p} Youth 

2:OOp} Rive’4 

Field 

2:,sOp (4:50.~) WL 
Practice on 
Finley Field 2 

8:00p (4:t5~) WL 
YOUNG GUNS 



"t0:0Oa {t OCa) 2 PE 10:00a (11:00a) l PE 

O{_ASSI8 ON " " OkASSIl ON 

8~A,:,S ON SILK                                      CLASS ON SILK 
TRACK 

Tda~:helon OIass 

~.30~ {4:00p} WL 
JOGG~N ~,~ PRACTICE 

I :OOp (2:OOp) PE t l:,-30p {1;+’,SOIp) PE t:08p {2:OOFO RE 12:lOp (t 

CLASS O~ SILK QLAS8 on OLAS8 ON SILK CLASS 
TRACK TRACK TRACK TRACK 

2:OOp (g:0Op} TRAO}¢2 
PRACTICE on 

12:80p (1;SOp) 9 PE 

TRACK 

2:001 (B;O~)p) TRACK 

CLASS on 
TRACI< 

2:00p (8:0Op} p~ 
WAU41NG 

................................................... CLASS ON 
TRACK 

{:3:00p} PE 

CLASS on 
TRACK 

ii :?.:00~ (2:001:~) Wg vs 

Prh~,t,,;d Mo;vTl~ 2& 2014 



Th~ 

,arch 
FETZER and IIELK 

(g:OOp) TRACK PRACTICE on Fetzer & BELK 
(3:O0p) PE WALKING CLASS ON TRACK 

2014 

FEIZ£’R and BELK 

Printed March 28, 2014 



CLUB is 

PRA@TIOE 

E87 .................................................... 







Monday, 
March 31, 2014 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 

3/31/14 - 4/6/14 
Printed 3/28/2014 

MON DAY 

’ICE ESPN GAME] 



Tuesday, ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
~i April 1,2014 3/31/2014-4/6/2014 ................ 



Wednesday 

April 2, 2014 

WEDNESDAY 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

4/2/14 



Thursday, 
April 3, 2014 

THURSDAY 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
3/31/14 -4/6/14 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~i~,~ I I 



Friday, 
April 4, 2014 

FRIDAY 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

3/31/14- 4/6/14 

~ol ML 



Saturday, 
April 5, 2014 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
3/31/14 - 4/6/14 

SATURDAY 

(on upper field) 

ML 



Sunday, 
April 6, 2014 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
3/31/14 - 4/6/14 

SUNDAY 

iiiii~ii ..................... ! ............................ ! ............................. ! ................................ ! ........................... ! ........................... ! .......................... 

iMi~l~i..,.,. 

,V::i:iiii:ii:i::::! ! ! ! ! ! @NNN@NNN NN 



2014 

8:COs {tl:00a) ML 7:80a (tO;aOa) ~L 

C.OND~T{ON~NG CONO~T~ON~NG 
on NAVY TURF ON NAVY TUR:F 

~:O0p (4:0Op) FH 
2:30p (4:80p) WL RAiN 

PRAOTtOE @ 
HENRY 

PRACTICE on 
NAVY TURF 

8:00a {11;OOa) ML 7:30a 
PRACTICE & 
COND~TIONING 
or~ NAVY TURF 

(4.t00p) FH 
PRACTICE @ 
HENRY 

(10:80a) ~lk 8:00a (1t:(}0~} 
PRACTICE & PRACTICE & 
COND~T~ON{NG CONO~T~ONiNG 
ON NAVY TNRF o~-~ NAVY TURF 

(8:30p} WE RAiN 1 t :O0a (a:00p} FB NFL 
SITE FOR WORKOU~ (R 
PRACTICE on BOD~NE) ON 
NAVY TURF NAVY TURF 

2:30p (4:30p) WL RALN 7;00p (9:00p) CLUB: FH 
S~TE PeR on H:ENRY 
PRACTtOE o~ 
NAVY TURF 

6:00p .(8:0Op) FH ALL 

HENRY 

2:30p (4:0{)p) WL:RAIN 

4:00p 

6:O0p 

S~TE :FOR 
PRACTICE 
NAVY TU:RF 

(6:30p) 
FOOTBALL 
SPRING 
PRACTICE 

(8:O0p) FH ALL 

HENRY 

t:0Op (4:0Op) FH 
PRACTICE @ 
HENRY 

4.:00p 

(4.:00p) WL RAIN 
S|TE FOR 
PRACTICE on 
NAVY TURF 

FOOTBALL 
SPRING 
PRACTIICE 

8:O0a (7:O0p) Navy 
Turf reserved 
for RA#,~S CLUB 
COACHES 
C~RCL~ 

l:00p (4:00p) FH 
DUKE 

.................................................................................. 

3:00ip (6:00p) SPRING 
FB GAME @ 
KENAN 

3:0Op (4:15p) WL 

6:00p (8:00p} CLUB 
on Henry 

8:00p (t0:00p) CLUB 
FAL on Henry 

b’*’m*~.’d 4~w.d 4, 20/4 



21;.~Op (g:3Op} MS 2.:30p (4:30p}WL 

2:30p (4:~’}Op) WL. 

Fin:Icy Field 2 

4.:OOp (6:00p) ST 

Tho~)as 

Youth Lacrosse 

2:80p (3:30p) ~8 2:30p (4:,’}Op) WL 

#3 Finley Field 

6:t5£ 

(4:30p) WL 
Practice on 
Finley Field 2 

(7:.45p) Youth ~S 
(Triangle United 
0luSh) on Old 
Softball Field 

4:0Op (6:00#): ST 
Thomas ~ore 
Youth L~crosse 

2:.~Op (4:30p)WL 

Fii~ley Field 

THROW for JOE: 
H~LTON T~ACK 



FETZER and BELK 

8:00a (g:00a) PE 
JOGGING 
GLASSES ON 

........................................................................................................................... 

10:00a :{t l:00a} 2 PE 

ti:00a (12,;00p) PE       11:00a (12:0Op) PE 

JOGGING JOGGinG CLASS on 
CLASS ON BELK CLASS 

TRACK 

10:00a (lt.:00a) 2 PE 
JOGGING 
CLASSES ON 
BELK 

(10:30a,} PE 

JOGGING 
CLASS on 
TRACK 

l:00p (2;O0p) PE       12:30p (l:30p) PE i:00p (2:00p) PE 
JOGGING WALKING JIOGGING 
CLASS ON BELK CLASS on CLASS ON BELK 
TRACK TRACK TRACK 

2:0Op {6;O0p) TRACK 
! 12:30p (l:30p) 2 PE 

JOGGING 
2:00p (6;O0p) TRACK 

PRACTICE .on                                       PRACT~CIE on 
CLASSES on 

Fetzer & BELK                                    Fe,~er & BELK 
TRACK 

12:30p (I :30p) PE 
WALKING 
CLASS on 
TRACK 

2:00p (G:O0p) TRACK --- 2;00p 
PRACTICE on 

(I :30p} 2 RE 
JOGGING ................................................................................................................................................. 
CLASSES on 
TRACK 

(6:00p} TRACK 
PRACTICE on 

Fetzer & BELK F:: ;-- Fetzer & 

CLCLASS on ~ ................................. CLASS 
TRAC  

Pri,~,~c.dAl~r~ 4, 2014 



8 
10 

2:0Op 
2:00p 

Apri! 7o13, 
FETZER and E~ELK 

(3:00p) PE WALKING CLA$8 ON TRACK 
(3:00p) PE WALKING CLASS ON TRACK 

FETZER and BELK 

PrmmdApri! 4, 2014 



Training 

7:00a (9:00~) WS 
Practice in 

2:00p (6;00p) TRACK 
PRACTICE 

6:00p (9;00p) OANO~E 
TEA~ in ESF 

6:00p (9:00p) CANOE 
"[EA~ :in EBF 

(6:30p} FIB RAiN 7:BOp (10:30p) 
SiTE BOXING CLUB is 

ESF 
(9:00p} DANCE 

8:O0p (9;00p) 
CR:OSSP~T in 

(8;00p} FH ALL 

t1:00a (3;0Op) FB NFL 
WORKOUT 
IBOD:~NE) ON 
NAVY TIUR~F 

2:00p (6,~00p) TRACK 7:3Op (I 0:30p) ............................................... 
BOXING CLUB is STARS (RAIN PRACTICE 

ESF SiTE 
~ 4:O0p (6:3gp) FB RAiN 2;00a (3:00#) MS 

6:00p , ~[ , 8:0Op (9:O0p) 

STARS (RAIN CROSSF~T in ESF }BOXING 
S{TE - ~ ESF ~ 7:30# (10:30p) 

BOXING CLUIB ~s 5:00:p (5:30p) 

CROSSF~T 
7:30p (10:30p} ................................................................................. : ................................................................................................ 

BOXING CLUIB i~ 

8:00p (9:00p) ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
CRO~SF~T tr~ ESF 

~.DDlt~ SM~’ITH PL~LDNOU, SY,;: 



BOSHA~ER STAD~U~ 

BL o~/~ ~ ., ER ,~:TX D I UM 





Thursday, Athletic Facilities Schedule ~:~,~. 
April 10, 2014 4/7/14 -4/13/14 

Printed 4/4/2014 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Daily Agenda Schedule 

07 April 2014 

Mon Apr 7 
8:00 AM-9::]_5 AM 

4:00 PM-5:30 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-~_0:00 PM 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Booking Name: ATH - Women’s Soccer Subject: ATH - Women’s 

Soccer Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Baseball Subject: SC - Club Baseball Practice 

Field plus batting cage 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Lacrosse Subject: SC - Women’ s Club 

Lacrosse Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Men’s Ultimate Blue Subject: SC - Men’s Ultimate 

Blue Practice 

Tue Apr 8 
8:00 AM-9::]_5 AM 

4:00 PM-5:30 PM 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-~_0:00 PM 

:]_0:00 PM-~_:[:50 PM 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Booking Name: ATH - Women’s Soccer Subject: ATH - Women’s 

Soccer Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Baseball Subject: SC - Club Baseball Practice 

Field plus batting cage 

Booking Name: SC - Softball Subject: SC - Club Softball Practice 

Field plus batting cage 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Ultimate White Subject: SC - Women’s 

Ultimate White Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Ultimate Blue Subject: SC - Women’s 

Ultimate Blue Practice 

Booking Name: Alexandra Drose Subject: SO - Quidditch Club 

Practice 

Wed Apr 9 
8:00 AM-9::~5 AM 

4:00 PM-5:30 PM 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-10:00 PM 

:~0:00 PM-~_::I_:50 PM 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Booking Name: ATH - Women’s Soccer Subject: ATH - Women’s 

Soccer Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Baseball Subject: SC - Club Baseball Practice 

Field plus batting cage 

Booking Name: SC - Cricket Subject: SC - Cricket Club Practice 

Field plus batting cage 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Lacrosse Subject: SC - Women’ s Club 

Lacrosse Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Men’s Ultimate Blue Subject: SC - Men’s Ultimate 

Blue Practice 

Booking Name: Alexandra Drose Subject: SO - Quidditch Club 

Practice 

April 03, 2014 2:07 PM Page: i/2 



Thu Apr 10 
8:00 AM-9:15 AM 

4:00 PM-5:30 PM 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-10:00 PM 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Booking Name: ATH - Women’s Soccer Subject: ATH - Women’s 

Soccer Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Baseball Subject: SC - Club Baseball Practice 

Field plus batting cage 

Booking Name: SC - Softball Subject: SC - Club Softball Practice 

Field plus batting cage 

Booking Name: SC - Men’s Ultimate White Subject: SC - Men’s 

Ultimate White Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Ultimate Blue Subject: SC - Women’s 

Ultimate Blue Practice 

Fri Apr 11 
4:00 PM-5:30 PM Ehringhaus Field Booking Name: SC - Women’s Soccer White Subject: SC - Women’s 

Soccer White Practice 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM Ehringhaus Field Booking Name: SC - Cricket Subject: SC - Cricket Club Practice 

Sat Apr 12 
9:00 AM-3:00 PM Ehringhaus Field Booking Name: Jorian Hoover Subject: TENTATfVE - Soccer 

Tournament 

Sun Apr 13 
5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-10:00 PM 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Ehringhaus Field 

Booking Name: SC - Men’s Ultimate White Subject: SC - Men’s 

Ultimate White Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Ultimate Blue Subject: SC - Women’s 

Ultimate Blue Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Men’s Ultimate Blue Subject: SC - Men’s Ultimate 

Blue Practice 

April 03, 2014 2:07 PM Page: 2/2 



Daily Agenda Schedule 

07 April 2014 

Mon Apr 7 
9:00 AM-9:50 AM 

:[0:00 AM-:[0:50 AM 

:[0:00 AM-:[0:50 AM 

:[0:00 AM-:[0:50 AM 

:[:[:00 AM-:[:[:50 AM 

:[:[:00 AM-:[:[:50 AM 

:[2:00 PM-:[2:50 PM 

:[:00 PM-:[:50 PM 

:[:00 PM-:[:50 PM 

:[:00 PM-:[:50 PM 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

5:00 PM-:[:[:00 PM 

5:00 PM-:[:[:00 PM 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

6:00 PM-:[0:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-:[0:00 PM 

i0:00 PM-II:50 PM 

Hooker Field :[ 

Hooker Field :[ 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field :[ 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field :[ 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field :[ 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field :[ 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 4 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[08 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[08 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[04 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[90 

Special Topics 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[08 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[04 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: PHYA 230 

Beginning Soccer 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[08 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[04 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[30 

Soccer 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[08 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LF]:T :[04 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Soccer Blue Subject: SC - Women’s 

Soccer Blue Practice 

Booking 

Booking 

Practice 

Booking 

Ultimate 

Booking 

Practice 

Subject: Intramural Sports 4v4 Flag Football 

Name: SC - Men’s Soccer Subject: SC - Men’s Club Soccer 

Name: SC - Men’s Ultimate White Subject: SC - Men’s 

White Practice 

Name: Patrick Lawler Subject: SO - Carolina Law Soccer 

Tue Apr 8 
7:30 AM-9:00 AM Hooker Field 3 Booking Subject: ATH - Men’s Soccer Practice 
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Tue Apr 8 
7:30 AM-9:00 AM 

8:00 AM-9:15 AM 

9:30 AM-10:45 AM 

9:30 AM-10:45 AM 

11:00 AM-12:15 PM 

11:00 AM-12:15 PM 

12:30 PM-1:45 PM 

12:30 PM-1:45 PM 

12:30 PM-1:45 PM 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

6:00 PM-10:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-10:00 PM 

10:00 PM-10:50 PM 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 4 

Booking Subject: ATH - Men’s Soccer Practice 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: PHYA 209 

Beginning Basic Training 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 130 

Soccer 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: PHYA 330 

Intermediate Soccer 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Soccer White Subject: SC - Women’s 

Soccer White Practice 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: Intramural Sports 4v4 

Flag Football 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Rugby Subject: SC - Women’s Rugby 

Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Men’s Rugby Subject: SC - Men’s Rugby Practice 

Booking Name: Patrick Lawler Subject: SO - Carolina Law Soccer 

Practice 

Wed Apr 9 
9:00 AM-9:50 AM 

10:00 AM-10:50 AM 

10:00 AM-10:50 AM 

10:00 AM-10:50 AM 

11:00 AM-11:50 AM 

11:00 AM-11:50 AM 

12:00 PM-12:50 PM 

1:00 PM-I:50 PM 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 1 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 190 

Special Topics 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: PHYA 230 

Beginning Soccer 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 
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Wed Apr 9 
1:00 PM-I:50 PM 

1:00 PM-I:50 PM 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

2:00 PM-2:50 PM 

4:00 PM-5:45 PM 

4:30 PM-5:30 PM 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

6:00 PM-10:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-10:00 PM 

10:00 PM-11:50 PM 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 4 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 130 

Soccer 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: Yuya Okayama Subject: SO - MBA Soccer Practice 

Booking Name: Taylor Mallard Subject: SO - MBA Blue Cup W. Soccer 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Soccer Blue Subject: SC - Women’s 

Soccer Blue Practice 

Booking 

Booking 

Practice 

Booking 

Ultimate 

Booking 

Practice 

Subject: Intramural Sports 4v4 Flag Football 

Name: SC - Men’s Soccer Subject: SC - Men’s Club Soccer 

Name: SC - Women’s Ultimate White Subject: SC - Women’s 

White Practice 

Name: Patrick Lawler Subject: SO - Carolina Law Soccer 

Thu Apr 10 
7:30 AM-9:00 AM 

7:30 AM-9:00 AM 

8:00 AM-9:15 AM 

9:30 AM-10:45 AM 

9:30 AM-10:45 AM 

11:00 AM-12:15 PM 

11:00 AM-12:15 PM 

12:30 PM-1:45 PM 

12:30 PM-1:45 PM 

12:30 PM-1:45 PM 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

2:00 PM-3:15 PM 

4:00 PM-5:00 PM 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 4 

Booking Subject: ATH - Men’s Soccer Practice 

Booking Subject: ATH - Men’s Soccer Practice 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: PHYA 209 

Beginning Basic Training 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 130 

Soccer 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 104 

Exercise and Conditioning 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: LFIT 108 

Outdoor Sports 

Booking Name: DEPT - Exercise and Sport Science Subject: PHYA 330 

Intermediate Soccer 

Booking Name: Kyle Leggett Subject: DEPT - Air Force ROTC PT 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: IM-Softball 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Soccer White Subject: SC - Women’s 

Soccer White Practice 
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Thu Apr 10 
6:00 PM-10:00 PM 

6:00 PM-10:00 PM 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM 

8:30 PM-10:00 PM 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 4 

Booking Name: CR - fntramural Sports Subject: fntramural Sports 4v4 

Flag Football 

Booking Subject: Intramural Sports 4v4 Flag Football 

Booking Name: SC - Women’s Rugby Subject: SC - Women’s Rugby 

Practice 

Booking Name: SC - Men’s Rugby Subject: SC - Men’s Rugby Practice 

Fri Apr 11 
9:00 AM-12:00 PM Hooker Field 3 Booking Name: Matthew Nardotti Subject: EVENT - Kenan Flagler 

Admitted Students Weekend Soccer Game 

11:00 AM-7:00 PM Hooker Field 1 Booking 

11:00 AM-7:00 PM Hooker Field 2 Booking 

1:00 PM-4:30 PM Hooker Field 4 Booking 

Day 

5:00 PM-7:00 PM Hooker Field 3 Booking 

5:00 PM-7:00 PM Hooker Field 4 Booking 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM Hooker Field 1 Booking 

5:30 PM-7:00 PM Hooker Field 2 Booking 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM Hooker Field 1 Booking 

Practice 

7:00 PM-8:30 PM Hooker Field 2 Booking 

Practice 

Subject: EVENT - Holi Moli 

Subject: EVENT - Holi Moli 

Name: Wrenn Shoulars Subject: SO - Live Well Carolina Field 

Subject: SO - Carolina Law Soccer Pick-up Game 

Subject: SO - MBA Soccer Club Practice 

Name: SC - Men’s Rugby Subject: SC - Men’s Rugby Practice 

Name: SC - Men’s Rugby Subject: SC - Men’s Rugby Practice 

Name: SC - Women’s Rugby Subject: SC - Women’s Rugby 

Name: SC - Women’s Rugby Subject: SC - Women’s Rugby 

Sat Apr 12 
9:00 AM-4:00 PM 

9:00 AM-4:00 PM 

11:00 AM-6:30 PM 

11:00 AM-6:30 PM 

4:00 PM-7:00 PM 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 4 

Booking Name: Karna Younger Subject: EVENT - JCL Convention 

Booking Name: Karna Younger Subject: EVENT - JCL Convention 

Booking Name: CR - [ntramural Sports Subject: [ntramural Sports Co 

Rec Kickball Tournament 

Booking Name: CR - [ntramural Sports Subject: [ntramural Sports Co 

Rec Kickball Tournament 

Booking Name: Julian Willett Subject: EVENT - Balloonpalooza for 

Doctors without Borders 

3 Tables, 6 Chairs, Water Hose, Spiggot Key 

Sun Apr 13 
9:00 AM-4:30 PM 

9:00 AM-4:30 PM 

9:00 AM-4:30 PM 

Hooker Field 1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Booking Name: Dalia Kaakour Subject: EVENT - Kicks for Clefts Soccer 

Tournament 

5 Tables, 10 Chairs 

Booking Name: Dalia Kaakour Subject: EVENT - Kicks for Clefts Soccer 

Tournament 

5 Tables, 10 Chairs 

Booking Name: Dalia Kaakour Subject: EVENT - Kicks for Clefts Soccer 

Tournament 

5 Tables, 10 Chairs 

3:00 PM-4:30 PM Hooker Field 4 Booking 

Practice 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM Hooker Field 1 Booking 

5:00 PM-11:00 PM Hooker Field 2 Booking 

5:00 PM-7:00 PM Hooker Field 4 Booking 

6:00 PM-10:00 PM Hooker Field 3 Booking 

Name: Tracy Yip Subject: SO - MBA Women’s Flag Football 

Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: [M-Softball 

Name: CR - Intramural Sports Subject: [M-Softball 

Name: Yuya Okayama Subject: SO - MBA Soccer Practice 

Subject: Intramural Sports 4v4 Flag Football 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MICHAEL R PERKINS (MRPERKIN)] 

4/10/2014 8:03:06 PM 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael R Perkins (mrperkin)]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV 

(anson)]; Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducar (ducat)]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Dully, 

Clare E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clare E Duffy (duffyce)]; Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjgreen]; Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Larry A. Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Vangelder, Marielle A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder 

(mvangeld)83b] 

Women’s Soccer 2014-2015 Budget discussion 

Athletic Business Office Conference Room 

4/14/2014 3:00:00 PM 

4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Duffy, Clare E (duffyce@email.unc.edu); Streett, Shelly; Gallo, 

Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MICHAEL R PERKINS (MRPERKIN)] 

4/10/2014 8:03:06 PM 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael R Perkins (mrperkin)]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV 

(anson)]; Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducar (ducat)]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Dully, 

Clare E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clare E Duffy (duffyce)]; Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjgreen]; Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Larry A. Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Vangelder, Marielle A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder 

(mvangeld)83b] 

Women’s Soccer 2014-2015 Budget discussion 

Athletic Business Office Conference Room 

4/14/2014 3:00:00 PM 

4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Duffy, Clare E (duffyce@email.unc.edu); Streett, Shelly; Gallo, 

Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MICHAEL R PERKINS (MRPERKIN)] 

4/10/2014 8:03:06 PM 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael R Perkins (mrperkin)]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV 

(anson)]; Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducar (ducat)]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Dully, 

Clare E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clare E Duffy (duffyce)]; Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjgreen]; Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Larry A. Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Vangelder, Marielle A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder 

(mvangeld)83b] 

Women’s Soccer 2014-2015 Budget discussion 

Athletic Business Office Conference Room 

4/14/2014 3:00:00 PM 

4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Duffy, Clare E (duffyce@email.unc.edu); Streett, Shelly; Gallo, 

Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=MICHAEL R PERKINS (MRPERKIN)] 

4/10/2014 8:03:06 PM 

Perkins, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michael R Perkins (mrperkin)]; Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV 

(anson)]; Ducar, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducar (ducat)]; Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; Dully, 

Clare E [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Clare E Duffy (duffyce)]; Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Sjgreen]; Gallo, Jr., 

Larry A. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Larry A. Gallo Jr. (athgallo)]; Vangelder, Marielle A [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Marielle A Vangelder 

(mvangeld)83b] 

Women’s Soccer 2014-2015 Budget discussion 

Athletic Business Office Conference Room 

4/14/2014 3:00:00 PM 

4/14/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Duffy, Clare E (duffyce@email.unc.edu); Streett, Shelly; Gallo, 

Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Karen DeHart 

DeHart 

Karen 

E-mail: ka ren@ nchsaa.org 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Karen Shelton 

Shelton 

Karen 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-5230 

E-mail: kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

kaplan@njit, edu 

edu 

E-mail: kaplan@njit.edu 



Full Name: Karen (Public Safety) Cheek 

Last Name: Cheek 

Middle Name: Safety) 

First Name:    Karen (Public 

E-mail: jenkinsc@psafety.unc.edu 





Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Judy Rose 

Rose 

Judy 

E-mail: jwrose@uncc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

judysouthard@Isu, edu 

edu 

E-mail: judysouthard@Isu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

jsouth@lsu, edu 

edu 

E-mail: jsouth@Isu.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

jsouthard@lsu, edu 

edu 

E-mail: jsouthard@lsu.edu 



Full Name: Joshua Nathaniel Keys 

Last Name: Keys 

Middle Name: Nathaniel 

First Name: Joshua 

E-mail: KeysJ@cofc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joyce Dalgleish 

Dalgleish 

Joyce 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-7850 

E-mail: joyced@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Evans 

Evans 

John 

E-mail: @nc.rr.com 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Brunner 

Brunner 

John 

Business 

Phone: 

919-843-4736 

E-mail: johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Basaldu 

Basaldu 

John 

E-mail: jbasaldu@louisburg.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

John Blanchard 

Blanchard 

John 

Business 

Phone: 

919 962-9533 

E-mail: jgb@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: joe_bray@unc, edu 

Last Name: edu 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

ITS Manning, 211 Manning Drive, Rm 1201 $ CB 3420 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3420 $ USA 

Business 

Phone: 

E-mail: joe_brav@unc.edu 

Details updated 4/10/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 
Job Title: Temporary 
Department: University Registrar 
office Location: ITS Manning, 211 Manning Drive, Rm 1201 

Business Fax: (919) 962-6776 
Business Phone: 
Business Address street: ITS Manning, 211 Manning Drive, Rm 1201 $ CB 3420 $ Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3420 $ USA 
Initials: M 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Sagula 

Sagula 

Joe 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-5228 

E-mail: jsagula@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joanne McCallie 

McCallie 

Joanne 

E-mail: jpmccallie@duaa.duke.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joe Breschi 

Breschi 

Joe 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-5216 

E-mail: breschi@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Joanne (jb4xd) Boyle 

Last Name: Boyle 

Middle Name: (jb4xd) 

First Name: Joanne 

E-mail: jb4xd@eservices.virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Joan Holt 

Holt 

Joan 

Business 

Phone: 

919-962-2351 

E-mail: jholt@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: jmont@email, unc. edu 

Last Name: edu 

First Name: uric. 

Company: UNC Chapel Hill 

Business 

Address: 

P.O. Box 2644 $ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 $ USA 

Business (919) 843-6402 

Phone: 

E-mail: jmont@email.unc.edu 

Details updated 4/10/2013: 
company: UNC chapel Hill 

Job Title: President of Educational Foundation 
Department: Ath Educational Foundation 

office Location: P.O. Box 2644 
Business Phone: (919) 843-6402 
Business Address street: P.O. Box 2644 $ chapel Hill, NC 
Initials: R 

27515 $ USA 

Details updated 7/1/2013: 
Job Title: Rams Club staff President of Educational Foundation 
Department: Ath Director of Athletics Ath Educational Foundation 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Judy Ybarra [jybarra@schlotzskys.com] 

1/6/2014 10:17:22 PM 

Here’s an Easy Lay-Up! - Schlotzsky’s Discounted Offers for Visiting Basketball Coaches and Teams 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Hi, 

My name is Judy with Schlotzsky’s. I understand your team is working hard this year and visiting the Atlanta 

area soon. I would like to share our specially priced box lunches with your basketball teams and coaches. Take 

advantage of our discounted box lunches, available for delivery. Please see the material attached for more 

information and don’t hesitate to contact me with any questions, I am here to help. 

0 Sandwich, pizza, and wrap box lunches $5-$6 

Delivery available on orders over $35, orders over $50 receive free delivery. 

Group orderin8 made easy with our box lunch order form- just fill it out and fax or email to 

Order with us and coaches eat fre!! 

We have locations available near your area to assist you! 

Call 512-236-3611 or email c~~eri~-~ Monday-Friday 7am to 5pm CST to 

order. 

Feel free to share this information with other coaches and Booster parents. 

Good luck this year! 



Catering Customer Service Representative 

$12-236-3702 Direct 

S:12-236-3611 Catering 

:1-888-467-:1903 E-fax 

jybarra @focusbrands.com 

cateringorders@schlotzskys.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Jeff Janssen [jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 

1/14/2014 1:13:12 PM 

jeff@jeffjanssen.com 

Leadership Academy Follow Up 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Carolina Coaches, 

Thanks for the chance to work with your leaders last night! 

Your Rising Stars focused on the importance of Vocal Leadership. They did the Mine Field exercise, which has them 

vocally lead a blindfolded teammate through a series of cones. The engaging exercise taught or reminded them of many 

leadership principles including the concept that Vocal Leadership is a combination of Encouraging and Enforcing to 

successfully guide their teammates through the obstacles. 

Assuming they are leading themselves effectively, they were strongly encouraged to step up and take a more vocal role 

with the team - especially for their own class and any below them. 

If you have any questions or if I can help in any way, please let me know... 

Thanks and GO HEELS! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 



From: 

on behalf of 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

High School and College Basketball Coaches [BASKETBALLPOD@LISTSERV.UMD.EDU] 

Michael Bowden [mbowden@UMD.EDU] 

1/16/2014 5:34:27 PM 

BASKETBALLPOD@LISTSERV.U MD,EDU 

[BASKETBALLPOD] POD - Leadership Thursday 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Coach, 

Over the past few weeks a few coaches have requested some leadership/motivation information for themselves as well 

as to give to their team. So this week I will be focusing on Leadership. I will provide a couple articles that I liked on the 

subject as well as a couple PDF hand outs on leading and motivating. 

1. https://kevinsutt~nbasketbal~~w~rdpress~c~m/2~12/~6/22/great-c~aches-andqeaders/ 

2. http~//~~~~f~rbes~c~m/sites/sap/2~14/~1/15/seven-c~mm~n-sense-principles-~f-~eadership/ 

3. http://www.jongordon.com/blog/lO-thoughts-about-leadership-3/ 

4. http :!!voutu.be!O MM-psvqiG8 

I am also including a "Box and 1" Sets PDF. 

MICHAEL BOWDEN 

VIDEO COORDINATOR 

MARYLAND WOMEN’S BASKETBALL 

(O): 301-314-1278 

IF THERE IS ANYTHING I CAN EVER DO, PLEASE CALL ME AND I WILL ATTEMPT TO DO IT, 

TWITTER 

I want to give credit to (Coach Sutton, Jon Gordon, Coach Sumlin, Forbes, Harvard Business Review, Scott Peterman, 

Coach Dungy and Coach Wooden) 



E-mail: tokeku@med.unc.edu 



E-mail: lea.holt@fac.unc.edu 



E-mail: kd utton@uncaa.unc.edu 



E-mail: h2kamins@unc.edu 



E-mail: an nette.cheek@fac.unc.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Charlotte Smith 

Smith 

Charlotte 

E-mail: csmith95@elon.edu 



Full Name: Theresa Wenzel(twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu) 

Last Name: edu) 

Middle Name: Wenzel(twenzel@athletics. gatech, 

First Name: Theresa 

E-mail: twenzel@athletics.gatech,ed u 



Full Name: Jaclyn Jacki Silar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu) 

Last Name: Silar 

Middle Name: Jacki 

First Name: Jaclyn 

E-mail: jsilar@duaa.duke.edu 



E-mail: jm2y@virginia.edu 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Jeff Elliott 

Elliott 

Jeff 

E-mail: jelliott@theacc.org 



Full Name: Jennifer Strawley(j,strawley@miami.edu) 

Last Name: edu) 

Middle Name: Strawley(j. strawley@miami. 

First Name: Jennifer 

E-mail: j.strawley@miami.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/6/2011 10:58:05 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/14/2011 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/14/2011 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TMAITLAN] 

2/17/2011 8:18:35 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Keever, Martha L [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Learnctr] 

Subject: from Probation Office 

Start: 3/2/2011 3:30:00 PM 

End: 3/2/2011 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Rademacher, Kristen N; Willin~ham, Mary C.; Keever, Martha L 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/4/2011 2:41:38 PM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Hinton James Finals workshop 

7th floor 919-559-5256 

Start: 4/20/2011 9:30:00 PM 

End: 4/20/2011 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/21/2011 8:51:23 PM 

Subject: shop 

Start: 4/25/2011 2:00:00 PM 

End: 4/25/2011 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/3/2011 1:09:58 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Abernathy 

Start: 5/6/2011 12:30:00 PM 

End: 5/6/2011 1:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/28/2012 6:47:43 PM 

Subject: Lunch I 

Start: 2/2/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/2/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/4/2012 12:50:04 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/12/2012 

End: 2/12/2012 1:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/25/2012 12:32:49 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/1/2012 9:00:00 PM 

End: 3/1/2012 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/3/2012 10:39:40 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 5/4/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 5/4/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/24/2012 11:32:06 AM 

Subject: 

Location: Check sche 

Start: 5/24/2012 4:30:00 PM 

End: 5/24/2012 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

7/27/2012 5:35:14 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh] 

G LAs 

Here 

8/17/2012 I:30:00 PM 

8/17/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Abels, Kimberly Town; mwillingham@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/16/2012 12:07:25 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 8/17/2012 6:00:00 PM 

End: 8/17/2012 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/16/2012 5:25:58 PM 

Subject: Conference with 

Start: 8/17/2012 12:30:00 AM 

End: 8/17/2012 i:30:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/17/2012 6:57:23 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 8/19/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8/19/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/21/2012 1:41:55 AM 

Subject: 

Location: Dey 

Start: 8/21/2012 8:45:00 PM 

End: 8/21/2012 9:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/22/2012 12:55:58 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shambley] 

work study studenl 

8/22/2012 7:15:00 PM 

8/22/2012 8:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Shambley, Billie K 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/26/2012 3:13:28 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Tutor 

Start: 8/27/2012 1:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2012 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/2/2012 8:23:51 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shambley] 

Subject: 

Start: 9/4/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 9/4/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Shambley, Billie K 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/7/2012 11:28:47 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 11/9/2012 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/9/2012 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/14/2012 12:16:11 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 11/16/2012 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2012 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/14/2012 12:16:28 PM 

Subject: 

Location: starbucks 

Start: 11/16/2012 3:00:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2012 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/14/2012 8:57:15 PM 

Subject: 

Location: With 

Start: 11/16/2012 6:30:00 PM 

End: 11/16/2012 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/18/2012 2:02:16 AM 

Subject: bday 

Start: 1/19/2013 3:00:00 AM 

End: 1/19/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/18/2012 2:02:34 AM 

Subject: bday 

Start: 5/1/2013 i0:00:00 PM 

End: 5/1/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/19/2012 2:05:07 PM 

Subject: 

Location: FS 

Start: 1/14/2013 2:15:00 PM 

End: 1/14/2013 3:15:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12/6/2012 10:24:06 PM 

Subject: 

Location: tu nnel 

Start: 12/11/2012 9:15:00 PM 

End: 12/11/2012 I0:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12/13/2012 8:46:25 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 12/14/2012 3:45:00 PM 

End: 12/14/2012 4:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12/18/2012 1:28:14 AM 

Subject: 

Location: off campus 

Start: 12/19/2012 8:00:00 PM 

End: 12/19/2012 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12/20/2012 2:57:57 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 12/27/2012 5:00:00 PM 

End: 12/27/2012 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12/20/2012 2:58:24 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/2/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 1/2/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/14/2013 2:30:48 AM 

Subject: 

Location: 

Start: 1/15/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/15/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/12/2013 10:08:12 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Weaver 

Start: 2/21/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/21/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/26/2013 11:29:21 AM 

Subject: 

Location: Weaver 

Start: 3/7/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/7/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/27/2013 7:43:48 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/13/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/13/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/12/2013 8:41:05 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/14/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/14/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/13/2013 5:38:43 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/16/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/16/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/13/2013 5:58:00 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/27/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 3/27/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/27/2013 6:50:08 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 4/10/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 4/10/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/28/2013 7:08:09 PM 

Subject: Call 

Location: 

Start: 4/3/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/3/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/3/2013 9:08:13 PM 

Subject: email 

Start: 4/4/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 4/4/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/10/2013 10:35:29 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Mama dips 

Start: 4/16/2013 4:30:00 PM 

End: 4/16/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/11/2013 5:21:09 PM 

Subject: bday 

Start: 4/24/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 4/24/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/22/2013 1:18:28 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Dey Hall 

Start: 4/24/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 4/24/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/23/2013 1:05:21 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 4/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/23/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/22/2013 4:42:58 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 5/29/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 5/29/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/22/2013 7:49:16 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 5/23/2013 6:30:00 PM 

End: 5/23/2013 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Southall, Richard Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SOUTHALL] 

6/3/2013 3:29:15 PM 

Southall, Richard Michael [/O--UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SouthalI]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Meeting with Mary Willingham and 

Woollen 203C 

6/5/2013 7:30:00 PM 

6/5/2013 8:15:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 

Willingham, Mary C. 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6/3/2013 9:23:07 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 6/4/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 6/4/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6/6/2013 2:25:35 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Davis 

Start: 6/12/2013 11:00:00 PM 

End: 6/13/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6/8/2013 8:51:14 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 6/11/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 6/11/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6/17/2013 11:53:56 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 6/19/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 6/19/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6/17/2013 6:25:39 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 6/20/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 6/20/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6/22/2013 12:13:31 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 6/26/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 6/26/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7/9/2013 12:43:33 PM 

Subject: 

Location: LC 

Start: 7/11/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 7/11/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7/15/2013 11:31:39 AM 

Subject: 

Location: Sandwich 

Start: 7/17/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 7/17/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7/23/2013 12:01:03 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 8/4/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 8/5/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/9/2013 5:25:55 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Y 

Start: 8/12/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 8/12/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/14/2013 9:57:31 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 8/15/2013 11:30:00 AM 

End: 8/15/2013 12:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7:11:45 PM 

Subject: OAS: ;(pid: 

Start: 4:00:00 PM 

End: 4:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Graduation course review - Economics - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                 (email:         @live.unc.edu; PID:          ; 
major ; class: ); ; Type:In Person; Date: 12:00PM - 12:30PM; 
Major ; Class: ; Primary Reason:Graduation course review; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:00:48 AM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 3:00:00 PM 

End: 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - - History - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: ~email.unc.edu; PID: ; major: 
class: ); ; Type:In Person; Date: 11:00AM - 11:30AM; Major: 

Class: ’; " ; Student Phone: ; (Please log into 
the Advising Scheduling System at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/5/2013 5:32:21 AM 

Subject: OAS: - Graduation course review - Psychology (BS) - Senior - In Person - 

Start: 9/9/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/9/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: 
major:Psychology (BS); class:Senior); status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon Sep 9, 02:00PM = 02:30PM; 
Major:Psychology (BS); Class:Senior; Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:Course 
planning; Biol Minor; Student Phone:               ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:40:09 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 3:30:00 PM 

End: 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

(pid: )- - Biology (BS) - Senior - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                   (email:       @live.unc.edu; PID:          ;; 
major: _o (BS); class: ); Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date: .          , 11:30AM - 12:00PM; 
Major: (BS); Class: ’; _ _; Student Phone: ; 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:/iad~sched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 

delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/8/2013 4:20:56 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 9/10/2013 4:00:00 AM 

End: 9/11/2013 4:00:00 AM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/9/2013 11:03:44 AM 

Subject: 

Location: CCS 

Start: 9/10/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/9/2013 11:18:12 AM 

Subject: 

Location: Law School? 

Start: 9/10/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/10/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/9/2013 1:05:31 PM 

Subject: 

Location: DG 

Start: 9/11/2013 4:45:00 PM 

End: 9/11/2013 5:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS ICN=WILLINGH] 

9/10/2013 3:51:45 PM 

Subject: OAS (pid: - Graduation course review - Biology (BA) - 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:3,0:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                  (email:         ~email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: ; class: status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Fri 03:00PM - 03:30PM; 
Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Student Phone:, ; 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6:38:45 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

pid: ) - Graduation course review - - Senior - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                   (email          #email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Fri 02:00PM 
02:30PM; Major: (BS); Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional 
Reasons:Change Major/Minor to: (BA); ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system 
at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu l~ you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:37:23 PM 

Subject: OAS (pid: 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Graduation course review - Senior - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:l            (email       ~email.unc.edu; PID:           ; major: 

(BA); class: ; Status:pendinq; Type:In Person; Date:Fri 02:30PM    03:00PM; 
Major: ; Class: ; Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:Also 
would like to discuss other                                minor; student Phone:               ; (Please log 
into the Advising scheduling system a~ https:i/adv~ched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/10/2013 10:25:35 PM 

OAS: (pid: ) - Drop/Add - I have questions - - In Person- 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                 (email:,         ~email.unc.edu; PID:         0; 
major: class: status:pending; Type:In Person; Date: 03:30PM - 

04:00PM; MaJOr: Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have questions; 
Additional Reasons:Graduation course review; ; student Phone:               ; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:16:02 PM 

Subject: OAS (pid: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:               (email         ~email.unc.edu; PID:I 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 03:00PM - 

03:30PM; MaJor: ; Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Additional 
Reasons:Graduation course review; ; student Phone:,                (Please log into the Advising scheduling 
system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1:14:26 AM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Person - 

) - Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours - 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

-In 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Marv Willingham; student:a             (email:l      @email.unc.edu; PID:          ; major: 

class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:00PM    02:30PM; Major: 

Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours; Additional 
Reasons:Major/Minor Advising and Questions; ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6:15:48 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Change Major/Minor - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:30PM - 
04:00PM; Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Change Major/Minor; Additional Reasons:Change 
Major/Minor to: - MINOR; Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours; ; 

student Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9:53:22 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Graduation course review - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:I~ Person; Date:Thu 04:00PM - 
04:30PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; student 

Phone: ; LPlease log into the Advising scheduling system at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 

if 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:20:57 AM 

OAS: (pid: ) - Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours - - In Person- 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:               (email:         @email.unc.edu; PID:          ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:00PM    02:30PM; 
Major: Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours; Additional 
Reasons:Course planning; Pre-Graduate (Professional) Advising; ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling 
system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:50:23 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Pass/D+/D/Fail- - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:00PM - 02:30PM; 
Major: Class: Primary Reason:Pass/D+iDiFail; Additional Reasons:Second Major/Minor 
(need to drop second major); student Phone:               ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system 
at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3:23:36 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Graduation course review - - In Person- 215317 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 02:30PM - 
03:00PM; Major: (BS); Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course revlew; Additional 
Reasons:Major/Minor Advising and Questions; worksheet update; ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling 
system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/18/2013 4:27:17 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 9/23/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/23/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Medina, Tamara [TMedina@epixhd.com] 

9/19/2013 2:55:53 PM 

Medina, Tamara [TMedina@epixhd.com]; Willis, Marlea [MWillis@epixhd.com]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: 

Location: 

Re: CHAPEL HILL "SCHOOLED" SCREENING 

Marlea to call Mary Willingham at 

Start: 9/20/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 9/20/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/20/2013 3:27:05 AM 

Subject: OAS 

Start: 9/23/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 9/23/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/20/2013 3:04:05 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: 

Start: 9/27/2013 1:15:00 PM 

End: 9/27/2013 1:45:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9/20/2013 6:31:21 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 9/26/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 9/26/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7:20:46 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: 
major: (BA); class: ; 
02:30PM; Major: ; Class: 
underload; ; student Phone: 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you 

status:pending; 
Primary 

; (P~ease log 

need to view or 

; 
Type:In Person; Date:Mort          02:00PM - 
Reason:Course planning; Additional Reasons: 
into the Advising scheduling system at 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:02:39 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:30PM - 04:00PM; 
Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Student Phone: ; (Please 
log into the Advising Scheduling System at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete 
your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9:44:56 PM 

OAS: (pid: ~) - Second Major/Minor - - In Person- 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
class: status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 04:00PM    04:30PM; Major: 

Class:         Primary Reason:Second Major/Minor; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:!iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:05:16 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - (BS) - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                  (email:         @email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: (BS); class: 7; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Fri 02:00PM - 02:30PM; 
Major: (BS); Class: ; Primary Reason:Course planning; Additional Reasons:worksheet update; 
second Major/Minor; ; student Phone:                 (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:09:38 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Change Major/Minor - ¯ MINOR- - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                (email:        ~email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: class: : status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:30PM 
03:00PM; Major: - MINOR; Class: Primary Reason:Change Major/Minor; Additional 
Reasons:Change Ma~oriMinor to: - MINOR; Graduation course review; ; student Phone: 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:!/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1:42:35 PM 

OAS: - Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours- - In Person- 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:             (email:        @live.unc.edu; PID:            major: 

class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 03:00PM    03:30PM; Major: 

Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours; (Please log into the 
Advising scheduling system at https:!iadvsched,oasis.unc,edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3:12:20 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Person - 

- Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours - 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

(BA)- -In 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:               (email:        ~email.unc.edu; PID:          ; major: 

(BA); class: ); Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 04:00PM    04:30PM; Major: 

(BA); Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours; student 
Phone: (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i!advsched.oasis.unc.edu if 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:07:19 PM 

- Worksheet update - - In Person - 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person, Date:Mon 02:00PM 

02:30PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:worksheet update; student 
Phone: LPlease log Into the Advising scheduling system at https:i!advsched.oasis.unc.edu if 
you need to wew or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:23:57 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Course planning - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: major: 
science; class: ; status:pendinq; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:30PM - 04:00PM; 
Major: Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Additional Reasons:Graduation 

course review; ; Student Phone: (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:29:07 PM 

Subject: OAS:J 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

(pid: ,- Pass/D+/D/Fail - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                      ~email          ~email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: class: status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:00PM - 
Major: Class: Primary Reason:PassiD+/D/Fail; student Phone (Please log into 
the Advlslng scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7:44:38 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Person - 

- Drop/Add - I have questions - 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

-In 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 04:00PM 

04:30PM; Major:                                Class:         Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have questions; 
Additional Reasons:Major/Minor Advising and Questions; ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system 
at https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

10/2/2013 3:58:45 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Shambley]; Academic Success Program [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cas_asp.smb]; Perry, 

Christina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Perrych]; Kessler, Frank S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Fkessler]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; 

Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; Blanton, Robin C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rcb]; Maitland, 

Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan]; Guevarra, Percival Villegas [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Guevarra]; Behrens, Vicki [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pixie]; Taylor, Gigi 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vgtaylor]; 

Writing Center [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Cas_writectr.smb]; Allison, Kim A [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=KalIison]; @yahoo.corn) 

@yahoo.com] 

CSAC Breakfast Meeting 

Cafe in Writing 

10/11/2013 1:00:00 PM 

10/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

Busy 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

(none) 

Calendar - Academic Success Program; cp@unc.edu; fkessler@email.unc.edu; kabels@email.unc.edu; 

krademacher@unc.edu; mwillingham@unc.edu; rcb@email.unc.edu; tmaitlan@email.unc.edu; Guevarra, Percival 

Villegas; Behrens, Vicki; Taylor, Gigi; Writing Center; Allison, Kim A; Data Slivka ~yahoo.com) 

Meet Chris Faison and share updates. 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS ICN=WILLINGH] 

8:57:38 PM 

Subject: OAS 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Drop/Add - I have questions - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student                  (email          @email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: class: : stat~s:pending; Type:I~ r=~u~, Date:Mort 02:30PM - 0]:00PM; 
Major: Class: primer\/ Reason:Drop/Add - I have questions; Additional Reasons:Course 

planning; ; Student Phon~ (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/3/2013 8:19:54 PM 

Subject: Assitant to 

Start: 10/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10:02:25 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Second Major/Minor - - MINOR- - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 03:00PM - 03:30PM; 
Major: MINOR; Class: Primary Reason:Second Major/Minor; (Please log into the 
Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:05:51 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Graduation course review - . In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: ~email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: class: status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:30PM - 03:00PM; 
Major: ; Class: ,         Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:I 
need to drop my ECON major.; student Phone:               ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system 
at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need tO view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:49:32 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

;r(pic ) - Second Major/Minor - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID ; 
major: (BS); class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 04:00PM - 
04:30PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Second Major!Minor; Student Phone: 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:48:03 PM 

Subject: OAS pid 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

l) - Graduation course review - . In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email:sjasmine@email.unc.edu; PID:; ; 
major: (BA); class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 03:00PM - 
03:30PM; Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional 

Reasons: underload; ; student Phone (Please log into the Advising scheduling system 
at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/7/2013 5:36:59 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 10/10/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/7/2013 6:02:08 PM 

OAS: 

Start: 10/10/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/7/2013 8:48:10 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 10/14/2013 6:00:00 PM 

End: 10/14/2013 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/7/2013 9:39:43 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 10/10/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 10/10/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6:54:31 PM 

OAS: (pid: ) - Graduation course review - - In Person 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 
02:30PM    03:00PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course 

review; Student Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7:25:23 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Pass/D+/D/Fail- - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email @live.unc.edu; PID:           ; major: (BS); 
class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 04:00PM    04:30PM; Major: (BS); 
Class: Primary Reason:Pass/D+iDiFail; Additional Reasons:Graduation course review; ; (Please log 
into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:51:08 PM 

Subject: OAS: [pid: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

)) - Course planning- - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: ’@email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 03:00PM - 
03:30PM; Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Addltlonal Reasons: 
update. I would like to ensure what classes I still need to take next semester, in order to graduate! 
student Phone:               ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3:57:44 PM 

Subject: OAS: pid: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

,) - Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: 
major: ; class: ~; status:pending; 
04:00PM; Major: (BS); Class: Primary 

(Please log into the Advising scheduling system 
view or delete your appointment) 

@email.unc.edu; PID:           ; 
Type:In Person; Date:Thu          03:30PM - 
Reason:Course planning; Student Phone: 
at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/11/2013 11:04:52 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 10/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/11/2013 11:05:17 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 10/11/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/11/2013 11:06:01 AM 

Subject: update PT 

Start: 10/11/2013 2:00:00 PM 

End: 10/11/2013 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:19:35 PM 

Subject: OAS 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Other (enter reason) - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                (email:       @email.unc.edu; 
major: (BA); class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 04:00PM - 

04:30PM; MaJor: (BA); Class: Primary Reason:Other (enter reason); Additional 

Reasons:Graduate school; student Phone: (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:17:03 PM 

Subject: OAS:I (pid: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

¯ - Course planning- - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 03:30PM    04:00PM; Major: 

Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Additional Reasons:Change Major/Minor; ; (Please log into 
the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:40:08 PM 

Subject: OAS:, (pid: 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:             (email:       @live.unc.edu; PID:          .; major: 

(BA); class: ~; Status:pendinq; ~ype:In Person; Date:Thu 02:00PM    02:30PM; 
Major: (BA); Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/15/2013 7:15:07 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Start: 10/16/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 10/16/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:14:38 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Senior underload - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 02:00PM - 02:30PM; 
Major: Class: Primary Reason: underload; Additional Reasons: underload; 
Major/Minor Advising and Questions; ; student Phone:               ; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/18/2013 4:48:06 PM 

Subject: 

Location: lunch 

Start: 10/22/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 10/22/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:05:51 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                                                                   ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:30PM 
- 03:00PM; Major:l Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Student 

Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:02:24 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

underload - Economics - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 02:30PM - 03:00PM; 
Major: Class: Primary Reason: underload; student Phone: ; (Please log 
into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7:09:33 PM 

Subject: OAS:, 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Academic Eligibility - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; major: 

(BA); class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:00PM    03:30PM; 
Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Academic Eligibility; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:30:35 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Person - 

- Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours - 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

(BA) - - In 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: (BS); class:Senior); status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:00PM - 
02:30PM; Major: (BA); Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have no questlons and enough 
hours; Additional Reasons:Change Major!Minor; Psychology from BS to BA.; Student Phone:               ; 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9:01:30 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                                                                ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 03:30PM 
04:00PM; Major: "    ; Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Additional 
Reasons:Second Major/Minor; ; Student Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling 
system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

9:08:52 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: : ): 
status:pending; Type:In Person; Date’:Mort 03:00PM    03:30PM; Major: 

Class:         Primary Reason:Course planning; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10:59:01 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                                                                ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 04:00PM = 
04:30PM; Major: ; Class: ; Primary Reason:Course planning; (Please log into the 
Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:39:15 AM 

OAS: - Graduation course review - - In Person - 

Start: 6:00:00 PM 

End: 6:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                                                               ; major: 

class: status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:00PM - 02:30PM; 
Major:                                Class:         Primary Reason:Graduation course review; (Please log into 
the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:37:14 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: ; class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:00PM - 
03:30PM; Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; (Please log into the 
Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 

appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:32:50 AM 

Subject: OAS:, 

Start: 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Graduation course review - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: ; class:: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 04:00PM = 04:30PM; 
Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:Change 
Major/~vnnor to ; Student Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling 
system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:13:46 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Academic Difficulty - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; major: 
(8S); class: ); status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu , 03:30PM    04:00PM; Major: 

(BS); Class: ; Primary Reason:Academic Difficulty; (Please log Into the Advising scheduling system 
at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3:13:39 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Graduation course review - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: 
major: class: ); status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 03:30PM 
04:00PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional 
Reasons:Second Major/Minor; ; Student Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling 
system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:01:09 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; T~pe:In Person; Date:Mon 03:00PM - 03:30PM; 
Major: Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Student Phone: ; (Please 
log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete 
your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3:52:59 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Course planning - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                (email:       ~email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 02:00PM - 
02:30PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; (Please log into the 
Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1:52:50AM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Other (enter reason) - - In Person 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: ~email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 02:30PM - 03:00PM; 
Major Class: Primary Reason:Other (enter reason); Additional 
Reasons:Graduation course review; my request to enroll in an additional semester has been received by 
Academic Advising, but I have not received a decision. I want to talk about my ninth semester and 
graduating.; student Phone:               ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/26/2013 4:44:08 PM 

Subject: Lunch - 

Location: Carolina Coffee Shop 

Start: 10/28/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 10/28/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/27/2013 11:28:45 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Steele 

Start: 10/29/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 10/29/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4:57:36 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - - Biolosy (BS). - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: (BS); class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:30PM - 04:00PM; 
Major: (BS); Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:Course 
planning; ; student Phone: (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8:20:11 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Ipid: I - Change Major/Minor - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                   (email:         @email.unc.edu; PID:          ; 
major: class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:30PM - 03:00PM; 
Major: Class: Primary Reason:Change Major/Minor; Additional Reasons:Change Major/Minor 

to: ; Student Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:20:46 AM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Graduation course review - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:               (email:         @email.unc.edu; PID:          ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:00PM - 
03:30PM; Major Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Student 

Phone: i; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:40:05 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Other (enter reason) - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                (email:         ~email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 02:00PM - 
02:30PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Other (enter reason); Additional Reasons:To appeal 
two courses listed on my transcript as "Failed" from the                  Major/Minor Advising and 
Questions; ; student Phone:,              ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6:25:17 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Graduation course review - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email:    @email.unc,edu; PID: ; class: 
status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 04:00PM - 04:30PM; Major: ; Class: 
Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:Course planning; I’d like to make sure my 
planned schedule will allow me to graduate on time with my declared major; student Phone: 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:!/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:05:05 AM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 6:30:00 PM 

End: 7:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Graduation course review - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:30PM - 
03:00PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Student 

Phone: ~; CPlease log into the Advising scheduling system at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc,edu 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 

if 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4:51:03 AM 

Subject: OAS Ipid: 

221764 

! - Graduation course review - 

Start: 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:               (email:        @email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort , 03:30PM - 
04:00PM; Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; 
Additional Reasons:Course planning; ; student Phone: ~; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7:23:48 PM 

OAS: (pid: ) - Major/Minor Advising and Questions - - In Person- 

Start: 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                         (email:         ~@email.unc.edu; PID:           ; 
major: ; class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 04:00PM - 04:30PM; 
Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Major/Minor Advising and Questlons; student 
Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i!advsched.oasis.unc.edu if 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

10/31/2013 8:28:08 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Location: Alpine 

Start: 11/7/2013 2:30:00 PM 

End: 11/7/2013 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6:53:01 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Graduation course review - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email:, .unc.edu; PID: .; 
class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 02:30PM    03:00PM; Major: 

(BS); Class: Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Student Phone: ; (Please log 
into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11:19:38 PM 

Subject: OAS: ;(pid: 

In Person - 

)- Drop/Add- I have no questions and enough hours- 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: class: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 03:00PM - 03:30PM; 
Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have no questions and enough hours; 
student Phone: ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4:44:22 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Major/Minor Advising and Questions - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:               (email:hartlj@email.unc.edu; PID:           ; major, 

(BS); class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu , 03:30PM - 04:00PM; Major 

(BS); Class: Primary Reason:Major/Minor ; Student Phone: ; 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4:55:23 PM 

Subject: OAS: Ipid: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

I - Course planning - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: ~live.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: class: ,; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu , 02:30PM - 
03:00PM; Major: ; Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; Student Phone: 

(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched,oasis.unc.edu if you need to 
view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5:59:47 PM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Major/Minor Advising and Questions - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:               (email:         @email.unc.edu; PID:          ; major: 

(BS); class: ; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:00PM - 03:30PM; Major: 

(BS); Class: Primary Reason:Major/Minor Advising and Questions; Additional Reasons:Want to declare 

a (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/5/2013 7:07:45 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/14/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 11/14/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/5/2013 11:20:44 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/7/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/7/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/6/2013 2:28:27 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/21/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/21/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/6/2013 8:43:52 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/18/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/7/2013 5:42:58 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/25/2013 7:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/7/2013 6:08:21 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/18/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/8/2013 3:11:30 AM 

OAS: 

Start: 11/18/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/9/2013 12:12:43 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 11/20/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/20/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/10/2013 10:48:34 PM 

OAS: 

Start: 11/25/2013 7:30:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/11/2013 2:52:27 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 1/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/11/2013 3:38:05 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 11/13/2013 5:00:00 PM 

End: 11/13/2013 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/11/2013 11:15:51 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/21/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/21/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/12/2013 2:40:30 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/25/2013 8:30:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/12/2013 2:45:58 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 11/18/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 11/18/2013 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4:48:44 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

~ - Graduation course review - (BA) - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:             (email:       @email.unc.edu; PID:           ; major 

(BA); class: ’); Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 04:00PM    04:30PM; 
Major: (BA); Class: ; Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:Exam 
Excuse; ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need 
to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/14/2013 12:40:56 AM 

Subject: 

Location: dinner 

Start: 11/18/2013 Ii:00:00 PM 

End: 11/19/2013 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:52:47 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - (BS) - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: @email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: (BS); class: Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 03:00PM - 
03:30PM; Major: (BS); Class: Primary Reason:Course planning; (Please log into the 
Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your 
appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:53:47 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning - (BA) - - In Person 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:             (email:       ~email.unc.edu; PID:           ; major: 

(BA); class: ); Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu , 02:30PM    03:00PM; Major: 

(BA); Class: ; Primary Reason:Course planning; Additional Reasons:I am graduating in May but I still 
need one last Experimental Education requirement. My class schedule is currently full (16 credits) and I 
can only take up to 2 more credit hours. I need some held figuring out what classes I should take in 
order to graduate on time.; student Phone:                 (Please log into the Advising scheduling system 
at https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6:22:59 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Course planning- (BA) - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                   (email:       ~live.unc.edu; PID: 
major: (BA); class: I; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 03:00PM - 03:30PM; 
Major: (BA); Class: ; Primary Reason:Course planning; Student Phone: (Please 
log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to vlew or delete 
your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7:23:54 PM 

Subject: OAS 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Graduation course review - (BS) - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                    (email:         @email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: (BS); class ’; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 02:00PM - 02:30PM; 
Major (BS); Class: ; Primary Reason:Graduation course review; Additional Reasons:Overload 
(>18 hours); ; (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you 
need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2:40:07 PM 

Subject: OAS 

Start: 8:30:00 PM 

End: 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

underload - (BA) - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                 (email:         ~email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: (BA); class: I; Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 03:30PM - 04:00PM; 
Major: (BA); Class: ; Primary Reason: underload; Additional Reasons:Course planning; 

; Student Phone: (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/21/2013 6:05:45 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 11/22/2013 9:30:00 PM 

End: 11/22/2013 10:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3:06:59 PM 

Subject: OAS 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- ROTC Planning Sheet - (BS) - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                (email:         ~email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: (BS); class: ); Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mort 02:30PM - 03:00PM; 
Major: (BS); Class: ; Primary Reason:ROTC Planning Sheet; student Phone: 
(Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:/iadvsched.oasis,unc.edu if you need to view or 
delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4:00:57 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Academic Difficulty - (BA) - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: major: 
class: ’); status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon ,         04:00PM - 04:30PM; Major: (BA); 
Class: ’; Primary Reason:Academic Difficulty; Additional Reasons:Change Major/Minor; ; Student 

Phone: (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

11/23/2013 7:25:26 PM 

Subject: 

Location: DG 

Start: 11/25/2013 4:00:00 PM 

End: 11/25/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:20:31 AM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

) - Course planning - (BA) - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student:                        (email:         @email.unc.edu; PID: 
major: (BS); class: ); Status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu 02:00PM - 02:30PM; 
Major: (BA); Class: ; Primary Reason:Course planning; (Please log into the Advising 
scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6:06:15 PM 

Subject: OAS: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Graduation course review - - In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email:        @email.unc.edu; PID: 
status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Thu , 02:30PM - 03:00PM; Major: 
Class:       ; Primary Reason:Graduation course review; student Phone: 
Advising scheduling system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or 
appointment) 

:class: ); 

(Please log into the 
delete your 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS ICN=WILLINGH] 

6:30:26 PM 

Subject: OAS: Ipid: - Course planning - ’(BA) - - In Person - 

Start: 8:00:00 PM 

End: 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: _                  (email: @email.unc.edu; PID: ; ); 
_; Type:In Person; Date: ,            03:00PM - 03:30PM; Major: (BA); Class: 

PrimaryReason:                  ; Student Phone:~              ;; (Please log into the Advising scheduling 

system at https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: OAS 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: Busy 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH ] 

2:39:42 PM 

(pid )- (BA)- 

8:30:00 PM 

9:00:00 PM 

- In Person - 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email:_ @email.unc.edu; PID: ; 
major: ; class: ’); "    , Type:In Person; Date: , 03:30PM 
04:00PM; Major: (BA); Class: ; Primary Reason: ; Student 
Phone: (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at https:iiadvsched.oasis.unc.edu 
you need to view or delete your appointment) 

if 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12:21:55 AM 

Subject: OAS: (pid: 

Start: 9:00:00 PM 

End: 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

l- ’(BS)- - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: (email: ~email.unc.edu; PID" ; major:        ~ 
(BS); class: ’); I; Type:In Person; Date: 04:00PM - 04:30PM; Major:    - i 
(BS); Class: ’; Primary Reason:~ ; Student Phone:( ; (Please log 
into the Advising scheduling system at https://advsched,oasis.unc.edu if yo~ need to view or delete your 

appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1:23:25 AM 

Subject: 

Start: 7:00:00 PM 

End: 7:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Drop/Add - I have questions - - In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: 
major: class:: ; status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 02:00PM 
02:30PM; Major: Class: Primary Reason:Drop/Add - I have questions; Addltlonal 
Reasons:Academic Difficulty; ; student Phone:                 (Please log into the Advising scheduling 
system at https:i/advsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3:43:16 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 7:30:00 PM 

End: 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

- Senior underload - -In Person- 

Recurrence: (none) 

Advisor:Mary Willingham; student: 
major: ; class: ); status:pending; Type:In Person; Date:Mon 02:30PM - 03:00PM; 
Major: ; Class: ; Primary Reason: underload; Additional Reasons:Graduation course 
review; ; Student Phone:                 (Please log into the Advising scheduling system at 
https:/iadvsched.oasis.unc.edu if you need to view or delete your appointment) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12/16/2013 12:36:27 AM 

Subject: Ellen 

Location: 

Start: 12/16/2013 9:00:00 PM 

End: 12/16/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

12/22/2013 12:47:22 PM 

Subject: Literacy 

Location: Panera 

Start: 1/8/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 1/8/2014 B:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 

Required 

Attendees: 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/23/2014 12:58:15 AM 

Subject: 

Location: Panera 

Start: 1/30/2014 1:30:00 PM 

End: 1/30/2014 2:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/23/2014 8:03:33 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Jschool 

Start: 1/24/2014 9:30:00 PM 

End: 1/24/2014 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/3/2014 6:31:09 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/5/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/5/2014 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/3/2014 7:45:26 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Start: 2/4/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 2/4/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/25/2014 5:46:03 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 2/26/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/26/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/27/2014 8:30:33 PM 

Subject: Robert Northrop 

Location: Conference call 

Start: 3/4/2014 10:00:00 PM 

End: 3/4/2014 10:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/5/2014 10:03:15 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 3/6/2014 12:00:00 PM 

End: 3/6/2014 I:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/10/2014 5:36:08 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/11/2014 4:00:00 PM 

End: 3/11/2014 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/12/2014 12:13:33 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 9/15/2014 11:29:00 AM 

End: 9/15/2014 12:29:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/12/2014 6:37:57 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Start: 3/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

End: 3/13/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

3/18/2014 6:27:59 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: 

Location: outside 

Start: 3/20/2014 8:00:00 PM 

End: 3/20/2014 8:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/9/2014 6:01:24 PM 

Subject: 

Location: Fresh interview 

Start: 4/16/2014 8:30:00 PM 

End: 4/16/2014 9:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

4/25/2014 3:04:13 PM 

Subject: 

Start: 4/28/2014 7:00:00 PM 

End: 4/28/2014 8:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

E-mail: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Michael Holzman 

Holzman 

Michael 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Vanessa HR 

HR 

Vanessa 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Steve D 

D 

Steve 

Mobile Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Senator Rockefeller Office 

Office 

Senator Rockefeller 

Home Phone: 



Full Name: 

Last Name: 

First Name: 

Robert Turner 

Turner 

Robert 

Mobile Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 5:12 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thank you 

Mary, I thank you for your service to UNC and to the larger debate of the importance of education to our children. As a 

parent of an incoming UNC student I am grateful. As an individual who understands the lasting importance of education 

after the muscles fatigue easier and the knees make interesting sounds I am thrilled. Our competitive athletic careers 

are an incredibly short part of our lives, but the ability to enjoy, utilize, and appreciate a solid education is a life changing 

experience and gift. Certainty you appreciate the importance for all of us, from the brightest to the most challenged, 

having an environment to drive us to deliver our very best. We cannot all succeed at the most challenging universities, 

but we should all be challenged to bring out our best and to have a chance to excel in an appropriate educational 

environment. 

I know that I cannot fully appreciate the hostility that you experienced following your decision to push for appropriate 
education for our children. Please understand that there are far more people who look at you with reverence for your 

courage. We are all our choices, be proud of yours. Certainly there are hateful and misguided people, but in time 

having courage to make a difference in the lives of our children will ease the burden (the hate will be short-lived, but the 

knowledge of making a difficult choice will bear fruit). 

Your courage is an example that touches the lives of more people than you know. Live a meaningful life, especially when 

the path is fraught with danger. Well done. 

Thank you. 

Raleigh, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 7:29 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Mary: 

My thoughts are with you and your family. Let me know if I can help in any way. 

Warmest regards, 

College of Charleston 

Sere from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:45 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Ms. Willingham, my best wishes go with you as you leave your current position. As a UNC alum(I will be with 
my class of ’64 for our 50th and help lead the Class of 2014, Professors and dignitaries into Kenan for 
commencement on May 11) ......... May I say that I am one of your avid supporters from the "git-go" and so 
appreciate what you have done for our school. This is a problem, I believe, for all schools these days. I hope 
one day that the "leaders" will wake up and call it like it is.. I think President Friday had it right, but no one 
seemed to listen or care. The current situation is not fair to some minorities(athletes) and changes should be 
made asap .................. best wishes to you as you move forward .... thanks for what you did ............ I hope you will 
continue to be a part of some movement to change things. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j ohnmccormicl            ~gmail. corn> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 12:51 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

UNC Atheletes 

You have done a great service for the state of North Carolina, UNC, and college education. Please know that you have earned the 
respect and gratitude of many people in this country. I regret your decision to leave UNC, but I can only guess at the harassment you 
have endured. Good luck and thank you. John McCormick MD 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Morindatnj Morindatnj ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 1:53 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

meeting 

Dear Ms. Willingham, 
1 called and left you a message. My name is Rev. Esther Ross and would like to schedule a short meeting with you. I am reaching out 
to you as a supporter and to send you my encouragement on this journey. We share a very similar story. Thank you for taking a stand 
for what is just, fair and right. Because of your courage, many will be saved and helped in the world. Would you elnail or call me to 
iust leave a phone number or where I may meet you this week sometime if it is possible. I am led to contact you simply by the Holy 

Spirit. May God bless and keep you always in His Almighty care. 
Be encouraged my Sister! 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bradford Threlkeld < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 2:47 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thank you for your courage! 

Ms Willingham- 

I’m sure you’ve received countless emails, but I wanted to thank you for standing up for academic integrity--it 
took courage. I attended another major SEC institution and witnessed situations in which student athletes were 
under performing academically, yet still playing. It’s an epidemic in higher education and you have opened the 
door to dialogue that is way overdue. I salute you! 

The best of of luck on your next venture, 

Bradford 

Bradford Threlkeld 
(415)-745-0029 

~maiI[.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Edmond Davis <Edmond.Davis@arkansasbaptist.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:01 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com; Edmond Davis <Edmond.Davis@arkansasbaptist.edu>; 
edmond@aviatethroughknowledge, corn 

Student-Athletes being exploited and academically under-served! 

Mrs. Willingham, 

I pray that all is well with you and your family. I just wanted to catch up to you to see what was the latest on your end 
regarding what we chatted about. Again, you are a hero to thousands of educators in higher education! I am a former 
Academic Counselor here, but now a full time Instructor. I heard about you leaving UNC. Is this true? What are your 
plans and what advice can you give me here in Little Rock. I love the classroom, but I am not attracted to the way our 
schools are misleading, taking advantage of and promoting college level students who play sports. As a former, I 
understand but totally disagree with the culture. Do you plan on writing a book? If so let me know as I would love to 
contribute, team up on whatever is needed. Thanks and God bless you. 

Ed 

Edmond Davis 
Arkansas Baptist College 

edmond, davis @arkansasbaptist. edu 
~gmail.com 

501-244-5177 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 

Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 10:29 AM 

To: Edmond Davis 

Cc: sharperl@gse.upenn.edu; pgmail.com; Edmond Davis; katstein@gse.upenn.edu 

Subject: Re: Student-Athletes being exploited and academically underserved! 

Professor Davis, 
Thank you for this email and for the research and work that you are doing. Yesterday, on MLK day, I sent President 
Obama a letter to boycott brackets this year. Below is a copy of my letter. I look forward to reading your research and 
hope to meet you soon. "I have nothing to fear but fear itself’ (FDR), and I will continue to STAND against this corrupt 
system of college sport. The reaction from UNC, my state’s flagship, is dishonest and disturbing. 
Mary 

January 20, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 



Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to more students. You have recently stated 
that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I have worked as a learning and reading 
specialist in the area of academic support for athletes at one of our top public universities in this land. My work, research, 
and most importantly the students that I met during this time led me to speak out about the corruption in college sport. 
The NCAA promotes educational inequality because the overwhelming majority of our profit sport athletes, mens 
basketball and football players, are not getting a real education. Many of these fine young men enter our institutions 
woefully underprepared, and leave without a degree or a real college education. Meanwhile, they are exploited for their 
athletic abilities. We currently have a national literacy crisis, and our African American males are bearing the brunt of our 
failures. In memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, I call on you to address this serious civil rights issue and boycott brackets 
during the upcoming ’March Madness’ college basketball season. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Willingham 
Chapel Hill, NC 
rnwillingharn@uncoedu 

Reference to Phil Mushnick in the New York Post 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/Nwillinqh 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 3:52 PM, "Edmond Davis" <EdrnondoDavis@arkansasbaDtistoedu> wrote: 

Greetings Dr. Shaun Harper of UPenn and Mrs. Mary Willingham of UNC Chapel Hill, 

I do hope that you both are enjoying your MLK Holiday as my name is Edmond Davis. I am currently a 
class facilitator at Arkansas Baptist College (ABC) and the University of Phoenix (Little Rock, 
Arkansas). I do support and commend you both for exposing the open secret regarding student-athletes, 
in particular African-American males being taken advantage of (sports) and underserved (academics). I 
wrote a research paper primarily based off of my over 10 year experience (college Instructor, tutor and 
Academic Counselor), your UPenn study on Black Males and the BCS statistics and relevant literacy 
claims at North Carolina Chapel Hill exposed by Professor Willingham. This problem I believe is 
bigger than we think. 

The name of the paper now presentation is called ’4TM DOWN: The College Sports exploitation of 

the Black Student-Athlete.’ This presentation briefly examines the getting over or opportunistic 
mentality of institutions as they are not meeting the needs of student-athletes of whom the maj ority of 
which plays basketball or football. I am a transplant-southern originally from Philadelphia, Pa., but I 
have been at schools in the south since 1996. I gave a presentation this weekend in Russellville, 
Arkansas and it was recieved well. The presentation also mentions what you both either wrote about or 
published since last year. Both of you deserve the highest recognition as this issue, albeit a generational 
cancer, has now been given much exposure and more is needed to address it. Many of my current 
students both African-American and European-American seldom have a plan B if plan A (sports) failed. 
They are only focused to excel as an athlete and forget that student comes first. When I asked them what 
their life goals are, they respond by saying" go to that league" as if pro-sports would be an option after 
they turned 35 or so. This is bothersome to me but the college sports industrial complex and its 
academics have failed to meet the scholastic needs and graduation of students. College sports are a 
serious cash cow and it’s the 800 pound primate in the room that most are slow to address when it comes 
to educating student-athletes. My research also speaks to the UCLA issue as that campus has roughly 



40,000 students with only a 3.8% Black student population (3.3% of the 3.8% are males and over 60% 
of them are student-athletes). If he was alive what would Dr. MLK do? According to ESPN this year a 
record 98 underclassman have filed for the NFL draft. How many are of them did not excel in the 
classroom and how many are African-American? Besides the prison industrial complex, the 
exploitation of all student-athletes namely African-American have been the educational and social 

injustice of the 21st century. Dr. MLK Jr. Lets begin to communicate as this is my wish to address this 
problem in the deep south. I hope to hear from both of you soon. my alternative email addresses, 
personal website and cell are below. God bless you. 

Ed 

Edmond Davis 
Historian, Speaker and Instructional Facilitator 
Edmonddavis@arkansasbaptist.edu 

~maiLcom 
edmond@aviatethroughknow~edge.com 

wwwoaviatethroughknowledgeocom 
Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edmond Davis <Edmond.Davis@arkansasbaptist.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:03 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Student-Athletes being exploited and academically under-served! 

I also got a returned letter from President Obama regarding what you spoke of by sending my concerns on the 
exploitations of students in athletics in higher education. 

Edmond Davis 

Arkansas Baptist College 

edmond, davis @arkansasbaptist. edu 
@gmail.com 

501-244-5177 

From: Edmond Davis 

Sent: Friday, April 25, 2014 1:01 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Cc:                 @gmail.com; Edmond Davis; edmond@aviatethroughknowledge.com 

Subject: Student-Athletes being exploited and academically under-served! 

Mrs. Willingham, 

I pray that all is well with you and your family. I just wanted to catch up to you to see what was the latest on your end 
regarding what we chatted about. Again, you are a hero to thousands of educators in higher education! I am a former 
Academic Counselor here, but now a full time Instructor. I heard about you leaving UNC. Is this true? What are your 
plans and what advice can you give me here in Little Rock. I love the classroom, but I am not attracted to the way our 
schools are misleading, taking advantage of and promoting college level students who play sports. As a former, I 
understand but totally disagree with the culture. Do you plan on writing a book? If so let me know as I would love to 
contribute, team up on whatever is needed. Thanks and God bless you. 

Ed 

Edmond Davis 
Arkansas Baptist College 

edmond, davis @arkansasbaptist. edu 
@gmail.com 

501-244-5177 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 

Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 10:29 AM 

To: Edmond Davis 

Cc: sharperl@gse.upenn.edu; @gmail.com; Edmond Davis; katstein@gse.upenn.edu 

Subject: Re: Student-Athletes being exploited and academically underserved! 

Professor Davis, 



Thank you for this email and for the research and work that you are doing. Yesterday, on MLK day, I sent President 
Obama a letter to boycott brackets this year. Below is a copy of my letter. I look forward to reading your research and 
hope to meet you soon. "I have nothing to fear but fear itself’ (FDR), and I will continue to STAND against this corrupt 
system of college sport. The reaction from UNC, my state’s flagship, is dishonest and disturbing. 
Mary 

January 20, 2014 

President Barack Obama 
The White House 
1600 Pennsylvania Ave. NW 
Washington, DC 20500 

Regarding: Boycott March Madness Brackets 

Dear President Obama, 

Thank you for your dedication to making post secondary education available to more students. You have recently stated 
that education is the "surest path to a stable middle class life" in America. I have worked as a learning and reading 
specialist in the area of academic support for athletes at one of our top public universities in this land. My work, research, 
and most importantly the students that I met during this time led me to speak out about the corruption in college sport. 
The NCAA promotes educational inequality because the overwhelming majority of our profit sport athletes, mens 
basketball and football players, are not getting a real education. Many of these fine young men enter our institutions 
woefully underprepared, and leave without a degree or a real college education. Meanwhile, they are exploited for their 
athletic abilities. We currently have a national literacy crisis, and our African American males are bearing the brunt of our 
failures. In memory of Dr. Martin Luther King, I call on you to address this serious civil rights issue and boycott brackets 
during the upcoming ’March Madness’ college basketball season. 

Sincerely, 

Mary Willingham 
Chapel Hill, NC 
mwillinq~ham@uncoedu 

Reference to Phil Mushnick in the New York Post 
u nc-isoaosta rk-exa rnpleoofocolle 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/Nwillinqh 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 3:52 PM, "Edmond Davis" <EdmondoDavis@arkansasbaptistoed~> wrote: 

Greetings Dr. Shaun Harper of UPenn and Mrs. Mary Willingham of UNC Chapel Hill, 

I do hope that you both are enjoying your MLK Holiday as my name is Edmond Davis. I am currently a 
class facilitator at Arkansas Baptist College (ABC) and the University of Phoenix (Little Rock, 
Arkansas). I do support and commend you both for exposing the open secret regarding student-athletes, 
in particular African-American males being taken advantage of (sports) and underserved (academics). I 
wrote a research paper primarily based off of my over 10 year experience (college Instructor, tutor and 
Academic Counselor), your UPenn study on Black Males and the BCS statistics and relevant literacy 
claims at North Carolina Chapel Hill exposed by Professor Willingham. This problem I believe is 



bigger than we think. 

The name of the paper now presentation is called ’4TM DOWN: The College Sports exploitation of 
the Black Student-Athlete.’ This presentation briefly examines the getting over or opportunistic 
mentality of institutions as they are not meeting the needs of student-athletes of whom the maj ority of 
which plays basketball or football. I am a transplant-southern originally from Philadelphia, Pa., but I 
have been at schools in the south since 1996. I gave a presentation this weekend in Russellville, 
Arkansas and it was recieved well. The presentation also mentions what you both either wrote about or 
published since last year. Both of you deserve the highest recognition as this issue, albeit a generational 
cancer, has now been given much exposure and more is needed to address it. Many of my current 
students both African-American and European-American seldom have a plan B if plan A (sports) failed. 
They are only focused to excel as an athlete and forget that student comes first. When I asked them what 
their life goals are, they respond by saying" go to that league" as if pro-sports would be an option after 
they turned 35 or so. This is bothersome to me but the college sports industrial complex and its 
academics have failed to meet the scholastic needs and graduation of students. College sports are a 
serious cash cow and it’s the 800 pound primate in the room that most are slow to address when it comes 
to educating student-athletes. My research also speaks to the UCLA issue as that campus has roughly 
40,000 students with only a 3.8% Black student population (3.3% of the 3.8% are males and over 60% 
of them are student-athletes). If he was alive what would Dr. MLK do? According to ESPN this year a 
record 98 underclassman have filed for the NFL draft. How many are of them did not excel in the 
classroom and how many are African-American? Besides the prison industrial complex, the 
exploitation of all student-athletes namely African-American have been the educational and social 

injustice of the 21st century. Dr. MLK Jr. Lets begin to communicate as this is my wish to address this 
problem in the deep south. I hope to hear from both of you soon. my alternative email addresses, 
personal website and cell are below. God bless you. 

Ed 

Edmond Davis 
Historian, Speaker and Instructional Facilitator 
Edrnond davis~arkansasbaptist.edu 

~maiLcorn 
edmond@avi ateJchroughknov4 edge. corn 

wwwoaviateth rough knowledgeocom 
Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Shindler <        ~sbcglobal.net> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 10:33 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Adult readers come in all shapes & sizes 

Hi Mary, 

Wanted to say hi & see how you’re doing. If what I read is true, has a school in the history of schools ever suffered a bigger loss than losing someone like you! Just wanted you to know 

we’re thinking of you. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 20, 2014, at 7:39 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Rob. I look forward to reading your book and following up with a ’chat with the author’. The visit was fun, your family is amazing. 
with you as well. 
Take care, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Apr 19, 2014, at 8:26 PM, "Rob Shindler" < ~sbc~lobal.net> wrote: 

I know it sounds like a corny cliche, but although we were strangers to NC, you made us feel enormously at home. Thank you for a wonderful night together. And 
thank you for teaching our kids some new math.., what equals 3 blocks of walking distance in one state doesn’t always translate into the same 3 blocks in 
another! 

really enjoyed speaking 

Happy Easter to you & your family. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 7:33 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham~unc.edu> wrote: 

No problem. My husband and I love kids. See you Thursday. I will be in the Steele Building which is on your tour. Mary 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 8:23 PM, "Rob Shindler" < ~sbc~lobal.net> wrote: 

If you do that, he will have his mail forwarded & move in with you! He doesn’t eat much... 

I think our tour is 1-1/2 hrs or so. Call you after. 
Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 6:12 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Rob. I will be on campus all day and we live                                                   Let me 
know when your tour ends on Thursday and we can go over to football. I’m trying to get a football player to give the tour. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willin~h 

On Apr 15, 2014, at 6:59 PM, "Rob Shindler" < ~sbc~lobal.net> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

We’re on our way to the airport. Kids are very excited-- 
their father is very nostalgic & a tad nauseous! 

Our info session-tour at NC is at 12:30 on Thurs. Thereafter we are completely free. is clutching onto his 
football as we speak... 
looking forward to meeting you & having dinner together that night. 

Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 11, 2014, at 10:49 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin~ham~unc.edu> wrote: 

I received the book - weekend reading! Thanks so much and I look forward to meeting all of you 
Thursday. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 



www.une.edu/~willin~h 

On Apt 9, 2014, at 8:06 PM, "Rob Shindler" < ~,sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apt 9, 2014, at 6:57 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." ~mwillingham~,unc.edu> wrote: 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:54 PM, "Rob Shindler" ~i 
wrote: 

~,sbcglobal.net> 

Hi Mary, 

Hope you’re having a nice week. UPS just emailed me 
re: a problem with delivery of the book. Can you please give 
me a different address so I can send out another copy-- 
Thanks ! 

Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 7, 2014, at 10:01 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." 

~mwillin~ham~,unc.edu> wrote: 

Ok, Thanks, 

From: Rob Shindler [mailto:l      @sbcqlobal.net] 
Sent~ Sunday, April 06, 2014 10:53 PM 

To~ Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject~ Re: Adult readers come in all shapes &sizes 

We’ll be watching, good luck! I’ll call you next 
week so we can make a plan. 

Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 9:41 PM, "Willingham, Mary 

C." ~mwillin~ham~,unc.edu> wrote: 

Wonderful. My calendar is marked 
for 4/17, our youngest who is a HS 

diver (with Duke and UNC Jr.’s) 
should be around, but you are all 
certainly welcome to join us for 
family dinner. We live just 3 blocks 
from campus¯ We can touch base 
next week, my cell number is 

¯ I look forward to meeting 
all of you. Just a heads up that I 
should be on CNN tomorrow at 4ET 
with Sara Ganim who is the amazing 
young reporter who broke the 
disturbing Penn State story. We will 
be discussing literacy and my 
controversial test scores of athletes 
as well as NCAA reform topics¯ It’s 
been pretty exciting around here 
lately and hopefully change is 
coming for our athletes. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.une.edu/~willin~h 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 10:31 PM, "Rob 
Shindler" ~ ~sbc~lobal.net> 
wrote: 

I just revived    ~..... he 
passed out after hearing 
about the tour of the 
football fiel!! Thank 
you for the generous 
offer¯ And we would 
love to have dinner 
together-- but we want 
to take you & your 

husband (& 6’4 middle 
child, if available) out to 



a favorite spot. We are 
visiting NC on Th 4/17 

so hopefully that works 
for you. Also, I would 
be honored to be part of 
or contribute in any way 
I can to the literacy 
campaign. Look forward 
to meeting & thank you 
for a wonderful email on 
a Sun evening, too. 

Rob 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 6, 2014, at 8:25 
PM, "Willingham, Mary 
C." 
<mwillin~ham~unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Rob, Thank 
you for a 
wonderful 
email on a 
Sunday 
evening. 
My husband 

and I 
have 3 
grown 
children, 
they are 
way too big 
now to hop 

in our bed 

(the middle 
child is 

6’4") but we 
miss those 
times. 
Thank you 

for sending 
a copy of 

"Hot Dogs 
and 
Hamburgers". 
I will have 
you sign it 
when you 
are in town. 
Please 
consider 
being our 
guests for 
dinner on 
one of the 
nights that 
you are here 

in NC. It 
would be an 
honor for 
me to host 
your family 
and give 
you a tour 
of our 
campus 
(including 
the football 
field). Your 
involvement 
and efforts 
with adult 
literacy is 
inspirational, 
and I will 
share your 
website 
with my 
colleagues 
here - some 
of us are 
planning a 
NC wide 
literacy 
campaign. 

We hope to 
help our 



athletes a 
long the 

way. 
Best, Mary 

Mary 
Willingham 

CSSAC, 
UNC CH 

www.une.edu/~willin~h 

On Apr 6, 

2014, at 
8:59 PM, 
"Rob 
Shindler" 
< ,@sbcglobal.net> 
wrote: 

Hi 
Ms. 
Willingham, 

A 
few 
nights 
ago, 
our 

family 
laid 
together 
in 

bed 
way 
too 
small 
for 
the 
five 
of 
us 

watching 
the 
TiVo 
of 
your 
interview 
on 
HBO, 
and 
our 

youngest 

future 
NFL 
star 

blurted 

out, 
"hey 
daddy, 
we 

gotta 
meet 
this 
lady..." 

He 

only 
be 
12, 
but 
he’s 
very 
smart 
for 
his 
age! 

We 

tutor 
adults 
trying 
to 
learn 



to 

in 
Chicago. 
M~ny 
of 
our 

students 
are 
in 
their 
60’s 
and 
70’s 
& 
take 

trains 
and 
IWO 

buses 
just 
to 
have 
the 
opportunity 
to 
become 
better 
readers¯ 

actually 

book 
about 

journey 
called 

’Hot 
Dogs 
& 
Hamburgers.’ 

I 
sent 

out 

copy 
to 
you 
yesterday. 

how 
inspiring 

your 
story 

to 

entire 
household¯ 
All 
three 
kids 

glued 
to 
the 
television 
sweetly 
& 
naively 
sitting 
in 
disbelief 
that 
there 

really 
college 
football 
& 
basketball 
players 
who 



can’t 
read¯ 

going 

to 
be 
in 
North 
Carolina 
looking 

at 

few 
colleges 
for 

tV~lns 

April 

16th, 
17th 
& 
18th 
and 
if 
you 

available, 
I 
would 
love 
to 
meet 
with 

you. 

Hope 
you 
had 

a 

nice 

weekend. 

Rob 
Shindler 

PS. 
I 
know 
how 
busy 
you 
are, 
but 
if 
you 
have 
a 

moment, 
please 

check 
out 
robshindler.com 
to 
see 

some 
of 
the 
things 
I’m 
involved 
with 
concerning 

adult 
literacy¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathleen Thier <         @gmail.com> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 10:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

encouragement 

Hello, 

Just want to let you know I respect your courage and perseverance in bringing to light some of the issues 
surrounding college football and academics. May your continued j ourney bring you satisfaction and fulfillment. 
The world needs more people like you and thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Kathleen Thief 
Salinas, CA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Casey, Matt <matt.casey@ttu. edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 9:03 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a senior journalism student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on my final project. I have 
been working on a report all semester about student-athletes and academics. We need to have a national expert on the 
matter, and I think you would be perfect if you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you interviewed for 
as well as read a journal article you wrote about the matter a few years ago. I would need a phone interview, which 
shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you could help me out, or direct me to someone else who could 
help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 
Matt Casey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Casey, Matt <matt.casey@ttu. edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 11:21 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday night at 8(EST) work for you? 
If it needs to be a different day, or later/earlier just let me know. 

Thanks again, 
Matt Casey 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent." Monday, April 28, 2014 8:32 AM 
To." Casey, Matt 
Subject." Re: Texas Tech journalism student 

Matt, Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite full. My home 
phone number is             - let me know the best evening and time (EST for me). Mary 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 9:03 AM, "Casey, Matt" <matt.case~ittu.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a senior journalism student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on my final 
project. I have been working on a report all semester about student-athletes and academics. We need to 
have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would be perfect if you are willing to help. I have read 
each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read a journal article you wrote about the matter a few 
years ago. I would need a phone interview, which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you 
could help me out, or direct me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 
Matt Casey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 10:21 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thanking You 

Ms. Willingham, 

I heard your interview with Bob Edwards a few weeks ago. You are so right and so brave and I thank you. 

Me?: 
Retired high school English teacher (New Jersey) 
African-American woman 
Resident of Winston-Salem 

I will be an exhibiting artist at the Whimical Women Spring show in Chapel Hill this coming Saturday. Stop by and say 
hello. 

@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              4:14 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

EDUC    & Peer Tutoring 

Hello, 

I was wondering if you could explain to me the process of becoming a peer tutor for a language department 
and if taking EDUC    would be a requirement? I would like to minor in French and become a tutor in that 

department. If this class is required, I would like to have your consent to enroll in EDUC    for the Fall of 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ttu.edu> 

Wednesday,              12:25 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Mary, 

Yes ma’am, that works with me! 

Thanks, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,           6:32 PM 

Subject: Re: Texas Tech journalism student 

Matt- Could we do 9pm EST tomorrow night? I was invited to a 630 dinner with a student. Also call me on my 
cell at              Sorry for the change, Mary 

On at 11:20 AM, ~ttu. edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday night at 8(EST) 
work for you? If it needs to be a different day, or later/earlier just let me know. 

Thanks again, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ ] 
Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Texas Tech journalism student 

Matt, Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite 
full. My home phone number is - let me know the best evening and time (EST for 
me). Mary 

On at 9:03 AM, ~tm.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a senior journalism student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on 
my final project. I have been working on a report all semester about student-athletes and 
academics. We need to have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would be perfect 
if you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read 
a journal article you wrote about the matter a few years ago. I would need a phone interview, 
which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you could help me out, or direct 
me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 3:47 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: link 

Mary, 

I have been a little scrambled myself after the Columbia meetings but I am making a comeback. I 
have Gerald down to fill in as president until David returns. I am past president. I am nominating Sally 
Deare Healy, a former Hutchins award winner to be the secretary. Gerry nominated you for treasurer 
(also a Hutchins winner). I am nominating Jay for member at large and will talk with him after I send 
this to you. Will you accept if elected? Also are you voting for the CAP Act? I do not know if you 
received the ballot. Do you know a student who would be good as our student member. If so, this 
would be a star-studded cast all dedicated to academic integrity first and foremost. Please get back to 
me ASAP. I honestly understand how busy you are. I will try to give you call. 

Allen 
On Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:29 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
See how scrambled my brain is .... 

htt~:f~erclassinc, com/jAy-sm ith-speech-acceptance-robert-m aynard-hutchins-award/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.ed u/,,,willingh 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Allen, 
Sorry to keep missing you. I am reading essays, posting grades and sorting out my 
resignation. You can imagine all of the people who want to say goodbye, although I live 3 
blocks from campus so it’s not like I’m going anywhere. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/,,,willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 4:28 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Thanks for the quick response 

Mary, 

An athlete would provide a perspective we have not had, but a non athlete is fine as well. Thanks. 
You are terrific. 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

nc.rr.com 
Wednesday, April 30, 2014 5:23 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

hello hello hello 

testing testing anybody out there 
"Watson! Come here! I need you!" 

--A.G.Bell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ~             6:43 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hi Mary: I am sure you are very busy. I just wanted to say that it was an honor to meet you and to be under 

your arms in such wonderful privilege which is helping others. You are a person who fulfills the meaning of the 

words unique and precious. What you have done take courage, honor and it goes beyond human reasoning. 

UNC has lost one of their greater team members who contributed to their name and reputation; unfortunate, 

they preferred to throw their jewelry for pennies. 

I know you will be in another place where you will achieve greater things; although right now it appears to be 

gray, I know the sun will shine again for you, like never before. 

I know you wrote a reference letter for me. I wonder if you could send me that letter; not because I need it 

risht now, but, because it would be an honor to have a reference letter from such amazin8 human beins. 

Good luck to you, and I will always send you positive enersy, blessinss and unconditional love for you and your 

family. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: 

thanks! Actually in SC at a conference. In all next week, would love to catch up. Mary 

Mary Willinsham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

WWVV.U nc.ed u!~vvi~in~ 

On at 9:25 AM, @live,unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mary: How are you? I wonder if you are at the learner center. I just want to say hello. 

Let me know please. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 8:27 PM 

sack, allen < ~yahoo.com>; Donna Lopiano < @gmail.com>; 

Gerald Gurney < @gmail.com>; Brian Porto <bport~@vermontlaw.edu>; 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Subject: re 

Julie Morgan called me back (and left a message). She expressed continued interest and apologized for the 
delay. She said that she’s still doing her due diligence, but that there’s an aid of another senator who is very 
interested in talkiing with me. She will put us in touch. 

Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: ww~. smith, edui~azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 8:44 PM 

Donna Lopiano < @gmail.com>; sack, allen 
Gerald Gurney < @gmail.com>; 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

just clarified 

~yahoo.com>; 
~vermontlaw.edu>; 

the other senator is Begich and his aid is Robert Henson. I’ll keep you all apprised. 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www. smith~ edu/~azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 8:45 PM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Donna Lopiano 
@gmail.com>; Gerald Gurney <    ~ ~      @gmail.com>; Brian Porto 

<bporto@;cermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: re 

Andrew, 

That is great news. 

Allen 
On Wednesday, April 30, 2014 8:26 PM, Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@srnith.edu> wrote: 

Julie Morgan called me back (and left a message). She expressed continued interest and apologized 
for the delay. She said that she’s still doing her due diligence, but that there’s an aid of another 
senator who is very interested in talkiing with me. She will put us in touch. 

Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www.smith.edu/~azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JON ERICSON @msn.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 9:52 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Priceless 

Ran across this old email. Recall being pissed at her because she didn’t have a clue. and guess she didn’t. 

Worked in Richard Southall’s program. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 6:43 PM 

To: JON ERICSON; ithelin~coe.uk¥.edu;        ’~aol.com 

Cc: i id@umich.edu; lanter~kutztown.edu; asack~newhaven.edu; kotto@email.wcu.edu; 
Ridpath, Dave; clara.lovett@nau.edu; fmurph¥@temple.edu 

Subject: RE: who 

You aren’t getting personal are you? lol 

I would respectfully argue that most faculty (not college sport scholars/professors) have no 
clue about what is going on... 

Thus, one shouldn’t question their integrity but rather their sincere interest regarding the 
matter. Most only respond when the scandal hits the front page news. And remember, most 
profs don’t start their day with ESPN. 

Lastly, IMHO MOST professors do NOT give pretend grades here at UNC or at other major 

state universities. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

<!-- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine] -- > 
<!--[endil~--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ttu. edu> 

Thursday,            12:3 0 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Mary, 

I’m EXTREMELY sorry for not calling you tonight. I would say something came up, but to be honest, I havent been getting much 
sleep because of my finals, and I simply fell asleep. Is there any time you are free tomorrow? I promise I won’t sleep through this one, 
but if you are busy I completely understand. Sorry again for the unprofessionalism, it won’t happen again. 

Thanks, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:32 PM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Texas Techjournalism student 

Could we do 9pm EST tomorrow night? I was invited to a 630 dinner with a student. Also call me on my cell at 
Sorry for the change, Mary 

On at 11:20 AM, ~ttu.edu<mailto: @~tu.edu>> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday night at 8(EST) work for you? If it needs 
to be a different day, or later/earlier just let me know. 

Thanks again, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. |mwillingham@unc.edu                          >] 
Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 
To: 

Subject: Re: Texas Techjournalism student 

Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite full. My home phone number is ’ 
- let me know the best evening and time (EST for me). Mary 

On at 9:03 AM, @ttu.edu<mailto: ~m.ed~>> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a senior joumalism student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on my final project. I have been working on 
a report all semester about student-athletes and academics. We need to have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would be 
perfect if you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read a journal article you wrote 
about the matter a few years ago. I would need a phone interview, which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you 
could help me out, or direct me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 5:29 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: Priceless 

You’re up? I’m writing my response to you. 
On 5/1/14, 5:27 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JON ERICSON <        ~msn.com> 
Date: April 30, 2014 at 9:51:57 PM EDT 
To: "Mary C. Willingham" <mwi~ir~ tmc.edt~> 
Subject: Priceless 

Ran across this old email. Recall being pissed at her because she didn’t have a clue. 
and guess she didn’t. Worked in Richard Southall’s program. 

..... Original Message 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@uncoedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 6:43 PM 
To: JON ERICSON; jthelin@coe.uky.edu;         @aol.com 
Cc: iid@umich.edu; lanter@kutztown.edu; asack@newhaven.edu; 
kotto@email.wcu.edu; Ridpath, Dave; clara.lovett@nau.edu; 
fmurphy@temple.edu 
Subject: RE: who 

You aren’t getting personal are you? lol 

I would respectfully argue that most faculty (not college sport 
scholars/professors) have no clue about what is going on... 

Thus, one shouldn’t question their integrity but rather their sincere 
interest regarding the matter. Most only respond when the scandal hits 

the front page news. And remember, most profs don’t start their day 

with ESPN. 

Lastly, IMHO MOST professors do NOT give pretend grades here at 

UNC or at other major state universities. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 



"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann 

Schabacker) 

< !-- [if !supportLineBreakNewLine ] -- > 

<!-- [endif]--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jon Ericson <       @msn.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 8:36 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Priceless 

Mary, 

Nice to hear you in such good spirits (I think I sensed good spirits). 

Haven’t read your declaration. 

IfUNC doesn’t prompt disclosure, there is no hope. So far, not much reason to be encouraged. 

Dan received deserved praise in NYT article. 

J 

< !-- [if ! supportLineBreakNewLine]-- > 
<!--[endiI]--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@ttu.edu> 
Thursday,            10:42 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
RE: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Mary, 
Thank you very much. I’m free all afternoon, would 2 work for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:23 AM 
To: 

SubJect: Re: Texas Techjournalism student 

Matt, I understand and glad you got some sleep. How about this afternoon some time? Let me know what works EST. Mary 

> On at 12:30 AM, @ttu.edu> wrote: 
> 
> Mary, 
> 
> I’m EXTREMELY sorry for not calling you tonight. I would say something came up, but to be honest, I havent been getting much 
sleep because of my finals, and I simply fell asleep. Is there any time you are free tomorrow? I promise I won’t sleep through this one, 
but if you are busy I completely understand. Sorry again for the unprofessionalism, it won’t happen again. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 6:32 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Texas Techjournalism student 
> 

> - Could we do 9pm EST tomorrow night? I was invited to a 630 dinner with a student. Also call me on my cell at 
Sorry for the change, Mary 

On at 11:20 AM, ~ttu.edu<mailto: [~ttu.edu>> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday night at 8(EST) work for you? If it needs 
to be a different day, or later/earlier just let me know. 

Thanks again, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu<mailto:mwiN              >] 
Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Texas Techjournalism student 

Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite full. My home phone number is 
- let me know the best evening and time (EST for me). Mary 



> 

> On at 9:03 AM, @ttu.edu<mailto: ~ttu.edu>> wrote: 
> 
> Ms. Willingham, 
> 
> I am a student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on my final project. I have been working 
on a report all semester about student-athletes and academics. We need to have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would 
be perfect if you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read a journal article you wrote 
about the matter a few years ago. I would need a phone interview, which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you 
could help me out, or direct me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <         @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 11:17 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: link 

sounds like a very good choice, for the board. I will nominate him. Please tell the other student 
to visit our webpage and to join. His dues are $10. We need many more young people. Thanks. 

Allen 
On Thursday, May 1,2014 11:03 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Allen, 
unc student, who became a Drake member last year after attending the Drake RMH 

lunch. He is a member of our honor court system (not an athlete but an AA male, rising Junior) and 
would like to be our student rep. I’m speaking with a student this afternoon who attends Texas Tech 
and will ask him if he would like to join us as well. He is a journalism student there and interviewing 
me about NCAA reform. Mary 

@~ive.unc.edu 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.ed u/,,,willingh 

On Apr 30, 2014, at 3:46 PM, "allen sack". ~ahoo.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

I have been a little scrambled myself after the Columbia meetings but I am making a 
comeback. I have Gerald down to fill in as president until David returns. I am past 
president. I am nominating Sally Deare Healy, a former Hutchins award winner to be the 
secretary. Gerry nominated you for treasurer (also a Hutchins winner). I am nominating 
Jay for member at large and will talk with him after I send this to you. Will you accept if 
elected? Also are you voting for the CAP Act? I do not know if you received the ballot. Do 
you know a student who would be good as our student member. If so, this would be a 
star-studded cast all dedicated to academic integrity first and foremost. Please get back to 
me ASAP. I honestly understand how busy you are. I will try to give you call. 

Allen 
On Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:29 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~ingham@unc~edu> wrote: 

See how scrambled my brain is .... 

erclassinc.com!~-smith-speech-acceptance-robert-mavnard-hutchins-award/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/,,,willinqh 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 



Allen, 
Sorry to keep missing you. I am reading essays, posting grades and sorting out 
my resignation. You can imagine all of the people who want to say goodbye, 
although I live 3 blocks from campus so it’s not like I’m going anywhere. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/,,,willinqh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday,              11:03 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC    & Peer Tutoring 

EDUC    is not a requirement as far as I know for any other department. It is simply a peer tutoring program 
that offers 3 hours of semester credit. You can apply for the program on line at the link below. Thanks, Mary 
htt# iilearr~ir~gcenter.unc, eduifind-a-mtor!become-a-mtori 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 4:14 AM, ’ 

Hello, 

I was wondering if you could explain to me the process of becoming a peer tutor for a language 

department and if taking EDUC    would be a requirement? I would like to minor in French and 

become a tutor in that department. If this class is required, I would like to have your consent to 

enroll in EDUC    for the Fall of 

UNC-Chapel Hill Class of 

@live.uncoedu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday,              1:27 PM 

@ttu.edu> 

Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Thanks 

On at 12:25 PM, @tm.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Yes ma’am, that works with me! 

Thanks, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ uncoedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Texas Tech journalism student 

Could we do 9pm EST tomorrow night? I was invited to a 630 dinner with a student. Also 
call me on my cell at             . Sorry for the change, Mary 

On at 11:20 AM, ~tm.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday 
night at 8(EST) work for you? If it needs to be a different day, or later/earlier just let me 
know. 

Thanks again, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwi~ir~ham@ur~coedu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Texas Tech journalism student 

Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this 
week is quite full. My home phone number is - let me know the best 
evening and time (EST for me). Mary 

On at 9:03 AM, ~tm.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a              student at Texas Tech University, and could really use 
some help on my final project. I have been working on a report all semester 
about student-athletes and academics. We need to have a national expert on the 
matter, and I think you would be perfect if you are willing to help. I have read 
each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read a journal article you 
wrote about the matter a few years ago. I would need a phone interview, which 



shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you could help me out, or 
direct me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 4:01 PM 

allen sack < @yahoo.corn> 

Re: link 

Allen, 
Of course yes and yes - CAP Act and treasurer. 
Should the student be an athlete or will a non athlete college student be fine? 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. unc. edu/-willin~h 

On Apr 30, 2014, at 3:46 PM, "allen sack" ~’ahoo. corn> wrote: 

Mary, 

I have been a little scrambled myself after the Columbia meetings but I am making a 
comeback. I have Gerald down to fill in as president until David returns. I am past president. 
I am nominating Sally Deare Healy, a former Hutchins award winner to be the secretary. 
Gerry nominated you for treasurer (also a Hutchins winner). I am nominating Jay for 
member at large and will talk with him after I send this to you. Will you accept if elected? 
Also are you voting for the CAP Act? I do not know if you received the ballot. Do you know a 
student who would be good as our student member. If so, this would be a star-studded cast 
all dedicated to academic integrity first and foremost. Please get back to me ASAP. I 
honestly understand how busy you are. I will try to give you call. 

Allen 
On Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:29 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
See how scrambled my brain is .... 

erdassinc, com!~-smith-ss)eech-acceptance<obert-maynard-hutchins-award/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Allen, 
Sorry to keep missing you. I am reading essays, posting grades and sorting out 
my resignation. You can imagine all of the people who want to say goodbye, 
although I live 3 blocks from campus so it’s not like I’m going anywhere. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.u nc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Thursday, 5:24 AM 

@ttu.edu> 
Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

, I understand and glad you got some sleep. How about this afternoon some time? Let me know what works EST. Mary 

> On at 12:30 AM, @ttu.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Mary, 
> 

> I’m EXTREMELY sorry for not calling you tonight. I would say something came up, but to be honest, I havent been getting much sleep 
because of my finals, and I simply fell asleep. Is there any time you are free tomorrow? I promise I won’t sleep flarough this one, but if you are 
busy I completely understand. Sorry again for the unprofessionalism, it won’t happen again. 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> 

> From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, 6:32 PM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Texas Techjoumalism student 
> 

> Could we do 9pm EST tomorrow night? I was invited to a 630 dinner with a student. Also call me on my cell at . Sorry 
for the change, Mary 
> 

> On at 11:20 AM, @ttu.edu<mailto ~tt~.edu>> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Mary, 
> 

> 

> 

> Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday night at 8(EST) work for you? If it needs to be a 
different day, or later/earlier just let me know. 
> 

> 

> 

> Thanks again, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu<mail*.o:mwillin ] 
> Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 
> To: 
> Subject: Re: Texas Techjoumalism student 
> 

> Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite full. My home phone number is 
- let me know the best evening and time (EST for me). Mary 

> 

> On at 9:03 AM, @ttu.edu<mailto: ~%-~.e&~>> wrote: 
> 

> Ms. Willingham, 
> 
> I am a student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on my final project. I have been working on a 
report all semester about student-athletes and academics. We need to have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would be perfect if 
you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read a journal article you wrote about the matter a few 
years ago. I would need a phone interview, which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you could help me out, or direct me to 
someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

> Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 5:28 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email. unc. edu> 

Fwd: Priceless 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JON ERICSON <        ~3msn~com> 
Date: April 30, 2014 at 9:51:57 PMEDT 
To: "Mary C. Willingham" <mwi~ir~ unc.edu> 
Subject: Priceless 

Ran across this old email. Recall being pissed at her because she didn’t have a clue. and guess she 
didn’t. Worked in Richard Southall’s program. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [maiRo:dstro,~uncoedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17,2011 6:43 PM 
To: JON ERICSON; jthelin@coe.uky.edu;          ~aol.com 
Cc: jjd~umich.edu; lanter~kutztown.edu; asack(~newhaven.edu; 
kotto@email.wcu.edu; Ridpath, Dave; clara.lovett@nau.edu; fmurph¥@temple.edu 
Subject: RE: who 

You aren’t getting personal are you? lol 

I would respectfully argue that most faculty (not college sport scholars/professors) 
have no clue about what is going on... 

Thus, one shouldn’t question their integrity but rather their sincere interest 
regarding the matter. Most only respond when the scandal hits the front page 
news. And remember, most profs don’t start their day with ESPN. 

Lastly, IMHO MOST professors do NOT give pretend grades here at UNC or at other 
major state universities. 

Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

<!--[if !supportLineBreakNewLine]--> 
<!--[endiI]--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 5:32 AM 

JON ERICSON ~msn.com> 

Re: Priceless 

Hi Jon, 
These are some special folks down here! What a journey this has been and continues to be. Have you read my 
declaration in the O’Bannon case? Jay and I were just talking about you and your FERPA expertise yesterday. Best, 
Mary 

On Apr 30, 2014, at 9:51 PM, "JON ERICSON" < ~msn.com> wrote: 

Ran across this old email. Recall being pissed at her because she didn’t have a clue. and guess she didn’t. 
Worked in Richard Southall’s program. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro~-ar~coedw] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 6:43 PM 
To: dON ERICSON; jthelin@coe.uk¥.edu;         ~aol.com 
Co: jj d@umich, edu; lanter~kutztown, edu; asack(~newhaven.edu; kotto@email.wcu, edu; 
Ridpath, Dave; clara.lovett(~nau.edu: fmurph¥(~temple.edu 
Subject: RE: who 

You aren’t getting personal are you? lol 

I would respectfully argue that most faculty (not college sport scholars/professors) have 

no clue about what is going on... 

Thus, one shouldn’t question their integrity but rather their sincere interest regarding 
the matter. Most only respond when the scandal hits the front page news. And 
remember, most profs don’t start their day with ESPN. 

Lastly, IMHO MOST professors do NOT give pretend grades here at UNC or at other 

major state universities. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

<!-- [if !supportLineBreakNewLine]-- > 
<!--[endiI]--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 5:33 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Priceless 

I’m awake. 

On May 1, 2014, at 5:29 AM, "Jay Smith" <~ysmith@emaiLtmc.edt~> wrote: 

You’re up? I’m writing my response to you. 
On 5/1/14, 5:27 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: JON ERICSON <      ~msn.com> 
Date: April 30, 2014 at 9:51:57 PMEDT 
To: "Mary C. Willingham" <mwfl~i tmc.edt~> 
Subject: Priceless 

Ran across this old email. Recall being pissed at her because she didn’t 
have a clue. and guess she didn’t. Worked in Richard Southall’s program. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Stroman, Deborah L [mailto:dstro@uncoedu] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 17, 2011 6:43 PM 
To: JON ERICSON; ithelin@coe.ukv.edu; ’@aol.com 
Cc: iid@umich.edu; lanter@kutztown.edu; 
asack@newhaven.edu; kotto@email.wcu.edu; Ridpath, Dave; 
clara.lovett@nau.edu; fmurphv@temple.edu 
Subject: RE: who 

You aren’t getting personal are you? lol 

I would respectfully argue that most faculty (not college sport 

scholars/professors) have no clue about what is going on... 

Thus, one shouldn’t question their integrity but rather their 

sincere interest regarding the matter. Most only respond 

when the scandal hits the front page news. And remember, 
most profs don’t start their day with ESPN. 

Lastly, IMHO MOST professors do NOT give pretend grades 
here at UNC or at other major state universities. 



Go Heels, 
Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Explore. Engage. Empower. 
919.843.0336 
"Each day comes bearing its own gifts. Untie the 
ribbons." (R.Ann Schabacker) 

<!-- [if !supportLineBreakNewLine ] -- > 

<!-- [endif]--> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday,            10:48 AM 

@ttu.edu> 

Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

2pm works - I’ll be in my office. 919-843-8698 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 10:42 AM, ~Jtm.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 
Thank you very much. I’m free all afternoon, would 2 work for you? 

Thanks, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:23 AM 
To: 

Subj ect: Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

I understand and glad you got some sleep. How about this afternoon some time? Let me 
know what works EST. Mary 

On at 12:30 AM, wrote: 

Mary, 

I’m EXTREMELY sorry for not calling you tonight. I would say something came up, 
but to be honest, I havent been getting much sleep because of my finals, and I simply 
fell asleep. Is there any time you are free tomorrow? I promise I won’t sleep through 
this one, but if you are busy I completely understand. Sorry again for the 
unprofessionalism, it won’t happen again. 

Thanks, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ u~c.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:32 PM 



Subj ect: Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Could we do 9pm EST tomorrow night? I was invited to a 630 dinner with a 
student. Also call me on my cell at              Sorry for the change, Mary 

On at 11:20 AM, 
~ttu.edu<mailto: ~ttu.edu>> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would 
Wednesday night at 8(EST) work for you? If it needs to be a different day, or 
later/earlier just let me know. 

Thanks again, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu<mai~to:mwi~lingham@unc.ed-a>] 

Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Texas Tech student 

Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this 
week is quite full. My home phone number is - let me know the best 
evening and time (EST for me). Mary 

On at 9:03 AM, 
~ttu.edu<mailto:: @ttu.edu>> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 



I am a                student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some 
help on my final project. I have been working on a report all semester about student- 
athletes and academics. We need to have a national expert on the matter, and I think 
you would be perfect if you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you 
interviewed for as well as read a journal article you wrote about the matter a few years 
ago. I would need a phone interview, which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of 
your time. If you could help me out, or direct me to someone else who could help, I 
would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 11:03 AM 

allen sack < @yahoo.com> 

Re: link 

Allen, 
, unc student, who became a Drake member last year after attending the Drake RMH lunch. He 

is a member of our honor court system (not an athlete but an AA male, rising Junior) and would like to be our 
student rep. I’m speaking with a student this afternoon who attends Texas Tech and will ask him if he would 
like to join us as well. He is a journalism student there and interviewing me about NCAA reform. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 30, 2014, at 3:46 PM, "allen sack" @~_~,ahoo.corrl> wrote 

Mary, 

I have been a little scrambled myself after the Columbia meetings but I am making a 
comeback. I have Gerald down to fill in as president until David returns. I am past 
president. I am nominating                 a former Hutchins award winner to be the 
secretary. Gerry nominated you for treasurer (also a Hutchins winner). I am nominating 
Jay for member at large and will talk with him after I send this to you. Will you accept if 
elected? Also are you voting for the CAP Act? I do not know if you received the ballot. Do 
you know a student who would be good as our student member. If so, this would be a 
star-studded cast all dedicated to academic integrity first and foremost. Please get back to 
me ASAP. I honestly understand how busy you are. I will try to give you call. 

Allen 
On Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:29 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~i%ham@unc.edu> wrote: 

See how scrambled my brain is .... 

erclassinc.com!~-smith-speech-acceptance<obert-maynard-hutchins-award/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/,,,willinqh 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Allen, 
Sorry to keep missing you. I am reading essays, posting grades and sorting out 
my resignation. You can imagine all of the people who want to say goodbye, 
although I live 3 blocks from campus so it’s not like I’m going anywhere. Mary 



Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/,,,willinqh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, May 1, 2014 12:24 PM 

allen sack < @yahoo.com> 

Re: link 

Ok! 

OnMay 1, 2014, at 11:17 AM, "allen sack"- " ~5~ahoo.com> wrote: 

sounds like a very good choice, for the board. I will nominate him. Please tell the 
other student to visit our webpage and to join. His dues are $10. We need many more 
young people. Thanks. 

Allen 
On Thursday, May 1,2014 11:03 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~ingham@anc.edu> wrote: 

Allen, 
, unc student, who became a Drake member last year after attending the 

Drake RMH lunch. He is a member of our honor court system (not an athlete but an AA 
male, rising Junior) and would like to be our student rep. I’m speaking with a student this 
afternoon who attends Texas Tech and will ask him if he would like to join us as well. He 
is a journalism student there and interviewing me about NCAA reform. Mary 

@live.unc.edu 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/,,,willinqh 

On Apr 30, 2014, at 3:46 PM, "allen sack" ~ahoo.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

I have been a little scrambled myself after the Columbia meetings but I am 
making a comeback. I have Gerald down to fill in as president until David 
returns. I am past president. I am nominating                , a former 
Hutchins award winner to be the secretary. Gerry nominated you for treasurer 
(also a Hutchins winner). I am nominating Jay for member at large and will talk 
with him after I send this to you. Will you accept if elected? Also are you voting 
for the CAP Act? I do not know if you received the ballot. Do you know a 
student who would be good as our student member. If so, this would be a star- 
studded cast all dedicated to academic integrity first and foremost. Please get 
back to me ASAP. I honestly understand how busy you are. I will try to give 
you call. 

Allen 
On Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:29 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin unc.ed~> wrote: 
See how scrambled my brain is .... 

erclassinc, co mi~-s m ith-speech-accepta n ce-robe rt-m a2nard- 



hutchins-award/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www. u nc.ed u/,,,willincjh 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Allen, 
Sorry to keep missing you. I am reading essays, posting grades 
and sorting out my resignation. You can imagine all of the people 
who want to say goodbye, although I live 3 blocks from campus so 
it’s not like I’m going anywhere. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.ed u/,,,willinqh 



From: 

Sent: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

5/28/2013 2:47:49 PM 

Subject: apt 

Start: 5/31/2013 1:00:00 PM 

End: 5/31/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

6/28/2013 2:08:50 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: > 

Start: 7/1/2013 8:00:00 PM 

End: 7/1/2013 9:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

7/1/2013 3:12:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: Davis - meet 

Start: 7/1/2013 I0:00:00 PM 

End: 7/1/2013 ii:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/26/2013 6:02:11 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: Meeting 

Start: 8/27/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/27/2013 4:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

8/26/2013 6:03:06 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Willingh] 

Subject: appoint calend 

Start: 8/29/2013 3:00:00 PM 

End: 8/29/2013 5:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Ragland, Vanessa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=VRAGLAN D] 

9/12/2013 8:46:26 PM 

Ragland, Vanessa [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Vragland]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; Powell, Leslie Michele [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PowelII] 

Pre-Hearing Conference 

104 Airport Drive 

9/16/2013 12:30:00 PM 

9/16/2013 1:30:00 PM 

Busy 

Required 

Attendees: 

Willingham, Mary C.; Powell, Leslie Michele 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/22/2014 10:13:41 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/23/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

1/22/2014 10:13:41 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Start: 1/23/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 1/23/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/6/2014 4:25:43 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Location: Rams 

Start: 2/20/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/6/2014 4:25:43 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WillinI~h] 

Subject: 

Location: Rams 

Start: 2/20/2014 5:00:00 PM 

End: 2/20/2014 6:00:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

2/26/2014 3:30:45 PM 

Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Abels, 

Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Perry, Christina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Perrych]; Blanton, Robin C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rcb] 

Staff Meeting 

Further discussion about article 

3/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

3/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM effective 5/30/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Maitland, Theresa L; Willingham, Mary C.; Rademacher, Kristen N; Abels, Kimberly Town; Perry, Christina; Blanton, 

Robin C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

2/26/2014 3:30:45 PM 

Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Abels, 

Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Perry, Christina [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Perrych]; Blanton, Robin C [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rcb] 

Staff Meeting 

Further discussion about article 

3/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

3/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM effective 5/30/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Maitland, Theresa L; Willingham, Mary C.; Rademacher, Kristen N; Abels, Kimberly Town; Perry, Christina; Blanton, 

Robin C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

2/26/2014 3:30:46 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Shambley]; Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; 

Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Perry, Christina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Perrych]; Blanton, 

Robin C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rcb] 

Staff Meetinl~ 

Further discussion about article 

3/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

3/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM effective 5/30/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Maitland, Theresa L; Willin~ham, Mary C.; Rademacher, Kristen N; Abels, Kimberly Town; Perry, Christina; Blanton, 

Robin C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

2/26/2014 3:30:46 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Shambley]; Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; 

Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Perry, Christina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Perrych]; Blanton, 

Robin C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rcb] 

Staff Meetinl~ 

Further discussion about article 

3/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

3/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM effective 5/30/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Maitland, Theresa L; Willin~ham, Mary C.; Rademacher, Kristen N; Abels, Kimberly Town; Perry, Christina; Blanton, 

Robin C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=SHAM BLEY] 

2/26/2014 3:30:46 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Shambley]; Maitland, Theresa L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tmaitlan]; Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=WilIingh]; 

Rademacher, Kristen N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Krademac]; Abels, Kimberly Town [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Kabels]; Perry, Christina [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Perrych]; Blanton, 

Robin C [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rcb] 

Staff Meetinl~ 

Further discussion about article 

3/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

3/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Tentative 

Recurrence: 

Required 

Attendees: 

Weekly 

Occurs every Thursday from 10:00 AM to 11:00 AM effective 5/30/2013. (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 

Maitland, Theresa L; Willingham, Mary C.; Rademacher, Kristen N; Abels, Kimberly Town; Perry, Christina; Blanton, 

Robin C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Willingham, Mary C. [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH] 

2/26/2014 5:11:26 PM 

Shambley, Billie K [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Shambley] 

Declined: Staff Meetinl~ 

Further discussion about article 

3/13/2014 2:00:00 PM 

3/13/2014 3:00:00 PM 

Free 

Recurrence: (none) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <88urney@ou.edu> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 10:32 AM 

Willinsham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist 
<azimbali@smith.edu>; Donna Lopiano @smail.com>; David Ridpath 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; David Thompson @triad.rr.com>; allen Sack 

@yahoo.corn>; Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu> 

Subject: <no subject> 

htt~:/½/msnofoxs~ortsocom/co~ege-footba~/storv/n ca a-p resid e ~t-m a r k-e m m e rt-t w itte r-ch ~t-we ~t~t e r ri blv-04:ZS:~4 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Hisher Education 

334 Cate Center, Room 308 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Office: (405) 325-1522 

Cell: 

"Live on University!" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, ¯             2:49 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

transfer credit 

Waiting on transfer credits from NC State 

Geology    & 

Mary Willingham 

UNC- CH CSSAC 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:55 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Abels, Kimberly Town 

< ka be Is@ u nc.ed u> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hi l       , 

Let’s try to next week. Would you mind forwarding a couple times that work for you then? 

In the meantime, if you haven’t already submitted an application to the Learning Center as a graduate learning coach (look for 

link at learningcenter.unc.edu), please do. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.edu 

learningcenter.unc.edu 

From: <Willingham>, Mary Willingham <mwi[lingham@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,             12:38 PM 

To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@uncoedu> 

Cc:                            @liveounc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

I will be out until Monday (after today/tonight). 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.u nc.ed 9/"~ wi 

On , at 22:36 PM, "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels~uncoedu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Looks like I can meet this Thursday at 3 or this Friday between 12-3? Any of those a match? 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Learning Center Director 



UNC-Chapel Hill 

writin~centerouncoedu 

learningcenterouncoedu 

From: @liVeoUncoedu> 
Date: Monday, 11:29 AM 

To: Mary Willingham <mwillin Uncoedu> 
Cc: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@uncoedu> 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

That sounds great! What time are the both of you free this week? I would have time to meet 

Tuesday or Thursday after 11 or anytime on Friday. Do any of those times work for the both of 

you? I hope you both had a happy Easter. 

Thank you again, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday 2:41 PM 

To: 

Cc: Abels, Kimberly 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Dashiell, 

Thanks for the reminder. I would like to introduce you to Kim Abels next week. She is the Director of both 

the Writing and Learning Center. I’ve copied her on this emaik Mary 

F rom: 
Sent: Thurs~lay, 11:50 AM 
To: Willingham, M~ry C. 

Subject: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Professor Willingham, 

I just wanted to check and see how things had developed since we talked a couple weeks ago 

about my desire to get more involved with the peer tutoring program and/or the learning center. 

If you want to meet sometime before, after, or seperately from tutoring next week, I will have a 

fairly open schedule to talk. 



Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              3:02 PM 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Kim, 

Next week is fine. I should be free most of the day on Monday or Tuesday (so 9-S would be fine for me), 
since I don’t have any classes or meetings during finals. I will get started on the application right away. 

Thank you, 

From: Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,             2:55 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary; Abels, Kimberly 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hi       , 

Let’s try to next week. Would you mind forwarding a couple times that work for you then? 

In the meantime, if you haven’t already submitted an application to the Learning Center as a graduate learning 

coach (look for link at learningcenter.unc.edu), please do. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.unc.ed u 

lea rn i ngce nte r. u nc. ed u 

From: <Willingham>, Mary Willingham <mwillir~gham@uncoedu> 

Date: Tuesday,             12:38 PM 

To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabels@unc.edu> 

Cc:                            @liveounc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

I will be out until Monday (after today/tonight). 

Mary Willingham 



CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On , at 12:36 PM, "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabeb@unc.edu> wrote: 

M a ry, , 

Looks like I can meet this Thursday at 3 or this Friday between 12-37 Any of those a match? 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writin8 Center Director 

Learnin8 Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenterouncoed u 

learnin£centerouncoedu 

From: @liVeoUnCoedU> 
Date: Monday, 11:29 AM 

To: Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncoedu> 

Co: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabeB@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

That sounds 8reat! What time are the both of you free this week? I would have time to meet 

Tuesday or Thursday after 11 or anytime on Friday. Do any of those times work for the both of 

you? I hope you both had a happy Easter. 

Thank you asain, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 2:41 PM 

To: 
Co: Abels, Kimberly 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Thanks for the reminder. I would like to introduce you to Kim Abels next week. She is the Director of both 

the Writing and Learning Center. I’ve copied her on this email. Mary 

F rom: 
Sent: Thurs~tay,, 11:50 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Tutoring and the learning center 



Hello Professor Willinl~ham, 

I just wanted to check and see how thinl~s had developed since we talked a couple weeks al~o 

about my desire to l~et more involved with the peer tutorinl~ prol~ram and/or the learninl~ center. 

If you want to meet sometime before, after, or seperately from tutorinl~ next week, I will have a 

fairly open schedule to talk. 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anne russell         @ec.rr.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:16 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Proud of you, MW! 

Keep standing up to these jerks. 
I hope you see my posts on the N&O article, in support of you. 

My great-uncle was Charles Woollen, UNC comptroller after whom 
Woollen Gym was named, and I’m a UNC Chapel Hill alum and also 
a UNC system prof. I know you are telling the truth, out of my own 
experience, and I’m ashamed of our great university for sinking this 
low. And disappointed in Folt for catering to the powers that be. 

Anything I can do on your behalf, just holler. 

Anne Russell PhD 
Wilmington NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@yahoo.corn> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:20 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingharn@unc.edu> 

you have done the right thing! ..... 

I am sure you are getting many good (and some bad) emails/calls about this, but you have done the 
right thing. If you also read what most people are saying they are agreeing. 

I am not one to get involved in something like this, but I could not help myself with what I have read. 

Keep up the good worm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:24 PM 

Smith, Jay M (j aysmith@email.unc.edu) 

FW: Proud of you, MW! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: anne russell [mailto ~;ec.rr.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 3:16 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Proud of you, MW! 

Keep standing up to these jerks. 
I hope you see my posts on the N&O article, in support of you. 

My great-uncle was Charles Woollen, UNC comptroller after whom Woollen Gym was named, and I’m a UNC Chapel Hill alum and 
also a UNC system prof. I know you are telling the truth, out of my own experience, and I’m ashamed of our great university for 
sinking this low. And disappointed in Folt for catering to the powers that be. 

Anything I can do on your behalf, just holler. 

Anne Russell PhD 
Wilmington NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday,              3:37 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Class time conflict tonight 

Ms. Willingham, 

Unfortunately, I have a mandatory class from 530 until 650 tonight. I will come to Dey Hall immediately after 
my class gets out, but I may not make it in time to catch you all. I was wondering what I should do to get the 
information I am going to miss (or tasks or whatever it is that I need to do). Thanks for a great semester. I have 
very much enjoyed tutoring. 

Hope to catch you all tonight. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Tuesday, 3:58 PM 
~ @gmail.com> 

RE: Class time conflict tonight 

:, Just make sure that you have completed all of the assignments, specifically the observation and fina! essay. 

Mary 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:37 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Class time conflict tonight 

Ms. Willingham, 

Unfortunately, I have a mandatory class from 530 until 650 tonight. I will come to Dey Hall immediately after 
my class gets out, but I may not make it in time to catch you all. I was wondering what I should do to get the 
information I am going to miss (or tasks or whatever it is that I need to do). Thanks for a great semester. I have 
very much enjoyed tutoring. 

Hope to catch you all tonight. 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wise, Mike <mike.wise@washpost.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:20 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
RE: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain (2olter’s unionization effort is fueled by 
compassion, common sense’ 

Mary, thank you so much for the feedback. You’ll be glad to know that it was your interview on HBO that really got me to kick myself 
in the behind and write something. I was trying to find a good angle after meeting with Kain Colter the week before and once I saw 
the segment -- and especially your emotion and conviction -- it really made me think and write. 

Here’s hoping things are better on your end and that actual real change is coming so that many of these kids can feel more than used by 
their universities. 

Regards, 
Mike 

My personal email is @gmail.com if you ever need anything. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. [mail~o:mwillingharn¢¢tmc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 10:17 AM 
To: Wise, Mike 
Subject: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain Colter’s unionization effort is fueled by compassion, common sense’ 

Thank you so very much. Great article ! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:25 PM 

Jay Smith            @gmail.com) 

FW: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain Colter’s unionization effort is fueled by 
compassion, common sense’ 

This is my PR strategy, in case you were wondering. I’m always on email with these folks. Always. It has paid off - will continue to 
pay off moving forward. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wise, Mike [mailto:mike.wise 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:20 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain Colter’s unionization effort is fueled by compassion, common sense’ 

Mary, thank you so much for the feedback. You’ll be glad to know that it was your interview on HBO that really got me to kick myself 
in the behind and write something. I was trying to find a good angle after meeting with Kain Colter the week before and once I saw 
the segment -- and especially your emotion and conviction -- it really made me think and write. 

Here’s hoping things are better on your end and that actual real change is coming so that many of these kids can feel more than used by 
their universities. 

Regards, 
Mike 

My personal email is @gmail.com if you ever need anything. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwi~ii~ham~mc.eda] 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 10:17 AM 
To: Wise, Mike 
Subject: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain Colter’s unionization effort is fueled by compassion, common sense’ 

Thank you so very much. Great article ! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:26 PM 

@gmail.com 

FW: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain Colter’s unionization effort is fueled by 
compassion, common sense’ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Wise, Mike [maiF~o:mike.wise 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:20 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain Colter’s unionization effort is fueled by compassion, common sense’ 

Mary, thank you so much for the feedback. You’ll be glad to know that it was your interview on HBO that really got me to kick myself 
in the behind and write something. I was trying to find a good angle after meeting with Kain Colter the week before and once I saw 
the segment -- and especially your emotion and conviction -- it really made me think and write. 

Here’s hoping things are better on your end and that actual real change is coming so that many of these kids can feel more than used by 
their universities. 

Regards, 
Mike 

My personal email is @gmail.com if you ever need anything. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willingham, Mary C. [mailto:mwiN ] 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 10:17 AM 
To: Wise, Mike 
Subject: Reader feedback for ’Mike Wise: Kain Colter’s unionization effort is fueled by compassion, common sense’ 

Thank you so very much. Great article ! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:26 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Hi Mary, 

There are a few different ways I’ve heard yesterday’s meeting described. The N&O said you told Jay 
Smith Chancellor Folt berated you. Jay in response told me that you may have used the word 
admonished. 

Chancellor Folt said the meeting was never contentious and that it was business-like. She said both 
sides had the opportunity to express their concerns. And she said she expressed her commitment to 
ensuring the success of all students at Carolina. 

Would you say this is a fair representation of the meeting? Did she berate you or admonish you? 

I look forward to your response. 

Thank you, 

P.S. - Could you share with me a good way to contact you that is not a UNC email address so that 
when you are no longer with the University we can stay in touch? Thank you! 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkedIn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDealocom 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 9"~ 9-967-8363 or eomail us at news@wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:28 PM 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Yes, I used the word admonished. Reprimanded might be a good word to use as well. Did you watch the video from 

Carolina Weekly? Until next week, Mary 

@gmaiLcom 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Hi Mary, 

There are a few different ways I’ve heard yesterday’s meeting described. The N&O said you told Jay 
Smith Chancellor Folt berated you. Jay in response told me that you may have used the word 
admonished. 

Chancellor Folt said the meeting was never contentious and that it was business-like. She said both 
sides had the opportunity to express their concerns. And she said she expressed her commitment to 
ensuring the success of all students at Carolina. 

Would you say this is a fair representation of the meeting? Did she berate you or admonish you? 

I look forward to your response. 

Thank you, 

P.S. - Could you share with me a good way to contact you that is not a UNC email address so that 
when you are no longer with the University we can stay in touch? Thank you! 

Ran No,ham 
NewsandSpo#sDirector 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Linkedln 



Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the roach? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 919o967=8363 or eomai~ us at news(~owchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:32 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Thank you, Mary. 

No, I have not seen that video. Is it online? 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkedIn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 9’~9o967=8363 or eomai~ us at news@wchLcom 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:28 PM 
To: Northam, Ran 
Subject: RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Yes, I used the word admonished. Reprimanded might be a good word to use as well. Did you watch the video from 
Carolina Weekly? Until next week, Mary 

@gmafl.com 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Hi Mary, 

There are a few different ways I’ve heard yesterday’s meeting described. The N&O said you told Jay 
Smith Chancellor Folt berated you. Jay in response told me that you may have used the word 



admonished. 

Chancellor Folt said the meeting was never contentious and that it was business-like. She said both 
sides had the opportunity to express their concerns. And she said she expressed her commitment to 
ensuring the success of all students at Carolina. 

Would you say this is a fair representation of the meeting? Did she berate you or admonish you? 

I look forward to your response. 

Thank you, 

P.S. - Could you share with me a good way to contact you that is not a UNC email address so that 
when you are no longer with the University we can stay in touch? Thank you! 

Ran No,ham 
NewsandSpo#sDirector 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Linkedln 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 

Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 919-967-8363 or eomai~ us at r~ews@wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Willingham         @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:38 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Resignation? 

Forwarded message 
From: Mary Willingham < ~4maiLcom> 
Date: Monday, April 21, 2014 
Subject: Resignation? 
To: "Beard, Aaron" <abeard > 

Sorry to hear about surgery- jeez. I am in a media firestorm- here is what I said to our Jschool students: (more 
next week after grades are posted) 

https ://dl. dropboxusercontent.com/s/mes94va8oiisfhd/mary-willingham-raw-interview.mp4? 
dl=l&token hash=AAGmIL-IhdIiU ytEsOW6HdLYAOQd7P1B89kgKVT2Jpi2w 

On Monday, April 21, 2014, Beard, Aaron <abeard         wrote: 
Mary, my colleague Joedy McCreary said he hadn’t heard back from you regarding reports of your 
resignation. So I figured I’d drop you an email as well to confirm that you did resign after meeting with 
Chancellor Folt, as well as to see if you had any comment explaining why you reached the decision. Wanted 
to make sure reports were accurate. 

I would’ve emailed you myself earlier as the norm but I’m out this week because my wife had surgery this 
AM. Hoping you can help me out by confirming this so I can go back to nursing duty full-time. 

Thanks. Hope to hear back from you. Take care. 
ab 

Sent from my iPhone 

The information contained in this communication is intended for the use 
of the designated recipients named above. If the reader of this 
communication is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified 
that you have received this communication in error, and that any review, 
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly 
prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please 
notify The Associated Press immediately by telephone at +1-212-621-1898 
and delete this email. Thank you. 
[IP_US_DISC] 

msk dccc60c6d2c3 a6438f0cf467d9a4938 

Mary Willingham 
~ercl[assir~c.com 



Mary Willingham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:40 PM 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

https ://dl. dropboxusercontent.com/s/mes94va8oiisfhd/marv-willingham-raw-interview.mp4? 
dl=l&token hash=AAGmlL-IhdIiU ytEsOW6HdLYAOQd7P1B89kgKVT2Jpi2w 

hope that works. 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Thank you, Mary. 

No, I have not seen that video. Is it online? 

Thank you, 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Linkedln 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 919-967-8363 or eomai~ us at news@wchLcom 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:28 PM 
To: Northam, Ran 
Subject: RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Yes, I used the word admonished. Reprimanded might be a good word to use as well. Did you watch the video from 

Carolina Weekly? Until next week, Mary 



@smail.com 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Hi Mary, 

There are a few different ways I’ve heard yesterday’s meeting described. The N&O said you told Jay 
Smith Chancellor Folt berated you. Jay in response told me that you may have used the word 
admonished. 

Chancellor Folt said the meeting was never contentious and that it was business-like. She said both 
sides had the opportunity to express their concerns. And she said she expressed her commitment to 
ensuring the success of all students at Carolina. 

Would you say this is a fair representation of the meeting? Did she berate you or admonish you? 

I look forward to your response. 

Thank you, 

P.S. - Could you share with me a good way to contact you that is not a UNC email address so that 
when you are no longer with the University we can stay in touch? Thank you! 

Ran No,ham 
NewsandSpo#sDirector 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Linkedln 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Cal~ the WCHL newsroom at 9’~9o967=8363 or eomai~ us at news(~wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Northam, Ran <RNortham@wchl.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:55 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

That did work. Thank you! 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkedIn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 919-967-8363 or eomai~ us at news@wchLcom 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:39 PM 
To: Northam, Ran 
Subject: RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

https ://dl. dropboxusercontent.com/s/mes94va8oiisfhd/mary-willingham-raw-interview.mp4? 
dl=l&token hash=AAGmIL-IhdIiU ytEsOW6HdLYAOQd7P1B89kgKVT2Jpi2w 

hope that works. 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Thank you, Mary. 

No, I have not seen that video. Is it online? 

Thank you, 

Ran No,ham 



News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
LinkedZn 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents on the road? 
Ca~ the WCHL newsroom at 919o967o8363 or eomai~ us at news@wchLcom 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [mwillingham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:28 PM 
To: Northam, Ran 
Subject: RE: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Yes, I used the word admonished. Reprimanded might be a good word to use as well. Did you watch the video from 

Carolina Weekly? Until next week, Mary 

@l~mail.com 

From: Northam, Ran [mailto:RNortham@wchl.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:26 PM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject: Resond To Chancellor Folt’s Meeting Description 

Hi Mary, 

There are a few different ways I’ve heard yesterday’s meeting described. The N&O said you told Jay 
Smith Chancellor Folt berated you. Jay in response told me that you may have used the word 
admonished. 

Chancellor Folt said the meeting was never contentious and that it was business-like. She said both 
sides had the opportunity to express their concerns. And she said she expressed her commitment to 
ensuring the success of all students at Carolina. 

Would you say this is a fair representation of the meeting? Did she berate you or admonish you? 

I look forward to your response. 

Thank you, 



P.S. - Could you share with me a good way to contact you that is not a UNC email address so that 
when you are no longer with the University we can stay in touch? Thank you! 

Ran Northam 
News and Sports Director 

Every day I capture quality moments. 

97.9-FM WCHL 
Chapel HilI-Carrboro’s 
News Talk & Tar Heel Station 

88 VilCom Circle, Ste. 130 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919-967-8363 newsroom 
’cell 

Facebook 
Twitter 
Linkedln 

Are YOU on the Inside? Join Chapelboro Insiders! 
Get Daily Deals for the Chapel HilI-Carrboro community: OurLocalDeal.com 

Have a news tip? 
See traffic or accidents or~ the road? 
Ca~l the WCHL newsroom at 919-967-8363 or e-mail us at news~wchLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              6:31 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Final meeting 

Hello Mrs. Willingham, 

This is just another email regarding my absence from tonights meeting. I emailed you maybe last week but never received a response. 
I am unable attend the final meeting tonight because I have a performance that I have to attend. I have already submitted my final 
assignment. If you would like me to meet with you to discuss whatever I missed at the meeting please let me know. Thanks for a great 
semester! 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Tuesday,              7:10 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 
Re: Final meeting 

Thanks    . All my best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

> On at 6:31 PM, ’ @email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Hello Mrs. Willingham, 
> 
> This is just another email regarding my absence from tonights meeting. I emailed you maybe last week but never received a 
response. I am unable attend the final meeting tonight because I have a performance that I have to attend. I have already submitted my 
final assignment. If you would like me to meet with you to discuss whatever I missed at the meeting please let me know. Thanks for a 
great semester! 
> 

> Best, 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 8:08 PM 

Dennis Raimondi @gmail.com> 

Re: Request for Radio Inteview 

It’s on my calendar. My cell phone is 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 4:58 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Sounds good. Could you do show live this coming tuesday, a week from today, at 
2 pm EST. 

Dennis 

Dennis 
www.dennis.tv 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 319 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli ur~c.edu> 
wrote: 

Dennis, 

Thanks for the invitation. I am teaching my final class this evening and then leaving 
for SC early tomorrow to attend the CSRI conference. 

~ :i/csficor~ference. orgihome/ 

I will be back and in the office next week (grading) and would be honored to do an 
interview with you. My schedule next week is flexible. 

Thanks, Mary 

...... Original Message ..... 

From: Dennis Raimondi [maiko 

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:09 PM 

~maiLcom] 



To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subj ect: Request for Radio Inteview 

Dear Ms. Willingham, 

I would like to invite you to be a guest on my radio show. See: v,~m,.dermis.tv We can 
do the interview as a pre-record over the phone at a time convenient for you. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondi 

www.dermis.t,~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Raimondi @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 8:15 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Request for Radio Inteview 

Mary, 

Please call into 641 209 1084 or 641 209 1083 on Tuesday a couple of minutes before 2 pm East Coast Time. 
Could you please send me a briefbio and any points you 
want to make sure we cover. 

I am looking forward to our interview. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondij 
~vw.de~mis.tv 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 7:08 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

It’s on my calendar. My cell phone is 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 4:58 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" 

Mary, 

Sounds good. Could you do show live this coming tuesday, a week from today, at 
2 pm EST. 

Dennis 

~maik corn> wrote: 

Dennis 
www.dermis.W 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 3:19 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." 
<mwi~I[ingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dennis, 

Thanks for the invitation. I am teaching my final class this evening and 
then leaving for SC early tomorrow to attend the CSRI conference. 



~ :iicsriconferer~ce. orgihomei 

I will be back and in the office next week (grading) and would be honored 
to do an interview with you. My schedule next week is flexible. 

Thanks, Mary 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dennis Raimondi [mailto: 

Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:09 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary C. 

Subj ect: Request for Radio Inteview 

Dear Ms. Willingham, 

I would like to invite you to be a guest on my radio show. See: 
www.denr~is.tv We can do the interview as a pre-record over the phone at 
a time convenient for you. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondi 

www.der~r~s.tv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mary Glish ’          @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 8:39 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Carolina’s loss 

Hey Mary, 
I was so sorry to hear about your leaving UNC and don’t know how you’ve held up this well for so long. I really 
admire what you’re doing for all student athletes, they are lucky to have such a gutsy lady on their side. I am 
embarrassed for a university that I loved that has treated you so poorly. Best of luck in your next venture and 
please let me know if there is anything I can do to help. 
Thinking about you and Chuck, 
Mary 

Mary Glish 
Director, United Church Preschool 
919-794-5013 
~:/iunitedchurchpreschool~ comi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anne russell         @ec.rr.com> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 10:51 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: fyi re Carol Folt 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: anne russell         ~ec, rr, com> 
Date: April 22, 2014 10:49:06 PM EDT 
To: chancellor@unc,edu 
Subject: your handling of the Willingham whistleblower situation 

Chancellor Carol Folk 

My lifelong friend John Owens of Dartmouth TUCK program has high regard for you, and assured 
me that 
UNC Chapel Hill would be fortunate to have you at the helm. 

My great-uncle was UNC Comptroller Charles Woollen, after whom Woollen Gymnasium is 
named, and I 
am a UNCCH alum, as was my father and as are two of my daughters. I also have been a UNC 
system 
professor ofj ournalism, with a PhD in American Studies. 

Because I care very much about UNC and hold it to the highest standard of academe, I am 
disappointed 
in your failure to be supportive of Ms. Willingham’s effort to inform the public of wrongdoing 
regarding 
athletes and UNC programs. She has done a great service, and she is a courageous person. I have 
no doubt of her veracity. 

At this point, you seem to be "one of the boys" rather than a breath of fresh air in UNC 
administration. I think 
my Uncle Charlie must be turning over in his grave concerning UNC’s shameful failure to come 
clean about 
this athletics scandal. And as UNC’s first female chancellor, you owe us taxpayers and alumni an 
explanation for the manner in which you are handling this situation. I have shared with John the 
recent 
events, and he is surprised by them. (John is also a UNC alum) 

Anne Russell PhD 
Wilmington NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@shaw.ca> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 3:07 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

E-mail re latest in The Chronicle 

Dear Prof. Willingham, 

Sprry to read about you in The Chronicle today. 

All best wishes. 

Earle 

@ shaw. ca 
<W%VW . COl11> 

"Veni, Vidi, Vici" 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: earle zeigler,        @shawoca> 
Date: January 31,2014 4:39:55 PM PST 
To: Mary Wilingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: E-mail re scholarship from EFZ 2014 01 31 

Dear Prof. Willingham, 

Greetings! This is just a short note of support after reading the piece about you in The Chronicle. 

Times have not changed; they seem to have gotten worse. 

I felt "constrained" to leave America in 1967 after The Illinois Slush-Fund Scandal broke in 1967. 
Please see Part III of the e-book below. 

I tried to explain the situation, also, in 2011 with another book about how sport is being "used" and 
may be doing more harm than good in America. See in following e-mail. 

All best wishes for your "survival" there. 



Cheers. 

Earle 

_ @shawoca 
<WWWo 

"Veni, Vidi, Vici" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 6:41 AM 

anne russell ’@ec.rr.com> 

Re: fyi re Carol Folt 

Anne, 
Thank you so very much for your support. Your emails (yesterday and today) help fuel my passion and desire to 
implement change. I will continue to work at the national level to dismantle the NCAA so that our colleges and 
universities will not be co-opted by this corrupt system. The NCAA cartel perpetuates educational inequality. 
Change is coming, and it will be because of people like you who care deeply about academic integrity. 
Sincerely, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 10:51 PM, "anne russell" ~ec.rr.com> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: anne russell         ~ec.rr.com> 
Date: April 22, 2014 10:49:06 PM EDT 
To: chance!lor@unc.edu 
Subject: your handling of the Willingham whistleblower situation 

Chancellor Carol Folt, 

My lifelong friend John Owens of Dartmouth TUCK program has high regard for you, 
and assured me that 
UNC Chapel Hill would be fortunate to have you at the helm. 

My great-uncle was UNC Comptroller Charles Woollen, after whom Woollen 
Gymnasium is named, and I 
am a UNCCH alum, as was my father and as are two of my daughters. I also have 
been a UNC system 
professor ofj ournalism, with a PhD in American Studies. 

Because I care very much about UNC and hold it to the highest standard of academe, I 
am disappointed 
in your failure to be supportive of Ms. Willingham’s effort to inform the public of 
wrongdoing regarding 
athletes and UNC programs. She has done a great service, and she is a courageous 
person. I have 
no doubt of her veracity. 

At this point, you seem to be "one of the boys" rather than a breath of fresh air in UNC 
administration. I think 
my Uncle Charlie must be turning over in his grave concerning UNC’s shameful failure 
to come clean about 
this athletics scandal. And as UNC’s first female chancellor, you owe us taxpayers and 



alumni an 
explanation for the manner in which you are handling this situation. 
John the recent 
events, and he is surprised by them. (John is also a UNC alum) 

I have shared with 

Anne Russell PhD 
Wilmington NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 6:55 AM 

George Benson ’ @gmail.com> 

Re: 

President Benson, 
Thank you again for your support. I will continue to work at the national level to dismantle the NCAA so that 
our colleges and universities will not be co-opted by this corrupt system. 
Good luck to you as you transition out of your current position. I hope to meet you soon. Our youngest son 
James will be in attendance there in the fall (bless you). He is so excited that I do believe he is even sleeping in 
his College of Charleston visor. 
All my best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 7:28 PM, "George Benson" ~mai~.com> wrote: 

Mary 

My thoughts are with you and your family. Let me know if I can help in any way. 

Warmest regards, 

George Benson 

President 
College of Charleston 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ec.rr.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:42 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: fyi re Carol Folt 

Oh yes! My husband is an NCSU grad, as are his twin sisters, and his father NCSU professor, and my husband 
is utterly disgusted by the NCAA. 
Thank you so much for your courage. If ever you are in our vicinity, love to meet you. 
Anne 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 6:40 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Anne, 
Thank you so very much for your support. Your emails (yesterday and today) help fuel my passion 
and desire to implement change. I will continue to work at the national level to dismantle the 
NCAA so that our colleges and universities will not be co-opted by this corrupt system. The 
NCAA cartel perpetuates educational inequality. Change is coming, and it will be because of 
people like you who care deeply about academic integrity. 
Sincerely, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 22, 2014, at 10:51 PM, "anne russell" ~;~ec.rr. corn> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: anne russell         :@ec, rr.com> 
Date: April 22, 2014 10:49:06 PM EDT 
To: chancellor~Jnc~edu 
Subject: your handling of the Willingham whistleblower situation 

Chancellor Carol Folt, 

My lifelong friend John Owens of Dartmouth TUCK program has high 
regard for you, and assured me that 
UNC Chapel Hill would be fortunate to have you at the helm. 

My great-uncle was UNC Comptroller Charles Woollen, after whom 
Woollen Gymnasium is named, and I 
am a UNCCH alum, as was my father and as are two of my daughters. I 
also have been a UNC system 
professor ofj ournalism, with a PhD in American Studies. 

Because I care very much about UNC and hold it to the highest standard 
of academe, I am disappointed 
in your failure to be supportive of Ms. Willingham’s effort to inform the 
public of wrongdoing regarding 
athletes and UNC programs. She has done a great service, and she is a 
courageous person. I have 



no doubt of her veracity. 

At this point, you seem to be "one of the boys" rather than a breath of 
fresh air in UNC administration. I think 
my Uncle Charlie must be turning over in his grave concerning UNC’s 
shameful failure to come clean about 
this athletics scandal. And as UNC’s first female chancellor, you owe us 
taxpayers and alumni an 
explanation for the manner in which you are handling this situation. I 
have shared with John the recent 
events, and he is surprised by them. (John is also a UNC alum) 

Anne Russell PhD 
Wilmington NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 8:41 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Chapel Hill Researcher at Center of Turmoil Over Athletes’ Literacy Resigns - The 
Ticker - Blogs - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Bethel’s still trying to grab the headlines. 

> On Apr 23, 2014, at 7:35 AM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Anyone interested in the actual story of this "researcher" and her "findings" on student-athletes’ reading levels should read this: 

> 
> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
> 
> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
> C          I F (919) 962-8247 
> br~dle3~.bethel@unc, edu 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [maiFto:n4aorec~lists.r~acda.com] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 6:36 AM 
> To: N4A listserve listserve 
> Subject: [n4a] Chapel Hill Researcher at Center of Turmoil Over Athletes’ Literacy Resigns - The Ticker - Blogs - The Chronicle of 
Higher Education 
> 

> 

> ~://c~mc~e.c~m/~1~gs/ticker/ch~e~°N1~-resea~cher°a~-ce~er°~°mrm~i~°~er°a~Netes°1ite ~s/76317? 
cid=at&utm source=a~&utm medium=en 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPad 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: ~:/ilists.rtacda.com/unsubscribe 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 9:40 AM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Chapel Hill Researcher at Center of Turmoil Over Athletes’ Literacy Resigns - The 
Ticker - Blogs - The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Pathetic. 
On 4/23/14, 8:41 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. wrote: 
> Bethel’s still trying to grab the headlines. 
> 
>> On Apr 23, 2014, at 7:35 AM, "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Anyone interested in the actual story of this "researcher" and her "findings" on student-athletes’ reading levels should read this: 
~ ~//c~ac1~r~gthemir~d.b~t.c~m/2~ ~ 4/~4/sam-ga~te-h~w-~ne-w~ma~s-i~ff~a~ed htm~ 
>> 
>> Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
>> 
>> Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
>> 344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
>> C            ¯ I F (919) 962-8247 
>> bradley.bethel@unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: n4a-request@lists.nacda.com [maiF{o:n4aom<~lists.nacda.com] On Behalf Of Gurney, Gerald S. 
>> Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 6:36 AM 
>> To: N4A listserve listserve 
>> Subject: [n4a] Chapel Hill Researcher at Center of Turmoil Over Athletes’ Literacy Resigns - The Ticker - Blogs - The Chronicle 
of Higher Education 
>> 

>> 

>> ~://c1rr~ic~e.c~m&~gsAicker/cha~peM~°researcher-at-cen~er-~f-mrm~i~-~ver-a~hle~es-1i~eracv-msig~s/76317? 
cid=a~&mm so~rce=at&~m~ medmm=en 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPad 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> To unsubscribe from this list, click here: ~:i71is~s.nacda.comiurtsubscribe 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,              1:32 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: CSRI Conference - Touching Base 

Mary, 

Wanted to let you know that I have found a student who will video tape the luncheon. I’ve told her when and 
where to be and I will give you her number if can find you tonight, before or after the keynote speaker. I have a 
class on Thursday at 11:40am and am a 50/50 toss up ifI can make the lunch. She is administering grades 
tomorrow and if I can find out mine before tomorrow then I will be there. See you tonight! 

On Sat, at 9:17 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <rnwill[ir~ ur~c.edu> wrote: 
Hi 
The luncheon is all set now for Thursday at 11:45 in the Palmetto Room at the Marriott. Please be my guest, 
if you can fit in the lunch, and I will register you. (pick from chicken, meatloaf or vegetarian). Also, if you 
have found a student (or students) who can video/take photos, will certainly buy them lunch as well. Let me 
know. Thanks so much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 2:24 PM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Just so I can be clear, you’re looking for someone to document the Drake Group luncheon by 
taking photos and video? Is there anything more specific that you’re looking for or is it more 
basic than what i’m thinking of?. I will contact some students this week and get back to you on 
my findings. Take care. 



On Wed, at 10:48 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwi~in unc.edu> wrote: 
Thank you I’m very much looking forward to the conference and panel discussion. I’ve 
mentioned to Richard that we are looking for a photographer and videographer for the Drake 
Group luncheon (RHM award presentation and speech) on Thursday. Perhaps one of your 
classmates who writes for the school paper would like to take the job/and or do us the favor. I 
would be honored to give that person an interview as well if they are interested. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 9:23 AM, ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Dear Mary Willingham, 

The Collegiate Sports & Research Institute (CSRI) organizing committee 
thanks you for taking the time to share your expertise and knowledge with 
us at this year[s conference. My name is            and I am a 

major here at the University of South 
Carolina. For the     conference I am serving as CSRI[s Speaker 
Coordinator and will act as your main point of contact moving forward as 
we near our event date. 

Below is some important information and questions I have regarding your 
participation. 

Panel Schedule & Format 

All panel sessions are held at the Columbia Marriott Hotel located in 
downtown Columbia, SC. panels are held in Ballroom located on the lower 
level. Your panel titled LqSchooled: The Price of College Sport[] is 
scheduled for Thursday, from 6:20 pm [ 7:30 pm. Panelists 
include: 



¯ ? Gene Smith, Retired NCAA D-1 Football Coach 
¯ ? Dr. B. David Ridpath, Professor, Ohio University 
¯ ? Gene Robinson, President, GENEtics Sports Management 
¯ ? Kene Anusionwu, Law Student at Florida A&M and former athlete 

Panelists are seated on a riser in comfy chairs and use hand-held 
microphones. Typically there is an opportunity at the end of each session 
to field questions from the audience. Since there are a large percentage of 
students in the audience, please feel free to also pose questions to them. 

For an updated schedule, please visit the Schedule page at 
~ : licsdconference, org/home/ 

Re,qistration 

You will receive a complimentary full registration to the conference. 
Sessions are held all day from Wednesday, April 23 through Friday, April 
25. 

Hotel Arranqements 

Speakers receive two complimentary nights at the Columbia Marriott 
where the conference is being held. Any additional nights will be the 
speaker[] s responsibility. 

Columbia Marriott, 1200 Hampton Street, Columbia, SC 29201 

~://www. m a rri ott. co m/h otels/t rave I/cae m h-colu m b i a- m a rriott/ 

Transportation 

We provide complimentary transportation for speakers, sponsors, and 
conference attendees who fly into the Columbia Metropolitan Airport 
(airport code: CAE) and stay at the host hotel. The Columbia Metropolitan 
Airport is located approximately 15 minutes from downtown. If you will be 
flying into Columbia, please forward me your flight itinerary. Additional 
information regarding transportation (for ex. where we will meet you at the 



airport) will be communicated closer to the conference. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at 618-7685 with any 
questions. 

Thank you again for your willingness to participate in the Collegiate Sports 
Research Institute Conference. I look forward to meeting you and hearing 
your panel in April. Take care and have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              2:22 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
RE: Summer Tutoring Opportunity 

Hi again! I just wanted to follow up on your last email and check on available tutoring positions. No worries if you haven’t 
had time to look it over yet, I know it’s a very busy time in the year. Thanks, have a great day! 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 11:51 AM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Summer Tutoring Opportunity 

Hi       , 
Let me check in tomorrow to see where we are for the summer. Thanks, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On ., at 9:55 PM, ~ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello! My name i,~ Cox and I’m finishing up my year as a sophomore at UNC. This past fall I was a peer 
tutor through EDUC in French and different Sciences. I heard from my friend that a similar 
tutoring program would be available in the summer for pay. I’ll be living in Chapel Hill this summer and 
working another job, but really enjoyed my time as a tutor and am interested in learning more. Please let me 
know how I can get involved. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anne russell         @ec.rr.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 5:41 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

fyi my own credentials 

I designed and taught a liberal studies master’s level course at UNCW 
rifled Movers Shakers Troublemakers, the Constructive Role of Dissent. 

I have been a certified superior court mediator, licensed counselor, and 
certified AFL-CIO union organizer, as well as a community organizer for 
OEO in Hawaii. 

The State of NC, about 20 years ago, violated my first amendment rights 
and NC ACLU took my case on appeal, and I was exonerated. 

I also went to the mat at UNCW with my dept head of communications 
when I refused to give a C or better to a female black student who was 
on 
some sort of athletic scholarship and rarely came to class, came late to 
class when she did show up, failed her tests or never took them, 
turned in 
only part of a required essay. 

My dept head ordered me to give her a passing grade (my 5 other 
black students worked hard and were earning As and Bs) because she 
was screaming I was racist and his dept couldn’t "afford" that label. 
My 
contract for the next semester was cancelled though my classes were 
already filled at registration. 

I sued UNCW on breach of contract, and the judge found for me and 
informed the provost the university was in violation of my 
constitutional 
rights and my contract was valid. 

The dept head was told to find another job, and he disappeared in May. 

So you and I are made of similar stuff. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

anne russell         @ec.rr.com> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 5:43 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Fwd: fyi, from my good friend who taught physics at NCSU 

and now lives in NYC (she is 80). 

Begin forwarded message: 

Could have happened to me--- 
The university tried to get me to pass athletes who didn’t come to class, didn’t 
submit assignments, didn’t pass exams .... 

I should have gone to the newspapers then .... 
Just didn’t pass their a--es in physics .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday              5:53 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Mary! I totally got my dates mixed up and thought the last meeting was tonight!! Is it too late to turn my stuff 

in? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Wednesday,              6:20 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: CSRI Conference - Touching Base 

Thanks My cell is 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui.-willin~ 

On at 1:32 PM, 

Mary, 

Wanted to let you know that I have found a student who will video tape the luncheon. I’ve told 
her when and where to be and I will give you her number if can find you tonight, before or after the 
keynote speaker. I have a class on Thursday at 11:40am and am a 50/50 toss up ifI can make the 
lunch. She is administering grades tomorrow and if I can find out mine before tomorrow then I will 
be there. See you tonight! 

On Sat, at 9:17 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillir~gham@u~c.edu> wrote: 
Hi 
The luncheon is all set now for Thursday at 11:45 in the Palmetto Room at the Marriott. Please 
be my guest, if you can fit in the lunch, and I will register you. (pick from chicken, meatloaf or 
vegetarian). Also, if you have found a student (or students) who can video/take photos, will 
certainly buy them lunch as well. Let me know. Thanks so much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On at 2:24 PM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Just so I can be clear, you’re looking for someone to document the Drake Group 
luncheon by taking photos and video? Is there anything more specific that you’re 
looking for or is it more basic than what i’m thinking of?. I will contact some 



students this week and get back to you on my findings. Take care. 

On Wed, at 10:48 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillin unc.e&~> 
wrote: 

Thank you     I’m very much looking forward to the conference and panel 
discussion. I’ve mentioned to Richard that we are looking for a photographer and 
videographer for the Drake Group luncheon (RHM award presentation and 
speech) on Thursday. Perhaps one of your classmates who writes for the school 
paper would like to take the job/and or do us the favor. I would be honored to give 
that person an interview as well if they are interested. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 9:23 AM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Dear Mary Willingham, 

The Collegiate Sports & Research Institute (CSRI) organizing 
committee thanks you for taking the time to share your 
expertise and knowledge with us at this year’s conference. My 
name is            and I am a 

major here at the University of South Carolina. 
For th~     conference I am serving as CSRI’s Speaker 
Coordinator and will act as your main point of contact moving 
forward as we near our event date. 

Below is some important information and questions I have 
regarding your participation. 

Panel Schedule & Format 

All panel sessions are held at the Columbia Marriott Hotel 
located in downtown Columbia, SC. panels are held in 
Ballroom located on the lower level. Your panel titled 
"Schooled: The Price of College Sport" is scheduled for 



Thursday, 
include: 

from 6:20 pm - 7:30 pm. Panelists 

¯ ¯ Gene Smith, Retired NCAA D-1 Football Coach 
¯ ¯ Dr. B. David Ridpath, Professor, Ohio University 
¯ ¯ Gene Robinson, President, GENEtics Sports 

Management 
¯ ¯ Kene Anusionwu, Law Student at Florida A&M and 

former athlete 

Panelists are seated on a riser in comfy chairs and use hand- 
held microphones. Typically there is an opportunity at the end 
of each session to field questions from the audience. Since 
there are a large percentage of students in the audience, 
please feel free to also pose questions to them. 

For an updated schedule, please visit the Schedule page at 
http : //csriconference. orq/home/ 

Registration 

You will receive a complimentary full registration to the 
conference. Sessions are held all day from Wednesday, 

Hotel Arranqements 

Speakers receive two complimentary nights at the Columbia 
Marriott where the conference is being held. Any additional 
nights will be the speaker’s responsibility. 

Columbia Marriott, 1200 Hampton Street, Columbia, SC 29201 

h ttp://www, m a rri ott. co m/h otels/trave I/cae m h-colu m b i a- m a rdott/ 

Transportation 

We provide complimentary transportation for speakers, 
sponsors, and conference attendees who fly into the Columbia 
Metropolitan Airport (airport code: CAE) and stay at the host 
hotel. The Columbia Metropolitan Airport is located 
approximately 15 minutes from downtown. If you will be flying 



into Columbia, please forward me your flight itinerary. 
Additional information regarding transportation (for ex. where 
we will meet you at the airport) will be communicated closer to 
the conference. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at 
with any questions. 

Thank you again for your willingness to participate in the 
Collegiate Sports Research Institute Conference. I look 
forward to meeting you and hearing your panel in April. Take 
care and have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              7:47 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Hours 

Hey Mary, 

Do you know who I should email to fix a couple things on my time sheet? I’m not sure if Billie is working from home or not yet. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Wednesday,              9:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 
Re: Hours 

Billie can prob fix it from home. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On , at 7:46 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Mary, 

Do you know who I should email to fix a couple things on my time sheet? I’m not sure if Billie is working from home or not yet. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILL1NGH> 
Wednesday,             9:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

.., no problem- go ahead and send in assignments (final & midterm) 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
ww~,~.u~c. edui~-’willing_h_ 

On , at 5:53 PM, ~live.unc.edt~> wrote: 

Mary! I totally got my dates mixed up and thought the last meeting was tonight!! Is it too late to 

turn my stuff in? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,              11:31 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

EDUC    Midterm 

Hello, 

I was able to complete all of the assignments from the course except for the midterm because of the lack of tutees being 
tutored on the nights I was there. I was wondering if it would be possible for me to submit an alternative assignment 
since I started tutoring later in the semester or if I should just try to fill out the midterm based on the few tutoring 
sessions I observed. Thank you and I apologize for any inconvenience this may cause. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              9:26 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Hey Mary: How are you? I wonder if you are at the learner center. I just want to say hello. 

Let me know please. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday,              9:28 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: 

thanks! Actually in SC at a conference. In all next week, would love to catch up. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui.-willin~ 

On at 9:25 AM, 

Hey Mary: How are you? I wonder if you are at the learner center. I just want to say hello. 

Let me know please. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday~              12:04 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: 

let me know when. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: 

, thanks! Actually in SC at a conference. In all next week, would love to catch up. Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On , at 9:25 AM, ~liveouncoedu> wrote: 

Hey Mary: How are you? I wonder if you are at the learner center. I just want to say hello. 

Let me know please. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Thursday, 1:25 PM 

Gene Smith @gmail.com>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Kene Anusionwu 

@gmail.com>; Gene Robinson @gmail.com> 

Schooled: The Price of College Sports Script 

Thursday Evening Schooled-Price of College Sport Panel Itinerary- Final.docx 

Panelists, 

The following is the script outline for the second panel, Schooled: The Price of College Sports. Let me know 
if you have any questions! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~mail.com on behalf of 
@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              2:32 PM 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Honor System and Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Hi Ms. Willingham, 

How does Tuesday sound? Any particular time that works for you? 

co~J~devtial i~formatio.. A~ uvau&odzed review, use, disclosure, or distdbutio, isprohibited. If you are .or &e ivtevded re@ievt, 
!)lease covtact the sevder by ~ly e-mail avd destroy all copies of the odgival message. 

On Mon, Apr 21, 2014 at 6:12 PM, Willingham, Mary <mwilli unc.edu> wrote: 
Hunter, 
Next week any time works, let me know what fits best with your schedule. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAQ UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 5:52 PM, 

Hi Ms. Willingham, 

My name is                  the Student Outreach Officer at the Honor System. I am writing to you as part of a cam~paign 
to promote academic and conduct integrity through reaching every comer of cam~pus. We believe that all students should be 
infom~ed of the expectations set for them when they come to Carolina. More specifically, we wamt to be a resource for 

Carolina athletes in any way we can through the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. 

I am not sure the extent to which you amd my predecessor conm~unicated, but I would very much like to meet amd discuss 

these issues further. Would you happen to be free sometime next week? Perhaps Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday morning? 
Please let me know when you cam, amd look forward to connecting and meeting soon! 

Best, 



are aot the iateaded recipieat, please coatact the semen" by ~ly e-mail aM dest~’oy all copies of the odgiaal message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Harris, Lori <lori@unc.edu> 

Thursday,              3:42 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

graduation requirements 

Hi Mary, 

I just spoke with your advisee about some issues with language placement and his impending graduation this 

May. (If I should follow up with one of your colleagues on the senior team instead, just let me know!) 

has two problems, both of which are purely administrative. First, although he has PL credit for VIET    and VIET 

, it is down in the electives section of the Tracker; the Tracker isn’t picking those courses up and recognizing that 

they fulfill the general language requirement (which it should, because they do). This seems like some kind of Tracker 
programming error. 

Second problem is that his PWAD major actually requires level 5 of foreign language. When he took the Vietnamese 

placement test back in January, I only reported PL for            because (a) I had no idea he needed level 5 until 

today, and (b) I’m not sure technically how I would have reported anything higher, because Vietnamese courses have 

never existed beyond     There’s no VIET : in the system to give PL for. 

However, the professor who tested in Vietnamese said, 

is fluent in Vietnamese (spoken and written). He would courses. 

So very clearly he HAS demonstrated proficiency beyond level 5, meeting the PWAD requirement. 

Can you clear him for graduation on this based on this correspondence? If there is something more we need to do, 

please let me know and I’ll be happy to attempt to do it. 

Thanks, 

Lori 

Lori Harris 

Department Manager 

Department of Asian Studies 

http://asianstudies.u nc.edu 

919-843-5340 

919-843-7817 fax 

CB 3267 
113 New West 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3267 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 4:24 PM 

Waterhouse, Charlotte Nunn <cnunn@email.unc.edu> 
Fwd: graduation requirements for 

FYI 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Harris, Lori" <lori@unc.edu> 
Date:             at 3:42:11 PM EDT 
To: "Wiilingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
Cc:                    ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: graduation requirements for 

Hi Mary, 

I just spoke with your advisee about some issues with language placement and his impending 

graduation this May. (If I should follow up with one of your colleagues on the senior team instead, just let 

me know!) 

has two problems, both of which are purely administrative. First, although he has PL credit for VIET 

and VIET , it is down in the electives section of the Tracker; the Tracker isn’t picking those courses up 

and recognizing that they fulfill the general language requirement (which it should, because they do). This 

seems like some kind of Tracker programming error. 

Second problem is that his PWAD major actually requires level 5 of foreign language. When he took the 

Vietnamese placement test back in January, I only reported PL for            because (a) I had no idea 

he needed level 5 until today, and (b) I’m not sure technically how I would have reported anything higher, 

because Vietnamese courses have never existed beyond There’s no VIET in the system to give PL 

for. 

However, the professor who tested    in Vietnamese said, 

is fluent in Vietnamese (spoken and written). He would qualify for level) courses. 
So very clearly he HAS demonstrated proficiency beyond level 5, meeting the PWAD requirement. 

Can you clear him for graduation on this based on this correspondence? If there is something more we 

need to do, please let me know and I’ll be happy to attempt to do it. 

Thanks, 

Lori 

Lori Harris 



Department Manager 

Department of Asian Studies 

http://asianstudies.u nc.edu 

919-843-5340 

919-843-7817 fax 

CB 3267 

113 New West 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3267 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Raimondi < @gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:04 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Radio interview 

Mary, 

Please call into                            on Tuesday a couple of minutes before 2 pm East Coast Time. 
Could you please send me a briefbio and any points you 
want to make sure we cover. 

I am looking forward to our interview. 

Please confirm you received this e-mail. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondij 
-a,’a,~;.dermis/tv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 5:38 PM 

Dennis Raimondi ’ @gmail.com> 

Re: Radio interview 

Thanks Dennis. I am out of town at a conference and will send you the bio and points when I returned tomorrow 
evening or Sat. morning. My apologies for the delay. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" < ~mail. corn> wrote: 

Mary, 

Please call into                            on Tuesday a couple of minutes before 2 pm East 
Coast Time. Could you please send me a briefbio and any points you 
want to make sure we cover. 

I am looking forward to our interview. 

Please confirm you received this e-mail. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondij 
www.de~mis.tv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 
@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,              5:40 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Honor System and Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

Sure! See you then. 

co~J~deatial hformatioa. A~ uaau&odzed review, use, disclosure, or dish&utioa isprohibited. If you are aot &e iateaded recipieat, 
hlease coatact the seMer by ~ly e-mail aM destroy all copies of the odgiaal message. 

On Thu,            at 4:32 PM, Willingham, Mary <mwillin      ur~c.edu> wrote: 
10 am coffee at the Daily Grind? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 2:31 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ms. Willingham, 

How does Tuesday sound? Any particular time that works for you? 

Cogfideatialit. T Notice: This e-mail message, iacludi< attachmeats, h.ibr the sole use q[ the iateaded recipieat(s) aad 



are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by ~ly e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On Mon, at 6:12 PM, Willingham, Mary <mwil~in unc.edu> wrote: 
Hunter, 
Next week any time works, let me know what fits best with your schedule. Mary 

Mau Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 21, 2014, at 5:52 PM, ~ive.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

Hi Ms. Willingham, 

My name is                  the Student Outreach Officer at the Honor System. I am writing to you as 
part of a cam~paign to promote academic amd conduct integrity through reaching every comer of cam~pus. 

We believe that aJl students should be infom~ed of the expectations set for them when they come to 
Carolina. More specifically, we wamt to be a resource for Carolina athletes in amy way we cam through the 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes. 

I am not sure the extent to which you amd my predecessor conm~unicated, but I would very much like to 
meet amd discuss these issues further. Would you happen to be free sometime next week? Perhaps 
Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday rooming? Please let me know when you can, amd look forward to 
connecting amd meeting soon! 

Best, 

Co~dentiality Notice: Thh e-mail message, including atta&ments, h for &e sole use of &e intended 
redpient(s) and may contain co~dential information. A~ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or 
distribution isprohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by r~ly e- 
mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Raimondi " @gmail.com> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 6:24 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Radio interview 

Thank you. 
On Apr 24, 2014, at 4:37 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thanks Dennis. I am out of town at a conference and will send you the bio and points when I 
returned tomorrow evening or Sat. morning. My apologies for the delay. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Please call into                            on Tuesday a couple of minutes before 
2 pm East Coast Time. Could you please send me a briefbio and any points you 
want to make sure we cover. 

I am looking forward to our interview. 

Please confirm you received this e-mail. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondij 
www.de~mis.tv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 9:56 PM 

David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; allen Sack < 
<BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; Donna Lopiano < 
Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Northwestern vote another milestone on path to NCAA reform 

~yahoo.com>; Brian Porto 
@gmail.com>; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 7:21 AM 

Gerald Gurney <            @gmail.com>; sack, allen <         @yahoo.com>; 
ridpath@ohio.edu; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Meyer, Jayma M. <jmeyer@stblaw.com> 

re 

~:~www,n~times.com/2014iO4/25isportsia-t~ght-to-ke -athletes-from-the-pair~-of-i~-costs,html? 

interesting piece w/cost estimate for workman’s comp. my question: why would workman’s comp be sufficient 
given the problems that retired NFL players have w/adequate medical coverage? 

I still haven’t heard back from Julie Morgan. Wrote to her yesterday. Any progress on other fronts? 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: ww~7. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

The Black Star Proj ect, U.S.A. <blackstar1000@ameritech.net> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 9:36 AM 

Michael Holzman <                 @gmail.com>       ~optonline.net 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Connection 

Dr. Holzman, 

Professor Mary Willingham from the University of North Carolina is in need of some interpretive services for her work on 

literacy. 

She mentioned your work and I told her that I would connect you two. 

I have cc’d Professor Willingham on this communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael Holzman ;@gmail.com> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 9:42 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Michael Holzman @gmail.com>; The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 

<blackstar 1000@ameritech.net> 

Re: Connection 

Dear Professor Willingham, 

How can I be of assistance? 

Best wishes, 

Michael 

p. s.: Phillip, you may be interested in this chart from my current work in progress: 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:36 AM, The Black Star Project, U.S.A. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 

Professor Mary Willingham from the University of North Carolina is in need of some interpretive services for her work on literacy. 

She mentioned your work and I told her that I would connect you two. 

I have cc’d Professor Willingham on this communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 

I cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail.com> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 9:59 AM 

Allen Sack"         @yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Brian 
Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
(2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 

NW Union vote 

Just thought you’d be interested re: NW union vote: 

NU has been granted an opportunity to have a hearing before the national NLRB in DC. It is my understanding the votes 

today will be impounded pending that hearing. If NU wins at the NLRB, the vote will be moot; if Colter wins at the NLRB 

and the original local NLRB position is affirmed, then the votes will be opened to see if 50% support was reached. 

I do not know - and would love to know if anyone does know...the answer to the following question: 

If the players vote "no" - assuming there is no challenge to the vote based on improper NW behavior...when is 
the next chance they get to vote? Is there a waiting period? 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) . (c) 

, (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
w~ Sport sMar~agem ent Re sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 10:48 AM 

Michael Holzman @gmail.com> 

Re: Connection 

Screen shot 2014-04-24 at 9.09.01 AM.png 

Dr. Holzman, 
I would like to ask you a few questions about my recent literacy study. Would it be possible to set up a brief (10 
minute) phone conversation one day next week? 
Thank you, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c.edu/~-~wi~l~g~ 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "Michael Holzman" < ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Dear Professor Willingham, 

How can I be of assistance? 

Best wishes, 

Michael 

p.s.: Phillip, you may be interested in this chart from my current work in progress: 

<Screen shot 2014-04-24 at 9.09.01 AM.png> 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:36 AM, The Black Star Project, U.S.A. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 

Professor Mary Willingham from the University of North Carolina is in need of some 

interpretive services for her work on literacy. 

She mentioned your work and I told her that I would connect you two. 

I have cc’d Professor Willingham on this communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Holzman        ~optonline.net> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 11:01 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Connection 

Sure. So far every day except Tuesday is clear. What time is good for you (EST)? 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:47 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 
I would like to ask you a few questions about my recent literacy study. Would it be possible to set up a 
brief (10 minute) phone conversation one day next week? 
Thank you, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

www unc edui~-wiNr~ 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "Michael Holzman" < ~mall~com> wrote: 

Dear Professor Willingham, 

How can I be of assistance? 

Best wishes, 

Michael 

p.s.: Phillip, you may be interested in this chart from my current work in progress: 

<Screen shot 2014-04-24 at 9.09.01 AM.png> 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:36 AM, The Black Star Project, U.S.A. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 

Professor Mary Willingham from the University of North Carolina is in need of some 
interpretive services for her work on literacy. 

She mentioned your work and I told her that I would connect you two. 

I have cc’d Professor Willingham on this communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 11:06 AM 

Michael Holzman @optonline.net> 

Re: Connection 

Thank you. Monday at 1 lET? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
vwww.unc, edui~willing~h 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:59 AM, "Michael Holzman" < 

Sure. So far every day except Tuesday is clear. What time is good for you (EST)? 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:47 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 
I would like to ask you a few questions about my recent literacy study. Would it be 
possible to set up a brief (10 minute) phone conversation one day next week? 
Thank you, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
ww~.ur~c, edui~wi~ir~ 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "Michael Holzman" < 
wrote: 

Dear Professor Willingham, 

How can I be of assistance? 

Best wishes, 

Michael 

p.s.: Phillip, you may be interested in this chart from my current work in 
progress: 

<Screen shot 2014-04-24 at 9.09.01 AM.png> 

~mail.com> 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:36 AM, The Black Star Project, U.S.A. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 



Professor Mary Willingham from the University of North Carolina is 

in need of some interpretive services for her work on literacy. 

She mentioned your work and I told her that I would connect you 

two. 

I have cc’d Professor Willingham on this communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 

:ell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Holzmar        ~optonline.net> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 11:25 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Connection 

Fine. I’ll call you. 

If I don’t, call me ten minutes later. 
things). 

I sometimes get pre-occupied and forget appointments (among other 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 11:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thank you. Monday at 1 lET? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.m,c, edui~wi~lir~g~h 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:59 AM, "Michael Holzman" ~tonline.r~et> wrote: 

Sure. So far every day except Tuesday is clear. What time is good for you (EST)? 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:47 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 
I would like to ask you a few questions about my recent literacy study. 
Would it be possible to set up a brief (10 minute) phone conversation one 
day next week? 
Thank you, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
v,a~,~,.ur~c.edu/~willir~ 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "Michael Holzman" 
~maikcom> wrote: 

Dear Professor Willingham, 

How can I be of assistance? 

Best wishes, 

Michael 



p.s.: Phillip, you may be interested in this chart from my 
current work in progress: 

<Screen shot 2014-04-24 at 9.09.01 AM.png> 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:36 AM, The Black Star Project, U.S.A. 
wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 

Professor Mary Willingham from the University of 

North Carolina is in need of some interpretive 

services for her work on literacy. 

She mentioned your work and Itold her that I would 

connect you two. 

I have cc’d Professor Willingham on this 

communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JAMES R WOODROW @sbcglobal.net> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 11:25 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

drake 

How did yesterday go? Any way to get speeches given at award? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 1:55 PM 

Michael Holzman ¯ @optonline.net> 

Re: Connection 

Thank you. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui.-wil~in~ 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 11:22 AM, "Michael Holzman" 

Fine. I’ll call you. 

If I don’t, call me ten minutes later. 
other things). 

I sometimes get pre-occupied and forget appointments (among 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 11:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thank you. Monday at 1 lET? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 

www.unc.edui~wi~lin.@_ 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:59 AM, "Michael Holzman" ¯ ~tonlir~e.r~et> wrote: 

Sure. So far every day except Tuesday is clear. What time is good for 
you (EST)? 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:47 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 
I would like to ask you a few questions about my recent 
literacy study. Would it be possible to set up a brief (10 
minute) phone conversation one day next week? 
Thank you, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.urxc. 



On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "Michael Holzman" 
~mail.com> wrote: 

Dear Professor Willingham, 

How can I be of assistance? 

Best wishes, 

Michael 

p.s.: Phillip, you may be interested in this chart 
from my current work in progress: 

<Screen shot 2014-04-24 at 9.09.01 AM.png> 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:36 AM, The Black Star 
Proj ect, U.S.A. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 

Professor Mary Willingham from the 

University of North Carolina is in need 

of some interpretive services for her 

work on literacy. 

She mentioned your work and I told her 

that I would connect you two. 

I have cc’d Professor Willingham on this 

communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc. edu> 

Friday,              11:45 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

EDUC 

Hi Mary! 

My name is i and I’m a tutor at Dey Hall this semester. Sorry I missed some assignments and the observation. I’ve 

uploaded all of them today. But I found that Assignment 3 had missed. I think it’s about advertising for Dey Hall tutoring session. I 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donna Lopiano ¯             @gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 9:39 AM 

Allen Sack-         :@yahoo. com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith. edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Keeping the Pressure On 

What Athlete Unions and Associations Should Consider Requesting.docx 

What would everyone think about The Drake Group being asked to adopt and, if approved, releasing something 
like the attached. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
2034384280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano~SportsManagementResources.com 
w~w. SportsMa~agemer~tRe sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 9:59 AM 

Donna Lopiano < ~gmail.com> 

Allen Sack ~yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Keeping the Pressure On 

At the moment, certain members of the Drake Group have been behaving so unprofessionally that they 
embarrass me. It’s hard to embarrass me. I think it should be dissolved. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 8:39 AM, "Donna Lopiano" ~mail. corr,> wrote: 

What would everyone think about The Drake Group being asked to adopt and, if approved, 
releasing something like the attached. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLo         ortsMar~agementResources, corn 
www. Spo~sManagemer~Re sources, corn 

<What Athlete Unions and Associations Should Consider Requesting.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN WILLINGH> 

Saturday, 1:50 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: EDUC 

Thank you! 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On , at 11:44 PM, ~)live.m~c,edt~> wrote: 

Hi Mary! 

My name is       and I’m a tutor at Dey Hall this semester. Sorry I missed some assignments and the observation. I’ve 

uploaded all of them today. But I found that Assignment 3 had missed. I think it’s about advertising for Dey Hall tutoring session. I 

Thank you for this great tutoring session this semester! I wish you a wonderful summer and great experience in the new place! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, 12:40 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Allen Sack         @yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Keeping the Pressure On 

For instance? 
DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
w~ww. SportsMar~agement Re sources, corn 

On Sat, Apr 26, 2014 at 9:58 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. <         ou.edu> wrote: 
At the moment, certain members of the Drake Group have been behaving so unprofessionally that they 
embarrass me. It’s hard to embarrass me. I think it should be dissolved. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 8:39 AM, "Donna Lopiano" " ~maiL corn> wrote: 

What would everyone think about The Drake Group being asked to adopt and, if approved, 
releasing something like the attached. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
2o%53%52 o (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DL          ortsM ar~agementResources, corn 
www. SportsManagernentResources.com 

<What Athlete Unions and Associations Should Consider Requesting.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 1:22 PM 

Donna Lopiano              @gmail.com> 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu>; Allen Sack          ~yahoo.com>; Andrew 
Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Keeping the Pressure On 

Donna it is just the vitriol toward the CAP act. I don’t think TDG can get past it. My recommendation is to just 
put TDG on temporary hiatus. We can still have web site etc but I think we need to let people focus on what 
they want to focus on and see what shakes out at this seminal moment. Personally I really don’t care what 
happens as long as we get past and dissolve the current athletic model which to me is untenable--but I believe 
the CAP act is a viable alternative and one I continue to support enthusiastically. 

I am looking forward to the May meeting and moving forward. 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 12:39 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

For instance? 
DL 

~mail.com> wrote: 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DL          o~sManagementResources, corn 
www. SportsManagementRe sources, corn 

On Sat, Apr 26, 2014 at 9:58 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. <         ou.edu> wrote: 
At the moment, certain members of the Drake Group have been behaving so unprofessionally 
that they embarrass me. It’s hard to embarrass me. I think it should be dissolved. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 8:39 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~mail.com> wrote: 

What would everyone think about The Drake Group being asked to adopt and, if 
approved, releasing something like the attached. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 



452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

, (Skype) 
DL          ort sManag:ementReso~rces, corn 
www. SportsMa~agementRe sources, corn 

<What Athlete Unions and Associations Should Consider Requesting.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 1:25 PM 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Donna Lopiano ¯             @gmail.com>; Allen Sack < 
Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Keeping the Pressure On 

~yahoo.com>; 

Kadie was unusually snarky. 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 12:21 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" <~ath@ohio.edu> wrote: 

Donna it is just the vitriol toward the CAP act. I don’t think TDG can get past it. My 
recommendation is to just put TDG on temporary hiatus. We can still have web site etc but I think 
we need to let people focus on what they want to focus on and see what shakes out at this seminal 
moment. Personally I really don’t care what happens as long as we get past and dissolve the current 
athletic model which to me is untenable--but I believe the CAP act is a viable alternative and one I 
continue to support enthusiastically. 

I am looking forward to the May meeting and moving forward. 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 12:39 PM, "Donna Lopiano" 

For instance? 
DL 

~ail.com> wrote: 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLQp~ano(~ortsManagementResources. corn 
ww~. ~ortsManagementRe sources, corn 

On Sat, Apr 26, 2014 at 9:58 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. <         ou.edu> wrote: 
At the moment, certain members of the Drake Group have been behaving so 
unprofessionally that they embarrass me. It’s hard to embarrass me. I think it should 
be dissolved. 



Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 8:39 AM, "Donna Lopiano" 
wrote: 

~maiL corn> 

What would everyone think about The Drake Group being asked to 
adopt and, if approved, releasing something like the attached. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) ~c) 

(Skype) 
ortsManagementResources, corn 

www. SportsManagementRe sources, corn 

<What Athlete Unions and Associations Should Consider 
Requesting.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 1:44 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Donna Lopiano "             @gmail.com>; Allen Sack <. 
Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Keeping the Pressure On 

@yahoo.com>; 

It has really become more of an anti cap act argument than anything reasonable at this point. 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 1:25 PM, "Gurney, Gerald S." < ou.edu> wrote: 

Kadie was unusually snarky. 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 12:21 PM, "Ridpath, Dave" <~ath@ohio.edu> wrote: 

Donna it is just the vitriol toward the CAP act. I don’t think TDG can get past it. My 
recommendation is to just put TDG on temporary hiatus. We can still have web site etc 
but I think we need to let people focus on what they want to focus on and see what 
shakes out at this seminal moment. Personally I really don’t care what happens as long 
as we get past and dissolve the current athletic model which to me is untenable--but I 
believe the CAP act is a viable alternative and one I continue to support 
enthusiastically. 

I am looking forward to the May meeting and moving forward. 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 12:39 PM, "Donna Lopiano" < 

For instance? 
DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano~or~sManagementResoarces. corn 
v~a,~,. Spor~sManagem er~t Re sources, corn 

On Sat, Apr 26, 2014 at 9:58 AM, Gurney, Gerald S. <ggarne~ou.edu> 
wrote: 



At the moment, certain members of the Drake Group have been 
behaving so unprofessionally that they embarrass me. It’s hard to 
embarrass me. I think it should be dissolved. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 8:39 AM, "Donna Lopiano" 
<            ~mail.com> wrote: 

What would everyone think about The Drake Group being 
asked to adopt and, if approved, releasing something like 
the attached. 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
20%538-5280 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DL          ortsManageme~tResources corn 
www. S~ortsMar~ageme~tResources.com 

<What Athlete Unions and Associations Should Consider 
Requesting.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mary Willingham          ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 3:59 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

JS speech 

Jay Smith RMH speech.pdf 

~ :iiwww.%xnews. corn/sports/2014i04i24idorm-report-unc-whistleNower-has-lasting-ef~c~/ 

Mary Willingham 
p2~erclassi~c.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 5:47 PM 

JAMES R WOODROW ~sbcglobal.net> 

Fwd: JS speech 

Jay Smith RMH speech.pdf; ATT00001.htm 

SC, Jay’s speech, and the conference was great. This has been and continues to be a busy week. Next week is 
not looking much better. Oh boy. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mary Willingham ’         ~maiLcom> 
Date: April 26, 2014 at 3:58:42 PM EDT 
To: Mary Willingham <mwil~ingharn@unc~edu> 
Subject: JS speech 

~ :iAwww.%xnews. comi@ortsi20 ] 4i04i24idorm-report-unc-whistleblower-has-lastingrefYect/ 

Mary Willingham 
~erdassinc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JAMES R WOODROW @sbcglobal.net> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 6:33 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: JS speech 

I can open the speech and it was good but I cannot open the htm 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To: JAMES R WOODROW @sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Saturday, April 26, 2014 4:47 PM 
Subject: Fwd: JS speech 

S(2, Jay’s speech, and the conference was great. This has been and continues to be a busy week. Next week is 
not looking much better. Oh boy. 1,m 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mary Willingham          ~maiLcom> 
Date: April 26, 2014 at 3:58:42 PM EDT 
To: Mary Willingham <mwillin unc.edu> 
Subject: JS speech 

http ://www. foxnews, com/sports/2014/04/24/dorm-report-unc-whistleblower-has-lasting-effect/ 

Mary Willingham 
~oerci[assinc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JAMES R WOODROW ¯ @sbcglobal.net> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 6:42 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Fwd: JS speech 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To: JAMES R WOODROW @sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Saturday, April 26, 2014 4:47 PM 
Subject: Fwd: JS speech 

S(2, Jay’s speech, and the conference was great. This has been and continues to be a busy week. Next week is 
not looking much better. Oh boy. 1,m 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mary Willingham         ~mail.com> 
Date: April 26, 2014 at 3:58:42 PM EDT 
To: Mary Willingham <mw~h~gham@u~c.ed~> 
Subject: JS speech 

http ://www. foxnews, com/sports/2014/04/24/dorm-report-unc-whistleblower-has-lasting-effect/ 

Mary Willingham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 6:47 PM 

JAMES R WOODROW " ~sbcglobal.net> 

Re: JS speech 

~rnaiL corn 
is better 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 26, 2014, at 6:41 PM, "JAMES R WOODROW" ~ sbcgl ob al.ne~t> wrote: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillinqham@unc.edu> 
To: JAMES R WOODROW, > 
Sent: Saturday, April 26, 2014 4:47 PM 
Subject: Fwd: JS speech 

SC, Jay’s speech, and the conference was great. This has been and continues to be a busy week. 
Next week is not looking much better. Oh boy. 1,m 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Mary Willingham         ~rnail.com> 
Date: April 26, 2014 at 3:58:42 PM EDT 
To: Mary Willingham <mwillingharn@unc.edu> 
Subject: JS speech 

~ :/iwww.%xnews. corn/sports/2014i04i24/dorm-regort-unc-whistJeb~ower-has- 
lasting-effect/ 

Mary Willingham 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 5:47 AM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; 
Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; allen Sack < @yahoo.com>; Brian 
Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu> 

University of North Carolina Is at Odds With a Raleigh Newspaper - NYTimes.com 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 9:56 AM 

Jenna Robinson <j arobinson@popecenter.org> 

Re: thank you 

Jenna, 
My apologies for the delay in responding. An independent cognitive psychologist (hired by the athletic 
department) administered a screening for LD/ADHD using the SATA (along with other tests) to athletes after 
they were admitted and during summer session II (when they first arrive on campus). After I turn in my official 
resignation letter this week, I might be able to send you the original abstract. I’m checking in with an attorney 
tomorrow. Thanks again for your work, Mary 
My gmail account is. ~mail.com 
cell is 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 11:05 AM, "Jenna Robinson" <iarobir~son~ecer~ter~org> wrote: 

Mary, 

I’m currently writing a story looking at various reforms the UNC system could put in 
place to address the myriad problems surrounding athletics. But first, I need a little 
clarification: Are the SATA-RV, -WM, and -MC tests the only SATA tests that athletes 
take after being admitted? If so, do you know why those particular tests were 
chosen? 

I’ll be in touch again about the Drake Group proposals as my research progresses614, 
but as I said, I’m still learning some of the preliminary information. (Your website has 
been very helpful!) 

Thank you for your help. 

Best, 
Jenna 

Jenna Ashley Robinson, Ph.D. 
Director of Outreach 
The John W. Pope Center for Higher Education Policy 
353 E. Six Forks Road, Suite 200, Raleigh, NC 27609 

~Zlw, ww. 
(919)828-1400 

On 3/3/14 1:19 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillinqham@uncoedu> wrote: 

Jenna, I was surprised by the poll. I was interviewed by Bob Edwards and 



although he is doing a larger show later this month, the original version is 
on Sirius radio today (multiple times). In addition, I have interviewed with 
HBO (3/25 tentative) and ESPN (tbd). My new website (still making some 
adjustments) is htt~: erdassincocom 
Thanks again, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 

www. UncoedulNwillinq~ < htt~!www, unc,edu/Nwillin~> 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 1:12 PM, "Jenna Robinson" 
<]arobinson@~ecenteroorc~> wrote: 

Re: thank you Mary, 

I’m glad you saw it. As I’m sure you noticed, most of our 
readers are very supportive of your work. 

Best, 
Jenna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 11:32 AM 

Amanda Paule <apaule@bgsu.edu>; Jason Lanter Lanter <lanter@kutztown.edu>; 
Kadence Otto <kotto@email.wcu.edu>; allen Sack <        @yahoo.com>; David 
Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Joel Cormier <Joel.Cormier@eku.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Nomination 

Friends, 
Due to seemingly philosophical differences among the membership, I have decided to withdraw my nomination for the president 
position. It is obvious to me that the membership has reached an impasse. I hope someone else will choose to ran. If not, my 
recommendation is to take a break and refer all speaking opportunities to our elected president David Ridpath. I sincerely hope that 
we will soon come to a more collective consensus regarding the approach to college sports reform 
Best Regards, 
Gerry 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 11:39 AM 

Donna Lopiano < @gmail.com> 

Allen Sack < @yahoo.com>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Anyone interested? 

I’m very comfortable with signing on to this. Point 3. ensure rather than insure. Later ponts need points and 
spaces. 
Thanks for doing this. NY Times gets more traction. Chronicle would be my second choice. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 27, 2014, at 8:15 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~ma~Lcom> wrote: 

Given the doubts expressed re: the possibility of The Drake Group taking a position...would 
anyone like to j oin me as co-authors of the attached. If so add your name/position info. Suggest 
whether this should be an editorial??? or letter to the editor?? and where should it be submitted? to 
the Chronicle? NYTimes? any other suggestions? 

Edits welcome .... deadline for sign-ons, suggestions and edits.., tomorrow night or I’ll proceed 
alone...so I can stop thinking about his for a while...realizing that the deadline is not too short 
because we’ve been stating this stuff five ways to Sunday all our lives .... 

:) 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLo         ortsManagerner~tResources~ corn 
www. Sport sManagerner~tRe sources, corn 

<Institutions should deliver now .... docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 12:08 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Donna 
Lopiano <            ,@gmail.com>; Allen Sack <        @yahoo.com>; 
Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Anyone interested? 

I’m on road will read and respond late this afternoon. 

sent from my droid 

On Apr 27, 2014 11:39 AM, "Gurney, Gerald S." <ggt~me~ou.edu> wrote: 
I’m very comfortable with signing on to this. Point 3. ensure rather than insure. Later ponts need points and 
spaces. 
Thanks for doing this. NY Times gets more traction. Chronicle would be my second choice. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apr 27, 2014, at 8:15 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Given the doubts expressed re: the possibility of The Drake Group taking a position...would 
anyone like to j oin me as co-authors of the attached. If so add your name/position info. Suggest 
whether this should be an editorial??? or letter to the editor?? and where should it be submitted? 
to the Chronicle? NYTimes? any other suggestions? 

Edits welcome .... deadline for sign-ons, suggestions and edits.., tomorrow night or I’ll proceed 
alone...so I can stop thinking about his for a while...realizing that the deadline is not too short 
because we’ve been stating this stuff five ways to Sunday all our lives .... 

:) 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DILo         ortsManagementResources~ corn 
www. SportsManagementResources.com 

<Institutions should deliver now .... docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 3:44 PM 

Jay M Smith < @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Radio interview 

FYI 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dennis Raimondi < ~rnail.corn> 
Date: April 24, 2014 at 6:24:16 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwil~i unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Radio interview 

Thank you. 
On Apr 24, 2014, at 4:37 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thanks Dennis. I am out of town at a conference and will send you the bio and points 
when I return- tomorrow evening or Sat. morning. My apologies for the delay. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" <, 
wrote: 

.corn> 

Mary, 

Please call into 641 209 1084 or 641 209 1083 on Tuesday a couple of 
minutes before 2 pm East Coast Time. Could you please send me a brief 
bio and any points you 
want to make sure we cover. 

I am looking forward to our interview. 

Please confirm you received this e-mail. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Sunday, April 27, 2014 10:45 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Elections 

Dear Mary,, 

All Drake Group members who attended this year’s Annual Meeting in Columbia, South Carolina are 
responsible for nominating and electing new members to fill open positions on the Drake Group Executive 
Board. This nomination procedure should have been completed at the regular meeting but members had to leave 
before completing the task. The President Elect position will be filled by David Ridpath because he will be 
spending a year in Germany and will not be able to begin his term as president until next year when he returns. 
Gerald Gurney has graciously agreed to fill in as President of the Drake Group until David returns. Allen Sack 
will serve as past president for two more years. 

The positions that must be filled are as follows: 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Member at Large 

Member at Large 

Student Representative. 

Please return your nominations to me by Wednesday April 30. This should provide you with enough time to 
determine whether the person you nominate will be willing to serve if elected. I will send out the election ballot 

on Friday, May 2 and announce the new board members on May 5th. There is much to be done. Please help to 
move this process along expeditiously. 

Regards, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dr. Gerald Gurney < @gmail.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 1:41 AM 

allen sack <        @yahoo.com> 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Elections 

I nominate Mary Willingham for Treasurer. 

On Apr 27, 2014, at 9:45 PM, allen sack < ~,ahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear Gerald, 

All Drake Group members who attended this year’s Annual Meeting in Columbia, South Carolina 
are responsible for nominating and electing new members to fill open positions on the Drake Group 
Executive Board. This nomination procedure should have been completed at the regular meeting 
but members had to leave before completing the task. The President Elect position will be filled by 
David Ridpath because he will be spending a year in Germany and will not be able to begin his 
term as president until next year when he returns. Gerald Gurney has graciously agreed to fill in as 
President of the Drake Group until David returns. Allen Sack will serve as past president for two 
more years. 

The positions that must be filled are as follows: 

Secretary 

Treasurer 

Member at Large 

Member at Large 

Student Representative. 

Please return your nominations to me by Wednesday April 30. This should provide you with 
enough time to determine whether the person you nominate will be willing to serve if elected. I will 

send out the election ballot on Friday, May 2 and announce the new board members on May 5th. 

There is much to be done. Please help to move this process along expeditiously. 

Regards, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,              8:26 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: CSRI Conference - Touching Base 

Would you mind sending me Shannon’s cell number? I bought a new phone on Sat. and texts and recent 
calls from last week did not migrate. Thanks again for everything- great j ob! Mary 

On at 1:32 PM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Wanted to let you know that I have found a student who will video tape the luncheon. I’ve told 
her when and where to be and I will give you her number if can find you tonight, before or after the 
keynote speaker. I have a class on Thursday at 11:40am and am a 50/50 toss up ifI can make the 
lunch. She is administering grades tomorrow and if I can find out mine before tomorrow then I will 
be there. See you tonight! 

On Sat, l at 9:17 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwil~in unc.edu> wrote: 
Hi 
The luncheon is all set now for Thursday at 11:45 in the Palmetto Room at the Marriott. Please 
be my guest, if you can fit in the lunch, and I will register you. (pick from chicken, meatloaf or 
vegetarian). Also, if you have found a student (or students) who can video/take photos, will 
certainly buy them lunch as well. Let me know. Thanks so much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 2:24 PM~ 

Mary, 

Just so I can be clear, you’re looking for someone to document the Drake Group 
luncheon by taking photos and video? Is there anything more specific that you’re 
looking for or is it more basic than what i’m thinking of?. I will contact some 
students this week and get back to you on my findings. Take care. 



On Wed, at 10:48 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwiNn unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Thank you     I’m very much looking forward to the conference and panel 
discussion. I’ve mentioned to Richard that we are looking for a photographer and 
videographer for the Drake Group luncheon (RHM award presentation and 
speech) on Thursday. Perhaps one of your classmates who writes for the school 
paper would like to take the job/and or do us the favor. I would be honored to give 
that person an interview as well if they are interested. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 9:23 AM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Dear Mary Willingham, 

The Collegiate Sports & Research Institute (CSRI) organizing 
committee thanks you for taking the time to share your 
expertise and knowledge with us at this year’s conference. My 
name is            and I am a 

major here at the University of South Carolina. 
For the     conference I am serving as CSRI’s Speaker 
Coordinator and will act as your main point of contact moving 
forward as we near our event date. 

Below is some important information and questions I have 
regarding your participation. 

Panel Schedule & Format 

All panel sessions are held at the Columbia Marriott Hotel 
located in downtown Columbia, SC. panels are held in 
Ballroom located on the lower level. Your panel titled 
"Schooled: The Price of College Sport" is scheduled for 
Thursday, from 6:20 pm - 7:30 pm. Panelists 
include: 

¯ ¯ Gene Smith, Retired NCAA D-1 Football Coach 



¯ ¯ Dr. B. David Ridpath, Professor, Ohio University 
¯ ¯ Gene Robinson, President, GENEtics Sports 

Management 
¯ ¯ Kene Anusionwu, Law Student at Florida A&M and 

former athlete 

Panelists are seated on a riser in comfy chairs and use hand- 
held microphones. Typically there is an opportunity at the end 
of each session to field questions from the audience. Since 
there are a large percentage of students in the audience, 
please feel free to also pose questions to them. 

For an updated schedule, please visit the Schedule page at 
http://csdconference, orqihom e/ 

Registration 

You will receive a complimentary full registration to the 
conference. Sessions are held all day from Wednesday, 

Hotel Arrangements 

Speakers receive two complimentary nights at the Columbia 
Marriott where the conference is being held. Any additional 
nights will be the speaker’s responsibility. 

Columbia Marriott, 1200 Hampton Street, Columbia, SC 29201 

h ttp://www, m a rd ott. co m/h otels/trave I/cae m h-colu m b i a- m a rriott/ 

Transportation 

We provide complimentary transportation for speakers, 
sponsors, and conference attendees who fly into the Columbia 
Metropolitan Airport (airport code: CAE) and stay at the host 
hotel. The Columbia Metropolitan Airport is located 
approximately 15 minutes from downtown. If you will be flying 
into Columbia, please forward me your flight itinerary. 
Additional information regarding transportation (for ex. where 
we will meet you at the airport) will be communicated closer to 
the conference. 



Please feel free to contact me via email or at 
with any questions. 

Thank you again for your willingness to participate in the 
Collegiate Sports Research Institute Conference. I look 
forward to meeting you and hearing your panel in April. Take 
care and have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 9:22 AM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Allen Sack <. @yahoo.corn>; Gerry 
Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

FYI 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
v,~,~ ~ S~ortsMar~agemer~tRe so~rces~ corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Monday,              9:33 AM 

@ttu.edu> 

Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite full. My home 
phone number is             - let me know the best evening and time (EST for me). Mary 

On at 9:03 AM. ~tu.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a              student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on my final 
project. I have been working on a report all semester about student-athletes and academics. We need to 
have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would be perfect if you are willing to help. I have read 
each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read a journal article you wrote about the matter a few 
years ago. I would need a phone interview, which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you 
could help me out, or direct me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 10:19 AM 

Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu> 

Donna Lopiano <             ~gmail.com>; Allen Sack <ASack@newhaven.edu>; ridpath697. 
<ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Gerry Gumey <ggumey@ou.edu> 

Re: Article 

yes, but no reason not to try nyt. donna, i assume you have names at nyt and chronicle to send to. if not, let me know 

On Mon, Apr 28, 2014 at 10:09 AM, Brian Porto <BPORTO@e~nonila’v~.~edu> wrote: 
Donna: 
I would be happy to sign your article. Attached are a few edits, indicated in red. I agree with Andy that the piece is probably too long for 
tke NY Times. The back page of the Chronicle is a better bet. 

Regards, 
Brian 

From: Donna Lopiano I ] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 9:27 AM 
To: Allen Sack; Andrew Zimbalist; ridpath697.; Brian Porto; Willingham Mary; Gerry Gurney 
Subject: Article 

Will shop the attached around...any suggestions of who I might contact would be appreciated .... 

Please check your name and position at the end...and let me know if you want to be added. 

Edits welcome .... 

Have sent to Ramogi Huma and asked if he would like to join us! But will close opportunities to join after that... 

DL 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-52~0 (w) (c) 

(Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
www. S                 mentResources.com<                                   mentResources.com><                                 enlentResources.com> 

Andrew Zimbalist 
Robert A. Woods Professor of Economics 
Smith College 
Northampton, Ma. 01063 
ph. 413 585 3622 
fax 413 585 3389 
website: www.smith.edu/~azimbali 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu> 
Monday, April 28, 2014 10:27 AM 

~gmail.com; @yahoo.com; azimbali@smith.edu; 
ridpath@ohio.edu; ggurney@ou.edu; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

arbitration provision of CAP Act 

Karcher edits.doc 

When I sere you my draft of an arbitration provision for the CAP Act, I also sere it to Rick Karcher, a law professor at Florida Coastal 
School of Law who originated the idea of arbitxation of eligibility disputes in a recent law review article. He suggested a few changes 

to my draft language, which I support. The new language is attached. 

Regards, 

Brian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Michael Holzman <mhacls@optonline.net> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 11:05 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Michael Holzman <mhacls@optonline.net> 

Re: Connection 

I just called and reached a very polite lady who said she was not you. 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 1:55 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thank you. 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.~nc, edui-~wiNng.~h 

On Apt 25, 2014, at 11:22 AM, "Michael Holzman" <rnhaclsr~toMine.net> wrote: 

Fine. I’ll call you. 

If I don’t, call me ten minutes later. I sometimes get pre-occupied and forget 
appointments (among other things). 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 11:05 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thank you. Monday at 1 lET? 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edui~willing& 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:59 AM, "Michael Holzman" 
<mhacls~tonline.net> wrote: 

Sure. So far every day except Tuesday is clear. What time is 
good for you (EST)? 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 10:47 AM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 
I would like to ask you a few questions about my 
recent literacy study. Would it be possible to set 
up a brief (10 minute) phone conversation one 



day next week? 
Thank you, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.ur~c, edui~willin~ 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:40 AM, "Michael 
Holzman" < ~mail.com> 
wrote: 

Dear Professor Willingham, 

How can I be of assistance? 

Best wishes, 

Michael 

p.s.: Phillip, you may be interested 
in this chart from my current work 
in progress: 

<Screen shot 2014-04-24 at 9.09.01 
AM.png> 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:36 AM, The 
Black Star Project, U.S.A. wrote: 

Dr. Holzman, 

Professor Mary 

Willingham from the 

University of North 

Carolina is in need of 

some interpretive 

services for her work on 

literacy. 

She mentioned your work 

and I told her that I would 

connect you two. 

I have cc’d Professor 

Willingham on this 

communication. 

Thank you for your work. 

Phillip 

cell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Nocera < @gmail.com> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 11:19 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Does this email still work for you? 

I read in Sarah Lyall’s story that you have left UNC. I would love to talk to you for a column I have in 
mind. doesn’t have to be today. Let me know. thanks. Joe 

Joe Nocera 
The New York Times 
212-556-8940 

(cell) 
~mai~.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 11:26 AM 

Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw.edu>; 

Donna Lopiano <             @gmail.com>; allen Sack <        @yahoo.com>; 

David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

<no subject> 

htt .p_.;/~WWWoC bss sha rrif~floyd~.~laintiff-inqatestqawsuit~aAainst- 

ncaa-conferences 

Gerald Gurney, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor of Adult and Higher Education 

334 Cate Center, Room 308 

University of Oklahoma 

Norman, Oklahoma 73019 

Office: (405) 325-1522 

Cell: 

"Live on University!" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,              11:29 AM 

@ttu.edu> 

Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Wed. 8pm my time on my house phone works. Just in case you want to text me a reminder Wed. which 
might be good, my cell is             . Mary 

On at 11:20 AM, @ttu.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday night at 8(EST) 
work for you? If it needs to be a different day, or later/earlier just let me know. 

Thanks again, 

From: Willingham, Mary C. [ unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 8:32 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Texas Tech journalism student 

Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite 
full. My home phone number is - let me know the best evening and time (EST for 
me). Mary 

On at 9:03 AM, @.ttu.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a senior journalism student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on 
my final project. I have been working on a report all semester about student-athletes and 
academics. We need to have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would be perfect 
if you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read 
a journal article you wrote about the matter a few years ago. I would need a phone interview, 
which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you could help me out, or direct 
me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,              12:28 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Hours 

Hey Mary, 

I still have about 9 hours left over on my work-study. Do you know what the schedule for the learning center’s 
exam period is/if there are opportunities for me to work those 9 hours? 

Thanks, 

Biochemistry Major, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cormier, Joel <Joel.Cormier@eku.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 2:12 PM 

’Gurney, Gerald S.’ <ggurney@ou.edu>; Amanda Paule <apaule@bgsu.edu>; Jason 
Lanter Lanter <lanter@kutztown.edu>; Kadence Otto <kotto@email.wcu.edu>; allen 
Sack <        @yahoo.com>; David Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Willingham, Mary 
(2. <mwillingham@unc. edu>; Smith, Jay M <j aysmith@email.unc.edu>; 
’bhawk@uga. edu’; Stokowski, Sarah Elizabeth (sstokows@mail.tenne ssee. edu) 

RE: Minutes 

The Drake Group AGM Minutes.docx 

Minutes of the meeting from Thursday. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Joel Cormier 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,              2:30 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: Hours 

I’m not sure and Billie is still out. Let me see what I can find out. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 12:28 PM, 

Hey Mary, 

I still have about 9 hours left over on my work-study. Do you know what the schedule for the 

learnin8 center’s exam period is/if there are opportunities for me to work those 9 hours? 

Thanks, 

Biochemistry Major, UNC-Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday,              2:32 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

lunch 

Any chance we can switch to Tuesday or Thursday noon - same place, Top of the Hill? 
Sorry, I have an ’only wed’ meeting with someone who I should see on campus. 
Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 

@bellsouth.net 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked the Charlie Brown 
reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would be fantastic. I’ve copied Jay Smith on this 
email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave a moving speech in SC after receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH 
award last Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. I sure hope that some other school wins the damn 
thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday,              3:01 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: CSRI Conference - Touching Base 

Mary, 

Shannon’s number is ¯ Hope all is well. Have a great week! 

On Mon,            at 8:25 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwilli        u~c.edu> wrote: 
Would you mind sending me Shannon’s cell number? I bought a new phone on Sat. and texts and recent 

calls from last week did not migrate¯ Thanks again for everything- great j ob! Mary 

On at 1:32 PM, ~maiLcom> wrote: 

Mary, 

Wanted to let you know that I have found a student who will video tape the luncheon. I’ve told 
her when and where to be and I will give you her number if can find you tonight, before or after 
the keynote speaker. I have a class on Thursday at 11:40am and am a 50/50 toss up ifI can make 
the lunch. She is administering grades tomorrow and if I can find out mine before tomorrow then 
I will be there. See you tonight! 

On Sat, at 9:17 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@ur~c¯edu> wrote: 
Hi 
The luncheon is all set now for Thursday at 11:45 in the Palmetto Room at the Marriott¯ Please 
be my guest, if you can fit in the lunch, and I will register you. (pick from chicken, meatloaf or 
vegetarian)¯ Also, if you have found a student (or students) who can video/take photos, will 
certainly buy them lunch as well¯ Let me know¯ Thanks so much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 



C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On at 2:24 PM, ~maiLcorr~> wrote: 

Mary, 

Just so I can be clear, you’re looking for someone to document the Drake 
Group luncheon by taking photos and video? Is there anything more specific that 
you’re looking for or is it more basic than what i’m thinking of?. I will contact 
some students this week and get back to you on my findings. Take care. 

On Wed, Apr 2, 2014 at 10:48 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<mwi~li~        r~c.edu> wrote: 

Thank you     I’m very much looking forward to the conference and panel 
discussion. I’ve mentioned to Richard that we are looking for a photographer 
and videographer for the Drake Group luncheon (RHM award presentation and 
speech) on Thursday. Perhaps one of your classmates who writes for the school 
paper would like to take the job/and or do us the favor. I would be honored to 
give that person an interview as well if they are interested. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 9:23 AM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Dear Mary Willingham, 

The Collegiate Sports & Research Institute (CSRI) organizing 
committee thanks you for taking the time to share your 
expertise and knowledge with us at this year[]s conference. 
My name is            and I am a 

major here at the University of 
South Carolina. For the     conference I am serving as 
CSRI[]s Speaker Coordinator and will act as your main point 
of contact moving forward as we near our event date. 

Below is some important information and questions I have 



regarding your participation. 

Panel Schedule & Format 

All panel sessions are held at the Columbia Marriott Hotel 
located in downtown Columbia, SC. panels are held in 
Ballroom located on the lower level. Your panel titled 
[]Schooled: The Price of College Sport[] is scheduled for 
Thursday, from 6:20 pm [] 7:30 pm. Panelists 
include: 

¯ ? Gene Smith, Retired NCAA D-1 Football Coach 
¯ ? Dr. B. David Ridpath, Professor, Ohio University 
¯ ? Gene Robinson, President, GENEtics Sports 

Management 
¯ ? Kene Anusionwu, Law Student at Florida A&M and 

former athlete 

Panelists are seated on a riser in comfy chairs and use hand- 
held microphones. Typically there is an opportunity at the 
end of each session to field questions from the audience. 
Since there are a large percentage of students in the 
audience, please feel free to also pose questions to them. 

For an updated schedule, please visit the Schedule page at 
~://csdconference.org/home/ 

Registration 

You will receive a complimentary full registration to the 
conference. Sessions are held all day from Wednesday, 

Hotel Arrangements 

Speakers receive two complimentary nights at the Columbia 
Marriott where the conference is being held. Any additional 
nights will be the speaker[]s responsibility. 

Columbia Marriott, 1200 Hampton Street, Columbia, SC 
29201 



~://www.mardott.com/hotels/travel/caemh-columbia- 
marriott/ 

Transportation 

We provide complimentary transportation for speakers, 
sponsors, and conference attendees who fly into the 
Columbia Metropolitan Airport (airport code: CAE) and stay at 
the host hotel. The Columbia Metropolitan Airport is located 
approximately 15 minutes from downtown. If you will be 
flying into Columbia, please forward me your flight itinerary. 
Additional information regarding transportation (for ex. where 
we will meet you at the airport) will be communicated closer 
to the conference. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at I 
with any questions. 

Thank you again for your willingness to participate in the 
Collegiate Sports Research Institute Conference. I look 
forward to meeting you and hearing your panel in April. Take 
care and have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,              3:06 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: CSRI Conference - Touching Base 

Thanks! 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 3:01 PM, 

Mary, 

Shannon’s number is 

~mail.com> wrote: 

.. Hope all is well. Have a great week! 

On Mon,            at 8:25 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <mwil~i        unc.edu> wrote: 
Wsuld you mind sending me Shannon’s cell number? I bought a new phone on Sat. and 

texts and recent calls from last week did not migrate. Thanks again for everything- great j ob! 
Mary 

On at 1:32 PM. 

Mary, 

Wanted to let you know that I have found a student who will video tape the 
luncheon. I’ve told her when and where to be and I will give you her number if can 
find you tonight, before or after the keynote speaker. I have a class on Thursday at 
11:40am and am a 50/50 toss up ifI can make the lunch. She is administering grades 
tomorrow and if I can find out mine before tomorrow then I will be there. See you 
tonight! 



On Sat, at 9:17 AM, Willingham, Mary C. <rnwillin unc.edu> 
wrote: 

Hi 
The luncheon is all set now for Thursday at 11:45 in the Palmetto Room at the 
Marriott. Please be my guest, if you can fit in the lunch, and I will register you. 
(pick from chicken, meatloaf or vegetarian). Also, if you have found a student (or 
students) who can video/take photos, will certainly buy them lunch as well. Let 
me know. Thanks so much, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/~willingh 

On at 2:24 PM, ~rnail.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

Just so I can be clear, you’re looking for someone to document the 
Drake Group luncheon by taking photos and video? Is there anything 
more specific that you’re looking for or is it more basic than what i’m 
thinking of?. I will contact some students this week and get back to 
you on my findings. Take care. 

On Wed,           at 10:48 AM, Willingham, Mary C. 
<rnwill{ingharn@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you     I’m very much looking forward to the conference 
and panel discussion. I’ve mentioned to Richard that we are looking 
for a photographer and videographer for the Drake Group luncheon 
(RHM award presentation and speech) on Thursday. Perhaps one of 
your classmates who writes for the school paper would like to take 
the j ob/and or do us the favor. I would be honored to give that 
person an interview as well if they are interested. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On at 9:23 AM, 
< ~rnaiL corn> wrote: 



Dear Mary Willingham, 

The Collegiate Sports & Research Institute (CSRI) 
organizing committee thanks you for taking the 
time to share your expertise and knowledge with 
us at this year’s conference. Mv name is 

and l am a 
major here at the University of 

South Carolina. For the     conference I am 
serving as CSRI’s Speaker Coordinator and will 
act as your main point of contact moving forward 
as we near our event date. 

Below is some important information and 
questions I have regarding your participation. 

Panel Schedule & Format 

All panel sessions are held at the Columbia 
Marriott Hotel located in downtown Columbia, 
SC. panels are held in Ballroom located on the 
lower level. Your panel titled "Schooled: The 
Price of College Sport" is scheduled for Thursday, 

from 6:20 pm - 7:30 pm. Panelists 
include: 

¯ ¯ Gene Smith, Retired NCAA D-1 Football 
Coach 

¯ ¯ Dr. B. David Ridpath, Professor, Ohio 
University 

¯ ¯ Gene Robinson, President, GENEtics 
Sports Management 

¯ ¯ Kene Anusionwu, Law Student at Florida 
A&M and former athlete 

Panelists are seated on a riser in comfy chairs 
and use hand-held microphones. Typically there 
is an opportunity at the end of each session to 
field questions from the audience. Since there are 
a large percentage of students in the audience, 
please feel free to also pose questions to them. 

For an updated schedule, please visit the 
Schedule page at ~://csdconference.org!home/ 



Registration 

You will receive a complimentary full registration 
to the conference. Sessions are held all day from 
Wednesday, 

Hotel Arranqements 

Speakers receive two complimentary nights at the 
Columbia Marriott where the conference is being 
held. Any additional nights will be the speaker’s 
responsibility. 

Columbia Marriott, 1200 Hampton Street, 
Columbia, SC 29201 

http://www, m a rri ott. co m/h otels/t rave I/cae m h- 
columbia-marriott/ 

Transportation 

We provide complimentary transportation for 
speakers, sponsors, and conference attendees 
who fly into the Columbia Metropolitan Airport 
(airport code: CAE) and stay at the host hotel. 
The Columbia Metropolitan Airport is located 
approximately 15 minutes from downtown. If you 
will be flying into Columbia, please forward me 
your flight itinerary. Additional information 
regarding transportation (for ex. where we will 
meet you at the airport) will be communicated 
closer to the conference. 

Please feel free to contact me via email or at 
with any questions. 

Thank you again for your willingness to participate 
in the Collegiate Sports Research Institute 
Conference. I look forward to meeting you and 
hearing your panel in April. Take care and have a 
great day! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,              4:05 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: lunch 

Hey Mary, 

Lets do Tuesday. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: lunch 

Any chance we can switch to Tuesday or Thursday noon - same place, Top of the Hill? 

Sorry, I have an ’only wed’ meetin8 with someone who I should see on campus. 

Mary 

Mary Willinsham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday,              4:11 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: lunch 

That’s tomorrow - see you there at noon! Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On at 4:05 PM, 

Hey Mary, 

Lets do Tuesday. 

From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: lunch 

Any chance we can switch to Tuesday or Thursday noon- same place, Top of the Hill? 
Sorry, I have an ’only wed’ meeting with someone who I should see on campus. 

Mary 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC, UNC CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 4:14 PM 

@~gmail.com> 

Jay Smith RMH speech.pdf 

Jay Smith RMH speech.pdf; ATT00001.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kadence Otto <kotto@email.wcu.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 4:45 PM 

Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu>; Amanda Paule <apaule@bgsu.edu>; Jason 
Lanter Lanter <lanter@kutztown.edu>; allen Sack <        @yahoo.com>; David 
Ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Joel Cormier <Joel.Cormier@eku.edu>; Willingham, 
Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Nomination 

Hello Drakes, 

We really did have a good time visiting with one another at CSRI. While the conversations we’ve had over the last year regarding the 
contents of the proposed CAP Act have been difficult at times, I believe that such discussions proved healthy as the spirit was always 
to improve the bill. While it is unfortunate that the improvements I advocated for as a member of the working group of the CAP Act, 
and further laid out in my presentation at CSRI, have not been incorporated (i.e., ensuring that all content provisions of the CAP Act 
pass the test of logical moral reasoning and are aligned with the universal principles of justice, fairness, and respect for the dignity of 
the athletes), I respect the EC’s position to move ahead with TDG’s name attached to the bill. Still, as a result of this, and as Gerry 
rightly pointed out, it places TDG membership in a difficult position. Due to the public nature of pursuing federal legislation with the 
Drake name on it, members who cannot in good conscience support the legislation are forced to make a choice. As a long time 
member and Past-President of TDG, please accept my resignation. I count all of you as my closest colleagues and friends and my 
resignation does not change this. I very much look forward to seeing all of you again at another conference and continuing to work on 
advocating for a system which is fair, just, and respects the dignity of all of the parties involved in college sports. 

All my best, 

Kadie 

Kadence Otto, Ph. D. 
Associate Professor, Sport Management 
College of Business, Western Carolina University 
Cullowhee, NC 28723, 828.227.3548 

From: Gurney, Gerald S. <ggurney@ou.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, April 27, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Amanda Paule; Jason Lanter Lanter; Kadence Otto; allen Sack; David Ridpath; Joel Cormier; Willingham Mary; Jay Smith 
Subject: Nomination 

Friends, 
Due to seemingly philosophical differences among the membership, I have decided to withdraw my nomination for the president 
position. It is obvious to me that the membership has reached an impasse. I hope someone else will choose to ran. If not, my 
recommendation is to take a break and refer all speaking opportunities to our elected president David Ridpath. I sincerely hope that 
we will soon come to a more collective consensus regarding the approach to college sports reform 
Best Regards, 
Gerry 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HODD1NG CARTER < @bellsouth.net> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 5:07 PM 

Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: missed calls 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To:        @bellsouth.net" <       ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked the Charlie Brown 
reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would be fantastic. I’ve copied Jay Smith on this 
email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave a moving speech in S(2 after receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH 
award last Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. I sure hope that some other school wins the damn 
thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 5:15 PM 

HODDING CARTER <      ~bellsouth.net> 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: missed calls 

THANKS - SEE YOU AT THE CAROLINA 1NN ---WED. at 12:30 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 5:10 PM, "HODDING CARTER" < ~bellsouth.~et> wrote: 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth.net" < @bellsouth.net> 
Co: "Smith, Jay M" <A~smith@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked the Charlie 
Brown reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would be fantastic. I’ve copied 
Jay Smith on this email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave a moving speech in SC after 
receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH award last Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. 
I sure hope that some other school wins the damn thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 5:54 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: Literacy 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Michael Holzman <mhacls~Jtor~1ir~e.neJt> 
Date: April 28, 2014 at 5:50:16 PM EDT 
To: "Mary C. Willingham" <mwilli~aham@ur~c.edu> 
Cc: Michael Holzman <mhads~tonline.net> 
Subject: Literacy 

Dear May, 

Jane says that in her programs the rule of thumb is that people reading at grade 7 require two 
semesters of tuition to reach college entrance standard. 

Non-readers take three to four years. 

Looking forward to seeing your data. 

Best wishes, 

Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HODDING CARTER <       @bellsouth.net> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:25 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: missed calls 

well, they can’t take us at 12:30, so back to noon. 

the desk man warned the old gaffer that it would be mighty loud and perhaps 
i’d like another day.., i said there was no one at the University who could be 
louder than me...while he didn’t laugh, at least he stopped patronizing me 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> 
To: HODDING CARTER <       ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 5:15 PM 
Subject: Re: missed calls 

THANKS - SEE YOU AT THE CAROLINA INN ---WED. at 12:30 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 5:10 PM, "HODDING CARTER" < 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~irLqham~unc.edu> 

To:        @bellsouth.net" <       ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <~/smitbo@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked the Charlie Brown 
reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would be fantastic. I’ve copied Jay Smith on 
this email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave a moving speech in SC after receiving the 2014 Drake 
Group RMH award last Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. I sure hope that some other 
school wins the damn thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:35 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; HODDING CARTER 
<       @bellsouth.net> 

Re: missed calls 

Great, very pleased to join you both (thanks for the invite.) -JS 
On 4/28/14, 5:15 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

THANKS - SEE YOU AT THE CAROLINA INN ---WED. at 12:30 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 5:10 PM, "HODDING CARTER" < 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilliagham@unc,edu> 
To:        @bellsouth.net" <       @bellsouth.r~et> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <~ysmith@emaiLunc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked 
the Charlie Brown reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would 
be fantastic. I’ve copied Jay Smith on this email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave 
a moving speech in SC after receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH award last 
Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. I sure hope that some other school 
wins the damn thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:47 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: missed calls 

Noon 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: HODDING CARTER <       ~belJsouth.r~et> 
Date: April 28, 2014 at 8:25:07 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi[lingham@unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: missed calls 
Reply-To: HODDING CARTER <       @bd~somh~r~et> 

well, they can’t take us at 12:30, so back to noon. 

the desk man warned the old gaffer that it would be mighty loud 
and perhaps i’d like another day.., i said there was no one at the 
University who could be louder than me...while he didn’t laugh, at 
least he stopped patronizing me 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin      unc,edu> 
To: HODDING CARTER < ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" < email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 5:15 PM 
Subject: Re: missed calls 

THANKS - SEE YOU AT THE CAROLINA INN ---WED. at 12:30 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 5:10 PM, "HODDING CARTER" < @bellsouth.r~et> wrote: 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillin unc.edu> 
To: @bellsouth.net" < ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@emaiLuncoedu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 



Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked 
the Charlie Brown reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would 
be fantastic. I’ve copied Jay Smith on this email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave 
a moving speech in SC after receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH award last 
Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. I sure hope that some other school 
wins the damn thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Monday, April 28, 2014 8:47 PM 

HODDING (CARTER < @bellsouth.net> 

Re: missed calls 

Noon it is- he has no idea who we all are now does he? 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 8:28 PM, "HODDING CARTER" < ~beI~south.net> wrote: 

well, they can’t take us at 12:30, so back to noon. 

the desk man warned the old gaffer that it would be mighty loud 
and perhaps i’d like another day.., i said there was no one at the 
University who could be louder than me...while he didn’t laugh, at 
least he stopped patronizing me 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi unc.edu> 
To: HODDING CARTER ¯ @bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@ema&unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 5:15 PM 
Subject: Re: missed calls 

THANKS - SEE YOU AT THE CAROLINA 1NN ---WED. at 12:30 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 5:10 PM, "HODDING CARTER" < @bellsouth.r~et> wrote: 

If 12:30 IS OKAY, WE THREE ARE ON. 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <Lnwi~ingham@unc.edu> 
To: ~bellsouth.net" < ~bellsouth.net> 
Cc: "Smith, Jay M" < maiLunc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: missed calls 

Hodding, 
Thanks for the phone calls, sorry to keep missing you, By the way, I especially liked 
the (Charlie Brown reference. This Wednesday at noon--Carolina Inn for lunch would 



be fantastic. I’ve copied Jay Smith on this email in hopes that he will join us. Jay gave 
a moving speech in SC after receiving the 2014 Drake Group RMH award last 
Thursday. Nothing like ’keeping it in the family’. I sure hope that some other school 
wins the damn thing next year. 
Best, Mary 

Mary Willingham 

C S SAC, UNC CH 

www.unc.edu/~willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 6:51 AM 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Allen 
Sack <        @yahoo.com>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; 
ridpath697. <ridpath@ohio.edu>; Brian Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Talk about asking the wrong question! 

~ :~www. cbssports, corn/col1 ege~Botba~iwriter/dennis-doddi24543718iin-push-~Br-atN ete-reform-will-ncaa- 
~et~its~biggest-con~rer~ces~ead 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLopiano@SportsManagementResources.com 
"a~,~a~. SportsManagem ent Re sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 8:44 AM 

Donna Lopiano <            @gmail.com> 

Re: Talk about asking the wrong question! 

Donna, 
I’ve got some student meetings this morning and I’m running late so I will not be on conference call. I do have a 
trip to DC planned for next week (Tuesday night - Friday). I will be open to visiting folks so let me know. I 
probably need to get everyone moved to my gmail account - ~mail~com. 
Talk soon, Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 6:50 AM, "Donna Lopiano" < ~maiL corn> wrote: 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLo         or~sManagementResources, corn 
www. SponsManagementRe sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ridpath, Dave <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 9:01 AM 

Donna Lopiano <,            @gmail.com> 

Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; Andrew Zimbalist <azimbali@smith.edu>; Allen 
Sack <        @yahoo.com>; Willingham, Mary (2. <mwillingham@unc.edu>; Brian 
Porto <bporto@vermontlaw.edu> 

Re: Talk about asking the wrong question! 

Be on in five minutes. 

Sent from my iPhone please excuse any errors 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 6:50 AM, "Donna Lopiano" <, ~maiL corn> wrote: 

~ ://www. cbss~r,~s.c~rn/c~ege%~tba~/wr~te~dennis-d~dd/2 4 54 3 7 ~ 8/in-push-f~r-ath~ete- 
r ef orrn- wi l ~-n caa-~ et-i ts-b i gg est-co~f er e~ ces~l ead 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLop~ar~@ S~ ortsManagernentReso~rces, cora 
www. SportsManagerne~Re sources, corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              11:19 AM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

education 

Hey Dr. Willingham, 
My name is and I am a junior at UNC. I submitted my application for the Educ    class for this coming fall I am 
mainly interested in tutoring Spanish but also able to tutor in other subjects. I was just wondering if there is any news about whether or 
not I will be admitted or if there is any other information I need to give you. I am just trying to nail down my schedule for next fall. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 
Tuesday,              12:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Re: education 

Thanks I need to post grades tomorrow and then I’ll work on rosters for the fall. I’ve never turned a tutor away that met the 
requirements. 

> On , at 11:19 AM, " ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> Hey Dr. Willingham, 
> My name is and I am a junior at UNC. I submitted my application for the Educ    class for this coming fall . I 
am mainly interested in tutoring Spanish but also able to rotor in other subjects. I was just wondering if there is any news about 
whether or not I will be admitted or if there is any other information I need to give you. I am just trying to nail down my schedule for 
next fall. 
> 
> Thanks, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Allison, Kim A <kallison@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,              1:24 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@~live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

I-9 Process for Summer Session Payroll 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

Hello everyone, 

I was just notified that Coker Hall, room 104 will be open to process I-9s from 9am - 4pm Monday - Friday. 

Please make sure when you go, that you have the following documentation: 

a) Unexpired Driver License & Social Security Card 

OR 

b) Unexpired Passport 

All documentation must be original - copies will not be accepted. 

Please make sure you have this done prior to your ist day of work, which is 

paid for your services. 

otherwise, you will not be 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks, 
Kim 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Summer Bridge Program 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-8134 (fx) 

kallison@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:29 PM 

@yahoo.com 

Re: link 

See how scrambled my brain is .... 

erclassinc, comijAsi-smith-speech-acceptance-robert-ma~nard-hutchins-award/ 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 4:28 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwilli ur~c.edL~> wrote: 

Allen, 
Sorry to keep missing you. I am reading essays, posting grades and sorting out my resignation. You 
can imagine all of the people who want to say goodbye, although I live so it’s 
not like I’m going anywhere. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 4:40 PM 

Dennis Raimondi < @gmail.com> 

Re: Radio interview 

Thanks for having me on your show today, it was a pleasure. All my best, Mary 
erdassir~c.com 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 6:24 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" 

Thank you. 
On Apr 24, 2014, at 4:37 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thanks Dennis. I am out of town at a conference and will send you the bio and points 
when I returned tomorrow evening or Sat. morning. My apologies for the delay. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
C S SAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" < 
wrote: 

~mail.com> 

Mary, 

Please call into 641 209 1084 or 641 209 1083 on Tuesday a couple of 
minutes before 2 pm East Coast Time. Could you please send me a brief 
bio and any points you 
want to make sure we cover. 

I am looking forward to our interview. 

Please confirm you received this e-mail. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondij 
~?ww. d e nr~ s~ tv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dennis Raimondi < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 6;17 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Re: Radio interview 

Thank you. I will sent you an mp3 file of the interview. 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 3:39 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thanks for having me on your show today, it was a pleasure. All my best, Mary 
erclassinc.com 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 6:24 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" < 

Thank you. 
On Apr 24, 2014, at 4:37 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

Thanks Dennis. I am out of town at a conference and will send you the 
bio and points when I returned tomorrow evening or Sat. morning. My 
apologies for the delay. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On Apr 24, 2014, at 5:04 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" 
<             ~@~rnail.con:t> wrote: 

Mary, 

Please call into 641 209 1084 or 641 209 1083 on Tuesday a 
couple of minutes before 2 pm East Coast Time. Could you 
please send me a briefbio and any points you 
want to make sure we cover. 

I am looking forward to our interview. 

Please confirm you received this e-mail. 

Regards, 

Dennis Raimondij 
ww~,.dennis.t\~~ 

~rnail.corn> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday,              6:48 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@unc.edu> 

Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

I can meet after 11 am on Thursday. Mary 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC, UNC CH 
www.unc.edu/-willingh 

On , at 3:05 PM, " 

Hello Kim and Mary, 

I was wondering if we were still trying to meet sometime this week. I am free all day Thursday. 

Thankyou, 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:48 AM 

To: Abels, Kimberly 

Cc: Willingham, Mary 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Kim, 

Here is my completed application. 

My three references are: 



Thank you for your time, and I look foward to meeting early next week, 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

To: Abels, Kimberly 

Cc: Willingham, Mary 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Kim, 

Next week is fine. I should be free most of the day on Monday or Tuesday (so 9-5 would be fine 

for me), since I don’t have any classes or meetings during finals. I will get started on the 

application right away. 

Thankyou, 

From: Abels, Kimberly Town <kabels@uncoedu> 

Sent: Tuesday,             2:55 PM 

To: Willingham, Mary; Abels, Kimberly 

Cc: 

Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

Hi 

Let’s try to next week. Would you mind forwarding a couple times that work for you then? 

In the meantime, if you haven’t already submitted an application to the Learning Center as a 
graduate learning coach (look for link at learningcenterouncoedu), please do. 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenterouncoed u 

lea rn i ngce nte ro u nco ed u 



From: <Willingham>, Mary Willingham <mwillingham@uncoedu> 

Date: Tuesday,             12:38 PM 

To: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabeB@unc~edu> 

Co: ’                           @liVeoUnc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Tutoring and the learning center 

I will be out until Monday (after today/tonight). 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

On at 12:36 PM, "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabeB@uncoedu> wrote: 

M a ry, 

Looks like can meet this Thursday at 3 or this Friday between 12-3? Any of those a 

match? 

Thanks, 

Kim 

Kimberly Abels, Ph.D. 

Writing Center Director 

Learning Center Director 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

writingcenter.uncoed u 

lea rnin£centerouncoed u 

From: < @liveouncoedu> 
Date: Monday, 11:29 AM 

To: Mary Willingham <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

Co: "Abels, Kimberly Town" <kabeB@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

That sounds great! What time are the both of you free this week? I would have time 

to meet Tuesday or Thursday after 11 or anytime on Friday. Do any of those times 

work for the both of you? I hope you both had a happy Easter. 

Thank you again, 



From: Willingham, Mary C. <mwi[[i[~gham@uncoedu> 

.Sent: Thursday, 2:41 PM 

To: 
Co: Abels, Kimberly 

.Subject: RE: Tutoring and the learning center 

Thanks for the reminder. I wouJd Jike to introduce you to Kim AbeJs next week. She is the 

Director of both the Writing and Learning Center. I’ve copied her on this email. Mary 

From 
Sent: Tl~ursclay, 11:50 AM 
To: Willingham, Mary C. 
Subject." Tutoring and the learning center 

Hello Professor Willingham, 

I just wanted to check and see how things had developed since we talked a couple 
weeks ago about my desire to get more involved with the peer tutoring program 

and/or the learning center. If you want to meet sometime before, after, or seperately 
from tutoring next week, I will have a fairly open schedule to talk. 

Thanks for your help, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 7:32 PM 

Casey, Matt <matt.casey@ttu. edu> 

Re: Texas Tech j ournalism student 

Matt- Could we do 9pm EST tomorrow night? I was invited to a 630 dinner with a student. Also call me on my 
cell at              Sorry for the change, Mary 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 11:20 AM, "Casey, Matt" <matt.case~ttu.edu> wrote: 

Mary, 

Thank you very much for helping out, any time really works for me, but would Wednesday night at 8(EST) 
work for you? If it needs to be a different day, or later/earlier just let me know. 

Thanks again, 
Matt Casey 

I:rom: Willingham, Mary C. [ uacoedu] 
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2014 8:32 AM 
To: Casey, Matt 
Subject: Re: Texas Tech journalism student 

Matt, Happy to help out but we may have to do an evening call as my calendar this week is quite 
full. My home phone number is - let me know the best evening and time (EST for 
me). Mary 

On Apr 28, 2014, at 9:03 AM, "Casey, Matt" <matt.case~.ttu.edu> wrote: 

Ms. Willingham, 

I am a senior journalism student at Texas Tech University, and could really use some help on 
my final project. I have been working on a report all semester about student-athletes and 
academics. We need to have a national expert on the matter, and I think you would be perfect 
if you are willing to help. I have read each CNN article that you interviewed for as well as read 
a journal article you wrote about the matter a few years ago. I would need a phone interview, 
which shouldn’t take more than 30 minutes of your time. If you could help me out, or direct 
me to someone else who could help, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Thanks, 
Matt Casey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 9:12 PM 

Meg Flournoy <margaret.flournoy@duke.edu> 

Re: Coffee? 

@gmail.com 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 8:58 PM, "Meg Flournoy" <margaret.flourno¥~duke.edu> wrote: 

The week of May 12 is great, let me check the calendar tomorrow but that is a wide open week for 
me too. 
What is your personal email to use? I just have the unc one. 
Will be good to see you. 
Meg 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 8:22 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Meg. I would like to get together. This week (posting grades and quitting) and 
next (DC) are ridiculous but the week of May 12th is wide open so let me know your 
best day and time. Mary 

On Apr 29, 2014, at 7:18 PM, "Meg Flournoy" <margaret.flourno¥@duke.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary 
I can’t believe so many months have passed since we met at Weaver 
Street. Would you like to get together for coffee? 
Thinking of you, 
Meg 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 10:20 AM, "Willingham, Mary C." 
<mwillingham~unc.edu> wrote: 

See you there and thanks!! 

Mary Willingham 
CSSAC 
UNC-CH 
www.unc, edu/-willingh 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 10:19 AM, "Meg Flournoy" 
<margaret.flourno¥@duke. edu> wrote: 

Love it, how about 8:307 See you there. 

And your mother’s suggestion....not quite what her 

daughter needs...oh my... 

See you Wednesday. 



From: Willingham, Mary C. 

[mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 10:16 AM 
To: Meg Flournoy 
Subject: Re: Thinking of you 

Wed. in the morning. Weaver Street. Any time. 

Mary Willingham 

CSSAC 

UNC-CH 

www.u nc.edu/~willingh 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 10:14 AM, "Meg Flournoy" 

<margaret.flournoy@duke.edu> wrote: 

Great, how about Wednesday, which is 
better, first thing in the morning, or 

later in the afternoon? 

I’m totally open to locations too, 

Carrboro, Meadowmont, or do you 

want to get out of CH? 

Looking Glass in Carrboro? 

From: Willingham, Mary C. 

[mailto:mwillinqham@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 10:08 
AM 
To: Meg Flournoy 
Subject: Re: Thinking of you 

Meg, Great to hear from you. This is 

quite a firestorm. Let’s have coffee next 

week one day of your choice. My mom 

says that I need a make over- jeez. Mary 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 10, 2014, at 10:03 AM, "Meg 

Flournoy" 

<margaret.flournoy@duke.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 

I am reading the articles in 

the news and just wanted 

to reach out to you, so 

proud of your courage and 

strength to make a 

difference in the lives of 

these students, and the 

bottomline here is it’s all 

about literacy. 



I’d love to meet you for 

coffee, tea, a walk, or 

anvthing to catch up, see 

you, give you a change of 

scenery, whatever. 

Let me know, I’m pretty 

flexible. 

Thinking of you, 

Meg 

<image001.png>Meg 

Flourno¥, Sector Director 
The Career Management 

Center 

Duke University Fuqua 
School of Business 
100 Fuqua Drive, Box 

90120, Durham, NC 
27708-0120 USA 

Tel +1.919.660.7812 I Fax 
+1.919.660-1930 

flourno¥@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allen sack <         @yahoo.com> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 11:24 AM 

Reminder 

Drake Group members, 

This is just a reminder that May 5 is the deadline for letting the Drake Executive Committee know if 
you support or do not support the CAP Act. Thanks to all of you who have already responded. 

Best Wishes, 

Allen Sack 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            10:06 AM 

athletics reform group <thearg@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [thearg] Joe Nocera on Mary 

Nice piece by Nocera. Long Live Mary 

Willis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [ maiLm~c.edt~] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 06, 2014 7:03 AM 
To: athletics reform group 
Subject: [thearg] Joe Nocem on Mary 

ht~):iiwww.r~’times.com/2014i05/06io~i~(~onir~oceraoshe-b.ado~ootellowha~oshe-knew.h~rri~? d:0 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
id=61803861.73dldgd4009efd57950c577fd6I~)O33c&~=T&1=~the , or send a blank email to leave-34642605- 
61803861.73dld9d4009efd57950c577fd6f9033c@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillingham@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1is~s.~mc.ed~/~?id=618~3878.43~b56ab622f~1b87~3a97186be94~7&~T&1=~hearg&~34643321, or send a blank 
email to leave-34643321-61803878.430b56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94f7@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ansela <aceccio@ msn.com> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 10:12 AM 

Willinsham, Mary C. <mwillinsham@unc.edu> 

AI Jazeera America Interview Request 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora on AI Jazeera America and would like to have you 

join us this evenin8 for an in studio interview. 
We can do a tapin8 around 7pro Eastern. 

Would you have a moment and interest in joinin8 us? We can and will be veryaccommodatins. 

Appreciate your time. 

Ansela 
212-962-1560 

NY Times Op-Ed/Joe Nocera: She Had to Te~ What She Knew (Anse~a) 

http://www, n~timesocom/20:~4/OS/O6/o£in ion/noce ra-she-had-to-telFwhat-she-knewo html?h in ion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,            12:32 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

enroll in class 

Hi Mary: sorry to bother you, but could you please let me know how to enroll again in for the fall? 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Angela <aceccio@ msn.com> 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 1:20 PM 

Willingham, Mary C. <mwillingham@unc.edu> 

RE: AI Jazeera America Interview Request 

Hi Mary, 

Thank you for the quick response. Would any other nisht this week work for you? 

Ansela 

From: mwillingham@unc.edu 

To: aceccio@msn.com 
Subject: Re: AI Jazeera America Interview Request 

Date: Wed, 7 May 2014 14:31:54 +0000 

Thank you for the invitation Ansela. I am in DCtoday but will be attendin8 a dinner at that time. Mary 

On May 7, 2014, at 10:11 AM, "Angela" <aceccio@msnocom> wrote: 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora on AI Jazeera America and would like 

to have you join us this evenin8 for an in studio interview. 
We can do a tapin8 around 7pro Eastern. 

Would you have a moment and interest in joinin8 us? We can and will be veryaccommodatins. 

Appreciate your time. 

Angela 

212-962-1560 

NY Times Op-Ed[Joe Nocera: She Had to Te~ What She Knew (Ange~a) 

h~&rref=o~inion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 

GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=WILLINGH> 

Friday,           3:28 PM 
@live.unc.edu> 

Re: enroll in class 

So sorry to be put of touch. I went to DC and will return again quickly with a trip to LA following. The 
Learning Center Home page has the application up. I will follow up and send you a letter shortly. Mary 

On , at 12:32 PM, 

Hi Mary: sorry to bother you, but could you please let me know how to enroll again in 

fall? 

for the 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willingham, Mary C. </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=WlLLINGH> 

Friday, May 9, 2014 3:32 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Angela "        ~msr~.com> 
Date: May 7, 2014 at 10:11:36 AM EDT 
To: "mwil~ir~gham@~anc.edu/’ <mwil~ingha~ur~c.edu> 
Subject: Al Jazeera America Interview Request 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora on A1 Jazeera America and would like 
to have you j oin us this evening for an in studio interview. 
We can do a taping around 7pm Eastern. 
Would you have a moment and interest in j oining us? We can and will be very accommodating. 

Appreciate your time. 
Angela 
212-962-1560 

N¥ Times Op-Ed/Joe Nocera: She Had t~ Tell What She Knew (Ange~a) 

h~tp:/iwww.m,~imes, corn/2014/05/0~/opir~io~!r~ocera~she~had4o~ell~wha~she~mew.h~ml? 

hp&r~ef=opmion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 7:32 PM 

Dennis Raimondi ’ ~gmail.com> 

Re: - Speaking Freely -20140429 -Mary Willingham I KRUU-LP 100.1 FM 

Great! 

On May 6, 2014, at 7:31 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" ’ ~maiLcom> wrote: 

I contacted him and he will be coming on my show. I’ll keep you posted. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 6, 2014, at 6:13 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. I will give Dan Kane at the News and Observer your contact info. Mary 

On May 6, 2014, at 3:53 PM, "Dennis Raimondi" ~ ~mail.com> 
wrote: 

Here is our interview, we had an excellent response. Thanks again. Please let me know if 
the reporter you worked with would be interested in comin9 on my show. 
~ :!iwww.kruufm.com/nodei 17864 

Dennis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 7:50 PM 

Dennis Raimondi ¯ 

Fwd: [thearg] Thank you 

~gmail.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~ingham@unc~edu> 
Date: May 6, 2014 at 7:38:25 PM EDT 
To: athletics reform group < listserv.unc.edu> 
Subject: [thearg] Thank you 
Reply-To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~i        unc~ edu> 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillingham@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.unc.edu/u? 
id=61803878.430b 56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94~V&~=T&l=thearg&o=34(,46118 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34646118- 
61803878.430b 56ab622ffe 1 b8703 a97186be94~V@1istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 7:51 PM 

@gmail.com 

Fwd: [thearg] Thank you 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~gham@anc.edu> 
Date: May 6, 2014 at 7:38:25 PM EDT 
To: athletics reform group < listserv.ur~c.ed~> 
Subject: [thearg] Thank you 
Reply-To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mw~ir~gham@an¢.ed~> 

erclassir~c, comifarewel1-unc-chi 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwillir~ ur~c,edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: htt~:iilists,ur~c.edula? 
id=61803878.430b 56ab622ffe lb8703 a97186be94~;’7&~=T&~=thearg&o-34646118 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-34646118- 
61803878,430b 56ab622ffe 1 b8703 a97186be94f7~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 9:14 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: [thearg] Thank you 

He did like the lobster bisque. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "George S. Baroff~’ <L     ~bellsouth.r~et> 
Date: May 6, 2014 at 9:09:08 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mvv~l~ unc.ed~> 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Thank you 

God bless you. 
George S. Baroff 
On May 6, 2014, at 7:38 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

erd as si nc. corn/fSrewell-unc-chi 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~)bellsouth,rxet. 

To unsubscfibe click here: 
i d-:61803860, ff6fl dae24fV37fT0a4855 abt~) 52eB a 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 1eave-34646118- 
61803860.f~fl dae24f87~V0a4855abf952ef3 a l~listserv.~nc.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 9:36 PM 

Jay M Smith" ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: [thearg] Thank you 

BB is the homer hero of the year. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gold, Adam" <a~.~o~999thefan.com> 
Date: May 6, 2014 at 9:24:20 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~lm tmc.ed~> 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Thank you 

Can’t wait to hear the results. For some reason, today, the UNC homers were out in force telling me how 
badly we needed to have Brad Bethel on the show and how thoroughly the experts refuted your 
data/claims. 

Some day, I will probably invite Brad on the show and ask him what he has against educating students. [] [] 

Have fun in DC. Keep me posted. 

Adam Gold, Host 
The Fan/ESPN Radio 
Raleigh, NC 27614 
~:/itwit~er.comiago~dfa~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 6, 2014, at 7:58 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwi~~ingham~{~unc.edu> wrote: 

A little shout out to KW in my farewell blog. On the way to DC to stir up trouble with 
congress. This is all about to get really interesting. 
Mary 

erclassinc.comifarewellouncochi 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: mwiIIi~gham@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:/ilists.m~c.edt~!u? 
id=61803878.430656ab622f~i~ 1 bg703a97186be94~T&n=T&l=:thearg&o=34646 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eaveo34646118- 
61803878.430656ab622ffe lbg703a97186be 94f7,~o~.listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 9:42 PM 

Jay M Smith. @gmail.com> 

Re: [thearg] Thank you 

Sure go ahead, refute my claim, but first get at least. 3 experts to weigh in- you suck 

On May 6, 2014, at 9:38 PM, "Jay Smith" emaiLur~c.edu> wrote: 

Just now I considered leaving a comment at your post rebutting that nonsense about your always "being a Tar Heel.’ 
Think I should? I have a few choice comments to make about what it means to be a Tar Heel--few of them appropriate 
for a family website, but I know how to speak in euphemisms. Oh God, it would be a good comment. One for the time 
capsule. 
On 5/6/14, 9:14 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

He did like the lobster bisque. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "George S. BaroW’ -       ~;bellsouth.r~et> 
Date: May 6, 2014 at 9:09:0~ PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@u~c.edu> 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Thank you 

God bless you. 
George S. Baroff 
On May 6, 2014, at 7:38 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

erclassir~c 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~bellsomh.net. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:,~/1ists.unc.edula? 
id-61803860.ff6fl dae24fgTi70a485 5abf952ef3al&~:T&~-thcarg&o=34646118 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea~eo34(~46118o 
61803860.ff6fldae24f87~VOa4855abf952ef3al~istser~/.m~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 6, 2014 9:43 PM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [thearg] Thank you 

Sent my nice reply to other email. 

On May 6, 2014, at 9:38 PM, "Jay Smith" maiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Just now I considered leaving a comment at your post rebutting that nonsense about your always "being a Tar Heel.’ 
Think I should? I have a few choice comments to make about what it means to be a Tar Heel--few of them appropriate 

for a family website, but I know how to speak in euphemisms. Oh God, it would be a good comment. One for the time 

capsule. 

On 5/6/14, 9:14 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

He did like the lobster bisque. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "George S. BaroW’ - 
Date: May 6, 2014 at 9:09:08 PM EDT 
To: "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham~_unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: [thearg] Thank you 

God bless you. 
George S. Baroff 
On May 6, 2014, at 7:38 PM, Willingham, Mary C. wrote: 

erclassinc 

You are currently subscribed to thearg as: ~bellsomh.net. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:Lqists.unc.edula? 
id-61803860.ff6fi dae24fgT[70a485 5abf952ef3al&n:T&1-thcarg&o=34646118 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leaveo34646118o 
61803860.ff6fldae24f87~70a4855abf952ef3al@~istserv.m~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 10:18 AM 

Smith, Jay M <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 

Nope. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Angela -       ~msn.com> 
Date: May 7, 2014 at 10:11:36 AM EDT 
To: "mwil~i        ~nc, edu" <mwil~in       uric, ed~> 
Subject: Al Jazeera America Interview Request 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora on A1 Jazeera America and would like 
to have you j oin us this evening for an in studio interview. 
We can do a taping around 7pm Eastern. 
Would you have a moment and interest in j oining us? We can and will be very accommodating. 

Appreciate your time. 
Angela 
212-962-1560 

NY Times Op-Ed/Joe Noeera: She Had t~ Tell What She Knew (Ange|a) 

h~tp~//www~W~5mes~c~m/2~14/~5/~6/~pmi~r~/r~cera-she°had4~te~°wha~she°kr~ew.htm~? 

~&rref=opinion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 10:32 AM 

Angela -       ~msn.com> 

Re: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 

Thank you for the invitation Angela. I am in DC today but will be attending a dinner at that time. Mary 

OnMay 7, 2014, at 10:11 AM, "Angela" < ~msn.eom> wrote: 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora on A1 Jazeera America and would like 
to have you j oin us this evening for an in studio interview. 
We can do a taping around 7pm Eastern. 
Would you have a moment and interest in j oining us? We can and will be very accommodating. 

Appreciate your time. 
Angela 
212-962-1560 

NY Times Op-Ed/aoe Nocera: She Had to Tell What She Knew (Angda) 
hll.p:/iwww.wtimes, corn/20 ~ 4/05/06/o~inio~/nocera-she-had-to~.e~-wha>she-~ew.htm~? 

hp&~ef>opinion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 2:21 PM 

Angela         ~msn.com> 

Re: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 

Any other night would work fine. Mary 

On May 7, 2014, at 1:19 PM, "Angela" ~msn.com> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Thank you for the quick response. Would any other night this week work for you? 
Angela 

From: mwil~ingham@unc.edu 
To:       ~msr~.com 
Subj ect: Re: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 
Date: Wed, 7 May 2014 14:31:54 +0000 

Thank you for the invitation Angela. I am in DC today but will be attending a dinner at that time. 
Mary 

OnMay 7, 2014, at 10:11 AM, "Angela" ~ms~,.com> wrote: 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora on A1 Jazeera America 
and would like to have you join us this evening for an in studio interview. 
We can do a taping around 7pm Eastern. 
Would you have a moment and interest in j oining us? We can and will be very 
accommodating. 

Appreciate your time. 
Angela 
212-962-1560 

NY Times Op-Ed/aoe Nocera: She Had t~ Tell What She Kr~ew (Angela) 

h~tp://www.wtimes, corr,/2014/05/06/opinior~/~ocera~she-had-to-td~wha>she-t~ew.htm~? 

~&~ef=:opinion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 3:04 PM 

Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email.unc. edu> 
Mary Carey @nc.rr.com> 
Re: Mary Willingham 

Thank you both. Monday or Friday next week would work well for me. 

On May 7, 2014, at 11:39 AM, "Taylor, Virginia R" <vrt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That would be a real power lunch! Mary W., what is your schedule like next week? 

From: Mary Carey          ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 11:12 AM 
To: Taylor, Virginia R 
Subject: Mary Willingham 

Hi Virginia- 

I hope you are well. I just read the Times piece in the N&O about Mary Willingham. I’d love to meet Mary. Do you think the three 
of us could have coffee or lunch’? 

Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 6:17 PM 

Jon Solomon @yahoo.corn> 

Re: Congressional hearing 

Hi 
I was waiting for it to post but I can talk now. 919-260-5614 

Mary Willingham 

mcww51 ~rnaiL corn 

On May 7, 2014, at 11:10 AM, "Jon Solomon" " ~ahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi, Mary. This is don Solomon with CBSSports.com (formerly of The Birmingham News). I saw The 
Chronicle of Higher Education report that you’ll be testifying at a Senate hearing next week. Do you have a 
couple minutes to chat today? 

Thanks, 

Jon Solomon, .CBS___..~.~oorts.com 
(205) 572-290 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc, edu 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 5:59 AM 

Taylor, Virginia R <vrt@email.unc. edu> 

Mary Carey ~nc. rr. com> 

Re: Mary Willingham 

Monday the 19th is on my calendar. 

Mary Willingham 
erclassinc~com 
,~gmail.com 

> On May 7, 2014, at 6:04 PM, "Taylor, Virginia R" <vrt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
> Monday the 19th works best for me that week. 
> 
> Looking forward to it. I hope we can make it work. 
> 
> Virginia 

> From: Mary Carey          @nc.rr.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 5:59 PM 
> To: Willingham, Mary C. 
> Cc: Taylor, Virginia R 
> Subject: Re: Mary Willingham 
> 
> Hi Mary and Virginia- 
> 
> Mary I am so looking forward to meeting you. I have said to everyone I meet, "If UNC recruits in state, and half of our state’s students 
failed the reading test, what are the odds of recruiting an athlete who can’t read on the college level?" I wish I took statistics so I could 
know the answer to that question. 
> 
> Anyway, I am unable to meet next Monday or Friday. The following week I could meet Monday, Wednesday, Thursday or Friday. 
Would any of those days work for both of you? 
> 
> Thanks- 
> 
> Mary 
> 
>> On May 7, 2014, at 3:03 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillingham@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 
>> Thank you both. Monday or Friday next week would work well for me. 
>> 
>>> On May 7, 2014, at 11:39 AM, "Taylor, Virginia R" <vrt@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 
>>> That would be a real power lunch! Mary W., what is your schedule like next week? 

>>> From: Mary Carey          @nc.rr.com] 
>>> Sent: Wednesday, May 07, 2014 11:12 AM 
>>> To: Taylor, Virginia R 
>>> Subject: Mary Willingham 
>>> 
>>> Hi Virginia- 
>>> 
>>> I hope you are well. I just read the Times piece in the N&O about Mary Willingham. I’d love to meet Mary. Do you think the three 
of us could have coffee or lunch? 
>>> 
>>> Mary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 6:21 AM 

Donna Lopiano ~gmail.com> 

allen sack" @yahoo.com>; Gerry Gurney <ggurney@ou.edu>; andrew 
Zimbalist <azimbali@smith. edu>; Brian Porto <BPORTO@vermontlaw. edu>; David 
ridpath <ridpath@ohio.edu> 

Re: Meeting with Congresswoman DeLauro 

Greetings, 
I met with Michael Hausfeld and staffers from Senator Rockefeller’s office yesterday. Hausfeld is hopeful that 
the O’Bannon case will be heard in June and they are working overtime to respond to the NCAA’s appeals to 
postpone. Rockefeller’s hearing is scheduled for next Wed. afternoon at 2:30. See link below. The line up is 
similar to what we already knew although Arian Foster has been added. I’m will attend Kline’s hearing this 
morning on unionization - more later on that but Kenn Starr is testifying so my head is likely to explode. I do 
plan on stopping by Cardenas’s office after the hearing to ask for an update on his bill. I have a meeting Friday 
morning with OCR to discuss a pending claim against UNC involving my data set. Mary 

~:/Twww.commerce.senate.~ub~icii~dex.cfN?p=Hea~ngs&Conte~tRecord id=c30262 lb- 17f6-449e- 
ad53 -3754fl 6bT060&Cor~ter~tT~d= 14f>9569-dfa5-407a-gd35-56cc7152aTed&Groa~d=b06c39af-e033 - 
4cba-922 ~-de668ca1978a&MonthDisgAay=5& ¥earDisplay=2014#.U2qv5dTdCQs.twkter 

Mary Willingham 
erdassinc.com 

mcww5 !~maiL corn 

On May 7, 2014, at 9:56 AM, "Donna Lopiano" ~mail.com> wrote: 

Allen, 
You will be great...my only suggestion is to focus on the 2 page section by section description 
rather than the details of the actual proposal...to see if she can buy into the interrelated nature of the 
various sections of the CAP Act. 

I’ve redone the graphic version we once created .... for you to use if you think if it is easier to speak 
about a graphical representation....just a thought...whatever makes you more comfortable .... see 
attached. 

Donna 

Donna A. Lopiano, Ph.D. 
President 
Sports Management Resources 
452 Fisher Court 
Shelton, CT 06484 
203-538-5280 (w) (c) 
Donna.Lopiano (Skype) 
DLo         o~sManagememResources, corr~ 
www. Sport sManagemer~tRe sources, corn 

On Wed, May 7, 2014 at 7:52 AM, allen sack < ~:ahoo.com> wrote: 



All, 

I tried my best and could not get Monday. Our meeting with Rosa is on Tuesday, May 
13 from 4:30 to 5:00. I have to run offto class right now and will be there until 12:15. I 
will continue this discussion this afternoon to see who can attend. The meeting is in 
downtown New Haven. Rosa is a progressive on gender, minority, and educational 
issues and sees how they relate to each other. We need a strategy. I will be in touch 
ASAP. 

<One Page Overview CAP Act Graphic.pptx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 9:06 AM 

Angela <aceccio@msn.com> 

Re: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 

Yes. Tonight is fine. Let me know where, 
Cell is 

and has a car. Thanks, Mary 

On May 8, 2014, at 9:03 AM, "Angela" ¯ ~msn.com> wrote: 

Morning, 
Is tonight about 730 still a possibility for you in studio? Are you still in DC? 
I can provide transportation etc, appreciate your time. 
Let me know. 
Best, 
Angela 

On May 7, 2014, at 2:21 PM, "Willingham, Mary C." <mwillir~gham~Aunc.edu> wrote: 

Any other night would work fine. Mary 

On May 7, 2014, at 1:19 PM, "Angela" ~msr~.cora> wrote: 

Hi Mary, 
Thank you for the quick response. Would any other night this week work 
for you? 
Angela 

From: mwil~in nc.edu 
To:       ~msr~.com 
Subj ect: Re: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 
Date: Wed, 7 May 2014 14:31:54 +0000 

Thank you for the invitation Angela. I am in DC today but will be 
attending a dinner at that time. Mary 

OnMay 7, 2014, at 10:11 AM, "Angela" " }rash.corn> wrote: 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora 
on A1 Jazeera America and would like to have you join us this 
evening for an in studio interview. 
We can do a taping around 7pm Eastern. 
Would you have a moment and interest in j oining us? We can 
and will be very accommodating. 

Appreciate your time. 



Angela 
212-962-1560 

NY Times Op-Ed/Joe Noeera: She Had t~ Tell What She 

K~e~’ (Angela) 

~:/Iiwww.m~times. corn/2014/05/06iopinior~!noceraosheohadotoo 

~el~owhat-sheo~ew.html?h~&rrel~o~?inion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 9:08 AM 

allen sack @yahoo.com> 

Re: Rosa DeLauro 

Allen, I have to be at a dinner in DC on Tuesday night as part of the hearing duties (hearing Wed.). I would 
have absolutely been there if this hearing did not pop up. Mary 

On May 8, 2014, at 8:54 AM, "allen sack" ~ahoo.com> wrote: 

Mary, 

I see how busy you are. I am just checking to see if you would be able to fit in the meeting 
I am having with Congresswomen DeLauro on Tuesday the 13th from 4:30 to 5, maybe a 
little longer if she is interested in our educational approach to dealing with collegiate 
sports. I am going into this meeting alone. I can handle it. My focus will be on how 
miserably the NCAA has failed to accomplish its stated purpose when it comes to the 
revenue sports. Your experiences would of course drive the point home. It may simply be 
logistically impossible for you to do this and I certainly understand. You are welcome to 
spend the night with Gina and me at our house which is a mile or so from Rosa’s office. 

Take Care, 

Allen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Friday,           3:28 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: enroll in class 

So sorry to be put of touch. I went to DC and will return again quickly with a trip to LA following. The 
Learning Center Home page has the application up. I will follow up and send you a letter shortly. Mary 

On at 12:32 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Mary: sorry to bother you, but could you please let me know how to enroll again in 

fall? 
for the 

thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mwillingham@unc.edu 

Friday, May 9, 2014 3:32 PM 

~gmail.com 

Fwd: A1 Jazeera America Interview Request 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Angela        ~msr~.com> 
Date: May 7, 2014 at 10:11:36 AM EDT 
To: "mwillin        r~c.edu" <mwilli        unc.edu> 
Subject: Al Jazeera America Interview Request 

Hello Mary, 
I am a producer for "Consider This" with host Antonio Mora on A1 Jazeera America and would like 
to have you j oin us this evening for an in studio interview. 
We can do a taping around 7pm Eastern. 
Would you have a moment and interest in j oining us? We can and will be very accommodating. 

Appreciate your time. 
Angela 
212-962-1560 

NY Times Op-Ed/Joe Nocera: She Had to Tell What She Knew (Angela) 

~D://www.nvtimes. cor!!2014/05/06/o~i~io~/~ocera-she-had-to-tell-whaX-she-k~ew.htm~? 

~&~ef~o~imo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity <ronda_manuel@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 15, 2011 9:16 PN1 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Celebrating Carolina’s Diversity E-Newsletter - Fall 201:1 

’:C’4?iebratin~7 Ca:’oih~a:~ Dk/er~}¢~" is a bi-annual elec~7onic newsletter sent out to alwrmi and friends that 
addresses news and issues that are important to our multicultural comm~mity, The stories, events and 
announcements are intended to keep you apprised of what’s going on at UIVC and further encourage you 
to stay involved with the University, 

Hola Alumni and Friends! Happy Hispanic Heritage Nonth, 
which starts today! This edition of our newsletter finds us at 
the beginning of fall during a challenging year for Carolina. 
For Carolina, the nation and the global community, this is an 
historic time of [remendous economic uncertainty [hat 
challenges fiscal stability, 

For triple Carolina graduate Dionne Colbert, the reasons to 

give back in life start with her overall philosophy. ":[ truly 

believe that to whom much is given, much is required," she 

said. 

Senior Daniel Bolick stood tall at 5’9" as the only Asian 
American on the 2010 -Far Heel varsity basketball team, 
Having realized one lifelong dream, he’s airning even higher. 

Narta Civil is one of the three new Latina faculty members at 

School of Education. Addressing the challenges facing 

Latina/o s[udents and teachers is priority one. 



Irene Owens isn’t your typical librarian. In fact, she says 

there is really no such thing. She and her colleagues and 

peers across the state and nation are bona fide information 

scientists, a discipline that is gaining popularity among 

undergraduate students at UNC and other area institutions 

as well. 

710072236~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 9:15 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

How to work less and live more 

j If this email was forwarded to you, sign ap for your own YES! newsletters. 

[.N’e~ihoods issue of ’K~£S~ Magazine 

Less Work, More Living 
by Juliet Schor 

While millions of Americans can’t find work, others work too m uch. Sharing the 

work could give more people an income, cut our eco-footprint, and allow time 
for more of what makes life worth living. 

:: SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER WITH YOUR FRIENDS 

, , 

DW Fqant ohclo by Rachel       ::~:: Soulhwest Designs phclo by      [~ [:TfSoup Guy photc by Sus~sn 
...... Swerde ...... SCC Pholo ..... Seube.rl 

1. Former ~eat Ptant Goe~ 

Turning an abandoned building into a 
verLical urban farm 

Susan S¢-u belt 

2. Real-Life £el~efits for Wonlen 
Sweatshop--not This company puts 

employee benefits first. 

3. Pedaling Sa~taina#ility 
Soup (with local ingredients), 

delivered by bike. New jobs; low 

footprint. 

4. Ufban Farmer~ [o[ Hife 8, Re-Fa~’~fionin9 You[ C~othee 

Subset:be Io YES! wi~h 

this special offer: iust 

$1 ~ 1or a yea r oi ’¢ES! + 

s FREE ~ssue 

$12 SUBSCRIPTION 
Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $12. 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 63% OFF 

GIVE THE G~FT OF YES~ to 

friend 

YES! KL~.AN ....... 

Kles 
Instant 

inspiration* 

(*Just add 

,water) 

Support our 

work and 

support the 

planet too with 

the healthiest, 

safest bottle you can get 

pho~o 

Yo~I~ Farmere: A Growing 

by Fran KoF~erl 

In spite of the daily 
discouraging environmental, 

political, and economic news, 

coaxing living things to grow 

somehow seems to make folks 
optimistic. 



Freshest veggies possible¯ These _How one new morn traded in her _ 
entrepreneurs help you grow your corporate job for a DIY business, 

~ wn.                                   making discarded clothes new again¯ 

I~EAD~OREABO’TTHESENNOVATORS.. 

The No impact Experimer~t 

No Impact ~reek 

The past few weeks have been unusually lively at the YES! office. Twenty 
staff and interns make up the YES! Magazine Dream Team for No Impact 

Week there’s excitement, but also apprehension about just how hard this 

week might be. 

t0 "f~PS FO~ A EERO-WASTE 

A year’s worth of solid waste from Bea 
Johnson’s home fits in a quait jar. Here’s 

how you can reduce yours. 

Ed,,~q rds’ 
WEEK 

niece 
James hopes that 

~ his niece, Nylah, 

~ will grow up in a 
~ more s~ble and 
J connected world¯ 

7 WAYS TO COOK 

_UP A 
~;U~JTARqABLE 

DI ET 

Helpful tips for 

planet-friendly 

eating 

photo by 

Martin Csthrae 

Every day this week, 15 featured bloggers from around the world are sharing 
their experiences and insights about No Impact Week. Go to the No Impact 

Week page and click the "Follow our bloggers" link at the top. 

MO~E PERSONAL EXPERIENCES ,,, including daily behind-the-scenes 

updates from the YES! Magazine Dream Team. 

Hundreds of our readers and No Impact Week participants are sharing their 

own experiences¯ Coma join the conversatiol~ on Facebaok 

~ E~N BLOGS OR NO ~MPACT 

WEEK 
After leaving a simple life in 

j -~ j an ashram in India, Erin’s 
I I figurin9 out how to live 

responsibly--and joyfully--in a 
challenging place: home 

Clsrk 

The Roommate A Tra~y Cou~a~eoue 

Alone ie Over~ted by Fran Korten 
by Leitani Clark 

At 37, Leilani Clark thought 

she was too old and too 
independent for roommates 

But she soon found herself 

loving the sharing life ... and 

she’s not alone 

Reefer M~sdn~ss 

video stili 

The Path to Rea~ Til"c~e to Stop the Real 

Prosperity Reefer MadRe.~e 

by David Korten by Laura CaReen 

What we can learn from      A new jobs plan is thinking    Since its inception, the War 

--Norway: Violence, fear, and --too small. What we need is a--on Drugs has cost millions of 

political repression aren’t the new economy, dollars and thousands of 
only way to respond to a lives. The civilians caught in 

terrorist attack, the crossfire say rts time for 

change. 

Corporations aren’t hiring, and Washington is gridlocked. Here’s how we take charge of our own 

livelihoods 

Nearly 40 percent of all U.S. private-sector workers get no paid sick days~ut Connecticut is leading the way to change that. 

:: RADICAL ROME[~AKERS VS, TRE RU]~RICA~qE 

Shannon Hayes repots from Schoharie County, New York, which was hard hit by Hurricane Irene, 

Recently during lunch at the 

YES! offices, online editor 
Brooke Jan4s made a casual 
comment I found quite 

stunning. Brooke, a sharp, 

talented 20-something, said "1 

don’t know a single person 
under 30 who doesn’t want to 

own a farm." 

READ MORE.. 

iCre~ting Job~ in the New 

Norma~ 

Sarah van Gelder on Free 

Speech TV: How local 

economies can help fight 

iunemployment. 

’~ VIDEO 

A Bikeeh~re Success Story 

Who says Washington never 

gets anything right? 

photo [:t~ JR 

How A~t Call T];rn the 

World ~neide Out 

In Paris, Palestine, Peru, and 
beyond--guerrilla a[tist JR 

asks the people of the world to 

share their faces to transform 

urban landscapes into stories 

~ FILM 

’(eu ng peopl~ ta ke u p 

f~rming 

The Down and Dirty 
I~1overt, er~t to ReinveRt 

FarmiRg 

The Greenhorns documentary 

follows young farmers who 

are digging their way to an 

i [agricultural revolution¯ 



the Pete ~3ee~er [7,/f.) "The F~ower of ~3o~’, ~ s~;bscriptio~ to ’([:!L:~! Ma£t~zi:qe~ snd much mcre .Sign Up loda7. 

We never sell or share our email list. Use this ~if)k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[t~af~ge your email subscriptions I If this email was foi,~/arded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_butler@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 25,2011 12:37 PM 

UNC Young Alumni <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

GAA The Quad 

Now that Homecoming is just around the 

corner, it’s time to start making plans -- 

tailgating plans that is! Before the Heels hit 

the gridiron against Wake Forest, join me 
for the best pregame tailgate deal in town! 

Enjoy the ultimate pregame experience 

under the shadow of the Bell Tower, just a 

few steps away from Kenan. 

Our classic Southern tailgate, catered by 

Carolina Barbecue, includes barbecue, fried chicken, fried fish, 
green beans, baked beans, cole slaw, dessert, and sweet tea 
and beer to wash it all down. Vegetarian options also are 

available In addition to the tailgate you’ll be able to participate in 

the Old Well Walk, climb the Bell Tower, get your face painted and 

take photos with Rameses. 

Sure our ca mpus is beautiful in the fall, but that doesn’t make 
finding a parking space any easier So skip the hassle of packing 

up the car and finding a parking spot-- join us at the Bell Tower 

three hours prior to kick-off. 

See you in October! 

- Laura 

We are excited to know several 

of you are already interested in 

the GAA’s young alumni trip to 

Turkey Start making plans now 
to be a part of this great trip. 

Directories 

Reserve your tour with a $300 

deposit by Oct. 28 to receive a $50 early-bird discount off your 

trip! 

Your vacation begins in the heart of Istanbul, among the 

magnificent palaces and mosques of the Ottomans. From there, 
you’ll experience the beauty of both the Turkish Riviera and 

famous inland sights, including the mythic city of Troy, the Temple 

of Artemis, the Greco-Roman ruins at Miletus and Didyma, and the 
otherworldly hot springs of Pamukkale. Read more about the 

itinerary on 

Don’t miss your chance to travel to new places with other 

Carolina young alumni The 2011 young alumni trip booked quickly 
so don’t delay getting your spot for Turkey in 2012 

Call the GAA for more details at (877) 962-3980 or email 

Tar Heel Travel programs are a benefit reset’red exclusively for 
GAA members. Join to~Ja~ to take advantage of this exciting 

travel opportunity. 

*,lo~n to#.~a~, and GAA members can attend the pre-game 
tailgate for just $5 

One of the most frequent comments shared with the General 
Alumni Association is, "1 wish I had joined as a life member years 

ago." 

The good news is, with our convenient and affordable payment 
plans, you can start receiving &.!![~.$.[B~t?..#.t~#.~.#3[!$.~. now for as 
little as $30.50/month for only 24 months And by being a life 

member, you’re saving money in the long run. 

Don’t wait. There’s no better time to join your General Alumni 
Association. Give life members Mike Dempsey ’11 or Diana 

Koonce ’02 a call at (800) 962-0742 or £~}~,.~’..~..~)~.~g.~.L.g~.~.o.!?.~ 

My four years at Carolina 

opened me upto a world of Directories 

possibilities, literally. Whether it 
was debating international policy 

with students from more than 

eight different countries in a 

Political Science course, working 

with the Global University 
committee in Student 

Government to assess how we 

can better promote UNC abroad 

or researching international 
government organizations in 

Northern Africa, UNC connected 
this small-town North Carolinian 

to a global community of scholars and change makers. 

UNC Global is a rapidly growing entity of the University, opening 

doors for thousands of Carolina students each year to connect 

with the world the same way I did. My senior year I had the 
privilege of serving as Student Body President, a position into 



And remember, if you graduated from UNC within the last 12 

months (any degree level), you can still take advantage of your 
new grad discounts -- for annual or life memberships. 

which I focused a lot of energy in strengthening global 
programming for students The chance to study abroad, UNC’s 

international student recruitment and their experience at Carolina, 

Gap Year opportunities, a more globalized curriculum for all 

studies -- UNC Global is changing the way students see and 
experience the academic world. And it’s happening right in Chapel 

Hill. 

Fresh out of my graduation robe and cap, I am living abroad on a 

Fulbright grant teaching English and researching Korean 
reunification theory/efforts from civil society in Busan, South 

Korea. I give thanks to Carolina and the people who inspired me to 

be bold in my pursuits, to always seek more questions than 

answers and to believe that the promise of possibilit~ exists 
across our world within each human being, it’s the Carolina Way, 

no matter where you are. 

For more information on Hogan’s Futbright Grant year, you can 

read his ~3io¢Z or emait him at                 bj.qmafl.com. 

Do you know someone who would make a great next featured YA? Do you want to be 
featured next? Send in a short entry and picture to .~.~.t#.#.~!.~[~#.8.~,.#.#.#.. It’s a forum to 

talk about your time at Carolina and what you’re doing now. 

Production of The Quad is made possible by GAA member dues Consider "oin~ the GAA tod~, as a young alumni member and support your 

alma mater by enjoying a lifetime connection to Carolina. Young alumni members will receive their membership card in the mail along with a 

package full of discounts and the official young alumni "rd Rather Be on the Quad" bumper sticker. 

~ With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Butler ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

k~g ~a!~e~’~l (919) 962-7053 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Tuesday, September 27, 20:[:[ 6::[5 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Tales oF a beginning teacher :: Prison Food vs. School lunches 

bud, on 

/ this email was forwarded to you, sigf~ up for your own YES! newsletters. 

YOUR STORIES 

Tales of a Beginning Teacher 

BRENDAN CLARKE j SEP 27 2011 

On his first day of teaching, Brendan Clarke entered his southwest Chicago 

classroom wanting to teach kids to create rather than imitate, to break the line, 

rather than stand in line. Two years later, Brendan left to study permaculture and 

regenerative community design This is Brendan’s story READ MORE ,~ 

Brer~dan sr~d 

F’elra in 

p:nespple 

YESI RECOMMENDS ~ 

IDEA 

Our planet’s future depends on creative thinkers and bold 

leaders. 

IDEA wants to transform schools into more exciting and 

relevant places to learn--places that nurture caring, 

problem-solving students. Its approach? Showcasing what works and equipping others to learn from it 

Explore IDEA’s resources--an Eduvation library stocked with lesson plans, a survey gauging how 

democratic your school is, digital storytelling, and more. MOR’EA[:3OLIIDE/:, ~:. 

YES! CLASSROOM TOOLS 



Just the Facts: It’s a Locking-People-Up Problem 

ROBERT FAELLINGER, DOUG F~IBEL i MAY !2,2011 

Share these graphs with your students to help them understand why America 

ranks #1 in the world for number of incarcerated people. MORE ~ 

#58. ct:a r~ 4 

5 P~tests That Shook the World (With 
Laughter) 

Your students have heard of flash mobs and peaceful marches. What about 

"laughtivism"? Discover how humor can change public opinion {’~OF~E :~ 

Glasses 

CURRICULUM & RESOURCES ~ 

The Innocence Project r ~-:~ ~ .............. ~oi~-~ ~%~ 

How do innocent people end up in prison? The Innocence 

Project~dedicated to freeing wrongfully convicted people~ 

helps your students know the cases, understand the causes, and see howto change the system V~SI~ 

~HE~R SF~E ~, 

Food Tray Smackdown 

How does your school cafeteria lunch compare to typical prison 

food? Find out with this clever infographic. 

Xi F:ood tray inf,ssra ph~c 

YES! WEBPICK 

The World Becomes What You Teach 

Institute for Humane Education co-founder Zoe Weil says we could solve global 

problems if we prepare students to be "solutionaries"--not just the next 

generation’s workforce {’~ORE :~ 

VVI::)RDS THAT INSPIRE 

"Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice 
e~erywhere. ~ 

-~ARTIN LUTHER K~NG JR. LETTER FRO~] B~R~NGHA~ JAIL ~ ~,PR 1~, 1953 

Photo by Taryn Simon and The Innocence Project, from The Innocents. Umbrage 

Editions. 

View the photo essay of The Innocents, and check out an activity to help your 

students explore--and confront--injustice in their everyday lives. 

VISUAL LEARNING ~ 

Out of Many, One 
E PLUR~BUS UNUfv~, CHR~,S JORDAN 

Ask these three questions about this photo so 

you and your students can understand the 

image, its message, and why it’s interesting (or 

not): What do you notice? What are you 

wondering? And, after uncovering some facts, 
What next? " 

%:: E Pludbus [.Jr~un]. Ohris Jordan 



i.~.i Free i~ct:er Su bscr:p~:ons 

A FREE TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION 

Thanks to the generosity of YES! 

donors, qualified teachers can apply 

for a 1-year introductory subscription. 

A FREE LIBRARIAN SUBSCRIPTION 

Share YES! Magazine with students 

and teachers at your school or 

university library. 

l 
::.~.:: ~:ree Por~[e:s and Fact Sheets 

FREE POSTERS & INFOGRAPHICS 

We understand a teacher’s budget. 

Those YES! colorful posters and charts 

you need for teaching your students 

We never sell or share our email list. Use t~zis Iif)~ if you wish 

to unsubscrJbe from this list 
WHAT IS YES! MAGAZINE? ...... 
YES! is an independent, non-profit,: :: YES~ Magazine 

ad-free magazine printed on 100%         covers 

post-consumer-waste paper. 

E~Each quarter, we take on today’s 
critical issues with a fresh and 

positive point of view. Our stories 

fuse powerful ideas and practical 

actions, and inspire people to create a better world. 



From: 

Sent: 

S~lbject: 

FYI Carolina @’YICarolina@m~c~edu:> 

Thursday, September 29, 2011 5:57 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends "~-,L~I.~ aoIaC{~al~ltnlli J.llc,od~.l> 

Concussion* E×per~ Wma ’Ge~,iua~ Awar&’Meet *he Cle~a o12015/[~¢C 5t, Top PuNic lJ - September F’~q Carolina 

Kenan Professor Kevin Guskiewicz, a leading spo~ts concussion expert, has won a MacAriix~r Felowshii:, Irom the John 

--and Catherine T. MacA~lhur Foundation. Better known as the "genius award," the $500,000 "no-.strings" grant goes to those-- 

who have shown extraordinaRi originality, creativity and the potential to make important future contributions. 

Numbers can’t do justice to 

Carolina’s Gbss of 2015. But the 

has produced its annual profile of 

another stellar entering ciass from a 

record 23,753 applications. 

buzz of activiw at the Old Wel on 
the first day of classes in August 
Thousands of students dropped by 
for photos, the traditional good luck 
sip from the foun~h] and more 

V’qizdom Powell Hammond~ a pubiic 

health researcher, has been named 
--to the 20! 1-2012 class of ’.’.A fi~    -- 

program to foster leadership and 
public sewice. 

UNC ranks fifth among the best 

public universities for the 1 ~th 

conseculve year, according to U :: 

was first among pubtc campuses, 

followed by UCLA and Virginia (tied 

~or second) and Michigan (~ourth) 

Overat, Caroina tied for 29th, up 
erie spot 

New York City Mayor r..’iic v~ei 

--p~/anthrepy and public set,Ace, wit -- 
deliver Carolina=s spring 
Commencement address on May 13, 
2012. Ne also will receive an 
honorary doctor of laws degree 

New students in the Scboel ,~f 

receive lifeline digital s~orage atter 
----they graduate, thanks to the       -- 

resulting in a first-of-its-kind 
p;o]ect. 

Although state funding has declined, 
private gifts hit $277 tuition in fiscal 
20! 1 -the second i~ighest total in 
Univers/~ histoly. C!sancellor Holden 
Thorp calls the response from 

Caroiina has proposed its own 
sanctions for the football program 
to the NCAA ti~at include vacating 

~vins and reducing scholarships. 
Chancelor Holden Thorp says the 
response takes responsibility for 
misfakes while giving current and 
future teams ’every opportunity for 
success" 

710072236 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean Karen Gil, UNC Arts and Sciences <college-news@nnc,edu~ 

Sunday, October 2, 2011 8:27 PM 

Carolina AlumN and Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC College News: MacArthur Fellow, Budding Writer and fl~e Annual Fund 

Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

As Fall beckons in Chapel Hill, students and 

professors across the College of Arts and 

Sciences are immersed in innovative learning 

and discovery, much of it made possible by the 
generosity of alumni and friends. Learn more 
inside. 
view full story >> 

Story Photo 

Neet Professor Kevin Guskiewicz, a leading expert on the health impacts of sports 

concussions. He just won a MacArthur Fellowship, which will allow him to apply what 

he knows about sports traumas to new research on the types of head injuries 

incurred by soldiers in Iraq and Afghanistan. 

T~-~O~,~,o,~S WOL~:~.: £%~O~JLL~, ~.~.: PLEASE~ 

, is a new Carolina student and the newest recipient of 

the Thomas Wolfe Scholarship, providing four years of support for studies in creative 

writing. This privately funded scholarship has been supporting budding writers at 

Carolina for the past decade. 

Emily and Scott Sternberg have been giving to the Arts and Sciences Annual Fund 

since they graduated in J_988. Now it’s more important than ever. We’ll let them tell 

you why. 

£N THE NEWS 

Read about College 

faculty, students and 

alumni on the web.>. 

CONING SOON P,IORE NFWS 

Search our events Read about all of our 

calendar current News and 

Events or browse our 

~ ’,’~VE TO ]HE COLi..EG:E ~archives 

~:~.~.~~..~:~.~ I 

..’~] Visit the CAS ...i.~.i Visit the UNC 

C’oilege oi Ai",s & Sciences at ’:he Unwers:[y of Nerti~ Carodna ~t Chspe} H=.H, £~: you 

C,:)~lege oF Arts 6 Scien.:s~s~ Carapu~ B,:):< 3100, ~q)5 South 

27599--3~00, ~F yo~ do not w:sh Lo rece:,ie this in the !::~:t:.:~e, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <barmedia@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 10, 2011 12:29 PM 

AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu 

UNC Homecoming {Black Alumni Reunion}: Parties, Discounts, Deadline, More... 

REGISTRATION DEADLINE :: 5 P.M. (EDT), WEDNESDAY, OCT. 12 

For the hundreds of you that have already registered -- thank you! For those of you who have not, don’t delay -- submit your 
registration today. Please remember GAA member discounts are not valid for on-site registration or for tickets purchased at the 
door. Pricing for most reunion events will increase after the registration deadline (~.i.~.~.~.~..#?.!j$i.£.~...c.’~.~ALt). As a young alumnus, the 
information below will be helpful you as make your plans for Homecoming/BAR. For complete BAR information visit 

All young alumni who purchase the BAR Young Alumni Package will be eligible for a chance to receive a complimentary Hip Hop 
Party VIP upgrade for FOUR! What’s included in the VIP upgrade? Express entry, reserved table for four and complimentary hors 
d’oeuvres. Get your package today! Winners will be announced on Wednesday, Oct. 19. For more info on the Young Alumni 
P a c k a g e v i s it ;=:;. ~, ii iy ,"!~, ::;~ i ~.~, ’~ :~ i.~:;~ :ii ~:~, ¯ 

This special package price is available to Carolina alumni who are members of the undergraduate classes of 2001 - 2011. The 
package includes one (1) ticket to each of the following events: Chapel Thrill Day Party, The Blackout: Legendary Hip Hop Party, 
Tailgate Party and the Grand Finale Casino Party. The price for GAA members is $40 and $60 for nonmembers. Not available for 
purchase after the registration deadline (Oct.12). 

Official Tag Don’t get caught at the Other Parties with the Wrong People! During homecoming, there are 
many imitators and duplicators - but only one official UNC Black Alumni Reunion. Look for 
the offical event logo for all 2011 BAR parties. All official events are listed at 
,:i:, .:I’: I’: :.i !; 

The Epitome 

~i Day PaMy 

Social Indulgence Alumni Mixer 
Thursday, Oct. 271Sheraton Chapel Hill l9 p.m. - 12 a.m. 

Join us as we kickoff this year’s BAR festivities with a bang! Size up the indulgences yet to come as your 
senses get primed for what will be an unforgettable BAR experience. Come mix & mingle with fellow alumni 
while enjoying food, music and cash bar. FREE ADMISSION! 

Chapel Thrill Day Party 
Friday, Oct. 281 Top of the Hill (Great Room) I 2 - 5 p.m. 

Make history with us as BAR takes over Top of the Hill for the ultimate day party experience. DJ Paradime 
provides the musical backdrop and shows why he is one of the most requested DJs on the east coast. 
Suggested Attire: Carolina gear or Greek paraphernalia. 

¯ ": ¯ The Blackout: Legendary Hip Hop Party 
~ Friday, Oct. 28 J Bailey’s Pub and G611e I lO p.m. - 2 a.m. 

The preeminent homecoming experience continues with The Legendary Friday Night Hip Hop Party! Whether your musical tastes 
lean toward old school or new school, hip hop or r&b, reggae or go go, you will get it all right here. Hosted by Carolina young 
alumni & the class of ’01 -- LaSandra Boykin, Barry Brinkley, C. Hawkins, Rachel Hemphill, Jeff Henighan, Merceda Perry & 

LaVar Smith. 

With the luminary DJ Cozart on the ls and 2s, you will be officially rocking with the best! Attire: Chic Black. No athletic wear 
permitted. 



Swagger 

Blue Swagger IV 
Friday, Oct. 281Sheraton Chapel Hill l 10 p.m. -2 a.m. 

Carolina Football Alumni and Rude Boyz Entertainment will host a homecoming party to remember! Mix and 
mingle VlP room also available from 9 p.m. - 12 a.m in the Coach’s Room (Shula’s Bar Area). Music provided 
by K97.5’s midday mix-master, DJ Assassin. Carolina Football Alumni Hosts: Wendell Camp ’96, Sean Boyd 
’96, Fuzzy Lee ’96, Natrone Means ’94 and Mike Thomas ’96. 

Grand Finale 
The Grand Finale Casino Party 
Saturday, Oct. 29 I Sheraton Chapel Hill I 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. 

The weekend culminates with the Grand Finale Casino Party featuring Texas Hold ’em Poker, Craps, 
Roulette and Blackjack. Two ballrooms; one major party. 

For the jet-set crowd, DJ Cozart returns to the Monte Carlo Affair (Europa Ballroom) to set the night ablaze 
with all the latest music you can handle, and a few surprises thrown in to keep you on your toes. Indulge in 
signature cocktails and savory hors d’oeuvres while playing your hand at the casino. 

you’re looking for a taste of funk, touch of rock and a little jazz, check upstairs for the Vintage Times party (Venetian Ballroom). 
That’s where you’ll find EnVision as they return to the Vintage Times Cabaret to captivate you with that funk, r&b and jazzed-out 
vibe like only a live band can do. 

Attire: Glare, Classy and Upscale. No jeans or athletic wear permitted. 

VlP TABLES 
Enhance your experience with a VIP table at the Grand Finale Casino Party where you will enjoy reserved seating and 
complimentary Moet champagne bottle service. For VlP table reservations, please contact Letanya Love ’98 at 

~:! i ~::~’:’:~’~!: .::~::’:.’:!!::ii:i~:: ~::i~.::i~:’!:: :.~i~:: :! ~:~:.i~ There are a limited number of tables available for each room. 

ADOPT-A-FAMiLY PARTICIPATION 
The BAR planning committee has partnered with the Salvation Army of Durham, Orange and Person Counties to Adopt-a-Family. 
Our family consists of a single parent (female) and four children (three boys and one girl). During BAR registration, we are 
collecting donations to assist our family for the holidays. We’ll collect clothes, shoes, school supplies, toys and gift cards from 
Walmart and grocery stores in $5 increments for this family (view mom’s wish list). Questions? Contact Kim Sutton ’96 at 

~.::’.~.~’i~l~::::i’~ ":: !i; ’:: :ii::ii:i’::’iii~’:’!:~i::i.~:: :~’:’! or (609) 876-0256. 

BAR HAS GONE MOBILE 
Download the Carolina Homecoming app for the most up-to-date weekend information at your fingertips. Use the app to view the 
schedule of events and activities around town. Personalize your own schedule and make the most of your BAR weekend. Android, 
Blackberry, Palm Pre and other smart phone users can view :.~:: II’:IT’I i .:i~.~ ’~i’~,::i:..i:::i~ ’i~;:l.::.:: ~:’~ via your phone’s web browser (link can 
only be viewed from a mobile browser), iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch users can download the UNC Homecoming app from the 
iTunes App store. 

MEN’S BASKETBALL GAME :: FRIDAY. OCT. 28 
Come out, Turn It Blue and cheer on Coach Roy W~lliams ’72 and the Tar Heels in their 2011-12 exhibition game against UNC- 
Pembroke. Tickets are $10 (general admission) and must be purchased directly from the UNC Ticket Office -- t.~:4’=,:’.., ii:,i=.i...<~:" ~’~ or 
(919) 962-2296. Due to the late announcement of the exhibition game, tickets cannot be purchased on the BAR 
registration form. 

iNSPiRATiONAL SERVICE :: SUNDAY, OCT. 30 
Calling all BSM/UNC Gospel Choir alumni. The alumni choir will perform during this year’s Inspirational Service. It is a wonderful 
time to reunite with former choir members and connect with others you don’t already know. Courtney Moore Legins ’00 will direct 
this year. If you are interested in performing, email ~:::::~..i~t~’::! ~, ::!ii:’;< ~’:.::::::’~!:i:~:!i!~: :: :~q with your name and contact information to be added 
to the communications listserv (email will be used as the primary means of communication). 

LIKE BAR on Facebook FOLLOW BAR on Twitter 
:~ 4: :’~ :: ~::: ~:: :~ :; i~,::~ ~ il :. ~i: ~ ~’:: ~i:::i i: :.~i~’: :::i :: i :~ ~: ::: ii~:~: i:: :~ 4: :~.: :.~:: 

PRIVACY POLICY: You received this email from the UNC General Alumni Association, George Watts Hill Alumni Center, CB # 9180, Stadium Drive, PO Box 660, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0660 You have not been subscribed to an email list If you do not wish to receive future emails of this type from the GAA, please reply to 

~[~![!~#!~i~#£~.@#.~i and include your full name, address and class year, call us toll-free at (877) 377-7125. 

Please note that UNC and the General Alumni Association do not sell your information, including your email address, to anyone for any purpose. 

710072236 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_butler@unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 16, 2011 12:37 PM 

UNC Young Alumni <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

GAA The Quad Young Alumni E-Newsletter 

It’s finally October, which means 

that Homecoming is just two 

weekends from now!l can’t wait 

to see everyone that has already 
registered for Homecoming 2011 ! 

If you haven’t registered, what 

are you waiting for? 

Friday, Oct. 28 
8 p.m. - midnight: Alumni Milestone Mixer at Top of Hill’s Back Bar 

featuring DJ A-Minor 

Saturday, Oct. 29 
Bell Tower Tailgate including a full Southern tailgate buffet, locally 

brewed beverages, music and much more! 

UNC vs. Wake Forest football game 

Post-Game Party at The Carolina Inn with live music by The Soul 
~.~.~.~! ~.~! ~.~[~!~. 

Don’t miss out on a fun weekend full of celebrating, reminiscing 
and catching up with old friends! Register today at 

a~um hi, u~c,ed ulhomeeomi~% 

The registration deadline is Thursday, Oct. 20 at 5 p.m. 

Homecoming only comes along once a year, and this is your last 

chance to join in on the fun! 

What: Explore Istanbul and Coastal Turkey in 2012 

When: April 20-29, 2012 

Cost: From $1,959 
Why: Travel with friends, meet new Tar Heels and get an early- 

bird discount, available until Oct. 28 

Treat yourself to a break from the ordinary in 2012. 

Reserve your trip to Turkey with a $300 deposit by Oct. 28 

to receive a $50 early-bird discount off your trip! 

Explore the heart of Istanbul with 
fellow Carolina young alumni. Directories 

From there, you’ll experience the 

beauty of both the Turkish 

Riviera and famous inland sights, 
including the mythic city of Troy, 

the Temple of Artemis, the 

Greco-Roman ruins at Miletus 

and Didyma, and the otherworldly hot springs of Pamukkale. 

Visit the Turkey ~ for more details including the ~ 

The 2011 young alumni trip booked quickly, so don’t delay 

in getting your spot for Turkey reserved for a fantastic 

trip in 2012. 

Call the GAA for more details at (877) 962-3980 or email 
~(g ~. ~.L t ~ ~1~ !.@.g. ~.~.~ ~.-’~J~. 

The Eve Carson Scholarship, now in its ti]ird year, is continuing to 
grow and thrive. Ti]ere now are five Eve Carson sci]olars who 

continue to make Carolina proud and live out Eve Carson’s legacy. 

On Friday, Oct. 28, support the Carson scholars by attending the 
annual Eve Ball, a costume ball hosted by Franklin Street Yoga 

Center, to help fund the Eve Carson Scholarship. 

The Eve Ball runs from 8 p.m. - midnight at The Franklin Hotel. 
Tickets are $20, and 100 percent of proceeds go to the Eve 

Carson Scholarship Fund. For more information, visit 

~:~t~.~i~.~:~.gJ’~.~.~.9.~.L~3.[]’?~.g~.~.9.~.~! or ~:~.~.~.~!.~:~):~!g~.9.~’~.. 

Carolina was a great place to 
grow, not only as a person, but 

also as a professional. And 

although I already knew what l 

wanted to do for the rest of my 

life, it is thanks to my Carolina 
education that I now have an 

edge in the field of journalism It 

was thanks to my professors 

and to the wonderful educational 
opportunities I got that today I 

consider myself a better- 

rounded person It is no secret 

that Carolina has one of the best 
schools of journalism in the 

county, but it isn’t until you step 

into Carroll Hall that you know 

you have come to the right place. 

The reason why Carolina is so dear to all of us who have 

graduated from it is because our University offers real-world 

experiences that better prepare us to deal with the complexities of 
today’s world. And clearly our School of Journalism was not the 

exception From the very first day, I felt very fortunate to be a 



If you won’t be in Chapel Hill for Homecoming and Halloween this 

year, consider making a gift to the Eve Carson Scholarship at 

ivin A~nc.edu,~ 

student there because both faculty and staff understood that they 
needed to prepare us for a changing world. And although I 

graduated almost two years ago, the road to that ’new world" is 

far from over But I know I am better off today thanks to the 

experiences both inside and outside the classroom that I took from 
Chapel Hill. 

I am currently a news anchor for Univision in Raleigh. And I 

couldn’t think of a betLer job to have straight out of college. Our 

station has become a pioneer in bringing information to the 
Spanish-speaking community of North Carolina, and I am thrilled to 

be part of such an ambitious project. We began, not too long ago, 

the first Spanish-language newscast in North Carolina, and the 

response has been great And as one could expect, every day at 
my job presents new challenges and opportunities, but I always 

feel like I am better able to deal with them thanks to my Carolina 

formation. 

Do you know someone who would make a great next featured YA? Do you want to be 
featured next? Send in a short entry and picture to kat butler~u~c.edu. It’s a forum to 

talk about your time at Carolina and what you’re doing now. 

Production of The Quad is made possible by GAA member dues Consider j#.[Bj.~.g.~.b.~..~.~.£#.[~y as a young alumni member and support your 
alma mater by enjoying a lifetime connection to Carolina. Young alumni members will receive their membership card in the mail along with a 

package full of discounts and the official young alumni "i’d Rather Be on the Quad" bumper sticker. 

~ With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Butler ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

~:~t--~#~-]#-~-@-~-Bt’~-~t:~#. I (919) 962-7053 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CarolinaAm~ual Fund <rebecca bmmlet ~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 19, 2011 5:01 PM 

Carolina Alumni, Students, Parents and Friends <AllysonC@a]umni.unc.e&~> 

Opportunities, Inspiration, Gratitude: Carolina’s Marwood Interns 

’WeYe been given some pretty incredible opportunities for which I am really grateful," 

-Courtney Lee ’12 

Every summer, the J’X!;~.!?i~:~;?S’~!...L.:.!ig.~!1-~ hosts approximately 20 university student interns in their 

New York City and D.C. offices. As interns, the students learn about working in the health care 

industry, finance, politics, business and non-profits. The program promotes learning inside 

and outside the conference room, consistently exposing students to broader perspectives and 

real world experiences. 

We hope you’ll take a few minutes to view ou~ video 

about the Marwood Group Summer internship 

Program, the impact it has on Carolina students and 

the reasons why UNC-Chapel Hill alumni offer their 

support. 

~:: ,’Ma rwo,~d G rC,~o= p h~,ter n sift p Video 

Gifts from Carolina alumni, students, parents and 

friends ensure that all students are exposed to 

broader perspectives and real world experiences 

through learning inside and outside the classroom. ~L£~.!.r...g.i![::. to Carolina will enable these 

experiences and inspire students. 

’1 don’t think I’d be here if I didn’t go to Carolina. The program is a way of giving back to the 

school ... It’s a great way to stay connected to a fantastic university." -John Moore ’88 

Trouble viewing the video? You may need to download the free Flash player, available at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 12:18 AM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Event Updates :: 2011 Black Alumni Reunion 

Event ~nfonnation :; Carolina ~ornecorning :: Oct, 27-30 

Thank you to the approximately 1,200 alumni and friends who pre-registered for this year’s reunion (an all-time high for pre-registration). For those 

who did not and are still interested in attending, there are several events that will be available during on-site registration (.c..~.~..¢.~..13.e..Le...[..o..L#~.~!!.9..b.!.i.t..~). 
As you make your final plans to head to Chapel Hill, please review the updates listed below: 

For those who pre-registered, you will be able to pick up your registration packet, event tickets and apparel (if pre-orderd) during on-site 

registration in the lobby of the Sheraton Chapel Hill on Thursday, Oct. 27 (6-9 p.m.) and Friday, Oct. 28 (3-8 p.m). Registration will continue at 
the Bell Tower Tailgate on Saturday, Oct 29 (12:30-3 pm.). If you need to have someone pick up your registration packet, event 
tickets and apparel, please email ~!=~]@]£~..~if).g and indicate the name of the person= This must be received by 5 p.m= (EDT) 

on Wednesday, Oct. 26. No exceptions. 

the Hip Hop Party and/or the Black and Blue Tour, YOU WILL NOT need a ticket for admission. An attendee list will be used 

Tickets are no longer available for the Day Party or seats in the BAR football block. For seats outside the BAR block visit !arhee~b~ue.¢om 

or call the UNC Ticket Office at (800) 722-4335. 

If you pre-registered for BAR shuttle tickets, the shuttle will begin at the Sheraton Chapel Hill (for hotel guests) and the American Legion (for 

non hotel guests) at 11 a.m. No shuttle tickets will be sold on site. 

The BAR Tailgate will be 12:30-3 p.m. at the Bell Tower. There will be a very lira ited hum bur of tailgate tickets available for purchase on 

site. We anticipate these tickets will sell out during Thursday registration. These tickets will only be sold during on-site registration and cannot 

be paid for and/or reserved before on-site registeration opens. 

Kick off for the U NC vs Wake Forest football game is 3:30 p.m. There is no parking on or near Stadium Drive on game day. ~!~.£.[L[!#.[#. for 

game-day parking information from UNC Public Safety. 

The BAR planning committee has partnered with the Salvation Army of Durham, Orange and Person Counties to Adopt-a-Family. Our family consists 

of a single parent (female) and four children (three boys and one girl). During BAR registration, we are collecting donations to assist our family for the 

holidays. We’ll collect clothes, shoes, school supplies, toys and gift cards from Walmart and grocery stores in $5 increments for this family (!~.!.9.,..w. 

m o m~s wis h hst) Questions? Contact Kim Sutton ’96 at kwatsonf 9t 3~ or (609) 876-0256 

GBT BA~ UF~T~S V~A TEXT 

To receive BAR event updates via text messaging, text UNCBAR to 258684. Standard message rates may apply from your service provider. 

Download the Carolina Homecomin9 app for the most up-to-date weekend information at your fingertips, Use the app to view the schedule of events 

and activities around town, Personalize your own schedule and make the most of your BAR weekend, Android, Blackberry, Palm Pre and other smart 

phone users can view unc20f f.gatherdigital.com via your phone’s web browser (link can only be viewed from a mobile browser) iPhone, iPad 

and iPod Touch users can download the UNC Homecomin9 app from the iTunes App store, 

BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina                     Chapel Hill and Orange County Visitors Bureau 

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. (Kappa Omicron Alumnae) GAA Student Membership Program 

SOLAY Counseling and Research Center Poe Consulting Group 

Parish Capital Advisors, LLP 

Ol~ We~ Level ~$2~50 - $499} 
Mechanics and Farmers Bank 
New Paradigm Advisory Group 

Rose Highland-Sharpe ’80 

Highland Communications 

Pinehurst, NC 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VISTAOutreach@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, November 2, 2011 1:30 PM 

allycrin@emaJ], unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder: Nov/Dec 2011 

If you ale having problems viewing this elnoJl, please visit us online. 

::X:: VISTA Viewfinder Nov/Dec 

i.~.i VISTA Viewfinder Nov/Dec 

..............................i’~’i VISTA ii.~.iI Unsubscribe "~:i Bookmark Us i~i Fa i~i M ~i Fli 
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From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Thursday, November 3, 2011 1:00 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Occupy Wall Street :: Staying Positive in Wisconsin 

bud, on 

/ this email was forwarded to you, sigf~ up for your own YES! newsletters. 

YOUR STORIES 

~ eathezfing Walker s Storm: 
Staying Positive in Wisconsin 

In February 2011, thousands of Wisconsin educators 

descended on the state capital to defend their right to 

bargain What’s it like teaching in the midst of this 

pandemonium? Wisconsin high school teacher Jean Abreu 

talks candidly about how her community pulled together to 

protect what they worked so hard to create¯ This is Jean’s 

story. MC~:~E :,> 

Abreu & Students. Piloto courtesy of 

Jean AbreL: 

YESI RECOMMENDS ~ 

The Legacy Project ~:i LeL-]~cY F’!oiect logo 

How will I make my mark on this big world? What do I want to 

be? Do? 

These are questions asked by students of all ages. The Legacy 

Project is a big-picture, multigenerational project informed by 

scientific research and fueled by a belief in individual promise 

Discover the Legacy Project’s resources, including LifeDreams, a series of activities that explores how to 

create your own life, achieve your goals, and enjoy the ride¯ 

M !~..R...g.,ty.s.!~ Lj..T...L.g.,~&~:..Y.. E’ .R.!~.g! ~% .:~ 



YES! CLASSROOM TOOLS ~ 

Just the Facts: 3 Big Myths About Jobs Today 

Of course economic gro~^~h creates jobs! Apparently not. Three big myths about 

jobs and the economy are busted open in these no-kidding graphs. 

YES! But How?: 
Cotton with a 
Conscience 

You and your students can wear 

cotton without wearing out the planet 

Try crafting a tool belt from used 

jeans, plus score new outfits from a clothes Swap-o-Rama-Rama. ~,~t¢~E ;, 

7 Smart Solutions for DIY Jobs 

One alternative to looking for a job is to make your own. From Free Geek--swap 

labor for a rebuilt computer--to Fab Lab--run a factory from your laptop~here are 

seven ways communities are supporting DIYers. ..".,~t~)~.?~. 

Space;. Photo 

LV Josh 

CURRICULUM & RESOURCES 

Occupy SVall Street 

YES! Magazine and the NewYork Times Learning Network offer your 

students a comprehensive introduction to Occupy Wall Street and stories on 

why people are taking to the streets in the name of the 99%. 

David 8hankbone 

ThinkB4YouSpeak 

The common straight teen slur "That’s so gay" may not mean to hurt, but it 

can Curriculum from GLSEN (Gay Lesbian and Straight Education Network) 

helps teens understand what they’re saying and think about the potential 

consequences of the words they choose. 

YESI WEBPICK 

Steve Jobs’ 2005 Stanford Commencement 
Address 

There’s nothing like a college dropout telling tales of getting fired and being 

diagnosed for cancer to fire up your students--and you--to pursue their 

passions. Especially when the speaker is the late Steve Jobs WATCH ;:. 

i~i S~eve Jcbs 

WORDS THAT INSPIRE 

The Laughing Thrush 

W,S. ~ERW~N 

O nameless joy of the morning 

tumbling upward note by note out of the night 

and the hush of the dark valley 

and out of whatever has not been there .. 

Poet Laureate W.S. Merwin believes that it’s natural to love 

being in the world around us. Read the complete poem and explore an activity to help your students 

connect with--and write about--a sense of place and time. MORE >; 

VISUAL LEARNING 



Boom! 

Ask these three questions about this photo so you and your 

students can understand the image, its message, and why 

it’s interestin9 (or not): What do you notice, What are you 

wondering? And, after uncovering some facts, Whats next? 

A FREE TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION A FREE LIBRARIAN SUBSCRIPTION FREE POSTERS & INFOGRAPHICS 

Thanks to the generosity of YES! Share YES! Magazine with students We understand a teacher’s budget 

donors, qualified teachers can apply and teachers at your school or Those YES! colorful posters and charts 

for a 1-year introductory subscription, university library you need for teaching your students 

S:JBSC]~I~E "rODA"!! APPLY POR ,~, !-YE,~/R HtiRODUCrOI~Y are downloadable and free. 

We never sell or share our email list Use this li~lk if you wish 

to unsubscribe from this list 
WHAT IS YESI MAGAZINE? 

YES! is an independent, non-profit, 
YESI Magazine 

ad-fiee magazine printed on 100%         covers 

post-consumer-waste paper. 

E~]Each qua[ter, we take on today’s 
critical issues with a fresh and 

positive point of view. Our stories 

fuse powerful ideas and practical 

actions, and inspire people to create a better world. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:42 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

This Changes Everything 

j If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own YES! newsletters. 

::~:: ’~’ESi k’L~gazins, Ioqc 

::~:: YES! M,sgazlne’s This Ch,snges 

...... ~veryfa h-=g book 

:: EXCLL~S~E OFFER :: 

Here’s your chance to get the book 

now at 30-50% off the cover price 

Click below to find out how 

get ’~"ES! k’L~gazins s 

When you buy This Changes Everything 

through the YES! store, you support our 

work. Thanks! 

This Changes E#erything : 

Occupy ~all S~eet and the 99% 
~Iovement 

The Occupy Wall Street movement named the core issue of our time: the 
overwhelming power of Wall Street and large corporations--something 

the political establishment and most media have long ignored. 

But the movement goes far beyond naming the problem This Changes 
Everything shows how the movement is shifting the way people view 

themselves and the world, the kind of society they believe is possible, 

and their own involvement in creating a society ti]at works for the 99% 

rather than just the 1%. 

Attempts to pigeonhole this decentralized, fast-evolving movement have 

led to confusion and misperception. In tills volume, the editors of YES! 

Magazine bring together voices from inside and outside the protests to 
convey the issues, possibilities, and personalities associated with the 

Occupy Wall Street movement 

This book features contributions from Naomi Klein, David Korten, 
Rebecca Solnit, Ralph Nader, and others, as well as Occupy 
activists who were there from the beginning It offers insights for 

those actively protesting or expressing support for the movement~and 

for the millions more who sympathize with the goal of a more equitable 

and democratic future. 

Want a taste of what’s inside? Check out 10 Ways ~he Occupy 
Mo~er~se~t C~anges ~eryt~ing. 

Military Resistance a Strong Brew 
Near the gates of Fort Lewis, anti-war veterans serve tip support and solidariD" 

~along with double-tall lattes) to their friends in uniform. 

Strong Dholo by Fa~ul Dunn 

The .45 caliber single-action, semi-automatic Colt pistol known as the M 1911 in milifa[y parlance is an extremely 
destructive handgun at close range On June 26,2011, U.S. Army Ranger Jared August Hagemann removed his M 1911 

from its holster. The 25-year-old already had carried the sidearm with him on eight deployments to Iraq and Afgi]anistan, 

so he knew how much damage even a single round could do against flesh and bone 

It was late Sunday evening at Joint Base Lewis-McChord, and Hagemann stood in a training area, stalked by a terrorist 

more relentless ti]an any Taliban suicide bomber. His opponent’s name: post-traumatic stress disorder, the clinical term for 

a severe form of anxiety usually known by its acronym, PTSD. 

Staff Sgt. Hagemann placed the muzzle against his right temple and pulled the trigger His obituary, published by his 

hometown paper in California’s San Joaquin Valley, said only he had "died unexpectedly," words his widow would 

dispute. 

this offer: Fist $12 ~or a 

year of YES! + s FREE 

SUBSCR~B£ "[O YES! 

TODAY 
A year of YES! Magazine for 
just $12. 
Plus a bonus issue 

YES! KLEAN ¯ 
X:: YES~ 

Klet~ 
Instant 

n 
inspiration* Kant 
(*Just add ee.n 

~’ate r) 

Support our 

work and 

support the 

planet too with 

the healthiest, 

safest bottle you can get. 

::X:: Credit union suppolte=’s, 
....... photo b~, ~ibonacc= Biue 

The Gloat ~1oney Migration 
by Mat? Engter 

Just how effective was Bank 

Transfer Day? 

Eviction: 
Beg:nni What’e Next 
ng :s 

for 0¢~;~ py Near, 
Wall S~reet? p!loto 
by Nathan by Co~, 
Schneider )octm-,h 



r 
SUBSCRIBE NOWAND GET OUR SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY ISSUE: THE 

BREAKTHROUGH f 5 

:: EPECIAL EUFJ~CI=qP’I’~ON OFFER 

Order now and get this e~e~;ial introdu~;tory subscription o[fe~’--$12 for a 

year of YES! + an extra issue FREE as a bonus¯ 

Not ready to subscribe? Get a FREE Trial Issue, Fill out thi~ form, end we’ll send you 

a copy FREE 

Beet Job in the Neighborhood--,And They Ow# ~t 

How worker co-ops are expanding despite the rust-belt 
economy. ! 

Pelleting the Town Proaperoua 

Urban artists revive our neighborhoods and show us 
howto share our gifts. 

piloto by’ Carl 

~i Discussioq pl-=o~o by 
bfl,~’yhack piloto by ND 8trupler Schoharie by’ jcsoup2 

Emotional Learning Toilet Pape~ 

Bl’lnge Real Ho#e to Prepal’edneee ~’e, 

by Katherine Gustafson by Shannon Hayes 

Protesters Win Pipeline AI~ Oregol~ Experimet~t 

De~ay Citizen Go~’ernanee 

by Brooke Jarvis by Tyrone Re#man 

--A little-known movement 

helps kids understand the 

connection between the 

--’What I learned from the 

hurricane: Real emergency 

preparedness has more to 

brain and heart, and improve do with community than 

their behavior (and test canned goods. 

scores) too 

How thousands of 

determined protesters 

dragged a little-known 

pipeline into the national 
spotlight~and convinced 

the Obama administi~tion to 

delay its approval 

A new law that puts voters 

--in charge of breaking 

through political spin could 

be a first step in making 

~oolicy decisions that work. 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 
~] "{ESi Email 

For more than a decade, a groundbreaking clean elections law has helped protect Maine politics 

from the influence of big money. But what’s happening now that big spenders have free rein to influence elections--and 
what does it mean for the rest of the country? 

Boomers discover ways to apply their skills and life experience to purposeful second careers. 

How new graduates are improvising when expected careers aren’t panning out. 

What does the Occupy 
movement do when its flagship 

occupation is gone--at least for 

now? 

:qe;:: ,,~se We Are ~he 

: .: =.÷ 1!¢ ... A~rd We 
cs,r:n 

Statrd With 

the 9!)% 

by Jesse Eatrin 

I "1 love my family 
~ but feel great 

sadness at the system which 

has allowed my family to 
accumulate such wealth at the 

expense of so many others." 

Why Jesse Estrin--and other 

members of the 1%--decided to 

stand with the rest of us. 

: MORE #OCCUPYWALLSTREET 

©ity 

The citizens sta~!ed 
of two cities up in 

are finding the ~ 

finances, and skills to put 

together green jobs. 

[ 

IThie ::~:: in E~ePy Tow!l 

iY~anifesto 

shows 

how all- 

I ages music 

j::en21:e 
arts alive, 

build community, and 9ire youn9 people 
experience in organizing 

:: MORE BOOK REVIEWS 

Poet 
~i w s 

W,& al his 
I~le rwim 

I 
home 

Doing the on a 
Impossible 

The two-time Pulitzer Prize 

winner accepted an 

appointment as U.S. poet 
laureate so he could offer just 

one simple warning. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_jackson@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 20, 2011 12:35 PM 

UNC GAA Young Alumni <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

GAA Young Alumni The Quad 

As young alumni, our lives are 

filled with milestone events that 

we want to share. And during 
certain times of year, we want to 

reach out and let others know 

w e’re thinking about them. 

Connect with family and friends 
with personalized True Blue cards...and GAA members also can 

save money 

Whatever the celebration... 
¯ Holidays 

¯ Wedding save-the-date cards 

¯ Birth announcements 
° Party invitations 

Select your design, write your text and provide a digital image to 

create your unique Tar Heel message. }[£.~D.}.13#..~-~t~&.~:?.~#:f. to 
save 15 percent on orders from lifecards.com. 

If you have questions about GAA member benefits, please call 

Mike Dempsey ’11 or Diana Koonce ’02 at (800) 962-0742. Or you 
can check us out by visiting ~!.~.!.%~j,..u..b..c.,..e..d..~.! ..b..e_0..e..~.[t.=~.. 

What: Explore Istanbul and 

Coastal Turkey in 2012 

When: April 20-29, 2012 
Cost: From $2,459 including air 

from New York City 

Why: Travel with friends, meet 

new Tar Heels and experience 

an exciting new travel 
destination 

Enjoy Turkey in the spring! The early-booking discount ends 

Nov. 24 -- don’t miss out on this $50 discount by reserving your 
spot today. 

Explore the cosmopolitan city of Istanbul, with the famous Blue 

Mosque of Sultan Ahmet and the awe-inspiring Hagia Sophia 
where Roman emperors were once crowned. Enjoy the city’s 

lively restaurants and nightclubs, and wander through the exotic 

Grand Bazaar and spice market. See what you remember from 

your ancient Greek and early Roman history classes and brush up 
on your Homer as you wander through the ancient ruins of 

Pergamon, Troy, Ephesus and Didyma. Visit the ancient Roman 

spa town of Pamukkale and enjoy the modern resort of Kusadasi 

on Turkey’s Aegean coast. 

The 2011 young alumni trip booked quickly and we’ve already 
begun receiving resewations for this fantastic trip in 2012 Don’t 

miss out on this opportunity to explore Isfanbul and Turkey’s 

western Mediterranean coastline. 

Call the GAA for more details at (877) 962-3980 or email 

a~umni "~rave~unc,ed~ 

Whether near or far from the Hill, there are 
many people and things to be thankful for. 

In numbers, we have more than 950 alumni 
ser, dng an active role within the Navy, 

Army, Air Force and Marines 

On a nostalgic note, I asked fellow young 

alumni what they were thankful for. Here 

are some of their responses 

I’m thankful for... 

I’m thankful that I attended -- and graduated from -- the best 

university in the nation[ Go Heels! 

- Catherine Garner ’11" 

My amazing parents, who are so supportive of everything t do. 

- Ben Anders ’11 

Very few people that I meet love 

their alma mater as much as I 
love Carolina. Carolina has 
everything -- incredible 

academics, world-renowned 
athletics and a socially active 
student body. I was able to get 

an outstanding education, rush 
Franklin Street when our men’s 

basketball team won the 2009 

NCAA Championship and meet 
the people who I call my best 

friends. Although I will always 

fondly remember late nights in 

the UL, Saturdays in Kenan 
Stadium and Thursday nights on 

Franklin Street, what I will 
remember most is being a part of a student body that truly cared 

about the community and wanted to make a difference in the 
world. 



I am most thankful for a free ticket to the Blue Zone. 
- Kristin Taber ’02" 

The Tar Heets being ranked No. 1 preseason’,. 

- Chase Matson ’08* 

A wonderful community of family and friends -- it makes a!! the 
difference[ 

- Brooke Bitler ’08* 

I’m thankful that our men’s basketbafl team was ranked No. 1 in 

the preseason coach’s poll and that !’m lucky" enough to five 
close enough to the Southern PaFt of Heaven that I can visit any 

time t wan ~t 
- Samantha Jackson ’08* 

*denotes GAA membership 

Finally, if you join as a GAA member, you’ll have access to a wide 

selection of UNC/GAA ..e.ts~.~£.d..~! Be sure to join and say thanks 
today! 

At Carolina, I was amazed by how involved in the community 

everyone was. It was impossible to witness the amazing things 
going on around campus and not want to get involved. I started 

volunteering in the pediatric oncology clinic at the hospital. I cannot 

put into words how amazing it felt when the parents of my 

patients told me how excited their kids were to see me every 
week. I saw how big an impact giving two-to-three hours a week 

of my time made, and I knew that I would spend the rest of my life 

giving back to and uplifting the community around me 

I have continued to practice what Carolina taught me even though 
I am no longer a student. I did a 10-month term of service in an 

AmeriCorps program teaching HIV/AIDS education in DC public 

schools. Currently, I am involved with the Crohn’s and Colitis 

Foundation of America Team Challenge program Team Challenge 
trains participants to complete a half-marathon while raising 

money to help increase awareness of and seek a cure for 

Crohn’s Disease and Ulcerative Colitis. I always have loved 

exercising and feel honored to be able to do something that I love 
while raising money to fight a disease that affects more than 1.5 

million Americans. I have been fundraising since August to meet 

my goal of raising $3,600 for CCFA. I am doing this because many 

people with Crohn’s Disease would love to be able to run a half- 

marathon and cannot, because I want to make a difference in the 
lives of others, and because Carolina taught how important it is to 

never stop serving my community. 

To help me meet my fundraising goal or to sign up for a Team 

Challenge chapter in your area, please visit my page at 

~¢~ive.comldonate. 

Do you know someone who would make a great next featured YA? Do you want to be 
featured next? Send in a short entry and picture to ~u~coedu. It’s a forum 

to talk about your time at Carolina and what you’re doing now. 

Production of The Quad is made possible by GAA member dues Consider "oimn the GAA tod~, as a young alumni member and support your 
alma mater by enjoying a lifetime connection to Carolina. Young alumni members will receive their membership card in the mail along with a 

package full of discounts and the official young alumni "i’d Rather Be on the Quad" bumper sticker. 

~ With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Jackson ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

k~t ack~ond~ans.edu I (919) 962-7053 



FYI Carolina @"£lCarolh~a@~mc~edu:~ 

Tuesday, November 22, 2011 12:41 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <AI} sonC@alumni,unc,edu~~ 

Remembering Medgar Evers Senior is People’s choice, Stay connected with Carolina - November F~9 Carolina 

Mintose Gwin spent years researching the ffe of civil rigNs activist Medgar ~vers. To her surprise, she Iound more ~han 
--one way to tell this tale of the segregated SouttL The Kenan Eminant Professor of En.glsh wrote a long-planned scholarly -- 

work and a debut novel of note. 

Peepie magazine ci~ose Gabdel 
Whaiey, a senior philosept?y major, 
as its Readers= Choice Hero 
Wt~aley founded Kici n":~4H:.~::9~::, a 
nonprofit soccer canlp that doubles 
as a food bank More than 1,000 
kids have a~ended the camp~ which 
has cofected !6,000-plus pounds 
of toed 

School of Jeumalisn~ and Mass 

launci~ed a multimedia clocurnen "[a~y 
about everyday iife in Mexico City, in 
partsership with jou[na/srn students 
at Tec de Monterrey ~n Mexico City 

Carolina ranks 4th among large 
colleges and universiles 
contributing the greatest number of 
graduating seniors to i,~ ~i :!~ ~:(i 

--/wn~:’:ic;:. UNC debuted as 8th on 
the tep contributors list in 2008 and 
has risen steadily since then 

Oscar-winning songwriters Alan 
and Manlyn Bergman join Chancellor 
Holden Thorp for a conversation 

--about songwriting and Alan        -- 
Be~grnan’a days as a std,dent The 
1948 graduate returned to campus 
[o ~eceive a Distinguished Aldnlnus 
Award 

This fall, Carolina welcomed iB 1 !fl 

Thomas Wolte Scholar. Anna 

Faison, while celebralng the 10th 

__anniversary of an undergraduate __ 

crealve writing scholarship 

honoring alumnus [ homas Wolfe. 

autO,or of "Look Homeward Angel" 

seemingly separating what an adult 
__wonlan does to stay healthy [~orn __ 

what happened as a child. 
However, health professionals at 
the Schooi of Medicine and beyond 
are devoting more. attention to 
heipin9 children adopt heaithy habits 
for a lifetime 

Carolina tiecl for 10til on tie U.S. 
~~ilbi ~bt program’s list of campuses 

--with lie most students and recent -- 
graduates receiving Fulbdght 
awards for 2010-20!1. UNC ha,d 18 
student recipients The grants send 
stuclents abroad to help knprove 
US relat~onswith other countries. 

Wish you were in Chapel Hill? 
Connect to Carefina through 300- 
plus social media accounts on Sb~v 

resource inks to the officiai 

photos, videos; biog pes~s and 

8593 or v~:ite. C:.qiic¢ of University Communicatio:-:s 2 i0 Pi!!SbO:O St.. Cia.tpel Hiil. NO 27599-8210 

710072236 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, November 23, 20~_1 12:49 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Thoughtful. AFfordable. And the Second One is Free! 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, November 30, 20~_1 6:23 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Understanding Students with Dyslexia :: Doodling Boosts Learning 

bu~on 

/ this email was forwarded to you, sigf~ up for your own YES! newsletters. 

YOU R STOR 

~rhy Race Has Everything To Do With Who and 
How I Teach 

In urban Atlanta, Walter Davis teaches at a school for young teenage boys--all 

people of color. Read how Walter pours his heart, humor, and love for literature into 

empowering his students to believe in themselves, to be excellent students, and-- 

ultimately--to become successful fathers, husbands, brothers, and professionals 

This is Waiter’s story. 

Rising 

S.IA.R.S. 

Male 

YESI RECOMMENDS 

Creative Change 
Educational 
Solutions 

Cre~stive Chsn.ge [:(ducation~sJ Soluti,sns I,sgo 

Creative Change Educational 



Solutions is a national nonprofit organization focused on sustainability education. But its curriculum isn’t 

just about content It’s about transforming the way teachers teach and students learn. 

YES! recommends Creative Change for its systems approach that helps schools and teachers use 

sustainability to strengthen initiatives on teacher quality, equity, and student learning. 

Explore Creative Change’s seven programs and their lessons, including "Our Town"--green spaces and 

land use policies--and ’Sustainable by Design"--the science and economics of green designs. Plus, 

visit its Curriculum & Resource Center 

Bonus: Creative Change is offering three free one-year subscriptions (worth $125 each) to its Curriculum 

& Resource Center. Find out how you might be selected. 

YES! CLASSROOM TOOLS 

5 Steps to Redefine How You Live 

Is your life out of balance? Can you work fewer hours? The newest YES! poster 

shows you how less is more. 

Porlio!l of 

Less is More 

poster 

DIY Jobs: Soup for You! 

Jed Lazar’s SoupCycle spreads hope for a more sustainable world and a thriving 

local economy every time he delivers freshly made soup by bike to his 

"soupscribers." Read about Jed and other entrepreneurs who said no to corporate 

jobs MOP:! :~ 

F’iloto by 

CURRICULUM & RE,.>OL R,,E,.> ~ 

Jou~ey Into Dyslexia 

You’ve probably taught a student with dyslexia--and were perplexed on how to 

help This film portrays the emotional journeys and school experiences of students 

with dyslexia, and shows successful adults who see their dyslexia as a unique gift. 

Great Minds 

DifferenIly 

DVD covsr 

Teaching Economies as if People Mattered 

How do you help your students make sense of this economic upheaval--and look 

to recovery in the future? Explore United for a Fair Economy’s "Teaching 

Economics" animated lesson plans to stimulate frank, this-is-for-real discussions. 

~: credk crisis 

..... g~sphic 

[.illl Day, 

is~ock 

YES! WEBPICK 

Doodlers, Unite! 

Your student who doodles during your lecture may seem distracted--and 

distracting But visual specialist Sunni Brown will convince you that 

doodling boosts comprehension and creativity. So, step away from the 

doodler! v~,u~-rCN >> 

VVI::)RDS THAT INSPIRE 

$~rhat’s Your 
Sign? 

Pholcs courlesy ,sf We Are the 1%: We 

Stand Wilh the 99%. 

fronq 1he video al 1 43 

Some members of the 1% 

have shared messages of 

solidarity with the 99%. What 

goes into a sign that makes 

a lasting impression? 

Certain words or phrases? 

Personal stories? Typeface? Color? View signs from the 1%, and explore an activity to help your students 

understand--and create their own--powerful signs. ~[~..’.~..?. 

VISUAL LEARNING 



We Are the 99% 

Ask these three questions about this photo so you and your 

students can understand the image, its message, and why 

it’s interesting (or not): What do you notice, IAlhat are you 

wondering? And, after uncovering some facts, What’s next? 

THIS CHANGES EVERYTHING ~ 

Occupy Wall Street and the 99% Movement 

Hot off the press, This Changes Everything, is a great resource for teaching your 

students about the Occupy Wall Street movement and its influence. The book, from 

the editors of YES! Magazine, convenes many voices--inside and outside the 

protests--with essays that shed light on the issues, the personalities, and the 

solutions of this historic movement 

Co~,e: of lilis 

C:henges 

book 

We never sell or share our email list. Use this ~i~k if you wish to 

unsubscribe from this list. 
WHAT iS YES! MAGAZINE? ...... 

YES! is an independent, non-profit, 
YES! Magazine 

covers 

post-consumer-waste paper¯ 

E~Each quarter, we take on today’s 
critical issues with a fresh and 

positive point of view¯ Our stories 

fuse powerful ideas and practical 

actions, and inspire people to create a better world¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 2:53 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

15 Extraordinary People Transforming the Way We Live 

j If this email was forwarded to you, sign ap for your own YES! newsletters. 

The "YES! Breakthrough 15" issue 

Dear Reader, 

We live in a moment when it is hard to have faith in the power 

of an individual, unless that individual has money, or celebrit~q 

or both. The New York Times Magazine reports that it’s so 
hard for citizen groups to bend the ears of federal politicians 

they sometimes enlist the help of the glamorous--Nicole 

Kidman, Natalie Portman, George Clooney--just so they can get 

a meeting. Ordinary Americans have rarely felt more 
powerless. 

But thousands of people all over the United States are 

responding to crises at every level--by organizing and 
innovating at Occupy sites; in Washington, D.C., state capitols, 

and city halls; health clinics, schools, and neighborhoods. This 

issue is dedicated to the 99 percent and to people who aren’t 

looking for leadership from those with entrenciled wealth and 
influence¯ We’re marking our 15th anniversary by turning our 
attention to 15 individuals who are creating solutions and 

movements that answer the economic, environmental, and 
political challenges our country faces. We have named them 

the YES! Breakthrough 15--a group of people who are 
shattering our sense of powerlessness 

::~:: Tile"{ES! B!eakth!ough 15 theWinle! 2012 issue 

,sf ’f1.£:S! Ma.gazine 

~n this taaue, you will read stories of individuals tackling 

climate change, building renewable energy and creating jobs in 
some of the poorest communities in the country, setting up real [ 
universal health care, pushing money out of politics, and :: PEEK I~StDE THE ~’~EW 

creating art and activism that revive neighborhoods broken by economic hardship. We offer you their stories as an 
invitation to break through cynicism and prove that ordinary people have real power 

See what’s inside the issue, and if you’re not already a subscriber, make this issue the first in your subscription with 

this in~’oduc~o~y Sl 5 o~fef. 

~ 
Best, 

Madeline Ostrander 

Senior Editor, YES! Magazine 

:: SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER 

WITH YOUR FRIENDS 

Will/Mlen: Gfowing J~e~ice in Food De~erte 

Creating access to affordable fresh food in low-income 

neighborhoods t 

G[aee goggs: Reviving the Loet City 

A decades-long revolution to rekindle the soul of urban 

neighborhoods¯ t 

O=~der by De’~c~;rnber 151h 

G~’~ THE GIFT 3F 

Two for $20. $10 for each 

additional gift. 

We’ll send a gift 
announcement to each 

recipient, followed by a full 

year (4 beautiful issues) of 

YES! Magazine¯ Ordef by 
December 15t~ to ensure 

delivery of announcement 

by Christmas. 

SUBSCRIBE "[O YES! 
"[ODAY 

A year of YES! Magazine for 

$15. 
Plus a bonus issue 

YES! POSTERS 

Choose from our many 

inspirational posters, 
includin9 ’"We Have More 

Than Enough Power" 

YES! Posts-rs ir~cluding 

Iile We Have More 

Thal~ El~ough Powe! 

por~er 

....... Let’s 

St~hen 
the 
No~iday 

by Fran 
Korten 

onged 

for 

simpler surroundings¯ So I made a 

resolution: Each week I would move more 

stuff out of the house than came in 



Wes 9sckson; A Perennial Revolution in 
Agriculture 
Revolutionizing agriculture with crops that grow like a 
prairie. [ 

Ai-jen Poe: Organizing Labor---.With Love 
Battling for those on the economic bottom rungI 

domestic workers. [ 

[ 
We the People vs. Wall Street i’ Wall Street Sign photo by Alex E Proimos 
We started planning an issue on corporate power last summer 

At the time, many were coming to see that solutions to nearly 

every concern~from climate change to mass foreclosures, 

from the health care crisis to joblessness--are stymied by the 

outsized power of corporations But what could ordinary 
people do when faced with gigantic corporations and 

government officials who all too often act at their behest? 

The YES! Magazine editors are planning a new issue 
focused on practical ways to counter the power of 

corporations and Wall Street. Can you help? 
LF.~RN ~AORE. 

Reader~ 

[ 

’,~’~ n~ jobs t_~, Sasha 

7 Waye to S~£por~ the In De[arise of Oiplornacy 
Beal Job Creator: Main by Ste,ehea Zuaes 

Street 

by John Cavanagh New legislation would make 

all diplomatic contact with 
Turns out most job creation --Iran illegal. Stephen Zunes 

comes from the 99 percent, explains why we need to 

not the one percent           keep the lines of 

communication open. 

MML 

Time Ba[~ki[~g: An Idea 
W~oee Tirna Nas Corna? 

by Edgar Cahn 

Corporate 

perso!lhooe sign 

Occ~:py ~:~ea ~Iie 

photo by HollyWsta 

L,A, and Occupy L,A, 
Agree: lt"e "rh’~e to End 
Corpor~te Personhooc~ 

by Brooke Ja/vis 

Why let the availability of 
--money determine the i~nge --What’s the issue that unites 

of the possible? Time banks the occupiers and the city 

are taking oft, in ways you they’re occupying? Getting 

never expected, corporate money out of 
politics. 

r 

Highlights from the last .... letter: 
Emai~ 

:: MILITARY RES~BTAf’{CE A S’[’BONG BREW 

Near the gates of Fort Lewis, anti-war veterans ser~e up support and solidarity (along with 

double-tall lattes) to their friends in uniform. 

:: BEST JOB IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD.---AND THEY OWN 

How worker co-ops are expanding despite the rust-belt economy. 

Urban artists revive our neighborhoods and show us how to share our gifts. 

i.~.i Shsm-:or~ Hayes at 
Foodiee, 

home 
Badica~ 

Th’ae to 

O~;eu py Waif 

j by Shannon 

Hayes 

"I’m usually content to live a life of protest, but 

the time has come to fake my protest to the 

street" 

Thie Changes ~verythh~9: ~ 
Hove the 99% Woke Bp 
by Sarah vaa Getder 

I ntroducing the moveme nt that’s 

shifting our vision of what kind 
of world is possible~from the 

new book, This Changes Everything: Occapy 

Wall Street and the 99% Movement. 

i.~.i Day of actior~ by 
Brel~nan C,svsnaugh 

Occapy Wa~ 

Beyo~d 

by L uis 

j Cabattad 

As winter arrives and police crack down, how 
can occupiers keep their movement alive--and 

help it grow? Veteran activists share lessons 

from Spaitts Indignados 

:: MORE #OCCUPYWALLSTREET 

~ IPHOTO ESSAY 

courtesy of C:hsd 
De.?,a ker 

A Vendtt~g Machine--for 
Bikes 

In Minneapolis, two 

entrepreneurs invented a new 

way of bringing bike-repair 
tools to cyclists on the road 



We never sell or share our email list. L~s~. this ~if~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[~,snag~, your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CarolinaAm~ual Fund <rebecca bmmlett~unc.edu> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 11:56 AM 

Carolina Alumni and Frieuds <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Support Carolina in 2011; get a tax deduction 

This holiday season, I hope you will consider m,:tki~ to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Private support is an !£!).t?.Q.{it.I,!!L£9]~!££I..Q2[..Q.LW.!I£,:ZAL’,.L~ and is crucial to maintaining the 

excellence we have all come to know and value at Carolina. 

Since 2008, UNC-Chapel Hill has absorbed more than $231 minion in totai cuts hi state 

~iations. Despite efforts to improve administrative efficiency, including $S0 

l~£!~!Z!~,!!~3;q£2;.~2i!;q~!:}.= the cumulative impact of these repeated reductions made it 

[S:~!~.p..£~.~£.~!:ff~!:~!..;g~ ~!~.g!~i.r.!~L 2~£~!.~!:~!.ig..;Lr..~g.~. i n 2011 - 2012. We i n c tea s i n g ly n e e d yo u r s u p po rt to 

help ensure the future of Carolina’s academic excellence. 

I hope you will make a ~. You can: 

¯ provide or enhance merit- and need-based scholarships; 
¯ support faculty inquiry in classroom, laboratory and real-world settings; 
¯ expand and enrich resources in the University Libraries; 

¯ introduce students to the beneficial impact of extracurricular experiences such as study 

abroad, undergraduate basic research, public service initiatives, and visual and performing 

arts. 

December 31, 20il, for the 201 i tax vear, To make a gift of appreciated stock, please 

call 919-962-8189. Gifts made by check must be POSTMARKED by December 31. 

Thank you for your generosity this season. Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca 8ramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

F] UPDATE ’(OUR INFORMATION --i-- FI MAKE A GIFT --I-- F1 8FIAR£ ON F,~\CEBOOK 

editioqs> 



Becoming a friend ofthe Library 
doubles yourimpaet. 

$59 to the Library afie~ 

gq~duaiing hern Carolina in 

1963. And he’s been 9wing 

continuously fo~47 yea~ He 

nowwsnts to challenge other 

Tsr Heels to do the same ~ 

especially f~rst-tlme donors to 

the Library. Ifyo~’ve alwa~ 

start w~th a $100 gi~ and 

’Gifts to the Library benefit 

future ger~erations of Carolina students end scholars, while being 

a present-day ioy to those of us who cherish teaching and 

scholarship," says Michael AIIsep ’08 AIIsep needed the .4rmy- 

Al?~vy ,Journal for 1899-1904, ~he yea rs covered by h~s d~saertat}on 

on American military reform A gin: from Howard Holsenbeck 

enabled the Library to acquhe the iournels he needed. Ow~r fhe 

of materials including beoks, satellite ~rnagery, and databases of 

evel}’~hm9 Frem Civil War real:era to locations where North 

C:arolmh~ns can get healthy Rx~d The Howard Holsenbeck Fdends 

of ~he Library Challenge runs until December 31. 291 !. Make yodr 

girl to the ~brms’ 

Featured young a~umni donors ~ 
Class of 2007 nursing grads raise 
money in memory of classmate 

Class of 2007 a urs;a ",9 aahoo/ ~’;radaate s 

Quick Lhsks ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The end of the tax 

year is upon 

Don"~ know H~ you"re 

made a gift? ...... 

UNC has now started 

offering a gift history tool 

Check it out to see if you’ve 

made your 9i~ this year 

.~:,:’ii]~.i~::]!. ]:.. ii ::ii before the end 

of fhe fax yeer on 

December 31! If you here 

gift history, coniac~ ID~rector 

o~ Young A~dmrfi P~ograms~ 

Featured 

Designation ..... UNC 

Dance ~,~ar at hon 

(6222} 

starleci a~ UNC in 1999. 

Funds collected through 

the marathon support 

grants for the N.C 

Children’s Hospital which 

directly impacf ill (;hildren, 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: York Presbyterian Hospital [o honor h~s memory, fellow nurses, 

............................................................................. 

.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~ for :he Schooi o: Nursing Honors Rrogram To make a gift: k~ 

............................................................................. 

............................................................................. 

............................................................................. ............................................................................ 

............................................................................. 

............................................................................. 

............................................................................. 

............................................................................. 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~¢4~.s!~}~gton, D C Love 
............................................................................. 

.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~ Groups ere a joint effo~t between the £]~:]~jr]]]:jj.:]:L:]]..,~’],=:[]jr]=.:~j]]=.~[.~:.:.:~j]r]=.:]~ 

place to network with eeeh other in their region. Use ~hese gro~ps 

projecl:s, phek~s and to netwc:k w~h ol:he: ]a: Heels 

G~ving Oppo~unitie$ 

Learn more abo~t the various designations of the University and 

weys ~hat you can help support Carolina by visil:}n~ a ~}st of gMng 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~e ~}e~ ~d ~ve ~e~ ~::~:~e::~:~,~:~ :~:]::~::~-" :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

farniiies and the immediate 

needs of the hospital Owe 

k~ the Dar!ce Ma!a~hon by 

seerci~in,g "UNC Dance 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences <college@unc.edn> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 8:52 AM 

Alnmni and Friends of the College of Arts and Sciences <AllysonC@alumni.nnc.edtr~ 

Forever Tax Heels 

[% UNC College of A~ts and Sciences 

Dear Alumni and Friends, 

I grew up wearing Wolfpack red in a State-loving home full of engineers, and, from a young age, 

was trained to revere one school above all others: N.C. State! 

So imagine my family’s surprise when I came to Carolina to study chemistry in the College of Arts 

and Sciences! During high school, I participated in the Carolina Summer Program, and while in 

Chapel Hill I fell in love with the most beautiful campus in the country and the incredible 

opportunities that North Carolina’s flagship offered everyone who came to study here. 

During my senior year, I fell in love all over again, this time with a senior business major. Twenty 

years later David and I are married, and though our children were born and now live in Connecticut, 

we consider them Tar Heels. 

Carolina is in our hearts. Anyone who has been part of this place knows exactly what we mean 

when we say that. Carolina made us who we are. 

We both enthusiastically give back to the place that gave us so much. We support the Arts and 

Sciences Annual Fund in the College of Arts and Sciences. It is important to us to give money that 

the dean can use immediately for faculty and students in the College. Even when we support a 

larger specific project, we always try to make a flexible unrestricted annual gift as well. 

And the thing about the College is this--our dollars matter here more than they do at a school with 

a bigger endowment. Having studied at a small, wealthy graduate school after UNC, we both can 

see this so clearly. Every dollar given to Carolina makes a comparatively bigger impact. 

We are so impressed when we hear Dean Karen Gil and Chancellor Holden Thorp describe the to- 

do list of the College as no less than supporting faculty and preparing students to solve the world’s 

biggest problems. 

Our gifts reflect our love for and confidence in Carolina and its College of Arts and Sciences. We 
hope you share those things, and we ask you to join us in making a gift to the Arts and Sciences 

Annual Fund. Your gift will make a real difference. Go Heels! 

~incerely, 

)< Vicki & Dave 

i.~.i Give Now 

Vicki and David Craver 
Class of 1992 

This email is for alumni and friends of the College of Arts and Sciences. You can contact the Annual Fund Office at the College 
with questions or comments at colle~qe~,unc edu, 919.962 1682 or write to us at CB #6115, UNC College of A&S, Chapel H ill, NC 

27599-6115 To unsubscribe, click here. 

710072236 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CarolinaAm~ual Fund <rebecca bmmlett~unc.edu> 

Friday, December 30, 2011 8:38 AM 

Carolina Alumni and Frieuds <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Last chance to support Carolina in 2011 ; get a’tax deductiou 

This holiday season, I hope you will consider maki~ to UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Private support is an !£!).t?.Q.{it.I,!!L£9]~!££I..Q2[..Q.LW.!I£,:ZAL’,.L~ and is crucial to maintaining the 

excellence we have all come to know and value at Carolina. 

Since 2008, UNC-Chapel Hill has absorbed more than $231 minion in totai cuts hi state 

~iations. Despite efforts to improve administrative efficiency, including $S0 

I:*..’£!~!Z!~,!!~3Z?£5.~2i!Z?~!:?.= the cumulative impact of these repeated reductions made it 

~,:~!~.p.£1~.~£.~!:~;~!:~!..;g~ ~!U2!~i~!~L 2~£~!.~!:~!.ig..;g£~g.~. i n 2011 - 2012. We i nc teas i n g ly need yo u r s u p port to 

help ensure the future of Carolina’s academic excellence. 

I hope you will make an online e~-b,, ~1:59 ".m. on Decembe~ 31.Youcan: 

¯ provide or enhance merit- and need-based scholarships; 
¯ support faculb/ inquiry" in classroom, laboratory and real-world settings; 
¯ expand and enrich resources in the University Libraries; 

¯ introduce students to the beneficial impact of extracurricular experiences such as study 

abroad, undergraduate basic research, public service initiatives, and visual and performing 

arts. 

December 31. 20il. for the 201 i tax year. Gifts made by check must be POSTMARKED by 

December 31. 

Thank you for your generosity this season. Happy Holidays! 

Rebecca 8ramlett 

Director of Annual Giving 

F] UPDATE ’(OUR INFORMATION --i-- FI IvlAKE A GIFT --I-- F1 8FIAR£ ON F,~\CEBOOK 

editioqs> 



FYI Carolina @’YICarolh~a@~mc~edu:> 

Tuesday, Janua~" 10, 2012 12:19 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <All} aonC@almnni,unc,edu-- 

! JNC #I bes~ vah~eiHIV prevendor~ study top breakthrough, C-STEP helps dreams come tree - Jamm%’ F59 CaroUna 

2012 

Carolina is ~he number one academic vNue in U.S. public higher education, says Kipii,s fie,," !~ i:.’ei~ o:’~:..’,{ r-’ir~a:’~ce. For years, 

--1he magazine said, "UNC-Chapel Hill has been a leader for academic excellence, low cos1 and .generous financial aid .-- 
exactly the criteria by which we define value." 

The journal ;’~ci! rice named a UNC.- 
led HiV prevention study the 2011 
B~eak[i~rough o[ the Yea~ 

__Professor Myron Cohen led the __ 
s[udy, which has "galvanized 
efforts to end the world=s AIDS 
epidemic irl a way that wodld }save 
been inconceivable even a year 
ago" 

President Obama invited Chancellor 
__Holden Thorp to a ~eu:’ ::t::b~e or 

dozen university and college 
presidents and other higher 
education leaders at the White 
House #~ December [o discuss 
affordsbi@f and product~vib/ ~n 
Ngher education 

Look back at some of Carolina’s 
special occasions and everyday Fife 
in ins ’year in pictures" video 
Whether celebrating the beginning 
of another semester or studying on 
Polk Place, students experienced 
pienty of special moments during 
20! 1. 

"Don’t worry. Be open" That is the 
crux of t~e message that Professor 
Barbara Fredrickson, an 
internationally recognized positive 
psychology researci~er, delivered to 
Carolina’s December graduates. 

Brooklyn Young never gave up on 

degree. She overcame the death of 
--her mo~her a~age 16 and          -- 

homelessness. A UNC degree 
beca me possible through the 

Can the Sou[h adap[ ,to a globalizing 
marketplace9 T hat was among 

Iquestions addressed by educators, I 
business leaders and policymakers 

building a globally competitive South 

t~mn de,an,ted UNC-Charlo[[e i-0 to 
win the NCAA College Cup 

--championship game on Dec. 11 Ben-- 
Speas scored from 25 yards out in 
Lhe 84th minute Ti~e NCiM\ Coliege 
Cup appearance was the fourth 
straight for the Tar Heels and sixth 
in school history 

Peopie on Carolina’s bustiin9 
campus 15ave been walking over 

--history - iite~lly - for 200 years. -- 
With the discovery of china plate 
pieces dating to tt~e eaMy 1800% 
UNC researchers believe they have 
discovered the rernnants of a 
private residence cellar 

8593 ,~: w!if®. O~:{:,~ ~’f klnlv®rs ity C.c.am~aaK ~ :K n ~ 2!0 Pittsi: o!o St. Cha!~" ~1 ~-i:il, NC ::~7599-8210. 

7~00722S6 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Friday, January 13, 2012 2:23 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

We Have More Than Enough Power 

j If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own YES! newsletters. 

Lucas Benitez: Dignity in the Fields 

In the tomato fields of Florida, Lucas Benitez and the Coalition of Immokalee 
Workers fight for our most exploited farm workers. 

:: SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER WITH YOUR FRIENDS 

_Eboo Patel: Crossing 

the Divide--With 

Faith 

READ MORE .,, 

:,’~.~: Subset:be Io YES! wi~h 

th is offer: iust S 12 for a 

year of YES! + s FREE 

SDBSCR~B£ TO 

TODAY 
A year of YES! Magazine for 
j LISt $12. 
Plus a bonus issue 

I’HANK YOU FROM 

A big thanks 
b~g 

to everyone ..... 
the3 nks 

who 

donated in everyo 
2011 Your ne who 
gifts g~3ve in 
exceeded 2011 

fundraising g~fts 

goaH Your 
generosity 

makes possible our inspiring 

repoAing in 2012. 



May Boers pi~oto by Lane Eartweli 

Tim DeChristopher: 

Sacrifice for the 

Climate 

"We’re sure Tim’s version of monkey- 

wrenching would have made Edward 

Abbey whoop and holler with delight. 

His actions have inspired a generation 

of new climate activists." ~The Yes 
Men, political pranksters Mike Bonanno 

and Andy Bichlbaum 

May Boeve: F~qendship to Car~T Us 

Through C~sis 

"Believe that the world can change, and cemmit te yeur part of the solution. 

Leek at the werld with clear eyes, but remain hepeful, and celebrate! When 

you feel challenged, reach out and reach in" --May Boeve 

:~ De C:afe R ..... Poseer ~"~~ BHua Lane phc¢o by Den [£ Bangzhou B~ke pholo by 
£rubsker Bc,~st                          Bernhard Sehe~,:J 

Dutch SchooJ Bus is a Bieycta 

Built for Ten 

An eco-friendly bicycle bus 

harnesses the pedal power of kids. 

~ PLBS PHOTO ESSAY: In 

Minneapolis, a vending machine--for 

bikes. 

Pittsburgh Rides it Forward 
Get a bike, fix a bike, give a bike-- 

how a local collective spreads the 

love of biking. 

In China, Bike-Sharing on a Big 
Sca~e 

Hangzhou, China: 7 million people. 

50,000 public bikes. 240,000 trips a 

day The largest public cycling 
system on Earth. 

L~," wstcili;lgfrogsboil 

Bow Cities and States 

Um~ed by Cha4es Eisenstein 

by Brooke Ja~is 

Nsra Sirrlhsn by ShelFyS 

Love Leads ~nto ~yete~y: Why Fm Giving Up 

Raiei[~g a Child With Cgniciem for New Year’s 

As pe rg e Cs by Bill McKibben 

by Caryn Mirriam-Gotdberg 

_Let’s be naive enough to 
--My son was not like other demand a count~ more like 

kids But he ~ught me to the one we were promised 

drop my expectations about in high school civics class 

what life and parenting are 
all about. 

_For a multitude of reasons, 
From courthouses to we need to need each 

statehouses, the pro- other 

corporate ruling is under 

)ressure. 

YES! POSTERS 
Choose from our many 

inspirational posters, 

includin9 the We Have More 

Than Enough Power poster 

% ’K[ES! Posters including 
..... the We Have More 

Than Enough F’ow’er 
poster 

~] Eiwha Dam 19!4 by 
_ As~t:el Curlis 

Rope for Satason as Dams 

Come Down 

by Jennifer Kaye 

The destruction of two 

Washington State dams will 

restore depleted fisheries, 

create jobs, and maybe even 
change howwe manage our 

rivers 

:: MORE FROM THE YES[ 
BREAKTHROUGH 15 iSSUE 

Why Equality 

is Better 

Everyor~e 

Book Review. 
Richard 

Wilkinson and 

Kate Pickett’s 

The Sp#it Level shows how 
inequality--and misery~trickle 

up. 

MORE BOOK REVIEWS 

The L.aat Mountahl 

Follow a group of residenta- 
turned-activists in their efforts 

to save Coal River Mountain, 
the last one left in an area 

devastated by mining. 

V~DEO 

from Raci~el 
Botsman [EDx video 

i Why Own When You Can 

r i Share? 

Bighlighte from the last tatter: .... [ }~ii yE,%iEmsil ] ’Wel t°th ge°f .... ...... 
collaborative consumption 

:: N~PUN M~HTA: AN ECONO[~Y TO F~ED YOUR SOUL                                              Ne,,~slettec srch~ve 

The YES~ Breakthrough 15: How relationships are our real wealth                                                          r 
[ 

The YES~ Breakthrough 15: Designing the world’s greenest building s~ndards. 
[ 
:: YE8~ BUT HOW? 6 R~C~PE8 FOR W~NTER WELLNESS 



Learn how to make fire cider and five other ways to fight seasonal maladies the natural way. 

"{7%’e think v~e il~ve nc power ~’,,ilen in fat1 we have more 1ha n el~ou£1h pov~er ---Tin= DeChris’!opbe~" Gel the Foster Just 

We never sell or share our email list. Use this lb~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 

~ar)ag8 your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_jackson@unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 22, 2012 12:35 PM 

UNC GAA Young Alumni <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC GAA Young Alumni - The Quad 

What: ~o~’e ~atan#u~ arid Coasta~ Turkey~#. 2012 

When: April 20-29 

Cost: From $2,459 including air from New York City 

Why: Travel with friends, meet new Tar Heels and experience an 
exciting new travel destination 

Want something exciting to do 

this year? Why not take a trip 
with other Carolina young 

alumni and enjoy Isfanbul, one 

of the world’s most exciting 

cities. 

Have an extra $165,000 to 
spare? If so, you could 

purchase the iconic 

Chapel Hill bar, He’s Not 
Here 

This well-known 
establishment was posted 

for sale on Craigslist but 

quickly taken down due to 

a magnitude of hits. It is now listed one BizQuest.com and is 

expected to sell quickly. 

Explore this cosmopolitan city, 

with the famous Blue Mosque of Sultan Ahmet and the awe- 

inspiring Hagia Sophia, where Roman emperors once were 
crowned Enjoy Istanbul’s lively restaurants and nightclubs and 

wander through the exotic Grand Bazaar and spice market. See 

what you remember from your ancient Greek and early Roman 

history classes and brush up on your Homer as you wander 
through the ancient ruins of Pergamon, Troy, Ephesus and 

Didyma. Visit the ancient Roman spa town of Pamukkale and enjoy 

the modern resort of Kusadasi on Turkey’s Aegean coast Visit 

the Tu~ke tri ~ ~a e for more details, including the trip itinerary. 

Many young alumni have already booked, Call now to 

make your reservations for this fantastic trip in 2012. Don’t 

miss out on this opportunity to explore Istanbul and Turkey’s 

western Mediterranean coastline Call the GAA for more details at 

(877) 962-3980 or email 

While we have enjoyed He’s Not Here as a place of fun, rest and 

relaxation over the years, it is these life elements that have the 

bar up for sale as owner Dave Kitzmiller heads back into 
retirement at age 76 

Many hope that the bar will keep its name, infamous blue cups and 

atmosphere, all of which have made the institution such a unique 
and special place in Chapel Hill. For now, the bar is operating as- 

is, and it’s still providing students with a social experience unlike 

any other 

Follow 
the happenings of He’s Not Here on ..F.a.~.~A£~:" and 

"twitter. 



Carolina and Chapel Hill have left lasting memories for both 
of us. I walked into my room on the sixth floor of Craige in 

the late summer of 2001, and I was nervously excited to 

start college I spent all four years on South Campus, 

majoring in the communication studies (media production 
track) and French. I was very active with Student 

Television, the Carolina Union Activities Board and Carolina 
Women’s Center, all while holding down a couple of jobs. I 

spent time as a Desk Assistant in the Union and also at the 

Center for Public Technology. 

Amir was a dramatic arta major and spent the majority of 

his time at UNC in rehearsal with PlayMakers Repertory 

Company and the student club, Lab! Theater. He also 

dabbled in Student Television, which is where we first met. 
When he wasn’t in class, Amir worked on campus with the 

New Student Orientation Office as an Orientation Leader 

and Office Assistant He also was an RA in Old East 
during sophomore year We will never forget the fun we 

had, as well as everything we learned -- academically and 
otherwise There’s no place like Carolina! 

AmJr and I moved to Los Angeles in 2005, independently of 

each other, and began to connect more through mutual 

friends. We realized that food was a common bond and 

enjoyed talking about cooking and preparing dishes for 
different gatherings amongst our group. We started our 

food blog, ..D.~.fL~.~.~}~’.~, in late 2008. 

It happened on a whim, providing our friends and family 
across the country the chance to see what we were 

cooking. Ironically, our friends and family were not reading 

it, but other people expressed an interest. That opened our 

eyes to a huge community of likeminded food enthusiasts 

to connect with over words and photos. Since then, the 
blog continues to be a pertect outlet to explore our passion 

for cooking, but it has also provided many opportunities for 

us to work with brands, PR and marketing agencies, publishers and various media. 

Looking back, we did not expect anything to come out of the blog, but we have been lucky and of course grateful for everything that 

has happened. We’ve been published in three cookbooks, including Chef Jeff Henderson’s A#?e4~oa ~ AM Rass ~ Dow4~ Cookaook 
and 7~?.~‘L.~f~.=~.[~.<.q....~.f.~‘#~.£[.~.~‘..~£.~..£1...B.!£&~..~£~!~£~!~. We’ve had a [A~!~Jg..~.f.-’,g.[&~’~?.~ on Los Angeles’ KCRW in addition to winning 

1 st prize for a savory pie in the .~..C...R..~.Z~..1...~.t../~.b.£~.~!..£!.t...C.~.o..b.t.#.9.t.. Our submission to an avocado cooking showdown led to an 
appearance on ~;.~)=,.~..[~.9~j’).~D,r~..~#~f:,~.. A local restaurant in Los Angeles allowed us to host our own menu during their .~L[9~3.#.9. 

Cook event As for brands, we were part of Bertolli’s Chef’~ ’~’a#~e launch and, right now, we are finalists in the Alexia Foods 

Reinvent a Classic Challenge We invite all of our fellow alumni to vote for our Herbes de Provence and Garlic Sweet Potato Fries on 
.F.#~..e..~:~..o..£~..k.. If we win, the new flavor will be be produced and sold nationwide in grocery stores! 

We continue to blog because it is a fun way to express ourselves creatively through food, but it is also a great way to connect with 

people in Los Angeles and beyond. We have been able to forge friendships and learn from people we may have otherwise never met 

if it had not been for DuoDishes com. We look forward to whatever else is to come and continuously grow through blogging 

Do you know someone who would make a great next featured YA? Do you want to be 
featured next? Send in a short entry and picture to .~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~:.~.~.~).. It’s a forum 

to talk about your time at Carolina and what you’re doing now. 

Production of The Quad is made possible by GAA member dues. Consider oi~i~, th~ GAA tod~ as a young alumni member and support your 

alma mater by enjoying a lifetime connection to Carolina Young alumni members will receive their membership card in the mail along with a 

package full of discounts and the official young alumni "rd Rather Be on the Quad" bumper sticker. 

~ With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Jackson ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

k;~t ~ekso~ " ~nc,ed~ I (919) 962=7053 



From: 

Bent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, January’ 26, 2012 5:16 PM 

allycfin@email.unc.edu 

7 Tools to Help Shut Down Corporatocracy 

j If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own YES! newsletters. 

.~::: Deb Ricilter by I~&~rl B:~dli::je: ::.~ Deepa~: [:31~a:’gava W Our Fui 

Deb Richter: A Cure for Broken Health 

Care 

"1 never felt like I had a choice about geeing involved in this struggle... I couldn’t 

stop and I never will" Meet the doctor from Vermont who is fighting for equal 
access to healthcare for everyone 

Deepak Bhargava: A 

Voice for file 

Gi’assi~ots Inside 

the Beltway 

’Throughout history, social change-- 

abolition, suffrage, civil rights, and 

worker rights--has depended on the 
work of millions of people. We are called 

today to build another such movement 

for a just society--and each and every 

person can make a unique and powerful 
contribution." --Deepak Bhargava 

GE~’A FR£E ~’R~AL ~SBUE 
Try YES! risk-free with this 

offer. 

"[H~B CHANG£B 
E~ZERY~’H~NG BOOK 

Find out why Occupy Wall 

Street matters. Get the book 
for $6.95, or buy in bulk: 5 

for $25. 



F 
:: SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER WITH YOUR FRIENDS 

Alison Smi’d~ p.h’.:~tc, i~i Alison Sntah speaking 

~lison Smith: Elections Money Can’t Buy 

When Alison Smith was raising her kids in a small Connecticut town, a 

developer illegally drained the water from a large marsh adjoining her 
backyard "Gradually it dawned on me that he’d broken the wetland 

regulations¯ I went to a town meeting and waited for someone to say 

something Nobody did. So I voiced my opinions as best I could, red-faced, 

hesitant, and embarrassed I found all these other people were thinking the 
same thing" 

READ MORE. 

7 signs the 
corporatocracy is losing 
its legithnacy ... m~d 7 
populist tools to help 
shut it down. 

Some say corporations have such a 

strong grip on politicians and big media 

that it is impossible to challenge them, no 
matter how many of us there are. But 

Sarah van Gelder believes we can do it. 

There are actually a lot of tools at our 

disposal 

i.~.i parody by tskomabib@ot 

by tarss!ldsection 
~i WWMLK do slill 

~.oeal Bconol~Mes for a 
Global Futqre 

by Jason F McLennan 

Bow the Pipefine Died-- Occupy the Dreanl: A Jamp Start for the 

Arid Now to Bt~, It For ~.~LK’e Legacy in the Age C:~ee~ Beonort~y 

Good of Occupy by Maria Gattucci 

by Jarnie Henn 

_Yes, we need to What would Martin Luther A little-known source of 

The inside story: Grassroots relocalize--but that doesn’t --King, Jr. have made of the --clean energy funding could 

strategies paid off for the mean we’re headed for worldwide social prove a crucial job-creation 

climate movement in a big provincialism. Anticipating movements of 2011? engine in the states 
way. our near-heavy, far-light [ 

future. 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 

:: LUCAS B~aTEZ: SIGNIl’Y ~N THE F~LDS 
Newsletter a:’chk,e 

The YES~ Breakthrough 15: In the tomato fields of Florida, fighting for our most exploited ~rm 

workers. 

The YES~ BreaAhrough 15: It’s a blessin9 to risk it all to stop climate change~even if it means jail time, 
[ 
:: DUTCH SCHOOL BUS I~ A B~CYCLE BUILT FOR TE~ 

An eco-friendly bicycle bus harnesses the pedal power of kids. 

i~] CoverofFt::s Changes 

Occupy A New 

by David Korten 

America is a 

tale of two 

one ....... sep,,es’°~:l Wall Street, 
and the other 

is accountable’ ’ 
to the rest of us, Which one 

will we choose? 
[ 

~] h~l~ge from Alex Cla dds 
s:limation for ’dES! 
Magazine 

The Page That Counts 
Percentage of Muslim 

Americans who say military 
attacks on civilians are never 

justified: 78; Catholics: ~9. 

Average number of people 

killed annually in shark attacks 

from 2001-2010: 4; Number of 
sharks killed annually by 
people: 26-78 million 

:: MORI= PAGE THAT COUNTS 

~ MUSIC %:i Music 

~lasic to 

Warm You Spring 
Thi.~ Winter 

Musical 

inspiration 
while putting 

out this issue: 

Listen to 

tracks No 

BankerLeft 
Behind, Cant 

Keep, and 

watch the 

trailer for The 
Bridge School Coacerts 25th 

Anniversary Edition¯ 



We never sell or share our emaJl list. Usa t~-iis tila~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 

Mar~ags your email subscriptions I If this emaJl was for’~varded to you, sign up for your own 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 1:45 AM 

To: tjml@email.unc.edu 

Subject: 

hi professor, this is a      from afam      (      [ in case your not 
sure who i am). i was wonderin~ if you could do me a favor, earlier 
when we turned in our                     essays, i liked what i had 
written but it felt incomplete to me and i was not satisfied with it. 
since we got our papers back, i’ve been rewriting it just for my own 
satisfaction and i was wondering if you would look over what i had 
written, i’ll bring a copy with me on tuesday and give it to you before 
the tour. thanks[ 



From: ama~l.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:17 PM 

To: tjml@email.unc.edu 

Subject: position paper 3 

hi professor, this is       from afam      i was wondering if you 
would grant me an extention on the position paper due tomorrow, i have 
been working on it, but i have really been stuggling trying to organize 
my thoughts clearly on paper, i can assure that if you let me turn the 
essay in on wednesday or thursday it will be of much better quality than 
if i turn it in tomorrow, please let me know if this will be alright. 
thanks! 



Froin: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

m~afil.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:51 AM 

Timothy McMillan <tim I @emafil.unc.edu> 

Re: research course 

hi professor. 

thanks for getting back to me. i really would love to be a part of the 
project, but my gut is telling me to hold off. this being my first 
semester in season, thank you for the opportunity, and i will try to do 

something of that nature in the future, but i don’t want to end up sho~t 
changing myself or the group, good luck, and you’ll probably see me ~n 

some afam classes. 



OPTION TWO REPORT FORM 

Articles must be from those bound and on reserve under "PSYC 10: Course 
Readings" in the Davis Library or online (through the UNC library reserve webpage). 
You may not turn in more than one report for the same article. If you do so, only one 
report will be counted. 

NAME: 

PID: 

PHONE NUMBER: 

PROFESSOR: DATE: 

TITLE OF ARTICLE: 

AUTHOR OF ARTICLE: 

HYPOTHESIS (What were they trying to learn?): 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE (What did subjects do in the study?): 

INDEPENDENT/DEPENDENT VARIABLES [What variable did the experimenter 
manipulate (IV) and on what measure(s) was the experimenter trying to determine 
an effect (DV)?]: 



RESULTS (What were the results of the study?): 

CRITIQUE (Based on what you understand about research, was this a good 
study? Explain why or why not): 



From: ~emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

To: Tim McMillaaa <tjml @emafil,unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: ai’aan 

hi prof, 

i just got my schedule set so if you could hook that up for the spring 
semester that would be great, and yeah, let me know when i can come 
pick up the dub. i’m just gonna put it on another tape, so i’ll return 
it. talk to you soon. 



From: !emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday 4:39 PM 

To: ljml@email.unc.edu 

Subject: a£a~ 

hey tim, it’s ~      from             i am waitlisted for your afam 

class, and i wanted to know if there is anything i need to do 

registration wise for next semester, thanks again, and just let me 

know. also i hope u enjoy the article i sent you. 



From: emafil.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, ~ 7:41 PM 

To: Tim McMillaaa <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: a£a~n 

hey tim, thanks so much, i really do appreciate it. also, i was 
wondering if you could suggest some other classes i should take, i’m 
going to declare ~~                     major, and i’d like to do a 
lot of those in the afam dept. actually, i pretty much have my schedule 
set for next sem, so i can talk to you about it later, thanks again, 
enjoy the rest of this year. 

Tim McMillan wrote: 
> 

> Hi there-- 
> 

> I’ll let you in -- but you are the last one! 
> 

> -TM 
> 

> > hey tim, it’s~                        . i am waitlisted for your afam 
> > class, and i wanted to know if there is anything i need to do 
> > registration wise for next semester, thanks again, and just let me 
> > know. also i hope u enjoy the article i sent you. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

allycrin@email.uuc.edu 

Wednesday, August 9, 2006 12:00 PM 

Wanda Wallace <allace@email. unc.edu> 

Re: [history- senior] listserve 

Please remove me from this listserve as I have alrea@ graduated from 
UNC Thank you. 



From: allycrin@email.uuc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, August 16, 2006 4:32 PM 

To: Wanda Wallace <allace@email. unc.edu> 

Subje~’t: Re: 

Hi Ms. Wallace, 

I was tlying to unsubscribe from the listserve I have made several 
attempts actually. I graduated from UNC and do not ~vish to receive an)’ 
more history senior updates. Thank you! 

-~ Allyson -~ 

Quoting Wanda Wallace <allace@email uric edu>: 

Hi Allyson, 

I did not receive anything 

Thanks 
Wanda 

Wanda Wallace 
Undergraduate Coordinator 
Histor,f Department 

emaik alIace@email.unc.edu 
962-9822 
(;B# 3195 

Mlycrin@email.unc.edu wrote: 

>> 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: ~email.unc.edu 

Subjet’t: extra once hours 

6:35 PM 

Hey guys, 

On Friday, I’ll have my regular office hours from 10:00 until noon, if you warn to stop by and talk to me about the final 

In addition, I ~vill hold extra office hours at Jack Sprat from 2:00 until 4:00 on Sunday -- l?el free to stop by and chat ~vith me and ~vhoever else is there about the final. We can make timelines, 
talk about possible essay questions, how to answer IDs, etc, etc., -- whatever you find helpful! This is NOT a formal stu@ session -- you can just come and go as you like. (Jack Sprat is on 
Franklin Street, right across the street from campus -- it’s bet~veen Franklin St. Pizza and Sutton’s? Drug Store). 

Otherwise, rll be available via e-marl. 

Good lu ck with all of your other finals and end-of-the-semester proj ects! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com zq)~tdirec@nytimes.com> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2005 4:42 AM 

allycrin@emaJL unc.edu 

Today’s Headlines: New Army Rules May SnaxI Talks With McCain on Detainee Issue 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http:/A,¢ww.nytimes.com/todaysheadlines 

Cern~iled 2 ~,2~1E.T.             I 

In This E-Mail: 

International i Natinna[ i Sports I Dinin~ & Wine I Editorials i Op-Fxt I 

Customize Today’s Headhnes i Search 

New Army Rules May Snarl 
Talks With McCain on Detainee 

Issue 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

Pentagon officials are concerned that Senator John McCain would be furious at what could appear to be an 

effbrt to circumvent his push to ban cruel treatment 

Sunni Bastion Now Turlfin~ to Ballot Box 
t3y EDWARD 
Turnout is expected to be high in TikriL [raq, reflecting the shift in attitude of many Sunni Arabs tnward the 

political process 

As a Face Transplant Heals, Flurries of Questions Arise 

An argument is swirling nver the ethics of the grunndbreaking surgery and the psychnlngical health of the 

recipient 

¯ NYTimes.com tIomepa~e Back to Tnp 

"Legalized gaming is going tn be what saves us." 
:: A. J. tIOLLOWAY, mayor of Bilo×i, M~ss., on plans to rebuild casinos after tturricane Katrina 

Interactive Feature: Wines of The Times 
Members of the Dining section’s tasting panel were happy to find some cheap Champagnes that 
they could recotlm~end enthusiastically. Related Article 

To Halt Abuses, U.S. ~Vill Inspect Jails Run by h’aq 
By JOI~ F. BLV~’qS 
U.S. milital3z officers will conduct inspections of Iraqi detention centers and embed with Iraqi forces to try to 

halt a pattern of torture. 

Police Seize For~ed Ballots Headed to Iraq From h’an 
By DEXTFR FILKENS 

Iraqi border police seized a tanker that had just crossed from h-an filled with thousands of forged ballots, an 

official said 

Bei.iin~ Casts Net of Silence Over Protest 
By ttOWARD W. FRENCH 
China has censored newspapers and the Internet to prevent news of a violent crackdown on protesters from 
spreading 

More International News Back to Top 

President of Red Cross Resil~ns; Board Woes, Not Katrina, Cited 
By STEPHANIE STROM 
Marsha J Evans was brought in to help restore the reputation of the American Red Cross after the Sept. 11 
attacks. 



Execution Ignites New Fire in Death Penalty Debate 
By SARAH KERSIIAW 
’]?he execution of Stanley Tookie Williams stirred fresh passion on both sides of the debate over capital 
punishment in California. 

ttusband Pleads Guilty to Sex Assault of Child 
By GRETCHEN RUETHLING 
The 22-year-old man, Matthew Koso of Falls City, Neb., irmpregnated his 13-year-old girlfriend, whom he later 
nrarried. 

° More National News Back to Top 

M°nt~°meD- Suspended for ~ 
Steroid Use [ ..... ] 

ii By E[L~NK LITSKY nytimes.com/realestate 

Tim Montgomery, the U.S. sprinter who 

if_once held the world record for the 100- Apa~m~nt Hunter 
meter dash, was suspended for two years. 

Ran~ers A~ost Measure Up 

With C~ucks 
By JASON D~MOS 
The Rangers, who lost for just the third 
time in 12 games, stacked up just fine for Also in Real Es~te: 
much of the game against one of the ~ A~a~men~ $500,000 or less m ~anha~an 
N.H.L.’s best teams. 

~ Aoa~ment rentals $2 000 or less m ~an~a~n 

~ ffin6 your 0ream home in Manha~an 
Brown Stops Ju~N~ and Settles 

By HOW~ BECK 
~e ~icks’ lineup will be stable, their rotation shorter and their commitment almost entirely to youth, 
according to Coach Larry Brown 

¯ More Sports News Back to Top 

a 

a i~i Apartment Hunter u_. 

HOW did a Food Network star find her NYC apartment? 

A Baker Roils With the TechnoloKv 
By JL%IA MO SKIN 
New materials and bold colors give this year’s crop of baking gadgets an updated look. 

Champagne: How Lmv Can You Go? 

By ERIC ASI~vfOV 
The tasting panel was relieved and happy to find sorue cheap Champagnes that it could recoramend 
enthusiastically. 

Lovers of Caviar, Look to the Farm 
By ~O~NCE FASPaCA~ 
As stocks of Beluga dwindle, a cheaper alternative emerges 

° More Dining & Wine News Back to Top 

Iraq’s Most Important Election 
The vote in haq is perhaps the only chance Iraqis will get to organize a unified, democratic country that can 
ultimately stand on its own. 

Redistricfin~ Toni DeLay 
The Supreme Comt now has a chance to reverse the trend of redistricting for partisan advantage and uphold 
the right to cast ballots xvhere they can make a difference. 

’][’he Senator ~,Vho Cried Wolf 

Alaska drilling should never be palmed off as a money-saving measure, but that is the sleight-of-hand being 
attempted 

The Stealth Liability Provision 
Republicans are using the last days of this Congressional session to try to grant extraordinary liability 
protection to the drug companies 

° More Editorials Back to Top 

[] W. Won’t Read This 
By IVLAUREEN DOWD 
Never ask a guy ~vho’s in a bubble if he’s in a bubble. He can’t ans~ver. 



The State of Iraq: .Am Update 
By NINA ICA~MP, MICHAEL O’HANLON and AMY L~!IKE~rICZ 
Iraq is in a state of continual turmoil, with many hopeful signs but also some deeply disquieting realities 

Get Lost 
By ~D COXOV~R 
Navigation by G.P S takes away the fun of the road. 

StealinR From the Poor to Care for the Rich 

By NORMAN M. WALL 
The United States should resolve its doctor shortage without stealing them from undeveloped countries. 

¯ Go to EditorialsiOp-Ed Back to Top 

On Dec. 14, 1981, Israel anncxed the Golan Heights, seized from Syria in 1967. 
° See this front page 
° Bur’ this front page Back to Top 

Citibank 
_Get FREE EZ Checking when you pay two or more bills online each month at Citibank Online. 

Details. 

Vonafle 
_Get one FREE MONTH of phone service with Vonage, the Broadband phone company. Then make 
unlimited calls to the US, Canada, and Puerto Rico for only $24.95 mo! Click Here 

Get luxury travel deals sent to your inbox. 
_Discover the very best travel deals with Great Getaways, a free e-mail from NYTimes.com. 
Click here 

About This E-Mail 

You received these headlines because you are subscribed to Today’s tleadlines from NYTimes.com 

Unsubscribe I Manage My Subscriptions I Suggestions i How to Advertise 

Please include the folbwing ID n~ber when writing to feedback(a)nytimes corn so that we can track 
repots of problems: 35756455 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CNN AlVl QuickNews <mailings@mail.cnn.com> 

Wednesday, December 14, 2005 5:44 AM 

allycfin@emaJl, unc.edu 

Elections will alter political landscape 

Click Here 

AM QuickNews Banner Top / 

TOP STORIES DCNN.com 

~i rElections will alter political landscape 

Iraqis started the year with a historic transitional assembly election. They voted for a constitution in October. 

I And on Thursday they will cap their tumultuous year when many are expected to vote for a full four-year 

b Parliament. 

rFULL STORY 

E~ American Morning airs Weekdays 6 a,m. ET - 10 a.m. ET 

Could violence disrupt tomorrow’s elections? We’ll go live to Baghdad for a closer look at the security 

concerns on the ground 

/!ran leader: Holocaust a ’myth’ 

/ iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad said Wednesday the Holocaust is a "myth" that Europeans have 

b tused to create a Jewish state in the heart of the Islamic world 

FULL STORY 

WEATH ER u CNN.com/WEATHER 

,Stormy weather possible in South 

A cold front brought chilly air to the Northeast on Tuesday and stormy weather was possible in the South, 

--while rain was expected in the Plains and snow in the Rockies. 
t 
FULL STORY 

Your personalized weather is temporarily out of service. In the meantime, go to http:/Iw’,^tw.CNNcomlWEATHER for your local 

weather forecast¯ Personalized weather will return soon¯ 

[J.,S, D CNN.comlUS 

~i I ~Poll: U.S. can win war, but won’t 
|As President Bush prepares to make his final speech on the strategy for winning the war in Iraq, a recent 

~-poll indicates that fewer people are opposed to the U.S. presence there, but they don’t think the U.S. is 

/~inning the effort. 
FULL STORY 

1 ,Three killed in New Jersey apartment building explosion 

/ An explosion and fire that ripped through a three-story apartment building after construction workers hit a 

l ~gas line killed three people and injured five others, authorities said. 

FULL STORY 

rNavy helicopter crashes off Colombia 

A U.S. Navy helicopter crashed in the Pacific Ocean off Colombia with three aboard Tuesday, and the 

--Colombian navy joined a search for the missing crew members, U.S. and Colombian officials said. 
r 
FULL STORY 

~Apartments unaffordable for many 

The cost of rental housing has increased faster than wages, making it increasingly difficult for low-income 

families to afford even modest apartments, an advocacy group said Tuesday. 
r 

[jFU LL STORY 

r 



WO RLD ~ CNN.comNVORLD 

.~iI 
,Nigeria grounds two airlines 

Nigerian President Olusegun Obasanjo has grounded Sosoliso Airlines in the wake of a weekend crash 

that killed 108 people, many of them Catholic secondary school students on their way home for the holidays, 

~he president’s office said Tuesday¯ 

FULL STORY 

Colombia open to hostage talks 
r 
The government said Tuesday it would temporarily pull its armed forces out of a town and surrounding area 

in southwestern Colombia if rebels agree to sit down for talks aimed at exchanging jailed guerrillas for 

i~h~ostages, including three Americans 
ULL STORY 

Hariri findings ’delayed by Syria’ 

Syria’s reluctance to cooperate with U.N. investigators probing the killing of former Lebanese Prime Minister 

--,Rafik Hariri may delay the findings for up to two years, the head of that investigation said Tuesday. 

FULL STORY 

~Gerald Ford released from hospital 

Former President Gerald R. Ford was released from a hospital Tuesday night after undergoing what an aide 

--called routine tests. 

FULL STORY 

D CN Nrnonev.com 

/~Fed raises rates again 

/ The Federal Reserve raised the target for a key short-term interest rate Tuesday by a quarter of a percentage 

I--point. The rate hike was widely expected by investors and economists, as the economy continues to show 

/tsigns of strength. 
FULL STORY 

Microsoft warns of critical Windows flaw 

Microsoft Corp. on Tuesday warned users of its Windows operating system of a "critical" security flaw in its 

software that could allow attackers to take complete control of a computer. 

FULL STORY 

S PO RTS D Sl.com 

~:~.~": 
,Heat make Riley a winner in return to the bench 

CHICAGO (AP) -- Pat Rile},, insists he’s a changed man, even if his return to coaching had a decidedly 

familiar feel 

E]FULL STORY 

Tim Layden: CAS lowers bar for drug bans 

The news came Tuesday from Switzerland that sprinters Tim Montgomery and Chryste Gaines had received 

two-year doping suspensions from the Court of Arbitration for Sport, retroactive to last June. That information 

E]is almost certainly a competitive death sentence for both athletes: Gaines is 35 and ostensibly retired; 
Montgomery will be 31 in January and based on evidence from the CAS ruling, neither has run fast without 

drugs since at least 2000. Then again, neither has run much at all since the BALCO scandal hit in 2003, so 

word of their exit doesn’t exactly send ripples through the world rankings. 
r 
FULL STORY 

Scientists question possible nanotech risks 
t 
Those stain-resistant khakis you just picked up at the mall, the tennis ball that holds its bounce longer and 

sunscreen that’s clear instead of white have something in common -- nanotechnology 

FULL STORY 



rUnraveling cancer 

if all the ways genes run amok to cause cancer were laid out in a dictionary, scientists would be able to 

--rdecipher only a small part of the first page 

FULL STORY 

Xbox 360 gets soft start in Japan 
r 
Microsoft Corp.’s new Xbox 360 video game console got a lukewarm welcome in Japan on its debut 

--weekend with fans buying fewer than half the games available in stores, a market researcher said Tuesday 

FULL STORY 

,l--ligh-tech improves life for seniors 

One day, people with AIzheimer’s disease could have telephones that showthem a picture of the caller and 

remind them who it is and when they last talked 
t 
FULL STORY 

’Brokeback Mountain’ leads Golden Globe nominations 
r 
"Brokeback Mountain," the story of two cowboys grappling with their love for each other, was the top Golden 

tGIobe contender Tuesday, picking up seven nominations, including best dramatic picture. 

FULL STORY 

/,Review: ’King Kong’ a giant pleasure 

/ What do you do after creating the multiple Academy Award winning "The Lord of the Rings," arguably the 

I--greatest film trilogy of all time? Well, if you’re Peter Jackson you immediately jump behind the camera and 

/ ~direct "King Kong," a film that became a classic when it stunned audiences back in 1933 

FULL STORY 

(9 2005 Cable News Network LP, LLLP. 

A Time Warner Company. All Rights Reserved 

Terms under which this service is provided to you 

Read our privacy quidelines Contact us. 

To unsubscribe from this newsletter, click here. 
CNN, The Most Trusted Name 1 
n News 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Academic.Advising.Progmm@emaJl.unc.edu 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2006 6:54 PM 

allycfin@emaJl, unc.edu 

[advisingnotice] DEADL1NE TO APPLY FOR GRADUATION 

To: Seniors in the College of Arts arid Sciences 
From: Academic Advising Programs 

(If you do not plan to graduate in May 2006, please disregard this message) 

If you plan to graduate in May 2006 and have not already applied for graduation on the third floor of Steele Building, please do so no~v. Applications for May 2006 graduation must be 
submitted no later than 

Friday, February 10, 2006 

If in addition to applying for graduation you also wish to request approval to carry fewer than t~velve academic credit hours this semester, come to the third floor of Steele Building to submit 
a combined graduation-applicationAmderload-request no later than 

*Wedaaesday, January 25, 2006.* 

If you applied to graduate in an earlier term and did not meet requirements, you must apply for May 2006 graduation separately. 

If you have not seen an Arts and Sciences advisor recently, we encourage you to do so promptly to review your degree requirements. Members of the senior-class advising team (Betsy 
Taylor, Richard Cramer, Richard King) see students by appointment and sometimes on a walk-in basis. More information can be found on the Academic Advising Programs website: 

< http://advisin~.unc edu/> 

Best wishes [’or the semester. 

[Note: Please do not reply to the e-mail address from which this message was sent The address is used for outgoing e-mail only Attempted replies to this unattended mailbox will not reach 
your advisors. To learn how to contact Academic Advising, visit <http://advising.unc.edu/> ] 

The Academic Advising Programs 
in the College of Arts & Sciences and the General College 
The Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box # 3110, Steele Building 
ChapelHill, NC27599-3110 USA 
phone 919.966-5116 flax 919.962-6888 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Stiles <no- reply@nacelink.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2006 6:58 PM 

tim stile@unc.edu 

From UCS: Tu, 1/24, 4pm, Real Estate Careers Panel (non-profit a~d tbr profit) 

This message is brought to you by UniversiF Cmeer Services. 

You are invited to attend the Real Estate Careers Panel sIx~nsored by UCS on Tuesday, Jm~umy 24 from 4-5pro in 239B Hinges Hall. 

Representatives from the following orgmaizations will be present to discuss their jobs and employers, provide tips Ii~r breaking into a variety of for-profit mad non-protit 

careers related to real estate, and answer specific question to help you decide on a career or to improve your job/internship ~arch. 

NVR/Ryan Homes--Production mid Sales Manager 

Trmnmell Crow Resi&ntial (multi- family housing)--Develop~nent Associate 

Self-Help (Neighborhood and Downtown Revitalization)--Real Estate Lending/Development 

GFD Management--Commercial real estate / shopping center development, mm~agement, and leasing 

Cherokee Investment Partners/Cherokee Charitible Fo undation (Superfund site clea~up and resale)- -As~ciate 

Comm unity Altbrdable Housing Equity Corporation (Low Income ttousing)- -Proj ect Development Officer 

You do not need to RSVP for this event. We hope to see you at the panel! 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Friday, August :[4, 2009 4:36 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Help launch the YES! take 

[] 

--SENT TO allycrin@email.unc.edu [~I,~,NA~~EiCNA]’,J~~E E~,qAiL I VIEW AS A WEB PA~~E 

[] 

Banner YES : BuiMi!lg a Jus~ and SL=stai!l~ble World 

Make Online a daily resource 

Dear Reader, 

You’re always telling us, "Everyone should 

know about YES! solutions." With that in mind, 
we’re launching a new program this fall to 

draw millions to our website for the YES! take 
on the day’s headline news. 

Your ta×~ded~etible do~a~io~ will help us to 

highlight daily the opportunities for change 

that lie in every crisis. 

Your support will make this program possible. 

For a ¢o~trib~tio~ of $50 or more, we’ll send 
you a signed copy of David Kor[en’s book, 

Agenda for a New Economy. 

Thanks for taking part in this important work, i.~.i Doante Io’¢ESi Magszir~e 

~ ~orten Publisher, YES! Magazine 

P.S. [f you’re ready to subscribe to YES! 

Magazine and want to support our work, 

~1~ ~ be a De, di~:~te~l Frie~L Your donation of 
$10 a month or more includes your 

subscription. Sign up now and get both David 

Korten’s book and a DVD of the award- 
winning film, Dalai Lama Renaissance. 

YES! Magazine is published by the Positive Futures Network 
284 Madrona Way ME, Ste :[:[6, Bainbridge Island, WA 98:[:[0-2870 
Phone: 800-937-4451 :: 206-842-0216 :: 

We never sell or share our email list. U,~e t#is li~k if you wish to 
unsubscribe from this list. Ma~sa#e your email subscriptions. Co~t~t 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Diversity (Admissions) <UNCDiversib@admissions.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 26, 2009 4:14 PM 

AllysonC@aJumni.unc.edu 

University of North Carolina Nominations 

August 26, 2009 

Dear Allyson: 

Greetings from the Office of Undergraduate Admissions at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. This is a wonderful time to be a Tar Heel! After a diligent 

review of over 23,000 students, we are thrilled to report that our class of approximately 4, 000 students is exceptional. We would like to thank you for your support 

in helping us identify and recruit outstanding students from underrepresented populations. Alumni like you have helped us identify 350 new students to share 

information regarding Carolina. Your efforts have helped us strengthen the diversity of the undergraduate student body and enhance the learning environment for 

the entire community. 

Our work in identifying outstanding underrepresented students continues, and we hope you will continue to offer your assistance in this important mission. We 

have created a website to make it easier for you to nominate outstanding students in the sixth through twelfth grades that you believe have the potential to 

contribute to the Carolina community. While eventual admission to Carolina is not guaranteed, every nominated student will received helpful monthly updates 

from the University. Your assistance in identifying students allows us to invite them to special programs and teach them about the importance of preparing for 

college and the challenging academic environment offered at Carolina. One such program is Camp Carolina, an early outreach program for rising ninth, tenth, and 

eleventh graders. 

To nominate students, please visit www.uncdiversitynomination.org and complete the easy-to-use online form. As part of the nomination, we will ask you a few 

simple questions to help us determine how best to communicate with the student. Please provide as much information as possible about the student, particularly 

the student’s email address. Alternatively, you may return the attached form by email to ~.~.~.[~!.~:.~[~!~.~L~.~.~.~.!~.!9.D.~=M.~3~.:9.~.9.. 

Carolina continues to be a selective institution, and we encourage you to counsel your nominees to make themselves competitive by: 

taking a rigorous course of study such at Advanced Placement or International Baccalaureate courses. 

achieving above-average grades. 

getting involved and developing leadership skills 

taking the SAT and/or ACT 

creating and updating a UNC Portal 

Admission to Carolina is competitive but we strive to make it fair. We consider grade trends, school competitiveness, essays, recommendations, alumni ties, 

special talents, socio-economic status and diversity. We are eager to learn about first-generation college scholars and enroll approximately 750 transfer students 

each year as well. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact Dr. Herb Davis, Ms. Jessica Hernandez or Mr. Damon Toone at (919) 966-3621 orgo to our new admissions 

website for more information. We also invite you to assist us in our admissions efforts by joining the Carolina Alumni Admissions Program. For more information, 

visit our CAAP website or contact Ms. Kendra Lawrence at (919) 843-9700. 

We seek your continued support in this very important mission of the University, and your suggestions and comments are always welcome. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences <college-news@unc,edu> 
Friday,                 4:34 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 
UNC College News: Learning, discovery, innovation 

Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

I’m thrilled and honored to be the new dean of 

UNC’s College of Arts and Sciences, the oldest 

and largest school at the heart of this historic campus. As the leaves 

begin to turn and classes get under~vay, we have plenty of great news 

to share about the learning, discovery and innovation taking place 

across the College. 
view full story >> 

A first-year seminar with a biodiversity expert transformed 
academic experience at Carolina. And a 

summer research fellowship at the end of 
sophomore year forever changed her life. 

The structure of an entire HIV genome has been decoded 
for the first time ever by UNC chemist Kevin Weeks and 
colleagues in the College of Arts and Sciences and the 
School of Medicine. The results have widespread 
implications for understanding the strategies that viruses, 
like the one that causes AIDS, use to infect humans. 

The celebrated tenor from High Point, N.C., is an artist-in- 
residence in the department of music this year. 

IN THE NEWS COMING SOON FqO~-~E NEWS 

Read about Search our events Read about all 
College faculty, of our current 
students and calendar :~ News and 
alumni in major Events or 
international G~VE TO iH~~ browse our 
and national COLL~,-Gi,-] archives ~ 
news media ..., .Le~ri’.. F’iore I 

Make a Gift 

Visit the CAS ...i.~.i Visit the UNC 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News is sent periodically to 
alumni and friends of the College of Arts & Sciences at the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you have 
comments or questions, please email college- 
news@unc.edu or write to UNC College of Arts & Sciences, 
Campus Box 3100, 205 South Building, Chapel Hill, NC 
27599-3100. If you do not wish to receive this in the 
future, unsubscribe here please. 

710072236~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VI STA <vistaoutreach@cns.gov> 

Wednesday, September 2, 2009 1:15 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder Issue 6: September 2009 

snapshots 

What VISTAs are up to 
around the country... 

Indiana: helping with 
consumer protection 

Iowa: finding hope in 
disaster relief 

Missouri: prisoner 
reentry programs 

Michi an~3am us 
Compact at Jackson 
Community Colle,qe 

Minnesota: increasing 
reading proficiency in 
St. Paul 

New York: kicking into 
high gear for Summer 
of Service (VIDEO) 

More VISTA 
Snapshots... 

THROUGH THE LENS 

WHAT DO YOU THINK? 
How might a time bank, 
cooperative, or other form 
of alternative economy 
enhance the community 
you serve? 
Share your insights with 
fellow VISTAs. 

NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE: 
Heritage Projects & 
Voluntourism 
Is there a Heritage 
Project in your community 
that is a source of 
community renewal? How 
have cultural and historic 
community assets helped 
to revive the local 
economy? 
Share your stories with 
VISTAoutreach@cns.gov. 

Sepl:~mbe~ 2{}09: V.’ll~;me ==1 No 8 

woman learning to sew 

farmers market 

Mak}ng Money: 
Bartedr~g Networks 
Bring Ecor~omics 
Home 

Alternative 

Economies Pay Off 

wit~ a Wealth of 
Community 

Re riving time-tested 
tools to meet today’s 
fiscal challenges 

ORE logo 

Clock Wise: 
Papedess AIt 
Currency Gair~ing 
Ground in V~ 

The principles of 
alternative economies, 
while simple, might seem 
a bit radical from what 
we’re used to. Trading in 
assets that stray from the 
typical "dollar" can 
appear to be more 
trouble than it’s worth. 

However, The 
Environmental 
Magazine article 
illustrates how easy it 
can be to reduce 
dependency on cash and 
increase the value of 
other goods and 
services. At the same 
time, establishing such 
economies strengthens 
some core values that 
VISTA holds dear - 
namely improving self 
and community reliance, 
and environmental 
responsibility. 

Read more... 

It can take decades to 
understand the inherent 
beauty of an alternative 
economy. 

Ask Ann Gallagher. She 
never calculated the value 
of her own generosity. 
When she became a 
person with a disability 
after failed surgery nine 
years ago, though, 
Gallagher, 79, found 
herself on the other side of 
the equation. "1 realized 
that my life was going 
through a major shift from 
giving to receiving," she 
says. 

Read more... 

The Onion River 
Exchange, a time bank in 
Vermont, allows 
hundreds of members 
from across the region 
swap labor and goods 
without money. In Seven 
Days: Vermont’s 
Independent Voice, read 
how this exchange has 
grown to the state’s 
largest and provides a 
viable form of "currency" 
in an otherwise dim 
economic time. VISTAs 
are leading the way at 
such programs across 
the country - tackling 
issues from 
weatherization to 
sustainable agriculture 
and even health care. 
What models are 
replicable where you 
are? 

Read more... 

Further Reading: POLICY, PRACTICE PEOPLE, PROJECTS 

Additional Resources: 



i i.~.i PORTRAITS 

VISTA ALUMNI 
Check out the Q&A this 
month featuring Lise 
Cox (VISTA ’08-09 
Supervisor ’09- 
present) with Bosma 
Enterprises 
Indianapolis, IN. 

winner 

Time Banks Weave Community One Hour at a Time 

I Remember. I Serve. Participate in the September 11 National Day of 
Service and Rememberance. Learn how to get involved at 
Serve.gov/septl 1 

e-Seminar #4: Alternative Economies - Sept 16 

Viewfinder FAQs 

Next Month’s Issue: Heritage Projects and Voluntourism. 

Is there a Heritage Project in your community that is a source of community 
renewal? How have cultural and historic community assets helped to revive the 
local economy? Maybe you have participated in Voluntourism projects around 
the country, or are trying to generate them in your area. Share your stories with 
VISTAoutreach~. 

THIS MONTH’S 
V~NNER 

"VISTA Volunteers on the 
Walk of Fame" by Naomi 

i ~:+~; i image of VISTA star on 

...... sidewalk 

Naomi Strom, please 
email your address and 
shirt size to 
VISTAOutreach@cns.gov 
and we’ll send you a 
VISTA hoodie! 

Do you want to win a 
VISTA hoodie like 
Alisha? 
Learn how to enter the "V 
is for..." contest. 

snapshots 

VISTA’s now on 
Twitter! 
Follow @VlSTAbuzz 

How do I request a "V 
is for" VISTA pin? 

How do I win a VISTA 
Hoodie? 

Join AmeriCorps 
Alums 

Update your info on 
MyAmeriCorps 

Viewfinder FAQs 

Poor Neiqhborhoods Key to Future Income- Washington Post 
A recent study by the Pew Charitable Trusts Economic Mobility Project supports 
long held statements on how important neighborhoods are to those being raised 
there. Growing up in poverty and remaining in high-poverty neighborhoods, 
explains why even "middle class" families have trouble "moving up." 
Communities without access to varying resources are more likely to prevent even 
middle class children from getting ahead. VISTAs working to address issues of 
poverty are making connections to outside resources critical to reversing such 
trends. 

Landscape Waste: An Urban Problem or a Community Resource 
- Urbana Department of Public Works 
For years Urbana, Illinois has been working smarter not harder. While 
celebrating one of the best tree canopies in an urban area, it’s taken the waste 
generated in maintaining the landscape and turned it into products that help 
residents and generate income for the city. What can your community do to send 
less waste to the landfill, reduce consumption and create more employment and 
income for the area as a whole? 

Newly Appointed Senior Advisor for Sustainable Housinq and 
Communities 
- Dept. of Housing and Urban Development 
HUD has announced that Shelley Poticha will serve as. senior advisor for 
Sustainable Housing and Communities. She is a national leader for the reform of 
land use and transportation planning and policy. Her focus has been to create 
more sustainable and equitable development through her role with Reconnecting 
America. She has been integral in shaping the national conversation about the 
role of transit in communities. Purposeful planning intended to create diverse and 
inclusive neighborhoods means that all communities can access what they need 
to be healthy and thrive. 

back to top 

PRACTICE 

Alternative Currencies Grow in Popularity - Time Magazine 
What may have seen unnecessary or tangential just a few years ago now seems 
like an opportunity in many places around the country. Tough economic times 
have brought alternative economies to the surface again. How can an exchange 
system of goods and services in your community contribute to the diverse types 
of currency emerging and reemerging across borders today? 

An Alternative Economy Grows as Stocks Shrink -Fort Worth Business 

Press 
How do specific towns in America make alternative economies work? A 
neighborhood in Fort Worth, Texas has been doing just that for over 20 years. 
With a focus on home supply goods, Fairmount has weathered economic 
difficulty while accepting a system that cuts across boundaries of race and class 
for the benefit of the common good. What are some unexpected benefits of 
establishing an alternative economy? How can leaving cash out of the picture 
help your project measure impact and value in a different way? 



Strategies and Models: Cooperatives - Community Wealth.org 
Cooperatives have a long history in the United States. In many cases they are an 
established community wealth-building strategy that thrives in industries such as 
banking, agriculture and housing. This piece fleshes out the traditional 
cooperative model and raises the potential for coops in new sectors today= As 
communities return to reliable approaches for building wealth and community, 
where might the current trends for goods and lifestyles lead? 

back to top 

PEOPLE 

Creatinq Local Food Options in an Urban Settincj - The New Farm 
Urban agriculture is part of a growing trend toward locally produced food. The 
benefits of knowing where food comes from and the farmers and workers, who 
harvested and transported it, are part of an increasingly conscious society. Learn 
how one family in Chicago gave new life to the "farm to table" idea in their own 
backyard. How can your VISTA project help increase healthly options for 
communities where you are? How might this model work on a family-by-family 
basis as well? 

Navajo Kids’ Candy Business Is a Sweet Success - National Public Radio 
Elaine Borgen moved to Blanding, Utah as a VISTA to help Navajo adults rise 

from poverty three years ago. Today, the project is Lickity Split Chocolate, a new 
Native owned and operated business managed by 25 Navajo and Ute children 
between the ages of 8 and 15. The children of San Juan County rank among the 
nation’s poorest, but with little urging they have become thriving entrepreneurs. 
V~lqo are some unlikely community stakeholders at your project? 

Economy Isn’t Key in Tallahassee Residents’ Love of Community 
- The John S. & James L. Knight foundation 
A community is more than the current economy and more than business-as- 
usual, but can social benefits and aesthetics outweigh pressing needs? This 
Gallup and Knight Foundation Study Explores the Ties that Bind People to 
Place, and for one Tallahassee community, what keeps them there - even in 
times of economic uncertainty. What binds your VISTA community together? 
How can you increase these elements and provide support to one another? 

back to top 

PROJECTS 

A History of Ithaca Hours - Hour Town Archive 
Born during a recession of a different time, Ithaca Hours (HOURS) were created 
by a community’s need and pioneer spirit. The success of HOURS’ circulation 
among over 1000 residents was a direct result of one group’s willingness to 
support one another and an entrepreneurial model. While other currencies exist 
today, what lessons can your VISTA project take away from Ithaca’s venture of 
the 1990’s? 

Network Members Work for Better Health Care - Portland Press Exchange 

As the health care debate goes on, some, like Julie Silverman, enjoy the type of 
care that others can only dream about. Aside from basic care, with no out of 
pocket expense and no co-pay, Silverman also in granted the type of preventive 
care like acupuncture and massage therapy= How? New England Time Banks, 
based in Portland, ME, allows its 1,500 members to work and trade their 
services for such necessities they might not otherwise afford. Can health care be 
a currency of its own? With so many in need of good care, this alternative 
economy might be a strategy worth exploring. 

Project: Redesiqn Your Farmers’ Market- Good Magazine 
How do urban residents benefit from the modern farmer’s market? Can better 
design ensure that food grown by local farmers is delivered and distributed 
across economic status and location or neighborhood? Good Magazine, 

together with The Architect’s Newspaper, The Urban &Environmental Policy 
Institute, and The Los Angeles Good Food Network, is sponsoring a contest to 
create better distribution networks that move food to multiple outlets and 
consumers in urban settings. Here’s your chance! 



back to top 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

United We Serve <serviceinitiative@cns.gov> 

Tuesday, September 8, 2009 2:56 PM 

aJJycrin@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

9/11 National Day of Service and Remembrance 

~Ki U nited We Serve - Ser~e.gov 

Dem’ AmeriCorps Members and Alumni, 

Thank yon for your commitment to improve the lives of Americans, and for dedicating yonr time to meet pressing needs in your communi~. Your past experience and 

your continned service make you a service leadec and at this moment, our nation needs you once again to lead. 

For the first time, September 11 will be commemorated as aNational Day of Service and Remembrance. This designation is the culmination of years of work led by 

the 9/11 community, including t~mily members and support groups, whi~ came together to create this observance as a way tbr the nation to tbrever remember the lives 

of those lost and injured, and pay tribute to those who rose in service following the attacks. 

’][’his September 11, President Obama, the Corporation for National and Communib" Service, IviyGoodDeed, ServiceNation, 9/11 families, and service organizations 

across the countly ,sill call on all Americans to remember the tragic events of eight yeaxs ago and to serve in honor of the heroes of that day. 

We’re asking for your help to spread the spirit of service this September 11. Here are severaJ ways yon can get involved: 

,~ Remember and Serve on 9/11: This September 11, we encourage you to remember the victims and heroes of 9/11 and honor their memou by serving in your 

communib~. Visit Serve.gov to find a volunteer opportunity-, or organize a project on your own. 

¯ Recruit New Volunteers: Spread the word and ask tive new volunteers (friends, faJnily, faith group member~ colleagues, book club attendees, etc) to pledge 

to serve with you on 9/11, either at your host organization or through a new oplcx)rtunity you find together at Serve.gov. Use this letter fi’om the President and 

Firs1 Lady to help inspire others to action. 

Tell Your Story: ’][’ell us how you personally expanded the service movement by reaching out to your network. Share your stow at Serve.gov. Use sociaJ Inedia 

tools to spread the word about service and energize your own network. 

o Become a fan of Serve.gov on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. Tell us how you plan to serve on 9/11. Participate in conversations to help encourage 

service. 

o Check out videos of service activities on our Serve.gov page on YouTube and posl video replies. 

o Visit 91 ldayofservice.org to pledge what you will do on 9/11. Make sure "to identity/yourself as an AmeriCorps member or alumni. 

Thank you for serving in AmeriCorps and your commitment "to strengthening our nation through service. 

Yours in Service, 

Nicola Goren 

Acting CEO 

Corlx~ration for National and Communib~ Service 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Thursday, October :1_, 2009 2:04 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Tools for Teaching Beyond the Classroom 

E] 

SENT TO allycrin@email.unc.edu i’,IANAGE E~4AIL I VIEW AS A WE~ PAGE 

::’~:: YES! Magazine logo 

YES! Education Conneclion Newsletter 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

"The world is your school."--MarLin H. Fischer 

Dear Educators, 

Welcome back to school! 

Now more than ever the world needs people 
who not only are culturally and ecologically 
literate, but also who know how to question and 
can relate well to people. How do we help our 
students learn these capabilities? 

]:n the newest issue of YES!, Learn As Ye~ Go, 
you’ll find classroom tools and inspiring articles 
that develop the skills and relationships so 
needed at this time. :In addition to these YES! 
materials, we are pleased to share the lesson 
#l~#s 8f Re~:h~iag ~hoo~s, an organization 
dedicated to the creation of a humane, caring, 
multiracial democracy. 

Place-based education. Photo by Ken SIein 

May your school year be filled with meaningful learning and relationships. 

Jing Fong, 
Education 
Outreuch 
Manager, 

YES! 

Magazine 

Photo by Ken Stein 

Jing Fong 
Education Outreach Manager, YES! Magazine 

P.S. ]:s your Free teacher subscription ending? £heese ~ ~-ye~r r~ewa~, and we’ll 
send you a FREE copy of David Korten’s latest book on how together we can achieve 
a just and sustainable economy. 

Head of School and teacher Vicki Newberry brought a place-based curriculum to her 
independent middle school in Molokai, Hawaii, Now Aka’ula School students thrive as 
they research and create positive solutions for environmental issues affecting their own 
community. Re~c~J V~:~ki’~ st~’y. 

SEND #S your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators. 

YOUR STORIES 

YES! R ECOM~EN r3S 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

CONNECT AND ENGAGE 

WORDS 

David Ko~len’s new 

beok plus YESI 

Magazine covers 

RENEW:SPEC~£OFFER 
Log in to choose a 3-yr 
renewal and get David 
Korten’s new book. 

JOIN OUR EDUCATOR 
NETWORK Get a year of 

YES! for FREE. 

~f you’ve 
ever 
wondered if 
peace is 
possible, thisis the 
book for you. 

POSTERS: Hang ’em up, 

share theinspiration. 

YES! Posters 



Like YES! Magazine, Rethinking Schools strives to be both visionary 
and practical. We are delighted to share three of many |esse~ 
#l~�~s f~’e~r~ IRetl~ir~i~g S~:|’~eels that get to the heart of a real- 
world education. 

K#e~’, K#e~’: T#~’###.q P~ ##~’e ~e~’e~" demonstrates how 
Daniel Beaty’s poem gives students the opportunity to write about 
issues in their lives that rarely surface in schools. 

£#~#:~ A#:~ebr~ ~.~#~B W~’e showcases how students can use 
their knowledge about math as a tool for forming an opinion about 
minimum wage, 

.4~#~8#~,~#’~ ~es~s illuminates how teaching The Kite Runner 
opens up avenues for valuable social and personal exploration, as 
well as learning about Afghan history. 

Rethinking Schools’ award-winning publications are also featured. 
And, we have a special offer for our readers. 

Rethinking Schools. Illustration 

L~ Scott Bakel 

Illustration b~ Sco~t Bakal 

’YES! MagaT.ine poster .~:i Page Can you guess the percentage 
That of Americans who identify 
Counls themselves as Christian? Or the 

age of ~he world’s oldest-known 
living tree? 

illustrati 

What makes a person really educated? Taking 
AP classes and getting good grades are not on X santa 
this list. Your students will find these dozen fe art 

qualities--including expressing your voice with illu-st!ati 

confidence--worth reflecting on. on 

Hew De Y~ " ~ew" ? 
Use this playful chart to see 
what kind of "knower" you are. 
Rule-based? Reflective? Other- 
focused? Interconnecting? Then 
challenge yourself to incorporate 
other ways of knowing. 

Meet our out-of-the-box thinkers 
who are educating themselves 
about life and living, using the 
natural world, local community 
members, and animals as their 
teachers. 

Yea’ve ~@t eth 

Ge~iJ~s Gilbert 

Elizabeth 

Gilbert, 

author of Eat, Pray, Love, 

3osits that instead of the 

rare person "being" a 

genius, all of us "have" a 

genius. 

Road Trip Nation bus 

Get on the bus with four 
college grads in this PBS 
series of interviews with 
people who have created 
lives and made careers 
that they’re passionate 
about. 

His’:~o~ Gets Real 
Matt Damon ...... 
shares how Matt 

Damo 
his attitude 
about school n 

changed after 
listening to a 
Holocaust survivor’s 
personal story in his 
middle school Facing 
History and Ourselves 
class. 

logo -’YES in Spanish 

Here’s a resource to connect your students’ learning with their local community, culture, and ~] A~t Oar at Burning Man 
environment. Also learn how knowing yourself can translate to being an even better teacher. 

Ar~ Far t~e Sky 
A whole-body project where students collaborate to create a gigantic living symbol of 
nature, shaped by their own bodies, often along with recyclable materials. This amazing 
team-building activity uses math, art, and cooperation to help students understand their 
interconnection with each other and life. 

Beloved educator Parker Palmer discusses the connection between classroom teaching 
and the teacher’s inner life. Palmer’s Center for Courage and Renewal has multimedia 
resources and retreats to feed and care for teachers, clergy, activists, and others who 
serve their communities. 

Ask your students to come up with their own lists of things they want to learn. Then, explore how they 
can support each other in realizing these personal goals. 

From YES! contributing editor Frances Moore LappS: 

To tap dance better. 

To be in such a place of perpetual gratitude that [ can 

embrace death when it comes. 

From YES! board member Puanani Burgess: 

How the words that I type on this computer get to you. 

Is God necessary? 

From YES! contributing editor Carol Estes: 

To find my way through the wilderness with map and compass. 

A system for managing multiple projects at the same time. 

What it’s like to be incredibly fit. 

tap dancing sh .... photo wikimedia 

Use this photo to ask your 
students what they notice 
and are wondering. Then 
share the facts behind the 
image to connect to 
greater understanding 
and discovery. 

We never sell or share our email list. ~,.~se t~is |itl~: if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

M~age your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES! 

Contact ~S! ~du~atioB [ Support our Education Program: #lake a tax-~e~tible 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VI STA <vistaoutreach@cns.gov> 

Wednesday, October 7, 2009 5:32 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Vista Viewfinder Issue 7: October 2009 

two men talking in an 

office 

~Ki mainstreet Man teaching kids 

how to weave 

discussion 

Heritage Projects and 

Working in a variety of heritage projects, 
VISTAs draw lessons from the communities 
they serve in. These vary depending on 
expertise and experience; but all offer 
priceless insights found only in the field. 
View More. 

The Resource Board on the VISTA 
Campus 

October Question of the Month 

Heritage Tourism: e-Seminar, Oct 22 

Bookmark and Share Unsubscribe 
on: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 8, 2009 3:39 PM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

BAR Announcements 

Mes.~3 e Board I Hotels I SGhedu~e I ~1Broehure I Awarde I Ptaee An Ad 

The deadline to register for BAR 2009 is quickly approaching. Reunion brochures were 
not mailed this year. Register online or download the broshure. Registration forms 

may be downloaded, mailed or securely taxed (see form for details) The registration 

deadline is 5 p.m. (EDTJ, Friday, Oet. 16. 

In collaboration with Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, the BAR planning committee has 
created the Carolina Diversity Experience. The newest BAR event, this afternoon program 

will target alumni children in grades 10-12 and will include a campus tour, a residence hall 

visit, student panel Q & A, an admissions information session, dinner a nd a ticket to this 

year’s NPHC Homecoming Step Show. Register early; space is limited. 

When was the last time you heard the songs that take you back to your Carolina days? 

Come jump-start the weekend with the old-school sounds of the ’70s, ’80s and ’90s with 

DJ Whitted. Whether you used to party at the Upendo, E-haus basement or Great Hall, you 
are guaranteed to enjoy the fellowship, energy and music of the night. BAR participants 

who are celebrating milestone anniversaries should contact your crew and party like ffs 

19__ - Carolina style. M ilestone class photos will be taken (classes of ’74, ’79, ’84, ’89, ’94 

and ’99). All class years are welcome! 

Once again, it’s on! Join us as we take one of the hottest parties of the weekend to a new 

level and location. Come dressed in your best black for a night you won’t forget Reunite 
with old friends and familiar faces from your wonder years on the Hill, as the DJ spins the 

best hip-hop and R&B - some old and mostly new. Enjoy the atmosphere whether you 

want to dance like you’re an undergrad again, socialize with old friends or meet new ones. 

Be sure to register and get your advance tickets to avoid the long lines at the door! You 
definitely want to be there instead of hearing about it! Attire: No athletic wear, jeans or 

timbs. 

Yo{~°re Invited 

Today, more than 2,400 African-American Carolina alumni are members of the UNC General 
Alumni Association Membership dues help the GAA provide financial and other support to our 

oldest, largest and tastest-growing affinity group, the Black Alumni Reunion. 

We hope you will consider becoming a GAA member today’. Your Alumni Association is a 

valuable resource that can help you stay connected to and informed about our great University. 



b’YI Carolinas O~lme rb’ YICaroli~a [~;mac.edu> 

Mo~day, October 12, 2009 6:15 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <A115 aonC@ah~mni,unc,edu~~ 

Becoming the Best-Managed University/Cancer Hospital Opens 100 Years of Catalina Basketball - October FYI Carolina 

OC} ](X~{{ R 

Chancellor Holden Thorp shares an o;’,,li~=e vide::., s’,d@<:ss with the Carolina community in conjunction with LM, ive~si~y 

The speech teIlects on ~he University’s accomplishments and challenges over ~he past year and outlines wha~ the 

chancellor believes will be important for Carolina to remain succe.~;sful as one of America’s ,great universities in the future. 

For University Day ~}ighIigh~s, it~c~ud/ng ~i~}k.s to Goverr~or Bey Purdue ~ Utffversity Day cotwoca~iot~ speech, chad( 

Si~e’s been at UNC since 1995 Now 
the psychology professor ieads 
UNC’s larges[ and aides[ unit--, the 
Coilege of Art and Sciences, wNch 
has always been atthe academic 
center of the Carolina experience. 
Gil reflects on the role of the college 
in ti~ese changing times 

The School of Journalism and Mass 
Communication is launching a major 
experimental student news project 
and audience research ~nitia[ive 
funded by a $3 5 million gi~ from the 
es~a[e of a~umnus Reeve Fe~ts. ~[ 
is t~e largest single gl~ e~er by an 
k~div~dual to [he schook 

Rases[chars at [he Irls[i[ute o~ 
Madne Sciences in Morehead Cit’f 
say Noith Carolina’s jutting coastline 

--and iow-lying terrain down east    -- 
makes No[th Caroiina vulnerable to 

on mitigating the devas[ating effec~ 

The North Carolina Cancer I-tespi~i 
iust opened, ushering in a new era 
tar cancer care and treatment for 

--patients and their families. Ti~e 
hospi~l, the clinical home o~ 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive 
Cancer Center, triples the previous 
patient care space. It is the state’s 
only punic cance~ hospital. 

Caroiina wiii Souse one of 12 
centers that are part of a new 

--federal initiative te systematically -- 
characterize ti~e genomic changes 
that occur in cancer ]he five-year 
Cancer Genome Atlas Grant award 
is valued at between $6"5 million and 
$20 miliian 

Check out this video tribu~e to honor 

the 100 years of the Carolina 

basketball program, it’s currer4iy 





Ten years ago, UNC dedicated the Carolina Center for Public Service to strengthen and 
expand our tradition of service and engagement. The Center, created through gifts from 
alumni and friends, launched just in time to help North Carolina rebuild from the devastation 
wrought by Hurricane Floyd. Since then, the Center has continued to support students, faculty 
and staff as they respond to critical needs in North Carolina and far beyond: More than 2,800 
Public Service Scholars have logged more than 400,000 hours of service. Homes destroyed 
by Hurricane Katrina have been rebuilt, community vegetable gardens cultivated and 
elementary students mentored. In short, Carolina has helped hundreds of communities 
throughout North Carolina and around the world. 

We hope you will take a few minutes to 

t~i.#.#.~ highlighting the Carolina Center for Public 
Service, just one example of Carolina’s 
commitment to service. 

Gifte from Carolina alumni, students and friends 
enable UNC to provide an unparalleled 
experience for thousands of Tar Heels each 
and every year. Your g.i# to UNC helps ensure 
that Carolina can continue to make a difference 
in North Carolina and around the globe. 

Trouble viewing the video? You may need to download the free Flash player, available at 

This e-mail is for alumni, students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Through this free service, the Office 

of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and other issues 

at Ca rolina. If you have comments or questions, email [~’ "c ~..m=, telephone 919.962.4388, or write to the Office of 

University Development, Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 If you do not wish to receive future editions, 

710072236 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Thursday, October 22, 2009 6:41 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

350 or Bust :: Grounded Learning :: Native Diet :: Bamboo Bikes 

SENTTOallycrin@email.unc.edu ~’,IANAGE!CHANGE EMAIL I VIEWASAWEB PAGE I SHARE [] [] [] [] [] 

Learn as You Go ~i Cc,.,e, of ~ssus. 51 of 
Magaz=ne: Learn ss You Go 

I~ we ]earned in school how to navigate the inner 
landscapes o~ our liws, w~ might gain ~he tools to make 
it through difficult times, and clarify and act on our 
deepest values. Parker Palmer speaks about why 
"reflection" should be the fourth "g" o~ education. 

Kids go on the radio, visit farmworkers, start a snack issue 
shop--and score better than kids stuck inside with drills. 

Old-style apprenticeships prepare workers of all ages 
~E~ 0~ 

for jobs in the green economy. 
~$S~[ 
Find out what you’re 
missing. Try us out. 

Why educator Ron Miller is turning to soil, water,                                               NEW 
sunshine, and greens. 

Get a year of YES~ 
magazine for just $15. 

Hang ’em up and share 
the inspiration. 

All David Korten’s 
books now in the YES~ 

Here’s evidence that nonviolence is the most How a Southwest desert tribe is combating r 
powerful tool to promote democracy and diabetes and obesity by replacing fast food with 

[ 

The bcoks of DavkJ 
overthrow tyranny, the diet of its ancestors. ’ I<or~en: 

"You’re a pa~ of this p/anet, Feel good about the rippling message now 
~ Si~l McKlbben Phote ~y going out around the each: if we shout it loud enough, even our leaders will 

Cham-::ng .Johqson re: YES~ hear." 350.org 
Msg~ne --Bill McKibben 

From Mount Everest to the Maldives, people worldwide are turning 
an arcane number into a movement for a stable climate. Bill 
McKibben asks: Will you join them? 

_...~i 
Set:eel children it: Oos~a Rica 

dressed tip, sketched ,snd 

thoughts about pea~s Photo 

coertesy of Peace One Day 

i.~.i Ot::is Jerdsr: ceibcls pisstic 
9acbage on the beach 
Midway Pho~e b,l Jan 
\;ccenilek 

Costa Rica renamed its justice 
ministry the Ministry of Justice 
and Peace, another in a long 
line of peaceful initiatives that 
includes abolishing the army in 
1948 and establishing peace 
education in schools. 

"~’#~. ~,o~om~¢s 8~ 

In France, a ground-breaking 
commission of leading 

-- economists suggests that 
nations look beyond GDP. 

Five media artists, led by 
photographer Chris Jordan, 
journeyed to Midway to call 

-- attention to the effect of our 
disposable culture on some of 
the world’s most beautiful and 
symbolic creatures. 

In anticipation of the 
Copenhagen summit, 
people are turning up the 
volume on climate 
change. They’re taking 
actions that range from 
signing petitions to 
participating in the 
350.org events, all the 
way to risking arrest in 
demonstrations. 

Q: What are you willing to 
do to stop climate 
change? 

SLI~E S~’{OWS 

% Bamboo Bike M..aMn9 
..... Pilate cou:te%, the 

Bambso Bike ~Audio 

1 



Ne~,~ "¢ESi Cs:toon 

Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon, Winning entries will 
be posted online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

Highlights from the last .ewsletter: 

Buy David Ko,ten’s books flora the ’FES! Store 

With every bike that 
leaves our workshop, we 
see a person who has 
made something to be 
proud of, something 
useful that he or she 
worked hard to create. 
t 

An artist, 

~ 

peace 
activist, and 
former 
refugee who 
fled her 
native 
Vietnam in 2975, has 
painted her visions of war 
and peace for more than 
three decades. 

Instead of 
the rare 

genius, all of us "have" a 
genius, says Elizabeth 
Gilbert. 

We never sell or share our email list. ~r~e this ~is,k if you wish to unsubscHbe from this list. 
~4anage your email subscriptions I ~[f this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Paulson, Marvin <~Marvin.Paulson@mso.umt.edu~ 

Friday, October 23, 2009 2:35 PM 

allycrin@ema~l, unc.edu 

NCUR 2010 Call tbr Abstracts 

Dear Colleague, 

Please encourage ,/our students to join us in Missoula, Montana for the National Conference on Undergraduate Research (NCUR) April 15-17, 2010. Please visit our 

website at _w____w____w__:__u___m___t__:_e___d___u_J___n__c___u__r___2___O__l___O__ and select the link on that page to CallJ:orAhstrocts. Abstract submission is currently open. The deadline for submission is 

December 4, 2009. 

"Meet me in Montana" for NCUR -April 15-17, 2010. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VI STA <vistaoutreach@cns.gov> 

Wednesday, November 4, 2009 1:31 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder: November 2009 

ii.~.iI group discussion VISTA .~i child-learning PLAYGROUND 

MAINTENENCE 

Spotlight on NeighborWorks: 

STRENGHTHENING COMMUNiTiES 

Emily AIbright is one of 160 new VISTAs 
working to design affordable, green housing 
and rehabilitate low-income housing projects 
through NeighborWorks America. With 
foreclosures likely to reach 3.5 million 
this year the powerful alliance between 
AmeriCorps VISTA and NeighborWorks, 
springs from a convergence of crisis and 
opporlunity.View More. 

A~so in this issue 

The Resource Board on the VISTA 
Campus 

Historic Photos: VISTA architects 
from the 1970s 

Webshop #6 - Community Economic 
Development, Nov 12th 

Fo.owus [] [] [] on: 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Friday, November 6, 2009 3:01 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Climate Action: You Can Help 

[] 

-- SENT TO allycrin@email.unc.edu      I~ANAGE/CN,~,NGE E~’,!AIL I VIEW AS A WEB P,~,GE 

[] 

Banner YES! M~gx~zi!le Powerful Ic~e~s, F’r~ctic~l A~clic, ns 

Dear Allyson, 

Science is showing the climate crisis to be even 

more urgent than we thought just a few years 
ago. Yet the worldwide response is nowhere 

near what it will take to meet the threat. 

iXi DonstetoYES! Magazine. :: 

.’-.X~pport our Hi::;t~ impac~ 

Camp~3ig=-~ 

Cover of the Climate A~ion, Winter 

2010, issue of YES~ Magazine 

I need your help to rush free copies of our 
upcoming "Climate Action" issue to grassroots 

activists, policy-makers, teachers, faith leaders, 

and the media to show how we can muster the 
political and social will to rise to the climate 
challenge. 

~o~trib~te SSO and we will send 25 copies of 

YES! Magazine to these groups and make YES! 

solutions visible in the mainstream media. Or, 

monthly donation to support our ongoing 

coverage of breakthrough climate solutions. 

Either way, we’d like to thank you with an 

exclusive gift. Cli~4 here for details. 

As world leaders prepare for the UN Climate We’re tackling climate change in the 
forthcoming issue of YES! Magazine, 

Change Conference in Copenhagen and the which will hit newsstands and 
U.S. Congress drafts climate legislation, help us -- mailboxes later this month. 
spread the message that we CaR make the Help spre~d the word. 
changes needed to preserve a livable planet 
and create a happier, healthier world. 

Thank you for doing your part on the most urgent issue of our time. 

~~rten Publisher, YES! Magazine 

P.S. ~i~e o~i~e toaa~f, or make your gift by phone by calling Rebecca Nyamidie at 

206-842-5009 ext. 204. 

YES! Magazine is published by the Positive Futures Network 

284 Madrona Way NE, Ste 116, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110-2870 
Phone: 800-937-4451 :: 206-842-0216 :: www,¥e,~ma~az~e,or# 

We never sell or share our email list. U~Je t~is ~i~ if you wish to 
unsubscribe from this list. 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Saturday, November 7, 2009 4:43 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Teaching What Matters: Preparing Your Students for the Real World 

E3 

SENT TO allycrin@email.unc.edu iqANAGEiCHANGE EP~AIL j VIEW AS A WEB PAGE 

::’~:: YES! Magazine logo 

YES! Education Conneclion Newsletter 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

"It is our choices thatshow what we truly are, far more than our abilities. " --3.K. Rowling 

Dear Educators, 

How many times have you heard your students comment, 
"What does this have to do with anything?" One way to 
make learning relevant and enjoyable for your students is 
through service-learning and connecting with community-- 
local and beyond. 

In this newsletter, YES! classroom tools, stories, and other 
resources provide powerful and practical ways to bring 
outside learning inside your classroom. I am delighted to 
feature the eurri~sulu~ ei~ F~i~ tl~e Future, whose 
programs and service-learning opportunities prepare 
students for creating positive, healthy, and sustainable 
communities. 

Lastly I want you to know about two new education outreach 
programs: the "~’ES~ E~em~ar’~ E~sa~ IPrej~ct, and the 
extension of our free enD-year teacher s~bs¢[~gtie# te 

Jing Fong, 
Education 
Outreach 
Manager 
YES! 
Magazine 

:::~:: a child holds a globe, compule~ 
generated image, n~apping image f!om 
NASA Photo by noticelj,’tlickr 

~ 
Autumn, 

Photo by noticelj/flickr 

3ing Fong 
Education Outreach Manager, YES! Magazine 

P.S. Is your free teacher subscription ending? ~:hoese a 3-.~ear r~ae~al, and we’ll 
send you a FREE copy of David Korten’s latest book on how together we can achieve 
a just and sustainable economy. 

Free to 8e ~e 
At "free schools," kids take ownership over their learning, deciding what they want to 
learn and when they want to learn it. They move and learn in a way that’s natural to 
them. Gia Rae Winsryg-Ulmer knew she found her place to teach when she walked 
through the doors of Brooklyn Free School three years ago. See how Gia and BFS honor 
children’s rights to be themselves and become the happy, healthy, and independent 
thinking people they are meant to be. ~ea~ {~a’s story. 

SEND ~JS your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators. 

YOUR STORIES 

CURRICULUM AND 

R E,~,OU RCES 

WORDS THAT iNSP~RE 

David Korten’s new 

book plus 

RENEW:SPEC~LOFFER 
Log in to choose a 3-yr 
renewal and get David 
Korten’s new book. 

JOIN OUR EDUCATOR 
N~rWORK Get a year of 

YES! for FREE. 

YES! TOTE        ~ Show the world 
your positive 
attitude. This 
large tote is strong, 
environmentally 
friendly, and a great 
conversation starter! 

AWORLD OF GRACE Just 
one of the inspirational 
posters in the YES! 
Store. 

i~ii YESIPo~e~ 



Facing the Future 

Facing the Future believes that in a world where the lives of our neighbors next door are inextricably 
linked to those of our neighbors abroad, students need to understand the linkages between local and 
global issues and how they can personally help to build positive local and global communities. 

impressive because they promote academic rigor and student engagement in current issues, such as 
climate change, social justice, and peace. We are pleased to offer some of these outstanding 
resources: Livin’ the Good Life :: Service-Learning Framework :: Climate Change Action 
Projects 

Hore Facing the Future curriculum and publications are also featured. And, check out professional 
development opportunities that are online or coming to your area, 

Five Ways ~:o Reschoel 
28-year-old blogger, Melia Dicker, shares her 
tools and tips to continue learning beyond the 
classroom. Learn how to make yogurt, 
download radio podcasts, or take a free 
cooking class. Visit Helia’s 5 Ways to Reschool 
on the Interweb and feel the world at your 
Fingertips. 

What engages your students? Do 
grades really measure what they 
know? Get your students talking 
about their education with this 
discussion guide. 

Get Oat! D2Y Lear~lg 

Need a break From textbooks, 
exams, and state-mandated 
learning objectives? Try these 
Do-It-Yourself Learning Tools, 
for fun and creative learning 
outside the classroom. 

~ohn Taylor Gatto’s 12 qualities 
of a truly educated person 
argues that time spent learning 
in the real world is far more 
valuable than from a textbook. 

We are excited to introduce the Y~S! Exe~p|~ry 
Essay P~e.~e~,t, a project that showcases student i~i Photo by Leah Rknkus 

voices, stellar writing, and how YES! articles may be 

used. 

Interested in participating? Read the ~re~rar# 

#~i~e to see if your classroom is a good fit. 

"Z know most students would not admit to "enjoying" 

writing an essay, but the kids enjoyed this essay project-- 

seriously! They liked the sociological aspect of it, the 

debates it generated, and especially how it transcended the 

political labels of "liberal" and "conservative, "" 

--Julie Ruth, 10th grade language arts teacher, West 

Valley H.S., Fairbanks, Alaska 

Photo b~ Leah Rimkus 

School Librarian 
subscription ofter 

Free..1. Year 

Thanks to the generosity 
of YES! donors, we are 
able to provide middle 
school, high school, 
college, and university 
librarians with a one-year 
introductory subscription 
at no cost. 

~e insplreo 
by 
Nalaw an 

teenager William 
Kamkwamba. After being 
forced to drop out of 

school, William teaches 
himself how to build a 
windmill to bring power to 
his village. 

~fllrtari~# 

~ 

TBinke~s 
In this 
entertaining 
TED tall<, 
creativity 
expert Sir Ken Robinson 
challenges the way we’re 
educating our students. 
Listen to his ideas on the 
need for an education 
system that nurtures, not 
ignores, those with 
restless minds and 
bodies. 

For those crisp autumn 
nights, here is some 
musical magic, ranging 
from Americana balladry 
to Yusaf Islam’s (formerly 
Cat Stevens) nostalgic 
lyrics to piano variations 
based on a Chilean chant. 

YES! Music 

Si logo -’Y~2S in Spanish 

I Here are two dynamic organizations that offer your students opportunities to express and act on what 



they believe. Encourage your students to take on a service-learning project or submit a personal 
essay to This Z Believe. 

Tllis :[ Believe i~ the ~:lass~’ee~ 
The Corporation of Public Broadcasting’s "This I Believe" essay program offers lesson 
plans to walk your students through the process of writing personal essays. Give your 
students a voice and help them uncover what they truly believe. 

NYLC, a leading organization in the service-learning movement, links youth, educators, 
and communities to empower young people. ]oin the movement, get service project 
ideas, and support your students in bringing change to their local community. 

The Pongo Publishing Teen Writing Project helps 
youth in detention write about their lives, including 
often-difficult truths. Using the poetry framework 
from " l Wish ..."ask your students to dig deep and 
write about what they truly wish for in their lives. 

~" Wish Someone Had Told He 

I wish someone had told me that life was like this, 

and I thought I was not going to end up in here, 

and it happened. 

I wish someone had told me that love was like this, 

intimate, 

and no lying, cheating, stealing, robbing and all that, 

because it does not have to be like this. 

For the complete poem, click 

Journals in the grass. Photo by Jenna Cawer 
flickr, com/ph otos/ba byowls 

California Facific 

Medicsl Center. Photo 

L~/" David Razavi 

Use this photo to ask your 
students what they notice 
and are wondering. Then 
share the facts behind the 
image to connect to 
greater understanding 
and discovery. 

We never sell or share our email list. ~Jse t~is |il~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~a#e your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES! 

~:~ta~t YES! Ed~tio~ I Support our Education Program: ~ke a t~x~d~d~tible 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Thursday, November 52, 2009 6:23 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

YES! 10 Ways to Change Your LiFe 

SENTTOallycrin@email.unc.edu MANAGE!CHANGE EMAIL I VIEWASAWEB PAGE SHARE [] [] [] [] [] 

poster by No Jmpa.o2.. Man, Colin Beavan for YESI 

Ms2szir~e 

Climate Action 

The technology already exists to head off 
catastrophic climate change. But it will take an 
enormous effort to put it into place. How do we 
build the political will to make it happen? The 
r~ew issue of YES~ ~guzh~ shows you 

how. 

In this sneak preview of the issue, you can get 
our new poster: ZO Wa1~’s 
L~fe {N~ ]us~ Your L~gl~t 
Impact Man" Colin Beavan’s picks For getting 
started on a climate-friendly life and For 
powering the cultural change we need. 

NEW YES! Wall Calendar: 
Get a jump on the holiday shopping by giving our 2050 Wall Calendar as part oF the YES. 
~ft P~c~u~e, or #at cue ~’er y~urse~f f~r ~.tZ, or free with an introductory 3~Veur 

Photo by Sioerd van                         ~"~..os t e n. 

...... ~ck: co 

Pa’l~ te a Peace E~une~y 
David Korten: "Our existing 
economy promotes violence 
against people, community, 
and nature. It’s time to rethink 
and restructure." 

::::+;::: Protesters outsidethe National 

...... Congress m [eg~cigsIps 

Honduras, on July 2, 2009. 

F~hoto by Gi::jgey 

fl i,:~:r com.;p h ot,ss/9 i9 gay 

T~8 Pewer ~f Nen~zieler~t 
Ac:ti~ ~ ~4o~uras 
The nonviolent movement that 

-- put pressure on the coup 
government may be only the 
first chapter of a nationwide 
struggle for justice. 

’:~ ceali[ie!l of resise!lts work¢-d 
to spread the wo:d about 

FroFoskion 4, a Con~munily Bill 

o~ ~dghts 1or Spokane. 

Washington Photo by B]aus 

OF all the candidates, bills, and 
proposals on ballots around the 

-- country, one oF the most 
exciting is a proposition that 
didn’t pass. 

i.~.i Photogn3phs from the Barefoot Photo.qraphers of iilonia 

One oF our Climate Action issue’s featured partners, Burefoot 
College of Tilonia, India, has just been selected as a finalist in 
the BBC World Challenge 09, a global competition that highlights 
innovative grassroots projects. 

See the work oF the Barefoot College in this ~S~ i~l~ete essay 
and watch videos oF the ~cirs~ Wu~en ~’ E~ginee~ ~n t~e 
WorM. 

F’iloto by Barefoot 

College, r=lonia, Rajasbr~ 

w~.~.,, b~s refo,stcoiiege org h~age 

used in ’YES! Magaz=ne’s 2010 

Wall C~31enda r 

:: THIS BAREFOOT PHOTO IS PART 

OF THE 2010 YES! MAGAZINE WALL 

CALENDAR 

YES! Magazine logo 

YES! I,,,la~azin¢. issue- 52 

Cover :: Ciimate Aclior~ 

Get a year oF YES! 
magazine For just $15. 
Plus a bonus issue. 

Give the Gift oF YES! 
1 yr subscription plus 
2010 Wall Calendar: $20. 

2~ ~,O WALL ~ 

Featuring 
full-color 
photos and 
inspiring 
quotes from 
the pages of 
YES~ 
$~2. 100% post-consumer 
waste recycled paper. 

Prepare For 
Thanksgiving with this 
inspirational poster. 

X "{KS! World of 
po~er 

from the Ohm3 ~er 
C:ompassion video, 

A ~@bu} C,’~urter four 

Thousands of people from 
around the world 
contributed suggestions to 
the Charter for 
Compassion--a yardstick 
for global empathy. 



We never sell or share our email list. ~JSe, ~#~S ~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~4a~3a#e your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences <college-news@unc,edu> 

Monday,                    2:25 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC College News: Blues Goldmine, Nicholas Nickleby and Chinese Lessons 

Carolina Arts and Sciences Newsletter 

i~ Lead Stoq¢ Photo 

As we near the end of our fall term, we have 
much good news to share from the College 
about the innovative learning, diseoveW and 

engagement taking place on campus, in the 
community, and around the world. The stories 
enclosed with this e-news provide a glimpse. 
view full story >> 

UNC historian and folklorist William Ferris spent the 1960s and 70s traveling the back 

roads of his native Mississippi tracing the roots of American blues music. He found 

them in church halls, prison fields and rural homes, where he recorded and filmed 

African American musicians and storytellers. Learn more. 

spent last summer in where he worked at a public relations 

agency during the week and taught in a migrant village on the week-ends. Read his 

story. 

Like everyone in PlayMakers Repertory Company,              plays multiple 

characters in The Life and Adventures of Nicholas Nickleby. The company’s most 

ambitious undertaking ever runs on the Paul Green stage through . Learn 

more. 

£N THE NEWS C©~’~]£NG SOON P,10RE N~WS 
Read about College Search our events Read about all of our 
faculty, students and calendar .- current News and 
alumni in major Events or browse our 
international and archives >. 
national news media >> 

G~VE TO THE COt.LEGE 

__...~i Visit the CAS . ..i~i Visit the UNC 

Website Website 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News is sent periodically to alumni and friends of the 

College of Arts & Sciences at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. If you 

have comments or questions, please email colleae-news@unc.edu or write to UNC 

College of Arts & Sciences, Campus Box 3100, 205 South Building, Chapel Hill, NC 

27599-3100. If you do not wish to receive this in the future, unsubscribe here 

please. 

710072236 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, December 2, 2009 2:55 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Be a Climate Hero 

SENTTOallycrin@email.unc.edu ~’,IA~IAGE!CHANGE EIv~A][. I VIEWASAWEB PA6E I SHARE [] [] [] [] [] 

ii"~iI YES! Magazi!le logo 

Climate Action cover of ~b, ~:~w wu~r 

Dear Reader, 

As we put together the new C}{m~te Ast~en issue of YES~ Magazine, 
my fellow editors and [ wrestled with concerns about what the future 
will look like. Climate change is happening much faster than 
scientists predicted even a few years ago. 

Presiden~ Obama and o~her world leaders head this month ~o 
international climate negotiations in Copenhagen. [ think about my 
niece, born days after we went ~o press: Our nation’s actions now 
will determine whether she’ll grow up to find a world wracked by 
droughts and hurricanes, food shortages, and security crises, or a 
safe world that offers opportunities for her to have a happy and 
healthy life. 

SUBSCRIBE TO YES~ TODAY 

Fortunately, such decisions aren’t just up to our political leaders. This 
issue of YES~ tells you why stopping climate change is even more urgent than you may have realized 
and offers ideas for breaking the political stalemate and creating a green economy, it shows how you 
can step up, be a hero, organize in your community, educate others, and get politically involved. 

~f you’re not already a subscriber, make ¢liaate ~tiea the first issue in your subscription with this 
s#~d~ ~n~re~t~r~ $~ d[~. Or choose a b~eer ~ebs~r~b~ and get our 20~0 Calendar 
free. 

I IBest’ 1~ O~imateHeroSharc~ 1~ C~ma~eHeroRev ~:: 

, ~ Madeline’ , H~rsha,,~. Photo b~, C ....... Sa,iy B,,~g~ 

l l 
J..&sna Roddguez I Photo couSesy of 

Madeline Ostrander (.~tam Ar:~ak~ Regel~e~s~b~ Prqa4. 
Senior Editor 
~ES~ Ma#aziae 

altarr~s / We thought we had 20, 30, 50 years to take on 

~h ef a/ the climate crisis. We were wrong. The scary Leonard 
2005 

/ 
science, smart policies, and critical actions that 
could still avert disaster. 

Mark Engler explores how new mobilizations are 
injecting urgency into a process stymied by big 
business and cautious government 

Solving ~he "It’s not my problem" problem. 
A psychologist on what keeps us from coming to 
terms with the climate crisis. 

Rich and poor countries are in this together. [f either fail to step up, the 
planet is in trouble. A climate deal must take into account the Global 
North’s responsibility for nearly 70 percent d greenhouse pollution and 

Give the Gift of YES! 
1 year subscription plus 

2010 Wall Calendar: $20. 

$.1.5 S~.~ BSC~RIP’~"~O N 
Get a year dYES! 
magazine for just $15. 
Plus a bonus issue. 

YES! graphics available 
in full color on card 
stock. 

A 3-,i~q r-old Inuit girl 
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us:ng the t:’sditlonal 

,,vrapped around ,s 

br:gtt: of wood. Viclor:a 

C:~nadis!l h4c, 2005 

Photo [~a~ Chs Brsy 

"The struggle for the 

environment is the 

struggle for our own 

survive/. " 

--Ricardo Navarro 
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the Global South’s need to move out of poverty. 

i~i WTO pretesler in The WTO protests 10 years ago changed the way people all over the world 
understand globalization, poverty, and the power of protest. We asked some 
of the key figures involved, "What has been the legacy of the 1999 Seattle 
protests?" 

:: 7 Y~iAVS ii~E BATTLE ©F S~.~q’TL£ CHANG£D THE Y~iORLD by Fran Korten 

:: THE "BATTL.~ IN SEATTLe"AT i0 by Mark Engler 

t:: [HE W[O A~D THE MY]~! OF: AC][V[S[ V]OLENCE by Rebecca Solnit 

A .stahJe ot a coal mir:er .star~ds 

capitol Photo b! Christopher 

P Bills 

Last ~tai~ ~ta~iB~ 
The last intact mountain in 
West Virginia’s Coal River 
Valley is slated for 
mountaintop-removal coal 
mining. The valley’s residents 
have other ideas. 

wv¢~ t hebJttenword cam CSA 

delJve~,l of peppers, squasil, 

garlic tomatoes a:-~d eg.qalant 

from CIsgett 1arm in Upper 

ZntervJew: Slow Money Founder 
Woody Tasch believes that 

_ thinking differently about 
money will help us transition 
from "making a killing" to 
"making a living." 

What if buildings, communities, 

_ and infrastructure projects 
were designed to be beautiful, 
socially just, and as gentle on 
the environment as plants are? 

Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will 
be posted online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

"Even if you could’ve reached the clutch, 
where were you going to drive it?" 

The ~be~: ~’,~fp~e~s for this cartoon. 

::,’~ :: ",’ ES.;! Tr u ck 

Highlights from recent newsletters: [~ 
["4 ewsle~er 

13 months 2010 

of beauty Wall 

inspiration 
from the 
Quote 
Pages of YES! Magazine. 

Have a listenI    ::o~:; I 
to Steve      ~ 
Earle, Mari Boine, and 
Richard Shindel!. 

[ 
~] ,Still from Kathq/n 

Moslow’s music video 
Give Tha:%;s 

Kathryn ~ostow9 song, 
inspired by 
~ead’s famous quote. 

[ ::< P romelienal imagefor 
[he Yes Mar: F:x the 

Follow the Yes ~en as 
they bluff #heir way 
the national media to 
draw attention #o 
corporate shortcomings. 

something as simple as 
fun change people’s 
behavior for the better? 

% Di:’ect A.Oion rYes in in9 
..... Camp Pholo by Matt 

Leonard 

Activists share skills, 
strategies, and stories to 
solve the climate crisis. 
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From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 2:40 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Big News: YES! Launches Weekly Round-up 

M,,a9~szin 

~SENT TO allycrin@email,unc,edu Fw:,NAG~! E!4A:IL I V~!W I:N BRC, WS~!R I SHARE[] [] [] [] [] 

Get the YES! Take every week 

Dear Reader, 

[ have exciting news to share about an opportunity 

for you to get a YES! take on current news. 

Events happen every day in our areas of: coverage, 

and many of: you have asked for a YES! perspective 

in real time, as news happens. 

This month, YES! launches a new program to do just that. We will draw on our extensive network of 

writers, thinkers, and do-ers, and build on the research and reframing that have gone into publishing 

more than 50 issues of the magazine. 

Check our website daily and si#~8 e~ 1~o[ eBr l~t~e e-nt~w~[et~er~ "YES[ Th~s Week" which will 

connect you every Friday to our most exciting new pieces. See what you’ll be getting with our sample 

newsletter below. 

I:~ Salah’s I 

Sarah van Gelder 

Executive Editor 

YES! Magazine 

r 

i~i YES! 
This 
Week 

PEACE & JUSTICE 

When Our Leaders Fail to Lead 

DAVID KORTEN I DEC 02, 2009 

On Tuesday night, President Obama announced his decision to 

increase U.S. troop strength in Afghanistan. It was a tragic error. He 

specifically said that to compare Afghanistan with Vietnam is a 

misreading of history. In a way, I would have to agree. We ultimately left Vietnam in 

humiliation. Afghanistan is not comparable, because our prospects [...] 

Using the Clean Air Act to Cap Carbon 

THE CENTER FOR BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY I OEC 02, 2009 

The Center for Biological Diversity and 350.org today petitioned the 

Environmental Protection Agency to set national limits for carbon 

dioxide and other greenhouse gas pollution under the Clean Air Act. 

The petition seeks to have greenhouse gases designated as "criteria" air pollutants and 

atmospheric CO2 capped at 350 parts per million (ppm), the level leading [...] 



Putting the Science of Happiness Into 
Practice 

JOHN DEGRAAF i DEC 0O, 2009 

There has recently been a boom in the study of happiness, Its 

practitioners include economists who believe that gross domestic product (GDP) is too 

limited a tool to measure the success of societies, psychologists and sociologists who 

feel that their disciplines have focused too much on neuroses and social problems and 

not enough on determining [._] 

The "Battle in Seattle" at lo 

1’4a, RK ENGLER I NOV 30 2009 

Ten years ago this fall, Kevin Danaher, the bareheaded, white- 

goateed co-director of Global Exchange was making the rounds to 

student groups, encouraging young people to take part in upcoming 

protests against the World Trade Organization (WTO). He had worked up a theatrical 

pitch: 

"How many people here were at Woodstock?" he would ask, and, with [...] 

>~ R£:AD MORE: 

Behind the Scenes of Seattle 

SUSAN GLEASON [ DEO 011 11009 

An enduring legacy of the historic popular uprising against the WTO in 

Seattle, in late November of 1999, is the battle for the story. To Alli 

Chagi-Starr, a core organizer leading up to, and during, the November 

30th, 1999 protest, several key elements have been continually left out of the story- 

telling about this landmark event [...] 

Looking Backward: Economics and the 
Cult of Yesterday 

JONATHAN ROWE i DEC ol, 2009 

One reason that the nation has not made more progress toward an 

economic "recovery" is that the people in charge really don’t know what one would look 

like. The top economists in Washington don’t appear to have asked the obvious 

question, "Recovery of what--and for what?" Instead they have followed the old drill, 

tried [...] 

>~ R£:AD MORE: 

Growing Local: Interview with BALLE’s 
Miehelle Long 

BROOKE JARVIS [NOV 29, 2009 

Bellingham, Washingon is the nation’s leader in community green 

power, was named the number one small city in the nation in urban progress toward 

sustainability, and is home to businesses, consumers, and government programs that 

make creating a "local living economy" a priority. 



As co-founder and director of Sustainable Connections, a non-profit network of nearly [...] 

The Story of Cap & Trade 

ANNIELEO~ARD i DEC: Ol. 2009 

If you’re like me, an increasing amount of 

your worries these days focus on the rising 

levels of CO2 in the atmosphere and the 

resulting potential for devastating climate 

chaos. 

Years ago, when I first heard about climate change, I figured someone else would work 

all that out while I kept plodding away with my [...] 

We never sell or share our email list. ~:~@ ~:~i~ Iil~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

your email subscriptions. If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own ~[E5! #@#;s~e~er5 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chm~cellor Holden Tho~p <holden@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, December 8, 2009 3:46 PM 

Caxolina Alumni mad Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Happy Holidays ficom Carolina ChaJ~cellor Holden Thorp 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vl STA <VistaOutreach@cns.gov> 

Wednesday, December 9, 2009 3:16 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder: December 2009 

VISTA .~i child-learning PLAYGROUND 

MAINTENENCE 

Alumni explore their experience of poverty and 
how they have applied that wisdom to service. 

Also in this issue: 
See what the poverty rate is in the county that 
you serve 
Links to Campus resources on how to live on 
the living allowance 

IBookma[k and Share Unsubscribe Fo.owus ~ [] [] ~ [] 
o11: 



been a difficult year for so many --including the University we love. We’ve absorbed a 7 percent 
reduction in state appropriations, and another 5 percent is being held back in the name of caution. 
But, true to the Carolina Way, we’ve continued to look for ways to be innovative and efficient with our 
resources~ That effort, combined with your support, has enabled Carolina to navigate a challenging 

¯ Providing scholarships to deserving students; 

¯ Encouraging and supporting innovation in the classroom and ~.~.~ Do~te ~.;ow 
laboratory; 

¯ Enriching the arts; 

¯ Enabling a talented student body to explore the world and serve its 

community. 

:::::::::::::: As a young alumnus, you have the opportunity to double your impact with a gift of $100 or more 
through the [:~A~%~&~}.#.~.~.[~.~}~])#.~}9~ if you make your g~2 before December 31~ 

To make a gift of appreciated stock, please call 919-962-8189. 

:::::::::::::: Happy Holidays to you and yours~ 

~ Find Us On Fsc¢-book Tw’~tt¢-L ’,’ouTube Fl~ckr 

ililili This e-mail is for alumni students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Through this free service, the Office 

iiiiiiiiii of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and other issues 

i::i::i::i at Carolina If you have comments or questions, e-mail ~f..’.t..~?...#.~~%t2~?:~,..~i[!~#~).~i, telephone 919.9624388, or write to the Office of 
iiiiiiiiii University Development, Annual Fund, 208 West Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100. If you do not wish to receive future editions, 
::F:F:F: ui~sub.~,:;!ibe ilare. 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, December 16, 2009 1:09 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Climate Action, Climate Solutions :: Why is Costa Rica Smiling? :: America’s Recipe Box 

SENTTOallycrin@email.unc.edu i’,IANAGE!CHANGE EP~AIL I VIEWASAWEB PAGE I SHARE [] [] [] [] [] 

Climate Action 

Fi##t t,:l~ate ~’;#a~e~" ~..~ve t~. ~’;~ ~..~f~ 
Low-carbon living isn’t a sacrifice. "No Impact Man" 
Colin Beavan says it’s the good life. 

More and more neighborhoods are making the transition 
to a climate-friendly community. Has yours? 

~i Cc~,~e, of issus, 52 of YES! 

Magaz:r:e. Climate Action 

New coal plants halted; new renewables coming on line. 
But what about the old, dirty coal plants? 

They’re stepping up to the challenge, taking direct action, risking arrest, building powerful climate 
justice movements across generations, national borders, and races. Meet some of the people on the 
front lines of climate action... 

YES! M~sgazina, Spring 

2008 

THE NEW ISSUE OF YES! MAGAZINE IS A COMPANION PIECE TO OUR 

SPRING 2008 SPECIAL ISSUE: ~TOI~ GLOBAL V~/ARI~:[N(~ COLD. 

Last year, we made the case that there were solutions to global 

warming. In case you missed it, here’s our 38-page Climate Solutions 

special section: 

! 

:: FREE PDF ¯ 

OOWNLOAD .]~i Ciimste Solutlons issue et YESI Mag~3zi:qe~ Spdng 2008 

:: ONLINE INDEX 

YES! Magazi!le Io9o 

YES! Calends!Gift 

of YES! 1 ~,’s~! 

s[:bscdpIior~ plus ~010 

’,,’,/all C~iends!: $20 

PAC~6A~ E 
Give the Gift of YES! 
1 year subscription plus 
2010 Wall Calendar: $20. 

OFF£A 
Get a year of YES! 
magazine for just $15. 
Plus a bonus issue. 

2~’.~.~ 
t~A~.L ~ Featuring 

full-color 
photos and 
inspiring 
quotes from 
the pages of 
YES! 
$:[2. :[00% post-consumer 
waste recycled paper. 

% Sign up~orYESi lMs 

..... Weal,;, our r~ew 

For our NEW weekly 



The YES! Take on Copenhagen 

"We the People" will have to act up if we want a global 
agreement that averts climate chaos. 

Hew te Tal~: Al~e~t �:::li~ne~e. Cbe~ge. 
Talking about climate change may be one of the most 
revolutionary things you can do. But how do you strike 
up your own Copenhagen conversations--and what do 
you say once you do? 

~n~i ~Nai#ee 98 Hew ~Ne’ll Wi~ at Cel~e~}~a#e.n 
Forget the cynicism. The activists who made 
Copenhagen possible are ramping up the pressure for a 
strong and binding deal on climate change. 

"~’s ~.~ein# te Be. Be.a~atifnl 
Bill McKibben: There are reasons to be encouraged 
about the negotiations in Copenhagen, and ways to get 
involved in your own backyard. 

Ca~ 8: ID~’~"i~e.n.~,° A Clear Winner" 
Sarah van Gelder on a new bipartisan climate bill which 
offers a much smarter way to cut emissions--auction off 
pollution permits and distribute the proceeds to 
everyone. 

I~THE STORY OF CAP & TRAD~ 
Annie Leonard offers a warning about the dangers of cap & 

trade. 

Co@ Globes: Hot IdeBs for 

Cooler P:an~,I A4 ~<<hibil 

Copenhage=-L 

I highlights email. 

Photo r~y Jessica 
V’qlson 

f::ck:.corr:/ph o:os/jek~a~ 

Why not avoid paper gift 
wrap and make your own 
gi~ bags? 

:~: Membe!s of The Rude 

Ba~ld I~vened up 

Activists Wrangle Fores~ 
Victories from 
Corporations, Media 
Reform in Argentina, Can 
Northeast S~ates Grow 

i Their Own Food?, and 

more.. 

LCC w:^A~,.jentuchen2 corn 

Micileile LonL.] Pheto courtesy 

ot BALLE 

i~i Homebssness is on Ihe rise 
the United 8rates. Phcto by 

flickr.com/people/drocpsu/ 

Countries around the world are 
beginning to apply the science 
of well-being to the decisions 
they make. News from the 5th 
~nternational Conference on 
Gross National Happiness. 

Interview: By working with Oba~’r~a 
local businesses, Michelle Long Protecting human rights during 

_helped make Bellingham, WA, _a recession means rethinking 
a national leader in urban the role of government, taking 
sustainability. Now, for BALLE, direct action, and creating an 
she’s taking her vision to cities equitable society. 
around North America. 

~] Scilo@childre!l take a waik wkh their ~eachers 

Piloto by ~:?usan Hardman. 

piloto r~etiphetosiSusa r4~a rdma n 

Cover e1 Mark Kurianskis The Feod of 
Lsr~d, along w=th Libra,,! of Congress photo from 
WPA Ann!ice Eats files 

How a focus on peace is helping this tiny 
Central American country win the global 
happiness sweepstakes. 

:: PHOTO ~$SAY: 

Visit Costa Rica through Susan Hardman’s photos 

Essays to Make Your Mouth Water 

Review: Author Mark Kurlansky unearths a 
Depression-era project to document the 
country’s food traditions. 

:: ~.B~:[P~ES: for spoon bread and stuffed eggs. 

Highlights from recent newsletters: 
~] Newsletter archive 

== SLOW ~,~ON~Y interview with Woody Tasch 
r 
;= (:H,~:&ST~’,~5 vg~’cH ~(:0 ,~B~ISB~N’�5? One family’s experiment: Christmas without all the 

stuff. 

;= WH~’~ OL~B~ L~AO~I,~5 ~=A:[L 3"0 LB~A[) David Korten on what Vietnam teaches us about Afghanistan, 

We.e.ke~ @f Climate 

In vigils and protests 

around the world, 
activists stood up for a 
fair, binding climate 
treaty. 

smile, does ~ ,c.,.ndey I 

Pho~ 
world smde c L 
~ ~ ~ I ~>"~""~ I 
Ruth Kaiser ’ ’ 

thinks so. See her 
collection of photographs 
of smileys in the 
everyday. 

~:~’L~ ~:: icon 

Meet the 
farmers, 
thinkers, 
and 
business-people 
rethinking our food 
system... 

Advent           ,        I 

Conspiracy I .~::: ;;~;]~h:cI 
proposes " ~ ~ 
that people Bd,;~:~tc 

buy less ~ onsp~rac I 
and give 
more--of their time and 
love through relational 
giwng. 
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From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Tuesday, December 29, 2009 6:40 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Thanks for a Wonderful 2009 

[] 

--SENT TO allycrin@email.unc.edu [~I,~,NA(~E!CNAN(~E E~,qAiL I VIEW AS A WEB 

[] 

Banner YES! M~gx~zi!le Powerful Ide~s, F’r~ctic~l ~t~clic, ns 

Thar ks for a Wor derfu[ 2009 

Dear Reader, 

As the year draws to a close, we find we have a great 
deal to be thankful for. Most importantly, we’re thankful 
for you ! 

Many thanks for every ._ 

page you visited on our (now new and improved) 

website 

article you reprinted, reposted, or otherwise shared 

subscription you bought, for yourself or for others 

time you talked about YES! Magazine to family, friends, 

or strangers 

email newsletter you forwarded to your friends 

poster or book you bought from our web store 

donation you made in support of our work, making our 

magazine, website, and outreach possible 

We can do what we do because of all the small and large 
ways you support us. Thank you. 

Collage of YES! Magazine 

publications/offerings 

during 2009 

The Staff and Interns of YE!! Magazine 

.;~i De~a[e ~e YE.’-.~! P,S. There’s still time for a tax-deductible donation in 2009. M..agszlne :: Suppo# 
o~, ,,~or~.: ~:~k:~ beret to donate. 

YES! Magazine is published by the Positive Futures Network 
284 Madrona Way ME, Ste 116, Bainbridge Island, WA 98110-2870 

Phone: 800-937-4451 :: 206-842~0216 :: ~’~’~,¥es~#a~az~e,er# 

We never sell or share our email list. ~Jse t#is li~4 if you wish to 
unsubscribe from this list. C8atact ~.~. 



[’YI Carolina vF’£lCarolhm~mc~edu:> 

Tuesday, JanuaD’ 12, 2010 6:43 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <,AJ1} aonC@almnni,unc,edu-- 

#1 again {;or academic valueiTop 10 chemist of ~he decadeiPreservir~g blues tradi{ion --, ammrv F’~ ~ Carolina 

Carolina ~emains ~h~ #I overall beat aoademio value in U.S, ptlblio higher ecluoalio~, aocoFdin,_q to KiplirN~¢s Personal 
--Fina~ce ma~azine, The University has ranked fi~.;~ on the magazine’s list of .schools that "deliver stro~x( academics at 

affordable prices" since 1998 whe~ Kiplinger’s began its analysis. 

Chemist Wellbin Lin has been 
named among the "Top Ten 
Chemists of the Decade" by The 

__Times Higher Education o~ London. __ 
The ranking covers ti~e number of 
citations per academic article 

published Lifts group focuses on 
p~ojec[s wi[i~ implications fo~ 
alternative renewable energy and 
human heal[h. 

ft,!ore than 7,000 miles separate 
Cl~apel Hill from Loiyangalani, 

__Kenya, a village of about 1,000 __ 
people, an airstrip and few 
amenities. It is also home for Julie 
Teaedale, a December g~duate 
and one of the only people from he~ 
village ever to a~end college. 

urged December graduates to 
celebrate their accomplishmenN and 
do something that will make them 
proud. Care’.,’, UNC Breast Center 
medical director, told the graduates 
[i~at [hey already were bet!er and 
stronger than they knew. 

Folklorist William Ferris discusses 

his latest book, "Give My Poor Heart 

Ease," in an inter,’iew about his 

work to document African- 

Americans who created ti~e blues 

form in Mississippi. Highlights 

inciude clips of original music and 

photes. Ferris is the Joel Wililsmson 

Eminen~ Professor of History. 

Leaders of sanofi-aventis> a global 
pi~armaceu~ical company, have 

--committed $2 million from the U.S. -- 
affiliate toward the North Carolina 
Cancer Hospital Endowment, wNci~ 
helps support clinical research and 
patient programs. 

8"/.~:.~ c: w!:te, ©~:,::.< ;f LJn:’.,er.< it,/Ca:nmua:c ~ ::c n ~ 2!0 Pitt.< :: ,::<!o .:.t, tJha!;.>l H::I, NC :;T~ ?>99-~;210. 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, January 27, 2010 5:21 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Great lessons on Green Schools and Low Impact Living 

::’~:: YES! Magazine logo 

YES! Education Conneclion Newsletter 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

"You can never have an impact on society if you have not changed yoursel~ " --Nelson Ma ndela 

Dear Educators, 

As you rang in the new year, perhaps you had a resolution 
or two. Eat more vegetables? Audition for a play? Switch to 
refillable ink cartridges? 

[n this newsletter you’ll find the story of a family with a 
remarkable resolution. For one year, "No Impact Man" Colin 
Beavan and his family tried to uplug, produce no trash, and 
buy nothing. We are excited to share the newly released Be 
l~a~t Project �’;~rric~lum to get your students thinking 
about the effects of ordinary actions on the environment. 
You’ll also find valuable teaching resources on green 
building, energy alternatives, and climate heroes. 

Graphic from No Impm,’,t Man blog 

Our newsletter bonus is two YE~ Exemp|ary 
Check out these student-written essays--one on a Parker 
Palmer article and the other on the gifts each of us have 
and what that might mean for our school systems. Let me 
know if you’d like to join the Exemplary Essay project--teachers tell us their students love the 
prospect of getting an essay onto the YES! Website. 

Jing Fong, 

Education 

Outreach 

Manager, 

YES! 

Magazine 

]ing Fong 
Education Outreach Manager, YES! Magazine 

P.S. [s your free teacher subscription ending? ~¢r~ew to,~, and we’ll send you our 
nsp r ng 13-month 2010 quotes calendar FREE. 

Organic gardens, eco-friendly dorms, and vegetarian eateries are not all that make up 
Warren Wilson College--an environmentally conscious work college in the rolling hills of 
Asheville, North Carolina. Rather, as Margo Flood, director of the Environmental 
Leadership Center puts it, this campus is all about the liberal arts. Learn how Warren 
Wilson students and teachers strive for a complete education through work, study, and 
community. This is ~arge’s story. 

your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators. 

]i 

YOUR STORIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

CURRICULUM AND 

WORDS THAT INSPIRE 

20]0 YES! Calendar 

JOIN OUR EDUCATOR 
NETWORK Get a year of 

YES! for FREE. 

AMERICANS ~ WHO TELL 

TNE TRUTN 
Artist 
Robert 
Shetterly’s beautiful 
book. 

E~./ERYBODY F--~T,S : 

How a Community Food 
System Works poster. 

YES! Pointers 

RENEW: SPECIAL OFFER 
Renew today and get 
our beautiful, inspiring 
13-month 2010 
calendar FREE. 

Featuring full-color photos 
and inspiring quotes from 
the pages of YES! 



When Colin Beavan and his family decided to try living for a year in New York City without doing any 
harm to the environment, many people responded, Are you kidding? But it wasn’t just a year of 
"not’s." It was a year of discovering they could actually be happier, healthier and live more abundantly 
by trading their old habits for new, environmentally-friendly ones. 

The No Impact Curriculum’s five .~ta~-.alo~e ~es.~e~ #|a~s help middle and high school students 
explore the effects their everyday behavior has on the environment, their health, and their well-being, 
and guide them to make relevant behavior changes. We’ve also included No Impact’s "#ow to" 
~r~ar~ea~ for a one-week carbon cleansing. No Impact makes a point that you don’t have to be a 
hippie, activist, or granola eater to participate. This is for anyone wanting to make realistic changes in 
how they live. 

t,:arbe~-.Free ~-~oste r 
A year-by-year guide for how the ]ones family 
(and your students) can go carbon-free in 10 
years without turning their lives upside down. 

Energy 
Best 

Biofuel or nuclear power, 
planting trees or buying a 
hybrid? YES~ Magazine offers a 
baker~,A’s dozen of energy 
policies and technologies that 
lead us to a brighter, sustainable 
future. 

From Katrina survivors to 
grandmothers to nonprofit 
leaders these 7 climate heroes 
are sure to inspire your students 
with their bold and innovative 
actions to save the planet. 

Using less energy is key to 
lowering atmospheric CO2 to 
350 parts per million. But how 
willing are we to change how we 
live? No Impact Nan gives his 
suggestions. 
t 

YES! School Lbrarian 

subscription offer 

Free :i Year 

Thanks to the generosity 
of YES! donors, we are 
able to provide middle 
school, high school, 
college, and university 
librarians with a one-year 
introductory subscription 
at no cost. 

VIE~EO 

Image from Sundance 
Channei: Big ideas 1or a 
Small F’la net 
episode on Carlos 

Ear 
Your students will be 
inspired by two men who 
make high-end furniture 
from scrap wood. Now 
that’s sustainable! 

F~" I :..r>.: :’:::.::’ I 
The fun I :A:’,..,.,, I 

you want something 

done, make it fun." Watch 
this delightful video on 
how to get people to take 
~he stairs instead o~ the 
escalator. 

Imagery-ore Yes Men 
Take o!1 the 

"Yes ~e~" Tre~er 
Watch how YES Men Andy 
Bichlbaum and Mike 
Bonanno comically 
impersonate company 
executives and expose 
the shortcomings of large 
corporations. 

Questions about the Exemplary Essay Project? Er~a~| I~s. 

Use this photo to ask your 

Want an opportunity for your students to step up their writing and write for 
a real audience? Learn about how to join the YES! Exemplary Essay Project 
~ere. 

Read featured essays from our latest classroom participants who 
responded to YES! articles "~e~si~s ~e~ea~e~/’ b~/~a~ B~r~ess 

Lesson plans, hands-on activities, and award-winning projects on green building and green economies 
will demonstrate to your students that a better, sustainable future is possible and that they can help 
build it. 

bgob~ The Ella Baker Center for Human Rights offers a compelling collection of activities 
the Ella / (written for high school but easily adaptable for middle school, college, and adults) that 

/ ~ake~ / 

~ 

explore the rapidly growing green economy and how it can solve two crises--climate 
Oen[e~ / change and social inequality. Your students will be researching and asking the hard 

/ questions about sustainable communities and justice. 

% S~ logo-’YES ~n Spanish 

The U.S. Green Building Council uses the built environment to bring sustainability 
education to your classroom. Award-winning curricula and projects on green building 
(how about a green dream house?) from other teachers--secondary through 
university--are spotlighted. Also offered are teaching ~ools on green schools and the Es~aae~ 
LEED rating system. ~e~ YES~ i# Spanish 

B~c]/cle frem the ~he YES~ ~xe~lary Essa~ ~[ejeet demonstrates how teachers can 
~[~ ~:emo~swEssay Bamboo B~keStud~o use YES~ stories as the basis for thought-provoking writing, it also gives ¯ ’ ~ - 

students an opportunity to voice their opinions and show off their stellar 9~aphic. YES~ 

writing. Magazine graphic 



from The Lorax, by Dr~ Seuss 

"I meant no harm. 2[ most truly did not. 

But I had to grow bigger. So bigger f got. 

[ biggered my factory. ~ biggered my roads. 

[ biggered my wagons. [ biggered the loads ..." 

For the complete quote and a companion 
classroom activity, ~:li~:k 

..... Jorda!l 

Cell phones #2, Atlanta, Photo by Chris Jordan 

students what they notice 

and are wondering. Then 

share the facts behind the 

image to connect to 

greater understanding 

l and discovery. 

We never sell or share our email list. ~Jse t~is |i~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

¢4a~a#e your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES! 

Co~t.e~¢~: YES! E¢~£~:~:ie# I Support our Education Program: ~,laP,~, e~ ~:$~x-.e~ee~¢t.ible 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, January 31,2010 8:28 PM 

UNC Alumni & Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

2010 BAR Award Nominations 

Beech Award Nominations I BSM A~umni I S~bcommittee Volunteers 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! 

The nominating process is now open for this year’s BAR awards. Nomination packets must be received atthe GAA on or before Friday, April 30 
Late and/orincomptete packets cannot be considered. E-mail Dr~ Janet So~thedand ’£2, nominating chair, should you need additional 

information. 

Award recipients will be honored during this year’s Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Awards Banquet. The banquet is scheduled to be held the 

Friday of Homecoming/RAMpage weekend We anticipate that the date will be announced in late February or early March. Completed 

nomination packets and required materials should be mailed to: 

Standard Shipping 
2010 BAR Award Nomination 

UNC General Alumni Association 

PO Box 660 
Chapel Hill, N.C 27514-0660 

E,~preastOve~night Shipping 
2010 BAR Award Nomination 

UNC General Alumni Association 

GWH Alumni Center 
Stadium Drive at Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27514 

Were you a member of the BSM, Black ink, Ebony Readers Onyx Theatre (EROT), Harmonyx, Opeyo! and/or the UNC Gospel Choir? If so, we’d like 

to hear from you. We are working on a project to compile a list of BSM and BSM subgroup alumni. It will take about one (1) minute to submit your 
information online. 

Interested in seP, dng on a 2010 BAR subcommittee? Complete the online volunteer form and we’ll contact you with additional information about how 
you can volunteer. :~/.!~3~.£ft.[!!~??.!:~.~!~.~. :: 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Kamala L Uzzell ’96 Katrina Y, Billingsley ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 2010 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA-supported scholarships for current Carolina students are made possible by dues paid by nearly 70, 000 GAA 

members. We hope you wilt consider becoming a GAA member tod~Z. Your Alumni Association is a valuable resource tha t can help you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VI STA <vistaoutreach@cns.gov> 

Wednesday, February 3, 2010 1:02 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

VISTA ViewFinder: February 2010 

i.~.i Measuring wood :~:iI NYC ...... ity Trust .~i Hard Hatted 

Veterans 

instruction 

VISTAs nation-wide are bolstering job training 
Wb~i ~iSTA~ ~re ~ i~ ~r~t,~ ili~ and placement programs by supporting 

initiatives that are making the most of 
cha,eng,,g economic t,~es: .o* can yo. hel~ 
to create jobs and alleviate poverty in this 
economy? 

Also in this issue: 
Job placement resources for you and your 
project 
Q&A with VISTA Alum, John Lyon, ’08-’09 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Verizon Wireless <VZ~Vmail@reply.verizonmreless.com> 

Thursday, February, 4, 2010 9:52 PM 

ALLYCR1N@EM_AIL.UNC.EDU 

Verizon Wireless is here tbr you. 

~i Verizon Wireless 

We’re Always Happy to Help- Here’s some more information and shortcuts that you may find useful¯ 

Mobile Number Ending with 0979 

Thank you for recently contacting us with your 

question¯ We hope you found our customer 

service representatives helpful. 

But just in case you need some more information 

we’ve listed some links below that you may find 

useful now or in the future. 

l i~ Find Help at My Verizon 

Access your account online, 24/7 with 

My Verizon. 

View and Mana~# your account 

Reset your _P_A_s__&’t_~:9__r__d__ or #_s___e__r__!£ 

No access? Re~ister for My Verizon 

We’re Always Happy to Help - Here’s some 

more information and shortcuts that you may 

find useful¯ 

[ ~’~ Still Need Assistance? 

Check out some of the handy resources below 

for more assistance¯ 

Visit our Online SupDo~ Section 

Learn, discuss and get suggestions from 

other customers with the y___e£!_z_p__E__Qg___m___~__a_!_t~_ 

Email our Customer Service Team 

Find ,/our local Verizon Wireless Store 

I ::--’~:: Convenient Shortcuts 

Update Pho~eiP~an -- Find the phone and plan that fits your needs. 

. _P_ _a_ 2_ ~ _e_ _ _n_ _t_ _ _Q_ y_ _e_ _ _r_ _v_ ! _e_ _ _w_ _ - View, print or pay your bill online. 

PaymentO~tiens -- Enroll in Auto Pay or Paperless Billing. 

Check Usage -- Check how many minutes or bytes of data you’ve used. 

Paesword Aesietanee -- Update your My Verizon Password. 

Su#pert Forume -- Get help on Devices or Plans from other users. 

Update Us 

This email was sent regarding your mobile number ending with 0979. 

Not ALLYSON CRINER ? ._q_[[c__k__.h_~_r~ to update us. 

Was this email helpful? [] Yes [] No 

Browse the Web, Download Music & Apps at 3G Speeds in More Places than with Any Other Carrier in America. 

Vedzon Wireless I O~- ve~zo~ Way i M.,,il Code !80WV:S I ~L.,,skmg Ridge, NJ 0792~’ 



Alison Jord~n 
Lathrop, J.D ’95 

Thks is an excil:in,g time te tie pad: ef Carolina 

7he 2009 inaomm9 class boasted 1:he largest 

mmcdty enrollmen~ UNC has ever had, and 

valuable resources to help shape their 

In the past year, we’ve witnessed many 

rrfik-,sLor!es in the iife of the Univeraity, including the opening and 

dedicatk)n of the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative, ~he launch o[ an 

endowment campaign honoring the legacy of the late Dean Hayden B 

Renwick, and the inception of the Cherokee Nation Study Abroad Proqram, 

diverse sl:uden~ bedy arid the Carelina cemmumLy. 

During my most recent visit to Chapel Hill i was truly impressed by the 

rneturity~ poise and spirit of the students with whom i visited, and i was 

struck by the irnpo~Sance these prograrns have in shaping the Carolina 

experience Simply put, they make e difference And now, more than ever, 

Carolma’a alumni have an impod:ant rele m heip}ng ensure these 

programs surviw~, thriw~ and centinue to make a difference. The Alumni 

Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity invites you 1:o learn more abeut 

Alison Jordan Lathrop, J.D ’95 

Chah-, .Alumrfi Committee on Racial and Ethnb Diversity 

Hayden B. "Benny" Renwick’s Legacy: 
mentor and be mentored 

When Hayden Benliy "Benny" Renwick ’66 

(M. Ed) joined [he staff’ of Carolina’s admissions 

office in 1969~ there were oniy about 

African-American students enrolled By the 

he was promoted to associate dean in the 

new~y formed Office for Student Counseling m 

1973, biack student enroiimen~ had topped 900 

and conl:}nued to grew 

BuL Dear! Renwick wanb?d te do more than just brin,g Lop black appiicanLa 

te Chapel Hill, be’wanted them te succeed and graduate. This was his 



learn more... 

Student Spotlight: Meet Anna Kim ’10 

Like mar!y Caroiina students, Anna Kim ’i0 

dreamed of going to Carolina ewm as a iKtle 

girl. As a first-generation Korean--American 

growing up in Chapel Hill, she d~drft have far to 

go, a~ least ~hat’s what she theughL 

Eas~ Chapel Hill High School, her ~ather .----a 

chemisb---leamed ~hat his empleyer would be 

trsnsferdn9 him out-oSstate snd the family 

would be moving. 

Anna didn’t want to spend her senior year of high school somewhere eise, 

and !.-,w~n thou,(;h her mother planned to remain m Chapel Hill until she 

graduated, Anna didn’t want her parents to be in that situation any longer 

than necessary. She had a belier idea: she woukJ graduate high schooi a 

year early. 

learn more... 

Ackland exhibits feature AfdcanwAmeriean 
artists; storied Asian collections 

The Ackland Art Museum welcomes special exhibits featuring the works of 

African=American artists Felrath Hines and Jacob Lawrence as well as 

works from the museums extensive Asian collection in Along the :Silk 

Road: Art and Cultural ~xchange 

Read more about these special exhibits.. 

FiJm Outreach Workshop: The Prep School 
Negro 

The Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity and the Office of 

Diversity and Multicultural Affairs is co-sponsoring an outreach workshop of 

the documentary film The Prep School Negro Director Andr~ Robert Lee 

and e>:ecutive producer and UNC alumna Barb Lee =88 will host a Q&A 

followin,~) the movie screer!ing 

The event is sc:ireduled for Thursday, Feb 18, 2010, in the Nelson Mandela 

Audiloriurn ef tile UNC Global Eduau~ion Cent,~!r 

The e’, enin9 will b,~!gm wi,h a reoepJ,’, n at 6:00 Is rn. foiiewed by the fiim 

~’iewirlg at 7:00 I; rn. 

On lhe Prep Sci?ool Negro 

Andr$ Robert Lee’s full scholarship to attend a Philadelphia prep school 

was supposed to be Ms way out of the ghetto, but this elite education oame 

at a high personai cost. Join him as he looks inside today’s oontiru~ing 

raciai n arvet~ 

Learn more about The Prep School Negro and workshop 

Native Foods CeJebration 



The American indian Center leur!ched its inaugurai [~ UNC HAPA Exhibit 

Natiw~ Foods Ceiebra~ion ew~n~ on Ootober 26. 

2009 The ew~nt featured displays of Natiw~ 

organizations The celebrafior~ a~med k) b~ beth 

schoois and other orgamzat~ons on campus and in the community The 

event also kicked off Native American Heritage Month in November 

Read more about the Native Foods Celebration... 

Scholar on African American Language to 
de~iver African Diaspora Lecture 

Lisa G .... 

and foundin9 director of the Center for the Study 

of African American Language at the University 

of Massachuse~s, Amherst. will deliver the 

spring African Diaspora Lecture on Thursday, 

Mamh 25. 2010 at 7 p.m. }n the Sonia Haynes 

Stone Center for Black Culture and History’s 

Hitchcock Multipurpose Room. Free and open 

and the ~,larke[plaae: I..anguaoe, Education, Identi~y and Atl£udes 

Read more about Green and the African Diaspora Lecture. 

UNC’s Teatro Latino Series welcomes 
renowned Latino authors, p~aywrights and 
artists 

i i~ Marisela Orta 
LiNC’s Teetro La[ine Series brir!ga renowned 

La~ine authors, p~aywd~hts and a~Rists b) 

This .spdng, UNC’s [eatre Latir~o Series, in 

coilaberal:ion wilh the Latinalo Cultures 

Speakers Series the Carolina Latina!o 

Collaborative the Sonia Haynes Stone Center 

for Black Culture and History. and the 

~a~ment of Romance Lan~ w~ host a series of visits from Latina 

writers All events are free and open to ~he publk:. 

Feetured speakers include poet and play,.,’,,ri.(tht 
....~.~.~ Migdal~a Cruz 

Marisele Od:a (above). playwright Migda~}a Cruz. 

(g) arid shot1: story author Manual Mu[!ez 

(bebw) 

Lucss s~ts do,Nn ,N~th Madse~a O~sa in .4 

Con versa don i.v@9 !~@risela Orta st 5:30 p. m on 

luesdsy; Feb 16, 2010~ in the Senja Haynes Stone Center’s H~tchcock 

M u~t~pu rpose Reom. 



,hx~mey on My Father a Back at My Mother’s 

Side at 530 pro. on Tueaday, Marci~ 16, 2010, 

in the Sonja Hayr!ea Stone Center’s Hitci~cock 

Languages and The UNC Latina/o Cultures 

Speakers Series present Manual Mu~ioz March 

25-27~ 2010. 

Read more about the Teatro Latino Series featured quests 

G~oba~ Education Center welcomes former 
ambassador to the United Nations from 
Singapore 

i ::~,{] Kishore Mshbu~sni Ea,’:h y,gar, the Global Education Center i~esl:s 

dynamic speakers through the Glebal 

Educsbon Distingmshed Speaker aeries this 

series was created to provide students w~th the 

oppmSuMty to hear pubhc ~ectures from globally 

eminent speakers on pressing globa~ ~ssues 

This year, Rsrmer Ambassador to the United 

Nations from Singapore Kishore Mahbubani 

will risk UNC’a Global Eduoatksn Center on Apdi 15, 2010 as a 

disth~guished speaker through the Gleba~ Educal:~en Distinguished 

president of the UN. Secudty Council and as a member of the Singapore 

Foreign Ministry fop more than three decades. He is currently dean of the 

School of Public Policy at National University of Singapore. He is the authm- 

of Can Asians Thm~ Beyond the Age of innocence: Rebuff@rig 7?ust 

,Between America and ff~e l&brkl and The New A.sian Hemiaphere: The 

hrez~iat/bie Shift of G£~bal Power £) the Eas t. 

The Diath%M;iahed Speakera Seriea in the Office of Inb.-,rnational Affaha 

was funded in 2001 and brings tenor�ned individuals from around the 

Carolina’s Summer Reading Program pick: 
Picking Cotton 

Picking Cotton 

Carolina’s 2010 Summer Readin.q Program 

selection is Picking Cotton, by Jennifer 

[hompsomCannino, Ronald Cotton and Edn 

Torneo The book tella tire true story of an 

unlikely friendahip beb,,veen a woman and the 

inneoerfi: man she sent to pdscm The Carolina 

Summer Reading Program ia designed to 

intelleotual ~ffe of the campus throdgh 

encourage a sense of commuMty between students, faculty and staff 

Read more on the book and its authors. 

D/d one of }lout ff/ends miss out oh this newa/etter? Forward it to them and 

have them update their information/ 



71 O0 ~’2236 



bYI Carolina vF’£lCarolh:a~u~c~edu:> 

Monday~ February 15, 2010 6:05 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <All} aonC@almnni,unc,edu-- 

Minds or~ a Missio~,’Snow comes to CarolmaiGenero~a dends~ improves care --February FSq Carolina 

A new public sewice TV spot aitin9 durin9 basketball and football games shines a national spotlight on Carolina~ The ad 

uses stop-motion animation to convey a university that is dynamic and hard at work on solvin~ the world’s problems. The 

objects featured in the 30-second ad were inspired by work that our faculty and students are doing in No~th Carolina and 

around the globe. 

A ra~e six-inch snowfall clelighted 
students, who had a full weekend - 

Monday morning - to enjoy the 
winter ~,vea[i~er. As usuai, the Old 
Well ~,as a focal point for students 
who wan[ed ~o take ~ho[os and tes[ 

Winsto]l Crisp. a law school 
alumnus who ilas spent his career 
at UNC. will become vice chancellor 
for student affairs on May 10. CHap 
new is assistant vice chancellor ~or 
student a..ffairs ancl was pal! of the 
School of Law administration for 
several years. 

Chancellor Holden Ti~orp has 
assembled an innovation Circle of 
entrepreneurs and scientists to i~elp 

__Carolina increase iN impact on the __ 
state and the world. ~he goal is to 
do more to turn ideas generated on 
campus into real-world solutions 
Alumnus Lewry Caudill leads the 
initiative 

The Universi~ has received a $1.5 
million gi[~ fiorn GlaxoSrn~hKline~ 

__suppoRing ti~e conversion of 
Mo~ehead Planetaridm and Science 
Center’s h~oric Star Theater from 
analog [o fulldome digi~l v~deo 
technology. The theater will be 
renamed [he GlaxoSm~t~lK~ine 
Fu~ldome Theater. 

Gary N~rohionini, Cary C 

Boshamer Professor, becomes 
dean of the School of information 
and Library Science starting April 1 
A faculty member since 1998. he is 
president of the American Society 
of Information Science and 
Technoiogy, 

1 generous dentist. 350,000 new 
and improved ci~ompers. Alumna 
Dr. Sharon Nicholson Harre~ 
leads the way in improving dental 
care for the tamilies who need it 
most. Before graduating witi~ her 
dentistry degree, abe wanted to 
help undersel~/ed Nolth Carolinians. 

8.L,k::: o: ,,wit:,, C)f!!ce o: Univmsit’~. C:emmtm:cat:oss, o":0 F’iusao~e St, C:i:a~,sl H::l, )iC: o’75k:’::- 

7 !0072231:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 21,2010 9:04 PM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Date 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! 

The date has been set, the opponent selected and the host hotel confirmed. Facebook, call and/or text your fellow Carolina alumni and make plans 
to attend this year’s Black Alumni Reunion. The reunion will be held during Homecomin ,~RA~,-~ a e 2010 on Oct. 29-31. The Tar Heels will 
face William & Mary on Saturday, Oct 30, in Kenan Stadium. 

Host HoteJ 
The host hotel will be the newly renovated.~.~.[#):£~3..!~[)p=&~’=,~.~.!:~.!!!..~:!~=!~.~. You may make your hotel reservations online, by calling the 

Sheraton’s central reservations line at (800) 325-3535 or by calling the Sheraton Chapel Hill directly at (919) 969-2174 (reference UNC 
Btack Alumni Reunion 2010). Hotel reservations will open on Wedneday, 24 Feb. 

The BAR nominating committee is accepting nominations for the 2010 Harvey E. Beech Awards (outstanding alumni and outstanding 
faculty/staff). Nomination packets are due on or before Friday, April 30. E-mail ~]:.z=~.,.q.[}.¢~.~.o..~[~.[’[f.,,~]!#~?.~!..’.~.2.., nominating chair, should 

you need additional information. All class years and professions are strongly encouraged to apply. 

Were you a member of the BSM, Black ink, Ebony Readers Onyx Theatre (EROT), Harmonyx, Opeyo! and/or the UNC Gospel Choir? If 

so, we’d like to hear from you. We are working on a project to compile a list of BSM and BSM subgroup alumni. It will take about one (1) 
minute to submit your information online. ~.ft.[!!J~!#~#.~#.~!.A[]=L[’~!AJ.).9.[~??.. If you’ve already submitted your information, many thanks! 

Interested in serving on a 2010 BAR subcommittee? Complete the online volunteer form and we’ll contact you with additional information 
about how you can volunteer. If you’ve already submitted your interest, the BAR chair will follow up with you in the coming weeks. 

View eommittee~ :: Comj~fate t~le on~ine volunteer form 

During Homecoming 2009, the GAA hosted a taping of Food Network’s Dinner: Impossible. The show’s host, Chef Robert Irvine, was 
challenged to create a home-cooked meal for students using only those ingredients found in student residence halls. To help with this 

daunting task, the GAA enlisted the help of Tar Heel sous chefs for the day: incoming Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Winston 

Crisp ’92 (JD}, former American Idol contestant Anoop Desai ’08 and the First Lady of the University Patti Thorp. 

The show will premiere on Wednesday, March 10, at 10 p.m. on the Food Network. View 

additional information on this episode. 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Kamala L Uzzell’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Katrina Y Billingsley’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA-supported scholarships for current Carolina students are made possible by dues paid by nearly 70, 000 GAA 

members We hope you will consider becoming a {~AA m¢mbe¢" f:oo’a.~ Your Alumni Association is a valuable resource tha t can help you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University. 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Friday, February 26, 2010 3:59 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

100 Years of Progress :: Nobel Winner Talks Common(s) Sense 

100 Ye~srs ef Pregress F’iecing [egelher a Multiracial 

America: The Remix 

By mid-century, people of color will 
be the majority in the United States. 
The ~e~ issue ef YES~ f~a~azi~e 
brings you stories of the people and 
collaborations that are helping our 
nation finally embrace its identity as a 
multiracial society. 

Learn how Obama-energized youth 
are building beyond racism, and how 
neighbors are creating just, inclusive 
and green cities. Also, what white 
people fear (and what to do about it); 
how to start healing conversations; 
what to say to a screaming bigot; and 
how songs, stories, and even 
economic hard times can help us find 
strength in our diversity. 

Here’s a sneak preview of the issue 
with our new poster: ~88 Years ef 
~#~:eg~’e~,--milestones on the way to 
an inclusive, just nation. 

you’re not already a subscriber, check out our special offer of just $15 for a year of YES!, and get 
an extra issue free. ~8~’~ibe to 

::X:: NobeP,^/in nor Eiinor Ostrom. 

Photo by Chris Iv#~yer indiana 
Elinor Ostrom was an unusual choice for the 2009 Nobel Memorial 
Prize in Economic Sciences. For one thing, she is the first woman 
to receive the prize. But what makes this award particularly 
special is that her work is about cooperation, while standard 
economics focuses on competition. 

Learn more in Fran Korten’s 

Advice on how to govern our commons ~i SvqssAIps p~stures! 

Doves Pt~eto by Johr~ 

WllNsms 

,^~,’~w f Nckr. corq ,’p h o~os/~oh qwii 

lie m s ph d/29 Lv7369 ,%98,’ 

::~:: 3harmon Hayes ir~ file kitcher~ 

wkh her daughter, 8aoi~se. 

Photo by Bob Hoope~ 

David Korten: "Instead of 
preparing students for outdated 
jobs, how can we teach them to 
build a better world?" 

Riane Eisler: "If we are to build 
cultures of peace, we have to 
start talking about something 
that still makes many people 
uncomfortable: gender." 

How families are achieving 
ecological, social, and 
economic transformation.. 
starting under their own roofs. 

YES! Magazine logo 

$I8 BUBBCR~PT~ON 
Get a year of YES! 
magazine for just $15. 

BO~ATE and     ~ amplify our 
voice of hope 
and solutions in 
these times. 

BOOKB 

All David Korten’s 
books now in the YES! 
store. Get the set! 

[ ~ The books ef David 

...... I<or~en: c~ow svsilsble 

the YES! Store 

For years, in surveys, 
focus groups, and 
conversations, you, our 

readers, have told us that 
you love YES! Magazine, 
and you like seeing the 
world through the YES! 
lens, but you want to get 
that perspective far more 
often. We have heard 
you. b4©RE 

highli#hts email 

~I@1t UI~ for our ~W free 
weekl7 email highlighting 
the best stories eaci~ 
week. 

I 



in the aftermath of the .]an. 12 earthquake that is 
believed to have killed more than 150,000 
people, a call is growing for more long-term, 
sustainable solutions, such as debt relief. 

Swede~ ]Labels Feed W~tl~ COZ Data 
The Swedish government announced new food 
guidelines that recommend eating habits based 
on greenhouse-gas emissions. ~4ORE.. 

f.:~k:~e Ward ’[r~e.~ 
In a city with a history of corruption and lack of transparency, one elected official is 
restoring meaning to the term "public funds."Alderman .]oe Moore has launched what is 
believed to be the United States’ first experiment with "participatory budgeting." ~4oR~.. 

Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will 
be posted online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

"This is just what we need to survive 
colony collapse disorder!" 

The be~ ~#~ for this cartoon. 

::X:: YES! Bee 

Highlights from recent newsletters: 

Ever thought of saving 
seed from your own 
garden? Take a peak at 
the largest non- 
governmental seed bank 
~n the U.S. 

With a 
yaar-o~d 

collection 
s rct:itect 

of photos ure 

of 
everyday life in [ran, Abd~ 
Sami hopes to facilitate 
understanding. 

Jenny 

2enny Pelt of 
Permaculture Now!, on 
why sustainable doesn’# 
mean giving things up, 
bu# gaining abundance 
instead. 

Still f!om the Mov¢- Your 

Send a message to big 
banks while supporting 
local financial institutions. 

::X:: \~ hat ,’!,.o 1hose pecple have in osmmon? [h~y ~sll =’earl ’Y~ZG! M~sgaT.ine. Jcin 1hem. S~lbsc=’ibe [odsy! Speclsl $15 cffer Click here. 

We never sell or share our email list. Us~ this ~i~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~aaage your email subscriptions I [f this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <membership@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 2, 2010 9:01 AM 

Birthday Celebrant <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Happy Birthday! 

H~ppy Birthday! 

Sending you greetings from Chapel Hill and 
wishing you all the best in the coming year. 

Choose from more than 30 scenic and celebratory e-cards, including campus photos and a charming Rameses outfitted for several 

occasions. Cards can be personalized and are free for GAA members ~ to access the GAA’s library of e-ca rds. 

710072236 

This list is not open to the public, ensuring that your privacy and e-mail address are protected. The GAA does not sell information about 

you, including your e-mail address, to anyone for any purpose. If you suspect that your information has been misused, please let us 
know by sending an e-mail to: A~.#=£~3.!!Ag.@~:[£A:9[=~#.. If you do not wish to receive future mailings, please send your request to 

a~umni.~Lunc.edu and include your full name, address and class year, or unsubscribe via this link: Uneabeeribe fink. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VI STA <vistaoutreach@cncs.gov> 

Wednesday, March 3, 2010 12:51 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder March 2010 

i.~.i Interns sifting potting 
soil 

Vistas with Farm 

Fresh 
.~i Urban Roots library Operation Frontline 

Nutrition a~d Food Security 

Since the start of VISTA in 1965, there has 
been a quantum leap in understanding howto 
create sustainable solutions for hunger and 
poor nutrition. This month, meet VISTAs who 
are nourishing their communities in a whole 
new way! 

Also in this issue: 
FREE resources to help feed your project 
Love food, hate waste? New options to save 

food and $$ 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Thursday, March 4, 2010 9:23 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

America: The Remix - Can Our Diversity Be Our Strength? 

_...~i America: The Remix ©over of Bpr:r:g 

Dear Reader, 

The s~ri~# 20~.~ ~ss~e $~ YE$~ asks what i~ would mean to Fully 
embrace a multi-racial, multi-cultural identity in the United S~ates. 
The election of Barack Obama makes that seem more possible than 
ever. But we s~ill have far to go: The recession has hi~ communities 

of color harder than white communities; racism fuels attacks on such Danny G~ow-: ~ 
prominent A~rican Americans as Van ~ones. S~bscr be ~YES~ 

where we all work together for a just and green world, in this issue, 

more authentic sense of community. 

How do we tall< about race? What are we afraid 

Read the new issue of YES~ to find out. [f you’re not already a subscriber, make ~aeri~a= 
Reaix the firs~ issue in your subscription with this s#ec~a} ~n~’8~a~ter~ $;5 

Best~ 

~:: Sarah’s Ge~ a year of YES~ 

Sarah van Geider magazine For just $$5. 

$3 years of inspiring 
YES~ stories. 

~ 
Books, Gift Cards, 

...... ~ mLdli~cial sccielv A white guy confesses his fears 
and tells why he seeks out 
settings beyond his comfort WENDELL BERRY 

17 rules to help you 

~ 
Fait~ A#ie~e: ~y L~e ~ B~a¢~ build a thriving and 
~ ~te sustainable community. 
Why memoir is the ultimate 
multicultural act. 

Wend¢-l~ Ber~"s 17 
Rules for s 

5 tips for courageous 
conversations about race and 

There’s a new American story--one ~hat 
embraces all the cultures and peoples of the 

~ ]ust~a~e’Bas~thefacts ~e~emi~Sthe United States. Six YESI panelists explore wha~ 

i 
~=: i 

on growing ~ ~-~ ~ 

that means for activism, identity, and our sense wealth gap. 

of community. I .,~4: , ......... I]OI~l YES~ ON 

IF°""°w 

~ Phclographs~rom M&eFauber’s 2009 boo~:: B~ended N~3t~on: Po~r~3~ls ~3nd h~ter,.’~ews o~ M~xad-Race/Z,.medca. V~ew 

San 

After 9/~, photographer Mike Tauber and then-girlfriend Pamela Singh watched with concern as both country in which we can 

hate crimes and federal security policies targeted Sikhs. Singh, who is par~ Indian, convinced Tauber appreciate differences 

that they could use photography to help Americans grasp the complexities of race. race and religion and 
ethnicity, while still 

The couple (who are now married with children) traveled across the country, taking portraits and insisting on our common 

collecting stories of mixed-race individuals. The result, Blended Nation, is a book that chronicles the humanity, will my own 

struggle for identity faced by its subjects, sou! feel res#ed. 



...... David Muir 

by Ellen Brown 
The public bank concept is 
gaining ground on the state 
level, attracting proponents 
across the political spectrum. 

[% City Feed and Supply, s 

..... grocel,! and deli in Jamaica 

PIsM, Massachusetts, 

The Powe~ e[ La¢al 
by 2eff Milchen 
Through mutual support and 

_ community education, 
independent businesses are 
finding ways to promote local 
economies and even 
outperform chains. 

hear:r:g Febn~my 3. 

C:emmit~ee en Education and 

[.a bor 

A Q~{e~: Revolnti8s 
by Mark Engler 
By actually regulating 

_ businesses and standing up for 
workers’ rights, the new 
Department of: Labor is part of 
a "quiet revolution" in 
government. 

~i !0 flcwers YESI Mag~szine @’aphic from 10 Things Scienos Says Will Ma~:e You Happy 

It’s not too late to limit or reverse the impact of the 
Supreme Court’s disastrous decision in Citizens United 
v. FEC. 

Building strong communities is critical, hard work. it’s 
also one of the most courageous and important things 
each of: us can do every day. 

:[~ 7h§~8#s O¢~e~se Sa’ys Will f~a~.e 
Scientists can tell us how to be happy. Really. Here are 
10 ways, with the research to prove it. 

Highlights from the last newsletter= 
[% Ne’,^;sblter archk,’e 

Have a listenI    ;-u~=~,~, I 

Boca, Nell Halstead, and 
songs inspired by ~arack 
Oba ma "s election. 

Singer Brelt Denner~ 
pedo=~mln9 ~c,r students 

of ~he Mosaic Projecl 

Musician Brett Dennen 
sings about empathy, not 
entropy, for the Mosaic 
Project. 

V~DEO 

Artist Kip 
Fulbeckt~ 
portrait 
project delves into the 
complex relationship 
between race and identity 
for hapas. 

~] Chins’s bzin.q 
..... garden :r: Cl-:en:qdu 

Chi~a’s Water Gar4e~ 
A look at ChinaL~ living 
water garden in Chengdu. 
This ecological living 
machine--a gorgeous 
botanical garden--is 
restoring open sewage 
canals. 

What do these people have in common? They all read "Y~S! Magazine Join ~hem @J bscribe Today! Special 015 offer C:iick here 

We never sell or share our email list. U~e tBi~ ~i~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~asa#e your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own ?£S! aewslet~cer~ 



FYI Carolina vFYICarolhm~m~c~edu:> 

Tuesday, March 16~ 2010 12:40 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <All} aonC@almnni,unc,edu-- 

Zhou Innovates Brain Cancer Treamaen~/Carson Garder~ Dedica{ed, Presiden*ial Service Horror --March FYI Carolina 

--the former student boO}’ president, -- 
ti~ gnr.’=en is located on Poik Place 
and is a place of honor for 
students, past and future, who die 
before the’.,’ graduate 

Carolina is one of six Presidential 
Awa[dees in P[esident Obama’s 
Higher Education Communil~ Service 

--Hono~ Roll, the higi~e~ recognition -- 

engagement on a campus. Studen~ 

:’4 s.~ ~vic4: working with over !50 
community partners. 

A ne.w Carolina study that followed 
participants for 20 years shows 
both weight and risk for diabetes 
decreased for peopie in 
communities where fast food prices 
increased. Ti~e researci~, led by 
Nutrition Professor Bar~ Popkin, 
also showed when prices ~eli. 
consumption, weight and diabetes 
risks rose 

Alumnus ]aylor Branch, who won a 
Puii~zer Prize ~o[ his his#ry tdlogy 
about the civ;I r;ghts movement, 
~iSCLISSeS his new book "The 

C~inton Tapes: WresNn9 His#ry 
wit~ the Presiden#’ with Chancellor 
Holden Thorp Branch has donated 
his research rnaterials [o the 
Southern Historical Collection 

UNC has moved Lip to sixth on the 

Peace Corps’ top 25 list of large 
schools producing volunteers 

Peace Corps Director Aaron S. 
v’,Tiiliams recently visited campus 
and spoke to Carolina students 

A new worldwide study conducted 
by Carolina researchers silows 

__marine protected areas- __ 
underwater parks where fishing 
and other potentially I~armful 
activities are regulated - provide an 
added bonus - helping coral reef 
ecosystems wa[d off and recover 
from threats to their health 

8’i93 e; ’e, dta; O~ic~. of Llniversit~, 3ommunic~:~iens 2 E: Pittsbmo :-it ; Chapel Hiil; NC 275,99-821O 

7 ~00722"38 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Friday, March 26, 2010 5:19 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

(Multiracial) America the Beautiful: Resources for Understanding 

::’~:: YES! Magazine logo 

YES! Education Conneclion Newsletter 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

"America’s melting pot isn’t going to create a bland, homogeneous porridge so much as a deeply flavored, spicy 

stew!"--Louie Gong, MAV[N Foundation 

~(:: Image from Teaciling Toie!~nce’s lesson plan ~%~on,:t the Golden Rule Illustration !eproduced by kind permission of 

Vin¢~nl Nguyen 

Dear Educators, 

There’s an unwritten rule that to avoid controversy, don’t talk about race, religion, or politics. The fact 
is: we’re a truly multiracial society. Do we embrace it? Confront it? Fear it? 

YES! Magazine’s current issue, An~erbsa~" Tl~e Ae~ix, can help your students understand the 
complexities of who they are and the beauty of our country’s diversity. The issue is brimming with 
stories and classroom tools about building a nation that is consciously inclusive. 

We’re also pleased to feature Teaching Tolerance’s T~acl~n# IBi~erse Students ~nit~ati~e. This 
smart collection of research-based resources simulates encounters that will confront your attitudes 
about race and privilege and help you teach every student. 

Jing Fong, 

Education 

Outreach 

Manager, 

YES! 

Magazine 

]ing Fong 
Education Outreach Manager, YES! Magazine 

P.S. With the coming of spring, let’s renew our commitment to build a better world for 
a . Start by ferw~r~ ~ t~ ¯ ~ew.~ ~tte.r to a co eague today! 

YOUR STORIES 

YES! R ECOM~EN r3S 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

CURRICULUM AND 

R E.~OU RCE,% 

WORDS THAT INSPIRE 

RENEW: ,SPECIAL OFFER 
Renew your teacher 
subscription today at 
special discount rates. 

JO~N OUR EDUCATOR 
NETWORK Get a year of 

YES! for FREE. 

YES! TOTE        ~ Show the world 
your positive 
attitude. This 
large tote is strong, 
environmentally 
friendly, and a great 
conversation starter! 

POSTER,S: choose from 

our wide selection 
including 17 Rules for a 
Sustainable Community 
by Wendell Berry. 

";FS~P,~e.TR es 

SEND ~S your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators. 

by Walter Davis 
In urban Atlanta, Walter Davis teaches at a school within a school. It’s a school just for 
young teenage boys--all of whom are people of color. Read how Walter pours his heart, 
humor, and love for literature into empowering his students to believe in themselves, to 
be excellent students, and--ultimately--to become successful fathers, husbands, 
brothers, and professionals. ’Ibis is Waiter’s stery. 

1 

Community by Wendell 

Ber!y 

YES! School Librarian 

subscription off~,r 



~i I me~e from leechin~ loleran~’s lesson plan ~3%,ond the Golden Rule. IIlust~’ation reproduced by kind permission 

...... Vin,~nt N~uyz, n 

Today, many students are taught by someone who does not share their ethnicity, language, or culture. 
How can teachers effectively teach diverse students when they struggle with their own understanding 
of race? 

Tl~e TeaChi~L~ Diverse Ste~le~ts :[~it~ati~e is the product of some of the leading scholars in 
multicultural education. Its tools Focus on classroom strategies and pedagogy to reach all students. It 
also offers ways to reduce teacher and student prejudice. The unit "Understanding the influence of 
Race" prompts you to take an honest look at your own beliefs and behavior about race, and see more 
clearly how and why your students of color may succeed or struggle. The teaching kit "The Power of 
Words" has eight lesson plans (grades 9-:[2) that explore words used to label ethnic groups, genders, 
and sexual identities. 

You’ll also find other Teaching Tolerance treats, such as Mix It Up activities and their most current 
issue of Teaching Tolerance magazine, "The New Segregation." 

~’~] 100 ’Years ot Progress towsrd a Multiracial nation. 

...... YES! Magazine Poster 

Did you know that in :[947 Jackie Robinson was 
baseball’s first African American player, but 
today 40 percent of MLB rosters are players of 
color? Your students will be fascinated by this 
timeline of events that chronicles America’s 
struggles and triumphs toward becoming a truly 
multiracial nation. 

Tease your students’ curiosity 
with strange-but-true statistics, 
from risks involved in washing 
your clothes to Facebook’s 
meteoric surge in popularity 
from 2008 to 2009. 

Mike Tauber’s "Blended Nation" 
photo essay explores the 
complexities and beauty of racial 
identity through stunning 
portraits and intimate interviews 
about what it means to be a 
mixed-race individual. 

S~gl~ ~ a New [~e~tity 
As America becomes a more 
diverse nation, it also has the 
potential to become a whole 
nation. Meet the people and 
organizations who are 
embracing, not Fearing this 
change. 

Young people develop their assumptions and beliefs based on stereotypes and limited experience. It’s 
not unusual for some kids to have little exposure to people different than themselves. Here are 
resources and lesson plans that will help them explore race and the experiences of multiracial people. 

Half of America’s multiethnic persons are under 20 years old. Have your students read 
Dr. Maria Root’s 50 Experiences of Racially Mixed People. Ask them to step in the shoes 
of a multiracial person and wonder, "Where do [ belong?" 

Current science tells us we share a common ancestry, and the differences among 
people aren’t as great as they seem. Through three interactive lenses--history, science, 
and lived experience--the RACE Project will challenge how your students think about 
race. 

by Charles John Pace 

"the morning is my lamp and I say yes 

the rain that dances slowly is a sister of the sun 

so I shall smile and eat bright candy 

on the funny prismed bow of sister’s streaming hair 

I will paint the yellow leaves a different hue 

and sing forever on the land that is my mother 

and is yes..." 

Northern Sl, y. Photo by Galy B~-aasch 

Free ~t.- Yea r 
S~bssri~t~et~ to YES} 
Thanks to the generosity 
of YES! donors, we are 
able to provide middle 
school, high school, 
college, and university 
librarians with a one-year 
introductory subscription 
at no cost. 

V"£DEO ~ 

Behold what~ 
happens 

when :[50,000 
inspirational thinkers and 
leaders from :[80 
countries reconstruct the 
Golden Rule. 

at the TED conference 

T~’ 

Anthropologist Nina 
Jablonski has a lot to say 
about how our skin 
affects how we are 
~erceived. 

Afro- 
Peruvian 
jazz singer 
Susana Baca, toe-tapping 

melodies of Nell Halstead, 
and "By the People" 
soundtrack Featuring 
Springsteen, Mayer, and 
more. 

Photo by Abdi Ssmi 

Are Ye~ ~eal|$," Wh~t 
You Wear? 
Use this photo to ask your 
students what they notice 
and are wondering. Then 
share the facts behind the 
image to connect to 
greater understanding 
and discovery. 

Do you ever walk into your classroom and sense this feeling Northern Sky. Photo byGaryBraasch 
of no from your students? Do ~ have to do this? Do I have to 



do that? Do you simply want to shout, "Let’s be a classroom 
of YES!" Yes, I want to get along with others. Yes, I want to work hard. Yes, you are my favorite 
teacher! 

The author of the poem had every reason to say no, but he chose to say yes. To read the complete 
poem and how you might inspire your students to be a classroom of YES!, ¢1i~ 

We never sell or share our email list. U~e tbi~ ~i~R if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~l~age your email subscriptions I if this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES! 

Co~t~:l: YE,~! E~u~l:i~ I Support our Education Program: ~a~e ~ I:~x.-~:til.~le 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, March 31, 2010 3:12 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Signs of a New American Identity :: The Story of Bottled Water :: Reinventing Yourself 

America: The Remix ×i cc,,,e, of ~ss~. s~ d 

~ 
’~S~ Ma~leame. 

My parents’ r~sky ~nterrada~ marriage made me and my 
politics poss~Me, 

The young people energized by the Obama campaign 
are bringing real change home, 

~LoFies o~ people, Gommu~iLies, ~d ~roups 
strengthened ~y diversity.. 

magazine for just $15. 

[he Sto~i of [5ott~e,:J Wa~er ~O~’E ~A~ ~ 
Just righ~ for 
the Farmers 
Market. 

~ee~tion= How do you get Americans to buy more than half a Show the world your 

billion bottles of water every week when it already flows from the positive attitude. 

tap? Annie Leonard’s new film answers this and other questions 
about the s~range indus~ry of bottled water. A~R~CANSW~O 

See T~le S~er~ ef Bett~e~ Wale[ and find out more in ~he Granny D and Howard 

forthcoming YES~ issue about water. Zinn, just two of the 
Americans featured in 

A~ist Robert She~edy’s 

Service 

N~#8rS Nee~ Zt, Tee Radical homemaker Shannon P~y Ow~e~ ~a~lks Rememberingl ;~’, ..... I 
New research shows that, Hayes ~aught her daughter tha~ We the people have given the inspiring I 

’,~.~ ..... I 
among developed countries, their family doesn’t buy things away our sovereign money- life of Doris I ~ ..... I 
the healthiest and happiest _ they can make or grow at _ creating power to private, for- Haddock, a I ~ 

I aren’t those with the highest home. She then had to wonder: profit lending institutions, which great- 
incomes but those with the Does that include higher have used it to siphon wealth grandmother from New 
most equality. Epidemiologist education? from the productive economy. Hampshire who decided, 
Richard Wilkinson discusses Some states are moving to at age 88, to take a stand 
why. take that power back. (and a very long walk) to 

protect democracy. 



:~ Earth Day 

:~:: DeI~il of ir~age by Hiki!19 Arti~l 

Faith 
AdieW 

bre~kin 

£~heller 

ly 

pahlled 

How sharing stories is one way to break through 
stereotypes and build respect. 

Our task is to become conscious of the ways in 
which we believe ourselves limited by the current 
conditions of our lives. We are called to remember, 
and to open to greater purpose. 

~.esseBs from Hewar~ Zinn 
The late historian and activist was a compelling 
example of someone committed to, and enjoying to 
its fullest, a life of struggle. 

Mural al Gs’,dotas 

A search for answers in Colombia leads two 
activists into the unpredictable world of Las 
Gaviotas, a world-famous example of 
sustainable living in a harsh environment. 

When Earth Day began in 
1970, nearly 20 million 
people participated.. 

Q: Were you one of 
them? 
A: Sit, are ~e~" I#est 

Or, te~ es about your 
first Earth Day. 

i.~.i Co’,.’elof Wendell Berq,"s Bdn2in9 it tothe 

with backg!ound e1 ’.~. E3! Poster of V’,/endell 

17 Rules fcr a Su~insble Community 

Bri~gi~ it te t~r~e "fable 
A review of Wendell Berry’s latest book 

In many ways, the food movement has spent 
the last 40 years catching up with Wendell 
Berry. This most steadfast of advocates for 
healthy and sustainable food was a lonely voice 
when he began his defense of traditional 
farming in the early 1970s. 

Wendell Berry’s 17 Rules for a Sustainable Community 

Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will 
be posted online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

"I now have the same glowing 
personality with only 1/lOth the effort!~" 

The bes~ ~’a~f~ for this cartoon. 

::X:: YE~:~! C~:[. 

Highlights from the last newsletter: ~] Newslett~-r 

:: CELEBRATE EARTH DAY 

EVERY DAY 

is a metilod ~c, keep 

Is there such a thing as 
"green" birth control7 

¯ 
::X:: Mad 

Why we need a 
fundamental change in 
the way we use law to 
3rotect nature. 

~] A greup of indigenous 
lesders if,sin th~ Amazon 
in Quito Ecuador ~c, 

The smash hi~ Avatar get~ 
mixed reviews from 
~cuador9 indigenous 
Amazonian community-- 
an audience ~hat9 very 
familiar with the movie’s 
plot line. 

X Imagef=’om thefilm Dirt: 

...... lt:e Movie 

I[’~ZR’a’.~ The Movie 
The Earth’s most 
ovedooked natural 
resource is right beneath 
our feet. 

.~1] NewYES! Foster: W¢-ndeli B¢-rry’s !7 Ruies fore 3u~lainabl¢. Communi~i Click here 

We never sell or share our email list. U~@ tBi~ ~i~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~aa#e your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <clubs@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 1,2010 2:33 PM 

clubs@unc.edu <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

San Francisco Bay Area Carolina Club I Upcoming Events 

Come enjoy an informal evening with the leaders of one of 

the world’s most successful NGOs - Carolina for Kibera 

There will be plenty of time following a short presentation 
for your questions and to meet with Rye Barcott ’01, Peter 

Dixon ’06 and Leann Bankowski during the reception 

immediately following the program. Hors d’oeuvres will be 
served and a cash bar will be available. 

There is no charge to attend. This event is provided 
compliments of your General Alumni Association 

.R..~ !~.t. ~..~:. Lo. ~t a. y.. 

Questions? Contact Ellen Eason at sfheeh~ or (415) 596-9466. 

Gather with fellow alumni for a career development session led by Carolyn Betts ’03, president 

of Betts Recruiting, and Professional Development Coach Jenn Giordano. This networking event 

and workshop is for Carolina alumni and friends who are looking to upgrade their current career 

orwho are looking to make a career change. Corn ~e!e event ~et~ih~ 

Mark your calendar for Saturday, Sept. 11, when our annual barbecue will be held in beautiful 

Golden Gate Park Gather with your San Francisco Bay Area Carolina Club and mingle with 
fellow Tar Heels while you enjoy a feast of pulled pork, smoked chicken, assorted sides and 
desserts. Plan on a fun-filled day in the park, as there are pedal boats, row boats and bikes for 

rent, as well as a walking trail around the lake. 

Final registration details will be posted to ~!LlL.~.~{9.13~..~.i.!~. later this summer 

If you have questions or would like to volunteer to help with the event, please e-mail Ellen Eason 

’79 at ~.Lh..%.e.!:?.~:~..h.2.o.~..q.q.m.. or call at (415) 596-9466. 

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VI STA <vistaoutreach@cns.gov> 

Wednesday, April 7, 2010 1:19 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder April 2010 

i.~.i Brandy Doyle and 

lan Smith with 

Prometheus Project 

Nickey Rob ..... 

VISTA in the Digital 

Arts Service Corps 

.~i Animation workshop 

at Reel Grrls in 

Seattle 

VISTAs supporting 
NeighborLink 
I n itiat ire 

Bridging the Digita~ Divide 

Assigned to radio stations, media arts and 
technology centers, broadband internet 
initiatives and a host of other projects, each 
VISTA takes a unique path toward a common 
goal: Helping underser~ed communities find 
their voice. 

Also in this issue: 
TechSoup on refurbishing old computers 

Social Media podcast on digital divide 
challenges and opportunities 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kat Butler, UNC General Alumni Association <kat_butler@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 14, 2010 11:05 AM 

Carolina’s Young Alumni <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Young Alumni: We Want to Hear from You 

Carolina’s Young Alumni 

Hello again from Chapel Hill, 

As promised in my e-mail to you last week, ~HI~{; e urve~ which will help the GAA to gain a better understanding of what 

you as a young alumnus want and need from your alumni association. 

!~.£~.g.~.~.!~.t..#..t..#.~.!#..~:.l...0...~.~j.~.~.9.t..e...~9..r.y..e.~ and enter for your chance to win an iPod Touch! 

Based on your feedback, the GAA will introduce better communication methods which will allow us to better communicate with you and will enable us 
to serve as your connection to UNC, the GAA and Chapel Hill. 

We look forward to your thoughts and feedback so that we can better serve you! 

With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Butler ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

~-<-q-t!~.~.~ ~.~.~’. ~b~! ~?.~’-,= ~’.#.~. I (919) 962-7053 

Young alumni programs are made possible by dues paid by nearly 70,000 GAA members. Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the 
award-winning Carolina Alumni Review. You’re invited to become a GAA member today. Join online at ~!A[’~!9.!:.~.[~£:~’~:r).~!:~.~g!9.. Stay connected to 

the GAA and Carolina. Follow us on "[.,.~.!.t..~..e..£, become a fan of our [¢Lc.~.b..£..o.~. page, join our ..L.!.0..k.#..d.!.~3 group and .£~.~..£.r..e.. 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Thursday, April 15, 2010 8:56 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

The Power of Art to Transform :: The Kid Question :: My Most Important Songs 

The Power of Art to Transform 

~:: Pholographs from Oh!is .Jo!der~’s trip ~o Midway, Sop 2009 Phob of C:h!is by J~n Vozenilek 
flic kr.,s,sml ph ot os/m id wa yjou r:-~%,13922597::~80 

Photographer Chris 3ordan journeyed to Midway to witness the catastrophic effect of our disposable 
culture on some of the world’s most beautiful and symbolic creatures. The project left him feeling grief 
and hopelessness. Now he wants more people to discover how productive those emotions can be. 

"I believe that we need to aflow ourselves to fee! grief deeply. Anger and rage and 

shame--those are surface feelings, Grief is deep, Grief and love might be the two 

deepest human emotions, When we allow ourselves to really grieve, it’s a 

transformational expedence, " 

Learn more in Brooke 3arvis’ YES~ ~t~’~w with 

YES! Magazine logo 

Free TrL~l Issue: %’ us 

Find out what you’re 
missing. Try us out. 

YES! graphics available 

America: The Remix 

L~Bit~.~ by Hard ’[imer~ 
A tough economy makes cross-race organizing more 
important than ever. 

rHow to make our cities just, inclusive, and green. 

:: &0 S]RA~EG[ES ]O CREATE SOC],~LLY JUST, 

~ ilestones on the way to a multiracial nation. 

~i Cc~ier of the Spring 

2( 10 issue of yESI 

Remi:< 

TRY OUT YES! MAGAZINE 

in full color on card 
stock. 

~ :~.,~ ~ B.~¢.~ R,fP~.~O N 
Get a year of YES! 
magazine for just $15. 

TOT~ 

~ 

8A~G : 
This large 
100% 
recycled 
canvas 
bag is 
strong, 
earth- 
friendly, and a great 
conversation starter! 

i~i Singe!/songv~riler 
Dennen ot the Mosaic Proie~ 

: : POP STAR TEACHES KIDS TO STAND UP TO INTOLERANCE 

Seven years before pop star Brett Dennen climbed to the top 10 of 
the indie music charts, he spent much of his time singing to children 
about peace, discrimination, and acceptance. 

His first album became the centerpiece of a program called The 
Mosaic Project, which uses Dennen’s songs to get fourth- and fifth- 
graders talking about subjects that are tough even for adults--like 

~ tereotyping, violence, and empathy. READ I’.’IORE 

: : YES! iater~iew: ~RETT DEBNEN ON THE HEALING POWER OF MU2hIC 
[~ WATCH BRETT PEP,,FOP,,t,’l THE EI~PATHY SONG 

Stethoscope Photo bi Lid,st 

flickr comipilotos/iidori37821:3 

84981 

After 28 years as a primary 

On Chdstm~ss Eve. shoppers 

C:~nterb;.ny UK Ph~b L~, Chris 

Beckelt 

But our city planning policies 

Day by setting up a cafe 

paddng spot. Photo by 

N~ Ca~’~ No P~’8#~e~ 
How one man’s choice to live 
car-free brought him more in 

I:igI:iighls emaii 

S:~GN I.~P for our NEW free 
weekly email highlighting 
the best stories each 
week. 

How one 
woman 
decided 
whether 
reproduction 
had a place 
in her quest for a 
sustainable life, 

:: SNANNON NAYES BLOG 



are rigged against them. How 
can we support neighborhood 
businesses that slow the pace 
of life and encourage people to 
get to know each other? 

_ care physician in the United 
States, Dr. Ken robert traveled 
to New Zealand to see what 
patients and doctors think of 
their single-payer system. 

_ touch with his neighbors, his 
community, and himself. 

Beveri,i Wd.qi~t 

CULTIVATING A RURAL -- CHOOSING A 
COMMUNITY SUSTAINABLE PATH 

-- REVAMPING THE          -- CLEANING UP NEW 

CAFETERIA MENU           ORLEANS 

Photo by Lsrissa Belova. iStock corn 

TiRe :t2~OOO-Year ~:al~ ~e~e~’e ~he 2~term 
A review of The End of the Long Summer: Why 
We Must Remake Our Civilization to Survive on 
a Volatile Earth 

A new book by a leading science writer tells 
what we need to do to survive climate change. 
It’s time for each of us to have a talk with our 
inner economist. If humanity is to survive the 
hardships that lie ahead due to climate change, 
we’ve got to abandon the now universal, but 
originally Western, ethos of economic growth. 

~ 
[] V%~EG: 

Author Dianne Dumanoski explains why 

climate change is ultimately not a crisis for 

the earth, but a crisis for humans, and why 

we must find our way "through this thicket 

of uncertainty." 

?the Eye-Opening, Hope-Filled Friendship of a 

Pastor, a Rabbi, and a Sheikh 

Meet the Interfaith Amigos: They came 
together after 9/11 believing that in the face of 
today’s immense global challenges, it is 
imperative that we work together to solve 
common problems. "It’s a matter of our 
survival," they say, and thus begins the 
captivating story of their shared journey. 

:= ~CBA~’T : : Honoring the Spirit 

The Interfaith Amigos describe one of the most 

meaningful moments they have experienced in their 

work together. 

:: YES! BLOG :: 

Follow the Interfaith Amigos on the YES! Magazine 

website. 

The Summer 2010 issue of YE~! Magazine is all about Water: how to 
keep it clean, free from privatization, and abundant in the age of climate 
change. 

We’d love to learn about something you’re doing to save water or protect 
your local river, lake, or waterway--it can be a simple, rewarding action 
or a creative and innovative project. How has that action changed your 
awareness of the water you use or the waterways around you? 

:: WANT TO HELP CHOOSE THE NEXT COVER OF YES! MAGAZINE? 

::~:: 

...... uprx3rr:ir~g Ws~er iss~:e of 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 
Newsletter 

dyed 

Changing or enhancing 
your hair color doesn’t 
have to jeopardize your 
health... 

problems 
might require paying 
attention to old wisdom. A 
new documentary looks 
to indigenous leadership 
for answers--and #hrows 
our way of life into sharp 
relieL 

Con versa tion 
starters and 

summaries 

Remix issue. 

Movements 
& resources 
to discover 
the strength 
that lies in 
our 
differences. 

A Portrait of 
Mixed-Race 
America. 
Photos that 
teach about the 
complexities of race. 

Susar~ Hsrdmsrfs photo 

children at school 

Cesta R}¢a 
See Susan Hardman’s 
gorgeous photos from the 
tiny Central American 
country that’s winning the 
global happiness 
sweepstakes. 

Susan Hardman’s photo 

of a traditio!lal o>:c~rL 



Me,e~ people, mskir~9 pos:tive, char~ge Try us 

We never sell or share our email list. U.~e this ~i~;k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[4a~.~e your email subscriptions I ~[f this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 25, 2010 7:44 PM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion Updates 

Dear Carolina alumni and friends: 

If you have not done so already, please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. This will be a very special year for 
BAR as the weekend events will celebrate 30 yea rs of the Black Alumni Reunion, the GAA’s oldest and la rgest affinity reunion Continue to watch 

your e-mail for event updates 

The host hotel will be the newly renovated Sher~gon CE~J£~ HHI. You may make your hotel resewations by calling the Sheraton’s 

central reservations line at (800) 325-3535 or contact the hotel directly at (919) 969-2174 (reference UNC BtackAtumniReunion 2010) 

Do not delay, make your hotel reservation today. 

The BAR nominating committee would like to remind you that the deadline for submitting nominations for the 2010 Harvey E. Beech 

Awards (outstanding alumni and outstanding faculty/staff) is quickly approaching Nomination packets are due on or before Friday, 
April 30. E-mail Dr. J~met Southerk~m5 ’~2, nominating chair, should you need additional information AH class years and 

professions are strongly encouraged to apply 

Congratulations to Karol V. Mason ’79 for being selected as a recipient of the GAA Distinguished Service Medal Since 1978 this honor 

has been bestowed upon alumni who have provided outstanding service to the GAA and/or the University 

Other 2010 recipients include Barbara Rosser Hyde ’83, Brenda W. Kirby and Roy A. Williams ’72, ’72 (MAT). This award will be 
presented during the Annual Alumni Luncheon on Saturday, May 8. For additional information or to purchase tickets ($25/person), please 

call (919) 962-1208 

Congratulations to Robyn Hadley ’85 (at-large director) and Dr Valerie Ashby ’88 (faculty representative) for their recent appointment to 

the GAA board of directors, These alumnae will join the following African-Americans currently serving on the board: Teresa Artis ’83, 
Elbert Avery ’82, Alan "AC" Caldwell ’78, Marchell Adams David ’92, Sam Perkins ’84 and Larry Poe ’65, Randy Jones ’79 (immediate past 

chair), Kraig Holt ’82 and Jasmin Jones ’10 (current student body president) rotated off the board in April, New board members will begin 

their term at the 2010 Annual Alumni Luncheon on Saturday, May 8, 

As the semester comes to a close, the Black ink magazine will conclude its 40th anniversary celebration This past year has been a 

rebuilding year for the magazine, but a successful one nonetheless, The staff was able to publish three issues and hosted the Black Ink 
exhibit, which highlighted issues of the magazine from the past and present Read about issues and events that are happenin9 on 

campus and that relate to Carolina’s black community by visiting the magazine’s newly created blog 

The Black Ink will publish their last issue for the 2009-10 year electronically via their blog, so check it out this May, If you have any 

questions about the Btack Ink or wish to subscribe to the Black Ink alumni listserv, e-mail Kirstin Garriss (class of 2011), editor in chief, 

at 

Were you a member of the BSM, Black tnk, Ebony Readers Onyx Theatre (EROT), Harmonyx, Opeyo! and/or the UNC Gospel Choir? If 

so, we’d like to hear from you. We are working on a project to compile a list of BSM and BSM subgroup alumni. It will take about one (1) 
minute to submit your information online. ~£t[~J’=!!9):9.~.[!~:.#.[#.~!!.J:9.U33.. If you’ve already submitted your information, many thanks! 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Kamala L, Uzzell ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Katrina Y. Billingsley ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Afflility reunions and GAA supported scholarships for CUtTent Carolina studen ts are made possible by dues paid by nearly 70, 000 GAA 

members. We hope you witt consider becoming a GAA member today. "/our Alumni Association is a vatuable resource tha t can help you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University’. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vl STA <VistaOutreach@cns.gov> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 12:43 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder May 2010 

i.~.i Thirty years after his 

VISTA service, 

Charles Shelan 

remains committed to 

building a better 

world for all citizens. 

Through her VISTA 

se~,ice, webmaster 

Roksa na Pirog 

gathered an 

impressive portfolio 

of work that helped 

her land a great job. 

Johnson Thirty years after his 

VlSq~A service, 

Charles Shelan 

remains committed to 

building a better 

world for all citizens. 

Whether they came to VISTA by choice or 
chance, the road leading out of VISTA service 
continues to make all the difference. This 
month, we share the stories of five VISTA 
alumni who continue to work towards a healthy, 
meaningful life for all. 

Also in this issue: 
Tools for figuring out What’s Next after VISTA 
Job search strategies, r~sume and interview 
tips, and more! 

what are y~u deing ~or Americo~pS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, May 5, 2010 5:41 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Teaching About Race with the Zinn Education Project 

SENT TO allycrin@email.unc.edu MANAGE/CHANGE EMAIL I VIEW AS A WEB PAGE 



YES! 

figure out how to see people differently than the way we were brought up to. " --Alice Walker 

E DUC 

Dear Educators, 

Race and racism are prickly words. In fact, you won’t 

find these words in most history textbooks. But how 

can we understand our country and its history 

without addressing these key concepts? 

In this newsletter, we continue our exploration of 
multiracial America, this time using history and the 
census as our compass. We are honored to feature 
dynamic resources from the Zinn Education 
Project. Like its namesake, Howard Zinn, the 
project champions getting your students to "feel" 
history through the experiences of ordinary people. 
You’ll also find curricula and resources about the 
2010 U.S. Census. 

As you enter the homestretch of the school year, I 
thank you for your dedication to inspiring your 
students to build a just and sustainable world. 

Best, 

Jing Fong 

Education Outreach Manager, 

YES! Magazine 

P.S. If you know a colleague who you think will love YES!, send them this link for our 
free one-year introductory subscription for classroom teachers and school librarians! 

iHola! The Future is Now: How Two-Way Spanish Immersion and Compassion 
Unite My Students 
Michelle Contreras’ classroom of native Spanish-speaking and English-speaking students 
embodies the future. Read how Michelle uses two-way Spanish immersion, touch therapy, 
an outdoor human relations camp, and compassion to connect with her students and help 
them discover their individual gifts. This is Michelle’s story. 

MORE OF YOUR STORIES: Race Has Everything To Do With It. Growing Good People. Beauty of 
Teenagers. Free to Be Me. Starting With Place. Chicken Soup for the Soul. The Power of Youth. 

SEND US your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators. 

Nidoto Nai Yoni--"Let it not happen again,"--is the inscription at the memorial site where the first group 
of Japanese Americans were taken from Bainbridge Island to internment camps in the California desert. 
When you don’t talk about race, how do you make sure racism doesn’t happen? 

The Zinn Education Project is committed to helping middle and high school students learn about 

history, race, and themselves through its thought-provoking resources. Your students will find its lessons 



YOUR STORIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

CURRICULUM AND 

RESOURCES 

WORDS THAT INSPIRE 

YES! TOTE 
Just right for the 
Farmers Market. Show 
the world your positive 
attitude! lOO% recycled. 

JOIN OUR EDUCATOR 
NETWORK Get a year of 

YES! for FREE. 

RENEW: SPECIAL OFFER 

Renew your teacher 

subscription today at 

special discount rates. 

MOTHER’S DAY 

Give the Gift of YE!! 

POSTERS: choose from 

our wide selection 
including 100 Years of 

Progress towards a 

Multiracial Nation. 

Free 1-Year 



We never sell or share our email list. Use this link if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 
Manage your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES! newsletters. 
Contact YES! Education I Support our Education Program: Make a tax-deductible donation. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA Outreach <VISTAOutreach cns.gov@mcsv117.net> 

Tuesday, May 11, 2010 11:49 AM 

Allyson <allycfi n@emml.unc .edu-~ 

Celebrate VISTA’s Legacy with Senator Inouye, Senator Rocket~ller, and Representative Moore - May 12 fi~om 5-Tpm - Dirksen Senate 
Office Building 

If you have problems viewing this em~J1, please View Online 

Vista 45th anni ...... ry logo 

~i In Celebration of the 45th Anniversary of VISTA... Volunteers In Sewice To America During AmeriCorps Week 

We are pleased to announce the following Congressional Members will be joining us to reflect and celebrate VISTA_s legacy: 
Senator Daniel K. Inouye (HI), Chairman, 

Senate Appropriations Committee; 

Senator Jay Rockefeller (WV), Chairman, Senate Commerce, 

Science, and Transportation Committee and VISTA alumnus; 
Representative Gwen Moore (WI), VISTA alumna 

%:: May 12, 2010 5:00-7:00 PM 

Reception: DJrksen Senate Office Building L] Room 106 Entrance at Constitution Avenue & First Street, NW Photo Exhibit: Russell Senate 
Office Building Rotunda Entrance at Constitution Avenue & Delaware Avenue, NW Washington, DC Nearest Metro Stations: Union Station 

(red line) and Capitol South (orange/blue) 

You are encouraged to visit the Russell Senate Office Building Rotunda prior to the event or anytime during AmeriCorps Week (May 10- 14) 

to viewthe photo exhibit VISTA Redux: 1969. Youth, idealism, poverty and hope are all evident in the photographs documenting VISTA 

alumnus Federico Santi’s service in South Florida in the late 1960’s. 

[~i:: AmeriCorps Alums will be in attendance to launch the AmeriCorps Alums Capitol Hill chapter. Please RSVP to VISTAOutreach@cns gov 

AmeriCorps VISTA is a program of the Corporation for National and Community Service, a federal agency that improvs lives, strengthens 
communities, and fosters civic engagement through service and volunteering 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Wednesday, May 12, 20:[0 8:49 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

"That’s public space. Nobody can use it." 

"That’s public space. Nobody can use it," 

The besutitld work of C:t~, ?,epsir ir~ Portland. Oregon:, h;m:ng i~:~ersecCior:s :nto pisces ior people to gs~iler sr~d torm 

Should our towns and cities be built for cars or for people? City Repair sides with the latter. The 
Portland, Ore., nonprofit helps people organize, design, and implement new, people-friendly visions for 
their communities--and reclaim the notion of "neighborhood" in the process. 

visionary co-founder Mark 
--/ ~[’s ~mpc, rt~ nt to I--/ of the FirsHDi~i I--/ 

ssph~t ~n order to 
Lakeman during his recent 

/ d~mkbeyo~dthe I / RePairF°iec~ I / ~ I visit to Bainbridge island. 

/ 
gdd It 1/ I 

[]VIDEO, E]VIDEO, [:]VIDEO, 

r 
Life is about more ~8~ The residents of 

Our cities can be transformed. Here are some of YES! Magazine’s most popular articles on how to 
create a more livable, sustainable human habitat. 

Dee Williams chose to downsize and now lives in a 84- 
square-foot home. She says she has never been 
happier. 

An architect asks, at what point does size cancel out 
sustainability? 

rHow to make our cities just, inclusive, and green. 

What if buildings, communities, and infrastructure 
projects were designed to be beautiful, socially just, and 

~s gentle on the environment as plants are? 

.~.i Dee WiBams’ tiny 

house F’iloto by 

L:,:Jesen 

r 
[] S~E INSIDE 

Sachs’ ’A’ashir~gton, D.C. 

offk,~: Photo 2009 Ks~e 

lhomas/SE~U 

Richmond, Vs Photo by 
i.~.i rhe Sup:eme Court 

Fix tBe E~,o~e~¥~ Nst t~all 

David Korten asks "Why 
regulate a broken system when 
we can build a better one?" 
Welcome to New Economy :[0:[. 

~ey@~ ~3s ~ "l’~em 
Very often, what we dislike in 

_ others is something that we 
need to acknowledge, heal, 
integrate, and empower in 
ourselves. 

_ How states and people are 
mobilizing to defend 
democracy. 

YES! M.agaxi!le logo 

Give s friend our 

S:m:mer Gift ps@~ge: a 

subscripIion and this 

100% recycled ~ota ba g 

~FT OF YE~4 
Our summer gift 
subscription package 
includes this 100% 
recycled tote. 

YES! graphics available 
in full color on card 
stock. 

DONATE and ~ amplify our 
voice of hope 
and solutions in 
these times. 

YE~ ~A~K ~ET 
Treat yourself to 
years of inspiring 
stories from YES! 

YES! is seeking a part- 

time web managing editor 

who is passionate about 

using the power of 

independent media to 

change the story about 

what’s possible. 

Corl~orate ~ 

Hunger. I    ~,,~. I 
Pollution. I 
Instability, I .:,:::::~-,,,-I 
Obesity. The I    ~’~P"~ 

problem with ~ 
corporate ~ood--by the 
numbers, 

McKibben’s new book 

~elre=~r~e to Ea~rt~r8 



Wondering if her family was a freaky aberration to the conventional American 
culture, Shannon Hayes set out to find other families who are achieving 
ecological, social, and economic transformation ... starting under their own roofs. 

Shannon asks, and tries to answer, many of the questions we all wrestle with in 
search of sustainable living. ~ello’~’# her u[tieles, written exclusively for YES! 
Magazine, and seek out her new book Radical Homemakers: Reclaiminq 
Domesticity from a Consumer Culture. 

"Brilliant, visionary, and practical This is a mind-bending book that will 

forever change your view of human possibility and compel you to 

ret,~ink your life. My highest recommendation. "--David Korten 

~it~ ~e~ daugi~ter 
.;~::_.. St:a:or~ with ~e~ 

yc,~.;!lgest 

She taught her 

: CONSUMERISM, 

Do children need a pile 
of wrapped toys in 
order to know that their daughter that they don’t sustainable life? 
family and friends are --buy things they can -- 
delighted and honored make or grow at home. 
that they share this But then she had to 
lifetime with us? wonder: Does that 

include higher 
education? 

~o~nerrla k~,rs h~, 

Shsnl~on H~3yes 

i.~.i Shsm-:or~ Hayes 

Does reproduction have g~st~il~e ~t 
a place in a quest for a Can meat have a place 

da~;l]hter e~ their 

’~:c,r I~ Photo 

in the life of a "radical 
--homemaker" trying to 

live sustainably? 

Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will 
be posted online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

"I’m not sure this whole "living building" 
thing is all it’s cracked up to be." 

The be~t ~t.~e~ for this cartoon. 

Su r~fie~’,,e! 

Highlights fro~ the last newsletter; 
~] Ne~,~letter 

Bill NlcKibben’s latest 
book explores what it’ll 
take to live on a planet 
less sweet than it used to 
be. During a recent stop 
in Seattle, he described 
the smaller, slower, and 
wiser future that may be 
our best bet. 

2amie 
Oliver’s 
campaign 

calls for 
Americans 
to rethink their 
relationship with food. 

shot ~,t the ?eopie’s 

The Cochabamba summit 
was designed to respect 
the power and knowledge 
of world social 

indigenous peoples. 

The Fun 

~ 

Theory is at 
it again! 
Turning 
bottle 
recycling 
into an 
arcade game produces 
smiles and a healthier 
planet. 

Robe~ Redf,srd in tl~e 

F:ab:’ual,i 1970 the,/ear 

o~-ser~,’~d. Ph,slo by 

Robert Redford discusses 
the history and 

importance of Earth Day. 

Be~3ch Best Books Just in tlma re:" &immar \;acatio:t Give ~3 frlend (or order for y,3ursel~) o~i:" summer glft subscriFio:-~ packa~je, whlch inckldes this 

..... ~ar:dy 1002/(, :e~.~,cled go~a~,!~t~he~e ~ote 

We never sell or share our email list. ~ thi~ ~1~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~’4~f~. your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



F’YI Carolina rFYICaroli~a(~unc~edu:~ 

Wednesday, May 12, 2010 1:26 PM 

(~sham lel~s grads ~o find ’a voiceVKenan gift helps him j urdor [hc@y,’CoN use k~ end by 2020 -- May FSq Carolina 

Author Jofm Gfisham, masier ol best-selling legal thrillers, told an estimated 5,630 newest graduaies at Commencemen~ 
that writing is like life and that it’s important for each person to find his or her voice in order 1o be heard. "Each of you has a 

--distinctive voice. When you find it, your stop/will be told. You wN be heard. The s~ze of your audience doesn’t matter.    -- 
What is hnpo~ant is that your a~d~ence is listening." For links to Grisham’s speech, a YouT~be v~deo, a s~deshow and 

Carolina i~as received a $5 miilion 
gift: from t~3e William R. Kenan ,Jr 
Charitable Trus[ and another 

--$500,000 from an anonymous 
donor to recruit 18 outstand#~g 
young faculty members. Ti~e 
expendable gifts provide an 
immediate competitive advsnNge. 

Carolina will atop using coal on 

campus by May 2020. The decision, 

anrlounced by Ci~arlcellor Tho~p; 

--followed an Energy Task Force     -- 

proposal and was haiiecl by na[ional 

Sierra Club officials as 9round- 

breaking in American higher 

Carolina appea~s on more ~i~an !5 
lists of sci~ools and specialty areas 

__ianked by U :: ~ o,,,vs ~:nd Wedd 

analytical chemistry in the College 

Alurnnus Lewis Black, an a~,vard- 

__discusses his career wi[i~ 
Ci~ancellor Holden Thorp in a video 
irl~eP,,iew Black, a member o[ the 
Class of 1970, i~osted the Carolina 
Comedy Festival, w~3ich he created, 
on campus earlier tNs spring 

A $10 miilion federal grant wili i~elp 
researci~ers at UNC and East 
Carolina collabol’ate witi~ heaith- 

__care prac[i[ioners and communi[y __ 
leaders in Lenoir County, NC., to 
[ackle heal! disease, [i~e coLmty’a 
leading cause of death The project 
is led by Carolina’s Alice 

North Carolina’s budget process for 
fiscal 2010.-11 is unde~ way. 
Ci~ancellor Thorp and other UNC 

--chancellors are concerned about -- 
the impact new state budget cuN 
could have on students’ classroom 
experiences For the latest, see the 

~-’%,’,.e. 

C:aroiins Ca~iir~e is; ~er ai:)mni, psrenta of c~.ment stud~n% ane.’ !:i~. ne.’s og ~i~e Uni,;~.;sit’~ TillO~.F.?: this ~;ee ’_-:~iaica, rile i ifgic~, ef Uni,,elait~: f~elation’_-: 

7100722%Y 



"The opportunities at Carolina make us fall in love. But it’s the 
money that gets us in the door." 
- Katie Beam ’11 

Each year, hundreds of incredibly qualified students choose to attend UNC. For many, this 
would not be a reality without scholarships provided by alumni and friends of Carolina. 

We hope you w{ll take a few minutes to view i i~i ~,-..4~wd~.~_~ 

our video ~bout thr~e ol~ th~ fa~t~st~c 

a~d o~ts~d~ of their c~assroom. 

Gi~ from Carolina alumni, studen~ and friends 
enable UNC to provide an unparalleled 
experience for thousands of Tar Heels - and 
future ~llege studen~ - each and eve~ year. 
Your su##o~ ensures that Carolina fulfills i~ mission of teaching, research and public 
se~ice= 

Trouble viewing the video? You may need to download the free Flash player, available at 

This e-mail is for alumni, students and friends of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free service, the Office 

of University Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and other issues 

at Carolina If you have comments or questions, e-mail Beth Bnsxt#n~?;bunc edq, telephone 919.962.4388, or write to the Office of 
University Development, Annual Fund, PO Box 309, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0309. If you do not wish to receive future editions, 

710072236 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 17, 2010 7:08 AM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion UpdatesI May 2010 

Registration at the BAR host hotel has been amazing! The block is almost sold out, so if you have not done so already, please make your 
reservations by calling the §~?.~’.~.£[~..~?.~!J?.~!..~.[[ at at (919) 969-2174 (reference UNC Black Alumni Reunion 2010). In anticipation of the host 

hotel selling out, the committee is currently working on overflow hotels. Continue to watch your e-mail for hotel and event updates. 

The Honorable Patricia Timmons-Goodson Receives UNC Honorary Degree 

Congratulations to Patricia Timmons-Goodson ’76 for receiving an honorary doctor of laws during this year’s Commencement ceremony. 
She was the first African-American woman to serve as a judge in Cumberland County, the first to be elected to any state appellate 
court and the first to serve on Norfh Carolina’s highest courf. Other honorary degree recipients were Paul Rizzo, former dean of the 

Kenan-Flagler Business School (doctor of laws); Gene Roberts, the former national editor of The New York Times and executive editor 

of The Philadelphia Inquirer (doctor of laws); and Fred Robinson, the Douglas Tracy Smith Professor of English emeritus at Yale 
University (doctor of humane letters). 

Karol V. Mason Receives GAA Distinguished Service Medal 
The GAA honored ~!Lft]..~...~t}.~.ft~?..’.Z~. on Saturday, May 8, for her outstanding service to the University and to the association. Other 

recipients of the 2010 Distinguished Service Medal were Brenda W. Kirby, secretary of the University; Barbara Rosser Hyde ’83, vice 

chair of the Board of Trustees; and Roy A. Williams ’72, men’s head basketball coach. Read ~ore. 

Fondest BAR Memories 

As the planning committed works to commemorate 30 years of BAR, we’d like to hear your fondest!most memorable BAR moment 
Memories can be posted on the BAR meseaq.e boa~d. Note: Comments may be used for marketing purposes. 

2010 Light on the Hill Society Scholarship Application 

The Light on the Hill Society Scholarship committee is now accepting applications. Applicants must be a first-year undergraduate 

African-American male or female, who has enrolled as a full-time Carolina student for tall 2010 (~!.£~#.[#A~!.A&}J?.[!~#~!.£[~). The 
application deadline is 5 p.m. (EDT}, May 31, 2010. For additional scholalship information or if you would like the application sent via 

e-mail as an attachment, contact Tanea Pettis ’95 at.~.9.!t.~’~,#.[’~:.~:#.~! or call (919) 843-9694. 

BSM and BSM Subgroup Alumni 

Were you a member of the BSM, Black Ink, Ebony Readers Onyx Theatre (EROT), Harmonyx, Opeyo! and/or the UNC Gospel Choir? If 

so, we’d like to hear from you. We are working on a project to compile a list of BSM and BSM subgroup alumni. It will take about one (1) 
minute to submit your information online. ~.9.~?.~’L~.~:.~.~.9..~..~!~?).&[.~.~J’~b If you’ve already submitted your information, many 

thanks; no need to resubmit. 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Kamala L. Uzzell ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Katrina Y. Billingsley ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA supported scholarships for current Carolina studen ts are made possible by dues paid by nearty 70, 000 GAA 

members. We hope you wilt consider becoming a .@.~.~..¢[!.¢t¢[!~?:.~.~2A~’. Your Alumni Association is a valuable resource tha t can help you stay 
connected to and lllformed about our great University. 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Friday, May 21, 2010 9:20 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

It’s Everybody’s Water 

ii"~iI YES! Magazine logo 

........ ~"ES! Foster Water Solutions 

The ~ew is.~ae ef YES.~ 
f~a#az}ne looks a~ 3 Big Ideas 
to Make Water Last. 

Only a tiny fraction of Earth’s water is 
available as fresh water. We’re already at 

I ’ ~ " " 
the limits of supply in parts of the United 
States. But even with climate change and 

YESI ~’,,la~z~n¢ ~ssu¢ 54 
growing populations, there’s enough for Cove~ :: Wate~ SoN~or~s 
everyone if we work together to keep it 
clean, use it wisely, and share it fairly. 

This new poster, ~ale[~he~ ~e~e~ts, is a ~ 

sneak preview of our Summer 20~0 Water ~:: YES~ V~deo: Its Everybody’s 

b,! MJchs@ DMby 
[f you’re not already a subscriber, check out our 
special offer: just $15 for a year of YES! (regular $~5 S~SCA[£T~O~ 

price $24), plus an ~xtra issue free. Get a year of YES~ 

£~bs~#~ ~8 ~E£~ t~. magazine For just $$5 
(regular price $24). 

~~ ~AIready love YES~ Magazine? S£~’~ t~ ~r# and let your friends know t~at the 

I .~ ~ I II new i~u~ i~ out. You ~ ou~ best ambassadors and we appreciate the way you get 
~ ~YES~ out into the world. 

emer2ing in Detrok is s deeply- 

by Grace Lee Boggs 
A new documentary illustrates 
a different kind of American 
Dream taking hold in Detroit. 

helped clean 1he Exx,sn ’,/aldez 

oii spill, which sitecCed 

hundreds of miles ,sf cossd~ne 

Photo by Jim B:icke~ 

A~l Naa#s 88 Ded~ 
by Riki Ott 
What can you do about the 

~ii A newsh~dy toer~d d~at 
~sctivism le~sds to ~eeling~ more 

New studies find that activism 
-- disastrous oil spill in the Gulf of -- brings greater life satisfaction-- 

Mexico?                            along with freedom, 
competence, and connection to 
others. 

[a ~actia~ ~ake ~ea~¥ [s Paybae~4 ...... 
Paying bribes to officials at all levels of ~i Signs of I..ife 9rapt:it 

government is common in India, but an advocacy 
group for the poor came up with a way to fight 
back: Make money worth nothing more than the 
paper it’s printed on. 

The United States has lagged behind Europe in 
promoting bicycle transportation, but that’s about to change. Transportation Secretary 
Ray LaHood recently announced a new policy encouraging cities and states to include 
the needs of bicyclists and pedestrians in their transit infrastructure planning. ~’4ORE 

~ere States ~ay Create Pab~i~ Ba~4t~ 
By 2011, only one state will have escaped the credit crunch that is pushing other states 
toward insolvency: North Dakota. North Dakota is also the only state that owns a bank. 
Now, several states are either studying the prospects of a state-owned bank or are 
considering legislation to make one possible, fqORE 

POSTERS 
Hang’em up and share 
the inspiration. 

Instant 
Inspiration-- Kan~ 

Just Add 
een 

Water. 
i6oz. wide- 
mouth 
insulated 
stainless 
steel bottle. 
Car& Cap and 
leakproof loop cap incl. 
B P A- free. 

by Fran Korten 
As our society 
approaches major 
transitions, we may 
welcome or resist the 
changes . How we react 
will rest partly on how we 
frame those changes. 

his kic:s arounc~ 
Porlis:ld. Box bikes are 
hscrs, d~b#y pmduc~vs, 
and quite easy ~o 

Join Travis Wittwer for a 



United Stales Socisi F:orum, Detrok, June 22-2~3. 2010 Another World is 

The national coordinator of the US Social Forum, Adrienne Naree Brown offers her brief, heartfelt list 
of: reasons to come to Detroit to participate in the 20:[0 USSF, .lune 22--26. 

][magine 
a gathering of people from all walks of life, coming together by the thousands[ Data=U~om 

:: OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS 

Also in Detroit, 3une 17--20, the A~lie~J ~edia Co~fe~’e~:e brings together media 

makers from all over the United States interested in using participatory media as a 

strategy for social justice organizing. 

And, in Washington D.C., June 11--14, the Network of Spiritual Progressives/Tikkun 

holds its Nationa~ Conferet~c~., featuring David Korten, Rabbi Michael Lerner, Riane 

Eisler, Dennis Kucinich, Bill McKibben and other key thinkers, in a discussion about 

the future of our country. 

.;~i Network ot 

day of bike commuting 
with his children in 
Portland, Ore. 

Photc courtesy the 

Bamboo Bike Studio 

"With every bike that 
leaves our workshop, we 
see a person who has 
made something to be 
proud of, something 
useful that he or she 
worked hard to create." 

:: BROOKLYN’S BA?4BOO 

%:: Irr:a ~.3a 
...... from A 

What if ~ 

bicycles ruled the road? 
Here’s a glimpse at what 
a society based on the 
3ower of two wheels 
looked like--not that long 
ago. 

~] Logofrorn Ped~l P~.ople 

What’s a cleaner, quieter 
alternative to garbage 
trucks? Bicycles! 

::~i ’l Ic~.,e ’¢ESi ifs The Story of Soiufions ’ ~:~n;lie Leonard, sulhor of The Story of 3tuff 3ubscdbe to"{ ES! Magzine Today $15 Bsr a yes; of YES! plus a bonus 

We never sell or share our email list. U.~e thi.¢ ti~. if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~’4anage your email subscriptions I ]If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Friday, May 28, 2010 3:30 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

3 Big ideas to Make Water Last 

YES! Magazine logo 

The Water Solutions issue 

Dear Reader, 

The beginning of summer marks the start of dry weather in many 
parts of the country. California is struggling with ongoing water woes. 
But even where it’s usually rainy, like here in the Northwest, we’re 
Facing Future water worries: Climate scientists predict that warming 
weather will mean less mountain snow to recharge our rivers and 
water supplies. 

As population grows, so do demands on our water ecosystems. 
Experts believe that in the decades ahead we’ll face a water crisis 
that is worse than the coming energy crisis. 

The i~ew iss~e of YES ~a.~azil~e.~ shows another way forward-- 
stories of communities and individuals learning to live within their 
water means, take care of their water supplies and waterways, and 
keep water accessible for everyone. 

[f you’re not already a subscriber, make The Water Solutions 
issue the first in your subscription with this spe~’ial i~:r~.~cter¥ 

:: SUBSCRIBE TO YES! TODAY 

:: PEEK INSIDE rile NEW ISSU~Z 

Best :: SHARE WITH 

I ~:: Made,ine,I 

YOUR NETWORKS 

Madeline Ostrander 

~ ~ Senior Editor, YES! Magazine 

Hew ¢’;a~ We ¢’;ha~#e O~r Water Nabits’F 
by Sandra Postel 
Climate change could be disastrous for U.S. 
water supplies, which we’re damming, drilling, 
and pumping beyond capacity. How can we 
change our water habits to work with nature 
and keep water flowing? 

ReaSoned Red Cio,,,e~ Creek or: Calitemia’s Fes~iler 

River ~hoto by J~!le B!axton LiIIie 

Annie Leonard, ~u~he~ 

oi The S~O:,l of ~3tuff: 

Subscribe ’l 

Get a year of YES! 
magazine for just $15. 

by" Arturo Sendovel 
What we can learn from 
centuries-old traditions. New 
Mexico’s acequias--communal 
irrigation canals--still function 
as a tool to preserve and share 
scarce desert water. 

by Jane Braxton Little 
As climate change diminishes snowpacks, 
restored mountain ponds offer a source of 
water. 

of New 

Mexico 

irrigation 

How much water do we use? More than any 
other country, it turns out. And we could save 
a lot. 

~i ’~ISS! Ma.qazine Just the F:acls Graphic 

i.~.i imerns from lishrr=an Erwirem-nem and Design 

Food and Agriculture Photo by Malth~-w 

Sussmani /he New Schoo~ 

by Frederick Kirschenmenn 
Growing food in a future of droughts, floods, 
and storms? The answer lies in the dirt. 

Plus a bonus issue, 

£~ONATE 
Help get copies of YES! 
to policy-makers, 
activists & educators. 

Our 
Message in 
a Bottle: 
support our 
work and 
support the 
planet too. 
16oz. wide- 
mouth 
insulated stainless steel 
bottle. Car& Cap and 
leakproof loop cap incl. 
B P A- free. 

POS’[E~S 
YES! graphics available 
in full color on card 
stock, including our new 
Watershed Moments 
poster. 

% V’4atemhed Moments 

po~er 

"Ten years ago, after joining Milwaukee Riverkeeper" Z decided to explore my local 

watershed, Z wanted to try to think outside the box or, in this case, the usual civil 

boundaries that define urban and suburban geographies, What I discovered was an 

"We are all water babies. 
It’s never too late to save 
the world. Wherever you 



experience of nature that both surprised and delighted me, " 

--Photographer Eddee Daniel 

Eddee Daniel explores an unfamiliar truth: not only is nature present in the city, but also the city is 
inseparable from nature. What he has found in the Menomonee River watershed in the Milwaukee 
metropolitan region of Wisconsin is something that Daniel says can exist in every American town and 
city, something with universal implications, something intangible, even paradoxical: an urban 
wilderness. 

The preamble and beg:nnln::j et the origi:lal Const:t~:tiorL ir: fie roILmda of fie Nat:onal Archives, in Wast:ir:gton, DC. 
FhcI~ by M! Tin DC ilL:k! corF/phcI~s/mr t in Jd424:SS~:.gg0i 

The Supreme Court says corporations can spend as much money as 
they want on political advertising. Millions of Americans say they’ve 
had it. 
r 

The 2~t~ ~esc~es$ 
In the wake of the Citizens United decision, Rep. Donna Edwards 
believes a change in the Constitution can protect democracy from a 

~corporate takeover. 

i.~.i Ma=’quee of the G=’snd LBke 

Tileater in Oakland, Calif 

Photo by Ds,,,,id Gans 

i.~.i P~ep. Dorms ~dwmds 

While II:e incressir~g costs o[ s 
college degree have not seen 

pensltles tor :-~ot going 1o 

i.~.i Shsm-:on Hayes and her two 

degs al herfarm Phote by Beb 

Hogpe~ 

Alternatives to Higher 
Education 
As the price of college 
skyrockets, a new book looks 
to "edupunk" alternatives. 

~ethi#~i~# the ~.a~# 8f 

by Shannon Hayes 
Growing renewed relationships 

I with our food, homes, and 

communities requires hard 
work. It’s time we embrace 
dirty hands. 

"a’he Better Asge~s ef Osr 

Arizona’s immigration law 
offers us a choice between two 

-- longstanding traditions in U.S. 
history: fighting for human 
rights or looking away while 
they’re eroded. Which side will 
you be on? 

Highlights from the last newsletter: Ne~letter archwe 

are, take care of the 

water--if you really want 

to live. " 

--Agnes Baker Pilgrim 

:: DOWNLOAD: ~OTB 

P¢-ople We 

Growing Roots of Change for 

:ommunity 

In memoriam: a Haitian 

feminist 

Listen to 
Natalie tVlerchant, Iranian 
chanteuse Rana Farhan, 
and Justin Ring/e. 

alternative 

with little summer rain. 
Learn how. 

Should you 
~i~e film 

be worried 
Tile 

about your 
.’-.~t ory 

tap water? 
Yes, but not for the 
reason you expected. 

Change 

A retired history teacher 
seeks answers for--and 
solutions to--the damage 
humans have wrought on 
the oceans. 

instanl Insplratien. Just Add Wated %’e’ve teamed up wlth Klesn Ksntee~ to effer the highest quality, healthiest, safest bottle yeu cs n gel Su ppeH our we=t< 

YES! ~!ld the, planet ~c,o C:iick he!e to I~,s!n mo~e 

We never sell or share our email list. Use t~is ~i~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 
~’4anage your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 





F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VISTAOutreach@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, June 2, 2010 4:56 PM 

allycrin@emaJ], unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder June 2010: Vol. III, No. 3 

If you are having problems viewing this email, please visit us online. 

Vie~inder, VISTA’s online publication that brings poverty issues into focus June 2010: Vol III, No. 3 

Native American and Tribal Communities 

Since 1965, VISTA has been a mainstay in Native communities In this issue of the vie~dinder, read about how VISTAs today continue 

conservation. 

Also in this issue: Service-learning grants awarded to Indian Tribes, Scholarship opportunities for Native youth 

Explore This Issue 

Americorps VISTA Logo 

Photo: A mesa in the J ..... 

Mountains near Jemez Springs, 

New Mexico 

Us aI ys kr o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 11,2010 9:35 AM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Annual San Francisco Carolina Club BBQ Registration Is Live 

Join alumni from fellow Southern schools including Duke, Emory, South Carolina, UNC, UVA., 

Vanderbilt, Washington & Lee and more, for an evening of mixing and mingling at the University 

Club. The $10 cover includes one drink ticket. RSVP to sfheele.@~ahoo.eom. 

We also will collect new toiletries for the La Casa de las Madres shelter for women and children 

who are escaping domestic violence Please visit t~reir website for additional information 
about the mission of the shelter. 

M ark your calendar for Saturday, Sept. 11, and register today to enjoy the taste of Carolina and 
the company of your fellow Bay Area Tar Heels..L...e..a..U.L.t£LO..~..e...~B.d..z.e..~3!.~.t..%r..t.£~#.~; cost is $28 
if you register prior to Sept. 3. Cost is $32 online after Sept. 3 and for walk-ups. GAA members 

receive a $15 discount when registering online 

If you have questions or would like to volunteer to help with the event, please e-mail club leader 

E~tan E~son 79 or call her at (415) 596-9466. 

You’re invited to become a GAA member today. Your GAA membership provides important 
support to the GAA and the San Francisco Bay Area Carolina Club. :.~..o..~j3..~Z&~j.~.&. Members have 

exclusive access to the digital version of the award-winning Carolina Alumrli Review. Read the 
m~azine online as it appears in print. 

Afumni Career Se~vieee can help you start, change or advance your career GAA members 
have exclusive access to certain services and receive discounted rates on fee-based Alumni 

Career Services. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butler, Kat <kat_butler@unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 18, 2010 10:17 AM 

Carolina’s Young Alumni <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC Young Alumni-The Quad I July 2010 

Our survey has been completed, the winner of the iTouch has been announced and, as promised, here is the first edition of The Quad-- the 

GAA’s new official young alumni e-newsletter. 

This monthly e-newsletter will always feature just four short points of interest, including events going on at the GAA, news from campus and a 

young alumni profile. In an effort to bundle e-mails coming from our office, I have crafted this to be as brief, entertaining and informative as 

possible. As always, feedback is welcomed! 

Between our e-newsletters, be sure to follow The Quad on Twitter. Also, be sure to check out the PS at the bottom of this e- 

newsletter for a special announcement! 

I’m Laura ’08, your young alumni host for 
Homecoming. Like any good Southerner, I love football and 

tailgates, so join me Oct. 29-31 for Carolina Homecoming 2010. 

Meet me for drinks at TOP O’s Back Bar on Friday, barbecue and 
beer at the Bell Tower Tailgate on Saturday and more drinks and 

dancing at The Carolina Inn Post-Game Par’q/. Grab a group of 

friends and make plans to return to Chapel Hill! 

Follow UNC Homecoming on Z.[~!~’.~.L and ~2.~.#.,=~2~ for 

giveaways and updates. I’ll see you in October! 

Contact me with questions and/or comments at 

!A~!L~....9.b.~.~’~’A~J.#.@.~!f3.’~=#.~!#. or (919) 962-3582. 

Demolition 

Last month brought big news to campus 

with the beginning phase of demolition 
on the old Kenan Field House and the 

announcement tilat Franklin Street will 

be the future home of a Krispy Kreme 

store The denlo~ition of the field 
house is in preparation for the new 

expansion, wilich will add luxury boxes 

and an additional 2,980 seats to the 
stadium. With the GAA and the Athletics 

Department, you can read more about the demolition and track 

~.~ ~’f..’M?.D :~. L ~3~ !~ ~). progress. 

Just in time for students returning to campus, Krispy Kreme will 
open its newest home at 157 E Franklin St. this August As 

space is limited, this store will not make doughnuts on-site, rather 

they will be shipped in daily from Raleigh and glazed upon arrival. 

Yes, this means Franklin Street will have the iconic "Hot Now" 
sign alerting all who pass by the chance to snag a hot, fresh 

doughnut. To watci] how ti]ese tasty treats are made, i]ead on 
over to The Daily TarHeet’s article on the town’s newest 

addition. Be sure to check out the "Aroui~d 7owil" section of 

the July/August edition of The Carotirra Alumni Review for more 
information. GAA members have access to the complete issue; 

all others can sample this article from the Review. 

i~ Linda Conklin Each month, Linda Conkli ....... rtified ~i Craig Peck? 
career coach, sends out the Career 08 
Tips e-newsletter. In case you missed 

the e-mail or just need a refresher, I’m 

here to recap her most recent tips. This 

month, Career Tips focused on 
questions to ask the employer during an 

interview Here’s what I took away from 

Linda’s great advice: 

1. the questions that you ask in a job interview are as 
important as the questions you answer 

2. enter an interview with prepared questions in mind that 

demonstrate you’ve researched the company and the 

position 
3. make sure the questions you craft leave room for more 

than just a "yes" or "no" answer from your interviewer 

Want more? For a look back at past Career Tips, visit Linda’s 

<.q.~’.~’:#.[X#.% For quick, relevant career updates, follow Linda on 

The friends and connections that I made 

at Carolina remain some of the most 
important in my daily life, even 2,500 

miles away from campus. Two weeks 
after graduating from Carolina, I moved 

to Los Angeles to pursue a master’s 
degree in film production at USC and, 

with it, my dream of directing and 

producing feature films in Hollywood. 

My fellow Tar Heels in the L.A Carolina Club (which boasts over 
2,500 members) have provided me with a home away from 

home. As the leader of the LA Carolina Club, I am proud to 

announce that many are taking part in a new mentorship initiative 

program We are welcoming Carolina’s newest grads by 
assigning them to alumni who have lived in the area anywhere 

from 1 to 50 years. In the past year, the LA. Carolina Club has 

held numerous events and gatherings, inspiring a show of school 

spirit from our home base. We eagerly await the events that are 
in store in the future. 



Do you know someone who would make a great YA to feature in a future issue?! Do you want to be featured next? 

Send in a short entry and picture to ..~.~.~....~?.~.!.~.!~.~.~.~:.~..~!. 

It’s a forum to talk about your time at Carolina and what you’re doing now. 

I hope you enjoyed our first young alumni e-newsletter! Until next time, fll see you on T,~e Quad. 

With warm Carolina wishes, 

Kat Butler ’07, coordinator of student and young alumni programs 

[~ ~_~. ]=~ !.e...~.@.~. [’}.~.~ ~..,.~ ]=~. I (919) 962-7053 

P.S. Sneak Peek! 2011 young alumni trip planned for Egypt. Check out the ~.t..~.L~.£.;#..t. on Tuesday, Aug. 3, at 9 p.m. EDT for more 
information. All webinar participants receive $125 off the trip price. See you online. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, July 29, 2010 8:48 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Stories of Courage, Cosmetics, and anti-Corporate Campaigners 

The Water Solutions issue 

3 Worfd Water Wine 
.~.i W~ter phcto     Around the world, people are taking control of their water supply 

Vohmt 
Meet the public defenders of your rivers, streams, and shores¯ 

hom all 

city 

Weatern Showdown 
The 

Kismet 
How the tribes of the Klamath River stood up for the salmon--and 

h 
won. 

2010 issue ~f YES! 

Magaz:ne: Wster 

Solulions 

:: f:R~2~ "I’R~AL OFFER 
TRY OUT YES! MAGAZINE 

:: PEEK ~N~JlD~ THE ~SSU~2 

oalebrate with, of cou!se glasses o~ drinking 

water Photo by Jen:-~ Ireland for’KESi Magazine 

i.~.i Robed" Kennedy Jr. ssys we the people have the 

The Little Town That Sen~ a Corporation Packing 

Felton, Calif, took back its water supply--and your town _ 

can do it, too. 

interview with Robert Kennedy Jr. 

We can be the most powerful protectors of our own 

::.~.i M]age from ]he Story of 

Cosmelics by Annie Leona!d The StoN of Cosn~etics 

The average American woman uses 12 health and beauty products each day; 
the average man uses six. But how healthy are they? 

Annie Leonard turns her trademark clarity to the subject of chemicals in 

cosmetics¯ Why, she asks, do we allow unregulated, untested chemicals--many 
of which have been linked to cancer, birth defects, or brain damage--into the 

products we rub into our skin every day? And most importantly, what can we do 

about it? W.,VrCH rilE MOVI~ . 

:: ALSO SEE 

THE STORY OF STUFF, THE STORY OF BOTTLED WATER, 10 UTTLE & BIG THINGS YOU CAN DO 

War and Peace Photo by 

J ay,al Ah~,ra m 

flickr.,s,sm/photos/a h era m 

[ 

fiickr comiphotosiebolasmallp our children to honor 
ox theme@yes each other, and 

the plane~ The reel is up to 

AI~ Bnd to Col~etant War 

by William J. Astore 
Seven reasons we’re always at 

Can You Teach Emotional 

~nteHigence? 

by Katherine Gustafson 

Leaving It Up To Them 

by Shannon Hayes 

Radical parents’ greatest fear may be 

YES! I’,,Issazh~e iogc, 

i.~.i ’¢ESi Magszine covers 

GET OUR CURRENT ISSUE 
FOR ~R .F.E 

Find out what you’re 

missing. Try us out. 

DON,ATE and help us inspire 

action for a be~er world, 

NON-PROFIT, INDEPENDENT 

SUBSCRIBER-SUPPORTED, 

YES! ’1"0 l’E 
Just right for 

the Farmers 
Market. 

Show the world 
your positive 

attitude, 

POS’[~RS 

YES! graphics available in 

full color on card stock, 
including our new 
Watershed Moments poster¯ 

::~i "FESI F’oster: Wate=’shed 
..... " Morqe~ts 

::X:: David Ko:ten inlrod:~ces 
his r~wised and 
expanded Agenda for a 
New .’_:con omy 

David Ko~’~en: Agenda for a 

New £cononsy 

YES! Magazine co-founder 
David Korten gives a preview 

of the second edition of his 

new book 
! 
:: 3 WAYS TO GET DAVID’S N EW 
BOOK BEFORE IT HITS STORES 
[ 



wa r.. and seven ways to quit. -- The Secretary of Education isn’t the -- life in the mainstream: How some 
only one who thinks so. Behind the families are dealing with their 

growing movement for social and children’s choices. 

emotional learning 

:~$:: Po~lraits from R,sbert Shett~dy’s Americans Who]ellthe [rulh series 

These aren’t just people in paintings looking at you. They are people imploring you to listen and act 

"1 did not want to paint these portraits.. Then September ! 1, 2001 ... then 

a war ... then the blatantly false reasons promoted by our government for 

l he preemptive war on Iraq. My sense of obligation as an artist changed ... 

Why, I wondered, don’t I surround myself with people who make me feel 

proud, people who have insisted that this country live up to its own 

__.professed ideals about inalienable rights, equality, and justice? Why don’t_ 

I invoke their spirits by painting their portraits? ... 

I decided to portray real, ordinary people who continued that revolution 

by fighting to extend rights to everyone, whose persistence and courage 

changed their own lives and provided role models for all of us." 

::~ Rober~ Sh¢-~Iedy=s bcok and 

9reeling c~srds hom Amerlcsns 

Who Tell the Truth 

Robert Shetterly’s beautiful coffee- 

table book and greeting cards 

X:: Portraits f tom Robe~l 8helleri:~,~s Ameri~3 ns V’~’ho Jell the Truth series 

[ 
Highlights from the last newsletter: 

Newsletter a rcil h,e 
:: WRY POWER IS biOTA DIRTY WO~D 

What if there were a wholly different way of seeing the challenge that gets at the very root of our 

powerlessness... 

[ 

Get tight with your water budget, live large on dishwater, save some rain, and get your activist feet wet (really) 

:: L~V~ DANGEf~OUSL~’: f0 ~ASY S’F~PS 

When Shannon Hayes made a list of easy steps for becoming a radical homemaker, she didn’t realize just how revolutionary 

they were. 

Paper v 

Does buying 
I the 

recycled 
I tc, res! 

household 
I 

paper products I 

make that much I 

difference? Are there any 

better alternatives? 

Long Live the I 
the I 

Art of 
I videc I 

~rri,~}~ting 
I Que J 

"TMnR like a j Viva e: I 
bee ver." ’’ 

Andrew Mascareflas exptaias 

how to farm in the "highest 

desell in the world." 

::~i VaF Jcn~:-s speaki!lg ~ 

Watch Van Jones on how to 
~utt America back together. 

Y’ESi Video: rt;s 

Everybody’s Water. 

Cquslav the dog ~hoto 

by Mict:ael Dalby 

~t’s Everybody’s W’ater 

It’s time we fefl in love with the 

bundle of atoms that makes 

Earth possible. 
! 

Catch a b3ste of h’E£~! M~3gazin~. lq,’ us for FREE witl~ the Waler issu~ 

We never sell or share our °mail list. Use this ~ink if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

t~ianaga your °mail subscriptions I If this °mail was forwarded to you, sign up for your own YE~! ~ewslettars 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VISTAOutreach@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, August 4, 2010 2:46 PM 

allycrJn@emaJ], unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder August 2010 

If you are having problems viewing this email, please visit us online. 

i.~.i Viewfinder, VlSTA’s online publication that brings poverty issues into focus. August 2010: Vol. Ill, No. 5 

The Education Issue 

~ii Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Wednesday, August 11,2010 8:47 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Drip, drip, drop! Measure your water footprint 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

YES! Education C .... ction Newsletter 

::X:: YES! Magazine logo 

YOUR 8TOBIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

Dear Educators, 

In the heat of summer, we especially appreciate the gift of 
water to nourish our gardens, to cool us off, to quench our 

thirst. 

With water shortages looming, many citizens are taking action 

to conserve water--from setting up gray water systems to 
using water-efficient showerheads. YES! Magazine’s water 

solutions issue, "Wil~ There Be Enough?" introduces your 
students to people and ideas that will help them think about 

their relationship with water 

We’re also pleased to feature education resources from the 

Water Environment Federation that will have your 

students monitoring local watePways and conducting hands- 
on water science projects¯ 

As you embrace these last few weeks of summer, celebrate 

water by paying attention to how you use it. Remember to 
water plants deeply and less frequently! 

i.~ Jing Fong, 

Education 

Outreach 

Manager, 

YES! 

Magazine 

SHARE WITH 
YOUR NETWORKS . 

Education 

Outreach Manager, 

YES Magaz ne 

::~i into the wa~el! Photo bi Hamachi 

tlickr.com/ph ot os,’m a v,~a ri 

Photo by Hamachi flickr.corn/photos/mawari 

CURRICULUM AND 
RESOURCES 

WORDSTHATINSP~RE 

YES! Poste,~s 

YEB! POSTERS 

Our most popular graphic 
magazine spreads are 

available as full color 1 lx17" 

posters¯ 

R EN E~¢: SPECIAL OFFER 

Renew your teacher 

subscription today at special 

discount rates. 

YES! KLEAN ¯ 

KANTEEN® 
:: ::~:: :: YES! 
...... Klea 

Instant n 
Inspiration* Kant 
(*J ust Add een 
~Tater) 

P.S. Sign up for a free one-year introductory teacher subscription today! 

Teens Care for Their Loca~ River, "rhett Way 

With an overabundance of interests and distractions, how in the world do we get teenagers to take care 

of their local watershed? Peter Donaldson’s carrot is the opportuni~ to produce smart, hip videos and be 
the on-air expert. The reward is not just a healthier watershed; it’s young people feeling valued¯ This ie 

Peter’s story¯ 

MORE OF YOUR STORIES: iHota! The Future is Now. Race Has Everything To Do With It. G~owin9 Good People¯ 
Beauty of Teenagers. Free ~o Be I~’le. Chicken Soup for the SOUl. 

SEND US your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators 

Support our 

work and 
support the 

planet too. 

’YES! teacher 

subscription offer 

Get a FREE Year of YES! 
Apply for a free one-year 



fiickr co n~/ph c, b3s/Iwi 

Photo from Water Brwirom’:~enl Federation’s E~,eras 

For many of us, it is hard to imagine a world without an abundance of fresh water¯ To many young people, water is a hot 

shower, or something you put in a squirt gun for rip roaring fun. At the end of the day, however, water means so much 

more Clean, accessible fresh water is essential to a healthy life 

The goal of the Water ~nvi[o~l merit Federation (WEF) is to ensure clean water for all WEF has developed a range of 

engaging water-related classroom resources in partnership with grassroots and educational associations, such as the 

National Science Teachers Association¯ From the World Water Monitoring Day outreach program to hands-on science 

experiments on stream water quality, WEF resources will point you to ways your students can learn to protect and 
preserve the planers water resources¯ 

::~ YES! F’,~tel Watemhed Mornellts Illustlations by 

$ Big Ideaa to Make Water Laat 

Did you know that only 2.5 percent of the Earth’s water 

is fresh? The Watershed Moments poster’s illustrations 
help your students learn how to make this precious, 

limited resource last Take care of the source, share the 
water, and use it wisely 
[ 

~ 
Juat the Fae{e 

Americans use an average of 116 
gallons daily for showers. That’s how 

much a person uses for even/thing in 

Algeria. This infographic reveals to 

your students why the US. has the 
world’s biggest water footprint 

~ 
Now Wa~er is 

Wasted on 

Efectricity 
Power plants suck 

more water out of the 

nation’s watersheds 

than any other single 
user--more than 40 

percent. This chart 

convincingly explains to your students why we need to 

find energy alternatives now. 

The Page that Counte 

Numbers of wild tigers plummet, while 

Teach for America applications set 
records And, apparently, 35 percent 

of Americans believe they are one of 

the world’s greatest assets¯ Get your 

fun facts here! 

introductory subscription to 
YES! Magazine 

What Does ....... 
Power Mean 

France 
s 

to Yoa? Moore 
Author and i..a ppe 
Small Planet Piloto 
Institute by Paul 
founder Dunn 
Frances Moore 

Lapp� pushes 
us to rethink 

the idea of 

)ower from being about 

something controlling and 

scary to something freeing and 
dynamic¯ 

~IOBO 

What Do    I :’,;~;,’.’, 

Former teacher I 
and poetry     ’ 

slam a~ist Taylor Mall doesn’t 

hold back responding to this 

double-edged question¯ 

lED talk oll the gulf oil 

spill al~d our oc~aa ns 

What It’s Oit About 

Blue Ocean Institute founder 

Carl Safina unabashedly lays 

out the consequences of the 
BP oil spill for your students, 

identifying the unseen culprits 

and victims¯ 

It’s Everybody’s Water 

Your 
students ~ 

(and you!) will 

love these 
pictures of 

creatures, 
great and 

small, who lap 
from this 

fountain of life¯ 



From measuring your water footprint to understanding the impact of the BP oil spill, here are some compelling resources 
for your classroom of local and world citizens. 

H2O Conserve 
Using water wisely is something that anyone can do, but it requires time and awareness H20 
Conserve’s water footprint calculator reveals how much water your students use daily and where they 

can improve. 50 ways to save water from free to long-term investments--are offered, too. 

Oil Spill Re,~o~rces 

The biggest oil spill in U.S. history has raised many questions, but there is, so far, little 
consensus on recovery and prevention. Here are resources to help your students make 

sense of this travesty and begin the healing process. 

"Winter r~oel~s A~ong the Rio Grande" 
by Jh~my Santiago Baca 

"Sometimes I stand on my river bank 

and feel the water take my pain, 

allow my nostalgic brooding 

a reprieve. 

The water flows south, 

constantly redrafting its story, 

which is my story 

rising and lowering with glimmering 

meanings .." 

Do you have a spot in nature where you go to for refuge? For inspiration? For 

peace? A place where you feel safe and free of judgment? 

The Rio Grande is sacred to Chicano poet laureate Jimmy Santiago Baca. Baca 

is in awe of this river, where he pours out his feelings and thoughts of this 

world. To read the complete poem and how you might inspire your students to 

step outside to receive the gifts nature provides, ~’~i~’k here. [ 

Cot!ale% NM Fhoto by David 

Bales. davJdbsles corn 

An acequia in the village of Corrales, 

along the Rio Grande in New Mexteo 

Photo by David Bates. 

:.~:: O~g~nJc mustard seed 

oil. Pholo by Suzsnna 

Use this photo to ask your 

students what they notice and 

are wondering. Then share the 
surprising facts behind the 

image to connect to greater 

understanding and discovery. 

DOWNLOAD :: 

"Visua~ Leamb~g Lessr~n Plan 

We never sell or share our email list. Use this til’~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 

~anage your email subscriptions I If this email was forvzarded to you, sign up for YE~J~ newsletters. 

~,;el~t~¢’[ ’~’ES! Ed~¢’atior~ I Support our Education Program: #.~a~e a t~×-ded~¢’[ib~e do~ation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 19, 2010 5:10 PM 

UNC Alumni & Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

2010 BAR Registration & Award Recipients 

BAR Header 

O nil ne registration is now open. Visit ~.~!~?.[}~:.!~?.~:,:.¢.~!.~.~#.~: to submit your online registration today! NOTE. Registration brochures will not be 

mailed ~his year aad will be available to download from the website. Our host hotel, the ~.h.~..~&~.o..n..!~.h.a.~.~..~..!).[!!~..is sold out. A list of overflow 
hotels has also been posted online. 

2010 Sponsors 

A heart-felt thank you to this year’s sponsors for their generosity and continuous support of the U NC Black Alumni Reunion. 

Chancellor’s Level ($10,000} Dean’s Level ($2,000 -$4,999) 

~.~£~.~..~?~):~!.z~!~£~.~.~..~.~. 

Visit a~umni.unc.eda~bar for information on how you or your company can become a reunion sponsor. 

EIoise Crowder Beech 11921-2010 

The wife of the late Harvey E. Beech ’52, Eioise Crowder Beech, passed way on Aug. 7 A retired educator and black pioneer in her 
own right, she was the first woman to serve on the board of trustees for her alma mater, North Carolina Central U niversit~. Active in 

numerous social and civic organizations, she was a charter member of the Kinston Alumnae Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. 

and a member of The Links, Incorporated (~. 

Harvey E. Beech Award Recipients and Light on the Hill Society Scholars (LOTB} 

Congratulations to tl-fis year’s Beech Award recipeints and LOTH scholars. Each will be honored during the LOTH Scholarship Awards 
Banquet on Friday, Oct, 29, 

Outstanding Alumni 

Rochelle Ri~e~.~ I A~h’ed "A~" White ’76 I Phail nr= Jr. 

Outstanding Faculty/Staff 

Outstanding Senior 

Christen B’anea G~enn 

LOTH Scholars 

Fondest BAR Memories 

As the planning committee works to commemorate 30 years of BAR, we’d like to hear your fondestJmost memorable BAR moment. 
Memories can be posted on the .#.,~.:.9.,..[!"!.~.~#Ag~’..#~=!=~:~’=~ Note: Comments may be used for marketing purposes. 

30 Years of BAR Commemorative Souvenir Journal (~ 
Take this opportunity to commemorate 30 years of BAR, celebrate your milestone class anniversary, your fraternit~dsorority 

anniversary or pay tribute to an alum nus who is no longer with us by placing an ad in the souvenir journal. Ads are reasonably priced 

to fit any budget. The submission deadline is Thursday, Oct. 7, at 5 p.m. (EDT}. Questions? E-mail bar~unc,edu or call (919) 962~ 

7054. 

Senate Approves James A. Wynn ’75 for U.S. Court of Appeals 

The Honorable James A. Wynn Jr. ’75 has been appointed to the 4th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. A former recipient of the Harvey E. 

Beech Outstanding Alumni Award (2008), Judge Wynn will fill a vacant seat on the 4th Circuit, one step below the U.S. Supreme Court. 

Currently serving on the N.C. Court of Appeals, Judge Wynn was nominated by President Barack Obama. 

N.C. Department of Commerce Names Henry McKoy ’95 Assistant Secretary of Commerce 

Henry McKoy ’95 has been named assistant secretary for community development. He will oversee the departments community 
development programs, which provide the state’s less prosperous communities with resources and services to help them plan for 

9rowth, encourage economic development and address community needs 

BSM and BSM Subgroup Alumni 

Were you a member of the BSM, Black Ink, Ebony Readers Onyx Theatre (EROT), Harmonyx, Opeyo! and/or the UNC Gospel Choir? If 
so, we’d like to hear from you. We are working on a project to compile a list of BSM and BSM subgroup alumni. It will take about one (1) 
minute to submit your information online. !~9.~A!~.#..!~3.9.?=&!A££.[!!.~[£[’.[~. if you’ve already submitted your information, many 

thanks; no need to resubmit. 



Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Kamala L. Uzzell ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Katrina Y Billingsley ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Vice Chair 

Afflility reunions and GAA supported scholarshl;es for CUtTent Carolina studen ts are made possible by dues paid by more than 66, 000 GAA 

members. We hope you wilt consider becoming a GAA member todaJL. "/our Alumni Association is a valuable resource tha t can help you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University’. 
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To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VistaOUTREACH@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, September 1, 2010 1:33 PM 

allycrin@emaJ], unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder September 2010 

If you are having problems viewing this email, please visit us online. 

~i Viewfinder, VISTA’s online publication that brings poverb! issues into focus September 2010: Vol. II1~ No 6 

The Education Issue 
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From: YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Sent: Monday, September 13, 2010 7:06 PM 

To: allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Subject: 5 Perfect 10s 

In this newsletter, a prex4ew of the new issue of YE!! Magazine, 

Ready for Anything 
Build Resilience Now For Hard Times ~lead 

srtic~e 

$’f8 SUBSCRIPTION 
A year of YES! Magazine for 
just $15. 
Plus a bonus issue. 

NON-PROFIT. INDEPENDENT. 
SUBSCRIBER-SUPPORTED. 

friend 

inspire action for a 

better world. 

~i 10 Resilient Idess for Building Community 

be, ekee~i~9, 

No fortune? No skills? No problem How a novice builder used mud--and 

teamwork to make a house from scratch. M©RE 

Brian kiloia had never built angthin~ before he took on the task of buildin~ his own 
home See how he turned a mixture of straw, clag, and sand into a uniquelg cozg 

~lace to live. 

building ot a ecb house. Here, the 
ligt:~ Ecru ~he w~r:do,,~s tails on the 

Low-Impact Bike As You Return of the Processing Beekeeping Reclaim, Making Fruit    Get Off The Sunshine on 

-- Urban Living-- Are -- Mercantile _ Food Where_ On City _ Repair, _ Public -- Grid -- the Menu 
the Food Is     Rooftops        Rebuild 

:: NOTYETASUBSCRIBERTOYES!. ? 

Take us up on this introductory offer to subscribe today, star~ing with the 
Resilient Communities issue. Just $15 for a year of YES! (regular price $24), 

pills an extra issue free. 

:: SHARE THESE 

10 RESILIENT IDEAS 

WITH FRIENDS 

~.~NDELL BERRY F’:~OS’FER 

17 rules to help you build a 
thriving and sustainable 

community. 

ME8! Poster: Wendell 

B®rry’s !7 Ruies Iota 

Sustainable Communlty 

A Climate Bilf ~ 
Tha~ Can 

I :L hands~ 
Pa~s 

I Pi~oto 
Howthe cap- 

I by 
and-cash-back I m.:t ~c~..Ij 
bill can clear a I /fl~ck=~ 
deadlocked    ~ 

Senate~and make mo~ 

Americans be~er off, 

:: ~ORE STRATEGIC THINKING: 
YES COMMEMTARIES 

Rebecca 

SolnJt’s latest 
book explores 

communities 

that rise to the 

challenge of disaster. 



Ways to Solve the Jobs Problem 

[ :~: ]More farms, less agribusiness. 

I:~: ]More repair, fewer products. 

I :~: ]More recycling, less mining. 

~More renovations, less construction. 

~More restoration, less destruction= 

~ More bike paths, fewer highways. 

~ More local businesses, fewer megastores. 

~More dishwashing, fewer throwaways. 

~More education, less advertising. 

~ More clean energy, less fossil fuel 

r 

flickr o:.’mipilotosi ~iex ferguson 

Everybody loves a list. In that spirit, here are 3 more of your favorite YES! lists, from Jen Angel, David Korten, and Colin 

’No Impact Man" Beavan. 

Lessons in dedication, 

solidarity, love, and recovery, 

five years after Katrina. 

By Rebecca Solnit. 

,Jazz fu:lara] .stree~ 

parade in New Orleans. 

Piloto by N. K:ebill 

r 

~[] PHOTO ESSAYS 

i.~:ii One of Bank~!:s images 
in New Orleans 

Banksy Street 

British street artist, Banksy, 
makes his mark in New 

Orleans 

C’~hciai prcgram The 
...... Woi!len’s Su ff;~ge 

F’:-ocesslon, Washington 
D C: Ma rail S: 1 g 13 

The Ro~.~d to Women’s 
Suffrage 

Remembering the long fight for 

a woman’s right to vote 

10 Common Sense 

rds time we the people declare our 

_independence from the money- 

favoring Wall Street economy 

10 Ways to Char=~e Your ]..ife {Not 
Juet Your Light Bufbe} 

Colin Beavan shares his ideas for 

_powering cultural change See "No 

Impact Man’s" picks for a climate- 
friendly life. 

:: GET THE POSTER 

Here are two new blog posts from Radical Homemaker Shannon Hayes, and the editor’s pick of the top online stories of 

recent weeks. 

On Facing Judgment 
Live radically, and you’ll inevitably face the judgment of 

others. For Shannon Hayes, loving unconditionally is the 

antidote 

Movies, My Kids, and Me 

_ Shannon Hayes used movies to give her daughters-- 

and herself~an occasional break. Then they began to 

take over. 

free house VVhs~ I~appened it: fly:n::j overs field in Jot::l Robbins ’ book 

~1 
the Gaff? Ripi%’, Mississippi The New Good L~fe 

// Photo by 

My Tiny, Free House F~aming For Change A Month Without What ~s Real 

Michael Janzen had a bi~ How we tell the story of a ~oll]a#to We’ve been measuring 

addresses the Netroots Nation 

conference, sharing his ways 

to "put Americans back to 
work and pull America back 

together." 

~] Poel Tanys Davis in iler 

Howto Be A~one 

What can we learn about 

ourselves when we let go of 

our fear of loneliness. A poet 

offers her advice in this quirky 
video. 

Faftan F~uit ~ 
Fruit from trees I zT. fr,:x~ 
on public land 

I Ii~a 
is free for the J ddeo 
picking. Fallen J Fallen 
Fruit’s maps ’ 

show locals where to find it, 

Pete Beeper: Dol?t Give Up~ 

Don’t Give In 

As Willie Nelson taught us, you 

just can’t play a sad song on a 
banjo. Folk legend Pete Seeger 

unveils his newest protest 

song. 

t0 Thh~gs S~,ience Says Will 
Make You Nappy 

Scientists can tell us how to be 

happy. Really Here are 10 ways, 

with the research to prove it 

:: GET THE POSTER 

Signs of Life A fl,swer bre~sks 

flickr corn/photos/oter 

Magazine graphic. ] 0 

lo Clhange ":’our Life 

lO things Scia~e,s Says 
M~ke You Eap~z 
Magazine g:aphic 

~ VIDEO 

’:Love 
f.h.wder" 

Van Jones 



house and a big mortgage, better world matters--and April D~vila wondered what happiness in all the wrong 

Then the financial crisis hit, _the best way is to live the _it would take to cut the GMO _ways What’s the pathway 
and he wondered just how alternatives we advocate, giant out of her family’s life. to true quality of life? John 

small, and how cheap, a She found that it was far Robbins finds out how to 

house could be. more entrenched than she’d live better in an age of less. 

ever realized 

t 

Signs of Life 
Small Stories About Big Change 

Car~ada Extends Coneerva~iof~ A~ea 

to Seafloor 

Victory in the 25-year struggle to protect 

the "Galapagos of the North"--from 
mountaintops to the bottom of the sea. 

The resolution to act on the world’s "most violated human right." 
[ 

8,tadents Score Victory for Honduran Workere 
How the "Just Pay It!" campaign on college campuses netted $1.5 million for Nike garment workers. 

Highlights f ........ t .... lett .... 

New~lelter ~;chive 
:: Atq END ~’O CO~4$[AN’f WA~ Seven reasons we’re always at war.., and seven ways to quit. 
[ 

Felton, Calif, took back its water supply~and your town can do it, too. 
[ 
:: I"H~ STORY OF COSI~T~CS Annie Leonard explores the toxins in our bathrooms, and what to do about them. 

[ 

..... se~,,i,,,ors lithe up. tot 

drinking water. Ph,slo by 

Nicholas SrocksiCb:fa m 

8 Ways You Can He~p 

gaMstan (and the Rest of 

The Pakistani people need our 

help. Here’s how we can help 

now and also reduce the 

number of future disasters. 
By Sarah van Gelder 

% Another Top 10 Peoplewh,sl,x;ve’f[ES! [hCy~sllsubscribet,sYESi Maqazine. FIND OUrWH’K.. S:JBSCRIBE TODAY! A? $1£OF:F:ER 

We never sell or share our email list. Usa this ~if)k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[~taf~ag~. your email subscriptions I If this email was folwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 19, 2010 12:15 PM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

BAR Updates I September 2010 

BAR Header 

2010 Sponsors 

A heart-felt thank you to this year’s sponsors for their generosity and continuous support of the UNC Black Alumni Reunion. 

Chancellor Level ($10,000) 

Provost Level ($5,000 - $9,999) 
The Hawthorne Pharmacy 

Dean Level ($2,000 - $4,999) 

B~ae Cross B~ae Shield of North Caro~in~ 

Carolina Level ($500 - $1,999) 

Old Well Level ($250 - $499) 
M idnite Express 

Visit.#~.~!~’[).D!:.g~3.~:£~!#~{~’~,A[..for information on how you or your company can become a reunion sponsor. 

Registration Reminders 

Registrations are steadily coming in for this year’s milestone reunion. As you continue to make plans, please keep in mind the following: 

The registration deadline is 5 p.m. (EDT) on Wednesday, Oct. 13. 
Registration will reopen on Thursday, Oct. 28, at 6 p.m. and Friday, Oct. 29, at 3 p.m. in the lobby of the Sheraton Chapel 

Hill. Registration will also take place on Saturday, Oct. 30 at the Belltower (3 hours prior to kickoff). 
IMPORTANT: If available, event ticket pricing will increase for on-site registration ($5- $10). Pre-registration is strongly 

reccommended. 
GAA member discounts only pertain to the GAA member (for example, if you are a GAA member and your spouse/guest is not, 

the event tickets for your guest will be at the nonmember rate) 

Be the Match 

This year, BAR will collaborate with the Durham Chapter of Jack and Jill of America, Inc. and the Triangle Park Chapter of The Links, Inc. 
to faciliate a ~9.):~.t..~#~.£~3..registry drive. This event is aimed at encouraging alumni to join the bone marrow registry. When you come 

to a donor registry drive, we will explain what it means to join the registry, help you understand your commitment_, answer your 

questions and help you through the process. Joining is easy - a simple swab of the cheek and that’s it. Results will be used to 

determine if you are a possible match. 

We are tentatively scheduled to conduct registry drives during registration at the Sheraton Chapel Hill on Thursday, Oct 28 (6 - 9 p.m.), 

Friday, Oct. 29 (3 - 8 p.m.) and at the Tailgate on Saturday, Oct. 30 (time TBA). A few seconds of your time could mean a lifetime 

to another! As the reunion date nears, additional information will be posted on ~dur~ni. anc,edu,~bar. 

30 Years of BAR Commemorative Souvenir Journal 

Take this opportunity to commemorate 30 years of BAR, celebrate your milestone class anniversary, your fraternity/sorority 

anniversary or pay tribute to an alum nus who is no longer with us by placing an ad in the souvenir journal. Ads are reasonably priced 

to fit any budget. The deadline submission is Thursday, Oct. 7, at 5 p.m. (EDT). Questions? E-mail I##.[~Ar~[;.~9[=t#. or call (919) 962- 
7054. 

BSM and BSM Subgroup Alumni 
Were you a member of the BSM, Black Ink, Ebony Readers Onyx Theatre (EROT), Harmonyx, Opeyo! and/or the UNC Gospel Choir? If 

so, we’d like to hear from you We are working on a project to compile a list of BSM and BSM subgroup alumni It will take about one (1) 

minute to submit your information online .C..51~?.#.[~I~’.~!.~.[L~..#.[~!~??.#.[.[,g~:[&. If you’ve already submitted your information, many 

thanks; no need to resubmit. 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Kamala L Uzzell’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Katrina Y. Billingsley ’96 

2010 Black Alumni Reunion Vice Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA-supported scholarships for current Carolina students are made possible by dues paid by more than 65, 000 GAA 

members We hope you will consider becoming a {~AA m¢mbe¢" ~odaz Your Atumni Association is a valuable resource tha t can help you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Tuesday, September 21, 2010 8:48 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Ready for Anything? 

The Resilient Communities Issue 

Dear Reader, 

I sit behind my cabin and look up at sun filtering through the massive cedar 
trees and hear the same wind rustling the tree needles as has been heard 

for thousands of years. I have food to eat, a place to lay my head, and my 

family is safe. But I know many others are not so lucky, and not a day goes 

by when fm not aware of the crises we all confront as natural and social 
systems fall apart 

rll confess that while YES! and oti]ers i]ave warned about the crises for 

years, I didn’t think they would converge so soon. So what are we to do? 

This issue of YES! shows how people are creating more resilient ways of 

life in the face of uncertain times--turning to eaci] other for the security they 

don’t find in the business-as-usual world. 

We too can ground ourselves in the hands-on work of growing food, 

becoming energy efficient, and fostering relationships of respect and 

appreciation. We don’t have to wait for an election or a petition to sign We 

can just get on with the community work that will allow us to live better ... 
together. 

See what’e inaide the Resilient Communities issue, and if you’re not 

already a subscriber, make this issue the first in your subscription with this 
epeeta~ introductory $15 o~fer. 

.~j Read~,forAn),~hir~£] Build 

Resilience Now For Hard Times 

Ahead the cove: of ~t:e Fall 

2010 issue of "~’ ES~ Magazine 

:: WE~3 SPECIAL: jus[ $t5 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
I 

:: PEEK INSIDE THE ~ES~MENT 
CO~ UNH1 E~; IS~;U E 

Wishing you all the best, :: SHARE WITH 
YOUR NETWORKS 

Sarah van Gelder 
Executive Editor, YES! Magazine                                           r 

Crash Cou~se in R~&silienc£i? 8aush van Gelder’s 

Craeh Coulee in Resilience 

With the economy still shaking and peak oil and climate 

change on the horizon, it’s hard to plan for tile future. 

Here’s a no-regrets strategy for building resilience into 
’our life t 

:: JU~,T THE FACTS: ~,~;H Y F~ESH4ENCE MATTERS 
Why build resilience now? Because here’s what we 

can’t rely on ,, 

~n U,S, l"ransition Towns, the Big 
Challenge is Bringing People 

Togethe~ 

When it comes to local resilience, it 
takes all kinds: Building bridges for a 

post-oil America. 

...... Expo sign 
Photo 
cou!tesy 

USorg 

Skill Bp and ~arty Too 

Transition Towns make plans for an oil-poor future--and 

have a blast doing it. 
I ~’-’i Transition corfferer~ee i!l Devon, UK Photo by 

Mike G:-en,,,,iile 

publication in It~e US’ 
Subscrlbe to MEG! 

JOIN %~\N: SUBSCRIBE TO 

YES! TODAY 

A year of YES! Magazine for 
just $15. 
Plus a bonus issue. 

GWE "[HE G~FT OF YES! to 
friend 

YES! KLS’~\N ¯ ¯ 

KANTEEN@ 
Xlea 

Instant 
n 

Inspiration* Kant 
(*J ust Add een 

~Tater) 

Support our 

work and 

support the 

planet too with 

the healthiest, 

safest bottle you can get. 

Photo by Bi!ni F’athak 

"Emerging at the other end, we 

will not be the same as we 

were; we will have become 
more humble, more connected 

to the natural world, fitter, 

leaner, more skilled and, 



new book Censored 

repo:t by 
YES! Magazine Project Censored Awards, 

2oo9-2OlO 

Standard journalism comes through a filter: one that says "real news" is disaster, 

scandal, tragedy, and war And even then we don’t get the full story As a YES! 

reader, you already know there’s other news: stories of people buildin9 a better 

world, 

Project Censored has worked for years to uncover the most significant, 
underreported news stories of the year, In 2008, they began offerin9 a new 

feature: a chapter of the top underreported stories of hope and creative change, 
In their latest installment, Censored 2011, stories of powerful ideas and practical 

actions from YES! Magazine once again make up the majorit~ of the chapter, 

F:,.’ £:/~ C~ MqE S IOP,.’IE:S CHOSEN FOR’ CENSORED 20! ! 

.~:iI Vicki Robin 1 My lo-Mile Diet 

[ When Tricia Beckner asked me to 

/ only eat for a month what she can 

/ produce on her small CSA farm, 
J just to see what would happen, I 

was game We’ve widened the circle a little to include 

food produced within 10 miles of my home on Whidbey 

Island, with exceptions made for 4 essentials: oil, salt 

(+5 other spices), caffeine, and lemons¯ 

[ 
:: FOLLOW VICKI RODIN ON HER MONTH OF 

HYPERLOCAL EATING 

::X:: Grenville Public Market Photc by Even Leeson. 

flickr comipilotos/ec~ta [icis[£~077048704 

Go:ding 

DW Ed],~cation: How to 

Star~ a F[eeskool 
Who defines what schools 

are or what they teach? 

Why not you? 

square on a Photo courtesy 
M,sn opoly board ChiMhonoudng or.g 
Pholo LTy Aqan 
Cleaver 

Raise ~y Taxes, Ptease 

Why one wealthy American 
wants the Bush tax cuts to 

--expire and the estate tax to --rights at the center of our world than the one we 

be reinstated, collective decisions is taking knew. Here’s what people 

hold. are doing to prepare ... 

~i Canned fruit Photo 
...... by Wade Courmey 

flickr, com/photos/ 

eIpicos 

Ra~ti: Building A Wortd Fit Piolleers of the New 

for Chi~dre~ Norrn~ 

A movement to put children’s_We’re facing a very different 

Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will be posted 
online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

Enter the corn petitio~s 

"1 think, therefore I’m stumped." 

The best captione for this cartoon. 

YES! Mac 

Doclor 

:: L~UI[.DING YOU~ OWN NO~’~IE. TOGETHER                                                      Newsletter inch:re 
No fortune? No skills? No problem. How a novice builder used mud--and teamwork--to make a 

house from scratch. 

:: ’t 0 COMMON SENSE PRINCIPLES FOI:~ A NEW ECONOI~Y 
David Korten: "It’s time we the people declare our independence from the money-favoring Wall Street economy." 

:: i~&Y TINY. FREE HOUSE 
Michael Janzen had a big house and a big mortgage Then the financial crisis hit, and he wondered just how small, and how 
cheap, a house could be. 

ultimately, wiser." 
--Rob Hopkins, Originator of the 
Transition Town movement 

:: DOWNLOAD: QUOTE PAGE 

~or Fall 

Musical 

inspiration 
while putting 

out this issue: 

listen to tracks 

from 
Preaervatioe, 

Leonard 
Cohen’s Live 

~ London. 

~ PHOTO ESSAYS 

Reba fs ]SARKcycleJz,.?a 

..... h:Jrnsr:-powered movir~gj 

park 

Happy gark(ing) Day 

What does it take to turn 

parking spaces into lively 

public parks? Not much, it turns 
out 

Browne Mo:,ineux, 

Jouma]is[ ~;ld Randall 

Fqemmln9 Graphic 

Designer, ~wo of the Los 

An::je:e:los liv:r:9 car4ree 

Wit~out a C~.~r in t~e WoHd 
Los Angelenos tell stories of 

living car-free in the city 

~ VIDEO ~ 

Biomimiery i~l    Janine I 
If nature can I    TED I 

orchestrate    ~ 
something as 

beautiful as spring every year, 

perhaps it is time to look to the 

natural world to answer some 
of our own design questions 

h~lage from the video 

Scorei 

Score and Swap, For Free! 
One person’s trash really is 

another person’s treasure. At 

the inaugural swap organized 

by Score!, over 1,300 people 
attended to "score" new items 

and donate to a selected 

charity. 

~ FILM    ~ 

B~ack W~we 

A twenty-year 
fight between 

a small Alaska 

town and one 

of the largest oil companies 

shows the resilience of 
communities. 



We never sell or share our email list. ~.~se this ~i~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[~ ~nage your email subscriptions I If this email was fon~/arded to you, sign up for your own 



Celebrating Carolina’s Diversity 
FaIR 20t0 

GreeNngs fellow olumr!i, 

There’s nething quite lil<o Corelino in the 

~all Under tho~ pol:ent,gd b~ue sky, campus 

ie buzzing wi~h acl:ivi~y The (}loss of 20! 4 

campus life 

Alison ,Jordan 
Lathrop, JD ’95 

Along with their pillows, crates; sneakers 

ond iPods, students have brought new energy and inquisitiveness to 

inspire us it! ew:,rything we de; tMs yeor is no different 

They are Iookin,g [o us b) suppo!t or!d guide them. oncourage and 

Lets not disoppoint them. We all have o part to play in the iives of 

Corolina s diverse community of students, ond there’s no better time 

to be creotive and bold In the coming weeks you wiii be hearin9 more 

about the University s efforts oirned ot developing an innovotive culture 

on our campus This mitiotive-----~_~_@~£9_~3----ceinck~es w~th 

~he publication of a bool< ou[hored by Chancollor Heldon Thorp ond 

his coilooguo, Buok Goldstein. ti[ied Engines of lnnovadon-- The 

IX Ensines ot Entrepreneu@~l University in the 2?st 

Innc~ation Ce/}~f}!. ~[ challenges institutions of higher 

learning b Rx:us on solving reahwerld 

Members of our committee had the 

oppoiSunity to learn more about innovation 

ond the greater role it is destined to play on 

annual mee[ing in September. We heard directly flem the students 

e:<pioring woys we cot! develop our diversity iniNotiw.-,s with inr!ow~l:ien 

li]e Alumni Committee on Raaial ono: E[hrfic Diversity invites you k," 

and encouroges your suppmS 

Thanks for oil you do to moke Caroiina great 

Alison Jordon Lathrop, J.D ’95 



Ci~ai!, Alumni Cornmifl:ee on Raci~l and Ethnic Diversity 

Celebrating the life of Robe~la Ann 
Dunbar 

Robe~Sa Ann Dunbar; a beloved associate 

professor of African and Afro-American 

Studies at Carolina since 19Z4~ passed 

away July 8 at the age er 72. 

Dunbar came b) ~he University in 19e39 and 

~au,ght }n the histery department before 

joining what wee then the CurrksuIUlTi in 

African and A~ro--American 8~ud~es in 

1974. 

Robeita Ann Dunbar 

Student Spotlight: Meet Tyler Thomas 

By Jean Coble 

(re~nnted with ~ern?/ss/on from the UNC Schoo/of Government Master 

of Pubffc Adn?/r;/stratios newstetter Impact, votume 34, no 1, epilog 

Tyler Ti~omas grew up in Greensboro, 

N.C. tlut calls Pemtlreke home "Rebesen 

County is where a11 of my fi~m}~y ~s from," 

he says ’1 haw~ a large family with Io~s (ff 

Tyler explained that his family is par of the 

Lumbee tribe "My mother took an active 

role in ensuring we maintained a connection to our roots," he said "i 

apprec}ate that connection and really enjoy a~tending fam}~y gatherings 

and heiping my grandmother in the garden That’s when I l~ear great 

stories about our [an’si~y’s pasL" 

Alumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic 
Diversity wins CASE Gold 

:~.5] Case A~,~drd In June, ~i~e Council for Advancement and 

Support of Education (CASE) awarded a 

Gold C}rcle of Excellence #4e/ard h~ the 

Diversity Programs category to LJNC and 

~he Committee on Racial and El:hmc 

DM~rs~l:y ~o recognize efforts to fester a 

worX, CASE Circle of Excellence Awards acknowledge supedor 

accomplishments that have ]ssting impact, demo~sbate the highest 

level of p~ofessio~ahsm and de]ive~ exceptional results 



Beecham-Green 

Rosaiyn Beecham-Green has been 

appointed director of the North Carolina 

Health Careers Access Program ]he 

inter-institutional program, based at 

minority and economicaiiy diaa@ar!ta,ged 

t,’uild ,’in exl.qng ,o!%rar~]s by de~’el,’lpir~g ways to .sustain 

relal:k’ln.siXos wilh p’rogram pa!ticipanLs throl;ghoul the acad,gmic 

UNC pays tribute to first black 
undergraduates 

(e~(cerpt,gd h,gm a .story wrifl:en by Deborai~ Strange ef The Dai/y Tar 

He,.# en S,gpL 20, 20 ! 0} 

~] Fi~ Black Ul~derglIaduates John Lewm 

Brandon and Ralph 

and LeRoy Frasier 

came to UNC in 

1955, ene year after 

schools to b,~! 

unconstitutional. 

The trio spoke to more than I00 people on Sept 17 at the Sonja 

Hayr!ea Stone Cer!ter for R_Jack Culture and kiiatory a.s the Uniw~rs~ty 

marked the 55th anniveraary of their histork; enroiiment 

SERVICE: A mural on display at the 
Schoo~ of Government 

A new 50-foot mural 

ceiebrating the lives of 

thei! contribution.s to 

North Caroiina’a history ia 

on display at the Schooi of 

Upcoming events 

~ Feeces coming to PlayMakers Repertory Company 

~ Pauli #urray P%ect Celebration 

e Elie VVieael 1:o visit UNC Oct i0 



Diversi~y Educatior~ l-earn to hoid documerfl:ary viewings, 

Hispanic Heritage events run through Oct 15 

Aiumni Reunions 

Aiumni Committee on Racial and Ethnic Diversity hosts 

Wa.shir~gton D C. ew~nt 

Aiumrfi Commitb?e on Racial and Ethnic Diversity and 

Amedcan indian Cerfi:e~ host Pernb~oke, NC ewmt 

institute oF,~&fdcan American Research Conference on SuFfering 

and B~ack Theodicy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Friday, October 15, 2010 4:23 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Go Green! Go Simple! Preparing ~our students for an uncertain world 

[:~ YES! Education C ..... tion Newsletter 

YEs~ Educot~oo c .... ~on.ows~otter 

r 

Dear Educator,                                                  ::N:: ~mag~,fr,sm The P~,op~e’s Gro,se~y a film by Brahm 

Ahmadi 1or G~obal Oneness 
I hope your school year is off to a terrific sta~! With looming P-rojeo: 

cuts to education, many of you may have made changes in 

Similarly, people across the country are making adjustmen~ 
to protect themselves from potential crises~in this case, 

water, oil, food~and, simply, to live be~er. YES! Magazine’s 

resilient community issue, Ready for Anything, shares 

stories of people who are geeing backto basics, learning 
new skills, and turning to their neighbors for suppoA 

We are delighted to feature lesson plans, film sho~s, and 

discussion and activity guides from the G~oba~ Oneness 

students to build their own and their communi~’s resilience. Brahm Ahmadi forthe GDbal Oneness Projec~ 

YOUR STORIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

CL&SSROOM TOOLS 

CURRICULUM AND 
RE.~OURCES 

YES! EXEMPLARY ESSAY 

WORDS TNAT INSPIRE 

YES! POSTERS 
Our most popular graphic 



Jing Fong, 

Education 

Outreach 

Manager, 

YESI 

Magazine 

Best, 
SHARE WiTH 

YOUR NETWORKS 

Education 

Outreach Manager, 

YES! Magazine 

P.S. Forward this link for our Free one-year s~bscHptior~ 
to your colleagues, school librarian, or a new teacher. 

~ 
Powed:ul Learni#g Grows in New Orleans’ Lower Ninth Ward 

In tile Lower Ninth Ward of New Orleans, the devastation of Hurricane Katrina and the failure of levees 
and government support remain bluntly visible Despite the surrounding ruins, David Ferris and his 

colleagues, whose classroom is an old grocery store and urban farm, help students not only to be the 
change they want to see in their community, but also in themselves. Tibia is David’s story. 

MORE OF YOUR STORIES: Teens Care for R~ver, Their £V;~y. ~Hota~ The Future is Now Race Has 

Ever~hing To Do Wrth ft. Growing Good Peopte. Beauty of Teenagers. Free to Be ~e. Chicke# Soup ~or the 
Souf 

SEND US your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators. 

~] GIc,~ al Oneness Project logo                       -- %::AnjaiilmageDesaifr°m SeVafor ttleCafe:GiobalL°VeonenessAil’ Se~ZeproiectAil, 8 film by 

In these uncertain times, building individual resilience is 

crucial. But individuals need others for, in the end, we are 
all interconnected. 

The G~obal Oner~eea Project has gathered and filmed 

stories of innovative and brave people from around the 
world who believe we are responsible for each other and 

our shared global community. Its "Living Oneness" lessons for high school through university explore topics including 

sustainability, conflict resolution, spirituality, and economics. You’ll find its extensive video library brings these stories to 

life--and they are all downloadable for free. 

i:~ HowRasilientAraYou?YEE’.! MagazinagrapMc 

How Re~H~ient Are You? 

Have your students take this test to find out how resilient 

they are in today’s world. Are they comfortable asking 

neighbors for help? Do they buy local? Know how to 
repair a roof? After they find out their scores, you can 

show them tips on how they can boost their resiliency. 
r 

Facts 
graphic 

Just the Facts 

We can no longer rely on our 

investments, cheap energy, or a stable 
climate. These "Tell it like it is" graphs 

show wily we need to build resilience 

The Page that Counts 

Which has more employees 
worldwide~the renewable energy 

industry or WaI-Mart? What produced 
more military hospitalizations--battle 

wounds or mental i]ealth issues? The 

Page That Counts is your source for 

"you don’t say" statistics! 

Car~ You D~Y? 

Learn how to do what your 

grandparents knew--darn a sock, 
refrigerate without electricity, sweeten 

with honey. Ask your students what 
survival skills they know that their 

grandma or granddad might not. 

[r 

magazine spreads are 
available as full color 1 lx17" 

posters. 

RE.NEW: SPEC~L OFFER 

Renew your teacher 
subscription today at special 

discount rates. 

YES! KLEAN ¯ ¯ 

~AN’rEEN~) i×i YES~ 
Klea 

Instant n 
Inspiration* Kam 
(*J ust Add een 

,Water) 
Suppert our 

werk and 

support the 

planet tee. 

YES! reacher 
subscription offer 

Get a FREE Year of YES! 

Apply for a free one-year 

introductory subscription to 
YES! Magazine. 

Share Your 

From socks to ..... 
by 
Shira 

bikes to skills, Goidin 
sharing and g 
swapping 

lightens our 

carbon 

footprint and 
builds ties with 

other people. 

Besides, scientific evidence 

suggests sharing--not 
hoarding--helps people 

survive catastrophes 

VIDEO    
~ Bring or~ the 

Learning 

Revo~utiol’d 
In this 

humorous 

follow-up to his talk on 
creativity, Sir Ken Robinson 

pleads for a shift from 
standardized schools to 

"gourmet" learning centers 

where kids’ talents are 

nourished. 

~ 
’~he Story of 

Cosmetics 

Story of Stuff 
creator Annie 

Leonard 

investigates 

the toxins we 
rub into our skin on a daily 

basis, and what we can do 
about it 



The YES[ Exemplary Essay Project demonstrates how teachers can use YES! stories 
as the basis for thought-provoking writing It also gives students an opportunity to voice 

their opinions and show off their stellar writing¯ 

Read the featured essay Coald You Go Greets? by Ragan Foley, one of our latest 
classroom participants who responded to YES! article Christmas With No Preeente? 

by ’No Impact Man" Colin Beavan. 

Want an opportunity for your students to step up their writing and write for a real 

audience? Learn how to join the YES! Exemplary Essay Project here. 

The YES! Exenlpk~ni 

Essay Pr oie¢.4.. ~r’E~]! 

Magazi=se graphic 

What makes teenage brains unique? What would happen if we didn’t have oil? Here are two classroom resources that will 
inspire your students to explore individual and community resilience. 

~nside the Tear, age 

Mood swings? Risky behavior? Sleeping until noon? Frontline offers new discoveries on the teenage 
brain that can help us understand, even change how we treat, teenagers. NY 7~imes lesson plans have 

students conduct a symposium to reconsider rules on teen freedom and accountability given what brain 

imaging research reveals. 

",~.tor~d ",~.tithoat Oi~ Le~son Plane 

World Without Oil is a reality game that simulates the first 32 weeks of a global oil shortage Through a set 

of 11 stand-alone, interdisciplinary and engaging lesson plans, your students will understand the role oil 

currently plays in our economy and culture, and how to assess its impact on our future¯ For grades 6-I2 

I 
Stories that Light Up the Dark 
Family story of Victoria Hykes Steers. Ihupiat Tribe¯ 

"We do not control the environment, but we do control how we respond. 

My grandmother said that when you lose hope, you lose everything. 

My grandfather used to tell me I could keep certain sunrise moments alive 

in my memory .. 

When things get really bad, I go into those moments., and I’m okay." 

Stories can help us become resilient people, helping us through tough times. 

Elders in the I~upiat Community of the Arctic Slope in Alaska have kept alive an 

oral history of seven ice ages (nearly 350,000 years). Their stories have been 

sources of inspiration during troubling conditions 

To read the complete story passage and how you might guide your students to 
look back to moments of goodness or stories of family strength, click he re. [ 

~K:: NortilwestTerdtories 2009 

Pho~o by Hideyuki Kamon 

Northwest Territories, 2009 
Photo by Hideyuki Kamon 

Tsnya Davis uses 

peet~,, art, and music to 

@far sdvica for tackling 

one ot society’s biggest 

Howto Be A~one 

This quirky video uses music, 

poetry, art, and down-fa-earth 

filming (think hip, home movies) 

of our greatest fears--being 

~’~ The’Cone ot Silence 
F’iloto bi Brian 

Cone i~ the Cob 

Use this photo to ask your 
students what they notice and 

are wondering. Then share the 

surprising facts behind the 

image to connect to greater 
understanding and discovery. 

DOWNLOAD :: 

Visua~ Laarnb3g Less~3n Plan 

We never sell or share our small list. L~s~. #~is ~ink if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[~anage your small subscriptions I If this small was forwarded to you, sign up for YES! 

Contact YES! Ed[~catio~ I Support our Education Program: Make a [ax-ded[~ctible derma[ion 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <athgom@athgo.org> 

Sunday, October 17, 2010 7:45 AM 

allycfin@ema~l, unc.edu 

Athgo Newsletter 

Can’t read this email? Try this. 

Dates 

Afl~go b~ternational in Abu Dhabi 

December 5 - 6, 2010 

4th Annual Global Innovalion Forum 

Climate Change and Constructive 
Entmprenemship 
July 5-8, 2011 

Learn More 

Athgo International and the United Nations entered into an agreement on May 26, 2010, 

which establishes a general framework in which both Athgo and the [.IN will cooperate on 
i ssnes of common interest in the context of suptx~rfing the achievement of the Millmmium 

Development Goals throughout the World. 

Learn More 

Learn Morn 

Learn Morn. 

ICT and Development 

Internships 

Check out our fle:dble online 

internship programs 

Learn More 

Featured Video 

The d ?ii~ars ~TS~ccess 

Watch Video 

Yontube - Watch us 
Facebook - Become a fan 
Twitter - Follow us 

Donate Now      ] 

Access, com~ectivitv, education and content key to Digital Empowem~ent 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Verizon Wireless <VZWMail@Reply.Verizon~Vireless.com> 

Tuesday, October 19, 2010 8:43 PM 

ALLYCRIN@email.unc.edu 

Thank You For Your Palm Pixi Plus Upgrade 

.:P~::: i~i Verizon Wireless 

YOUR DIGITAL SIGNAL HAS BEEN 
..... AMPLIFIED¯ Thank you for your contin ued 

loyalty 

YOUR DIGITAL SIGNAL HAS BEEN AMPLIFIED. Thank you for your 

...... continued loyalty 

Verizon Wireless has carried your signal since 2007 and we appreciate your recent upgrade. 

Here’s a summary of your upgraded phone and plan, with all the information you need to remain a bona fide 

wireless aficionado. 

Allyson Criner 

:~:v 513 
Your New 

..... 0 Phone: 

Palm Pixi Plus 

Your New Plan 
AMERICA’S CHOICE II FAM SH PRI 

700 ANY UNL N&W/IN CALL $60 

$4510 0407 

Minute Allowance: 700 
Monthly Access Fee: $60.00 

Effective Date: 2007-09-29 

Mobile Telephone Number: 314-346-9573 

~i JUSTA CLICKAWAY 

You just have one more step, and ~:~i JUSTA CLICK AWAY 
your account setup will be 

complete. 

HELLO PHONE. MEET YOUR RULER. Use these informative tips to get more out of your device 

RULER. Check out these informative tools 

and get more out of your device. 



i.~.i Expand your Wireless Wisdom¯ Consult with Verizon Wireless customers in the Verizon Community. 

Join the Verizon Community to find answers tc i~ SHARE YOUR WIRELESS WISDOM¯ Consult with Verizon 

you r most pressing questions from Wireless customers in the Verizon Community 
customers just like you. Plus, you can also: 

B Learn through our new products and 

services blog 

~ Discuss your experiences in Forums 

~ Suggest ideas to Verizon Wireless 

Start sharing with fellow customers today! 

Join the Discussio~ > 

BECOME A GADGET GURU. Browse some of our hottest aocessories. 

MAKE YOUR PHONE A MEDIA MASTER. Customize your phone with cool stuff from our Media Store: 

Give your phone some personality with: 

Ringtones 

Ringback Tones 

MP3s 

Wallpapers 

And more! 

MAKE YOUR PHONE A MEDIA MASTER. Customize 

your phone with cool stuff from our Media Store: 

THE POTENTIAL TO CHANGE THE WORLD IS IN THE AIR RULE THE AlE 



"You’re allowing somebody to fulfill their potential to help in the world 
and do different things to make change happen." 
- Caroline Fish, Eve Carson Scholar, Class of ’11 

The Eve Carson Scholarship personifies two words we’ve all grown to understand so well, they 
often don’t require defining: the "Carolina Way." These words, first coined by beloved Coach Dean 
Smith, reflect the spirit of this University--excellence with integrity and heart. Eve Carson Scholars 
live each day in the Carolina Way, and exemplify the best in us. Generations of Carolina graduates, 
like Eve Carson Scholars, will leave this campus and carry on the traditions in which we all believe. 

We hope you’ll take a few minutes to view our 

Gifts from Carolina alumni, students and friends 
provide the necessary support to ensure that all 
students, including the Eve Carson Scholars, are able 
to reach their full capacity for positive change in their 
local and global communities. ~(.~:!£.g~.~. can fuel their 
important work. 

Trouble viewing the video? You may need to download the free Flash player, available at 

Fh;d Us On Facebook, Twitter, fouTube, Fiickr 



,~O~’s Jordan ’07, Joel ,Suihe;land ’07 and Oiav Sshoss,:~l,v ’08 teashed Top 

25 Fin~#st round in the 20f 0 AmeHca’~ Best Enb:ep#en~t~r~ contest with 

more students fike ~hem 

"IA~ have so muc!; F¢o~’k ahead of us Our to-do #st is nothing !ess 

than the 9~’eatest problems ot our t~me: cu~’e d~seases, and get 

those cu~’es to a# the people I’¢ho need them F/rid and invent clean 

energy inspi~’e students m our pub#c schoois Feed seven bil#on 

under.standing " 

--Chancelk)r Heiden Tho~# 

On Ock,’ber 12, 20!0, Chancelk~r Thorp laur~ahed 1:he r~ew 

Featured Young A~umni donors -- Rick 
Zadd ’08, Ryan Davis ’07 and Erik 
Helgesen ’06, APPLES treasurers pay 
it forward 

Quick Links ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

celebrating its 150 year 

wit}~ t}~,~! Urliversil:y’,~ efforts 

en[r,~!prerleurship into il:s 

sta~ed a new Social 

Innovation Fund The fund 

will be used to :i~d~.~:~@.?]~ 

innovative student 

programmm~ and to 

Young A~umni 

Councils 

The Your!g Alurr!ni Council 



{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{{ R/c#,, Zadd ’08, Ryan Oat,~s ’07 and EnA Heige,sen ’05~ p~st APPLES 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: challenge theft suooessors (and others) to do [he same 

events with the [he!’ne "lnsid,9 Carolina’L l-h,9 theme inciudes 

of the McCaskiii Center and book signing by Anson Dorrance in the 

spring, the council will be hosting a young alumni reception before 

the :.:..L!!.5!!!!LL!..[:.L’:i.~::)i. LLI.L’.iL.t’): i.’::: show Cirque ~loize on March I. 

Tickets for this show can be purchased at 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
............................................................................. 

(YAC} is ti~e pri!’na~y 

for young alumni YAC 

between the University and 

youn9 alumni in their 

regions They enceurage 

annual supporl: of the 

University and engage 

activH:ies that keep alumni 

}::~LhD.~:L~:~;~g.(~..[::: i::L : and 

,[.~:::Eb~:~L~:~ ff you are 

interested ~n joining, or 

learning mere shout one of 

the young akm~ni oouncHs, 

e-magi Meg Petersen at 

]wil~:erl 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 7:05 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Bragging Rights. Banking Wrongs 

THE YES! INTERVIEW: 

Rocking the Cynical Worldr 

She turned instead to British icon Billy Bragg, whose song- 
writing and activism are as relevant to today’s predicaments~ 

soaring economic inequali~, Tea PaAies, Glenn Beck, and 

racism~as Guthrie’s were to the Great Depression. 

On a damp Seattle Saturday in September, a YES! 
photographer and I met him at a coffee shop. He was milder 

and more personable than I had expected, smiling at us as if 

we were old friends I asked him to explain how a singer can 
help change an election, reach millions of young people, and 

use music to fight the fear and cynicism that is undermining the 

democratic process in both of our countries. READ Otq ,- 

Madeline Ostrander 

Senior Editor, YES! Magazine 

This i~ a~ ~dvan~e 

~:: Biiiy Brag9, pho~c,g!~ghed by Belly Udesen 

Y~S! Maga~’i:la 

Billy Bragg. Photo by Betty Udesen for YES! Magazine 

~ BILI..Y BRAGG LNE 

Billy Bragg performs ’~/aiting for the 

Great Leap Forward" and "A Reckoning." 

:: SHARE WITH YOUR NETWORKS |~ ~ 

~ 
7 Ways to Transform .~:: ~oks~.,-~ ,,p ~ $10 bil~ :n !,o,~t o! ~h~ U S. > ....... y 
Banking 

Fho~o 

by Fran Korten 

Are you as outraged as I am by Wall Street bankers with their 
fat bonuses, shoddy mortgages, and financial shenanigans? 

With the gridlock in Washington, I wanted to know what "we 

the people" can do to turn our fury into constructive action 

Here are E9).L~.D.)J’£[~’~4"~. I’ve learned that we can each do to 
build a resilient financial system that will serve real people in 

real communities MORE 

Tell us what you’ve done and add your own ideas in the 
comment section for this article. 

~ORE ON THE NEW ECONOMY: 

r 

ofJasor~ Ho;J~lon Ali !ights a round the worm Photo by 

B~sd flickr.com/photos/earl9 

Missing place, Photo W JerPi- 

C:hado2e Miller 

flick:" comiph olos,’ 

bisckbutterfiy 

A Day in the Life of a Bed,;Share 

by Bill McKibben 
What’s it really like to deal in regional 

currency? 

Time to1" a New Theo~V of MonaV 

by Ellen Brown 
By understanding that money is 

-- simply credit, we unleash it as a 
powerful tool for our communities. 

Missing: A Vtsion of Economic 

Poeeibility 
by David Korten 

-- "Neither of our bvo major parties has 

a credible vision for our economic 

future. And that’s why this is a 
moment of opportunity." 

Ihe Gift of YES! 
Magaz:ne 

THE PERFECT GIFT. 
A YES! GIFT SUBSCRIPTION 
BUY 1, GET 1 FREE 
Give a one-year YES! gift 
subscription at $20 and your 

second gift is FREE. Each 
additional gift is just $10. 

$t5 SUBSCR~’~QN 

Get a year of YES! Magazine 

for just $15. 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 54% OFF 

YES! KLr:~A N ¯ 

KANTEEN@ 
:: ::~;: :: YES! 

Instant 

Inspiration* Kont 
(*J ust Add een 

~Tater) 

Support our 

work and 

support the 

planet too with 

the healthiest, 

safest bottle you can get 

’F’epe, look what [ 

...... found’ Photo by 

photohollc 1 

i!ickr, co n-:/pt: ot osi ienb 

My Kide Bat Snaits 

Shannon Hayes: "When 
standardized curricula fall 

short, food can teach the 
values I want my kids to learn." 

:: SHANNON HAYES’ BLOG 

Raising 

F 

Byebrowe 

In his new 
book, Dal 

LaMagna 

offers advice 

on creating an 
honest 

business. Read YES! board 



A pond ne~r a horrl¢-s:~ead on Dar~,sing R~bbit’s 

neighboring spin-off~ Red E~srth F~srms. seR~es ss 

s~ AC aRer~at~ve ~ 1he muggy summers Photo by 

Reaching for Resilience 
10 ways that one rural ecovillage is building strong 

foundations for coming times¯ I 

[] rB=JtLDfi’~G A HANBB~iADE COB HOUSE 

See how Brian Liloia turned a mixture of straw, clay, and 
sand into a uniquely cozy place to live ... 

I Rosily Like ’{ou! Sig!l One of tile signs al Iile 

Rally t,s Reslora Sanity a=’~d/or F:ear 

Signs of Sanity (andtor Fear} 
Who knew that reasonableness could be so 
entertaining? Sure, Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart 

were there, but the clever (and moderate) signs were 

the best part of the Rally to Restore Sanity and/or Fear 

...... Spar:cling, Photo by : by Jed Racker/The 
D~s,,4d Neube~ Vc~ee News 
f~ckr eomipho~osi 
neub~e 

After the Campaign An Interstate B~cyclh~9 
Cash, the BacMash System 

The 2010 midterm A system of bicycle routes 

elections~he first since to connect the nation? It’s 

Citizens United opened the happening 
floodgates to corporate 

cash~were the most 

expensive in history¯ What 

happens nex~ 

~i Bee Photc by 

...... ~:iar~ksx 

flickr com,’photosl 

Xi Grcup hug, Phcto by 

flickr com/photos/ 

Bees for My Baa~,;ya~d Cal~ Small Group 
Pam’s next step for personal Organizing Save the 

resilience: bringing a wild Cot~Rtry? 

beehive home Without the support of 

others, we get drained, we 

burn out, we sit out 

elections, or we vote our 

fears With it, we can make 
real change 

Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will be posted 

online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

::X New ’~IES! CaRoon 

the corn petition 

"it’s fine, but I really wanted an Apple." 
The best captions for this cartoon. 

YES! Bsqana 

Phone 

Highlights from the last letter: .... 

Nev~sl~4Ie! archive 
:: 51 WAYS TO 8PA~K A COMMOdeS REVOLUTIO~ 
What you can do, alone and with others, to share life. 
r 
::~EAI. F~&~’~ILYW&LUES 9 progressive policies to support our families. 

:: ’IN THE FACE OF THIS T~UTH" 
How to have honest conversations about climate change, the future, and our hopes and fears. 

member Jill Bamburg’s review 

:: MORE REVIEWS 

Becorr’~ h’ig an 

Empathic 
Civilization 

Economist 

Jeremy Rifkin 

believes we 
can do it, and now he’s got 

cartoons to show how. 

:: BRETT DENNEN’S 
EMPATHY SONG 

~: Image from Reducing 

"{ ou r S peed 

Reducing Our Speed 

Why do we call life a journey 

and rush through it like it’s a 
race with a prize at the end? 
r 
:: 10 THINGS SCIENCE 
SAYS WILL MAKE YOU HAPPY 

The Story of E~eetronice 

Annie Leonard explains why 

"designed for the dump" 

electronics are toxic to people 
and the planet ... and what to 

do about it. 

N ’Jetferson ’ Photo by 
...... Suzarma Opton 

Iracf Veterans, 
Activists for Peace 

What men and women in 
uniform are saying about the 

human costs of war--and 

why we should listen. 

[ 
Fill the Void 

A response to 

the article 
above from 
Waldo r~ High 

School student Eleanor 

Stevens. 
r 



Ceiebra~e i e, 1o da~/s v,,t~ o~s~ spec a g ft s bsc ot o- prici~:g Give ! g:lt a~ $201 a~:d ~/our 2r~d 9iit is PREB. AND sdd as man,! additior~si gills ss ~/ou like 

..... just $10 each 

We never sell or share our email list. bse this ~ir:X if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

t,~al~age your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own Y~.8! ~ev~sletters 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College of Arts & Sciences <college-new@unc.edu~; 

Thursday, November 18, 2010 8:27 AlVl 

Carolina Alumni m~d Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC College News: New Faculty, Terriiic Teaching, hmovative Science Education 

Carolina Ar~s and Sciences Newsletter 

’][’he fall foliage is glorious here in Chapel Hill, 
where we have great news to report from the 
College of Arts and Sciences. In this issue we 

will tell you about new faculty, terrific 

teachers and innovative science education, all 
made possible by a combination of public and 

private support. 
view full story >> 

Dean Karen Gil 

Thanks to a combination of private and public funds, we have managed to hire more 

than 30 outstanding new tenured/tenure-track faculty for the College of Arts and 

Sciences this year. They represent about two dozen disciplines, and nearly two- 

thirds of them focus on international issues. Note than one third of our newest 

professors are supported by two major gifts to UNC from the William R. Kenan, Jr. 

Charitable Trust and an anonymous donor. 

Thirty years ago, alumnus Gordon Gray and the estate of his brother Bowman Gray 

established a fund to recognize and support terrific teaching across the College. 

Bowman’s son, Bernard Gray ’72, signifcantly enhanced the fund in 1999. Thanks to 

the family’s generosity, the College has supported 66 Bowman and Gordon Gray 

Professors over the years. In this issue we highlight one of them, Geoffrey Sayre- 

NcCord, distinguished scholar, teacher and chair of the department of philosophy. 

As director of the Office for Undergraduate Research, Pat Pukkila has turned 

Carolina into a national model for faculty and students working together on complex 

issues. Now she is tapping campus innovators to address several big challenges at 

one time: improve science education, put more science teachers in N.C. public 

schools, ensure that students from all walks of life become scientists, and support 

students and faculty all over the campus who want to improve the world. 

[N ~HE NEWS C©N[NG SOON [’,lORE N~?WS 

Read about College Search our events Read about all of our 

faculty, students and calendar .:- current News and 

alumni in major Events or browse our 

international and 
~’,’~JVE i~.~ ]HE COLi..EC::E ~archives 

national news media ~I- I I 11~,gre I Nake a Gift 

WebsiteVisit the CAS 

ii~iI                          
WebsiteVisit the UNC 1 

Coilege oi Ai~s & Sci,:s;:ces at d~e Uni,iers:[~, of N~_’.rti~ Carodna ~t Chspe} H:.}L [~: 

720072236 



FYI Carolina rFYlCarolhm(~mmedu:> 

Mo*~day~ 4:32 PM 

Innoval~on Push Targets Big ProNems/2 ~ Scholar Wirmera’3~h World R ar~Mr~g - November FYI Carolina 

Carolina has a new plan to produce basic knowledge with the highest irnpacL ’1He want to create an environment where 
people feel comfor~aMe taking risks and trying ~o address new problems," says Chancellor Holden Thorp, "The goal is ~o 

--engage everyone on campus, regardless of discipline." "Innovate@Carolina: Imporiant Ideas for a Better World" is a 
roadmap developed by Mumni and friends, along with faculty and students, Carolina has raised more than $11 million 
{oward a total $125 million goal to support {he plan. 

Chancellor Holden Tho~p; Athletic 
Director Dick Baddour and Coach 

__Butch Davis t.lpdated the Board or 

Trustees         as the facbfinding 
poCdon oi the investigation into the 
football program winds down C.iic.k 

LING has produced ~ 

since 1957 have been Morei~ead- 
Cain Program graduates. 

The London-basecl Times Higher 
Education magazine ~as ranked 
Caroiina 30~h orl a new list or the 
world’s top universities for 
U NC also is 21st among U S, 
universities 

~[::~t ,.’~,¢" ,~::l::~ ~>~" 

Admissions Director Steve Farmer 
says statistics alone don:~ ~eil ~he 
story of Carolina’s C~ass of 
Numbers can’t describe the true 
potential of applicants - or their 
c~aracter, or t~eir hea~. 

The University just opened a new 
__Variable Hali alld Mun’ay Hall in the __ 

Carolina Physical Science Complex 
- the most ambitious construction 
p[ojec~ in University i~istory. 

Fans adcling "Carolina BasKetball: A 
--Century of Excellence" to holiday __ 

si~opping can ~eceive 
!~:-:.-:, shipp !~9 before The 
UNC Press book features 175 
photos; the University benefits from 
a portion of the proceeds 

710072296 



From: 

Bent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Monday, December 13, 2010 8:52 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Homemade Prosperity :: Humanity, in Photos :: All in the Ohana 

~at Happy Families ~ow 
The Good ~fe? It’s Close to Home 

~ Hornemaee Pro~perEi: Bh~nr~on Hayes’ a~!~cP~ in th~.Wha~ H~ppy 

Homemade Prosperity 

Ihe Gift of YES! 
Magaz:ne 

Caught in the consumer trap? Radical Homemaker Shannon Hayes discovered ............................................................................................................................................... 

that producing what she needs at home lets her live on a fraction of what she 

thoughtshe needed. MORE 

3an:q~:qg ~ood at , 
....... home h~.lps    I Radical homemaking tips for everyone. 

~] 3 porlraits from 1he book Humt~nity 

Humani .ty, in Photos 
See this YES! selection of photos from the book Humanity: A Celebration of Friendship, Famiiy, Love & Laughter. The 

book is a stunning collection of color and black-and-white photographs from a major international competition to find 

extraordinary and geographically diverse photographs that celeblate humanity’s moments of intimacy, laughter, and 

kinship Featuring 150 images from around the world, and complemented by heartwarming and inspiring quotes, Humse 
is a touching tribute to our most treasured relationships. 

Friendship, Family L.c~/e and 

Become a Dedicated Friend o~YES! with a monthly donation of $5 or more, and 

’ou’ll receive 2 thank you gifts (Humanity, and the new food movie, Fresh), a 
subscription to YES! Magazine, and much more.. 

BuY 1, GET 1 FREE 
Give a one-year YES! gift 
subscription at $20 and your 

second gift is FREE. Each 
additional gift is just $10. 

DONATE and help us ~ 

inspire action for a 
better world. 

NONPROFIT 
INDEPENDENT. SUBSCRIBER- 

SUPPORTED 

BACK 
Treat yourself to 14 years of 

inspiring stories from YES! 

Magazine. 

NEED A BTOCKiNG- 
BTUFFER? CHOOSE 

YES! POSTERS 

Choose from our fourteen 

inspirational posters, 
including Wendell Berry’s 

rules for a sustainable 

community. 

YES! Poslers ir~dudir~g 

VVer~deli Berry’s 

Rides for s Sus:~sinable 

~"~] F:~srm wod,;er photo by 
...... Rick Go;don 

fUckr.ccmiphotosi 
rgordon 

-i 
j Change Comes From You 



All in d~e Ohsns, Pusneni Burgess’ ~icle in It:e Wilat Happy Faro:lies 

Knew issue of ’FEt:~! Maga::ine 

All in the Ohana 

HOW Hawaiians embrace the land, its abundance, and their responsibility to 

each other. MORE 

~i Perl oi the 

Puansni 

Photo by Paul 

Msgazine 

--BLESSINGS 
REVEALED 

Puanani Burgess 

tells the story of 
one student with 
a gila gift our 

schools are not 

cultivatin9 

HO’OPONOPO~O 

How Hawaiian 
tradition sorts out 
family disputes, 

X:: Puanani 

~s mongs! gi~snt 

ka pok trees 

Photo L%~ p.aui 

Re~eaming tBe SkilLs; of 

Community 
How members of Common 

Security Clubs help each 

other relearn how to live in 

communibj. 

himself in tile year 2100, 

Bow We S~ved the ~Let Ou~ "Fax Cuts Go" Finding Rooted~ess in 

Ctimate (a~d Ourselves) Why some wealthy the Age ot: V~dnerabitity 
Bill McKibben imagines Americans aren’t happy to In an increasingly vulnerable 

see their tax cuts continued¯ world, we’re searching for 

looking back at a century of rooted communities--and 

climate chaos and asking: what we can learn from 

What did it take to save the them. 
world? 

ill New’PEa! 
Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will be posted 

online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

Enter" ~he corn petitio~ 

"The Great Turning." 
The best c, aptions for this cartoon. 

YES! U psid~- 

:: TODAY’S FABqL~ES: FREER, MESSIER, HAPPIER 
These days, moms, dads, kids, grandmas--even neighbors--are sharing the work of family¯ 
[ 
:: SEX WITHOUT JEALOUSY, LOVE WITHOUT OW~ERSH~P 

Exploring open relationships can change our assumptions about intimacy and empowerment, 

:: JOR~ YES~ FOR NO ~MPACT W~EK 
Start the new year right: Join YES! Magazine readers and staff, and the No Impact Project for a week-long experiment with a 

radically greener way of life. 

alld Me 
by Fran Korten 

Tile truly good news is that, 

over the nearly 15 years since 

YES! was founded, the number 
of positive, community-based 

initiatives has exploded¯ 

finisl~ed Girl B~g 

Gila(bag} Your Cafa#dar 

Easy steps for turning your old 
calendars into holiday gift 

bags 

theWO~king ill 

Shadows 

"Please don’t 

make me do 
this [job] 

again--it is 

really, really 

hard." That’s what Stephen 
Colbert said to a Congressional 

committee on immigration, 

recounting his day as a farm 

worker¯ Gabriel Thompson’s 
response to the debate over 

immigration and employment 

was to spend a year 

undercover in the jobs most 

Americans won’t do. RE,~ ON 

:: MORE REVIEWS 

’~ FILM 

American Renegade: 

Confeasiona o~ a Radical 

Bumanie~ 

Abe Osheroff 
said that being I 

an activist was I    tf 

"the richest I 
way to live," I 
and the story I 

of his life, as I 

captured by 
two complementary 

documentaries, proves it, 



ma~y addltlonal .~i~ts ~ yoi~ lik,~ foriust $10 

We never sell or share our email list. Usa this tin~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 

Manage. your email subscriptions I If this email w~s foi~zarded to you, sign up for your own 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cal~olina Anmlal Fund <beth braxton@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 14, 2010 10:26 AM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <AllysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Support Carolina in 2010; get a tax deduction 

~:: Carolina Annual Fund - annualfund.unc edu 

Support from alumni, parents, faculty, staff and students is always crucial to Carolina’s 
excellence but is perhaps more important than ever during these difficult economic times. The 
University has absorbed a 5% reduction ($26.4 million) in state appropriations during the 
2010-2011 academic year, which comes on top of a 10% reduction in the 2009-2010 year. 
Budget forecasts for the 2012 academic year point to additional cuts that may be even more 
severe than in previous years, challenging Carolina’s commitment to protect the University’s 
instructional mission. Private support is crucial to maintaining the excellence we have 
all come to know and respect about Carolina. 

We hope you will t~!#.!~..#..~i~!.2!5~.~.Y to: 

provide merit- and need-based scholarships to more than 16,500 students; 

support faculty inquiry in the classroom and laboratory as well as real-world settings; 

expand and enrich resources in the University Libraries; 

introduce students to the wonders of undergraduate basic research and the excitement 

of the performing arts. 

To make a gift of appreciated stock, please call 919-962-4388. 

Happy Holidays to you and yours! 

Beth Gardner Braxton ’88 
Director, Carolina Annual Fund 

7 i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Saturday, December 18, 2010 9:05 AM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

Season’s Greetings from the BAR Planning Committee 

BAR Header 

Seaso~Ys Greetings 

With approximately 1,200 alumni and friends returning to celebrate 30 years of BAR, this year’s reunion was one of the best! Please take a moment 
to view the photos from the weekend and the anniversary video that is a pictorial presentation from the past 30 years May you and your family 

enjoy the holiday season and have a prosperous new year! 

Many thanks to the multimedia subcommittee for going through hundreds of photos to pull together the material for this presentation. The multimedia 

committee members were Desdemona Faison ’93, Sherry Haith-Clanton ’89, Natalie Haith-Edwards ’91, Rita Joyner ’09 (PhD), Ada Wilson ’06 and 

Nicole Wyche ’10 Set to music, the presentation is 5 minutes. Move your cursor along the bottom of the video to rewind, fast-forward or pause 

(view ~ideo) 

The excitement and celebration of the weekend was captured by the BAR photographer, Lauren Cowart ’07 You will need the following to view: 

> E-mail: bar@unc.edu 
> Password: bar2010 

Unable to attend this year’s reunion? View this year’s souvenir journal to read about our sponsors, Light on the Hill Scholars, BAR award recipients 
and to view the list of alumni and friends who attended (>~t?.~.lg.#.f.O.$!.z.:~.~:~.) 

Dr. Janet Southerland ’82, former BAR chair and current member of the Light on the Hill Society Scholarship board of directors, has been named 
dean of the School of Dentistry at Meharry Medical College in Nashville, TN. She currently serves as the chair of the Department of Hospital 
Dentistry and chief of the Oral Medicine Sewice at UNC Hospital. She will leave her position here at Carolina this spring (v~ew ,rea.~ re~eaee . 

The .L..~’L~?.t...%n...t..h..~..!.4.!]!...S..?..c.]#.t2~...S..c..#3.@~2#.~:~.~!~ serves as a tribute to Carolina’s earliest African-American graduates and as a vehicle for alumni and 
friends to support African-American first-year students who exhibit academic excellence and the potential to contribute while at Carolina and after 

graduation. Five outstanding first-year students were named 2010 LO’rH seholare this fall -- all because of generous gifts from Carolina alumni 

and friends. As 2010 comes to a close, celebrate the season by making a year-end gift to the LOTH Scholarship fund 

Planning your 2011 #amily reunion? Hook your family reunion at the Sheraton Chapel Hill and receive the special UNC BAR discount. Questions? Call 
Shavonda Funderburk at (919) 969-2167 or e-mail #~[g.~3#.~[.~’?.~![.~:~.~3#.[~.t.:?.[~[~.~3#.#.~.!~’~.~!!=2~£.[~ for additional details. 

A heartfelt thank you to this year’s sponsors for their generosity and continued support of this year’s milestone anniversary reunion. 

Chancellor’s Level ($10,000) 

Parish Capital 

Provost Level ($5,000 - $9,999) 

Hawthorne Pharmacy 

Dean Level ($2,000 - $4,999) 

BlueCross BlueShield of North Carolina 

Carolina Level ($500 - $1,999) 

Chapel Hill Orange County Visitor’s Bureau 

NC Mutual Life Insurance 

Poe Consulting 

Old Well Level ($250 - $499) 

Adisa Douglas ’66 

Midnite Express 

SOS Global Express 

Tar Heel Level ($100 - $249) 

Donna Whitaker Rogers ’82, Poet 

Student Support 

Maxine Brown Davis ’74 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Banquet Table Sponsors 

Department of Athletics 

Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

Development Office 

Division of Student Affairs 

Dr. Santa M. McKibbins ’02 (MPH) 

School of Law 

Happy Holidays and Go Heels! 

Kamala L. Uzzell ’96 
2010 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Katrina Y Billingsley ’96 
2010 Black Alumni Reunion Vice Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA supported scholarsh~;es for cunent Carolina studen ts are made possible by dues paid by more than 66, 000 GAA 

members. We hope you will consider becoming a .@.~.~..¢/L¢!¢/]~#/I[.~2~:~],:’. Your Alumni Association is a valuable resource that can hel, e you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

’Wednesday, December 22, 2010 8:47 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

10 Most Hopeful Stories of 2010 :: The Good Life? It’s Close to Home 

:to Most Hopeful Stories of 2olo 

It was a tough year¯ The economy continued its so-called 
jobless recovery with Wall Street anticipating another 

year of record bonuses while most Americans struggle 

to get work and hold on to their homes. The wars in Iraq 

and Afghanistan continued, and spilled over into Pakistan 
and Yemen, and more American soldiers died by suicide 

than fighting in Afghanistan And it was a year of big 

disasters, some of them indicators of the growing climate 

crisis. 

Nonetheless, events from 2010 also contain the seeds of -- 

transformation¯ None of the toHowin9 stories is 
enough on its own to change the momentum But if we 

the people build and strengthen social movements, each 
of of these stories points to a piece of the solution. 

RE~,D MOIRE 

:: SHARE WITH 

YOUR NETWORKS 

10 Mc~t Bopefui Stories cf 20!1:, 

:~$:: ih~ Gcod l.itd? It’s Close to Bom~. John McKnlght and F’eter Block’s 

article in the, \,’,;h~t H~ppy Fanliii~,s Know issue of YES! Magazine 

The Good Life? It’s Close to Home 

Rebuilding families and neighborhoods around the gifts each of us offers¯¯¯ 

John McKnight and Peter Block demonstrate that supporting a family really 

does take a village--and illustrate how to build one in your community. MORE 

"Creating a more community-based way to live and find 

satisfaction, even when surrounded by a consumer culture, 

requires only that we act as if each of us has what we need." 

:: "[’H~S IS MY 

8 personal essays on what family is today. 

5 Questions to Awaken 
Your Functional Frostily 

The path to restoring function to the family 

in a citizen society, not a consumer 

society, is quite simple. It begins with five 

questions: 

1 What functions can we put back into the 

hands of young people? 
t 
2 What does each person do to support the 

household economy? 
t 
3 How does this family care for those who 

are vulnerable? 

How can we begin to entertain 

ourselves? 
t 
5. What do we do to protect the 

environment and our health? 
t 
LEARN MORE. 

Photos frcm the bcok Humsnib’ 

~ ’~Ut~A~ "Y, N P~’OTOS 

A celebration of friendship, family, love, 

and laughter in this YES! Photo Essay 

nct too iste to gi~e the 

giR ot VE.’-.~] Pd:lt o[:t or 

email our Gift Csrd 

armou n~meat 

IT’S NOT TOO LATE 
GtVB THE G~FT OF YES~ 

,,, and download our gift 

card announcement to print 

and personalize, Give a one- 
year YES! gift subscription 
at $20 and your second 9iff 

is FREE, 

$15 SUBSCRIPTION 
Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $15, 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 54% OFF 

DAVID KORTEN’ B 

AGF..NOA... 
3 ways to get David 
Korten’s latest book. 

D~vid K,sr~s,r~’s Agend~ 

New Ecor:omy 2nd 

:: OUR HOLIDAY GUIDE 

TO THOUGHTFUL GIFTS 

Green Gift ~deas 

This year, celebrate the 
holidays for what they truly 

mean to you. Ills easy for 

consumerism to take over the 

holiday season, so the YES! 
staff (and some crafty 

readers) made a list of our all- 
time favorite gifts and 

experiences¯ From our family 
to yours, Happy Holidays! 
r 
:: HOW TO MAKE THE YES! 
GREENEST GIFT BOW 



Xi Detailhcm boo~: 
...... cover of All tha~ We 

Share by Jay 
Wailja sr.:er 

...... Marke~ is s=x blocks 

Wilitta ker 
wiki pe,’!..ia .o=’g 

Seedtag Smal~ Business: 
~ ideas From Detrort 

Detroit entrepreneurs are 

learning ta rely on each 
--other, finding the seeds of a --about ownership and 

new economy in resources cooperation. 

discarded by corporate r 

America. GET THE YES~ ’COMMONS’ 
POSTER 

Xi Photo by Jchn 
..... Cavar~agh 

Kiaking the Habit: ,~ir Atl That We Share Yes. There is An 
Trave~ h~ the Time ot Welcome to a new kind of /~tternative 

CIErna[e Change movement~one that More and more people, 

Air travel is neither just nor reshapes how we think communities, and nations 
sustainable. So how can --are taking steps to reduce 
environmental justice their vulnerability to a volatile 
activists make a global global economy. 

difference? 

Images fiorn Ii~e book Shifting Sands 

14 women find their voice in Shifting Sands, a collection of essays that goes to the heart of the issues around peace in 

the Middle East, with true stories that stress human rights over political expedience. 

The secret to peace~within your family or the Middle 

Ea~could be as simple as taking a walk. 

WArCH rills -r~D TALK 

LYNN NO I"TAGE 

.{~i Jordar= Howa:d 

JACOB ~SObl O~,~AR I’ELLO 3ORDAN HOWARD 

Skateboarding for Tolerance Drama of War, Assault, and Restoring a Forest Habitat Organizing a Green Prom 
_Survival _for OrcMds [ 

r REWRiTiNG EDUCATION 

[~ GO BEHIND THE SCENES FOR THE REAL WORLD 
OF LYNN’S RUINED 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 

NewMe~Ie~ arct:ive 

PBS’s new series, Fixing the 

Future, profiles people creating 

the new economy and 

sustainable ways of living from 
the ground up. Learn more 

about their stories and watch 

video of these local pioneers in 

action. 

The Tiny ~-~oaae l’4ovemen~ 
David Brancaccio learns about 

extreme downsizing with 
residents of tiny houses. 

% Imageh’om the F:i:,dng 
..... the Fut~Jre excerpl, 

S’,^/s pping Ditch..Digglng 
[o! Leg~i Services 

SwappEr~9 DRch-DEgging [o[ 
Lega~ Services 

David spends some time at 

Hour Exchange Portland, a time 
bank in Maine that allows 

people to swap their goods 

and services equally. 

Good Jobs, Locally Growp 
David visits 

~ 

with members 

of BALLE and 
Sustainable 

Connections, 

organizations 

that are 

working to keep the Bellingham 
economy thriving. 

"[~y the No h~psct 

Week E:,(perims, r~t 

Pec, pi~; in Field F’hoto 

L~, Dave K~ng 

f~ckr.e,sm/photosi 

d~king 

Why Sign Up #o[ No Impact 
Week? 

A veteran reflects on how the 

one-week carbon cleanse 

taught him to be happier--and 
how it could teach you, too 
[ 
:: LEARN MORE 



$,uasc~iae t~day ~,~th ~his sffe~ I (:on~act ",’~28.! 

We never sell or share our email list¯ bse this ~ir:X if you wish to unsubscribe from this list¯ 

t~al~age your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own ¥~.8! ~e,~’~sletters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Monday, December 27, 2010 2:04 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Getting Boys to Read :: What Makes Students Successful? :: Family Oral History 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

YES! Education C .... ction Newsletter 

::X:: YES! Magazine logo 

YOUR STORIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

YES! EXEMPLARY ESSAY 

Dear Educators, 

It’s holiday time¯ A time to put aside lesson plans and student papers to enjoy 

the company of family. 

What is family these days? "Morn, Dad, and the kids" doesn’t describe the 

diversity of families we see today. YES! Magazine’s "What Nappy 
Famifiea Know" issue celebrates our changing sense of family with 

stories of multigenerational households, families with two dads, and 

grandparents raising their grandchildren. 

In this newsletter, we explore the beauty of family We are excited to 

feature resources from Tel~ ~le You~ StoNes that show your students 

how to interview family and community elders so precious tales and 

knowledge are preserved for future generations 

:::~ Jing Fong, 

...... Education 

Outreach 

Manager, 

YES! 

Magazine 

Here’s to a delightful winter break and a promising new 

year 

Jing Fong 

Education Outreach Manager, YES! Magazine 

I felt n~ueil cl,sser to 
grandmother after tile interview 

:: SHARE THIS 
NEWSLETTER 

WITH YOUR NETWORKS 

P.S. Help your colleagues, your school librarian, or a new teacher begin the year with powerful ideas 
and practical actions. Folward this link for our free one-year eubecription. 

lr                                                                             ] 

CURRICULUM AND 

RESOURCES 

WORDS THAT INSPIRE 

X YESi Posters 

YES! POSTERS 
Our most popular graphic 

magazine spreads are 

available as full color 1 lx17" 

posters. 

RENEW: SPECIAL OFFER 

Renew your teacher 

subscription today at special 

discount rates, 

DONATE and help    ~ 
support our 

Education program 



Phcto     When Girlie Forman was a teen, she caused her parents a lot of heartache Thirty-five years later, the 

’,JriebV / former probation officer shares her personal experience, her sense of humor, and food to connect with 

r:~i,rlm=n / her high school students--and their families. ’,’his ie Girib~’s etory. 

MORE OF YOUR STORIES: Teene Care fo~ River, Their Way. iHo~a! The Futare is Now Race Has Everything To Do 

W~th ~t. Gtowh~g Good Reople. Beauty of Teenagers. F~’ee to Be #~e. Chicken Soup for the SetH. 

SEND US your own story to share with our growing nebNork of YES! educators 

same stuff 8bout 

she was my age! 

Too often, family and communit~ elders leave us without 

sharing their age-old wisdom and "good times, bad 
times" experiences. If only someone had asked them to 

tell their stories. 

Tell Me Your S~o~’iea connects young and older 

people through oral history interviews. Its lO-class 
curriculum, interview tips, and sample projects will 

inspire your students to sit down with a grandparent or -- 

older community leader and listen to their stories about 

life as a teenager, being a Marine in World War II, or 
becoming a young widow with three children. 

Not only will your students learn to be effective 

interviewers and listeners, but they will also appreciate 
the special bond that can form when we enter someone 

else’s world. 

Check out "Fel~ Me Your Stories curriculum and 
other resources so your students can learn about 

history from people who actually lived it! 

Grandma isse 
strongi I had no 
idea how hard he~ 
life in Mexi,:’.,~ h~d 
been 

arlif~t Nikki McClure : the 

A World of G~ace 

In so many ways, in so many cultures, people pause to 

give thanks before a meal. Artist Nikki McClure’s intricate 

paper cuts with an X-Acto knife transform a single sheet 

of paper into a beautiful poster of mealtime prayers from 
around the globe. 

......i’~ A W_dd o,~ Grace: a       v, ES! Poster by, a~tist Nikki 
Md:~kHe 

Juat the Facts: 

Who is Family Now? 
The new "normal" includes interracial 

newlyweds, same-sex couples, 

unmarrieds with kids, and more. See 

how the recession has put the brakes 
on marriage and babies, and forced 

Junior to move home with Morn and 

Dad. 

The Page that Count~ 
How many billionaires are there in the 

world? How many parents know their 

college student owns a credit card? 

Tickle your students’ curiosity with 
these you-don’t-say figures! 

.~.i Beijing 
5 Qaeatione to Awaken Your 
Functional Family 

Who is good at listening? Anyone for 

starting a vegetable garden? Teaching 

young Isabelle how to sew? 
Rejuvenate your family’s sense of 

purpose--and collective soul--by 

asking simple, thought-provoking 

questions. 

YES! teacher 

subscription offer 

Get a FREE Year of YES! 
Apply for a free one-year 

introductory subscription to 

YES! Magazine. 
[ 

Photo ,by, Pat!ick Barber 

You Are Who You Eat With 

How often does your family 
eat dinner together? Learn 

about the benefits of the family 

meal and what can happen 

when you slow down to share 

stories about your day. 

% No hi, pact Week 

Start the NewYear Right.,, 

Teachers, you are invited to a 
one-week carbon cleanse that 

could change the way you 

think about your life--and the 

planet, too. Post-cleanse, use 

No Impact’s c~rriculum to 
help your students explore the 

effects of their everyday 

behavior on the environment 

and their health. Your insighfa 
will be (#bercredible as a No 

Impact Carbon Cleanse grad! 

’viDEO    
~ The Icing on 

the Cake 

From 
Sto ryCo rps, 

this moving 

mother- 

daughter 
intewiew about one family’s 

immigration to the United States 

will inspire your students to 

ask their parents or 
grandparents about hardships 

they may have faced 



The YBS[ Bxempk~ry Essay Project helps you use YES! stories as prompts for thought- 

provoking writing. It also gives students an opportunity to share their passionate opinions 
and show off their stellar work 

The YES! ExenlplaPy 

Essay Proiec~. 

Magazine graphic 

~ 
Read featured essays, Our Patriotic Dutie~ As Citizens During 

Wartime by Royce Baker, and t’ve Chaaged, by Nathan Christensen, 
two recent Project participants who responded to YES! article Bea~ the 

Warrior, Heal the Country by Edward Tick. Tick also offers his 

personal commentary on Baker’s and Christensen’s essays. 

Want an opportunity for your students to step up their writing and write 
for a real audience? Learn how to join the YES! Exemplary Essay Project 

here. 
! 

Happy students feed their bodies and souls These two resources aim to get guys to read, and help your students make 

informed ci]oices about wi]at they eat. 

Lots of boys have trouble reading. Slinky Cheese Man author Jon Sciezcka wants guys to be self- 

motivated, lifelong readers. How? By connecting them with materials they’ll want to read, in ways they 

~ c like to read Check out these inspirin9 resources from Guys Read, especially the robust collection of book 

suggestions organized by tell-it-like-k-is categories, such as "At Least One Explosion," "War," and 
"Funny" 

~ 
Nourish: The ~tory ot where your food comes from 

Food is more than what we eat to survive Food also brings people together and reflects who we are. 
Nourish offers colorful, hands-on curriculum, short films, and other tools that encourage young people 

and their families to strike up a conversation about how to move toward thoughtful eating. 

On Facing Judgment 
excerpt from the article of the same name by Shannon Hayes 

"By the time my book came out, I felt ready to stand behind the concepts 

it promoted, no matter how outlandish they seemed to the broad 

American public. After researching so many households, I was ready to 

talk about the ideas. 

It turns out I was not ready for the Internet. 

... I thought the electronic world would be about debate and discussion. It 

is often more about judgment. 

Admittedly, I’m sensitive to judgment. Like many writers, I have an ego 

that bruises more easily than an overripe banana. I have, however, 

discovered the true beauty of an electronic pillory: I can just turn it off 

when I’ve had enough." 

Shannon Hayes with her 

daugilter 

Shannon Hayes, author of Radical Homemakers. Rectaiminq Domesticity from a Consumer Culture learned that when 
you live off the beaten track, you’re bound to attract some scorn. Your students face judgment every day--from their 

peers, their parents, even their teachers. Like Shannon Hayes, they may be sensitive to judgment. But can they turn it off? 

Click here for Shannon’s complete story and a "multiple-choice" activity that explores how your students deal with 

judgment. 

Words, b’i Rsdiolab and 
NPR 

Words 

Radiolab and NPR’s brilliant 

video is more than a clever 

choreography of a play on 
words. It is a moving tribute to 

being alive. Keith Kennifs 

beautiful music is equally 

lovely. 

It Gets Better ~ 
Many LGBT 

Iz" Bettec 
youth face 

I Photo 
harassment at I by F4eb 
school, at 

I ~3a~rd 
home, and in ~ 

)ublic. Writer Dan Savage 
created this video turned 

worldwide movement to remind 

these youth that a happy 

future is possible 

Dine (Navajo) Tribe 
s~snds in the dve~ 
confh~ence of 
ColoPado and 
Havasups~ Can’/on. 
Phc¢o g:, Ra~,chel 

Running, 2010 

8acre~ W;~ter 

Use this photo to ask your 

students what they notice and 

are wondering. Then share the 
surprising ~cts behind the 

image to conne~ to greater 

unders~nding and discovery. 

DOWNLOAD :: 
V~sua~ Learning ~esson Plan 

’1 c%)vet e, very issue i ~ece~,,,e, and I write my lesson plans mound YES! Magazine "kou have given me s di~e¢2ion I yea nt ou r youth to follow.’ \;Man Dirnmel, 

Teacher, S}’raciJse School District 

We never sell or share our email list. Use #~is ~ink if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[~lanage your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES! newsletters. 

Contact YES! Education I Support our Education Program: ~,’lake a lax-deductible dor~a[ion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Tuesday, January 4, 2011 8:58 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

How to Keep Love Going Strong ... 

How To Keep Love 
Going Strong 
7 prinelples on the road to happily 

"Why is marriage se teugh at times? Why de some 

lifeleng relatienships click, while ethers just tick away 

like a time bomb? And hew can yeu prevent a 

marriage frem going bad--or rescue one that already 

has? 

’After years of research, we can answer these 

questions.. But the most rewarding findings are the 

seven principles that prevent a marriage from breaking 

up, even for those couples we tested in the lab who 

seemed headed for divorce." 
t 

--John M. and Julie Gottman 
t 
(Adapted f~m Seven Principles for Making Marriage #brk, by 

John M. Gollman, Ph.D , and Nan Silver, Three Rivers Press, 

!999) 

Poster Howto K¢-ep Love Going SIrong 

LEARN MORE A~OUT THE GOTTMAN’S 

7 PR~HCIS[.ES TO KEEP LOVE GOING 

.~.i 7 Principles on 1he Road to Happily Ever After 

LAST CHANCE TO GET THIS ISSUE TO START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION 

Order by Jan 15, and get this apecia~ introducto[y eabeeription offer--S15 for 

a year of YES! + the Families issue FREE as a bonus. 

:: ~: ~EE "fl=dAL OFFER 

Not ready to subscribe? You can try us out with a FREE Trial Issue. Fill out this form 
by Jan 31, and we’ll send you the Families issue FREE. 

O,::ver of the Winter 

201 ! issue cf 

Ma::jszir:e: 

Ha p[~/Famiiies 

Know 

/ :~.;. Wh~ ..... yo,~ do =,- ....... k? / 
]Pi the No h~apsct Experlmant J 

Colin Beavan: 
Help Me Build a Better Future 
"When we at the No Impact Project first launched our immersion program 

in extreme environmental living--No Impact Week--I didn’t dream that more 

than 15,000 people would participate in only a year and a half 

and famibi 

Magazin® 

$15 SUBSCRIPTION 

Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $15, 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 54% OFF 

BACK SET 
Treat 

yourself to 

13 years of 
inspiring 

stories from 

YES! 

~os~rERs 

YES! graphics available in 

full color on card stock, 
including our 10 Ways to 

Change Your Life (Not Just 

Your Lightbulbs) poster, by 

Colin Beavan. 

10 Ways to Change 

..... Your Life (Not Just Your 

Lightbulbs) YESI 

Magazlne pos~e~ 

inlrcduc¢-s the Families 

YES! Magazine’s executive 

editor, Sarah van Gelder, 
introduces the Winter 2011 

issue on what family means 

today. 
[ 

~ ~VATCH THE VIDEO 



Tilat’s a lot of people taking on a big commitment¯ I’ts a lot of people with 

big hearts, who care about how we live and are questing for a better life 
ITS NOT TOO LATE 

TO JOIN NO IMPACT WEEK. 
It’s humbling how many individuals around the world truly want to take 

responsibility for our planefs problems and find a better way to live--a 
S~GN UP TODAY! 

way based on iluman values rather than economic ones ..." 

FOLLOW NO 1~I PACT WEEh~ W~TN YES! 

rREAD MORE... 

Agenda for a New Economy 

How can we build an economy that works for all of us? David Korten lays out his 

vision in this special serialization of his latest book, Agenda for a New Economy. 

:: GET B,AVtB KORTEN’B IYEW BOOK 

FREE with a new subscription, or at 22% off for the book only¯ 

Learn more in the YES! Store¯ 

Economy, 2rid ~,:JJtJ,sn 

Happir~ess, People Power. New Ecor~ornv Peace, and Justica. the 5 topics coverad ir~ YES! [his Weak and 
online cove-rage 

YES! This Week 2OLO: The Top ’Stories of Possibility’ 

From a collection of over 800 new articles posted online in 2010, he re’a ~he edHoee pi~k of the top 5 in each of our 

signature topics, along with your favorite YES! inten/iews, videos, and photo essays Enjoy! 

Sign Up for NOT YET ON OUR EMAIL LIST FOR YES! THIS WEEK...? 

’¢E5! this ~O~ UP TOI~AY! 
Wes, k 

/ and get a weekly highlights email with a positive perspective¯ 

J 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 

X Kcmbucha photo by 
..... Ben Chaney. 

Make Your Ow~ Kombaeha 

Our readers from Coyote Ridge 
Farms share their Kombucila 
recipe 

[ 
FBS’s Fixing the Future profiles 

people creating the new 
economy and sustainable 

ways of living from the ground 

Ihe FuI:Jre e:<cerpt 

North Oakota: Banktag on 

t[~e Loe~.~s 
David Brancaccio visits a bank 

that is invested in its 

community. 

~1 Ima~efrom tha F:i:dng 

..... the Fut:Jre excerpl, 

Cleveland: ~r[duatrial~ Sized 

Co-ops 

David learns how the co-op 

community is growing¯ 

Aastin: Learning to Run a 

Cooperative 

What does it ~ 
take to start 
your own 

worker- 

owned 

cooperative? 

::X:: The Good Life is Cios~ to Home Subscrib~ tc YESI Msgazine. Jus! $15 (regular pri~ $24) 4- BON:JS ISSUE. Save 54% 



We never sell or share our email list.Use tt~is ~ir~: if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[~,3~)a~3~" your email subscriptions I If this email was for,~,’arded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tim Mcguire <tim mcguire@unc.edu;, 

Friday, January 21,2011 5:02 PM 

All Campus IMAP Customers <tim~ncguire@unc.edu> 

IMPORTANT: Changes To Spam Scanning Service 

Hello, 

You are receiving this message because you are a user of the 
ITS-managed Cyrus IMAP service or ITS-managed Exchange service. I am 
writing today to inform you of a fairly significant change to the SPAM 
scanning service that will occur on January 28th, 2011. You may have 
received a message about this change that mentioned Januaw 21 st. We 
have decided to reschedule until January 28th in order to communicate 
this change to some users that may have been leI’t out of the original 
cormnunication. ~ile more inclusive, this message may reach you 
twice I apologize for any duplicate messages that you may have 
received. 

The most significant change I want to relay to you will be in your 
access to quarantines and settings The ne~v system is much better at 
NOT mistakenly catching good messages and marking them as SP~vl With 
this and a recormnendation from the vendor in mind, we have decided to 
remove ALL end-user access to the system If you feel that the SPAM 
engines have "eaten" a message in error, a call to 962-HFLP will 
engage an administratur whu can truubleshuot the entire mail 
irffrastructure including but not limited tu the spam appliances 
There is NO action required un your part The uld Proufpoint system 
will remain available for end user access until February 15th, 2011 
This change is in large part an efli~rt tu cut custs. The new system 
is appruximately 60% ufthe cost of the old system, 5-6% more 
effective at catching SPAM and viruses and more rubust in terms of 
delivery uf legitimate messages 

I apolugize for any incunvenience that this change may cause. 

Warmest Regards, 

Tim McGmre 
Manager, ITS Messaging, CoIlaburatiun and Wurkgroup Services 
440 W Franklin St. 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-1150 
919-445-9501 (w) 
tm cgmre@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VISTAOutreach@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, Janua~ 26, 2011 2:03 PM 

allycrin@emaJ], unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder Jan/Feb 2011 

If you me having problems viewing this ein~], please visit us online. 

i.~.i View[inder Jan/Feb 2011: Vol Ill, No. 9 

i.~.i Social Innovation 

Xi Unsubscribe Bookmark Us 

bo S 

ok p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McGuire, Tim <tim mcguire@tmc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 27, 2011 5:38 PM 

All emml.unc.edu addresses <tim mcguire@unc.edu> 

news.unc.edu (Usenet) Service Retiring Feb 4th 

All, 

I am writing today to let you know that the ITS-managed Usenet (NNTP) news 
service (news.uric edu) will retire on February 4th 2011. It is veW much 
a boutique service these days, gets very little traffic and is running on 
aging hardware on defunct software. We can find no real benefit that ~vould 
warrant a continuation of this service. Feel free to reach out if you want 
to speak with me about this service. 

I apologize if you receive multiple copies of this message. 

Wannest Regards, 

Tim McGuire 
Manager, ITS Messaging, Collaboration and Workgroup Services 
440 W. Franklin St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1150 
919-445-9501 (w) 
tmcguire@email.nnc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Annual Fund <~meg~petersen@tmc.edu~ 

Friday, February 4, 2011 7:41 AM 

Ca~lina Young Alumni <Ally~nC@alumni.unc.edu-~ 

We are...#1 

As we start this New Year, there are many things to be proud of as a Carolina alumnus. The value of your 
degree only grows as UNC continues to attract the best: the most competitive students and the most 
sought--after faculty. And for a remarkable ten yeats running--we remain the best value in public 
colleges and universities, as ranked by Kiplinger’s Personal Finance. 

How is it possible to sustain such success year after year? Private support is essential, especially in the 
midst of budget cuts and surging demand for financial aid. Gifts from a~uml3i 

ii.~j Find us in Social Media 

This e-mail is for alumni of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Through this free service, the Office of University 

Development and the Annual Fund Program provide opportunities for you to learn about people, events and other issues at Carolina 

If you have comments or questions, e-mail !,,.’!.e.~..~,..e.t.$;’2.~jL~j;;.;)..c.;.e.~#, telephone 919.962.3966, or write to the Office of University 

Development, Annual Fund, PO Box 309, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-0309 If you do not wish to receive future editions, unsubscdbe 

~.~.~i~. 

710072236 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

’Wednesday, February 9, 2011 4:58 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Raffi’s Centre for Child Honouring :: Understanding Students with Asperger’s 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

YOUR STORIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

YBS! EXENPLARY ESSAY 

Dear Educafars, 
i~ My Village I mage courte-sy ,~ft he Childr~.n’s Globsi CURRICULUM AND 

A=ffs Project RESOURCES I remember when a former colleague held my newborn 
daughter over 19 years ago. Bill sweetly nuzzled Isabelle next 

WORDS TNAT INSPIRE 
to his cheek and said, ’If every world leader smelled the top of 

a baby’s head, we would have no war." 

What kind of world would we create if we put children first? In ~~ 
this newsle~er, we feature ~o organizations that have 

passionate answers to this question. Raffi Cavoukian’s (yes, 
X "¢~S~ Post~.rs 

that RaffH) Centre fo[ Child HonouHng and th~ Votses 

Educstion Project share their philosophies, visions, and 
resources, including curricula and practical actions You’ll also 

find stories and insights on students with Aspetger 

Syndrome and kids who are adopted. 

In the winter cold, as budget cu~ loom, I hope you are warm, 

well, and resilient. Image cou#esy of the Chi~ren’s G~bal A~s Project 
Our most popular 9raphic 

~ 
:: S.A~ T.~S ~ m~g~zi~e ~d~ ~e 

~’~ Jin9 F°ng’ NEWSLETTER available as full color 11x17" 
Education 

WITH YOUR NETWORKS I ~t~ ~[ ~ I posters, 
Outreach 
Ma nager, 

Jing Fong RENEW: SPECIAL OFFER 
~S~ 

Educat on Outreach Manager, YES~ Magazine Renew your teacher 
Maaazine subscription today at special 

P.S. Our most popular graphic magazine spreads are available as full color 1 lx17" posters for your classroom, ohop discount rates. 

he[e from our collection, including 10 Things Science Says Will Make You Nappy and Everybody Eats. DONA7~ and help    ~ 
r suppo~ our 

educatbn program 

~ 
Getting InsMe the Heads of St~d~nta w~th Aspe~ger Sy~d~om~ ~, ~. ~ . ~ ~ 

In 1997, Dan Coulter’s 14-year-old son Drew was diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome (AS) Dan, 

himself, was diagnosed in 2009 From years of challenges~and triumphs~Dan Coulter has first-hand MES~ teacher 
knowledge of what it’s like to have Asperger’s, and believes teachers are in a unique position to help AS ...... subscription offer 
kids break through the walls that hide their talent and potential. Th~ ie Da~’e story. 

MORE OF YOUR STORIES: Teens Care for R~ver, 7heir Wsy. ~He~a~ 7he Fata~¢ i~ Now Race Nae 

Everythb~g To Do Wi[h ~t. G[owin9 Good People. Beasty of Teena@et~. Free [o Be ~le. Chicken Sosp [o[ [he Get s FREEYear o~ YE5~ 
Soul Apply for a free one-year 

introductory subscription to 
SEND US your own story to share with our growing nebvork of YES~ educators. YES! Magazine 

Centre ~or Child Honouring Rsffi and ~i~le 9ht Moices Education Proje~: Peace ~mage ~i Photo by Path Dunn for 
............ """ Y~S] Mawszine 

If we made children our top priority, would we create a better world? YES! Magazine is pleased to spotlight the resources 

All in the 

In Hawaiian culture, ohana 
means family And family 

means sticking together Read 

the author’s tale of iler own 

family of 14 kids, raised by 
grandparents and other kin, 

and living between each 

other’s houses. 



of two organizations that are helping create peaceful, sustainable societies 

The Centre for Child Bonouring, founded by revered singer/songwriter Raffi Cavoukian, believes that Child Honouring 

is an organizing principle for redesigning the whole of society for the greatest good You and your students will be 

inspired by Raffi’s Covenant and Principles for Child Honouring because it reminds us how children should be treated. The 
Centre also offers action tips for a child-honouring world, as well as free, downloadable books and music. 

Voices Edaeation Project is dedicated to staring a new type of conversation in which all voices are heard, and all 

points of view included. Voices’ curricula, films, stories, and other web resources ser~e a range of ages and grades, but 

are primarily designed for middle and high school students. 

::% Detail from How to Keep L_ave Going Snong, s 
YES! Poster. iilustrstion by ivans Forgo/istock and 
YES! Magazine 

Bow to Keep Love Going Strong 
Your students may not be ready for marriage, but they 

will be interested in how to keep a relationship ticking 

John and Julie Gottman, researchers who run the Love 
Lab, can predict within three hours if a couple will stay 
together. Here are their seven tips to "happily ever 
after." 

i~’{ Get tha YES! Postar: How to Keep [.c~e Goin9 

.~i Illustration by Dra~terlP_3/iStock sr~dYE~i! 

Magszine 

Rea~ Family Values 
Raising a family is hard work, especially during hard 

economic times. From making housing affordable to 

balancing work and life, here are nine policies to support 

families. 

Traditions that I~lake a Family 
YES! staff and readers share their family I 

foods, celebrations, rituals, habits, and 
quirks. Have your students do the same Derek I 
with each other. They may realize how Bailing I 
special their families are, and, perhaps, 

discover a tradition they’d like to adopt 

~i Twc,-y’£~!.old Mia is traveiing with he!fsmily from 

l.khusnis to Moscow in a camper van Her father, 

Arunas, does his best to keep her en~eltain~,d 

during a stop on the long iourney Photo b~ \/ictoria 

Vaisvilaite 

"N~manity" photo essay 
Chosen from among 40,000 photos from 17,000 

photographers representing 164 countries, the 

"Humanity" book features 150 captivating images on the 

human experience. Use this photo essay as inspiration 
for student writing or taking photos that celebrate family, 

friendship, love, and laughter. 

Ir                    J 

hlo ImFae[ Experimel~t 

Who Partici£ated in No 
Impact Week? Meet the 

Students! 

Meet six students who started 
the New Year trackin9 their 

trash, taking super-short 

showers, battling the bus 

system, and learning that being 
green is the color for all 

seasons. 

VIDEO 

~ 

Sir Ken on 

Changing 

Sir Ken 

Robinson does 

~ again! In this brilliant RSA 

Animate video, the creativi~ 
expeA uncovers the link 

bebNeen dropout rates, 

dwindling suppo~ of the ar~, 

and ADHD. Look for the treat at 
the end! 

Genea~tion 

Lost Gene[ation 

You and your students may 
wonder why Jonathan Reed 

would write such a depressing 

poem about society--until you 

begin reading the poem in 
reverse 

i[ 

The YES! Exemplary Essay Frojeet helps you use YES! stories as prompts for 

thought-provoking writing. It also gives students an opportunity to share their 

passionate opinions and show off their stellar work Esssy Project YES! 
Magazine gTaphic 

~ 
Peter Hasle, a student at Shoreline Community College, north of 
Seattle, Washington, responded to the YES! article Life’e Beet 

Leeeone Are Outeide the Claeeroom, by Daniel Fireside. 

Read Hasle’s essay, An Opportunity to Take Back My 
Education, and Fireside’s commentap/on Hasle’s essay. 

Want an opportunity for your students to step up their writing and 

write for a real audience? Learn how to join the YES! Exemplary Essay Project 
he~’e. 

Real education comes from a partnership between teachers, students, and families Below you’ll find a resource for 
strengthening your relationship with families, and another for helping adopted children feel accepted and understood in the 

classroom. 

Illustration: Michael 

...... Dully We’!e NOT 

@ Michael Dully 

Illustration © Michael Duffy 

Waiting {o~’ Not) for 
S~perman 

The documentary Waiting for 

Superman has stirred up 

conversation and debate about 
one of our nation’s biggest 
concerns~the state of public 



Family 

Harvard Family Research Project 

Does it really take a village? You bet. Findings from the Harvard Family Research Project (HFRP) 
overwhelmingly confirm that families, schools, and communities play a major role in a student’s success 

at school and in life HFRP offers best practices, webinars, and a network of innovators that promote 

schools and communities working together so students of all ages gain the skills needed to succeed 

of 
Adopti 

Famiiie 

Adoptive Families 

Chances are that you have an adopted child in your class. Adoptive Families offers 

positive, practical tools that send the message that adoption is a wonden’ul and normal 
way to build a family Check out Adoptive Families’ down-to-earth stories and 

encouraging suggestions for alternatives to the family tree assignment and for explaining 

adoption to classmates. 

education. Check out Waiting’s 
official site on howto fix 

education, and another site 
initiated by Rethinking Schools 

that says the film got the 
message a wrong. 

[ 

A Tailahassee, Florida- 

based group. 

Tailahasseeans Who 

Believe It’s Time to 

i[ Cou~dl~’t Be Do~e 
excerpt from tbe poem by Edgar Albert Guest 

Somebody said that it couldn’t be done 

But, he with a chuckle replied 

That "maybe it couldn’t," but he would be one 

Who wouldn’t say so till he’d tried. 

So he buckled right in with the trace of a grin 

On his face. If he worried he hid it. 

He started to sing as he tackled the thing 

That couldn’t be done, and he did it 

Ashe Jaafaru, a high school student from Minneapolis, 
Minnesota, recorded this poem during the middle of No 

Impact Week to rally her spirits and that of others who took on the challenge. Sometimes students rise up to the challenges 

presented to them just to prove someone wrong. But when all they hear is "no you can’t," what will motivate them to 

continue to go affer their dreams? 

Clic ~ here for the complete poem, video of Ashe’s spoken-word reading, and a suggested follow-up activity to create 

your students’ version of "It Couldn’t Be Done." 

sdvocaling an end to 

the US war in i!aq, 

hung more than 4,000 

peace cranes in a 

sculpture ,,gin der~ in 

downtown Ta~ahassee 

Pheto by Louise Reid 

R~tchie 

Use this photo to ask your 
students what they notice and 

are wondering. Then share the 

surprising facts behind the 

image to connect to greater 
understanding and discovery. 

DOWNLOAD :: 

Visua~ Laalnb~g Lesson Ph~n 

~’~] ’l c~,/et eve~,! issue i =’ec@Te, and I write my lesson plans a=’ound YES! Magazine. You have given me a dkection I ,,~a nt our youth to tollow’ VMan Dimmel, 

Teache!~ Sy!acus~, Schooi DistricL NY 

U~e thi~ link if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

Ma~age your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES. ~ewslet[ers 

Cor~K~ct YES! Ed~.lcatioi~ I Support our Education Program: I~ake a [~x..ded~.lctib~e donaNon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC General Alumni Association <alumni@gaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 17, 2011 1:55 PM 

UNC Alumni and Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC Professor Bart Ehrman Book Tour 

We would like to make you aware of a correction to the e-mail you received earlier The San Francisco and Washington, D.C. events should have been listed as complimentary¯ The Philadelphia event 
requires a ticket to attend the lecture and book signing at the Free Library following the private reception for UNC alumni with Professor Ehrman. We apologize for any confusion the earlier message my have 

caused. Reply to this message if you have any questions about any of the events 

The General Alumni Association is happy to bring one of UNC’s most distinguished professors, Bart D. Ehrman, for an 
exclusive evening with Carolina alumni. Discussing his latest book, Forged. Writing in the Name of God- Why the Bible’s 

Authors Are Not Who We T,%gk T,~ey Are, Ehrman will present his original research centering on forgeries in the Bible. 

About tl~e 3"o~r 

Ehrman is dedicating three stops on his national tour to interact with U NC alumni throughout the country¯ The programs in 

San Francisco and Washington, D.C. are complimentary events featuring hors d’oeuvres and a cash bar. 

The March 31 event in Philadelphia, however, will include a special private reception with Dr Ehrman and other UNC alumni, 
followed by the regular lecture and book signing. The cost for this event is $10 for UNC alumni and friends, $15 for the 

general public 

March 22: San Francisco March 31: Philadelphia April 1: Washington, D.C. 

City Club of San Francisco Free Library of Philadelphia National Press Club 

155 Sansome St, 10th Floor 1901 Vine St. 529 14th St., NW 

(415) 362-2480 (215) 686-5322 (202) 662-7500 
Mister for this event ~ieter for this event ~ister for this event 

This program is made possible by dues paid by more than 66,000 GAA members Kindly register by March 15, 20fl. 

About t~e Boo~ 

For centuries, scholars have known that not all of the books in the New Testament are authentic, a loaded truth that 
remains largely unknown to the general public¯ But if the Gospels weren’t written by Jesus’s inner circle - penned instead 

by later writers with agendas a nd rivalries all their own - what happens to the authority of the Bible? Ehrman debunks the 

popular myth that "writing in the name of another" was a common, accepted practice in antiquity, arguing instead that 

forgery was as scandalous then as it is now. 

Abo~t the ,a,u~hor 
Ehrman is the James A. Gray Distinguished Professor of Religious Studies st the University of North Carolina st Chapel Hill 

and a leading authority on the Bible and the life of Jesus. Ehrman is the author of more than 20 books, including the New 

York Times best-selling Misquoting Jesus, God’s Problem and Jesus, Interrupted¯ He has been featured in TIME and has 

appeared on NBC Dateline, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, CNN, History Channel, major NPR shows and other top 
media outlets. 

Questions? Contact Ann-Louise Aguiar ’76, manager of alumni education and travel, at ~ui.~ a u~r " ~c.edu or (919) 962-3574 

GAA Member ..................................... 

Benefits ....................... 

Sta ~Con nected 

You’re invited to become a GAA member today ~.o..[q..o.#.[[[}A. Members have exclusive access to the digital version of the award-winning Carotina 

Alumni Review, which allows you to ~..e..a...d...t.bA..£~?.~A&z..~.~3.e....o.A!!A.e. as it appears in print¯ 

::~::~::~::~::~{~-t:~::~::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From: 

Bent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Tuesday, February 22, 2011 8:59 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

My Life as an Accidental Activist 

My Life as an Accidental 
Activist 

So many of us have good ideas for helping the world. Butwe 
tuck our ideas away I did. I’d tell myself that if the idea were 

any good someone else would have already done it. That I’m 

not capable of making a difference I’d sit on my ideas, get on 

with my ’life," and then feel angry at the world because the 
problems I cared about didn’t get solved 

I had that fear of going first. 

Then I took my first hapless step into what I call accidental 

activism. In 2006, I started a project where I lived as 
environmentally as possible for a year--with my little family, on 

the ninth floor of an apartment building in the middle of New 
York City--to attract attention to the world’s environmental, 

economic, and quality of life crises. 

I had no experience as an activist Yet suddenly my project 

caught fire. 

My book and film, both titled No Impact Man, ended up being 
translated into 20-plus languages. Some philanthropists 

appeared and offered me funding to hire consultants to get 
NolmpactProject.org off the ground. About 20,000 people have 

now participated in our educational immersion program, No 

Impact Week 

And how have I felt through all this? Like a deer in the 

Colin Beavan, photog!~phed by Paul Dulsn for 
YES! Maga~’i:le 

Colin Beavan Photo by Pau! Dunn for YES[ Magazine 

~ NO fNPAC7 WEEK ~BO-:’O AWARDS 

Food, energy, giving back, and more: The winning entries 
from January’s YES! No Impact Week participants, 

h’E.’gi 

GET THE NO IMPACT MAN 

BOOK FOR FREE 

when you sign up as a 

Dedicated Friend of YES! for 
as little as $5/month 

+ BONUS PETE SEEGER DVD 

$I5 BUBBCR~T~ON 

Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $15. 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 54% OFF 

~.~NDELL BERRY F’sOSTER 
17 rules to help you build a 
thriving and sustainable 

community. 



headlights 

RK~D ON -, 
:: SHARE WITH YOUR NETWORKS 1[] [] 

MAN GELDER ON }P~ENTE I~ WtECONEtf4 

An American Uprising? 

It took awhile, but Wisconsin shows that the poor and middle 

class of the U.S may be ready to push back Madison may be 

only the beginning 

YES! Executive Editor Sarah van Gelder on why the uprising 

that swept Tunisia, Egypt, and parts of Europe is showing 

signs of blossoming across the United States. 

READ MORE 

~:: Madisor~ Pro~est Protest in Madison over Budget 

repah bill Pholo L~y Pale! Gorrna!l 

flickr com/52a 21717@N00 

:: W~SCONSIN: SOL]DARI’[h’ AMONG WORKERS ,,. 

AND FOOTBALL PLAYERS 

As Wisconsin’s public workers fight to keep their wages and 

bargaining rights, they’re joined by others involved in a labor 

struggle: their Super Bowl champion neighbors. [ 

SIGNS OF THE "RMES: 

The Best Protest Signs 

in Madison 

V~EW THE YES! PHOTO ESSAY 

~rying to have 

...... csmpa:gr~Ashev:lla~It :’" "[odd Fahme:. 
North Carolina. Photo flickr com.;cleverchim 
by Aiici~ Pimental p 
f~ickr.eom,’a n pimento ~ 

5 Way~ to Neap Yo~r How to Be a Csr~ree A Better App~osch to 
Comma#~ty Go Local ~amHy Hea~tb Care 

Buy Independent and Buy Think having kids means you As the current health law 

Local campaigns have a big need a caff Think again¯ 

effect¯ Here’s how you can 
reap the benefits for your 

local economy¯ 

Xi Money BeMnd Health 

...... Care Pt:o~o b! Jared 

Rcdriguez, 

X:: M..t. Shasbs~ Photo by 

Co~porate Controf? Not 
hl These Comm~.mities 

Can local laws have a real 

comes under attack and our effect on the power of giant 

national deficit grows, corporations? 
single-payer plans are 

gaining more and more 

interest. 

YES~ We Can Reinvent a Failed Prison Syetel’¢~ 

Our editorial team is already looking ahead to issue #58 of 
YES!, when the magazine will grapple with how to solve the 

US.’s prison problem¯ We’ll explore replacing our system of 

lunishment, exclusion, and racial profiling with one that 

restores health and community, and fosters everyone’s 

capacity to care for themselves, their families, and their 
communities¯ 

Find out what the YES, team is planning and let us 

know your suggestions or tips for this issue. 
LEARN MORE. 

Reade~ 

Panei 

Jail. Photo: flick ..... /710928003 

WANT TO HELP CHOOSE OUR MAGAZINE COVERS? 

JOIN OUR READERS PANEL TODAY / 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 

:: WH’,’ TRE RINGS OF BBS"I’A~’~ RIDE B~CYCLE$ 
When you start measuring progress by the happiness of the people and the quality of the 

environment, the oddest things happen. 
r 
:: LET ~T ~NOW: TNE ASCS OF W1NTER sg~NG 

Tips for winter riding from the coldest big city in America. 
r 

You don’t need much cash if you can make, barter, or share the things your family needs. 

Newsletter a rch i\,e 

YES! Pos~er. Wendeil 

B®rry’s !7 RL;ies fcra 

"We had no other alternative." 

Bitting h~ with 
~ Wends, Ser,~, I ~’: ’,,,:g4 

Midway through ] @all 
his four-day sit-in ] Berry 
in the Kentucky I 

geverners    I 
office, Wendell 
Berry spoke to Jeff Biggers 
about the heartbreak in 

mountaintop removal mining 

The crcwd in Egypt’s 

rahrir (L.Jberatio:q) 

Squ~re o!1 Febru~’ 8 

Photo by Mona 

fi~ckr corn/89031137~3 

Thank Yoga, Egypt 

An American organizer on 

Egypt’s lessons in people 

power¯ 

in Egypt, Something Rare 

and Remarkable 

From Cairo, a 
first-person 

account of the 

way Egyptians 
supported and 

protected one 

another during 

the historic 

protests that 
led to the departure of 

President Hosni Mubarak. 

Egypt: Lessons in 

Could 2011 be to the Arab 

world what 1989 was to 

Eastern Europe? 

The 

Economic 

Iniaetiee ot 
PIaetic 

TED Talk: Van Jones on how 

plastic unfairly harms the 
poor’and what the rest of us 

can do about it. 

% Image from Annle 

..... Leor:a rd’s lt:e SIo:y of 

©Jtlzens L,Ild vs FEC 

The Story of Citizens 

bnited v, FEC 
How we the people can 

reclaim our democracy: Annie 

Leonard offers 5 Ways to Fight 

Citizens Utd 

[ 
"Whether your passion is 
protecting the environment or 
creating green jobs or 
improving public education--or 
really any other issue on which 
corporate interests are blocking 
real solutions--this is your 

irCampaign too: 
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FYI Carolina @’YICarolhm@mmedu:> 

Tuesday, Februa~" 22, 20I 1 2:53 PM 

Carolina Alumni and Friends <All} sonC@almnni,unc,edu> 

! JNC leads at nationa~ innovation summi~"Covenan~ Scholars successfid m classroom/Dmdd Brooks interview - Febma,3, FYI CaPo~ina 

Carolina’s innovative spirit was in the naiional spotlight at a live dii/{i::’,l 

--.stu::Le.r~t.. "~.h~< ::~ <,@er}<,p<,e.. from ~’ashington, D.C. and Chapel Hill, and the forum 
Tim Me~kei’.s re.seBrci: on synthetic blood cells. 

Camiina offered admission to 5,104 
seniors who applied by the first of 
two deadlines. They were chosen 
from a record first-deadline pool of 
14,018 .-- a 7 percent increase ever 
lest gear. About 3,990 first-year 
students wii[ enreil [n August 

issues including the role of 
universities in the global econorny 
with author and New York Times 
columni~ David Brooks, who 

Jane A. Weintraub, e prominent 
dental health researcher at the 
University of California, San 

seven years as a UNC taculb/ 

Carolina Covenant helps close the 

--gap for earning degrees between -- 

UNC compared Covenant Scholars 

from 2005 with 2003 entering 
students wi~o would have qualified 

Awe rd-winning colorist and fashion 
designer Alexander Julian -- Chapel 
Hill native and UNC alumnus - was 

__determined that Isis son, Wili~ was __ 
not going to graduate in May 
wearirlg an aqua gown. Julian, rnost 
famous for his clothing line Oolours 
and for putting argyle on the Tar 
Heels’ basketball uniform, knows a 
~itLle something about co~o~ 

highest levei of certification 
__awarded to green buildings .-- a first __ 

for a state-owned building in Norti~ 
Carolina. The U S. Green Building 
Council’s Leadership in Energy end 
ErMronmen~i Design program 
celtified ti~e center at its platinum 
level 

710072236 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Monday, February 28,2011 10:03 PM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion 

BAR Header 

Our People, Our Carolina, 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! 

As the planning committee gears up to bring you a even bigger and better BAR, we’re excited to inform you that this year’s football schedule and 
BAR date has been released. We’ll once again be a part of Homecoming activities, which will take place on Oot. 27-30. ACC action returns to 

Homecoming as the Heels will face the Wake Forest Demon Deacons in beautiful Kenan Stadium (view footba~ ~cheda~e). Additional information 

on hotel reservations and registration information will be available in March. 

The LOTH Scholarship serves as a tribute to Carolina’s earliest African-American graduates and as a vehicle for alumni and friends to support 
African-American first-year students who exhibit academic excellence and the potential to contribute while at Carolina and after graduation 

If you know of an African-American student who has been admitted or has applied for admission, we’d love for you to strongly encourage that 

student to submit an application (~.[~.~..<.q.~.!j~.,.q.~].,g~?..~!~?.~!...q]Z[~!~’.[!~?.~.#) Deadline: 5 p.m. (EDT), April 1,2011. Please feel free to contact Tanea 

Peftis ’95 at !.o..~..h..@3L£~.~.e..£t.~. or (919) 962-1208 should you need additional information. 

Lois Deloatch ’81 has been appointed vice chancellor for Institutional Advancement at North Carolina Central UniversitT. Deloatch served as an 

associate director of corporate and foundation relations at Duke University for the pass 20 years (X!~.’t~’L~f.~.~...~.{9?~9~.). 

Hark the Sound & Go Heels! 

Katrina Y Billingsley ’96, Chair 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Planning Committee 

Natalie Haith-Edwards ’91, Vice-Chair 

2011 BlackAlumni Reunion Planning Committee 

Affi~nity reunfons and GAA-supported scholarships for current Carolina students are made possible by dues paid by more than 66,000 GAA 

members We hope you wifl consider becoming a GAA member today. Your Alumni Associa don is a valuable resource tha t can help you stay 
connected to and informed about our great University. 

[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[[ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VISTAOutreach@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, March 2, 2011 1:00 PM 

allycrin@emaJl, unc.edu 

VISTA Viewtinder Mas/Apr 2011 

If you me having problems viewing this em~]l, please visit us online. 

Viewfinder 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA.com <~ncaa@mail.ncaa.com> 

Thursday, March 10, 2011 11:38 PM 

allycrin@email, unc.edu 

March Madness Bracket Gmne Now Open - Play and Win! 

The Official Bracket Game of NCAA.com 
Sign up now and gill out your bracket before 7:30 PM ET on Tuesday, March 

>; NCAA MARCH MADNESS BRACKETCHALLENGE 

MARCH MADNESS ON DEMAND 

(c) 2011 NCAA I Turner Sports Interactive. All Rights Resewed. NCAA.com is part of Turner - SI Digital, part of the Turner Sports & Entertainment Digital Network 

To visit &~ur 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 7:44 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

What Animals Teach Us About Being Human 

The "Animals" issue of YE!! Magazine 

Dear Reader, 

"[he new issue of YES! ~,~agazine focuses on the animals 
that live among us 

We love our animals, and we rely on them. But are we willing 

to transform our food system so farm animals can be treated 
humanely? And will we do what it takes to protect our wild 

cousins? 

Our relationship with animals is filled with contradictions Out of 
these contradictions, a relationship with animals that is both 

new--and very old--is emerging. 

We are questioning practices that treat animals as commodities 

and instead looking for respectful ways to coexist. We are 
moving toward relationships with animals that are more like 

those of indigenous peoples--seeing animals as fellow 

creatures living alongside us in complex, interdependent 

ecosystems We, too, are animals after all, and the bright lines 
we draw to separate ourselves from the animal kingdom don’t 

hold up to scrutiny. 

~n this issue 0t YES! yoaqf filed stories of magpies that 
grieve their dead, chimps that dance at the base of a waten"all, 

crows that train their young to make tools, and dogs that can 

diagnose early stages of lung cancer 

And you’ll find the words of farmer Joel Salatin, chimp 

researcher Jane Goodall, and Chickasaw poet and animal rescuer Linda Hogan. 

::~i Can Animsis Save Us? What They [esct~ Us 
AL,oul Being Human, the S~dng ~01 ~ i~ue ot 

:: WEB SPECIAL: just $’~ 5 
SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

I 

I 

See what’s inside the issue, and if you’re not already a subscriber, make this issue the first in your subscription with 
this apeciaf int~oductory $15 otfer 

~ 
Best, 

Sarah van Gelder 

Executive Editor, YES! Magazine 

:: SHARE WITH 

YOUR NETWORKS 

my favorite 

S~Jbscr be to 

JOiN PETE: SUBSCRIBE TO 
Y£S! TODAY 

A year of YES! Magazine for 
just $15, 
Plus a bonus issue, 

~ION PROFIT INDEPENDENT, 

SUBSCRIBER-SUPPORTED. 

BOOKS 

All David Korten’s books 
now in the YES! store. Get 

the set! 

[ :~ The- bcoks of D~vid 

I<or~en: now svsilsble 
the YES! Stors 

r 
YE:s! ~OSTERS 

Choose from our fifteen 



...... issee ol YES! 

A~rnals, Our Selves 

Western culture draws a sharp line between humans and animals¯ An 
indigenous writer reflects on what happens when we accept animals as our 

relatives and offer compassion to the entire living world 

MORE ... 

i.~.i YES! Magazine graphic 

dust fl~e Facts :: Should 
~A, re Eat Anhnals? 

We can feed the world and still eat meat~ 

--but only a little bit. 

i.~.i Land sad ene:g7 use in s defaull 

eniy jumps when food thai could 

h~3’,,’e been fed te humans is fed to 

Hves~ock "¢E~i~ Mags~-h~e g~sphic 

~ 
7 Steps for Action Toward a New Economy 
by David Korten 

Hope for our common human future depends on global 

cooperation to create a world in which every child can look 
folward to a prosperous, secure, and meaningful life 

irrespective of nationality, race, or religion This will require 

replacing the economic policies and institutions responsible for 

Old Economy failure with the policies and institutions of a New 
Economy--one based on positive life-values and a democratic 

distribution of power. 

::X Ds’,,’id Korten’s 

David Rorle!l=s roots i!l sm~il 
town America taught him the 

Steve Minor flickr comismlner 

"~{ Children ir~ L.adakh, iadia. Rathe:than becorrfing 

more c£,mpeddve wilh othe:" nations, we should 

~urn ~o 91obal coopen~ioa so ths~ eve~, child car: 

look torward to a secure future. Phelo copynght 

e~l~s-schku-np~ fl~ckr corn/29487767@N02 

~ GENDA FOR A NEW ECONOMY: 

David Korten: "1 wrote Agenda to spur a national conversation on economic policy issues 
and options that are othen^4se largely ignored." Read excerpts from his book, or get it 

here ff~m ~he YES{ Store: 22% offthe cover price, or FREE if you become 

Ded~c~ted Frien~ of 

~ People often f~H to rsc~,gn~ze [~ The F~s-s~ of lh¢- E~sl ~r,d~ Co, 
tl~e difference between Hemeward Bound ffem Chins 
phantom ~k~nc~a~ assets ~nd Under the Command o~ S~ 
real IMng weakh. Phote by BLsnthanJe[ Dance Pslntin9 
Mike @tzenho~er W~ll~am Danish 1504 

My Defec£ion Story 
How I came to challenge the 

legitimacy of the institutions I once 
served. 

1"he ~Husion of Money 
Real wealth or phantom assets? 

David Korten explores the difference 

--between the kind of wealth that 

makes life better and the phantom 
wealth created by financial 

speculation 

On the Origin of Corporatione 
How the buccaneers and privateers 

of days past came to be the Wall 

--Street profiteers of the present¯ 

Shannon Hayes and 

daughle! Piloto by 

Beb Hooper 

making it the world’s 

My Antidote to The Tyranny of the Big, 

Over’~vheh’~ the Beauty of the 8mall 

Shannon Hayes: People ask Sure, we teach democracy Green building leader Jason 
me, "How do you do it all?" in our schools--but we McLennan on ways to keep 

The answer is, I don’t .. and need to practice it there, too our buildings and cities at a 

there’s a good reason for healthy, human scale¯ 

that¯ 

X:: The Wisconsln State 

Capkc, I is once again 

Pt~oto by Jessie 

Wiecon.~in’s Anti-Union 
BH~ Paeeee 

Republicans maneuvered 

the passage of Wisconsin’s 
assault on collective 

bargaining¯ How’d they do it, 

and what happens next? 

inspirational posters, 

including Wendell Berry’s 
rules for a sustainable 

community. 

’YES! Posters including 

t,Vendell Bemi’s 17 

Rules for s Sure,sir:able 

Oommunit{ 

The YES! Quole Pt~ge 

Pholo by KeU~, West 

Mars 

"Fulfilling our longing for the 

wild, our primordial desire to 

hear the roar of nature’ within 
ourselves, does not require 

that we camp out in Alaska, or 

even encounter an animal in its 

natural habitat¯ Spiritual contact 
with an animal can happen 

under quite ordinary 
circumstances" 
--Mary Lou Randout~ author and 
an#:~a! advocate 
[ 
:: DOWNLOAD: QUOTE PAGE 
[ 

~ MUSIC Xi Music 

YES! Muaie 
for Spring         Sp~ng 

Musical 

inspiration 

while putting 
out this issue: 

Listen to 

tracks from a 

lineup of indie 
stars in 

Gasoline 

Rainbows, 
Dear 

Companion, and from 

Tomorrow’s Children, Dar 
Williams and Pete Seeger. 

~ PHOTO ESSAY 

US Uncut: Standin9 bpto 

Corporate Tax Dodgers 
’Austerity for us, prosperity 

for them"--and more signs 

from US Uncut’s 50-city 

protests of corporate tax 
avoidance 

~ FILM 

h~ge fror~ ti~e fiir~ 
Eeenomics of 
kk~ppiness 



Si~s of Life 
Small Stories About Big Change 

~ 
Benefit C~rps. a New ~il~d ot 

Company 

Corporations commJ~e~ ~o Bo~ profJ~ 

~n~ people coul~ c~nge ~e min~se~ of 

~e Business worl~ 

f°Y / 

Dealir[g With a U.B. DeficiL Outdoor P~aytime Fo[ Kids 

On a crisp, clear day last October, 50,000 parents and children gathered in New York’s Central Park for 
the "Ultimate Block Party" .. to reclaim play. 

The Economics ot 

Bsppir~esa 

How going local can restore 

our ecosystems, our societies, 

and our spirits. 
[ 
:: YES! INTERVIEW 
WITH THE DIRECTOR 

~ VIDEO 

of M~rine Llte N~t[on~i 

Geognsphic 

An Appalachian victory in the battle against mountaintop mining. ~hat Lies Beneath 

[ The Census of Marine Life 

:: SITTING IN WITH WENDELL BERRY TO END MOUNTAINTOP REMOVAL reveals more than 6,000 

i potential new species living in 

our oceans. 

Grief, friendship, gratitude, wonder, and other things we animals experience 

[ 

A new study offers the strongest evidence to date that meditation can change the structure of your brain. 

[ 

Annie Leonard’s new film asks: Why have corporations gotten so powerful? And what can we do about it? 

A~ Oasis 

Food 

In West 

Oakland, a 

community 

cooperative is 

providing an alternative to fast 

food and packaged snacks. 

r 

Su~scr[~. [edsy wig~ this of~er I Contact Y~.~! 

We never sell or share our email list. Us8 this ~ink if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

[~,3nage your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



i.~.i CBSSports.corn Basketball Manager 

Before you enter your bracket picks for a chance to win a trip to 

Your CBSSpor~.corn ID: s~y~:r~ 

Forgot your password? It’s easy to retrieve it here: 

To access your bracket, visit the brackets homepage: 

- Just sign in with your ID and password and click the Bracket 

Challenge icon on the right to access your bracket 

After the tournament teams are selected on Sunday, March 

13, you can enter your bracket picks via the "Brackets" tab 

(located in the upper left corner of your Bracket Challenge 

screen) 

Create up to three brackets to increase your chance to win! 

The first round of the tournament begins on Thursday, March 

17 - remember to have your bracket picks in by then! 

Help on any page is always just a click away. Click on the 

"Help" tab located near the "Brackets" tab 

For the game’s official rules, go to the "Help" tab and click 

"Rules" 

Thank you again for choosing CBSSports.com Bracket Challenge 

and good luck! 

Sincerely, 

The CBSSports.com Bracket Games Team 

IMPORTAN "~" DAT~S: 

March 131 Selection SundayTM 

March 15 & 16 I Opening Round 

March 17 & 18 I First Round 

March 19 & 20 I Second Round 

March 24 & 25 I NCAA Sweet 16® 

March 26 & 27 I Elite Eight~ 

l April 2 I Final Fou~® 

IApril 4 I National Championship 

Manage your bracket 
competition online for 

freer 

iN Bracket Challenge 

Take the hassle out of 

running your bracket 

competition by hand¯ Bracket 

Manager does the work for 

you online with added 

features including 

customized scoring¯ 

Sig~ up now! 

CBSSportSoCOm 
Brackets on Facebook 
Put your bracket skills to the 

test and play against your 

friends on Facebook. 

No more busted 
brackets! 
Submit a new bracket each 

round for a chance to win a 

trip to the 2012 Final 4®. 

Want More Tournament 
Coverage? 
Catch the latest scores and 

stats for the NCAA 

Tournament with CBS Sports 

Mobile Apps and Web for the 

iPhone, Android, and 

BlackBerry, available for Free! 

Ciick here to find out more 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ESPN Member Services <memberservices@espncustomercare.com> 

Monday, March 14, 2011 11:01 PM 

~llycrin@emaJL unc.edu 

Welcome to ESPN.com’. 

Hi Allyson, 

Thanks for registering on ESPN.com! Your member name is GimmeSomeUNCBBall. 

Select your favorite teams and sports now! 
When you log in to ESPN.com, ESPN Mobile Web, or 
ESPN Mobile Applications, we’ll highlight YOUR scores, 

headlines, and schedules! 

Plus, log in to ESPN wherever you are to: 
¯ Compete in free fantasy sports and access your fantasy teams online or via mobile 
¯ Get free text and email alerts about your teams 
¯ Win cash prizes by playing games like Streak for the Cash 

¯ Select from free newsletters - everything from SportsCenter headlines and 
personalized daily news to fantasy tips 

Have fun! 
ESPN 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org> 

Sunday, March 20, 2011 7:47 PM 

a]lycfin@emml, unc.edu 

Athgo Opportunities 

grsnts, 

Learn More I Register 

Check out ou~ fiexible or:line 

Learn More 

Featured Video 

witi: ihe UN-OHRU..S 

Watch Video 

H,E. Cheick SLdi Di;~rra 
Ur:d~r-Secret~ ry -G~ner~i 
UN-OHRU..S 

Learn More I Register 

~ 
F.’,E Ivo lvanovski 
Mini~.te~ of in~om",a~ion Society 

Youtube .. Watch t~s 
Facebook ~ Become a fan 
Twitter ~ Foitow us 

Athgo ,~n,~:~r,.,?a#ona,~ and the United Natiol~s el~tsred into an agres~re..",t on May 26, 2010, which 

Gos~s throughout the Wodd, 

Athgo Veoph:: 

Tun~ h~ to Dr, A~’r~er~ O~’~yarCs ~nterv~w on Green k~ Goad, ~ weekly C~e~r Channe~ r~d~o show 
w~h John Sh~!~ed;~n ~d M~ke B~ady flora 27:09 mark: 

http:flgreenis~ood.fm/201 ll011iay-kord~ch~th#o-international-armen-oruiyanl 

Eye.body can be ~reat, because anybody can sere ~ Pa~ Two 
by Johr~ 8he~eH~L Chaffman and CEO o~ ~}!~ctron~c 

A[hgo is on a missio~ .:o engage 

appr~c~at~ and vsk~e 

Donate Now      ] 



From: YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2011 7:08 PM 

To: allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Subject: Should We Eat Animals? 

Joel Salatin and S~maura Taylor tackle the question... 

.~.i Should We ~at Animals? 

Sustai!l~bls- Food Means Meat Too, M~d®lin® Oslr~nder’s inlep,,iew wilh 

Joel Salatin in the Ca:-~ Animals Save Us? issue of YES! M,sgazine 

Joel Salatin: How to Eat Meat and 
Respect It, Too 

Joel Salatin is no simple farmer When he speaks, he at times takes on the air 

of a Southern preacher, pi]ilosopher, heretic, businessman, activist, or 

ecological engineer. Since Michael Pollan’s book The Omnivore’s Dilemma and 
the film Food, Inc. brought him to tame as the man who raises meat the right 

way, Salatin has become a sought-after speaker But he still spends most of 

i]is time on his rural Virginia farm--with tile chickens, baling hay, moving cows 

from one paddock to another.. It is perhaps Salatin’s unwillingness to 
compartmentalize that has made him such a compelling moral voice for the 

food movement For Salatin, farming is inseparable from ethics, politics, faith, 

or ecology. 

There’s a missiona[y quality to Salatin’s farming. He speaks of his work as a 
ministry and as healing He calls his animals "co-laborers" and ’dance 
)artners" and says he respects each animal’s distinctiveness. Who better to 

articulate an ethic of how, when, and whether we should raise and eat our 
fellow animals? 

:: SHARE THESE ARTICLES WITH YOUR FRIENDS 

Humane Meat? 
No Such Thing 

Sunaura Taylor: "Should we eat 

animals? My disability gives me a unique 
view on the oxymoron ’humane meat’" 

i.’~.5 ,%ubscr:be Io ’FE:":,! with 

~Ms spee~ offer: ~% 

A year of YES~ Magazine for 

just $15. 

DONA7~ and help us ~ 

inspire action for a 

be~er world¯ 

::~:: 

Instant 

inspiration* ~ant 
(*Just add een 

~ater) 

Support our 

work and 

support the 

planet too with 

the healthiest, 

safest bottle you can get. 

~Marci] 22 was World Water 

..:- ~aturdav M~Jrch Prc,spe~s @ a 
12, some 100000 CsnadL~n t®l®vision 
people thronged the st~stion similar to Fo:< 
Wis,sonshs capkc4 News prompted 

Wisconsin Awaken~ a A L~w Against Lyb~g on 

S~eepi~g Gian~ t~e Newe 
As Wisconsin’s a~ack on Why Canada has one and 

workers spreads to other --the US. doesn’t. 

states, so does the historic 
uprising that began in 
Madison. 

X:: ’VVork is a core class 

by Laura 

~i ISheto by Not An 

Tack~il~9 Corporate Heroes eta Moral 

Power, One Town a~ a Economy 
Time All around you are everyday 

--How communities are saying--heroes who refuse to be 

"no" to corporate drilling-- complicit in the economic 

even if it means buckin9 mistreatment of other 
state law. people. 

PRESIDENTIAL DECI.ARATIONS AND FIt. ~lt’,".’A~ERS{ SCARE TACTiCal" GET THE ATTEb#TION--~MEANWNii..~’:, 
faO~A’~:.RFLtL GRASSROOTS ~’Z.O’~,%~vI~:.NTS ~UtL:3 ON 80 Y~L¢\RS (:iF EFPORT, 

Day. See feature articles from 

the Water Solutions issue of 

YES! Magazine 

F’i~o~o by Naomi F~os~ 
Na orrfi Fros~blogspot.~xwn 

Enough? 

How can we change our 
water habits to work with 

nature and keep water 

flowing? 

ME8] Magazlne Just the 
...... Fac~s Graphic 

Just the Facte :: 
Water #ootpr~pts 

How much water do we use? 



Nuclear Disarmament 
is People’s Work 

Are people in the United States too comfortable with the 

existence of nuclear weapons? How do you motivate the 

public to care about the nuclear threat and instill the hope to 
work toward change? 

::.~ Nuclesr Dissr .......... tie People’s Work, Joe 

Copeland;s articie in tile Clan Animals Save 

~ssue ,sf ’Y’ES~ Msgazina 

At times it seems that a good jolt of fear might be the answer. 

Maybe then we would finally wake from denial and do 
something about the dangers of nuclear arms: the risk that 

one of the nuclear powers may choose to use the ultimate 

weapon of mass destruction, the bomb’s distortion of power 

relationships among nations, the potential for accident or terror to unleash some catastrophe. 

MORE 

~ tCOUNTDOW,~ TO ZERO 

An estimated 23,000 nuclear weapons exist in the world, Why that number needs to be zero, 

~ Watch the trailer for the film, Countdown to Zero, 

INEE K~LLINGBWORTH ~BRADLEY MANNING ~VIARI ROSE TARBC 

Environmental justice for all. How one outspoken resident Challenging secrecy with 

is helping Cleveland’s WikiLeaks 

~amilies keep their homes. -- 

[~ FIGHTING 
FORECLOSURES 

~.,BANNON ~ICNAMARA 

Sharing education in Africa. 

Highlights from the last letter: .... 

[ ~:: ’fIZ:S~ Emai~lNewsletter s~ch~ve 
:: 7 STEPS FOR ACiqON TO¢,~ARO A b~t~ ~CONO~,~Y 

Seven reasons why our Old Economy is failing~each paired with its New Economy solution 

All around us are radiant species. What can the first peoples teach us about restoring our relationship with animals? 

:: ~,~Y AN~DOTE TO OV~RWH~M~ 
Shannon Hayes: People ask me, "How do you do it all?" The answer is, I don’t ... and there’s a good reason for that. 

More than any other country, it 

turns out. And we could save 
a lot. 
I 
~} Sirnple W;.~ye to Bring the 
Water Revolution Borne 

Get tight with 

your water 

budget, live 

large on 

dishwater, 

i save some 
rain, and get 

your activist 
feet wet (really). 

,’~] YES! Video: It’s 

Evelybcdy’s Water 

Gustav the dog. Pl-=olo 

by Michael Dalby 

It’s Bverybody’~ Water 
It’s time we fell in love with the 

simple bundle of atoms that 

makes the world possible. 

:: MORE WATER SOLUTIONS 
r 

GFeen Awards 2011 

Vote fof YES! 
YES! has been nominated for 
two of Treehugger’s annual 

Best of Green Awards, Best 
Business and Politics Website 

and Twitter feed. If you’re a 

fan of YES! content, vote for 
us! 

Want to See Things from a New Point of View? S~ibscrlbe to YESI MsgaT.me. 

Subscribe tod,ly with this effer [ Contact YES! 

We never sell or share our email list. Use this flnk if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~’~lanage your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own YEE! r~ewsletters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 6:32 PM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Updates 

Our People, Our Ca~o~ina, I Homecoming Weekend 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! 

The date has been set, the opponent selected and the host hotel confirmed. Facebook, call and/or text your fellow Carolina alumni and make plans 
to attend this year’s Black Alumni Reunion. The reunion will be held during the 2011 Homecoming Weekend and the Tar Heels will face the Wake 
Forest Demon Deacons on Saturday, Oct 29, in Kenan Stadium. Online event registration will open on Aug. 1. 

Host 
The host hotel will be the #.[!#Z~.’g~?..~.~}A&}#.[.~).[!!. You may make your hotel reservations ,g~?.!!~?.~’~ or by calling the Sheraton directly at 

(919) 968-4900 (reference UNC Black Alumni Reunion). The room rate is $123/night plus tax (singles/doubles). Do not delay, make 

your hotel reservation today! 

The BAR nominating committee is accepting nominations for the 2011 Harvey E. Beech Awa rds (outstanding alumni and outstanding 
faculty/staff). Nomination packets are due on or before Tuesday, ~ay 31, 2011 E-mail r3r. Janet Southertapd ’82~, nominating chair, 

should you need additional information (#.ft~f:~[!~#.£!j?..o..[~’[!.[’[~!£[!.)..o..[’.O?.) All class years and professions are strongly 

encouraged to apply. 

The LOTH Scholarship se~es as a tribute to Carolina’s earliest African-American graduates and as a vehicle for alumni and friends to 

suppoR African-American first-year studen~ who exhibit academic excellence and the potential to contribute while at Carolina and a~er 
graduation. 

If you know of an AfricamAmerican student who has been admi~ed, a nd plans to a~end Carolina in the ~11, please encourage that 

student to submit an application (v~~i~d ~ ~eFmes). The deadline has been extended to May 2, 2011, 5 p.m. 
(EDT}. Please feel free to contact Tanea Penis ’95 at ~5~.~]~.[!~..~.~] or (919) 962-1208 should you need additional information. 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Katrina Y. Billingsley ’96 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Natalie Haith-Edwards ’91 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA-supported scholarships for current Carolina students are made possible by dues paid by more than 66, 000 GAA 

members We hope you wilt consider becoming a GAA member today. "/our Alumni Associa don is a valuable resource tha t can help you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA.com <~ncaa@mail.ncaa.com> 

Wednesday, April 6, 2011 11:26 AM 

allycrin@email, unc.edu 

NCAA FanCam from Relia~t Stadium is Ready - Were You There? Prove It! 

The Largest Interactive Photo ~n NC,^,&. Basketball History- rhe FanCam at Reliant Stadium - Were You [here’? Prove It! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Friday, April 15,2011 1:21 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

What would your students do for the animals they love? 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

YES! Education C .... ction Newsletter 

::X:: YES! Magazine logo 

YOUR STORIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

WR~TING CO~,’~PE’~ R’IO N 

Dear Educators, 

Whether it’s dogs, cats, horses, or snow leopards, young 
people love animals. The stories in the current issue of YES! 

Magazine, Can Animals Save Ue? explore the beauty and 

contradictions humans have with the animal community. 

With ,Jane Gooda~Fa Roota & Shoots resources and other 
YES! classroom tools, your students can explore ways to 

protect and respectfully co-exist with animals in our complex, 

ever-changing environment 

We are also excited to launch the YES! Natioaal 8tudeat 

Writing Competition. The Spring 2011 topic is "What is your 
gift?" If your students covet the chance to be published on 

YES! Magazine’s website, get them writing today! 

From early morning light to cherry blossoms to newborn lambs, 

spring is definitely here! Enjoy your much-deserved spring 

break. 

ii~ Jing Fong, 

..... Education 

Outreach 

Manager, 

YES~ 

Maaazine 

Jing Fong 
Educat on Outreach Manager, YES! Magazine 

WITH YOUR NETWORKS 

CURRICULUM AND 

RESOURCES 

WORDS TNAT INSPIRE 

X YESi Posters 

YES! POSTERS 
Our most popular graphic 

magazine spreads are 

available as full color 1 lx17" 

posters. 

RENEW: SPECIAL OFFER 

Renew your teacher 

subscription today at special 

discount rates, 

P.S Inspired by YES! Magazine stories about learning outside the classroom? We have FREE copies of our Fall 2009 issue 

Learn as You Go, for you and your students. Juat email rne a ~eq~eet and they’re yours. Limited supply available. 

~ 
Get Your Skyeight On! How to Change the Way We Perceive the WoHd 

In the 1980s, Oregon artist Daniel Dancer came upon the Nazcac Lines of Peru--giant sketches drawn in 

the desert by ancient peoples¯ With Kansas artist and friend, Stan Herd, Daniel created similar-scale 

images on a field by using a tractor as a paintbrush and crops for color One day, Daniel invited an entire 
elementary school of students to be the beads on the headband of a 25-acre Indian head¯ The result was 

stunning and life changing¯ This is Daniel’s e~o~’y. 

MORE OF YOUR STORIES: Teaching A~perger’e Studel’4s. ~¢et~ng the Parents Oar Schoof at Bfa~r Grocel~ 

Teens Care for R~ver, Theh’ Way. ~Ho~a~ The Fu[u~e ie Now. Race Has Everything To Do W~th ~t. GPowing Good 
Feop~e. B~auty of Teenaget~. Free ~o 8e t~e. Chicken Soup [o~ the Soul 

SEND US your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators 

DONATE and help 

support our 

education program 

MES! teacher 
...... subscription offer 

Free 1-Year Subscription to 

YES! 

Now extended to middle 
school, high school, college, 

and university librarians¯ 

~] Funny pictures showing 
~:~] Jane GoodalFs Roots and Shoots organization: The Power of Youth is Global :": jus~ how alike humans 

s~eto animals Pho[os 
fron~ i~c,ck corn 

We Second T~at Emotioa 

Scientific research shows that 

many animals are very 

intelligent and have sensory 
and motor abilities that dwaR 

ours¯ Many animals also 
Jane Goodall is more than the world’s foremost authority on chimpanzees¯ She also is a tireless suppoRer for the natural display wide-ranging emotions¯ 
world we share¯ Jane Goodalrs Roots & Shoots resoarces a~d networ~ empower young people to improve the In many ways, human 
environment for all living things¯ emotions are the gi~s of our 



We are pleased to share Roots & Shoote’ K-I 2 se[vioedearning ~eseorls on the animal community and endangered 

species. If your students want to do something practical a nd powerful for animals in their community, these lessons are 

~ athways to success. 

Jane GoodalFs 10 Best Things We Osn Do For 
Animais, a YES! Pos’~er Photo by Betty Udesen 

The Page that Counts 

How many Americans say they are 

satisfied with the school system? By 
how much does using a cell phone 

increase your chances of getting a 

brain tumor? Satisfy your curiosity 

with the Page That Counts! 

t0 Best Things for Anim;~ta 

’Act knowing we are not alone and live with hope." Dr. 

Jane Goodall shares her insight into the animal world 

with these 10 things you and your students can do to 
care for the animals we all love 

[ 

Tomatoe 

Photo 

by Evan 

Loosen 

8 Food Roles h’om ~1y 10-~1He Diet 

Health enthusiasts have rules. Dieters 

have rules. Why not Iocavores? Here 

are rules Vicki Robin came up with 
after one month of eating only local 

(exceptthe sat, coffee and mes ). 

Want a motivator to take your students’ writing to a higher level? Here’s an 
opportunity for them to write for a real audience (not just you!), and the chance to 

get published by an award-winning magazine. 

The YES! ~ational Student Writing Competition is your students’ chance to 

show off their best writing and passionate opinions. 

Esssy P!oiect YES! 

Magazine g~aphic 

~ 
Have your students read and respond to Puanani Burgess’ YES! 

article, Blessings Revealed. This is the story of a young man, 

written off as a loser, who discovers his own unique gift Your 

students should write an essay of up to 700 words that 
answers the questions, ’What is your gift? How do you share 
it?" 

Click here for eompetitioa details and how to sigl~ up 

Meaningful education includes fostering creativi~ and teaching compassion. Discover the inspiration of a thought- 

provoking poem, and learn about humane education with these resources from the Academy of American Poets and 

TeachKind. Below you’ll find free lesson plans and materials to share with your students. 

Poeta,org 

This online poetry classroom is a source for poets of all ages. Explore a rich collection of poems and dive 

into a wealth of curricular resources. April is National Poetry Month. Poets.org is chock-full of poems and 
programs to help you and your students celebrate There’s also an entire section devoted to poetry for 

teens. 

TeachKind 
Teach Do you want to help your students become kinder, more compassionate individuals? TeachKind, the 

~ humane education division of People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, provides a bounty of thoughtful, 
I 

free materials for teachers who want to explore how their students can be respectful and kind to 

animals, and take action on causes they care about 

1"he WHd Geese 
by Wendell BetTy ~:: Canada G_.ese in flight. F hero by Phearfix 

Horseback on Sunday morning, 

harvest over. we taste persimmon 

and wild grape, sharp sweet 

of summer’s end. In time’s maze 

over fall fields, we name names 

that went west from here, names 

that rest on graves We open 

a persimmon seed to find the tree 

that stands in promise, 

pale, in the seed’s marrow ... 

Farmer, teacher, poet, and activist Wendell Berry writes of                                              Photo by pheanix 

the immediate world that surrounds him. His vision embraces community in the largest possible sense, and rests on the 

belief that huma nkind must learn to live in harmony with nature or perish 

Click here for the entire poem and an accompanying activity from which your students can talk back to the poet 

~animal ancestors... 

What can erie 
person do’? J .... from 
What can one 

I F:rs n k~; 
person do 

I JameF’ 
when 6.8 billion J ~,sLral 
are frying the I .... ~" 
planet? Franke James’ colo~ul 

quirky images reflect what’s 

9oin9 on in her head: questions 

and mu~erings about 91obal 
warming, floods, and more, 

~ V1DEO 

Image from JR’s TED 

"l’slk 

Iot~ger 

Find yourself avoiding eye 

contact with the homeless? In 

this popular TED Talk, street 
artist JR talks about his global 

art project that posts in-your- 
face portraits of the 

overlooked and downtrodden 
in improbable places. 

Bay happy. 

~ 

Be happy. 
Cage-free, 

grass-fed, 

free-range, 

organic Are 
you mystified by the labels you 

see on the meat or eggs you 

buy? This powerful video 

defines what "Certified 
Humane" is all about and what 

it means for the animals. 
[ 

The Santa Fe AR 

...... IriseS[isle and community 

members colored the dr{ 

Santa Fe riverbed wilere 

,,~ater could potentially 

fiow. Photo courtesy d 

350.or9 and the Santa 

Fe A~ Ir~s[~[ute 

Out of the Blue 
Use this photo to ask your 

students what they notice and 

are wondering. Then share the 

surprising facts behind the 
image to connect to greater 

understanding and discovery. 
[ 
DOWNLOAD :: 
Visua~ Learning Lesson Pk~n 

We never sell or share our email list. Use this link if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

Manage your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for YES. ne,~tslet[ers 

Contract YES! Ed~.lcatiei~ I Support our Education Program: Make a [~x..ded~.lctib~e donation. 





From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Sunday, April 17, 2011 6:38 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

You’re Invited to YES! Magazine’s 15th Birthday Party 

r 

Celebrate with us! 

Dear Reader, 

You’ve helped us reach the ripe old age of 15--growing from 

humble beginnings into a trusted national source that drives 

real change from the grassroots to the policy level. 

So please join us for the festivities in Seattle on June 1 at Town 

Hall Van Jones, Vandana Shiva, Bill McKibben, David & Fran 

Korten, Sarah van Gelder, and hundreds of members of the 

YES! community will be there at 7:00 p.m. Click here to buy your 

tickets before they sell out. 

And help ensure another 15 years of powerful ideas and 

practical actions. Ye~r bid:h~ay gif~ of any size will help inspire 

our growing readership with the tools to create a better world. 

For a biPthday gift of $~.5 or more, we’ll send you a gift 

subscription coupon to share with a friend 

Or si9# up to 9ire $5~’~e~th or #~ore and we’ll send two gift subscription coupons, plus you r ongoing 

YES! subscription, and quarterly updates. 

~$i Bill McKibben, Vandana Shiva, and Van Jones will 
Can’t make it to Seattle? We’ll be live streaming the ...... be at our Parb.¢. Join them! 

event. Invite friends, bring a birthday cake and 

champagne, and join us from where you are. 

We’ve come this far thanks to the support of our 

readers. Thank you for making our first 15 years so spectacular. Here’s to another 15 to come! 

~ 
Publisher, YES. Magazine 

YES! I Ws!ll to Dor~ate 

P.S. As always, yoar ~ift to YBS! is f~x41e#aetible 

Thanks for your support 

MAKE SURE YOU DON’T MISS FURTHER UPDATES ABOUT OUR BIG EVENT 

Si~ ~ f~r o~r ~o~if~ea~io~ list 

YES! MAGAZINE :: NONPROFIT¯ INDEPENDENT SUBSCRIBER-SUPPORTED¯ 

We never sell or share our email list. Use ~his li#k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 1:41 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

42 Ways to Not Make Trash I Wildlife Right of Way I What’s So Special About Humans? 

Wildlife 

or too long the Western world has tried 

to live separately from~or in opposition 

to--nature¯ Ignorance of the deep 
interconnectivity of life is dangerous not 

only for wolves, bears, and zebras but 

also for us. As our air and water grow 

dialer and our soil thinner, animal species 

suffer, but ultimately so will humans 
unless we act. Rewilding offers a way to 

revi~lize biodiversity, rebuild our 

scale what has become disconnected: 
humans and natural landscapes¯ 

the mystery of the wild, and our constant efforts to tame it. 

Photo [-ff Natafie MsnuegAnimus Pi~otcgraphy animusphctography corn 

X~hat’s So Special About Humans? 

When the first abolitionists declared that slaves should be freed, their 
opponents argued that blacks were the property of their owners and giving 
them rights would cripple the American economy... 

Today, similar claims are being made about a new effort to expand rights But 

the recipients of these rights are not human beings~they’re animals and 
ecosystems. Advocates from Pennsylvania to Bolivia are using ancient 

traditions, new scientific research, and a growing body of legal scholarship to 

argue that socie~ can and should recognize these rights. ~’~IOR ~ .. 

:: WHAT ~F ORANGUTANS HAD THEIR DAY IN COURT? 

Environmentalists say nature should have legally recognized rights. But what 

does that really mean? Read this YES! interview with Cormac Cullinan, a leader 

in the rights-of-nature movement. 

i~-~ ’fro only ~ little squeamish scout 

holdln9 the pheasa nt Rona has 

What’s the Ha~m~ in 

Hunting? 

~’s an expression of our most 

fundamental relationship with nature, but 

can you really be moral and be a hunter, 

too? Our intern headed into the wild to 
_find out. 

20,000 New Species 

Under the Sea 

Who lives in the ocean? The world’s 
first census of the sea introduces 

thousands of new creatures, and the 

impact we’re having on them. 

...... Animals issue p~,ek 
ir~side 

GET OUR CURRENT ~SSUE 

FOR FREE 
Find out what you’re 

~issing, Try us out, 

$t5 SUBSCR]PI"~ON 

Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $15¯ 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 54% OFF 

YES! TOTE 
Justrightfor I :" 4;;g I 
the Farmers I 

~Market!    I 

The Page 1"hat Count~ 
Amount of real money Jon 

Jacobs received for virtual 

online real estate: $635,000. 
Average price of a home in the 

US.: $170,600 Watch our 
video¯ 

:: MORE PAGE THAT COUNTS 
r 

..... ~:sed ~o qat~:rs~iy 
p:’opagale plants. Photc 
L~, Mirons Hiescu 

Propagating Ptantg 

Td like to sta~ a garden, but 

buying plants can be 

expensive. I’ve read of 
propagating cu~ings using 

rooting hormones. Is there a 

natural way to propagate?" 



I 

Treehugger Best of Green Award: ’YES! Magazine represents where the green movement needs to be heading. It 

effectively focuses its content on the intersection of business, politics and community-balancing personal action, 

community building and community-led activism, and national and international politics.’ 

SAMPLE OUR RECENT AWARD-W~NN~NG COVERAGE: 

42 Ways to Not Make Trash 
Together with his family, Colin Beavan--aka No Impact Man--spent a year trying to 

live in the middle of New York City without having a negative impact on the 
environment. One of his first challenges: getting through everyday life without 

producing trash. Read his favorite tips and trieks. 

i~’{ No Impac! Man book 

...... FREE :fyou 

a Dedicated Frie:qd 

~f YES! + DVD 

Pate 8eeger’s Fhe 

GET COI.IN’S BOOK "NO IMPACT MAN’ 

FREE WHEN YOU SECO[~E A DEDICATED 

FRIEND OF YES! ~’~IAGAZ~NE! 

Con~ere:qce on Climste Change 

and tile Rights of Mother Ea!th 

in Cochabsmba, Bolivia Photo 

L~, Kds Krug 

DeChristopher’s I,;%mote 
speech ~t Fewer Shlt~ 2011 

the Powec Shift 2011 rabi 

Washington, DC Photo 

MV ,iS arT.a=1. 

fiickr corn/mvi~n~ze!l 

The Law of g’Iothef Bafth: Sehi~d 

Bolivia’s Historic Bi~ 

A new law expected to pass in 

Bolivia mandates a fundamental 
ecological reorientation of the nation’s 

economy and society. 

Tim DeChrie~opher: The CHma~e 

Movement Needs to Step ~t Up 

Speaking at Power Shift 2011, 

activist Tim DeChristopher says it’s 
high time the environmental movement 

stop just making statements--and 
start taking a stand. 

Powe~’ SHift: How the YOUTH 

Climate ~ovemee’~ is Cheeping 

the Game 

YES! Interview: Jessy Tolkan: In the 
fight for the climate, students are 

leading the way. 

Smiies, L~, pail rn tang 

Don’t Get Foo~ed Again: 
Writing Our Ow~ 

Economic Future 

My neighbors and I know 

we can’t go back to the old 
economy. But what can we 

do to build a new one? 

C:ou r~n ~_~, Boulton              Zakira 

The World o~ Our Dre~.~rna The Refugee Child 
Photographefs 

by David Korten How photography training 

A stunning and hopeful 

truth: The world we must 
create in order to survive is 

also the vision that unites 

us 

Vefmont’e BiII: ts it 
Sing~e-Payef 

Care? 

and disposable cameras are A Q&A session to help 

giving young Palestinian demystify Vermon’ts new 
refugees someti]ing new--a health care bill. 

voice [ 
:: 5 WAYS TO REAL HEALTH 

Highlights from the last letter: .... 

[ [~:: ’¢1FS~ Emai~INewsletter s;ch~ve 
:: WARI=’IGR BABOONS G~VE P~.BkCE A CNANCE 
Scientists have long said humans are naturally violent and, like other primates, can’t change 
Then a trick of fate turned a troop of baboons into peacemakers. 

:: tO THINGS SCIENCE SAYS W~£L ~,IAKE YOIJ HAPPY 
Scientists can tell us how to be happy. Really. Here are 10 ways, with the research to prove it. 

:: t g EVERYDAY ACTS OF RESISTANCE THAT CHANGED THE WORLD 

V~clav Hovel called it ’the power of the powerless" How regular people, from Denmark to Liberia. have stood up to power-- 

and won. 

I :: MORE GREEN LIVING TIPS 

Wha~ 

About 

grotectinf.1 
the Pl~.~r~et 

A review by 
Jamal Rahman. How Islamic 

faith and environmentalism can 

be combined in everyday life. 

VIDEO 

Image fiorn Bewb Fight 

Frocking m~d Win, 

Bowto Fight Fraoking and 

What started as one couple’s 
fight against gas drilling in their 

local park grew into a 

campaign to save more than 

700,000 acres of Pennsylvania 
forest. 

~ 
AUDIO 
7 National 

Baltimore-born 

Motown 

preserving two of the 

country’s most precious 
resources: wild mustangs and 

at-risk children. 

The Boonomiae of 

Bapptaesa 

Why are we so lonely when 
we have so much? Beyond the 

unhappiness of a 

disconnected world are new-- 

and very old--ways we can 

turn it around. 

~ PHOTO ESSAY 
r 

"[’he If ca’dine Series 

How backyard hummingbirds 
gave a healing photojoumalist 

a new lens on life. 
[ 



We never sell or share our email list. bse this ~ink if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

t~al~ge your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 30, 2011 8:44 PM 

Alumni & Friends <AIlysonC@alumni.unc.edu> 

UNC BlackAlumni Reunion Upates I April 30, 2011 

Our People, Our Carolina, I Homecomin,~ Weekend 

Dear Carolina alumni and friends: 

if you have not done so already, please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar We invite all alumni and friends to 
make plans to gather in Chapel Hill for BAR and Homecoming 2011. We are certain it will be a fun-filled and memorable weekend. Continue to watch 

your email for event updates. 

The overflow hotel is the R~. I~n C.ha ;el Bilf (located across from the host hotel, the Sheraton Chapel Hill). You may make your 
hotel reservations by calling the Residence Inn directly at (919) 933-4848 (reference UNC BtackAtumniReunion) The room rate is 
$129/night plus tax (studio king suite or one bedroom queen/queen suite). If you are interested in staying in the host hotel, please 

check back with the Sheraton Chapel BiB periodically. As we near the reunion date, room cancellations often take place. 

Award Nomir~atioas 

The BAR nominating committee is accepting nominations for the 2011 Harvey E. Beech Awards (outstanding alumni and outstanding 

faculty/staff). Nomination packets are due on or before Tuesday, May 31. Email Dr. Janet Southerland ’82, nominating chair, should 

you need additional information (#ow#toad nol~linstion form) All class years and professions are strongly encouraged to 
apply. 

Congratulations to Dr Ernest Goodson ’76 and Teresa Williams ’77 on their recent selection to the GAA board of directors. They will join 

the following African-American alumni currently serving on the board: EIbert Avery ’82, Robyn Hadley ’85 and Sam Perkins ’84. Teresa 
Artis ’83 and Larry Poe ’65 rotated off the board in April. New board members will begin their term at the 2011 Annual Alumni Luncheon 

on Saturday, May 7. 

After 35 years of service, Dr. Herb is retiring from the University. His colleagues in the Office of Undergraduate Admissions invite you to 

post well wishes on his retirement blog (~3~.’:t.~]!~’t~):J2"!~3~.[~:!~#~f.!#). It will be most helpful if your comments are posted on or before 

Wednesday, May 25. Pictures and or video messages should be sent to drherbretires@j.~maiireOm on or before Friday, May 20 (note 
the earlier deadline). These items will be uploaded to the biog. All post will be compiled and presented as a gift to Dr. Herb. Feel free to 
spread the word about this opportunity to celebrate the impact he has had on many of our lives 

Congratulations to Aja Kennedy ’12 and Leah Perry ’13 for their selection as 2011 Phillips Ambassadors (Carolina’s Ambassadors to 

Asia) and to Emma Din ’11 for receiving a Fulbright Award. The Phillips Ambassador scholarship will afford Aja and Leah the unique 
opportunity to study abroad in Asia. The Fulbright Award is a grant that will provide Emma with an English Teaci]ing assistanceship in 

Columbia. 

£rae.~ Ga}ne.~ to Receive HoaOraB’y Degree A 
literary luminary, Ernest Gaines will receive an honorary letters of doctorate degree on May 8 during .C...~gg?.~?.fL[!~.~!~?.fL[!~"" He is best 

known for The Autobiography of Miss Jane Pittman. His novel A Lesson Before Dying, nominated for the Pulitzer Prize, won the National 

Book Critics Circle Award for fiction Gaines’ honors include Chevalier de I’Ordre des Artes et des Lettres, the American Academy of 

Arts and Letters, the National Humanities Medal, the Dos Passos Prize and a MacArthur Foundation "genius" grant. 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

Katrina Y. Billingsley ’96 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 

Natalie Haith-Edwards ’91 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA-suppo/led scholarships for current Carotina students are made possible by dues paid by more than 66, 000 GAA 
members. We hope you will consider becoming a GAA member today. Your Alumni Associa tion is a valuable/esource tha t can help you stay 

connected to and informed about our great University. Join our @AA toda ~t 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org~ 

Sunday, May 8, 2011 9:11 PM 

a]lycfin@emaJl, unc.edu 

Athgo Opportunities 

The Worid Bank Fieadquar{e:’s, Washington DO 

VVelki Batsk atsd over 200 young etstrepleneu~xL The goal is to have eady~s48ge and 

sus[a~neb~e, and d~sp~ay positive communa~ and env~ronmen[a~ ~mpecL A sma~ 
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cornpe~e¢~c~es of a succesdu~ e~te~pr~se, and the persuading ~esourcefuh~ess d ~CT ~¢~ 

crea~ng new businesses that sd@ess a ~oca~ need wM~e utilizing] the means 

hs Pa4ner.si:ip wifh the United Nations C~ffice e{ the High Repr.esenfafive fix the Least 

Developed Countries, Landlocked Developing Coun[dss, and Sma~ ~s~and Developing 

States (UN-OHRLL$} ~nd USG D~;~rs~ and the M~r~ ~t~y ~ }81k~rmatkx~ Soc~el:y e~ ~e 
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~ 
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Learn More I (Capacity Reached/the event is CLOSED) 
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1 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CarolinaAm:ual Fund <rebecca bmmlett~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 10, 2011 5:02 PM 

Carolina Alumni, Students a~d Friends <AllysonC@a]umni.unc.edu-~ 

Caxolina Burch Fellows: Imaginations Come te Life 

Carolina Annual Fund - annualfund.unc.edu 

"Where else in the world will a stranger potentially invest in you, so that you can have a 
life-enhancing experience? With nothing else in return. That’s what this fellowship does. 
And #’s a remarkable thing." 
-Rye Barcott ’01, Butch Fellow 

The Butch Fellows Program makes undergraduate students’ imaginations come to life. Based in the UNC 
College of Arts and Sciences, the program recognizes undergraduates who demonstrate extraordinary 
ability, promise and commitment to furthering the University’s mission. Funding from their Butch 
Fellowships enables these students to design off-campus experiences that engage their interests -- and 
change their lives. 

Bu!ch Feiiows Video 
We hope you’ll take a few minutes to 

Gifts from Carolina alumni, students and friends ensure that 
all students, including Buroh Fellows, can pursue their 
passions and reach their potential. Your ~ will recognize 
their promise. 

Trouble viewing the video? You may need to download the free Flash player, available at 



FYI Carolina d~’YICarolh:a~unc~edu:> 

Thursday, May 26, 2011 7:42 AM 

Carolina A~umni and Friends < ~,:~llllGqllir{lleredt|-- 

Commencement coverage, Carolina gels sociaD’Blacks~one gift boosts RTP entrepreneurs - May FYI Carolina 

Carolina’s newes~ graduates wen~ out in s~},Ae during ~he ~raditional Kenan Stadium ceremony. Undergraduates wore a new 

1rue Carolina blue robe designed bv                , UNC C~ass of ’70 and an award-winnin~ co~orisl and fashion 

designer. They heard remarks from Edward ~son, a Pulitzer Pr~ze-w~nning author, who offered warnings about the Ea~h’s 

future and advice. C~c~, ~!:~~ ~o s~!:e h~:~hfqh~s including a 30-second time-lapse video. 

In this video, six undergraduates 
who immersed themselves in 
research describe their 
experiences. They majore.d in 
different discipiines, worked in 
laboratories, spent time talking with 
Norti~ Caroinians or sweated over 
field research 

From Twitter to Facebook to Vimeo 

compeliing content to keep you in 
~ouch with Chapel Hill [he 

hom~:p-~ge has a link where you 

Genem, d Alumni Association’s 

A UNC.-ied study has made a majo~ 
discovery in effoC;s to halt the 
spread of BIV, which causes AIDS. 
The international clinical trial found 
[hat treat#lg HIV-in~ec[ed inclivicluals 
while their immune systems are sttl 
strong reduces the Hsk o~ their 
sexual pawners contract~n9 the 

based at Carolina in its =’Making a 
Difference" fe.ature Thanks to the 
ire-changing advice of UNC 
graduates, high school students are 
becoming the first in their famiies to 
go to college. 

Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, the Julia 
Cherry Spruil Professor of History, 
has been elected a fellow in the 

prestigious honorary societies The 
pioneering scholar is founding 

An "aerotropeiis" is what Joln 
~:iRsa:da calls a ci[y built around an 
airport instead of ti~e ether way 
around Jn 8 nod to his researc~, 
Y ime ~ =~-:~-:i,-:d the "aeretropoiis" one 
of "!0 ideas that will change the 
world." W::~r,.I -s video about 
Kasarda’s research and ~w br,ok 

Entrepreneuriai Development and 
__Triangie universi[ies-- UNC, Duke, __ 

NC S’;,;ate and NC Central - iaunched 
arl effort to help the Research 
Triangle create a network of 
entrepreneurial assisbance similar to 
ti~ose in Silicon Valley and the 
Boston Corridor. 

The General Assembly continues 
working through a multi-.btton-.dola~ 
sherffall for fiscal 201 I-13 
Arllcipating significant reduslons, __ 
Chancellor Holden Therp decided in 
Jarlua~y to make S26 mtlion in 
permanent cuts, effective July 1 
Bowever, additional reductions are 
inevitable. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 27, 2011 11:37 AM 

Carolina Alumni & Friends < @alumni.unc.edu> 

May UpdatesI UNC Black Alumni Reunion 

Dear Carolina alumni and friends: 

If you have not done so already, please take a minute to put this year’s Black Alumni Reunion on your calendar. We invite all alumni and friends to 
make plans to gather in Chapel Hill for BAR and Homecoming 2011. We are certain it will be a fun-filled and memorable weekend. Continue to watch 

your email for event updates. 

The overflow hotel is the R~. I~n q.ha ~el Hilf (located across from the host hotel, the Sheraton Chapel Hill). You may make your 
hotel reservations by calling the Residence Inn directly at (919) 933-4848 (reference UNC BtackAtumniReunion) The room rate is 
$129/night plus tax (studio king suite or one bedroom queen/queen suite), if you are interested in staying in the host hotel, please 

check back with the Sheraton Chapel Hill periodically. As we near the reunion date, room cancellations often take place. 

Award ~,Jomi~atior~ ~ea~li~e 

The deadline to submit nominations for the 2011 Harvey E. Beech Awards (outstanding alumni and outstanding faculty/staff) is quickly 

approaching. Nomination packets are due on or before Tuesday, May 31. Email Dr. J~net Southedar~d ’8~, nominating chair, should 

you need additional information (#owt~toad l~on’=instion form) All class years and professions are strongly encouraged to 
apply. 

Take this opportunity to commemorate your milestone class anniversary, your fraternity/sorority anniversary, celebrate an achievement 
or pay tribute to an alumnus who is no longer with us by placing an ad in the souvenir journal (A231{#.~g#.~!.A~’=~..[2.~’.[&’~ and Z!~’:~tL~#.£[ 

i.o.’..~!L£.a..D. Ads are priced to fit any budget. The submission deadline is Thursday, Oct. 6 at 5 p.m. (EDT). Questions? E-mail 

~’t2=~’.@.~d).’~:~!9. or call (919) 962-7054. 

The 17th Annual Summer Public Health Research Videoconference on Minority Health will take place on Tuesday, Jun= 7, 2-4:30 p=m. 

(EDT). The topic will be Health Equity: Progress and Pitfalls. This annual webcast is one of the many ways in which Carolina’s Gillings 

School of Global Public Health is committed to advancing public health in the area of health disparities. It will be an interactive session 

broadcast live from the Tate-Turner-Kuralt auditorium in the UNC School of Social Work. Questions will be taken from broadcast 
participants by email and toll-free telephone 

30 Americans presents more than 70 works of art by many of the leading contemporary African-American artists. This exhibition 

features painting, drawing, photography, video, sculpture and mixed-media installations. 30 Americans brings together established and 

emerging artists whose work explores issues of race, gender, identity, history and popular culture. By featuring seminal figures such as 

Jean-Michel Basquiat and David Hammons alongside rising stars such as Nick Cave and Kehinde Wiley, 30 Americans also highlights 
artistic legacy and influence, and illustrates how a previous generation of African-American artists has influenced artists working today 

Enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 2011 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA-supported scholarships for current Carotina students are made possible by dues paid by more than 66, 000 GAA 

members. We hope you wifl consider becoming a GAA member today. Your Alumni Association is a valuabte resource tha t can help you stay 

coanected to aad informed about our great University. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

’Wednesday, June 8,2011 9:27 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Beyond Prisons: How to Stop Wasting Lives and Money 

The "Prisons" issue of YE!! Magazine 

Dear Reader, 

Who says the U.S. prison system is a failure? For starters, a 
prison warden and a former big-city police chief 

There are 2.3 million people behind bars in the United States-- 

more than any other country in the world. They are 
disproportionately people of color, and far too many of them 

are in for nonviolent crimes. 

Keeping all those people locked up doesn’t make us safer. It 
does cost us money we don’t have in a time of economic 

turmoil and calls for austerity. In 2008 we spent $73 billion on 

prisons. The budget deficit of all 50 states for 2011 is about 

$84 billion. 

The sunlmer issue of YES! Magazine, available now, 

presents the voices of people who are finding alternatives to 

prison that keep society safe and rebuild offender’s lives: A 

warden in Hawai’i working to make his women’s prison a 
healing sanctuary; the former Seattle top cop who says ifs 

time to end the drug war; a former felon who became a 

newspaper reporter and now works for restorative justice. 

::~i Beyond Pr:sons. the Summer 2011 issue el "¢ESi 

From inmates, crime victims, family members of prisoners, 

teaci]ers in prison colleges, and former inmates helping each 

other reintegrate, YES! has the stories of people who are 

showing us how we can make our justice system truly just. 
OF YES! IN THIS SHORT VIDEO 

See what’~ inMde the issue, and if you’re not already a                                  I 

subscriber, make this issue the first in your subscription with this ~pecial introdaetory $12 offer. 
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Managing Editor, YES! Magazine 
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Subscribe to 
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YES! TODAY 

A year of YES! Magazine for 
just $12. 
Plus a bonus issue. 
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your positive 
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Think Outside the B~rs, Michelie Alexander’s ~rfide in ff~e Ssb~o!ld i~i Crime ra~e g!aph YES! Magazine 

Think Outside the Bars 

Why real justice means fewer prisons¯ M ichelle Alexander on how fixing a 

broken prison system can help build a new movement for justice. 

MORE ... 

[[] rd’~l~SS ~NCARCERATiON I~ THE AGE OF COLO~BMNDN~.,~S" 
Amy Goodman talks to legal scholar Michelle Alexander about the new 

American caste system¯ 

9raptdc 

Just the Facts :: 
It’s a Locking- People- Up 

_Problem 

The American problem with mass 

incarceration is loss about crime than it is 

about why--and who--we lock up 

increase of people in the penal 

system "yESI Magazine g!aphic 

Spoon Jae~,:sen Photo courte,i 

of New Village Press 
i.~.i 

Shakin.g Hands Photo W 

Meonpi~- Dig It 

fii,s~::" comlg6213 ~ 90@ NO8 

r 
6 PERSONAL STORIES 

OF LIFE BEYOND BARS 

Norm f£a roper 

L~F.F. WITH POETRY. BUT NO 

PAROLE 

Locked up for life. prisoner poet 

Spoon Jackson discovered life as a 
"melody that flowed like free verse¯" 

,~,rt h u r L.ongwo=lh 

TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION ~N DRUG WARRIOR NO MORE 
N~VYORK Seattle’s ex-police chief, Norm 

Ex-offenders and families of victims Stamper, now fights to end the war 

ask: how can we resolve the tension on drugs 
between our need to protect society, 

and our desire to believe in human 

redemption? 

::~:*:~:: Msrtina Davis-Oorr@s 

brother; Troy F’hoto courtesy 

o1: Msrtina Da,,,=s4}orreia. 

Marietta &segeM.sna wkh her 

daugilter, Susie 

PROBLEM CHILD 

A conversation through the walls of 

solitary confinement, 

UNTIL MY BROTHER ~S FREE FROM 
DEATH ROW 

--My brother and I don’t always agree. 

but I defend his innocence, and Ill 
never walk out on him again 

THE N~GHT I FORGAVE. MY 

DAUGHTEWS K~LLER 

--How a grieving mother put 

compassion before vengeance, and 
found closure along the way. 

te create res I secu rity lem platen 
Iilan depa-d go- flickr rsam/coreytarn pl 
\,V~sl] Street ss’,4ngs eton 

B~t What Abo~t My 401 The Old Economy’s 
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Credit cards, me,gages. Next? 

insurance, retirement: How Meet the people and ideas 

to fulfill our basic financial on the cu~ing edge of the 

needs without Wall Street¯ movement for a new 

Bob Hooper 

Renouncing, Rea~aiming, 

Rebuilding: 1"he 3 Steps 
of Radical Homemaking 

Shannon Hayes on the 

process of replacing the 

"givens" of mainstream life 

with more resilient ways of 

Protassor Wangsri 

Obams in Nsirobi 

Spiritt~al 
EnviropmeetaHsm: 

Hea~ing Ourselves by 

Repleniehi#g the Earth 

Wangari Maathai: What role 

does spirituality play in our 

work to heal the earth? 

Choose from our fifteen 
inspirational posters, 

including the YES! take on 

the Universal Declaration of 

Human Rights, plus a few 
facts~for better or 
worse~to help show how 

the United States is doing. 

YES! Poslers including 
It:e YES! Uaiversal 
DecK~ rs tio!l of H u ms n 
Rights Posle~ 

"[he YES! Quote Page. 

F’iloto by Ta!yn Simon 

and The In:-~ocenee 

ProjeeL ~:om The 

Irmo6~nls, Umbrage 

Edilions 

"Injustice anywhere is a threat 

to justice everywhere" 

Le#erfrom Birmingham jail, Apd! 16, 
1963 

r 
:: DOWNLOAD: QUOTE PAGE 

r 

p=cks 
YES! Music 

Musical 

inspiration 
while putting 

out this issue: 

Listen to 

tracks from 
Million to One 

You Are Not 

Alone. and 
Songs for 
Japan 

~ VIDEO 

Prisons with Nature 

Connecting Prisons Wi~h 
NL~ture 

Can prisons save money and 

the environment while 

changing lives? 

~ PHOTO ESSAY 

The hmocent~ phole 

The ~nnocents 
Photographs give a voice to 

our nation’s wrongfully 
convicted. 

~ FILM 



living. 

THIE YES! l~th ANNIVERSARY PARTY: 

A Celebration of 15 Years of 
YES! 

Last week we celebrated our 15th Anniversary in style, with a 

sold-out event at Town Hall in Seattle. 

:~$i YESI MsgaT.ine: 199L~-2011 Po’,^;ertul i,:Jess 
...... Practk~ I gctior~s 

Van Jones, Bill McKibben, and David Korten spoke on The Power of Citizen Action. OurHope fora Better World, and we 

were surrounded by the warmth and goodwill of the YES! community 

For those of you who couldn’t be there, we have a SLIIDBSHOW OF PHOTOB and a VIDEO OF THE EVENT. Also, check 

out our eho~t vEdeo on 15 Yeare of SayEr~9 YES! 

So we’re asking, who is influencing the world around you? Who are your heroes, famous or unsung? 

LBT B,3 KNOW WHO~,~ WE 8BOULD RBCOGN~B A~ A EIREAKTBROUGB HERO... 

...... Readers 
~VANT TO HELP CHOOSE OUR MAGAZINE COVERS, TOO? 

:: THE NIGHT~ FORGAVE MY DAUGHTER’S KfLLE~ 
"Susie’s story has been a gift to all who’ve heard it," 
[ 
:: THE PUBLIC LISRARY ~’¢ANIFESTO 
Why libraries matter, and how we can save them, 

:: OBAMA’S ~ISTEE: WHAT OUE MOTHER TAUGHT 
Maya Soetoro-Ng reflects on her childhood with brother Barack, her own family and children, and how to keep everyone 
connected. 

QqeeR of t~e 

only if we save them 

America’s 
2009 pre-tax 

income: $4.4 

billion. Amount 

Bank of 

America paid 
in ~xes in     I 

2009: $0, MOR£,_ 
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F’,swer~u~ ~dea Tcok Off: 
G~va a £i:tl-:day 

Help assure that YES! 

Magazine continues to be a 
powerful beacon of 

inspiration for all the ways 

we can create a joyful, 

~ealthy world. 

Subscribe I ’¢ES~ Magazir~e A yes: of YES fo .==us S~ 2 arid 9at a F~4BE bor~us issue 

Subscribe toda,~ ~,4tb [his offe~ I Contact YES! 

We never sell or share our email list. Usa tbis lb~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 

Mar~,3ga your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own YES! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, June 9, 2011 8:24 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Sleep Who needs it? :: The Ethics of Hunting 

YES! Education Connection Newsletter 

YES! Education C .... ction Newsletter 

::X:: YES! Magazine logo 

YOUR 8TOBIES 

YES! RECOMMENDS 

CLASSROOM TOOLS 

WR~TING CO~,’~PET~TIO N 

Dear Educators, 

The essence of YES! Magazine is inspiring action for a better 
world. That better world includes not only us humans, but also 

all animals. 

Heifer ~nternationa[ For over 65 years, Heifer has taken the 
simple idea of providing livestock and training to families all 

over the world as a long-term pass out of poverty. We also 

about ourselves, and the importance of sleep. 

May you be in the moment each day with your students as the 

last few days of school swiftly comes to a close. 

Jing Fong, 

Education 

Outreach 

Manager, 

YES! 
Jing Fong 

Education Outreach Manager, 
YES Magaz ne 

He~fer 

i nternationa VDa rcy g:iefel :~ All rights reserved by 

Heifer Fressroem flick!corn/heifer media 

Photo courtesy Heifer Inter~lational/Darcy Kiefet. 
© All rights reserved. I 

WITH YOUR NETWORKS 

CURRICULUM AND 

RESOURCES 

WORDS THAT INSPIRE 

YESI Poster Jsne 

Goodail’s 10 Best 

Things We Can Do for 

Animals 

10 BEST THINGS WE CAN 

DO FOR ANIMALS 

Get this YES! Poster with 
P.S. Inspired by YES! Magazine stories? In addition to Learn as You Go (Fall09), we have FREE copies (as many as you 

want!) of Health Care for All (Fall06), A Just Foreign Policy (Summer08), and Purple America (Fall08) for you and 
your students. Just em[dl me a request and they’re yours. Limited supply available. 

::~:: Loma s4:ands wilil Peqny, the 

most recent additio=q to tha 

AN1- ilerd Courtesy o[ ANT 

Horses as Heale[s 

What do you do with a teenager who’s angry, depressed, disconnected, or all of 

the above? Lorna Shepardson knows a magical gift horses possess that can help 
bring young people from the depths of darkness to a glimmer of self-confidence 

This is Lorna’s s~o~’y. 

MORE OF YOUR STORIES: Teachin9 Aeperger’s Students¯ Meeting tile 

Pa~’en~s. Our School at Blair Grocery. Teens C~re for Ri~,er, Thett Way. 
il-~ola! The Future is Now. R[~ce Has Eve~yth~n9 To Do W~th It. G~’owing 

SEND LIB your own story to share with our growing network of YES! educators. 

tips from Jane Goodall. 

R EN EYe: SPECIAL OFFER 

Renew your teacher 

subscription today at special 
discount rates, 

DONATE and help    ~ 

support our 

education program, 

YES! teacher 
subscription ofter 

Get ;~ FREE Year ot YES! 

Apply for a free one-year 
introductory subscription to 

YES! Magazine, 
r 



Heifer International is 
i.~] Heife: International logo perhaps best known for its 

offerings of livestock and 

trainings to families and 

communities in the 
deve op ng wor d. 

You and your students will be inspired to put their ideas into 

action not only with Heifer’s stories of families lifted out of 
poverty, but also with their Get ~T! Currieuk~m for middle 

and high school students. Get IT! explores global trade and 

its social, economic, and environmental impacts, and 

includes service-learning and investigative journalism 

activities. Heifer also offers free, downloadable videos, 
global education resource kits for elementary students, and 

service-learning projects, such as "Farm to Plate" 
[ 

h~ternationsl/Daro/Kietal. ~< All dghts reserved by 

Heifer Pressroom flickr.conl/heifer nledia 

Photo courtesy Heifer Internationai/Jake Lyet!. 

@ All rights reserved. [ 

::.~ YES! Magazine graphic: Should We Eat Animals? 

coyote 
walked 

u p to 
~ght 
and 
began 
1o yip 
and 

Photo essay: "Domesticated" 
Do your students isolate themselves 

from the natural world or long to 

connect with it? Use this photo essay 

as inspiration for student writing on 
their relationship with neighboring 

wildlife, such as coyotes, deer, and 

bears. 

Just the Facts: Shoufd We Eat Animals? 

Can your students eat cheeseburgers sustainably, and 

with a clear conscience? These YES! facts show that 

we can feed the world and still eat meat But only a little. 

What’s the Harm in Hunting? 

A YES! intern shares her personal 
experience to answer a heavily 

debated topic: Can you be moral and a 

hunter too? After reading the article 

together, ask your students if this is 
possible. 

Now is the time to think about including the YES! National Student Writing 

Competition in your fall curriculum. 

The competition is your students’ chance to write for a real 
audience and get published by an award-winning magazine For 

fall, students will read and respond to the YES! article, Why My 

Dad’s Going Green. 

Click here for mo~e detai~e. 

Read our recent featured essays: 

[>( 1haYES! Exemplary 

..... Essay Proiect YES! 

Magazine g~’s phic 

The Scapegoat ot Terrorism by Bradley Stone, who responded to 
YES! article, Poverty, Global Trade Justice, and the Roots of 

Terrorism by John Perkins. 

Ba~;~nce of Responsibility by Jana Lockie, who responded to YES! article, Words Matter: How Media Can 

Build Civility or Destroy It by Sarah van Gelder and Brooke Jarvis 

Perkins and van Gelder and Jarvis also offer their personal commentaries on Stone’s and Lockie’s essays. 

Winners of our spring competition will be announced in the next newsletter. 

r 
With final exams under way, many students and teachers are undoubtedly getting little sleep. And, what’s the buzz about 

bees? The following teaching resources dive into the science and psychology of the importance of sleep, and why bees 
are critical to our food supply. 

National tnstitates of Hea~th (NIH): Sleep Lessons 

Do people really need eight hours of sleep each night? Your students will be fascinated by the NIH 
website on sleep and how it connects scientific research with real-life scenarios. Lessons cover topics 

such as sleep stages and disorders, and discuss good/bad sleep habits Students also keep a sleep 

journal and analyze their personal data in lessons. 

Plar, r~ing to Char, go the 
World: A Plan Book for 
Social .Justice lea oilers 

Ptanning to Change the 

World 
The new fourth edition of this 

indispensable plan book for 

social justice teachers is 

designed to help teachers 
translate their vision of a just 

education into concrete 

classroom activities Learn 

more and fake advantage of 

this special advance order 
discount: order by June 30, 

2011, through Rethinking 
Schools and pay only $14. 

PHOTO ESSAY 

Creating bea~ty from t[aah 

One kilometer of beach. 

Thousands of pounds of 
plastic. One couple turning it all 

into stunning works of art. 

~ VIDEO 

image hom video of Eric 

...... Duque2e’s graduation 

speach 

A Grad~a~ion Speech Like 
No O~her 

Eric Duquefte has autism He 

was told he would probably be 

institutionalized, never 
graduate. In his own heartfelt 

words, listen to how Eric beat 
the odds. 

;’~] Powel!ul ideas and 
...... Prscticsi A¢£ions: 1996- 

2011 :: Watch this video 
celebrating the 15th 
Annb’ersary of YES! 
Magazine 

What’s so spec~af about 

YES~ 

Fi~een years ago, YES~ 
Magazine’s founders 

wondered if, amidst the doom 
and gloom, there was a place 

for journalism about hope and 
possibili~. Learn how YES~ is 

impacting your world and 

classroom today. 



The massive death of honeybees captured the world’s attention in 2006. Rightfully so When bees suffeF~ 
SO does OUr food supply. The Pollinator Partnership Offers a bounty of flee learning FeSOLIFCes--posteFS= 
curricula, fact sheets and more--emphasizing the importance of pollinators (like bees) and the issues 
they face 

Akaya Wiewoo~’e Life After Worry 

an excerpt ftorn "Life After Worry," by Akaya Winwood 

A number of years ago, my sister was diagnosed with 

MS ... I remember a week when I’d been traveling, 

when we’d not talked for several days, and I called 

her saying: "i’ve been worried about you! How are 

things going?" 

To my surprise, she bristled and said, "Please don’t 

--worry about me. You can pray, or send me good    -- 

wishes or think about me, but worry doesn’t help--in 

fact, it makes it harde r for me." I was stunned. Here I 

was, trying to tell her how much I cared, and she got 

short with me ... 

.~.i What else could we do with sii ot the energy we 

put into worrying’? Photo by ~xd 

So, I made a decision not to worry. Ever. 

Think of the many things that you and your students worry about: money, grades, fitting in, getting into college, war, 

climate change, injustice What is your relationship with worry? Do you worry a lot? Or just a little? 

Click here for Akaya Winwood’s complete story and an activity that explores how your students deal with worry. 

backya!d swimming 

pool Photo byAmy 

Stein. flom 

’Domes!ica~ed’ piloto 

essay. 

"Who~s that ,,~wimnlieg in 

my 
Use this photo to ask your 

students what they notice and 

are wondering. Then share the 

surprising facts behind the 
image to connect to greater 
understanding and discovery. 

[ 
DOWNLOAD :: 
Visual Le,~rning Lesson Plan 

We never sell or share our email list. Use this ~ink if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~’vlanage your email subscriptions I If this email was for�carded to you. sign up for YES! newsletters. 

Contact YES! Ed~cation I Support our Education Program: ~,’{ake a ~ax~d~.d~ctible donation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CarolinaAm~ual Fund <rebecca bmmlett~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 11:56 AIVI 

Carolina Alumni, Students & Friends < .~alumni.unc.e&~> 

Deadline to help Caxolina in academic yeax 2011 

X:: Carolina Annual F:und - annualfund unc.edu 

Private support at every level is critical to our success. When you make a ~ this academic 

year, you will have an immediate and profound impact. Your support and that of others 

at Carolina will: 

. provide critical financial aid to deserving students with need even as their numbers 

increase significantly; 

. encourage and enable innovation across many disciplines--from offering a minor in 

business entrepreneurship and fostering a commitment to social change to bringing 

University-born ideas to practical use; 

o allow Chancellor Holden Thorp to use the Chancellor’s Unrestricted Fund to support our 

highest priorities, strengthen the academic core, seize unforeseen opportunities and meet 

unanticipated, urgent campus needs. 

Our current academic year ends on June 30. We hope you will 

~une 29 to help Carolina continue to deliver an outstanding, affordable education 

year after year. Thanks for your support. 

Go Heels! 

Rebecca gramlett 

Interim Director, Annual Giving 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Black Alumni Reunion <bar@unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 18, 2011 6:51 PM 

Alumni & Friends < @alumni.unc.edu> 

2011 UNC Black Alumni Reunion Updates 

Dear Carolina alumni and friends: 

We’re 130 days away from the star of the oldest and largest affinity reunion hosted by the GAA As the planning corn mittee continues to develop 
BAR programming, don’t forget to add this year’s reunion date to your calendar. A schedule of events and online registration will be available on 

Aug. 1. Visit ~.!~[££.[’~!~.~!&,~:£5!9£~’t~.[ for hotel and additional reunion information. Whether you are a young alumnus, a Black Pioneer, sports 

enthusiast or a lover of the dramatic arts, we guarantee there will be something for you! 

It is with a heavy heart tilat we learned of the passing of one of BAR’s earliest leaders and faithful supporters. His leadership of BAR 
spanned from 1985-89. During BAR 2005        strongly encouraged all future BAR chairs and planning committee members to "make 
every effort to ensure that the reunion stays alive, as there is no greater satisfaction than to witness the coming together of blacks from 

all corners of the world who share the commonality of having tolled on the Hill." In his honor, we’ll never do anything less. 

Take this opportunit!/to commemorate your milestone class anniversary, your fraternity/sorority anniversary, celebrate an achievement 

or pay tribute to an alumnus who is no longer with us by placing an ad in the souvenir journal (download ad form and view 29’f 0 

~). Ads are priced to fit any budget. The submission deadline is Thursday, Oct. 6 at 5 p.m. (EDT). Questions? Email 
~.#~@]~.[!~.j~’=~.~! or call (919) 962-7054 

Scholars 
congratulations to 

their selection as ~ :ommittee selected these scholars 

based on their outstanding high school academic record, excellent leadership abilities and the amazing diversit~ each will bring to 

Carolina. Scholarship recipients will be ilonored during tile                        Sci]olarship Awards Banquet on Friday, Oct. 28. 

- a hip-hop artist, Google employee and lifelong Michael Jackson fan -- wrote a song for VH l’s and dosomething.org’s 
Save The M usic Battle For the Bands competition and won $5,000 for The Rooftop School in Twin Peaks’ music program (San 

Francisco). He also had the opportunity to perform his song during the 2011 Do Something Awards in New York City 

was inducted into the National Soccer Hall of Fame earlier this month was a first team All-America at Carolina in 

1994 before going on to win three MLS Cups and to represent the U.S. on three separate occasions in the FIFA World Cup 

To help ease high school students and their parents into the college admissions process, the GAA will offer a two-day forum in August. 

This program provides an in-depth view into the ever-changing world of college admissions and is beneficial to any student and parent 

preparing to begin the college admissions process The forum is a GAA member-exclusive -- at least one adult must be a GAA member 

to register. If you need to join or renew your GAA membership, you can do that and register for the forum at the same time (there is a 
membership option on the online registration form). Please keep in mind that this program does not focus on how to gain admission to 

Carolina. It has been developed to assist students and parents with the college admissions process, regardless of where a student 

plans to apply. Participation in this program will have no effect on a student’s application status should he or she decide to apply to 

Carolina. Visit ah~mni.ur~c edutforum for additional information. 

Continue to watch for email updates, enjoy the week and Go Heels! 

2011 Black Alumni Reunion Chair 2011 Black Alumni Reunion Vice-Chair 

Affinity reunions and GAA-supported scholarships for current Carolina students are made possible by dues paid by more than 66, 000 GAA 

members We hope you wilt consider becoming a GAA member today. "/our Alumni Associa don is a valuable resource tha t can hetp you stay 
connected to and informed about our great University. Job~ ou~ ~AA toda ~t 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dean Karen Gil, UNC Arts and Sciences <college@unc.edu;, 

Monday, Jnne 20, 2011 10:14 AM 

Alnmni and Friends of the College of Arts and Sciences <AllysonC@alumni.nnc.edu~~ 

Arts and Sciences: Extraordinary Students 

[% Extraordinary Students 

Dear Alumni and Friends, 

Last month we graduated the Class of 2011 into the 
world, and they are extraordinary. 

Some of these new alumni will start a business or a 
nonprofit organization using ideas they developed in the 
College’s minor in entrepreneurship. Others will head off 
to graduate school or their chosen professions well- 
prepared by their research and scholarship with top 
faculty. 

All of them will leave Carolina equipped with critical 
thinking skills that will serve them well wherever they go 
and whatever they do. Though their paths will be varied, 
they share a common experience: the College has 
prepared them to lead and serve for the rest of 

their lives. 

This is a class whose time in Chapel Hill has been marked 
by economic challenges. While they studied, my 
predecessors and I made steep budget cuts. We tried to 
ensure that those cuts did not compromise their 
academic experiences. So far, we have been successful 
because the College has been bolstered by generous 
gifts from alumni and friends. 

Thousands of individuals have given to Arts and 
Sciences for the direct benefit of faculty and students. No 
gifts have been more useful to the College than those 

made to the Arts and Sciences Annual Fund. It is the best 
source of consistent flexible funding I have to support the 
work of our students and faculty. 

As we face another round of steep cuts that puts 
academic experience at risk, I ask you to join me in 
being part of something extraordinary. 

Please make a �lift this year to the Arts and 
Sciences Annual Fund. Your gift will make an 
enormous difference for years to come. 

With best wishes, 

Karen Gil 
Dean, Colle of Arts and Sciences 

Dean K .... 

Ni Give Now: Gifts made by 4 p.m. on June 29 

...... count for this fiscal year 

This email is for alumni and friends of the College of Arts and Sciences You can contact the Annual Fund Office at the College 

with questions or comments at college~unc.edu, 919.962.1682 or write to us at 134 E. Franklin St., Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6115. 

To unsubscribe, click here. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

’Wednesday, June 29, 2011 3:53 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Wendell Berry: A Quieter Life Now 

of YE£~! M~3gazina 

A Quieter Life 

YES! contributing editor Madhu Suri Prakash is a Iongtime friend of poet, 

essayist, novelist, activist, and farmer Wendell Berry. Inspired by changing 
attitudes among her college students, who were reading Berry, Madhu 

declared the Wendell Berry Era, and wrote to him, proposing that he write an 

open letter to President Obama calling for funding to establish new small 

farms. A correspondence ensued... 

:: SHARE THIS NEWSLETTER WITH YOUR FRIENDS 

Dek~nce-y Streel re-side!ll Ss=.d Vsienck~ et work in 1he kitchen Phclo by 

Lane Hs:t.,vail 

Recipes for Recovery 

In San Francisco, Delancey Street, now celebrating its 40th year, has quietly 

built a model program that has kept thousands of addicts and ex-offenders 

from landing back in prison It isn’t just a treatment program--it’s an all-hands- 
on-deck community that recognizes that everyone, even an addict or ex- 

convict, has a skill to offer others. At Delancey Street, you don’t just go 

through treatment; you are put to work helping those around you rebuild their 

lives. 

I~S’fEAD OF 
2.3 million people behind bars. How to 
stop wasting lives and money Sarah van 

Gelder’s introduction to the Summer issue 

of YES! Magazine, "Beyond Prisons." 

.~.iI M..a keshlft PA[~? 
needle 

A hit of 
e>rchange in 

~ compassion could V~qcouver, 
/ keep drugs from BC. Phcto by 
/ becoming a crime D M Gi~l~s 

j problem. 

--’CAN PR~SO~ 
A HEALING 
PLACE? 
Why the warden 
of Hawaii’s only 

women’s prison 

creates a 

sanctuary for its 
residents. 

:~’-’i Warde!l pholc 

by .’-.i a ra t: va n 

Ge[der 

Norm Stamper, now fights to 

end the war on drugs 

i.’~.; Subset:be Io YES! with 

tlds special cffer: jus:~ 

$1Z 1or a yea r oi YES! + 

s PREE ~ssue 

4~12 SUBSCRiPTiON 

Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $12. 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 63% OFF 

G~ME THE GIFT OF YES! to 

friend 

YES! KLEAN    ¯ ¯ 
::X:: ’¢E5:,~ 

Instant 

inspiration* Kant 
(*Just add een 

)~’ater) 

Support our 

work and 

support the 

planet too with 

the healthiest, 

safest bottle you can get. 

Diary of an Eeo-Outlaw 
AN UNREASONABLE WOMAN 
BREAKS THE LAW FOR MOTHER 

the latest book I i: ...... I 
f .... ffbeat I ,>,;i[;g~+ I 
activist Diane I s ~s:v I 

:: LISTEN TO 
DIANE WILSON 
talk about tr~ing to pull offa hunger 
strike in Texas, and the isolating 
experience of being in prison. 

:: MORE REVIEWS 

Two Points for the Tea 
Party. Now What? 

by David !<often 

We can all I :~: ~... I 
agree that 

we’ve got 

deficit and 

spending 

, problems. But 
i where do we 



Sig~s of Life 
Small Stories About Big Cha~ge 

Soldiers returning to a bleak job market 
grow a new set of skills. 

:~:i 9igns of Life graphic 

Preventing Sexua~/s~ssau~t 

Freedom from harassment is part of a student’s right to an equal education. 

Closing Down Coa~ IS~ante 

Why shutting down 20 boilers nationwide could herald big changes for our energy future. 

is a yearly ~ent that changetowinorg 

takes place :n YouTuba ’,,:deo 

Vermont celebrating 

Roote~ Future Cam Umte 

by John Cavanagh, Robin by David Korten 

Broad If we’d stop tearing each 

from Nurses ’March 

]’,,’..arch 20~ 1 Photo 

free aflerno,sn in the 

Calgary, AIbe.r~a 

"America Has t~e Wealth A Sirnple ~dea to 

to End the Oe~g, air" Tr~nefor~ ~he Life of 

by Sarah Anderson, Martee Our Cities 
Btasenheim by Jay Wa!ljasper 

Vermont is leading the way other apart, we might see an Nurses come face-to-face Even a short stretch of car- 

toward agricultural and opportunity to win back our with the fallout of the --free pavement empowers 
economic change. What we --democracy from the rich and--financial crisis every day. pedestrians to realize the 

can learn from the "Slow powerful. Now they’ve joined the road belongs to them, too 

Living Summiff about building worldwide movement for a 

sustainable futures tax that would curb fina ncial :: 6 STEPS TO RECLAIM 

everywhere speculation --and help fill YOUR STREETS 

public needs. 

Highlights from the last letter: .... 

[~YES~Ema~ ] 

:: TN~NK OU’I’S~D~ TN~ BAF"D 
["4ev~sle~Ie! archive 

How fixing a broken prison system can help build a new movement for justice 
[ 
:: THE OLD ECONOMY’S NOT COI~ING SACK, 80 ~fl’lA’l"S NEXT? 

Meet the people and ideas on the cutting edge of the movement for a new economy. 

[ 

Shannon Hayes on the process of replacing the "givens" of mainstream life with more resilient ways of living 

go from here? 
r 
:: MORE STRATEGIC THINKING: 
YES! COMMENTARIES 

T~ VIDEO 

Complete Streets: Wa 
About More Than Bike 

How a few simple changes 

have transformed streets in 
New York City. 

Life in e Local 

Econom.V 
HOW 
Bellingham, 

Washington 

keeps it local, 

Jose re!gas 

Define American: Jose 
A~stollio Verges Te~fs His 

Pulitzepwinning journalist Jose 

Antonio Vargas opens up 

about his life as an 

undocumented immigrant--and 

the "underground railroad" that 
made it possible 

Se.~:Js of Change fih~ 

Egypt: Seeds of Cb~n~e 

A video primer from AI Jazeera 
for would-be nonviolent 

revolutionaries everywhere. 

i~-{] We Ios1 the Drug War Is there s belter v~y? Subs,:’.fibe to YES! and find out ,Jusl $12 (reguis: price i;2,1] -~ bonus issue YES! Magazine: Nonpro[il 
h-~dependent Su bscriber..Su ppe~!ed 

We never sell or share our small list. Use this link if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 

Manag8 your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org~ 

Wednesday, July 6, 2011 8:54 AM 

allycrin@emaJl, unc.edu 

Invitation 

4th Global innovation Forum at the Wodd Batik 

Climate (ii~ange and Const!u(:tiw.~ En~:repreneursl’~ii:_~ A~;g~st ii.0 12, 201].EZZ3 

EZ[2J [~ <-.’.,el io ~ow an entrepreneur who made a global cm~er in entertainment and in advocacy, meet ’,.Ni~.i Am, the 7 time 

Grammy Award winner as the front man and producer of ;l/e }~;i::~ck [-!,.,.,ed 
~ ~k~sm ~}’om a true serial entrepreneur who founded and manages the largest and most efficient ~cycler of electronb 

waste in the World, meet the "Clean Tech Entrepreneur of the Year" and the "innovator of the Year" Mr. 

~ ~f you are ~k~i~ ~ r~ew ~#~es (x)m~y, meet r~ "}’era So~o, a Venture Capitalist whose po~foHo clean tech 

companies have consistently grown by 150% per year in revenue 
~ ~e~e~..t,!=d in creating high-impact solutions while ensuring entrepreneurial culture, meet Ms. Mo~y s’:~c~,~:l from 

Cisco 
~ ~lf you are curious about <~:~r~,r<~:et~rsh]p by ws~, o~ pubhc s(:c~or, meet M~ ~,o ~v::~oz~sk~, the Minister of Information 

Society of Macedonia from the age of 28 

~ ~D~scc.v,:,~ the World Bank, meet ~::~s A~ ~ca 
~Learn about sea:xs~ < ~{}~:’~e ~:,~?~~{:::a~}~:~, meet social media guru, r~s }?:vsr~ E~y:’~, who used his ability to rank at the 

top of Google to build and sell five businesses 
~ ~Learn about clean technologies, specifically e~e<drk: 8r~} ~ue~ c~:~ ~.e~c~< :~, meet ~V?:" Je~ Wemer, the General Manager 

d International at Daimler 

Limited seats. Almost at capacity[ Learn More ~ Register I Intern 

Tile Olimate P~x@ct: Interview with Athgo’s Chairman Dr. Armen Orujyan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VISTAOutreach@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, July 6, 2011 2:22 PM 

allycrin@emaJ], unc.edu 

VISTA Vie~vfinder Jnly/August 2011 

If you me having problems viewing this e~noJl, please visit us online. 

.~.i VISTA Viewfinder July/August 

X:: VISTA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Friday, July 15, 2011 10:12 AM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

5 Protests That Shook the World (With Laughter) 

5 Protests That Shook the World 
(With Laughter) 

Great moments in "laughtivlsm" from Yes Men Andy Bichlbaum and Mike 

Bonanno, the guys who DUPED the BBC, E~I}AR}~SE[’~ Dow Chemical, and 

MOCKED Halliburton. 

r 
Some say that laughter helped bring down the Soviet 

Union, by making "Brezhnev" rhyme with "ridiculous." At 
the Yes Lab, we help activists cook up funny antics and 

escapades to change public opinion--with laughter 
We’ve used humor as a weapon to avenge corporate 

wrongdoing for more than a decade, ever since we 
started dressing up as phony PR men, comic strip 

heroes, and government officials. 

That’s because we know humor is powerful: people 
ilave used jokes and hoaxes for centuries to humble the 

bad guys and inspire the good ones. Here are some of 

our favorite moments in "laughtivism " 

r 
REA~ "fNE gE~ MEN’S 5 TOP PRO’I’~S’]’S 

i.~.i ’Cos Men pos~er. 5 Pro~ests lhs~ St:ook the VVorld 

0/v’it h Laughter) ~ 
A fter four and a 

ilalf years as 

newsletter editor 

at YES! I am 

bidding a fond farewell as my 

family is moving down to Santa 

Rosa, Calif., where Kibby, my 

wife, has gotten her dream job, 

teaching at Summerfield 

Waldorf School. 

I’ve greatly enjoyed editing and 

publishing our suite of email 

newsletters. And i’ve 

appreciated the thoughtful 

[ feedback many of you have 

SH~RE ~HIS EMAIL provided. Your support has 

helped us to grow our online 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................... I i audience to the current level of 

~i P~t!iceG~ines’~rticleintheSur~nler2911 issueofY~S Magazine ~i Pholoby IA TERN~VETO 
Dedra : sir J ...... 

:..-..:[ " I 
vEo. ] Pattice Gaines: 

Msslazme 
- We can keep our 

streets safe 

without throwing 

j peope away 

::~:: A 7oung off~n,:Jer and her m,31her 
...... meet with police, cx~:m and 

commun:ti offic:s:s The gos: :s 1o 
draw up a pJsq that will hold the 

Instead of prison, New Zealand chooses 

restorative justice and communi~ 

problem-solving. 

Restoring Lives: Now That’s Justice 

It was the sum mer of 2009. I was on my second day of work for the O S. 

Census Bureau, knocking on doors in rural South Carolina. My cell pi]one rang. 
It was my supervisor: "Patrice, headquarters called me and told me to send 

you home immediately," she said "1 don’t know why." BAN TH~ BOX 
] ~] YES! FORA FAiR ...... 

Maaazine 
She knew me as a 61-year-old gray-haired mother, a former Washington Post 

CHA~C.F. BreakingI 
" 

reporter, an auti~or and motivational speaker. She knew nothing about me 40 through "tough on 
9rspilic 

years ago, when I was a 21-year-old heroin user. I knew exactly why they crime" policies to 

were sending me home: I am a convicted felon, g ve a Amer cans 

a chance at employment. 

LEARN MORE ABO:J[ WW? 40 YEARS SINCE PRISON PA[RiCE GZdNES 
SHLL FIGH[S [O GE[ FREE 
r 

more than 2 million a year, and 

brought record numbers of 

subscribers to our magazine. 

I’m deligi]ted to i]and over the 

reins to Derek Hoshiko, the 

new online marketing manager 

at YES! Thank you for reading 

and following our work. 

Adam MacKinnon 

Newsletter Editor 

YES! Magazine 

r 

S;Jbschb¢- to ’(ES! with 

tl’::s special offer: jusl 
$12 for a ye~ r of ’(ES! ~- 
s FREE ~ssue 

$’f2 SUBSCR~Pr~oN 



tha~ more and more Drean~ Photo by 
people sense et scme F:[avic 8pugna. 
levei filat the~e’~ a ~ckr comiBpugns 

gre~t ~i~di[sc~o2 of 

by James Gustave Speth by Jason McLennan 

~’s business as usual thafs What’s the universal design 

the utopian fan~sy, while principle that can make our 

creating something very cities great? Kid- 
new and different is the friendliness, says architect 

pragmatic way fo~vard. Jason McLennan. 

~i Just as stodes 
...... fabricated 

The Story of a New 

by David Korten 

We’re in the midst of a 

contest of competing 

~i Dispelling fear and 

...... despair is key to 

cr#;ate supportive 

pa!lnership for a 

radical homemaker to 

Can You Be a Radica~ 
Homemaker With an 

Unsup£o[tive Partner? 

by Shannon Hayes 

What happens when one 

stories--one fabricated to member of a couple wants 
serve the interests of to live a new kind of life-- 

Empire; the other an but the other doesn’t? 

authentic story born of the 

experience and aspirations 
of ordinary people. 

AN INTRODUCTION TO JAY WALLJASP~R’S NEW BOOK, ALL THAT WE SHARE 

Rewriting the "Tragedy of the Commons" 
by Bill McKibben 

"rve spent most of my life as a writer--and one of the sweetest parts of that job is knowing that whatever I produce ends 
up in a library, an institution dedicated to the idea that we can share things easily There are innumerable other examples-- 

and they are the parts of our lives that we usually care most about. They don’t show up on balance sheets because 

they’re not producing profit~but they are producing satisfaction." r~ORE ,,, 

::EXCERPT 

:: ALL "tHAT WE SNARE 

Welcome to a new kind of movement~one that 

reshapes how we think about ownership and 

cooperation. 

WHEN YOU BECO~,~E A 

DEB~CA’I’ED FRIEND OF 

book F~-4 EE ii you 

become a Dedicaled 

Friend M YES! 

DVD ot .the 

Birds 

~i Prolec’Ling Our Commons, YES! M%lazi!le gmpilic, 

:: 51 WAYS 1"O SPARK A COMMON8 REVOLO T~ON 

What you can do, alone and with others, to share life 

’Bottom Wins Nobe~ ~o[ 8 Keys to [~ Bt~cceesfu~ 

Common{s) Sense Commons 

YES! interview: Nobel Advice on how to govern 

Laureate in Economics Elinor our commons by Nobel 

Ostrom built her career on --winner Elinor Ostrom. 

the science of cooperation 

2007 

- 1 PROTECTING OU COM~,~ON8 

Water, forests, and dther natural commons provide the 

necessities of life. Shared stories, music, and 
knowledge enliven our cultures. Today, corporations are 

trying to enclose these and other commons--or 

externalize their costs onto them But a movement is 

gaining momentum to protect our commons for 
generations to come 

Share-it Square 

I nterse~i,sn Repair 
2008 break grou:ld a~ tt:e 

Btsilding the WoHd We I 0 Ways O~r World is 

Want Becoming More 
Interview with Mark Share~b~e 

Lakeman, co-founder of the We’re sharing more things, 
--City Repair Project, a --more deeply, with more 

Portland group that helps people. Why sharing is the 
neighbors turn public answer to some of today’s 

spaces into gathering biggest questions. 

places. 

Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $12. 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 63% OFF 

YES! TOTE ~ 

Justrightforl ~: G; I 
the Farmers I 

I 

~M arket. I I 

GREETING CARDS 

from the Americans Who Tell 

the Truth series 

Set of 8 beautiful cards 

highlighting Americans past 

and present whose dignity, 

courage, and honesty have 

shaped this country. 

...... Arne;i~o~ns Who Teli the 

.truth sedan. This set ot 

8 ~ndudes Pete Seeger, 

Van Jones, and Ten,i 

Tempes~ Wil%rns 

roUe~s I;: 
’I’ve read that 

I .to:l~,t 
composting 

I photo 
human waste 

I by Red 
is much more J Jar 
environmentally ~ 

friendly than disposing of it in 
water-based sewage 
systems. Could I install a 

composting toilet in my home?" 

American Wastek~nd: Bow 

Anlerics Tfwows Away 

Nearly Ball of i~.~ Food 
Review: 

Jonathan 

Bloom’s 

"American 

Wasteland" J n 
and the ethicaq WastMs 
side of food 

disposal. 

[ 
:: MORE REVIEWS 

r 

’~ 
VIDEO 

YouTube 

The Br~d of the American 

Dream? 

Can we bring an end to our 

"rich takes all" society? 

X .the True F’:’ic~s @ Gas 

video still 

What’s the Trae Price of 
Gas? 

How much do we really pay 

for a gallon of gas? The costs 

extend beyond what we pay 



Write a caption for this month’s YES! cartoon. Winning entries will be posted 

online, and the funniest will be printed in YES! 

Bnter the competition 

"Haven’t they judged this yet? We seem to 

have been hanging around here for months!" 

The best aaptione for this cartoon. 

X:: YESI Bird 
..... arid Squff~e~ 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 

:: A QL~[ETER MFE blOW 

In an exchange of letters with a dear friend, Wendell Berry explains why his writing is only a small 

part of the movement against greed and waste 
[ 
:: REC~PBB FO~: R~OVE~Y 

Ex-cons show each other the way out at San Francisco’s Delancey Street. 

r 
:: L~F~ D~ ~ LOCAL L~V~NG 

How Bellingham, Wash., keeps it local. 

atthe pump 

~tanding Up ~ 
to Corporate 

Powe~ 
At the second 

March on Blair 

Mountain, 
Robert F. 

Kennedy, Jr. tells the story of 
America’s long struggle against 

unchecked corporate power¯ 

The World Besomee Wha~ 

You T~.ac h 

Zoe Well: Changing our school 
system can solve the world’s 

)roblems. 

Become s Dedicated Fr:er~d o~ "¢E3~ w~It~ a momhly dor~alion of $5 o~ more, arid you=ll re¢’eive 2 thar~k~¢o(= gifts, Jay V’#all~aspe~;s ’All That ’,,re St:are’ book 

and the powedul film ’The Economics of Happiness’. a subscription to ’F~:~S! Ma.qazine~ and much more Sign Up r,sds:~," 

Subscribe today "~.~t~ ~his t~ffe~ [ Ceetact YES! 

We never sell or share our email list¯ L~se this lb~k if you wish to unsubscribe from this list 

Manag~ your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own YES! 



Interested in becoming 

Class of ’06, it’s been five 

There’s no sneh thing as excessive 

eelebration when you return to Chapd 

Hill for Carolina Horneeomh~g ~o11. 

Be sure to ~oin ns for the greatest 

HOrn] e~2on]~ng Weekend ever. 

But o~y YOU ca~ make ~t a 

friends and make p~ans to reunite at any 

one of these Homecoming even ~s: 

, Friday night Alumni Milestone Mixor at 

Top of the Hi]Fs Ba& Bar 

~ Saturday’s Bell Tower Tailgate Party 

~’ears! 

, The ttomecoming football game agab~st Wake D)rest 

* The Post-Game Party at The CaroJitm Hm 

Collect yore’ Class of ’o6 [dftb Reuaicm button at any 

weekend. 

In honor of our five-year miles[one, we’ll rs~pdnt our 

class T-shirt (with the addition of g~e words "Almnn~ 

Forever"). We must get at least 5o orders by Oct. 

order to produce fl~e shi~ts, so please don’k ~it ..... 

T-shk~s *viii be availabh~ ~br pickup dining 

Homecoming weekend. Those that can’t make it 

{k~r Honaeeoming can otR to have the shk~ sifipl_~ed 

their home in November. 7the shif:gffng.!?~e will be 

, Almn~i Ba~d Retm~o~ 

, Class reunions for the classes of ~986, ~99L ~996, ~oo~ and 2oo6 

, Kappa Alpha The{a 

* School of Nm~sh~g Ahmm~ 

, Teaching Fellows 

r~turn home to Chapel Hill today. Registration will be available 

Mu m~ L m~e,ed~ih omeeom~g. Follow UNC Homecoming on Faeebook and Twitter 

or em all horn eeomi~g@ u ~e,ed ~ h) red eve updaied news a n d 

~ 
I hope 1o see y<m i~ Chapel Hill in Octobev~ 

Bobby Whisnant ’o6, Class President 

Homec.omin g programs are made possihIe hy re{0straSon fees and d 

66,000 GAA members. GAA members t~eeive special pridng [br many Homecoming 

weekond activities and get valuable dlscom~ls from 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Saturday, July 30, 2011 12:28 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

What the Outside Can Do for the Inside 

vadous sour,~s within stride 

What the Outside Can Do for flxe Inside 

Barrios Unidoe Working for Unity 

Barrios Unidos works to curtail gang violence on the city streets of California 

by sponsoring cultural and spiritual programs in the s’~ate’s prisons. "A lot of 

these folks are our relatives," says founder Daniel "Nane" Alej~ndrez, a 

veteran activist who has worked to forge truces among youth and prison 
gangs. "We are not the enemy against each other. We need to get these guys 

to think in a different way." 

The organization is based in Santa Cruz Count~ but runs economic 
development programs in several other areas. 

READ MORE ... 

video introduction Ic lh¢- 

~ EXPLORE ~’B~S ~SSUE O~: 

YES! IN THIS SHORT VIDEO 

READERS: just $’~2 + ~:REE issue 
SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 

[ 
:: #EEK INBIDE THE NEW ~BSUE 

:: SHARE WITH YOUR NETWORKS 

....... Pack 

DAVID KORT}:.N Ib~TP~ODUC31E A U~NDMARK N~:ZW REPORT, 

How to Liberate America 

The dominant story of the current political debate is that the government 

is broke¯ We can’t afford to pay for public services, put people to work, 

or service the public debt. Yet as a nation, we are awash in money¯ A 

defective system of money, banking, and finance just puts it in the 

wrong places¯ 

Raising taxes on the rich and implementing financial reforms are 

essential elements of the solution to our seemingly intractable fiscal and economic crisis. Yet proposals currently on the 
table fall far short of the need. 

A newly released report of the New Economy Working Group, coordinated by the Institute for Policy Studies in 

Washington, DC, goes beyond the current debate to call for a deep restructuring of the institutions to which we as a 

society give the power to create and allocate money. 

READMORE 

Free ]risi Issue ot the 

Prisons issue: peek 

GET OUR CURRENT ISSUE 
FOR FREE 

Find out what you’re 

~missin9 Try us out 

$18 SUBSCRiPTiON 
Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for j LISt $12. 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 63% OFF 

YES! "fO’~’~ ~ 

Justrightforl n:t T;t~, I 
the Farmers I 

I 
,Market! 

J I 

Di[c[[ tile Fridge 
"it’s time for me to replace my 

refrigerator and I was 

wondering if I really need 

another as big as the last¯ fd 

like to downsize or be rid of it 

altogether." 

:: MORE GREEN LIVING TIPS 

r 

Fatherhood 

Climate 

Chan~le 

B°°k Review" l 

Envir°nmental I 
journalist Mark 

Hertsgaard’s 



~IANLON ~,BTCHBLL ~.~AR~A AGUINDA BERT SACKS CARBSSA CA~.~ERON "Ho’t’ describes what life will 

A Wisconsin firefighter Maria led indigenous A peace activist defies Miss America raises be like for his daughter’s 

protests for collective Ecuadorians against oil giant sanctions to save lives, awareness about HIV. generation. 

bargaining. Chevron to fight for the life [ 
--of the rainforest--and its -- -- i: MORE REVIEWS 

people. 
[ r 

’[] VIDEO 

@L~phic by II,licheik~ 

~ 
THE YES! INTERVIEW: 

"I’d Rather Have a Life titan a Pile of Money" 
by ~r~ Kort~n 

Peter Buffett, son of ~med billionaire Warren Buffe~, ~lked with YES! Magazine 

Publisher Fran KoRen, about his new book Life is What You Make It and the choice 
points of his life. 

Fran Korten: As the son of a multi-billionaire, isn’t it a bit audacious to write a book 
advising others on how to live their lives? What gave you the courage to write this 

book? 

Peter Buffett: Yeah, when you see my last name and my book title, "Life is What 

You Make It," you’re probably thinking, "easy for you to say" But that’s why I wrote 

it. People would say to me "You’re so normal," and I thought, "Why is that?" I grew up 

in a household that, at its core, was about egalitarianism, humanitarianism. I didn’t 
think there was any reason to feel entitled or special. 

READ MORE 

Photo by Tlwy favor of ;~:eeping 
CarnpL~ll v,sle! ownership 
fiicl,;r com/treycampb public Photo 

For those seeking out an Why 96 percent of I~lian 

alternative vision of urban voters rejected their 

success, with new and _governments push for 

innovative ideas aboutwhat water privatization 

the city of tomorrow should 

be, Detroit may offer the 
ultimate arena. 

Wi~ose CMi Righls 

are Near? Photo by 

Tantek Ceiik 

flicl,;r co:Wtanlek 

Tim deChristopher 

Photo by Daphne 

Hougard 

Every Great Social T~e Cou[age ~o S~op 
g~ovemeet Preteeding: Tim 

David Ko~ten: "The biggest DeChdstopher 
shifts of our time have been Sentenced 

_sparked by ordinary people _Can going to jail be a happier 

rejecting the cultural stories choice than turning a blind 

that dominated them."         eye to climate injustice? 

:: THIS IS WHAT HOPE 
LOOKS LIKE 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 

l Great moments in laughtivism" from Yes Men Andy Bichlbaum and Mike Bonanno, the guys who 
duped the BBC, embarrassed Dow Chemical, and mocked Halliburton. 

:: CAN YOU BE A ~AD~CAL HOME~&AKE~ W~YH AN U~SUPPOR~VE PARTNER’? 
What happens when one member of a couple wants to live a new kind of life--but the other doesn’t? 

Reloaded, a YES! 

Maga?i:la video 

The American Dream, 

Reloaded 
It’s happening: The movement 

to rebuild the dream means 

owning our stories about how 

it went wrong--and finding our 
own ways to make it right. 

"God is What ~ 
Happens 
When 

H ~rrH.~nity is 
Connected’~ 

Jim Gilliam: 
Why the Internet is my religion. 

[here Sul for Fo:tene 

Phil Ochs: 1"here But For 

A long-overdue tribute to a 

leading Vietnam-era voice of 

protest 

~ [PHOTO ESSAY 

Hanc~s Across the Sane1 

People from all over the world 

dedicated to a future with 

clean energy joined hands in 

solidarity to protest offshore 
drilling. 

[hin;~: ,sutside tile b~s 8 . Try out YES! M~sgazine. Get s FREE lrial issue 
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From : 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine.org> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 8:41 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

2011 Greatest Hits :: Most popular YES! education resources 

::~:~:;:: YES~ Edu~tio~ Connemio~ News 

HAPI~NESS 

v’Vh~t rr!al<as us h~ppy? Nation~d ~n~Bti~utes of Health ~ lasso~ 

plans teacK~ your studer:hB why we need s~eep~snd its not just about 

a~d stories teatudr:g people from ]qbet. Ecuador. and beyond to 

help you~ students be~er dnders~aRd ~he hY~po~tance o~ oneness in 

E~ 5 QUESTIONS TO AWAKEN YOUR FUNCTIONAL FAMILY 

E~ COMMEN’[’ARY!AC’[’WI]’Y :: LiFE AFrER WORRY 

E~] POSTER :: NOWTO KEEP LOVE GOING STRONG 

I~ VIDEO :: A GRADDATION SPEECH LiKE NO OTHER 

.~i Peace, arid .lu.~,tice 
laEACE & JUSTICE 

E~] POSTER :: 10 THINGS SCIENCE SAYS WILL MAKE YOU N%PPY 

E~ VIDEO :: WORDS TNA]" INSPIRE: IT COb LDi’~"[ BE DONE 



SUSTA~Ni-\BILITY 

E~ VISUAL LEARNING :: A SLOW, PRESS-IOUS PROCESSS 

E~ POSTER :: WATERSHED MOMENTS 

I~ 8 FOOD RULES FROM MY 10-MH.E DiET 

>(ii Teachin9 Outside the Box 
TEACHING OUTSIDE THE BOX 

co!~text of people and everyday life, and happe!~s in and beyoRd the 

resiiy is goiRg On i!~side those 

E~ VIDEO :: WHAY TEACHERS MAKE 

E~ WHAT’S THE HARM IN HUNTING? 

YOUR STORIES 

E:~ IHSIDE THE HEAD8 OF STUDENTS WITH ASPERGER S 

E~ HORSES AS HEALERS 

E~] GET "YOUR SKYSIGHT 

i~i Free T®act,er Su bscbptions 

A FREE TEACHER SUBSCRIPTION 

Thanks to the generosity of YES! 

donors, qualified teachers can apply 

for a 1-year introductory subscription. 

A FREE LIBRARIAN SUBSCRIPTION 

Share YES! Magazine with students 

and teachers at your school or 

university library. 

l 
i~i Free Pc,s:~e!s ~nd Fat1 Sheets 

FREE POSTERS & INFOGRAPHICS 

We understand a teacher’s budget. 

Those YES! colorful posters and charts 

you need for teaching your students 

APPLY FOR A b’fEAR INTRODUCYORY are downloadable and free 

SUBSCRIPTION T()DAY! EXPLORE THESE FREE 

We never sell or share our email list Use thir~ ~i~k if you wish to 

unsubscribe from this list 

~ If this email was forwarded to you, sign yourself 

WHAT IS YES! MAGAZINE? 
YES! is an independent, non-profit,: :: YES~ Magazine 

covers 

post-consumer-waste paper. 

F~ Each.. quarter. , we. take on today’s 
critical issues wdh a fresh and 

positive point of view Our stories 

fuse powerful ideas and practical 

actions, and inspire people to create a better world. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, August 25, 2011 8:01 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Build a movement for change and preview the Fall 2011 issue on New Livelihoods 

j If this email was forwarded to you, sign ap for your own YES! newsletters. 

::.~.iI YES! Magazine logo 

In this newsletter, a preview of the new issue of YES! 

New Livelihoods .~ ,>,o,.,~,,o F~,,2o.~ ....... ~ 

How We’re Building the Do-It-Ourselves 

Economy 

and humility that l greet you as 

the new Online Marketing 

i~] M~n Jones photo 
Want Jobs? Rebuild the 
Dream 
by Sarah van Gelder 

~/an Jones is leading a national 

mobilization to rebuild the middle class-- 

through decent work, fair taxes, and 

opportunities for all. 

With politics in D.C. hitting new lows, few 

progressives look to either the Obama 

administration or the two major parties for 
leadership in restoring the middle class and transitioning to a green, just 

economy. Instead, many are returning to a strategy that actually brought real 

progress during the last century: building strong, unified, and sustained 

people’s movements 

Van Jones is one of those working to build people power today. Jones is a co- 

founder of the Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, Color of Change, and Green 

for All He was appointed as a White House advisor on green jobs, but an 
attack led by Glenn Beck of Fox News led to his resignation in September 2009 

Jones is currently a senior fellow on green jobs and climate solutions at the 

Center for American Progress and a visiting fellow at Princeton University 

YES! Executive Editor Sarah van Gelder spoke to Jones shortly before he 
launched the movement to Rebuild the American Dream. With groups involved 

ranging from MoveOn org to organized labor, could this be the 21st-century 

movement that makes hope and change relevant again? 

The American 

Dream, Reloaded 

I~s happening: The movement to rebuild 

the dream means owning our stories 

about how it went wrong--and finding 

our own ways to make it right. 

r 

Ghsphic by Miclw.~ile Ney. 

~ 
ln July, Adam 

MacKinnon 

handed over the 

newsletter editing 

reins to me when he moved to 

California. It is with great joy 

lr                                                                             1 

perfect beginning for me at 

YES! Magazine because of my 

background and passion for 

building local living economies. 

As a co-founder, developer, 

project manager, and finally 

sales & marketing manager at 

Web Collective, I was part of 

the team that implemented the 

YES! Magazine website in 

Plone back in 2009 

But at this point in my life, I’m 

looking to be more than just an 

"IT guy," and use my skills and 

passions to play a more direct 

role in creating a better world, 

and this role at YES! fits that bill 

perfectly. 

Let’s build a positive future 

together! 

In community, 

Derek Hoshiko 

Online Marketing Manager 

YES! Magazine 

Manager. Our Fall 2011 issue 

on New Livelihoods is a 



i.~.i Fa~s in protest photo by Ek.’el! ’.;Samos 
How To Build a People’s Movement 

Ob~LY A ,’~’]ASSIV~:. SOCIAL MOV~I~,4~:.N’t Co’~,N "tUrN TI4tNd~S 

by Seth Borgos 

The United States is entering the fourth year of its deepest downturn 

since the Great Depression¯ The official unemployment rate is rising 
again, and labor force participation among many groups has plummeted 

to historic lows¯ 

A stillborn economic "recovery" has distributed 88 percent of its 
benefits to corporate profits and one percent to wages and salaries. The financial press is full of warnings that we have 
forgotten the causes of the collapse and a re doomed to repeat it Ordinary Americans, pollsters tell us, have little faith that 

the economy will improve, and attribute hard times to the misdeeds of capitalists. 

If ever tilere was a time to cilallenge economic orthodoxy, this would be it. 

READ MORE 

~ So,notifies the hardest of changing our lives and world is believing that it’s part 

possible. ~9!in Beavan o~ findin~ a ~lace to start. 

by Colin Beavan 

There was a period, right around the time we discovered that American 

soldiers had been torturing Iraqis atAbu Ghraib, when I felt paralyzed with :i~.~ [to irnp~ct F’!oiect Logo 

fear and anger 

If you’re concerned about the world, there’s nothing worse than that feeling of 
powerlessness: the idea that we are all victims of outside circumstances; ti]at 

catastrophe might occur at any moment; that the world is capricious. I don’t 

want to live in that world. 

I want to live in world that I can do someti]ing about. 

End the summer right! Joir[ YES! for a 
one-weeg carbon c~eanee that could 

change your life, your community, and 
even the planet¯ 

RE~,D MORE 

Hope, pilote by 
s~fter 

Wha~ We Could Loee How Change Pk~ppene: A How The lmpoeeible 
Unleee We Change: Three-Fold Strategy ~ecomee Ordir~ary 

Remember~n# Ray by David Koran by Rebecca Sotnit 

Ande~son 

by Paul Hawken Successful social If you’re tempted to feel 
movemen~ are emergent, powerless and passive, 

"Reimagining the world was --evolving, radically self- --remember that the 

a responsibility for Ray, a organizing, and involve the bogeyman we call "they" 

lift to a future tilat is dedicated efforts of many wants you to feel that way. 
begging for selflessness people, each finding the role And then don’t. 

and vision." Paul Hawken that best uses his or her 

honors the life of a green gifts and passions. 

business pioneer¯ 

.~i Budget sl-:er~ialis me 

causing many s!nall 

local pest offices to 

be closed. Photo by 

Mail Wa ken-:a n 

Saying Goodbye to the 

by Shannon Hayes 

Thousands of small-town 
post offices are on notice 

--for closure. Radical 

homemaker Shannon Hayes 

on what that will mean for 
the communities who love 

them 

Highlights from the last newsletter: 

Family, community, and the world of ideas help prisoners cope and prepare for life after 

incarceration. Eight outreach programs that make a difference. 

:: HOW TO Lf~E~ATE 
How is it that our nation is awash in money, but too broke to provide jobs and services? David Ko~en introduces a landmark 
new repot, "H~ to Liberate America from Wall Street Rule" 
r 
:: ’q’9 RATHER HAVE A UFE THAN A PILE OF 

Peter Buffett, Warren Buffett s son, on his family wealth, his music career, and his commitment to social justice, 

J 

~"~] Subscribe to YES! with 
...... It:is special etter: jua~ 

$1 ~! for a yea r of YES! -~ 
a FREE issue 

$’f2 SUBSCR]Pl"~ON 

Get a year of YES! Magazine 

for just $12¯ 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 63% OFF 

GWE "[HE G~FT OF YEB! to 

friend 

BACK SET 

Treat 

yourself to 
15 years of I     YES! 

inspiring 

stories from 

YES! -- 

Magazine¯ 

Preve#t s Tar Sands 

Dieeeter 

by Nellis Kennedy-Howard 
Why 

devel°ping the I ..... 
tar sands has [ 

been called [ 
"world’s most [ Evoive 
destructive [ 

project¯" 

...... snimafion for 

Magazine 

! 
The Page "[hat Couste I 

Percentage of Americans who 

think college is affordable for 
most people today: 22 
I 
Percentage of American 

college presidents who think 

college is affordable for most 

~eople today: 42 

i : MORE PAGE THAT COUNTS 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Athgo International <new@athgomedia.org> 

Monday, September 5, 2011 6:27 PM 

allycfin@emaJl, unc.edu 

Athgo Forum: 100 Entrepreneurs, 30 Countrie~ 12 New Businesses 

Ciip from the Forum 

Rebecca Ka{s~er 

On August 1042. 2011, nea.qy 100 young 
aitended Athgo’s 4ih Global ~nnovat~on Forum on 

Bank Headquarters ~n W;?sh~g~on, D.C, They were joined 
at ~h~s 8x~rao~dinsry event by 35 sen~or o~f~ds~s from w~th~n 

t~e ce~t~8~ t~emes to emerge du~ng t~x~ forum was fhe 

Mubammsd Yunus. Nobe~ Laureate and founde~ el the Grameen Bank, who delivered 
~nsp~ra~enM speech on ~he va~ue of soc~a~ businesses ~n contdbu~ ~r~9 ~o the growth 

sustsh~ab~8, ~k-~anc~a~y profitable, and soc~a~y beneficML The ~ep ~h~ee p~eposa~s wet8 

Congratulations to the Winning Teams 

fesdn’,,or’,,iais from the Event 

"In addition, to meeting my esteem 
counterparts I had the opportunity of 
being a member of the winning 
team!! I cannot wait to start 
developing this business plan." 

-Jamaica 

"Being part of the Athgo family is a 
good feeling as everyone is there to 
help. I left DC inspired and 
empowered! Thank you, Athgo!" 

"The environment that the Athgo 
team creates is phenomenal. I felt 
the forum to be challenging yet 
exciting! I can honestly say that I 
have learned so much that can be 
applied to any of my future 
endeavors!!" 

-Georgia, U8 

Featu red Vicieo 

Dr. Muhammad Yunus at Athgo’s 
Innovation Forum 

Watch Video 

ii:e burgeonir:g app ma~kst ~e.." smart phones ar:d 

res~denc8 using their phones remotely: bu~ a~so to 

I (:osssmp~k~n, ma~}Rg recommenda~k~ns for 
efficient products and p~act~ces where needed, 

In ihi..’d place was Group 11 ’s U-,POk’~’~."~ ce..",cept~ cor:sisiing of a dyr:amo generator 
÷ 

Read More [ View Program 

Spedais Thanks .o our Supporters 

Angelica %veto, ]he World Bank Group and Naila Chowdhury, Grameerl Soiu:iorls 

Limited 

Article about the Forum 

"Sharing Business Ideas from 30 
Countries" 
August 15, 2011 

for LIS Dspartmenl e~ Slale 

Youtube - Wa[ch 
Facebook -- Become a fan 
Twitter - Foliew 

and Sponsors 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VISTA <VISTAOutreach@cns.gov> 

~Vednesday, September 7, 2011 2:35 PM 

allycrin@emaJl, unc.edu 

VISTA Viewfinder September/October 2011 

If you axe having problems viewing this email, please visit us online. 

i~ VISTA Viewfinder Sept/Oct 

VISTA Viewfinder Sept/Oct 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

YES! Magazine <yesnewsletters@yesmagazine org> 

Thursday, September 8, 2011 5:54 PM 

allycrin@email.unc.edu 

Time to build our own economy 

j If this email was forwarded to you, sign ap for your own YES! newsletters. 

::~:: Y’ES! M~gazine logo 

The "New Livelihoods" issue of YE!! Magazine 

Dear Reader, 

As the latest unemployment numbers show, joblessness is still 

very much a crisis. We focused the ~aH 201 t issue o1 YES! 

on jobs because we believe there are solutions to this crisis 
ti]at can create real prosperity, even in a time of economic and 

ecological limits. 

We started out by asking how we can rebuild our battered 
local and regional economies. We wanted to know how 

everyone can get access to a dignified livelihood in an era of 
environmental limits 

We found lots of answers: 

Communities large and small are turning away from 

efforts to lure in big corporations, and instead drawing 
on local strengths to build real prosperity 

Families are creating hybrid livelihoods by growing 

food, making and fixing things themselves, and 

starting small businesses. 

Independent people’s movements are pressing for tax 
dollars to be redirected from corporate giveaways 

and bloated military budgets to infrastructure repair, 

clean energy development, and education--all big job 

creators. 

See wha~’a inside the isaue, and if you’re not already a 

subscriber, make this issue the first in your subscription with 

this speoia~ h’=trodu~’.to~y Sl 2 ofter. 

~ 
With appreciation, 

Ii~i Sarah I 

Sarah van Gelder 
Executive Editor, YES! Magazine 

New Livelihoods- How We=re B:Jil,itil~g the Do-k- 

Oi~rselves E,~s:-~omy, the F:sl120! 1 iss~le of 

Magazine 

:: SPECIAL OFFER FOE E~IAIL REASERE: 

SUBSCRIBE TODAY! 
I 

I 
~PL~E THE N~W ISSUE OF YES~ 

:: SHARE WITH 

YOUR NETWORKS 

Subset:be Io YES! with 

FREE ~ssue 

$12 SUBSCRIPTION 
Get a year of YES! Magazine 
for just $12. 
+A BONUS ISSUE :: 63% OFF 

GIVE THE G~FT OF YES~ to a 

friend 

YES! POSTERS 
Choose from our fifteen 

inspirational posters, 

includin9 the 5 Ways to 

Redefine Work, 



The Do-It-Ourselves Economy 
by Sarah van Gelder and Doug Pibef 

When Corbyn 

H ig htowe r’s 

financial world fell 
apart, a ragtag 

community came 

together to show 

how a lively 
neighborhood grows new livelihoods¯ 

CorLvn 
Bightower 
porn~it Piloto 

Nartweil 

~ LIES, DAMNED LIES, AND 

Busting 3 big myths about jobs 

--Nyth NO. f: Eeonomts growth 

produces jobs 

Corbyn Higi]tower was doing everything right¯ Si]e worked long hours selling Fact: GDP has grown for seven 

natural skin care products, flying between cities to meet customers, staying in consecutive quarters since tile official end 

Josh hotels She pulled down a salary that provided her family of five with a of the recession; no job growth in the 

comfortable home in a planned communibL and more¯ same period 

i.~.i Jobs rrly~h lil: Economic gro~fd~ 

for Labor Nl~rket S~udies, Bureau 

Then the recession hit. Her commissions dried up, and tile layoff soon 

followed Life for Corbyn, her stay-at-home husband, and three children 

changed quickly. They sold their SUV to cover rent and other necessities. 

Corbyn blogs about the challenges, but also celebrates getting in st]ape, 

saving money, and the discoveries she and her children make when they 
travel at a slower pace. 

R~AD b~ORE 

Signs of Life 
Small Stories About Big Change 

Brh’~g Our War Dottare Borne 

U.S. Mayors: In order to build up jobs, we 

have to draw down troops¯ 

~] Signsof Lifegrapilic 

Paid Sick Leave for A.H 

Nearly 40 percent of all U.S. private sector workers get no paid sick days--but Connecticut is leading 
the way to change that. 

Getting healthy food on the shelves of convenience stores could be the first step toward replenishing 

food deserts. 

..... Chad Fursl ..... field. UN Pho~ot~one 

R~dica~ Bomemakere va, f, lor!h Dakota’s Eeonomic 

by Shannoe Hayes by Ellen Brown 

...... Sincla=r 
bucks 

Does ~equaHty Make Ue Putting Corporate "R~x 

Unhappy? Dodging ol~ the Table 

by Carmen Sobczak by Chuck Collins 

Devastation and resilience: North Dakota has had the A new study suggests In this time of austerity, 

Shannon Hayes reporis nation’s lowest Americans’ happiness major corporations are 

from Schoharie County, unemployment ever since declines wi]en there’s a spending more on CEO pay 

New York, which was hard- the economy tanked What’s wider gap between rich and and Congressional lobbying 
hit by Hurricane Irene. its secret? poor. than they’re paying the IRS. 

How we can make them pay 

up. 

Work Posler 

iSmaH Steps tot Growing a 

t/o ~mpact Family 

by Kathy Kottaras 

Since trying the .~ii_. 
No Impact            ~s~i~V~ke~ 

iWeekI 
iexperiment, our 
ifamJly has I 

learned te be ~J~v 
mindful of eur 

i rhabits, and live with more joy. 

l?la~et Day 

Join us in the global movement 

to move beyond fossil fuels on 

September 24, during No Impact 

iWeek. 
i[ 

The Soa~ of 
t~e WoHd         mi!lc 

Essays on the Remem de,,n,t,ono, 
terror and the the Sou~ 
consciousnes= 

of transformation¯ 

~:: ~ORE BOOK REVIEWS 

~ 

the Soul Jarvis 
ot the ~ A 9111 widow 

on working for peace when 
the world expects you to want 

[ 

YES! ~ueie for Fall 
for Fall 

Musical 

inspiration 

while putting 
out this issue: 

Listen to 

tracks Across 

the River, 
Little Joy’, and 
DeLivery Boy. 

~ FILM 

C~3rbon Nation still 

Carbon Nation 



Van Jones is leading a national mobilization to rebuild the middle classIthrough decent work, 

fair taxes, and opportunities for all. 
I 
:: HOWTO ~UIL9 A PEOPgE’S 

Now’s the time to challenge economic orthodoxy~but only a massive social movement can turn thin~s around, 

:: dU~P ~ TOGeTHEr: AN IN~AT~ON TO ~0 I~ PACT WEEK 

8ometimes the hardes~ par~ of changing our lives and world is believing that it’s possible, Colin Beavan on finding a place 

sta~, 

Take a trip across the United 

States to find out who is 

developing low-carbon 

~so ut o ns. 

Use this Iblt~ if you wish to unsubscribe from this list. 

~’~allage your email subscriptions I If this email was forwarded to you, sign up for your own Y~.~! ~e~,’~sletters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 1:04 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edu> 

Vital Signs - News tbr UNC School of Medicine Students, Faculty & Staff- Dec. 13 

Click here to view this newsletter online. ......................................................................... 

Research News 

Dec. 13, 2012 

i Study paves way to design drugs aimed at multiple protein targets at once 
~ Pharmaceutical chemists had suggested that the objective of a drug hitting 
~ multiple targets simultaneously is impossible and unlikely to succeed. This 
~ study, co-led by Brian L. Roth, MD, PhD, shows how to efficiently and 
effectively make designer drugs that can do that. 

:: Trial begins on "off-the-shelf" stunt graft for pararenal aortic aneurysm 
Mark Farber, MD, Director of UNC Aortic Disease Management in the UNC 
Center for Heart and Vascular Care, investigates stunt graft that may be an 
improvement over other stunt grafts used for aortic aneurysms in that it does 
not need to be customized for the patient, thus earning the nickname as an 
"off-the-shelf" graft. 

Magnuson serves as vice-chair of report on California stem cell research 
:: Terry Magnuson, PhD, served as vice-chair of the Institute of Medicine 
commission on the California Institute of Regenerative Medicine (CIRM), whose 
report was released on Dec. 6. Dr. Magnuson is Vice Dean for Research in the 
School of Medicine and Chair of the Department of Genetics. 

related Cancer Center resources that facilitate faculty research. : ........................... ’:.::"::::" .............................. :::::::::::::: ............................. 

nursing. 

Fernandez receives AHA Honor 

Antonio R. Fernandez, PhD, Research Director for the EMS Performance 
Improvement Center, was elected as a Fellow of the American Heart 

Association (FAHA). 

FamihL Medicine adds Behavioral Medicine ~l)ecialist 
Irene Skowronek, PhD, was recently welcomed into the Department of Family 

Medicine as an Assistant Professor. 

real doctors, real people - the year in review 

S~hool of Medicine News 

Committees 
:: Julie Blatt, Nancy Raab-Traub, Eliana Perrin, Melissa Miller, Ellen Jones, Wendy 
Brewster, and Cecile Skrzynia have been elected to their respective 
committees. Please read this letter from Paul Godley, MD, PhD, MPP, Executive 

:: Associate Dean for Faculty Affairs to learn more about the process. 

The Search Committee would like to extend an invitation to the entire faculty 
to communicate your thoughts regarding the search, and to present 
nominations to the committee. Read on for details on how to participate in the 

ii search for a new Chair of Allied Health Sciences. 

.g__o_#___e___r___a__p__p___o__Ln___t__s_____O___r__t L~__o__p___a___e___d_Lc__s_____C__b_&[E__~_#_&t:£ b___~ ~ mm j~ ~ ~ 

iThe Search Committee would like to extend an invitation to the entire faculty 
to communicate your thoughts regarding the search, and to present 
nominations to the committee. Read more for details on how to participate in 



Dean’s Advisory Committee - Meetinq Minutes 
Read more for a link to the minutes from the November meeting. Please note, 
there was no meeting held in October. 

:: Jeffrey L. Houpt, MD, served as CEO of the UNC Health Care System in 
addition to his roles as dean and vice chancellor of the UNC School of 
Medicine. 

BRIC Pilot Grants for MR-PET Research Proiects 
The Biomedical Research Imaging Center (BRIC) is awarding one year pilot 
grants of up to $30,000. 

CGIBD Thursday Research Seminar 
Moses T. Bility, PhD, Postdoctoral Fellow, will present "Modeling Human Liver 
Diseases in Humanized Mouse Models" at the Thursday, Dec. 13 CGIBD 
Research Seminar. 

This is a reminder that the campus Blackboard service will be permanently 
shut down at 5 p.m. on Dec. 31. 

UNC Health Care News 

December Epic Enterprise Information System proiect update 
In late November, UNC Health Care selected Epic as our partner for our 
Enterprise Information System. Our vision during this process is to create an 
integrated Enterprise Information System across UNC Health Care System 
entities - one patient ID, one problem list, one medication list, and one bill. 

Options for Respiratory Viral Testing during 2012-2013 Season 
:: As respiratory season is upon us, the Clinical Microbiology Laboratory would 

like to review the available options for respiratory viral testing at UNC Health 
Ca re. 

A Year-End Update on Meaningful Use and Ambulatory Quality Programs 
Our first year of Meaningful Use has been very successful! Congratulations to 
the providers, staff, analysts, programmers, and administrators that made this 

Pr~pa ratio n s u n d er way for ICD- 10 
A dedicated team of UNC Health Care employees already is preparing for ICD- 
10 implementation, ICD-IO is the next generation of the code set representing 
diagnoses and inpatient procedures, The implementation deadlineforICD-lO in 

the United States is Oct. 1, 2014. 

Soar~an e-Chart enhancements for Dec, 18 
Soarian e-Chart enhancements coming Dec. ~8 include additions and changes. 
Contact ISD at 9~9-966-5647 for more information or to request specific 

In most years, sporadic cases of the flu occur from October through April, 
typically peaking in late February. However, in recent weeks, UNC Health Care 
has seen a substantial increase in the percent of ED patient visits due to 
fever and cough. The flu is here~ 

Please reviewthe holiday hoursfor Nutrition &Food Services’ retail venues. 

Note that the Overlook Caf~ will close the entire week of Christmas (Dec. 24- 

~Annual testing of the fire alarm notification and control devices will occur this 

The Office of the Chief Medical Examiner is moving. After more than 40 years 
at UNC-Chapel Hill, the office will re-locate to a new facility in west Raleigh. 

Effective Jan. 7, 2013, the Robertson Express Bus serving UNC and Duke 
University (formerly offered through Duke Transit) will be offered through 

~Aregou a basic sewer and/or I~ke help~n~ other people? ~ogou wantto 

volunteer ~nternat~onallg, but don’t have the time or finances to travel abroad~ 

~o ~ou want to help make a difference ~n the I~ves o~ women around the 
world? You can help a UNC facultg member who ~s traveHn~ to Nalawi ~n 



Children’s Hospital lobby Monday, Dec. 17- Tuesday, Dec. 18. 

Become a healthier you! Join Weight Watchers! Come to a weekly meeting in 

UNC School of Medicine 

Chapel Hill, NC I 27514 

Questions or Comments? Please contact the editor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hefner, Rouda <rouda helher@med.uuc.edu:, 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 10:37 AM 

Bush, Peggy Ann <peggy bush@med.unc.edu-~ 

Heftier, Ronda <ronda hether@med.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Gene mutations table 

Got it! 

-Ronda 

From= Bush, Peggy Ann 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 I0:36 AM 

To= Hefner, Ronda 
Co= Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject= Gene mutations table 

Ronda, 

Here is the link to the database: 

Table is attached. Just let me know if you have any questions. You should find mutation info for the blue highlighted tumors and corresponding genes. 

Thanks so much, 

Peggy 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
p__e_~ gy _ b_u_s___h_@_m___e___d_,_U_n___c_~__e__d__U 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeanne~noe@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 10:04 AM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edu:~ 

FW: 

Mansfield, Elizabet2~.pdf 

From: Carey, Lisa 
Sent: Thursday, May 03, 2012 2:45 PM 

To: Noe, Jeanne F; Perou, Charles M 
Subject: 
Similar to what I’ve heard her say before but some granularity. What exactly is required for the analytical validation part for sanger sequencing at our lab? 

L 

Lisa A. Carey, M.D. 

Medical Director, UNC Breast Center 

Preyer Distinguished Professor of Breast Cancer Research 

University of North Carolina - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 



Regulatory Considerations 
l nvestigational Assays: 
Planning for Success 

for 

Elizabeth Mansfield, PhD 
OIVD/FDA 

Next-Generation DNA Sequencing as 
Clinical Decision-making in Cancer 

Management 
May 3-4, 2012 

a Tool for 
Patient 



Overview 

What defines an investigational assay? 

How are levels of risk assessed? 
What types 
needed? 

of information and data are 

How do ! submit this 
required)? 

information to FDA (if 



lnvestigational Use 

Per 
a clinical 

involving 
determine 
device 

21 CFR 812, an investi ation means 
investigation or research 

one or more subjects to 
the safety or effectiveness of a 

Applies when 
Its own safety 
Its safety and 
other 

device is being studied 
and effectiveness 
effectiveness in 

investigational products 

for 

the context of 



What is FDA s Interest 
Investigations? 

SAFETY 
exposed 
(performance 

of / risk to the patient when 
to investigational use of a device 

and use) 

Appropriate oversight of 
(IRB) 
Adequate informed consent 

Compliance of investigators 

investigation 

for subjects 



lnvestigational Assays 

It has 
use to 

This 

An assay is considered to be 
investigational manner when: 

not been cleared 
which it is bein 

used in an 

or approved for the 
put 

encompasses LDTs, which have 
been cleared or approved for any use 

The investigational use is applied to 
(humans, whether whole or in parts) 

enerally not 

subjects 



Assessi 

o risk of 

g Level of Risk 
Exempt 

harm to patient 
not used for clinical Results 

Generally 

If returned, must be 
accepted (approved 

for IVDs: 

management 

No invasive procedures related to test 
required that might harm the patient 

Doesn t include sample collection for other 
medically necessary reasons 

Doesn t include venipuncture 

not returned to physician/patient 

confirmed by another 
or cleared) procedure 



Assess ing Level of Risk for IVDs: 
Significant Risk 

Presents a 
health, safety, or 

Invasive samplin 

Results 
without 

potential for serious 
welfare of the 

solely for 

returned for 
confirmation 

use in 
patient mana 
by 

anagement of patient 
could result in harm 

Esp. when test results 

risk to the 
patient 

testin 

another 

accordin 

ement 
procedure 

to results 

are incorrect 



Assessi g 
No 

Level of Risk for 
-sig n ificant Risk 

IVDs: 

Doesn t 
but does 
risk to patient 

No significant 

If results are 
even if result 

requirements to meet 
not present a potential 

be exempt, 
for serious 

risk invasive sampling 

returned, unlikely to harm 
is incorrect 

needed 
patient 



What Should Sponsor Do? 

Familiarity with 
Submit study to 

Prepare informed 

Prepare a detailed 
test will be used 

Part 

IRB 

812 

for assessment 

consent 

protocol for how the 

Obtain 

Submit 

good investigator agreements 

D to FDA if needed 



IDF_: What Does FDA Want? 

21 CFR 
Exempt 
FDA, but FDA 
investigator. 

Parts 50 and 56 apply 
investigations: No submission 

may disqualify an 

on-significant 
abbreviated 
to FDA 

to 

risk investigations: 
requirements, no submission 

Significant risk investigations: 
submission required 



IDF Review 

Subjects’ safety 
¯ Knowledge to be gained from 

investigation 
¯ Alignment with plans for later 

development and FDA review 

Usually include analytical validation 
data 



Devicc "ready" for use to guide 
accrual, treatment, or asses 
outcome in a clinical trial? 

Fully specified device, for purposes of the trial 

Analytical performance adequately assessed 

Pre-clinical or clinical 
subjects’ "exposure" 
Well-posed question or 
answered/tested by the 

information justifies 

hypothesis 
trial 

can be 



Submitting lnvestigational 
Application 

IDE: Submission to CDRH, 
application 
30-day review clock 
Decision: 

Approved 
Approved with modifications 
Disapproved 

Can resubmit with new info 
If part of non-exempt IND, 
IND 

identified as an 

if disapproved 
can be submitted 

If part of an exempt IND, must submit 

to 



Thanks! 

El iza beth. mansfi eld@fda, h hs. gov 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeanne noe@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 1:20 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy~ush@med.unc.edtr~ 

order ff~rms 

http:!,Ipharmacy.intranet.unchealthcare.org! 

deanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineber~cler Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 9"I 9-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:40 AM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

list of contacts 

List of contacts for genes.docx 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 4:10 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Schedule 

Thanks Peggy 

- -Jeanne 

On Jun 28, 2012, at 2:53 PM, "Bush, Peggy A" <peg~l bush(c-~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jeanne, 

For future reference--I will be out on Wed, July 11th . 

Peggy 



PAYROLL SERVICES 
CALCULATION OF BIWEEKLY IREGULAR IPAY 
FOR SPA PERMANENT STAFF 
July 1, 2012 

Each year information is provided to explain the method used to calculate your 
biweekly regular pay. The calculation method used each fiscal year appropriately calculates 
your regular biweekly pay. Since the 26 biweekly payrolls cover a different time period than 
the University’s fiscal year, it is important to explain how your biweekly regular pay is 
calculated. 

Your biweekly regular pay is, of course, based on your annual salau for the fiscal year. 
The University’s fiscal year is from July 1 through June 30. Your biweekly regular pay for each 
fiscal year is dependent on the number of workdays in that fiscal year. iEach bi~veekly pay 
period represents 80 work hours, which typically represents 8 hours a day for 10 days. 

The number of workdays in a fiscal year will vary. For the 2012-2013 fiscal year, there 
are 260 workdays, which represent 2080 work hours (260 workdays x 8 hours a day). The 
number of workdays and work hours for the next 3 fiscal years are displayed below: 

Fiscal Year Workdays Work Hours 

2012-2013 260 2080 

2013-2014 261 2088 

2014-2015 261 2088 

Fiscal year 2012-2013 contains 26 biweekly payrolls. Biweekly payrolls 01 through 26 
in fiscal year 2012-2013 will provide pay for the pay periods from June 18, 2012 through June 
16, 2013. Monday through Friday, June 17-21 and Monday through Friday June 24--28, 2013 
will be paid as part of Biweekly 27 on July 12, 2013. 

Your biweekly regular pay for the 2012-2013 fiscal year will be calculated as in prior 
years. Your annual salar?. is divided by the number of hours in the fiscal year (2080 hours for 
2012-2013) and multiplied by the 80 hours in the biweekly pay period. Please contact your 
Human Resources Facilitator if you have any questions. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Attach: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 12:07 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

fiff~shed, or tag, you’re it’. 

References Gene mutations July 3 2012.docx 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Jnly 3, 2012 6:10 PM 

Deer Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.unc.edu>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy~nsh@med.nnc.edu-~ 

ema54 to Billy Kim 

Hi guys, 

I went ahead and jumped the gun a bit and sent that email to Billy before reviewing with you guys next week. After looking at the table for Billy, I realized we 

were asking for a lot of work potentially, and the more time he has to even just think about it, the better. Plus I thought he could let us know if our idea made any 

sense. 

Bert came by (he and Lisa are the other 2 with a lot of genes on their list) and I showed him what we were doing. He thought it made sense, so we’ll get his out 

next week. 

Anyway, if you think what I wrote wasn’t clear, just let me know and we can send a follow-up email. 

See you next week! 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, July 5, 2012 1:23 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edu> 

Vital Signs - Research, Teaching, and Patient Care News for the UNC SOM - July 5 

Research News 

July 5, 2012 

:: Autism, schizophrenia and bipolar disorder may share common underlying 
factors 
New research led by Patrick F, Sullivan, MD, FRANZCP, a psychiatric 

geneticist, points to an increased risk of autism spectrum disorders among 
individuals whose parents or siblings have been diagnosed with schizophrenia 
or bipolar disorder. 

New understanding of cell metabolism provides therapeutic target 
One of the reasons that cancer cells proliferate is that they metabolize fuel 
differently from normal cells. A team led by Blossom Damania, PhD, reports 

~ that two inter-related metabolic processes contribute to cell proliferation in 
~ non-Hodgkin lymphoma. Dr. Damania is professor of microbiology and 

ii immunology and a member of UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center. 

¯ Awards and Honors 

James F. bonohue receives award at international meeting 
James F. Donohue, MD, Professor of Pulmonary and Critical Care Medicine, 
received a Presidential Commendation for his leadership as Chairman of the 
American Thoracic Society’s (ATS) Foundation at the annual international 
meeting of the ATS in San Francisco on May 22. 

i June OB-GYN Highlights & Honors 

Please take a look at the department’s June updates. The page includes 
recent honors and awards, presentations and publications. 

School of Medicine News 

Chat Transcript - What the Supreme Court’s verdict on health care reform 
really means 
On Friday, June 29, UNC Health Care hosted a live chat on its Facebook page 
with Dr. Jonathan Oberlander to discuss the Supreme Court’s ruling to uphold 

~ These photos are free and no appointment is necessary. These portrait photos ~:~.~.~:~;.~.~.~:~.~.~:~[.~.~.~.~.~.~:~.~.~.~.~.~[.~:~.~.~:~ 
~ will be used for websites, directories, news releases and publications. 

:: 12 and Aug. 24. 

i TraCS Updates 

Check out what’s happening at TraCS, UNC’s CTSA! 
Read more to see what’s happening at the NC TraCS Institute. 

UNC Health Care News 

New number for Spanish-speaking patients 
Spanish-speaking patients can call 919-966-1293 to reach an interpreter. 
Urgent requests are handled 24 hours a day. Normal requests are handled 
during business hours. Please give this number to your patients. 

As an Employee Ambassador, Kate Menard, MD earned a donation of $250 to 
Project Graduation through UNC Health Care’s Ambassador Recognition 
Program. 

What’s been happening on the Innovations Unit? 
As UNC Hospitals’ "Innovation Unit," the team on 4 Anderson North is 
empowered to try out new processes and technologies to deliver better, 
faster, more affordable care to our patients. Read more to hear about current projects. 
July Privacy/Security Tip of the Month 
July’s tip of the month is "Properly Completing Interoffice Envelopes," 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.nnc.edu> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 10:28 AM 

Eberhard, David Allm~ <davidgberhard@med.unc.edtr~; (killey-Olson, Juneko E <juneko~grilley-olson@med.unc.edu>; ttayward, 

Michele <michele~aywax&~med.unc.edu>; Sal~ar, Ashley Hill <ashley sal~ax@med.unc.edu>; ttayes, Neil <haye@med.unc.edu> 

Parke~; Joel <paxkerjs@etnail.unc.edu>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>; Noe, Jerome F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

meeling Wed July 18 

Dear All, 

We have the U NCSeq CCG R (Clinical Committee for the Communication of Genetic Results) meeting July 18th at 5-6pm. POB 3101. Can you all come? Tentative 

agenda is 

:1. Show the results of the first 18 (like what Dave E showed a path committee) 

2. Show the report format (ditto) 

3. Review the reference list of list 1,2a,2b genes with an eye toward -is this what clinicians care about? Is this what path needs? How do we sustain this (a 

priori or ad hoc) 

4. Should we plan "tumor boards" after every X cases to decide what needs to be validated 

Can you all come? Can you bring the items i and2 to show? (or Michele and Ashley can you?) 

Jeanne and Peggy and I are working on a streamlined list of item 3 and will send around ahead of time 

Thanks! 

Claire 

E. Claire Dees, MD 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

Director, Developmental Therapeutics Group 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eberhard, David Allan <david eberhard@med.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 9, 2012 10:32 AM 

Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dee@med.unc.edu-~; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu>; Hayward, Michele 

<michelehayward@med.~mc.edm~; Salazax, Ashley Hill <ashley sal~aJc@med.unc.edu>; Hayes, Nell <hayes@med.unc.edu> 

Parke~; Joel <paxkerjs@etnail.unc.edu>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>; Noe, Jerome F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting Wed July 18 

I can attend 

David 

From: Dees, Elizabeth C 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 10:28 AM 
To: Eberhard, David Allan; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Hayward, Michele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Neil 
Cc: Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: meeting Wed July 18 

Dear All, 

We have the U NCSeq CCG R (Clinical Committee for the Communication of Genetic Results) meetin~ July 18th at 5-6pro. POB 3101. Can you all come? Tentative 

a~enda is 

:1. Show the results of the first :18 (like what Dave E showed a path committee) 

2. Show the report format (ditto) 

3. Review the reference list of list :1,2a,2b genes with an eye toward -is this what clinicians care about? Is this what path needs? How do we sustain this (a 

priori or ad hoc) 

4. Should we plan "tumor boards" after every X cases to decide what needs to be validated 

Can you all come? Can you brin8 the items :1 and2 to show? (or Michele and Ashley can you?) 

Jeanne and Pe~yand I are workin~on a streamlined list of item 3 and will send around ahead of time 

Thanks] 

Claire 

E. Claire Dees, MD 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

Director, Developmental Therapeutics Group 

Lineber~er Comprehensive Cancer Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.nnc.edu> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 11:00 AM 

Eberhard, David Allm~ <davidgberhard@med.unc.edtr~; (killey-Olson, Juneko E <juneko~grilley-olson@med.unc.edu>; ttayward, 

Michele <michele~aywax&~med.unc.edu>; Sal~ar, Ashley Hill <ashley sal~ax@med.unc.edu>; ttayes, Nell <haye@med.unc.edu> 

Parke~; Joel <paxkerjs@etnail.unc.eda>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>; Noe, Jerome F <jeanne noe@med.anc.edu> 

RE: meeting Wed July 18 

Great. Are the things you showed to the path committee that day on the Wiki? Or can I get a copy ot put up on the screen?Thanks! 

From: Eberhard, David Allan 
Sent~ Monday, July 09, 2012 10:32 AN 
Te= Dees, Elizabeth C; GNley-Olson, Juneko E; Hazard, Nichele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Neil 
¢¢~ Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: meeting Wed July ~8 

~ can attend 

David 

Sent~ Monday, July 09, 2012 10:28 AM 
Te~ Eberhard, David Allan~ Gril~ey-O~son, Juneko E; Hazard, Nichele; Salazar, AsNey Hill; Hayes, Nell 
¢¢~ Parker, Joe~; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne ~ 
8ubject~ meeting Wed July 18 

Dear All, 

We have the U NCSeq COG R (CliNcal Committee for the Communication of Genetic Results) meeting July ~8th at 5-6pro. POB 3~0~. Can gou all come? Tentative 

agenda is 

~. Show the results of the first ~8 (like what Dave E showed a path committee) 

2. Show the report format (ditto) 

3. Review the reference list of IBt 1,2a,2b genes with an eye toward -is this what clinicians care about? Is thB what path needs? How do we sustain this (a 

priori or ad hoc) 

4. Should we plan "tumor boards" after every X cases to decide what needs to be validated 

Can you al~ come? Can you bring the items 1 and2 to show? (or Michele and Ashley can you?) 

Jeanne and Peggy and I are workingon a streamlined list of item 3 and will send around ahead of time 

Thanks! 

Claire 

E. Claire Dees, MD 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

Director, Developmental Therapeutics Group 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ha~va]rd, Michele <michele hayward@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 11:07 AM 

Dees, Elizabeth C <claJ, re dees@med.unc.edu>; Eberhm-d, David Allan <david eberhar@med.unc.edtr~; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 

<juneko~grilley-ol~n@med.unc.edu>; Sal~ar, Ashley ttilI <ashley sal~aJr@med.unc.edu>; ttayes, Nell <hayes@med.unc.edtv~ 

Parker, Joel <pa]rkerjs@etnail.unc.edu>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>; Noe, Jerome F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting Wed July 18 

We are working on these data being available via a report from our metadinic but t:or now, David has created a great spreadsheet that lists out the patients but we 

won’t be posting it to the wiki. How do you think the discussion will go? ~f it ~s just to look at and say oh, that ~s how they are doing it, we can just put that up. But ~f 

you expect to get a ~tt[e more k~ depth, we (Ashley or ~) can modify it to sort by gene, variant, or d~sease group. 

Thanks, 

Michele 

From: Dees, Elizabeth C 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:00 AM 
To: Eberhard, David Allan; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Hayward, Michele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Neil 
Co-" Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: meeting Wed July 18 

GreaL Are the things you showed to the path committee that day on the Wiki? Or can I get a copy ot put up on the screen? Thanks! 

From-’ Eberhard, David Allan 
Sent-’ Monday, July 09, 2012 10:32 AM 
Te: Dees, Elizabeth C; Gdlley-Olson, Juneko E; Hayward, [v~ichele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Neil 
(::c,, Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: meeting Wed July 18 

David 

From-’ Dees, Elizabeth C 
Sent-’ Monday, July 09, 2012 10:28 AM 

To,, Eberhard, David Allan; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Hayward, Michele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Nell 
Cc: Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: meeting Wed July 18 

Dear All, 

We have the U NCSeq CCG R (Clinical Committee for the Communication of Genetic Results) meeting July :1Bth at 5-6pm. POB 3:10:1. Can you all come? Tentative 

agenda is 

1. Show the results of the first 18 (like what Dave E showed a path committee) 

2. Show the report format (ditto) 

3. Review the reference list of list ~,2a,2b genes with an eye toward -is this what clinicians care about? Is this what path needs? How do we sustain this (a 

priori or ad hoc) 

4. Should we plan "tumor boards" after every X cases to decide what needs to be validated 

Can you all come? Can you bring the items :1 and2 to show? (or Michele and Ashley can you?) 

Jeanne and Peggy and I are working on a streamlined list of item 3 and will send around ahead of time 

Thanks! 

Claire 

E. Claire Dees, MD 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

Director, Developmental Therapeutics Group 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 2:30 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

aj~ cle 

early stopping roles.lxtf 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 
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The Ethics of Early 
Protecting Whom? 

Stopping Rules: Who Is 

Stephen A. Cannistra, Prog~.~m in GTneco!ogic Me&ca/Onco/ogE Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.; Boston, MA 

Well-conducted clinical investigation, in concert with 

basic laboratory research, is the cornerstone fbr progress in 

medicine. Without it, we are forced to depend solely on 

experience and bias in the choice of proper treatment, 

which can sometimes be misleading. Our well--intended 

predecessors from th e time of Hippocrates would envy our 

analytic approach to clinical investigation, releasing them 

fi’om the limitations of leeches, bad humors, and evil spirits 

in the m anagement of patients with life-threatening disease. 

Given the importance of the clinical trial process, our great- 

est challenge as clinical investigators is to ensure that trials 

yield interpretable results while preserving the safety of 

study participants. For phase HI randomized trials, these 

issues are tyl?ically under the purview of an independent 

Data and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB), composed of 

statisticians and clinical investigators not directly involved 

with the study. The DSMB is responsible for reviewing the 

data, performing interim analyses when the study reaches 

its specified number of events, and deciding whether or not 

to close the stu@ on the basis of predetermined early stop- 

ping rules that relate to toxicity or outcome. If excess harm 

is observed, or if a statistically significant benefit is ob- 

served, the study is stopped early and the patient is in-- 

formed of the results. If treatment is ongoing, the patient is 

typically offered the opportunity to receive the regimen that 

is perceived to be superior. Thus, the early stopping rule 

the potential to minimize harm and to maximize benefit for 

those patients enrolled in a randomized trial. 

Despite the importance of early stopping rule~, the 

results of two recent studies suggest that there are instances 

in which such rules might compromise proper interpreta- 

tion of clinical trial results and thereby jeopardize the very 

patients that they are designed to protect. Southwestern 

Oncology Group (SWOG) stu@ 9701 (G.vnecologic Oncol- 

ogT Group 178) was a ph ase IH randomized trial designed to 

determine whether a prokmged maintenance phase of 

single-agent paclitaxe] could improve outcome in patients 

with advanced epithelial ovarian cancer in first clinical re- 

mission.~ In this intergroup study, patients were randomly 

assigned to receive an experimental arm of single-agent 

maintenance paclitaxe] administered monthly for 12 

months, or a control arm of the same drug and dose for 3 

months. The prin~aW objective of SWOG 9701 was to de- 

termine wh eth er 12 cycles of paclitaxel resulted in superior 

progression-free survival (PFS) and overall alrviva] (OS). 

Anticipated total accrual was 450 patients over 5 years, with 

the first interim analysis to be performed by the DSMB after 

50% accrual was reached. The interim anatysis was "con- 

ducted to guard against extreme findings, either excessive 

toxicity or a substantial improvement in efficacy".~ At the 

time of the first interim analysis, a median PFS advantage of 

7 months was observed in favor of the 12.-month paclitaxel 

arm (P = .0023, one-tailed test), resulting in early study 

termination. At the time of study closure, only 17 deaths 

had occurred, and there wa~ no evidence of an OS benefit 

~br the 12-month paclitaxel arm. In addition, 23% of pa- 

tients receiving 12 months of: paclitaxel developed grade 2 

or 3 neuropathy, 7.5% of patients discontinued therapy as a 

result of neuropathy, and the lack of a formal quality of life 

(QOL) assessment prevented conclusions regarding 

quality.-adjusted survival)’: Although the authors acknowl.- 

edged the limitations of this study because of early termina- 

tion, including the inability to as~e~s the effects of this treat- 

ment on either OS or QOL, they concluded that prolongation 

of median PFS by 7 month~ justifies consideration of 12 

months of maintenance paclitaxd in patients wkh advanced 

cpithdial ovarian cancer in first clinical remission. 

In a separate study, the National Cancer Institute of 

Canada Clinical Trials Group designed a randomized trial 

comparing 5 years of treatment with the aromatase inhibi-- 

tor letrozole compared with placebo in hormone receptor- 

positive, early stage postmenopausal breast cancer patients 

1542 Joumai of Cfin!ca! Ontology, Vol 22, No 9 (May i), 2004: pp 1542-1545 
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who had recently completed 5 years of tamoxiff.n adiuvant 

therapy) The stud}, was powered to detect a difference of 

2.5% in 4-year disease-free survival (DFS), with a planned 

enrolhnent of 4,800 women over a 4 year period and 2 years 

of fi)llow-up. Interim analysis by the DSMB required a 

miMmum of 171 events, and efficacy end points nnder 

consideration were DFS and OS. A total of 5,187 women 

were enrolled, with 207 events reported at the first interim 

analysis, after a median fbllow-up of 2.4 years. A statistically 

significant difference in the 4-year DFS rate was observed in 

faw~r of the letrozole group compared with placebo (93% v 

87%, respectively; P < .001), with a hazard ratio flu" recur- 

fence or contralateral breast cancer of 0.57. Based on these 

data, the DSMB recommended study termination and dis-- 

closure of the results to patients in the placebo arm, ther&y 

permitting cross-over. However, there was no statistically 

significant difference in OS, and the le~’ozole group experi- 

enced a greater l?equency of osteoporosis, fractures, hot 

flashes, and myalgias. [n addition, no patient received letro- 

zole for more than 3 years, precluding any meaningful 

assessment of long-term toxicity or optimal duration of 

therapy. Mthough a QOL analysis wa~ perIbrmed a~ part of 

this stud},, the results were not available at the time of the 

initial stu@ publication. The investigators concluded that, 

based on the difference in DFS, letrozo]e i~ a reasonable 

option for postmenopausal patients who have completed 5 

years of adjuvant tamoxifbn therapy. 

The purpose of a medical or surgical intervention is to 

enable patients to live longer (OS), to make them fed better 

(QOL), or both. There are essentially no other universally 

agreed upon reasons for recommending treatment. And yet 

neither of these large, expensive studies, requiring h undreds 

or thousands of patients, was allowed to address benefit as 

defined in these terms. Each study dearly implied that the 

observation of prolonging PFS (or DFS) is important, based 

on the assumption that prolongation of PFS might be asso- 

ciated with either improvement in QOL or OS. However, it 

is widely recognized that prokmgation of PFS does not 

necessarily translate into a QOL benefit, since many regi- 

mens that yield improvement in PFS may do so at the 

expense of greater toxicity. For example, the use of pacli- 

taxel in SWOG 9701 was associated with increased neuro- 

pathy and prolonged alopecia, which m ay n egative]y impact 

QOL. Similarl>~ letrozole-related side effects in the National 

Cancer h~stitute of Canada Clinical Trials Group trial were 

observed with even short durations of treatment (such as 

osteoporosis), and the ~ll toxicity profile of this drug when 

administered fbr 5 years may never be assessed because of 

early study closure. Perhaps more importantly, PFS a~ a 

surrogate for OS may be unreliable, as demonstrated by 

several randomized trials performed in the oncology pa- 

tient population.>~ For example, Eastern Cooperative On- 

cology Group stu@ 1193 demonstrated a statistically signif- 

icant improvement in median PFS and response rate for 

combination doxorubicin and paclitaxel compared with 

single-agent therapy for patients with metastatic breast can- 

cer, but without improvement in either OS or QOL." Like- 

wise, Gynecologic Oncolo~r Group study 132 demon- 

strated a statistically significant improvement in median 

PFS and response rate for combirmtion paditaxd and cis- 

platin compared with single-agent paclitaxel fl)r patient~ 

with subopfimally-debulked epithelial ovarian cancer, 

without improvement in OS.7 Studies of high-dose com- 

pared with lower-dose chemotherapy may demonstrate this 

trend as well, as recently reported by Omura et ala in pa- 

tients with recurrent ovarian cancer treated with paclitaxel 

at two different dose levels. This dissociation of PFS from 

OS can be partly understood by considering those situa- 

tions where a salvage treatment can be admirfistered at 

recurrence, thereby resulting in tumor control and prolon- 

gation of survival. Such a strategy might expose patients to 

less toxicity by limiting treatment to only those who relapse, 

resulting in improved QOL for the remaining patients who 

do not require treatment. Thus, it is conceivable that the 

survival of patients randomly assigned to the 3-month pac- 

litaxel arm of SWOG 97011 might indeed be equivalent to 

that of the 12.-month maintenance arm (but with less tox- 

icity), since patients may still enjoy prolongation of survival 

through the use of second-line paditaxel administered at 

the time of relapse. Prolongation of PFS means that disease 

progression is delayed in the experimental treatment arm 

and does not necessarily indicate that a greater fi’action of 

patients have been cured of disease. In this regard, the 

hazard ratio for recurrence in SWOG 9701 increased dra- 

matically once maintenance paclitaxel was discontinued, sug- 

gesting that the effect of treatment was simply to suppress, 

rather than eradicate, residual disease.~2 This issue may be 

espedally pertinent for prolonged maintenance strategies that 

are used after the completion offirst.-line therapy, since in that 

situation conthmed treatment is dkected at chemoresistant 

disease that is leas amenable to eradication with conventional 

approaches. Taken together, these considerations suggest that 

a direct corrdation maynot always e~st between PFS (or DFS) 

and other important measures of clinical outcome. 

Some investigators have interpreted the SWOG 9701 

and letrozole studies as positive, based on the assumption 

that an OS or QOL advantage would have been ~hown if the 

studies were allowed to m ature as originally intended. How- 

ever, if these trials had matured to completion and demon- 

strated no improvement in either OS or QOL, the same 

investigators would have almost certainly concluded that 

these studies were negative. In that event, despite the ob- 

served PFS advantage, we would not n owbe recommending 

these approaches to our patients. Thus, the recommenda-- 

tion for maintenance paclitaxel or post-tamo~fen letrozole 

is intrinsically tied to our ignorance of the fim~re, not in our 

certainty of the present, and it is based on the hope that 

these therapies might have led to a survival advantage if the 
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studies ha d been allowed to mature. We sh ould not base our 

recommendations on hope, when we could have th e �acts. A 

typical way to rationalize the results of such studies is to 

acknowledge their deficiencies, but at the same time suggest 

that the treatment options be discussed with patients none- 

the]esa. The implication is that patients will know the right 

answer, despite the fact that their physicians do not know 

how the new treatment will affect important measures of 

clinical outcome. In this regard, it is legitimate to consider 

whether the results of the letrozo]e or maintenance pacli- 

taxe] trials might unfdir]y tantalize patients with the pros- 

pect of prolonged PFS, in the absence of a known am’viral 

benefit, and with the possibility of treatment-related toxi- 

city. What patient would easily refl~se the prospect of pro- 

longed progression-free or disease-free survival under these 

circumstances, and how many would be able to understand 

the uncertain and oftentimes tenuous relationship between 

PFS, OS, and QOL, when data regarding these important 

outcomes do not exist as a result of early study closure? 

In view of these considerations, it might be asked why 

perfectly reasonable and well-intended clinical investiga- 

tors could view an improvement in PFS or DFS as a legiti-- 

mate early stopping criterion, and direct a DSMB to con-- 

sider these end points in their decision--making for early 

closure of clinical trials. First and foremost, it is likely that 

this is related to the perceived ethics of depriving stu@ 

participants of the possibility of a sm’viva] advantage, as 

gleaned from the imperfect surrogate of PFS. Although at 

first glance, this appears to be an understandable attitude, 

perhaps we should be more concerned with the possibility 

of exposing patients (present and future) to potential harm 

and burdening the medical system with added expense, 

without fully defining the long--term risks and benefits of a 

treatment intervention. It is also reasonable to consider the 

possibilit,v that more subtle factors may influence the ded-- 

sion to use improvement in PFS as an early stopping crite-- 

rion in randomized clinical trials, as embodied by the fol-- 

lowing questions: 1) Are we actually protecting the patient 

with an early stopping rule based on PFS, or are we really 

protecting ourselves against a public perception that we are 

not protecting the patient? In other words, are we worried 

that if we do not stop a study on the basis ofa PFS end point, 

we might be perceived as being unethical? 2) Are we fearful 

that if we do not use PFS as an early stopping criterion, and 

rather wait for OS data to mature, that our corr~petitors will 

report a "positive" study first? 3) Are we fearful that ar~ 

industry sponsor will not support a trial unless we agree to 

use the more rapidly assessable end point of PFS as an early 

stopping criterion? It is r~ot claimed here that ar~y of these 

biases are at work in the two trials discussed above, but 

rather that the decision to use PFS as an earty stoppir~g rule 

is corr~plex, and might sometimes be influenced by factors 

not direc@ relevant to patient protection. 

For oncolog’i trials investigating a chronic treatment 

intervention, the following recommendations are proposed 

as a framework for further discussion, as we attempt to 

refine the important role of early stopping rules in the 

conduct of phase Ill clinical trials: 

Recommendation, 1. Early stopping rules for oncology 

trials evaluating a chronic treatment intervention should be 

based on two major criteria: A) development of prohibitive 

toxicity, arid B) improvement in either OS or QOL. Im- 

provement in PFS or DFS should not generally be used as an 

early stopping criterion, unless there are convincing data in 

the same setting to show that prolongation of PFS is a 

reliable surrogate tbr improved OS or QOL. As previously 

discussed, although an OS advantage is almost alwa>ts asso- 

ciated with a PFS advantage, the reverse is not always the 

case. However, it may be reasonable to consider an im- 

provement in PFS as an early stopping criterion for those 

instances in which standard treatment is so unsatisfactory 

that any eflbct could be interpreted as being clinically m ean- 

ingful, and no effective salvage therapy at relapse is known 

to e~st. 

Recommendation 2. The consent fk)rm should ex-plic- 

itly state the criteria to be used for early stu@ closure, 

thereby permitting the patier~t to make an informed deci- 

sion regarding study participation. If a patient is uncom- 

fortable with fl~e criteria chosen for early stopping, then he 

or she is not obliged to participate. 

Recommendation 3. The consent fk~rm should ex-plic- 

itly state that participants and clinical investigators alike will 

be informed of those results of ir~terim armlyses that have 

direct bearing on early stopping, especially as they relate to 

a change of therapy. Specifically, this means that the DSMB 

would be obliged to report the data if any of the two major 

criteria li~ted above were ~atisfied. If they are not satisfied, 

and thus there is no need for early stopping, it is acceptable 

for the DSMB to simply report that "none of the predeter- 

mined early stopping criteria have been met." If these crite- 

ria are adopted, clinical investigators should be strongly 

discouraged fl’om reporting the results of PFS (or DFS) in 

those instances where the study is ongoing and where the 

early stopping rules have not been met. This particularly 

applies to abstract preser~tations at meetings. This approach 

will minimize the likelihood that stu@ participants and 

their physicians will be tempted to switch therapies based 

upor~ potentially dangerous and misleading assumptions. 

Recommendation 4. The DSMB ~hould invite partici- 

pation from members of the lay public, such as patient 

represer~tatives fl’om advocacy groups. We should not 

underestimate the ability of well-informed patient advo- 

cates to understand these concepts and to be our allies in 

clinical research. 

The DSMB has the important task of implementing 

predefined early stopping rules, but it is not the purview of 

the DSMB to ensure that these early stopping rules are 
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well-suited to the goals of the ~tudy. That is the responsibi- 
lity of clinical investigators and statistician s inw~lved in trial 
design--to protect patients against undue toxicity, to offer 
patients superior treatment once benefit is proven, and to 
ensure that the study will yield interpretable data for future 
generations of patients. Early stopping rules that do not 
capture each of these hnportant element~ may se~e to 
undermine the clinical trial effort. 

~,~ 200~ by American Societ7 of Ciinica/ Orico/ogy 
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chemotherapy for metastatic breast cancer: An intergroup trial (El 193). 

J Clin Oncol 21:588-592, 2003 

7. Muggia FM, Braly PS, Brady MF, et al: Phase ill randomized study of 

cisplatin versus paciitaxel versus cispiatin and paclitaxel in patients with 

suboptimal stage Ili or iV ovarian cancer: A gynecologic oncoiogy group 

study J Clin Oncol i8:106--115, 2000 

8. Omura GA, Brady MF, Look KY, e: ai: Phase ill trial of paclitaxei at two 

dose levels, the higher dose accompanied by filgrastim a: two dose levels in 

platinum-pretreated epithelial ovarian cancer: An intergroup study. J Clin 

Oncol 2’i :2843--2848, 2003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 9, 2012 8:55 PM 

Grilley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko grilley-olson,.~med.unc.edu>; Hayward, Michele <michele hayward@med.unc.edtr~; Eberhaxd, David 

Alla~ ~qlavid eberhard@med.unc.edu>; Sal~ar, Ashley ttill <ashley sal~ar@med.unc.edu>; ttayes, Neil <haye@med.unc.edtr~ 

Parker, Joel <paxkerjs@elnail.unc.eda>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>; Noe, Jerome F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting Wed July 18 

Agreed, I think the point is to show people where we are and that will get them engaged in the next agenda iLerns 

From: Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 8:53 PM 

To: Ha,/ward, Michele; Dees, Elizabeth C; Eberhard, David Allan; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Neil 
Cc: Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: meeting Wed July 18 
I will attend too. 
Michele--Ultimately up to Claire but my 2 cents is that 3[ wouldn’t spend too much time formatting it. I think it is fine to show people that this is a working process, and we can 
walk them through the format. 

Juneko 

From: Hayward, Michele 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:07 AM 
To: Dees, Elizabeth C; Eberhard, David Allan; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Nell 
Cc: Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: meeting Wed July 18 

We are working on these data being available via a report from our metadinic but for now, David has created a great spreadsheet that lists out the patients but we 

won’t be posting it to the w~kL How do you th~nk the discussion wH~ go? ~f it ~s just ~:o look at and say oh, that ~s how they are doing it, we can just put that up, But ~f 

you e’.<pect to get a ~tl:k~ rnore m depth, we (AsNey or ~) can modify ~t ~:o sort by gene, variant, or d~sease group. 

Thanks, 

Michele 

From: Dees, Elizabeth C 
Sent: Monday, July 09, 2012 11:00 AM 
To: Eberhard, David Allan; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Hayward, Michele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Nell 
Cc: Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: meeting Wed July 18 

Great Are the ~:hings you showed to ~:he ~al:h cornm~ttee that day on the W~d? Or can I get a (:o~y ot put up on the screen ? Thank~;~ 

From= Eberhard, David Allan 
Sent; Monday, July 09, 20~2 ~0:32 AM 
Te= Dees, Elizabeth C; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Hayward, Michele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Nell 
Co: Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: meeting Wed July 18 

I can attend 

David 

F~m= Dees, Elizabeth C 
Sent~ Monday, July 09, 20~2 10:28 AN 
Te~ Eberhard, David Allan~ Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Hazard, Nichele; Salazar, Ashley Hill; Hayes, Neil 
¢¢= Parker, Joel; Bush, Peggy A; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject~ meeting Wed July 18 

Dear All, 

We have the U NCSeq CCG R (Clinical Committee for the Communication of Genetic Results) meeting July ~8th at 5-6pro. POB 3~0~. Can you all come? Tentative 

agenda is 

L Show the results of the first ~8 (like what Dave E showed a path committee) 

2. Show the report format (ditto) 

3. Review the reference list of list 1,2a,2b genes with an eye toward -is this what clinicians care about? Is thB what path needs? How do we sustain this (a 

priori or ad hoc) 

4. Should we plan "tumor boards" after every X cases to decide what needs to be validated 

Can you all come? Can you bring the items ~ and2 to show? (or Michele and Ashley can you?) 

Jeanne and Peggy and I are worMngon a streamlined list of item 3 and will send around ahead of time 

Thanks! 

Claire 

E. Claire Dees, MD 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

Director, Developmental Therapeutics Group 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’D~’er, Ma~ Hayden <mary odwyer@med.unc.edtc. 

Tuesday, July 10, 2012 3:40 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

New York Times Series on Personalize Medicine and Cancer Research 

tli "6~ ery, me 

NY Times began a series of articles Sua&%v called "G~enetic Gamble: New App~aches to Hgh~r~g Cancer." A link to the first a~icle is below. The a~ticles have beea 
ve~3~ interesting at~d t~deva~ to our work. Mo,~dr~y’s a~icie t~viewed a case of a womat~ with Seza~’ Syndrome a~d Nsc~s~:d Ne ethics of seq~encing bei,~g m~ail~4~e 

k~ people win motley or connections roday’s a~licle relates to oc@ar mela3on3a at~d providing prognostic itN:~rm~tion ~x, hen i3~:~ s~ccessfl~ trcatment.~ ]m:’e [x:en fotmd. 

_In Treatment for Leukemia, Glimpses of the Future 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-46242i8-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 1:20 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: FYI analysis ofpertuzumab 

hi case I didn’t forward this to you earlier, interesting read, 

Jeanne 

From: Linda Pullan ~msn.com] 
Sent-" Monday, June :[1, 2012:1::16 PM 

To: Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: ~ analysis of pe~uzumab 

Roche scores big breast cancer win as more pivotal data approach 

Source EP Vantage 
Company Roche 
Tags Analysis, Company Strategy, USA, Phase IV, Monoclonal Antibody, Oncology, Event - Closed, Full Approval 
Date June 11, 2012 

The most important regulatory hurdle facing Roche this year - US approval of pertuzumab, now called Perjeta - has been vaulted 
successfully. The company w~ll now be focused on making sure its newest cancer drug lives up to some lofty expectations. 

The drug is approved to treat late-stage patients approaching the end of their lives; however, the Swiss group now awaits data due in the 
next few years confirming that the drug is effective at earlier stages of disease. A vital component of Roche’s expanding franchise of 
drugs targeting HER2 positive cancers, pertuzumab sales should also help mitigate erosion of Herceptin that many see on the horizon. 

Valuable addition 

Approved late Friday to treat patients with HER2 positive metastatic breast cancer in combination w~th Herceptin, Perjeta could generate 
sales of $83m this year, rising to $462m in 2013, analysts believe. 

Vvith consensus for sales in 2018 already at $2.48bn, the drug is considered by far Roche’s most valuable new product. With a net 
present value of $8.87bn, Perjeta is already the company’s fourth most value therapy overall, behind the giants Rituxan, Avastin and 
Herceptin, according to EvaluatePharma. 

The drug was approved on the basis of the Cleopatra trial, which showed that adding the drug to Herceptin gave patients on average an 
extra six months of life before their disease progressed, a relevant finding when treating an incurable disease (Event- Crucial FDA 
verdict on pertuzumab awaits Roche after Asco, May 18, 2012). 

However, the future for Perjeta is seen in helping patients with much earlier stage disease, when a cure is considered possible. This is the 
case for Herceptin, which derives almost three-quarters of its sales from the adjuvant or post surgery setting. 

A trial called Aphinity is ongoing, testing the two drugs in combination in adjuvant patients; data are not anticipated until late 2015 at the 
earliest. Analysts reckon this setting w~ll come to be as important to Perjeta as it is to Herceptin, so the outcome remains a big event on the 
horizon for both the product and the company. 

Future impact 

Meanwhile, data due before that on Herceptin could also have an impact on Perjeta’s future. Readouts are awaited from two studies, called 
the Phare and Hellenic Oncology trials, conducted by independent researchers in the US and Greece, examining whether the duration of 
Herceptin treatment in adjuvant breast cancer can be halved to six months w~thout impacting survival or prognosis. 

If this can be achieved, as many expect to be the case, this protocol is likely to be implemented quickly. With many regions of the world, 
including Europe and increasingly the US, focusing ever more sharply on reducing the cost of expensive therapies, Herceptin sales would 
be quickly hit. 

Some analysts are already factoring this finding into their models, one likely reason for the gradual decline in Herceptin consensus over 
the last 12 months. The drug is currently expected to generate $5.77bn in 2016; 12 months ago this figure stood at $6.51bn, according to 
EvaluatePharma. 

Data from the two studies are likely to emerge towards the end of the year; a worst case scenario for Roche in terms of sales would be a 
finding of equivalent efficacy and superior safety for a six month treatment course. Adjuvant or post-surgery patients currently receive 
Herceptin for 12 months in an attempt to prevent the cancer recurring, although it has long been suspected that a shorter duration would 
be just as effective. 

Implications 

The Aphinity trial is testing the combination of Herceptin and Perjeta for a 12 month period. Even if a shorter course of Herceptin is 
proven to be effective, that does not necessarily mean the same thing for Perjeta, which has a different mechanism of action. But Roche 
will be under pressure to prove that patients are not being dosed unnecessarily. 



In the meantime, however, the Swiss pharma giant will be focused on its newest growth driver in the metastatic setting. An admission 
alongside the approval news of manufacturing problems does not bode well for supply of the drug, but shares in the company were 
managing to stay in positive territory in afternoon trading, up a couple of cents at Sfr154.40. 

Getting Perjeta on the market is an important first step for this product. But some equally important progress is needed in the years to 
come. 

Trial Drug Setting Trial ID 

Phare Herceptin Adjuvant therapy: Nonmetastatic breast cancer NCT00381901 

Hellenic Herceptin + Docetaxel Axillary lymph node positive breast cancer overexpressing HER2 NCT00615602 
Oncology 

Marianne T-DM1 + Pertuzumab HER2-positive progressive or recurrent locally advanced or previously NCT01120184 
untreated metastatic breast cancer 

Aphinity Pertuzumab + Herceptin + Adjuvant therapy: Operable HER2-positive primary breast cancer NCT01358877 
chemotherapy 

This content is written, edited and published by EP Vantage and is distributed by EvaluatePharma Ltd. All queries regarding the content 
should be directed to: news@epvantage.com 

EP Vantage is a unique, forward-looking, news analysis service tailored to the needs of pharma and finance professionals. EP Vantage 
focuses on the events that will define the future of companies, products and therapy areas, with detailed financial analysis of events in 
real-time, including regulatory decisions, product approvals, licensing deals, patent decisions, M&A. 

Drawing on EvaluatePharma, an industry-leading database of actual and forecast product sales and financials, EP Vantage gives readers 
the insight to make value-enhancing decisions. 

Sent farm my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Clinical Cancer Genomics at dilt~rent centers 

From: Eberhard, David Allan 
Sent: Tuesday, 3::14 PM 
To: Salazar, Ashley Hill; Wang, Anyou; Baldwin, Bes Pittman; Perou, Charles M; Dees, Elizabeth C; Chiang, Derek Y; Cohen, Ellen M; de Graffenreid, Ellen; Rosson, Gary B; 
Guerra, Jeanne M; Noe, Jeanne F; Bensen, Jeannette T; Platz, Jessica J; Parker, Joel; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Weck, Karen (KWeck@unch.unc.edu); Carey, Lisa; 

; Hayward, Michele; Hayes, Nell; Sharpless, Norman E; Mieczkowski, Piotr A; Miller, Ryan; Earp, Shelton; Auman, James Todd; Hoffert, Todd A; Khan, Wasiuddin A; 
Funkhouser, William 0NFunkhou@unch.unc.edu); Jeck, Will; Kim, William Y; Yin, Xiaoying; Fedoriw, George; Thorne, Leigh B; Haines, Melissa A; Davis, lan 

Cc: Eberhard, David Allan 
Subject: Clinical Cancer Genomics at different centers 

Grappling With the Genome: Cancer Centers Annroach Puzzle in Different Ways 
htt p:i/www.onclive.corn/pu blications/Oncology--livei ’Grappling-With- ~he--Genorne-Cancer-Centers--Approach-Puzzie-in--Oif[erer~t-Ways 

From: Salazar, Ashley Hill 
Sent: Tuesday,            2:16 PM 
To: Wang, Anyou; Baldwin, Bes Pittman; Perou, Charles M; Dees, Elizabeth C; Eberhard, David Allan; Chiang, Derek Y; Cohen, Ellen M; de Graffenreid, Ellen; Rosson, Gary B; 
Guerra, Jeanne M; Noe, Jeanne F; Bensen, Jeannette T; Platz, Jessica J; Parker, Joel; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E; Weck, Karen (KWeck@unch.unc.edu); Carey, Lisa; 

; Hayward, Michele; Hayes, Neil; Sharpless, Norman E; Mieczkowski, Piotr A; Miller, Ryan; Earp, Shelton; Auman, James Todd; Hoffert, Todd A; Khan, Wasiuddin A; 
Funkhouser, William (VVFunkhou@unch.unc.edu); Jeck, Will; Kim, William Y; Yin, Xiaoying; Fedoriw, George; Thorne, Leigh B; Haines, Melissa A; Davis, lan; Salazar, Ashley 

Hill 
Subject: UNCseq Technical Meeting Wednesday--canceled 

Hi everyone, 

The UNCseq Wednesday meeting for this week has been canceled. 

You may check the UNCseq meeting schedule on the Wiki at any time. 

~t.~t..p.~s.ULLh..g.:~..n...c.~.~.~L~t.k.Jj..L~..~:.n.~.n~.u...~.c..~.~.~ t..L~.~s...c.~h~.u!.~. 
Sign in using your LBG account username and password. 

Thank you, 

Ashley Salazar 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nee, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 2:30 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edu"~ 

FW: Results of the Clearity Foundation Patient Case Study 

From: Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 

Sent: Wednesday, July :tl, 20:12 11:20 AM 

To: Nee, Jeanne F 
Subject: FW: Results of the Clearibl Foundation Patient Case Study 
Mildly interesting... 

From: "<Leo Crake>", <MD>, PhD <d___r..o_t_a__k__e_._@.__m__e_._d_t__r_p_s_t__-.p__n__[kq..e__..£ .o__m_.> 

Reply-To: "Leo Otake, MD, PhD" <.d_r__o_t__a__l.{_e__@._m_e__d_~_r_u_ _s._t:._o_ .q!_!_n_.e__:.c_Q_n_!> 

Date: Wednesday, July :1:1, 20:12:1:1:09 AM 

To: "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <juneko...grilley-olson@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Results of the Clearity Foundation Patient Case Study 

.~iI MedTrus~ Or, lir,e J 

J 

For a fu~ review of your co~acJues’ c~inica~ processes 

MedTrust Online’s Advisory Board includes experts of international stature. Each member is reco~ni,.-t.ed as a leader in their respective field. ~i_£i. 

Alex A. Adjei, M.D., Ph.D. 

Laurence Baker, D.C. 
Paul A. Bunn, Jr., M.D. 
Bruce Cheson, M.D. 
Neal P. Dunn, M.D. 
Henry S. Friedman, M.D.F. Anthony Greco, M.D. 
Shelly R. Gunn, M.D., Ph.D. 
Roy S. Herbst, M.D., Ph.D. 

Manuel Hidalgo, M.D., Ph.D. 

Thomas Hutson, D.C., Pharm.D. 
Wells Messersmith, M.D. 
Joyce O’Shaughnessy, M.D. 

Alan Venook, M.D. 
Daniel D. Yon Heft, M.D. 
William H. Westra, M.D. 
Bradley J. Monk, M.D. 

My Account pa.~e 

¯ :i .’!. ::. :.:~!b: W:~y S:.iiie ! ;( ¯ i.<.s :..::~i ( ~. C,’-’, ":i:5882 ¯ k‘-i~[t~-~-~-~-c--~--r-~-~-~--r~-a--t-e-~Akt~:~-~k1--e-~-d--T-~.2J-~&t-~-Q~-E..~jf-.~ 

Click this link to Unsubscribe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 10:03 AM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: ASCO NGS talk -meyer~n 

I have .Juneko’s sign on information for AS¢O if we need it to view this, 

Apparently this guy is Neil’s mentor, and one of the founders of Foundational Medicine, the for-profit site that looks so promising for Next Gen 

F~m= Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 
Sent: Thursday, July ~2, 20~2 9:54 AN 

Te= Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject= ASCO N6S ~lk -meyerson 

http:!!www.asco.org/ASCOv2/MultiMedia/Virtual+Meeting?&vmview=vm session .presentations v~ew&conflD=1$4&sessionlD=4624 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gdlley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko_grilley-olson@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July :22, 20:/L2 3:25 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne_noe@med.unc.edu> 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy_bush@med.unc.edu> 

genes by mechanism of action 

Do you have any references that would categorize our genes on the UNCseq list by mechanism of action/function 

Sustains proliferation (e.g. EGFR inhibitors) 

Evading growth suppressors (e.g. CDK inhibitors) 

Etc? 

Another way of saying it is where we can categorize the function of the genes (at least the List 2A and 2B genes). 

Happy to explain if it still doesn’t make sense... 

Juneko 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:49 PM 

Grilley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu> 

Bush, PeggyA <peggy bush@med.unc.edu> 

RE: genes by mechanism of action 

I think this website would be the best site for that: http:iighr.ntm.nih.gov/ge~eiEGFR, it’s a website Peggy and I used to fifiu~’e out d~e official ~ame of some of 

d~e ge~es. And it has a Nce summary of the norma~ function of each gene. For exampte, on EGFR, "The protein encoded by fills gene is a transmembra~e glycopmtein 

that is a mem~r office protein ldn~e supeffamily. This protein is a receptor for mem~rs of the epi&m~al gm~h factor family. EGFR is a cell su~:ace protein that 

binds to epide~al gro~h factor. Bi~di~ag ~the ~rotei~ ~ ~ [i~ang i~d)~ re~epNr g~ri{~i~ and ~si~ autoN~hoc~’!ati~ and [~d~ to ~!! pr~!~femt~ 

Mutations in tNs gene me ~ciamd with ltmg cm~cer. MuNple alternatively spliced transcript variants that enco& die, rent protein isofo~s have been found for tNs 

gene. 

Jerome 

F~m: Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 
Sent: Thursday, July ~2, 20~2 3:25 PM 

To: Noe, Jeanne F 
Co: Bush, Peggy A 
S~bject: genes by mechanism of action 
Do you have any references that would categorize our ~enes on the UNCseq list by mechanism of action/function e.~. 

Sustains proliferation (e.~. EGFR inhibitors) 

Evadin~ ~rowth suppressors (e.~. CDK inhibitors) 

Etc? 
Another way of savin~ it is where we can categorize the function of the ~enes (at least the List 2A and 2B ~enes). 

Happy to explain if it still doesn’t make sense... 

Juneko 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:51 PM 

Grilley-Olson, Juneko E <j uneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu>; Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.unc.edu> 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>; Hayward, Michele <michele~m~¥axd@med.unc.edu> 

RE: lists for meeling 

Thanks Juneko! 

For the PIK3CD, what drugs o[~ the market target this o[~e? 1 don’t think we identified any? 

Jeanne 

From; Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 

Sent-" Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:49 PN 
T~: Noe, Jeanne F; Dees, Elizabeth ¢ 
C¢; Bush, Peggy A; Hayward, Plichele 
Subject: Re: lists for meeting 
Few minor ?’s 

From: <Noe>, Jeanne F <j__e___a___n___n__e___n___o___e____@____m____e___d_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 12:07 PM 

To: "Dees, Elizabeth C" <claire dees@med.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Bush, Peggy A" <peggy bush@rned.unc.edu>, "Hayward, Michele" <michele hayward@med.unc.edu>, "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <juneko grilley-- 

olson@med.unc.edu> 

Subje~t: lists for meeting 

Hey Claire, 

Here is the latest list from Peggy’s hours of work on the updates! For the master "targets_drugs_tumors" list, we have a few track changes (additions and a few 

questions) that we would like to quickly run by the CCGR at the meeting to get their stamp of approval, and to fill in a few gaps. 

Updates on these lists since the last meeting have been numerous, and these documents are really at the point where they probably need to be converted to a 

database by a database maven. This is Peggy’s recommendation, and I think it’s really timely too. The sooner we do it, the better. This obviously presumes folks 

find this information useful. I would argue that even if it’s not quite useful yet, it certainly will be in the near future as we get to the point of wanting to change 

therapy based on UNCSeq. 

We’re happy to keep reviewing the updates, but it would be great to have database development to facilitate this (greatly) and to have an easy way to run reports. 

Maybe we can talk about at the meeting? 

Jeanne 

deanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 

EMAIL: noei@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gfilley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko_grilley-olson@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:53 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <]eanne_noe@med.unc.edu>; Dees, Elizabeth C <claire_dees@med.unc.edu> 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy_bush@med.unc.edu>; Hayward, Michele <michele_hayward@med.unc.edu> 

Re: lists for meeting 

While at gsk, I remember some california biotech had a pi3k delta specific drug that they were targeting heme malignancies with...calistoga?? 

From: <Noe>, Jeanne F <ieanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:51 PM 

TO: "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <~--u---n---e--k-~-~-~-~-r-!]~L-e-y-~--~-]~-s--~-~-n-~@~-n-1--e--d-~--u---q-c--~--e-~-d-~-u-.>~ "Dees, Elizabeth C" <claire dees@med.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Bush, Peggy A" <peggy bush@medo!Jnc~edu>, "Hayward, Michele" <michele hayward@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: lists for meeting 

Thanks Juneko! 

For the PIK3CD, what drugs o[~ the market target this o[~e? 1 don’t think we identified any? 

Jeanne 

From-" Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 

Sent-" Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:49 PN 
To; Noe, Jeanne F; Dees, Elizabeth C 
C¢; Bush, Peggy A; Hayward, Nichele 
Subject; Re: lists for meeting 
Few minor ?’s 

From: <Noe>, Jeanne F <j__e___a___q__q_e___n___o___e____@____m____e___d_:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Thursday, July 12, 2012 12:07 PM 

To: "Dees, Elizabeth C" <claire dees@me&unc.edu> 

Cc: "Bush, Peggy A" <peggy bush@me&unc.edu>, "Hayward, Michele" <michele hayward@me&unc.edu>, "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <juneko grilley- 

olson@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: lists for meeting 

Hey Claire, 

Here is the latest list from Peggy’s hours of work on the updates! For the master "targets_drugs_tumors" list, we have a few track changes (additions and a few 

questions) that we would like to quickly run by the CCGR at the meeting to get their stamp of approval, and to fill in a few gaps. 

Updates on these lists since the last meeting have been numerous, and these documents are really at the point where they probably need to be converted to a 

database by a database maven. This is Peggy’s recommendation, and I think it’s really timely too. The sooner we do it, the better. This obviously presumes folks 

find this information useful. I would argue that even if it’s not quite useful yet, it certainly will be in the near future as we get to the point of wanting to change 

therapy based on UNCSeq. 

We’re happy to keep reviewing the updates, but it would be great to have database development to facilitate this (greatly) and to have an easy way to run 

reports. Maybe we can talk about at the meeting? 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Nee, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
E MAI L: _0__o___ej@__m___e___d_:_L_L0__c_:_e___d__u 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:59 PM 

Grilley-Olson, Juneko E <j uneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu>; Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.unc.edu> 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>; Hayward, Michele <michele~m~¥axd@med.unc.edu> 

RE: lists for meeling 

You have such a good memory! 

Yes, that’s GS-:[IO:[, it’s in development (not on the market), that’s why it’s 2C. It was originally with Calistoga, and is now owned by Gilead Sciences~ 

Jeanne 

I=ro~: GriIMy-OIson, 3uneko E 
Se~t~ Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:53 

To~ Noe, Jeanne F; Dees, Elizabeth C 
~= Bush, Peggy A; Hazard, NicheM 
$~bje¢t~ Re: lis~ for meeting 
While at gsk, I remember some california biotech had a pi3k delta specific drug that they were targeting heme malignancies with...calistoga?? 

From; <Noe>, Jeanne F 

Date= Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:51 PM 

To= "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <juneko...grilley-olson@med.unc~edu>, "Dees, Elizabeth C" <claire dees@med.unc.edu> 

C¢= "Bush, Peggy A" <peggy bush@med.unc.edu>, "Hayward, Michele" <michele hayward@med.unc.edu> 

Subje~ RE: lists for meeting 

Thanks Juneko! 

For the P~K3CD, whaL drugs on the market target th~s one? ~ don’t Lh~k we ~de~Lified any? 

Jeanne 

F~= Grilley-Olson, 3uneko E 
8e~t~ Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:~9 

To= Noe, Jeanne F; Dees, Elizabeth C 
~= Bush, Peggy A; Hazard, NicheM 
$~bje¢t~ Re: lis~ for meeting 
Few minor ?’s 

From= <Noe>, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edu> 

Date= Thursday, July 12, 2012 12:07 PM 

To= "Dees, Elizabeth C" <claire dees¢gmedAJnc.edu> 

C¢= "Bush, Peggy A" <peggy bush@medAJnc.edu>, "Hayward, Michele" <michele hayward@medAJnc.edu>, "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <juneko gri~ley- 

olson@med.unc.edu> 

Subje~: lists for meeting 

Hey Claire, 

Here is the latest list from Peggy’s hours of work on the updates~ For the master "targets_drugs_tumors" list, we have a few track changes (additions and a few 

questions) that we would like to quickly run by the CCGR at the meeting to get their stamp of approval, and to fill in a few gaps. 

Updates on these lists since the last meeting have been numerous, and these documents are really at the point where they probably need to be converted to a 

database by a database maven. This ~s Peggy’s recommendation, and I think it’s really timely too. The sooner we do ~t, the better. This obviously presumes folks 

find this information useful. I would argue that even if it’s not quite useful yet, it certainly will be in the near future as we get to the point of wanting to change 

therapy based on UNCSeq. 

We’re happy to keep reviewing the updates, but it would be great to have database development to facilitate this (greatly) and to have an easy way to run reports. 

Maybe we can talk about at the meeting? 

Jeanne 

deanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

School of Medicine CB #7295 
Unive~ity of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel H~II, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
F~: 919-843-3990 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 11:47 AM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr~ 

figure 4 in enclosed 

Pao m~d Chmielecki.pdf 

Thought you would like 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 



REVIEWS 

Rational, biologically based treatment 
of EGFR-mutant non-small-cell 
lung cancer 
Wifliam Pao * and Jufiann Chrnietecki~ 

Abstract ] Epidermal growth factor receptor (EOFR)-mutant non-small-cell Lung cancer 

(NSCLC) was first recognized in 2004 as a distinct, clinically relevant molecular subset of lung 

cancer: The disease has been the subject of intensive research at bot:h the basic: sdentific and 

clinical levels, becornirlg a paradigm for how to understand and treat oncogene--d riven 

ca rci n o rrla s. Alt h o u g h p a tie n t s wit h EG FR - m u t a n t: t u m o u rs h ave in c re a sed se n si t ivi ty t o 

tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs), primary and acquired resistance to these agents remains a 

major c:[inica[ problem. This Review summarizes recent deve[opmerrts aimed at treat:ing and 

ultimately curing the disease. 

Driver rnutatior,, 

An oncoeenic mt,:at on that 

induces and sustains 
tumorigenesis. 

Onco@ene addiction 
Jhe phenomenon in w}f, cq 
cancer ce}}s becorqe 

dependen~ on o;~addicte8 so 

s~,ena}} ng from oncoeen}c 

mu.ant, s for survX,a’. 
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Cancers of the lung, the leading cause of cancer-- 
related death in the Urdted States, accounted for 30% 
of all male cancer deaths and 26% of all ~k’male cancer 
deaths in 2009 (REF. 1]. The overall 5-year survival rate 
of patients with metastatic disease remair~s less than 
15%~. However, emerging data suggest that consider- 
able progress has been made in the treatment of subsets 

of patients with lung cancer (FiG l i. Lessons from these 
patier~ts can hopefully serve as a model for how to make 

advances against the entire disease. 
HistoricallB lung cancer was considered as one 

entity arising from the lung. In the mid-1970s, investi- 
gators showed that differer~t histological subtypes had 
dif£~rential sensitivities to chemotherapeutic agentsL 
The trend towards subdividing lung cancer into ever 
more meanir~gful clinically relevant subsets has cot> 
tinued, with the appreciation that there are major 

histological differences among the main lung cancer 
subtypes, including small-cell lung cancer (S(;LC) and 
non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), which is con> 
prised of adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma 

and large--cell carcinoma. TOday, further subcategori- 
zation is fuelled by the realizatior~ that tumours can 
be defined by various molecular criteria. One of the 
most promising treatment strategies exploits the dis- 
covery that distinct subsets of cancers harbour specific 
driver mutatiot~s in genes that encode sigrmlling proteir~s 
that are crucial for cellular proli~k’ration and survival. 

Targeting the activity of these mutant proteins can 
lead to cell death and therapeutic benefit. This finding 
serves as the basis for the concept ofo~cogerie adoqctioq% 

implying that turnouts have Achilles heels that can be 
targeted with specific agents. 

This Review focuses on one particular molecularly 

defined subset of NSCLC that harbours activating muta- 
tions in the epidermal growth factor receptor (F~GFR) 

gene. EGFR belongs to a ~mily of receptor tyrosine 
ldnases (TKs) that includes EGFR, ERBB2 (also M~own 
as HER2), ERBB3 (also tcnown as HER3) and ERBB4 (also 
k_nnwr~ as HER4). Structurally, each receptor is composed 

of an extracdlular ligand-binding domain, a transmem- 
brahe domain and an intracellular domain. All family 

members have intrinsic TK activity; except ERBB3. The 
receptors exist as inactive monomers. ()r~ binding to lig- 
ands, such as EGF and transforming growth f~ctor-a, the 
receptors undergo conlbrmational changes that facilitate 
homodimerization or heterodimerizatior~. (;rowth fac- 
tor-induced receptor dimerization of EGFR is tbllowed 

by intermolecular autophosphorylation of key ~,rosine 
residues in the activation loop of catalytic TK domains 
through the transfer of y-phosphates from bound adenos- 
ine triphosphate (ATP). Subsequendy, appropriate adaptor 

or signalling molecules ~qth SRC homology/2 and protein 
tyrosine-binding dora ains bind to carboxy-terminal phos- 
photyrosines and recruit proteins in~v~lved in downstream 
signalling events that control multiple cellular processes, 
including proliferation and survivalL Selective blockade 
of t~;GFR and ERBB2 has been shown to be an effective 

therapeutic approach against multiple epithelial cancers. 
EGFR-mutant tumours were first discovered in 2004 

and currently represent the best-studied example ofor~co- 
gene addiction in lung cancer. EGb~R-mutar~t tumours 

© 2010 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved 
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Primary resistance 

]he ff, ta] resistance to therapy. 

Gefitinib 

Tqe first qu]nazo]:,ne based 
revers%e srqa]] mo]ecde ESFR 

tyrosine ~dnase h%bitor. 

Edotiriib 
An F[)A appruved 

quinazo]ine based EGFR 

inhibito" 

Prospective single-arm study 

A c]irlica] trial in wqch a drug is 

adn,in~,stered in a prospectS, re 

manner to a single group of 
patients (c, efinec by ceZain 

characteristics) to see whetqer 

th@- cond tiun improves. 

bingie arm studies are dis%c: 

from two arm stud es, h-, ~,~h~,ch 

a group of patients is ran:,om]y 

adn-, n~,stered one of >o 

possib’e treatments [for 

exampJe, an exper~,rqentai 
t/eatrqent versus stan:,ard 

treatrqent) to ceterr’f, ne whch 

treatment ~s better 

Response rate 

RR 1he propuZ;,on d patients 

un:,ergoing a oocumented 
r~%ograph c response as 

determined by response 

eva}uaf, on cri>ri,~ in 

Progression-free survival 

P,S 1he length d time duing 

and after treatment in which a 
disea,,e doe,, r~ot progress. 

Time to progression 

TTP Time from the b%]nn]ng 

d treatment until treatment 

fa%re 

Never smoker 

At, ind~,¢,%ai ~,dlu h,~s smoked 

< 1 O0 cigarettes in their 
litet~,rqe. 

most often display adenocarcinoma histology and are 
associated with a better prognosis than E(~FI{ wild--b’pe 
turnout�. Alter more than 30 ~ars, during which the 

o~rall survival (OS) of patients with metastatic lung 
cancer remained at no more than 1 year, recent data 
have shown that patients with metastatic EGt’~-mutant 

run,ours treated with first-ger~eration E(]FR I]’K inhibi- 
tors (TKIs) can Mve a median survival of more than 
2 years (FIG. I]. Unfortunatel)~ primarj resista~]co to TK[s 
is still observed and acquired resistance limits the pro- 
longed effectiveness of currently available T~s. Here, we 
discuss recent strategies aimed at targeting mutant EGFR 

with an emphasis on approaches to overcome resistance 
to TKIs. 

First-generation anti-EGFR therapy 
The rationale tk;r targeting E(Z:R in cancer has been 
extens~vd, reviewed. Notably, the first-generation 
anti-EGFR therapies developed in the 1990s were 

directed against the wild--type receptor, which was 
shown to be overexpressed ir~ mar~y epithelial can- 
cer types. Therapeutic agents include the small mol- 
ecule TK[s gditinib (lressa; AstraZeneca) and erlotir:ib 

(Tarceva; GenentedffOSI Pharmaceuticals) arid the 
B(iiFR-specific antibody ~£~x~mab (Db~tux; Im(,l )ne~ 
Merck/Bristd-Myers Squibb). 

During the development of the first EGFR TKI, 
investigators worldwide noted that strikingly ten of 100 
patients with previously heavily treated NSCLC had 

objective radiographic responsesr ~0. ]n confirmatory 
Phase II studiestu2 (>g~.r I), the major clinica[ character- 
istics of responding patients were tbund to be adenocar- 
cinoma histology, East Asian ethnicitF; a history of never 
smoking cigarettes and fema[e gender ~’~ . In _004, 
kinase domain mutations were discovered, found to be 
associated with the cl~ical characteristics of responding 
patients and linked to an increased sensitivity of lung 
tumours to gefitinib and the related compound, 
tini[f4 s~. Scepticism surrour~ding this ]ir~k was flldled 
by multiple inconclusive correlative studies of large 

clinical trials. ]n most of these studies, the percentage 
of tumours that cotfld be evaluated for mutations and 
the proportior~ of mutant tumours among entire cohorts 

was extremely low (Fio. 2)o The reasons br such poor 
tumour accrual include the retrospective nature of these 
studies and the ]Ect that, in the absence of specific tis- 

sue requirements, most of the patients diagnosed with 
advanced and!or metastatic NSCLC had insufl?cient 
tissne br molecular analysis ’,~c;. 

In the past 5 years, however, at least nine prospective 
sir~gie arm stud ies for patients with advanced NSCLC and 

activating tX-; FR mutations have validated the benefit of 
EGFR TKIs in EGl;:R-mutant lurg cancer (reviewed in 
[~F 17)~ Trials were performed in East Asia, the United 

States and Europe, with either gefitinib or erlotinib. 
Radiographic rc, spo%0 rates (RRs) ranged from 55% 
to 91%, and pro{;~esSo~ tre¢~ %r,,,i,,,a~ (PFS) and time to 
pro?esSo~n (TTP) from 7.7 months to 13.3 months. For 

comparison, RRs in unselected patients with NSCLC 

who were treated with gefitinib and eflotinib were 8.0% 
to 8.9%, with a median TTP of 2.2 months to 3.0 months 
in tx~ large studies~,~9 {IABL[ 

In 2009, two landmark randomized prospective 

Phase III studies (the Iressa Pan-Asia Stu@ (IPASS) and 
W!TOG3405) showed that an EGFR TKI is superior to 
chemotherapy as an initial treatment for EGFR--mutant 

lung cancer2°’2~ (~gt£ ~. The IPASS enrolled East Asian 
ir~dividuals who had never smoked 0~e’v0~ smok0~s} or 
former light smokers with lung adenocarcinoma. The 
PFS of patients with EGFR-mutant turnouts was sig- 
nificar~fiy longer among those who received gefitinib 
than among those who received carbopbt~r: 
(hazar~ ratb (HR) for progression or death, 0.48; 95% 
corqfi~erqc0 i~qterval (CI), 0.36.--0.64; p < 0.001), whereas 
the PFS of patients with wild-type £GFR turnouts was 

significantly longer among those who receipted chemo- 
therapy (H R for progression or death with gefitinib, 
2.85; 95% CI, 2.05-3.98). In the WITO(33405 study, 
which enrolled Japanese patients with lung tumours 
harbouring EGFR mutations, the gefitinib group also 
had a significantly longer median PFS of 9.2 months 
(95% CI, 8.0-13.9) compared with 6.3 mor~ths (95% 

CI, 5.8-7.8; HR, 0.489; 95% CI, 0.336-0~710; log- 
rank p < 0.0001) in the ci>p[atir~ plus docdaxel group. 
Brlotinib has similarly been shown to be highly effec- 
tive in patier~ts with £GFR-mutant tumours:’~,2:L A sun> 

mary of major trials with anti-EGFR therapies is listed 
in TABi E~ I. 

More recen@; ~r~other r~ndomizd prospective 
Phase H~ study (NED02) in ps@nts with u.ntreated 
EGFR.-muta~t turnouts confirmd the benefit of first- 
line EGFR ’]’K{ (gefitinib) versus chemotherapy and 
fi:~rd:~er hinted that the oMer oftream~ent is important2t 
Unlike previous studies, 95% of the ps@nts whose dis- 

e~se progressed o~ first-line ca’boplad>::pa#lhaxd 

crossed owr to gefitir~l b ther@)n Stfiklngl)s the median 
OS in the gefitinib group was 7 months longer th~n 
that i~ the chemother@y group (30.5 months versus 

23.6 months). Moreove~ the r~te of response to gefit- 
inib w~s slightly worse in the second-lithe setting 
in the first-line se~ting (58.5% versus 732%). To deter- 
mi~e whether B(;FR TK]s ~re truly more dfective in the 

firsbline versus the second-line setting further studies 
are warrar~ted. 

2010 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved 
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Former light smoker 

An ind]v]duai who has stopped 

smok]n~ for at ]easL 15 years 

p/evious]y and has a totai of 

< ] 0 pad,: ,~,ea~s ot srnok)~¢. 

Carboplatin-paclitaxel 

An example of a p]a:.inum 

doub],~’t ibr first line treatment 

of NSCLC. 

Hazard ratio 

HR. A measu!e of i~ow often an 
event hat;pens in one ~rour; 

comparec’, v~th ho~ often ~,t 

happens in another Uoup 

Confidence interval 

C[. A ca]cula:ed value :fiat 
sqows the ran@ in wlf, cq a 

part~,cuJa~ treatment efiect s 

]ike’y to 2,e observer:,. 

Chimeric I~G rnonoclonal 
antibody 

A recombh]ant antibod!/made 
from t’,’,’o species [n tki,~" case oi 

cetuximab, the fusion contains 

human and mouse sequences). 

A small proportion (1-20%, depending on the 

trial) of patients with no detectable EGFR-activating 
mutations show a radiographic response when treated 
with EGFR TKIs::°’25’2~’. This observation can be partly 

explained by the ~act that all molecular diagnostic tests 
for EGFR mutatior~s have an inherent limit of detec- 
tion::7. However, it is possible that other genetic altera- 
tions may activate the EGFR signalling pathway in the 
absence of intrinsic gene mutations. For example, disease 
in patients with mucoepi&rmoid carcinomas (MECs) of 

the salivary and bronchial glands with wild-type EGFR 
has responded to gefitinib:<>, and MEC cell lines are 
sensitive to EGFR TK]s in vitro% As MECs harbour a 
recurrent mucoepidermoid carcirmma transJocated 1 

(MECT!)-mastermind-like 2 (MAML2) fusion~t that 
induces expression of the EGFR ligand amphire~lin3°, 
one possibility is that gefitinib sensitivity is mediated by 
the action ofthe aberrant ti~sion protein. 

Other predictive beneficial biomarkers have been 
proposed lbr EGFR TK[s, notably EGFR expression 
measured by immunohistochemistry (IHC) and EGt’~ 

copy number assessed by tluorescent in sfl~ hybri~zation 

(F]SH)~: ~r. Although EGFR ]HC has not been found to 
be informative, increased EGFR copy nurnber (that is, 
high polysomy and germ arnplificatior~) was shown to be 

associated wRh OS beneilt in retrospective stu~es~ ~4.~. 
Howevec prospectNe studies have not validated EGI’2{ 
FIS}:{ as a useful biomarker. 

Whether erlotinib and gefitinib can be considered 
equally efficacious in the first--line setting relative to 
chemotherapy is currently unknown. Although no direct 

0 
Combination Platinum Platinum Gefitinib Erlotinib 

chemotherapy doublets doublets and (2009) (2009) (2009) 
(1976) (2002) bevacizumab East Asiar,, Spanish Japanese 

SCLC arid NSCDC (2006) never or EGFR- EGFR- 

NSCLC Non-squarnous light smoker rnutar, t mutant 

NSCLC NSCLC NSCLC NSCL.C 

Figure 1 I Progress in the treatment of metastatic tung cancer. In 1976, a 
chemotherapy trial studied aU patients with lung cancer, regardless of whether they 
had smaU-ceU tung cancer (SCLC) or non-smaU-ceU king cancer (NSCLC)L In 2002, a 
landmark chemotherapytria[ involving platinum doublets studied all patientswith 
NSCLC, regardless of histological subtype (adenocardnoma, squamous 
carcinoma and large-ceU carcinoma)~s*. In 2006, bevadzumab (Avastin; Genentech/ 
Roche) was shown to confer an overall survival benefit when added to chemotherapy 
for patients with non-squamous NSCLC~s~. The smoking histog of patients was not 
recorded. In 2009, trials in epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)-mutant lung 
cancer with EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKls) demonstrated the longest survival 
rates currently seen ~or NSCLC~°~’~’. N otab[y, patients with EGFR-mutant lung 
turnouts also have a better prognosis in the absence of therapy compared with those 
with EGFR-wiId-type turnouts~°. 

comparative eilk’cdveness trials e~st that have compared 

gefitinib with erlotinib in patients with EGFR.-mutant 

mmours, the data suggest that there are no major differ- 
ences between them. The two &ugs are dosed differently 
(that is, erlotinib is administered at its maximum--toler- 
ated dose whereas gefitir~ib is not); however, both EGFR 
inhi bitors h ave similar, strongly correlated inhibitory 
patterns in EGFR-mutated cells i~ Hh’o3s,~9. In patients, 

the major mechanisms of primary and acquired resist- 
ance (see below) are the same tbr both drugs~°’4~, indi- 
cating that they hazy the same target. Finally, similar 
response, PFS and survival rates have been observed 
erlodnib and gefitinib~,=aL 

In contrast to the link between EGFR mutations arid 
EGFR TKIs, the role of EGFR mutations in predict- 

ing sensitivity to E(iFR--specific antibodies is not clear. 
Cetuxirnab is a hurnan-murir~e chimeric IgG 1 monociot~al 
anti body that binds to the extracdlular domain of EGFR 

and blocks EGFR signal[ing4L The antibo@ has been 
US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved 
for the treatment of colorectal and head and neck 
cancers’’~> but its role in NSCLC remains to be estab- 

lished. A single-arm stu@ in unselected patients with 
previously treated disease showed a RR of only 4.5%~ 
and, despite cetuximab showing a promising addi- 
tive effect with chenmtherapy4r, two Phase III studies 

(FLEX and BMS099) in chemotherapy-naive patients 
showed conflicting results regarding ()S4s’49 (TAg[ [ 
No links between EGFR mutations and sensitivity to 

cetuximab have been found, although only a limited 
number of patients has been studied>°,% As cetuximab 

intert)res with EGFR ligand bindir~g and subsequent 
receptor dimerization, EGFR mutations that confer 

ligand independence may abrogate the efficacy of this 
agent% Interestingly; ir~ mouse nmdels of lung can- 
cer driven by EGFR-L858R (exon 21), cetuximab can 
induce dramatic tumour regressions~>* but the drug is 
not effective as a single agent against an exon 19 dele- 
tion5~ or T790M rnutant~4 (see below). The reasons tbr 
this discrepancy are unknown and might be related 
to difl)rent structural or conformational properties of 
the different mutants. 

Biology of EGFR 
]n lung cancer, activating mutations in EGFR occur 
in axons encoding the kirmse domain (axons 18 to 21; 
summarized in He. 3). EGFR mutations are usually 

heterozygous, with the mutant allele also showing gene 
amplificationSS,% Multiple genomic studies have shown 
that EGFR-mutant NSCL(;s represent distinct disease 
phenotypes that have unique expression, mutation and 

cop?/" number signaturess7 _~9. For example, EGFR-mutant 
NSCLCs rarely harbour serine/threonirm kinase 1 

(STK11; also known as LKB1) mutations and are associ- 
ated with a concurrent loss of the negative regulatory 
dual specificity phosphatase 4 (DUSP4) and the tumour 
suppressor cyclir>dependent kinase inhibitor 2A 

(CDKN2A; which encodes p16) genessg. 
The crystal structures of the L858R and G719S 

TKI-sensitive EGFR rnutar~ts show that these sub- 
stitutions activate the kinase through disruptior~ of 

© 2010 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved 
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~dNSCL 

o c 

ti+~dNSCEC 

BAC, bronchio[oe[veo[ar cercinom~; EGFR, epiderm~t growth fec~or receptor; iHC. immunohistoch ~mistry; NA, no~ epp[ic~b[e; NSCLC, non-sn-m[[-ce[t lung cencer; 
RR, response rete; 7KI. tvrosin~ kin~se inhibitor. *,S~edstic Jor the entire population. *Statistic for the pedents on[ywKh EGFR-mutant turnours. 

autoinhibitory interactions, resulting in receptors with 
50-fold more activity compared with their wild-type 
counterparts~’° ~£ A separate crystal structure suggests 

the presence of an activating region in the ):txtamem- 
brahe domai~ of EGFR% To date, the crystal structure 
of the exon 19 ddetion EGFR mutant has not been 
determined. Biochemical data further show enhanced 

kinase activity and transformation capabilities of EGFR 
i~ the presence of L858R or the exon 19 deletion~<~’s. 
In contrast to wild-type EGF R, the presence of a TK[- 

sensitive mutation results in preferential binding of 
gefitinib or er[otiMb versus ATR 

As EGFR-mutant NSCLC cells are dependent on this 

aberrant kinase signalling lBr survival, inhibition of 
this pathway with the TK[s erlotinib and gefitinib results 
in cell death that is mediated through the intrinsic 
apoptotic pathwa}< This process is dependent on BIM, a 

BCL-2 pm-apoptotic l~rnily member regnlated by ERK 
sign al ling~’ eo ’,FIG 4). The downregul ation of the induced 

myeloid leukaemia cell differentiation 1 (MCL1) protein 

-- an anti-apoptotic protein regulated by PI3K signalling 
...... also seems to be important7°. 

One area of cor~tention is whether EGFR-mutant 

tumours display similar biological characteristics in 
both East Asian and Caucasian patients. Currently; no 
convincing data exist to suggest that there are maior 
differences between these two groups of patients. At 

the molecular level, the sequences ofexons encoding 
a portion of the kinase domain (exons 18 to 21) from 

Asians and non-Asians arid the range of the major drug- 
sensitive mutations are grossly similar (for example, 
see REF 71 and FiC. :5). In preclinical models, transgenic 
mouse lung tumours harbouring EGFR-L858R or an 
exor~ 19-deletion mutant similarJy respond to TKIs 

regardless of whether the mutation is on a mixed genetic 
(B6x(;BAxFVB) backgroundr~ or on a pure (FVB) 
background~3, indicatir~g that genetic background does 
not substantially affect drug sensitivity° Clinica]lB the 

NATURE REVIEV¢Sj CA~4 CER 
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Patients with evaiuabie tissue 

Patients with mutations in target 

~__y A 
"� 

~ ................................................................. 
x~ .............................................................. 

KRAS mutations KP~,S mutations EGFR mutations (10 28% in NSCLC} 
(~3 40% in t,_ 2>,,., 

colon cancer) NSCLC) 

Figure 2 ] Tissue accrua| across mul[tip[e trials. 7riats in colon cancer ([eft side of 

graph), in which KRA5 mutations are observed in 33-40% oftumour sam pies, were hig h[y 

efficient at collecting tissue samples (45-92% patients had suitable tissue available for 

molecular analyses and 16-40% of patients had KRAS mutations)~ Based on the poor 

responses observed in patientswith KP~5-mutant tumours, the KRAS biomarker’,~,as 

easily found to be a negative predictor of anti--epid erma[ growth factor receptor (EGFR) 

therapy (for example, cetuximab and pa nitqmu[Tv4b (Vectibix; Amgen) efficacytS4’tss). 

By contrast, in lung cancer, the role of KRA5 mutations (FLEX and BMSO99 trials) could 

not be accurately determined in trials with cetuximab. The prevalence of KRAS 

mutations is 15-25%, only 30-34% of patients had tissue available for ana[ysis and on[y 

5-6% of patients had KRAd" mutations47,~9. Similarly, study of the role o]: EG,r--R mutations 

has been hampered by low tissue accrual (right section of the graph). EGFR mutations are 

found in 10-28% of patientswith non-small-ceil lung cancer (NSC[_C), but tissue accrual 

inthe major trials invobving EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors (IDEAL-:1., IDEAl_-2, INTACT-I, 

INTACT-2, TRIBUTE, TALENT, BR.21, ISEL and INTEREST)was < 24% (blue bars) 

Of the patientswith available turnout samples, the percentage that harboured an EC.FR 

mutation (purple bars) was <5%, making it difficult to draw conclusions. However, in 

IPASS and W J-[O(53405, in which these percentages were much higher, EGFR mutations 

were readily [ou nd to be a positive predictor of benefit. BSC, best supportive care; 

Pan, panitumun~ab. *Represents clinically enriched trials. 

prognostic value of the EGFR mutation in patients 

undergoing surgery is approximately the same in !span 
and the United States<rd. The RRs and survival rates are 
remarkably similar across populadons~’aL Final[B the 

major mechanisms of acquired resistance in patients 
(see below) are the same in East Asian and Caucasian 
populations4°,v. 

Primery resistance to EGFR TKIs 
Lung turnouts can show de novo resistance (primary 
resistance) to TK~ therapy, even in the presence of an 

activating mutation in E(;FR. Recent work has uncov- 
ered maW of the molecular mechanisms underlying this 
prim ary resistance. 

TKI resistance in the presence of an EGFR mutation. 

Among patients with F~GFR-mutant turnouts, a 75% 

RR is obser~vd, indicating that approximately 25% of 

cases do not respond to a TKI (compared with 90% 

of unselected patients wRh NSCLC}. Some of this can 

be explained by the fact that patients may experience 

turnout shrinkage, but the reductio~ in turnout size 

is not sufficient to Kulfil response evaluation criteria 

ir~ solid turnouts (RECIST}r4. Accordir~g to these cri- 

teria, the unidimensional measurement of a tumour 

must shrink by 30% or more to be counted as a partial 

response. ’[hmour shrinkage of 20---25% may be benefi- 
cial to patients, but would only be considered as ’stable 

disease’ by these guidelines. 

.Drug-resistant EGFR mu¢ations. Sorne F~GFR muta- 
tions, although they occur in exons 18 to 21, are asso- 
ciated with primary resistance to EGFR TKIs ’,FIC. 3~. 
For example, small insertions or duplications in exon 

20 (such as D770_N771, ins NPG, ir~s SVQ, insG and 
N771T; see R~F. 75 fbr a complete list of insertions) 
are observed in ~5% of NSCLCs. In vitro studies have 
shown that such mutations are less sensitive to EGFR 
TKIs thar~ the exor~ 19 deletion and L858R mutantsYL 
Consistent with these data, most patients with tmnours 

harbouring exon 20 insertions show progressive dis-- 
ease while taking E(WR TKIs7~. Similarly; some patients 
present with a de uovo resistance T790M mutation, 
which is encoded by exon 20 (r<EFS 77 .,’9]~ As this 
mutation is more commonly found in patients with 
acquired resistance, the data are discussed in more 
detail below. 

Primary TK[ resistance may also be mediated by 

other rarer mutations in E(;FR that occur together with 
drug-sensitive mutatior~s (F~o 5}. For example, the drug- 
sensRive G719C mmationz4 can co-occur de hove with 
an E709A mutations°. h, vitro, the double-mutant ,~cep-- 

tot has been shown to be less sensitive to EGFR drugs 
than the G719C mutant alone*L 

Other genomic alterations that co-occur with EGFR 

mutations. Another reasor~ why turnouts with drug- 
sensiti~ EGFR mutations may not respond to treatment 

with EGFR inhihitors is the presence of other genetic 
lesions that affect signalling downstream of EGFR. 
For example, mutations in PIK3CA, the p110a cata- 
lytic subunit of PI3K, are found in approximately 2% 
of NSCLCs and can co--occur with EGFR mutationss2. 

The addition of a cor~stitutively active PI3K mutant 
(E5-15K) has been shown to confer gefitinib resistance, 
at least in vitros3. Similarl?~ loss of PTEN expression in 

EGFR-mutant cell s correlates with decreased sensitivity 
to EGFR TK[s% PTEN loss in NSCLC cells, although 
rare (<5%), uncouples EGFR from negative-fk’edback 
mechanisms, resulting in decreased degradation medi- 
ated by CBL, an E3 ubiquitin protein ligase that targets 
molecules for proteasomal destruction~4sL 

Crosstalk between EGFR and insulin-like growth 
factor receptor 1 ([GFI R) has also been implicated as 
a potential mechanism of disease persistence in F~GFR- 

mutant cell line modelss<sr (}lO q’,. For example, some 

EGFR--mutant cells undergo only GI cell cycle phase 
arrest in the presence of eflotinib, but undergo apopto- 
sis when co-treated with an IGFiR-specific antibody’~r. 
In another study, EGFR-mutant NSCLC cells persisting 
after treatment with gefitinih gave rise to populations 

of cell s of mixed sensitivity ~6. After further investiga- 
tion, these persistent cells showed a distinct chromatin 

state that was mediated through IGF1R signalling and 
the historm demethylase, lysine-specific demethylase 5A 
(KDMSA 
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Figure 3 ) Comparison of TKi-sensitJve and TKbresistant mutations in cancer-derived mutant INs. Epidermal 

grov.¢h factor receptor (EGFR)--mutant tung cancer, breakpoint cluster region (BCR)--ABL-ddven chronic mye~ogenous 

[eukaernia (CML) and KFT-mutant gastroh~tesfina[strornattumour (GIST) have at[ been treated effec6vetyw[th specific 

tyrosh~e kinase inh~bitors (TKIs); that is, gefidrfib or er[o6nib Cot tung cancer, imath~[b for CML and irna6nib [or GIST. 

Act[vatJng drug-sensJ6ve mutations are shown on the top of EGFR.[KI-resJstant mutations are depicted on the bottom of 

each kinase domaM schematic. The most common actJvatJng mutations Jn EGFR are a point mutation in exon 21, which 

substkutes an argJnMe for a [eudne (L858R), and a small d elation Jn exon 19 that removes four amino acids (LR 

TogetheB these genomJc changes account for ~90% of TKl-sens[tive mutationsthat are obse~ed Jn EGFR-mutant turnouts. 

Other major drug-sensitive mutations ~nc[ude GZ19X (encoded by exon 18) and L861Q (exon 21). 

Acquired resistance 

Resistance that develops after 
the initial response to tqerapy 

Resistance in EGFR-wild-~vpe tumo~rs. ’][’he [PASS clini- 
cal trial demonstrated that most turnouts without detect-- 
able EGFR kinase domain mutations are insensitive to 

gefitinib~°. Tumours wild-type fbr EGFR ofien harbour 
somatic mutations in other genes encoding signalling 
molecules. Tiros, primary drug ir~sensitiviky is linked to 
the absence of drug-sensitizing mutations in EGFR and 
is more likely to be a result of mutations in other genes. 
Activating mutations occurring at codons 12 and 13 in 
the GTPase domain of KRAS are observed in 15-25% 
of NSCLCs and occur almost only in EGFR-wild-type 

tumours. KRAS mutations are found more frequently 
in tumours from former or current smokers compared 
with never smokers, and in tumours from Caucasians 
compared wRh East Asians, fbr reasons which are poorly 
understood. The inRial observation that KRAS-mutant 

88 lur~g turnouts are resistant to EGFR TKls" has been ,uell 
validated*L Howeven although ~S mutations are used 

routinely as a negative predictor of benefit from EGt:R- 
specific antibo@ therapy in colorectal carcinoma (F~G. 

KRAS mutation testing has not been widely adopted 
lung cancer. 

@proximately 2---3% of NSCLCs harbour mutations 

in BRAF, which encodes a signalling mdecu[e down- 
stream of EGFR9° ~. Similar to K~S mutations, Bf4AF 
mutations are also mutually exclusive with changes in 
EGFR. The most common change in BRAt( V600E, is 
ffmnd in a large subset of melanomas, cdon and thy- 
roid cancer~, and confers sensitivity to specific smalb 
molecule V600E inhibitors93 as well as MEK inhibitors94. 

NSCLC cell lines harbouring BRAF V600E are also sen- 
sitive to the MEK ir~hibitor PD0325901 but are resistar~t 

to EGFR inhibitiongL A Phase H MEK inhibitor trial 

with PI)0325901 showed little efficacy in advanced 
NSCLC; however, patients were not preselected by 
mutation status’~. 

Another 5% of turnouts harbour translocations in 
anaplastic lymphoma kirmse (A [ k3~r’~L So Par, most of 

these oncogenk rearrangements invohz’ the echinoderm 
microtubule-associated protein-like -I (EML4) as the 5’ 
partner ofA LKI Multiple different EM L4--ALK variants 
have beer~ identified, but all invoh,e the tyrosine kinase 
portion of ALK and have variable lengths of EML4 

(RE[. 99]. Similar to KRAS.- and BRAlZ-mutant tumours, 
most of ALK lhsion-positive tumours lack other ktriver’ 
mutations° Clinically, A LK fusion-positive tumours are 
insensitive to EGFR TKIs:°°o 

Primary resistance to EGFR TK[s may also be medi- 
ated by non-mutation-based mechanisms. One exam- 

pie involves increased expression of hepatoc,~e growth 
factor (HGF), the ligand for the MET receptor ~,irosine 
kinasd°L HGF binding increases MET-mediated actNa-- 
tior~ of the PI3K-AKT pathwa}; decreasing the ability of 
an EGFR TKI to effectively inhibit this signalling cas- 
cade. ]n contrast to the role of ME’][’ in acquired resist- 

ance (see below), primary resistance owing to increased 
HGF activation of MET is channelled through GAB 1, 
not ErLBB3 [REDS l oi, lo2). 

Acquired residence to EGFR TKIs 
Until recentl}; the clinical definition of acquired resJstar~ce 
(secondary resistance) to EGFR TKIs in lung can- 
cer was not uniform. ’Ib minimize reporting of false- 
positive and false-negative activity in clinical trials arid 
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Figure 4 [ Mu[tFpathway inhibition as a strategy to treat EGFR-mutant NSCLC. Epidermal gro,,~¢h factor receptor 

(EGFR) mutants (starred) propagate signa[sthrough the PI3K-AKT and ERK pathways. Cross-activation of other 

membrane-bound receptor tyrosine kinases occurs under tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI)-sensitive states and following the 

development of acquired resistance (arrows). The boxes depict a sample ot:the targeted agents available {:or the treatment 

ot:the disease at various stages (see FIC 6 {:or more details). ]GE[R, insu[indike growth {:actor receptor ~[; NSCLC, 

non-sma[b ce~[ lung cancer; P, phosphory[ation. 

A conserved rescue 

the opening of tqe ATP 

pucker ir~ seve~a) kinases. 

to facilitate the identification of agents that truly over- 
come acquired resistance to gefitinib and erlotinib, the 
following clinical and molecular criteria were recently 
proposed to more precisely define acquired resistance 
to E(-~FR TKIs~°?: previous treatment with a sir~gle- 
agent EGFR TKI (~br example, gefitinib or erlotinib); a 
turnout that harbours an EGb’R mutation known to be 

associated with drug sensitivity and/or obiective clini- 
cal benefit t?om treatment with an EGFR TKI; systemic 
progression of disease (by RECIST or radiological crRe- 
ria put forth by the World Health Organization) while 
or~ continuous treatment with gefitinib or erlotinib 
within the past 30 days; and no intervening systemic 
therapy between the cessation of gefifinib or erlofinib 
and the irdtiatior~ of r~ew therapy° The relatively sim- 
ple definition proposed should lead to a nmre uniibrm 
approach to investigating the problem of acquired 
resistance to EGFR. 

Second-site EGFR mutations. Chronic myelogenous leu- 

kaemia (CML) cells harbouring ABL translocations and 

gastroir~testina] stromal tumour (GIST) cells harbouring 

activating KITmutations are highly sensitive to the ABL 

and KIT inhibitor, imatjnib (Gleevec; Novartis)o When 

tumours relapse, a common mechanism of resistance 

is the emergence of second-site mutations in ABL and 

K~7"t°4’~°s. A major secor~dary mutation ff~vo[ves a threo- 

nine f;atekeepe~ residue in these proteins; the change to 

a bullder isoleucine residue alters drug bi~ding i~ both 

ABL (T315I} and KIT (T670I) (FIG. 5). Analogously, 

patients with EG~:R-mutant tumours who develop 

acquired resistance to EGFR TKIs oRen de~lop a sec- 

ond--sRe mutation in the threonine gatekeeper residue 

at position 790, T790M. This mutation occurs exclu- 

sively in cis with the primary actNating mutations in 

EGFR. U~[ike CML and GIST, in which the gatekeeper 

mutation is found in 20.--25% of patients wRh acquired 

resistar~ce to imafirdb, the T790M mutation ir~ E(-~FR is 

fbund in 50% ofEGFR-mutant tumours with acquired 

resistance to erlotinib or gefifinib~°~’,~°; ’,FIG. 5). O~e pos- 

sible explanation for the discrepancy in the frequency of 

gatekeeper mutations is that imatinib bir~ds to A BL and 

KIT in their inactive confbrmations, whereas gefitinib 

and er[otinib bind to EGI:Rs in their active conforma- 

tions~ (TASi ~ 2). Therefore, ar~y mutations that disrupt 

the ir~active conformation of ABL or KIT can [ead to 
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Figure 51 ComparLson of second-site mutation frequency for[owing devetopment of acquired resistance to TKJ 

therapy. All patients wkh epiderma( gro~h factor receptor (EGFR)-mutant non-sma[[-ce([ lung cancer (N SCLC) wi([ 

inevitably develop acquired resistance following treatment w~th the tyrosine kinase klhiMtors ([KIs) gefitinib or er(otin~b. 

Jn ~50% of cases, resistance ~s attributed to a second-site mutation in EGFR.The change of the gatekeeper threonine to a 

methionine ~790M) accounts for-~90% of secondsW mutations obserwed in EGFRse’~°z’~**. By contrast, second-site 

resistance mutations found in ABL and KITfo[Jow~ng treatment with imatinib in chronic mye[ogenous Jeukaemia (CML) 

and gastrointestinal stroma[ tumour (G~ST), respectively, are found across the kinase domaM (see graphs on right side of 

f~gure). Mutations affecting the analogous gatekeeper residue in ABL g315)~t~s~ and KIT ~670)~s~ are observed in less 

than 20% of cases. Gatekeeper residues are shown in red in the crystal structures. For ABL and KIT, the most common 

secondary mutation is shown in green. EGFR ~s shown crystallized with gefitin~b (yellow); ABL and KF[ were both 

crystallized with imatinib (ye[[ow). Crystal structures were obtained from the Research Co[laboratory for Structura[ 

Bioi nformatics Protein Data Bank (R:CSB D;~!:~t B~qk; see Further information; accession numbers 21TY (EGFR)e°, 2HW 

(ABLp~s and 1T46 (KlT)te~). The structural graphics were produced using the Unbvers~tg of ~Z[a{~forn~a San Francisco (_USCF~ 

Chimera package~’~ (see Fu~her information) from the Resource for B~ocomputing, Visualization and J nformatics at 

the USCF, USA. 

imatinib resistance, whereas only nmtations that inter- 

fere with drug binding in the EGFR ATP pocket may 
confer resistance to gefitinib and erlotinibo 

The T790M mutation is ahnost never found in pro- 
gressive brair~ or cer~tra] rmrvous system lesions. This 
observation may be d.ue to a lack of selective pressure, as 
the concentration ofEGFR TKI that reaches the brain ~s 
100- fold less than that found in blood~°S,~°L 

Rarely, T790M mutations can be found in the germ 
line of patients (0.54% of never smokers with lung can- 
cer). This variant seems to be associated with increased 
genetic susceptibility to lung cancer, which usually 
occurs after the age of 50 (REFS I i0 i I 2’,. Turnouts in 

these patients often contain an additional activating 
mutation in EGER, suggestir~g that additional genetic 
events (such as other changes in EGFR) are required tbr 
tumorigenesis. 

At least two molecular mechanisms explain how 

T790M confers drug resistance. First, substitution of 
a bulky methionine for threonine at position 790 leads 

to altered drug binding in the ATP pocket of EGFR. 
Second, introduction of the T790M mutation ir~creases 
the ATP affinity of the EGFR-L858R mutant by more 

than an order of magnitude, in effect restoring ATP 
affir}ity back to the level of wild-type EGFR. This resto- 
ratior~ closes the therapeutic window that is opened by 
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EC_;FR, epidermal growth factor receptor; EPHB4, ephrin type-B receptor 4; FDA, US Food and Drug Administration; Mut, mutant EGFR (exon deletion or [_858R); 

NSCLC, non--sinai[--ceil lung cancer; V E.¢-; FR, vascular endothelial growth factor receptor; W-[~ wild--type EGF R. *Ouinazo[ine cores. 
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Disease flare 

withdrs,4,a] of therapy. 

Resistance rilutadon screen 
A comprehens~,ve ceil ba,,ed 

screen to identify a]] potential 

mutat~,ons ~,n a s~rSet gene that 

confer resistance to a ~iven 

a¢ent. 

the diminished ATP affinity of the oncogenic mutants, 
which are normally more easily inhibited relative to 
wild- type [~(-]]i;R6M~3. 

Biochemical studies investigating the properties of 
T790M have shown synergistic kinase activity- and trans- 
formation potential when the mutation is present in the 
context of an EGPR-ser~sRizing mutationu’,~s. However, 
despite this enhanced oncogenicity of T790M-harbourmg 
EGFR, patients with this form of acquired resistance can 

dispJay slow rates of disease progression~4. Following the 
discontinuation of T~ therapy, disease fl~res hazy also 

been reported~5, suggesting that a proportion of cells 
in a resistant tumour cell population remain sensitive 

to EGFR inhibitior~ (discussed below). Although erlo- 
tinib and gefitinib have limited activRy against tumours 
wRh T790M--harbouring EGFR6r, multiple re-responses 
to EGFR TKIs followir~g a short hiatus without targeted 
therapy have been reported~ ~ ~L The biology underlying 
this phenomenon has yet to be elucidated. 

A recent study suggests that T790M-harbouring 
resistar~t clothes may also be found at a very low 

quency in untreated EGER-mutant lung cancers. Using 
highly sensitive mutation detection techniques, EGFR 
T790M mutations were detected at an allele frequency 
of one in 500 in pretreatment tumour samples from 
patients wRh metastatic NSCLC7r~ ~q~ether such muta- 

tions pre-exist in early--stage tumours has not yet been 
reported. ()r~e caveat, however, is that the polymerase 

chain reaction-based Mt (DxS Ltd) used to detect the 

T790M mutations in this stu@ has been associated with 
a high l:alse-positive rate, leading the manufacturer to 
delete that mutation frorn its range. Thus, further studies 
are needed to confirm these findings. 

Three other second-site mutations in EGIvR have 

been associated with acquired resistance, including 
L747S (exon 19)~:’°, D761Y (exon 19)~ and T854A (exon 
21 in the activation loop)~ (FIGS 3,5~. Like T790, T854 

is a drug contact residue and mutation to the smaller 
hydrophobic a[ar~ine residue may increase the size of 

the selectivity pocket, negatively impacting erlotinib 
binding~ZL L747 occurs at the start of the loop bet~en 
the t33 strafed and the a-C helix and is thougN to shift the 
equilibrium towards the active conJk)rmation of 
the receptor~:3. D761 occurs in the a-C he[~ and a salt 

bridge formed by D761 may be disrupted by mutation 
to tyrosine, afl}ctir~g the catalytic cleft of the receptor~4. 
Consistent with the clinical data, D761Y, T790M and 
T854A were all identified in a comprehensive res~sta~qce 
mutatio~q scree~q with erlotinib i~, ~itro~zL Among the 
resistance mutations, T790M confers the highest degree 
of drug resistance. 

MET amplification. Amplification of the MET onco- 
gene is observed in up to 20% ofEGFR-mutant NSCLCs 
after TKI fkilure, independently of the T790M muta- 

tion4°.4h (",ells with MET amplification seem to undergo 
a kinase switch arid rely on MET signalling through the 
ERBB3 pathway to maintain activation ofAKT through 
increased phosphorylation in the presence of [’;GFR 

TKIs ([Ic. 4}. In addition to its role in tie novo resist- 
ance (discussed above), the MET [igand HGF can play 

a part in acquired resistance to TKIs~°Zo In one study, 
turnout cells with M~£I’ amplification were detected at 

a low frequency using high-throughput FISH in four 
patients with untreated EGFR-mutant tmnours who all 

developed acquired resistance to gefitinib or erlotinib 
through MET amplification~°2. By contrast, pre-existing 
amplil:ication was found or~ly rarely in turnours frorn 
patients (one of eigh0 who did not develop resistance 

by MET amplification. Collectively, these data suggest 
that TKI therapy may select for pre-existir~g cells with 
MET amplification. 

Other mechan@ms of acquired resistance. 7[bmours from 
approximately 40% of patients with acquired resistar~ce 
do not harbour a second-site mutation or MET ampli- 

fication. Thus, multiple investigations to identify resist- 
ance mechanisms are or~goir~g. One promisir~g approach 
involve s the stud y of a cquired resist ance in mou s e rood - 
els of EGFR TKI-sensitive lung tumours~ZL Prolonged 
exposure of mice harbouring gGl:R-L858R-driven and 
exon 19 deletion-driven lung turnouts led to the devd- 
opment ofresistant tumours that harboured the second- 

ary T790M change and!or Met amplification. Further 
analysis of these models may reveal novel mechanisms 
[:aster than by studyir~g humans. 

The epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT) has 
been associated with resistance to EGFR ’[’KIs in vitrv~’. 

Recenfi}; ir~vestigators confirmed that EMT can also be 
fbund in patient tumours ~:’. The shift in signalling net- 
works resulting from EMT may alleviate dependence on 
EGFR signalling~s. Increased IGF1R signalling has also 
been associated with acquired resistance, albeit only in 

an i~* vitro model using a cell line that expressed high 
levels of wild-type E(il:R~. 

Another unexplained observation is that some 

patients originally diagnosed with EGFR-mutant lung 
adenocarcinoma who develop acquired resistance dis- 

play SCLC at the time of relapse. Three such cases have 

been reported~3° ~s~. In patier~ts in whorn the mecha- 
nisms ofresistance have been examined, none displayed 

the T790M mutation or MET amplification, but tumours 
have been found to harbour EGb-R drug-sensitizing 
mutations. This remair~s an area of active investigation. 

Overcoming resistance to TKIs 
Primar), resistance. As stated above, prirnary resistance 

i:alls into four main categories: TKI resistance in the 
presence of a drug--sensitizing 1"2(-51~R mutation; drug- 
resistant EGb’R mutations; genomic alterations that 
co-occur with EGI"R mmatior~s; and EGb’R-wild-type 
tumours. Different strategies are needed to overcome 

resistance for each category (FIGS 4,6). 
As the first category of resistance may be related to 

semantics (whether tumour shrinkage meets established 
radiographic criteria), this is not an active area of inves- 
tigation. However, as the first-generation EGFR TKIs 
were originally developed against wild-type EGFR and 
EGFR mutations were only discovered aRer the initial 
development of these drugs, there is a rationale to pur- 
sue trials to determine the optimum upfror~t treatments 
for paients with turnouts that harbour E(-;FR mutatior~s 
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Figure 6 I Potential treatment strategies to cure EGFR-mutant lung cancer. The 

optirna[ treatment strategies for patients with epid erma[ growth factor receptor 

(EGFR)-rnu~ant tumoursthat present with early-stage disease (pa{e blue, ~op), late-stage 

disease (blue, mldd[e) and acquired resistance (purple, bottom) are an active area of 

lnvestlgation. Patientswith resectab[e tumours may benefit from adjuvant 

chemotherapy, b, rosine kinase inhibitors ~KIs) or both in va~’ing sequence of treatment. 

Patients with late-stage disease may benefit from combinatio~ therapywith a TKI,which 

may delay or prevent the emergence of acquired resistance. For example, agents 

targeting the apoptotic pathway combined with TKIs e~hance ce[l d eath of 

EC;FR-m uta r~t ce[[s in prec[inica[ rood ets6°,6s,6~m’~, A[ternative[~ the addition of 

chemotherapy before, after or concurrent with-[KI treatment may induce a synergistic 

response. Finally, ir~ the case of acquired resistance, contlnuatior~ of the TKI in 

combination ~,it h various other agents may be the most benefidal strateg~: Howeve~ the 

selection of additiona[therapJes depends heavily" on the molecular composition of the 

tumour and the mechanism of resistance. HDAC, hJstone deacety[ase; IGFI R, insu[in-[~ke 

growth ~actor receptor 1; NSCLC, non-small-cell lung cance~: 

Irreversible EGFR inhibitor 

A small molecule inhibitor that 

binds perrqaner, t]y in the 

A,P b]ndln~q pocket of EC’FR 

through a cuvalent bund at 

C797. 

Chemogenomic profiling 

[he technique of cuup]ing 

chem:,ca] compound sensitivity 

tO ~enoql]c ,, ¢naturm, 

(FIO 6/. One potential strategy involves taking advantage 
of the requiremer~t for BIM and enhancing TKMnduced 
apoptosis by adding a BCL-2 inhibitor°e; {710.4’,. Such 

an approach, which seems promising in vitro, could 
lead to more profound resF onses and delayed TTP. For 

drug-resistant EGtqR mutations, such as exor~ 20 inser- 
tions and duplications, other EGFR TKIs may be more 

effective. [:or example, the second-generation tXiFR 
TKI 1:%00299804 compour~d (Pfizer; discussed fisrther 

below) has been shown to induce a partial response in a 
least one patient with an EGFR exon 20 insertion~Yt For 

genomic alterations that co-occur with EGFR mutations, 
drug combinatior~s could be pursued {FILLS 4,6) o [?or exam- 
ple, as IGFIR signalling can mediate disease persistence 
through the P[3K-AI<T pathwayst, addition of a GF1 R- 
specific antibody (reviewed in RE~ i 54) or a PI3K or AKT 
inhibitor to TK[ treatment could be beneficial° Finally, for 

EGFR-wild- type tumours, multiple approaches are being 
taken, based on the presence of other driver mutations 

(ir~ genes such as ALK, KRAS arid BRAF) that are four~d 
in these turnouts. This topic has been reviewed elsewhere 
(for example, R[:F. 135). 

Acquired resis¢ance. Acquired resistance remains a 

major clinical problem in EGFR-mmant lung cancer, 
usually occurring within a year of starting treatment. 
Based or~ the molecular n~echanisms discussed above 
and additional studies discussed below, multiple clinical 

trials have been initiated and/or are being planned. 

Second-gesaeration EGPR TKIs. Second-generation EGFR 
inhibitors were touted to overcome T790M-mediated 
resistancezy°q~3;. These agents were shown, at least in pre- 

clinical models, to be more potent against the second- 
site mutation than gefitinib or erlotinib. However, their 
clinical eI~lcacy remains to be established (-fAbLE 

Irrevorsible EGFR Jrqhibitors make a covalent bond 

with C797 of t]he EGFR (TABI.E 2). The first drug tested, 
H~-272 (ner~:l?~b; Wyeth), showed promising preclin- 
ical results~3. but no responses were reported in a Phase 

trial involvir~g 14 patients with NSCLC with EGFR- 
positive tumours (rneasured by 1}7{C} arid six patier~ts 

who had previously progressed on er[otinib achieved 
stable disease~9. The Phase II trial showed an overall RR 
of 3% but no responses were observed ir~ patients who 
had tumours that harboured T790M>~’L Interestingly, 
three of the four patients with a (,~ 19X mut~ t~on had 
a partial response and the remaining patient had stable 
disease. This drug is no longer beir~g developed tbr the 
treatment of lung cancer. 

Multiple other second--generation irreversible EGFR 
inhibitors have also entered the clinic. B~[ BW2992 (afat- 
inib; Boehringer Ingdheim) has potent activity against 
E ~FR and E~B~ and can overcome T790M-mediated 
resistance in vitro and b~ vil’os~,~4t (-[ABLY 2~. Multiple 
Phase H and Phase IH trials are currently ar~derway 
patients with EGFR-mutant and TKI-naive NSCLC and 

in patients who have progressed on previous TKI treat- 
ment. PF-00299804 also binds irreversibly with activ- 
ity against all ERBB family members (rAS~ ~ 2). It has 
also shown efficacy against H1975 (EGFR L858R and 
T790M) cells and xenograR models~4z’~L Results from 
early clinical trials are pending. 

Continuous exposure ofEGFR-mutant NSCLC call 

lines to gefitinib or erlotinib has derived clinically rd- 
evant mechanisms of acquired resistance (for example, 
calls with T790M or MEF amplification } ,<~ , validat- 

ing this approach as an i~, vitro tool to anticipate resist- 
ance mechanisms. Using a similar strateg% H K[-272 and 
BIBX,~ ~99~ also select for T790M-harboaring clone� 
b~ vitro, gefitinib-resistant cells already harbouring 
T790M ~hrther amplify the T790M allele on exposure 
to Pt:--0299804 (Rkr. ~ 4~). The limited efficacy of second- 

generation irreversible tX-;FR TK[s has beer~ corroborated 
by chemogenomic ~rotmr=~ of a panel of irreversible com- 

pounds~3. The growth inhibitory potential of these agents 
was limited by decreased target binding in the presence of 
the T790M mutation. Collectivdy, these data suggest that 
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these three irreversible inhibitors are more potent than 

erlotinib against T790M but that their clinical efficacy 
will be limited by pharmacoMnetic issues -- that is, can 

the levels of drug achieved in patients be high enough to 
inhibit T790M withom toxiciDq 

Tkird-generatima EGFR TK’Zs. Recently, a new com- 
pound, WZ4002 (Gatekeeper Pharmaceuticals), was 

discovered through screening different core chemi- 
cal scaffolds for their ability to fit in the ATP-binding 
pocket of EGFR specifically in the presence of T790M~4L 
h~stead of the quifqazo~k:e core used in all reversible and 

irreversible inhibitors to date [rABt£ 2), WZA002 is built 

or~ an ar~ilinopyrimidine core that fits the gatekeeper 
mutation while binding i~reversibly to C797. In con- 
trast to existing second-generation EGFR TKls, this 
agent seJectJve[y targets T790M-harbourJng receptors 
’,-[A~LE 2~ and induces greater growth inhibitory efik~cts 
in vilro and in vivo against double-mutant EGFRs than 

those harbouring only drug--sensitizing mutations 
or wild-type E(;FR. Therefore, the data suggest that 
T790M-harbouring receptors will be inhibited effec- 
tivdy at doses that will not afl~ct wild-type EGFR and 

cause toxicit}: 

Drug combinations. Based on the mechanisms of pri- 
mary and acquired resistance in EGFR.-mutant NS(;LC, 
several ratior~al cornbirmtions have beer~ tested in predin- 

ical models (I%5 4.¢i. To simultaneously target signalling 
from EGFR and its downstream target AK’[; irreversible 
EGFR inhibitors have been paired with n~[~O R inhibitors. 
Combinatior~ therapy with BIBW2992 and rapamydn 

resulted in greater tmnour shrinkage than either agent 
alone in transgenic mice with T790M-containing lung 
turnouts~44a. Whether this strategy is efficacious in 
patients with acquired resistance remains to be estab- 
lished. Dual inhibition of EGFR with BIBW2992 and 

cetuximab also seems a promising strategy, because 
only this corn birmtion of ager~ts effectivdy targets E(-;FR 
T790M>~ (He. 4/. A clinical trial with these agents is 
currently underway: 

As MET sigrmlling can also contribute to TKI 
resistance, multiple MET inhibitors are being inves- 
tigated fbr their potential activity in tumours that bar- 

bout these resistance mechanisms (Fi0 4/. Antibodies 
targeting HGF (AM(] 102), MET (MetMAb) and small 
molecular inhibitors of MET (reviewed in r<~[. 149) 
are currently in develo pment (FIC S 4, % Not ably, m aW 
of these trials may demonstrate limited efficacy. [:or 

example, trials of a second-generatior~ EGFR TKI 
will not address tumours with MET amplification, 

and trials with a MET inhibitor plus gefitinib or erlo- 
tinib will not address turnouts harbouring T790M. 
Moreover, heterogeneous mechanisms of resistance 
can exist in different tumours in the same individual 

(see below}. 
Final[~; the question of whether to continue treat- 

ment with an EGFR TKi in patients who develop 
acquired resistance and do not participate in clinical 
trials with EGFR inhibitors has not yet been ar~swered. 
Ir~ standard oncology practice, progression on "[’Kill 

leads to the permanent discontinuation of that therapy 
and the initiation of an alternative therap?~ usually one 
ir~vo[vir~g cytotoxic agents° However, the disease flares 

and re-responses to drug discussed above suggest that 
continued EGFR TK[ suppression is likely to be ben- 

eficial ever~ after disease progression has devdopedo 

Turnout heterogeneity and resistance. The exact per- 

centage of resistant cells necessary to confer what 
appears clinically as radiographic progressior~ within 
a tumour lesion is currently unknown. Moreover, 

whether resistant turnouts are a homogeneous mass 
of TKl-resistant cells or a heterogeneous mixture of 
sensitive and resistant cells is almost impossible to 
determine f?om routine biopsy samples° However, 
several lines of evidence support the hypothesis that 
resistant turnouts are a mixture of sensitive and resist- 
ant cells. First, the pre-existence of rare cells harbour- 
ing MET amplification and/or the T790M mutation 
in untreated tunmurs suggest that these subpopu- 
]ations may be selected for over the course of TKI 
therapy77’~°2. Second, the re-treatment phenomenon 

(discussed above) suggests that different populations 
of tumour cells may become dominant under differ- 
er~t cor~ditions~. Collectively, these data suggest that 
at every stage of treatment, patients’ tumours should 
ideally be freshly profiled as comprehensively as pos-- 

sible to assign the most appropriate and rationafly 
based therapy. 

Preventing or delaying acquired residence 
Ar~ alternative long-term strategy to address the problem 
of acquired resistance to TKIs is to dday or prevent the 
acq~sRion of,~sistance (FIe. ~). One approach is to inves- 

tigate the effect of different dosing strategies usir~g existing 
drugs, as the optimal dosing regimens for EGFR-mutant 
tumours have not been studied. Mathematical modelling 
suggests that different dosing schedules may influence 
the time to acqnired resistance without compromising 
efficacy~>°. A similar observation in CML has been docu- 
mented in whkh transient NhNition ofbreakpoim cNster 

region (BCR)-ABL with dasatinib (SpDvd; Bfi sml-Myers 
Squibb) induced similar killing rates as chronic expo- 
surd~L A[ternativel}~ muRiple potential combination 

strategies have been elucidated to treat patients earlier 
raher than [aer in the co~rse of their disease ’,~0.4). 

Perspective 
Over a short period of time, translational research has 
described a new clinically relevant molecular subset 
of NSCLC that is defined by EG~R mutations. TodaB 
patients with metastatic disease can achieve survival 
rates at least double that of patients with wild-type 

EGFR turnouts. Through the rational dissection of the 
mechanisms of drug sensitivity and resistance, promis- 
ing strategies have been defined to further improve the 
outcomes of patients with EGFR-mutant lur~g cancer. 
This molecular-centric approach will hopefully serve 

as a paradigm for how to understand and treat other 
cancers for which targets and/or targeted therapies have 
ah:ea@ been or remain to be established° 
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like you to review/fill in if possible. We reviewed Vanderbilt’s Mycancergenome for any of the genes on our list. If Vanderbilt had 

information on that gene and its associated mutations or variants, we annotated the information into the table, and provided the 

hyperlink. Unfortunately, the Vanderbilt database includes limited tumor types and genes. 

This is what we need from you: 

¯ Please review and confirm any Vanderbilt data on any row with your name on it. 

¯ For your highlighted rows without data, if you can complete the missing fields to the best of your knowledge, that would be 

great. 

¯ Under the CCGR Ref tab of your rows, please list any key citations you are aware of. 

¯ Once completed, please save and send back. 

Thank you, and let us know if you have any questions, 

Jeanne Noe 

Peggy Bush 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of Nonth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 

EMAIL: .r_ko__~@E!~__d_:__u___n_~=__e__d___u_. 

<References Gone mutations July 12 abbreviated 2A and 2B BERT.docx><References Gone Inutations July 12 abbreviated 2A and 2B 

BILLY KIM.docx><References Gone mutations July 12 abbreviated 2A and 2B CARRIE AND STERGIOS 

(Recovered).docx><References Gone mutations July 12 abbreviated 2A and 2B KRISTY.docx~<References Gone mutations July 12 

abbreviated 2A and 2B LISA (Recovered).docx><References Gone mutations July 12 abbreviated 2A and 2B.docx> 



References for Specific Gene Mutations for 2A and 2B Genes July 12 2012 

List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

CML, ALL 

Mutation 

T(9;22) BCR-ABL1 

Result 

AML 

Breast 

Lu ng 

All GI cancers 

Frequency 

All CML 

30% de novo ALL 

in adults; 3% de 

novo ALL 

children 

Rare 

Mycancergenome link 

T(9;22) BCR-ABL1 

AKT1 c,49G>A(E17K) 

AKT1 c.49G>A (E17K) 

AKT1 c.49G>A (E17K) 

Coiorectal 

ALK Fusions 

CCGR 

contact 

Kdsty Fusion gene 

translocated 

into chimeric 

protein (p210 

and/or p190) 

leading to 

overactive 

ABL1 TK 

Activation 

PI3K 

Activation 

PI3K 

Activation 

PI3K pathway 

CCGR Ref 

See McClendon labs* 

List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOC 
tumors)1 

2A 

~4% http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. Lisa 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=AKT1&code=E17K 

~1% of NSCLC http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutatiom 

AKT 1 ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=AKTl&code=E17K 2B 

100% of AKT http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p Bert 

mutations in hp?disease=3&gene=l&variant=23 

colorectal 

Lung 3-7% of all NSCLC http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ALK mutations 

(various-see 

mycancergenome) 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=ALK&code=ALK 

Breast 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

sensitivity to 

ALK TKIs & 

HSP90i, & 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

EGFR TKIs 

Associated 

with acquired 

resistance to 

ALK TKI 

Lisa 

~i!!~ Ki~ 

Lisa 

Lisa 

Bert 

Breast 

Prostate 

Breast 

Pancreatic 

http:!!www,mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=2&gene=5&variant=139 

Uncertain at this 

time 

AR 

Aurora 

kinase A 

2A 

2A 

2B 

Breast Lisa 

BCL2 CRC, HCC Bert 2B 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

Breast 

Glcancers 

GIST 

Mutation 

Non-canonical 

BRAF c.1799T>A 

(V600E) 

BRAF c.1397G>T 

(G466V) 

BRAF c,1406G>C 

(G469A) 

BRAF c,1406G>A 

(G469E) 

BRAF c.1406G>T 

(Gg69v) 

BRAF c.1781A>G 

(D594G) 

BRAF c,1781A>T 

(D594V) 

BRAF c.1786G>C 

(GS96R) 

Wild type BRAF 

BRAF c.1799T>A 

(V6OOE) 

Result 

Activates 

MEK and 

ERK; leads to 

poor 

response to 

anti-EGFR 

"1" kinase act; 

resistance to 

anti-EGFR 

"1" kinase act; 

resistance to 

anti-EGFR 

"1~ kinase act; 

resistance to 

anti-EGFR 

~" kinase act; 

resistance to 

anti-EGFR 

"I" kinase act; 

resistance to 

anti-EGFR 

"1~ kinase act; 

resistance to 

anti-EGFR 

~" kinase act; 

resistance to 

anti-EGFR 

Predicts 

response to 

some 

therapies 

Activates 

MEK and 

ERK; predicts 

resistance to 

imatinib, 

sunitinib 

Frequency 

14%KRAS WT 

colon cancer 

0% of BRAF 

mutations CRC 

<0,1% of BRAF 

mutations CRC 

<0,1% of BRAF 

mutations CRC 

<0.1% of BRAF 

mutations CRC 

<0.3% of BRAF 

mutations CRC 

<0,1% of BRAF 

mutations CRC 

~0.1% of BRAF 

mutations in CRC 

12-15% of GIST 

<1% of GIST 

Mycancergenome link 

http:i/www.mycancergenome,orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=4&variant=70 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=4&variant=71 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/content, p 

hp ?disease=3&gene=4&vadant=146 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=4&vadant=147 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=4&variant=148 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/content, p 

hp?disease=3&gene=4&vadant=149 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=4&variant=150 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=gist&gene=BRAF&code=BRAF-WT 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=gist&gene=BRAF&code=V6OOE 

CCGR 

contact 

Lisa 

Bert 

CCGR Ref 

See McClendon labs* 

(V6OOE for 

colorectal) 

See McClendon labs* 

List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

2A 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

Lung 

Ovarian 

Thyroid 

Melanoma 

Mutation 

BRAF c.1397G>T 

(G466V) 

BRAF c.1406G>C 

(G469A) 

BRAF c.1789C>G 

(L597V) 

BRAF c.1799T>A 

(V6OOE) 

BRAF c.1790T>G 

(L597R) 

BRAF c.1799T>A 

(V6OOE) 

Result Frequency 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

Mycancergenome link 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=nsclc&gene=BRAF&code=G466V 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=BRAF&code=G469A 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=BRAF&code=L597V 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=BRAF&code=V6OOE 

BRAF c.1799T>A 

(V6OOE) 

AKAP-BRAF 

translocation 

BRAF 

c,1798 1799GT>AG 

(V6OOR) 

BRAF 

c.1798 1799GT>AA 

increased 

kinase 

activity 

increased 

kinase 

activity 

Activates 

MEK and ERK 

increased 

kinase 

activity in- 

vitro 

Activates 

MEK and 

~1% of BRAF- 

mutated ovarian 

~80% of BRAF- 

mutated ovarian 

40-45% of 

papillary thyroid 

cancer (classic 

histology and tall 

cell variant; rare 

in follicular 

variant) 

20-40% of poorly 

differentiated 

carcinomas 

30-40% of 

anaplastic 

thyroid 

1-2% of papillary 

thyroid cancer 

Up to 11% of 

tumors 

associated with 

radiation 

exposure 

<5% of BRAF 

mutant 

melanoma 

~10% of BRAF 

mutant 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=4&variant=138 

http:i/www.mycancergenome,orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=4&variant=54 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=thyroid&gene=BRAF&code=V6OOE 

http://www.mycancergenome,org/mutation, 
ph p?dz=thyroid&gene=BRAF&code=AKAP 

http:i/www.mycancergenome,orgimutation, 

php?dz=melanoma&gene=BRAF&code=V600 

R 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=melanoma&gene=BRAF&code=V600 

CCGR 

contact 

Carrie Lee 

CCGR Ref 

See McClendon labs* 

List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 
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List 2 

Genes 

CCND1 

CDK4 

CDK4/6 

CDKN2A 

Tumor 

Breast 

Breast 

H&N 

Melanoma 

Mutation 

(V6OOK) 

BRAF c.1799T>A 

(V6OOE) 

BRAF 

c.1799 1800TG>AA 

(V6OOE) 

BRAF c.1798G>A 

(V6OOM) 

BRAF c,1799T>G 

(V6OOG) 

BRAF 

c.~799 ~800TG>AT 

(V6OOD) 

Result 

ERK; predicts 

response to 

BRAFi 

Activates 

MEK and 

ERK; predicts 

response to 

BRAFi 

Activates 

MEK and 

ERK; predicts 

response to 

BRAFi 

Activates 

MEK and 

ERK; predicts 

response to 

BRAFi 

Activates 

MEK and 

ERK; predicts 

response to 

BRAFi 

Activates 

MEK and 

ERK; predicts 

response to 

BRAFi 

Frequency 

melanoma 

~85-90% of BRAF 

mutant 

melanoma 

~85-90% of BRAF 

mutant 

melanoma 

Uncertain at this 

time 

Uncertain at this 

time 

<5% of BRAF 

mutant 

melanoma 

Mycancergenome link 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=BRAF&code=V6OOE 

http://www,mycancergenome,org/mutation. 

php?dz=melanoma&gene=BRAF&code=BV60 

0 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=BRAF&code=V600 

M 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=melanoma&gene=BRAF&code=V600 

G 

http:i/www.mycancergenome,orgimutation, 

php?dz=melanoma&gene=BRAF&code=V600 

D 

CCGR 

contact 

Lisa 

Lisa 

Carol 
Shores 

Carrie Lee 

CCGR Ref 

See McClendon labs* 

List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOC 
tumors)1 

2B 

2B 

2B 

2D 

2B 
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List 2 

Genes 

CHK1/2 

labs* 

Tumor 

Breast 

Breast 

CRC, rectal 

Lu ng 

Mutation 

EGFR wild-type 

EGFR c.2156G>C 

(G719A) 

EGFR c.2155G>T 

(G719C) 

EGFR c.2155G>A 

(G719S) 

EGFR exon 19 

deletion 

EGFR exon 19 

insertion 

EGFR exon 20 

insertion 

Result 

Co n fe rs 

decreased 

response to 

EGFR TKIs 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

response to 

EGFR TKIs 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

response to 

EGFR TKIs 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

response to 

EGFR TKIs 

Activati ng; 

co n fe rs 

increased 

response to 

EGFR TKIs 

co n fe rs 

increased 

response to 

EGFR TKIs 

Activati rig; 

co n fe rs 

decreased 

Frequency 

90% of all NSCLC 

~10% of all 

NSCLCin the USA 

~35% of all 

NSCLC in Asia 

~10% of all 

NSCLC in the USA 

~35% of all 

NSCLC in Asia 

~10% of all 

NSCLCin the USA 

~35% of all 

NSCLC in Asia 

~10% of all 

NSCLCin the USA 

~35% of all 

NSCLC in Asia 

~10% of all 

NSCLCin the USA 

~35% of all 

NSCLC in Asia 

~10% of all 

NSCLC in the USA 

~35% of all 

Mycancergenome link 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=EGFR-WT 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=E19A 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=E19C 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=E19S 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=E19D 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=2&gene=8&vadant=135 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=E201 

CCGR 

contact 

Lisa 

Lisa 

Bert 

Bi!!~ Ki~ 

CCGR Ref 

See McClendon labs* 

See McClendon labs* 

List 2 
Categories 

{for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

2B 

2A 
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List 2 

Genes 

FGFR1 

FGFR2 

FGFR3 

FLT1 

Tumor 

Lung 

HCC 

Breast 

HCC 

Breast 

HCC 

Breast 

AML 

Mutation 

EGFR c.2369C>T 

(T790M) 

EGFR c.2573T>G 

(L858R) 

EGFR c.2582T>A 

(L861Q) 

Result 

sensitivity to 

EGFR TKIs 

Co n fe rs 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

EGFR TKIs 

Activati ng; 

co n fe rs 

increased 

response to 

EGFR TKIs 

co n fe rs 

Frequency 

NSCLC in Asia 

~10% of all 

NSCLCin the USA 

~35% of all 

NSCLC in Asia; 

detected as a 

second-site 

mutation in 

>50% of EGFR- 

mutant lung 

cancers with 

resistance to 

EGFRTKIs 

~10% of all 

NSCLCin the USA 

~35% of all 

NSCLC in Asia 

~10% of all 

increased NSCLC in the USA 

response to ~35% of all 

EGFR TKIs NSCLC in Asia 

FGFR1 amplification ~20% of SCC of 

the lung 

FGFR1 amplification 

activating ITD 

~10% 

50% of AML with 

normal 

karyotype 

Mycancergenome link 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=E790M 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=L858R 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=EGFR&code=L861Q 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=FGFRl&code=FGFR1- 

AMP 

http:i/www.mycancergenome,orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=l&gene=7&variant=58 

CCGR 

contact 

Bert 

Lisa 

Bert 

Lisa 

Bert 

Lisa 

Kristy 

CCGR Ref 

See McClendon labs* 

See McClendon labs* 

List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

2A 

2B 

2A 

2B 

2A 

Breast Lisa 

FOLR1 Ovarian Vickie 2B 
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List 2 

Genes 

HER2 

(ERBB2) 

HER3 

(ERBB3) 

HER4 
(activating) 

HPV E6 

HPV E7 

H RAS 

HSP90 

IGEIR 

JAK1 

Tumor 

GU Cancers 

Gastric, 

esophageal 

Lu ng 

Breast 

Breast 

Breast 

H&N 

See UNCSeq vs 

CCGR 

H&N 

See UNCSeq vs 

CCGR 

Breast 

H&N 

Lung 

Lu ng 

CRC, pancreatic 

GU Cancers 

Breast 

Mutation 

HER2 gene 

amplification 

HER2 exon 20 

insertion 

HER2 gene 

amplification 

HER2 gene activating 

mutation 

Result Frequency 

2-4% of all NSCLC 

Mycancergenome link 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=H ER2&code=ERBB2 

CCGR 

contact 

Bae-Jump 

Bert 

Lisa 

Lisa 

Lisa 

Carol 

Shores 

Peggy 

Gulley 

Carol 

Shores 

Peggy 

Gulley 

Lisa 

Carol 

Shores 

Carrie Lee 

Carrie Lee 

Bert 

Lisa 

Shelley 

Earp 

CCGR Ref List 2 

Categories 

(for non-SOt 

tumors)1 

2A 

2B 

2B 

2D 

2B 

2D 

2B 

2B 

2B 

2B 

2A 
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List 2 

Genes 

JAK2 

KDR 

Tumor 

AML 

AML 

Breast 

GIST 

nv (1(5) 

t(8;21) 

KIT wildtype 

KIT exon 9 

KIT exon 11 

KIT exon 13 

Mutation 

KIT exon 14 

KIT exon 17 

Result 

Co n fe rs 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

imatinib 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

sensitivity to 

sunitinib, 

imatinib 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

sensitivity to 

imatinib 

Changes 

response 

depending on 

whether 

primary or 

secondary 

Co n fe rs 

resistance to 

imatinib as a 

secondary 

mutation 

Co n fe rs 

resistance to 

imatinib & 

sunitinib as a 

secondary 

Frequency 

12-15% of GIST 

10-15% of GIST 

67% of GIST 

1% of GIST 

1% of GIST 

<1% of GIST 

Mycancergenome link 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=gist&gene=KIT&code=KIT-WT 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=gist&gene=KIT&code=E9 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=gist&gene=KIT&code=Ell 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

php?dz=gist&gene=KIT&code=E13 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

php?dz=gist&gene=KIT&code=E14 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp ?disease=4&gene=19&variant=5 2 

CCGR 

contact 

Kdsty 

Lisa 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOC 
tumors)1 

2A 

2A 

2A 
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List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

Melanoma 

(mucosal and 

acral lentiginous) 

2-6% of 

malignant 

melanoma; 

Melanoma 

(mucosal and 

acral lentiginous) 

Thymic 

Mutation 

KIT c.1924A>G 

(K642E) 

KIT c.1727T>C (L576P) 

KiT c.1669T>C 

(W557R) 

KIT c.1669T>A 

(WS57R) 

KIT c.1676T>C 

(V559A) 

KIT c.1676T>A 

(V559D) 

KIT c.2446G>C 

(D816H) 

KIT other 

KiT c.1678-1680del 

(V560 del) 

KIT c1727T>C (L576P) 

KiT c1730-1739del 

(P577-D579del) 

KIT c2460T>A (D820E) 

Result 

mutation 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

sensitivity to 

KiT inhibitors 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

sensitivity to 

KIT inhibitors 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

sensitivity to 

KIT inhibitors 

Co n fe rs 

sensitivity to 

sorafenib 

Co n fe rs 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

KIT inhibitors 

Frequency 

~20% of KIT 

mutant 

melanoma 

~25% of KIT 

mutant 

melanoma 

~10% of KIT 

mutant 

melanoma 

~10% of KIT 

mutant 

melanoma 

~20% of KIT 

mutant 

melanoma 

~5% of KIT 

mutant 

melanoma 

~5% of KIT 

mutant 

melanoma 

2 cases reported 

i case reported 

I case reported 

1 case reported* 

Mycancergenome link 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=KIT&code=K642E 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=KIT&code=L576P 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=KIT&code=K557C 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=KIT&code=K557R 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=KIT&code=V559A 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=KIT&code=KS59D 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=KIT&code=K816H 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=5&gene=19&variant=132 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=thymic&gene=KIT&code=V560DEL 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 
ph p?dz=thymic&gene=KIT&code=L576P 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=thymic&gene=KIT&code=P577- 

D579DEL 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=thymic&gene=KIT&code=D820E 

CCGR 

contact 

Carrie Lee 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 
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List 2 

Genes 

KRAS 
See 

McClendon 

labs* 

Tumor Mutation 

KIT c2089C>T (H697Y) 

KiT c2089C>T (Y553N) 

Result 

Co n fe rs 

sensitivity to 

imatinib and 

sunitinib 

Co n fe rs 

sensitivity to 

imatinib 

Frequency 

i case reported* 

I case reported* 

Mycancergenome link 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=thymic&gene=KIT&code=H697Y 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=thymic&gene=KIT&code=Y553N 

Breast Lisa 

Pancreatic, HCC Bert 

Colon Wildtype 60% all CRC Bert 

8.95% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

1.46% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

4.91% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

24.4% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

6.6% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

33.5% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0.88% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0.25% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

18.94% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

KRAS c.34G>T (G12C) 

KRAS c.34G>C (G12R) 

KRAS c.34G>A (G12S) 

KRAS c.35G>T (G12V) 

KRAS c.35G>C (G12A) 

KRAS c,35G>A (G12D) 

KRAS c,38G>C(G13A) 

KRAS c.37G>T (G13C) 

KRAS c.37G>A(G13S) 

KRAS c.37G>C (G13R) 

KRAS c.38G>T(G13V) 

KRASc.38G>A(G13D) 

KRASc.181C>A 

(Q61K) 

Possibly 

predicts 

response to 

EGFR mabs 

Unlikely 

response to 

EGFR mabs 

although one 

retrospective 

study (and 

subgroup 

analysis) 

indicated 

G13D may be 

different 

from other 

mutations 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=KRAS-WT 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G12CM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G12RM 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

php?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G12SM 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

php?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G12VM 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G12AM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G12DM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp ?disease=3&gene= lO&variant=68 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

php?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G13CM 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp ?disease=3&gene= lO&variant=69 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G13RM 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!contenL p 

hp ?disease=3&gene= lO&variant=159 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=G13DM 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=Q61K 

CCGR 

contact 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOC 
tumors)1 

2B 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

Lung 

15-25% of lung 

adenocardnoma 

have KRAS 

mutations 

Mutation 

KRAS c.182A>T (Q61L) 

KRASc.182A>G 

(Q61R) 

KRAS c.183A>C 

(Q61H) 

KRAS c.183A>T 

(Q61H) 

KRASc.436G>C 

(A146P) 

KRASc.436G>A 

(A146T) 

KRASc,351A>T 

(K117N) 

KRASc.351A>C 

(Kl17N) 

KRASc.437C>T 

(A146V) 

KRAS c,34G>T (G12C) 

KRAS c.34G>C (G12R) 

KRAS c.34G>A (G12S) 

KRAS c.35G>C (G12A) 

KRAS c.35G>A (G12D) 

KRAS c.35G>T (G12V) 

KRAS c.37G>T (G13C) 

KRAS c.37G>C (G13R) 

KRAS c.37G>A (G13S) 

KRAS c.38G>C (G13A) 

KRAS c.38G>A (G13D) 

Result 

May confer 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

EGFR TKIs, 

however role 

of KRAS 

mutations for 

selecting 

anti-cancer 

treatment is 

unknown at 

this time 

Frequency 

0,33% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0,44% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0.78% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0.22% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0.11% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

1.22% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

0.56% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

42% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

2% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

5% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

7% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

17% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

20% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

3% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

2% of KRAS 

Mycancergenome link 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=Q61L 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=Q61R 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=Q61HAC 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=lO&variant=31 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=A146P 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=A146T 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=lO&variant=161 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=lO&variant=160 

htt p:!!www.myca nce rge no m e.org!m utation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=KRAS&code=A146V 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G12CM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G12RM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G12SM 

htt p:!!www.myca nce rge no m e.org!m utation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G12AM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G12DM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G12VM 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G13CM 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G13RM 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G13SM 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G13AM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

CCGR 

contact 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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List 2 

Genes 

MAPK 

MAP2K~ 
MAP2K2 

Tumor Mutation 

KRAS c.3_83.C>A 

(Q61K) 

KRAS c.3_82A>T (Q63.L) 

KRASc.3.82A>G 

KRAS c.3.83A>C 

(Q63.H) 

KRAS c.3.83A>T 

(Q63.H) 

Ovarian KRAS c.34G>T (G3_2C) 

KRAS c.34G>C (G12R) 

KRAS c.35G>C (G12A) 

KRAS c.35G>A (G3.2D) 

GI Cancers 

Breast 

Lu ng 

KRAS c.35G>T (G12V) 

KRAS c.38G>A (G3.3D) 

MEK3. (MAP2K3.) 

c.167A>C (Q56P) 

MEK3_ (MAP2K3.) 

c.171G>T (K57N) 

MEK1 (MAP2K1) 

c.3.99G>A (D67N) 

Result 

Preclinical 

data has 

shown that 

mutation 

leads to 

constitutive 

Frequency 

mutant tumors 

<1% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<3_% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<3.% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<3.% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

<3.% of KRAS 

mutant tumors 

~5% of KRAS- 

mutated ovarian 

~3% of KRAS- 

mutated ovarian 

~6% of KRAS- 

mutated ovarian 

~40% of KRAS- 

mutated ovarian; 

most common 

KRAS mutation in 

EOC, type I 

tumors 

~36% of KRAS- 

mutated ovarian 

~4.5% of KRAS- 

mutated ovarian 

~3.% of all NSCLC 

~3.% of all NSCLC 

~3.% of all NSCLC 

Mycancergenome link 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=G13DM 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsdc&gene=KRAS&code=Q61KM 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

php?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=Q61LM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=Q63.RM 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsdc&gene=KRAS&code=CQ63.M 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=KRAS&code=CQ63.H M 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=10&variant=33 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=lO&variant=35 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=lO&variant=32 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=lO&variant=34 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3.0&gene=3.0&variant=37 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=3.0&gene=3.0&variant=39 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=MEK1&code=Q59P 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=MEK1&code=K57N 

http://www.mycancer~enome.or~/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&sene=MEK3.&code=D67N 

CCGR 

contact 

Bert 

Lisa 

Carrie Lee 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

2B 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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List 2 

Genes 
Tumor Mutation Result Frequency Mycancergenome link 

CCGR 

contact 

activation of 

MAPK 

signaling 

pathway 

Melanoma Carrie Lee 

Lung MET amplification http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation.    Carrie lee 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=MET&code=M ET-am p 

Co n fe rs 

increased 

sensitivity to 

MET TKIs and 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

EGFR TKIs 

~2-4% of NSCLC 

~5-20% of 

patients with 

EGFR mutant 

tumors and 

acquired 

resistance to 

EGFRTKIs 

GI Cancers 

Breast 

Radiation Onc 

Various 

Breast 

Bert 

Lisa 

Andy W 

Claire D 

Lisa 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOC 
tumors)1 

2A 

MTOR 2A 

NOTCH (1- 
2B 

41 
Bert ~7% of NRAS 

mutations in CRC 

~5% of NRAS 

mutations in CRC 

0% of N RAS 

mutations in CRC 

~17% of NRAS 

mutations in CRC 

~5% of NRAS 

mutations in CRC 

~24% of NRAS 

mutations in CRC 

~29% of NRAS 

NRAS c.34G>T (G:[2C) 

NRAS c.34G>A (G12S) 

NRAS c,35G>C (G22A) 

NRAS c.35G>A (G~L2D) 

NRAS c.35G>T (G12V) 

NRAS c.18:[C>A 

(Q61K) 

N RAS c.:[82A>G 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=13&variant=86 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=13&variant=89 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=13&variant=85 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=13&variant=87 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=13&variant=90 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=13&variant=75 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

Colorectal 

NRAS 

(see: RAS) 
2B 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

Lung 

Melanoma 

Mutation 

(Q61R) 

NRAS c.181 C>A 

(Q61K) 

NRAS c.182 A>T 

(Q6:IL) 

NRAS c.182 A>G 

(Q61R) 

NRAS c.34G>T (G12C) 

NRAS c.34G>A (G12S) 

NRAS c.34G>C (G12R) 

NRAS c.35G>T (G12V) 

NRAS c.35G>C (G12A) 

NRAS c.35G>A (G12D) 

NRAS c.38G>C (G13A) 

NRAS c.38G>T (G13V) 

NRAS c.37G>T (G13R) 

NRAS c.38G>A (G13D) 

NRAS c.181C>G 

(Q61E) 

Result Frequency 

mutations in CRC 

1% of NSCLC 

1% of all NSCLC 

1% of all NSCLC 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

Mycancergenome link 

hp?disease=3&gene=13&variant=77 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=NRAS&code=NQ61K 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=NRAS&code=NQ61L 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=NRAS&code=NQ61R 

http:i/www.mycancergenome,orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG12 

C 

http:!!www.mycancergenome,org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG12 

S 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG12 

R 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG12 

V 

http:!!www.mycancergenome,org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG12 

A 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG12 

D 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG13 

A 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG13 

V 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG13 

R 

http:!!www.mycancergenome,org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NG13 

D 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NQ61 

E 

CCGR 

contact 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

{PAGE \~MERGEFORMAT} 
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Genes 

PDGFR 

Tumor 

GU Ca~cers 

Breast 

GIST 

Mutation 

N RAS c.183A>T 

(Q61H) 

N RAS c.183A>C 

(Q61H) 

N RAS c.182A>T 

(Q61L) 

N RAS 

c.182 183AA>TG 

(Q61L) 

NRAS c.181C>A 

(Q61K) 

N RAS c.182A>C 

(Q61P) 

N RAS c.182A>G 

(Q61R) 

N RAS 

c.182 183AA>GG 

(Q61R) 

Wildtype 

PDGFRA exon 12 

PDGFRA exon 14 

PDGFRA exon 18 

mutation other than 

D842V 

PDGFRA exon 18 

mutation (D842V) 

Result 

Confers 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

imatinib 

Confers 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

imatinib 

Confers 

decreased 

Frequency 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

~13-25% of all 

malignant 

melanomas 

12-15% of GIST 

1% of GIST 

<1% of GIST 

<5% of GIST 

<5% of GIST 

Mycancergenome link 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NQ61 

H 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NQ61 

C 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NQ61 

L 

htt p:!!www.myca nce rge no m e.org!m utation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=N61T 

L 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NQ61 

K 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NQ61 

P 

htt p:!!www.myca nce rge no m e.org!m utation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=NQ61 

R 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=melanoma&gene=N RAS&code=N61G 

G 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=gist&gene=PDGFRA&code=PDGFRA- 

WT 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=gist&gene=PDGFRA&code=E12 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/content, p 

hp?disease=4&gene=lS&variant=51 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=gist&gene=PDGFRA&code=E18 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=gist&gene=PDGFRA&code=D842V 

CCGR 

contact 

Lisa 

Bert 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

2A 
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Genes 

PIK3 

Tumor Mutation Result Frequency Mycancergenome link 

sensitivity to 

imatinib and 

sunitinib 

GI Cancers Bert 

Breast PIK3CA c.1624G>A ~ catalytic ~11% of PIK3CA http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. Lisa 

E542K act; signaling mutants ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=E542K 

Colon 

CCGR 

contact 

CCGR Ref 

PIK3CA c.1633G>A 

E545K 

PIK3CA c.1633G>C 

E545Q 

PIK3CA c.1634A>C 

E545A 

PIK3CA c.1634A>G 

E545G 

PIK3CA c.1634A>T 

E545V 

PIK3CA c.1636C>A 

Q546K 

PIK3CA c.1636C>G 

Q546E 

PIK3CA c.1637A>C 

Q546P 

PIK3CA c.~L637A>G 

Q546R 

PIK3CA c.~L637A>T 

Q546L 

PIK3CA c.1645G>A 

D549N 

PIK3CA c.3140A>G 

HlO47R 

PIK3CA c.3140A>T 

H1047L 

PIK3CA c.1624G>A 

(ES42K) 

PIK3CA c.1633G>A 

"[" catalytic 

act; signaling 

~20% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

1.5% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

<1% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

~55% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

~5% of PIK3CA 

mutants 

~17% of PIK3CA 

mutant colon 

cancers 

~28% of PIK3CA 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545K 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=l&gene=2&variant=9 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545A 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545G 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545V 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546K 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546E 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutation, 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546P 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546R 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546L 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=D549N 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=lO47R 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=breast&gene=PIK3CA&code=lO47L 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=E542K 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutatiom 

Bert 

List 2 
Categories 

{for non-SOC 
tumors)1 

2B 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 
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List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

Lung 

Mutation 

(ES45K) 

PIK3CA c,1633G>C 

(E545Q) 

PiK3CA c.1634A>C 

(E545A) 

PIK3CA c.1634A>G 

(E545G) 

PIK3CA c,1634A>T 

(E545V) 

PIK3CA c.1636C>G 

(Q546E) 

PIK3CA c.1636C>A 

(Q546K) 

PIK3CA c.1637A>T 

(QS46L) 

PIK3CA c.1637A>C 

(Q546P) 

PIK3CA c.1637A>G 

(Q546R) 

PIK3CA c.1645G>A 

(DS49N) 

PIK3CA c.3140A>T 

(HlO47L) 

PIK3CA c.3140A>G 

(HlO47R) 

PIK3CA c.1624G>A 

(E542K) 

PIK3CA c.1633G>A 

Result Frequency 

mutant colon 

cancers 
~0.3% of PIK3CA 

mutant colon 

cancers 

1% of PIK3CA 

mutant colon 

cancers 

1.8% of PIK3CA 

mutant Colon 

cancers 
0.3% of PIK3CA 

mutant Colon 

cancers 
0.4% of PIK3CA 

mutant Colon 

cancers 

4.4% of PIK3CA 

mutant Colon 

cancers 

0.4% of PIK3CA 

mutant Colon 

cancers 

0.1% of PIK3CA 

mutant Colon 

cancers 

0.7% of PIK3CA 

mutant Colon 

cancers 

<0.3% of all 

PIK3CA mutant 

Colon cancers 

~up to 3% of all 

PIK3CA mutant 

Colon cancers 

~up to 21% of 

PIK3CA mutant 

Colon cancers 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

Mycancergenome link 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545K 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545Q 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545A 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545G 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545V 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546E 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546K 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546L 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutatiom 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546P 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=Q546R 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=3&gene=2&variant=20 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutatiom 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=H 1047L 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=colon&gene=PIK3CA&code=H 1047R 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=PIK3CA&code=E542K 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

CCGR 

contact 

CCGR Ref List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



References for Specific Gene Mutations for 2A and 2B Genes July 12 2012 

List 2 

Genes 
Tumor 

Lymphomas 

Ovarian 

Mutation 

(ES45K) 

PIK3CA c.:[633G>C 

(E545Q) 

PIK3CA c,3140A>T 

(H:[O47L) 

PIK3CA c,3140A>G 

(H:[O47R) 

PIK3CA c.1624G>A 

(E542K) 

P[K3CA c.1633G>A 

(E545K) 

P[K3CA c.:[634A>C 

(E545A) 

PIK3CA c,1636C>A 

(Q546K) 

PIK3CA c,3140A>T 

(H1047L) 

PIK3CA c.3140A>G 

(H1047R) 

Result 

"1~ catalytic 

activity & 

downstream 

signaling, 

oncogenic 

transformatio 

n in vitro 

Frequency 

:[-3% of all NSCLC 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

1-3% of all NSCLC 

~8% of PIK3CA- 

mutated ovarian 

~11% of PIK3CA- 

mutated ovarian 

~20% of PIK3CA- 

mutated ovarian 

~2% of PIK3CA- 

mutated ovarian 

~3% of PIK3CA- 

mutated ovarian 

3:[% of PIK3CA- 

mutated ovarian 

Mycancergenome link 

ph p?dz=nsdc&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545K 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=PIK3CA&code=E545Q 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutatiom 

ph p?dz=nsdc&gene=PIK3CA&code=:[O47L 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutatiom 

ph p?dz=nsdc&gene=PIK3CA&code=:[O47R 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=2&variant=7 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=2&variant=8 

http://www,mycancergenome.org/content, p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=2&variant=:[2 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=2&variant=:[6 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=2&variant=:[O 

http:i/www.mycancergenome,orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=2&variant=:[:[ 

CCGR 

contact 

Kristy 

CCGR Ref 

P I M Kristy 2 B 

PLK Kristy 2B 

Breast <1% all breast Lisa PTEN c.477G>T 

PTEN c.697C>T 

R233 

PTEN c.800delA 
K267g*9 

PTEN c.697C>T 

(R233") 

<1% all breast 

<1% all breast 

~1% of all NSCLC Lung 

GI Cancers 

Inactivating; 

may confer 

sensitivity to 

PI3K-AKTi 

(based on in- 

vitro data) 

http:/~vww .mycancergenome.orgim utation .php?dz= 
breast&gene=PTEN&code=R159S 

http:!~vww.mycancergenome.org/m utation .php?dz= 
breast&gene=PTEN&code=R233 

http://~vww .mycancergenome.orgim utation .php?dz= 
breast&gene=PTEN&code=K267FS9 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/mutation. 
ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=PTEN&code=R233 

Inactivating; 

may confer 

sensitivity to 

PI3K-AKTi 

Bert 

List 2 
Categories 

{for non-SOt 
tumors)1 

2D 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



References for Specific Gene Mutations for 2A and 2B Genes July 12 2012 

List 2 

Genes 

RET 

ROS1 

Tumor 

Ovarian 

Mutation 

PTEN c.388C>G 

(R130G) 
PTEN c.B88C>T 

PTEN c.B89G>A 
(R1BOQ) 

PTEN c.389delG 

(RIBOfs*4) 

PTEN c.74:1 742insA 

(P248fs*5) 

PTEN c.967 968insA 

(N323fs*2) 

PTEN c.968delA 

(N323fs*21) 

Result 

Inactivating; 

may confer 

sensitivity to 

PI3K-AKTi & 

FRAP!mTOR 

inhibitors 

Frequency 

~6% of PTEN- 

mutated ovarian 

~4% of PTEN- 

mutated ovarian 

~2% of PTEN- 

mutated ovarian 

~2% of PTEN- 

mutated ovarian 

~4% of PTEN- 

mutated ovarian 

~2% of PTEN- 

mutated ovarian 

~4% of PTEN- 

mutated ovarian 

Mycancergenome link 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=3&variant=145 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=3&variant=:137 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=:[O&gene=3&variant=:144 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgicontent.p 

hp?disease=10&gene=3&variant=~_43 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=10&gene=3&variant=~_42 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=3&variant=:[40 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=lO&gene=3&variant=:[41 

CCGR 

contact 

CCGR Ref 

Solid Tumors Kristy 2A 

NSCLC CCDC6-RET Fusion 

KIF5B-RET Fusion 

Thyroid RET Fusions 

RET C634 90% of MEN2A http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=7&gene=20&variant=126 

~1% of lung 

cancers 

~1% of lung 

cancers 

i0-20% of 

sporadic PTCs 

20-50% sporadic 

MTC >90% of 

MEN2B 

~2% of all NSCLC Lung 

Improved PFS 

with 

vandetanib 

Constitutive 

activation of 

RET; 

Improved PFS 

with 

vandetanib 

Alters 

substrate 

specificity of 

RET kinase; 

improved PFS 

with 

vandetanib 

Co n fe rs 

decreased 

sensitivity to 

EGFR TKIs 

and 

increased 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=2&gene=20&variant=134 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!content.p 

hp?disease=2&gene=20&variant=133 

http://www.mycancergenome.org/content.p 

hp?disease=7&gene=20&variant=127 

http:i/www.mycancergenome.orgimutatiom 

ph p?dz=thyroid&gene=RET&code=M918T 

http:!!www.mycancergenome.org!mutation. 

ph p?dz=nsclc&gene=ROSl&code=ROS~_ 

RET M918T 

Carrie Lee ROS :1_ fusions 

List 2 

Categories 

(for non-SOt 

tumors)I 

2D 

2A 

{PAGE \~MERGEFORMAT} 



References for Specific Gene Mutations for 2A and 2B Genes July 12 2012 

List 2 

Genes 

RRM2 

SMO 

Tumor 

Breast 

GI Cancers 

Breast 

Breast 

Mutation Result 

sensitivity to 

crizotinib 

Frequency Mycancergenome link 

CCGR 

contact 

CCGR Ref 

? 

Lisa 

Bert 

Lisa 

Lisa 

Claire 

Claire 

Carol 

Shores 

List 2 
Categories 

(for non-SOC 
tumors)~ 

2B 

2A 

2B 

TERT 2B 

TOP1 2A 

TOP2 2A 

TP53     H&N 
2B 

(wild type) 

*http:i/labs.unchealthcare.orgidirectoryimolecular_pathology/index_html 
1Category 2A = targeted drug commercially available; 2B = targeted drug in clinical trials; 2C = no targeted drug has reached clinic, 2D=gene of prognostic significance 
(disease or sensitivity to treatment). 

{PAGE \*MERGEFORMAT} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 10:43 AM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.~mc.edtr* 

RE: voicemail on 843-5173 

Hey Peggy.,.the voicemail is reset for you to program for yourself._here are the directions: 

Voicemail set up for new users 
Flecording Greetings ............................. 
Dial 962-6200 (or 2-6200 if at a University campus phone) 

¯ Hit *# and enter your voicemail box number (843-5173)-use the temporary passcode of 996200 

¯ Change the temporary security code to a permanent security code, followed by a # sign (the permanent security code should be between 6 

and 15 digits) 

Re-enter the permanent security code for confirmation 

¯ Use the following numbers to record your greetings... (please do all 3 greetings) 

4 Personal options 

5 Greetings 

6 Personal greeting 

7 Extended absence greeting 

8 Name 

¯ Follow prompts to exit voicemailimessage system 

From: Bush, Peggy A 

Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2012 9:44 AM 

To: Schreiner, Leslie 
Subject: RE: voicemail on 843-5173 

Hi I.eslie, 

No, t h~v~:_~ not d.:_~ne ar~ything with the phot~e .. ~s~umed they woukt reset it eventua~v, f N~o do not have a~v [:yp~ of ~:ode she~[: ~or ush~g ~t., so do[~’t k[~ow how [:o 

ac:ce~s vm, e~:c. To be honest, ~t has been neariy 9 mot~:hs without a #~one, so ~t ist~’l: rea~lv a pr~oril:y ..I have learned to mam~ge without it~ But [ do a~:q)re(:h~Le 

your assistance and w~H~ngness to he~p wiLh it! 

Thanks! Peggy 

F~= Schreiner, Leslie 
$e~t= Wednesday, ]uly $8, 2052 $$:45 AN 
To= Bush, Peggy A 
Su~je~t: voicemail on 843-5573 

Hi Peggy. Have you set up voicemail on the 843-5~73 line you are using? If not I will have the tele group reset the password so that you can set up. Thanks. Leslie 

Leslie Schreiner 
Office M~nQger-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive CGncer Center 

University of North C~rolin~ Qf Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, C~mpus Box 7295!ChGpel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-96~-4432 FGx: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Jnly 24, 2012 8:27 AM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.nnc.edw~ 

Cell 

Hey Peggy-please feel ti’ee to call me if anything comes up or if you have an?’ ?. 

Let me know- ifu can read my note on the serum chemistries. I realize you may still ~vant to check them with Jared, but no worries on the nursing front. U may have already done it, but the 
Package insert may also have recormnendations about which Labs to check regularly 

--Jeanne 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Jnly 24, 2012 10:56 AM 

Deal, Allison <Alli son Deal@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Blatt stu@ 

Hi Allison, 

OK, and ,~t some point, I think it would be good if we could discuss the role of our group, Protocol Development, with your department, I’ve been pretty 

discot~ri~ged si~o:_~ yes~:erd~y between ~:h~s protocol, ~md another one ~’m reviewing for PRC theft a~so bypassed our group. [here ~s i~bso~ul:e~y t~o m~t~date to use 

Prot Dev, nor do t l:hhl~ Lhere shouR] be. ~ had just hoped thaL by now your groL~p wo~ld have seen some of the vsJue we have to add I’m concerned i’ve not 

demonstrated that suffidently. 

b~ my experience, Lhe protocols ~’ve worked on w~th statisticians (and that’s all of the ones ~’ve wod(ed on s~nce I wouldn’t/couldn’t w~thout one) have been 

enhanced by our ~nteract~ons. 

E~= Deal, Allison 
Seat= Tuesday, July 24, 2052 $0:43 AM 

Te= Noe, 3eanne F 
$~bject= RE: Na~ study 
7hanks Jeanne. ~ think We decided to write it as a feasibility. ~’m 8oh~ to run ~t by Dominic today~ and ~ may ema~l to you to review ~f yo~ don’t m~nd as we~L 

Tha~ks~ 

Ema~h Allison Dea~#rned.unc.edu 

Phone: 919-956-11387 

Fax: 919-9~6--4244 

F~m= Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent= Monday, July 23, 2012 1:58 PM 

Te= Deal, Allison 
Subje¢t= Nag study 

If it does go to PRC, should just need an administrative review, as it’s a registry protocol. I was looking at another recent one, and that was the case. You can verify 

with Micah. 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

School of Medicine CB #7295 
Univemity of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599-7295 

TEL: 919-843-7130 

F~: 9~ 9-a43-a990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Jnly 24, 2012 10:59 AM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy~ush@med.nnc.edtr~ 

review review 

Ha, how is that for a subject line? I know you’re pressed for time, but wonder if you would do me what I hope will be a quick favor. If not, no worries, but when I 

finish my review for PRC of a short protocol, would you mind glancing at both documents? The protocol and my review? I want to be sure l’m not being too harsh, 

especially since the primary reviewer, a neuroradiologist, approved it without comment. Admittedly the neuroradiologist in ? doesn’t have any protocol 

development experience of his own, but still l’m surprised. 

I should be done with my review within the hour, and I don’t have to upload it until shortly before the meeting tomorrow night at 5pro. 

Let me know, and if no time, no worries! 

Jeanne 

deanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@me&unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@me&unc.edn> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 2:24 PM 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy~ush@med.unc.edu~ 

FW: s~tatistica] help wifl~ trial design 

Ha, this is what 1 get! Oh well 

Jeanne 

From: Deal, Allison 
Senti Thursday, July 26, 20"12 2:23 PM 

To: Woods, Michael E 
Cc: Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: statistical help with trial design 

Hi Mike, 

Nice to hear from you. I should be able to he~p w~th your new protocol ~t rnay be he~p[:ul to have Jeanne Noe st our mtg as we~ s~nce she b part of the 

Protocol Development group. (~’ve cop~ed her here). Would sometime next week work for us sl~ to meet? I’m avaHaNe: 

7/3:1. from 9-3 

8/1 from 10-4 

8/3 from I0.-4 

Your schedLde is probaNy the busiesL so H: these don’t work, maybe you can suggesL some times for the [:oHow~ng week? 

-A~Hson 

Emaik Allison Deal@med.unc.edu 

Phone: 9119-966-1387 

Fa:<: 93.9-965--42~ 

F~m= Woods, Michael E 
Sent= Wednesday, July 25, 2012 3:55 PN 

To= Deal, Allison 
Subject= s~tistical help with trial design 

Allison 

I am one of the urologist at UNC, we met a few months ago through Matt Milowsky. I am in the process of designing a clinical trial to evaluate a urine biomarker for 

prostate cancer. This is being done in collaboration w~th HJ Kim, AI Baldwin, and Carol Otey through Lineberger. I need some help in deciding the number of 

patients to enroll and I was hoping you would be willing to help with this. Your input will be greatly appreciated. If you are able to help me out, possible we could 

meet sometime in the near future to discuss. Thank you 

Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 27, 2012 3:51 PM 

Carey, Lisa <lisa caJcey@med.unc.edu> 

Bush, PeggyA <peggy bush@med.unc.edu> 

20120727153106441. pdf 

Here are your notes from your last review of 1214 

Jeanne 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc edu [maiIto:scanner(~unc edu] 

Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 3:31 PM 

To: Noe, Jeanne F 

Subject: 

This E-mai[ was sent from "R 10892" (~ficio MP 5500). 

Scan Date: 07.27.2012 15:31:06 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <~jeanne noe@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 3:24 PM 

Carey, Lisa <lis%caJcey@med.nnc.edu> 

Bush, Peggy A <peggy~ush@med.unc.edu> 

1214 

Hey Lisa, 

We need you for 10-15 min to go over some of your comments on the protocol. It will be quick, but much easier in person then via email. If you have time today, I’ll 

be here till 6. I know your day is crazy tomorrow, but that could work too, 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 7:06 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edu>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy bush@med.unc.edu> 

flmrsday 

Hi friends, 

Not sure if Melissa let you know but I am out of office on Thursday. Tomorrows sched is wall to wall. Can we do our weekly check in electronically this week? sorry 

for the late notice. 

C 

E. Claire Dees, MD 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

Director, Developmental Therapeutics Group 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Angust 21, 2012 9:51 AM 

Deer Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.unc.edu>; Bush, Peggy A <peggy~nsh@med.nnc.edu-~ 

RE: thursday 

Hi Claire, that’s fine. We’ll email you any issues. In the meantime, Peggy and I can use that time to work on our first couple of SOPs, just to keep that moving. 

Another amendment request for new IB has arisen. Fm going to use this to encourage Mary to get an SOP drafted on this ~ssue. 

We have to stop reinver~t~ng the wheels over and over around here[ 

F~m: Dees, Elizabeth C 
Sent: Tuesday, August 22, 20~2 7:06 AM 

To: Noe, Jeanne F; Bush, Peggy A 

Subject: thursday 

Hi friends, 

Not sure if Melissa let you know but I am out of office on Thursday. Tomorrows sched is wall to wall Can we do our weekly check in electronically this week? sorry 

for the late notice. 

C 

E. Claire Dees, MD 

Associate Professor of Medicine 

Director, Developmental Therapeutics Group 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Haines, Melissa A <melissahaines@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 18, 2012 9:49 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Protocol (protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu) 

Dr. O’Nei1000 today 

Dr. O’Neil is out of the office today. For patient issues, please contact Joan Van Ord. Dr. Sanoff will provide attending coverage. 

Thanks! 

Melissa Haines 

Administrative Support Associate 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 

Physicians’ Office Bldg, 3rd Floor 

170 Manning Drive, CB# 7305 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 

Direct Line: (919) 843-7719 

Main Office: (919) 966-3856 

Fax: (919) 966-6735 

Email: melissa haines@med.unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: 

The information transmitted in this email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and!or privileged 

information. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or other use of or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than 

the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the email and any attached material immediately. 

Thank you. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-45568il-637485.8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kress, Gay C <gin3~ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 9:14 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: ttR Facilitator Digest: December 18, 2012 

FY~ 

There are no attachments this week. 
*~gu~ te×t of all articles gn the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

Dec, 24~26: Winter Holiday 

Dec, .~1: University holiday - New Year’s Eve 

Jan, .1.: University holiday = New Year’s Day 

,~an. I0 & ~7: Time Management class 

Jan. i5: ~_~[Og_[_r_9_~_~_~£__~_~__~g~[ dass 

~an. 16: Foundations of High Performing Teams class 

The Office of Human Resources is pleased to present the ._S_p__r)__n_K__2__O_l___3____lzl___R___C_o__u___r__s__e____C_a___t_a_]__o_g~ The caLalog k~cludes a variety ot: classes scheduled between January and 

.June, These learning opportunities are free and open to faculty and staff, 

To register online, please visit the Training & Talent Development registration website or contact Training & Talent Development at 962-2550 for more information. 

~nformation for HR Facilitators 

Graduate students [:hat will be gradua[:ing at the end o[ Jail semester 2012 in Dec. f’r~ust b*:_! removed from [:he Graduate Student I-teal[:h Insurance Program effectiw? 

Jan. I4, 2013. To do this, go to the "Graduate StudenL Health Insurance Enrollment and Change Form" in the Payroll Menu in FRS. Place a ~G*" in the "Delete Code" 

t:ield and ~’~05/14/13*’~ in the "Removed" field. 

The students who graduate in Dec. are covered by the graduaLe insurance until Jan. 14, 2013. These changes musL be done no @ter thon Mondo~A Jan. 7, 2013. Once 

a student has graduated, they are no longer eligible for the Graduate Student Nealth Insurance. Hill, Chesson, & Woody will notify each sLudent by letter informing 

him/her of this and will give him!her the opportunity to extend the insurance coverage from his/her personal funds~ 

Please contact Tin Lay Nwe at 843-8965 or nwes@email.unc.edu if you have any questions. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 1:40 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edu> 

Vital Signs - News tbr UNC School of Medicine Students, Faculty & Staff- Dec. 20 

Dec, 20, 2012 

Honors and Recognition 

Click here to view this newsletter online. 

::Thorp Smithies elected to National Academy of Inventors 
Chancellor Holden Thorp and Nobel Laureate Oliver Smithies 
were named charter fellows of the National Academy of 
Inventors. 

Research News 

Gene therapy cocktail shows promise in long-term clinical 
:: trial for rare fatal brain disorder 
T--~ ~---~rk ~ V~a, lude Samulski, Phi, a 
study senior author, professor of pharmacology and 
director of UNC’s Gene Therapy Center. The treatment 

Researchers in the laboratory of Stanley M. Lemon, MD, iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~iiiiiiiiiiiIiiiiNiI~i!ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

p ays n the fe cyc e of the hepat t s C v rus ~;:~!~*~:~#~;:~?~ " "~ ’’’’’" ’~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ 

N !t:_a_Lv__a__Lv__~ L#~__t_a___s__t_Z__p___e__t:{__q r_m_e_._#____b_~____tL~__e___u__N_C_C_#_t)!_#L D_t:__~_~ ~_t:~ 
and Vascular Care to treat adult heart disease due to 
childhood strep infection 

::A patient in the UNC Center for Heart and Vascular Care is 
treated for rheumatic heart disease as the result of an 
untreated group A streptococcal infection in childhood, 
which is commonly known as a "strep" infection. 

:: School of Medicine News 

new logo was also developed. Read on for a letter from Dr. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Dokholyan elected as 2012 American Physical Society 

¯ F_._e_LLo__~ 
Congratulations to Nikolay Dokholyan, PhD, Professor of 



Allen Daugird, President of UNC Faculty Physicians. 

Updates to the Faculty Affairs Code 
The Faculty Affairs Code, Appendix A, governs the 
operations of UNC Physicians & Associates and clinical 
activities of the School of Medicine faculty. Please read 
the following note about updates to the Code that reflect 
the P&A name change to UNC Faculty Physicians and the 
updated governance structure. 

Sanders/Project HOPE International Residency Scholarship 
Last year, Project HOPE received a $1 million endowment 
from the North Carolina GlaxoSmithKline Foundation to 
establish the Dr. Charles A. Sanders/Project HOPE 
International Residency Scholarship Program to help North 
Carolina’s young physicians bring health education and 
improved care to needy communities worldwide. 

2013 Zollicoffer Lecture & Banquet 
Please save the date for the 33rd Annual Zollicoffer 
Lecture & Banquet to be held on Friday, Feb. 15. This 

:: year’s lecturer is Dr. Brenda Armstrong, Associate Dean, 
bledical Education and Director of Admissions for Duke 
University School of Medicine and Professor of Pediatrics 
and Cardiology at Duke University Medical Center. 

::The UNC School of Medicine and the Eugene S. Mayer 
Honor Society cordially invite you to attend the 2013 
Community Service Day on Thursday, Feb. 14. 

New Wireless Security Certificates Beinq Installed 
On Monday morning, Dec. 17, ITS updated the security 
certificates on the Iogin servers that control the UNC- 
Secure wireless network. When you connect to the 
wireless network, you may or may not receive a window 
that asks if it’s OK to accept the certificate. You should 
answer yes to that question. 









F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Canoll, MaN’ Ruth H <MaryRuth~Helms@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Januao’ 8, 2013 9:47 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

Lineup 

View the latest issue of the Lineup at: http:!!cancer.unc.edu!lipeu_~_.9~ 

You a~" et~rrerR:ly sltbscribed t:o pitotoeol as: ~eggy bt~sh@med.unc. Hiu 

To uns~bscribe send a blank ema~i to leave-65@040"Tr83768%’,8}’bTbc9ba48434}’b9b036@eTe22d9c6b@listserv’med’unc’edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Paul E <Paul E Jone@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 12:30 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

OnCore 

OnCore is currently down. UNC ITS have been notified and Enterprise Systems is reporting the host crashed and is being currently rebooting. 

Hopefully, the OnCore application will be back-up soon. I will keep you posted. 

Paul 

Paul Jones 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistics and Data Management 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(9:19)966-9423 

Email:paul e jones@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4660469-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Paul E <Paul E Jone@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 12:34 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu-; 

RE: OnCore 

The OnCore web-application is back-up and you should be able to Iogin. 

Please let me know if you’re unable to log into OnCore. 

Paul 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistics and Data Management 

UNC Lh~eberger Comorehens~ve Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)966-9423 

EmMkpaul e jones@med.unc.edu 

F~m= Jones, Paul E 
Sent= Tuesday, January 08, 2013 12:30 PN 
To= Eve~one in PO (protocol@listse~.med.unc.edu) 
Subject= OnCore 

OnCore is currently down. UNC ITS have been notified and Enterprise Systems is reporting the host crashed and is being currently rebooting. 

Hopefully, the OnCore application will be back-up soon. I will keep you posted. 

Paul 

Paul Jones 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistics and Data Management 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)966-9423 

Email: ##_~_~_ #~ ~ £_#_& @_~ A ~_:_£_Q ~_:#_#_#. 

Yeu are c:u:[:[ently subsc:ribel Le pret:ec:ol as: peggy bush@m~’d.un,~.edu 

To unsubsczibe send a blank email to leave-4560470-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b01istsezv.med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Paul E <Paul E Jone@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 8, 2013 12:37 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

RE: OnCore 

UNC ITS Enterprise Systems is still investigating the root cause for host crash where OnCore resides. Currently, OnCore is back-up and available for login. 

Paul 

Paul ~ones 

Application Analyst 

Biostatisdcs and Data Management 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(9:].9)gB6-9423 

Ema~h paul e jones~rned,unc,edu 

~mm= Jones, Paul E 
Se~t~ Tuesday, January 08, 2013 ~2:34 PM 
Te~ Eye,one in PO (protocol@listse~.med.unc.edu) 
S~bject~ RE: OnCore 
The OnCore web-application ~s back-up m~d you should be able to 

Please let me know ~f you’re unable to log into OnCore, 

Paul 

P a u ~ J O n e~ 

Application AnMyst 

Biostat~st~cs and Ds[a Management 

UNC Lh~eberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919}966-9423 

Ema~h pau~ e jones@med.unc.edu 

~= Jones, Paul E 
Se~t= Tuesday, January 08, 2013 ~2:30 PM 

Te~ Eve~one in PO (protocol@listse~.med.unc.edu) 
S~bject~ OnCore 
OnCore is currently down. UNC ITS have been notified and Enterprise Systems is reporting the host crashed and is being currently rebooting. 

Hopefully, the OnCore application will be back-up soon. I will keep you posted. 

Paul 

Paul Jones 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistics and Data Management 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)966-9423 

Emaik 

Yeu are c:u:E::E:~’ntli~ subsc:ribel Le pret:ec:ol as: peggy bush@m~’d.unc.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4560474-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



From: Kress, Gary C 
Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 3:09:59 PM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Subject: FW: Federal Tax Changes for 2013 

Attachments: 20130108125102337.pdf 

FY~ 
..... Original Message ..... 

From: Clayton, Karen W 

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 1:06 PM 

To: Raftery, Linda L; Cunnup, Jill; Herath, Joanna V; Williams, Malinda S; Farmer, Franklin Roland; Kress, Gary C; Morgan, Phil; Pugh, Trina B; Chegash, Linda J; 

Lotstein, Rich 

Cc: Long, Cheryl V; Runge, Marschall S; Greganti, Mac Andrew; Wicks, Bruce A; Wallace, Lisa B; Church, Christopher S; Cares, Delores F; Cupid-Hastings, Ermine V; 

O’Neill, James R; Gerarden, Keith; Moultrie, Mark Christian; Button, Kimberly; Pope, Mitchell; Bender, Nannie Lois; Lowe, Michele; Berkowitz, Lee 

Subject: Federal Tax Changes for 2013 

Hi Everyone, 

Please see attached memo from the university payroll office regarding federal tax changes implemented this year... Please forward to everyone in your Division. 

Karen W. Clayton 

Human Resources Manager 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Department of Medicine 

121 MacNider Hall 

Campus Box 7005 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

919.843.6490 (office) 

919.966.5775 (fax) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner@unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 08, 2013 12:51 PM 

To: Clayton, Karen W 

Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10187" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 01.08.2013 12:51:02 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



FEDERAL TAX CHANGES FOR 201,3 

FICA TAX WITHHOLDING CHANGE 

The FICA rate for calendar years 2010 and 20:11 was 7.65% for the University and 5.65% for each 

employee. The rate was comprised of a Social Security tax withholding rate of 6.2% for the employer 

and 4.2% for the employee, and a Medicare tax withholding rate of :L45% for both employer and 

employee. The Tox Relie~, Unemployment lnsurence Reeuthorizotion, end Job Creation Act o,f2010 

provided a two percentage point payroll tax cut for employees, reducing their Social Security tax 

withholding rate from 6,2% to 4.2% of wages paid. The reduced Social Security withholding will have no 

effect on the employee’s future Social Security benefits. 

The reduced Social Security tax rate is no longer available for employees beginning with calendar year 

2013. The change is effective for calendar year 20:13 payrolls, in summary, the SociaLSecuritv 

withho{din~ t~ rate will be 6.2% for both the University as e.mployer and for em..p.,loyees beF4innin~; in 

calendar year 20~_3. The social security wage base limit for 20:13 is 51:13,700. There is no wage base 

limit for the Medicare tax. 

ADDITIONAL MEDICARE TAX WITHHOLDING 

Beginning in calendar year 2013, the University as employer must withhold a 0.9% Additional Medicare 

Tax from wages paid to an employee in excess of ~;200,000 in a calendar year. The Additional Medicare 

tax is only applicable to the employee. There is no employer share of the Additional Medicare Tax. All 

wages that are subject to Medicare tax are subject to Additional Medicare Tax withholding if paid in 

excess of the ~;200,000 withholding threshold. 

FEDERAL INCOME TAX WITHHOLDING 

On January 3, 2013, the Internal Revenue Service provided earty release copies of the 2013 federal 

income tax withholding tables. These 20~_3 Percentage Method Tables for federai Income tax 

withholding have been implemented and will be used effective with Biweekly Payroll 14 to be paid on 

01/3.1/2013 and with the Monthly Payrolt to be paid on 0:~/31/20:13. Additional information on federal 

income tax withholding is available at http:/!www.irs.~;C~v/pub!irs-I~dfin1036,LOdf 

PAYROLL SERVICES 

pavroll@unc.edu 

962=0046 

Dated 0!/03/2023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 1:09 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edu> 

Vital Signs - News tbr UNC School of Medicine Students, Faculty & Staff- Jan. 10 

Click here to view this newsletter online. ......................................................................... 

Jan. 101 2013 

Research News 

Daily doses of a liquid containing peanut powder, in gradually increasing 
amounts, enabled patients with peanut allergy to safely consume peanut in 
amounts at least 10 times greater than their baseline. Wesley Burks, MD, 
Curnen Distinguished Professor and Chair of the Department of Pediatrics, was 
one of two lead authors for the study. 

Dark matter made visible before the final cut 
Research findings from UNC are shining a light on an important regulatory role 
performed by the so-called dark matter, or "junk DNA," within each of our 
genes. Zefeng Wang, PhD, assistant professor of pharmacology, is the study’s 
senior author. 

of TEACCH, will use the grant from Autism Speaks to conduct a landmark 40- 

:: year follow-up study of individuals served by the TEACCH Autism Program. 

~ .E...x..~...e...c..t..e....¢...d...e..c...!Ln...e...Ln...!j..v...e...r...t..r.a.n...s.N.a..L~..t..s...~.~.~..~.~..!~ ~ ~ E__~ ~_a_!i~ ~__~_~_~_~_C_J_i~_~_C 

i through 2010 due to a worsening of donor liver quality, primarily from donation 

The UNC studies were highlighted in the "clinical breakthroughs" section of the 
highlights. The highlighted studies were led by Margaret L. Gourlay, MD, MPH, 

on°n treatmentb°ne mineralof eggdensitYallergies.SCreening in older women and by Wesley Burks, MD, 

UNC Health Care and the UNC School of Medicine are pleased to invite their 

employees to apply for pilot funding for health care innovation efforts. These 

pilot funds are offered by NC TraCS and the newly formed Center for 

Innovation ofthe UNC Health Care System and School of Medicine. Funding is 

Read more for a link to the minutes from the December 2012 meeting. 

New Round of SOM Bridge Funding 
The Dean’s Office pleased to announce a new round of the bridge funding 
program to help maintain the continuity of research programs when funding is 

UNC OB-GYN I December 2012 Highlights & Honors 
Every month, UNC OB-GYN gathers and shares their presentations, awards 
and/or noteworthy events. Take a look at this month’s collection. 

Genetic Medicine Building Fume Hood Exhausted BiosafetyCabinet, General 

¯ _V_e___n___t_iLa__tj_~_t_L__O____u__t__a__g_e_. 
:: The last part of the construction project to eliminate vivarium odors in the 

Genetic Medicine Building will take place Friday, Jan. 18, from i0 p.m. until 
early Saturday morning, Jan 19. 

Upcoming Events 

CGIBD Thursday Research Seminar ................ 
R. Balfour Sartor, MD, will present "Induction of Immunosuppressive IL-10 by 
Commensal Bacteria: Insights into Bacterial Mediation of Mucosal Homeostasis" 



on Thursday, Jan. 10~ 

:: AOE Basic Teaching Skills Session 
"Developing Goals, Objectives, and Competencies," will be presented by Clark 

Denniston, MD. 

Research Ethics Grand Rounds 
David A. Wohl, MD, Associate Professor of Medicine, Division of Infectious 
Diseases, will present, "Ethical Challenges in studying the health effects of 
unjust situations." 

CHIP Lecture: A Mobile Health Intervention to Sustain Recent Weight Loss 
Obesity is the number one health risk facing Americans. Structured weight- 
loss programs have been successful in initiating behavior change and weight 
loss; however, weight is almost always regained over time. 

TraCS News 

Check out what’s happening at TraCS, UNC’s CTSA! 
Join us as we kickoff the New Year with these events! 

PCORI Fundin~ Announcement 
NC Translational and Clinical Sciences Institute’s (NC TraCS) Community 

:: Academic Resources for Engaged Scholarship (CARES) would like to notify 
researchers about information and dates regarding the Patient-Centered 

Outcomes Research Institute (PCORI). 

PCORI Stakeholder Engagement Seminar 

System 

Questions or Comments? Please contact the editor. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dept.ofMedical Social Science Email <assessmentcenterhelp@northwes~tern.edu> 

Thursday, January. 10, 2013 3:09 PM 

Assessment Center Workshop - Janua~ 28 2013 in Burbank, Calitbrnia 

Advances in Patient-Reported Outcome Measurement Workshop 
We regularly conduct workshops to help clinical researchers learn about new patient-reported outcome measurement tools, item response theory (IRT), 
computerized adaptive testing (CAT), and use of Assessment Center (a web-based software for administration of patient-reported outcome measures). 
This is a beginner workshop appropriate for researchers with little knowledge or experience with IRT and/or CAT. The morning focuses on introducing new 
patient-reported outcome measurement instruments including the Neurological Quality of Life instruments (Neuro-QOL), the Patient-Reported Outcomes 
Measurement Information System (PROMIS), and the NIH Toolbox for Assessment of Neurological and Behavioral Function self-report measure& Next, we 
present a theoretical overview of IRT. Attendees will gain a basic understanding of IRT terminology, how it works, and how it compares with classical test 
theory. The fundamentals of CAT will be discussed. The afternoon provides hands-on training in using Assessment Center. Participants will learn how to 
create a study URL that contains instruments from the Assessment Center library, create custom instruments, launch a study for data collection, and 
export data. 

Agenda 
8:00am - 8:30am 
8:30am - 10:00am 
10:00am - 12:00pm 
12:00pm - 1:00pm 
1:00pm - 4:30pm 

Registration and continental breakfast 
Advances in patient-reported outcome measurement 
Item response theory and computerized adaptive testing 
Lunch (on site) 
Hands-on Assessment Center (computers provided) 

The next workshop is scheduled for Monday, January 28, 2013 in Burbank, California. 
New Horizons Computer Learning Center of Southern California 
333 N Glen Oaks BIvd, Suite 400 
Burbank, CA 91502 
Logistic information about the training location including nearby hotels can be found here: http:i/www.nhsocal.com/LocNWebiCAiSouthern- 
California/Burbank.aspx 
Registration is $300 and includes a continental breakfast and lunch. 
REGISTER HERE for the January 28, 2013 workshop 
For questions, please contact help@assessmentcenter.net 



To: 

Flowers, Dale A ~-dale_flowers@med.unc.e&~> 

Friday, Jammry 11, 2013 8:46 AlVl 

EveR,one in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

px)tluck tbr Patricia at noon todw 

What: Come on by to wish patricia well! 

when: Today at 12 noon 

Where: NCCH, 3@ ~oor, pro~cocol nurses suite conference room 

See you thereJ 

Yo~ are cuE~’er’t~y subscribed to protocoA as: peggy b~sh@med unc.edu 

To kHlsubsci~ ~b~" send a b~ ank Hrlail to ~ eave-4561197-637485.87b7bc9ba~8~3~7b Ib’036@e?e22dgc6b~li s~sei~\ .m£d. kHx~.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Paul E <Paul E Jone@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, Jannaol 11, 2013 1:17 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

RE: OnCore 

It looks like OnCore is unexpectedly down again as happed several days ago! UNC ITS has been notified of the problem. 

I will keep you posted. 

Paul 
P a u I .I o n ~-’_~ S 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistics and Data Management 

~.JNC Lh~eberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919}g66-9423 

Ema~k pau~ e jones@med.unc.edu 

F~m= Jones, Paul E 
Sent= Tuesday, January 08, 2013 12:30 PN 
Te~ Eve~one in PO (protocol@listse~.med.unc.edu) 
Su~ject~ OnCore 

OnCore is currently down. UNC ITS have been notified and Enterprise Systems is reporting the host crashed and is being currently rebooting. 

Hopefully, the OnCore application will be back-up soon. I will keep you posted. 

Pau~ 

Paul Jones 

Application Analyst 

giostat~stics and Data Management 

UNC kineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)966-9423 
Emai~: ~g_9_L~R~_~_~_~_:Y_~_:~_~_~. 

Yeu are cu:[zently subscribel Le pret:ecol as: peggy bush@m~’d.un,’.~.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4561287-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Paul E <Paul E Jone@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, Janna~y 11, 2013 1:37 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

RE: OnCore 

OnCore is backup! 

The OnCore application server crashed again (UNC Middleware), presumably due to hardware issues. There’s maintenance scheduled Monday evening 

(1/14) to move to new hardware and resolve the problem. The maintenance will be after work hours Monday (1/14) and I will let you know the exact time 

of maintenance as soon as I know. 

Paul 

P i~ U I J �:! n i:_! £ 

Application Analyst 

giostatistics and Data Management 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)966-9423 

Ema~kpa@ e jones@med.unc.edu 

E~= Jones, Paul E 
Seat= Friday, Janua~ M, 2053 $:$7 PN 
Te= Eve~one in PO (protocol@listse~.med.unc.edu) 
Sabject= RE: OnCore 

~t ~ooks ~ike OnCo~e ~s unexpected~v down aSah~ as happed severM days aSo~ UNC ~TS has been notified of the problem. 

~ w~l keep you posted. 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistks and Dais Manssement 

U NC Nneber~e~ Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)96&9423 

Ema~l: pa@ e jones@rned.unc.edu 

F~: 3ones, Paul E 
$eat: Tuesday, 3anuary 08, 2013 $2:30 PM 
Te: Eye.one in PO (protocol@listsel~.med.unc.edu) 
$~bject: OnCore 

OnCore is currently down. UNC ITS have been notified and Enterprise Systems is reportin8 the host crashed and is beinB currently rebootins. 

Hopefully, the OnCore application will be back-up soon. I will keep you posted. 

Paul 

Paul Jones 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistics and Data ManaBement 

UNC Lineber~er Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(9~9)966-9423 

Email: £&~)_¢~ones@ med.u nc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-456i294-637485.8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmidt, Dennis A -q:tennisschmidt@med.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 13, 2013 7:58 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edtr~ 

Serious JAVA Vulnerability 

There have been several news alerts in the last few days about a serious Java vulnerability that is being exploited by some web sites or phishing messages. Java is 

an add-on available for most web browsers that runs applications that are presented by various websites. With this vulnerability, unsuspecting users could 

download malware from a compromised website that can take over their machine. This afternoon, Java developers released a new version (Version 7 Update 11) 

to fix the vulnerability. You can access the new version at this site: http://java.corn!enidownloadimanual.jsp Before installing the new version, you should select 

the link at the top of the page labeled "Remove Older Versions". After removing the older versions, you can pick the link for your operating system to install the 

new version. 

Java, has had a history of numerous vulnerabilities and most users do not need to have it on their machines. I recommend that you try leaving it uninstalled on 

your machine and see if you run into any applications that ask for it. I uninstalled it from my machines a few months ago and haven’t run into any issues. Older 

versions of the TIM system required Java, but most people can access the Java-free version from here: 

Dennls A. Schmidt, MS, CISSP 
Director, Office of Information Systems 
HIPAA Security Officer 
School of Medicine 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
76 MacNider Hall, CB#7045 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7045 

voice: 9~9 966-9900, fax: 966-6923 

Dennis Schmidt@med.unc.edu 

htt~://www,medounc.edu/ois 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmidt, Dennis A <dennisschmidt@med.tmc.edu> 

Sunday, Januao, 13, 2013 8:10 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edtp 

Corrected Java Link 

The Java link in the last message that I sent produces an error. Please try this one: 

http: !/iava.com/en/download/ma n ual.isp 

Also, Dr. AI Daugird reports that Java is needed for WebCIS. 

Dennis Schmidt 

Director, Office of Infor~ation ~ystems 

HIPA~ Security Officer, School of Hedicine 

University of North Carolina at Chap~l Hill 

76 MacNider Hall, CB#7@45 

Chapel H~ll, NC 27599 

voice: 919 966 99@0, fax: 966 692S 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Voorhees, Peter Michael <peter voorhees@rned.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD’ 14, 2013 1:59 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncolo~@ad.unc.edu>;; Baldwin, Albert S Jr <a bert_baldwin@med, unc.edtc~’, Frye., Stephen 

<sv[~e(a)emaJd.unc.edu>; Graves, I,ee M <lmg@med.unc.eda-~; Earp, Shelton <shelton earp@med.unc.edu-~ 

Oncology Grand Rounds 1/15, 4 pm 

Dear all, 
It is my pleasure to welcome Dr. Keith Stewart as our Oncology Grand Rounds speaker tomorrow, 1/15/2013, at 4 pm. Dr. Stewart hails from the Mayo Clinic and has 

been a pioneer in the world of molecular therapeutics in multiple myeloma, utilizing a variety of different genomic approaches to better understand the 

pathogenesis of myeloma and identify novel therapeutic targets for this disease. In addition, his recent work has helped reveal the molecular basis for the activity 

of the immunomodulatory drugs, thalidomide, lenalidomide and pomalidomide, in multiple myeloma, work that will undoubtedly lead to the development of 

additional agents targeting the IRF-4/MUM-1 pathway in myeloma and lymphoma. Lastly, in addition to his laboratory-based successes, he has managed to play an 

important role in clinical research, spearheading numerous phase I through III clinical trials in myeloma. He is a quintessential translational researcher and gives a 

great talk. I strongly urge all of you to come. 

Best, 

Pete V. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

King, Terri W <terri king@med.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao~ 14, 2013 2:09 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu>; Adam Kuykendal <Akuykend@~mch.unc.edu-~; Brandi Reeves 

<Breeves@unch.unc.edu>; David Chism <Dchism@unch.unc.edu>; Dean, Andrea Renata ~adean@ unch.unc.edu>; Jawaunna BIackmon 
<Jblackmo@unch.unc.edu>; Mathew Meenegha~ <MMeenegh@unch.unc.edtr~; Megan McKee <MJMckee@unch.unc.edtr~; Ming Lim 

<MYLim@unch.unc.edu>; Oldham, Emily <EJe~fldns@unch.unc.edu>; Rauch, Julia K ~Rauch@unch.unc.edu>; Sampak Keeran Ravin 

<ksa~pat@unch.unc.edu>; Tich~; Jill R <JTichy@unch.unc.edu>; Titnothy McCarthy <TMccarth@unch.unc.edu>; Trevor Jolly 

~qjolly@unch.unc.edu:>; Williams, C~a~t R <GRWillia@unch.unc.edu> 

med adminstaff-hemonc<~med admins~aff-onc@ad.unc.edu~ 

FW: Oncology Grand Rounds 1/15, 4 pm 

From: Voorhees, Peter Michael 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: King, Terri W; Mack, Elneter Stroud 
Subject: FVV: Oncology Grand Rounds I/IS, 4 pm 

Terri, 

Can you send this to the fellows? 

Melissa, can you distribute this to the Lineberger listserv? Or does Jon Serody do that? 

Thanks! 

Pete 

Dear all, 

It is my pleasure to welcome Dr. Keith Stewart as our Oncology Grand Rounds speaker tomorrow, :I/:15/20:13, at 4 pro. Dr. Stewart hails from the Mayo Clinic and has 

been a pioneer in the world of molecular therapeutics in multiple myeloma, utilizing a variety of different genomic approaches to better understand the 

pathogenesis of myeloma and identify novel therapeutic targets for this disease. In addition, his recent work has helped reveal the molecular basis for the activity 

of the immunomodulatory drugs, thalidomide, lenalidomide and pomalidomide, in multiple myeloma, work that will undoubtedly lead to the development of 

additional agents targeting the IRF-4/MUM-:1 pathway in myeloma and lymphoma. Lastly, in addition to his laboratory-based successes, he has managed to play an 

important role in clinical research, spearheading numerous phase I through III clinical trials in myeloma. He is a quintessential translational researcher and gives a 

great talk. I strongly urge all of you to come. 

Best, 

Peter Voorhees, M.D. 

Associate Professor 

The University of North Carolina / Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Leukemia, Lymphoma and Myeloma Program 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmidt, Dennis A <dennisschmidt@med.tmc.ed~; 

Monday, JanuaD~ 14, 2013 4:29 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.ed~~ 

CAUTION: Phishing Mes~ge 

A number of people in the School of Medicine have received a bogus phishing message aimed at stealing your ID and password. The subject of the message is: 

Verify Your Webmail Account Now and appears to be from support@unc.edu. The leading line on the ones I have seen is: "This email is being sent to you because 

of violation security breach that was detected by our servers." It also tries to send you to a link at "fancyshmancy.com.au". 

If you receive an email similar to this, please delete it. 

Thanks, 

Dennis Schmidt 
========================================= 

Oenn±s A. Schm±dt, NS, CISSP 

D±rector, Ol~l~±ce of Inl~ormat±on Systems 

HIPAA Secur±ty Off±cer 

School of Ned±c±ne 

University of North Carol±ha at Chapel H±11 

76 MacN±der Hall, CB#7045 
ChapeZ H±11, NC 27599-7045 

vo±ce: 93[9 966-9900, fax: 966-6923 

Dennis Schm±dt~)medouncoedu 

..h..t...t.~...L/../..~.~......m...e...d..:...u...n...c...~...e..d...u../...~..~..s.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hi all, if at all possible come to Oncology Grand Rounds. This should be really interesting AN D there’s treats. Lisa 

Carey, Lisa Anne <lisa_carey@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 7:03 AM 

Voorhees, Peter Michael <peter_voorhees@med.unc.edu>; med_everyone-hemonc <med_everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu>; 

Baldwin, Albert S Jr <albert_baldwin@med.unc.edu>; Frye, Stephen <svfrye@email.unc.edu>; Graves, Lee M 

<lmg@med.unc.edu>; Earp, Shelton <shelton_earp@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Oncology Grand Rounds 1/15, 4 pm 

From: "Voorhees, Peter Michael" <peter voorhees@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 14Jan 2013 13:59:01-0500 

To: med_everyone-hemonc <reed everyoneoncology(~ad.unc.edu>, "Baldwin, Albert S Jr" <albert baldwin(a~med.unc.edu>, "Frye, Stephen" 

<svfrye@ernail.unc.edu>, "Graves, Lee M" <lmg@med.unc.edu>, Shelton Earp <shelton earp@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: Oncology Grand Rounds 1/15, 4 pm 

Dear all, 

It is my pleasure to welcome Dr. Keith Stewart as our Oncology Grand Rounds speaker tomorrow, 1/15/2013, at 4 pm. Dr. Stewart hails from the Mayo Clinic and has 

been a pioneer in the world of molecular therapeutics in multiple myeloma, utilizing a variety of different genomic approaches to better understand the 

pathogenesis of myeloma and identify novel therapeutic targets for this disease. In addition, his recent work has helped reveal the molecular basis for the activity 

of the immunomodulatory drugs, thalidomide, lenalidomide and pomalidomide, in multiple myeloma, work that will undoubtedly lead to the development of 

additional agents targeting the IRF-4!MUM-1 pathway in myeloma and lymphoma. Lastly, in addition to his laboratory-based successes, he has managed to play an 

important role in clinical research, spearheading numerous phase I through III clinical trials in myeloma. He is a quintessential translational researcher and gives a 

great talk. I strongly urge all of you to come. 

Best, 

Pete V. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethanv Jean Whitsell <bethanv whitsell(~med uric edu~ 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 12:48 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

CRA Coordinator positions posted 

2 CRA Coordinator positions have been posted for the Melanoma!Phase 1 Pod. They will be open until 5 p.m. on 1/22/2013. Position ID 0061305 & 0061306. 

Thanks! 

Bethany 

~eth~my Whi~,eil Miiler, MS, CCRP 

CRA Manager 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3rd Floor, CPO 

Chapel ~-ti~l, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-aA32 

Fax: 919-962-2621 

Yeu are c:ui[i[ently subsc:ribel Le pret:ec:ol as: peggy bush@ra~’d.un,~.edu 

To unsubsczibe send a blank email to leave-4562015-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b01istsezv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Candug, Lindsay Christine <lindsay candng@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 9:00 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

Daily Outlook 

Good morning! 

Admin 

Bethany in HR training 

Breast 

Compliance Oversight 

Data Management 

Finance 

Pavita out 

GI 

Bethany in HR training 

Catherine G. out/Beth C. cover 

GU 

Hematology 

yNSmonitor/PRkX93936-OOO2/Katie M./2B/Reg Docs YES 20121214 

Lab 

Lung~ H&N 

Dale out/Jennifer G. cover 

Kendall out (AM) 

yPBmonitor/lO9493iSara G./3BiReg Docs YES 20121101 

Phase I~ Melanoma~ Neuro 

yNSmonitor/O20221/Stephanie/LSR/Reg Docs YES 20121113 

nMoNtor/GSK MEK116513/Leah/NCCH C3105G/Reg Docs NO 20120108 

Protocol Development 
Jeanne available by cell and email 

Recruitment 

Ruben out *See note below 

Regulatory 

Alison out (PM) 

Pare out!Nicole and Danielle cover 

UNC Cancer Network 

Anne out (Off-site monitor visit) 

Diane out (Off-site class) 

Students 

Student- 12:30-3 

Student. 2:30-5 

Suggestion Box 

H:\PROTOFFC\Su~estion Box\Suggestion Box.accdb 

* If a Spanish interpreter is needed, the nurses have to reques~ an interpreter using the following fink: 

http~//!ntranet.tmchea!thcare~rg/h~sp!ta!departments/ipterpret!ve?searchterm=spanish+!nter~reter. Once there the username is suppo~% and the password is: 

tinwor!! When filling out the Iogin information, aside from usemame and password, there is a box asking for a company code, which is unch. The nurse will then have to 

fiIl in ~:he blanks., which are the pa~:ient’s name, k)ca~:ion, MRN and wh.:Ys requesting help, A Spanish interpreter fr.:_~m the hospH:al will then be dispatched to ~:hat 

I.:_~cati.:_~n. This link can be found at every compu~:er in each clinic’s nurse sta~:ion. 

Lindsay Canting 

Office Assistant 

Clinical Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone: 9~9-966-44~2 

Fax: 9~9-962-262~ 

Emafl: lindsay_canting@med.unc.edu 

Yeu are cuz:z:~’ntl~ subscribel Le pret:ecol as: peggy bush@m~’d.unc.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4562511-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam, Micah T <micah sam@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 9:05 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

RE: Daily Outlook 

Hey! Do you have Jeanne Noe% cell # perchance? ---m- 

ms a’~ @’~ ed. uric. edu 

F~m~ Cantin~. Lindsay Christine [mailto;lindsay_cant~n~@med.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday. ]anua~ ~7. 2013 9:00 AM 
To~ Eye,one in PO 
Subjeet~ Daily Outlook 

Good morning! 

Admin 

Bethany in HR training 

Breast 

Compliance Oversight 

Data Management 
Finance 

Pavita out 

GI 

Bethany in HR training 

~thefine 6. out, Beth ~. cover 

GU 

Hematology 
yNSmonitor/PRLX9~9~6-OOO2/Katie ~./28/Reg Docs YES 20~21214 

Lab 

Lung~ 

Dale out!Jennifer G. cover 

Kendall out 

yP~moNtor/~O949~iSara G./~iReg Docs YES 

Phase I~ Melanomaz Neuro 

yNSmonitor/O20221/Stephanie/LSR/Reg Docs YES 20~2~ 

n~onitor/6SK ~EKI~6SI~/Leah/N~H C~OS6/Reg Docs 

Protocol Development 

Jeanne available by cell and email 

Recruitment 

Ruben out *See note below 

RegulatoW 

Alison out 

P~m out!~icole and D~nielle cover 

UNC Cancer Network 

Anne out (Off-s~te monitor visit) 

Diane out (Off-site class) 

Students 

Student      ~2:~0-~ 

Student 

Su~estion Box 

* ~f a SparJsh interpreLer ~s needed, the nurses have to requesL an interpreter using the following Hnk: 

http:i!intranetunchealthcare.org/hosp~ta Mepartmentsiinterpret~ve?searchterm=spanish+interpreter 

tmwork~ ~en filling out the Iogin information, aside from usemame and password, there is a box asking for a company code, which is unch. The nurse wi]J then have to 

fiH in ~:he bbnks, which are the pa~:~ent’s name, k)ca~:~on, IV~RN and who’s requesting help. A Spanish ~nterpreter from the hospi~:al will then be dispatched to ~:hat 

Jocat~.:N1. ]’his ~ink call be foutld at every compu~:er ~n each clinic’s nurse sta~:ion. 

Lindsay Conting 

Office Assistant 

Clinical Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Concer Center 

Phone: 919-~6-~32 

Fax: 919-962-2621 

You are cuzzer’tly subscribed to protocol as: "~sam@med.unc.edu 



To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4562511-144473.633c77sb0690e93ca425866be247fa12@listserv.me@.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med~unc.e@u 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4562513-637485.87b7bc9ba~8~3~7b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam, Micah T <micah sam@med.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 9:08 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Daily Outlook 

Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-iriS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-iV [152 19.236.2] 
Content-Type: multipalt/alternatlve; 

bounda~- "O00 F876A99F5DFgD7449897FSOC76CCOAE30A572339ITSMSXMBS5Madun " 
MNdE-Version: h0 
X-Scanned-By: UNC/SoM/OIS/Mail Filter on 1521910.21 

-- 000 F876A99F5DF9D7449897FSOC76CCOAE30A572339ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
Content-Type: text/plain; charset "us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

Lol - apologies didn’t mean to send to all - now everyone knows I’m t~Ang 
to call Jeanne! 

Micah Sam 
PRC, DSMC, Audit Coordinator 
919-843-6901 (Office) 
919-966-4300 (Fax) 
m sam @med. unc. edu<m ailto:msam (h)m ed. unc. edu> 
www unclineberger.org<http://www unclineberger.org/> 

Oncore Database: http://oncore.unc.edu<http:i/oncore.unc edu/> 

Confidentiality Statement: This message and its attachments may contain con 
fidential and/or legally-sensitive information that is intended for the sol 
e use of the addressee (s). Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or di 
stribution of the information contained in this message and its attachments 
is prohibited, except as permitted or required by law. If you have receive 
d this message or any of its attachments in error, please destroy all origi 
nals/copies and reply to the sender immediately. 

From: Sam, ]Vhcah T 
Sent: Thursday, Januapf 17, 2013 9:05 AM 
To: Canting, Lindsay Christine; Everyone in PO 
Subject: RE: Daily Outlook 

Hey! Do you have Jeanne Noe’s cell ~ perchance? -in- 

Micah Sam 
PRC, DSMC, Audit Coordff~ator 
919-843-6901 (Office) 
919-966-4300 (Fax) 
msara@raed, unc. edu<mailto :msara(&raed. mxc. edu> 
www.~xclinebergcr.org<http ://www.unclineberger.org/> 

Oncore Database: http:i/oncore.unc.edu<http://oncore.unc.edu/> 

Confidentiality Statement: This message and its attachnrents may contain con 
fidential and/or legally-sensitive information that is intended for the sol 
e use of the addressee (s). Any tmauthorized review, use, disclosure, or di 
stribution of the information contained in this nressage and its attactwnents 
is prohibited, except as pemxitted or required by law. ]1"you have receive 
d this message or any of its attacl’unents in error, please destroy all origi 
nalsicopies and reply to the sender inwnediately. 

From: Canting, Lindsay Cl’uistine [raailto:lindsav cantina(d},,med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Januau 17, 2013 9:00 AM 
To: Everyone in PO 
Subject: Daily- Outlook 

Good raoming[ 

Admin 
Bethany in HR training 

Breast 

Compliance Oversight 

Data Management 

Finance 
Pavita out 

OI 
Bethany in HR training 



Catherine G out/Beth (2. cover 

Hematology 
yNSmon~tor/PRLX93936-0002/Katie M/2B/Reg I)ocs YES 20121214 

Lab 

Lung, H&N 
Dale outiJetmifer O. cover 
Kendall out (AM) 
yPBmomtor/lO9493/Sara O./3B/Reg Docs "~%S 20121101 

Phase I, Mclanorua, Neuro 
yNSmonitor/020221/StephanieiLSR/Reg Docs 2~S 20121113 
rAlonitoriOSK MEK116513/Leah/NCCH C3105G/Reg Docs NO 20120108 

Protocol Development 
Jeatme available by cell and email 

Recruitment 
Ruben out *See note below 

RegulatorT 
Alison out (PM) 
Pare out/Nicole and Danielle cover 

UNC Cancer Network 

Anne out (Off-site monitor visit) 
Diane out (Off-site class) 

Students 
Student- 12:30-3 
Student- 2:30-5 

Suggestion Box 
H:kPROTOFFC\Suggestion Box’,Suggestion Box.accdb<file:///%\lccc-protocolmed 
.uric. edukhomekPROTOFFC\Suggestion%20Box’,Suggestion%20Box.accdb> 

* If a Spanish interpreter is needed, the nurses have to request an interpr 
eter using the following link: http://intranet.unchealthcare org/hospitalde 
partments/interpretive?searchterm 3Dspanish+interpreter Once there the u 
semame is support, and the password is: tmwork! YVhen filling out the logi 
n information, aside from username and password, there is a box asking for 
a company code, which is unch. The nurse }vill then have to fill in the blan 
ks, which are the patient’s name, location, MRN and who’s requesting help. 
A Spanish interpreter from the hospital }vill then be dispatched to that lo 
cation. This link can be found at every computer in each clinic’s nurse st 
ation. 

Lindsay Canting 
Office Assistant 
Clinical tS-otocol Office 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Phone: 919-966-4432 
Fax: 919-962-2621 
Email: lindsay canting@med.unc edu<mailto:lindsav cantin~@med unc edu> 

You are currently subscribed to protoco] as: msam@med.unc.edu<mai]to:msam@m 
ed.unc edu> 

To uns ubscribe send a blank email to ]eave~562511-144473.633c77ab0690e93ca 

4258565e247fa 12@listser~, med.unc edu<mailto:leave4562511-144473.633c77ab06 

90e93ca4258565e247fa 12@listser~, med.unc edu> 

-- 000 F876A99F5DF9D7449897FSOC76CCOAE30A572339ITSMSXMBS5Madun 
Content-Type: text/htm]; charset "us-ascii" 
Content-Transfer-Encoding: quoted-printable 

<htmlxm[ns:v 3D"urn:schemas-microsoft-com:vml" xm]ns:o 3D"um:schemas-micr 
osoft-com:office:o:85ce" xmlns:w 3D"um:schemas-microsoft-com:off~ce:word" 
xmlns:m 3D"http:i/schemasmicrosoR.com/office/2004/12/omml" xm[ns 3D"http: 
//www w3. org/T[UREC-htm[40" > 
<head> 
<metahttp-eqmv 3D"Coment-Type" content 3D"text/html; charset 3Dus-ascii" 
> 

<metaname 3D"Oenerator" content 3D"MicrosoftWord 14@[teredmedium)"> 
<style><!-- 
/* Font Definitions */ 

@font-face 
{ font-family :Calibri; 
panose-1:2 15 5 2 2 2 4 3 2 4;} 

@font-face 
{ font-family: Tahoma; 
panose-l:2 11 64354424;} 

@font-face 
{ font-family:Consolas; 



panose-l:21169224324;} 
/* Style De:finitions */ 
p.MsoNormal, li.MsoNormal, dlv.MsoNormal 

{margm:0m; 
margin-bottom: .0001 pt; 
font-size: 11.0pt; 
font-family :" Calibri"," sans-seriJ"; } 

a:link, span.MsoHyperlink 
{mso-sty le-priority:99; 
color:blue; 
text-decoration:underline; } 

a:visited, span.MsoHyperlmkFollowed 
{mso-style-priority:99; 
color:purple; 
text-decoration:underline; } 

pre 
{mso-style-priority:99; 
mso-style-link:"HTML Preformatted Char"; 
margin:0in; 
margin-bottom:.0001 pt; 
font-size: 10.0pt; 
font-family:" Courier New-"; } 

p.MsoAcetate, li.MsoAcetate, div.MsoAcetate 
{mso-style-priority:99; 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text Char"; 
marg:in:0in; 
margin-bottom:.0001pt; 
font-size: 8. Opt; 
font-fami ly:" Tahoma"," sans-s eril" ; } 

span.HTMLPrefurmattedChar 
{mso-style-name:"HTML Preformatted Char"; 
mso-style-priority:99; 
mso-style-link:"HTML Prefotruatted"; 
font-family :Consolas; } 

span EmailStylel 9 
{mso-style-type :personal; 
font-falnily :"C alibri"," sans-serif’; 
color:windowtext;} 

span EmailStyle20 
{mso-style-type :personal; 
font-falnily :"C alibri"," sans-serif’; 
color:#1F497D;} 

span EmailStyle21 
{mso-style-type :personal-reply; 
font-falnily :"C alibri"," sans-serif’; 
color:#1F497D;} 

span BalloonTextChar 
{mso-style-name:"Balloon Text Char"; 
1nso-style-priority:99; 
mso-style-link:"Balloon Text"; 
font-fami ly:" Tahoma"," sans-s eriI" ; } 

.MsoChpDefault 
{mso-style-type:export-only; 
font-size: 10 0pt;} 

@page WordSectionl 
{size:8.5in 11 0in; 
margm:l.0in 1.0in 10m 1.0in;} 

div WordSectionl 
{page:WordSectionl;} 

--><istyle><!--[ffgte mso 9]><xrnl> 
<o:shapedefaults v:ex~3D"edit" spiNnax 3I)" 1026"/> 
</xml><t [endif]--><!--[if gte mso 9]><xm[> 
<o:shapelayout v:ext 3D"edit" > 
<o:iNnap v:ext 3D"edit" data 313"1"/> 
</o :shapelayout ><&m[><! [endif]--> 
</head> 
<bodylang 3D"EN-US" link 3D"blue"vlink 3D"purple"> 
<div class 3D"WordSectionl"> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#lF497D">Lo[ &#8211 ; apologies 
didn&~8217;t mean to send to all &#8211; now evewone knows I&~8217;m tryin 
g to call Jeanne[<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></spa 
n><ip> 
<div> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color :#1F497 D" >--&nbsp;</span ><span style 3D"color:black">< 
o:p></o:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:100pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;co]or:#lF497D">M~cah Sam 
</span><span style 3D" color :black" ><o :p><io:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1F497I)">PRC, DSMC, Audit Coordinator 
<ispan><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNonnal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:# 1F497D" >919- 843 -6901 (Office) 
</span><span style 3D" color :black" ><o :p><io:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNomxal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;colur:#1F497D" >919-9854300 (Fax) 
<ispan><span style 3D" color :black" ><o :p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNonnal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1F497D"><a hre~3D"mailto:l~xsam@med.unc.edu" target 



3D" blank">msam@med uric edu</a> 
<ispan><span style 3D"co[or:black"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:100pt;font-fami[y:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:~lF497D"><a href3D"http://www.unclineber~er.or~i" ta 
rget 3I)" ~blank">,~,as, w unclineberger.org</a> 
<ispan><span style 3D"co[or:black"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:100pt;font-fami[y:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;co[or:#1F497D">&nbsp;</span><span style 3D"color:black"><o: 
p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNom~al"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#lF497D">Oncore Database: 
<atne~3D"http:i/oncore.unc.edu/" target 3D"blat~:">http:i/oncore.unc.edu< 
/a> </span> 
<span style 3D"color:black"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNonnal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1F497D">&nbsp;</span><span style 3D"color:black"><o: 
p></o :p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNom~al"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#lF497D">Confidentiality Statement: This message and 
its attactmnents may contain confidential and/or legally-sensitive informati 
on that is intended for the sole use of the addressee 
(s). Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution of the info 
rmation contained in this message and its attachments is prohibited, except 
as permitted or required by law. If you have received this message or any 
of its attachments in error, please 
destroy all originals/copies and reply- to the sender immediately.</span><s 
pan style 3D" color :black" ><o:p><io :p><ispan><ip> 
<idly> 

<p class 3D"MsoNormal" ><span style 3D" color:#1F497D" ><o :p>&nbsp;</o :p></spa 
n><ip> 
<div> 
<div style 3D"border:none;border-top:solid#B5C4DF 1.0pt;padding:3.0pt 0in 
0in 0in" > 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot 
;Tahoma&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;">From:</span></b><span style 3D"font-s 
ize:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Tahoma&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;"> Sam, Mic 
ah T 
<br> 
<b>Sent:</b> Thursday, January 17, 2013 9:05 AM<br> 
<b>To:</b> Canting, Lindsay Christine; Everyone in PO<br> 
<b>Subject:</b> RE: Daily Outlook<o:p></o:p><ispan></p> 
</div> 
</div> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"color:#1F497D">Hey! Do you have Jeam~ 
e Noe&#8217;s cell # perchance? &#8211 ;m-<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal" ><span style 3D" color:#1F497D" ><o :p>&nbsp;</o :p></spa 
n></p> 
<div> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:100pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier Ne~v&quot;;color :#1F497D" >--&nbsp;</span><span style 3D"color:black">< 
o :p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNom~al"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1F497D">Micah Sam 
</span><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:100pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier Ne~v&quot;;color:#1F497D">PRC, DSMC, Audit Coordinator 
</span><span style 3D" color :black" ><o :p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-t’amily:&quot;Co 
urger New&quot;;color:#1F497D">919-843-6901 (Office) 
<ispan><span style 3D"color:b]ack"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p c]ass 3D"MsoNorma]"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:100pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1F497D" >919-9664300 (Iza×) 
</span><span style 3[)" color :black" ><o :p><io:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-t’amily:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1F497D"><a hre:~3D"mailto:msam(/r)med uric edu" target 

3I)" :blank">msam@m ed.unc, edu</a> 
</span><span style 3[)" color :black" ><o :p><io:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-t’amily:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1F497D"><a hre:~3D"http://www unc[ineber~er org/" ta 
rget 3D" blank">www.unclineberger org</a> 
</span><span style 3[)" color :black" ><o :p><io:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-t’amily:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#lF497D">&nbsp;</span><span style 3D"color:b[ack"><o: 
p></o:p></span></p> 
<p c]ass 3D"MsoNorma]"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:100pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#1 F497D">Oncore Database: 
<ahre~3D"http://oncore.unc.edu/" target 3D" b]ank">http:/ioncore unc.edu< 
/a> <:/span:> 
<span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><io:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier New&quot;;color:#lF497D">&nbsp;</span><span style 3D"color:b[ack"><o: 
p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNonnal"><spanstyle 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot;Co 
urier Nexv&quot;;color:#1F497D">Confidentiality Statement: This message and 
its attacl-unents may contain confidential and/or legally-sensitive infol]z~ati 
on that is intended for the sole use of the addressee 
(s). Any unauthorized reviexv, use, disclosure, or distribution of the info 
rmation contained in this message and its attacl’unents is prohibited, except 
as permitted or required by- law. If you have received this message or any 
of its attachments in error, please 



destroy all originals/copies and reply to the sender immediately.<ispan><s 
pan style 3[)" color:black" ><o:p ></o :p></span></p> 
</div> 
<p class 3D"MsoN0rmal"><span style 3D"color:#1F497D"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></spa 
n></p> 
<div> 
<div style 3D"border:none;border-top:solidCC[35C4DF 1.0pt;padding:3.0pt 0in 
0in ()in"> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormaI"><b><span style 3D"font-size:10.0pt;font-family:&quot 
;Tahoma&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;">From:</span><ib><span style 3D"font-s 
ize: 10.0pt;font-farr~ily: &quot;Tahoma&qt~ot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;" > Canting, 
Lindsay Cl’uistine [<a l’ue~3D"mailto:lindsav canting(d~med.unc.edu">mailto:l 
indsay canting@med.unc, edu</a>] 
<br> 
<b>Sent:</b> Thursday, Janttary 17, 2013 9:00 AM<br> 
<b>To:</b> Everyone in PO<br> 
<b>Subject:</b> Daily Outlook<o:p></o:p><ispan></p> 
<idiv> 
</div> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p><@> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal">Goodmomingt<o:p><io:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p><@> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">Adrnin<o:p><io:p></ 
span><&><ib><@> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Bethany in HR training<o 
:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p></span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D" color:black">Breast</span></u>< 
/b><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p></span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">Compliance Oversig 
ht</span></u></b><span style 3D" color:black" ><o :p></o :p></span><@> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p></span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">Data Management<o: 
p></o:p></span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p></span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">Finance<o:p></o:p> 
</span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Pavita out<o:p></o:p></s 
pan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p></span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">GI<o:p></o:p></spa 
n><iu></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Bethany in HR training<o 
:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Catherine G out/Beth C. 
cover<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p></span></u></b></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><spanstyle 3D"color:black">GU</span></u></b>< 
span style 3D"color:black"><o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p></span></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b>-~u><span style 3D"color:black">Hematology<o:p></o 
:p><ispan></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"color:black">yNSmonitor/PRLX93936-00(.> 
2/Katie M i2B/Reg Docs YES 20121214<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"te×t-dec oration:none" >&nbsp;</span></o :p> </span ></u></b > <ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">Lab</span></u><ib> 
<span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><io:p><ispan></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"te×t-dec oration:none" >&nbsp;</span></o :p> </span ></u></b > <ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormaI"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">Lung, tI&amp;N<o:p> 
</o :p></span></u></b></p > 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"coIor:bIack">Dale out/Jermifer G coy 
er<o :p></o:p></span ></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><spanstyle 3D"color:black">Kendallout(AM)<o:p></o 
:p><ispan></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">yPBmonitori109493/Sara G 
./3B/Reg Docs YES 20121101 <o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"te×t-dec oration:none" >&nbsp;</span></o :p> </span ></u></b > <ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black">Phase I, Melanoma, 
Neuro< o :p></o:p></span></u><ib></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormaI"><span style 3D"color:black">yNSmonitor/020221iStepha 
nie/L SR/R eg Docs YES 20121113<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">nMonitor/GSK MEK116513/L 
eaI-dNCCH C3105G/Reg Docs NO 20120108<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p><ispan></u></b><ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal" ><b><u><span style 3D" color :black" >Protocol Developme 
nt<o:p></o:p></span><&></b><ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNorraal"><span style 3D"color:black">Jeatme available by cell 
and email<o :p></o :p></span><ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 



3D"te×t-decuratiun:nune">&nbsp;</span></u:p></span></u></b><ip> 
<p class 3I)" MsuNurma[" ><b><u>---span style 3[)"culor:black" >Recruitment<o:p></ 
o :p></span></u></b>< /p > 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal">---span style 3I)"culur:b[ack">Ruben out *See nute belu 
w<o :p>< /o :p></span></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spansty[e 

3D"te×t-decuratiun:nune">&nbsp;</span></u:p></span></u></b><ip> 
<p class 3I)"MsoNurmal"><b><u><span styqe 3I)"culur:black">Regulatory<o:p></o 
:p><ispan></u></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span s~’le 3D"color:black">Alison out (PM)<o:p></o: 
p></span></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><spans~le 3D"color:black">Pamout/NicoleandDanie 
lie cover<o:p></o:p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p><ispan></u></b><ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNomml"><b><u><span s~’le 3D"color:black">UNC Cancer Network 
<o:p><io:p><ispan></u></b><ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"colur:black">Aune out (Off-site monit 
or visit)<o:p></o :p></span></p> 
<pclass 3D"MsoNormal"><spans~le 3D"color:black">Dianeout(Off-siteclas 
s)<o:p></o :p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><b><u><span style 3D"color:black"><o:p><spanstyle 

3D"text-decoration:none"> &nbsp; </span></o :p><ispan></u></b><ip> 
<p class 3D")¢EoNormal"><b><u><span s~’le 3D"color:black">Students<o:p><io:p 
></span><iu></b><ip> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Student 12:30-3<o: 
p></o :p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"color:black">Student- 2:30-5<o:p> 
</o :p></span></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><o:p>&nbsp;<io:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNomxal" ><b><u>Suggestion B ox<o:p></o:p><iu></b></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNol-mal"><a hre~3D"file:ii/’,’,lccc-protocol.med.~xc.edu\home’, 
PROTOFFC’,$uggestion%20Box\Suggestion%20Box.accdb">H:~PROTOFFC\Suggestion Bo 
x\Suggestion Box.accdb</a><o:p><io:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNolrnal"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal">*<span s~le 3D"color:#1F497D"> Ifa Spanish interpr 
eter is needed, the nurses have to request an interpreter using the followi 
ng link: 
<a href 3D"http://intra net unchealthcare.org/hospita ldepartments/interpreti 
ve?searchtenn 3Dspanish&CM-3;interpreter" > 

http ://intranet.unchealthcare org/hospitaldepartmentsiinterpretive?searchte 
rm 3Dspanish&#43;interpreter</a> &nbsp; Once there the username is 
<b>support</b>, and the password is: <b>tmwork!</b>&nbsp; </span><span styl 
e 3D" font-size: 10.0pt;font-family :&quot;Arial&quot;,&quot;sans-serif&quot;; 
color:navT">When filling out the login information, aside from usemame and 
password, there is a box asking for a compaW code, which 
is <b>unch</b> </span><span s~zle 3D"color:#1F497D">The nurse will then h 
ave to fill m the blanks, which are the patient&#8217;s name, location, MR 
N and who&#8217;s requesting help &nbsp; A Spanish interpreter from the hos 
pital will then be dispatched to that location.&nbsp; This 
link can be found at every computer in each clinic&#8217;s nurse station.< 
/span><o:p></o:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNolrnal"><o:p>&nbsp;</o:p></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNolrnal"><i>Lindsay Cantmg<o:p></o:p></i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i>Office Assistant<o:p></o:p></i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i>Clinical Protocol Office<o:p><io:p></i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><i>Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center<o:p></o:p> 
</i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsuNormal"><i>Phune: 919-966-d432<u:p></o:p></i></p> 
<p class 3I)"MsuNormal"><i>Fax: 919-962-2621<o:p></u:p></i></p> 
<p class 3D"MsoN0rma["><i>Email: <ahre~3D"mai[to:lindsa’¢ cantin~(~med.unc 
edu">lindsay canting@med unc. edu</a><u :p></u :p></i > </p> 
<p class 3D"MsoNormal"><span style 3D"funt-size:12.0pt;funb[’amily:&quot;Ti 
rues New Ruman&quo<,&quo<serif&quut;"><u:p>&nbsp;</u:p></span><ip> 
<pre>---<o:p></u:p ></pre> 
<pre>You are curremly subscribed to prutuco[ as: <a href3D"mailto:msam(a)me 
d.unc edu">msam@med unc edu</a><o:p></o:p></pre> 
<pre>Tu unsubscribe send a blank email tu <a href3D"mailtu:leave-4562511-1 
44473 633c77ab0690e93ca4258565e247fa 12@listservaned unc.edu" >leave-4562511- 
144473.633c77ab0690e93ca4258565e247fal 2@listserv.med.unc.edu</a>< u:p></o:p> 
</pre> 
</div> 
<BR> 

<BR> 
Yuu are currently subscribed tu prutuco[ as: peggy bush@)med.unc.edu 
<BR> 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave45625]5-637485 87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@[istservaned unc edu 
<<[3ODY> 
</html> 

-- 000 F876A99F5DF9D7449897FSOC76CCOAE30A572339ITSMSXMBS5Madun -- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@me&unc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 9:16 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

RE: Daily Outlook 

FYI, my cell is 

Just had a nice chat with Micah © 

From; Canting, Lindsay Christine [mailto:lindsay_canting@med.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, January :[7, 20:[3 9:00 AM 
To; Everyone in PO 
Subject; Daily Outlook 

Good morning] 

Admin 

Bethany in HR training 

Breast 

Compliance Oversight 

Data IVlanagement 

Finance 

Pavita out 

61 

Bethany in HR training 

Catherine G. out/Beth C. cover 

6U 

Hematology 
yNSmonitoriPRLX93936-OOO2/Katie M./2g/Reg Docs YES 20121214 

Lab 

Lungt H&N 

Dale out/Jennifer G. cover 

Kendall out (AM) 

yPBmonitor!lO9493!Sara G.!3B!Reg Docs YES 20121101 

Phase I, Melanoma, Neuro 
yNSmonitor/O20221/Stephanie/LSRiReg Docs YES 20121113 

nMonitor/GSK MEK116513/Leah/NCCH C3105G/Reg Docs NO 20120108 

Protocol Development 

Jeanne available by cell and email 

Recruitment 

Ruben out *See note below 

Regulatory 

Alison out (PM) 

Pam out!Nicole and Danielle cover 

UNC Cancer Network 

Anne out (Off-site monitor visit) 

Diane out (Off-site class) 

Students 

Student- 12:30-3 

Student. 2:30-5 

Suggestion Box 

H:\PROTOFFC\Suggestion Box\Suggestion Box.accdb 

* If a Spanish interpreter ix needed, the nurses have Lo request an interpreLer using Lhe following link: 

.h..t..t..P-1~/-~.n...t..r..a...n...e..t..:.u...n..c...h...e...a..[t...h..£.a..r..e..:..~..r..g/..h...9..s..P-~.t..a.j..d..~i~E~!.~.~i~.~£~.~i¢£~.2.~R~!.~.~i~.~[~.[~. Once there the username is support, and the password is: 

tinwor!! When filling out the Iogin information, aside from username and password, there is a box asking for a company code, which is unch. The nurse will then have to 

fill in the blanks, which are the patient’s name, location, MRN and who’s requesting help. A Spanish interpreter from the hospital will then be dispatched to that 

location This link (:~m be [our@ i~l: ew-:~rv c.:_~r~1puter in ei~ch clinic’s nurse st:arian< 

Lindsay Canting 

Office Assistant 

Clinical Protocol O~ice 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone: 919-966-4432 

Fax: 919-962-2621 

Emaih ./_!_n___d___s_gZ_ £_q_n___t_!_n__g_~___m___e___d__: ~_n___c_:__e___d_~ 

TO uns’~bsczibe send a blank emaii to iLeave-4562511-~ 765] 2 . 08c6! 0! lceb38 :[6 54bb0~3 ~ 91:)6e2c6 058 @1 i stserv, ln6d. un,:;, edu 

You are currently subscribel to protocol as: peggy bush@mHi.unc.edu 

To ur~subsc::~ib~" send a blank Haail to l eave-4562518-637485.87b7bo~9ba484347b9b0360e7e2219c6b@]JsLse:~v.med.urK.~.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derebail, Pavita Hanspal <pavita derebail@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 9:22 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

RE: Daily Outlook 

Pavita: Mentally out, physically here. 

From: Canting, Lindsay Christine [mailto:lindsay_canting@med.unc.edu] 

Sent; Thursday, January 17, 20:[3 9:00 AM 
To." Everyone in PO 
Subject-" Daily Outlook 

Good morning! 

Admin 

Bethany in HR training 

Breast 

Compliance Oversight 

Data Management 
Finance 

Pavita out 

GI 

Bethany in HR training 

Catherine G. out!Beth C. cover 

GU 

Hematology 
yNSmonitor/PRLX93936-OOO2/Katie M./2B/Reg Docs YES 20121214 

Lab 

Lung, H&N 

Dale out/Jennifer G. cover 

Kendall out (AM) 

yPBmonitor/109493/Sara G./3B/Reg Docs YES 20121101 

Phase I, Melanoma, Neuro 

yNSmonitor!O20221!Stephanie!LSR!Reg Docs YES 20121113 

nMonitoriGSK MEKl16513iLeah/NCCH C3105GiReg Docs NO 20120108 

Protocol Development 

Jeanne available by cell and email 

Recruitment 

Ruben out *See note below 

Regulatory 

Alison out (PM) 

Pam out/Nicole and Danielle cover 

UNC Cancer Network 

Anne out (Off-site monitor visit) 

Diane out (Off-site class) 

Students 

Student- 12:30-3 

Student- 2:30-5 

Suggestion Box 

H:\PROTOFFC\Suggestion Box\Suggestion Box.accdb 

* If a Spanish interpreter is needed, the nurses have to request an interpreter using the following link: 

h ttp://intra n e t.u nchealthca re.orgihospita I d e pa rtm ents/interpretive?s ea rchterm =spa nish+interpreter. Once there t h ~-_~ username is sup~mrt, and t h ~-_~ p~;ssword is: 

trt~work! When filling out the Iogin information, aside from usemame and password, the~ is a box asking for a company code, whict~ is unch. 7he nurs*-’_~ will tfu:_m fu;w:_~ to 

t:@ in the blanks, which are [he patient’s name, location, MRN and who’s requesting help. A Spanish in[erpreter from the hospital will then be d~spatched to that 

Iocatbn. This ~ink can be found at every computer ~n each clinic’s nurse station. 

Lindsoy Canting 

Office Assistant 

Clinical Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone: 919-~6-~32 

Fox: 919-962-2621 

Emofl: lindsoy..canting@med.unc.edu 

You are cuzzel~tly subsczibed to pzotocol as: 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-~562511--632966.@28a9e2cle8b665@@9a2406defd05bTa@listserv.me@.unc.edu 

You are currently subsczibed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4662520-637485~87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med~unc.e@u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 10:16 AM 

Everyone in PO <pmtocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

Potential tbr Adver~ Weather 

If you have watched the TV or listened to your radio in the past 24 hours or so, you know there is a prediction of inclement weather beginning later tonight (or as 

Stephanie has labeled it "snow-mageddon") 
"Clouds this evening with rain and snow possible with some accumulations as much as 2-4" around the Triangle north and east. The snow will end roughly after midnight so what falls 
will likely melt leaving the issue open for black ice for the morning commute as temperatures will hover in the upper 20s-lower 30s." WRAL TV 

For many of us (myself included), this is the first potential for adverse weather since starting work here. UNC does a have an adverse weather policy to allow some 

flexibility to meet our personal decisions on how the weather might affect us. Here is the linl~< to the policy for details. Basically, if you miss any time off work 

tomorrow, this time will be coded Adverse Weather leave and the time can be made up during a week that has a holiday factored in (for example next week we 

have the Martin Luther King, Jr holiday on Monday). You have 12 months to make up this time. Other choices are to code vacation leave or unpaid. 

If you find that you will be delayed or out of the office, please call the main line and leave a message 966-4432 and email Lindsay (Lindsay_canting@med.unc.edu), 

your supervisor and team (if possible). Because o[ the uncertain travel conditions, the[font o[[ice staff may also be delayed so please take the additional step o[ 

emailing Lindsoy so that she can still send out the Daily Outlook. 

Be safe in your travels! Many of us drive a quite a few miles to come here each day. 

And in case of several inches of snow...make yourself a treat: 

~gred~ents 

cups snow, or shaved ice 

(14-ounce) can sweetened condensed milk 

~easpoon vanilla extract 

D]rections 

Place snow or shaved ice into a large b >wl. Pour condensed milk over and add vanilla. Mix to combine. Serve immedialely in bowks and enjoyl 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subsczibed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4562543-637485~8767bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 2:33 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edu> 

Vital Signs - News tbr UNC School of Medicine Students, Faculty & Staff- Jan. 17 

Click here to view this newsletter online. ......................................................................... 

Research News 

Jan, 171 2013 

UNC researchers use luminescent mice to track cancer and aging in real-time 
The UNC team led by Norman Sharpless, MD, Wellcome Distinguished Professor 
of Cancer Research and Deputy Cancer Center Director, has developed a 

strain of mice that turns on a gene from fireflies when the normal p16 gene is 

activated. 

Molecular twist helps regulate the cellular message to make histone proteins 
In a collaborative effort published online in the the journal Science, 
researchers at the UNC and Columbia University show for the first time how 

i maintain the balance of histones to DNA. William F. Marzluff, PhD, Kenan 

The DASH Diet Named Best Diet Overall by U.S. News &.World Report 

Alan Hinderliter, MD, of the UNC Center for Heart and Vascular Care was an 
investigator in the Duke University ENCORE trial, which evaluated the 

effectiveness of the DASH diet on cardiovascular health. 

S~hool of Medicine News 

.~.N.~.~.~..c..h...~...~J~9L.N....e..dJ..c.Ln...e..~t:e...c..eJ..v..e...s.~1.~Ln.1~L~.~tL~j~L~.~m~.~b.~N~.t:tb~.~.c~1b.~-~.~.~ 
Bank 
Million dollar gift establishes a multidisciplinary surgical skills lab. 

Read on for details on how to vote for representatives to the UNC Faculty ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .: i? ~ ~ ===================================================================== 

i A special event honoring George Sheldon 

::All employees are invited to an event honoring George Sheldon, MD, Zack D. 
Owens Distinguished Professor of Surgery, for his facilitation of the donation of 
several pieces of art to UNC Hospitals. The event is scheduled from noon - 1 
p.m. Friday, Feb. I, in the Children’s Hospital lobby. 



Upcoming Lectures 

:: 2013 Zollicoffer Lecture & Banquet 
~ Dr. Brenda Armstrong, Professor of Pediatrics, Associate Dean for Medical 

~ Education and Director of Admissions at Duke University School of Medicine, 
:: will present, "The Urgency of Diversity in the HealthCare Workforce: Truth and 
Consequence." 

Special Grand Rounds 
Dr. Stephan Moll will present "DVT and PE Prevention and Treatment Update ~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~!~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~i~ 

Distinguished Professor of Gastroenterology and Adjunct Professor of Cell and 

Research Seminar Series on Thursday, Jan. 17. 

Please join us for Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation’s Grand Rounds. 
~~i~~ 

Carolina practices and the effect on impactful chronic care measures. 

UNC Hospitals Receives Advanced Certification for Comprehensive Stroke 

UNC First Hospital in North Carolina and Southeast to Earn Comprehensive 
Stroke Center Status 

Betsy Bryant Shilliday, PharmD, CDE, CPP, is currently associate professor and 
a leader in post-graduate medical education in both the UNC School of 
Medicine and the UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy. 

:: We are proud to introduce the Core Team of 200 co-workers from across the 

~ UNC Health Care System who will lead the implementation of our Epic ~~.~.~.~::.~~ 
~ Enterprise Information System (EIS). Beginning Tuesday, ]an. 22, Core Team 
~ members will be dedicated to the Epic EIS project for 100 percent of their ~~i~i~~ 
~ working time, so we also thank the departments who have allowed colleagues 

:: to review our active shooter plans and discuss how you can be aware and ........................................... " .............. ::’" .................. ::: ................................... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

New splash paqe on the quest wireless network 
Effective Thursday, Jan. 17, patients and visitors using the UNC Hospitals 
GUEST wireless network will be presented with a new "splash page" prior to 

" gaining access to the GUEST network. 

Lab Memos 

Lab Memo: Cytomegalovirus Viral Load Test has New Units of Measurement 
that Shift Numeric Values 
Effective .]an. 15, the Molecular Genetics Laboratory is changing our procedure 
for Cytomegalovirus (CMV) viral load tests on plasma. 

i Patient Care Story 

iiiA Chatham County native who has weathered more than his share of life’s 
disappointments is a constant role model of compassion and encouragement 
for many, but none more so than the guests and fellow staff members at SECU 

News updates include: UNC system strategic plan draft; UARMS services to 

School of Global Public Health, the School of Allied Health Sciences and the 

Lab Memo: Epstein- Barr Virus Viral Load Test has New Units of Measurements 
Effective .]an. 15, the Molecular Genetics Lab is changing the procedure for 
Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) viral load tests on plasma and cerebrospinal fluid 

(CSF). 



Career Symposium for Graduate Students 
Join us for our second annual day of workshops and advice dedicated to your 
career planning needs across the career spectrum. 

Lose Weiqht with the ’Healthiest You’ Challenge 
UNC Health Care is offering co-workers a chance to get in shape as part of a 
free, six-week program presented by 1360 WCHL and coordinated by the UNC 
Wellness Center at Meadowmont. 

Professional On-Site Sales 
Professional On-Site Sales, a UNC Volunteer Association fundraising sale, will 
be in the N.C. Children’s lobby Tuesday, Jan. 29 - Thursday, Jan. 31~ 

Support the Beacon Program and enter to win an iPad mini! 
UNC Hospitals’ Beacon Program will be selling raffle tickets as part of its annual 
fundraiser, the "Silent (No More!) Auction." The grand prize is an iPad Mini. 

iiiYou are cordially invited to the CowParade NC Live Auction & Gala Celebration 
to benefit N.C. Children’s Hospital on Saturday, Feb. 2 in Memorial Auditorium 
at the Progress Energy Center for the Performing Arts. 

UNC School of Medicine 
Chapel Hill, NC I 27514 

Questions or Comments? Please contact the editor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 3:30 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

TIM adverse weather coding 

Good afternoon. If you were delayed or out on Friday due to the weather, school delays or school closings and have tried to code for Adverse Weather on TIM, you 

probably have not found the code. Per Ashley’s instructions, please email her (Ashley...bottoms@med.unc.edu) the amount of time you were out on Friday due to 

Adverse Weather conditions and she will code for you. Likewise, you will need to email her when you make this time up and she will code that as well. 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina af Chapei Hili 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 72?5!Chapel HiJJ, NC 275?9 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Ernaii: le slie_schrein er%~rn ed.u n c,ed u 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4663402-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Canoll, Mac~’ Ruth H <Mar~,Ruth_Helms@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday Janua~ 22, 2013 4:20 PM 

Eve~-yone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

1 ineup 

View the latest issue of the Lineup at: ~cancer.unc.edu~ 

You ,_~t’~ currerR:ly slibscribed Lo pitotocol as: ~eggy bush@med.unc. Hffu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave_45634i3_63748S,8~’bTbc9ba~8~3~?bgb03@i2eTe22dgc6b@~istsesv’med’uRc’edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 2:39 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edu> 

Vital Signs - News tbr UNC School of Medicine Students, Faculty & Staff- Jan. 24 

Click here [o view the Vital Signs website, 

Jan. 24, 2013 

iI Research News 
:: Immune cell suicide alarm helpsdest!oy escap!ng bacteria 
iA UNC study, led by Edward Miao, PhD, may have implications for thwarting 

~ the effects of bioterrorism attack with lethal microbes, as well as finding a 
:: way to save people in septic shock, an overwhelming bacterial infection of the 

blood, UNC co-authors include Youssef Aachoui, Jon Hagar, Peggy Cotter and 
Christine Campos 

UNC Family Medicine discovers dramatic shift in attitude towards teen smoking 

Faculty Physicians Board,                                                 : ............................................................................................................................................................... 

Comprehensive Cancer Center, and NC TraCS, the purpose of the Clinical Trial 



i Education and Director of Admissions at Duke University School of Medicine, 

i A special event honoring George Sheldon 

::All employees are invited to an event honoring George Sheldon, MD, Zack D. 

Owens Distinguished Professor of Surgery, for his facilitation of the donation 

of several pieces of art to UNC Hospitals. The event is scheduled from noon 
1 p.m. Friday, Feb. :l., in the Children’s Hospital lobby. 

Faculty Photo Session 
:: The School of Medicine faculty members can participate in a free drop-in 
photography session on March i. 

UNC Center for Heart and Vascular Care gears up for American Heart Month in 

Encompassing clinical patient care for cardiology, adult cardiac surgery,       : 
vascular surgery, and vascular interventional radiology, the UNC Center for 

in February. :~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ................................. ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ..................... ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~ ......................................... ~:~:~:~:~:~:~: 

Bela spends much of her time helping her husband with his antiques business ~~~ 

The Commission on Accreditation of Medical Transport Systems (CAMTS) will 
conduct an accreditation site visit of UNC Air Care on Feb. 18 and 19. The 
purpose of the site visit will be to evaluate the program’s compliance with ~~E~~ 

Reminder - Surgical masks used as PPE are one-time use items ~i~i~~ 
:: All co-workers are reminded that surgical masks used as personal protective ~~~ 

influenza) are one-time use items because they may become contaminated ~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~:~:~.~ 

The current Hospira Plum Infusion Pumps are reaching the end of their useful 

medication administration errors using infusion pumps. 

consequences. 3oin leaders from UNC Hospitals’ Police for one of six seminars ~~.~.~.~]~.~..~~ 
beginning 3an. 24 to review our active shooter plans and to discuss how you 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: #.::.:.::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



..................................................................................................................... ~J~i~ gi~~;i ;~ i:~~ ~ ~i~~ .................................... 
Chapel Hill, NC I 275:~4 

Questions or Comments? Please contact the ~__d_i__t~_E. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <gin3~ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January, 30, 2013 8:38 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: January 29, 2013 

1-29-13 HR Infomation for Etnployees.lxtf 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant HR Cornmunicati.:_~n~.; & Talent Dev,:_~h:~i:~ment 

~ Please forward the attachment titled "HR Employee information" within your DIVISION, 
¯ ~Ful~ text of a~l articles in the we~kly digest is avai~abM in the attachments and at http://hroun~.edu/news~vents/it~mso 

Feb. 4: Performance Management and Disciplinary Processes for SPA Employees class 

Feb. 5: Advanced Proiect Mana~ement~e~ass 

Fend 6: Diversity ~n the Worth, lace class 

Feb~ 7: Foundations of Supervision at Carolina 

~e~. 8: N~ta~ Public Ce~ifieation class 

Feb~ 21~ Influendng & NegotMt~ng Effectively.class 

Feb. 22: Preventing Sexua~ Harassment 

Feb. 22~ Advanced Communication Skills class .......................................................................... 

Feb. 23:I-9 Policyz Procedure & tawlogix class 

Feb. 23: Effective Decision Making class 

Feb. ~5 & 22: Se~ice Award ~ckup at 

Feb. ~9: Change Managementf!lass 

Feb. 29: MakinNthe Workplace more Sustainable 

~nformation for Employees 
20&O Teachers’ and Sta~:e ~-.rt~ployees’ Re~iremen~ System Annual Benefits Statements ~Click here} 

The North Carolina RetiremenL System is preparing 20~2 annual benefits statements for active employees who conLributed to their Retirement System account 

o[: Dec. 3~, 2022. In preparation for the new sLatemenLs, 2020 statements w~l~ be permanenLty removed [:rom ORBIT on Mar. 3% 2023, and w~ not be retained by 

the Retirement Systems Division. 

Saveothe=Date: 20~.3 Work Well, Live We~l Expo IClick here} 

W*-’_~ will kick off our Work Well, Live Well Exp.:_~ on Wed., Mar. 13, from 11 am. un~:il 2 p.m. m the Rams Head Recreation Center. J.Nrt the Work Well, Live Weft 

Commi[[ee and the Office of Human Resources in showcasing a variety o[: health and wel[r~ess resources available to employees a[ UNC-Chape[ Hitl. 

SPA Performance Management class (Click here} 

Employee & Management Relations ~n the Office of Huma~ Resources w~l offer a class on Performance Management and D~sci0~inary Processes For SPA em0~oyees 

on Feb. 4, 6, and 8 from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 ~m. 

kearNng O££ortunities - UFcoming Tra#~h~g & Talent Development (;lasses Available {C~ick here} 

~he Of[:ic~ of Ham~a~ Resources offers a variety of classes each month thsL are available from Lhe ~£~[fiA_~_~J_gg. These ~earn#~g opportunities are free and open to 

faculty and staff. Hease see the ~!$#_~A#__[[g_#£ for available classes h~ February. 

Service Awards for 5-, :].0-, and :].5-year employee m~lestones can be col~ecte~ dudnA one oF the Fo~lowh~g scheduled t~mes. 



L 4C 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, January 29~ 20 ! 3 

Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 
Feb. 

4: Performance Management and Disci[oiinary Processes for SPA Employees class 
5: Advanced Project Management class 
6: Diversity in the Workplace class 
7: Foundations of Supervision at Carolina class 
8: Notary Public Certification class 
11: Influencing & Negot!ating Effectively class 
12: Preventing, Sexual Harassment class 
12: Advanced Communication Skills class 
13:I-9 Policy, Procedure& Law!ogix class 
13: Effective Decision Makin~ class 
19: Change Management class 
19: Making the Workplace more Sustainable class 

2010 Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System Annual Benefits 
Statements 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

The North Carolina Retirement System is preparing 2012 annual benefits statements for active 
employees who contributed to their Retirement System account as of Dec. 31, 2012. In 
preparation for the new statements, 2010 statements will be permanently removed from ORBIT 
on Mar. 31, 2013, and will not be retained by the Retirement Systems Division. 

Please review, download and save your 2010 annual benefits statements to assist you with your 
future retirement planning..C._[!_.c__.k___..o__!3_ the ORBIT logo and access your account. 

Save-the-Date: 2013 Work Well, Live Well Expo 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

We will kick off our Work Well, Live Well Expo on Wed., Mar. 13, from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the 
Rams Head Recreation Center. 

Join the Work Well, Live Well Committee and the Office of Human Resources in showcasing a 
variety of health and wellness resources available to employees at UNC-Chapel Hill and 
throughout the greater Triangle area. Participating exhibitors will cover all aspects of healthy 



living, including nutrition, fitness, financial health, recreation, safety, preventative care, 
educational & support groups, and more. 

Employees are invited to take part in free demonstrations throughout the event, including 
cooking classes and sample exercise and movement classes led by Campus Rec. 
For more information, please contact WorkWell@unc.edu 

SPA Performance Management class 

FROM: Gena Carter, Employee & Management Relations 
Office of Human Resources 

Employee & Management Relations in the Office of Human Resources will offer a class on 
Performance Management and Disciplinary Processes for SPA employees on Feb. 4, 6, and 8 
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. In this class, participants will learn all aspects of the performance 
management and discipline policies for SPA employees as well as how they interact with other 
policies. Classroom activities include setting work expectations, holding work planning 
conferences, holding counseling sessions with employees, and exploring how policies and 
management best practices across a wide variety of workplace scenarios. Participants must 
attend all three hal#day sessions. 

For more information about the program, call 843-3444 or register at www.training.unc.edu. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are available from 
the ._c____o__~!___[__s____e______c___a____t___a__[__o__g. These learning opportunities are free and open to faculty and staff. Please 
see the attached flyer for available classes in February. 

To register on-line, please visit the Training & Development .__w____e_____b___s__j__t___e__ or contact Training & 
Development at 962-2550 for more information. 



Opp 
ing 

Locatbn: 104 Airport Dry, 1501.-A~B 

Date: Tues,, Fek 5 
[~me: 8:30 a,m~ to 4:30 p,m~ 

Locatbn: 104 Akport Dr., 1402 

E)ate: lues, FeL 6 

T~me: 8:30 a.m. ~o ]2:30 

Locatbn: ~04 Akport Dr~ ~ 

Da{e: Thurs., Feb. 7 

[~me: 8:30 aJ~, ~o 4:30 

Location: 104 Airport Dr., 1501-C 

E)ate: Tues, &lhurs,, Feb, 12 & 14 
Time: 8:30 a.rn. to 12:30 p.m. 

Location: 104 Airpor{ Dr., 1501-C 

Date: Tues. &Thu~s,, Fek 19 & 21 

Time: 8:30 a,m, to 12:30 

[.ocation: 104. Akport Dr., 1501 
Date: Thug’s., 7eb. 21 

Time: 8:30 a.m. to noon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiley, Brian-<Brian Kiley@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 2:20 PM 

Everyone in PO <promcol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Replicon - WTS down 

Effort tracking users, 

I just received notification that the Re#icon WTS application is down unexpectedly. 

Technical support has indicated that it will be up shortly. 

Please make note of your time to be entered once the system is available. 

Thank you for your patience. 

Brian 

Brian Kiley 

Finance Manager 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 72c~q I Ch~nol Hill. NC 27599 

Phone: (919) 843- 6902 I Mobil: I Fax: (919) 966-3015 
Email: Brian_Kiley@med.unc.edu 

You are currently su~scribed to protocol as: peggy bush@me@.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii t? leave-4565221-637485.87b7b,s9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c:6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, January 31, 2013 12:59 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edtr~ 

Vital Signs: BiobaJ~k~ Macular Degeneration, Heart Failure, MRSA, and more news in the Jan. 31 issue 

Click here to view this newsletter online. 

Jan. 31~ 2013 

Research News 

Stud~ of human specimen collections in the U.S. offers a first look at their 
huqe diversity 
A new study from the UNC School of Medicine reveals the huge diversity of 

govern them. The study was led by Gail Henderson, PhD, professor and chair 
of social medicine. UNC study coauthors are R. Jean Cadigan, Teresa Edwards, 

Ian Conlon, Anders Nelson, James Evans, Arlene Davis, Catherine Zimmer, and 
Bryan Weiner. 

~S~~~t~~u~~~d~~y~~~~e~~y~~e~~~s~~~~s~~t~~e-~m~~~~~~q~e~~[L~~b~j~~~~~~~~~~d~~~~t~~e~~~s~~t~~~~t~~~~~~~~d~~~e~~~t~~e~~~c~~t~~~~~m~~~~a~~c~~~u~~!~a~~~r~~~~d~~~e~~g~~e~~~n~~~e~~~r~~a~~~t~[~~~~~n~~~~p~~~r~~~~~g~r e s s i o n 
A study led by researchers at the UNC School of Medicine is the foundation 

authors include lead author Emil Anthony Say, MD, Sai Chavala, MD, and 

Denise Ann Esserman, PhD. 

Se~!ng ~11# .s~g~ for a new £~rad!gm in treatment of heart failure 
New evidence shows the root of heart failure lies in misfolded proteins in the 
heart’s cells. The finding may pave the way for dramatically new treatment 
approaches. The analysis was co-authored by Cam Patterson, MD, MBA, 
professor of medicine and chief of cardiology, and Monte Willis, MD, PhD, 
associate professor of pathology and laboratory medicine. 

.3___o_ j-~-t-~--U-~-N----C-~--N---C---S--M~--B---N----E-~--R--e---h---a-~-b--[!~-t--a---t-i-~---n--~-E-~-g j_t)__e___e__r_i_t)_g C e n t e r S e m i n a r 
Sharon Joines, PhD, Associate Professor of Industrial Design at NCSU, will 
present "Access to Innovation: Leveraging the principles of human centered 

Regist e r for M in d- Body Skills Session s 
Learn how to embrace a unique approach to health and wellness, and adopt 

UNC Health Care News 

UNC has won the Gold Level Recognition Award from the American Heart ~~~ 

institutions in the country to receive this Gold award. 



This is the first annual report produced by the N.C. Children’s Hospital. The 
report covers activities surrounding the hospital’s CARE Mission: Clinical Care, 

:: Advocacy, Research, and Education. 

CA 19-9 testing to move in-house 
The Core Laboratory announces the introduction of CA 19-9 testing effective 
Feb. 1. The testing will be performed in the Core Laboratory using the Vitros 
5600 chemistry analyzers. 

UNC Health Care integrates Strateqic Planning & Network Development 
:: The newly organized UNC Health Care System Strategic Planning & Network 
Development division includes several system-level leadership functions. Read 
about the team of leaders appointed in the new division .[~___e_£__e_. 

Epic@UNC Core Team training] becjjns in Wisconsin 
More than 130 co-workers from the Epic@UNC Core Team traveled to Epic 
headquarters in Verona, Wis., this week to begin in-depth training on Epic’s 
softwa re. 

Mebane Primary Care practice now open 
A new UNC Physicians Network primary care practice, Mebane Primary Care, 
opened on Monday, Jan. 21. Mebane Primary Care is located at 100 East 

ii Dogwood Drive in Mebane. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::....:::.:::================================================================================= 

Providers at UNC Hospitals have asked about how to use Nicotine Replacement ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:: Therapy to treat inpatients who smoke or use other tobacco. Review the 
:: following two frequently asked questions for more information. 

Priwcy ~ Security Tip of the month- "IP~ updates 
The January Privacy & Security tip discusses the recent updates to H~P~ 
rules by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office for Civil 

UNC Center for Heart and Vascular Care gears up for American Heart Month ~n 

Wear Red in Support of Women’s Heart Health. Heart disease is a killer that 
strikes more women than men, and is more deadly than all forms of cancer ................ 
combined. While one in 31 American women dies from breast cancer each 

~8~i~i~i~i~ 
UNC Cente~ for H~art and Vascular Care - Healthy H~art Initiativ~ ~~i~~ ....... 

:: where to find treatment that is right for you. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

UNC Center for Heart and Vascular Care and Rex Healthcare 
Peter Ford, MD, and James G. Jollis, MD will be available during this live 

Facebook chat to talk about vascular health. 

Heart Event: Listen to Your Heart 
Celebrate American Heart Month by learning about your risk factors for 
cardiovascular and peripheral vascular disease! Space is limited so register 

soon. 

Community News 

Water In Our World Campus Theme website link 
Access news and updates on UNC’s two-year, campus-wide theme, "Water in 

Each event during the Symposium is free and online registration is open 
iiithrough Jan. 31. Please note, registration closestoday. 

The UNC men’s basketball team’s next home game is Saturday, Feb. 2 at 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

noon. There also is a game on Tuesday, Feb. 5, at 7 p.m. Please be prepared 
for traffic on campus to be heavy up to two hours before/after each game. 

UNC School of Medicine 

Chapel Hill, NC [ 27514 

Questions Or Comments? Please contact the ~_d_!_t&[. 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. William Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 5, 2013 10:08 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

UNC Lineberger Lineup for 2/5/2013 

The latest issue of the Lineup is now available at: .h...t..t.p..;/./..c..a...n...c.~..e..r.:..u...n...c..~..e...d...u./j.[..q.e...u..p.l 

You are currently su~scribed to protocol as: peggy bush@me@.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-~566295-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Church, Starr Hayes <starr church@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:53 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu>; mackmanlab@listserv.unc.edu; Adams, S&shaD 

<sasha adams@med.unc.edu>; Ataga, Kenneth I <Kenneth Atag@med.unc.edu>; Bergmeier, Wolf~an~ <ber~meie(a)email.unc.edu>; 

Brandi Reeves <breeves@unch.unc.edw~; Caraway, Martha <carraway.maxth@epamail.epa.gov>; 

_ _ ~med.unc.edu>; Church, Frank C <fchurch@med.unc.edu>; Fischer, Thomas H <thomas tischer(~med.unc.edu>; 
F~ederiksen, James <jwf6@duke.edu>; Gabriel, Don <don gabriel@med.unc.edu>; Hill, Clmstine <christine hill@med.unc.edu>; Holly~ 

Steve <stephen holly@med.unc.edu>; Kasthuri, Raj Sundax ~qaj kasthufi@med.unc.edu>; Ke~; Nigel S <nigel key@med.unc.edu>; 

Lentz, Bmry R <bmry lenlz@med.unc.edu>; LeVine, Da~a <dacha levine@ncsu.edu>; Lira Jian <liN@email.unc.edu>; Ma, Alice D 

<alicema@med.unc.edu~; Mackman, Nigel <nigel macl, anma@me&nnc.edu~; Majumder. Rinku <rinku majumde@med.unc.edn>; 

Manning, James <james e mmaning@med.unc.edu~; Moll, Stephan <slephan moll@med.unc.edu~; Monahan. Paul E 

<paul monahan@med.unc.edu>; Monroe, Dougald M III <dongald monroe@medmnc.edu>; Nichols, Timothy C 

<tim nichols@med.unc.edu~; Parise, Leslie V <lesliejparise@med.unc.edu>; Pawlinski, Rafal L <rafal~oawlinski@med.unc.edu>; 
Pedersen, Lee G. <leejpedersen@unc.edtr~; Roberts, Harold <hrr@med.unc.edtr~; Roubey, Robert <robert roubey@med.unc.edw~; 

Staltbrd, Danel W <dws@emaJl.unc.edu>; StouflEr, Rick <RickStoultEr@med.unc.edu-~; Whinna, tterbert C <whinn@med.m~c.edu>; 
Wolberg, Alisa S <alisa wolberg@med.tmc.edw~; Yasmina Abajas (Mazepa) <yabajas@unch.unc.edu> 

Seminar: Osheiza Y. AbdulmaJik 

AbdulmdlikCV.pd£ Abdulmdlik Flyer.doc 

DIVISION OF HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY 
UNC COMPREHENSIVE SICKLE CELL PROGRAM 

Presents a Seminar by 

Osheiza Y. Abdulmalik, DVM 
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

"A Potential Therapeutic Role for Stabifity-Enhanced ~-globin mRNAs in 
Hemoglobinopathies " 

FRIDAY, 
9:15AM 

3101 CONFERENCE ROOM, 
Physician’s Office Building 

Flyer attached~ 

EmaJI: 

Starr Chumh 
Program Manager 
UNC Comprehensive Sickle Cell Program 
CB # 7305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone (919) 843-9444 
Fax (919) 843-7693 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vital Signs <vitalsigns@medamc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:07 PM 

School of Medicine News <medschool-of-medicine-news@ad.unc.edu.~ 

Vital Signs - MMA, herpes, TN breast cancer, PSA screenings, childhood trauma, Epic, and more news in the Feb. 14 issue 

Click here to view this newsletter online. 

Research News 

Feb. 14, 2013 

._U__N__C_____r__e___s__e___a__E_C___h___e_£_s_____d_ j--s---q-~-~-v-~-e---r~~~--e--D---e-~--t--h---a--t--~-s---u--p--p--~-e---s--s-~-e-~-s-~~-h---e--~ p___e___s_ v i r u s e s 
A research team led by Blossom Damania, PhD, found that suppressing the TLK 
enzyme causes the activation of the lyric cycle of both EBV and KSHV. During 
this active phase, these viruses begin to spread and replicate, and become 
vulnerable to anti-viral treatments. 

Researchers discover bioloqicM diversity in triple-necjative breast cancer 
A team lead by Charles Perou, PhD, of UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer 

Center, examined more than 1,700 breast tumors, including 412 triple negative ~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~~i~ 

:: An international team of scientists led by UNC has published a study 
evaluating different ways of helping men consider their values about PSA 
screening. They report that the decision-making process was influenced by 
the format in which information was presented. Michael Pignone, MD, MPH, i~i~i~i~4~‘~.~.:~:~;~~×‘~*~‘~)~!~i‘~Ji~.~3)~1~‘~)i~i~i~i~: 
professor of medicine and chief of the division of general internal medicine, is 

About two of every three children will experience at least one traumat,c event 
before they turn $8, but only a few psychotherapeutic treatments showed ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
possible benefits for children exposed to trauma. Adam Zolotor, MD, MPH, 
assistant professor of family medicine, co-authored the review. 

........................................................................................................................................ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

UNC Health Care leaders finalize 2~ key Ep~c@UNC decisions ~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~:~.}.~.~:~:~.~.;~.}.~.~.~:~.~.~.~.~[~.~;~.~;~:~.;~.~:~:~.~ 

Care entities came together to finalize 21 key decisions that will guide the 
implementation of our Epic@UNC system. 

UNC School of Medicine News 

Dean’s Advisory Committee - Meetinq Minutes 
Read more for a link to the minutes from the January 2013 meeting. 

Baldwin Elected President of Scleral Lens Education Society" 
UNC Eye faculty member, Dr. Bruce Baldwin, Optometrist, PhD, was elected 
President of the Scleral Lens Education Society (SLS) at the Global Specialty 

First-EverVasculitis Foundation Fellowship Awarded to UNC Kidney Center 

UNC Kidney Center Fellow Elizabeth Brant, MD has been awarded the first-ever 
Vasculitis Foundation Fellowship, which will support her continuing research 
fellowship for two years, beginning July of 2013. 

Recruitment for C~inical Skills Development (CSD) and C~inica~ Skills Integration 

(CSI) courses has begun. Applications for a tutor position will be due Fridag, 

On Feb. 7, the UNC Gene Therapy Center and the Wake Forest Institute for 
Regenerative Medicine collaborated to host a joint symposium forthe first 
time. Jude Samulski, PhD, director of the Gene Therapy Center and Anthony 
Atala, MD, director of the Wake Forest Institute for Regenerative Medicine, 



Important Updates to NC TraCS Pilot Proqram 
NC TraCS submitted a new CTSA grant application to NIH in January (funding 
for the current CTSA grant ends April 30) that highlighted the success of 
many of our pilot award recipients. The next round of TraC$5-50K grants will 
be due on June 4, instead of the original posted date of March 26. Once we 
hear from NIH about our CTSA application, future pilot due dates will be 
established and posted on the NC TraCS website. 

Read the January issue of the Biomedical Research Imaging Center’s 
newsletter. 

Research Ethics Grand Rounds 
Jill A, Fisher, PhD, Assistant Professor of Social Medicine will present, "Healthy 

:: Volunteers’ Perceptions of Risk: The Influence of Informed Consent and Urban 

Legend in Phase I Clinical Trials" 

UNC Horizons presents 9th Annual Spirituality and Addiction Conference: 

Spirituality as a Component of Addiction 
UNC Horizons, a substance abuse treatment program for pregnant and 
parenting women that is a program of the UNC Department of ON-GYM, hosts 
an annual conference focusing on the needs of women and their children 

Visit the Openinq Doors: Contemporary African American Academic Surqeons 

iiithe Student National Medical Association, along with the Office of Special 
Programs, would like to invite everyone to view a beautifully crafted exhibit 
that was recently unveiled in honor of Black History Month. 

iiiTobacco Cessation & PCMa:Advances in Evidence-based Treatment Webinar 
Register for this webinar to listen to Adam Goldstein, MD and Carol Ripley- 
Moffitt, MDiv, CTTS discuss effective ways for tobacco cessation. 

Electronic Medication Administration Record Active Feb. 14 

administration into eMAR. The eMAR record is accessible via WebCIS for 

Announcements from UNC Hospitals’ Nutrition & Food Services 
Please note the following three announcements from Nutrition & Food 
Services: (1) Beginning Feb. 25, UNC Hospitals’ patients will be able to order 

real doctors, real people - Jason Goldsmith 

i Jason Goldsmith, an MD-PhD student at UNC, is also the owner and lead 
~ instructor at Tactical Kung Fu and MMA in Durham, N.C. 
:: School of Medicine Events 

:: A Security Primer for Health Informaticians 
In the 21st century, we ignore cybersecurity at our own peril. This class ~~~ 

informatician a grounding in this increasingly crucial subject. The session 
~~i~8~B~ 

i includes resources for further study. 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: =================================================================== 

iThe Dr. CharlesA. Sanders Proiect HOPE International Residency Scholarship 

~ Medical resident physicians from North Carolina can apply for scholarship 
:: funding for a one- to two-month supervised global health elective at a HOPE 
program site. Applications are due Feb. 28~ 



from a Late Night Restaurant Delivery menu; (2) Beginning Feb. 25, the 
Starbucks Cafe will be open 24 hours a day and offer an extended menu; and 
(3) Beginning Feb. 25, the Terrace Care will close each night from 9 p.m. - 

Board of Governors approves new advanced nursing degree at UNC 
On Feb. 8, the Board of Governors authorized the University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill School of Nursing to offer a graduate-level nursing degree, the 

The UNC men’s basketball team’s next home game is Saturday, Feb. 16 at 

UNC School of Hedicine 
Chapel Hill, NC I 275:~4 

Questions or Comments? Please contact the editor. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Beth <beth clarke@med.unc.edu~ 

Monday, FebruaD, 18, 2013 10:23 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Yipes - it’s going to be March in 2 weeks - EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION time 

Categories for Nominalions.docx 

G’day all, 

Thanks to our lovely, clear headed Leslie for reminding me that it’s February and we have employee recognition awards to give away next month. (Somehow I was 

thinking March was 2 months away - but then again I still think now that Johnny Depp is single - I have a chance © So there you go). 

Come one, come all and nominate somebunny deserving from your group. We would dearly love to get GOBs o’nominations and hear from some peeps who we 

have not heard from previously. 

Attached are the categories, and below is the oh so simple nomination form. AIIs ya gotta do is fill out the below and email it back to me (oh, and you have to fill it 

out completely - all 3 sections. And if you could give an eggsample of the reason for nomination t’would be greatly appreciated by the committee in case of a tie). 

Please return your nominations by Wednesday, February 27 no later than 5pm. 

NOMINEE: 

REASON FOR NOMINATION (please be specific): 

CATEGORY YOU FEEL BEST FITS NOMINATION (Ambassadorship, Customer Service, Leadership, Team Player) 

Thank you bunchitos. 

Beth 

The chair (and clearly a wingback chair) 

Beth Clarke, CCRP 
@/Melanoma Clinical Research Associate 

Clinical Protocol Office 
UNC - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

t: 919.966-4432 

f: 919.962-2621 

beth darke@med.unc.edu 
A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the compulsion to help all life which he is able to assist, and shrinks from injuring anything that lives (Albert 

Schweitzer) 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-~569@50-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Davis. Wil|iam Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edw~ 

Tuesday, Febmau 19, 2013 10:33 AM 

Everyone in PO <promcol@listserv.med.unc.ed~> 

UNC Einebe~er Lineup for 2/19/2013 

The latest issue of the Lineup is now available at: _h___t._t_P_i/_/___c__a___n___c__.e__r__,__u___n_£,__e___d__.u_~_!_i__n__gg_~ 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

U NC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy busb~med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave~4569299-637485.8767bc~!ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv’med’unc’edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <gins’ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 1:19 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: February 19, 2013 

2-19-13 HR Elnployee Info~mation.pdf 

FYI 

Full text of all articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hrouncoedu/news-events/items 

Feb, 21: It Takes All Types: Intro to MBTI class 

Feb. 22: Service Award pickup at AOg 

Feb. 2~: Valuable Presentation SkilB class ................................................................. 

Feb~ 2~: ULEAD information session 

~eb. 27: Managing Interactions with your Employees class 

Feb. 28: Managing Menopause Workshop 

March 5: ULEAD informa[~on session 

March 22: ULEAD ~nformat~on session ............................................................. 

March I3: ~£[_~_~#_[]~__~_~£_~£~[_~_~R9. 

Marcia iS: ULEAD applications due 

2022 T~ta~ Com#ensation Statements (contact: _b___e___n___e__f_!_t__s____@___u___n_£_e___d__y} 

This week, staff and faculty members will receive an exciting piece of mail--- their personalized Total Compensation Statement from the Office of Human 

Resources. 

MetLife Group Term Life ~nsurance SpeciM Enrollment (contact: benefits@unc,edu) 

In Jat~uar¥ 2(}1:~ w~:, ~:,;<p~:ari~:at~ce(J a 5 percent decrease in MetLife Group Term Lift:, Instlrance ra[:es! Now it’s time to ask, "Has vo~r life i~lsurat~ce coverage k~:ap[: up 

with your life?" The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hitl has arranged ]:or MetLit:e to off:era special enrolknent opportunity. 

University Leadership Education and Development IULEAD} Program Accepting Al~p~ications Icontact: training_~develo£ment@unc.edu} 

The Office of Human Resources is acceoting applications for ~ts University I.eadersh~p Education m~d Development (U[EAD} program, wNch helps University 

managers strengthen qt~ahty leadership competenc~es and skHB through coHaboratkx~, strong ct~rdcuh.m~ and kn.awk~dgeabh? faculty For more ~nformati.an on the 

program, k~dudmg eiigib~Hty, a video feattmt~g recent ULEAD graduates, at~d the schedule of k~terest meetings, v~s~t hr.unc.edui[raining--talenb- 

Finn Set, ice Award Pickup (contact: benefits@unc.edu} 
The final opportut)ity to collect S~-_~rvice Awar(~s for 5-, 10.., ar~(~ _[5--year ~-_~m pJoy~-_~e mil~-_~st.a~les between .Jan. :[-June 71{}, 2013, is Friday, Feb. 22, from 8:30 a.m. until 1 

p.m. in room 1500-C in the AOB. 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 

Feb. 21: It Takes All Types: Intro to MBTI class 
Feb. 26: Valuable Presentation Skills class 
Feb. 26: ULEAD information session 
Feb. 27: Managing Interactions with your Employees class 
Feb. 28: Managing Menopause Workshop 
March 5: ULEAD information session 
March $2: ULEAD information session 
March L3: Work Well, Live Well Expo 
March 15: ULEAD applications due 

2012 Total Compensation Statements 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

This week, staff and faculty members will receive an exciting piece of mail - their personalized 
Total Compensation Statement from the Office of Human Resources. 

The statement provides each employee’s total annualized salary and benefits contributions, 
leave earnings, and the amount the University contributes to individual benefits. All amounts 
shown are as of Dec. 31, 2012. 

OHR is committed to ensuring that employees have all of the information that’s necessary to 
make their employment experiences as positive as possible. These statements are just part of 
our effort to ensure that all employees understand their compensation and benefits, as well as 
the value of the University’s financial commitment to each employee. 

We encourage employees to carefully review this information. Having these figures readily 
available is essential to understanding how employees and the University share these costs. 

MetLife Group Term Life Insurance Special Enrollment 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

In January 2013 we experienced a 5 percent decrease in MetLife Group Term Life Insurance 
rates! Now it’s time to ask, "Has your life insurance coverage kept up with your life?" 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill realizes that life insurance is an important part of 
your benefits program, and we have arranged for MetLife to offer a special enrollment 
opportunity that allows you to: 

Enroll in life insurance or increase your coverage with fewer health questions 
o Enroll your spouse and/or domestic partner (subject to full evidence of 

insurability) 
o Enroll eligible children with no questions asked 

¯ Benefit from a variety of special features including will preparation and estate resolution 
services that can be used today and in the future 

¯ Pay premiums through convenient payroll deduction 

Starting the week of Feb. 25, MetLife Group Term Life Insurance information and enrollment 
instructions will be delivered to each employee’s campus mailbox address. The materials will 
showthe MetLife logo - please do not discard them. Employees should receive reminder post- 
cards and a customized packet showing current coverage and/or available coverage options 
available as a result of this enrollment period. 

Life Insurance benefits from the University of North Carolina are convenient and affordable. 
Take advantage of this opportunity to update and view your current coverage online from March 
4-22 at ~_.____m_____e___t_[i_f___e___.__¢___O_____m__/______m__ybenefits. First-time users will need to click on the "Register Now" 
link to create a unique user name and password. 

If you are currently enrolled and wish to maintain coverage, no action is required. 

If you have questions about your MetLife Group Term Life Insurance, contact a MetLife Customer 
Service Consultant toll-free at 877-638-467:1, Monday-Friday, from 8 a.m.-11 p.m. 

University Leadership Education and Development (ULEAD) Program Accepting 
Applications 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources is accepting applications for its University Leadership Education 
and Development (ULEAD) program, which helps University managers strengthen quality 
leadership competencies and skills through collaboration, strong curriculum and knowledgeable 
faculty. 

For more information on the program, including eligibility, a video featuring recent ULEAD 
graduates, and the schedule of interest meetings, visit ~[1!:;~u~n~c~e~d~u~t~r~a~j~n~j~n~g-~t~a~j~e~n~t~-~ 

developmentispecialized-programs-and-resourcesiuleadi. 

The program is designed to help high performing, highly motivated managers meet the 
challenges of the changing higher education environment. 

Whether you want to become a stronger leader, advance in your career or simply learn innovative 
techniques that will enhance the performance of your unit, speak with your manager today about 
enrolling in ULEAD. This program provides an opportunity to develop the skills necessary to 
understand, embody and model the mission, vision, values and goals of the University. 

ULEAD participants are nominated by their managers to take part in a rigorous curriculum 
composed of several core classes, a comprehensive assessment, peer coaching and team 



projects that are designed to have a significant impact on improving institutional effectiveness. 
Class topics include crucial conversations, negotiation, leading change, strategic thinking, 
appreciative leadership and the business of higher education. 

This program is free for all participants, but only a limited number of applicants are accepted. 
Applications will be accepted through March 15, and are available online at 
http:/ /hr.unc~edu/f~rm-~nder/training~and-talent-deve~pment-f~rms/u|ead~applicati~n4~rm~ 
or by contacting William Frey (wi!/ frey@unc.edu) in OHR at 962-9685. 



iiiil..i! n i v e r s i t y .iii..., e a d e r s h i p .F., d u c a t i o n D eve 1 op m e nt 

Are you read}, for 
your next step? Whether you want 

to become a stronger leader, advance in your 
career or simply learn innovative techniques 
that will enhance the performance of your 
unit, take a look at the ULEAD program! 

ULEAD provides an opportunity to develop 
the skills necessary to understand, embody 

and model the University’s mission, vision, 
values and goals. Challenge your abilities with 
this competitive four-month program. 

composed 

of core classes, a 360-degree 
assessment, peer coaching and team projects 

that are designed to have a significant impact 
on improving University effectiveness. 

This program is flee for all participants, but 
only a li:mited number of applicants are 

accepted. Apply online at ~i~...:~.!;..!:~.ii:.~:!~.;.:::~...:~:~.)~!~;..~!~!~.~..:~..~i~:~.~..:~::~::...~!.:~!~..:~:~. 

Participants are nominated by their managers 

to take part in a rigorous curriculum 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Church, Starr Hayes <starr church@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:13 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu>; mackmanlab@listserv.unc.edu; Adams, SashaD 

<sasha adams@med.unc.edu>; Ataga, Kenneth I <Kenneth Atag@med.unc.edu>; Bergmeier, Wolfgang <bergmeie@email.unc.edu>; 

Brandi Reeves (breeves@unch.unc.edu); Carraway, Martha Sue <carra001@live.unc.edtr~; 

_ _ ~med.unc.edu>; Church, Frank C <fchurch@med.unc.edu>; Fischer, Thomas H <:thomas fische@med.unc.edu>; 
F~ederiksen, Jmnes (jwf6@duke.edu); Gabriel, Don <don gabriel@med.unc.edu>; Hill, Cl~istine <christine hill@med.unc.edtc,; Holly, 

Steve <stephen holly@med.unc.edu>; Kasthuri, Raj Sundax ~qaj kasthuri@med.unc.edu>; Ke~; Nigel S <nigel key@med.unc.edu>; 

Lentz, Bea~" R <batTy lentz@med.unc.edu>; LeVine, Dana (dana levine@ncsu.edu); Liu, Jian <lit~j@emafil.unc.edu>; Ma, Alice D 

<alicema@me&unc.edu~; Mackman, Nigel <nigel macl, anma@me&nnc.edu~; Majumder. Rinku <rinku majumde@med.unc.edn>; 

Manning, James <james e mmaning@med.unc.edu~’-; Moll, Stephan <s~tephan moll@me&unc.edu~; Monahar~ Paul E 

<paul monahan@med.unc.edu>; Monroe, Dougald M III <dongald monroe@me&unc.edu>; Nichols, Timothy C 

<tim nichols@med.unc.edu~; Parise, Leslie V <leslieAparise@med.unc.edu>; Pawlinski, Rafal L <rafal~awlinski@med.unc.edu>; 
Pedersen, Lee G. <lee~pedersen@unc.edtr~; Roberts, Harold <hrr@med.unc.edtr~; Roubey, Robert <robert roubey@med.unc.edw~; 

Staltbrd, Danel W <dws@emaJl.unc.edu>; StouflEr, Rick <RickStouflEr@med.unc.edu-~; Whinna, tterbert C <whinn@med.unc.edu>; 
Wolberg, AlisaS <alisa wolberg@med.unc.edu-~; YasminaAbajas (Mazepa)(yabajas@unch.unc.edu) 

1~¢: Se~ninax: Osheiza Y. Abdulma]ik 

Abdulma]ik Flyer.doc 

Reminder 

DIVISION OF HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY 

UNC COMPREHENSIVE SICKLE CELL PROGRAM 

Presents a Seminar by 

Osheiza Y. Abdulrnalik, DV~ 
The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia 

"A Potential Therapeutic Role for Stabifity-Enhanced ~-globin mRNAs in 
Hemoglobinopathies " 

FRIDAY, 
9:15AM 

3101 CONFERENCE ROOM, 
Physician’s Office Building 

Flyer attached~ 

:[ {ost: Dr, Ken Ata~’~ 

Starr Church 
Program Manager 
UNC Comprehensive Sickle Cell Program 
CB # 7305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone (919) 843-9444 
Fax (919) 843-7693 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam, Micah T <micah sam@med.unc.edu;, 

Friday, February 22, 2013 11:59 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

Final Call fi)r Audit Volunteers! 

Hi all! 

Thanks to everyone who has responded to the first call for volunteers for the March 11, 2013 Audit. Please note~ I’m listing everyone who HAS responded below~ 

for reference~ and please feel free to update me if you plans have changed. 

We are still in need of able bodied, bright, and willing volunteers to assist so if you have not already responded with your availability please let me know if you 

will be able to assist by responding to this email. 

Even if you can only assist for a couple of hours, this will go a long way to ensuring that Audits are completed in a thorough and expedient fashion. Also, there will 

be free breakfast and lunch -and who doesn’t like that? 

For those who like information listed vertically, see the below: 

What: First Lineberger Audit of 2013 

Date: March 11, 2013 

When: 9:00 A.IVl. -3:00 P.M. 

Where: Pagano Conference Room. 

What do we need?: Volunteers! 

Please RSVP if you can assist, and looking forward to another fun day of reviewing patient files and Regulatory documents! (Did I mention free breakfast and lunch 

too?). 
Take care, 

-Micah- 

CURRENT RESPONDERS: 

Confirmed: 

Laura Esler 

Juanits Cuffee 

CatheriRe Griffin 

ARgelica Saada 

Bethany Miller 

Kim t(elh?r 

M~chset AndersoR 

Dr. Whang 

Dr. Voorhees 

Mary O’Dwyer 

Ellen Cohen 

PrssanRa BheRde 

Wss~ Khan 

Yvonne DuR~ap 

Ten,:at We: 

Gay~e Gr~gson 

Bert O’Ne~[ 

Paola Gehr[g 

ARdrew Wang 

DeeP,ned: 

Dale Flowers 

A[iSOR Kannon 

DoRna Harper 

JaneH Mad<ey 

Sara 

Donna Rowe 

Teresa NuLta~ 

,JeanRe Noe 

Dr, Walko 

Kate Peterman 

Davh~ Sou to 

Rachei PMpps 

LeeRs Desa~ 



You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4570i42-637485~8767bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Judy H <judy brown@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 22, 2013 2:02 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Kiley, Brian <Brian Kiley@med.unc.edtp 

Replicon Timesheet 

Everyone, 

We have received calls from users experiencin8 issues with their tirnesheet when accessin~ Replicon via Mozilla Firefox. If you are usin8 Mozilla Firefox and are 

not experiencin8 any tirnesheet issues, wonderful. However, if you are currently havin8 issues or you besin to experience issues, please enter Replicon via 

Internet Explorer. We are trackin~ all issues; please keep us informed. 

We appreciate all your help. 

Judy 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-~57@169-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Beth <beth clarke@med.unc.edu; 

Monday, Februao, 25, 2013 7:58 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

FW: Yipes - it’s going to be March in 2 weeks - EMPLOYEE RECOGNITION time 

Categories for Nominalions.docx 

G’day all, 

2 more days to accept nominations. 

Please participate---we have onIv received one nomination. 

B e t h 

Beth Clarke, CCRP 
GIiMelanoma Clinical Research Associate 

Clinical Protocol Office 
UNC - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

t: 919.966o4-’,~32 

f: 919.962-2621 

b~b_~J_~_~_m~_~_¢_~_u. 
A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the compulsion to help all ~fe which he is able to assist, and shrinks from injuring anything that lives (Albe~ 

Schwei[zer) 

F~m: Clarke, Beth 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ 18, 2013 10:23 AN 

To: ’Eve~one in PC’ 
Subject: Yipes - iUs going to be March in 2 wee~ - EMPLOYEE REC~N~ON time 

G’day all, 

Thanks to our lovely, dear headed Leslie for reminding me that it’s February and we have employee recognition awards to give away next month. (Somehow I was 

thinking March was 2 months away - but then again I still think now that Johnny Depp is single - I have a chance @ So there you go). 

Come one, come all and nominate somebunny deserving from your group. We would dearly love to get GOBs o’nominafions and hear from some peeps who we 

have not heard from previously. 

Attached are the categories, and below is the oh so simple nomination form. AIIs ya gotta do is fill out the below and email it back to me (oh, and you have to fill it 

out completely - all 3 sections. And ~f you could g~ve an eggsample of the reason for nomination t’would be greatly appreciated by the committee in case of a tie). 

Please return your nominations by Wednesday, February 27 no later than 5pro. 

NOMINEE: 

REASON FOR NOMINATION (please be specific): 

CATEGORYYOU FEEL BEST FITS NOMINATION (Ambassadorship, Customer Service, Leadership, Team Player) 

Thank you bunchitos. 

Beth 

The chair (and clearly a wingback chair) 

Beth Clarke, CCRP 

GI/Melanoma Clinical Research Associate 

Clinical Protocol Office 

UNC - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

t: 919.966-~32 

f: 919.962-2621 

b~1_b_~!~E~_¢_@med.unc.edu 
A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the compulsion to help all life which he is able to assist, and shrinks from injuring anything that lives (Albe~ 

Schweitzer) 

Yeu are cuzzently subscribel Le pret:ecol as: peggy bush@ra~’d.un,~;.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4570342-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6bC@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



Categories: There are four categories in which a staff member may be eligible for recognition. Please see the 
descriptions of each below, along with particular items which characterize each category: 

Ambassadorship: An employee nominated for this award enhances the image of the protocol office and or LCCC 
within either the North Carolina community or University. This award will recognize individuals who consistently 
demonstrate the following actions: 

Foster a sense of inclusion, belonging and optimism thus contributing to the success of the CPO 
Individuals could also be recognized for successfully organizing events that highlight the work and 
achievements of the protocol office as well as conference presentations on behalf of the CPO. 
Displays diplomacy, enthusiasm, a positive attitude to contribute to the external image of the CPO. 

Customer Service: An employee who provided exceptional service to external customers; demonstrated diligence 
at resolving customer concerns; enhanced business relationships between their organization and its customer. 
External customers may include patients, visitors, monitors, investigators or other university/hospital staff. 
Recognition for: either a general quality of high customer service (see below) or an exceptional response to a 
particular situation requiring intervention (the situation demonstrates any of the qualities below). 

Is quickly responsive to situations requiring intervention: in other words, may be the first to step forward in a 
problematic situation; offers help or solutions to problems- does not wait for a situation to become a problem. 
Makes sure s/he understands a situation or problem before responding- listens well. 
Goes an extra step in providing for the welfare of others- doesn’t just stop at what’s necessary in responding 
in an interaction with others. 
Anticipates the needs of others 
Exhibits desire to help others 
Provides a "personal touch" to the service provided- is warm, courteous, humorous (if appropriate) 
Demonstrates a high level of professionalism in providing to others- is knowledgeable, provides satisfactory 
solutions, is respectful. 
Handles a difficult situation well (an angry, upset or unsatisfied or difficult-to-~please customer) 
Follows-up about a situation to see if the response was satisfactory 
Is timely in responding; gets back to people right away, makes the effort to seek them out rather than wait for 
them to say something. 

Leadership: A staff member who established a higher standard of work performance by example that is directly 
related to the function of the CPO. Qualities may include: 

demonstrated leadership qualities when presented with challenging assignments; 
voluntarily used knowledge and skills to promote the work-related development of other employees; 
contributed to building morale; 
improved processes or procedures; or 
enhanced working conditions. 

Team Player (Individual): A staff member who has gone above and beyond their required duties to help another 
member of the CPO. 

Anticipate the need others within the CPO, functional group, or POD. 
Exhibited a desire to help others as a voluntary effort. 
Include description of ’extra mile’ effort (ie., take on more studies or help others with their current workload) 
How did the employee benefit the CPO, team, or department. 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Desai, Leena P <leena desai@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:52 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

worth a read as a consumer and a healthcare worked 

For this week, Tim6 magazin6 Js compiet61y dedicated ~o only one ~rticie. This will give yogi th6 ~lnde] 

htt~m: //hea~th~and.time.ccm/2~3/~2/2~/bitter-pi~-~hv-meiica~-bil~s-are-ki~in~-us/~/ 

Leena 

Yeu are cui[i[~’ntly sLlbscribel te pretc>col as: peggy bush@mH!.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4570844-6Y7485.87bTbc9ba48434769b0360e/e22dgc6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 11:25 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

smtr meeting minutes 

StaffMeeting Minutes 02052013.pdf 

Good morning. Attached are the staff meeting minutes from February located at H:\PROTOFFC\CPO Monthly Staff Meeting\02052013. Reminder that our next staff 

meeting is this Friday in NCCH conference room I at 2:30. 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubsciEib~" send e blank Haail tic) ]eave-4571026-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e2219c6b@]Jstsezv.med. LHK;.edu 



Protocol Office Staff Meeting 

February 5, 2013 - 2:30PM 

Adriane A Colin 

Alison P Dale 

Amy A Danielle 

Angelica A David 

Anne A Diane 

Ashton P Donna H. 

Ayoola ~7 Donna R. 

Barbara A Elizabeth 

Becky P Ellen 

Bert ~7 Gayle 

Beth P Greg 

Bethany P Heather 

Brian A Jane B. 

Catherine P Jane M. 

Chrisma A Janell 

Christine A Jeanne 

Jennifer G. P Mark 

Jennifer S. A Martha 

Joy A Mary O. 

Juanita ~7 Maureen 

Judy B. P Micah 

Julie P Michael 

Kate P.** ~7 Michele 

Katie M. P Monique 

Kendall P Nicole 

Kim ~7 Pam 

Kristin A Pavita 

Laura P Prasanna 

Leah ~7 Rachael C. 

Leena P Rachel P. 

Leslie P Richard 

Lindsay ~7 Ruben 

P Sara G. 
.,,<7 Sara R. 

A Shantae 

A Sonali 
.,,<7 Stephanie 

P Teresa** 

A Victoria 
.,,<7 Wasi 

P Wendy 

~:-" Yvonne 

A 

A 

**Works part-time/not here on scheduled day ~:~ = Present, A = Absent 

II. 

AGENDA 
liT Protocols at LCCC and SOPs - Jeanne Noe 
a. Jeanne discussed trends of investigator-initiated trials over the 

last four years (2008-2012). Slideshow available on the H: drive 
(H:\PROTOFFC\CPO Monthly Staff Meeting\02052013\2012 liT 
analysis Jan 30 2013.pptx). 

b. There are now three finalized/signed-off SOPs on the H: drive 
(H:\UNC Lineberger SOPs\). 

Announcements 
a. Effort Tracking - Judy Brown 

i. Judy reported that effort tracking is running smoothly and 
answered individual questions. Further questions should be 
directed to Judy (judy_brown@med.unc.edu). 

b. Future Staff Meetings and Socials - Leslie Schreiner 
i. Staff meetings will alternate time and location based on the 

month. Even-month meetings will occur the first Tuesday at 
2:30 P.M. in Pagano. Odd-month meetings will be decided 
on a case-by-case basis. Effort is being made to bring in 



more outside speakers. The staff meeting in May will be a 
trip to the Botanical Gardens. 

ii. All CPO-sponsored social events for 2013 have been 
determined (Valentine’s Day Potluck, Independence Day 
social, Halloween) based on staff responses to earlier 
questionnaire. Staff may coordinate extra socials on their 

own. 
Employee Recognition - Beth Clarke 

i. There has been a lack of volunteers and nominations 
recently. Please participate if interested. 

Staff Updates 
i. In Progress 

1. Nurse-Coordinator (Melanoma pod) - Interviews in 
progress 

2. Nurse-Coordinator (Heme pod) - Interviews in 
progress 

3. Implementation Specialist/Regulatory Associate 
(Melanoma pod) -Interviews in progress 

4. CRA-Coordinator (Melanoma/Phase 1 pod), 2 
positions -In progress. May need to reopen 
application submission. 

5. Data Tech (Phase 1/Heme pod) - Interviews 

finished. Decision will be made soon. 
ii. Departing Staff 

1. Katy Hess - January 4 
2. Patricia Robinson - January 11 
3. Shantae McLean - February 8 

Next Meeting: 
Friday, March 1,2013 

2:30 PM 
Sanofi-Aventis Conference Room 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <gin3’ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 28, 2013 9:01 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: February 26, 2013 

022613 HR Elnployee hffonnation.pdf 

FYI 

Please forward the attachment titled "HR Emplovee Information" within vour DIVISION, 
F~li text of all articles in the weeMy digest is available in the attachments and at https:ffhr,unc.edu/news-events/. 

Mar. :;1: Teachers & State Employee Retirement Workshop class 

Mar. S: EPA Non- Faculty HR Topics c~ass 

F~aro S: ULEAD information session 

~ar, 5: Fundamental Communication Skills dass Mar. 
5: -A---d--y-~-a---n--£-e---d-~-P--r-9-j--e-~---M--a-~-n-~-a-g-e-~--n]--e---n---t" class 

Mar. 6: Americans with Disabilities Act ~ADA~Tra!nin~ class 

Mar° 7: Advanced Presentational Speakin&dass 

Mar° ~2: UILEAD information session 

Mar, &3: Work We~t ILive We~ Expo 

Mar° 20: A Baby! What Do I Do? c~ass 

20L13 Help{rig Heels List (contact: ._b___e___n__e___f_!_t__s__~__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_.} 
The Office of Human Resources publishes Helping Heels, a registry of individuals affiliated with the University who are willing to provide a variety of caregiving 

tasks on a part-time informal basis. This included any combination of the following: childcare, elder care and/or pet care. 

The lis~: is published three ~im~:_~s per year. The Helpin~ Heels regis~:ry is simply a re[erral program; in~:erest~:_~d families mus~ contact the lis~ed individuals directly t.:) 

arrange an int~-_~rview or ~:o schedt~e care. Click here for ~:he He~p~ng Heels hst. 

Save-the-Date: 2013 Work Well Uve Wel~ Ex#o {conta~: 

We w~l kick off: our Work We~l, Uve We~ Expo on Wed., Mar. 23, from 12 a.rn. uRt~l 2 p.nL ~r~ the Rams Head Recreation Center. Job~ the Work Weft, Live Weli 

Committee and the Office of Human Resources ~n showcash~g a variety of health and wellness resources avai]aMe to employees at UNC-Chape] Hill 

Changes to Termination Dates for the UNC Postdoc Medica{ ~nsurance P~an 

As you may recall, beginning .luly % 20].2, the following policy was made to the UNC Postdoc Medical insurance plan: 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, February 26~ 20 ! 3 

Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 
Mar. 

1: Teachers & State Em~!oyee Retirement Worksho~ class 
5: EPA Non- Faculty HR Topics class 
5: ULEAD information session 
5: Fundamental Communication Skills class 
5: Advanced Project Management class 
6: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Training class 
7: Advanced Presentational Speaking class 
12: ULEAD information session 
13: WorkWe!!, Live We//Expo 
15: ULEAD a[oplications due 
19: Managing at a Distance class 
20: A Baby! What Do I Do? class 

2013 Helping Heels List 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources publishes Helping Heels, a registry of individuals affiliated with 
the University who are willing to provide a variety of caregiving tasks on a part-time informal 
basis. This included any combination of the following: childcare, elder care and/or pet care. 
The list is published three times per year. The Helping Heels registry is simply a referral program; 
interested families must contact the listed individuals directly to arrange an interview or to 
schedule care. Click here for the Helping Heels list. 

Save-the-Date: 2013 Work Well, Live Well Expo 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

We will kick off our Work Well, Live Well Expo on Wed., Mar. 13, from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m. in the 
Rams Head Recreation Center. Join the Work Well, Live Well Committee and the Office of Human 
Resources in showcasing a variety of health and wellness resources available to employees at 
UNC-Chapel Hill. 







Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Friday, March 1, 2013 4:13 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Location of letterhead mad fa~-; cover sheet 

Fax Cover Letter.doc; UNC Lineberger letterhead 2012.docx; UNC Lineberger letterhead black 2012.docx 

As follow up to today’s staff meeting, I have attached copies of our letterhead and fax cover sheet. Please make sure that you replace any old copies that you may 

have with the current logo. These are saved at H:\PROTOFFC\ADMIN-staffl.Letterhead and fax cover sheet. 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To Llnsubsc:Eib~" send a blank Haail 1:o l eave-4571702-637485.87b7bd9ba484347b9b0360e7e2219c6b@]JsLsezv.med. LHK;.ed~l 



Clinical Protocol Office 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
450 West Drive, CB 7295 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-843-9332 

LINEBERGER 

To: From: 

Fax: Pages: 

Phone: Date: 

Re: CC: 

[] Urgent [] For Review    [] Please Comment [] Please Reply [] Please Recycle 

¯ Confidentiality Notice: This telecopy transmission may contain confidential information that is 
legally privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the recipient named above. If you have 
received this telecopy in error, please immediately notify us by telephone. You are cautioned that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution, or other use of the transmitted information is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 4, 2013 10:59 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

FW: Severe Weather Awareness week 

20130304104904690.pdf 

Good morning This week is Severe Weather Awareness. Attached is information on preparing your home for severe weather. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Leslie Schremer [mailto:leslie schreiner~d)med uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:49 AM 
To: Schreiner, Leslie 
Subject: 

’]7his E-mail was sent from "RNP1421)85" (~’dicio MP 5001) 

Scan [)ate: 03 04.2013 10:49:04 (-0500) 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4572015-637485 87b7bcgba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med uric edu 



Be prepared to improvise and use what you have on hand to make it on your own for at least three days, maybe 

longer. While there are many things that might make you more comfortable, think first about fresh water, food 

and clean air. 

Recommended :Supplies to Include in a Basic Kit: 

Water one gallon per person per day, for drinking and sanitation 

Non-perishaMe Food at least a three-day supply 

Battery~powered or hand crank radio and a NOAA ..... 

Weather Radio with tone a~e~t and extra bakeries for both .... 

F~ashl~ht and extra batteries 
F~rst A~d Mt 

Whistle to signal for help 

~ter mask or cotton t-shirt, to helpfilter the air 

Moist towe~ettes, garbage bags and plastic ties for 

personal sanitation 

Wrench or pl~ers to turn off utilit~es 

Manual can opener if k~t contains canned food 

Plast~ s~eet~8 and duct tape to shelter-in-place 

~mpo~ant Family Documents 

~tem~ for unique family need~, such as daily prescription 

medications, ~nfant formula or diapers 

Consider two kits° in one, put everything you will need to stay where you are and make it on your own. The 

other should be a lightweight, sma!ler version you can take with you if you have to get away. 

Plan in advance what you wiil do in an emergency. Be prepared to assess the situation. Use common sense 

and whatever you have on i~anct to take care of yourself and your loved ones. 

Develop a ~:a~ni~y Emergency P~ano Your family may not be together when disaster strikes, so p!an how 

you will contact one another and review what you will do in different situations. Consider a p[ar~ where 

each family member calls, or e-ma[~s, the sa~e frie~d or relative [~ the event of a~ emergency. 

It may be easier to make a long-distance phone call than to call across town, so an out-of-town contact 

may be in a better poskion to communicate among separated family members. Be sure each person knows 

the phone number and has coins or a prepaid phone card to call the emergency contact. You may have 

trouble getting through, or the phone system may be down altogether, but be patient. Depending on your 

circumstances and the nature of the attack, the first important decision ~s whether you stay put or get away. 

You should understand and plan for both possibilities. Use common sense and the information you are 

learning here to determine if there is immediate danger. Watch television and ]~sten to the ~ad~e for 



Creaf:e a P~an to Sk~el~erqn-P~,~;~. There are circumstances when staying put ~nd crew:ring ~ b~rrier between 

yourse!f ~nd potentially contaminated ~ir outside, ~ process known as shelteringdn--pJace ~nd se~iing the room 

can be a matter of survival, ff you see [~rge amounts of debris ~n the a~r, or ~f ~oca~ authorities say the 

p[ast~ sheet~ag to sea[ windows, doers and a~" ve~ts. Each piece should be several inches larger than 

the space you want to cover so that you can duct tape it fiat against the wall Label each piece with the location 

of where it fits, Use all avaiJab[e information to assess the situation. Quickly bring your family and pets inside, 

lock doors, and dose windows, air vents and replace dampers. [mmediazeJy turn off air conditioning, forced 

air heating systems, exh&ust fans and clothes dryers. Take your emergency supplies and go into the room you 

have designated. Seal all windows, doors and vents. Understand that sea[in~ the room is a tempora~ measure 

to create a barrier between you and contaminated air. Watch TV, listen to the radio or check the [nternet for 

instructions from local emergency management o~cials. 

Crea~e a P/an to Get Away. Plan in advance howyou wiil assemble your family and anticipate where you will 

go~ Choose several destinations in different directions so you have options in an emergency. If you have a 

car, keep at least a halft~nk of gas in it at all times. Beco~tle familiar with a~ternate routes as well as other 

mear~s of transportation out of your area.. If you do not have a car, plan how you will ieave if you have to. TaRe 

your emergency supply ]<it, unless you have reason to believe it is contaminated and lock the door behind 

you. Take pets w}th you if you are told to evacuate, however, if you are goingto a public shelter, keep in mind 

they may not be ailowed inside, ffyou believe the air may be contaminated, drive with your windows and vents 

closed and keep the air conditionin8 and heater turned off. Listen to the radio for instructions. Know Emergency 

Plans at. schooi ~nd work. Talk to you~ ~hiMren’s s~hoo~s and your empJoye~ about emer~];e~y pJanSo 

Find out how they will communicate with famiiies during an emergency, If you are an employer, be sure you have 

an emergency preparedness pian. Review and practice it with your empioyees. A community working together 

during an emergency also makes sense. Talk to your ~eighbo~s about how you ~an work. tog;ethero 

Some of the things you can do to prepare for the unexpected, such as assembling a supp y kit and developing a 

family emergency plan, are the same for both a natural or manmade emergency: However there are significant 

dm-erences amorlg potential terrorist threats, such as biological, chemical, explosive, nuclear and radiological 

which will impad the decisions you make and the actions you take. By beginning a process of learning about 

these specific threats, you are ipreparin8 yourseJf to react in an emergency, Go to readyo~OV to learn more 

about potential terrorist threats and other emergencies or coil 1-800-BE-READY (1-800-237-323~) for ~ free 

brochure. Be prepared to adaptthis information to your personal circumstances and make every effort to follow 

instructions received from authorities on the scene. Also learn about your community’s local emergency plan. 

With these simple preparations, you can be ready for the unexpected. 

After preparing yourself and your family for possible emergencies, take the next step and get involved in 

preparing your community. Learn more about Citizen Co~ps, which actively involves citizens in making our 

communities and our nation safer, stronger and better prepared. We all have a role to play in keeping our 

hometowns secure from emergencies of a!l kinds. Citizen Corps works hard to help people prepare, train and 

volunteer in their communities. Go to www.¢itizen~ofpsog:ov for more information and to get involved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 10:30 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

Red Cross Mobile Apps-Severe Weather Awareness Week 

Information from the American Red Cross website4he link below provides information on various severe weather apps that the Red Cross carrently offers, 

WASHINGTON, ~[Ionday, ~[larch 4, 2013 -- As National .Severe Weather Awareness Week begins, the American Red Cress is releasing its ofl’icial Tornado App, pu~ting 

lifesavi~g information right in the hands of people whe live in, visit or have loved ones in temade-prene areas. 

This Iree app--available in lEnglish or Spanish--gives iPhone, iPad and Android smart phone and tablet users instant access ~o local and read-time information, so they know 

wha~ to do befere, dudng and after a tomade. The app ~nchx~es a high-pitched siren and ’lornado warni~g[" a~ett ~hat signNs when a NO~ k~mado warn~n~ has been issued in 

their area - even if users have the app closed. An "a~ c~earF a~e~ ~ets users knew when a tornado warNng has expired or has been cancelled. 

http://www,redcross.org/prepareimobile--apps 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Mana~er-Profecol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: !e__s_[[_e..__s.c_h___re_jn__e_[_(~!"n___e_._d_:._u_!?_c_:~_d_.u_. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4572243-637485.87bTbc9ba484347b9b0360e’Ze22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 1:31 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

FW: Work Well, Live Well- mi~t- body- balance- commtmity 

20130305132541874.pdf 

Information for the 2013 Work Well, Live Well Expo is attached. The event is Iicee and open to employees from 11am - 2pm on Wedaaesday, March 13 at the Rams Head Recreation Center 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Leslie Schremer [mailto:leslie schreiner~d)med uric edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, ,"darcta 05, 2013 1:26 PM 

To: Schreiner, Leslie 
Subject: 

’]7his E-mail was sent from "RNP142I)85" (Aficio MP 5001) 

Scan Date: 0305.2013 13:25:41 (-0500) 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4572311-637485 87b7bcgba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med uric edu 



mind o body o balanse osommunity 
UNC-Chapel Hil! 

2013 Work Well, Live Well Expo 
Wednesday, March :[3, 20:[3 

a.m. - 2 p.m., Rams Head Recreation Center 

Demonstrations 
Health Screenings 
Community Resources 

Free and open to all employees 

Nutrition & Weight Management 
Financial Wellness and Support 
Giveaways! 

Get to "know your numbers": Employee health screenings include blood pressure, cholesterol, 

blood sugar, alignment, movement, BMI, body composition and spine. 

Test drive a Campus Recreation class: Every half-hour beginning at :[:1:30 a.m. - includes 

stretching, Zumba, yoga and resistance band. 

Hourly Cooldng Demos with Carolina Dining Services’ Executive Chef Paul Calice: Learn how to 
incorporate healthy foods into your daily routine beginning at 11:30 a.m. 

"Learn the Ropes" with SldpSations! This competition and demonstration jump rope team will 

exhibit speed, endurance, and strength through double-dutch, single rope and more! 

Thanks to our sponsors for their support of the 2013 Work WellT Live Well Expo: 

’ StayAct~ve 

Financial Services 

Relocation Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clarke, Beth <beth clarke@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 2:44 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Employee Recognition Committee - new members 

G’day all, 

The current employee recognition committee meeting just met and the 3 winners for ist quarter 2013 were chosen -YAY!!!!] Thank you all who submitted 

nominations. We had a great response and your participation is/was greatly appreciated by the committee. Thank you to all the committee members for your time. 

Speaking o’which - we have had some new employees join the CPO and wanted to remind everyone that you, yes you, are more than welcome to join the 

Employee Recognition Committee. 

If you are interested -see me, Leslie, Ellen, Cat, or Micah, and we’ll give you the secret password and handshake © 

Thanks all!I! Leslie will sent out the deets on the awards festivities the end o’ this month. 

Beth 

Chair (the rocking kind ©) 

Beth Clarke, CCRP 

@/Melanoma Clinical Research Associate 

Clinical Protocol Office 
UNC - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

t: 919.966-4432 

f: 919.962-2621 

b__e__t_b__c_!_a___r__k__e__@m_e___d__:~__n___c_:__e___d___u_. 
A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the compulsion to help all life which he is able to assist, and shrinks from injuring anything that lives (Albert 

Schweitzer) 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-45/2324-637485.8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. William Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 2:53 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

UNC Lineberger Lineup for 3/5/2013 

The new issue of UNC Lineberger Lineup is available at: http:!!cancer.unc.edu!lineup! 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

Yet~ are cui[i[ently sL~bscribel ~_e pret:ecoi as: peggy bush@ra~’d.t~n(~.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4572325-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 8:18 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Delays on 40 west today 

Accident earlier this morning has lanes blocked at 751 and 40 west. Expect delays for staff traveling through that area. 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To Llnsubsczib~" send a blank Haail 1:o l eave-4572440-637485.87b7bd9ba484347b9b0360e7e2219c6b@]JsLsezv.med. LHK;.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <gins’ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 8:47 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: March 5, 2013 

3-5-13 HR Elnployee Info~mation.pdf 

Full text of all attic@as in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at ~h~£~s~;.~[~h~r~:~u~n~:~e~d~g~n~e~w~s~-~e~v~e~n~t~s~:~ 

Mar° 6: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA} Training class 
Mar. 7: Advanced Presentational Speaking_c~ass 

Mar. :1Z: ._A___d___v__a___n__£e___d____P___r_gj_e__£t__N__a___n___a_&e____m___e___n__t__ class 

Mar. 12: ULEAD information session 

Mar. :13: Work We{l~ Live Well Expo 

Mar°/,5: UILEAD applications due 

Mar, 3.9: Managing at a Distance class 

Mar. :19: !~-~9~P~[~y~e~d~u~r~e~&~a~w~!~!~x~ dass 

Mar. 20: _A_____B__a___b__y_h_W___h___a__t____D___o___!___D___o__~. c~ass 

Mar. 27: Customer Service Skills class 

Mar. 2;8: Overcoming Team Dysfunctions class 

Mar, 29: Conversations with Your Manager class 

Fyo:[3 ~eave Reminder Icontact: benefits@unc.edu} 

There are only a Few months left to schedule the use of this FY 13 leave, r:Y I3 Leave [s only ava~iaMe f.ar use through June 3(}, 2013, Balances not used by July I 

be ~orfe~ted. The ~ntent: ~s t:hat aH emph:~vees awarded FY 3.3 ~eave be a~lowed to use th~s leave, As st:ated ~r~ the policy, retroact:ive t~mesheet adjust:ments are not 

a~lowed. H: an employee could have used this Speda~ Leave earlier in the year, but chose not to, they cannot go back and replace Special Leave for other’ prior 

approved use of ~eave such as sick leave, vacation leave, etc. 

UTS Welcomes New Name & Staff Member 

The Office of Huma[1 Resources ~s pleased to announce ~ [lew name and new staff for our temporary staffing service, Th~s grouo, a partnership between UNC- 

Chape~ I-{~lJ and NC State Un~vers~t% was originally launched in July 20~.0 as UniversH:y Targeted Staffing, 7o provide clarity for users, the unR w~l~ now be known 

Universky Temporary Services (UTS). UTS provides cost-.e~:fect~ve, qusl~fied temporary personne~ b~ a wide variety o~: occupations at ~ substsnt~a~ cost savings 

compared to outside sts~:fing sgendes. UTS a~so provides d~rect--h~re screening and psyro~ services. 

~eachers’ ~nd State Employees’ Retirement System AnnuN Statements ~click here} 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems is preparing to generate 20:[2 Annual Benefits Statements for active employees who contributed to their Retirement 

System account as of Dec 3I, 2012 In preparath:m for the new statements, 2010 statements w~lJ be ava~h~ble ~n member’s personal ORBIT accounts until Mar. 3I. 

The 2010 statement w~lJ be permanently removed from ORBIT after th~s date and will not be retained by the Retirement Systems D~vision. 

LearNng Op#ortuNdes - Upcoming Training & Talent Development C~asses AvaitaNe (d~ck here} 
The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are avN~able from the £9_#_[#_#__£#!#_~£~- These ~earning opporLurfit~es are free and open to 

facu~tv and staff. Please see the attached flyer for available classes ~n March~ 

Ready, Set, Go ChNlenge {dick here} 

Teams are wanted for ~:he Ready, Set, Go challenge that begins Apt 1. Registrst~ot~ opens Mar. 5 through Apr. ~ A free pedometer w~H be given to a~l partk:ipatmg 

members and g~ft cards wH~ be awarded to w~nning Learns and individuals. Visit www.stepupcarol~nas.or~ to register as a team or #~d~vidua~ today. 

NAFSA: Associatiot~ of International Educators Webinar {conrad:: Ronit Weingarden, 9(~2=4282} 

On W~-_~dnesday, Mar. $3~ flom 2 p.m. to 4:30 p,m,, th~-_~ International Student and Schoiar Services staff wili h.:_~st the Navigating th~-_~ Nuanc~:_~s of Prevailing Wage 

Determinations webinar sponsored by the Association of International Educators. Please meet us in the Global ~ducation Center, 2nd floor, Cont:erence Rooms 

2(’,08-2010. 

ePrint Access Change Communication 

ePrint is a report repository where HR and Finance offices across campus can view reports on-line, Some of the reports have sensitive data that need to be 

protected, ITS Security has recommended that access to ePrint be limited to omcampus (wired and wireless} and any off-campus use must be through VPN (Virtual 

Private Network}, 7his change will happen Thursday ew?ning, Mar, 7. 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, March 5, 2013 

Mar. 
Mar= 
Mar. 
Mar. :L2: ULEAD information session 
Mar. $3: Work Well, Live Well Expo 
Mar. $5: ULEAD applications due 
Mar. $9: Mana~inP_.at a Distance class 
Mar. $9:I-9 Policy, Procedure & LawIogix class 
Mar. 20: A Baby! What Do I Do? class 
Mar. 27’: Customer Service Skills class 
Mar. 28: Overcoming Team Dysfunctions class 
Mar. 29: Conversations with Your Manager class 

6: Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Traini0P_. class 
7’: Advanced Presentational Speaking class 
:1.2: Advanced Proiect Management class 

FY-13 Leave Reminder 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

There are only a few months left to schedule the use of your FY 13 leave. FY 13 leave is only 
available for use through June 30, 2013, and balances not used by July i will be forfeited. The 
intent is that all employees awarded FY 13 leave be allowed to use this leave. As stated in the 
policy, retroactive timesheet adjustments are not allowed. If an employee could have used this 
Special Leave earlier in the year, but chose not to, they cannot go back and replace Special 
Leave for other prior approved use of leave such as sick leave, vacation leave, etc. 

July i is always a busy time for retirements and we’ve received inquiries about FY 13 payouts for 
employees retiring effective July 1. The law only allows lump sum payouts of unused leave when 
an employee is immediately retiring after termination of employment with the State. If the 
retirement effective date is July 1, employees can receive a lump sum payout for unused FY 13 
leave if their separation date is effective anytime between June i and June 30. Unused leave 
cannot be paid out for any other type of separation or for delayed retirements. 

Please contact your Benefits Consultant with any questions. 



UTS Welcomes New Name & Staff 

FROM: Noreen Montgomery, Employment & Staffing 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources is pleased to announce a new name and new staff for our 
temporary staffing service. This group, a partnership between UNC- Chapel Hill and NC State 
University, was originally launched in July 2010 as University Targeted Staffing. To provide clarity 
for users, the unit will now be known as University Temporary Services (UTS). UTS provides cost- 
effective, qualified temporary personnel in a wide variety of occupations at a substantial cost 
savings compared to outside staffing agencies. UTS also provides direct-hire screening and 
payroll services. 

UTS has three staff members on-site to help you fill your temporary staffing needs: 

Laura McGaha, on-site coordinator for UTS, joined UTS in Dec. She is responsible for day- 
to-day operations and is the primary contact for hiring managers who are interested in 
partnering with UTS. Laura’s role includes recruitment, screening, placement, and hiring 
department customer service. You can reach her at 919-962-4328 or 

Laura Mcgaha@unc.edu. 
Lori Durham, previously the office coordinator, has been promoted into a placement 
specialist role, and also focuses on hiring department needs as well as recruitment 
strategies. You can reach Lori at 919-537-3380 or Lori Durham@unc.edu. 

Mary Fincher, UTS office coordinator, assists with candidate intake, payroll, billing, and 
other administrative functions and coordinates direct-hire activities. Mary is available at 

919-843-9454 or Mary. Fincher@unc.edu. 

Call or email UTS staff members today to obtain more information on how they can assist with 
your staffing needs, 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development Classes Available 
FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are available from 
the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open to faculty and staff. Please 
see the attached flyer for available classes in March. 

To register on-line, please visit the Training & Talent Development website or contact Training & 
Talent Development at 962-2550 for more information. 

Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System Annual Statements 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

The North Carolina Retirement Systems is preparing to generate 2012 Annual Benefits 
Statements for active employees who contributed to their Retirement System account as of Dec. 
31, 2012. In preparation for the new statements, 2010 statements will be available in member’s 
personal ORBIT accounts until Mar. 31. The 2010 statement will be permanently removed from 
ORBIT after this date and will not be retained by the Retirement Systems Division. 



Please download or print your 2010 statement if you have not yet done so. We will communicate 
when the 2012 statements are posted in late spring. 

Ready, Set, Go Challenge 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Teams are wanted for the Ready, Set, Go spring wellness challenge that begins Apr. 1. 
Registration opens Mar. 6 through Apr. 1. A free pedometer will be given to all participating 
members and gift cards will be awarded to winning teams and individuals. Visit 
www.stepupcarolinasoorg to register as a team or individual today. 



Op i 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1501 -A&B 

Date: FrL, Mar, 1 
]~me: 8:30 a,m. to noon 

Date: lues., Mar. 5 
Fme: 8:30 a.m~ to 12:30 p.m~ 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1501 

Date: -Fues. & Wed,, Mar, 5 & 6 

l~me: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 

(A~A) 
Location: 104Airport Drive, 1501-C 

Date: Wednesday, Mar. 6 

Ths~e: 9 a.m. to noon 

Locat[on: 104 Airport Drive, 1501--A&B 

Date: Thurs., Mar~ 7 & 14 
T~me: 8:30 a.m, to 12:30 p.m, 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1501-A&B 
Date: lues, Mar. 12 
T~me: 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 

Boca[~on: ~04 A~po~t Drive: 1501 -A&B 

Date: -l-ues,, Mar. 19 & 26 
l~me: 8:30 a~m. to 12:30 p,m. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Canoll, Maly Ruth H <MaryRuth Helms@med.unc.edu> 

~Tednesday, March 6, 2013 10:44 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

Bone Mazrow and Stem Cell Transplmat Program - UNC Lineberger Latest Clinical Trials, Clinical Updates 



UNC Lineberger N,C. Cancer Hospital CUnicatTrials CUnica[ Proqrams Comprehensive Cancer Support 

For questions about at[ ctinicat triats at UNC, contact the UNC Lineberser Protocol Office at 919-966-4432 or 

(toll-free) 1-877-668-0683. For questions about ctinicat triats offered at other sites, contact the UNC Cancer 

Network at g19-g66-7359 or (to[t-free) 1-877-668-0683. 

To make an appointment at the N.C. Cancer Hospita[ for one of your patients, visit our web pa~e for referrin8 

p__P_Ly_~_[_c_!_a__n_is_. You may also contact the Carolina Consuttation Center at 1-800-862-6264. 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4572523-637485~8767bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med~unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslie schreiner@rned.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 10:58 .AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.rned.unc.edtp 

Severe weather awareness week-Tornado Warnings 

This morning across our state, schools participated in the NC Annual Tornado Drill. Who remembers filing out into the hallway, crouching down on the floor with 

your head against the wall or a locker and covering the back of your neck with clasped hands for what felt like an hour? While we don’t do that here, we do need to 

be prepared in the event of a Tornado Warning. 

REMEMBER: 

If Orange County is placed under a tornado warning, the University will activate the sirens as part of ALERT Carolina to indicate the situation has 
become imminent and life-threatening, You will need to take immediate precautions, 

Be prepared to take the following actions if the watch is elevated to a tornado warning: 

¯ Seek shelter immediately. 

Move to an interior room on the lowest floor of a sturdy building. 

¯ Avoid windows. 

¯ If no shelter is available, lie down in a low-lying area. 

¯ Protect yourself from flying debris. 

More details can be found for the University at --h--t--t-p~/~e-~-h-~%--u--~-~-c-:~-e-~-d-~-u-~fi-r--e-~--p~-r~-e-p-:~-s-h--t-m--~. and for the hospital at 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_sohr eirler@med.unc.edu 

You ave currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email t~ leave-4572534-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c:6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 8:48 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

Severe Weather Awareness week- Flooding 

According to the American Red Cross: 

"Floods are among the most frequent and costly natural disasters. Conditions that cause floods include heavy or steady rain for several hours or days that saturates the 

ground. Flash floods occur suddenly due ~o rapidly risin9 water alon9 a stream or low-lying area. You w~ ~kely hear weather ~otecasters use these terms when ~oods are 

predicted in your community: 

Flood/Flash Flood Watch--Flooding or flash flooding is possible in your area. 

Flood/Flash Flood Warning--Flooding or flash Ilooding is already occurring or will occur soon in your area? 

Super Sandy last fall is very recent proof of the devastation flooding can bring. Too often people do not have insurance to cover 

damage from flooding. The Red Cross website, http://www.redcross.org/prepare/disaster, has excellent information regarding 

various types of emergencies including flooding. For more information on flood insurance, you can take a look at 

..h:Lt..~..~//....w....w.....w...:~[L~....~....d...s....m..~.a....r:~:~..~.~.v./:[t..~....~...d..~...m....a..r..t.~ 
Leslie Schreiner 

Office M~nc~ger-Profocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cc~ncer Cenfer 

Universify of Norfh Cc~rolinc~ c~t Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Cc~mpus Box 7295/Chc~pel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: ?17-766-4432 Fc~x: 919-762-2621 

Emc~il: leslie_.schreiner@med.unc.edu 

Yeu are cuzzently subscribel l_e prc>Lecol as: peggy bush@m~’d.unc.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4572722-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslie schreiner@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:18 .AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

Employee Forum Delegate Nominations 

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS 
Nominate yourself or someone else for the Forum Delegate Elections at http://forum, unc. edu/nomination/ 

March 7, 2013 

Dear Fellow UNC-Chapel Hill Employee: 

It’s time to elect new delegates to the Employee Forum. The Forum, which began in 1992, is the collective voice for SPA and EPA ndaculty employees on our campus, and its 

effectiveness depends on your participation and support. Chancellor Thorp has expressed his support for the Forum and its work on behalf of the University’s staff, stating that he 

believes: 

"For Carolina to be the best place to teach, learn and discover it must 

be a great place to work for our employees. Serving on the Employee 

Forum is an opportunity to contribute to that process and make a 

di.f~erence on behal~ o~ your .fe!low workers." 

Please talk with your colleagues about participation in the Forum, and send us the names of those you would like to represent your interests. Each of nine electoral divisiom 

elects representatives based on the proportional number of employees in the division (see table below). 

The process of electing delegates begins in March to allow time for new delegate orientation prior to the assumption of duties, in April, you will receive a ballot asking yo 

vote for your new Forum representatives. 

Delegate Responsibility 

Employee Forum meetings are held on the first Wednesday of each month, and there is an attendance policy designed to encourage participation and true representation 

delegate misses three unexcused consecutive meetings or five in a nine-month period, he or she is automatically replaced. Term in office is from May 2013-June 2015. Delegate 

participation will be considered work time. 

It is an honor and a privilege to serve as a Forum delegate. Effective service requires dedication, enthusiasm, and time. Monthly meetings are two and a half hours in length 

addition, delegates are likely to spend additional time up to six hours per month on committee and other essential work (more for officers and committee chairs). Employees who 

accept nominations should verify that their managers will approve the time to support this important service to the University. 

Nominations 

We need your help in identifying people who are willing to serve on the Forum. You may nominate any permanent UN~hapel Hill employee, including yourself, from any 

electoral division. Please verify that your nominees are willing to serve. 

Nominations must be received by J~/~al’ch 22. 

Elections 

The Forum will be composed of approximately 60 elected delegates. This year we will elect 36 new delegates from across all nine electoral divisions. 

If you have any questions about the nomination or election process or about Forum issues, please feel free to contact the Forum once at 93~V9 or the Forum Web site at 

http://[orum.unc.edu 

Division 

1 EPA Non-Faculty 

2 Service !Maintenance 

3 Skilled Craft 

4 SPA Clerical/Secretarial 

Academic Affairs 

5 SPA Clerical/Secretarial 

Health Affairs (HA) 

6 SPA Clerical/Secretarial 

Other than AA & HA 

7 SPA Technical 

8 SPA Professional 

9 SPA Exec. Ad ministration 

Managerial 

Totals 

Number of 

Employees 

1931 

681 

480 

253 

547 

730 

877 

2764 

146 

Sincerely, 

Jackie Overton, Forum Chair 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2013 Employee Forum Electoral Divisions 

as of March 7, 2013 

Percent of Seats on 

Population Forum 

23.0 14 (13.8) 

8.1 s (4.9) 

5.7 3 (3.4) 

3.0 2 (1.8) 

6.5 

8.7 

10.4 

32.9 

1.7 

8409 100.0~ 

Nominate yourself or someone else for the Forum Dele~ 
Leslie Schreiner 

Office M~noger-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Concer Center 

University of North Carolina of Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-955-4432 F~x: 919-962-2~21 

Email: !e__s_[[_e..__s.c_h__re_jn__e_[_~!~__e_._d_:._u_!?_c_:~_d_.u_. 

4 (3.9) 

s 

6 (6.2) 
20 (19.7) 

1 

Seatsto be 

Elected 

3 

2 

60~ 46 

rate Elections at ~!:t..t..p..~;/Z~.jp...r...u..~!:~.u..~.n..~c..:~.e..~d....u..i..q~.~....m..j~.n..g..t.j...c?.~/- 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4572954-637485.87bTbc9ba484347b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Friday, March 8, 2013 11:58 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

FW: Severe Weather Awareness Week-Be Prepared 

20130308114953277.pdf 

Here is the last installment of Severe Weather Awareness week. Two great ~vebsites for more information: 
http:/increadv.or~iindexcfm?espanol 0&on Home 
a nd http ://www.rea dr. gov/be-informed 

Attached are contact sheets to keep your family prepared (Yes, I have worked with the Boy Scouts). Have a great weekend! Leslie 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Leslie Schremer [mailto:leslie schreiner~d)med uric edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 11:50 AM 
Tn: Schreiner, Leslie 
Sut~ject: 

’]7his E-mail was sent from "RNP1421)85" (~’dicio MP 5001) 

Scan [)ate: 0308.2013 11:49:53 (-0500) 

You are currently subscribed to protocnl as: peggy bush@med.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4573018-637485 87b7bcgba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med uric edu 



Na~ne: 

Date of Birth: 

Name: 

Da~e of Bilth: 

Name: 

Date of Birth: 

Date of Birtl~: 

Date of Birth: 

Social Security Number: 

Irnsortant Medical Information: 

Social 5ecudty NurnbeE 

Important Me@ca! Information: 

Social Security Number: 

in-@on.ant Medical Infom~ation: 

Social Security Number: 

Impo|tant Medical Information: 

Social Security Number 

Important Medical Information: 

SoCiai Security Number: 

IrnpoNan. Medical Iriformatioh: 

Address: Address: 

Phone: Phone: 

Evacuation Location: Evacuation Loca[ion: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Evacuation Location: 

V~f (}i}q i .’::K: ~!-~i:i(; F! 

Address: 

Phone: 

Evacuation I..ocatJon: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Evacuation Location: 

![!:K:h,:h:ii i..{)(.:;ii:}O=,i ]}!~:::’~:~ 

Address: 

Phone: 

Evacuation Location: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Evacuation Location: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Evacuation Location: 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:32 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Fxent: Jo~ph Rasimas Visit March 25th 

Rasilnas CCSP Grand Rounds flyer mm2013.pdf; Rasimas NoonTalkflyer mar2013.pdf 

Treatments for Depression: Concepts, 

Cautions, 
Contexts, and Collaborations* 

Joseph J. Resimas, MD, PhD, Staff Clinician, Experimental Therapeutics and 

Pathophysiology Branch, National Institutes of Health 

Monday, March 25th, 12noon 
Patient Family Resource Center Conference Room Ground Floor, NC Cancer 

Hospital 
For more information: Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 

:~:Background Reading: Rasimus, J. (2011). Medical Toxicology. In The American Psychiatric Publishing Text-book of Psychosomatic Medicine : Psychiatric Care Of The 

Medically III, (2nd ed.)( pp. 929-956). Levenson, J. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Pub. 

Rapid 

Joseph J. Rasimas, 

Treatments for Depression: Concepts, 
Cautions, Contexts, 
and Collaborations 

MD, PhD, Experimental Therapeutics and Pathophysiology 
Branch, National Institutes of Health 

Monday, March 25th, 4pro 
CCSP Grand Rounds 

Patient Family Resource Center Conference Room Ground Floor, NC Cancer Hospital 

For m ore inform ation: Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 

"~ou ,x~" currerR:]y subscribed to psych all as: zo~xin harJrx~@mod.~r,c.edu 



COMPREHENSINTE CANCER NUPPORT PROGR~-M~I (CCSP) 

apid Treatments for 
Concepts, Cautions, 

Depression: 
Contexts, 

and Co{{aborations 
Joseph J. Rasimas, MD, PhD, 

Experimental Therapeutics and Pathophysiolo~y Branch, 

National Institutes o[ Health 

Monday, March 25th, 4pm 

CCSP Grand Rounds 
Patient Famity Resource Center Conference 

Ground Ftoor, NC Cancer Hospita[ 

For more information: 
Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 

Room 

I ~FHE NEW FACE OF CANCER CARE 



COMPREHENSINTE CANCER NUPPORT PROGR~-M~I (CCSP) 

,apid Treatments for Depression: 
Concepts, Cautions, 

Contexts, and Collaborations* 
Joseph J, Rasimas, MD, PhD, Staff Clinician, 

Experimental Therapeutics and Pathophysiology Branch, 
National Institutes of Health 

Monda March 25th 12noon 
Patient Famity Resource Center Conference Room 

Ground Ftoor, NC Cancer Hospita[ 

For more information: 
Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 

Background Reading: Rasimus, J. (2011 ). Medical Toxicology. In The American PsycNatHc Pub[~sNng Text- 

book of Psychosomatic Medicine : PsycNatHc Care Of The Medically I[[, (2nd ed.)( pp. 929-956). Levenson, J. 
WasNngton, DC: American PsycNatHc Pub. 

[ ~FHE NEW FACE OF CANCER CARE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:51 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Gellin, Mindy <mindy gellin@med.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Event: Joseph Rasimas Visit Maxch 25th 

Correction: On 3/25/13, Dr, Rasirnas will be presenting this lec.ture ("Rapid Treatrnents for Depression: Concepts, Cautions, Contexts, and 
Co/aborations") just once at 4:00pro foF Cornprehens~ve Cancer Support Pregram Grand Rounds. The noon session is a toxicology sernk~ar foF 
psycNatry residents and 
We apobgize for tNs confusion about Dr. Ras~mas’ visit. 
Than k you, 
Robi~ 

C~rnp~s tox 7301 

lw~: Hating, lobin [ 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 12:32 IN 
To= med_eve~one-hemonc 
Subject: Event: Joseph Rasimas Visit March 25th 

Rapid Treatments for Depression: Concepts, 
Cautions, 

Contexts, and Collaborations* 
Joseph 1. Rasimas, ~D, ~hD, Staff Clinician, ~xperime~tal ~herape~tics 

~athophysiolog7 Branch, National I~stit~tes 

Monday, March 25th, 12noon 
Patient Family Resource Center Conference Room Ground Floor, NC Cancer 

Hospital 
For more information: Contact Robin Hating at 919.966.3494 

~:Background Reading: Rasimus, J. (2011). Medical Toxicology. In The American Psychiatric Publishing Text-book of Psychosomatic Medicine : Psychiatric Care Of The 

Medically Ill, (2nd ed.)( pp. 929-956). Levenson, J. Washington, DC: American Psychiatric Pub. 

Rapid 

Joseph J. 

Treatments for Depression: Concepts, 
Cautions, Contexts, 
and Collaborations 

Rasimas, MD, PhD, Experimental Therapeutics and Pathophysiology 
Branch, National Institutes of Health 

Monday, March 25th, 4pro 
CCSP Grand Rounds 

Patient Family Resource Center Conference Room Ground FlooL NC Cancer Hospital 

For more information: Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 



You a~" currerR:ly subscribed to psych all as: :robin harJr~a@med.~nc.e~lL~ 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to ~eav‘~-45},35~.6~7489.2~b~78bR~cf6~47cb9~cb‘.df‘~8~.cb2~@~ists‘~r~£.m6d.un’~.edu 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 10:16 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Minntes t~om March s~ffmeeting 

Staff Meeting Minute s03012013.pdf 

Good morning. The minutes from the March I staff meeting are attached. Our next meeting has been changed from April 2 to April 9 at 2:30 in Pagano. I will send 

out an invitation to this meeting for ,/our calendar. Thanks. Leslie 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To Llnsubsc:E~b~" send a blank Haail 1:o l eave-4573788-637485.87b7bd9ba484347b9b0360e7e2219c6b@]JsLsezv.med. LHK;.edu 



Protocol Office Staff Meeting 

March 1, 2013- 2:30PM 

Alison P Dale P Jennifer S. A Martha 

Amy A Danielle A Joy A Mary O. 
Angelica P David P Juanita A Maureen 

Anne A Diane A Judy B. ~7 Micah 

Ashton P Donna H. .,,<7 Julie P Michael 

Ayoola P Donna R. A Kate P.** P Michele 

Barbara A Elizabeth A Katie M. A Monique 

Becky A Ellen .,,<7 Kendall A Nicole 

Bert A Gayle A Kim P Pam 

Beth A Greg A Kristin A Pavita 

Bethany P Heather .,,<7 Laura P Prasanna 

Brian P Jane B. P Leah P Rachael 

Catherine ~7 Jane M. P Leena ~7 Rachel P. 

Chrisma A Janell .,,<7 Leslie P Richard 

Christine P Jeanne A Lindsay P Robin** 

Colin ~7 Jennifer G. A Mark ~7 Ruben 

**Works part-time/not here on scheduled day 

Sara G. 

Sara R. 

Sonali 

Stephanie 

Teresa** 

Victoria 

Wasi 

Wendy 

Yvonne 

~:~ = Present, A = Absent 

II. 

AGENDA 

Headbands of Hope (www.headbandsofhope.org) - Jessica Ekstrom 
Jessica Ekstrom, founder of Headbands of Hope, gave a 
presentation about her company, which raises awareness for 
pediatric cancer. Brochure available on the H: drive 
(H:\PROTOFFC\CPO Monthly Staff Meeting\03012013\Headbands 
of Hope Brochure.pdf). 

Announcements 

IRB and PRC Process - Ellen Cohen 
Ellen gave a presentation about changes to the PRC/IRB process 
and how they affect submissions. Slide show available on the H: 
drive (H:\PROTOFFC\CPO Monthly Staff 
Meeting\03012013\PRC-IRB Changes.pptx). 

Initiative regarding Deviations - Ellen Cohen 
Ellen is currently working on an SOP for Deviations. If anyone 
has any feedback, please send to Ellen. 

Letterhead and Fax Logo - Leslie Schreiner 
Leslie showed the updated fax cover sheet that is available on 
the H drive (H:\PROTOFFC~ADMIN-staft~Letterhead and fax 



cover sheet\Fax Cover Letter.doc). Please delete any copies of 
the old cover sheet saved to your desktop. 

Volunteer Opportunity - Leslie Schreiner 
There is one more spot remaining for the UNC TV fundraiser. 
Please contact Leslie if you would like to participate. 

Effort Tracking - Brian Kiley 
Brian reported that effort tracking is going well. If you run into any 
problems, please contact Brian or Judy Brown. 

Staff Updates - Wendy Sarratt/Kim Keller 

i. New Staff 

1. Robin Johnson - Data Management 

ii. In Progress 

1. Nurse-Coordinator (Heme pod) - Offer extended. 
Waiting on background check. 

2. Nurse-Coordinator (Lung pod) - In progress. 

3. Nurse-Coordinator (Melanoma pod) - Offer 
extended. Waiting on background check. 

4. Nurse-Coordinator (Phase 1 pod) - In progress. 

5. CRA-Coordinator (Melanoma pod) - In progress. 

6. Regulatory Associate (Melanoma pod) 

7. Data Tech (Heme pod) - Offer extended. Waiting on 
background check. 

8. CRA (Breast pod) - Will be posted soon. 

iii. Departina Staff 
1. - February 27 

Next Meeting: 
Tuesday, April 9, 2013 

2:30 PM 
Pagano Conference Room 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raboin, Sara <sara raboin@med.unc.edu;, 

Friday, March 15, 2013 8:47 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

be the match! 

You are curr}ntly sEabsc;rJbol %0 protoc;c:i as: pec~Gy k:ush@mbd.unc.edu 

To tlnsubsciEibb send a blank bmail to ]eave-4574218-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9bO360e7e2219c6b@SJst}sei[v.med.tlnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Canlmg, Lindsay Chrisline <lindsay caming@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 15, 2013 9:00 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

Daily Outlook 

Good morning! 

Admin 

Bethany out 

Leslie out/Lindsay cover 

Breast 

Kate P. out/Colin cover 

Compliance Oversight 

Micah out 

Data Management 

Donna H. out 

Finance 

GI 

nMonitor!AIGCC:11PANO1!Catherine G.!2A!Reg Docs NO 20:130207 

GU 

Juanita out (Conference)/Sara R. and Gayle cover 

Hematology 

yDWmonitor/Bayer :12875/David/3A/Reg Docs YES 20:1302:14 

Lab 

Lung, H&N 

Sara G. out/Kendall and Laura cover 

Phase I, IVlelanoma, Neuro 
David out/Stephanie cover 

Protocol Development 

Recruitment 

Regulatory 

Alison out/Ellen cover 

Prasanna out/Ashton cover 

UNC Cancer Network 

Students 

Suggestion Box 

H:\PROTOFFC\Suggestion Box\Suggestion Box.accdb 

Lindsay Canting 
Office Assistant 
Clinical Protocol O~ice 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Phone: 919-966-4432 
Fax: 919-962-2621 
Email: lindsay_canting@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-45/4228-637485.8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carr, Rachael <rachael carr@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 15, 2013 9:06 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

RE: Daily Outlook 

Rachael C is leaving at 12:30!Stephanie kindly covering 

Prom: Canting, Lindsay Christine [mailto:lindsay_canting@med.unc.edu] 

Sent; Friday, March 15, 2013 9:00 AM 
To: Everyone in PO 
Subject-" Daily Outlook 

Good morning! 

Admin 

Bethany out 

Leslie out!Lindsay cover 

Breast 

Kate P. out/Colin cover 

Compliance Oversight 

Micah out 

Data IVlanagement 

Donna H. out 

Finance 

GI 

nMonitor/AIGCCllPANO1/Catherine G./2A/Reg Docs NO 20130207 

GU 

Juanita out (Conference)/Sara R. and Gayle cover 

Hematology 

yDWmonitor/Bayer 12875/David/3A/Reg Docs YES 20130214 

Lab 

Lung, H&N 

Sara G. out!Kendall and Laura cover 

Phase I, Melanoma, Neuro 
David out/Stephanie cover 

Protocol Development 

Recruitment 

Regulatory 

Alison out/Ellen cover 

Prasanna outiAshton cover 

UNC Cancer Network 

Students 

Suggestion Box 

H:\PROTOFFC\Suggestion Box\Suggestion Box.accdb 

Lindsay Canting 

Office Assistant 

Clinical Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone: 919-966-4432 

Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: lindsag canting@med.unc.edu 

To unsubse~ibe send a blank enlaii te ~Leave-457422~-700432.6d950b783c~49:!e376bgffffTe~af994bcc@i[:istserv.ln~d.unc.edu 

Yeu are currently subscribel te pretecol as: peggy bush@mHi.unc.edu 

To unsubsczibe send a blank email to leave-4574230-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b@listsezv.med.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Can~ing, Lindsay Christine <lindsay caming@med.unc.edu; 

Friday, March 15, 2013 2:07 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

Protocol Development Associate Position 

Please see the following message from Jeanne Noe about an opening for Protocol Development Associate. 

From: Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Thursday, Harch 14, 2013 5:15 PM 
To: Schreiner, Leslie 
Co: Canting, Lindsay Christine 

Subject: posting 

Hi folks, 

I apologize for not sending this out sooner, but I didn’t realize the position posting was approved! As of Wed 3/13/2013, we have an opening for a Protocol 

Development Associate. Please see .h...t~t.p~s.‘:~.~.u.~.n.~c~p.~e~.~p.!.e~.a.~.d.~n~1!~n~c~9~.m~./p.~!~/~~ for the posting information. 

Thank you! 

Jeanne 

Jeanne Noe, PharmD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
TEL: 919-843-7130 
FAX: 919-843-3990 
EMAIL: noej@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-45/4335-637485.8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Judy H <judy brown@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:02 PM 

Everyone in PO <pmtocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Eflbrt Tracking 

A Friendly Reminder... 

’Iha~lks for your help. 
Judy 

It’s Monday mad your timesheet for March 11-17, 2013 should be "submitted" today!’. 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.e@u 

To ~lnsubsc~b~" send a blank Haail to l eave-4575428-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22~9c6b@~Js~se~v.med.~lnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’Dwyer, Ma~ Hayden <mary odwyer@med.unc.edw, 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:12 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

RE: REMINDER * THIS FRIDAY * CPO Happy Hour 

Good thing it’s a sports bar! 7:20 PM UNC Men’s Basketball vs. Villanova (Kansas City, Mo.) 

..... Original Appointment- .... 
From: Esler, Laura [mailto:laura esler@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: Everyone in PO; IVlarzinsky, Amy; Kirk, Shanah R 
Subject: REMINDER * THIS FRIDAY * CPO Happy Hour 
When: Friday, March 22, 2013 5:00 PM-8:30 PM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada). 
Where: Tobacco Road (Chapel Hill) 

Happy Monday ! Hang i~r there, Friday’s conrb~tg ! Even better tlre CPO HAPPY HOUR is this Friday! 

Come on out for a bite to eat, a cold drink & enjoy the company of your coworkers without the stress!! (Unless the game is on... ) 

Please save the date and plan to come out to the Tobacco Road Sports Caf6 (in CHAPEL HILL) on March 22! 

The 2"a payday Friday of each month will be designated for the CPO Happy Hour or call it whatever floats your boat as long as it gets you out 

drinking/socializing with other CPOers. 

Obviously if I left someone off and they’d like to come out - by all means tell ’era they should. 

Hope to see you there, 

Y>u are currently su~s;rlbed to pr>toxN as: Mar,~, ODwyer@med.uz~c.edu 

To uRsubscribe send a blaRk email to ieave-45"/5~39- 

09370.932ff0696bOS34dia83ei ff84f6:98c5@1J sts6rv.med.~nc:.6d~ 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-45/5440-637485.8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. William Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 8:43 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

UNC Lineberger Lineup for 3/19/2013 

A new edition of the UNC Lineberger Lineup is available here - http:!!cancer.unc.edu!lineup 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

Yet~ are CUiLiLently sL~bscribel ~_e prc>Lecol as: peggy bush@ra~’d.t~n(;.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4575628-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Ga~ C <gait kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 9:20 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: March 19, 2013 

031913 HPd)igest for Employees.pdf 

Please note the correction to the University Spring Holiday scheduled for March 29. My apologies for any confusion. 
TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

FuJI text of al~ articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at https://hr.unc.edu/news-events/, 

Mar. 20: ._A____B___a___b_y! What Do I Do? class 
Mar, 21: OHR Staff Limited AvaitaNlity 

Mar, 22:: UEEAD applications due extended 

Mar° 7.7: Customer Service Skills class 

Mar, 2g: Overcoming Team Dysfunctions class 

Mar, 28: OELD Award nomination deadline 

Mar, 29: Spring Noliday 

Apr. 2: it Takes All Types: intro to MBTI class 

Apt, 3: Records Management 101 class 

Apr. 4: Time Management class 

Apro 9: Business Writing~ Essentials class 

al~r, a0: ~g__n___n__Ln__~LE__f__f__e__~_t_!~_e_____M___e___e__t_Ln_g_s_ class 
Jun, 5: Carolina Blood Drive 

OHP~ Staff Nvai[ability on Thursday, March 21 

The permanent s~afl: of d~e Off:ice of Human Resources will attend an offsite meeting at[ day on Thursday, March 21. 

Save-the~Date: 25th Annual Carolina glood Drive {contact: Katrina CoNe, 

Save the date for the 25t~ annual Carolina Blood Drive on June=q_, at the Dean E. Smith center from 7 

Update ~:o DuN Employment Policy 

Dual employmen[: is a State--wMe po]k:y [:hat applk~s when one S[:ate agency needs the servk:es of an employee of another State agency on a short ter]~l fixed tern] 

part-dine, consulting or contractual bss~s. Dua~ employment with another Stale agency occurs when a permanent SPA empfoyee, regardless of FLSA status, is 

needed on temporary and/or part-time basis by another Stale agency~ Thb is timited [o a s~tusdon ~n which the empfoyee possesses spedsl~zed know~edge, skiffs 

and!or abilities not readily avai~abb in the requesth~g State agency’s recruitment area. Dua~ employment ~s used for a cddca~ need or a one-time, fixed-term 

assignment w~tb spedfied beginning and endktg dates, and canno~: conflk:t w~tb the employee’s regularly assigned duties. Th~s policy is no ~onger ]imRed to a 12 

month ma’.dmum dLEra[:iO[); however, assignments rnus[: mee[: the spirit of the p.a~icy and should be only [or short perkx~s o[ t~me. 

Ch.,,"istie W, D~vis 

uNC.-Chape~ 

/:,~ pr,H- Drive, Campus Box 

Christie davis@unc.edu 

WebsH:e: http:iihr.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, March 19, 2013 

Mar. 20: A Baby! What Do I Do? class 
Mar, 21: OHR Staff Limited Availability 
Mar. 22: ULEAD applications due extended 
Mar. 27: Customer Service Skills class 
Mar. 28: Overcoming Team Dysfunctions class 
Mar. 28: OELD Award nomination deadline 
Mar. 29: Spring Holiday 
Apr. 2: It Takes All Types: Intro to MBTI class 
Apr. 3: Records Management 101 class 
Apr. 4: _T_i_..m___e____..M___a___n___a__ge___n!.e__..n__:~ class 
Apr. 9: Business Writing Essentials class 
Apr. 10: Running Effective Meetings class 
Jun. 5: ._C_._a_r_OJ.iO_#___.B._!O._O._d._____D__r_i_v__e_ 

OHR Staff Availability on Thursday, March 21 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The permanent staff of the Office of Human Resources will attend an offsite meeting all day on 
Thursday, March 21. 

The HR Service Center will be open to answer phone calls and receive drop-offs. The HR 
Application Support help desk will be open with reduced staff to assist with critical needs. We 
ask that users please process HR actions before Friday so if there are any issues, we can still 
address them in a timely way to meet payroll deadlines. 

Thank you for your flexibility on this issue. 

Save-the-Date: 25th Annual Carolina Blood Drive 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Save the date for the 25th annual Carolina Blood Drive on June 5 at the Dean E. Smith center, 
from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. 



21,786 units of blood have been collected over the past 24 years atthe summer Carolina Blood 
Drive potentially impacting as many as 65,358 lives. In 1993, we collected 1052, the most ever 
for the Carolina Blood Drive in one day. In 2013, let’s set a new record. Come and be a part of 
history as we celebrate the 25th year of this remarkable event. 

There will also be opportunities to win door prizes including men’s and women’s basketball 
tickets, football tickets, autographed basketballs by the men’s and women’s teams and an 
autographed football by Coach Fedora and various items donated by Student Stores. In 
addition, donors will be automatically entered into a chance to win a $1,000 gift card in an 
American Red Cross Carolinas Region giveaway. 

Click here to sign up now to either donate blood or volunteer. To register to donate blood, enter 
the sponsor code of: UNC and hit FIND and go to the last page of drives listed to find the June 4, 
2013 drive. We encourage you to help us spread the word, tell all your friends and people in the 
community. There will be free parking at the Smith Center for donors that day. 

Do you have a story of how someone’s generous blood donation impacted either you or the lives 
of people you know? Share your story with us for a chance to possibly be featured in an 
upcoming University Gazette article to highlight the importance of blood donations. Please 
respond by Mar. 25, with name and contact information to .__K____a___t__!~j___n____a______C____o____b___l___e__ at 962-1801. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 12:04 Plvl 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Gellin, Mindy <mindy gellin@med.unc.edu"~ 

Joseph Rasimas Visit March 25th 

Rasimas CCSP Grand Rounds flyer ma~2013.pdf 

On beha/f of Dr. Rosenstein ~" 

Rapid Treatments for Depression: Concepts, 
Cautions, Contexts, 
and Collaborations 

Joseph J. Rasimas, MD, PhD, Experimental Therapeutics and Pathophysiology 
Branch, National Institutes of Health 

Monday, March 25th, 4pm 
CCSP Grand Rounds 

Patient Family Resource Center Conference Room Ground Floor, NC Cancer Hospital 

For more information: Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 



COMPREHENSINTE CANCER NUPPORT PROGR~-M~I (CCSP) 

apid Treatments for 
Concepts, Cautions, 

Depression: 
Contexts, 

and Co{{aborations 
Joseph J. Rasimas, MD, PhD, 

Experimental Therapeutics and Pathophysiolo~y Branch, 

National Institutes o[ Health 

Monday, March 25th, 4pm 

CCSP Grand Rounds 
Patient Famity Resource Center Conference 

Ground Ftoor, NC Cancer Hospita[ 

For more information: 
Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 

Room 

I ~FHE NEW FACE OF CANCER CARE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Pamala M <pamala brown@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 1:47 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Jane’s birthday cake and punch 

Plea~;e come to ~:egulato~3" section and shm:e.Jane% bi~:d~day cake xnd punch. 

R e~?g~lato ry Assistant 

(2[inical Protocol O[ficc, 
3rd Floor Administrative Tower, CB #7295 
Ch~pel }511, NC 27599--7295 
Pho:ae: 919-966-4432 ex~:. 277 
Fax: 919--962.-2621 

Emaih pamala 

To unsubsczibe send a blank email to leave-4576620-6Y7485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b@listsezv.med.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:01 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Sca~ned document fokter on Hdrive 

The Scanned Document folder on the H!drive is due a cleanup. All items dated in 2012 in the Scanned Documents file will be deleted on Friday, April 5. Please 

check this file to make sure that any items that you have scanned to it have been moved to your personal folder or the correct folder on the H:drive. The scanned 

documents fNder is set up to be a temporary folder only. Thank you. Leslie 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina af Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subsczibed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4677213-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:17 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Opportunity to make up Adverse Weather time 

Just a reminder that due to Friday’s holiday, this week provides the opportunity to make up any Adverse Weather time claimed in 

January. Here are instructions from Ashley on how to code in TIM. 

" I will need to load that make time in TIM for you, If you wilf simply key the hours in as you work, iust like a normal day~ Then 

email me (Ashley_bottoms@med,unc,edu} once you have worked those hours and identify the date and the amount that should be 

applied to Adverse Weather Makeup." 
Leslie $chreiner 

Ottice Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_s(...hr ein er @ m ed.u n c.ed u 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

Te unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4577245-637485.87b7bo9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.uno.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <gait kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 8:58 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: March 26, 2013 

3-26-13 HR Elnployee Info.lxtf 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: t(athy Bryant HR Conm~unications & Talent Development 

There is no attachment specifically for Facilitators this week, 

Please folward to all employees in your Division. 

Full text of all articles in the weeldy digest is available i~ the attachments and at https://hr.unc.edu/news-events/. 

Mar. 28: Overcoming Team Oysfun~t!ons class 

Mar, 28: OELD Award nomination deadline 

Mar, 29: Spring Holiday 

Apr. 2: it Takes All Types: Intro to MBTI class 

Apr. 3: Records Management ~.01 dass 

Apr. ~: Time ~anagement d~s~ 

Jun~ ~: Carolina Blood Drive 

State Health Plan Ul~dates (~!!_~_k____h___e___r__e_l 
The 2053 State Health Nan annual enrollment period is scheduled for May 20-3I. During annual enrolM~ent, eligible employees can enroll in the health plan, 

switch between plans and add!remove dependents without a qualifying event. When enro[Hng ~ependents, members may be asked to provide documentation to 

support depet~dent eligibi~Ry, C)nce ~:he annual enr.aHmet~: period closes, members may n.at make changes (H~(:h.u~ng addingiremovH~g dependents) until the next 

enrollment perked unless a qualifying ~ffe ew~mt occurs. Examples of qualifying ~ffe events include marriage, b~r~:h, div.arce and k~ss .af eligibility for o~:her coverage, 

Coverage w~l become effective on Ju~y I, and there are no changes to member or dependent premiums, ff State Hea~[h Plan participants are satisfied wi[h [heir 

current p~an, no action is requi~ed. 

Nomi~ations [or ~he ~Finance Di,/ision~s 2(}23 Extra Mi~e Award (Click here} 
Nominal:iotas for the Finance Div~siotfs 20~.3 Extra MHe Award cat~ t~ow be made, The ({xtra M~le Award was established to recognize ~:he H~d~vidua~ 

accomplishments of Finance Division employees who truly "go the extra mile" for you. Please Lake Lh~s opportunity to norn~Rste a Finance DMsion employee who 

consisLendy provides you and your’ department with exceptional cusLorner service. A toLal o[: [:ive F~nsnce employees w~l] be selected from your nominations and 

wi]~ be recognized at th~s year’s Finance Division Empbyee Appreciation Event h~ May, 



L 4C 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, March 26~ 20 ! 3 

Mar. 28: Overcomin~Team Dysfunctions class 
Mar. 28: OELD Award nomination deadline 
Mar. 29: Spring Holiday 
Apr. 2: It Takes All Types: Intro to MBTI class 
Apr. 3: Records Management 101 class 
Apr. 4: Time Management class 
Apr. 9: Business Wdtin_g.Essentials class 
Apr. 10: Running Effective Meetings class 
Jun. 4: Carolina Blood Drive 

State Health Plan Updates 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

The 2013 State Health Plan annual enrollment period is scheduled for May 20-31. During annual 
enrollment, eligible employees can enroll in the health plan, switch between plans and 
add/remove dependents without a qualifying event. When enrolling dependents, members may 
be asked to provide documentation to support dependent eligibility. Once the annual enrollment 
period closes, members may not make changes (including adding/removing dependents) until 
the next enrollment period unless a qualifying life event occurs. Examples of qualifying life events 
include marriage, birth, divorce and loss of eligibility for other coverage. Coverage will become 
effective on July 1, and there are no changes to member or dependent premiums. If State 
Health Plan participants are satisfied with their current plan, no action is required. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The current State Health Plan benefit year runs from July 1 - June 30 (fiscal 
year); however, the State Health Plan Board of Trustees recently approved a change in the 
benefit year to a calendar year (Jan. 1 - Dec. 31). As a means to transition to the calendar year 
benefit period, the upcoming benefit period will only be six months: July 1- Dec. 31. As a result, 
deductibles and out-of-pocket maximums will be reduced by half during this shortened benefit 
period. The deductible and out-of-pocket maximums will reset to the full amounts when the new 
calendar year benefit period begins on Jan. 1, 2014. More information will be released as this 
year progresses. 

For more information about the State Health Plan, please visit www.shpnc.org~ 



Nominations for the Finance Division’s 2013 Extra Mile Award 

FROM: Brian Smith, Finance Division 

Nominations for the Finance Division’s 2013 Extra Mile Award can now be made. The Extra Mile 
Award was established to recognize the individual accomplishments of Finance Division 
employees who truly "go the extra mile" for you. Please take this opportunity to nominate a 
Finance Division employee who consistently provides you and your department with exceptional 
customer service. A total of five Finance employees will be selected from your nominations and 
will be recognized at this year’s Finance Division Employee Appreciation Event in May. 

All current, full-time or part-time, permanent or temporary employees of the Finance Division 
working 20 or more hours per week are eligible to receive this award. Staff members at the 
director level, immediate past year’s winners, and the current members of the Extra Mile Award 
Committee (Kelly Carruthers, Steve Gale, Cathy Hatley, Josh Kastrinsky, Norma Newton, Karin 
Pecaut, Brian Smith, Carolyn Smith and Ammar Yameen) are not eligible. 

An Extra Mile Award nomination form with instructions, a more detailed description of the award 
program, including eligibility and nomination guidelines, can be found at the Finance Division’s 
website. 

To be considered, all nomination forms should be submitted to the EMAP Committee Chair, CB# 
1225, by Apr. 19. To increase awareness of this recognition program, please post thisflyer in an 
area frequented by your staff. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 8:12 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Employee Recognition today 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Emaik leslie_schreiner@med,unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe ,send a blank emaii to leave-4577805-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Ellen M <ellen cohen@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 4:35 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

Out until Tuesday April 9 

Alison Kannon will be covering for me. 

Thanks, 

Ellen 

Ellen Cohen, PhD, CCRP 

Regulatory Operations Manager/Regulatory Associate 

Clinical Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Campus Box 7295 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-843-2448 

FAX: 919-962-2621 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To LH~subsc:Eib~" send a blank H~tail to l eave-4578046-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22~9c6b@]Js~se~v.med. LHK;.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haines, MelissaA <melissa haines@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 6:03 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

Drs. Dees and O’Neil OOO next week 

Drs. O’Neil and Dees will be out of the office all next week. Happy Spring Break! 
Melissa Haines 

Administrative Support Associate 

Division of Hematology/Ontology 

Physicians’ Office Bldg, 3rd Floor 

170 Manrlirlg Drive, CB# 7305 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 

Direct Line: (919) 843-7719 

Main Office: (9:19) 966G856 

Fax: (919) 966-6735 

Emaih melissa haines@rrled.unc edu 

Confidentiality Notice: 

The information transmitted in this email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privilesed information. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or 

other use of or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this email in error, please contact the sender and delete the 

email and any attached material immediately. Thank you. 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-4578@63-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:52 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Sta2ff meeting i s next week 

Reminder that the staff meeting was £ost£oned from today to next Tttesda% ADril 9o 
Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Universify of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: [eslie_schre[ner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4579496-637485.8767bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fazekas-King, Megan <megan fazekas-king@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 9:48 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

UNC l,ineberger Lineup lbr 4/2/13 

The latest issue of the Lineup is now available at: .h...t..t.pff./..c..a...n...c.2e..r.:..u...n...c.:..e...~...u./j.[..q.e...u..~i~ 
Mega~ Fazekas-Ki~g 

UNC Lir~eberger Comprel’~ensix-e Camxq" Ce~tcr 
Ca mpus Box 7?-95 

Claapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

Pl’~one: 9~9-966--59o6 i Fax: 9~9-966--8’~3o 

Facebook [Twi~ter [ YouTt~be 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-~579537-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethanv Jean Whitsell <bethanv whitsell(~med uric edu~ 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 6:19 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Berv.med.unc.edtp 

AIh 

Please read the ernail below with an invkation to participate in a webinar regarding the Epic system that will be replacing Webcis next year, They are looking for 

input regarding what wouid be heipRH to researchers when us~t~g th~s system. 

As coordkuH:ors, ~ think ~: wo@d be e:d:remelv he~p[ul ~:o get your input I am part o[ the Epk: Ex~:ended Research Core leam and can take your 

[:eedback/suggestions back to the team when voting on world:lows presenLed by Epic in the next vaHdsL~on session. 

Please add to your calendars and attend ff you can. Much appredatedN I wiil forward caM-in informatior~ wheR I receive 

Thanks. 

gethanv 

..... Original Appo[ntmenb .... 
F~m: Pfaff, Emily 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 M:30 AN 
T~: Pfaff, Emily; Finery, Ed; Lamm, Brent W; Foppiano, Rachel; ’Shore, Kara (Kara.Shore@rexhealth.com)’; Napravn[k, Sonia; Hiller, Bethany Jean WhiNell; Narzins~, Amy; 
Johns, Andy; R[ordan, Bridget; ’susan@epic.corn’; Go[ns, Jane~e L; ’~mccorm@epic.com’; O’D~er, Na~ Hayden; Thompson, Gale; PoweH, Leslie Nichele; ’Powers, Diane 
(D[ane.Powers(~rexhealth.cotr0’; O’NeH, Bert H; ’lisa_~johnson@unchealthcare.or~’; Buse, John B; Klein, J. Lar~; Bensen, Jeanne~e T; Travers, Debb[e A; Balu, Saianand; 
Bodenheimer, Thomas H; Wood, William Allen Jr; Reeve, B~ce; Hanson, Laura C; Cowan, Laura B; Rape, Marie T; Chris~, Claudia G; Franklin, Amy Daniel; Lamb, Carly; 
Elmore, Don; Bohac, Buck; Trushell, Justin C; Spencer, Donald C; Dorn, Spencer; Akers, Ro~er; Nelson, Daniel K; NosNfa, Javed; Margaret Buede[; S~nley Ahalt; Barker, 
Hichael; Farra~, Ashraf; Fearr[n~ton, Lore~a Renee; Hoore, CatiOn Reid; Weber, David (~b_~E@M_~g[tNP_~9_~_M); Tenney, Juliann; Cellini, Jacqueline N.; Donaldson, Sco~ H; 
Mayer-Davis, Elizabeth Jane; Duclos, Nichelle D; Cunnup, Jill; Cykert, Sam; Carson, Shannon S; Young, Laura Anne; Roth NcClur~, Na~; Kappelman, Michael David; Yeh, 
Jen; Ferris, Maria E; Bic~ord, Kristi; Kaufer, Daniel ~; Sloane, Phil; Chunk, Arlene; Charles, Anthony; Fried, Michael W; Halladay, Jacquie; nsmider@epic.com; Cairns, Bruce A; 

Hultman, Sco~ 
Subject: Epic Research Wor~low Demonstration 
Where Friday, April 12, 2013 1:00 PN-2:00 PN (UTC-05:00) Eastern ~me (US & Canada). 

Where: WeNnar; Dial-in information ~ come 
On Friday, 4/12, please join the UNC research community, our Epic colleagues, and members of the Epic@UNC Core Team for a demonstration of the workings of 

clinical research in Epic. This webinar is your chance to familiarize yourself with Epic’s research offerings, and to start tNnking about how Epic will impact (and 

facilitate!) your research endeavors in the future. 

Please try to attend this session if you can, especially you have never seen Epic in action before, or are unsure how research works in Epic. As our research 

stakeholders, your knowledge and input will be absolutely critical as we move forward with implementation. 

This is an open webinar, so feel free to forward this invitation to other UNC colleagues who may be interested. An update with dial-in!log-on information will be 

sent out as soon as we have it available. 

Hope you can attendl 

Best, 

Emily Pfaff 

Research Manager, Epic Core Team 

Research Analyst, NC TraCS Institute 

919.843.3127 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Brinkhous-Bullitt Building, 2rid floor 

CB #7064 

gethmw WhitseH MH[er, MS, CCRP 

CRA Manager 

UNC Lineberger CornprehensNe Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3rd Floor, CPO 

Chapel HHI, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966--~32 

Fax: 919.-9~2- 262~ 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-46800i0-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethanv Jean Whitsell <bethanv whitsell(~med uric edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 3:40 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtr~ 

CRA psition posted 

;klh 

A CRA position has been posted for the CPO. The position number is 61405, working title "@inical Research Associate"~ 

?his p.:_~siti@~ ~vill likely serw? as a CRA betweer~ @e Breast pod and the REng pod. 

Tha r~ks. 

Bethany 

Bethar~y Wf~iS@J MiiJer, MS, CCRP 

CRA Manager 

U[tC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3rd F~oor, CPQ 
Chapel NI, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-~32 

Fax: 9:[9-962-2621 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4680871-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.e@_l 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethanv Jean Whitsell <bethanv whitsell(~med uric edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:57 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

RE: CRA position posted 

The position posting ends on Monday, April I5, 20:[3. 

From: Miller, Bethany Jean Whitsell [mailto:bethany_whitselJ@med.un¢.edu] 

Seat= Monday, April 08, 20:[3 3:40 PN 
To= Everyone in PO 
Subject= CRA position posted 

A CRA position has been posted for the Cf"O. The posidon number is 5H05, working title "C~in~csl Research Associate". 

Th~s position will I~kely serve as a CRA between the Breast pod and the Lung pod. 

Thanks. 

Bethany WhRseH M~Her, MS, CCRP 

CRA Manager 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3rd F~oor, CPQ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 959-966-~132 

Fax: 919-962-262~ 

You are cuzzer’tly subsczibed to pzotocoi as: betha~y wbitr~elq@’~ed.u~c.ed~ 

Te LHIsubseI~b} send a blank }mail te ]eave-468087]-1827~l,b66598861a5Je58bblc23b22@lTa46e2@]JsLsez~.med. LHK;.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email t} leave-4580900-637485.87b7bc9ba48434?b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 10:02 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Gellin, Mindy <mindy gellin@med.unc.edu* 

Rabbi Dm~iel Greyber, "Caring for Others, Ca~ng for Ourselves"-CCSP Grand Rounds, Monday, April 22nd 4pro-5pm 

Rabbi Greyber CCSP Grand Rounds flyer april2013.pdf 

"Caring for Others, 
Caring for Ourselves" 

Rabbi Daniel Greyber, R~vi ~ z~h ~ s.~9o9~ in Durham, NC, 

author qf "Faith Unvravels’; Editorial Board of Co~serva~ve Judaism, 
USA Team Rabbi, 2oL’3 World Maccabiah Games 

Monday, April 22nd, 4:00-5:00pro 
CCSP Grand Rounds 

Patient Family Resource Center Conference Room 
Ground Floor, NC Cancer Hospital 

Come hear Rabbi Daniel Greyber, author of Faith Unravels: A Rabbi’s Struggle With Grief and God share from his 
book and discuss how clergy and medical 

professionals struggle to balance helping others and themselves through life’s most difficult moments. Faith Unravels 
is a powerful novel that addresses 

our spiritual struggle to transform devastating grief into 
courage, love, and hope. 

For more information: 
Contact Robin Hating at 9z9.966.3494 



COMPREHENSINTE C~--LNCER NUPPORT PROGR~-~I (CCSP) 

"C.aring for Others, 
Caring for Ourselve " 

Rabbi Daniel Greyber, Rabbi at Beth El S~jnagogue, Durham, NC , 
author of "Faith Unvravels’; Editorial Board of Conservative Judaism, 

USA Team Rabbi, 2o13 World Maccabiah Games 

Monday, April 22nd, 4:00-5:00pm 

CCSP Grand Rounds 
Patient Family Resource Center Conference Room 

Ground Floor, NC Cancer Hospital 

Come hear Rabbi Daniel Greyber, author of Faith Unravels: A Rabbi’s Struggle 
With Grief and God share from his book and discuss how elerg5T and medical 
professionals struggle to balance helping others and themselves through life’s 

most difficult moments. Faith Unravels is a powerful novel that addresses 
our spiritual struggle to transform devastating grief into 

courage, love, and hope. 

For more information: 
Contact Robin Haring at 919.966.3494 

THE NEV~r FACE OF CANCER (;ARE] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 4:14 PM 

F~,eryone in PO <protocol@istserv.med.unc.edu> 

OCT handout 

LCCC 4 9 13.pdf 

Attached is the outline from Chris Mclver’s presentation at our staff meeting today. 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schr einer@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email t? leave-4581183-637485.87b7b,s9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.un,s.edu 



PURPOSE: to provide a brief overview of the contract review, negotiation and execution process, and to answer 

any questions you may have. 

AGREEM ENT TYPE: 

CDA- confidentiality (unilateral vs. mutual) Purpose: PI evaluate protocol vs. advise role 

CTA- conduct of study (industry-sponsored vs. UNC-sponsored) 

SUB- sites assisting UNC under UNC-sponsored study 

MCTA- Master (Institutional / not specific to LCCC) 

MTA- Samples out to commercial vendor for analysis (eg. Gentris). Samples in from collaborating sites 

for tissue procurement protocol 

AMENDMENT- (pertains to all of the above) 

WHEN OCT GETS INVOLVED: 

o RRF from LCCC to initiate the review and negotiation process 

REVIEW/NEGOTIATION (CTA-SUB): pharma/CROs - Sites 

Key terms: confidentiality (how defined), publication, indemnification/Sub Injury, IP, payment terms 

(LCCC), etc. 

Industry-sponsored vs. UNC-sponsored (different negotiations) 
¯ sites? / Subcontracts / flow-down language from prime (3 party) 

[] indemnification: responsibility shifts to UNC 

[] Study drug shipment (Direct from pharma or 3rd party (Biologics/Almac). Will pharma require MTA? 

[] Publication: UNC is lead of multisite, Sub wants to publish their 

[] data (ownership vs. use). UNC owns data. Pharma and sites - rights to use 

[] IP: UNC has more leverage 

[] subject injury: no reimbursement (problematic for sites) 

[] correlatives/sample collection: Destroyed at end of study vs. stored and used for future research 

unrelated to the protocol. (can be an issue for pharma ..ie samples taken: pre vs. post drug). 

Protocol vs. business/contract-related matters (ie- eCRF, Reporting, etc). 

[] Trend with pharma insisting on protocol matters being addressed in the contract 

PARALLEL PROCESSING: 
¯ Contract/Budget/IRB 

¯ Internal dialogue with LCCC finance (budget/payment terms), and regulatory (ICF-contract consistency: 

Sub Inj, $ Reimbursement). 

An ideal situation is to have the contract, budget and IRB final at the same time. 

FINAL/EXECUTABLE: 
. Contract terms final, budget final and elPF certified (re: COI/S verification). IRB approval preferred 

SIGNATURE PROCESS: 

AFTER EXECUTION: 

~ Study Start up meeting. 

¯ Payment of start-up S is usually triggered by FE contract 

¯ Commence study (IF IRB approved) 

STATUS/TRACKING: Sharepoint / Contact us directly at: 

¯ Chris Mclver: mciver@unc.edu (919-966-1181) 
¯ Trey Fraune: trey fraune@unc.edu (919-843-3198) 

. OCT Website: htt~://research.unc.edu/offices/clinical-trials/index.htm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:39 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

Fax coversheet on shared drive 

Please do not save any changes you make to the fax cover sheet on the shared drive. If Vou need to alter anv 

information on it, please "save as" in vour own folder. The fax number on the coversheet was recentlv changed and 

accidentallv saved resulting in several misdirected faxes. Likewise, before Vou send out a fax don’t assume it is 

correct...check for accuracv. Thanks. 
Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schr einer@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

Te uns’ibscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4581417-637485.87b7b,s9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.uno.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethany Jean Whitsell <bethany whitsell@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 3:15 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Epic Webi na:r R egis~ration 

If you are interested in attend ~g, do ~’t fo -get to register: 

htt Os://wwwJ..gotomeeting.com/register/9 J.0 J. J.42 J.7 

After registering you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the Webinar. 

Be[hang Wi~itseil Miiler, MS, CCPP 

CRA Manager 

DNC Uneberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3’d Floor, CPO 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 

Fax: 9].9-962-262:1 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

Te unsubscribe send a blank emai] t,) leave-4581852-637485.87b7bo9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.uno.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Ellen M <ellen cohen@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 4:31 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

in late on Monday 

Probably around 11:00. 

Ellen Cohen, PhD, CCRP 

Regulatory Operations Manager/Regulatory Associate 

Clinical Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Campus Box 7295 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-843-2448 

FAX: 919-962-2621 

Yeu are c:uiEiEently subsc:ribel ~_e pret:ec:ol as: peggy bush@ra~’d.un,~.edu 

To unsubsczibe send a blank email to leave-4582186-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9bO360eTe22dgc6bC@listsezv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 15, 2013 12:17 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

FW: [cap-news] South Columbia Widening Project 

Please read about the upcoming project and how it will effect traffic this summer. 

F~m: CAP News [mailto:cap@unc.edu] 

Se~t; I=riday, April 12, 20:[3 5::[:[ PM 
Te; cap-news 
S~bject: [cap-news] South Columbia Widening Project 

Due to the DOT’s South Cotumbia Street widening project, traffic on South Cotumbia Street wi[[ be one-way (northbound) from Fordham Boutevard towards the UNC 

Campus and Manning Drive May 13, 2013 to August 13,2013: -h---t--tP--:--/---/---w-~-~--d-P---s-~--u--n---c--.--e---d-y--/---N--e--E-Ls---L-~-E-k--s--/---S--~---C---~-!--u---m---b--i--a----W---e---b--/--S---u-~-e---r-!--3--~-d---f 

Yeu are cuz:z:ently subscribel l_e pret:ecol as: peggy bush@m~’d.unc.edu 

To unsubsc£ibe send a blank email to leave-4582451-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b@listse£v.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. William Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 8:30 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

UNC Lineberger Lineup for 04/16/2013 

The latest issue of the Lineup is now available at: http:!!cancer.unc.edu!lineup! 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

Yet~ are CUiLiLently sL~bscribel ~_e prc>Lecol as: peggy bush@ra~’d.t~n(;.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4582601-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gary. C <~gal3~ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 4:00 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: April 16, 2013 

HR Information for E~nployees.pdf 

FYI 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Ki~thy Bryant HR Communications.; & Talent Dev,:_~h:~pment 

Please forward the attachment "HR hdormation for Employees" to all employees in your Division. 

Full text of a~l articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at https://hr.unc.edu/news-events/o 

Apt, ~7: ~__[_a___c_!!j__t__a__t___qr_____M__e___e__t_j__n_g 

Agro 117: ._D__!_v___e__r__s__i__t_~ in the Workplace class 

ApL ~8: Preventing Se×ual Harassment c~ass 

Apr. 22:: I-9 Policy~ Procedure & Lawlogi× class 

Apro 2:-:1: Coaching Skills 101 class 

ABet, 24: Conflict Management for the Workplace class 

Agro 26: .__M__e___d__[£_a__r__e____W_9_r_~_s___h_9_p_ 

ApL 30: Developing Organizational Partnerships class 

May3: Spring Fling 

N~a}, 3:1: Chancellods Awards for E×cel~ence ~ominations due 

,lUno 4: Carolina Blood Drive 

Cha~ce~lo¢’s Awards [or [-.xcellence Iclick here} 

Nominations are now being acce~ted for the 20:13 C__h_._a_..n_c_._e_!J_o.__r_’_.s__..A_ ..w_ .a__r_..d__.f_9_r__.g_x_.c__.e_!_[.e__n__c_.e_.. The Chancellor’s ’Awards for Excellence is based on meritorious or 

distinguished accomplishments tha~ are, ~dearl¥ above and beyond that which would be expected from dedicated employees who are fully and competently 

discharging all of the duties and satisfying all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee~ The award categories are: 

Upcoming Hi~ Facilitator Meeling {contact: Kathy Bryant, 962-07.66} 

Don’t miss our next HR Facilitator quarterly meeting on Wednesday, Apr’. :17, at 2:30 p.m. in Genome Science Building Room I00. 

20112o20~.3 Slat Hee~s Department Allocalions {conlact: Kim Andrews, 

The Office of ~-~uman Resources is now accepting submissions for d~e 20:13 Star Heel Awards. Nominations will be accepted throush May 3:1, and ,,,viii be distributed 

as received. 

christie dav~s@unc.edu 

hr.unc.edu ......................... 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, April ! 6, 20 ! 3 

Apr. 17: Diversity in the Workplace class 
Apr. 18: Preventing Sexual Harassment class 
Apt. 23: CoachingSkills 101 class 
Apr. 24: Conflict Management for the Work#lace class 
Apr. 26: Medicare Workshop 
Apr. 30: Developing Organizational Partnerships class 
May 3: __S_p___r_Ln__g__F__[_i___n__g 
May 31: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 
Jun. 4: Carolina Blood Drive 

Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2013 Chancellor’s Award for Excellence. 
The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence is based on meritorious or distinguished 
accomplishments that are, "clearly above and beyond that which would be expected from 
dedicated employees who are fully and competently discharging all of the duties and satisfying 
all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee. The award categories are: 

Outstanding State Government Service 
Innovation(s) 
Public Service 
Safety/Heroism 
Human Relations 
Other achievements 

The awards given to five University employees are monetary awards of $1,000, certificate and 
special leave time of 24 hours. The recipients of the Chancellor’s Award for Excellence are also 
submitted as the University’s nominations for the annual Governor’s Awards for Excellence. 

Any permanent employee may nominate a University employee (including retired and deceased 
employees). To submit a nomination, please visit the _.O._..H__..R_____.w._.e.__..b_.s._i_.t_.e._. The deadline for submitting 
nominations is Friday, May 31. For more information, contact Benefits Services at 962-6008. 



THE UNIVERSITY OF 

NORTH CAROLINA 

DIVISION OF HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY 

LINEBERGER COMPREHENSIVE CANCER CENTER 

Presents a Seminar by 

Katie Reeder-Hayes, MD 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"Race and Endocrine Therapy 
Adherence inBreast Cancer: A 

Missing Link in Outcome 
Disparities?" 

TUESDAY, APRIL 23RD 
4:00PM 

3101 PHYSICIANS OFFICE BLDG 

Coffee and Desserts will be served! 

For more information please call Jeanne at 843-6814 

PLEASE POST 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethanv Jean Whitsell <bethanv whitsell(~med uric edu~ 

Thursday. April 18, 2013 8:42 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu> 

muffins 

I brought in muffins this morning. They are in the CPO kitchen. 

Bethany Wi~it~eil Miiler, MS, CCRP 

CRA Manager 

DNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3’d Floor, CPO 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 9:[9-966-4432 

Fax: 91.9-962-262:1 

You are currently su~}scribed to protocol as: peggy bush@me@.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii t} leave-458319~-637485.87b7bc9ba48434769b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



F~om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Desai, Leena P <leena desai@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:50 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

RE: Daily Outlook 

Has anyone used AG Mednet service to send PET/CF scans? 

leen~ 

You are cui[i[ently subscribel ~_o prc>t:ocol as: peggy bush@ra~’d.un,~;.edu 

To unsubsc/~fbe send a blank ~’mail Lo l eave-4583306-637485.87b7bc9ba48434769b0360e7e2219c6b@~Jshsei~v.med. L~nC.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shapiro, Stephanie E <stephanie shapiro@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:57 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

RE: Daily Outlook 

From: Desai, Leena P [mailto:leena_desai@med.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 18, 2013 If:S0 AN 
To: Everyone in PO 
Subject-" RE: Daily Outlook 

Has anyone used AG Mednet service to send PET/CT scans? 

leena 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to ]6~ve-4583306-320~63.1~4 ~cc761353a88dTk)fi!7/3bd’/bJliK)@] J sklsel’v.rrled. LIDc.6dkl 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4583308-637485,8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Guerra, Jeanne M <jerome gnerra@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 19, 2013 2:09 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: **RESCHEDULE - ttettlemaa~ Lecture** 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

lcccallclinical as: ieanne guerra(~)med.unc~edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to leave-33020250-41384474.35e2g)070bccffa859ce9bcdT1132a63@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Miller. Charles Grego~ <~gveg mille@med.unc.edu~- 

Friday, April 19, 2013 5:57 PM 

F~,eryone in PO <protoco|@istserv.med.unc.edu> 

Oliver SmithiesNobel Symposium ttarold Varmus Keynote Address 

If you were unable to attend today’s talk by Harold Varmus, Director of NCI and Winner with Michael Bishop of 1989 Nobel Prize in Medicine for their work on viral 

oncogenes... 

..... see link below from this year’s "NCI Director’s Report" from AACR on April 8 

http:iiwww.ca ncer.govia bout nciidirector 

You are currently subsc~±bed to protocol as: peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4583752-637485.87bTbc9ba484347b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hill, Chris~tine <chris~line hill@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:46 AM 

ttill, Clmstine ~-christine hill@med.unc.edu,~; med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edn>; 

mackmanlab@listserv.unc.edu; Admns, Sasha D <sasha adams@med.nnc.edu>; Arepally, Gow <aJcepa001@mc.dnke.edu>; Ataga, 

Kenneth I <Kenneth Atag@med.unc.edu>; Bergmeier, Woli~ang <bergmeie@email.unc.edu>; Brandi Reeves <breeve@unch.unc.edu>; 

Carraway, Martha <carraway.moxth@epamail.epa.gov>;                                         ?)med.unc.edu>; Church, Frank C 

<fchurch@med.unc.edu>; Fischer, Thomas H <thomas fische@med.unc.edu>; Frederikse~ James <jwf6@duke.edt~-; Gabriel, Don 

<don gabriel@Ined.unc.edu>; Holly, Steve <stephen holly@med.unc.edu>; Kas~thuri, Raj Sundar <raj kasthnri@med.unc.edu>; Key, 

Nigel S <nigel key@Ined.unc.edu>; Lentz, Beary R <barry lentz@med.unc.edt~-; LeVine, Dm~a <~tana levine@ncsu.edu>; Liu, Jim~ 
<liuj@email.nnc.edu;; Ma, Alice D--’alicema@med.unc.edu>; Mackman, Nigel <nigel mackman@med.unc.edu>; Majumder, Rinku 

<rinkn majumder@med.nnc.edu;; Marming, James <james e mmaning@med.unc.edu>; Moll, Stephma <stephan moll@med.nnc.edu~; 

Monahm~, Paul E <panlmonahan@med.unc.edu>; Monroe, Dougald M III <dougald momoe@med.unc.edu,;; Nichols. Timothy C 

<tim nichols@med.unc.edu>; Parise, Leslie V <leslieAparise@med.unc.edu>; Pawlinski, Rafal L <rafal~awlinski@med.unc.edu>; 

Pedersen, Lee G. <lee~edersen@nnc.edu>; Roberts, Harold <hrr@med.unc.edu>; Stafti~rd, Darrel W <dws@email.unc.edu>; Stoutt~r, 
Prick <RickStouffe@med.unc.edu>; Whinna, Herbert C <whinna@med.unc.edtv~; Wolberg, Ali~ S <alisa wolberg@med.unc.edw~; 

Yasmina Abajas (M~epa) <yabaja@unch.unc.edu>; MttI <mhi@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

Semino~r: Joseph Ita]ia~o, PhD Friday, _ " 

Italiano flyer.pdf 

Thrombosis & Hemostas~s Seminar Series present: 
Joseph Italiano, PhlD 

Harvard Medical School 

"New Megakaryocyte and Platelet Biology "" 

11:00-12:00pro 
Pagano Co~aference Room, LCCC 

s,2~rfinar flyer attached~ 
Hosted by Dr. Alisa Wolberg 
Please contact ’_a_!_i_~__/~i~_?!__~_rg2;~__r_~Le_~t_:__u__~Lc_’:__e___d__t! for more information. 

Christ~ H~II 
’The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel.7/~ll 
Division of Jfematology/Oncology 

CB # 7035 33 6 Ma(y Ellen Jones Bldg. 
ChapelHi/;l~ 5~C 27599-7O35 
~ Phone: (919) 843-3960 
~a Fa~ (919) 843-4896 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pfafll Emily <epfaff@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:51 AM 

Everyone in PO <promcol@listserv.med.unc.ed~> 

Epic Research Webinar (4/12) Recording Link 

Thanks very much for your interest in the Epic research webinar held on 4/12. We had great turnout, and we’re glad so many of you could attend. But, for those 

who couldn’t make it, or for those who would like to watch it again, Epic is hosting a recording of the session on their UserWeb. 

The link to the recording on UserWeb is below--however, please note that if you are not an existing UserWeb user, you will have to request a Iogin ID from Epic 

before you can view the webinar. The process just takes a minute or two: 

1. Click the link below to be taken to the UserWeb Iogin page. If you already have a UserWeb account, then simply log in to view the webinar. If you need to 

create a new account, click on the "Request an account" link. 

2. Enter the requested information on the form that appears, and click Submit. (Please use your UNC or UNCH email address to sign up for your account.) 

Note that it may take a couple of business days for Epic to approve your account and send you your Iogon information. Once you receive your Iogon, you can use 

the link below again, sign in with your new account, and view the webinar. 

We’ve been getting some good questions and feedback from those of you who attended--feel free to keep your comments coming to Emily Pfaff 

(epfaff@email.unc.edu) and Ed Finerty (edmund finerty@med.unc.edu). Though we’ll try to answer very specific questions individually, we’ll also be collecting 

broad questions for the next week or two, and once we reach a critical mass, we’ll send out both questions and answers to this group as an FAQ for everyone’s 

benefit. 

Best, 

Emily Pfaff 

Research Manager, Epic Core Team 

Research Analyst, NC TraCS Institute 

919.843.3127 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4684644-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.e@u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Guerr& Jeanne M <jerome gnerr&@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 1:12 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

MESSAGE FROM DR. CAREY RE: SEMINAR TODAY @ 4:00PM LECTURE BY KATIE REEDER-tlAYES 

Good Afternoon, 

Dr. Carey would like to encourage you to attend the seminar today at 4:00pro and support our colleague, Dr. Katie Reeder-Hayes, as she presents 

the lecture below. 

Thank you! 

YOU ARE CORDIALLY INV~TED TO A Sf:~INAR BY 

KATIE REEDER-HAYES, IViD 

"RACE AND ENDOCRINE THERAPY ADHERENCE iN BREAST CANCER: A MISSiNG UNK iN OUTCOME DISPARITIES?" 

TUESDAY, APRIL 23RD @ 4:00PM 

PHYSEIANS OFFICE BUILDING ~ CONFERENCE ROOM 3202 

COFFEE AND DESSERT W~LL BE PROV~OED! 

WE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING 

Executive Assistant to 

Lisa A. Carey, 

The Richardson and Morilyn ~Tacobs Preyer 

Distinguished Professor for Breast Cancer Research 

Division Chief, Hematology and Ontology 

Physician-in-Chief, North Carolina Cancer Hospital 

170 Mannin9 Drive 

Campus Box 7305 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 

Phon¢: 919-843-6814 

Fox: 919-966-6735 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <gan.’ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:22 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <reed everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: April 23 2013 

042313 HR hffo~:mation for Employees.pdf 

FY~ 

............................................................................................................................................................................. 

Please forward the attachment "HR information for Employees" to all employees in your Division. 
Full text of rail articles in the weeldy digest is available iil the attachmeilts and at h~ps://hr.unc.edu/news-events/, 

Apr. 39: Developing Organizational Partnerships class 

May3: Spring Fling 

May 2: ._F_9__u_p__d___a_t_!9___n__s_9__f___S___u_~_e_r_v_[_s_!_o___n__.c M ss 

May 7: SPA Classification & Compensation Management dass 

May 7: Moving from Peer to Manager class 

May 7~ Critical Thinking class 

May 8: Teachers & State Employees Retirement Workshop class 

May ~5: SPA Hiring: From Posting thru Probation class 
May ~5: leading Change in the Workplace class 

May 20o:-H: State Health Plan annual enrollment 

May 2&: Managing at a Distance class 

May 22: Stress Management class 

May 29: Conversations with your Managers class 

May 27: Memorial Day Holiday 

May 33.: Chancellor’s Awards for E×cellence nom{na~:ions due 

~un, 4: Carolina Blood Drive ............................................... 

~Uno 28: E×cellence in Management Award nominations due 

State Health Plan Annual Enrollment tclick here} 

The 201.2-~ S~:ate Health Plan annual enrollment period is May 20-31 if you are satisfied with your current health plan coverage and do not need to make changes, no 

ac~:ion is required. If you ~:ake no action, you and covered dependents will remain on your current plato 

Chance~loC’s Awards [or [-.xcellence Iclick here} 

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2017; Chancellor’s Award for Excellence. The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence is based on n~ed[:odous .:_x 

distinguished accomplishments thaL are, "dearly above and beyond that which would be expected from dedicated employees who are fully and compeLently 

discharging all of the duties and satisfying all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee. 

Excellence in Management Award Nominations Ot3en [c_!!_c__k___b_#_[_e_) 

H: Nominations are now being accepted for -T-~-h---e-~~-~--x-~£-e-1~e--n-~-c---e-~!~-n-~~--M---a---n-~-a-g--e---m----e--n---t-~--A---w---a-~-r--d-.‘ The Excellence in Management Award is designed to recognize meritorious and 

distinguished accomplishmenLs in management at the UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For the purposes of this award, "management" includes 

managing employee or s~udent resources, [:inanciaf resources, facilities and/or coordinating special projects or efforts such as leading a task force or an ad hoc 

committee of a sizable nature. Nominations n~ust be received by Friday, Jun. 28. For more information, contact Benefits Services at 962%008. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development Classes Available 

?he Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are available from the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open to 

faculty and s~:aff. Please see the attached flyer [or available classes in May. 

Employee Forum Awards Nominations Open 

The Employee Forum is solR:iting nominations from all staff members For their annual Peer Recognit:R)n Awards and En~pbyee Forum Community Award These 

awards are open to any UNC-CH s~:aff member (permanent, [uil or parbtime). Please see bel.:_~w for the descriptkms on each award. 

Background Check Policy Change ---Submission Timeframe 

As you are aware, the University has required that bad<ground checks be completed no earlier than 30 days prior to hire or changing positions to ensure current 

and valid background check results. Since actual start dates may noL be predseIv known when the background check is iniLiated and given other I.:_~gistk:s that must 

be accomplished prior ~:o hire, OEIR is providing additional flexibility to hiring departments by extending the timeframe in which a background check may be 

completed prior to hire from 30 to (50 days. Effective May, % deparLments may complete a background check up to 60 days in advance o1: the candidate’s h#e date. 



christie davis@unc.edu 

Website: hr~unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, April 23, 20 ! 3 

Apr. 30: Develo~in~Qr~anizational Partnerships class 
May 3: Spring Fling 
May 2: Foundations of Supervision class 
May 7: SPA Classification & Compensation Management class 
May 7: Movingfrom Peer to Manager class 
May 7: Critical Thinking class 
May 8: ~T~e~a~c~h~e~r~s~&~s~t~a~t~e~E~m~p~y~e~e~R~e~t~i~r~e~m~e~n~t~W~r~k~b~Q~p~ c~ass 
May 9: Valuable Presentation Skills class 
May :14: Customer Service Skills class 
May :15: .S.__..P_..A_____.H__i_.r_i_._n_g;_ From Posting thru Probation class 
May :15: Leading Change in the Workplace class 
May 20-3:1: State Health Plan annual enrollment 
May :2:1: ...M__._a___n___a_gi.n._g_._a_.t___._a___..D__.i~.t__..a__..n__..c_.e._. class 
May 22:I-9 Policy, Procedure & Lawlogix class 
May22: Stress Management class 
May :29: ~~~C~~~~~~~~~n~~~v~~~~e~~~~r~~s~~~~a~~~t~~i~~~~~~~n~~~~s~~~~~~w~~~i~~t~~~h~~~~y~~~~~~~~u~~~~r~~~~~~M~~~~~a~~~~n~~~~a~~g~~e~~~r~~~s~~ class 
May :27: Memorial Day Holiday 
May 3:1: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 

Jun. 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

State Health Plan Annual Enrollment 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

The 2013 State Health Plan annual enrollment period is May 20-31. If you are satisfied with your 
current health plan coverage and do not need to make changes, no action is required. If you take 
no action, you and covered dependents will remain on your current plan. 

During annual enrollment, eligible employees can: enroll in the health plan, switch between plans 
and add/remove dependents without a qualifying event. When enrolling dependents, members 
may be asked to provide documentation to support dependent eligibility. Once the annual 
enrollment period closes, members may not make changes (including adding/removing 
dependents) until the next enrollment period unless a qualifying life event occurs. Examples of 
qualifying life events include marriage, birth, divorce and loss of eligibility for other coverage. 
Coverage will become effective on July 1, and there are no changes to member or dependent 
premiums. 



important Note: The current State Health Plan benefit year runs from July 1 - June 30 (fiscal 
year); however, the State Health Plan Board of Trustees recently approved a change in the 
benefit year to a calendar year (Jan. 1 - Dec. 31). To transition to the calendar year benefit 
period, the up-coming benefit period will only be six months: July 1, 2013 = Dec. 31, 2013. As a 
result, deductibles and out-of-pocket maximums will be reduced by one-half during this 
shortened benefit period. The deductible and out-of-pocket maximums will reset to the full 
amounts with the new calendar year benefit period (Jan. 1, 2014). More information will be 
released as this year progresses. 

For more information about the State Health Plan, please visit www.shpnc.org 

Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2013 ~C~‘~h~a~n~c~e~[~A~a~r~d~f~r~E~x~c~e~!!~e~n~c~e~ 
The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence is based on meritorious or distinguished 
accomplishments that are, "clearly above and beyond that which would be expected from 
dedicated employees who are fully and competently discharging all of the duties and satisfying 
all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee. 

Any permanent employee may nominate a University employee (including retired and deceased 
employees). To submit a nomination, please visit the OHR website. The deadline for submitting 
nominations is Friday, May 31. For more information, contact Benefits Services at 962-6008. 

Excellence in Management Award Nominations Open 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Nominations are now being accepted for The Excellence in Management Award. The Excellence 
in Management Award is designed to recognize meritorious and distinguished accomplishments 
in management at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For the purposes of this award, 
"management" includes managing employee or student resources, financial resources, facilities 
and/or coordinating special projects or efforts such as leading a task force or an ad hoc 
committee of a sizable nature. Nominations must be received by Friday, Jun. 28. For more 
information, contact Benefits Services at 962-6008. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are available from 
the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open to faculty and staff. Please 
see the attached flyer for available classes in May. 



To register on-line, please visit the Training & Talent Development website or contact Training & 
Talent Development at 962-2550 for more information. 

Employee Forum Awards Nominations Open 

FROM: Employee Forum Recognition and Awards Committee 

The Employee Forum is soliciting nominations from all staff members for their annual Peer 
Recognition Awards and Employee Forum Community Award. These awards are open to any UNC- 
CH staff member (permanent, full or part-time). Please see below for the descriptions on each 
award. 

Peer Recognition Awards 
This award is open to a deserving individual who deserves recognition in one or more of the 
following categories: 

¯ Back Office Activity: Someone who works behind the scenes. 
° Big Buddy: Someone who has taken the time to mentor a fellow employee. 
° Call of Duty: Someone going well above and beyond the expectations for the job. 
¯ Congeniality: Someone who improves the office morale and is a pleasure to be around. 
° Customer Service: Someone who serves the University on the front lines. 
° Milestone: Someone working on campus for more than 20 years. 
¯ Rookie: Someone who has worked on campus more than 3 months but less than 1year. 
° Self-improvement: Someone who has accomplished a personal, academic and/or 

professional goal. 
¯ Unsung Heel: Someone who serves the community and makes a positive impact. 

Click here to submit a nomination for any of the categories above by Friday, May 3, at 5 p.m. 
Awards will be presented at a ceremony in Hyde Hall on Thursday, May 30. Winners will receive a 
small monetary gift along with a signed certificate. 

The Employee Forum Community Award 
This award (also known at the Three Legged Stool Award)is designed to recognize distinguished 
contributions by individuals who work to promote cooperation and collaboration among faculty, 
staff, and students. Nominees should be individuals who inspire creativity; promote harmony and 
partnerships within the University community; inspire teamwork, cooperation and participation; 
demonstrate new approaches to current processes; encourage, mentor and build bridges; form 
alliances to work collectively; or any other significant community building activities. 

Any current member of the faculty, staff or student body of the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill is eligible to be nominated and to submit nominations for this award (except current 
members of the Employee Forum Recognition and Awards Committee). 

Click here to submit a nomination by Friday, May 3, at 5 p.m. 

The award will be presented atthe Annual Employee Forum Retreat in June. Winners will receive 
a signed certificate and be recognized on a plaque that will be displayed in the Employee Forum 
Office. 

For more information, please contact Chris Meinecke, Employee Forum Recognition and Awards 
Committee Chair at 919-962-6830 or meinecke@email.unc.edu. 



g 
Oppo    ties 

........................ Grovci~ Td~t ~ro~ ~itlni~ 

Location: 104 Airport Drive, 1 

Dat.e: Wednesday, May ]5 

T~me: 8:30 a~m, to 4:30 p.m~ 

Loc~tion: 104 Airport Drive~ 150111A&B 

Date: Wednesday, May 15 

f~me: 8:30 a~m, to 12:30 

Location: 104,,t*,irport Drive, 1501-A&B 

Date: Tuesday &Thursday, May 21 & 23 
fime: 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. 

L.oc~tion: 104. Airport [9rive, 1501-.A&[:~ 

D;~te: Wed~esday, May 22 

~~me: 9 a.m. to ~ 1:30 

Location: 104 Airpor( Drive., 1501 -C 

Date: Wedr~esday, May 22 

lime: 9 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. 

L.oc~tion: 10.’I. Airport Drive., 1501--A&B 

D~te: Wednesday, &Thursday, May 29 & 30 
]"ime: 8:30 a.m. to ] 2:30 p.m. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davi~ William Shawn <wishda@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 1:59 PM 

Everyone in PO <promcol@listserv.med.unc.edu~> 

UNC Lineberger Lineup for 4/30/2013 

A new edition of the UNC Lineberger Lineup is available at http:!!ca ~cer.t,nc.edu!line~p~ 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4586702-637485.8;~bTbc9ba48’i3’iTb9b0360eTe22dgcSb(~lis%sesv’med’unc’edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coleman, Stacey K <stacey coleman@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 8:12 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.anc.edu> 

FW: New Parking Fee 

New Parking Fee at the Chapel Hill Transit Park and Ride Lots 

(Effective August 15, 2013) 

On April 10, 2013, the Chapel Hill Town Council approved the implementation of a fee structure for park and ride lots managed and operated by Chapel 

Hill Transit {CHT). The following fees will take effect on August 15, 2013: 

¯ Daily rate: S2 

¯ Monthly rate: 

¯ Annual rate:$250 

The fees will be effective at the following park and ride lots: Eubanks, Southern Village and Jones Ferry. At this time, no fees are planned for the 

commercial lot at Lowe’s in Pittsboro, and CHT is still negotiating with Carrboro Plaza. Permits for park and ride lots managed by CHT will be available for 

purchase online and customers will also be able to purchase daily permits at each Int. Information on the permits will be available on CHT’s website at 

.h.~t..t..nUL~..~L~.~.~..f.~f~.a.~n..e.~[ ~.~j~[:~..~rs~i.~.d.~.e.~x....~..a..s.~n~Z~ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) will also be implementing fees for their park and ride permits, effective August 15, 2013. UNC park 

and ride permits will be honored in Town lots. Additional information on UNC park and ride permits is available at 

http~/!www, d ps :unqedu/lran s !t/gett!n~Itow ork!pa r kandr!de[par kand ri d efees_pdf. 

CHT park and rides will remain first-come, first serve to allow users to choose the most proximate and available spots (due to varied work and class 

schedules, spots are not consistently occupied). Permits will be valid for all CHT lots to maintain optimal capacity. 

Chapel Hill Transit {CHT) is the public transportation provider that serves Chapel Hill, Carrboro and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. For 

complete information about CHT services, schedules, route changes or directions to the nearest CHT stop, visit us at www.chtransit.org, email 

chtransit@townofchapelhill.org or call a CHT customer service representative at 919-969-4900 {press 1). 

- End - 

Lisa B. Wallace 

Adrnin Support Assoc. 

Dept of Medicine Administration 

125 MacNider Hall 

CB# 7005 

919-966-4468 

Fax# 919-843-5945 

UNC Chapel Hill NC27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coleman, Stacey K <stacey coleman@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 7:53 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.anc.edu> 

FW: CHT Service Alert 

CHT Service Alert: Route and Schedule Adjustments for 11 Routes Effective Monday 

Posted: Monday, May 6, 2013 

Beginning Monday, May 13, 2013, the following routes will be detoured for the South Columbia widening project and other road construction projects in the 

southern portion of Chapel Hill and Carrboro: D, J, INS, V, CCX, CPX, JFX, PX, RU, Saturday 1N and Saturday T. While every attempt will be made to maintain 

published schedules, CHT is advising customers to expect delays and allow extra travel time, especially during peak commute times. 

For detailed schedule information, please visit www.chtransit.org or http:!!www.townofchapelhill.org!Modules!ShowDocument.aspx?documentid=18482. New 

schedules will be available on buses on May 9th. 
For additional information on the South Columbia project and other projects that may impact traffic this summer in the Chapel Hill area, please visit 

http:!/www.townofchapelhill.org/index.aspx?page=2169. 

For more information, email ~c~h~t~r~a~n~s~!~t~C~t~w~n~f~c~h~a~p~e~Lh~!~[!~rg or contact a customer service representative at 919.969.4900 (press 1). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <~gm3~ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 9:12 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digesl: May 7, 2013 

050713 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant HR Communications.; & [ak_~nt Deveh:~pment 

Please fo~waFd the attachment "HR hdormation for Employees" to a~ employees in your Division. 
LFuI~ text of all articles gn the weekl~ digest is available in the attachments and at https://hr.unc.edu/news-events/. 

May la,: Customer Service Skills class 

May :1S: SPA Hiring: From Posting thru Probation class 

~ay :15: Leading Change in the Workplace c~ass 

~ay 2@: Depa~ments can begin entering SPA performance rating in HRIS 

~ay 20-31: State Health Plan annual enrollment 

May 22:I-9 Policy~ Procedure & tawlogix class 

May 22: Stress ~anagement c~ass 

N~y 29~ Conversations with y~ur Managers d~s~ 

~y 27: MemorM~ Da~ NolMay 
Ma~ 31: ~_b_~DE~J_RE~}__~_[~}__~9_[_g_~_~_~_~ nominations due 

Jun. 4: Carolina Blood Drive 

Jun, 28: Excellence in ~anagement Award ~ominat~ons due 

Jun. 28: Deadline for SPA performance rating entry in 8RIS 

20:14 Holiday Schedule fClick here} 

The State Pep.;onnel Ac~: pFovides all State employees a holiday schedule ~:hat cannot exceed :1.~. paid holidavs peF year, except: in tho~.;e vears in which Chri_qt~~a_q 

Day falls on a Tuesday, Wednesday oF Thursday- when the schedule allows 12 ~aid holidays. For 2014, Christmas Day falls on a Thursday; ~:herefore, we have ~:hree 

paid holidays at Christmas (a total at: :12 for the year). 

Teachers’ and State Employees~ Re~:iremen~: System Annua~ Benefi1 Sta~:emenls IClick here} 

The 20:12 Annual Benefits Statements ,,,viii be in Members’ ORBIT accounts later this month. For the first time, all active members Feceiving a statement ,,,viii have a 

Social Security esdmate included in d~eir s~atement. Members who did not contribute as of Dec. 3:1, 20:12 wilt not receive a staternenL 

N~onthly EPA Personnel Action Submission Deadline/Click here} 

Several years a~?:_% a deadline of the _lSth of each month had been in place with regard to ~:he submission at EPA personnel actions to the applicable centFal o[fice 

for finn approvat prior to processing ~o PayFotl. In recent years, this deadtine has no~ been used and the result is an increased number of actions arriving in 

Academic Personnel or EPA Non-Faculty HR within a day or two of Payroll dose. 

~mpottant GSHIP Deadlines {~!_!~_~___h__e___r__e_.} 

Department~ will continue to incur ctsarges for insurance for graduate student~ not removed from Graduate Student Health Insurance (GSHIP), Please forward thi~ 

email to the approoriate personnel in your area ensure the~e actions are comOleted. 

Office: g:] ?.,,g{?;2 

Emaih christie davis@unc.edu 

Website: hr.unc,edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, May 7~ 20 ! 3 

May :14: Customer Service Skills class 
May :15: SPA Hiring: From Posting thru Probation class 
May :15: Leading Change in the Workplace class 
May 20-31: State Health Plan annual enrollment 
May 2:1: Managing at a Distance class 
May22: Stress Management class 
May 29: ~C-~n~v~e~r~a~t~i~n~s~w~j~t~h~y~u~r~M~a~n-a~g~e~r~s~ class 
May 27: Memorial Day Holiday 
May 3:1: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 
Jun. 4: ._C_._a_.r_.o.__!.iO_#___._B._!.o._.o._.d._____D.__r_i_v.__e._ 
.lun. 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

2014 Holiday Schedule 

FROM: Brenda R. Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

The State Personnel Act provides all State employees a holiday schedule that cannot exceed 11 
paid holidays per year, except in those years in which Christmas Day falls on a Tuesday, 
Wednesday or Thursday - when the schedule allows 12 paid holidays. For 2014, Christmas Day 
falls on a Thursday; therefore, we have three paid holidays at Christmas (a total of 12 for the 
year). 

UNC System institutions are also allowed to adjust the dates of the annual holidays to 
accommodate the academic schedule. Traditionally, UNC-Chapel Hill has moved only the State’s 
Veterans Day holiday into the winter break period (between Christmas holiday and the New 
Year’s (Eve) holiday period). For next year, 2014, the University will observe Wednesday, Dec. 31, 
as a holiday in lieu of Veterans Day. 

It is noted that some departments have essential work that must be done on designated 
holidays. SPA employees who work on holidays are paid holiday premium pay, in addition to hour 
for hour compensatory time up to 8 hours. 

The 2014 holiday schedule is as follows: 

* New Year’s Day - Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 
* Martin Luther King Jr. Day--Monday, Jan. 20, 2014 
* Spring Holiday - Friday, Apr. 18, 2014 
* Memorial Day -- Monday, May 26, 2014 
* Independence Day - Friday, July 4, 2014 



* Labor Day-- Monday, Sept. 1, 2014 
* Thanksgiving-- Thursday, Nov. 27, and Friday, Nov. 28, 2014 
* Winter Break - Wednesday, Dec. 24, Thursday, Dec. 25 and Friday, Dec. 26, 

2014 
* New Year’s Eve -Wednesday, Dec. 31, 2014 

If you have questions, please contact your Benefits Consultant. You can search for your 
department’s assigned Benefit Specialist using HR Connect (htt]a;i/hrconnect.unc.edu~); select 
the topic, "Benefits Questions." 

Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System Annual Benefit Statements 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Coming Soon: New Enhancements to the 2012 Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement 
System’s Annual Benefits Statements 

The 2012 Annual Benefits Statements will be in Members’ ORBIT accounts later this month. For 
the first time, all active members receiving a statement will have a Social Security estimate 
included in their statement. Members who did not contribute as of Dec. 31, 2012 will not receive 
a statement. 

addition to a Social Security estimate, the 2012 statement will include: 

A more prominently positioned gap analysis at the front of your statement. You will be 
able to see early on a comparison of your projected monthly income to your projected 
monthly need. This will help you better understand what factors contribute to your 
income and how you can enhance your long-term savings. 

Your contributions to the N.C. Retirement Systems as of Dec. 31, 2012 

Your projected sources of retirement income, including your retirement benefit through 
the N.C. Retirement Systems, and your NC 401(k) and NC Deferred Compensation (457) 
monthly incomes through the Retirement Systems administrator 

To help you better understand the information in your statement, an "Annual Benefits 
Statement" website will be available by Friday, May 10. This website will provide: 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Links to resources for all ages and career stages 

Use your Annual Benefits Statement and this website to help you address any retirement gap you 
may have, and aid you in developing a retirement plan. 

To access ORBIT: 

1. Visit www.myncretirement.com 

2. Click on the ORBIT button to log-in 
3. Once logged on to your personal ORBIT account, click on "View Annual Benefits 

Statement" to view or print your statement 

Additional communication will be sent when the Annual Benefits Statements are posted to your 
account. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethanv Jean Whitsell <bethanv whitsell(~med uric edu~ 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:20 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

resignation 

All: 

I am writing to share the news that has accepted a position as in the Division of Endocrinology!Diabetes Care Center 

with UNC.       has been a                 for 4 years. She has been a great asset to us in those years and we are sad to see her go. 

~last day with the ~    is June 12and we are working on a plan for study coverage while we hire her replacement (of course, we will never truly be able to 

replace       -she is one of a Idnd! © ) 

Bethany 

Bethany Whitseil Miiler, MS, CCRP 

CRA Manager 

UNC Lineberger Cornprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3rd Floor, CPO 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 

Fax: 9~9-962--262:1 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-~5884@l-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Bethany Jean Whitsell <bethany whitsell@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May- 8, 2013 11:26 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

CRA Coordinator Posting for the GU Pod 

We have poste(        ; position~ it posted today and will be open ior5 business days, closin9 a~ midnight on Tuesday, May 14th. 

Here is a I~nk to the posting: 
h[tp:iAmc,peop~e~dm~n.comlpost~gsi250~ I 
Thanks, 
Bethany 

£eth~my Whitse~l P,/~ler, MS, CCRP 

CRA Manager 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, 3rd g~oor, CPO 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 959-9~6-~132 

Fax: 919-962-2~21 

Yeu are cu:E::E:ently sL]bscribel ~_e pret:ecol as: peggy bush@ra~’d.un(~.edu 

To unsubsc£ibe send a blank email to leave-4588407-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse£v.med.unc.edu 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. William Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 8:25 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

UNC Lineberger Lineup for 05/14/13 

The 05/14/13 edition of the UNC Lineberger Lineup is available at http:!!cancerx,nc.edu!lineup. 

Thank you, 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

To uns’/bscribe send a blank email t~ leave-4589453-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

success <nicolespruell@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 8:53 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

BotaJ~icaJ Ga~rden Photos 

Good morning all, 

In case you missed the field trip to the Botanical Garden on Friday, or would like to relive it, please feel free to take a look at some of the photos I took. They are 

located on the h drive at the following link Botanical Garden Photos. 

Enjoy! 
Nicole D. Spruell 
Regulatmy Assistant 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
450 West Drive, CB# 7295 
Protocol ()ffice ~ 3rd Fir Admin Tower 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7295 
(T) 919-966-44.32 
(F) cH[9-962-262~ 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4689457-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.e@u 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kress, Gary. C <gaiT kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:53 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: May 14, 2013 

FYI 

70: HR Facili[ators 

FROM: Kathy Bryanl:, FiR Communica[~ons & Talent Devek)pn~en[ 

There ~s no attachment spedfica~y for Employees or HR Facilitators th~s week, 

LFu~I text of all articles ~n the weekly digest gs available in the attachments and at https://hr,unc,edu/news-events/, 

May 20~3I: _S__t__a___t__e____H___e___a_!_t___h____P__[_a___n_. ann~al enrollment 

May 21~ Managing at a Distance class 

May 22:~-9 Policy~ Procedure & ILawlogix class 

N~{ay 22~ Stress Management c~ass 

May 29: Conversations with your Managers class 

May 31~ Chancellor’s Awards for E×cel~ence nominations due 

May .~1: Deadline to complete SPA performance appraisals 

Jun, 4: Carolina Blood Drive 

JUno 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

Automation of Form ~-94: New information 

~ S The Form f-94 is issued at the port of entry to nordmmigrants by Customs and Border Pro~:ecl:ion (CgP) officials to record arrivals and departures from ~,. U .... 

Prevk)usl¥, indivk’luals would comph-:d:e a paper r:orn’~ I-.94 and the (:ISP of[k:ials woukt stamp the l:op portion of the form with the da~:e of arrival and indicate ~:he 

individual’s immigration status and expiration date. 

On Mar 27, U.S. CBP published an interim final rule in the r:ederal register regarding auto[~latio]~ of the Form I-.94. This rule will he irnplemented in stages sl:arl:ing 

on Apr. 30 and will only impact travel by air or sea. An Nec[ronic Form I--94 wilt be created at the port of entry by a CBP official. Review for accuracy the entry stamp 

which will be placed in your passport by CBP. Check [he class of admission (F.-:I, J--L H.-:IB, etc.), the date of en[ry and ’~admitted to" dale (Expiry dale of H-1B,TN, O-. 

:1. or E-3 status. D/S for F and .J status) and bring errors to the attention of the CBP officer. 

Travelers may access their Form I-9-q on the CBP website by inputting their information (name, passport number and country of issuance, class of admission, and 

date of entry)~ There is also a list of frequently asked questions on the website. Travelers are encouraged to print their electronic Form 1-94 from the website upon 

arriw~l as a print: copy will he needed for work authoriT_atio[% driver lice[~se ar~,’t social security applicat:ions, etc. 

Fravelers at land ports of en[:ry to the U.S. will receive a modi[ied paper version called the I.-94A. Sorne individuals, such as refugees and asylees, will 

receive a paper Form I--94. 

]04 ;k]rpo~’t Dr~ve, Carnpus Box 

Ema~k Christie davis@unc.edu 

Wehs~te: http://hr.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Beth <beth clarke@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:00 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Employee Recognition - 2ud QTR - 2013 

Categories for Nomiualious.docx 

Wow-time flies!!! 
Perhaps because tis finally feeling like May instead of March out-it dawned on my wee lil bean "hey... it must be about time for Employee Recognition again". 
And boy howdy-it is!!! 
Attached please find the categories for nominations. 
Send me an email about the CPO-er that you think is worthy, deserving, and just plain wunnerful. Please include a category, and please feel free to vote/nominate 
more than one person. 
Thanks all!!! 
Beth 
E-Recog Chair (and since tis arfully warm out today - I want to be a beach chair ©) 
Beth Clarke, CCRP 
@/Melanoma Clinical Research Associate 
Clinical Protocol Office 
UNC - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
t: 919.966-4432 
f: 919.962-2621 
beth clarke@med.unc.edu 
A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the compulsion to help all life which he is able to assist, and shrinks from injuring anything that lives (Albert 
Schweitzer) 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-~589982-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



Categories: There are four categories in which a staff member may be eligible for recognition. Please see the 
descriptions of each below, along with particular items which characterize each category: 

Ambassadorship: An employee nominated for this award enhances the image of the protocol office and or LCCC 
within either the North Carolina community or University. This award will recognize individuals who consistently 
demonstrate the following actions: 

Foster a sense of inclusion, belonging and optimism thus contributing to the success of the CPO 
Individuals could also be recognized for successfully organizing events that highlight the work and 
achievements of the protocol office as well as conference presentations on behalf of the CPO. 
Displays diplomacy, enthusiasm, a positive attitude to contribute to the external image of the CPO. 

Customer Service: An employee who provided exceptional service to external customers; demonstrated diligence 
at resolving customer concerns; enhanced business relationships between their organization and its customer. 
External customers may include patients, visitors, monitors, investigators or other university/hospital staff. 
Recognition for: either a general quality of high customer service (see below) or an exceptional response to a 
particular situation requiring intervention (the situation demonstrates any of the qualities below). 

Is quickly responsive to situations requiring intervention: in other words, may be the first to step forward in a 
problematic situation; offers help or solutions to problems- does not wait for a situation to become a problem. 
Makes sure s/he understands a situation or problem before responding- listens well. 
Goes an extra step in providing for the welfare of others- doesn’t just stop at what’s necessary in responding 
in an interaction with others. 
Anticipates the needs of others 
Exhibits desire to help others 
Provides a "personal touch" to the service provided- is warm, courteous, humorous (if appropriate) 
Demonstrates a high level of professionalism in providing to others- is knowledgeable, provides satisfactory 
solutions, is respectful. 
Handles a difficult situation well (an angry, upset or unsatisfied or difficult-to-~please customer) 
Follows-up about a situation to see if the response was satisfactory 
Is timely in responding; gets back to people right away, makes the effort to seek them out rather than wait for 
them to say something. 

Leadership: A staff member who established a higher standard of work performance by example that is directly 
related to the function of the CPO. Qualities may include: 

demonstrated leadership qualities when presented with challenging assignments; 
voluntarily used knowledge and skills to promote the work-related development of other employees; 
contributed to building morale; 
improved processes or procedures; or 
enhanced working conditions. 

Team Player (Individual): A staff member who has gone above and beyond their required duties to help another 
member of the CPO. 

Anticipate the need others within the CPO, functional group, or POD. 
Exhibited a desire to help others as a voluntary effort. 
Include description of ’extra mile’ effort (ie., take on more studies or help others with their current workload) 
How did the employee benefit the CPO, team, or department. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gulino, Sara E <sara~guliuo@med.tmc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:44 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Resignation 

Blessings ~o you, ,, in your new endeavor, Youql be missed indeed 

Take care, 

Sara G 

From: Schreiner, Leslie [mailto:leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, Nay 16, 2013 12:37 PN 

To: Everyone in PO 
Subject: Resignation 

"As you start on your new venture 

this brings a wish your way, 

For many happy moments 

to fill each coming day, 

And as you face the future 

that’s waiting just for you, 

May you soon discover 

your dreams have all come true" 
Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 Wesf Drive, Campus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schr ein er (® m ed.u n c.ed u 

You a~e cuzzently subsczibed to pzotocoq as: qr~eS2{!med.up~c.edu 

TO unsubscribe send a blank email t} loave-4589993-168108.755de632100dd7689889f3daad]992b@listserv.med.uno.odu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubsez~b} send a blank }mail tlc) ]eave-458~8-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b@}0360e7e22d9c6b@]JsLsezv.med. LHK;.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gary. C <~galT kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:23 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: May 21, 2013 

052113 HR Infom~ation for Employees.pdf 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: t@thy Bryant HR Communications & Talent Deveh:~pment 

Please no[:e that an h~correct contact number was pro~4ded ~n the HR Faci]Rator sectkm of today"s digest, l[ you haw~ questions about [:he SPA performance rating 

data entry workflow, please ca~1919-843--3@b~. 

We apologize for any confusion this may have caused. 

Please forward the attachment t~tled ’~HR Employee ~nformat~on" within your Division. 

hFul~ text of a~l articles ~n tee weekly di~est is available in the attachments and at https://hr,unc.edu/news-events/, 

May 20-3:;t: State Health Plan annual enrollment 

May 29: Conversations with your Managers class 

Ma~ 27: ~emoria~ Day HolMay 

Jun. 4: Carolina Blood Drive 

~un, 28: Excellence in ~anagement Award ~omin~t~ons due 

Jun, 28: Deadline for SPA performance rating entr~ in HRB 

State Health Plat~ Annual Et~rol~ment {~_!!_~__k__~)__e___~_~.} 

If you are satisfied with you~ current health plan cove,age and do not need to make changes, no action is required. I[: you take no action, you and your covered 

dependents will remain on your current plan. 

SPA Performance Rating Workftow Now Open (Contact: £mp~oyee & Management Relations, 919-843-3444} 

The SPA performance rating workflow is now open to departments for entry in HRIS thru June 28. The deadline to complete performance appraisals is May 3I. 

Please note: If you have submitted a manual entry form to the Employee & Management Relations office, the ratin~ will not be entered into HRIS immediately. 

E&M R staff will en~:er ~he ratings once department access to the entry system is closed (i.e., after June 

uNC.-Chspe~ Hd~ 

~0.:~ .:q~ pod Drive.. Campus ~ox :~045 

Ema~k Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~te: http:iihr.unc.edu 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 

May 20-31: State Health Plan annual enrollment 
May 29: Conversations with your Managers class 
May 2"/’: Memorial Day Ho/!da~v 
May 31: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 
Jun. 4: Carolina Blood Drive 
Jun. :28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

State Health Plan Annual Enrollment 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

If you are satisfied with your current health plan coverage and do not need to make changes, no 
action is required. If you take no action, you and your covered dependents will remain on your 
current plan. 

During annual enrollment, eligible employees can: enroll in the health plan, switch between 
plans and add/remove dependents without a qualifying event. When enrolling dependents, 
members may be asked to provide documentation to support dependent eligibility. Once the 
annual enrollment period closes, members may not make changes (including adding/removing 
dependents) until the next enrollment period unless a qualifying life event occurs. Coverage will 
become effective on July 1, and there are no changes to member or dependent premiums. 

Note: Even if no changes are made, all health plan members will receive new ID cards. 

Benefit Updates 

Change In Plan Year: The current State Health Plan benefit year runs from July 1 - June 30 
(fiscal year); however, the State Health Plan Board of Trustees recently approved a change in the 
benefit year to a calendar year (Jan. 1 - Dec. 1). To transition to the calendar year benefit 
period, the upcoming benefit period will only be six months: July i - Dec. 31. As a result, 
deductibles and out-of-pocket maximums (including pharmacy) will be reduced by one-half 
during this shortened benefit period. The deductible and out-of-pocket maximums will reset to 
the full amounts with the new calendar year benefit period (Jan. 1, 2014). 

Mental Health & Substance Abuse Co-pay Change: Effective July 1, the mid-tier office co-pay for 
mental health & substance abuse will be reduced from $52 to $30 for the 80/20 plan, and from 
$64 to $35 for the 70/30 plan. 



Primary Care Provider Designation: In preparation for health plan changes that will become 
effective Jan. 1, 2014, members are now given the option to designate a primary care provider 
(PCP) as they move through the enrollment portal. Although the PCP designation will not become 
relevant until Jan. 1, 2014 (see next section), members can currently designate a PCP. 

New Plan Options for 20~.4: The State Health Plan has proposed new plan options effective 
January. 2014. The specific changes and premiums associated with the new options will be 
communicated this fall during a second annual enrollment period, 

To make changes to your health plan coverage, during this enrollment please sign in with your 
UNC Onyen and password at: https:/iunc.hdntouch.com/_. 

For more information about the State Health Plan, please visit .__w_____w_____w____._~__h__p___n____c__;___o____rg; 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Davis. William Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 1:17 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

UNC Einebe~er Lineup for 5/28/2013 

A new edition of the UNC Lineberger Lineup is available at http:!!cancer.unc.edu!lineup! 

Thank you, 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

To uns’ffbscribe send a blank email t~ leave-4591809-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kress, Ga~ C <gmT kress@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 3:24 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: May 28, 2013 

FYI 

70: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryanl:, HR Communications & 7Merit Development 

There ~s no attachment spedfica~v for Employees or HR Facilitators th~s week. 

hFu~l text of all articles ~n the weekl~ digest gs available in the attachments and at https:ffhr.unc.edu/news-events/. 

~ay 20-~1: State Health Plan annual enrollment 

.June 4 Business Writing Challenges 

June ~: Carolina Blood Drive 

June .~: Change Management 

~ne 5: Americans with Disabilities Act ![ADA}Training 

June 6: Postdoc HR issues Training 

June 1i: Coaching Skills 201: {Advanced} 

June ~: MgTI and the Workplace 

,~une .1.2: PeopieAdmin Training=Temporary Postings 

Jun, 28: g_~_~_~_~__[~_~_p_~g~_~_~__~_[~_.nominations due 

F¥ 20].3-1.4 Rates for Severance Pro/an~ Composite Benefits for Non-State Funds 

The purpose of this email is to provide the annual, advance notice regarding rate changes effective .lulV :L The Composite Benefits and Severance Pay rates are 

cak:ula~:ed based on s~il~iri~-_!s pail:~ frorf~ Non-.State Funds and provide ffmding to pay expenses for uner~ployment compensa~:ion, workers con~pensatiorb shorL- 

~:erm disability pay, health insurance premiums while on professional leave, and severa]ice wages. 

For fiscal year 20:1:-}-14, the Composite Benefil:s ral:e will increase to 0.45%, and the Severance Pay rate wil~ increase ~:o 1o90% The rate changes are effectiw:_~ with 

[he July 2013 payrolls. The Cornposite Benefits rate is applied [o both EPA and SPA salaries, and the Severance Pay rate is applied [o SPA salaries. The rates are 

sarnmarized as follows: 

Severance Pay 

Expense Objec[ Code: 1251 

Salary Base: SPA Salaries paid from Non-State Funds [object codes 

Rate Change: Increase fron~ 0.75% l:o 100% 

Efh-:!ctive Date: 07/01/2013 

Composite {’}enefits Fund 

Expense Objed: (::ode: 1892 

Salary Base: ~!PA and SPA Salaries paid t:rom Non-State Fund [object codes I:lxx, I2xx, I3xx, I4xx] 

Rate Change: Increase from 0.35% to 

Effective Date: 07/01/2013 

Chape~ ~-~. N::: 27599 

Ema~k Christie davis@unc.edu 

Webs~te: http:i!hr.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Beth <beth clarke@med.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 7:58 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu:~ 

FW: Employee Recognition - 2nd QTR - 2013 

Categories for Nominalions.docx 

G’day all, 
Please have any nominations in by Friday---this Friday---last day o’May (can you believe it!?!? 
ThanksN! 
ge~:h 

Bet[? Clarke, CCRP 
GIiMelanoma Clinical Research Associate 
Clinical Protocol Office 
UNC .--. Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
t: 919 966-~432 
f: 919.962-2621 
beth clarke@med.unc.edu 
A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the comp@sion to help al~ ~fe wMch he is aNe to assist and shrinks from injuring anything that I~ves (Albeit 
Schweitzer) 

F~= Clarke, Beth [mailto:beth_clarke@med.unc.edu] 
8e~t~ Thursday, May 16, 2013 12:00 PM 
To~ Eye.one in PO 
$~bject~ Employee Recognition - 2nd Q~ - 2013 
Wow-time fliesHJ 
Perhaps because tis finally feeling I~ke May ~nstead of March out-it dawned on my wee lil bean "hey... it must be about time for Employee Recognition again". 
And boy howdy-it isN~ 
Attached please find the categories for nominations. 
Send me an email about the CPO-er that you think is worthy, deserving, and just plain wunnerful. Please include a category, and please feel free to vote/nominate 
more than one person. 
Thanks 
Beth 
E-Recog Chair (and since tis arfully warm out today - I want to be a beach chair ~) 
Beth Clarke, CCRP 
@/Melanoma Clinical Research Associate 
Clinical Protocol Office 
UNC - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
t: 919.966-~32 
f: 919.962-2621 

A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the compulsion to help all life which he is able to assist, and shrinks from injuring anything that lives (AlbeR 
Schweitzer) 

TO uns’~bsczibe send a blank entail to iLeave-4589982-110 ~45.6cef2icSbg2d2790c:~[glgk?aalb91346@l:[stserv.m6d.unc.edu 

Yeu are cuzzently subscribel te pretecol as: peggy bush@mHi.unc.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4591939-6Y7485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b@listse~v.med.unc.edu 



Categories: There are four categories in which a staff member may be eligible for recognition. Please see the 
descriptions of each below, along with particular items which characterize each category: 

Ambassadorship: An employee nominated for this award enhances the image of the protocol office and or LCCC 
within either the North Carolina community or University. This award will recognize individuals who consistently 
demonstrate the following actions: 

Foster a sense of inclusion, belonging and optimism thus contributing to the success of the CPO 
Individuals could also be recognized for successfully organizing events that highlight the work and 
achievements of the protocol office as well as conference presentations on behalf of the CPO. 
Displays diplomacy, enthusiasm, a positive attitude to contribute to the external image of the CPO. 

Customer Service: An employee who provided exceptional service to external customers; demonstrated diligence 
at resolving customer concerns; enhanced business relationships between their organization and its customer. 
External customers may include patients, visitors, monitors, investigators or other university/hospital staff. 
Recognition for: either a general quality of high customer service (see below) or an exceptional response to a 
particular situation requiring intervention (the situation demonstrates any of the qualities below). 

Is quickly responsive to situations requiring intervention: in other words, may be the first to step forward in a 
problematic situation; offers help or solutions to problems- does not wait for a situation to become a problem. 
Makes sure s/he understands a situation or problem before responding- listens well. 
Goes an extra step in providing for the welfare of others- doesn’t just stop at what’s necessary in responding 
in an interaction with others. 
Anticipates the needs of others 
Exhibits desire to help others 
Provides a "personal touch" to the service provided- is warm, courteous, humorous (if appropriate) 
Demonstrates a high level of professionalism in providing to others- is knowledgeable, provides satisfactory 
solutions, is respectful. 
Handles a difficult situation well (an angry, upset or unsatisfied or difficult-to-~please customer) 
Follows-up about a situation to see if the response was satisfactory 
Is timely in responding; gets back to people right away, makes the effort to seek them out rather than wait for 
them to say something. 

Leadership: A staff member who established a higher standard of work performance by example that is directly 
related to the function of the CPO. Qualities may include: 

demonstrated leadership qualities when presented with challenging assignments; 
voluntarily used knowledge and skills to promote the work-related development of other employees; 
contributed to building morale; 
improved processes or procedures; or 
enhanced working conditions. 

Team Player (Individual): A staff member who has gone above and beyond their required duties to help another 
member of the CPO. 

Anticipate the need others within the CPO, functional group, or POD. 
Exhibited a desire to help others as a voluntary effort. 
Include description of ’extra mile’ effort (ie., take on more studies or help others with their current workload) 
How did the employee benefit the CPO, team, or department. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Beth <beth clarke@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 31, 2013 1:50 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

last day tbr nominations 

Categories for Nominalions.docx 

G’day all - 
Last day to nominate a fellow (or fellow-ette) CPO-er for this quarter’s awards. 

You can just shoot me an email with the name, reason for nomination, and category (see attached). 
Thanks all, and hope you all have a great, big, happy weekend! 
Beth 
Chair (and since it’s warm out I am a glider or lawn chair this time ©) 
Beth Clarke, CCRP 
@/Melanoma Clinical Research Associate 
Clinical Protocol Office 
UNC - Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
t: 919.966-4432 
f: 919.962-2621 
beth darke@med.unc.edu 
A man is truly ethical only when he obeys the compulsion to help all life which he is able to assist, and shrinks from injuring anything that lives (Albert 
Schweitzer) 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4593368-6Y7485.87bTbc9ba48434769b0360e/e22dgc6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



Categories: There are four categories in which a staff member may be eligible for recognition. Please see the 
descriptions of each below, along with particular items which characterize each category: 

Ambassadorship: An employee nominated for this award enhances the image of the protocol office and or LCCC 
within either the North Carolina community or University. This award will recognize individuals who consistently 
demonstrate the following actions: 

Foster a sense of inclusion, belonging and optimism thus contributing to the success of the CPO 
Individuals could also be recognized for successfully organizing events that highlight the work and 
achievements of the protocol office as well as conference presentations on behalf of the CPO. 
Displays diplomacy, enthusiasm, a positive attitude to contribute to the external image of the CPO. 

Customer Service: An employee who provided exceptional service to external customers; demonstrated diligence 
at resolving customer concerns; enhanced business relationships between their organization and its customer. 
External customers may include patients, visitors, monitors, investigators or other university/hospital staff. 
Recognition for: either a general quality of high customer service (see below) or an exceptional response to a 
particular situation requiring intervention (the situation demonstrates any of the qualities below). 

Is quickly responsive to situations requiring intervention: in other words, may be the first to step forward in a 
problematic situation; offers help or solutions to problems- does not wait for a situation to become a problem. 
Makes sure s/he understands a situation or problem before responding- listens well. 
Goes an extra step in providing for the welfare of others- doesn’t just stop at what’s necessary in responding 
in an interaction with others. 
Anticipates the needs of others 
Exhibits desire to help others 
Provides a "personal touch" to the service provided- is warm, courteous, humorous (if appropriate) 
Demonstrates a high level of professionalism in providing to others- is knowledgeable, provides satisfactory 
solutions, is respectful. 
Handles a difficult situation well (an angry, upset or unsatisfied or difficult-to-~please customer) 
Follows-up about a situation to see if the response was satisfactory 
Is timely in responding; gets back to people right away, makes the effort to seek them out rather than wait for 
them to say something. 

Leadership: A staff member who established a higher standard of work performance by example that is directly 
related to the function of the CPO. Qualities may include: 

demonstrated leadership qualities when presented with challenging assignments; 
voluntarily used knowledge and skills to promote the work-related development of other employees; 
contributed to building morale; 
improved processes or procedures; or 
enhanced working conditions. 

Team Player (Individual): A staff member who has gone above and beyond their required duties to help another 
member of the CPO. 

Anticipate the need others within the CPO, functional group, or POD. 
Exhibited a desire to help others as a voluntary effort. 
Include description of ’extra mile’ effort (ie., take on more studies or help others with their current workload) 
How did the employee benefit the CPO, team, or department. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Ellen M <ellen cohen@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, Jnne 3, 2013 4:02 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edu~> 

Reminder_Bake sale Thursday...we need bakers! 

Hi all, 

Just a reminder that we are having a bake sale Thursday to benefit Susan G. Komen for the cure. Please join us by baking something we can sell in the bake sale. 

There is a sign- up sheet in H:PROTOFFC\admin-staff~bake sale signup. 

We hope you can help! Monetary donations are also welcome. 

Thanks, 

Ellen and the breast team 

To unsubscribe send a blank email t~ leave-459371O-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <ga-~T kress@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 10:01 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <reed everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: June 4, 2013 

6-4-13 HR Elnployee Infonnation.pdf 

FYI 

have an a~pointment, Give the gi~ of life ~ Carolgna 

June .Lt: Coaching Skills 201: IAdvanced} 

June :t2: A Baby! What Do I Do? 

June 212: PeopleAdmin Training-Temporary Postings 

June l:-:I: EPAWeb Training 

June 1.4: Chancellor’s Award for E~celience extended deadline 

June 28: .~_~_~_g~[~[~g_- Recruitment & HiriqgA~ions 

J~ne 2~ & 20: Advanced Communication Skills ......................................................................... 

Jun~ ~: HR~S Training Position Funding and Journal Entries 

June 26: HRIS Training - Position Action Management 

Jun~ 28 & 27: Managing interactions with your Employees 

Jun, 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

Juno 2g: ~_~_~_~_~[_~[_~_~[[~_g_~_~_~_~__g_~_~N_~_~_~_g_y in HRB 

Chancellor’s Awards for £xcellence - Extended Deadline {click here) 

The nomination deadline for the 20:1.3 Chancellor’s Award for Excellence has been extended to .lune I4~ Click here to nominate someone who has sl~own 

"meritori.:_~u~.; or distinguished accom~lishments that h~w~ deaHy gone above and beyond whh::h woukt be e:<pected flom dedh::ated empk~yees who are h.d~y and 

com~eten~:ly discharging all of the duth~s and sal:~sfvmg all of the requiremen~:s of their jobs," wh~le a Urfiw~rsity ern~k)yee. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development C~asses ~va~able 

The Office of Hum~m Resources offers a w~riety .:_~f classes each mon[:h [:hat are aw;ilabh:" from the course catalog, T!qese learning .:_~ppor[:unities ~;re free ~md open to 

facul~:y and staff Ph:_n~se see the att~ched flyer for available classes in June. 

HR~S!EPAWeb Classroom [raining to End in Ju~y 

preparation for the ConnectCarolina go-.live in January 2OI4, HR Application Support wilt no longer be offering classroom training for’ the HRIS and [iPAWeb 

sysLems after June. This will atlow our training staff to shift Lheir focus to ConnectCarofina Lraining needs. 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 

June 11: CoachiniSkills 201: (Advanced) 
June 11: MBTI and the Workplace 
June 12: A Baby! What Do I Do? 
June 14: Chancellor’s Award for Excellence extended deadline 
June 18 & 20: Advanced Communication Skills 
June 26 & 27: Managing Interactions with your Employees 
Jun. 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence - Extended Deadline 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

The nomination deadline for the 2013 Chancellor’s Award for Excellence has been extended to 
June 14. Click here to nominate someone who has shown "meritorious or distinguished 
accomplishments that have clearly gone above and beyond which would be expected from 
dedicated employees who are fully and competently discharging all of the duties and satisfying 
all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee. 

Any permanent employee may nominate a University employee (including retired and deceased 
employees). To submit a nomination, please visit the link above. For more information, contact 
Benefits Services at 962-6008. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are available from 
the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open to faculty and staff. Please 
see the attached flyer for available classes in June. Please note: ournew catalog wiU~ classes for 
Ju!y-December 2013 will be available next week/ 

To register on-line, please visit the Training & Talent Development website or contact Training & 
Talent Development at 962-2550 for more information. 



Opp :ties 

.--...~ i.ocation: 104 Airport Drive, 1501--A&B 
Date: Tues. June 4 
Time: 9 

~Locadon: 10~ A~rport Drive, [ 50~ 

Date: Fhu~s., June 6 

Timex 8:30 a.m. to noon 

Date: Wed., June 12 
[~me: Noon to 1 

Location: 104 A~rport Ddve, 150"[-C 

Date: Tues., June ’[8 
T~me: 9 a,m. to 12:30 p,m. 

t.oc~t[om ’[04 A~rport Drive~ ~ 501-C 

Date: Mon.,3une 24 
l~me: 2 p.ITL to 4:30 p.ITL 

Locatiom "104 Airport Drive, "1501-A&B 

Date: Wed, & Fhu~s., June 26 & 27 

Time: 8:30 a.m~ to 12:30 p~m. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Ellen M <ellen cohen@med.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 3:22 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

BAKE SAI,E YAHOO! 

Hi everyone, 

Just a reminder to you all that if you can bake or buy something for the bake sale tomorrow please do. We don’t know exactly how many people are baking, so the 

more the better. If you bake or buy something, please wrap any cookies or bars or individual items if you can. If not, we will have saran wrap here to wrap things. If 

you are bringing cake or pie, we will sell that on plates or in take out containers. Please bring your goodies by to Sonali and Mark’s office or to Ellen around 9:30 am 

if you can, so that we will have time to arrange everything and get set-up. And if you can’t bring anything, please bring your appetite! The bake sale will start at 

11:30. 

Thanks for all your support, 

Ellen and the breast team 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsu~scribe send a blan~6 email to leave-4594236-637485.87b7~c9ba484347b9b@360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.me@.unc.edu 



Fronl: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Cohe~ Ellen M <ellen eohen@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 2:49 PNI 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Th~J~ks! 

Hi all, 

Thanks so much for all your help with the bake sale today. Thanks to all those who volunteered, baked, bought and ate for the cause. We made $256 for the Susan 

G. Komen race for the cure. And guess what? You will have a chance to buy some wonderful leftover goodies tomorrow. We will be offering them for a donation of 

50 cents or more. There’s not much left, but it’s all great stuff. 

Once again THANK YOU ! 

Ellen and the Breast Team 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai] t~ leave-4594437-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9e6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc, 

Friday, June 7, 2013 8:51 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

Tratfic delayed on 54 

FYI for folks commuting in ...this tweet on wral and have had phone calls in from staff members 

h~^#, 54 in durham is closed between the 40exit (273) up to the Garrett road/hope valley area. 

Fri S:l T a m 

Leslie Schreiner 

Office Manager-Protocol Office 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

450 West Drive, Campus Box 7295/Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 Fax: 919-962-2621 

Email: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 

You are currently subsczibed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4594563-637485~8767bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cohen, Ellen M <ellen cohen@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 8:55 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@lis’Lserv.med.unc.edtp 

Still treats available 

Hi all, 

We still have a supply of treats available for sale. Everything is 50 cents, so it is a real bargain. Please come by Ellen’s desk and buy some goodies. Remember, it’s a 

good cause! If you are at the Cancer Hospital, the POB or gioinformatics, buy ~;i or more and we’ll deliver! 

We have: 

Brownies 

An assortment of cookies 

Pink cupcakes 

Haystacks 

Quantities are limited so act fast] 

Thanks, 

Ellen 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4594564-637485.8/bTbc9ba48434/b9b0360eTe22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 
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To: 

Subject: 

Davis. William Shawn <wishd~@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 12:08 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

UNC Lineberger Lineup for 06/11/2013 

The 06/11/2013 edition of the UNC Lineberger Lineup is available at http:!/cancer.unc.edu/linet, pi. 

William Davis 

Manager of Science Communications 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

919-966-5906 ext. 254 

Yet~ are cui[i[ently sL~bscribel ~_e pret:ecoi as: peggy bush@ra~’d.t~n(~.edu 

To unsubsc~ibe send a blank email to leave-4595008-637485.87bTbc9ba48,i3,iTb9b0360eTe22dgc6b[@listse~v.med.unc.edu 
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To: 

Subject: 

Jones, Paul E -<Paul E Jone@med.unc.edn> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 1 l:22 AM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edtp 

OnCore 

The OnCore database server is scheduled for some maintenance this afternoon (6/13), starting at 5pm. The maintenance window 

is from 5pm until 7pm and OnCore will be off-line, not available during that time. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Paul 
Paul Jones 

Application Analyst 

Biostatistics and Data Management 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(9:19)966-9423 

Email: paul e jones@med.unc.ectu 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med.unc.edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-4695408-637485.87b7bc9ba484347b9b0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 
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Attach: 

Bodis, Kimberly C <kimbodis@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 11:46 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday Hemalx~logy Conference Topic: Discussion of"A No-Prophylaxis Platdet-Tmnsfusion Strategy lbr Hemalx~logic Cancers" 

TOPPS trial NEJM 2013.pdf 

Dear Colleagues, 
Today at tlae i:oo-~:oo p.m. weekl}, Hematolo~, Conference, we are discussing the attaclmd paper entitled "A No-Proph},laxis Platelet- 

Transfusion Strate~i for Hematologic Cancers" 

Since this is of relevance for many of us, we hope you will have a chance to attend. 
Stephan Moll 

Kim Bodis 

Deparmaen~: of Medicine 
Div~shm ~f Hema~:olog)~ 

Camptls Box #7o35 

(Tb~apel H~[]; NC 2,’7~99 

kinL_.bod~s~med.u~( .edt~ 

9~9- 966.-33n (of[]ce) 

9N.-966-’7@9 (fax) 
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A No-Prophylaxis Platelet-Transfusion Strategy 
for Hematologic Cancers 

Bren~a~ C. Kahan, M.Ic., Claire Dyer, B.N., Louise Choo, Ph.O., Lekha Sakrania, 

Dc~c:k Norfolk; F.R.C.P.F.i.C.P~th., iddan CoppJostono, l;.l.B., I.S. Neil 

i~ica M. Wood, M.B., B.S., and Michael F. Murphy, M.B., S.S. t4.D., [br the TOPIS 

ABSTRACT 

The effectiveness ofplatelet transfusions to prevent bleeding in patients with hema- 
tologic cancers remains unclear. This trial assessed whether a policy of not giving 
prophylactic platelet transfusions was as effective and safe as a policy of providing 
prophylaxis. 

We conducted this randomized, open-label, noninferiority trial at 14 centers in the 
United Kingdom and Australia. Patients were randomly assigned to receive, or not to 
receive, prophylactic platelet transfusions when morning platelet counts were less 
than 10x109 per liter. Eligible patients were persons 16 years of age or older who 
were receiving chemotherapy or undergoing stem-cell transplantation and who had 
or were expected to have thrombocytopenia. The primary end point was bleeding of 
World Health Organization (WHO) grade 2, 3, or 4 up to 30 days after randomization. 

A total of 600 patients (301 in the no-prophylaxis group and 299 in the prophylaxis 

group) underwent randomization between 2006 and 2011. Bleeding of WHO grade 

2, 3, or 4 occurred in 151 of 300 patients (50%) in the no-prophylaxis group, as 
compared with 128 of 298 (43%) in the prophylaxis group (adjusted difference in 
proportions, 8.4 percentage points; 90% confidence interval, 1.7 to 15.2; P=0.06 
for noninferiority). Patients in the no-prophylaxis group had more days with bleeding 
and a shorter time to the first bleeding episode than did patients in the prophylaxis 
group. Platelet use was markedly reduced in the no-prophylaxis group. A prespecified 
subgroup analysis identified similar rates of bleeding in the two study groups among 
patients undergoing autologous stem-cell transplantation. 

The results of our study support the need for the continued use of prophylaxis with 
platelet transfusion and show the benefit of such prophylaxis for reducing bleeding, 
as compared with no prophylaxis. A significant number of patients had bleeding 
despite prophylaxis. (Funded by the National Health Service Blood and Transplant 
Research and Development Committee and the Australian Red Cross Blood Service; 
TOPPS Controlled-Trials.corn number, ISRCTN08758735.) 

From National Health Service (NHS) Blood 
and Transplant, Oxford University Hospi- 

tals NHS Trust, John Radcliffe Hospital 

(s.J.S., L.J.E., G.R, C.D., M.RM.), Nuffield 
Department of Medicine, University of 

Oxford (s.J.S., L.J.E., M.F.M.), and Oxford 
University Hospitals NHS Trust, Churchill 

Hospital (T.L.), Oxford; the Medical Re- 

search Council (MRC) Clinical Trials Unit 
(B.C.K., L.C.) and Guy’s and St. Thomas’ 

Hospital (K.R.), London; the MRC Clinical 

Studies Unit, NHS Blood and Transplant, 

Cambridge (G.R, C.D., L.B., C.L.); the 

Beatson West of Scotland Cancer Centre, 

Glasgow (R.S.); Leeds Teaching Hospi- 
tals, Leeds (D.N.); Plymouth Derriford 

Hospital, Plymouth (A.C.); Birmingham 

Heartlands Hospital, Birmingham (N.S.); 

Royal Devon and Exeter Hospital, Exeter 

(RK.); Freeman Hospital, Newcastle upon 

Tyne (G.J.); University Hospital, Coventry 

(N.J.); James Cook University Hospital, 

Middlesbrough (D.R); and Sunderland 

City Hospital, Sunderland (S.L.) -- all in 

the United Kingdom; and Peter MacCal- 

lum Cancer Centre, East Melbourne, VIC 
(D.A.W., E.M.W.); the Royal Melbourne 

Hospital (J.S., E.M.W.) and Australian Red 

Cross Blood Service (L.B., E.M.W.), Mel- 

bourne; and the Royal Adelaide Hospital, 

Adelaide, SA (RG.B.) -- all in Australia. 
Address reprint requests to Dr. Stanworth 

at NHS Blood and Transplant, Level 2, 

John Radcliffe Hospital, Headington, OX3 

9BQ Oxford, United Kingdom. 

*Investigators in the Trial of Prophylactic 

Platelets (TOPPS) are listed in the 
Supplementary Appendix, available at 

NEJM.org. 
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...... ii{ii{{{~’:’ N PATIENTS WITH HEMATOLOGIC CANCERS, 

{{{ severe thrombocytopenia frequently develops 

...... iiiiii~..as a consequence of the disease or its treat- 

ment. Most platelet transfusions are administered 

as prophylaxis, to increase low platelet counts and 

reduce the risk of bleeding.1 However, the degree 

to which prophylactic platelet transfusions benefit 

patients with severe thrombocytopenia has been 

unclear.>4 A recent trial suggested that a policy 

of giving platelet transfusions only as treatment 

for bleeding might become a new standard of 

care in selected patients,5 although the primary 

end point was a reduction in the number of plate- 

let transfusions, not a clinical outcome such as 

bleeding. 

We conducted a randomized, controlled trial 

to assess whether a policy of no prophylactic plate- 

let transfhsions was noninferior to prophylactic 

platelet transfusions with regard to the frequency 

of hemorrhage, on the basis of a platelet-count 

threshold of less than 10xl09 per liter, which 

represents the current standard of practice for 

patients with hematologic cancers.69 

METHODS 

STUDY DESIGN AND OBJECTIVE 

We conducted a randomized, parallel-group, open- 
label, noninferiority trial at 14 hematology centers 
in the United Kingdom and Australia. The pri- 
mary objective was to determine whether a policy 
of not giving platelet transfusions as prophylaxis 
against clinical bleeding was as saf~ and effective 
as the provision of prophylaxis. Clinical bleeding 
was defined as bleeding of World Health Organi- 
zation (WHO) grade 2 or higher, up to 30 days 
after randomization. The WHO grading system 
is the most commonly used assessment of the 
severity of bleeding events in platelet-transfusion 
trials.1° In the WHO system, bleeding episodes are 
categorized as grade 1 (mild), grade 2 (moderate; 
red-cell transfhsion not needed immediately), grade 
3 (severe; requiring red-cell transfusion within 
24 hours), or grade 4 (debilitating or life-threat- 
ening).1~ Further details of definitions are provided 
in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the 
full text of this article at NEJM.org. 

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

Eligible patients were persons 16 years of age or 
older who were undergoing, or about to undergo, 
chemotherapy or stem-cell transplantation to treat 

a hematologic cancer and who had or were ex- 
pected to have thrombocytopenia (platelet count, 
<50x109 per liter) fbr at least 5 days. Exclusion 
criteria were a previous bleeding episode of WHO 
grade 3 or 4, a bleeding episode of WHO grade 2 
during the current admission, an inherited hemo- 
static or thrombotic disorder, a requirement for 
therapeutic doses of anticoagulant agents, a di- 
agnosis of acute promyelocytic leukemia, known 
HLA antibodies, or prior randomization in this 
trial. 

INTERVENTION 

Patients were randomly assigned to receive either 
prophylactic platelet transfusions, or no prophy- 
laxis, if the platelet count was less than 10x109 
per liter. In the prophylaxis group, typically, a 
single adult dose was given on the same day that 
the platelet count was recorded to be less than 
10x109 per liter.~’ The assigned treatment policy 
applied fbr 30 days after randomization, regard- 
less of whether the patient was an inpatient or 
outpatient. 

In both trial groups, platelet transfhsions were 
given therapeutically for bleeding, given before 
invasive procedures, or given at the clinician’s 
discretion (the rationale was recorded). Thera- 
peutic platelet transfusions for bleeding episodes 
of WHO grade 2 were given according to stan- 
dard practice, followed by prophylactic platelet 
transfusions per protocol, if indicated. Patients 
vvho had bleeding of WHO grade 3 or 4 during 
the study received platelet transfhsions at the cli- 
nician’s discretion; these patients no longer re- 
ceived treatment according to the trial protocol, 
but assessment continued for 30 days after ran- 
domization. 

The type of platelet component was not speci- 
fied. All platelet components were leukoreduced, 
platelets were collected by means of apheresis in 
approximately 80% of cases, and common hos- 
pital practice was to transfhse platelets that were 
ABO and RhD identical. For applicable national 
standards for platelet components, see the Sup- 
plementary Appendix. The threshold far red-cell 
transfusion (in the absence of blood loss due to 
bleeding) was a hemoglobin level of less than 90 g 
per liter. 

RANDOMIZATION 

Patients ~vere randomly assigned to the two study 
groups in a 1:1 ratio by means of an independent, 
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PROPttYLACTIC PLATELET TRANSFUSIONS IN HEMATOLOGIC CANCERS 

centralized, computerized randomization service 
(telephone-based until 2009 and then Internet- 
based). The first 10 patients were assigned with 
the use of simple randomization. The remaining 
patients were assigned with the use of minimiza- 
tion.1~- Minimization fhctors were study center, 
diagnosis, and treatment plan. Patients were as- 
signed to the preferred treatment with a proba- 
bility of 0.75. Owing to the nature of the inter- 
vention, patients and clinicians were aware of 
study-group assignments. 

DATA COLLECTION 

Data collection continued for 30 days after ran- 
domization. Daily bleeding-assessment forms were 
completed by trained staff members each day 
that the patient was in the hospital. Patients who 
were discharged home during the fbllow-up pe- 
riod completed bleeding diaries13; if patients 
reported bleeding, clinical bleeding-assessment 
forms were completed at the next hospital visit. 

To ensure the accuracy and uniformity of 
bleeding assessments, repeated training sessions, 
scenario training, and guide notes (laminated in- 
formation sheets) were provided for study staff, 
and on-site monitoring was performed, including 
duplicate bleeding assessments (fhll details are 
provided in the Supplementary Appendix). All writ- 
ten descriptions of bleeding episodes were exam- 
ined by two assessors who were unaware of the 
treatment assignments. 

OUTCOMES 

The primary outcome was the percentage of pa- 
tients who had bleeding events of WHO grade 2, 
3, or 4 up to 30 days after randomization (see the 
Supplementary Appendix). Before study com- 
mencement, piloting of the bleeding assessments 
indicated that certain forms of grade I bleeding 
were considered clinically significant in patients 
with severe thrombocytopenia and platelet counts 
of less than 10xl09 per liter and acted as triggers 
for therapeutic platelet transfusions*4,*s; these 
events included spreading or generalized pete- 
chiae and nosebleeds lasting more than 30 min- 
utes. The grade of the bleeding event was as- 
signed centrally with the use of a computer algo- 
rithm, which was validated by means of com- 
parison with a manual assignment system (98% 
agreement for bleeding events of WHO grade 0 
or 1 vs. _>2 fbr 1472 bleeding assessments fi:om 
148 patients). 

Secondary outcomes included the number of 
days with bleeding events of WHO grade 2, 3, or 
4; time from randomization to first bleeding 
event of WHO grade 2, 3, or 4; bleeding event of 
WHO grade 3 or 4; numbers ofplatelet and red- 
cell transfusions; number of days with a platelet 
count of less than 20x109 per liter; time until 
recovery from thrombocytopenia (platelet count, 
>50x109 per liter for 3 days without platelet- 
transfusion support); and time in the hospital. 
Data on adverse events related to transfusion were 
collected f?om hospitals on the basis of the stan- 
dard definitions used in the U.K. or Australian 
national hemovigilance reporting scheme. 

STUDY OVERSIGHT 

The study ~vas undertaken according to the Dec- 
laration of Helsinki and Good Clinical Practice 
principles. The protocol vvas approved by indepen- 
dent ethics committees in the United Kingdom 
and Australia. All patients provided written in- 
formed consent. An independent data and safety 
monitoring committee reviewed patient safety 
and the results of the interim data analysis. The 
study was conducted as specified by the protocol 
(available at NEJM.org), and all the authors vouch 
fbr the integrity of the data and analyses reported 
and for the adherence of the study to the protocol. 
No one who is not an author contributed to the 
manuscript. 

The funding bodies had no role in the analy- 
sis or the decision to submit the manuscript for 
publication; there was no commercial support for 
this study. The study was managed by the Na- 
tional Health Service Blood and Transplant and 
Medical Research Council Clinical Studies Unit. 
The study was adopted by the National Cancer 
Research Network and included in the United 
Kingdom Clinical Research Network Port~t)lio. 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

The required sample size was calculated on the 
basis of a difference in proportions for the pri- 
mary outcome of bleeding of WHO grade 2, 3, or 
4. The rate of bleeding events in the prophylaxis 
group was initially assumed to be approximately 
20%.7 For 90% power, a one-sided significance 
level of 5%, and a noninf~riority margin of 10%, 
280 patients were required in each group. This 
number was rounded up to 300 patients per 
group, for a total of 600 patients. It was prespec- 
ified that the sample size would be recalculated 
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on the basis of the event rate in the prophylaxis 
group at a blinded interim analysis after 100 pa- 
tients had undergone randomization. At this 
stage, the overall event rate was 48%, which was 
similar to the rates reported in platelet-dose tri- 
als published after this study began,ls,1~ A pro- 
portionately greater noninferiority margin was 
therefore allowed, at 15%. It was estimated that 
the original sample of 300 patients per group 
would provide at least 90% power at a one-sided 
significance level of 5%. 

The primary analysis was based on the inten- 
tion-to-treat principle and included all patients 
with at least one completed bleeding-assessment 
fbrm. Per-protocol analyses were perfbrmed as 
secondary analyses and excluded patients who 
received a platelet transfusion for reasons not 
recommended in the protocol (see the Supple- 
mentary Appendix). 

Noninferiority of the primary outcome ~vas 
assessed on the basis of a 90% confidence inter- 
val for the between-group difference in propor- 
tions of patients ~vho had bleeding events of WHO 
grade 2, 3, or 4 (no-prophylaxis group minus 
prophylaxis group) and was calculated with the 
use of a generalized linear model with identity 
link and binomial family. The declaration of 
noninferiority required the upper limit of the 
90% confidence interval to be lower than the non- 
inferiority margin. Days with missing bleeding 
assessments were accounted for with the use of 
a multiple-imputation approach (see the Supple- 
mentary Appendix). Sensitivity analyses were per- 
formed to assess the robustness of the primary 
analysis with respect to missing data. 

All analyses were adjusted for diagnosis and 
study treatment as minimization variables17,.8 
but were not adjusted for center, owing to over- 
stratification. A negative binomial regression 
model vvas used to analyze the rate of bleeding 
events of grade 2, 3, or 4 up to 30 days after 
randomization, the numbers ofplatelet and red- 
cell transfusions and units transfused, the num- 
ber of days in the hospital, and the number of 
days with a platelet count of less than 20x109 per 
liter. All analyses were performed with the use 
of Stata software, version 12.1 (StataCorp), and 
were predefined in the statistical analysis plan 
unless otherwise specified (see the Supplemen- 
tary Appendix). 

RESULTS 

STUDY POPULATION 

Of 1075 patients screened, 600 underwent random- 
ization (301 patients were assigned to no prophy- 
laxis and 299 to prophylaxis) between August 2006 
and August 2011 (Fig. 1); 546 patients were enrolled 
in the United Kingdom and 54 in Australia. Base- 
line characteristics were well matched between the 
two study groups (Table 1). A total of 70% of pa- 
tients in both groups underwent autologous stem- 
cell transplantation. Two patients (1 in each group) 
withdrew from the trial immediately after ran- 
domization and were excluded from the primary 
outcome analysis. 

BLEEDING ASSESSMENTS 

Bleeding assessments ~vere completed on 93% of 
study days (8405 of 9030 days) for patients in the 
no-prophylaxis group and on 97% of study days 
(8733 of 8970) in the prophylaxis group. The ma- 
jority of patients in both groups had bleeding in- 
formation completed on each study day (median 
in the no-prophylaxis group, 30 days [interquar- 
tile range, 29 to 30]; median in the prophylaxis 
group, 30 days [interquartile range, 30 to 30]). 

ADHERENCE TO PROTOCOL 

Most transfusions in both groups were given ac- 
cording to protocol (89% [450 of 504 transfh- 
sions] in the no-prophylaxis group and 91% [810 
of 894] in the prophylaxis group). The proportion 
of patients who received all transfhsions accord- 
ing to protocol was slightly higher in the no-pro- 
phylaxis group (86% [258 of 300 patients]) than 
in the prophylaxis group (77% [230 of 298]); pa- 
tients who received all transfusions according to 
protocol were included in the per-protocol analysis 
(Table $1 in the Supplementary Appendix). 

PRIMARY END POINT 

Bleeding events of WHO grade 2, 3, or 4 occurred 
in 50% of patients in the no-prophylaxis group 
(151 of 300 patients), as compared with 43% of 
those in the prophylaxis group (128 of 298; ad- 
justed difference in proportions, 8.4 percentage 
points; 90% confidence interval [CI], 1.7 to 15.2; 
P= 0.06 for noninferiority). Therefbre, this study 
did not show that a no-prophylaxis strategy for 
platelet transfusions was noninferior to a pro- 
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1075 Patients were assessed for eligibility 

475 Were excluded 
]0g Were not eligible 
256 Declined to participate 

65 Were not approached owing to medical advice 
46 Had other unknown reasons 

600 Unde~,ent randomization 

301 Were assigned to no prophylaxis 

24 Discontinued intervention 
9 Withdrew consent 
6 Were withdrawn owing to clinical 

decision 
5 Had major bleeding 
4 Died 

7 Did not receive assigned intervention 
owing to randomization error 

1 Was lost to follow-up 
and was excluded 

300 Were included in the analysis 

299 Were assigned to prophylaxis 

4 Discontinued intervention 
1 Was withdrawn owing to clinical 

decision 
1 Had major bleeding 
2 Died 

2 Did not receive assigned intervention 
owing to randomization error 

1 Was lost to follow-up 
and was excluded 

298 Were included in the analysis 

Figure 1. Study Enrollment and Randomization. 

Of 1075 patients screened, 301 patients were randomly assigned to no prophylaxis and 299 to prophylaxis; ~ patient 

in each study group withdrew immediately after randomization. A total of 546 patients were enrolled in the United 

Kingdom and 54 in Australia. 

phylaxis strategy in relation to the frequency of 
bleeding events of WHO grade 2, 3, or 4. A post 
hoc superiority analysis showed that no prophy- 
laxis was inferior to prophylaxis (P=0.04). Sensi- 
tivity analyses indicated that these results were 
robust (see the Supplementary Appendix). Per- 
protocol results are shown in the Supplementary 
Appendix. 

SECONDARY END POINTS 

Bleeding 

Data on bleeding episodes are presented in Table 
2. The number of days with bleeding episodes of 
WHO grade 2, 3, or 4 during follow-up was higher 

in the no-prophylaxis group than in the prophy- 
laxis group (rate ratio, 1.52; 95% CI, 1.14 to 2.03; 
P= 0.004). The time to the first bleeding episode 
was significantly shorter in the no-prophylaxis 
group than in the prophylaxis group (P=0.02) 
(Fig. 2). Although the proportion of patients with 
bleeding episodes of WHO grade 3 or 4 was 
higher in the no-prophylaxis group (2% [6 of 300 
patients, including i with intracranial bleeding]) 
than in the prophylaxis group (<1% [1 of 298]), 
this difference was not significant. 

There ~vere no deaths due to bleeding. Only two 
of the seven patients who had bleeding of WHO 
grade 3 or 4 had a platelet count of less than 
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Table 1, Baseline Characteristics of the Study Patients, According to Study 

Group.~,~ 

No Prophylaxis Prophylaxis 

(N =301) (N =299) 

55.7±10.4 55.3±11.2 

103 (34) 108 (36) 

55 (18) 55 (18) 

5 (2) 1 (<i) 

1 (<i) 2 (i) 

102 (34) 104 (35) 

125 (42) 124 (41) 

13 (4) 13 (4) 

35 (12) 37 (12) 

15 (5) 11 (4) 

211 (70) 210 (70) 

3 (1) 4 (1) 

37 (12) 37 (12) 

92 (31) 110 (37) 

20 (7) 26 (9) 

S (2) g (3) 

25 (g) 19 (6) 

Characteristic 

Age -- yr 

Female sex-- no. (%) 

Diagnosis -- no. (%) 

Acute myeioid leukemia 

Acute lymphoid leukemia 

Chronic myeloid leukemia 

Lymphoma 

Myeloma 

Other 

Treatment plan -- no. (%) 

Chemotherapy 

Induction 

Consolidation 

Stem-cell transplantation 

Autologous 

AIIogeneic and myeloablative 

AIIogeneic and reduced-intensity 

conditioning 

Relapse- no. (%) 

Previous stem-cell transplantation 

-- no. (%) 

Documented prior fungal infection- no. (%) 

Any coexisting disorder or organ failure 

-- no. (%) 

Platelet count -- xl0-9iliter 43.6±25.6 43.5±31.3 

"~ Plus-minus values are means ±SD. There were no significant between-group 

differences. 

10xl09 per liter at the onset of the bleeding epi- 
sode (overall median platelet count, 16x109 per liter 
[range, 3x109 to 42x109 per liter]). Both these pa- 
tients were in the no-prophylaxis group and were 
receiving induction chemotherapy for acute mye- 
laid leukemia (data not shown). 

Platelet Counts 
The average number of days with a platelet count 
of less than 20x109 per liter or less than 10x109 
per liter was greater among patients in the no- 
prophylaxis group than among those in the pro- 
phylaxis group (P<0.001) (Table 3). There was no 
significant difference in the time to recovery from 
thrombocytopenia between the two groups (’Fable 
3, and Fig. $1 in the Supplementary Appendix). 

Platelet Transfusions 
The proportion of patients who received platelet 
transfhsions was lower in the no-prophylaxis 
group than in the prophylaxis group (59% [176 of 
300 patients] vs. 89% [266 of 298]), P<0.001) 
(Table 3). The mean (+SD) number of platelet 
transfusions per patient was also lower in the 
no-prophylaxis group (1.7+2.6 vs. 3.0+3.2) (Table 
3). The total number ofplatelet units transfused 
was 580 in the no-prophylaxis group and 964 in 
the prophylaxis group. 

Other Outcomes 
No significant difference between the study groups 
was noted in the number of days spent in the 
hospital or in the number of patients receiving a 
red-cell transfusion. A small but significant in- 
crease in the number of red-cell units transfused 
per patient was seen in the no-prophylaxis group 
(Table 3). 

Subgroup Analysis 
A predefined subgroup analysis showed a signifi- 
cant interaction between patients who underwent 
autologous stem-cell transplantation and other 
patients (P=0.04) (Table 2). Within the subgroup 
of patients who underwent autologous stem-cell 
transplantation, a bleeding event of WHO grade 
2, 3, or 4 occurred in 47% of the patients in the 
no-prophylaxis group (99 of 210 patients), as com- 
pared with 45% of those in the prophylaxis group 
(95 of 210; difference in proportions, 2.3 percent- 
age points; 90% CI, -5.7 to 10.3). 

Serious Adverse Events 
The proportion of patients with serious adverse 
events (including sepsis and respiratory deterio- 
ration) did not differ significantly between the 
study groups (6% of patients in the no-prophy- 
laxis group [18 of 300 patients] and 7% of those 
in the prophylaxis group [20 of 298]; odds ratio 
with no prophylaxis, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.43 to 1.66; 
P= 0.63). There was one transfusion-related seri- 
ous adverse event (urticaria and angioedema), 
which occurred in the prophylaxis group. 

DISCUSSION 

A general finding across all trials of prophylactic 
platelet transfusions, including the two largest 
studies that compared different thresholds fbr 
prophylaxis7 or doses,~s has been a lack of sig- 
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PROPttYLACTIC PLATELET TRANSFUSIONS IN ItEMATOLOGIC CANCERS 

Table 2, Primary and Secondary Bleeding OutcomesP" 

Outconle 

Primary end point 

WHO grade 2, 3, or4 bleeding-- no. (%) 

Secondary end points 

Highest grade of bleeding -- no. (%) 

None or 1 

2 

3 

4 

No. of days from randomization to first episode of grade 2, 3, or 4 
bleeding 

Grade 3 or4 bleeding-- no. (%) 

No. of days with grade 2, 3, or 4 bleeding-i--i- 

Bleeding events of grade 2, 3, or 4 according to treatment and type 
of cancer-- no./total no. (%) 

Treatment 

Autdogous stern-cell transplantation 

Chemotherapy 

Type of cancer 

Acute myeloid leukemia or acute lymphoid leukemia 

Lymphoma or myeloma 

Chronic myeloid leukemia or other cancer 

No Prophylaxis Prophylaxis No Prophylaxis 

(N =301) (N =299) vs. Prophylaxis P Value 

151 (50) i28 (43) 8.4 (i.7 to 15.2)-i-$    0.06g 

149 (50) 170 (57) 

145 (48) 127 (43) 

4 (1) 1 (<1) 

2 (1) 0 

i7.2±12.8 i9.5±12.6 1.30 (1.04 to 1.64)¶ 0.021i 

6 (2) 1 (<1) 6.05 (0.73 to 279.72)"~’’~ 0.131i 

1.7±2.9 1.2±2.0 1.52 (1.14 to 2.03):~: 0.00411 

99/210 (47) 95/210 (45) 2.3 @5.7 to 10.3)-1- 

52/90 (58) 33/88 (38) 20.0 (7.9 to 32.2)j- 

37/60 (62) 21/56 (38) 24.2 (9.6 to 2g.9)-i- 

107/226 (47) 100/227 (44) 3.3 (-4.4 to 11.0)-i- 

7/14 (50) 7/i5 (47) 3.3 (-27.2 to 33.9)-i- 

* Plus-minus values are means ±SD. In the World Health Organization (WHO) grading system, bleeding episodes are classified as grade 1 
(mild), grade 2 (moderate; red-cell transfusion not needed immediately), grade 3 (severe; requiring red-cell transfusion within 24 hours), 
or grade 4 (debilitating or life-threatening).11 Data on bleeding outcomes were missing for one patient in each of the two study groups. 

-i- The value is the percentage-point difference between the two groups (no prophylaxis minus prophylaxis), with a 90% confidence interval. 
:~: A sensitivity analysis that excluded all episodes of skin bleeding as events of WHO grade 2 or higher showed results similar to those of 

the main analysis (see the Supplementary Appendix). 

~ The P value is for noninferiority. 

¶ The value is the hazard ratio for the comparison of no prophylaxis with prophylaxis, with a 95% confidence interval. 

II The P value is for superiority. 
"~"~ The value is the odds ratio for the comparison of no prophylaxis with prophylaxis, with a 95% confidence interval. 
j--j- In the primary analysis, skin bleeding was counted for up to 3 days after onset. A sensitivity analysis that excluded episodes of skin bleed- 

ing as events of WHO grade 2 or higher iftheywere not worse than the previous day showed similar results to the main analysis (see the 
Supplementary Appendix). 

$:~ The value is the rate ratio, with a 95% confidence interval. 
~. The P value is for interaction. 

nificant difference between trial groups in hemo- ing events of WHO grade 2, 3, or 4 and a de- 
static outcomes (i.e., no increased bleeding with creased time to the first bleeding event of WHO 
a restrictive policy of prophylaxis, regardless of grade 2, 3, or 4. Virtually all these bleeding epi- 
~vhether the comparison was with a lower thresh- 
old for platelet count or a lower platelet dose for 
prophylaxis). This has raised questions about the 
benefit of prophylaxis. 

In our study, more bleeding events of WHO 
grade 2, 3, or 4 occurred in the no-prophylaxis 
group than in the prophylaxis group, with a sig- 
nificant increase in the nmnber of days with bleed- 

sodes were WHO grade 2; only 7 of the 600 pa- 
tients in the study had a bleeding event of WHO 
grade 3 or 4. More patients in the no-prophylax- 
is group had bleeding events of WHO grade 3 or 
4, but this difference was not significant. The 
results of our study support the need for the 
continued use of prophylaxis with platelet trans- 
fusion and show the benefit of such prophylaxis 
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1.00- 

0.75- 

0.00- 

No prophylaxis 

/ 
~ 

Prophylaxis 

Hazard ratio, 1.30 (95% CI, 1.04-1.64) 
P=0.02 

1~0 2~0 3’0 

Days since Randomization 

No. at Risk 
Prophylaxis      298               188               170 165 
No prophylaxis 300 152 140 139 

Figure 2. Time to the Primary Outcome. 

The primary outcome was a bleeding episode of-grade 2 (moderate; red-cell 

transfusion not needed immediately), grade 3 (severe; requiring red-cell trans- 

fusion within 24 hours), or grade 4 (debilitating or life-threatening), according 

to the World Health Organization grading scheme. The time to the first 

bleeding episode was significantly shorter in the no-prophylaxis group than 

in the prophylaxis group. 

for reducing bleeding, as compared with no pro- 
phylaxis. However, even though patients who 
received prophylactic platelet transfusions had 
fewer bleeding events overall, the rate of bleed- 
ing events of WHO grade 2, 3, or 4 remained 
high in this group (43%). 

Most of the study participants were undergo- 
ing autologous stem-cell transplantation. Among 
these patients, the rates of bleeding events of 
WHO grade 2, 3, or 4 were similar in the two 
study groups. These results differ from those in a 
recent trial,s which showed rates of WHO grade 
2 bleeding episodes that were higher among pa- 
tients in the no-prophylaxis group who had under- 
gone autologous stem-cell transplantation. Despite 
this finding, the authors suggested that a strategy 
of "therapeutic only" transfusion might become 
the standard of care at selected centers,s Our trial 
was not powered to specifically address the ques- 
tion of whether the strategy of no prophylactic 
platelet transfusions in patients undergoing au- 
tologous stem-cell transplantation is effective and 
safe. Such a strategy requires further research. 

In our trial, the treatment effect was larger in 
the subgroup of patients with hematologic can- 
cers who were treated with chemotherapy or al- 

logeneic hematopoietic stein-cell transplantation 
than in those undergoing autologous stem-cell 
transplantation. Prophylactic platelet transfhsions 
were associated with a marked reduction in the 
proportion of patients in whom WHO grade 2, 
3, or 4 bleeding events developed. In the study 
by Wandt et al.,s higher rates of grade 3 or 4 
bleeding events were also reported among pa- 
tients with acute myeloid leukemia who received 
no prophylaxis, as compared with those who re- 
ceived prophylaxis, although the study protocol 
specified cranial imaging only in cases of pa- 
tient-reported headaches in the no-prophylaxis 
group. On the basis of these findings, the use of 
prophylactic platelet transfhsions in patients with 
hematologic cancers treated with chemotherapy 
or allogeneic hematopoietic stem-cell transplan- 
tation appears to be important. 

The strengths of our trial include good protocol 
adherence and little loss to follow-up. There was 
a large decrease in platelet transfusions among 
patients in the no-prophylaxis group, as con> 
pared with those in the prophylaxis group, and 
evidence of a clear difference in mean platelet 
counts between the two groups. The computer 
algorithm used to assign WHO bleeding grades 
was validated by means of comparison with man- 
ual grading methods (see the Supplementary 
Appendix).14 Rates of recorded bleeding can vary 
considerably among studies,1° and a potential 
limitation of our study was heterogeneity in the 
assessment of bleeding at different participating 
centers. To address this issue, multiple measures 
were taken to standardize the documentation 
and recording of bleeding in our trial, including 
training and monitoring of the assessors (see the 
Supplementary Appendix). 

Several issues are pertinent to trials of platelet 
transfhsions, specifically those designed as non- 
inferiority studies. Defining acceptable limits for 
increased rates of bleeding is challenging because 
little research has been done to understand how 
patients’ and clinicians’ perceptions of bleeding 
may vary. Bleeding events of WHO grade 2 are 
heterogeneous and may be considered to have vary- 
ing degrees of clinical significance. However, such 
events (including skin bleeding) account for a large 
proportion of the primary-outcome events in this 
and other trials..9 In our study, an analysis that 
excluded episodes of skin bleeding showed the 
same pattern of results (see the Supplementary 
Appendix). 

The results of the primary analysis in the in- 
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PROPttYLACTIC PLATELET TRANSFUSIONS IN ItEMATOLOGIC CANCERS 

Table 3, Other Secondary Outcomes.* 

OtltCOtlle 

No. of days in hospital1: 

Median 12 12 

Interquartile range 9-18 9-18 

Receipt of platelet transfusions¶ 

_>1 transfusion -- no. (%) 176 (59) 266 (89) 

No. of transfusions/patient 1.7±2.6 3.0±3.2 

No. of p[atelet units transfused/patient 1.9±3.3 3.2±3.6 

Time to recovery from thrombocytopenia -- days** 

Median 14 14 

Interquartile range 10-18 i0-19 

No. of days with platelet count <20xl09il[ter** 6.9±5.1 6.1±5.2 

No. of days with platelet count <10xi09/liter’w~ 3.6±3.5 1.8±2.4 

Receipt of red-cell transfusions¶ 

_>1 transfusion -- no. (%) 212 (71) 199 (67) 

No. of transfusions/patient 1.5±l.g 1.5±1.7 

No. of units transfused/patient 3.0±3.4 2.8±3.1 

No Prophylaxis Prophylaxis No Prophylaxis 

(N =301) (N =299) vs. Prophylaxis P Value"i" 

0.97 (0.91-1.04)~ 0.38 

0.14 (0.09-0.23)Ii <0.001 

0.62 (0.51-0.74).~ <0.001 

0.67 (0.55-0.82).~ <0,001 

1,03 (0.87-1.21)t-i- 0.76 

1.18 (1.08-1.30).~ <0.001 

2.15 (1.85-2.51).~ <0.001 

1.22 (0.84-1.79)Ii 0.29 

1.14 (o.96-1.34)g o.13 

1.24 (1,o4-1.47)g 0,02 

* Plus-minus values are means ±SD. 

-i- P values are for superiority. 

i: Data were missing for two patients in the no-prophylaxis group and one in the prophylaxis group. 
g The value is the rate ratio, with a 95% confidence interval. 

¶ Two patients (one in each group) did not have any recorded information on platelet or red-cell transfusions. 

II The value is the odds ratio for the comparison of no prophylaxis with prophylaxis, with a 95% confidence interval. 

** The median number of days with observed platelet counts was 14 (interquartile range, 11 to 20) for patients in the 

prophylaxis group and 14 (interquartile range, 11 to 19) for those in the no-prophylaxis group. Three patients (one in 

the prophylaxis group and two in the no-prophylaxis group) had no recorded platelet counts during the follow-up period. 

Analysis of platelet counts that were less than 10x10~ per liter was post hoc. 

J--i- The value is the percentage-point difference between the two groups (no prophylaxis minus prophylaxis), with a 95% 
confidence interval. 

tention-to-treat population were compared with 
the results of per-protocol analyses, as is often 
recommended for noninferiority trials.2°,21 The re- 
sults of these two analyses differed: the intention- 
to-treat analysis showed that the no-prophylaxis 
policy was statistically inferior, whereas the per- 
protocol analysis showed that it was noninferior. 
The reason may be related to the proportion of 
patients with bleeding who were excluded from 
the no-prophylaxis group, as compared with the 
prophylaxis group, leading to a potentially biased 
per-protocol analysis in favor of the no-prophy- 
laxis group (see the Supplementary Appendix). 

One of the challenges of conducting transfh- 
sion trials is to select a primary outcome with 
clinical relevance instead of simply using a change 
in the number of transfhsions as the primary 
outcome.22 This trial shows that transfusion 
studies with primary clinical outcomes can ad- 

dress fundamental issues of effectiveness2~ Our 
results indicate that prophylactic platelet trans- 
fusions reduced rates of bleeding events in pa- 
tients with hematologic cancers. The proportion of 
patients who had bleeding events of WHO grade 
2, 3, or 4 was reduced by 7% overall in the group 
that received prophylactic platelet transfusions. 
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med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: HR Facilitator Digest: June 25, 2013 

062513 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

TO: HR Facilitators 

FROM: Kathy Bryant, HR Communications & Talent Development 

¯ Please forward! the attachment titled ’~HR Employee ~nformation" withi~ your Division, 

¯ Full text of a~ articles in the weekly digest is available in the attachments and at http://hr.unc.edu/news-events/items. 

June 26: ._H___R__!_S____T___r__a_!__n_!__n_/l_-Position Action Mana/l_ement 

June 26 & 27: Manag!ng !nteractions with }!our Emp!oyees 

June 28;: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

June 28: Deadline for SPA performance rating entry in HRIS 

July :il: PeopleAdrnin Training: Permanent EPA Faculty and Non-Faculty 

July 9: ._C___u__s__t__9____m___e___E_S___e_~_!~__e____S__k__~_!!__s. 

Ju~y 9: Valuable Presentation Skills 

Ju~¥ ~: Conversation Cirde: Managers Circle 

Ju~y 20: Managing at a Distance 

Ju~y :t0: Peop!eAdmin Train!ngt! Temporary Postings 

Ju~y :25: Performance Management & Disciplinary Processes for SPA Employees 

Ju~¥ ~7: PeopleAdmin Training: SPA Permanent Postings 

July 28: SPA Hiring: From Posting thru Probation 

OHR Releases Fal~ 20~[3 Course Catalog (._C__!!__c__k____h___e___r_e_.) 

The Office of Human Resources ix pleased to ai?i?ou~lce the release of our new course catalog, listing classes tFrom July --- Dec~ 20:1.3, Click here to view monthly 

learning opportunities, Classes are free and open to faculty and staff. 

Fa~ 20~3 Conversation Circles 

As we enter the fall semester, Training & Talent Development in the Office of Human Resources is pleased to announce a new iteration of Conversation Circles, 

designed to provide focused, collaborative thinking, creative problem-solving, confidential sharing, networking and partnership-building opportunities for faculty 

and s~:aff. 

CredentiNs Verification Process Changes (Click here) 

Effective July 1, the Background Check unit in OHR Empfoyment and SLaffin8 ,,,viii begin providing educadonaf and professional licensure verifications for all 

permanent EPA hires. This is in addition to similar credential checks O~4R already performs t:or SPA permanenL hires. The following are deLaifs on these changes. 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, June 25, 2013 

June 26 & 27: Mana~i£~ Interactions with yoM[ Em[oloyees class 
June 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due class 
July 4: University Ho!!d#~v~ !£d#pendence Day 
July 9: Customer Service Skills class 
July 9: Valuable Presentation Skills class 
July 9: Conversation Circle: Managers Circle begins 
July :LO: ---M-a----n----a--gLn--g---a----t-----a------D---Ls---t---a----n----c----e----cI a ss 
July :12: Conversation Circle: Prospective & New Manager or Supervisors begins 
July :15: Performance Management & Disciplinary Processes for SPA Employees class 
July :18: __S____P_____A______H__j__r_i__n__g~ From Posting.thru Probation class 

OHR Releases Fall 2013 Course Catalog 

FROM: Verita Murrill, HR Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources is pleased to announce the release of our new course catalog, 
listing classes from July - Dec. 2013. Click here to view monthly learning opportunities. Classes 
are free and open to faculty and staff. 

To register on-line, please visit the Training & Talent Development website or contact Training & 
Talent Develo[oment at 962-2550 for more information. 

Fall 2013 Conversation Circles 

FROM: Verita Murrill, HR Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

As we enter the fall semester, Training & Talent Development in the Office of Human Resources 
is pleased to announce a new iteration of Conversation Circles, designed to provide focused, 
collaborative thinking, creative problem-solving, confidential sharing, networking and 
partnership-building opportunities for faculty and staff. 

The Conversation Circles are organized by interests. Participants are asked to attend all 
sessions. Please review the descriptions below, find the Conversation Circle of interest to you, 
register online and prepare to participate. 



Managers ConversaUon Circle 
The Managers Conversation Circle provides an opportunity for faculty and staff with management 
and/or supervisory responsibilities to connect with other managers across campus to think and 
learn together, and leverage their collective knowledge to improve individual management 
effectiveness. Participants in the Managers Circle will share their challenges and best practices 
regarding management, receive and provide professional development coaching in a group 
setting, propose and explore important management and leadership questions and become 
more focused and intentional about their management roles and responsibilities. The Managers 
Circle will meet once a month for six months. 

Location: 104 Airport Drive - Administrative Office Building 

Dates & Times: 

TUE JULY 09, 2013 

TUE AUGUST 13, 2013 

TUE SEPTEMBER 10, 2013 

TUE OCTOBER 08, 2013 

TUE NOVEMBER 12, 2013 

TUE DECEMBER 10, 2013 

2:00 ~m - 03:30 ]m 
2:00 ~m - 03:30 ]m 
2:00 ~m - 03:30 ]m 
2:00 ~m - 03:30 ]m 
2:00 ~m - 03:30 ]m 
2:00 ~m - 03:30 ]m 

Circle Convener: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development, Office of Human Resources 

ConversaUon Circle for ProspecUve & New Managers 
Prospective managers and supervisors, as well as those recently (less than one year) promoted 
or newly hired into a management or supervisory role, are invited and encouraged to join this 
Conversation Circle. The Circle for Prospective & New Managers provides an opportunity for 
faculty and staff who are interested or getting started in management or supervisory roles to 
connect with one another in an effort to think and learn collectively. This circle is a collaborative 
approach to sharing ideas, best practices, learning about useful tools and resources, 
distinguishing between management and leadership, and building relationships with other 
managers and supervisors within the campus community. This Circle will meet once a month for 
six months. 

Location: 104 Airport Dr. - Administrative Office Building 

FRI JULY 12, 2013 

FRI AUGUST 16, 2013 

FRI SEPTEMBER 06, 2013 

FRI OCTOBER 04, 2013 

FRI NOVEMBER 08, 2013 

FRI DECEMBER 06, 2013 

9:00am - lO:30am 
9:00am - lO:30am 
9:00am - lO:30am 
9:00am - lO:30am 
9:00am - lO:30am 
9:00am - lO:30am 

Circle Convener: Joy Birmingham, Training & Talent Development, Office of Human Resources 

Opening Doors ConversaUon Circle 
Prerequisite: Opening Doors: A Personal and Professional Journey- Diversity Appreciation 
Program sponsored by UNC School of Medicine 
The Opening Doors Conversation Circle provides an opportunity for participants to continue the 
awareness raising conversations initiated during the diversity appreciation workshop "Opening 
Doors: A Personal and Professional Journey" sponsored by the UNC School of Medicine. The 
workshop provides a safe and confidential space for participants to share their knowledge, 
concerns, confusion, appreciation for and celebration of and about differences. For more 
information about the Opening Doors workshop, visit the workshop’s web page at 
httP:iinews.unchealthcare.orgisom-vital-signsi2013iFeb 7iopeningdoors 



The Opening Doors Conversation Circle follows the workshop and allows participants to continue 
their learning and exploration of diversity with other faculty and staff who have completed this 
personal and professional journey. As with the workshop, Circle participants will share in a safe 
and confidential space for continued growth and development in their understanding of and 
appreciation for differences. This Circle will meet once a month for five months. 

Location: Health Sciences Library 

THU AUGUST 15, 2013    3:00pm - 04:30pm 

THU SEPTEMBER 19, 2013 3:00pm - 04:30pm 

THU OCTOBER 17, 2013 3:00pm -04:30pm 

THU NOVEMBER 21, 2013 3:00pm-O4:3Opm 

THU DECEMBER 19, 2013 3:00pm-O4:3Opm 

Convener: Steven Humes, UNC School of Medicine, Certified Opening Doors Facilitator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schreiner, Leslie <leslieschreiner@med.unc.edtc~ 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 1:31 PM 

Everyone in PO <protocol@listserv.med.unc.edw~ 

No staffmeeting today 

Reminder that the staff meeting today was cancelled. Our next staff meeting will be Tuesday, August 6 at 2:30 in Pagano Conference room. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kress, Ga~ C <gait kress@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 9:40 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: Pays~ub Viemng Issue 

3r’o: Schooi HR Representatives 

if you have not already done so, please let your employees know about the following message from Payroll Services: 

We are aware of the problem with paystubs not showing correctly and are working on the problem. We hope to have it resolved as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

Harvey [,, Li~lebert’y. II P[~tD, SPHR, CPM 

Assis~am ~ Dean got Hush, an Resom’ces 

UtfiversiV of North Carolina School of Medicit~e 

Nortta Carolina Area Health ~cation Cen~er Building 

S~te 300 

Cliapel Hill NC 27~99.-9520 

L 919.962.0193 

CB#9520 

ConfidentiaUW Note: Th~s email is intended [:or U~e person(s) or entity ~o which i~ ~s addressed and may contain irfformat~on tha~ ~s privileged, confidentiai, or 

otherwise protected from d~sdosure~ D~ssem~n~tion~ distri6ution, or copying of this emaH or the information herein bg anyone other th~n the intended redp~ent 

is prohibRed. If you have received this erru~H in error, please notify the 5;ender by reply ema~l, i~nd destroy the original mes;si~ge and MI cop~es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 8:55 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

First Descents 

First Descents Flyer.pdf 

We have a wonderful opportunity to partner with First Descents which is a fantastic outdoor program for young adults with cancer. They normally do 
week long programs but we are partnering for a special long weekend program in Sept. Please do think about the patients that you have worked 
with/working with and let me know who I might contact to see if they are interested. We will be recruiting from UNC but if cannot fill all the places will 
check with Rex. 
For patients: 
-between the ages of 18-39 
-have a diagnosis of cancer or benign tumor that is treated similiarly (brain) 
-may be in active treatment if health is doing okay 
If you have any questions about the program please feel free to speak with me or Dr. Juneko Grilley who has volunteered to work with the program 
in the past. 
Thanks! 
Liz 

Coordinator for Survivorship Programs 
Coordinator for Oncology Integrative Medicine Programs 
North Carolina Cancer Hospital and 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
101 Manning Drive 
CB 7218 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7218 
919-843-5069 (phone) 
919-445-5415 (fax) 

*A member of the klVESTRONG Survivorship Center of Excellence made possible by the the V Foundation 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

C~illey-Olsor~ Juneko E <juneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:17 AM 

tta~ing, Robin C <robin hafing@med.unc.edu> 

med everyone-hemonc <med eve~oneoncolo_~y@ad.unc.edu> 

Re: First[ Descents 

This is a fantaffdc organization and a wonderful opportunity for young adult patiems. I have volunteered for them twice. I have also sent patients whose experiences 

have ranged from a last burfft if joyful life to a healing transition back to the world of healthy people. Their regular program waiting list is over a yeax now due to their 

rapid gro~x~h. 

This is a great opportuni~ tbr our patients. Plea~ let me know ifI can help answer aW questions. 

Juneko 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

On Jul 15. 2013. at 8:55 AM, "Haring, Robin C" <!2R_~?_i__r!____13_&_n___r_~g~)~!_e___d_:__u__r!_c_:__e__~_~ > wrote: 

We have a wonderful opportunity to partner with First Descents which is a fantastic outdoor program for young adults with cancer. They 
normally do week long programs but we are partnering for a special long weekend program in Sept. Please do think about the patients 
that you have worked with!working~ with and let me know who I might contact to see if they are interested. We will be recruiting from 
UNC but if cannot fill all the places will check with Rex. 
For patients: 
-between the ages of 18-39 
-have a diagnosis of cancer or benign tumor that is treated similiarly (brain) 
-may be in active treatment if health is doing okay 
If you have any questions about the program please feel free to speak with me or Dr. Juneko Grilley who has volunteered to work with 
the program in the past. 
Thanks! 
Liz 

Coordinator for Survivorship Programs 
Coordinator for Oncology Integrative Medicine Programs 
North Carolina Cancer Hospital and 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
101 Manning Drive 
CB 7218 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7218 
919-843-5069 (phone) 
919-445-5415 (fax) 

*A member of the LIVESTRONG Survivorship Center of Excellence made possible by the the V Foundation 

<First Descents Flyer.pdf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 8:27 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Free Legal Clinic [br Oncology Patients and Caregivers 

ProBonoLegalClinecFlyer.lxtf 

The Comprehensive Cancer Support Program, the UNC School of Law and the NC Bar Association are hosting free legal clinics for 

cancer patients and their caregivers from 9-noon, on the second and forth Friday of each month, in the Patient and Family 

Resources Center, on the ground floor of the NC Cancer Hospital. 

The law clinic services are limited to assisting with preparing, witnessing and notarizing Advanced Directives (Living Wills), Health 

Care Powers of Attorney and Durable Powers of Attorney for oncology patients and their caregivers. Specially trained law students 

and practicing attorneys meet one-on-one with patients and caregivers to execute the documents. 

Please share the attached flyer with your patients and colleagues. 

For more information contact Cindy Rogers at or cdrogers~email.unc.edu 
Cindy Rogers, JD 

Patient Assistance Coordinator 

Carolina Well Cancer Survivorship Program Assistant 

Comprehensive Cancer Support Program 

Ground Floor, Rm. CG398 

NC Cancer Hospital 

:101 Manning Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Phone: 

Fax: 9:19-445-54:17 



FREE PATIENTS AND LEGAL CLINIC FOR CANCER 

T~ZIR CAREGIVERS 

Trained Law Students and Practicing Attorneys 
" "thp p " f will assist w~ re arat~on o ... 

Living Will: a document specifying your wishes for end of 
life care. 
Health Care Power of Attorney: a document assigning 
someone you trust to represent your medical wishes if you 
are unable to. 
Durable Power of Attorney: a document assigning 
someone you trust to help manage your personal and 
business affairs if you are unable to. 

Not sure if :you need these documents? This is an opportunity 
to talk with trained professionals to learn more! 

Every 2nd and 4th Friday of the month 
9:00 AM - 12:00 Noon 

Patient & Family Resource Center 
Ground Floor, NC Cancer Hospital 

Contact Cindy Rogers, J.D. 
Comprehensive Cancer Support Program 

for more information 

SCHOOL Ot; LAW 
UNC 
CANCER CARE 

Comprehensive Cancer Support Program 

IqOSTED BY UNC School oF LAW AND THE NC BAR ASSOCIATION 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Kress, Gary C 
Tuesday, July 23, 2013 4:07:13 PM 
med_everyone-hemonc 
FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Symantec Antivirus End of Life - July 30,2013 

There is nothing for anyone to do regarding the original email below. DOM-IS is handling. Thank you, Gary 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: O’Neill, James R 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 10:16 AM 

To: Hefner, Ronda 
Cc: Kress, Gary C 

Subject: RE: FORMAL NOTICE: Symantec Antivirus End of Life - July 30, 2013 

Mostly by remote management (most are already done). We know there are a several laptops with it still installed which 

haven’t been on the system that will pop up and there’s not much we do until they do surface. 

Some users can do the removal on their own, some can’t. 

We have a list of approximately 50 machines (out of 1000) that have the Symantec client still that are reporting to the 

Symantec server and we’re working through them daily. 

So, short answer is no. we’ll handle it. 

Jim O’Neill 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Hefner, Ronda 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:49 AM 

To: O’Neill, James R 
Cc: Kress, Gary C; Hefner, Ronda 

Subject: FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Symantec Antivirus End of Life - July 30, 2013 

Importance: High 

Hello Jim, 

Do individuals need to do anything to effect the changeover in anti-virus software at the end of the month, or will this 

happen automatically via the remote management software you are now using? 

Many thanks! 

Ronda 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobody@notify.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no_reply@unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, July 22, 2013 8:22 PM 

To: Kress, Gary C 

Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Symantec Antivirus End of Life - July 30, 2013 

As announced previously, in response to customer feedback about Symantec antivirus software and the changing needs 

of the University, the decision has been made to change vendors for antivirus software. To comply with the UNC-Chapel 

Hill license agreement with Symantec, all UNC-Chapel Hill-provided Symantec antivirus software MUST be removed from 

all computing devices (servers, laptops and desktops) before the Symantec license expires on August 1, 2013. 

Furthermore - Access to the Symantec servers will be blocked on July 30, 2013, per our contractual obligations to stop 

using the product. 

For personally owned devices, Information Technology Services (ITS) has tested and recommends some free options that 

are available from the Shareware site at shareware.unc.edu. The recommended software is free to all UNC-Chapel Hill 



students, faculty and staff and can be retained on your personally-owned device even after you leave UNC-Chapel Hill. 

The recommended antivirus product for Windows devices is: 

* Microsoft Security Essentials 
* 

https://help.u nc.edu/help/migration-from-symantec-to-microsoft-antivirus/ 

The recommended antivirus product for Apple Macintosh devices is: 

* ClamX Antivirus 

* https://help.u nc.edu/help/clamx-antivirus/ 

If you have any questions or encounter any problems as you make this antivirus switch, please call 962-HELP for 

assistance. 

For university owned/manal~ed computers, users should contact their departmental IT support staff for any questions 

rel~ardinl~ this transition. If you do not know who your departmental IT support person is, or if your unit does not have a 

departmental IT support person, please call 962-HELP for information about what you need to do for this transition. 

UNC-Chapel Hill is transitioninl~ to Microsoft System Center Endpoint Protection (SCEP) For Windows and Mac devices. 

Please refer to the followinl~ document for further information rel~ardinl~ how mil~ration of antivirus software is beinl~ 

handled. 

http://help.u nc.edu/help/what-is-the-u niversitys-recommended-anti-virus-software 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Ramon Padilla Jr. 

Associate Vice Chancellor, 

Deputy Chief Information Officer, 

And Interim Information Security Officer 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technolol~y Services 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technolol~y Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Englaud, Elizabeth M <elizabeth england@med.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 10:58 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.anc.edu> 

UPDATE: LCCC 1108 (UNCseq) outpatient biopsies 

UNCSeq Physician ReferraJ~ Fom~ .pdf 

Hello all, 
ONCseq is now collecting tissue for LCCC:t:t08 in the outpatient setting. Please see below for details. 
I ,CCC l 108 (opened 1/1/2012, Dr. Earp, PI) is an observational study ~br which any patient who has a known or suspected cancer is eligible. There are two 

objectives of the stud?,: 

~) to provide a mechanism for association of known molecular alterations with clinical outcomes in oncology via genetic profiling of patient specimens, 

2) to support treatment decisions by providing rapid genetic profiling of patient specimens and sharing reportable results with treating physicians. 

UNCseq has worked with radiology, clinical pathology, and the tissue procurement t~cility (TPF) to develop a sME and standardized process for obtaining tissue tbr 

patients who are beiug enrolled ou LCCC 1108. We are now ready to begin enrolling patients who require biopsies iu radiology. To ensure that the "tissue procurement 

process works smoothly, we axe starting on a small scale with a limited number of patients per week mad only biopsies in VIR or CT radiology. As we have success, 

we roll increase the volume of patients and the locations of the biopsies. 

Patients who are appropriate for the first phase: 

:t) require a biopsy for a clinical purpose. 

2) require VIR or C-I- guidance for the biopsy procedure. 

\Vhen you have a patient you would like to enroll who fits these criteria: 

Contact the UNC research coordinator 

a. Pager 919-216-O565, email _L[__N__C__s___e:g_~)_LLn___c_:_e___d_~!., phone 919-966-6801 

b. The coordinator will notify you of dates that UNCseq staff are available to monitor the procedure. 

c. The coordinator will email you a Physician Referral Form which you must complete and send to UNCseq prior to the biopsy. 

2) Schedule the procedure and notify the UNCseq staff of the date!time arranged. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 
Sean 
Sean Gallagher, RN, BSN, MA 
Research Nurse Consultant 
UNCseq Program 
Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

seantq@email,unc,edu 



Patient Name: 
UNCseq Physician Referral Form 

Medical Record Number: Date of Birth: 

Cancer Histology: Primary Site: 
- If hematological malignancy, write N/A 

Does the patient have biopsy-proven active cancer? ~ Yes ~ No 

Purpose of planned biopsy (must select one): 

Q Clinically Necessary (diagnostic) AND request additional tissue for research. 

Q For research purposes ONLY. Patient has a biopsy-proven cancer diagnosis. 

If the biopsy is for research only, does the patient meet all of the safety requirements?~J~Yes ONo 
Inclusion Criteria: 
1. >-18 yeaxs of age; 
2. If biopsy is of a vital organ, then treatment must offer no expectation of cure; 
3. Appropriate candidate for research biopsy" based on institutional standards for target biopsy" site. 
Exclusion Criteria: 
1. Ant’ condition that would make participation m "the protocol unreasonably hazardous for the patients in the opinion of the treating 

physician. 
2. Affected by dementia, altered mental status, or any psychiatric condition or co-morbid condition that would prohibit the 

understanding or rendering of informed consent. 
3. History of serious or lif~-threatening allergic reaction to local anesthetics (i.e. lidocaine, xylocaine) or any medications used fbr 

conscious sedation (if applicable). 
4. Requires general aa~esthesia for collection of biopsy 
5. Cuixently pregnant or lactating 
6. Active cardiac disease, defined as: 

a. History of uncontrolled or symptomatic angina. 
b. History of uncontrolled a~xhythmias 
c. Myocaxdial infarction < 3 months from study ent~ 
d. Uncontrolled or symptomatic congestive heart failure 
e. Any other cardiac condition, which in the opinion of the treating physician, would make this protocol unreasonably 

hazardous for the patient 
7. Patients receiving bevacizumab less than 6 weeks prior to enrollment into this study should not undergo research core biopsies 

because of the concern for potential increased bleeding risk and delayed healing. (NOTE: Patients receiving bevacizumab who are 
undergoing a research biopsy of accessible organs (e.g. breast, lymph node, skin etc.) must be two weeks from the last dose of the 
angiogenesis inhibitor). 

Location of tumor requiring biopsy? (skin, liver, lung, etc.) 

Location of planned procedure: Other - please write location 

Any additional directions/comments (e.g. # cores required, handling of tissue, etc.): 

Physician Name: 

Signature/Date: 

Code: Pager: 

Person coordinating the biopsy (i.e. research nurse, nurse navigator): 

Phone/Pager: Email: 

Please print, sign, and send the completed form to the IJNCseq coordinator 
Fax: 919-966-1587 Pager: 919-216-0565 Emaih UNCseq@unc.edu 

2013/07 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Muss, Hyman Bernard <hyman muss@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 12:18 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncolo~@ad.unc.edu>; Carey, LisaAnne-:lisa carey@med.~mc.edu-~; Earp, Shelton 

<sheltonearp@med.unc.edu>; Buchanan, Ian <IBuchana@unch.unc.edu>; Kneis, Cla~e <CKneis@unch.unc.edu>; McCmm, Meghan 

<MMccann@unch.unc.edu>; Milowsky, Matfl~ew Ivan <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu>; Muss, Hyman BemaJcd 

<hyman muss@~ned.unc.edu>; Sapona~ro, l?atricia l?ahner <psapona@unch.unc.edu> 

I:W: Bee Ready 

CDC SharpsSafe~ for HCP.pdf; 2013 Bee Ready Poster Wkl 8.ppt 

Fyi 

From: Gardenhire, Christine [mailto:cgardenh@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 0:[, 2013 :El:40 AM 
Subject: Bee Ready 

Please see the note below and attachments from Tom Hartley and ~udie Bringhurst .... 
Any questions about the Sharps Safety brochure should be directed to Judie Bringhurst at: ibrin~hu@unch.unc.edu. 
From: HartMy, Thomas 
Subject: FW: Bee ready 

Here is this week"s Joint Commissior~ Preparation Pointers (Week :[8 of countdown} for distribution to ALG & Medical Director lists.., and a second attachment on 

Sharps SafeW from Jk~die gringhurst and Lhe CDC. Atl Managers and Supervisors are encouraged to share with all Outpatient Care staff. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Dr. Torn Hartley, RN, D, NP, CENP, F~CHE 

Dhector, Outpatient Care Servk>:~s 

UNC Health Care 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 3:12 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Milowsky, Matthew Iva~ <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu-~; Spencer, Donald C <donald s~nce@med.unc.edu>; Ewend, Matt 
<matthew ewend@med.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel <smnuel middleton@med.unc.edu>; Moody, Mendy 

(Melinda.Moody@rexhealth.com); Dezam, Tonya Leigh <TDangelo@unch.unc.edu>; lynn.nichols@lexhealth.com; 

msternberg@deloitte.com 

EPIC chemotherapy validation sessions 

Beacon Protocol Schedule IVlaster.pdf 

On hehal] o] Dr. Matthew Milowsky: 

Dear Hem/Onc Faculty: 

The Epic@UNC Beacon protocol validation is critical to the protocol build and is an Epic and TJC requirement before go-live on April 4, 2013. The 

protocol build began in June and will continue through March 2014. The Beacon Core Team and Epic are committed to an accurate and complete 

protocol build even with our shortened project timeline. Considering the Oncologist time constraints and the shortened project timeline, a 

protocol validation process was established and it is outlined below. This validation process requires only one 3- 4 hour validation session with an 

oncologist per disease group. 

Beacon Protocol Validation Process 

1. Protocol content is vetted by Oncologists with assigned disease group pharmacist by August 31, 2013. 

2. Upon completion of the vetting, protocols are sent to Tonga D’Angelo on the Beacon Core Team. 

3. For each disease group: :10ncologist, :I Nurse, and :1 Pharmacist have one 3-4 hour post build validation session. 

a. Prior to the validation session, the Beacon Core Team member conducting the session will send out the Epic protocol in advance of 

the session. We ask that the validation team review the protocol compared to the original prior to the session and prepare 

feedback in an effort to make the validation session more productive. We will send this out :1 week prior to the validation session, 

and we will send only the planned protocols for the session. 

b. This single session should occur as planned on the Validation Schedule currently in place and attached -in other words, it would be 

the first session of the block of sessions on the schedule. 

c. In this session: validate :1-3 protocols and make sure everyone is on the same page with how the protocol will look in Epic. This first 

initial session needs to happen with an Oncologist present. 

4. For the rest of the protocols for that disease group: Validation sessions will continue with only the Pharmacist for the disease group and a 

Nurse. 

a. These sessions will occur according to the current Validation Schedule in place. 

b. After the Pharmacist and Nurse sign off on the post build content in the protocols, the protocol will be sent to the Oncologist from 

that disease group for virtual sign off. 

5. All protocols must be signed off by an Oncologist to be available at go-live. 

The Epic@UNC team has engaged Matt Sternberg with Deloitte Consulting to manage scheduling of the Beacon protocol validation sessions. He 

will be reaching out to you in the coming weeks to schedule applicable validation sessions. 

Please let me know if you need anything else and we appreciate your support of the Beacon Team. 

Matt Milowsky 
Samuel D. Middleton Jr., MA 
Administrative Assistant to: 

Matthew Milowsky, MD 
Section Chief, Genitourinary Ontology 
GU Group: 
Ethan Basch, MD 
Paul Godley, MD 
William Kim, MD 
Kim Rathmell, MD 
Young Whang, MD 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 
Physicians Office Bldg, 3rd Floor 
170 Manning Drive, CB# 7305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 
Direct Line: (919) 843-7942 
Main Office: (919) 966-3856 
Fax: (919) 966-6735 
Email: samuel middleton(~med.unc.edu 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 3:51 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Milowsky, Matthew Iva~ <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu-~; Spencer, Donald C <donald s~nce@med.unc.edu>; Ewend, Matt 
<matthew ewend@med.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel <smnuel middleton@med.unc.edu>; Moody, Mendy 

(Melinda.Moody@rexheaJth.com); Dezam, Tonya Leigh <TDangelo@unch.unc.edu>; lynn.nichols@lexhealth.com; 

msternberg@deloitte.com 

EPIC Chemothemw Validation Sessions: UPDATED VERSION 

Beacon Protocol Schedule IVlaster.pdf 

On hehal] o] Dr. Matthew Milowsky: 

Dear Hem/Onc Faculty: 

The Epic@UNC Beacon protocol (this is EPIC speakfor our standard chemotherapy templates) validation is critical to the protocol build and must happen before go- 

live on April 4, 2014. The protocol build began in June and will continue through March 2014. The Beacon Core Team and Epic are committed to an accurate and 

complete protocol build even with our shortened project timeline. Considering your time constraints and the shortened project timeline, a protocol validation 

process was established and it is outlined below. This validation process requires only one 3- 4 hour validation session with an oncologist per disease group. 

Although this email has been sent to all faculty, only specific faculty members who have been designated by the service chiefs will take part in this process. 

Beacon Protocol Validation Process 

1. Protocol content is vetted by Oncologists with an assigned disease group pharmacist by August 31, 2013 (the assigned pharmacist has already reached 

out!been working with designated faculty members). 

2. Upon completion of the vetting, protocols are sent to Tonya D’Angelo on the Beacon Core Team. 

3. For each disease group: 10ncologist, i Nurse, and 1 Pharmacist have one 3-4 hour post build validation session. 

a. Prior to the validation session, the Beacon Core Team member conducting the session will send out the Epic protocol in advance of the session. We 

ask that the validation team review the protocol compared to the original prior to the session and prepare feedback in an effort to make the 

validation session more productive. We will send this out 1 week prior to the validation session, and we will send only the planned protocols for 

the session. 

b~ This single session should occur as planned on the Validation Schedule currently in place and attached -in other words, it would be the first session 

of the block of sessions on the schedule. 

c. in this session: validate 1-~ protocols and make sure everyone is on the same page with how the protocol will look in Epic. This first initial session 

needs to happen with an Oncologist present. 

4. For the rest of the protocols for that disease group: Validation sessions will continue with only the Pharmacist for the disease group and a Nurse. 

a. These sessions will occur according to the current Validation Schedule in place. 

b. After the Pharmacist and Nurse sign off on the post build content in the protocols, the protocol will be sent to the Oncologist from that disease 

group for virtual sign off. 

5. All protocols must be signed off by an Oncologist to be available at go-live. 

The Epic@UNC team has engaged Matt Sternberg with Deloitte Consulting to manage scheduling of the Beacon protocol validation sessions. He will be reaching 

out to you in the coming weeks to schedule applicable validation sessions. 

I am available to help facilitate this process in any way possible so please feel free to reach out to me~ This is a tremendous task with an ambitious timeline and I 

greatly appreciate your efforts. 

~att Milowsky 
Samuel D. Middleton ~r.. MA 
Administrative Assistant to: 

Matthew Milowsky, MD 
Section Chief, Genitourinary Oncology 
GU Group: 
Ethan Basch, MD 
Paul Godley, MD 
William Kim, MD 
Kim Rathmell, MD 
Young Whang, MD 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 
Physicians Office Bldg, 3rd Floor 
170 Manning Drive, CB# 7305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 
Direct Line: (919) 843-7942 
Main Office: (919) 966-3856 
Fax: (919) 966-6735 
Email: samuel middleton@med.unc edu 



WeekBeginning ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n nln ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Week Ending ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n nln ~ ~ ~n ~ ~ ~ ~in n      n n[~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 

Rex Only** iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiii iiiiiii ~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 4 hr. block including Rex 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Monday-, Angust 12, 2013 12:27 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

(kief Recovery Groups 

bss fall 13.doc 

I’ve attached a flyer with more information about the Grief Recovery Groups. It is open to anyone grieving the loss of a loved one regardless of faith 
background, and help reduce ~solation and loneliness. We w~ll meet at Carolina Po~nte ~, a UNC facility wNch ~s ~ocated at 6011 Farrington Road, 

3rd floo[, Chape~ H~II, 27517 for seven consecutive weeks beg~nNng on Monday, September 9, from 6:30-8:00 and ending on October 21,2013 

Please co~ct Heidi Gessner, UNC Bereavement Coordinator at 919-966@1t6 or h~ess~er@uneh.unc.edu. 
Than k you, 



The ~IXIC l-lospi~als ]~ereavement ~uppor~ ~ervices 

resar~le~ o~ ~ait~ ~ac~sroun~. 

Owens, this ~roup will ~ocus on sha~n~ and movin~ towa~ 

healins ina sa~e ang suppoffive se~inS. ~ome peoplej~oina 

suppoff sroup to help them through their initial ~devin~ pr~ess 

while others join ~ears a~er theirloved one’s ~eath. ~is social 

HOSPITALS 
BEREAVEMENT 

S:U PPOI~T SERVICES 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kress, Gay C <gin3~ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:17 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: Required Tra~rfing Globally Hamonized Sys~tem - H~Com 2012 

FYI 

From: Dix, Anthony Jay 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:56 AM 
To: 
Subject: Required Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 2012 
Good Morning, 

Please review the below information as it relates to required training for all School of Medicine employees (full-time, part-time and temporary). You can begin 

encouraging this across your areas (i.e. staff and faculty meetings, etc.) 

We will send a communication to all SOM employees soon, however we would appreciate your help in ensuring the word is spread. 

Thanks, 

Anthony Dix 

Associate Director of HR, SOM 

NEW REQUIRED TRAINING: OSHA recently adopted the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (G HS) into the Hazard 

Communication Standard. The Hazard Communication Standard requires that all University employees be informed of the hazards of chemicals that they work with 

or are present in their work area. As a result of this update all employees must be trained on the new GHS elements by December 1, 20£3. 

Existing University Employees who have taken the required EHS safety orientation prior to August 7th, 2013 must take a short GHS training, to meet this new 

regulatory requirement. 

For new hires, we have integrated GHS into the EHS Safety Orientation so they need only take the orientation training to meet the GHS requirement. 

To complete the training, please select the appropriate hyperlink above. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coleman, Stacey K <stacey coleman@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 3:19 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.anc.edu> 

FW: Important Parking Notices for Football Games 

FYI 
The following messages will be sent to the permit holders noted below. In addition to the permit holder notices, please alert state vehicle drivers of the 
following information so work on Saturday will not impact game operations and game operations will not more adversely impact work operations than 
necessary. 
State Vehicle Drivers: 
There are a few things you should know about operating a state vehicle on campus on home football Saturdays: 

~_. State vehicles without "All Access" passes may be turned away from restricted areas near the stadium, unless responding to a campus "call back / 
emergency." If you are responding to such a situation, please contact UNC Telecommunications at (919) 962-8006 and ask dispatch to give 
command a heads up so the staff working the road closures can be notified. This is due to safety / security concerns. 

2. State vehicles are expected to move from lots identified as reserved "tow lots." Signs are prominently posted at the entrances to all of these lots. 
Vehicles remaining in the lots are subject to ticketing and towing. It is highly suggested that state vehicles needing overnight and weekend parking 
relocate on Friday to off-campus non-game day lots if at all possible. If this is not possible, please pay close attention to the lot signs. Alternate 
campus lots include the Manning $11 Lot and the Law School Lot. Most other lots are otherwise reserved. 

"$4" Stadium Drive Permit Holders: 

Stadium Drive is a reserved game day parking area for all seven home football game dates, including the Thursday night game on October 17th. 
Consequently, for Saturday home games, Stadium Drive permits are not valid and are subject to ticketing and towing beginning 8 a.m. 
Most other parking lots are also reserved for game day parking. However, alternate employee parking is available for Saturday game days in the Dogwood 
Deck. Permit holders may "pull a ticket" upon entry into Dogwood Deck and show the booth attendant their "$4" permit upon exit for free discharge from the 
deck. This alternative is available on football Saturdays from 5 a.m. until football Sundays at 11 p.m. 

For the Thursday night, October 17th game, Stadium Drive will be reserved beginning 3:30 p.m. More information regarding the Thursday night restrictions, 
including alternative parking, will be available closer to game date. 
Attention Rams Head Deck (RD) Permit Holders: 
The Rams Head Deck is a reserved game day parking area for all seven home football game dates. Consequently, weekday Rams Head Deck permits are 
not valid and are subject to ticketing and towing beginning 8 a.m. on home football Saturdays. More information will be forthcoming about restrictions for the 

Thursday night October 17th football game. 
Most other parking lots are also reserved for game day parking. 
Attention Bell Tower Deck (BTD) Permit Holders: 
The Bell Tower Deck is a reserved game day parking area for all seven home football game dates. Consequently, weekday Bell Tower Deck permits are 
not valid and are subject to ticketing and towing beginning 8 a.m. on home football Saturdays. Other restrictions will be in place for the Thursday night game 

on October 17th. 
Most other parking lots are also reserved for game day parking, however, alternate employee parking is available for Saturday game days in the Dogwood 
Deck. Permit holders may "pull a ticket" upon entry into Dogwood Deck and show the booth attendant their "BTD" permit upon exit for free discharge from 
the deck. This alternative is available on football Saturdays from 5 a.m. until football Sundays at 11 p.m. 
Attention S12 Permit Holders 

As has been the case the past couple of years, a combined 120 spaces in the $12 zone will be reserved for Educational Foundation permit holders on 
home football game Saturdays (and for the Thursday night football game this season). 
Hibbard Drive and Branson Street Lots will be reserved for Educational Foundation Football Permits. Branson Street Overflow will serve as 
the overflow, if Hibbard and Branson Street proper will not hold the 120 assigned Foundation permits. 
If $12 permit holders park strictly in the Community Center Lot, on Bernard Street and in the Mason Farm $12 Lots, there should be adequate space to 
accommodate both the game day permits and the assigned residential $12 permits. 
However, to protect the remaining $12 lots from football game patrons and help ensure adequate $12 spaces for $12 permit holders, $12 Permits will be 
required in all other S12 Permit Lots (Bernard, Branson Overflow and Mason Farm) beginning 7 a.m. home football Saturdays until 11 p.m. on 
home football Saturdays. Friday night guests should NOT park in the S12 Lots unless they are going to relocate from the $12 lots by 7 a.m. on 
home football Saturdays. 
Vehicles parked in the S12 Game Day Lots and not displaying a valid Educational Foundation football permit will be towed. Vehicles parked in 
the designated $12 permit lots for football Saturdays (Bernard, Mason Farm S12, and the Community Building) and not displaying a valid 
weekday S12 permit will be cited and!or towed at the owner’s expenses beginning 8 a.m. on home football Saturdays. 
The Dogwood Deck is available to non-affiliated visitors not attending the football game ($1.50/hour). Dogwood Deck is NOT available for UNC student 
parking, and students parking in the Dogwood Deck may be cited and towed and sent to honor court. 
The first home football game is this coming Saturday, September 7, 2013 against Middle Tennessee State University. 
For more information or to see a football parking map, please visit the following link: 

http:/fwww.parkin.q.unc.ed u/ 

More information will be forthcoming regarding the Thursday night, October 17th footbafl game. 

Attention Venable Lot (Nll) Permit Holders: 
The Venable Lot is a reserved game day parking area for all six home football Saturday dates. Consequently, weekday Venable Lot permits are not valid and 
are subject to ticketing and towing beginning 8 a.m. on home football Saturdays. 
Most other parking lots are also reserved for game day parking, however, alternate employee parking is available on game days in the Dogwood Deck. 
Permit holders may "pull a ticket" upon entry into Dogwood Deck and show the booth attendant their "N11" permit upon exit for free discharge from the 
deck. This alternative is available on football Saturdays from 5 a.m. until football Sundays at 11 p.m. 

The Venable Lot will also be reserved for the Thursday night football game on October 17th beginning 5:15 p.m. More Thursday night parking and 
transportation information will be forthcoming as the game date nears. 
Attention Undercjraduate Library (NS) Permit Holders: 
The Undergraduate Library Lot is a reserved game day parking area for all six home football Saturday game dates. Consequently, weekday Undergraduate 
Library Lot permits are not valid and are subject to ticketing and towing beginning 8 a.m. on home football Saturdays. 
Most other parking lots are also reserved for game day parking, however, alternate employee parking is available on game days in the Dogwood Deck. 
Permit holders may "pull a ticket" upon entry into Dogwood Deck and show the booth attendant their "N8" permit upon exit for free discharge from the deck. 
This alternative is available on football Saturdays from 5 a.m. until football Sundays at 11 p.m. 
The Undergraduate Library Lot will also be reserved for the Thursday night football game on Thursday, October 17, 2013 beginning 5:15 p.m. 



More information regarding parking and transportation for the Thursday night game will be forthcoming as the game date nears. 
Lisa B, Wallace 

Admin Support Assoc. 

Dept of Medicine Administration 

125 MacNider Hall 

CB# 7005 

919-966-4468 

Fax# 919-843-5945 

UNC Chapel Hill NC27599 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 3:40 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <reed everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Legal Clinic tbr Oncology Patients September 13th and 20th 

Onc Pro Bono Legal Clinc Sept rev 9-6.txtf 

Pro Bono Legal Clinic for oncology patients and caregivers. 

UNC Law Students and practicing attorneys will assist oncology patients and their caregivers with preparation of advanced 

directives for health care and durable powers of attorney. The free clinic is from 9 - noon, on Friday, September 13th and 20th, at 

the Patient and Family Resource Center in the NC Cancer Hospital. 

Please refer your patients for this very valuable service. Patients may schedule an appointment by contacting Cindy Rogers. Drop- 

ins are welcome. 
Cindy Rogers, JD 
Patient Assistance Coordinator 
Comprehensive Cancer Support Program 
Ground Floor, Rm. CG398 
NC Cancer Hospital 
101 Manning Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 
Fax: 919-445-5417 



~OSTED BY UNC SCHOOL OF LAW AND THE NC BAR ASSOCIATION 

AND THE COMPREHENSIVE CANCER SUPPORT PROGRAM 

UNC Law Students and Practicing Attorneys will 
¯ 

"th     " f assist you Wl preparation o ... 

Living Will: a document specifying your wishes 

for end of life care. 
Health Care Power of Attorney: a document 

assigning someone you trust to represent your 
medical wishes if you are unable to. 

Durable Power of Attorney: a document 
assigning someone you trust to help manage 

your personal and business affairs if you are 

unable to. 

Friday, September :13th and 20th 

9:00 AM - 12:00 Noon 
Patient & Family Resource Center 
Ground Floor, NC Cancer Hospital 

Contact Cindy Rogers 

for more information 

UNC 
CANCER CARE 

Comprehensive Cancer Support Program 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 10:17 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Get Real & Heel 

Dear Get f~EAL & HEEL Co~nmunity, 

Saturday, October 5th, is the Carrborol0K road race (part of the Tour de Carrboro series) that helps fund Get REAL & HEEL. We could use your help at the race, 

and it’s for a great cause! It would involve a couple hours of your time before, during or after the race. 

The Carrboro 1 OK It is a regional championship tbr the Road Runners Club of America so race organizers are expecting a big turnout. The race begins at McDougle 

Middle School in Carrboro. F~radditi~na~inf~rmati~nab~uttherace,p~easevisithttp://www.cardina~trsck.c~m/home.htm~. 

If you’d like to volunteer, please sign up for a slot on the tbllowing google doc (don’t tbrget to indicate your orgm~ization is Get REAL & ttEEL in the las~ column 

"CommuniF Palmer") 

The volunteer cooNinator for the race, San@ Pad&n, roll contact you with adNfional &mils before the event. 

Thank ?~u for v~ur suppoW. 

Kelly 
Kelly Hermanson 
Program Coordina~r, Get REAL & HEEL 
[t~R;j~getreala nd heel .unc.edu 
CB 8615 
3~33 Count~ C~ub Drive 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599 
919-962-1222 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kress, Ga~ C <gal3’ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 9:34 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: Unlimited Free Access to lynda.com Online Training for Universi~ Employees 

From: Belier, Debra k 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:44 AM 

To: Connect Carolina Faculty Events Working Group; Connect Carolina Finance Purchasing - AP & ePro CWG; Connect Carolina MOU; Connect Carolina Position Hgt and 
Compensation Working Group; Connect Carolina Recruiting Working Group; Connect Carolina Workforce Administration Working Group; ConnectCarolina Finance Asset 
Management CWG; ConnectCarolina Finance Billing & Receivables & Contracts & Gr; ConnectCarolina Finance GL & Foundations Accounting CWG; ConnectCarNina Finance 
TIPS and Trainers; ConnectCarolina HR TIPS; ConnectCarolina Joint Budget & Commitment Accounting CWG; ConnectCarolina Joint Org Relationships - Workflow - Security; 
Connect Carolina Applications Collaborative Group 
Subject: Unlimited Free Access to lynda.com Online Training for University Employees 

Hello. This is a communication about a service the University is providing to all employees (not a communication about the ConnectCarolina project). 

Unlimited free access to the online video training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s 

library of more than :1,900 software, career development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser 

and Onyen Iogin. 

How to Access lynda.com 

To access lynda.com, go to the UNC-Chapel Hill Lynda.com Sign-In .-h--t--t-p--s--:-/-/--s---h-!--b--~-!-y--n---d---a--~--c---~---m--~---S---h-!--b---b---~--[-e---t--h-:--s--s---~-/-~nC~m mon ? 

i~rovider!d=urn=mace:i!lcommon;unc.edt!&target=httpsL!/shib.!ynda.comilnCommon and log on with your Onyen and password. The service is free and is available 

to faculty and staff (UNC-Chapel Hill’s license of lynda.com does not currently include student access). 

Some examples of how faculty and staff may use lynda.com include: 

¯ Gaining or enhancing Excel skills with lynda.com courses that range from beginning to advanced 

¯ Finding out how to put together better presentations or learning new presentation tools through lynda.com’s courses on PowerPoint, Prezi, Captivate and 

more 

Discovering a little inspiration to kickstart a project through the lynda.com series called "The Creative Spark" in which poets, musicians, artists and 

designers share their work and motivations 

Learn More about lynda.com 

For an overview of lynda.com and how to use the service: 

¯ Watch the introductory movie about the service .-h--t--t-p--:~--/-~--w----w--~J-y---n---d--a--~-c---~----m--/---h--~----m----e-/---V-!--d---e---~---P-!--a--y--e---r-~--a---s-p---x--~[!p---k--z-!--------7---3- 

¯ Watch a movie on how to use lynda.com -h--t--t-p--~-~----w----w----w--~!-y---n---d--a--~-c---~----m--/---B---u--s-!--n---e--s---s----t---u--t---~--r-!--a-!-s-~----H---~-~----u---s---e----!y-~-~-~/~-~}-2~:-~-~! 

Important Tips for Using lynda.com 

Information regarding system requirements and player settings for using lynda.com can be found on the UNC-Chapel Hill Lynda.com 

http:!!software.sites.t,nc.edu!lyndai webpage. 

More information here: 

http:/~ccinf~.unc.edu/~n~ine-training..~ynda-corn-n~w-availab~e-.to-university..emp~yees/ 

h.t.t..p.U~t.~s..:~.n.~c....~L?..~..~.~...a.j..~.~.i.~n..~:~...~...m...~.n.~.~..~:~.tL~.h..!.~L 
Oehra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, ITS [nterprise Applications 
919.g4K0477 

debra beller@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kress, Gay C <gan.’ kress@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:26 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: [ctc] next UNC- 1 removals 

FYI 

From: Keith Gerarden [mailto:gerardek@med.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, September 30, 20:t3 8::t9 AM 
To: Kress, Gary C; Hefner, Ronda; Hill, Christine; Bodis, Kimberly C; Kelly, Rachael A; England, Elizabeth M; Haines, Melissa A; Middleton, Samuel 
Cc-" DON-IS 
Subject-" Fwd: [ctc] next UNC-1 removals 

Division administrators tbr HemOnc: 

The UNC- 1 wireless network will be turned offin POB a~d MEJ *tonight*, Sept. 30th. 

Please send this email on to your division employees at your earlies~t convenience. When the UNC- 1 network is turned off in these locations tonight, anyone depending 

on it for conneclivi~" roll not be able to access the network unless a~d unlil they configure their device(s) to co~mect to UNC-PSK or UNC- Secure; we prefer using 

UNC-PSK. 

Department of Medicine employees- 

Good morning! Please note that if your laptop, phone, or other wireless device is currently connected to UNC- l, you need to chmage to either UNC-PSK or UNC- 

Secure becanse the UNC- 1 network will be turned off*tonight*, Sept. 30th in the buildings listed below. We pretEr UNC-PSK, and we recommend that you maJ~e 

the clm~ge today so "that you will already be connected to UNC-PSK tomorrow. You can find fire passphrase to UNC-PSK here https://helpa|nc.edu/help/what-is- 

the- uric- psk- ssi&’ 
Please reply to ~t_ .o__rn__-_i~O!g!_e_..d_:..u_!!_c_:._e_.d___t! if you encounter any issues in reconfiguring your wireless commction. 

Thanks, 

Keith 
DOM-IS 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [ctc] next UNC- 1 remova]s: tonight aM tomorrow night (Mo~fTues) 

Date:Mort, 30 Sep 2013 11:09:21 +0000 

From:Gogm~, James P <gogma(a;email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To:Gogm~, James P <gogma(a;email.unc.edu> 

To:The ctc mailing list Zc__t__c__~[s_%e__rz_:_u__~_!c__:_e_d__9_£ 

Tonight - Monday 9/30: 

Glaxo Hol Lab 

Hary Ellen Jones (FLOB) 

Neuroscience Research 

Physician’s Offioe B]dg 

Genetic Hedicine 

Tomorrow - Tues@ay I0/1: 

Chapel Hill Nerth 

Davie 

Francis Owen Blood Research Lab 

-- jg 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to [Lea ve-3365’/194-41952708 ./~33465ak)3d406[Y//~O6o~6e[H d2c~b~i[istse:v.unc.e~u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dees, Elizabeth C <claire dees@med.nnc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:43 AM 

Kress, Gary C <gary kress@med.unc.edtp; med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

RE: [ctc] next UNC- 1 removals 

Is this just for tonight or is this from now on? 

From: Kress, Gary C 

Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 8:26 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Subject: FW: [ctc] next UNC-1 removals 

FYI 

From: Keith Gerarden [mailto:gerardek@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 8:19 AM 
To: Kress, Gary C; Hefner, Ronda; Hill, Christine; Bodis, Kimberly C; Kelly, Rachael A; England, Elizabeth M; Haines, Melissa A; Middleton, Samuel 
Cc: DON-IS 
Subject: Fwd: [ctc] next UNC-1 removals 

Division adminis~trators for HelnOnc: 

The UNC- 1 wireless network will be turned offin POB and MEJ *tonight*, Sept. 30th. 

Please send this email on to yonr division employees at your earliest convenience. When the UNC- 1 network is turned off in these locations tonight, anyone depending 

on it for connectivity will not be able to access the nemork unless and until they configure their device(s) to connect to UNC-PSK or UNC- Secure; we prefer using 

UNC-PSK. 

Depaxtmem of Medicine employees- 

Good morning! Please note that if your laptop, phone, or other wireless device is currently connected to UNC- l, you need to chm~ge to either UNC-PSK or UNC- 

Secure because the UNC- 1 network will be turned off*tonight*, Sept. 30th in the buildings listed below. We prefer UNC-PSK, and we recommend that you maJce 

the change today so that you will already be connected to UNC-PSK tolnorrow. You can find the passphrase to UNC-PSK here ._h__t_t_R~?_/_/_!!_e_!£:__u_n__c::__e__d_t~_!!_e_!t~!~L~La__t_-__i~: 

.@_e_z__u__r_Lc:_~?~__k_z__S__sid_:! 

Please reply to dom-is~rned.unc.edu if you encounter any issues in reconfiguring your wireless cormection. 

Thanks, 

Keith 

DOM-IS 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:[ctc] next UNC- 1 re,nova]s: tonight and tomorrow night (Mon/Tues) 

Date:Mon, 30 Sep 2013 11:09:21 ÷0000 

From:Gogan, James P <Nogan~email:unc:edu> 

Reply-To:Gogan, James P <gogan(~emaiLunc.edu> 

To:The ctc ma~ling list < ctc(c%lis~serv.unc.edu> 

Tonight - Monday 9/30: 

Glaxo Hol Lab 

Hary Ellen ,Jones (FLOB) 

Physician’s Office Bldg 

Genetic Hedicine 

Tomorrow - Tuesday i0/1: 

Chapel Hill North 

Davie 

Francis Owen Bleed Research Lab 

-- jg 

To unsubscribe send a blank emaii to leave-33657i94-4552708~f33465ab3d40efY~f06c26eSld2ca4ab@listserv~unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuelmiddleton@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:40 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: Kaps tbr Kids 

Kaps for Kids.docx 

Dear Heme!Onc Family, 
The NC Triangle Oncology Nursing Society is collecting "Kaps for Kids" for children of all ages under going cancer treatment. Bald heads are beautiful, but cold! I will have a 
collection area in my cube at POB and in the Urology clinic. Please donate new handmade or store bought hats for kids of all ages. Donations will be accepted until December 
:t6, and we will distribute the hats between UNC and Duke Peds Oncology. 

This is my third year collecting hats. Last year, we had about 1,500 donated! My goal this year is 2,000. 
I will also be happy to collect cash and purchase Kaps on your behalf if that’s easier. 
Please see attached flyer for details and contact me with any questions or concerns. 
THAN K YOU! 
Mary 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Mary Weinstein Dunn, NP-C, OCN 
Adult Nurse Practitioner 
Urologic Oncology 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



*Kaps should be new (store bought or handmade) 

*Ka~s will be collected and distributed to the UNC and Duke 
Pediatric Ontology Programs 

¯ We appreciate Ka~s for children of all ages 

QUESTIONS: Contact Mary Dunn: mwdunn@med.unc.edu 



6th Annual 

Dr. Jeffress G- Pa~er Lecture 

Medicine GrandRound}: 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 
12 : oopm 

Old Clinic Buila~ng 
Auaqtorium, Room 4008 

Chape 1Hill, NC 

Speaker: Neal young, MD, MACP 
Chief of the Hematology 
Branch, NHLBI 



Department of Medicine Grand Rounds Lecture Series 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 

12:00-1:00 pm 
4008 Old Clinic Auditorium 

The 6th Annual ]effress Palmer Lecture: 
"Bone Marrow Failure, Telomeres, and the New Telomeropathies" 

Presented by: 

Neal Young, MD, MACP 
Chief, Hematology Branch; 

National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute 
National Institutes of Health 

Boxed lunch available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuel_middleton@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:57 AM 

med_everyone-hemonc <med_everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Milowsky, Matthew Ivan <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel 
<samuel_middleton@med.unc.edu> 

HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - 
IMPORTANT! 

On behalf of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Onc 
staff members who will use EPIC should contact their managers for questions related to EPIC training class 
sign up information. 

Basic Information 
Sign up for Epic training classes opened 10/28. While the requisite classes are held in January and February, you are 

encouraged to sign up ASAP to ensure best date/time selection. This email will review the necessar ste s for si n u . 

Crystal Johnson and Patricia Hirsch will be the Epic team facilitating sign up for Hem/Onc EPIC training, should you have 

any questions their contact information is below. In addition, if you need additional assistance registering there is a 

walk-in help session in the Starbucks upper level conference room tomorrow (you will need your username and 

password for LMS). 

Crystal Johnson l Epic@UNC Non-Provider Support Coordinator I UNC Health Care 1919.843.0155 

I ccjohnso@unch.unc.edu 

Patricia Hirschl Epic@UNC Provider Support Coordinator I UNC Health Care I 919-595-6064 I pghirsch@unch.unc.edu 

LMS Iogin Information 

The LMS website requires a username and password. Your ONYEN will not work to access Epic@UNC or 
LMS - you must use a UNC Health Care account. Your login/password if you access clinical applications 
through UNC Hospitals’ Citrix platform - the credentials you will use to access Epic@UNC (and the new LMS) 
are the same credentials you use today to access Citrix, Muse, IMPAX, Web 1000, Sovera, and other clinical 
applications via UNC Hospitals’ Citrix. For our veteran colleagues, your login is likely you’re first initial plus 
the first 7 letters of your last name (i.e. "trobinso" for Tim Robinson). Your password is likely the last six digits 
of your university person ID (PID) - this is the number on your University OneCard. Those of you who j oined 
UNC Hospitals after June 17, 2013, should try the ulD (unnnnn) and password you were issued upon arrival. If 
you are still not successful - Visit this page and provide your information - 
https ://survey.unch.unc. edu/TakeSurvey, aspx? Surve¥ID=12ML1645 or call 919-966-5647 and a Help Desk team 
member will help you obtain your account credentials. 

Hem/Onc Provider Course Sign up Instructions 

Helpful instructions for Hem/Onc provider course sign-up are provided below. If you are a designated Super User you 

should be signing up for the Super User classes as labeled in the courses on the LIVIS website. 

1. Log into the LMS web-site: https://fed:unch:unc.edu/idp/startSSO.ping?PartnerSpld=SumTotal 

2. Select PLAN in the blue bar near the top. 



3. Select TRAINING PLAN from that drop down menu 

4. Search for ONCOLOGIST in the text box next to the l~reen arrow and then click the l~reen arrow to l~et 
classes. There is a medical oncolol~ist l~roupinl~ already loaded in there. 

Name Percent Complete Priority 

Page 1 of 1 

Plan E-Learning Bundle ~0% 
............................................................................................................................................. i~ ............................................................................ 

Oncology Provider 100                               ~o% 

~Oncologv Prov,der 150                               ::0% 

iAmbulatory Provider 200 ::o% 
...................................... : ...................... : ............................................................................... ::! ............................................................................ 
iAmbulatory-Tramed Provider 100 ~o% 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ i:---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

iAmbulatorv-Trained Provider 200                     ::o% 

iPersonalization Lab                                ::o% 

Voice Recognition Lab                             ~o% 

6. NOTE: it appears to me that Amb Provider 200 and Amb-Trained Provider 200 are DIFFERENT and that 

you need both 

7. Select the traininl~ plan that you need by clickinl~ the bull’s-eye in red to the far left. DO NOT CLICK THE 

HYPERLINK!!! 

8. Rel~ister for each of the courses within your traininl~ plan by clickinl~ on the little clipboard on the far left 

- NOT THE HYPERLINK!! Each course will need to be selected and scheduled individually. 

9. Within each course, you need to select a particular class. Select a class in each of the courses but do 

them in order so that you can complete the courses hil~her up the list before doinl~ the next one. BE 

CAREFUL NOT TO SELECT THE SUPERUSER sessions unless you are a superuser. You would know if you 

are. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuelmiddleton@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:16 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Milowsky, Matthew Ivan <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel <samuel middletou@med.unc.edu> 

RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC Tf~&INING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Piease forgive the duplicate email. The waik-in heip session iocated in the Starbucks second floor conference room is today not tomorrow. 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20:t3 8:57 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 
Importance: High 

On behalf of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE iNSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Onc staff members who will use EPiC should 

contact their manaBers for questions related to EPIC training class siBn up information. 

Sign up for Epic training classes opened IO/28, While the requisite classes are held in January and February, you are encouraged ~o sign up ASAP to ensure best 

date/time selection. ~.!?.[~..~E?.~1L~’.!1[[2~?L[r.43~..~.~..e...D..e..g..r.4.~.~]5Z.~:.~2]..[(2~L.~.[g.~..9.p.: Crystal J~hns~n and Patrida H[rs~h will be the Epic team facilitating sign up for 

HemiOnc EPiC tra~ning, should you have any questions their contact ~nformation ~s below. In addition, ff you need additional assistance registering there ~s a walk- 

in help session in the Starbucks upper level conference room today (you will need your username and password for LMS). 

Crystal ~ohnsonI Epic@UNC Non-Provider Support Coordinator ~ UNC Health Ci~re 1919.843.0~.55 Iccjohnso@unch.unc.edu 

Patrida Hirsch~ Ep~c@UNC Provider Support Coordinator ~ IJNC Flea~th Care ~ ~[~ch~nch:un~:~du 

LMS ~ogin ~nformat~oa 

The LMS websik: tvquires a usenaame and pass~rwd Your ONYEN will not work ~o access Epic@UNC or I ,MS - you m~ts~ use a UNC Heal{h Care aecounL 

Your logiw’lX~Ssword if you access clinicat applicatioas fl~rough UNC Hospitals’ Citrix plat~x171~l - [[}e credentials you will use to access Epicc~UNC (and {he new 
LMS) a~e {he s~mae cm&t,tials you use t~day m access Ci{,~x, Muse, IMPAX, Web1000, Sovera, and other c]inica~ applicaIions vm I YN(; Hospitals’ Cigix. For our 

veteran co]]eagueg 3our login is like]y ?~u’m first initid plus fl~e firs~ 7 letle~ of your ]~s~ name (i.e. "lrobinaf’ lbr Tim Robin~m). Yo~r Nssw(~N is like]3 ~he ]as~ six 

dicks of 3 our mfiversiIy t~rs(m ID (PID) d~is is flae number on your UniversiU OneCaN. Those ofyo~ who joined UNC Hospilals al~er .hme 17, 2013. shodd t 

uID (unmmn) aM p~sw(~d you were issued ut~)~ aniwd. [f you are still ~ot successflfl Visit flds page a~d provide ~ur iulbnna~ion - 

credentials. 

HemiOnc Prm,ider Com’se Sinai up Instr~ctio~s 

Nelpful ins[ructions for" HemiOnc provider course sign-up are provided below. If you are a designa[ed Super User you should be signing up for’ the Super IJser 

classes as labeled in the courses on the LMS website. 

:L Log into the t.MS web-site: https:iifed.unch.unc.edu!idpistartSSO.ping?PartnerSpld=SumTotal 

2. Select PLAN in the blue bar near the top, 

3 Select TRAINING PLAN from th~l: drop down menu 

4. Search for ONCOLOG~ST ~n the text box next to the green arrow and then cl~ck the green arrow to get classes. There is a medical oncolog~st grouping 

akeady ~oaded ~n there, 

Complete Priority Name Percent 

Page 1 of 1 

Training Plan E-Learning Bundle 

Oncology Provider :100 

.9___n__~!~__gr_~_La___e___r___a___s_p_. 
Ambulatory Provider 200 

Ambulatory-Trained Provider 200 

Personalization Lab 

DragonVo!ce Recogn!t!on Lab 

O% 

O% 

O% 

0% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

6. NOTE: it appears to me thai Arab Provider 200 and Arab-Trained Provider 200 are DIFFERENT and that you need both 

7. Select the training plan that you need by clicking the bull’s-eye in red to the far ~eft. DO NOT CLICK THE 

8. Register for each of the courses within your trainh~g p~an by c]~cMng on the Httle clipboard on the far ~eft 

need ~:o be sek~cted and s(:hedu~ed 

9 Wil:hir~ each] course, ,iou riced to sere(:[: a part~(:u~ar (:h~5;s, Select a class in each of the courseE but do them k~ order so [:hat you can complete the 

courses Mgher up the Hst before doing the next one~ klE CAREFUL NOT TO SELECT THE SU PERUSER sessions unless you are a superuser, You wou~ 

know ~f you are. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Milowsky, Matthew Ivan <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:33 AM 

Middleton, Samuel <samuel_middleton@med.unc.edu>; med_everyone-hemonc 
<med_everyoneoncology@ad.unc. edu> 

RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - 
IMPORTANT! 

I would encourage all providers to do this ASAP so you will not be 

locked out of certain dates/times. 

MM 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:16 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Please forgive the duplicate email. The walk-in help session located in the Starbucks second floor conference room is 

today not tomorrow. 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 
Importance: High 

On behalf of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Onc 
staff members who will use EPIC should contact their managers for questions related to EPIC training class 
sign up information. 

Basic Information 

Sign up for Epic training classes opened 10/28. While the requisite classes are held in January and February, you are 

encouraged to sign up ASAP to ensure best date/time selection. This email will review the necessar ste s for si n u . 

Crystal Johnson and Patricia Hirsch will be the Epic team facilitating sign up for Hem/Onc EPIC training, should you have 

any questions their contact information is below. In addition, if you need additional assistance registering there is a 

walk-in help session in the Starbucks upper level conference room today (you will need your username and password for 

LMS). 

Crystal Johnson l Epic@UNC Non-Provider Support Coordinator I UNC Health Care 1919.843.0155 

I ccjohnso@unch.unc.edu 

Patricia Hirschl Epic@UNC Provider Support Coordinator I UNC Health Care I 919-595-6064 I pghirsch@unch.unc.edu 

LMS Iogin Information 



The LMS website requires a username and password. Your ONYEN will not work to access Epic@UNC or 
LMS - you must use a UNC Health Care account. Your login/password if you access clinical applications 

through UNC Hospitals’ Citrix platform - the credentials you will use to access Epic@UNC (and the new LMS) 
are the same credentials you use today to access Citrix, Muse, IMPAX, Web 1000, Sovera, and other clinical 

applications via UNC Hospitals’ Citrix. For our veteran colleagues, your login is likely you’re first initial plus 

the first 7 letters of your last name (i.e. "trobinso" for Tim Robinson). Your password is likely the last six digits 

of your university person ID (PID) - this is the number on your University OneCard. Those of you who j oined 
UNC Hospitals after June 17, 2013, should try the uID (unnnnn) and password you were issued upon arrival. If 

you are still not successful - Visit this page and provide your information - 
https ://survey.unch.unc. edu/TakeSurvey, aspx? SurveyID=12ML1645 or call 919-966-5647 and a Help Desk team 
member will help you obtain your account credentials. 

Hem/Onc Provider Course Sign up Instructions 

Helpful instructions for Hem/Onc provider course sign-up are provided below. If you are a designated Super User you 

should be signing up for the Super User classes as labeled in the courses on the LMS website. 

1. Log into the LMS web-site: https://fed.unch~unc~edu/idp/startSSO.ping?PartnerSpld=SumTotal 

2. Select PLAN in the blue bar near the top. 

3. Select TRAINING PLAN from that drop down menu 

4. Search for ONCOLOGIST in the text box next to the green arrow and then click the green arrow to get 

classes. There is a medical oncologist grouping already loaded in there. 

Name Percent Complete Priority 

Page 1 of 1 

iTraining Plan E-Learning Bundle ::o% 

iOncology Provider 100 ::o% 

Oncology Provider 150 ::o% 

Ambulatory Provider 200 i0% 

iAmbulatory-Trained Provider 100 ~0% 
i:~;;!:?;~;~ "’""~ ............................................................................................................................................. i~ ............................................................................ 

Ambulatory-Trained Provider 200 ~o% 

~Personahzat=on Lab ::o% 

iDragon Voice Recognition Lab ::0% 

6. NOTE: it appears to me that Amb Provider 200 and Amb-Trained Provider 200 are DIFFERENT and that 

you need both 

7. Select the training plan that you need by clicking the bull’s-eye in red to the far left. DO NOT CLICK THE 

HYPERLINK!!! 
8. Register for each of the courses within your training plan by clicking on the little clipboard on the far left 

- NOT THE H¥PERLINK!! Each course will need to be selected and scheduled individually. 

9. Within each course, you need to select a particular class. Select a class in each of the courses but do 

them in order so that you can complete the courses higher up the list before doing the next one. BE 

CAREFUL NOT TO SELECT THE SUPERUSER sessions unless you are a superuser. You would know if you 



are. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Going through this now, I would second Matt’s advice. Spots are filling up fast. 

Wood. Willimn Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edup 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

Milowsky, Matthew Ivan <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu>; Middleton, SaJnuel <sa~nuel middleton@med.unc.edu>; medgveryone- 

hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

From: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Middleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc 
Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

~ would encourage all providers to do this ASAP so you will not be locked out of certain dates/times, 
MM 
From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:16 AM 

To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; NiddleMn, Samuel 
Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC T~INING C~SS SIGN UP INFORMA~ON - IMPORTA~[ 

P~eas~ ~org~ve th~ duplicate emaiL The w~kqn he~ session ~ocated in the Starbucks second floor conference room ~s today not tomorrow, 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
E:c: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 
Importance: High 

On behaff of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Onc staff members who will use EPIC should 

contact their managers for questions related to EPIC training class sign up information, 

Basic ~n~orn~ion 

Sign up for Epic training classes opened $0/28. While the requisite cla~se~ are he~ h~ January and February, you are encouraged to s~gn up ASAP to ensure be~t 

date!time selection. Th~s emai~ w~N review the necessar, ~s for ~o. Crystal lohnson and Patrida H~rsch w~N be the Epic team fadNtating s~gn up for 

HemiOru:: EP~{:: traming, shm.dd you bare any questions t:he~r contact ~nformation ~s bek)w. ~n addi[:~o[% i[ you need addi[:~ot~a[ assistance registering there ~s a walk-- 

in hNp session ~n the Starbucks upper level con[:erence room today (you will need your username and password [:or 

C~sta[ Jehnsen~ Epic@UNC Non-.Provider Support Coordh~ator [ UNC Health Care 1919.843.0155 

Patdda Hirsch~ Ep~c@UNC Provider Support Coordinator ~ UNC Hea~th Care ~ 

The LMS website requires a usemame and password. Yot~ ONYEN will not work to access Epic(b;UNC of l ,MS -. }’ou must use a UNC Health Care 

Your loginipasm~r~rd if you access cimical applications through UNC Hospitals" CitrJx i~Jat./bt~a - ~he crede~Nals you will use to access Epic@UNC (and d~e new 

I .MS) arc d~e same cmdentiNs you use mda} ~o access Ci~fix, Muse, IMPAX, Web] 000., SoYera, a~d oflaer clinical applications ~’ia UNC Hospffals’ GNx. For our 

~’etcmn co]leagucs, your logJn is likoly yoa’rc first J~Nai p~as d~e firs~ 7 letters of your last name (i .e. "m:~bm~¢’ lbr Tim Robin~x~). Yon: R%sword is likely the las~ six 

digits of your uni~rersib ~x:r~m ID (PID) N~s~s~emmaber~nyourU~i¥ersi1y~neCa~1T~se~fy~w~joinedUNCH~spita~sat~erJ~me~7.~2~3,sh~u~dt~a~e 

aid (u~mnnn) and passwoN you wen issued ugx~n amval, It’ yogi are still not successN~ Visit this page and provide ?our infk~m~adon - 

htG~s:)’su~e~,.u~ch.u~c.ed~(TakeSurvewaspx?SurvevID:::]2MLl(7~5 or call 919-966-5647 and a Help Desk loam mem[~r will ~elp you obmm ?our accom~l 

crede~Nals. 

I leml(~c Pro~-ider Com’se N~ up 

He~pfu~ ~nstructions for ~sm/Onc provider course s~gn-up ~re provided below~ If gou are ~ designated Super User gou should be s~gn~ng up for the Super User 

classes as labeled in the courses on the [.MS website. 

:1.. Log into l:he [.MS web-site: https://fed.unch.unc.edu/idp/startSSO.ping?PartnerSpld=SumTotal 

2. Select PLAN h~ the blue bar near the top. 

3. SelectTRDINING PLAN from that drop down menu 

4. Search for L)?~CL)LL)L,k>r k~ the text box next to the green arrow end then cffck the green arrow to get classes. There is a med~ca~ oncolog~st grouping 

akeady loaded m there. 

.!iii" I                   ame                  !      Percent Complete      I Pr,or,  
Page 1 of 1 

Training Plan E-Learning Bundle 

Onco!ogy Provider 100 

Oncology Provider 150 

Ambulatory-Trained Provider 100 

Ambu!atory-Tra!ned Provider 200 

Personalization Lab 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 



7. Select d~e trainin£ plan theft you need bv clicl<in& the bull"s-eye in red to d~e f~r left, DO NOT CL1¢t( TbfE ~qYPERLINKi~ 

8~ P, esister’ for ead~ o~: ~e courses w~th~n your’ tr’ain~n 

need to be selected a~d scheduled 

9. Within each course, you need to select a pa~dcu~a~ 

courses h~gher up the ~is~ before do~ng ~he next one. {¢E (:A{~EFUL NOT TO 5}X.i}{::T "I’}-IE 5].J~ERUS[-R sessk~ns 8nless you a~’e 8 su~)eruser. You would 

ksow ~[ you are. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grilley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko_grilley-olson@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:01 PM 

Wood, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu>; Milowsky, Matthew Ivan 

<matt_milowsky@med.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel 

<samuel_middleton@ med.unc.edu>; med_everyone-hemonc 

< med_eve ryoneoncolosy@ad .u nc.ed u> 

Re: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION -IMPORTANT! 

Do we need to take all of the classes in that exact order or just the 100 before 200 etc? In otherwords can we take the 

oncology ones after the ambulatory ones? 

From: <Wood>, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: "Milowsky, Matthew Ivan" <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu>, Samuel Middleton 

<samuel middleton@med.unc.edu>, med_everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncolosy@ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Going through this now, I would second Matt’s advice. Spots are filling up fast. 

From’ Milowsky, Matthew Ivan 
Sent’ Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:33 AM 
To,, Middleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc 
Subject’ RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

I would encourage all providers to do this ASAP so you will not be 

locked out of certain dates/times. 

MM 

From’ Middleton, Samuel 
Sent’ Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:16 AM 
To,, med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc," Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject’ RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Please forgive the duplicate email. The walk-in help session located in the Starbucks second floor conference room is 

today not tomorrow. 

From’ Middleton, Samuel 
Sent’ Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:57 AM 
To,, med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc." Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject’ HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 
Importance: High 

On behalf of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Onc 
staff members who will use EPIC should contact their managers for questions related to EPIC training class 



sign up information. 

Basic Information 
Sign up for Epic training classes opened 10/28. While the requisite classes are held in January and February, you are 

encouraged to sign up ASAP to ensure best date/time selection. ~h~!~s~e~m~a~!~w~!!!~[~e~v~!~e~w~t~h~e~n~e~c~e~s~s~a~[~§~§~L~!g~p= 

Crystal Johnson and Patricia Hirsch will be the Epic team facilitating sign up for Hem/Onc EPIC training, should you have 

any questions their contact information is below. In addition, if you need additional assistance registering there is a 

walk-in help session in the Starbucks upper level conference room today (you will need your username and password 

for LMS). 

Crystal Johnson l Epic@UNC Non-Provider Support Coordinator I UNC Health Care 1919.843.0155 

I ~johnso@unch.unc.edu 

Patricia Hirschl Epic@UNC Provider Support Coordinator I UNC Health Care I 919-595-6064 I pghirsch@unch.unc.edu 

LMS Iogin Information 
The LMS website requires a username and password. Your ONYEN will not work to access Epic@UNC or 
LMS - you must use a UNC Health Care account. Your login/password if you access clinical applications 

through UNC Hospitals’ Citrix platform - the credentials you will use to access Epic@UNC (and the new 
LMS) are the same credentials you use today to access Citrix, Muse, IMPAX, Web 1000, Sovera, and other 

clinical applications via UNC Hospitals’ Citrix. For our veteran colleagues, your login is likely you’re first 
initial plus the first 7 letters of your last name (i.e. "trobinso" for Tim Robinson). Your password is likely the 
last six digits of your university person ID (PID) - this is the number on your University OneCard. Those of 

you who joined UNC Hospitals after June 17, 2013, should try the uID (unnnnn) and password you were issued 
upon arrival. If you are still not successful - Visit this page and provide your information - 
https ://survey.unch.unc. edu/TakeSurvey, aspx? SurveyID=12ML1645 or call 919-966-5647 and a Help Desk 

team member will help you obtain your account credentials. 

Hem/Onc Provider Course Sign up Instructions 
Helpful instructions for Hem/Onc provider course sign-up are provided below. If you are a designated Super User you 

should be signing up for the Super User classes as labeled in the courses on the LMS website. 

1. Log into the LMS web-site: https://fed.unch.unc.edu/idp/startSSO.ping?PartnerSpld=SumTotal 

2. Select PLAN in the blue bar near the top. 

3. Select TRAINING PLAN from that drop down menu 

4. Search for ONCOLOGIST in the text box next to the green arrow and then click the green arrow to get 

classes. There is a medical oncologist grouping already loaded in there. 

.....................................................................................Name Percent Complete i Pnor=ty 

Page 1 of 1 

iTraining Plan E-Learning Bundle io% 

iOncology Provider 100 110% 

~Oncologv Provider 1.50 io% 
~’""" ......................................... ~ .................................................................................................... i ............................................................................ 

~Ambulatory Prov,der 200 ~o% 

iAmbulatory-Trained Provider 100 i0% 

Ambulatory-Trained Provider 200 o% 



iPersonalization Lab io% 
i:~;!~!~;:i~ "’""~ .............................................................................................................................................. :~ ............................................................................ 

.Dragon Voice Recognition Lab .0% 

6. NOTE: it appears to me that Arab Provider 200 and Arab-Trained Provider 200 are DIFFERENT and that 

you need both 

7. Select the training plan that you need by clicking the bull’s-eye in red to the far left. DO NOT CLICK THE 

HYPERLINK!!! 
8. Register for each of the courses within your training plan by clicking on the little clipboard on the far 

left - NOT THE HYPERLINK!! Each course will need to be selected and scheduled individually. 

9. Within each course, you need to select a particular class. Select a class in each of the courses but do 

them in order so that you can complete the courses higher up the list before doing the next one. BE 

CAREFUL NOT TO SELECT THE SUPERUSER sessions unless you are a superuser. You would know if you 

are. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Milowsky, Matthew Ivm~ <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:04 PM 

Grilley-Olso~, Juneko E <juueko grilley-olsou@med.unc.edu> 

Wood, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel <samuelmiddleton@med.unc.edu>; med eveo,one-hemonc 
<med everyoueoucology@ad.anc.edu>; Patricia Hirsch <PGHirsch@unch.unc.edu>; Crystal <CrystoJ. Johnsou@unch. unc. edu> Johnsou 

<Cryst~2l.Johnsou@uuch.uuc.edu> 

Re: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TI~\INING CLASS SIGN UP INFORIVD\TION - IMPORTANT! 

image001.gif, image002.gif, image003.gif 

Please direct all questions to Patricia and C~stal (informatiou below). To m~swer your question should be ok. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:01 PM, "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <~uneko gli!les!-o!son@rned:unc.edu> wrote: 

Do we need to take all of the classes in that exact order or just the 100 before 200 etc? In otherwords can we take the oncology ones after the 

ambulatory, ones? 

From: <Wood>, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: "Milowsky, Matthew Ivan" <.__m___a__t__t____m__j_L_o_A_s__k__y_@med.unc.edu>, Samuel Middleton <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu>, med_everyone-hemonc 

<med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPICTRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Going through this now, I would second Matt’s advice. Spot~ are filling up fast. 

From: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:33 AM 

To: Middleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc 

Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT[ 

~ wo~d encourage al~ providers to do this ASAP so you will not be ~ocked out of certain 

dates/times. 

Prom: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:16 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
~¢: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
S~bject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 
Please forgive the duplicate emailo The walk-in help sess}on located in the Starbucks second floor conference room is today not tomorrow° 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
C¢: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; IVliddleton, Samuel 
Subject: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 
Importance: High 

On behalf of Dr. Miiowsk¥: 

THESE INSTROCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem]Onc staff members who will use 

EPIC should contact their managers for questions related to EPIC training class sign up information. 

Basic Information 

Sign up for Epic t:raining classes .:_~pened 10/28. ’vVhile t:he requisite classes are held in January and R?b~uary~ Vou are encouraged to sign up £SAP to 

ensure best dateith~e selectk~n, T’Ms emai~ w~ll review the necessar ¯ ~s [(~ sign u ). Crys~:al ,Johnson and Patrida Hksch w~l~ be the Epic team 

facilitating sign up for HerniOnc EPiC training, should you have any questions their contact kfformat~on is below, h~ addition, if you need additionai 

assistance registering there is a wa~k-in he~p session ~n the Starbucks upper levei conference room today (you will need your usernarne and password 

for 

CWst~l JohnsonI Epic@UNC Non-Provider Support Coordh~ator ] UNC Heakh Care ~919.843,0:[B5 lcc~ohnso@unch,unc.edu 

~atrkia HJrsgh] Ep~c@UNC Provider Support Coordinator ~ UNC Hea~th Care I ~pghirsch@unch4mc.edu 

LNS tog~n ~nformation 

The [ ,MS website requires a usemame a~d ~ssword. Your ONYEN wi[~ uot work to access Epic~ ! TNC or LMS ~ )ou must ~se a ~ ~NC. ]{ea]fl~ Care 

accounL Your loginiNssword if you ~cess cEuical app~icatioa:~ through UNC t [ospimls’ Ckdx p~atlbm~ - the cmde~Nals you wi~ use to access 

Epic@UNC (and the new [ .MS) a~ fl~e same creder~tids you use today to access Citn~ Muse, IMPAX, Web1000, Sover~k a~d other c~inical 

appJications sia UNC HospiCes’ Citr~x. For oar veteran colJe~ues, }.our logm is lil, cl}. y,m’m fir~ initial plus fl~e first 7 letters of year last n~m~e 

OneCard. Those of}.oa ~ho jomed UNC } ~ospitaJs at~e~ June 17, 2013, should t~F the ulD (mmrmn) arid password you were issued t~pon 

are s*il~ not s~ccessfl~l Visit this page and provide yon: inlbrmadon - bttt~s:,,’/st~rvev.~mch.~mc ed~£TakeSm~ey.a~x?S~e~qD=J2ML1645 or cNi 919- 

966-5647 aad a HeJp Desk k:an member will help you ol:~ain your account 

He~dO~c Proqder Course N#~ ~q~ 

Helpful ~nstructions for Hem/One provh~er course s~gn.-up are provided beh:~w, ~f Vou are a designated Super User you should be signMg up for the 

Super User’ classes as labeled ~n the courses on the LMS webs~te. 



Log into the LMS web-site: https:i!fed~unch.unc.eduiidp!startSSO~ping?PartnerSpld=SumTotal 

Select PLAN in [be blue bar near d~e lop. 

Select TRAINING PLAN fforn thai drop down rnenu 

Search for C=HCCd.C=(-:=~ST m the text box next to the green arrow snd tiler click the green arrow to get classes~ There is a medical 

oncolog~st grouph~g already loaded in there, 
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training Plan E-Learning Bundle 0% 

Dncolog¥ Provider :tOO 0% 

Dncolog¥ Provider 150 o% 

Ambulatory Provider 200 o% 

Ambulatory-Trained Provider 100 0% 

--~----m--~-u--!-a-~-t--~-~r~v-~-T--r~-a-!~-n---e-~--P--r--~---v-!~-e--r-~-~---~-. o % 
Personalization Lab 0% ............................................. 
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NOTE: il: a~peP, rs to me that Ar’cEb Provider 20g" and Arnb-TrP, ined Provider 200 i~re Dff:FERENT i~nd d~at you need bod~ 

Se~ec~: the ~:rainmg p~an that you need by di~:Mng the bu~[’s-eye h’t red to the Jar ]eft:, DO NOT {::LICK THE HYP[-RLINK~[ 

Register for each o~: d~e courses w~th~n your’ trah~ng p~an by cl~cking on the ]~tt~e d~pboard on the far ~eft .- NOT TNE HYPERLIN](H Each 

course w~H need to be seiected and scheduled ~nd~viduatiy, 

W~t]~h~ eac]~ course, you need to select a particular class, Select s class ~n each of t]~e courses but do them in order so that you can 

comp]ete the courses Mgher up the I~st before doing the next one. BE CAREFUL NOT TO SE].E(Z THE SUPERUSER sessions uR]ess you are 

a su]:~eruser, You wou~d ]~now ff you are. 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Whang, Yotmg E <young whang@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:09 PM 

Milowsky, Matthew Iva~ <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu:~; (hilley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu-~ 

Wood, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel <samuelmiddleton@med.unc.edu>; med eveo,one-hemonc 
<med eveuooeoocology@ad.unc.edu>; Patricia Hirsch <PGHirsch@unch.unc.edu>; Crystal <Crysta£ Johnsoo@unch. unc. edu> Johnsoo 

<Cryst~J.Johnsoo@unch.unc.edu> 

RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC Tf{AINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

The registration system stopped working hall: an hour ago for me. Anyone else having a same problem? if so, this is probably a system wide problem. Please let us 

know when it starts to work. 

From: Nilowsky, Natthew Ivan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 $2:04 PM 
To: GNley-Olson, Juneko E 
Co: Wood, William Allen .]r; Niddleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc; Patricia Hirsch; Crystal <Crystal..]ohnson@unch. unc. edu> Johnson 
Subject: Re: HEN ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORNATION - IIvlPORTANT! 

Please direct all questions to Patricia and Crystal (information below). To answer your question should be ok. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:01 PM, "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <juneko...grilley-olson@med~unc.edu> wrote: 

Do we need to take all of the classes in that exact order or just the 100 before 200 etc? In otherwords can we take the oncNogy ones after the 

ambulatory ones? 

From: <Wood>, William Allen Jr <wawood(~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: "Milowsky, Matthew Ivan" <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu>, Samuel Middleton <samuel middletonC~med~unc.edu>, med_everyone-hemonc 

<med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPICTRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Going through this now, I would second Matt’s advice. Spots are filling up fast. 

From: Milowslel, Matthew Ivan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Middleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc 
Subject; RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

~ wo~ld encourage al~ providers to do this ASAP so ~]ou wN not be ~ocked out of certain 
dates/times, 
MM 
From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:$6 AN 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
C¢: Milowsky, Na~hew Ivan; Niddleton, Samuel 
Subject= RE: HEN ONC PROVIDER EPIC T~INING C~S SIGN UP INFORNA~ON - INPORTANT[ 

Please forgive the duplicate email. The walk-i~ help session located in the Starbucks second floor conference room is today not tomorrow~ 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2023 8:57 AM 

To: med_eve~one-hemonc 
Cc: Milowsky, Ma~hew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC ~INING C~S SIGN UP IN~RMA~ON - IMPORTA~[ 
Impo~ance: High 

On behalf of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Uric staff members who will use 

EPIC should contact their managers for questions related to EPIC training class sign up information. 

S~gn up for Epic Lrairfing classes opened $0/28. Whi~e Lhe requisite classes are he~d in January and February, you are encouraged to sign up ASAP to 

facilitating sign up for Hem!One EPiC training, should you have ~ny questions their contact hsform~tio~ ~s below. ~n addition, if you need additional 

assistance registering there is ~ wa~k-in he~0 session in the Starbucks upper love/conference room today (you will need your username and password 

for 

£~stal Johnsenl Epic@UNC Nor~--Provider SupporL CoordinsLor ~ UNC Hea~th Care 1919.843.0155 Icc~ohnso~unch.unc.edu 

Patr~cia H~rsch~ Ep~c@UNC Provider Support Coordinator ~ UNC Hea~th Care ] 

LM5 logan Informat~o# 

The LMS website requires a username and password. Your ONY[N will not work to access Epic@UNC or LMS - you must use a UNC Hea~th Care account. 

Your logan/password ~f you access cH[~k:a] ~pp]~(:at~ons through UNC H.asp~tals’ Citrb: plat:form - t:he credenth~ls you w~H use to access Ep~c@UNC (and 

the new LMS) are the same credentials you use today to access Citr~x, k4use, ~MPAX, WebtO00~ Sovera, and other din~ca] applications via UNC 

Hospitals’ Qtrix. ~or our veteran colleagues, your ]oghs ~s Hkeiy you’re first in~t~a~ p~us the first 7 letters of your last name (Le~ "trobhsso" for Tim 
P, obk~son). Your password is Hkely the last six d~g~ts of your university person ID (P~D) --- th~s ~s the number on your University OneCard~ Those of you 

who ~oined UNC Hospitals after June I7, 2013, should try the uiD (unnnnn) and password you were issued upon arrival. ~f ~ou are still ~ot successfu~ - 
Vb~t this page and provide your ~n~:orrnation - ~1~[?-~Z~-~L~[~t~£~:-L~:-~1~:-~-~-M-~-~-¢~-#-[~t~£~:-~:&}~-~£~-~:[~:~]:4£~-~:~ or ca~l 9 I9-9~6--5647 and a Help Desk 

team member wH~ help you obtain your account credentials. 

Hem/One Provider Course S{g~ up 



Helpful instructions for Hem/On( provider course sign.-up ~re provided below. ~f you are ~ designated Super User you should be signing up for the 

Super User’ classes as labeled #~ the courses on the LMS webs~te. 

Z Select PLAN ~n the blue bar near d~e top. 

3. Select TRAINING PI.AN from that drop down me~lu 

4 Search fl:~r (:~NE(:~L(:~(-;~S} ~ the text box ne~t to the green arrow ~nd then cl~ck 1:he 8reen arrow to get classes, [here is a med~:a~ 

oncolog~s~ 8roup~n~ already ~oaded in there, 
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Training Plan E=Learning Bundle 

OncNog¥ Provider 100 

._O__£_c___o_!__o_g,~ Provider 150 

Ambulator¥oTrained Provider 200 

Personalization Lab 

Dragon Voice Recognition Lab 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 
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Priorit~ 

E NOTE: it appears to me that Arab Provider 200 and Arab-Trained fSrovider 200 are DIFFERENT ant1 d~at you need bod~ 

7. Select the trairfing p~an that you need by dicMn8 the but~’s-eye ~n red to the ~:ar ~eft, DO NOT CUCK TNE HYPERLINK~![ 

& Re~ster for each of d~e courses w~th~n your trsh~n8 p~an by cl~ckin~ o~ the ~tde d~pboard o~ the far ~eft - NOTTHE HYPERUNK~i Each 

course w~l need to be sebcted and scheduled ~nd~vidua~y. 

9. W~th~n each ~:ourse, yo~J need to sebcl: a partk:ubr divas, Se~ed ~ (:lass ~n cinch of the co~Jrses b~Jl: do them in order so th;~l: you can 

comp~el:e 1:he courses h~gher up the I~sl: befl:~re doin8 the ~ex~ one, BE CARE{:UL NOT TO SELE(7 ;t-tE SUPERUSER sesskms unless you are 

s superuser~ You woutd know ~: you are, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Milowsky, Matthew Ivm~ <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:11 PM 

Whang, Young E <young whang@med.unc.edu-> 

(Nlley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu>; Wood, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel 
<samuel ~niddle~on@med.uuc.edu>; med evelTone-hemonc <reed evelyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu>; Patricia Hirsch 

<PGHirsch@unch.unc.edu:>; Crystal <C17slal. Johnson@unch. unc. edt~- Jolmson <C17staJ.Johnsou@unch.uuc.edu> 

Re: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORIVD\TION - IMPORTANT! 

Can we please address issues to C~stal and Patricia - thanks 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:09 PM, "Whang, Young E" <young whang(tbmed.unc.edu:~ wrote: 

The registration system stopped working half an hour ago for me. Anyone else having a same problem? If so, this is probably a system wide problem~ 

Ph:’ase h:’~: us know when it st~;rts to work 

From: Milowslet, Matthew Ivan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:04 PM 
To: Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 
Co: Wood, William Allen Jr; Middleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc; Patdcia Hirsch; Crystal <Crystal. Johnson@unch. unc. edu> Johnson 
Subject: Re: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Please direct all questions to Patrida and Crystal (information below). To answer your question should be ok. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:01 PM, "Grilley-Olson, Juneko E" <juneko grilley--olson@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Do we need to take all of the classes in that exact order or just the 100 before 200 etc? In otherwords can we take the oncology ones after 

the ambulatory ones? 

From: <Wood>, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: "Milowsky, Matthew Ivan" <__m___a_t_L_m_!J_9__w___s_ls__y__@.___m__e__d_:__u___n_c__:_e_d___u_.>, Samuel Middleton <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu>, 

med_everyone-hemonc <med...everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Going through this now, I would second lvla~s advice. Spots are filling up fast. 

From: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Middleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc 
Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

I wouM encourage all providers to do this ASAP so you will not be locked out of 

certain dates/times, 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:16 AN 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Please forgive the dup{icate email. The walk-in help session located in the Starbucks second floor conference room is todaV not 

tomorrOV~o 

From: Middleton, Samuel 
Sent; Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:57 AM 
To: med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc: Milowsky, Matthew Ivan; Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 
Impor’mnce: High 

On behalf of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEIVIATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Onc staff members 

who wi~ use EPIC shouM contact their managers for questions re~ated to EPIC training class sign up information. 

Basic ~nformation 

Sign up [or Epic training clssses opened 10/28. While the requisi~:e ch~ss~-_~s are held in .h~nuary and February, you are encoursged to sign 

up ASAP to ensure bes~: date/time seh-:~ction. This email 

wilt be the Epic team facilitating sign up [:or Hem/Onc EPIC training, should you have any questions their contact b~formation is below. In 

addition, if you need additional assistance registering there ~s a walkqn he~p session in the Starbucks upper ~evel conference room today 

(gou w~ need your usemame and password for 

Crystal ,~ohnson~ ~)p~c@UNC Non.-Provider Support: Coordini~tor I UNC Hea~th Csre ~929,843.0155 ~ ccjoht~so@unch,u~c,edu 

9atr~cia H~rsch~ Epk:@U NC Provkler Support Coordinator I U NC Ele~lth Care Ip~hksch@unch,unc,edu 

LMS IogM 

The LMS webs~[e requires a username and password. Your ONYEN wHf no[ work to access Epic@UNC or LMS - you must use a UNC Health 

Care ~cco~Jnt~ Your logan/password ~f you access clinical applications through U NC Hospitals’ C~tr~x platform - the credentials you will use 



to access Epic@UNC (and the new [.MS) are! the s~nle credenl:ials you use ~oday to access C~l:rb:, Muse, IM PAX, WeblO00, Sovera, and 

othe~ d~n~ca~ applications v~a UNC Hospitals" Citdx. For our veLeran co~easues, your ~osin is ~ike~y you’re first ~nit~a~ plus the Brst 7 
~e~:~ers of your ~sl: ru~me (Le "trob~nso" for ~~m r¢obinson}. Your ~assword ~s I~ke~y the h~st sk,< digits o[ your urHversil:y person ID (~ID) 

tMs ~s Lhe number on your Urfivers~ty OneCard~ Those of you who joined UNC Hospitals afLer June $7, 20~3, should t~y Lhe u~D (unnnnn} 

and password you were ~ssued upon i~rFival If you are s]:~J~ not suec¢ss~u~- Visit [h~s page and provide your informatkm -- 

[~2:~)~LL[~4~~"~z:~2@:~2~[~1~L[~]~. or cNI 9 I9--956-56~ 7 and a Help Desk tearn member will he~p you 
obtah~ your account credeetials. 

}-Ie~h.H in~d:ruclJons h:~r Hem/One provider courage sign-.up are ~rov~ded bek)w. ~f you are a desisnated Super U~eF you shoukJ be 

u~) ~or the Su~)er User ciasses as h~be~ed in the cours~es~ on the LM~ webs~te. 

2. Select PLAN i~ the Mue bar near the top. 

3. Select TRAiNiNG PLAN from that drop down mem~ 

4. Search for ON(:OLOG~ST hi the text box next to the 8teen arrow and then cl~ck the 8teen arrow to ~et classes. There 

medk:al otx:o~ogist gFoup4n~ a~re~Edy loaded 4t~ there, 
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Training Plan E-ILearning Bundle 

Ontology Provider 100 

Ontology Provider :150 

Ambulatory Prov!der 200 

__A____m___b___u__[a__t___o__r_y-Trained Provider :100 

__A____m___b___u__[a__t___o__r_y-Trained Provider 200 

Personaiization Lab 

Dragon Voice Recognition ILab 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

7. Select [he training plan thai you need by diddng [he bulls-eye in Fed to [he far leFt. DO NOT CLICK THE HYPERLINK!!i 

8, Register ~:or each of the courses vdthin your training plan by dicl<~ng on the I~tt]e cI~pbosrd on the faF left -. NOTTHE 

HYPERIJNK~ Each course w~l~ need to be selected sn~ scheduled individually. 

9. W~tMn each course, you nee~ to select a particular class. Select a class h] each of the courses but do them ~n order so that 

you car~ complete the courses higher up the ~is~ befoFe do~r~g the he’,d: one. BE CAR[-FUL NO] TO SELECT FH[- SUPE~USER 

sessions u~l~ess you are ;~ supeFuser. YOU wou~d k[~ow ~f you are. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Serody, Jonathan S ~onathan serody@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:12 PM 

Milowsky, Matt~hew Ivan qnatt milow@@med.unc.e&~>; Whang, Young E <young whang@med.unc.edu> 

(hJlley-Olson, Juneko E <juneko grilley-olson@med.unc.edu>; Wood, William Allen Jr <wawood@email.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel 

<samuel ~niddleton@med.unc.edu>; med eveo~one-hemonc <reed eve~yoneoncology@ad.unc.edu>; Patricia Hirsch 

<PGHirsch@unch.unc.edu>; Crystal <QysEal. Johnson@unch. unc. edt~- Jolmson <Co~sta£Johnson@unch.unc.edu> 

RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TfLAANING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Sorry Matt to respond here. I’ve had to constantly come out of the program and then back in to continue to be able to ~egiffter for modules. Without doing this, the 

system occasionally has frozen and roll allow me to select a time but not submit the time for confirmation. 

Jon 

Jonathan S Serody MD 

Elizabeth Thomas Professor of Medicine, Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chief Division of Hematology and Medical Oncology 

Director Immunotherapy Program Lineberger Cancer Center 

Co-leader: Immunology Program Lineberger Cancer Center 

FAX: 919 966-8212 

Phone: 919 966-3036 

From= [Vlilowsky, Matthew Ivan 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:11 PM 
To= Whang, Young E 
Cc; Gdlley-Olson, Juneko E; Wood, William Allen Jr; IVliddleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc; Patricia Hirsch; Crystal <Crystal. Johnson@unch. unc. edu> Johnson 
Subject= Re: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORNATION - IMPORTANT! 

Can we please address issues to Crystal and Patricia - thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:09 PM, "Whang, Young E" <k’__o___u___n_g___w___h___a___n_g~__n_!__e__d__:__u___n__c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

The registration sysb-:~m stopped working half an hour ago For me. Anyone el~.;e having a same problem? t~ so, this is probably a ~.;¥s[:ern wid~:_~ pr.:_~bh:_~m 

Please leL us know when it starts to work. 

From= Milowsky, IVlatthew Ivan 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:04- PM 
To= Grilley-Olson, Juneko E 
Cc-" Wood, William Allen Jr; Pliddleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc; Patdcia Hirsch; Crystal <Crystal. Johnson@unch. unc. edu> Johnson 
Subject= Re: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORIVlATION - IMPORTANT[ 

Please direct all questions to Patrida and Crystal (information below). To answer your question should be ok. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 12:01 PM, "Grilley-OIson, Juneko E" <j$!neko g[j[!ey-olso!~@m~cl=$!n£=gd!~> wrote: 

Do we need to take all of the classes in that exact order or just the 100 before 200 etc? In otherwords can we take the oncology ones after 

the ambulatory ones? 

From: <Wood>, William Allen Jr <.w_a_~9_0._d__ .@._e__n_!_a_[]:.u__D_c_:_e_._d_..u_> 

Date: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: "Milowsky, Matthew Ivan" <matt milowsky@med.unc.edu>, Samuel Middleton <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu>, 

med_everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

Going through this now, I would second Natt’s advice. Spots are filling up fast. 

From= Milowsky, Matthew Ivan 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:33 AM 

To= Middleton, Samuel; med_everyone-hemonc 

Subject= RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CkASS SIGN UP INFORMATION - IMPORTANT! 

I would encourage all providers to do this ASAP so you will not be locked out of 

certain dates/times. 

From= Niddleton, Samuel 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 9:16 AM 
To= med_everyone-hemonc 

Cc= Nilowsky, Matthew Ivan; IVliddleton, Samuel 
Subject: RE: HEM ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORNATION - IMPORTANT! 

Please forgive the duplicate email. The walk-in help session located in the Starbucks second f~oor conference room is today not 

tomorrow. 

From= Niddleton, Samuel 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 2013 8:57 AM 
To= med_everyone-hemonc 
Cc: Nilowsky, Matthew Ivan; Niddleton, Samuel 
Subject= HEN ONC PROVIDER EPIC TRAINING CLASS SIGN UP INFORNATION - IMPORTANT! 
Importance: High 



On behalf of Dr. Milowsky: 

THESE INSTRUCTIONS ARE SPECIFIC FOR HEMATOLOGY/MEDICAL ONCOLOGY PROVIDERS. Other Hem/Onc staff members 

who will use EPIC should contact their managers for questions related to EPIC training class sign up information. 

Sign up for Epic training classes opened ~0/28. While the requisite classes are he~d h~ January and February, you are encouraged to s~gn 

u~ ASAP to ensure bes~: date/time selection, This email wi~ review the necessar ~n u ). Crystal ~oh~so~ and 

w~H be the E~)~c team fac~Htating s~gn up for Hem/One EPK; training., should you have any ques[:~ons their contact irfformath:m 

addition, ~f you need additional assistance registering d~ere ~s s wslkqn he~p session in the Sta~bucks upper ~evel conference room today 

(you wH~ need your username and password for LMS), 

Crystal Joh~sonl Ep~c@UNC Non-Provider Support Coordinato~ ~ UNC Nea~th Ca~e ~9:[9,S43.0155 l ccjohnso@usch,unc,edu 

£atdda Nirsch~ Epic@U NC Provider Support Coordk~ator I U NC Health Care ~gh~rsch@unch,unc,edu 

LMS logan I~for~atio~ 
The LMS webs~:e requkes a username arid password, Your ONYEN w~lJ no~: work to access Epk:@UNC or LMS - you must use a UNC Health 

Care ~ccouBt~ Your logan/password ~f you access cHnica~ applications through U NC Hospitals’ Gtdx platform - the credentials you wH~ use 

to access Epk:@UNC (and the new LMS) are the same c:reden~:~aJs you use ~oday to access C~trb:, Muse, IM PAX, WeblO00, Sovera, arid 

o[her d~rdcaJ a~)~)Jicatk~ns vh~ UNC Hospitals" Citr~x. For our ve~:eran c:o~k~agues., your Jogin is ~i]~eJy you’re first ~nil:h~ plus the First 7 
~e~:~ers of your last name (Le "trob~nso" for Tim r¢obinson}, Your ~)assword is likely the k~st six digits oF your urdversity person ID (PfD) - 

this ~s Lhe number on your’ Urfivers~ty OneCard. Those of you who joined UNC Hospitsls afLer June [7, 201~, should try [he uID (unnnnn} 

and password you were ~ssued upon arrival If you are stil~ not su¢~essfu~- Visit th~s page and provide your information - 

[~£~;ZZ~-~:#-~-~1~)A~[~4~-~[Z~-~-~-~‘-~z~-~#-M~Zg~]-D~-[Z-~1-L[A~]-~. or cs~l 9 ~9--956-B6zl 7 and a Help Desk team member wifl he~p you 
obtah~ 7ou~ account credentials. 

He~pf~ instructions for Hem/One prov~de~ course sisn-up a~e p~ov~ded below. ~f yo~ are a designated Super User you should be 

u~ ~or the 5u~er User classes as k~be~ed in the cour~e~ on the LMS webs~te, 

1. L~g into the LMS web~i~:e: htt~s://fed~unch~unc.edu/~d~/startS~n~?~artner~M=SumT~ta~ 

2. Sek~ct PLaN i~ the Mue ba~ near the top. 

3, Select TRAiNiNG PLAN from that drop down menu 

4, Search for ONCOLOG~ST hi the text box next to the green ~rrow and then cl~ck the green arrow to ~et classes. There is a 

medh::al oncok:~gist groupm~ ak’eady loaded m there, 
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Training Plan E-Learning Bundle 

Oncology Provider 100 

Ontology Provider :150 

Arnbu~atory Provider 200 

Arnbu~atoryoTra!ned Prov!der 100 

__A____m___b___u__[a__t___o__r_y-Trained Provider 200 

Personaiization Lab 

Dragon Voice Recognition ILab 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

O% 

7, Sefect the tr~irdng plan that you need by ctiddng the bull’s-eye in red I:o the far h!(t. DO NOT CI.tCK THE HYPERi.~NK~!~ 

8, Register ~:or each of the courses w~thin your kra~ning plan by dicl<~ng on the tittle cI~pbosrd on the ~ar left -. NOTTHE 

HYPERL~NK~ Each course w~H need ko be selected sn~ scheduled indMduaHy, 

9, W~tMn each course, you nee~ to select a particular class. Select a class hi each of the courses but do them ~n order so that 

you can complete the courses higher up the ~ist before domg the r~e:d: one, BE CAR[-FUL NO] ]0 SEI.E(:[ TH[- SUPERUSER 

sessions unless you are ;~ superuser. You wouh:~ k~ow ~f you are. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Haring, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 2:06 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.anc.edu> 

[,inks to CCSP Support Week, Nov. 18-22 

~ On behalf of Jenny Hanspat ~ 

CCSP Support Week Nov. 18-22 
It includes the link for st,~ff to sign up for the annual Thanksgiving luncheon~ 
~.t...t~.~;./.~./...u-n..c.~!.t.n.~.e...b...e..r.~.r~:~.~.~.r~./.~L~g~[~~[k~°~1£~ J__~ 
htt~://unc[ineber~er.org/ccspica[endar/mc.-cancer-hosNta[-thanksgiv~ng-[u~cheo~ 

The PD£ flyers are available at http: !/undineberger.orgiccsp/glNAkSupportWeekCatendarof£vents20] 3.pdf and 

’rha~ks! 
Jenny Hanspal ILN~ BSN, MS 
Nurse Navigator 
Comprehensive Cancer Support Program 
Falient and Family Resource Center 

N.C. Cancer Hospital 

101 Mannikin Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 721 S 

919.843.0680 (Resource Cenler) 
919.966.2751 (Office) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gary, C <~gal3~ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:53 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: State Income Tax Witholding tbr 2014 

N C-4 update to employees final.pdf 

IMPORTANT - REQUIRES ACTION - state income tax withholding for 2014 

Frem: Kelly-Scholle, Janet [mailto:janet_kelly-scholle@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 2:19 PM 
To; UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] State Income Tax Witholding for 2014 

November 25, 2013 

To:        School/Division HR Officers 

Business Managers 

From: Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Services 

Dennis Press, University Controller 

Re:       State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

The NC Department of Revenue has provided important information about state income tax withholding for 2014: 

The North Carolina General Assembly recently enacted House Bill 998 which becomes effective for taxable years beginning on or after 

January i, 2014. Under this new law, all taxpayers will pay a lower rate and be granted a higher standard deduction. Taxpayers may no 

longer claim a personal exemption for themselves, their spouse, children, or any other qualifying dependents. Additionally, many deductions 

and tax credits that impact North Carolina withholding tax are no longer available for tax years beginning on or after January i. 

As a result of this Act, every employer must have all employees provide a new Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate, either Form 

NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4. 

The new form must be completed by the employee and provided to the employer so the correct amount of State income tax is withheld for 

any payment periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014. 

We wanted to inform you of this change and let you know the attached communication will be distributed to all employees on Tuesday, November 26, 

2013. We appreciate any assistance that you may provide in helping us get this accomplished within the timeframe the NCDOR has provided to 

employers. Thank you in advance. Should you have question or concerns, please email pa~roll@unc.edu. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

business managers as: gckress@med.~mc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to leave-33911682-12230280.6e52a8e85c9b3ab 11629bc1305a8a054@listserv.unc.edu 



November 26, 2013 

To: 

From" 

Re: 

University Employees 

Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Services 

Dennis Press, University Controller and Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Change in State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

Last week, the North Carolina Department of Revenue (NCDOR) issued revised state 

tax withholding forms for the 2014 calendar year and instructed employers to obtain 

new state tax withholding data for all employees. 

NCDOR’s reason for this requirement is the General Assembly passed significant 

changes to the State’s income tax laws effective for taxable years beginning on or 

after January 1, 2014. The new law sets a single income tax rate and makes 

substantial changes to the taxable income calculation. Employees’ current state tax 

withholding allowances may not be appropriate under the new law. As a result, the 

University is required to have each employee provide a new Employee’s Withholding 

Allowance Certificate (Form NC-4 EZ or Form N(:-4). To comply with the new rules 

for withholding state income tax, UNC-Chapel Hill will default all employees status 

to "0" and "Single" effective December 31, 2013. Based on your individual tax 

allowances after completing Form NC-4 or Form NC4-EZ, you will need to submit the 

new form to the Payroll Department for the allowances to take effect for any 

payments received on or after January 1, 2014. Action will be taken within the pay 

period the form is received; no withholding adjustments will be made retroactive 

per NCDOR instructions. 

The expectation is that each employee will submit Form NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4to the 

Payroll Department CB #1260 by Friday, December 20, 2013, for biweekly employees 

and by Friday, January 3, 2014, for monthly employees. The NC-4 EZ and Form NC-4 

forms can be accessed at htto:/!finance.unc.edu/forms/payro/I-forms!. Thank you 

in advance for your time to this sensitive matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hill, Christine <chrisline hill@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 2:23 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med eve~-oneoncology@ad.umc.edu-% med fellows-hemonc <med t~llows-onc@ad.unc.edu> 

Registration OPEN: 7th Symposium on Hemos "tasis May 2014 in Chapel ttill, NC 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Batts, Tracy Aleica <tracy batts@med.unc.edu;. 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 10:09 AM 

med t~culty-hemonc <med l}aculty-onc@ad.unc.edu>; med everyone-hemonc <med eve~oneoncology@ad.unc.edu-~ 

FW: A Truly Ca~ng Moment 

FYI! 

[)epartmen~ o~ M~dieine 

[3us[n~ ss Serv[, e~ Coordinator 

Di,,’i ~ion of ][iemat,:)log3,iOncoiogy 

170 Mannm~ 
Chapel }IilL NC 27599 
tracy [~u/t ~@rned unc,~ d t~ 

From: Carey, k~sa Anne 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 2014 7:26 AM 
To: Batts, Tracy Aleica 
SuNect: FW: A Truly Caring Moment 
Not to embarrass Ben, but this is worth sharing. Please send to faculty and fellows, k 

F~m: Helms, Susan 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 8:59 AN 
To: Serody, Jonathan; Harden, Jacci; NcCann, Neghan 
C¢: V~ncent, BeNamin 
Subject: A Truly Carin~ Moment 
Benjamin Vincent MO, E Fellow came ~nto a 9atient room on 3 Anderson ~rior to the bone marrow ~rocedure and noticed on the "Getting to Know You Board "that 
the 9atient loved gospel music. He asked him what his favorite artist was and the 9atient told him. When the Oatient arrived in the procedure room Dr. Vincent 
found the artist on Pandora and played the patient’s favorite music during the ~rocedure. The patient today, post procedure is still smiling about his caring 
exgerience. 
This was a truly wonderful Carolina Caring Moment and the staff on 3 Anderson is so thankful to be a part of. Thanks Dr. Vincent. 

Susan 

Ch~e~ H~[I NC 27514 

Ernai[ shelms@unch.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly, Rachael A <rachael kelly@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 8:46 AM 

Batts, Tracy Aleica <tracy~att@med.unc.edu>; me~t~culty-hemonc <med t~culty-onc@ad.unc.edu-~; med everyone-hemonc 

<med everyoneoncology@ad.unc .edu> 

l~E: A Truly Caring Moment 

This is a perfect exarnple of a very small act that can make a huge impact on someone during one ot: t[~e hardest times in their life. 

< :5:: (: : ~:,:::: :. :. :: :. :: 

From: Batts, Tracy Aleica 

Sent: Thursday, January 02, 20:14 10:09 AM 

To: med_faculty-hemonc; med_everyone-hemonc 

Subject: FW: A Truly Caring Moment 

Usix {,rsity or No:th 
T)epar[ment of ModJeine 
Bu {iaess Services 

170 Mashing [)rive 

(?hape] Hill, N~ 27599 

tmev baLI:s@me,,], u ne.edu 

919-960-9942 (office) 

919-843-6735 (fax) 

From: Carey, Lisa Anne 
Sent: Wednesday, January 01, 2014 7:26 AM 
To: gatts, Tracy A~eica 
SuNect: FW: A Truly Caring Moment 
Not to embarrass Ben, but thB is worth sharing. Please send to faculW and felbws. L 

F~m: Helms, Susan 
Sent: Tuesday, December 
To: Serody, Jonathan; Harden, Jacci; NcCann, Neghan 
C¢: Vincent, BeNamin 
Subject: A Truly Caring Moment 
Benjamin Vincent MD, E Fellow came into a patient room on 3 Anderson prbr to the bone marrow procedure and noticed on the "Getting to Know You Boord "that 
the patient loved gospel music. He asked him what his favorite artist was and the patient told him. When the patient arrived in the procedure room Dr. Vincent 
found the artist on Pandora and #aged the patient’s favorite music during the procedure. The patient today, post procedure is still smiling about his caring 
experience. 
ThB was a truly wonderfu~ Carolina Caring Moment and the staff on 3 Anderson is so thankful to be a part of. Thanks Dr. Vincent. 

Susan 

~u~m Heln~ RN, MSN, CCRN, ~CCN 
P~en~ 5erv~e M~n~er ~ And~rwn/~CCU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Batts, Tracy Aleica <tracy batts@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 8:32 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Seminar Presented by Hem/Onc Faculty Candidate, Dr. Christopher Kanakry 

Kanakry (semin~:0.docx 

Christopher Kanakry, MD 

Postdoctoral Fellow Johns Hopkins University 

"Beyond Chemotherapy: Harnessing the Immune System to Treat Leukemia" 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 09, 2014 

12:30 PM 

3101 PHYSICIANS OFFICE BLDG 

LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED 
I have also attached the seminar announcement if you would like to post it. Please forward this email to anyone you feel may be 

interested in attending. 

Thank you, 

Tr~ey Batt~ 

]])eDar~T?eot of Medicine 
B u {i~iess Services 

~ 7() Manning 

Ch~ap~] HJ], NC 27b09 

tra~y batts@med.ui~c edu 

919960-9942 (office) 

919-843-673~} (fe>;) 



HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY FACULTY RECRUIT 

SEMINAR SPEAKER: 

Christopher Kanakry, MD 
Postdoctoral Fellow Johns Hopkins University 

"Beyond Chemotherapy: Harnessing the Immune 

System to Treat Leukemia" 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 09, 2014 
12:30 PM 

3101 PHYSICIANS OFFICE BLDG 

LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED 

(919-966-9942 for additional information) 

University of North Carolina I Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center I NC Cancer Hospital 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Baits, Tracy Aleica <tracy batts@med.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 9:31 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med eve~oneoncology@ad.unc.edu~; bgvincen@unch.unc.edu; breeves@unch.unc.edu; dchism@unch.unc.edu; 

egueraxd@unch.unc.edu; Williams, Or’ant R <GRWillia@unch.unc.edu>: jblackmo@unch.unc.edu; jwaugh@unch.unc.edu; Tichy Jill R 

<JTichy@unch.unc.e&~>; RaucK Julia K ~gRauch@unch.unc.edu>; kmartinl @unch.unc.edu; mmeenegh@unch.unc.edu; 
mjmckee@unch.unc.edu; mylim@unch.unc.edu; tknight@unch.unc.edu; tmccarth@unch.unc.edu; tmse2@unch.unc.edu 

FW: New CV format 

cv formatdoc 

7o All- please see email below cor~c+:~rnir~g CV 

Thanks 

[)ep~+rl;men~ oJ M~dicine 

[3us[n~ ss Serv[, e~ (?oord h:alx,r 

r)ivislon of tlem;tieio£y!Oncoiegy 

170 Manning 

Chapel lIii[, N() 27599 

~racs, batts4’~m~:d 
919-t)(~6-9942 

91 ’2)3 ~:3q785 flax) 

F~m: Cla~on, Karen W 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 8:40 AN 
To: ~affeW, Linda L; Reid, Barbara; Cunnup, 3111; ~ri~s, Shelly E.; Williams, Nalinda S; Farmer, Franklin (FranNin.Farmer@unch.unc.edu); Kress, Ga~ C; Ba~s, Tracy Aleica; 
Morgan, Phil; Pickard, Vicki S; Pugh, Trina B; Chegash, Linda J; LoNMin, R~ch; Home, Josh; ChumMy, Penny 
Co: Foushee, Glenda White 
Subject: New CV format 
Impedance: High 
Hi Everyone, 

The SOM has recently returned packets for appointments and promotions due to inadequate lengths of the candidate’s reflective statements. In response to this 
and to prevent further packets being returned for tNs reason, ~ have modified the CV format to ~nclude the new requirement of the SOM. If you have individuals in 
your division currently compiling a CV for an appointment or promotion, please make sure those CVs comply with this new requirement. Let me know if you have 
questions. 
Thanks in advance for your cooperation! 

Karen W. Clayton 
Human Resources Manager 
UnNersity of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Depa~ment of Medicine 
121 MacNider 
Campus Box 7005 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.843.6490 (#~ce) 
919.966.5775 (thx) 



SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

STANDARDIZED CURRICULUM VITAE FORMAT 

REQUIRED ORDER - in every subhead, reverse chronological {i.e. most 
recent first} 

include page numbers and a revision date, 

Place all "X×XX-present" entries at the top of each subhead in reverse 
chrono~ogica~ order fo~owed by a~l other entries that have end dates. 
Those that have beginning and end dates should be placed in reverse 
chronological order by the end date, 

Personal Information: 

0 

Name 
Home Address 
Phone 
(Do NOT include date of birth, place of birth, marital status, gender, race, 
religion, or Social Security Number) 

Education .(includes postgraduate Training Fellowships, Residencies and 
Traineeships, certifications) 

Degree, Awarding Institution, Date, Specialty 

Professional Experience -- Employment History 

Position, rank and date of appointment 

Honors and Awards: (include dates) 

Bibliography - on all items, show author order 

NUMBER EACH PUBUCAT~ON UNDER EACH SUBHEAD, 

Books and chapters, including year and pages 
In press/submitted book chapters, including expected year of publication 
in press or year for when it was submitted and # of typed pages (Do NOT 
include chapters not formally submitted for publication) 
Refereed papers/articles, including year and pages 

o Original research 
o Other peer reviewed articles 

In press/submitted articles, including expected year of publication if in 
press or year for when it was submitted and # of typed pages (Do NOT 
include articles not formally submitted for publication) 
Editorials or letters 

Revised 7/03; 1/05; 4/05; 09/06 

Provost 6/20/03 Memo 



SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

STANDARDIZED CURRICULUM VITAE FORMAT 
In press/submitted editorials/letters, including expected year of publication 
if in press or year for when it was submitted and # of typed pages (Do 
NOT include editorials/letters not formally submitted for publication) 
Published abstracts 
In press/submitted abstracts, including expected year of publication if in 
press or year for when it was submitted and # of typed pages (Do NOT 
include abstracts not formally submitted for publication) 
Refereed unpublished oral presentations and/or abstracts - can be 
divided by papers, panels, exhibits - should indicate solicited/invited 
Other un-refereed works, including book reviews 

Teaching record - A narrative description should include some reasonable 
estimate of the extent of and type of teaching activities. Examples are listed 
below: 

Course Director (list course) 
Lecture- 

- to students 
- to graduate students - 

Grand Rounds 
at UNC    outside UNC 

Continuing Education Lecture- 
at UNC     outside UNC 

Training grant director 
Lab or Research Teaching/Mentorships 
Clinical Teaching 
Student Preceptorships 
Attending on Clinical Service 
Graduate Supervision, Committees 
Other Supervision 

to residents 
to fellows or postdoctorals 

Grants This section should indicate degree of involvement in and level of 
responsibility for funded research. Divide the grants into 3 sections: Active, 
Submitted (if applicable), and Completed. Within each section the grants should 
be placed in reverse chronological order by the end date of the grant. 

Include title, type, relationship to project, dates, source 
Indicate role on grant (e.g., PI, co-PI, etc.) 
Show $ amounts and % effort for any grants for which you are PI or 
co-PI. 

Professional Service (include offices held and dates held) 

To discipline 
State, national, international offices or committees 
Consultants 
Editorial appointments 

Revised 7/03; 1/05; 4/05; 09/06 

Provost 6/20/03 Memo 



SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

STANDARDIZED CURRICULUM VITAE FORMAT 
Within UNC-Chapel Hill 

o Committees (Dates; indicate whether chairman or member) 
o Other Administrative activities (division, clinic, section or team) 

Other (site visits, review panels, etc.) 

Reflective Statement FOR SENIOR LEVEL FACULTY {ie APPOINTMENTS AS 
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND PROFESSOR} THE LENGTH OF THE 
REFLECTIVE STATEMENT MUST BE A M~NIMUM OF 2-3 PAGES. FOR 
JUNIOR LEVEL FACULTY (ie APPOINTMENTS AS ASSISTANT 
PROFESSOR} THE LENGTH OF THE REFLECTIVE STATEMENT MUST BE A 
MINIMUM OF 1-2 PAGES, 
(A summary of your area(s) of expertise, accomplishments, and vision for the 
future, particularly as related to your scholarly activities, be they clinical, 
educational and/or research. In addition, this statement must contain a summary 
of your various activities as an educator, and it should reflect upon your overall 
teaching philosophy.) 

Revised 7/03; 1/05; 4/05; 09/06 

Provost 6/20/03 Memo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Batts, Tracy Aleica <tracy batts@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January. 8, 2014 9:43 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu>; Vincent, BenjaJnin <benjamin vincen~med.unc.edu>; 

breeve@unch.unc.edu; Chism, David D            ~gmaJl.com>; eguemrd@unch.unc.edu; Williams, Crrant R 

<GRWillia@unch.~mc.edu>; jbbckmo@unch.unc.edu; j waugh@unch.unc.edu; Tichy, Jill R <JTichy@unch.unc.edu% Rauch, Julia K 

<JRauch@unch.unc.edu>; kIn~rfinl @unch.unc.edu; mmeenegh@unch.unc.edu; mjmckee@unch.unc.edu; ~nyli~n@unch.unc.edu; 

tlmight@unch.unc.edu; tmccarth@unch.unc.edu; trose2@unch.unc.edu 

Medicine Grand Rounds Lecture Janualy 9- Almouncement 

MGR 13-14 announcement M&M Muss, Jolly, Cheganti 01.09.14(2).pdf 

To all- I have attached the announcement for the lecture: 
Department of Medicine Grand Rounds Lecture Series 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 

12:00-1:00 pm 
4008 Old Clinic Auditorium 

Boxed lunch available 



Department of Medicine Grand Rounds Lecture Series 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 

12:00-1:00 pm 
4008 Old Clinic Auditorium 

M&M Conference - "Aging and Cancer: Making the Hard Decisions" 

Presented by: 

M. Andrew Greganti, MD 
John & Helen Chambliss Distinguished Professor of Medicine 

Vice- Chair            of Medicine 

Hyman B. Muss, MD 
Professor of Medicine 

Director of Geriatric Oncology 
Division of Hematolo r & Oncology 

Trevor A. Jolly, MBBS 
Assistant Professor of Medicine 

Divisions of 6eriatrics & Hematology/Oncology 

Boxed lunch available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Batts, Tracy Aleica <tracy batts@med.m~c.edu> 

Thursday, Januao, 9, 2014 8:23 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med eve~oneoncology@ad.~mc.edu>; bgvincen@unch.unc.edu; breeves@unch.unc.edu; dchism@unch.unc.edu; 

egueraxd@unch.unc.edu; Williams. Or’ant R <GRWillia@~mch.unc.edu>; jblackmo@unch.unc.edu; jwaugh@unch.unc.edu; Tichy, Jill R 

<JTichy@unch.unc.edu>; Rauch, Julia K qlRauch@unch.unc.edu>; kmarlfinl@~mch.unc.edu; kma~tinl@unch.unc.edu; 
mmeenegh@unch.unc.edu; tnjmckee@unch.unc.edu; mylim@unch.unc.edu; tlmight~!unch.unc.edu; tmcc~:rfl~@unch.unc.edu; 

trose2@unch.unc.edu 

FW: Semina:r Presented by Hem/Onc Faculty Cm~didate, Dr. Christopher K~akry 

Kanakn/(seminar).docx 

**** Please note that this is a reminder of the Seminar Presented today by Hem/Onc Faculty Candidate, Dr. 

Christopher Kanakry**** 

Christopher Kanakry, iVID 

Postdoctoral Fellow Johns Hopkins University 

"Beyond Chemotherapy: Harnessing the Immune System to Treat Leukemia" 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 09, 2014 
12:30 PM 

3101 PHYSICIANS OFFICE BLDG 

LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED 
I have also attached the seminar announcement if you would like to post it. Please forward this email to anyone you feel may be 

interested in attending. 

Thank you, 

B~ssil;ess Services Coordii~ator 

Division o[ 

CJh~p~ ] HJ[, NC 27699 

919-84 g-@Tgb (f~x) 



HEMATOLOGY/ONCOLOGY FACULTY RECRUIT 

SEMINAR SPEAKER: 

Christopher Kanakry, MD 
Postdoctoral Fellow Johns Hopkins University 

"Beyond Chemotherapy: Harnessing the Immune 

System to Treat Leukemia" 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 09, 2014 
12:30 PM 

3101 PHYSICIANS OFFICE BLDG 

LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED 

(919-966-9942 for additional information) 

University of North Carolina I Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center I NC Cancer Hospital 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Coleman, Stacey K <stacey coleman@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:54 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: Adverse Weather Transportation & Parking Intb 

Adverse Weather Transportation and Paxldng.htm 

From: Wallace, Lisa B 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:50 PM 

Subject: Adverse Weather Transportation & Parking Info 

Adverse Weather Transportation & Parking Info 

Lisa B. Wallace 

Admin Support Assoc. 

Dept of Medicine Ad~ninistration 

125 MacNider Hall 

CB# 7005 

919-966-4468 

Fax# 919-843-5945 

UNC Chape| tlill NC27599 



Adverse Weather 
Transportation and Parking 

Facebook: "UNC Department of Public Safety" 
Twitter: "@UNCDPS" 

With the winter precipitation in the loca~ a~a ~e Dew, merit of ~blic Sa£ety is ma£ing the Following a~ouncements. 

PARKING: 
Unless othe~ise mmouuce& a~l paykiug regulations are iu effect on Tuesday, .lan~~ 2g and Wednes~y, Jamn~ 29 even in lots where ~ates ace 

raised until fh~d~eruotice. This includesDogwoodDeck, whichisexp~sslyre~rvedibrpatientsandvisik~rso~y. ~filia~d~onnelpay~ngintheDogwood 

Deck must display a valid Dogwood Deck permit on their vehicle or their velficles will be cited and possibly towed. 

Dur#~ a~erse weather threats, top levels of the parking decks are often closed and will remain closed until they can be cleare~for normal 

operations or the thre~a of a~#erse weather has s~bsided and access on top levels is deemed s~e. 

T~NSPORTATION: 

Fark a~d Ride 

If Chapel Hill Tra~sit routes are im~cted, delayed, or alte~d &~e to the weathe5 the S11 Lots ~ong Shpper Bowles Drive will be available m commuters. 

Point-to-Point is cu~nfly scheduled to operate no,ally and will continue to se~e regular s~ops according ~ its posted ~hedule as road conditions wa~ant. Please 

note, however, that P2P may alter ~utes or sus~nd ~ice at any time if road conditions are deemed 

Chapel H~ll Transit: 
Cha~l Hill Transit (CHT) is pre~fing lbr the wm~r weather conditions that am in the fbmcast ~br ~is a~emoon and Wedue~tav morning, Janua~ 29. CHT se~:ices 

will follow their uo~ ~utes and schedules as long as the s~eets me sa~e for ~nvel. If you must ~avel, be sa~e, dress wanly and expect delays. 

For i~o~afion~ please view real-time predictions at "~-w.ne~bus.com," or contact Cha~l Hill Transit at (919) 969-4900. ~so, for the most up-to- date 

information ou ~tenfial delays or de~u~ on specific routes, visit ~e "Inclemeut Weather" li~¢ at ~e fbllowiug site: 

’I’fian~e Transit: 
Triangle Transit routes ~e o~rafiona] on their ~gular ~hedules. ~y chauges will be ~s~ed at the following website: 

P~edmon~ Authofi~, for Re~onal Transpo~afion: 
All P.A.R.T. Routes am nt~ming regular schedules. If adverse weather strikes, some routes may be slightly delayed. Call the P.A.R.T. Hub 

you have any question~ or visit the website at ~~. 

T()~ OF CHAPEL HILL: 
For i~o~afiou during iuclement weathe~ msiden~ should visit ~e officia~ Town website at )53535;:~?3Y~g~[.~.g. or call (919 ) 968- 2743. ~nouucemen~ 

about se~ice also are made ou WCHL radio (1360 AM). 
FOR FURTHER IN FORS~TION: 

~C Public SafeU will continue to momtor ~ad condifion~ ~r~ng and commuter conditions ~d will make adjustments to paring aud / or Point-to-Point 

operatious as appropriate. Chauges and updates prominently noted on the ~C Public SafeW website at v~vwAp~:unc:~du as appropriate, and campus adverse 

weather i~o~afion will ~ available via ~e~ Camliua at ~p:#~e~carol~ua.uuc.edu. 

Changes to the U~five~ity’s operational s~atus and other emergency i~b~afion will ~ communicated using mea~s including campus-wide e-mafil and voice mail 

(ouly tbr campus land lines), the Adverse Weather and Emergency Phone Liue at (919) 843-1234, the Travelers’ Iufo~afion radio system (1610 AM), and the 

U~five~ity Access Cha~nel (Cha~l Hill Time Wan~er Cable Cha~mel 4) along wi~ other campus television cha~mels. 

For further inib~atio~ call the Depa~ment of ~tblic Safety during regulax business hours at (919) 962 3951. 

Thes~tusUniverSiUand ~lve~e°fN°~hweather C~olinain~bnnafioniS o~mfingis avafilablen°m~allYvia ~e~°U regul~ca~)linaweekday~;~(~ ~@[~::~.:~at: schedule: classes are being held aud offices are open. The latest i~o~ation on o~mfional 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuelmiddleton@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 12:11 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Middleton, Samuel <~muel~niddleton@med.unc.edu> 

I~NV: RE: Better instmctious for the EPIC Lem~ning Street locatiou 

On behalf of Dr, Milowsky: 
From: Milows~, Ma~hew Ivan 
Sent: Wednesday, .lanuary 29, 2014 11:25 AM 
To: Middleton, Samuel 
Subject: RE: better instructions for the EPIC Learning Street location 

There are not balloons or clears signs. Off Airport Boulevard, it will be the first turn into a complex with outlet stores (all closed now} and a food court (still open}. 

The entrance to Learning Street is around the back of same building housing the food court. Also, heat was broken yesterday - it may be fixed now but please dress 

for the cold. It does keep you awake. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 8:17 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Milowsky, Matthew Ivaa~ <mart milowsk.5~@med.unc.edu>; Kress, Gary C <gary~res@med.unc.edu-~; Middleton, Samuel 
<samuel middleton@med.unc.edu>; Miller, Amy C <amy miller@med.unc.edu>; Dodson, Chelsea <chelsea dodson@med.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Please Read: EPIC Trafining Guidelines for SoM Employees (Revised) 

EPIC Training HR Guidelines for SOM employees Jmaua~ 2014 (2).pdf 

Ple~se see aL[achrnerl[ for mile~ge reimbursemenL policy re~ard~rlg tr~zel Lo Morr~s~41~e for Epic 

Thank you, 

Sam 

8am~se~ D. M~dd~etor~ Jr., MA 
Ad~is~r;~t~ve A~s~tant to 

Ma~hew M~o,,vsky, MD 

Sect~os Chief, Ges~toudnary 

Gb Group: 
Ethan ~3asch. MD. MSc 

Psu~ God~ey, MD, PhD 

W~l~arn K~m, M9 
K~m ~sthmell, MD. PhD 
Young What!g, MD. PhD 

D~vis~on of H~smatobfjy/Oncology 

Fhys~ck~r~s Office Bldg; 3rd F~oor 
!70 Mar!n~n{l D[ive, C~3# 

Cha~ I-t~L NC 27599-7305 

D~rect Une: (919) 843-7942 

Mair~ Office (919) 966-3856 

Fax: (9!9) 966-6735 
En~ai~: samuel middbton(@med.unc edu 

~= Cla#on, Sheilah [mailto:sheilah clayton@med.unc.edu] 

Sent; Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 3:18 PN 

Te= School of Nedicine Business Nanagers 

~= som business manaqers@listse~.med.unc.edu 

Subject= Please Read: EPIC Training Guidelines for SoN Employees (Revised) 

Please note the attached information regarding EPIC Training. Please disregard the prior policy information as it referred to lodging and subsistence expenses. 

There will be no subsistence expenses paid for EPiC Training but mileage will be covered. 

This message is being sent to all SOM units to ensure full dissemination of the referenced information. The EPIC system is the new electronic medical record 

system that is replacing WEBCIS, so it may be the case that this is irrelevant to you and your operations. If that is the case, #ease disregard. However, if you have 

any staff who currently access the WEBCIS system, please take note and share appropriately. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sheilah Clayton 

Executive Assistant to: 

Ha~ey Lineber~, II, PhD, SPHR, CPM 

Associate Dean for Human Resources 

UNC School of Medicine 

145 Medical Drive, Ste. 300 

CB# 9520 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919-962-6559 

Confidentiality Note: This email is intended for the person(s} or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or otherwise protected 

from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution, or copying of this email or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you have received this 

email in error, please notify the sender by reply email, and destroy the original message and all copies. 



Review and share - This information will be shared with all co-workers in next 
week’s Employee News Online 

University/School of Medicine HR Guidelines related to Super Users and 
Epic@UNC Training 
Epic@UNC Super User Training begins Monday, Jan. 27. Please review the information 
below related to Epic@UNC Training and to the URL below: 

¯ Applicable to all University/SOM Employees 

The following policy information relates to all University/SOM workers 
(including "Super Users") attending Epic@UNC Training. Actua~ mileage is 
reimbursable, P]ileage is measured from the closer of either the duty 
station or home to destination (and return). The bus~ness standard m~eage 
rate set by the Znterna[ Revenue Service (~6 ce~ts per mi~e effective 
]a~, 1, 2014) w~ be paid. A University employee may be reimbursed the 
business standard m~leage rate set by the ZnternaJ Revenue Service when 
using their personal vehicles for University business when the round trip 
does not exceed 100 miles or when a state-owned vehicle ~s not available. 
However, if a University employee chooses to use a personal vehicle when a 
state-owned vehicle is available, reimbursement will be at the motor fleet 
rate for m~eage of 30 cents per m~e (effective ~u~y 1, 2011). 
Subsistence expenses w~l not be reimbursed. 

Exempt Employees (not subject to OvertimeiFLSA provisions): Exempt 
employees (including faculty) are to consider the time spent in EP]:C training 
(just as with any professional training) as within the scope of their normal 
work requirements and schedule. No additional compensation or equivalent 
time can be allowed. 

Non-Exempt Employees (subject to Overtime!FLSA provisions): Non- 
Exempt employees are requested to incorporate any required EP:[C training 
time into their normal weekly work schedule and to avoid any overtime 
situation, You should address this issue with your supervisor/manager to 
determine if overtime is necessary and the supervisor/manager must 
authorize you to enter into an overtime situation, Any physical time worked 
in excess of 40 hours in a week cycle will be paid as per normal University 
overtime guidelines, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 1:11 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Dodson, Chelsea <chelsea dodson@med.uuc.edu>; Miller, Amy C ~amy miller@med.unc.edu>; Kress, Gary C 

<gary kres@med.unc.edu>; Milowsky, Matthew Ivau <matt milowsky@Ined.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel 

<:samuel Iniddleton@med.unc.edu> 

IMI©RTANT: Mileage reimbursement for Epic traAning to Momsville 

HemOnc Travel instructions and form.docx; Mapquest to Learning Street.pdf; EPIC Training HR Guidelines for SOM employees Jmmary 

2014 (2).pdf 

Mileage from POB to Learning Street in Morrisville for Epic training is reimbursable by the division, To make this easier for everyone, please submit one 

reimbursement request (containing information for all trips to Learning Street) after you have attended all of your classes, The following documents are required 

* Completed Travel Reimbursement form 

* Copy of Mapquest to Learning Street sheet (shows roundtdp mileage) 

* Printed copy of your Epic class registration with dates (Iogin to LMSidick on "Learn" in top bar/Select "Training Schedule"/Click printer icon to far right just 

about training schedule 

Thank you, 

Sam 
Samuel D. Middleton Jr, MA 
Administrative Assistant to: 

Matthew Milowsky, MD 
Section Chief, Genitourinary Ontology 
GU Group: 
Ethan Basch, MD, MSc 
Paul Godley, MD, PhD 
William Kim, MD 
Kim Rathmell, MD, PhD 
Young Whang, MD, PhD 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 
Physicians Office Bldg, 3rd Floor 
170 Manning Drive, CB# 7305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 
Direct Line: (919) 843-7942 
Main Office: (919) 966-3856 
Fax: (919) 966-6735 
Email: _s__a___m__u___ej____n_! Ld_ _d_ [ _e_ _t _o__n_ @__m___e__d_~_u__n__c_~_e__d__L_[ 



Hem/Onc Travel Reimbursement Request 

Traveler: 

Traveler’s PID#: 

Your Name: 

Name of Meeting: 
(please also attach meeting announcement or agenda) 

Today’s Date: 

Expense Amount of Expense Account Name or # 

Airfare 

Hotel 

Mileage 

Registration 

Taxis 

Meals (per diem): 

Breakfast (list dates) 
Lunch (list dates) 

Dinner (list dates) 

Other: 

Total: 

Were any expenses paid by an outside party? 
(Please indicate who if yes) 

If yes, what expenses were paid? 

Please send completed form and receipts to: 

Chelsea Dodson 

Email: hemoncaccounting@med.unc.edu 

Campus mail: CB# 7305 

Fax: 919-966-6735 



Driving Directions from 170 Manning Dr, Chapel Hill, North Carolin... http:/Avww.mapquest.com/print?a=app.core.b99669c60197f58a482f82ab 

Trip to: 

t70 Manning Dr 
Chapel Hi!l, NC 27514-422t 
31.89 miles / 43 minutes 

Notes 

Epic Training at UNC Learning Street Campus 

t70 Manning Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-4221 

1. Start out going east on Manning Dr toward Paul Hardin Dr. MaR 

Download 
Free App 

0.gMi 

0.9 Mi Total 

~ ~ 2. Turn left onto US=15 N / US,501 N / NC.54 E / Fordham BIvd, ~ 0.7 Mi 

1,6 Mi Total 

~ 3. Take the NC,54 E ramp toward Raleigh. ~aP 0.2 Mi 

t.8 Mi Total 

~ ~ 4. Turn right onto Raleigh Rd / NC-54 E, Continue to follow NC-54 E. Ma~!~ 2,7 M1 

4.6 Mi Total 

~i,~ ~ 5. Merge onto 1-40 E toward Raleigh. Map 10,6 Mi 

15.1 Mi Total 

6. Take the Airport Blvd West exit, EXiT 284A. Map.. 

7. Merge onto Airport Blvd. MaR 

8. t001 AIRPORT BLVD is on the right. M~ 

0,3 Mi 

15.4 Mi Total 

0.t Mi 

15,5 Mi Total 

A to B Travel Estimate: 15,52 mi -about 21 minutes 

~ ’1001 Airport Blvd, Morrisville, NC 27560-6409 

1. Start out going northeast on Airport Blvd toward Aerial Center Pky. ~M~p 

,~i~ ~ 2. Merge onto 1-40 W via the ramp on the left toward Durham / Chapel Hill. M~ 

~ 3. Merge onto NC-54 W via EXiT 273A toward Chapel Hill. Map 

~ 
4. Merge onto US-15 S I US.501 S toward NC-54 W/Carrboro / Pittsboro. Ma~ 

5. Turn right onto Manning Dr. Ma~ 

0.3 Mi 

15.8 Mi Total 

10.9 Mi 

26, 7 Mi Total 

3.1 Mi 

29,9 Mi Total 

1,1 Mi 

31.0 Mi Total 

0.9 Mi 

31.9 Mi Total 

t of 2 1/31/20t4 7:05 AM 



Driving Directions from 170 Manning Dr, Chapel Hill, North Carolin... http:!/www.rnapquest.com!print?a=app.core.b996b9c60197f58a482f82ab 

6. 170 MANNING DR is on the left, 

B to C Travel Estimate: I6.37 mi - about 22 minutes 

~ 170 Manning Dr, Chapel Hill, NC 27514-4221 

Total Travel Estimate: 31.89 miles - about 43 minutes 

FREE NAVIGATION APP 
SELECT: ~3 IPHONE ;b ANDROID 

Enter your mobile number 

©2014 MapQuest, Inc, Use of directions and maps is subject to the MapQuest Terms of Use. We make no guarantee of the accuracy of 
their content, road condilions or route usability. You assume ail r~sk of use, View Terms of Use 

2 of 2 1/31/2014 7:05 AM 



Review and share - This information will be shared with all co-workers in next 
week’s Employee News Online 

University/School of Medicine HR Guidelines related to Super Users and 
Epic@UNC Training 
Epic@UNC Super User Training begins Monday, Jan. 27. Please review the information 
below related to Epic@UNC Training and to the URL below: 

¯ Applicable to all University/SOM Employees 

The following policy information relates to all University/SOM workers 
(including "Super Users") attending Epic@UNC Training. Actua~ mileage is 
reimbursable, P]ileage is measured from the closer of either the duty 
station or home to destination (and return). The bus~ness standard m~eage 
rate set by the Znterna[ Revenue Service (~6 ce~ts per mi~e effective 
]a~, 1, 2014) w~ be paid. A University employee may be reimbursed the 
business standard m~leage rate set by the ZnternaJ Revenue Service when 
using their personal vehicles for University business when the round trip 
does not exceed 100 miles or when a state-owned vehicle ~s not available. 
However, if a University employee chooses to use a personal vehicle when a 
state-owned vehicle is available, reimbursement will be at the motor fleet 
rate for m~eage of 30 cents per m~e (effective ~u~y 1, 2011). 
Subsistence expenses w~l not be reimbursed. 

Exempt Employees (not subject to OvertimeiFLSA provisions): Exempt 
employees (including faculty) are to consider the time spent in EP]:C training 
(just as with any professional training) as within the scope of their normal 
work requirements and schedule. No additional compensation or equivalent 
time can be allowed. 

Non-Exempt Employees (subject to Overtime!FLSA provisions): Non- 
Exempt employees are requested to incorporate any required EP:[C training 
time into their normal weekly work schedule and to avoid any overtime 
situation, You should address this issue with your supervisor/manager to 
determine if overtime is necessary and the supervisor/manager must 
authorize you to enter into an overtime situation, Any physical time worked 
in excess of 40 hours in a week cycle will be paid as per normal University 
overtime guidelines, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

King, Terri W <terri king@med.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:14 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

med adminstaff-hemonc <med adminstafl’-onc@ad.unc.edu> 

Weather update & Information for EPIC tra~,ning FW: News for Managers - Feb. 11 

From: News for Managers [mailto:newsmgr@unchealth.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 2:29 PM 
To: News for Managers 
Subject: News for Managers - Feb. 11 

Weather Updates 
Feb, 3.3. Weather Updates at Noon 
Central North Carolina will be under a Winter Storm Warning beginning at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, 
Feb. 12, and lasting until 6 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 13. The area can expect to receive 
between 3-5 inches of snow, with the potential of 1/4 - 1/2 inch of sleet and freezing rain on top. 
Snow is expected to begin on Wednesday afternoon, with the worst conditions occurring in the 
overnight hours between midnight and early Thursday morning. The storm is moving in from the 
south - areas south of the Triangle should start seeing snow as early as today. Hazardous 
travel conditions are expected. 
--U---N----C--~-H-.-e-.-a-~-t--!L--C---a-£--e-~-s-L--A---d-.-v-.-e-£-s---e-~--W--.-e-.-a--t---~---e---r-.--P--~--!-~--c--y~i-s-L--c--u--££.-e---n--t-~-y- activated to level II, Those working at 
the hospital on Wednesday evening and Thursday are encouraged to bring an overnight bag 
that should include: 

o Medication, toiletries, and hygiene supplies for at least 72 hours 
o Food and water provisions for at least 72 hours 
o At least one extra set of work clothes 

Employees wishing to sleep at the hospital on Wednesday evening and/or Thursday morning 

can call 919-923-1859 starting at 6 p.m. this evening (Tuesday, Feb. 11). 

The Hospital will not be providing transportation to/from the Hospitals for those 
coming/departing from work. 
Please use caution and leave extra time when traveling. To report any unsafe conditions 
around UNC Hospitals or UNC Health Care facilities, please call the Hospitals Police dispatch 
center at 919-966-3686. Additional winter weather safety tips, as well as information on how 
the NC Department of Transportation prepares for Winter Weather, can be found here. 

Note the following= 

Clinics 
At this time, all UNC Hospitals and UNC Faculty Physicians clinics will operate under 
normal schedules on Wednesday. Information about Thursday clinic schedules to be 
decided. Stay tuned for more clinic information in News for Managers. Questions 
regarding specific clinics can be addressed via the employee information line at 919- 
843-9785 and patient information line at 919-843-1414. 

Transportation 

o _C_!_[.c__k___h___e__r_e_. for Chapel Hill Transit Inclement Weather updates 

o Click here for Triangle Transit Service Alerts 

Epic@UNC Training 

Epic@UNC Learning Street will close at 3 p.m. on Wednesday. Epic@UNC training 

team members will contact students to reschedule their training. 

Epic@UNC Training scheduled for Thursday at Learning Street has been canceled. 

Replacement classes have been scheduled for Sunday, Feb. 16. The same times 
and classrooms as the Thursday classes will apply. If you cannot attend classes 
on Sunday, Feb. 16, then you will need to cancel your registration in LMS and 
re-register for another day, or call the Epic@UNC Training Customer Service 
Center at 919-445-7188. 

~: As the situation develops/changes, we will update the message at ~__h__Ls___!!..n_.k_. 

**************************** 

Share with your Colleagues 
LHS Assignment Error 
A curriculum (Critical Care - 203.4 Annual Clinical Courses: RN) from Rex was assigned 
yesterday to many UNC Health Care System employees in error. This curriculum is not required 

for all staff. The issue has been corrected and the curriculum has been removed from 
everyone’s To Do list in LMS except those it was truly meant to be assigned to. We apologize 
for any confusion. 

.... 
Conf dent~aliO~ :\roi~ce --- 

The infbrmation contained in (or attached to) this electronic message may be legally privileged and/or con~fidential infbrmadon. ]f),ou have received this commz¢nicai~on in error, 

please noi~fj~ the sender immediately and delete the message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kelly, Rachael A <rachael kelly@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 1:33 PM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Shared Color Printer 

Hello all, 

Just wanted to remind everyone that we are having issues with the color printer and it is currently offline. I will contact everyone once it is up and running once 

again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hating, Robin C <robin haring@med.unc.edn> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 8:45 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Advanced Directives mad Durable Powers of Attorney Presentation 

Advm~ced Directives Presentation flyer revl .pdf 

The Cancer Pro Bono Legal Project is pleased to present an informational session about Advanced Directives and Durable Powers 

of Attorney, in the Patient & Family Resource Center, Tuesday, 2/25, from :lO:30-noon. This discussion will be presented by 

specially trained UNC law students and practicing attorney’s. Patients, caregivers and providers are invited to attend. 

Please circulate this flyer to your patients and colleagues and forward this message to anyone interested. 

Best, 
Cindy 
Cindy Rogers, JD 

Patient Assistance Coordinator 

Comprehensive Cancer Support Program 

Ground Floor, Rm. CG398 

NC Cancer Hospital 

101 Manning Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:14 

Phone: 

Fax: 9:19-445-54:17 



Do YOU 

LEARN 

NEED A LIVING WILL OR POWERS OF 

ATTORNEY? 

MORE AT A PRESENTATION BY LAW STUDENTS 

AND ATTORNEYS 
TRAINED LAW STUDENTS AND PRACTICING ATTORNEYS ARE HERE TO TALK 

When? 
February 25, 10:30am-noon 

Where? 
The Patient and Family Resource Center, Ground Floor, NC 
Cancer Hospital 
Documentation Discussed: 
1. Power of Attorney 

2. Healthcare Power of Attorney 

3. Living Will 
Find out: 
¯ What these documents are 
¯ Who needs them 
¯ Howto get them 

For more information contact: Cindy Rogers 
or cdro8ers@email.unc.edu 

UNC 
CANCER CARE SCHOOL OF LAW 

Comprehensive Cancer Support Pro~tram 

*Hosted by: UNC School of Law and the NC Bar Association 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kress, Gay C <ga_~3~ kress@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 21, 2014 9:18 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: [business mmmgers] SIGN UP TODAY: 26th Annual Carolina Blood Drive, Tuesday, June 3rd, Dem~ E. Smith Center 

2014 UNC Flyer.pdf 

FYI 

From: Katrina CoNe [mailto:coble@cs.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 20:[4 :[0:42 PM 
To: UNC Dept. Business Managers 
Subject: [business_managers] SIGN UP TODAY: 26th Annual Carolina Blood Drive, Tuesday, 3une 3rd, Dean E. Smith Center 
PLEASE FOR\VARD IN" YOUR UNIT: 
Registration is now open! Visit www.unc.e~luJbl~s~d to sign up to donate blood or volunteer for the 26th annual Carolina Blood Drive scheduled for 

Tuesday, 3m~e 3rd fi’om 7a~m. - 6p.m. at the Dean E. Smith Center. Our goal is to collect ~50 units of blood in one day ! Details can be found on the 

attached poster. Please print and hang in your area to raise awareness. 

The Carolina Blood Drive has a rich history. It is one of the longest nnming, largest one day American Red Cross blood drives held on a college 

campus along the East Coast. We encourage you to share this optx~rtunity with co-workers and friends in the communi~ to help us reach our goal. There will be 
free parking at the Smith Center for donors that day’. 

We look fon~-axd to seeing you at the Drive and impacting thousands of patients lives through your generosity. Join us for this importaaat public service event at UNC- 
Chapel Hill, 

Carolina Blood Drive Committee 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

business mmmgers as: gcl~ess(d~med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emaJl to leave-34414027-12230280.6e52a8e85c9b3ab11629bc1305a8a054@listserv.unc.edn 



Tuesday, June 31 7 aomo o 6 p.m. I Dean Eo Smith Center 

FREE pa~king at the Smith C÷nt÷~ and a 

Donating o~ volu ntee~[ng, is conside~’ed work time a~ U NC (~xii£h                                        ~,,,:~,,...~,’r ,~-.:~:-,.... ,,<:.~,,~,~,-’<~ ....... ,##,,~.~,;,/,} - so help 
e~ssu~e the blood suppl~ doesn’t take a summe~ vacatio~-~ and come do~-~ate! 

Community ~s welcome! 

Walkdns will be accepted the day of the @ive~ but appointments are strongly encouraged, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moll, Stephan <stepha~moll@med.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 2:53 PM 

Moll, Stephan <stepha~moll@med.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Please assifft 

Dear’ colleagues, friends, paLients, 

Please forgive me for sending out this mass email, but it deals with a topic that is important to me: deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and pulmonary embolism (PE) - 

blood dots ~n ~egs and lungs, if you are in the LI,S,, please consider signing and sharh~g this White House petition to make D~ and PE a nationaJ public health 

priority - http:i!wh.gos~!ktZMU If we i~re able to ge~: :[00,000 sigru~:ures by April 28, the C)bi~mi~ s~dm~rdstral:k~n ~s obligated to respond. No illusions regarding 

impact, but iF no~hing else, maybe we cam generate a little punk: a~enl:h:m to this ~ssue. 

Thank ~:or your’ considersLion, 

Stephan Moll 
Stephan Moll, MD 
Professor of Medicine 
University of North Carolina School of Medicine 
Department of Medicine, Division of Hematology Oncology 
CB 7035 
Chapel H~II, NC 27599 
smoH@med.unc.edu 
Sho~ URL: b~p:iiwh,gov:MZMU 
S~ve ~nd Sh~e ins URL: h~tps:iipetNons.whi~ehou~e 
pr~o~i~iGNDTXgYS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moll, Stephan <stepha~moll@med.unc.edu> 

Saturday, March 29, 2014 3:04 PM 

Moll, Stephan <stephan moll@med.unc.edu> 

Please assist - correct link 

Dear colleagues, [)’iends, patients, 
Seems like the embedded link ~n the previous email ~lid not work right, l-tere you go: 
SI~ ort U RL: http:/!vv~.gov i~dZM g 
Save and Share this URI, : hgps~//pet~j~ns‘wh~teh~use~g~v/petit~n/nmke~deep.vei~>t:~r~mb~s~s.dvt.a~d-p~[m~nary-emb~[ism.pe-~aa~.i~a~-p~b~c.~ea~tb- 
prior~V/~ND7XgYS 
Rel~ards, 
St,M, 
Stephan Moll, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

University of North Carolina School of Medicine 

Department of Medicine, D~v~sion of Hematology Oncology 

CB 7035 

Chapel H~II, NC 27599 

srnoll@ rned.u r~c.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gifl’ord, Eden Sommerville <eden~giflbrd@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 8:08 AM 

mad everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Dr. Bernard out of attica until Thursday 

Dr. Bernard will be out of the office until Thursday, April 3. 

Thank you, 

Eden Gifford 

Administrative Support Associate for: 

Stephen A. Bernard, MD 

Cheryl A. Carlson, MD 

AutumnJ McRee, MD 

Hanna Sanoff, MD 

Tammy Triglianos, NP 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 

31.85C Physicians Office Bldg, CB# 7305 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 

Phone: (919) 843-7718 I Fax: (919) 966-7635 1 Email: edenc?@med :Jnc 
This message (and any files or attachments) contains information that may be priv!leged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive fat the addressee), you 

may not use, copy or disclose to anyone this message or any in[ormation contained in this message. I[ you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by replying to this message, and then delete it [rom 

your system, ghank you. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gifl’ord, Eden Sommerville <eden~giflbrd@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 9:17 AM 

mad everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

mad admins~aff-hemonc <mad admins~ff-onc@ad.nnc.edu> 

Dr. Bernard OOO 

Dr. Bernard will be out of the office until Thursday, April 3. Judy Maloney and Tammy Triglianos will be covering for GI patients, and John Valgus and Sandi Jarr are 

covering for supportive care. 

Thank you, 

Ede~ Gifford 

Administrative Support Associate for: 

Stephen A. Bernard, MD 

Cheryl A. Carlson, MD 

AutumnJ McRee, MD 

Hanna Sanoff, MD 

Tammy Triglianos, NP 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 

3185C Physicians Office Bldg, CB# 7305 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 

Phone: (919) 843-7718 I Fax: (919) 966-76351 Email: edenc?@med :~nc ed,,~ 
This message (and any files or attachments) contains information that may be priv!leged, confidential, or otherwise protected from disclosure Unless you are the addressee (or authorized to receive fat the addressee), you 

may not use, copy or disclose to anyone this message or any information contained in this message. If you have received this message in error, please notify the sender by replying to this message, and then delete it [rom 

your system. ~hank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Middleton, Samuel <samuel middleton@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 4, 2014 10:05 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <medgveryoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

Kres~ Gary C <ga~~ress@med.unc.edu>; Middleton, Samuel <samuel middleton@med.unc.edtr~ 

Epic discouut in Comer Ca£e, Tenace Cafe and the Overlook Cafe April 4-18 

Use your Freedom Pay today through April 18th and save an additional 5%, See below for details. 

Epic@UNC updates from Nutrition & Food Services 

During the Epic@UNC Go-Live period of April 4 - 18, Nutrition & Food Services will extend some retail caf6 hours and feature Epic@UNC combo 

specials to assist with the extra foot traffic expected in our retail venues during this busy time period. View details. 

During the Epic@UNC Go-Live period of April 4 - 18, Nutrition & Food Services will offer an additional Epic 5% FreedomPay discount in the Corner Caf~, 
The Terrace Caf~, and the Overlook Caf~ venues from 10:30 a.m. - 11:30 a.m., from 2 - 3 p.m., and from 12:01 - 3 a.m. (for pick-up from the main 
kitchen). This means a total FreedomPay savings of 25% during these time periods! __V_j__e___w______d___e__t__a__i!__s_:. 

Thank you, 

Sam M. 
Samuel D. Middleton Jr., MA 
Administrative Assistant to: 

Matthew Milowsky, MD 
Section Chief, Genitourinary Oncology 
GU Group: 
Ethan Basch, MD, MSc 
Paul Godley, MD, PhD 
William Kim, MD 
Kim Rathmell, MD, PhD 
Young Whang, MD, PhD 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 
Physicians Office Bldg, 3rd Floor 
170 Manning Drive, CB# 7305 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7305 
Direct Line: (919) 843-7942 
Main Office: (919) 966-3856 
Fax: (919) 966-6735 
Email: .s_ _a_ _ _n)_ _u_ _e_ [ _ _ _ _m_ j_d__d_ j_e__t_9_[! L~ b~ L’fl _e__d_:_u__r)__c_: _e__d__u_ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shea, Thomas C <tom shea@med.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 10:00 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FW: New med I transt~r out process 

FYI-from Lydia Chang on a new plan for ICU transfers out 

From: Chang, Lydia H 

Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 20:[4 8:48 AM 

To: Shea, Thomas C 

Subject: New med I transfer out process 

Hi there: 
We’ve implemented a new Ned I transfer out process that will hopefully work well with the BMT service too. See below: 
:[. After rounds, the MedI residents will update a list of potential transfers out, prioritize it, and talk to the house supervisor 
2. The house supervisor will tell the resident which patients would definitely get a bed that day 
3. The Med I team calls accepting teams with definite transfers only. 
4. The accepting team evaluates the patients and writes sign!hold orders as well as the actual transfer order ideally within :[ hour of the call 
5. Patients then move out as soon as there is a bed assignment. They remain on the Med [ service until physically moved out. The signed and held orders do not become active 
until the patient is actually moved to the new floor. 
Benefits: 
-Calls out to the accepting team occur in the early afternoon when the accepting teams are more readily available to see the patients. These calls are more likely to be made 
by a representative of the primary team. 
-No more accidental transfers out to the floor without accepting teams 
-Obviates the commonly encountered problem of bed assignment at 6 or 7pm when teams already capped and gone for the day and we need to await arrival of the nightfloat 
residents. 
This process does require that the accepting teams write the new floor orders (the sign and held orders), perform the medication reconciliation, etc while the patient is still 
physically present in the ICU. 



Fl’om" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shea, Thomas C <tom shea@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 11:29 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

FaJnily Hou~ event 

Hello, 
I realize this is last minute, but I was given a few extra tickets to the annual SECU family House pre-golf tournament BBQ and fundraiser ~hi~ ~9~i~g at Family 

House. This all started back when we were caring for           , but the Athletics Dept has continued the tradition and it raises a lot of ~; for FH which is good for 

all of us. There are raffles and auction items and speeches by Roy Williams, Larry Fedora and Bubba Cunningham as well as lots of free food and drink. It starts at 

5:30 and goes to about 8. If anyone wants to go and bring one or two guests, let me know and I can give you the tickets today since I have them with me. It is first 

come first serve, so call or page me and I will let you know if I have any left. 

Regards, 

Tom 

Thomas C. Shea, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

Director, Bone Marrow and Stem Cell Transplant Program 

Division of Hematology!Oncology 

CB 7305, POB 3151 

170 Manning Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tel 919-966-7746 

Fax 919-966-7748 

sheat@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet¢: 

Foster, Matthew C .-~matthew foster@med.unc.edu> 

Thursdw, May 1, 2014 12:33 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med_everyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

last shameless email 

This wN be my final email on the LLS fundraiser this year, Thanks to all who have put up with me and those who have donated, We are actually pretty’ dose to our fundra~siR9 

goa~ Some have asked when the dead~e {s. t~s tNs message. I~ ~s TODAY at 4:00 

best, 



Fl,olil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hill, Christine <christine hill@med.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 17, 2014 9:11 AM 

ttill, Christine ~-christine hill@med.unc.edu-~; med everyone-hemonc <med eveiyoneoncology@ad.unc.edu> 

T&H Seminar: Bruce Sachai~ MD, PhD Friday, May 23 

Sachais flyer.pdf 

Thrombosis & Hemostas:is Seminar Series present: 
Br~ce Sach~is MD, PhD 

Universi~ of iPem~sylvania 

"Rational Design of P~4 Antagonists: Novel molecules for the study and possibl.e 

treatment of HIT 
May 23, 2014 

11:00-/2:00pro 
Pagar~o Conference Room, Lineberger 

seminar flyer a~taehed"° 

Christ~ H~II 
T, qe University of North Carolina at ChapelHill 

Division of Hcmatolo~/Oncoloey 

CB # 7035 33 6 ~Ma~’ E/len Jones Bldg. 
ChapelHill, NC 27599-7O35 

m Phone: (919) 843-3960 

~ ,~ (91~) 843~896 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hill, Christine <chris~line hill@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 4, 2014 10:11 AM 

Hill, Christine <christine hill@med.unc.edu:~; med everyone-hemonc <med eve~oneoncology@ad.unc.edu-~; mhi@ist~rv.med.unc.edu; 

Abajas, Yasmina L <yabajas@email.unc.edu~; Adams, Sasha <sasha adams@med.unc.edu>; Arepally, Gow <arepa001@mc.duke.edu>; 

Ataga, Kenneth I <Kenneth_Ataga@med.unc.edu>; Bergmeier, Wolfgang <bergmeie@email.unc.edu>; Brandi Reeves 

<breeves@unch.unc.edu>; Canaway, Ma~tha <carraway.martha@epamail.epa.gov>; Church, Frank C <fchurch@med.unc.edu>; Fischer, 

Thomas H <thomas fischei@med.unc.edt~>; Frederiksen, James <jwf6@duke.edu>; Gabriel, Don <don gabriel@med.unc.edu>; 

Gunaratne, Ruwan <mwmi.gun~acatne@duke.edu>; Hoffman, Maureone R <maureo~e@med.unc.edti>; Holly, Stephen 

<fftephen holly@med.unc.edu>; Kasthuri, Raj Sundar <raj kasthuri@med.unc.edu>; Key, Nigel S <nigel key@med.unc.edu>; Lee, 

Grace <grace.lee@duke.edtc,; Leisner, Tina M <tina leisner@medamc.edu>; Lentz, Bany R <barry lenlz@med.unc.edu>; Levy, Jerry 

<jermld.le~y@duke.edu>; Liu. Jian <liuj@email.tmc.edu’-; Ma, Alice D <alice ma@med.unc.edw-; Mackman, Nigel 

<nigel mackman@med.unc.edu>; Majumder, Rinku <rinku majumde@med.unc.edu>; Manning, Jmnes 

<james emanning@med.unc.edu>; Moll, Stephan <stephan moll@med.unc.edu>; Monahan, Paul E <paulmonahan@med.unc.edu>; 
Moi~roe, Dougald M III <dougakt monroe@med.unc.edu-~; Mooberty, Micah J <mmooberr@email.unc.edu>; Nichols, Timothy C 

<tim nichols@med.~mc.edu:~; Parise, Leslie V <leslieApari~@med.unc.edu-~; PaMinski, Raihl L <raihlApawlinski@med.unc.edu-~; 

Pedersen, Lee G. <leeApedersen@unc.edu>; Roberts, Harold <hrr@med.unc.edu.~; Staflbrd, Darrel W <dws@email.unc.edu-~; Stoutt~r, 

Rick <RickStoufl’e@med.unc.edu>; Whinna, Herbert C <whinna@med.unc.edu:~; Wolbe~, Alisa S <alisa wolberg@med.unc.edu.~ 

T&H Seminaac: Michael Holinstat, PhD - Friday; June 6 

Thrombosis & Hemostasis Seminar Series present: 
Michael Holinstat, PhD 

Thomas Jefferson UniversiV 

"12-Lil~oxygenase: A critical regulator of hemostasis and thrombosis 

seminar flyer attached~ 
t {ost: Dr. Wol~)4arig Ber’gmeier 

Ema~il: bergmeie(~email.une.edu 

Christ~ ~II 
The Univemty of ~h Carolina at ChapelHill 
D~io~ ofHemat o~/Onco~ 
CB# 7035 33~ MaU Ellen Jones Bfd9. 
ChapelHil£ NC 27599-7035 
m Phone: (919) 843-3960 
~ F~ (919) 8434896 

June 6, 2014 
11:00-12:00pro 

Pagano Conference Room, Lineberger 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coleman, Stacey K <stacey coleman@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 6, 2014 9:50 AM 

med everyone-hemonc <med everyoneoncology@ad.anc.edu> 

FW: Jackson Deck Spaces Blocked 

From: Sullivan, Amy [mailto:Amy.Trandafir@unchealth,unc,edu] 

Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 8:28 AM 
Subject: FVV: Jackson Deck Spaces Blocked 

Good Morning All, 

I hope you are doing well. The e.-rnail below was sent out to all o[ the J~ckson Ded~ Perrmt Holders on M~y 15, 203.4 by UNC PuMic S~[el:y We have had a few 

calls perl:aming to the blocked spaces and relocation instruc~:~ons. P~ease d~stdbu~:e ~:he m~ormation below. A~I questkms should be dkected to 

~£~#_E~_@_M_~_~:_M_EG_~_~M. Thank you all so very much ~:or a~l [hat you do~ Have a Great Day and a Wonderfu~ Weekend!~! ...... Amy 

F~m: DPS - Parking 
$ent: Thursday, Nay ~5, 20~4 ~$:~$ AN 
To: DPS - Parking 
$ubject: Jackson Deck Spaces Blocked 

Attention JB Permit Holders 

One half of the top level of the Jackson Deck (JD Zone) will be blocked for power washing and sealing. The project is planned to begin Monday, May ~9th. 

Overcrowding is not anticipated, however please see this flyer for overflow details if needed. 

Public Safety appreciates your assistance during this project. 
************************** 

Department of Pubfic Safety (DPS) 

Public Safety Building 

285 Manning Dr. 

Campus Box ~600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Open: Monday - Friday, 7:30am - 5pm 

9~9-962-395~ (for general information) 

919-962-8100 (for after-hours assistance) 

Website: http:!!dps.unc.edu 

Email: parking@unc.edu 

.... Confidentiality Notice --- 

The infbr:mation contained in (or attached to) this electronic message may be leNally t~rivileged and/or confidential ir~brmation. ]f~vou have received this communication in e~ror, 

please noti~, the sender immediately and delete the message. 
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OVERVIEW 
Investigated-lnitiated Research (IIR) Grant applications must be submitted online through 

proposalCENTRAL at https://proposalcentral.altum.com/. Details regarding full application 

submission, including formatting, content, and supporting documents, are provided below. 

Applicants are encouraged to begin drafting their application narratives using Word or other 

word-processing software prior to the opening of the application system. All documents must 

be converted to Portable Document Format (.pdf) prior to upload. 

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLIANCE 
Applicants must follow the full application submission instructions, including page limitations 

and format guidelines, such as the prescribed font and margin size. Failure to adhere to these 

guidelines will result in applications being administratively withdrawn from consideration prior 

to peer review. 

SUBMISSION DEADLINE 

December 19, 2011, S PM Eastern Time 

Applicants are strongly encouraged to complete, review, and submit their applications with 

sufficient time to allow for technical difficulties, time zone differences, human error, loss of 
power/internet, sickness, travel, etc. Applicants may review their submissions for accuracy up 

until the application submission deadline. Extensions to the application submission deadline 

will not be granted, with the rare exception made for severe extenuating circumstances. 

FUNDING GUIDELINES 

Applicants may request either three or four years of funding in combined direct and indirect 

costs over the term of the Grant as follows: 

Over 3 years up to $750,000 

Over 4 years up to $1,000,000 

Budgets are not required to be equivalent across each year of the Grant, but rather should 

reflect the costs appropriate to support the research project each year. 

Note the following funding guidelines: 

Personnel on the project are limited to a base salary at or below $250,000 per year 

Equipment costs are limited to no more than 30% of direct costs 

Indirect costs cannot exceed 25% of direct costs (including any indirect costs paid 

through subcontracts or consortia) 

Professional membership dues are not allowable expenses 



INVESTIGATOR-INITIATED RESEARCH GRANTS FULL APPLICATION REVIEW CRITERIA 

Significance and 
Clinical Impact 

Scientific Merit 

Approach 

Expertise 

Resources 

Will the overarching research question(s), if successfully 

answered, have significant potential to lead to a reduction in 

breast cancer incidence and/or mortality within the next 

decade? 

If successfully completed, will the research advance our 

knowledge of breast cancer in an important way and/or 

contribute to the way that we conduct breast cancer research? 

Does the proposed approach build upon existing preliminary 

data? 

If the project is in the earlier stages of discovery, will the 

strategy establish feasibility and will particularly risky aspects be 

well managed? 

Does the proposed research utilize valid laboratory/preclinical 

models and statistical methods? 

® 

Will the proposed study hypothesis comprehensively address the 

overarching research questions? 

Will the proposed specific aims fully answer the study hypothesis? 

Will the proposed aims be completed within the terms of this 

grant? 

Are the overall strategy, methodology, statistical methods and 

other analyses well-reasoned and appropriate to accomplish the 

specific aims of the project? 

Are potential problems, alternative strategies, and benchmarks 

for success presented? 

Are the PI, co-PI (if applicable), and any other collaborators well 

suited to successfully conduct the program of research? 

Do the PI, co-Pl (if applicable), and any other collaborators have a 

demonstrated and ongoing record of research accomplishments? 

Is there evidence of institutional support for the proposed work? 

Are the institutional support, equipment, and other resources 

necessary for the successful conduct of the proposed of research 

(such as drugs, animal models, biological specimens, patient 

populations, etc.) clearly available to the investigators? 

Is there a plan to maximize the use of resources and to avoid 
unnecessary duplication of effort? 
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ABSTRACTS AND PROJECT TITLE REQUIREMENTS 

Abstracts 
Applicants are required to provide both lay and scientific abstracts of the proposed research. 

These abstracts must be entered into the appropriate fields in the Abstracts and Codes section 

of the proposalCENTRAL full application. Abstracts are limited to 3000 characters each, 

including spaces; special characters and formatting cannot be saved. Please refer to the red 

Instructions button in the Abstracts and Codes section of proposalCENTRAL for further 

instructions. Once the abstract text is entered and saved please review it to be sure that it is 

not truncated due to character restrictions. 

Project Title 

Project titles are restricted to 81 characters, including spaces. After entering and saving your 

project title, please check to be sure it is not truncated due to character restrictions. 

FULL APPLICATION NARRATIVE FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS 

The full application narrative is restricted to no more than 14 pages and must adhere to the 

following formatting requirements. Applications not adhering to all format requirements will 

be administratively withdrawn and will not be peer reviewed. 

Document Formatting Requirements 

¯ Must be in PDF file format 

¯ Font Size: :~2 point or larger 

= Font Type: Times New Roman 

= Spacing: No more than six lines oftype within a vertical inch (2.54 cm) 

= Page Size: No larger than 8.5 inches x 11.0 inches (21.59 cm x 27.94 cm) 

¯ Margins: At least 0.5 inch (:~.27 cm) in all directions 

¯ Print Area: 7.5 inches x :~0.0 inches (:~9.05 cm x 25.40 cm) 

= Recommended lengths for each narrative section of the application are provided. The 

complete application narrative must not exceed 14 pages in length. 

Guidelines for Images 

Reduce the file size of documents with images by "inserting" the image (as opposed to 

"cutting" and "pasting") 

Insert only PNG, GIF or JPG graphic files as images in your Word document. Other 

graphical file formats are either very large or difficult to manipulate in the document. 
¯ Do not insert Quick Time or TIFF objects into your document 

¯ Anchor the images you embed in your document. Once you have anchored the 

"inserted" image, you can format text to wrap around the image. 

¯ Do not edit your images in Word. Use a graphics program. 
¯ Do not embed your images in tables, text boxes, and other form elements 

¯ Do not add annotations over the images in Word. Add annotations to the images in a 

graphics program. 
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FULL APPLICATION NARRATIVE CONTENT 

Below is a description of the narrative content that must be included in the full application and 

the recommended page length for each section. Applicants may exceed the recommended 

page length for a given section provided that the total narrative is no more than 14 pages, 

including figures and tables. The following sections are required content in the full application 

narrative, and more detailed descriptions of content to include in each section are provided 

below: 

Research Questions, Hypothesis, and Specific Aims 

Background 

Approach 

Expertise 

Research Timeline 

Research Significance and Clinical Impact 

Questions, Hypothesis, and Specific Aims (1 pages recommended)~ Research 

Outline the overarching research questions to be addressed, the hypothesis that will be tested 

in order to address these research questions, and the specific aims that will be necessary to 

address the stated hypothesis. 

Background (3 pages recommended) ~ 
Describe the scientific rationale for the~posed work. Include the following: 

Detailed description and citation of any related preliminary data and existing research 

findings 

How the preliminary data and existing research findings support the hypothesis and 

specific aims proposed in the application 

Data validating any existing animal models that are proposed to be used in the studies 

Approach (6 pages recommended) ~ 
Provide details about the approach t~ill be taken to accomplish the proposed research, Be 

sure to include the following: 

Detailed description of the experimental design and methodology that will be used to 

address each proposed specific aim 

Potential problems that may arise in the proposed study design/approach and the steps 

that will be taken to prevent and/or solve these problems 

Detailed plan for statistical analysis 

Plan for accessing any biospecimens, animal models, and/or data necessary to 

successfully complete the proposed research 

If the application involves the study of human subjects at any time during the grant 

term, describe the plan for accrual, including data to support patient access, plans for 

recruitment of patients to the study, potential accrual problems that may arise, and 

alternatives that may be used to address any potential accrual issues 
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Expertise (1 pages recommended~ 
Describe how the PI, Co-PI (as applicable) and any other key persons named in the application 

are qualified to conduct the proposed research. 

Research Timeline (1 pages recommended} 

Provide the projected timeline for progress over each year of the proposed research. Include 

the following: 

¯ Research goals and milestones that are related to the initiation and execution of key 

steps within the application 

° Projected succession of key steps over each year of the Grant term and beyond 

necessary to achieve clinical impact 

Research Significance and Clinical Impact {2 pages recommended} 

Summarize the research issue(s) that will be addressed in the application and describe their 

clinical impact and significance in terms of incidence and/or mortality reduction. Applicants 

should address the following points: 

How the overarching research question(s), if successfully answered, will lead to 

prevention of the development of late recurrence of breast cancer 

How the outcomes from the proposed research plan will advance our knowledge of 

breast cancer in an important way and/or contribute to the way that we conduct 

breast cancer research 

REQUIRED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

The following required supporting documents are not included in the overall narrative page 

limit described above. 

Research Biosketches (Must be in NIH Format and limited to 4 pages each} 

Research biosketches are required for ALL key research personnel, including the PI/Applicant, 

Co-PI (as applicable), and any other key persons named in the application. 

Key personnel are defined herein as individuals who contribute to the scientific development or 

execution of a project in a substantive, measurable way, whether or not they receive salaries or 

compensation under the grant. Typically these individuals devote a specific percentage of effort 

to the project, and have doctoral or other professional degrees. Consultants and individuals at 

the postdoctoral, masters or baccalaureate level may be considered senior/key personnel if 

their involvement meets this definition. ’Zero percent’ effort or ’as needed’ is not an acceptable 

level of involvement for senior/key personnel. 

Biosketches must be no more than 4 pages each and in NIH format. Atemplate will be available 

for download on the application website. 
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Letters of Assurance from Collaborators (as applicable) 

Letters of assurance must be provided from any collaborators critical to the successful conduct 

of the proposed research. These letters are NOT required from the Applicant or the Co-PI. 

Letters of assurance from collaborators should acknowledge their participation in the proposed 

research and confirm their support and availability. 

Letters of Institutional Support 

Letters of institutional support must be provided from the applicant institution, institution of 

the Co-PI (if different from applicant institution, as applicable), and any other institutions that 

will be involved in subcontracts. The letters of institutional support should confirm institutional 

support of the research, including the availability of laboratory space, equipment and other 

resources necessary for the successful conduct of the research. 

Letters of Resource Availability 
Letters of resource availability are required and should confirm the availability of and access to 

all drugs, biospecimens, animal models, and/or data needed for successful completion of the 
proposed research 

Clinical Trial Protocol (If the trial is proposed to begin within the first year of the Grant term) 

If the application proposes a clinical trial that is scheduled to begin within the first year of the 

Grant term, a submission of a full clinical trial protocol is required. Clinical trial protocols 

should be submitted in a format appropriate for IRB and/or FDA approval. 

References 

List publications cited in the application narrative. There is no limit to the number of 

publications that can be cited. 

Other Support 

Provide the following information for all current and/or pending research grants held by the 

Applicant/Pl and Co-PI (as applicable): 

Title of grant 

Role on grant 

Supporting agency 

Grant term 

Amount of funding 

Percentage of Principal Investigator’s time 

Specific aims supported by the funding 

BUDGET GUIDELINES AND INSTRUCTION~ 

Budget amounts for each year must be enL~ed online in the Budget Period Detail section in 

proposalCENTRAL. Please note that entries into this section will automatically populate the 

Budget Summary in the following section within the system. When completing your budget, 

please be sure to adhere to the guidelines and restrictions listed in the Funding Guidelines 

section of this document. 
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Note on Key Personnel: Key personnel are defined herein as individuals who contribute to the 

scientific development or execution of a project in a substantive, measurable way, whether or 

not they receive salaries or compensation under the grant. Typically these individuals devote a 

specific percentage of effort to the project, and have doctoral or other professional degrees. 

Consultants and individuals at the postdoctoral, masters or baccalaureate level may be 

considered senior/key personnel if their involvement meets this definition. ’Zero percent’ effort 

or ’as needed’ is not an acceptable level of involvement for senior/key personnel. 

Budget Instructions 

In the Budget Period Detail click on the appropriate Budget Period button at the top of 

the page 

2. Enter the start and end dates for the budget period. Please anticipate a Period 1 (Year 

1) start date between 5/:1/2012 and 11/1/2012. NOTE: Award notifications are made on 

March 31, 2012. Projects must start within 6 months of the notification of intent to 

fund. 

3. In the Personnel Cost section, click the Add Name button to add lines for each key 

person, including the PI/Applicant, Co-PI (as applicable), and any other Key Persons 

4. Enter each person’s name, role on the grant, percent effort, base salary, requested 

fringe, and requested salary 

5. Click the red Save button located at either the top or bottom of the page to save your 

entries 

6. For Non-Personnel Costs, enter a description of the expense and the amount of the 

expense; to add a new line item under a particular category, click the Add button next to 

that category listing 

7. Break out any contractual/consortium costs by institution name and overall contract 

amounts. 

8. Click the red Save button located at either the top or bottom of the page to save your 

entries 

Your budget entries will automatically populate the table in the Budget Summary section. 

Budget Justification Instructions 

Sufficient justification of proposed expenditures must be uploaded to the Proposal Narrative 

and Other Attachments section of proposalCENTRAL. Please use the Budget Justification 

tern plate provided. 

For personnel justification, please briefly describe the specific roles/responsibilities of each 

person listed in the personnel section of the budget. If the person’s level of effort and/or salary 

changes between budget periods, please explain/justify the changes. 
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For non-personnel expenditures please provide sufficient justification for expenditures in each 

category listed in this section, paying specific attention to the following: 

Name, expertise, and roles of consultants, including the need for their expertise in the 

context of the proposed program 

Listing of equipment that will be purchased, in what grant year (Period) it will be 

purchased, and why the equipment is needed for the proposed program 

General breakdown of supplies that will be purchased for each year of the grant and 

why the supplies are needed 

Breakdown of travel expenses for each grant year, including the reason, expense, and 

traveler for each trip. 

Outline any Patient Care and/or Other Direct Costs and justify their need in the context 

of the proposed project 

Outline and justification of animal care costs, as applicable 

Contractual/Consortium Budgets 

Separate budgets and budget justifications must be provided for all contractual/consortium 

agreements. These budgets should be completed using the Contractual/Consortium Budget 

template and uploaded to the Proposal Narrative and Supporting Documents section in 

proposalCENTRAL. Separate budget justifications for all contractual/consortium agreements 

must also be submitted. Please refer to Budget Guidelines and Instructions above when 

completing these budgets. 

SUBMISSION APPROVAL AND VERIFICATION 

Signed Signature Pages 

Final approval from the applicant institution’s Administrative Signing Official is required prior to 

submission of your full application. The signature pages are available for download within the 

Print Signature Pages section of proposalCENTRAL. Signature pages must be signed by the 

Administrative Signing Official, all proposed Principal Investigators, and the signed document 

must be uploaded in .pdf format under the Proposal Narrative and Other Attachments section. 

Application Verification 
Applicants are urged to complete and submit their applications in advance of the submission 

deadline, and to review all contents of the application to ensure completion and adherence 

with the formatting and content guidelines. For example, formatting of applications may 

change when converting to .pdf format, and these documents should be reviewed carefully 

prior to the submission deadline. Revisions to the submitted application materials are 

permitted until the close of the application system on the submission deadline. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW 

Applicants must follow the application submission instructions, including page limitations and 

format guidelines, such as the prescribed font and margin size. Failure to adhere to these 

instructions will result in applications being administratively withdrawn from consideration 

prior to peer review. 

Applicants are strongly encouraged to complete, review and submit their applications with 

sufficient time to allow for technical difficulties, varying time zones, human error, loss of 

power/internet, sickness, travel, etc. Applicants may review their submissions for accuracy until 

the application submission deadline. Extensions to the application submission deadline will not 

be granted, with the rare exception made for severe extenuating circumstances. 

CONTACT INFORMATION FOR QUESTIONS 

Type of Inquiry Contact: 

All technical inquiries related to the online 

application system, proposalCENTRAL (including 

questions related to system access, navigation, 

document uploads, etc.) 

All program inquiries, including questions related 

to eligibility, program requirements, Komen 

policies and procedures, etc. 

Altum/proposalCENTRAl. 

Email: pcsupport@altum.com 

Phone: 1-800-875-2562 (Toll-free U.S. and 

Canada), or +1-703-964-5840 (Direct Dial 

International) 

Komen Research Programs Help Desk 

Email: helpdesk@komengrantsaccess.org 

Phone: 1-866-921-9678 (Toll-free within the 

United States and Canada) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carey, Lisa <lisa carey@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 6, 2012 5:19 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.nnc.edu> 

Perou, Charles M <chuck~perou@med.unc.edu>; Bush, Margaret Am~ <peggy bush@med.unc.edu> 

RE: D[LaA~T grm~t application 

Thanks peggy! 

From: Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 3:56 PM 
To: Carey, Lisa 
Co: Perou, Charles M; Bush, Margaret Ann 
Subject: RE: DRAFT grant application 
7hanks! Will wait Lo h~ar b~cl~ from Chuck. t dhJ want to ~d~r~owl~dge Peggy ~sh~ who really h~d w~Lh Lh~s doc~rn~nt. My ir~:~a~ draft re~t more hke a ~tter o~ 

F~m: Carey, Lisa 
Sent: Friday, 3anua~ 06, 20~2 3:45 PM 

To: Noe, Jeanne F 
Co: Perou, Charles M 
Subject: RE: D~ grant application 
Back st you, rea~bl [~ce ~ob. Chuck ~f },ou ar~ comfortsb~e ~et’s get ~t to them. 

[Asa A. Carey, MD 
Preyer D~s~ngu~shed Professor in Breast Cancer Research 

Med~ca~ D~rector, UNC 8reas~ Center 
UNC Lineber£jer Comprehensive Cancer Center 
Div~skm ef Herna~ek)~),iOncole~ly 

170 Mann~n~ Dr~ve - C8# 7305 
Chapel ~-lill, NC 27599 

Fmm: Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 20~2 8:59 PM 
To: Carey, Lisa 
Subject: DRA~ grant application 

Hi Lisa, 

Here ~s m~/stab at the V fotmdst~on doctm~e~t~ In chatting with Peggy, I realize ~ittle I know about gra[~t writing. You a[~d C[~uck w~l~ ~Jeed to edit s~g~ifica[~tlg, Fro 

sure. Aga~[~ I just plJ~l~d from oL~r other documents, t@ng to put h~ a grant-type format. Considering thaL ~ can’t explain why these things take roe so ~ong, but they 

From: Jeanne Noe               #~mail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 05, 20~2 8:56 PM 

To: Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perou, Charles M <chuck~erou@med.tmc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 6, 2012 5:32 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jemmenoe@med.unc.edtr~; Carey, Lisa<lisa carey@med.unc.edu> 

Bush, Margaret Ann <peggy bush@med.unc.edn> 

RE: DIL~T grm~t application 

I will work on this, this weekend and we can send off on Monday, CHUCK 

From: Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Friday, January 06, 2012 3:56 PM 
To: Carey, Lisa 
Cc: Perou, Charles M; Bush, Margaret Ann 
Subject: RE: DRAFT grant application 

7hanks! Will wait ~:o hear bacl~ from Chuck. t did want to acl~nowledge Peggy [CLash, who really hel~)ed wi~:h ~:his docL~rnent. My ini~:~a~ draft read more like a letter o[ 

intent, 

F~m= Carey, Lisa 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 06, 20~2 3:45 PN 

Te~ Noe, Jeanne F 
~¢~ Perou, Charles N 
Subject; RE: D~ grant application 

Back ~t you, rea~g n~ce job. Chuck ~f you are comfort~Me ~et’s get ~t to them. 

L~sa A, Carey, MD 
Preyer D~sfingu~shed Professor in Breast Cancer Reseamh 

Nled~ca~ Oh’ector, UNC Breast Center 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
DMskm e~ Hernalek)gyiOncole~y 
170 Manning Ddve - CB~ 7305 
Chapel Hill NC 27599 

F~m~ Noe, Jeanne F 
$ent~ Thursday, January 05, 2012 8:59 PN 
To: Carey, Lisa 
Subject= DRA~ grant application 

~-~i Usa, 

Here ~s my stab at the V fotmd~t~on docume~L In chatting with P~ggy, I realize little I know about grant writing. You a~d Chuck w~ll need to ~dit s~g~ificantl% Fra 

sure, Agah~ I just pu~led from o~r other documents, t@ng to put h~ a grant-type format, Considering thaL ~ can’t explain why these things take ra~ so ~ong, but they 

F~m= Jeanne Noel               ~gmail,com] 
8ent~ Thursday, January 05, 2012 8:56 PN 

To= Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: 
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OVERVIEW 
Investigated-lnitiated Research (IIR) Grant applications must be submitted online through 

proposalCENTRAL at https://proposalcentral.altum.com/. Details regarding full application 

submission, including formatting, content, and supporting documents, are provided below. 

Applicants are encouraged to begin drafting their application narratives using Word or other 

word-processing software prior to the opening of the application system. All documents must 

be converted to Portable Document Format (.pdf) prior to upload. 

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLIANCE 
Applicants must follow the full application submission instructions, including page limitations 

and format guidelines, such as the prescribed font and margin size. Failure to adhere to these 

guidelines will result in applications being administratively withdrawn from consideration prior 

to peer review. 

SUBMISSION DEADLINE 

December 19, 2011, S PM Eastern Time 

Applicants are strongly encouraged to complete, review, and submit their applications with 

sufficient time to allow for technical difficulties, time zone differences, human error, loss of 
power/internet, sickness, travel, etc. Applicants may review their submissions for accuracy up 

until the application submission deadline. Extensions to the application submission deadline 

will not be granted, with the rare exception made for severe extenuating circumstances. 

FUNDING GUIDELINES 

Applicants may request either three or four years of funding in combined direct and indirect 

costs over the term of the Grant as follows: 

Over 3 years up to $750,000 

Over 4 years up to $1,000,000 

Budgets are not required to be equivalent across each year of the Grant, but rather should 

reflect the costs appropriate to support the research project each year. 

Note the following funding guidelines: 

Personnel on the project are limited to a base salary at or below $250,000 per year 

Equipment costs are limited to no more than 30% of direct costs 

Indirect costs cannot exceed 25% of direct costs (including any indirect costs paid 

through subcontracts or consortia) 

Professional membership dues are not allowable expenses 



INVESTIGATOR-INITIATED RESEARCH GRANTS FULL APPLICATION REVIEW CRITERIA 

Significance and 
Clinical Impact 

Scientific Merit 

Approach 

Expertise 

Resources 

Will the overarching research question(s), if successfully 

answered, have significant potential to lead to a reduction in 

breast cancer incidence and/or mortality within the next 

decade? 

If successfully completed, will the research advance our 

knowledge of breast cancer in an important way and/or 

contribute to the way that we conduct breast cancer research? 

Does the proposed approach build upon existing preliminary 

data? 

If the project is in the earlier stages of discovery, will the 

strategy establish feasibility and will particularly risky aspects be 

well managed? 

Does the proposed research utilize valid laboratory/preclinical 

models and statistical methods? 

® 

Will the proposed study hypothesis comprehensively address the 

overarching research questions? 

Will the proposed specific aims fully answer the study hypothesis? 

Will the proposed aims be completed within the terms of this 

grant? 

Are the overall strategy, methodology, statistical methods and 

other analyses well-reasoned and appropriate to accomplish the 

specific aims of the project? 

Are potential problems, alternative strategies, and benchmarks 

for success presented? 

Are the PI, co-PI (if applicable), and any other collaborators well 

suited to successfully conduct the program of research? 

Do the PI, co-Pl (if applicable), and any other collaborators have a 

demonstrated and ongoing record of research accomplishments? 

Is there evidence of institutional support for the proposed work? 

Are the institutional support, equipment, and other resources 

necessary for the successful conduct of the proposed of research 

(such as drugs, animal models, biological specimens, patient 

populations, etc.) clearly available to the investigators? 

Is there a plan to maximize the use of resources and to avoid 
unnecessary duplication of effort? 
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ABSTRACTS AND PROJECT TITLE REQUIREMENTS 

Abstracts 
Applicants are required to provide both lay and scientific abstracts of the proposed research. 

These abstracts must be entered into the appropriate fields in the Abstracts and Codes section 

of the proposalCENTRAL full application. Abstracts are limited to 3000 characters each, 

including spaces; special characters and formatting cannot be saved. Please refer to the red 

Instructions button in the Abstracts and Codes section of proposalCENTRAL for further 

instructions. Once the abstract text is entered and saved please review it to be sure that it is 

not truncated due to character restrictions. 

Project Title 

Project titles are restricted to 81 characters, including spaces. After entering and saving your 

project title, please check to be sure it is not truncated due to character restrictions. 

FULL APPLICATION NARRATIVE FORMATTING REQUIREMENTS 

The full application narrative is restricted to no more than 14 pages and must adhere to the 

following formatting requirements. Applications not adhering to all format requirements will 

be administratively withdrawn and will not be peer reviewed. 

Document Formatting Requirements 

¯ Must be in PDF file format 

¯ Font Size: :~2 point or larger 

= Font Type: Times New Roman 

= Spacing: No more than six lines oftype within a vertical inch (2.54 cm) 

= Page Size: No larger than 8.5 inches x 11.0 inches (21.59 cm x 27.94 cm) 

¯ Margins: At least 0.5 inch (:~.27 cm) in all directions 

¯ Print Area: 7.5 inches x :~0.0 inches (:~9.05 cm x 25.40 cm) 

= Recommended lengths for each narrative section of the application are provided. The 

complete application narrative must not exceed 14 pages in length. 

Guidelines for Images 

Reduce the file size of documents with images by "inserting" the image (as opposed to 

"cutting" and "pasting") 

Insert only PNG, GIF or JPG graphic files as images in your Word document. Other 

graphical file formats are either very large or difficult to manipulate in the document. 
¯ Do not insert Quick Time or TIFF objects into your document 

¯ Anchor the images you embed in your document. Once you have anchored the 

"inserted" image, you can format text to wrap around the image. 

¯ Do not edit your images in Word. Use a graphics program. 
¯ Do not embed your images in tables, text boxes, and other form elements 

¯ Do not add annotations over the images in Word. Add annotations to the images in a 

graphics program. 
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FULL APPLICATION NARRATIVE CONTENT 

Below is a description of the narrative content that must be included in the full application and 

the recommended page length for each section. Applicants may exceed the recommended 

page length for a given section provided that the total narrative is no more than 14 pages, 

including figures and tables. The following sections are required content in the full application 

narrative, and more detailed descriptions of content to include in each section are provided 

below: 

Research Questions, Hypothesis, and Specific Aims 

Background 

Approach 

Expertise 

Research Timeline 

Research Significance and Clinical Impact 

Questions, Hypothesis, and Specific Aims (1 pages recommended)~ Research 

Outline the overarching research questions to be addressed, the hypothesis that will be tested 

in order to address these research questions, and the specific aims that will be necessary to 

address the stated hypothesis. 

Background (3 pages recommended) ~ 
Describe the scientific rationale for the~posed work. Include the following: 

Detailed description and citation of any related preliminary data and existing research 

findings 

How the preliminary data and existing research findings support the hypothesis and 

specific aims proposed in the application 

Data validating any existing animal models that are proposed to be used in the studies 

Approach (6 pages recommended) ~ 
Provide details about the approach t~ill be taken to accomplish the proposed research, Be 

sure to include the following: 

Detailed description of the experimental design and methodology that will be used to 

address each proposed specific aim 

Potential problems that may arise in the proposed study design/approach and the steps 

that will be taken to prevent and/or solve these problems 

Detailed plan for statistical analysis 

Plan for accessing any biospecimens, animal models, and/or data necessary to 

successfully complete the proposed research 

If the application involves the study of human subjects at any time during the grant 

term, describe the plan for accrual, including data to support patient access, plans for 

recruitment of patients to the study, potential accrual problems that may arise, and 

alternatives that may be used to address any potential accrual issues 
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Expertise (1 pages recommended~ 
Describe how the PI, Co-PI (as applicable) and any other key persons named in the application 

are qualified to conduct the proposed research. 

Research Timeline (1 pages recommended} 

Provide the projected timeline for progress over each year of the proposed research. Include 

the following: 

¯ Research goals and milestones that are related to the initiation and execution of key 

steps within the application 

° Projected succession of key steps over each year of the Grant term and beyond 

necessary to achieve clinical impact 

Research Significance and Clinical Impact {2 pages recommended} 

Summarize the research issue(s) that will be addressed in the application and describe their 

clinical impact and significance in terms of incidence and/or mortality reduction. Applicants 

should address the following points: 

How the overarching research question(s), if successfully answered, will lead to 

prevention of the development of late recurrence of breast cancer 

How the outcomes from the proposed research plan will advance our knowledge of 

breast cancer in an important way and/or contribute to the way that we conduct 

breast cancer research 

REQUIRED SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

The following required supporting documents are not included in the overall narrative page 

limit described above. 

Research Biosketches (Must be in NIH Format and limited to 4 pages each} 

Research biosketches are required for ALL key research personnel, including the PI/Applicant, 

Co-PI (as applicable), and any other key persons named in the application. 

Key personnel are defined herein as individuals who contribute to the scientific development or 

execution of a project in a substantive, measurable way, whether or not they receive salaries or 

compensation under the grant. Typically these individuals devote a specific percentage of effort 

to the project, and have doctoral or other professional degrees. Consultants and individuals at 

the postdoctoral, masters or baccalaureate level may be considered senior/key personnel if 

their involvement meets this definition. ’Zero percent’ effort or ’as needed’ is not an acceptable 

level of involvement for senior/key personnel. 

Biosketches must be no more than 4 pages each and in NIH format. Atemplate will be available 

for download on the application website. 
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Letters of Assurance from Collaborators (as applicable) 

Letters of assurance must be provided from any collaborators critical to the successful conduct 

of the proposed research. These letters are NOT required from the Applicant or the Co-PI. 

Letters of assurance from collaborators should acknowledge their participation in the proposed 

research and confirm their support and availability. 

Letters of Institutional Support 

Letters of institutional support must be provided from the applicant institution, institution of 

the Co-PI (if different from applicant institution, as applicable), and any other institutions that 

will be involved in subcontracts. The letters of institutional support should confirm institutional 

support of the research, including the availability of laboratory space, equipment and other 

resources necessary for the successful conduct of the research. 

Letters of Resource Availability 
Letters of resource availability are required and should confirm the availability of and access to 

all drugs, biospecimens, animal models, and/or data needed for successful completion of the 
proposed research 

Clinical Trial Protocol (If the trial is proposed to begin within the first year of the Grant term) 

If the application proposes a clinical trial that is scheduled to begin within the first year of the 

Grant term, a submission of a full clinical trial protocol is required. Clinical trial protocols 

should be submitted in a format appropriate for IRB and/or FDA approval. 

References 

List publications cited in the application narrative. There is no limit to the number of 

publications that can be cited. 

Other Support 

Provide the following information for all current and/or pending research grants held by the 

Applicant/Pl and Co-PI (as applicable): 

Title of grant 

Role on grant 

Supporting agency 

Grant term 

Amount of funding 

Percentage of Principal Investigator’s time 

Specific aims supported by the funding 

BUDGET GUIDELINES AND INSTRUCTION~ 

Budget amounts for each year must be enL~ed online in the Budget Period Detail section in 

proposalCENTRAL. Please note that entries into this section will automatically populate the 

Budget Summary in the following section within the system. When completing your budget, 

please be sure to adhere to the guidelines and restrictions listed in the Funding Guidelines 

section of this document. 
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Note on Key Personnel: Key personnel are defined herein as individuals who contribute to the 

scientific development or execution of a project in a substantive, measurable way, whether or 

not they receive salaries or compensation under the grant. Typically these individuals devote a 

specific percentage of effort to the project, and have doctoral or other professional degrees. 

Consultants and individuals at the postdoctoral, masters or baccalaureate level may be 

considered senior/key personnel if their involvement meets this definition. ’Zero percent’ effort 

or ’as needed’ is not an acceptable level of involvement for senior/key personnel. 

Budget Instructions 

In the Budget Period Detail click on the appropriate Budget Period button at the top of 

the page 

2. Enter the start and end dates for the budget period. Please anticipate a Period 1 (Year 

1) start date between 5/:1/2012 and 11/1/2012. NOTE: Award notifications are made on 

March 31, 2012. Projects must start within 6 months of the notification of intent to 

fund. 

3. In the Personnel Cost section, click the Add Name button to add lines for each key 

person, including the PI/Applicant, Co-PI (as applicable), and any other Key Persons 

4. Enter each person’s name, role on the grant, percent effort, base salary, requested 

fringe, and requested salary 

5. Click the red Save button located at either the top or bottom of the page to save your 

entries 

6. For Non-Personnel Costs, enter a description of the expense and the amount of the 

expense; to add a new line item under a particular category, click the Add button next to 

that category listing 

7. Break out any contractual/consortium costs by institution name and overall contract 

amounts. 

8. Click the red Save button located at either the top or bottom of the page to save your 

entries 

Your budget entries will automatically populate the table in the Budget Summary section. 

Budget Justification Instructions 

Sufficient justification of proposed expenditures must be uploaded to the Proposal Narrative 

and Other Attachments section of proposalCENTRAL. Please use the Budget Justification 

tern plate provided. 

For personnel justification, please briefly describe the specific roles/responsibilities of each 

person listed in the personnel section of the budget. If the person’s level of effort and/or salary 

changes between budget periods, please explain/justify the changes. 
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For non-personnel expenditures please provide sufficient justification for expenditures in each 

category listed in this section, paying specific attention to the following: 

Name, expertise, and roles of consultants, including the need for their expertise in the 

context of the proposed program 

Listing of equipment that will be purchased, in what grant year (Period) it will be 

purchased, and why the equipment is needed for the proposed program 

General breakdown of supplies that will be purchased for each year of the grant and 

why the supplies are needed 

Breakdown of travel expenses for each grant year, including the reason, expense, and 

traveler for each trip. 

Outline any Patient Care and/or Other Direct Costs and justify their need in the context 

of the proposed project 

Outline and justification of animal care costs, as applicable 

Contractual/Consortium Budgets 

Separate budgets and budget justifications must be provided for all contractual/consortium 

agreements. These budgets should be completed using the Contractual/Consortium Budget 

template and uploaded to the Proposal Narrative and Supporting Documents section in 

proposalCENTRAL. Separate budget justifications for all contractual/consortium agreements 

must also be submitted. Please refer to Budget Guidelines and Instructions above when 

completing these budgets. 

SUBMISSION APPROVAL AND VERIFICATION 

Signed Signature Pages 

Final approval from the applicant institution’s Administrative Signing Official is required prior to 

submission of your full application. The signature pages are available for download within the 

Print Signature Pages section of proposalCENTRAL. Signature pages must be signed by the 

Administrative Signing Official, all proposed Principal Investigators, and the signed document 

must be uploaded in .pdf format under the Proposal Narrative and Other Attachments section. 

Application Verification 
Applicants are urged to complete and submit their applications in advance of the submission 

deadline, and to review all contents of the application to ensure completion and adherence 

with the formatting and content guidelines. For example, formatting of applications may 

change when converting to .pdf format, and these documents should be reviewed carefully 

prior to the submission deadline. Revisions to the submitted application materials are 

permitted until the close of the application system on the submission deadline. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW 

Applicants must follow the application submission instructions, including page limitations and 

format guidelines, such as the prescribed font and margin size. Failure to adhere to these 

instructions will result in applications being administratively withdrawn from consideration 

prior to peer review. 

Applicants are strongly encouraged to complete, review and submit their applications with 

sufficient time to allow for technical difficulties, varying time zones, human error, loss of 

power/internet, sickness, travel, etc. Applicants may review their submissions for accuracy until 

the application submission deadline. Extensions to the application submission deadline will not 

be granted, with the rare exception made for severe extenuating circumstances. 

CONTACT INFORMATION FOR QUESTIONS 

Type of Inquiry Contact: 

All technical inquiries related to the online 

application system, proposalCENTRAL (including 

questions related to system access, navigation, 

document uploads, etc.) 

All program inquiries, including questions related 

to eligibility, program requirements, Komen 

policies and procedures, etc. 

Altum/proposalCENTRAl. 

Email: pcsupport@altum.com 

Phone: 1-800-875-2562 (Toll-free U.S. and 

Canada), or +1-703-964-5840 (Direct Dial 

International) 

Komen Research Programs Help Desk 

Email: helpdesk@komengrantsaccess.org 

Phone: 1-866-921-9678 (Toll-free within the 

United States and Canada) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kelly A Hogan <kelly_hogan@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 27, 2006 8:24 AM 

Mary Willingham <mwillingham@mail.uncaa.unc.edu> 

Bush, Margaret Ann <peggy_bush@med.unc.edu> 

Re: onyen 

FOr some reason, the blackboard system was not finding her. In any 
case, I manually created her as a user: 

Kelly Hogan 

Quoting Mary Willingham <mwillingham@mail.uncaa.unc.edu>: 

> Kelly, 
> Yes that is her email and her PID is 
> thing - sorry about that. She is oficially 
> classes here so I could find her out at faculty central and she is 
> already in the directory as a part time employee - go figure. 
> Mary 
> 

>>>> Kelly A Hogan <kelly_hogan@unc.edu> >>> 
> I am having trouble locating a Peggy Bush with an onyen via 
> blackboard. Maybe it needs 24 hours to catch up in the system if she 
>just got one. Her email address is bushm@email.unc.edu? Thanks. 
> 

> Kelly 
> 

> Quoting Mary Willingham <mwillingham@mail.uncaa.unc.edu>: 
> 

>> Hi Kelly, 
>> Peggy Bush - our bio tutor/SI did get an onyen, (     ) if you 
>> wouldn’t mind adding her to your blackboard site for Bio 11 - that 
> would 
>> be great! 
>> Thanks ! 
>> Mary W. 
>> 
>> Mary C. Willingham 
>> Learning Specialist/SI Coordinator 
>> University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
>> Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
>> (919)843-6029 
>> mwillingham@uncaa.unc, edu 
>> 

> 

> 

> 

> Kelly A Hogan, PhD 
> Department of Biology, UNC 
> Room 341 Wilson Hall; CB #3280 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3280 
> (919) 843-6047 
> 

> 

> 

- it could be a 24 hour 
and took some 



Kelly A Hogan~ PhD 

Department of Biology~ UNC 

Room 341 Wilson Hall; CB #3280 
Chapel Hill~ NC 27599-3280 

(919) 843-6047 



IV. Proteins 

A. Amino acids 

1. different amino acids 

2. AA’s consist of: 

3. AA’s have different: 

B. Polypeptides 

1. Dipeptides- 

2. Polypeptides- 

C. Protein structure 

1.1° -structure- 

2.2°- 

3.3°- 

D. Structure and 

E. Mutation in DNA--) 

F. Disease causing proteins: 

1. Prion = 

2. How prions affect other proteins - 

3. Prions affect on host - 

are linked 



G. Proteins have diverse functions-- 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 

V. Nucleic Acids 

A. DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) 

1. monomers = nucleotides, consist of: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

2. Polymer = 

3. Double helix structure= 
a.A- 

b.G- 
B. RNA (ribonucleic acid) 

1. monomers = nucleotides, consist of: 
a. 

b. 

C. 

2. Polymers = 

3. RNA structure- 

4. Three kinds of RNA 
a. 

b. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Healt]a and Safely <BRNAPRSTEK@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 28, 2006 2:23 PM 

EHS Notitlcations <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line st l_!~:!’._/_<_tt!~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__u_; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioactive Inateti als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: Wednesday, April 12, 1:00 3:30, 1131 Biom[’ormatics 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next Class: Tuesday, April 11, 9:30- 11:30, 1131 BioinformatlCS 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviro~mlent, acadetulc cl assroom, or librao< 

Next (;lass: Tuesday, March 14, 2:00- 4:(;0, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or AnJlnal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, March 20, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Building 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industlial, Inainten~lce, mid constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, March 20, 9:00 - 12:00, Corfference Room S- New Facihties Shops Building 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the l:.nforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is itnportant for your safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of Environment, Health, and Sa[’eW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel Hill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

(~): 919.962 0227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 19, 2006 1:44 PM 

Hogan, Kelly A <leek@email.unc.edu> 

Print outlines for class tomorrow 

Hi all HOpe you had a relaxing spring break. The outline for the next few lectures are read?’ for you to print You will need them for class tomorrow. GO TAP, HEELS’.! 

Dr. Hogan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <Kurt Boudette@ehs.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 31, 2006 7:07 AM 

EHS Notitlcations <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line st l_!~:!’._/_<_tt!~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__u_; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioactive Inateti als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: Wednesday, April 12, 1:00 3:30, 1131 Biom[’ormatics 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next Class: Tuesday, April 11, 9:30- 11:30, 1131 BioinformatlCS 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviro~mlent, acadetulc cl assroom, or librao< 

Next Class: Thursday, May 18, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or AnJlnal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, April 17, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industlial, Inainten~lce, mid constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, April 17, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the l:.nforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is itnportant for your safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of Environment, Health, and Sa[’eW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel Hill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

(~): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <Kurt Boudette@ehs.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 4, 2006 7:14 AM 

EHS Notitlcations <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line st l_!~:!’._/_<_tt!~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__u_; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environnlent that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioactive nlateti als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: Tuesday, June 13, 8:30 - 11:30, 1131 Bioin[’ormatics 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next (;lass: Done on line at www.ehs.unc.edu 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviro~mlent, acadetulc cl assroom, or librao< 

Next Class: Thursday, May 18, 2:00 -4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or AnJnlal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, June 19, 9:00 - 12:00, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Building 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industlial, nlainten~lce, mid constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, June 19, 9:00 - 12:00, Corfference Room S New Facilities Shops Building 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructiona[ Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on4ine or by attending an instructor-led class Under the l:.nforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is itnportant for your safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of Environment, Health, and Sa[’eW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel Hill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

(~): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <Kurt Boudette@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 2, 2006 7:07 AM 

EHS Notitlcations <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line st l_!~:!’._/_<_tt!~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__u_; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioactive mateti als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: This class is now done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next Class: This class is now done on line 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviro~mlent, acadetulc cl assroonl, or librao< 

Next (;lass: Tuesday, September 12, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, August 21, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Building 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industlial, nlainten~lce, mid constmcfion work. 

Next (;lass: ]Vlonday, August 21, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Building 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructiona[ Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on4ine or by attending an instructor-led class Under the l:.nforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is itnportant for your safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of Environroent, Health, and Sa[’eW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel Hill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

(~): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health aid Safety <KTBOUDETTE@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 29, 2006 2:59 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulng is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~k_i1~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__9_; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroim~ent you fi~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioacfive mated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

CLASS NOW I)O]<I{ ON LI]<I{ 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

CLASS NOW I)O]<I{ ON LI]<I{ 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in an office enviroim~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or librao< 

Next (;lass: Tuesday, September 12, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Hmldling. 

Next Class: Monday, September 18, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S, New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

IMAC Environment: Dufies involving industrial, maintenance, mid constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, September 18, 9:00 11:30, Corfference Room S, Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safeb" Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for yore- safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of EnvironrnenL Health, and SafeW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel }{ill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

I]): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health aid Safety <KTBOUDETTE@ehs.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 25, 2006 7:06 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulng is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~k_i1~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__9_; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successflfl completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroim~ent you fi~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioacfive mated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

This class is now done online. 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class is now done online. 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in an office enviroim~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or librao< 

Next (;lass: Thursday, November 16, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Hmldling. 

Next Class: Monday, October 16, 9:00 11:30, Conference Rm. S, New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

IMAC Environment: Dufies involving industrial, maintenance, mid constmcfion work. 

Next (;lass: ]Vlonday, October 16, 9:00- 12:00, Conference Rm S, New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safeb" Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for yore- safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of EnvironrnenL Health, and SafeW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel }{ill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

I]): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health aid Safely <KTBOUDETTE@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 22, 2006 8:59 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificalion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulng is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!’,_/_<_ti1~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__a_; select Training and 

then go to "OlJine Orientation". Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are unsm-e wtfich work enviroim~ent you fi~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioacfive mated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: NOW DONE ON LINE 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next Class: NOW DONE ON LINE 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviroim~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or librao< 

Next Class: Wednesday, January 24, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kurak 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Hmldling. 

Next Class: Monday, December 18, 9:(X) 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

IMAC Environment: Dufies involving industrial, maintenance, alld constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, December 18, 9:(X) 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is itnportant for your safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of Environment, Health, and SafeW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel }{ill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

(~): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health aid Safety <KTBOUDETTE@ehs.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Januao~ 4, 2007 8:01 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificalion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulng is mmldatory for all full-time, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!’._/_<_ti1~2!~_kc_:_e__d__a_; select TraiiJng and 

then go to "OlJine Orientation". Select the Work Environnlent that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroim~ent you fi~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioacfive nlated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: None scheduled, done on-line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next (;lass: None scheduled, done on-line. 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in ~l office enviroim~ent, acadetulc cl assroonl, or librao< 

Next Class: Wednesday, January 24, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kurak 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or AnJnlal Hmldling. 

Next (;lass: Monday, January 22, 9:00 11:3 0, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg 

IMAC Environment: Dufies involving industrial, nlaintenance, mid constnlcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, January 22, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the }:.nl2~rcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for your safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of Environroent, Health, and SafeW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel Hill, MC 27517-~ 

@): 919952.5507 

(f): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health aid Safely <KTBOUDETTE@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 30, 2007 12:41 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificalion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitJng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulng is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!’,_/_<_ti1~2!l_l__C_:_e__d__a_; select Training and 

then go to "OlJine Orientation". Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroim~ent you fi~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chetulcals, radioacfive mated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Now done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Now done on line 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviroim~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or librao< 

Next Class: Wednesday, March 14, 2:00 -4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kura[t 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities invohdng Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Hmldling. 

Next Class: Monday, Februaty 19, 9:00 11:30, Conf~ Room S, New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

IMAC Environment: Dufies involving industrial, maintenance, alld constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, Februapy 19, 9:00 11:30, Con[~ Room S, Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting complmnce 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for yore- safety as well as others. 

;Oepartment of EnvironrnenL Health, and SafeW 

~ ]niversi~ of" North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB/f 1650 

Chapel }{ill, MC 27517-4440 

@): 919962.5507 

(~): 919.962 0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health aid Safety <KTBOUDETTE@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 28, 2007 8:05 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificalion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Traiulng is e~y to complete. If you have access to the interact, take tiffs training on-line at htip:/iehs unc.edu; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select the Work Environtnent that best describes yore-job activities EHS will be automatically notified upon successfifl cotnpletion of tile post test 
If you are mlsm-e wbich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 
Laboratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored. 

This class is now done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient COll~act or closely associated activities a~ ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now done on line. 
office Environment: Woik activities in art office environmenL academic classroom, or library. 

Next Class: Thursday, May 17, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tate Turner Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Handling 
Next Class: Monday, March 19, 9:00 - 11:30, Conference Rm S, New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, mid construction work. 
Next Class: Monday, March 19, 9:00 - 11:30, Conference Rm S, New Facilities Shops Bldg. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make stare that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class kinder the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 
Safety orientation training is important for your safety as well as others. 
Department of Envirorm~ent, Health, and Safeb" 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1120 Estes Drive Ext., CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, XI(2 275~ 
(p): 919.962.5507 
(t): 919962.0227 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health aid Safety <KTBOUDETTE@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2007 1:04 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificalion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitdng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This trailting is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Trailting is e~y to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take tiffs training on-line at htip:/iehs unc.edu; select Training and 

then go to "airline Orientation". Select the Work Environtnent that best describes yore-job activities EHS will be automatically notified upon successfifl cotnpletion of tile post test 

If you are unsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored. 

This class is now done online 
Clinic Environment: Duties invdlving patient contact oi- closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class is now done online. 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classrooln, or libraly. 

Next Class: Thursday, May 17, 2:00 -4:00, 136 Tate, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, May 21, 9:00 - 11:30, Colfference Room S - New Facilities Shops Building 

IMk&C Envirenment: Duties involving industrial, nlaintenance, aid construction work. 

Next Class: Monday, May 21, 9:00 - 11:30, Colfference Room S - New Facilities Shops Building 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Ent;arcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for yore- safety as well as others. 

Department of Envirotlment, Health, and Sa~’c~ 

kTniversib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1120 Estes Drive Ex2, CB# 1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(p): 919962.5507 

(f): 919.9620227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, May 25, 2007 11:37 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] TGIF news! Why do Iraq’s public employees have more rights than you do? (fwd) 

............ For~varded Message ............ 
Subject: TGIF news! 

[Why do Iraq’s public employees have more rights than you do?] 
Bargaining bill remains bottled up 
<http:/i~vw~v.newsobsel-,zer cona/newsisto~i579608.html> 

Workers’ complaint: hazardous conditions at Tar Heel plant 
<http :/ /www heral dsun. com/state/6-850777 cfm> 

UNC trustees examine tuition-setting process 

< http://www.heraldsun, com/oran~e/l 0-850828.cfin~ 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

<http://v,a~,w seanc25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-15838301-9226855R@Iistser~ unc edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 30, 2007 10:26 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] W. news about pay raise, etc. (fwd) 

The 2007 Amaual Membership Meeting of SEANC District 25 will be 

Tuesd ay, June 12, 2007, 5:30 pm (free registration begins 5:15 pm) 
Redbud A, The Friday Center 

Visitors are welcome. 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

Senate Leadership Releases Budget (from 5/29/2007) 

Today, Senate leaders unveiled a budget proposal that included the 
following provisions for state employees and retirees: 

-4% pay raise for state employees 
-2% cost-of-hying adjustment for retirees (same as House) 
-2.98% employer contribution to the Retirement System (same as House) 
-$10 million to pay remainder of escrowed funds (of the $45 million 
balance) 
-Indemnity Plan changes: deductibles increase from $350 to $450 (same 
as House), office visit co-pays increase from $15 to $25 (same as 
House), all pharmacy co-pays ~ncrease $5, remove all caps on mental 
health and substance abuse treatments 
-Eliminate the Indemnity Plan by July 1, 2008, to reduce costs to plan 
members (while maintaining premium-fi-ee PPO plans) 

SEANC members, ask your senator to w~te for dignity and respect for 
retirees by increasing the employer contribution from 2.98 percent to 4 
percent Employees currently contribute 6 percent to the retirement 
system. (;all your senator today at (919) 733-7928 to request a 4 
percent employer contribution to the retirement system. After a 
lifetime of public service, you deserve nothing less! 

The :gull Senate is expected to vote on the proposed budget this week 
The provisions that differ from the House’s proposal will be debated in 
a conference committee to determine the final budget. SEANC will 
continue working with House and Senate leadership to secure the best 
possible pay, health care and retirement benefits for state employees 
and retirees. 

Senate offers workers 4 percent pay hike 
The News & Observer; May 29, 2007 
[)an Kan e, StalK" Vv~-iter 
<http:/iwww.newsobserver.com,’newsistotyi583779.html> 

<http :/iwww. wral. cominews/stateistot54145199 3/> 

UNC unveils t~vo Carolina North layouts 

<http://ww~v.heraldsun.com/oran~e/lO-851990.cfm> 

<http://www.newsobser~,~cr.corrgr~cws/storv/584545.htral> 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

<http:/iwa~w. seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: busl-m~@email.~mc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-15888088-9226855R@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, July 1, 2007 12:10 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] uews about your pay raise, state budget, etc, (fwd) 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

[news about pay raise status] 

State runs on stopgap budget 
Educators among those most affected 
<http://w~vw newsobserver.corcdne~vs/storv/623123 html> 

Two sides of a budget surplus 
<http : /i~vw~v.newsobse1~’er com/politicsistorvi6 23069.htm1> 

[Cungratulatiuns to UNC Botantica[ Gardens, named a runner-up! ] 

Our green uffice award goes to. 
<http://www newsubserver cum/business/stor,,,/622976.html> 

UNC professors en)uy biggest raises in years 
<http ://trian~le.bizjoumals cum/trian~le/stories/2007/O4/30/storv5.html> 

Yuur Desk: The Office Hut Zone 
A breeding gruund for germs, bacteria and viruses. 

By Jasun Sugar 

Staples Editor 

"’]This sickness doth infect the very lifebloud uf our enterprise" ? 
William Shakespeare 
<http://wurkspacema~azinecum/articles/april article 2php> 

[Recewed from Mike Hawkins, Chair - UNC Forum Cummittee un Legislative Actiun] 

To all: 

Below is what I hope all will consider to be good news abom your UNC Forum leadership - please 
read. 

On June 20, 2007 the NC House cormnittee on State Personnel met to discuss and vote on (report out 
or not report out) several bills. Two bills of interest to public employees reviewed in the 
meeting were the following: 

H1726 State Employee Corrmmni~ Scrvice Days 
H1727 SPA Sick Leave Transfers 

Both of these bills were sponsored by Rep. Verla Insko of Orange County. 

H1726 is a bill that would allow a state employee to take up to 5 days off for conwnunity scrvice 
work in the event of a emergency as declared by the governor. There are other provisions that 
apply to such leave already in law and but this is an increase in the araount of time that a public 
employee could use for a Katrina type disaster. 

H1727 is a bill that if passed would allow "sick leave" to be used in the "Shared Leave Program" 
and not just "annual leave." This process would make further help staff (one of our own delegates 
just took advance of Shared Leave) to not have to take unpaid leave under extreme family medical 
situations. 

These bills were helped along by lobbying involvement of SEANC ~vho got the North Carolina 
Association of Educators (NCAE) and the Office of State Personnel (OSP) to get involved Each of 
these groups offered minor friendly amendments which maintained the main points of each bill. AI’tel- 
discussion in this committee each bill was approved by the sub-con~mittee and ~vill be sent on to 
House Cormnittee On Appropriations where further study will take place. 

Rep Insko is to be commended for her communications to others to inform as to when to come and 
speak in the State Persounel Cormnittee meeting. 

In addition to OSP, NCAE, and SEANC speaking for the bill, the author of each bill was there to 
represent the UNC Forum. Your chair - Ernie Patterson, although not feeling well from a medical 
procedure the day before, spoke in this meeting about the merits and reasons for each bill. We 
shall be follo~ving the progress of these two bits of legislatiun and do more grass roots lobbying 
as the bills come up again for consideration. 

Ernie has ahvays said, "I am just trying to do what I can do, you know?" By this he has ahvays 
meant that one tries to do the little things and tly to pick the best time to do the big, the hard 



thing 

I personally would like to thank the chair for his keeping his eye on the bali on big and little 
things on behalf of working persons at UNC. 

Regards, 
]Vf[KI~ HAWKINS 
UNC St~i; 12NC Forum Delegabe, (;hair - UNC Forum Committee on Legislative Action 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC Disn-ict 25 News Ser~,,ice 
<http://~wzw.seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: bustm~@email.anc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-16301562-9226855R@listse1~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 19, 2007 9:28 AM 

SEANC 25 Email LisZt <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

SEANC 25 Email Liszt <seanc@lis~tser< unc.edu> 

Re: [seanc] news about your pay raise, state budget, etc, (fwd) 

The raise is likely to be 4% but possibly 4.25%. 

If you’re EPA it could be higher or lower. 

The raise will be retroactive to July 1. But it won’t be final until the Governor signs the budget 
bill 

House and Senate are conferring on the budget but dickering over matters other than our raise. 

--On Thursday, July 19, 2007 9:06 AM -0400 "Robert S. Kintz" <rkintz@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey - 
> 

> Thrilled to read al [ about the won derfu[ pay raises for umversity empl oyees! 
> 

> Anything about wonderful pay raises for universib" start’??? 

> Robert S. Kintz, Student Services 
> Department of Art, CB# 3405, Hanes Art Center 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 2007 ACC Champions 
> 2005 NCAA Men s Basketball Champions 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 

> office: 919.962.0724, fax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert KintTf~r)unc.edu 

> Steve Hutton wrote: 

>~ ............. Forwarded Message ............ 

>> [news about pay raise status] 

>> State runs on stopgap budget 
>> Educators among those most affected 
>> <http://www.newsobserver. corrdnews/sto1-U623123.html> 

>> Two sides of a budget surplus 
>> <http:i,\vww.newsobset~er.congpolitics/story/623069.html> 

>> 

>> [Congratulations to UNC Botantical Gardens, named a runner-up!] 

>> Our green office award goes to ... 
>> <http:i/www.newsobserver.com/business/story/622976.html> 

>> 

>> U~x.-C professors er~joy biggest raises in years 
>> <http:/;’trian~le.biziournals.com/trian~le/stories/2OOTiO4/30/stol"v5.html> 

>> 

>> Your Desk: The Office Hot Zone 
>> A breeding grouaad for germs, bacteria and viruses 
>> 

>> By Jason Sugar 
>> Staples Editor 

>> "This sickness doth infect the very lifeblood of our enterprise." ? 
>> William Shakespeare 
>><http://workspacemagazine.com/articles/april article2 php> 

>> 

>> [Received from Mike Hawkins, Chair - UNC Forum Committee on Legislative 
>> Action] 
>> 

>> To all: 
>> 
>> Below is what I hope all will consider to be good news about your UNC 
>> Forum leadership - please 
>> read. 
>> 

>> On June 20, 2007 the NC House committee on St.ate Persomael met to 
>> discuss and vote on (report out 



>> or not report out) several bills. Two bills of interest to punic 
>> employees reviewed in the 
>> meeting were the following: 
>> 

>> [11726 State Employee Cotmnunity Service Days 
>> H1727 SPA Sick Leave Transfers 
>> 

>> Both of these bills were sponsored by Rep. VerIa Insko of ()range County. 
>> 
>> H1726 is a bill that would allow a state ernployee to take up to 5 days 
>> off for comrnunity sep,~ice 
>> work in the event of a emergency as declared by the governor. There are 
>> other provisions that 
>> apply to such leave alrea@ in law- and but this is an increase in the 
>> arnount of time that a public 
>> employee could use for a Katrina type disaster. 
>> 

>> H1727 is a bill that if passed would allow "sick leave" to be used in 
>> the "Shared Leave Program" 
>> and not just "annual leave." This process would rnake further help staff 
>> (one of out own delegates 
>> just took advance of Shared Leave) to not have to take unpaid leave 
>> under extreme family medical 
>> situations. 
>> 

>> These bills were helped along by lobbying involvement of SEANC who got 
>> the North Carolina 
>> Association of Educators (NCAE) and the Office of State Persounel (OSP) 
>> to get involved. Each of 
>> these groups offered minor friendly amench3~ents which rnaintained the main 
>> points of each bill. After 
>> discussion in this committee each bill was approved by the sub-committee 
>> and will be sent on to 
>> House Corcanittee On Appropriations where further stu@ will take place. 
>> 

>> Rep. Insko is to be commended for her communications to others to inform 
>> as to when to come and 
>> speak in the State Persol3nel Committee meeting 
>> 

>> In addition to OSP, NCAE, and SEANC speaking for the bill, the author of 
>> each bill was there to 
>> represent the U2x,-C Forum. Your chair - Ernie Patterson, although not 
>> feeling well from a medical 
>> procedure the day before, spoke in this meeting about the merits and 
>> reasons for each bill We 
>> shall be follo~ving the progress of these two bits of legislatiun and do 
>> more grass roots lobbying 
>> as the bills come up again for consideration. 
>> 

>> Ernie has always said, "I am just trying to do what [ can do, you 
>> know?" By this he has always 
>> meant that one tries to do the little things and try to pick the best 
>> time to do the big, the hard 
>> thing. 
>> 

>> I personally would like to thank the chair for his keeping his eye on 
>> the ball on big and little 
>> things on behalf of ~vorking persons at UNC 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> ]k4[KE t I~WKINS 
>> UNC Stat?~ UNC Forum Delegate, (;hair - UNC Forum Cotmmttee on 
>> Legislative Action 
>> 
>3 ........... End Forwarded Message .......... 
>> 

>> SEANC District 25 News Service 
>> <http ://www.seanc25. or~> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: rkintz~a)email.unc.edu. 
>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>> leave-16301562-9197378X@listserv unc edu 

> Robert S Kintz, Student Services 
> Department of Art, (;B~ 3405, Hanes 2,rt Center 
> University of North Carolina 
> 2007 ACC Champions 
> 2005 NCAA Me~ s Basketball Champions 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 
> office: 919.96~. 07.4, I:ax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert Kintm~_~unc .edu 



You are currently s~bscribed to seanc axsd: b~siwn@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-16576651-9226855R@listse1~.unc.ed~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, July 31, 2007 8:53 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] News about Your Pay Raise, Benefits & Supporting SEANC 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

SEANC has helped secure at least a 4% pay raise for most state employees this year and a 5.5% 
increase last year. These are the two largest back-to-back pay increases since 1987 If you are 
not alrea@ a member of SEANC, please join in order to suppolt the work of the organization that 
works week in and week out on your behal£ 

Below are links to a video in two parts that ~vill describe SEANC. There’s also a link to a 
membership application. This is a secure site, but if you’re not comfortable providing your SSN, 
leave it blank. The local District 5,-unaber is 25, the only SEANC district that’s exclusively for 
UNC-Chapel Hill employees. 

You may also wish to subscribe to the local district news service in order to receive regular ne~vs 
relevant to your employment. Send an email to listserv.uaac.edu with the first line of the body of 
the message as "subscribe seanc25". 

District 25 enjoys a strong working relationship with the University’s Employee Forum arid 
encourages you to fill out the Forum’s starve?’ on re-vamping the personnel system as announced in 
the University Gazette Go to <http://forum.unc edu/> 
and click on "Take a *Survey* on Designing Personnel Systems". 

Will you support those who are assisung you? I look forward to hearing from you 

Best regards, 
Tommy Griffin 

(;hair, SEANC District 25 
tgriffin@fac.unc, edu 

I am the State of North Carolina (part 1) 

< http://www.youtube.comJwatch?v LZ-kT~0N4hI> 

I am the State of North Carolina (part 2) 
<http://www youtube com/watch?v p~sbFStZGBo> 

Membership Application 
<https:i/www.seanc or~/site/inde× cfm?fuseaction pa~e&filename membershipapp.html> 

[From SEANC Communications/Public Relations Department] 

SEANC Secures Largest Consecutive Pay Raises Since 1980s 
Final budget approval expected this weekend 

State employees should see a 4 percent pay raise, according to the 
state budget that is awaiting approval this weekend. Combined with last 
year’s 5.5 percent increase, these are the largest back-to-back pay 
increases since the 1987 and 1988 budgets. 

"SEANC worked to increase the governor’s pay proposal by 60 
percent-from 2.5 percent to 4 percent," said SEANC Executive Director 
Dana Cope. "Legislators are begiuning to understand what a vital role 
state employees play in the safety and well-being of our state." 

"This is a real victory for SEANC and the citizens who need our 
services every day-," added President Linda Rouse Sutton. 

Look for more details on the budget and the State Health Plan in the 
upcoming August Reporter and on www.seanc.org next week. Budget 
highlights include the following: 

PAY 
* 4% pay raise for state employees 
* 5% pay- raise for teachers, judges, mfiversity and cotrmmnity college 
faculty’ 

RETIREMENT 
* 2.2% cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) for retirees 
* $45 million final principal payback to the retirement system from 
the 2001 escrowed funds 

HEALTH CARE 
* Indemmty Plan to be eliminated on June 30, 2008 
* Another premium-free PPO choice to be offered 

State strikes budget deal 
Record $207 billion plan includes Medicaid reliei; raises for state ~vorkers 



< http ://www.newsobsep~er com/politics/s tors:/653255.html> 

Brief look at a $20 billion budget 
Dan Kane and Lynn Bonner, St~ff Writers 
http : //va,cw.newsobserver. com/po litics/sto~ /65116 7 html 

This News Alert is provided to you by the SEANC Communications/Public 
Relations Department. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Ser~,~ice 
<http://~wzw. seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: busl-m~@email.~mc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blare: email to leave-16760609-9226855R@listserv.unc.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuttolL Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, August 31, 2007 11:26 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] TGIF news 

Have a safe and enjoyable Labor Day Holiday. Remember, Labor Day is brought to you by the Labor 
Movement--the same folks ~vho bring you the weekend every week. You can be a member of the movement, 
too! 

SEANC has helped secure at least a 4% pay raise for most state employees this year and a 5.5% 
increase last year. These are the two largest back-to-back pay increases since 1987 If you are 
not alrea@ a member, please give yourself a Labor Day gift--a SEANC membership. 

Membership Application 
<https://www.seanc or~/site/indexcii’n?fuseaction pa~e&filename membershipapp.html> 

You may also wish to subscribe to the local district news service in order to receive regular news 
relevant to your employment. Send an email to listsep~@unc.edu with the first line of the bo~dy of 
the message as "subscribe seanc25". 

Friday News 

Union pushes N.C organizing drive at Smithfield annual meeting 

<http ://www heraldsun.comistate/6-876711 cfm> 

Engineer sues UNC-CH under Whistleblower Act 
<http://www.newsobserver. corn/business/story/688023 html> 

N.C. leaders at odds over jobs 
Gov. Mike Easley vetoes legislation and offers his own plan to ensure that companies don’t cut jobs 
after getting incentives 
<http : //www.newsobserver. comJpolitics/storv/688066.html> 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

<http://~wzw. seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: bushm@email.~mc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-17376014-9226855.3ab0e3bccdi~,4daebe9d6397alf5i~a08@listse1~,’.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2007 8:35 AM 

EttS Notifications <ehs~otificalion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Traiulllg is e~y to colnplete. If you have access to the interact, take tiffs training on-line at htip:/iehs unc.edu; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environtnent that best describes yore-job activities EHS will be antonlatically notified upon successfifl cotnpletion of tile post test 

If you are mlsm-e wbich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities 

Laboratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive nlatetials or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: This class is done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next Class: This class is done on line 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in an office environment, academic dassrooln, or libraly. 

Next Class: This class is done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Arfinlal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, October 15, 9:00 - 11:30, Conference Room S - New Facilities Shops Building 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industrial, nlainten~lce, and construction work. 

Next (;lass: Monday, October 15, 9:00 - 11:30, Conference Room S - New Facilities Shops Building 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, I)irectors, and I)epartment Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for yore- safety as well as others. 

Deparm~ent of Environtnent, Health, and Safety 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Nill 

[ 120 Estes Drive Ext, CB//1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~p): 919962.5507 

(f): 919.962022’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, October 18, 2007 9:18 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Th. news -- Employee Appreciation Day 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

As ~ve engage in Employee Appreciation Day, please take a moment to reflect on two of our fellow 
SEANC members who are striving for justice. Yesterday, John Williams, Dean of the Dental School, 
wa s placed under oath and deposed in regards to the layoff of the dental laboratory technicians 
last January. 

The DailyTarHeel, SEANCDis~ict 25, and others have called on the Chancellor and theDean to 
settle the case 

It would be appropriate on Employee Appreciation Day to do that! 

[Thanks to a fellow employee for sharing this one!] 

Life is harder now, some experts say 

<http : i/www msn bc.msn.com/id/21309318/pace/2/> 

SEANC Pollster May be Calling You 

’]?he Statewide Executive Committee has approved another survey of a random sampling of SEANC 
members, to be conducted by Peter ttart Research over the next few days. Rest assured, all 
in~2~rmation is confidential SEANC will only know the compiled data, not individual responses. 
Your complete honesty is appreciated, as we will use this information to make decisions about our 
future. 

Forum supports literacy initiative to develop employee skills 
<http ://~ azette, unc. edu/morestories.h tm [#8> 

UNC safety’ panel stresses identi[~ying threats 
< http://www.newsobserver com/news/storv/740698.html> 

Students demand smokers’ rights 
UNC-CH crafts curbs for campus 
<http://www.ne~vsobservcr.comJncws/stor~’/740729.html> 

Smitl-ffield files federal racketeering lawsuit against union 

<l-~ttp ://w~vw.heraldsun.comistatei6-890502.cfm> 

[CB effort in Colorado] 

F,-Mail: Ritter May Institute Collective Bargaining by Executive Order 
<http :i/facethestate. comhmde/3170> 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Selwice 
<http:/iwa~,w. seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: bushm@email.uaac edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-18384670-9226855.3ab0e3bccdf44daebe9d6397alf5fa08@listserv unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2007 11:17 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line st l_!~:!’._,~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline OI~entafion’. Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in wt~ich chetulcals, radioactive Inateti als or biological agents are used or stored. 

This class is now on-line @ http://ehs.unc.eduitraining/neo.shtml 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class is now on-line @ http://ehs.unc.eduitraining/neo.shtml 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in an office enviro~mlent, acadetulc cl assroom, or libraD~. 

Next (;lass: Thursday, November 15, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Arflnal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, November 19, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facihties Shops Bldg. 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industlial, Inainten~lce, and constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, November 19, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops [3[dg 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then SafeD" Training, then Instructiona[ Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the l:.nl2~rcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for your safety ~s well as others. 

Deparm~ent of Environment, Health, and S~fety 

University of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill 

212 Finley (3 olf Course Road, CB//1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751 

~p): 919962.25507 

(f): 919.962022’7 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2007 3:53 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line st l_!~:!’._,~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline OI~entafion’. Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in wt~ich chetulcals, radioactive Inateti als or biological agents are used or stored. 

Next Class: Thursday, August 12, 8:30 - 11:00, 107 Berryhill 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next Class: Thursday, August 12, 8:30 - 11:00, 107 Berryhill 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in an office enviro~mlent, acadetulc cl assroom, or libraD~. 

Next (;lass: Thursday, August 12, 2:00 - 4:00, 136 Tare, Turner, Kuralt 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Arflnal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, August 12, 9:00 - 12:00, Conference Room A - Giles Horney Building 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industlial, Inainten~lce, and constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, August 12, 9:00 - 12:00, Conference Room A - Giles Horney Building 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then SafeD" Training, then Instructiona[ Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the l:.nl2~rcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for your safety ~s well as others. 

Deparm~ent of Environment, Health, and S~fety 

University of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill 

212 Finley (3 olf Course Road, CB//1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751 

~p): 919962.25507 

(f): 919.962022’7 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2007 1:02 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina ©SHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traiulng appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line st l_!~:!~_i!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "©Idine ©rientafion" **if the link does not open properly you may lype in the address in your web browser address box. Once you have lyped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click 

on Workplace Safely in the box to the left. Then click on safely trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best fits your job description. A|~er reading the modules, 

be sure to take the test to receive credit for the training Select the Work Envirotmlent that best describes yore-job activities EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post 

test 

If you are mlsm-e which work environment you fall under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities. 

Laborator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now on-line @ http://ehsunc.edu/training/neo.shtml 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now on-line @ http://ehsunc.edu/training/neo.shtml 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or libra:y. 

This class is now on-line @ ht~p://ehsunc.edu/training/neo.shtml 

Support Services Ew~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Handling 

Next (;lass: Monday, December 17, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next (;lass: Monday, December 17, 9:00 11:30, Conference Room S New Facilities Shops Bldg 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~; then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforceruent Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

SalSty orientation lraining is impo~’~ant for yore- safety as well as olhers. 

Department of Envitonraent, Health, and S~ffety 

l.~nlversity of Not±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

212 Finley Golf Course Road, CB# 16250 

Chapel Hill, N(2 2’7517-4440 

(p): 919.962 5507 

~f): 919962.0227 



Fi~oiil¯ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday~ 3:17 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaxity-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

[unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

On Tuesday             ALL DAY LONG at Top of the Hill $1 of their charity beers will go towards helping children with 
congenital heart disease in North Carolina. 

Star~ for the Heart is a UNC student organization that raises money for underprivileged patients at the North Carolina 
Children’s Heart Center at UNC Hospitals. 

So grab your friends, family, and coworkers and head to Top of the Hill to drink a cold one for the kids! 

Check out start4theheart.unc.edu for more information about us and upcoming events! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Willoughby, Diana <D~Villoug@unch.unc.edu> 

Monday, i 3:23 PM 

Charity Events <unc-cha~dty-event,~@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-chmity-event] Top of the Hill Chazity Day Tomorrow! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: }email.unc.edu] 
Sent: iVlonday, 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
DWill oug@unch.unc, edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-19383871-10700450.b9b79239bc775bd3c381865e0c9754ea@listser~ unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to uric-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19383972-10695603.e08cb21950fc712cab389b95d5103e90@listser~ unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutphin, Phillip M <Psutphin@unch.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:26 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chmdty-even@listserv.tmc.edu> 

RE: [unc-cha~ty-event] Top of the Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Take me off this distribution 

Phil Sutphin, C.P hi. 
Purchasing Agent 
UNC Hospitals 
211 Friday Center Dr., Ste 1069 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-843-1398 
919-966-6848 FAX 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday: 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [unc-chari~z-event] Top of the Hill Chari~ Day Tomorro;v’. 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~-event axsd: 
Psutphin@unch unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

[eave-19383871-10689737.d7547c43619cb82389cd241 fe6266bc3@listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chariW-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-1938dg)49-10695603.e08cb21950fcT:t’2cab389b95d5103e90@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kenney, Valerie V <Vkenney@unch.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:30 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~Jfity-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-chmJty-event] Top offlae Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Please take me offyour list.Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ??email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday: 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity’ Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to uric-charity-event axsd: 
Vkenney@unch.unc. edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19383871-10681821 95252a4077c0efa9d 1 ca439f395c 1786@listsel~,’ uric ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-193841(-A-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listser~ unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Long, Cheo4 V <cheryl long@med.unc.edn> 

Monday, 3:33 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chmfity-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-chmJty-event] Top offlae Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Take me off list 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~?email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday: 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity’ Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
cheryl long@med.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave- 19383871-10697890.42ecd2f0c 194c04cdf2d1557142b5ab4@listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384263-10695603.e08cb21950fcT:f2cab389b95d5103eg0@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson, Alicia <Alicia Richardson@unchealthcare.org> 

Monday, 3:35 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~Jdty-even@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-cha~ty-event] Top offlae Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Why are you sending the email to me to take you off a list? I do not 
have access to that. Sorry. I did not even send this email out 

Alicia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kelmey, Va lerie [mailto :Vkenne,v@unch.unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday 3:30 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Sulziect: RE: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Chari~z Day Tomorrow! 

Please take me off your list.Thanks. 

..... Original Messaae ..... 

From: ~email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [unc-chari~z-event] Top of the Hill Chari~ Day Tomorro;v’. 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~-event axsd: 
Vkenney@unch unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

[eave-19383871-10681821.95252a4077c0efa9dl ca439f395c1786@listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~-event axsd: 
Alicia Rich ardson @uric healthcare, org 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
[eave-193841 ~-10694431.52f4c7e098e6d40a5a90dd6 fd04235ac@listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~’-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-19384296-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103eg0@listsc1~.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bone, Bradley G <bradley bone@med.unc.edn> 

Monday~ 3:36 PM 

Charity Events <nnc-chaJfity-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-cha~ty-event] Top offlae Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

To everyone ~vho wants off the list, follow the directions in the email to unsubscribe’. Don’t add junk email by sending a request to unsubscribe to a list 

Bradley 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kenney, Valerie [mailto:Vkenney@unch.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:30 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

Please take me offyour list.Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow-! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
Vkenney@unch.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank emai[ to 
leave- 19383871-10681821.95252a4077c0efa9dl ca439f395c 1786@lists 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
bradley bone@med.unc edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19384164-10695304 50f[’e277fl e5 f2999261 b98647dlc3N’@lists 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushra@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384331-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listserv.m~c.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaxdson, Alicia <Alicia Richardson@unchealthcare.org~ 

Monday, December 3, 2007 3:37 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~Jfity-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-chmJty-event] Top offlae Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Why are you sending the email to me to take you off a list? I do not 
have access to that. Sorry. I did not even send this email out 

Alicia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Bradshaw, Anna [mailto:ABradsha@unch.unc edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 03, 2007 3:33 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Sulzject: RE: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Chari~z Day Tomorrow! 

Can evewone please stop replying in order to remove your email from the 
list? I have gotten 6 so far. If you read the original message, there 
is an address at the bottom and instructs you to send a blank email (not 
hit reply). 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
Alicia Richardson@unchealthcare. org. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-19384267-10694431.52f4c7e098e6d40a5a90dd6fd04235ac@listsep~ uric ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384412-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listser~ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richardson, Alicia <Alicia Richardson@unchealthcare.org> 

Monday~ 3:39 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~Jdty-even@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [unc- cha~ty- event] Top of the t till Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Why are you sending the email to me to take you off a list? I do not 
have access to that. Sorry. I did not even send this email out 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Vincent, Brenda [mailto:Brenda Vincent@unchealthcare org] 
Sent: Monday, 3:35 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [uaac-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow-! 

did not send this email, why am I getting these? 

Brenda L Vincent 
U2x,-C PHYSICIANS & ASSOCIATES 
CLAIMS \SXNAGER IN~’OPdvIATION 
& CLAIMS CODING SPECIALIST 

(919) 966-0983 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Green, Amy [mailto:amv ~reen(~unchealthcare.or~] 
Sent: Monday, ~:28 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [unc-charity-event] Top of the ttill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

Please take me off this distribution 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Sutphm, Philli~ [mailto:Psutphin(h?unch.unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, 3:26 PM 

To: Charity Events 

Subject: RE: [unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

Take me off this distribution 

Phil Sutphin, C.P.M. 
Purchasing Agent 
UNC Hospitals 
211 };riday Center I)r, Ste 1069 
Chapel tti[1, N(2 27517 
919-843-1398 
919-966-6848 FAX 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: _ !email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, i: 17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [unc-charity-cvent] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
Psutphin@unch.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19383871-10689737.d7547c43619cb82389cd241 fe6266bc3@listserv.unc.ed 
u 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
amy~green@unchealthcare, org. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave- 19384049-10693734. 89bb0ba31821 a93e9300573ecc85d817@listsel~’ uric ed 
u 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 



Brenda Vincent@ un chealthcare org. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19384102-10696628 819c42c 14aa 1ae64e9a503dc 13f9609f@)listsep~ uric ed 
u 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
AliciaRichardson@unchealthcare. org. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19384317-10694431.52f4c7e098e6d40a5ag0dd6fd04235ac@listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-19384499-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listserv.~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Richaacdson, Alicia <Alicia Richardson@unchealthcare.org> 

Monday, 3:39 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~adty-even@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [unc - chmity- event] Top of the t till Chazity Day Tomorrow! 

Why are you sending the email to me to take you off a list? I do not 
have access to that. Sorry. I did not even send this email out 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Duke, Aim [mailto :Aduke(d)unch.unc. edu ] 
Sent: iVlonday, 3:34 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [tmc-charitT-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow-! 

YOU ARE SEIN~DING THIS TO THE V’,rRONG PERSON - I DO NOT WORK WITH UNC 
CHARITY EVENTS. 

Ann Duke 
Exec Assist I 
Department of Pastora 1 Care 
966-4021 

a duke@unch unc. edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kenney, Valerie [mailto:Vkenne,v(£unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:30 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [unc-charity-event] Top of the tlill Charity Day Tomorrowt 

Please take me off your list.Thanks. 

..... Ori-~ina[ Message ..... 

From: ~)email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Sutzject: [unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-evem axsd: 
Vkenney@unch unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-19383871-10681821.95252a4077c0efa9dl ca439f395c1786@listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
Adttke@unch.m~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19384164-10693569.ac 8c 844026d248c09faa69f367480cSd@listserv.tmc.ed 
u 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
AliciaRichardson@unchealthcare. org. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-19384285-10694431.52f4c7e098e6d40a5a90dd6fd04235ac@listse1~’.unc.ed 
u 

You are currently subscribed to uric-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384505-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listser~ unc.e&a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaye, Donna Lynn <DKaye@unch.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:39 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~Jdty-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-cha~ty-event] Top offlae Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Please take me offyour email. 

Donna Kaye 
dkaye@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Willoughby, Diana [mailto:DWilloug@unch.u~ac.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:23 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Sukject: RE: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Chari~z Day Tomorrow! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~email.u~c.edu] 
Sent: Monday 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [unc-chari~z-event] Top of the Hill Chari~ Day Tomorro;v’. 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~-evem axsd: 
DWilloug@unch. unc edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

[eave-19383871-10700450.b9b79239bc775bd3c381865e0c9754ea@listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~-evem axsd: 
DKaye@unch.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
[eave-19383972-10699628.610033122a390aSb3ff7d35004700985@listsep~ unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~’-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-19384512-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103eg0@listsc1~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

~unch.unc.edu.; 

Monday, 3:42 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJdty-even@istserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-cha~ty-event] Top of the Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Please take me off this listserv. 

Thanks 

..... ©ric, inal "~essa~e ..... 
From: ~?email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:1/PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity’ Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: CWatson@unch.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19383871-10698507.538306e67395f~112ca0a621 laab4733@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384622-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listser~ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beeber, Alma R <alan beeber@med.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 3:43 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJ~ty-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Re: RE: [unc-chaxi ,ly-event] Top of the ttill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

You replied to all! 

..... Original Message ..... 

F~om: "Sntphin, Phillip" <Psutphin@unch.unc.edu~ 

Date: Monday,                3:27 pm 

Subject: RE: [unc-chaxily-event] Top of tlae Hill ChariF Day Tomonow! 

To: Cha~i~, Events <unc- chafi~- even~:listserv, unc.edu> 

> TaJ~e me offthis distribution 

> Phil Sutphin, C.P.M. 

> Purchasing Agent 

> UNC Hospitals 

> 211 Friday Center Dr., Ste 1069 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

> 919-843-1398 

> 919-966-6848 FAX 

Original Message ..... 

> From: ~email.unc.e&t] 
> Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 

> To: Cha~ty Events 

> Subject: [unc-chaxi~-event] Top of the Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow[ 
> 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to unc-charily-event a~d: 

> Psutphin@~mch.~mc.edu. 

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

> leave- 19383871- 

> 10689737.d7547c43619cb82389cd241 fe6266bc3@listserv.unc.edu 

> You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 

> alan beebe@med.unc.edu.To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
> leave- 19384049- 

> 10693244.2eb0cTc897ccc79f5c9987a99c9b0d51 @listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beeber, Alma R <alan beeber@med.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 3:44 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~Jfity-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Re: [unc- chasity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomom~w’. 

Don’t reply to all! 

..... Original Message ..... 

F~om: Snnni Goodson <~sunnig@email.tmc.edtc, 

Date: Monday, i               3:29 pm 

Subject: Re: [nnc-chari~-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

To: Cha~i~, Events <unc- chari~- evenl@liskserv, unc.edu> 

> hey! m~ excu~ to drink beer at lunch! 

> Sunni Goodson 

> Progrmn Assistant 

> Fmnily mad Children’s Re~ume Progl~l 

> Jor~n Institute for F~ilies 

> UNC-ChaNI Hill School of Social Work 

> su~g@email.unc.edu 

> 919.962.6440 

> wrote: 

> > You ~xe cu~ently subscribed to unc-chmi~-event axe: 

> sunmg@emaikunc.edu.> To unsubscfi~ ~M a bla~ emo~l m 

> leave- 19383871 - 

> 10684560.fl 5a4646e~8723Nd836eff6eda7e68@listsen,.unc.edu> 

> > *DRINK COLD ONES FOR TIlE KIDS * 

> > *AT TOP OF TIlE ttILL~* 

> > *-Sponsored by/Sm~ for the HeaW* 

> > On Tuesday, ~L DAY LONG* at Top of the Hill $1 of 

> their 
> > chafiF bee~ roll go k~wa~s helping children with congenital 

> hea(t 

> > Nsease in Noah Caxolina. 

> > / Sml~ for the Hea~/is a UNC s~ldent olgamzation fl~at 

> raises money 

> > for unde~fivileged Ntients at fl~e Noah C~xolina Children’s 

> Hea~ 
> > Center at ~C Hospitals. 
>> 

> > So grab your friends, family, and coworkers and head to Top of 

> the Hill 

> > m dfnk a cold one tbr the kids~ 

> > Check out sm(t4thehea~.unc.edu tbr more intb~ation aNmt 

> us and 
> > upcoming events~ 

> You are currently subscfi~d to unc-ch~-event a~d: 

> alan beebe@med.unc.edu.To unsubscfibe send a blank email m 



> leave- 19384090- 

> 10693244.2ebOc7c897ccc79f5c9987a99c9bOd51 @listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lynr~ MaD’ R <maD’ lynn@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2007 3:44 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJdty-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Re: [unc- chaxity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomom~w’. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerO’ 

You are currently subscribed to uric-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384591-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listser~, unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Angie King -~king@uncaa.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 3:48 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJ~ty-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Re: [unc- chasity-event] Top of the }{ill Charity Day Tomom~w’. 

did that - they kept coming! 

~email uaac.edu>         3:45 PM >>> 
Evewone ~vho has obviously been unknowingly added to this list 
(including mysel~ will continue to receive all these unsubscribe 
requests if people simply reply to the original email. According to the 
email, we need to send a blank message to 
<leave- 19383871-1068182 h 95252a4077c0efa9dl ca439f395c 1786@listser~ uaac.edu> 
to unsubscribe. 

Thanks 

Kenney, Valerie wrote: 

Please take me offyour list Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday 3:17 PM 

To: Chari~z Events 

Subject: [uric-charity-event] Top of the tlill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 

Vkenney@unch.unc edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-19383871-10681821.95252a4077c0efagdlca439f395c 1786@[iskserv.unc ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd:         ~email unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank emai[ to leave-193841(~4-10696278 ee192ace167135blfelt)’Sc55723d2938@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~-event axsd: aking@uncaa.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384670-10693988.4fff00c778cddlbe2f86fSb754d5292e@Iistserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~’-event axsd: bushm@eraail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-19384741-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103eg0@listsel~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bauer, David Kevin <DBaue@unch.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:49 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJ~ty-even@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [unc- cha~ty- event] Top of the t till Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Take me off 

David Bauer 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sutphin, Phillip hnailto:Psutphin@unch unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:26 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [uaac-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow-! 

Take me offthis distribution 

Phil Sutphin, C.PM. 
Purchasing Agent 
UNC Hospitals 
211 Friday Center Dr., Ste 1069 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-843-1398 
919-966-6848 FAX 

..... Ori-~ina[ Message ..... 

Frum: ~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
Tu: Charity Events 
Sut~iect: [unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorruw! 

Yuu are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
Psutphin@unch unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

[eave-19383871-10689737.d7547c43619cb82389cd241 fe6266bc3@listserv.unc.ed 

Yuu are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 

DBauer@unch.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave-19384049-10698712.14ba4d7043d7d5cedae,4c40c63f0163b@listserv.~c.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-19384744-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103eg0@listsc1~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronan, Adam <a~:onan@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:49 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJ~ty-even@listserv.tmc.edu> 

Re: [unc- chasity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow’. 

What is going on.. I feel like the listserv universe has just exploded! 

Richardson, Alicia wrote: 

>~y are you sending the email to me to take you off a list? I do not 
>have access to that Son5’. I did not even send this email out. 
> 

>Alicia 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Kermey, Valerie Imailto:Vkenney@unch unc.edu] 
>Sent: Monday, 3:30 PM 
>To: Charity’ Events 
>Subject: RE: [mac-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity~ Day Tomorrow! 
> 

>Please take me offyour list.Thanks 
> 
>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: ~email.unc.edu] 
>Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
>To: Charity Events 
> S ubj ect: [uric-charity -event] Top of the tliH Charity Day Tomorrow! 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
> Vkenney@unch.unc edu 
>To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
>leave-19383871-10681821 95252a4077c0efagdl ca439f395c1786@listserv.unc ed 

>You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
>Alicia Richardson@unchealthcare org. 
>To unsubscribe send a blank el:nail to 
> leave-193841 (y4-10694431.52f4c7e098e6d40a5a90dd6fd04235ac@listserv uric ed 

>You are currently subscribed to ~mc-charity-event axsd: aronan@email.~mc.edu. 

>To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384296-10694462.b4c3e09d121d00a53c6bddlc310aa679@listscrv.unc.edu 

Adam C. Ronan 
Office Coordinator 
UNC School of Law- Career Services Office 
Van Hecke-Wettach Hall 
CB #3380 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3380 
w:919-962-8102 
f:919-962-2516 

aronan@email.~mc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384736-10695603.e08cb21950fc7t2cab389b95d5103eg0@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bauer, David Kevin <~DBaue@unch.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 3:51 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~Jfity-even@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [unc-chmJty-event] Top offlae Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

Take me of P 

David Bauer 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Snnni Goodson [mailto:sulmig@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday 3:27 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: Re: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomol~ow! 

he?’! an excuse to drink beer at hmch! 

Sunni Goodson 
Program Assistant 
Family and Children’s Resource Program 
Jordan Institute for Families 
U~-C-Chapel Hill School of Social Work 
snnnig@email.unc, edu 
919.962 (i~g) 

wrote: 

> You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 

sunnig@email.nnc.edu 

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

[eave-19383871-10684560.fl 5a4646efb8723fdd836eff6edaTe68@listserv.unc.ed 

*DRINK COID ONES FOR THE KIDS * 

*AT TOP OF ’It;rE }I]LLt * 

*-Sponsored by/Start for ~he Heart/* 

On Tuesday,            *ALL DAY LONG* at Top of the Hill $I of their 
charity beers will go towards helping children with congenital heart 
disease in North Carolina. 

/ Start for the Heart/is a UNC student urganization that raises money 

> for m~detprivileged patients at the North Carolina Children’s Heart 
> Center at UNC Hospitals. 
> 

> So grab your friends, family, and coworkers and head to Top of the 
Hill 
> to drink a cold one for the kidst 
> 

> Check out start4theheart.m~c.edu for more information about us and 
> upcoming events[ 

You are currentl?" subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 

DBauer@unch.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19384090-10698712.14ba4d7043d7d5cedae4c40c63f0163b@listsclaZ.nnc.ed 
u 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384808-10695603.e08cb21950fc7t2cab389b95d5103eg0@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pennington, Daniel Keith <DKPENN1NGTON@aux-services.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:52 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaadty-even@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [unc - chmity- event] Top of the t till Chazity Day Tomorrow! 

Brenda, it’s because these idiots are hitting REPLY ALL instead of just 
reply-; happens all the time 

Daniel K. Pelmington 
Carolina Copy 
919-962-2539 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Vincent, Brenda [mailto:Brenda Vincent@unchealthcare.org] 
Sent: Monday, 3:35 PM 
To: Charity- Events 
Su~iect: RE: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Chari~z Day Tomorrow! 

I did not send this email, ~vhy am I getting these? 

Brenda L. Vincent 
UNC PHYSICIANS & ASSOCIATES 
CLAN/IS MANAGER INTOP&IATION 
& CLAIMS CODING SPECL&LIST 
(919) 966-(;983 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Green, ~any [mailto:am’¢ green(&)unchealthcare oral 
Sent: Monday: 3:28 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [unc-charity’-event] Top of the Hill Charity I)ay Tomorrowt 

Please take me offthis distribution 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sutphin, Phillip [m ailto:PsutphinO~unch unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, ~:26 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [unc-charity’-event] Top of the Hill Charity I)ay Tomorrowt 

Take me of f this distribution 

Phil Sutphin, C.PM. 
Purchasing Agent 
UNC Hospitals 
211 Friday Center Dr., Ste 1069 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-843-1398 
919-966-6848 FAX 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Monday-, 3:17 PM 
To: Chari~ Events 
Subject: [uric-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity" Day TomoiTow[ 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity’-event axsd: 
Psutphin@unch.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave- 19383871-10689737.d7547c43619cb82389cd241 fe6266bc3@listsclv.unc.ed 
u 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity’-event axsd: 
a myAT, reen@unchealthcare org 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave-19384049-10693734 89bb0ba31821 a93e9300573ecc85d817@listserv.unc.ed 
u 



You are currently subscribed to uric-charity-event axsd: 
Brenda Vincent@unchealthcare org. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave- 19384102-10696628 819c42c 14aa 1 ae64e9a503dc 13f9609f@listsel~’ unc ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
dkpennington@aux-services.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19384317-10699993.c0cfga4de90f781egc97ddcd43dad809@[istserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384822-10695603.e08cb21950fc7J2cab389b95d5103e90@listser~ unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Berkov, Josh <berkov@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:53 PM 

Charity Events <unc-ch~adty-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-chmity-event] Top offlae Hill Chazity Day Tomorrow! 

To all on this list, 

If you would like to reply to an individual message, please do NOT hit the 
reply button, as this wills end your reply to the whole list. Simply copy 
and paste the email address of the person to ;vhom you wish to reply into a 
new emaih I also do not know how my email address got on this list. 

Again, please do NOT hit the reply button unless you intend for your message 
to go to the ;vhole group. 

Joshua Berkov, Digital Projects Librarian 
Digital Libra*3, at Carolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

berkov@emaihunc.edu 
919-962-9590 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Feliciano, Yeralin [mailto:YFelicia(fr)unch uric edu] 
Sent: Monday: 3:31 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [unc-chari~’-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrowt 

Thanks ~2~r the email! I would really love to participate but ! don’t 
drink beer! ~Ihey should do something similar for Wine or mixed 
drinks...at a higher price of course! I know they are more expensive. Or 
they could donate a portion of the profits from Wine or mixed drinks! 

Just a thought! 

Thanks and a have a wonderful rest o:[’the day! 

Yeralm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: Chari~" Events 
Sutzject: [unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Chari~ Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~’-event axsd: 
YFelicia@unch.unc. edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19383871-10673944.11 c552f02d7280fe7c67ff05e33b2b5c@listserv.~xc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~’-event axsd: 

berkov@emaihmxc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave- 19384181-10695143.f15364ec40cba0941 ed91671 ef96a9b7@listse1~z.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chari~’-event axsd: bushm@errlaihunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-19384852-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103eg0@listse1~z.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

Monday, 3:55 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJ~ty-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Re: [unc- chaAty-event] Top of the Hill Chari~ Day Tomorrow! 

why am i on this list’? take mo offnow please. 

On,           3: 54 PM,                ~gmail.com> wrote: 

whv am i on this list? take me offnow please. 

On           3:37 PM, Graves, Angela < Angela Graves~a)unchealthcare.org> wrote: 

UNSUBCRIBE ME 

..... OfiginoJ Message ..... 

From: ~unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:33 PM 

To: Chari~ Events 

Subject: RE: [unc-chasi~- event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

Importance: High 

Please take me offthe distribution 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~email.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 

To: Chm’ity Events 

Subject: [unc-chasi~-event] Top oftbe Hill Charily Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chasity-event 

~unch.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blm~k email to 

leave- 19383871-10694417.2~273fa0266b891 c2d06307751 c 13f5b(~listserv.unc.ed 

u 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chaxi~-event ax~t: 

Angela Grave s(~a) unchealfl~caxe.o .rg. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

leave- 19384270-10693732.1 d6598dd45303e7d40a8cac81 b2823aa(~listserv.unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-chasity-event axsd:       b, email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave- 19384445-10694002.4727d5956529693b37d5439d734af5bd(a)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Silberman, Davia R <DSilberm@unch.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:55 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJdty-even@listserv.tmc.edu> 

RE: [tmc-cha~ty-event] Top of the Hill Cha~ty Day Tomorrow! 

pleast remove me also 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sutphin, Phillip [mailto:Psutphin@unch unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:26 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: RE: [uaac-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow-! 

Take me offthis distribution 

Phil Sutphin, C.P.M. 
Purchasing Agent 
UNC Hospitals 
211 Friday Center Dr, Ste 1069 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 
919-843-1398 
919-966-6848 FAX 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:17 PM 
To: Charity Events 
Subject: [unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
Psutphin@unch.unc edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to 
leave- 19383871-10689737 d7547c43619cb82389cd241 fe6266bc3@listser~ unc.ed 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: DSilberm@unch unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384049-10700189 da6e93dc1890d6e346c26fc6e219c066@listserv.unc edu 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-19384902-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103eg0@listse1~.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 3:58 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJ~ty-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Re: [unc- chasity-event] Top of the }{ill Charity Day Tomom~w’. 

STOP REPLYING TO THE WHOLE LISTSERV’. !! ! 

You are currently subscribed to uric-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc edu 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384981-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listser~ unc.e&a 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:59 PM 

Charity Events <unc-chaJfity-even@listserv.~mc.edu> 

Re: [unc- charity-event] Top of the }{ill Charity Day Tomom~w’. 

I am continuing to abuse this listsel-¢ to tell you that the link does 
not work 
Yes I am abusing listservs. It’s better than Children’s Hearts getting 
kids drunk, right? 

Protect the Children from alcohol and drunkards. Avoid this event. 

;,rote: 
> Everyone who has obviously been ul~no;vingly added to this list 
> (including myselI) will continue to receive all these unsubscribe 
> requests if people simply reply to the original email. According to the 
> email, ;ve need to send a blal~ message to 
> <leave- 19383871-1068182 h 95252a4077c0efa9dlca439f395c 1786@listsel~,’ unc.edu> 
> to unsubscribe. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 
> Kenney Valerie wrote: 
> 

>>Please take me offyour list.Thanks. 
>> 
>>-----Ori;ina[ Message ..... 

>>From: o ~email unc edu] 
>>Sent: Monda’~,,                    ~: 17 PM 
>>To: Chari~ Events 
>>Subject: [unc-charity-event] Top of the Hill Charity Day Tomorrow! 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>>You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: 
>>Vkenney@unch.unc. edu. 
>>To unsubscribe send a blank emai[ to 
>>leave-19383871-10681821 95252a4077c0et’aC~dlca439f395c1786~listserv unc ed 

>>You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd          0emaii.unc.edu. 
>>To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384164-100962/~;.ee192ace167135blfeff6c55723d2938@listserv.unc.edu 

> You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd:          )email.unc.edu. 

> To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-19384670-10693946.826c 83cb9109fSc79628b7e9557b20b5@listsel~z.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to unc-charity-event axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-19385002-10695603.e08cb21950fc7f2cab389b95d5103e90@listserv.m~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, January. 31, 2008 2:31 PM 

SEANC 25 Email I,ist <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] ER UPDATE #42 - Teach-In on Collective Bargaining 

EMPLOYEE RELATIONS UPDATE #42 - TFI~ACH-IN ON COLLECTIVE BARGALNING 

Please see message about teach-in below This is the first of several to be held around the state. 
A number of public officials have been invited. Senator Kinnaird and Chapel Hill Mayor Pro Tem Jim 
Ward are planinng to attend. (The Chapel Hill Town Council has alrea@ passed a resolution in favor 
of collective bargaining.) 

There will be ample time for discussion, questions, and answers Refreshments will be served. 

Please forward widely. Apologies for duplicate postings 

Support Collective Bargaining fbr NC Public Workers 
Attend a ’teach-in’ 
Febma~ 4 6pm 
Greenlaw AuditoriurrgUik-C 

Currently, an important and unique struggle is being waged by public sector ~vorkers, unions, and 
their allies across the state of North Carolina for collective bargaining rights The energy., drive 
and commitment from student activists combined with the strategic position and leadership of 
workers is a power:[’ul Jbrce Jbr justice. Join us for a "teach-in" on hutnan rights, collective 
bargaining, and the fight for worker’s rights in North Carolina. Find out what you can do to help 
bring victory to this important fight[ 

Directions: From Franklin St./Columbia? Head down Columbia St. to Cameron Ave, at the T stay in 
the center lane turning left, then turn left on Pittsboro St. Turn left on South Rd (will be 
listed as ]VIcCauley St on right side) [[’he Student store will be on the [elk, Stadium Dr. and 
parking meters will be on the right (no meter activation is required in the evening). Park. Walk up 
the stairs to the right of the Student Store and walk to the northwest comer of the Pit Enter 
Greenlaw Hall 

Sponsors: 

Student Action with Workers ? uncsolidarity org 
Hear Our Public EmNoyees Coalition ? nchope.org ? 
UE 150 ? uel50 org ! 
SEANC District 25 ’? seanc25.org ? 919-966-6651 
Progressive Faculty Network 
Students for a Democratic Society 
SURGE 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: bushm@email.tutc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank ernail to leave-20846623-9226855.3ab0e3bccdi)44daebe9d6397alf5fh08@listsc1~’.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 6, 2008 11:57 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line st l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test If the line does not open 

properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box. Once you have typed it in and arrived at tile EHS website, click on Workplace safety in the box st the left. Then click on safety 

traillings and then click online otientation Select the ofientafi on that best fits yom-j ob description. After reading tile nlodules, be s~re to take tile test to receive credit for the training. 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work etlviroim~ent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in wt~ich chetulcals, radioacfive mated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

’]7his class in now only done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

’]7his class is now only done on line 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviroim~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or libral3~. 

This orientation is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or AnJlnal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, Februa~ 18, 2008 9:00-11:30 am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conference Room S 

IMAC Environment: Dufies involving industrial, maintenance, alld constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, February 18, 2008 9:00-11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conference Room S 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~" Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the Enl2~rcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety olientation tlaining is ilnpoi~an~ lbr yoai safety as well as others. 

Deparm~ent of Environtnera, Health, and S~fety 

University of North Carnlma at Chapel Hill 

l 120 Estes [)rive F.xt CB# 1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 275l’7-d,:~0 

~p): 919962.25507 

(f): 919.962022’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ITS Postmaster <postmaster~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2008 6:09 PM 

Bush, Margaret Ann <peggy bush@med.unc.edu-~ 

It’s Spring Cleansing Time tbr E-n~l 

Greetings! 

We are writing to request your help in cleaning up the e-mail 
storage space on the ITS IMAP server (@email unc.edu) It is a good 
idea to clean up the space in your e-mail folders on a periodic 
basis as this helps reduce costs and makes the whole system more 
efficient for you. For more information about how to clean up your 
e-mail go to http://help.unc edu/6466, and before you delete 
anything please consult the e-mail retention guidelines at 
http ://v~vw unc. edu/finance/ddd/emailretention.htm 

Regards, 

ITS Messaging Sel-cices 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 3, 2008 9:42 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina ©SHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traimllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 

box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 

receive credit for the training 

If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities. 

Lal~orator~ Environment Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmN. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Ew~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling 

Next Class: Monday, March 17, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Rm. S 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Monday, March 17, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Rm. S 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Sa~ty Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 

stat~s to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

SafSty ofi~tta~ion ~raining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as o~hers. 

Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 

[~nlversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2 [ 2 Finley Golf Co~se Road, CB# 1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517-.~0 

~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

HuRon, Steve <shutton@email.unc.edus> 

Monday, March 10, 2008 12:40 PM 

SEANC 25 Email LisZt <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[seanc] ER UPDATE #43 -- SEANC, SEIU & HOPE News (t\vd) 

............ For~varded Message ............ 

EiVJPLOYEE RELATIONS UPDATE #43 
1. SEANC Votes to Enter Negotiations with SEIU (Service Employees 
International Uinon) 
2. HOPE Letter to Legislators 

SEANC District 25 - Monthly Meeting 
Bioinformatics Bldg L~NC Mail Center 
Tuesday, March 11, 2008, 5:30 p.m. 

Call to order and Welcome Tommy GrilTm, Chair 
Minutes from last meeting Ruthie Bynum 
Treasurer’s report Patricia Bigelow 
Announcements and BOG report Tommy Griffin, Chair 
Cotmnittee Reports Tommy Griffin, Chak 
Old Business 
New Business 
Adjourn no later than 6:30 p.m. 

SEANC Votes to Enter Negotiations with SE[U 
Convention Delegates to Vote in May 
<http://www seanc org/site/indexcfm?fuseaction page&filename associationne 
ws html> 

Please forward widely! 

Support public employees! 
Sign HOPE’s letter to legislators[ 
<http://nchope org/> 

[)ear Diend of Public Employees, 

We are HOPE. HOPE stands for Hear Ottr Public Employees. We are a 
coalition of North Carolina labor associations, unions, and allies seeking 
to repeal the law- that prohibits collective bargaining between North 
Carolina’s public cinployers and employees. Arnong the many supporting 
organizations of HOPE are the Nolth Carolina NAACP and the North Carolina 
Co~xcil of Churches. 

We have written an "Open Letter to North Carolina Legislators" urging thenr 
to support HOPE’s legislative initiative. It xvill be signed by individual 
and organizational supporters to demonstrate that there is a broad-based 
consensus among North Carolinians for modernizing labor relations in the 
public sector and irnproving delivery of public selwices. 

Please take a moment to read the letter. If you agree with its nressage, 
please consider signing onto it. By doing so you xvill be aiding those who 
provide North Carolina’s public services while at the same tirne inrproving 
the quality of life for all North Carolinians. 

Please sign onto ottr letter to legislators and 
invite others to do the same! 
<http:/inchope.org/> 

Heat Our Public Ernployees Coalition 
P.O Box 12133, Raleigh, Nor*~ Carolina 27605 
919.491.6939    info@nchope.org 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http://nchope org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees. 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the ~vord. Thanks’. 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC127599-8050 

work: 919-9(~5-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 



Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
<http://seanc25 ora> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: bushm@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-21800257-9226855.3ab0e3bccdl:~4daebe9d6397al f5fi~08@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2008 8:21 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina ©SHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traimllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 

box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 

receive credit for the training 

If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities. 

Lal~orator~ Environment Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

Next Class: This class is now only done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

Next Class: This class is now only done on line 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmN. 

Next Class: Monday April21,20089:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Rm. S 

Support Services Ew~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling 

Next Class: Monday April21,20089:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Rm. S 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, ,and construction work. 

Next Class: Monday April21,20089:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops [3idg. Conference Rm. S 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Sal~ty orientation ~i-aining is impoi’~ant for yore- safety as well as o~hers. 

Department of Envitonraent, Health, and S~ffety 

l.~nlversity of Not±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1120 Estes INire Ext, CB# [650 

Chapel Hill, N(2 2’7517-4440 

(p): 919.962 5507 

~f): 919962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2008 7:39 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina ©SHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traimllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~orator~ Environment Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmN. 
This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Ew~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling 
Next Class: Monday May 19, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Corfference Rm S 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 
Next (;lass: Monday May 19, 2008 9:00-11:3(iam New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Rm S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Sa~ty Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
stat~s to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~tta~ion ~raining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as o~hers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
[~nlversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1 [20 Estes Dr~ve Ext, CB# 16250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-.~0 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2008 2:44 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traimllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline OI~entafion’. Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~orator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

Next (;lass: This class is now only done on line 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

Next (;lass: This class is now only done on line 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environtnent, academic classroom, or libra:y. 

Next (;lass: This class is now only done on line 
Support Services Ew~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Handling 

Next Class: Monday, June 16,2008 9:00 ll:30am New Facihties Shops Bldg. Conference Room S 
IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Monday, June 16,2008 9:00 ll:30am New Facihties Shops Bldg. Conference Room S 
For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SalSty ofientalion lraining is impoi’~ant for yore- safety as well as olhers. 
Department of Envitonraent, Health, and S~ffety 
l.Jnivetsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1 120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 16250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-4440 
(p): 919.962 5507 
~f): 919962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 1, 2008 8:16 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~orator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 
This class is now only done on line 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviroim~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or libral3~. 
This class is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Acqvities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Hmldling. 
Next Class: Monday, July 21, 2008 9:00 11:30am New- Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industiiN, rnainlenance, and construction work. 
Next Class: Monday, July 21, 2008 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~ Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
Safety olientation tlaining is ilnpo~an~ lbr yoai safety as well as others. 
Deparm~ent of Environment, Health, and S~fety 
University of Not±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
212 Finley (loll Course Road, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 
~p): 919962.25507 
(f): 919.962022’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hutton, Steve <shntton@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, July 16, 2008 10:48 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.nnc.edu-~ 

[seanc] SEANC Action Alert re: Health Care Coverage 

>From SEANC Executive Director, Dana Cope 

ACT NOW TO MAINTAIN YOL,~ HEALTH CARE BENEFITS! 

Leaders of the House and Senate are proposing to shift health care costs to 
workers and retirees 

In a highly irregular, last-minute strategy to stick state employees and 
retirees with a heftier health care bill, legislative leaders have hauled 
in Jack Walker, interim director of the State Health Plan, to propose 
c ost-shifting to hard-working state employees and retirees. 

Legislative leaders, namely Sen Tony Rand and Rep. Hugh Holliman, in 
collusion with Walker, claim that unanticipated higher plan costs 
necessitate increases in employee and retiree doctor visit and prescription 
c o-pays (which could be as high as $10 more per visit or prescription) 

SEANC urges all state employees and retirees to immediately contact your 
legislators and tell them that passing costs on to employees and retirees 
is WRONG. There’s plenty of’money in the more than $21 billion budget and 
the almost $1 billiun rainy day fund that cuuld be used tu :fix this instead 
of asking ~2~r more money from empluyees and retirees 

Gu the SEANC Web site tu :find yuur legislators’ contact infurmation. 
<http://wwwseanc.or~/site/index.cfm?fuseactiun pa~e&filename cvberlubbying.html> 

Thank yuu for acting now! 

Dana Cope, 
SEANC Executive Directur 

SF.ANC 

PO Drawer 27727 

Raleigh, NC 27611 

800-222-2758 

919-866-6436 

Live in North Carulina? Please go to 
<http:i/nchope.ur~> 

and sign un to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining Jbr public empluyees 
Then add this message tu yuur email signature 
file and help spread the word. ’]"hanks! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-966-6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Selwice 
SEIU Local 2008 

<http :i/seanc25. org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: bushm@eraail.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-22591673-9226855.3ab0e3bccdf~,4daebe9d6397alf5f~a08@listsc1~,’.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 31, 2008 7:45 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traimllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are mlsm-e which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Laborator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive matelials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environtnent, academic classroom, or libra:y. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Support Services En-~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Handling 

Next Class: Monday, August 18, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S 
IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Monday, August 18, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S 
For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SalSty ofientalion lraining is impoi’~ant for yam- safety as well as olhers. 
Department of Envitonraent, Health, and S~ffety 
l.~nivetsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-4440 
(p): 919.962 5507 
~f): 919962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 29, 2008 2:54 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina ©SHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traimllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline OI~entafion’. Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~orator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmN. 
This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Ew~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling 
Next Class: Monday, September 15, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 
Next Class: Monday, September 15, 2008 9:00 11:30am New" Facilities Shops Bldg. Corfference Room S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
stat~s to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~tta~ion ~raining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as o~hers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
[~ni~’etsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1120 Es~s drkve Ex% CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

its arsys not@.con <~arsys@remedy03Asis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 24, 2008 4:48 PM 

AIS EHS Remedy <ais-ehs-remedy@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[ais-ehs-remedy] Treml, D., GEN,, Ticket 1343291, To ITS-EHS-APPS, Select a Short Description 

09/24/08 16:47:15 ] General 
darren treml ] (919) 962-0259 
Select a Short Description]Assigned to 

1. Application Issues 

Work Log : 
09/24/08 16:47:15 web 

Client’s Problem Description: 
1. Application Issues 

Worklog: 
On the HASMIS CLIP update screen, can we open up the ?Special Instructions? box to allow for more characters? Jonathan has approved of this and said we can open it up to be two 

complete lines on the report 

Thanks. 

This request was created at: https://www.unc edu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl 
Remote Host: 152.21.230 
Form Input: Treml, Darren - (919) 962-0259 - dftreml@ehs unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Reme@ group: ITS-t’IIS-APPS 

--- You are currently subscribed to ais-eh s-remedy as: BUSHM@emaibunc edu To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave-23064975-12832463.e02d642~571077a9963c74b24d54609@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 30, 2008 7:56 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina ©SHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline OI~entafion’. Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~orator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmN. 
This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Ew~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling 
NextClass: Monday October20, 2008 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities ShopsBldg Conference R~om S. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 
NextClass: Monday October20, 2008 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities ShopsBldg Conference R~om S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
stat~s to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~tta~ion ~raining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as o~hers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
[~ni~’etsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1120 Estes INire Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



From: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

Myers, Scott Charles <~myers~aux- s~rvices.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 4, 2008 1:12 PM 

Bush, Margaret Ann <peggy bush@med.unc.edu> 

Campus Dining Survey - Opportunity to win $400 Cash! 

To the Campus Community: 

Carolina Dining Services is conducting a customer satisfaction survey to evaluate campus needs. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your 
campus experience. We will also be able to use these results to compare how we stand amongst other institutions and how much we have improved since last year. 

This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes and your responses are confidential. You must type in the code below in order to enter to win the cash prize. 

Code: 221129566 

Click on this link to begin the survey: 

htt p://www.nacufscustomersu rvey.com/ 

If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Internet browser address bar and hit enter. 

We appreciate your time and thank you for your assistance. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 30, 2008 1:59 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If the link does not open properly you may ~zpe in the address in your web browser address box. Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 

box to the [el~. Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation Select the orientation that best fits your job description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training. 
If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviro~m~ent you fi~ll under, review tile descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 
Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in wt~ich chetulcals, radioacfive mated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

This class is now only done on line 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class is now only done on line 

Office En-~-ironment: Work activities in all office enviro~m~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or libral3~. 
This class is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Acqvities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling. 
Next Class: Monday Janua~ 26, 2009 9:00 ll:30am Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference RoomS. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industriN, rnainlenance, and construction work. 
Next Class: Monday Janua~ 26, 2009 9:00 ll:30am Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~ Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Erfforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
Safety orientation tlaining is ilnpo~all~ lbr yoaI safety as well as others. 
Deparm~ent of Environtnent, Health, and S~fety 
University of Nm±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
[ 120 Estes [)rive Ext., CI3tt 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 
~p): 919962.25507 
(f): 919.962022’7 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 30, 2009 8:12 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traimllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are mlsm-e which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Laborator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive matelials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environtnent, academic classroom, or libra:y. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Support Services En-~-ironment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Handling 

Next Class: Tuesday February3,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conference R~omS. 
IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Tuesday February3,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conference RoomS. 
For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SalSty ofientalion lraining is impoi’~ant for yam- safety as well as olhers. 
Department of Envitonraent, Health, and S~ffety 
l.~nivetsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

1 120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 16250 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-4440 
(p): 919.962 5507 
~f): 919962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 30, 2009 12:49 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificalion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line at l_!~:!’,_,~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~orator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environtnent, academic classroom, or libra:y. 

This class is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Acqvities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Hmldling. 
Next Class: Monday, April20,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bktg. Corfference RoomS. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industiial, rnainlenance, and construction work. 
Next Class: Monday, April20,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bktg. Corfference RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~ Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Erfforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
Safety oi~entation tlaining is ilnpoi~an~ ll)r yoai safety as well as others. 
Deparm~ent of Environment, Health, and S~fety 
University of Not±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Ct~apei Hilt NC 2"~599 
(p): 919962.25507 
(f): 919.962022’7 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sutton, Joseph A <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 29, 2009 8:15 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina ©SHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This traiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:!~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select tile Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 

box to the le:tt Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 

receive credit for the training 

If you are unsure which work environment you IM1 under, review tile desci~ptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 

Lal~orator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class is now only done on line 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmN. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Adilnal Handling. 

Next (;lass: Monday, \Mi~y 18, 2009 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conl~erence Room S. 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industlial, Inainten~lce, and constmcfion work. 

Next (;lass: Monday, \Mi~y 18, 2009 9:00 I1:30am Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the t:.nl2~rcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety orientation training is important for yore- safety as well as others. 

Deparm~ent of Environment, Health, and S~fety 

University of Nm±h Carolina at Chapel Nil1 

[ 120 Estes [)rive F, xt., CI3tt 1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751 

(p): 919962.25507 

(f): 919.962022’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Margaret Ann </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=BUSHM> 

Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:58 PM 

Blanton, Jane D <j ane_blanton@med.unc.edu> 

FW: Vendor Relationships Form Submission 

From: vendorrelations@unch.unc.edu [vendorrelations@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2011 3:32 PM 
To: Bush, Margaret Ann 
Subject: Vendor Relationships Form Submission 

Dear Margaret Bush, 

This confirms your recent submission of the Vendor Relationship Policy Form. 

Please confirm the information submitted and contact us if there are inaccuracies. 

Here is the information we received: 

Name:Margaret Bush 
Affiliation: Staff 
Email Address : Peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 
Unique Identifiers : 
PID: 
Onyen : bushm 
EID: 

Have you received or will you receive income, in any form and in any amount and for any purpose, directly or 
indirectly from a Vendor? 
Your response: No 

Do you have or do you expect to have ownership, in any form (including stock options or warrants) other than 
through a mutual fund in a Vendor? 
Your response: No 

Have you received or do you expect to receive in-kind compensation from a Vendor, such as services, samples 
or the provision of travel or lodging? 
Your response: No 

Have you received or do you expect to receive royalties or other licensing income, including royalties received 
through the University, originating from a Vendor? 
Your response: No 

Has a Vendor made or do you expect a Vendor to make any gifts either directly to you or to the University or an 
affiliated foundation for the benefit of your University activities? 
No 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Margaret Ann </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Tuesday, January 31, 2012 3:27 PM 

noej@med.unc.edu 

Keeping a Table on 1 page 

Jeanne, 

This is what I found. This would apply to a small table that fits on one page. I think 

Word 2007 directions work for Word 2010, which is what I have. 

Things work a little differently in table~ however. In a table, the "Keep lines together" 

and ’%VidowiO~han control" properties have no effect at all. ~o ke~ ~ NN~ ~o~f!~ ~ .... 

1. P~e~ieni~iiirowsiii~romiibiri~akiinigiiiiini~emiai!i!yi                                   !!:! 

In Word 97 and earlier; open the Table I Ce~ Height and Width dialog and 

select the Row tab. Clear the check box for "Allow row to break across 

pages." 

¯ In Word 2000, 2002, and 2003, open the Table I Table Properties dialog 

and select the Row tab. Clear the check box for "Allow row to break across 

pages." 

° In Word 2007, on the Table Tools I Layout tab of the Ribbon, locate the 

Table group and click Properties. In the Table Properties dialog, select the 

Row tab. Clear the check box tbr "Allow row to break across pages." 

Note: The choice of whether rows axe allowed to break is strictly an either/or 

proposition. If you do allow a row to break~ it can break anywhere; as mentioned, 

"Widow/Orphan control" and "Keep lines together" are ignored, so tile only way to 

force a table to break only between paragraphs is to make sure each paragraph is in a 

separate row. 

2. Select the entire row and enable the "Keep with next" 

property. Do ~his fo~ e~y mw ~ ~he table ~xcept th~ !ast 

Although it is not relevant to a one-page table, note that "Page break before," when 

applied to a table row, does not split a table as a manual page break (inserted with 

Ctrl+Enter) does. This means that repeating heading rows will continue to be repeated 

and the table can continue to be treated as a single table. For information on controlling 

page breaks in tables longer than a page, see "ttow do I control where the page 

breaks will fall in a table that extends over several pages?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann ~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, February. 16, 2012 12:42 PM 

noej@med.unc.edu 

Geuomic Mediciue blog 

This is interesting...blog post by Eric Topoi about DNA-directed therapies. 

http:!!boards.medsca pe.com!forums?128@602.1WzDa rctdfn @.2a2f43aO!comment= 1 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann ~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 22, 2012 9:22 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

drug shortages 

This is interesting...they are importing ’~anapproved" drugs to avert some of the drag shortages... 

FDA Moves To Avert Shortages Of Two Cancer Drugs. 

!he reac~on to ~:~-~e,~s that U S re~,~]]ators e,~-e taki~g steps to solve the she~ages of P, vo dm~,s used t~ treat cancer ~as somewh,~t mixed Whi]e it e,~,~s gener~ly ac].mowledged that the move ~i11 bea~efit patterers 

in ~eed of these medicafio~v,~ some expels pointed out that it was a stop-gap n:easure a~}d that the ioon}h~g problem of ri:a~g :,homages in ge~erN e,,J]i conti:me. The story genea-ated extensive cove-age in p]int 

a~td oNine m~d wa~ fL’mm-ed on twn n~i~on~ television new~ b~oadcasts The CBS Evemng ".2cwb (2/21, s~ory 8, 0:20, Pelley) repo~¢ed ~hat nn Fuesd~y ’;l%de~N regNa!nrs said ihcy will Olow increased impo~ts 

flora nve~eas to make up fiw !he shn;*ages ofme!hntrexate ~u~d Dox~l [doxo*ub~cm hyd*ocNofide liposome it~{ecfio*t].’; 

O~t NBC NiKh~lv 2~ews (2/2 i~ sto~y 10, 0: 35, WilIi;~ms), NBC’s Chief MedicaI Editor Dr. N~mcy Snydmman p,)Jnted ,)~:! ~h~ "we’re j u~;t ~ connie of week~; aw~y fiom muuing ou~ o[" me!ho~rexate "in !hi~; 

toe*my, but *tone~heless u*t~il we ~gtt~e out ~t~e m~nu{~ctu~{ng gli~ckes in ~hi s co:m~y, i~ re~I]y is a stop-gap me;~s~e A~ le;~s~ good news for now." 

TBe New Y oxk Times (2/22, A ] 3, Ham a, SuBscrip~¢~ P~JblicatJnnJ repo~s~ "TBe ~,~o dungs are DoxJl m~d mevhogexate, a~d in boil: cases aupplJea m fl:e ~r&ed States m-e beh~g bnlstered by shipmm~ts 

from abroad." Dr Sa~}dm t.. Kweder of the Food aad Dntg Admi~}Jst:-ag on’s chq~g ceater said that "these t~o pa~c~Jar sho~ages have been vg~Ty’> veW upse~iap, to patie~}ts a~d to us" Meamvhile, "Dr. Pae:- C. 

Ad~*taot~, chmrmm: of the Children:a Ot~cology Gr~up, ,~,t~ch is finm~ced by the NafionN Cancm institute, stud he was >let>ed ~l:a{ fi~e inunedmte fin-eat nfa me~hot*exNe sho*tage had >a~sed," alfi~o~gh 

desc:qt?ed the soIulaou ~; a ~’Baud-Aid 

Bloomhe~k News (2/22, Ed*tey) rep,)rts, "Caraco Phm=nacm:!icaI Lahora!ozJes Ltd (CPD) will impoz~:" Lipodos, ’;~m u*tapproved ~-ug I$om gndia wilh ~he 5;atne lie]ire ingredient ~ Doxii, made i~y New 

Btqmswick, New Jersey-based 3 oImson & 3oImson (3NJJ~ according to a letter on the" FDA’s "website." bleaa~l:ile~ "a genea-ic fom~ ogmetho~-exare made by APP Phm~ace~xicals ~nc (APPX), has received 

expeN*ed approvN flora the age~:cy a~d ~i]l be a~ ai]able in March the FDA stud." ~he "ten~poraP/impo~=ario~ of ~mappmved for~gn &nags is considered ’only in rare cases’ wh~ thea-e J:, a sho~age of a 

treatment ’fim~ ~s c~ikcal to patienls’ amd ca*t’t be resolved in a timely ~:asNon w!fil Nready appxoved &-~gs, the FDA sNd itx ~l~e statemenU’ 

The f2:EJi{. (2/22) "The Cha*t’; blog repox*s, "The t.DA also is Era, rag HosDm, a ph~mace~fical deliw’:y company, release additional s~pphes’; of melhntrexate, "resOfitxg m 31,000 viNs of new pxod~ct - 

enough for more th~n one tnor~th’s wo~’=h ,)f dem;md" The ageucy "i~; ~i~;,) winking with ,)~Ser mamt~i~c~ a~s of me~ho~re:~ate, Mto h~ve s~epped tip to increase production iu order to meet patJe~ uee&;." 

ad&;, ~’The FDA Nso ~mnottuced it h~; i~;stted ~-afl guidar~ce to drug industries on how ~o [{le m~mdN:o~y aud volun~a~ notifications to ~he FDA o~t pos~;it?l e sho~:ages or slg?ply disruplaon~; ,)f &atgs, so 

the FDA cm~ act ¢a the pos:dble sho~=ap, e as em-]y as possible." 

The Wall Slreet Journal (2/22, Doorea~ S~Jbscfiption Publica~o~) repot% that Dr K~,,eder sNd *t~e FDA has helped to prevm~t more thau l I 0 drop, sho~ages in the last few moafl:s. However, k,lJ chad Link, 

the pres~det~ of~he Amenc~t Society of Ciiracal Oncology, poinled to lhe impact fi~e shortages cnnh~tue to have on physicim~s’ abihty to pmchce medicine, and cNied IB~ a p~-tmm~:i 

The k~v~ (2/22, J,)hnson) repo~s, "’We have tn;~de ten progress. We bdJeve ~hat (suppiJ ~-s) will i~e ;~ble t,) mee! the demauds ,)fpalJ ~:!s iu ~Se U S rna~]:et’ fo~ the two &a*gs iudefitfitely, FDA Dr 

CommissJo*te* M~rga*e~ A Hami~g ~old The Associa!ed ~-ess Jn au exclusive ir~t~a, iew." Hatnt?~g ~dded, "I~s a bilge relief g)r tts " 

The Los Angdes Ti:aes 12/22, M~:,ka]) repot% tha* i~ a "preheated sta*emeut " Han:b~rg :,aid~ ’% &nag sho~gae cm~ he a ?rights, lap, prospect for pafiea~*s, and Pre:ddea* Obama made it dear fl:a* pre~ 

these sho~=ap, es fi-on: happeni~g is a top prJnn~g of his adn~Jms~’ation." Hamb~rp, added~ "Thro~@~ the collaborative world: nf FDA, mdustuy" m~d ¢thea- :,*akeholders~ pafi~t:, a~d families ~,,aJting for these 

products or a*~ous abo~t thm~ m, aflabihty should now be abie to get ~he nte~ct~hot~ ~hey t~eed " 

The ~}_~2~JJ2~i_f~JJ2~25~ (2/22, Cnnaboy) ’;WNte Cna~ Notes" blng repo~,, "D* Len Lid~ten~’id, deputy ct~efntedlcO o~l~cex fi~ !he An:erica:~ Cm~cer So~ae!y, said the >’DA had ~tNm: ’major ,{ep, ~brwatd’ 

NIevh~la,tg ~Se sho~;~ges ti!! more w~ks *tecess~uy " LJch!e*dN d "arid o~hers represenla,tg majoz c;mcer orgati~ions c;~]ied ~br a s~engthened FDA ~md improved repo~ing ;lbottt ~;h,)rtages [~om 

The Fl-alade[~)]~a Inqmrer (2/22, Sell) repo~s, "The ]o*tg-~e=n solu~hm ~em;~ms chNleugJng, i~ut FDA Commis~;i,mer Dr Ma~uet Hamt?~g ~;aid lhe ageItcy h;~d respouded ’~c~ively ~md aggre~;siveIf ~o !he 

irmnedia*e sigm~on by as:righting more :,*aft." 

Obama Adminis~ion Ta~es Credit For Aver~ng Shortages. The Hill (2/22, Pecque~) :’HeaI~h,~,atch~’ biog *epor~s, "The Obm~:a admira,!-xe~mt~ ~ook cte&t T~e,day IB* ewerfing some 

sho~agea ~td called ot~ Congress to t>~e e~ction." 

The Nai~on;~] 3ola-n ~] (2/22, McCai~hy, Subscription F’ublicatJo~t) reports, "In an unusu;dly coor~rtated move, WNte House Deputy Chief of StaJ gN;mcy-Arat DeP;~fle wrote ;~ blog post natmpelaug 

Obaaa ~uhra*fi~;na!ion~s Octobm- executive order ~sking &~gm~ke~s to v,)]~att~uJly repoz~: sho~;~ges." According to ~he Jo~d, "The FDA ~i~;,) t?o~owed a p;~ge from ~he X~qd~e House’s; hellish reJStm law 

playbook, :,howcasmg the :,inW of ddld who might lo:,e access to lifie-sa~i~g caIicer dmp, s to bring a hlKlllal: elemeat to the prnblea~: of drop, shortages." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann ~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 9:26 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

DIA daily 

Jeanne, From DIA daily... 

Estrogen Supplements May Be Linked To Reduced Breast Cancer Risk. 

USA [odey (317, Szabo) reports. "For certain women, taking estrogen supplements for a few years close to menopause appears safe, and may reduce ti~eir risk of breast cancer, says a 

n~!w study" publk~;i~d online i!~ The [.u’nce[ Onoology 

Th¢~ Los A!~qel,~!s Tim¢~s (3/7, Roan) r~!port.~;. "Tile !¢~port is a follew-up analysis ef [h~! ia!~cimark Wom~!n’s Health Inil:ia[iv¢~. a clinical trial ef lens of [housands of woraen begun il! 

i 993 that sought to clarify the risks and benefits of two hormone replacement therapy regimens in postmenopausal women: estrogen pius progestin which most women must take 

and estrogen alone, taken by women who have had hysterectomies." Investigators "followed 7645 women from the odginai group of almost 11.000 paxicipants for aimost five years to 

see what happened to them after stopping estrogen therapy" 

BIoorrlb¢~rg Ixli;ws (3/7, Ostrow) reports. "ti~¢~ r~!s¢~ari:h~!r.~ found tidal ’,^/,’)men 1:eking esl:regen were 23 percent I~!ss likely to d~!v¢fii;p breast cu, nc¢~r ::ompar~!d with 1:hess! taking a 

placebo dudng al! ow!rall fello~v-.up I;edod of about 12 y~!ars" Parti,’:ipa!~t.~ "in tile e.<i[rog~!n greul; who did dew!lop breast canc~!r were 63 p~!!,’:en[ less likely to di¢~ frora the dis~!u, se ti~a!~ 

those in the placebo group" 

The ~_kP_. (317, Cheng) reports "The lower risk of breast cancer didn’t apply to women with a family history of the disease or those who previousiy had benign breast kimps " 

MedPa_CLe ]oda’~ (3/7, Phend) reports, however, that "age, body mass index, years since menopause, and gap between menopause and hormone therapy initiation didn’t significantiy 

impact the effect Detection bias from mammography differences was unlikely, the researchers noted." 

covering the story are the UK’s ._T__L~_[_~’_.,~]Lrj~2J2 (3/7, Adams), the UK’s _P___r_t=’._]_~2z~]_~]}_%qjj~!j__o_O. (3/7), ~_t.’._~_~[~_t_.:2j2)_~ (3/7), and Lil_~__-’._~jj:[~j~2_ (3/7. Mann). 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann ~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 8:55 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

I~E: Ru~ming late 

See you then.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Wechaesday, March 28, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Bush, Peggy Ann; Dees, Elizabeth C 
Subject: Running late 

I’ll be in closer to 9:30 this am! Running late 

--Jeanne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann ~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 1:12 PM 

ttaiues, MelissaA <melissa haJnes@med.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: meeting w/Claire 4/19 

Noon is fine for me on 4./:19! 

Peggy 

From-" Haines, Melissa A 

Sent: Friday, March 30, 20:t2 3:04 PM 

To-" Noe, Jeanne F; Bush, Peggy Ann 

12¢; Dees, Elizabeth C 

Subject; meeting w! Claire 4/~.9 

Hey ladies - Claire needs to meet w/Mark Kramer about money stuff and the time he had is going to disrupt your regular meeting time - can I move to noon 

(instead of lO:OOam)? 

Thanks! 
Melissa ~qaines 

Adrr!inistrative Support A,~,~o,:;i~te 

Division of Hematology/Oncology 

Physicians’ Office Bldg, 3rd Floor 
170 Manning Drive, CB# 7305 
C!~pel Hill, NC 27599-7305 

Dh’ect Line: (919) 843-7~’~9 

Main O~ice: (9!9) 966-.3856 
Fax: (919) 966-8735 

Em~ii: melissa haines(@med unc.edu 

Confidentiali~ Notice: 
The information transmi~ed in this email is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged information. Any review, retransmission, dissemination or 
other use of or taking of any action in reliance upon this information by persons or entities other than the intended recipient is prohibited. If you received this email in error, please con~ct the sender and delete 

the email and any a~ched material immediately Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann <OUNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CA BUSHM> 

Tuesday, April 3, 2012 9:04 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

vaccines 

Jeanne, 

See below, from DIA daily...should we be watching and add such vaccines to our list?? 

Early Research Suggests Vaccine May Prevent Breast Cancer Recurrence. 

t [ealthDa~’ (4/3, Doheny) reports, "A vaccine to prevent breast cancer’s return in women with a history of the disease has triggered the desired immune response in 

early researck" according to a study presented at the American Association for Cancer Rese~xch meeting. This "vaccine, known as the ’HEtL2-based peptide vaccine 

AE37,’ is designed to harness the power of the patient’s i~nmune system, based on its reaction to a cm~cer-linked peptide (protein)." The resemchers "fonnd that in the 

vaccinated group, 86 percent of patients showed a significant response, compaxed ruth 27 percent of those in the ’control’ group who did not get the injection." 

peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann ~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Tuesday, April 10, 2012 1:24 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

perifosine 

Jeanne, 

This is interesting...Linda’s March update reported had a projected approval for perifosine in 4th qtr 2012. I googled to find more details and found this... 

http://www~thestreet~c~m/stor~/114792~3/1/ker~x~perif~sine-co~on~cancer~triaFfai~s~htm~ 

So, I don’t think approval is coming am/time soon! 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy Ann ~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 10:20 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday 

Jeanne, 

Before I forget to tell you, again, I will be switching my Wed half-day to Thursday this week, due to delayed opening at schools tomorrow AM. 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, April 25, 2012 1:45 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

I~W: FORMAL NOTICE: Possible TIM Logiu Issue 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Schreiner, Leslie [mailto:leslie schreiner(@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Everyone in PO 
Subject: FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Possible TIM Login Issue 

Several of us are still having problems logging on to TIM (myself included). Please use the link below to enter your time until we are notified that the issue is resolved Thanks. Leslie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\’.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 12:48 PM 
To: Schreiner, Leslie 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Possible TIM Login Issue 

To: University Employee T[MUsers 

From: Time Information Management (TIN/2) Support Team 

An unexpected change was made by the Mozilla Firefox browser last week that blocked older versions of Java. Now when some users log into TIM, an en~or message appears asking them 
download a Java plug-in. 
ttowever, downloading the Java plug-in does not fix the issue. 

The technical staff is currently working on resolving the issue. 
However, due to the payroll close deadlines this week, we are providing an alternative, non-Java version of TIM 

If you are an employee or manager and are not able to log into TIM, please click on the following link or enter it into a web browser, http://help.unc.edu/unctimemployee 

The link will take users first to a redirect page. ARer five seconds, the log in screen for the alternative, non-Java version of TIM will open autoruatically. 

Reference Guides for the alternative, non-Java version of TIM have been posted on the TIM website, http:i/finance.unc.eduifinance-divisionitrainin~/training-ovetwiew.htnrlgtim non-i ava 

If you are a Student, Tenrporary, or SPA Non-Exenrpt employee set to Time Capture and had tirues in or out worked last week that were not captured in TIM. please notify- your nranager 
irrmrediately. 

If you are a TIM Administrator and are not able to log into TIM, please refer to the instructions provided in the email sent directly to the TIM Adrainistrator Listselw. 

If you need assistance with accessing TIM, please contact your Technical Support Group or 962-HELP (4357) for assistance. 

*Note: TIM Administrators are receiving a separate notification.* 

This email is sponsored by: TIM Support/Payroll Services 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggybush@med.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4506420- 
637485.87bTbc9ba484347bgb0360eTe22d9c6b@listse1~’.med.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 10:19 AM 

Belcher, Ashley C ~ashley belcher@med.unc.ed~ 

One Card question 

Hi Ashley, 

When I started back in November, I recall you mentioning that I need a letter to obtain a UNC One Card. I need to check a book out from the Health Sciences library 

and will need to get a One Card (I actually am in the system from my time as a tutor, but need to get the card updated). Can you provide a letter, or do I need to ask 

someone else? 

Thanks, 

Peggy 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peggy_bush@med.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 11:19 AM 

Belcher, Ashley C ~ashley belcher@med.unc.ed~ 

ILE: One Card question 

Oh, good...thanks, Ashley[ 

From: Belcher, Ashley C 
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 11:00 AN 
To: Bush, Peggy A 
Subject: RE: One Card question 

HI Peggy! 

You are fully migrated in the system and really all ~ou should have ~o do is go over to Student Stores and tel~ them you wou~d ~ike to get a ONE Card and they 

should be aMe to pu~l you up and take a p~c and you are done, D~rect~ons to Student Stores from our building are attached. They start by going out the ma~n 

entrance, 

?hanks so much[ 

F~m: Bush, Peggy A 
Sent: Thursday, April 26, 2012 10:19 AN 
Te: Belcher, Ashley C 
Subject: One Card question 

Hi Ashley, 

When I started back in November, I recall you mentioning that I need a letter to obtain a UNC One Card. I need to check a book out from the Health Sciences library 

and will need to get a One Card (I actually am in the system from my t~me as a tutor, but need to get the card updated). Can you provide a letter, or do I need to ask 

someone else? 

Thanks, 

Peggy 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
Univemity of Nodh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

peg~t~ bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 2:05 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

I~W: FORMAL NOTICE: Possible TIM Logiu Issue 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Schreiner, Leslie [mailto:leslie schreiner(@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Everyone in PO 
Subject: FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Possible TIM Login Issue 

Several of us are still having problems logging on to TIM (myself included). Please use the link below to enter your time until we are notified that the issue is resolved Thanks. Leslie 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\’.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2012 12:48 PM 
To: Schreiner, Leslie 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Possible TIM Login Issue 

To: University Employee T[MUsers 

From: Time Information Management (TIN/2) Support Team 

An unexpected change was made by the Mozilla Firefox browser last week that blocked older versions of Java. Now when some users log into TIM, an en~or message appears asking them 
download a Java plug-in. 
ttowever, downloading the Java plug-in does not fix the issue. 

The technical staff is currently working on resolving the issue. 
However, due to the payroll close deadlines this week, we are providing an alternative, non-Java version of TIM 

If you are an employee or manager and are not able to log into TIM, please click on the following link or enter it into a web browser, http://help.unc.edu/unctimemployee 

The link will take users first to a redirect page. ARer five seconds, the log in screen for the alternative, non-Java version of TIM will open autoruatically. 

Reference Guides for the alternative, non-Java version of TIM have been posted on the TIM website, http:i/finance.unc.eduifinance-divisionitrainin~/training-ovetwiew.htnrlgtim non-i ava 

If you are a Student, Tenrporary, or SPA Non-Exenrpt employee set to Time Capture and had tirues in or out worked last week that were not captured in TIM. please notify- your nranager 
irrmrediately. 

If you are a TIM Administrator and are not able to log into TIM, please refer to the instructions provided in the email sent directly to the TIM Adrainistrator Listselw. 

If you need assistance with accessing TIM, please contact your Technical Support Group or 962-HELP (4357) for assistance. 

*Note: TIM Administrators are receiving a separate notification.* 

This email is sponsored by: TIM Support/Payroll Services 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggybush@med.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4506420- 
637485.87bTbc9ba484347bgb0360eTe22d9c6b@listse1~’.med.ur~c.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Monday, May 14, 2012 12:02 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

Bala~nced f~I’ 

http://balancedpt.com/therapists-staff/chad-flickinger-mpt/ 

You could also read the bios of the other people on their list; they all sound sort of specialized in certain areas. 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A ~£/O UNC EXCHANGEiOU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Monday, June 11, 2012 9:48 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edtD" 

I~E: conlputer 

Okay, I switched it. 

Thank ,¢ou for graduation gift! The sweatshirt is really nice! it was a nice graduation and the weather was great. Hope you are having fun out there! 

P~-:~ggy 

From= Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Sunday, June 10, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Bush, Peggy A 
Subject: computer 
Hey Peggy! 
When you’re in the office on Monday, can you do me a favor and turn the wireless button off on the side of my computer? It’s on the side of the computer facing Bi~y Irvin’s 

office, It’s just a little switch on the side, and you push it in the opposite direction its currently in. I think it will show orange when it’s in the off position. I’m having some 

trouble connecting with that on, 
Thank you! I haven’t sent        book yet, but will very soon! 

Jeanne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Tuesday, June 26, 2012 10:34 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

FW: FORMAL NOTICE: Update on TIM Access 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, June 21, 2012 9:01 AM 

To: Bush, Peggy A 

Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Update on TIM Access 

DT: June 20, 2012 
TO: All St~ff 
FR: Dennis Press, Umversity Controller, Finance Division 

Jerri Bland, Assistant Vice Chancellor, Enterprise Applications, ITS 
RE: Update on TIM Access 

As some of our campus cowanunity may be aware, in April of this year Mozilla made a change to its Firefox browser that blocked the Java components of Thinstall - the UNCTIM application 
used by most campus personnel to access our Time IN2~rmation Management system (TIM~. Just prior to Mozilla making this change, the University learned the license costs for using 
Thinstall is increasing to $100,000 - five times the costs we have previously paid 

As a result of this cost increase and the challenges presented with the Mozilla change, Payroll Services and ITS have been evaluating the Umversity’s use of Thinstall. In addition, we are 
~nvestigat~ng whether there are other low cost solutions similar to Thinstall that may be able to meet our requirements for supporting TIM 

RI~C()N/;MENDt~;D ACTION 
While we are completing our evaluation, Payroll Services and ITS recommend and encourage campus users who are NOT TIM Administrators to use the tITML (non-Java) version of TIM, 
if at all possible. The HTML version of TIM avoids any potential Java conflicts and alleviates significant reliance upon Thinstall 

The tITML version of TIM can be accessed by navigating to (or clicking 
on) http:i/unctimunc.edu/employee. While recognizing there are some visual and functional differences with the HTML version of TIM, campus users are able to enter time worked, leave 
taken, and, as staff or as a raanager, approve time. 

ALL TIM adnrinistrators, Managers who process advanced functions, (such as editing schedules and moving hours), or if you find the HTML version of TIM is not meeting your needs, 
should continue to use the latest version of UNCTIM Thinstall to access TIM. If you have not installed UNCTIM Thinstall since April 13,2012, please make sure you delete the CUl~ent 
version of UNCTIM5.1 or UNCTIi~vVIN7 frora your desktop and then download the latest version of UNCT~A6.1 from the Shareware site, https ://shareware.unc. edu/~ 

We will continue to use Thinstall until our evaluation is coraplete and a final solution iduntified. Additional updates will be provided as they become known. 

CO2v~v~E_-qTS / CONCERNS / QUESTIONS 
If you have any comnrents, concerns or questions about this reconrmendation, please contact Betai Snipes (Betsi Snipes@unc.edu ) or Jerri Bland (JerriBland@unc.edu). 

Time Information Management (TIM) Non-Java User Manuals can be found 
here: 
http :i/finance.unc. eduifinanc e-divisiorVt raining/tr aining-ovel~’iew.htnrl~im 

A Help Document on fixing the Java error that nray occur when installing Thinstall can be found here: 
http ://help.unc.edu/unctim-iavaet~or 

You nray contact 919-962-HELP (962-4357) for further support. 

This email is sponsored by: Information Technology Selwices 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, Juue 27, 2012 9:24 AM 

Bottoms, Ashley C <ashley bottoms@med.unc.edu-~ 

timec~:rd mistake 

Hi Ashley, 

Hope you are doing well. 

I have a mistake on my TIMS timecard. Yesterday (6/26), I apparently forgot to timestamp in the AM. I arrived at 9:15 AM and caught the mistake when clocking out. 

Can you possibly fix this so that I can get paid for more than 2 minutes?! Also, are you the person I should go to for this? 

Thanks, 

Peggy 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, June 28, 2012 2:54 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

Schedule 

Jeanne, 

For future reference -d will be out on Wed, Julv 11th , 

Peggv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 12:31 PM 

Schreiuer, Leslie <LeslieSchreiner@med.unc.edu:~ 

question about ouco~e 

Hi Leslie, 

Do you know who I should contact with a question about Oncore access? I previously had access, then it asked me to change my password which I did, and now I 

cannot get in. Not sure what problem is, since I wrote down the password! 

Thanks for your help! 

Peggy Bush 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:24 PM 

Jones, Paul E <Paul E Jone@med.unc.edu> 

ILE: question about oncore 

Hi Paul, 
Unfortunately, I am having same trouble as before. I used the id/password you gave me, then changed the password as prompted. Immediately after changing the 
password ii: g~ves me th~s message: 

When I re4ry to ]o# ~n wN~ the r~ew passwo[d, ~t always says "your sesskm has t~med ouL..". When ] ~:ry ~:he old password (o[ othe[ random ~et~:ets/numbers)~ it says " ~nvN~d use[ ID 
and/or password’~, So, i[: seems to be re(:ogn~zin~} the correct gassword, but just irnrned~atefy l:imin~} out. Do you know what is happenings7 
Thanks for your he]p~ 

F~m= Jones, Paul E 
Sent= Tuesday, July 17, 2012 ~2:57 PN 
Te= Schreiner, Leslie; Bush, Peggy A 
~ubje~t= RE: question about oncore 
HI Peggy, 

~ reset your OnCore password to the 

Userid: bushp 

Pswd: bushp 

After you ]ogh~ w~th the above password, the system w~ll prompt you to change the password. 

[et me know ~f th~s works for you. 

P a u ~ J o r~ es 

Application Analyst 

Biostat~st~cs and Ds[a Management 

UNC Uneberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919}966-9423 

Ema~l: paul e jones@med.unc.edu 

F~m~ Schreiner, Leslie 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 17, 2012 %2:41 PM 
T~ Jones, Paul E; Bush, Peggy A 
Su~je~t~ ~: question about oncore 
PauL_can you help Peggy out with this? Thanks. 

F~m~ Bush, Peggy A 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 17, 2012 12:31 PM 

T~ Schreiner, Leslie 
Su~jeet~ question about oncore 

Hi Leslie, 

Do you know who I should contact with a question about Oncore access? I previously had access, then it asked me to change my password which I did, and now I 

cannot get in. Not sure what problem is, since I wrote down the password! 

Thanks for your help! 

Peggy Bush 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Tuesday, July 17, 2012 1:51 PM 

Jones, Paul E <Paul E Jone@med.unc.edu> 

1),2;: question about oncore 

Paul, 

That must be it! I am able to get in now. I had used the link on my Internet Explorer history (not a desktop shortcut) but regardless there must have been some 

problem with that way of entering Oncore. 

Thanks again, 

Peggy 

F~m~ Jones, Paul E 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 17, 20~2 l:41 PN 
To~ Bush, Pe99y A 
Su~jeet~ RE: question about oncore 

Hi Peggy, 

Are you u~;~ng an OnCore shortcut on desld:op to brit~g up the OnCore k)g~n screen? ~ so, try doub~e-clk:king on your ~nternet Explorer or FireFox brows~er and ~:hen 

Lype the fo~ow~ng web-address in: 

https;iioncore.unc.ed u 

Then try to ~og ~nto OnCore. Sometimes shortcuts become corrupted. 

ff tMs doesn’t work, let me know and f w~]l come by your office. Sorry for the inconwmience. 

Pau~ 

Pau~ 

Application Analyst 

Biostat~st~cs and Data Management 

U NC [~neberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)966-9423 

Ema~h paul e jones@rned.unc.edu 

F~m= Bush, Peggy A 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 17, 20~2 1:24 PN 
Te~ Jones, Paul E 
Su~ject~ RE: question about oncore 

Hi Paul 

Un[ortunately, ~ am having same trouMe as before, t used the hi/password you ga~e me, then thronged the password as prompted Immedh~te~y after changing the 

password it g~ves me tMs message: 

When [ re-Cry to ~o9 h~ w~t]~ the new password, ~t a~ways says "your session has t~med out_/2 When l try the old password (or other random ~e~ers/numbers), ~t says" ~nva]M user ID 
and/or password~2 So~ it seems to be recogn~zin~ the correct password, b~t just h~med~ate~y timin~ out. Do you know what is happening7 
-Fhan~ ~9[ your he]p~ 
Peg~D" 

F~ Jones, Paul E 
Se~[~ Tuesday, July [7, 20~2 ~2:57 PN 
T~ SchreJner, Leslie; Bush, Peggy A 
S~b]e~[~ RE: question about oncore 

Hi Pe~y, 

~ ~e~et you~ OnCore p~ssword to the fo~ow]n~: 

Userid: bushp 

Pswd: bushp 

Afl:er you k)g~n wRh ~:he abo~e password, ~:he system ~’v~l prompt you to change the pass~vord 

Let me know ~[ ~:h~s works for you. 

Pau~ Jones 

Application Analyst 

giosl:atis~:~cs and Dat8 Mansgement 

U NC L~neberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone:(919)966-9423 

Enla~k R~_MJ~¢~ones@ med.u nc.edu 

F~m~ Schreiner, Leslie 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 17, 2012 12:41 PN 
Te~ Jones, Paul E; Bush, Peggy A 
Subject~ N: question about oncore 
Paul ..can you help Peggy ou~: with l:h~s? Thanks. 

F~m= Bush, Peggy A 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 17, 2012 ~2:31 PN 
Te~ Schreiner, Leslie 
Subject~ question about oncore 

H~ Leslie, 

Do you know who I should contact with a question about Oncore access? I previously had access, then it asked me to change my password which I did, and now I 

cannot get in. Not sure what problem is, since I wrote down the password! 

Thanks for your help! 

Peggy Bush 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 9:44 AM 

Schreiuer, Leslie <Leslie_Schreiner@med.unc.edu:~ 

ItS: voice~na~l on 843-5173 

Hi Leslie, 

No, I have not done anything with the phone~., assumed they would reset it eventually, I also do not have any type of code sheet for using it, so don’t know how to 

a(:c~:,ss vm, el:c. To be honest, ~t has been nearly 9 n?ot?[:hs withou[ a phone, so it ist?’l: really a priority ..I have learned to ]~larH;ge wi[hout it~ (~ut, [ do apprech;[:e 

your assbtance and w~H~ngness to he~p w~t:h 

Thanks! Peggy 

F~m= Schreiner, Leslie 
$ent; Wednesday, July ~8, 20~2 ~:45 AN 
Te= Bush, Peggy A 
Subject: voicemail on 843-5~73 

Hi Peggy. Have you set up voicemail on the 843-5173 line you are using? If not I will have the tele group reset the password so that you can set up. Thanks. Leslie 

Leslie Schreiner 
Office MGn~ger-Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive CGncer Center 

University of North C~rolin~ ~f Chapel Hill 

450 West Drive, C~mpus Box 7295!Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-966-4432 F~x: 919-962-2621 

Em~il: leslie_schreiner@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 3:37 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

sop stuff 

Here are some more SOP samples: 

htt p:i!www.orc.emory.ed uiO RC...docu mentsiSa m pleCTSO Ps.pd f 

A few other things that you might want to include in any SOP are: 

¯ Acronym!abbreviation definition list (it is easier to follow if these are just listed in a table) 

¯ Related SOPs (that would alert reader that other SOPs cover related content); at GSK they provided the links for the related SOPs as well as guidances, etc. 

and these were very helpful. 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:46 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

I~W: INFORMATIONAL: Join the UNC Network of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCRP) list serv’. 

Jeanne, 
Have you seen this? Note at bottom about "release of SOP Templates for Human Subjects Research" This could be helpful since we essentially need to develop evewthing from scratch. 
Peggy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.eduI On Behalf Of mduclos@med.unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:14 PM 
To: Bush, Peggy A 
Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Join the UN-C Network of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCRP) list serv! 

1. Do you conduct Htunan Subjects Research? 
2. Are you new to conducting Human Subj ects Research? 

If you answered yes to either of these quesuons, then you need to join the UNC Network of Clinical R esearch Professionals (UNC-NCRP) list serve by visiting the ncrp website 
www.uncncrp.org 

The purpose of the UNC-NCRP is to promote excellence in the conduct of clinical, social, behavioral, and translational research by providing a mechanism ~2~r sharing best practices and by 
promoting education and professional development and mentoring programs 

Through the listserv, a variety of information will be shared including a DID YOU KNOW SERIES, updates from the IRB (Institutional Review Board), OCT (Office of Clinical Trials), 
(Clinical and Translational Research (;enter), and other research units; iN2mnation about educational opportunities; social networking events; and information about best practices 

To join the listserv, visit our website at www uncncrp org and do sign up! 

The UNC-NCRP Steering Committee was formed in November 2011 and has been working on projects that were identified as opportunities for the tluman Sut~jects Research communi~. 
During this time, we have begun our educational seminars, e.g, Clinical Research 101: Who’s Who at UNC? and have started certification stu@ groups :[’or those research professionals who 
desire to become certified through one of the national research orgamzauons (SoCRA or ACRP) Coming this Fall will be the release of the Standard Operating Procedures Templates for 
Human Subjects Research; the official launch of our mentoring program; and the Research 
Coordinator Handbook Derails on these will be forthcoming on the 
listserv, so join the NCRP listserv today. 

We look ~2~rward to working with you to enhance human subjects research at UNC-Chapel Hill! 

The NCRP Steering Committee 

This email is sponsored by: UNC-N(2[LP 

"INFORMATIONAL:" email will only- be sent to those who have indicated that they do want to receive mass email. To set your informational mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at 
http:i/my.unc.edu, and select "Update Personal Information". 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:59 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

ILS: INFOI~v!ATIONAL: Join the UNC Network of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCILP) list se~w! 

Documentation sop ctrc.pdf 

Here is an example of one of their SOPs 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:50 AM 
To: Bush, Peggy A 
Subject: RE: INF’OR~TIONA[~: Join the UNC Network of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCRP) list seP~[ 

Thanks Peggy, this is the group Amy was referring to yesterday that she said had great in~2~rmation on the various links throughout campus, do you remember? Great idea to look at the 
SOPs! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bush, Peggy A 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: FW: INFORMATION~L: Join the UNC Network of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCRP) list serv! 

Jeanne, 

Have you seen this? Note at bottom about "release of SOP Templates :[’or Human Subjects Research" This could be helpful since we essentially need to develop evewthing from scratch. 

Peggy 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: nobo@@notil}’.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of mduclos@med.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:14 PM 

To: Bush, Peggy A 

Subject: INFORMATIONAL: Join the UNC Network of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCRP) list serv! 

1. Do you conduct Human Subjects Research? 
2. Are you new to conducting Human Subj ects Research? 

If you answered yes to either of these questions, then you need to join the L~IC Network of Clinical Research Professionals (UNC-NCPd)) list setwe by visiting the ncrp website 
www.ancncrp.org. 

The purpose of the L~-C-NCRP is to protnote excellence in the conduct of cliincal, social, behavioral, and translational research by providing a mechanism for sharing best practices and by 
promoting education and professional development and mentoring programs. 

Through the listserv, a variety of information will be shared including a DID YOU KNOW SER~ES, updates from the IRB (Institutional Review Board), OCT (Office of Clinical Trials), CTRC 
(Clinical and Translational Research Center), and other research units; itfformation about educational opportunities; social networking events; and information about best practices. 

To join the listserv, visit our website at www.uncncrp.org and do sign up! 

The UNC’-NCRP Steering Corrm~ittee was formed in November 2011 and has been working on projects that were identified as opportunities for the Human Subjects Research corrmminty. 
During this time, we have begun our educational seminars, e.g., Clinical Research 101: YVho’s \~no at UNC? and have started certification stu@ groups for those research professionals who 
desire to become certified through one of the national research orgainzations (SoCRA or ACPd)). Coming this Fall will be the release of the Standard Operating Procedures Templates for 
Human Subjects Research; the official launch of our mentoring prograra; and the Research 
Coordinator Handbook. Details on these will be forthcoming on the 
listserv, so join the NCRP listsetw today. 

We look forward to working with you to enhance human subjects research at L~-C-Chapel Hillt 

The NCRP Steering Cormnittee 

This email is sponsored by: UNC-NCRP 

"INFOR~4ATIDNAL:" email will only be sent to those ~vho have indicated that they do want to receive mass email To set your informational mass email preference, sign into MyUNC at 
http://my unc.edu, and select "Update Personal Information" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 9:49 AM 

Schreiuer, Leslie <LeslieSchreiner@med.unc.edu:~ 

Computer tnouse 

Leslie, 

There is a computer mouse in the trash can next to my desk._did that fall into trash accidentally while you were packing Ruben? Just want to check that it is really 

trash! 

Thanks, 

Peggy 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 3:56 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

~icle 

This is interesting... 

http:!!www.nature.com!news!e-coli-strain-linked-to-cancer-in-mice- l.112:[1 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineber~qer Comprehensive Cancer Center 
School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peg~ty_bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 3:31 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

pathways 

htt p://www.bioca rta.com/genes/all Pathways.asp 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 4:12 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanne noe@med.unc.edu>; Dees, Elizabeth C <claire_dees@med.unc.edw~; Carey, Lisa ~lisa carey@med.unc.e&r~; 

Grilley-Olso~L Juneko E <juneko_grilley-olson@med.unc.edu~; Eberha~cd, Daszid Allan -~-david eberhard@med.unc.edu> 

Pathways website - ~:rch fxn 

There is a search function on the pathways website, at this page... 

~ttp:!!www.biocarta.comigenes!index~ 

Peggy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 10:47 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

21 CFR 312.32 

http://www.accessdata.fda.gov/scripts/cdrh/cfdocs/cfcfr/cfrsearch.cfm?fr=312.32 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Devebpment Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:09 PM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeannenoe@med.unc.edu> 

I~W: Investigator-Initiated Cancer Patient Registry / Database Studies, PRC and UNC Health Registry 

From: Noe, Jeanne F 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 2:28 PM 
To: Bush, Peggy A 
Subject: FVV: Investigator-lnitiated Cancer Patient Reclistry / Database Studies, PRC and UNC Health Registry 
From: Carey, Lisa 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 1:S7 PM 
To: Dees, Elizabeth C; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: RE: Investigator-Initiated Cancer Patient Registry / Database Studies, PRC and UNC Health Registry 

Agreed entirely! Jeannette is a good resource early for those doing "up front" studies illeearting they want to consent the patient ~t the f~rst v~s~t and ~,~ be 

getth~g h~to a queue w~th HR, the geriatrics folks, etc etc}, or those that want some he~p with recruitment or outcome data. She’s wNing but very process-oriented 

- there’s a PhD mh~dse~: vs MD mindset thai: you have to get used to a~ld work aroutld. 

Amy has been helping evewbody navigate this and ~ th~nk can decrease the MD stressi~rritat~on quotient. She and Amy Drob~sh dh~ ~: ~ve~l with 9830, ~n which we 

stream~b~ed and m~n~m~zed the Nood draws, and set ~t up so d~at sometimes HR consents for us, sometimes we consent for d~em. 

~ can share that ~ got 2 types of ema~s back abou~ th~s: 1} "OMG this w~l~ slow us down!" and 2} ~1 just left a patient who was approached for HR, an exerdse study, a 

psychooncology study, and a pharmacogenomics study al~ by d~fferent people at the same v~s~t. None seemed to know who e~se was going to come ~n, and severa~ 

wanted Mood, but none was coordh~ated and ~f she’d consented to al~ they would have exsanguinated her. She ended tip getth~g frustrated and declining al~ of 

L 

F~m: Dees, Elizabeth C 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Carey, Lisa; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject: N: Investigator-Initiated Cancer Patient Regist~ / Database Studies, PRC and UNC Health Regist~ 

~-~ k~sa-Jeamle and Peggy and ~are talking about how ~:o address this ~n the flow or ~[ dew~h:~pment. When they are tal~dn8 to ~nw~st~gators ~vho are using 

databases / dfeveloping databases (recently tb~s includes.- Hy Muss, Matt Milo~,sky, jared Weiss, Lida Van le to name a fe~,), when and how do Jeanne and Peggy 

advise PI to speak wid~ you? To speak w~th Jearmet~e Benson? Amy Gareet? Should we talk about th~s process a~ ~T worldng group. Wou~d be good to have some 

instruction shee~ about tMs so that we are no~ lust usk~g PRC to "catch’~ this post hoc. 

Thoughts? 

Claire 

Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2012 1:42 PM 
To: LCCC All Nembers 
Subject: Investigator-Initiated Cancer Patient Regist~ / Da~base Studies, PRC and UNC Health Regist~ 

June 12, 2012 

To: The UNC Lineberger Oncology Clinical Research Community 

Fr: LBa Carey, Associate Director for CliNcal Research 

Re: Investigator-INtiated Cancer Patient Registry/Database Studies, PRC, and the UNC Health Registry 

We want to coordinate research efforts as often as possible to assure us that we are striking the right balance between research and the patients’ experiences. 

One area where we can and should do that is the construction of registries / databases to track and study cancer patient care and outcomes. 

With University Cancer Research Fund support, we are investing significantly in the UNC Health Registry, which is creating a cohort of newly diagnosed cancer 

patients w~th a comprehensive data collection effort involving biologic, clinical, psychosocial, and other data. The initial goal ~s to enroll 10,000 patients in this 

study. 

At the same time, we want to assBt investigators who propose individual studies that rely on registries or databases with cancer patient’s clinical, outcomes, and 

other data. These investigator-initiated projects are an important part of our research environment. 

We need to make sure that these two types of efforts are complementary rather than competitive, that patients are not being approached multiple times for what 

may seem to be similar studies, and that when possible these studies can contribute and possibly enhance each other’s efforts. 

To promote this coordination, cancer patient registry and database research studies that flow through the IRB and PRC process will be considered by UNC Health 

Registry prior to approval. Cons~dera~on will involve discussion between the study PI and the Health Registry leadership to assess whether there are 

opportunities for collaboration that can promote both studies. 

While thB is an additional step in the IRB/PRC review process, it can help improve studies and their conduct and can reduce the research burden on patients. 

Michael S. O’Malley, Ph.D 

Associate Director 

UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

CB# 7295 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

ph: (919)-966-8642 

fx: (919)-966-3015 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

lcccallmembers as: Claire Dees~;med.unc.edu. To unsubscri~ send a blank 

email to leave-31648905-1670270.cc48t36a3177b 17e80t9t~918598aabc(i~li stserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 4:22 PM 

Snavely, Anna <annasnavely@med.unc.edu> 

ILE: 1024 An~endment 

Thank you, Anna! 

Peggy 

From: Snavely, Anna 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 20:[2 3:57 PM 
To-" Bush, Peggy A; Dees, Elizabeth C 
1:::¢; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject; RE: 1024 Amendment 

New version i~ttac:hed with my r~-:~visions 

Anna 

I=rom-¯ Bush, Peggy A 
Sent." Wednesday, October 03, 20:[2 5:26 PM 
To; Dees, Elizabeth C; Snavely, Anna 

Cc; Noe, Jeanne F 
Subject-" :[024- Amendment 

Claire & Anna, 

Attached is the latest draft of the amendment for :1024. Yellow highlighted areas show the additions/changes. Please review and see my questions. 

Once I get your feedback, it should almost be ready to send out for review. I am still working on cleaning up a few areas. 

Thanks, 

Peggy 

Peggy Bush, PhD 

Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 

peg.qv bush@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 2:03 PM 

Ca~ting, Lindsay Christine <lind~y canting@med.unc.edu> 

ILE: 2013 Calendars 

Ni Lindsay, 

I am ji~st using the UNC calendar from UNC printing, so no need to order anything from Staples for me, 

Peggy 

From: Canting, Undsay Christine 

Sent: Nonday, November 29, 2022 2:36 PN 

To: Noe, Jeanne F~ Bush, Peggg A 

Subject: 2023 Calendars 

Hi, Jeanne and Pesky, 

Do you ladies need 2013 calendars? if you have a little time, please browse staples.com and send me the link to the ones you want. Or if you want the same ones 

you had last year, describe it to me and I will try to find it. 

Thanks, 

Lindsay 

Lindsay Canting 
Administrative Assistant 

Clinical Protocol Office 

Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

Phone: 919-966-4432 

Fax: 919-952-2521 

Emaih findsay...canting@med.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 1:59 PM 

ttaines, MelissaA <melissa haJnes@med.unc.edu-~ 

I~W: Student Supply store today only 

20121126125259328.pdf 

Did you see this, about your favorite store?! peggy 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Schreiner, Leslie [mailto:leslie schreiner(a)med unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Everyone in PO 
Subject: FW: Student Supply store today only 

Attached is a flyer that came today [’or specials today only[ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Leslie Schremer [mailto:leslie schreiner(a)med uric edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 12:53 PM 
To: Schreiner, Leslie 
Sutzject: 

This E-mail was sent from "RNP142D85" (~’dicio MP 5001) 

Scan Date: 11 26.2012 12:52:59 (-0500) 

You are currently subscribed to protocol as: peggy bush@med unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-4.551802- 

637485 87b7bc9ba484347bgb0360e7e22d9c6b@listserv.med.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bush, Peggy A </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN BUSHM> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 11:20 AM 

Noe, Jeanne F <jeanuenoe@med.unc.edu> 

uccn m~nor m~kers in oucology.pdf 

Peggy Bush, PhD 
Protocol Development Associate 
UNC Lineberger Comprehensive Cancer Center 

School of Medicine CB #7295 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7295 
peggy_bush@med.unc.edu 



National 
Comprehensive 
Cancer 
Network,~" 

NCCN Task Force Report: Evaluating the Clinical Utility of Tumor 
Markers in Oncology 

Phillip G. Febbo, Marc Ladanyi, Kenneth D. Aldape, Angelo M. De Matzo, M. 
Elizabeth Hammond, Daniel F. Hayes, A. John Iafrate, R. Kate Kelley, Guido 

Marcucci, Shuji Ogino, William Pao, Dennis C. Sgroi and Marian L. Birkeland 

J Natl Compr Canc Netw 2011; 9: S- 1-S-32 

Copyright ~) 2011 by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network. All rights reserved. 
Print ISSN: 1540-1405. Online ISSN: 1540-1413. 

JNCC~? The Journal of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network is published by 
Harborside Press, 37 Main Street, Cold Spring Harbor, NY 11724 

Online article 

Supplemental Material 

Subscriptions 

Permissions 

http :l/www.jnccn. org/content/9/Suppl_5/S-1 .full 

http :iiwww.jnccn.orgihttp :iiwww.jnccn.orgicontentisuppli2011/12/02/9. 
SuppI_5.S-1.DCI .html 

Information about subscribing to JNCCN - The Journal of the National 
Comprehensive Cancer Network is online at 
http:iiwww.jnccn, orgisiteisu bscriptionsi 

For information about photocopying, republishing, reprinting, or adapting 
material, please go online to http:iiwww.NCCN.orgipermissions 

o 
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Csa3.¢er 

Network® C 
]NCCN is dedicated to improving the quality of cancer care locally, 
nationally and internationally while enhancing the collaboration 
between academic medicine and ~he community physician. ]NCCN 
is further committed to disseminating information across the cancer 
care continuum by publishing clinical practice guidelines and reporting 
rigorous outcomes data collected and analyzed by experts fi’om the world’s 
leading care centers. ]NCCN also provides a forum for original research 
and review papers fbcusing on clinical and translationa[ research and 
app[icatk:}ns of the NCCN Guide[ines iri everyday practice, as well as 
correspondence and comrnent:ary~ 

NCCN 

275 Commerce Drive 

Suite 300 

Fort WashingLon, pis, 19034 

215-690-0300 

w’ww.NCCN.org 

About the NCCN 

The National Comprehensive Cancer Network~ (NCCN>), a not-fbr-profit alliance 

of 21 of the world’s leading cancer centers, is dedicated to improving the quality 

and effectiveness of care provided to patients with cancer. Tlarough the leadership 

and expertise of clinical professionals at NCCN Member 1nstitutions, NCCN 

develops resources that present valuable infbrmation to the numerous stakeholders 

in the health care delivery system. As the arbiter of high-quality cancer care, NCCN 

p,~m-~otes the importance of continuous quality improvement and recognizes the 

significance of creating clinical practice guidelines appropriate for use by patients, 

clinicians, and o~:her health care decision-makers. The primary goal of all NCCN 

initiatives is to improve the quality, effectiveness, and efficiency of oncology practice 

so patients can live better lives. For more information, visit www.NCCN.org. 

o 

o 
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Cancer 

Network® 

7t~e Nationai Comprehensive Cancer 
Network (NCCN) is accredi*ed by the 

Accreditation Council ibr Continuing 

Medical Education (ACCME) to provide 

continuing mcdicai education fix pha, qcians. 

The NCCN designates this joumab 
based CM[! acdvity [or a maximum ~ff 0.75 

¢u%/X PRA Category i C:redits>L Physicians 

d~c,uid onl5 claim credit commensurate 
with tlae extent of their pa~ticipation on 
activity 

This educational activity was piam~ed 

and produced in accordance wi*h ACCME 

Essential Areas and Peiicic~. 

"l~e NCCN adheres to the ACCME 
S*andards t~)r Commerci:~[ Support of 

Continuing Mcdicai Education. 

The NCCN is accredited as a provider 

of continuing nursing education by the 
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Abstract 

The molecular analysis of biomarkers in oncology is rapidly ad- 

vancing, but the incorporation of new molecular tests into clinical 

practice will require a greater understanding of the genetic chang- 

es that drive malignancy, the assays used to measure the resulting 

phenotypes and genotypes, and the regulatory processes that new 

molecular biomarkers must face to be accepted for clinical use. To 

address these issues and provide an overview of current molecular 

testing in 6 major malignancies, including glioma, breast cancer, 

colon cancer, lung cancer, prostate cancer, and acute myelogenous 

leukemia, an NCCN Task Force was convened on the topic of evalu- 

ating the clinical utility of tumor markers in oncology. The output 

of this meeting, contained within this report, describes the ways 

biomarkers have been developed and used; defines common ter- 

minology, including prognostic, predictive, and companion diag- 

nostic markers, and analytic validity, clinical validity, and clinical 

utility; and proposes the use of a combination level of evidence 

score to aid in the evaluation of novel biomarker tests as they 

arise. The current state of regulatory oversight and anticipated 

changes in the regulation of molecular testing are also addressed. 

(JNCCN 2011;9[Suppl 5]:$1-$32) 

The science and practice of oncology are rapidly evolw 
ing based on more complete knowledge regarding can- 

cer genomes and specific genetic events driving malig- 

nant disease. This knowledge, coupled with advances in 

medicinal chemistry, has ushered in an era ot: molecular 

ontology care in which, increasingly, best care practic- 
es require molecular insight. Although tumor markers 
previously played a role in a relatively small fraction of 
patients diagnosed with cancer, actionable molecular 
assays are now avai]ab[e thai: may guide treatment deci- 
sions for the most common, deadly malignancies. Giwm 
the rapidity with which tt~e field is changing, NCCN 
assembled a rusk fi)rce to help educate ~he community 
wi~h respect to the terminology of contemporary ~umor 
markers and provide the current state of biomarker vali- 
dation for the most common fc~rms of cancer. 

Altt~ough biornarker discoveD’ is ~:hriving, incorpo- 
ration of biomarkers into clink:al practk:e lags behind. 
Some of the challenges to clinical adoption include 
say variability and inadequate m-~alytic va[idation; poor 
study design and analysis; and inadequate reporting, 
and prac~:ical obstacles such as [ack of’ resources, person- 
nel, or expertise in smaller clink:al laboratories. In addi- 
tion, a growing number of multi-analyte tumor markers 
require comprehensive technologies and computational 
algorithms. These platfbrms and analytic approaches 
may be understandab[e to (cw practitioners and represent 
challenges to independent validation and verification. 
is imperat:ive tt~at tt~e fie~d cffoncology works with a com- 
m~:}n langua>e,     ~* and clear standards of evidence so that the 
merits of established and emerging tumor markers can be 
communicated in a clear and unambiguous manner. 

This report provides the basic definitions for 
markers in onco[ogy, briefly reviews ~:he steps necessary 
for the clinical development of a biomarker, and sum- 
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marizes a previously published approach to catego- 
rizing the strength of evidence supporting the use of 
a biomarker in a specific clinical situation. The task 
force hopes that this inf))rmation will be usefi~l 
investigators who are discovering and/or validating 
new biomarkers and molecular tests, and to clini- 
cians, guideline dewdopers, and other stakeholders, 
such as health policymakers and payors, who partici- 
pate in decision-making regarding the incorporation 
of novel biomarkers into clinical oncok~gy. The final 
section of this report uses examples from 6 important 
disease areas ~o illustrate both ~he merits of tests that 
are currently in clinical use and the evidence that 
mu.s~ be assembled for other rests ~o be accepted for 
general use. Through analyzing these examples of 
established and emerging biomarkers, the task 
hopes ~o codi@ ~he appropriate evaluation of the 
quired level of evidence necessar7 for making recom- 
mendations fbr incorporating new tests into clinical 
practice guidelines and general clinical use. 

Types of Molecular Markers 

Molecular markers are developed to address a vari- 

ety of indications. An individual marker may serve 

more than one purpose and thus can fall into more 

than one category of biomarker, in addition, a single 

biomarker may have diffcrenr categorization across 

tumor types and!or stages of disease. This section de- 

fines common terms used to describe molecular tests. 

Diaonostic Markers 
A large category of molecular tests aid in the diag- 

nosis or subclassification of a particular disease sm~e. 

Diagnostic subclassification may result in different 

management of the disease, but the marker is used 

primarily to establish the particular disease ~ha~ is 

presen~ ia the patient sample. Examples of diagnos- 

tic molecular tests include immunophenotyping in 

non----Hodgkin’s lymphoma, and fluorescence in 

hybridization (FISH) to show ~he presence of the 

Philadelphia chromosome in chronic mye]ogenous 

leukemia,s 

Prog~ostic Markers 
Prognostic markers have an association with some 
clinical outcomes, such as ow:ra]l surviwd or recur- 
renced’ree survival, independent of the treatment 
rendered.5 An example of a prognostic marker is the 
presence of p53 mutations, which identify subsets 

of patients who will have a more aggressive disease 

course for certain cancers, regardless of current treat- 

ment opttons0~ 

Predictive Markers 

Predictiw: markers predict the activity of a specific 

class or type of therapy, and are used to help make 

more specific treatment decisions. They are used 

indicators of ~he likely benefit of a specific treatment 

~o a specific patient.5 Human epidermal growth 

tot receptor 2 (HER2[ERF3B2]) is one example of 

a predictive marker. HER2(ERBB2)-negative 

mors do not respond to ~rasmzumab, and therefore 

HER2(ERSB2)-positiviry is predicrive ot: potenrial 

~rasmzumab response in a patient with newly diag- 

nosed breast cancer.~; 

Companion DiaWms{ic Markers 
Companion diagnostic markers may be diagnostic, 
prognostic, or predictive, bu~ are used to iden~i@ a 
subgroup of patients (~:>r whom a therapy has shown 
benefit. Specifically, prospective data show tha~ pa- 
tients with positive markers benefit from the ~herapy. 
Thus, although companion diagnostic markers are 
primarily a subgroup of predictive markers, evidence 
may not be sufficient ~o de~ermine whether they have 
independent prognostic or predictive strength t{)r 
the disease or class of therapy. One recen~ example 
of co-approval of a drug and companion diagnostic is 
the BRAF V600E mutation test coapproved with the 
kinase inhibitor w:murafenib. BRAF mutations are 
found in 30% to 60% of melanomas, and the kinase 
activating BRAF V600E rnutation confers sensitiv- 
ity to vemurafenib, a small molecule BRAF inhibi* 
tor.~’~4 Package insert material for the drug specifies 
rhat a test must be per~brmed to establish whether 
the tumor carries a BRAF V600E mutation)s 

Types of Validation 

For a test to become generally usefi_~], it must have 
demonstrated analytic validity and clinical utility. 
The [:~}rmer includes its reproducibility and quahty 
as a test. Clinical validity implies that ~he marker 
identifies 2 groups that can be distinguished biologi- 
cally and have different outcomes, but this obser- 
vation may not indicate that it should be used for 
routine clinical care. Clinical utility implies that 
high-[evel evidence shows that use o[: the marker 
improves patient outcome sufficiently to justi@ its 

o 
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incorporation into routine clinical (:are. This sec- 

tion revi ews the terms analytic validation, clinical vail- 

dation, and clinical ~rility. 

Analytk Va{idation 

Analytic validation focuses on determining how ac- 

curately and reliably the assay measures the molecu- 

lar event of interest.5’v’~s Assays used in a research set- 

tiny may be extremely reliable in the hands of ski[led 

and meticulous ~aborarory investigators, but not 

scalable or (~asib]e in a general clinical setting wh-h 

routinely available ~issue samples. Even assays that 

are routinely performed ia ~he laboratory require 

alytic validation within a clinical laboratory se~tiag 

to be used in making clinical decisions. Significant 

di~}~reaces exist between research laboratories and 

clinical laboratories, and any assay being developed 

t{~r the management of patients must be established 

within a clinical laboratory. For example, irnmuno- 

histochemistry on t{~rmalin-fixed paraffin-embedded 

(FFPE) tumor samples is a well-established tech- 

nique widely u.sed in research and essential clini- 

ca] cancer testing, such as in estrogen receptor 

(ER-a[ESR1]) and progesterone receptor(PgR[PR]) 

-- : ~ ? ’ = ~ - ~ ’ breast cancer. or t tER~ERB~2} staining in How- 
ever, results can be influenced by a variety of ~actors, 

both within and outside the control of the pathof 

ogy [aboratory. One step that is often neglected is 

adequate vahdation of commercial or other antibod- 

ies.~v In one case, a commercial antibody presumabl7 

directed against telomerase was subsequently shown 

to recognize nucleolin.~ 

Tc~ ensure reproducible findings, clinical labora- 

tories should understand the impact that preanalytic 

variables and specimen processing have on assay per- 

formance. Simply stated, analytic validation ensures 

that the same answer will be produced fi:}r the same 

sample within predefined technical variation. Ana- 

lytic validation does not signify that the result itself 

has any clinical relevance. 

In recognition of the critical importance of 

analytic validation for biomarkers, multiple groups 

have developed recommendations and frameworks 

with which to standardize the assessment. One effc~rt 
designed to provide a framework to record and po- 

tentially contro[ some of the preana[ytic specimen- 

handhng variables is the Biospecimen Reporting for 

Improved Stud y QuaSi ry (BRI SQ) recomm endations, 

which resulted ~rom a committee ~ormed at the Bio- 

specimen Research Network Symposium in 200959 

Input was received from a wide range of experienced 

scientists, clinicians, pathologists, statisticians, and 

pro~k~ssionals from other disciplines, and the result- 

ing publication can be used to assemble a checklist 

of elements that should be reported for clinical bio- 

specimens, including information about the patient, 

diagnosis, tissue handling, fixation times, and stop 

age and transport o~: tissue samples. Although not all 

information may be availab[e or appropriate (br each 

specimen type, use of a checklist and recommenda- 

tions such as these can help to ensure that test results 

can be properly interpreted,> whether the samples 

are used for immunohistochemistry, FISt--t, mutation 

testing, or multigene expression assays. 

C~i~ica~ Va{{datio~ 
Clinical validation assesses the strength of associa- 

tion between the assay resuh:s and the clinical out- 

come of interest, whether it is diagnostic, prognostic, 

or predictive. A large number of measures are used ro 

assess these associations. Although measures of sta- 

tistical significance are important, robust measures of 

the strength of association, such as receiver opera- 

tot characteristic (ROC) curves, the area under the 
curve of ROC analysis, and the sensitivity, specific- 

ity, and positive predictive value of assays, are criti- 

cal to understanding the strength of their clinical 

association and help bridge analysis to clinical util- 

ity (discussed later). These ana[yses address whether 

one can be sure the clinical state is positive if the test 

is positiw: (positive predictive power), and vice versa 

(negative predictive power). 

No single best design exists for validation stud- 

ies, but some general observations can be made. 

First, biomarkers are often developed within a single 

dataset and resampling methods, such as leave-one- 

out cross-validation, f0[d-validation, or bootstrap- 

ping, are used to set assay parameters and estimate 

per~:~:}rmance. A[though these approaches help deter- 

mine if a stable assay can be developed, they often 

underestimate the true error rate. For larger datasets, 

identi@ing a priori a "discovery" or "training" sub- 

set of samples and a "validation" or "test" subset of 

samples is common practice. The assay’s character- 

istics are tested and refined in the discovery subset 

and, when the assay parameters are fixed, applied to 

the validation subset. Although this minimizes bias 

and overfi rting within the dataset, a concern remains 

that characteristics specific to the dataset being used 

may result in validation that does not generalize to 

o 
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other sample or patient populations. Thus, indepen- 
dent validation sets are required for the most rigor- 
ous clinical validation of an assa> 

Evaluation of new biomarkers can be aided if 
tumor biomarker studies and the journals reporting 
them adhere to the Reporting Recommendations 
~:br Tumor Marker Prognostic Studies (REMARK). 
These guidelines were produced by a workgroup con- 
vened as parr of the NCI-EORTC joint meeting on 
Cancer Diagnostics in Nyborg, Denmark, in 2000.~° 
REMARK criteria include specification of patient 
populations, biological specimen under study, assay 
methods, study design, and statistical methods, and 
detailed guidelines fc~r analysis and presentation 
data. This reporting standard is now requested for 
manuscripts being submitted to journals such as 
the Journal 4" Cti~ica[ Onco[ogy. Although the 
sue resources are not always available ro allow the 
most rigorous validation of assays, providing a stan- 
dardized means to communk:ate the level of clini- 
cal validation is critical to biomarker dew:lopmeat 
and underpins the motivations behind the levels of 
evidence discussed below. Using reporting standards 
such as these should help establish the clinical valid- 
ity of new biomarkers being used in cancer research 
and treatment. 

A good example of rigorous clinica~ validation 
is seen in a publication focused on validating several 
independently derived gene expression----based prog- 
nostic markers ~))r early-stage lung cancer):~’:~:~ In ~his 
study, 442 samples were collected from 6 institutions 
and processed at 1 of 4 laboratories using a single, 
reproducible protocol, and data were analyzed using 
a blinded validation step.2~ Previous gene expression 
studies have been hampered by smal[ samp[e size, 
samples having been collected ~:}om only a single in- 
stitution, and [ack of uniformity in sample processing 

and data analysis. 

Clinical ~ti~ity 
Clinical utility refers to the ability of the assay to 
improve clinical decision-making and patient out- 
comes. Clinical utility depends on the clinical situ- 
ation, availability of effective therapies, magnitude 
of clinical benefit (or lack thereof) in one marker- 
designated group versus another, and relative val- 
ue the parient, caregiver, and society place on the 
dif{}erences in benefirs and risks in rhese separate 
groups, and their perceptions of these diff~rences. 
For example, even if a marker clearly distinguishes 

outcomes between "positiw:" and "negatiw:" groups, 

if evidence for di~}k~rential treatment is ao~ available, 

then no reason exists to ~est for the marker. Likewise, 
the marker may separate outcomes of 2 groups, but 

the therapy is vet7 ei})ctive in both, just slightly less 

effective in one, the marker does ao~ have clinical 
utility. 

An emerging standard for the adoption of new 

molecular tests is the demonstration of clinical util- 

ity. A nove[ assay may have outstanding analytic va- 

lidity and proven clinica~ va~idh-y but may strongly 

correlate with an estab[ished clinical or histoparho- 

logic predictor, and thereby provide no additional 

clinical utility. In prostate cancer, Oleason sum 

mains the single most prognostic feature of localized 

cancer. Although many molecular assays have also 

been found to be associated with prognosis in pros- 

tare cancer, none are in broad use because most offer 
little to no independent prognostic iafc~rmation over 

Gleason sum and thus lack clinical utility.> 

Regulation of Molecular Diagr~ostic Tests 

The regulation of molecular ~estiag falls under 

jurisdiction of 2 federal agencies--------~he FDA and 

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). 
The laws and policies concerning the development 

and implementation of molecular tests conEinue to 

evolve. This section briefly reviews the key elements 

of the regu[atory environment. NCCN also assem- 

b[ed a Molecular Testing Working Group in 2011, 

which generated a White Paper detailing the regula- 

tory environment and highlighting additional chal- 

lenges to the development and implementation of 

biomarkers.;4 

Medical tests are regulated by the Center fi)r Devk:es 
and Radiological Health, a different part of the FDA 
~rom that which regulates drugs (Center for Drug 
Evaluation and Research) or biologics (Center for 
Biologics Evaluation and Research), leading to regu- 
latory di~}~rences that impact FDA evaluation and 
approval. Regulatory evaluation of medica[ devices 
began with the 1976 Medical Device Amendment 
to the 1938 Federal Food, Drag, and Cosmetic Act, 
enacted in response ro deaths and injuries attribut- 
able to some medical device products.~5 Devices are 
divided into 3 classes based primarily on the risks 
associated with their intended use. For in vitro 

o 
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agnostic tests, the risks are flamed in terms of the 
consequences fi3r patients when a test renders a 
wrong result. Class i tests are low risk, usually of a 
simple design, and typically are exempted fi-om re- 
view by the FDA befi~re proceeding to market. Class 
II tests pose moderate risk, are evaluated by ~he FDA 
~hrough review o~ a 510(k) premarke~ notification, 
and are cleared t~)r marketing once they are ~:~)und 
to be substantially equivalent to a legally marketed 
device that was previously cleared by the FDA. Class 
iIi tests are those associated with the highest clinical 
risk. Each Class III test is reviewed d~rough applica- 
tion fi)r premarket approval (PMA). A demonstra- 
tion of safety and effectiveness, which (for in vitro 
diagnostic devices) rests largely on a demonstration 
of analytic and clinical validity, is needed to gain 
FDA approval. The FDA approval/clearance process 
provides reasonable assurance of safety and effective- 
ness (i.e., that the benefit from using the test will out- 
weigh the risk), and that the test: will provide clini- 
cally significant results. The device regulations do 
not require a complete evaluation o~ clinical utility; 
hence, aspects such as cost-effectiveness or compara- 
tive e~ctiveness are not part of premarket review. 
A Class III device or test that has been approved for 
marketing through the PMA process is called FDA- 
approvM, whereas a Class Ii device that has under- 
gone premarket notification review through 510(k) 
is referred to as FDA-deared. 

The rapid translation of new scientific knowl- 
edge to medical practice has led to development and 
use cffdiagnosric tests that are often ca~led home brew 
tests or laboratory developed tests (LD%). Although 
the FDA retains jurisdiction over this category of 
test, until recently it practiced a policy o~ enforce- 
ment discretion for LDTs, choosing instead ro regu- 
late the critical reagents that are used to build these 
tests through the Analyte Specific Reagent Rule:~ 
(21 CFR 864.4020, 809.10, and 809.30). Enforce- 
ment discretion has allowed more tests to be devel- 
oped and performed, but has also come under recent 
scrutiny because of the lesser requirements for vali- 
dation and reporting. The FDA recently released a 
preliminary guidance on Cornpanion Diagnostics,iv 
or molecular tests which directly impact the use of 
a pharmaceutical or biologic drug, and the agency 
is expected to take a more active role in molecular 
test governance as more cornplex tests begin to enter 
clinical practice and are ~_~sed to direct patient care. 

Importantly, fi-,r trials using Class III molecular as- 
says to g~_fide therap> investigators are now often 
required to file an inw~stigational device exemption 
with the FDA before initiating the trial. This rela- 
tively recent additional regulatory requirement en- 
sures rhat acceptable srandards of analytic validity 
are in practice but also p~aces increased regulm:ory 
burden on investigators. 

CMS Clinical Laboratory ~mprovement 
AmendmeRt 
Clinical laboratories are governed through the 
ica] Laborau~ry Improw~ment Amendment (CLIA) 
o~ 1988 administered by CMS. CLIA certification is a 
descriptor that is frequently associated with analyti- 
cally valid assays performed in a clinical laboratory 
and/or a laboratory that has received CLIA certifi- 
cation. Importantly, individual clinical laboratory 
assays are not CLIA-certified. Rather, CMA certifi- 
catioa requires that a laboratory adop~ specific prac- 
tices and perform prescribed measures of analytic 
validation while performing specific assays. CLIA 
certification is required for laboratories peribrming 
low-complexity waived tests and moderate- or high- 
complexity tests on c[inical samples, whether they 
are FDA-approved, FDA-cleared, or [aboratory de- 
veloped. It has become clear that assays must be per- 
formed in CkIA-certified laboratories if the results 
of the assays are going to be ~_~sed to g~_fide patient 
management, regardless of FDA status. CLIA certi- 
fication prescribes a certain level of analytic valida- 
tion, but perfi:}rmance in a CLIA-cerrified laboratory 
does not address the clinical va[idity or clinical util- 
ity of an assay. However, FDA c~earance or approval 
of a marker has been mostly based on analytic and 
clinical validity, but not necessarily clinical utility. 
Therefore, FDA approval does not necessarily mean 
that a marker should be used, and lack of FDA ap- 
proval does not mean it should not be used, because 
an assay with clinical utility can be per(brined in a 
CLIA-certified laborm-ory wit:hour FDA approval 
Key components of the regulation and oversight of 
CLIA-accredited laboratories are inspections and 
proficiency tests. In most jurisdictions and hospitals, 
these are provided by the College of American Pa- 
thologists (CAP). CAP inspection guidelines essen- 
tially set the standards ~:k}r overall biomarker lab(> 
ratory operation, including assay validation, quality 
control, and quality assurance activities. The g~_fide 
lines mandate regular proficiency testing for ew:ry 
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clinical assay, and CAP runs an extensive program 
providing proficiency testing samples fi-,r all com- 
monly used clinical assays. 

The FDA recently withdrew its enfi)rcement dis- 
cretion ~br certain LDTs that are marketed "direct 
to consumers," and previously> published a draft 
guidance proposing increased regulation of tests 
scribed as In Vitro Diagnostic Multivariate index 
Assays. The recently released2v draft: guidance on 
Companion Diagnostics indicates the FDA’s intent 
ro ensure the avai[ability of safe and effective tests 
when results [}om those tests are essential for the 
sa[b and effective use of a corresponding therapeutic 
product (drag, biologic, or device). 

Systems for Level of Evidence 
Ideally, clinical utility of a marker should be deter- 
mined in a prospective clinical trial, as is required ~br 
new drugs. In fact, trial designs to determine clinical 
utility of markers have been described and several 
are underway.>’~° One way ~o streamline the evalu- 
ation of both established and upcoming molecular 
tests, using the guidelines discu.ssed earlier to evalu- 
ate ~he quality of studies, is to assign a well-defined 
level of evidence to each test, using standards of ana- 
lytic and clinical validity and clinical ntilit> Levels- 
of-evidence standards for assessing tumor markers 
have been published, and provide a common con> 
parison that can be used across all types of molecular 
tesdng. Two in particu[ar, the Tumor Marker Utility 
Grading System (TMUGS~; ~able 1) and the lev- 
els o[ evidence standards for using archived tissue~2 

Leve~ Definition 

Prospective, marker primary objective 
Well-powered or meta-analysis 

Prospective, marker the secondary objective 

Retrospective, outcomes, multivariate 
analysis (most currently published marker 
studies are level of evidence III) 

Retrospective, outcomes, univariate analysis 

Retrospective, correlation with other marker, 
no outcomes 

Adapted from Hayes DF, Bast RC, Desch CE, et al, Tumor 
marker utility grading system: a framework to evaluate 
clinical utility of tumor markers, J Natl Cancer lust 
1996;88:1464; with permission, 

(Table 2), have been proposed to provide a common 
language to improve communication regarding assay 
development and validation. 

The aut¢~ors of TMUGS proposed an updated 
notation for leve[s of evidence that combines bot¢~ %- 
bles 1 and 2, while acknowledging the importance 
rigorous ~alysis of archived specimens fi’om de~itive 
clinical studies (Table 3)); The authors appropriately 
point out that biomarker development can challenge 
the semantic distinction between prospective and ret- 
rospective studies, m~d the critkal element m biomarker 
validation is the robust statistical design of the study ~d 
definition of the biomarker parameters before app[ica- 
don to the samples being used for valida~k~n. Although 
prospective collection of these samples in the set~ing 
a cl~kal trial with objectives focused on the validation 
of tt-~e biomarker wi[[ remain tt-~e best means to minimize 
bias m-~d obtain the highest level of evidence in support 

of a bi~xnarker, robust analysis of archived specimens 
cm~ also provide strong validation data. ~M~ example of 
the latter is the association of Kt~S mutations ~d 
sistance to antibodies raNeting epidem~al growth fiactor 
receptors (EGgRs))~’~4 Thus, this revised levels of evi- 
dence sysmm combines the original TMUGS sysmm 
Table 1 with the clinical trial design classification from 
Table 2 to create a system that can be used ro classi@ m- 
mot markers and also suggest what supportiw: validation 
studies are recgdred f))r each 

Akhough the evolution of systems with which 
classi[~ levels of evidence R~r biornarkers is likely ro 
conrkme, the task force members believe that t¢:ese 
level-of-evidence sys:ems provide an appropriate initial 
mechm:ism of assign~g levels of evidenc e for new assays 
~hat is coasisteat with how NCCN approaches the level 
of evidence and consensus ~:>r cm-~cer fi:erapies 
4). In the foil.owing sections tha: fi~cu.s on specific dis- 
eases, the task force used the revised system proposed 
by Simon et al.u (Table 3) to mmotate the level of 
evidence supporting each minor marker, and has noted 
:he NCCN categow of evidence a~d consensus for the 
markers included within the NCCN Clinical Practice 
GuOel~:es in Oncology (NCCN Guidelines; see Tables 
5-10). 

Assays Currently Used [~ Cancer Care 

For each disease considered by the task ~:}rce, in- 
cluding ghoma, breast cancer, colon cancer, hmg 
cancer, prostate cancer, and acute myelogenous 

o ~ 

o 
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8 C D 

Category A Prospective Using Prospective/ Retrospective/ 

Tria~ Design Prospective Archived Samples Observational Observationa~ 

Clinical trial PCT designed to 

address tumor 

marker 

Patients and Prospectively 

patient data enrolled, treated, 

and followed in 

PRCT 

Prospective trial not 
designed to address 
tumor marker, but 
design accommodates 
tumor marker utility 

Prospectively enrolled, 
treated, and followed 
up in clinical trial and, 
especially if a predictive 
utility is considered, a 
PRCT addressing the 
treatment of interest 

Prospective 
observational registry, 
treatment and follow-up 
not dictated 

Prospectively enrolled in 
registry, but treatment 
and follow-up standard 
of {:are 

Specimen Specimens Specimens collected, Specimens collected, 

collection, collected, processed, and archived processed, and archived 

processing, processed, and prospectively using prospectively using 

and archival assayed for generic SOPs; assayed generic SOPs 

specific marker in af[er trial completion 
Assayed after trial 

real time 
completion 

Statistical Study powered Study powered to Study not prospectively 

design and to address tumor address therapeutic powered at all; 

analysis marker question question and retrospective study 

underpowered to design confounded by 

address tumor marker selection of specimens 

question for study 

Focused analysis plan Focused analysis plan 

for marker question for marker question 

developed before developed before 

performing assays performing assays 

Validation Result unlikely to Result more likely to be Result very likely to be 

be play of chance play of chance than A, play of chance 

Although 
but less likely than C 

Requires subsequent 

preferred, Requires one or more validation studies 

validation not validation studies 

required 

No prospective aspect to 
study 

No prospective 
stipulation of treatment 
or followmup; patient 
data collected through 
retrospective chart 
review 

Specimens collected, 

processed, and archived 

with no prospective SOPs 

Study not prospectively 
powered at all; 
retrospective study 
design confounded by 
selection of specimens 
for study 

No focused analysis plan 
for marker question 
developed before 
performing assays 

Result very likely to be 
play of chance. 

Requires subsequent 
validation studies 

Abbreviations: PCT, prospective controlled trial; PRCT, prospective, randomized controlled trial; SOP, standard operating 
procedure. 
Adapted from Simon RM, Paik S, Hayes DF. Use of archived specimens in evaluation of prognostic and predictive biomarkers. J 
Natl Cancer Inst 2009;101:1449; with permission. 

leukemia, tabular data were assembled on mark- 
ers that are currently included in the NCCN 
Guidelines (available at www.NCCN.org), and 
new markers currently under investigation. For all 
listed biomarkers, NCCN categories of evidence 
and consensus were given if available, and com- 
bined [evels of evidence calculations (%bles 1-3) 
were made and are included with references to il- 
lustrate the hurdles that prevent some new tests 
from being widely inc[uded in practice guidelines. 
The hope is that a critical examination of the 
published evidence on each of these tests wil~ 
show why some, which may have been widely pre- 

sented at meetings or advertised in public venues, 

do not achieve thresholds needed for broad adop- 
tion into clinical practice. 

Molecular Testis0 

¯ ~ble 5 summarizes current molecular biomarkers 
in glioma. 

I p/19q De{et~o~ 
The current NCCN Guidelines for Cenrrai Nerw~us 
System Cancers specify a single molecular test 

help determine prognosis and select chemotherapy 

°e 
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Level of Category Validation Studies 
Evidence From Table 2 Available 

................................................................................................................................................................. 

I A None required 

I B One or more with 
consistent results 

II B None or inconsistent 
results 

II C 2 or more with 
consistent results 

III C None or 1 with 
consistent results or 
inconsistent results 

IV-V D NAp 

*Levels of evidence revised from those originally proposed in 

Tables 1 and 2, 
TNot applicable (NA) because level of evidence IV and V 
studies will never be satisfactory for determination of 
medical utility. 
From Simon RM, Paik S, Hayes DF. Use of archived specimens 
in evaluation of prognostic and predictive biomarkers. J Natl 
Cancer Inst 2009;101:1450; with permission. 

~-or certain types of central nervous system tumors. 
Testing for the lp/19q codeletion, or unbalanced 
transk:}cation, is recommended tbr cases of suspecred 
oligodendroglioma. The test is also recommended 
ro distinguish anap~asric o[igodendrog~iorna f}om 
anap]astic astrocytomas and glioblastomas (to view 
the most recent version of these guidelines, visit- the 
NCCN Web site at www.NCCN.org).~5 

Oligodendroglioma displays a loss of lp/19q 
and is more sensitive to chem{xherapy and radio- 
therapy than are astrocytic tumors. Presence of the 
trans[ocation is a fhvorab[e prognosric factog and 
has an NCCN category 1 designation, indicating 
that high-level evidence, either from randomized 
controlled clinical trials or recta-analyses, supports 
using this test.3~’ 42 Detection methods, not specified 
wkhin the guideline, include polymerase chain reac- 
tion (PCR)-based testing for loss of heterozygosity, 
FISH, array comparative geaomic hybridization, and 
multiplex ligatioa-dependant probe amplification 
(MPLA).4a 44~ A pracrica[ method of FISH resting 

fbr 1pi19q deletion was recently published47 and the 
authors note that no other consensus guidelines or 
protocols exist for lp/19q testing using other tech- 
nologies. This test: is considered to have [eve] IA evi- 
dence (~able 3). 

Category 1 : Based upon high-level evidence, there 
is uniform NCCN consensus that the intervention is 
appropriate. 

Category 2A: Based upon lower-level evidence, there 
is uniform NCCN consensus that the intervention is 
appropriate. 

Category 2B: Based upon Iowerqevel evidence, there is 
NCCN consensus that the intervention is appropriate. 

Category 3: Based upon any level of evidence, there 
is major NCCN disagreement that the intervention is 
appropriate. 

~DH 1/~DH2 M utation 
Other molecular tests are rapidly gaining attention 
in central nervous system cancers and, wirh addi- 
tional clinica[ data and va[idation, wi[[ most likely 
be considered for inclu.sion in upcoming treammnt 
guidelines. One of these is mutation in the cytosolic 
isocirrate dehydrogenase gene (~DH1) or the mito- 
chondrial version of the same gene (H)H2). IDH1 
is involved in the metabolic conw:rsioa of isoci- 
Erate to alpha-ketoglutaraEe, which reduces NADP 
to NADPH. In g[ioma, mutations in this gene were 
discovered through large-scale sequencing of 
mot DNA sampiesJa IDHI mutations were present 
in 12% of glioblastoma samples in this study. Later 
ret:rospecfive analyses of 271 clinical ~:rial samples of 
low-grade glioma showed t}xat mutated IDHI may be 
both prognostic and predictive, because i~ is associ- 
ated with longer survival times and better response 
to temozolomide.49’5° Another study of astrocyroma 
showed a~ association wkh improved survival but 
not with response to temozolomideP~ 

Among WHO gade ii and iiI gliomas, 50% 
80% have mutated IDH1, whereas 5 % to 10% o(’WHO 
graJe IV glk)mas bear a mutaLed *DH*. Roughly 90% 
of IDH1 mutated proteins c~ be detected usk~g immu- 
n&ist~hemisrry with a monoclonal m~tibody that de- 
tects FR132H, the most: common IDH1mutation. 
A recommendation ~)r optimal testing ~)r this mutation 
mght be to first per~brm immunohisrochemkal testing 
with this detecting mmbod> then m follow up with 
DNA sequenckg only when tt-~e results from immuno- 
histochemisrry are negative or equivocal. B_~Kher clarifi- 
cation of Vhe co~’elation of chemotherapy response m~d 
IDH1 nmmtion will be needed for this rest to receive 
broad clinical use. At this point, lack of IDHt mutation 
c(mld no~ be considered strong enough evidence Eo alter 

o 
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therap?.5]’54 However, one study showed that IDH wild- 
type grade Iii tumors (usually treated with radiotherapy 
alone) are ass(~iated with a prognosis similar to grade 
IV tumors (treated with concurrent chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy))~ if validated with fhr~her studies, IDH 
testing could therefore have an impact on patient 
agement. Because the presence of an IDH nmtatMn is 
considered mmo>specific, it has a role as a diagnostic 
marker when mo~hok)gic features are k~conclusive and 
a nonneoplastic/reactive condition is possible. Ow:rall, 
this marker is currently considered primarily prognostic! 
diagnostic, wi~h the possibiliw that more data will ~di- 
care whether mutation stares can be consk~ered in rec- 
ommending treatment. Studies showh~g the association 
have come from well-designed retrospective analyses, 
and evidence for the test is considered t,)be level I~B. 

BRAF Fusion Protein 
Alterarions in the signaling-associated kinase BRAF 
have been noted in many tumors. These often oc- 
cur as point mutants which lead to a constitutively 
active enzyme, BRAF c01799T>A (p.V600E).5s 5s 

Most pilocytic astrocytomas haw: been shown to ex- 
press a fusion protein of KIAA1549:BRAE which 
constituti rely active. 59 Because pilocydc astrocytoma 
can be cured through surgery alone, tesdng 
presence of the fi~sion protein might be usefh~ ro aid 
in the diagnosis of pilocytic astrocytx)ma when his- 
tologic features are inconclusive and dif~cult to dis- 
tinguish from a diffuse astrocytoma. Therefbre the 
combination of IDH mutation testing (common in 
diffhse astrocytoma) with BRAF testing represents 
a rational diagnostic panel fbr cases with indetermi- 
nate histologic f~:atures. Testing methodologies used 
in research studies include long-distance inw~rse 
PCR to map breakpoints on the genomic lewd, 5’ 
rapid amplification of cDNA ends (RACE) to detect 
gene fi~sion, and FISH using probes that map to the 
KIAA1549 sequence and to the BRAF sequence.5° 
Implementation of the FISH assay will probably be 
the most straight(brward for clinical testing, as this 
can be perf0mmd on FFPE samples, but lack of com- 
mercially available probe sets and assay standardiza- 

NCCN 
Molecular                          Analytic Va~idity Level of Categonj 

Biornarke~ Compartment Purpose Demonstrated Evidence of Evidence References 

Markers With Accepted Clinical Utility 

Tumor DNA Diagnostic FISH, aCGH, IA 1 Smith et al. 
(oligodendroglioma) LOH, MPLA 

I pit 9q 

codeletion 

(unbalanced 

translocation) 

/DH mutation 

(IDH~) c. 395 

G>A p.R132H 

(IDH2) 

MGMT 

methylation 

Tumor DNA, Positive is favorably    IHC, DNA liB Houillier et al,4s 
tumor protein prognostic; also a sequencing Dubbink et al.s~ 

diagnostic marker 

Tumor DNA Prognostic, MS-PCR, MS- lib Hegi et al.~ 
predictive (benefit pyrosequencing, Gilbert et al,2~’5 
for chemotherapy), MS-MPLA 
pharmacodynamic 
(pseudorecurrence) 

Markers With Emerging Evidence 

BRAF fusion Tumor DNA Diagnostic (pilocytic LDI-PCR, 5’ lib Jeuken and 

(pilocy~ic astrocy~oma) RACE, FISH Wesseling.2~ 

astrocytoma) Jones et al. 

ClMP {CpG Tumor DNA Positive is favorably Gene expression lib Noushmehr et 

island prognostic microarray, Gilbert et 

methylator pyrosequencing 

phenotype) 

Abbreviations: aCGH, array comparative genomic hybridization; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, 
immunohistochemistry; LDI-PCR, long-distance inverse polymerase chain reaction; LOH, loss of heterozygosity; MPLA, multiplex 
ligation-dependant probe amplification; MS, methylation-specific; MS-MPLA, methylation-specific multiplex ligation-dependant 
probe amplification; MS-PCR, methylation-specific polymerase chain reaction; RACE, rapid amplification of cDNA ends. 

°e 
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lion to date still must be overcome for this test to 
be broadly implemented,s° The association has been 
shown through we[I-designed retrospective analyses, 
and evidence fi-~r the test is considered to be lew;] IIB. 

Promoter Methylation 
Activity of DNA repair enzyme O-6-methylguanine- 
DNA-me~hyhrans~erase (MGMT) is associated with 
resistance to chemotherapeutic alkylating agents. 
Silencing o[ the MGMT promoter through methyla- 
lion has been shown to be associated with better out- 
comes (overall survival, progression-free survival) in 
a variety of glioma subtypes and to partially predic~ 
response to alkyhting agents,s~ MGMT promoter 
methylation has also been shown to be positively 
associated wi~h therapeutk: pseudo-regression. One 
barrier to use of MGMT as a prognostic marker, or 
as a marker [br pseudo- versus true regression, is that 
the methodology for assessing MGMT is not yet 
standardized.5°’~4 Measurement of MGMT protein 
]ewds using immunohistochemical testing does not 
correlate with extent of MGMT promoter methyla- 
tion as measured using methy]ation-specific PCR. 
Promoter methylation itself can be measured using 
a variety of technologies, including methylation- 
specific PCR, methylation-specific pyrosequencing, 
and methylation-specific MPLA. Each of these as- 
says has benefits and drawbacks in terms of repro- 
ducibility, stand ardization of cutoffs, and ease of use, 
and which will emerge as the best for use in a clini- 
cal setting remains to be seen.5°’~4 The association 
has been shown through well<tesigned retrospective 
analyses, and evidence for the test is considered to 
be level liB. 

Glioma-CpG ~s~and Methylator 
A more-extensive methylation analysis of gbblas- 
toma tumors showed a glioma-CpG island methyl- 
ator phenotype (G-CIMP) similar to that observed 
in colorecta[ cancer/;5’s~’ The G-CIMP phenotype is 
colocalized with the IDHI mutation, and is found 
predominately in lower-grade tumors from younger 
patients with longer survival times~ Promoter meth- 
yl ation is observed in a subset of loci, d efining a set of 
glioma tumors. Methods inw:4ved assessing promoter 
methylation and gene expression for a training set of 
tumors, and assembling a list of genes that were both 
transcriptionally silenced and methylared. These re- 
sults, though intriguing, will require fi~rther analytic 

validation, assay dewdopment, and especially dem- 

onstration that the G-CIMP phenotype is associated 

with greater or lesser sensitivity to treatment regi- 

men. The association has been shown through welb 

designed retrospective analyses, and evidence for the 

test is considered ro be level IIB (WaNes 1-3). 
Overall, use of central nerwms system tumor 

biomarkers is in its infancB with several new and 
citing candidates that have the potential to change 

how tmnors are evaluated and may help determine 

[ream~en[. The challenge in this area will be to 

sure that clinical recommendations encompass vali- 

dated assays, including specific recommendations of 

methodology and scoring, and include comparisons 

of technologies used to assess ~hese biomarkers. 

Molecular Testingl [n Breast Ca~ger 

¯able 6 summarizes current molecular biomarkers m 

breast cancer. 

The measurement o[ estrogen receptor expression 
is prognostid;v and predictive for response to 
~(ESR1)-modulating agents)s The prognostic and 
treatment predictive use of progesterone receptor ex- 
pression is less clear.~’ 7~ Testing for ER-~(ESR1) in 
ductal carcinoma in situ ~d ER..~(ESR1)/PgR(PR) 
expression in breast tumors is a necessary component 
of the initial worknp f))r these diseases]; Guidelines for 
immunohistochemica] testing in breast cancer have 
been published by ASCO, CAR and NCCN, with de- 
tailed in[bnnation available on all aspects of tesdng, 
including tissue handling and assay validation,w > The 
NCCN categgry of evidence and consensus for use 
this test is 2A. Using the TMUGS and Simon et aL3~ 
criteria for assessing marker validation gives this test a 
rating of IB as a predictive test (Table 

Expression of HER2(ERB~2) in breast minors 
is also both a prognostic and predictive marker. 
HER2(ERBB2)-posh-ive tumors respond to trastu- 
zumab, a monoclonal antibody directed against the 
extracellular domain of the HER2(ERBB2) pro- 
rein, and lapatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, ver- 
sus HER2(ERBg2)-negative minors which do not 
seem to respond. Clinical trial results have shown 
that adjuvant trastuzumab reduces recurrence and 
mortality by approximately 50% and 30%, respec- 

o 1D3 
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Molecular                       Analytic Validity Level of NCCN Category 
giomarker Compartment Purpose Demonstrated Evidence of Evidence References 

~¢~arkers With Accepted Clinical Utility 

ER-(dPgR Tumor protein Diagnostic [HC 2A 

(ESR 1/PR) p tog ~ost~c 

(weak) 
predictive 

Predictive: IB Early Breast Cancer 

Trialists Collaborative 
Group°8 

Hammond et al,"~ 

Hammond et ak75 

AIIred et al.n 

HER2(ERBB2) Tumor protein Diagnostic 

(classification) 
prognostic 

(favora ble) 
predictive 

for anti- 

HER2(ERBB2) 
therapy 

Oncotype Dx Tumor RNA Prognostic 

predictive 

Markers #~fith Erner#ing Evidence 

MammaPrint Tumor RNA 

FISH, IHC Predictive: IA 2A Wolff et ali~ 

Carlson et Ok77 

Joensuu et al.~° 

Piccart-Gebha rt et a l.~ 

Romond et aU2 

21-gene RT-PCR Prognostic Selection of Paik et al.s° 
expression assay in ER+/node- treatment Paik et al,s~ 
of FFPE samples negative options based AIbain et a[]s 

with recurrence patients: IB on Oncotype Dx 

score as readout Predictive: IIA score is category 

2B, but use of the 
test in a defined 

subpopulation of 

patients is 2A 

Not clear Multigene lib Strayer et al.~7 

microarray Knauer et al.2~s 
expression assay 

using frozen 

tissue 

CTCs Circulating Monitor Cell surface IB Budd et a12’9 

tumor cells patients with staining and Cristofanilli et al,9°22° 

metastatic magnetic De Giorgi et al,22~ 

disease separation 

Abbreviations: CTC, circulating tumor cell; ER, estrogen receptor; FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; FISH, fluorescence in 
situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction, 

tively, in HER2(ERBB2)-positive patients,l°~ and 

inclusion of trastuzumab in the therapy regimen for 

HER2(ERBB2)-positive patients is given a category 

1 recommendation in the NCCN Guidelines fi:~r 

Breast Cancer]; with a combined level of evidence 
score of 1A. Accurate testing for HER2(ERBB2) is 

thu.s critically important in dewdoping treatment 

plans (br breast: cancer. NCCN and ASCOiCAP 

have both made extensive and detailed guidelines 

oa HER2(ERBB2) testing for boEh FISH and im- 

munohistochemistry,T~’> and the NCCN Guidelines 

t~)r Breast: Cancer conrain a section devoted to this 
issue:~ (available online, at www.NCCN.org [BINV- 

AI), which details specific thresholds and confirma- 
tk)n of positive and negatiw: results. 

Onco~ype D× 
The OncoUpe Dx (Oenomic Health, In(:., Redwood 
Cit> CA) test is a 21-gene reverse transcriptase PCR 
(RT-PCR) assay that is peff()rmed at a single site as 
a ~aboratory-devek}ped test, using FFPE breast rumor 
samples as a source of RNA. Gene expression levels 
are trans[ated into a recurrence score]9 s~ The current 
NCCN Guidelines recommend the 21-gene recur- 
rerice score be considered for detemfining prognosis 
in node-negative, ER4~(ESR1)-positive breast m- 
mars. Patients with a low recmTence score have such 
a fiworable prognosis that even if chemotherapy were 
beneficial, so few patients would benefit that the risks 
outweigh ~he benefits. The NCCN categow of evi- 
dence and consensus for using OncoUpe DX to deter- 
mine whether a patient receives chemotherapy is 2B. 

o o~ 
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This recommendatkm is echoed by A SCO in its 2007 
recommendations for use of tumor markers in breast 
cancer,s~ In i> review of tumor gene expression profi 
ing~>:~’s~ in breast cancer, the Evaluation of Genomic 
Applications in Practice and Prevention (EGAPP) 
working group found insufficient evidence to recom- 
rnend Oncotype Dx but noted that encouraging indi- 
rect evidence exists (br clinical utility of tl-ie test.s4 

Prow:}cative but still hypothesis-generating stud- 
ies haw: suggested that in addition to being prog- 
nostic in women with ER-ix(ESRl)-positive, node- 
negative minors, the 21-gene recurrence score may 
also be predictive of the relative benefits of chemo- 
therapy.79’s~ These studies have suggested that ~umors 

with low recurrence scores are relatively resistant to 
chemotherapy, whereas those with higher recurrence 
scores are increasingly sensitive, independent of the 
prognostic ei:fcct of the assay. 

The recently completed TAILORx rria~ will 
demrmine the benefit of chemotherapy in node- 
negative women with intermediate risk: scores, and 
will fl~rther determine the prognostic role of the as- 
say ia patients with a low recurrence score,s5 The 
ongoing S01007!RxPONDER trial will prospec- 
tively determine the benefits of adjuvant chemo- 
therapy in node-positive, ER-&(ESR1)-positive 
patients.~’ As trial results become available, and 
they continue to show a demarcation in value 
chemotherapy, this assay is expected to become 
more widely recommended. Currently, the level 
evidence score for OncoUpe Dx as a prognostic test 
is IB, whereas as a predictive test, it is 

MammaPr[~t 
The MammaPrint 70-gene microarray assay (Agen- 

dia, irvine, CA) is the only multigene breast cancer 

assay that has received FDA clearance0sv’ss However, 

3 major groups that have considered it have nor rec- 

ommended its use.72’82’84 Ir iS usefi~l to remember that 

~he FDA does not make considerations of clinical 

utility, only of analytic validity and clinical valid- 

itg in its determinations of clearance. One barrier to 

the use of MammaPrint is the requirement of fresh- 

frozen tissue samples, rather than the more univer- 

sally available FFPE tumor samples, in addition, cur- 

rent[y completed studies do nor assess the ability of 

MammaPrint ro predict: benefit from treatment. An 

ongoing tria~ (MINDACT) will compare the effec- 

tiveness of MammaPrint results to typical clinical 

evaluation in the prediction of survival at 15 years,a~ 

Until trial results are available, MammaPrint has a 
combined level of evidence of IIB as a prognostic 

i:est0 

Circulating Tumor Ce~s 
The CellSearch circulating rumor cell (~C) demc- 
tion system (Veridex, LLC, Raritan, NJ) has been 
c[eared for use in metastatic breast cancer by the 
FDA. However, this test is not recommended by the 
ASCO breast cancer tumor marker panel and is not 
included in the NCCN Guidelines fi~r Breast Can- 
cer.72’82 The test uses an immunomagnetic system to 
isolate cells with the features of epithelial cells from 
the peripheral blood and provides an absolute count 
of CTCs per 7.5-mL blood sample. Presence of grea ter 
than 5 CTCs per 7.5-mL sample has been shown to 
be associated with shortened progression-flee (2.7 
vs. 7 months) and overall survivals (10.1 vs. > 18 
months).9°’9~ A randomized clinical trial, SWOG 
S0500, is designed to determine whether elevated 
CTC levels after initiation of treatment indicate 
that a change in chemotherapy regimen will be ben- 
eficial in ~:he metastatic se~:ting. Results of ~:his ~:rial 
will add to the clinical utility of this assay, and may 
allow it to be further considered by guidelines panels. 
Until those results are available, clinical validity 
the determination of CTCs in breast cancer has a 
combined level of evidence score of IB. 

Molecular Testing ir~ Color~ C~cer 

Table 7 summarizes current molecular biomarkers in 
colon cancer. 

KRA5 Mutations 

The ~’-~S/RAFiMAPK and downstream pathways 

are activated in response to stimulation of the 

EO~R, and mutations [o proteins in this pathway 

have been investigated for their role in modulating 
response to EGFR-rargeting agents. Approximately 
40% of colon cancers are positive fi~r mutations in 

KRAS,9~ 94 and colon cancers with KRAS mutations 
in co&ms 12 and 13 have been shown to be unre- 
sponsiw: to EGFR-targe~ing monocloaal antibody 
therapies, such as cetuximab or panimmumab)~’95’9~ 
The NCCN Guide[ines t~r Colon Cancer recom- 
mend, with a category of 2A, the testing of all meta- 
static disease for the presence of mutations in KRAS 
(to view the most recent: version of these guidelines, 
visit the NCCN Web site at www.NCCN.org)?~’ An 

°2 
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ASCO provisional clinical opinion% also recom- 
mends KRAS mutation testing in metastatic colon 
cancers. No FDA-approved KRAS mutation test ex- 
ists, and both publications mention the necessity of 
performing the test in a CLIA-certified facilit> The 
ASCO Provisional Clinical Opinion notes that the 
test: can be perl~rmed using either real-time PCR 
with mutation-specific primers, or sequencing~ The 
NCCN Guidelines do not recommend any parricu- 
lar methodology. ~:sting for KRAS mutations can 
also be given a combined level of evidence of 
owing to multiple randomized controlled trials of 
panitumumab or cetuximab in colon cancer, with 
evaluation of KRAS mutation status in archived 
samples.33’34’% Recent reports have shown that 
mors harboring KRAS mutations at the c.38G>A 
(p.G13D) position may stil[ be responsive to cetux- 
imab, unlike other activating codon 12 and 13 muta- 
tions.99J°° The NCCN Guidelines note that the use 
of EGFR-targeting agents in KRAS codon 13 mutant 
tumors is inw:stigational, and is not recommended 
for routine clinical practice at this time. 

~RA~ c, 1799T>A {p,V600~) M utati on 
The BRAF c. 1799T>A (p.V600E) mutation renders 
the kinase domain of the protein constitutively active, 
and is t{~und in 10% ro 20% of colon tumors.> 
RAF is downstream o~: EGFR, and a constitutively 
activated RAF enzyme might therefore circumvent 
EGFR-directed therap> Retrospective studies haw: 
shown that mutated BRAF is associated with decreased 
progression-flee and overall survivals in patients un- 
dergoing anti-EGF~containing therap>~0~ ~05 al- 
though interpretation of this association is confound- 
ed by its strong negative prognostic implications. 
Randomized data suggest, however, that patients with 
a BRAF mutation may benefit from EGFR-directed 
therapy in the first-line treatment serting, despite the 
unl{~vorable prognosis con~rred by this mutation.95 
The NCCN Guidelines for Colon Cancer (available 
at www.NCCN.org) recommend that BRAF testing 
be considered in the metastatic setting if the KRAS 
gene is fbund to be unmutated. This is given a care- 
gow of evidence of 2A.9v Combined level of evidence 
for the use of BRAF testing for prognostic information 
is IB, owing to multiple rerrospective analyses of ran- 
domized clinical trial samples.5s’gsJ°;’~°5 

Mutations of KRAS and BRAF almost never 
coexist in the same minor.5s Testing fi)r BRAF is rec- 
ommended to be per~)rmed in a CLIA-certified 

laboratory, and is usually accomplished using Sanger 
sequencing, which can be peff()rmed with FFPE sam- 
ples containing at least 40% neoplastic cellularity 
(~-.20% mut~t alleles); detection limit cm~ be 5% 
10% mutant alleles or louver in pyrosequencing m~d real- 
time PCR with or without melting curve m~alysis. 
%st:k~g f~)r B~qF mutation in colon cm-~cer is primar- 
ily through laborat,:~ry-devek:}ped test:s, becm~se, other 
thm-~ the test recently approved R~r me[anoma, no FDA- 
cleared BRAF mutation tests are cure:n@ available. 

Microsatellite i~stabiJity 
Defects in mismatch repair (MMR) can be detected 
using either immunohis~ochemistry for ~he absence 
of MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, aad/or PMS2 protein 
in tmuor tissues, or through a comparative PCR 
analysis of tumor and normal patieat DNA for mi- 
crosm:ellite instability (MSI). Hereditary syndromes 
with a predisposition to the development o~: colon 
cancer, such as Lynch syndrome, have been shown 
to contain germline mutations in one of the MMR 
genes, whereas most sporadic MSI-high colon tu- 
mors show MLH1 promoter hypermethylation and 
epigenetic silencing.~ ........ ~’~*" in general, MSi-high 
colon cancers are associated with good prognosis, 
and patients with MSi-high stage 1i colon cancers 
do not seem t:o benefit: fi-om adjuvant single-agent 
5-~ chem{~therapyi 

The NCCN Guidelines currently recommend 
testing for MMR proteins i~ a11 patients younger 
than 50 years a~ct!or who meet the revised Bethes- 
da guidelines or Amsterdam criteria because of the 
increased possibility of Lynch syndrome in this 
cohort, and with a level 2A category of evidence. 
MMR!MSI testing is also recommended for patients 
with stage Ii tumors if single-agent fluoropyrimidine 
adjuvant therapy is considered, given evidence 
lack of benefit and possibly worse outcomes in this 
population (NCCN Guideline, category 2A)2v Use 
of MSIi%IMR testing as a screen for Lynch syndrome 
has a combined level of evidence score of IB,~> ~> as 
does use of this test fi)r prognosticproposes,"     ~0~.,~;:0, 
owing to the results of mukiple studies, including 
both randomized clinical trials and meta-analyses. 
The ASCO recommendation for use of tumor mark- 
ers in co]orecta] cancer does not endorse routine 
testing t~)r MSI or MMR in all " .... patm~ ::_s, but this 
recommendation may be reconsidered when the po- 
sition statement is updated. No FDA<leared tests 
are available for MSI testing. 
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Molecular                         Analytic Validity 
13iomarker Compartment Purpose Demonstrated 

Markers With Accepted Clinica! Utility 

KRA5 rnutations Tumor DNA Predictive Multiple 
[except c,38G>A (negative for methods: PCR, 
(p.G13D)]* anti-EGFR multiplex 

therapy); assays, direct 
negatively sequencing 
prognostic in 
several firstqine 

randomized 
studies 

MSI and/or MMR 
protein loss 

CEACAM5 (CEA) Patient 
serum 

Tumor DNA 
for MSI 
testing with 
PCR; tumor 
IHC for MMR 
proteins 

NCCN 
Category 

Levels of of 
Evidence Evidence References 

Predictive: IB 2A Amado et al.~ 

Prognostic: lib Karapetis et al24 

Van Cutsem et al.~ 

Tol et al.222 

Douillard et al.22~ 

Screening (Lynch PCR, IHC Screening: IB 2A Screening for Lynch: 
syndrome) Prognostic: 1t3 Hampel et 

Prognostic Predictive: lib Umar et al.1~ 

(recurrence, 
Prognostic: 
Hutchins et 

overall survival) 
Popat et al.~ 

Predictive (lack of Roth et al. 
benefit, possibly Predictive: 
worse outcome Des Guetz et al.I~-~ 
with adjuvant Guastadisegni et aL 
single-agent Sargent et al.~s 
fl uoropyrimidine 
therapy) 

Surveillance Immunoassay IIC 2A Wanebo et al. 
Wang et 
Locker et al.1~ 

BRAFc.1799T>A Tumor DNA Prognostic Multiple Prognostic: IB 2A Bokemeyer et alp~ 
(p.V600E) (strong negative methods: PCR, Predictive: IIIC De Roock et al.~°~ 
mutation prognostic multiplex Ogino et al.~ 

marker) assays, direct Roth et al.~°~ 

Predictive 
sequencing Samowitz et aU°~ 

(negative for Tol et aU°s 

anti-EGFR 
therapy) 

Abbreviations: CTC, circulating tumor cell; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; 
H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; IHC, immunohistochemistry; MMR, mismatch repair; MSI, microsatellite instability; PCR, polymerase 
chain reaction; RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction. 

*All testing for KRAS mutation is presumed to have the same analytic validity, and will probably be performed simultaneously. 
However, presence of a c.38G>A (p.G13D) mutation does not yet meet the standard of clinical utility needed to drive a 

treatment decision. 

Immunohist{~:hemistU testing for MMR prote.ins 
has been shown ro be a re[iab]e method ~:br detecting 
defects in the DNA MMR system, and is generally con- 
cordant with MSI test~g with PCR.re,I> Germline 
ration (plus a second hit) or silencing through promoter 
methylation both lead to ~ absence of Rmctional pro- 
tek~, detectable through i~mmnohistochemist~’ k~ most 
insurances. The preseace of a B~F mutation b-t addi- 
tion to the finding of MMR deficiency and/or MSI-high 
indicates a sporadk: acquisition and may be used to dis- 
tinguish from the herediraW Lynch syndrome,i24’125 

flexiw: testing of all newly diagnosed colorectal cancers 

fi-,r the presence, of MMR deficiency and/or MSI, along 

with BRAF mutational stares ifMMR deficiency and/or 

MSI-high status are detected, may be recommended in 

the tim]re as part of standard pathologic review pending 
guideline updates from CAR 

CEACAM5 (CEA) 

Testing for carcinoembryorlic anrigerl-related cell ad- 

hesion molecule 5, or CEACAM5 (so-called CEA), 

whkh is released fi-om minor cells into patient serum, 

is recommended by ~he NCCN Guidelines for Colon 

Cancer and ASCO.97’~;~ Testing is recommended on di- 

°e 
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NCCN 

Category 

AnMytic Validity Levels of of 

Purpose Demonstrated Evidence Evidence References 

Molecular 

8iomarker Compartment 

Markers ~fith Emerging Evidence 

KRAS c.38G>A Tumor DNA Predictive Multiple lib De Roock et a12~ 

(p,G13D) (negative for methods: PCR, Tejpar et 

mutation* anti-EGFR multiplex 

therapy) assays, direct 
sequencing 

CTCs Whole blood Prognostic Cell surface IB Cohen et al.~ 

staining and Rahbafi et 

magnetic To~ et al.~° 

separation 

ColoPri~t Tumo~ mRNA Pmgnostk in Microarray IIC Salazar et 

stage I~ Rosenberg et al.~ 

Oncotype Dx Tumor mRNA    Prognostk in RT-PCR IB Kerr et aL 

Colon stage ~ expression assay Venook et a12~ 

of FFPE samples 

with recurrence 

score as readout 

CIMP (CpG island Tumor DNA Prognostic No IlIC Ogino et ali8 

methyMtor Dahlin et al.1~ 

phenotype) status Samowitz et al.m2 
Barault et al.TM 

LINE-1 Tumor DNA Prognostic Yes IlIC Ogino et al.~s 

hypomethylation Ahn et al. 

immune cells H&E or IHC Prognostic No IlIC Ogino et al.~37 

Dahlin et al, 

Nosho et al.I:~ 

Ogino et al.~37 

Galon et a[J~ 

Mlecnik et al, 

Abbreviations: CTC, circulating tumor cell; EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FFPE, formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded; 
H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; IHC, immunohistochemistry; MMR, mismatch repair; MSI, microsatellite instability; PCR, polymerase 
chain reaction; RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction. 
*All testing for KRA5 mutation is presumed to have the same analytic validity, and will probably be performed simultaneously. 
However, presence of a c.38G>A (p.G13D) mutation does not yet meet the standard of clinical utility needed to drive a 

treatment decisiom 

agnosis of irwasive colon cancer, which can be used as 
a baseline for monitoring. CEACAM5 (CEA) is then 
tested reguiarly~ and increasing levels are one indica- 
tion of recurrent disease or metastasis. FDA-approved 
immunoassays are available for CEACAM5 (CEA) 
monitoring~ Use of this test is a categow 2A recom- 
mendation in rhe NCCN Guidelines, and the com- 
bined level of evidence score is IIC, because most stud- 
ies on this marker haw: been observational2z~:~:u:<m 
Neither guidelh~e recommends CEACAM5 (CEA) as 
a screening or diagnostic tool 

CTC~ 
Detection of CTCs m patients with advanced 
colorectal cancer is a negative prognostic factor, 
correlating with reduced progression-free and 

all survivals.I~’s I~0 The clinical utility of this test is 
unclear. CTC testing is not included in the NCCN 
Guidelines for Colon Cancer (to view the most re- 
cent version of these guidelines, visit the NCCN 
Web site at www.NCCN.org). As a prognostic tool, 
evidence fi:}r rhe clinical validity of CTC testing is 
level IB. 

ColoPrint 
The ColoPrint assay uses oligonucleotide microar- 
ray technology to assign a recurrence score based on 
expression of 18 genes, and currently requkes fresh 
frozen tumor tissue as a source of RNA. Higher re- 
currence scores are associated with shorter time to 
progression and shorter ow:rall survival in patients 
with stage I through IIl colon and rectal cancers, but 

-~o 
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are not predictive of chemotherapy benefit.>i’132 The 
test can be considered to have developed clinical va- 
lidity, with a IIC level of evidence, but does not have 
proven clinical utility at this time. it is not included 
in rhe NCCN Guidelines t:or Colon Cancer (avail- 
able at www.NCCN0org). 

Onco~ype Dx Colon Assay 
The Oncotype Dx Colon assay is a 12-gene RT-PCR 
expression assay that can be performed on FFPE 
tumor samples. This is also a prognostic test, with 
higher recurrence scores associated wirh shorter 
disease-flee and overall survivals. The OncoUpe Dx 
colon recurrence score has established clinical valid- 
ity in its association with recurrence risk: in patients 
with stage ii colon cancer in 2 independent random- 
ized validation studies, with a level of evidence of IB, 
but its clinical utiliry has not yet- been esrablished0 It 
is not included in rhe NCCN Guidelines for Colon 
Cancer (available at www.NCCN.org). 

Other giomarkers 

Other tests, including CIMP status,%’~°~’~3:~’>4 LINE-1 
(global DNA) hypomethylation,:35’~s and presence 
of infiltrating immune cells within colon tumors~37 142 

are also under current investigation fi:~r their use in 
guiding colon cancer treatment. These tests will re- 
~gfire fl~rther analytic and clinical validation, and 
demonstration of clinical utility before they should 
be considered for use in general practice. 

Table 8 summarizes current molecular biomarkers in 
non-small cell hmg cancer (N~.CL< 

The EGFR tyrosine kinase is expressed in most lung 

cancers, and in 2004, somatic kinase domain mu- 
tations that led to a constitutively activated EGFR 

were shown to be associated with high sensitivity to 

the small-molecule EGFR kinase inhibitors gefitinib 

and er[otinib.~¢ ~45 The most common mutations 

are exon 19 deletions (LREA deletion) and exon 21 
point mutations (most commonly L858R),~4~ which 

together account for 85% to 90% of EGFR mutations 

in lung cancer. EGFR mutations are found more of- 

ten in women, never-smokers, and East Asians)47 
Because the presence of a mutation con[~rs sensitiv- 

ity to tyrosine kinase inhibition, and nonmutated 

EGFR tumors do not respond to EGFR inhibition, 
the NCCN Guidelines for NSCLC recommend test- 
ing recu.rrent or metastatic adenocarcinoma of the 
lung for EGFR mutation, with a category 1 recom- 
mendation and a combined level of evidence score 
of IA owing to multiple randomized clinical trials 
(to view the most recent version o[ these guidelines, 
visit: the NCCN Web site at www.NCCN.org).~4s In 
early 2011, ASCO published a preliminary clinical 
opinion,~9 indicating that analysis of clinical trial 
data suggest a benefit for EGFR testing. A variety 
of methods are available for testing fi)r EGFR muta- 
tions,~° and the current guidelines do not recom- 
mend a particular test, noting only that mutation 
testing is preferable to FISH assessment of EGFR 
copy number or immunohistochemistry to assess 
EOFR protein ~evels.~5~ ~53 A collaborative effort 
between CAR the Association for Molecular Pa- 
tho[ogy (AMP), and the Intemariona[ Association 
for the Study of Lung Cancer (IASLC) is scheduled 
to produce detailed guidelines fi)r EGFR and ALK 
testing in lung cancer, which should be a valuable 
resource for guideline developers and practitioners. 
KRAS; 

Constitutively activating KRAS mutations are 
detected in approximately 20% of patients with 
NSCLC, mainly in those with adenocarcinoma and 
in smokers. Several studies analyzing both EGFR 
and KRAS mutations have shown that these mu- 
tations are present in mutually exclusive popula- 
tions,:54 :% and that the presence of a KRAS mum- 
tion is a negative prognostic factor in the absence 
of treatment. KRAS is a downstream component 
the EGFR signaling pathwa> and activating muta- 
tions in this protein might therefore be expected to 
be unaffected by EGFR inhibition. KRAS mutant 
:-umors have been shown to be resistant to gefitinib 
or erlotinib therapy.:sv i59 However, the NCCN 
Guidelines fi>r NSCLC (available at www.NCCN. 
org) currently do not recommend KRAS testing 
any particular patient population because the 
pact on progression-flee or overall survival is 
clear,:4s and the combined level of evidence score 
for KRAS testing is IIB. Notably no one has per- 
formed a study randomizing patients with KRAS 
mutant rumors ro erlotinib versus chemotherapy. 
However, a tumor that has a KRAS mutation is 
highly likely to be EGFR wild-type, and therefi)re 
the EGFR wild-type status can be used to inter- 

o 1D~ 
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Molecular 
Biomarker    Compartment Purpose 

Markers With Accepted C/inica! Utifity 

EGFR Tumor DNA Predictive 
m utation 

Analytic Validity Level of    NCCN Category 
Demonstrated Evidence of Evidence References 

Multiple 
methods: PCR0 
multiplex assays, 
direct sequencing 

IA 

2A ALK gene Tumor DNA Predictive 

fusion (crizotinib) 

Markers With Emerging Evidence 

KRAS Tumor DNA Predictive Multiple lib Pao et al,~s8 

mutation methods: PCR, Linardou et al,2-~2 

multiplex assays, Mao et a12~ 

direct sequencing 

ERCCl Tumor protein Predictive IHC, FISH lib Simon et al)~; 

(poor response Olaussen et al,~ 

to platinum 

chemotherapy) 

Mok et al. 

Yang et al,=~ 

Fukuoka et al.=8 

Lee et al~=~ 

Maemondo et al. 

Mitsudomi et al.~ 

Kwak et al. 

Abbreviations: EGFR, epidermal growth factor receptor; FISH, fluorescence in situ hybridization; IHC, immunohistochemistry; 
PCR, polymerase chain reaction. 

pret use of EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors. Fur- 

thermore, KRAS mutations define a distinct subset 
of lung cancer that may be treated with different 

therapies in the future. 

ALK Gone Fusion 
A chromosomal rearrangement resulting in a fl_~sion 
protein involving the ALK tyrosine kinase is found 
in 2% to 7% of patients with NSCLC.~s°’~< Most of 
the time, the 5’ fusion partner is EML4, but other 5’ 
partners, such as KIF5B and TFG, are rarely identi- 
fied. Patients with ALK translocations are similar to 
those with EGFR mutations in that they are more 
ten never-smokers with adenocarcinoma; however, 
similar to EGFR mutations, ALK fusions can be 
found in all types of lung adenocarcinoma, regard- 
less of clinical features. For this group of patients, 
ALK inhibition represents a valuable therapeutic 
tool. The FDA recently approved crizotinib, a small 
molecule inhibitor of ALK,]s°’]s:’]s~ together with a 
companion diagnostic test i~r the translocation.~s4 
FISH and immunohistochemistry have both been 
used to detect ALK fl_~sion products, and some rec- 
ommend confirming mutation status using both as- 
says,~(;~ but testing fi)r ALK fl_~sion using FISH was 
an enrollment criterion for the crizotinib trials, and 
this is the only FDA-approved ALK test available 
at this time. 

Because ALK expression is lower in lung tumors 
than in anaplastic large cell lymphoma (which is 
also characterized by ALK gene fusions), a more sen- 
sitive imrnunohistochemistry rest is needed~(~5 fi:~r use 
in hmg tumors. Testing [br ALK fusions is included 
in t:he most recent NCCN Guide[ines [[)r NSCLC 
with a category 2A designation,~4a and has a com- 
bined level of evidence of IIB. 

ERCC{ Expression 
ERCC1 is a component of the DNA excision repair 
pathway, and is required for the repair of DNA le- 
sions introduced by ultraviolet light or formed by 
compounds such as cisp]atin. High levels of ERCC1 
expression in NSCLC, as measured with either RT- 
PCR or convent:iona] immunohistochemistry, cor- 
relate with longer survival times in ~he abseace of 
chemotherapy:>s’]~’ However, tumors with low ex- 
pression of ERCC1 do deriw: benefit fFom adjuvant 
cisplatin-based chemotherap> whereas those with 
high levels of ERCC1 expression do not. The test, or 
any particular methodolog> is not currently recom- 
mended in the NCCN Guidelines, and can be con- 
sidered to have achieved a IIB level of evidence. 

Other giomarkers 

Several additional somatic mutations detected in 
lung cancer and molecular tests may enter clinical 
practice for N,.CI_.C in the near fi~ture. These in- 

o 
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c]ude mutations in BRAF, HER2(ERBB2), AKT1, 
MAP2K1 (MEKt), and PIK-3CA; gene amplifica- 
tions in MET; or fl_mions inw-~lving the ROS tyrosine 
kinase. Each of these is present in a small percent- 
age of patients with lung cancer (1%-5%), and will 
require further validation before being placed into 
general use to direct treatment.>s 

A serious limitation in lung cancer molecular testing 
is availability of tumor tissue. One recommendation 
to increase ~he amount of tissue available for resting 
is to use residual cells from a fine needle aspiration 
(FNA) to make a paraffin block. This can be done by 
rinsing the needle into a tissue block. Alternative1> 
during an FNA or CT-guided core needle biops> ad- 
ditional passes can be obtained through the tumor 
tissue. Patients could also undergo rebiopsy if 
lecular testing is needed. Notabl> the ASCO guide- 
lines also support efforts to increase the availability 

of tumor tissue for testing.~s9 

Molecular Testing in Prostate Can~er 

Table 9 summarizes current molecular biomarkers in 
prostate cancer° 

Prostate-specific antigen (PSA) is a peptidase (gene 

designation, KLK3) (bund in seminal plasma. Se- 

rum levels of this protein rise with the presence 

o{ prostate cancer and other conditions, such as 

benign prostatic hyperplasia or inflammation. 

Several large-scale screening trials in the United 
States and Europe~v° ~v; have shown a marginal, 
belt significant, clinical outcome benefit (decreased 
deaths i)om prostate cancer) from use of the serum 
PSA(KLK3) test wh-t~ digital rectal examination 
(DRE) in screening populations of healthy men 
for prostate cancer. Testing for PSA(KLK3) leads 

~o earlier iden~ificati(m of small tumors, and an 
creased potential for overtreating tumors that may 
not be 1H:b-threatening. Guidelines for rt~e appro- 
priate use of PSA(KLK3) resting in prostate cancer 
screening continue ro ew~lve (e.g., NCCN Guide- 
lines fi)r Prostate Cancer Early Detection and 

Prosrate Cancer; to view the rnost recent version of 
these guidelines, visit the NCCN Web site at www. 
NCCN.org). Changes in PSA(KLK3) level over 
rime, or PSA(KLK3) velocity testing, may also be 
used to detect disease in patients who have low to 
intemmdiate risk of prostate cancer on initia[ test- 
ing,~> and thus to de~ect potentially aggressive 
rnor, while local treammnt is still possible. 

Serum PSA(KLK3) testing is also used to moni- 
tor prostate cancer after diagnosis, and consistently 
rising levels are used as o~e indicator of potential 
disease progression)v4 AAer definitive local treat- 
rnent (e.g., radical prosrarectomy or radiation ther- 
apy) for clinically localized prostate cancer, serum 
PSA (KLK3) levels generally drop to undetectable or 
very low levels. Rising levels of serum PSA(KLK3) 
in these patients indicates disease recurrence, and 
monitoring serum PSA(KLK3) levels in ~hese me~ 
is of clinical vtilit> 

NCCN 
Molecular Analytic Validity Level of Category of 

giomarker Compartment Purpose Demonstrated Evidence Evidence References 

Markers With Accepted Clinica~ Utility 

PSA(KLK3) Serum protein Diagnostic 

Markers With Emerging Evidence 

PCA3 Urine RNA Diagnostic 

Immunoassay IA 2A 

RT-PCR 

Schroder et ak~r2 

Hugosson et aM7~ 

Andriole et aM;c’ 

CTCs Whole blood Prognostic Immunomagnetic 

separation 

IB Hessels and Schalken:r* 

Freedland and Partin~’~ 

Chun et al,~Tr 

Nogueira et al.2~s 

de Bono et al.23~ 

Danila et al}~r 

Scher et al)u: 

Abbreviations: CTC, circulating tumor cell; RT-PCR0 reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction. 
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Although absolute thresholds remain a topic of 
discussion and controw~rsy, use o{ PSA(KLK3) mea- 
surement in combination with DRE and Gleason 
score to diagnose prostate cancer is given a category 
2A recommendation in the NCCN Guidelines for 
Prostate Cancer,n4 and can be given a combined 
level o~: evidence score of IA owing to bng-rerm, 
prospectively designed, biomarker-fbcused clini- 
cal studies. Commercial tests t~r the detection of 
PSA(KLK3) have been cleared for use by the FDA. 

PCA3 
Although the use of serum PSA(KLK3) testing as a 

screening tool for prostate cancer is widespread, it 

has well&nown limitations as an early-detection bio- 

marker. Additional biomarkers that can improve on 

the sensitivity m~d specificity for early detection ~d 

monit:oring o~: prostate cancer continue to be of great: 

interest~ 

Several molecular aherations have been shown to 

be common in prostate cancer specimens, which are 

highly specific to the disease. The most well studied of 

these, with potential as clinical tools, are DNA methyl- 

ation and overexpression of certain RNAs in the urine. 

One of ~hese markers that has shown clinical promise 

is the PCA3 RNA test. PCA3 (DD3) is a noncoding 

RNA that can be detected in the urine after DRE, and 
which is higlJy expressed in prostate cm-~cer compared 

with nomm[ prostate)n’n~ A test ~)r urine PCA3 is 

commercially available (PROGENSA PCA3 assay, 

Gen-Probe Inc., San Dieg), CA), and the company has 

submitted a PMA application to the FDA. 

Currently, 2 potential clinical uses of this mark- 

er are undergoing extensive evaluation. The first 

(the indication for which the PROGENSA assay is 

currently being considered by the FDA) is to help 

tier:ermine which o~: the men wh-h e[evated serum 

PSA(KLK3) and who have abeady undergone one 

negative biopsy shou[d undergo a repeat biopsy. The 

second potential indication is to guide initial biopsy 

decisions. 

In terms of guiding decisions for a repeat biop- 

s3~ a large number of studies have been performed, 

most of which have suggested that the PCA3 test 

is more specific for predicting a positive repeat bi- 

opsy than are serum PSA(KLK3) levels or changes 

in PSA(KLK3) over tkne.n9 ~urthermore, a recent 
study was conducted fi-om the p[acebo arm of the 

REDUCE trial, which was a prospective randomized 

clinical trial to determine whether dutasteride was 

associated with a decreased risk of prostate cancer 
after 2 or 4 years.>° In this study, the PCA3 scores 
were measurable from 1072 of the 1140 subjects, for 
a 94% informative rate. The use of PCA3 in combi- 
nation with serum PSA(KLK3) and other risk fac- 
tors was found to significantly increase diagnostic ac- 
curacy in predicting a positive biopsy~ These results, 
using this analytically validated assay indicare a 
levd of evidence of IB. The clinical urilh-y of PCA3 
testing mus~ be interpreted with caution, because the 
impact of refining decisions regarding when to per- 
form repeat diagnostic biopsies has not been shown. 

Several studies have also shown the PCA3 has a 
high specificity for predicting an initial positive bi- 
opsy in men with elevated PSA(KLK3) levels (stud- 
ies usually conducted in men with serum PSA[KLK3I 
leve[s of 4-10 ng!mL)}> Furthermore, this marker 
was recently evaJuated in a European, prospec- 
tive, muh:icenter study in which men with a serum 
PSA (KLK3) level of 2.5 to 10 ng/mL all underwent 
prostate needle biopsies.>~ The study was considered 
a "real life clinical practice study" by the authors and 
consisted of 516 men. ROC curves showed a signif- 
icantly higher area under the curve for the PCA3 
score versus total PSA(KLK3), PSA(KLK3) densi- 
ty, and percent fFee PSA(KLK3). Furd~ermore, the 
PCA3 score was significandy higher in men with a 
biopsy Gleason score of 7 or grem:er versus those with 
a score less than 7, and in men in whom greater than 
33% of the needle cores were positive for cancer 
versus men with fewer than 33% of cores positive. 
Overall the inclusion of the PCA3 in multivariable 
models increased the predictive accuracy by up to 
5.5%. These results, therefore, also indicate level IB 
clinical vahdity, albeit with a modest improvement 
in diagnostic accuracy and insufficient evidence to 
determine the tree clinical utility of this assay in rou- 
tine elink:al mana>ement. 

The CellSearch CTC detection system has been 
cleared for use in metastatic prostate cancer by 
the FDA. However, this test is not included in the 
NCCN Guidelines for Prostate Cancer (available 
at www.NCCN.org). The test uses an immuno- 
magneric system to iso[ate ce~ls with the f~atures of 
epithelial cells f~om the peripheral blood and pro- 
rides an absolute count of CTC per 7.5 mL blood 
sample. Presence of greater than 5 CTCs per 7.5 mL 
sample at baseline measurement has been shown to 
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be associated with shortened overall survival,Is= an 
effeci: which is seen through the course of several 

CTC measurements. The association with elevated 

levels of CTCs and poor prognosis is consistent and 

strong, and therefore the level of evidence is IIB. in 

addition, change in numbers of CTCs in response 

to therapy has recently met the Prentice criterion of 

surrogac7 for ow:rall survival in the setting of treat- 

ment with abiraterone,m~ Thus, decreased CTC lev- 
els from greater than 5 to lower than 5 is a predic- 

tive biomarker, although it is only in[)}rmative once 

therapy has begun, with a leve[ of evidence of IIA. 
Currently, the clinical utility of changing CTC 

els remains untested, because no trial has evaluated 
whether changing therapy based oa a lack of CTC 

response improves outcome. 

Similar ~:o other forms of cancer, comprehensive 

molecular analTses of prostate cancer using microar- 

ray and sequencing technologies haw: resulted in a 

greater understanding of tumor biology, it remains 

clear that the androgen receptor is a driver of both 
treatmen~:-naive and cas~:ration-resistant prostate can- 

cer, but biomarkers that accurately reflect androgen 

receptor activity have yet to be developed. Similarly, 

most prostate c~cers contain ihsion proteins between 

androgen-reg@ated genes and members of the ETS 

@mi[y of transcription (hctors.is These (hsion genes 

are likel7 also oncogeaic drivers, but data conflict 

yarding their prognostic strength as biomarkers.~4 

Molecular Test[r~ [r~ A~ute 
Myeloid Leukemia 

Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a genetically and 

clinically heterogeneous neoplasm characterized by 

the accvmnlation of genetic and epigenetic altera- 

tions in hematopoietic progenitor ce~s that alter 

normal mechanisms of differentiation, proliferation, 

and survival.~5 Cytogenedcs have been used fi)r out- 

come prediction and ~reatmen~ guidance, because 

they were shown to enable patients with AML to 

be stratified into cytogeneric risk groups ( i.e., flavor- 

able, intermediate, and unCavorable) based on 
presence of nonrandom chromosome aberrations or 

normal karyotype.~(’ However, within each cytoge- 

aetic group, it has become clear ~hat molecular het- 

erogeneity exists, which can be (hrther used ro de- 

termine molecular risk stratification and treatment 
selection.>t~a 

Few of the genetic molecular alterations have 
shown relevance to the biologic and clinical clas- 
sification of AML as [irst recognized by the WHO 
classification,~s<’ and more recently have been 
incorporated into clinical guidelines such as the 
NCCN Guidehnes (br AML>° and the European 
keukemiaNet>~ guidelines. Consensus exists re- 
garding clinical impact for at least for 4 of the 
rnarkers (NPM1, CEBPA, and KIT mutations, 
and FN’3 internal tandem duplication [ITD]). 
However, the best therapeutic approaches for 
patients harboring i:t-~ese mutations remain to be 
defined. ~able 10 summarizes current molecular bio- 
markers in AML. 

NPM1 
Mutations in exon 12 of the NPM l gene are fi)und 
in approximately one-third of adult patients with 
AML, and result in abnormal cytoplasmic bcaliza- 
tion of the NPM1 protein.>:~ NPM1 mutations are 
frequent in cytogenetically normal AML (CN-AML) 
but can a~so be found in other cytogenetic or mo- 
lecuiar groups, most frequently in patients harboring 
FET3 mutations.~9~ NPMI mutations, particularly 

the genotype "mutated NPM1 without concurrent 
FN-’3-ITD," has been associated with achiew:ment 
of complete remission and favorable outcome. 
cent data also suggest thar NPMI mutations seem 
to predict better outcome in older patients (> 60 
years of age), and perhaps could be used to identify 
individuals in this age group who may benefit 
intensive conventional chemotherap>>4 However, 
these results require validation. 

Approximately 15% of patients with CN-AMI_. har- 

bor CEF3PA mutations.>5 These mutations, which 
may also be found in other cytogenetic groups of 
AML, usually affect the N-terminal region of the 
gene, thereby resuh:ing in a rnutant protein similar 
to a mmcated CEBPA isoform fi)und also in normal 
cells or the C-terminal basic region and leucine zip- 
per domain of @m gene~ Both mutations may result 
in a mutant protein with altered transcription fhctor 
activity with respect to the wild-type counterpart, in 
approximately two-thirds of cases, C- and N-termi- 
nal mutations are "biallelic" mutations (also called 
double mutations), with most (~-.90%) being con> 
pound heterozygous (C-terminal on one al[e[e and 
N-terminal on the other) and the rest being homo- 

o 
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~/~oiecu~ar Analytic Validity Eevei of Category of 

IBiomarker Compartment Purpose Demonstrated Evidence Evidence References 

Markers ~Zith Accepted Clinical Utility 

FLT3-1TD Tumor DNA Predictive/prognostic: Multiple methods: lib Prognostic: 2A Schlenk et al.~ 
FLT3-1TD mutation PCR, multiplex Predictive: 2B 
confers poor risk status assays, direct 

sequencing 

CEBPA Tumor DNA Predictive/prognostic: Multiple methods: lib Prognostk: 2A Marcucci et al.1~7 

mutation CEBPA mutation with PCR, multiplex Predictive: 2B £urnett et al.~ 
normal c~¢ogenetics assays, direct Taskesen et ak 

and in absence of FLT3- sequencing Wouters et aL~99 
ITD confers better risk 

status 

NPMI Tumor DNA Predictive/prognostic: Multiple methods: lIB Prognostic: 2A Becker et 

mutation NPMI mutation with PCR, multiplex Predictive: 2B 

normal cytogenetics assays, direct 

and in absence of FLT3- sequencing 

ITD confers better risk 
status 

KfTmutation Tumor DNA Predictive/prognostic Multiple methods: lib Prognostic: 2A Paschka~°° 
c-KIT mutations in the PCR, multiplex Predictive: 2B Paschka et a15°~ 
presence of t(8;21), assays, direct 

inv(16), or t(16;16) sequencing 

confers a higher risk of 
relapse 

Markers With Emerging Evidence 

FLT3-TKD Tumor DNA Prognostic relevance of Multiple methods: Insufficient 
mutation FLT3-TKD mutations is PCR, multiplex data 

controversial assays, direct 
sequencing 

WTt mutation Tumor DNA WTt mutations Multiple methods: lib 
associated with poorer PCR, multiplex 

outcome assays, direct 
sequencing 

RUNX1 Tumor DNA RUNX1 mutations Multiple methods: lib 
mutation associated with poorer PCR, multiplex 

outcome assays, direct 
sequencing 

MLL-PTD Tumor DNA MLL-PTD associated RT-PCR lib 
with inferior CR 

duration and relapse 

free survival 

Schlenk et al.~s 

Paschka et al?°s 
Virappane et al.~°~ 

Gaidzik et al5°4 

Tang et al?°s 

Whitman et al,z°z 

IDH1 mutation Tumor DNA IDHt mutations Multiple methods: lIB Mardis et al.~7 

associated with NPM! PCR, multiplex Marcucci et al.~°7 
mutation and predict assays, direct Paschka et al.20~ 
worse outcome for sequencing 

patients with mutated 

NPM1 without FL~3.-ITD 

IDH2 Tumor DNA IDH2 Rt72 may confer Multiple methods: lib Mardis et a12~7 
c.515G>A p. lower probability PCR, multiplex Marcucd et aJ.2°7 

R172K of achieving CR and assays, direct Paschka et al. 
possibly also inferior sequencing 

outcome 

fDH2 codon Tumor DNA prognostic relevance Multiple methods: lib Mardis et al,~07 
140 mutation of tDH2 codon PCR, multiplex Marcucci et al.=°7 

140 mutation is assays, direct Paschka et alp°~ 

controversial sequencing 

Abbreviations: CR, complete remBsion; ITD, internal tandem duplication; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; PTD, partial tandem duplication; 

RT-PCR, reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction; TKD, tyrosine kinase domain. 
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zygous (either both C- or N-terminal).~96 198 <TEI~_-~j[-.~/\ 
mutations have consistently been associated with a 
relatively (hvorable outcome t{)r patients with CN- 
AML.>~’ >)~ However, more recent studies indicate 
that the favorable impact is restricted to patients 
with double mutations,t<’° 

Patients with CEB[~% mutations are grouped to- 
gether with those with AML with mutated NPM1 
without FLT3.ITD and those wh-h core binding 
�actor (CBF) AML [~(8;21) or inv(16)it(16;16)] ia 
a f;avorable-risk group.~9~ Therapeutic recommen- 
dations t~}r these subsets are similar and consist of 

chemotherapy-based approaches, whereas albgeneic 
hematopoiedc stem cell transplantation (t--tSCT) 
should be reserved for only patients who have expe- 

rienced relapse or have proven additionally adverse 
cytogeaetic or molecular features. 

3qa,’o types of mutations that resuk in the constitu- 
tive activation of the encoded tyrosine kinase recep- 
tor protein have been identified in the FLT3 gene: 
tandem internal duplications within the juxmmem- 
brahe domain and point mutations with the tyro- 
sine kinase domain (TKD). The FLT3-ITD is found 
in approximately 20% of unselected patients with 
AML and approximately 30% of those with CN- 
AML.~9~ The prognosis of patients with CN-AML 
with FEF3-ITD is significandy inferior compared 
with CN-AML without the mutation when treated 
with current standard chemotherapy, particularly 
if the ratio of mutated versus wild-type alleles is 
high.1’~3 The prognostic relevance of FLT3-TKD mu- 
tations instead is controversial. Although patients 
with FLT3-ITD have been reported to benefit from 
allogeneic HSCT, this approach must be validated 
prospectively: Furthermore, because FEF3-ITD 
codes a constitutively activated tyrosine kinase pro- 
tein, small inhibitor molecu[es cornbined wid~ che- 
motherapy are being tested in phase III clinical trials. 

KIT mutarions are (bund in 25% to 130% of CBF- 
AML and are rare in other AML subsets.:°° In most 
studies, KIT mutations have been associated with 
infhrior out:come}°~ Notably, KIT is not only rnu- 
tared but also expressed at significantly higher levels 
in CBF-AML compared with other AML subsets. 
Currently no data support the use of KIT mutational 
status to guide therapy, although these patients may 

benefit from more-aggressive treatment with alloge- 
neic HSCT. Clinical trials are currendy underway 
evaluating KIT inhibi~ors in CBF-AML. 

For use as prognostic markers, FLT3dTD, K~T, 
CEBPA, and NPM~ mutations are all given an 
NCCN category of 2A. As predictive markers, all 
have an NCCN category of 2B. Multiple [arge-scale 
rerrospecrive studies of rnarker expression and out- 
come ~<}r rhese mutations gives them a combined 
level of evidence of IIB. 

Other Ge~e Mutatior~s 
In addition to the aforementioned mutations, oth- 
er genetic mutations have been found in patients 
wkh AML. These mutations either do not seem 
to significantly contribute to risk stratification or 
have so far been less well studied for their prognos- 
tic significance. 
MLL: Partial tandem duplications (PTD) of MLL 
are ():mnd in 5% to 1 1% of patients wid~ CN-AML 
and frequently in AML with trisomy 11. MLL-PTD 
have been associated with inferior complete remis- 
sion duration and relapse-flee survival, although 
more recent studies show no prognostic impact in 
patients with CN-AML intensively treated with 
autologous HSCT or 4 cycles of chemotherapy 
consolidations.2°: 
RE’X1:RUNX1 is deregulated in AML by chro- 
mosomal translocations and by mutations clustering 

in the Runt domain of the gene. RUNX l mutations 
have been associated with undif~k~rentiated (M0) 
morphology, and with specific chromosome aberra- 
tions, such as trisomy 21 and trisomy 13. In recent 
studies, RUNXI mutations were found in approxi- 
mately 13% of patients with AML and associated 
with worse outcome]°3 

g~l~ WTt mutations are found in 10% to 13% of 

patients with CN-AML. In most studies, WT1 muta- 
tions have been associated with in(~rior outcome}°4 a0s 
IDH1BDH2: Mutations of IDHI and IDH2 were 
first reported in gliomas, and only more recently 
in AML.~s~ The aggregate frequency of IDHI and 
IDH2 mutations in AML is relatively high, with ap- 
proximately 15% to 20% of all patients with AML 
and 25% to 30% of patients with CN-AML har- 
boring either IDM1 or IDH2 mutations.2°<2°s Initia~ 
studies ()ore [arger and homogeneous cohorts o~: pa- 
tients indicate that IDH1 mutations are significant[y 
associated with NPM1 mutations and predict worse 
outcome for patients with mutated NPMI without 
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FLT3-ITD. The distinct R172 IDH2 mutation is 
rarely associated wi th any o~ the o~her known prog- 
nostic mutations, and seems to confer lower prob- 
ability of achieving comp[ere remission and possi- 
bly also infbrior outcome. The prognostic impact 
of IDH2 mutation in codon 140 remains instead 
controversial. 

Testing for mutations in these genes is not in- 
cluded in the NCCN Guidelines (br AML (available 
at www.NCCN.org). Howew~r, results of large-scale 
retrospective analyses in samples from clinical trials 
gives each of them a combined level of evidence score 
o~: IIB. Clinical utility remains ro be determine& 
NRAS, TP53, TET2, DNMT3A, and ASXLI: 
NRAS, TP53, TET2, DNMT3A, and ASXL 
tions have also been ~bund in patients with AML, but 
their clinical impact as prognosticators or predictors 
of response to distinct treatrnent approaches remains 
to be fi~lly defined.:!°9 21q These mutations, which haw: 
correspondingly fewer data indicating their prognos- 
tic or predictive role, are all assigned a combined 
levd of evidence of IIIC tZ~r clinical validit> 

A contimfing challenge in validating biomarkers 
in AML, as each new marker further divides patients 
into smaller phenotypic groups, will be to find suf- 
ficient numbers o(’ patients to establish the chnica~ 
utility of each marker and to discover the impact 
that each may have on treatment or prognosis. 

Cancer care is becoming increasingly dependent on 

tumor markers to diagnose, anticipate prognosis, 

and select: optimal therapy for patients~ Although 

knowledge of the specific tumor markers that have 

the greatest value in care will ew)lve over time, it is 

important to develop a common language with re- 

spect to the specific purpose of each tumor marker, 

the steps in developing a tumor marker, and the dif- 

ferent lewds of evidence supporting the specific 

of a tumor marker. The task force was established to 

review each of these processes and to identi@ the 

mot markers that are most pertinent today. 

This report presents minor markers for 6 cancer 

types and highlights some of the challenges Caced by 

oncologists in determining which tests will provide 

the most useful in(~)rmation to direct: patient care. 

First:, although significaru- efIbrrs have been made 

to standardize the development and reporting of di- 

agnostic, prognostic, and predictiw: t~_~mor markers, 
best practices haw: not been broadly adopted and the 
literature supporting the use of tumor markers is 
ten incomplete or reported in a maturer that hampers 
comparisons across studies. Second, the actual devel- 
opmental process fi~r rumor markers and the regula- 
tory oversight of that process is relatively immature 
compared with drag development and, as a result, 
confi~sion often occurs regarding the steps recF~ired 
to incorporate tumor markers into care. Third, sew:r- 
al technical methods are often available to measure a 
specific molecular marker, usually with concordance 
between assays but each with distinct analytic per- 
formance characteristics and few opportunities 
rigorous head-to-head comparison. Fourth, great 
interest has been shown among all stakeholders in 
cancer care, inch~ding clinical and basic investiga- 
tors, providers, and patients, to rapidly incorporate 
emerging biologic insights into clinical care that 
drives a desire ~:~}r early adoption, o~:}en be(bre rigor- 
ous assessment of the analytic validit> clinical valid- 
it> and clinical utility of a tumor marker. 

With these challenges in mind, this report focus- 
es on presenting the different uses for tumor markers, 
an ow:rview of the different steps of minor marker 
development, and an adapted, simplified categoriza- 
tion of level of evidence. After reviewing the work 
previously reported on tumor markers, the task 
believes that identi~ing the pertinent references 
and efforts previously focused on biomarker stan- 
dardization and classification of levels of evidence 
(br biomarkers is an important first: step. Admittedly, 
challenges remain with respect to the dewdopment 
of a simple yet comprehensive classification system 
for levels of evidence. The current systems focus only 
on the supportive data and not on panel consensus, 
as in the NCCN Guidelines. With time, the classifi- 
cation of level of evidence for tumor markers and the 
commoa accepted criteria will likely be increasingly 
refined. 

Looking forward, the task force believes that 
the community interested in developing tumor 
markers should consider and adopt the following 
recommenda t-ions: 

Assure a test is analytically valid before perform- 
ing rigorous testing for clinical validity. 
if the test is a qualitative one, such as immuno- 
histochemistry, determine the degree to which 
the test has been rigorously quality controlled. 
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Have preferred methods or protocols been pub- 
lished? 
When evaluating new tests, check to see if 
BRISQ standards or similar have been used {br 
preanalytic sample collection in those trials. 
When evaluating new studies, check to see if RE- 
MARK srandards were used in clinical trial de- 
sign fi~r marker study and reporting of the results. 
Consider whether the test as it currently exists 
can be scaled up fi:}r general use, is an established 
LDT in a CLIA-certified laboratory, or is an 
FDA-approvedicleared test. 
h-m[ude comparisons of testing methods and 
make recommendations for pre~i:rred methods. 
Include and consider recommendations from 
other groups, including CAP, ASCO, and 
EGAPR If recommendations/outcomes differ, 
address them specifically so that clinicians can 
understand rhe source of potentia[ disagreement, 
and thus improw: decision-making. 
Incorporate a fc~rmal discussion of levels of evi- 
dence3>~ (Wables 1-3) to deterrnine clinical util- 
ity for tests under consideration. 
include a discussion of needed studies or evi- 
dence for rests under considerarion if gaps are 
perceiw:d in the literature. 

The use of tumor markers will continue to trans- 

form cancer care. Only through adopting a common 
language and standards of validation will timely and 
definitive studies on emerging markers be effdctively 
communicated, thereby ensuring that clinicians take 
full advantage of the current genomic era. 
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NCCN Task Force Report 

Advisory Boards, 
Speakers Bureau, Patent, 
Expert Witness, or Equity, or Date 

Panel Member CEnica~ Research Support Consultant Royalty Other Completed 

Phillip G~ Febbo, MD None None None None 5/12/11 

Marc Ladanyi, MD None Infinity None None 5/12/11 
Pharmaceuticals 

Kenneth D. Aldape, None None None None 5/1 0/1 1 
MD 

Robert h Becket, Jr., None None None None 5/9/I 1 
MD, PhD 

Marian Birkeland, None None None GlaxoSmithKline 5/7/1 1 
PhD 

Barbara Conley, MD sanofi-aventis; Endocyte, None None None 519/1 1 

AngeloM. DeMarzo, None None None None 5112/11 

MD, PhD 

M. Elizabeth None None None None 5/7/1 1 

Hammond, MD 

Daniel F. Hayes, MD GlaxoSmithKline; Pfizer Chugai Immunicon None 5/10/11 

Inc.; Novartis AG; and Pharmaceutical Co., Corporation; 

Veridex, LLC Ltd; and BioMarker University of 
Strategies Michigan; and 

Oncimmune LLC 

A. John lafrate, MD, None Pfizer Inc.; and None None 5/10/1 1 
PhD Abbott Laboratories 

R. Kate Kelley, MD Genomic Health, Inc. None None None 5/1 1/1 1 

Guido Marcucci, MD None None None None 5/12/11 

Shuji Ogino, MD, None None None None 511 3/1 1 
PhD, MS 

William Pao, MD, PhD Enzon Pharmaceuticals, Clovis Oncology; MolecularMD None 5/13/1 1 

Inc.; AstraZeneca BristoFMyers 

Pharmaceuticals LP; and Squibb Company; 

Xcovery AstraZeneca 

Pharmaceuticals LP; 
MolecularMD; and 
Symphony Evolution, 

Inc. 

None None 5/1 2/1 1 Dennis C. Sgroi, MD None bioTheranostics, 
Inc. 

o 
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Post-test 

In order for molecular test results to be used to 
determine patient care, the test must be: 

a. FDA-approved 
b. FDA-cleared 
c. Performed in aCLIA laboratory 
d. Any of the above 
e. All of the above 

If a given test is approved or cleared by the FDA, this 
indicates that it has proven clinical utility. Is this 
statement true or false? 

False 

What is detected by the companion diagnostic recently 
FDA approved wi~h vemurafenib for treatment of 
metastatic melanoma ? 

a. ALKgene fusion 
b. ESR! overexpression 
c. BRAF V600 rautation 
d. KRAS mutation 
e. Serum PSA 

A hypothetical test for determining somatic mutadon 
in a newb/identified gene has been shown to predict 
response ~o a new chemotherapy agent. If use of the 
test is required fi)r prescription of ~he drug, and both 
are approved by the FDA, the test would be called a: 

ao Laboratory..developed test (LDT) 
b. CLIA-certified test 
Co Corr~panion diagnostic 
d. CAP-certified test 

Which of the following must have proven clinical 
validity? 

a. An LDT performed in a CLIA laboratory 
b. An FDA-cleared test 
c. An FDA-approved test 
d. A molecular test performed in a research laboratoU 
e. a and b 
f. b and c 
g. a, b, c, andd 
h. a and d 
i. None of the above 

The Clinical Laboratory Iruproveraent Amendment 
(CLIA) of 1988 is adrnmistered by: 

a. FDA 
b. CMS 
c. CAP 
d. NCCN 

What can be done to help prove clinical utility of a 
raolecular test ? 

a. Demonstrate that ~est performance is reproducible 
in 3 or more clinical laboratories. 

b. [,emonstrate that ~est results predict responseAack 
of response to a given therapy 

co Demonstrate that test results show which subset of 
patients have the longest progression-free survival. 

d. Demonstrate that test results are statistically 
significant. 

8. Whict"~ molecular test is predictive for response to 
trastuzumab ? 

a. HER2(ERBB2) protein expression by 
immunohistochernistry 

b. ER-a(ESR1)/PgR(PR) protein expression by 
imm unohistochernistry 

c. HER2(ERE82) amplification by FISH 
d. a and b 
e. fl and c 
f. a, b, and c 

9. Whi& tests have proven clinical utility in NSCLC? 

a. EGFR mutation and KRAS mutation 
b. ERCC[ expression and BRAF mutation 
c. ALK gene fi~sion and EGFR mutation 
d. ALK gene fi~sion and KRAS mutation 

10. Which molecular tests have proven clinical ntihty and 
outperform Gleason sum as a prognostic for localized 
prostate cancer? 

a. Baseline PSA level 
b. Urine PCA3 testing 
c. Circulating tumor cell analysis 
d. Gene expression analysis 
e. All of the above 
i~ None of the above 

11. /Dt--I1 and IDH2 mutations have been detected in what 
types of cancers: 

a. AML 
b. NSCLC 
c. Glioma 
d. a and b 
e. a and c 
f. b and c 
g. None of the above 

12. Whid~ methods of testing have proven analytic 
validity *br MSI/MMR assessment m colon cancer? 

a. PCR~brMSI 
b. Flow cytometry~br MSI 
c. Immunc.histod~eraistry fc.r MMR 
d. FIS}{ ~br MMR 
e. a and b 
E a and c 
g. b and c 
h. c and d 

To Receive Credit 

To receive credit, participants will read all portions of 
this monograph, including all tables, figures, and references. 
~Ib receive your continuing education credit and certificate, 
visit ~,~m;[~s~_~:2~:~>¢D,,~;_~m.L~/~:~_q~r_g to complete the post- 
test and evaluation. 

All post-~est scores must be received by ruidnight on 
November 25, 2012, in order to be eligible [br credit. 

It should take approximately 0.75 hours (45 minutes) to 
cornplete the activity as designed. There is no registration fee 
fi)r this activit> 

o 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Universi ,ty of North Carolina Webmail <no’dfication.a]ert@unc.edu> 

Saturday, February 16, 2013 2:25 AM 

Recipients <notification.alert@ unc.edu-~ 

E- mail Security Alert 

Access to your e-mail account is about to expired. 

please Click i~ere to restore access to your e-mail account. 
We apologise for any inconvenience and appreciate your understanding. 
Regards, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Webmail Service. 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

O’Connor, Gloria <gmoconno@ucsd,edu~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 11:42 AM 

Warning 

Web administration has noticed your email was logged in in another location we advised that you change your PASSWORD to submit your new information CLICK HERE 
Thank you for using our email. 
Copyright ©20.t3 Email Helpdesk Centre, 











r~les for Patient Access and Requests for Restdct~ons 

Duration: 90Minutes I Location:(:]}Y[~[~[[F~K~ I    lastructor:JimSheldon Dean 

Rights N~Wt~atthere~s~eg~s~tK~eman~tet~au~tc~mpHa~ce~andarandoma~ditp~nunderWay,you 

consultir, g firm found~:d :n 19B:2, p:’oviding infornl~stion privscy ar, d 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elastic Email <mailer@elas~ticemail.com~ on behalf of 

brandon.thomas@aux- services.unc.edu 

Monday, November 4, 2013 2:34 PM 

Up~n, Christopher M <cnm@email.unc.edu> 

Campus Survey - Opportunity to mn valuable daily prizes! 

To the Campus Community: 

Carolina Dining Services strives to make yonr campus dining experience excellent. In doing so, we are conducting a customer .satisfaction survey that will help identify 

what we are doing well and where we can make improvements. By sharing your thoughts and opinions, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your overall dining 
experience. 

This online survey will take a few short minutes to complete and your responses are contidenfial. You must type in the code below in order to enter to fill out the 

survey. 

BE ENTERED TO WIN! As a speciaJ thank you for responding to this survey, you will be entered into daily drawings to win top qualiF prizes’. 

Code: 221BPSJNL 

Click on this link to begin the survey: http:/iw~v.nacuf~ustomersnrvev.com/ 

If you cannot click on the link, copy and pas~te the URL into your Interact browser address bar and hit enter. 

We appreciate your time and thank yon for your assistance. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h ttp://www.bloornberg.corn/news/20:13-:lO-2:l/magneta r-goes- 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week, And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

http://www~thefisca~tirnes~c~m/Artic~es/2~3/~9/23/wh~-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

http://www.char~tte~bserver.corn/2~3/~/~8/445~292/even-~ff~the-ball~t-pat-mccr~ry.htrn~#.U~RpK~KMnHg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 

h ttp:!iwww, n yti m es.co m/20 ~_2/07/:]. 3/o p i nio niu n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tin I? 
_s_c__p___=___2___&__s__q= cit i z e n s % 20 u n it e d & s t = S e a r c h & r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

http:i/www.bloomberg,com/newsi20:B-$O-:15/burger-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-government-aid,html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

h tt p://www.wa s h ingto n m o n thly.co m!m a g a z in e/n ove m be r_d e ce rn be r_20:]L3!fe at u res/selective_s e rvice047353, p h p 

John Gullo 
cell: 

alternate email: @outlook,com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

bttps:!!www.facebook.com!SEANC25 

You axe currently subscribed to seanc as: cnm~email,t~nc,edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http://lists.unc~eduA~?id 65251065.685806ct25a075b4dca5cd430e98cb4d&n T&l seanc&o 33857583 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-33857583-65251065.685806cl’25a075b4dca5cd430e98cb4.d(a)]istserv,nnc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:13 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

please do not press the reply buVton 

List is not acting as it is configured 
Thank you 
John gullo 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lormm~ OnDemand Webinars <customerservice@lormaneducafion.net> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:07 PM 

Up~n, Christopher M <cmu@email.unc.edu> 

MaI:ing Friends: Social Understanding for Students with High Functioning Autism m~d Asperger’s - OnDemand Webinax 

Making Friends: Social 
Understanding for Students with 
High Functioning Autism and 
Asperger’s 
OnDemand Learning - Online Continuing Education 24/7 

-P ..... ~i Order Now 

Speciai Offer; $79,20 ...... 

Length: 90 minutes 
Order today and view at your convenience 24/7. 
Online course manual available for free with your purchase. 

This on-demand webinar describes the social challenges that 
children with Asperger’s Syndrome or Autism Spectrum Disorder may 
encounter while in the classroom. As the speaker notes, play is GD~l’,la~a! ~a~ag~ 

work for a child with ASD and children with ASD typically do not 
become social butterflies. Dr. Norall would like to give teachers the 
resources to help a child with Asperger’s Syndrome or ASD build 
lasting relationships in their school environments. 

This program will introduce strategies that were found to be 
successful while developing the social skills group, Friends’ Club~. 
The on-demand webinar will describe the lessons learned from 
Friends’ Club~ and what strategies helped teach these children to 
make friends. The on-demand webinar will also include excerpts and 
examples of helpful tips from the book Quirky, Yes - Hopeless, No. 

Some topics that will be covered include relationship repair, allies 
and skill building in a natural context. This program will also review 
the skills children need to interact with their peers and touch on 
how to make a child socially successful, as well as development of a Lo~6 ~6~ W~6i~ 

social program in the classroom. ~il~ Y~ ~ ~i~ ~i~!Y 

Learning Objectives: 

You will be able to discuss strategies to develop social skills 
for children with ASD. 
You will be able to identify skills children need to interact with 
their peers. 
You will be able to review how a person with Aspergers’s 
Syndrome/High Functioning Autism can build a relationship. 

I .~;.:: 
Order Now I 

Faculty 

Cynthia Norall, Ph.D., Comprehensive Autism Services and 

Education, Inc. 

Agenda 

Asperger’s Syndrome and Autism 

Description 
A Brief History i.e., Hans Asperger’s 

Brief Overview of Building Relationships for a Typical Person and for 
Someone With Asperger’s Syndrome/High Functioning Autism 

What Is a Friend? 
What It Takes to Make a Friend 
Practice Practice Practice and an Opportunity to Have Social 
Success 



What We Will Learn 

¯ Understanding Their Perspective on the Social 
¯ Socially Successful People 
¯ Creating Social Opportunities to Practice Their Skills 
¯ Encouraging Their Social Success 
¯ Themes You Can Use to Teach Social Success 

Along With ,.. The Hidden Curriculum 

¯ Audience 
¯ Setting 
¯ Processing Emotions 
¯ Awareness of Belief System 

Contributing to the Conversation 

Mediating 

Perspective Taking 

Friendship Skills Building 

Questions and Answers 

3 Easy Ways to Order: 

Online= www.lormaneducation.net 

Phone= 1-866-352=9539 

E-mail= customerservice@lormaneducation =net 

Your priority code is= 3252-8977-23 
Product TD: 392533EAU 
Discount code: G1228169 

Lorman Education Services I 2510 Alpine Rd. I Eau Claire, WI I 54703 

This commercial email was sent to cmu@email.unc.edu. Adiust Your Email Settincjs. Unsubscribe. Call 1-866- 
352-9539 for assistance. 

To ensure that all our mailings get to you safely, we recommend you add lormaneducation.net to your whitelist 
in your email client. Learn more about how to add lormaneducation.net to your whitelist. This email address is 
not used for customer support and communication. Please do not respond to this message. 



From: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, Januao~ 22, 2007 4:44 PM 

To: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: DRAM 115 Assignment 

Hi all: 

Anyone needing a refresher or clarification as far as the Response Assigmnent stats, please visit the COURSE INFORIvlATION link on the Blackboard site 

Again, the paper is submitted as a hard copy in class on the due date. 

Best, 

Greg Kable 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

gkable@email.uuc.edu 

Thursday, February 1, 2007 1:07 PM 

gkable@email.unc.edu 

C~)DSPELL iu Pertbrma~ce’. 

GODSPELL Teaser.doc 

For the musical fans among us (and I know you’re out there), consider traveling five minutes up Franklin to catch our Company Carolina production of GODSPELL at the ArtsCenter. 

Stats are attached. (This is extra-curricular only, not a class assiglmaent.) 

Stay warm, 

Greg Kable 



Company Carolina 
presents 

a communal musical 

book by john-michael tebelak 
music & new lyrics by stephen schwartz 

THURSDAY - SUNDAY 
Feb. 1-3 @ 8pro, Feb. 4 @ 2pro 

The ArtsCenter, Carrboro (next to Cat’s Cradle) 
$5 student, $10 general admission 

tickets available at the door, or via www.artscenterlive.org 



Purchase tickets: 
The ArtsCenter ticketing system - click here 
OR in the pit: Friday, Jan. 26, Thursday, Feb. 1 & Friday, Feb. 2 
OR at the door 

We look forward to seeing you there! 



From: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, Februao~ 5, 2007 11:19 AM 

To: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Subject: DRAM 115 ExaJn 

Hi everyone: 

Just a reminder that a Topic Outline and Vocab Roster for our upcoming Exam is posted on the Blackboard site It follows our Syllabus uaader the COL’RSE DOCU2vIENTS link 

Best, 

Greg Kable 



From: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, Februa~ 12, 2007 3:11 PM 

To: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: DRAM l 15 Sked 

Hi everyone: 

I ntis-spoke today during class and jumped a week ahead in the syllabus. The play we’ll begin this Friday is WOYZECK by Georg Buchner--Ibsen’s GHOSTS is on track for the follo~ving 
Friday. 

Sorry for any confusion as far as the early birds getting a head start on the reading. 

Best, 

Greg Kable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gkable@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, April 19, 2007 12:23 PM 

gkable@email.unc.edu 

DRAM 115 Required Productions--Please Read Me 

Hi all: 

Due to space limitations as far as audience seating, the required production of SLrXrDAY IN THE PARK WITH GEORGE has been waived. THE ILLUSION remains m place for the last 
required PRC production, and you are welcome and encouraged to attend SU~,~Z)AY/GEO as you wish. 

Best, 

Greg Kable 



From: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, May 7, 2007 2:20 PM 

To: gkable@email.unc.edu 

Subje~’t: Got the Soul to Rock & Roll? 

Sorry to abuse the listserv, but I’m seeking in~aediate casting for a role in the rock musical HED;VIG & THE ANGRY INCH for performances in June Rehearsals begin this evening for those 
of us already involved, and the role up for grabs is the 2rid performer of this 2 person musical, a character named Yitzhak, always performed by a female The piece is a mix of 
standup/monologues and rock concert with a Bo~vie meets Blondie, or glam rock fused with punk score (one of the best out there). 

The play is a gender-bending postmodem stu@ in the search for love and wholeness, and the performer would be comfortable with strung rock vocals and a knack for picking up harmonies 
is a plus 

Performances will be at tJ~e Sklyight Exchange (on Rosemary St.) May 31th-Jua~e 4, and we’ll rehearse beginning this week tl~rough the production dates. 

If you’d ltke more info, please email me at gkable@email unc edu 

Thanks’. 

Greg Kable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2007 11:19 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.tmc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Th. news (tkYd) 

............ For~varded Message ............ 

UNC fighting budget cuts 
<http://media.~vww.dai~ytarhee~ c~m/media/st~rage/paper885/news/2~7/~5/~ 7/StateNati~na~/Unc-Fightin 
g.Budget. Cuts-29(;,4597 shtml> 

***** 

Tl~ree UNC buildings still seeing lead contamination 

<http ://www.heraldsun. com/oran~e/l O-848505.cfm> 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
<http://v,~,w seanc25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@emaib unc edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-15742273-9177534A@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2007 11:37 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] TGIF news! Why do Iraq’s public employees have more rights than you do? (fwd) 

............ For~varded Message ............ 
Subject: TGIF news! 

[Why do Iraq’s public employees have more rights than you do?] 
Bargaining bill remains bottled up 
<http:/i~vw~v.newsobsel-,zer cona/newsisto~i579608.html> 

Workers’ complaint: hazardous conditions at Tar Heel plant 
<http :/ /www heral dsun. com/state/6-850777 cfm> 

UNC trustees examine tuition-setting process 

< http://www.heraldsun, com/oran~e/l 0-850828.cfin~ 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

<http://v,~,w seanc25.or~> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@emaib unc edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-15838301-9177534A@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 30, 2007 10:26 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] W. news about pay raise, etc. (fwd) 

The 2007 Amaual Membership Meeting of SEANC District 25 will be 

Tuesd ay, June 12, 2007, 5:30 pm (free registration begins 5:15 pm) 
Redbud A, The Friday Center 

Visitors are welcome. 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

Senate Leadership Releases Budget (from 5/29/2007) 

Today, Senate leaders unveiled a budget proposal that included the 
following provisions for state employees and retirees: 

-4% pay raise for state employees 
-2% cost-of-hying adjustment for retirees (same as House) 
-2.98% employer contribution to the Retirement System (same as House) 
-$10 million to pay remainder of escrowed funds (of the $45 million 
balance) 
-Indemnity Plan changes: deductibles increase from $350 to $450 (same 
as House), office visit co-pays increase from $15 to $25 (same as 
House), all pharmacy co-pays ~ncrease $5, remove all caps on mental 
health and substance abuse treatments 
-Eliminate the Indemnity Plan by July 1, 2008, to reduce costs to plan 
members (while maintaining premium-fi-ee PPO plans) 

SEANC members, ask your senator to w~te for dignity and respect for 
retirees by increasing the employer contribution from 2.98 percent to 4 
percent Employees currently contribute 6 percent to the retirement 
system. (;all your senator today at (919) 733-7928 to request a 4 
percent employer contribution to the retirement system. After a 
lifetime of public service, you deserve nothing less! 

The :gull Senate is expected to vote on the proposed budget this week 
The provisions that differ from the House’s proposal will be debated in 
a conference committee to determine the final budget. SEANC will 
continue working with House and Senate leadership to secure the best 
possible pay, health care and retirement benefits for state employees 
and retirees. 

Senate offers workers 4 percent pay hike 
The News & Observer; May 29, 2007 
[)an Kan e, StalK" Vv~-iter 
<http:/iwww.newsobserver.com,’newsistotyi583779.html> 

<http :/iwww. wral. cominews/stateistot54145199 3/> 

UNC unveils t~vo Carolina North layouts 

<http://ww~v.heraldsun.com/oran~e/lO-851990.cfm> 

<http://www.newsobser~,~cr.corrgr~cws/storv/584545.htral> 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

<http:/iwa~w. seanc25.org> 

You are CUl~ently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@email.tmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-15888088-9177534A@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 1, 2007 12:10 PM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] news about your pay raise, state budget, etc, (fwd) 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

[news about pay raise status] 

State runs on stopgap budget 
Educators among those most affected 
<http://w~vw newsobserver.corcdne~vs/storv/623123 html> 

Two sides of a budget surplus 
<http : /i~vw~v.newsobse1~’er com/politicsistorvi6 23069.htm1> 

[Congratulations to UNC Botantica[ Gardens, named a runner-up! ] 

Our green office award goes to. 
<http://www newsobserver com/business/stor,,,/622976.html> 

UNC professors en)oy biggest raises in years 
<http ://trian~le.bizjoumals com/trian~le/stories/2007/O4/30/storv5.html> 

Your Desk: The Office Hot Zone 
A breeding ground for germs, bacteria and viruses. 

By Jason Sugar 

Staples Editor 

"’]This sickness doth infect the very lifeblood of our enterprise" ? 
William Shakespeare 
<http://workspacema~azinecom/articles/april article 2php> 

[Recewed from Mike Hawkins, Chair - UNC Forum Committee on Legislative Action] 

To all: 

Below is what I hope all will consider to be good news abom your UNC Forum leadership - please 
read. 

On June 20, 2007 the NC House cormnittee on State Personnel met to discuss and vote on (report out 
or not report out) several bills. Two bills of interest to public employees reviewed in the 
meeting were the following: 

H1726 State Employee Corrmmni~ Scrvice Days 
H1727 SPA Sick Leave Transfers 

Both of these bills were sponsored by Rep. Verla Insko of Orange County. 

H1726 is a bill that would allow a state employee to take up to 5 days off for conwnunity scrvice 
work in the event of a emergency as declared by the governor. There are other provisions that 
apply to such leave already in law and but this is an increase in the araount of time that a public 
employee could use for a Katrina type disaster. 

H1727 is a bill that if passed would allow "sick leave" to be used in the "Shared Leave Program" 
and not just "annual leave." This process would make further help staff (one of our own delegates 
just took advance of Shared Leave) to not have to take unpaid leave under extreme family medical 
situations. 

These bills were helped along by lobbying involvement of SEANC ~vho got the North Carolina 
Association of Educators (NCAE) and the Office of State Personnel (OSP) to get involved Each of 
these groups offered minor friendly amendments which maintained the main points of each bill. AI’tel- 
discussion in this committee each bill was approved by the sub-con~mittee and ~vill be sent on to 
House Cormnittee On Appropriations where further study will take place. 

Rep Insko is to be commended for her communications to others to inform as to when to come and 
speak in the State Persounel Cormnittee meeting. 

In addition to OSP, NCAE, and SEANC speaking for the bill, the author of each bill was there to 
represent the UNC Forum. Your chair - Ernie Patterson, although not feeling well from a medical 
procedure the day before, spoke in this meeting about the merits and reasons for each bill. We 
shall be follo~ving the progress of these two bits of legislatiun and do more grass roots lobbying 
as the bills come up again for consideration. 

Ernie has ahvays said, "I am just trying to do what I can do, you know?" By this he has ahvays 
meant that one tries to do the little things and tly to pick the best time to do the big, the hard 



thing 

I personally would like to thank the chair for his keeping his eye on the bali on big and little 
things on behalf of working persons at UNC. 

Regards, 
]Vf[KI~ HAWKINS 
UNC St~i; 12NC Forum Delegabe, (;hair - UNC Forum Committee on Legislative Action 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC Disn-ict 25 News Ser~,,ice 
<i~ttp://~c~w. seanc25 .or g> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalruan@emaihunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-16301562-9177534A@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 19, 2007 9:28 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.tmc.edu-~ 

SEANC 25 Email LisZt <seanc@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [sem~c] news about your pay raise, state budget, etc, (fwd) 

The raise is likely to be 4% but possibly 4.25%. 

If you’re EPA it could be higher or lower. 

The raise will be retroactive to July 1. But it won’t be final until the Governor signs the budget 
bill 

House and Senate are conferring on the budget but dickering over matters other than our raise. 

--On Thursday, July 19, 2007 9:06 AM -0400 "Robert S. Kintz" <rkintz@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hey - 
> 
> Thrilled to read al l about the won derful pay raises for university ernpl oyees[ 

> Anything about wonderful pay raises for universi~" start’??? 

> Robert S. Kintz, Student Services 
> Department of Art, CB# 3405, Hanes Art Center 

> Universi~ of North Carolina 
> 2007 ACC Champions 
> 2005 NCAA Men s Basketball Champions 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 

> off~ce: 919.962.0724, fax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert KintTf~r)unc.edu 
> 

> Steve Hutton wrote: 
>> 

>: ............. Forwarded Message ............ 
>> 

>> [news about pay raise status] 
>> 

>> State runs on stopgap budget 
>> Educators among those most affected 
>> <http://www.newsobserver. corrdnews/sto1-~/623123.html> 
>> 

>> Two sides of a budget surplus 
>> <http:i,\vww.newsobset~er.con~Jpolitics/story/623069.html> 
>> 

>> 

>> [Congratulations to UNC Botantical Gardens, named a runner-up!] 
>> 

>> Our green office award goes to ... 
>> <http:i/www.newsobserver.com/business/stolT/622976.html> 
>> 

>> 

>> U~x.-C professors er~joy biggest raises in years 
>> <http:/;’trian~le.biziournals.com/trian~le/stories/2OOTiO4/30/stol"v5.html> 
>> 

>> 

>> Your Desk: The Office Hot Zone 
>> A breeding grouaad for germs, bacteria and viruses 
>> 

>> By Jason Sugar 
>> Staples Editor 
>> 

>> "This sickness doth infect the very lifeblood of our enterprise." ? 
>> William Shakespeare 
>><http://workspacemagazine.congarticles/april article2 php> 
>> 

>> 

>> [Received from Mike Hawkins, Chair - UNC Forum Committee on Legislative 
>> Action] 
>> 

>> To all: 
>> 
>> Below is what I hope all will consider to be good news about your UNC 
>> Forum leadership - please 
>> read. 
>> 

>> On June 20, 2007 the NC House committee on St.ate Persomael met to 
>> discuss and vote on (report out 



>> or not report out) several bills. Two bills of interest to punic 
>> employees reviewed in the 
>> meeting were the following: 
>> 

>> [11726 State Employee Cotmnunity Service Days 
>> H1727 SPA Sick Leave Transfers 
>> 

>> Both of these bills were sponsored by Rep. VerIa Insko of ()range County. 
>> 
>> H1726 is a bill that would allow a state ernployee to take up to 5 days 
>> off for comrnunity sep,~ice 
>> work in the event of a emergency as declared by the governor. There are 
>> other provisions that 
>> apply to such leave alrea@ in law- and but this is an increase in the 
>> arnount of time that a public 
>> employee could use for a Katrina type disaster. 
>> 

>> H1727 is a bill that if passed would allow "sick leave" to be used in 
>> the "Shared Leave Program" 
>> and not just "annual leave." This process would rnake further help staff 
>> (one of out own delegates 
>> just took advance of Shared Leave) to not have to take unpaid leave 
>> under extreme family medical 
>> situations. 
>> 

>> These bills were helped along by lobbying involvement of SEANC who got 
>> the North Carolina 
>> Association of Educators (NCAE) and the Office of State Persounel (OSP) 
>> to get involved. Each of 
>> these groups offered minor friendly amench3~ents which rnaintained the main 
>> points of each bill. After 
>> discussion in this committee each bill was approved by the sub-committee 
>> and will be sent on to 
>> House Corcanittee On Appropriations where further stu@ will take place. 
>> 

>> Rep. Insko is to be commended for her communications to others to inform 
>> as to when to come and 
>> speak in the State Persol3nel Committee meeting 
>> 

>> In addition to OSP, NCAE, and SEANC speaking for the bill, the author of 
>> each bill was there to 
>> represent the U2x,-C Forum. Your chair - Ernie Patterson, although not 
>> feeling well from a medical 
>> procedure the day before, spoke in this meeting about the merits and 
>> reasons for each bill We 
>> shall be follo~ving the progress of these two bits of legislatiun and do 
>> more grass roots lobbying 
>> as the bills come up again for consideration. 
>> 

>> Ernie has always said, "I am just trying to do what [ can do, you 
>> know?" By this he has always 
>> meant that one tries to do the little things and try to pick the best 
>> time to do the big, the hard 
>> thing. 
>> 

>> I personally would like to thank the chair for his keeping his eye on 
>> the ball on big and little 
>> things on behalf of ~vorking persons at UNC 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> ]k4[KE t I~WKINS 
>> UNC Stat?~ UNC Forum Delegate, (;hair - UNC Forum Cotmmttee on 
>> Legislative Action 
>> 
>3 ........... End Forwarded Message .......... 
>> 

>> SEANC District 25 News Service 
>> <http ://www.seanc25. or~> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: rkintz~a)email.unc.edu. 
>> To unsubscribe send a blank email to 

>> leave-16301562-9197378X@listserv unc edu 

> Robert S Kintz, Student Services 
> Department of Art, (;B~ 3405, Hanes 2,rt Center 
> University of North Carolina 
> 2007 ACC Champions 
> 2005 NCAA Me~ s Basketball Champions 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3405 
> office: 919.96~. 07.4, I:ax: 919.962.0722, email: Robert Kintm~_~unc .edu 



You are currently s~bscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blartk email to leave-16576651-9177534A@listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2007 8:53 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] News about Your Pay Raise, Benetits & Supporting SEANC 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

SEANC has helped secure at least a 4% pay raise for most state employees this year and a 5.5% 
increase last year. These are the two largest back-to-back pay increases since 1987 If you are 
not alrea@ a member of SEANC, please join in order to suppolt the work of the organization that 
works week in and week out on your behal£ 

Below are links to a video in two parts that ~vill describe SEANC. There’s also a link to a 
membership application. This is a secure site, but if you’re not comfortable providing your SSN, 
leave it blank. The local District 5,-unaber is 25, the only SEANC district that’s exclusively for 
UNC-Chapel Hill employees. 

You may also wish to subscribe to the local district news service in order to receive regular ne~vs 
relevant to your employment. Send an email to listserv.uaac.edu with the first line of the body of 
the message as "subscribe seanc25". 

District 25 enjoys a strong working relationship with the University’s Employee Forum arid 
encourages you to fill out the Forum’s starve?’ on re-vamping the personnel system as announced in 
the University Gazette Go to <http://forum.unc edu/> 
and click on "Take a *Survey* on Designing Personnel Systems". 

Will you support those who are assisung you? I look forward to hearing from you 

Best regards, 
Tommy Griffin 

(;hair, SEANC District 25 
tgriffin@fac.unc, edu 

I am the State of North Carolina (part 1) 

< http://www.youtube.comJwatch?v LZ-kT~0N4hI> 

I am the State of North Carolina (part 2) 
<http://www youtube com/watch?v p~sbFStZGBo> 

Membership Application 
<https:i/www.seanc or~/site/inde× cfm?fuseaction pa~e&filename membershipapp.html> 

[From SEANC Communications/Public Relations Department] 

SEANC Secures Largest Consecutive Pay Raises Since 1980s 
Final budget approval expected this weekend 

State employees should see a 4 percent pay raise, according to the 
state budget that is awaiting approval this weekend. Combined with last 
year’s 5.5 percent increase, these are the largest back-to-back pay 
increases since the 1987 and 1988 budgets. 

"SEANC worked to increase the governor’s pay proposal by 60 
percent-from 2.5 percent to 4 percent," said SEANC Executive Director 
Dana Cope. "Legislators are begiuning to understand what a vital role 
state employees play in the safety and well-being of our state." 

"This is a real victor"s" for SEANC and the citizens who need our 
services every day-," added President Linda Rouse Sutton. 

Look for more details on the budget and the State Health Plan in the 
upcoming August Reporter and on www.seanc.org next week. Budget 
highlights include the following: 

PAY 
* 4% pay raise for state employees 
* 5% pay- raise for teachers, judges, maiversity and cotrmmnity college 
faculty’ 

RETIREMENT 
* 2.2% cost-of-living adjustments (COLAs) for retirees 
* $45 million final principal payback to the retirement system from 
the 2001 escrowed funds 

HEALTH CARE 
* Indemmty Plan to be eliminated on June 30, 2008 
* Another premium-free PPO choice to be offered 

State strikes budget deal 
Record $207 billion plan includes Medicaid reliei; raises for state ~vorkers 



< http ://www.newsobsep~er com/politics/s tors:/653255.html> 

Brief look at a $20 billion budget 
Dan Kane and Lynn Bonner, St~ff Writers 
http : //va,cw.newsobserver. com/po litics/sto~ /65116 7 html 

This News Alert is provided to you by the SEANC Communications/Public 
Relations Department. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Ser~,~ice 
<http://~wzw. seanc25.org> 

You are CUl~ently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@email.~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe send a blare: email to leave-16760609-9177534A@listse1~’.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2007 11:26 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] TGIF news 

Have a safe and enjoyable Labor Day Holiday. Remember, Labor Day is brought to you by the Labor 
Movement--the same folks ~vho bring you the weekend every week. You can be a member of the movement, 
too! 

SF&NC has helped secure at least a 4% pay raise for most state employees this year and a 5.5% 
increase last year. These are the two largest back-to-back pay increases since 1987 If you are 
not alrea@ a member, please give yourself a Labor Day gift--a SEAN(? membership. 

Membership Application 
<https://www.seanc or~/site/indexcii’n?fuseaction pa~e&filename membershipapp.html> 

You may also wish to subscribe to the local district news service in order to receive regular news 
relevant to your employment. Send an email to listsep~@unc.edu with the first line of the bo~dy of 
the message as "subscribe seanc25". 

Friday News 

Union pushes N.C organizing drive at Smithfield annual meeting 
<http ://www heraldsun.comistate/6-876711 cfm> 

Engineer sues UNC-CH under Whistleblower Act 
<http://www.newsobserver. comibusiness/storvi688023 html> 

N.C. leaders at odds over jobs 
Gov. Mike Easley vetoes legislation and offers his own plan to ensure that companies don’t cut jobs 
after getting incentives 
<http : //www.newsobserver. com~politics/storv/688066.html> 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

<http://~wzw. seanc25.org> 

You are CUl~ently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@email.tmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-17376014-9177534.d85ceS066egb6c84a48fSb4cfge21ba9@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2007 8:35 AM 

EttS Notifications <ehs~otificafion@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including student/federal work study employees. Traiulllg is e~y to complete. If you have access to the interact, take tiffs training on-line at htlp:/iehs unc.edu; select Traiulng and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select the Work Environtnent that best describes yore-job activities EHS will be antonlafically notified upon successfifl cotnpletion of the post test 

If you are mlsm-e wttich work enviroimlent you fl~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that nlost closely des~bes your job activities 

Labora~~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in wIfich ch~ficals, radioactive nlatetisls or Nologicsl ag~lts are used or stored. 

Next Class: This class is done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

Next Class: This class is done on line 

Office Environment: Wofl~ activities in ~ office etlvironm~lt~ academic classroom, or ~bra~. 

Next Class: This class is done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safe~, Housekeeping, or ANnlal Hmlcffing. 

Next Class: Monday, October 15, 9:00 - 11:30, Conference Room S - New Facilities Shops Building 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industrial, nlNnten~ce~ mid cons~atcfion work. 

Next (;lass: Monday, October 15, 9:00 - 11:30, Conference Room S - New Facilities Shops Building 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs ~c.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Sa]~ty Training, then Instmctiona[ Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete yow training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EttS will be reposing compliance 

status to Deans, I)irectors, and I)epartment Heads. 

Safe~ ori~ltafion ~-aJning is itnpo~ant for your safety ~s well as oth~-s. 

Deparm~ent ofEnvironmera, Health~ and S~fety 

Umversity of NotCh Carolina ~t Chapel Nill 

[ 120 Estes Drive Ext, CB# 1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~p): 919962.5507 

@: 919.9620227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 18, 2007 9:18 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.~mc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Th. news -- Employee Appreciation Day 

............ Fo~vardedMessage ............ 

As ~ve engage in Employee Appreciation Day, please take a moment to reflect on two of our fellow 
SEANC members who are striving for justice. Yesterday, John Williams, Dean of the Dental School, 
wa s placed under oath and deposed in regards to the layoff of the dental laboratory technicians 
last January. 

The DailyTarHeel, SEANCDis~ict 25, and others have called on the Chancellor and theDean to 
settle the case 

It would be appropriate on Employee Appreciation Day to do that! 

[Thanks to a fellow employee for sharing this one!] 

Life is harder now, some experts say 

<http : i/www msn bc.msn.com/id/21309318/pace/2/> 

SEANC Pollster May be Calling You 

’]?he Statewide Executive Committee has approved another survey of a random sampling of SEANC 
members, to be conducted by Peter ttart Research over the next few days. Rest assured, all 
in~2~rmation is confidential SEANC will only know the compiled data, not individual responses. 
Your complete honesty is appreciated, as we will use this information to make decisions about our 
future. 

Forum supports literacy initiative to develop employee skills 
<http ://~ azette, unc. edu/morestories.h tm [#8> 

UNC safety’ panel stresses identi[~ying threats 
< http://www.newsobserver com/news/storv/740698.html> 

Students demand smokers’ rights 
UNC-CH crafts curbs for campus 
<http://www.ne~vsobservcr.comJncws/stor~’/740729.html> 

Smitl-ffield files federal racketeering lawsuit against union 

<l-~ttp ://w~vw.heraldsun.comistatei6-890502.cfm> 

[CB effort in Colorado] 

F,-Mail: Ritter May Institute Collective Bargaining by Executive Order 
<http :i/facethestate. comhmde/3170> 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

SEANC District 25 News Selwice 
<http:/iwa~,w. seanc25.org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-18384670-9177534 d85ceS066e9b6c84a48flSb4efge21bag@listsel~’ unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety ~ehs.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line st l_!~:i’._,~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentation’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test If the line does not open 

properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box. Once you have typed it in mid arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace safety in the box st the left. Then click on safety 

traillings and then click online otientation Select the ofientafi on that best fits yom-j ob description. After reading the nlodules, be st~re to take the test to receive credit for the training. 

If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviroimlent you fl~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 

Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in wt~ich chetulcals, radioactive Inateti als or biological agents are used or stored. 

’]7his class in now only done on line 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

’]7his class is now only done on line 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office enviroimlent, acadetulc cl assroom, or libraD~. 

This orientation is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Ar6Inal Handling. 

Next Class: Monday, Februa~ 18, 2008 9:00-11:30 am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conference Room S 

IMAC Environment: Ditties involving industrial, mainten~lce, mid constmcfion work. 

Next Class: Monday, February 18, 2008 9:00-11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conference Room S 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~" Training, then Instructiona[ Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the t:.nlf~rcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety olientation tlaining is ilnpo~all’~ fbr yoai safety as well as others. 

Deparm~ent of Environmera, Health, and S~fety 

University of North Carnlma at Chape[ Hill 

[ 120 Estes [)rive Ext CB# 1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 275[ 

~p): 919962.25507 

(f): 919.962022’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety !ehs.unc.edu~ 

Wednesda? 7:39 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aimllg is mmldatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:~_~_kc_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that nlost closely des~bes your job activities. 
Laboram~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, raNoacfive mstefiNs or biological ag~lts are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environm~at, academic d~ssroom, or librmN. 
’lNis class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or ANmal Handling 
Next Class: Monday May 19, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Co~[erence Rm S 

I~C Environment: Duties involving in&~stfiN, mNntensnce, and cons~atcfion work. 
Next (;lass: Monday May 19, 2008 9:00-11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conl?rence Rm S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Sa]~ty Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~ttafion lraining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as olhers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
~nlversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1120 Estes Dr~ve Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-.~0 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety ~ehs.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 7:45 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aimllg is mmldatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:~_~_kc_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely des~bes your job activities. 
Laboram~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, raNoacfive mstefiNs or biological ag~lts are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environm~at, academic d~ssroom, or librmN. 
This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or ANmal Handling 
Next Class: Monday, August 18, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. CoN~rence Room S 

I~C Environment: Duties involving in&~stfiN, mNntensnce, and cons~atcfion work. 
Next Class: Monday, August 18, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. CoN~rence Room S 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Sa]~ty Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~ttafion lraining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as olhers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
~ni~etsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1 [20 Estes INire Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-.~0 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety ~ehs.unc,edu~ 

Friday, 2:54 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aimllg is mmldatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:~_~_kc_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit 12~r the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely des~bes your job activities. 
Laboram~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, raNoacfive mstefiNs or biological ag~lts are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environm~at, academic d~ssroom, or librmN. 
This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or ANmal Handling 
Next Class: Monday, Sep~mber 15, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 

I~C Environment: Duties involving in&~stfiN, mNntensnce, and cons~atcfion work. 
Next Class: Monday, Sep~mber 15, 2008 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Co~[erence Room S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Sa]~ty Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~ttafion lraining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as olhers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
~ni~etsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1 [20 Es~s dr~ve Ex% CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  4:48 PM 

AIS EttS Remedy <a s-ehs-remedy@list~rv.tmc.edu> 

[ais-ehs-remedy]         , GEN,, Ticket 1343291, To ITS-EHS-APPS, Select a Short Description 

16:47:15 ] General 

Select a Short Description i Assigned to 

1. Application Issues 

Work Log : 
16:47:15 web 

Client’s Problem Description: 
1. Application Issues 

Worklog: 
On the HASMIS CLIP update screen, can we open up the ?Special Instructions? box to allow for more characters? 

complete lines on the report 

Thanks. 

This request was created at: https://www.unc edu/ar-bin/websub/index.pl 
Remote tIost: 152.21.230 
Form Input: ~ehs unc.edu 

*** Internal use only: 
}:or escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: ITS-t,IIS-APPS 

--- You are currently subscribed to ais-ehs-remedy as:            ~email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

email to leave_230(>4975.1283231~} 00e29c53aadf3gb52gbagac54aalc017@listserv.unc edu 

has approved of this and said we can open itup to be two 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 30, 2008 7:56 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mmldatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:~_~_kc_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely des~bes your job activities. 
Laboram~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, raNoacfive mstefiNs or biological ag~lts are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environm~at, academic d~ssroom, or librmN. 
This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or ANmal Handling 
NextClass: Monday October20, 2008 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities ShopsBldg Conl?rence R~om S. 

I~C Environment: Duties involving in&~stfiN, mNntensnce, and cons~atcfion work. 
NextClass: Monday October20, 2008 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities ShopsBldg Conl?rence R~om S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Sa]~ty Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~ttafion lraining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as olhers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
~ni~etsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1 [20 Estes INire Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 30, 2008 1:59 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:~_l_l__C_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If the link does not open properly you may ~zpe in the address in your web browser address box. Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 

box to the [elff. Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation Select the orientation that best fits your job description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training. 
If you are mlsm-e wtfich work enviro~m~ent you fl~ll under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities 
Laboraturv Environment: Work activities in laboratories in wt~ich chetulcals, radioacfive mated als or biological agents are used or stored. 

This class is now only done on line 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class is now only done on line 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office enviro~m~ent, acadetulc cl assroom, or libraD~. 
This class is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Acqvities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Hmldling. 
Next Class: Monday Janua~ 26, 2009 9:00 ll:30am Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference RoomS. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, rnainlenance, and construction work. 
Next Class: Monday Janua~ 26, 2009 9:00 ll:30am Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~ Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Erfforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
Safety orientation tlaining is ilnpo~all’~ fbr yoaI safety as well as others. 
Deparm~ent of Environtnent, Health, and S~fety 
University of Nm±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
[ 120 Estes [)rive Ext., CI3111650 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 
~p): 919962.25507 
(f): 919.962022’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 30, 2009 8:12 AIVI 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aimllg is mmldatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:~_~_kc_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely des~bes your job activities. 
Laboram~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, raNoacfive mstefiNs or biological ag~lts are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environm~at, academic d~ssroom, or librmN. 
This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or ANmal Handling 
Next Class: Tuesday February3,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conl?rence R~omS. 

I~C Environment: Duties involving in&~stfiN, mNntensnce, and cons~atcfion work. 
Next Class: Tuesday February3,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg Conference RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Sa]~ty Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the E~orcement Policy, EHS ~vill be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
SafSty ofi~ttafion lraining is impo~*ant for yore- safety ~ well as olhers. 
Department of Environment, Health, and S~ffety 
~ni~etsity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1 [ 20 Estes INire Ext, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-.~0 
~): 919.962 5507 

~0: 919 962.0227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Hutton <shutton@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 13, 2009 ll:41 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Legislative Update: State Health Plan Benefits Under Attack - Senate Seeks to Increase Employees’ Expenses (fwd) 

............ For~varded Message ............ 
Date: Friday, March 13, 2009 11:32 AM 
From: Legislative Affairs Department <sbeasley@seanc.org> 

To: shutton@emaihunc.edu 
Subject: Legislative Update: State Health Plan Benefits Under Attack - 
Senate Seeks to Increase Employees’ Expenses 

State Health Plan Benefits Under Attack - 
Senate Seeks to Increase Employees’ Expenses 
printer-friendly version 

<http://www seanc or~/docs/legupdate/508796el-9e9d-4265-b4be-6db5a83cO9fc.pdL~ 

This week, your State Health Plan benefits faced 
s~gnificant cuts as Sen. Tony Rand (D-Cumberland) and State Health Plan 
Administrator Jack Walker fast-tracked Senate Bill 287 to cover plan 
deficits [’or this fiscal year. However, the cost-shifting to employees [’or 
2010 and 2011 in the bill must be stopped 

Now is the time to contact your lawmakers and tell them to vote "NO" to 
SB 287 SB 287 is scheduled to be heard on Monday evening, March 16. It 
is ~mperative that your legislators hear from you today[ Please make a 
call, send an e-mail or come to session on Monday night if possible 

SB 287, sponsored by Rand, drastically cuts benefits and increases 
out-of-pocket costs, including: 
¯ Doubling the annual deductible [’or employees on the standard plan 
(80/20) 
¯ Eliminating the 90/10 PPO, routine eye exams and exams for hearing 
aid prescriptions, fittings and the device 
¯ Mi3ving smokers to the 70/30 PPO effective July 1, 2010 
¯ Moving overweight participants with a Bo@ Mass Index higher than 40 
to the 70/30 option effective July 1,2011 

To protest the passage of SB 287, SEANC members packed the room at the 
Senate Select Committee on Employee Hospital and Medical Benefits on 
Tuesday. The committee is chaired by Rand, so ~t was no surprise that the 
committee passed the bill. On Wednesday, SB 287 was heard in the Senate 
Approprlauons Cotmnittee Sen. Doug Berger (D-Franklin) introduced an 
amendment to allow a more open bidding process when contracts are 
negotiated between the state and BCB S, which administers the plan. 

Recent media reports show- that BCB S, a non-profit, made a profit of $186 
million last year, sending up a red flag to SEANC and several other groups. 
The chief executive of BCBS made almost $4 million in 2008, equaling a 23 
percent raise. The State Health Plan’s no-bid contracts with BCBS are 
private, due to a now-repealed law. SEANC and taxpayers have no access to 
these contracts to see if any cost-savings measures can be found, instead 
of going to employees to fund the deficit. Though Berger’s amendment 
failed to pass the Senate Appropriations Committee, SEANC’ will continue to 
seek access to these contracts. 

Again, do not hesitate to contact your lawmakers and tell them to vote 
"NO" to SB 287. Call, e-mail or come to session on Monday night, March 
16. Call the SEANC Central Office for more information at 1-800-222-2758 
or look up yore legislators’ information at www.seanc.org. 

SEANC Central Office 
PO Dlaxvcr 27727 
Raleigh, NO’ 27611 
919-833-6436 
800-222-2758 

This message was sent from Legislative Atthirs Department to 
shutton@email.uaac, edu It was sent from: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place, 
Raleigh, NC 27609. You can modify/update your subscription via the link 
below-. 

.......... End Forwarded Message .......... 

Live in North Carolina? Please go to 
<http:/inchope.org> 

and sign on to the letter supporting 
collective bargaining for public employees 
Then add this message to your email signature 
file and help spread the word. Thales! 

Steve Hutton 
Applications Analyst 



University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8050 

work: 919-9(x%6651 

fax: 919-966-6650 

home: 

Employee Relations Chair 
SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 

<http :i/seanc25. org> 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@email.anc.edu.. 
To unsubscribe send a blaak email to leave-24233318-9177534.d85ceS066egb6c84a48fSb4efge21ba9@listsel~’.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@mmedy03.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:05 PM 

~emaJl. unc.edu 

Ticket 1440126 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

A SUlnma~- 

We invite you to visit this ~veb address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITRC Undergraduate Libra,- walk-in support group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/survey follo,aqap.pl?ticket= 1440126 

*************** Summa1T of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: 
LAST NAME: 
LOCATION: 
EMA]% ADI)RES S: ~email unc.edu 
PI JONE: NONE 
DEPARTiVff{NT: ath academic counselor 
TK;KET NI.EV2[3ER: 1440126 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Password Reset 

***************** End ofSummary***************** 

ITS Response Center 
(919) 962-t IELP 
http:/ihelp unc.edu 

Interested in backing up your data automatically consistently, and securely? ITS is no*v offering data backup services via Iron Mountain. See http://help.unc.edu/5662 for more 
information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 30, 2009 12:49 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-siulllg is mmldstoly for all full-tinle, ps~-filile, 
and t~lpormy ~lployees, inducting sfftd~lt’federal work s~tdy employees. TraJNng is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take tNs training on-line at hRp:/iehs unc.e&~; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Ofi~atsfion’. Select the Work Environment that best des~bes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successfifl completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser ad&ess box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Sal~ty in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on salary trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits yow j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit l~r the training 
If you are tmsme wtfich work ellviroran~ll you Udll undeL review the descriptions below and selec~ the one tha~ rnost closdy desc~bes your job activities. 
Labora~rv Environmem: Work ~cfivifies in labordtofies in wtfich cherrficNs, ra~fioac~dve malefiNs or biological agmtts me used or stored. 

This class is now only done on line 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient COll~act or closely associated a~ivifies a~ ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

~s class is now only done on line 
Office Environment: Work activities in ~1 office enviromnenL acaderrfic d~sroom, or libr~y. 

This class is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Acqvifies involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Ammal Hmlc~ing. 
Next Class: Monday, April20,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilifies Shops Bldg. Corfference RoomS. 

I~C Environment: Duties involving industiiN, rnNnlen~tce, mtd construction work. 
Next Class: Monday, April20,2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilifies Shops Bldg. Corfference RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe)-, then Safe~ Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete yo~ training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Erfforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
Safety oi~ltafion h~ining is ilnpo~ii~ ~br yore salary ~ well as others. 
Deparmaent of Environmera, Health, and Safety 
Umversity of NotCh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapei Hill NC 2~599 
@): 919.9625507 
@: 919962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 29, 2009 8:15 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at ht~i):/iehsmlc:edu; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 

If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 

box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 

receive credit for the training 

If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 

Lal~orator~ Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 

Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class is now only done on line 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environmenL academic classroom, or library. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Acqvities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Hmldling. 

Next Class: Monday, ~May lS, 2009 9:00 ll:30am Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference RoomS. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industiial, rnainlenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Monday, ~May lS, 2009 9:00 ll:30am Ne~v Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~ Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Enforcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 

Safety olientation tlaining is ilnpo~all’~ fbr yoai safety as well as others. 

Deparm~ent of Environment, Health, and S~fety 

University of Not±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 

[ 120 Estes [)rive Ext., CI3111650 

Chapel Hill, NC 2751 

~p): 919962.25507 

@: 919.9620227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 5, 2009 8:12 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:;_l_l__C_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the Graining 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~oratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities st ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmy. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling 

Next Class: Mi~nday, August17, 2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Rooms 
IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Mi~nday, August17, 2009 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Rooms 
For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your Graining as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the En[’orcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 
Safety ofientafi on training is important for yore- safety as well as others 
Department of Environment, Health, and Safety 
University of North Carolina at; Chapel Hill 

1120 Es~s I~ive F~t, CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-4440 
(p): 919.962 5507 
([’): 919962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 28, 2009 8:14 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@lislserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 

and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:;_l_l__C_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successfid completion of the post test 

If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 

box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 

receive credit for the training. 

If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that nlost closely describes your job activities. 

Laboratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 

Clinic Environment: Duties tilvolving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or libraW. 

This class is now only done on line. 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeptilg, or Animal Handling 

Next Class: Monday, September 21, 2009 9:00 1 l:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 

IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Monday, September 21, 2009 9:00 1 l:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace SafeD’, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 

Please make sure that you complete your Graining as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the Eil[’orcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 

status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 

Safety ofientafi on training is tinportant for yore- safety as well as others 

Department of Environment, Health, and Safety 

University of North Carolina at: Chapel Hill 

1120 Estes Drive }-~]xt , CB# 1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517-4440 

(p): 919.962 5507 

([’): 919962.0227 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 30, 2009 9:59 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:;_l_l__C_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Orientation". Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
lfthe link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the Graining 
If you are mlsm-e which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~oratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmy. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Animal Handling 

Next Class: Monday, October 19, 2009 9:00 1 l:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 
IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next Class: Monday, October 19, 2009 9:00 1 l:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 
For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your Graining as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the En[’orcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 
Safety ofientafi on training is important for yore- safety as well as others 
Department of Environment, Health, and Safety 
UniversiV of’North Carolina at; Chapel Hill 
1120 Estes Drive }-~]xt , CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-4440 
(p): 919.962 5507 
([’): 919962.0227 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

scmyers@aux- s~rvices.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 24, 2009 7:30 PM 

csalmaJ~@emaJl, unc.edu 

Campus Survey - Opportunity to win a $100 Visa Gift Card! 

To the Campus Community: 

Carolina Dining Services is conducting a customer satisfaction survey to evaluate campus needs. By sharing your thoughts, we will gain valuable insight to help improve your 
campus experience. We will also be able to use these results to compare how we stand amongst other institutions and how much we have improved since last year. 
This online survey will take 5 to 10 minutes and your responses are confidential. You must type in the code below in order to enter to win the cash prize. 

221ZG18XG 
(You can copy and paste your code) 
Click on this link to begin the survey: 

http:/A~c,~,.nacufscustomersurvey.comi 
If you cannot click on the link, copy and paste the URL into your Intemet browser address bar and hit enter. 

We appreciate your time and thank you for your assistance. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 30, 2009 8:13 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation trait~ing appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mandatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the intemet, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’,_,~_t!~2:;_l_l__C_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have ~’ped it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the Graining 
If you are unsure which work environment you ~all under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~oratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line. 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environment, academic classroom, or librmy. 

This class is now only done on line. 
Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Aulmal Handling 

Next (;lass: Monday, I)ecember 21, 2009 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 
IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 

Next (;lass: Monday, I)ecember 21, 2009 9:00 11:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Conference Room S. 
For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc.edu and select Workplace Safe~’, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your Graining as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class. Under the En[’orcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 
Safety ofientafi on training is important for yore- safety as well as others 
Department of Environment, Health, and Safety 
UniversiV of’North Carolina at; Chapel Hill 
1120 Estes Drive }-~]xt , CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517-4440 
(p): 919.962 5507 
([’): 919962.0227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gordon Merklein, Executive Director of Real Estate Development <notification@email.studentvoice.com~ 

Monday, December 14, 2009 2:31 PM 

csalman@emaJl, unc.edu 

Important UNC Chapel Hill Workii~ree Housing Survey 

Dem UNC Faculty and Stalt’membels: 

We need your input regarding future facul3~ and stalt’housing opportunities! Please help shape the future of the Universi~ of North Carolina. 

The UNversity is evaluating various oppoliunities to supply facul~ and staffmembers ruth the appropriate support to find affordable housing options in the greater 

Chapel Hill area. Nationmde, several other uNversities have developed housing support fimctions for faculty and staffmembers in the forms o£ 

¯ A resource center 
¯ A mortgage assistance program 
¯ The development of rental / transitional housing 
° The development of for- sale housing at discounted prices 

In order to determine the appropriate level of support that is desired at UNC, we need to know more about your housing experiences in the Chapel Hill area. We have 

designed a survey that roll help us gauge your needs and interests as we determine an appropriate strategy for providing a higher level of service to you, the end user. 

Your participation in this survey is vital to the success of our efforts. We would appreciate it if you could take appro~mately 15 minutes to complete the web-based 

survey. 

The UniversiF of North CaJcolina has retained the services of a nationally recognized independent consulting finn, Brailsford & Dunlavey, to administer the survey. 

Should you have any questions about this process, please contact survey@tZacilityplanners.com. 

The survey is scheduled to close on Thursday, December 24. For your conveNence, the survey instrument is provided in web-based tbrmat. To access the survey 
please click here. If the survey does not open automatically, please coW and paste tile following link to your internet browser’s address bar: 

http://studentvoice.com/p/?uuid %20f029de4a496898e4c8ccdde907b3 

All information that you provide is strictly confidential. No individual responses will be identified. 

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to participate in this important project for the UniversiU of North Carolina campus. 

Respectfully, 

Gordon Merklein 
Executive Director of Real Es~tate Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gordon Merklein, Executive Director of Real Estate Development <notificalion@email.studena~oice.com~ 

Monday, December 21, 2009 12:08 PM 

csalmaJ~@emaJl, unc.edu 

Last Chance to Share Your Opinion about potential Facul~ mad Staffhousing support at UNC! 

The University of North Caxolina is evaluating vm~ious opportunities to supply thculty and s~fl’members with the appropriate support to find aflbMable housing options 

in the greater Chapel Hill area. 

In order to determine the appropriate level of support that is desired at UNC, we need to know more about your housing experiences in the Chapel Hill area. We have 

designed a survey that will help us gauge your needs mad intereffts as we determine a strategy for providing a higher level of service to you, the end user. 

Your participatIon in this survey is vita] to the success of our efforts. We would appreciate it if you could ta~e approximately 15 minutes to complete the web-based 

survey. 

The University of North Carolina has retained the services of a nationally recognized independent conadting ~m~, Brmlstbrd & Dm~lavey, to administer the atrvey. 

Should you have any questions about this process, please contact survey(~facilitvplarmels.com. 

The survey is scheduled to close on Thursday. Decelnber 24. For your convenience, the survey instrulnent is provided in web-based foimat. To access tile survey 

please click here. If the survey does not open automatically, please copy and paste the following link to your internet browser’s address bar: 

http://studentvoice.com/p/?uuid 7a20f029de4a496898e4c8ccdde907b3 

All information that you provide is s~tfictly confidential. No individual responses will be identified. 

We greatly appreciate your taking the time to participate in this important prqiect for the University of North Carolina campus. 

Respectful155 

Gordon Merklein 

Executive Director of Real Es~te Development 

Universi~ of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 29, 2009 6:40 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

N orth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation traitting appropriate to your work here at UNC. This ta-aiulllg is mmldatoly for all full-tinle, part-time, 
and temporary employees, including s~atdent/federal work study ernployees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the interact, take this training on-line at l_!~:i’._,~_t_t_~2:t_~_kc_:_e__d_]:; select Training and 

then go to "Olfline Olffentafion’. Select the Work Environment that best describes yourj ob activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon successful completion of the post test 
If the link does not open properly you may type in the address in your web browser address box Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the le:ff Then click on safety trainings and then click online orientation. Select the orientation that best :fits your j ob description. After reading the modules, be sure to take the test to 
receive credit for the training 
If you are unsure which work environment you iZall under, review the descriptions below and select the one that most closely describes your job activities. 
Lal~oratory Environment: Work activities in laboratories in which chemicals, radioactive materials or biological agents are used or stored 

This class is now only done on line 
Clinic Environment: Duties involving patient contact or closely associated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc. 

This class is now only done on line 
Office Environment: Work activities in an office environtnent, academic classroom, or libra:y. 

This class is now only done on line 

Support Services Environment: Work Activities involving Public Safety, Housekeeping, or Adimal Handling. 
NextClass:Monday, January 25, 2010 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Co~[’erence RoomS. 

IMAC Environment: Ditties tilvolving industrial, maintenance, and construction work. 
NextClass:Monday, January 25, 2010 9:00 ll:30am New Facilities Shops Bldg. Co~[’erence RoomS. 

For additional classroom dates, go to ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safety Training, then Instructional Led Courses. 
Please make sure that you complete your training as soon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructor-led class Under the t:.nlf~rcement Policy, EHS will be reporting compliance 
status to Deans, Directors, and Department Heads. 
Safety Olffentation tlaining is ilnpoi~all’~ fbr yore safety as well as others. 
Deparm~ent of Environment, Health, and Safety 
University of Nm±h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
[ 20 Estes Drive tLx~., CB# 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 2751 
{p): 919962.:5507 
(f): 919.962022’7 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shutton ~:shutton@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, Janua~ 16, 2010 11:46 AM 

SEANC 25 Email List <seanc@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

[seanc] Sat. news + Fwd: The SEANC Scoop 

Martin Luther King Jr Day celebration schedule 
http ://w~vw. dailvtarheel, com/content/martin-luther-king-lr-dav-celebration-schedu le 

Alamance fears UNC’s hospital in Hillsborough 
http://trian~le.biziournals com/trian~le/stories/2010/01/18/storv7.html 

Rex aims to expand cancer care 
http://www newsobserver, corn/news/local state/star,v/287136.html 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sut~ject: ’]’he SEANC Scoop 
Date: Fri, 15 Jan 2010 10:29:40 -0500 
From: "SEANC Communications?PR Department" <mbell@seanc.org> 

To: shutton@email unc.edu 

State Employees Associ ation of North Carolina 
’]?he Scoop 
Januaw 15, 2010 

SEANC in the News 
SEANC [~xecutive D~rector Dana Cope joined State Government Radio’s Don 
Curtis last week to discuss national and state politics, 2010 elections and 
what’s in store for state employees this legislative session Listen to the 
~nterview 
(http://state~overnmentradiocom/media/audio/O11410 For Your Information Dana Cope.mp3). 

Johnson Appointed to Sturdy Board 
S[~ANC Second Vice President Charles Johnson has been appointed to the 
Future of Retirement Study Corcanission 

(https://~vw~v.nctreasurer.c~rr~/DSTH~me/RetirementS¥steras/The+Future+~f~Retirement~Stud¥+C~rumissi~n.htm). 
The conwnission is charged with reviewing current retirement benefits and 
recormnending ne~v ones. Congratulations, Charles[ 

Insurance Benefits 
Colonial Life has extended its offer of simplified issue universal life 
ins~trance for SEANC’ merabers ~mtil March[ Contact Colonial at 
1-866-265-3599 today to take advantage of this great opportunitT-[ 

Member Discount 
Do you enjoy saving money while still purchasing quality products? Then 
use your SEANC membership to join BJ’s ~,\~olesale Club. You’ll save $10 on 
the membership cost and receive tl-tree months of ruerabership free! Complete 
this form 
(htt~://www.seanc.~r~/d~cs/disc~unts/d6~8ae9-2t~4"47~-9a79-da9a9c~9c6~b.~dd‘~ 

and you’ll be saving in no time! 

Scholarships 
SEANC and SEIU scholarship applications are now available. See the SEANC 
Web site (http:i/ww~v.seanc.org/1T~elT~bership/scholarship.aspx) for more 
irffotruation. 

Quick Links 
Facebook: http://ww~,facebook com/SEANC SEiL;.Local2008 
Flickr: http://www.flickr.co~photosiseancloca 12008/ 

SEANC Hot Spots 
Legislative Update: http://w;vw seanc org/legislative/update.aspx 
Member Discounts: http://www.seancorgidiscounts/ 
SEANC in the News: http://www.seancor~/news/seanc.aspx 

SEANC Insurance: http://www.seancorg/insurance/ 
Update Your Info: http://www.seanc.org/quicklinks/contact.aspx 
Calendar of Events: http://www.seancor~/calendar/ 

www.seanc.org 

800-222-2758 

Are you receiving this e-mail as a forward? S~gn up for SEANC’s e-mail 
alerts (http ://www. seanc.org/email/) to receive your own cop?-! 



Copyright 2009 All Rights Resep~ed. 
This message was sent by: SEANC, 1621 Midtown Place 
, Raleigh, NC 27609 

You are currently subscribed to seanc axsd: csalman@emaib unc edu. 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-26214377-9177534.d85ce8066e9b6c84a48fSb4efge21ba9@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 29, 2010 4:46 PM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

Nolth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at Lr>,-C. This training is mandatory for all full- 
time, part-time, and temporary employees, including student/l’ederal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the internet, take this training on-line at 
l_~__t_t__p_:,_/_/_~_t!~_:~!kc_’:__e__d__t_~; select Training and then go to "Online Orientation". Select the Work Envirol~aent that best describes your job activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon 

successful completiun ufthe pust test. 
If the link dues not open pruperly yuu may ~pe in the address in your web browser address box. Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click un Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left. ’]’hen click un safety trainings and click on on-line orientatiun Select the orientation that best fits your job description. After reading the mudules, be sure to take the test to 
ensure you receive credit for the training 
Ifyuu are unsure which wurk environment you fall under, review the descriptions beluw and select the une that most clusely describes yuur jub activities. 
Laboratnry Environment: Wurk activities in laburatories in which chemicals, radiuactive materials ur biulogical agents are used ur stored. 

This class can only be taken on-line 
Cfinic Environment: Duties invulving pauent cuntact ur closely assuciated activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class can only be taken on-line 
Ofl|ce Environment: Wurk acuvities in an office environment, academic classroum, ur library. 

This class can only be taken on-line 
Support Services Envirnnment: Wurk Activities involving Public Safety, tlousekeeping, ur Animal Handling 

Next Class: Monday, February 15, 9:00 11:30, New" Facilities Shops Bldg, Curfference Ruurn S 
IMAC Environment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and constructiun wurk. 

Next Class: Monday, February 15, 9:00 11:30, New" Facilities Shops Bldg, Curfference Ruurn S 
Fur additional classroum dates, gu tu ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Safety, then Safe~" Training, then Instructiunal Led Courses. 
Please make sure that yuu cumplete your traimng as suon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructur-led class Under the Enforcement Pulicy, EHS will be reporting cumpliance 
status tu Deans, Directurs, and Department Heads. 
S~[’e~" orientauon training is impurtant fur yuur safety as well as others. 
;C)epartment of Envirunrnent, Health, and S~fety 
[ ]niversity uf Not~h Carolina at Chapel Hill 
[ ] 20 Estes I)t~ve Extension, CB 1650 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 
{p): 919962.5507 
(f): 9] 9.962022’7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of Environment, Health and Safety <JASutton@ehs.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 26, 2010 9:35 AM 

EHS Notifications <ehs notification@liskserv.unc.edu> 

REQUIRED ENVIRONMENT, HEALTH & SAFETY ORIENTATION TRAINING 

Nolth Carolina OSHA regulations and University policies require that you complete safety orientation training appropriate to your work here at Ulx,-C. This training is mandatory for all full- 
time, part-time, and temporary employees, including student/l’ederal work study employees. Training is easy to complete. If you have access to the internet, take this training on-line at 
l_~__t_t__p_:~’_/_~_t!~_:~!kc_’:__e__d_!~; select Training and then go to "Online Orientation". Select the Work Envirol~ment that best describes your job activities. EHS will be automatically notified upon 

successful completiun ufthe pust test. 
If the link dues not open pruperly yuu may ~pe in the address in your web browser address box. Once you have typed it in and arrived at the EHS website, click on Workplace Safety in the 
box to the left. ’]2aen click un safety trainings and click on on-line orientatiun Select the orientation that best fits your job description. After reading the mudules, be sure to take the test to 
ensure you receive credit for the training 
Ifyuu are unsure which wurk environment you fall under, review the descriptions beluw and select the une that most clusely describes yuur jub activities. 
Laboratnry Environment: Wurk activities in laburatories in which chemicals, radiuactive materials ur biulogical agents are used ur stored. 

This class can only be taken on-line 
Cfinic Environment: Duties invulving patient cuntact ur closely assuciuted activities at ACC, SHS, UNCH, etc 

This class can only be taken on-line 
Office Em’ironment: Wurk acuvities in an office environment, academic classroum, ur library. 

This class can only be taken on-line 
Support Services Envirnnment: Wurk Activities involving Public Safety, ttousekeeping, ur Animal Handling 

Next Class: Monday, March15, 9:00 11:30, New Facilities Shups Bldg, Cu~ference Room S 
IMAC En~ronment: Duties involving industrial, maintenance, and constructiun wurk. 

Next Class: Monday, March 15, 9:00 11:30, New Facilities Shups Bldg, Cuaference Ruom S 
Fur additional classroum dates, gu tu ehs.unc edu and select Workplace Sa~ty, then Safe~" Training, then Instructiuna[ Led Courses. 
Please make sure that yuu cumplete yow training as suon as possible either on-line or by attending an instructur-led class Under the En~k~rcement Pulicy, EHS will be reporting cumpliance 
status tu Deans, Directurs, and Department Heads. 
S~ge~" orientauon training is impurtant fur yuur safety as well as others. 
Deparlment ofEnvirunment, Health~ and Sa~W 
Umversi~y nf No~th Carolina ~t Chapel 
[ 120 Es~s I)t~ve Ex~nsion, CB 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1650 
{p): 919962.5507 
@: 9] 9.9620227 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

listmgr@elNyer.com on behalf of 

Internships <internships@cs105.com> 

Monday, March 15, 2010 8:44 PM 

csalman@email, unc.edu 

Last Chance to Apply - UNC Paid Summer Internship 

Dear Carol, 

Are you searching for a paid summer internship? The Campus Special, a national college marketing and advertising firm, is hiring qualified UNC students who are outgoing, 
talkative, and at the same time responsible and driven for success. To read about the award winning internship program, view testimonials from past interns, and apply online, 

go to -h--t-!~-;L!~---w‘-&-a-E!R-u-A-s-‘p--~-c-i-a-~[~-c-~-~--r-[~-/-[[~-t~&r-!Ls--h-~[E/-!--e--s-‘-t-[Ln---~--r-!j-a--!-s-‘.. Once you learn to speak the language of business through this program, you will be much more appealing to 
future employers. Applicants will be reviewed immediately. Apply Online 

4-day all expenses paid training conference in Chicago 

Work one-on-one with business owners 

Gain practical hands-on business experience for the future 

Excellent resume builder and receive letters of recommendation 

Earn college internship credits while getting paid 

The Campus Special 

www.t heca mpusspecial.com 

This email was sent to csalman@email.unc.edu by Internships 
Internships, 3575 Koger Bird Suite 150 Atlanta, GA 30096 

Urlsubscrib~e I Sender Info I ~ort Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CareerTrack <CareerTrack@busenetwork.net> 

Friday, July 23, 2010 10:28 AM 

Caxol Salma~ <c~lma~@email.unc.edu-~ 

Comm~roication Skills for Womeu 

"~ii C ..... ication Skills forW .... 

Our researchers asked women across the country to describe their toughest communication situations. We 
analyzed more than 800 circumstances and came up with these top 10: 

Confronting or criticizing others 

Not being taken seriously 

Feeling self-conscious 

Dealing with other people’s anger 

Speaking in front of a group 

Controlling one’s emotions 

Receiving criticism 

Getting cooperation 

Setting limits 

Taking the floor 

With this powerful day of training, you’ll build the skills needed to overcome these difficult situations and get the 
results you deserve. 

Special Offer Code #699231" 
Hurry -- offer expires August 20, 2010! 

Register online now! 

$79.00; For groups of 5 or more, $74.00 

CLARION HOTEL STATE CAPITOL 

320 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Communication Skills for Women is a one-day seminar designed to help you communicate more confidently and 
persuasively. It reflects the attitude, style, and professionalism of today’s most powerful women. You’ll learn how to 
get better results with all of the people in your life. 

Make more of an impact on peoNe at home and at work 

Spend a day looking at how you interact with others. At this seminar, you’ll discover the simple, yet profound, 
changes you can make to add interest to your communication. And don’t worry. You won’t be singled out or asked 
to speak in front of the group. We offer a supportive, empowering, and highly enjoyable learning environment. 

[] You’ll learn how to influence people. 

Caii it credibility. Call it personal power. Whatever you call it, it is critical to your career success. All powerful 
people have learned how to communicate their ideas persuasively _. and you can, too. 
Discover the techniques of influence and persuasion. Use them to build more productive and rewarding 
relationships with all kinds of people. 

[] You’ll stay coo~, even when you’ve reached your boiling point. 

You can’t back down and expect to move ahead. Yet maybe you, like many women, avoid conflict ... or flood 
emotionally and have a hard time thinking and acting clearly. 
Get a step-by-step approach for redirecting your erootions. You’ll learn specific techniques to help you 

Now Only $79 
per person 

(regularly $99 per person) 

Register Online Today! 

"~ii Save 20% 

CareerTrack Audio Co[ffer÷~ces 
aRd Webi~ars 

Train your team on today’s most common 
workplace challenges for one low registration 

price -- in just one hour! 

July 28, 2010 

~ "rh~. Secrets of $~ccessh~ Tinge 

NI~ r~a ge roe~’~t 

August 3, 2010 

~ Great Grar~mar and P~inless 

P~oofrea~Jing 

August 10, 2010 

Your A~g~st-October 2010 Seminar 

Schedule: 



stay composed and effective while under pressure. 

[] You’ll come across more powerfully in meetings and presentations, 

Group settings are an ideal opportunity for you to communicate powerfully. They let you gain visibility in your 
department and organization, while allowing you to listen to and learn from other people. 
Gain the confidence to speak up and be heard. Learn how to overcome your fear of looking bad -- and 
free yourself to communicate powerfully in public settings. 

Your boss has dropped by for an informal review of your work ... you’re put on the spot in an important meeting ... a 
mistake you made has brought on a crisis. How do you perform when the heat is on? 
Learn how to face high=stakes situations with confidence. Powerful communication skills help you shine 
when you’re in the hot seat -- and enable you to take the next step toward career success. 

You’ll use these skills eve[y day in virtually every situation: at work, at home, and in social settings. And you won’t 
have to sacrifice your femininity in the process. Are you ready to gain the respect and rewards that come with a 
more confident communication style? Don’t let the opportunity to attend this seminar pass you by! 

Special Offer Code #699231" 
Hurry -- offer expires August 20, 2010! 

Register online now! 

RALEIGH, NC - 09/13/2020 

$79.00; For #roups of 5 or more, $7-%00 

CLARION HOTEL STATE CAPITOL 

320 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague! Forward this e-mail to your colleagues; together you can support 
one another and apply your new skills and techniques to meet your goals. 

Don’t ~iss O~t on Specia~ Announcements and Discounts 

Be sure to add customerservice@em.careertrack.com to your e-mail address book so you’ll continue to receive 
your personalized seminar schedule, discounts, and special product announcements! 

We’re confident that this seminar -- Communication Skills for Women -- will provide you with the tips and 
techniques you need to communicate successfully and confidently. If for any reason you are dissatisfied, send us 
a letter (Attn: Customer Relations) within 30 days of your seminar attendance stating the reason you were not 
satisfied, and we’ll arrange for you to attend another one of our seminars or receive a full r~fund -- hassle-free. All 
of our A/V products are also 100% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

Life by Design 

Start making lifestyle choices that contribute to 
better physical and emotional health! 

4 audio CDs & 1 CD-ROM 

with printable workbook 

item #10246CD 

Only $49.95 

Assertive Communication Ski~s for 
Professionals ~ 



i~i CareerTrack Logo 

How to communicate powerfully, in a style 
that’s comfortable for you 

4 audio CDs & workbook 

item #10173CD 

Only $89,95 

your specia~ $79 ENROLLMENT FEE you miJst provide yo[ir Special Offer Code #6.99231 when registering. This offer is svsil~bie only for registrations for the seminar 

You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 

To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 

as well as notify this advertiser that you no longer wish to receive messages from them, 

please follow this link: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

CareerTrack <CareerTrack@busenetwork.net> 

Monday, August 2, 2010 6:25 AIVI 

CaJ~ol Salmm~ <c~lmaJ~@email.unc.edu-~ 

The Conl~rence for Administrative Assistants 

Today’s competitive environment demands more from office support personnel than ever before. Today’s secretaries 
and assistants are professionals who need a sophisticated set of skills to meet their daily challenges. You are 
expected to: 

~, Communicate with people from every level of the organization ... by phone, e-mail, memo, or in person. 

~, Juggle multiple priorities and demands with a packed schedule and tight timing -- all while staying cool, 

collected, and organized= 

~, Stay on top of everything despite unforeseen changes, difficult people, conflicts, and problems. 

That’s why this conference was designed -- to help you do your job better in the face of increased demands and 

pressures. Our unique 2-track format lets you select from 10 power-packed sessions, allowing you to choose the 

workshops most relevant to you. You’ll learn the success and survival skills that make the difference between "just 
getting the job done" and being truly exceptional at what you do! 

Special Offer Code #701441* 
Hurry -- offer expires September 3, 2010! 

Register online today! 

RALEIGH, NC - 09/27/2010 

$156,00; For groups of 5 or more, $14~,00 

HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Conference FAQs 

Who is the conference designed for? 
It’s designed for administrative assistants, secretaries, receptionists, executive secretaries and assistants, office 
managers, and other administrative personnel. If you’re a professional who wants to increase your ability to achieve 
and succeed ... and you’re looking for new ideas and strategies to make things happen ... this conference is for 
you! 

How does this conference differ from other seminars and courses? 
The Conference for Administrative Assistants offers you the flexibility to choose your own agenda by selecting 
from 10 workshops in 2 different tracks. This conference allows you to customize your training with an opening 
session that includes everyone, and "breakout" workshops where you’ll learn and accomplish even more in smaller 
groups. You simply cannot afford to miss it! 

Train your team on today’s most common 

workplace challenges for one low t~gistration 

price -- in just one hour[ 

August 10, 2010 

Why a conference just for secretaries and assistants? 
Today’s administrative support staff members shoulder far more responsibility than their titles suggest. In fact, 
many support professionals would greatly benefit from the skills and knowledge more typically thought of as 
management tools. Your job is challenging, demanding, and ever-changing. This conference addresses the need 
for higher-level skills -- and helps you master them with practical, useful information in a time-sensitive, affordable 
format. 

Conference Agenda 

T~’ack ~: Taking Control of Your 3oh and Your Life 
No matter how hectic your days get, learn how to regain the control and calm that will keep you focused, on=track, 
and comfortable. Choose from 5 incredible workshops that spotlight proven ways to balance tasks and projects, 
stress-busting techniques for the overwhelmed, beat-the-clock solutions for the time-crunched professional, and 
office management innovations that make every day easier. 

August 19, 2010 

September 15, 2010 

NOU~ September-Octob~ 201 O SOmin~ 



::i~i~:;~i:::::i,~:: i£i:i:i: Career and Professional Development 
Learn essential professional skills that will help you enhance your value to your department ... and, ultimately, to 
your entire organization. These breakout sessions will cover straightforward practices to help you handle and 
manage conflict, keep your head through change and turmoil, make smart decisions, and solve difficult 
problems ... all while preparing you to move forward and take on new challenges. 

Session 
I 

Session 
II 

Session 
III 

Session 
IV 

Session 
V 

This incredible event brings together nationally recognized speakers and workshop leaders, creating an 
unprecedented opportunity for you to learn and grow professionally. You’ll r~turn to your job renewed, energized, 
and brimming with fresh ideas and strategies that will make an incredible difference in your performance, attitude, 
and productivity. 

Special Offer Code #701441* 
Hurry -- offer expires September 3, 2010! 

Register online today! 

RALEIGH, NC - 09/27/2010 

$156.00; For groups of 5 or more, $146.00 

HOLIDAY INN BROWNSTONE DOWNTOWN 

1707 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 

Enhance Your Training Experience 
Attend this seminar with a friend or colleague! Ferward this e-mail to your colleagues; together you can suppert 
one another and apply your new skills and techniques to meet your goals. 

Don’t Miss Out on Special Announcements and Discounts 
Be sure to add customerservice@em.careertrack.com to your e-mail address book so you’ll continue to receive 
your personalized seminar schedule, discounts, and special product announcements! 

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! 
We’re confident that The Conference for Administrative Assistants will provide you with innovative ideas, strsight 
answers, and practical solutions for excelling as an administrative assistant. If for any reason you are dissatisfied, 
send us a letter (Attn: Customer Relations) within 30 days of your seminar attendance stating the reason you were 
not satisfied, and we’ll arrange for you to attend another one of our seminars or receive a full refund -- hassle-fee. 
All of our AN products are also t00% Satisfaction Guaranteed. 

i~i OareerTrack Logo 

How to stay calm and productive under pressure 

6 audio CDs & workbook 
Item #10171CD 

Only 

Clear your office of messy buildups that cramp 
your mind and crimp your productivity 

4 audio CDs 

Item #!0238CD 

Only $89.95! 



You are on the iGroup Business Email List. 

To take your email address off of this list for future messages from third party advertisers, 

as well as notify this advertiser that you no longer wish to receive messages from them, 

please follow this link: 

iGroup Business is not responsible for the products or services presented in this message. 





FIom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College AD <~Tan@collegead.org> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 8:25 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

College AD Scoop Update 

View online version 

The Latest AD Scoop From College AtMetic Directors And 
Athletic Departments Across The Com~t~y 

Follow Us For The L~est Scoop As it Happens{ 

The American gthletic Conference is seeking a Digit31 Network gssistant to report to the 

Senior Director of Digital Media ~nd assist the Conference on a day-to-day basis with the 

over311 administratier~ and m3nagement of the Conference’s video efforts. The de3dline 

to apply is June 6. For mere information on a~plying, cont3ct Senio~ Director of Digital 

Media M~rk Hedgkin. 

Long-time assistant football coach Billy Hite announced that he will be retidng July 1, 



ending a remarkable 36-year tenure. Others in the group of prominent athletics 

department officials who retired this year include April retirees Russ V~litenack, tile 

Monogram Club Director, and Jim Cavanaugh, the former director of alumni relations. 

Assistant softball coach AI Brauns, equipment manager Lester Karlin, and housekeeping 

crew member Clara Kinzie are also retiring. 

A few powerful local names will provide testimony as a part of the NCAA’s witness list in 

the trial of former UCLA basketball player Ed O’Bannon’s lawsuit against the NCAA. 

Michigan athletic director Dave Brandon, outgoing Michigan president Mary Sue 

Coleman and Michigan State athletic director Mark Hollis are among those names. The 

trial is scheduled to begin June 9 in Oakland, Calif. 

UW-Green Bay seeks an Assistant Director of Dew~.lopment te report te the Assistant 

Athletic Director for Development, and assist in the development of annual giving goals 

and strategies for the Athletics Department. Apply here by May 26. (05-16-I 4) 

(May 16th 2014) 

Athletic director Steve Patterson isn’t ready yet to endorse tile idea of beer and wine 

sales for home football games this fall. In an interview yesterday, he admitted that the 

early feedback flom a study of beer and wine sales at select sports late-season, such as 

men’s and women’s basketball, has been encouraging. Patterson said a report is being 

prepared for UT System officials, who will have the final approval on expanded sales at 

football and other athletic events, and declined to give a timetable. -Chuck Carlton- 

Athletic director Bill McGillis confirmed Tuesday that the university’s athletic department 

has partnered with IMG Learfield Ticket Solutions in an effert to increase season ticket 

sales and group ticket sales. The partnership between the university and IMG Learfield 

will not result in job loss for anyone at Southern Miss, according to McGillis. Overall, 

McGillis aims to follow the trend that other schools have made as far as moving forward 

and channeling resources to grow their ticket base. 

Andy Rowdon has been named Assistant Athletics Director for Promotions and Fan 

Engagement. He replaces EIvis Moya, who left to take the Associate Athletics Director for 

Marketing and Fan Development position at the University of Arkansas. Rowden most 

recently se~%’ed as Director of Marketing and Revenue Generation at Arizona State 

University. In his role, he oversaw the creation of all marketing, creative and advertising 

initiatives fer Sun Devil Athletics. 



Absolutely The Most Comprehensive Source For 

Current Open Athletic Director Jobs in College 

Athletics! 

The New Open AD is Here! 

® i=~4~,:~y ~!Xf:, ~ ~i:--Sources tell College AD that George Mason will bring the finalists for 

Director of Athletics on campus next week for inten~iews, We are also told the university 

will name their next athletic director by the end of the month, George Mason is using 

Parker Executive Search to find the Patriets next athletic director. 

~ @~ ?. i !:~ :?(}i 4-- Sources told College AD nearly 17 hours before any other major 

news seurce that Simon Gray would become the new Athletics Director at Nagara 

University. Gray comes from Eastern Kentucky University, where he has been the acting 

Director of Athletics since January 2,2013~ 

Get The Latest AD Hoop Scoop from College 

Athletic Departments Around the Country! 

UCCS names Shawn Nelson as the new head women’s basketball coach. Nelson comes 

from NAIA Division I Carroll College, where he was 201-70 in eight seasons and where he 

has averaged more than 25 wins a season with the women’s basketball program, He 

begins his new job on June 1. 



(May 16th, 2014) 

Matt O’Brien will be a new assistant men’s coach en Bob Walsh’s staff. O’Brien departed 

from UVM on Friday, where he was tile longest-tenured assistant on the men’s basketball 

team’s stoff. O’Brien also spent two seasons as UVM’s director of operations before 

serving the lost four seasons as an assistant. O’Brien is Walsh’s first hire far his Moine 

coaching staff. -Alex Ab~ami- 

AUM announced Michoel Cheaney as the new head men’s basketball coach yesterday. 

Cheaney spent tile post four seasons os the head men’s coach at Voorhees College, 

where he led the team to a 72-55 record and o trip to the NAIA tournament. He replaces 

Larry Chapman, who in November announced his retirement following the end of the 

2013-14 season. -Mont£~ome[y Advertiser- 

Illinois Stote head men’s cooch Dan Muller named Dean Oliver the ne\~’est assistant 

coach yesterday. Oliver finished his third year os ossistant coach at North Dakota. He will 

tapioca Dana Ford, who left Illinois State lost month to become the new head cooch at 

Tennessee State. 

FGCU seeks o director of men’s basketball operations to assist the Head Men’s 

Basketball Coach with developing, coordinating, and implementing off court team 

functions. Apply .b.9[!#. by April 22. 

Marco Harris has been named Director of Operations for the California men’s bosketball 

progrom, head coach Cuonzo Martin announced on Thursday. Harris comes to Berkeley 

after serving the past three seasons on Martin’s staff ot Tennessee where he was the 

Volunteers’ Director of Operations far the 20I 3-14 season. 

Athletics Director B.J. Pumroy announced yesterday that Jenna Eckleberry will be the 

new head women’s basketball coach. Eckleberry spent the last seven seasons as an 

assistant coach at Fairmont State University, she helped leod her team to o record of 

139-69 mark during that period. ~YVith Eckleberry’s help, the team won three conference 

titles end made three NCAA postseosen appearances. 

Head men’s basketball coach Andy Kennedy announced yesterday the addition of Tony 

Madlock as on assistant coach. Madlock, who spent the last four seasons as a member 

of Tony Barbee’s staff at Auburn, brings more than 15 years of collegiate cooching 

experience to Ole Miss. Prier to Auburn, Madlock spent four seasons as an assistant at 

UTEP and nine seasons at Arkansas State. This past season at Auburn, Madleck helped 

coach Chris Denson to AII-SEC second teem honors~ 

Not your cup of tea? No worries, just click unsubscribe be~ow and we’ll 
leave you bee No need ~o Fuss, 

This email has been s.,l~, ,o ton¥¥ount@uncaa.unc.edu, click here to unsubscribe 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Texthelp Inc. <c.nawn@te~help.com> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 8:06 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Free Read&Write for Google Subscriptions for Teachers! 

Thank You Teachers 

Gone Google? Students Using Chromebooks? 

Read&Write for GoogleTH is the only extension which 

provides reading and writing supports for Google Docs, 

the Web, PDFs, and ePubs in Google Drive on PCs, Nacs, 

and Chromebooks. 
Free 30-day trials are available for everyone from the 

Chrome store. After the trial expires, Text-to-Speech and 

Translator for Google Docs and the Web will remain free 

while premium features such as Word Prediction, 

Highlighting tools, and Picture Dictionary, are available 

with purchase of a subscription, 

How does it Work? 
If you are a teacher, simply i[~.~.!!..~N.~.~.l~,~[!.’~.~.~[9.[~;.9.9..q!~r.!~.| and then click the 
link below to register, Your trial will automatically convert to a free premium subscription! 

Sign up for a Webinar to learn more 
To help you get started with your new subscription, we offer complimentary Read&Write 
for Google overview .’,.:31L!}.i..,’.’,.’~:,’Yff.. Sign up now using the links below! 

Texthelp inc == 600 Ur:~corn Park Dri,,,e == Woburr:, M£ 0180~ 



1’0~ 

S~bjee~t~ 

Com~ectCarolinf~ < coni~ ect.~m~lina~ n~b (~ u nc.edu > 
Wednesday~ May 2~ 2o]4 3:44 PM 

Young, Tony <ton~+tyounl.@u nc.edu> 

Payroll Parallel Testing; System Outage May So-June ~: ConnecLCarolina Newsletter May 2~, 2o 14 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

Cormecl.Carolina News]etter ] May 21 ’..).(}14 

There will be a system outage beginning at 5:oo pm on Friday, May 3o, and 

ending at approximal.c~y S:oo am on Sunday~ June 1+ ’J’[lt~ outage ~s to install a 

behind-the-scenes s)skem upgrade. There are no changes to how 

ConnectCarolina works, but use[’s r~:~ay rlokice minor changes in mlors and l~nts. 

As the calendar rno~es closer to the 

October goqive date fbr 

("ormect("aro[i~?a, the pn~ect team 

and business owners are ramping up 

a vital phase of the extensive testing process, Payroll Parallel Testing, Here’s 

how it ~,mrkso 

The final Cormed.Caro[ina Town Hall 

before the go-live of Fi~ance and 

t tR/l-’ayrot] this ~31I -will be herd 

Wed+, June 18, 2pro to 3:3opm, 

l}enome Sciences Building, Room 

GlOO, Mark your calendars to aRend this event lbr inlbrrnation on the cutover 

process, trainffxg, reporting and the end user experience. 



Co]mecl.Carolina means lots of changes 

faculty, staff m~d students, l ~se the {brm on 

:paga to submit your questions, ideas, 

or {bedbaek about CormectCarolir~a. We want to kr~ow what’s on )~ur mired, so 

we can help you transition to and use this new 

hwoh4ng University employees new to 

ConnectCarolina i~ testing the system is a~ 

important part of the system’s development, 

Campus im’olvement is increasing in the 

eurre~t round of testing, M~ieh runs now through May 

.th, euone who wfl~ be using ConneetCaro[ina will 

receive the traini~g they need .... m~d, training is 

required ~br access to the system. Because so many people need training, -we 

are delivering it in a variety of ways. 

The transitior~ to C’ormectC"aro[i~?a 

will not be as simple as flipping a 

switch. Mm~y, many tasks will be 

executed o-vet several weeks to 

transition from lega%~ systems to 

Connect Carolina. 



How will reporting work in l.he new 

sysic’rn ? What ar’e the ber~efits of 

changing our admin systems to 

(2onr~eetCarobna? Cheek out the 

Are you on top of ~he Chartfield 

eha nges coming wi~b 

.c nneckt ar ~]ma: Learn abouk them 

in a new CharkSelds webinar 

reeordi~g now available online, 

Days to Go-Live! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The League by Sports Authori~ <SportsAuthority.com@em.sportsauthori~.com> 

Thursday, May 22, 2014 6:56 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs,oun~unc.ed~* 

Get 15% Back on Outdoor Equipment mad Games! 

The League by Sports Authorily 
Tony Yount 

Mem ber No: 1159272843 

Get !5% £’,ack Wilen You Earn Triple Points Cin Ali i!l.Store Purchases c,~ Outdoor Equipr~~e~t & ~3a~les"~ 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The National Football Foundation <news@footballfoundation.ccsend.com> 

Thursday, May 22, 2014 1:44 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun~@unc.edu> 

NFF Proudly Annonnces Impressive 2014 College Football Hall of Fame Class 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

NA I.ONAL FOOTBALL FO 12 N D.ATI O N 
COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME 

Media Contact: Phil Marwill i 917-579-42561 pmarwill(~footballfoundation.com I Twitter: ,@)N~FNetwork 

Please use the fbllowing link to tweet this release: 
http://bit, h~/1 [83N4u 

Clic’# here:~f&r a PDF version ofthe release. 

NFF Proudly Announces Impressive 2014 
College Football Hall of Fame Class 

14 All-America players and two legendary coaches from all levels of college 

football will be inducted at the NFF Annual Awards Dinner on Dec. 9 in NYC. 

IRVING, Texas (May 22, 2014) - The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame announced 
today the 2014 College Football Hall of Fame Class, which includes the names of 14 First Team All- 
America players and two legendary coaches. The inductees were selected from the national ballot of 75 
All-America players and six elite coaches from the Football Bowl Subdivision and the 87 players and 26 
coaches from the divisional ranks. PdmeSport, the leader in providing direct access to the biggest 
sporting events on the planet, sewed as the official presenting sponsor of the announcement, which took 
place at the Omni Mandalay Hotel at Las Colinas in Irving, Texas. 

2014 COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS 

Players: 

DRE BLY- DB, North Carolina (1996-98) 

TONY BOSELLI - OT, Southern California (1991-94) 

DAVE BUTZ - DT, Purdue (1970-72) 

SHANE CONLAN - LB, Penn State (1983-86) 

JOE HAMILTON - QB, Georgia Tech (1996-99) 

JOHN HOARD - LB, Maine (1964-66) 

DARRIN NELSON - HB, Stanford (1977-78, 1980-81) 

WILLIE ROAF - OL, Louisiana Tech (1989-92) 

JOHN SGIARRA - QB, UCLA (1972-75) 

STERLING SHARPE -WR, South Carolina (1983, 1985-87) 

LEONARD SMITH - CB, McNeese State (1979-62) 

DERRICK THOMAS (deceased) - LB, Alabama (1985-88) 

LaDAINIAN TOMLINSON - TB, TCU (1997-00) 

WESLEY WALLS - TE, Mississippi (1985-,88) 

Coaches: 

MIKE BELLOTTi - 137-80-2 (63%); Chico State (Calif.) (1984-68) and Oregon (1995-08) 

JERRY MOORE - 242-135-2 (64.1%); North Texas (1979-80), Texas Tech (1981-85) and 
Appalachian State (1989-12) 

’We am extremely proud to announce the 2014 College Football Hall of Fame Class," said Archie 
Manning, NFF Chairman and a 1989 College Football Hall of Famer from Ole Miss. "Each of these men 
has established himself among the absolute best to have ever played the game, and we look forward to 
immortalizing their incredible accomplishments at the new Hall of Fame in Atlanta as an inspiration to 
future generations." 



For the first time in the history of the organization, the NFF has combined the inductees from the 
Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS), Football Championship Subdivision (FCS), Division II, Division III and 
the NAIA into one class. In 1996, the NFF started formally inducting players from the divisional ranks. 
College Football Hall of Fame coach Eddie Robinson called the change one of the best things to ever 
happen in college football at the time, and the change has proven to be extremely successful during the 
past 18 years with the 144 divisional inductees. 

"Combining the inductees into one class allows us to create a unified platform for honoring the game’s 
greatest legends," said NFF President & CEO Steve HatcheiL "The change completes the process that 
we began in 1996, creating a cohesive process for what it means to be a Hall of Famer. We are grateful 
for the guidance, knowledge and vision of honors court chairmen Gene Corrigan (FBS) and Jack 
Lengyel (divisional) for making the change possible and the essential role that they play each in 
selecting the inductees." 

The 2014 College Football Hall of Fame Class will be inducted together at the 57th NFF Annual Awards 

Dinner on Dec. 9,2014, at the Waldorf Astoria in New York City. The inductees will also be honored at 
the National Hall of Fame Salute at the Allstate Sugar Bowl in New Orleans on Jan. 1,2015, and they 
will be recognized at their respective collegiate institutions with on-campus salutes during the fall. Their 
accomplishments will be forever immortalized in the new $66.5 million College Football Hall of Fame, 
currently under construction in Atlanta and scheduled to open in August of 2014. 

2014 COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME CLASS NOTES 

PLAYERS: 

FOUR NFF National Scholar-Athletes (Boselli, Nelson, Sciarra, Walls) 

TWO unanimous First Team All-Americans (Thomas, Tomlinson) 

SEVEN consensus First Team All-Americans (Bly - 2, Boselli, Butz, Conlan, Hamilton, Roar, 

Sciarra) 
THREE multi-year First Team All-Americans (Bly - 3, Boselli - 2, Huard - 2) 

THREE winners of college football major awards (Hamilton - Davey O’Brien; Thomas - 

Butkus; Tomlinson - Doak Walker) 

FOUR conference player of the year honorees (Bly, Smith, Thomas, Tomlinson) 

FiVE bowl game MVP (Butz, Conlan - 2, Hamilton - 2, Sciarra, Thomas, Tomlinson - 2) 

ONE member of a national championship team (Conlan) 

FOUR members of conference championship teams (Hamilton, Sciarra, Smith, Tomlinson) 

NINE first-round NFL draft picks (Boselli, Butz, Conlan, Nelson, Roar, Sharpe, Smith, Thomas, 

Tomlinson) 

EIGHT offensive players (Boselli, Hamilton, Nelson, Roar, Sciarra, Sharpe, Tomlinson, Walls) 

SIX defensive players (Bly, Butz, Conlan, Huard, Smith, Thomas) 

FIVE decades represented: 1960s (1) - Huard; 1970s (4) - Butz, Nelson, Sciarra, Smith; 
1980s (6) - Conlan, Nelson, Sharpe, Smith, Thomas, Walls; 1990s (5) - Bly, Boselli, Hamilton, 

Roar, Tomlinson; 2000s (1) -Tomlinson 
TWO schools have players in the Hall for the first time (Maine - Huard; McNeese State - 

Smith) 

COACHES 

THREE national championships (Moore) 

12 conference championships (Bellotti- 2, Moore- 10) 

12 bowl berths (Bellotti) 

18 playoff appearances (Moore) 

Winningest football coach in school history (Bellotti, Oregon - 67.8%) 

Most wins in schools history (Moore, Appalachian State - 215) 

THREE NFF National Scholar-Athletes coached (Bellotti- Dennis Dixon [Oregon]; Moore - 

Donald Campbell and Tony Washington [Appalachian State]) 

SELECTION CRITERIA 

1. First and foremost, a player must have received First Team All-America recognition by a selector 
organization that is recognized by the NCAA and utilized to comprise their consensus All-America 
teams. 

2. A player becomes eligible for consideration by the Foundation’s honors courts ten years after his final 
year of intercollegiate football played. 

3. While each nominee’s football act~ievements in college are of prime consideration, iris post football 
record as a citizen is also weighed. He must have proven himself worthy as a citizen, carrying the ideals 
of football forward into his relations with his community and fellow man. Consideration may also be given 
for academic honors and whether or not ft~e candidate earned a college degree. 

4. Players must have played their last year of intercollegiate football within the last 50 years*. For 
example, to be eligible for the 2014 ballot, the player must have played his last year in 1964 or 
thereafter. In addition, players who are playing professionally and coaches who are coaching on the 
professional level are not eligible until after they retire. 

5. A coach becomes eligible thr~e years after retirement or immediately following r~tirement provided he 



is at least 70 years of age. Active coaches become eligible at 75 years of age. He must have been a 
head coach for a minimum of 10 years and coached at least 100 games with a .600 winning 
percentage*. 

* Players that do not comply with the 50-year rule may still be eligible for consideration by the Football 
Bowl Subdivision and Divisional Honors Review Committees, which examine unique cases. 

COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME QUICK FACTS 

Including the 2014 Hall of Fame class, only 948 players and 207 coaches, have been inducted 

into the College Football Hall of Fame from the nearly 6.06 million who have played or coached 
the game during the past 145 yeats. In other words, less than two ten-thousandths of one 
percent (.0002} of the individuals who have played the game have been deemed worthy of this 
distinction. 

Founded in 1947, The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame inducted its first class 

of inductees in 1951. The first class included 32 players and 19 coaches, including Illinois’ Red 
Grange, Notre Dame’s Knute Rockne, Amos Alonzo Stagg and Carlisle’s Jim Thorpe. 

300 schools are represented with at least one College Football Hall of Famer. 

Induction for this class of Hall of Famers will take place Dec. 9, 2014 at the 57th NFF Annual 

Awards Dinner in New York City’s historic Waldorf Astoria. 

2014 COLLEGE FOOTBALL HALL OF FAME iNDUCTEE BIOS 

DRE BLY 
University of North Carolina 

Defensive Back, 1996-98 

The preeminent defensive back of his era, Dre Bly finished his career as the only three-time First-Team 
All-American in ACC history. He becomes the fourth Tar Heel to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Twice earning consensus First-Team All-America honors, Bly led North Carolina to three consecutive 
bowl wins, including victories in 1997 and 1998 Gator Bowls and the 1998 Las Vegas Bowl. A tht~e4ime 
AII-ACC selection and finalist for the 1997 Bronko Nagurski Trophy, he set the conference record with 20 
career and 11 single-season interceptions, and both marks still stand as school records. The 1996 ACC 
Rookie of the Year, he helped the Tar Heels to an impressive 28-8 record during his time in Chapel Hill, 
leading them to a No. 10 ranking in 1996 and a No. 6 ranking in 1997~ One of only two North Carolina 
freshmen to ever earn AII-ACC honors, Bly finished his career with 102 tackles, 27 pass breakups and 
20 interceptions. 

Drafted in the second round of the 1999 NFL Draft by the St. Louis Rams, Bly spent 11 years in the 
professional ranks with the Rams, Detroit Lions, Denver Broncos and San Francisco 49ers. The All-Pro 
honoree and two4ime Pro Bowl selection helped the Rams win Super Bowl XXXlV during his rookie 
season. 

The co-founder of DLH Sports & Fitness athletic complex, Bly hosts the annual Turkey Bowl Tournament 
in Virginia and runs a youth football and baseball organization in Charlotte, N.C. The Chesapeake, Va., 
native was honored as a member of the ACC’s Silver Anniversary Team and as an ACC Football Legend 
in 2012. 

TONY BOSELLi 
University of Southern California 

Offensive Tackle, 1991-94 

One of the most successful offensive linemen of his era both on and offthe field, Boselli ended his 
decorated career at USC as a two-time All-American and a 1994 NFF National Scholar-Athlete. He 

becomes the 30th Trojan to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Earning consensus First-Team All-America honors his senior season, the 1994 team captain and MVP 
was a finalist for the Outland Trophy and a two-time semifinalist for the Lombardi Award. The 1994 Morris 
Trophy winner as the top offensive lineman in the Pac-10, Boselli led the Trojans to three consecutive 
bowls, including victories in the 1993 Freedom Bowl and 1995 Cotton Bowl. A three4ime AII-Pac 10 
selection and USC’s Offensive Player of the Year his rookie season, he earned academic all-conference 
honors three times and received the Trojans’ Howard Jones Football Alumni Club Academic Award as a 
senior. Boselli played under Hall of Fame coach John Robinson and coach Larry Smith. 

The first-ever draft pick by the Jacksonville Jaguars, Boselli was selected as the second overall pick in 
1995. The five-time Pro Bowl selection played seven seasons with the Jaguars before finishing his career 

with the Houston Texans in 2002. 

The Modesto, Calif., native was inducted into the USC Athletic Hall of Fame in 2012. A founding partner 
of IF Marketing, he established the Boselli Foundation in 1995 to work with at-risk youth and help them 
to cultivate high self-esteem and to succeed at home, at school and at play. He currently works as a 
radio analyst for Jacksonville Jaguars games and show host on AM 1010XL. 

DAVE BUTZ 
Purdue University 

Defensive Tackle, 1970-72 

A member of Purdue’s All-Time Team, defensive stalwart Dave Butz earned First Team All-America 
honors during his Hall of Fame career in West Lafayette, Ind. He becomes the seventh Boilermaker to 
be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 



A Consensus First-Team All-American as a senior in 1972, Butz took home the Zipp Award as college 
football’s most outstanding player, and he was named a finalist for the Lombardi Award. A First Team 
All-Big Ten honoree in 1972, Butz registered 108 tackles, 21 tackles for loss and eight pass breakups 

for his career. The senior team captain participated in the East-West Shrine Game and the Senior Bowl, 
where he was named Defensive MVP. 

Drafted fifth overall in the 1973 NFL Draft by the St. Louis Cardinals, Butz played 14 of his 16 seasons 
with the Washington Redskins, leading them to victories in Super Bowls XVll and XXlI. The NFL’s 
"ironman," he missed only four games his entire career. He retired in 1989 having played in more games 

than any other Redskin in team history. 

The Lafayette, Ala., native is enshrined in both the Purdue Athletics and Senior Bowl Halls of Fame. An 
accomplished motivational speaker, Butz appears at events for more than a dozen organizations, 
including the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association and Special Olympics while 
also supporting the fundraising efforts for the Children’s Hospital and Ronald McDonald House. 

SHANE CONLAN 
Pennsylvania State University 

Linebacker, 1983-86 

The epitome of "Linebacker U," Shane Conlan led Penn State to a perfect 12-0 national championship 

season in 1986. He becomes the 17th Nittany Lion to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

A 1986 Consensus First-Team All-American and finalist for the Butkus Award, Conlan recorded eight 
tackles and two interceptions in the 1987 Fiesta Bowl over Miami (Fla.) to give Penn State the national 
title. He led the Lions to three bowl appearances, including back-to-back national title games, and he 
earned Defensive MVP honors in both the 1986 Orange Bowl and the 1987 Fiesta Bowl. The co-captain 
and team MVP his senior season, Conlan was the leader of the 1986 defensive unit, which held every 
opponent to fewer than 19 points. Twice leading Penn State in tackles, he finished his career ranked 

second on the Lions’ career tackles list with 274, and his 183 solo tackles still rank third in school 
history. Leading Penn State to an impressive 31-10-1 record during his time in Happy Valley, Conlan 
was named the Exemplary Player of the Year in 1986 by Football Roundup Magazine, and he was 
selected to play in the 1987 Japan Bowl. 

Selected eighth overall by the Buffalo Bills in the 1987 NFL Draft, Conlan played six seasons with the 
Bills and three for the Los Angeles/St. Louis Rams before retiring after the 1995 season. The 1987 
Rookie of the Year and three-time Pro Bowl and All-Pro selection played in three straight Super Bowls 

with the Bills, and he was named to their 50th Anniversary Team. 

Coached by Hall of Famer Joe Paterno, Conlan was named to Penn State’s All-Time Team, and he is 

enshrined in the Greater Buffalo Sports Hall of Fame and the Chautauqua County (N.Y.) Sports Hall of 
Fame. A community leader, he organizes the Shane Conlan Classic golf tournament, which raises 
money for the Heritage Valley Health System, the Shane Conlan Scholarship Fund at his old high 
school and various projects at Penn State. The Frewsburg, N.Y., native currently serves as the vice 
president of Corporate Partnerships for the Pittsburgh Power Arena Football League team. 

JOE HAMILTON 
Georgia Tech 

Quarterback, 1996-99 

Georgia Tech’s all-time leading passer, Joe Hamilton amassed a Hall of Fame career in Atlanta that 
culminated with winning the Davey O’Brien National Quarterback Award his senior season= He becomes 

th the 13 Yellow Jacket to be elected to the College Football Hall of Fame. 

A 1999 Consensus First-Team All-American, Hamilton was a four-year starter, and he ended his career 
as the ACC’s leader in total offense (10,640 yards) and pass efficiency (148.2), currently ranking second 
in both categories. The ACC Player of the Year his senior season, he twice earned first-team all- 
conference honors, and he was the Heisman Trophy runner-up in 1999. A finalist for the Maxwell and 
Johnny Unitas Golden Arm awards, Hamilton holds seven Georgia Tech records, including passing yards 
(8,882), touchdown passes (85) and completion percentage (62.0). He led the Yellow Jackets to a 30-17 
record and three bowl games, including wins in the 1997 Carquest Bowl and 1999 Gator Bowl. Hamilton 
helped Georgia Tech to a 10-2 record in 1998, claiming a No. 9 national ranking and a share of the ACC 
title. 

Selected in the seventh round of the 2000 NFL Draft by the Tampa Bay Buccaneers, Hamilton spent two 
seasons with the Buccaneers and one with the Indianapolis Colts. Hamilton also played for the Orlando 
Predators of the Arena Football League for thr~e seasons, posting a 32-15 record as the starting 
quarterback. 

Inducted into the Georgia Tech Sports Hall of Fame in 2009, the Alvin, S.C., native was named to the 
th ACC’s 50 Anniversary Team in 2002, and he was among the inaugural class of ACC Football Legends 

in 2005. Hamilton founded the Alvin Recreational Youth Camp, volunteering with various other football 
and basketball camps and serving as a guest speaker at ether events, He currently helps as a recruiting 

assistant at Georgia Tech. 

JOHN HUARD 
University of Maine 
Linebacker, 1964-86 

One of the greatest football players in state history, John Huard led Maine to its first postseason game 
during a stellar career in Orono. He becomes the first Black Bear to be inducted into the College 
Football Hall of Fame. 



A two-time First-Team All-America (1965, 1966) selection, Huard led Maine to the Tangerine Bowl in 
1965. The two-time First-Team All-Yankee Conference honoree recorded 22 tackles in his first game in 
1964. Named one of the top 20 athletes in the history of the state of Maine by Sports Illustrated, Huard 
was the first football player inducted into the Maine Athletic Hall of Fame and the first member of Alfond 
Stadium’s Ring of Honor. 

Chosen by the Denver Broncos in the fifth round of the 1967 NFL Draft, Huard played four seasons with 
the Broncos and New Orleans Saints. Huard became the head coach at Acadia University, leading the 
Axemen to Canadian National Championships in 1979 and 1981, before stints with Maine Maritime 
Academy and the Toronto Argonauts of the Canadian Football League. 

An active participant with the NFF State of Maine Chapter, Huard also volunteers with the Boys and Girls 
Club and the Susan Curtis Foundation. The Waterville, Maine, native cun~ntly serves as the President of 
Northeast Turf, Hue, Inc., and he is the Northeast representative for FieldTurf. 

DARRIN NELSON 
Stanford University 

Halfback, 1977-78, 1980-81 

The first player in NCAA history to rush for more than 1,000 yards and catch more than 50 passes in 
one season, Darrin Nelson would accomplish the feat three times during his standout career at Stanford. 

He becomes the 18th Cardinal player to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 

A 1981 First-Team All-American, Nelson ended his career as Stanford’s all-time leader in rushing yards 
(4,033), receptions (214), scoring (242), and touchdowns (40), and he finished his career as the NCAA 
leader for all-purpose yards, which remains a school r~cord at 6,885. The only four-time First-Team All- 
Pac-10 selection in Stanford history, he became the first freshman running back in conference history to 
rush for more than 1,000 yards in a season. A finalist for the 1981 Heisman Trophy, Nelson held nine of 
the top 12 single-game rushing performances in school history at the end of his car~er, and he led 
Stanford to wins in the 1977 Sun Bowl and 1978 Bluebonnet Bowl. Honored for his all-around 

achievements as an NFF National Scholar-Athlete in 1981, Nelson was also a First-Team Academic All- 
America and academic all-conference selection. 

Selected in the first round of the 1982 NFL Draft by the Minnesota Vikings, Nelson played 11 seasons 
with the Vikings and San Diego Chargers. The Los Angeles native finished his professional career with 
4,442 rushing yards, 2,559 receiving yards and 23 touchdowns, and he led the league with 4.9 yards per 
carry in 1987. 

A member of the Stanford Athletics Hall of Fame, Nelson was coached by Bill Walsh and Paul Wiggin 
(a College Football Hall of Fame player from Stanford), and he played alongside Hall of Famers John 
EIway and Ken Margerum. Currently serving as a Senior Associate Athletics Director at the University 
of California, ftvine, he previously worked in the same position at Stanford as well as a community 
relations liaison between Stanford Athletics and various governmental agencies in the Palo Alto ar~a. 

WILLIE ROAF 
Louisiana Tech University 

Offensive Lineman, 1989-92 

Louisiana Tech’s first All-American offensive lineman since 1946, Willie Roaf earned consensus honors 
in 1992 en route to becoming one of the most dominant blockers in the nation. He becomes the third 
Bulldog to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

A finalist for the 1992 Outland Trophy, Roar led the Bulldogs to a berth in the 1990 Independence Bowl, 
the school’s first postseason appearance since 1978. The senior team captain twice earned First-Team 
All-South Independent and All-Louisiana recognition. During his time in Ruston, Roar blocked for two of 
the top five career rushers in Louisiana Tech history, and he was key to the longest rushing play in 
school history, an 88-yard run by Gerald Lawrence against Southern Illinois in 1991. 

The eighth overall pick by the New Orleans Saints in the 1993 NFL Draft, Roaf enjoyed a highly- 
decorated 13-year career with the Saints and Kansas City Chiefs, culminating with his induction into the 

Pro Football Hall of Fame in 2012. An 11-time Pro Bowl selection, he is a member of the NFL 1990s All- 
Decade Team as well as the New Orleans Saints Hall of Fame and Ring of Honor. 

The Pine Bluff, Ark., native currently resides in Georgia and owns numerous rental properties in Kansas 
City, Mo. Roaf is enshrined in the Arkansas Sports, Louisiana Sports and Louisiana Tech Athletic Halls 
of Fame. His mother, Andree, also made history as the first black woman to serve on the Arkansas 
Supreme Court. 

JOHN SCIARRA 
University of California, Los Angeles 

Quarterback, t 972-75 

Continuing the fabled tradition of great UCLA quarterbacks, John Sciarra enjoyed an All-American career 
th on and off the field. He becomes the 12 Bruin to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

A consensus First=Team All-American in 1975, Sciarra finished seventh in the Heisman Trophy voting. 
He was named Player of the Game after leading the Bruins to an upset over No. 1 ranked, undefeated 
Ohio State in the 1976 Rose Bowl. A first-team all-conference selection his senior year, Sciarra led 
UCLA to a 32-10-3 record and the 1975 Pac-10 title. The team captain and two-time team MVP led 
UCLA in scoring in 1975, and he also led the Bruins in punt return yardage in 1972 and 1973. Sciarra 
holds the school record for rushing yards gained by a quarterback with 1,813, and he still ranks ninth in 

th career total offense (4,464 yards) and 14 in career passing yards. Excelling off the field and in the 
classroom, he also earned recognition as an NFF National Scholar-Athlete and a First-Team Academic 



All-American in 1975. 

Taken in the fourth round of the 1976 NFL Draft by the Chicago Bears, Sciarra opted to sign with the 
British Columbia Lions in the CFL, earning Rookie of the Year honors. The Los Angeles native went on 
to play six years for the Philadelphia Eagles, appearing in Super Bowl XV. 

Sciarra played with Hall of Famers Randy Cross and Jerry Robinson at UCLA, as well as fellow NFF 
National Scholar-Athlete Mark Harmon. A member of both the UCLA Athletics and Rose Bowl Halls of 
Fame, he actively volunteers with numerous organizations, including the Red Cross, the Special 
Olympics and the United Way. Sciarra currently serves as the president and CEO of National 

Retirement Services, inc. 

STERLING SHARPE 
University of South Carolina 
Wide Receiver, 1983, 1985-87 

Regarded as the greatest receiver in South Carolina history, Sterling Sharpe set virtually all of the 
school’s r~ceiving records during his All-American career in Columbia. He becomes the second 
Gamecock to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 

A First=Team All-America selection in 1987, Sharpe twice earned first4eam all-conference honors while 

setting school records for single-season receptions (74), career receptions (169), single-season receiving 
yards (1,106) and career receiving yards (2,497). He caught at least one reception in a record 34 
consecutive games, and he notched 10 games of 100-plus yards receiving. Sharpe holds the school 
record for the longest play of any kind, a 100-yard kickoff return for a touchdown against Duke in 1985. 
He led the team in receiving for three seasons, and he helped the Gamecocks to a berth in the 1987 
Gator Bowl. A team captain his senior season, he received the Enright Award for leadership, and he 
played in the East-West Shrine Game and the Senior Bowl. 

The seventh overall selection by the Green Bay Packers in the 1988 NFL Draft, Sharpe played seven 
seasons for the Packers. The five-time Pro Bowl and All-Pro selection led the league in receiving three 
times before his retirement. 

A member of the South Carolina Athletics Hall of Fame, the Glennville, Ga., native had his number 
retired by the university at the end of his collegiate career. A member of the Green Bay Packers Hall of 
Fame, Sharpe currently serves as a studio analyst for the NFL Network. 

LEONARD SMITH 
McNeese State University 

Cornerback, t979-82 

One of the greatest players in McNeese State history, Leonard Smith earned All-American honors during 
a standout career in Lake Charles, La. He becomes the first Cowboy to enter the College Football Hall of 
Fame. 

A 1982 First-Team All-American, Smith twice earned both All-Louisiana and All-Southland Conference 
honors. The 1982 Southland Conference and Louisiana Defensive Player of the Year led the Cowboys to 
a 32-12-2 record and back-to-back conference titles and Independence Bowl berths in 1979 and 1980. 
McNeese State’s Most Valuable Player his senior year, Smith holds school records for blocked kicks in 
a season with six and in a career with 17. 

Picked 17th overall by the St. Louis Cardinals in the first round of the 1983 NFL Draft, Smith is the 
highest pick ever in Southland Conference and school history. He played nine seasons with the 
Cardinals and Buffalo Bills, and he helped lead the Bills to Super Bowls XXV and XXVl. 

After r~tiring, the New Orleans native became a private businessman. A member of the McNeese State 
Hall of Fame, Smith was named to the Southland Conference All-Time 50th Anniversary Football Team 
in 2013. 

DERRICK THOMAS 
University of Alabama 

Linebacker, 1985-88 

One of the most feared linebackers in Alabama history, Derrick Thomas concluded his career as the 
NCAA FBS leader in career sacks with 52 en route to winning unanimous All-America honors in 198& 

th He becomes the 18 Crimson Tide player to enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

The 1988 Butkus Award winner as the top linebacker in the country, Thomas led the Crimson Tide to an 
impressive 35-5-1 record and four consecutive bowl berths, including wins in the 1985 Aloha Bowl and 
the 1986 and 1988 Sun Bowls. Following his senior season, the two4ime all-conference selection was 
named SEC Defensive Player of the Year, and he earned National Defensive Player of the Year awards 
from CBS, Football News and the Washington Touchdown Club. A finalist for the Lombardi Award in 
1988, Thomas finished in the top 10 in the Heisman Trophy voting, and he was selected as the 1988-89 
SEC Athlete of the Year across all sports. Besides the NCAA mark, he also set the SEC records for 

sacks in a season (27), and he finished his career with 204 tackles, 74 tackles for loss, 10 forced 
fumbles, two safeties and nine blocked kicks= Thomas played alongside Hall of Famer Cornelius 
Bennett during his time in Tuscaloosa. 

Selected with the fourth overall pick in the 1989 NFL Draft by the Kansas City Chiefs, Thomas spent his 
entire 11-year career with the Chiefs, culminating with his induction into the Pro Football Hall of Fame in 
2009. The 1989 Defensive Rookie of the Year, he was elected to the Pro Bowl every year from 1989-97. 
The 1993 Walter Payton Man of the Year, Thomas holds the NFL record for sacks in a game with seven, 
and he was a member of the 1990s All-Decade Team= 



A member of both the 1980s Alabama Team of the Decade and AII-SEC Decade Team, Thomas is a 
member of the Alabama Centennial Team, and he was named a Sun Bowl Legend in 2000. Inducted into 

the Alabama Sports Hall of Fame in 2001, Thomas was active in the community, starting the 3rd and 

Long Foundation in Kansas City to teach low-income children to read. The Miami native passed away on 
Feb. 8, 2000 at the age of 33~ 

LaDAINIAN TOMUNSON 
TCU 

Tailback, t997-00 

The 2000 recipient of the Doak Walker Award, LaDainian Tomlinson helped return TCU football to 
prominence while rushing his way into the record books. He becomes the eighth Horned Frog player to 
enter the College Football Hall of Fame. 

Voted a unanimous First-Team All-American selection as a senior, Tomlinson led the nation in rushing in 
both 1999 (1,850) and 2000 (2,158), and he finished fourth in the voting for the 2000 Heisman Trophy. 
The all-time leading rusher in both conference and school history, Tomlinson set NCAA records for most 
yards in a half (287) and most yards in a game (406) in a victory against UTEP in 1999. The 1999 WAC 
Offensive Player of the Year led TCU to consecutive co-shares of the conference title and three 
consecutive bowl berths, including wins in the 1998 Sun Bowl and the 1999 Mobile Alabama Bowl. 
Named the Football News Offensive Player of the Year in 2000, he earned First-Team AII-WAC honors 

three times and owns seven conference and 15 school records. 

Selected with the fifth overall pick of the 2001 NFL Draft by the San Diego Chargers, Tomlinson enjoyed 
a successful 11-year career with the Chargers and Jets. The 2006 NFL MVP twice led the league in 
rushing, and he finished his career fifth all-time in rushing yards (13,684) and second in career rushing 

touchdowns (145)~ A five-time Pro Bowl selection and four-time All-Pro selection, Tomlinson was also 
named the Walter Payton Man of the Year in 2006. 

A stalwart in the community, Tomlinson supports various efforts through his Touching Lives Foundation, 
including LT’s 21 Club, LT’s School is Cool Scholarship, Camp LT and LT Celebrity Invitational Golf 
Tournament. He recently partnered with the Center for BrainHealth at the University of Texas at Dallas to 
create a program promoting health and academic achievement at Thomas A. Edison Middle Learning 
Center in Dallas. The Waco, Texas, native also serves as an analyst for the NFL Network. 

WESLEY WALLS 
University of Mississippi 

Tight End, 1986-88 

One of the most acclaimed players in Ole Miss history, Wesley Walls claimed First Team All-America 
honors in 1988 at tight end while also being recognized as an NFF National Scholar-Athlete. He 
becomes the eighth Rebel to be inducted into the College Football Hall of Fame. 

After playing strictly as a defensive end his first three seasons in Oxford, the 1988 team captain 
transformed into a two-way player his senior year as a tight end. Walls amassed 36 receptions for 426 
yards and three touchdowns at tight end en route to earning AP First-Team All-America and AII-SEC 
honors. As a defensive end, he recorded 140 career tackles, including 19.5 tackles for loss and 5.5 
sacks, and he led the Rebels to a win in the 1986 Independence Bowl. An Academic All-America and 
three-time academic all-conference selection, Walls was chosen as a member of the 1980s AII-SEC 
Team and honored as an SEC Legend in 2007. 

Chosen by the San Francisco 49ers in the second round of the 1989 NFL Draft, Walls enjoyed a 
decorated 15 seasons in the NFL, helping the 49ers win Super Bowl XXlV during his rookie campaign. A 
f~e-time Pro Bowl selection and three-time All-Pro selection, he played for the New Orleans Saints and 
Green Bay Packers, and the Carolina Panthers. 

The Pontotoc, Miss., native currently works as a real estate developer, and he serves as president and 
CEO of Delta Furniture Manufacturing. Active in the community, he endowed a football scholarship at 
Ole Miss, and he was inducted into the Ole Miss Sports Hall of Fame in 2005 and the Independence 
Bowl Hall of Honor in 2001. 

MiKE BELLOTTI 
Chico State (Calif.), University of Oregon 

Head Coach, 137-80=2 (63%) 

The winningest coach in Oregon football history, Mike Bellotti created a Hall of Fame career, turning the 
Ducks into a national powerhouse. 

After a brief coaching stint with Chico State (Calif.), Bellotti became Oregon head coach in 1995, 
becoming the first coach in school history to post a winning record in each of his first nine seasons. He 
took the Ducks to 12 bowl games in 14 seasons, including a win in the Fiesta Bowl following the 2001 
season. The Fiesta Bowl victory gave Belloitti and the Ducks a single-season school-record 11 wins and 
a No. 2 national ranking. Nationally ranked in eight seasons, Bellotti’s Ducks claimed the Pac-10 
championship in 2001 and a share of the conference title in 2000. 

Boasting more overall (116) and conference (72) wins than any other Pac-10 coach during his 14-year 
tenure, Bellotti was a finalist for the 2001 Bear Bryant Coach of the Year Award, and he was the 1986 
Northern California Athletic Conference Coach of the Year while at Chico State. At Oregon, he coached 
2007 NFF National Scholar-Athlete and Heisman Trophy finalist Dennis Dixon as well as five First-Team 
All-Americans and First-Team Academic All-Americans. 

A tight end and wide receiver at California-Davis under Hall of Fame coach Jim Sochor, Bellotti helped 
the Aggies to a Far Western Conference championship in 1972 and a share of the conference title in 

1971. A member of the American Football Coaches Association Board of Trustees from 2003-09, the 



Concord, Calif., native has served as the chair of the NCAA Football Rules Committee, a national vice 
president for the Muscular Dystrophy Association and a college football analyst for ESPN. 

JERRY MOORE 
University of North Texas, Texas Tech University, Appalachian State University 

Head Coach, 242-135-2 (64.1%} 

The winningest coach in both Southern Conference and Appalachian State history, Jerry Moore became 
the first coach to lead a team to three consecutive FCS national championships, guiding the 
Mountaineers to titles from 2005-07. 

After coaching stints at North Texas and Texas Tech, Moore moved to Appalachian State in 1989, and 

he finished his impressive career with 242 victories en route to becoming the 16th-winningest coach in 

Division I (FBS and FCS) history. The only coach to win AFCA National Coach of the Year honors in 
three consecutive seasons, he led his teams to 18 FCS postseason appearances, and he won a record 
13-straight postseason games in contiguous years (2005-08). Moor~ claimed Southern Conference 
Coach of the Year honors eight times while leading the Mountaineers to 10 Southern Conference 
championships, including six straight from 2005-10. 

Moore led the Mountaineers to one of the most memorable upsets in college football history, topping No= 
5 Michigan at the start of the 2007 season. The win earned Appalachian State the distinction as first 
FCS team to ever top a nationally-ranked FBS opponent, and the signature victory helped them become 
the first FCS team in history to receive votes in the final AP poll= 

At Appalachian State Moore coached 2011 College Football Hall of Fame linebacker Dexter Coakley, 
the only two-time winner of the Waiter Payton Award Armanti Edwards (2008 and 2009) and NFF 
National Scholar-Athletes Donald Campbell (1992) and Tony Washington (2013)= He also coached 
Hall of Fame defensive tackle Gabe Rivers while at Texas Tech. 

The 2006 Eddie Robinson Award winner and 2009 Liberty Mutual FCS Coach of the Year was inducted 
into the Southern Conference Hall of Fame in 2014. Moore is enshrined in the North Carolina Sports Hall 
of Fame. A former team captain at Baylor, the Bonham, Texas, native now serves as a guest speaker at 
events throughout the South. 

The NFF announced the 14 First Team All-America players and two legendary coaches in 

the 2014 College Football Hall of Fame Class. Among the induetees are four 

National Scholar-Athletes: Ton), Boselli (Southern California), Darrin Nelson (Stanford), 
John Sciarra (UCLA) and Wesley Walls (Mississippi). 

About the National Football Foundation 
Founded in 1947 with early leadership from General Douglas MacArthur, legendary/Army 
coach Earl "Red" Blaik and immortal journalist Grantland Rice, The National Football 
Foundation & College Hall of Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs 
programs designed to use the power of amateur football in developing scholarship, 
citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 120 chapters and 12,000 
members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hall of Fame in Atlanta, 
the NFF Leadership Hall of Fame, the NFF Scholar-Athlete Awards presented by Fidelity 
Znvestments, the NFF Showcases, the NFF Hampshire Honor Society, the NFF Faculty 
Salute Znitiative presented by Fidelity Investments, the NFF National Scholar-Athlete 
Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $I. 3 million for college and high school 
scholar-athletes. The NFF also presents the William V. Campbell Trophy, endowed by 
HealthBouth and hosted at the New York Athletic Club, as well as bestowing several other 
major awards at the NFF Annual Awards Dinner in New York City. NFF corporate partners 
include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, Fidelity Investments, Herff Jones, Liberty Mutua! 
Insurance, PrimeSport, the Sports Business Journal and Under Armour. Learn more at 

www. footballfounda tion. orq. 



Follow the NFF in Social Hedia 

Email: news@foot ballfou ndatiom corn 
Phone: 972-556-1000 

This ernail was sent to tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu by news@footballfouildation.corn 

Update Profile/Ernail Address i Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

The National Football Foundation & College Hall of Fame, Inc. I 433 East Las Colinas Blvd., Ste. 1130 I Irving I T~,~ I 75039 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 11:49 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Younk Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: Please reiterate the advising appts with your students! 

Also, please have our student athletes be mindful not to eat when meeting with the advisors...just another thing I was 

asked to pass along... 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2014 11:21 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Jennifer Townsend 0townsend@uncaa.unc.edu) 
Subject: Please reiterate the advising appts with your students! 
Importance: High 

Spencer called and said there were 2 S-A no shows to advising appointments today: 

:1. (LAX) 
2. [LAX) 

Please make sure all S-A’s know they must attend all sessions. If they do not meet with their advisor, they will not be 

able to register. All sessions are mandatory, but failure to submit the APPS form, the module, and attending the 

meeting means they will not be able to register for sure! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

]aimie Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

C 

iaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Texthelp Inc. <c.nawn@te~help.com> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 8:04 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun~unc.edu-~ 

Try the New Read&Write Gold for Mac Today 

Announcing .... 
Read&Write Gold 

for Mac Version 6 

Have you heard? Read&Write 6 Gold for Mac is here? 
Read&Write Gold for Mac was completely redesigned for Version 6 and includes a new 
dockable toolbar that is easily customized as well as exciting new features and 
enhancements. Mac users will love what this new version offers! 
Learn more about Version 6: 

Read about the new features and enhancements 

Watch the new features and enhancements video below 

~ N ~,.~ ~3F AIoMd - Now in its 
own Texthelp Viewer with 
Speech, Highlighter Tools, 

Collect Highlights, Vocabulary List 
Builder, Dictionary, and Picture 
Dictionary and more. Available right 
from the toolbar when working with 
PDFs. 

and Prepare 
store information for research 
assignments or when writing 

reports, Capture text and pictures, 
classify facts, and record their 
source. 

Use Read&Write Gold 
support tools in Chrome and Firefox 
as well as Safari. 

~ Support for Googl~ 

DoesTM - Access the 

Read&Write Gold for Mac 
toolbar within Google Docs in 
Chrome. Features include: speech, 
phonetic spell checker, word 
prediction, text and picture 
dictionaries, study skills highlighters, 
and vocabulary builder. 

Version 6 includes enhancements to 
Spell Checker, Word Prediction, Fact 
Mapper, Translator, Screen Masking. 
Speech Maker, Daisy Reader, 
Scanning, and more. 

Try Read&Wr~te 6 Gold 

~ 
D ownload a 30-day 
free trial and see for 
yourself how it can help 
every reader and writer! 

Order Your Upgrade 

If you are current on SMS or 
purchased Read&Write 5 Gold for 
Mac after April 16, 2014, you are 
entitled to a FREE upgrade to 
Version 6. 
Upgrades are sent upon request 
only. To request your free upgrade, 
call or email us with your contact 
information and serial number. 
If you are not eligible for a free 
upgrade, call 888-248-0652 or 
email u.s.info@texthelp.com for 
pricing or to order. 

NOt a Customer? Learn more 

about our 20% off Promotion 

Buy Single Copies ~ 
of Read&Write Gold 
online using promo 
code "Spring20" and 
get 20% off! 
Offer Expires June 30, 

2014. Online orders only. Cannot be 

combined with other offers or discounts. 

Note: $295 :tEp copies and unlimited 

site licenses cannot be purchased 

online, Contact Texthelp to purchase, 



Texthelp inc ~ 600 Unicorn Pa~k D~i\,e ~ Wobum, M~ 0180~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corey Leonard <coreyJeonm’d@bigsigns.com> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 7:06 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn’~unc.edu-~ 

Ooops! Missing Something? 

Tony, 
Does your stadium look like it is missing something? Below are a few branding 
products that will complete your stadium, and program’s, image. Take a look 
and let me know if you would like a free moc~<ul~ & ~uote. 

St~}~8~ ~v~ ~cs is the perfect solution to give your stadium a one-of-a-kind look. 
BigSigns.com will handle all aspects of customizing your stadium; from design, to 
manufacture to installation. 

"We had a good foundation. We just needed the bells and whistles to 
really make it pop!" 

~.#.#.~.~..~.{’.#.#.#.!.~:.#. are custom made by not only promotes 



printing anything from logos to digitally 
printed, four-color photos. Your images 
are printed using top-of-the-line, UV- 
protected Ultra-Brite inks. "four graphics 
will really stand out and last for years! 

school and team spirit, but can also be 
instrumental in recruiting top prospects. 
The design possibilities are unlimited; 
you can add flair by using a simple 
graphic or make a bold statement using 
a photo. 

Other Products to Check Out; 

i.oc~<er Room Graj~hics ~1o~dStar o~,-Frame 

Scoreboard G~a~hic:s Wa~ G~aph~cs 

Tony, let me help take your stadium to the next level. 
I guarantee you’ll be happy with the results. 

Give me a call or shoot me an email. 
Or C~i~:k rot V~>~r Fr~ ~<~<:~ & 

Thank you and have a gre, at day, 

1 Corey Leonard 

President 

800,790o7611 

Brand Amplification Experts I Agency Quality Design 1 Premium Products Built To Last 

Design, I~anufacture, Installation I Customer Satisfaction Guaranteed 

:[:ci-ey [.e.’lor~.’~dI 22 Sot~l:h H.~rb.’lr [[:,! Stli!:..! 101 i Gr-~r~d i-~.’v.’m, ~..,!1 49417 



Full Name: Tyler Adams 
Last Name: Adams 
First Name: Tyler 
E-mail: tadams@uncaa.un¢.edu 
E-mail Display As: tadams@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Jenny Levy 
Last Name: Levy 
First Name: Jenny 
Job Title: Head Coach 
Department: Women"s Lacrosse 
Business: 919-962-0740 
E-mail: uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 
E=mail DisplayAs: uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Joe Sagula 
Last Name: Sagula 
First Name: Joe 
Business: 919-962-5228 
Business Fax: 919 843-8543 
E-mail: /o=UNC Exchange/ou=E×change Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=Joseph A Sagula (jsagula) 
E-mail Display As: jsagula@unc.edu 



Full Name: Karen Shelton 
Last Name: Shelton 
First Name: Karen 
Job Title: Head coach 
Department: Field Hockey 
Business: 919-962-5230 
E-mail: kcs@uncaa,unc.edu 
E-mail DisplayAs: kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 





Full Name: Laurie Holman 
Last Name: Holman 
First Name: Laurie 
Department: Women"s Lacrosse 
E-mail: Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu 



Fuil Name: Jan Mann 
Last Name: Mann 
First Name: Jan 
Job Title: Head Coach 
Department: Women’s Golf 
Business: 919-962-4273 
E-maii: janmann@uncaa.unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: janmann@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Arturo Rivera 
Last Name: Rivera 
First Name: Arluro 
E-mail: ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu 



Full Name: Eve Rackham 
Last Name: Rackham 
First Name: Eve 
Business: 919-962-5233 
E-mail: /o=UNC Exchange/ou=Exchange Administrative Group (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/cn=Recipients/cn=rackham 
E-mail DisplayAs: rackham@unc=edu 



Full Name: Jaimie Lee 
Last Name: Lee 
First Name: Jaimie 
E-mail: jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu 
E-mail Display As: jairnielee@uncaa.unc,edu 



The ACC Futures Internship Program 

Atlantic Coast Conference, ESPN Wide World of Sports (formerly Disney), 
FedEx Orange Bowl, FSN SouthiSportSouth, Sun SportsiFSN Florida 

PROGRAM HISTORY 

In August of 1995, the Atlantic Coast Conference joined with regional sports television networks 
Home Team Sports, now Comcast (Washington, DC), Sunshine Network, now Sun Sports/FSN 
Florida (Orlando, FL), and FOX Sports Net South, now FSN South (Atlanta, GA) in a landmark 
six-year agreement to televise over 350 hours of special ACC programming annually. That 
agreement was renewed and expanded in 2001. 

In November of 1997, the Atlantic Coast Conference and Disney’s Wide World of Sports (now 
ESPN Wide World of Sports) began their partnership when Disney hosted the 1997 ACC Men’s 
Soccer Tournament. Disney has since hosted the 1998, 1999, and 2000 Baseball Blast, the 1998 
ACC Outdoor Track and Field Championships, the 1998 ACC Women’s Soccer Tournament, the 
1999 and 2003 ACC Volleyball Championship, the 2001 ACC Spring Sports Festival and 2007 
Women’s Soccer Championship. 

As an additional aspect of the programming and event relationships, the five entities also 
committed to develop a special internship program for graduating ethnic minority student- 
athletes and females at Atlantic Coast Conference universities (currently six). Six interns will be 
selected each year for a ten-month employment term. One internship will take place at the ACC 
Office in Greensboro, NC; one internship will take place at FSN South in Atlanta, GA; two 
internships will take place at Sun SportsiFSN Florida (one in marketing and one in productions) 
in Orlando, FL; one internship will take place at the FedEx Orange Bowl in Miami, FL and the 
final internship will take place at ESPN Wide World of Sports in Orlando, FL. The purpose of 
the programs is to provide the interns with a strong background in televised sports, athletics 
administration, or event management. The ultimate goal is to produce qualified candidates from 
underrepresented groups for employment in intercollegiate athletics, the television industry or 
event management. 

A maximum of three (3) candidates may be nominated by each ACC member institution, 
according to the criteria and instructions contained in the nomination folder. Selection of the six 
interns will be made by administrators from the Atlantic Coast Conference, ESPN Wide World 
of Sports, FedEx Orange Bowl, FSN South and Sun SportsiFSN Florida. 



CRITERIA 

To be eligible for consideration, an applicant shall: 

1. Be in good academic standing and scheduled to graduate by the conclusion of the 
spring semester of the current year. Special emphasis will be accorded by the 
Committee to outstanding overall academic achievement. 

2. Have lettered in a varsity sport at his or her institution or served as a student manager. 

3. Have declared his or her intention to enter into a career in athletics administration or 
television. 

Have conducted himself/herself, both on and off the field, in a manner which brought 
credit to himself/herself, the institution, intercollegiate athletics, and the ideals and 
objectives of American higher education. 

Interview in-person unless they receive prior approval from the conference office 
based on extenuating circumstances. 

NOMINATING INSTRUCTIONS 

Each Atlantic Coast Conference institution may nominate three candidates. 

The candidates can represent any sport sponsored by the institution. 

There are four forms to be completed. 
(a) The student data form to be completed by the nominee. Nominee must include a 

current resume. (Application will not be considered if not accompanied by a 
resume.) 

(b) An evaluation form to be completed and signed by the head coach of the sport 
which the nominee has participated. 

(c) An evaluation form to be completed and signed by the dean of the college 
professor or head of department responsible for the nominee’ s academic program. 

(d) An evaluation form to be completed and signed by the academic advisor/student 
services director. 

Please include a copy of the transcript. 

The institution’s director of academic support is considered to be the responsible 
institution official for collecting the completed nomination forms and related 
information and forwarding them directly to the Office of the Commissioner, Atlantic 
Coast Conference. 

ii 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:58 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Questions the department should talk about 

Bubba, 

In response to yonr emaJl atx~m the Disney Institute and the process that we are undertaking with tbem, I had some thoughts that relate to the student-athlete 

experience at Carolina and some questions that I think we should address as we seek to improve the quali~l of that experience. In meeting ruth 44 of my athletes on a 

weekly basis, and in regular contact ruth the other 80, a recumng theme from them is the lack of time to do many of the things that they need to do. Time management 

is a consent theme in our building, bnt the larger question, I believe, is do we, as a department have any real handle on how many hours we collectively command from 

them t~om the va~ous athletic department units. 

For example, just this 5,ear, Academics has added hours to the student-athleteg day by requiring more stu@ hall hirers than we have in the past. I believe that the 

Leadership Academy has added a gap year element to its program - more hours. Student Athlete development has added a fin~mcial traJming element to its program. 

Coaches are, at least in my spol~ and from my perception, adding more one on one film sessions or individual tm~ning sessions to the to the student-athlete’s day. 

While all of these axe worthy activities with benefits for the s~dent-athletes, my question is this: Is there anyone in our depastment that monitors mid manages the 

number of hours in a day that we require from these kids? Are we leaving them enough hours in their days to be actual university students? 

I believe that it is a qnestion worth examining across the board from Academics, Strength and Conditioning, Athletic Training, Coaching, Leadership Academy to 

evalnate whether or not our student-athletes are left ruth enough unscheduled hours in a week to actually fulfill [x~th of their dual roles on campus as students and as 

athletes. Is there enongh fle~biliF mthin our demands on their time? Are there ways that we could schedule more efficiently? Do we allow our s~dent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, April 12, 2014 8:22 PM 

Easter Week Academic Center Hours 

Ladies~ 

The AC roll close Monday at 5 for the Rammys. No tutoring, no stud~v hall hours. 

The AC roll clos~ Thnrsday at 5 for the Easter Holiday - No tutoring, no study hall hours. 

The AC roll reopen Monday morning. Closed Easter Snnday night. 

I roll be away Monday and Tuesday morning. No weekly meetings until 1:30 Tuesday. 

I roll be away Wednesday morning through noon. No weekly meetings before noon. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:31 AM 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edtr~ 

20121004093044612.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 1004.2012 09:30:44 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 9:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edtr~ 

20121004093134698.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 1004.2012 09:31:34 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 2:42 PM 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 
<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Drop-in Schedule 

Hello All, 
There have been a few changes to the drop-in schedule (check it out), specifically a change in time for 

6pm to 9pm on two days and two additional ECON hours with     , and then some various room changes. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

from 



Sent: 

To: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:34 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly 

Attach: lO05vb.pdf 

Weekly is attached. 
Progress reports will go out to professors next week, so that feedback will begin coming in soon. 
First round of midterms will be complete just before fall break, so the week after fall break will be the first real solid picture of where the kids are. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:57 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Re: hike shoes 

SHOES 2012.docx 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 10/5/2012 12:44 PM > > > 

Shane 

I’ve just had the dreaded changeover from Groupwise to Outlook, I think I’ve lost the email about shoes, 

Would you please send that to me again? 

Tony 





FFonl: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 2:56 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

ANTH 148 

Hi Tony, 
[ canIt access the database right now. I believe it was you who requested a tutor for ANTH 148, right? Would Tuesday night at 7pm work? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 8:36 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 
FW: new ENGL 101 sections for Spring 2013--tell your students 

Counselors, 

See below. Let me know if you have further questions. 

Bradley RoHo Bethel [ Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program fbr Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Cemer for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. [ Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 

IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 

From: Danielewicz, Jane M 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 5:01 PM 
To: Veggian, Henry; Cohen, Marc D 
Cc: Hammer, Bradley Aaron; Bethel, Bradley Richard 
Subject: new ENGL 101 sections for Spring 2013--tell your students 

Hi Henry and Marc--Please inform your students of the opportunity to enroll in ENGL 101 as a bridge- 
course, before taking ENGL 105. Here are the course times, etc.: 

The ENGL 101 / Spring 2013 schedule is: 

101.001 TR      9:30-10:45 Kathleen Crosby MU 204 
101.002 MWF 9:00-9:50 Ashley Reed MU 111 

Students may "opt-in" to ENGL 101. They will receive 3 credits. They can take ENGL 105 either next 
summer (it will be offered in both summer sessions) or in the Fall 2013 if they choose to take ENGL 
101 in Spring 2013. 

They are only required to take ENGL 105, so some students may decide to move directly to ENGL 
105 after ENGL 100. Please take an active role in advising your students as to their best options. 

Bradley B.--please pass this information along to Athletic Academic Advising. 

Let me know if any of you have questions. Thank you. 
Best, 
Jane 



Jane Danielewicz 
Hiskey Distinguished Professor in Research and Undergraduate Teaching 
Associate Professor 
Director of the Writing Program 
Department of English and Comparative Literature 
CB# 3520 
UNC Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3520 

Writing Program (919) 962-6920 
Office (919) 962-1988 



~:ro~: 

Sent: 

~’o: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday,                12:54 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd < kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: Weekly 

Attach: ax.pdf 

Weekly is attached. You will notice some grades beside the courses listed on this one. They have asterisks by them which indicates that they are from professors from the 

progress reports that we sent to the profs last week. More will arrive in the coming weeks, 
There will be no weekly next week due to fall break. For the following week, I will include grades for all classes either from professors, or from my best guess after talking with 

each of the students, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 12:57 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Weekly 

1012golf.pdf 

Weekly is attached. 

You will notice some grades beside the courses listed on this one. They have asterisks by them which indicates that they are from professors from the progress reports that 

we sent to the profs last week. More will arrive in the coming weeks, 

There will be no weekly next week due to fall break. For the following week, I will include grades for all classes either from professors, or from my best guess after talking with 

each of the students. 

Tony 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Gelin --~dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 3:42 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edtr~; Nick Fulton <nj fulton@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Re: High Res 

Hi Nick, 
How lmge a file do you need? I’m cc-ing Tony’ Yount on this s~ that we can figure out the best way to get you the file. 

Thanks, 

Dana 

Dana Crelin 

Associate Direck3r of Athletic Communications 

Coordinator of Career Development tbr Student-Athletes 
University of No~th Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 

w~x~v~goheels.com 

>>> On 10/15/2012 at 03:31 PM, in message <879AAE40D1EBTA41BI C04B51B8DC999D1BF530BD@ITS-MSXMBS4M.ad.unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" 

<tonyyoan@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

I would be honored, and I have a lull resolution coW on my computer. 

Its probably lx~o big to email though. 

Tony 

On Oct 15, 2012, at 3:13 PM, Dana Gelin <dgelin(~uncaa.unc .edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
The Rams Club is interested in using this photo in a brochure. A) is that OK with you and B) do you have a higher-res version you 

could send me? 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dg~!~n@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.qoheels.com 

>>> On 10/15/2012 at 02:35 PM, in message <A274055C77BgFF4096A9BB6337212C1D3A9FD143@ITS- 

MSXMBS4M.ad.unc.edu>, "Fulton, Nick" <nifulton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dana - 
Do you have this photo in a high resolution copy? 
Nick 

Nick Fulton 
The Rams Club 

njfulton@unc.edu 
O: 9:L9 843 5782 

<IMAGE prig> <IMAGE,png> <IMAGE png> 
We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics 

< _grad.jpg> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Fulton <nj fulton~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, October 15, 2012 3:51 PM 

Youat. Tony <tonxs~oun~unc.edu-~; Dana Gelin <dgelin@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Re: High Res 

Something with a resolution of around 3000x3000 should work great. 

Thanks Dana, 

Nick 

On Oct 15, 2012, at 3:42 PM, "Dana Gelin" <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Nick, 
How large a file do you need? Fin cc-ing Tony Yount on this so that we can figure out the best way to get you the file. 

Thanks, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel ttill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 
dgelin~uncaa.unc.edu 

wvwv.goheels.com 

>>> On 10/15/2012 at 03:31 PM, in message <879AAE40D1EB7A41B1C04B51B8DC999D1BF530BD~ITS-MSXMBS4M.ad.unc.edu>, "Yount, 

Tonv" <tonvvoun ,~unc.edu> wrote: 

I would be honored, and I have a fifll resolution copy on my computer. 

Its probably too Ng to email though. 

Tow 

On Oct 15, 2012, at 3:13 PM, Dana Gelin <dgelin,@~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tony, 
The Rams Club is interested in using this photo in a brochure. A) is that OK with you and B) do you have a higher-res 

version you could send me? 

Thanks, 
Dana 

Dana Gelin 
Associate Director of Athletic Communications 
Coordinator of Career Development for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
(919) 962-0083 
dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.goheels.corn 

>>> On 10/15/2012 at 02:35 PM, in message 

<A274055C77B9FF4096A9BB6337212C1 D3AgFD143@lTS-MSXMBS4M.ad.unc.edu>, "Fulton, 
Nick" <njfulton@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dana - 
Do you have this photo in a high resolution copy? 



Nick 

Nick Fulton 

The Rams Club 

~_~zf_~_Lt__o___n___C_%Ln___c_=__e___d___u_ 
O: 919.843.5782 

<IMAGE.pn~> <IMAGE.pn~> <IMAGE.png> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 3:59 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Lacrosse APR 

Congratulations and great jo!! 

Can’t wait to hear about what you learned about the team this past weekend. 

John 

>>> Paul Pogge 10/15/2012 2:50 PM >>> 

Jenny, 

[ hope you had a nice weekend, 

As the APR Adjustment Period ends this Wednesday, [ wanted to communicate your team’s current standing to you so that you can review it. The APR data below reflects what 

was submitted for the 2011 2012 academic year and includes your current multi year score. 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Eligibility Points: 52/52 

Retention Points: 52/52 
2011-2012 Single Year APR: 1000 

Multi-Year APR: 995 

Please let me know if you have any questions on the above information. If you’d like to do so, I can sit down with you sometime in tile next couple of weeks to discuss your 
APR score and how various scenarios could impact the team’s standing. 

I’ll be happy to help however I can. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 





October 19-20, 2012 

Maryland 

9am 

3pm 

4:30pm 

5pm 

6:15pm 

7pm 

11pm 

Depart (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road (Panera deliver for bagel, lunch) 

Arrive at Hotel 
Depart Hotel for Practice 

Practice at Maryland (Paint Branch Drive, College Park, MD 20740) 

Watch UNC vs MD men’s soccer ist half? 
Dinner followed by Team Meeting 

Lights Out 
Hotel" Greenbelt Marriott 

6400 Ivy Lane 

Greenbelt, MD 20770 

Phone: (301) 441-3700 

9:15am 

9:30am 

11:30am 

lpm 

2:30pm 

3:30pm 

9pm 

Pre-game spike run 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Depart for Field 

U~C w ~,."/,,t~,,,"~:~...(U N C in white) 
Tailgate 

Depart for Chapel Hill 

Arrive (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:47 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20121017094655322.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 10 17.2012 09:46:55 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 9:43 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu>; Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve 

Rackham < rackham @uncaa.unc.edu >; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Grade report 

1017vbgradereport.pdf 

Coaches, 
This is where we are right now. Some midterms are not yet graded, though the first round of tests are complete. If there is an asterisk, it represents a progress report from 

the professor. Otherwise the grade is my best guess based on the self reported grades by the student. Where there is no grade, wejust don’t have any significant feedback 

from the prof or the student. 

Some of the grades are bad. Those usually get better after the second round of exams. This is just a snapshot of where we are right now. 

Tony 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:02 PM 

Yount, Tonv <tonwount@unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Grade Report 

axgradereport.pdf 

Coaches, 
This is where we are right now. Some midterms are not yet graded, though the first round of tests are complete. [f there is an asterisk, it represents a progress report from 

the professor. Otherwise the grade is my best guess based on the self reported grades by the student. Where there is no grade, we just don’t have any significant feedback 

from the prof or the student, 

Some of the grades are bad. Those usually get better after the second round of exams. This is just a snapshot of where we are right now. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tony Yount <tonyyount@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 10:03 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu >; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Grade Report 

1017golfg radereport.pdf 

Coaches, 
This is where we are right now. Some midterms are not yet graded, though the first round of tests are complete. ]f there is an asterisk, it represents a progress report from 

the professor. Otherwise the grade is my best guess based on the self reported grades by the student. Where there is no grade, we just don’t have any significant feedback 

from the prof or the student. 

Some of the grades are bad, Those usually get better after the second round of exams. This is just a snapshot of where we are right now. 

Tony 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana Gelin --~dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 10:37 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton.5~yount@unc.edtr~ 

vball GPAs 

Hi Ton55 
Can you send me any vball players who have GPAs at 3.3 or above? (Need to figure out who ave Academic A-A candidates are.) 

Thanks! 

-- Dana 

Dana Crelin 

Associate Director of Athletic Communications 

Coordinator of Caxeer Development tbr Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 

dgelin@uucaa.uuc.edu 

w~v.goheels.com 



Memorandum 

To: Head Coaches 

From: Spencer Welborn 

Date: October 22, 2012 

Athletic Director’s Scholar-Athlete Award 

The Athletic Director’s Scholar-Athlete Award was established during the 1985-86 
academic year to recognize one senior student-athlete per team that has attained an 
exemplary level of achievement during his or her career in both academics and athletics. 
The AD Scholar-Athlete Award should go to the individual on each team that best 
exemplifies the meaning of the term "student-athlete." 

Each team will have one representative that is honored as a 2012-13 Athletic Director’s 
Scholar-Athlete. In the chance that a team does not have a senior that fits the criteria, the 
coach may nominate a junior student-athlete as a replacement. 

By no later than Monday, November 26, 2012, please identify and submit your senior 
nominee via e-mail to Spencer Welbom (swelborn@email.unc.edu). The award winners 
will receive recognition at a men’s basketball game (February 5) in addition to being 
honored at the annual All-Sports Banquet. We are in the process of scheduling the 
ceremony and will notify all students once they have been nominated. 

The Athletic Director’s Scholar-Athlete Award gives us the opportunity to recognize 
senior student-athletes who attain a high level of academic and athletic balance and 
provides a way for us to publicize their success. This is an additional avenue that we can 
increase the awareness of our program’ s commitment to encouraging academic success. 

Thank you in advance for your assistance in nominating the student-athletes. 

Sport: 

Nominee: 



October 25-26, 2012 

ODU 

2:45pm 

6:15pm 

6:30pm 

11pm 

Depart (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road 

Arrive at Hotel 

Dinner followed by Team Meeting Hotel" 

Lights Out 

Sheraton Norfolk Waterside 

777 Waterside 

Norfolk, VA 23510 

Phone: (757) 622-6664 

9am 

lO:30am 

11:15am 

l:30pm 

3pm 

3:30pm 

5pm 

6:30pm 

7pm 

lO:30pm 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Depart for pre-game practice at Field 

Practice at ODU (Powhatan Sports Complex, West 43rd St, Norfolk, VA) 

Lunch at Hotel 

Checkout 

Depart for field 

U~C w ©~U ,(UNC in white) 

Tailgate 

Depart for Chapel Hill 

Arrive (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road 



October 31-November 6, 2012 

ACC Tournament Week 

2-3:30pm Practice at Henry (Time limited by ACC Tournament) 

5:30-6:45pm Pre-game practice at Henry 

9am 

lpm 

2:30pm 

3:30pm 

Pre-game spike run and breakfast at Henry 

~..o~le~l~...4.~"~-~l~e (UNC in Carolina Blue) 

Tailgate 

Watch UVA vs Maryland/Duke Ist Half 

11:15am-12:45pm 

lpm 

l:30pm 

6pm 

6:45pm 

7pm 

11pm 

Practice at Henry (Time limited by ACC Tournament) 

Lunch 

Check in to Rizzo Hotel (Bring your own cars, make sure freshmen have a ride) 

Dinner at Rizzo Center 

Team Meeting 

Study Time 

Lights Out 

9am 

9:45am 

11:30am 

lpm 

2:30pro 

5:15pm 

Pre-game spike run and breakfast at Rizzo 

Team Meeting 

Check out and depart for Henry 

~!~.~I~,5,~:~L~./]~.~.~\y!.~.!~!.~!~%.~:!.!~.~:L,(UNC in Carolina Blue) 

Small Tailgate 

Dinner at 411 (If we win) 

1-3:30pm Practice at Henry 

OFF NCAA Tournament Selection Show @ 8pm 



2-4:30pm Practice / Blue White Scrimmage at Henry 

6pm Dinner at Rizzo Center 

4pm-6pm Practice at Henry 

OFF 

OFF NCAA Tournament Selection Show @ 8pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaaa~nc.edu~ 

Monday, October 29, 2012 11:48 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Exec Cup Dinner 

Sure thing! I marked you down. thanks! 

From: Youaat, Ton?’ 
Sent: Monday, ©ctober 29, 2012 11:28 AM 
To: Domina, Julie 
Sulziect: Exec Cup Dirmel- 

Hi Julie, 

I would like to attend the Exec Cup dilmer this Saturday if its not too late to let you know that 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, November 5, 2012 9:48 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Practice Schedules needed immediately 

Can you please send i’ne details on whether your teams’ practice schedules have changed from the ones submitted for Fall? Also, if there is any other important registration 

information that is needed (avoiding Wednesday night classes for games, etc.). Please send this to me ASAP! 

Thanks! 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:[9 962-9538 

9].9 962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 4:58 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Team GPA last fall 20117 

Tony, 

Can you send me the teamGPAfromlastfall, Ihaveeverythingelse butcannotfindthat. 

Thanks, 

J~D~ 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wvcw.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.comi 



November 9-11, 2012 

NCAA Tournament 

2:30-3:45pm 

4pm 

6pm 

7pm 

11pm 

North Carolina practice 

Check in at Rizzo Center - drive own cars (Teryn) 

Dinner followed by Team Meeting 

Study Time 

Lights Out 

7:45am 

8am 

lOam 
11:30am 

lpm 

2pm 

2:45pm 

6pm 

7pm 

11pm 

Pre-game spike 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Depart Rizzo Center (bus) 

.~.~ ~.. ~.~...~.!:~ f.~..’,,.~::~!..l ~!.~ ~...!.!:!...~i~-..’.,,..!:~.!.!.!:..’,,..~-.,~...~!. ~:! .~:~.l 
Tailgate 
Old Dominion vs Michigan (Watch 1~t Half) 

Bus back to Rizzo Center 
Dinner followed by Team Meeting 

Study Hours 

Lights Out 

10:15am 

lO:30am 

12:30pm 

2:00pm 

3:45pm 

6:30pm 

Pre-game spike 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Check out, depart Rizzo Center (own cars) 

Ist Round Winners for a ticket to the Final Four 
Tailgate 

411- if we win 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 12, 2012 8:46 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2vount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~yount@ unc.edu> 

Elite 89 

Dana and Tony: 

For some reason I have not received any information on the Fall Elite 89 nomination deadline. I am assuming it is coming up and we need to turn something in 

before Wednesday. 

Have either of you seen any emails from the NCAA? 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 9:47 PM 

~live.unc.edu >; 
@live.u nc.ed u >.                            @live.u nc.ed u >; 

@live.unc.edu >; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

~live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 
~live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.u nc.ed u >; 
@live.unc.edu >; 

@live.unc.edu >; I 

@live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu > 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridger 

@live.unc.edu >; 
@live.unc.edu > 

@live.u nc.ed u >; 

@live.u nc.ed u >; 

@live.unc.edu >; 

< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu > 
@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

BIOL Exam Review - Tuesday @ 8pm 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for BIOL 

conducting on Tuesday evening (11/13) at 8:00pm in Room 2310A. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

that our BIOL tutor will be 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbm aloy(~b u ncaaou ncoed u 



November 14-18, 2012 

NCAA Final 4, Norfolk VA 

3pm 

6:30pm Arrive at Hotel 

7pm Dinner at Hotel 

11pm Lights Out 

Depart (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road (Small subs for the bus) 

Hotel: Marriott Waterside Norfolk 

235 E. Main St 

Norfolk, VA 23510 

ph: (757) 627 4200 

8:30am Administration Meeting (Coaches only) 

9:30am Breakfast 

10:15am Depart for Practice 

11am-12:15pm      Practice at ODU 

lpm Lunch at Hotel followed by Team Meeting 

2:30pm Free Afternoon 

5:30pm Depart for Banquet 

6pm Banquet at Norfolk Yacht Club (7001 Hampton Boulevard, Norfolk, VA 23505) 

8pm Return to Hotel 

11pm Lights Out 

10:15am 

lO:30am 

12:30pm 

2pm 

3:30pm 

4:30pm 

5pm 

6:30pm 

11pm 

Pre-game Spike Run 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Depart for Field 

Tailgate 

Princeton vs Maryland (Watch 1St Half) 

Depart for Hotel 

Dinner at Hotel 

Lights Out 

9am 

9:30am 

10-11:15am 

lpm 

l:30pm 

6pm 

11pm 

B re a kfa st 

Depart for Field 

Practice at ODU 

Lunch at Hotel 

Free Afternoon - Cinema or Study Time 

Dinner at Hotel followed by Team Meeting 

Lights Out 



9:15am 

9:30am 

11:30am 

lpm 

2:45pm 

4:30pm 

8pm 

Pre-game spike 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Check out, depart Hotel 

Tailgate 

Depart Norfolk 

Arrive back in Heaven 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.une.edu~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10:05 AM 

Yount. Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

Scholaxship Oplyortunity in Communications’Journalism 

Jim McKay Scholarship.docx 

N NAY $ ;NOLAN NN P OPPONT N TY 
(D~e: January 25, 2{}13) 

In 2008, the National Collegiate Aflfletic Association established the Jim McKay Schola~hip Pmgra~ as a ~nem~s of~ecogNzing the im~nense contributions and legacy 

of pioneer s~sjoumalist Ji~n McKay. Un&r ~is program, one rune ~d one female smdent-atNete (nafionNly) are ~uNly awarded a $1~00~ 

scholarslfip ~ reco~fion tbr outst~d~ academic aclfievement ~d potenfiM to make a ma~or con~ibufion ~ the sports comm~cafion indus~v. 
McKay ~holays will ~ ~cogfized as having demonstrated a ufique apfi~de and commitmem to the communications field and promises to be a lucre leader in fl~e 

indus~y. McKay ~holays also will demonstrate ~e Nghes~ level of professional integfi~, including the pfinci#es oftmt~ulness, ~cumc~; objectivity, im~l~ialiD’, 

fairness ~d punic acconnmbili~, wifl~ the element ofcom~ssion that so i~n~d McKay’s long and storied career. 
~e NCAA only recognizes 1 male amd 1 female for flais awed, so candidates must be one of the top student-athletes (both in athletics ~ well as the cl~sroom) to be 
considered for the award. 
O~lNcations to be eligible for consideration, nomh~ees shall: 
1. Have am overall nnder~’aduate cumulative ~’ade-point average of 3.500 or better 
2. Have cotnpeted in intercollegiate athletics as a tnember of a v~si~ temn at an NC~ ~nember 

h~stitution; 
3. Be e~olled in gaduate sin@ at an NCAA member insti~tion or be a o’aduating senior commi~ed to e~olling 

in a ~aduate de~ee program within five yeaxs of being named a McKay Scholar; 
4. ttave demonstrated ~e potential to maJ(e a major con~ibution N the spoNs commuNcations 

~dust~; 
5. ~cfibe to the hi~est levels of inte~’ity, Ncluding fl~e prNciples oftmtl~hlness, accuracy, 

o~iectivity, impa~ialiD’, fairness and public ~connmbility. 
6. Itave evidenced superior character ~md leadership; 
7. Have am unde~tamding amd appreciation tbr the legacy of Jim McKay, his contributions to spo~ broadcasting 

and specifically his award-w~ing oratoW on the 1972 Olytnpic Gmnes in Munich. ~is schola~hip is open to 
student-atNetes in all ~ree divisions, pa~icipating in all spots 

Please contact S~ncer Welbom if interested: 

919- 843-2328; swelbom@ema~l.unc.edu 



(Due" Januau 2013) 

In 2008, the National Collegiate Athletic Association established the Jim McKay Scholarship Program 
as a means of recognizing the immense contributions and legacy of pioneer sports j ournalist Jim McKay. 
Under this program, one male and and one female student-athlete are annually awarded a $10,000 

scholarship in recognition for outstanding academic achievement and potential to make a maior 
contribution in the sports communication industry. McKay scholars will be recognized as having 
demonstrated a unique aptitude and commitment to the communications field and promises to be a 
future leader in the industry. McKay scholars also will demonstrate the highest level of professional 
integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, obj ectivity, impartiality, fairness and public 
accountability, with the element of compassion that so infused McKay’s long and storied career. 

The NCAA only recognizes 1 male and 1 female for this award, so candidates must be one of the top student- 
athletes (both in athletics as well as the classroom) to be considered for the award. 

Qualifications to be eligible for consideration, nominees shall: 

1. Have an overall undergraduate cumulative grade-point average of 3.500 or better 

2. Have competed in intercollegiate athletics as a member of a varsity team at an NCAA member 
institution; 

3. Be enrolled in graduate study at an NCAA member institution or be a graduating senior committed to enrolling 
in a graduate degree program ~vithin five years of being named a McKay Scholar; 

4. Have demonstrated the potential to make a major contribution in the sports communications 
industry; 

5. Ascribe to the highest levels of integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, 
obj ectivity, impartiality’, fairness and public accountability. 

6. Have evidenced superior character and leadership; 

7. Have an understanding and appreciation for the legacy of Jim McKay, his contributions to sport broadcasting 
and specifically his award-winning orator?" on the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. This scholarship is open to 
student-athletes in all three divisions, participating in all sports 

Please contact Spencer Welborn if interested 
919-843-2328; welborn@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 12:34 PM 

Younk Tony -~-tonyyounk@tmc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton?3~ount@unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Schedules 

He?’ Tony, how- are you looking for this evening? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 11:35 AM. "Yount, Ton?’" <ton?3~ount@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 

> Here’s where we are right now-. Adjustments will no doubt follow. 
> 

> But its a chance for you to check to see if there are conflicts that will pose problems. 
> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 12:56 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~yount@ unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Schedules 

Yes, we have a ticket for you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 12:52 PM, "Yount, Ton?’" <ton?3~ount@uaac.edu> wrote: 

I can leave in 30 minutes and make it in time for the banquet if there is a ticket 

OnNov 15, 2012, at 12:33 PM, Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.uaac.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Hey Tony, how are you looking for this evening? 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Nov 15, 2012, at 11:35 AM, "Yount, Tony-" <ton?)’ount@unc edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Here’s where we are right now. Adjustments will no doubt ibllow. 

>>> But its a chance 12~r you to check to see if there are conflicts that will pose problems. 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 18, 2012 6:47 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Carolina Football vs. Maryland, November 24th at 3:00 p.m. on RSN 

Nov. 18, 2012 

GREENSBORO, NC - The Atlantic Coast Conference Sunday announced the finalized game times and television coverage for the games of Nov. 24.: 

Saturday, November 24 
Georgia Tech at Georgia, ESPN, Noon #GTvsUGA 

Virginia @ Virginia Tech, noon ET on ESPNU #UVAvsVT 

Miami (Fla.) @ Duke, 12:30pm on ACC Network #M[AvsDUKE 

Boston College @ NC State, 3pro on ESPN3 #BCvsNCSU 

Maryland @ North Carolina, 3pro on RSN #MDvsUNC 

Florida @ Florida State, 3:30pm ET on ABC (national) #UFvsFSU 

Vanderbilt @ Wake Forest, 3:30pm ET on ESPNU #VANDYvsWAKE 

South Carolina @ Clemson, 7pm ET on ESPN #SCARvsCLEM 

John Brunner 

Director of Athletic Game Operations 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

wwwgoheels.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edt~> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 11:25 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton?.5~oun@unc.edu" 

Meeting tomonow 

Hey Ton?-. Our recruit has requested that we move our meeting time tomorrow more, ing to 10:00 since he has a business call at 9:30 Just let me know if that causes you a problem 

Tyler Adams 
LrNC Volleyball 
Sent from rny Droid Charge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:34 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@~mc.edw~; Spencer Welbom <welbom@uncaa.unc.edu> 

20121126093423727.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 11 26.2012 09:34:23 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:12 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20121126101139509.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 11 26.2012 10:11:39 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:12 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~yount@ unc.edu> 

20121126093423727.pdf 

I think this is yours. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scalmer@unc.edu [mailto:scalmer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 26, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Welborn, Spencer; Tony Yount 
Subject: 

’]?his E-mail *vas sent :from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500) 

Scan [)ate: 11 26.2012 09:34:23 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <j anmann@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 9:26 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2votm@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: In Iowa ruth volleyba]l 

Have fun! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 8:56 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Last year I got to to to Malibu with volleyball for the NCAAs first round. This year, is Ames, Iowa. I’ll be in the office on Tuesday, and gone from Tuesday late afternoon until Saturday 
afternoon. I will of course have my cell and computer and be happy to answer questions. If you need another counselor, just find an open office door at the AC. 
> 

> Do all you can to prepare for exams 
> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, 8:11 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

< harold_woodard@unc.edu >; Blanton, Brent S < blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth 
Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet 

<overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tutorial Sessions During Final Exams 

Hey Everyone, 
Just wanted to let you know that the below email was sent to all tutors last night. We will continue with all tutor 

appointments throughout the exam period. Obviously sessions will end as each exam occurs, but it will be the 

responsibility of the tutor and the student to determine this. Please be sure that your students are aware that their 

sessions will continue for each course until their final exam. [ will be getting a review schedule out as soon as [ can, 

hopefully today, for your review. [ do have a penciled in version if you are curious about the schedule at this point. Feel 

free to check in with me. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Hello All, 

Final exams are fast approaching. I hope that you are now working with your students to prepare for their 

finals. I would like to go ahead and lay out the framework for how the tutorial program will function during 

the following two weeks (12/2 - 12/13). In an attempt to minimize confusion for all parties and continue to 

service our students without disruption, we would like for all regularly scheduled tutor sessions (per your 

schedules throughout the semester) to continue through Thursday, December 13, 2012. Additionally, in 

order to service larger groups of students during this final exam period, we would like to offer a few 

additional Drop-In review sessions in various subject areas. With this said, we may need to add an additional 

hour or two to your schedule beginning Thursday, December 7 thru December 13. 

With this structure, you will be responsible for knowing when your students’ exams are in order to determine 
when you will end your tutorial sessions with each student. I am certainly available to discuss end dates with 
you as needed. 

I will follow up with each of you with additional review sessions to add to your schedule as soon as I am able 



to orl~anize a plan. 

If you have any immediate concerns with rel~ard to your schedule and the ensuinl~ holiday break, please 

contact me as soon as possible. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~zbuncaaou ncoedu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Network Registration <netreg@iastate.edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 5:15 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Welcome to the Iowa State University Guest Network 

Dear Tony Yount, 

This email is to confirm that you have registered your 
computer for guest access on the Iowa State University 
campus. 

Your computer will connect automatically to the network 
for the next seven days. Then, for three more days, a 
warning message reminds you that your access will be expiring. 
After expiration, you will not be able to re-register for 
guest access until 14 days later 

If you are a frequent campus visitor who needs network access, 
the department you are aftiliated ~vith or the Solution Center 
may be able to set up longer-term access for you. 

If you have an Iowa State Net-ID and you registered for guest 
access in error, return to http://netre~.iastate.edu to convert 
your registration to a regular one. 

We strongly urge you to ensure your computer is updated and 
secure before connecting to the network. Any computer that 
has been compromised could be blocked from network access. 

fivewone using the campus network must comply with the 
umversity’s Code of Computer Ethics and Acceptable Use 
( http ://policy iastate edu/policy/it/ethics/) 

If you did not register your computer for guest access on 

the Iowa State campus, please reply to this email and we 

will delete the registration record :[’or 60:c5:47:9b:56:44 

Send any feedback, comments, or questions to the 

Solution Center at solution@iastate.edu or 515-294-4000 

IT Services 
Iowa State University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Sunday, December 2, 2012 11:15 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
< wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Woodard, Harold < harold_woodard@unc.edu > 

Final Exam Schedule 

All, 
Attached is the finalized Final exam review schedule. The only tutor who has not responded to me about their sessions is 

i’m keeping my figures crossed after all of this, but I believe her sessions should be the only ones that 
are subject to change at this point. Please be sure your students are aware of these sessions and strongly encourage 

them to attend. Also inform them that the Academic Center will be open until 11pm on Friday 12/7. Writing tutors will 

be available from 7-9pm each night through Thursday 12/13 as well. I will work on room assignments as soon as I can. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmaloi’~uncaaou nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 12:31 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Russell, Chloe 
<cjrussel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; llle, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbrog@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan 
Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

staff meeting tomorrow 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow at 3pm. Please send me your agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~,uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 20~12 ~_0:34 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Shane Parrish <sparrish@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Nike Shoes 

If you are receiving this email then your shoes have arrived. Simply come by the ticket office between 8 5 to sign for them. Once again you may pick up others as long as you 

sign for them, but keep in mind only a select number have arrived. 
~. S~/ANE E;~.Z~I~ 
UN~/ERS£~,f OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ASSf D]RECTOR OF f]CKE10PERA1]ONS 



FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Fall 2012 

3 AFAM 101-003 (All Sports) 7pm 

4 CHEM 6-8pm 

5 

6 

9 BIOL 101-002 (FB) 11am 

11 BIOL 101-001 2-3:30pm 

12 POLl 100 6pm 

13 

14 

15 

16 EXSS 175-002 7pm 

17 MATH 110,118,130,152,231 7pm 

18 

19 

20 

21 PSYC 101-001 8pm 

22 MATH/STOR 113 9pm 

23 

2301 

2303 

2310C 

2310C 
2406 

2408 

2303 

2301 

2310A 

2303 

24 

28 BIOL 101-001 3-4:30pm 2310C 
29 EXSS 276-001 (All Sports) 7pm 2310A 

30 AFR1101-006 7pm 2310B 

31 ECON 101 7pm 2301 

32 MATH 110,118,130,152,231 7pm 2303 

33 ECON 400+ 8pm 2301 

34 MATH 110,118,130,152,231 8pm 2303 

35 

36 

39 ASTR 101 6pm 2408 
40 EXSS 188 6pm 2310A 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8pm 

8pm 

9pm 

9pm 

9pm 

9pm 

42 CHEM 
43 EXSS 
44 HIST- General drop-in 
45 MATH/STOR 
46 PORT 101 
47 SPAN 105 
48 SPAN 203 
49 PORT 102 

50 PORT 103 

51 SPAN - General drop-in 

52 PSYC 101-003 

53 MATH 118 

2301 

2310A 

2406 

2303 

2310B 

2310C 

2310C 

2310B 

2310B 

2310C 

2310A 

2303 

15 



FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Fall 2012 

A            B 

54 

55 

58 

59 ASTR 101 6pm 

60 AFRI 101-004 6pm 
61 AFAM 101-001&002 7pm 

62 ASTR 101 7pm 

63 ECON 101 7pm 

64 EXSS 175 7pm 

65 GEOL 101 7pm 

66 PSYC 101-002 7pm 

67 MATH 118 7pm 

68 MATH/STOR 8pm 

69 BIOL 101-002 {All) 8-10pm 

70 ECON 101 8pm 

71 

72 ECON 9pm 

73 SOCI 101-001&002 {All) 9pm 

74 MATH/STOR 9pm 

75 

78 EXSS 7pm 

79 GEOL 7pm 

80 GEOL 8pm 
81 

82 

85 HIST 128-006&007 6pm 

87 HIST- General Drop-in 7pm 

88 GEOL 105 7pm 

89 ECON 101 7pm 

90 MATH/STOR 7pm 

91 MATH/STOR 8pm 

92 DRAM 160 8pm 

93 DRAM 115-001 (All) 8pm 

94 ECON 101 8pm 

95 ECON 400+ 9pm 

96 

97 

100 HIST 142-001 6pm 
101 HIST 128-007 6pm 

102 AFR1101-003 (All) 7pm 

103 HIST 151-002&006 7pm 

104 PSYC 101-002 7pm 

105 DRAM 116-001 

106 

S 

2310B 

2306 

S 

2301 

2310A 

2310C 

WL1 

2303 

2303 

2310B 

2301 

2301 

2408 

2303 

2301 

2303 

2303 

2310C 

2310B 

V 

2301 

2303 

2303 

2408/2406 

2310A 

2301 

2301 

2310B 

2303 

2310B 

2310A 

2310C 

2303 

E 

15 

17 

11 



A 

108 EXSS 276-002 (All) 

109 

ii0 

iii 

112 

9pm 2301 

9 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW SCHEDULE 

Fall 2012 



WRITING TUTOR SHIFTS 

Final Exam Week 

B 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 6:52 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Advising Question 

Hypothetical Question? 

Transfer student who is coming in as a ..... 

Completed SPAN    and    at previous institution ..... what SPAN class would you advise said student to take? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Friday, December 7, 2012 7:50 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr 
<knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

Good morning, 
is still feverish, so I won’t be in until around 2:30. No meeting this morning but I do want to meet at the 

same time on Monday. Cool? 

Thanks, 
B 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 10:41 AM 

Gregory, Cassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Kiziah, Shari <skiziah@unc.edu >; Clay, Kendra Ann 
< kfclay@store.unc.edu >; Toni Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Amy 

Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Bridget < bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie 
Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend 

<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 

<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Book list as of 12.10.12 

Book list as of 12.10.12.xlsx 

All, 

Please find attached the first Spring 2013 book list. There will be some changes at some point and at that time I will send 

out an updated list. 

in the meantime, if you have any questions, feel free to call me. 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell             IFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, 1:01 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget 
< bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu >; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee 

<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >; Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

@uncaa.unc.edu > 

GEOL at 10-10:30 tonight 12/10 

Hey Everyone, 

Since review is at the same time as our GEOL review tonight at 7pm, has agreed to stay for 

30 minutes (from 10-10:30pm) after his last appointment to address any last minute questions in preparation for the 
exam tomorrow. 

Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo~uncaaounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 10:48 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonzs,oun~unc.edu-~ 

ACC Postgraduate Scholarship Opportunity 

ACC POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP Flier.doc 

ATTENTION SEN lOP, S: 

Are you interested in attending graduate school within the next three years? If so, you may be eligible to apply fbr the annual ACC Postgraduate Scholarship! 

The ACC awards a $5,000 postgraduate scholarship for all selected winners of Ace Postgraduate Scholarship. The University of North Carolina is allowed to 
nominate three student-athletes fur this particular award. 

Please see the criteria below: 

To be eligible for consideration an applicant shall have: 

1. Distinguished himself/herself with an overall minimum accumulative grade point average of 3.000 

(a) Completed at least seven semesters; students engaged in undergraduate programs requiring more than four years for a baccalaureate degree shall be 

considered during their final year of intercollegiate athletic competition. 

2. Performed with distinction as a member of a varsity team specifically represented by local conference, regional and/or national athletic recognition (team 

MVP, ACC player of the week, All-American, etc) 

3. Consideration should be given to his/her participation in campus activities other than academic and athletic in which he/she has demonstrated qualities of 

leadership and has served as an example of his/her fello~v students 

In selecting recipients for this award: 

I. The degree of the student’s athletic achievement shall be weighed at least equally with the degree of his/her academic performance. 

2. Consideration shall also be given to his/her participation in campus activities other than academic and athletic in which he/she has demonstrated his/her 

qualities of leadership and has served as an example to his/her fellow students. 

4. Applicants must be continuing academic work beyond the baccalaureate degree as a full-time graduate or professional student and have been judged 
capable of such study by his/her major professor, major department head or dean of the college in which he/she is enrolled. The recipients of the award must use 
all scholarship money within three academic years from the fall semester after selection. 

if you are interested in applying for the ACC Postgraduate Scholarship please send the following items to Spencer Welbom Iswelborn@email.unc.edu} by 

Decemer 28, 2012: 
L Personal Statement - Please include future plans of graduate school {have you applied} and why you would like to be considered for the scholarship, 

Please }ndude what degree that you w}l~ be seeking once you begin postgraute stud}ca, 

2. ~esume 

Once we receive all personal statements and resumes, the administration will meet to discuss which three candidates will move forward with the ArC 

Postgraduate Scholarship. 

This email has been sent to all senior student-athletes, academic counselors, coaches and sport administrators. If coaches could post this scholarship opportunity 

in the team locker room/lounge, it would be most greatly appreciated. 



ARE YOU INTERESTED IN ATTENDING GRADUATE SCHOOL WiTHiN THE NEXT 

THREE YEARS? |F SO, YOU MAY li~E EUG[II~LE TO APPLY ]FOR THE ANNUAL ACC 

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP.~ 

THE    ACC AWARDS A    $5,000 POSTGRADUATE    SCHOLARSHIP    FOR ALL 

SELECTED WINNERS OF ACC POSTGI:~ADUATE SCHOLARSHIP, THE 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA IS ALLOWE~ TO ~O~I~ATE THREE STUdEnT~ 

ATHLETES FO~ TH~S PA~TICU~ AWARD, 

PLEASE SEE THE CRiTERiA E}ELOW: 

To be eligible for consideration an applicant shall have: 

1. Distinguished himself/herself with an overall minimum accumulative grade point average of 3.000 

(a) Completed at least seven semesters; students engaged in undergraduate programs requiring more than 

four years for a baccalaureate degree shall be considered during their final year of intercollegiate athletic 

competition. 

2. Performed with distinction as a member of a varsity team specifically represented by local conference, 

regional and/or national athletic recognition (team MVP, ACC player of the week, All-American, etc) 

3. Consideration should be given to his/her participation in campus activities other than academic and athletic 

in which he/she has demonstrated qualities of leadership and has served as an example of his/her fellow 

students 

In selecting recipients for this award: 

1. The degree of the student’s athletic achievement shall be weighed at least equally with the degree of 

his/her academic performance. 

2. Consideration shall also be given to his/her participation in campus activities other than academic and 

athletic in which he/she has demonstrated his/her qualities of leadership and has served as an example to 

his/her fellow students. 

4. Applicants must be continuing academic work beyond the baccalaureate degree as a full-time graduate or 

professional student and have been judged capable of such study by his/her major professor, major 

department head or dean of the college in which he/she is enrolled. The recipients of the award must use all 

scholarship money within three academic years from the fall semester after selection. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 10:l0 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Please Read - Mass Communica’6on Reminder 

All, 

With close to 800 student athletes on 28 teams, we are all in the business of trying to mass communicate targeted messages to our specific followers to generate support for our teams. If 
used improperly, the use of email groups, listservs, etc to mass communicate a message might be an invasion of privacy. Please be reminded that some of the fans/supporters/tbllowers that 
you are tlying to reach may be extremely sensitive to sharing their information (Email Address) with evewone else on the email(s) that you are sending 

When sending Mass Communications like this, please utilize the BC: (Blind Copy) method to send the email. This prevents the email recipients to be shared with other recipients on the 
email. We are in the customer service business and we need to recognize that this is an area that we can help meet our customers privacy expectations. 

Thanks for your attention to this veW important matter. 

Go Heels! 

Clint 

Clint Gwaltney 
Sr Associate Athletic Director 
UNC Athletic Department 
P© Box 3000 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27514 
Shipping: 
450 Skipper Bowles Dr. 
Chapel tliH, NC 27514 

800-722-4335 

919-%2-2296 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, December 17, 2012 5:25 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount. Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Lacrosse Unit Pla~ 

Yes. Come to the smith center back lot and hit    on the gate house key pad. Tell them you ~re going to a meeting in tile Williamson center. Thanks, Rick 

On Dec 16, 2012, at 10:11 PM, "Yount, Tony" <~ton,~’ount~unc.edu> wrote: 

Can we park at or near the EWAC tomorrow dnring the meeting? 

Tony 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 1:32 PM, Rick Steinbacher <rickstei,~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

[.ui~ch will be catered in (Caf~ C~rolin~ Sandwiches and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 8:54 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu> 

Visit 

Tony, 

Good morning just left you a voicemail. This morning has filled up a bit...I’ll be over that way for a meeting with MLax around 1:00, should be done about 2:00 but assuming 

(hoping for your sake) that you’ll be headed out by then? I’m available tomorrow from 7 10:45 if there is a convenient block in there for you. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 9:05 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu > 

Re: Visit 

Tony sounds good...]’ll plan on heading over there around 10:00. Can I bring coffee or anything for you? 

John 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@u nc.edu > 12/20/2012 9:01 AM > > > 

I will be out by 2 today, How about anytime after 9:30 tomorrow morning. 

Looking forward to it. 

On Dec 20, 2012, at 8:53 AM, John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Tony, 

Good morning just left you a voicemail. This morning has filled up a bit...f’ll be over that way for a meeting with MLax around 1:00, should be done about 

2:00 but assuming (hoping for your sake) that you’ll be headed out by then? I’m available tomorrow from 7 10:45 if there is a convenient block in there for you. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

John 



Spring 2013 

Tar Heel Women’s Golf Schedule 

2/8 

2/9 

2/10-12 

Friday 

Saturday 

Sun-Tues 

Depart at 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

UCF Challenge 

Sorrento, FL 

Hosted by Central Florida 

3/6 

3/7 

3/8-10 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Fri-Sun 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

Darius Rucker Invitational 

Hilton Head, SC 

Hosted by South Carolina 

3/13 

3/14 

3/15-17 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Fri-Sun 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

SunTrust Gator Invitational 

Gainesville, FL 

Hosted by Florida 

3/27 

3/28 

3/29-31 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Fri-Sun 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

Bryan National Collegiate 

Browns Summit, NC 

Hosted by UNC Greensboro/WF 

4/17 

4/18 

4/19-21 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Fri-Sun 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

ACC Championships 

Greensboro, NC 

Hosted by ACC 

5/7 

5/8 

5/9-11 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thur-Sat 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

NCAA Regionals 

TBA 

TBA 

5/18 

5/19-20 

5/21-24 

Saturday 

Sun-Mon 

Tue-Fri 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Rounds 

Tournament Rounds 

NCAA Championships 

Athens, GA 

Hosted by Georgia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:11 PM 

Gregory, Eassandra B <gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Kiziah, Shari <skiziah@unc.edu >; Elay, Kendra Ann 
< kfclay@store.unc.edu >; Toni Horton <TM HORTON@store.unc.edu >; Blanton, 

Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Bridget <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Samantha Kirby <slkirbyS@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn 
<welborn@uncaa.unc.edu >~ Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Updated book list as of 

Book list as of .xlsx 

All, 

I have added: 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell            !lFax 919.962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Sunday, January 6, 2013 6:05 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Russell, Chloe 
<cjrussel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dana Gelin 
<dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

TUESDAY STAFF MEETING 

All 

We will have a staff meeting this Tuesday at 3pm. Please send me your agenda items. 

Thanks! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) .......... 
brid~erb ~,uncaa.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, Januao~ 8, 2013 9:54 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20130108095354817.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 01 08.2013 09:53:54 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCIENCES 

Spring Semester - 20 !3 

THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC SUPPORT PROGRAMS FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

& LOUDERMILK CENTER I~OR EXCELLENCE 

344 tklDGE R.OAD 

CAMPUS BOX 3tO7 

CHAPEL HILL, NC :~7599-3107 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class dt~e to travel for athletic events. This 
letter is to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travei schedule for                             who is a 
student-athlete in your course. Please note that because travel rosters often change, the student 
is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. Not all student-athletes travel 
for every competition (e.g. Swimming & Diving, Track and Field, and other individual sports). 
A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in the Department of Athletics. Should you 
wish to consult this list please contact me at 962-9534. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University activities and 
who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the 
approved period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible 
University official to the instructor before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

The student understands that s~e is responsible for a!l the work of all class meetings and must 
make arrangements with you to complete assignments or make-up quizzes or tests. 

Please contact me with any questions or concerns reg~trding team travel or any academic matter 
concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Woodard 
Associate Dean aad Director of Center for 
Students Success and Academic 
Counseling (CSSAC) 

STUDENT-ATIILETE MUST RETURN LOWER SECTION TO ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 

STUDENT NAME: 

COURSE NAME NUMBER Section 

FACULTY SIGNATURE: DATE: 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John B Stephens <stephens@sog.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 10, 2013 11:24 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun~unc.edu-~ 

Request for a conversation - ASPSA counseling - Steele Bldg. academic advising interactions 

Dem Tony: 

I se~e on the Faculty Athletics Co~nmittee (FAC) and two of the sports where I mn liaison are Wo~nen’s Golf and Volleyball. 

The February 5th FAC meeting will focus on academic counseling and academic advising. To be better informed, I’d like to understand your work better, and topics 

or situations you think are relevant for the FAC’ s consideration. From some initial infolrnation, I’ve staxted on some thoughts at bottom. 

We have Harold Woodard and other ASPSA folks present at most FAC meetings as resource people. However, I’d like to get some ground-level understanding from 

your perspective. 

May we please set a time for a phone conversation? Or we could meet in person. 

Thin,ks, John Stephens 

P.S. I enjoyed attending two volleyball games last year a~d was guest coach tbr one. I attended a part of the home tournament for women’s gol£ I’ve met ~parately 

with the respective coaches. 

&-..,,~-,,,~-~ % %’~/;,’~’,,~,~~ 

Coordinator, Public Dispute Resolution Program 
Assoc Pro£ of Public Admin and Goverrmaent 
School of Goverrmaent 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Carnpus Box 3330 
Knapp-Sanders Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3330 
T: 919962.5190 F: 919.9622705 
http:i/www.sog.unc edu/node/93 

INITIAL THOUGHTS FROM JOHN STEPHENS 1/10/13 

Academic Advising and ASPSA duties and activities: 

What are the areas of confusion or conflict? How have they been addressed? I think it would be good to have 2 or 3 scenarios so the FAC can understand 

tensions and potential problems. 

Big challenge seems to be: the greater access to ASPSA staff and resources leading to the assumption that they have the best information because they 

know the student-athlete better than an Academic Advisor. [Building from the 2012 Faculty Executive Committee report] 

Is there a sheet that shows the distinct - and overlapping - expertise and duties of ASPSA counselors and Steele Building Academic Advisors? 

Seems the gray areas relate to: 

a) Choice of major 

b) Choice of courses. It’s easy (and I assume common) for a student-athlete to ask the academic counselor (or tutor) - Should I take this course? 

Seems very likely the answer will focus on students’ interests, demonstrated abilities, goals, and the relation (i.e., potential conflicts/difficulties) 

to athletic obligations. HOWEVER, this is only part of the answer - how is the student reminded that Academic Advising may be an essential 

resource for picking courses wisely? 

There is the Advising side that is to help students understand majors and minors requirements, sequences, and consequences of when they do or do 

not take certain courses. They are to interpret rules to the student’s particular situation. 

Course selection and scheduling: 

1. Accommodation already being made: priority registration. Student-athletes (and others) have greater likelihood of getting the courses they desire 

on a schedule that fits with their athletic duties. 

2. Concern: how much an academic counselor should "understand the nature of each course offered" [per the 2012 Martin Report] vs. have a bit more 

hands-off approach so the STUDENT understands the nature of each course offered and THE STUDENT should check with the department contact or 

the instructor about the expectations of the course. 

A student’s choice of major, and need for particular courses, may then raise concerns by the academic counselor in terms of the scheduling of athletic 
duties and course obligations. Moreover, some majors may be seen as more "difficult" or "less of a fit" with athletic duties of the student-athlete (e.g., 
afternoon lab and afternoon practice). 
How is it made clear to the student-athlete what his/her choices are, how he/she is the responsible party, and what (if any) flexibility there is for their 
athletic duties (e.g., is it OK to not have be available for the full practice time one afternoon a week in order to be in a course?) and academic progress 
(pros and cons of taking courses off-season and/or online)? 
Small, but important matter - who actually does the course registration for each student. The rule is students do it on their own, with whatever guidance is 
needed from Academic Advising. The 2005 NCAA Self-study points to something of a "shared duty" under certain circumstances. A friend who works in 
Academic Advising reports several instances of student-athletes saying someone from ASPSA "did the registration." 
Finally, given recent history, should FAC ask that majors by teams data be tracked in order to consider if a large grouping might raise a yellow or red flag? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January, 10, 2013 4:29 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~; Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Exchange Email Migration 

Over the next 3 months, we will be slo~vly migrating the entire Athletic Department off of the Groupwise Email server and over to the Umversity’s Exchange (Microsoft Outlook) Email. This 
will be a tedious uaadertaking for the Computer Services staff and they will need your help ;Vhen the time comes for your unit, and specifically your email account to be changed over, 
please be helpful in the process. We uaaderstand how valuable your time is, but this is something that must be done We will work around your schedule as best ~ve can to accommodate 
your needs, but please understand that there might be some minor inconveniences to complete the process 

Thanks for your effolt as we continue to try and improve your computer services. 

Go Heel!! 

Clint 



ACC Postgraduate Scholarships 
Scholarship Appfication 

Endorsement by Director of Athletics 
(Please type) 

Nominee’s Name: { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT 
(Last)                       (First)                      (Middle) 

Please comment on the nominee’s qualifications, abilities and character. Your assessment of the 
nominee’s contribution, through athletics, to the life of your institution is of special interest. 

{ FORMTEXT }{ FORMTEXT } 

Type name: { FORMTEXT } 
Director of Athletics 

Date: { FORMTEXT } 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Monday, January, 14, 2013 12:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20130114120342995.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 01 14.2013 12:03:42 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <~kcs@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January, 15, 2013 3:29 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 2012 Gladiator by SGI / NFttCA Collegiate Natioual Academic Squad & National Academic Team Awaxd Nominations 

TEXT.htln; Natl Acad Squad Guidelines 1-9-13.pdf; TEXT.htln; Natl Acad Team Award Guidelines 1-9-13.pdf 



Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forw~:rded message: 

From: "Jem~ Goodrich <.[e__n_!~:.g.9£_d_!.i _c.[~(_a~._r_@_ga_:q_rg?-’’ <.~_e_ .n_!~_:~9~?djj.c_’~2;~)2d_])_c_.’_a_:9_rg.> 

Date: January 15, 2013, 1:45:54 PM EST 
To: "" <di.asst.coach(@~fhca.or?_ >, "" <di.head.coach@nfl~ca.org>, "" <dii.ass~t.coach~athca.oN>, "" <dii.head.coach(~)nfl~ca~o~a>, .... 

<diii.asst.coach@nfl~ca~org>, "" <diii.head.coach({~nIhca.org> 

Co: "Hilary Kuss" <hilarsdcuss({~fhca.o~a>, "Jenn Goodrich" <ienn.goodfich~nthca.org> 

Subject: 2012 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award Nominations 

The online nomination system for the 2012 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is now 
open. You can access the Members Only Menu Page of the NFHCA website and the online nomination system by clicking on the link posted to the ’12 
Nomination Forms page of the NFHCA website. You can also access the Members Only Menu Page directly by visiting http:llnfhca.virtualroster.coml. After 

entering your NFHCA Iogin, you will need to click on the Collegiate National Academic Squad link located on the right hand side of the menu page under the 
Collegiate Nominations header. 

Please note that several changes have been made to the National Academic Squad and to the National Academic Team Award programs. These changes 
include the following: 

¯ Scholars of Distinction have been added to the National Academic Squad. To be recognized as a Scholar of Distinction, a student-athlete must 
have achieved a cumulative GPA of 3.90 or higher. This new designation will be recognized on the press release as well as on the student-athlete’s 
award certificate. 
¯ The method for calculating a Team GPA has been standardized. The calculation method that is to be followed by all coaches is as 
follows: 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points for each athlete on the current season’s team 
roster. 
2. Calculate a team total for credits. 
3. Calculate a team total for quality points. 
4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits. 

Attached you will find a copy of the Guidelines & Procedures for both the National Academic Squad and for the National Academic Team Award. These 
documents outline the changes made to each program. The National Academic Team Award guidelines also include a sample Team GPA calculation using the 
new calculation method. 
Nominations must be completed and submitted by 11:59:59 p.m. (EST) on Friday, February 15th. The online system will not accept nominations after this 
deadline. 
if you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at ienn.goodrich(~,nfhca.or~. 

Jennifer Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P 0 Box 3.3289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office/Celh 
www.nfhca.or~ 



COLLEGIATE NATIONAL ACADEMIC SQUAD PROGRAM 
Guidelines & Procedures 

Mission: To recognize outstanding Division I, Division II and Division III Field Hockey 
Players for their achievements in the classroom 

Nomination Procedure: 

The Executive Director shall open the online nomination system on January 15th. 

Eligible member coaches must complete and submit the online nomination form by 
February 15th. An eligible member coach is defined as any Division I, Division II or 
Division III Head Coach who is a current member of the NFHCA as of September 30th 
of the current membership cycle. 

The criteria for nomination are as follows: 

A cumulative GPA of 3.30 or higher qualifies the athlete as a member of the 
National Academic Squad. 

A cumulative GPA of 3.90 or higher qualifies the student-athlete as a Scholar of 
Distinction. ( adopted L(9/13) 

A student-athlete who earns National Academic Squad honors for four (4) or 
more consecutive years will also be designated as such on the press release and on 
the award certificate. 

The Executive Director shall conduct a membership check and then prepare the list of 
honorees. The official National Academic Squad list will be released by the NFHCA 
Office no later than March 15th. The release will be sent to all Collegiate Member 
Coaches and their SIDs. The release will also be posted to the NFHCA website. 

The Executive Director will order award certificates for all National Academic Squad 
recipients. Each recipient will receive one (1) certificate. Certificates will be mailed to 
the nominating coach. 

1/9/13 



COLLEGIATE NATIONAL ACADEMIC TEAM AWARD PROGRAM 
Guidelines & Procedures 

Mission: To recognize outstanding Division I, Division II and Division III Field Hockey Teams for 
their achievements in the classroom. 

Nomination Procedure: 

The Executive Director shall open the online nomination system on January 15th. 

o 

o 

Eligible member coaches must complete and submit the online nomination form by February 
15th. An eligible member coach is defined as any Division I, Division II or Division III Head 
Coach who is a current member of the NFHCA as of September 3 0th of the current membership 
cycle. 

To be eligible for National Academic Team Award recognition, a team shall have achieved a 
Team GPA of 3.0 or higher during the first semester of the current academic year. 

The method for calculating a Team GPA is as follows: (adopted]/~/~3) 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points 
for each athlete on the current season’s team roster. 

2. Calculate a team total for credits. 

o 

o 

o 

3. Calculate a team total for quality points. 

4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits. 

The Executive Director shall conduct a membership check and then prepare the list of honorees. 
The official National Academic Team Award list will be released by the NFHCA Office no later 
than March 15th. The release will be sent to all Collegiate Member Coaches and SIDs. The 
release will also be posted to the NFHCA website. 

The Executive Director will order award certificates for all National Academic Team Award 
recipients. Each recipient ~vill receive one (1) certificate. Certificates will be mailed directly to 
the nominating coach. 

The Executive Director will order an acrylic or crystal award for the Top 5 Schools in each 
division. Awards will be mailed directly to the nominating coach. 



Team GPA Calculation Example 

Data: 

Athlete #1 

Grade 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 

Credits 
3 
2 
2 
3 
4 
14 

Quality Points 
12 

9 
16 

GPA 

3.64 

Athlete #2 A 3 

A 3 

A 2 

B 2 

B 4 

.......... 14 3.57 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

14 

3 

3 

3 

3 

12 

4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

17 

Athlete #3 C 
C 
A 
B 
B 

12 

12 

6 

12 

50 

4 
12 

i9 

40 

12 

12 

12 

12 

48 

Athlete #4 A 
A 
A 
A 

Athlete #5 C 
C 
C 
C 
D 

2.86 

4.00 

1.76 

Calculation Steps: 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points for each athlete. 
(see table above) 

2. Calculate a team total for credits: 

Ex: 14 + 14 + 14 + 12 + 17 = 71 credits 

3. Calculate a team total for quality points: 

Ex: 51 + 50 + 40 + 48 + 30 = 219 

4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits to calculate a Team GPA: 

Ex: 219 / 71 = 3.08 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday~ -             8:45 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby 
<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: EXSS    Anatomy class 

From: Myers, Joseph B 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:39 PM 
To: ; W~Iborn, Spencer; , 
Subject: EXSS Anatomy class 

Hello Spencer 
I am writing to state that the textbooks for EXSS should be considered required for 
and any other of the student athletes that are currently enrolled in the course. 

Sincerely, 
Joseph Myers 

Joseph Myers, PhD, ATC 
Associate Professor: Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Director: Human Movement Science Doctoral Curriculum 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 8700 Fetzer 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 
919-962-7543 

i oemv ers @email. unc. edu 

On at 9:59 AM. L < @live.unc. edu> wrote: 

Hi Joe, 
This is ~            from your EXSS class. I am a student-athlete, and I talked to you on the first day of class about 
obtaining a note from you concerning the textbook for the class. Below is the email from my athletic adviser stating that all I 
need is a signed note from you (either handwritten or by email) saying that I need the book. I know you mentioned the actual 
textbook, but it sounded like the Illustrated Atlases were pretty important as well. It is completely up to you, but if you wouldn’t 
mind writing and signing a note for whichever one of those three books you think would be best for me to have, that would be 
great. 
Thank you so much in advance for your willingness to help me, and I look forward to learning from you this semester! 
Have a great rest of your day :) 

From: Welborn, Spencer [swelborn@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:24 AM 
To: 
Subiect:-RE: note to professor about getting txtbook for EXSS Anatomy class 

have been told he just needs to sign off on a note saying that you need the book. It can be hand written or through email. This 

is what I was informed of yesterday afternoon so please check with him to see if he would mind doing that. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro < cathro@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 1:21 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Karen Shelton < kcs@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Fwd: Re: 2012 Gladiator by SG] / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award 

Nominations 

Hi Tony, 

The log-in details change every year. 

Here is this year’s username and password... 

Thanks for doing this, 

Guy 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@u nc.edu > 1/16/2013 11:57 AM > > > 

I have all the calculations done for this site, but I must not have the correct Iogin information, 

What I have is on a post it note that says 

NFHCA 

which Iassume is the Iogin name and 

which I assume is the password, but that isn’t working 

Can you send me the correct Iogin info so that I can get this taken care of? 

Thanks 

Tony 

On Jan 15, 2013, at 3:29 PM, Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

> <Natl Acad Squad Guidelines 1 9 13,pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 1:30 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton.52¢ount@unc.edtr~ 

Class Schedule 

Hi Tony, 

Do you hm~e m~ updated class schedule for the temn?! 

To~ing to arrange for a couple of recruits to attend class... 

Guy 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

GW Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu;> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 7:46 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonD~oan@unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Class Schedule 

Hi Tony5 

I may have you meet with one of them if you’re free - let me tu to figure out itineraries then get back to you... 

Thanks, 

Guy 

~:~> "Younk Tony" <tonyyoun@unc.e&~ 1/16/2013 1:38 PM :~>> 
As of this morning axound 10 am: 

Will I need to meet with the recruits? 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 1:29 PM, Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Do you have an updated class schedule for the team?! 

To,ing to arrange for a conple of recruits to attend class... 

Guy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <swelbom@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 23, 2013 9:38 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs,oun~unc.edu-~ 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year 

Coaches: 

It is that time of year again!!! 

We are in the process of nominating representatives for the Fall 2012 ACC Scholar Athlete of the Year Award, (M/VV Cross Country, M/VV Soccer, Volleyball, Field Hockey) 

Each institution will nominate one student athlete per sport and the ACC will then vote and declare one winner for the entire conference (one per sport), 

I am asking for your assistance in identifying an individual that you would like to nominate for your respective sport. Please note that the student should be a top athletic 

performer in addition to one of your top students in the classroom, 

Please review the criteria below and notify me of who you would like to nominate. Please feel free to contact your academic counselor for suggestions (I have cc’ed all 

counselors). 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. (Junior/SenioO 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 
3. Candidates must have a 3.00 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during each of the last two semesters (Spring 2012 and Fall 2012). 

4. Each school may nominate one student athlete per sport. 

I look forward to hearing from all of you and as always please do not hesitate to contact with me with questions. 

Spencer Welborn 



Giant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:25 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; TONY YOUNT 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.edu> 

Field Hockey PlD’s 

~mac.com> 

Hi Tony, 

Hope you are well. 

Do you perhaps have a list of our field hockey student-athlete PID’s? 

Thanks, 

Chant 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christy Suits@tmc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 5:48 PM 

Yount, Tony’ <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Mailing list in Outlook 

Good evening everyone, 

I am pleased to announce that the GroupWise group mailing list have been added to the UNC Outlook address book. For those already using outlook email, if you 

go to the address book and search U NCAA you will see all of the mailing list. So the GroupWise Everyone group is now U NCAA-Everyone. 

GroupWise to Outlook Migration update: We are currently scheduling with groups and individuals. Please continue to work on cleaning up those inboxes and 

gather your contacts together in an address book, this will help to make the migration quicker and easier. Please contact the UNCAA-computng group with any 

questions. 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:09 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince 1lie <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Travis Hipps 
<jthipps@uncaa.unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Matt 

Bowers <mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman 
<mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu>; Paul Pogge 

< ppogge@uncaa.unc.edu >; Rick Steinbacher < rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu >; 
Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu >; Samantha Kirby 

<slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Miller, Steven L <smiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

W Lacrosse - Spring Eligible to Compete.pdf 

Coach Levy, 

Attached is the list of your student-athletes who are officially eligible for competition for the spring semester. Please 

look it over and let me know if it matches up with your list or not. If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 



ERNIE WILLtAMSON ATHLETIC CENTER 

P.O~ BOX 2126 

450 SK|PPEg BOWt.ES DR. (De~¢ry) 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 2~5I~ 

TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Jenny Levy 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete - spring semester 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. I[ a student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and cannot compete or travel to/receive expenses [or away competition until you 

receive approval. 

Varsity Eligibility Declaration 

4. 

7. 

10 

13 

16 

19 

22 

25 

28 

31 

5. 

8. 

11. 

14. 

17. 

20. 

23. 

26. 

29. 

32. 

6. 

9. 

12. 

15. 

18. 

21. 

24. 

27. 

30. 

33. 

Cc: Phil Barnes 

John Brunner 

Tony Yount 

Steve Miller 

Katrina Dowd 
Compliance Staff 

Doug Halverson 

Travis Hipps 

Rick Steinbacher 

Brent Blanton 

Matt Bowers 

Steve Gisselman 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelley H Johnson <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 28, 2013 5:22 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun@unc.edu> 

RE: REVISITED: "Who axe the people in Londermilk?!" Bingo 

Don’t doubt her ingenuity! I think a step ladder miqht be required. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 3:56 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Re: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

I am excited at the prospect of Beth Bridger trying to crack my head 

On Jan 28, 2013, at 3:02 PM, Shelley H Johnson <shelljo~unc.edu> wrote: 

The end of the month is on Thursday which means t-minus three days to get your clues into . Otherwise, Beth Bridger has promised to go door 

to door collecting clues and cracking heads. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 2:4-9 PM 
Subject: RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Ar~: !sou ~_;til! muffing over your dues to it~ch~de it~ bingo ? Time to pull the Ldgger w~tb it, and ernail them to ~t~ time for "publ~cath:m" in February. lb~;t~ks[ 

F~m: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, ganua~ 14, 2013 4:05 PM 
Sabject= RE: R~IS~D: "Who are the ~eoNe in Loudermilk?~" Bingo 

~:o~ct~on - p~ ea se sen d you r cl u es to ~ u nca a. u nc~ ed u). Tb a n ks ~ 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, ganua~ 14, 2013 3:24 PM 
Sabject= REVISED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?F’ Bingo 

Back by popular demand: hallway bonding~ 

As Sesame Street taught us to ask, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Click on the link below [or ~ bit o[nost~lgie. Well consider the gauntlet thrown, Sesame 

Streeters~ Just like last year please email me by the end of the month (i/31) with three things about yourself that your colleagues might not know. ~ee exem#les below. The 

clues will be used in a light hear[ed effort to get to know our neighbors. Thanks for your help~ 

Example: 

1. I won the Science Fair in 8th grade. 

2. I was the President of the Latin Club in HS. 

3. I know all 50 states in alphabetical order. 

Sesame Street: Who are the people in your neighborhood? 

h tt ps:i/~v~w~’.yo u t u be.co m/wa tch ?v=7g~j Ed CootY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 8:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: Missing classes for 12-day soccer camp 

Re_ Missing classes for 12-day soccer camp.msg 

Tony, 

Harold asked me to forward this to you so that you are aware, I asked him how we should respond, but he did not indicate. Harold has not spoken with Anson just yet about 

this switch, however, So consider this an FYI. 

Thanks, 
Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 1:40 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

educ 

All 

Please let me know if you have any students applying to the School of Education, application due Feb 12. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Chfisiy Suits@tmc.edu~; 

Wednesday, Jannary 30, 2013 5:05 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Suit~ Christy It. <Chrisly Suits@unc.edu> 

Windows Updates and patches 

Hello All, 

I would like to ask you to please leave your computer running as you leave the office tonight. There are a lot of patches and updates that need to be deployed to 

all of the computers. If you can leave them turned on and running, hopefully the patches will get to the computers tonight and cut down on interruptions during 

your work day tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 6:07 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 
Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Vince Ille <ille@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kym 
Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson <shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer 
Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Workshop Announcement 

Staff, 

I want to invite you to a workshop I’ve set up for the graduate learning assistants. On March 6th at 2 PM, Nelson 

Brunsting, a doctoral student in Educational Psychology, will conduct a workshop titled "Great Expectations: Balancing 

Support and Structure to Promote Student Growth and Success". He will briefly present insights from research on the 

qualities that make a supportive relationship between a teacher/educator and student, and he will lead us in a 

discussion on how we might apply those insights to our relationships with our student-athletes. 

Please let me know if you will be attending, so that I can let him know how much of an audience to expect. 

Bradley R.H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. I Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 I T (919) 962-2237 
c         g l F (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3~1, 20~_3 9:44 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Tutors for Volleyball 

Hey Tony, 

Can you check the tutor schedule for Volleyball and be sure that your students are aware? [ am seeing a lot of "no shows" on the feedback forms for VB. 

Thanks, 

Susan 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februm3~ 1, 2013 2:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <lon>3~ount(a~u~c.edu> 

Weekly 

Hey Tony, you sent the weekly to the team rather than the staff" - the girls have asked each other to delete it but if there is anything controversial you may want to address it. Can you send 

it our way too[[ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 5:47 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lucido, Barbara E 
<blucido@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis 
Samatha <j aimielee@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, 
Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting 

Just a reminder Staff Meeting, Tuesday 3pm. Please send me any agenda items. Also, Department Staff meeting will be 

in the morning, Tuesday at 8pm. Everyone needs to attend ! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb(~,uncaa.unc.edu 



A 
PID 

B I C D E 
LastI First Sport Session 

5 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Chfisbl Suits@tmc.edu~ 

Monday, Februaw 4, 2013 4:40 PM 

Yount, Tony’ <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Adobe Reader 

(Rams Club please refer to Margie) 

Hello everyone, 

Due to security risk, it is important that you install this newer version of Adobe Reader and Adobe Flash on your computers immediately. Recommending you do 

this for your home computers as well. 

I need everyone to go to the following link 12~I~.~//~:?~:.~!.~2~2~/~9.[?.’.:/]2~.~.~:?.~. and download and run Adobe Reader - Uncheck whatever else they want you to 

download in this example uncheck Mcaffee and then clicl< Download Now 

Choose Save File 

After the file saves choose to Run the file. 

Once completed repeat the steps to install Adobe Flash. Here is the link for Adobe Flash 

You should not have to reboot but will be required to close the browsers once Flash is installing. 

Thanks for your cooperation. 

Christy Suits 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 6, 2013 11:16 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Postgraduate Scholarship Opportunity - WINTER SPORTS 

NCAA POSTGI~\DUATE SCHOLARSHIP.docx 

NCAA POSTGN&DUAT[   ;CHOLARS;HI P for Winter Sports 

Are you interested in attending graduate school in the next three years? If so, you may be eligible to 
apply for the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship for Winter Sports! 

The NCAA awards up to 174 postgmd~mte scholarships anntmlly, 87 for men and 87 lt’or women,. "I’t~e scholarships are awarded 
student-a~hle~es who e~cell academically and athletically and Who are m their final year of intercollegiate athletics competitio~ dmi~g 

the 2012~13 academic yearn 

The one-time grams of $7,500 each are awarded for fail spo~ts, winter spo~ts and spring sports. Each sports season (fall, winter and 
spring), t:t~ere are 29 scholarships available for men and 29 scholarships available It2~r 

The scholarships are one-limeo non=reviewable grants, 

CRITERIA: 

In fi~ml season of NCAA atNetics eligibilio~ or will ~ot be using any remaining atNetics eligibilio~ atler Winter 2012. 
Overall undergraduate minimum ~)!g~3!%~!/’.~.g!i~z~i.!~.~/’.~.~i~g:~..~[i}.~.~.!~ or higher. 
t{ave pertk~ed ~ith clistinction as a mere bet of the varsity team in the sport in which the student~atNete is being nominated. The 
degree of the student-athlete’s a~hletics achievement will be weighed ia co~!iunction with academic per~?)rmaace, tmiversity involvement 
and vohmteer community aervice~ 
Intend to continue academic work beyond the baccalat~reate degree and enroll in a graduate degree program on a part- or £hll-time basis at 
an academically accredited graduate or degree-grauting professional school. 
Are outstanding citizens and excellent role models fi~r the institution and intercollegiate athletics as a whole. 

you are interested in learning more, please see Spencer Welborn in the Academic Support 
Center for Student=Athletes or contact him (919-843=2328, ~__c_]~_b___o____n__!_~:~_~;_~]~_i_L~u]~_._;__d__~) prior to 

February 25, 2013, 



INC AA POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSH IP f< r WinterSports"    ’ 

(SUBMISSION DUE DATE: MARCH 21, 2013) 

Are you interested m attending graduate school in the next three years? If so, you may be 
eligible to apply for the NCAA Postgrad.uate Scholarship for Winter Sports! 

The NCAA awards up to 174 postgrad.u.ate scholarships a,mually, 87 for men and 87 for 
women. The scholarships are awarded to student-athletes who excel academical|y and 

athletically and who are in ~heir final year of intercollegiate atNetics competition during the 
2(t !2- ! 3 a.cad.e,Nc year. 

The one-time grants of $7,500 each are awarded for flail sports, winter sports and spring sports. 
Each sports season (fal], winter and spring), there are 29 scholarships available for mer~ and 29 

scholarships available for wo~men. 

The scholarships are one-time, nor~-renewable grants. 

CRITERIA: 

In final season of NCAA athletics eligibil%,~ or will not be t~sing any remaining athletics 
eligibili~~ a,~erWinter 2012. 
Overall undergradtmte minim:am cumulative grade-point average of 3°200 or higher, 
Have performed with distinction as a member of the varsity team in the sport in which the 
student-athlete is being nominated. The degree of the student-athlete’s athletics achievement 
will be weighed in coNunction with. academic performance, tmiversity involvement and 
vohmteer community service. 
Intend to conti~me academic work beyond ~(he baccalaureate degree and em’oll in a graduate 
degree program on a part- or full-time basis at an academically accredited graduate or degree- 
granting professional school. 
Are outstanding citizens and excellent role models for Ne institution and intercollegiate 
athletics as a whole, 

If you are interested in learning more, please see Spencer Welborn in the Academic 
Support Center for Student-Athletes or contact him (919-843-2328, 

swelbom@email.unc.edu) prior to February 25, 2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christy Suits@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 7, 2013 8:23 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Con "tacting Christy today 

Good morning, 

I left the house without my phone today. Please email me if you need assistance. 

Thanks, 

Christy Suits 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 7, 2013 8:43 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Younk Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Joyce 

Excellent’.! 

Will 10:00 or 10:30 work for you? 

Harold 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 6, 2013, at 11:18 PM. ~’ Yount, Tony" <ton??-ount@unc. edu> wrote: 

> Dean Woodard, 
> 

> I spoke with Joyce Dalgleish this afternoon I think there is a fairly easy solution to my situation. She suggested that you and I call her together tomolTo~v. She said that before 11:15 or 
after 1:30 would work best for her. Fll check with you in the am to see if either time ~vill fit into your schedule 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christy Suits@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 7, 2013 4:08 PM 

Yount, Tony’ <touyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Reminder - Please leave your computer on this evening 

(Does not apply to the Rams Club) 

Hello, 

Please remember before you leave today to please leave your computer on so that we can update your computer. 

Thanks, 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edu> 

Friday, 11:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

w~c incoming ti~eshmen 

; recruits info.xlsx 

Here you go Tony. And we’re all set for Wed at 9:15. 
-Tom 
Tom S~der 
Director of Operations 

Wolnen~s Soccer 

UtfiversiW ofNort~ C~colina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, ;3:02 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Re: Missing S-A Textbooks 

Tony, 

The list [ sent you already has taken out the books that are in Nate’s office. [ compiled the list using the records of books in Nate’s office and bookstore records for returns. 

This is most current list of all outstanding books. 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 2:B8 PM >>> 

There are literally hundreds of books in piles in Nate’s office that students have returned that have not yet been taken back to the book store, is it possible that some of the 

books on the list you sent us are in Nate’s office, and that those kids have actually done what we asked of them? ] ask because some coaches will be upset, and perhaps the 

kids have done what we asked them to do? 

Tony Yount 

On at 1:49 PM, @uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 
Please find attached a list of student athletes who received books for classes that they eventually dropped. Next Friday, we will placing 

charges on student accounts for the books that have not been returned. All student athletes need to return any dropped class books to Nate Yarbrough in 

the Loudermilk Center. Do NOT send them to the bookstore for returns, or we will have no record of that return. If the books have not been received by the 

1Bth then time student athlete will automatically be charged the cost of the missing books, Please impress upon your student athletes the importance of 

returning these books asap. 

The attached list is sorted by sport, but please look over the entire list because there were some last minute additions at the end. If you have any questions, 

please feel free to contact me and Iwill do my best to clear up any confusion. 

Thanks, 

<Missing Book List to Coaches.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.unc.edn> 

Monday, Februao~ 11, 2013 8:16 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu-~; Yo~mt, Tony <tonyyounl@unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@nncaa.nnc.edtr~; 

Doug Halver~m <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

2015 Class Visit 

Hi Everyone, 

Hope you had a good weekend outside of Carolina Sporting events. The entire 2015 class is visiting this ~veekend What does Friday alrd Saturday look like for evewone? I was hoping 
eye,zone could spend 20 minutes spending time with them as a group. Please let me kno~v. 

Thanks. -Phal. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Doug Halverson <halverso@email.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, FebruaD~ 11, 2013 8:33 AM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu-~; Yo~mt, Tony <tonyyounK~:unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@nncaa.nnc.edtr~; 

Phil Barnes <pbame@nncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: 2015 Class Visit 

Friday I am flexible 9-2 PM 
Saturday I am working 8-2 PM 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Phil Barnes [mail toarnesO~uncaa.unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 8:16 AM 

To: Bingham, Mary Ellen; Halverson, I)oug; Stephen Gissehmm; Tony Yount 

Subject: 2015 Class Visit 

Hi Everyone, 

}tope you had a good ~veekend outside of Carolina Sporting events. The entire 2015 class is visiting this weekend What does Friday and Saturday look like for everyone? I was hoping 
everyone could spend 20 minutes spending time with them as a group. Please let me l,mow. 

Thanks. -Phil. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Chris)’ H. Suits ,:Chdsb~_Suit@tmc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~~ 11, 2013 8:58 AM 

Yount, Ton?’ <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu:~ 

Email archive and Spam are unavailable 

Good Monday Morning, 
The spam filter and email archives are unavailable this morning. We are working on the issue and will let you know when they are back up. 

Thanks for your patience 

Christy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Karen Shelton <~kcs@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 12:14 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Reminder & Claritication: 2012 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team 

Awm~t Nominations 

TEXT.httn; Natl Acad Squad Guidelines 1-9-13.pdf; TEXT.httn; Natl Acad Team Award Guidelines 1-9-13.pdf 



I think you did this? Just double checking? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forw~:rded message: 

From: "Jem~ Goodrich <je__n_!~:g95?._d_!.i _c._~_~(_a~._r_@_.c_%q_rg?-’’ <i_e_ .n_!~_:~9~?djj.c_’~2;~iL@_c_.~:9_rg.> 

Date: February 11, 2013, 11:54:49 AM EST 

To: "" <di.asst.coach(r-~fhca.org >, "" <dkhead.coach(~)n[hca.org>, "" <dii.ass~t.coach~athca.oN>, "" <dii.head.coach(~)nfl~ca~o~a>, .... 

<diii.asst.coach(~)nfl~ca~org>, "" <diii.head.coach({~ufl~ca.org> 

Subject: Reminder & Clarification: 2012 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team 

Award Nomh~ations 

PLEASE 
Nomination Deadline Is Friday, February 15th 

The NFHCA is currently accepting online nominations for the 2012 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic 
Team Award. You can access the online nomination form via the Members Only Menu Page of the NFHCA website by clicking on the link posted to the ’~’2 
Nomination Forms page of the website. You can also access the Members Only Menu Page directly by visiting http:llnfhca.virtuairoster.comL After entering 
your NFHCA Iogin, you will need to click on the Collegiate NationalAcademic Squad link located on the right hand side of the menu page under the 
Collegiate Nominations header. 

Once you have clicked on the Collegiate National Academic Squad link, you will need to pay special attention to the following steps: 

You will need to click on the Create Nomination(s) button to begin the process. You will then need to complete the Coach’s Name 

and Email fields. 

If your team qualifies for the National Academic Team Award, you will need to check the box stating such, enter your Team’s GPA, 

check the box regarding Registrar certification, and then click on the Save button. 

If your team does not qualify for the National Academic Team Award, just click on the Save button. 

You will then be taken to a new screen. To create your National Academic Squad nomination(s), click on the Add Player button and 

begin to enter nomination information. Only student-athletes who qualify for the National Academic Squad should be entered. You 

do not need to enter every student-athlete on your roster. 

Please note that several changes have been made to the National Academic Squad and to the National Academic Team Award programs. These changes 
include the following: 

,, Scholars of Distinction have been added to the National Academic Squad. To be recognized as a Scholar of Distinction, a student-athlete must 
have achieved a cumulative GPA of 3.90 or higher. This new designation will be t~cognized on the press release as well as on the student-athlete’s 
award certificate. 

The method for calculating a Team GPA has been standardized. The calculation method that is to be followed by all coaches is as 

follows: 
1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points for each athlete on the current season’s team 
roster. 
2. Calculate a team total for credits. 
3, Calculate a team total for quality points. 
4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits. 

Attached you will find a copy of the Guidelines & Procedures for both the National Academic Squad and for the National Academic Team Award. These 
documents outline the changes made to each program. The National Academic Team Award guidelines also include a sample Team GPA calculation using the 
new calculation method. 
Nominations must be completed and submitted by 11:59:59 p.m. (EST) on Friday, February 15th. The online system will not accept nominations after this 
deadline. 
If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at j_e___n__n__=g__o___o__d__r_i_c___h_@_[_~_f_!~___c__a_~__o__rg= 

Jennifer Goodrich 

NFHCA Executive Director 
P 0 Box ~3289 
Chandler AZ 85248 
Office/Cell: 
www.nfhca.or~ 



COLLEGIATE NATIONAL ACADEMIC SQUAD PROGRAM 
Guidelines & Procedures 

Mission: To recognize outstanding Division I, Division II and Division III Field Hockey 
Players for their achievements in the classroom 

Nomination Procedure: 

The Executive Director shall open the online nomination system on January 15th. 

Eligible member coaches must complete and submit the online nomination form by 
February 15th. An eligible member coach is defined as any Division I, Division II or 
Division III Head Coach who is a current member of the NFHCA as of September 30th 
of the current membership cycle. 

The criteria for nomination are as follows: 

A cumulative GPA of 3.30 or higher qualifies the athlete as a member of the 
National Academic Squad. 

A cumulative GPA of 3.90 or higher qualifies the student-athlete as a Scholar of 
Distinction. ( adopted L(9/13) 

A student-athlete who earns National Academic Squad honors for four (4) or 
more consecutive years will also be designated as such on the press release and on 
the award certificate. 

The Executive Director shall conduct a membership check and then prepare the list of 
honorees. The official National Academic Squad list will be released by the NFHCA 
Office no later than March 15th. The release will be sent to all Collegiate Member 
Coaches and their SIDs. The release will also be posted to the NFHCA website. 

The Executive Director will order award certificates for all National Academic Squad 
recipients. Each recipient will receive one (1) certificate. Certificates will be mailed to 
the nominating coach. 

1/9/13 



COLLEGIATE NATIONAL ACADEMIC TEAM AWARD PROGRAM 
Guidelines & Procedures 

Mission: To recognize outstanding Division I, Division II and Division III Field Hockey Teams for 
their achievements in the classroom. 

Nomination Procedure: 

The Executive Director shall open the online nomination system on January 15th. 

o 

o 

Eligible member coaches must complete and submit the online nomination form by February 
15th. An eligible member coach is defined as any Division I, Division II or Division III Head 
Coach who is a current member of the NFHCA as of September 3 0th of the current membership 
cycle. 

To be eligible for National Academic Team Award recognition, a team shall have achieved a 
Team GPA of 3.0 or higher during the first semester of the current academic year. 

The method for calculating a Team GPA is as follows: (adopted]/~/~3) 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points 
for each athlete on the current season’s team roster. 

2. Calculate a team total for credits. 

o 

o 

o 

3. Calculate a team total for quality points. 

4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits. 

The Executive Director shall conduct a membership check and then prepare the list of honorees. 
The official National Academic Team Award list will be released by the NFHCA Office no later 
than March 15th. The release will be sent to all Collegiate Member Coaches and SIDs. The 
release will also be posted to the NFHCA website. 

The Executive Director will order award certificates for all National Academic Team Award 
recipients. Each recipient ~vill receive one (1) certificate. Certificates will be mailed directly to 
the nominating coach. 

The Executive Director will order an acrylic or crystal award for the Top 5 Schools in each 
division. Awards will be mailed directly to the nominating coach. 



Team GPA Calculation Example 

Data: 

Athlete #1 

Grade 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 

Credits 
3 
2 
2 
3 
4 
14 

Quality Points 
12 

9 
16 

GPA 

3.64 

Athlete #2 A 3 

A 3 

A 2 

B 2 

B 4 

.......... 14 3.57 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

14 

3 

3 

3 

3 

12 

4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

17 

Athlete #3 C 
C 
A 
B 
B 

12 

12 

6 

12 

50 

4 
12 

i9 

40 

12 

12 

12 

12 

48 

Athlete #4 A 
A 
A 
A 

Athlete #5 C 
C 
C 
C 
D 

2.86 

4.00 

1.76 

Calculation Steps: 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points for each athlete. 
(see table above) 

2. Calculate a team total for credits: 

Ex: 14 + 14 + 14 + 12 + 17 = 71 credits 

3. Calculate a team total for quality points: 

Ex: 51 + 50 + 40 + 48 + 30 = 219 

4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits to calculate a Team GPA: 

Ex: 219 / 71 = 3.08 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christ?, Suits@tmc.edu~; 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 12:24 PM 

Yount, Tony’ <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtp 

Cra~upwise Spare filter a~d Email Archives are available 

The two services are back online 
Thank you, 

ITS-(~SS System i\naiys~ for U,?iC i\thic-tics 

Email: ChNstv s£fi[s@unc cdu 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ma~ Ellen Binghmn <binghamm@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 3:30 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; ttalverson, Doug <halver~@email.unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbike@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil 

Barnes <pbames@uncaa. unc.edtr~ 

ILE: 2015 Class Visit 

I cari do Friday at 3pm 
Does that work? Do you want me to come to Carmichael? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Halverson, Doug 
Sent: Monday, Febma~ 11, 2013 8:33 AM 
To: Phil Barnes; Bingham, Mary Ellen; Stephen Gisselman; Tony Yount 
Sulzject: RE: 2015 Class Visit 

Friday I am flexible 9-2 PM 
Saturday I am ~vorking 8-2 PM 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Phil Barnes [mail toarnesO~uncaa.unc edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 8:16 AM 

To: Bingham, Mary Ellen; Halverson, I)oug; Stephen Gissehmm; Tony Yount 

Subject: 2015 Class Visit 

Hi Everyone, 

}tope you had a good ~veekend outside of Carolina Sporting events. The entire 2015 class is visiting this weekend What does Friday and Saturday look like for everyone? I was hoping 
everyone could spend 20 minutes spending time with them as a group. Please let me l,mow. 

Thanks. -Phil. 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christy Suits@tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February’ 12, 2013 3:15 PM 

Yount, Tony’ <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Tuesday updates-please leave your computers on tonight 

(Does not apply to Rams Club) 

Good afternoon all, 

We will be sending updates to department computers this evening. Please remember to leave your computers on tonight. Also, for those with extra computers in your area please turn those 
computers on as well. 

Thank you, 
Christ?- 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 4:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~o~m@unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Chm~ge in Horns 

Hi Ton?~ 

I know you’re dedicated but 18 m~d a half hour days are pntting us all to shame... 

:-) 

Guy 

~:~> "Younk Tony" <tonyyoun@unc.e&~ 2/13,/2013 2:52 PM :~>> 

All, 

New hours for me in the office : 

9:00 am until 3:30 am daily 

Women’s Soccer has been added to the list of team’s that I serve so I will be in the office more. I don’t anticipate any other changes. 

Tow 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phi[ Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

Bingham, Mary Ellen <binghamm@emaiLunc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Katrina Dowd 

< kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu >;                       ~uncaa.unc.edu >; Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

~uncaa.unc.edu>; Doug Halverson <sdhalverson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

< uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

IMP: Friday & Saturday Schedule Changes 

Hi Everyone, 

Please see the subtle 15 minute changes to the schedule below! It’s different than the one I sent to you yesterday during the day (not night). If you recognized the changes 

last night,,,Great. 

We are in Room 2303. 

Thanks! 

Friday Group Meetings in Loudermilk Classroom w! the Class of 203_4 Recruits and Parents 
Doug Halverson, Sports Medicine 3.:30pm 

Tony Yount, Academic Support 3.:45pm 

Steve Gissleman, Strength & Conditioning - 2:3.5pm 

2:45pm Recruits attend Pre Game Talk at Henry Stadium 

3:00pm at Henry Stadium Mary Ellen Bingham, Sports Nutrition 

Twi~er 

www.carolinalacrossecaml~s.com 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina 
P,O. Box 2226 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 2264 
3~0 South Rd, 
Phenol Hill NP 27514 

Fax: 919.843.8175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeun Towusend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~’ 14, 2013 2:46 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

FW: Instructions for student-athlets to complete orientation reservations 

Instructions for Student Athlete Orientation Reser~’ations .docx 

From: Hoover, Shandol Christine 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 11:58 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: Instructions for stodent-athlets to complete orientation reservations 

Hi Jenn, 

Thanks so much for sending the seat requests. The information was very helpful and Scarlett indicated she updated the reservation system. I have attached 

instructions for student-athletes to complete their reservation. Please note that step 12b. details information related to payment for full-scholarship athletes. I 

tried to include language related to what the scholarship covers as there are often questions related to outstanding balances for parent/family fees. Please let me 

know if any additional information would be helpful. Would there be a good time to meet up soon? We are finalizing the schedule but hope to have it finished 

shortly. 

Thanks 

Shandol 

Shandol Hoover 
Associate Director of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
SASB South, Suite 3318 
Campus Box 5490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5490 

919-962-8304 (phone) 

919-962-4725 (fax) 
h_~! p_;!Lr_]~_c_’p__p_=_u__r_]_c__=~__d__t_~L 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Molly Norton <mbnorton@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:05 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Next Meeting with Bubba - Wednesday, February. 20th 

Please join Bubba in the Loudermilk Upper Club on Wednesday, February 20th from 11:00am until 12:00 noon for the next "Meeting with Bubba" informal 

discussion. 

Just like our meetings from the fall, this is an optional opportunity for the athletics staff and coaches to get together to talk about current topics in the department, 

around campus, and in our industry with our Director of Athletics. 

Please feel free to bring your own lunch or snack if you would like, or just come and enjoy the conversation. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu.; 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:35 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Va ticket? 

I probably do I leave at 6am tomorrow morning but my tickets are in my desk at work. Coach should be able to get for you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 14, 2013, at 6:32 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton?3~-ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have a ton of friends in town this ~veekend and I’ve given all my tickets away Does anyone have an unclaimed ticket for the UVa game at noon Saturday? 
> 

> Ton?- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne,~’~;uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:58 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Va ticket? 

I may have 2 Depends if Jenny gives me one of hers Will know more tomorrow-. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 14, 2013, at 6:32 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton?3~-ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I have a ton of friends in town this ~veekend and I’ve given all my tickets away Does anyone have an unclaimed ticket for the UVa game at noon Saturday? 
> 

> Ton?- 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 15, 2013 8:12 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Hi Tony, thanks. 

No attachment thou. 

Grant 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 15, 2013, at 20:10, "Yount, Tony" <ton~ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached The first ;vave of significant grades are begilming to come in. More will come next week. Progress reports to professors will go out early next week, so by the 
begilming of spring break on March 8, ;ve should have a good idea of how the kids are doing. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, Februmy 15, 2013 8:20 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Ok got it thanks Tony 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 15, 2013, at 20:18, "Yount, Tony" <ton~ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> it didn’t download to your iphone It is actually there when you get to a computer 
> 

> On Feb 15, 2013, at 8:12 PM, Grant Fulton <glhlton@uncaa uric edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Hi Tony, thariks 
>> No attachment thou. 
>> Grant 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Feb 15, 2013, at 20:10, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 
>> 

>>> Coaches, 

>>> Weekly is attached. The first wave of significant grades are beginning to come in Mitre will come next week Progress reports to professors will go out early next week, so by the 
beginning of spring break on March 8, we should have a good idea of how the kids are doing. 

>>> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 11:47 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lucido, Barbara E 
<blucido@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 
Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

meeting tomorrow 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, please let me know if you have any agenda items. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 

brid~erb ~,uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
Monday,                 12:31 PM 
Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer 
<swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, 
Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 
Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael.levante@unc.edu> 
No ECON Drop-In Tonight 

Hey Everyone, 

Just wanted to be sure you were all aware thai 

9pm ECON drop-in hours tonight. 

t is unable to tutor tonight. Therefore, there will be no 6pm and 

Thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalov@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 2:54 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lucido, Barbara E 
<blucido@email.unc.edu>; Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth 
M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; 
Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: meeting tomorrow 

Agenda item: Study Hall access on Sundays and database entry. 

From: Bridger, Beth 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Welborn, Spencer; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Yount, Tony; Orr, Kym N; 
Townsend, Jenn; Maloy, Susan B; Yarbrough, Nate; Woodard, Harold; Richardson, Wally; Overstreet, Tia; Jaimie Lee 
(jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu); Lane, Cricket; Lucido, Barbara E 
Subject: meeting tomorrow 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, please let me know if you have any agenda items. 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~,uncaa.unc.edu 



Tips for Writing an Academic Appeal Statement 

Your written statement is an important component of the appeals 

process. We encourage you to consider the following guidelines for an 

effective appeals statement, 

Share what factors beyond your 
control contributed to your 

academic situation. 

Describe how these factors had a 
direct impact on your academic 
performance. Be as specific as 
possible. Provide any evidence 
that you were doing well until the 

circu mstances occu rred. 

Describe the action you took at 

the time to address your 

academic issues, 

Let the committee know if you 
sought support from an on or off 

campus resource (including 
academic advising). 

Describe the action you are taking 

now to address the issue, and 
your plan going forward. 

Share the steps are you taking 
now and any action you will 

continue to take to prevent this 

from happening again. It is.. helpful 
to share the names of specific 
people you will meet with and the 
resources you wilt use. 

If you are appealing for probation 
or continued probation, your 

statement must include a detailed- 
plan of action for how you will 

return to good academic 
standing. 

Explain how things are different 

now, 

Share ifand how the problem has 

been resolved, and what (if 
anything) has changed about the 

factors which impacted your 

academic performance. Share any 
adjustments you made to get back 

on track. 

The committee understands that 
students who are appealing: 

Love Carolina and want to stay 

on campus 
Feel that losing academic 
eligibility will be very difficuit 

Believe academic success 
means a lot to them and their 
family 

Do not spend a lot of time 
discussing these factors in your 

statement. 

Include as many relevant details 

as possible, and be clear and 
concise. Take time to think about 
your statement and write it well. 

Turn it in, with relevant 
documentation of circumstances, 
before the appeals deadline. 

For more information on the 
appeals process, visit 

http:/iadvising:unc.edu/ 
Academ !cAp peals[n foa n d Forms 





oiltlect 
ROLl NA Agenda 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Welcome and Remarks 

Chris Derickso~ 
U~iversity Registrar 



NA Campus Reports 

Welcome a~d 

Thanks and 

Step one 

Timeline, 

FERPA 

Remarks 

acknowledgements 

on the path to self-service reporting 

scope, high level approach 

Reminder 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA ata Warehouse Project 

New reporting environment 
Management (EPM) 

- Enterprise Performance 

New reporting tool 

Edition (OBIEE) 

-- Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise 

Initial release includes the 

Records (SR) Dashboard 

7 interactive reports in the Student 

Future 
human 

expansion will 
resources and 

encompass data from financial systems, 

several additional areas 



NA roject Team 

PeopleSoft EPM/OBIEE 

Sharron Bouquin (Team 

Data Warehouse 

Manager) 

Project Team: 

- Prakash Balakrishnan (Technical Analyst, OBIEE Dev/Security) 

- Jennifer Turpin (Functional Analyst) 

- Michael Nichols (Data Modeler / Architect) 

- Prakash Gadde (ETL Developer) 

- Premnath Bagahiagari (ETL Developer) 

- Mechelle Clayton / Jerri Bland (ITS Management Support) 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA What is a Data Warehouse? 

An online repository of information that is used for 

and analysis 

reporting 

Data from PeopleSoft is incorporated into a data warehouse, 
providing an institution-wide view of available data 

Users are then able to view, filter, and 
using intuitive dashboards 

search the information 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA Project Approac 

Requirements- What reports are needed by when 

Analysis- Delivered product vs. UNC needs 

Design- Customize product as needed 

Test- Unit test, System Test, End to End Testing, Performance 
Testing 

Deployment- Go-Live (release to Users) 

Post Production Support- Enhancements and additional 
subject areas and data marts 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA Campus Reports 

Campu.s Sol’,utions Warehouse 

Data marts are logical divisions within the Campus Solutions Warehouse and are comprised 

of subject-specific dimensional data models designed around a specific institutional process. 



NA Access 

How Do ~ Get Access? 

o Access to all UNC-Chapel 

at 
appropriate source system (i.e. 

Appropriate roles are: 

- Course scheduling 

- Student enrollment 

- Advisors 

If you do not have access, submit a 

OBI 

Hill dashboards is based on 
the University and corresponding authorization to 

PeopleSoft Campus 

,egistrar 

request to: 

,eports~ 

your role 

the 

Solutions) 





oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Overview of Student Records 
Dashboard Reports 

Gary Lloyd 
Associate U~iversity ~egistrar 

,ecords a~d Reporting 



NA board 

A grouping 
criteria 

of data warehouse information based 

Dashboards 

as the Student 
query against: 

are created by the campus for specific 

Records Dashboard, which allows 

- term/class enrollment data 

- student program/plan/sub-plan data 

- class/instructor information data 

upon specific 

needs, such 
the user to 



C OIllleCt; 

.AROL I NA Common Landing Page 

Check back here o#.e~ ~or in~ormat{o~ on: 

New Dasi~boa[ds or RepoEs 

U~ates to Das~boa~:c~s or R:epocts 

14 



C OI]lleC[ 

.AROL I NA UNC-CH Student Records 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................. ............................................... 

%&ge. welco~ you~r :~ug~ge:~i~=ns and feedback .on a~ng .of the S~a.de:~t Re.con~s    - 
~ ..... ~To acces~ the SAKAI D,~ W~#ehou~e gn~*ve:rs ~a::pp.o.~ p:~e, fi~.l~o~,~ the .~ep:~ below: re:p.o~s an:d~ ~.r ~ne: da~ d~ona:rt’, P:le:a:se send ~ne.se comme:n~ ~o: 

If ~’ou a:re expe.F~enc~no ~echni~:l d~oa~e.s, p::~ea:se :subm~ .a: Remedy ticket to 
{3, Login ~*v~h your Onyen e:n:su~e ~o:u~ ~s~e ~s routed to the cor~e~ 

our                                                   -: {~ Sha~ Repo~ 

15 
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oiltlect 
ROLl NA Available R eports, 

Class TBA- This report shows any course sections for a term 
that do not have a meeting pattern 

Degree Candidates- The Degree Candidates report lists 
students that have applied to graduate 

Degree Recipients- The Degree Recipients 
that have been awarded a degree 

report lists students 

Term 
demograp 
eligible to 
academic 
business 

Enrollment - The Term 
hical and 
enroll for 
program 

day ago. 

Enrollment report lists the bio- 

academic information for all students 
a term. The report shows the student 

and the academic plan (major) as of one 

18 
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oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

emonstra ion / Trainin 

Gila Coleman/Beth Ta~er 
Registrar Office 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA emo / Trainin 

Browser Configuration 

Internet Explorer 9 with 

How to access the Data 

Link (OBI Reporting) will 

Review of Delivered reports 

- Degree Recipients 

- Degree Candidates 

Tips 

Compatibility View enabled 

Warehouse Dashboard Reports 

be on the MyUNC main page after Feb 

Class Meeting and Class Instructor 

Term Enrollment 

The Input Prompts 

25 

use the logic operator AND 



NA 

Student Dashboard 

Demo~stratio~ 



NA 

Filtering ports Using xcel 

Office of 

Ben Haven 
Nick Siedentols 
Undergraduate Curricula 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Trainin aterials 

Charles Smith 
Registrar’s Training Coordinator 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA Trainin aterials 

Where to find the Data Warehouse Answers 

Go to htt s: www.unc.edu sakai_/ 

Click the Onyen Login button 

Login using your Onyen username and password 

Click on the Campus Solutions OBIEE tab 

support site: 

Personalize your Profile. 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Sakai Demo 



oiltlect 
ROLI NA Training Materials, cont’d. 

Requesting Access to the Data Warehouse Answers support site 

Please send an email request with ~/our full name and Om/en to 

obiregistrarreports~ 



oiltlect 
ROLl NA 

Wrap-up an Questions 

Chris Derickso~ 
U~iversity Registrar 



oiltlect 
ROLI NA 

Questions? 



FFoln; 

Sen~: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <ricks~ei@email.tmc.edu> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 10:54 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Sobba, Gary" <gsobb@tarheelsports.cotn> 

FW: Goheels.com 

NeuLion (who hosts GoHeels.com) is dealing with a major technical issue which appears to have taken down all of their official aLhtetics websiLes including 

GoHeels.com. They are working to resolve the situation as fast as possible, GoHeels,com ix currently not live, We will update you on the situation as we can and will 

make sure NeuLion ix doing all they can to resolve this immediately. 

Rick 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2023 20:42 AM 
To: ’"O’brien, Edward"’; Sobba, Gary; ’Katie Weinberg’; ’Brown Steven’ 
Co: Bowers, Matthew B; Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Suits, Christy H.; Perry, Clara A; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Goheels.com 

Ed, 

This is a huge weekend for Carolina Athletics. GoHeels.corn being down ]:or Lhe first Lime ever Loday is beyond diaappointing~ Please do anything and everything 

possible to ]:ix this immediately. 

Rick 

From: Edward O’Brien [mailto:Edward.Obrien@neulion.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2023 20:42 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Sobba, Gary; ’Katie Weinberg’; ’Brown Steven’ 
~c: Bowers, Matthew B; Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Suits, Christy H.; Perry, Clara A; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Goheels.com 

Rick - 

We are awar~-:~ of the issue and actively working to r~-:~solw-:~ K: irnn’~ediat@r.,. There is an issue with one of our (:ollo(:a[~on facilities which is eff~-:~cting our network 

our resources on working with their folks to fi>: t:his as soon as ~x~ssibl~-:~. 

Here is some more information from our technical staff: 

NeuLion network engineers and operations team members have been in contact with engineering and executive staffeB at our primary’ colocation facilib~. 

The colocation facili~, which does feature redundant assets (power, Internet, security-, etc), is experiencing an outage issue, despite rednndancies -- but we do not have 
additional details ti~om the thcili~ managers at this time. 

Ever?., eltbrt and asset is directed at resolving this critical issue as soon as possible. 

NeuLion will continue to escaJate and coordinate ruth the colocation facili~ staffers. 

We will continue to update you as progress is made, 

Th a n 
Ed 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2023 20:32 AM 
To: Sobba, Gary; Katie Weinberg (katie.weinberg@neulion.com); Edward.Obrien@neulion.com; Brown Steven (Steven.Brown@neulion.com) 
Co: Bowers, Matthew B; Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Suits, Christy H.; Perry, Clara A; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Beale, Michael 
Subject: FW: Goheels.com 

Why is GoHeels,com no~: working? I’w? worked h~-:~re since 2000 and have new?r s~-_~en our website corn~)Jetely down before. What is going 

To say this is unacceptable is a vast understatemenL 

Rick 

From: Joyce Dalgleish [mailto:ioyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2023 20:27 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Clara Perry; Christy Suits 
Subject: Goheels.com 

Is our website down? It won’t come up, and several folks have called asking if it’s down. 



Thanks, 

Joyce 



Rick Steinbacher <ricks~ei@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 22, 2013 11:14 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

Sobba, Gary <gsobb@tarheelsports.cotn> 

FW: Goheels.com 

GoHeNs.com is back up and running. I apologize [:or the disruption and assure you we will address this with NeuLion to ensure that anything that can be done to 

prevent this from happening again will be done~ 

Rick 

From: Edward O’Brien [mailto:Edward.Obrien@neulion.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:13 AM 
To: ’Edward O’Brien’; Steinbacher, Rick; Lloyce Dalgleish’; ’Katie Weinberg’; ’Brown Steven’; Sobba, Gary 
¢:c: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Perry, Clara A; Suits, Christy H.; Best, Kevin S.; Bowers, Matthew B; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Goheels.com 

Rick - 

Goheeis.com is ba(:l~ up and running, We wili provide a full synopsis of the issue shordy, 

Ed 

From: Edward O’Brien [mailto:Edward.Obrien@neulion~coml 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:02 AM 
To: ’Steinbacher, Rick’; ’3oyce Dalgleish’; ’Katie Weinberg’; ’Brown Steven’; ’Sobba, Gary’ 
¢:c: ’Cleary, Kenneth Eugene’; ’Dalgleish, Joyce L’; ’Perry, Clara A’; ’Suits, Christy H.’; ’Best, Kevin S.’; ’Bowers, Matthew B’; ’Beale, Michael’ 
Subject: RE: Goheels.com 

Rick --. 

The issue has been identified, timeline to follow shortl% 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [mailto:rickstei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 10:53 AM 
To: .]oyce Dalgleish; Edward O’brien; ’Katie Weinberg’; ’Brown Steven’; Sobba, Gary 
Cc: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Perry, Clara A; Suits, Christy H.; Best, Kevin S.; Bowers, Matthew B; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Goheels.com 

sen[: a note out to the E>:ecutiw:~ ~nd Senior ten, ms and will send one to the evervone list as well. 

Rick 

From: Joyce Dalgleish [.t_n___ajlN_~_9_y_c___e__d___@_u__t)__c___a__a__:_u__t)__c__&cJ__u_] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 10:51 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Edward O’bden; ’Katie Weinberg’; ’Brown Steven’; Sobba, Gary 
¢:c: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Perry, Clara A; Suits, Christy H.; Best, Kevin S.; Bowers, Matthew B; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Goheels.com 

Rick, 
Perhaps someone should send out an email to our "everyone" list to let them know that it is down and being worked on. 

Since our receptionists and employees are getting calls about it. 

Joyce 

> > > "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.uncedu > 2/22/2013 10:42 AM > > > 

Ed, 

"]’his is a huge weekend for Carolina Al:hletics. (~oHeels,conl being down for the first time ew-_~r today is beyond disappointing. Please do any~:hing and everything 

possible to fix this immediately. 

Rick 

From: Edward O’Brien [mailto:Edward.Obrien@neulion.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 10:41 AM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Sobba, Gary; ’Katie Weinberg’; ’Brown Steven’ 

~c: Bowers, Matthew B; Dalgleish, 3oyce L; Suits, Christy H.; Perry, Clara A; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Beale, Michael 
Subject: RE: Goheels.com 



We are aware of the issue and actively working to resolve it imrnediatety. There is an issue with one of our collocation t:acilities which is efl:ecting our network. 

our resources on working with their folks to fix this as soon as possibfe~ 

Here is some more in]:om~atior~ t:rom our’ technical s[aff: 

NeuLion neb,vork engineers and operations tean~ metnbers have been in contact with engineering and executive slaffers at our prima .w colocation facility. 

The colocation facilit% which does feature redundant assets (Ix~wer, Intemet, securi~, etc). is experiencing an outage issue, despite redundancies -- but we do not have 

additional details l}om the facility managers at this time. 

Every eflbrt and asset is directed at resolving this critical issue as soon as possible. 

NeuLion will continue to e~aJate and coordinate ruth the colocation facilib~ staffers. 

We will continue to update you ~s progress is made. 

Fhanks, 
Ed 

From: Steinbacher, Rick [Ln___ajJ___tg_Lrj_c___k__s__t__e_!_@__e_m_aj_LU__L~__c_=_e_._~] 

Sent," Friday, February 22, 2013 10:31 AM 
To-" Sobba, Gary; Katie Weinberg (katie.weinberg@neulion.com); Edward.Obrien@neulion.com; Brown Steven (Steven.Brown@neulion.com) 
~c-" Bowers, Matthew B; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Suits, Christy H.; Perry, Clara A; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Best, Kevin S.; Beale, Nichael 
Subject-" FW: Goheels.com 

Why is GoHeels,com not working? Fve worked here since 2000 and have never seen our website completely down before. WhaL is going on? 

To say this is unacceptable is a vast understatement. 

Rick 

From: 3oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Friday, February 22, 20:t3 10:27 AM 
To." Steinbacher, Rick; Clara Perry; Christy Suits 
Subject-" Goheels.com 

Is our website down? It won’t come up, and several folks have called asking if it’s down, 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermm~s <limmennans@unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 22, 2013 11:43 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu-~; UNCAAAcademics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu-~ 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edw~; Lance Ma~kos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

I~W: John McLendon Foundation Seeks Scholarship Nominations 

Just an FYI, in case you have any SA’g inte[ested. 

From: NACDA [mailto:nacda@neulionnetwork.com] 

Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 11:34 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: John McLendon Foundation Seeks Scholarship Nominations 

Jolm McLendon Foundation Seeks Scholarship Nominations 

As you may or may not be aware, each year the John McLendon Minority 
Scholarship Foundation awards five $10,000 scholarships to minor~ 
students who will commit to pursuing a graduate degree in athletics 
administration. 

’]7he Foundation has begun accepting nominauon applications :[’or the 2012- 
13 year. Each nominated individual must meet ALL specific criteria 
guidelines as well as having status as one of the following: cun-ent full-time 
senior or have graduated and have a minimum of two years experience ~n an 
athletics administration position. 

Application forms and more detailed information on the Foundation and the 
scholarship can be found here. The deadline for applications is FrkNy, 
April 26. 

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Katie Newman 
(knewman,$~nacda.com) in the NACDA office at (440) 788-7474. 

© 2013 NACDA All rights resel~,’ed..I__I_!_~&_u__b_&c__~_’_i__b__e_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 22, 2013 12:34 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun’~a)unc.edu>; UNCAA Academics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edtr~; Timmermans, Tom 

<timmenna~@unc.e&~> 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu>; Lmace Mmkos <marko@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: John McLendon Foundation Seeks Scholarship Nominations 

Thanks Torn. I will push this t:orward. 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent-" Friday, February 22, 20:13 :t:t:43 AM 

T~." UNCAA_Academics 
1::~-. ’Lance Markos’; Tile, Vince 
Subject-" FW: John McLendon I=oundation Seeks Scholarship Nominations 
Just all FYI, in case you have mW SA’s interested. 

From: NACDA [mailto:nacda@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 20:13:1:1:34 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: John McLendon Foundation Seeks Scholarship Nominations 

John McLendon Foundation Seeks Scholarship Nomhiations 

As you may or may not be aware, each year the John McLendon Minority- 
Scholarship Foundation awards I~ive $10,000 scholarships to minority’ 
students ~vho will con’Lmit to pursuing a graduate degree in athletics 
administration 

The Foundation has begun accepting nomination applications for the 2012- 
13 year Each nominated individual must meet ALL specific criteria 
guidelines as well as having status as one of the following: CUl~cent full-tnne 
senior or have graduated and have a minimum of two years experience in an 
athletics administration position 

Application forms and more detailed information on the Foundation and the 
scholarship can be found here. The deadline for applications is Friday, 
April 26. 

If you have any questions, please :[’eel free to contact Katie Newman 

(knewman@nacda.c~m) in the NACDA office at (440) 788-7474 

© 2013 NA~DA. All rights leser~ ed. Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ChrisU H. Suits <Christy Suits@tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:06 PM 

Yount, Tony’ <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Patch Tuesday - Plea~ leave your computers on tonight 

Does not apply to Rams Club 

Hello All, 

There are a lot of security updates for this week. Please leave your computers on this evening and if there are other computers in your area like the lab computers, please turn 
those on for me as well. 

Answers to frequently asked questions: 
If you have your laptop with you that is okay your computer should receive the updates once you are back on campus. If you have already left for the day and your computer is 
off, same as above the computer should receive the updates once turned on and on the campus network. I am doing this every Tuesday, so if you cannot leave your system 
here this Tuesday, hopefully I will reach it the following Tuesday. 

Thank you all for your cooperation as it is extremely important to keep our computers patched and up to date to protect from security vulnerabilities. 

Christy 

ITS OSS Ui’qC Athletics 

Syst:erns Arlal~’st: 

©ffice: 919 843 5296 

Cell: 

email: chris~...~uits @unc.e du 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:05 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

Retx~rting OuLside Income 

Outside Income forms.pdf 

All, 

Per NCAA Bylaw 1:1.2.2, staff members must report any income from an outside source to UNC on an annual basis. The bylaw below references some, though not 

all, sources of income which must be reported. UNC policy requires a list of all planned outside activities for an upcoming academic year, per the attached letter 

from Bubba this past June, along with an estimate of likely outside income for the year. At the end of each academic year, UNC requires that you submit the actual 

amounts of outside income earned in the previous year. All required paperwork may be submitted to Kathy Griggs at the appropriate time. 

if you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 1343-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa.unc,edu 

derica~ persom~e~) a~d a~ ~s~u~o~ s~a~ ~dude ~e ~pu~atio~ tha~ ~e ~aff member ~s requked 
the pres~den{ or chance~lo~ for a~ a[h~et~ca~y re~ated ~ncome and be~efits from sources outside 
athletically ~e~a{ed income and benefits sha~ be cons~ste~g: ,Mth {he mstit~t~on~s policy rek~ted 
o~ part-time employees. Sou~ce~ of such income sha~ h’~dude, but are not ~m~ted to, the fo~ow~ncj: 

Income from ~,e,,e, uities; 

(c) Housing benefits (including)referential housing arrangemeets); 

(d) Co~mtry ck~b memberships; 

(e) Cemplimentaw ticket saies; 

(1) ".,"eievisio~ a,ed radio programs; and 



Memorandum 

TO: Head and Assistant Coaches 

FROM: Bubba Cunningham 

DATE: June 26, 2012 

RE: 2012-20t3 Notice of Intent Forms 

Attached, please fred the 2012-2013 Notice of Intent Form for you to compIete and sign, 
along with a copy of a memo referencing the External Professional Activities for Pay 
policy. 

It is IMPERATIVE (per NCAA,By-law 1 t.2.2~ and University re~ulations) that you 
_complete a form for each and every outside activity in whichyou !~lan to participate 
for the upcoming fiscal year~ (July 1, 2012-June 30, 2013). Since these activities have 

¯ not yet occurred,.ptease.remember that the income you report at this time is just an 
estimate. 

If you have any questions as to whether an activity falls ~ander this policy and should be 
included on this: fom~; please~;ontact Larry Ga!lo or Amy Herman. For administrators 
and coaches with endorsements, or_c_o__n~.ultation/m_~edia ~on~rac_~_s.d~lease provide 
.contractual income in.formation (if.you know it at this time). 

Please complete your form(s) carefully befbre signing- incomplete fo~ms will be . 
¯ returned. If you do not expect to receive ar~y outside income, please indicate this on the 
form, sign .and return .... 

~lhamks you in advance for yo~ar prompt attention to this very important rnattero Please¯ 
return-all forms to Kathy Griggs as soon a~s possible 



TO: 

DATE: 
RE: 

Head Coaches, Assistant Coaches, and EPA Non-Faculty Staff Members 

Bubba Cumaii?~l~am 

May 29, 2012 

Exter~a! Pay Policies 

This memorandum outlines Depat~rnental and NCAA Policy regarding supplemm~tal income and-benefits for the fiscal year 
July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013. It is important that you clearly understand all the issues involved and comply with the 
stipulations indicated. 

Per NCAA Bylaw 11.2.2, you must receive annual prior written approval from t~e Chancellor for all athletically-related 
income and benefits from Sources outside the University. Sources of such income shall include, ~LK" are not limited to the 
following: 

a). Income from annuities; 
b)- Sports camps; 
c). Private le~sons that are pqrmissib~e per.NCAA guidelines; 
d). Housing benefits (including preferential housing arrangements); 
e). Country club memberships; 
f). Complimentary ticket sales; 
g). Television and radio programs; and 
h). Endorsement or consultation contracts with athletics shoe, apparel, or eqmpmem manufacturers. 

Tire Board of Governors’ Policy oft External Professional Activities for Pa3i similarly requires that you receive prior written 
approvaI for alI your external professional activities for pay. 

To make sure that we are in comptiar~ee with botl~ sets of rules, I am reminding you of the necessity to adhere to the 
following sequence in managing your athletically-related income and benefits. 

First, you should not enter rote a__~ agreement witti- a private entity for any athletically-related income or benefits tmtiI after 
you receive the Chancel!or’s written approval of the agreement. This process is necessitated bylthe NCAA rule referenced 
above. Furtger, if you ~ to enter into such an.agreement or to otherwise agree to receive pay for athtetically~relatcd 
e×ternai activities, you must fill out the "Notice of Intent to Engage in’ External Professional Activity. for Pay’’ and receive my 
or my designee~s wr~tte~ approval before you actuaIly engage in the outside activity or sign the otftsido agreement.- In 
addition, the approvM of all athletically-related income and benefits shall be corisistent with theinstitutior~’s policy related to 
oi~tside income and benefits appIicable to al! T’d!l-time and tgat-t-time employees.                     . . 

I will continue to be tl~e administrative official responsible ~br.transmitting your requests for approval of your outside 
activities and your agreements. My written, approval and indication of t[~e Clm:ncellor’z approval wil! be addressed, to you 

Please contact me if you have any questions. "I’hamk you fbr your prompt a~ention t¢ this. 



Notice of intent to Engage in 
E×terna~ Professional Activities for Pay Department of Athletics 

in Accordance with.NCAA bylaw 1t.2o2 

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMING ACTIVITY 

Last Name: 

Email: 

First Name: 

CONTRACTING ORGAN IZAT1ON 

Name: 

Address: 

3. Please describe the nature of the proposed activity including if.it is a single time or repeating event: 

BEGINNING DATEofyour p-oposed activity {the dates mist fall within a single fiscal year). 

5, ENDING DATE ofyour proposed activity (the dates must fall within a single fiscal year). 

Total number of hours to be devoted to activity: 

Estimated duration of activity (check one box): 

Less than a month F""]              1-4 months More than 4 months r--] 

Wile the activity entail the use of any University resources (see UNC Policy Manual, 300.2.2, Section 1, Item l)? 

Yes r--]           No F’-I 

9. To your.knowledge, does the contracting organization above provide funding which directly supports amy of 

your University duties or activities? 

Yes r--I No F"’] 

10. Which of the following best describes the contracting organization: 

o Private industry or firm 
r-] 

o Non-profit organization 

~ Federal F--1 
- School district 
~ Other state!!ocal government agency F--] 

~ University 

- Other 

11. To be completed if contracting organization is a private firm: 

a. Do you or any member of your immediate family own an equity interest in [he contracting organization? 

Yes F--] No I~ 

b. Do you hold an office in the contracting organization? 

Yes I~            No F~ 

1.2. Please input any additional information that is relevant to this request. 

13. Performanb.e of the above described activity is consistent with the Board of Governors Policy on External 

Professional Activities. 

!4. What income do. you expect to receive for patti :ipation in this activity? 

Signature: .... : ............................ Date: 

Job Title: Deparl~ment: 



Notice of Intent to Engage in 
External Professional Activities for.Pay Department of Athletics 

In Accordance with NCAA bylaw 11.2.2 

1. Reviewed, activity determined to be consistent With University~01icy: 

Date 

Other action (as required): 

Department Head Signature 

Date Chancellor 

2. Reviewed: activity determined not to be consistent with University Policy: 

Date Department Head Signature 

Action on appeal [if any): 

Date Action taken: 

Chancello~ 

Any administrative action approving a "Notice of Intent" shal! be effective only for the remainingbalance of the fiscal 

y..e.a!_{ir]..[.h,e case of !2-moo.t.h #.ml~!._o.yees) or for the balance.of the academic year (for 9.-m.cLn.:tl!..~mp oyees);.see P0[!._cy....! 

Section 3.b, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 4:11 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

New Sports Med Staff 

All: 

Please join me in welcoming Luke Ross to the Sports Medicine Staff. Luke will serve as the assistant athletic trainer to football as well as head athletic trainer for 

fencing and cheerleading. Luke graduated from Boston University with a BS in Athletic Training and completed his Masters at UNC. Following graduation he served 

as an intern for the Carolina Panthers and since then has been an assistant athletic trainer for football at the University of Connecticut. We are excited to have his 

sldlls and expertise back at UNC to serve our athletes. 

Mario Ciocca, MD 
Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 
dames A. Taylor Campus Health Services 
CB# 7470 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

_~uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, 10:48 AM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
< blanton@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu >; Jennifer 

Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu >; Kym Orr < knorr@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tia 
Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu >; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu >; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Seniors List 

Good Morning Everyone, 

This is       i. I am helping Cricket with this year’s Graduation Banquet. So if you can send me a list of all the seniors in 

the teams you are working with, that will be huge helpful! Here, the "senior" means a student-athlete who will graduate 

in this May or the coming December. 

I really appreciate your time and efforts. Looking forward to your replies! 

Thanks, 

M.A. Candidate, Sport Administration 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(o) 919-843-2306 
(c) 

@uncaa. unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 1:37 PM 

Bridger, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bradley Bethel <bbethel@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu>; Jaimie Lee <j aimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend 
<jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welborn <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

Staff Meeting Canceled 

All, 
Dean Woodard ask me to send out the following email regarding today’s staff meeting. Our staff meeting has been 

canceled for today. Please be aware of this change. Thanks. 

Wally 

Wally Richardson 

Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Center for Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-962-9893 (W) 

(c) 



I::rom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, 8:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Katrina Dowd < kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

< uncwlax@u ncaa.unc.edu >; pbarnes@u ncaa.u nc.edu. 

Spring Break schedule 

@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy 

Tony, 

You asked me about our practice schedule for next week this is what is on the calendar that was sent out in January and what we will stick to: 
Monday: 12 Film 

6 8pm Practice 

Tuesday: 

3pm Pre game meal 

4 Leave for High point 

7 9 Highpoint game 

11 home 

Wednesday: 

1 Team meet 

1:30 3:30 practice (probably not that long) 

Thursday: 

11:15 Film 

11:45 1:45 practice 

Friday: 

11:00 Film 

11:30 1:30 practice 

Saturday: 

9:30 Pre game meal 

1 Georgetown Game 

If kids are scheduling academic meetings, please have them allow for time to get food after practice prior to any meeting, 

Thanks, 

J#nny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 9:00 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Thanks. You too have a great break. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 8, 2013, at 20:14, "Yount, Tow" <ton?)’ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Weekly attached. 
> 

> An * means its from a progress report from a professor 
> 

> Have a great break 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Mann <j anmann@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March ll, 2013 12:08 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priori .ty Registxalion 

Same Tony Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11, 2013, at 11:36 AM, "Youaat Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> wrote: 

> Coaches, 
> 

> ’]’he deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams [’or the [’all is Friday If there are changes to your fall practice schedule, please let me l~ow as soon as possible so that 
they can be included in the application If there are no changes, we will submit the same information that we submitted last ?,ear. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Karen Shelton <~kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, March ll, 2013 1:10 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~?vun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Regis~Jcation 

No changes:-) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11, 2013, at 11:36 AM. "Yount, Tony" <ton?3~-ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coaches, 
> 

> The deadline for applying for priori~ registration for your teams for the fall is Friday. If there are changes to your fall practice schedule, please let me know as soon as possible so that 
they can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we ;vill submit the same information that we submitted last ?,ear 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



2012-13 MII  DRED McCASKII J, AWARD 

Nomination Form 

The Mildred McCaskill Award was established by members of the McCaskill family to 

recognize her contribution and support of the athletic programs at the University of North 

Carolina. Originally established as an endowment scholarship, the award has been broadened to 

include annual recognition to an outstanding male and female SENIOR student-athlete. 

Excellence in athletics, scholarships, and service to the community are the criteria for the annual 

individual award. Please nominate any member of your team that you feel excelled in 

academics and community service as much as they did in their athletic realm. 

Please take time to make a nomination and provide the reasons and/or examples to justify your 

respective selection: 

SPORT: 

NOMINATION (NAME): 

JUSTIFICATION: 



INTERNATIONAL STUDENT AND SCHOLAR SERVICES (ISSS) 
CB#5240, FedEx Global Education Center Telephone: 919-962-566I Fax: 919-962-4282 

ACADEMIC ADVISOR’S RECOMMENDATION FORM (for..pro~ram extensions)_rolO/]O/07) 
This form provides the information required by ISSS to issue a new visa certificate for program extension for 
international students in F-I or J-i status. Please complete the form and return it to ISSS (CB #5240) for processing. For 
students in F-I status, program extensions must be completed before the current ending date on the 1-20 or DS-2019 (this 
form should be submitted to ISSS no later than 3 weeks prior to the end date). If the program extension is not completed 
by the expiration date of the current 1-20 or DS-2019, the student will be out of status and require reinstatement by the 
Immigration Service. Please a]!o~v 2-3 weeks for processing by an advisor at ISSS. 
Note: 1-20 extensions cannot exceed 12 months f!’om the current end date unless they are for a change of academic leve!. 

NOTE: STUDENTS WHO HAVE FULFILLED ALL DEGREE REQUIREMENTS AND ARE COMPLETING THEIR 
MA OR PHD THESIS, BUT ARE NOT REGISTERED MAY NOT WORK ON CAMPUS. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE STUDENT: 

Student’s Name: Student’s PID # 

Department: Type of Degree (Bachelor’s, Master’s, Ph.D.) 

Visa Type: F-t __ J-I Other (specify) SEVIS # N 

Daytime Phone: Email: 

Do you have any dependents hi the U.S.? __ *Living costs’ of dependents wilt be required for the extension. 

If yes, how many a~td what is their relationship to you? (spouse, child, etc) 

If your department does uot provide full funding, or if you are employed by another department, please attach 

original documentation to show how you will support yqurself and any accompanying family members in 

dependent immigration status tbr the duration of the requested extension. 
Note: In general, Master’s students are not eligible for tuition remission/award after their 4t~’ semester and PhD 

students are not eligible after their 10t~’ semester at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

MUST BE COMPLETED BY THE ACADEMIC ADVISOR ONLY: 

Is this student enrolled fuIl~time? Yes __ No__ If not, please provide explanation on back of this page. 

Is this Student making reasonable academic progress’? Yes __ No __ 

When will (did) this student complete his Or her coursework? (MM-DD-YY.) 

How many hours of course credit will this student take next year? Fail    hrs. Spring    hrs. Summer hrs, 

If fewer than 9 hrs./sere. (graduate) or 12 hrs./sere. (undergraduate), ptea.ge explain on back. 

When is this student expected to complete his/her studies (defense date)? (MM-DD-YY) 

When is this student expected to complete his/her studies (submit thesis/dissertation)? (MM-DD-YY) 

Will this student receive any departmental financial assistance? Yes __ No __ 

Type: TA __ RA__ Other (specify) 

Duration: 9 months 12 months 

Amoont of stipend: $ 

Continue until graduation? Yes__ 

semester in which they are defending to avoid having to personally repay their tuition waiver’? 

Wilt the department/University pay tuition? Yes .___ No .... Fees? Yes __ 

Will the department pay for health insurance? Yes__ No __ 

Other (specify) ................................ 

Is it likely that this fimding witl continue next year? Yes __ No __ 

No __ Is the strident required to work through the rest of the current 

Yes No 

No 

Signature 

Title & Department Date 

Printed Name 

Daytime Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Brunner <johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 8:49 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Fuchs, Jeffrey W <jfuchs@email.unc.edu > 

RE: National Anthem 

Excellent, 

Thanks Jeff. 

John 

> > > "Fuchs, Jeffrey W" <jfuchs@email.u nc.edu > 3/14/2013 8:47 AM > > > 

Jo]~m, I do not ]~lave a recording yet - we are ~)ing to record ]at:er in t]~le semester arid ][ will get you a eopy I-or next fall. Hope you are doing well. 

Je f[rey Fuebs 

Director of University Bands 

Chair, Music Department Scholarship Committee 

The University oJ[North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Music Department / CB #3320 / 106 Hill Hall 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 3320 

(919) 962 5695 (voi ...... t f~csimile) 

j fhchs@email.unc .edu 

[-or more information about the UNC Bands, visit w~v.uncbands.org 

From: John Brunner [mailto:johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, March :[4, 20:[3 8:45 AM 
To: Fuchs, Jeffrey W 
Subject: National Anthem 

Jeff, 

We had a question about the national anthem recording we use at Fetzer (when the pep band is not in attendance) do you have a copy of one of the pep band’s 

performances that we can update it with? 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

John 

John Brunner 

Director of Event Management 

U NC Ath letics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 843 4736 

Fax: 919 843 5972 

. _wEv_ _w_..g __o_ b_ ~__e_[_s_:_c_ £4 E ! 







From: scanner@unc.edu 
Sent: Sunday, March 17,2013 11:05:28 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

20130317110528210.pdf (2.8M) 
This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 03.17.2013 11:05:28 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 





From: scanner@unc.edu 
Sent: Sunday, March 17,2013 11:06:46 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

20130317110646461 .pdf (3.8M) 
This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 03.17.2013 11:06:46 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 









From: scanner@unc.edu 
Sent: Sunday, March 17, 2013 11:12:19 AM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

20130317111219402.pdf (1.9M) 
This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 03.17.2013 11:12:19 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Cnnningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 1:21 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr> 

Vehicle Use Policy 

Vehicle U se Policy.docx 

To: All Department Staff" 

From: Bubba Cnnningham 

Date: March 18, 2013 

RE: Department of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy 

In an ettbrt to better protect our student-athletes and s’tafl; we are evaluating va~ous options tbr future ground transtx~rtation. In the meantime, we are implementing a 

new Vehicle Use Policy for all automobiles owned and rented by the Depar~anent of Athletics (excluding rental cars that will not transport students). Please take the 

time to read the attached Policy and faniliarize yourself with its terms. 

As many people have never been trained on sat~ operation ofonr vans, we are addressing that need by providing a new video training session. Et][~ctive July 1 of this 

yea~; any Depaxtment of Athletics employee wishing to drive a vehicle governed by this Policy (to transport UNC personnel or for any other reason connected to their 

employment with UNC) will be required to watch an m~nual online tr~fining session. This tmfining will have to be updated each fiscaJ~ year. The cmrent traning video can 

be seen using the following link: 

._h__t_t_p_]_!}~__~_~!:yo ut abe. c o n~"w at ch ? v K5eNUSE9JQ__8_. 

If you wish to drive a vehicle governed by the new Vehicle Use Policy, please watch the video then email Trey Parnell to verify that you have done so. Trey will be 

assnming the ~ole of Fleet Management CooNinator under this Policy and will continue to oversee the vehicles owned by the Depaxtment of Athletics. 

We have als~ included measures in onr new Vehicle Use Policy that are intended to promote ,safe use of these vehicles and to minimize liabili~. While eveD~ item in the 

Policy is important, the provisions below axe of particnlar note: 
§a~2) This Policy hereby specifically prohibit~ t~se of Deparm~em-owned Vehicles liar c~m~ps, camp-rela~ed pm-~x~s, dh~ics, and other similar activities. 

§c Aider ~he implementation oflhis Polio?, the Depa~lme~ ofAd~letics shNl ~ot p~rchase or ren~ a~y addhional 15 Passenger V~ms (except when specificNly 

preapproved by the Director of AtNetics or his designee). 

§d To be approved as a Vehicle Operato~i an individual 

l. Be at leas~ 21 years of age; 

2. llave a minmmm office yea’s of experie~me operating mo~)r vehicles; 

3. Ha~e a Satb I)~ivmg Rec~rd; 

3. Be a current employee of the ! Jm~zei~ity or graduate or pro[~ssional stt~den* of the Universib’ whose educational t~mnnN mq~ves use of the ~;ebicle 

whose u~ is ~x:nni~ted by the i"leet Management Coordinator; and 

4. Ha~’e completed ~ho Van l.’mining E&~cafio~al Pa~gram wid~i~a a ~ime ~x:riod established by Ne Departme~t of Athletics 

Vehicle Open~tors are exacted to re~x~rt all tickets, ctmrges, ci~a~ionN and ~mffic o~K:i~sea recei~’ed while ddving m~y antomobile, Um~’ersib’-owned or 

othetw~’ise, to the dm’er’s stupefier and d~e Fleet Management Coordin~lor within ten 

I,:xcept in enlergeacy dt~afions, ~nb- Vd~icle ()l~eramrs ~md Protk~sOonal Ddvers are permitted to drive Vehicles g~-enred by this Policy. 

Passengers in a~] Vehicles shou]d ~ limiWd to persons who are 1 g years of age or older and arc ! lni~ersily employees, sludents of~he Unive~ib’, or oilier 

~he U~fiversiiy who are ~m&r fl~e age of18. Family members who arc not U~fiversiiy emplo? ees are expressly p~hibitcd f)om ridi~N m tbe vehicles go~erned 

by fl~is Policy. 

Limil the torn number of passengers l,) the number of a~alable seat[x:lls. In 12 ~md 15 Passenger Vans, the mm~ber of pas~ngers should not exceed 11 people 

(including the dr~e~). 

D~[ring a~d ~ier o~x:ration era Velficle, a Vehicle Operator should: 

Report all accidet}ts, mgaa.lleas of damr~ge, to the dm’er’s sngx:rior and the i"leet Matmgemen{ Cootf~it}ator it} the Facilities trait of tt~e Delm~lme~A 

as ~on aa g~aaible. Additionally, accidet}ts that occnr o,~ the UNC-Chape[ Hill campns shotdd be reposed immediately to d~e Depa~men{ of Ptfl?lic Safety. 

Accidents that occar offofUNC-CtNxd Hill"s campus sh~:~uld be rot~:~ed immediately to the appropriate state police. 

Report all tickets, citations, and other traffic- adated chaegea ~) Ne ddver’a stupefier and Ne Flee~ M~magemet~t CooMii~alor ii~ the Facilities trait of 

Deparm~ent of Athletics wN~in ten dayx 

Vehicle Owmtors shotdd be well-res~ed and aler~ whi~e d~Jvi~N, Vehicle Operators shoNd l~)~ ~ot ~o exceed 7 hours of dm;ing in an? 24 hot~r period. 

Seat passengers from ~l~e front ~o ~lre back so ~l~a~ ~s m~ch ~veigh~ as l~ossiMe ~s loc~ed i~ fron~ of the rear axle. Keep luggage on Ne floor ifa~ 

possiNe. Do ~ot use ~he roof~br si~mge or overload dae vehicle. 

The new Vehicle Use tblicy roll become effective July 1, 2013. E~ctive immeaately, howevec the Depe£ment of AtNefics roll no longer rant or pmvi& 

Depa~m~ent- owned vehicles for cmnps or camp-related pu~oses. 
If you have any questions about tNs new VeNcle U~ t olicy, please contact t aul Pogge at R[~S?g~2~}_~agi~}_:~!~£:9_9ig. Thank you for your ~sistance and cooNration. 

Bubba 
Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The UniversiW of North Carolina 



I. Vehicle Use Policy 

a. Purpose 

This Policy is intended to work in conjunction with the North Carolina Department of 

Administration’s Motor Fleet Management Regulations and should be construed to provide 

additional protections thereto, not so as to contradict the provisions thcreof in any way. It is 

established to define the acceptable use and safe operation of Vehicles rented or owned 

by the Departmcnt of Athletics, including both 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, by appropriate 

individuals Mille transporting Universfly employees, students, or other individnals on official 

Universi~" business. This Policy is not intended to cover car rentals by Depamnent of Athletics 

employees when the rental car will not be used to transport University sludents. 

This Policy hereby specifically prohibits use of Department-owned Vehicles for camps, camp- 

related purposes, clinics, and other similar activities. 

b. Defi~fitions 

For purposes of this Policy, the definitions below shall apply. 

A "12 Passenger Van" shall be aw motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally designed to car~ 12 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

A "15 Passenger Vaff’ shall be any motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally" designed to can3~ 15 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

"Professional Driver" shall mean an automobile driver hired by the UniversiU from a third party 

engaged in the regtdar business of providing professional transportation services. 

4. "Safe Driving Record" shall mean the driving record of an individual does not include: 

i. Any suspensions or revocations of their driver’s license within the last two years; 

ii. Any accident(s) within the last two years for which the individual was cited for a 

criminal violation; 

iii. Any DUI or DWI violation within the last five years; or 

More than two moving violations within the last 12 months. 

"Van Training Educational Progm~n" shall ~nean annual training mandated by the Department of 

Athletics regarding the operation of Vehicles covered by this Policy. 

"Vehicle" shall mean any 12 Passenger Van, 15 Passenger Van, mini-van, mini-bus, or other 

automobile rented or owned by the Depamnent of Athletics. 

"Vehicle Operator" shall mean an individual approved by the Department of Athletics to drive a 

Vehicle as defined herein. 



c. Phase-Out of 15-Passenger Vans 

One of the intentions of this Policy is to phase out the use of 15 Passenger Vans by the Department of Athletics. 

After the implementation of this Policy on July 1, 2013, the Department of Athletics shall not purchase or rent any 

additional 15 Passenger Vans (except when specifically preapproved by the Director of Athletics or his designee). 

d. Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers 

The designated person within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics shall have the authority to na~ne an 

individnal as a Vehicle Operator under tiffs Policy. For purposes of this Policy, this designated individual wittfn the 

Facilities unit shall be the Fleet Management Coordinator. To be approved as a Vehicle Operator, an individual 

must: 

1. Be at least 21 years of age; 

2. Have a minimum of five years of experience operating automobiles; 

3. Have a Safe Driving Record; 

Be a currem employee of the University or graduate or professional student of the University 

whose educational training requires use of the Vehicle and whose use is permitted by the Fleet 

Management Coordinator; and 

Have cmnpleted the Van Training Educational Program within a time period established by the 

Department of Athletics. 

Vehicle Operators are expected to report all tickets, charges, citations, and traffic offenses received while driving 

any automobile, University-owned or othev~vise, to the driver’s superior and Fleet Management Coordinator within 

ten days. In the event that any offense causes an individual to no longer have a Safe Driving Record or valid 

driver’s license, such individual shall not be permitted to operate any Vehicle until they have a valid driver’s license 

and have not received a traffic violation or citation for a period of one year after "the date of’the last such occurrence. 

Professional Drivers shall be permitted to drive individuals affiliated with the Department of Athletics. Such 

Professional Drivers are expected to abide by the rules, regulations, and policies of their employer, as well as the 

provisions in the "Responsibility of Vehicle Operators" and "Operating Guidelines" sections herein (or similar 

provisions as may be established by their employer). 

Except in emergency situations, only Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive 

Vehicles governed by this Policy. 

e. Passengers 

Passengers in all Vehicles should be li~nited to persons who are 18 years of age or older and are University 

employees, sludents of the Uuiversity, or other individuals on official University business for which use of the 

Vehicle has been granted. An exception to this minimum age requirement shall exist for students of the University 

who are m~der the age of 18. Family ~nembers who are not University employees are expressly prohibited frmn 

riding in the Vehicles governed by this Policy. 



f. Responsibilil~, of the Department of Athletics 

To help promote the safe use of these Vehicles, the Facilities unit within the Department of Athletics shall be 

responsible for the precautionary measures below. 

Blake available the Van Training Educational Program and retain a record of individuals who have 

completed it. Begi~ming in July, 2014, this Van Training Educational Program must be updated at 

least annually to maintain status as an authorized Vehicle Operator. 

Every. twelve months, attempt to verily that the list of Vehicle Operators does not include anyone 

who no longer has a Safe Driving Record. 

Ensure that only authorized Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive any 

Vehicle governed by this Policy. 

Have a knowledgeable pa~7 (including, but not limited to, mechanic/auto body shops or car 

dealerships) conduct safety evaluations of all Vehicles at least once annually. Ensure oil changes 

and tire rotations arc performed on each Vehicle every. 4,000 miles. Remove Vehicles with 

idemified safety deficiencies from sel~’ice. 

Ensure that a copy of this Vehicle Use Policy and information regarding tire pressure is available 

in each Vehicle. 

Have a knowledgeable pa~ conduct regular checks of tire wear and pressure on all Vehicles’ 

rites, including spares. 

g. Responsibilily of Vehicle Operators 

It is the responsibility of all Vehicle Operators to drive in a safe manner and comply with all applicable laws and 

regulations. Prior to driving a Vehicle governed by this Policy, a Vehicle Operator must take the following 

precaurions: 

1. Ensure physical possession of a valid driver’s license. 

Limit the total number of passengers to the number of available seatbelts. In 12 and 15 Passenger 

Vans, the number of passengers should not exceed 11 people (including the driver). 

3. Ensure proper loading of passengers and equipment. 

4. Ensure that there is a working cell phone in the Vehicle. 

Make a visual inspection of the Vehicle to attempt to identify issues with lights, tires, windshield 

wipers, gas, and mirrors. Vehicles with deficiencies or mechanical defects that would jeopardize 

safe operation (such as a lealdng gas line or overheating engine) must be repaired prior to future 

operation. Vehicles found to be in an unsafe condition should not be operated until appropriate 

repairs arc made. 

6. Scrape or defrost the windows and mirrors if necessal3~. 



During and after operation of a Vehicle, a Vehicle Operator should: 

1. Obey all traffic regulations and posted speed limits. 

2. Abide by the Operating Guidelines of this Policy. 

Report all accidents, regardless of damage, to the driver’s superior and the Fleet Management 

Coordinator in the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics as soon as possible. Additionally, 

accidents that occur on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus should be reported in~nediately to the 

Department of Public Safe~~. Accidents that occur off of UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus should be 

reporled immediately to the appropriate state police. 

Report all tickets, citations, and other traffic-related charges to the driver’s superior and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator in the Facilities refit of the Department of Athletics within ten days. 

Report the onset of any physical or mcmal condition that may impair the ability to drive and 

refrain from driving if such condition(s) become presem. 

Report aw defects, Vehicle damage, nminte~mnce needs, and aw other issues encountered while 

operating a Vehicle under this Policy to the Fleet Managcment Coordinator as soon as practical so 

that appropriate measures may be taken. Vehicle Operators should also immediately report aw 

violations of this Policy of Milch they become aware to the Fleet Management Coordinator. 

Operating Guidelines 

The Vehicle shall not carry more passengers than it has seatbelts. In no case shall a 12 or 15 

Passenger Van ever carly." more than 11 people (including the driver). 

Everyone in the Vehicle should use a seat belt in an appropriate manner at all times while the 

Vehicle is in operation. 

Evaluate weather conditions and attempt to avoid travel if possible when conditions are hazardous 

(including, but not limited to: dense fog, heavy rain, snow, ice, high winds, and flooding). If 

adverse conditions make it unsafe to continue, stop driving and wait for conditions to improve. 

4. Minimize nighttime driving if there are reasonable alternatives which make it possible to do so. 

5. TD~ to avoid high speeds and always obey posted speed limits. 

Do not operate a Vehicle when fatigued. Vehicle Operators should be well-rested and alert: while 

driving. Vehicle Operators should try not to exceed 7 hours of driving in aw 24 hour period. 

When possible, have a second Vehicle Operator available in case of emergency or if the driver 

becomes fatigued. 

Seat passengers from the front to the back so that as much weight as possible is located in 
front of the rear axle. Keep luggage on the floor if at all possible. Do not use the roof for 

storage or overload the Vehicle. 

8. Towing a trailer or aw other object with a 12 or 15 Passenger Van is prohibited. 

9. Drivers may not use cell phones while the Vehicle is in operation. 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Avoid loud music and other distractions that may prevent the driver from hearing traffic warning 

devices. Noise inside the Vehicle should not drown out sound levels from horns and sirens in the 

immediate area. 

Drive defensively at: all times and be especially careful o:f bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 

Utilize appropriate signals at all times to inform others of file driver’s intentions, 

Ensure the Vehicle is secured when parked by: turning the ignition switch off and removing the 

key, making sure Vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions are placed in park and manual 

transmissions are placed in gear, setting the hand or parking brake, and locking the Vehicle doors. 

Secure all doors Mille the Vehicle is in motion. 

Have the occupant of the front passenger seat serve as the navigator. Let the navigator follow the 

directions or read the map for the driver and assist with lane changes, turns, and backing. 

Always consider the characteristics of the Vehicle and drive conservativeb7. The length, width, 

and weight of some Vehicles, including 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, are greater than Vehicles to 

which most drivers arc accustomed. 

The weight of the Vehicle, particularly when fully occupied, requires additional stopping 

distance. The weight causes the center of gravity to shift rearward and upward, 

increasing the likelihood of rollover. This shift in gravity will also increase tile potential 

for loss of control in panic maneuvers. 

The width of the Vehicle allows for less lane romn. Be aware that the shoulder is often 

soft and can give way underneath the Vehicle, sometimes causing the Vehicle to roll. 

The length of the Vehicle increases distances needed for making turns, changing lanes, 

and backing. Use the navigator to assist with these lane changes and turns. As 

appropriate, have the navigator get out of the Vehicle to watch for obstacles when 

backing. 

i. Responsibilit~ of Passengers 

Passengers should immediately report any violations of this Policy of which they become aware to the Fleet 

Management Coordinator. 

All passengers in Vehicles governed by this Policy are expected to abide by the following rules at all times while the 

Vehicle is in use: 

1. All passengers may only be seated in seats equipped with seat belts and must wear seat belts 

appropriately at all times while the Vehicle is in use. 

Allow the Vehicle Operator to drive in an environment free from distractions inside the Vehicle. 

No smoking, alcohol, or illegal drugs are permitted at any time in any Vehicle governed by this 

Policy’. 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL VEHICLE USE AGREEMENT 

Safe Driving 

I acknowledge that I will operate any Vehicle owned by the Department of Athletics in a safe, 

responsible maturer and in compliance with all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and ordinances. 

I further understand and agree to follow all provisions in the Vehicle Use Policy for the University 

of North Carolina Department of Athletics. I warrant that I will only use aw Vehicle governed by 

the Vehicle Use Policy for the specific University business or sanctioned activity for which it was 

granted. 

Physical Condition 

To my knowledge, I have no physical or lnental condition that may impair n\v ability to drive. If 

my condition changes such that my ability to drive may be affected, I shall notify my superior 

immediately" and refrain from operating aw Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy. 

Motor Vehicle License 

I possess a valid driver’s license and will promptly notify my supervisor and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics if my license 

expires or is suspended or revoked by a police authority. I authorize the Universi~r of North 

Carolina-Chapel Hill to obtain a copy of IW official state motor vehicle record(s), including the 

current status of my license and any traffic convictions, at any time. 

Accidents and Citations 

I shall immediately report any accident, ticket, DUI/DWI charge, or other citation with which I am 

involved in accordance with the requirements of the Department of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Monitoring of Vehicle Safety 

I agree that I will be cognizant of potential safety issues and operating defects related to any 
Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy and that I will inunediately notify the Fleet 
Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics should I find 
any problem(s) with a Vehicle. 

My signature hereunder indicates my consent to all provisions of this Vehicle Use Agreement 

and affirms that I understand and will abide by the terms of the University qf North Carolina 

Department of Athletes Vehicle Use Policy. 

Print Full Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 

Driver’s License Number: 



Tire Pressure Monitoring References 

htt~://www°miche~inman~c~m/tires~1~1/tire-care/tire-mai ntenance/h~w~t~-check-pressure~pa~e 

http:/iwww.ed mu nds.comihow-toihow-to-check-tire-pressure-and-i nflate-tiresohtml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:19 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lucido, Barbara E 
<blucido@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha <jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; 
Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, 
Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; 
Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

staff meeting 

All 

Staff meeting tomorrow, 3pm. Please send me any agenda items! 

I look forward to the most awesome staff meeting ever, as it will be my last one! 

Tony, please no cheers! 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) .......... 
brid~ert)(a),uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 1:02 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@emml.~mc.edtr’~; Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn ~itownsen@unc.edtr~; Beth 

Bridger <bridgerb@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyon@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimMee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Amy KleissIer 

<kleissle@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Kym Orr <knorr@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Tia Overstreet <overstre@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 

<sbm~]oy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Spencer Welbom <welborn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nate Yarbrough 

<yarbrough@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leave 

Please send me your leave information for the month of February. 

Thanks, 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0:127 

Campus Box #3:106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:106 

9:19-962-77:10 (ph) 

9:19-843-534:1 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc.edu 



I::roiTi: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:23 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Re: Friday 

After lunch is better for me. 

Joyce 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > B/19/201B 2:55 PM > > > 

Joyce, 

Do you have time on Friday for a conversation about my employment status? Other than a recruit visit from ~_::~5 2:]_5, my schedule is free? 

Thanks 

TonyYount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc. edu> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:06 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie Alexis Samatha 
<jaimielee@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Welborn, 
Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; 
Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FORMS 

All 

I put the major/minor declaration form and registration proxy form in a new folder on the H: Drive called: GENERAL 

ADVISING 

Beth 

Beth Bridger 
College of Arts & Sciences 
Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(w) 919-843-5669 
(c) 
bridgerb ~uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday               9:53 AM 

" ~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; 
Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava 
<nfava(~,uncaa.unc. edu> 

waiver 

decision.pdf 

All, 

See attached for the approval from the NCAA or        waiver. This means that she may now re-join practice with the 

team and compete for UNC, effective immediately, for the rest of the semester even though she is only enrolled in 9 

hours. Thanks to everyone, especially Tony, for their help on the waiver. Please pass the word along to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



AMA (,~,~ ~ ~J e 
M anagement System 

Institution: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Case Type: er 

Division: I Case ID: 

Date: 

Decision PDF 

............. Decision 

Decision 

Conditions 

Decision Rationale 

Other: Approved for nine hours , The SA is expected to meet all PTD requirements for the academ ic year. 

Ac~pted Date 

................ ~d ~X Lance Markos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmennans@unc.edu> 

Thursday,               11:15 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Gina Wooldridge <Gina Wooldridge@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Enrollment Hold for                        ~ 

image001.jpg; image002.jpg; image003.jpg; image004.jpg; image005.jpg 

Hi and Tony, 

I think this is the hold placed on SA’s account to make sure they stay enrolled full time. 
Tony can you work with       to get the hold removed so she can do what is necessary? 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Sent from my iPad 

, at 10:50 AM, "Gina Wooldridge" <Gina Wooldrid~e~kenan-fla~ler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, 

There is a bit of a problem witk s student account. She is trying to switch elective classes for this rood, but the system is kicking her out beca use of an en rollment hold placed 

for the Spring term (start date oI ,). I’m not sure why this is an issue now, as she was able to d top/add with the others last week. Fm wondering if she can’t drop the class beca use it 

will put her under the required athlete hours - but she needs to drop the class first to add MAC    ’. They are for the same number of credits, so it does#t affect her hours at all. Let me 

know how I can work around this. 

will not have the ability to adjust her schedule from here on out. I will be processing the add - so please let me know. 

Thanks, 
G[na 

<image001.jpg>Twitter I <image002.jpg> Linkedln I <image003.jpg> Facebook I <image004.jpg>MAC Journey Blog I <imageoos.jpg>YouTube 

Gina M. Wooldridge ¯ Assistant Directol, Master of Accounting Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

919.962.3186 ¯ fax 919.962.3177 ¯ gina wooldridge(~kenan-flagler.unc.edu ¯ www.kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

From: ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 5:14 PM 
To: Wooldridge, Gina 

Subject: Re: FW: NAC Upload on 3/20/ 

Hi Gina, 
I dropped Equity Valuation class and took Commercial Law instead. Is that a problem? 
sent from my Samsung Mobile 

"Wooldridge, Gina" <Gina Wooldridqe@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu> wrote: 

This keeps coming up in our error report: that you cannot drop MAC snd add MAC ’. Where you trying to switch? Will you let me know what is on your schedule (currently showing) 

as well as what you are looking to do? 

Thanks, 

Gina 

From: Stephens, Brian 
Sent: Wednesday, I 3:53 PM 
To: Wooldridge, G~na 

¢c: Application Development Support 
Subject: NAC Upload on 3/20/ 

Hi Gina, 

Here are the results from an upload earlier this afternoon: 

ACTION PPS_ID DEPT PROGRAM COURSE SEC# COURSE DETAILS PID STUDENT RESULT 

253 Drop 8939 MAC MAC 

253 Drop 8939 MAC MAC 

MAC 20132:MAC ........ ._._,’ 

MAC; 20132:MAC 

DESCRIPTION 

Status ’Error’: There is a hol 

record. To process the droF 

must be removed, or servic 

Error must be overridden.. There 

this record. To process the, 

hold must be removed, or 

indicators must be overridd 

Status ’Error’: There is a hol 

record. To process the droF 

must be removed, or servic 

Error must be overridden.. There 

this record. To process the, 

hold must be removed, or 

indicators must be overridd 



369 

369 

Enroll 

Enroll 

8937 

8937 

MAC MAC 

MAC MAC 

MAC 

MAC 

20132:MAC~ 

20132:MAC877-001: Commercial 

Law [8269] 

Error 

Error 

Status ’Error’: There is a hol 

record, preventing the add 

processed. The hold must b 

to process the add transact 

is a hold on this record, pre 

add from being processed. 

must be removed to proces 

transaction. 

Status ’Error’: There is a hol 

record, preventing the add 

processed. The hold must b 

to process the add transact 

is a hold on this record, pre 

add from being processed. 

must be removed to proces 

transaction. 

Brian 8tephens - Applications Analyst ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 - McColl Bldg ~ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.843-4756 ¯ Bdan Stephens@kenan-fla£1er.unc.edu ° www.kenan-flaqler.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, i              11:25 AM 

[@aol.com; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M 
<mar~:os@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edu> 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@email.unc.edu>; Crystal Dunn <       @gmail.com>; 
Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu>; Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu>; Timmermans, 
Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: waiver 

Thank you guys, this is HUGE for us AND 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, ’. 9:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris;     @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: Yount, Tony; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; nfava@uncaa.unc.edu; Timmermans, Tom; Gatz, Gregory; Blanton, 
Brent S 
Subject:           Naiver 

All, 

See attached for the approval from the NCAA or       ~ waiver. This means that she may now re-join practice with the 

team and compete for UNC, effective immediately, for the rest of the semester even though she is only enrolled in 9 

hours. Thanks to everyone, especially Tony, for their help on the waiver. Please pass the word along to 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, March 22, 203_3 2:36 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; ¥ount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu > 

Re: Meeting 

Tony, 
Today has tumed ou[to be rather busy...what does next weeklooklike for you? 

Joyce 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu > 3/22/20:]-3 2::]-]- PM > > > 
My recruiting is done and [ am free to come for a visit anytime that you can see me if you have time this afternoon 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Cricket Lane <cricke@unc.edu;, 

Friday, March 22, 2013 4:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

<uncaa headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtr~ 

UNCAA Acadelnics <uncaa academics@gronps.unc.edu>; UNCAA- ExeStalt" <uncaa exestaff@groups.unc.edu> 

Lit~ Skills Seminm - Alcohol Speaker - Linda Hancock 

Linda Hancock.docx 

Coaches, 

This is a friendly reminder about the Aicoboi Speaker, Linda Hancock, who will be speaking to our student athletes on Monday, March 25t~’. 

lst t/ears ard sopi~omores - 6:30pro - 7:}Opm 

Juniors and Seniors-Spm-gpm 

Location: Stone Center Theater 

T/anks, 

Cricket 



Fun and 
Funny 

a~d o~her 

"MOLECULES THAT ............................................................................................................................................ 
M 0 N KEY WIT H s 

YOU R MIN D" 
An interactive program that uses humor and creati~-ity to pro’4de 

practical alcohol at~d other drug ed.ucatio~o Student-athletes will 

learn useful strategies for motivating healthier choices in. teams and 

teammates. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris~ H. Suits <Chdsb~Suits@unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:45 PM 

Yount, Tony <touyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

Fwd: [ctc] Inadvertent Mobile Device Quarantine Messages 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 
Subject: [ctc] Inadvertent Mobile Device Quarantine Messages 
From: McGulre, rI~m t~n mcgulre@unc.edtw 

To: "LSRV ctc.con" <ctc@listseiv.unc.edu;> 
CC: 

Happy Friday Everyone, 

First let me apologize for confusion today and especially the erroneous messages this afternoon. We were preparing to put in the block on the lOS 6.1 and 6.1.1 

devices which we tested thoroughly for a good bit of the day and an erroneous button click applied a GLOBAL policy instead of policy targeted to offending 

devices. It was immediately (less than 1 Minute) undone, but unfortunately a lot of messages went out to folks (~2600). NO ONE is currently blocked. 

Given the current state of affairs and the time of day and week - NO ONE WILL BE BLOCKED TODAY. We will monitor for the lOS situation we found this morning 

and will block individual users as they offend. This series of events does not affect the need to upgrade lOS devices running 6.1 or 6.1.1. We will regroup on 

Monday and send a note on any lOS blocks that might occur. 

As I do not have a way to notify only the users that received the automated message, I am also sending a note out to all Exchange users explaining that if they 

received a quarantine note to disregard it. 

It will look like this: 

Dear Coilea£ues, 

Bes~: 

T~rn 

O~rectoc Campus ~fr~structure Services 

440 W, 

Chaoe~ H~L NC 27599- i~.50 

Fren~ ~qcl"osofl: Outlook 

Se~ 3/22/20J~3 3:4.2 

You� mobile phone is temporadiy biocked Irom. accessir~g co..",terit via Exchange ActiveSync because this phor~e has been quarar¢irie¢ No acl;ior~ is necessary on your 
Con~e..",t wili aul;oma~icatty be dowr~toaded as soon as access is grarfl:ed by your adminis~rator~ 

* ~* ACTION IS REQUIRED **:~:* Your Apple device i:as beG.."., qual’antined because it is .."um"..ing iOS 62, of 6,i,i, This problem ca.."., be rectified by upgrading your device to 

the iatest version:, ]l~e biock do~_~s not affect d~_~sktop clien’:s like Outlook or w~_~b access through outiook,u~:cx_~du, Instructions o.."., the upg.."ad~-~ proc~-~ss can be found hel’e: 
):~t:~?.;/[~(pb?.Dy.~::s._9~?.[~’::.~Dy.[?/[]@~!Z~:[~, Zf you have ~roubie dowriloading ~he update, please ~ry .."estar~ir!g you~ device, Ou.." hetp~Jesk is staridi..",g by if you need assistarice wi~h the 
upgrade, You may reach them at 9~9-9~;2.-fiELF-L 

Information about your mobile pi:one: 

Device model: 

Device 

Device IHEI: 

WP 

Wi..",dows Phone7,10.8858 

Device access state: 

D(.wice access state 

Ser~t st 3/22/2013 3:42:31 9M to user@unc.edu, 

</MS6> 
Regards, 
Tim 



You axe currently subscribed to ctc as: cl~t 

To unsubscfi~ click here: ~!~.72~.~ 

(It may be necess~ to cut and Nste the above Ut~ if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emN1 to ]e~ e-.3290(~4 ~ ~- 50 ~4599~:~.24ge~)(~g52cdgag039a ~a312544~)gk 3dc ~’]is~serv,~r~c,edt 
: .............. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce L Da]gleish <ugofer@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:38 AM 

Younl, Tony <tonxvoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Today or tomorrow around 3:00. 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2023 3:02 PM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: Re: Meeting 

What afternoon this week is going to work for us to meet? 

Tony 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 2:42 PM, TONY YOUNT <gvount~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Any afternoon after 2:30 works for me 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 2:35 PM, Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Today has turned outto be rather busy...what does next weeklooklike for you? 

Joyce 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 3/22/2013 2:11 PM > > > 

My recruiting is done and I am free to come for a visit anytime that you can see me if you have time this afternoon 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 10:27 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Thanks Tony 

>>> "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 03/24/13 8:08 PM >>> 

Coaches, 

The main focus this week will be registration for summer and fall. I will be in the AC Tuesday evening from 6 - 10 for some extra meeting time. Steele Building advisers will 
also be in the the AC from 8 - 8 Tues and Wed of this week for advising time for the athletes. 

Weekly is attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 11:09 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbeflM@emaJl.unc.edu>; Bridget, Beth <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edtr~; Lee, 

Jaimie Alexis Smnatha ~jaimielee@email.nnc.edu-~; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overs~reet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email. unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.nnc.edu-~; Townsend, Jenn <j townsend@unc.edu>; 

Young Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@nncaa.unc.edu>; Amy Kleissler <ldeissle@nncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Ma]oy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally Richmdson <wrich@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Febm~" Leave 

If you haven’t done so already, please send me your February Leave so that I can enter it the TIM system. 

Thanks, 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counselin~ 

Writin~ Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0:127 

Campus Box #3:106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:106 

9:19-962-77:10 (ph) 

9:19-843-534:1 

kallison @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan M. Mmm ~anmann@unc.edu~> 

SatuMay, March 30, 2013 9:11 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~Lvoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: addition 

Great’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 29, 2013, at 3:03 PM. "Tony Yount" <ton?)’ount@unc edu> wrote: 

> Sorry, 
> 

> Forgot to add that priority registration was granted for all teams Ibr the fall. 
> 

> Here is the summer school list as of no~v 
> <golf sunzmer 2.pdl~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Jenny Le~- <uncwlax~uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 5:45 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu>; Younl, Tony <ton~.5~oun@anc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Good news for all, of course we will let them register! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncwlax 

~     n On Mar 29, 2013, at 2:59 PM, You t, Tony" <to~m~ount(~unc.edn> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Priority Registration was granted for all teams earlier this week for the fall semester. 

Registration for rising seniors happens Wednesday morning, and for rising juniors, Friday morning. Times aie 8 - 8:3~) am each day-. Please, if they have practice or weights, let 

them register. Losing priority- really hurts us. 

Also included are pdfs of current (noon today) registration for both sessions of sclmrrier school (if you have students in both sessions. Registration is ongoing, and online 

classes through the Friday Center may not be posted yet. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mario Ciocca <ciocca@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 3:36 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Aguilar, Alain J <alaguila@email.unc.edu>; Padua, Darin A <dpadua@email.unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.unc.edu>; 
Petschauer, Meredith A <~nbusby@email.unc.edu>; Prentice, Willimn E Jr <prentice@email.unc.edu>; Blackburn, Troy 

<troy~b emo~l .unc.edu> 

new sports dieticima 

Rachel Stratton has joined the UNC Sports Medicine staff starting today, April 1,2013, and will assist Mary Ellen Bingham in meeting the nutritional and 
performance needs for our athletes. Rachel holds a BS in Life Science from the University of Portland in Portland, OR, where she was also a varsity athlete 
and team captain on the women’s basketball team. Rachel completed a dietetics certificate program at Middle Tennessee State University before 
completing her clinical dietetic internship in Nashville, TN through Lipscomb University. She is credentialed as a Registered Dietitian (RD) and one class 
away from an MS in Exercise Science and Nutrition from Lipscomb University. 
Prior to coming to UNC, Rachel Stratton served as a Sports Dietitian at the University of Oregon with primary responsibilities with basketball, volleyball, 
tennis, softball, and assisted with track and field/cross country and soccer. She coordinated individualized recovery nutrition plans, conducted body 
composition and hydration testing as well as provided nutrition education and nutrition counseling for athletes. 
Rachel Stratton is a member of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics (AND) and the Collegiate & Professional Sports Dietitians Association (CPSDA). 
Please join me in welcoming Rachel to UNC 
Mado 

Mario Ciocca, MD 

Director of Sports Medicine 
University of North Carolina 

James A. Taylor Campus Health Sewices 

CB# 7470 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7470 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaaa~nc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 2:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

FW: Dinner options tbr Mauland 

Hey Tony - please see below, Thanks! 

id~mi~ra~2uncaa.t~lc.edu 

From: Domina, Julie 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 02, 2013 10:15 AM 
S,,bject; Dinner options for Mawland 

Good morning, 

If you are travelin~ to Maryland this Friday, please send me your dinner choice (by tomorrow night) from the options below: 

~) Sirloin steak 

2) Grilled chicken -plain, bbq, or Hawaiian (teriyaki ~laze) 

3) Salmon 

You’ll also be ~ettin~ bread, salad, a vegetable, and a starch, Thanks] Julie Domina 



Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 

Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 

Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and more 

Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaaa~nc.edu> 

Thursday. April 4, 2013 11:10 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun@unc.edu> 

RE: Jersey Mike’s order 

Hey---do you want the other toppings like lettuce, onion; banana peppers; spices, oil & vinegar? Or just turkey and cheese, Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent; Thursday, April 04, 2013 :I:t:08 AM 

To: Domina, Julie 
Subject-" Re: Jersey Mike’s order 

Turkey - no tomatos. 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 9:46 AM, Julie Domina <idomina(~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey guys, 

Lunch tomorrow will be Jersey Mike’s. Can you let me know what sub you want? We are doing regular size. Thanks! 
Julie Domina 

Olympic Sports Administration 

Office: 919.9625552 

Fax: 919843.8175 

jdomina(a~uncaa Imc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Phil Barnes <pbarne@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 2:51 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~; Domina, Julie <jdomin~r@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Food! 

Hi Tony- 
Can you please get Julie a order for Jersey Mikes and choice of steak, salmon, chicken or CrabCake. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 2:51 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu >; Phil Barnes < pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: Food! 

oh Phil we are way ahead of you! 

>>> Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edu> 4/4/2013 2:50 PM >>> 

Hi Tony 

Can you please get Julie a order for Jersey Mikes and choice of steak, salmon, chicken or CrabCake. Thanks! 

Sent from my iPhone 





Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Weekly 

Thanks Tong 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 4:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: Weekly 
Coaches, 

Registration concludes on Tuesday morning, April 9, when the freshmen will register from 8 - 8:30 am 

A second round of progress reports went tn prnt’essors last week Those will be showing up on next week!s report to give us a better idea of where the kids are before exams. 

Just so that vou’H know, mainly 12~r recruiting purposes, I will be leaving for my armua[ western pilgrimage to Yellowstone on the a~ernoon of June 17 when womeffs lacrosse finishes 
nrientation,and [ will return lk~r meetings Wednesday afternoon July 10 in ttme [’or volleyball and field hockey orientation sessmns. We will be 2 counselors short until replacement hires [’or 

Beth Bridger and Spencer Welbom are completed so we’ll be a little short-handed this summer and we’re trying to coordinate vacations to give the best coverage that we can 

Weekly and summer and fall schedules as of around 9 am this morning are attached. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 11:13 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Beth Bridger Going Away Pa~’ty! Please join us this Friday, April 12th! 

image004.e~nz 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:36 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

All Sports Celebration "The Rammys" 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and more 
Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 

Please RSVP to Kathy Griggs kgri~,,s~email.unc.edu by April 22, 2013 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@email.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:11 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

RE: All Sports Celebration "The Rammys" 

Tony-Will pass along your thoughts to those planning the event, 

F~m: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:51 AN 
To: Gfiggs, Kathy 
Subject: Re: All Spots Celebration ’~he Rammys" 
Impotence: High 
Kafl~y, 

Sadly, I roll miss it. It is tnfly u~o~nate schedNing as my s~dents s~a~ exams the veD~ ne~ moony m~d I roll wor~ng m~ m~y of them. PeNaps ne~ yea~. iftNs 

event is agmn schedNed dumN the exam ~fio& putting it the nigN ~m a reading day when them am no exams the ne~ momfiN, instead office mgN ~[bm an ~t~l 

exam day, could be considered by tho~ in cha~e of making this decisioiL so our student athletes don’t have m make this u~b~unate choice of academic pmNrafion, 

or atNetic celebration. 

Tow Yom~t 

Acade~nics Counselor 
On Apr 10, 2013, at 9:36 ~, Kathy Gfiggs <:~!~gg~_~!~J:NN:RS~_g > wrote: 

<imageOOl.png> 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and more 
Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 

Please RSVP to Kathy Griggs kgriggs@email, unc. edu by April 22, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Thursday,              4:47 PM 

Taylor, Latoya J <ljtaylor@ad.unc.edu>; Gregory, Cassandra B 
<gregoryc@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Matson, Janis 
Evelyn <jematson@email.unc.edu>; Horton, Rocky <rockyh@email.unc.edu>; 
UNCAA Academics <uncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu>; ’Todd Arnold’ 
<tgarnol~-@psafety.unc. edu>; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan <clineberry@unc. edu>; 
Copeland, Jacquelyn D <jackie_copeland@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cricket Lane 
<cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kathy Griggs 
<kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Snyder, Lee <lsnyder@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance Markos 
<markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Samantha Kirby <slkirby5@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 
Timmermans <timmermans@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’sam@varsitymonitor.com’ 

UNCAA-Compliance <uncaa_compliance@groups.unc.edu>; Langley, Raymond 
Joshua <jlangley@unc.edu>; Meaders, Harlis James <meaders@unc.edu> 

Men’s Track Change of Status 

All, 

Please ADD the following student-athletes to their respective team roster: 

Men’s Outdoor Track 

as of 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

Compliance: The Carolina Wag l GoHee[soCOm 
We Educate and Inspire through athletics 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce L Dalgleish <joyced@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 10:43 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Celebrate Our Chancellor-Elect Friday, April 12, at 4 p.m. 

Below is an email that you may have received earlier about the upcolning announcement and welcome reception 

this afternoon. Please be re~ninded that your attendance at the reception, as noted below is considered work ti~ne, 

but you must receive prior approval fi~om your supervisor to ensure departmenta1 operational needs are covered. 

If you have any questions please let me know. 

Joyce 

Dear Carolina Student~ Facul~ and Staff: 

The Universi~ of North Carolinds Board of Governors is scheduled to elect Carolina’s 1 lth chancellor during a special meeting on Friday, April 12, at 2 p.m. 

Details will be reported on www.unc.edu shortly at~ter the election. 

You are invited to help us celebrate "this imtx~rtant day for the University. Come greet the Chancellor-Elect at a cmnpus reception Friday, April 12, at 4 p.m. in the 

FedEx Global Education Center, located at 301 Pittsboro Street. 

(For our staff elnployees, attendance will be considered work time. You are encouraged to seek adva~lce approval from your supervisors.) 

I hope to see you at the reception. 

Sincerely, 

Wade Hargrove, Chair 

Chancellor Seaxch Committee and the University’s Board of Trustees 
Joyce L. Dalgleish 
Director-HR Services 
UNC Department of Athletics 
Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 
CB #8500 
P. O. Box 2:126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-962-7850 
Fax: 9:1.9-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 12, 2013 4:02 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun~unc.edu-~ 

Agen’Ls m~d Advi~rs 

Select Ageuts and Advisors for Spring Game.pdf 

All, 

As many of you know, it is common for agents, advisors, and runners to recruit potential future clients around a football program’s annual Spring Game. Therefore, 

we ask that you help us be vigilant of any activity which may indicate possible recruitment of current UNC student-athletes this weekend. We have implemented a 

new Agent and Advisor Program which governs recruitment of football student-athletes (among others) and regulates agents’ and advisors’ contact not only with 

members of the UNC football team, but with affiliated individuals as well. Under this new structure, there should not be any communication by an agent, advisor, 

or representative thereof with any student-athlete or affiliated individual (family member, etc.) without Vince Ille or myself present. Should you become aware 

of any circumstances this weekend that suggest a violation of NCAA rules or our new Agent and Advisor Program, please let me know as soon as possible. 

For illustrative purposes only, I have included photos in the attached document that we believe are accurate portrayals of a small number of agents and advisors in 

the football industry. Should you see any of these individuals or any other members of the industry, please inform me right away. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Todd France 

Mark Paschal 



Damarius Bilbo 

Drew Rosenhaus 

Jason Rosenhaus 



Michael Katz 

Michael Johnson 

Robert Bailey 



Ron Butler 

Tony Fleming 

Kurtis Stewart 



Peter Schaff er 

Rod ~lson 



~nd~ Alilcent 

AJ Machado 

JT Johnson 



Mike Rowan 

Jason Yorker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wally Richardson <wricha@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 4:48 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Final Exam Review Sessions 

Susan, 
I need to cancel ,7pm appointment for English tonight with 

Sent via DroidX2 on Verizon WirelessTM 

..... Original message ..... 

From: Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Bethel, Bradley Richard" <bbethel@email.unc.edu>, "Lyons, Elizabeth M" 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>, "Orr, Kym N" <orr@email.unc.edu>, "Overstreet, Tia" 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>, "Richardson, Wally" <wricha@email.unc.edu>, "Woodard, Harold" 
<harold_woodard@unc.edu>, "Lee, Jaimie" <jaimielee@unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu>, "Blanton, Brent S" 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, Apr 15, 2013 16:07:35 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Final Exam Review Sessions 

Hello All, 
Before the staff meeting tomorrow, please take some time to review the attached tentative final exam 

schedule and let me know if anything appears to be missing. Perhaps we can discuss during staff meeting 

tomorrow. Seems that we will need to cancel and close Loudermilk for the entire evening on Monday 5/29 due 

to the Athletic Banquet. Therefore, I will try to have a few reviews during the day on Monday if tutors’ 

schedules permit. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Jenn Townsend [mailto:jtownsend@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Caldwell, Andrea L; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Maloy, Susan B; Welborn, 
Spencer; Yarbrough, Nate; Lane, Cricket; Woodard, Harold; Ille, Vince; Lee, Jaimie; Yount, Tony; Blanton, Brent 
S; Wally Richardson 
Subject: Staff meeting tomorrow 

This is your reminder that we will have a staff meeting tomorrow, Tuesday, April 15th at 3:00pm in the 

Loudermilk Conference room. 

Please let me know if you have any items you would like to add to the agenda. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 



Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 
919-962-8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Elaine Hams <sharris@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:02 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

FW: New Park & Ride Fees 

From: Parking Services [mailto:null@exchangeunc] 
Sent: Monday, April :iS, 20:t3 5:35 PM 
To; Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Subject; New Park & Ride Fees 
Importance: High 
Attention Parking Coordinators: (please forward to all in your department) 

UNC will begin implementing fees* for the UNC Park & Ride lots (Friday Center, Hedrick Bldg., Hwy. 54, Chatham, Franklin St., 725 MLK) on 
August 15, 2013, as approved in the 5-Year Plan. 

The Town of Chapel Hill is also implementing fees for Town Park & Ride lots (Eubanks, Jones Ferry, Southern Village). UNC Park & Ride permits 
will be honored in Town Iots. At this time, no fees are planned for the commercial lot at Lowe’s in Pittsboro, and Chapel Hill Transit is still 
negotiating with Carrboro Plaza. 

For those of you who currently use a UNC Park & Ride lot and want to consider other alternatives which are available for daily commuting, please 
consider the range of options available to eligible CAP members: 

¯ ..F....R....E....E..~~..R...e..~!~.~.~.n.~.a..LP...a...r...k.~..&...~..R..!..d...e..~]~9~.t..s. are available to ride Triangle Transit. Permanent employees and eligible commuting students, who live off 
campus (within a Triangle Transit route) and do not have an on-campus permit, can get a GoPass to ride for free! (Popular Park & Ride’s: 
Southpoint Mall in Durham, Regional Transit Center near RTP, and District Drive in Raleigh) 

¯ Vanpool through Triangle Transit and PART. Monthly fares cover the cost of gas, maintenance and insurance, and parking is free! Plus, 
permanent employees and eligible commuting full-time students get a $20 monthly subsidy! 

° Carpool through Zimride and ShareTheRideNC. These free ride-matching websites may help you find a new friend to share stories and 

commuting costs. 
¯ Bike to a Park & Ride lot (or another transit stop) and lock up your bike or put your bike on the bus. 

Please hold questions until the final update is provided, Updates will continue to be sent as details become available. Visit our website for 
more information. 

* Please note that Chapel Hill Transit remains fare-free at boarding, and eligible students and permanent employees will still be able to obtain a free GoPass or PX Annual 

Pass. Vanpool Park & Ride lots will be free, and eligible riders will get the $20 subsidy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce L Dalgleish <joyced@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 l:l 1 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

News & Updates from the Office ofttuman Resources 

HR Information for Dnployees.pdf 

Below and attached is information from the Office of Human Resources that yoa~ may find of interest, Please share this with others in your area who may not have 

Thanks~ 

Apr. 27: Diversity in the Workplace class 

ApL :18: Preventing Sexual Harassment class 

Apt, 22:I-9 Polic¥~ Procedure & Lawlogix class 

Apro 2:-3: Coaching Skills 102 class 

Apt, 24: g~_~]S~_~_~_~gement for the Workplace dass 

A~r, 30: Developing Organizational PartnersNps c~ass 

May3: Spring Fling 

May 3~: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 

Jun. 4: Carolina Blood Dr~ve 

Chancellor% Awards ~or [-.xcellence Iclick here} 

Nominations are now being accepted for the 20:13 .C__h_._a_..n_c_._e_!J_o.__r_’_.s__..A_ ..w_ .a__r_..d__.f__o_.r__.~_x_.c__.e_]_[.e__.n__c_.e_.. The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence is based on meritorious or 

distinguished accomplishments that are, ~dearly above and beyond that which would be expected from dedicated employees who are fully and competently 

discharging all of the duties and satisfying all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee~ The award categories are: 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 
Tuesday, April ! 6, 20 ! 3 

Apr. 17: Diversity in the Workplace class 
Apr. 18: Preventing Sexual Harassment class 
Apt. 23: CoachingSkills 101 class 
Apr. 24: Conflict Management for the Work#lace class 
Apr. 26: Medicare Workshop 
Apr. 30: Developing Organizational Partnerships class 
May 3: __S_p___r_Ln__g__F__[_i___n__g 
May 31: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 
Jun. 4: Carolina Blood Drive 

Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Nominations are now being accepted for the 2013 Chancellor’s Award for Excellence. 
The Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence is based on meritorious or distinguished 
accomplishments that are, "clearly above and beyond that which would be expected from 
dedicated employees who are fully and competently discharging all of the duties and satisfying 
all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee. The award categories are: 

Outstanding State Government Service 
Innovation(s) 
Public Service 
Safety/Heroism 
Human Relations 
Other achievements 

The awards given to five University employees are monetary awards of $1,000, certificate and 
special leave time of 24 hours. The recipients of the Chancellor’s Award for Excellence are also 
submitted as the University’s nominations for the annual Governor’s Awards for Excellence. 

Any permanent employee may nominate a University employee (including retired and deceased 
employees). To submit a nomination, please visit the _.O._..H__..R_____.w._.e.__..b_.s._i_.t_.e._. The deadline for submitting 
nominations is Friday, May 31. For more information, contact Benefits Services at 962-6008. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 
Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,              3:27 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Transfer 

~.docx 

All, 

Please see the attached transfer credit evaluation for a possible W Soccer transfer from         She will be entering 

her 7th semester this fall, so we’re needing 72 degree applicable hours and she looks to be in the Business School 

(finance) world academically down there. 

Tony and Brent - could you guys take a look to make sure these may all be degree applicable to a degree? She’s actually 

got some decent course work coming in, so I’m hopeful. 

On the flip side, Anson and Chris - could you ask     ~ for syllabi for the N/A courses that are listed from the past 3 

semesters? We can get them evaluated by the Business School to see if we can get to 72 hours without Summer 

School. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Ctmningham <~bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 3:52 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Athletic Depaxtment Play Day: Wednesday, May 8 

Athletic Depaxtm~ent Play Day Form - 2013.docx 

MEMO 

To: Athletic Department Personnel 

From: Bubba Cunningham 

Subject: Athletic Department Play Day 

On May 8, 2013 all members of the Athletic Department are invited to participate in golf, tennis, walking or line dancing activities. 

Please complete the attached form and indicate your preference of activity and return it to Stacey Harris by April 30th. If you would like to play golf with specific 

people, please indicate this on the form along with your handicap or average score. 

Golfers will begin play at 10:30 a.m. at Finley Golf Course. Tennis players should meet at the UNC Tennis Center at 1:30 p.m. Walkers should meet Steve Gisselman 

at 10:30 a.m. in the Loudermilk Center Weight Room (1st floor) and line dancers meet in Carmichael Arena at 1:30 p.m. 

In addition to the day’s activities, you and your family are invited to attend the Carolina vs. James Madison baseball game at 6:00 p.m. at Boshamer Stadium. This 

fun night of food and fellowship for the entire department will include a "game day" style dinner. 

I hope all of you will be able to participate and we look forward to being with you at this time. 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage over two days --April 20-21, starting at 

8:00am on Saturday, Apri120, and ending around 5:00pm on Sunday April 21 ConnectCarolinaand 

other systems will be unavailable during this time frame. More information is on the :’:".~:i~!i~!21L~i.:::~i!:=.~ 

page. 

The ConnectCarolina team is installing an upgrade from Oracle during the ~..’L~Li!~.~!q..2L2~;i:~i!..:.ii=~::=.i~.! .... 

:~:i~i~.:i.i::’,. Current ConnectCarolina users may encounter some issues when first using the software after 

the upgrade, Here are some of those potential issues and solutions, 

Are you curious about what PeopleSoft looks like? A 

brief webinar called "PeopleSoft 101" will provide a 

)review of what the new system will look like and 

howto navigate in PeopleSoft HR screens. 

With the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance getting closer, the 

ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where training will be delivered.. 

.i::!!.~! ~:.q..g L;.i.i~:! ~. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,             12:14 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally 
<wricha@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Levante, Raphael Espinal 
<raphael.levante@unc.edu> 

Final Exam Schedule - Olympic Sports 

Final Exam Reviews - Olympic Sports.xlsx 

Hey Everyone, 

Attached is the Final Exam Schedule for all students, excluding FB and WBB specific sessions. The only session that 
could not commit to yet is the Monday afternoon i    ). So you could leave that off before you send to students 

if necessary. Overall, however, this is ready to be sent to all students. 

Let me know what other needs you have. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 
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28 ECON 101-007 

29 DP,AM 116-001/002 

30 MATH/STOP, 

31 GEOL 

32 GEOL 

33 PSYC 101 

34 CHEM/PHYS 

35 HIST 128-006 

36 HIST 128-007 

37 

38 

41 BIOL 101-002 

42 BIOL 101-001 

43 ECON 101 

44 EXSS 

45 CHEM/PHYS 
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46 CHEM/PHYS 

47 MATH/STOR 

48 PSYC 101-002 

49 ECON 

5O 

51 

52 

55 HIST 128-006 

56 HIST 107-001 

57 PSYC 101-002 

58 PSYC 101-001 

59 PSYC 101-003 

60 DRAM 116-002 

61 HIST 140 

62 MATH/STOR 

63 GEOL 101-001 

64 BUS1101-001 & 002 

65 

66 

69 HIST 128-007 

70 BIOL 101-002 

71 BIOL 101-001 

72 BUS1101 

73 GEOL 101-001 

74 AFAM 101-003 

75 AFAM 101 004 

76 PSYC 101-001 

77 PSYC 101-003 

78 MATH/STOR 

79 ECON 101-006 

80 

81 

84 BIOL 101-001 

85 AFAM 101-004 

86 HIST 128-007 

87 EXSS 175-001 

88 MATH/STOR 

89 ECON 101-006 

90 BUS1101 
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HIST 128-006 91 
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97 
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99 
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Fronll 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

A~ad~: 

Bubba Ctmningham <~bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 12:15 PM 

Yount, Tony’ <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; lJNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

The Inaugural Ra~nmys: Monday, April 29t~h at 7:00pro 

RNnmys - save the date.docx 

Dear Athletic Department Staff, 

We hope you can attend the inaugural Rammys next Monday, April 29th at 7:00pro in Memorial Hall to celebrate our student-athletes and their success over the 

past year. 

If you haven’t already done so, please RSVP to Kathy Griggs at k_&rigg~email,unc.edu 

Looking forward to seeing you at the Rammys! 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 
,~ .~s ¯ ~,-~. ,.-,- ,,~. ~;.~-,’ ~-~.. ~ ~., .,’~,~," ,~,~~}’~!~:’~i~?~Y~" 



7;OO PM 

RSVP to Ks~ty Gril% kgriggs@email.unc.edu ~y April 32~ 2013 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce L Dalgleish <joyced@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:43 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Teletime Ulxtate 

Folks, 
After experiencing several days of downtime in the TIM teletime system, I have just received notification 

from campus that teletime is back up and running. Should you experience further issues, please let me know 

ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:17 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton <brzaab@gmail.com>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Beth Lyons <emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee 
<jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jennifer Townsend <jtownsend@uncaa.unc.edu>; Wally 
Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Woodard, Harold <harold_woodard@unc.edu> 

ASPSA meeting May 8th 

All, 

Please let me know if you are planning on attending the ASPSA meeting on May 8th @ 11:30 am 2nd floor conference 

room. 

Thanks, 
~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 9:50 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; j enn_townsend@email.unc.edu; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally 
<wricha@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Yarbrough, 
Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

preparation to start 

Hello, 

I am looking forward to May 6th and finally being in the office. During the first two weeks, I would like to 
have a meeting with each of you. This first meeting will give us the opportunity to begin our conversations 
regarding individual goals and office priorities. This is also an opportunity to bring your questions. 

Please email me with a few hour time slots that are open in your schedule (or that you can arrange to have open 
for the meeting) starting on May 7th through May 17th so that we can secure a time. 

In addition, by Friday, April 26, please email me with answers to the following two questions. 
1) After my last visit, I was provided with a brief summary of each individual’s job responsibilities (team 
assignments). Please provide me with a list of your current team assignments before you picked up anything 
due to the recent 2 vacancies (and you can add what you have added to help cover during the transition 
identifying them as such). Also, list any other projects or assignments that you contribute to or coordinate. 

2) Briefly (we can discuss in greater detail at a later time) explain to me what you believe are the most critical 
tasks, projects, issues, or responsibilities that you have on your plate and that the ASPSA has that need the most 
immediate attention. 

Thank you. Please let me know if you have any questions. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stacey Elaine Harris <sharris@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:54 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

new pa~king permit t~es 

permit prices.lxtf 

All, 

As I mentioned in a previous email, parking permit pricing will go up beginning August 15th. I have attached the parking permit fee increases over the next 4 years 

for your information. If you have questions or need assistance please let me know. 

~Stacey 



The employee parking permit fees shall be charged as follows: 

Employee Parking Permit Pricing 

Permit Type                                  2013-2014 2014-2015 

$D24 ..................  1,o45 

ALG/RS 

Salary Scale 
(in thousands) 

<$25 
$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

>$ ! O0 
<$25 

$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

2012-2013 
$1,004 
$1,104 
$.!..,.394 
$2,154 
$ 753 
$ 829 
$1,045 

ALG ......................... >$100    ~ $1,6!5 
<$25 $ 676 

$25-<$50 $ 746 
$50-$t00 $ 941 

Reserved >$100 $1,454 
<$25 $ 546 

.$.2.5-<$50 $ 602 

$50:~.!.~9 , $ 760 
Gated >$t00 

<$25 
$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

Non Gated >$100 
<$25 

$25-<$50 

$t,!26 
$tfi22 
$2,197 
$ 768 
$ 846 
$1,066 
$1,647 
$ 690 
$ 76t 
$ 960 
$1483 
$ 557 
$ 614 
$ 775 

2015-2016 
$1,065 
$1,i72 
$1A79 
$2,286 

$1,149 
$1,450 
$2,241 
$ 783 == $ 799 
$ 862 $ 880 

...~L,0S7 $1,109 
$1.,6~.0 ............................... $1,7t4 
$ 703    $ 717 
$ 776    $ 792 

...... $..979 ......................... $ 999 
$1,513 ,,$1,~4,~ .... 
$ 568 $ 579 
$ 626 $ 639 
$ 791 $ 807 

$1,246 
$ 432 $ 440 
$ 475 $ 485 
$ 598 $ 610 

.... $ 925 : $ 943 
NiA N/A 
N/A N/A 

,. $1,174 ~=!,197 , $1,221 
$ 415 $ 423 
$ 457 $ 466 
$ 575 $ 587 
$ 889 $ 907 
$ 312 $ 318 
$ 342 $ 349 

AM~ PM, NR, SR, PDV 
PM ALG 

CAP * 

NP 
(Night Parking) 

Motorcycle Permit (no on- 
campus permit) 

Motorcycle Permit (with 
on-campus permit) 

Motorized Two-Wheeled 
Vehicle (non-Motorcycle) 
Permit 

$50-$100 ..... $ 432 
>$1oo 
N/A 
<$25 

$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

................ ?$t00 
<$25 

668 
3t2 

60 
60 
60 
60 

0 

441 
681 
318 
227 
250 
300 
390 

0 

N/A 
N/A 

325 
227 
250 
300 
390 
227 

NiA 
N!A 

331 
227 
250 
300 
390 
227 

$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

>$100 
<$25 

$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

>$t00 
<$25 

$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

>$100 
<$25 

$25-<$50 
$50-$100 

>$t00 

$ 0     $ 0 , .$~5.0 ................... $ 250 
$ 0 $ 0 $ 300 
$ 0 $ 0 $ 390 
$ 174 $ 177 $ 181 
$ 190 $ 194 $ 198 

...... $ 240 ....... $ 245 , $ 250 
$ 371 $ 378 $ 386 
$ 40 $ 41 $ 42 
$ 44 = $ 45 : $ 46 
$ 54 $ 55 $ 56 
$ 83 $ 85 

$ 24 $ 24 
$ 24 $ 24 
$ 24 $ 24 

$ 390 
$ 185 
$ 202 
$ 255 
$ 394 
$ 42 
$ 47 
$ 57 

$ 86 $ 88 
$ 25 $ 25 
$ 25 $ 25 
$ 25 $ 25 
$ 25 $ 25 

For 2012-2013, this fee for CAP permits applies only to CAP users who are also recipients of a second 
transportation service subsidized by the University. 

{00055095~DOC 6} - I2 - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Ctmningham <~bubbac@email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 4:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

°q~Jp and Ont" Incident Reporting Guidelines tbr UNC Athletics Staff 

UP AND OUT Incident Reporting Guidelines.pdf 

MEMORANDUM 

To: UNC Athletics Staff 

From: Bubba Ctmnhlgham 

Date: April23,2013 
RE: "Up and Out" Incident Reporting 

As we all know, through onr various venues and nnmber of individuals we encounter, it is possible any one of us might encounter a situa~fon involving criminal activity, 

suspicious circumstances, or threats to safe~ and secnrity. We may also learn abont similar incidents on campus that involve our student-athletes or colleagues. Timely 

and appropriate reporting in these situations is important in our ettbrts to assure the safety and well-being of our ihns, visiting team~ stadent-athletes, statt~ officials and 

other visitors and also consistent with our legal and institutional reporting obligations. Therefore, I an~ asking that everyone in the Department of Athletics familiarize 

thelnselves ruth the attached "Up and Out" Incident Reporting Guidelines for UNC Athletics Stolt’Melnbers ibr reporting of incidents that happen on campus or which 

relate to UNC Athletics. These guidelines complement our depa~mental Response Plan to Complaints of Harassment, Discfmination, or Actions Affecting an 

Individual’s Sal"e~ (available oNine at http:/istl~dentathletes~web.unc.edu~’files/2012i08,’Harassment-and-Discrimination.~dl). 

I have asked Paul Pogge and Larry, Gallo to help facilitate a reporting s3~stem that communicates information "Up and Out" so that necessmy parties both inside and 

outside the Departmant of Athletics can be promptly informed on these impol~a~t matters. It is important that you unders~nd and follow these reporting guidelines, as 

we continne to expect a safe environment associated with athletics events and campus. 

Thank you in advance tbr your cooperation and support. Please t~el free to contact Paul or Lain., if you have any questions abont these gnidelines or the departmental 

Response Plan. 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of AthMtics 
The University of North Carolina 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:29 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu > 

Re: Exam Review Schedule 

Hi Tony, 

Great, we practice today at 2:30 on Finley and will be done at 4pm, any chance you are free today at 4pm to do that? I will e mail the team and tell them to come prepared 

with exam schedule, 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

vcww,ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@u nc.edu > 4/24/2013 10:22 AM > > > 

Jenny, 

There is no way to generate a team exam schedule. I know when some of the freshman exarns are because I meet with them weel<ly and track their schedules, but that 
information is not in Connect Carolina and there is no way to generate that report. 

The most efficient way to gather that information is to tell the kids to come to practice knowing their exam schedule and them simply have them show hands if they have an 

exam on Tues at 8 am, Tues at noon, Tues at 4 etc, it would take about 5 minutes to get what we need. 

We’ve done it that way before, and i’d be happy to come do that if you like. That way is much more efficient than asking them to email their exam schedules, or to go by 

hand through the University exam schedule (below) and then go through individual schedules of 33 kids, and then still not know if professors changed the schedule, or are 

giving online or take home exams. 

if you tell me a day and time to come to practice, i’m happy to put that together. 

Tony 

Tuesday 8:00 A,M, 

12:00 P, ~’1, 

8:00 A,N, TR PHYS 116, 117 

Foreign Language Common Hour Exam 

Fren 101, 102, 105, 203, 204 

GERN 101, 102, 203, 204 

HEBR 102, 204 

[TAL 10I, 102, 203, 204 

L&qN IOI, 102 

PORT 101, 102,203, 204 

RUSS ~02 

SPAN I02, 105,203, 204 

4:00 P.~. 3:30 P.N~ TR CHEN 530L, BUS[ 

408 

7:00 P.N. C~asses s~arting after 5:00 P.#’L oa 

T or TR 

8:00 A.N. 10:00 A,H, HWF 

12:00 P.N 12:00 P.N. N1WF & 12:30 P.N, HW 

BUS[ orfly 

4:00 P,N. 3:00 P.H. NWF & 3:30 P.H. NW HATH 110, 130~ 

Day Exa 



8USI only                            152~ 

7:00 P.M, Classes a[ar~i~g after 5:00 P~M, o~ 
MorMW 

Frida~ ~ $ 8:00 A.M~ 1~:00 A~M~ MWF 

~2:00 P.5~, 1.:00 P,M~ F~WF STOR ~3 

4:00 P~M, 4.:00 P,F~. MWF 

C~asses not otherwise provided fo~ 

~n th~s 

~2:00 P.M, $1:00 A.M, TR 

4:00 P.M, 2:00 P,M~ NWF 

No,day ~ay6 8:00 A.M~ 9:00 A~N~ MWF & 9:30 A.M, MW 

BUSI only 

~2:00 P.M. ~.2:30 P.N~ TR 

4:00 P~M. 5:00 P.M. MWF 

7:00 P.M. Classes s[arting after 5:00 

W 

Tuesday ~ay 7 8:00 A.M, 9;30 A,M, TR 

~2:00 P.M, 2:00 P,H, TR 

4:00 P,M, 5;00 P.M. TR BUSI 4%0 

7:00 P,M, Classes starting after 5:00 P.M, 

R only 

On Apr 24, 2013, at 10:06 AM, Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 
wrote: 

Tony, 

Can you send me the team exam schedule?trying to formulate a plan for next week and beyond. 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

< Mail Attachment:ipeg > 

<Mail Attachment:ipeg > <Mail Attachment.ipeg > 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca m ps.com/ 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 4/24/2013 9:57 AM > > > 

Ladies, 

Here is the exam review schedule for finals this spring. Please take advantage of these sessions. Reviews begin on April 25, Thursday. Writing tutors will also 

be available in the evenings except Monday from 7 9 

Please also note the following: 

evening tutoring on Monday, April 29 (Rammies) is canceled but the facility will be open for individual study from 6-1:1pm 

the facility will also be open for individual study on Friday, May 3rd from 6-11pm and Saturday, May 4th from 10am-6pm 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:43 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu > 

Re: Exam Review Schedule 

You’ re the best! 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

vcww.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@u nc.edu > 4/24/2013 10:31 AM > > > 

I’ll be there at 4 

On Apr 24, 2013, at 10:29 AM, Jenny Lev~,’ <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Great, we practice today at 2:30 on Finley and will be done at 4pm, any chance you are free today at 4pm to do that? Iwill e mail the team and tell them to 

come prepared with exam schedule. 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

< Mail Attachment.ipeg > 

<Mail Attachmentjpeg > <Mail Attachment.jpeg > 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrosseca m ps.com/ 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 4/24/2013 10:22 AM > > > 
Jenny, 

There is no way to generate a team exam schedule. I know when some of the freshman exams are because I meet with them weekly and track their schedules, 

but that information is not in Connect Carolina and there is no way to generate that report. 

The most efficient way to gather that information is to tell the kids to come to practice knowing their exam schedule and them simply have them show hands if 

they have an exam on Tues at 8 am, Tues at noon, Tues at 4 etc. It would take about 5 minutes to get what we need. 

We’ve done it that way before, and i’d be happy to come do that if you like. That way is much more efficient than asking them to email their exam schedules, 

or to go by hand through the University exam schedule (below) and then go through individual schedules of 33 kids, and then still not know if professors 

changed the schedule, or are giving online or take home exams. 

if you tell me a day and time to come to practice, I’m happy to put that together. 

Tony 

Tuesday 8:00 A, #’1, 

A#ri~ 30 
I2:00 

8:00 A,M, TR PHYS 116, 117 

Fren 101,102, 105,203, 204 

GERH I01,102,203:204 

HEBR 102,204 

ZTALIOI, ~02, 20:3,204 

LATN IOI,~02 

PORT I0I 102,203,204. 

RUSS 102 



SPAN I02, 105, 203, 204 

4:00 P.M. 3:30 P,M, TR CHEM 530L, BUS::[ 

4O8 

7:00 P.M. (:lasses starting after 5:00 P.M. o~ 

T or TR 

We~:~r~esday 8;00 A.M. I0:00 A.M. MWF 

~ay I 
12:00 P,M 12:00 P,M. MWF & 12:30 P,H. MW 

BUSI only 

4:00 P.M. 3:00 P,M, MWF & 3:30 P,M, MW MATH 

BUSI on~y 152, 231 

7:00 P.M. C~asses s~ar~ing after 5:00 P,M, on 

MorMW 

~r~da~ ~y 3 8:00 A.M, 11:00 A,N~ MWF 

~2:00 P.M. ~:00 P.N. MWF STOR 

4:00 P.N~ 4:00 KM. MWF 

(::~asses not otherwise provhJed for 

b tMs schedule 

SatMrd~ ~a~ 4 8:00 A.M, 8:00 A,H, MWF 

~2:00 P.M, ~:00 A.M. TR 

4:00 P,H, 2:00 P,M, MWF 

~onda~ ~y 6 8:00 A.M, 9:00 A,N, MWF & 9:30 A.M. NW 

BUSI on~y 

12:00 P.N, I2:30 P,N, TR 

4:00 P,N, 5:00 P,M, MWF 

7;00 P.M. C~asses starting after 5:00 P.N~ on 

W 

Tuesday ~ay 7 8:00 A.M, 9:30 A.N~ TR 

~2;00 P.M, 2:00 P,H, TR 

4:00 P,H, 5;00 P,N. TR BUSI410 

7;00 P.M. C~asses starting after 5:00 P,M, on 

R only 

On Apr 24, 2013, at 10:06 AM, Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

wrote: 

Tony, 

Can you send me the team exam schedule?t~Ting to formulate a plan for next week and beyond. 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

<Mail Attachment:ipeg > 

<Mail Attachment.ipeg > <Mail Attachment.ipeg > 
Carolina 2012 Surnmer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca m ps,com/ 

> > > "You nt, Tony" < tonyyount@unc.edu > 4/24/2013 9:57 AM > > > 

Ladies, 

Here is the exam review schedule for finals this spring. Please take advantage of these sessions. Reviews begin on April 25, Thursday. Writing 

tutors will also be available in the evenings except Monday from 7 9 

Please also note the following: 

evening tutoring on Monday, April 29 (Rammies) is canceled but the facility will be open for individual study from 6-11pro 



the facility will also be open for individual study on Friday, May 3rd from 6-11pm and Saturday, May 4th from lOam-6pm 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Elaine Hams <sharris@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 12:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Pa~kingiTravel Intbm~ation - PLEASE READ AII. 1NFO! 

Folks, 

After finding out some of the following information at a meeting today, I thought a few key things were important for you to know. Please read all of this, as some 

of it could have a pretty significant impact to you. If you have any questions about PARKING, please feel free to ask your parking contact: Curt Brossman 

(EWAC/Smith Center/220 Finley), Corey Holliday (Football), or Stacey Harris (Everyone else). 

Construction/Travel Awareness 

** After being put on hold, the Craige Deck expansion project (which will add 3 additional levels) will resume in June after commencement. It will last apprx 2 

years 

** Cameron Avenue will be blocked for 5 days sometime this summer 

** Ridge Road re-paving has been postponed until next summer. The University continues to advocate to the town to repave Friday Center Drive. 

** Stadium Drive will be closed apprx 2 weeks this summer (starting around May 13th) at the South Road entrance. This will affect our 54 permit holders and 

summer camps. Stadium Drive will need to be accessed via the Ridge Road entrance. 

** Columbia Street will be widened between 15/501 and Manning. They are adding a middle turn lane, bike lanes, etc. This project has begun, but at some point it 

will CLOSE and be ONE-WAY TRAFFIC SOUTHBOUND for THREE MONTHS, This will impact Manni~g Drive BIG time, as traffic will be HEAVY HEA\P( HEAVY, 

Parking Updates 
** Reminder that the online employee parki~g registration doses in two days!!! Be sure you make your parking requests by Friday. 

** Temporary Employees who receive parking will no longer be able to payroll deduct as of August 15th. 

** Park & Ride: UNC/Campus Park & Ride Lots are no longer free. There are some regional lots that remain free. For those who wish to register for the CAP program 

can register beginning July 18th. For more information, http:!!www.dps.unc.edu/Transit/gettingtowork/CAP/cap.cfm 

** As you know, parking continues to become harder and harder to come by on campus. We have several members of our Department who do not receive parking 

already. I will be up front with you all, and let you know that we took a significant loss in our parking allocation numbers for the upcoming year. Please know, that 

everything is taken into consideration and we try to be as fair & equal as possible when it comes to parking. Should this impact you, your parking contact will be in 

touch to discuss it with you as soon as we know. 

** I wish I could build a parking deck for all of us. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Timmermans <timmermans@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:43 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc. edu>; Williams, Andre <willia46@email.unc. edu>; 
UNCAA_Academics <uncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu>; Papa, Donna J 
<dj p@unc, edu>; Holladay, Joe <j holladay@unc, edu>; Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc. edu>; 
DeSelm, Rich L <richdeselm@unc.edu>; Paul, Sampson L <spaul@unc.edu>; Joe Breschi 
<breschi@uncaa.unc. edu> 

REMINDER: 2013 Summer S chool Packets 

Olympic Sport Recommendation Form.doc; Cost Breakdown and Equivalencies.xlsx 

All, 

You are receiving this email, because as of today, I have not received your summer school forms. Please get them to me 

ASAP since we are creeping up on the beginning of May. 

Academic Support crew: If you have any of the forms, can you please sign them ASAP and send them my way. 

Thanks! 

Tom 

From: Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 1:26 PM 

To: Fox, Mike; Sapp, Andrew; Joe Breschi; Somoano, Carlos M (somoano@email.unc.edu); DeSelm, Rich L 

(deselm@email.unc.edu); Paul, Sampson L (sampaul@email.unc.edu); Meaders, Harlis James (meaders@unc.edu); Mock, 

Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Mann, Jan M.; Galvin, Derek P; Levy, Jennifer S; Anson Dorrance; Papa, Donna J; Kalbas, 

Brian J (bkalbas@email.unc.edu); Sagula, Joseph A (jsagula@unc.edu) 

Cc: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Beth Miller; Ille, Vince (ille@email.unc.edu); Lance Markos 

Subject: 2013 Summer School Packets 

Head Coaches, 

You will receive your summer school grant-in-aid packets in campus mail in the next day or so. In case you want the forms 

electronically, I have attached them. Note that the cost for both sessions is the same. 

In your packet, you will also receive your sport-specific spreadsheet from 2012-2013 to use as a reference for the student- 

athlete’s equivalency for the academic year (which may not be exceeded during the summer). Please also use this 

spreadsheet to help identify the student-athletes’ residency status, Please let me know if you have any questions about 

any of this information while you are completing the forms! 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 I Cell             I Fax 919.962.6002 

~e Educate and ~nsNre through athletics [ GoHee[socom [ l tt,~~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:53 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton)youn@unc.edu> 

Pro-king 

Hey Tony, 

I learned today at the parking meeting that all temporary employees will have to pay for their parking out of pocket - payroll deduction is NOT an option. You can 

pay either week by week, bi-weekly, monthly or all at once. The fee has also gone up this year, for S:ll the fee is ~466.00 and for Craig Deck the fee is ~557.00. 

Also note that Craig Deck will be undergoing construction starting June 2013 and will be under construction for at least 2 years. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:106 

9J~9-962-77 J~O (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 2:06 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton)youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Paxking 

Oh mV!!!!U Also Tony, check with Athletics and see if they have parking available, You might can find something closer (don’t know about cheaper) but double 

check with them and see what all of your options are and Iql definitely keep you on rny ~st as we~L 

~= Yount, Tony 
Se~t~ Wednesday, April 24, 20~3 [:59 PM 

Te~ Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Re: Parking 

’I’ha~ ~m, 

If given the chance to get ~rldng, I would pay for all at once and be thrilled. I sNnd about $175 each month in the Ni~ng deck cu~ently so those options look pre~ 

wonderful. 

On Apr 24, 2013, at 1:52 PM, Kim A Allison <kNlison~emaiLunc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I learned today at the parldng meeting that all temporary employees will have to pay for their parldng out of pocket - payroll deduction is NOT an option. You can 

pay either week by week, hi-weekly, monthly or all at once. The fee has also gone up this year, for S:1:1 the fee is $466.00 and for Craig Deck the fee is $557.00. 

Also note that Craig Deck will be undergoing construction starting June 20:13 and will be under construction for at least 2 years. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0:127 

Campus Box #3:106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:106 

9:19-962-77:10 (ph) 

9:19-843-534:1 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 3:28 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton)youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Paxking 

Hey Tony, 

I quoted you the wrong price for Craig Deck---it’s ~6:14.00 

From= Yount, Tony 
Sent= Wednesday, April 24, 20~.3 J.:59 PM 

To: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Re: Parking 

Tha~lks Kiln, 

If given the chance to get tmrldng, I would pay for all at once and be thrilled. I spend about $175 each month in the parldng deck currently so those options look pretty 

wonderful. 

On Apr 24, 2013, at 1:52 PM, Kim A Allison <kallison~emaiLunc.e&~> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I learned today at the parldng meeting that all temporary employees will have to pay for their parldng out of pocket - payroll deduction is NOT an option. You can 

pay either week by week, hi-weekly, monthly or all at once. The fee has also gone up this year, for S:I:I the fee is $466.00 and for Craig Deck the fee is $557.00. 

Also note that Craig Deck will be undergoing construction starting June 20:13 and will be under construction for at least 2 years. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0:127 

Campus Box #3:106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

9:19-843-534:1 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 3:37 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonxs,oun@unc.edu> 

RE: Paxking 

Great!i! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20:13 3:36 plVl 

Te: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Re: Parking 

Thanks, 

I have applied through you mad through athletics. Not getting my hopes up a lot, but would be thrilled to get a spot an~vhere. 

On Apt 24, 2013, at 3:27 PM, Kim A Allison <kallison~email.tmc.edt~> 

wroIe: 

He,/ 

I quote~l you tll~:, wrot~g price for Craig Deck -it’s $614,00 

F~m: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2053 $:59 PN 

To= Allison, Kim A 
SubjeCt= Re: Parking 

Th~ks Kim, 

If given fl~e chance to get Nrking, I would pay Ibr all at once and be thrilled. I s~nd about $175 each month in the ~xking deck cu~ently so those options look pre~y 

wonderful. 

On Apr 24, 2013, at 1:52 PM, Kitn A Allison <!~A!~2~m~L~j~:~O_~> wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I learned today at the parking meeting that all temporary employees will have to pay for their parking out of pocket - payroll deduction is NOT an option. You can 

pay either week by week, bi-weekly, monthly or all at once. The fee has also gone up this year, for $11 the fee is ~466.00 and for Craig Deck the fee is ~557.00. 

Also note that Craig Deck will be undergoing construction starting June 2013 and will be under construction for at least 2 years. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

I<allison @email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 12:13 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

ACC Lacrosse this Weekend 

Dear Athletic Department Staff: 

We are excited to host post-season lacrosse competition this weekend. 

Friday, April 26: Women’s tacrosse ACC Tournament Semifinal: UNC vs. BC/VT at 3:00pro 

Men’s Lacrosse ACC Tournament Semifinal: U NC vs. Duke at 7:30pro 

Sunday, April 27: Men’s Lacrosse ACC Tournament Championship Game at l:00pm 

Women’s Lacrosse ACC Tournament Championship Game at 5:00pm 

I would like to invite you and a guest, or you and your immediate family to attend all the events this weekend. You are able to pick up and sign for the number of 

tickets needed at general will call before each game. The women’s lacrosse games will be played at Fetzer Field. General will call at Fetzer is located in the 

Carmichael Arena Ticket Office. The men’s lacrosse games will be played at Kenan Stadium. General will call at Kenan is located at Gate 3 (the gate closest to the 

Bell Tower). When you arrive, please request tickets only for one guest or your immediate family. 

Good luck to Coach Levy, Coach Breschi and their teams! I hope you can attend! 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningharn 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:14 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

It’s Almos~t Show Time! Some Rammy Reminders 

Monday, April 29th -The Rammys 

Showtime at Memorial Hall: 

7:00 PM 

Doors open at 6:00 pm 

After Show desserts [ social: 

Immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 

Parking: 

The Swain parking lot (directly across the street from Memorial Hall) and the Bynum Circle parking lot (next to South Building) will be held on a first come, first 

served basis at no charge for Rammys attendees. 

The Nash parking lot (across Pittsboro Street from the Carolina Inn) will be available on a first come, first served basis at no charge as well. 

Additional pay parking is also available in the Morehead Planetarium lot for $1.50 per hour. 

Please car-pool wherever possible. Also, parking is available at the Carolina Inn for a $7.00 fee, so we suggest you walk to the Carolina Inn from Memorial Hall. 

Arrive Early!: 

Memorial Hall doors open at 6:00 pm, there will be a photo booth in the lobby where you can have individual and group photos taken against a Rammys backdrop 

and printed free of charge on location (same photo booth that has become popular in the Blue Zone). There will also be a Championship Display of National and 

ACC Trophies as well as works of art created by several students. 

Dress: 

Semi-Formal 

Seating: 

There will be reserved seating in the front, middle section of Memorial Hall for the Rammy Finalists and reserved seating in the front, left section for all Rammy 

Presenters. All other seating will be general admission in the lower level of Memorial Hall. 

Have a great weekend, Go Heels, and see you Monday night at the Rammys! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan M. Mmm ~anmann@unc.edu;> 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 6:22 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~Lvoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Final Weekly 

Thanks Tony. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Ton?- Yount [mailto:tonyvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 6:00 PM 
To: Mann, Jan ivl.; Leah Wigger 
Subject: Final Weekly 

Coaches, 

For this week, I make a prediction on the semester GPA for the fresl~nen. The prediction is not a reflection of the grades indicated, but a guess as to the GPA after exams and final grades are 
posted. 

No meetings are scheduled for next week 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan M. Mmm <janmann@unc.edus> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 9:20 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyou at@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu-~; Creech, Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Stephen Gisselman <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu>; Scott Oliaro <soliam@uncaa.unc.edtv> 

Wigger, Ledti Mm-ie <wigger@unc.edu> 

Senior Dinner 

Good Morning, 
We would like to invite you to our senior dinner which is being held on Sunday, May 5 at 6:00 PM at Chapel Hill Country Club. It is not a long or big affair (dinner, 

maybe a short video and gifts for the seniors). We try to keep it short since it is in the middle of studying for exams. Please let me know asap if you will be able to 

attend so I can let Chapel Hill CC know about the number of guests. 

Go Heels, 

Jan 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan M. Mmln ~anmann@unc.edus> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 11:08 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~Lvoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Senior Dinner 

Great’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 9:33 AM, "Yonnt. Tony" <tonv¥ount~unc.edu;> wrote: 

I would love to. Thank yon very much for letting me join in. 

Tony 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 9:20 AM, Jan M. Mann < imlmaml~unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Morning, 
We would like to invite you to our senior dinner which is being held on Sunday, May 5 at 6:00 PM at Chapel Hill Country Club. It is not a 
long or big affair (dinner, maybe a short video and gifts for the seniors). We try to keep it short since it is in the middle of studying for 
exams. Please let me know asap if you will be able to attend so I can let Chapel Hill CC know about the number of guests. 

Go Heels, 
Jan 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan M. Mmln ~anmann@unc.edu;> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 11:36 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Lvoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Senior Dinner 

What ever you would like. Business casual. Johnny wear a sports coat and maybe atie. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 11:12 AM, "Yount, Tony" <ton;%lount~unc.edn> wrote: 

is this a coat and tie dinner? 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 9:33 AM, TONY YOUNT <a’vountfa)email.mac.edu> wrote: 

I would love to. Thmik you very much for letting me join in. 

Tony 

On Apr 29, 2013, at 9:20 AM, Jan M. Mann <ianmann(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Good Morning, 

We would like to invite you to our senior dinner which is being held on Sunday, May 5 at 6:00 PM at Chapel Hill Country 

Club. It is not a long or big affair (dinner, maybe a short video and gifts for the seniors). We try to keep it short since it is in 

the middle of studying for exams. Please let me know asap if you will be able to attend so I can let Chapel Hill CC know 

about the number of guests. 

Go Heels, 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc. edu> 

Monday,              2:41 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Anson, 

When you get with      about Summer School, remember that we can not pay for her to attend here this summer since 

she will need those hours for her eligibility. She may attend on her own dime and have the hours count or she maytake 

some hours at another school and transfer those in but we can’t pay for herto come to UNC this summer, per the bylaw 

below. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks!! 

Lance 

15.2.8.1.4 Prior to Initial Full-Time Enrollment at the Certifying Institution -- Athletics Aid. 

The following conditions apply to the awarding of athletically related financial aid to a prospective student-athlete 

(including a prospective student-athlete not certified by the NCAA Eligibility Center as a qualifier) to attend an institution in 

the summer prior to the prospective student’s initial, full-time enrollment at the certifying institution (see also Bylaw 

13.02.12.1): (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, Revised: 4/29/04, 1/10/05 effective 5/1/05, 5/9/07) 

(a) The recipient shall be admitted to the awarding member institution in accordance with regular, published entrance 

requirements; 

(b) The recipient is enrolled in a minimum of six hours of academic course work (other than physical education activity 

courses) that is acceptable degree credit toward any of the institution’s degree programs. Remedial, tutorial and noncredit 

courses may be used to satisfy the minimum six-hour requirement, provided the courses are considered bythe institution 

to be prerequisites for specific courses acceptable for any degree program and are given the same academic weight as 

other courses offered by the institution; (Revised: 9/6/00) 

(c) The recipient, if recruited (per Bylaw 15.02.8), is subject to NCAA transfer provisions pursuant to Bylaw 14.5.2-(h), 

unless admission to the institution as a full-time student is denied; (Revised: 4/26/01, 1/15/11 effective 8/1/11) 

(d) During the summer term or orientation period, the recipient shall not engage in any countable athletically related 

activities except for those activities specifically permitted in Bylaws 13 and 1__Z7 (see Bylaws 13.11.3.9, 17.1.1 and 17.1.1.1); 

and (Revised: 3/14/05, 1/14/12) 

(e) Summer coursework is not used for the purpose of completing initial-eligibility or continuing-eligibility (transfer 

eligibility, progress-toward-degree) requirements. However, the hours earned during the summer prior to initial full-time 

enrollment at the certifying institution may be used to satisfy the applicable progress-toward-degree requirements in 

following years (see Bylaw 14.4.3). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bubba Ctmningham <~bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 9:45 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Reminder: Athletic Department Play Day on Wednesday, May 8 

Athletic Depaxtm~ent Play Day Form - 2013.docx 

We hope you can participaLe in the Athletic DepartmenL Play Day on Wednesday, May 8! If you haven’t already done so, please submit the attached play day [:orm 

to Stacey Harris todav~ 

Thanks, 

B u b b a 

F~m~ Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent~ Wednesday, April ~7, 2013 3:52 PN 

T~ UNtO-Eye,one 

Subjeet~ Athletic Depa~ment Play Day: Wednesday, Nay 8 

MEMO 

To: Athletic Department Personnel 

From: Bubba Cunningham 

Subject: Athletic Department Play Day 

On May 8, 2013 all members of the Athletic Department are invited to participate in golf, tennis, walking or line dancing activities. 

Please complete the attached form and indicate your preference of activity and return it to Stacey Harris by April 30th. If you would like to play golf with specific 

people, please indicate this on the form along with your handicap or average score. 

Golfers will begin play at 10:30 a.m. at Finley Golf Course. Tennis players should meet at the UNC Tennis Center at 1:30 p.m. Walkers should meet Steve Gisselman 

at 10:30 a.m. in the Loudermilk Center Weight Room (1st floor) and line dancers meet in Carmichael Arena at 1:30 p.m. 

In addition to the day’s activities, you and your family are invited to attend the Carolina vs. James Madison baseball game at 6:00 p.m. at Boshamer Stadium. This 

fun night of food and fellowship for the entire department will include a "game day" style dinner. 

I hope all of you will be able to participate and we look forward to being with you at this time. 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Susan B Maloy <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 12:13 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally 
<wricha@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

@gmail.com) 

FW: Holds to Prevent Dropping Summer Courses 

Hey Everyone, 

[ know we touched on something similar in our last staff meeting so you may already be aware of this, but I thought I 

would share what I just received from the Registrar’s Office about dropping the only course a student is enrolled in for a 
summer term. The system will not allow them to drop below 1 credit hour; therefore, they will need to officially cancel 

their enrollment per the steps outlined by Heather Duncan in the attached. 

Thanks, 
Susan 

From: Duncan, Heather M 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan; Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: RE: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

The REG-PRAD should not be in place now for summer, so the only "hold" would be if students are triyng to drop their 

only class for a summer term. They cannot drop down below 1 credit, and would have to cancel their enrollment. 

If they wish to cancel their enrollment for a summer term, they can emai[ registrationservices@unc.edu PRIOR to the 
term starting, and include their name, PID and a statement that they want to cancel their summer I/ll (or both) term 

enrollment. 

Thanks! 

Heather 

Heather Mo Duncan, MBA 
Assistant Registrar for Registration Services 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC Chapel Hil! 

SASB North, Suite 3100, Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(P) 919.962.8292/(F) 919.962.3349 

http://registrar.unc.edu ~ ~ 

New! Check out our ConnectCarofina Registration Video Series from our Registration Guide! 



From: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B; Duncan, Heather M 
Subject: RE: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

don’t know of any, but I have included Heather since she will know. 

From: Maloy, Susan B 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Subject: Holds to Prevent Dropping 

Hi Crystal, 

Do you know if there are holds preventing student-athletes and/or all students in general from dropping SSI courses? 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-8247 (fax) 

sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu~; 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 7:06 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu-~; Lyon~ Elizabeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu~; 

Richardson, Wally <wricha@ema~l.unc.edu:~; La~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 

<ton51~ount@unc.edu> 

Really powerful video... 

I am not sure if this is moving or sad or should make me hopeful, but it is really well done: _h__t__t_p__~/_J__w____w____w_:_youtube.con%/watch?v=3Ky_vIMJefR4 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9].9 962 9538 

&_1__£__:2 §2::_82_4j! (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu’~ 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 7:1 l PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyomr@unc.edU>; Townsend, Jenn <jtown~nc~,~@unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu>-; Lee, 

Jaimie <j~fimielee@unc.edu:>; Yount, Tony <ton~,ount,~unc.edu> 

Re: Really powerful video... 

Really beautiful; thanks for sha~ing- just had a great conversation with my clueless per-teens about why this matters! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May l, 2013, at 7:06 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <j~ownsend,~;unc.edu> wrote: 

I am not sure if this is moving or sad or should make me hopeful, but it is really well done: h_ttp:!iwww.youtube,com!watch?v=3KyvlMlefR4 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9]_9 962 824.Z (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cricket Lane <cricke@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 1, 2013 7:17 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyounV@:unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtown~n&~unc.edu> 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, El~abeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally 
<wricha@em~fil.unc.edu>; Lee, Jai~nie <jai~nielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <~on?Tount@unc.edu> 

Re: Really powerful video... 

I jus~t posted in Facebook! Powerful’. ! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On May 1, 2013, at 7:06 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" %itownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

I am not sure if this is moving or sad or should make me hopeful, but it is really well done: http:!/www.youtube.com/watch?v=3KyvlMJefR4 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dana E Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 12:11 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Dept. newsletter-- May 

Hi all, 

Here’s the latest issue of the department newsletter: 

http://newsletters.athletics.unc.eduiDeptNewsletter May13.pdf 

Thanks for reading and have a great month! 

Best, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clint Gwaltney <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 2:08 PM 

Yoank Tony <tonvs~oun@unc edu> Gwaltnev Clint <cgwaJtnev@unc.edu> 

New Director of Information Technology 

All, 

1 am yew pleased to tell you that Tom Lrvers (pronounced Liewers) has accepted the position of Director of Information Tecba~olog¥ for Athletics. Tom comes to u s from the North Carolina 
League of Municipalities He has a vel~- strong background in server virtualization, VPN implementation, VoIP implementation, a proven track record in data security, and provision of 
excellent customer selwice. Fom’s office will be in the E\VAC. His start date is this Monday, May 6 Please join me in welcoming Tom. 

In other IT ne~vs, Christ?- Suits, the Associate Director of Information Technology, will maintain her new office in the EWAC. Clara .~mdrews, who has transitioned into full time IT support, 
will vacate her office in the EWAC and fill Cba-isty’s old office m Loudermilk. Mark Brooks ~vill remain in his °ff~ce in Carmichael Also, please note that Andrew Gibson of the Kenan 

Football Center and Margie Dubnans~¢ of the Ram’s Club are vital members of the In~’ormation Technolog’/team 

As Clara transitions into he~ t’ull time role in IT, please direct all inquiries regarding the museum to Angie King and inquiries regarding the scheduling of conference rooms on EWAC 2nd 
floor to Kathy Griggs. With this transition of the Basketball Museum, please note the museum is now open 6 days a week. We are now open on Mondays as well 

Go Heel!! 

Clint 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marielle A Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:45 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
<uncaa headcoaches@gro ups.unc.edtr~ 

Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>;_                       ~emaJl.unc.edu>; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; UNCAA Acadelnics <uncaa acadenfics@groups.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., LaID~ A. 
<~athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint --~cgwaltney@unc.edu:>; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu:>; 
Montgo~nery, John R <flnont~!unc.edt~; Timmenna~s, Tom <ti~nmennaaa@unc.edu> 

BaD Adopts Changes to Fall     Initial Eligibility Standards 

Good Morning- 

As a result o1: the Division I Board of Directors (BOD) meeting last Thursday, Lhere were seversl decisions made relative to the recent ~n~t~al eligibility changes 

scheduled to be ~mp~en~ented for al~ prospecLive sLudent-.ath~etes ~n~t~a~y enro~Hng co~eg~ately for Lhe Fall semesLer~ 

SpedficaH~,, the following two actions were taken: 

The GPA calculation wN be changed to only accept the required distribution of the I6 core courses for calculation of the core GPA. Previously, ~f ~t was to 

the benefit of the prospective student-atNete, add~tiona~ core courses above the required :[5 could be used to h~crease the core course GPA; and 

Adopted ~egislat~on to revert back to the CURRENT sliding sca~e. As you were aware, the sliding sca~e which was scheduled to go ~nto effect h~ 

represented a .500 GPA h~crease for mW g~ven test score. W~th the BQD action, beginning w~th students who enroll in     . those who meet the CURRENT 

scale between a 2.0 and 2.299 GPA wH~ be academk: redshirts (practh::e and aid on~y) and those who mee~: the current scale at a 2.3 GPA and above w~] be 

qualifiers (competition, practice and aid). 

NOTE: The Board did not change Lhe core-course progression requirement (Le., L Student--stNeLes w~l] ;ti~l be required to meet this progression beginning 

with those enrolling ~n 

Below ~s the article d~scussh~g the BOD’s rationale which appeared on the NCAA website. 

D~ Board retains current init~al--eligib~li[y slMing sca~e 

Please ~et us ]~now ~f you have any ques~:~ons or concerns about the ~nitial el~g~b~Hty s~:andards and/or ~:he actions taken by the gOD 

Thank you. 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate Ath]eth:: Direct:or 

Univers~tv o[ North (:aroikH~ 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:24 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~ounl@unc.edu-~ 

Please be Aware offl~is Individual 

.docx 

All, 

We ask that you please be aware of b depicted on the attached document, appears to be a passionate Tar Heel fan who strongly supports 

a number of UNC athletic teams. Should he or anyone else make any comments either in person or using any social media platform which staff or student-athletes 

find concerning, however, please let me know immediately. Coaches are asked to be mindful of his attempts to communicate with all studeWathletes, but 

females in particular. 

Thank you for your vigilance. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <~bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:07 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Ma~elle va~Gelder - new Associate Athletics Director tbr Compli~mce 

This note is a few days late, but we are excited to welcome Marielle vanGelder as the Associate Athletics Director for Compliance. Her first day was May 1. Marielle 

can be reached by email at mvangelder@unc.edu or by phone at 919-962-7853. 

Marielle has replaced Amy Herman and will be directing our compliance operation on a day-to-day basis. She has been at UConn most recently (her full bio can be 

accessed here: h[tp:iiwww.goheels.comiViewArticle.dbml?Dg LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=207048761&SPID=lO8097&SPSID=668181) 

Please welcome Marielle when you have the opportunity. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:57 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Michelle Brown 
<          @gmail.com>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<to~nyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Incoming summer school students 

SUMMER SCHOOL 2013 LIST (2).xlsx 

I am attaching the list of incoming first year students who will be attending summer school. Please let me know if there 

are any changes to the students listed. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 5:06 PM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Yarbrough, Nate 
<yarbro9@email.unc.edu>; MichelleBrown "           @gmail.com>; Lee, Jaimie 
<jaimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Meeting follow up--response needed 

Hello: 

In follow up to our staff meeting this afternoon, we need to collect information for summer planning purposes. 

Please respond back to me by the end of the week with answers to the following questions: 

1. If you have not already provided your planned vacation periods, please let me know when you will be gone this 

summer. 

2. Please let me know what times would work best for you on Wednesdays to meet during the summer. 

3. Please let me know if you are planning on attending the ACC Compliance meetings on June 25th-26th. 

Counselors, please do not forget to send your Team Capsules to Brent this week, also. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Elaine Hams <sharris@unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 9:50 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Athletic Department Playday & Dim~er’tonight 

Hi everyone! 

It’s PLAY DAY] © 

We hope that everyone enjoys their respective events today! Also, just a reminder that the Athletic Department Family "picnic" will be tonight at Boshamer 

Stadium. This will be a fun night of food and fellowship as the Diamond Heels take on James Madison at 6pm. If you wish to attend, simply go to the ticket office at 

Boshamer to receive game tickets for you and a guest or your immediate family. Dinner will be in the tent behind the stands/under the bleachers on the 3rd base 

side of the field and will feature a "game day" menu for you to enjoy. Food will be served from 6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m. 

Enjoy your day! 



May 8, 2013 
Con~ectCarolina Newsletter 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered. 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems beginning at 5:00pm on Friday, 

May 17, and ending at approximately 8:00pm on Saturday, May 18. 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .~.’.!~.[.~i:~ ~.[2~.~ ~. section of 

the project website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce L Dalgleish <joyced@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:06 AM 

Yount, Tony <touyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

Important News & UpdaJes from the Otfice of Huma~ Resources 

050713 HR Information for Employees.pdf 

Please ~ote that the State Health Pla~ ~en enrollment period is May 20th --- 3ist, and g~u ~hould 

ha~e ~eceived information in l:he mail at home. This ~s the first of two open enrollments ~o be 

hekt this year ~or the State Health Plan, as the coverage yea~ ~s changing from a July -~une 

coverage to a January - Decembe~ e~verage. The second ~pen enrollment period ~ilt be held sometime [n the 

PLEASE SHARE THIS INFORMATION WiTH OTHERS IN YOUR WORK UNI~ WHO MAY NOT HAVE ACCESS TO 

Thanks, 

Jo~ce 

May 20-35: ~.&.~.~3].Lb..~.[&~ annual enrollment 

May 27: 

Juno 28: ~g.~.~].~#.~.£#.j.~..[g]#.£#g~.Q~.~.~.~£#.nominat~ns due 

2014 Holiday Schedule (CHck here} 

The State Personnel Act provides all State employees a holiday schedule that cannot exceed :1:1 paid holidays per year, except in Lhose years in which Christmas 

Day falls on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday -. when Lhe schedule allows 12 paid holidays. For 20:14, ChrisLrnas Day [:alfs on a Thursday; therefore, we have three 

paid holidays at Christmas (a total of :[2 for the year). 

Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System Annual Benefit Statements 

The 20:1.2 Annual Benefits Statements will be in Members’ ORBIT accounts ~ater th~s month. For the first time, al~ active members receiving a statement w~l have a 

Soda~ Security estimate im:luded in their statement. Members wh.a did not contdbute as of Dec. 3:1, 20:12 will not receive a stal:emenL 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2:126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

Phone: 9:19-962-7850 

Fax: 9:19-843-7003 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, May 7~ 20 ! 3 

May :14: Customer Service Skills class 
May :15: SPA Hiring: From Posting thru Probation class 
May :15: Leading Change in the Workplace class 
May 20-31: State Health Plan annual enrollment 
May 2:1: Managing at a Distance class 
May22: Stress Management class 
May 29: ~C-~n~v~e~r~a~t~i~n~s~w~j~t~h~y~u~r~M~a~n-a~g~e~r~s~ class 
May 27: Memorial Day Holiday 
May 3:1: Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence nominations due 
Jun. 4: ._C_._a_.r_.o.__!.iO_#___._B._!.o._.o._.d._____D.__r_i_v.__e._ 
.lun. 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

2014 Holiday Schedule 

FROM: Brenda R. Malone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

The State Personnel Act provides all State employees a holiday schedule that cannot exceed 11 
paid holidays per year, except in those years in which Christmas Day falls on a Tuesday, 
Wednesday or Thursday - when the schedule allows 12 paid holidays. For 2014, Christmas Day 
falls on a Thursday; therefore, we have three paid holidays at Christmas (a total of 12 for the 
year). 

UNC System institutions are also allowed to adjust the dates of the annual holidays to 
accommodate the academic schedule. Traditionally, UNC-Chapel Hill has moved only the State’s 
Veterans Day holiday into the winter break period (between Christmas holiday and the New 
Year’s (Eve) holiday period). For next year, 2014, the University will observe Wednesday, Dec. 31, 
as a holiday in lieu of Veterans Day. 

It is noted that some departments have essential work that must be done on designated 
holidays. SPA employees who work on holidays are paid holiday premium pay, in addition to hour 
for hour compensatory time up to 8 hours. 

The 2014 holiday schedule is as follows: 

* New Year’s Day - Wednesday, Jan. 1, 2014 
* Martin Luther King Jr. Day--Monday, Jan. 20, 2014 
* Spring Holiday - Friday, Apr. 18, 2014 
* Memorial Day -- Monday, May 26, 2014 
* Independence Day - Friday, July 4, 2014 



* Labor Day-- Monday, Sept. 1, 2014 
* Thanksgiving-- Thursday, Nov. 27, and Friday, Nov. 28, 2014 
* Winter Break - Wednesday, Dec. 24, Thursday, Dec. 25 and Friday, Dec. 26, 

2014 
* New Year’s Eve -Wednesday, Dec. 31, 2014 

If you have questions, please contact your Benefits Consultant. You can search for your 
department’s assigned Benefit Specialist using HR Connect (htt]a;i/hrconnect.unc.edu~); select 
the topic, "Benefits Questions." 

Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System Annual Benefit Statements 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

Coming Soon: New Enhancements to the 2012 Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement 
System’s Annual Benefits Statements 

The 2012 Annual Benefits Statements will be in Members’ ORBIT accounts later this month. For 
the first time, all active members receiving a statement will have a Social Security estimate 
included in their statement. Members who did not contribute as of Dec. 31, 2012 will not receive 
a statement. 

addition to a Social Security estimate, the 2012 statement will include: 

A more prominently positioned gap analysis at the front of your statement. You will be 
able to see early on a comparison of your projected monthly income to your projected 
monthly need. This will help you better understand what factors contribute to your 
income and how you can enhance your long-term savings. 

Your contributions to the N.C. Retirement Systems as of Dec. 31, 2012 

Your projected sources of retirement income, including your retirement benefit through 
the N.C. Retirement Systems, and your NC 401(k) and NC Deferred Compensation (457) 
monthly incomes through the Retirement Systems administrator 

To help you better understand the information in your statement, an "Annual Benefits 
Statement" website will be available by Friday, May 10. This website will provide: 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Links to resources for all ages and career stages 

Use your Annual Benefits Statement and this website to help you address any retirement gap you 
may have, and aid you in developing a retirement plan. 

To access ORBIT: 

1. Visit www.myncretirement.com 

2. Click on the ORBIT button to log-in 
3. Once logged on to your personal ORBIT account, click on "View Annual Benefits 

Statement" to view or print your statement 

Additional communication will be sent when the Annual Benefits Statements are posted to your 
account. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Elaine Harris <sharris@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 11:14 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

FW: Construction to Impact Campus Roads Starting Monday, May 13 

From: Parking Services [mailto:null@exchangeunc] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 20:t3 :t:I:04 AM 
To; Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Subject; Construction to Impact Campus Roads Starting Monday, May :t3 
ATTENTION PARKING COORDINATORS: 

Numerous construction projects witt impact area and campus roadways during Summer, 2013, and beginning as early as next Monday, May 13. 

Motorists, transit riders, and pedestrians shoul.d take time to educate themsel.ves regarding affected areas, impending l.ane and roadways closings, alternate routes, and 

transit detours, and access to parking. 

ON CAMPUS: 

South Columbia Widening -- due to the DOT’s South Col.umbia Street widening project, traffic on South Col.umbia Street wil.[ be one-way 

(northbound) from Fordham Boutevard towards the UNC Campus and Manning Drive from May 13, 2013 through August 13, 2013. Outbound (southbound) traffic wil.[ be 

detoured along Manning Drive. To see a map of al.ternate traffic patterns, for information on transit detours, or for information on access to summer semester parking, 

visit the following [ink: http:l/bit.ty/17vOtw8 

East Cameron Avenue -- Cameron Avenue will. be cl.osed to through traffic beginning Monday, May 13 due to OWASA water main repl.acement construction between 

Cotumbia Street and Memorial Hair. The project is expected to be compteted by August 14. (Exception: Cameron wi[[ open for a Memoriat Hart event on May 16 onty). 

During the batance of the project, traffic and bus service wit[ be re-routed via South Columbia, Franktin, and Rateigh Streets. For a brief portion of the project, access 

may be temporarity bl.ocked to the Swain Lot, and NG1 permits wiU. be honored in the Nash Lot (N7 Zone). Further information regarding periodic water outages in campus 

buitdings, "RU" Route and "Saturday T Route" transit detours, or access to parking areas along Cameron Avenue, ptease visit the fottowing rink: httR;//bit_l.y/YuLa[a 

Stadium Drive - Access to Stadium Drive from South Road wit[ be btocked Monday, May 13 through Monday, May 27 for an UNC El.ectrical. Distribution project crossing the 

roadway at that tocation. Motorists and $4 permit borders needing access to this area shoutd access Stadium Drive from the south, via Ridge Road. For more information, 

visit the for[owing rink: http: l/bit, ty/10rasD7 

OFF CAMPUS: 

Major construction projects are al.so impacting roadways in the Town of Chapel. Hil.l. and Carrboro, including an NCDOT project to improve sections of Smith Level. Road in 

Carrboro (ongoing through June, 2014), Morgan Creek trail, construction which wil.l, dose the eastern end of Cul.breth Road (June through August, 2013). For more 

information on the scope of the town projects and resul.ting traffic and transit detours, pl.ease visit the fol.l.owing l.ink: ww~.townofchape~hil.Lorg/traffic 

or see the "Summer Road Construction Flyer" at: ht~p://bit.l.y/18s§Sg5 

Thank You, 

UNC PuNic Safety 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cindi Amater <~CiudiAtwate@anthou~xavel.com> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 12:19 PM 

Yount, Tony <touyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu>; Balleu, MaNna K <mballen@unc.edw~ 

Cindi Atwater <CindiAtwate@anthon.vtravel.com>; Stacey Bray <StaceyBmy@anthonytravel.com>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<Subbac@email.unc.edu> 

Email Contact for Travel -Ciudi Atwater 

For Travel Assistance & Athletic Dept. news, please add my A~!:.~3~.~3~..’~.[’~!~.~!. emait to your address book. ~ am not receiving erna~ls #~ my IJNC Groupwise Outlook 

account at this time 

cindiatwater@anthonytravel.com 

~t has been brought: to my attention that ~’ve no~: received ema~ls (sent to my U NC em~i~) in ~:he ~as~: se~er~l weeks, f[ you ha~e ema~ed travel reques~:s ~n the iast 

week or so, #ease re--send to the above address to make sure t:hat i’ve received it. 

Christy SLdts is aware & ~s working on d~s issue. 

As a~ways, [:ee[ free to call as weft to 843-507& ~ apologize [:or any h~convenience. 

Thank you, 

Anthony Travel, Inc. 
University of Noah Carolina 
344 Ridge Road 
LoudermJlk Center Suite 2201 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515 
Phone: 919-843-5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
Nodh America’s Leading Travel Agency 
2010, 2009, & 2007 World Travel @wardsTM 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Institutional, Charitable, Educational, or Nonprofit Promotions Release Statement 

In accordance with NCAA Bylaw 12.5.1.1, Institutional, Charitable, Educational, or Nonprofit Promotions, 
a member institution or recognized entity thereof (e.g., fraternity, sorority, or student government organization), a 
member conference, or a noninstitutional charitable, educational, or nonprofit agency may use a student-athlete’s 
name, picture, or appearance to support its charitable or educational activities or to support activities considered 
incidental to the student-athlete’s participation in intercollegiate athletics, provided the following conditions are 
met: 

The student-athlete receives written approval to participate from the director of athletics, subject to the 
limitations on participants in such activities as set forth in Bylaw 17; 
The specific activity or project in which the student-athlete participates does not involve cosponsorship, 
advertisement, or promotion by a commercial agency other than through the reproduction of the sponsoring 
company’s officially registered regular trademark or logo on printed materials such as pictures, posters, or 
calendars. The company’s emblem, nmne, address, and telephone number may be included with the trademark 
or logo. Personal names, messages, and slogans (other than an officially registered trademark) are prohibited; 
The name or picture of a student-athlete with remaining eligibili~ may not appear on an institution’s printed 
promotional item (e.g., poster, calendar) that includes a reproduction of a product with which a commercial 
entity is associated if the commercial entity’s officially registered regular trademark or logo also appears on the 
item; 

~ The student-athlete does not miss class; 
* All moneys derived from the activi~ or project go directly to the member institution, member conference, or 

the charitable, educational, or nonprofit agency; 
The student-athlete may accept actual and necessary expenses from the member institution, member 
conference, or the charitable, educational or nonprofit agency related to participation in such activiU; 
The student-athlete’s name, picture, or appearance is not utilized to promote the commercial ventures of any 
nonprofit agency; 
Any commercial items with names, likenesses, or pictures of multiple student-athletes (other than highlight 
films or media guides per Bylaw 12.5.1.8) may be sold only at the member institution at which the student- 
athlete is enrolled, institutionally controlled (owned and operated) outlets, or outlets controlled by the charitable 
or educational organization (e.g., location of the charitable or educational organization, site of charitable event 
during the event). Items that include an individual student-athlete’s name, picture, or likeness (e.g., name on 
jersey, name or likeness on a bobblehead doll), other than information items (e.g., media guide, schedule cards, 
institutional publications) may not be sold; and 
The student-athlete and an authorized representative of the charitable, educational, or nonprofit agency sign a 
release statement ensuring that the student-athlete’s name, image, or appearance is used in a manner consistent 
with the requirements of this section. 

We,                                    (Student-Athlete) and 
(Representative), ensure that the student-athlete’s nmne, image, or appearance has been used in a manner consistent 
with the requirements of NCAA Bylaw 12.5.1.1, Institutional, Charitable, Educational, or Nonprofit Promotions. 

Student-Athlete Signature 

Representative Signature 

Date 

Date 

Compliance Office App~vval: 

Signature Date 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Ctmningham <~bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 9:20 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

NCAA Women’s Tennis and Men’s & Women’s Lacrosse 

We are excited to host post-season competition this weekend! 

Friday, May 10: Women’s Tennis ist Round: U NC vs. South Carolina State 1:00 pm 

Saturday, May 11: Women’s Tennis 2nd Round at 11:00am 

Men’s Lacrosse Ist Round: UNC vs. Lehigh at 12:00 pm 

Sunday, IVla¥ 12: Women’s Lacrosse 2nd Round: UNC vs. Loyola/High Point at l:00pm 

I would like to invite you and a guest, or you and your immediate family to attend all the events this weekend. You are able to simply pick up and sign for the 

number of tickets needed at general will call before the game. At Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center, general will call is located in a white trailer outside the main 

entrance. Both lacrosse games are going to be played at Fetzer Field. General will call at Fetzer is located in the Carmichael Arena Ticket Office. When you arrive, 

please request tickets only for one guest or your immediate family. 

Congratulations and good luck to Coach Kalbas, Coach Breschi, Coach Levy and their teams! 

I hope you can attend. Go Heels! 

Sincerely, 

gubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 1113 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Richardson, 
Wally <wricha@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy 
<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Michelle Brown < ~ @gmail.com> 

Updated Orientation list 

CTOPSstudentathletelistS-10-13.xlsx 

I am attaching the latest list of students who are registered for Orientation. Any student who is highlighted will have his 

or her session moved to his or her requested session. 

Please let you coaches know immediately who has not yet registered for Orientation. We will lose our reserved seats on 

Wednesday, May 15th at noon. I will send an updated list (hopefully) by Monday afternoon. Any student who has not 

registered by Wednesday, May 22nd will have to pay an extra 550 late fee. 

Please let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kim A Allison <kallison@email.tmc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 10:30 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton)2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton)youn@unc.edu> 

Pa~king Permit 

Depart~nent of Public S~£ety Invoice.docx 

Hi Tony, 

I’ve assigned you a parking permit for the $11 lot per your request. Attached is your invoice which explains how, where and the deadline to pay for your permit 

using your credit card. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welborn <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 11:22 AM 

Younl, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun@unc.edu> 

NCAA Elite 89 

Tony: 
Can you let me know who I should nominate for the Elite 89 -W. Golf? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 2:17 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

atmmer phone li st 

team phone list- summer.pdf 

Team, 

Here’s the summer phone list showing who’s in town when! 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 8:51 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Youat. Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Updated CTOPS list 

You axe too Inuch! I am about to add Footba]l counselor to your title. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 14, 2013, at 8:28 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tom~ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you, Academic Adviser of the Year, and widely acknowledged wonderful huma~ AND tbotball adviser. You axe truly am~ing. 

On May 14, 2013, at 7:17 PM, Jenn Townsend <itown~nd@unc.edu> wrote: 

Here is the latest list for Orientation. Sorry, I did not get it until this afternoon. 

Remember, we will lose all reserved seats at noon tomorrow, May 15th] Please let those students and coaches know ASAP. If there is an 

admissions issue involving those students not registering, please let me know immediately (if you have not already done so). 

The next deadline is next Wednesday, May 22nd. After this date, students will have to pay a $50 late fee when they register. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

As always, please make sure you are communicating with your coaches about who has not yet registered. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

<CTOPSstudentathletelist5-14-13.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nate Yarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:05 AM 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Brent Blanton 
<brzaab@gmail.com>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Lyons 
<emlyons@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelley Johnson 
<shellj o@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Michelle’s contact information 

All, 

Here is Michelle’s contact information 

e-mail address: michellebrown@unc.edu 

Office: 919-962-9533 

Cell: 

Also I have put an updated Student-Athlete Services Contact list in your mailboxes. 

Thanks, 

Nate 

Nate Yarbrough 

Office Manager 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

0-919-962-9537 

C-’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei(~email unc edu~ 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 7:16 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Info 

Tony, 
Confidential - 
For potential future travel purposes can you give me your: 

Full Name as it appears on your driver’s license 

Date of Birth 

Approximate Weight 

Need ASAP. 

Thanks! 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeun Towusend <jtownsend@unc.edu~-- 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:27 PM 

Lyous, El~abeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tons<yount@unc.edu>; Yount, Touy <towyoun@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday staff meetings 

It appears that 1:00 on Wednesdays will work best for the majority of people for staff meetings every other week. I know that this is not the ideal time for either of 

you, but could you make it work? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Elizabeth M Lyons <emlyons@email.unc 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:30 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Townsend Jenn <jtownse ~d@unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu> 

RE: Wedne~tay staffmeetings 

Yup, being the team player that [ am_.. When do they begin? 

From: Townsend, 3enn 
Sent-" Thursday, May :~6, 20:1.3 2:27 plVl 
To: Lyons, Elizabeth M; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" Wednesday staff meetings 
It appears that 1:00 on Wednesdays will work best for the majority of people for staff meetings every other week. I know that this is not the ideal time for either of 

you, but could you make it work? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

._9__1__._9_::_9___6__2__:__8__2_ _4_ Z (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Jenn Townsend <jtownsenc[@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:31 PM 

Lyons, El~abeth M <emlyon@email.unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tonFyount@unc.edu>; Yount Tony <tonyyoun’@unc.edu> 

RE: Wedne~tay staffmeetings 

Maybe next week, but I need to check with Michelle. 

Ftem: Lyons, Elizabeth M 

Sent: Thursday, May :16, 2013 2:30 PM 
Te: Townsend, ]enn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: Wednesday staff meetings 

Yup, being the ~eam player’ that I am.._ When do they begin? 

Frem: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Thursday, May :16, 2013 2:27 PM 
Te: Lyons, Elizabeth N; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Wednesday staff meetings 

It appears that :1:00 on Wednesdays will work best for the majority of people for staff meetings every other week. I know that this is not the ideal time for either of 

you, but could you make it work? 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenn Town, send <jtownsend@unc.edtv; 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:38 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Jordm~, Scaxlett L <scadett@~mc.edw~ 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.e&~> 

RE: athletic update 

Th an ks so m uch ! 

I am going to be out of the country (VaV!) next week~ Would it be possible for yoL~ to send Tony Yount an update on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday next week? I 

just want to make slate we cstch sl~ the Mds who have not yet registered before they incur the late fee. 

Tony’s ema~ ~s tonyyount@unc.edu and h~s phone rmmber ~s 9(52--9535 

Thanks so rnucb~ 

.Jenn 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Serif* Friday, May 17, 2013 9:01 AM 
To-" Townsend, Jenn 
$~bjeCt-" athletic update 

Attached. Sorry if I didn’t send it last night. A LOT happened yesterday right at S PM. 

scarlett@unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scaflett L Jordan <scarlett~unc.edn> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 2:43 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtown~n&~unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.e&~> 

RE: athletic update 

Will do! 

From: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:38 PM 

To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: athletic update 

f am going [:o be or4 of th*-:~ country (y~;y~) next week. Woukt it be po~;sible for you to sen{t Tony Yout~t an updi~te or~ Mondi~y, Tt~esday and Wednes{tay he’.d: week? 

just wa~It to make sure we ca[oh sl~ the k~ds who have not yet regis[ered before they incur the late fee. 

Tony’s ema~ ~s ~££g_~RP_B_~_~_~_B_E:£g_9_ and h~s phone number ~s 962-9535. 

Th a n ks so m uch ~ 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:01 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: athletic update 
Attached. Sorry if I didn’t send it last night. A LOT happened yesterday right at 5 PM. 

scarle [t/~i!m~c. edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 3:40 PM 

Younk Tonv <tonyvount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~.~,ount,~unc.edu> 

Re: Spring Academic Repo(t 

Tony 
I didn’t get the attaclwnent on my iPad??? 
Can you resend It, perhaps it is just an iPad issue. 
Thanks 
Have a good weekend. 
JS 

Joe Sagula 
Carolina Volleyball 
Sent ~?om my iPad 

On May 17, 2013, at 2:25 Pi~ "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 



MEMORANDUM 

October 3, 2012 

TO: Directors of Athletics of NCAA Division I Institutions. 

FROM: John Shukie 
Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: Elite 89TM Academic Recognition Award Program. 

During the 2009-10 academic year, the NCAA launched a new academic achievement award -- 
the Elite 88. With the addition of Division III Men’s Volleyball, it is now known as the Elite 89. 
The Elite 89 recognizes the true essence of the student-athlete by honoring the individual who 
has reached the pinnacle of competition at the national championship level in his or her sport, 
while also achieving the highest academic standard among his or her peers. 

The Elite 89 is presented to the student-athlete with the highest cumulative grade-point average 
participating at the finals site for each of the NCAA’s 89 championships. It is a tremendous 
opportunity to honor the academic accomplishments of the top student-athletes during our 
championships. 

Each institution with at least one student-athlete qualifier for the finals site of any NCAA 
championship is eligible to submit an Elite 89 nomination. The web page is located at 
www.ncaa.org, click on student-athlete programs and then recognition and awards. In order to 
access the website, you must first log in to ncaa.org In order to access the website, you must 
first log in to ncaa.org. Here you will find the nomination form that is to be used for all of the 
championships along with the deadlines for each. The criteria for award eligibility are included 
on the nomination form. The link to the website is located at Elite 89 Submission Forms. 

If you have any questions concerning this program, please contact Mark Bedics, associate 
director of media coordination and championships, Ryan Hall, assistant director of academic and 
membership affairs or Juliette Kenny, coordinator of academic and membership affairs at 
317/917-6222 or elite89@ncaa.org 

JS:rlh 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc,edu~ 

Monday, May 20, 2013 8:35 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Elite 89 

W. Lax elite 89 is due in the AM. Can you send me the highest GPA of non-freshmen? 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3"110 
T: 919.843.89"17 
F: 9"1%962.6888 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:36 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: FH practice time 

Do you think she acttlally read this paragraph? Clearly this was not a concern for her when she suggested we train at 1 lam. 

This pas~t semester they were allowed to schedule their classes mthout restriction, and then I accommodated them with two groups. This was not a problem at all for 

me, m~d I hope she can come to terms with not having a strict 1 lam group. 

Thanks, T’. 

On 5/20/2013 10:42 AM, Tony Yount wrote: 

Sent as one of 5 paragraphs in tile end of semester academic report to the coaches for field hockey this spring. 

"One of the most significant ihctors in our good perfoimance is the way that you schedule practices. I only have one of my 5 teams under a 3.0 and that 

team is the one that is mofft heavil,v scheduled ruth practices and time required by coaches. The fact that our girls cm~ take classes at any time on Tues 

Thurs in the spring, and that workouts can be scheduled around the classes that they want to take and that they need to take is marvelously helpfifl in the 

strong performance of our kids in the classroom. Of my 5 teams, yours is the schedule that allows the most flexibility, in taking classes for your students. 

The schedule really helps toward achieving our academic goals." 

T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc .edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 3:37 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

RE: Spring Academic Report 2013 

Tony, 

Thank you!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Spring Academic Report 2013 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei(~email unc edu~ 

Monday, May 20, 2013 5:15 PM 

Younl, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun@unc.edu> 

Tong --- 

Don’t have your cell number. Please call mine when you can. Want to reconfirm your plans for this week. 

Rick 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, May :t6, 20:13 7:22 AN 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re: Info 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 3.6, 203.3, at 7:3.6 AM, "Rick Steinbacher" <rickstei@emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Confidential - 

For potential future travel purposes can you give me your: 

Full Name as it appears on your driver’s license 

Date of Birth 

Approximate Weight 

Need ASAP. 

Thanks! 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:48 PM 

Alaon, Jarrett L <~alstonj@emaiLunc.edu>; Camarati, Jefli~ey Allan <camarati@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <towyounV~:unc.edu>; 

ttalverson, Doug <halver~@email.unc.edu>; Gisselman, Stephen <~tgiss@email.unc.edu>; Waicu~ Kelly M <waicns@email.unc.edu>; 

Brmmer, John F <John Brunne@unc.edn>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@unc.edu>;                        ~nnc.edu>; Bowers, 
Matthew B <mattbowels@unc.edw,; B~nes, Philip E <pebaa~es@nnc.edu>; Yonnt, Tony <tonvyonnt@unc.edn>; Domina, Julie 

~-jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Le~.~ <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Travel Update 

w lax final fonr travel pax~/.xlsx 

All - 

I apologize that this do not go as smoothly as we had hoped today, but we have a plan. I can provide more details tomorrow once confirmations come in, but here 

is the plan, see attached for more details. 

WEDNESDAY        , US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1082, DEPARTS RDU@ 11:40 AM, ARRIVES PHL @ 1:06 PM 

34 members of our travel party (see attached) 

WEDNESDAY,        US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1248, DEPARTS RDU @ 11:15 AM, CONNECTS THROUGH CLT, ARRIVES PHL @ 3:00 PM 

12 members of our travel party (see attached) 

FRIDAY,       , US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 3240, DEPARTS RDU @ 9:32 PM, ARRIVES PHL @ 10:59 AM 

Gissleman, Halverson, Waicus (Brunner / Steinbacher to handle their ground transit) 

Holiday Tours (Southern Coach was booked, Holiday is great to work with, they do all football bus travel) will send a bus from Greensboro, NC to Chapel Hill very 

early Wednesday morning. We can load any equipment, supplies, drinks, etc. on to that bus which will then go to PHL and await our flights. They also can provide 

us another bus to take our travel party to RDU if we want to go that route instead of facilities vans. 

The Holiday Tours bus will pick up our first group of 34, and if we choose take them to the hotel (14 miles / 23 minutes from PHL) and then return to pick up the 2nd 

group of 12 and get everyone to the Hotel by about 4 pro. Jenny, we can certainly work out other options if you want to. 

That Bus will be with us throughout our time in PHL and can deliver us back to PHL for our eventual flight home, or bring us all the way home if we so choose. 

Again, sorry for the delay in the info and the slight split of our group. Let me know of any questions, Go Heels! 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marielle A Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 8:11 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/20/13- 15.2.8.1.2, 16.5.2- Summer Aid vs. Summer Expenses 

Clay Court is a tennis student-athlete at Ocean State University. Clay and a few of his teammates have 
qualified for the NCAA championships, so they are required to remain on campus to practice. Additionally, 
Clay has enrolled in summer school classes that will take place while he is preparing for the tournament. Clay 
is receiving a full athletic scholarship to cover his summer school expenses. As part of his full scholarship, 
Clay will receive the full cost of room and board. 
Is it permissible for Ocean State University to provide Clay with the same room and board stipend as his 
teammates that are not enrolled in summer school? 
No. Clay is receiving financial aid to cover the full cost of room and board, and he is not permitted to 
receive any expenses in excess of the full cost of room and board. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 
5/13111- Summer Financial Aid and Vacation Period Expenses (I)- states that a student-athlete 
who is enrolled in an institution’s summer term, and is required to remain on campus for organized practice 
sessions (e.g., practice in preparation for an NCAA championship), may receive financial aid in accordance 
with the summer financial-aid legislation and vacation-period expenses, provided the student-athlete does 
not receive vacation-period expenses, in combination with any room and board financial aid, in excess of the 
full cost of room and board (as determined for financial aid purposes) during the time in which the student- 
athlete is required to remain on campus for practice or competition. 
[References: NCAA Bylaws 15.2.8.1.2 (enrolled student-athletes), 16.5.2 (vacation-period expenses) and 
staff interpretation (04/12/1991, Item Ref d), which has been archived] 

Jennifer M. Condaras 

Associate Commissioner t~r Compliance / SWA Liai~n 

BIG EAST Confelence 

15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 

Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 

Cell: 

i condaras(?~bigea st.org WWWubigeasl.org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domina <j domina@uncaa.unc.edu.-- 

Tuesday, 12:12 PM 

Als~to~, Jarrett L ~alstonj@email.unc.edu>; Camarati, Jettiey Allan <camarati@email.unc.e&t>; Yount, Tony <towyounV~:unc.edu>; 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Brunner, John F <John Brunne@unc.edu>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@unc.edu>; ttolman, 
~unc.edu-~; Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu>; YounL Ton? <tonyyount@unc.edu:~ 

JERSEY MIKE’S - please order 

Hey all, 

I’m putting in a .Jersey Mike’s order to be delivered to the bus tomorrow, essentially acting as hmch yo~ can bring with you. Please email me back wi~h your order 

preference ~f you are familiar w~th the men~ or Jet me know what meat!cheese/toppings!bread (white, wheat, wrap). Tony --are we good w~th same order as last 

tkne? f_aura -the other ~egetarh~ns are getth~g grHk~d vegg~e wraps, f_et rne know ~ that ~s ok or you wat~: something e~e. Plea~;e get ~:h~s to me as soor~ as you can. 

Thanks~ 

idornim~¢;)m~caa uric edu 

F~m= Steinbacher, Rick 
~entl Monday, 6:48 PN 
Te~ uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu; Barnes, Philip E; Domina, Julie; Brunner, John F; Bowers, Na~hew B;      ,      , Halverson, Doug; Waicus, Kelly N; Yount, Tony; 
Gisselman, Stephen; Escobar, Laura; Camarati, Jeffrey Allan; Brunner, John ~; Bowers, Ma~hew B~ Alston, Jarre~ L 
Subje~t~ Travel Update 

All - 

I apologize that this do not go as smoothly as we had hoped today, but we have a plan. I can provide more details tomorrow once confirmations come in, but here 

is the plan, see attached for more details. 

WEDNESDAY,        , US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1082, DEPARTS RDU@ 11:40 AM, ARRIVES PHL @ 1:06 PM 

34 members of our travel party (see attached) 

WEDNESDAY, ~       US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 1248, DEPARTS RDU @ 11:15 AM, CONNERS THROUGH CLT, ARRIVES PHL @ 3:00 PM 

12 members of our travel party (see attached) 

FRIDAY, , , ;, US AIRWAYS FLIGHT 3240, DEPARTS RDU @ 9:32 PM, ARRIVES PHL @ 10:59 AM 

Gissleman, Halverson, Wa~cus (Brunner / Steinbacher to handle their ground transit) 

Holiday Tours (Southern Coach was booked, HolMay is great to work with, they do all football bus travel) will send a bus from Greensboro, NC to Chapel H~II very 

early Wednesday morning. We can load any equipment, supplies, drinks, etc. on to that bus which will then go to PHL and await our flights. They also can provide 

us another bus to take our travel party to RDU if we want to go that route instead of facilities vans. 

The HolMay Tours bus will pick up our first group of 34, and if we choose take them to the hotel (14 miles / 23 minutes from PHL) and then return to pick up the 2nd 

group of 12 and get everyone to the Hotel by about 4 pm. Jenny, we can certainly work out other options if you want to. 

That Bus will be with us throughout our time in PHL and can deliver us back to PHL for our eventual flight home, or bring us all the way home if we so choose. 

Again, sorry for the delay in the info and the slight split of our group. Let me know of any questions, Go Heels! 

Rick 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan M. Mmm ~anmann@unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, ] 3:49 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~Lvoun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Wigger, Lea]~ Mm-ie <wigger@unc.edu> 

RE:      ~pring Academic Repo(t 

Tough semester. Sure don’t like it. Worst in my many years of coaching’. Not your fault. I know you give 100%. Can’t do it for them! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mailto:tonvvount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday,              3:07 PM 
To: Mann, Jan M; Leah Wlgger 
Subject:     Spring Academic Report 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marielle A Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 5:40 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Daily Compliance Item- 5/21/13 - 14.1.8.1 - Receipt of Degree 

Please see today’s D,~ily Compliance Item regarding grad~ate student-athlete eligibility and a recent update from May :1.6, 20:1.3 which was provided by NCAA staff 
to clarify Question No, 7 regarding transfers occurring after completion of all degree requirements but prior to receipt of the degree. 
Let us know ~f Vo~ have arw ques~:~ons or concerr~s 
[hank ~,o~ 
Marie~le 
Mariel~e A. ranGe[tier 
Associate Athletic Director 

Uniw?rs~tv o[ North Ci~roi~ni~ 
Phone: (9~.9) 962- 7852¢ 
Fax: (919) 962--6~]2 
mvangelder@unc.edu 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Na~l Na& ~s a ~ootball stu6ent-athlete who w~ll be transferr~n9 to Ocean S~te Un~ve~W (OSU) tNs NIl. Ha~l 
w~ll have all the requ~remen~ met for 9ra6uat~on at Ns current school prior to transferr~n9 to OSU, but he w~ll 
not have receive6 Na 6egree ~r~or to the transfer. Is Na~l st~ll elN~ble to use the 9ra6uate one-time transfer 
exception? 
Yes with conditions. NC~ Educational Column- 4/11/13- Graduate Student-Athlete Eligibili~ (I)- 
states that N~ Division ~ institutions should note that a student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or 
professional school of the same institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree, 
a student-athlete who is enrolled and seeking a second baccalaureate or equivalent degree at the same 
institution, or a student-athlete who has graduated and is continuing as a full-time student at the same 
institution while taking course work that would lead to the equivalent of another major or degree as defined 
and documented by the institution, may pa~icipate in intercollegiate athletics, provided the student has 
eligibili~ remaining and such pa~icipation occu~ ~thin the applicable five-year period. 
Fu~her, a graduate student-athlete who is enrolled in a graduate or professional school of an institution other 
than the institution from which he or she previously received a baccalaureate degree may pa~icipate in 
intercollegiate athletics if the student fulfills the conditions of the one-time transfer exception and has eligibili~ 
remaining. 
Finally, a graduate student-athlete who does not meet the one-time transfer exception due to pa~icipation in 
a spo~ for which the exception is not available, shall quNi~ for the one-time transfer exception as a 
graduate student, provided the student: 
(a) Fulfills the remaining conditions of the one-time transfer exception; 
(b) Has at least one season of competition remaining; and 
(c) The student’s previous institution did not renew his or her athletically related financial aid for the following 
academic year. 
The following questions and answe~ are designed to assist the Division I membe~hip with the application of 
graduate student-athlete eligibili~ legislation. 
Admission and Enrollment 
Question No. 1: Is it permissible for a graduate student-athlete to compete if he or she is considered a 
nondegree seeking graduate student7 
Answer: No. Graduate student-athletes must be regularly enrolled, degree seeking student. 
Question No, 2: Is a graduate student-athlete ~o is a regularly enrolled, degree seeking student eligible to 
compete even though he or she is not enrolled in a specific graduate degree program (e.g., graduate at 
large)? 
Answer: Yes. 
Question No. 3: Is a graduate student-atNete eligible to compete if he or she is a regularly enrolled, 
degree seeking student but is required to earn, as a condition of continued enrollment in the graduate 
program, an enhanced grade-point-average (e.g., 3.00 or above) in each term of his or her first academic 
year as a graduate student at the ce~i~ing institution? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student-athlete is considered to be in good academic standing as interpreted for 
all students by the appropriate academic o~cials at the institution. 
Transfer Graduate Student-Athletes 
Question No. 4: May a student-athlete use the graduate student one-time transfer exception to pursue a 



second baccalaureate degree at the next institution? 
Answer: No. A student-athlete who has previously graduated must be enrolled in a graduate or professional 
school at the next institution to qualify for the one-time transfer exception. 
Question No. 5: Can a student-athlete who graduates after three years and has more than one season of 
competition remaining use the graduate student one-time transfer exception? 
Answer: Yes, provided the student meets the requirements of the exception and is regularly enrolled as a 
degree seeking student in a graduate or professional school at the next institution. 
Question No. 6: In sports for which the standard one-time transfer exception does not apply, may a 
student-athlete who is notified of the nonrenewal of athletics aid after indicating intent to transfer to another 
institution use the one-time transfer exception for graduate student eligibility? 
Answer: Yes. The timing of the nonrenewN of athletics aid does not impact a student-athlete’s ability to 
qualify for the graduate student one-time transfer exception, provided all criteria for the exception are met. 
{:~:ie~ N~o 7; ~&:~y a s~,uder~-.a~.~ie~.~-~ whc,~ ~.~r~s~ers ~fte~ comple~~r~g ~ necessary ~egre~ ~equ~emerRs 
fo~ g~-ac~ua~ior~ f~’om ~ fou~-yea~ ~ns~i~u~ion ~u~ p~’io~" ~o ~’~sceiv~ng a deg~’ee be ei~g~e ~o use ~he g~-adua~e or~e~ 

@~sti~ ~. ~z May a baseball or b~sketb~ll graduate student-athlete who qualifies for the one-time 
transfer ~ceptJon but initially enrolls as a full-time student ~t the ce~i~Jng institution ~er the ~rst term of 
the academic year (e.g., midyear transfer) be eligible for competition immediately? 
~s~rz No. Such a student-athlete c~nnot be eligible for competition until the following ~c~demic year. 
Progress-Toward Degree Certification 
Question No. 9: Is a football student-athlete who graduated with a baccalaureate degree required to earn 
nine semester hours or eight qua~er hou~ and the APR eligiNli~ point during the fNI term to be eligiNe for NI 
contes~ during the following p~aying season? 

~ti~ ~. 10~ Must credi~ earned by a graduate or postbaccalaureate student-athlete be degree 
applicaNe to satis~ the six semester or qua~er hour requirement? 
~ Credits acceptable toward any degree program offered by the ce~i~ing institution (graduate or 
undergraduate) may be used to satis~ the six semester or qua~er hour requirement, provided the student- 
atNete is pertained to complete such courses ~n accordance with published institutionN policies applicable to 
graduate students. 
[References: NC~ Division I Bylaws 14.1.6.1 (admission), 14.1.6.1.1 (special admission), 14.1.8 (graduate 
student/postbaccalaureate pa~icipation), 14.1.8.1 (one-time transfer exception), 14.5.2.2.10 (one-time 
transfer exception), 14.4.3.1-(c) (fulfillment of credit-hour requirement) 14.4.3.1.6 (additiona~ requirements 
- football), 14.4.3.1.6.1 (regNning elig~bili~ for ~o contests), 14.4.3.1.6.2 (regaining ~l~ eligibili~ - one-time 
exception), 14.4.3.5-(c) (exceptions to progress-toward-degree rule -- graduate student/postbaccNaureate 
exception), staff interpretations (09/26/2006, Item No. la, 03/15/2013, ~tem No. a), and official 
interpretations (4/17/2007, Item No. 15-a, 10/19/2012, Rein No. 3)] 

Jennit~r M. CondaJcas 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance, SWA Liaison 

BIG EAST Cont~rence 

15 Park Row West 

Providence, RI 02903 

Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 

Cell: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scaflett L Jordan <scarlet ~unc.edn> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:34 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: athletic update 

Sorry Tony. We literally had a ceiling falling down aroLmd us yesterday and Monday. I witl gel you an update right now. 

From; Yount, Tony 
Sent= Tuesday, May 21, 2013 8:06 PM 

To; Jordan, Scarlett L 
Subject: Re: athletic update 

Scarlett, hoping to hear from yon today with an update on onr athletes mid mgisWation for New S~dent Orientation. 

Thank you so mnch. 

ToW Yount 

On May 17, 2013, at 2:42 PM, Scarlett L Jordan <scarletk@unc.e&t> wrote: 

From; Townsend, Jenn 
Sent; Friday, May 17, 2013 1:38 PM 

To; Jordan, Scarlett L 
Co; Yount, Tony 
Subject= RE: athletic update 

Thanks so much! 

I am going to be out of the counLry (yay!} next week. Would it be possible for you to send Tony gount an update on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday next week? I 

jusL want to make sure we catch al[ the kids who have not yet registered before they incur the late fee. 

Tor~y’s emai[ is tonyyount@unc.edu arid his phone r~umber is 962-9535. 

Thar~ks so much[ 

.Jem~ 

From; Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent; Friday, Nay 17, 2013 9:01 AN 

Te; Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: athletic update 

Attached. Sorry if I didn’t send it last night. A LOT happened yesterday right at 5 PM. 

scarlett@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scaflett L Jordan <scarlet ~unc.edn> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 8:36 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

RE: athletic update 

2013.05.22 .AllStudentAthletesReserved.xlsx 

Attached. Again, apologies ]:or Lhe delay. (,) 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 8:06 PM 

To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Subject: Re: athletic update 

Scarlett, hoping to hear t?om you today with a~ update on our athletes and registration tbr New Student Orientation. 

Thank yon so much. 

Tony Yom~t 
On May 17, 2013, at 2:42 PM, Scarlett L Jordan <~_c_~__r_l__e_Lt_@__u_n__c:_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Will do! 

Frora: Townsend, Jenn 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:38 plVl 

To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: athletic update 

Thanks _~o 

f am going ~:o be 

just want to g~ake sure we catch sl~ the k~ds who have not yet registered before they incur the late fee. 

Tony’s emaH is ~£E~yount@unc.edu and h~s phone number ~s 962-9535. 

Th a n ks so 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 9:01 AM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: athletic update 
Attached. Sorry if I didn’t send it last night. A LOT happened yesterday right at 5 PM. 

scai’le tt~unc, ed~] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scaflett L Jordan <scarlet ~unc.edn> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:13 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: last update before deadline 

You are so welcome. :) 

Scarlett L. Jordan 

The UNversity of North Carolina 

New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On May 22, 2013, at 5:08 PM, "Yount, Tony" <towyount~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thm~k you ve~y ~nuch 

Tony 

On May 22, 2013, at 4:53 PM, Scarlett L Jordan <scarlett@~unc.edu> wrote: 

scarlett@unc.edu 
<2013.05.22B.AIIStudentAthletesReserved.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Elaine Hams <sharris@unc.edtc, 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 11:07 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Temporary Road Closures 

From: Parking Services [mailto:null@exchangeunc] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 20:t3 :t0:59 AM 
To; Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Subject; Temporary Road Closures 

ATTENTION PARKING COORDINATORS: 

Thursday, 23 May - Coo[eddie Rd wit[ be dosed at S Cotumbia from 9:00 AM until 4:00 PM for the installation of an under~Iround water fine. 

Thursday, 23 May to Saturday, 26 MaY - Purefoy Rd wit[ be dosed at S Cotumbia from 9:00 AM until 4:00 PM for the installation of storm drain lines. 

Wednesday, 29 May - Westwood Dr wi[[ be dosed at S Cotumbia from 9:00 AM until 4:00 PM for the insta[tation of an under, round water line. 

AU. the above work schedu(es are dependent on favorable weather conditions. Some projects may be compl.eted earl.ier than schedul.ed. Pl.ease observe and obey al.[ detour 

signs. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:12 PM 

Als~ton, Jarrett L ~alstonj@emaiLunc.edu>; Camamti, Jetti~ey Allan <camarati@email.uuc.edu>; Yount, Tony <towyounV~:unc.edu>; 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu>; Brunner, Johu F <John Brunne@unc.edu-~; Escobar, [,aura <lescobar@unc.edu>; Bowers, 
Matfl~ew B <mattbowers@unc.edtr~; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@uuc.edu> 

Afternoon / Eveniug Plan 

4:15 PM Bus Departs for Villanova 

5:15 PM Arrival/Short Practice 

Media Interviews Post Practice 

Depart from Villanova for Banquet at Appleford Estates 

6:30 PM Arrive Appleford 

6:35 PM Team Photo 

6:45 PM Banquet 

Dress for banquet is Business Casual. Make sure you are prepared to go to banquet direct from practice. 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Marielle A Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edu;, 

Friday, May 24, 2013 8:23 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

Daily Complia~ce Item - 5/24/13 - Current Fxent 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance Item. Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 
Have a safe and happy holiday weekend! 
Marieile 
Marielle A. va~Ge[der 
Associate AUfletic Director 
Univers~W of Nor[h Carolina 
Phone: (9:].9) 962-7853 
Fi~’,c (919) 
mw~ngelder@ur~c e{~u 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Appeals court revives case against video game 
maker 
USATODAY.com 

A federal appeals court panel on Tuesday overturned a district court ruling that had dismissed a former 
Rutgers football player’s lawsuit against video game manufacturer Electronic Arts for illegally using his likeness 
and biographical information in its college football games. 
By a 2-1 vote, judges in the 3rd Circuit returned the case to U.S. District Court in New Jersey for further 
proceedings consistent with its opinion. 
Michael Rubin, a lawyer who argued for the plaintiff before the Circuit Court panel, said Wednesday that 
when the case resumes at the district court level, his side will file a motion seeking to have the case certified 
as a class action. 
EA spokesman John Reseburg said the company intends to "seek further court review." Asked Wednesday 
whether that would mean asking for a review of the case by all judges of the 3rd Circuit or trying to take the 
case to the Supreme Court, Reseburg said: "It’s too soon to tell." 
Tuesday’s opinion, written by Circuit Judge Joseph A. Greenaway Jr., (and a dissent by Judge Thomas L. 
Ambro) includes observations about some of the same issues being contested in two other federal cases. 
There is a wider-ranging anti-trust lawsuit before a federal district court in California against EA, the NCAA and 
Collegiate Licensing Co., the nation’s leading collegiate trademark licensing and marketing firm, and a case 
parallel to that one currently under consideration by the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals. 
The anti-trust suit, whose named plaintiffs include former UCLA basketball star Ed O’Bannon, concerns the 
use of college football and men’s basketball players’ names and likenesses and is heading toward a hearing 
June 20 on whether it will certified as a class action. If the O’Bannon case is certified as a class action, it likely 
would bring thousands of current and former college athletes into the case and potentially place billions of 
dollars in damages at stake. 
Meanwhile, three judges from the 9th Circuit are still considering an appeal from EA in a case related to the 
O’Bannon proceeding that involves former Arizona State and Nebraska quarterback Sam Keller and EA’s use 
of his likeness in video games.The three judges heard arguments on that matter in July 2012. In a footnote 
to his Tuesday ruling, Judge Greenaway wrote that the Keller case "is simply our own case incarnated in 
California." 
A transcript of the oral arguments before Greenaway and the 3rd Circuit panel were entered into the record 
of the Keller case last October. 
Also potentially noteworthy about Tuesday’s ruling: it came after the case had been argued before a panel 
of judges that included one temporarily assigned to the 3rd Circuit, which has jurisdiction over New Jersey, 
Delaware and Pennsylvania, from the 9th Circuit, which has jurisdiction over several western states including 
California. 0-his judge, A. Wallace Tashima, was not among the judges handling the appeal in the Keller 
case.) 
A ruling in EA’s favor in the Keller case could set the stage for a Supreme Court review because two federal 
circuit courts would be in opposition on the same legal issue. 
The New Jersey case involves Ryan Hart, a Rutgers quarterback for the 2002 through the 2005 seasons. 
He filed a presumptive class-action suit in November 2009. U.S. District Judge Freda Wolfson dismissed the 



case in September 2011, saying that EA’s use of Hart’s likeness was protected by the First Amendment, 
which offers a shield to video games as expressive speech. 
However, Greenaway wrote: "As with other types of expressive conduct, the protection afforded to games 
can be limited in situations where the right of free expression necessarily conflicts with other protected rights. 
The instant case presents one such situation." 
He noted that EA college football video game’s "success owes to its focus on realism and detail" and that "in 
NCAA Football 2006, Rutgers’ quarterback, player number 13, is 6’2" tall, weighs 197 pounds and resembles 
Hart." 
Greenaway, in another part of the opinion, writes: " the digital avatar does closely resemble the genuine 
article. Not only does the digital avatar match Appellant in terms of hair color, hair style and skin tone, but 
the avatar’s accessories mimic those worn by (Hart) during his time as a Rutgers player. The information, as 
has already been noted, also accurately tracks (Hart’s) vital and biographical details .... 
"The digital Ryan Hart does what the actual Ryan Hart did while at Rutgers: he plays college football, in digital 
recreations of college football stadiums, filled with all the trappings of a college football game." 
On a more general basis, Greenaway wrote that EA "seeks to create a realistic depiction of college football 
for the users. Part of this realism involves generating realistic representations of the various college teams -- 
which includes the realistic representations of the players." 
How this could affect the O’Bannon case remains to be seen. 
For example, a filing made public on Monday includes portions of a deposition from one of the other named 
plaintiffs in the case, former Connecticut basketball player Tare George, in which George said that the 
avatars in several versions of a video game that are supposed to represent him do not resemble him. 
George also said the face of his avatar also appears on other players representing other teams. 
This article was selected for educational purposes only. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Scaflett L Jordan <scarlet ~unc.edu> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 2:24 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu> 

Mmm, April Selena ~asma~m@email.unc.edtr~; Hoover, ShaJ~dol Christine <schoover@email.unc.edu> 

Student Athlete roster for June 3-4 

2013.06.03 - 04.Session 1AthleticsRoster.xlsx 

Hi Tony, 

The attached roster indicates which student athletes are signed up to attend Orientation on June 3-4. I have included their groups in order for your counselors to 

better assist. Please let me know if I can be of further assistance. 

Thanks, 

scarlett@unc.edu .............................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 12:32 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

FW: NATIONAL CHAMPIONS’.’.!! 

From: Rachel Penny [mailto:rfpenny@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 27, 20:t3 :t2:26 AM 
To; Steinbacher, Rick; Athletics Newsle~er for Faculty & Staff 
Subject; [fans] NATIONAL CHAMPIONS!!!! 
Congratulations to your 2013 NCAA Women’s Lacros~ National Champions, the Carolina Tax Heels! 

Carolina defeated Ma~land in "the lbu(th overtime of the NCAA National Championship gmne 13-12 to win the program’s tirst national title. 

On behalf of the team, we would like to invite you to join us in welcoming home Caxolina’s newest national champions on Monday, May 27th at noon at Finley Fields 

off of Finley Golf Course Road in Chapel ttill, NC. 
Thank you for your support throughout this season. We hope to see you later today! 

Go Heels’. 

Rachel 

You are cunently subscribed to fans as: rsteinbacher~T~uncaa.unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.mac.edu,’u?id=35781202.2c9c270cdb3c95eIb0b5442el~4d8e0a8&n=:T&l=fans&o=33150966 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John F Brunner <~John Brunne@unc.edu> 

Monday, i 12:51 PM 

Alston, Jarrett L <alstoN@email.tmc.edu-~; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@emml.unc.edu-~; 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@emml.unc.edu-~; Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>; Escobar, Laura <lescobar@unc.edu>; Bowers, Matfl~ew 

B <mattbowers@unc.edu-~; Barnes, Philip E <pebames@unc.edtr~; Yotmt, Tony <tonyyounV~:unc.edtr~; Ken Clea ,ry 
<kclea~@uncaa.unc.edt~,;                      ~!uncaa.unc.edt~,; Elizabeth Lancaster <lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rachel Penny 

<rfpetmy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ESPNU will be ~e-~ring our Championship game tonight in prime-time at 7p ET 

FY[ - Glad you made it home safely! 

John 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: D’Arm Keller [mailto:dkeller(~ncaa org] 
Sent: Monday, 12:39 PM 
To: Brunner, John F 
Subject: Game 

John, 

Hit Congratulations again, I wanted to pass the following irfformation along 

ESPNU will be re-airing the game tonight in prime-time at 7p ET 

Please fee] free to pass along 

D’Arm Keller 
Associate Director, Championships and Alliances NCAA P.O. Box 6222 Indianapolis, 1N 46206-6222 

(O): 317/917-6494 
(F): 317/917-6237 
dkeller@ncaa, org 
This email and any attactwnents may contain NCAA confidential and privileged information. If you are not the intended recipient, please notify the sender irumediately by return email delete 
this message and destroy any copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 3:11 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: Championship Pics are up 

Thanks, Tony! 

What an a~vesome ~veekend, with awesome people All around one of my 
favorite championship experiences 

On 5/27/2013 2:34 PM, Tony Yount wrote: 
Ladies 

Congratulations. Thanks for a ~vonderful weekend. Hard, Smart, Together combined with unbelievable toughness last night was such a joy to ~vatch. Thanks for those memories. 

I don’t have the lenses to take decent in game stuff at night, but the post game stuff is fun. Enjoy. Feel free to share and/or download. 

https://www icloud com/photostream/#A3Gf693ZG6FTd3 

Tony 



From: John F Brunner [John_Brunner@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:06:25 AM 
To: Yount, Tony; Miller, Beth 
Subject: IRE: NCAA Baseball 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

2013 NCAA Division I Baseball Re~ionals - North Carolir~.eml (2.0M) 

2013 NCAA Division I Baseball Reqion~ls - North Carolina.eml (29.1 K) 

2013 NCAA Division I Baseball Regionals - North Carolina.eml (291 K) 

2013 NCAA Division I Baseball Regionals - North Carolina.eml (29.3K) 

First Pitch Times for all re,qionals.eml (6.5K) 

Dr. Miller, 

Here is all the communication rve sent out - sorry I didn’t think to include you. 

You ar~ very welcome for helping make arrangements Sunday nighL rm pleased to hear they wer~ well ~ceived and it was an honor to be able to help. 
Thanks for all the information in advance to help make it happen. 

John 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 10:37 PM 

To: Brunner, John F 
Subject: NCAA Baseball 

John, 
I hope all is going well with your planning for the NCAA Baseball Regionals this weekend. Can you please continue to send me all of the logistical communication emails as 
you have done in the past? Also, please let me know if there is anything I can do to help. 

Thanks again for all your assistance with our women’s Lacross team while in Villanova and also taking care of us when we arrived Sunday evening. I really appreciate it ! 

Take care, 
~Beth 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marielle A Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:10 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu~ 

Daily Complia~ce Item - 5/28/13- 11.7.4.3 - Baton Rule 

With the spring evaluation period coming to an end, the football coaches at Ocean State University want to 
make sure they get in a few last recruiting trips. The total number of permissible recruiters is on the road 
recruiting today and the first assistant coach will complete his recruiting activities at noon. Another assistant 
coach will replace him and begin recruiting at lpm today. The first assistant coach would like to recruit again 
tomorrow. Does he have to return to campus prior to engaging in additional recruiting activities? 
Yes. NCAA Bylaw 11.7.4.3 states that it is permissible for a coach to leave campus to engage in off- 
campus contact or evaluation before another coach who is off campus actually returns to campus, provided 
the total number of coaches recruiting on behalf of the institution at any time does not exceed the 
permissible number. The coach being replaced must complete his or her recruiting activities before another 
coach may begin any off-campus recruiting activity. Further, the replaced coach may not engage in 
additional recruitinq activities until after he or she has returned to the institution’s campus. 
Please note with the adoption of RWG-11-4, the limitation on the number of coaches who may 
recruit off-campus at any one time has been eliminated. This legislation as an August 1, 2013 
effective date. 

Jennifer M. Conda~cas 

Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 
BIG EAST Conference 
15 Park Row ~ est 

Providence, RI 02903 
Otlice: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Celk 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Gisselman <sdgiss@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 3:24 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

Re: missing stuff 

Will make one big list for Jolm Not sure Jemay has time to call the 
NCAA for more hats and shirts. 

And I will tly to get you a little trophy too. 

On 5/28/2013 3:16 PM, Ton?’ Yount wrote: 
you said to email you about missing stuff 

I did not get a hat and a t-shirt tlcom the championship night - if you could get that - many props 

thanks 



Enro~ or waive: June :3, 2013 - September 1 O, 2013. 

You will receive a confirmation e-mail with the 

confirmation ID number for your records...it’s that easy. 

Your Student Blue JD cards will be mailed to the address 

you provide. 

Enroll online now to ensure that you receive your ID card 

and full access to Student Blue coverage benefits. 

~( if you aiready have ot -~e coverage} 

Click on "Waiver," establish your account~ 

You’ll receive an e-mail with an ID number for your 

records. Your request for a waiver must then be approved; 

you’ll receive another email with confirrnation that your 

waiver has been approved. 

your 

account. 

Students must have health insurance. 
University regulations require that students must have 

health insurance~ You may be covered under your own insurance 

plan or your parents’ plan - or you may choose to enroll in 

the UNC System’s Student Health Insurance Plan, Student Blue 

from Blue Cross and Bk~e Shield of North Carolina (BCBSNC). 

Certain exceptions may apply for those enrolled less than fuji-time 

or in other special circumstances; see "When Coverage Begins and 

Ends" in the Student Blue Benefit Booklet at 

or call 1-888-351-8283 for details. 

Students are automatically charged for 

Student Blue, 
¯ -i- If you have creditable health insurance coverage, you must 

provide proof of your coverage and waive the Student Blue 

coverage. The charge will then be removed. 

--?-- If you’re already covered under another BCBS plan and wish to 

keep it, you’ll still need to waive the Student Blue coverage, or 

you will be charged for it. 

¯ --~-- If you do not receive an approved waiver, Yg# ~i!! b# ......... 

enrolled in Student Blue cey@~age B~ ~ef~Gi~J!~w!~9 

the September 10 deadli~ 

: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



About S~uden~ Blue 
You’re working on a great education. Make sure you have 

great health care coverage, too~ 

Student Blue gives you seamless coverage at school, at 

home - and when you travel. Ybu’ll have access to the 

largest network of providers in North Carolina, with rr, ore 

doctors, more specialists and more hospitals than anyone 

else2 And you have access to more providers and hospitals 

nationwide than any other health insurer, plus coverage 

extendin9 to over 200 countries and territories,s 

And our dedicated student customer service center is located 

right here in North Carolina, ready with assistance and answers. 

Student Blue - it’s health coverage you can count on .... 

so you can stay focused on your education. 

If you have any questions, please contact us at 

1-888-351-8283 or erna#~@studentbluenc,¢orn 

Remember 
You must enroll in or waive your Student Blue 

health coverage by September 10, 2013. 

1 Students who are enrolled by default will receive a policy with 

limited abortion benefits. In order to select additional benefits, 

you must actively enroll or call the number on your ~D to ci~ange 

policies prior to receiving services. 

2 MarketQuest Network Compare: December 2011 

3 Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association Internal Data: 

wwv,~bcbs.corn/<a~reedy-a..member!coverege-home..and-.~we~htm! 

(Accessed May 2013). 

~, SM Marks of ~he Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association 

B~ue Cross and Blue Sl~ieM of North Carolina is an independent 

licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. 

U9157a, 5/13 

i BlueCross BlueShield 
of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marielle A Vangelder <mvangelder@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 11:37 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

CopelaM, Jacquelyn D <jackiecopela~d@unc.edu-~ 

Daftly Complia~ace Item - 5/29/13- 15.3.4.2.5 - Relinquish Aid 

R.B.I is a prospect that signed a National Letter of Intent to play baseball at Ocean State University (OSU) 
next year. R.B.I will attend summer school (on athletics aid) prior to enrolling this fall. R.B.I does not qualify 
for any institutional aid and therefore will only receive athletics aid (50%). R.B.I gets hurt during his summer 
league play and might not be able to play at OSU during the 2013-14 academic year. With the severity of his 
injury uncertain, R.B.I. tells the coach that he would like to relinquish his athletic aid for the 2013-14 
academic year and have his parents pay for his educational expenses. 
Is it possible for R.B.I. to relinquish his aid and allow OSU to provide that money to another student-athlete? 
No. NCAA Byla~ 15.3.4.2.5 states that before becoming a counter for an academic year pursuant to a 
one-year grant-in-aid, if a prospective student-athlete or student-athlete is awarded institutional financial aid 
unrelated to athletics that is of equal or greater value than his or her signed award of athletically related 
financial aid, the prospective student-athlete or studentiatNete may, on his or her initiative, release the 
institution of its obligation to provide the athletically related financial aid. 

NCAA Staff Interpretation- 9/21/11- Student-Athlete’s Voluntary Release of Institution’s Obligation 
to Provide Athletically Related Financial Aid (I)- states that once a prospective or enrolled student- 
athlete signs an institution’s financial aid agreement, it is not permissible to voluntarily release the institution’s 
obligation to provide athletically related financial aid, except under the conditions set forth in the release of 
obligation to provide athletically related financial aid legislation. 

Jennifer M. Condaras 
Associate Commissioner for Compliance / SWA Liaison 

BIG EAST Cont~rence 
15 Park Row West 
Providence, RI 02903 
Office: 401.244.3278 ext. 116 Fax: 401.273.0424 
Cell: 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cunningham <~bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:08 AM 

Yount, Tony <touyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

NCAA Ba~ball Regional 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Bubba Cunningham 

SUBJECT: NCAA Baseball Regional 

We are excited to host post-season competition this weekend. 

Friday, May 31: 

Game 1: Towson vs. Florida Atlantic 1:00 pm 

Game 2: Canisius vs. UNC 6:00 pm 

Saturday, June i: 

Game 3: Game 1 Loser vs. Game 2 Loser 1:00 pm 

Game 4: Game 1 Winner vs. Game 2 Winner 6:00 pm 

Sunday, June 2: 

Game 5: Game 3 Winner vs. Game 4 Loser 1:00 pm 

Game 6: Game 5 Winner vs. Game 4 Winner 6:00 pm 

Monday: June 3: 

Game 7: If necessary, replay of Game 6 6:00pm 

I would like to invite you and a guest, or you and your immediate family to enjoy as many of the games that you are able to attend this weekend. You are able to 

simply pick up and sign for the number of tickets needed at general will call before the game. General will call will be located under a white tent at Henry Stadium 

(across the street from Boshamer Stadium). When you arrive, please request tickets only for one guest or your immediate family. 

Please note that should you choose to attend game :1 on Friday afternoon, please check with your supervisor for approval. Attendance at game :1 would count as 

coded leave time. 

Congratulations and good luck to Coach Fox and the baseball team! 

I hope you can attend! 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jr. Lain/A. Gallo <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:10 AM 

Yount, Tony <touyyoun’(~,unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr> 

Academic Caleudars tbr 2013-14 and 2014-15 

Folks: 

Here is the li~k to the academic calendars for the next two academic years inclusive of summer sessions. Please distribute as you believe necessaxy. 

http://registrar.unc.edu/files/2013/05/2013-2015 -Academic-Calendars-final.pdf 

Take caxe, mad all the best -~ hopeful all is well! 

Thank you, 

Lmry Gallo, Jr. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joyce L Dalgleish <joyced@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:40 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

IMPORTANT: June Leave Reminder 

IMPORTANT REMINDER TO ALL PERMANENT EMPLOYEES: If you have a balance of the special bonus vacation leave (FY13 Leave) 

awarded to all permanent state employees for the fiscal year July 1, 2012 -June 30, 2013, you must use 

Lhis balance by June 30, 2013. ANY UNUSED BALANCE WILL BE FORFEITED. 

The 5 days of special bonus vacation leave (FY13 Leave) is different from the Bonus Leave that 

was awarded in 2002, 2003 and 2005. That balance does not expire. ONLY the FY13 Leave expires. 

This leave was awarded to all permanent employees on payroll as of July 1, 2012. Employees who came on 

payroll after 07/01/2012 are not eligible for this special bonus vacation leave. 

HOW TO CODE THIS LEAVE: 

SPA non-exempt employees should select the FY13 Leave from the drop-down box in TIM to code hours appropriately. 

SPA Exempt employees should put hours in the vacation column on your leave report form and put (FY13) in parentheses next to those hours. 

EPA Non-Faculty employees should put hours in the vacation column on your leave report form and put (FY13) in parentheses next to those hours. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalsleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 
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2013 ACC Scholar-Athletes of the Year- Spring Sports 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 

TO: ACC Athletics Directors 

ACC Academic Advisors 

ACC Senior Woman Administrators 

ACC Sports Information Directors 

FROM: Amy Yakola, Senior Associate Commissioner, PR & Communications 

2013 ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Nominations- Spring Sports 

Baseball 

Golf - Men’s and Women’s 
Lacrosse - Men’s and Women’s 
Rowing 

Softball 

Tennis - Men’s and Women’s 
Outdoor Track and Field - Men’s and Women’s 

Attached please find the nomination forms for the 2013 Spring Sports Scholar-Athlete of the Year. The nomination forms 
are being sent to the Athletic Directors, Academic Advisors, Senior Woman Administrators and the Sports Information 

Directors. 

The final nomination for the Scholar-Athletes of the Year will come from the Athletic Director’s office. 

The selection of the various Scholar-Athletes of the Year will be made by a committee appointed by the Commissioner 
and headed by the Senior Associate Commissioner of PR & Communications. 

ACC Scholar-Athlete of the Year Criteria: 

1. Candidates must be in their third or fourth year of athletic competition. 

2. The award will be based on 60 percent academic achievement and 40 percent athletic achievement. 

3. Candidates must have a 3.0 grade point average for their career as well as a 3.0 during each of the last two semesters 

(Fall 2012, Spring 2013). 
4. Each school may nominate one student-athlete per sport. 

A form is enclosed for each sport’s nomination. I ask that you forward your nomination only to my attention. Once 
nominations are received, the Scholar-Athlete of the Year recipient will be selected and announced by the conference 

office. 

Please submit your nominees by Tuesday, June 11, 2013. If you have further questions, please don’t hesitate to contact 

me. 

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS, PLEASE FORWARD ME AN E-MAIL FOR THE RECORD THAT 
YOU DO NOT HAVE ANY NOMINATIONS. 

My email is :      @theacc.org 
The ACC Communications fax number is 336-854-8797. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 10:11 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ]WLCA Scholar Athlete Award Honors 

Tony, 

Do we have anyone who fits this profile? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > ’Gothard Lane’ <glane,iwlca@comcast.net> 6/4/2013 8:02 AM > > > 

you cannot see the images properly, please click here. 

June 4, 2013 

Hi Coaches - 

The ]WLCA Scholar Athlete award honors one individual from each division based on outstanding 

academic and athletic achievement. Nominees must be a senior or graduate student, have a minimum 

cumulative GPA of 3.50, must be a starter or significant reserve, and if they are a transfer student, they 

must have spent one academic year in residence at their current institution. 

To nominate your candidate, please complete the zoomerang survey: 

htt ps://wvw~.su rvevm o n key.com/s.aspx?sm = rPGxRCUs5B5OJ804dN7NqQ%3d%3d 

The deadline to submit your nominations is Wednesday, June 12 at 5:00 pm. Please email Kerri 

Whitaker at kerriwh@upenn.edu if you have any questions. 

The 2013 :[WLCA Honor Roi~ and Honor Squad information will be er~ailed out next week, 

Thanks! 

Kerri 

Kerri Whitaker 

Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

University of Pennsylvania 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 



Please don’t include me in future emails. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bubba Cunningham <~bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 2:48 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtr~ 

NCAA Baseball Super Regional 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Bubba Cunningham 

SUBJECT: NCAA Baseball Super Regional 

Congratulations to Coach Fox and the Diamond Heels on their extra innings victory in the wee hours of Tuesday morning. With the win, we now have the privilege 

of hosting the University of South Carolina on The Rood to Omoha. 

Friday, June 7: 

Gates open 11:00 am 

Game 1: 1:00 pm 

Saturday, June 8: 

Gates open 10:00 am 

Game 2: 12:00 pm 

Sunday, June 9: 

Gates open:           11:00 am 

Game 3 (if necessary): 1:00 pm 

I would like to invite you and a guest or you and your immediate family (children ages 3+) to enjoy as many of the games that you are able to attend this coming 

weekend. You may pick up and sign for your tickets at General Will Call before the game. General Will Call will be located under the white tent at Henry Stadium 

(across the street from Boshamer Stadium). When you arrive, please request tickets only for one guest or your immediate family. 

*Note that due to extremely high ticket demand for these games, Standing Room Only tickets will be your only option. You may occupy empty seat(s) until the 

respective ticket holder(s) arrives. In this instance, we would ask that you re-locate to the standing area at the top of sections 114-117 (3~d base line). Thank you in 

advance for your cooperation with our event management staff. 

Please check with your supervisor for approval if you choose to attend Game I on Friday afternoon. Attendance at Game 1 would count as coded leave time. 

Again, congratulations and good luck to Coach Fox and the baseball team! 

Go Heels!!! 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Julie Domiua -q domiua@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 3:39 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

women’s lax & w golf academics 

Hi tony! 

Hope you had a great trip to philly with the gals! So exciting! Can you send me info on any academic honors earned by women’s lax & women’s golf? Thanks! julie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joyce L Dalgleish <joyced@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 9:57 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu"~ 

News & Notes from the ONce of Human Resources 

6-4-13 HR Elnployee Info~mation.pdf 

Attached and below is information l:rom the Office of Human Resources that you r~?ay find 

h]teresL Mease ~hare this w~th others hi your area who may no~ have access ~o ema~l. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

June IS: Coaching Skills 201: (Advanced} 

Jur~e :[&: MBT~ and the Workplac~e 

Ju~e ~2.; A Baby~ What Do I Do? 

,~une .1.~: Chancefleds Award for Excellence e~te~ded deadline 

~un, ~g: Excellence in Management Award ~omin~t~ons due 

Awards for Excellence - Extended Deadline (click berne} 

The nomieatk)n deadlir~e for the 2013 Chancellor’s Award for Excellence has been extet~ded to kme 14. C~ick here to nominate someone who has shown 

"meritorious or distinguished acconq~lishrnenLs that have dearly gone above and beyond wMch would be expecLed from dedicaLed employees who are fully and 

cornpeLer~tly discharging all ot: Lhe duties and satisfying all ot: Lhe requirements of their jobs," while a University employee. 

Learning Opportu~ities - Upcomi~g "~raining & "~ale~ Developme~ C~sses Available 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month thaL are available from Lhe .c_o__u_.r_s_._e__.c_ ,a__t_a_J_O_g, These learnit~g opportunities are free and open to 

faculty and staff:. Please see the atLached flyer for available classes in June. 



UNC 
HUMAN RESOURCES 

HR Information for Employees 
Office of Human Resources 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 

June 11: CoachiniSkills 201: (Advanced) 
June 11: MBTI and the Workplace 
June 12: A Baby! What Do I Do? 
June 14: Chancellor’s Award for Excellence extended deadline 
June 18 & 20: Advanced Communication Skills 
June 26 & 27: Managing Interactions with your Employees 
Jun. 28: Excellence in Management Award nominations due 

Chancellor’s Awards for Excellence - Extended Deadline 

FROM: Ashley Nicklis, Benefits & Work/Life Programs 
Office of Human Resources 

The nomination deadline for the 2013 Chancellor’s Award for Excellence has been extended to 
June 14. Click here to nominate someone who has shown "meritorious or distinguished 
accomplishments that have clearly gone above and beyond which would be expected from 
dedicated employees who are fully and competently discharging all of the duties and satisfying 
all of the requirements of their jobs," while a University employee. 

Any permanent employee may nominate a University employee (including retired and deceased 
employees). To submit a nomination, please visit the link above. For more information, contact 
Benefits Services at 962-6008. 

Learning Opportunities - Upcoming Training & Talent Development Classes Available 

FROM: Verita Murrill, Training & Talent Development 
Office of Human Resources 

The Office of Human Resources offers a variety of classes each month that are available from 
the course catalog. These learning opportunities are free and open to faculty and staff. Please 
see the attached flyer for available classes in June. Please note: ournew catalog wiU~ classes for 
Ju!y-December 2013 will be available next week/ 

To register on-line, please visit the Training & Talent Development website or contact Training & 
Talent Development at 962-2550 for more information. 



Opp :ties 

.--...~ i.ocation: 104 Airport Drive, 1501--A&B 
Date: Tues. June 4 
Time: 9 

~Locadon: 10~ A~rport Drive, [ 50~ 

Date: Fhu~s., June 6 

Timex 8:30 a.m. to noon 

Date: Wed., June 12 
[~me: Noon to 1 

Location: 104 A~rport Ddve, 150"[-C 

Date: Tues., June ’[8 
T~me: 9 a,m. to 12:30 p,m. 

t.oc~t[om ’[04 A~rport Drive~ ~ 501-C 

Date: Mon.,3une 24 
l~me: 2 p.ITL to 4:30 p.ITL 

Locatiom "104 Airport Drive, "1501-A&B 

Date: Wed, & Fhu~s., June 26 & 27 

Time: 8:30 a.m~ to 12:30 p~m. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 12:36 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20130605123608782.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 0605.2013 12:36:08 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



2013 
Cont~ectCarolina Newsletter 

You’ve been asking to see the new system and now you can! Join us for a 

demonstration of the new ConnectCarolina Finance system at a Town 

Hall June 12, 3pro, Genome Science Building, room G100. 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.!’;~.~ ~/..,,". ~/.~-! ~.’.. ;~ ~.~.~.~ L~.I.~ ~.’.i.. 

i ~.,,~.,,<:----;;---~s---;~.,~, " "’ == still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

i .............................. [;. ....................... ,,,:::i: 2014 - the weeks pr or to and fo ow ng go- ve - w 

be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should begin 

now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 



training will be delivered. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .~::[:::~.:..~.~i:~ #.!]:~.~! }. section of 

the project website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, June 6, 20:13:10::10 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonwount@unc.edu > 

Re: The dangers of yoga 

Tony, 

It is better for you then Wendys! 

JL 

Carolina 20:13 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

vcww.ca rolinalacrosseca mps.com/ 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@u nc.edu > 6/6/20:13 9:05 AM > > > 

Thought of both of you immediately, 

Enjoy 

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/O6/O5/ewjackson yoga satanic possession n 3392386.html 



Summer Session I Final Exam Review Schedule 

DATE TUTOR STUDENTS TIME 

2pm 

5pm 

6pm 

7pm 

8pm 

5pm 

6pm 

7pm 

7pm 

8pm 

7pm 

8pm 

5pm 

6pm 

7pm 

8pm 

6pm 

7pm 

8pm 

COURSE 

BIOL 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

EXSS 

AFAM 

AFRI 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 

COMM 



DATE TIME TUTOR STUDENTS 

6pm 

7pm 

8pm 

COURSE 

ECON    (reg 

appt) 

ECON, (reg 

appt) 

ECON 

7pm SPAN 

6pm PSYC 

7pro STOR 

8pro MATH 

7pro MATH 

8pro MATH 

5pro STOR 

6pro STOR 

7pro ECON 

8pro MATH 

5pm CHEM 

6pm PHYS 

7pm CHEM 

6pm EXSS 

7pm EXSS 

4pm (regappt) EXSS 

5pm (regappt) EXSS 



DATE TIME TUTOR COURSE STUDENTS 

4pm (reg appt.) EXSS 

5pm (reg appt.) EXSS 

3pm (reg. appt.) EXSS 

7pm (reg appt) EXSS 

8pm (reg appt) EXSS 

7pm PSYC 

8pm COMM 

5:30pm                    (reg EXSS 

appt) 

loam (reg appt) EXSS 

11:30am (reg appt) EXSS 

3pm EXSS 

Not able to meet at this time. 

Still have not heard back from the tutor to confirm this time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_ _ ~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday,            12:20 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Re: Pics 

Thanks Tony!!!! 

>>> "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> 12:07 PM >>> 

https://vwvw.iclo ud.com/photostream~A355Z2WM m4xx 

https://vw~w.iclo ud com/photostrea m/#A3Gf693ZG6 FTd3 

https://www.iclo ud.co m/photostream/#A3J EsNWn J pqSSK 

https:ffwww icloud.com/photostream/#A35Va U rzxtd Bu 

https:llwvwv.icloud.comlphotostreami#A3GfnH8tGfZhW8 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dave Schmidt <dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 1:30 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu>; UNCAA-Eve~one <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edtv~ 

Super Regional Game Times 

FYI on potential schedule changes. 

NCAA CHAPEL HILL SUPER REGIONAL GAME TIMES UPDATE 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - The weather forecast for the Chapel Hill area on Friday includes the threat of inclement weather throughout the day and it may affect the NCAA Chapel 
Hill Super Regional schedule. 

A decision will be made by 11:00 a.m. Friday whether the scheduled first pitch of 1:00 p.m. will occur or if a change to the schedule will be made. 

GoHeels,com and on twitter @DiamondHeels will have further updates. 

Dave Schmidt 
University of North Carolina 
Assistant Athletic Communications Director 

Office - (919) 962-0084- 
Cell- I 
GoHeels.com 



 /6/2o13 

To: 

From: 

RE: 

All Cost Center Managers 

Mike Perkins, UNC Athletic Business Office 

Year End Information 

The end of our fiscal year, June 30, 2013, is right around the corner! The University Controller 
has released the information concerning year-end procedures and dates that documentation must be 

received for payment in the 12/13 fiscal year. 

It is imperative that paperwork be submitted as soon as possible. The University is 

continuing to restrict us in regards to how we have operated in the past. We will not have as much 

flexibility_ with year-end deadlines and the 13th month, 

Please take into consideration the following important dates: 

June 14th - Purchasing card transactions completed prior to June 14th will appear on June 

statement provided the vendor transmits the charge information on the date of the 

transaction. 

June 14th - Change orders to liquidate 12/13 purchase orders or standing orders must be 
received by the Business Office. Any purchase order/standing order still encumbered 

will be obligated to your 13/14 budget. 

Last day to submit check requests, Account Adjustments (paper & online), Independent 
Contractor payments forms, invoices, purchase order receiving reports, hotel bills, 
expense reports (including those from advances), travel reimbursements and EPro 
payments (excluding Staples). 

Last day to order computer equipment. You must contact Tom Livers directly and 

order only through him. 

Travel Reimbursements - If trip ended on or before June 30, 2013, expenses will be 

recorded in 12/13. 



June 21st- Last day for fiscal year 12/13 EPro Vendor catalog purchases from Staples. 

Encumbrances you may have for 12/13 purchase orders or standing orders need to be 

liquidated. Contact Aaron York (962-5196) in the Athletic Business office for assistance. 

All outstanding advances for 12/13 must be cleared ASAP. Failure to clear these up promptly 
could result in denial of future advances. Please contact Chad Zweirlein with questions (843-6450). 

If there is any money owed to the Athletic Department (guarantees, program ads, 
sponsorships, entry fees, etc.) please contact Stephen Boyd (962-5225). We want to make sure that 
we recognize all revenue owed to the department in this fiscal year. 

If ordering for 13/14, please mark all paperwork with "For Delivery and Payment after June 
30, 2013." You must receive the goods/services after July 1, 2013 AND have the invoice dated after 

July 1, 2013 to be recorded in the 13/14 fiscal year. 

Do not hold any paperwork for any reason with the intention of charging your 13/14 
budget. Any paperwork that is dated June 30, 2013 or before will be charged to your budget 
for the 12/13 fiscal year. 

I urge you to address any obligations for this fiscal year now. As you can imagine, fiscal year- 

end can be quite challenging, therefore we ask that you assist us by clearing up any and all open 

commitments ASAP. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation and attention to this important matter. Please feel 

free to contact any Business Office staff with questions or concerns you may have. 

Please note that the Athletic Business Office, with the exception of Diane Crocker and 
Martina Ballen, will be out of the office to attend CABMA from Monday June 10 - Thursday June 
13. We will be checking emails but response time could be slower during this time. If you 
need immediate assistance please contact Diane Crocker or Martina Ballen. 



Name PID Session 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

Group Letter 
14 D 
13 E 
13 E 
14 D 
1 B 
7 D 
2 B 
5 D 
1 A 
5 E 
4 D 
9 E 
10 B 
9 E 
2 B 
4 D 
5 D 
7 C 

Balance Due 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 

$225.00 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 
$o.oo 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
3O 
31 
32 

33 

34 

35 
36 

37 

38 
39 

A B C D 
PID Last First Sport Session 

E 
Session Requested 

1 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 

F 
Registered 
1 
1 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

16 
1 
3 
3 
3 
5 
5 
7 
8 

10 
9 

6 
6 
18 
9 
1 

10 
3 
6 

10 16 
10 10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10 
16 

10 

10 
10 



4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

6O 

61 

62 

63 

64 
65 
66 
67 

68 

69 

7O 
71 
72 
73 

A B C D E 

5 

3 

3 

1 

3 

5 

5 

1 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

3 

5 

1 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5? 

3 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

F 

5 

3 

3 

1 

3 

5 

5 

1 

5 

5 

3 

3 

3 

5 

1 

5 

5 

3 

5 

3 

5 

5 

5 

8 

5 

5 

5 
10 
7 



74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

107 

108 

109 

A F 
7 
7 

18 
7 
7 
7 
7 
1 
7 
7 
5 

1 

8 

9 

7 

8 

18 

1 

13 

10 

18 

5 

11 

9 

7 

3 

16 

14 



[ 
11(] 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
12(] 
121 
122 
123 
12,4 

125 

126 

127 

128 

129 

13(3 

131 

132 
133 

13,4 
135 
136 

137 

138 

139 

14(3 

141 

142 

143 

14,4 

145 

A F 

3 

9 
9 

14 
3 

5 5 

11 

11 

11 

11 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 

5 5 
18 

1 
1 
1 

16 

5 

5 

1 

12 

7 

5 

1 

11 



A B C D E 

146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 

5 

F 

5 

5 

8 

16 

1 

14 

16 

11 

1 

16 

14 

1 

1 

1 

18 

1 

3 

1 

18 

1 
5 
3 
8 

1 

8 
7 
9 
8 
1 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dave Schmidt <~dhschmid@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 4:06 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Super Regional Fiua] Postponed To Tue~tay At 12 PM 

From the NCAA: 

Due to the weather conditions affecting the Chapel Hill area, game three of the NCAA Division I Baseball Super Regional between North Carolina and South 

Carolina will be postponed until Tuesday, June 11 at Noon on ESPN2. The NCAA and the participating institutions all agreed this was in the best interest of the 

student-athletes and fans. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Paul Pogge <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 5:59 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Inibrmation about Records Laws and Several Other Items 

Sulnmazies of Laws Involving fhablic Records and Other Matters.docx; Iutercollegiate Athletics Records.pdf; Personnel Records.pdf; 

Student - Financial Aid Records.pdf; Facilities Records.pdf 

Department of Athletics Staff, 

As we continue to strive for best business practices, it is important to be cognizant of how information is communicated. The Office of University Counsel has 

compiled the attached "Summaries of Laws Involving Public Records and Other Matters," which provides short summaries of North Carolina state laws regarding 

public records, student information and records, employee information and records, meetings, and record retention. In addition, we have included the guidelines 

below for your reference. 

1. Determine what is the easiest and most effective avenue of communication for the recipient. 

2. Evaluate whether you are authorized to provide the information. 

3. Don’t present opinions as fact. 

4. Be careful when making assumptions and in selecting your choice of words, especially when expressed in a definitive context. It is important to convey 

information in a factual context that expresses what you know. 

5. When communicating unsubstantiated information, use the words "allegedly" or "has been reported." 

Record Retention 

Record retention is governed by the rules articulated in the attached PDF documents. Although there is a document that specifically applies to Intercollegiate 

Athletics, the content of the record rather than its department of origin dictates how long it must be retained. Therefore, in some cases Athletics records will fall 

under the governance of one of the other attached documents, depending on their subject matter. When records contain content that applies to more than one 

record series, we have been instructed to apply the longer retention requirements. 

Further information for your review has been provided by the University Archives at: .h--t--t--p---~./--/--.-w--.-w--.-w--.‘-!!-b---‘--u---n--c---.-e---d---u--./--.-W--!.!-s--~---n--/---u---a--r----m---s-/--.u--.n--.c---r--e---t---s--c---h-.e--.d---.-p----d--f-.). 

For questions about record retention, please contact University Archives directly at ._r__e__c___n_~_a___n__~__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.. 

Sincerely, 

Paul Pogge 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 275::[4 

(919) 843 7690 
"We educate and inspire through athletics." 











GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

9. Intercollegiate Athletics Records 

Athletics Department Records 
Records documenting the administration and management of the Department of 
Athletics. This series may include but is not limited to: reports, memoranda, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Note: Does not include legal actions and/or litigation involving the Athletics Department. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent, Transfer records to the custody of University 
Archives after 5 years. 

Athletics Drug Testing Records 
Records documenting drug testing of student-athletes, This series may include but is 
not limited to: lab reports, interpretations, and related documentation and 
correspondence, 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) and National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and 
regulations. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Destroy in office negative results after 1 year, 

Destroy in office positive results after 6 years or end of eligibility to compete, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or official action involving the files has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 

Page 86 of 189 

This schedule applies to records regardless of format, unless othe~,ise specified. 



GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

Athletics Eligibility Records 
Records documenting eligibility declarations for each student athlete. This series may 
include but is not limited to: student status, grade, and enrollment reports; and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records and National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and regulations. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

Athletics injury and Treatment Records 
Records documenting athletic injuries and treatments. This series may include but is not 
limited to: injury reports, treatment logs, medication logs, medical histories, National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Injury Surveillance System Individual Injury 
forms, NCAA Weekly Expose forms, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records and 42 U.S.C. 1320d- 
2(d)(2) (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)) regarding 
confidentiality of student medical records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office records after 6 years and at end of 
student’s eligibility as a student athlete, if no litigation, claim, audit, or other official 
action involving the records has been initiated. If official action has been initiated, 
destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues involved. 

Athletics Scholarship Records 
Records documenting scholarships awarded to student-athletes. This series may 
include but is not limited to: applications, recommendations, authorization of 
scholarships, financial statements, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records and National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and regulations. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after graduation or separation. 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

9.6 Athletics Team Travel Itinerary Records 
Records documenting the travel of athletic teams. This series may include but is not 
limited to: itineraries, rosters, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

Coaches’ Records 
Records documenting, created and used during the course of coaching athletic teams at 
the University. This series may include but is not limited to: scorebooks, playbooks, 
scouting reports, recruitment information, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Permanent for playbooks, scorebooks, and scouting reports. Transfer to the 
custody of University Archives when reference value ends. 

b. Destroy in office remaining records when reference value ends. 

Drug Dispensing Records 
Records documenting the dispensing of drugs to student athletes. This series may 
include but is not limited to: drug dispensing forms and lists, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 
student records, 42 U.S.C. 1320d-2(d)(2) (Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA)) regarding confidentiality of student medical records, and 
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and regulations. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after released from all audits. 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

Game Contracts Records 
Records documenting contracts for games played by University athletics teams. This 
series may include but is not limited to: agreements, contracts, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and 
regulations. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 4 years and when released from all 
audits. 

Player Recruitment Records 
Records documenting player recruitment practices at the University. This series may 
include but is not limited to: scouting reports, list of prospects, recruitment proposals, 
newsletters, literature, pamphlets, brochures, audiovisual recordings, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) rules and 
regulations. Comply with G.S. 132-1.1 (f) regarding confidentiality of personally 
identifiable admissions information. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends, if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or official action involving the files has been initiated. If official action has 
been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues 
involved. 

Receipts from Income Records 
Records documenting income generated from athletics events. This series may include 
but is not limited to: accounts receivable, gate receipts, advertisements, sponsorships, 
and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 closed fiscal years, if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or official action involving the files has been initiated. If official action has 
been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues 
involved= 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

9=13 

9.14 

Season Ticket Records 
Records documenting the assignment of season tickets. This series may include but is 
not limited to: name of season ticket holder, seat location, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when superseded or obsolete. 

Sports Information Records 
Records documenting the marketing of University athletic programs. This series may 
include but is not limited to: program and student athletic information, schedules, 
promotional literature, programs, media guides, press releases, calendars of events, 
photographs, sports statistics, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
upon publication or distribution. 

Ticket Sales Records 
Records documenting the sale of tickets to University athletic events. This series 
includes but is not limited to: itemizations, check requests, order invoices, reports, and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 closed fiscal years and when 
released from all audits. 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

12. Personnel Records 

Administrative Performance Reviews (Senior Administrators) 

Records documenting reviews conducted every 5 years for senior administrators 
including Vice Chancellors, Deans, and Directors~ This series may include but is not 
limited to: review committee’s recommendations concerning reappointment, reference 
copies of unit self-studies, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G S. 126-22, 126-23, 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records, and G.S. 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality 
of records~ 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer records to official personnel file after 
review is complete. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after completion of review and 
when reference value ends= 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

12.2 Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity (EEO) Records 
Records documenting agency participation in federal and state affirmative action/equal 
opportunity programs. This series may include but is not limited to: regulations, 
guidelines, reports, directives, recruitment plans, equal opportunity statements, 
procedures, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records, and G.S. 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality 
of records. 

12.3 

Disposition Instructions: 
a. Permanent for policies, guidelines, correspondence, affirmative action plans and 

compliance reviews. Transfer to the custody of University Archives after 5 years. 

b. Destroy in office remaining records after 5 years. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 years. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program Records 
Records documenting the alcohol and drug abuse rehabilitation program for University 
employees. This series may include but is not limited to: guidelines and directives, final 
reports, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records, and GS. 132-1.1 regarding confidentiality 
of records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

12.4 

12.5 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) Records 
Records documenting the ADA program at UNC-CH and UNC=GA. This series may 
include but is not limited to: guidelines, directives, self-report forms final reports, and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22. 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Permanent for reports, directives, guidelines and official correspondence. 
Transfer to the custody of University Archives after 5 years. 

Destroy in office all remaining records after 5 years. 

Applications for Temporary Employment 
Records documenting the applications process for temporary employment. This series 
may include but is not limited to: applications, update forms, interview notes, 
recommendations, statistical data on applicants, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of GS. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Transfer selected candidate’s records to Personnel Record. 

Destroy in office interviewed but not selected candidate’s records 2 years after 
date of interview, if no litigation, claim, audit, or other official action has been 
initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of 
action and resolution of issues involved. 

Destroy in office non-interviewed candidate’s records after 1 year, if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or other official action has been initiated. If official action has been 
initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues 
involved. 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

12.6 Biographical File Records 
Records documenting biographical information for faculty and staff. This series may 
include but is not limited to: curricula vitae, clippings, photographs, and speeches. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 1 
year after separation. 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 
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12.8 Conflict of Interest Records 

~ R ecords documenting possible conflicts of interest between University employees and 
outside agencies. This series may include but is not limited to: forms, and related 
documentation and correspondence 

Disposition Instructions: 

a= If no conflict of interest exists, destroy in office after 3 years. 

b. If potential or actual conflict of interest exists destroy in office 6 years after 
resolution of conflict. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 

Course Evaluations 
Course evaluations completed by students. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act ’FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 
student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy ~n office after 5 years. 

Death Claim Records 
Records documenting the filing of death claims on all retired and active employees. This 
series may include but is not limited to: claim forms, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after claim is paid, if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If official 
action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of the action and resolution 
of the issues involved. 
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12.11 Disability Insurance Records 

~ R ecords documenting employee participation in disability insurance plans offered by 
UNC-General Administration. This series may include but is not limited to: transmittal 
forms, campus reports, copies of insurance payment checks, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 5 USC 552A (U.S Privacy Act of 
1974) regarding confidentiality of social security numbers and other personal data; 
applicable provisions of GS. 132-1.2(2) and 132-1.10 regarding confidentiality of 
account numbers, social security numbers, and other personal data; and G.S. 130A-12, 
and 42 U.S.C. 1320d-2(d)(2) (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(HIPAA)) regarding confidentiality of medical records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 years if no litigation, claim, audit, or 
other official action has been initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy in 
office after completion of action and resolution of issues involved. 

Disability Salary Continuation Claims Records 
Records documenting claims completed by disabled employees to apply for salary 
continuation benefits. This series may include but is not limited to: applications for 
salary continuation, claim forms, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552A (U.S. Privacy Act 
of 1974) regarding confidentiality of social security numbers and other personal data 
and applicable provisions of G.S. 132-1.2(2) and 132-1.10 regarding confidentiality of 
account numbers, social security numbers, and other personal data. 

Disposition Instructions: Transfer to agency handling disability claim. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Transfer to appropriate individual personnel file. 
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Disciplinary Records 
Records documenting disciplinary actions brought against University employees. This 
series may include but is not limited to: reports, forms, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G S. 126-22, 126=23, 126-24, 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after final resolution. Destruction 
after final resolution may occur earlier if permitted by state law, regulations, or policy. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

Dispute Resolution and Grievance Records 
Records documenting the dispute resolution and staff grievance policies programs at 
the University. This series may include but is not limited to: forms, statements, 
responses, hearing and conference notes, decisions, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24, 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after final resolution of grievance or 
dispute. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office upon resolution of grievance. 
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12.15 

12.16 

Dual Employment Records 
Records documenting the actions of employees requesting and engaging in dual 
employment within state government or universities. This series may include but is not 
limited to: forms, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24, 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a~ Destroy in office approved requests and related records 1 year after employee 
terminates outside employment. 

Destroy in office disapproved requests and related records after 6 months. 

c. Destroy in office remaining records when reference value ends. 

Duty Assignment and Performance Evaluation and Management Records 
Records documenting the daily work duties, tasks, goals, and development of University 
employees that are also used to evaluate his or her performance. This series may 
include but is not limited to: work plans, assignments, and reports; development plans 
and performance evaluations; warning letters and counseling memos; and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Office of Record: The schools, departments, or units. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, 126-24, 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office official copies after 3 years if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If official 
action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of 
issues involved. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 
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Educationa~ Leave and Reimbursement Records 
Records documenting requests for educational leave and reimbursement filed by 
University employees. This series may include but is not limited to: forms, reports, and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24, 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 

Employee Assistance Program Records 
Records documenting the administration of programs related to assistance and 
counseling opportunities for University employees. This series may include but is not 
limited to: requests for information, referrals, forms, releases, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126=22, 126-23, and 126-24, 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 
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Employee Benefits Records 
Records documenting benefits available to UNC employees and all actions taken in 
conjunction with employee benefit and insurance plans. This series may include but is 
not limited to: studies, provider comparisons, enrollment forms, applications, medical 
histories, fee schedules, claim and beneficiary designation forms, receipts and payment 
records, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 5 U.S.C. 552a (Privacy Act of 1974), 20 U.S.C. 1232g 
(Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974), 42 USC 1320(d)(2) 
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)), and G.S. 132-1.10, 
regarding confidentiality of social security numbers and other personal data and medical 
records. Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24, 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Transfer forms concerning beneficiaries to the Department of State Treasurer, 
Retirement Systems Division, or other retirement plan, when received. 

Destroy enrollment forms, applications, medical histories, and fee schedules in 
office 2 years after account is closed. 

Destroy claim and payment records in office after 7 closed fiscal years and when 
released from all audits. 

Destroy in office remaining records when superseded or obsolete. 
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12.20 Employee Exposure to Medical-Hazardous I~laterials Records 

Records documenting exposure to hazardous materials. Comply with 29 C.F.R. 
1910.1020 and other applicable regulations of the NC Department of Labor and the US 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration. This series may include but is not 
limited to: examinations, test results, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 42 U.S.C. 1320d-2(d)(2) (Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)), G.S. 126-22, G.S. 126-23, G.S. 
126-24 and G.S. 130A-374 regarding confidentiality of personnel and patient medical 
records. 

12.21 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office medical records related to exposure to 
hazardous materials 30 years after separation or termination of service. 

Employee i~ledical Records 
Records documenting the medical and health status of University employees (other 
than medical records referred to in the series Employee Exposure to Medical- 
Hazardous Materials Records). This series may include but is not limited to: medical 
leave permit forms, workers compensation injury reports, treatment reports, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, 126-24, 
130A-374, and 42 U.S.C. 1320 d-2(d) (2) (Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA)) regarding confidentiality of personnel and patient medical 
records. 

See Also: Workers’ Compensation Records 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 6 years after employee terminates service. 
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12.22 Employee Recognition Program Records 
Records documenting the administration of Employee Recognition Programs within 
individual units. This series may include but is not limited to: program description, award 
recipients, and related documentation and correspondence= 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

12.23 

12.24 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 

Employee Survey Records 
Records documenting surveys related to employment at the University and completed 
by faculty andlor staff. This series may include but is not limited to: surveys, data, 
summary reports, conclusions, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Permanent for results and conclusions. Transfer to the custody of University 
Archives after 5 years. 

b. Destroy in office surveys and remaining records when reference value ends. 

Employee Verification Records 
Records documenting the verification process for appointment, employment, or other 
related verifications. This series may include but is not limited to: reports, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after completion of verification. 
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12.25 Exempt from the State Personnel Act (EPA) Non-Faculty Administrative Records 
Administrative records documenting EPA Non-Facuky related issues involving annual 
leave exceptions, position classifications, and other related topics. This series may 
include but is not limited to: policies, procedures, reports, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to employee’s main personnel file. 

Exempt from the State Personnel Act (EPA) Personnel One-Time Payments 

Records documenting One-Time Payments (OTPs) paid to visiting lecturers and 
consultants, as well as to University staff and students who undertake duties outside 
and not in conflict with their regular work. This series may include but is not limited to: 
personnel action forms, and related documentation and correspondence~ 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of GS. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 1 year after payment date. 
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Exempt from the State Personnel Act (EPA) Personnel Records 

Personnel records of EPA employees, defined as all employees, including student 
employees and post-doctoral fellows, exempt from the State Personnel Act. This series 
may include but is not limited to: applications; contracts; resumes and vitael records 
concerning promotions, demotions, and transfersl personnel action forms; salary data 
and history; records concerning termination of employment; verifications and 
credentials; copies of licenses and certificationsl records concerning adjunct faculty 
appointmentsl records concerning employee’s aggregate service history; and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. Comply with applicable provisions of 20 
U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding 
confidentiality of student records. 

Office of Record: Office of Human Resources, Employee Records; Chancellor’s Office; 
Provost’s Office. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 75 years after employee separation. 

REFERENCE COPY: The schools, departments, or units. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Transfer Hiring Credentials Check Form 3 years after termination of employment 
or transfer from unit to employee’s main personnel file held by Office of Record 
as listed above. 

Destroy in office remaining records 5 years after termination of employment, 
transfer from unit, or end of appointmenL 
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12.28 Faculty Compensation Records (ARP) 
Records documenting the allocation of unit funds for faculty compensation. This series 
may include but is not limited to: reports, spreadsheets, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 1 year after final budget for faculty 
compensation is approved. 

12.29 Faculty Curricula Vitae and Resumes 
Faculty curricula vitae and/or resumes collected by the unit for reference. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of GS. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
when reference value ends. 

12.30 Faculty Development and Continuing Education Records 
Records documenting faculty development and continuing education efforts. This series 
may include but is not limited to: records of nomination and attendance; certification of 
teaching scholars; monthly reports; project symposiums records; and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Transfer specific faculty records to EPA Personnel Records as applicable. 

b. Destroy in office financial records relating to programs and participation 5 years 
after release from all audits and claims. 

c. Retain master list of participants and credits earned for 5 years after participation 
in program. 
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12.31 Family Medica~ Leave Act (FMLA) Records 
Records documenting leave issued under the Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA), 29 
U.S.C. 2601 et seq. This series may include but is not limited to: forms, requests, and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of GS. 126-22, G.S. 126-23, G.S. 
126-24, GS. 130A-374 and Family Medical Leave Act (FMLA) 29 U.S.C. 2601 et seq. 
regarding confidentiality of personnel and patient medical records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after date of last activity. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

12.32 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

Harassment Education and Policy Records 
Records documenting harassment education and policy at UNC. This series may 
include but is not limited to: educational materials, advisory committee reports and 
appointments, reference and research documentation, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

See Also: Dispute Resolution and Grievance Records for formal grievances. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer records to the custody of University 
Archives when superseded or obsolete. 

12.33 !-9 Forms 
Employment eligibility verification (I-9) forms. Comply with 8 C.F.R. 274a.2(b)(2)(i), 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126=22, 126=23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after termination of employment or 
3 years after date of hire, whichever is longer. 
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12.34 Immigration Filings (UNC Campuses) (REFERENCE) 

~ R eference copies of immigration filings and opinions provided by General 
Administration legal counsel to UNC System campuses. This series may include but is 
not limited to: Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visa (J-l) Status (Form IAP-66/DS- 
2019); Change of Status Applications; correspondence; Departmental Request Form for 
the Certificate of Eligibility for Exchange Visa (J-l) Status; Copies of Employment 
Authorization Document (EAD) cards; file notes regarding contact with scholars and 
units; financial certificates; Immigration and Naturalization Service Approval Notices 
797A); Non-Immigrant Information Form (PR-100); Temporary Worker in Specialty 
Occupation Visa Applications (H1-B); Trade NAFTA (TN-1 and TN-2) and Persons of 
Extraordinary Ability Visa Applications (O-1); Form 1-94; and United States Information 
Agency (USlA)/Department of State Recommendation to Waive J-I Two-Year 
Residency Requirement; Waiver of the Foreign Residence Requirement (I-612); 
reference copies of Labor Certification (ETA-750); reference copies of Prevailing Wage 
Determination; reference copies of Actual Wage Determination; Petition for Alien 
Relative (I-130); Immigrant Petition for Alien Worker (I-140); Application to Register 
Permanent Residence or to Adjust Status (I-485); Permanent Resident Card (I-551); 
and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. Comply with applicable provisions of 20 
U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding 
confidentiality of student records. 

Office of Record: UNC System School or Schools operating in the State of North 
Carolina maintains the official records of these filings. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Destroy in office records of successful hires 5 years for date of last activity, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been 
initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of 
action and resolution of issues involved. 

Destroy in office records of unsuccessful hires 3 years after date of last action, if 
no litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been 
initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of 
action and resolution of issues involved. 
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Leave Records 
Records documenting leave requested and/or taken by University employees. This 
series may include but is not limited to: leave requests, monthly leave reports, yearly 
leave recapitulations, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23 and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Office of Record: Office of Human Resources and unit 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Destroy in office monthly time sheets of permanent EPA employees upon 
completion of annual leave verification. 

b. Destroy in office monthly time sheets of temporary EPA employees after close of 
the fiscal year. 

c~ Destroy remaining records in office after 5 years. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

Optional Retirement Plan (ORP) Participant Records 
Records documenting employee enrollment and participation in the ORP. This series 
may include but is not limited to: enrollment, change in investment, ORP-3 forms; carrier 
contracts; and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Transfer contract to carrier 13 months after employee terminates service. 

Destroy in office all remaining records 5 years after termination of employment 
andlor withdrawal from the plan, if no litigation, claim, audits, or other official 
action involving records has been initiated. If official action has been initiated, 
destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues involved. 
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12.37 Payroll Records 
Records of salaries paid to permanent employees and temporary employees. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Office of Record: Payroll Services 

See Also: 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Destroy in office payroll personnel file 75 years after employee separation. 

REFERENCE COPY: The schools, departments, and units. 

a. Transfer administrative data documenting personnel actions for both EPA and 
SPA employees to appropriate individual payroll personnel file when action is 

approved. 

12.38 

b. Destroy in office remaining records after 7 closed fiscal years and when released 

from all audits. 

Payroll Deduction Records 
Records documenting deductions taken from the salaries of permanent and temporary 
employees. This series may include but is not limited to: accounting logs, calculations, 
and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 7 closed fiscal years after deduction is 
terminated and when released from all audits. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office remaining records after 1 closed fiscal year. 
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12.39 

12,40 

Position Classifications Records 
Records documenting position classifications approved by the Office of State 
Personnel. This series may include but is not limited to: position classification forms, 
lists of titles and position numbers, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

Post-Tenure Review Reports 
Reports documenting the number of individuals at each professional rank who 
underwent a post-tenure review in the past academic year. 

Note: These records do not include personnel information and should not be 
considered confidential. 

Office of Record: individual Human Resources (HR) units unless the report constitutes 
a mandatory" review, in which case the Dean’s Office maintains the official record for 
eventual transfer to the Chancellor’s Office, Personnel Office. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer reports to the custody of University 
Archives after 5 years. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when superseded or obsolete. 
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12.41 Professional Credentialing Records 
Records documenting professional credentialing processes and supporting applications 
for professional certificates or licenses. This series may include but is not limited to: 
applications, registration, evidence of completion of practicum, transcripts, narrative 
evaluation of practicum, completion of hours for certification, recommendations, 
evaluations, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of GS. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after graduation or separation. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 
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12.42 

12.43 

Reappointment, Promotion, and Tenure Records 
Records documenting the reappointment, promotion, and tenure processes of the 
University and within its units. This series may include but is not limited to: 
recommendations, reports, articles, curricula vitae, resumes, lists of publications, 
evaluations, summaries of research activities, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Note: These files should always be maintained physically separate from EPA personnel 
files, but are considered to be a part of the academic personnel record. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Transfer records concerning award of reappointment, promotion or tenure to 
individual’s Personnel File when granted. 

Destroy in office all remaining records after 5 years if no litigation, claim, audits, 
or other official action involving records has been initiated. If official action has 
been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues 
involved. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reappointment, promotion or tenure 
decision is made. 

Recruitment Pool Records 
Records documenting prospective applicants for faculty and staff positions drawn from 
either previous recruitments or unsolicited applications. This series may include but is 
not limited to: curriculum vitae, resumes, cover letters, applications for employment, 
interview materials, position announcements, evaluations of prospective employees, 
and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 
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Reduction-in-Force Records 
Records documenting reductions-in-force actions and compiling data related to 
reduction-in4orce situations. This series may include but is not limited to: reports, forms, 
lists of employees, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a~ Transfer forms and correspondence to official personnel file 1 year after 
employee separation, 

Destroy in office remaining records when reference value ends, if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 

Retirement Benefits Records 
Records documenting retirement benefits plans offered to University employees, 
enrollment in these plans, and the employee’s designation of beneficiaries. This series 
may include but is not limited to: forms, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Office of Record: Office of Human Resources 

Disposition Instructions: 

Transfer forms concerning beneficiaries to the Department of State Treasurer, 
Retirement Systems Division or other retirement plan, when received. 

b. Destroy in office remaining records when reference value ends. 
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12.46 Salary Resolution Records 
Records documenting yearly salary resolutions provided to UNC system schools 
indicating salary ranges for administrative (EPA) positions. This series may include but 
is not limited to: policies, procedures, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer records to the custody of University 
Archives after 5 years. 
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Employee Search Records [RESTRICTED ACCESS] 
Records documenting the activities of search committees and groups charged with recruiting for 
positions, including student positions (see Disposition Instructions c and d), as well as the 
search and selection process positions This series may include but is not limited to: 
applications; resumes and curricula vitae; committee member lists; meeting notes; video and/or 
audio recordings of interviews and presentations; and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records and 20 US.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights 
and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

See Also: Work Study Program Administrative Records. 

Disposition ~nstructions: 

a. Transfer application materials of successful applicant to the hiring office’s Personnel File. 

Permanent for senior administrative position search records (including those for Vice 
Chancellors, Deans, and Directors).Transfer rosters of committee members, meeting notes, 
correspondence, curricula vitae, and resumes of all applicants interviewed on site to the 
custody of University Archives 5 years after end of committee’s charge. 

c. Destroy in office records for successful applicants for student positions--where the 
student is employed as a result of his/her status as a student--3 years after termination 
or separation from employment. 

For unsuccessful student-position candidates, destroy in office 1 year after application 
period if no litigation, claim, audit, or other official action has been initiated. If official 
action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of 
issues involved or at the end of the 1-year period (whichever occurs later). 

e. Destroy in office remaining records 3 years after end of committee’s charge, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action has been initiated. If official action has been 
initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues involved. 

REFERENCE COPY: 
Disposition ~nstructions: Destroy in office upon completion of committee’s charge. 
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12.48 Social Security Deductions Reports 

~ Reports listing Social Security deductions from each employee’s salary. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 5 U.S.C. 552a (U.S. Privacy Act 
of 1974) regarding confidentiality of social security numbers and other personal data, 
G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

12.49 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 7 closed fiscal years and when 
released from all audits. 

Subject to the State Personnel Act (SPA) Personnel Records 
Personnel records of all employees subject to the State Personnel Act. This series may 
include but is not limited to: applications; resumes and vitae; records concerning 
promotions, demotions, and transfers; personnel action forms; salary data and history; 
records concerning termination of employment; verifications and credentials; copies of 
licenses and certifications; records related to employee’s aggregate service history; and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Office of Record: Office of Human Resources, Employee Records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 75 years after separation or termination. 

REFERENCE COPY: The schools, departments, or units. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy 5 years after employee separation. 
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12.50 Training Program Records 
Records documenting training programs sponsored and conducted by the Office of 
Human Resources, This series may include but is not limited to: program agendas 
and/or curricula, certifications of completion, registration forms, certificates, and related 
documentation and correspondence, 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Permanent for program materials. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
when superseded or obsolete. 

b. Transfer certification of completion to individual’s personnel file. 

c. Destroy in office remaining records when reference value ends, 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 
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Travel Requests and Reimbursement Records 
Records documenting travel requests made by and reimbursements paid to UNC 
employees. This series may include but is not limited to: authorizations, receipts, and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. Comply with applicable provisions of 5 
U.S.C. 552a (U.S. Privacy Act of 1974), and G.S. 132-1.10 regarding confidentiality of 
social security numbers and other personally identifying information. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Destroy time-only records in office after 1 year if no litigation, claim, audit, or 
other official action has been initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy 
in office after completion of action and resolution of issues involved. 

b. Destroy remaining records in office after 3 closed fiscal years and when released 
from all audits. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 2 closed fiscal years. 
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12.52 University IV~anagement Development Program Records (UIV~DP) 
Records documenting professional development training for selected University 
managers. This series may include but is not limited to: memorandums, reports, rosters 
of approved managers, and related documentation and correspondence, 

Office of Record: Office of Human Resources, Training and Development Section. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer records to the custody of University 
Archives after 5 years. 

Note: This program has been discontinued. 

See Also: Training Program Records 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

12.53 Violence in the Workplace Records 

~ R ecords documenting acts or threats of violence in the workplace. This series may 
include but is not limited to: reports, forms, and related documentation and 
correspondence, 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 
student records. Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Office of Record: Human Resources, Employee & Management Relations. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years if no litigation, claim, audit, or 
other official action has been initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy in 
office after completion of action and resolution of issues involved. 
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12.54 Voluntary Shared Leave Records 

~ R ecords documenting the administration of and participation in the University’s 
voluntary shared leave program. This series may include but is not limited to: 
applications, forms, leave reports, requests, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 126-22, 126-23, and 126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 years. 

12.55 Volunteer and Docent Records 
Records documenting the training and management of volunteers and docents. This 
series may include but is not limited to: meeting minutes, training materials, rosters and 
contact lists, schedules, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Permanent for reports, meeting minutes, and rosters of volunteers. Transfer 
records to the custody of University Archives after 5 years. 

b. Destroy remaining records in office after 5 years. 

12.56 Work Schedules 
Work schedules documenting variable, flexible, and shift work scheduling and used to 
calculate overtime and compensatory time. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 
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15. Student--Financial Aid Records 

15.1 

15.2 

15o3 

Fee Assessment Forms 
Fee assessment forms used to determine fees charged to students. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after graduation or separation. 

Financial Aid Administrative Records 
Records documenting the administration of federal and state student financial aid= This 
series may include but is not limited to: applications, participation agreements, 
recommendations, tax returns, guidelines, award notifications, eligibility criteria, and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records and G.S. 105-24; G.S. 
105-259; G.S. 105-262; and G.S. 132-1.1 (b) concerning confidentiality of tax and 
account information. Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 132-1. l(f) regarding 
confidentiality of non-enrolled student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after graduation or separation. 

Financial Aid Recipients Records 
Records documenting the awarding of federal and state student financial aid. This 
series may include but is not limited to: eligibility criteria, GPA record, financial history, 
disbursement reports, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records and G.S. 105-24; G.S. 
105-259; G.S. 105-262; and G.S. 132-1.1 (b) concerning confidentiality of tax and 
account information. Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 132-1. l(f) regarding 
confidentiality of non-enrolled student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after graduation or separation. 
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15.4 

~5.5 

Financial Aid Reports 
Summary reports submitted to the Chancellor and administration on yearly awards. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
after 3 years. 

Loan Administration Records 
Records documenting the administration of Ioans= This series may include but is not 
limited to: promissory notes, enrollment verification, accounting statements, cancellation 
requests, disbursement rosters, repayment records, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years from date loan assigned, cancelled, 
or repaid, or in compliance with federal regulations. 

Scholarship Administration Records 
Records documenting the administration of student scholarships. This series may 
include but is not limited to: guidelines, reports, funding sources, trust fund withdrawals, 
description of scholarships, names of students, accounting records, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after graduation or separation. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends= 
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15.7 

15.8 

Scholarship and Grant Applications (NCSEAA) 
Records documenting student applications for scholarships and/or grants administered 
by North Carolina State Education Assistance Authority (NCSEAA). This series may 
include but is not limited to: applications, recommendations, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Destroy in office denied applications 1 year after date application deadline. 

Destroy in office awarded scholarship/grant applications 3 years after student 
graduation or date of last activity, whichever occurs later. 

Scholarship and Grant Records (NCSEAA) 
Records documenting scholarships and grants administered by the North Carolina State 
Education Assistance Authority (NCSEAA). This series may include but is not limited to: 
reports, award notices, regulations, program summaries, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family 
Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of 
student records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Permanent for program records. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
after 5 years and when released from all audits. 

Destroy grant profile reports in office and all other related records 1 year after 
application cycle if no litigation, claim, audit, or other official action has been 
initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of 
action and resolution of issues resolved. 
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15.9 

15.10 

15.11 

Scholarship and Loan Reference Records 
Records documenting describing scholarships and loans. This series may include but is 
not limited to: brochures, flyers, requirements, guidelines, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
when superseded or obsolete. 

Scholarship Application Records 
Records documenting applications for scholarships awarded by the University. This 
series may include but is not limited to: applications, recommendations, approvals, 
disbursements, accounting records, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 closed fiscal years after graduation or 
separation and when released from all audits. 

a. For awarded scholarships, destroy in office 3 closed fiscal years after graduation 
or separation and when released from all audits. 

b. For rejected applications, destroy in office 5 years after application. 

Student Award and Borrower Information Systems (Databases) 

Records documenting the administration of student scholarship and grant awards and 
loans. This series may include but is not limited to: applicant and recipient names and 
biographical information, application, and supporting documentation, application review 
records, award amounts, repayment records, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. For scholarship and grant awards, destroy in office 3 years from student 
graduation date or date last attended. 

b. For loans, destroy in office 3 years from date loan assigned, cancelled, or repaid, 
or in compliance with federal regulations. 
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Veterans’ Benefits Records 
Records documenting veterans’ benefits awarded to University students. This series 
may include but is not limited to: accounting statements, applications, enrollment 
verifications, award notifications, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974). 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after graduation or separation. 

Work Study Program Administrative Records 
Records documenting the administration of the Federal Work Study program at the 
institution. This series may include but is not limited to: job descriptions, award letters, 
pay rate change notices, and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with 20 U.S.C. 1232g (Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act (FERPA) of 1974) regarding confidentiality of student records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 3 years. 
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4. Facilities Records 

Air Emissions and Wastewater Records 
Records documenting air emissions permits and inventory, and wastewater National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits. This series may include but 
is not limited to: inventories, reports, permits, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Office of Record: Department Environment, Health and Safety 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Retain licenses and permits in office until superseded or obsolete. 

b. Destroy in office remaining records when superseded or obsolete. 

Blueprints, Plans, and Drawings Records 
Records documenting the planning and construction of University buildings. This series 
may include but is not limited to: as=built drawings, floor plans, and surveys; property 
maps; renovation plans; building plans; and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of GS. 132-1.7 regarding 
confidentiality of building plans and specifications. 

Office of Record: Facilities Planning and Construction 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. 

a. Transfer electronic copy of as-built drawings, blueprints, and floor plans to the 
custody of University Archives upon completion of the project. 

b. Transfer hard copy of as-built drawings, blueprints, and floor plans to the custody 
of University Archives when reference value ends. 

c. Transfer remaining records to the custody of University Archives after 5 years. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 
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4.3 

4.5 

Building Energy Profiles Records 
Records documenting the energy profiles of campus buildings. This series may include 
but is not limited to: data, reports, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 years or when reference value ends. 

Building Records 
Records documenting the planning, construction, maintenance, and renovation of 
University buildings. This series may include but is not limited to: preconstruction notes, 
planning and construction layouts, sketches, floor plans, and specifications, reports, 
records pertaining to repairs, maintenance, and renovations, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 1324.7 regarding 
confidentiality of building plans and specifications, correspondence, floor plans, room 
numbering scheme. 

Note: Does not include UNC Hospital Buildings. 

See Also: 1.16 Contracts, Agreement and Leases 

Disposition Instructions: 

Permanent for layouts, floor plans, and sketches, correspondence, reports and 
specifications used for building planning, construction, and renovation. Transfer 
to the custody of University Archives when reference value ends. 

Destroy in office building maintenance records after 6 years. 

Building Reserve Records 
Records documenting budget requests for day-to-day maintenance on individual 
campus buildings submitted to the State Legislature for approval and funding. This 
series may include but is not limited to: budgetary analysis, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Transfer funding schedules and related records to Building Records series when 
approved. 

b. Destroy in office remaining records when reference value ends. 
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Building Use Records 
Records documenting the use of campus facilities. This series may include but is not 
limited to: summaries of building usage, reports, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 132-1.7 regarding 
confidentiality of building plans and specifications, correspondence, floor plans, room 
numbering scheme. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer records to the custody of University 
Archives after 5 years. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends. 

Capital Improvements Budget and Project Records 
Records documenting capital improvements on campus= Capital improvements projects 
are defined as projects larger than $300,000. This series may include but is not limited 
to: accounting records, plans, reports, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 132-1.7 regarding 
confidentiality of building plans and specifications, correspondence, floor plans, room 
numbering scheme. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer records to the custody of University 
Archives after 10 years. 
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4.9 

4.10 

Capital Improvements Proposals 
Proposals submitted by architects for new capital improvements on campus. Capital 
improvements projects are defined as projects larger than $300,000. This series may 
include but is not limited to: proposals, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of GS. 132-1.7 regarding 
confidentiality of building plans and specifications. 

Disposition Instructions: 

a. Transfer successful proposals to the appropriate Capital Improvements Budget 
and Project Records series after the contract is awarded. 

Destroy unsuccessful proposals after 2 years, if no litigation, claim, audit, or other 
official action involving the records has been initiated~ If official action has been 
initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues 
involved. 

C~ean Air Act Records 
Records documenting University efforts to comply with Clean Air Act regulations and 
standards, and obtain Title V operating permits. This series may include but is not 
limited to: reports, applications, permits, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Permanent for applications and permits. Retain in office permanently. 

b~ Destroy in office remaining records 5 years after date permit issued. 

Elevator Work Records 
Records documenting the maintenance of University elevators. This series may 
but is not limited to: work orders, completed service call sheets, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

include 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after completion of work, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 
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4.111 

4,112 

4,113 

Energy Conservation Records 
Records documenting measures undertaken by the University to conserve energy. This 
series may include but is not limited to: inspection reports, plans, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 years. 

Energy Studies Records 
Records documenting the University’s studies of alternative energy sources. This series 
may include but is not limited to: wind studies, municipal solid waste studies, torrefied 
wood studies, alternative/renewable fuels studies, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
after 5 years. 

Housekeeping Records 
Records documenting daily housekeeping activities. This series may include but is not 
limited to: work schedules, logs, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G S. 126-22, 126-23,126-24 
regarding confidentiality of personnel records. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 1 year after work completed, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office when reference value ends, if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If official 
action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of 
issues involved. 
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4.~4 

4.15 

Maintenance Services Records 
Records documenting facility maintenance services conducted for units. This series 
may include but is not limited to: maintenance reports, work orders, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 6 years after work is completed, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 

REFERENCE COPY: 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 2 years after work is completed, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 

Non-Capital Improvements Records 
Records concerning the repair and renovations of existing facilities. Non-capital 
improvements projects are defined as projects less than $300,000. This series may 
include but is not limited to: accounting records, plans, reports, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

Confidentiality: Comply with applicable provisions of G.S. 132-1.7 regarding 
confidentiality of building plans and specifications. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after completion or termination of 
project, if no litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been 
initiated. If official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action 
and resolution of issues involved. 
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4.16 

4,17 

4,18 

4.19 

4.20 

Pest Control Records 
Records documenting pest control methods used in University owned buildings. This 
series may include but is not limited to: work orders, completed service call sheets, and 
related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after completion of work, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 

Property / Rea~ Estate Records 
Records documenting real estate owned, sold, swapped, and transferred by or to the 
University. This series may include but is not limited to: leases, deeds, construction 
records, insurance records, tax evaluations, maps, surveys, and related documentation 
and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Permanent. Transfer to the custody of University Archives 
upon disposal of property. 

Rate Records 
Records documenting the management and administration of Facilities Services 
recharge rates. This series may include but is not limited to: summaries of labor rates, 
comparative studies, reports, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 5 years. 

Recycling Work Orders 
Records documenting recycling services. This series may include but is not limited to: 
work orders, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 1 year. 

Stream Restoration Reports 
Reports documenting stream restoration projects. 

Note: Comply with applicable requirements of the NC Department of Environment and 
Natural Resources and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 5 years after project completion, if no 
litigation, claim, audit or other official action has been initiated. If official action has been 
initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of issues involved. 
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4.21 

4.22 

4,23 

Supplies and Equipment Records 
Records (including reference copies) documenting supplies and equipment used by 
units. This series may include but is not limited to: operating manuals, inventories, 
warranties, accounting statements, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Transfer operating manuals to Materials Support Department, Materials 
Management and Distribution Division, Surplus Property Office when equipment 
is sent to surplus. 

b. Destroy in office warranties and inventories when superseded or obsolete. 

c. Destroy in office remaining records after equipment is sent to surplus and after 
released from all audits. 

Surplus Property Records 
Records documenting the disposal of surplus property. This series may include but is 
not limited to: inventories, disposal logs, forms, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 3 years after property disposal, if no 
litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If 
official action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and 
resolution of issues involved. 

Utility Bills and Logs Records 
Records documenting utilities usage. This series may 
bills, and related documentation and correspondence. 

include but is not limited to: logs, 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office after 1 closed fiscal year, if no litigation, 
claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been initiated. If official 
action has been initiated, destroy in office after completion of action and resolution of 
issues involved. 
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GENERAL RECORDS RETENTION AND DISPOSITION SCHEDULE 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University of North 

Carolina General Administration 
May 22, 2012 

4.24 Utility Contracts Records 
Records documenting utility contracts. This series may include but is not limited to: 
contracts, and related documentation and correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: 

Transfer final contracts to the custody of University Archives after 5 years after 
the expiration of the contract if no litigation, claim, audit, or other official action 
involvin9 the records has been initiated. 

b~ Destroy in office remaining records 5 years after the expiration of the contract if 
no litigation, claim, audit, or other official action involving the records has been 
initiated. 

4,25 Vehicle Operations and ~’~aintenance Records 
Records documenting the use and maintenance of University owned vehicles. This 
series may include but is not limited to: request forms, vehicle inspection reports, 
vehicle accident reports, mileage logs, maintenance schedules, and related 
documentation and correspondence. 

4.26 

Disposition instructions: Destroy in office request forms and mileage logs after 3 
years. Destroy in office remaining records upon disposition of vehicle. 

Vehicle Titles 
Vehicle titles for University owned vehicles. 

4,27 

Disposition Instructions: Dispose of in accordance with instructions by N.C. 
Department of Administration, State Surplus Property Office/Motor Fleet Office upon 
disposition of vehicle. 

Work Orders Records 
Records documenting requests for services or repairs. This series may include but is 
not limited to: work orders, service tickets, estimates, and related documentation and 
correspondence. 

Disposition Instructions: Destroy in office 1 year after completion of work. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lance M Markos <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,             9:58 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
RE: 

~.docx 

Tony, 

Attached is where we ended up with her transfer credits - if those 4 hours of credit fit for her major and she’ll have 60% met after SS, 
then go for it. 

Also, do you have her final grades from       Just want to be sure she has C’s or better from this past spring so that I know we can 
count on the 9 hours from this past semester to get to 68. 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony Yount [mai[lo:’tor~~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

Lance, 

should be admitted today or tomorrow. Would we be OK with putting her in an LFIT and one 3 hr summer school course (that 
fulfills at least 2 Gen Ed requirements) for summer II. I want to be certain that 4 hours is what we need to have her eligible for fall. 
Can you confirm that before she registers? 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barnes, Philip E <pebarnes@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, Jnly 1, 2013 12:30 PM 

Yount. Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: PAfLCA Academic ttonor Roll and Academic Honor Squad - Deadline - July 24 

Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent-" Wednesday, June 26, 2013 5:~ PM 
Te-" Barnes, Philip E 
~¢: Bowers, Matthew B 
SubjeCt-" Re: lWLCA Academic Honor Roll and Academic Honor Squad - Deadline - .July 24 

Took care of both nominations this afternoon in San Fran. 

On Jun 23, 2013, at 6:28 PM, "Barnes, Philip E" <pebm:nes@unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI - you two are on it! 

Sent froln my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: ’Gothard Lm~e’ <glane.iwlca@comcast.nel> 

Date: June 13, 2013, 8:05:49 AM EDT 

To: <peb~ames(~bemail.unc.edtr> 

Subject: I~VLCA Academic Honor Roll and Academic Honor Squad - Deadline - July 24 

Reply-To: < g_l__a_n__e__:i ~i[ _c_ ~£q~__c_oj :_n_c_’_a_ ~_-tA ! _e_t> 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click here. 

June 13, 2013 

P|ease Note: 

Below is inform ation about two different Academic Awards with two different nomi 

Coach: 

Please submit your nominalions for the IWLCA Aca~enfic Houor Rollo The Academic Honor Roll honors individuals in onr game who have achieved a high lew 

year’s award is different from previous years. 

NOMINATION CRITERIA: You may have unlimited nominations for junior, senior, and graduate s~dent athletes whose cumulative GPA is above a 3.50. Tn 

residence in order to be eligible for nomination. 

To nomiuate yonr qualit~ing j unior, senior, or graduate s~tudent- athletes, please rise the link to the snrvey below: 

The deadline for submission is Wednesday, July 24th at 5:00 pnL The IWLCA will release the awaxd information on Friday. August 2nd. Please note that a re~ 

deadline ruth a list of schools that have completed the survey and submitted their nominations, so please don’t email to check if yours has been received. 

Coach: 

Plea~ get your nominations in for ~e BVLCA Academic Squad. The Academic Squad recognizes those tea~ns in collegiate women’s lacrosse whose temn GP~ 

NOM~ATION CRITERIA: Your Nnad mnst have a 3.00 min~mn GPA for fl~e 2012-2013 acMemic year. N1 student-athletes who were on the roster for y~ 

fl~e GPA calculation. 

Please note that your team’s nom~afion shoed be submi~ed by a comp~ce coord~ator, ad~sor, adm~s~ator~ ere So plea~ fo~-md this emml ~ 

Coaches should not be cotnplefing and submi~ing the nominations. 

The &adline for submission is Wednesday, JuN 24th at 5:00 pro. The I~CA roll relea~ the award info~afion on Friday, Angus~ 2nd. 



To submit your nomination~ please use the link below: 

https:/i~ww¥.sur~,e~’monkev.comi~HLV9K3Q 

Please note that a reminder email will come out ~,o days before tile sub~nission deadline with a liszt of schools that have completed file survey and submitted their 

received. 

ThaNes! 

Kern 

Kern Whitaker 
Assistant Lacrosse Coach 

Universi~, of Pennsylva~ia 

235 South 33rd Street 

Philadelphia, PA 19104 

215.898.9042 office 

215.573.6030 fax 

Please don’t inclade me in future emails. ........................................................................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 6:22 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5,ounk~@unc.edu-~ 

WLAX 

Tony, 
Hope you are doing well. What wasthefinalTeam GPAforWLAXfor2012-2013and how doesthe GPA compareto previous years? 
Thanks, 

Rick 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 9:24 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs,oun~unc.edu-~ 

FW: July 8-9 athletic update 

2013.07.11 - 12.Sessionl 0AthlelicsRoster.xlsx 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 12:57 PM 

To: Townsend, Jenn 
Ce: Hoover, Shandol Christine; Young, Samantha Deon 
Subject: RE: July 8-9 athletic update 

And here is the roster of student athletes for Thursday and Friday, 

scarlett@unc.edu 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 20J.3 J.0:S8 AM 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Ce: Hoover, Shandol Christine; Young, Samantha Deon 
Subject: July 8-9 athletic update 
Hi Jenn, 
Please see the attached roster for our session on Monday and Tuesday of next week. I will have the roster for the Thursday/Friday session later this afternoon. 

Thanks, 

S 

scarlett@unc.ed u 



FrOill~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu~ 

Monday,            8:42 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun~unc.edw~ 

Freshmen 

Hey tony, 

I’m assuming since we dicLn’t hear from you yesterd ay, all 4 freshman were taken care of with you and the?’ are prepared for registration. I haven’t spoken to them since camp ended but hope 

they made it to where they need to be today. 

Thanks! 

Sent from rny iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 15, 2013 1:46 PM 

Hirth, Christopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu>; Gisselma~L Stephen <giss@tmc.edtr>; Younl, ToW <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Bingham, Ma~ 
Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu>; Brunner, John F q!ohn Brnnner@unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Barnes, Philip E <pebarnes@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@email.unc.edu> 

W lacrosse tentative fail schedule 

team calendaz.pnb; Junior Buddies.xl~ 

Hi All, 

I will be out of the office/Chapel Hill for the next 4 weeks, but checking e-mail and messages daily for the next 2 weeks. The last 2 weeks will be vacation and back 

in office on August 12th. 

The freshmen dinner will be at my house on Saturday, August 17th at 6:30-would love you there if it fits into your schedule. 

I think everyone has the list of incoming freshmen (10 of them), if not, I have attached their info as well 

Here is our (tentative) fall schedule (which is complete as far as competitions go), still waiting to hear from Compliance, Leadership Academy and Wellness for 

other things that need to be on calendar for our athletes. 

If you have any questions, let me know. Not many changes to our regular fall schedule as far as practice, lifting ect goes. 

Hope all is well, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2013 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

wv~v,carolinalacrossecamps.com/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu.-- 

Monday, Jnly 15, 2013 2:56 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~ounl@unc.edu-~ 

preseason 

13 preseason cal.pdf 

Tony, 
Here’s the preseason calendar FYI. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University, of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



2013 Women’s Soccer Proposed Preseason Calendar v. .0 
SUN                  MON                   TUES                    WED                  THURS 

30                           31                           1 

4 7 
~resI’,rp, a ~e UNC Systems 

8:30 am -. r~oon Lo~det~#k 
a~ ~ ~bdent bea~tb ~:00 - 9:30 a~ 

Upperclassmen Sprints i Vertical 
screenings Weight Room 

8:30 am - 11 
selected players training room Practice at Finley 

testing A~ and Def $hape 

9:00 am and 12:34 pm 10:~0 A~ 
training room 3:OO P~1 ever/rig ptac~ 

Lo~dem-~k 4.30 pm Fm/ey Technical Testi~g: 
Starters / Reserves Fig 

Game + practice Power Shooting 
L~ng Service ~t Target 

Team cookout 

at Dorrances 
7:00 PM 

1 12 3 14 15 

........................................................................................................ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ ~ ~ 9 20 2 ] 22 

F~n/~y 

leave for VA 
OFF 2.30 pm pracdce Group weights betw class Group weights bevy class 200 pm 

Fm,;ey ...................... > 
t 20’s 2:30 pm practice 230 pm 

Fm/ey Hm!ev 

25                     26                    27                       28                       29 
A 7 VA 

230FET.ZER pm 

OFF               2.30 pm pracdce           230 pm practice 

P, etun-! after 

................................... 

FRI SAT 

8 9 10 

Finley 
120’s 

16 

Beep Test i Agility 

lr~door Faciiity 
4:00 P~ 

Practice at Finley 
5:00 P~ 

17 

2:,90 pm weights 

~gignt Roem 

3.30 pm practice 

F/n/e,y 

23 

A T VA 

24 

30 31 

OFF 



TENTATIVE PRESEASON - AUGUST 2013 
(times subject to change) 

11 12 13 14 15 16 

¯ 

* ~’" ~ *ll:00-~gO Pr~., "7:30-9:30 Practice 
*Move in "8:00 am Sta!lings ~t¢~ Ready T~s~{~g "7:30-9:30 Practice 

~ ~ 
"1:00-3:00 Pra~ce "1:00 pm Meeting in ~. ~-1:30 Practice ~Ag :~ ........ 

~..~. ~._,~ ..... ~ ~,:{~ . ,,,,~. OFF 
*6:00-8:00 Practice Loudermilk ~:30-9:30 Practice ~ ...... ~’ Cook Out 

"6:30 pm - Dinner- 

FIoor Pope Box 

"7:30-9:30 Practice "7:30-9:30 Pra~ice..~" 
~p~E 

*Class " ’~. ~ : *Oass *, a~ ~,~:" *DOOK scrimmage 

*’ 0 1~:30 Practice 

2 

~ 

~l:00-3;3~l~actice 

4 

*$;00-3;30 Practice 

6 

*Practice in Iowa City 

25 

*APP scrimmage 

31 

Jungle Jim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Halverson, Doug <halvers~@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 1:30 PM 

GisselmmL Stephen <giss@unc.edtr% Yotmt, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu-~ 

FW: championship pics 

Steve ---can you send me the pic of you and I at the championship? I lost it in my last phone issue. 

Tony -. do gou have the pic of tl~e medical staff (Waic.us~ myself, 

([:a n’~: remember who took ~:. 

Doug 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 5:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun~unc.edu-~ 

BUSI Courses 

From Anna Millar at Kenan-Flagler: 

Hello Everyone! 

The Undergraduate Business Program would like to provide you with our policy on non-major registration in business courses, as we are sure questions will arise. 

A non-business major is limited to a maximum of two BUSI courses per semester, excluding BUS1101, regardless of the number of business credit hours. Over the 

course of an undergraduate career (eight semesters), non-business majors may enroll in a maximum of five BUSI courses, excluding BUS1101, regardless of the 

number of total business credit hours. 

The Undergraduate Business Program office will only enroll a non-business major in a BUSI course that has an available seat and for which all prerequisites have 

been met. Preference is given to students with an overall GPA of 3.0. Students are responsible for clearing all holds that prevent registration. If the BUSI course 

requested has a time conflict with another course on the student’s schedule or they have reached their credit limit, they must adjust their schedule to 

accommodate the BUSI course prior to submitting the request or provide course swap information within the form. The registration request will not be processed 

if there are any registration issues that prevent the Undergraduate Business Program office from enrolling the student. Requests will be processed in the order in 

which they are received. Final approval to take business courses is at the discretion of the Undergraduate Business Program. 

The online request form will open on Monday August 19th at 8am and will close on Monday, August 26th at 5 pm. Enrollment will be on a first come first serve 

basis. The earlier a student requests courses, the more likely space will be available to enroll them. The request form is located on our website, on the lower right- 

hand side: http:i/www.kenan--flagler.unc.edu/prograrns!undergraduate-business 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 22, 2013 5:58 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.Tonn~unc.edu-~ 

BUSI 101 

Just verbalize to student .... 

PLEASE---When working with transfer students who want!need BUSI 10:1 in fall: There isn’t a waitlist for the course. Students should not contact C.J. about getting 

enrolled. They should attend class on the first day. He typically is able to accommodate students, particularly those who need the course to apply for spring 

admission. Although it is stressful not being able to enroll now, they need to be patient and trust that getting into the class will not be a problem if they need it for 

admission in spring. 

Thanks, everyone. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 





Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 2:02 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun~,~@unc.edu~ 

RE: Team Meeting 

Tony, 

Thank you tbr letting me know 

Michelle 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 1:51 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Team Meeting 

Michelle, 

Field Hockey team meeting scheduled for 3:15 on Monday, August 19 in the team room at Henry Stadium. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, July 26, 2013 10:56 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonks~oun~unc.edu-~ 

NCAA top teu 

http~//www.ncaa.~rg/~ps/wcm/c~nnect/pub~ic/N~AA/pD~s/2~:[3/N~AA+~da\/s+~p<[~+Awards+F~rm 

Need resume and address info for kids. Might be easier if they just call!email me. 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday, July 29, 2013 2:19 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 
RE: Students not in Database 

Tony: 

Your pids are off; send me the correct ones and I will get them added. Everyone else is in the system though. 

B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 3:26 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: Students not in Database 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 12:07 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: Regis~tration re-opens August I - Fix your ~hedules 

Thank you for your e-mail, 

The lacrosse staff is on a much needed vacation. 
I will be out of the office with limited access to my e-mail and all cell capabilities from Saturday, July 27th until Friday, August 9th. I will be back in the office starting Monday, 
August 12th. 
If it is urgent, please contact my secretary, Julie Domina, at jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu 
Thank you, 
Jenny Levy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 7:33 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: individual meetings 

That works well. 

Michelle 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 9:10 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Re: individual meetings 

Thursday, August 8 - 11 am? 

On Ju130, 2013, at 7:06 PM, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebmwu~unc.e&~> 

Hello, 

Similar to how we met at the beginning of my start here at UNC, I would like to schedule an individual meeting with each one of you. This meeting will give us the 

opportunity to discuss expectations, ask questions, and talk about office changes. 

If we have not already scheduled a time, here are some available times. Please let me know what time you can meet. Thank you. 

Friday, August 2 at 9:00 

Monday, August 5 at 8:00 

Thursday, August 8 from 8:00 to 5:00 

Friday, August 9 from 8:00-12 and 3:00-4:00 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Allison, Kim A <k~Jlisou@em~Jl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:14 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu> 

Pa~king Permit 

Hey Tony, 

I have your parking permit for the 2013-2014 academic year-if you’re in your office I’II bring it over to you. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Allison, Kim A <kaJlisou@emal.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:23 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs,oun~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Parking Permit 

I’ll come over..J need the fresh ~ir © 

FII see you shortly. 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:23 AN 
To: Allison, Kim A 
Subject: Re: Parking Permit 

I am, and I would appreciate that if you are wanting to take a waJk. I am also happy to come to pick up. 

’I’ha~ks 

Touy 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 11:14 AM, "Allison, Kim A" <kallison/~)email.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hey Tony, 

I have your parldng permit for the 2013-2014 academic year-if you’re in your office I’ll bring it over to you. 

K 

Kim Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success & Academic Counseling 

Writing Center 

450 Ridge Road, Suite 0127 

Campus Box #3106 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3106 

919-962-7710 (ph) 

919-843-5341 (fx) 

kallison @email.unc.edu 



With the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina 

HR/Payroll and Finance getting closer, the 

ConnectCarolina training team has released the 

~:;.:.[!~..~.~!,.~.!~....of how, when and where most training will be delivered Training will be required to gain 

access to ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and Finance. 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems 

beginning at 5:00pro on Friday, Aug 2 and ending at approximately 5:00pm 

on Sunday, Aug. 4. More on the ,:~’,’:~}:~!{L:..~!~:.’~!!:~..=.:~.!~: .~!. 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this :~..i.g!~.’.,’..! and in the 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 



What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

The specific details of the January 2014 go-live are still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

2014 - the weeks prior to and following go-live - will be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should 

begin now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to DepartmentlDs Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 

i~:~.’.= ~::!.. 2.~.~i!~.~.~!. 



Froln~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Townsend, Jean <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 2:41 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~.5~ount~unc.edw~ 

RE: 

So are you twing to say that you are not looking forward to our staff retreat? 

Jean 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, ToW 
Sent: Wednesday, July 31, 2013 1:26 
To: Townsend, Jenn 
Subject: 

ht~.p_://marvelousteachermu sin~ s. c om/2013/07/28/if_t~achers-pla nned-inservice-trainin"/ 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 30, 2013, at 11:37 ~, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 

> 

> The registration system will reopen on August 1 at 10 am. Freshmen have been locked 

out of the system since they registered. Courses have been restricted due to freshman 

registration. Host of the restrictions will be lifted on August 1 and schedule changes 

could be easier to make. 

> 

> 1. Remember that you must be enrolled in 12 hours to practice or play in the fall. 

> 

> 2. Remer~er that enrolling in 5 full time class (not LFIT) gives you the option to 

drop a class later in the semester. Starting the semester in 4 classes takes that 

option away from you. 

> 

> 3. Remember that you cannot drop ENGL 105, or a foreign language class after Sept 3 

in the fall semester. 

> 

> 4. Remember that ADDING a class after the first week of class is very difficult. 

> 

> 5. Remember that dropping a class to add another class carries a risk if Connect 

Carolina will not let you register for the new class. Using the "SWAP" function is 

safer since you don’t give up your spot before learning if you can make the switch. 

> 

> 6. Remember that the more often you log into Connect Carolina, the more opportunities 

you have to find the course that you want. Persistence is often rewarded. 

> 

> FIRST YEAR STUDENTS 

> The ideal schedule that you want is very difficult to attain. If you are safely 

registered in a course that fulfills requirements for you, think carefully before you 

give up that spot to pursue another class. You might not be able to get it. 

> 

> Checking with me is a good idea before making changes, but sometimes you need to grab 

a seat when its available and I will understand that. Try very hard to 

> 

> UPPERCLASSMEN who don’t have full schedules - Thursday is the time to start working 

on them. 

> 

> I will be in the office roughly 10-2 or by appt the first half of August. if you want 

to come in. 

> 

> Tony 

> 

> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 1:03 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Sta~]ng at Night - Your Preference 

Thank you Tony. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject-" Re: Staffing at Night - Your Preference 
First - Tues 

Second - Thurs 

Third - Wed 

Cannot do Mondays 

Tony 

On Aug 1,2013, at 9:25 AM, "Maloy, Susan B" <sbraaloy@enaaJl.mac.edu> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 
In our discussions last Friday, we talked about staff working one night each week as we move into the fall. Please reply as soon as you can with which nights are 
your first, second, and third choice, and I will attempt to develop a schedule from there. 
Thank you, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962- 8247 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 3:42 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Team meetings 

Tony, 

Thank you for the update. Since Jenny is on vacation, I haven’t heard from her either regarding a meeting. If you hear from her, can you mention to her that I contacted her to set tap a time to 
meet before the team meetings. It would be great if she could connect ~vith me. 

Thanks, 
Michelle 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 12:43 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Team meetings 

Michelle, 

Women’s soccer - 2:00 - 2:30 Monday August 19 at the Pavilion at Finley Fields (where they practice) Volleyball 10 - 1045 - Friday August 16, in Loudermilk 

Wumen’s gulf usually meets during the first week uf classes Cuach is working on their schedule nuw. 
Women’s lax usually meets the first afternoun uf classes Cuach is un vacation and nut back til next week 

Field Hockey alrea@ set [’or Munday ~ftemuon the 19 at 3:15 in Henry Stadium 

Tony 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 2:20 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs,oun~unc.edu-> 

RE: AED Locations in Loudennilk and Kenan 

Thanks for this informatiom Let me look into ~hat. 

Paul 

Fro~-" Yount, Tony 
Se~t~ Tuesday, August 06, 20~3 2:~9 P~ 
T~ Pogg~, Paul 
~j~t~ R~: AED Locations in Loud~rmilk and K~nan 
Paul, 

I walked fl~e building the a~emoon ~er our traimng. There is an AED on ~e 5th floor in Lou&~milk on the wall by fl~e no~ ~r mea near ~e res~ooms. I could not 

find an AED visiNe on fl~e 6th floor. 

Tony 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppog~eQ~unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

After sending my email this morning about AEDs in various facilities, I received several questions about AED locations in Loudermilk and Kenan Football Center. 

The AEDs in Loudermilk are located in the :1st floor Olympic Sport Weight Room, in the 3rd floor Concourse Club outside the Chapel Hill Sportswear store, and on 

the 6th floor at the north end of the suite hallway. In Kenan Football Center, there is an AED in the :1st floor weight room and an AED in the :1st floor Sports Medicine 

area. 

Paul 

<image003.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27524 

(929) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 2:28 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs,oun~unc.edu-> 

RE: AED Locations in Loudennilk and Kenan 

Tony, 

Thanks for bringing this to my attentiom I have been informed that it was moved to a location where it was more likel,~’ to be used, 

Paul 

Fro~-" Yount, Tony 
Se~t~ Tuesday, August 06, 20~3 2:~9 P~ 
T~ Pogg~, Paul 
~j~t~ R~: AED Locations in Loud~rmilk and K~nan 
Paul, 

I walked fl~e building the a~emoon ~er our traimng. There is an AED on ~e 5th floor in Lou&~milk on the wall by fl~e no~ ~r mea near ~e res~ooms. I could not 

find an AED visiNe on fl~e 6th floor. 

Tony 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 1:01 PM, "Pogge, Paul" <ppog~eQ~unc.edu> wrote: 

All, 

After sending my email this morning about AEDs in various facilities, I received several questions about AED locations in Loudermilk and Kenan Football Center. 

The AEDs in Loudermilk are located in the :1st floor Olympic Sport Weight Room, in the 3rd floor Concourse Club outside the Chapel Hill Sportswear store, and on 

the 6th floor at the north end of the suite hallway. In Kenan Football Center, there is an AED in the :1st floor weight room and an AED in the :1st floor Sports Medicine 

area. 

Paul 

<image003.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27524 

(929) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 6:15 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~unc.eda> 

RE: VB team meeting 

Thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: VB team meeting 

Coach Sagula just called and moved the VB team meeting to Thursday, August 15, at 11 am in Loudermilk 

Ton?, 



SAMPLE ONLY 

August 24, 2013 

Dear Professor: 

A member of the Carolina women’s volleyball team is presently enrolled in your class. Class 
attendance is very important to our team, and we would like to notify you in advance which days the 
team will be traveling due to team competition. Our student-athletes will remind you of their travel dates 
and reschedule exams, quizzes, and assignments each week. The following is a list of times and dates 
that the volleyball team will be traveling and competing away from Chapel Hill. 

DATE DEPARTURE TIME LOCATION 
Friday, August 30t~ 

Thursday, September 5th 
Friday, September 6th 

Thursday, October 3re 
Friday, October 4th 

Friday, November 1st 

All Day Murfreesboro, TN 
All Day Athens, OH 
All Day Athens, OH 
All Day Syracuse, NY 
All Day Syracuse, NY 
All Day Tallahassee, FL 

** NCAA possible tournaments dates (Dec. - T.B.A.) 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please feel free to contact Head Coach 
Joe Sagula at 962-5228 (jsagula@unc.edu), Assistant Head Coach Eve Rackham 962-5233 
(rackham@unc.edu), or Assistant Coach Tyler Adams 843-2041(tadams@unc.edu). Enclosed is a 
complete schedule and roster for the 2013 season. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Sagula 
Head Volleyball Coach 
Jsagula@unc.edu 

Encl. ¯ Letter from Dr. Michelle Brown. -Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
¯ 2013 Fall Schedule 
° 2013 Team Roster 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P.O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

2013 Travel Information 

Middle Tennessee State University 
August 29th depart from Smith Center @ 

4:30 PM, 

Arrival into Nashville @ 6:45 PM 

September :1st depart Hotel @ :10:00 AM, 

Arrive into RDU @ 3:05 PM 

Hotel: Nashville Airport Marriott 

600 Marriott Drive 

Nashville, TN 372:14 

615-889-9300 

University of Ohio 
September 5th depart from Smith Center @ 

7:45 AM 

Arrival into Columbus, OH @ :1::15 PM 

September 7th departure from Lunch @ 4::[5 

PM 

Arrive into RDU @ 12:15 AM 

Hotel: Baymont Inn and Suites 

20 Home Street 

Athens, OH 4570:1 

740-594-3000 

Arena: Middle Tennessee State University 

Alumni Memorial Gym 

Murfreesboro, TN 37:132 

Arena: Ohio University 
211 Convocation Center 

Athens, OH 4570:1 

Syracuse 
October 3rd depart campus @ 8::15 AM, 

Arrive into Syracuse 2:05 PM 

October 5th Depart @ 9:30 AM 

Hotel: Fairfield Inn Syracuse Clay 

3979 Route 3:[ 

Liverpool, N¥ :13090 

3:15-622-2576 

Boston College 
October6th depart @ 3:00 PM 

Arrive into RDU @ 8::13 PM 

Hotel: Sheraton Needham Hotel 

100 Cabot Street 

Needham, MA 02494 
781-444-1110 

Arena: Women’s Building 

Comstock Ave 
Syracuse, NY :13244 

Arena: Power Gym 

2601 Beacon St. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Office * (919) 962-5233 / (919) 843-2041 www.GoHeels.com Fax * (919) 843-8543 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P.O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Virginia 
October 17th depart campus @ 1:30 PM 

Arrival into Charlottesville @ 5:15 PM 

Virginia Tech 
October 19th depart Roanoke @ 9:00 PM 

Arrival into Carmichael @ 12:30 AM 

October 18th Depart Charlottesville @ 9:15 

PM 

Arrival into Roanoke @ 11:30 PM 

Hotel: Doubletree Charlottesville 
990 Hilton Heights Road 

Charlottesville, VA 22901 
434-973-2121 

Hotel: Residencelnn Roanoke Airport 

3305 Ordway Drive 

Roanoke, VA 24017 

540-265-1119 

Arena: Virginia 
Memorial Gym 

Charlottesville, VA 

Arena: Virginia Tech 

Cassell Coliseum 
Blacksburg, VA 

Florida State 
October 31Stdepart from Campus @ 2:15 PM 

Arrival into Atlanta GA @ 5:30 PM 

October 31St Arrive Tallahassee @ 11:00 PM 

= November 1~tdepart for Jacksonville 
November 2nd depart from Tallahassee @ 

9:30 AM 

Miami 
Arrival into Ft Lauderdale @ 12:05 PM 

November 3rd departure from Ft Lauderdale, 

FL @ 6:30 PM 

Arrive into RDU @ 10:25 PM 

Hotel: Doubletree Talahhassee 

101 S Adams street 

Tallahassee, FL 32301 

(850) 224-5000 

Hotel: Holiday Inn - University of Miami 

1350 South Dixie Highway (US1) 

Coral Gables, FL 33146 

(305) 667-5611 

Hotel: Jacksonville November 1~t TBD 

Arena: Florida State University 

Tully Gymnasium 

Tallahassee, FL 

Arena: University of Miami 

Knight Sports Complex 

Coral Gables, FL 

Office * (919) 962-5233 / (919) 843-2041 www.GoHeels.com Fax * (919) 843-8543 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Thursday, Angust 8, 2013 8:40 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: beginning of the yeax meetings 

Thank you 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 20.13 7:.13 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Re: beginning of the year meetings 

Women’s Golf mad ~Vomen’s Lax waiting on coaches to resIx~nd. Golf traditionally meets late in the first week of class. Lax normally meets the afternoon of the first 

week of class. Will confirm as soon as the coaches respond. Jenny is out of town til ne~ week 

On Aug 7, 2013, at 7:00 PM, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebmwn(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 

I do not want to miss any of the beginning of the year meetings. These are the ones that I do not have on my calendar but I may have missed the emails. Please let 

me know if they have been set. Thank you 

Missing: 

Men’s Basketball 

Men’s Lacrosse 

Men’s Soccer (Jenn & Kym -pending) 

M& W Swimming 

Men’s Tennis 

Softball 

Women’s Golf 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Michelle 

Miche[le Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

rnichellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:16 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton)youn~unc.edu-~ 

Wigger, f,ea]~ Marie <wigger@unc.edu> 

RE: Exec Cup date? 

Tony, 

Sor~z for the delay in responding. We were out all day recruiting in Pinehurst and then we had a recruit in at 6:00 last night. Busy times! I have asked Leah to send you the fall travel 
schedule The date of the Executive Cup will be Saturday, November 2rid. 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 6:18 PM 

To: Mann, Jan M.; Wigger, Leah Marie 

Subject: Exec (;up date? 

Do we know the date yet, so I can plan my fal[ travel with teams? 

And can I get a copy of the fall trave[ schedule for inclusion on the travel letter please’? And a date and time for the team meeting It now appears that Michelle Brown & the new Steele 
Building advisers want to come and be a part Instead of my normal 15 minutes, we will probably need 30 - 45. There are maW new policies and rules for study hall that we will need to go 
over 

Thanks 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Wigger. Leah Marie <wigger@unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu> 

RE: Exec Cup date? 

Fall 2013 Schedule for Professors.docx 

TOFfy, 

Here is the attached fall schedule for letter. Hope you are h~ving a good day! 
l.eah 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 8:36 PM 
T~ Wigger, Leah Marie 
Subjeet~ Re: Exec Cup date? 
ThaWs Le~ 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 8:15 PM, "WiggeL Leah Marie" <~er(T~m~c.edu> 

wrote: 

Executive Cup is Nov 2nd. Will send you a lhll ~hedule to include in letter tomorrow morning. Will talk with Jan as well atx)ut temn meeting, etc. 

Leah Wigger 

UNC AssisIant Wo~nen’s Golf Coach 

Cell: 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 6:18 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton,i3’otmt~t~nc~edu-; wrote: 

Do we know the date yet, so I can p|a~ my fall tlavel with teams? 

And c~l I get a cop?" of the i:all travel schedule for inclusion on the travel letter please? And a date and time for the temn meeting. It now appears that 

Michelle Brown & the new Steele Building advisers want to come aa~d be a p~. Instead of Iny normal 15 miimtes, we will probably need 30 - 45. There 

are many new policies and rules for study- hall that ~e will need to go over. 

Thanlcs 

Tony 



Fall 2013 

Tar Heel Women’s Golf Schedule 

9/7 

9/8 

9/9-11 

Saturday 

Sunday 

Mon-Wed 

Departure Day 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

NCAA Preview 

Tulsa, OK 

Hosted by University of Tulsa 

9/18 

9/19 

9/20-22 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Fri-Sun 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Practice Round 

Tournament Rounds 

Mason Rudolph Championship 

Franklin, TN 

Hosted by Vanderbilt 

10/11-13 Fri-Sun Tournament Rounds Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Hosted by North Carolina 

10/24 

10/25-27 

Thursday 

Fri-Sun 

Depart 2:00 p.m. 

Tournament Rounds 

Landfall Tradition 

Wilmington, NC 

Hosted by UNC Wilmington 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 8:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton)youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: F~xec Cup date? 

Forgot the last part of your email How about 3:00 at the Chapman Center. Our team meeting starts at 2:00 so that should give me time to get through most of our stuff. 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 6:18 PM 
To: Mann, Jan M.; Wigger, Leah Marie 
Subject: F~xec Cup date? 

Do we know the date yet, so I can plan nay fall travel ~vith teams? 

And can I get a copy of the fall travel schedule for inclusion on the travel letter please? And a date and time for the team meeting It now appears that Michelle Brown & the new Steele 
Building advisers want to come and be a part Instead of my normal 15 minutes, we ~vill probably need 30 - 45. There are many new policies and rules for stud?, hall that ~ve will need to go 
over 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mann, Jan M. <janmann@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 12:15 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Exec Cup date? 

Sor~! 20th 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 9, 2013, at 8:37 AM. "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> ~Vhat day? 
> 

> 

> On Aug 9, 2013, at 8:34 A2vl, "Marm, Jan M." <jamnama@unc edu> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

>> Forgot the last part of your email How about 3:00 at the Chapman Center. Our team meeting stalts at 2:00 so that should give me time to get tl~rough most of our stufll 
>> 

>> ..... ©riginal Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 6:18 PM 
>> To: Mann, Jan M; Wigger, Leah Marie 
>> Subject: Exec Cup date? 
>> 
>> Do we know the date yet, so I can plan my fall travel with teams? 
>> 

>> And can I get a copy of the fall travel schedule for inclusion on the travel letter please? And a date and time for the team meeting. It now appears that Michelle Brown & the new Steele 
Building advisers want to come and be a part. Instead of my normal 15 minutes, we will probably need 30 - 45. There are many new policies and rules for study hall that we will need to go 
over. 
>> 

> > Th ank s 
>> 

>> ToW 
> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 6:36 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Team Meeting Schedule 

Thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:20 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: Team Meeting Schedule 

Thurs, Aug 15 - 
Friday, Aug 16: 

Tuesday Aug 20 

Volleyball - 11 am, Loudermilk - Classroom to be determined 

Women’s Soccer - 1:45 pm - pavilion at Finley Fields, near the golf course. 
Field Hockey     - 3:15 pm - team room at Henly Sta dium 

Women’s Golf - 3:00 pm - meeting room - Chapman Center, golf course 

TBA - women’s lacrosse (head Coach Jemay Levy is on vacation and will return next week) 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Constable, Glenn <Glenn Constable@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Monday, August 12, 2013 11:25 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Parking at the B ~hool 

Hi Ton?’ - I would need an exact headcount and email addresses if you want me to send out e-passes If you want me to issue "pink" hardcopy passes they can just drive up to the front of 
the Kenan Center, identify themselves as part of your group, get a pass, and then go park in the Visitors Lot behind Koury Auditorium. Also there is a $4 charge per pass each day, so I 
need to kno~v where to send the invoice. If you have an?- questions, let me know. -Glelm 

Glenn Constable 
919.9620228 
glenn constable@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:ton,i5~ount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: Constable, Glelm 
Subject: Parking at the B school 

Mr. Constable, 

Roughly 12-14 members of the Academic Support Staff for Student Athletes here at Carolina will be meeting in Room 2000 at the McCall Building on Tuesday and Wednesday of this ~veek I 
called Kelly Barley to ask about parking and he referred me to you. Is it possible to park near the Business school for those t~vo days we ~vill be meeting in your building? 11" so, ~vhat do you 
need from us in order to arrange spaces? 

Thank you 

Tony Yount 
Academic Counselor 
962-9535 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Constable, Glenn <Glenn Constable@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Angust 12, 2013 12:16 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Parking at the B ~hool 

Hi Ton?’, thanks for letting me know! 

Glenn Constable 
919.9620228 
glenn constable@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony [mailto:ton,i~,~ount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 11:54 AM 
To: Constable, Gleun 
Subject: Re: Parking at the B school 

Thank you so much for the information Our boss says we will use a van and transport all of us from here so we won’t need parking. 

Tony 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 11:25 AM, "Constable, Glenn" <Glenn Constable@kenan-flagler unc edu> wrote: 

> Hi Tony - I would need an exact headcount and email addresses if you want me to send out e-passes. If you want me to issue "pink" hardcopy passes the?’ can j ust drive up to the front of 
the Kenan (;enter, identil}’ themselves as part of your group, get a pass, and then go park in the Visitors Lot behind Koury Auditorium. Also there is a $4 charge per pass each day, so I 
need to l~ow where to send the invoice. If you have any questions, let me know. -Glenn 
> 

> Glenn Constable 
> 919962.0228 
> glenn constable@unc.edu 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony [mailto:tony’vount(gr)unc edu] 
> Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 10:39 AM 
> To: Constable, Glenn 
> Subject: Parking at the B school 
> 

> Mr. Constable, 
> 

> Roughly 12-14 members of the Academic Support Staff for Student Athletes here at Carolina will be meeting in Room 2000 at the McCall Building on Tuesday and Wednesday of this 
week. I called Kelly Barley to ask about parking and he referred me to you. Is it possible to park near the Business school for those two days we will be meeting in your building? If so, what 
do you need from us in order to arrange spaces? 
> 

> Thank you. 
> 

> Tony Yount 
> Academic Counselor 
> 962-9535 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 12:53 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Team room - August 19 

Tony, 

We are scheduled to meet with you and Michelle@ 3:15 PM on the 19th. 

Karen Shelton 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 12, 2013, at 11:51 AM. "Yount, Tony" <ton,~uount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Coach, 
> 

> Checked your practice schedule for Monday the 19th - shows you starting at 4pm. Women’s lax will hold their academic team meeting licom 2:30 - 3:30 on that day and be out of the team 
room by 3:45. I hope that avoids ariy conflict 
> 

> Let me know if that creates a problem on Monday, the 19th 
> 

> Ton?- 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 1:31 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

RE: My apologies and Team meetings. 

Tony, 

We can do Monday at 4:15 - 

I will tell team 4pm because I have to leave no later than 5 : 15 to pick up my kid s - so it will be tight on the back end for me 

Jenny 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 1:15 PM 
To: Shelton, Karen C; Levy, Jennifer S 
Subject: My apologies and Team meetings 

I have made a royal mess of the team meeting schedule. I do not know why because on my calendar I have Soccer at 1:45, Field Hockey at 3:15 and ;vas seeking to nail down lacrosse today 
when JenW returned But in my head I thought soccer and FH were on Friday, thus freeing lax for a Monday at 2:30 meeting. 

Jem~y, my apologies for causing this confusion. Can we go to 4:15 on Monday as we talked about earlier today? 

I’m very sorry. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Monday,               2:47 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Missed Term Exception Form 

CERTIFICATION OF THE MISSED TERM EXCEPTION form.docx 

Good afternoon gentlemen, 
I understand that you are all at the beach and have a match on Wednesday. If you can print the attached document, have 
sign it and fax or email it back to me, I can get her certified in time for the match more than likely. If not, she will not be available 

until you return and she can come by my office. 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



7:00~8:00AM 

7:30-8:00AM 

8:00-8:30AM 

8:45-9:~ 5AM 

9:20-10:30AM 

10:40-11:10AM 

11 :ISAMM 2:40PM 

CHECK-IN AND CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST 

West Lounge & Great Hall Lobby~ FPG Student Union 

INFORMATION FAiR ~:~:~ Union Piaza(outsic~eGreatHalI, FPG Student Union) 

Talk with representatives from Un2v’ersity departments about resources, services, and 

opportunities ~%r maximizing your Carolina experiencE< 

YOUR WELCOME TO CAROLINA ::::: (.tea,. Hall, F:PG Studerrt U~;ion 

Meet other new tra n.sfe[ students, their fa:milies, and. the O:dentat:ion stall The Office of" the 

Executive Vice Chancellor & :Provost will share insisht on the halknarks of a Carolh~a education, 

PROFESSOR’S PERSPECTIVE ~ Hamilton 100 

A Carolina faculty member vzi].], d]~<u,.~ facu].tv expectations for the ~.~a~.~. hna classroom and 

strategies to facilitate student success, 

THE CAROUNA WAY ~:~:~ Hamilton 100 

Engage with staff hom the Office of the Dean of Students about what it means to be a 

Caro]i.na student Discuss the expectations and respon.sibil~ties for Hymn.8 and learn~n.8 in 

our dJ.ve[se Caro]:in.a community. 

SMALL GROUP MEETING ~:~:~ Follow your OL 

Meet your fellow classmates and learn how to maximize your Orientation experience. 

LUNCHISTUDENT L~FE :~:~: Follow yourOL 

Although you are familis~r wi.th the college environm.ent, you will find there s~re similarities 

and differences to navisat:in.8 Carol:i:na compared to your prev:ious institut:ion, LeaK~ tips for 

success from current students who have successfully transferred to Garolina and corinect 

with new students to start to build your Carolina network, 

M Y CARD LI NA ::::: Times m;d locations vary, see below 

Please folIow the personalized, detailed after:noon schedule that you received at Orien.ta.t:ion 

Check-In. You will meet with an Academic Advisor as well as attend the sessions below. 

TRANSFER STUDENT SUCCESS ~ Auditorium, .CPG Student Union 

ACADEMIC ADVISING APPOINTMENT i~i~i FPGStud~,mt 

Meet :[ndh;:kkHdly w:kh an aeaderuk: ad~;:[sor to re~ew you;~ ae;~demJc pla~ at ea:~ol:[na and am~wer q~H~stJons about 

[�our 20:::3 ~a]] s£hedu].e 

Students who start th~nkin~ about c~eer development issues (Le. careers options, 

development, r%sum6, intemdev;ins~ GPA, and graduate school) eariy are more prepared when the tJrne comes to 

leave Carolina and head to gradt~ate schooi or a profbss~ona] position. University Career Services is a va]t~able 

~esource and is here to help you ]umpstart your career and develop skills that employers wahl 

After your Academic Advising appointment~ the Resistrar’s staff and OLs "will be available to assist you to make 

chanses to your fall course schedule as needed~ 

LAPYOP D~STR~BUTIOH AND CONFiGURATiON ~ Room 2510, gg’GStudent 

Students who purchased a CCI Laptop in advance may pick up their ]aptop. RAM Shop and Information Technolosy 

Ser~;:k:es staff will (:on:[~8tKe the (:omputer for use at Ca:tolina. Please b;dn8 your UNC One Card, 

STUDENT STORES, UNC ONE CARD, CAROUHA D~N~NG ~ Oan[e~s Student Stores and 

Visit Student Stozes to order your 1:earl:book:s; get yotK UNC O~H~ C;~rd~ pu:~(:hase a (]a:tolin;~ I)inin~4 Meal P]atL 



3:00-3:45PM 

4:00-4:45PM 

5:00-5:45PM 

6:00-6:45PM 

INTEREST SESSION BLOCK I 
i~ ollow y~. ur p~..r,.,.onall.z~: d schedule not all students wi]l attend an h~t~:.~,:..~t ’~’ 

OFF-CAMPUS HOUS~G, COMMUNITY ~VOL~E~E~T~ AND T~ANS~ORTAT~ON ~ r~(:<:,m 3411, [:P(:~ Studen~ 

].,eaz m ;~bout resources, rights aad zespons~bf]:[tfes, amd helpful ;~int s for lf~{~g oP~-carc.pus h~. t;~e local commun:[ty, 

well as tips about on-c~mpus parking optJou% gett~rtg around the campus and cot~mumJty ush~g local and regional 

transit, carpoo]ing and ride n~atchJmg, ZiRcar, and tlqe Commuter Alternative Erogram. 

SCHOLAR~H}P~ &STUDEN’]’A~D ::::: Room3408~FPGSh~dentUMon 

]mf/orm~tion on meedqsased and nou-need-b~sed loans ~nd procedures ~br processJmg outside scholarships wii] 

be presented. 

MAX~[~Z~NG CONNEC’FCAROL~NA FOR REG~S’[’RA’F}ON "F}P~ AN~ ’I"RACK~NG YOUR OEGREE PROGRESS 

Room 2420, FF’G Student Union 

The ~[sgistra~’s stuff: will provide tips for ~tuxi~tizing the online ComnectCarolima Student Center for course 

~e~is~ration as well as am overview of Conmec~Carolima tools such as the Tar Heel Tracker to map #our progress 

toward you;t Carol [t~a degree. 

CAMPUS TOUR ~:~:~: Meet an OL in the 

An OL will lead yo{z on a s;~x~z t: w;~i],’,:h).g tour o:[ campus. 

iNTEREST SESSION BLOCK II 

t:’o]]ow 7ou~ pe~sonadized schedu]e; not all. students 

Staff f~om Ho~s~ng ~ Aes~deut~ }}’,d~cation and Grauv~]]e Towers 

campus. The sessiom will coucluds wftlq a question amd snswer opportunity. 

OFF-CAMPUS HOUSING, COMMUt~’]’Y ~NVOLVEMEN’[’, AND "[’RAt~SPOR’[’A’]’~Ot~ ~:~:~ Room 3,1.1 [, FPG S~:~x]erfi: tJMon 

LeaTn about Tesources, rights and responsibilities, and helpful hJmts for living offUcannpus in the local cotntnunJty, as 
well as tips about on-campus parking options~ geEtimg around the campus and commumiLw using local and regional 

transit, curpooling and ride matchimg, Zipcar, and the Commuter Alternative Program. 

CAMPUS B~LUNG ~:~:~ Room 3408, FPG Student Union 

Student Accounts and Umive~sity Receivables will provide basic imforrnation about studemt billing procedures and the 

services [he department provides. Lea~m about defbrments, refunds, 

Room 2420, FPG S~.:ffent: 

"[’;~e :[~.eg:is~ ~a~"s s~a:[[ wJil provide tips Rx[ rc.axhnizJmg the onifne Comnect:C;~rolh~.a Student Ceat:er fo~ course 

registration as well as an overview or {::onnectCarolJma tools such as the Tar Heel Tracker to map your progress 

toward your Carolina degree. 

}-]:ave you ever wanted to research art t~istory in Spah~, study ecoiogy Jm tt~e South PacJ~c, or even help find cures 

fbr cancer right here Jm {::hapei i-till? ’]’t~e Of[ce for Umdergraduate Research can heip students achieve these goals. 

Hundreds of: undergraduates conduct exciting research every semester. Hea~ an ofrice rep~esemtaEJve speak about 

how to get involved, 

iNTEREST SESSION BLOCK ill 
~° ’ ~ ~ I ~ ~" " ~t ~ ’ ~’~S " ~ ’ ~ g~ t:’OIIow your p,:.}, so~ahg{:.d schedule; not all ,~t .~d~: nt~ ~].].] ...... t~..nd an .[nt~..~ ~..,. t Se~s;.on in B]< (.k II:L 

StafffYom Housing & Residential Education end Granviiie Towers wi]l share imform~tion about living and learning on 

campus. The sessiom will conclude with a question stud answer opportunity. 

OFFICE FOR UNOERG£AOUATE RESEARCH :~:~:~ Room 2423, FPGStudent(M~on 

Have you ever wanted to researciq aTt history in Spain, study ecology iu tl~e Soutt~ Pacific, or even help ~Ytd cures 

i:o~ cumce~ right here in Chaps] HilL’ The Of[ice fbr Undergraduate Research can he]p sEud[ents achieve these goals, 

Hundreds of undergraduates conduc~ excitimg research every semester, Hear an office represenEaEive speak about 

how Eo get hwo]ved. 

CA~,~1PU5 TOUR :~:~:~ Meet sn OL [n the PEt* 

Am OL will lead you on a short wuikmg tour of campus, 

CAROLINA COVENANT SCHOLARS: Scholarships & Student Aid~ Student Billh~9, and 

Prograr~ Featur÷~ m Room .~lbz, F:PG Student Union 

This session :is designed, specifically [or CaEol:i:na Covena n.~ Schola.[s and. d~e:i[ families to ga:i:n 

more insight on the Covenant Scholarship Package. It features information related to the 

financial aid award process~ student biI]i.ng, work.-study opportunities, and programming 

acti.vities an.d services° Din:neE will be provided. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 7:47 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-* 

RE: Team Meeting Schedule Corrections 

Thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 1:43 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Advising for Student Athletes AAP 
Subject: Re: Team Meeting Schedule Corrections 

Michelle, Andrea, Spencer 

My apologies. This error is on me, not on the coaches. My calendar on my computer and the calendar in my head were not on the same day. Here is the corrected version for all 5 of my 
teams. No meetings on Friday - 3 meetings on Monday. 

>> Thurs, Aug 15 - Volleyball - 11 am, Loudermilk - Classroom to be determined 
>> Monday, Aug 19: 
>> Women’s Soccer - 1:45 pm - pavilion at Finley Fields, near the golf course. 
>> Field Hockey - 3:15 pm - team room at Hems’ Stadium 
> Women’s Lacrosse - 4:15 - team room at Henry Stadium 

>> Tuesday Aug 20 Women’s Golf - 3:00 pm - meeting room - Chapman (;enter, golf course 
>> 

>> 

>> Again, my apologies for the changes. ~I1nat’s on me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:38 AM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

incoming freshmen new e-mail 

Tony-do you havetheincomingfreshmen’snew e-mailaddresses? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Carolina 2013 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.carolinalacrossecmnps.com/ 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mann, Jan M, <janmann@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 12:36 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5,oun~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Team meeting 

Correct. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 12:35 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton??’ount@unc edu> wrote: 

I have you on my schedule at 3 on Tues, Aug. 20. 

I saw- on another schedule that ?,our compliance meeting is here in Loudermilk at 2 on the 20th VVhere you like for our academic meeting to take place? 

Tony 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mann, Jan M, <janmann@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 12:42 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5,oun~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Team meeling 

Sorry Recruiting and just read first part! I need to slow do~vlr. Compliance was changed to 19th at 1:00 Team meeting on 20th at Chapman Would you rather do on 19th after our compliance 
at Lou delrnilk? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 12:37 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton~onnt@nnc.edu> wrote: 

But my question is where - Chapman or Loudermilk? 

On Aug 14, 2013, at 12:36 PM, "Mann, Jan M" <janmann@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> ColTect. 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

>> On Aug 14, 2013, at 12:35 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton??-onnt@unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>>> I have you on my schedule at 3 on Tues, Aug. 20. 

>>> I saw on another schedule that your compliance meeting is here in l.oudermilk at 2 on the 20th. Where you like for our academic meeting to take place? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 1:13 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonLs’oun~unc.edu> 

Travel Letter 

TfL~VEL LETTER FA 2013.docx 

Here ya go sir. 

Nate 



344 K]DGE 

C A M 

C|~IAPIil. ]HILL. NC 27~99.31,.~7 

7" 919.96~.9537 

Fall Semester - 2013 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course nmy be absem from class due to travel for atlfletic events. This 
letter is to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsiU sport travel schedule for                              who is a 
student-athlete in your course. Please note that because travel rosters often change, the student 
is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected absence. Not all student-athletes travel 
for eve~7 competition (e.g. Swimming & Diving, Track and Field, and other individual sports). 
A list of traveling student-athletes is maintained in the Department of Athletics. Should you 
wish to consult this list please contact me at 962-9533. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized UniversiU activities and who 
may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are to be excused during the approved 
period of absence. Notification of such an absence must be sent by the responsible University 
official to the instructor before the date(s) of thc scheduled absence." 

The student tmderstands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class meetings and must 

make arrangements with you to complete assigmnents or make-up quizzes or tests. 

Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding team travel or any academic matter 
concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Michelle Brown 
Director 
Academic Support Progrmn for Student-Athletes 

STUDENT-ATHLETE MUST RETURN LOWER SECTION TO ACADEMIC COUNSELOR 

Student Name: 

PID: 

Course Name 

Facul~ Signature: 

Number Section 

Date: 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:43 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20130814144319516.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 08 14.2013 14:43:19 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Field Hockey Travel 
Fall 2013 

Schedule 

DATE 

Thursday, August 29~ 1:00 am 
Miss al! Friday classes, August 30 

Friday, September 

DEPARTURE TiME 

Thursday, September 19th 

8:00 am 

3:30 pm 

LOCATION 

Lock Haven, DE 

Iowa City, IA 

Charlottesville, VA 

RETURN TIME 

Monday, Sept 2 -1:00am 

Sunday, Sept 8 -11:30pro 

Miss all Thursday evening and all Friday classes, September 19 & 20 

Friday October 25th 

Friday, November l’t 

Wednesday, November 6th 

6:00 am Norfoik, VA 

2:15 pm Syracuse, NY 

2:00 pm Boston, MA 
Miss all Wednesday evening, Thursday and Friday classes, Nov 6-8 

Sunday, Sept 22 -7:00pm 

Saturday, Oct 27 -7:00pm 

Saturday, Nov 2-10:30pm 

ACC tournament 
likely 10 pm Sunday 

TBA - NCAA first round tournament - weekend of Nov t6-17 - location unknown 

TBA - NCAA Final Four- weekend of Nov 22 & 23 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Field Hockey Academic 
Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Wigger, Leah Marie <wigger@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:57 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~3~oun~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Travel Letter 

Dates are good :) Only saw that you had Field Hockey at bottom instead of golf Also, may just want to tab the Sunday, Sept 22 palt to being under the return time section. Thales Ton?".!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:51 PM 
To: Wigger, Leah Marie 
Subject: Tram’el Letter 

Here is the format M~chelle wants us to use - would you check it fl~r me for accuracy? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:11 PM 

Younl, Tony <ton~2voun@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <ton~youn@unc.edu> 

20130814151123833.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 0814.2013 15:11:23 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



344 I<IDGE R.OAD 

CAMPUS BOX $xo7 

CHAPEL HILL, NC ~7599 31o7 

T 919.962.9537 

~ 9x9.96a.gz47 

Fal! Semester - 2013 

Dear Professor: 

Student-athletes in your course may be absent from class due to travel for 
athletic events. This letter is to inform you as to when such absences will occur. 

Attached is the varsity sport travel schedule for 
who is a student-athlete in your course. Please note that because travel rosters 
often change, the student is responsible for notifying you prior to each expected 
absence. Not all student-athletes travel for every competition (e.g. Swimming 
& Diving, Track and Field, and other individual sports). A list of traveling 
student-athletes is maintained in the Department of Athletics. Should you wish 
to consult this list please contact me at 962-9533. 

The Faculty Council’s policy is stated in The Undergraduate Bulletin: 

"Students who are members of regularly organized and authorized University 
activities and who may be out of town taking part in some scheduled event are 
to be excused during the approved period of absence. Notification of such an 
absence must be sent by the responsible University official to the instructor 
before the date(s) of the scheduled absence." 

The student understands that s/he is responsible for all the work of all class 
meetings and n-rest make arrangements with you to complete assignments or 
make-up quizzes or tests. 

Please contact me with any questions or concerns regarding team travel or any 
academic matter concerning student-athletes. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Michelle Brown 
Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attadl: 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 3:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

back side 

New vb trov!! letter.docx 



Volleyball Travel Schedule 
Fall 2013 

DATE DEPARTU RE TI M E 

Thursday, August 29th 4:30 pm 
Miss all Friday classes, August 30 

LOCATION 

Murfreesboro, TN 

RETU RN TI M E 

Sunday, Sept 1 -3:05pm 

Thursday, September 5th       7:45 am            Athens, OH 
Miss all Thursday and Friday classes, September 5 and 6 Sunday, Sept 8 -12:15am 

Thursday, October 3re         8:15 am            Syracuse, NY 
Miss all Thursday and Friday classes, October 3 & 4 Sunday, Oct 6 -8:15 pm 

Thursday October 17th        1:30 pm 
Miss all Friday classes, October 18 

Charlottesville, VA 
Sunday, Oct 20 -12:45am 

Thursday, October 31st        2:15 pm 
Miss all Friday classes, November 1 

Tallahassee, FL 
Sunday, Nov 3 - 6:30pm 

** NCAA possible tournaments dates (Dec. - T.B.A.) 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Volleyball Academic 
Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adams, Tyler G <tadams@tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 6:54 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~(~unc.edu> 

RE: Travel better 

The only thing that has changed Iicom the sheet I sent you is returning from Miami ~ve land at 11:30 PM 
Also, rm not sure it matters but our trip to Charlottesville we are taking a bus. Our schedule says leave at 1:30 but if someone has a class that gets out closer to 2:00 we would wait for them. 

Thanks! 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Adams, Tyler G 
Subject: Travel Letter 

Here is the format iVlichelle wants us to use - ~vould you please check this one for accuracy? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rackham <racldlam@unc.edu> 
"~ M Thursday, August 15. 2013 2:0: P 

Younk Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edtr~ 

Re: current ~hedules 

Hey tony 

Thmlks. What is A2~¢D? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 2:03 PM, "Yount, Tow" <ton~yount@unc.edu> wrote: 

Eve wanted to see the current one. 

Would someone send me Jennifer’s contact info 

<vbS15.pdf~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

rackham <rackham@unc.e&v~ 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 2:47 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5,oun~unc.edu> 

Re: culTent schedules 

Beauliful. Thm~k yotl 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 2:43 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton, cwount(~unc.edu> wrote: 

its the new AFAM dept - African and African-American Diasp~sr’a 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 2:07 PM, rackham <rackham(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey tony 

Thanl~. What is AAAD? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 15, 2013, at 2:03 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tou,wioun~unc.edu> wrote: 

]~ve wanted to see the current one 

Would someone send me Jennifer’s contact in[~o 

<vb815.pdt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 8:28 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Undeflaods 

Tone Loc: 

Do you have any students in WSC/FH/VB planning on underloading this semester? If so, ~ve can put them on the radar to send back to athletics as quickly as possible. 

Sent from ray iPad 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Sander, Thomas J, pacman@unc.e&b~ 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 1:00 PM 

YounL Tony <ton~)’ounk~@unc.edu-~ 

RE: Format attached 

New ws 13 travel letter.docx 

Tony, 
Here’s o~*rs, Shal~ I ust print s bu[ach to go with the form letter you’re sending over? 

-Tom 

F~m: Yount, Tony 
$ent: Wednesday, August $4, 20~3 4:~0 PN 

To: Sander, ~omas 3 
Subje~t~ Format a~ached 



Women’s Soccer Travel 
Fall 2013 

Schedule 

DATE DEPARTU RE TI M E 

Thursday, August 22°d 12:00 pm 
Miss all Friday classes, August 23 

LOCATION 

Charlottesville, VA 

RETU RN TI M E 

Sunday, Aug 25 -5:00pm 

Wed, September 11th          12:00 pm 
Miss all Thursday classes, Sept 12 

Blacksburg, VA 
Thurs, Sept 12-11:00 pm 

Tuesday, September 17th       12:00 pm          Tallahassee, FL 
Miss all Wednesday, Thursday and Friday classes, Sept 18, 19, 20 Sunday, Sept 22 -11:15 pm 

Wednesday September 25th    9:00 am 
Miss all Thursday classes, Sept 26 

Pittsburgh, PA 
Friday, Sept 27 -10:30 am 

** NCAA possible tournaments dates (Dec. - T.B.A.) 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Womens Soccer 
Academic Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Saturday, Angust 17, 2013 1:14 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Format attached 

Nope. We head up Saturday afternoon. 

-Tom 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 1:13 PP1 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Format attached 

No Friday classes missed on the Boston trip? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 17, 2013, at 12:59 PM, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc:edu> wrote: 

Here’s ours. Shafl I juat print a bunch to go with the form letter you’re sending over? 

--Tom 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2013 4:10 PN 

To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Format attached 

<New ws 13 travel letter.docx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Barnes, Philip E <pebames@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 2:31 PM 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu~>; Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@anc.edu~ 

To land a job, "take these six college courses - CNBC 

Just read this.. Cormnon sense stuft; but good that it is written down. 

~av.cnbc. com/id/100928074 

Sent from my iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 3:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

updated leave times 

New ws 13 travel letter.docx 

Tony, 
We’re going to leave a little later for the first two trips, so l’ve adjusted that on the attached sheet. Sorry if this messes up all your copies. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Women’s Soccer Travel 
Fall 2013 

Schedule 

DATE DEPARTU RE TI M E 

Thursday, August 22°d 1:00 pm 
Miss all Friday classes, August 23 

LOCATION 

Charlottesville, VA 

RETU RN TI M E 

Sunday, Aug 25 -5:00pm 

Wed, September 11th          1:00 pm 
Miss all Thursday classes, Sept 12 

Blacksburg, VA 
Thurs, Sept 12-11:00 pm 

Tuesday, September 17th       12:00 pm          Tallahassee, FL 
Miss all Wednesday, Thursday and Friday classes, Sept 18, 19, 20 Sunday, Sept 22 -11:15 pm 

Wednesday September 25th    9:00 am 
Miss all Thursday classes, Sept 26 

Pittsburgh, PA 
Friday, Sept 27 -10:30 am 

** NCAA possible tournaments dates (Dec. - T.B.A.) 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Womens Soccer 
Academic Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Brunner, John F -~John Brunner~nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 7:13 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

ThaJ~ks 

Tony, 

I really appreciated hearing the academic information update and some of the positive changes to the AC. Wou~d love to ta~k to you for a few moments about 
other changes that you feel are still necessary, that perhaps we can continue to press from an administrative standpoint. 

Thanks, 
John 
Jolm Brenner 
Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-843-5972 

www,goheels,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:31 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Let me complete another schedule upload; she should be there then. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:24 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: 

is on the 
for me to request tutoring. What should I do? 

team and in the database, but does not show up as an option in the tutor list 

Tony 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.le~@unc.edu> 

Thursday August 22, 2013 10:27 AM 

Yoant, Tony <ton~yo~ n~unc.edtr-~ 

RE: schedules 

Thanks Tony, 

He?’ - uwelated, we are going to "¢~qaitewater raI’~ the Nantahala on Sept 13-15 weekend 

We are taking a charter bus (new University rules) staying at a place called Wildwater - in a big lodge!cabin (Falling Waters Lodge) 

Would love to have you j oin us - something different, not thrilled about the distance (5 hours away) but shouid be great fun and good way to start the year! 

Jenny 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 7:40 PM 
To: Le’,-y, Jermifer S; Dowd, Katrma M; Earnes, Philip E 
Subject: schedules 

as the?, are right now - changes will continue at least through Monday. 



Physics 1 O0 

How Things Work 

Fall Semester, 2013, Lectures in Phillips ttall Room 215 at 11 AM on 
MWF 

Course Instructor: Prof. Thomas B. Clegg Office: Phillips Hall 
Rm. 236, Phone: 843-8168, email: clegg@physics.unc.edu Office 
Hours: T 9-10, W 1-3 and by appointment 

SI Instructor:                email:          @live.unc.edu 
Supplemental Instruction Hours: To be announced later 

Course Website: See Sakai Course Content: IIow does it work? 
This question, whether being applied to an atomic nucleus, to 

the moon’s phases, to a motor, or to a music CD, is the essence of 
science. If you have asked it, and I believe that we all have at some 
point, then you have begun to study science. In this class we will use 
the eveuday world around us as the starting point to ask, "How does 
it work?" and embark on the study of fundamental physics concepts. 
We will find, within the range of pheno- mena and technology 
encountered each day, large parts of the field of physics. You will 
notice that the text chapters are named by a phenomena or 
technology that is explained. Through the explanation, the traditional 
concepts of physics ... mechanics, electricity and magnetism, and 
thermodynamics ... are explored. Our emphasis, however, is in how 
these concepts help us understand the technology, and not in the 
abstract concept itself. In this way, it is different from a traditional 
physics class. Is this course something like a television show on gee- 
whiz technolo- gy? No. The essence of understanding is in the 
application of learned principles to new situa- tions. You will have 
weekly homework assignments on such topics in which you will 
provide txvo pages of answers usually in prose form. Similarly, your 
success will be measured by your oh- raining the ability and 
confidence to provide similar written explanations to questions on 



exams. 

Intended Audience: This class has no prerequisites, and should be 
interesting to anyone interested in gaining a better understanding of 
our surrounding physical environment. Math concepts used should 
be understandable to all. The class is intended for non-science 
majors, though students majoring in sciences other than physics may 
find useful the overview presentation of broad physical concepts. 
Education and Exercise and Sports Science majors have in the past 
found the class to be informative. 

Text: How Things Work, Louis Bloomfield (Wiley, New York, 4t~ 
Edition, 2010). Grading: Pretests and class participation 10% 
Homework, Home Experiment, Research and Radio Projects 30% 
t {our Exams (best 2 of 3) 30% Final Exam 30% 

Pretests: These are multiple-choice questions on the reading material 
to be taught in the coming week. They will be announced 
beforehand, and your ans~vers are to be submitted via Sakai. The idea 
behind these simple tests is to get you to read the text and think 
about the course material beJbre coming to class. 

Hour Exams: Your :final hour exam grade will be the average of 
your best two grades on three exams, xvith NO makeup exams. If you 
miss one exam, make sure that you take the other two! 

Physics Research Project: Assigned groups of students will work 
together to create a document describing how course material can be 
used to explain the physics relevant to an object or physical 
phenomenon. 

Class: We will be follo~ving the text closely, so that there will be little 
need to take notes in the typical sense. In class, there ~vill be very 
little "dictation", and most of the class will be occupied ~vith 
demonstrations and class discussion. All Po~verpoint presentations 
for the class will be available on Sakai for downloading. Come to 
class! I do not take formal attendance in each class, but I consider 
your attendance mandatory and important for learning. We will use 



personally 

assigned ’clickers’ during class to assess understanding of lecture 
material and will take 

attendance through "votes" collected on questions 
asked. Homework: All completed homework should be placed in 
the dropbox located in the front 2*~d 

floor hallway outside Rm 215 Phillips Hall. Assignments will be due 
(usually) on Friday by 12:00 noon; homework turned in between 12 
noon and 5pro will receive a 10% penalty; home,york will NOT be 
accepted after 5 pro. You are encouraged to ~vork ~vith other students 
(not more than 2 or 3), but in the end, yore" h~’ite-up ~>~bmittedJbl~ credit 
must be your 

FINAL EXAM: Friday, Dec. 6th, 12 noon until 3 PM. Take 
Note Nmv! - No exceptions!! 



Un 

ISOCI 1 
iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

311 Peabody Hall 

CONTACT INFORMATION 

instructor: E-mail: Office hours: Office location: Course website 

~live.unc.edu Wednesday and Friday, 1 pm- 

2 pm or by appointment 273 Hamilton Hall sakai.unc.edu 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

After World War II, people assumed Germans were a breed apart 

from the rest of the world-- they must just have a higher 

propensity for violence and submission to authority than the rest 

of us, right? In a set of groundbreaking studies, Stanley Milgram 

demonstrated that ordinary Americans could be convinced to 

commit violent acts against another person as long as an 

authority told them it was okay. People assumed German people 

were simply different until Milgram showed them otherwise. 

This example demonstrates how much we take for granted. Other 

examples are more mundane: How do we all seem to know the 

rules for ordering a meal at a fast food restaurant? Why do we 

express sadness at a friend’s misfortune, even if we don’t really 

care about their problem? Why do our race and gender play such 

a large role in how other people treat us? How do organizations, 

which are really no more than stable patterns of interactions, 

manage to seem so immutable? 

In this class, we will examine the self and social interaction from a 



micro-sociological perspective. Through interactions, people come 

to understand themselves and the world. They construct, contest, 

and recreate the meanings and rules of interactions. This 

approach is known as symbolic interactionism: "symbolic" 

because reality is not fixed, but depends on how we define 

situations and the meanings we attach to them; "interactionism" 

because our sense of self and the meanings we impose on 

situations are developed through interactions with others. 
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COURSE (~OALS 

The overarching goal of this class is to question what we often 

assume is simply "the way things are." By critically analyzing what 

we take for granted, we can understand how we reinforce and 

challenge the rules embedded in existing social structures. 

Specifically, we will achieve this through the following goals: 

We will develop our sociological imaginations, defined by C. 

Wright Mills as "a quality of mind that seems most 

dramatically to promise an understanding of the intimate 

realities of ourselves in connection with larger social 

realities." This consists of asking how people interact, why 

they act that way, and what the consequences of the actions 

are. 

We will learn how the meaning and experience of everyday 

life are maintained, reproduced, and challenged. 

We will learn how the self, interactions, and institutions are 
socially constructed. 

4. We will learn to appreciate the connection of identities, 



interactions, and institutions to issues of power, privilege, 

and inequality. 

We will also work toward honing our critical thinking and 

interpersonal skills through the following goals: 

We will collaborate with others in class discussions and 
activities, becoming active participants in the learning 

process. 

We will provide support and assistance to other class 

members, learning to see your peers as knowledgeable and 

valuable sources of help and information. 

We will practice observing the world around us using class 

material as the theoretical lens. 

We will practice formal application of theories through 

written assignments. READINGS 

The following two books are required and available in the 

bookstore. In parentheses are the abbreviations for the books 

that I will use in the calendar. 

Cahill, Spencer E., Kent Sandstrom, and Carissa Froyum. 2014. 

Inside Social Life: Readings in Social Psychology and 

Microsociology. 7th edition. New York: Oxford University 

Press. (ISL = Inside Social Life) 

Schwalbe, Michael. 2008. The Sociologically Examined Life: Pieces 

of the Conversation. 4th edition. New York: McGraw-Hill Higher 

Education. (TSEL = The Sociologically Examined Life) 
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Some additional readings are assigned throughout the semester. 

These readings are posted as PDFs in Sakai under the relevant 

lesson heading. You are responsible for downloading the files. 

GRADED IV~ATERIAL 

This class comprises the following assignments, which are 

described in greater detail below: 

1) Reading notes 2) Blog posts 3) Mid-term exam 4) Final exam 

Reading Notes (15%) 

To encourage you to engage with the readings and prepare for 

class, you must submit typed reading notes for each assigned 

reading. Because you may need to refer to your notes during 

class, they will be turned in to me at the end of class. Please head 

your reading notes with your name, the date, and the reading 

associated with the questions. I will grade them only for 

completion. If you turn in notes for the day, you will receive 1 

point; no notes equals 0 points. Notes must be submitted in class, 

and you must be present in the class to submit notes (i.e., 

popping in at 12:50 to put your notes on the podium will earn you 

0 points). 

These notes are designed to be a resource for you. You may refer 

to your notes during class discussions and you will be permitted to 

use them for exams. I strongly recommend you make them as 

useful for yourself as possible. Each reading in TSEL and IS[. 

contains a set of questions designed to highlight the readings’ 

main points. You are not required to answer the questions in your 

notes, but you may want to use them as a guide to organize your 

notes. You may skip Reading Notes on two separate class days of 

your choosing...allocate these judiciously. 



Blog Posts (50%) 

A core goal of this class is to develop your sociological 

imagination. Many questions in ISL ask you to reflect on your 

experiences, analyze media, and observe issues in your daily life. 

Based on these questions, you will write your own blog using the 

Blog feature of Sakai. Your blog will address the prompting 

questions listed in the Calendar, and each blog entry will be 500 

to 650 words long (approximately 2 to 2.5 double-spaced pages). 

Ten blog posts are required out of fifteen possible blog prompts. 

You may choose which ten you want to include in your biog. 

Your blog posts will be graded according to the following criteria: 
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Critical analysis (4 points): You will receive full points if your 

blog demonstrates sociological mindfulness, thorough 

understanding the accompanying reading(s), and use of the 

reading(s) as the perspective from which you view the 

assignment. 

Supporting quotes (2 points): In your blog, you should 

employ at least two quotes to support your points. You will 

receive full points if your quotes pertain to the topic at hand 

and are lengthy enough to make a point on their own (but 

not so lengthy that they dominate your blog). 

Addressing the assignment (2 points): Most of the questions 

assigned for the blog are actually a series of interrelated 

questions or issues. You will receive full points if your blog 

addresses all of the questions or issues contained in the 

assignment. 



Technical requirements (2 points): If you adhere to the 

word count and your blog does not contain maior 

grammatical or compositional errors, you will receive full 

points. 

Mid-term Exam (15%) 

The mid-term will be a combination of question formats (may 

contain multiple choice, fill-in- the-blank, true/false, or brief 

essay; there will be no long essays due to time constraints). The 

exam will cover Units i through 4. The date for the mid-term is 

Wednesday, October 9. Remember to bring a blue book (available 

at Student Stores), a writing implement, and your reading notes. 

Final Exam (20%) 

The final exam will be a combination of question formats (may 

contain multiple choice, fill-in- the-blank, true/false, short answer, 

and long essay). The exam will cover Units ,5 through 8. The final 

will be held Monday, December 9, from 8am - 11am. Again, don’t 

forget to bring a blue book, writing utensil, and your reading 

notes. 

Grading scale 

A B C D F 

+ 87-89 77-79 67-69 

94-100 83-86 73-76 60-66 Below 60 

- 90-93 80-82 70-72 
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS Disability: If you have a disability that 

requires accommodation, please tell me at the start of 

the semester so we can make appropriate arrangements. 

Student athletes: If you are a student athlete, please provide a 

schedule of your events at the start of the semester so I will know 

when you will be absent. 

Final exams: If you have three or more final exams within a 24- 

hour period, you may reschedule the final to a time that is 

suitable for both of us. Let me know as soon as you are aware of 

such a conflict. 

Unforeseeable events: If something happens in your life that 

impedes your ability to function effectively in this class, let me 

know immediately. You need not provide detail if it is a sensitive 

issue for you, but you do need to keep me informed. Incompletes 

will not be given except in extreme cases and only if the amount 

of work left to be completed is minimal. 

I NTEG RITY 

Honor code 

The University Honor Code will be in effect through all 

assignments. Please read carefully the provisions of the Honor 

Code {http://instrument.unc.edu), making certain you understand 

and adhere to them. 

Plagiarism and citations 

What is plagiarism? From the American Sociological Association’s 



Style Guide (3rd edition): 

In publications, presentations, teaching, practice, and service, 

sociologists provide acknowledgment of and reference to the use 

of others’ work, even if the work is not quoted verbatim or 

paraphrased, and they do not present others’ work as their own 

whether it is published, unpublished, or electronically available. 

(2007, p. 3, emphasis mine) 

If you are uncertain how to properly quote material or write a list 

of citations, The Writing Center offers an overview of how to 

avoid plagiarism at 

http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/handouts/plagiarism.html. 

Any assignments that exhibit plagiarism will be handled by the 
Honor Court, 
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CLASS CALENDAR 

Readings 

Unit :1: Developing Your Sociological Imagination 

Wed., : Introduction to Social Interaction 

Fri., : Learning to Think Sociologically TSEL: Preface 

TSEL: Chapter 1, "Making Sense of the World Differently" TSEL: 

Chapter :12, "Studying and Changing the Social World" 

Mon.,       : Challenging Reafity: Learning to Ask "Why?" 

Video: "A Class Divided" 

Wed., : Challenging Reality: Learning to Ask "Why?" 



(cont.) TSEL: Chapter 2, "inventing the Social World" TSEL: 

Chapter 3, "Seeing Connections" 

Fri.,       : Individual Action, Interpersonal 

Consequences TSEL: Chapter 4, "Relationships, Groups, and 

interdependence" 

Mon.,      : Labor Day Holiday Unit 2: How the Social World 

Imposes Order 

Wed., : Social Constraints on the Individual Video: 

"Obedience" (The Stanley Miigram Experiments) 

Fri.,      : Social Constraints on the Individual (cont.) TSEL: 
Chapter 6, "Behavior as a Product of interaction" ISL: Chapter 41: 

"Nazi Doctors at Auschwitz" by Lifton 

Mon., .    Finding Patterns: Identi~fying the Social in the 
Individual TSE L: Chapter 7, "Seeing Patterns" TSEL: Chapter 8, 

"Contingency and Cause" 

Wed., Representations as Stand-Ins ~for Individuals 

Video: "The Murder of Emmitt Till" 

In-Class Qs 

i&22 

l&21&2 

i, 2,&3 

Blog post Qs 



l&32&4 

2&32&3 

5 
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Readings Fri.~ 

Individuals (cont.) 

In-Class Blog Qs post Qs 

: Representations as Stand-Ins for 

TSEL: Chapter 9, "Images, Representations, and Accounts" 2 ISL: 

Chapter 42, "Collective Forgetting and the Symbolic Power of 5 

Oneness" by Schwartz 

Mon.,       : Creating Meaning and Order ISL: Chapter 3, 

"Symbols and the Creation of Reality" by Sandstrom 4 ISL: 

Chapter 4, "Islands of Meaning" by Zerubavel 3 

Unit 3: The Social Construction of Self 

Wed.,        The Sel.f a Social Construction TSEL: Chapter 5, 

"Becoming Human" ISL: Chapter 2, "The Social Foundations of 

Human Experience" by Berger and Luckmann 

Fri.,        Classic Theories on the Sodal Construction of 
Self ISL: Chapter 16, "The Self as Sentiment and Reflection" by 

Cooley SAKAI: "The Self and Its Selves" by James 

12 



13 

Man.,        Classic Theories on the Social Construction of Self 
(cont.) ISL: Chapter 17, "The Self as Social Structure" by Mead 4 

Wed.,        Technology and Identity ISL: Chapter 20, "The 

Dissolution of the Self" by Gergen 2 ISL: Chapter 24, "The 

Presentation of Self in Virtual Spaces" by 5 Gottschalk 

Fri.,       : Socialization and Learning to Define Our Selves ISL: 

Chapter 18, "Young Children’s Racial and Ethnic Definitions of 4 

Self" by Van Ausdale and Feagin ISL: Chapter 19, "Gang-Related 

Gun Violence and the Self" by Stretsky and Pogrebin 

Unit 4: The Social Body 

Man.,        The Physical Enactment of Gender ISL: Chapter 

11, "Becoming a Gendered Body" by K. Martin NOTE: Bring 

computer to class 

5 

3 &4 
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Readings Wed., : Cultural Expectations of Physical Ideals 

In-Class Blog Qs post Qs 

ISL: Chapter 10, "The Organizational Management of Shame" by 



D. Martin ISL: Chapter 14, "Disciplining Corpulence" by 

Czerniawski 5 

Fri.,     : Social Management of the Sexualized Body ISL: 

Chapter 13, "Risky Lessons" by Fields ISL: Chapter 12, "Women 

and Their Clitoris" by Waskul, Vannini, and 4 Wiesen 

Mon., ~    : The Body as Sign-Vehicle ISL: Chapter 15: 

"Corporate Logo Tattoos and the Commodification of the Body" 

by Orend and Gagn~ 

Wed., Midterm Unit 5: Impression Management 

Fri.,       The Presentation of Self ISL: Chapter 2:[, "The 

Presentation of Self" by Goffman 

M o n.,       Accepting and Questioning Self-Presentations 

SAKAI: "Accounts" by Scott and Lyman 

Wed.,        Performing Gender SAKAI: "Doing Gender" by 

West and Fenstermaker 

Fri., : Fall Break 

Mon.,       : Performing Gender (cont.) SAKAI: "’Why Marcia 

You’ve Changed!’ Male Clerical Temporary Workers Doing 

Masculinity in a Feminized Occupation" by Henson and Krasas- 

Rogers 

45 

2 &5 

4 

2 &35 



Wed.,      ¯ Conforming to Others" Expectations of Us 

Chapter 23, "The Gloried Self" by Adler and Adler 4 

ISL: 

Fri.,      : The Definition of the Situation ISL: Chapter 27, 

"Wheelchair Users’ interpersonal Management of Emotions" by 

Cahill and Eggleston ISL: Chapter 28, "Working ’The Code’ in the 

inner City" by Jones 4 
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In-Class Readings Qs 

Unit 6: The Rules of interactions 

Mon., ~      ¯ Establishing and Maintaining Social Rules ISL: 

Chapter 29, "Society in Action" by Blumer 4 ISL: Chapter 32, 

"Protecting the Routine from Chaos" by Chambliss 4 

Wed.,      " Interaction Rituals ISL: Chapter 25, "Face-Work 

and Interaction Rituals" by Goffman ISL: Chapter 26, "The 

Interaction Order of Public Bathrooms" by 4 Cahill 

Fri.,       The Rules of Feeling and Expressing Emotion ISL: 

Chapter 7, "Emotion Work and Feeling Rules" by Hochschild 3 &4 

ISL: Chapter 31, "Managing Emotions in an Animal Shelter" by 

Arluke 3 &4 

Mon., ¯ Emotion Norms ISI.: Chapter 8, "Feeling Norms and 



Romantic Love" by Simon, Eder, 3 &4 and Evans ISL: Chapter 9, 

"Managing Emotional Manhood" by Vaccaro, Schrock, I &5 and 

McCabe 

Unit 7: Inequality and Difference 

Wed.,       Creating Di, fference, Creating Inequality TSEL: 

Chapter 11, "Differences and Inequalities" :1 &2 SAKAI: "White 

Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack" by Mclntosh 

Fri.,      ’ Creating Di, f.ference, Creating Inequality (cont.) 

SAKAI: "White Guy Habitus" by Messner 

Mon.,       ¯ Creating "Us" and "Them" ISL: Chapter 33: 

"Borderwork Among Girls and Boys" by Thorne 3 &4 ISL: Chapter 

34" "Salvaging Decency" by Kusenbach 4 

Wed.,       ’ The Centrality of "Them" in the Creation of 

"Us" ISL: Chapter 30: "Collective Emotions and Boundary Work 

among 2 &4 Evangelical Christians" 

Blog post Qs 

55 
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Readings Race, Gender, and Control over the 



Situation 

ISL: Chapter 35: "’For the Betterment of Kids Who Look Like Me’" 

by Froyum ISL: Chapter 36: "Escaping Symbolic Entrapment, 

Maintaining Social Identities" by Sharp 

Unit 8: Power and Privilege 

Mon.,       : How Is Power Established and Maintained? 
Video: "Quiet Rage: The Stanford Prison Study" 

Wed.,       : How Is Power Established and Maintained? 
{cont.) TSEL: Chapter 10, "Understanding Power in Social Life" 

Fri.,        Who Gets to Define the Situation? SAKAI: "How 
Can Work on People Be Routinized?" by Leidner 

Mon.,       : Resisting Power ISL: Chapter 37: "Doing Gender 

as Resistance" by Tibbals SAKAI: "Working for Men--at the 

Intersection of Power, Gender, and Sexuality" by Loe 

Mon.      : The Power of Labels ISL: Chapter 38, "The Moral 

Career of the Mental Patient" by Goffman SAKAI: "On Being Sane 

in Insane Places" by Rosenhan 

Wed       Stigma and Managing Spoiled Identities ISL: 

Chapter 40, "Being Middle Eastern American in the Context of the 

War on Terror" by Marvasti 

Final exam at 8 am 

In-Class Qs 

2&31 



Blog post Qs 

4 

1,2,&3 

4 

5 

2,3,&6 

5 
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Syllabus Fal~ 2013 

GEOL 101-001: Introduction to Physical Geology 

Mitchell Hall 
Lecture: Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 - 10:45 (0930-1045) 

005 

Instructor 
]oel Hudley, Ph.D. 
Office: 224 Mitchell Hall, phone 919-962-5045 
Emaih jhudley@unc.edu 
Office Hours: Monday 1:00-4:00 PM (1300-1600), and by appointment* 

*Please call me, send email, or see me in class if you if you need to make an appointment. I’m 
here most days, and I enjoy drop-ins. 

Overview 
An Introduction to Physical Geology involves a survey of the materials, structure, and surface 
features of Earth; the processes responsible for their development; and the application of 
geologic knowledge to environmental and resource problems. During the first part of the cour., 
we will examine "big picture" themes of geologic time and plate tectonics, focusing on the origi 
and evolution of the planet, its internal processes, such as earthquakes, and their effects on the 
surface, as manifested from the depths of the ocean basins to the peaks of its mountain belts. T 
second part of the course involves the study of materials (minerals, magmas, rocks, & sedimen 
that constitute the Earth, focusing on how they form and transform and how they are used by 
society. The final portion of the course will deal with processes active at Earth’s surface that 
constantly modifies the landscape. As a result, students will receive a broad exposure to the 
major aspects of Earth’s geological environment. 

Required Labs 
There is a lab related to this course. GEOL 101 (Lecture) and GEOL 101L (Lab) are separate 
courses, and as such require separate registration. (Separate syllabus, registration) 

Course Website 
Reference materials and assignments will be posted on the course Sakai site: 
https:iisakaioUncoedui 

Text 
You are required to have the textbook Essentials of t;eology, 4th edition, by Stephen Marsht 

(ISBN: 9780393919394). Additional readings not included in this text may be assigned as the 



course progresses. They will be announced in class and posted in digital form on the course 

site. This book is available for purchase in the Campus Bookstore and various other retail 
bookselling establishments. Several books are available (current update and previous editions 

and on reserve in the Undergraduate Library (Reserves Desk). 

Required Media 

¯ SmartWork subscription is free with the purchase of the required text. Standalone access c~ 

be purchased directly from the publisher’s website for 

$20.00.                  http:i/books.ww~orto~ocomibooksib~ysmartwo~ki. 

Top Hat Subscription can be purchased for $10.00 directly from Top Hap or 
for $20.00 from the UNC Bookstore. The 6-digit course code is 

877504. https: iiapp~tophaLcomiregiste~°istudent 

Objectives of GEOL 
Upon the successful completion of this course, you should be able to: 

:L Relate geologic materials and processes to the plate tectonic paradigm. 

2. Understand the geologic origin and societal importance of a variety or rocks and minerals 

3. Recognize and describe common geologic structures and interpret their origin. 

4. Interpret relative ages of geologic events and appreciate the absolute geologic time scale. 

5. Recognize a variety of surficial landforms of Earth and interpret their geologic origin. 

6. Understand the geologic causes of earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, floods, & climate chang 
recognize their impacts on human civilization, and realize the importance of geoscientis 

in analyzing their behavior. 

7. Interpret the geologic forces that have shaped the landscape around you. 

Publisher’s Study Tools 
Publisher’s website: www.ww~orton,comist~dyspace. 

Course Schedule 
A schedule for this course, which includes: lecture topics, reading assignments, SmartWork 
assessments, and exam dates is posted on the course Sakai site. 

** I reserve the right to modify this schedule as the semester progresses. ** 

Reading assignments 



The primary textbook is Essentials of Geolo!ly, 4th edition, by Stephen Marshak and other 
sources may also be posted on Sakai. You may download electronics versions of some of the 
reading assignments from the class page on Sakai. You are responsible for any reading I assign 

Note: Essay questions on the exams tend to pertain directly to one or more readings. 

Technique of Instruction 
This course will be predominately taught using an interactive lecture format--meaning I will a 
for you to participate frequently during class meetings. Questions and comments are always 
encouraged. In addition, several opportunities for small group collaboration and interaction w 
be offered during the semester to provide you with a better understanding of the collaborative 
nature of modern science. Geology is primarily a visual science. Thus, demonstrations, slides, 
diagrams, and samples will be employed during class lectures on a routine basis. Sometimes 
demonstrations will require student participation--please consider volunteering ---actively 
participating is the best way to learn new material. 

Methods of Evaluation Your course grade is calculated based on 1000 points for the semest~ 

Midterm Exam #1 150 Week of September 24 
Midterm Exam #2 150 Week of November 4 

10 SmartWork Assessments 150 

LRQ/Participation 150 

Geologic Investigations 150 
Final Exam 250 Tuesday, December 10 @ 

TOTAL 1000 

Exams 
The format for the midterm exam will be multiple choice, matching, or true/false questions an~ 

several free response/short answer questions. The Comprehensive Final Exam will be 60- 75 
multiple choice, matching, or true/false questions; 15-20 short answer, and 1-3 free response 

essay questions. Please bring a blank Scantron sheet and #2 pencil to every exam! 

SmartWork Assessments 
Throughout the semester you will be required to complete 10 SmartWork Assessments. The 

assessments are designed to provide you with an opportunity to demonstrate and re-enforce 
your understanding of the reading assignments, geologic investigations, and lecture material 

between exams. You should complete the assigned readings PRIOR to taking each SmartWork 
Assessment to maximize your score. Each assessment is worth 15 points and is due prior to 

11:59pm on the posted due date. No exceptions or make-ups will be allowed. 



Lecture Reflection Questions 
The Lecture Reflection Questions (LRQs) are my attempt to encourage attendance and monito~ 
student learning on a continuous, real-time basis. LRQs will be given randomly throughout the 
semester and will consist of either a single question or several questions that you will be 
required to answer using the Top Hat software before you exit class. The questions will cover 
concepts that were discussed during the class period. The answers to LRQs will be shared at th 
start of the next class. Each LRQ question will be worth 1-3 points, depending on the difficulty. 
addition, you will be awarded i participation/attendance point for each question answered. N~ 
make-up LRQs will be accepted. 

Geologic Investigations 
Science is most often best learned through practical application, group collaboration, and 
discussion. Over the course of the semester you will be given an assortment of small group wol 

assignments and/or discussion questions to work on both individually and as a group. Discuss: 
groups will be assigned during the first two weeks of class and a group discussion board/chat 

will be established to facilitate online discussions. 

Class Attendance 
Regular attendance to lecture sessions is expected in this course. You will maximize your 
learning if you attend class regularly and read the assignments in the texts prior to the class 
session for which they are assigned. I will not take roll call, but I note if students are absent. 
Moreover, much of the lectures will be spent discussing material from resources outside of the 
textbook, which will be difficult to make up if you are absent. Finally, the material we cover in 
lecture is the primary basis for the exams. 

Grading Scale 
Your final letter grade will be assigned by applying the grading scale below. In order to be 
"rounded-up" you must earn a XX.5 or greater. 

~9-87 B+ 79-77     E+ b9-66 D 

100-94 g 86-84 B 76-74 E b5-0 F 

93-90 ~- 83-80 B- 73-70 



In general, the class average is expected to fall between B-/C+ range (~2.5-2.7 on a 4.0 point 
scale). Because I prefer to give more challenging exams, I reserve the right to modify this curve 

slightly (only adjusting grades upward), if necessary. This modification will occur at the end of 
the semester when all scores have been compiled. In order to gauge your progress over the 

semester I recommend that you track your grades on Sakai. 

I want each of you to succeed in this course and I will make every reasonable effort to help you 
do so. If you are experiencing difficulty with the course material please contact me via email ol 

visit during office hours, as soon as possible--don’t wait until it’s too late! Don’t be bashful--I’: 
being paid to educate YOU. Many times performance problems can be overcome if they are 

brought to the attention of the instructor in a timely manner. Office hours are an underutilized 
resource, in my experience. Email is also a reliable way to contact me--I’ll make every effort tc 

get back to you as soon as I can. (Please keep in mind that I am outnumbered by my students by 

about a 300:1 ratio this semester.) 

Student Workload 
In order to get the most from your educational dollar, students are advised to spend between 2 
hours of studying and preparation for each hour spent in class. This amounts an average of 6-8 
hours of studying per week in order to earn an average grade in this class. The time you need t 
spend may vary, depending on your study skills and your academic goals. For most of you, you: 
final grade will be a direct reflection of the time and effort you put into being prepared and 
engaged in this class on a daily basis. 

Do not deceive yourself with the false expectation that "100 level courses are supposed to be 

easier than upper-level courses". The 100-level designation for this course merely indicates th~ 
the student is expected to have minimal prior experience in the subject area--not that there w 

be any less work involved. In fact, since most students receive little or no exposure to the subj, 
of geology in high school, it is not uncommon that you will need to dedicate more time than us1 

to learning the fundamental concepts of geology. Ultimately, this course counts just as much in 
terms of GPA as a 3 credit 400 level class in your major--allocate your time and effort 

accordingly. The payoff should be worth the effort--the Earth is a fascinating system and your 
life will be richer when you have a better understanding of how it works! 

Course Policies 



Carolina Honor System 
Exams and assignments administered for this course are subject to the provisions of the Caroli 
Honor Code. Both cheating and assisting others to cheat are prohibited. 

Attendance, Late Work, & Missed Exams 
Attendance in lectures is strongly encouraged. The information, class updates, and feedback a~ 
critical to the learning process. Reading the textbook is important and is expected but not a 

substitute for coming to class and actively participating in discussions and taking good notes. 
you miss class, it is your responsibility to obtain the notes and/or missed assignment. Late wo 

is not accepted. 

Make-up exams will be given for excused absences only! Excused absences include, but arc 

not limited to, illness (with medical documentation), official UNC function (with documentatio~ 
and a family or personal emergency. Missed exams MUST be completed within one week ofth, 

original exam. If you know you will miss a scheduled exam, contact me in advance, so that an 

alternative exam time can be established. 

Disability & Non-discrimination Statement 
UNC-Chapel Hill is an affirmative action, equal opportunity institution. Students with 
documented disabilities who may need special instructional accommodations should notify m~ 

as soon as possible. I will do my best to accommodate your learning needs. 

Mutual Respect 
The classroom is a special environment in which students and faculty come together to promo~ 
learning and growth. It is essential to this learning environment that respect for the rights of 

others seeking to learn, respect for the professionalism of the instructor, and the general goals 
academic freedom are maintained. Differences of viewpoint or concerns should be expressed il 

terms which are supportive of the learning process, creating an environment in which student~ 
and faculty may learn to reason with clarity and compassion, to share of themselves without 

losing their identities, and to develop an understanding of the community in which they live. 
Student conduct which disrupts the learning process shall not be tolerated and may lead to 

disciplinary action and/or removal from class. 

Computers 
While you may bring and use a laptop to take notes during lecture, please make sure that you a 

using your laptop for class and not to visit social media sites and email--it is distracting to tho: 
around you! Also, keep in mind that scientific studies have shown that students retain 30-50% 

more if they write notes versus type notes. Think about it, if you write them the 1st time you’ll 
probably cut your studying time in half, because you’ll remember more! To better facilitate 

handwritten notes, I will do my very best to always have the lecture PowerPoint posted 24 hot 



before class. 



Lifetime Fitness 

(M/W 10:00-10:50am~ 

LFIT 

Instructor: 
Mailbox: Woollen Gym 215B 
Email       ~live.unc.edu 

Time and Location: One hour, twice a week 
1st Day meeting = Fetzer Hall Gym A 

Activity Space = Tennis: North Campus Rec Center 
Badminton: Fetzer Gym B 
Racquetball: Fetzer Racquetball courts 

Lab Space = Fetzer Hall Gym B 

Purpose of the Course: To gain the knowledge and skills necessary to develop 
a lasting interest in lifetime participation and to increase the student’s level of 
physical fitness and knowledge of life-long health. Students will be able to 
describe the physical, psychological, and socio-cultural factors and human 
behaviors that influence human well-being and affect the major health problems 
of our society; understand the components of health-related physical fitness and 
their relationship to personal health and well-being; and develop and enhance 
physical fitness or lifetime sport psychomotor skills. 

Course Requirements 

Required M aterial: 
Lifetime Fitness Lab Manual: The Tar Heel’s Guide to a Healthy and Active Lifestyle. 
EXSS/NASM presentations accessed online 

Course Fee: There is a $40.00 fee that will cover the cost of the lab manual, and 
lab fees. If you drop your LFIT course before                 you may 
receive a refund. We will not be checking to see who has dropped. Please email 
HYPERLINK "mailto:amcculle@email.unc.edu" amcculle@email.unc.edu to 
facilitate this process. Requests after this date will not be honored and your 
money will not be carried over to another semester. You will have to repay the 
fee if you decide to take the course at a later date. 

Grading Scale: 
93.0-100% A- ~B- 80.0-82.9% C+ ~D+ 67.0-69.9% D 
90.0-92.9% B+ 77.0-79.9% C 60.0-66.9% F 
87.0-89.9% B 73.0-76.9% C- <60.0% 
83.0-86.9% 70.0-72.9% 

Grading criteria: 
Lab assignments (5) 20% 

all 5 lab assignments 
Students will be required to attend and complete 



Quizzes (9) 

Final exam (1) 
online lectures. 

Attendance 

2O% 

25% 

25% 

10% 

There will be a quiz at the end of each online 
presentation, for a total of 9 quizzes. 
Written exam questions will be taken from the 

Attitude and 
presence in class and Participation 

Students will be expected to come to class and 
actively participate in the daily activities. 
Students will be expected to have a positive 

engage in each activity. 

Labs - Most of the lab activities will be held in Fetzer Hall Gyms. The 
instructions for the labs are located in your lab manual, and on the EXSS website 
(under Lifetime Fitness). They are to be completed and turned in on the 
scheduled date. There will be no make-up labs dates. Labs are worth 5 points 
each, and failure to be in lab will result in an absence AND the loss of the 5 
points for the lab. 

Online Lectures and Quizzes - Nine lectures, varying in length from 15-35 
minutes, are required for to students to view through Sakai. After the lectures 
have been viewed, the student will have 30 minutes to complete a short quiz. 
The deadline for completion of the quizzes is midnight on the due date. Failure to 
meet the deadline results in an automatic zero. 

Final Exam - The final exam is a comprehensive exam which covers concepts 
from all 9 lectures on Sakai. The exam may consist of multiple choice, true/false, 
and short answer questions. The final exam will be given on the last day of class 
- not during the scheduled finals period. 

Attendance - Attendance will be taken. Classes and labs are mandatory. 
Students may not miss more than 1 lab during the semester. 7 or more 
unexcused absences may result in an F. A total of 10 excused and 
unexcused absences will result in an F or the need for a medical drop of the 
course. 

Attendance will be calculated as such: 
Each day will be worth 2 points. 
An unexcused absence will lose both points. 
An excused absence (after the 3rd), failure to dress out, or a tardy will lose one point. 

Weather - For outdoor classes: Class will never be cancelled due to weather. 
Class may be moved inside in the event of inclement weather - but this will be at 
the discretion of the teacher and you will need to check your email and the board 
in front of the equipment room before class. Expect to be outside everyday 
otherwise. 

Dress - Proper athletic clothing and shoes must be worn at all times on activity 
and lab days. Jeans are not acceptable, nor are sandals. Your participation 
grade will be affected if you do not dress out properly. 

Honor Code - It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or 



herself within the guidelines of the Honor System. All academic work should be 
done with the high level of honesty and integrity that is University demands. For 
more information on the honor code, refer to HYPERLINK "http://honor.unc.edu" 
http://honor, unc.edu. 

Students may be videotaped by instructors through the use of classroom or 
handheld monitoring devices during any exams or graded assignments taken in 

class. 

YOU CAN ONLY TAKE ONE LFIT. 
Please note that effective Fall 2011, you will no longer receive credit for more 

than one LFIT course. 

Students may take only one 1 credit LFIT course during their career at UNC-CH. 
If you have taken an LFIT prior to Fall 2011 and enroll in an LFIT course during 

or after Fall 2011, this will not count towards your 120 hours needed for 
graduation. 

Lifetime Fitness Outline 
***Schedule Subject to Change*** 

Lifetime Fitness ~Log onto Sakai Online: 

~r~9~!~.~!~n.......i~t.~e~..~’m ..................... C.u.~r.en~..H~R.h...St.a~t~..Qui~ .......... 
Fennis: Doubles rules/scoring iOnline Fitness 

..................................................................................................... i~.s.s.e~m ~.o~/.Q.u.i~ ............................................. 
Fitness Assessment Bring Lab manual 
Lab Fetzer Gym B 

N.0...C!~.~ ........................................................................ !/~b~:..Da.~" ....................................................... 
..!7~.r~r~i.~.z..~i.u.~..!~Ei.!.!.~ ............................... ~..Q~.!.i~.i..~.t~!~!!d.0.n.!Q~i~ ............................. 
Begin Lab #2-Dietau 
~r~!~!.~......Tr~!~:..~!!q>i!~ .................................................................................................................. 
Tennis- Mini Games 
Fennis- Tournament Online: Stabalization 

................................................................................................................. ............................................. 
Tennis- Tournament Turn in Lab #2 
Stabilization Training Lab . Bring lab manual . 
Badminton- Doubles rules, 
~.~!!~g .................................................................................................................................................................................. 
Badminton- Common Strikes, Online: Cardiorespiratory 

..................................................................................................... m!n!..g. me.s ............................................................................ t.ra! in.g!.Qui.  ............................................... 



Badminton- Doubles Games      Online: Flexibility 

............................................................................................................... T.(~!~!r~.g~.Q.u.i~ ............................................ 

Badminton- Doubles Games 

Badminton- Singles Rules, mini~ Online: Resistance 

g~ne.s ............................................................................................ ~!;.~i.n.ir~g~Q~!z ............................................ 

..B.~m!~.n.:..~!~!~.~..~.~ ....................................................................................................................... 
Racquetball- Doubles Rules, 

S~.~ .................................................................................................................................................................................. 
SMR/Resistance Training ~Bring lab m~ual 

Lab 

~cquetball- Se~ingi Hi~ing Online: Weight 

~cquetball- Strategy, Mini ~Online: Behavior 

~cquetball- Doubles 

Tournament 

SMR/Resistance Training 

Lab 

~cquetball- Doubles 

Tournament 

~cquetball- Singles Rules, 

~cquetball- Singles Strategy, 

Fitness Assessment (II) Complete Data Collection 

~b......~..B ...................................................................... ~b~.~t......T~..~..’.7.T4..~9.~:.’.’. ........ 
~b~:...~.~.~..~ .................................................................................................................. 
N.O...~.~ ........................................................................ T~.a~.g!.~.~g..B~e.a~ ........................ 
~gE~!.!.7...~..PR~9~..~E~.S ~ ........... ~r~.P~ES..~E..E!.n.~..~.~ ............................. 

FINAL E~M ~ FINAL E~M - Fetzer Gym 

A 



English 105 

TTH 6-7:15pm, Greenlaw 305, Fall 2013 

Liz Gualtieri-Reed, PhD 
Office Hours by appointment; Phone: 

Course Overview and Objectives: The purpose of this course is to practice writing, research, and 

oral communication in some of the academic communities you will encounter as a student. This 

will entail studying, analyzing, and discussing audience and genre in three academic communities. 

You will develop skills in writing, rewriting, revising, and reviewing as well as in research and 

presentation. 

Required Materials: How to Write Anything, John J. Ruszkiewicz & Student Guide to English 

Assignments: You will complete 3 unit projects: a Powerpoint for a conference presentation for 

the Natural Science unit; an audio tour for a work of art at the Ackland art museum for the 
Humanities unit; and a journal article for the Social Science unit. You will complete six 

preparatory, or feeder, assignments. I will grade some feeders on a check scale and some on a 

letter-grade scale; all unit projects will get a letter-grade. 

Grades: Your final grade for the course will depend on the ~ol/owing: 

Participation = 25% 
Individual and group work in each class is essential to your success in the class. In order to 

attempt to make this subjective element of your grade more objective, I have broken it down into 

a point system: You can earn a possible 3 points every day: 
(1) for full preparation for class (you have completed all homework assignments--reading, 

revising, posting, revisions, critiques; you have brought a hardcopy of your paper to class and 

have posted your draft or final to Sakai before class begins); 
(I) for promptly attending class (you must be on time to earn this point); and 

(:I) for your full, energetic, and positive engagement in class in individual, group, & class work. 

In order to fulfill your participation requirements you must meet with me outside of class in 2 

scheduled conferences throughout the semester (on 2 different units). 

Feeders (6 total) = 20% 

Unit Projects (3 total) = 55% 
Completed assignments (feeders and unit projects) must be posted on Sakai before the beginning 

of class on the due date. I will not accept late assignments. If there is an emergency, please 

contact me as soon as possible. 

Attendance: Your success and that of your groupmates and classmates depends on your 

consistent attendance. According to university policy, 7 absences in a T/Th class results in an 

automatic F. Because you receive a 0/3 for each absence in this class, any number of absences 

will ultimately detract from your final grade. 

Honor Code: Remember that as a student of UNC-Chapel Hill, you are bound by the University’s 

Honor Code: "It shall be the responsibility of every student at The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill to obey and support the enforcement of the Honor Code, which prohibits Iying, 

cheating, or stealing when these actions involve academic processes or University students or 

academic personnel acting in an official capacity." 



Plagiarism is an especially serious Honor Code violation. See the UNC-CH Writing Center’s page 

on plagiarism, what it is and how to avoid it and ask me to clarify if you have questions. We will 

be completing a plagiarism exercise early in the semester. 

The Writing Center: For this and all your classes, use this wonderful resource. Get one-on-one 

tutoring, online help and more. See their webpage at http://www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb/. 

Semester Schedule and Due Dates: 

T 8/20: Introductions; genres & audiences. 

Unit I: Natural Sciences: Scientific Evidence for Action 

Th 8/22: Introduction to the unit/the assignment/your topic 

T 8/27: Meet at the Undergraduate Library. Hard copy of 2 sentences due. 

Th 8/29: Version of Feeder :~.:~ (annotated bibliography) due 

T 9/3: Feeder 1.1 due 

Th 9/5: Version of Feeder :1.2 (abstract) due 

T 9/:~0: Feeder :~.2 due 

Th 9/12: Version of UP I (PowerPoint) due; bring fully charged laptop to class 

T 9/:17: Revised UPl due; bring fully charged laptop to class 

Th 9/:~9: Unit Project I due: PowerPoint presentations; bring fully charged laptop to class 

Unit I1: Humanities: Presenting Art 

T 9/24: Introduction to unit 

Th 9/26: Meet at Ackland 

T :~0/:~: Version of Feeder 2.:~ (summary) due 

Th 10/3: Feeder 2.1 due 

T :~0/8: Version of Feeder 2.2 due (questions & responses/list of works) 

Th :~0/:~0: Feeder 2.2 due 

T 10/15: Version of UP II (Written version of Audio Tour) due 

Th :10/:~7: FALL BREAK--no class 

T :~0/22: Revised UPII due 

Th 10/24: Unit Project II due: Audio Tours; bring fully charged laptop to class 

Unit II1: Social Sciences 

T 10/29: Introduction to unit 

Th :10/3:~: HALLOWEEN--no class; Survey Questions due via email/Sakai 

T :~:~/5: Results of survey due; Version of Feeder 3.:~ (Abstract and Methods) due 

Th 11/7: Feeder 3.1 due 

T :~:1/:~2: Version of Feeder 3.2 (2 graphs or charts) 

Th :~:~/:~4: Feeder 3.2 due 

T 11/19: Version 1of UPIII due: focus on Introduction 

Th :1:~/2:~: Version 2 of UPIII due: focus on Discussion 

T :~:~/26: Version 3 of UPIII due: focus on Conclusion 

Th 11/28: THANKSGIVING-no class 

T :~2/3: Unit Project III due 



English 105: 

Calendar: 

Date 

Wed. Aug. 21 

Fri. Aug. 23 

Mon. Aug. 26 

Wed. Aug. 28 

Fri. Aug. 30 

Mon. Sept. 2 
Wed. Sept. 4 

Fri. Sept. 6 

Mon. Sept. 9 

Wed. Sept. 11 

Fri. Sept. 13 

Mon. Sept. 16 

Wed. Sept. 18 
Fri. Sept. 20 

Mon. Sept. 23 
Wed. Sept. 25 

Fri. Sept. 27 

Mon. Sept. 30 

Wed. Oct. 2 

Activity 
Introduction. Syllabus. 
Diagnostic Essay Prompt. How 
to post to Sakai. 
Check diagnostic essay postings. 
Plagiarism Exercises 

Plagiarism Exercises 
Introduce Unit 1 
Introduce Feeder 1.1 
In-class Conferences--group 
One 
In-class Conferences--group 
Two 

Labor Day, No Class 
Workshop Feeder 1.1 

Introduce Feeder 1.2 

Workshop Feeder 1.2 
Schedule Feeder 1.2 
Presentations 
Feeder 1.2 Speeches 

Feeder 1.2 Speeches 

Feeder 1.2 Speeches 

Introduce Unit Project 1 

Workshop #1 Unit Project 1 
Special Topic #1 

Workshop #2 Unit Project 
Introduce Unit 2 

Introduce Feeder 2.1 

Schedule Conferences 

In-class Conferences--Group 

One 

In-class Conferences--Group 

Two 

Workshop Feeder 2.1 

Due 

Diagnostic Essay on Sakai by 
5am 

Plagiarism Homework on Sakai 

Feeder 1.1 

Draft Feeder 1.2 

Feeder 1.2 

Draft Unit Project i 

Draft Unit Project 1 

Unit Project i 

Draft Feeder 2.1 

Draft Feeder 1.1 



Fri. Oct. 

Mon. Oct. 7 

Wed. Oct. 9 

Fri. Oct, 11 

Mon. Oct. 14 
Wed. Oct. 16 
Fri, Oct. 18 

Mon. Oct. 21 

Wed. Oct. 23 

Fri. Oct. 25 

Mort. Oct. 28 
Wed. Oct. 30 

Fri, Nov. 1 

Mort. Nov. 4 

Wed. Nov. 6 

Fri. Nov. 8 

Mort. Nov. 11 
Wed. Nov. 13 

Fri. Nov. 15 

Mort. Nov. 18 
Wed. Nov. 20 
Fri. Nov. 22 

Mon. Nov. 25 
Wed. Nov. 7 

Introduce Feeder 2.2 

Feeder 2.2 work 

Workshop Feeder 2.2 
Introduce Unit Project 2 
Introduce Unit Project 2 

Special Topic #2 
Unit Project 2 work 

Fall Break-No Class 

Workshop #1 Unit Project 2 

Workshop #2 Unit Project 2 
Schedule Speeches 

Unit Project 2 Speeches 

Unit Project 2 Speeches 

Unit Project 2 Speeches 

Introduce Unit 3 
Introduce Feeder 3.1 

Schedule Conferences 

In-class Conferences--Group 

One 

In-class Conferences--Group 

Two 

Special Topic #3 

Workshop Feeder 3.1 

Introduce Feeder 3.2 

Special Topic #4 

Feeder 3.2 work 

Thanksgiving Recess--No Class 
Thanksgiving Recess--No Class 

Workshop Feeder 3.2 
Introduce Unit Project 3 

Feeder 2.1 

Draft Feeder 2.2 

Feeder 2.2 

Draft Unit Project 2 

Draft Unit Project 2 

Unit Project 2 

Draft Feeder 3.1 

Feeder 3.1 

Draft Feeder 3.2 

Feeder 3.2 



Fri. Nov. 29 

Mon. Dec. 2 
Wed. Dec. 4 

Workshop #1 Unit Project 3 

Workshop #2 Unit Project 3 
Last Class--No Final Exam 

Draft Unit Project 3 

Draft Unit Project 3 

Unit Project 3 



English 123: 

Class Schedule 

Week I T: 8/20: Introductions; Ovid’s "The Golden Age"; Genesis; Acts R: 8/22: 7he 

Republic, excerpts from Books II-III 

Week 2 T: 8/27: "Land of Cokayne"; "Big Rock Candy Mountain"; Piers Plowman, 

Passus VI R: 8/29: Utopict, Book 1 (pp. 5-38) 

Week 3 T: 9/3: Utopia, Book 2 (pp. 38-97), "Thomas More to His Friend Peter Giles" 

R: 9/5: New Atlantis 

Week4 T: 9/10: R: 9/12: 

Week 5 T: 9/17: R: 9/19: 

Week 6 T: 9/24: R: 9/26: 

Week 7 T: 10/1: R: 10/3: 

Week 8 T: 10/8: R: 10/10: 

Week 9 T: 10/15: R: 10/17: 

Week 10 T: 10/22: R: 110/24: 

Week 11 T: 10/29: R: 110/31: 

Week 12 

Candide, Chapters 

Gulliver’s Trctvels, 

Gulliver’s Trctvels, 

Her&nd, Chapters 

Her&nd, Chapters 

1-17 (pp. 1-35) Candide, Chapters 18-30 (pp. 35-75) 

Part I Gulliver’s Travels, Part II; Paper 1 Topics 

Part IV "Sultana’s Dream"; "My Visit to Utopia" 

1-4 Herland, Chapters 5-8 

9-12 Paper 1 Due; Wall-E Viewing 

Midterm Review Fall Break 

Midterm 

Brave New World, Chapters 1-7 Brave New World, Chapters 8-13 

Brave New World, Chapters 14-18 T: 11/5: Class Choice, Part 1 



1/7: Class Choice, Part 2 

T: 11/12: t~2~hrenheit 451, Part l; Paper 2 Topics R: 111/14: Fahrenheit 451, Week 13 
Part 2 

4 

Week 14 

Week 15: 

Week 16 

T: 11/19: Fahrenheit 451, Part 3 R: 111/21 : Wool, Part 1 

T: 11/26: Paper 2 Workshop R: 11/28: Thanksgiving 

T: 12/3: Paper 2 Due; Review for Final Exam 

Final Exam: Thursday, Dec. 12, 11:00am 



Chemistr_y_ 101: 

Class Day Topics Book Sections 

Date Covered 

8/21 W Introduction, Chapter 1: Matter 1.1 - 1.3 

8/23 F Chapter 1: Units of measurement, significant figures & calculations 1.4 - 1.6 

8/26 M Chapter 2: Atomic structure (historical & modern), 2.1 - 2.3 

8/28 W Chapter 2: Atomic weights, isotopes, periodic table, ionic 2.4 - 2.5, 2.7 
compounds 

8/30 F Chapter 2: molecules, molecular nomenclature, organic 2.6, 2.8 - 2.9 

compounds 

9/2 M LABOR DAY: NO CLASS 

9/4 W Chapter 3: Formula weights, N~ molar masses, empirical analyses 3.3 - 3.5 

9/6 F Chapter 3: Balancing equations, types of reactions, stoichiometry 3.1 - 3.2, 3.6, 

of reactions 

9/9 M Chapter 3: Stoichiometry of reactions, limiting reagents 3.6 - 3.7 

9/11 W Review 

9/13 F EXAM 1 

9/16 M Chapter 4: Exchange reactions: precipitation 4.1 - 4.2 

9/18 W Chapter 4: Acid-base, neutralization 4.3 

9/2o F Chapter 4: Redox reactions, oxidation numbers 4.4 

9/23 M Chapter 4: Molarity, preparing solutions 4.5 

9/25 W Chapter 4: Stoichiometric analysis of solutions 4.6 

9/27 F Chapter 5: Energy, first law of thermodynamics 5.1 - 5.2 

9/3o M Chapter 5: State functions, enthalpy 5.3 - 5.4 

10/2 W Chapter 5: Enthalpy, Hess’s law 5.4, 5.6 

lO/4 F Chapter 5: Enthalpies of formation 5.7, 5.8 

lO/7 M Chapter 5: Fuels and food, calorimetry 5.5 

lO/9 W TBA: Energy applications in the real world n/a 

lO/11 F Review 

~o/~4 M EXAM 2 

10/16 W Chapter 6: Light, Bohr model 6.1 - 6.3 

lO/18 F FALL BREAK: NO CLASS 

10/21 M Chapter 6: Bohr model, wave behavior of matter 6.3 - 6.4 

lO/23 W Chapter 6: quantum mechanics, orbitals 6.5 - 6.6 

lO/25 F Chapter 6: Many-electron atoms, electron configurations 6.7 - 6.8 

lO/28 M Chapter 6: Electron configurations and the periodic table 6.9, 7.’4 
Chapter 7: Electron Configurations of Ions 

lO/3O W Chapter 7: Effective nuclear charge 7.1 - 7.2 



11/1 F Chapter 7: Size, Ionization Energy, Electron Affinity 7.3 - 7.5 

11/4 M Chapter 7: Descriptive Chemistry of the Periodic Table 7.6 - 7.8 

11/6 W Chapter 8: Lewis symbols, ionic bonding 8.1 - 8.2 

11/8 F Chapter 8: Polarity, electronegativity, Lewis structures 8.3 - 8.5 

11/11 M Chapter 8: Lewis Structures, Resonance 8.5 - 8.6 

11/13 W Chapter 8: Exceptions to octet rule, Bond characteristics 8.7 - 8.8 

11/15 F Review 

~/~8 M EXAM 3 

11/20 W Chapter 9: Molecular shapes, VSEPR theory, polarity 9.1 - 9.3 

11/22 F Chapter 9: Orbitals, hybridization 9.4 - 9.5 

11/25 M Chapter 9: Hybridization, multiple bonds 9.5 - 9.6 

11/27 W THANKGIVING BREAK: NO CLASS 

11/29 W 
THANKGIVING BREAK: NO CLASS 

12/2 M Chapter 9: MO theory 9.7 - 9.8 

12/4 W Review 

12/6 F FINAL EXAM 



Intro to Ethics: 

August 

21 First lecture 

23" Discussion Section 

26 Republic pp. 32-43 (357a-368c) 

28 Republic pp. 43-51 (368c-376c), 88-93 (412c-417b) 

30* Discussion Section 

September 

2 HOLIDAY 

4 Republic pp. 94-121 (419a-445e) 

6* Discussion Section 

9 Republic pp. 213-2116 (543a-546b), 2117-240 (547b-569c) 

11 Republic pp. 2113-216 (543a-546b), 2117-240 (547b-569c) continued 

13" Discussion Section *** SHORT EXAM *** 

16 Republic pp. 241-263 (571a-592b) 

18 Republic pp. 241-263 (571 a-592b) continued 

20* Discussion Section 

23 Nicomachean Ethics, BK II, sec. 1-4 

25 Nicomachean Ethics, BK II, sec. 5-9 

27* Discussion Section *** ESSAY EXAM *** 

30 Nicomachean Ethics, BK III, sec. 1-4 

October 

2 Nicomachean Ethics, BK III, sec. 1-4 (continued) 

4* Discussion Section 



7 Nicomachean Ethics BK III, sec. 5 

9 Nicomachean Ethics BK III, sec. 5 (continued) 

11" Discussion Section 

14 Nicomachean Ethics BK III, sec. 5 *** DRAFT OF MID-SEMESTER PAPER DUE 
*** 

16 Nicomachean Ethics BK III, sec. 5 *** CRITIQUE DUE *** 

18" HOLIDAY 21 Introduction to Utilitarianism, Ch. II *** MID-SEMESTER P!\PER 
DUE *** 

23 Utilitarianism Ch. IV 

25* Discussion Section 

28 Utilitarianism Ch. IV (continued) and Chapter V 

30 Utilitarianism Ch. V (continued) 

November 

1" Discussion Section 

4 Introduction to Groundwork pp. 7-13 (393-401) 

6 Groundwork pp. 13-17 (401-405) 

8* Discussion Section *** SHORT EXAM *** 

11 Groundwork pp. 19-23 (406-4112) 

13 Groundwork pp. 23-29 (412-420) 

15" Discussion Section 

18 Groundwork 

20 Groundwork pp. 29-32 (420-424) 

22* Discussion Section 

25 Groundwork pp. 32-38 (424-431) 

27 HOLIDAY 

29 HOLIDAY 



December 

2 Groundwork pp. 32-38 (424-43 l) *** DRAFT OF FINAI., PAPER DI_~ *** 

4 Discussion Section *** CRITIQUVff., DL~.~ *** 

7 FINAL EXAM, 8 am, in lecture hall with *** FINAL PAPER DUE *** 



L-fit: 

Aug 20 Lifetime Fitness Introduction Log onto Sakai 

Fetzer Gym A Online: Current Health Status/Quiz 

Aug 22 Flag Football: Introduction of Rules Online: Fitness Assessment/Quiz 
and Passing 

Aug 27 Fitness Assessment Lab Bring lab manual 

Fetzer Gym B Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Aug 29 Flag Football: Passing and Drills 

Sept 3 Flag Football: Passing and 
Online: Nutrition/Quiz 

Defense/Rushing/Blocking 

Sept 5 Flag Football: Route Running 

Sept 10 Flag Football: Defense/Games 
Begin Lab #2-Dietary Analysis 

Begin Lab #2 = Dietary Analysis 

Sept 12 Flag Football: Play Day Online: Stabilization Training/Quiz 

Sept :17 Flag Football: Play Day Turn in Lab #2-Dietary Analysis 

Sept 19 Flag Football: Play Day 

Sept 24 Stabilization Training Lab 
Bring lab manual 

Sept 26 Soccer: Introduction of Rules and Online: Cardiorespiratory Training/Quiz 

Basic skills 

Oct I Soccer: Dribbling and Skills 

Oct 3 Soccer: Passing and Shooting Online: Flexibility Training/Quiz 

Oct 8 Soccer: Shooting and Corner Kicks 

Half Field Games 

Oct 10 Soccer: Begin Full Field Games Online: Resistance Training/Quiz 

Oct 15 Soccer: Full Field Games 

Oct 17 NO CLASS - FALL BREAK 

Oct 22 SMR/Resistance Training Lab 

Gym B 
Bring lab manual 

Oct 24 Soccer: Full Field Games Online: Weight Control/Quiz 

Oct 29 Ultimate Frisbee: Introduction of 
Rules and throwing 

Oct 31 Ultimate Frisbee: Throwing and 
Online: Behavior Modification/Quiz 

Catching 

Nov 5 Ultimate Frisbee: Game Play 

Nov 7 Ultimate Frisbee: Game Play 

Nov 12 Ultimate Frisbee: Game play 

Nov 14 Ultimate Frisbee: Game play 



Nov 19 Fitness Assessment (II) Lab Complete Data Collection Sheet 

Gym B Turn in "TA COPY" 

Nov 21 Class Pick 

Nov 26 Class Pick Prepare for Final 

Nov 28 NO CLASS THANKSGIVING BREAK 

Dec 3 FINAL- Gym A FINAL in Gym A 



Office: 210 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: Wed. 9-12 
Fall 2013 

UNC-CH Prof. Hildebrand 
hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 

AAAD 130 

This course will introduce students to some of the ideas, events, individuals, and organizations 
that have played major roles in the ongoing process of shaping the contours of the history, 
cultures and identities of Africans in the Western hemisphere, from the landing of the first slave 
ships through the election ofBarack Obama as President of the United States. By its very nature, 
a course with a scope that is this broad cannot be comprehensive, but engaged students will 
develop a thoughtful understanding of the meaning and complexity of essential themes in the 
black experience. Much of the straightforward information will be delivered in lectures, but 
class discussions of complex issues will also be an important part of the course. Students will 
read and assess a textbook on the African Diaspora, a slave narrative, an extended essay by a 
writer from Antigua, and the memoir of a black professor from Columbia University who 
retraces the j ourney of her forebears across the Atlantic in an effort to understand the multi- 
faceted significance of that voyage. Particular attention will be paid to Pan African political and 
cultural developments like Negritude, the Universal Negro Improvement Association and the Pan 
African Conferences that were held between 11900 and 11945. We will view a film on black 
Martinique in the 1930s and also discuss segments of documentaries on the cultural and political 
significance of Muhammad Ali and Bob Marley. Haiti and Brazil will provide essential 
perspectives on the black experience. In addition, Ghana recurs as a site and a symbol, because 
it was a major entrepot for the slave trade, the nexus of Pan Africanism under Kwame Nkrumah, 
and it became the final resting place of W.E.B. Du Bois. Overall, it is the objective of this 
course to provide students with a basic framework for understanding the evolving meanings of 
the term A~ican American. 

The requirements include: two exams (20% & 25%), a cumulative final examination (30%), and 
a reflective book review. (4-6 pages, 25%) All students are encouraged and expected to 
participate in class discussions. 

The following books are required: 

Douglass, Frederick 
Gomez, Michael 
Hartman, Saidiya 
Kincaid, Jamaica 

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass: An American Slave 
Reversing Sail: A History of the African Diaspora 
Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route 
A Small Place 



October 

Schedule of Classes 
(subj ect to adjustment) 

August 20: Introduction to the Course 

22: Origins of the Slave Trade 
a. Gomez, chapter 4 

27: The Mechanics of the Slave Trade 

29: View: The Old African Blasphemer 

September 3: The Great Dispersal/Creation of the African Diaspora 
a. Gomez, chapter 5 

5: The Development of Slavery in North America 

-Cases of Virginia and South Carolina 
-Slavery in U.S. Constitution 

10: The Formation of ’Afro-American’ Cultures 

12: North American Antebellum Slave Community 
a. Gomez, chapter 6 

17: North American Antebellum Slave Community 
a. begin reading Douglass Narrative 

19: Discussion of The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass 

24: Emancipation in the United States and Its Aftermath 

26: TBA 

1: **** First Exam**** 

3: The Haitian Revolution 
a. Gomez, chapter 6 

8: Emancipation Elsewhere in the Diaspora/Jamaica, Cuba and Brazil 
a. review Gomez 6 

10: Forcibly Roiling Back the Promise of Emancipation in U.S. 
The Nadir: The last decades of 19th Century through the beginnings of 20th 



November 5: 

7: 

15: Resurgent Radicalisms/Competing Philosophies 

W.EB. Du Bois and N.A.A.C.P.v. Marcus Garvey and U.N.I.A 
a. Gomez, chapter 7 

17: The Pan African Movement in the 20th Century 

a. review Gomez, chapter 7 (view film, Sugar Cane Alley) 

22: Negritude (Aime Caesar) and The Negro Renaissauce 
a. review Gomez, chapter 7 (view film, Sugar Cane Alley) 

24: Discussion of Sugar Cane Alley (Martinique), directed by Euzhan Palcy 

a. begin reading A Small Place 

29: Discussion of A Small Place (Antigua) by Jamaica Kincaid 

30: Black Brazil - Abdias do Nascimento, Benedita da Silva, Orfeu 

**** Second Exam **** 

Martin Luther King, Jr., U.S. Civil Rights Movement 1954-1965 
a. begin reading, Lose Your A4other, by Saidiya Hartman 

112: Malcolm X - Black Nationalism / Muhammad All in Africa 

14: INDEPENDENCE! In the Caribbean and Africa 

-Kwame Nkrumah and Ghanaian Nexus 

119: Bob Marley / Soul to Soul 
view and discuss segments of these two documentaries 

Roots, Afrocentricity, and Creolite 

Extended office hours re Hartman paper - no class meeting 

Concluding class and summary of themes of the course 
**** Hartman Papers due in class **** 

21: 

26: 

December 3: 

**** FINAL EXAM, THURSDAY, 12 DECEMBER 8AM **** 



ADDENDUM 
1. Attendance is expected, but ultimately is your responsibility. This is not the 4th grade. 

2. Students are encouraged to take notes in any way, or with any device, that will be 
effective and not distracting or disruptive. Computers are permitted and welcome. 
Watching students read or send emails, texts or other kinds of messages during class is 
annoying and a nuisance. It is also more obvious than you may think. You should not 
come to class on those days when you know that 75 minutes is going to be too long for you 
to pay attention. 

3. It is my responsibility as instructor to provide comments and clarity concerning grades. 
If the reason you received a grade is unclear, or seems unfair, you are encouraged to talk 
with me during office hours or at another time that may work better for your schedule. 

4. The lack of intellectual integrity will make this whole exercise a pointless useless waste 

of time. Your own sense of integrity should suffice, but we are all expected and required to 
adhere to the University’s Honor Code, and indicate so by signing the pledge on all work. 

For more information see honor.unc.edu 

5. Assignments and deadlines are subject to adjustment. Grading criteria and scales are 
not. 

6. Accommodations will be made for any documented disability. This is a routine matter 
with which students should feel comfortable. Confidentiality will be respected. 



Art 151: HistoiT of Western European Art and Architecture 

Fall 2013: Hanes Art Center 121 

Lectures: Mondays and Wednesdays, 11:00 - 11:50 a.m. 

Kneeling Bull holding spouted vessel, Proto-Elamite; 

Susa, Iran; Around 3100-2850 BCE 

TEXTBOOK: Stokstad’s Art History, 4tt~ edition, volume ONE. 

OFFICE HOURS: 

Professor Verkerk (dverkerk@email.unc.edu): MW 12-1:00 p.m. and by appointment; Hanes Art 
Center Room 108 

@live.unc.edu) : Wed., 10:00-11:00 a.m.; Fri., 2:00-3:00 p.m. 

~live.unc.edu): Wed., 2:00-3:00 p.m.; Fri., 10:00-11:00 a.m. 

))email.unc.edu): Mort., 12:00-1:00 p.m.; Wed., 2:00-3:00 p.m. 

/~elfische@email.unc.edu): Mon., 2:00-3:00 p.m.; Wed., 10:00-11:00 a.m. 

@live.unc.edu): Mon., 12-1:00 p.m.; Fri., 12-1:00 p.m. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance will not be taken during the class lecture times. Attendance will be 
taken during sections. More than three absences, excused or unexcused, will result in a lower grade. 



EXAMS: Three exams: two during the semester and the final. Each will be worth 25% of-your 
grade. 

MAKE-UP EXAbl POLICY: Essentially, there are no make-up exams. If, however, you cannot 
make the scheduled exams (see calendar) and you have a valid excuse for missing the exam, you will 
be able to write a 15-page paper that will be due: in two weeks ~:rom the time you receive the make- 
up exam. 

MUSEUM PAPER: There is a ten-page museum paper assignment worth 25% of- your final grade. 
See assignment section for derails. 

COMPUTER POLICY: You are allowed to bring your laptop to lecture:; however, please: do not 
use the class time to internet shop, update your Facebook account, email your mother, play Spider 
Solitaire, or xvhatever else you do on your laptop. It is distracting to those sitting behind you. You 
will be asked to shut down your laptop by one the teaching assistants. 

CELL PHONES: Duh. 

COURSE CALENDAR: 

Introduction: Great Expectations 
--Aug. 21 

Prehistory: 

EXAM: 

In the Beginning was the picture, and then there xvas the quote .... 
--Aug. 26, 28 

Constructing Eternity: Egyptian Art and Architecture 
-- Sept. 4, 9, 11 

Temples, Palaces and Citadels: Ancient Near Eastern and Aegean Art 
--Sept. 16, 18 

September 30 

Gods, Heroes, Mortals: Greek Art and Architecture 
-- Sept. 23, 25 

Ethos and Pathos: Late Classical/Hellenistic 
--Oct. 2 



Legacies: Etruscan & the Formation of Roman Republican Art and Architecture 

--Oct. 7, 9 

Space, the Final Frontier: Roman Art and Architecture 
--Oct. 14, 16 

>A£,L BREAK BEGIN9 at 5:t.,,’t.,,’ p.~’,,, o~ We&_’,,esday, lect~re b~ NO SECT{ON9 T{-{IS 
WEEK 

Assimilation and Transformation: Late Antique Art and Architecture 
-- Oct. 21, 23 

FIRST DRAFT DUE IN SECT~OIN TI--HS WEEK 

The Glory of Byzantium 
--Oct. 28, 30 

EXAM: November 4 

Diversity and Synthesis: Barbarian, Carolingian and Ottonian 
--Nov. 6, 11 

Pilgrim and Crusaders: Romanesque Art and Architecture 
--Nov. 13, 18 

FINAL PAPER DUE THIS WEEK IN SECTION 

Gothic Visions 
--Nov. 20, 25 

Competitions and Citizenship: Art of the Italian City States 
--Dec. 2, 4 

FINAL EXAM: December 6~ 12:00 NOON 

Honor Code Reminder 

"It shall be the responsibili~ of eveU student at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to 
obey and support the enforcement of the Honor Code, which prohibits lying, cheating, or stealing 
when these: actions involve academic processes or University students or academic personnel acting 
in an official capacity." An especially serious Honor Code violation is plagiarism. If you are uncertain 



about this, please talk to the course instructor and T.A. See also the UNC-CH student guide titled 
"Plagiarism." 



DRAM 160 F~L3 

Sta -ecraft Dr 

area ]. 

TuTh ii:00- 

12:15 

0125 

Instructor: David 

Navalinsky 

208 

Office Hours: lpm-2pm MTH or by appointment 

dbnav@email.u nc.edu 

CDA Room 

Office: CDA 

Email: 

DRAM 160 - Stagecraft- A general survey of personnel, materials, 

equipment, and processes used in design and technical theatre. 

Course policies: 

¯ Students are required to purchase Playmakers Repertory Company 

(PRC) privilege cards and attend each PRC production for the fall 

semester 

Privilege Cards, or P- Cards, get non-Drama Majors into 

PlayMakers performances during the run of the show. 

Students MUST select their performance/seat when they 



purchase, but they can also exchange up to 24 hours in 

advance without fees (*subject to availability). All 

performances of the Mainstage productions except 

Community Night and Opening Night will have Privilege 

Card seats available. P- Cards will be $27 and will be 

sold over the phone or at the PlayMakers Box Office 

window between August 20 and September 13. 

All exams will be based on material from lectures, PRC productions 

and scripts of the PRC shows. 

NO MAKE UP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN. 

Text: It is highly recommended that you read the plays produced 

by PlayMakers Repertory this semester (scripts are available on Sakai) 

THE MOUNTAINTOP BY KATORI HALL 

THE TEMPEST BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

METAMORPHOSES BY MARY ZIMMERMAN 

Grades: 

Two Exams each worth 40% of your grade 

One term paper worth 20% of your grade 

i A= 100% - 94.00% i = 75.99% - 73.00% 



A- : 93.99% - 90.00% C- = 72.99% - 70.00% 

B+ : 89.99% - 86.00% D+ : 69.99% - 66.00% 

B = 85.99% - 83.00% D = 65.99% - 63.00% 

B- = 82.99% - 80.00% D- = 62.99% - 60.00% 

C+ = 79.99% - 76.00% F = 59.99% and below 

Term Paper: 

As part of the course requirements you will be asked to 

write a three to five page paper on the technical aspects 

of a 

requirements 

Department 

attachment). 

theatrical production. 

you will be 

of Dramatic Art 

The paper 

As part of the course 

asked to purchase a 

Privilege Card (see 

should include 

description/critique of scenery, lighting, costuming, sound 

and any 

pertinent. 

is also 

choice. 

Kenan Theatre Company season. 

original, typed, double-spaced 

standards of university work. 

other technical aspects you feel are 

As attending the PRC fall season productions 

required for the course they are an excellent 

Students may also choose a production from the 

The paper should be 

and represent the 



Papers are due on November 14th by 11:00am. 

Honor Code: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student- 

administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 

system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed 

by them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have questions 

about your responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to 

your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or 

the instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, 

adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 

Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the 

student honor system. Your full participation and observance of the 

honor code is expected. 

Lunch: 

if you would like to get lunch we could do so for FREE through the 

"Meals with Heels" program, http:iihousincj, unc.edui~esidence--. 

lifeimealswithheelsischedule--a--.meal it’s a great way to get to know 

me, review for exams, and/or talk about your paper. 



DRAMA 160 STAGECRAFT SCHEDULE 

FALL 2013 

WEEK 1 WEEK 9 

8/20 - introduction 10/15 - Soun 

8/22 - The Stage/Theatre Architecture 10/17 - FALL 

WEEK 2 WEEK 10 

8/27 - The Stage/Theatre Architecture 10/22 - Term 

8/29 - Theatre Tour #1 10/24 - Term 

WEEK 3 WEEK 11 

9/3 - Theatre Tour #2 10/29 -Prope 

9/5 - Theatre Production 10/31 - Thea 

WEEK 4 WEEK 12 

9/10 -Theatre Production Staff 11/5 - Desigr 



METAMOPHOSES 

9/12 - Design Process 11/7 - Costume Design - Ja~ 

WEEK 5 WEEK 13 

9/17 - Scenic Design 11/12 - Costume Productior 

9/19 - Design presentation - THE MOUNTAINTOP 11/14 - Scene Painting - Ca 

PAPERS DUE TOD 

WEEK 6 WEEK 14 

9/24 - Technical Direction 11/19 - Film 

9/25 - Theatrical Construction 11/20 - TBA 

WEEK 7 WEEK 15 

10/1- Lighting Design 11/26-Life Backstage 

10/3 - Lighting Equipment 11/28- THANKSGIVING 

WEEK 8 WEEK 16 

10/8 - Review for Exam #1 12/3 - Wrap up/Review 



i0/i0 - Exam #1 FINAL EXAM - THURSDAY 

This schedule is subject to change, instructor will give as much advance 

notice as possible to any changes 



Stagecraft 
TuTh 11l:00-12:115 

Drama 160 

CDA Room 0125 

Instructor: David Navalinsky 

Office Hours: lpm-2pm M TH or by appointment 

Office: CDA 208 

Email: dbnav@email.unc.edu 

DRAM 160 - Stagecraft - A general survey of personnel, materials, equipment, and processes 

used in design and technical theatre. 

Course policies: 
¯ Students are required to purchase Playmakers Repertory Company (PRC) privilege cards 

and attend each PRC production for the fall semester 

Privilege Cards, or P- Cards, get non-Drama iMajors into PlayMakers performances during the 

run of the show. Students MUST select their performance/seat when they purchase, but they can 
also exchange up to 24 hours in advance without fees (*subject to availability). All performances 

of the Mainstage productions except Community Night and Opening Night will have Privilege 

Card seats available. P- Cards will be $27 and will be sold over the phone or at the PlayMakers 
Box Office window between August 20 and September 13. 

All exams will be based on material from lectures, PRC productions and scripts of the 

PRC shows. 

NO MAKE UP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN. 

Text: ~t is highly recommended that you read the plays produced by PlayMakers Reperto~ 
this semester (scripts are available on Sakai) 

THE MOUNTAINTOP BY KATORI HALL 

THE TEMPEST BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

METAMORPHOSES BY MARY ZIMMERMAN 

Grades: 

Two Exams each worth 40% of your grade 

One term paper worth 20% of your grade 



A = 100% - 94.00% C = 75.99% - 73.00% 

A- = 93.99% - 90.00% C- = 72.99% - 70.00% 

B+ = 89.99% - 86.00% D+ = 69.99% - 66.00% 

B = 85.99% - 83.00% D = 65.99%- 63.00% 

B- = 82.99% - 80.00% D- = 62.99% - 60.00% 

C+ = 79.99% - 76.00% F = 59.99% and below 

Term Paper: 

As part of the course requirements you will be asked to write a three to five page paper on the 
technical aspects of a theatrical production. As part of the course requirements you will be asked 
to purchase a Department of Dramatic Art Privilege Card (see attachment). The paper should 
include description/critique of scenery, lighting, costuming, sound and any other technical 
aspects you feel are pertinent. As attending the PRC fall season productions is also required for 
the course they are an excellent choice. Students may also choose a production from the Kenan 
Theatre Company season. The paper should be original, typed, double-spaced and represent the 
standards of university work. 

Papers are due on November 14th by ll:00am. 

Honor Code: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system 
and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is 
regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have questions about 
your responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the 
office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, 
adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies 
and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your full participation and observance of 
the honor code is expected. 

Lunch: 

If you would like to get lunch we could do so for FREE through the "Meals with Heels" 
program, http:iihousingunc.eduiresidence-lifeimealswithheelsischedule-a-meal It’s agreat 

way to get to know me, review for exams, and/or talk about your paper. 



DRAMA 160 STAGECRAFT SCHEDULE FALL 2013 

WEEK 1 WEEK 9 

8/20 - Introduction 10/15 - Sound Design 

8/22 - The Stage/Theatre Architecture 10/17 - FALL BREAK 

WEEK 2 WEEK 10 
8/27 - The Stage/Theatre Architecture 10/22 - Term Paper discussion/workshop A-M 

8/29 - Theatre Tour #1 10/24 - Term Paper discussion/workshop N-Z 

WEEK 3 WEEK 11 

9/3 - Theatre Tour #2 10/29 -Properties -Aline Johnson 

9/5 - Theatre Production 10/31 - Theatrical Make-up - Adam Dill 

WEEK 4 WEEK 12 

9/10 - Theatre Production Staff 11/5 - Design Presentati on - THE TEMPEST & 
METAMOPHOSES 

9/12 - Design Process 11/7 - Costume Design - Jade Bettin 

WEEK 5 WEEK 13 
9/17 - Scenic Design 11/12 - Costume Production - Jade Bettin 

9/19 - Design presentation - THE MOUNTAINTOP 11/14 - Scene Painting - Cassie Handzo 

PAPERS DUE TODAY!!!! 

WEEK 6 WEEK 14 
9/24 - Technical Direction 11/19 -Film 

9/25 - Theatrical Construction 11/20 - TBA 

WEEK 7 WEEK 15 
10/1 - Lighting Design 11/26 -Life Backstage 

10/3 - Lighting Equipment 11/28- THANKSGIVING 

WEEK 8 WEEK 16 
10/8 - Review for Exam # 1 12/3 - Wrap up/Review 



] 10/10 - Exam #1 [ FINAL EXAM- THURSDAY 12/12 at 12PM ] 

This schedule is subject to change, instructor will give as nmch advance notice as possible to any changes 



Papers 
Midterm 
Final 
Discussion 
Papers 

English 128.001: Major American Authors 
Dr. Jennifer Larson 
E-mail: jlarson@email.unc.edu 
Office: Greenlaw 421 
Office Hours: T 9:30a-noon, M ll:45a-12:lSp & by appointment 
Required Texts (suggested editions) 
Poe, Edgar Allan. The Gold-Bug and Other Tales (Dover) 
--. The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pyre of Nantucket (Penguin) 
--. The Raven and Other Favorite Poems (Dover) 
Douglass, Frederick. The Heroic Slave (online) 
--. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass (Bedford) 
--. Selected writings (online) 
Harding-Davis, Rebecca. Bits of Gossip (online) 
---. Life in the Iron Mills (Bedford) 
Faulkner, William. Collected Stories (Vintage) 
--. As I Lay Dying (Vintage) 
Brooks, Gwendolyn. Blacks (Third World) 
Miller, Arthur. Death of a Salesman (Penguin) 
---. Focus (Penguin) 
Parks, Suzan-Lori. Topdog/Underdog (TCG) 
--. Getting Mother’s Body (Random House) 
--. Selected essays (online) 
Evaluation 

40% (15%+25%) 
15% 

20% 
25% 

You will write one shorter essay (no sources, 4-page minimum) and one longer essay (with 
research, &page minimum). For these papers, you may write about any of the texts in the 
course (even those we have not yet read), and the longer essay will be an extension of the 
shorter. We will have draft workshops for both essays. Expectations, criteria, and due dates 
will be detailed in a ~q_~. ~arate 
Midterm and Final Exams 
The exams will consist of 3 sections: IDs from the texts, Short answer questions, and a long 
essay. The final will be cumulative, but will generally cover texts after the midterm. The 
midterm will be take-home. The final will be in-class. 

Discussion 
Your discussion grade will be based on written responses to the reading assignments. These 
responses will generally be due on the second class discussion day for each author and will be 
posted on the Sakai Discussion Board. In addition, once during the semester, you will also be 
asked to lead (with a small group of other students) class discussion for an 
author. Expectations/criteria for both the .~?.~.l?.~:?.~.~’.,.,.s.’. and the ~!j:~.:.~:!~.,.s.%~?:..!:~?.~.~,!:~.~:..~:~.i:g~.~.Lwill 
be detailed in separate handouts. 
Course Policies 
Attendance 



You are expected to attend all classes. The discussion format requires consistent attendance in 
order to be successful. Each absence beyond four (4) will result in a reduction of your final 
grade by one-third (1/3) letter grade. Any student who has ten (10) or more absences may 
receive an F for the course. It is also important for you to get here on time, ready to participate. 
If you are late to class three (3) times, I will count that as one absence. 

Conferences 

My office hours are listed on the first page of this syllabus. You do not need an appointment to 
stop by during office hours, although those who have an appointment will take priority. I will 
also answer questions over e-mail (see below). 

E-mail 

I am generally easiest to reach electronically. My e-mail address is listed on the front of the 
syllabus and is also available through Sakai. I will respond to email within 24 hours during 
the school week (M-F). Please do not e-mail a question about an assignment due in 
fewer than 24 hours. In all other cases, if you do not receive a response within 24 hours 
during the school week, please re-send the message. 
Also, please do not send me drafts or assignments over e-mail unless I have specifically 
requested that you do so. You may send me passages from essays/assignments with specific 
questions/concerns (as long as it is at least 48 hours before the assignment is due), and if you 
would like more feedback, please bring your draft to office hours. 
You are expected (by all your instructors) to check your e-mail regularly, especially between 
class meetings and after you e-mail a question. Unless you’re sure otherwise, always write 
formally to your instructors (and employers, and potential instructors or employers). 
Other Electronic Aspects 
You may be asked to bring your laptop to class on occasion during the semester. On these days, 
you should only have your laptop open at the specified times. If you are off-task during these 
times (on e-marl, playing games, on IM or facebook) or have your laptop open during a time 
when laptop use is not necessary, you will be marked absent for the day. Note: I consider 
using the laptop for non-academic/off-task use during class time to be a violation of the 
spirit of the UNC Honor Code, and sanctions for such behavior will thus be severe, 
Laptops should not be used in class at other times unless approved. 
Plagiarism 
Plagiarism is a violation of the Student Honor Code. You must document all sources of 
information that you incorporate into your papers. A person commits plagiarism when he or 
she represents someone else’s ideas as his or her own. We will discuss issues of documentation 
during the semester, and any cases of plagiarism will be handled in accordance with UNC 
policies. 
Schedule of Events 
Specific selections/page numbers will be announced in class and posted on Sakai. All reading for 
a week should be completed by the beginning of that week unless otherwise announced. 
Week 1 (8/21): Course Intro; Foundational essays 

Week 2 (8/26): Poe 
Week 3 (9/4): Poe 
Week 4 (9/9): Douglass 
Week 5 (9/16): Douglass 



Week 6 (9/23): Harding-Davis 
Week 7 (9/30): Harding-Davis 

Week 8 (10/7): Faulkner 
Week 9 (10/14): Faulkner 
Week 10 (10/21): Brooks 
Week 11 (10/28): Brooks 
Week 12 (11/4): Miller 
Week 13 (11/11): Miller 
Week 14 (11/18): Parks 
Week 1S (11/25): Parks 
Week 16 (12/2): Paper workshop/exam prep 

Exam: Saturday, December 7 @ 8am 
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SPANIStI 105-FALL 2013 (PRINT THIS DOCUMENT AND BRING TO FIRST CLASS) 

Instructor E-mail 

Office 

Office ttours COURSE ID 

TEXT: Anda: High Beginners (Heining-Boynton and Cowell) 

ONLINE ACCESS CODE: Make sure that you purchase the complete package (available at the bookstore). 

Description: 105 Spanish for High Beginners (4). For students with previous study of Spanish. Accelerated course that covers 
SPAN 101-102 in one semester. Aural comprehension, speaking, reading, and writing are stressed in that order. 

TH 

Course Contract 
Welcome to Spanish 105, a four-semester-hour course in elementau and intermediate Spanish language for high beginners. The 
course covers the same material as Spanish 101 and Spmfish 102 combined. This document contains important info~Tnation clarifying 
how your grade will be determined and explaining the various graded assignments you will complete this semester. 

IMPORTANT NOTE~ UNDERG~DU~TE BULLETIN 

CO{3RSE COMPONENI S 
Comp 1 -Draf 
Compl-Final 25% 

Ackland Museum Prqject 10% 
Exam 1 
Exam 2 I0% 
Final Exam 20% 
Graded Homework 5% 
Pronunciation Online (Sakai) 
Total Quizzes (5) 10% 
MSL Online Homework 
Participation I0% 
TOTAL 10(3% 

ABSENCES 

After the THREE unexcused absence during the semester, 1 percentage point will be subtracted from the student’s fin~{ parti~R~on 
grade for each additional absence. Attendance will be taken daily. If you are absent, it is your responsibility to find out w-hat you 
missed so that you come prepared on the day that you do return to class. If your absence is excused, you must inform your 
instructor immediately upon return and bring appropriate documentation to prove it. 

Participation grade: (10%) 

1. SPAN 105 Assessment/Contract--Bring your computer to class on the first day (WARNING: This is part of your 

participation grade)-SAKAI 

All SPAN 105 students must complete a SPAN 105 Assessment the first day of class. The survey will be also available between 
August 20a~ and September 2d (Labor Day). This constitutes part of your participation grade. This assessment is designed to evaluate 
how much Spanish 105 material the student knows and that you are familiar with the Syllabus and Course Contract. 
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2. General Participation (10%) 

Your participation grade reflects your preparation and active participation in class. Please sin@ the pages assigned for the day before 
you come to class so that you will be able to answer questions and participate in all activities. Active participation means always 
speaking Spanish in the classroom, contributing significantly to group work, and volunteering as much as possible without dominating 
the class. 

MSL (MY SPANISH LAB) Online homework: (10%) 

This course has an online component. It is worth 10% of the grade. The syllabus provides the exercises that the student will complete 
each day. All exercises are due by 11:55 PM on the day that they are assigned. You have up to 3 attempts to complete them before 
they are due at 11:59, or you can log in here www.personcustom.com/nc/unc_N?anish 
(You can also access it through sakai.unc.edu) 

3. Exams: (20%) 

There will be T~VO 50 minutes exams covering the materials covered up to each exam. 

4. Final Exam (20%) 

Final exam will be held on December 9Th 2013 from 8-11 am. Each instructor will give their students the classroom location of the 
final exam the last week of class. 

5. Composition: (10%) 

One in-class compositions as indicated on your syllabus [Students will receive further instructions from their instructor]. The 
Composition Draft (7.5%) will be written in class (200 and 250) words. Your instructor will hand it back within a week. Once 
received, you will have one week to hand in Composition 1 Final Draft in Sakai’s Drop Box (2.5%). Please indicate the exact word 
count at the end of the composition. 

6. OralPractices Sakai: (5%) 

Oral Practice in Sakai (see announcement in Sakai) 
There are 2 pronunciation activities in Sakai. In these activities you will practice your pronunciation and oral skills 
individually. You will record said activities as an mp3/mp4 file and upload it on Sakai’s Drop Box on their due date (see 
syllabus). In Sakai you will find examples of a male and fcmale voice reading the passages. 

7. Ackland Museum Project: (10 %) 

The topics :for the oral interview will be discussed in class approximately a week belbrc they are due so that you have time to prepare. 

8. Quizzes: (10%) 

Announced quizzes are based on the pages assigned for the day. The quizzes will vary in format (fill-in-the-blank, multiple choice, 
short answer, listening comprehension, etc.) and may test grammar, content of a written or an oral passage, or any material covered in 
class. You cm~ expect to have approximately 5 quizzes throughout the semester. 

9. Graded Homework(5%): 

These assigmnents are typically open-ended writing tasks. You are cautioned that although you may use texts and dictionaries, the 
work must be your own. 

Late work: 
No late work can be accepted for a grade nor can exams be taken late unless officially excused. 

Extra credit: 
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No extra credit assignments will be given in Spanish 105. 
Regulations for classes, qu~zes, compositions, exams, and final exam 

¯ Always be on time for class. All quizzes will be given during the last 15-20 minutes of class. 
¯ Exams are divided into two parts: Listening and written. The listening will be administered during the previous class during 

the last 10--15 minutes. If you miss the listening, you will receive a 0. 
On the written days of exams place your belongings against the wall near the instructor’s table. Bring ONLY a pen or a 
pencil (no baseball hats, coats, purses, CELL PHONES, etc.). 
ONCE you finish a quiz, composition, or exam, collect your belongings and leave. 

Honor code: 
Academic dishonesty in any form is unacceptable, because any breach in academic integri .ty, however small, strikes destructively at 
the University’s life and work. Any form of cheating on quizzes or exams is in violation of the honor code; and, all quizzes and exams 
should contain the written pledge and your signature: "I have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this exam." Students may 
not work together or seek any help on homework assignments. You cannot copy anything from the textbook without being in violation 
of the honor code. Also, you must write your own compositions, composition outlines, and homework assignments without help from 
friends, tutors, native speakers, or anyone else. It is in violation of the honor code for your compositions, composition outlines, or any 
portion of your compositions and composition outlines, to be written by another person. It is also in violation of the honor code to 
copy, translate, paraphrase or transcribe your compositions, composition outlines, or paragraph or any portion of your compositions, 
composition outlines, or homework assignments t¥om any source. If you have questions pertaining to what constitutes m~ honor 
violation in this course, please contact your instructor or the course coordinator at lindquis(a).email.unc.edu. 

Grade Scale 
Final Grades will be determined according to the following scale: 

A B C D F 

87.5-89.49 = B+     77.5-79.49 = C+ 
91.5+ = A                                             67.5-69.49 = D+ 

81.5-87.49 = B 71.5-77.49 = C 59.49 and lower = F 
89.5-91.49 = A- 59.5-67.49 = D 

79.5-81.49 = B- 69.5-71.49 = C- 

Be sure to keep all returned graded work until you receive your final grade. 
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Span 105-Fall 2013 SYLLABUS 

Day 

WED 

8/21 

THU 

8/22 

FRID 

8/23 

Chapter 
Prel A 

BRING 

YOUR 

LAPTOPS 

Prel A 

Prel A 

In-class assignments 

Bring Laptops to class 

Preliminar A--Saludos, despedidas y presentaciones 

(Pag. 4-6 and pag. 74) 

2. Expresiones i~tiles pard la clase (Pag.6 

3. E1 alfabeto (Pag. 7). 

4. Los pronombres personales (Pag. 8 & 74)) 

5. E1 verbo SER (Pag. 9 & 74-75) 

TA~ SPANI05 ASSESSMENT in Sakai unde~ TeS~ 

& QuiZZ~S~ (No~ fo~ a grade~ 
1. Adjectives of nationali~ (Pag. 10) 

2. Numbers 0-30 (Pag. 11) 

3. Telling time (Pag. 12) 

4. Days, months, and seasons (Pag. 14) 

5. Weather (Pag. 16) 

MySpanishLab Online 
A-01, A-03, A-08, A-13, A-16, A- 
18, A-20, A-21, A-23, A-26, A-27, 
A-28. 

A-32, A-36, A-38, A-39, A-43, A- 
45, A-46, A-48, A-51, A-53, A-58. 
Pronunciacidn: 
3de l[amo 3daria Cristina Jim~nez 
y soy paname~a. 

SUN Cap. 1 1-01, 1-03, 1-04, 1-06, 1-08, 1-10, 
8/25 1-14, 1-17, 1-18, 1-21 

MON Cap. 1 1. La familia (Pag. 21-22) Pronunciacidn: 
8/26 2. E1 verbo Tener (Pag. 22 & pag. 75) Tengo 30 a~osy vivo con mis 

3. E1 singular y el plural (Pag. 24 & 75) abuelos espa~oles en Zaragoza. 

4. E1 masculino y el femenino (Pag. 24 and 75) 

TUES Cap. l 

8/27 

WED Cap. 1 

8/28 

1. Definite (the) and indefinite (a, an, some) articles (Pag. 

25 & 75) 
2. People (Pag. 26) 

3. Possessive adjectives (my, your, our, etc.) (Pag. 27 & 

76) 
4. Descriptive adjectives (Pag. 28 & 76) 

1-23, 1-24, 1-25, 1-28, 1-29, 1-32, 

1-33, 1-37, 1-38. 

Pronunciaci6n: 
En Espa~a el equipo de ~tbol mds 

popular es el Ffabol Club 

Barcelona, mi favotqto. 

Cap. 1 1-45, 1-47, 1-57, 1-59, 1-60, 1-61 

Cap. 1 

THU 
8/29 
FRID 
8/30 

1. Numbers 31-100 (Pag. 30). 

2. Escucha: Family introductions 

3. i Conversemos! 

4. Lectura Ambiciones siniestras "Conexiones" (e~e~ 

~ ~), 
5. Video Ambiciones siniestras "Episodio 1" (~exip~O). 

Pronunciacidn: 
En los campos de f{~tbol siempre 

hay muchos hinchas (soccer fans), 

en mi familia hay 30. 

9/2 
TUES Cap. 2 2-01, 2-02, 2-06, 2.07, 2-10, 2-12, 
9/3 2-14, 2-15, 2-18, 2-19, 2-22, 2-23 

WED 

9/4 

1. Las materias y las especialidades (Pag. 35) 
2. La sala de clase (Pag. 37) 
3. Presente indicativo de los verbos regulares (Pag. 38 & 

77)--Online activities 
4. La formacidn de preguntas y las palabras 

interrogativas (Pag. 39 & 77-78)--Online activities 

Cap. 2 Pronunciacidn: 

Ahora yo estudio matemciticas y 

economia. ~QuO estudias t~? 

THU Cap. 2 2-24, 2-25, 2-30, 2-33, 2-34, 2-36, 
9/5 2-38, 2-39, 2-40, 2-41. 
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FRID 

9/6 

Cap. 2 1. Numbers 100-1,000 (Pag. 40) 
2. Academic life (Pag. 41-42) 
3. The verb estar (Pag. 43 & 78)--Online activities 
(grammar review) 
4. Emotions and states (Pag. 45) 

Pronunciacidn: 
Los libros para las clases estdn en 
la libretqa en el centro de la 

ciudad no en la biblioteca. 

SUN ~q!~:..2 2-42, 2-43, 2-46, 2-47, 2-51, 2-52, 
9/8 ~N~iii. 2-60, 2-61, 2-62 

MON Cap. 2 1. 

9/9     ~ii~{iiii~ii 

3. 

4. 

5. 

The verb gustar (to like) (Pag. 46)--Prepare a list 

about the things you like on campus and why. 

Sports and pastimes (Pag. 46-47) 

Escucha: (~.vt~ ~ 
i Conversemos! (Pag. 49) 

Lectura Ambiciones siniestras, "Las solicitudes" 

@te.v~ )O ~) 
Video, Episodio 2 (~.v~ 9~) 

TUES Cap. 2 

9/10 

WED Cap. 3 1. 

9/11 2. 

The house (Pag. 53) 
Some i~Tegular verbs (Pag. 54 & 78-79)--Review 
online grammar 
Furniture and other household objects (Pag. 57) 
Household chores (Pag. 59) 
Color (Pag. 60) 

Pronunciacidn: 
En mi tiempo libre me gustajugar 

al tenis y correr maratones en las 

carreteras p~blicas. 

3-01, 3-03, 3-04, 3-08, 3-09, 3-12, 

3-13, 3-14, 3-15, 3-17, 3-18, 3-20, 

3-21, 3-23, 3-26, 3-27, 3-30, 3-31 

Pronunciacidn: 
La casa de mis abuelos tiene lres 

pisos, cuatro dormitorios, dos 

salas, una oficina-biblioteca, dos 

j~arajes y tres bahos. 

Cap. 3 3-34, 3-35, 3-38, 3-39. 3-43, 3-45 

Cap. 3 1. 

TtlU 

9/12 

FRID 
9/13 

Expresiones con tenet (Pag. 61 & 79)--Learn the 
expression associated with the verb tenet. Prepare 
Act. 3-22 and 3-23 (Pag. 62). 
Nfimeros 1,000 a 1,000,000 (Pag. 63) 
HW (Pag. 64 & 79)--Bring a list of the things that are 
in your room or dorm room. 
i Conversemos! (Pag. 66). 

Pronu nciacidn: 
Por las mananas, yo tengo prisa 

porque tengo que tomar el autob{ts 

y siempre hay muchas personas 

esperando (waiting). 

SUN 3-46, 3-47, 3-48, 3-57, 3-59, 3-60 
9/15 

NON ~i~i~ 1. Escucha (~t~tl) ~) Pronunciacidn: 
9/16 2. Lectura, Ambiciones sinieslras, "El concurso"(~te~U, La cocina de mis abuelos es 

~2~12g) gran&, porque ellos son cocineros 

2. Video ~isodio 3 (~te~p {28) (cooks) profesionales. 

TUES 4-01, 4-04, 4-07, 4-09, 4-10, 4-12, 

4-20, 4-21, 4-22, 4-23, 4-24 

WED 

9/18 

THU 
9/19 

FRID 
9/20 

Cap. 4 

1. Los lugares (Pag. 82) 

2. Actividades cotidianas (Pag. 84) 

3. Saber and Conocer (Pag. 85). 

4. gQud tienen que hacer?/,Qud pasa? (p.88) 

5. Verbos con cambio de raiz (Pag. 90-91) 

1. Estudiar el verbo IR. Prepare Act. 4-15 (Pag. 94)for 

class. 

2. Ir + a + Infinitivo (Pag. 95) 

3. Learn vocabulau: Servicios a la comunidad (Pag. 97) 

4. Las expresiones afirmativas y negativas (Pag. 99- 

100). 
5. Un repaso de ser y estar (Pag 102 - 103). Prepare 

4-25, 4-26, 4-28, 4-29, 4-31, 4-37, 

4-38, 4-40, 4-41, 4-42, 4-43, 4-44 

Pronu nciacidn: 
~’1 6 de julio voy a ir a Pamp/ona 

porque voy a correr en el encierro 

el dia 7. Estoy preparada y soy 

valiente. 
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Act. 4-28 (Pag. 103) for class. 
6. Elvoluntariado--Prepare Act. 4-33 (Pag. 104) 

SUN 
9/22 

MON 
9/23 

TUES 

9/24 

WED 

9/25 

Practice tests 

and study 

guides in 

O~ot part of 

O]vZ 

Practice tests 

and study 

guides in 

(not part of 

ONLINE 

GRA D~) 

15 rain. ) 

1. Escuchar (p. 104) 

2. iConversemos! (p. 105) 

3. A escribir (p. 106) 

1. Lectura Ambiciones siniestras "Las cosas..." (e!e~fi 

2. Video, Episodio 4 (~exip lO~ 

THU 

9/26 

SUN 

9/29 

Cap. 5 

Cap. 5 

Cap. 5 

MON 
9/30 

TUES 

10/1 

WED 

10/2 

THU 
10/3 

FRID 

10/4 

1. El mundo de la m{~sica (Pag. 116-117) 

2. Los adjetivos demostrativos (Pag. 119) 

3. Los pronombre demostrativos (Pag. 121) 

4. Nota cultural: La m~sica latina en los Estados Unidos 

(~te~178)--Online 

5. Los adverbios (Pag. 122) 

6. El presente progresivo (Pag. 124) 

1. E1 mundo del cine (Pag. 127). 

2. Read: "La it~uencia hispana en el cine’" (~ ~6) 

3, Losniuneros ordinales (Pag. 129), 

4, ttay que + infinitive (Pag. 131). 

5, Los pronombres de complemento directo y la "a" 

personal (Pag, 132-133), 

6. Planes para un concierto (Pag. 135). 

1. iConversemos! (Pag. 136) 

2. Una reseha (Pag. 137). 

3. Lectura Ambiciones siniestras "La bflsqueda de 

Eduardo" (~tex~ ~S J~). 
Video Episodio 5 (etext 200) 

Review for Exam 1. Cap. 1 (Not 

part of the grade) 

Pronunciacidn: 
Despu~s voy a trabajar en un 

hospital para nihos enfermos. 

2. Review for Exam 1 Cap. 2 

SUN 7-01,7-02, 7-03, 7-04, 7-08, 7-09, 
10/6 7-13, 7-14, 7-16, 7-18, 7-19, 7-20, 

7-21,7-22 

5-01, 5-02, 5-04, 5-05, 5-08, 5-11, 

5-13, 5-16, 5-17, 5-20, 5-21, 5-24, 

5-25, 5-27 

Pronunciaci6n: 
El 30 de septiembre estoy viajando 

a un concierto de AJarc Anthony en 

Raleigh. ~’_l canta divinamente en 

espa~ol. 

5-28, 5-29, 5-32, 5-34, 5-37, 5-40, 

5-41, 5-42, 

Pronunciaci6n: 
~Iis padres quieren ir a] estreno de 

la nueva pelicula de Benicio del 

Toro en Nueva !/ork, Para ir a la 

metr@olis hay’ que tomar un 

m, i6n. 

5-43, 5-44, 5-45, 5-46, 5-54, 5-55, 
5-56 

Pronunciacidn: 
Hoy salgo para Nueva ~2)rk y vqy 

a llamar a mi mejor amigo que 

rive en la avenida 5, 

Review for Exam 1 Cap. 3 

Pronunciacidn: 
Al final del verano voy a ir de 

vacaciones con mi fami#a a las 

playas de Carolina del Norte. 

Review for Exam 1 Cap. 4 
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MON 
10/7 

TUES 
10/8 

WED 
10/9 

THU 

10/10 

FRID 
10/11 

Cap. 7 

Cap. 7 

Cap. 7 

1. La comida (Pag. 158-59). 
2. Read: Las comidas en el mundo hispano (~te~ ~J)-- 

Online 
3. Review of the direct object (Pag. 163) 
4. The preterit (Part I)(Pag. 164-65) 

1. E1 pretdrito (Parte II)--(Pags. 166-67) 

2. La preparacidn de la comida (Pag. 171). 

3. Algunos verbos irregulares (pag. 173-75). 

1. Prepare Act. 7-22 (Pag. 176). 
2. En elresmurante (Pag. 178-79) 
3. Prepare Act. 7-33 (Pag. 182) 
4. iConversemos! (Pag. 183) 

Pronunciacidn: 

En Nueva York comi mucho, 

especialmente perritos calientes 

con salsa de tomate, cebollas y 

mostaza. AIe los comi 

r@idamente. 

7-23, 7-26, 7-27, 7-28, 7-29, 7-30, 

7-32, 7-33, 7-34, 7-35, 7-37 

Pronunciacidn: 

El viernes J~hi a comer a casa de 

mis vecinos donde estuvimos 

cocinando frijoles con arroz y 

changos. 

7-38, 7-39, 7-40 

SUN Cap. 7 

10/13 

MON Cap. 7 1. Lectura Ambiciones siniestras "El rompecabezas"(~xt Pronunciacidn: 
10/14 2~ ~ Nos divertimos mucho. Cuando 

2. Video, Episodio 7 (~t~i 2~8) salimos del club tomamos un taxi. 

TUES Cap. 8 

10/15 

WED 

10/16 

Cap. 8 

Cap. 8 

FRID 
10/18 
SUN 
10/20 
MON 
10/21 

TUES 
10/22 
WED 
10/23 

THU 
10/24 

1. La ropa (Pag. 192-93). 

2. Zara." la moda internacional (~te~( ~) 
4. Los pronombres de complemento indirecto (Pag. 196- 

97) 
5. Gustar y verbos como gustar (Pag. 200-01). 

1. Los pronombres de complemento directo e indirecto 
usados juntos (Pag. 203 - 204) 
2. Las telas y los materiales (Pag. 207) 
3. Las construcciones reflexivas (Pag. 210-211) 
4. Los centros comerciales en LatinoamOrica (Pag. 213) 

1. E1 imperfccto (Pag. 214-15) 

2. En el centro comercial (Pag. 218); Prepare Act. 8-38 

3. Conversemos (Page. 219) 

4. Un e-mail (Pag. 220) 

Cap. 8 

Cap. 8 

Pronunciacidn: 
Despu~s cond~/imos a un club- 

restaurante donde el camarero nos 

s#wib alas de pollo con barbacoa 

sureha. 

7-53, 7-54, 7-56 

8-01, 8-02, 8-05, 8-08, 8-09, 8-11, 

8-13, 8-14, 8-15, 8-16, 8-18, 8-19, 

8-20 

Pronu nciacidn: 
AJis amigos durmieron hasta el 

mediodia. Yo no t)ude dormir 
porque mi hermanita (little sister) 

me d(jo a las nueve de la mahana: 

"i Vamos a Zara ahora mismo!" 

8-22, 8-23, 8-24, 8-25, 8-27, 8-30, 

8-31, 8-32, 8-33, 8-36 

Pronunciacidn: 
En la tienda de Zara, ella se prob6 

(to tO, on) seis vestidos, tres pares 

de zapatos, sombreros... I:o me 

aburri esperdndola, 

8-37, 8-38, 8-39, 8-40, 8-43, 8-46 

Pronunciacidn: 
:~/lientras esperaba a mi hermana 

vi a mis padres salir de la tienda 

Apple con una bolsa. ~i QuO hay en 

la bolsa? ~ Un regalo (presen0 

para mi? 

8-47; 8-52, 8-53, 8-54 
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FRID 
10/25 

Cap. 8 1. Lectura: Ambiciones siniestras "i, Quidn rue?" (~te.r{ 

2. Video. Episodio 8 (~.r~ 3~) 

SAT 

10/26 

SUN Cap. 8 

10/27 

10/28 

TUES 

10129 

Cap. 9 WED 

10/30 

THU 

10/31 

FRID 

ll/1 

Cap. 9 

SUN 
11/3 

MON 
11/4 

Cap. 9 

TUES 
11/5 

WED 

11/6 

1. E1 cuerpo humano: Learn vocabulaU (Pag. 228) 
2. Un resumen de los pronombres de complemento directo 
e indirecto y reflexivos (Pag. 231-32) 
3. Algunas enfermedades y tratamientos mddicos (Pag. 
235-36) 

1. E1 pretdrito y el imperfecto (Pag. 242-43). 
2. Las farmacias en el mundo hispanohablante (~ ~ ~ 
3. Expresiones con hacer (Pag. 249-50) 
4. Sintomas y tratamientos (Pag. 253) 

Cap. 9 

Cap. 9 1. Escucha (p. 253); prepara Act. 9-35) 

2. i Conversemos! (Pag. 254) 

3. Un resumen (Pag. 255) 

Cap. 9 

Cap.9 

2. Vide() Episodio 9 (~te~} ~68) 

THU Cap. 10 

11/7 

FRID Cap. 10 1. Los medios de transporte (Pag. 264-65) 

11/8 2. Los mandatos ii~ormales (Pag. 269-70) 

SUN    Cap. 10 
11/10 

Review for exam 2 Cap. 5 (Not 

part of grade) 

Pronunciacidn: 
A la una llevO a mi hermanita a 

comer a Josecho, un restautante 

vasco en el centro de la ciudad en 

la plaza de los hOroes 

Review for exam 2 Cap. 7 (Not for 

a grade) 

Review for Exam 2 Cap. 8 (not 

included in the grade) 

9-01, 9-02, 9-03, 9-04, 9-05, 9-06, 

9-08, 9-10, 9-12, 9-13, 9-15, 9-17, 

9-18, 9-19, 9-21, 9-22 

Pronunciacidn: 
En el restaurante pedimos paella y 

tortilla de patata conjugo de uvas. 

E1 camaretv nos trajo la comida 

en diez minutos. 

9-30, 9-31, 9-32, 9-33, 9-35, 9-36, 

9-37, 9-38, 9-42 

Pronunciacidn: 
A~ientras esperdbamos [a comida, 

mi hermanita habl6 

constantemente por teHfono sobre 

la rapa que le comprO. 

9-46, 9-47, 9-48, 9-49, 9-53 

Pronu nciacidn: 
Cuando estdbamos comiendo la 

tortilla, mi madre llam6 pot" 

telOfono, lo primero que d~]o fue: 
"iHace veinte minutos que te estoy 

llamandoi ~i Por quO no contestaste 

el tel@)no ?" 

9-53 

Pronunciacidn: 
Cuando mi hermana escuch6 a 

roared, puso mala cara (she made 

aface) y le d(jo: "No 1o oimos 

porque estd lloviendo a cdmtaros 

(it was raining cats and dogs) y 

hay mucho ruido" 

10-01, 10-02, 10-04, 10-05, 10-06, 

10-09, 10-10, 10-13, 10-14, 10-15, 

10-16, 10-17, 10-18 

Pronunciacidn: 

(Terr~ el tel~Jbno. AIir~ a mi 

hermana le dije: "iNo digas ni 

pio! (Not a peep out of you)iSube 

al autobus ahora mismo! 

10-19, 10-20, 10-21, 10-22, 10-23, 

10-24, 10-25, 10-26, 10-27, 10-30 
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MON 

11/11 

TUE 

11/12 

WED 

11/13 

THU 

11/14 

FRID 

11/15 

Cap. 10 

SUN 

11/17 

MON Cap. 10 

11 / 18 

SUN 
11/24 
MON 
11/25 

1. Los mandatos %rmales-- (Pag. 273-74) 
2. ;Cdmo nos movemos? (Pag. 275) 
3. E1 viaje (Pag. 277-78)--Learn the vocabulary. 
4. Nota cultural: Venezuela, pals de aventuras (~tex~ ~) 

1. Other possessive forms (Pag. 281) 
2. Comparisons and the superlative (Pag. 283-84) 
3. Las vacaciones (Pag. 288)--Prepare for class Act. 10- 
34 (Pag. 399) 

1. iConversemos! (Pag. 289) 

2. Un reportaje (Pag. 290). 

3. Lectura Arnbiciones siniestras "/,Qud sabia?" (Etex~ 

4. Video Episodio 10 

1. Animales (Pag. 298-99) 

2. E1 medio ambiente (Pag. 302-303) 

3. El Yunque." tesoro tropical (~(~, ~J~) 

4. The subjunctive--Part 1--(Pag. 305-309) 

TUES 

11/19 

11/20 ~ 

11/22 N+~N+ ..... 

Cap. 11 1. Subjunctive--Part II 
2. La politica (312-13) 
3. La politica en el mud() hispano (Pag. 314) 
4. Pot and para (Pag. 315) 
Prepositions and pronouns that %llow them (Pag. 317- 
318) 

Pronunciacidn: 

El conductor de] autobfis nos dijo: 

"Paguen $4.50y siOntense cerca 

de la puerta de salida ". Viajamos 

cuatro paradas (stops) y nos 

bajamos en la calle Santiago. 

10-31, 10-32, 10-33, 10-34, 10-35, 

10-36, 10-37, 10-41 

Pronunciacidn: 
Muchas veces me gusta tomar un 

taxi porque es rods r@ido que el 

autobus. El medio de transporte 

rods efectivo es el metro. 

10-44, 10-46, 10-47, 10-50, 10-51, 

10-53 

Pronunciaddn: 

En la calle Santiago hay 

muchisimas tiendas. La favorita 
de mi hermana es la de la esquina 

porque tiene tantos animales como 

~n un ZOO. 

11-0 l, 11-02, 11-04, 11-06, 11-07, 
11-08, 11-12, 11-14, 11-15, 11-19, 

11-21, 11-22, 11-23, 11-24 

Pronu nciacidn: 

El zoo favorito de mi Hermana es 
la granja de mis tios en Carolina 

del Norte. Ellos tienen patos, 

gansos, caballos, cerdos, ovejas, y 

muchos gatos. 

11-26, 11-27, 11-28, 11-30, 11-31, 
11-32, 11-33. 11-34 
Pronunciacidn: 

Nosotros recornendamos que los 

politicos protejan el medio 

ambiente para salvar al mundo de 

una destruccidn mundial. 

11/28 

11/27 

FRID    ~~:.....~ 
11/28 

SUN 11-37~ 11-38~ 11-40~ 11-42 
12/1 
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MON 
12/2 

TUES 

12/3 

WED 

12/4 

Cap. 11 

Cap. 11 

1. Infinitives that follow preposition (Pag. 321) 
2. Escucha: A political announcement. (Pag, 323) 
3. iConversemos! (Pag. 324). 
4. Un anuncio (Pag, 325) 

1. Lectura Ambiciones siniestras "Celia" (e~e~ ~ ~) 
2. Video Episodio 11 (~iex~ 

12/9 A.M. 

Pronunciacidn: 
Antes de terminar el cun~o, ojald 

que todos los estudiantes 

recuerden usar por o para con las 

otras preposiciones que necesitan 

i~finitivo. 

11-47, 11-48, 11-49, 11-52, 11-54 

Pronunciacidn: 
Antes de terminar el curso 

necesitamos pronunciar: "en un 

plato de trigo, tres tristes tigres 

comian trigo. " 



Time: 

Location: 

Credit Hours: 

Semester: 

Faculty: 

First Year Seminar: Entrepreneurship in Human Performance and Sport 

9:30 a.m. - 10:45 a.m. T/R 

Woollen 302 

3 

Fall 2013 

Dr. Deborah Stroman 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Woollen 315 - CB# 8700 

Phone: 919.843.0336 

dstro@unc.edu 

Twitter - @drstroman 
Office Hours: MW 10:00 - 12:00, TR 11:00- 12:00 and by appointment 

COURSE OVERVIEW: 

This First Year Seminar (FYS) will provide students an introduction to the practical entrepreneurial business tools for 

starting a new business (or for use in an existing organization) in the human performance and/or sport business 

industry. 

"Innovation distinguishes between a leader and a follower." Steve Jobs (co-founder of Apple, Inc.) 

Creativity and courage are key characteristics for individuals willing to develop and seek out profitable opportunities 

and/or serve as social entrepreneurs whose goal is to make a difference in the solving of world problems. These small 

business owners are critical to America’s economic engine as they represent 99.7% of all employer firms and pay 44% of 

total U.S. private payroll (SBA, 2010). The appeal of athletics drives many passionate sports-minded persons to inquire 

and search out opportunities to apply their passion and business acumen in this dynamic $300B+ industry. There is an 

endless customer base of sports aficionados, customers, fans, patients and spectators willing to pay for a quality product 

and/or service. So if you love sports, whether it is a career in athletic training, health and fitness, or sport management, 

there are unlimited possibilities of entrepreneurship in human performance and sport. Entrepreneurship study affords 

those willing to "blaze their own trail" an interdisciplinary experiential learning environment. The following course 

concepts are specifically applied to human performance and sport entrepreneurial opportunities: the characteristics of 

entrepreneurs, identifying and evaluating ventures, writing business plans, developing the business model, 

entrepreneurial marketing, sales and the elevator pitch, financing the venture, technology usage, finance and fund- 

raising, building a successful team, and exit strategies. The FYS will use lectures, group activities, case study analysis, 

problem-solving scenarios, videos, and mini-presentations. Guest lecturers will visit to provide expert and real-life 

knowledge and insight on entrepreneurship. 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES: 

Entrepreneurship students in human performance and sport should seek: 

To investigate the process through which individuals identify opportunities, allocate resources, and create value 

To gain insight into the field of entrepreneurship by understanding the characteristics and mindset of 

entrepreneurs 

To introduce various business structures and types 

To introduce fundamental marketing and professional sales skills necessary for entrepreneurship 



To develop an ability to identify and evaluate opportunities (new ventures and/or within existing organizations) 

To develop the tools necessary to write a business plan, leverage technology, build a team, finance the 

opportunity, and exit from the venture 

To discover varied successful entrepreneurial strategies and challenges from current and former entrepreneurs 

To further develop the skill of thinking entrepreneurially in business 

COURSE MATERIALS AND TEXTS: 
The instructor will provide the necessary readings throughout the semester. (Distribution channels include class 

handouts, Sakai postings, and internet links.) 

Harvard Business Review Entrepreneurship articles 

Entrepreneurship Magazine articles 

New Venture Creation: Entrepreneurship for the 21St Century, 7th edition - Timmons-Spinelli 

Fortune & Freedom: The Entrepreneur’s Guide to Success -Jim Hirshfield 

CNN Money- Small Business (http://money.cnn.com/smallbusiness/) 

Entrepreneur - httl~:!!www.entrel~reneur.com!mag 

Inc. - http://www.inc.com! 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 

Note: This course will use Sakai. Please contact ITS (http:/!!ts.unc.edu!) for Sakai training, as necessary. The 

instructor will communicate through your unc.edu email address. All non-university email accounts are 

disregarded for this course. Late papers and assignments are not accepted for a course grade. Stay abreast of 

assignments through the Sakai calendar and/or assignment instructions. 

Business Plan 35% 
Reaction paper (2) 30% 
Quizzes/Assignments (5) 25% 
Class Participation 10% 

Business Plan: This group assignment builds off of the Idea Generation I workshop. Students will submit a business plan 

for a hypothetical product or service in the human performance or sport industry that includes the following 

components: Executive Summary, Company Description, Product or Service, Market Analysis, Strategy and 

Implementation, Web Plan Summary, Management Team, and Financial Analysis. 

Reaction Paper: A reaction paper is not a research paper - it is your personal reaction to a particular question which is 

designed to relate the course materials more personally relevant to your own life experience. You may write in the first 

person. You are encouraged to make connections to the readings, case studies, and class discussion whenever possible. 

Be sure to properly cite references (APA style). Students will submit two reaction papers (group and individual). Note: 

Group paper - Each group member must submit at least three (3) to four (4) pages, individual paper - The minimum page 

count is seven (7) pages. Title page, abstract, and reference pages do not count. 

Quizzes/Assignments: There will be a total of five (5) quizzes/assignments given throughout the semester, with each 

assignment counting for 5% of your entire grade, equaling a total of 25% of your total grade. Assignments and/or quizzes 

may be given at the beginning of class, and if you are late to class, you will not be allowed to complete the assignment. 

If an assignment is due the next class period, it is up to you to contact a classmate or the professor to determine the 

assignment. 

Experiential Education: 30 hours of Field work - To further your 1) evaluation and comprehension of the 

entrepreneurship model and 2) to assist with the successful completion of the Business Plan assignment, all students will 

identify, interview, and analyze local sport businesses. 



Participation makes for a much more enjoyable and interesting class; but discussion is also crucial to understanding and 

reasoning. Participation grades will be heavily influenced by disruptive behavior in the class, including talking, text 

messaging, reading newspapers, and non-class related computer screens. Please do not bring your smart phones or 

MP3’s to class. If they ring, beep, buzz or disturb the classroom environment, you will be asked to leave the class. It is 

expected that all students will participate in class discussion and answer when called upon. (If applicable, students who 

wish to use their laptops for note taking are required to sit on the first two rows.) 

The following grading rubric illustrates the criteria upon which your class participation will be evaluated: 

A+ A B C D F 
Actively supports, Actively supports, Makes a sincere Limited interaction Virtually no No interaction with 

engages and listens engages and listens effort to interact with with peers interaction with peers peers 

to peers (ongoing) to peers (ongoing) peers (ongoing) 

Arrives fully prepared Arrives fully prepared Arrives mostly, if not Rarely prepared Never prepared 

at every session at almost every fully, prepared 

session (ongoing) 

Rarely participates Never participates Plays an active role in 

discussions (ongoing) 

Comments advance 

the level and depth of 

the dialogue 

{consistently) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

consistently better 

because of the 

student’s presence 

Plays an active role in 

discussions (ongoing) 

Comments 

occasionally advance 

the level and depth of 

the dialogue 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

often better because 

of the student’s 

presence 

Pa rticipates 

constructively in 

discussions {ongoing) 

Makes relevant 

comments based on 

the assigned material 

(ongoing) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

occasionally better 

because of the 

student’s presence 

Preparation, and 

therefore level of 

participation, are 

both inconsistent 

When prepared, 

participates 

constructively in 

discussions and 

makes relevant 

comments based on 

the assigned material 

Sometimes makes 

relevant comments 

based on the 

assigned material 

(ongoing) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

not affected by the 

student’s presence 

Comments generally 

vague or drawn from 

outside of the 

assigned material 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

harmed by the 

student’s presence 

Demonstrates a 

noticeable lack of 

interest in the 

material (ongoing) 

Group dynamic and 

level of discussion are 

significantly harmed 

by the student’s 

presence 

All students are expected to attend every scheduled meeting of each class on time. You are expected in engage in the 

learning process. This policy means that you must be prepared by completing the readings and assignments and be 

willing to share your ideas and questions with the class. Since you will learn not only from the lectures and readings, but 

from the class discussion, it is imperative that you attend every class. Respect your classmates and fully participate in 

discussion and group work. Students must verbally communicate requests to leave class early on a given day. Note: 

Leaving class early without consulting with the professor prior to class is a violation of the Honor Code. 

Grading Scale: 

A 

A- 

B+ 

B 

B- 

C+ 

C 

C- 

D+ 

D 

F 

94 and above 
90- 93 (Consistently Exceptional) 

87-51 

84 - 86 

80 - 83 (Excellent work that is consistently above average) 

77-79 

74 - 76 

70 - 73 (Good, sound, average work) 

66-69 

60 - 65 (Passing work that is below average) 

59 and below (Work that is not acceptable as passing) 



HONOR CODE AND CAMPUS CODE: 

UNC’s Honor Code and recommendations for academic misconduct will be strictly enforced in EXSS FYS. For more than 
131 years, Carolina students have pledged not to lie, cheat, or steal. Students enjoy a great amount of freedom at 

Carolina and have been entrusted to hold each other accountable for maintaining a just and safe community. As such, 

students hear and decide all alleged cases of conduct and academic integrity violations. Students may be videotaped by 

instructors through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring devices during any exams or graded assignments taken 

in class. If you have questions, it is your responsibility to ask me about the Code’s application. PLEDGE: The Instrument 

o_f Student Judicial Governance requires that you sign a pledge on all written work. ("On my honor, I have neither 

given nor received unauthorized aid on this assignment.") This includes all papers, exams, quizzes, and written 

projects. If you are not familiar with the complete Instrument of Student Judicial Governance, you can pick up a copy in 

the Office of the Dean of Students or review it online at: http:!!honor.unc.edu!index.html. Please examine your rights 

and responsibilities of the Carolina Honor Code. It shall be the further responsibility of every student to abide by the 

Campus Code; namely, to conduct oneself so as not to impair significantly the welfare or the educational opportunities 

of others in the University Community. 

All EXSS 5:1 students must complete the Plagiarism Tutorial and Honor System module found at 

http:!/www./ib~ unc.ed u!!nstruct!p/agiarism    and 

http://www.atschoolorientation.net/intake.aspx?Return Url=/unc/honor?stage=true&am p;sta~e=true 
Please submit copies of the certificate to the professor by due date (see Sakai). 

If you are ever unsure of what constitutes academic integrity in your writing, please contact the professor. 

Disclaimer: The professor reserves the right to make verbal or written change, including project due dates, to the 

syllabus at any time. These changes will be announced as early as possible. All changes and exceptions are at the 

professor’s discretion. 

SEMESTER CALENDAR 

Guest Speakers TBA - Learning can take place many ways and guest lecturers are very important to our curriculum as we 

prepare you ‘for the sport business industry. Relationships and contacts are the key to advancement and gaining insider 

in.formation. Guest lecturers have helped MANY o‘f my students gain internships and jobs. 

Aug. 20 Week i 

First Day - Welcome 

Introductions and Expectations 

Syllabus & Course Schedule 

What is Entrepreneurship ? 

What is Human Performance and the Sport Business Industry? 

Idea Generation I 

Aug. 27 Week 2 

The Entrepreneurial Mind and Society 

The Entrepreneurial Process 

Business Structure and Types - Consultant, Franchisee, Direct Marketing/Sole 

Proprietorship and Corporation 



Sept. 3 Week 

New Venture Analysis 

Business Model- Timmons 
Reaction Paper I ~ Assigned 

Sept. 10 Week 4 

Sept. 17 Week 5 

Sept. 24Week 6 

Oct. 1 Week 7 

The Business Plan 

Business Plan Project -Assigned 

The Entrepreneurial Leader 

Marketing 

Group Work/Research Day/or Business Plan Project 

Pro/essional Selling Strategies and Skills 

Group Work/Research Day/or Business Plan Project 

Tax In/ormation 

Legal Issues 

Oct. 8 Week 8 

Oct. 15 Week 9 

Oct. 22 Week 10 

Oct. 29Week ii 

Nov. 5 Week 12 

Idea Generation II 

Franchising 

Field Trip-TBD 

Reaction Paper ~ - Due 

F~eac~ion Paper tt - Assigned 

Business Risk 

Fund-raising and Financing Entrepreneurship 

Group Work/Research Day/or Business Plan Project 

Leveraging Technology 

Group Work/Research/or Business Plan Project 

Organizational E//ectiveness 

Ethics 

Social Entrepreneurship 

Managing Rapid Growth 

Exit Strategies 

Group Work/Research Day/or Business Plan Project 

Reaction Paper II - Due 



Nov. 12 Week 13 

You - the Consultant 

Government Contracting 

International Business and Exporting 

Group Work/Research Day for Business Plan Project 

Nov. 19 Week 14 
Business Plan Projec~ ~ Due 

Presen ta tions 

Nov. 25 and Dec. 3 Weeks 15 & 15 

Presen ta tions 

Semester Wrap Up 

"The best way to have a good idea is to have a iot of ideas." Dr. Linus Pau[ing 
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GEOL 101-001: Introduction to Physical 
Geology            005 Mitchell Hall 
Lecture: Tuesday and Thursday, 9:30 - 10:45 (0930- 
 045) 

Instructor 
Joel Hudley, Ph.D. 
Office: 224 Mitchell Hall, phone 919-962-5045 
Email: ihudley@unc.edu 
Office Hours: Monday 1:00-4:00 PM (1300-1600), and by appointment* 

*Please call me, send email, or see me in class if you if you need to make an 

appointment. I’m here most days, and I enjoy drop-ins. 

Overview 
An Introduction to Physical Geology involves a survey of the materials, 
structure, and surface features of Earth; the processes responsible for their 
development; and the application of geologic knowledge to environmental 
and resource problems. During the first part of the course we will examine 
"big picture" themes of geologic time and plate tectonics, focusing on the 
origin and evolution of the planet, its internal processes, such as 
earthquakes, and their effects on the surface, as manifested from the depths 
of the ocean basins to the peaks of its mountain belts. The second part of the 
course involves the study of materials (minerals, magmas, rocks, & 
sediment) that constitute the Earth, focusing on how they form and 
transform and how they are used by society. The final portion of the course 
will deal with processes active at Earth’s surface that constantly modifies the 
landscape. As a result, students will receive a broad exposure to the major 
aspects of Earth’s geological environment. 

Required Labs 
There is a lab related to this course. GEOL 101 (Lecture) and GEOL 101L 
(Lab) are separate courses, and as such require separate 
registration. (Separate syllabus, registration) 



Course Website 
Reference materials and assignments will be posted on the course Sakai site: 

h~tp s: i/sa ka 

Text 
You are required to have the textbook Essentials ofGeoloyy, 4th edition, 
by Stephen Marshak (ISBN: 9780393919394). Additional readings not 
included in this text may be assigned as the course progresses. They will be 
announced in class and posted in digital form on the course Sakai site. This 
book is available for purchase in the Campus Bookstore and various other 
retail bookselling establishments. Several books are available (current 
update and previous editions) and on reserve in the Undergraduate Library 
(Reserves Desk). 

Required Media 

SmartWork subscription is free with the purchase of the required 
text. Standalone access can be purchased directly from the publisher’s 
website for 
$20.00. h ttp:iibooks.ww~ ortor~.comibooks/b~ys 
martworki. 

Top Hat Subscription can be purchased for $10.00 directly from Top Hap 
or for $20.00 from the UNC Bookstore. The &digit 

course code is 
877504. https:iiaPp 

Objectives of GEOL 101 
Upon the successful completion of this course, you should be able to: 

1. Relate geologic materials and processes to the plate tectonic paradigm. 

2.Understand the geologic origin and societal importance of a variety or 

rocks and minerals 

3. Recognize and describe common geologic structures and interpret their 
origin. 

4. Interpret relative ages of geologic events and appreciate the absolute 

geologic time scale. 

5. Recognize a variety of surficial landforms of Earth and interpret their 
geologic origin. 



6. Understand the geologic causes of earthquakes, volcanoes, tsunamis, 
floods, & climate change, recognize their impacts on human 

civilization, and realize the importance of geoscientists in analyzing 

their behavior. 

7. Interpret the geologic forces that have shaped the landscape around you. 

Publisher’s Study Tools 
Publisher’s website: www.ww~orton.comist~dyspace. 

Course Schedule 
A schedule for this course, which includes: lecture topics, reading 
assignments, SmartWork assessments, and exam dates is posted on the 
course Sakai site. 

** I reserve the right to modify this schedule as the semester 
progresses. ** 

Reading assignments 
The primary textbook is Essentials of Geology, 4th edition, by Stephen 
Marshak and other sources may also be posted on Sakai. You may download 
electronics versions of some of the reading assignments from the class page 
on Sakai. You are responsible for any reading I assign. Note: Essay questions 
on the exams tend to pertain directly to one or more readings. 

Technique of Instruction 
This course will be predominately taught using an interactive lecture 

format--meaning I will ask for you to participate frequently during class 
meetings. Questions and comments are always encouraged. In addition, 

several opportunities for small group collaboration and interaction will be 
offered during the semester to provide you with a better understanding of 

the collaborative nature of modern science. Geology is primarily a visual 
science. Thus, demonstrations, slides, diagrams, and samples will be 

employed during class lectures on a routine basis. Sometimes 
demonstrations will require student participation--please consider 

volunteering ---actively participating is the best way to learn new material. 

Methods of Evaluation Your course grade is calculated based on 1000 

points for the semester. 



Midterm Exam #1 150 Week of September 24 

Midterm Exam #2 150 Week of November 4 

10 SmartWork Assessments 150 

LRQ/Participation 150 

Geologic Investigations 150 

Final Exam 250 Tuesday, December 10 @ 08( 

I~OTAL 1000 

Exams 
The format for the midterm exam will be multiple choice, matching, or 
true/false questions and several free response/short answer questions. The 

Comprehensive Final Exam will be 60- 75 multiple choice, matching, or 
true/false questions; 15-20 short answer, and 1-3 free response essay 

questions. Please bring a blank Scantron sheet and #2 pencil to every 
exam! 

SmartWork Assessments 
Throughout the semester you will be required to complete 10 SmartWork 
Assessments. The assessments are designed to provide you with an 

opportunity to demonstrate and re-enforce your understanding of the 
reading assignments, geologic investigations, and lecture material in 

between exams. You should complete the assigned readings PRIOR to taking 
each SmartWork Assessment to maximize your score. Each assessment is 

worth 15 points and is due prior to 11:59pm on the posted due date. No 
exceptions or make-ups will be allowed. 

Lecture Reflection Questions 
The Lecture Reflection Questions (LRQs) are my attempt to encourage 

attendance and monitor student learning on a continuous, real-time basis. 
LRQs will be given randomly throughout the semester and will consist of 

either a single question or several questions that you will be required to 
answer using the Top Hat software before you exit class. The questions will 

cover concepts that were discussed during the class period. The answers to 
LRQs will be shared at the start of the next class. Each LRQ question will be 

worth 1-3 points, depending on the difficulty. In addition, you will be 
awarded 1 participation/attendance point for each question answered. No 

make-up LRQs will be accepted. 



Geologic Investigations 
Science is most often best learned through practical application, group 
collaboration, and discussion. Over the course of the semester you will be 
given an assortment of small group work assignments and/or discussion 
questions to work on both individually and as a group. Discussion groups 
will be assigned during the first two weeks of class and a group discussion 
board/chat will be established to facilitate online discussions. 

Class Attendance 
Regular attendance to lecture sessions is expected in this course. You will 
maximize your learning if you attend class regularly and read the 
assignments in the texts prior to the class session for which they are 
assigned. I will not take roll call, but I note if students are absent. Moreover, 
much of the lectures will be spent discussing material from resources 
outside of the textbook, which will be difficult to make up if you are absent. 
Finally, the material we cover in lecture is the primary basis for the exams. 

Grading Scale 
Your final letter grade will be assigned by applying the grading scale below. 

In order to be "rounded-up" you must earn a XX.5 or greater. 

99-87 B+ 79-77     E+ b9-66 D 

100-94 ~ 86-84 B 76-74 E b5-0 F 

93-90 ~- 83-80 B- 73-70 

In general, the class average is expected to fall between B-/C+ range (-~2.5- 
2.7 on a 4.0 point scale). Because I prefer to give more challenging exams, I 

reserve the right to modify this curve slightly (only adjusting grades 
upward), if necessary. This modification will occur at the end of the semester 

when all scores have been compiled. In order to gauge your progress over 
the semester I recommend that you track your grades on Sakai. 



I want each of you to succeed in this course and I will make every reasonable 
effort to help you do so. If you are experiencing difficulty with the course 

material please contact me via email or visit during office hours, as soon as 
possible--don’t wait until it’s too late! Don’t be bashful--I’m being paid to 

educate YOU. Many times performance problems can be overcome if they are 
brought to the attention of the instructor in a timely manner. Office hours 

are an underutilized resource, in my experience. Email is also a reliable way 
to contact me--I’ll make every effort to get back to you as soon as I can. 

(Please keep in mind that I am outnumbered by my students by about a 300:1 

ratio this semester.) 

Student Workload 
In order to get the most from your educational dollar, students are advised 
to spend between 2-3 hours of studying and preparation for each hour spent 
in class. This amounts an average of 6-8 hours of studying per week in order 
to earn an average grade in this class. The time you need to spend may vary, 
depending on your study skills and your academic goals. For most of you, 
your final grade will be a direct reflection of the time and effort you put into 
being prepared and engaged in this class on a daily basis. 

Do not deceive yourself with the false expectation that "100 level courses are 

supposed to be easier than upper-level courses". The 100-level designation 
for this course merely indicates that the student is expected to have minimal 

prior experience in the subject area--not that there will be any less work 
involved. In fact, since most students receive little or no exposure to the 

subject of geology in high school, it is not uncommon that you will need to 
dedicate more time than usual to learning the fundamental concepts of 

geology. Ultimately, this course counts just as much in terms of GPA as a 3 
credit 400 level class in your major--allocate your time and effort 

accordingly. The payoff should be worth the effort--the Earth is a fascinating 
system and your life will be richer when you have a better understanding of 

how it works! 

Course Policies 

Carolina Honor System 
Exams and assignments administered for this course are subject to the 



provisions of the Carolina Honor Code. Both cheating and assisting others to 

cheat are prohibited. 

Attendance, Late Work, & Missed Exams 
Attendance in lectures is strongly encouraged. The information, class 
updates, and feedback are critical to the learning process. Reading the 
textbook is important and is expected but not a substitute for coming to class 
and actively participating in discussions and taking good notes. If you miss 
class, it is your responsibility to obtain the notes and/or missed assignment. 
Late work is not accepted. 

Make-up exams will be given for excused absences only! Excused 
absences include, but are not limited to, illness (with medical 
documentation), official UNC function (with documentation), and a family or 
personal emergency. Missed exams MUST be completed within one week of 
the original exam. If you know you will miss a scheduled exam, contact me 
in advance, so that an alternative exam time can be established. 

Disability & Non-discrimination Statement 
UNC-Chapel Hill is an affirmative action, equal opportunity 

institution. Students with documented disabilities who may need special 
instructional accommodations should notify me as soon as possible. I will do 

my best to accommodate your learning needs. 

Mutual Respect 
The classroom is a special environment in which students and faculty come 
together to promote learning and growth. It is essential to this learning 
environment that respect for the rights of others seeking to learn, respect for 
the professionalism of the instructor, and the general goals of academic 
freedom are maintained. Differences of viewpoint or concerns should be 
expressed in terms which are supportive of the learning process, creating an 
environment in which students and faculty may learn to reason with clarity 
and compassion, to share of themselves without losing their identities, and 
to develop an understanding of the community in which they live. Student 
conduct which disrupts the learning process shall not be tolerated and may 
lead to disciplinary action and/or removal from class. 

Computers 
While you may bring and use a laptop to take notes during lecture, please 

make sure that you are using your laptop for class and not to visit social 



media sites and email--it is distracting to those around you! Also, keep in 
mind that scientific studies have shown that students retain 30-50% more if 
they write notes versus type notes. Think about it, if you write them the 1st 
time you’ll probably cut your studying time in half, because you’ll remember 
more! To better facilitate handwritten notes, I will do my very best to always 
have the lecture PowerPoint posted 24 hours before class. 

JOMC 101 World of Mass Communication 

aka: The Media Revolution" From Gutenberg to Zuckerberg... 
and beyond 

Fall Semester 2013 

Monday, Wednesday 5 - 6:15 p.m. 

Carroll 111 

Professors: 

Dean Susan King 

120 Carroll Hall 

Work: 919/962-120zf 

Email: susanking@unc.edu 

Office hours: TR: 4-5 pm 

and by appointment 

Associate Professor Lois Boynton 

237 Carroll Hall 

Work: 919/8z~3-8342 

Email: lboynton@email.unc.edu 

Office hours: MTR: 2-zf pro, W 10:30 am- 

noon, and by appointment 

TA: 

Carroll 261 (across from Park Library) 

_~live.unc.edu 

Office Hours: MW 11 am-12:30 pm 

Course Overview: 

Welcome to the School of Journalism and Mass Communication - one of the premier programs in 

the nation. This class will introduce you to the various facets of mass communication - from the 

objective world of news media to the persuasive worlds of advertising, public relations and 

social media. We’ll zip around the various platforms as well - print, digital and broadcast. The 

overall goal is to help you develop your skills and strengthen your knowledge concerning media 

and communication industries, their content and their effects on society as well as on us as 

individuals. We hope you will be better able to see the arc of how the business of communication 

is changing, how to judge the media you consume, and perhaps to decide this is a world and a 

school you would like to be part of. 



Course Objectives: 

Learn how to analyze the quality of the communication messages that bombard you every 

day. 

¯ Explore how communicators do their jobs 

¯ Explore howvarious communication professions interact 

Course Modules: 

The course is broken into three modules: (1) The Business of News; (2) Presenting News 

Visually; and (3) Strategic Communication. Each class period focuses on a particular topic - 

known as Today’s Lead - and will be facilitated by one of the exemplary faculty within the 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication. Please consult the Schedule beginning on p. 5 of 

this syllabus for topics. Information about each day’s Lead is on Sakai - consult the Resources 

folder online. 

Required Text: 

There is no required textbook to purchase (you’re welcome), but there are lots of readings! You’ll 

find them on Sakai in the Resources Link. 

Keeping up with the News: 

What’s going on in your world? What do you have a right to know? What do you need to know to 

function on a day-to-day basis? Who is telling you what? It’s important to keep a pulse on what’s 

happening and understand the strategies and tactics that communicators use to tell their stories 

and influence your views. Please read/watch the news regularly - if nothing else, you can count 

on a few news quizzes! 

Exercises and Activities: 

This class, although large, will involve a good bit of interaction, discussion and sharing your 

ideas. 

In-class activities: On occasion, you will be asked to write something short in class, such as 

an analysis of a media message, take a news quiz or provide your insights through 

available technology. You nmst be present in class and submit something worthwhile to 

get credit for the exercise. 

¯ Homework: There are some activities and exercises you’re expected to complete as 

homework assignments. These must be typed and are due at the beginning of class. You 

may submit your homework via Sakai. 

Tests: 

This class features two tests and a final exam. These tests are designed to evaluate your 

understanding of key terms and ideas in the readings, class presentations and discussions, and 



your ability to apply those ideas. Yot~ will ~eed to bring a bubble street {’or test days° They are 

available at Student Stores. 

PollEverywhere: 

We will use the PollEverywhere program to gather real-time views, ideas and even take a few in-class 

quizzes. Please use the registration instructions at https:!/help.unc.edu/help/poll-everywhere-faq!. 

Please consult the registration instructions, even if you have registered previously for another 

course. If you encounter technical difficulties, the IT Response Center will be able to help. Gall 962- 

HELP, drop by the basement of the Undergraduate Library, or submit an online help request 

at https:!/www.unc.edu/ar-bin/websub!index.pL 

Research Participation Requirement: 
Students in JOMC 101 are required to complete one hour of research over the course of the semester. 

There are two ways you may fulfill this requirement. The first way is to participate in one academic 

research study in the School of Journalism and Mass Communication. Participating in a study is a valuable 

way for you to receive first-hand experience with mass communication research. You will be able to sign 

up online to participate in these studies. The second way to fulfill your research participation 

requirement is to write one two-page summary/critique of an academic research article. You may 

summarize any article published in the past two years in the following journals: Joumafism & Mass 

Communication Quarterly, Journal of Advertising Research, Journal of Mass Media Ethics, Mass 

Communication and Society, Journal of Public Relations Research, and Journal of Broadcasting & Electronic 

Media. Your summaries are due no later than Friday, Dec. 6 at 7 p.m. (final exam day). Early papers are 

cheerfully accepted! For assistance in finding research articles, please visit 

http://guides.lib.unc.edu/jomc:~0:L 

Using Sakai 

Each student in this class has access to course materials at sakai.unc.edu. Use your ONYEN and 

password to sign in. 

Syllabus - yup, that’s where you’ll find the syllabus. If schedule changes are necessary, you 

will be notified and the modified day-to-day schedule will be posted here. 

Resources - Each day’s topic, readings and activities are posted here. All assigned readings 

should be completed before the appropriate class sessions for which they are assigned to ensure 

that you’re ready to discuss, ask questions, offer opinions, disagree, argue, share knowledge, etc. 

That’s what will make this class fun! 

¯ Drop box - post your team project input and final essay here. 

¯ Forums - post your input on various activities here 

¯ Announcements - any special announcements will appear when you log in. Be sure to 

check regularly! 

Attendance: 

Attendance is expected, and you are responsible for following all announcements and schedule 

changes made in class. There is no substitute for attending class, participating, listening and 

taking notes. We will mmxitor atte~xda~ce. If you are absent, it is your responsibiliO~_ to borrow 

notes from a classmate. 

Honor {:ode: 

It is expected that each student in this class will conduct himself or herself within the guidelines 

of the University honor system (http:i/honor.unc.edu). All academic work should be done with 



the high levels of honesty and integrity that this University demands. You are expected to 

produce your own work in this class. 

Diversity: 

The University’s policy statements on Equal Employment Opportunity and Nondiscrimination 

are outlined in the 2012-2013 Undergraduate Bulletin 

(http:/!www.unc.edu/ugradbulletin/intro.html). In summary, UNC does not discriminate in 

offering access to its educational programs and activities on the basis of age, gender, race, color, 

national origin, religion, creed, disability, veteran’s status, sexual orientation, gender identity, or 

gender expression or disabilities. 

Harassment: 

UNC does not tolerate harassment based on gender, race, religion, sexual orientation, culture, 

disability, or for any other reason. It is also a violation of the Honor Code and Title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act (1964) and Title IX of the Educational Amendments. If you need assistance with a 

harassment issue or problem, bring it to my attention or The Office of the Dean of Students, 

dos@unc.edu or 919.966.4042. 

Professional values and competencies: 
The School of Journalism and Mass Communication is accredited via the Accrediting Council on 
Journalism and Mass Communications, which requires students to learn key values and competencies 
(see the full list here: 
http://www2.ku.edu/~acejmc/PROGRAM/PRINCIPLES.SHTML#vals&comps). Those that are most 
applicable to JOMC 101 are: 

demonstrate an understanding of the history and role of professionals and institutions 

in shaping communications; 
demonstrate an understanding of gender, race, ethnicity, sexual orientation and, as 
appropriate, other forms of diversity in domestic society in relation to mass 
communications. 

¯ demonstrate an understanding of the diversity of peoples and cultures and of the 
significance and impact of mass communications in a global society. 

¯ think critically, creatively and independently 

Special Accommodations: 

If you require special accommodations to attend or participate in this course, please let us know 

as soon as possible. If you need information about disabilities visit the Department of Disability 

Services website at http:/idisabilityservices.unc.edu or call 919/962-8300. If you need 

assistance or services from the Academic Success Program for Students with LD/ADHD please 

contact them at 919/962-7227 or http:/!www.unc.edu!asp!. 

Manners: 
Needless to say, 300 people in one room will create some interesting dynamics! Here are some 

basics to help ensure everyone is able to participate fully: 
¯ Mute your cellphone - keep your ring tones to yourself 
¯ Limit computer!electronic device use to what’s needed for class. Facebooking, tweeting 

and shopping can be done before 5 and after 6:15. 

Chatting vs. discussing - we encourage group discussions of topics at certain points in the 



class. Please be respectful of others in the class and save catching up with your classmates 

until after class. 

Agreeing to disagree - with a class this size, we will no doubt have differing views - and 

we hope you will share them! The goal is to be respectful when sharing your opinions. 

Arrive on time - nothing aggravates a professor more than when you trot into class late! If 

you have a class on the other side of campus and know that you will cut it close, please let 

us know ASAP. 

Gettin~ the room - the class is only 75 minutes. Please take your biological 

breaks before class and save those phone calls until after class. It’s distracting - not to 

mention rude to our guests and your fellow students - for you to come and go during the 

class period. 

Grading 
Test i = 15% 
Test2 = 15% 
Final exam = 20% 
Team project = 25% 
In-class activities = 10% 
Homework!!ut-of-class activities = 10% 
Research participation = 5% 

Grade Scale 

A= 90-100 

B = 80-89 

C = 70-79 

D = 60-69 

F = below 60 

+/- will be assigned if appropriate 

Please note: Although grades are not negotiable, we will give every consideration to any concerns you 

have about an assignment grade, as long as the concern is identified promptly. If you have questions 

about or dispute a particular grade, please bring it to our attention within a week of receiving that 

particular grade. The only grades that will be discussed at the end of the semester are those assignments 

you complete at the end of the semester. 

Check it out!: 

JOMC News is" published Mondays during the fall and spring semesters by the UNC School of journalism 

and Mass Communication. It features much of what you need to know about special programs, 

professional student group events, the joys of registration and even the schedule for the ever-popular 

Grammar and Usage Exam. Access it online at http://www.jomc.unc.edu/jomcnews. 



JOMC 101 Schedule - Fall 2013 
**As with everything in life, this schedule is subject to change. You will be notified 

in advance if changes are made** 

Aug. 21 Introducing .,. Susan King 

LB/SK 

Aug. 26 

LB 

Aug. 28 

SK 

Back to the future: What can 
media history tell us about our 
past, present, and future? 

Journalism 2.0: From the high 
priests at the temple of journalism 
to an interactive world 

Sept, 2 No class - Labor Day.~ 

Sept 4 

LB 

Sept 9 

LB 

Sept 11 

SK 

Sept 16 

LB 

Sept 18 

Unspun: Finding facts in a world 

of disinformation 

**Team and research topic 
dlle** 
Understanding news judgment 
and detecting bias 

How 9/11 changed the world: 
Foreign correspondent and his 
view of the 21st century 

Effective research and online 
searches 

Understanding of polling in the 

media 

http:/!www.jomc.unc.edu/susanking 
Lois Boynton 
http://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 
staff- advertising-pr- faculty/boynton- 
lois 
Barbara Friedman 
http:/!www.jomc.unc, edu/faculty- 
staff-journalism- faculty/friedman- 
barbara 
Susan King 

**Post Ist Team Project ltem in 
Dropbox** 
Political communication in the 
social media age 

Ryan Thornburg 

http ://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 

staff-journalism- faculty/thornburg- 

ryan 

Andy Bechtel 
http://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 
staff-journalism- faculty/bechtel-andy 
Charlie Sennott, co-founder of 
GlobalPost 
http :/!www.globalpost com/staff/cm- 
sennott 
Stephanie Willen Brown, Park Library 
Director 
http://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 
staff- staff-by- area/brown- stephanie- 
willen 
Rhonda Gibson 
http:/!www.jomc.unc.edu!faculty- 
staff-journalism- faculty/gibson- 
rhonda 

SK 

Sept 23 Daniel Kreiss 
http :!/www.jomc.unc, edu/faculty-a- 

LB staff-journalism/kreiss-daniel 
Sept 25 The business world and media Chris Roush 



http:/!www.jomc.unc.edu!faculty- 

staff-journalism- faculty/roush-chris 
SK 

Sept_ 30 Test # 1 
Bring a bubble sheet 

MODULE 2i Presenting news 
~isuaily 

Oct. 2 

LB 

Oct. 7 

SK 

Oct. 9 

Oct. 14 

SK 

Oct, 16 

Oct. 21 

LB 

Oct. 23 

Oct. 28 

LB 

Oct. 30 

Broadcast news: The power of 

pictures 

**Post 2~d Team Project Item in 
Dropbox** 
Thomas Kuhn and the digital 
media revolution 

Covering sports for radio and TV 

Disruption 

**Post 3,d Team Project Item in 
Dropbox** 
No class. Fall break- yay! 

Understanding news 

with interactive storytelling-- 

Gamin~ social networks and data 
visualization 

Informational graphics and the 

news 

Community journalism around 
the world 
**Post 4t~ Team Project Item in 
Dropbox** 

Test #2 
Bring bubble sheet 

David Cupp 

http:/!www.jomc.unc.edu!faculty- 
staff-journalism- faculty/cupp- david 

Jim Hefner 
http:!/www.iomc.unc, edu/faculty- 
staff-journalism-faculty/hefl~er-jim 

Charlie Tuggle 

http ://~w.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 

staff-journalism- faculty/tuggle-c- a 

John Clark 
http ://jomc.unc.edu/faculty-a-staff- 

journalism/clark-john 

Steven King 

http :/!www.jomc.unc.edu!faculty-a- 

staff-journalism/king-steven 

Terence Oliver 

http :!/www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty-a- 

staff-faculty/oliver-terence 

lock Lauterer 
http ://jomc.unc.edu/faculty-staff- 

news-editorial- faculty/lauterer-jock 

Nov. 4 PR & crisis communication-- Napoleon Byars 

What to do when the s*** hits the http://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 

fan! staff-advertising-pr- faculty/byars- 
LB napoleon 



Nov. 6 

SK 

Nov. 11 

LB 

Nov. 13 

SK 

Nov. 18 

Early 1900s public relations 

campaigns against child labor 

News flash: The media don’t own 
the news! 
Team Project Essay due 

Branded laughter: How humor 
works to influence consumerism 

Using Google Analytics to 

understand impact 

LB 

Nov. 20 In the moment: Social media 

marketing in real time 

LB 

Nov. 25 

SK 

Nov. 27 

Dec. 2 

LB 

Dec4 

LB/SK 

Friday, Dec. 6, 

7pm 

Social marketing and healthy 
living 

The marketing of the Olympic 

Games 

LDOC! - Review for final exam, 
etc. 

Final exam - eww!! 

Research article stmmmary dtme 
(if yot~ did not participate in a 
research stt~dy) 

Dulcie Straughan 

http:/!www.jomc.unc.edu!faculty- 
staff- advertising-pr- 

faculty/straughan-dulcie 

Lois Boynton 

http :!/jomc.unc.edu/faculty-staff- 

advertising-pr- faculty/boynton-lois 

Dana McMahan 

http ://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 

staff- advertising-pr- 

faculty/mcmahan-dana 

]oAnn Sciarrino 
http ://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty-a- 

staff- faculty!sciarrino-joann 

Joe Bob Hester 
http://www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 
staff- advertising-pr- faculty/hester- 

joe-bob 

Heidi Hennink-Kaminski 

http:/!www.jomc.unc.edu/faculty- 

staff- advertising-pr- faculty!hennink- 

kaminski-heidi 

John Sweeney 
http:/!www.jomc.unc.edu!faculty- 
staff- advertising-pr- faculty/sweeney- 
john 



POLITICAL SCIENCE 100----7 INTRODUCTION TO 

GOVERNMENT IN THE UNITED STATES Fall 20113 

Professor Pamela Johnston Conover 363 Hamilton Hall; 962--- 0424 Office 

Hours: Mon. 1:30 - 3:00, Wed. 1:00 - 2:30, & by appointment 
conover@email.unc.edu Course Information: https://wwwouncoedu/sakai/ 

CONTENT: This course provides a broad oveiview of the political system in 

the United States. We will consider the cultural and historical foundations of ore" 
system, the role of citizens, the development and structure of formal political 
institutions, and the nature of civil liberties and civil rights. All information for 
this course (e.g. syllabus, assignments, quizzes, and discussion forums) is 
available through "Sakai". To access Sakai go to http:iisakai.unc.edu. After you 
login, you will see a list of courses in which you are enrolled that make use of 
Sakai, including this course. 

GOALS: This course has four prima13T obj ectives: (1) to instill basic knowledge 

about American National Government; (2) to develop an understanding of political 
science theories that explain how goverument functions; (3) to encourage the use 

of critical thinking to apply that knowledge to contemporary issues in American 
politics; and (4) to develop your deliberative skills. You will meet the first 
objective by working on your own to read and comprehend the information 
presented in the textbook; I will test your success in meeting this goal with Book 
quizzes. Both lectures and discussion sections are meant to facilitate meeting the 
second and third objectives; your success in meeting these goals will be assessed 

through an in--- class midterm, a final exam, your discussion posts and your 

paper assignment. Finally, your discussion sections are the venue through which 
you will develop your deliberative skills; your success in meeting this goal will be 

measured through your participation in your discussion section, both in--- class 

and online. 

FORMAT: The class meets as a whole Monday and Wednesday at 12:00 for 
lecture sessions. These lectures generally will not review material dealt with at 
length in the text. All students also meet once a week in a smaller discussion or 

recitation section. Be sure that you are registered not only for 100--- 7, but also 

for one of the recitation sections numbered 100----7xx. Please learn the name of 

your teaching assistant. There is a master list associating their names with specific 
discussion sections and their offices and phones in the "Staff Information" section 



in Sakaio Each teaching assistant"s office hours and phone are listed outside 
her/his office. 

CLASS POLICIES Computers, cell phones, and other electronic gadgets: 
My policy is very simple. Cell phones have to be off and put away; absolutely no 

texting. Computers have to stay in your backpacks. Period. Ditto for any other e--- 

gadgets. The reason for the cell phone rule is obvious. The reason for the 
computer role is that when I’ve gone to visit other classes and sat in the back I’ve 

seen far too much Facebook, solitaire, e--- mail, ESPN.com etc. Likewise, when 

I’ve walked up and down the aisles of this class, I’ve found too many students 
scurrying to close pages on their computers that shouldn’t be open. It’s distracting 
for other students; it’s distracting for me. So experience real life happening right 
around you for 50 minutes each Monday and Wednesday; you might like it. I 
realize that some of you use your computers for taking notes; you will have to take 
notes with paper and pen in this class. To facilitate this, I post a PowerPoint 
outline of the upcoming lecture on Sakai. You can download this outline ahead of 
time. 

Honor Code: All work conducted in this course is governed by the Honor Code. It 
is expected that all written work is original work not previously or simultaneously 
handed in for credit in another course, unless this is done with the prior approval 

of all instructors involved. 

METHODS OF EVALUATION: Book Quizzes: Your comprehension of the 
information provided in your textbook will be assessed through four short book 
quizzes given during the first 15 minutes of your discussion sections during the 
following weeks: week 3(Unit 1), week 6 (Unit 2), week 10 (Unit 3), and week 14 
(Unit 4). You will need to bring your laptops to your discussion sections those 

weeks in order to take the book quizzes. Make--- up exams will only be given in 

the case of medical or family emergencies. The chapters covered by each book 
quiz are those covered in the units listed. 

You must TAKE at least three book quizzes to PASS the course. 

You must PASS at least two of the four book quizzes to be eligible to receive a 

course grade of C+ or (higher, if earned based on your performance on the 
remaining course requirements 

You must PASS three book quizzes to be eligible to receive a course grade of 



B+ or higher, if earned (based on your performance on the remaining 
course requirements 

score of 70 or above constitutes "passing" on each book quiz (In----Class 

Examinations (45%): There will be two in--- class exams: one on 

Wednesday October 9th during class time counting 20%, and the other 
during the scheduled final exam time slot, Friday December 13 at noon 

counting 25%. The In--- class exams will cover lectures, New York Times 

readings, and discussions in your recitation section; they will not cover 
material covered exclusively in your textbook. Study guides will be handed 
out before both exams; the questions on the exams will come from the 

study guides. Make--- up exams will not be given except for absences 

excused before the scheduled time of the exam. The final exam is not 
cumulative; it will, however, take the full time allotted for the exam. (Paper 
(20%): You will be expected to write one paper, constituting 20% of your 
grade limited to 1,750 words. It is expected that this paper will represent 
original work not previously or simultaneously handed in for credit in 
another course, unless this is done with the prior approval of all instructors 
involved. This is not a research papers; instead, the information for this 
paper will come from your readings in the New York Times. The paper will 
require that you submit the clipped New York Times articles used to support 
the arguments in your paper. Late papers will not be accepted unless 
excused before the scheduled due date. The due date for the paper is 
Wednesday November 13. The paper assignment will be made later 

during the course. ((~Tass Participation (35%) Thi~’--- five percent of 

the final grade will be based on attendance AND participation in your 
discussion sections where roll will be taken. Discussion is a vital part of the 
class. It allows you each to express your views and it allows other students 
to benefit from hearing your views. Your participation and discussion will 

take three forms: in--- class attendance, in--- class discussion, and online 

discussion. Discussion in both in--- class and online formats will be based 

on assigned readings in the New York Times made every day in the "New 
York Times" Section of Resources. 

~ In .... Class Recitation Attendance: All students are expected to come to 

discussion section ready to discuss the New York Times readings assigned for the 
week. Attendance at your discussion section counts as part of your participation 
grade. Discussion sections WILL meet the first week 



Schedule Changes: I reserve the right to make changes to the syllabus, including 
prqject due dates when unforeseen circumstances occur. These changes will be 
announced as early as possible so that students can adjust their schedules. 

of classes. After August 31, one absence from your discussion section is allowed 
during the semester; beyond that, each absence will reduce your participation 
grade a FULL LETTER. 

~ In .... Class Recitation Participation: All students are expected to come to 

discussion section ready to discuss the New York Times readings assigned 
for the week. In your discussion sections, you will be assigned to a smaller 

discussion group. Your in--- class recitation grade will be based on both 

your discussions in these small groups as well as your participation in 
discussions involving the entire recitation section. 

Online Discussion: Students are also expected to participate in the online 
discussion of topics that will be conducted on the discussion board forum 
designated for your TA and available through the "Forums" section of 
Sakai. For all teaching assistants, the number of comments made during the 

semester will measure "Attendance" for this "virtual discussion". All 
students are expected to make at least 4 grade worthy posts before Fall 
Break and 4 grade worthy posts after Fall Break to the "virtual discussion"; 

these EIGHT grade worthy posts are the minimum contribution 

expected in order to earn a C participation grade. (To count as a "grade 

worthy post, "your comment must be substantively meaningful, well--- 

written, and at least 250 words long. To be clear, you are also encouraged 

to make shorter, more "off--- the--- cuff" comments as well; these can be 

valuable in keeping conversations going. But they will not count towards 
the minimum number of required "grade worthy posts," though they will 

boost your overall discussion grade. (Overall grades may be lowered by 
a full letter grade for students who fall below those numbers. Both the 
quality and quantity of comments matter in determining your written 

discussion grade. (Please note that we also consider whether you read and 
think about the posts of other students, and whether that is reflected in your 
own posts. Posting should be an interactive process through which you 

deliberate with one another and learn from one another. (Higher grades can 
be earned by posting more good quality posts (both those that are "grade 
worthy" and those that fail to meet "grade worthy" standards) that are 
deliberative in nature. Because your discussion should benefit the entire 
class throughout the semester, students will receive lower grades if they: (1) 

make all of their contributions on one thread; (2) concentrate all of their 



contributions in the last week of the grading period, or (3) concentrate all of 
their comments in a short, week or two, period. 

Overall Participation Grade: Students may decide for themselves what mix of 

venues--online vs. in--- class--to use for their class discussion, though 

each student is expected to participate in both venues. Students who find in- 

-- class discussion difficult can compensate by participating more online, 

and vice versa. To receive an "A" for participation, students must 
participate frequently in BOTH venues or very heavily in at least one 
venue, and complete all of the course surveys/exercises. Students who 
attend all discussion sections and do all class exercises!surveys, but 
seldom participate in either venue will receive a participation grade of C. 

3 

4 

CLASS SURVEYS & EXERCISES: All students who are enrolled in POLI 100 
are required to participate in research studies conducted in the Political Science 
Department. These will usually be research experiments. The total time 
commitment should not exceed 3 hours. Students who object to participating in 
these studies may satisfy the research participation requirement by writing a 
research paper of from 5 to 7 pages. The requirement is entirely independent of 
your work in the course, but is required for you to receive a course grade. Failure 
to complete the requirement will result in an Incomplete. Details for your 
participation will be provided no later than November 1. 

STANDARDS AND PROCEDURES: Grading standards are meant to be high, 

but fair. Midterm exams will be returned and reviewed in your discussion sections. 
The teaching assistants grade all of the exams with a common answer guide, and 
all papers with a common set of guidelines. If you have any questions about a 
grade on an exam or paper, please seeyour teaching assistant first. If s/he cannot 
satisfactorily answer your questions, please arrange a conference for the three of 
us. While your teaching assistant does all the grading, I assume full responsibility 
for all decisions where there are disputes. In all aspects of this course, the Honor 

Code binds you. 

REQUIRED READING: Readings should be completed by the beginning of the 
week for which they are listed. The lectures will often contain new material not 
covered in the readings. You are responsible for the material covered in both the 
lectures and readings; all of this material will be considered ""fair game"" for 
discussion section meetings. The following text has been ordered for the course: 



Losco & Baker, Am Gov, McGraw--- Hill, 2013--- 2014 

In addition, yon rnnst read the New York Times on a daily basis. You 
will need a "hard copy" of the paper. Student subscriptions can be arranged at the 
begim~ing of the semester via a subscription form handed out in class and 
available on Sakai. I will post on Sakai a list of articles from each day’s paper that 
you are responsible for; materials covered in those articles will be covered in your 
exams, papers, and in your discussion section. 

TEACHING ASSISTANT ASSI GN~IENTS 

@live.unc.edu) 

Section 702 Section 708 Section 710 

Tuesday 8:30 --- 9:20 Friday 10:00 --- 10:50 Tuesday4:00 --- 4:50 

~email.unc.edu) 

Section 701 Section 705 Section 707 

Friday2:00 --- 2:50 Friday 1:00 --- 1:50 Friday 11:00 --- 11:50 

~live.unc.edu) 

Section 704 Section 709 Section 711 

Thursday 5:00 --- 5:50 Monday 4:00 --- 4:50 Monday 8:30 --- 9:20 

@live.unc.edu) 

Section 700 Section 703 Section 706 

Tuesday 1:00- 1:50 Wednesday 10:00 --- 10:50 Wednesday 11:00 --- 11:50 

8/21 COURSE INTRODUCTION 

I, UNIT 1: THE AMERICAN SYSTEM 

WEEKLY ASSIGNMENTS 

8/26 "~EEK 1: Democracy, Political Culture & the Declaration of 



Independence READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapter 1; Chapter 2; Appendix: The 
Declaration of Independence; 

Rogers Smith, "Beyond Tocqueville, Myrdal and Hartz..." ON SAKAI (under 
"Resources") 

NO CLASS MONDAY SEPTEMBER 2--LABOR DAY HOLIDAY 

9/4 grEEK 2: The Constitution READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapter 2; Appendix: The 
Constitution & Federalist Papers 10 &51 

9/9 WEEK 3: Federalism READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapter 3 

BOOK QUIZZES IN DISCUSSION SECTIONS THIS WEEK (Chaps 1 .... 3) 

II. UNIT 2: LINKING THE PEOPLE & THE GOVERNMENT 

9/17 WEEK 4: Public Opinion & the News Media READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapters 
6& 10 

9/23 WEEK 5: Civil Society & Interest Groups READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapter 8 

9/30 grEEK 6: Citizenship/Participation & Party Polarization READ: 
Losco/Baker, Chapter 7, 9 

BOOK QUIZZES IN DISCUSSION SECTIONS THIS WEEK (Chaps 6--- 

-10) 

10/7 WEEK 7: Voter Mobilization & Vote Suppression 

- CLASS MIDTERM WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 9"rI~ 

IIL UNIT 3: NATIONAL POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS 

10/14 WEEK 8: Congress READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapter 11 

10/21 "~VEEK 9: Presidency-- READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapter 12 

6 

10/28 grEEK 10: Bureaucracy READ: Losco/Baker, Chapter 13 



BOOK QUIZZES IN DISCUSSION SECTIONS THIS WEEK (Chaps 11--- 

-13) 

IV, UNIT 4: THE COURTS, CIVIL LIBERTIES & CIVIL RIGHTS 

11/4 WEEK 11: Judicia~T READ: LoscoiBaker, Chapter 14 

11/11 VCEEK 12: Bill of Rights & the 1st Amendment READ: Losco/Baker, 
Chapter 4 

11/18 VCEEK 13: Civil Liberties READ: Losco/Baker, Chapter 4 

BOOK QUIZZES IN DISCUSSION SECTIONS THIS WEEK (Chaps 4 .... 5, 

14) 

11/25 VCEEK 14: Civil Liberties/Equality under the Law READ: LoscoiBaker, 
Chapter 5 

12/2 WEEK 15: Equality under the Law & American Democracy READ: 
LoscoiBaker, Chapter 5 

Psyc 101 Syllabus 

Psychology 101, Section 002 D 

General Psychology 

homework/online 

component 

Fall 2013 MW 11 - 11:50 am, Friday 3 

TEACHING ASSISTANTS 



Davie Hall 224 

Office Hours: Mondays, 9:30 am to 10:30 am 

during business hours 

& "by appointment" 

Davie Hall 

Office Hours: Wednesdays, 12:30 pm - 1:30 pm & "by 

appointment" during business hours 

8.Davie Hall 211 

g.Office Hours: Thursdays, 3:30 pm - 4:30 pm & "by appointment" 

during business hours 

CONTACTING US 

° Email P_~c101Loeb@c~maiLcom for quiz or paper issues, grading issues, 

class policy issues, and/or if you want to review an exam (check TA 

office hours or make an appointment). 

° Emails that the TAs cannot address will be forwarded to Dr. 

Loeb. 

¯ Expect to receive a response within 24/48 business hours. 

° Please include your FULL NAME 

TEXTBOOK: Weiten, Wayne (2008). Psyc/~o/ogy. Themes 8z Variations, (8th 

briefer edition). Belmont, CA: Thomson Wadsowrth. You must have the 

correct edition. 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: This course is designed to give you a broad 

overview of the many different perspective from which psychologists try to 

understand human behavior. By the end of this course, you will be familiar 

with these perspectives: biological, clinical, cognitive, developmental, 

personality, social, and abnormal). 



SAKAI: 

Frequently refer to Sakai for important class materials and announcements 

Go to https:sakai.unc.edu 

Login with onyen & onyen password 

Choose our class 

your Sakai Iogin does not work, you will miss important emails 

and announcements, as well as be unable to complete 

assignments/quizzes. Contact ITS (962-HELP)if Sakai is not 

working for you. Extensions are NOT given for Sakai issues. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 

¯ 4 Exams given, 3 Exams counted (including cumulative final exam): 90% 

of course grade 

o Exams weighted equally -- Two regular exams and the cumulative 

final exam will be averaged for "exam average" 

o No makeup exams 

" Whether due to athletic events, illness (physical, mental, 

chronic, or acute), traveling issues, or family emergencies, 

there are no make-up exams. However, the exam policy 

which follows was created to allow for such situations, 

while also making sure to give students the same 

opportunities to do well in the course. Warning: This is 

to be used only if you absolutely cannot make an 

exam. No need to email when missing an exam. 

o One of Exams 1 - Exam 3 will be dropped; everyone must take 

the cumulative final exam 

It is strongly encouraged that you NOT miss any exams. You 



never know what will happen at the end of a semester so 

having a "just in case" card is worth saving! 

If you take all four exams, your lowest exam score will 

automatically be dropped. 

Allowing an absence from an exam only applies to Exams 1 - 

3. If you miss the cumulative final exam, you will be 

given an "AB," which means that--if you have an Official 

Examination Excuse--you will need to take the cumulative 

final eexam on the alternative final exam time listed 

below. Otherwise, the "AB" turns into a permanent 

"F." If you do not have an Official Examination Excuse, 

you will be given a zero for the cumulative final exam. 

It is university policy that an instructor cannot change the final 

exam time. An Official Examination excuse from Academic 

Advising (or from Student Health) is needed in order for you to 

take the final exam on our alternative date. Academic Advising 

only grants these excuses under very specific circumstances (i.e. 

having 2 finals at the exact same time or having three finals 

within a 24-hour period). The alternative final exam date for 

our class is: Wednesday, Dec. 11th, 9 am to Noon, Location 

is TBD. Be sure to email the class email account to RSVP for 

this exam & bring your pink slip to the exam (the TA will be 

unable to give you an exam if you do not have your Official 

Examination Excuse in hand). ILl you miss the alternative 

date/time for the final exam because of something not within 

your control (e.g. illness with an Official Examination Excuse), an 

arrangement will be made to give you the final within the first 8 

weeks of the Fall semester. Email Dr. Loeb immediately if you 

fall in this category. 

Learning disabilities: if you have a learning disability and are 



o 

eligible for extended exam time, please be sure to 

contact Accessibility Resources & Service (formally 

Department of Disability Services) to arrange for them to 

proctor your exams (http://www.unc.edu/depts/Ids/students- 

overview.html). Please do this at least one week before an 

exa m. 

Exams must be scheduled for the same day as when the class 

is scheduled to take the exam. When scheduling the 

exam, choose a time which is closest to our usual 

classtime. You cannot schedule to take the exam on a 

different day; if you do, this will entail points deducted 

and/or a grade of zero, in order to be fair to all students. 

indicate that you’d like for the program to remind me to send 

an electronic copy of the exam to their office. 

it is VERY important for you to also email me a reminder 

to send your exam as the disability services often fail 

to do so. 

Exam results should be emailed to ~.~.~i]...a..!.!.:...c.....o..!i2. 

What you need to bring to exams: 

Bring #2 pencil & scantron (available at Student Stores) 

Fill out your scantron information before coming to 

class 

Careful not to bend the scantron 

Do NOTbring cell phone or other electronic devices, if you 

have these items with you, you may not be allowed to 

complete your exam. 

YOU WILL NAVE UNTIL THE NEXT EXAM TO REVIEW AN 

EXAM. Due to time constraints as we~ as to better 

study strategy, you will NOT be able to review all exams 

at the end of the semester. Therefore, be sure to 



review your exams on a timely basis! 

o When reviewing an exam, it is VERY important to RSVP for 

office hours or to let your TA know this when setting 

up an appt so that the TA has time to locate your 

exam. If you come unannounced, the TA may be 

unab[e to find your exam at that time. 
UNDERSTAND THAT MOST OF YOUR COURSE GRADE IS BASED 
ON MASTERY (i.e. How well do you understand the concepts, as 
shown on an exam?). As such, while we give credit for effort (in the 
form of quizzes &assignments), these account for a much smaller 
percentage of your course grade because in the end, what matters is 
how well you know the concepts. 

¯ Quizzes: 5% of course grade 

o Quizzes are meant to give credit for effort, as well as to check your 

basic understanding of the readings. Therefore, quizzes are not 

as difficult as exams as the quizzes are mostly meant to pace 

your readings. 

o Deadline: Completed on Sakai by 9 AM before the start of the 

lecture topic (see schedule below). 

After submitting a quiz, it is your responsibility to make 

sure that the quiz score has been properly posted, if 

there is not a score there, you will need to take the quiz 

again. We cannot restore old quiz scores. 

¯ NO EXTENSIONS for any reason, including computer 

problems. Thus, it is STRONGLY recommended that you 

complete the quizzes at least 1-2 business days before 

the due date. 

if you experience computer problems, contact iTS for 

assistance (919-962-H ELP). 

¯ if your computer has issues, try using the computers in Davis 

or the Undergraduate libraries. 



You must complete 6 out of 9 quizzes. 

We take the top 6 scores, so you can look through/try out all 

the quizzes 

Open-book, but there is a 45 min. time limit. Quizzes which exceed 

45 min. will not be given credit. Multiple attempts are allowed-- 

your highest score will be saved. 

Friday online and/or writing assignment: 5% of course grade 

Friday assignments are meant to give credit for effort; expose 

you to some classical and/or important psychology studies; 

give you practice in applying psychological concepts; and 

above all, to prepare you for upcoming exams. 

Deadline: Completed on Sakai by by Friday, 5 PM on the 

date that it is listed below. 

NO EXTENSIONS for any reason, including computer 

problems. Thus, it is STRONGLY recommended that you 

complete the papers at least 1-2 business days before 

the due date. 

No emailed or hardcopy paperes will be graded--only 

those uploaded to Sakai. 

ILl you experience computer problems, contact ][TS for 

assistance (919-962-H ELP). 

You can resubmit answers until the deadline. 

Be sure to submit to the CORRECT ASSIGNMENT LINK. It is 

your responsibility to check to make sure that your paper 

was uploaded to the correct link. TAs can only grade 

assignments which have been submitted to the correct link 

by deadline. 

Complete 10 out of 13 assignments. 

How to submit: 



o 

Assignments are posted in Sakai under "Assignments" 

about 1-2 weeks before they are due. 

Submit via the textbox: 

Write your paper in Word 

Copy the text in your paper 

In Saka~ under "Submission/Assignment Text, "click the 

icon which looks like a clipboard with a "W" on it. 

When a separate textbox window appears, use Ctrl+ V or 

Cmd + V (mac users) to paste your paper into the 

textbox 

Clean up the textbox if necessary 

Click "OK, "then click the Honor P/edge (it won’t submit 

otherwise), 8z click "Submit" 

You will receive a confirmation if you submit successfully. 

Grading 

ff you receive a "1," this is full credit. 

[f you receive less than "1," be sure to view TA comments 

to see how future submissions can receive full 

credit. Do an extra assignment to make up for the 

lost credit. 

85% of answers correct (when applicable) + 100% effort 

= full credit 

< 85% of answers correct (when applicable) and/or 

unsatisfactory effort/thought put into answering 

questions = .5 or less 

This is NOT group work. Do NOT plagiarize ("to stea/and 

pass off (the ideas or words of another) as one’s own "use 

(another’s production) without crediting the source," 



~.~.:.!:!].~.!:!:!.~.!]].:::~:71~.~..~.~..[::..c...9.~.). This is an Honor Offense 

=article&id= 54&]:temid= 55). 

Participant Pool - departmental requirement 

5.5 hours of participation is required 

Option 1: participating in experiment 

Option 2: reading & critiquing research article 

1.5 cap on doing online experiments 

If these hours are not completed by the end of the semester, 

the department will override our course grade and give 

you an "~ncomplete" until the requirement has been 

completed or until the grace period expires and the grade 

is automatically changed into an "F." 

Contact psypool@email.unc.edu, 206 Davie Hall, if you experience 

problems. Please do NOT contact us about Participant Pool 

as we do not manage this aspect of class. 

Check the Participant Pool handout for detailed information about 

how to complete this requirement. 

Bonus opportunity: Complete all five hours early to receive .1% 

bonus towards overall course grade. Check Sakai’s 

Announcement to see the Deadline. Having "signed up" for 

experiments by then does not count; hours need to have been 

completed by then. Please do NOT tell us when you have 

completed the hours; Participant Pool will let us know once the 

deadline has passed. Bonus credit will be posted on Sakai after 

2 weeks from this deadline; if you do not receive credit at this 

time, contact us then. Until then, however, we thank you for 

your patience. 

Lecture Attendance - bonus credit 



From time to time, there will be an attendance check. To 

receive credit for this, you must be present. No 

exceptions, whether missing due to doctor’s appointment, 

coming in late, leaving early, forgetting to sign the 

attendance sheet, or failing to clearly write your name on 

the attendance sheet, ETC. 

ANY QUIZ, ASSIGNMENT, OR ATTENDANCE ISSUE MUST BE 

ADDRESSED WITHIN 2 WEEKS OF THE ASSIGNMENT OR 

ATTENDANCE CHECK. Due to time constraints, we will NOT 

be able to address such issues at the end of the semester, 

aside from the most recent qui:,, assignment, or attendance 

which took place. 

STUDYING TIPS 

¯ Carolina can be challenging but everyone can do well IF they know how to 

study and IF they take time to study. The goal is not to study 24-7 

but to study efficiently. Detailed study tips are posted on 

Sakai. Below is an overview: 

Take excellent notes in class (or combine notes with 

classmates). You can never take "too many" notes. 

Expect to take time to study. The rule of thumb is 2 hours of study 

outside of class for every hour you spend in class per 

week. SO...our 3 credit hour class = 6 hours of study outside of 

class per week. 

Read through materials at least one time, thoroughly. Thereafter, 

you need to use active methods of study (e.g. self-test, self- 

lecture from outlines without notes). 



o Go to the Learning Center (http://learningcenter.unc.edu/) 

expert advice on how to study, how to take exams, etc. 

free to you 

Go to the Drop-In peer tutoring program 

O (http://lea rningcenter.unc.ed u/services/Peer ~20Tutoring) 

works best if you have prepared Qs 

Go to Disability Services if you suspect a learning disorder 

(http://d isa bilityservices.u nc.ed u/welcome/) -- they ca n c hec k 

GRADING 

Course grade = (exam avg. * .90) + (quiz avg. * .05) + (assignment avg. *.05) 

+ sum of any other bonus 

A = 93 - 100% 

A- = 90 - 92% 

B+ = 87 - 89% 

B = 83 - 86% 

B - = 80 - 82% 

C+ = 77 - 79% 

C = 73 - 76% 

C- = 70 - 72% 

D+ = 67 - 69% 

D = 60 - 66% 

F = below 60% 

COMING TO CLASS: 

¯ It is very important that you read the chapters before coming to class. 

Print out and read through the lecture outline. 

¯ Bring outline to class, to make note-taking more efficient. 



¯ Be aware that there will not be enough class time to discuss all the 

concepts in the chapter. You are repsonsible for those concepts as 

well so if you no not understand something, be sure to make an 

appointment with a TA. 

Schedul 

w - 8/21 

F- 8/23 

M - 8/26 

[ntro 

[ntro 

Topic 

Research Methods 

Assignment 

Chapter I is optional reading, exam Qs will ~ 

from lecture but chapter has more detail. ~! 

there is discrepancy between class 8¢ textbo~ 

with class notes. 

Bonus Opportunity. View the Voicethread ak 

Class Policies then go to "Assignments" and 

complete Voicethread Class Policies Questio, 

2. Deadline: 5 PM on this date. 

Complete "Introduction to Psychology" assig 

It is strongly recommended that you do this 

assignment as one of your 10 writing assign 

Histo04, Divisions of Psychology 

Chapter I is optional reading, exam Qs will ~ 

from lecture but chapter has more detail. ~! 

there is discrepancy between class 8~ textbm 

with class notes. 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 2 Qu/z due 



vv- 8/28 

M - 9/2 

VV- 9/4 

F- 9/6 

M - 9/9 

W- 9/11 

F- 9/13 

Research 

Methods 

Research Methods 

HOLIDAY 

Research 

Methods/Biologic 

al Bases 

Biological Bases 

Biological Bases 

Biological 

Bases/Sensation & 

Perception 

Sensation & 

Perception 

Chapter 2 

Complete "Research Methods" assignment 

Non-experimenta/ research designg methods of 

data co//ection, corre/ation 

Chapter 2 

Chapter 3 (2uiz due 

Complete "Biological Bases" assignment 

Methods to study the brain, different parts of the 

brain 

Chapter 3 

Chapter 3 

Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 d2uiz due 

Complete "Sensation & Perception" assignment -- 

this is a particularly useful assignment. 

Dimensions of light. sensation vs. perception, How 

light passes through the eye, transduction, neural 

pathway through eye, rods vs. cones. 



M - 9/16 

w -9/18 

F- 9/20 

m = 

9/23 

W- 9/25 

F- 9/27 

M - 9/30 

Sensation & 

Perception 

Sensation & 

Perception 

First Exam Prep 

EXAM I 

Variations in 

Consciousness 

Variations in 

Consciousness 

Variations in 

Consciousness 

Chapter 4 

Chapter 4 

Complete "Exam 1 Review" assignment 

Bonus Opportunity. View the Voicethread about 

Class Policies then go to "Assignments" and 

complete Voicethread Class Policies Question 

2. Deadline. 5 PM on this date. 

I[ntro lecture, Chapters 2, 3, & 4 

Chapter 5 

Chapter 5 Quiz due 

Complete "Consciousness Drugs" assignment 

Drugs. alcohol (e.g. What is a technically a drink?), 

Dsychoactive substances 

Participant Pool Bonus Deadline. Hours must 

be ~/eted by 4 PM on this date. 

Chapter 5 

W - 10/2 Learning Chapter 6 



F - 10/4 

M - 10/7 

W- 10/9 

F - 10/11 

F = 

10/18 

Learning 

Learning/Memory 

Memory 

Memory/Motivati 

on 

Motivation 

EXAM 2 

FALL BREAK 

Chapter 6 (2uiz due 

Complete "Learning" assignment 

Schedu/es of reinforcement, differentiating between 

the types of learning, applying learning concepts to 

the Tiger Morn. 

Chapter 6 

Chapter 7 reading is optional Exam (~s will come 

from lecture/online activities but the chapter has 

more detail 

Chapter 7 reading is optional Exam (2s will come 

from lecture/online activities but the chapter has 

more detail 

Chapter 9, p. 299-306 

Complete "Memory" & "Motivation" assignment 

Misinformation Effect, Source Monitoring Erro# 

Repressed Memories, and Mindless Eating. 

Chapter 9, p. 299-306 

Chapters 5, 6, Memory lecture/online activities, 

Motivation lecture/online activities 



10/21 

10123 

F - 10/25 

10/28 

i0/30 

F - 11/1 

M - 11/4 

W- 11/6 

11/8 

Human 

Development 

Human 

Development 

Human 

Development 

Human 

Development 

Personality 

Personality 

Personality 

Psychological 

Disorders 

Psychological 

Disorders 

Chapter 10 

Chapter 10 

Chapter i0 Quiz due 

Complete "Development" assignment 

Emot/ona/ A ttachment 5ty/es 8z Deve/opment 

thereof, Ma_/or Life Events 

Chapter 10 

Chapter 11 

Chapter ii Quiz due 

Complete "Personality" assignment 

Bio/ogical perspectives of persona//ty development 

Chapter 11 

Chapter 13 

Chapter 13 Quiz due 

Complete "Psychological Disorders" assignment 

In-depth/ook at the DSM-IV-TR, Dissociative 

Identity Disorder 

M - Psychological Chapter 13 



11/11 

ll/iB 

F- 11/15 

11/18 

11/20 

F- 11/22 

Disorders 

Psychological 

Disorders 

/Treatment 

Treatment 

Treatment 

Social Psychology 

Social Psychology 

EXAM 3 

Chapter 13 

Lecture notes 

Complete "Treatment" assignment 

How treatment depends on the perspective in which 

you exp/ain psycho/ogica/ disorders. 

Lecture notes 

Chapter 15 

Chapter 15 Quiz due 

Complete "Social Psychology" assignment 

Group effects 

Chapters 10, 11, & 13 

Note: No Social Psychology will be on Exam 3. 

W - Thanksgiving 

11/27 Break 

F - Thanksgiving 

11/29 Break 

Chapter 15 M - 12/2 Social Psychology 

VV - 12/4 Social Psychology Chapter 15 

FRI.,    CUMULATIVE    ALL MATERB~LS (ONLINE ACTN][T][ES, LECTURE 



Dec. 6th 

Noon 

Usual 

location 

FINAL EXAM NOTES, ASSIGNED CNAPTERS) 



COMMUNICATION STUDIES 527 

ORGANIZATIONAL ETHICS 

Fall 2013 

Instructor: Steve May 
Office: Bingham 201B 
Email: skmay@email.unc.edu 
Office Hours: M, W 10:00 - 11:00 a.m. or by appointment 

Murphey 204 
8:00-8:50 

Required Texts 

May, S. (2013). Case Studies in Organizational Communication." Ethical Perspectives and 
Practlces, 2 editlon. Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage. 

Additional readings may be on reserve at the Undergraduate Library or on Blackboard. 

Supplemental Texts 

Joann Keyton and Pamela Shockley-Zalabak (2003). Case Studies for Organizational 
Communication. Los Angeles, CA: Roxbury. 

Beverly Davenport Sypher (1997). Case Studies in Organizational Communication, 2. Ne~v 
York: Guilford Press. 

Course Description 

The course is based on the premise that organizational communication theory has, over 
the last twenty years, become wide-ranging and diverse. This diversity reflects the 
growth and maturation of the field, but also signals its increasing complexity. Students 
today are faced with an array of perspectives and issues with which they must become 
familiar. 

Similar to the emerging array of organizational communication theories, organizations 
themselves are also increasingly complex and diverse. As a result, a course in organizational 
communication cannot necessarily present singular, simplistic explanations of "the way 
organizations are." Rather, it must provide students with a range of organizational examples that 
best approximate the current and future evolution of organizations--and the practices among and 
between them. 

The intent of the course, then, is to introduce you to a broad, yet context-specific range of 
organizational case studies--with a focus on ethics--that will supplement and extend the 
understanding gained from other courses in organizational communication. The course is 
based on the belief that, given students’ somewhat limited work experiences, you will be 



best engaged in organizational communication courses when you can directly address the 
challenges and opportunities you will encounter in your own organizational lives. Most 
often, these challenges and opportunities converge around ethical dilemmas that workers 
experience, as they seek to negotiate their interests with those of their organization. 

The course is designed to encourage your critical thinking skills through analysis, 
dialogue, and reflection. Organizational cases do not present easy, linear answers to 
organizational problems and, as a result, you will learn to explore complex, contextual, 
and conflicted questions about organizational life in ways that integrate theory and 
practice. As a result, I will seek to further develop your understanding of organizations 
by stimulating analysis and discussion of specific organizational practices, thereby 
provoking multiple alternatives or solutions that are made more accessible to you. 

Case Studies 

A case studies course is based on the belief that you need to not only understand the theoretical 
developments in organizational communication, but also how those developments are enacted in 
ethical organizational practice. This course, then, is designed to address this focus on praxis in a 
manner that clarifies the rapidly changing organizational environment--as well as the diversity of 
organizational practices that has followed these changes. In short, you need an explicit 
mechanism by which you can compare and contrast a growing number of developments in 
organizational communication. In addition, you will need to be prepared to understand and, 
appropriately act upon, the various ethical dilemmas and challenges you may confront in the 
workplace. Case studies of ethical and unethical organizational practices are one of the primary 
means to accomplish these goals. More specifically, the course will explore organizational ethics 
in relation to decision-making and problem-solving, teamwork, virtual communication, 
organizational culture, employer-employee relations, stakeholders, globalization, and the 
environment. 

Teaching Philosophy 

All too often, I have overheard students in the buildings and on the sidewalks of universities 
describing courses in the following fashion: "It’s a theory course" or "It’s a practical course." On 
the one hand, students are dissatisfied when courses belabor what is common sense. On the 
other hand, they are even more dissatisfied when courses have no clear bearing on everyday life. 
One of the ways to bridge this dichotomy is to recognize that understanding is the j oint product 
of theory and common sense. As Karl Weick aptly explains, "theory and research should focus 
on what people routinely overlook when they apply common sense. Theory should not be 
redundant with common sense; it should remind people of what they forget." 

Ideally, then, my teaching philosophy for this course is to combine theory and practice as it 
relates to organizations. The assumption is that the two are mutually dependent. For instance, 
we all use implicit theories of the world around us to guide our behaviors. When those theories 
do not seem applicable to everyday life, then we adjust them accordingly. The same should hold 
true for the theories and practice of organizations. Through course readings, we will examine 
various theories of ethics in organizations. 



To further understand the relationship between theory and practice, however, also requires class 
participation. We can further our understanding of the diverse nature of organizational life when 
we each contribute our own organizational experiences. In this respect, the course is a joint 
accomplishment. I will contribute my particular area of expertise and knowledge. Similarly, 
you are expected to contribute your own experience as a basis to critically examine theories from 
the readings. Choosing not to contribute, then, denies your fellow students the opportunity to 
learn from you. Because each of you should feel free to contribute to class discussions, respect 
for others’ opinions is quite important. In the spirit of this idea, I would like the following quote 
by Milan Kundera to guide our discussions: 

The stupidity of people comes from having an answer for everything. 
The wisdom of the novel comes from having a question for everything. 

Please come to class with a questioning and tolerant attitude. Hopefully, the course will be 
interesting, challenging, fun, and directly relevant to your needs. 

Performance Evalnation 

Midterm Exam 20% 
Final Exam 30% 
Case Presentation 20% 
Ethical Dilemma(s) 20% 
Participation 10% 

Operating Procedures 

Please note that Communication Studies 325 is considered a pre-requisite for this course, 
although it has been waived for this semester. To facilitate the overall success of the course and 
to devel op a sense of professionalism, I will expect you to 1) attend class sessions fully prepared 
to discuss the material corresponding to the date on the syllabus, 2) ask questions relevant to 
course materials, 3) engage in discussion about the material with other students and myself, and 
4) turn in all assigned work on time and in a professional form (e.g., typed or word-processed, 
free of spelling and grammatical errors, and demonstrating use of creative intelligence). As in a 
typical work setting, absences will be noted and will effect your performance evaluation. 

Each student will be allowed three absences, including both excused and unexcused. After the 
third absence, one-half letter grade will be deducted from your final grade. In addition, tardiness 
will be noted as a lack of preparation and professionalism and will also negatively effect your 
performance evaluation. Surfing the internet or using emailitext messages during class will 
negatively affect your participation grade, as well. Laptop computers should only be used for 
taking notes. 

Full acknowledgment, using the American Psychological Association style manual (held in the 
library) must be made when you quote, paraphrase, or use the work of others. If plagiarism is 
detected in your writing (including unacknowledged use of Internet sources), the assignment will 



be returned unmarked with no grade for that segment of the course. As in the "working world," 
you will be expected to meet assigned deadlines. As a result, no extensions on assignments will 
be given. There should be no requests for extensions or any excuses if you plan ahead and begin 
assignments in a timely fashion to avoid last-minute problems. Doing so indicates a lack of 
professionali sm and, similar to the worldng world, will negatively effect your performance 
evaluation. 

It is the responsibility of the student to read and understand any policies, laws, rules, or 
procedures that could affect the students’ final grade for this course which are not specifically 
outlined in this syllabus. These are contained in the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
Undergraduate Bulletin. 

Performance Evaluation Standards 

Specific criteria for each assignment are included in the instructions in this syllabus. In addition, 
I will also use these general evaluation criteria: 

A Performance 
Excellent work. There is a clear focus on what the assignment should achieve and it is structured 
accordingly. The assignment is well-written and free of errors. There is clear evidence of a 
thoughtful and original approach. The student has developed opinions on the issues being 
considered and can explain and support those opinions persuasively. The relevant literature and 
class material s have been considered and integrated into the assignment, with appropriate 
referencing. Where research has been carried out, the method used is appropriate and well- 
explained. 

B Performance 
Above average. The assignment is effectively planned, organized, and written. The student has 

a clear understanding of the topic and has read enough to be familiar with key concepts and/or 
theories from the course. There is evidence that the student has developed individual ideas, can 
explain them clearly, and can integrate them with course material. 

C Performance 
Average. The basic requirements of the assignment have been met. The student has a general 
understanding of the topic and has written the assignment so that it can be clearly understood. 

Use of relevant course material is made. 

D Performance 
Poor. The student has not met the basic requirements of the assignment. The topic is not well- 
understood and there is little evidence of understanding course materials. The assignment is 
poorly written and lacks logic and supporting evidence for ideas. 

Performance Feedback abbreviations 

In order to provide more extensive feedback on your assignments, I will use the following 
editing marks: 



PREV 
SUM 
THESIS 
Sentence underlined 
Word circled 
CS 
SF 
AWK 
ORG 
? 

TRANS 
/ 
<> 

EX 
JUST 
/ 

wc 
1NT 

Preview main ideas 
Summarize main ideas 
Need a clear thesis statement 
Highlighting a point for my use in evaluating the writing 
Spelling error 
Comma splice, run on sentence 
Sentence fragment 
Awkward phrasing or sentence structure 
Organization, structure problems 
Meaning unclear 
Need transition between ideas 
Delete 
Connect letters or words 
Need examples to justify or support your claim 
Justify the claim 
Lower case letter 
Capitalize 
Questionable word choice 
Integrate course concepts and/or theories 



Schedule 

Wednesday, August 21 
Topic: Course Introduction; Discussion of Organizational Ethics 

Topic: Case Studies 
Friday, August 23 

Reading: May - Introduction (pages 1-9); Sample Case Studies 

Monday, August 26 
Topic: Right/Right Dilemmas; Ethical Perspectives 

Reading: May - Introduction (pages 10-19) 

Wednesday, August 28 
Topic: Ethical Perspectives Continued 

Reading: May - Introduction Continued 

Topic: Building an Ethics Code 
Friday, August 30 

Reading: May - Case Study I - Ethical Dilemmas in the Financial Industry 

Bring Company Ethics Codes to Class 

No Class: Holiday 
Monday, September 2 

Wednesday, September 4 
Topic: Personal Ethical Dilemmas 

Personal Ethical Dilemmas Due 

Topic: Sample Case Studies 
Friday, September 6 

Reading: Case Study TBD 

Monday, September 9 
Topic: Current Examples of Organizational Ethics; Principles of Ethically Fit Organizations 

Reading: Introduction (pages 19-32) Continued 

Wednesday, September 11 



Topic: Application of Principles of Ethically Fit Organizations 

Reading: Documents for Organizational Application 

Friday, September 13 
Topic: Economic Meltdown 

Reading: Case Study 1 - Ethical Dilemmas in the Financial Industry 

Monday, September 16 
Topic: Alignment- Work/Family Tensions 

Reading: Case Study 2 - The Ethics of the Family Friendly Organization 

Case Presentations Begin 

Wednesday, September 18 
Topic: Alignment- Corporate Social Responsibility 

Reading - May: Case 4 - Just Window Dressing? The Gap RED Campaign 

Friday, September 20 
Topic: Dialogic Communication - Value Tensions at Work 

Reading: May - Case 5 - Ethical Contradictions in the Email Communication at Enron 

Monday, September 23 

Topic: Dialogic Communication- Organizational Legitimacy 

Reading: May - Case 6 - Toyota--Oh What a Feeling, or Oh, What a Mess? 

Topic: Worker Ethical Dilemmas 

Worker Ethical Dilemmas Due 

Wednesday, September 25 

Friday, September 27 
Topic: Dialogic Communication - Global Economies and Development 

Reading: May - Case 8 - What About the People in the "People’s Car?" 

Monday, September 30 
Topic: Participation - Organizational Resistance 

Reading: May - Case 9 - Resistance and Belonging 



Wednesday, October 2 
Topic: Participation- Stakeholders 

Reading: May - Case 10 - Is Agriculture Spinning Out of Control? 

Topic: Participation: Sexism 
Friday, October 4 

Reading: May - Case 11 - Ethical Storm or Model Workplace? 

Monday, October 7 
Topic: Additional Case Studies of Organizational Ethics 

Reading: HandoutiSakai Case 

Wednesday, October 9 
Topic: Midterm Exam Review; Final Project 

Reading: None 

Midterm Exam 
Friday, October 11 

Monday, October 14 
Topic: Additional Case Studies of Organizational Ethics 

Reading: HandoutiSakai Case 

No Class: Fall Break 

Wednesday, October 16 
Friday, October 18 

Monday, October 21 
Topic: Transparency: Incentive Structures 

Reading: May - Case 13 - Reward, Identity, and Autonomy: Ethical Issues in College Athletics 

Wednesday, October 23 
Topic: Transparency: Conflicts of Interest 

Reading: May - Case 14 - The Ethics of Ghostwriting Medical Journal Articles 

Topic: Transparency: Privacy 
Friday, October 25 



Reading: May - Case 14 - Fired Over Facebook 

Monday, October 28 
Topic: Additional Case Studies of Organizational Ethics 

Reading: Handout/Sakai Case 

Wednesday, October 30 
Topic: Accountability: Decision-Making and Responsibility 

Reading: May - Case 17 - The Deepwater Horizon Disaster 

Topic: Out of Class Assignment 
Friday, November 1 

Topic: Out of Class Assignment 
Monday, November 4 

Wednesday, November 6 
Topic: Accountability: Divergent Goals 

Reading: May - Case 20 - Patrolling the Ethical Borders of Compassion and Enforcement 

Topic: Courage: Employee Voice 
Friday, November 8 

Reading: May - Case 21 - Google’s Dilemma in China 

No Class 
Monday, November 11 

Wednesday, November 13 
Topic: Discuss Final Paper/Exam 

Friday, November 15 
Topic: Corporate Social Responsibility 

Monday, November 18 
Topic: Corporate Social Responsibility continued 

Wednesday, November 20 
Topic: Interventions in Organizational Ethics 

No Class: NCA 
Friday, November 22 



Monday, November 25 
Topic: Additional Case Studies of Organizational Ethics 

Reading: HandoutiSakai Case 

No Class: Thanksgiving 

Wednesday, November 27 
Friday, November 29 

Monday, December 2 
Topic: The Future of Organizational Ethics 

Reading: Afterword 

Wednesday, December 4 
Topic: Course Review, Final Exam Review, Instructor Evaluations 

Final Exam - Friday, December 6 at 8:00 a.m. 



Assignment: Personal Ethical Dilemma (10%) 

Due: Wednesday, September 4 

Length: approximately 3 pages, typed double-spaced 

Objective: 

The purpose of this assignment is to develop your ability to recognize, analyze, and act upon 
ethical dilemmas in your own organizational experience. 

Process: 

You are to describe an organizational ethical dilemma that you have experienced. As you 
describe the ethical dilemma, you should include the following: 

Background and/or history of the organization 
Key actors in the dilemma 
The nature of the ethical dilemma 
The potential consequences of the ethical dilemma, if not resolved 
The ethical perspective(s) that are relevant to resolving the ethical dilemma 
Actions to be taken to resolve the ethical dilemma, based on ethical perspectives 

Note: Be sure to discuss any tensions and/or contradictions that are inherent in the ethical 
dilemma. 

Evaluation: 

Your personal ethical dilemma will be evaluated according to: 

Selection: the degree to which your selection of the ethical dilemma is relevant to the course. 

Content: the degree to which you summarize the main ideas of the ethical dilemma experience, 
using specific details. 

Analysis: the degree to which you integrate relevant course concepts and/or theories. 

Format: the degree to which the assignment adheres to standards for university-level work. 



Assignment: Worker Ethical Dilemma (10%) 

Due: Wednesday, September :25 

Length: approximately 4 pages, typed double-spaced 

Objective: 

The purpose of this assignment is to develop your ability to recognize, analyze, and offer 
recommendations regarding ethical dilemmas experienced by other workers. 

Process: 

You are to interview a worker who has experienced an ethical dilemma in an organization. 
Ideally, the interview should be tape-recorded, with the worker’s approval. If tape recording is 
not possible, you should take comprehensive notes of the conversation. Based on that 
conversation (or email message, if appropriate), describe the organizational ethical dilemma that 
the worker experienced. As you describe the ethical dilemma, you should include the following: 

Background and/or histo~ of the organization 
Key actors in the dilemma 
The nature of the ethical dilemma 
The potential consequences of the ethical dilemma, if not resolved 
The ethical perspective(s) that are relevant to resolving the ethical dilemma 
Actions taken by the worker to resolve the ethical dilemma 
Actions that you believe should have been taken to resolve the ethical dilemma, based on ethical 
perspectives 

Note: Specific quotes from the worker, describing the ethical dilemma, should be included in 
your description. 
Also, be sure to discuss any tensions and/or contradictions that are inherent in the ethical 
dilemma. 

Evaluation: 

Selection: the degree to which your selection &the ethical dilemma is relevant to the course. 

Content: the degree to which you summarize the main ideas &the ethical dilemma experience, 
using specific details. 

Analysis: the degree to which you integrate relevant course concepts and/or theories. 

Format: the degree to which the assignment adheres to standards for university-level work. 



Assignment: Final Exam - Ethical Analysis (30%) 

Due: Friday, December 6 at 8:00 a.m. 

Length: approximately 8-10 pages, typed double-spaced 

Objective: 

The purpose of this assignment is to extend your ability to describe and analyze a current ethical 
dilemma that is work-related, using course materials and outside resources. 

Process: 

You are to describe and analyze a current ethical dilemma that is work-related. For example, 
you might choose to study organizations that may have engaged in unethical behavior such as 
BridgestoneiFord, Enron, MCI, Adelphia, Arthur Andersen, R. J Reynolds, Haliburton, Exxon, 
Freddie Mac, Blue Cross/Blue Shield, Microsoft, Union Carbide, Merck, and Nestle, among 
others. In addition, you may explore current organizational dilemmas such as global labor in the 
textile and apparel industries, discriminatory lending practices by banks, clinical trials in 
developing nations by pharmaceutical companies, affordable housing in the construction and 
development industries, welfare-to-work programs sponsored by the government, 
tribalireserv’ation land use and development, migrant labor in farming, faith-based initiatives and 
hiring practices, nepoti sm in family-run businesses, downsizing and outsourcing, workplace 
diversity programs and/or affirmative action, employee testing and privacy rights, and corporate 
volunteerism, among others. Regardless of your choice of a company and/or issue, be sure that it 
is interesting to you and that you are willing to gather additional information regarding it. 

Once you have identified a topic, submit a 1-paragraph summary of the paper to me as soon as 
possible during the semester. Below the summary, you should also list, in APA format, at least 5 
relevant sources that will assist you in your analysis. At least one of the sources should be 
directly related to an ethical perspective you will use in your analysis. 

The first paragraph or two of your paper should preview the dilemma or problem, with a clear 
thesis statement. The first 5-7 pages of the paper should describe the organization and/or 
dilemma in detail, with an emphasis on analyzing the nature of the ethical dilemma, using both 
course-related material and outside resources. For example, outside resources should include 
additional readings related to an ethical theory and/or perspective that you are using in your 
paper. As you write the paper, keep in mind that there should be a "hook" that compels the 
interest of the reader, and enough information to set the context (Who? What? Where? Why? 
How’?). The last 3-5 pages should focus on possible solutions (or resolutions) to the problem or 
situation. As you offer possible solutions, be sure to provide a thorough and well-supported 
rationale for your arguments. 

Evaluation: 



Selection: the degree to ~vhich your selection of a company or issue is work-related and relevant 
to the course. 

Content: the degree to which you summarize the main issues of the company or issue, using 
specific details. 

Analysis: the degree to which you integrate relevant course concepts and/or theories, analyzing 
the primary features of the ethical dilemma with an ethical theory or perspective. 

Format: the degree to which the assignment adheres to standards for university-level 
work. 



Assignment: Case Presentation (20%) 

Due: TBA 

Length: approximately 15 minutes, plus questions and answers 

Objective: 

The purpose of this assignment is to develop class presentation skills, argumentation 
skills, listening skills, and persuasive skills, under work-like conditions. 

Process: 

For each case reading in the course, two students will be selected to present the case to an 
ethics board and the class. In the oral presentation, the presenters should include the 
following: 

A statement or question that describes the problem, dilemma, or decision 

An analysis of the key issues and/or key persons related to the problem, dilemma, or 
decision 

A procedural statement for addressing or solving the problem, with a rationale 

A list of resources (e.g., money, personnel, etc.) needed to implement the proposed 
solution to the problem 

A list of 3-5 scholarly resources (articles, chapters, or books) that are helpful in 
understanding and resolving the case 

Note: At the beginning of class the day of their presentation, presenters must submit a 1- 
page, single-spaced summary of the key items, above, to me. 

Evaluation: 

Content: the degree to which you summarize the main ideas of the case study, citing specific 
details from the readings. 

Analysis: the degree to which you integrate relevant course concepts and/or theories. 

Communication: the degree to which you present arguments clearly (with supporting 
documentation), listen to questions and statements, and respond with reasonable, persuasive 
comments. 

Format: the degree to which the presentation adheres to standards for university-level 
work, including relevant scholarly resources. 



Fall ’13 ENGL 120 O’Neill 

Aug 20 
22 
27 
29 

Sept 3 
5 

10 
12 
17 
19 
24 
26 

Oct 1 
3 
8 

10 
15 
17 
22 
24 
29 
31 

Nov 5 
7 

12 
14 
19 
21 
26 
28 

Dec 3 
10 

Introduction to Old English 
Religious poetry (Ccedmon’s Hymn; Dream of the Rood) 

Poems of Loss (Wanderer; Wife’s Lament) 
Heroic Poetry: Beowulf 

Celtic Contexts: Dream of Oengus; t~,yll 
Arthurian literature (Geoffrey of Monmouth; Lanval) 

Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 
Chaucer: General Prologue to Canterbuo: Tales 

Chaucer: Miller 4’ Prologue and Tale 
Chaucer: Wife of Bath’s Prologue and 7~le 

Women mystics: Julian of Norwich; Margery Kempe [Essay 1 due] 
Middle English lyrics 
Medieval Mystery Play: Second Shepherd’s Play 
Medieval Morality Play: Everyman 

M1DTERM 
The Elizabethan Sonnet (Wyatt, Surrey, Sidney, Spenser, Shakespeare) 

Shakespeare: Twelfth Night 
FALL BREAK 
Donne and Herbert: selected poems 
Milton: sonnets 

Milton: Paradise Lost, Bk I 
Milton: Paradise Lost, Bk II 
Aphra Behn: Oroonoko [Essay 2 due] 
Wycherly: The Country Wife 

Pope: The Rape of the Lock 

Swift: Gulliver’s Travels" (Bks 1, 2, and 4) 
Gender wars (Aphra Behn and J. Wilmot; Swift and Lady Montagu) 
Oral Presentations 
Oral Presentations 
THANKSGIVING 
Oral Presentations 
FINAL EXAM (8 a.m.) 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 
Midterm: 
2 essays (due Sept 19, Nov 5): 
oral presentation: 
final exam: 

25% 
35% 
10% 
30% 

PLEASE NOTE THAT REGULAR ATTENDANCE IS REQUIRED TO PASS THE 
COURSE 
Office Hours: TR 11-12; or by appointment 
420 GREENLAW 

919-962-4025 pponeill@email.unc, edu 
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Bem-vindos ao Curso de Portuguds! 
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1. H O N O R C O D E (h ttp:/iinstrument.unc, eduiinstru ment.text.html#generalrespon sibilities) 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North Carolina to adhere to the 

pollO, of the Academic Honor Code, which can be found at the link above. All academic work submitted for 

&is course must bear &e student’s signature confirming that s/he understands and accepts the regulations of 

the Honor Code, which must be supported and maintained by every :member of the university 

commtmity. 

2. GENERAL INFORMATION 

ATTENDANCE POLICY 

ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY: 

"The following legislation by the Faculty Coundl gives each instructor the authority to prescribe 

attendance regulations for his or her classes: ’Regular class attendance is a student obligation, and a 

student is responsible for all the work, including tests and written work, of all class meetings. No right or 

privilege exists that permits a student to be absent from any given number of class meetings.’ If a student 

misses three consecutive class meetings, or misses more classes than the instructor deems advisable, the 

instructor may report the facts to the student’s academic dean." (2013-2014 Undergraduate Bulletin) 

THREE ABSENCES are acceptable during the whole semester and they are equivalent to 7.2% of 

classes. 10 absences = F. (The Fall Semester includes 42 class periods of 50 minutes each, held on 

MWF). 

THREE LATE/TARDY ARRIVAL S during the semester are acceptable. 

THE NON-FULLFILMENT OE THE REQUIREMENTS ABOVE will affect your participation 

grade. 

Remember: please no food, drinks and cell phones are allowed in classrooms. 

PAR TICIPA TION 

Your partidpation grade will be based not only on the fact that you are in class, but also: 

ON HOW MUCH AND HOW WELL YOU ARE PREPARED FOR CLASS: 

Each student is responsible for reading and ~naking an effort to understand the grarmnar topics and 

vocabulary related to them in advance. Please refer to the syllabus to find the material covered in each class. You 

are supposed to come to class prepared and willing to partidpate. Please take notes while preparing for 

class and bring any questions related to the topic that will be discussed on that day. Feel free to raise your 

hand whenever you do not understand something or need further explanation. Do not let the questions 

:multiply! 

ON YOUR ORAL PARTICIPATION IN CLASS ACTIVITIES: Thisis alanguage class and 

you are here to learn a new language. Try to partidpate and keep the use of &e Portuguese language to a 

maximum level. The more you use Portuguese in class the more you will have a chance to improve your 

iparficipation grade. Dare to answer and ask, even if you think that your comment is not very "smart" or 
grammatically perfect. Do not be afraid of asking or making mistakes. You can also improve your 

partidpation grade by attending the conversation hours or the lab sessions previously scheduled and 

announced by your instructor. 
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ON OBSERVANCE OF RULES, such as to turn off cell phones, smart phones, MP3 players, tablets, 

laptop computers and pagers during classes and to print out any extra material posted by the instructors 

on Sakai and bring it to class. The use of laptop computers or tablets in class must be approved by your instructor. 

It is up to him/her to decide whether students may use such items or not. Use of unautho:rized items in 

class will affect your partidpation grade. Electronic devices are forbidden during tests, exams and any 

other graded activity. 

3. EVALUATION 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 

E S S A Y 1, E S S A Y 2 & E S S A Y 3 : SEPTEb~ffiER 20, NOVEMBER 08 & DECEMBER 2; in-class activiffes. 

Carefully follow all the instructions given by your instructor. A composition must not have fewer words 

than the minhnum. Do not exceed the maximum number of words. Instructors are not allowed to provide 
themes ’ahead of time. No rewrites will be allowed for &ese essays. 

¯ F I L M A S S I G N M E N T: OCTOBER 25; in-class activity. 

It may be a written essay, an activity or a set of exercises o:n a film shown o:n October 21 and 23. 

TESTS AND EXAMS 

T E S T 1 & T E S T 2 : SEPTEMBER 23 & NOVEMBER 11, respectively; in-class activities. 

These are short exams that will help you be better prepared for the midterm, final and oral exams and 

they will cover the topics explained and practiced in class as well as the contexts in the "prhtica on-line 

exercises", :in the textbook, homework and/or any extra :material iprepared by your instructo:r. Test 1 will 

include materials taught and practiced since the first day of class up to September 20 (inclusive); Test 2 is 

cumulative, that is, it can include topics covered since the first day of class up to November 08 (inclusive), 

but spedal emphasis will be iplaced on materials ipracticed from October 02 to November 08 0ndusive). 
Please refer to the syllabus for more detailed information. Every test can present one section on 

oral/listening comprehension, one on text comprehension and some on grammar. 

M I D T E R M E X A M : OCTOBER 14; in-class activity. 

Midterm Exam is cumulative. It will include all the topics covered in class from August 21 to October 11 

(inclusive) and will present at least one section on oral/listening comprehension, one on text 

comprehension and several on grarrunar. Please refer to the syllabus for more detailed information. 

FINAL EXAM: DECEMBER 9.8:00 AM; in-class activity. 

Final exam is cumulative. It will include ’all the topics covered in class from August 21 to December 02 

(i:ndusive) and will ipresent at least one section on text co:mprehe:nsion and several o:n grammar. Please 

refer to the syllabus for more detailed information. Other sections can be included and format can be 

changed at the discretion of the coordinator. 

ORAL TEST & ORAL EXAM: October 09 and November 22 & 25; in-class activity. 

Evaluation will be based on fluency, pronundation, content and vocabulary suitable to the level. The 

format of the oral exam will be defined by your instructor. There is a variety of formats that s/he can use 
ranging from individual interviews to in-class oral presentations based on a topic previously assigned. 
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Instructors can invite students to take the oral exam ahead of time in their offices. In this case, he/she will 

provide a sign-up sheet with a schedule from which students can choose a spot. 

Please be advised that there are no make-ups, extra credit activities and re-dos for tests, exams and written 

assignments. 

ONLINE HOMEWORK 

HOMEWORK OR PRACTICE: On-fine exerdses will be graded and are mandatory. They are part of 

your partidpation grade, and play an important role in homework practice and/review for tests and 

exams. Please use complete sentences when providing answers on homework assignments. Other 

homework might be assigned during the semester at the instructor’s discretion. The completion of this 

homework will also count toward your participation grade. 

REQUIRED MATERIAL 

WORKING PORTUGUESE/for beginners by Monica Rector, Regina Santos, Marcelo Amorim, with M. 

Lynne Gerber. Georgetown: Georgetown UP, 2010. (Textbook). 

WORKING PORTUGUESE for beginners on-line exercises by Monica Rector, Regina Santos, Marcelo 

Amorhn, with M. Lynne Gerber. Georgetown: Georgetown UP, 2010. (On-line access). 

The access to on-line exerdses is available on the Quia web site and must be purchased separately. 

Please go to http:/books, quia.com, crick Students, and crick create a New Account. You will need a valid 

e-mail address to register. At Quia.com/books you will find instructions in order to sign up for your Port 

101 class, complete your assignments and check your scores. The course code :needed to sign up on 

Quia.com will be provided by your instructor. Check for more details on the back page of your Working 

Portuguese book cover. 

HARPER COLLINS PORTUGUESE CONCISE DICTIONARY. It is available at St~tdent Stores. The use of on- 

line dictionaries and automatic translators are not allowed to take-home or in class activities. 

5. TIPS 

Keep all your graded work until the end of the semester. 

Check Sakai every Saturday for updates on the syllabus. 

Check your e-mail at least once a day. This is the easiest way for your instructor to communicate with you 

and vice-versa. 
Check Sakai for new ~material some time before dasses. 

Keep all handouts and extra course materials provided by the instructor as well as you own class notes in a 

binder or notebook from the beginning of the semester. Take note of class dates and lesson number on 
each handout. 
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GRADE BREAKDOWN AND GRADE SCALE 

GRADE BREAKDOWN 

5% Oral test (1): 5% 

10% Tests (2): 5% each 

15% Essays (3): 5% each 

5% Film Assignment 

20% Midterm 

10% Oral Exam 

5% Partidpation 

5% Tarefas on-line (homework) 

25% Final Exam 

*Instructors will not round up grades 

A 

A- 

B+ 

B 

B- 

C+ 

C 

C- 

D+ 

D 

GRADE SCALE 

92-100 

90-91 

88-89 

82-87 

80-81 

78-79 

72-77 

70-71 

68-69 

60-67 

0-59 

7o COURSE COORDINATOR 

Please feel free to contact the language course coordinator regarding any questions and doubts you might 

have about this syllabus. 
Dr. Patricia Helena Fuentes Lima 

Office: Dey Hall 137 

E-mail address: fuentesl@email.unc.edu 

So PORTUGUESE PROGRAM 

Do you have questions about the Portuguese program? Are you considering a minor/major in Portuguese 

or in Latin American Studies? Please contact our director: 

Dr. Monica Rector 

Office: Dey Hall 236 

E-mail address: rector@email.unc.edu 

9o PEER TUTORING 

Contact our Portuguese tutors: (TBA) 

e-mail: http://learning center.unc.eduiservices/tutoring/peer-tutoring 

Days: TBA 

Classroom : Dey Hall, 2nd floor. 

10.CONVERSATION HOURS 

"Caf~ Brasil: conversation in Portuguese": Agosto 28, setembro 25 & outubro 30. 
Graduate Lounge at Dey Hall (2nd floor) 

11.CAPOEIRA CLUB: 

For more information, please contact Frederico Castell6es at @gmail.com. 
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PROGRAMA 
Syllabus 

Quia exercises marked with * are optional, other Quia exercises mentio~ned in the Syllabus are mandatory. 

AGOSTO 

21 

23 

26 

28 

3O 

QUARTA-FEIRA 

Working Portuguese - Introduqao: p.xvii-pxxv. Pronhncia e vocabul~rio 

Apresentaq5o / instruq6es / programa / index cards. 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

Liq~o 1: Familiarizando-se (os cumprimentos no Brasil) 

O alfabeto. 

Li~5o 1: p. 6-10: cumprimentos e formas de tratamento; 

Li~5o 1: p. 10-15: pronomes pessoais retos e presentes. 

Vocabul~rio: As cores: azul, verde, vermelho, amarelo, branco, pretoinegro. 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

Continuaq5o da aula anterior. 

Li~5o 1: p. 4-5. Di~logos 1, 2, 3 & 4. 

~ Exercicios online: Liq~o 1: A, B, C, D, E* em books.quia.com. Due by agosto 29. 

QUARTA-FEIRA 

Liqao 2 - Identificando pessoas e lugares & Brasil: geografia, clima, populaqao e as 

regi6es brasileiras. 

LiqSo 2: p. 28 - 33: Artigos definidos e indefinidos/substantivos: g~nero e 

nfimeroiadjetivos: concordancia entre substantivo e adjetivo. 

Vocabul~rio: Nacionalidades + palses corn artigos. 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

Li~5o 2: p. 37-38: Express6es de lugar. 

VocabulSrio: Pessoas e objetos na sala de aula. 

SETEMBRO 

2 SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

Labor Day - NSo h~ aulaso 
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4 QUARTA-FEIRA 

Ligfio 2: p. 33-35: Pronomes demonstrativos. 

Ligfio 2: p. 35-37: interrogativos. 

6 SEXTA-FEIRA 

Prfitica 

9 

11 

13 

16 

18 

20 

23 

25 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

Nflmeros 0-20. 

Liqfio 2: p. 22-23: Difilogos: 1, 2, 3 & 4. 

oExercicios online: Liqfio 2: A, B, C, D, E* em books.quia.com. Due by setembro 12. 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
Lig~o 3 - Descrig6es e horas/A lingua portuguesa. 

Liqfio 3: p. 52-53: A hora. 

Li~fio 3: p.53-57: Verbos Ser e Estar. 

Vocabulfirio: Os dias da semana e os meses (Li~o 3: p. 50-51). 

Vocabulfirio: Nfmeros de 20-1000 (Lig~o 3: p. 51). 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

PR~TICA E DI~LOGO 

Li~o 3: p. 46 + 48: Di~logo 1 + 5. 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
LigSo 3: p. 58-61: Expressando posse. 

QUARTA-FEIRA 

Continuagfio da aula anterior + difilogo. 

LigSo 3: p. 47-48: Difilogo 3. 

~_)Exerclcios online: Ligfio 3: A, B*, C, D, E* books.quia.com. Due by setembro 23. 

SEXTA-FEIRA 
ESSAY 1 (5%). In-class activity. Themes and material defined by instructor. 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

TESTE 1(5%). 

In-class activity. Material covel"ed from agosto 21 until setembro 20. (inclusive). 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
Ligao 4 - Os planos/La~os familiares. 

Ligfio 4: p. 72-74: Verbos regulares (ar-er-ir). 
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27 SEXTA-FEIRA 

ContinuagSo da aula anterior. 

LigSo 4: p. 68-69: DiSlogos 2, 3 e 4. 

3O SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

Li~fio 4: p. 74-76: Verbo Ter & Haver. 

OUTUBRO 

2 

4 

7 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
Lig5o 4: p. 76-77: Verbo Ir/Aonde? Para aonde? 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

Lig~o 4: p. 78-81: Adjetivos grau comparativo. 

~Exercicios online: Li~o 4: A, B, E* books.quia.com. Due by outubro 8. 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

PR~TICA PARA O TESTE ORAL 

9 

11 

QUARTA-FEIRA 

TESTE ORAL (5%) In-class activity. Format, themes and material defined by instructor. 

SEXTA-FEIRA 
REVIS~O PARA O MIDTERM. 

14 

16 

1.8 

21 

23 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

MIDTERM E X A M (20%). 

In-class activity. Material covered until from agosto 21 until outubro 11 (inclusive). 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
PR~TICA E REVIS~O 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

FALL BREAK- nSo hd~ aulaso 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

FILME 

QUARTA -FEIRA 
FILME 
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25 SEXTA-FEIRA 
FILM ASSIGNMENT (5%). In-class activity. 

28 SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

Lig~o 5: Na empresa (no trabalho). 

Ligfio 5: P. 92-95: PRESENTE DO INDICATIVO: Verbos REGULARES terminados em 

AR, ER, IR. 

Ligfio 5: P. 95: Verbos IRREGULARES (conhecer, saber, ouvir, pedir, servir, dormir, subir, 

poder). 

Ligfio 5: p. 88-89: Difilogos: 1, 3 & 4. 

3O QUARTA-FEIRA 
Li~ao 6: Planejando a semana 

Ligfio 6: p. 110-111: Verbos IRREGULARES (subir). 

Exerc~c~os online, 1..,i~5o 5: A, B*, C, D, E* em books.quia.com. Due by novembro 3. 

NOVEMBRO 

1 

4 

6 

8 

11 

13 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

Prfitica de verbos irregulares 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 
Ligfio 6: p. 111-114: Introdugfio aos pronomes obllquos (introdugfio breve). 
Ligfio 6: p. 106-107: Difilogos: 1 &3. 
@ Exerdcio online, Ligfio 6: A & D em books, quia. com. Due by novembro 9. 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
Prfitica 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

E S S A Y 2 (5%). I n-class activity. Themes and material defined by instructor. 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

TESTE 2 (5%). 

In-class activity. Material covered from August 21 until November 6 (inclusive). 

QUARTA-FEIRA 
Liqao 7: Rotina di~iria. 

Li~5o 7: p. 124-126: Verbos IRREGULARES (fazer, dizer, trazer, dirigir, corrigir, dar, sair, 

ter, ver, vir, ir, subir e phr). 
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15 SEXTA-FEIRA 

PRXTICA 

~) Exerc~dos online, Li~o 7: A, B, C & E~ em books.quia.com. Due by novembro 20 

18 

2O 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

Li~5o 7: P. 120-121: DI~LOGOS 1, 2 & 3. 

Li~5o 7: p. 126-128: Verbos reflexivos e pronomes reflexivos. 

QUARTA-FEIRA 

ENSAIO PARA O EXAME ORAL - review for your oral exam. 

22 SEXTA-FEIRA 

EXAME O R A L (10%). 

In-class activity. Format, themes and material defined by instructor. 

25 SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

EXAME O R A L (10%). 

In-class activity. Format, themes and material defined by instructor. 

27-29 THANKSGIVING RECESS 

DEZEMBRO 

2 

4 

6 

9 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 

E S S A Y 3 (5%). In-class activity. Themes and material defined by instructor 

QUARTA-FEIRA - 

REVIS~O para o exame final. 

SEXTA-FEIRA 

NSo h~ aula 

SEGUNDA-FEIRA 8:00 AM 

EXAME F I N AL (25%). 

Material covered until from August 21 until December 4 (inclusive). Room tba. 
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IMPORTANT DATES 

AUGUST 28 Take-home 

SEPTEMBER 11 Take-home 

SEPTEMBER 20 In-class 

SEPTEMBER 22 Take-home 

SEPTEMBER 23 In-class 

OCTOBER 07 Take-home 

OCTOBER 09 In-class 

OCTOBER 11 In-class + homework 

OCTOBER 14 In-class 

OCTOBER 21 In-class 

OCTOBER 23 In-class 

OCTOBER 25 In-class 

NOVEMBER 02 Take-home 

NOVEMBER 08 In-class 

NOVEMBER 08 Take-home 

NOVEMBER 11 In-class 

NOVEMBER 19 Take-home 

NOVEMBER 22 In-cl ass 

NOVEMBER 25 In-class 

DECEMBER 02 In-class 

DEZEIVIBER 04 In-class + homework 

DEZEMBER 09 In-class 

@ Exerclcios online: Ligao 1: A, B, C, D, E* em books.quia.com. 

@Exerclcios online: LiqSo 2: A, B, C, D, E* em books.quia.com. 

ESSAY 1 (5%) 

;o~’Exercicios online: Li¢5o 3: A, BL C, D, E* books.quia.com. 

TEST 1 (5%) 

¢~Exerclcios online: Lig;~o 4: A, B, E* books.quia.com. 

ORAL TEST (5 %) 

MIDTERM REVIEW (study guide) 

MIDTERM EXAM (20%) 

FILM 

FILM 

FILM ASSIGNMENT (5%) 

;o~’Exercicios online, Li¢5o 5: A, BL C, D, E* em books.quia.com. 

ESSAY 2 (5%) 

~ Exerclcio online, Ligao 6: A & D em books.quia.com. 

TEST 2 (5%) 

~ Exercicios online, Li¢~o 7: A, B, C & E* em books.quia.com 

ORAL EXAM (10%) 

ORAL EXAM (10%) 

ESSAY 3 (5%) 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW (study guide) 

FINAL EXAM (25%) 8 AM, room tba. 
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African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 89- 
001, Fall 2013 

First-Year Seminar: African American Life Stories 

This course meets MWF at 9 a.m. 

How to reach me: 

Dr. Kenneth Janken 

My telephone number is 962-1519 My email address is 
krjanken@email.unc.edu My office is Battle Hall 301 (across 
from the Franklin St. post office) My office hours are Tuesday 
mornings, 8:00-11:00. Please drop by! 

The third floor of Battle Hall is not accessible to 
disabled individuals with mobility impairments, and any 
student with a disability who wishes to see me should 
call me to arrange another place to meet. Students with 
documented disabilities should also contact the 
Department for Disability Services at 919-962-8300 in 
SASB North Building, Suite 2126 or visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

Required Readings: 

Booker T. Washington, Up from Slavery Trudier Harris, Summer 
Snow Anne Moody, Coming of Age in ~lississippi Langston 
Hughes, l Wonder as l Wander Cleveland Sellers, The River of 
No Return. Harry Haywood, A Black Communist in the Freedom 
Struggle Selected readings available on the Sakai course site 

Course Description: 

We can learn a lot about African American history by paying 



attention to the ways that individual African Americans write and 
talk about their own lives and the lives of their family and 
neighbors. You may think such a statement is only common sense, 
but, except when the subject is black celebrities or athletes, we are 
accustomed by mass media and our own habits of thought to think 
about African Americans as a faceless mass. Yet individuals have 
their own stories to tell and their own reasons for telling them. In 
this first-year seminar, students will explore the lives and 
experiences of a select group of individuals - some famous, others 
not so famous. We will read (and in some cases, listen to) their 
own words, and discuss what was unique about them, why they 
were compelled to tell their life stories, what unites them to others 
in their communities, and how reading them can enrich our 
understanding of African American histou. 

Course Requirements 

1. Follow the Honor Code’s section on academic dishonesty in all 
of their work for this class: http://instrument.unc.edu. 

2. An essay on Up from Slavery, worth 15% ofthe final grade, and 
due on September 10. Instructions for completing the assignment 
will made available close to the due date. 

3. Three additional essays, each worth 15% of the final grade. 
Students choose to write on three of the following: Summer Snow 
(due October 1), I Wonder as I Wander (due October 29), The 
River of No Return (due November 12), and Coming of Age in 
Mississippi (due November 26). Please note that the due dates may 
be adjusted slightly, if the reading schedule is altered. Instructions 
for completing the assignments will made available close to the 
due dates. 

4. An essay on A Black Communist in the Freedom Struggle that 
also discusses themes in the other assigned autobiographies, worth 
20% of the final grade and is due on December 7 at 11 a.m. 



Instructions for completing the assignment will made available 
close to the due date. 

5. Contributions to the class, including possible short 
presentations, worth 20% of final grade. How did your presence 
make a difference in the class? What did you add to class 
discussion? Did you suggest new ways of looking at or reading 
autobiographies? Did you talk about how the readings affected 
your understanding of African American experiences and history? 
Or did you mainly observe other class members and/or echo what 
they said? What did you do to ensure the success of this class? 
These are the types of questions that I will ask when I evaluate this 
portion of your grade. You can expect periodic reports from me. 

6. Regular attendance. I expect students to be in class on time. 
There is no excuse for chronic lateness. Students who miss more 
than four classes will lose five points off their final course grade 
for each additional absence. 

If you have computer or Sakai issues, call the Information and 
Technology Services Response Center at 919-962-4357. You may 
be able to borrow a laptop for the course assignments if yours 
needs repairs. I am unable to help you with your technology 
problems. 

Technology in class: When you get to class, please put your 
laptop, cell phone, and/or Daily Tar Heel crossword/Sudoku puzzle 
away, and take your ear buds or headphones out of or off your 
ears. For most of the class, the technology you may use in class 
includes paper and pencils or pens. 

Grading scale (for individual assignments and final course grade): 

93-100=A 87-89=B+ 90-92=A- 83-86=B 

80-82=B- 

77-79=C+ 67-69=D+ 73-76=C 60-66=D 70-72=C- 



Tentative Schedule 

Week 1 (August 21, 23): Introduction to course. READINGS: 
None. 

Week 2 (August 26, 28, 30): Becoming American. READINGS: 
Booker T. Washington, Up from Slavery, chapters 1-9. 

Week 3 (September 4, 6): Becoming American. READINGS: 
Booker T. Washington, Up from Slavery, chapters 10-17. 

Week 4 (September 9, 11, 13): Constructing memories of family 
READINGS: Trudier Harris, Summer Snow, preface and chapters 
1-5 

Week 5 (September 16, 18, 20): Constructing memories of 
community READINGS: Trudier Harris, Summer Snow, chapters 
6-11 

Week 6 (September 23, 25, 27): Cultural expressions and 
encounters and conflicts READINGS: Trudier Harris, Summer 
Snow, chapters 12-17 

Week 7 (September 30, October 2, 4): Autobiographical essay as 
bildungsroman. READINGS: Nell Painter, "Un Essai d’Ego- 
Histoire"; Deborah Gray White, "My History in History"’; David 
Levering Lewis, "Ghana, 1963: A Memoir" 

Week 8 (October 7, 9, 11): The autobiographical essay as creed & 
indictment READINGS: W.E. Burghardt Du Bois, "My Evolving 
Program for Negro Freedom"; Rayford Logan, "Confessions of an 
Unwilling Nordic"; Richard Wright, "The Ethics of Living Jim 
Crow" 

Week 9 (October 14, 16): Encountering the world, 
I. READINGS: Langston Hughes, I Wonder as I Wander, 3-189. 

Week 10 (October 21, 23, 25): Encountering the world, 



II. READINGS: Langston Hughes, I ~onder as I ~ander, 226- 
279, 314-405. 

Week 11 (October 28, 30, November 1): Autobiography as 
manifesto. READINGS: Cleveland Sellers, The River of No 
Return, 3-141. 

Week 12 (November 4, 6, 8): Militant 
transformation. READINGS: Cleveland Sellers, The River of No 
Return, 142-277. 

Week 13 (November 11, 13, 15): Mississippi 
childhood. READINGS: Anne Moody, Coming of Age in 
Mississippi, part 1. 

Week 14 (November 18, 20, 22): Adolescence. READINGS: 
Anne Moody, Coming of Age in Mississippi, parts 2-3. 

Week 15 (November 25): Veteran of wars at home and 
abroad READINGS: Harry Haywood, A Black Communist in the 
Freedom Struggle, tba. 

Week 16 (December 2, 4): Citizen ofthe world READINGS: 
Harry Haywood, A Black Communist in the Freedom Struggle, tba 

DRAM 160 F13 
Stagecraft Drama 160 



TuTh 11:00-12:15 CDA Room 0125 

Instructor: David Navalinsky 

Office Hours: lpm-2pm M TH or by appointment 

dbnav@email.unc.edu 

Office: CDA 208 

Email: 

DRAM 160 - Stagecraft - A general survey of personnel, materials, equipment, and 

processes used in design and technical theatre. 

Course policies: 

Students are required to purchase Playmakers Repertory Company (PRC) privilege 
cards and attend each PRC production for the fall semester 

Privilege Cards, or P- Cards, get non-Drama Majors into PlayMakers performances 
during the run of the show. Students MUST select their performance/seat when they 

purchase, but they can also exchange up to 24 hours in advance without fees 

(*subject to availability). All performances of the Mainstage productions except 
Community Night and Opening Night will have Privilege Card seats available. P- 
Cards will be $27 and will be sold over the phone or at the PlayMakers Box Office 

window between August 20 and September 13. 

All exams will be based on material from lectures, PRC productions and scripts of 

the PRC shows. 

NO MAKE UP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN. 

Text: It is highly recommended that you read the plays produced by PlayMakers 

Repertory this semester (scripts are available on Sakai) 

THE MOUNTAINTOP BY KATORI HALL 

THE TEMPEST BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

METAMORPHOSES BY MARY ZIMMERMAN 

Grades: 

Two Exams each worth 40% of your grade 

One term paper worth 20% of your grade 



A= 100%- 94.00% 

C = 75.99%- 73.00% 

A- = 93.99% - 90.00% 

C- = 72.99% - 70.00% 

B+ = 89.99% - 86.00% 

D+ -- 69.99% - 66.00% 

B = 85.99%- 83.00% 

D = 65.99%- 63.00% 

B- = 82.99% - 80.00% 

D- = 62.99% - 60.00% 

C+ = 79.99%- 76.00% 

F = 59.99% and below 

Term Paper: 

As part of the course requirements you will be asked to write a three to five page 

paper on the technical aspects of a theatrical production. As part of the course 
requirements you will be asked to purchase a Department of Dramatic Art Privilege 

Card (see attachment). The paper should include description/critique of scenery, 

lighting, costuming, sound and any other technical aspects you feel are pertinent. As 
attending the PRC fall season productions is also required for the course they are an 

excellent choice. Students may also choose a production from the Kenan Theatre 

Company season. The paper should be original, typed, double-spaced and represent 
the standards of university work. 

Papers are due on November 14th by ll:OOam. 

Honor Code: 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered 
honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the 
responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share 

the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility under the honor 

code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of 
Students or the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted 

by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains all 

policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your full 
participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

Lunch: 

If you would like to get lunch we could do so for FREE through the "Meals with 
Heels" program, http://housing.unc.edu/residence-life/mealswithheels/schedule- 
a-meal It’s a great way to get to know me, review for exams, and/or talk about your 
paper. 

DRAMA 160 STAGECRAFT SCHEDULE FALL 2013 

WEEK 

WEEK9 

8/20 - Introduction 

10/15 - Sound Design 

8/22 - The Stage/Theatre Architecture 

10/17 - FALL BREAK 

WEEK2 

WEEK 10 

8/27 - The Stage/Theatre Architecture 

10/22 - Term Paper discussion/workshop A-M 



8/29 - Theatre Tour # 1 

10/24 - Term Paper discussion/workshop N-Z 

WEEK 3 

WEEK 11 

9/3 - Theatre Tour #2 

10/29 -Properties - Aline Johnson 

9/5 - Theatre Production 

10/31 - Theatrical Make-up - Adam Dill 

WEEK zf 

WEEK 12 

9/10 - Theatre Production Staff 

11/5 - Design Presentation - THE TEMPEST & METAMOPHOSES 

9/12 - Design Process 

11/7 - Costume Design - Jade Bettin 

WEEK 5 

WEEK 13 

9/17 - Scenic Design 



11/12 - Costume Production - Jade Bettin 

9/19 - Design presentation - THE MOUNTAINTOP 

11/14 - Scene Painting- Cassie Handzo 

PAPERS DUE TODAY!!!! 

WEEK6 

WEEK 14 

9/24 - Technical Direction 

11/19 - Film 

9/2S - Theatrical Construction 

11/2o -TBA 

WEEK 7 

WEEK 15 

10/1 - Lighting Design 

11/26 -Life Backstage 

10/3 - Lighting Equipment 

11/28- THANKSGIVING 

WEEK8 



WEEK 16 

10/8 - Review for Exam #1 

12/3 - Wrap up/Review 

10/10 - Exam #1 

FINAL EXAM - THURSDAY 12/12 at 12PM 

Professor Office Office hours Phone 

Email Twitter Website Location Time 

Jason M. Roberts Hamilton Hall 315 Monday 1:30-4:30 and by 
appointment 919-962-8286 jroberts@unc.edu @prof~jroberts 
http://jroberts.web.unc.edu Hamilton 100 Mon./Wed. 11:00-11:50 

Introduction to American Government POLI 100 Fall 
2013 

Course Description 

This course is an introduction to American political institutions, 
political behavior, and the policy process. In this course we will discuss 
the origins of the current governmental system in America, the 
structure of the U.S. government, and how theories of American 
government apply to current events and problems the government and 
citizens face today. 

Expectations 

I expect all students to behave professionally in this class. I am 
generally intolerant of dis- ruptive behavior in the classroom, including 



talking during lectures, reading newspapers, and especially the ringing 
of cell phones. Class discussions are expected to be civil, rational, and 
respectful of the opinions of others. Although class attendance is not 
mandatory, you will be held responsible for all material in the 
textbooks and in lectures, even if you miss a class. Moreover, I expect 
all students to attend class on time, prepared to participate, and refrain 
from disrupting the learning environment of other students. If you 
prefer to use class time to tweet, IM, Face- book, chat with your 
neighbor, or surf the web please do so somewhere other than the 
classroom. 

Required Texts 

, Kollman, Ken. 2013. The American Political System. 2012 Election 
Update. W.W. Norton & Company. 

o Kollman, Ken. 2012. Readings in American Politics. 2nd Edition. 
W.W. Norton & Company. 

¯ I may also distribute other readings from time to time on Sakai. 

° Your teaching assistant may provide more assigned readings in the 

recitation syllabus. 

Course Requirements 

Exams (3) 50% Exams will be taken in class and will consist of 
multiple choice questions. Writing Assignments 25% Writing 
assignments will be distributed though the course web- 

site. 

Recitation 25% Attendance and participation in recitation is required. 

Research Participation All students who enroll in Political Science 100 
are required to par- ticipate in research studies conducted in the 
Political Science Department. The total time commitment to such 



studies will not exceed 3 hours. Failure to satist}r the research partici- 
pation requirement will result in an incomplete that will be removed 
only upon satisfaction of the requirement. This requirement does not 
substitute for other course requirements, nor does it generate extra 
credit. In the event that you would rather not actively par- ticipate in an 
actual study, you have the option of satisf~!ing the research participation 
requirement in a different way. This alternative assignment consists of 
writing a 4-page research paper. You should alert your teaching 
assistant by October 3, 2012 if you wish to complete the alternative 
assignment. 

Laptops 

I strongly discourage the use of laptop computers and tablets during 
class. Past experience suggests that students who refrain from using 
electronic devices during class score much better on exams and papers. 
Numerous studies have demonstrated that (a) most of us are unable to 
resist the temptation to "multi-task" if given the option and (b) almost 
all of us are terrible multi-taskers. 

Instruction 

Most, if not all, lectures will be given by" the professor. Your teaching 
assistant will lead your recitation section through a set of materials that 
have been approved by the professor. The teaching assistants for this 
class are experienced, well-trained, experts in the field of American 
politics. I expect you to accord them the same level of respect that you 
would accord a professor. 

Grading and Assignments Incompletes and Makeups 

A final grade of "incomplete" will only be given in this course under 
exceptional circumstances and is solely at the discretion of the 
instructor. Assignments turned in late will be penalized one letter grade 
per day late. In addition, written assignments that do not follow the 
guidelines of the assignment and/or have poor grammar and spelling 
will be severely penalized. As a general rule, make-ups fbr exams will 
not be given. Students who must miss exams because of scheduled 



activities of an official University student organization, a religious 
holiday, or a verifiable illness should contact their teaching assistant in 
advance of missing an exam so that alternative arrangements can be 
made. 

2 

Grading 

Grading standards are meant to be high, but fair. In class exams will be 
multiple choice format. The teaching assistants will grade all of your 
written work, but I will monitor grading standards for fairness across 
sections. If you have any questions about a grade on an exam or paper, 
please see your teaching assistant first. If s/he cannot satisfactorily 
answer your questions, please arrange a conference for the three of us. 

Assignments 

You are responsible tbr keeping a copy of all written assignments for 
the course. This ensures that we will not run into problems with lost 
assignments. You are also responsible for keeping copies of the 
assignments once they are handed back. Sometimes errors do happen, 
and a grade may not be recorded for you. If this happens you must be 
able to produce the graded paper to verity that the assignment was 
completed and that the grade is correct. 

Academic Dishonesty 

Academic dishonesty is broadly defined as submitting work that is not 
your own without attri- bution, and is not acceptable in this or any other 
academic course. Any academic dishonesty found on an assignment 
results in an failing grade for that assignment and will be prosecuted to 
the fullest extent permissible under University of North Carolina 
guidelines, which can be accessed at: http://honor.unc.edu. 

Student Disabilities 

Any student with a documented disability condition (e.g. physical, 
learning, psychiatric, sys- temic, vision, hearing, etc.) who needs to 
arrange reasonable accommodations should contact the instructor and 



the Academic Success Program (919-962-7227) at the beginning of the 
semester. 

Instructor Availability" 

If you would like to speak with me outside of class time, feel tree to 
stop by my office during regularly scheduled office hours. If you are 
unable to meet during office hours, you can arrange an alternate time to 
see me by setting up an appointment. I also respond quickly to email 
inquiries. 

Communication 

Periodically the professor or teaching assistant may communicate with 
students via email, re- garding assignments, schedule changes, or other 
course related matters. Students are responsible for the content of all 
such communications. 

3 

Tentative Course Outline 

Date 

August 21 

August 26 

August 28 

September 2 

September 4 

September 9 

September 11 

September 16 

September 18 

Description 

Overview 

Concepts I 

Concepts II 

No Class Labor Day 

Constitution I 

Constitution II 

Federalism 

Congress I 

Congress II 

Required Readings 

n/a 

Text Ch. 1 

Text Ch. 1 

n/a 

Text Ch. 2, AOC* 

Federalists * 

Text Ch. 3 

Text Ch. 5 

Text Ch. 5 



September 23 

September 25 

September 30 

October 2 

October 7 

October 9 

October 14 

October 16 

October 21 

October 23 

October 28 

October 30 

November 4 

November 6 

November 11 

November 13 

November 18 

November 20 

November 25 

November 27 

December 2 

December 4 

Budget 

Exam I 

Presidency I 

Presidency II 

Bureaucracy 

Courts I 

Courts II 

Rights and Liberties I 

Rights and Liberties II 

Exam II 

Public Opinion I 

Public Opinion II 

Participation 

Elections I 

Elections II 

Political Parties 

Interest Groups 

Economic Policy 

Social Policy 

No Class Thanksgiving 

Media 

Catchup & Review 

n/a 

n/a 

Text Ch. 6 

Text Ch. 6 

Text Ch. 7 

Text Ch. 8 

Text Ch. 8 

Text Ch. 4 

Text Ch. 4 

n!a 

Text Ch. 9 

Text Ch. 9 

Text Ch. 10 

Text Ch. 13 

Text Ch. 13 

Text Ch. 12 

Text Ch. 11 

TBA 

TBA 

n/a 

Text Ch. 14 

n/a 



December 6 - 
Final Exam               n/a 

12:00 

* Reading available on course website. 

PORT 

UNIVERSIDADE DA CAROLINA DO NORTE - CHAPEL 
HILL Departamento de Linguas e Literaturas Romfinicas 

Instrutor 

E-mail 

Atendimento 

Aulas 

Escrit6rio 

@email.unc.edu 

Tues. (12 - 1 pm) ~t Wed. (1 - 2 pm) **or by appointment 

MW F; t2-t2:50 pm (Saunders 204) 

Dey 112 

Bern--- - vindos ao Curso de Portugu~s! 



O BRASIL, SEUS ESTADOS E CAPITAIS 

1 
INSTRU~ESESYLLAE~US 



~ ON YOUR ORAL PARTICIPATION IN CLASS ACTIVITIES: This is a 
E 

language class and you s are here to learn a new language. Try to participate and 

keep the use of the Portuguese language to a maximum Y level. The more you use 
Portuguese in class the more you will have a chance to improve your participation 
L 

grade. Dare to answer and ask, even if you think that your comment is not very 
"smart" or grammatically A 

BUS 

perfect. Do not be afraid of asking or making mistakes. You can also improve your 
participation grade by attending the conversation hours or the lab sessions 
previously scheduled and announced by your instructor. 

PORT 

HONOR CODE 
(http: //instrument.unc. edu/instrument.text, html # generalre 
sponsibilities) 

It shall be the responsibility of every student enrolled at the University of North 
Carolina to adhere to the policy of the Academic Honor Code, which can be found 



at the link above. All academic work submitted for this course must bear the 
,student’s signature confirming that s/he understands and accepts the regulations of 
the Honor Code, which must be supported and maintained by every member of the 
university community. 

2. GENERAL INFORMATION 

ATTENDANCE POLICY 

~ ATTENDANCE IS MANDATORY: "The following legislation by the 
Faculty Council gives each instructor the authority to prescribe attendance 
regulations for his or her classes: ’Regular class attendance is a student obligation, 
and a student is responsible for all the work, including tests and written work, of 
all class meetings. No right or privilege exists that permits a student to be absent 
fi’om any given number of class meetings.’ If a student misses three consecutive 
class meetings, or misses more classes than the instructor deems advisable, the 
instructor may report the facts to the student"s academic dean." (2012 .... 2013 
Undergraduate Bulletin) 

THREE ABSENCES are acceptable during the whole semester and they are 

equivalent to 7.2% of classes. 10 absences = F. (The Fall Semester includes 
43 class period of 50 minutes each, held on MWF). 

(~ THREE LATE/TARDY ARRIVALS duringthesemesterareacceptable. (~ THE 
NON-FULLFiLMENT OF THE REQUIREMENTS ABOVE will affect your 
participation 

grade. ~ Remember: please no food, drinks and cell phones are allowed in 
classrooms. 

PAR TICIPA TION 

Your participation grade will be based not only on the fact that you are in 
class, but also: 

~ ON HOW MUCH AND HOW WELL YOU ARE PREPARED FOR 
CLASS: Each student is responsible for reading and making an ejjq)rt to 

understand the grammar topics and N vocabulary related to them in advance. 
s 

Please reJbr to the ,syllabus to.find the material covered in each class. You 1- are 

supposed to come to class prepared and willing to participate. Please take notes 
while preparing for R class and bring any questions related to the topic that will be 



U 
discussed on that day. Feel free to raise your g 

hand whenever you do not understand something or need further explanation. Do 
not let the questions ¢) 

multiply! 

~ ON OBSERVANCE OF RULES, such as to turn offcell phones, smart 
phones, MP3 players, tablets, laptop computers and pagers during classes and to 
print out any extra material posted by the instructors on Sakai and bring it to class. 
The use of laptop computers or tablets in class must be approved by your 
instructor. It is up to him/her to decide whether students may use such items or 
not. Use of unauthorized items in class will affect your participation grade. 
Electronic devices are forbidden during tests, exams and any other graded activi~~. 

3. EVALUATION 

WRITTEN ASSIGNMENTS 



~)ESSAY 1, ESSAY 2 & ESSAY 3:SEPTEMBER16, 

NOVEMBER04&DECEMBER02;in .... classactivities. Carefully follow all the 

instructions given by your instructor. A composition must not have fewer words 
than the minimum. Do not exceed the maximum number of words. Instructors are 
not allowed to provide themes ahead of time. No rewrites will be allowed for these 
essays. 

00 FILM ASSIGNMENT: OCTOBER 25; in-class activity. It may be a 

written essay, an activi~" or a set of exercises on a film shown on October 21, and 

23. 

TESTS AND EXAMS 

~ T E S T 1 & T E S T 2 : SEPTEMBER 18 & NOVEMBER 1 l, 
respectively; in .... class activities. These are short exams that will help you be 
better prepared for the midterm, final and oral exams and they will cover the 
topics explained and practiced in class as well as the contexts in the "prfitica on--- 
- line exercises", in the textbook, homework and/or any extra material prepared by 
your instructor. Test 1 will include materials taught and practiced since the first 
day of class up to September 13 (inclusive); Test 2 is cumulative, that is, it can 
include topics covered since the first day of class up to November 08 (inclusive), 

but special emphasis will be placed on materials practiced from October 02 to 
November 08 (inclusive). Please refer to the syllabus for more detailed 
information. Every test can present one section on oral/listening comprehension, 
one on text comprehension and some on grammar. 

00 MiDTERM EXAM: OCTOBER 14; in-clas’s activity. Midterm Exam is 
cumulative. It will include all the topics covered in class from August 23 to 
October 11 (inclusive) and will present at least one section on oral/listening 
comprehension, one on text comprehension and several on grammar. Please refer 
to the syllabus for more detailed information. 

~ FINAL EXAM: DECEMBER 9.8:00 AM; in-class activity. Final exam is 

cumulative. It will include all the topics covered in class from August 23 to 
December 02 (inclusive) and will present at least one section on text 

comprehension and several on grammar. Please 6 refer to the syllabus for more 
E 

detailed information. Other sections can be included and format can be s 

changed at the discretion of the coordinator. 

PORT 



~ ORAL TEST & ORAL EXAM October 07 and November 22 & 25; in- 
-- - class activity. 

Y 

Evaluation will be based on fluency, pronunciation, content and vocabula1)’ 
suitable to the level. The k 

A 

format of the oral exam will be defined by your instructor. There is a variety of 
formats that s/he can use B 

ranging from individual interviews to in .... class oral presentations based on a 
topic previously assigned, u 

Instructors can invite students to take the oral exam ahead of time in their offices. 
In this case, he/she will provide a sign .... up sheet with a schedule from which 
students can choose a spot. 



~b Please be advised that there are no make .... ups, extra credit activities and re- 
-- - dos for tests, exams and written assignments. 

ONLINE HOMEWORK 

~b HOMEWORK OR PRACTICE: On-line exercises will be graded and are 
mandatory. They are part of your participation grade, and play an 
important role in homework practice and/review for tests and exams. 
Please use complete sentences when providing answers on homework 
assignments. Other homework might be assigned during the semester at 
the instructor’s discretion. The completion of this homework will also 
count toward your participation grade. 

4. REQUIRED MATERIAL 

WORKING PORTUGUESE for beginners by Monica Rector, Regina Santos, 
Marcelo Amorim, with M. Lynne Gerber. Georgetown: Georgetown UP, 2010. 
(Textbook). 

I/VORKLV() PORTUGUESE for beginners’ on .... line exercises by Monica 
Rector, Regina Santos, Marcelo Amorim, with M. Lynne Gerber. Georgetown: 
Georgetown UP, 2010. (On .... line access). 

The access to on .... line exercises is available on the Quia web site and must be 
purchased separately. 

Please go to http:/books, quia.com, click Students, and click create a New 
Account. You will need a valid e .... mail address to register. At Quia.com/books 
you will find instructions in order to sign up for your Port 101 class, complete 
your assignments and check your scores. The course code needed to sign up on 
Quia.com will be provided by your instructor. Check for more details on the back 
page of your Working Portuguese book cover. 

HARPER COLLINS PORTUGUESE CONCISE DICTIONARK It is available at 

Student Stores. The use of on .... line dictionaries and automatic translators are 
not allowed to take .... home or in class activities. 

5. TIPS 

Keep all your graded work until the end of the semester. ~ Check Sakai every 



Saturday for updates on the syllabus. I ~ Check your e .... mail at least once a 
N 

day. This is the easiest way for your instructor to communicate with you S 

and vice .... versa. ~" ~ Check Sakai for new material some time before classes. 

Rt~ ~ Keep all handouts and extra course materials provided by the instructor as 

well as you own class notes in a g 

binder or notebook from the beginning of the semester. Take note of class dates 

and lesson number on 

each handout. 5 E s Y k C A B 

uS 

PORT 

PORT 



6. GRADE 

GRADE BREAKDOWN 

GRADE SCALE 

5% 

Oral test (1): 5% 

A 

BREAKDOWN AND GRADE SCALE 

92-100 

lO% 

Tests (2): 5% each 

9o-9~ 

15% 

Essays (3): 5% each 

B+ 

88-89 

5% 

Film Assignment 

B 

82-87 

20% 

Midterm 



B m 

80-81 

lo% 

Oral Exam 

C+ 

78-79 

5% 

Participation 

C 

72-77 

Tarefas on-line (homework) 

7o-71 

~’5% 

Final Exam 

D+ 

qnstructors will not round up grades 

D 

7. COURSE COORDINATOR 

Please feel free to contact the language course coordinator regarding any questions 
and doubts you might have about this syllabus. Dr. Patricia Helena Fuentes 



Lima Office: Dey Hall 137 

E .... mail address: fuentesl@email.unc.edu 

8. PORTUGUESE PROGRAM 

Do you have questions about the Portuguese program? Are you considering a 
minor/major in Portuguese or in Latin American Studies? Please contact our 
director: Dr. Monica Rector Office: Dey Hall 236 

E .... mail address: rector@emailounc.edu N s 

68-69 

F 

0-59 

9. PEER TUTORING 

Contact our Portuguese tutors: (TBA) e .... mail: http:ii learning 
center.unc, eduiservicesitutoringipeer .... tutoring 



Days: TBA Classroom " Dey Hall, 2ndfloor. 

10.CONVERSATION HOURS ¥ "Cafd Brasil: conversation in 
L 

Portuguese": agosto 28, setembro 25 & outubro 30. k Graduate Lounge at Dey 

Hall (2"a floor) A 

t t.CAPOEIRA CLUB: 

For more information, please contact Frederico Castell6es at 
~gmail.com. 

PORT 

PROGRAMA 

Syllabus 

Quia exercises marked with * are optional, other Quia exercises mentioned 
in the Syllabus are mandatory. 

AGOSTO 

21 QUARTA--- - FEIRA Working Portuguese--- - 
Introdu~;5o: p.xvii--- - pxxv. Pronfincia e vocabulfirio 
Apresenta~fio / instru~6es / prograrna / index cards. 

23 SEXTA .... FEIRA Unidade 1 .... Li~o 1: 
Familiarizando .... se (os cumprimentos no Brasil) O 
alfabeto. LI: p. 6--- - 10: cumprimentos e formas de 
tratamento; LI: p. 10--- - 15: pronomes pessoais retos e 
presentes. Vocabulfirio: As cores: azul~ verde~ vermelho~ amarelo~ 



branco, preto/negro. 

26 SEGUNDA--- - FEIRA 

Continua~o da aula anterior. LI p. 4--- - 5. Difilogos l, 2, 3 & 
4. "~ Exercicios online: Li~o 1 A, B, C, D, E* em 
books, quia. com. Due on agosto 28. 

28 QUARTA--- - FEIRA U n i d a d e 1 : LigSo 2 --- - 
Identificando pessoas e lugares & Brasil: geografia, clima, 
popula~:5o e as regifes brasileiras. L2: p. 28 --- - 33: Artigos 
definidos e indefinidos/substantivos: g~nero e nfimero/adjetivos: 
concordfincia entre substantivo e adjetivo. Vocabulfirio: 
Nacionalidades + paises com artigos. 

30 SEXTA .... FEIRA ~ 

L2: p. 37--- - 38: ExpressOes de lugar. Vocabulfirio: Pessoas e 
objetos na sala de aula. 



SETEMBRO 

2 SEGUNDA--o - FEIRA Labor Day- N~o h~ aulas. 

4 QUARTA--- - FEIRA 

L2: p. 33--- - 35: Pronomes demonstrativos. L2: p. 35--- 
interrogativos. 

U~IOESESYLLAE~U$ 

- 37: 

PORT 

6 SEXTA--- - FEIRA 

NOmeros 0--- - 20. L2: p. 22--- - 23: Difilogos: 1, 2, 3 & 
4. ~Exercicios online: Liq~o 2: A, B, C, D, E* em 
books, quia. com. Due on setembro 11. 

9 SEGUNDA--- - FEIRA Unidadel: Li~o3--- 
- Descri~fesehoras/Alinguaportuguesa. L3: p. 52--- - 53: A 
hora. L3: p.53--- - 57: Verbos Set e Estar. Vocabulfirio: Os dias 
da semana e os meses (L3: p. 50--- - 51). VocabulArio: Nflmeros 
de 20--- - 1000 (L3: p. 51). 

11 QUARTA--- - FEIRA 

PRATICA E DIALOGO L3 p. 46 + 48: Difilogo 1 + 5. 

13 SEXTA .... FEIRA 

L3: p. 58--- - 61: Expressando posse. 

16 SEGUNDA .... FEIRA 



ESSAY 1 (5%). In--- 
by instructor. 

18 QUARTA--- 

TESTE 1(5%). 
agosto 23 until setembro 13. (inclusive). 

2t) SEXTA--- - FEIRA 

- class activity. Themes and material defined 

- FEIRA 

In--- - class activity. Material covered from 

N 
Continua�go da aula anterior + difilogo. 

L3: p. 47--- - 48: Difilogo 3. s 

~Exercicios online: LiCgo 3: A, B* 
Due on setembro 22. R u 

23 SEGUNDA--- - F E I R A ~3 

Unidadel: Lie~5o 4 .... 

E* books, quia. com. 

Os pianos/Lagos familiares, s 

L4: p. 72--- - 74: Verbos regulates (at--- - er--- - it). 



ESY 

L 
25 QUARTA--- - FEIRA 

Continua~go da aula anterior. L4: p. 68--- 

27 SEXTA--- - FEIRA 

ABUS 

L4: p. 74--- 

7 

- 76: Verbo Ter & Haver. 

PORT 

- 69: Difilogos 2, 3 e 4. 

30 SEGUNDA .... FEIRA 

L4: p. 76--- - 77: Verbo Ir/Aonde? Para aonde? 

OUTUBRO 

2 QUARTA--- - FEIRA 

L4: p. 78--- - 81 Adjetivos grau comparativo. ~Exercicios 
online: Li~o 4 A, B, E* books.quia.com. Due on outubro 4. 

4 SEXTA .... FEIRA 

PRATICA. 

7 SEGUNDA--- - FEIRA 

TESTE ORAL (5%) In--- - class activity. Format~ themes and 
material defined by instructor. 



9 QUARTA--- - FEIRA REVIS~O PARA O MIDTERM. 

11 SEXTA--- - FEIRA PR~TICA 

14 SEGUNDA--- - FEII~LA~ 

MIDTERM EXAM(20%). In--- - class activity. Material covered 
until from agosto 23 until outubro 11 (inclusive). 

16 QUARTA--- - FEIRA UNIDADE2:LI~XO 5: NA 
EMPRESA (NO TRABALHO). ~ LS: P. 92--- - 95: PRESENTE 

DO INDICATIVO: VERBOS REGULARES TERMINADOS EM 
s AR, ER, IR. RL5: P. 95 VERBOS IRREGULARES 

(CONHECER, SABER, OUVIR, 

SUBIR, PODER). ~ 

PEDIR, SERVIR, u DORMIR, 
q 

s 18 SEXTA .... FEIRA E 
$ 

FALL BREAK--- - nSo h~ aulaso ¥ L L 

21 SEGUNDA .... FEIRA t, FILME u 



23 QUARTA-FEIRA 

8 
$ 

FILME 

PORT 

25 SEXTA .... FEIRA FILM ASSIGNMENT (5%). IN--- 
- CLASS ACTIVITY. 

28 SEGUNDA .... FEIRA 

Continuag~o da aula anterior. L5: p. 88--- - 89: Difilogos 1, 3 & 
4. 

30 QUARTA--- - FEIRA Unidade2:Li,c~o 6: Planejando a 



semana L6: p. 110--- - 111: Verbos IRREGULARES 
(subir). @Exercicios online, Li~o 5: A, B*, C, D, E* em 
books, quia. com. Due on novembro 2. 

NOVEMBRO 1 SEXTA--- - FEIlqLA, 

ATIVIDADE LIVRE 

4 SEGUNDA--- - FEIRA 

E S S A Y 2 (5%). I n--- - class activity. Themes and material 
defined by instructor. 

6 QUARTA--- - FEIRA 

L6: p. 111--- - 114: Introdu~o aos pronomes obliquos (introdu~o 
breve). L6: p. 106--- - 107: Difilogos: l&3. ~ Exercicio 
online, Li~o 6: A & D em books, quia. com. Due on novembro 8. 

8 SEXTA--- - FEIRA~ Unidade2:Li~o 7: Rotina di~ria, s 

L7: p. 124--- - 126: Verbos IRREGULARES (fazer, dizer, trazer, 
dirigir, corrigir, dar, sair, ter, ~ 



ver, vir, ir, subir e p6r). 

11 SEGUNDA--- - FEIRA 

U~OES 

TESTE 2 (5%). E 
$ 

In--- - class activity. Material covered from agosto 23 until 

novembro 8 (inclusive). v L L 

13 QUARTA--- - FEIRA A PR~TICA u 

15 SEXTA--- - FEIRA 

9 

PRATICA 

PORT 



~ Exercicios online, Li¢fio 7 A, B, C & E* em books, quia. com. 
Due on novembro 17 

18 SEGUNDA--- - FEIRA 

L 7: P. 120--- - 121" DI~LOGOS 1, 2 & 3. L7: p. 126--- - 128" 
Verbos reflexivos e pronomes reflexivos. 

20 QUARTA--- - FEIRA ENSAIO PARA O EXAME ORAL - 
-- - review for your oral exam. 

22 SEXTA .... FEIRA 

EXAME ORAL(10%). In--- 
material defined by instructor. 

25 SEGUNDA--- - FEIRA 

- class activity. Format, themes and 

EXAME ORAL(10%). In--- - class activity. Format, themes and 
material defined by instructor. 

27 .... 29 TtlANKSGIVINGRECESS 

DEZEMBRO 2 SEGUNDA .... FEIRA 

E S S A Y 3 (5%). In-class activity. Themes and material 
defined by instructor 

4 QUARTA .... FEIRA .... 

REVIS~O para o exame final. 

9 SEGUNDA .... FEIRA 8:00 AM 

EXAME FINAL(25%). ~ 
N 

Material covered until from agosto 23 until dezembro 4 (inclusive). 
Room tba. s T R 



U~ESESYLLAE~US 

10 
PORT 

IMPORTANT DATES 

AUGUST 28 SEPTEMBER 11 SEPTEMBER 16 SEPTEIMBER 18 SEPTEMBER 22 
OCTOBER 04 OCTOBER 07 OCTOBER 09 

OCTOBER 14 OCTOBER 21 OCTOBER 23 OCTOBER 25 NOVEMBER 02 
NOVEMBER 04 NOVEMBER 08 NOVEMBER 11 NOVEMBER 17 NOVEMBER 22 
NOVEMBER 25 DECEMBER 02 DEZEMBER 04 DEZEMBER 09 

~ Exercicios online: Li¢~o 1 A, B, C, D, E* em books.quia.com. 

Take .... home Take .... home In .... class In .... class Take .... home In--- 
- clase Take .... home In .... class In .... class In .... class In .... class In- 
-- - class Take .... home In .... class In .... class Take .... home Take--- 
- home In .... class In .... class In .... class In .... class + take home TBA 



~Exercicios online: Lig~o 2: A, B, C, D, E* em 
books.quia.com 

ESSAY 1 (5%) 

TEST 1 (5%) 

~Exercicios online: Lig~o 3 A, B*, C, D, E* books.quia.com 

~Exercicios online: Lig~o 4: A, B, E* books.quia.com 

ORAL TEST (5 %) 

MIDTERM REVIEW (study guide) 

MIDTERM EXAM (20%) 

FILM 

FILM 

FILM ASSIGNMENT (5%) 

~Exercicios online, Li~o 5: A, B*, C, D, E* em 
books.quia.com. 

ESSAY 2 (5%) 

Exercicio online, Li@,o 6: A & D em books.quia.com. 

TEST 2 (5%) 

Exercicios online, Li~o 7: A, B, C & E* em 
books.quia.com 

ORAL EXAM (10%) 



ORAL EXAM (10%) 

ESSAY 3 (5%) 

FINAL EXAM REVIEW (study guide) 

FINAL EXAM (25%) 8 AM, room 

Syllabus for Sociology 101 
Fall Semester 2013 

Class Information: 
Professor: Anne S. Hastings 

Hamilton Hall 164 
Email: ahasting@email.unc.edu 

Class Meeting Time: 9:30-10:45 a.m., T/Th 

Office Hours: Hastings, 9-12pm. Wednesdays, & by appt. 
Teaching Assistants: tba & announced on Sakai 

Class Building: Bingham, Room 103 

Course Texts (All are required readinqs,) 

1. You May Ask Yourself by Dalton Conley (3rd Condensed Version) 
2. American Society: How It Really Works by Erik Olin Wright & Joel 

Rogers 
3. What’s the Problem? by Paula S. Rothenberg 
4. Funny in Farsi by Firoozeh Dumas 

Course Grading Scale: 93 and above = A, 90-92 = A-, 87-89=B+, 
83-86=B, 80-82=B-, 77-79=C+, and so on. 
Below 60 is an F. 

Final Course Grade Calculation: 3 Major Exams = 75% of course grade 
2 Written Papers (in class) of 5 pages 
each, which, averaged together = 25% of 
total course grade 



The major exams will be objective - true/false, multiple-choice and matching. 
The two written papers will be in-class assignments. The papers will be in Blue 
Books, 5 pages, double-spaced and printed or handwritten. Your in-class papers 
will be based on a prompt from your readings and/or your class lectures or 
discussion. There are no make-ups for the exams or the papers, unless there is 
an unusual reason for missing, as in being ill. There is no rounding up of grades. 
For example a 92.6 is an A-, not an A. 

Class 
1. 

Rules and Behavior: 
Please turn off or mute your cell phones during lectures. They are 
distracting in a large classroom. If you plan to take notes on your 
computer, please sit in the first three rows of the classroom. 

2. Remember to take your trash with you, when you leave the classroom. 
That includes newspapers, water bottles, gum wrappers, and so on. 

3. The UNC Honor Code is enforced at all exams; you are expected to do 
your own work, and, in your writing, you are expected to reference 
people’s work other than your own, when you incorporate their ideas into 
your writing. This would include quotes or paraphrasing from the readings 
you will be assigned this semester. 

4. Attendance is expected at every class, unless you are sick, have had a 
death in the family, are on a job interview, or you have an excused 
absence as an athlete. There will be random attendance sign-ins or roll 
calls. 

5. Buying (or borrowinq) and readinq the assigned material is expected. I 
have 150 minutes per week of your time, which means I can cover the 
highlights of the material in lecture, but for it to make sense, and for you to 
have even the chance of arriving at "aha!" moments, you must be 
prepared by reading the material. 

6. Exams are based on any and all course material - the readinqs, lectures, 
any movies or documentaries, guest lectures and more. Please keep this 
in mind, as we go through the course. Any of the material assigned, 
including Internet readings or films or sections of books assigned, is fair 
game for test questions. 

7. Please read carefully: A major goal of mine in this introduction to a 
social science discipline is that you acquire the ability to think critically. In 
a world of information overload, it is often difficult to take the time and 
energy and commitment to read and analyze information critically. Also, 
we often don’t realize that critical thinking and analysis is a learned 
behavior and skill. And as a learned skill, practice improves your ability to 
think and write critically. If you acquire that ability, you will be able to use it 
across disciplines and majors on campus, but also in your personal lives 
and decisions. So, while the specific subject matter of this course will be 
sociological, the ability to think critically will serve you well in any course 
and/or any job you may have in the future. 



Schedule of Readinqs 

Note: The readings are assigned in blocks of time; you should read some of the 
material nightly in order to keep up, but al._[ of the material for each block should 
have been read by the end of the lecture discussions for which it was assigned. 
For example, by the end of the first week (August 23rd this semester), you 
should have read the introduction or preface and the first chapter of the Dalton 
core textbook, as well as the Prologue and second article in the Wright and 
Rogers reader. If you were to have a pop quiz in the second week, it would 
cover material that you would have already read; so, for example, if you were to 
have a pop quiz on August 29th, the quiz would address readings and lectures 
on material through August 27th. 

Significant Dates at a Glance: Exam 1: September 19 
Exam 2: October 29 
Final Exam: December 10, 8:00 a.m. 
First Writing Assignment: October 15th 
Second Writing Assignment: November 14 
Fall Break: October 17 & 18 
Thanksgiving: November 28 
Classes End: December 3 for T/Th classes 

"in our time, must we not face the possibility that the human mind as 
a social fact might be deteriorating in quality and cultural level, and yet not 
many would notice it because of the overwhelming accumulation of 
technological gadgets? Is not that one meaning of rationality without 
reason? Of human alienation? Of the absence of any free role for reason in 
human affairs? The accumulation of gadgets hides these meanings: those 
who use these devices do not understand them; those who invent them do 
not understand much else. That is why we may not, without great 
ambiguity, use technological abundance as the index of human quality and 
cultural progress." (Quoted from The Sociological Imagination by C. Wright 
Mills, 1959:175) 

Tuesday/Thursday Lecture Dates in the Semester: 

August 20 & 22 Introduction to sociology as a social science- 
discipline 
We will be discussing what sociology is (and 
what it isn’t), along with terms and definitions; 
further, we will trace the development of 
sociology, focusing on major contributors to 
perspectives in sociology and on research 
findings and conclusions and how those 
findings are obtained. This discussion will also 



include discussion of critical thinking and how 
sociology is often anything but common sense. 

Major point of discussion: understanding what 
sociology is as a social science, defining and 
developing a sociological imagination, and 
understanding the role of critical thinking 

Readings: Chapter 1, Conley, You MayAsk 
Yourself; 
Chapter I & 2, American Society 

August 27 & 29 Continuation of the discussion of sociology as 
a discipline, with emphasis on the major 
theoretical perspectives in sociology and how 
research is conducted 

Readings: Chapter 2, Conley 
Rothenberg, Pages 1-9, & page 
150 

September 3 & 5 Continuation of above, and new discussion of 
the context in which we live our lives (culture) 

Readings: Chapters 3 & 4, Conley 
Chapters 16 & 19, Wright & 
Rogers 

September 10 & 12 Building blocks of culture and society - a 
discussion of groups and organizations and 
how order is established and perpetuated 
among groups, individuals and organizations, 
as well as a discussion of the process by which 
we learn our place, how we form social 
relationships within our culture, and how we 
learn our limits in our culture 

Readings: Chapter 5, Conley 
Pages 94-116, Rothenberg 

September 17 & 19" September 17: Review of Concepts and Ideas 

*September 19: Exam 1, covering all 
material since August 20th 

Multiple choice/True/False - You will need 



September 24 & 26 

October 1 & 3 

October 8 & 10 

an op-scan sheet, available at 
Student Stores (it costs some nominal fee). 

Social Control & Structured inequalities: 

Social Control - How do we, as members of a 
society, maintain continuity and progress? Who 
makes the rules and through what means? 

Social Stratification - the concept of what 
social stratification is in the U.S. and worldwide 
and its implications by social class, gender, 
race or ethnicity and other characteristics. 

Readings: Chapter 6, Conley; 
Chapter 10, Wright and Rogers 

Social Class Stratification 

Readings: Chapters 11-13, Wright and 
Rogers; 
Pages 12-32, Rothenberg 

Stratification by Race/Ethnicity 

Readings: Chapter 9, Conley 
Chapter 14, Wright & Rogers 

October 15" & 17"* 

October 22 & 24th 

October 15" First Writing Assignment - In 
Class- Bring a Blue Book; 

Writing Assignment "prompt" will be based 
on the Funny in Farsi book; you may make 
up an outline beforehand and bring it with 
you, but you must actually write your essay 
in class. 

**Oct. 17th** - Fall break 

Gender & Other Structured Inequalities and 
Public Policy as it intertwines with social 
stratification 

Readings: Chapter 8, Conley 
Chapter 15, Wright & Rogers 



October 29* & 31st *October 29th - Exam 2 

Exam 2 will cover all material since the first 
exam, as well as sociological terminology 
used throughout the course, and Funny in 
Farsi 

You will need an opscan sheet for your 
exam. 

November 5 & 7 Examining our social Institutions in the context 
of their interdependence on each other and in 
the context of stratification (and power) 

November 12 & 14" 

Family and Religion 

Readings: Chapter 10, Conley 
Sections 7.1, 7.2,7.3, 
Rothenberg 

Economy and Politics 

Readings: Chapters 3,4,7,9, 17, 20, 22 
Wright & Rogers 
Sections 8.1 and 8.2, 
Rothenberg 
Sections 1.1 through 2.3, 
Rothenberg 

*November 14: Second Writing Assignment 
- Bring a Blue Book! 

November 19 & 21 More Politics & Government 

Readings: Chapters 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 
Wright & Rogers 

November 26 & 28* November 26: Other Social Institutions: 
Health Care, Military, Environment & Criminal 
Justice 



Chapters 8 & 20, Wright & Rogers 
Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 
Rothenberg 

Thanksgiving, November 28th 

December 3* *Last Day of regular class for T/Th classes 

Recap of major concepts 
Chapter 23, Wright & Rogers 
Conclusion, Rothberg 

December 10 Final Exam in regular classroom at 8 a.m. 



MATH 119 - Fall 2o13 Syllabus - Section 009 

Instructor: Dr. Miranda Thomas 
Office: Phillips 346 
E-Maih mdthomas@ernail.unc.edu 
Office Hours: MWF 12:ooPM - 12:5o PM, or by appointment. 
Course Meeting Time and Room: MWF ll:ooam - ll:5oam Gardner lO4 

Honor Code Statement: Each student is expected to abide by the Honor Code and 
the Student Code of Conduct. http://honor.unc.edu 

Text: Mathematical Modeling, by Davis and Edwards, 2nd Edition. 

Course Content: The goal of this course is to solve mathematical problems, both real 
and abstract, using simple analytic methods. The third of the course will be an 
introduction to functions and math models. The second third of the course will be 
modeling exponential and logarithmic problems and functions. The third part of the 
course will be solving, and modeling problems with polynomials. And, if time permits, 
the end of the course will be focused on the discrete logistic equation and trigonometric 
functions. 

Sakai: https://sakai.unc.edu/portal 

Calculators: Bring your calculator to class every day. 
Required - Graphing calculator (TI 83/84, etc) 
Not allowed - S)anbolic Manipulators (TI-89, Inspire CAS, Voyage 2oo, Casio ClassPad 
330, computer software, etc.) 

Electronic Dex4ces: All cell phones, MP-3 players, etc must be turned off and put 
away. Exceptions: taking notes on a PC or viewing the in-class handouts posted at 
blackboard. 

Grading: lo-point grading scheme 
90% and above - at least A- 
8o% and above - at least B- 
7o % and above - at least C- 
6o% and above - at least D 
less than 6o % - F 

Final Exam: 36%,    Test Average: 48%, Projects: 6%, Excels/Quizzes: lO%. 

Special Needs: Any student with learning disabilities or other special needs should 
contact me immediately to make sure you are receiving all of your accommodations and 
that I have acquired your paper work from the University. 

NO make-up tests; NO make-up HW/quizzes; NO extra credit. 



Tests: There will be three in-class tests. You may take a test early, if you talk to me 
ASAP and you have a legitimate reason. You may not take a test late. Your lowest test 
grade will be replaced by the average of your final exam and lowest test grade if and only 
if your final exam is higher than your lowest test grade. 

HW/Excels/Projects: Homework will be out-of-class assignments, but will not be 
collected. Excels and Projects will be collected throughout the semester. 

Authorized Aid: I strongly encourage you to collaborate with your classmates on your 
quizzes/HW. Study groups are what got me through college, so I highly suggest you do 
the same. You may not use an on online problem-solving service for graded work. 

Attendance: You are expected to attend class. Do not make tardy’s a habit. Also, 
leaving class early tells me that you did not want to be in class that day, and will be 
counted as an absence. If you need to leave early, let me know in advance. 

Practice Problems and Studying: Homework problems will be posted on sakai. If 
you are struggling with any section, I encourage you to work additional problems from 
the text. Reading the text and working the examples before the section is covered in 
class is a great way to study. Seeing the material beforehand reinforces the concepts 
once you get to class. I also encourage you to ask questions in class as well as answer 
questions in class. 

Math Help Center: The Math Help Center (Phillips 365) offers free tutoring services 
for MATH 119. The Spring 2o12 hours are as follows: l:oopm-6:oopm M-Th, l:oopm- 
3:oopm F. The MHC will be open eveD" day that the university is open, starting from 
the first day of class to the last day of class. For more information, go to: 
http://math.une.edu/for-undergrads/help-eenter. 

Final Exam: The final is cumulative. A written exam excuse from the student’s dean is 
required for any student needing to take the exam at another time. Instructors may not 
give permission for make-up or alternate exam times. 

Test/Final Exam Dates: TBA 
Test 1 - 
Test 2 - 
Test 3 - 
Final - Friday, December6tt~ 12:00pm-3:oopm 

Other Important Dates: 
Registration Dates: 
Last day to add - Monday August 26th 
Last day for undergrads to drop - Monday October 14th 

University Holidays that affect our course: 
Labor Day - Monday September 2nd 
Fall Break - Friday October 18th 
Thanksgiving Break - Wednesday November 27th -- Friday November 29th 

Last Day of Class - Wednesday December 4th 



Office: 210 Battle Hall 
Office Hours: Wed. 9-12 
Fall 2013 

UNC-CH Prof. Hildebrand 
hildebra@email.unc.edu 

Introduction to African American and Diaspora Studies 

AAAD 130 

This course will introduce students to some of the ideas, events, individuals, and organizations 
that have played major roles in the ongoing process of shaping the contours of the history, 
cultures and identities of Africans in the Western hemisphere, from the landing of the first slave 
ships through the election ofBarack Obama as President of the United States. By its very nature, 
a course with a scope that is this broad cannot be comprehensive, but engaged students will 
develop a thoughtful understanding of the meaning and complexity of essential themes in the 
black experience. Much of the straightforward information will be delivered in lectures, but 
class discussions of complex issues will also be an important part of the course. Students will 
read and assess a textbook on the African Diaspora, a slave narrative, an extended essay by a 
writer from Antigua, and the memoir of a black professor from Columbia University who 
retraces the j ourney of her forebears across the Atlantic in an effort to understand the multi- 
faceted significance of that voyage. Particular attention will be paid to Pan African political and 
cultural developments like Negritude, the Universal Negro Improvement Association and the Pan 
African Conferences that were held between 11900 and 11945. We will view a film on black 
Martinique in the 1930s and also discuss segments of documentaries on the cultural and political 
significance of Muhammad Ali and Bob Marley. Haiti and Brazil will provide essential 
perspectives on the black experience. In addition, Ghana recurs as a site and a symbol, because 
it was a major entrepot for the slave trade, the nexus of Pan Africanism under Kwame Nkrumah, 
and it became the final resting place of W.E.B. Du Bois. Overall, it is the objective of this 
course to provide students with a basic framework for understanding the evolving meanings of 
the term A~ican American. 

The requirements include: two exams (20% & 25%), a cumulative final examination (30%), and 
a reflective book review. (4-6 pages, 25%) All students are encouraged and expected to 
participate in class discussions. 

The following books are required: 

Douglass, Frederick 
Gomez, Michael 
Hartman, Saidiya 
Kincaid, Jamaica 

Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass: An American Slave 
Reversing Sail: A History of the African Diaspora 
Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic Slave Route 
A Small Place 



October 

Schedule of Classes 
(subj ect to adjustment) 

August 20: Introduction to the Course 

22: Origins of the Slave Trade 
a. Gomez, chapter 4 

27: The Mechanics of the Slave Trade 

29: View: The Old African Blasphemer 

September 3: The Great Dispersal/Creation of the African Diaspora 
a. Gomez, chapter 5 

5: The Development of Slavery in North America 

-Cases of Virginia and South Carolina 
-Slavery in U.S. Constitution 

10: The Formation of ’Afro-American’ Cultures 

12: North American Antebellum Slave Community 
a. Gomez, chapter 6 

17: North American Antebellum Slave Community 
a. begin reading Douglass Narrative 

19: Discussion of The Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass 

24: Emancipation in the United States and Its Aftermath 

26: TBA 

1: **** First Exam**** 

3: The Haitian Revolution 
a. Gomez, chapter 6 

8: Emancipation Elsewhere in the Diaspora/Jamaica, Cuba and Brazil 
a. review Gomez 6 

10: Forcibly Roiling Back the Promise of Emancipation in U.S. 
The Nadir: The last decades of 19th Century through the beginnings of 20th 



November 5: 

7: 

15: Resurgent Radicalisms/Competing Philosophies 

W.EB. Du Bois and N.A.A.C.P.v. Marcus Garvey and U.N.I.A 
a. Gomez, chapter 7 

17: The Pan African Movement in the 20th Century 

a. review Gomez, chapter 7 (view film, Sugar Cane Alley) 

22: Negritude (Aime Caesar) and The Negro Renaissauce 
a. review Gomez, chapter 7 (view film, Sugar Cane Alley) 

24: Discussion of Sugar Cane Alley (Martinique), directed by Euzhan Palcy 

a. begin reading A Small Place 

29: Discussion of A Small Place (Antigua) by Jamaica Kincaid 

30: Black Brazil - Abdias do Nascimento, Benedita da Silva, Orfeu 

**** Second Exam **** 

Martin Luther King, Jr., U.S. Civil Rights Movement 1954-1965 
a. begin reading, Lose Your A4other, by Saidiya Hartman 

112: Malcolm X - Black Nationalism / Muhammad All in Africa 

14: INDEPENDENCE! In the Caribbean and Africa 

-Kwame Nkrumah and Ghanaian Nexus 

119: Bob Marley / Soul to Soul 
view and discuss segments of these two documentaries 

Roots, Afrocentricity, and Creolite 

Extended office hours re Hartman paper - no class meeting 

Concluding class and summary of themes of the course 
**** Hartman Papers due in class **** 

21: 

26: 

December 3: 

**** FINAL EXAM, THURSDAY, 12 DECEMBER 8AM **** 



ADDENDUM 
1. Attendance is expected, but ultimately is your responsibility. This is not the 4th grade. 

2. Students are encouraged to take notes in any way, or with any device, that will be 
effective and not distracting or disruptive. Computers are permitted and welcome. 
Watching students read or send emails, texts or other kinds of messages during class is 
annoying and a nuisance. It is also more obvious than you may think. You should not 
come to class on those days when you know that 75 minutes is going to be too long for you 
to pay attention. 

3. It is my responsibility as instructor to provide comments and clarity concerning grades. 
If the reason you received a grade is unclear, or seems unfair, you are encouraged to talk 
with me during office hours or at another time that may work better for your schedule. 

4. The lack of intellectual integrity will make this whole exercise a pointless useless waste 

of time. Your own sense of integrity should suffice, but we are all expected and required to 
adhere to the University’s Honor Code, and indicate so by signing the pledge on all work. 

For more information see honor.unc.edu 

5. Assignments and deadlines are subject to adjustment. Grading criteria and scales are 
not. 

6. Accommodations will be made for any documented disability. This is a routine matter 
with which students should feel comfortable. Confidentiality will be respected. 



Chemistry 101 (Section 2) Fall 2013 

Instructor: David G. Jones, Lecturer 
Office: Kenan 147A, 919-962-8037 
Email: dgjones@unc.edu 

Class meetings: T/Th, 8:00 am - 9:15 pm, Genome Sciences G100 

Office hours: T/Th 10:00 - 11:00 am; Wed. 8:30 - 9:30 am 
Friday Noon - 1:00 pm: Group problem solving in Kenan 143 

Textbook and Materials 
¯ Chemistry: The Central Science, 12th Edition, Brown/LeMay/Bursten/Murphy/Woodward 

(required) 
¯ Solutions to Red Exercises (to accompany Chemistry: The Central Science, 12th Ed), 

Roxy Wilson (optional) 
¯ Small molecule-building kit (optional) 
¯ Scientific calculator (required) 

Prerequisite: MATH 110 (or higher math) 

Sakai 
This class will use the Sakai platform. Everyone enrolled in the course has access at 
http://sakai.unc.edu by using their ONYEN. Please become familiar with Sakai because I will 
send class emails, post questions/answers on the discussion board as well as announcements 
during the session. (Also note that the email address associated with your onyen is the one 
that will receive these emails.) I will also post grades in Sakai’s gradebook so that individuals 
will be able to confirm their grades. 

Exam Schedule 
Three midterm exams will be given during the semester; the dates below are tentative and 
will be confirmed prior to each exam: 

Thursday, September 12 (Ch 1-3) 
Thursday, October 10 (Ch 4-5) 
Thursday, November 14 (Ch 6-8) 

The final Exam will be given at 8:00 am on Thursday, December 12, in Genome Sciences 
G100. It will include a section on new material (from Ch 9) AND a longer cumulative portion 
covering the entire semester. 

No make-up midterm exams will be given. See my comments (next page) about my policy of 
dropping one exam. No exceptions to this policy will be made. 

Final exams can be rescheduled (for a date prior to the exam date) ONLY with a Dean’s 
excuse and ONLY if arrangements are made before the last class of the semester (Tuesday, 

December 3). 

All midterm exams must be written in pen. If a mistake was made in the way a problem was 
graded, please hand the exam in to me so that the mistake can be corrected; this request 
must be made within one week of the exam being returned in class. However, frivolous 
requests for additional points are not appreciated or rewarded. 



Chemistry 101 (Section 2) 
Course Evaluation 
Course grades will be determined using the following weighting: 

Midterms 60% 

Homework average 10% 

Final exam 30% 

Total 100% 

Fall 2013 

I will drop each student’s lowest midterm exam score and replace it with the average of the 
other two exam scores. If you miss a midterm exam for any reason (illness, emergency, etc.), 
you will receive a zero for that exam and it will count as your dropped exam score. Please 
note again that no exceptions to this policy will be made. 

At the end of the semester, each student’s scores will be totaled and then converted to a 
percentage score. Course grades will be assigned according to the following scale: 

Percentage Course 
score grade 
93-100 A 
90-92 A- 
87-89 B+ 
83-86 B 
80-82 B- 
75-79 C+ 
66-74 C 
60-65 C- 
50-59 D 
< 50 F 

According to the UNC-CH Undergraduate Bulletin and the Registrar’s website, 
permanent grades are defined as follows: 

A Mastery of course content at the highest level of attainment that can reasonably be expected of 
students at a given stage of development. The A grade states clearly that the student has shown 
such outstanding promise in the aspect of the discipline under study that he/she may be strongly 
encouraged to continue. 

B Strong performance demonstrating a high level of attainment for a student at a given stage of 
development. The B grade states that the student has shown solid promise in the aspect of the 
discipline under study. 

C A totally acceptable performance demonstrating an adequate level of attainment for a student at a 
given stage of development. The C grade states that while not yet showing any unusual promise, the 
student may continue to study in the discipline with reasonable hope of intellectual development. 

D A marginal performance in the required exercises demonstrating a minimal passing level of 
attainment for a student at a given stage of development. The D grade states that the student has 
given no evidence of prospective growth in the discipline; an accumulation of D grades should be 
taken to mean that the student would be well advised not to continue in the academic field. 

F For whatever reasons, an unacceptable performance. The F grade indicates that the student’s 
performance in the required exercises has revealed almost no understanding of the course content. A 
grade of F should warrant an adviser’s questioning whether the student may suitably register for 
further study in the discipline before remedial work is undertaken. 



Chemistry 101 (Section 2) Fall 2013 
Online Homework 
Online homework assignments will be assigned most weekends, This semester, the online 
homework will be through Mastering Chemistry. 

The publisher (Pearson) has set up a special UNC portal for Mastering Chemistry. At this portal 
you will both purchase access for the semester and log into Mastering Chemistry each time 
you use it. The cost is $34 per semester (MC only), or $58.40 per semester (MC plus ebook). 
The url is http://www.pearsoncustom.com/nc/chapelhill_chemistry/. 

Using the portal, enroll in the Mastering Chemistry course by following the instructions on the 
handout on Sakai. Complete the "Introduction to MasteringChemistry" assignment by 
11:59 pro, Wednesday, August 28th, This is not an optional assignment and must be 
completed; it is intended to give you experience using the MC system. 

Thereafter, graded assignments will become available on Thursdays at 7:00 pm and be due 
Mondays at noon. No late assignments will be accepted for any reason. The Mastering 
Chemistry clock will be used to determine the due date/time; this clock may differ from your 
computer’s clock or your watch, so do NOT wait until the last minute to complete and submit 
your assignments. 

Also available each week, during the week, will be TUTORIALS. Tutorials differ from 
ASSIGNMENTS in that tutorials are optional. They are designed to provide more in-depth 
explanation of course concepts. Even though tutorials are optional, research has shown that 
their completion is beneficial to student learning, and that exam scores are higher for those 
who complete them. 

Therefore, course policy regarding tutorials will be thus: 
For each tutorial before a midterm you satisfactorily complete (earn 90% or better), you will 
earn ONE additional point on that midterm. 

Tutorials will be offered each week that is not an exam week, available Monday, noon through 
Thursday 11 am. There will be three tutorials prior to Midterm 1; successful completion of 
each tutorial will net you three points on the midterm (up to 100%). For example, consider a 
student who completes the Math Tutorial (95%) and the tutorial on Chapter 2 (92%). If she 
then scores a 78 on the first exam, a score of 80 will be recorded in the gradebook for that 
midterm. 

Likewise there will be three tutorials prior to Midterm 2 (for up to three additional points on 
Midterm 2), and three tutorials prior to Midterm 3 (for up to three additional points on 

Midterm 3). 

All graded assignments AND tutorials are to be worked independently (by you alone) with no 
outside help of any kind: fellow students, friends, teachers, TAs. Any collaboration will be 
treated as a violation of the UNC Honor Code and will be handled accordingly. 



Chemistry 101 (Section 2) Fall 2013 
Honor Code 
Policy adopted by the faculty of the Department of Chemistry on September 9, 1977 

"Since all graded work (including homework to be collected, quizzes, papers, mid-term 
examinations, final examinations, research proposals, laboratory results and reports, etc.) may 
be used in the determination of academic progress, no collaboration on this work is permitted 
unless the instructor explicitly indicates that some specific degree of collaboration is allowed. 
This statement is not intended to discourage students from studying together or working 
together on assignments which are not to be collected." 

The UNC Honor Code is the cornerstone of academic integrity at UNC, so if you are unfamiliar 
with it, please review the Instrument at honor.unc.edu. While I do not anticipate any 
problems, I do not hesitate to report infractions. 

Please also note that it is an Honor Code violation to enroll in a class for which you do not 
have the appropriate prerequisites. It is also a violation to use cell phones or communicating 
calculators in class. 

How to succeed in this class 
Attendance is highly recommended. While I cannot take attendance, I expect you be present 
at all lectures and actively participate by taking notes and asking questions (not reading the 
newspaper or surfing the internet). Past experience has shown a correlation between class 
attendance and performance on exams. You are responsible for all information and material 
presented in class sessions, even if it’s not in the textbook. 

In addition to showing up, I expect that you come prepared; you should read the assigned 
sections prior to class (see course schedule) and attempt the practice exercises therein. Each 
class session, we will spend the beginning of class discussing those concepts; the remainder of 
class will be devoted to problem-solving, so always have your calculator handy. 

Unless otherwise noted in class, you are responsible for all material covered in Chapters 1-9 of 
the textbook. I recommend that students complete all "red" problems in these chapters, ata 
minimum, because you have access to the solutions in the Student Solutions Guide. However, 
if you rely on the Solutions Guide frequently, or cannot solve a problem without referencing it, 
then you may not understand the material as well as you think you do. 

You may find it beneficial to work additional problems as well, especially on specific concepts. 
Solutions to the "black" problems can be viewed during office hours. Another source of 
practice problems is the MasteringChemistry website, specifically the Study Area. 

Study groups can be a beneficial way to learn the material so find a group and meet regularly 
to work problems. Also take advantage of the Discussion Board on BB as a way to ask and 
answer questions. 

The most important thing is to work problems (without the Solutions Guide nearby) and get 
help as soon as you identify a concept you don’t understand. The Learning Center offers 
three venues for free tutoring: 

1) Resource Center in Kenan 143. Hours are Mon-Thurs 2 pm - 8 pm. 
2) Peer Tutoring Program in Dey Hall. Upperclassmen offer one-on-one tutoring Tues and 

Weds evenings, 6-9 pm, Dey Hall, 2nd floor beginning the third week of class. 
3) The Learning Center also coordinates free tutoring by appointment: 

http://learningcenter.unc.edu or 919-962-8012 



Chemistry 101 (Section 2) Fall 2013 
Course Schedule 
Below is a tentative schedule of topics. Please note that the schedule (wrt topic) is subject to 
change; all changes will be announced in class and on blackboard.unc.edu. 

Day Date Lecture material Text 
T 8/20 Introduction 

Chapter 1: Matter 1.1-1.4 
R 8/22 Chapter 1: Significant figures & calculations 1.5-1.6 
T 8/27 Chapter 2: Atomic structure, periodic table 2.1-2.5 
R 8/29 Chapter 2: Nomenclature and formulae 2.6-2.9 
T 9/3 Chapter 3: Stoichiometry of chemical formulae 3.3-3.5 
R 9/5 Chapter 3: Stoichiometry of chemical reactions 3.1-3.2 

3.6-3.7 
T 9/10 Review 
R 9/12 Hidterm 1 
T 9/17 Chapter 4: Precipitation reactions, acid-base reactions 4.1-4.3 
R 9/19 Chapter 4: Redox reactions, oxidation numbers, molarity 4.4-4.5 
T 9/24 Chapter 4: Stoichiometric analysis of solutions 4.6 
R 9/26 Chapter 5: Energy, first law of thermodynamics, enthalpy, 5.1-5.5 

calorimetry 
T 10/1 Chapter 5: Enthalpies of reaction, Hess’s law 5.4, 5.6 
R 10/3 Chapter 5: Enthalpies of formation, food and fuels 5.7-5.8 
T 10/8 Review 
R 10/10 Hidterm 2 
T 10/15 Chapter 6: Dual properties of light and matter, Bohr model 6.1-6.4 
R 10117 Fall Break 
T 10/22 Chapter 6: Quantum numbers, orbitals, electron configurations 6.5-6.8 
R 10/24 Chapter 6: Electron configurations of atoms and ions 6.8-6.9 

7.4 
T 10/29 Chapter 7: Effective nuclear charge, trends in atom/ion size 7.1-7.3 
R 10/31 Chapter 7: Trends in ionization energy, electron affinity 7.4-7.8 

Chapter 8: Ionic bonding 8.2 
T 11/5 Chapter 8: Covalent bonding, electronegativity, Lewis structures 8.1 

8.3-8.5 
R 11/7 Chapter 8: Resonance, exceptions to octet rule, bond 8.6-8.8 

characteristics 
T 11/12 Review 
R 11/14 Midterm 3 
T 11/19 Chapter 9: Molecular shapes, VSEPR theory, polarity 9.1-9.3 
R 11/21 Chapter 9: Hybridization, VSEPR, multiple bonds 9.5-9.6 
T 11/26 Chapter 9: MO theory 9.7-9.8 
R 11/28 Thanksgiving Holiday 
T 12/3 Review 
R 12/12 Final Exam 



AAAD 412-001: History and Politics of North-East Africa--Fall 2013 

Instructor: Professor Bereket IH. Selassie 

Office: 209 Battle Hall. [Office Hours: to be announced]. 

COURSE SUMMARY 

This course will focus on the recent history and politics of the Northeastern African sub-region 

commonly known as the Horn of Africa. The course is designed to introduce the student to the 

origin, evolution, and present character and behavior of the states of the sub-region, their 

relationship with their respective civil societies, their national and geopolitical policies and 

politics. A great deal of attention will be paid to the conflict and conflict resolution, including the 

basic premise of such resolution. More specifically, the war in the Sudan and the eventual 

secession of South Sudan, the war between Ethiopia and Eritrea, the statelessness of Somalia until 

2012 with new hopes of resolution, the secession of Northern Somalia (Somaliland), and the 

predicament and prospects of Djibouti will be discussed. 

Course Goals: Upon completion of AFRI 524, students should be able to demonstrate general 

knowledge of the history of the region, and an understanding of the principal forces and issues 

involved in conflict, in a historical perspective spanning the late nineteenth century and all of 

twentieth century history. 

Attendance Policy: Students are required to attend all sessions of the course. Justifiable absence 

may be accepted, including absence due to medical reasons for which a doctor’s statement will be 

needed. Absence without justification of two or more sessions will result in grade loss. 

READING MATERIAL 

[] On Sudan. 

Required: Sudan’s Comprehensive Peace Agreement (CPA): The Long Road Ahead. 

International Crisis Group (ICG), Africa Report No 106, 31 March 2006. 

<http:iiwww.crisisgroup.orgihomiindex.cfm?id=4055&l=l>; 

"Unifying Darfur’s Rebels: A Prerequisite for Peace." ICG 6 October 2005. 

<http:/A~avw.crisisgroup.org/home/index.cfm?id=3723&l=l> 

For a general history of the North-South Conflict see Francis Deng, War of Visions: Conflict 

of Identities in the Sudan. 1995. 



[] On iEthiopia. 

Required: Harold Marcus, A Histor?_r of Ethiopia. 1994. Recommended: Bahru Zewde, 

History of Ethiopia. 

[] On Eritrea. 

Required Bereket Habte Selassie, Wounded Nation, Red Sea Press, 2011. Recommended: 

Ruth Iyob, The Eritrean Struggle for Independence. 2002. 

[] On Somalia 

See Report of International Crisis Group (ICG). Citation and additional sources to be given in 

class 

On Regional (Get-political) Issues and foreign intervention, see Elizabeth Schmidt, Foreign 

Intervention in Africa, Cmnbridge Univ. Press, 2013, especially chapter 6. 

See also Okbazghi Yohannes, Water Resources and Inter-Riparian Relationships in the Nile 

Basin. State University of New York Press, 2008 

[N.B. Additional readings will be assigned in class]. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

--Class Attendance and participation in discussion* 

--Two short Papers (6-8 pages). [Due dates to be announced.] 

--One Long semester Paper (15-18 pages.) Due date: to be announced 

[*NB. Students are required to have read the appropriate assignments, to take notes during lecture 

segment and participate during the discussion segment of the class]. 

GRADING IPERCENTAGES 

--Attendance and iParticipation 

--Two Short Papers 

--Long semester Paper 

5 points 

25 points each 

45 points 

(5% of final grade)* 

(50% of final grade) 

(45% of final grade) 

Academic Dishonesty and Plagiarism: 

Academic dishonesty, including plagiarism, will not be tolerated; and if it: occurs, it will be duly reported to 
the appropriate authorities. 



Honor Code: Every student enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor 
code. For more information, see honor.unc.edu. 

SESSIONS: [Reading assignments are in the square brackets.] 

- 1. Roll Call--Ove~Tiew of Course work 

- 2. Introduction to the history and current politics of the sub-region 

- 3. Continuation of session 2. 

- 4. Origin and growth of the Ethiopian Polity [Marcus, pages 1-90] 

- 5. Continuation of session 4. 

--6. Haile Selassie’s Ethiopia [Marcus, pages 130-180] 

- 7. Halle Selassie’s Ethiopia Remarks of teacher based on Memoirs 

- 8. The Ethiopian Revolution [Marcus, pages 181-201. 

- 9. Ethiopia and Eritrea [Marcus, 202-220; Iyob, chpts 1-4] 

-10. Continuation of session 9. [Same sources] 

-11. Issues of self-determination and territorial integrity. [Marcus, pages 202-220; Iyob, 

pages 82-97.] 

-12. Ethiopia and Eritrea after 1991--Conflict, Intervention and the unfulfilled Democratic 

Promise. Bereket H. Selassie, Wounded Nation, and other reading assignments to be given 

-13. Continuation of Session 12. 

-14. Religion, Ethnicity and Politics in the Sudan. [See required reading cited above]. 

-15. Sudan after the Peace Agreement--South Sudan. [See above-cited source]. 

-16. Somalia: Nation in search of a State. [Report of ICG]. 

-17. Somalia as a Pawn of Regional Politics. Wounded Nation, and reading to be assigned. 

-18. Djibouti: and IGAD. [Reading to be assigned]. 

-19. Continuation of Session 18. 

-20. Last Class: Summary and Discussion of Recurring Issues, including Regional Politics. 



Founda~ion~ of I~fo#ma~io~ S~ieR~e 

UNC School of Information and Library Science, INLS :10:1, Fall 20:13 

Who’s Teaching It 

Ryan Shaw 

When & Where It Is 

~uesdays & ~hursda~s $2i30 $i45 Prvl 

Manning 307 

What It Is 

Examines the evolution of information science; information representation, organization and 

management; information in social organizations; search and retrieval; human information 

seeking and interaction; policy, ethics and scholarly communications. 

IsThat All? 

Nope[ You should probably check out the guidelines. 

Evaluation & Grading 

Course grades will be determined as follows: 

¯ 5 points: Participation (see below) 

° 20 points: Reflections on readings 

° 25 points each: Three exams 

Points will be converted to letter grades as follows: 

:100-95: A, 94-9:1: A-, 90-88: B+, 87-85: B, 84-8:1: B-, 80-78: C+, 77-75: C, 74-7:1: C-, 70-68: D+, 67- 

60: D, < 60: F 

See the Undergraduate Bulletin for definitions of these letter grades. 

Participation 



Your participation grade is based on three things: attendance, behavior and 

general participation. 

Attendance. You are expected to attend all classes and to arrive to class before it starts. 

You will lose participation points for excessive and unexcused absences and for arriving 

late to class. You should be seated and ready to start at 12:30 PM. You can miss one day 

for any reason, no questions asked and without penalty. 

Behavior, Be courteous to your classmates and course instructor by not conversing with 

others during class lectures. Turn off cell phones, pagers, and other devices that might 

disrupt class. Use laptops and other devices to support current course activities only. 

Pay attention. Daydream infrequently. 

General Participation. Class participation consists of doing the following: being 

prepared for class, making observations about the readings, asking questions, taking 

notes, actively working on in-class exercises and actively listening. 

If an unexpected problem arises for you during the course of the semester (serious illness, etc.), 

please let me know so that we can discuss an appropriate plan. If you need to miss class 

because of a religious holiday, then we can make alternative arrangements for this as well. (For 

other information about class attendance, see the Undergraduate Bulletin.) 

Communicating with me 

Please use Piazza to communicate with me about issues related to this class. I receive a lot of 

email, and much of it gets filtered into folders that I do not check regularly. Messages sent via 

Piazza, on the other hand, are guaranteed to get to me quickly. 

If your question or message is only relevant to you personally, you can post privately (only I will 

see your message). But if you have a question that you think another student in the class might 

be able to answer, or if you think the answer to your question might be useful to others in the 

class, please post your question non-privately so everyone in the class can see it (you can still 

remain anonymous to your fellow students). 

I will try my best to respond to you within a 24-hour period, but in some cases it may take 2 to 3 

days. Please keep this in mind when you are scheduling your own activities, especially those 

related to exam preparation. If you wait until the day before an exam to ask me a clarification 

question, there is a good chance that you will not receive a response before the exam. 

If you need assistance understanding a concept or an assignment, or have another potentially 

complicated question, then please make an appointment for my office hours and visit me in- 

person. If you ask a question via email that I believe is better suited for in-person discussion, 



then I will ask you to visit my office. If you have questions about how your assignment was 

evaluated, then you must visit me in-person to have this discussion. **1 will not discuss your 

grades and my evaluation of your work via email.** 

Honor Code 

You are expected to know and respect UNC Honor Code. Collaboration, discussion, and seeking 

assistance from other students is encouraged in this class and is not inconsistent with the 

Honor Code. In the case of written work, all words drawn from others must be attributed 

appropriately. 



Prof. Eren Tasar 
etasar@emafl.unc.edu 
464 Hamilton 
Office Hours: W 1:00-3:00 

History 190: Special Topics 
Central Asia Siuce the Mongols 

Fall 2013 
MWF 12:00-12:50 

Gardner 106 

Overview 
This course offers an introduction to the political, religious, cultural and social history of 
Eurasia - Afghanistan as ~vell as Russian and Chinese Central Asia - from the eighteenth 
centm?~" to the present day. We will conceptualize the Eurasian space across modem 
political boundaries by charting the evolution of several themes in different parts of the 
region. The course will particularly highlight the central role of the Muslim faith as a 
source of inspiration, consternation and anxiety among rulers, reformers, conquerors, and 
modernizers. 

Books (available at bookstore and, at significantly discounted prices, amazon.com) 
I don’t believe any of these books have come out in more than one edition, but you are 
free to use any version you encounter, especially if doing so will save you money. Just be 
sure you are reading the actual selections I have assigned. 
Chingiz Aitmatov. Jamilia (London: Telegram, 2008) 
Thomas Barfield. Afghanistan: a cultural and political History (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2010) 
Masood Farivar. Confessions of a Mullah Warrior (New York: Atlantic Monthly, 2009) 

Adeeb Khalid. Islam after Communism: religion and politics in Central Asia (Berkeley: 

UC Press, 2007) 
James Millward. Eurasian Crossroads: a histoty of Xinjiang (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2007) 
Mukhamet Shayakhmetov. Silent Steppe: the story of a Kazakh nomad under Sta#n 

(London: Overlook, 2007) 

Course Requirements 
Section Attendance and Participation: 20% 
Two short papers (September 27 & November 22): 20% 
Two quizzes (September 11 & November 4): 20% 
Midterm Exam (October 7): 20% 
Final Exam (December 7): 20% 

Section recitations are a critical component of the course. Their goal is to help you 
improve your writing, thinking, and argumentation skills. To this end it is of the utmost 
importance that you participate actively in section discussion, come prepared to air your 
views about the assigned readings and consider those of your classmates, and develop 



your own viewpoint on the theme, problem, or question the section is devoted to. 
Attendance at recitations is mandatory You will be allowed only one excused absence 
from section during the semester. From then one you will be required to submit a 
document (e.g., note from Student Health Services, card from a funeral home for 
attendance at a funeral, police report for a car accident, etc.) to have any further absences 
not count against your grade. You should inform me two weeks in advance of an 
anticipated absence due to religious observance. Even when absent you will be expected 
to have completed the assigned reading. I will develop quiz and exam questions on the 
assumption that you done all the assigned reading for the course, regardless of any 
absences. 

Twice during the semester you will write a five page paper devoted to a reading 
discussed in section. Instructions on the expectations and submission instructions for 
these assignments will be posted in the "assignments" folder on blackboard. All papers 
must be handed in at the beginning of class on the day that the paper is due. Late papers 
will result in a lower grade for the assignment. For each day that the paper is late, the 
paper’ s letter grade will be lowered by one third of a grade. 

All students enrolled in H190 are bound to the Honor Code. I will fully enforce 
disciplinary- action as per university policy with respect to plagiarism. You are 
responsible for acquainting yourself with these policies at 
http:iistudentconduct.unc.eduihonor.htm A guide to proper citation can be found at 
http://www.lib.unc.edu/instruct/citations. You are encouraged to come to me with any 
questions you have about plagiarism or proper citation, and especially encouraged to do 
so well before submitting any assignment. 

Attendance and participation in lecture is also mandatory. Powerpoint presentations for 
lectures will be posted the day after each lecture in the "course documents" folder on 
blackboard. They are intended to help you study. You will not be able to pass this class 
by perusing the powerpoint presentations, doing the readings only, or surfing Wikipedia. 
Classroom conduct: Now that the university has instituted universal wi-fi access across 
campus the temptation to surf the internet during lecture will be ineluctably strong for all 
but the most discipled students. Please therefore take careful note of the following policy 
concerning use of computers in classroom. Students are permitted to use computers 
during lecture for the purpose of taking notes. Those students who choose to undermine 
their own performance in the course and jeopardize their final grade by using their 
computers to surf the internet or engage in other activities not related to H190 rather than 
take notes are kindly requested to note that this behavior will be tolerated only provided 
that it does not distract other students in the lecture hall. To this end perusal or viewing of 
moving images on computers is not permitted, nor is the use of handheld electronic 
devices such as iphones, cell phones, androids, etc. I will bring an end to such distracting 
activities immediately upon observing them. 

H190 will feature one midterm and a final. The midterm will be a take-home; further 
information will be provided closer to the date. The final exam, which will take place on 
Friday, December 13, at 12:00 PM in our regular classroom, will consist of two essays. 



(Please note that our final exam time and date are set by the university.) The first essay 
~vill address the materials covered in the second half of the course. The second essay ~vill 

ask you to think about the course as a whole. Only students with acceptable written 
documentation explaining their absences will be permitted to make up either exam. You 
must complete the two writing assignments, the midterm, and the final exam in order to 
pass the course. 

You are encouraged to seek out help by e-marl or in person. My office hours are listed at 
the top of the first page. You can also e-mail me to schedule an appointment. I will be 
very happy to see you in person and to get to know you better, as this can be challenging 
for all of us in such a large lecture course. I have one goal: to make HI 90 as educational, 
stimulating and (hopefully) memorable an experience for you as possible. 

During the term ~ve ~vill ~vatch the film Mongol at a time to be determined. 

Week 1: Introduction 

Wednesday, August 21l: What (and where) is Central Asia? 

Friday, August 23: no recitatiot~ this week 

Peter Perdue. China Marches West, 19-50 

(Available under "Resources" in Sakai.) 

Week 2: Chingissid Legacies 

Monday, August 26 

Wednesday, August 28 

Friday, August 30 

David Morgan, The Mongols, Chapters 3-4 (available on Sakai) 

Week 3: Russian Rule and Colonial Society 

Monday, September 2: no class, Labor Day 

Wednesday, September 4 

Friday, September 6 

Khalid, Introduction, Chapters 1-2 
Abdurauf Fitrat. "Debate bet~veen a Teacher from Bukhara and a European" (Sakai) 

Week 4: Eastern Turkestan in the Chinese Orbit 



Monday, September 9 

Wednesday, September 11: QUIZ 1 

Friday, September 13 

Millward, Chapters 3-4 

Week 5: Afghanistan in the Nineteenth Century 

Monday, September 16 

Wednesday, September 18 

Friday, September 20 

Barfield, Chapters 1-3 
Life of Abdurrahman, Chapter IV ("A Few Details in my Daily Life") 
http :i/books.google.comibooks?id=rkkoAAAAYAAJ&pg=PA79&source- 
gb s_toc_r&cad=4#v=onepage&q&f-false 

Week 6: The Bolsheviks: Atheist Oppressors or Anti-Colonial Liberators? 

Monday, September 23 

Wednesday, September 25 

Friday, September 27: PAPER 1 DUE IN SECTION 

Khalid, Chapter 3 
Shayakmetov, 3-67, 135-220 

Week 7: Central Asia from WWII to the Soviet Collapse 

Monday, September 30 

Wednesday, October 2: midterm review 

Friday, October 4 

Jamilia 

Week 8: Islam, Nationalism, and Communism in Xinjiang 

Monday, October 7: MIDTERM 



Wednesday, October 9 

Friday, October 11 

Millward, Chapters 5-6 

Week 9: Afghanistan in the Twentieth Century 

Monday, October 14 

Wednesday, October 16: no class, P’all Break 

Friday, October 18: no class, Fall Break 

Barfield, Chapter 4 
Farivar, 1-117, 206-273 
"Tips for Soviets in Afghanistan" http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/in~t~ictures/7885644.stm 

Week 10: The Afghan Civil War, One: The Taliban State-Building Project 

Monday, October 21 

Wednesday, October 23 

Friday, October 25 

Barfield, Chapter 5 
Robert Crews, "Moderate TalibanT" in 7he Ta[iban and the Crisis of Afghanistan (Sakai) 

Week 11: The Afghan Civil War, Two: the international state-building project 

Monday, October 28 

Wednesday, October 30 

Friday, November 1 

Barfield, Chapter 6 
Amin Tarzi, "The Neo-Taliban" 
"ISAF Commander’s Counterinsurgency Guidance (August 2009)" 
http://www.nato.int/isaf/docu/official_texts/counterinsurgency_guidance.pdf 

Week 12: Bridging the 1991 divide: Islam in the Soviet Union 

Monday, November 4: QUIZ 2 



Wednesday, November 6 

Friday, November 8 

Tasar, "Soviet policies toward Islam: domestic and international considerations" 

Week 13: State Building in the post-Soviet Era 

Monday, November 11 

Wednesday, November 13 

Friday, November 15 

Khalid, 168-204 
Millward, Chapter 7 

Week 14:9/11 and its Consequences for Central Asia 

Monday, November 18 

Wednesday, November 20 

Friday, November 22: PAPER 2 DUE IN SECTION 

Reynolds, Chapter 15 

Week 15: Thanksgiving Break 

Week 16: Conclusion 

Monday, December 2 

Wednesday, December 4: course evaluations and final review session 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 1:11 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

FH Dean’s List 

Hi Tony, 

Could you give me field hockey’s dean’s list honorees for Fall 2012 and Spring 2013? 

(Also looking for ACC HR and I can go through the big list and pick them out ... but if you have an easy list in front of you and could include it, that would be great!) 

Thanks, 

Dana 



DRAM 160 F~L3 

Sta -ecraft Drama 160 

TuTh 11:00-12:15 

Instructor: David Navalinsky 

Office Hours: lpm-2pm MTH or by appointment 

CDA Room 0125 

Office: CDA 208 

Email: dbnav@email.u~ 

DRAM 160 - Stagecraft - A general survey of personnel, materials, equipment, and prc 

technical theatre. 

Course policies: 

¯ Students are required to purchase Playmakers Repertory Company (PRC) privilege car( 

production for the fall semester 

¯ Privilege Cards, or P- Cards, get non-Drama Majors into PlayMakers perfor 

of the show. Students MUST select their performance/seat when they ~ 

also exchange up to 24 hours in advance without fees (*subject to avai 

performances of the Mainstage productions except Community Night ~ 

have Privilege Card seats available. P- Cards will be $27 and will be sol 

the PlayMakers Box Office window between August 20 and September 

¯ All exams will be based on material from lectures, PRC productions and scripts of the 

° NO MAKE UP EXAMS WILL BE GIVEN. 



Text: It is highly recommended that you read the plays produced by PlayMakers ReF 

(scripts are available on Sakai) 

THE MOUNTAINTOP BY KATORI HALL 

THE TEMPEST BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

METAMORPHOSES BY MARY ZIMMERMAN 

Grades: 

Two Exams each worth 40% of your grade 

One term paper worth 20% of your grade 

A -- 100% - 94.00% C -- 75.99% - 73.00% 

A- -- 93.99% - 90.00% C- = 72.99% - 70.00% 

B+ = 89.99% - 86.00% D+ = 69.99% - 66.00% 

B = 85.99% - 83.00% D = 65.99% - 63.00% 

B- = 82.99% - 80.00% D- -- 62.99% - 60.00% 

C+ = 79.99% - 76.00% F = 59.99% and below 

Term Paper: 

As part of the course requirements you will be asked to write a three 



the technical 

be asked to 

aspects of a theatrical production. As part of the course 

purchase a Department of Dramatic Art Privilege Card 

paper should include description/critique of 

other technical aspects you feel are pertinent. 

is also required for the course they are an excellent 

production from the Kenan Theatre Company season. 

scenery, lighting, costu~ 

As attending the PRC f~ 

choice. Studen 

The paper sho~ 

double-spaced and represent the standards of university work. 

Papers are due on November 14th by 11:00am. 

Honor Code: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor s) 

for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and go\ 

share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility under the hono 

to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument c 

Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Stl 

all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Your full participatic 

honor code is expected. 

Lunch: 

If you would like to get lunch we could do so for FREE through the "Meals with Heels" 

program, http:iihousinq~uncoeduiresidence-Iifeimealswithheelsischedule-a-meal It’s a 

me, review for exams, and/or talk about your paper. 



DRAMA 160 STAGECRAFT SCHEDULE FA 

WEEK 1 WEEK 9 

8/20 - [ntroduction 10/15 - Sound Design 

8/22 -The Stage/Theatre Architecture 10/17 - FALL BREAK 

WEEK 2 WEEK 10 

8/27 - The Stage/Theatre Architecture 10/22 - Term Paper discussi~ 

8/29 - Theatre Tour #1 10/24 - Term Paper discussi, 

WEEK 3 WEEK 11 

9/3 - Theatre Tour #2 10/29 -Properties - Aline Jol 

9/5 - Theatre Production 10/31 - Theatrical Make-up 

WEEK 4 WEEK 12 



9/10- Theatre Production Staff 11/5 - Design Presentation - 

METAMOPHOSES 

9/12 - Design Process 11/7 - Costume Design - Ja~ 

WEEK 5 WEEK 13 

9/17 - Scenic Design 11/12 - Costume Productior 

9/19 - Design presentation - THE MOUNTAfNTOP 11/14 - Scene Painting - Ca 

PAPERS DUE TOD 

WEEK 6 WEEK 14 

9/24 - Technical Direction 11/19 - Film 

9/25 - Theatrical Construction 11/20 - TBA 

WEEK 7 WEEK 15 

10/1- Lighting Design 11/26-Life Backstage 

10/3 - Lighting Equipment 11/28- THANKSGIVING 

WEEK 8 WEEK 16 



10/8 - Review for Exam #1 

10/10 - Exam #1 

12/3 - Wrap up/Review 

FINAL EXAM - THURSDAY 

This schedule is subject to change, instructor will give as much advance notice as p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:36 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-* 

RE: 

No problem - that is very strange 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:35 AM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Re: 

the original email came to both of us - that seems very strange - don’t know how I did that thanks 

On Aug 27, 2013, at 10:29 AM, "Brown, Michelle" <michellebrown@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scamaer@unc.edu [mailto:scalmer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:26 AM 
To: ASPSA Tutoring; Brown, MJchelle; Yount, Tony 
Subject: 

~[his E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Dabe: 08.272013 10:25:35 (-0400) Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
<20130827102535515 pdJ’> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:02 PM 

Myer~ Leslie <lesmyer@emml.unc.edu>; ton~2vount5@unc.edu; Yount, Tony <ton.5~ount@unc.edu> 

20130827120210695.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 08 27.2013 12:02:10 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: scanner@unc.edu 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:02:27 PM 
To: Myers, Leslie; tonyyount5@unc.edu; Yount, Tony 
Subject: 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

20130827120228878.pdf (1.1 M) 
This E-mail was sent from "R11153" (Aficio MP 3500). 

Scan Date: 08.27.2013 12:02:26 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:03 PM 

Myer~ Leslie <lesmyer@emml.unc.edu>; ton~2vount5@unc.edu; Yount, Tony <ton.5~ount@unc.edu> 

20130827120237159.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 0827.2013 12:02:37 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:04 PM 

Myer~ Leslie <lesmyer@emml.unc.edu>; ton~2vount5@unc.edu; Yount, Tony <ton.5~ount@unc.edu> 

20130827120346580.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" (Aficio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 08 27.2013 12:03:46 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



MATH 110 Course Overview & Syllabus 
Fall 2013 

Course Overview: The main goal of Math 110 is to ensure your preparation for other 
courses. However, because there may be topics that you only need to review briefly, and 
others that need more detailed study, we have designed a course where you can choose to 

take section tests earlier than the scheduled times, hence either completing the course 
early or allowing more time for those topics that you find challenging. You will use your 
computer to access online material on the web, including the textbook for the course, it 
provides tutorial support, illustrative examples and exercises with step-by-step hints and 
readiness tests with which you can gauge your preparedness for the exams. 

Along with traditional lectures, instructors and assi stants will be available at many 
regularly scheduled hours throughout the week for individual and small group work. This 
help takes place in a facility called the Math Help Center, which is staffed by instructors, 
graduate assistants, and undergraduate tutors in Phillips Hall. The Math Help Center 
instructional staff are available for help on lesson topics, practice problems, graded 

homework, and test review. 
Currently all sections of Math 110 are taught using this format. Mr_ Mark 

McCombs is the course coordinator for Math 110. 
MATH HELP CENTER HOURS 

Location: Phillips Hall 365 
Monday - Thursday, 1:00pm - 6:00pm 

Friday, 1:00pm - 3:00pm 

Lecture Meetings: Students will attend traditional lecture meetings on Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday each week throughout the semester. Lecture meetings will last 50 
minutes and will be devoted to instructors introducing and explaining course topics via 
specific examples. 

Problem Sessions: Periodically throughout the semester, the regular class meeting time 
will take the form of a review session devoted to small-group and/or individual work on 
material covered during lecture. Students should bring a calculator and all relevant 
problem worksheets to these sessions. Prior to each problem session meeting, students 
should read the appropriate section notes from the online text as per the Math 110 

Semester Schedule. 

IMPORTANT NOTE: Students should be aware that success in Math 110 requires self- 
motivation and a willingness to complete assignments each week. There will be ample 
opportunity for you to get one-on-one or small group help many times each week 
throughout the semester in the Math Help Center. 

Sincerely, 
Mark McComb s 
Math 110 Coordinator 
mccombs@math.unc.edu 

Karl Petersen 
Director of Undergraduate Studies 

petersen@math.unc, edu 



MATH 110 Course Overview & Syllabus 
Fall 2013 

Course Website: http:iiwebcom2.grtxle.comimathcoachi 

Textbook Iuformation: This course uses an online textbook, available via an access 
code. The access code may be purchased using a credit card at the web address listed 

above, or in the UNC Textbook store. 

I Students must purchase an access code and enroll online order to I in 
view and submit homework assignments. 

Placement: Students who scored 520 or higher on the SAT II Math Level IC or II-C test 
are not eligible to receive credit for Math 110. MATH 110 placement carries no credit 
hours, although students who place into MATH 110 and complete it successfully will 
earn credit hours towards graduation. If you are not sure about your placement, contact 

Mark McCombs, mccombs@math.unc.edu. 

Math 110 DOES NOT fulfill the Quantitative Reasoning requirement. 

Honor Code: It is expected that each student in this class will conduct him or herself 
within the guidelines of the UNC Honor System. All academic work should be done with 
the high level of honesty and integrity that this University demands. 

Accommodations: If there any special circumstances that will affect your performance 
in this class, please contact the staff at the Academic Success Program, 919-962-7227, so 
that we can work together to meet your needs. 

Course Description: Math 110 is a college algebra course designed to provide you with 
the fundamental skills that are necessaI), for success in all subsequent math courses. 
Emphasis is given to the study of polynomial, exponential and logarithmic functions, and 
solving equations and inequalities. The course is divided into four units: 

Unit I: 
Unit II: 
Unit III: 
Unit IV: 

Solving Equations: Text Sections 1.1-1.4 
Solving and Graphing Equations: Text Sections 2.1-2.4 
Working with Functions: Text Sections 3.1-3.4 
Special Functions and Applications: Text Sections 4.1-1.4 

Calculator: You will need a basic scientific calculator (i.e. one that will do 
trigonometric, logarithmic and exponential functions) for this course. Some test and exam 
problems will be impossible without one. You may use a graphing calculator. However, 

you will not be allowed to use the graphing or equation solving features on certain quiz, 
test and final exam problems. 

Practice Problems: A set of practice problems (with solution keys) is available online 
for each lesson. You are expected to complete each of these problem sets. These 
problems will uot be collected or graded, but they are the fouudation for the graded 
tests and the final exam. You are encouraged to work together on these problems. 

2 



MATH 110 Course Overview & Syllabus 
Fall 2013 

Graded Homework: You will submit a total of 8 online homework assignments during 
the semester. These assignments are open-book, open note, and must be submitted on the 
course website You may submit each homework assignment only once. 

Graded homework deadlines are listed online. Deadlines are deadlines! 
Do not expect any extensions. Your lowest homework score will be dropped. 

Testing Procedures: 
1. You will take 4 closed-book, closed-notes, pencil and paper tests. Test 

deadlines are listed on the Math 110 Semester Schedule. These tests will be 
proctored. 

If you choose to take a test before the deadline date, you will take the test in the 
Math Help Center location in Phillips Hall. These tests will be proctored. 
You MUST schedule your testing time by emailing Mark McCombs 
at mccombs@math.unc.edu at least 24 hours in advance. 

Early testing will only be offered on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 5:30 pm. 

3. If you test on the deadline, you will take the test during your class meeting 
time in Phillips Hall. 

As with the graded homework, deadlines are deadlines! Since you can always 
test early, do not expect any extensions. If a test is missed, it will be scored as 
a zero no matter what the excuse. 

NO MAKEUPS WILL BE GIVEN 

Final Exam: The cumulative final exam is a common exam taken by all sections of 
Math 110 at the same time. Uniform grading instructions for the final exam, applicable to 
all sections, allow only minimal partial credit. 

You must have an official examination excuse in order to take the Make-up 
Exam. This excuse must be signed by an academic Dean. You must bring this excuse, 
along with a picture ID to the exam. ABSOLUTELY NO EXCEPTIONS! 

Special Note: Your final exam grade will replace your lowest test grade, provided 
the final exam grade is higher. 

Grading: All grades will be assigned according to a 10-point scale. That is, 90-100 is an 
A; 80-89 is a B, etc. Your overall average must be greater than or equal to 60% to earn a 
passing grade for the course. 

Your course grade will be determined as follows: 

IlWAvg.: 10% Test 1: 14% Test 2: 14% 
Test 3: 14% Test 4: 14% Final Exam: 34% 

THERE ARE NO EXTRA CREDIT OPPORTUNITIES IN THIS COURSE. 

3 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20130827125445969.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 08 27.2013 12:54:45 (-0400) 
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POLI 63.001 

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, 

POLITICAL PROTEST & VIOLENCE 

Professor Xi Chen 

Office: 307 Hamilton Hall 

Phone: 919-962-0403 

Fall, 2013 

Office Hours: 

Wednesday 11AM-2PM 

When organized, seemingly powerless people can challenge political domination and social 

injustice with a variety of popular collective action: Social protests, riots, revolutions, and social 

movements. This course draws on empiricaJ examples from the United States and a few other 

countries, and investigates how different forms of popular collective actions are taken in 

different times and spaces, and why some of them succeed while others fail. No prerequisites 

are required. Students will engage in intensive reading and class discussion, and watch a few 

documentaries. They are also required to conduct one or two research projects on a contentious 

political event or a social movement organization. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS 

Course grades wilt be determined in the following manner: 

Participation: 20% 

Mid-term: 20% 

Two papers: 30% 

Final exam: 30% 

The success of this class depends on the quality of discussion. You are required to fh~ish 

assigned readings before coming to class and to participate actively in discussions. Starting 

from September 3, in each class a s~dent wilt be responsible for preparing questions about the 

readings and leading discussion. Aaaother student will make a ten-minute presentation before 

the class about a curre~.t contentious event. ’]7he presenters should show how concepts and 

theories in contentious politics cm~ be used to analyze the events. 

Class members are required to write two short papers (5-7 pages) on any aspect of contentious 
be double-space politics, but the topics must be approved by the instructor. The papers should .... d 

with standard !" m~gins and typed in 12-point font. The first paper is due on October 24, and 

the second one on December 3. For the second paper, students can choose to write on a separate 



topic, or expand the first paper into a larger research paper (10-12 pages). Work turned in after 

the deadline without adequate justificatio~ will be marked dowxa one point for each day it is 

late. The exams cm~sist of essay questions, and draw on both class sessions and required 

readings. 

You are allowed two unexcused absence before your grade will be affected. Laptops or cell 

phones are r~ot allowed i~ class. 

BOOKS FOR PURCHASE: 

Charles Tilly & Sidney Tarrow, Contentious Politics 

Charles Kurzman, Unthinkable Revolution 

Javier Auyero, Contentious Life 

Doug McAdara, Freedom Summer 

Kurt Schock Unarmed Insurrection 

Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward, Poor people’s Movements 

I. CONTENTIOUS POLITICS 

8/20 

8/22 

8/27 
8/29 

9/3 

9/5 

9/10 
9/12 

In troducdon 

Tilly & Tarrow, Chaps 1, 2 

Movie (in class): A Force more powerful 

No class (APSA Conference) 

Titly & Tarrow, Chaps 3, 4 

Titly & Tarrow, Chaps 5, 6 

Titty & Tarrow, Chaps 7, 8 

Tilty & Tarrow, Chaps 9, Appendix 

II. REVOLUTIONS 

9/17 

9/19 

9/24 

9/26 

Kurzmar~, Intro 1, 2 

Kurzman, Chaps 3, 4 

Kurzman, Chaps 5, 6 

Kurzman, Chaps 7, 8 

IIi. PROTESTS AND RIOTS 

10/1 

 o/3 
10/8 

Auyero, Chaps 

Auyero, Chaps 5-8 

Auyero, trttro, Conclusion 

2 



IV. SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

10/15 

10/17, 22 

10/24 

10/29 

10/31 

McAdam, Prologue, Chap 1 

No class (Fall Break and Conference) 

McAdam, Chaps 2, 3 

McAdam, Chaps 4, 5 

McAdam, Chaps 6, Epilogue, Appendixes 
The first paper due 

V. VIOLENCE VS. NON-VIOLENCE 

11/5 

11/7 

11/12 

11/14 

Schock, Intro, Chap 

Schock, Chaps 2, 3 

Schock, Chaps 4, 5 

S&ock, Conclusion 

VI. EXPLAINING THE OUTCOMES 

11/19 

11/21 

11/26 

12/3 

Piven & Ctoward, Intro, Chap 1 

Piven & Ctoward, Chap 2, 3 

Piven & Ctoward, Chap 4,5 

Final Review 

The secon~)~~ 



WAR AND SOCIETY IN EARLY MODERN EUROPE 
HISTORY 254-001 

Fall 2013 

Instructor: Terence Mclntosh 
Email: terence_mcintosh@unc.edu 
Office: Hamilton Hall 472 
Phone: 919-962-3969 

Class: MWF 1:00-1:50 in Woollen Gym 302 
Office Hours: MWF 2:30-3:20 and by 

appointment 

Purpose: The principal goal of this course is to examine how warfare shaped political, social, 

and economic developments in western Europe from roughly 1450 to 1815. Two major issues 

will receive attention. First, the course explores how warfare changed during the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries because of the so-called military revolution and during the late eighteenth 

and early nineteenth centuries because of the French Revolution and Napoleon. Second, the 

course examines the complex fiscal and bureaucratic responses of governments to these changes 
in warfare. This issue, in short, focuses on warfare’s cardinal contribution to the development of 

centralized state power in early modern Europe. Together these two issues provide a broad 

assessment of warfare and its impact on society and government during the early modern period. 

The course also seeks to develop your analytical and expository skills. In particular, the reading 
assignments will enhance your ability to interpret historical evidence and analyze scholarship, 

while the writing assignments will hone your proficiency in crafting clear, reasoned, and well- 

documented arguments about historical issues. 

Readings: The following required texts are available in the textbook department of Student 

Stores: 

J. Brewer, The Sinews of Power. War, Money and the English State, 1688-1783 

A. Forrest, Soldiers of the French Revolution 
John A. Lynn II, Women, Armies, and Wmfare in Earl), Modern Europe 

G. Mortimer, WaIlenstein: The Enigma of the Thirty Years War 

G. Parker, The Army of Flanders and the Spanish Road 

J. Walter, The Diaty of a Napoleonic Foot Soldier 

Organization and Assignments: The course requirements include regular class attendance. The 
calendar below gives the scheduled dates, subject matter, and reading assignments for each of our 

class meetings. To assure the productiveness of these meetings, you should complete the 

assigned readings beforehand. 



Each student must also write three short papers (three and one-half to four pages in length) on 
assigned topics. The first, second, and third papers will count respectively for 10 percent, 15 
percent, and 15 percent of the final grade. There will also be a midterm and a final examination, 
counting for 10 percent and 30 percent of the final grade. Class participation will determine the 
remaining 20 percent of the grade. 

Grading of Papers: The grade is a composite measure of the paper’s strengths in three specific 

areas: 

¯ the effective use of evidence in support of the paper’s thesis and main points; 
¯ the clear and logical development of an argument that has both breadth and insight; 
° the expression of ideas in concise and engaging prose. 

In general, the scale used for determining grades is as follows: 

A--excellent. Outstanding in all three areas of assessment. An integrated, insightful 
paper characterized by its rich content, its effective recognition of the 
complexities of the topic, and its extensive use of sound evidence. 

B--good. Strong in all three areas or notable strengths in one offset by weaknesses in 
another. A paper that delivers substantial information but lacks the stylistic 
refinement of an A paper. 

C--average. Adequate performance in one or more areas offset by significant 
weaknesses in others. A generally competent paper, but lacking both imagination 
and intellectual rigor. 

D--poor. Serious problems in all three areas. A paper that treats the subject 
rudimentarily. 

F--unacceptable. Fmadamental flaws in all three areas. A paper with both garbled or 
stylistically primitive prose and a superficial treatment of the subject. 

Honor Code: All papers and exams must bear either the full honor code pledge ("On my honor, I 

have neither given nor received unauthorized aid on this examination/assignment.") or the word 

"Pledge" followed by your name to indicate your adherence to the UNC Honor Code. No grade 

will be recorded without the pledge. 

In signing the pledge, you affirm that the work that bears your name is indeed yours. 
Unauthorized aid includes all forms of plagiarism such as the submission of ghost-written papers 
and the presentation of another’s ideas or words as your own. During examinations, the aid of 
books, notes, or other people is also unauthorized. 

In writing papers, you may develop mad refine your own ideas in conversation with classmates. 

Your paper should not, however, incorporate the ideas of others if you did not contribute 
substantively to the formulation of those ideas. Any student with a question about the Honor 

Code or its violation should consult either the instructor or a teaching assistant. 



Calendar of topics and assignments for seminar meetings: 

August 
Wed, 21 st 

Fri, 23d 

Mon, 26th 

Wed, 28th 

Introduction and Organization 

Early Geopolitical Competition in Europe and Its Fiscal and Political 
Ramifications 

Fri, 30th 

September 
Mon, 2d 

Wed, 4th 

Fri, 6th 

Mon, 9th 

Wed, 1 lth 

Fri, 13th 

Mon, 16th 

Wed, 18th 

Fri, 20th 

Mon, 23d 

The Hundred Years’ War (First Phase) 

The Hundred Years’ War (Last Phase) 
Reading: Keegan, The Face of Battle, 79-116 (Undergraduate Library Reserves). 

Machiavelli and the Italian Wars 
Reading: Clifford J. Rogers, "The Military Revolutions of the Hundred Years’ 
War," The Jour~al of Military History 57 (April 1993): 241-78 (online access via 
the UNC-Chapel Hill Libraries). 

NO CLASS: LABOR DAY HOLIDAY 

Charles V and the Italian Wars 

The Origins and Outbreak of the Eighty Years’ War (The Dutch Revolt) 
Parker, Army of Fla~ders, 1-18. 

The Division of the Low Countries 
Parker, Army of Flanders, 19-105. 

Life, Death, and Desertion within the Ranks 
Parker, Army of Fla~ders, 107-94. 

Rivalry between England and Spain 

The Defeat of the Spanish Armada 

Spain’s Military Setbacks in the Low Countries 

Consolidation of the Dutch Republic 

FIRST PAPER DUE 
The Politico-Ecclesiastical Structures of the Holy Roman Empire 



Wed, 25th 

Fri, 27th 

Mort, 30th 

October 
Wed, 2d 

Fri, 4th 

Mon, 7th 

Wed, 9th 

Fri, 1 lth 

Mon, 14th 

Wed, 16th 

Fri, 18th 

Mon, 21 st 

Wed, 23d 

Fri, 25th 

Mort, 28th 

Wed, 30th 

The Origins and Outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War 
Reading: Mortimer, Wallenstein, 1-81. 

Habsburg Victories and Defeats 

Reading: Mortimer, Wallenstein, 82-176. 

France’s Entry in the Thirty Years’ War 

Reading: Mortimer, Wallenstein, 177-253. 

The Peace of Westphalia 

Spain’s Decline As a Great Power 
Reading: Parker, Arm): ofFlande1¢s’, 195-227. 

Dutch Naval Warfare and Primacy in World Trade 

France’s Rise As a Great Power 

Wars of Louis XIV (1661-85) 

Wars of Louis XIV (1686-1715) 

MIDTERM 

FALL BREAK 

Women’s Participation in Military Campaigns 
Reading: Lynn, Women, Armies, and Warfare, 1-117. 

Women’s Participation in Military Campaigns 
Reading: Lynn, Women, Armies, and Warfare, 118-231. 

Austria and Warfare on Two Fronts 

The Rise of Brandenburg-Prussia 

The War of the Austrian Succession and Its Consequences 
Reading: "Frederick the Great’s Political Testament (1752)," in Macartney, ed., 
The Habsburg and Hohenzollern Dynasties, 331,335-46 (Undergraduate Library 
Reserves). 



November 
Fri, 1st 

Mon, 4th 

Wed 6th, 

Fri, 8th 

Mon, 11 th 

Wed, 13th 

Fri, 15th 

Mon, 18th 

Wed, 20th 

Fri, 22d 

Mon, 25th 

Wed, 27th 

Fri, 29th 

December 
Mon, 2d 

SECOND PAPER DUE 
The Seven Years’ War 

The English State before 1688 
Reading: Brewer, The Sinews of Power, xiii-xxii, 1-24. 

The British-French Rivalry 

Reading: Brewer, The Sinews of Power, 27-63, 88-101. 

The British Economy 

Reading: Brewer, The Sinews of Power, 114-34, 165-90. 

The Origins and Outbreak of the French Revolution 

The Domestic and Foreign Enemies of the Revolution 

Creating a Revolutionary Army 

Reading: Forrest, The Soldiers of the French Revolution, 1-88. 

Maintaining a Revolutionary Army 
Reading: Forrest, The Soldiers of the French Revolution, 89-197. 

Napoleon’s Victories 

Reading: Woloch, "Napoleonic Conscription: State Power and Civil Society," 

Past and Present, no. 111 (1986): 101-29 (online access via the UNC-Chapel Hill 

Libraries). 

Central Europe under Napoleonic Hegemony 

Reading: Walter, Diary of a Napoleonic Foot Soldier, xiii-xxx, 3-30. 

The Peninsular War 

THANKSGIVING BREAK 

THANKSGIVING BREAK 

THIRD PAPER DUE 

The Russian Campaign and Napoleon’s Fall 

Reading: Walter, Diary of a Napoleonic Foot Soldier, 33-111. 

Wed, 4th Review 



Mon, 9th 
12:00 PM 

FINAL EXAMINATION 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Aul~ust 28, 2013 8:27 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

FH 

Hi Tony, 

In addition to Dean’s List/ACC HR, could I please get up-to-date majors/minors for FH? 

Thanks! 

-- Dana 

P.s. Thank you again for your help with the pic on Monday night -- it came out great! 
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COMP 089 - Everyday Computing 

Fall 2013 

Meeting Place: SN~ 

5,,Ieeting Time: MoniWed/Fri ! 1:00am - ] 2:15pro 

Instructor: Prof. Ming C, Lin 

Telephone: 919-590-6074 

Office: FB-254 

E-mail: Iin~.~cs. unc,edu 

Office Hours: MoniV6~d !2:15pro - l:00pm m~d ~y Appointmm~t 

Prerequisites: Norm. 

Course Description: Th(; goal of tb.is first-year scmim~,r course is go tmderstand the use of 
computing technolo~ in our daily activities. In this course: we will study wtrious exmplm on how 
computing solve problems in differm~t ~spects of our daily life in today’s society. More specifically: 
students will learn about use of computing teclmoloay in the following: 

¯ Artistic and Creative Processes 

¯ Assistive T~lmoiogy 

¯ Bioinformatics 

¯ Computer Animation 

¯ Computer Game Dynami~ 

¯ Digital Music ~md Audio Synt:hesis 

¯ Image A.nMysis for AbnormMity Det~tior~ 

¯ Medical Simulation and ~aining 

¯ Rapid Pm~otyping fi)r Design 

¯ Robotics and Antomatlon 

¯ Special Effects (leneration 

. Touch-Enabled Im, erfa.ces 

. Virtual Envirotmmrtts 

Studen{)s wil! lear~ ;tbouI; comlmtationat thinking liar solving many differen~ probtm~s in the physieaI 
and virtuM worM. ~~ will discuss w~rio~s considerations and tradeoI~N (e.g. I,ime, storage~ e~xse 
of implore(rotation, and generality) used in designing comt.mtal, io~al mcthod01tgies: including dai;a 

sgructur(~s~ algorithms, comput.a,tional mct[~ods a.nd ~heir complexity and i.mplem(mtation. 



Assigmnents 30% 
Cbtss Presentation 25% 
Course Proje(.:~ 35% 
Class Participation 10% 

Letter get, des will not be a.ssigned on ~he curve: but on absolute si~andards. Your final grade in 
this course will be determint~d solely by how much yolt leaxn. There is no predetermined grading 
scale. Ntmmricrd grades wilt be posted periodically throughout the semester. It is a~ksumed to be 
~he student:s responsibility to make sure that the grades axe accurately recorded. Please fed free 
to discuss your progreas aud your standing in this cl~kss with the instruct,or. 

Homework: There wilt be 3 homework assignment,s one due each month inky through 
~. Yon ,~re encouraged to discuss the ~~ignmen~, in group: but when it comes l;o writing 
you mus~ work alone independently. Copying homework a~signmeat.s Dora anon, her student will be 
considered cheating. (See t:he Honor Code below.) 

Lecture notes~ homework ~msignments, handouts and class announcements wilt also be posted on 
t, he course homepage at the following URL: 

h~tp /!www cs uric edui’lin/COMP089i 

Honor Code: The Honor Code a, nd the Campus Code are in effect for this course. 

The Honor Code prohibits lying, cheating, or stealing when these aa:tions involve 
aead~.~mic proce~es or University, students, or academic personnel acting in ~m o~ciM 
cap~ity, The Campus Code requires students to conduct thenxselves so ~ hog to impNr 
significantly the welNre or the educational opportunil;ies of others in the University 
community. As a s~udent at UN(J-(JH~ you have accepted a commitment to the Honor 
Code and the Campus Code. and the principles of ~.rademie integrity, personal honesty, 
and responsibility on which t,hey were fomuled more than 100 yem~ ago, 

AcMemic dishonesty in any [orm is unacceptable, because iL cireumwmts the purpo~ 
of the University. The instrucgor and teaching assistant have a responsibilit.y ~o repor~ 
any po~ible Honor Code vioI,.~gions go the Student A:tLor-ey General. Ple,~se join us 
in support, iug the tlonor Code by signing the t[onor .Pledge on all written work. and 
consult us if you are uncertain about your r~ponsibitities within this specific course. 

2 
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University of North Carolina FalI 2013 

ECONOMICS t01-8: INTRODUCTORY ECONOMICS 

Professor Boone A, Turchi 

Office: 200A Gardner Hall 

Office Hours: Tu. 4:45-5:45 p.m. 

turchi@email.un c.edu 

web page: Sakai 

Materials for Purchase: 

Required Text: 

Required Course-Pak: 

Optional Book: 

Ec I01R, Section 
T.A. 
T.A.Office 
T.A. Office Hours 

William J. Baumol and A~an S. Blinder, Economics: Principles and Policy (12th Edition, 20l 1). Note: I 

have ordered two versions of the textbook: (I) the first version is the textbook alone; (2) the second 
version includes the online course Aplia and also includes an E-book of the text. Some students find the 
web-based instruction useful and some don’t. The choice is yours. If you decide that you need Aplia later, 
you can still buy it, but it will be more expensive. 

Problem Sets to be purchased at Student Stores 

Burton G. Malkiel, A Random WalkDown WallStreet, (revised ed., New York: W.W. Norton, 201 l), 
The best single introduction to the stock market of which I am aware. 

A dministrative Informatiou for Students: 

(a) tnternet Browser: You will be required to download material from the course web sit& The official browser for the course is 

Microsoft’s Internet Expiorer. i believe that Firefox (and perhaps other browsers) will work as well. Apple users can use Safari, but 

be aware that Safari does not automatically refresh the course web page. You must do it manually 

(b) Your E-mail address: You must have a functioning official UNC email address to which I can send messages, Your UNC 
e-mail address must be the address that accompanies the official UNC on-line class roll. You will be responsible for all course emai! 

sent to the address on your official course roll. 

This course is an introduction to the study of economics. It has a number of goals: (1) to impart a basic understanding of how a 
market economy works; (2) to introduce students to the "economic-way of thinking" about economic and socia~ problems; (3) to 
prepare a student to take further courses in economics. It covers a wide range of topics, including (1) the determinants of economic 

activity, (2) inflation, (3) unemployment, (4) operation of the price system, (4) monopoly and other forms of imperfect competition, 
(5) the impact of international trade, and (6) the determinants of the distribution of income and wealth. 

This course has two lectures per week as well as a weekIy 50-minute recitation section, Occasional lecture supplements may be 
posted on the course web site. You are responsible for incorporating them into your notes before the next lecture. 

The recitations will begin the week of August 26th. The recitation section is designed to give you the opportunity to clarify the 
elements of the text and lectures, to introduce new material not covered in the other.two sources, to deepen your understanding of the. 
course m aterial through practice problems, and to allow discussion of issues relevant to economics and the course. Your I 01R cla ss 

and your TA should, therefore, become your first point of clarification in this course. 

Problem Sets will be discussed in detail in the sections and will be submitted for credit, NB: Start working on the problem sets 
immediately; the tirst exercisewil! be due very soon. 

Three hour-exams witl be given during regular lecture hours in this course. All are required and each will count for 20% of your final 
grade. There will be no make-ups for hour exams. Should you be forced to miss one hour exam with a validexeuse you will be 
allowed to use the final exam raw score in place of the missing hour ex~L Missing a second hour exam will result in a grade of zero 
fbr that exam. The comprehensive final exam will count for 30% of your course grade. 10% of your course grade will be based on the 

proportion of homework assignments turned in on time to your TA and on participation in sections. 

The reading assignments are given below. You are strongly encouraged to do the reading before the lecture at which the 
corresponding topic wilt be covered. All appendices to chapters should be read unless specifically excluded. Reading assignments 
average about 50 pages per week; don’t get behind[ Lectures and readings, while generally not identical, will be complementary; 
understanding them both wilt greatly enhance your probability of success in this course. Part of your job is to integrate the l e ctures 

with your reading. 

Outline on ~bllowing page ... 



Syllabus Introductory Economics Page 2 

COURSE OUTLINE and SCHEDULE OF READINGS (Approximate) 

Dates l’ext Assignmems Topic 

Aug 22, 24 Ch. 1, 2 

Aug 27, 29 Ch. 3, 4, (9*) 

Sop 3, 5, 10 

Sop 12~ 17 

Sop 19 

Sop 24, 26, Oct l 

Oct 3, 8 

Oct t0, 15 

Oct 17 

Oct 22, 29 

Oct 24 

Oct 31 

Nov 5, 7 

Nov 12 

Nov 14, 19, 26 

Nov 21 

Nov 28 

Dec 3 

(+appendix), 

Ch. 7, 8 

Ch. 10, 14, 19", 
20* & 21 

~h. 35,29" 

2h. 22,23 

~h 25,26 (Read 
App. A*); 

gh 28, 30, 31 

2h 33 

Ch II, 12 

Ch. t5,16, 17 

Introduction to Economics; Supply and Demand: The Basics 

The Problems of Ecanomics; Supply and Demand: Applications (*Stock Market 
Discussion in Sections) 

Consumer Choice, Market Demand, Elasticity, & Demand Measurement 

The Business Firm, Profits, & Opportunity Cost tnput Decisions and Production Costs 

HOUR EXAMINATION 

The Firm and the Industry under Perfect Competition ; The Price System and the Case 

for Laissez Falre (with some caveats); The Distribution of Income and Wealth [* Ch 
aptera 19 & 20 are optional] 

International trade and Comparative ~dvantage; Money & the Banking System [*TAs 

lecture on this topic in sections, don °t get behind in the reading!J 

Introduction to Macroeconomics; Unemployment & Inflation 

FALL BREAK 

Consumer Spe~dit~g & Demand; Demand-Side Equilibrium;Multiplier Analysis!TAs 

lecture on this]; 

HOUR EXAMINATION 

Demand-Side Equilibrium; Multiplier Analysis/Supply~ Side equilibrium 

Supply-Side Equilibrium: Fiscal Policy; Monetary Policy and the Oreat Recession 

The Budget Crisis and the Nationa! Debt 

Monopoly, Monopolistic Competition, Oligopoly; 

HOUR EXAMINATION 

FHANKSGIVING BREAK 

Critique of the Market Mechanism; Course Conclusion 

Tentative Schedule for Recitation Sections: 

Week of: 

Aug 26 

Sep 2 

Sop 9 

Sop 16 

Sop 23 

Sop 30 

Oct 7 

Oct 14 

Oct 21 

Activ!~ ............... 

Organization; Gold Prices; *Stock Market Intro. 

Discuss Problem Set I (Due in class) 

Discussion of Problem Set 2 (Consumer theory & 

demand) (Due in Class) 

Review for Exam 

Hour exam returned; 

Discuss Problem Set 3 (Tile finn: revenue & costs : 

Due in CIass) Discuss the Distribution oflncome & 
Wealth 

Problem Set 4 (Competitive markets: Due in Class) 

TAs lecture on money and banking system Problem 

Set 5, (Q 1-5) Due in Class 

Problem Set 5 (Q 6-I0 Due in class) Review for 
Midterm 

Oct 28 

Nov 4 

!Nov 11 

Nov 25 

Dec 2 

Week of: Activity 

Hour exam returned and discussed 

; Multiplier Lecture by TA; Problem Set 6 
Parts A & B are due 

Problem Set 6 Parts C & D are due Begin 

Review for Exam 

Exams returned. 

IProblem Set 7 due; Review for final exam 

Final Examhmtion: Tuesday Dec 10th @ 8:00 a.m, 
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Top of Form 

Reli 180 Syllabus and Schedule 

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 180 (ASIA 180) 

introduction to islamic Civilization 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Fall 2013 

Instructor: 

Prof. Carl Ernst 

UNC Department of Religious Studies 

MW 11:00-11:50 am, Chapman 201 

Office Hours 

Office Phone: 962-3924, email: cernst@email.unc.edu 

Welcome to the Web site for "introduction to islamic Civilization" (Reli 180). 

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

This course is the first of a two-part survey of islamic civilization and culture from the sixth century to 

the present (the second part is Reli 181). This part focuses on the first eight centuries of the islamic 

era (up to roughly 1500 C.E.), and includes the complex sources of islamic civilization; the formation 

of a major world empire; and the relation between religion, politics, and culture in different regions. 

Reading assignments, lecture schedules, and course requirements are described on the syllabus. 

PREREQUISITES 

None. This course assumes no prior knowledge of the subject. In addition, one does not need to be a 

believer in any particular religion, or for that matter a skeptic, to realize the importance of islam in 

history and in the contemporary world. 

COURSE OBJECTIVES 

1. Gaining information about Islamic civilization, from the perspectives of history, pofitics, culture, 

and religion: to give you access to some basic information about the origins and historical 

development of islamic civilization, without attempting to discuss all details comprehensively (that 



would be an impossible task). This will be done primarily by examining two kinds of materials: 

modern historical studies of different features of Islamic civilization; 

primary sources (original religious and literary texts, film, art, music) that illustrate some of 

the ways in which Muslims and the non-Muslims with whom they interacted established the 

structures of their societies. 

The lecture classes and recitation sections are designed to clarify the relationship between these 

different materials, illustrating the larger themes to which they are connected. 

We hope that students come away from this class recognizing that the Islamic world and the Muslims 

in it, while sharing the same religion, are amazingly diverse in ideology, class, race, education, 

politics, and even religion. Second, we want to introduce you to the complexity of ideas about Islam 

held by people who have identified themselves with that religion. Third, we want you to recognize 

the impact of global forces on the course of Islamic history, and the significance of Islamic civilization 

both for premodern Europe and for the contemporary world. 

2. Understanding problems related to the study of religion and history: to equip you with tools to 

evaluate the the historical changes and transformations that can be seen in any religion. The 

particular problems that we will discuss in relation to Islam including negative media stereotypes 

(particularly those involving violence and gender) and "essentialism" (the belief that a particular 

religion is always the same, regardless of history, location, economics, or politics).This approach is 

based on what the Supreme Court calls the academic "teaching about religion," characteristic of 

universities (particularly public ones), which differs from the authoritative "teaching of religion" that 

takes place in religious communities. 

3. Developing analytical skills: to refine skills in thinking and writing, so that after the course students 

will be able to offer informed and insightful analysis of topics in the history of different cultures, 

including but not limited to Islam. 

TEXTS FOR PURCHASE 

The following required texts for this course are available at Student Stores: 

Amira K. Bennison, The Great Caliphs: The Golden Age of the ’Abbasid Empire (Yale University 

Pres, 2010), ISBN-10:0300167989 

Fred M. Donner, Muhammad and the Believers: At the Origins of Islam (Harvard University 

Pres, 2010), ISBN-10:0674050975 

Ross E. Dunn, The Adventures of lbn Battuta: A Muslim Traveler of the Fourteenth 

Century (University of California Press, 2004), ISBN-13:9780520243859 

Carl W. Ernst, Following Muhammad: Rethinking Islam in the Contemporary 



World (University of North Carolina Press, 2004), ISBN: 0807855774 

Ibn Khaldun, The Muqaddima, trans. Franz Rosenthal, abridged ed. (Princeton University 

Press, 2005), ISBN-13:9780691120546 

SPECIAL FEATURES 

o Tour of Islamic art at Ackland Art Museum 

o Use of films from UNC’s large collection of films on Islam and the Middle East 

¯ Guest lectures by distinguished American and international scholars 

~ Use and evaluation of internet materials on islam 

UNC Chapel Hill - fall 2013 

Religious Studies 180 (Asia 180) 

introduction to islamic Civilization 

Schedule 

Notes: 

Parallel public events and performances are in green 

Deadlines and important dates are in red 

Classroom rules: 

*NO laptops will be used for note-taking in the lecture auditorium. 

*Cell phones must be turned off. 

*Upon arriving in the auditorium, fill the seats in the front of the class first. 

*Absolutely no emailing/chatting/web-browsing in the class. 

*The auditorium has a "no food, no drink" policy. 



Hints for studying and learning new names and terms: 

Use the glossary in Donner (p. 257). 

Use the indexes to look up key names and terms in Donner, Bennison, and Following 

Muhammad. 

Write down notes in the margin of the book after you look things up, and then take notes on 

your computer, 

Think about names and terms in relation to key issues in the course. 

Use study questions to stimulate your intellectual journal entries. 

Explore maps on websites to expand your knowledge of world regions and history. 

Outline complicated readings so you can create an overview of the subject for greater 

familiarity. 

General tips 

Before coming to class, read the assignment that is on the calendar for that day. Each class 

assignment also has a link to notes in the form of a webpage or a PowerPoint presentation. These 

notes may not make a great deal of sense by themselves, apart from the class lecture, and they do not 

substitute for the readings, but they provide key names and terms (with correct spellings) and the 

sequence of topics for that day. 

You may want to print out the notes for that day in advance, since they form a brief outline of the 

topics will be discussed (you can print out the PowerPoint as a handout, with several slides per page). 

During class, you can then make more detailed notes on your printout based on what is discussed, it is 

also useful to bring to class the book under discussion that day. Sometimes people will be asked to 

read passages from that day’s reading. 

Occasionally there will be a special reading assignment for recitation sections to focus discussion. 

These are in addition to the regular readings for the course, which will normally be topics for 

recitations in any case. 

I. Introduction to the Study of Islam 

1. Aug. 21 The Study of Islamic Civilization Today 

Reading: Ernst, Following Muhammad, Preface and Chapter 1, "Islam in the Eyes of the West." 

Notes 

Recitations, Aug. 23: Islamophobia in America: Look at one of the reports or essays on the Resources 

on Islamophobia website. What are some of the motivations of anti-Islamic prejudice? 

2. Aug. 26 Religion and Islamic Civilization 

Reading: Ernst, Following Muhammad, chapter 2, "Approaching Islam in Terms of Religion." 

Notes 



Maps of Religion and Empire: The History of Religion 

Study question: what are the changing meanings of "religion" and "religions" from antiquity to the 

colonial era? who is entitled to define religion? 

II. The Beginnings of Islam 

3. Aug. 28 The Near Eastern background 

Reading: Donner, preface and Chapter 1, pp. XI-XVlII, 1-38 

Notes 

aI-Khazina ("the Treasury’1): Princeton web site on islamic studies 

Historical maps 

Maps of Religion and Empire: Who conquered the Middle East? 

Study question: What were the key political and religious factors in the Roman and Persian empires 

that affected Arabia? 

Recitations, August 30 

Sept. 2, Labor Day Holiday 

4. Sept. 4 The Prophet Muhammad: the early phase 

Reading: Donner, pp. 39-89 

Notes 

Study questions: How does Donner understand the difference between Believers and Submitters 

among the followers of Muhammad? What were some of the key roles of Muhammad for his 

community? 

Recitations, Sept. 6: Read Appendix A, "The umma Document,’1 in Donner, pp. 227o2321 Who is 

included in the concept of community (umma) described in this document? What are the other key 

terms defining group identities? 

5. Sept. 9 The Prophet Muhammad: the later years 

Reading: Donner, pp. 90o144 

Notes 

Study questions: what were some of the key issues in the leadership succession after Muhammad’s 

death? What are the different views on the nature of the expansion of the political community of the 

Believers, and what is the evidence for that? 

61 Sept~ 11 New approaches to the Qur’an 

Reading: Ernst, How to Read the Qur’an: A New Guide with Select Translations, chapter 2B (you can 

skip the first 8 pages on the history of the text), 3CoD (you can skip the section at the end on the 

Satanic verses) 

Notes 

Study Questions: What are some of the main stylistic features of Meccan suras of the Qur’an? (give 



examples!) What is the effect of a later insertion in an early text? 

Recitations, Sept. 13: Listen to two versions of Surah 97 (aI-Qadr) from the Qur’an, 

in simple tartil and more dramatic tajwid styles (UNC onyen and password required). Then read three 

translations of this short text. Recitations will discuss the text and its oral recitation as well as this 

week’s readings. 

7. Sept. :16 New approaches to the Qur’an, continued 

Reading: Ernst, How to Read the Qur’an: A New Guide with Select Translations, chapter SA-B 

Notes 

Study Questions: What is ring composition, and how does it structure meaning in the Qur’an? 

8. Sept. :18 Conflict and sectarianism 

Reading: Donner, ch. 4, "The Struggle for Leadership of the Community, 34-73/655-692," pp. :145-:194 

Notes 

Study Questions: concentrating on either the first or second Civil War in early Muslim history, what do 

you think were the key issues that were in dispute? 

Recitations, Sept. 20. Review 

9. Sept. 23 The formation of islamic religious identity 

Reading: Donner, chapter 5, "The Emergence of islam," pp. :194-226; Following A4uhammad, pp. 

:1:19 

Notes 

Study question: What terms and artifacts indicate the emergence of a separate islamic religious 

identity under the Umayyad dynasty? 

In-Class Quiz No. 1 (bring blue books!) 

III. The Articulation of islamic Civilization 

:10. Sept. 25 Shi’ism 

Reading: Following A4uhammad, pp. :168-:174 

O. Safi, A4emories of A4uhammad, chapter on Karbala (UNC onyen and password required) 

Notes 

Study question: what is the role of the Shill imams as spiritual mediators to God? 

Muharram in New York Web sites on Shi’ism 

Photos of tombs of the imams in Medina -- why would the Wahhabis of Saudi Arabia have destroyed 

all these tombs in :19257 

Photos of shrines relating to All 

Photos of shrines relating to the martyrdom of Husayn 

Photos of shrines relating to the :10th, :1:1th, and :12th imams 

Tearsfor Kerbala, a children’s book on the martyrdom of Husayn 



Chart of the 14 Infallibles, Chart of Shi’i Groups 

Recitations, Sept. 27. Read either Chapter 7 or Chapter 8 of The Victory of Truth: The Life of Zaynab 

bint "All by M. H. Bilgrami (this is a book aimed at young readers). What kind of a female role model 

does Zaynab present in the story? 

11. Sept. 30 The rise of the "Abbasid caliphate 

Reading: Bennison, pp. 1-53 

Notes 

Study questions: What does Bennison see as distinctive characteristics of the "Abbasid dynasty, in 

contrast to the Umayyads? What are some of the religious debates of the "Abbasid era? 

12. Oct. 2 Urban life from Baghdad to C6rdoba 

Reading: Bennison, pp. 54-93 

Notes 

Study questions: in what ways did Muslim cities both continue and change the legacies of ancient 

cities? Choose an example either of continuity or innovation in urban life. 

Recitations, Oct. 4. Review 

13. Oct. 7 Sufism 

Reading: Following Muhammad, pp. 164-168, 174-182; Ibn Khaldun, pp. 358-367 

Notes 

Web sites on Sufism and religious rituals 

Study question: what are some of the institutional forms of spirituality in Sufism? 

14. Oct. 9 Social life 

Reading: Bennison, pp. 94-136; Following Muhammad, pp. 142-151 

Notes 

Study questions: What kinds of gender, ethnic, and religious diversity were found in "Abbasid society? 

Pick one interesting example and explore it. 

Recitations, October 11 

15. Oct. 14 Science and Intellectual Life 

Reading: Bennison, pp. 158-202; Following Muhammad, pp. 119-127 

Recommended: Following Muhammad, pp. 151-162 

Notes 

IV. Ibn Battuta’s Grand Tour 

Ibn Battuta websites: 

Carolyn Mclntyre "Girl Solo in Arabia". Scroll down on the right to visit places on IB’s itinerary. 



Tim Mackintosh-Smith, travel writer who has followed IB’s path 

The Longest Hajj: The Journeys of Ibn Battuta -- SaudiAramco Wor/d article by Douglas Bullis 

(July/August 2000) 

ArchNet islamic Architecture Community (MIT) searchable digital library of architectural sites 

Google celebrates Ibn Battuta’s birthday with a google doodle. 

16. Oct. 16 Ibn Battuta (1) 

Reading: Dunn, pp. 1-60 

Notes 

Study questions: Which political leaders support him in his travels? What are the purposes of his 

travels? 

Ongoing questions: How many times does he get married? And how many Sufis does he meet? 

Midterm essays due, 5 pm 

Oct. 18 Fall Break (no recitation) 

17. Oct. 21 Ibn Battuta(2) 

Reading: Dunn, pp. 61-120 

Notes 

Write your own study question 

Website: Virtual hajj 

18. Oct. 23 Ibn Battuta(3) 

Reading: Dunn, pp. 121-180 

Notes 

Write your own study question 

Recitations, Oct. 25. Examine the account of one of the sites visited by Ibn Battuta from Carolyn 

Mcintyre’s "Girl Solo in Arabia" website. Come to the recitation prepared to discuss how this place 

illustrates some of the themes and categories of islamic civilization that we have discussed. 

19. Oct. 28 Ibn Battuta (4) 

Reading: Dunn, pp. 181-220 

Notes and More Notes 

Write your own study question 

V. Ibn Khaldun on islamic Civilization 

20. Oct. 30 Ibn Khaldun’s view of the world 

Reading: Ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, pp. 5-9 (we will do a close reading of this in class), 45-90; 



recommended: pp. vii-xxv (Bruce Lawrence, introduction to 2005 edition) 

Notes, More notes 

Study questions: what are Ibn Khaldun’s concepts of cosmos and ecology? what are the philosophical 

explanations of prophecy and the supernatural? 

Web sites: Exhibit on Ibn Khaldun in Seville 

"lbn Khaldun and the rise and fall of empires" (Saudi Aramco World) 

Recitations, Nov. 1. Review 

21. Nov. 4 Arabic literature 

Reading: Ibn Khaldun 443°59. 

Notes 

Website: Princeton Online Arabic Poetry project (click on "Abu Nuwas o The Wretch Paused") 

You may write a journal entry for today on any of the following: 

Pre-lslamic Arabia: The Hanged Poems, before 622 CE: read The Pre-lslamic poem of Imru-UI- 

Qais 

Abul Hasan Ali AI-Mas’udi (Masoudi) (ca. 8957-957 CE): The Book of Golden Meadows, c. 940 CE; 

read "The Caliphate of aI-Mansur" (founder of Baghdad) 

Yakut: Baghdad Under the Abbasids, c. 1000 CE 

Story from the Thousand and One Nights [caution: very rude!]. 

Usamah Ibn Munqidh (1095-1188): Autobiography: Excerpts on the Franks, c.1175 CE. (about the 

Crusaders) 

The Role of Women in Arabic Literature 

Persian literature 22. Nov. 6 

Reading: 

"Persian Literature" (from a 1965 iranian Ministry of Culture publication, reproduced in 

Iranianonline) 

Description of the Shahnama (Firdawsi’s Book of Kings, ca. 1020), from The Shahnama Project 

(Cambridge University), with links to database of miniature illustrations 

Sa’di’s Gulistan (1258): read the first 3 stories in both chapter 1 ("The Manners of Kings") 

and chapter 2 ("The Morals of Dervishes"). 



Poems of Rumi (d. 1273): read sections on "The Popularization of Rural," "The Difference 

Between Versions and Translations," and "Examples of Distorted Versions and Translations 

From Versions By Coleman Barks" (Ibrahim Gamard’s Dar-aI-Masnavi website) 

Poems by Hafiz (d. 1391): read poems number 1, 2, and 4 

Notes 

Study questions: How is Persian poetry related to politics? How is Persian poetry related to Sufism? 

Web sites: 

Persian language and literature (Iran Chamber Society) 

The Packard Humanities institute: Persian Texts in Translation 

Persian Literature (Columbia University libraries) 

UNESCO celebration of Rumi’s 800th birthday in 2007 

Recitations, Nov. 8. Review 

23. Nov. 11 islamic Arts, especially calligraphy 

Reading: Following Muhammad, pp. 182-197; Ernst, "The Spirit of islamic Calligraphy: Baba Shah 

Isfahani’s Adab aI-Mashq," Journal oj~the American Oriental Society, Vol. 112, No. 2 (Apr. - Jun., 1992), 

pp. 279-286. 

Web Site on "The Art of Arabic Calligraphy" 

"The Hilya, or the Adornment of the Prophet" from the web site of calligrapher Rasheed Butt 

Also recommended: The Grove Dictionary of Art Online, "islamic Art," I. introduction, esp. sections 

(Definition) and 8 (Subject-matter) (requires a UNC address) 

Type your name in Arabic here! 

Notes 

Study Questions: The art of calligraphy and the status of images in islamic art 

24. Nov. 13 Nomads of the Middle East and Central Asia 

Reading: Ibn Khaldun, 91-122, 263-95 

Notes 

Study question: what is the character of nomadic ("Bedouin") society and its interaction with 

sedentary civilization? what is the nature of "group feeling"? 

Web sites on the Mongols: 

The Metropolitan Museum of Art: Special Exhibition, Riding across Central Asia: Images of the 

Mongolian Horse in Islamic Art (2000) 



The Los Angeles County Museum of Art: Exhibition on The Legacy of Genghis Khan (2003) 

CNN millennium website 

In-Class Quiz No. 2 (bring blue books!) Study sheet 

Recitations, Nov. 15: Museum Tour. Recitation sections will meet in the Ackland Art Museum 

(click here for a map) at the usual times, for a tour of selected examples of islamic art. As a courtesy to 

fellow students and the museum staff, please be on time! 

Note: A journal entry may be written on the Museum tour, which must connect items seen in the 

collection with some other discussion, either in the readings or lecture; this can be turned in at the 

next class. 

25. Nov. 18 Overview of the early Caliphate 

Reading: ibn Khaldun, Muqaddima, pp. 123-170, 180-183 

Study question: the religious characterization of the caliphate (pages 154-160) versus its 

transformation into royal authority (pages 160-166) 

Notes, More notes 

Map: breakup of the Caliphate, Chart of islamic dynasties 

Sa’di’s Persian elegy on the fall of Baghdad to the Mongols 

26. Nov. 20 Film: "islam, empire of faith" (This can be the subject of a journal entry that can be 

turned in at the next class; formulate your own question) 

Recitations, November 22 

26. Nov. 25 Science and philosophy 

Reading: Following A4uhammad, pp. 119-126; Ibn Khaldun, pp. 259-61, 333-354, 371-98 

Classification of the sciences according to aI-Farabi and Ibn Khaldun 

Notes 

Study question: what are the difference between aI-Farabi’s and ibn Khaldun’s understandings of the 

relation of the sciences to religion? 

Thanksgiving holiday 

27. Dec. 2 Islamic religious scholars (’ulama’). 

Reading: ibn Khaldun, 354-358 (interpretations of the Qur’an), 398-405 (critique of philosophy), 411- 

426 (education) 

Notes 

Study questions: what are Ibn Khaldun’s recommendations for education in North Africa? 

28. Dec. 4 Conclusions 

Reading: Following Muhammad, pp. 200-213; ibn Khaldun, pp. 242-256; Bennison, pp. 203-214 

Notes 



Carolina Course Evaluations (www.digitalmeasures.com/Iogin/unc/student) -- bring laptops today 

only. 

Final Exam Essay Due Fri., Dec. 7, 3:00 pm 

Reli 180 Requirements and Grading 

UNC-Chapel Hill, fall 2012 

RELIGIOUS STUDIES 180 

(ASIA 180) 

introduction to islamic Civilization 

Requirements and Grading 

GRADING 

The methods for assessing your progress also reflect the course objectives. Grading will be based on 

1) a mid-term essay (30%), 

2) two in-class quizzes of names and terms (5% each), 

3) an intellectual journal (20%) 

4) a final essay (30%), and 

5) class participation (10%). 

Grading standards: 

CLASS PARTICIPATION 

A = Excellent; good description, good analysis, and shows original interpretation 



B = Good; good description, or good analysis 

C = Adequate in the sense of doing minimal compliance with the assignment 

D = Poor; did not complete the assignment adequately but shows some effort 

F = Failing; did not complete the assignment 

Informed and consistent participation in discussions, both in the recitation section and common 

meetings, also is very important. This will sometimes include additional short exercises and texts 

separately listed on the Schedule. It will count as 10% of your final grade. Your recitation section leader 

will calculate that grade (after consultation with the instructor in some cases). 

ESSAYS 

The two essays encourage you to study one topic carefully and in its context, as you refine your ability 

to write clearly and argue persuasively. They will be designed to relate the narrative readings of the 

course to their religious and historical contexts, in comparison to each other. 

Both the mid-term and final exam will be take-home essays of 5 pages, with dates announced on the 

calendar and in the schedule. 

We will post in advance on the course webpage, both for the midterm and the final, a set of essay 

questions from which to choose your topic, as well as guidelines on how to write essays. Several 

midterm essays that were judged particularly successful will be posted here (with the authors’ 

permission). 

All students are encouraged to write a thesis paragraph ahead of time and to discuss that with the 

course instructor or your recitation leader. Many students have found that this improves the quality of 

their writing. 

QUIZZES 

Twice during the semester, we will have an in-class quiz based on names and terms of importance for 

understanding the subject of the course. These names and terms will be drawn from a larger list to be 

distributed in advance. 

INTELLECTUAL JOURNALS 

The journal needs some explanation. 

Purpose. The purpose of the assignment is to encourage you to keep up with your reading, 

enrich discussion both in lectures and recitations (since you will already have something to say), 

and offer a forum to record thoughtful responses to the readings, thereby personalizing the 

course and, at the same time, sharpening your skills in thinking critically and writing fluidly. 

Some sample topics are included on the Schedule page of the syllabus, but you are free to 



formulate your own response. 

Format. Journal entries should be typed and printed, and you should keep a copy on the hard 

drive of your computer, to avoid tragedies caused by lost paper. They should be approximately 

250 words, one typed page. Please type or write entries on three-hole paper or use a three-hole 

punch. When your TA returns your journal entries to you (normally within 7 days) you should 

keep them and collect them all in a thin binder or lightweight folder. On the last day of class you 

will turn in the whole journal. 

Due dates. Ordinary journal entries are due on the day the reading is assigned. You will hand 

in entries to your recitation leader before class on Mondays and Wednesdays (at our common 

sessions), and your recitation leader will return them at a later recitation meeting. The only 

exceptions are in-class films and previously approved outside events relating to Islamic 

civilization, which are to be turned in at the very next class. Journals cannot be turned in late. 

There is no way to make up for lost work in this project. Each journal entry should (1) quote or 

summarize one passage in one assigned text for that one day, and (2) connect it to some other 

concept or topic relating to the course (for example, an item in the news, something you have 

studied in another course, or a concept or theory to which the text can be related). Each entry 

should engage the ideas expressed in the text in some direct and thoughtful way. The journal 

entry should not be about you ("1 like/don’t like this"), but should be a demonstration of you 

making connections between the readings and some other phenomenon. 

Grading. These entries will be graded as either acceptable (check) or unacceptable (minus). A 

check means that you handed it in on time (at the start of the class session) and followed the 

instructions fully. We do not grade journals for thesis or grammar, as we do other written work. 

You control how well you do on this journal assignment, since your grade is determined by how 

many acceptable journal entries you submit (ones graded with a check, that is). Here is the 

scale: 

100=14 entries; 

93=11 entries; 

85= 8 entries; 

77= 6 entries; 

69= 4 or fewer entries. 

Journal responses during lectures. During every lecture, I will call upon several students who 

have turned in their journals that day. If you are called upon, this is your opportunity to give a 

brief verbal response to the reading, based on your journal; all students who make this 

presentation will get double credit for the journal (and anyone who turns in a journal but is 

unavailable to give a verbal response during the lecture gets no credit for the journal). 

HONOR CODE 

I expect you to follow the guidelines of the UNC honor code, as you promised to do when you signed the 



statement on the Carolina admission form. That indicated that you would refrain from "lying, cheating, 

or stealing" in the academic context. 

If you are unsure about which actions violate that honor code see me or your recitation leader-or 

consult the description of the honor code itself. Some questions arise frequently: 

Is this plagiarism? 

How much can I talk with my friends about my essay? 

Please feel free to ask if you are not sure. 

PROCEDURES 

As much as possible in a larger class, we will emphasize reading, writing, and discussion. The three class 

sessions each week include two common lecture sessions and one recitation section, which is led by a 

graduate teaching assistant. 

In many of our common sessions, we will integrate lecture and discussion. 

We also will view and discuss videos, webpages, and selected images.This semester we will use the 

Internet in several ways. Most importantly, we have a course home page. That will contain the syllabus, 

lecture outlines, course handouts, essay guidelines, and other relevant class materials. We also will set 

up links on our home page to other relevant sites on the web, so that you can quickly and easily find 

information. Some assignments also ask you to examine a particular webpage, and for those we will put 

links on our course webpage to make the process easier for you. 

I will provide some background information on the day’s topic in each lecture (each lecture outline will 

be on the course webpage, though these outlines are only skeletons of the lecture to make your note- 

taking easier, and they do not substitute for being in class). 

We also will focus on passages from the assigned readings during class, so it is a good idea to bring that 

day’s reading assignment to class. 

I expect you to have read the assignment for that day before you come to class. 

I indicate on the syllabus assigned readings and study questions for each session. Please take note of 

these before you begin reading. They will help focus your attention as you read, and they will serve as 

the basis for in-class conversations. Those conversations will be continued, and extended, in the weekly 

recitation sections. Your recitation leaders will say more about what they expect when you meet the 

first time. 

{ HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Hidden.1 }{ HTMLCONTROL Forms.HTML:Hidden.1 } 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cathro, Guy <guycathm@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:06 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: parking pass 

Hi Ton?’, 

We are going to go park at Finlay at’ter we load the bus~ 

See you tomorrow~ 

Guy 

On 8/27/13 10:07 PJ~ "Yount, Tony" <ton?3~ount@unc edu> ~vrote: 

>will you have a parking pass for me for my car for the weekend? 
> 

>Tony 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA- CHAPEL HILL 
EXSS 221 

Sport & Recreation Administration 

Barbara Osborne 
Office: Woollen 309 

Email: sportiaw@unc.edu 
Phone: 919/962-5173 

Class times: T/Th 12:30 - 1:45pm 
Office hours: T/Th 2:00-3:00pm and by appointment 

Text: Giilentine, Andy and R. Brian Crow, editors (2009) Foundations of Sport Management. 
Fitness Information Technology. 

Course Overview 
In this course, students are introduced to the policies and problems of organizing and administering 
sport and programs in public and private settings. 

Course Requirements 
¯ Class attendance, discussion, and participation ........................................................... 100 pts 
¯ Written assignments (4 X 25 points) .......................................................................... 100 pts 
¯ Exam l (Chapters 1-4) ............................................................................................ 100 pts 
° Exam II (Chapters 5-8) ...................................................................................... 100 pts 
¯ Exam Ill (Ch. 9-15) ........................................................................................... 100 pts 

Grading Scale: Grading is based on the coverage and understanding of the issue; the organization 
and clarity of the summary; the significance of the chosen issues to class, and your presentation. 

B+ 89-87% C+ 79-77% D+ 69-67% 
A 100-94% B 86-84% C 76-74% D 66-64% 
A- 93-90% B- 83-80% C- 73-70% D- 63-60% 

F 59% and below 

Academic Misconduct: UNC’s Honor Code and policies and recommendations for academic 
misconduct will be followed. Academic misconduct as it relates to plagiarism will result in a grade of 
F in the course. 

Honor Code: 
For more than 120 years, Carolina students have pledged not to lie, cheat, or steal Students enjoy a 
great deal of freedom at Carolina and have been entrusted to hold each other accountable for 
maintaining a just and safe community. As such, students hear and decide all alleged cases of 
conduct and academic integrity violations. Please examine your rights and responsibilities of the 
Carolina Honor code at http://honor.unc.edu/index.html. Students may be videotaped by instructors 
through the use of classroom or handheld monitoring devices during any exams or graded 
assignments taken in class. 

Ali s~ude.ts must complete the Heno~ Code Module enli.e befo#e the fi~s~ assignme.t exam 
whichever comes firsti Ierien~a~ienne~unc/hono~sta Please submit 
vedfi~ion of completion ~o the professe~ 

Technology: You may use your laptops for class related purposes only. Students that are engaged 
in other activities (web browsing, texting, etc.) will be asked to leave the class. 



Students with Disabilities: People who believe they may need accommodations in this class 
are encouraged to contact me or the Department of Disability Services Center as soon as 
possible to better ensure that such accommodations are implemented in a timely fashion. 

EXSS Sport Administration Attendance Policy: In this course, you are expected to actively 
engage in the learning process. This means that you must be prepared by doing the readings, and 
be willing to share your ideas and questions with the class. Because you will learn not only from the 
lectures and readings, but from the class discussion, it is imperative that you attend every class. 
The only excused absences are those allowed by the University, provided that you contact the 
professor prior to your absence. With an excused absence, it is your responsibility to complete 
assignments on time, get notes and make up any missed in-class work. Attendance will be taken 
every day, and any unexcused absence will impact your total attendance and class participation 
grade. 

Required Sports Business Journal Subscription: You are required to purchase a subscription to 
Sports Business Journal (SBJ). The subscription process is very simple. 
. Connect to this link: www. sbjcollege, corn/subscribe 

. Select the "University of North Carolina" as Your School. 

. A drop down menu of professors for UNC will appear. Select "Barbara Osborne / EXSS 221: 
Introduction to Sport Administration." 
An order form will default to the subscription option required for this course: "SportsBusiness 
Journal - 16 weeks for $65.00." This is the minimum subscription that you may order. 

. For Delivery Method, select the "SportsBusiness Journal Digital (electronic version)" option. 
With digital delivery, you will receive SBJ by email every Monday morning. 

. Complete the Contact Information and Payment sections and then click Subscribe. 

If you are an EXSS major with a concentration in the sport administration track, it is suggested that 
you purchase an annual subscription in order to prepare yourself and stay current as a professional 
in the field. Also, all EXSS courses in the sport administration track will require the SBJ subscription, 
so it might be more economical to purchase the annual subscription. 

Once you have completed the subscription application form, you will need to print your order 
confirmation receipt and turn it in to me no later than Thursday, August 29 as proof that you have 
complied with this requirement. If you are registered for multiple EXSS courses this semester, you 
will use the same receipt for all classes (no need to purchase more than one subscription)! Turning 
in your receipt is an assignment that will impact your class participation grade; receipts turned in 
after Thursday, August 2~) are still required, but you will not receive full credit for the assignment. 
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9/19 Management and Leadership in the Spod Indust~ Due: Written Assignment 1 

Week 6 
9/24 EXAM I 
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Week 7 
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Week 8 
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Week 9 
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10/17 No class - Fall Break 

Week 10 
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Week 11 

10/29 EXAM ~ 
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Week 13 
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Week 14 
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Week 1S 
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Week 16 

...... ].].~]..9 ................................. G,~9~!,,,SPg~,,!,~,~,~,S,~[Y 
11/21 TBA 

Week 1T 
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Week 18 

...... ],.2/3. ..................................... Yg,U,,E,,~,~,~,[~,,,i,~,, ~,~,, ~,~,9,~,,~,n~,u~[~ ..................................................................................................................... G~h.a.~.e.[_]_5 ................................................................................................................................................................................ 

Final 
Exam 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i2:30 pm 

i4:30 pm 

i5:00 pm 

16:20 pm 

i6:45 pm 
L 

i8:30 pm 
; 

i 11:00 pm 

Practice at Smith Center 

Depart for RDU from Smith Center 

Arrive at RDU 

Depart RDU on Southwest flight #4025 

Arrive Nashville, TN Airport/Bus pick up--Stop for dinner 

Check into hotel, Sheraton Music City Hotel 

Lights out 

19:30 am 

i 12:15 pm 
L 

i1:15 pm to 2:15 pm 
; 

i2:30 pm 

13:00 pm 

i4:30 pm 

i4:30 pm 

i7:00 pm 
L 

i9:00 pm 
; 

i 11:30 pm 

Breakfast at hotel 

Depart hotel for practice (Long Sleeve Carolina Blue Uniform) 

Practice at Alumni Memorial Gym 

Depart gym for Pre Game Meal 

Pre-Game Meal at TBA 

Depart restaurant for Gym 

Scout Middle Tennessee vs. San Francisco 

UNC vs, Notre Dame 

Dinner following the match 

Lights out 

19:30 am Breakfast at Hotel 

10:30 am Depart for gym (Long Sleeve White Uniform) 

i11:00 am Scout Middle Tennessee vs. Notre Dame 
L 

i1:30 pm UNC vs, San Francisco 

13:30 pm Lunch following the match 

i6:30 pm Official Warm up 

i7:30 pm UNC vs. Middle Tennessee State (Long sleeve Navy Jersey) 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i9:30 pm 

i 11:30 pm 

Dinner following the match at TBA 

l.ights out 

18:30 am 
L 

i9:00 am 
L 

i 10:30 am 

i12:40 pm 

i3:05 pm 

14:00 pm 

Check out and depart hotel for Tidwell home 

Breakfast at Tidwell home 

Depart for airport 

Depart on Southwest flight #2861 

Arrive RDU 

Arrive Carmichael Arena 

UNC Volleyball Core Value 

RESOLUTE, We don’t whine: this individual can handle any situation and 
never complains about anything on or off the court ever, of consistent 
character. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 2, 2013 10:03 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

Re: Final Four pics 

Thank you- 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Ooheels.com @tmcwlax 

On Sep 2, 2013, at 5:12 PM, "Yount, Ton?-" <tonyyom~t@unc.edu> wrote: 

>https://w;vw.icloudcom/photostrean~/#A35idkMwiHSNa for championship day 
> 
>https://w~av.icloud.com/photostrealw’#A3Gf693ZO6FTd3 semifinals 

> 
>https://wwwicloud.com/photostream/#A3JEsNVv~nJpqSSK banquet 

> 

https://www.icloud.com/photostream/#A35\aUrzxtdBu quarter finals win 
> 

> I also have the pics from the retreat last ?,ear if you want them 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 12:03 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20130903120322907.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 0903.2013 12:03:22 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



September 6 - September 8, 2013 

ACC/Big-Ten Challenge- iowa City, iowa 

*** REMEMBER YOUR ID 

8:00am 

10:00am 

11:55am 

2:00pm 

2:30pm 

4:45pm 

7:00pm 

11:00pm 

Depart (Heaven) Henry Stadium for RDU 

Flight UA3499Y RDU -~ ORD Arrive 11:11am 

Flight UA3616Y ORD --~ CID Arrive 12:50pm 

Arrive Hotel Sheraton Iowa City Hotel 

Lunch 210 South Dubuque Street 

Iowa City, IA 52240 

Depart for Field (Walk-thru & Corners)(Iowa, 2601 Prairie Meadow Drive) 

Dinner 

Lights Out 

10:00am 

10:15am 

12:45pm 

2:00pm 

3:30pm 

6:00pm 

11:00pm 

Pre-Game Spike 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Depart Hotel 

U~C w ~’,,,’i~.[~..(UNC in Carolina Blue) 

Tailgate 

Dinner 

Lights Out 

7:45am 

8:00am 

10:15am 

11:30am 

l:00pm 

l:30pm 

5:00pm 

9:05pm 

12:40pm 

Pre-Game Spike 

Breakfast followed by Team Meeting 

Check out and Depart Hotel 

U~C w/o~v~ (UNC in White) 

Tailgate (Jimmy John’s delivered to the field) ({319) 358-0000) 

Depart for MDW 

Giordano’s {6314 S. Cicero, Chicago, IL 60638) 

Flight WN2874¥ MDW ~ RDU Arrive 11:50pm 

Arrive in Heaven 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <~swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 1:48 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

Meetings 

Hello Tony: 

Hopefully you had a nice and relaxing weekend with Field Hockey. I am going to begin reaching out to pockets of the w. lax!w, soccer! field hockey student- 

athletes encouraging them to begin scheduling appointments as soon as possible. In attempts to meet with all student-athletes, any encouragement from 

academic counselors would be greatly appreciated. I know that grent sent a "heads up/notification" to his teams notifying the students of the upcoming emails. 

I just wanted to touch base with you and let you know that I will be sending emails to members of the aforementioned students. 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 6:24 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

Re: Final Four pics 

OK - I think I figured it out - if I dump pictm-es into my download - then 
I can file them in Photos? Is that how you ~vould do it? 

Also - the Championship Game pictures you sent were Field Hockey pictures! 
Can you re-send Championship day/night/victory? 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

On 9/2/13 5:12 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonDzount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>https://www.icloudcom/photostream/#A35idkMwiHSNa :[’or championship day 

>https://www.icloud.com~photostream/tiA3Gf693ZG6FTd3 semi :finals 

>https:/iv,~’w icloud.com~photostream/#A3JEsNWnJpqSSK banquet 

>https://www.icloud.com/photostream/#A35 VaUrm’~tdB u quarter finals wm 

also have the pics from the retreat last year if you want them 



Field Hockey Travel 
Fall 2013 

Schedule 

DATE DEPARTU RE TI M E 

Thursday, August 29th 10:00 am 
Miss all Friday classes, August 30 

Friday, September 6th 

LOCATION 

Lock Haven, DE 

8:00 am Iowa City, IA 

RETU RN TI M E 

Monday, Sept 2 -1:00am 

Sunday, Sept 8 -11:30pm 

Thursday, September 19th     3:30 pm            Charlottesville, VA 
Miss all Thursday and Friday classes, September 19 & 20             Sunday, Sept 22 -7:00pm 

Friday October 25th 12:30 pm Norfolk, VA Saturday, Oct 26-7:00pm 

Friday, November 1st 6:00 am Syracuse, NY 

Wednesday, Nov 6th           2 pm              Boston, MA 
Miss all Wednesday evening, Thursday and Friday classes, Nov 6-8 

Saturday, Nov 2-10:30pm 

ACC tournament 
likely 10 pm Sunday 

TBA - NCAA first round tournament- weekend of Nov 16-17 

TBA - NCAA Final Four - weekend of Nov 22-24 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Field Hockey Academic 
Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i7:30 am 

i8:00 am 

i9:32 am 

10:58 am 

i 11:29 am 
; 

i1:05 pm 
L 

i1:45 pm 

13:30 pm 

i4:30 pm 

i5:00 ~m-6:00 ~m 

i6:30 ~m 

i8:30 pm 
L 

i 11:00 pm 

Depart for RDU from Smith Center 

Arrive at RDU, eat breakfast with meal money 

Depart RDU on US Airways flight # 3240 

Arrive Philadelphia, PA Airport 

Depart Philadelphia, PA on US Airways flight # 3246 

Arrive Columbus, OH, Bus pick up 

Pick up lunch on way to hotel 

Check into hotel, Baymont Inn and Suites 

Depart hotel for practice 

Practice at Convocation Center 

Dinner at TBA 

Return to hotel 

Lights out 

i7:30 am 

i8:00 am 

i9:00 am 
L 

i 10:00 am 

i12:00 pm 

i1:30 pm 

i5:15 pm 

17:00 pm 

i9:00 pm 
L 

i 11:00 pm 

Breakfast at hotel 

Depart hotel for gym (Long Sleeve Carolina Blue Uniform) 

Official Warm up 

UNC vs, Dayton 

Lunch and Scout Ohio vs. Cincinnati 

Return to hotel 

Depart hotel for gym (Long Sleeve Navy Uniform) 

UNC vs. Ohio 

Dinner and return to hotel 

Lights Out 

10:00 am Breakfast at hotel 

10:45 am Depart hotel for gym (Long Sleeve White Uniform) 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i12:30 pm UNC vs. Cincinnati 

i3:00 pm Depart for Columbus Airport, lunch on the bus 

i4:30 pm Arrive Airport 

15:55 pm Depart Columbus, OH on US Airways flight # 2821 

i7:22 pm Arrive Charlotte, NC Airport 
L 

i8:20 pm Depart Charlotte Airport on US Airways flight #1861 
; 

i9:12 pm Arrive RDU 

110:00 pm Arrive Smith Center 

UNC Volleyball Core Value 

DISCIPLINED: 

The truly extraordinary do somethin.0 every day: this individual has remarkable self- 
discipline, does the daily & summer workout sheets from beginning to the end without 
omission or substitution; every day has a plan to do something to get better. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 2:33 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20130904143250235.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 0904.2013 14:32:50 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:11 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

please catch up with me on Thursday 

Hello Tony, 

I tried to connect with you today to talk about study hall. I do not know what time you leave with volleyball tomorrow but if it is later in the day, please catch up 

with me before you leave. If not, we need to schedule some time on Monday to connect. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 7:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagul@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Reser~’alion Information Confirmation 

Hey Tony, 

Hele is your car rental reservation for tomorrow. Enterprise is the company but unfortunately there is no whele to drop in Athens after 6pro. So you will have the car 

thrn Friday. Not a big deal jus~t letting you know you roll pick up at Columbus AirPort and drop off sometime Friday, probably after our 10am match. 

Thanks for taking the 2 kids. 

Eve 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

Begin ibm’a~ded message: 

From: Cindi Atwater <CindiAtwater~anfl~onvtravel.com> 

Date: September 4, 2013, 7:36:05 PM EDT 

To: "Eve Rackham (rackham~uncaa.unc.edu)" <mckham(~uncaa.unc.edu>, "mckham (rackhmn~unc.edu)" <rackham~unc.edu> 
Cc: Cindi Atwater <CindiAtwate~antlaonytravel.com> 

Subject: F~V: Reservation Information Continuation 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Enterpri~ Rent-A-Car [mailto:NO REPLY,~enterpfise.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 7:32 PM 

To: Cindi Atwater 

Subject: Reservation hfformation Confirmation 

Deax glenn yount. 

Thank you for choosing Enterpri~ Rent-A-Car. Please print this e-mail or lecord your confirmalion number in order to pick up your rental. Your 

confirmation number is JM89QS. We look fo~a~-ard to seeing you on September 5, 2013 at 7:00 PM. 

Please do not reply to this e-mail. If you need to contact Enterprise Rent-A-Car please click here : 

http:i/enterorise.cus~thelp.com/app~ask 

To sign up for on-line promotions and specials just click here: 

http:i/~x~x~v.enterprise .com,’car rental/dee plinkinap.do?emailsi~nup~’ 

Re~rvafion hfformation: 

Pickup date: September 5, 2013 at 7:00 PM (Office hours: 7:00 AM to 11:00 PM) 

Return date: September 6, 2013 at 12:00 PM (Office hours: 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM) 

Pickup Branch:       Return Branch: 

PORT COLUMBUS INTL ARPT     ATHENS 

4600 INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY 900 E STATE ST 

COLUMBUS, OH 43219-1779      ATHENS, OH 45701-2116 

(614) 239-3200       (740) 593-7429 

Car hffo~rnalion: 

Type of Car: Intermediate 

Examples: Toyota Corolla, Nis~n Sentra or similar 

Holds 4 passengers and 3 luggage 

Rate intbrmafion (all rates in U.S. DOLLARS): 
Daily              1 DAY @ 52.24               52.24 

One Way Drop Charge      1 DROPCHARGE @ 40.00           40.00 

CUSTOMER FACILITY CHARGE 1 DAY @ 3.85\19.25 Max Amt 3.85 

VEHICLE LICENSING FEE 1 DAY @ .28 .28 
GARAGE RECOUPMENT SURCHARGE 3.46 

* Subtotal 99.83 

CONCESSION RECOVERY SURCHARGE 11.11% 10.65 



SALES TAX 7.00 % 7.74 
Total charges 118.22 
*If you inquired abx~ ut coverages or additional driver fees, the rates are not reflective in yonr estimated tota3. These fees will be added to your contract at 
the time of pick up. Additiona] surcharges, local taxes, etc. mW apply. 

Toll Road Usage Progrmn; click here for ,nore intbnnation: www.htallc.com/enterprise 

Following mileage rule applies: 
MILEAGE IS UNLIMITED WITHIN THE RENTING STATE 
AND BORDERING STATE. IF TRAVELING OUTSIDE OF 
THESE STATES, MILEAGE WILL BE AT 200 FREE MILES 
PER DAY AND $.25 EACH ADDITIONAL MILE. 

Important Pickup Irttbrmation tbr Airport Reservations: 

***PLEASE NOTE: THIS OFFICE SERVICES DEPLANING AIRPORT 

CUSTOMERS ONLY.*** 

LOCAL CUSTOMERS SHOULD MAKE RESERVATIONS WITH A 

NON-AIRPORT OFFICE. 

CUSTOMERS MAY NEED TO PRESENT FLIGHT ITINERARY FOR 
VERIFICATION. 

To modify or cancel this re~rvation, click http://enterprise.cnsthelp.com/appiask. Note: changing your pickup or return date, time or location may change 
your rates, taxes, or surcharges. 

Would you like to ,nake another reservation or need additiona] information? Please ca2tl us again at 1-877-372-2223 or visit us at 

http:i/vvww.enterprise.com 

Do not forget that signing up for our e-,nail specials gives you access to exclusive discounts, last minute deals, and other great otters. To sign up, just click 

here: 

http:i/vx~x~v.enterpris~ .com,’car rental/dee plinlanap.do?emailsi~nup~’ 

Thank you again for choosing Enterprise. 

P.S. If you plan to travel...remember, Enterprise serves all major airports and our rates are exceptionally low! 







Field Hockey Travel 
Fall 2013 

Schedule 

DATE DEPARTU RE TI M E 

Thursday, August 29th 10:00 am 
Miss all Friday classes, August 30 

Friday, September 6th 

LOCATION 

Lock Haven, DE 

8:00 am Iowa City, IA 

RETU RN TI M E 

Monday, Sept 2 -1:00am 

Sunday, Sept 8 -11:30pm 

Thursday, September 19th     3:30 pm            Charlottesville, VA 
Miss all Thursday and Friday classes, September 19 & 20             Sunday, Sept 22 -7:00pm 

Friday October 25th 12:30 pm Norfolk, VA Saturday, Oct 26-7:00pm 

Friday, November 1st 6:00 am Syracuse, NY 

Wednesday, Nov 6th           2 pm              Boston, MA 
Miss all Wednesday evening, Thursday and Friday classes, Nov 6-8 

Saturday, Nov 2-10:30pm 

ACC tournament 
likely 10 pm Sunday 

TBA - NCAA first round tournament- weekend of Nov 16-17 

TBA - NCAA Final Four - weekend of Nov 22-24 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Field Hockey Academic 
Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i7:30 am 

i8:00 am 

i9:32 am 

10:58 am 

i 11:29 am 
; 

i1:05 pm 
L 

i1:45 pm 

13:30 pm 

i4:30 pm 

i5:00 ~m-6:00 ~m 

i6:30 ~m 

i8:30 pm 
L 

i 11:00 pm 

Depart for RDU from Smith Center 

Arrive at RDU, eat breakfast with meal money 

Depart RDU on US Airways flight # 3240 

Arrive Philadelphia, PA Airport 

Depart Philadelphia, PA on US Airways flight # 3246 

Arrive Columbus, OH, Bus pick up 

Pick up lunch on way to hotel 

Check into hotel, Baymont Inn and Suites 

Depart hotel for practice 

Practice at Convocation Center 

Dinner at TBA 

Return to hotel 

Lights out 

i7:30 am 

i8:00 am 

i9:00 am 
L 

i 10:00 am 

i12:00 pm 

i1:30 pm 

i5:15 pm 

17:00 pm 

i9:00 pm 
L 

i 11:00 pm 

Breakfast at hotel 

Depart hotel for gym (Long Sleeve Carolina Blue Uniform) 

Official Warm up 

UNC vs, Dayton 

Lunch and Scout Ohio vs. Cincinnati 

Return to hotel 

Depart hotel for gym (Long Sleeve Navy Uniform) 

UNC vs. Ohio 

Dinner and return to hotel 

Lights Out 

10:00 am Breakfast at hotel 

10:45 am Depart hotel for gym (Long Sleeve White Uniform) 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i12:30 pm UNC vs. Cincinnati 

i3:00 pm Depart for Columbus Airport, lunch on the bus 

i4:30 pm Arrive Airport 

15:55 pm Depart Columbus, OH on US Airways flight # 2821 

i7:22 pm Arrive Charlotte, NC Airport 
L 

i8:20 pm Depart Charlotte Airport on US Airways flight #1861 
; 

i9:12 pm Arrive RDU 

110:00 pm Arrive Smith Center 

UNC Volleyball Core Value 

DISCIPLINED: 

The truly extraordinary do somethin.0 every day: this individual has remarkable self- 
discipline, does the daily & summer workout sheets from beginning to the end without 
omission or substitution; every day has a plan to do something to get better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 12:21 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonvyount@ unc.edu> 

Pettigrew & Gettysburg 

So, he was 15 when he came to U NC! What a brilliant guy, and what a waste to have him die at 35. It’s so sad to think of what people like that could possibly have accomplished 

with more years. It seems like he’s the kind of person who could’ve been a world-changer. 

When you get a chance, can you give this a quick read and make sure I haven’t gotten anything wrong? Mostly wanted to provide some background for the video while also having 

Coach Shelton emphasize the all-around experience. 

Thanks[ 
--dg 

Coaches say there’s much to be learned from their teams’ opening game, from finally getting a squad out on the field. But en route to its season 
opener at Lock Haven last weekend, the UNC field hockey team took time out for a completely different sort of lesson on a completely different 
sort of field. 
During the course of the the eight-hour bus ride from Chapel Hill to Lock ttaven, Pa., last Thursday, the team stopped off" at Gettysburg National 
Military Park for a history lesson. "It was great to get off the bus, but it wasn’t just getting out at a rest stop," said Tony Yount, the team’s 
academic advisor and a former high school history teacher. "It was a break that had some education to it, too." 
Yount, who taught history in the Chapel Hill school system for 30 years before joining the academic support staff at UNC, has visited Gettysburg 
more than 2 S times and has taught a class on the Civil War, so the team had the perfect built-in tour guide. "We started at the North Carolina 
monument at Seminary Ridge, got everyone off the bus and told the bus driver where to meet us," he said. "I gathered them and we talked for 15- 
20 minutes about the big picture of the Civil War and why Gettysburg was so important." 
Then the team walked the path of Pickett’s Charge, the largest single frontal assault in American history, learning along the way that a UNC alum, 
General Johnston Pettigrew, helped to lead the charge. Pettigrew’s North Carolina troops managed to advance further than those of any other 
Southern state. 
After the lesson, it was back onto the bus. The following day, UNC opened its season with a 2-1 win at Lock Haven. The team spent the next day 
with another activity - this time an amusement park trip that has become an annual tradition - then played Villanova on Sunday in Delaware, 
winning 10-0, before busing back to Chapel Hill. Overall, it was a successful opening weekend, with the Gettysburg stop a highlight. 
"We want to make sure that our players are getting a great college experience at UNC," UNC coach Karen Shelton said. "That 

includes academics, athletics and social life -and we believe we have a great balance there. But it also includes helping them to 

become more aware of the larger world around them, and travel is a big part of that. One of the great things about athletic 

competition is that it takes you to places that you might not have had the opportunity to go otherwise - that was the case in my 

playing career, and I want it to be the case for my players, too. So, whenever we travel, we try to make sure that we’re not just 

going between the field and the hotel, but that we’re taking advantage of the trip as a learning experience and a fun experience 

whenever we can. 

"As we planned our trip to Lock Haven, we realized we’d be going right past Gettysburg. We need to give them some breaks on 

long bus rides anyway, so we decided to stop there. It’s such an important place in our country’s history. Some of our players had 

been there before on school field trips, but we also have six international players who maybe aren’t as familiar with American 

history. So we spent about 90 minutes there, and Tony led us on a great tour. It was really educational for all of us, myself 

included. My hope is that this is the kind of thing that sticks with them as they get older, and that things like this help to round out 

their college experience and give them a broader world view. If we can provide our players with that, at the same time we give 

them an outstanding athletic and team experience, then I believe we’re achieving our goals as coaches." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 8:29 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

RE: Weekly 

Thanks Tony, 

Can you meet ~vith a recruit Friday (the 13th)? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, September 08, 2013 8:27 PM 
To: rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, Tyler G; Charles, Jennifer S 
Subject: Weekly 

Coaches, 

No excess of information this week Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database ~ve use to track all of our information, create the individual plans that you saw last week and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week was the piece that counts hours. So that ~vill appear next week and the regular weekly format ~vill return as well 

This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing. We made their appointments for fall with their University academic adviser prior to registration in November. And we entered the 
information from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, performance dates in the database. That takes some time so there ~vasn’t much discussion about anything else. 

There are no significant grades to date The hea~T weeks for midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of October. 

I sa~v all the kids :[’or the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor I)ay so I did nut meet with since Monday is our regular day. was in study hall with me 
Wednesday night, and uf course I caught up with all of them un the trip. 

My schedule :[’or recruiting purpuses. - in all week, away this weekend with women’s lacrosse Away next weekend, Sept 20 - 23 fur personal travel. After that, in town for through Octuber 
except fur the Oct 12 weekend. 

Tuny 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rackham <rackham@unc,edu.; 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 8:35 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

RE: Weekly 

Ok -- she amves RDU at 1040am on a red eye, so can we do 1130? ? I know flaat’s pushing it but I doubt they can get to campus any earlier. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, September 08, 2013 8:33 PM 
To: rackham 
Subject: Re: Weekly 

Yes, before noon. Don’t know the exact departure time for lacrosse, but I have lunch scheduled ~vith out of town guests for 12:30. Morning is clear. 

On Sep 8, 2013, at 8:28 PM. rackham <rackham@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Thanks Ton?-, 
> 

> Can you meet with a recruit Friday (the 13th)? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tolry 
> Sent: Sunday, September 08, 2013 8:27 PM 
> To: rackham; Sagula, Joseph A; Adams, ~[}’ler G; Charles, Jennifer S 
> Subject: Weekly 
> 

> Coaches, 
> 

> No excess of information this week. Brent has done amazing things in upgrading the database we use to track all of our information, create the individual plans that you saw last week and 
help us in many other ways, but the one piece that he did not finish last week was the piece that counts hours. So that will appear next week and the regular weekly format will return as well. 
> 

> This week in our meetings, all the kids did the same thing We made their appointments for fall with their University academic adviser prior to registration in November. And we entered the 
iN2~rmation from their syllabi so that I have a calendar of test, exam, project, per~2~rmance dates in the database That takes some time so there wasn’t much discussion about anything else 
> 
> ’]’here are no significant grades to date. ’]?he heavy weeks [’or midterms look like the last week of September and the first week of October. 
> 

> I saw all the kids for the regular meetings, except that Monday was Labor Day so ! did not meet with since Monday is our regular day was in stu@ hall with me 
Wednesday night, and of course I caught up with all of them on the trip. 
> 

> My schedule for recruiting purposes - in all week, away this weekend with women’s lacrosse Away next weekend, Sept 20 - 23 for personal travel. After that, in town ~2~r through October 
except for the Oct 12 weekend 
> 

> Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 3:51 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun~unc.edtr-~ 

OV Ne~ Week 

We have 4 of our 2014 official visits in next Friday. Is there a sheet I can review with them about all those senior year things you speak to them about? Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 9:26 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Privilege Cards 

Can you do this now? Please talk with Jerm, however, to be sure she has not alrea@ sent the list over 

Thanks, 
Susan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Youaat, Tony’ 
Sent: Friday-, September 06, 2013 1:35 PM 
To: Maloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Privilege Cards 

Sor~z, I won’t be able to do that 

On Sep 6, 2013, at 1:32 PM. "2vlaloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 1:53 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun~unc.edu> 

letter lbr national pazlicipafion 

Tony, 
Please email the particulars regarding the request for a letter for national participation. What is the student-athlete’s name, sport, and time and location of time 

away. I will review and complete the letter. I will ask you to input the professor information and then print the letters. I will sign them once they are completed. 

Thank you, 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
m_[c__h_._e![ 

e__b_r_o_. _w__n__@. _u_ .n- c_: e__d_.u__ 

office: (919) 962-9533 

fax: (919)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 9:05 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

US National letter 

Letter for SA on nationoJ temn.docx 

Tony, 
See attached 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (9:19) 962-9533 

fax: (9:19)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:107 



Sept, 11, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus directory? Is your home address correct? Do 

you know that you can control what is displayed through the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please go to !ii!i{!;:~;.=i !i’..!i~?.{L!blii!:~., click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

~assword. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and!or dorm address, 

is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Unlimited free access to the online video training library lynda.com is now available to all University 

faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career 

development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an 

internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access lynda corn, go to the 

and log on with your Onyen and password. 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new !::{!> :.~.!~.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this ’,.{i.{!2.{~ . 



What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.!’[~,~!.!.~L~!~.’..~I~.~.~.~L~.~.~.’.i,. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:13 PM 

Yount Tony <tonks~onn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Track recruit on September 27th 

Merci beauconp 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 5:43 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonvvonn ,~unc.edu> wrote: 

I can 

Tony 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 5:29 PM, "Townsend, Jenn" <itownsend(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Is anyone willing!able to meet with a men’s track recruit at 11:30 on September 27th? I have a conference that starts at noon so I am 

unable to do it. 

Thanks! 

]enn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Getin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 9:48 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

Camera reminder 

Hi Tony, 
Just a reminder about the SAAC photo tomorrow at 7. if it’s a problem at all for you to bring your camera, I can get the office one again. 

Thanks! 

-- Dana 



Mason Rudolph Championship 

September 20-22 

Wednesday, September 18th 

4:00 pm Leave for RDU from Chapman Center 

6:20 pm Southwest 4025 departs for Nashville (arrives 6:45 pm CST) 

*Attire - Previous UNC golf uniform 

8-10 pm Registration (Embassy Suites lobby) 

~tember 19~ (CST) 

6:00 am 

6:30 am 

8:00-8:09 am 

12:30-2:30 pm 

6:00 pm 

Breakfast at Embassy Suites 

Driving Range opens (same for all days) 

Practice Round Tee Times off #1 (two groups of 3) 

Lunch provided in Legends Grill 

Tournament Welcome Dinner, Place TBA 

*Attire: Casual 

Frida Se_tember 20th CST 

6:00 am Breakfast opens at Embassy Suites 

9:30-10:06 am Tee times off #1 (Indy off #10 at 9:44 am) 

12:30-2:30 pm    Lunch provided in Legends Grill 

Parent’s Night for dinner 

8:00-10:06 am 

12:20-2:30 pm 

Saturda Se tember21~ CST 

6:00 am Breakfast opens at Embassy Suites 

Tee times off #1 and #10 

Lunch provided in Legends Grill 

Team Dinner 

Sunda Se tember22"d CST 

6:00 am 

7:30-9:30 am 

12:30-2:30 pm 

7:55 pm 

10:15 pm 

Breakfast opens at Embassy Suites 

Tee times off #1 and #10 

Box Lunches provided in Pavilion 

Southwest 215 departs Nashville for RDU 

*Attire - below 

Arrive at RDU 



Uniforms: 

Wednesday - Any previous UNC golf uniform 

Thursday - Bone shorts, Navy stripe polo, C. blue collarless LS, navy hat 

Friday - C. blue skort, white polo, L/S white polo, C. blue hat 

Saturday - C. blue with white collar detail, black shorts, C. blue collarless LS, black 

hat 

Sunday- White shorts, C. blue polo with white stitching, C. blue collarless LS, 

white hat 

*Airport attire: Navy warm-up suit with "Carolina" C. blue t-shirt (same 

shirt as previous tournament) 

Items to bring: 

4 Hats (navy, white, C. blue, and black) 

4 Shirts (2 C. blue (one w/white collar detail other with white stitching), 

navy stripe, white) 

3 Shorts (black, bone, white) 

:i Skirt (C. blue) -Jan C. blue shorts 

2 Long sleeve shirts (white polo, C. blue collarless longsleeve) 

30uterwear (white vest, white jacket, black jacket) 

Rain jacket and pants 

Navy warm-up suit 

C. blue "Carolina" t-shirt to wear with warm-up suit 

Umbrella 

Rain cover for golf bag 

Glove 

Golf balls 

Rain glove 

Golf shoes 

Golf towels 

Cart cooler 

Duffle bag for back of cart to put extra clothes (if you do not have bag on 

cart, clothing must go in a duffle - not in cart compartments) 

Casual clothes for dinner 

Yardage book (for those returning) 

ID’s (driver’s license or passport) 

Weather: 

Thursday- High 86/Low 61 (10%); Partly Cloudy 

Friday- High 83/Low 62 (30%); Isolated T-Storms 

Saturday- High 73/Low 54 (40%); Scattered T-Storms 

Sunday- High 78/Low 53 (0%); Partly Cloudy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:17 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

Individual Mtgs 

TolLv, 
I will not be attending m~ymore individual meetings held between you m~d the players. Thazlks for including me ha the process. The meetings were very helpful mad 
infomative. 

Jennifer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@unc.edu~" 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 1:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Individual Mtgs 

I wasn’t sure if I should coutinue to attend because Michelle wanting me to go to the rotor training. So, fi:om time to time I’ll attend the a meeting. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, September 28, 2023 22:58 PM 
To: Charles, 3ennifer S 
Subject: Re: Individual Mtgs 
I enjoyed having yon here and our conversalions, but I’m sure you have plenty of things to do to keep you busy. 

On Sep 18, 2013, at 11:16 AM, "Charles, Jennifer S" -~j_ench~@unc.edu> 

Tony, 
I will not be attending anytnore individual ~neetings held between you m~d the players. Thanks tbr including ~ne in the process. The meetings were very helpful 

infomative. 
Thanks, 
Jennifer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 8:24 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

Re: Weekly 

Have a great trip’. 
Thanks for all you do, 
Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 
Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncwlax 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 8:04 P\{, "Yount, Tony" <ton?Tount@unc.edu> wrote: 

> I compiled everything this afternoon, leaving early in the morning for Colorado, so Thursday’s tutor and stu@ hall infolrnation are not in there and the hours listed don’t represent the 
whole ~veek Didn’t see a way around that but I did want you to have the updates on the grades, as midterms are started to come in I’ll be back in the office Tuesday morning. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> <09191ax.pdI> 



Sept, 25, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Sept. 26, starting at 5:00 pm 

and ending around 12 midnight ConnectCarolina will be down during this time, and other applications 

may experience limited and/or no functionality during this outage Details here: 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus directory? Is your home address correct? Do 

you know that you can control what is displayed through the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please go to ~i:i[)_.’~:~ ~.~r~c e ;~..’, click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

)assword. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, 

is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Unlimited free access to the online video training library lynda corn is now available to all University 

faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career 

development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an 

internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access lynda.com, go to the U,’K: .C:h~ !~i i--iiii L~.nd;= corn Si,’~n-h 

and log on with your Onyen and password 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new .i.!.’-:!:~:,. have the answers! 



One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 



SOCI 

Professor: Office Hours: 

Tuesday 

Hamilton Hall #272 11:30am-12:30pm &~ @live.unc.edu by appointment 

COURSE OVERVIEW: 

The field of sociology concerns the scientific study of human societies, cultures, and/or behaviors. As a 

scientific discipline, this entails the use of systematic techniques and tools to generate, collect, and 

analyze data. This semester you will be introduced to the basic methods that social scientists use to 

produce knowledge, including those that we encounter every day in public opinion polls, census reports, 

and news articles, as well as academic and professional articles. 

By the end of the semester, you will have familiarity with a variety of research methods used in the 

social sciences, such as surveys, observation, interviews, content analysis, and secondary data analysis. 

You will understand basic concepts and ideas about measurement, causation, sampling, and techniques 

for qualitative research. You will also have the experience of developing and conducting a research 

project from start to finish using basic quantitative and qualitative data analysis techniques. 

The main objective of this course is for you to use and understand the fundamental processes of social 

research. Not only will this enable you to answer your own questions and hypotheses, but you will also 

be a more informed and critical consumer of information. The knowledge that you gain will enable you 

to better understand the research articles you encounter in other courses, as well as be a more careful 

judge of statistics and research findings presented to you in popular media or news sources. You will 

also learn to analyze data with the statistical program, Stata. This represents a valuable skill that you can 

advertise on future r~sum~s and applications. Since the fields of sociology, anthropology, and social- 

psychology focus on social interaction, the topics of this course will be taught in a social setting. Thus, 

participation in class discussions and activities is imperative to student success. 

STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES: 

Understand the basic concepts, terminology, and practices of social research and data analysis, as well 

as the logic underlying those procedures. 

13 Understand how to calculate basic descriptive and inferential statistics and interpret them. 

13 Acquire statistical literacy and be able to properly interpret and summarize the findings presented in 

graphs, charts, and tables. 

13 Utilize various research methods to gather data, such as surveys and observation. 



~ Learn the statistical software package, Stata, to perform analyses of quantitative data. 

@ Foster the ability to think critically about scientific and media reports of research findings based on 

qualitative and quantitative data. 

TEXTS: 

(Required) Investigating the Social World: The Process and Practice of Research. 7th Edition. By Russel K. 

Schutt. 2011. Sage Press. 

(Optional) Using Statafor Quantitative Analysis. By Kyle C. Longest. 2012. Sage Press. 

Additional online readings are provided through Course Site. 

RULES & REMINDERS: 

Readings and other assignments are due on the date listed in the schedule. No cell phones!!! Laptops 

and other electronic devices must be used for note-taking ONLY. On lab days, you must only use your 

computer for class-related activities. No internet surfing, e-mail, Facebook, etc. You will forfeit the 

opportunity to use your laptop/lab computers if you break this rule. Use only respectful language in the 

classroom. Do not talk while the instructor/other students are talking. 

Be on time! 

GENERAL STRUCTURE OF THE COURSE: 

We will meet in Bingham Room #108 for class. 

Sakai will be used as the primary communication tool for the course; this is where students will 

download supplemental readings, additional information, and also turn in assignments. 

COURSE REQUIREMENTS: 

Exams (2 x 20% = 40%): There will be 2 exams; the mid-term exam is worth 20% of your final grade and 

the final exam is worth 20% of your final grade. The exams will be a mix of multiple choice, fill-in-the- 

blank, and short response questions. The exams are closed-note, closed-book. 

Short Writing Assignment (20%): Find a news article (online or print) that discusses an important social 

problem or issue by reporting findings from a research study. What causal factors does the article point 

to as contributing to the problem/issue? Write a 2-3 page essay that incorporates concepts from 

Chapters 1, 2, 4, and 6 to critique the research method used. Is the news article’s conclusion supported 

by the data from the research? What are the limitations to the study’s design or measurement? This is 

due on Tues. via Sakai. 



Lab Exercises (20%): There are a total of 10 lab assignments, to be completed outside of class. Although 

it is encouraged that students work with one another in the lab, each student is responsible for 

conducting and turning in their own work. Lab exercises may be made-up for excused absences only. 

Quizzes (10%): Class discussions and activities are much more insightful and fun when students have 

completed the required readings! To help ensure that students are prepared for class and/or lab each 

session, pop-quizzes will be offered randomly throughout the semester. I will drop your lowest quiz 

grade. The quizzes are closed note/closed book, and there will be no make-up quizzes. Do not be late, 

or you might miss a quiz. 

Attendance/Participation (10%): Attendance and participation will be graded daily; participation is 

measured based on contributions to in-class activities and discussions. Be sure to be prepared for class 

so that you can contribute in meaningful ways. These points can be made up for excused 

absences only by coming in to make up the activity during office hours or by appointment. Absences are 

excused if you contact the professor before the class that you intend to miss and provide a legitimate 

rational for the absence. Students will only be allowed one (1) excused absence over the course of the 

semester. 

Final Grading Scale: 

100-94 A 83-80 B- 69-67 D+ 

93-90 A- 79-77 C+ 66-64 D 

89-87 B+ 76-74 C 63-60 D- 

86-84 B 73-70 C- 59-0 F 

OTHER POLICIES: 

Scholastic Dishonesty: You will not be permitted to cheat yourself, or the other students in this class, by 

engaging in scholastic dishonesty. Scholastic dishonesty includes, but is not limited to, any effort to seek 

assistance during an exam or quiz from persons or sources other than the professor. It is also scholastic 

dishonesty to represent someone else’s work (words or images) as your own; this includes cutting and 

pasting and/or extreme paraphrasing from websites, journal articles, or other sources. Your words must 

be your own. Do not cheat. If you are caught you will fail the assignment and most likely the course. The 

Department of Academic Integrity, the Chair of the Sociology Department, the Dean of the college, and 

a bunch of other important people will be notified. It will be a BIG mess and it will make all of us feel 

very uncomfortable. The university’s policies on academic integrity can be found in your student 

handbook. 

Harassment based on sex, race or sexual orientation is wrong, against university policy, and in many 

cases against the law. You deserve respect, and your instructors and peers are legally and morally bound 



to show you that respect. If harassment occurs, you may write me an anonymous note or contact me in 

person. Complaints can also be taken to the Sociology Department Chair or the UNC Dean of Students. 

In addition, students with disabilities are entitled to reasonable adjustments in class requirements to 

ensure that the requirements of this class are not discriminatory. If you need such adjustments, please 

come to see me as soon as possible so they can be made. You must also register with the UNC Office of 

Disability Services and/or the Office of Learning Disabilities Services. Their website has detailed 

instructions on the procedures to follow to qualify. See http://disabilityservices.unc.edu/. 

CLASS SCHEDULE: Date Topic Readings/Assignments {Due on 

date listed!!!) 

Introductions & Welcome! Check Sakai Site, Print Syllabus 

Goals and Types of Social 

Research 

Goals and Types of Social 

Research 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 1 

The Process of Social Research Read: Schutt, Chapter 2 

The Process of Social Research Skim: Austin 2010 & Petts 2009 

Getting to Know the Data, 

Conceptualization & 

Measurement I 

Lab Assignment #1 - Forming 

Hypotheses 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 4 

Conceptualization & 

Measurement II 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 4 

Levels of Measurement I Read: Longest, Chapter 1 

Skim/Read/Questions: Wratten 

1995 & Grzywacz and Carlson 

2007 

Levels of Measurement II Lab Assignment #2 - Levels of 

Measurement 

Descriptive Statistics and Graphs Read: Schutt, Chapter 14 - pages 

I 446-470 only 

Descriptive Statistics and Graphs Read: Gans 2008 & Robbins and 

II Robbins 2010 



Univariate & Frequency 

Statistics, Research Design and 

Causation I 

Univariate & Frequency 

Statistics, Research Design and 

Causation I 

Variable Transformations 

Ethics in Research 

Exam 1 Review I 

Exam I 

Survey Research, 

Writing Survey Questions 

Read: Longest, Chapter 4 

Lab Assignment #3 - Univariate 

& Freq. Statistics, Read: Schutt, 

Chapter 6 

Skim: Austin 2010 & Petts 2009 

Read: Longest, Chapter 2 

Lab Assignment #4 - Recoding 

and Generating Variables 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 3 

Skim: ASA Code of Ethics 

*Short Writing Assignment 

Outline Due! 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 8 

Lab Assignment #5 - Writing 

Survey Questions 

Survey Research, 

Writing Survey Questions 

Sampling Methods 

Read: Dillman and Christian 2005 

& Fanning 2005 

Skim: McPherson et al. 2006, Bell 

and Hartmann 2007 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 5 pages 

135-160 

Lab Assignment #6 - Entering 

and Merging Data 

Skim: Longest Chapter 3 

Skim: Bennett et al. 1999, Ling 

and Staid 2010, Hampton and 



Sampling & Sampling 

Distributions 

Qualitative Methods & Mixed 

Methods, I 

Qualitative Methods & Mixed 

Methods, II 

Qualitative Methods & Mixed 

Methods, III 

Measuring Association with 

Cross-tabs, I 

Measuring Association with 

Cross-tabs, II 

Correlation 

An Introduction to Bivariate 

Regression 

Reporting Research & Review 

Wellman 2001, & Austin 2010 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 5 pages 

161-166& Additional online 

supplement 

Lab Assignment #7 - Sampling 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 9 & 

Chapter 10 pages 333-335 & 347- 

35O 

Lab Assignment #8: Qualitative 

Methods in Practice 

Skim: Menjivar 2003, Lewis 2001, 

& Rodriguez et al. 2006 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 14 pages 

470-483 

Lab Assignment #9: Cross-tabs 

Skim Chapter 13 on Secondary 

Data Analysis 

Read: Longest, Chapter 5 

Skim: Craft and Wanta 2004 

Read: Blaikie 2003 & Frankfort- 

Nachmias and Leon-Guerrero 

2006 

Read: Schutt, Chapter 14 pages 

483-487 & Frankfort-Nachmias 

and Leon-Guerrero 2006 

Lab Assignment #10: Correlation 

& Regression 

Read: Longest, Chapter 7 pages 

148-159 

Skim: Schutt, Chapter 15 

Open time to work on writing 



Exam 2 Review I 

Final Exam 4pro 

assignments! 

*Short writing assignment Due! 

**Please bring 3 questions to 

class to help us review! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Friday, September 27, 2013 8:20 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 
Do you know why this young lady dropped to only nine hours? She can no longer practice or compete and I see the drop must 

have occurred on Wednesday. She hasn’t practiced in the last two days, has she? 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 
be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 12:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edu-~ 

Re: pre game meal 

Yes please join us at 3:00 PM 
At 411 west 
See you there 
JS 

On 9/27/13 11:38 AM, "Yount, Ton?-" <ton~zouaat@unc.edu> wrote: 

>Can I come to pre-game meal today? 

>I’ve got a golf recruit at 5 and field hockey at 6 before your game. 

>Don’t want to go home this afternoon. 

> 

> 

> 

>Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Domina~ Julie <jdomina~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October l, 2013 1:44 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: UNC Golf F,xecutive Cup InviVation 

Hey ---you ca~ just let me know via re’nail what events you are attending. Thanks! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent; Tuesday, October 01, 2013 1:43 PN 
To-" Domina, 3ulie 
Subject-" Re: UNC Golf Executive Cup Invitation 

JulJe - I’m coming, but I assume that I won’t have to pay as in the past. Do you need for me to fill out a form? 

Tony 

On Oct 1, 2013, at 1:35 PM, "Domina, Julie" <idomina,~)email.m~c.edu> 

wrote: 

Good afternoon Carolina Golf friends, 

Please see the attached invi~:ation to ~:his year’s Executive Cup, hek~ on Saturday, November 2, If you wou~d l~ke to 0arth::~pate, please fil~ out the enclosed 

reg~;trat~on form and return to me b~ Oct 22 at: 

Ju~e Domina 

Caro~[~a Executive 

PO Box 2~2~ 

Chapel H~, NC 27515 

<UNO_ Exec_ Cup     _ invite(email), pdf> 



From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01,2013 2:04:36 PM 
To: UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
CC: UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Subject: Carolina CREED Workshop, Monday October 7th 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments~htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
Social Media Challenge.doc× (11.7M) 
Coaches, 

Below is the email that was sent to all the first years reminding them of the Carolina CREED workshop on Monday, October 7th at 7pm 

Greeting 1 st Years, 

Monday, October 7th at 7pro is our second Carolina CREED workshop. The workshop will take place on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. Our theme 

is the "R" of CREED - Respect. Please be familiar with your CREED mentor, group name and "team handshake". In addition, there’s a social 
media challenge - what group is following the most (see attached). 
Please contact your mentor or me if you have any questions. 
Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 5:43 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Oct 26, Nov 23 

Tony, 

Thank you veW much. November 23 is completely understandable and I, too, hope that you and the team are in Norfolk in November! 

Michelle 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Youaat, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 5:36 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Sulziect: Oct 26, Nov 23 

Michelle 

I plan to be in to~vn on Oct 26 and happy to help with whatever you need. 

On Nov 23, I hope to be in Norfolk with Field Hockey if we are fortuaaate enough to make the Final Four which will be held there on that ~veekend 

Tony 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i8:00 am 

i8:30 am 

10:15 am 

111:43 am 

i 12:59 pm 
L 

i2:05 pm 

i3:00 ~m 

15:45 ~m 

i 6:15-7:30 ~m 

i7:45 ~m 

Depart for RDU from Smith Center 

Arrive at RDU 

Depart RDU on Jetblue Flight #886 

Arrive JFK Airport, eat lunch with meal money 

Depart JFK on Jet Blue Flight #316 

Arrive Syracuse Airport--Bus Pick up 

Check into hotel, Fairfield Inn Syracuse Clay 

Depart hotel for practice, Women’s Building 

Practice at Women’s Building 

Dinner at TBA 

Return to hotel 

Lights Out 

i9:30 am 

i 12:00 pm 

i 12:30 ~m to 1:30 ~m 

i1:45 pm 
L 

i3:00 pm 

i3:15 pm 

i4:45 pm 

i6:00 ~m 

17:00 pm 

i9:00 pm 
L 

i 11:00 pm 

Breakfast at hotel 

Depart for practice 

Practice at Syracuse 

Return to hotel 

Depart hotel for pre-game meal (Long sleeve Carolina Blue Uniform) 

Pre-Game meal at TBA 

Depart restaurant for gym 

Official Warm-Up 

UNC vs, Syracuse 

Dinner following the match, return to hotel 

Lights out 

i9:00 am 

19:30 am 

Breakfast at Hotel 

Depart for downtown Boston, MA 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i2:30 pm 

i6:00 pm 

i6:30 pro-8:00 pm 

18:30 pm 

i9:30 pm 
; 

i 11:00 pm 

Arrive downtown, lunch on your own 

Meet at bus and depart for practice 

Practice at Boston College, Power Gym 

Dinner at TBA 

Check into hotel, Sheraton Needham 

Lights Out 

i9:00 am 

19:45 am 

i 11:00 am 
; 

i 12:00 pm 
; 

i3:00 pm 

16:10 pm 

i8:13 pm 

i9:15 pm 

Breakfast at the Hotel 

Check out of hotel and depart to gym (Long Sleeve Navy Uniform) 

Official Warm-Up 

UNC vs. Boston College 

Depart Gym for Airport 

Depart Boston on JetBlue flight #1583 

Arrive RDU 

Arrive Smith Center 

UNC VOLLEYBALL CORE VALUES 

FOCUSED. And we want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep: this is that 
focused individual that is here for the right reason: to get an education. She leads her life here 
with the proper balance and an orientation toward her intellectual growth and makes good 
choices to represent herself, her team and her university well (against the highest public 
standards and most noble universal ideals). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bowers, Matthew B <mattbowers@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 8:24 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Alumni Weekend 

Ok if I post some to GoHeels? ( crediting you, of course)? 

Matt Bo~vers 
UNC Athletic Commumcations 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
(919) 962-7259 (office) 

(,mobile) 

On Oct 6, 2013, at 8:06 Pi~ "Yount, Tony" <ton~uount@unc.edu> wrote: 

https://www.icloud.com/photostream/#A3GFssfGGFAERR 

Feel free to share with anyone you like 



Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational 

October 11-13, 2013 

Thursday, October I0th 

Afternoon       Practice/Practice Round on your own 

Times open: 11-12; 2:20-3:10 

6:30-8:30 pm Players Dinner (Hampton Inn & Suites - Carrboro) - go as team 

Friday, October 11th 

8:51 am Individual off #10 

9:09-9:45 am Team off #1 (Playing with Vanderbilt and Wake Forest) 

6:00 pm Team dinner at Chapman Center 

Saturday~ October 
8:51 am 

12th 

Play begins off #1 and #10 tees 

Dinner on your own 

Sunda~ October 13th 

9:15 am         Shotgun Start 
Awards Ceremony following completion of play 

Uniforms: 

Thursday - Bone shorts, Navy stripe polo, C. blue collarless LS, Navy hat 

Friday - Black shorts, C. blue with white stitching, Cream LS pullover, Black hat 

Saturday - C. blue skort, white polo, L/S white polo, C. blue hat 

Sunday- White shorts, C. blue with collar detail polo, C. blue collarless LS, White 

hat 

Other outerwear options - White vest, White full zip jacket, Black full zip 

jacket 

Weather forecast: 

Thursday - High 63/Low 49 (20%); Cloudy 

Friday- High 71/Low 51 (0%); Partly Cloudy 

Saturday- High 69/Low 52 (20%); Mostly Cloudy 

Sunday- High 69/Low 49 (10%); Partly Cloudy 

*Forecast is looking cool but great - be sure to have duffle bags to put on cart so 

you can take off and store your layers easily 



Oct, 9, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

~ ITS is launching a new portal for Iogin to ConnectCarolina 

change, taking place Oct. ]8, affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and 

alumni. The MyUNC (http://my.unc.edu/) web page will be phased out. The portal is a wrapper around 

all of ConnectCarolina, and is necessary to prepare for the addition of the Finance and HN/Payroll 

~ieces to the Student Information and Administration ($1A) component. 

To review and update your directory information, please go to !?.ili[?...i!2:i,.,.::!:=.=:i!i:]i:!!.=:,’..i, click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

)assword. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, 

is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Unlimited free access to the online video 

training library lynda.com is now available to all University faculty and staff UNC-Chapel Hill has 

licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career development and technology training 

titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To 

access lynda.com, go to the ~:~!~!~:~!~‘‘‘~‘~=~L~‘~!!~i:!!!!~!~‘‘.~:!~!~L‘~:2~=~‘!~!~:~L‘~L~:!~1 and log on with your Onyen and 

password. 



Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new ~.!\~:,!~.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jan Marm <janmann@unc.edu:, 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 12:26 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun~unc.edu-~ 

Tar Heels Competing in the Ruth’s Clms Tax Heel Invitational This Weekend 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, ._P_L__E_.A_~_E____C_b_I_.C_!~__H__E_.R_~. 

Tony, 

Our Carolina family hopes that you have had a great start to your October! It is amazing how quickly the fall weather is approaching. The cool, crisp 
mornings and sunny afternoons, the hint of leaves starting to change color, are a few of the things that make it ideal for hosting a golf tournament 
this time of year, the Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational, October 11-13~h. 

With the tremendous support of Mike O’Donnell and Ruth’s Chris, we have been able to make this tournament into one of the premier college 

events in the country. We would like to extend a huge thank you from all the coaches, players, and staff to Mike and Ruth’s Chris for providing 

everyone their tournament gifts and lunches! 

The team is extremely excited to be defending last year’s team champion title. Finley is in fantastic shape and the greens could not be more 
perfect for some of the best teams in the country to compete on this weekend. The Tar Heels are hosting a strong field with 9 of the 18 teams 
currently ranked in the top 20 according to Golfweek. 

The forecast looks great for this weekend and the team would love for you to show your support by coming out to Finley Golf Course and watching 
them play for the Ruth’s Chris Tar Heel Invitational team title! You can also support the team by watching on BirdieFire for live scoring of the 

tournament. Be sure to check us out on GoHeels.com on Facebook and on Twitter! 

Go Heels!! 

Coach Jan Mann and Coach Leah Wigger 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu.; 

Friday, October 11, 2013 1:38 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: PRIORITY REGISTRATION 

Tony, 

Here’s our list of managers and male practice players that ~ve use Thanks! 

-Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: PRIORITY REGISTRATION 

Gentlemen, 

Priority registration applications are clue on Monday. If you have managers who need to be added to the player list ~ve already have, I need their names and PIDs by noon Monday so that 
can add them to the application for athletics teams. 

Joe, I placed a sample spring schedule under you door. That’s what we submitted last year. If there are changes, please let me know. Otherwise I will submit that sheet. 

Tom, based un our cunversauon last night, the form form last spring looks correct and I wil[ submit that again 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu.; 

Friday, October 11, 2013 1:54 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: PRIORITY REGISTRATION 

13 Inanagers and bo~vz.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 1:45 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
SubJect: Re: PRIORITY RF.G]S][RAT]ON 

Want to attach the list for me? 

Thanks 

On Oct 11,2013, at 1:37 PM, "Sander, ~[Inomas J" <pacman@unc edu> wrote: 

Tony, 
Here’s our list of managers and male practice players that we use Thanks! 

-Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, Octobcr 11, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Sagula, Joseph A 
Subject: PRIOKITY REGISTRATION 

Gentlemen, 

Priority registration applications are due on Monday. If you have managers who need to be added to the player list we already have, I need their names and PlDs by noon Monday so that 
can add them to the application for athletics teams. 

Joe, I placed a sample spring schedule under you door. That’s what we submitted last year. If there are changes, please let me know. Otherwise I will submit that sheet. 

Tom, based on our conversation last night, the form form last spring looks correct and I will submit that again. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S ~enny.lew@unc.edu> 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:07 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yount~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Weekly 

Thanks Ton?-- have a good weekend, Jermy 

Sent from my iPhone 
Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uaacwlax 

On Oct 11, 2013, at 1:23 PM, "Yount, Tow" <ton?)’ount@unc edu> wrote: 

> <1011 lax pdI2> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:44 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yo~ n~unc.edu-~ 

PID’s Mmmgers & PP’s 

2013-2014 Manager-PP PID.docx 

Please see attached! 

Twitter 

www.carolinalacrossecamps,com 
*********************** 

Phil Barnes 
Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Carmichael Arena 
Room 1264 
310 South Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
919.259.4901 
Fax: 919.84-3.8175 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 1:50 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20131015134934368.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

ScanDate: 1015.2013 13:49:34(-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i 10:00 am-l:30 pm 

i2:00 pm 

i5:30 pm 

16:00 pm 

i 11:00 pm 

Video and Practice 

Depart from Carmichael for Charlottesville, VA (lunch on bus) 

Check into hotel, Doubletree Charlottesville, VA 

Depart for dinner at TBA 

Lights Out 

i9:30 am 

i 10:00 am 

112:30 pm 

i1:00 pm to 2:30 pm 
; 

i3:00 pm 
L 

i6:00 pm 

17:00 pm 

i9:00 pm 

i 11:30 pm 

i 12:00 am 

Breakfast at hotel 

Video Session 

Check out and depart hotel for practice (Long sleeve Navy Uniform) 

Practice at Memorial Gym 

Pre-Game meal at Ruby Tuesday 

Official Warm-Up 

UNC vs, Virginia 

Dinner on the bus, Depart for Virginia Tech 

Arrive hotel, Residence Inn Roanoke 

Lights out 

19:30 am Breakfast at hotel 

10:00 am Video Session 

i 11: 30 a m Depa rt for practice (Long sleeve Carolina Blue Uniform) 

L12:30pm-l:30 pm Practice at Virginia Tech, Cassell Coliseum 

i2:00 pm Pre-Game Meal at TBA 
L 

i4:00 pm Serve and Pass 

i5:00 pm Official Warm-Up 

i6:00 pm UNC vs. Virginia Tech 

i8:00 pm Depart for home 

111:30 pm Arrive Carmichael Arena 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill NC 27515 

UNC VOLLEYBALL CORE VALUES 
I. We are well led. 

This is the verbal leader (galvanizing) on the court that is less concerned about her popularity and more 
concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her teammates to their 
potential. This person competes all the time and demands that everyone else do as well! 
"Not long ago, to ’believe in yourself’meant taking a principled, and often lonely, stand 
when it appeared difficult or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting one’s own desires 
and inclinations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may be necessary to 
advance them." William Damon 
Greater Expectations 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sander. Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 2:15 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

rosters 

spring fall players.xlsx 

Tony, 
Here you go! 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

U niversi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cathro, Guy <guycathm@unc.edu.; 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:31 PM 

Younk Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Tomorrow 

Hey Ton?,, 

Just ;vondering if there is any chance we can drop by with a recruit tomorrow for 10 mins, sometime between 11:30 and 1:30? 

Let me know, no WOlTies either way.. 

Guy 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cathro, Guy <guycathm@unc.edu~; 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:37 PM 

Younk Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Tomorrow 

Thanks Tony, I’ll email tomorro~v morning with exact timing and info on the recruit!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 9:34 P2~L "Yount, Ton?’" <tonyyount@unc edu> wrote: 

Schedule is clear 12:45 - 1:30. Look for~vard to seeing you 

Tommy 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 9:30 PM, "Cathro, Guy" <guycatba-o@unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>> Hey Ton?’, 
>> 

>> Just wondering if’there is any chance we can drop by ~vith a recruit tomorro~v for 10 mins, sometime between 11:30 and 1:30? 
>> 

>> Let me know, no ~vorries either ~wy. 
>> 

>> Guy 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: Welborn, Spencer 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 1:29:37 PM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: FW: Robertson Scholars First-Year Recruiting 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

UNC First year Flyer.pall (1.4M) 
Tony: 

FYI - you may have some students interested. 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:16 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5,ount@unc.edt~-~ 

Re: Weekly 

thank you! I lo~ow how much work this is and 1[ appreciate it. Yes, let’s save these kids! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#re[e,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Yount, Tony" <tonyyounl@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 10:19 AM 

UNCAA_Academics <u ncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu> 

FYI, note to seniors 

FYI, the following info went out to all students (addressed specifically to seniors) through ACS last night: 

POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS 
¯ If you are graduating in December 2013 or any time in 2014, have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or better, and would like to be considered for 

postgraduate scholarships, please email Kym Orr at orr@emaiLunc.edu. 

¯ If you are interested in the postgraduate scholarship described below and you fit the criteria, please email Kym O rr at orrCa)email.unc.edu. 

NCAA Ethnic Minority and Women’s Enhancement Postgraduate Scholarship for Careers in Athletics: Open to women and ethnic 

minorities pursuing careers in athletics. Recipients must be seeking admission to a sports administration or related program that will help to 

obtain a career in intercollege athletics, such as athletics administrator, coach, athletic trainer or other career that provides a direct service to 

intercollegiate athletics 

INTERNSHIPS 
¯ The ACC Futures Internship Program offers a total of six, 10-month positions at the following entities: 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->! <!--[endif]->ACC Office in Greensboro, N.C. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->! <!--[endif]->FSN South in Atlanta, Go. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]->Sun Sports/FSN Florida (two internships - one in marketing and one in productions) in Orlando, Fla. 

<!--[if !supportLists]-->~ <!--[endif]->FedEx Orange Bowl in Miami, Fla. 

<!--[if !supportLists]->~ <!--[endit]->ESPN Wide World of Sports in Orlando, Fla. 

If you are interested in being considered for one of these positions, please submit your resume along with a cover letter telling which position 

interests you by Nov. 8 to Kym Orr at orrO)emaiLunc.edu 

¯ The NCAA Postgraduate Internship Program offers paid, postgraduate positions at the NCAA headquarters in Indianapolis. Application 

deadline is Dec. 6, 2013. For more information, go to: 

http://www, ncaa. o rg/wp s/wcm/c o nne ct/public/N CAA/Aca de mics/Re s our c e s/S ch o la r ship s +and +hate r nship s/N CAA+ P o stgraduate +Inte r nship + 
Prooram 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nelsol~ Kimberlee <kim.nelson@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:49 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

ThaJ~k you! 

Hi Tony - 

Thank you for the great tour you gave my father and I on Saturday. I greatly appreciated learning about all the academic services you offer our student athletes. 

Your passion for our students was quite obvious; they are very lucky to have you! Thanks again for taking time out of your weekend! 

Sincerely, 

Academic Advisor I Fine Arts & Humanities, Academic Advising Program 
G007 Steele Building I University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.966.5116 (Main Desk) I 919.843.9029 (Direct Line) 
Kim.Nelson@unc.edu 
advising.unc,edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:09 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20131029100849523.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 1029.2013 10:08:49 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:16 PM 

Yount. Tony <ton?younk~unc.edu-~ 

com~ect 

Connect Cmolina.docx 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

9119 962 8247 (fax) 



Connect Carolina A Brief and Friendly Guide to Common Uses 

1. Set up SACR (under Main Menu) 

a. Select User Defaults 

i. Academic Institution (UNCCH) 
ii. Academic Career (UGRD) 

iii. Term (2139)--or whatever current term is 
1. Most commonly use current term, sometimes during course 

registration it can be more helpful to set it a term ahead 

2. Favorites--(click on "Add to Favorites" link on top right of page to make it a 

favorite) 
a. Advisee Academics-- (Self Service> Advisor Center>Advisee Academics) 

b. Academic Test Summary-- (Records and Enrollment>Transfer Credit 
Evaluation>Academic Test Summary) 

c. Search for Classes --(Records and Enrollment>Enroll Students>Search 
for Classes) 



d. Student Program Plan-- (Records and Enrollment>Career and Program 
Information>Student Program Plan) 

UNC Athlete Course Breakdown-- (Campus Community>Personal 

Information (Student)>Participation Data (Student)>UNC Athletic 
Participation>UNC Athlete Course Breakdown) 

i. Enter athletecoursebreakdown in Run Control ID 
ii. Select sport (Term should already be selected if you set up SACR) 

iii. Click on Run 
iv. Click on Okay 

v. Select Report Manager link 

vi. Click on Administration Tab 
vii. Hit Refresh 
viii. Hit Refresh (ad naseum) 

f. Student Services Center (Student)-- ( Campus Community>Student 

Services Center (Student)) 

g. Advisee Student Center (Self Service>Advisor Center>Advisee Student 
Center) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cloudpath Support <server@cloudpath.net> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:50 PM 

Yount. Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

UNC-Secure Access Information 

Thank you for configuring your device for access to the UNC-Secure wireless network. PLEASE ILEMEMBER THAT YOUR ACCESS WILL EXPIRE 1 YEAR 

AFTER ISSUANCE OF YOUR CERTIFICATE. We roll send you a notification 1 week prior to expiration. We suggest that when you receive this email, you 

immediately reconfigure your device for access to receive a new certificate, good for one more year of network access. Otherwise, your network connectivity will be 

disrupted when your certificate expires. If you have questions, please contact the ITRC at 919-962-HELP. Thanks’. ITS Networldng 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 . #131 Carmichael Auditorium ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i2:00 pm 

i2:30 pm 

i4:00 pm 

15:30 pm 

i6:00 pm 
L 

i 11:00 pm 
; 

i 11:30 pm 

Depart for RDU from Smith Center 

Arrive at RDU 

Depart RDU on Delta Flight #1077 

Arrive Atlanta, GA Airport, Bus Pick up 

Depart Airport for Tallahassee, FL, pick up dinner along the way 

Check into hotel, Doubletree Tallahassee 

Lights Out 

19:30 am 

i 12:30 pm 
L 

i1:00 pm to 2:00 pm 

i3:00 pm 

16:00 pm 

i7:00 pm 

i9:00 pm 

i 11:30 pm 

i 12:00 am 

Breakfast at hotel 

Check out of hotel and depart for practice (Long sleeve Navy Uniform) 

Practice at Tully Gym 

Pre-Game Meal at Macaroni Grill 

Official Warm-Up 

UNC vs. FSU 

Dinner following the match on bus, drive to Jacksonville, FL 

Check into hotel, Spring Hill Suites Jacksonville Airport 

Lights out 

i8:00 am 

i8:30 am 

10:00 am 

ill:lOam 
L 

i 12:30 pm 

i3:00 pm 

i3:30 pm-4:3Opm 

i6:00 pm 

111:00 pm 

Breakfast at Hotel 

Depart hotel for Jacksonville Airport 

Depart for Jacksonville on Southwest flight #1136 

Arrive Ft. Lauderdale Airport, bus pick up 

Check into Hotel, Holiday Inn Coral Gables 

Depart for practice 

Practice at Miami, Knight Sport Complex 

Walk to dinner at Town Kitchen and Bar 

Lights Out 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i9:30 am Breakfast at the Hotel 

10:15 am Check out of hotel and depart to gym (Long Sleeve Carolina Blue Uniform) 

i 11:00 am-11:30 am Serve and Pass 
L 

i 12:00 pm Official Warm-Up 
L 

i1:00 pm UNC vs. Miami 

i3:00 pm Depart Gym for Lunch 

i6:30 pm Depart for airport 

18:55 pm Depart MIA on American Airlines Flight #1458 

i 11:00 pm Arrive RDU 
L 

i 11:45 pm Arrive Carmichael Arena 

UNC VOLLEYBALL CORE VALUES 

GRATEFUL, We want our lives (and not just in volleyball) to be never ending ascensions but 
for that to happen properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is 
critical: this is that humble, gracious high achiever that is thankful for even/thing she has been 
given in life and with a contagious generosity and optimism lights up a room just by walking 
into it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:35 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Issues Gaining Priority 

Hi Tony, 
The students below are not activated for the spring term, so they cannot receive priority. Let the coaches know so they can tell the 

students they have work to do before they can register. 

Thanks, 
B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Patrice Bouzan <patrice91 @bc.edtc, 

Friday, November l, 2013 4:21 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Tes~\ccommodation.docx 

Hi Tony-Here is the form that The Biology professor can fill out. It can be emailed or faxed to me. Our building, Yawkey, is located off 140 Commomvealth Road. it is next to Conte Forum and 
attached to the Football Stadium Thanks, Patrice 

Patrice Bouzan 
Learning Specialist/Academic Counselor 
Learning Resources for Student-Athletes 
Boston College 
p: 617-552-8533 

f: 617-552-0822 



BOSTON COLLEGE 
CHESTNUT HILL MASSACHUSETTS 02467-3804 

LEARNING RESOURCES FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 
Yawkey Alhlefics Center, 400 

(617)552-8533; (617)552-0822 Fax 

Patrice Bouzan, Learning Specialist 
Bouzan@bc.edu 

Student’s Name: 

Professor’s Name: 

Campus Address: 
Campus Extension: 

Course Title: 

Testing Accommodations Form 

phone 

Pick-Up/Delivery of Exam: 

Special Considerations 

How much time is allowed on this exmn? 

Is there any additional information about your exam that we should know? (T/w student will not be allowed 
to/~ave materials in the room m~less you ~pec~j: otherwise/wre.) 

Please Specify date and time student will ~ake the exam: 

Signature of Instructor: Date 

Please return this form to Learning Resources for Student-Athletes one week before the 
examination date. 

For Office Use Only: 

Proctor’s Signature: 
Time Began: Time Finished: 
Received by: Date: Time: 

\\avp-server\UGAdvising\LRSA\Shared~Forms\TestAccommodation.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brunner, John F -~Jolm Brunner~unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:22 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

Nice to see you 

Was very Nice to see you yesterdayu..Very nice win fo~ the 
Saw these two articles a~d thou~ht of our d~scuss~ons earlier th~s year. Hopefully th~s can generate some furthe~ d~scuss~on amongst 
decision makers here ~s we~ as nat~ona~y..A may try to bd~g it up ~t Senior staff tod~y? 
USG ~kD }-laden covers a number ef issues w~t~ USA Today, says Mggest unexpected challenge of being en AD ~s the number ef rnenta~ heaN~ ~ssues he sees 
w~tMn his strident-athletes & aro~.~nd camp~ls, asked if there is a time~ine on hMng a new FB HC. "Whene~fer someone says yes. We haw~n’t asked anybody." - 

NorthwesterWs Counseling & Psychologica~ Services has see~ a 20% increase ~n students seekhsg assistance w~th mentN ~l~ness over t~se past five 
years, 12% bump ~t~ ~ast two yeers alene, p~ogram M~ed first profess~ona~ [e werk dkect~y wi[h student-ethle[es las[ year st~l wonts to odd to steff to 

Also --- I became aware of that ~ec[uredadvis~ng pes~ien ~t~ EXS8 -. ~)_~2~_~IZ!_~J_D£:~£2R~£L~_D2JZ?:~2L~!~_9_~_[D_£~Z}£[~:~:- would love to get your thoughts on my 

approach if you had a few moments. 

Looking forward to Thursday nightl 

John 

Jo~ Bm~er 

Director of Event M~agement 

[~C AtNetics 

P.O. BOX 2126 

Chape~ tlill, ~C 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-843-5972 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 9:24 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

video 

Hi, Tony: 

We are trying to put together a video that would show a typical day in the life of some of our student-athletes. If you could please ask some of your students to 

help out, I would greatly appreciate it. 

Here are some instructions: 

1. They can shoot the video with their cell phones. 

2. We need to have a clip of each student introducing herself with her name, sport, year, major, hometown, anything else important. 

3. We would like to have brief clips of various times during the day (example: shooting the alarm clock when they wake up or giving a brief intro of what they 

are doing in the morning, going into class, leaving class, weights, training room, practice or game, tutoring/study hall, studying on own, any 

leadership/community service/extra stuff) 

4. Any dialogue they can do to explain why they are taking classes, anything else they are doing, or giving background of things they can’t shoot like practice 

would be awesome. 

5. Here is a sample video: http:!/www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekal_USVqlfY 

6. This video is more geared toward recruiting it seems, so they can focus more on themselves and less on introducing teammates, etc. Also, they don’t have 

to turn the camera toward themselves if they don’t want to, they can just do their voice and shoot the things around them 

7. Ifyou can get me the dips by Wednesday at noon, I would greatly appreciate it!] The students can email me the clips or they can download them from their 

phone by USB or if you can think of a more advanced way, that is fine. 

Thanks so much!! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:[9 962 95_~8 

._9_ ~_._9_::_9___6_2__:__8_2_ _4_ Z (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 1:25 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20131107132456023.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 11 07.2013 13:24:55 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 8:35 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Re: Registration Dates/Times 

Hi Tony, 

She’s just now- looking at it? I am afraid we’ve missed the window today and she will just have to wait until 11:30. I will follow- up with them to see 
what may have happened but I am afraid it was probably just human error since they update them manually. 

B 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 11, 2013, at 8:17 AM, "Yount, Tony" <~Jount@cmc~edu> wrote: 

was not assigned a priority time. This from the list you sent last week. 

2014 Spring F 11/11/13 8:00:00AM 

2014 Spring F 11/11/13 8:45:00AM 

2014 Spring F 11/11/13 12:00:00 PM 

2014 Spring F 11/5/13 8:00:00AM 

2014 Spring F 11/5/13 1:15:00PM 

On Nov 5, 2013, at 10:14 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton2@ymc.e&i> wrote: 

Attached you should find updated dates and times. 

Let me know if you have questions, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to which it is addressed and 
may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to 
third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 

<sp14 registration dates, times.xlsx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Welborn, Spencer <swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 11:56 PM 

Younk Tony <ton.~.5,oun~unc.edu-~ 

Cr~aduafi on 

Ton,/: 
3enn and I write to ask you a favor....Can you send a picture or two of some of your former students with graduation caps? We want to put it into the slide show!! More people 

in the picture, the better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Beth <~bethmiller@unc.edu~ 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 11:17 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Senior Day pics 

Thanks, Tony Great pics. 

--Beth 

Sent from my iPad 

> On Nov 16, 2013, at 9:45 PM, "Yount, Tony" <ton~zouaat@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> https://w~vw icloud.com/photostreal~’#A3GdIshaGdeaCk 
> 
> Enjoy, Please share with the parents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  11:31 AM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael.levante@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tutor Session Cancellation Sunday (11/17) 

Hey all. I don’t have access to the database to tell you who her students are, but~ 
be able to have her sessions today. 
Thanks 
Ben 

is sick and will not 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~email.ur~c.edu> 
Date: ] ~t 7:35:03 PM EST 
To: ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutorir~@ur~coedu> 
Subject: Tutor Session Cancellation Sunday (11/17) 

Dear Susan, 

I’m so sorry to do this at the last minute, but I have not been feeling the best for the last few days 
and I think I am going to have to cancel my tutor session tomorrow evening. I have checked the 
syllabus for all of my students and they do not have any maj or exams/test this upcoming week. If 
there is anything further I need to do, please let me know. Again, I apologize for letting you know 
so last minute. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sagula, Joseph A <j sagula@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 11: 53 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Senior Day pics 

GREAT PHOTOS .... Thank you TONY!!’. 
:) 

JS 

On 11/16/13, 9:45 PM. "Yount, Tony" <ton?~-ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>https:/i~v,a~v.icloud.coredphotostream/#A3GdIshaGdeaCk 
> 
>Enjoy, Please share with the parents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 11:59 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Elite 89 

Do you already have the form for FH? Let me know if not and I will send it your way. 

Thanks! 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:17 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

Re: Elite 89 

Yes, I will put you on the list as photo. 

Looking for the form now ... 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, November 18, 2013 12:12 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subje~: Re: Elite 89 

I don’t - please send it 

And can you get me a press pass for the field like last year? Would that be possible? 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 11:58 AM, Gelin, Dana E <dBelin@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you already have the form for FH? Let me know if not and I will send it your way. 

Thanks! 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:47 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

common e-mail address 

advisinclforstudentathletesAAP@ u nc.ed u 
Andrea Caldwell 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
1007 Steele Building 

a ndreac@email.unc.edu 
V (919) 843- 6052 

F(919) 962-6888 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

College of Arts and Sciences and General College 
Academic Advising’s webpage: http://advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 12:50 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

Re: Elite 89 

Hi Tony, 

Here is the info, but you might have to create an account on the NCAA site in order to get to it: 

http:iiwww.ncaa.orgiwps!myportalincaahome?WCM GLOBAL CONTEXT=incaaincaa/media+and+eventsiawardsielite+89+award+program 

Here is the main site: 
http://www.ncaa.org/wps/myportal/mem berhome?ticket=ST-1384796775rA3A7AiE210B646203A 

The deadline is noon tomorrow. If there’s any issue, please let me know. 

Thanks! 

-dg 

And yes, I will get you a photo pass 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, November 18, 2013 12:12 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Elite 89 

I don’t - please send it 

And can you get me a press pass for the field like last year? Would that be possible? 

On Nov 18, 2013, at 11:58 AM, Gelin, Dana E <dselin@unc.edu> wrote: 

Do you already have the form for FH? Let me know if not and I will send it your way. 

Thanks! 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



November 20-24, 2012 

NCAA Final 4, Norfolk VA 

3:00pm 

6:30pm Arrive at Hotel 

7:00pm Dinner at Hotel 

11:00pm Lights Out 

Depart (Heaven) Henry Stadium - Ridge Road (Top This deliver to bus) 

Hotel: Marriott Waterside Norfolk 

235 E. Main St 

Norfolk, VA 23510 

ph: (757) 627 4200 

8:30am Administration Meeting (Coaches only) 

10:00am Breakfast 

Noon Depart for Practice 

12:30pm-1:45pm Practice at ODU 

2:00pm 

2:30pm 

5:30pm 

6:30pm 

9:00pm 

11:00pm 

Subs Delivered to Bus 

Free Afternoon 

Depart for Banquet 

Banquet at VA Beach Convention Center (1000 19th St, Virginia Beach, VA 23451) 

Return to Hotel 

Lights Out 

9:00am 

10:00am 

1:15pm 

3:15pm 

4:45pm 

7:00pm 

11:00pm 

B re a kfa st 

Walk through at Field 

Lunch followed by Team Meeting 

Depart for Field 

Dinner at Outback 

Lights Out 

10:00am 

10:30am 

l:30pm 

2:00pm 

4:00pm 

Breakfast followed by debrief 

Jog, Stretch, Swim 

Lunch at Hotel 

Free Time 

Depart for Practice 

4:30pm-5:45pm     Practice at ODU 

6:30pm Dinner at Hotel followed by video 

11:00pm Lights Out 

10:00am 

10:30am 

2:00pm 

B re a kfa st 

Checkout and Depart 

Arrive back in Heaven 



9:30am 

12::15pm 

12:30pm 

2:30pm 

4:00pm 

5:30pm 

7:00pm 

10:30pm 

B re a kfa st 

Pre-game Spike 

Lunch followed by Team Meeting 

Check out, depart Hotel 

Tailgate 

Depart Norfolk 

Arrive back in Heaven 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Culler, Ellen B <eculler@unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  12:51 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; @gmail.com; Steinbacher, 
Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Miller, Beth 
<bethmiller@unc.edu>; Holliday, Corey L <cholliday@unc.edu>; Joe Patterson 
(j oepatterson@me.com); Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba 
<bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdowd@unc.edu> 

Sarah Seely        @gmail.com); Brunner, John F <John_Brunner@unc.edu>; Norton, 
Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Best, Kevin S. <kbest@unc.edu>; Beale, Michael 
<michaelbeale@unc.edu>; Kacie Stonesifer <Kacie@mezdurham.com> 

Patterson Medal update 

I am so pleased to share that logistics ere fim~lly ¢omimg together for ome of the 

most speciol evemts hosted by the Athletic beportmemt eoch yeoro Both 

have Deem womderful im respomdimg with their meeds - themk you BOTH - 

amd 0 , bring your sm~es ~d su~y skies - there ~J~ be LOTS of p~eture 

ESPN has us om a six-day hold for our Duke game time, but let°s plan om the 

10:00 - 11:00 amo 
If the game is at 3:30 pro, them the per-game reeeptiom will be held from 

:30 to 2:30 pmo 

The reception itself will be located in Kemam Football Center - 2nd floor - in the 

Page amd Katherime Graham Stadium Club. Access will be from the outside -- 
hand side as you face the Football Cemter with your back to Tar Heel Towmo 

staff will assist with directiomso         Beale, with our Marketing department, 
will ~oim us with instructions for the medal preseatatiomo 

Om behalf of Bubba Cummimgham, Coach Larry Fedora amd Coach Jemmy Le~, we are 
so excited to welcome the                            family and the Patterson 

Happy Thanksgiving and safe travels to one and all, 



Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton>youn~unc.edu> 

FW: **Important** 

Old emails 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 12:31 PM 
To: Welborn, Spencer 
Subject: RE: **Important*m 

Lilt: 
Philosophy: 
Portugese: 
History: im pretty sure its ~ but i cant find where it said that for sure 
Roml: Presentation instead of exam duel 

From: Welborn, Spencer I-swelborn@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:18 PM 
Subject: **Important** 

Gentlemen: 

Congratulations on the big win last night!! Keep up the groat work!!! 
As we come upon the final week and a half of the semester, I would like to give you all a few points of advice and a few things to think about: 
1. Please make sum that you are not falling behind academically. I know you all have a lot going on but you need s~y focused in all areas (soccer AND academics). 
Please make sure that you are continuing to stay on top of your responsibilities. We know this is a very important time athletically, but you all cannot a~tbrd to put 
yourself in a deep whole this late in the semester. Keep up the good work and FINISH strong. 
2. As we approach the last week of the semester. I need tbr each of you to write down all of your final exam dates and times (swing by my office if you need an exam 
calendm’). All of the tYeshmen will meet with me "dais week to discuss their Final F~xam schedule, however I need the entire team (including freshmen) to take 10-20 
minutes and complete this simple task. I have already looked through all of your Exams Schedule~ however I need each one of you to know >’our exam schedule off 
the top of your head. 
Please email me as soon as possible with your Final Exam schedule!!!!! THIS MEANS EVERYONE! 
3. Most of you are doing really well academically and I would hate to see your semes~ter take a down tam based on the final 2 weeks of the semester.....Be smart! 
Ifyoa have ~:ny questions, please stop by my office or give me a calliemail. Good luck Friday aa~d I look fol~vayd to all of your emails! 
Spencer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yarbrough, Nate <yarbro9@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:00 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.edu-~; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu-~ 

Work schedule 

Nate Yarbrough’s work schedule.docx 



e Yarbro 
Fall Sched 

o 

HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NCAA Championships <ncaamedia~sportssystems.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:19 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~onn~unc.edu-~ 

Approval for NCAA Media Credentials 

Dear Tony, 

Your credential application for the 2013 NGAA Division I,II,III Field Hockey 
Championship has been approved. You will be credentiaMd for the following: 

Tony Yount, Sports Information 
Credential Type: SID 

Please do not respond to this email. If you have any questions regarding your application, 
please contact Aaron Morem, the host media coordinator at 757-683-3372 or by emaiL 

For the latest championship information, please go to NCAA.com. 



Nov. 20, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

There will be two outages during the Nov. 21-24 timeframe. 

Thurs., Nov. 21, 5pm to approx. 5:30prn 

Brief ConnectCarolina Outage (maintenance) 

Fri., Nov. 22, 4pro to approx. Sun., Nov. 24, 8pro 

Onyen Management Upgrade; Onyen and Guest ID update services will be unavailable; there is no 

impact on ConnectCarolina. 

~’~’" ~ ",C~ R’i’:.’..)ff 

ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff 

connections to the ConnectCarolina application: off campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the 

use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) software and on campus access using wireless needs to be 

through the UNC-Secure wireless network. More information here: 

Get the "big picture" of what is being done and when it is 

happening as the ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll 

project progresses View the new 

!i.?:~L=..=.[2.-’.....’.~ }.’:~L{. You can also download a version suitable for 

printing! 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

HR/Payroll components: October 2014. The project 

team is also reworking the schedule for training, 

which will take place in the August-October 2014 time frame. 



~’: 
....... 

~ 

Login to ConnectCarolina is nowthrough the landing page 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J at }?.!i~LL£.:’A~.~!~?.!i!#.~:i!2 #.!:Z[!!i #..i!.:]!LA:!!.==,’.: This leads to the new 

po~al, and affects eve~one who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(h~p:!lmy.unc.edul) web page will be phased out. 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you knowthat 

you can control what is displayed through the directory’s 

privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please log in at i~:ip i~:;( m~!~cb:)i~:oh:ii~ tin(:. ~di.=i and 

click on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen. You can also choose whether 

certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pyecha, Mis~’ <mpyech~admissionsa~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:56 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu> 

RE: Congrats 

Thanks Tony! I have enjoyed seeing you and getting to kno~v you. I’m still in Admissions so if there is anything I can do to help you, please let me know Take care. 

Missy ~echa 
HR Specialist 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 2200, Jackson Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
mpyecha@admissions uric. edu 
(919) 962-5292 
(919) 962-9149 (I?x) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:49 PM 
To: ~zecha, Missy 
Subject: Congrats 

I just dehvered my first transcript to . She told me about your promotion. ~Ihat’s wonderful - congrats But thanks for helping us out for so many years. 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:09 AM 

Younl, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Tha~ks 

Tony, 

Thank you for taking the time to let me know tha~. I also thougl~A the discussmn was great and good ideas were generated While I don’t ~Jnink anyone really enjoys more meetings, at the 
point ~ve are now, we can really benefit from more of this kind of discussion. So, we will increase the meetings while it is beneficial. Thanks for being engaged during the meetings and tbr 
bringing hap great points’. 

Michelle 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 9:45 PM 
To: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Thanks 

Michelle, 

I just want to say thanks. I thought today was by far our best staff meeting in a veW long time. An open airing of opinions is great for all of has, and its much easier to buy into policies that 
don’t go in the direction that you ~vant, ~vhen you’ve had the chance to debate and air the arguments. I very much appreciated that opportunity. 

I also think its a sign that we are all getung more com]’ortable with each other, which is also a good thing. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:33:41 PM 
To: Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: photos 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
DSC 0049.jpg (1.5M) 
D$C 005Qjpg (709.5K) 
DSC_0055.jpg (1.0M) 
Thank you! Are you OK with me sharing with the ACC? 
From: <Yount>, Tony <tony¥ount@unc.edu> 
Date: Thursday, November 21,2013 9:29 PM 
To: Dana Gelin <dgelin~,unc.edu> 
Subject: photos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 10:04 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

Re: photos 

was so relieved[ The NCAA didn’t send me a release ahead of time like they did last yea r, so I was worried. 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:52 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: photos 

I’m pretty confident that you guys had a better dinner than we did 

But it was fun to watch Shealy win again. 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 9:50 PM, Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks again for these. Hope the banquet was fun! 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:36 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <d~elin@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: photos 

absolutely 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 9:33 PM, Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you! Are you OK with me sha ring with the ACC? 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:29 PM 

To: Dana Gelin <d~elin@unc.edu> 

Subject: photos 

<DSC_0049jpg><DSC_0050.jpg><DSC_0055.jpg> 

<DSC_0049jpg><DSC_0050.jpg><DSC_0055.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 9:42 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonxs~oun~unc.edu-~ 

RE: The tinished product... 

We did in deed. As I have stated before, it is a stunning picture~ But that it was taken by a department colleag~e makes the standard Old Well photo a bit more 

perso~al. The coaches signatures provide the add~t~ona~ flourish to go~lr photo, Yo~r photo is the tempter p~ece, Thank Vo~ aga~% Tony~ 

F~m: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:22 PN 
To= Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Re: ~e finished product... 

the baddour leadership academy gives my pic~re, wi~ a mat with the coaches signatures on ik to their guest. Pre~ cool 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 3:15 PM, Johnson, Shelley H <shell~o(~)uuc.edt~> wrote: 

Attached is a photo of the finished product: your Old Well Photo with the signed mat and frame. We are thrilled with it! Again, your photo is stunning. Thanks for 

your help in our attempt to express sufficient appreciation to the guest speakers for the Leadership Academy. 
<photo.JPG> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@tmc.edu~ 

Friday, November 22, 2013 9:46 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~oun’~unc.edu> 

RE: The tinished product... 

You are most welcome. Thank you for your significant contribution to our "thank you" efforts to guest speakers. We are fairly certain that they wouldn’t receive 
something like this for any other school or organization. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 9:23 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: Re: The finished product... 
Thank you so much for sharing that with me. That makes ~ne so proud. Thanks for letting me be a pa~ of what you do. I love it. 
Tony 

On Nov 21, 2013, at 3:15 PM, Johnson, Shelley H <shellio(a)unc.e&~> wrote: 

Attached is a photo of the finished product: your Old Well Photo with the signed mat and frame. We are thrilled with it! Again, your photo is stunning. Thanks for 

your help in our attempt to express sufficient appreciation to the guest speakers for the Leadership Academy. 
<photo.dPG> 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i 10:00 am 

i 12:30 pm 

i3:30 pm 

14:30 pm 

i6:30 pm 
L 

i 11:00 pm 

Depart for College Park, MD from Smith Center 

Stop for lunch 

Check into Hotel, The Marriott Inn and Conference Center 

Practice at Maryland, Comcast Center 

Dinner at Calvert House Inn 

LIGHTS OUT 

10:00 am 

111:30 am 

i 12:00 pm-12:30 pm 
; 

i1:00 pm 
L 

i2:00 pm 

14:30 pm 

i9:30 pm 

Breakfast at hotel 

Depart Hotel for Gym 

Serve and Pass 

Official Warm-Up 

UNC vs. Maryland 

Depart for Chapel Hill, dinner on the bus 

Arrive Carmichael Arena 

UNC Volleyball Core Values 

1. RELENTLESS. We work hard: this individual is the "indefatigable human spirit" and never 
stops pushing herself, is she absolutely relentless in training and in competition. 



University of Maryland 

November 23- 24, 2013 

University of Maryland 
Comcast Center 
College Park, MD 

~epa~t~re z~f~n~ti~ Depart via bus at 10:00 am 

The Marrio~ Inn & Conference Center 
3501 Universi~ Blvd East Hyattsville, MD 20783 
301-985-7300 

Black Capri Pants and Carolina Blue Pull Over 
Wh~t t~ we~ 

Nike Running Shoes 

¯ Volleyball shoes, knee pads, ankle braces & soc~ (Nike only) 
¯ Uniform: Long Sleeve Carolina Blue 

~Ac~ ¯ Practice gear - Seniors to determine 
(~r~e NC R~e~’) ¯ Boo~, computer, etc 

¯ Pillow & Blanket for Bus 
¯ Naw Travel Pants and Carolina Blue/Grey Game Jacket 
¯ Return Travel Gear- Black Yoga Pan~, SiS Grey Dri-Fit 

Respons~b~t~e~ Uniforms Bags, Video Bag, Camera/Tripod & Bands: Naya Young 

~. ............................................................................................................... r ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ 

~eturn ~n~r~t~o~ Depa~ via Bus following Match 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                  3:07 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Myers, 
Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Levante, Raphael Espinal <raphael.levante@unc.edu> 

Hey Staff, 

Please let your students know:         is not feeling well and just called in sick. 
I don’t have access to the database - so ~r you get a chance please let your students know. 
He mentioned that most of his students just took an exam, so they won’t have new material - most likely just starting to 
review for final exam materials. 

Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Ben 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Laro’ A, <athgallo@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:39 PM 

Yount. Tony <tonxs,oun~unc.edu-* 

RE: Norfolk 

So Jeff Camm’ati was in Non°olk for Friday night only? 
And when you checked in on Thursday they had a room only for yon, or were you suppose to room with someone? I thought you were to room with Gny? 
I am checking the hotel invoice, thus the reason for my questions. "I1qmqk you, Tony! 

~;xec~ti~ e Associm~ I)i~ect,~r of Athletics 

[Mis e~ity of N~rth Cardhla at Cha~[ } N] 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Norfolk 
I was in Norfolk for two nights. The rooms were different. The second night I believe was 1006 with Jeff Cammarati. The first night was on the 16th floor by myself 

I do not remember the room number 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 4:01 PM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <_a_t__h_g_a__[L_o____@__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_> wrote: 

How mamy nights did you stay h~ Norfolk.-. re, o, Thursday and Friday nights? Do you remember what room you were in? Stone roo~n b the nights you 
stayed? 
Thank you mqd HAPPY THANKSGIVING? 

Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:47 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonxToun~unc.edu-* 

RE: Norfolk 

Tony ~- perfect! You explained it well Thal~ you a~nd drive on! Enjoy your time away ~- see you at women’s soccer on Saturday! 

Executive Associate lNmctor of AtM@cs 

University ofNorJ~ Caolina at Cha~M }51l 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:41 PN 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Norfolk 

Yes I believe that Jeff was only there for Friday night. When I checked in on Thursday I also understood that I was to room with guy but the girl at the desk said no 

guy was in a single room and that she then assigned me a room on the 16th floor I don’t know why I didn’t room with guy I don’t know whether I was supposed to 

room with Steve Gisselman for Thursday night I don’t know when he arrived 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 4:38 PM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

So Jeff Camm’ati was in Norfolk for Friday night only? 

And when you checked in on Thursday they had a room only for you, or were you suppose to room with someone? I thought you were to room with Guy? 

I am checking the hotel invoice, thus the reason for my questions. ’lhal~ you, Tony! 

<imageOOl.png> Larry Ga~, 3r~ 
F.xecudve Associate Dhvc~r of Athletics 

! lniversiff ofNo~lh Ca~4ma al Chape~ Hill 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:33 PN 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Norfolk 

was in Norfolk for two nights. The rooms were different. The second night I believe was 1006 with Jeff Cammarati. The first night was on the 16th 

floor by myself I do not remember the room number 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 4:01 PM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

tlow mmay nights did you stay in Norfolk ~ two, Thursday amd Friday nights? Do you relnember what room you were in? Same room b the 
nights you stayed? 
Thank you and HAPPY THANKSGIVING? 
LarLv 

<imageOOl.png> L~F~%.’ (~@~ JF, 

E~ecu~ive/\s~ciate DJreck~r oJ’Athletics 

Univcrsib~ of Nodh Carolina at Chapel ]{ill 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P,O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

i4:45 pm 

i5:15 pm 

i6:35 pm 

17:55 pm 

i 11:00 pm 

i 11:30 pm 

Depart for RDU from Carmichael 

Arrive RDU, eat dinner with meal money 

Depart RDU on American flight #390 

Arrive Chicago O’Hare airport, bus pick up 

Check into hotel, Concourse Hotel & Governor’s Club 

Lights Out 

10:00 am 

111:30 am 

i 12:00 pm-2:00 pm 
; 

i2:15 pm 
; 

i6:00 pm 

17:30 pm 

i 11:00 pm 

Breakfast at hotel 

Depart Hotel for Practice 

Practice at University of Wisconsin, Field House 

Sandwich delivery, return to hotel 

Depart hotel for Dinner at TBA 

Return to Hotel 

Lights Out 

i9:30 am 

10:00 am 

110:30-11:30 am 

i 11:45 pm 

i l:O0 pm 

i3:00 pm 

i4:00 pm 
L 

i5:00 pm 

i7:30 pm 

i 11:00 pm 

Breakfast at hotel 

Depart hotel for practice 

Practice at Field House 

Return to hotel 

Depart hotel for pregame meal at TBA 

Depart restaurant for Gym 

Official Warm Up 

UNC vs. CAL 

Dinner/TBA 

LIGHTS OUT 

ITBA iTBA 



CAROLINA VOLLEYBALL 
P.O. Box 2126 * #131 Carmichael Auditorium * Chapel Hill NC 27515 

UNC Volleyball Core Values 

1. SELFLESS. We play for each other: this is the kind of player that works herself to death covering 
for all her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) 
makes her a pleasure to play with and her selflessness helps everyone around her be a better 
player. 

2.      DISCIPLINED. The truly extraordinary do something every day: this individual has 
remarkable self-discipline, does the daily & summer workout sheets from beginning to the 
end without omission or substitution; every day has a plan to do something to get better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David J. Matlison <DM4@athletics.wisc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 5:03 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

I have fl~e test ficom Loeb 

Hi Tony, 

I just received the test from Prof. Loeb. 

DJ 

David "DJ" Mattison 

Academic Advisor and Tutor Coordinator 

Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

University of Wisconsin-Madison 

DiVI4~at k~letics.wisc.edu 

608.262.913:1 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

no-reply@wisc.edu 

Friday, December 6, 2013 9:27 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Welcome to UWNet-Guest Wireless! 

Thank you for using the University of Wisconsin-Madison UWNet-Guest Wireless service 

For more infolrnation on using the campus wireless system, please visit documentation at: 
http://kb.~visc.edu/helpdesk/search.php?q wifi&cat 0 

The campus Responsible Use policy can be viewed at: 
http ://www.cio. ~visc. edu/policies-responsibleuse aspx 

If you did not establish a U~VNet-Guest Wireless connection, please report to abuse@wisc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

great 

Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:03 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Lacrosse Holiday Meeting and Activity, Monday, December 16, 2013 - RSVP needed 

From: <Yount>, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, December 8, 2013 10:52 PM 

To: Jenny Levy <jenny.levy@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Women’s Lacrosse Holiday Meeting and Activity, Monday, December 16, 2013 - RSVP needed 

I’m in - sounds like fun. Thank you 

Tony 

On Dec 6, 2013, at 4:38 PM, Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Women’s Lacrosse support staff, 

Last year we met as an entire staff and went through introductions and what role everyone fills on behalf of the women’s lacrosse program. It was a great way to 

connect the many different parts of our "operation" and get everyone on the same page, pulling in the same direction. 

This year we want to take it a step further. We are going to meet and introduce some of the new faces on our "team", talk a little business and then we are going to 

have some FUN~ 

We are going to meet at the (:arefree Ranch at 2pro on Monday, December 16th (directions attached). After brief introductions, we are going GO-KARTING. It 

is an outdoor track - so pray for decent weather and dress appropriately. Only 6 cars can race at a time, so if you can not make it until a little later - that will work. 

It will go from 2-Spin. 

After GO-KARTING, we are going to head out to a casual dinner at Tobacco Road. If you can only join us for dinner, please do so. 

If the weather does not cooperate - we will have an alternative plan instead of Go-Karting. 

Please RSVP and let me know if you can join us for some FUN and BRIDGE BUILDING! 

All the best, 

Jenny 

<Jenny Championship banner[lO].png> 

<facebook F[lO].png> <twitter Iogo[lO].png> 

<Directions to CareFree Ranch - GoKart Racing[1].pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:31 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonks~oun~unc.edu-~ 

Study guide 

Is done... 

I will probably make another one for the readings .... 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:58 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~7oun~unc.edu-~ 

Event Reminder: ASPSA Holiday Party 

Tharsdsy, Decembe.." 19,201.3 at 12:00 PM 

Tobacco Road Spods Caf~÷ 

Ci’,apei H~}} NC 275t 7 

Don’t forget to snap + share 



Dec. 18, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ConnectCarolina will have a planned maintenance outage on Thursday, Dec. 

19, starting at 5:00 pm and ending around 11:00 pm ConnectCarolina will 

be unavailable during this time frame. Details here: 

i~iI[!~I                Changes to faculty and staff access to the 

I ConnectCarolina application take place Dec. 

]8 Off-campus access requires VPN, On-campus wireless access requires UNC-$ecure. These 

changes protect the security of sensitive data in ConnectCarolina. Please note that on-campus wired 

access does not change. 

Get the "big picture" of what’s happening on the 

ConnectCarolina Finance and HR!Payroll project. Viewthe new 

L_::~ n=~ i_L_::~_~ iin~L_~ ~ j~ ~_i:i~=~ ii~~L:’__~.< ~L.-’:,,_". You can also 

download a version suitable for printing! 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is now through the landing page 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http://my unc.edui ) web page will be phased out. 





RESPECT: we treot others os we would like to be treated regardless of our circumstonces. We can trust every member of 

this team, thereby providing a shelter of honesty for each other. Respect is cultivated by our words and our actions. We respect 

the team and game we love and embrace the responsibility to uphold the integrity of this team and sport. We are thankful for the 

myriad of privileges that are given to us every day. 



CHALLENGE: we seek out and embrace challenges as an opportunity to learn and grow. We relish challenging ourselves, 

each other and our sport to strengthen our resolve. We make the daily choice to take responsibility for what is under our control. 

We are committed to a no excuses lifestyle and for each challenge we face, we ask ourselves, "What can I do to make the 

situation better?" 

ACCOUNTABILITY: we hold ourselves and our teammates accountable to the highest standard. The success of this 

team is limitless when we are committed and fully invested in ourselves, each other, the game, academics, health and life. 
Though we work with and.for each other, we assume our personal responsibility courageously and enthusiastically. 

TO U G H N E SS: we are persistent in developing our mental and physical toughness. We embrace a growth mindset 

believing anything that happens personally or collectively is in our best interest. We intentionally react to all situations with 

resilience, determination, strength and patience. True commitment is unwavering regardless of the circumstances. Toughness is 

developed in our character by continually putting forth our best ej~fort every day. 

PERSPECTIVE: we choose to have an optimistic and passionate attitude. We approach all situations with an intellectual 

perspective, understanding the broad picture and choosing to bring an enduring joy to our lives, our team and our sport. We 
commit ourselves to a balanced lifestyle, enjoy present successes and challenges and always strive to learn and grow from all 
experiences. 

SERVICE: we know great leaders must first be great servants. We seize every opportunity to serve each other, the 

university and the community. It is our responsibility to express our gratitude by serving others, and we do so with sincerity, 

respect and enthusiasm. 



PROCESS: We ore a team committed to focusing on the process allowing us the freedom to live in the present moment. 

requires diligence, error, and self-discipline in training and competition. Our success is based on being fully committed to the 

process and letting go of outcome based thinking. We focus our energy only on what is controllable. 

it 

FAMILY: We are a family of sisters whose bond is built on love and respect for one another. Our family protects, praises and 

encourages in all situations. We embrace and support the unique qualities of each individual. We work together as a team for the 

well-being of our family. 

COMMUNICATION: we communicate with each other in an honest and respectful manner. We listen with an open 

heart, and understand that e~fective communication has a profound influence on the success of this team. Words hold our world 

together, and we are committed to using our words in ways which create and sow life h~to everyone around us. Communication is 

the glue that secures our family bond. 

EXCELLENCE: We ore compelled with a clear vision, completely immersing ourselves into our common belief of being the 

best that we can be. We commit on a daily basis to demonstrate an attitude of unflappable dedication to the pursuit of 

excellence in all that we do. We know pursuing excellence is the toughest of challenges, and we take personal responsibility for 

pursuing it every day, in every way. This is OUR CAROLINA WAY. 



Women’s Golf - Spring 2014 Schedule 

Northrup Grumman - Palos Verdes, CA 

Depart: Friday, February 7th 

Return: Wednesday, February 12th (6 AM) 

*Class days missed (2): Monday 2/10 and Tuesday 2/11 

Darius Rucker Invitational - Hilton Head, SC 
Depart: Wednesday, March 5th 

Return: Sunday, March 9th 

*Class days missed (2): Thursday 3/6 and Friday 3/7 

Bryan National Collegiate- Greensboro, NC 
Depart: Thursday, March 27th 

Return: Sunday, March 29th 

*Class days missed (1): Friday 3/28 

SMU Invitational - Dallas, TX 
Depart: Wednesday, April 2nd 

Return: Sunday, April 6th 

*Class days missed (2): Thursday 4/3 and Friday 4/4 

ACC Championship - Greensboro, NC 
Depart: Tuesday, April 15th 

Return: Saturday, April 19th 

*Class days missed (2): Wednesday 4/16 and Thursday 4/17 (no classes on Friday 4/18) 

NCAA Regionals - Site TBD 

Depart: Tuesday, May 6th 

Return: Saturday, May 11~h 

*Potentially may have final exam schedule conflict on Tuesday, May 6th 

NCAA Championships - Tulsa, OK 

Depart: Sunday, May 18th 

Return: Saturday, May 24th or Sunday, May 25th 



Three ou~ of four Carolina graduates attended 
Summer School for the reasons above or even for 
personal enrichment, Knowing almost 600 courts 
are available in summer through Naymester, two 
five-week sessions or online helps students plan their 
fa!! and spr~ng semesters. 

Reg ular session courses t~/pically meet Nonday 
through Friday for 90 minutes. Naymester courses 
meet 3 hours, 15 minutes a day for three weeks, 
Online courses are available in a five*week format. 

Tuii:ion cos[.s are comparable to the academic year, 

Regi.str~tion begins in late March through 
Conne~Ca:rolina. Students use their ONYEN and 
password to access the system~ 

Students ia Pm±ot:ime Classroom Studies can attend 
as well, They should contaM their advi~r at the Friday 
Center for = eg~stratio~ information, 

~n ead¥ February, nomCarolina ~tudents, friends, or 
family members can also apply online as summer 
visitors for s~!mmer only, 

Th}nk Summer School 20.t4, and join us for a 
summer on the Hill, Nothing could be finer. 

Firsl 

Tu~on and Fees 
Summer S<hoo[ 20t4 

MAC 

$590 

$250 5.520 

$370 $695 

5250 5520 

Haymester 2 

Language Immersion 2 

Or:dine Courses 3 

Carolina Jazz Workshop 3 

Violin Symposium S 

Summer Calendar 4 

Tar Heels Talk 4 



~~ ............................................... Z.......-- .......................... --°°°°...........° .... . ............. ~ ........ ~ ......................... .... 

Students who want to begin or improve their 

I~q~ua~e immersio~ program in fkst summer 

for SPAN 105 and &O2, The addffional immersion 

whole learner by rrea~g S community that ~s 

completely devoted ~o language ~earning, The 

~m’Nuage learning process ~s also a focus of the 

#rogram with group and individualized 

With optimal student to instructor ratio, each 

day is divided into academic classes in the 

morning and conversational, cultural, and social 

condu¢ted in Spanish, Every aspect of e~ery day 

Because of the 6 (:redlts earned, students cannot 

enroll in another summer c.eurse without adviser 

permission. The intensity of the program also 

presents <:hallenges for students who have work 
or internship oblisations at the same 

Summer School offers ma~,y other language 

courses and has offered Chinese and Arabi~ 

language immersion programs, The language and 

culture clas~es for those two #ro~rams are s~ll 

longer under the immersion umbrella, 

More information on lansuage courses can be 
found at surrim~r.unc,edu under the specific 

lan£uaSe department. 

More on the.potash 

program can be found at 

Maym~aster will o.ff~.:r ;;1 ~ord hum b~,r cd courses m summer 20 } 4 to ermble 

weeks. Maymester ha~ been part of Summer Sohool lbr s~we~l y~’ars. 

Ma~ l"n~sk~" c(n.u:ses w~i} .m~et tlu’¢¢ heu.rs and i 5 mirmtes each day 

May 1340. 20 hi.. Comses are ol’*?red at dwee times: 0 a.m..-..12:15 p.m.. 

i ~:.~0 a.m.~.;:4:, p.m. and [15..-4:30 

Abou~ 55 courses ~:~c;ross 28 departmems in the College of’ Arts N 

will s~:~d~:fy m: k’,ast <me (.}e~e.ral Ed ucatkxr~ requirem~m~ m~d ~dl 

a week at the h~stitva~c of Marine Sciences h~ ;qo~ehead City, gtudems in A RT 
55 I. a c{.mr.se i~ mttseum studie~s, v~sit witZl, proff:ssioaaL who are i~stal:lh3g 
ex~h~bit.ions h~ musmm~s, then returr~ to view the exhibitio:g.s. Other courses 

to :reg ~sl:¢r Ibr a g~gtmd clasg b} I~.rs/s~2mmer sessio:m hut it ~s 

Maymu~;~cr is qui{e popular among students and Ihculty. Studenl and 
su:rveys at the er~d of’ Maymester contil"~u¢ to ~;how ovcrwh~tl:ming suppor~. 
Ninety~seven percem of ~tuden;ts who responded to ti~e 20~ 3 surve~ said they 
would re, co:mr:henri Maymester to a t~emt. Some 14 pereent of resp(mdents 
they took a Maymester course so they could gradtm~¢ in lbu~ years More 
stude*~ts [2 1 pert(mr} said they wanted to I:ake a course they could~Ft schedule 
dudgg the academk year. Most stude~rts took Maymcster to catch up with 
requiremems (22 percerg}, wMk 13 percent warned to complete 

e~!]oymenL 

"]’he m,[iority of students said they selected ~l~e course they did ir~ MaymesIer 

t{.~ meet degre~ o:r progrm~ reqmrements ~49 :percem.! or h~*ere~l in the 

m,~ttcr t43 percent }. Ninety..five perc~"nt said they were satisfied ~r very 
satisfied with the quali{y o:f ir:mtrnctkm as well as reading and ~tudy a.ss~gnments 

N ineiy~three percenl were sauslSed or very satisfied w:kh h~teractions 

Among specific commems, students :noted riley IfZked May mes!.c.r because of 

1he smafl.-.-ck{m~ atmosphere, fbcusCd leaming~ field sites and other trips, the 

For .a l isth3g o:f Maymester cou.rse,~ to he efl~z~l:ed ia smnmer 21) 14, go [o 



Summer School continue8 to e~.pand [he number ~)f courses it 

requiring a [ace.4o-face me~ing aach week but mos~. material wil~ be 
taugl~t online. Enrollment ~s generally limited to 20 s~udents per 

DRAM 287:/’@.ican American Theatre 
EDUC 464: Introduction to Teaching 

ENGL 140: Gay an~ Lesbian L~terature 

JOMC !53: Ne.w~ Wr~t:~n9 
JOMC 442 Gender anu Mass Communication 
POLl 271: Modem Political Though~ 
PSYO 245: Abnormal Psychol0g~ 

Second Session: 

DRAM 287: African American Thea[er 
ENGL 140: G.av and Lesbia~ Literature 
ED:UC 706: Col~a~eralion and Leadership in School Counseling 
BNST 202: Introduction to ~nvironmental Science 

Applications and Services 
JOMC 141: Prefsssior]al Problems and Ethi~:~ 
PSYC 230; Introduction to Cognitive Psychology 
PSYC 260 8ocia Psycho ogy 
$0W0401!709: When the World Fal!~ Apark Managing the Bffects 
of Disa:s~e~~ on Families & Children 
SPAN ~60: h~troduc~ion to Spanish & S~a~ish American LRerature 
SPAN 300: Spanish Compesition and Grammar Review 

Febma~7 2014 

su~mer,~c,ed~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <~swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 3:08 PM 

Townsend, Jelm <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <mn~onn@unc.edu> 

Orienta’6 on 

Jenn and Tony: 

Please have your students contact Kristy Barngrover in regards to the missed orientation session. The student should email Kristy and request a time to meet in her 

office to go over missed information. 

Kristy Barngrover 

Coordinator of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs 

The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

SASB South, Suite 33:18 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

(919) 843-5745 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Crocker, Diane Marie <dcrocker@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 2:28 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

PID 

Hi Tony, 

I need your PID to process your reimbursement. 

Thanks, 

Diane Crccker 

UNC ALhletic Business Office 

(919) 843-9270 

dcroc]qel @\NIC . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 3:27 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Lee, 
Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Clayton, Nicole 
<claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; ’Wood, Erica’ <         @hotmail.com>; 
’Walker, Jamie’ ¯       @gmail.com>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 
Tutor Training - THANK YOU 

Hi Everyone, 

I just wanted to take a minute to thank everyone for the valuable role that you played in tutor training last night. The 

event was successful because of each of you, and I thank you very much. It was good for the tutors to see everyone in 

order to put a name with a face. Perhaps this will enhance communication between tutors and full time staff moving 

forward. The skits were entertaining and on point. I have received some good feedback from some of the tutors last 

night as well. Nicolle, thank you for running the camera, and Kym thank you for being available with a back-up camera 

in case we needed it. 

Once again, I really appreciate everyone’s support. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥~email.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao’ 13, 2014 9:52 AM 

Younk Tony <ton~Toun~unc.edw~ 

~;llabus 

Hi Tony,                                                           . 
During your individuals meetings this week, will you be collecting all of their syllabus for each person? If so can you email me 

you did in the fall? 
Thank you, 
Jennifer 

s syllabus like 



Course Contract and Syllabus Spring 2014 

Spanish 203 Fall 2013 Course Contract (Revised December 28, 2013) 

My Section Number: My Classroom My Class Time: 

My Instructor: My Instructor’s Email: 

My Instructor’s Office Hours and Office Location: 

(See attached document with section and instructor information to help you complete the above.) 

Textbook: Heining-Boynton, A. L., LeLoup, J. W. and Cowell, G.S. (2012). iAnda! Curso 
intermedio, 2n~ edition. Upper Saddle River, N J: Pearson Prentice Hall. 

In addition to this text, students are required to purchase a code for the on-line workbook 
(MySpanishLab). The Letras literary supplement can be accessed through MySpanishLab 
or students may opt to purchase a paper copy from Student Stores. 

NOTE: If you took SPAN 105 or SPAN 102 at UNC-Chapel Hill, you still must purchase a 
new MySpanishLab code, as your code from those classes is for a different workbook; 
however, you will use the same user name and password that you used in your previous 
course, 

Target Audience, Goals and Objectives: 

Welcome to the third-semester Spanish Program at UNC-CH! 

SPAN 203 is an Intermediate level course, designed to continue where students left off in their 
introductory courses, whether at UNC, Community College or High School. In SPAN 203, much 
of the grammatical material is review, although some new structures are presented. Existing 
vocabulary and cultural material are expanded from previous levels of study. A brief introduction 
to the study of literature is also included. 

The main goals of this course are: 

1. To apply and refine what you learned in previous Spanish classes. 
During your first year of Spanish, your instructor led you through the basic structures and 
vocabulary of the language. Now you will have the opportunity to review what you know and 
expand it, as well as become more proficient in listening, reading, speaking and writing. 

2. To study the culture of Spanish-speaking people. 
As we study the culture (including literature) of the speakers of Spanish around us, we get to 
know them, and ourselves, better. In this way we increase our capacity to communicate on many 
levels. 



3. To develop your individual style of language learning. More of the responsibility for learning 
the material is placed on the learner. This means that you might be "on your own" more than in 
previous Spanish classes. 

Course objectives: 

By the end of the semester, each student should be able to: 

¯ Interact with speakers of Spanish effectively (orally and in writing). 
¯ Discuss the various examples of Hispanic peoples and cultures studied (orally and in 

writing). 
¯ Analyze and/or discuss short pieces of literature from the Hispanic world (orally and in 

writing). 

Class participation: 

At two times in the semester, your instructor will give you an estimated participation grade and 
feedback on how to improve your participation in class. Your participation grade is worth 10% 
of your final grade. (See syllabus for dates of all participation feedback.) 

Your participation grade will be based on: 

¯ Preparation: Does the student bring all materials and assigned work to class every day? 
Has he/she read/studied all assigned pages before coming to class? Has the student 
studied before class? Is he/she able to participate fully in every activity? 

° Group work: Does the student work well in groups? Does he/she help his/her classmates 
during group work? Does he/she stay on task? 

° Language: Does the student always speak in Spanish in the classroom, regardless of 

accuracy? 
¯ Participation: Does the student volunteer often, listen to others and participate fully in 

whole-class discussion? Does he/she contribute to classroom discussions? 

The participation rubric will be posted in the "Class Participation" folder under Resources on 
Sakai. 

Absences aud Tardiness: 

You will lose 10% of your final participation grade for every absence in excess of three 
during the semester. Students with excessive unexcused absences (more than 13) will also 
be penalized by losing 1% off of their final grade for each absence over 13. 

Three absences are the equivalent of one complete week of classes. Missing that amount of 
time may hurt your chances of getting the most out of this course; however, your instructor 
recognizes that there are often unplanned events or emergencies that force us to miss important 
commitments. Speak with your instructor as soon as possible if you believe you have grounds for 
an absence to be excused. Documentation may be required for an instructor to excuse an 



absence. 

Also note that if you are late to class three times, it will count as an unexcused absence .(and 
six times = 2 unexcused absences, and so on). If you have extenuating circumstances that may 
make you late to class, you should inform your instructor as soon as possible. 

Evaluation of Preparation: 

BEFORE coming to class, you are responsible for reading the pages assigned by your instructor 
and completing any assignments given for that particular class day. Most of your "homework" 

will be completed on-line using MySpani shLab (MSL--the on-line workbook for the course). 

NOTE: In most cases, email will be the main vehicle of communication between you and 
yonr instrnctor. You should check your UNC email account every day during the week. 

Be courteous when using Sakai messages. DO NOT email all sections of the course; make 
sure to select your class only. Otherwise, your email will be sent to over 800 people! When 
in doubt DO NOT send your message through Sakai! All SPAN 203 instructor emails can 
be fonnd in the directory document attached to this syllabus, and you can look up 
individual classmates using the directory on the UNC homepage. 

In addition to the work assigned course-wide on MSL, several homework assignments or quizzes 
may also be given by your instructor over the course of the semester. These assignments can 
range from additional MSL assignments/textbook activities, to internet activities, to short writing 
assignments. Quizzes will cover the material indicated by your instructor. 

All SPAN 203 students will have a quiz on the material in this Course Contract, and one on 
Geography of the Hispanic World. In addition, all SPAN 203 students will complete an out of 
class cultural assignment (’~Proyecto cultural"). 

Language learning is a highly individualized process. In the end, how much you learn depends 
mostly on how much enthusiasm, time and dedication you put into the course. 

Important information regarding MSL: 
In order to use MSL, you will need to purchase an access code. This should have come as part of 
your textbook package. In addition to this code, your instructor will give you a special "section 
id" that will ensure you are enrolled in the correct MSL section. 

Completing the "browser tune-up" (see the icon on the first MSL page after you log in), is 
CRUCIAL to being able to use MSL effectively. 

Since MSL is web-based (not something downloaded to your individual computer), you are 
responsible for completing all assignments even if you have issues with your personal 
computerilaptop. Assignments may be completed from ANY computer with Internet 
access. Late MSL assignments will NOT be accepted. 



Portal: http pearsoncus*om cominciunc spanish/ 

Oral Interview: 

The purpose of the oral interview is to improve language and communication skills in real world 
situations. More information will be given closer to the dates of the oral interview. 

Composition and In-Class Writing: 

As noted on the syllabus, you will be required to complete an in-class writing assignment (ICW). 
In addition to this exercise, you will be asked to write a longer composition in class on the date 
indicated on the syllabus. More information about the ICW and Composition will be given 
closer to the dates of these assignments. 

Honor Code: 

Academic dishonesty in any form is unacceptable, because any breach in academic integrity, 
however small, strikes destructively at the University’s life and work. Outside help of any kind 
on any assignment that is to be turued in for a grade is cousidered academic dishouesty. 

What this means is that, with the exception of consultation with your instructor, no help may be 

received on any homework assignment, composition, or exam without bein~ in violation of 
the honor code. 

"Help" means any aid received from tutors~ friends~ native speakers or anyone else other 
than your instructor on any assignment. 

However, unless otherwise indicated, your textbook, class notes, workbook and web resources 
(NOT WEB TI~NSLATORS) may be consulted for homework assignments and other out-of- 
class work. 

Group study, however, is an activity that is both accepted and recommended. In preparation for 
any exam, any number of students may work together to help one another prepare. Special 
circumstances must be brought to the attention of your instructor. 

Be very certain that everything you present for a grade is your own work. If you are unsure 
what constitutes "plagiarism" in this course, ask your instructor. You can also find specific 
information from the UNC Libraries ethics tutorial. 

The Honor Code and Disruptive Behavior in Class: 

Please be aware that "[e]ngaging in conduct within a University classroom that substantially 
disrupts the academic environment" is also a potential honor code violation (Section C. 1.m 

of the Instrument of Student Governance). 



Please make sure to always behave in a respectful mauner duriug class. Cell phones are 

banued in the Span 203 classroom and should be silenced and put away duriug class time. 
Other electronic devices, such as MP3 players, should also be put away during class time. 
Laptops may be used in class only with instructor approval. 

Tutoring: 

FREE Peer tutors for Spanish will be available for one-on-one, drop-in assistance in Dey Hall on 
TUESDAY nights and WEDNESDAY nights from 6-9pm. Detailed information is posted on the 
Learning Center’s Web site (..h..t..t..p.]/..!...e....a...r...n...i....n.g.c.‘...e...n....t...e...r.....t.1...n....c......e...c..~.t.j.), and on the bulletin board near the 
main entrance of Dey Hall. 

A tertulia is also offered by the Romance Languages Department to provide students with more 
speaking practice. Ask your instructor for the times and locations of the tertulia. 

Exams: 

Exam 1 will cover Chapters Preliminary A, 1, and part of Chapter 2. The Midterm will cover the 
rest of Chapter 2, all of Chapter 3 and Letras from Chapter 4. The Final Exam will cover 
Chapters 4 and 5, and also grammar and/or cultural content from the previous chapters. All three 
exams will test listening comprehension, grammar, reading and writing skills, as well as 
vocabulary and cultural/literary knowledge. Chapter 6 is a review of all material from the 
Preliminary A Chapter through Chapter 5. 

There will be a study guide for each exam posted on Sakai. Use the study guides to prepare 
for the exams! 

Late Work: 

No late work can be accepted for a grade, nor cau exams, quizzes, or in-class writing 
assignments be taken late, unless prior arrangements are made with your instructor, or in 
the case of a verifiable emergency. 

In such a situation, you must contact your instructor within three days of the absence. 

Extra Credit: 

Individual instructors are not permitted to offer extra credit opportunities to their students. As 
there are over 45 sections of SPAN 203 offered each semester, doing so would not be fair as not 
all SPAN 203 students would be able to benefit from the assignments. 

Grading: 

YOU SHOULD KEEP ALL RETURNED, GRADED WORK UNTIL YOU RECEIVE 
YOUR FINAL GRADE. 



Your final grade will be weighted as follows: 

In-class 
~5% 

Writing .... 
~Composition ~10%         . 

iOral i10% 
Jnterview . 

i109/0 
~participation ~ 

~0% (10% for 
MSL and 10% 

~Evaluation of~tu 
other 

Preparation 
~omework and 
quizzes) 

Exam 1 i10% 

~idterm il 5% 

Grading scale for Spanish 203: 

{90~! ............................................................... ~: ............. 

:~~7~i ............................................................... {~7 .............. 
78-79 [C+ 

:72-77 {C 

{~65i .............................................................. IU 
g~ig~ .............................................................. 1/57 .......... 

.............................................................. ............. 

Please note that, as per the Office of Undergraduate Curricula: 

"Students are not permitted to drop levels 1 through 3 of Foundations courses in a foreign 
language, at any time during the semester, unless approved by a dean in the Academic 
Advising Program." (p. 378 Undergraduate Bulletin) 

And also, as per the University Registrar: 



"Auditing is not permitted in courses that focus on the development of written or oral 
communication skills, or that rely heavily on class participation." 

This means that students may not audit SPAN 203. 



IDEA & FORM / ARTS 101 / SPRING 2014 

Tuesday&Thursday 11:00- l:50pm irm. 222 

Professor : Jina Valentine/email : valentine..:~Smc.ed~ 

Teaching Assistant : / email : 

Course Description: 

This course ~vill explore concepts of making art in both practice and in theory. Driven by foundational 

theoretical texts that have influenced 20th Century" art and culture, we will explore art as content and 

meaning, and its relationship to form, everyday life, and visual culture. 

Throughout the course, we will examine particular artists and their work while considering the concept of 

art as critique and discourse: How does art communicate meaning through material and form? What is the 

role of the audience or viewer in understanding art? What is the relationship between visual culture, the 

practice of art, and everyday life? We will interrogate these questions as a springboard to generate your 

own ideas and as a way to get at the choices behind current strategies and approaches in contemporary art 

making across all disciplines and media, including drawing, installation, video, film, performance, and 

photography. 

Course Requirements: 

Save for unforeseen catastrophe, your attendance is required for all classes. Three unexcused absences 

will result in the loss of a letter grade. Three latenesses will be considered an unexcused absence; so be 

on time. Homework assignments must be completed before the start of the class in which they are due. 

In this course, simply meeting the parmneters of a given assignment will merit a B letter grade, those 

projects which exceed the basic requirements are considered A grades. Likewise, sub-par work will merit 

sub-par marks. It may be helpful to consider each and every assignment as an opportunity to create a 

work of art worthy of your final portfolio. If you would like to revisit/rework any assignment during the 

semester, you are invited to do so. 

The readings will be excerpted from various books. You will be provided with PDFs of the selected 

readings. You are expected to come to class with the readings printed out or readily available on your 

laptop; there will be no reading pdfs on phones or other tiny devices. I would also encourage you to 

purchase these books on your own. They can be fotmd in local bookstores or ordered online. 



All reading assignments require a written response in the following form: write two critical questions 

about the text, answer one in essay form. Your response should be about one half page in length, typed, 

12pt font, and double spaced. All papers must be your original work and must include critical analysis. 

All responses should be available lbr your consultation during class (printed beforehand) and submitted to me by the 

end of that class. Written assignments will altogether amount to two project grades. 

You are required to keep a sketchbook, which is for sketching out your ideas, dreaming up new projects, 

collaging-in found objects, and taking notes in class and in lectures. It should be a standard size hard- 

bound sketchbook. This sketchbook should be filled progressively, like a journal of ideas. Please bring it 

with you to every class, as I ~vill check in on its progress periodically during the semester. 

Eve~ student must have their required materials for working on their art assignments. Some materials 

used for assignments may be shared. Some materials each student will need to purchase. The materials 

can be purchased in-store at either Jerry’s Art-arama in Raleigh, or Michael’s Craft in Durham--or in 

some cases the UNC bookstore may carry. what you will need. Alternatively, you can order supplies 

online from various suppliers; please be careful to order consider shipping time and project deadlines. 

Finally, it is highly recommended that you attend all of the Hanes Visiting Artist lectures. However, for 

the purposes of this course, your attendance is required at two of the four. It is required that you check in 

with the TA upon arrival. In lieu of a final exam, the last day of class and our scheduled exam day will be 

dedicated to final critiques. Please note that the overall portfolio grade is more important than the final 

proj ect grade. 

SCHEDULE OVERVIEW: 

Part One: Art questions the artist’s self--what’s your creative impulse? 

Part Two: Art questions the construction of identity 

Part Three: Art questions systems of ~ower (capitalis~:, institutional) 

P~rt: Four: Art questions the idea of oriRinality 

Part Five: Art questions the everyday life & ubiquitously held notions of beauty 

*Syllabus and Schedule is subject to change : field trips & visitors TBA 

Thursday January 9 QUESTIONS OF THE SELF 

Introduction to course, syllabus, sketchbook 

Questionnaire & Rorschach Test 

Homework : Read Art by Waldo Emerson. Write two questions and answer one in paragraph form for this 

reading. Also, read excerpt from Alan Kaprow’s On the Blurring of Art & Lift,. Considering Kaprow’s 



analysis of non-events as art, choose an action you perform daily to analyze and document in your 

sketchbook (in photos, writing, drawings, etc). Conduct this documentary analysis at least three times 

before Tuesday. 

Tuesday January 14 

Introduction to the authors and their works and discussion of readings. 

Presentation & discussion of non-events as art. 

Discussion of questionnaire : what is art? what is an artist? 

Homework : Read Art Brut vs Culmra! Art by Jean Dubuffet and On the PerJbction Underlying LiJb by 

Agnes Martin. Write 2 questions, 1 answer. Check out the Selfie O1)Tnpics online and take your best 

shot. Submit it to our blog. 

< < < < < January 14: IIVA LECTURE, Sarah Walker 6 pm, 121 Hanes Art Center 

Thursday January 16 

Discussion of reading. 

Introduction to Outsider Art & Art Brut. Why do we make art? 

Work in pairs to complete questionnaires. 

Homework : See handout for Project #1. *Be sure to bring materials with you to class next Thursday. 

Tuesday January 21 

Studio work day. 

Thursday January 23 

Studio work day. 

Tuesday January 28 

Critique! 

January 28: HVA LECTURE, Dana Schutz, 6 pro, 121 Hanes 

Thursday January 30 QUESTIONS OF IDENTITY 



Introduction to artists addressing issues of identity. 

Homework : Read FreesO,& Catalog essay by Thelma Golden, The Joy of by Adrian Piper, Blinded by 

the White by John Bowles, mad Nikki S. Lee’s Yuppie Project by Maurice Berger. 

Tuesday February 4 

hltroduction to artists addressing issues of identity. 

Discussion of readings. 

Studio work day -begin project #2 

Homework : Work on project #2. *Be sure to bring materials with you to class Thursday. 

Read excerpt from Performative Acts’ & Gender Construction by Judith Butler, The I@ite to Be Angr~v by 

Jose Mufioz 

Thursday February 6 

Discussion of the readings. 
Studio work day 

Tuesday February 11 

Studio work day 

Thursday February 13 

Studio work day 

Tuesday February 18 

Critique! 

Homework: Read Dada Articles & watch The ABCs of DADA online. 

Thursday February 20 QUESTIONS OF POWIER 

Introduction to Dada 

Homework: Read Trojan Horses: Activist Art & Power. Begin sketching out project #3 in your 

sketchbook (see handout). 



Tuesday February 25 

Introduction to Situationist International, and contemporary activist artists/movements 

Studio ~vork day 

Februar)T 25 HVA LECTURE, Mar), Reid Kelley and Patrick Kelley, 6 pm, 121 Hanes 

Thursday February 27 

Studio work day 

Tuesday March 4 

Studio work day 

Thursday March 6 

Studio work day 

Homework : Read Paul Menard, Author of Don Quixote by Jorge Luis Borges; Death of the Author, by 

Roland Barthes; Appropriating Appropriation, by Douglas Crimp (due March 19th) 

< < < < < March 6: Carrie Mac Weems Lecture @The Nasher, Duke, 7pro 

Tuesday March 11 SPRING BREAK 

Thursday March 13 SPRING BREAK 

Tuesday March 18 

Critique 

Homework:    finish readings on originality 

< < < < < March 18: HVA Lecture: Mark Tribe, 6 pro, 121 Itanes Art 

Thursday March 20 QUESTIONING ORIGINALITY 

Introduction to project #3 

Discussing readings 



Tuesday March 25 

Discussing reading 

Studio work day 

Thursday March 27 

Studio work day 

Tuesday April 1 

Studio work day 

Thursday April 3 

Studio work day 

Tuesday April 8 

Critique 

Thursday April 10    QUESTIONS OF BEAUTY & EVIERYDAY LIFE 

Intro to artists exploring issues of beauty and eve~day life. 

Intro to final project ! 

Homework : Read Beauty is the ~lystet3~ of L(fe by Agnes Martin, On S~lence by Susan Sontag 

Tuesday April 15 

Studio work day 

Thursday April 17 

Studio work day 

Tuesday April 22 

Studio work day 



Thursday April 24 

Final Critique Part 1 

EXAM DAY [final critique part 2] Tuesday April 29 NOON 



Calendar 1 

Course Schedule 

()~), major deadli1~es are lisled. 0~ "bla~zk " da/e.~; we wills/ill bare imporla~zi class~’ork a~cl homework iha/build iowards 
larger assignments. 

Unit I 

WeekI 
1/8: 

1/10: 

Week H 
1/13: 

1/15: Library Day (Davis 247). Students go to library session to help them do research on projects. 

1/17: 

Week III 
1/20: No Clas~; Martin Luther Kc’ng,.]~’. Day 

1/22: Draft of Feeder 1 due. Draft workshop Feeder 1. 

1/24: Feeder 1 DUE. 

Week lV 
1/27: Draft of Feeder 2 due - peer review workshop in class. 

1/29: Feeder 2 DUE. 

1/31: 

Week V 
2/3: First Draft of Unit Project I due. Workshop. 

2/5: Second Draft of Unit Project I due. ~brkshop. 

2/7: Unit Proiect I DUE. Introduce Unit 2. 



Calendar 2 

Unit II 

Week VI 

2/10: 

2/12: 

2/14: Draft of Feeder 2.1 due - peer review workshop in class. 

lrgbek VII 

2/17: Feeder 2.1 DUE 
PIT: Submit conference proposal (Feeder 2.1); Revievv and revise this week 

2/19: 

2/21: Draft of Feeder 2.2 due. Workshop day: 

Week VIII 

2/24: Feeder 2.2 DUE. \7{,~rkshop Day: Conference Paper Introductions 
PIT: Review and revise this week 

2/26: 

2/28: 
PIT: Submit ~-naal conference proposals (revised Feeder 2.1) 

Week IX 

3/3: First Draft of Unit Project 2 due (submit to PIT) 

3/5: Second Draft of Unit Project 2 due, LUorkshop Day: 

3/7: Unit Project 2 DUE (final revisions submitted to PIT); introduce Unit 3 

WeekX 

3/10: No Clasa; Spdug B~’eak 

3/12: No C/as~; Spd~g Break 

3/14:N0 Clas~; Spd~rg Break 



Unit III 

Week XI 
Present Conference Papers ~roject 2) to instructor outside of class this week. 
3/17: 

3/19: Draft of Feeder 3.1 due, Workshop Day 

3/21: Feeder 3.1 DUE 

W/}ek XII 
3/24: 

3/26: Draft of Feeder 3.2 due, \E,brkshop Day 

3/28: PIT Conference 

Calendar 3 

Wee k XIII 
3/31: Feeder 3.2 DUE 

4/2: 

4/4: 

Week XIV 
4/7: First Draft of Unit Project 3 due 

4/9: Second Draft of Unit Project 3 due 

4/11: Unit Project 3 DUE; ?resentations 

Week XV 
4/14: ?resentatio1~s 

4/16: Presentatio,~s 

4/18:N0 Clas4 Good 

WeekXVI 
4 / 21: 

4 / 23: ?re~tatio~s 

4/25: Conclusion 



Course Design 

ENGL 
Spring , Greenlaw 107 

Instructor: 

E-mail: @email.unc.edu 

Office: Greenlaw 506 
Office Hours: \’¢>’ 2:00-3:30 

Required Materials (available at the Bulls’ Head Bookstore): 

Ruskiewicz, John. How to ID’iteAg)’thit{g, Second Edition, with UNCCH supplement. 
Student Guide to English 105 

You should also have a laptop equipped with Microsoft Word, and wireless access. 

Course Description 

English      is designed to prepare you for the academic writing challenges you will encounter as an 
undergraduate student at Carolina and to introduce you the modes of discourse practiced by professional 
academic scholars. 

Course Design 

The class is divided into three units, each of which will introduce you to a genre in one of three broad areas 
of study: natural sciences, social sciences, and humanities. 

Each unit this semester will be divided into smaller assignments that are designed to "feed" into the unit 
project. For this reason they are called "feeders." Feeders are designed to 1) introduce you to research 
methods and!or composing practices that may be new and unt~amiliar to you and 2) to give you an 
opportunity to practice these methods, skills, and approaches learning how to use them to produce 
meaningful and increasingly sophisticated scholarship. 

Groups: At the beginning of the semester, you will be put into a group of no more than five peers. Your 
group will work closely together throughout the semester, sometimes producing group projects and at other 
times helpfully commenting on your individual work. Your interactions and collaboration with group 
members will be a large component of your success in this course. 

Workshops: You will produce numerous drafts throughout the course of the semester. As such, you will 
have the opportunity- to workshop each unit project and most of the feeders in class on workshop days. You 
must bring a draft to class on workshop days, and you will trade drafts with your group members. Each peer- 
editing session will have guidelines that will help you to ask specific questions about your peers’ drafts. 

Daily Assignments: Because xvriting occurs in many stages, you xvill have daily homework or writing 
assignments that you will post to Sakai before the beginning of the next class meeting. \Vriting often and in 
different genres will help you articulate your ideas in numerous ways and for various audiences. 



Course Design 2 

Unit Overview 
See U~it A,~:;a~nment Sequencesjbr detaik. 

Unit 1 
Natural Sciences I Grant Proposal 
Feeder l.l: Plan ~br a Proposal 
Feeder !.2: Genre Analysis 
UniL P~giect !: Grant Proposal 

Unit 2 
Social Sciences I Conference Paper 
Feeder 2. !: Conference Proposal 
Feeder 2.2: Visual Presentation 
Unit Project 2: Conference Paper 

Unit 3 
Humanities ]Biographical ,M~ecdote 
Feeder 3. !: Topical Bibliography 
Feeder 3.2: Story Outline 
Uvit Project 3: Biographical Anecdote 

Grading 

The three trait projects axed six feeder assignments are a major component of your success in this course, 
while your participation grade will be based on a contract. 

Final Project Unit 1 115% 
Final Project Unit 2 115% 
Final Project Unit 3 15% 
Feeder assignments 30% (5% each x 6 assignments) 
Class Participation Contract 25% 

Grading Scale: 
A = 94-100 B+ = 87-89 C+ = 77-79 D + = 67-69 
A- = 90-93 B = 83-86 C = 73-76 D = 60-66 

B- = 80-82 C- =70-72 

F = 0-59 

Course Policies 

Read the Participation Contract carefully and folloxv its requirements. Fully following its requirements will 
earn full credit for your participation grade. The easiest way to lose points from your participation grade is to 
miss class sessions, so attend regularly! 



Course Design 3 

University Policies 

Honor Code: As a member of the UNC-Chapel Hill community, one of the leading research institutions in 
the country, you are required to adhere to the university’s Honor Code. Part of the Honor Code (Section 
II.B. 1) identifies plagiarism as an unacceptable violation. Plagiarism ranges in severity from purchasing a 
paper off the intemet to improperly citing a quotation, and thus all cases will be addressed individually. Soon, 
we ~vill talk about plagiarism in more depth. If any instructor suspects a student of plagiarism, he or site will 
hold a conference with the student. The most common course of action after a confirmed incident of 

plagiarism is to submit the student’s name and infraction to the Honor court. For more information on the 
honor code and the honor court system, visit the following website: http://honor.unc.edu/. If I suspect you 

of plagiarizing all or part of a paper, even unintentionally, I am required to report the offense to the Honor 
Court. If you think you are running into trouble with a paper, PLEASE come and speak with me. 

Students with Disabilities: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ensures that no qualified 
person shall by reason of a disabilib~ be denied access to, participation in, or the benefits of, any program or 
activity operated by the University. In compliance with UNC policy and federal law, qualified students with 
disabilities are eligible to receive "reasonable accommodations to ensure equal access to education 
opportunities, programs, and acttvttms (http://www.unc.edu/depts!lds/t;aculty-pohcms.html~. If you 
anticipate such accommodations, please notify me as soon as possible so that appropriate arrangements can 

be made. Additionally, you may seek out student support services at the Department of Disabilib~ Services 
ODDS) (http:/!disabilityservices.unc.edui) mad through the Learning Center (http:/!leamingcenter.unc.edui) 

Non-Discriminatory Policy: This universiD, does not discriminate against its students or employees based 
on race, color, national origin, religion, sex, age, or disability. In this class vve will strive to maintain an open 
atmosphere with shared respect for all differences. 

Resources 

Professor Availability: 
¯ I am available during my office hours and by appointment to talk with you about your writing. 
¯ I check email regularly. You may contact me through email to set up appointments, provide me with 

information, or to ask questions easily and quickly answered via return email. 

The Writing Center: If you need extra help xvith your writing, -- aside from coming to see me - I encourage 
you to make an appointment with The \Vriting Center. This is ajkee serdce staffbd by graduate students, an@ou can 

schedule up to ta:o appointments each ~eek. The Writing Center tutors won’t edit, revise, proofread or write your 
papers for you. But, they caa~ help you a any stage of the xvriting process. You must come prepared with a 
draft and specific questions. The \Vriting (;enter is located in Suite 0127 in the Student & Academic Services 
Building (SASB), on South Campus near Morrison dormitory. For more information, or to schedule an 
appointment, please visit the Center’s website at w~wv.unc.eduidepts/wcweb or contact them at 919-962- 
7710. Please note, the \Vriting Center tutors will not, under any circumstances, assign nor discuss grades with 

yOU. 

The Learning Center: The Learning Center offers numerous resources, tutoring and test-taking strateD~ 
workshops, and reading groups. The Reading Program (our Reading and Study Skills Lab) provides 
another avenue for students who ~vant to develop better study strategies or eypeciaIiy to increase their reading 
speed and comprehension. Our reading instructors will help design self-paced personal courses for 
students who have no specific problems but simply xvant to improve their study habits or overall reading 
efficiency or both. For more information visit http:/ilearningcenter.unc.edui. 



ACC Postgraduate Scholarships 
Scholarship Appfication 

Student-Athlete’s Data Form 
(To be completed by the nominee. Please type.) 

Name: { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
(Last) (First) 

{ FORMTEXT } 
(Middle) 

Male: { Email Address: { FORMTEXT } 

Date of birth: { FORMTEXT } 

Institution: { FORMTEXT } Sport: { FORMTEXT } 

Your college address: 

Your home address: 

Parent’s names: 

{ FORMTEXT } Phone: 
(Street, Apt. or Room No.) 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
(City) (State) 

{ FORMTEXT } Phone: 
(Street, Apt. or Room No.) 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
(City) (State) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 
(Zip) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 
(Zip) 

Participation in Collegiate Non-Athletic Events 
Describe your participation in non-athletic activities during college, including year(s). This may 
include school or class offices and participation in civic or religious groups. 

Organization/Activity: 
{ FORMTEXT } 

Leadership Position: 
{ FORMTEXT } 

Awards/Recognition: 
{ FORMTEXT } 



{ FORMTEXT } 
Collegiate Academic Awards (include year received) 

Sport and Year: 
{ FORMTEXT } 

Participation in Other Collegiate Varsity Sports 
(Other than the sport for which you are nominated.) 

Position or Event: 
{ FORMTEXT } 

Awards: 
{ FORMTEXT } 



ACC Postgraduate Scholarships 
Scholarship Appfication 

Student Athlete’s Data Form (continued) 

Please describe in 200 words or less the graduate program you wish to follow, your reasons for 
selecting this program and information on your future plans 

{ FORMTEXT } 

When do you expect to begin your full-time graduate studies? { FORMTEXT } 

Which institution do you wish to attend? { FORMTEXT } 

Have you applied for admission? { Have you been accepted? { FORMTEXT } 

In requesting consideration for the ACC Postgraduate Scholarship, I hereby signify my intention 
to continue, at the earliest opportunity, my education beyond the baccalaureate degree in a 
graduate or professional school of an academically accredited institution as a full-time student. I 
understand that the scholarship received must be used within five academic years from the fall 
semester after selection, or I forfeit the award. 

In connection with the Family Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, I authorize the ACC to release 
any information on these nomination forms and on my transcripts to the media and public. This 
information may be used to process my application and to publicize the scholarship program. 

Type Name: { FORMTEXT } 
Applicant 

Date: { FORMTEXT } 

{ PAGE } of 8 



ENGL 105i: Writing in Law 
Spring 2014 Course Calendar 

To access the syllabus and course policies, click hers 

Specific due dates and reading assignments for each unit will be at the beginning of that unit. Be 

advised, however, that homework and other events may change. Be sure to check Sakai 

announcements often and to see a classmate for updates if you are absenL Also, listen carefully in 

class for announced changes and check the calendar for updates. 

Any reading should be completed before class on the given day. It is not necessary to 

complete the exercises included in an assigned section of the handbook unless I direct you to, 

although looking over these exercises may be to your advantage. 

Reading Abbreviations 

SGWAL= Pryal, A Short Guide to Writing About Law 

HWA= Ruszkiewicz, How to Write Anything 

SG=The Student Guide to English 100 and 105 

Unit One 

Week One 

1/8 Course introduction 

1/10 Introduction essay (post on Sakai Discussion Board); 

Reading: SGWAL, Preface and Chapter 1 

Week Two 

1/13 BringUiF1 articles 

Group introductions 

Unit One introduction, continued & other assignments overview 

1/15 Assigned group work 

1/17 UIF1 workshop 

Week Three 

1/20 No class: Dr. King Holiday 

1/22 Reading: HWA, 250-263 

1/24 Reading: Dred Scott v. Sandford (link on Sakai) 

Finish inter-group trade 

Week Four 

1/27 U1F1 final (EOD, Partners only) 

Pedagogical Presentations 1, Group 1-3 

You Be the Judge 

1/29 Finish PPls 



1/31 U1F2 workshop 

Week Five 

2/3 You be the Judge 

Finish workshop 

2/5 Reading: Brown v. Board (link on Sakai); Plessy v. Ferguson (link on Sakai); 

SGWAL, Chapter 2 

2/7 Group Conferences 

U1F2 Final (EOD) 

Week Six 

2/10 U1UP workshop 

You Be the Judge 

2/12 group work day 

2/14 U1UPWorkshop 2 

Intro Unit 2 

Week Seven 

2/17 SGWAL, Chapters 3 &4 

You Be the Judge 

2/19 HTWA, Chapter 40 & 41. SGWAL, Chapters 5 

2/21 U2FlWorkshop 

Week Eight 

2/24 Unit One Portfolio 

You Be the Judge 

2/26 Prezi!visual aid workshop 

2/28 U2F2 Workshop 

Week Nine 

3/3 U2F2 Presentations 

You Be the Judge 

3/5 U2F2 Presentations 

U2F1 final 

3/7 Intro U2UP and PP2 

Spring Break: March 10-16 

Week Ten 

3/17 ReviewU2UP sample 

You Be the Judge 

3/19 PP2 

3/21 U2UPin-class outline workshop 



Week Eleven 

3/24 Conferences (no formal class meeting) 

You Be the Judge 

3/26 Conferences (no formal class meeting) 

3/28 U2UP full-draftworkshop 

U2 Portfolio due 4/4 

Unit 3 

Week Twelve 

3/31 Begin U3 

You Be the Judge 

4/2: Finding source/narrowing issues 

4/4: U3F1 Draft Workshop 

Week Thirteen 

4/7 Research day 

You Be the Judge 

4/9 Continue locating primary sources; sample U3F2 

4/11 U3F2 Draft Workshop; U3F1 Final (go over UP and PP3s) 

Week Fourteen 

4/14 Group Conferences; finish U3F2 workshop 

You Be the Judge 

4/16: PP3s, U3F2 Final 

4/18: Holiday 

Week Fifteen 

4/21 Speech Workshops (complete online handout workshop) 

4/23-25      Roundtables 

Unit 3 Portfolio due 4/25 



POLI 215--Political Psychology 1/9/14 3:16 PM 

Character traits of political leaders: 

¯ Ambition 

¯ Integrity 

¯ Judgment 

¯ Skills 

Learning 

Use films as case studies 

Midterm 20% 

Final 30% 

Lead a discussion for 2 different chapters 

+Class participation and attendance 25% 

Paper about LBJ and the Senate 25% 

Books to buy now: 

¯ Archer (First Among Equals) 

¯ Barber (Presidential Character) 
¯ Greenstein ( 
¯ Mendus 

¯ Dobel 

For next week: read Barber ch. 1 & 5; Greenstein ch. 1 & 7 

Bring in sheet of paper ranking the topics that interest me (1-5) 



1/9/14 3" 16 PM 



1/9/14 3" 16 PM 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:28 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

FW: 2013 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award Nominations Are Now 

Being Accepted! 

Natl Acad Team Awa~rd Guidelines 1-15-14.pdf 

FYI Like last year! 

From: 20:t3-:t4.di.head.coach@nfhca.org [mailto:2013-I 4.di.head.coach@nfhca.org] On Behalf Of Jenn Goodrich 
Sent: Wednesday, January :iS, 20:t4 :t0:02 AM 

To: 2013-14.di.asst.coach@nfhca.org; 20:t3-:t4.di.head.coach@nfhca.org; 20:t3-:t4.dii,asst.coach@nfhca.org; 20:t3-:t4.dii.head,coach@nfhca.org; 2013- 
:t4.diii.asst.coach@nfhca.org; 20 st3- :t4.diii.head.coach@nfhca.org 
Co: jenn.goodrich@nfhca.org; ’Hilary Kuss’ 
Subject: 20:t3 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award Nominations Are Now Being Accepted! 

The online nomination system for the 2013 Gladiator by SGI / NFHCA Collegiate National Academic Squad & National Academic Team Award is now open. You can 
access the Members Only Menu Page of the NFHCA website and the online nomination system by clicking on the link posted to the ’~3 Nomination Forms page of the 
NFHCA website. You can also access the Members Only Menu Page directly by visiting ~’~..’J[.~tb.~;.~,.y!.l~.!~.~’.~;.9.~.(= After entering your NFHCA Iogin, you will need to 
click on the Collegiate National Academic Squad link located on the right hand side of the menu page under the Collegiate Nominations header. 

Please note that several changes were made to the National Academic Squad and to the National Academic Team Award programs in 2012. These changes include the 
following: 

o Scholars of Distinction have been added to the National Academic Squad. To be recognized as a Scholar of Distinction, a student-athlete must have achieved a 
cumulative GPA of 3.90 or higher. This new designation will be recognized on the press release as well as on the student-athlete’s award 

certificate. 
The method for calculating a Team GPA has been standardized. The calculation method that is to be followed by all coaches is as follows: 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points for each athlete on the current season’s team roster. 
2. Calculate a team total for credits. 
3. Calculate a team total for quality points. 
4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits. 

Attached you will find a copy of the Guidelines & Procedures for both the National Academic Squad and for the National Academic Team Award. 
Nominations must be completed and submitted by 11:59:59 p.m. (EST) on Saturday, February 15th. The online system will not accept nominations after this deadline. 
If you should have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 

Jenn Goodrich 
NFHCA Executive Director 
P 0 Box 13289 

Chandler AZ 85248 

T: 480- 789-1136 

Website: www.n[hca. 



COLLEGIATE NATIONAL ACADEMIC TEAM AWARD PROGRAM 
Guidelines & Procedures 

Mission: To recognize outstanding Division I, Division II and Division III Field Hockey Teams for 
their achievements in the classroom. 

Nomination Procedure: 

The Executive Director shall open the online nomination system on January 15th. 

o 

o 

Eligible member coaches must complete and submit the online nomination form by February 
15th. An eligible member coach is defined as any Division I, Division II or Division III Head 
Coach who is a current member of the NFHCA as of September 3 0th of the current membership 
cycle. 

To be eligible for National Academic Team Award recognition, a team shall have achieved a 
Team GPA of 3.0 or higher during the first semester of the current academic year. 

The method for calculating a Team GPA is as follows: 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points for each 
athlete on the current season’s team roster. 

2. Calculate a team total for credits. 

o 

o 

o 

3. Calculate a team total for quality points. 

4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits. 

The Executive Director shall conduct a membership check and then prepare the list of honorees. 
The official National Academic Team Award list will be released by the NFHCA Office no later 
than March 15th. The release will be sent to all Collegiate Member Coaches and SIDs. The 
release will also be posted to the NFHCA website. 

The Executive Director will order award certificates for all National Academic Team Award 
recipients. Each recipient ~vill receive one (1) certificate. Certificates will be mailed directly to 
the nominating coach. 

The Executive Director will order an acrylic or crystal award for the Top 5 Schools in each 
division. Awards will be mailed directly to the nominating coach. 



Team GPA Calculation Example 

Data: 

Athlete #1 

Grade 
A 
B 
A 
B 
A 

Credits 
3 
2 
2 
3 
4 
14 

Quality Points 
12 

9 
16 

GPA 

3.64 

Athlete #2 A 3 

A 3 

A 2 

B 2 

B 4 

.......... 14 3.57 

3 

2 

3 

3 

3 

14 

3 

3 

3 

3 

12 

4 

3 

3 

3 

4 

17 

Athlete #3 C 
C 
A 
B 
B 

12 

12 

6 

12 

50 

4 
12 

i9 

40 

12 

12 

12 

12 

48 

Athlete #4 A 
A 
A 
A 

Athlete #5 C 
C 
C 
C 
D 

2.86 

4.00 

1.76 

Calculation Steps: 

1. Calculate the total number of credits as well as the total number of quality points for each athlete. 
(see table above) 

2. Calculate a team total for credits: 

Ex: 14 + 14 + 14 + 12 + 17 = 71 credits 

3. Calculate a team total for quality points: 

Ex: 51 + 50 + 40 + 48 + 30 = 219 

4. Divide the total quality points by the total credits to calculate a Team GPA: 

Ex: 219 / 71 = 3.08 



INLS 200-002: Retrieving & Analyzing Information (3 credits) 

Spring 2014 Course Schedule and Readings 

Instructor: 

Email" 

Jeff Campbell 

jcampbell@unc.edu 

Logistics: Tuesday/Thursday, 8:00 a.m. - 9:15 p.m. 

Manning Hall, Room 00:~ 

Course Website: https://sa kai.unc.edu/portal/site/inls200.003.sp14 

Office: 

Office Hours: 

Room 236, Davis Library 

Mondays, 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. 

And by appointment (Preferred method) 

Course description 

As a student in this course, you will learn how to clarify your own information needs, access 

information sources, critically evaluate those information sources, and use the information accessed to 

fulfill your information needs. The information sources used in this course will be predominantly 

electronic, though, on occasion, we may use print resources. You will learn to formulate effective 

search strategies, master basic search logic and commands, and gain hands-on experience searching 

databases and other information sources. You will learn to access information in both bibliographic 

and non-bibliographic resources, including citation, full-text, numeric, image, and multimedia 

databases. The assignments will enable you to focus on information resources on various topics. 

This course is a core requirement for both the SILS major and minor. It is designed to be useful in the 

context of all your other coursework, both in and out of SlLS. 

Course objectives 

By the end of the course, you will be able to: 
1. Consider and reflect upon the meanings and roles of information and human information 

interaction. 

2. Understand information retrieval systems and principles. 

3. Expand and enhance information and search literacy skills: 

a. Identify and select information sources appropriate for answering research and personal 

information questions; 

b. use search tools effectively and be able to clarify and refine queries and strategies based 

on real-time feedback received from search systems; 
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c. critically evaluate information resources for quality, accuracy, and authority; and 

d. analyze and incorporate new information in response to your original information need. 

4. Synthesize and articulate results into forms that others with similar information needs can use 

as a resource. 
5. Learn about and understand issues of ethics and integrity surrounding the use of information 

Course grades 

All grades are in accord with UNC University policy*: 

A - Mastery of course content at the highest level of attainment that can reasonably be expected of 

students at a given stage of development. The A grade states clearly that the student has shown such 

outstanding promise in the aspect of the discipline under study that he or she may be strongly 

encouraged to continue. 

B - Strong performance demonstrating a high level of attainment for a student at a given stage of 

development. The B grade states that the student has shown solid promise in the aspect of the 

discipline under study. 

C - A totally acceptable performance demonstrating an adequate level of attainment for a student at a 

given stage of development. The C grade states that, while not yet showing any unusual promise, the 

student may continue to study in the discipline with reasonable hope of intellectual development. 

D - A marginal performance in the required exercises demonstrating a minimal passing level of 

attainment for a student at a given stage of development. The D grade states that the student has 

given no evidence of prospective growth in the discipline; an accumulation of D grades should be taken 

to mean that the student would be well advised not to continue in the academic field. 

F - For whatever reasons, an unacceptable performance. The F grade indicates that the student’s 

performance in the required exercises has revealed almost no understanding of the course content. A 

grade of F should warrant an adviser’s questioning whether the student may suitably register for 

further study in the discipline before remedial work is undertaken. 

~These definitions are from: 
http://www.unc.edu/facu~ty/facc~un/rep~rts/2~-~1/R2~1GradingstandardsAddendum.htm 
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The total grade will be based on the following components: 

Component 

In-class 
participation 

Quizzes 

Mid-term 

exam 

Description 

We will be reading a variety of works and watching several 

videos in support of the diverse topics we will discuss in class. 

You are responsible for reading/viewing all of these. Your 

participation in class is critical to the success of this class. 

Contributing your ideas, reactions and questions to the topic 

will nurture you skills and comfort at presenting your 

thoughts orally. We all benefit from dialogue that includes 

diverse and even occasionally conflicting perceptions. 

Plan to attend class and arrive on time. You will be penalized 

for excessive absences and tardiness. Be courteous to your 

classmates and course instructor by not conversing with 

others during class lectures. Turn off cell phones, pagers, and 

other devices that might disrupt class. Use laptops and other 

devices to support current course activities only. During the 1 

hour and 15 minutes you are in class, your attention should 

be completely devoted to the course. 

Your participation grade is based on my perception of your 

participation in and out of class. Class participation consists of 

doing the following: attending class, arriving to class on time, 

being prepared for class, making observations about the 

readings, asking questions, taking notes, actively working on 

in-class exercises and actively listening. If an unexpected 

problem arises for you during the course of the semester 

(serious illness, etc.), please let me know immediately so that 

we can discuss an appropriate schedule for you. If you need 

to miss class because of a religious holiday, then we can make 

alternative arrangements for this as well. 

Throughout the course of the semester, pop quizzes will be 

administered at the start of class. Quiz questions will be 

about the day’s readings. Quizzes cannot be made-up for any 

reason. If you arrive late to class and the quiz is still ’in 

session’ then you can start the quiz. However, you will not 

receive extra time to complete it. Your quiz will be collected 

along with everyone else’s. 

The mid-term will take place during class time on Tuesday 

March 4th. If you anticipate some problem with taking the 

When 

Graded 

Each class 

When 
given 

Tuesday 

March 4th 

% of Final 

Grade 

15% 

10% 

20% 
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Data to 

Sto ry 

Project 

Final exam 

exam on this day, then you need to let me know at least 2 

weeks in advance. You will need to provide documentation of 

why you cannot take the exam during the regularly scheduled 

period and location. 

Project description and instructions will be discussed in 

classes and will be available on Sakai. 

The Final Exam is scheduled for Friday, December 6, at :~2:00 

p.m. I expect you to be there. If you do not attend you will 

receive an F, no questions. If you anticipate some problem 

with taking the exam on this day, then you needto letme 

know at least 2 weeks in advance. You will need to provide 

documentation of why you cannot take the exam during the 

regularly scheduled period. 

In parts 

TBA 

40% 

15% 
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Course Schedule and Readings 

Class Subject Topic Required Materials for Reading, Viewing, and Listening 

Introduction #1 

Jan 9 

#2 

Jan 14 

#3 

Jan 16 

#4 

Jan 21 

#5 

Jan 23 

#6 

Jan 28 

The science of 
information 

The Internet and World 
Wide Web 

The Internet and World 
Wide Web 

Information search 
process, part I 

Information search 
process, part 2 

Note: This is NOT a required reading for the first class. 

Magazine Article: Bohannon, J. (2011). Searching for the 

Google effect on people’s memory_. 

Video: YouTube: Information. 

Scholarly Article: Bates, Marcia (1999). 

of information. 

The invisible substrate 

Video: Memex Animation - Vannevar Bush’s diagrams made 

real. 

Book Chapter: Wright, A. (2007). "The Web that wasn’t." 

Sections of Chapter 11 In GLUT: Mastering Information 

Through theAges. Joseph Henry Press, Washington, DC. Read 

the following sections (available on Sakai): 

o pp 183-194; 

o pp 203-204 ("Garfield’s Proto-Google"); 

o pp 208-215 ("SIouchingToward Xanadu"); and 

o pp223-229 ("The Web that Was") 

Video: YouTube: History of the Internet 

Online Article: Leiner, B., Cerf, V., Clark, D., et.al. (2012). Brief 
History of the Internet. 

Magazine Article: Kleinberg, J. & Lawrence, S. (2001). The 

structure of the Web. 

Book Chapter: Case, Donald O. (2012) Chapter 1. Information 

behavior: An introduction. (available an Sal(ai) 

Scholarly article: Kuhlthau, C.C. (1991). Inside the search 

process: Information seeking from the user’s perspective. 

(available on Sakai) 

Tutorial: UNC Libraries’ Evaluating Information tutorial. 

Evaluation information tutorial, 
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#7 

Jan 30 

#8 

Feb 4 

#9 

Feb 6 

#10 

Feb 11 

#11 

Feb 13 

#12 

Feb 18 

SILS Guest Speaker 

Conducting research, 

part 1 

Conducting research, 

part 2 

Syllabus re-direct 

ProQuest 

Guest Speaker 

ODUM Institute 

Organization of 

information 

Guest Speaker: TBA 

Textbook Chapter: Neuman, W.L. (2006). Social Research 

Methods: Qualitative and Quantitative Approaches. Boston, 

MA: Pearson/Allyn and Bacon. Chapter 1, "Science and 

Research’. (available an Sakai) 

Book Chapter: Ford, N. (2012). Using the Web for Research. 

Chapter 3. Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA. (available an 

Sakai) 

Scholarly Article: Mandalios, J. (2013). RADAR: An approach for 

helping students evaluate Internet sources. Journal of 

Information Science. {39) 4, 470-478. 

DO1:10.1177/0165551513478889 (available on Sakai) 

Book Chapter: Ford, N. (2012). Using the Web for Research. 

Chapter 4. Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA. (available on 

Sakai) 

Review syllabus changes 

Excel tutorial 

Guest Speaker: TBA 

Introductory data analysis (time permitting) 

Guest Speaker: Dr. Cathy Zimmer, ODUM Institute - Dr. 

Zimmer will provide an in-depth overview of the General 
Social Survey 

Scholarly Article: Glushko, R. J., Maglio, P., Matlock, T., & 

Barsalou, L. (2008). Categorization in the wild. Trends in 

Cognitive Sciences 12(4), 129-135. (available on Sakai) 

Book Chapter: Taylor, A.G. (1999). The Organization of 

Information. Englewood, CO: Libraries Unlimited, Inc. Chapter 

1: Organization in human endeavors (available on Sakai) 
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#13 

Feb 20 

#14 

Feb 25 

#15 

Feb 27 

SlI_S Guest Speaker 

Information search and 

retrieval systems, part 

Information search and 
retrieval systems, part 

2 

Social search and social 

media information 

systems 

Data to Story - project 

description DUE 

SILS Guest Speaker: Lori Haight, Career Services Coordinator 

Textbook Chapter: Croft, B., Metzler, D., & Strohman, T. 

(2010). Search Engines: Information Retrieval in Practice. Read 

Chapters 1 (Search engines and information retrieval, pp. 1- 

12) and 2 (Architecture of a search engine, pp. 13-29). 

Industry Association Publication: Bulletin of the American 

Society for Information Science & Technology (2009). Special 

Section on Visual Representation, Search and Retrieval: Ways 

of Seeing. (35), 5. Read articles by Neal (pp. 6-12); Michael, 

Todorovic, and Beer (pp. 19-23); Yau and Schneider (pp. 24- 

30); and Uzwyshyn (pp. 41-44). (available on Sakai) 

Video: UNC Library tutorial: Choosing good keywords 

Book Chapter: Ford, N. (2012). Using the WebJ:or Research. 

Chapter 7 -- Mapping search approaches & techniques to 

information needs. Sage Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA. 

(available on Sakai) 

Mid-term review 

#16 Mid-term exam ¯ In class mid-term exam 

March 4 

General Academic Resources Information resources, 

part 1 

#17 

March 6 
Book Chapter: Ford, N. (2012). Using the WebJ~or Research. 

Chapter 6 - Information sources and search tools. Sage 

Publications, Thousand Oaks, CA. (available on Sakai) 

Sage Reference: Knowledge Base, Basic Search, Video Content 
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#18 

March 18 

#19 

March 20 

#20 

March 25 

#21 

March 27 

Information resources 

part 2 

Specialized Academic Resources 

¯ Video: Database searching in EBSCOhost: EBSCOhost Tutorial 

¯ Video: ACM Digital Library: How to Use ACM Digital Library 

Information resources, 

part 3 

Managing information, 

part 1 

Managing information, 

part 2 

Videos: Web of Science: Search Web of Science, Managing 

Search Results, Refine & Analyze Results 

Web Resources: Google, Bing, Wikipedia, Yahoo!, etc. 

Google, Bing, and Google Scholar 

Wikipedia videos: Welcome to Wikipedia, Wikipedia:Five 

pillars, Evaluating Wikipedia article quality 

Online News Article: Meet the ’bots’ that edit Wikipedia, By 

Daniel Nasaw, BBC News Magazine, Washington, 24 July 2012 

Yahoo! and other resources 

Multi-tasking and productivity 

Online Newspaper article: Neyfakh, L. Do our brains pay a 

price for GPS? The Boston Globe, August 18, 2013. 

Scholarly Article: Mizrachi & Bates (2013). Undergraduates’ 

personal academic information management and the 

consideration of time and task-urgency. 

Personal Information Management (PIM) 

Jones, W. (2010). Personal Information Management. Chapter 

10 in Annual Review of Information Science and Technology. 

Read pages 453 - 465 (stop before the section called 

Research to Understand How People Do PIM). (available on 

Sakai) 
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#22 

Apr. 1 

#23 

Apr. 3 

#24 

Apr. 8 

#25 

Apr. 10 

Managing information, 
part 3 

Data to Story - Search 

log and search analysis 

DUE 

Access and Privacy, 

part 1 

Access and Privacy, 

part 2 

HOMEWORK DUE 

Data to Story - 
Annotated bibliography 

DUE 

Citation Management 

Video: Overview of Citation Management Software 

Videos: Watch Using RefWorks OR Using Zotero OR Mendeley 

Tutorial 

News Article: Singer, N. (2012). Your online attention, bought 

in an instant. The New York Times, November 17. 

News video: Economist video with Facebook’s Sheryl Sandberg 

News article: Difference Engine: Swamped with data 

Scholarly Article: Schmidt, E., & Cohen, J. (2013). The Central 

Paradox of the New Digital Age. New Perspectives Quorterly, 

30(3), 9-13. doi" 10.1111/npqu.11379 

Digital Divide 

Scholarly article: Enis, Rose, Denis, et. al. (2012). Can’t surf, 

won’t surf: the digital divide in mental health. Journ~ll O/ 

Mentel Heelth. 

Online article: Jaeger, B. (2012).Trapped in the digital divide? 
Old people in the information society. 

Video: BBC news - Delivering Finland’s web ’human right’, 24 

January 2010 

Scholarly Article: Zickhur, K., and Smith, A. (2012). Digital 

differences. Pew Internet and American Life Project, read 

pages 1-21 only. 
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#26 

Apr. 15 

#27 

Apr. 17 

#28 

Apr. 22 

#29 

Apr. 24 

FINAL 

EXAM 

Copyright and 
Intellectual Property 

Group Presentations of 

Data to Story 

Boyle, J. (2008). Why intellectual property? In The Public 

Domain: Enclosing the Commons of the Mind, pp. 1-16. New 

Haven, CT: Yale University Press. 

Video: Margaret Gould-Stewart - How YouTube thinks about 

copyright. February, 2010. 

Schedule of groups TBA 

Additional topics TO BE DETERMINED (!) 

Last class Review for exam 

TBA ¯ The final exam will be in our regular classroom. 
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Course Contract and Syllabus Spring 2014 

Spanish 203 Fall 2013 Course Contract (Revised December 28, 2013) 

My Section Number: My Classroom My Class Time: 

My Instructor: My Instructor’s Email: 

My Instructor’s Office Hours and Office Location: 

(See attached document with section and instructor information to help you complete the above.) 

Textbook: Heining-Boynton, A. L., LeLoup, J. W. and Cowell, G.S. (2012). iAnda! Curso 
intermedio, 2n~ edition. Upper Saddle River, N J: Pearson Prentice Hall. 

In addition to this text, students are required to purchase a code for the on-line workbook 
(MySpanishLab). The Letras literary supplement can be accessed through MySpanishLab 
or students may opt to purchase a paper copy from Student Stores. 

NOTE: If you took SPAN 105 or SPAN 102 at UNC-Chapel Hill, you still must purchase a 
new MySpanishLab code, as your code from those classes is for a different workbook; 
however, you will use the same user name and password that you used in your previous 
course, 

Target Audience, Goals and Objectives: 

Welcome to the third-semester Spanish Program at UNC-CH! 

SPAN 203 is an Intermediate level course, designed to continue where students left off in their 
introductory courses, whether at UNC, Community College or High School. In SPAN 203, much 
of the grammatical material is review, although some new structures are presented. Existing 
vocabulary and cultural material are expanded from previous levels of study. A brief introduction 
to the study of literature is also included. 

The main goals of this course are: 

1. To apply and refine what you learned in previous Spanish classes. 
During your first year of Spanish, your instructor led you through the basic structures and 
vocabulary of the language. Now you will have the opportunity to review what you know and 
expand it, as well as become more proficient in listening, reading, speaking and writing. 

2. To study the culture of Spanish-speaking people. 
As we study the culture (including literature) of the speakers of Spanish around us, we get to 
know them, and ourselves, better. In this way we increase our capacity to communicate on many 
levels. 



3. To develop your individual style of language learning. More of the responsibility for learning 
the material is placed on the learner. This means that you might be "on your own" more than in 
previous Spanish classes. 

Course objectives: 

By the end of the semester, each student should be able to: 

¯ Interact with speakers of Spanish effectively (orally and in writing). 
¯ Discuss the various examples of Hispanic peoples and cultures studied (orally and in 

writing). 
¯ Analyze and/or discuss short pieces of literature from the Hispanic world (orally and in 

writing). 

Class participation: 

At two times in the semester, your instructor will give you an estimated participation grade and 
feedback on how to improve your participation in class. Your participation grade is worth 10% 
of your final grade. (See syllabus for dates of all participation feedback.) 

Your participation grade will be based on: 

¯ Preparation: Does the student bring all materials and assigned work to class every day? 
Has he/she read/studied all assigned pages before coming to class? Has the student 
studied before class? Is he/she able to participate fully in every activity? 

° Group work: Does the student work well in groups? Does he/she help his/her classmates 
during group work? Does he/she stay on task? 

° Language: Does the student always speak in Spanish in the classroom, regardless of 

accuracy? 
¯ Participation: Does the student volunteer often, listen to others and participate fully in 

whole-class discussion? Does he/she contribute to classroom discussions? 

The participation rubric will be posted in the "Class Participation" folder under Resources on 
Sakai. 

Absences aud Tardiness: 

You will lose 10% of your final participation grade for every absence in excess of three 
during the semester. Students with excessive unexcused absences (more than 13) will also 
be penalized by losing 1% off of their final grade for each absence over 13. 

Three absences are the equivalent of one complete week of classes. Missing that amount of 
time may hurt your chances of getting the most out of this course; however, your instructor 
recognizes that there are often unplanned events or emergencies that force us to miss important 
commitments. Speak with your instructor as soon as possible if you believe you have grounds for 
an absence to be excused. Documentation may be required for an instructor to excuse an 



absence. 

Also note that if you are late to class three times, it will count as an unexcused absence .(and 
six times = 2 unexcused absences, and so on). If you have extenuating circumstances that may 
make you late to class, you should inform your instructor as soon as possible. 

Evaluation of Preparation: 

BEFORE coming to class, you are responsible for reading the pages assigned by your instructor 
and completing any assignments given for that particular class day. Most of your "homework" 

will be completed on-line using MySpani shLab (MSL--the on-line workbook for the course). 

NOTE: In most cases, email will be the main vehicle of communication between you and 
yonr instrnctor. You should check your UNC email account every day during the week. 

Be courteous when using Sakai messages. DO NOT email all sections of the course; make 
sure to select your class only. Otherwise, your email will be sent to over 800 people! When 
in doubt DO NOT send your message through Sakai! All SPAN 203 instructor emails can 
be fonnd in the directory document attached to this syllabus, and you can look up 
individual classmates using the directory on the UNC homepage. 

In addition to the work assigned course-wide on MSL, several homework assignments or quizzes 
may also be given by your instructor over the course of the semester. These assignments can 
range from additional MSL assignments/textbook activities, to internet activities, to short writing 
assignments. Quizzes will cover the material indicated by your instructor. 

All SPAN 203 students will have a quiz on the material in this Course Contract, and one on 
Geography of the Hispanic World. In addition, all SPAN 203 students will complete an out of 
class cultural assignment (’~Proyecto cultural"). 

Language learning is a highly individualized process. In the end, how much you learn depends 
mostly on how much enthusiasm, time and dedication you put into the course. 

Important information regarding MSL: 
In order to use MSL, you will need to purchase an access code. This should have come as part of 
your textbook package. In addition to this code, your instructor will give you a special "section 
id" that will ensure you are enrolled in the correct MSL section. 

Completing the "browser tune-up" (see the icon on the first MSL page after you log in), is 
CRUCIAL to being able to use MSL effectively. 

Since MSL is web-based (not something downloaded to your individual computer), you are 
responsible for completing all assignments even if you have issues with your personal 
computerilaptop. Assignments may be completed from ANY computer with Internet 
access. Late MSL assignments will NOT be accepted. 



Portal: http pearsoncus*om cominciunc spanish/ 

Oral Interview: 

The purpose of the oral interview is to improve language and communication skills in real world 
situations. More information will be given closer to the dates of the oral interview. 

Composition and In-Class Writing: 

As noted on the syllabus, you will be required to complete an in-class writing assignment (ICW). 
In addition to this exercise, you will be asked to write a longer composition in class on the date 
indicated on the syllabus. More information about the ICW and Composition will be given 
closer to the dates of these assignments. 

Honor Code: 

Academic dishonesty in any form is unacceptable, because any breach in academic integrity, 
however small, strikes destructively at the University’s life and work. Outside help of any kind 
on any assignment that is to be turued in for a grade is cousidered academic dishouesty. 

What this means is that, with the exception of consultation with your instructor, no help may be 

received on any homework assignment, composition, or exam without bein~ in violation of 
the honor code. 

"Help" means any aid received from tutors~ friends~ native speakers or anyone else other 
than your instructor on any assignment. 

However, unless otherwise indicated, your textbook, class notes, workbook and web resources 
(NOT WEB TI~NSLATORS) may be consulted for homework assignments and other out-of- 
class work. 

Group study, however, is an activity that is both accepted and recommended. In preparation for 
any exam, any number of students may work together to help one another prepare. Special 
circumstances must be brought to the attention of your instructor. 

Be very certain that everything you present for a grade is your own work. If you are unsure 
what constitutes "plagiarism" in this course, ask your instructor. You can also find specific 
information from the UNC Libraries ethics tutorial. 

The Honor Code and Disruptive Behavior in Class: 

Please be aware that "[e]ngaging in conduct within a University classroom that substantially 
disrupts the academic environment" is also a potential honor code violation (Section C. 1.m 

of the Instrument of Student Governance). 



Please make sure to always behave in a respectful mauner duriug class. Cell phones are 

banued in the Span 203 classroom and should be silenced and put away duriug class time. 
Other electronic devices, such as MP3 players, should also be put away during class time. 
Laptops may be used in class only with instructor approval. 

Tutoring: 

FREE Peer tutors for Spanish will be available for one-on-one, drop-in assistance in Dey Hall on 
TUESDAY nights and WEDNESDAY nights from 6-9pm. Detailed information is posted on the 
Learning Center’s Web site (..h..t..t..p.]/..!...e....a...r...n...i....n.g.c.‘...e...n....t...e...r.....t.1...n....c......e...c..~.t.j.), and on the bulletin board near the 
main entrance of Dey Hall. 

A tertulia is also offered by the Romance Languages Department to provide students with more 
speaking practice. Ask your instructor for the times and locations of the tertulia. 

Exams: 

Exam 1 will cover Chapters Preliminary A, 1, and part of Chapter 2. The Midterm will cover the 
rest of Chapter 2, all of Chapter 3 and Letras from Chapter 4. The Final Exam will cover 
Chapters 4 and 5, and also grammar and/or cultural content from the previous chapters. All three 
exams will test listening comprehension, grammar, reading and writing skills, as well as 
vocabulary and cultural/literary knowledge. Chapter 6 is a review of all material from the 
Preliminary A Chapter through Chapter 5. 

There will be a study guide for each exam posted on Sakai. Use the study guides to prepare 
for the exams! 

Late Work: 

No late work can be accepted for a grade, nor cau exams, quizzes, or in-class writing 
assignments be taken late, unless prior arrangements are made with your instructor, or in 
the case of a verifiable emergency. 

In such a situation, you must contact your instructor within three days of the absence. 

Extra Credit: 

Individual instructors are not permitted to offer extra credit opportunities to their students. As 
there are over 45 sections of SPAN 203 offered each semester, doing so would not be fair as not 
all SPAN 203 students would be able to benefit from the assignments. 

Grading: 

YOU SHOULD KEEP ALL RETURNED, GRADED WORK UNTIL YOU RECEIVE 
YOUR FINAL GRADE. 



Your final grade will be weighted as follows: 

In-class 
~5% 

Writing .... 
~Composition ~10%         . 

iOral i10% 
Jnterview . 

i109/0 
~participation ~ 

~0% (10% for 
MSL and 10% 

~Evaluation of~tu 
other 

Preparation 
~omework and 
quizzes) 

Exam 1 i10% 

~idterm il 5% 

Grading scale for Spanish 203: 

{90~! ............................................................... ~: ............. 

:~~7~i ............................................................... {~7 .............. 
78-79 [C+ 

:72-77 {C 

{~65i .............................................................. IU 
g~ig~ .............................................................. 1/57 .......... 

.............................................................. ............. 

Please note that, as per the Office of Undergraduate Curricula: 

"Students are not permitted to drop levels 1 through 3 of Foundations courses in a foreign 
language, at any time during the semester, unless approved by a dean in the Academic 
Advising Program." (p. 378 Undergraduate Bulletin) 

And also, as per the University Registrar: 



"Auditing is not permitted in courses that focus on the development of written or oral 
communication skills, or that rely heavily on class participation." 

This means that students may not audit SPAN 203. 



Instructor: 

Office: 

Office Hours: 

Website: 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 

ECON 101-006: INTRODUCTION TO ECONOMICS 
SPRING 2014 

MWF 9:00 AM- 9:50 AM, CA 111 

Rita A. Balaban Phone: 919-843-8823 (W) 

200E Gardner Hall E-Mail: balabanr@email.unc.edu 

Wednesdays (2:00pm- 3:30pm) and Fridays (1 l:15am- 12:45p~n) or by appoimment 

http://sakai.unc.edu 
This is the course website and you can access it by using your ONYEN. Please beco~ne 
familiar with Sakai. This is where you will find a detailed outline of what you are expected to 
do before/after each lecture. It also contains the official course gradebook, am~ouncements, and 
other supplementai)T materials. 

Required Materials: 
* Cowen, Tyler and Alex Tabarrok. Modern Principles of Economics, 2nd edition, Worth Publishers, 2013. 
o Sapling Learning (http://saplin.9,1earnin~.com). Twenty online homework assignments will be assigned during 

the semester, all of which are on the Sapling Learning (SL) website. The student access instructions for SL are 
on the last page of the syllabus. Note, there is a ~$30 fee that you will have to pay to access SL. The Student 
Store is selling a package that includes a copy oft:he textbook along with a pre-paid access code to SL. If you 
bought the textbook on the used book market, you can buy an access code directly :from SL lbr ~$30. 
Alternatively, you can buy an eTextbook and access to SL directly from the SL website for $79.99. 
Basic calculator (~ $1). There is no need for a programmable, scientific, financial, or graphing calculator for 
this class. Ouly a basic calculator - similar to the one pictured on Sakai - is permitted for use on exams. If you 
want to know if your calculator is acceptable, then please do not hesitate to ask me. 
Cell phone with a texting plan or a device that can logon to the University’s Wi-Fi (e.g. laptop, tablet). This 
device will be used to complete class polls (see page 3 of the syllabus). 

Recommended Materials: 
I strongly encourage you to read a newspaper such as The 14/all Streetdournal or Financial Times on a daily basis. 

The Economist, a weekly publication, is also highly recommended. All of these publications are available 

electrm~cally via the library’s e-research tools. If you are interested in getting a hard copy of The ~Vall Street 

dournal at an excellent student rate ($15.00 for 15 weeks), then follow this link: www.wsi.com/studentoffer. 

Contact Information and Email Policy: Students should normally seek help from their Teaching Assistant (TA). 
If that is not sufficient, then you are encouraged to visit me on a first-come, first-serve basis during my scheduled 
office hours or ask any brief questions immediately before/after class. If you are unable to make my scheduled 
office hours and your question cannot be handled by a TA, then you can email me and request an appointment. If 
you send an email to me, then you can expect to receive a response from me within one business day as long as you 
1) put "ECON 101" in the subject line; 2) put the name of your TA in the body of the message; 3) include a specific 
reason lbr your meeting request; and 4) include all times in which you are available to meet. I prefer that you 
address all questions/concerns to me in person. However, if you nmst email me, then please use proper email 
etiquette (see http://www.usm.edu/chemistr~,-biochemistrv/e-mail-etiquette-adapted-academia for details). 

Course Objectives: The purpose of this course is to imroduce you to a new way of looldng at the world. The 
course focuses on core economic concepts and provides opportunities to practice using them in contexts like you 
will encounter throughout your lives. It also introduces you to some basic models that economists use to nrake sense 
of what they observe around them. We will also explore how economists analyze the impact of different policies 
wittfin the context of these models and determine whether the policy will have the intended - or an unintended - 
outcome. Foremost, the goal of the course is to help you thi~k like an economist in ways that will help you make 
better decisions. 

This course is the gateway course for the major of Economics; if you wish to major in Economics you must have at 
least a C in this course. It also meets the General Education requirement for an "Approaches" course in social and 
behavioral sciences. 



Course Structure: In an effort to reflect best practices in current economic education literature, we are going to 
dedicate a mq/oriO, qf class time to small ~roup active-learning activities’ (e.g. problem-solving, discussion, article 
analysis, etc.) and less time to lecturing. However, the important concepts will be provided to you via online video 
lectures. This approach puts you in control of your learning and the instructor and TA’s roles are to act as 
facilitators. If you wish, think of us as your coaches. Under this approach a concept is introduced to you via the 
pre-assigned reading/video and during class you practice that concept. It is the job of the instructor and TAs to 
watch you practice and make any necessapy adjustments. 

Why is this approach better than the traditional, lecture-centered class? Under the lecture approach, we try to pour 
knowledge into your head and then we expect you to reproduce that knowledge on an exam. It’s like showing you 
how to run a play - without watching you run it - and then expecting you to execute it on game day. Under the 
approach used in this class, you will get to rtm the play under the careful obsel~’ation of your instructor, TA, and/or 
peers. You are introduced to a concept via the reading/video and then by doing the in-class exercises that I have 
carefully designed for you, you will develop and process knowledge on your own. I will not be solving the 
problems for you on an exam, so it makes sense for you to get a lot of practice solving problems on your own. 

During class, I will encourage you to work on the activities in small groups. Why work in groups? There are over 
400 of you and only 6 of us. We will notbe able to observe every student do every question, so you are encouraged 
to act as peer instructors to each other. Since there is greater wisdom in numbers, collectively you should be able to 
work through the problems successfully, while simultaneously learhing the material. I realize that some of you may 
not like working in groups, but the problem with working alone is how do you know if you are "executing the play" 
(i.e. approaching the answer) correctly? Working with your peers is one way to solve that. For those of you who 
feel you are smarter than your peers, you can improve your understanding and application of the concepts by 
explaining the course concepts to your peers. Evidence shows that one of the best ways to learn something is to 
teach it. Finally, [’or those of you that hate group work because you can’t stand working with tree-riders ... don’t 
won3,. Free-riders will find it ve~ difficult to succeed in this type of learning environment. They will quickly learn 
that it is important to come prepared to class if they want to earn a good grade in the course. 

Research shows that under tiffs approach student scores are tfigher and that students retain the material longer. 
However, in order to be successful, it is important that you come to each class prepared. If you are not prepared for 
each class, then you will probably not do well in this course. You can prepare for class by following these steps (a 
more precise outline is provided in Sakai for each lecture): 

1. Print the lecture outline. 
2. Read the assigned section of the book and watch the online video(s). Some of you may not need to do 

both. As you are reading/watching the video, use the lecture outline to take notes. 
3. Do a non-graded, self-assessment by solving the recommended problems from the end of the chapter. Only 

look at the solutions after you have tried the problem. These problems can be classified as lower-order 
thinking problems. The difficulty expressed in these problems is what I expect you to know before you 
come to class. We will work on more complex problems during class. 

We will start each class with a brief quiz that is based on the pre-lecture assignment described above in steps 1-3. 
The quiz will be conducted using your polling device. I will use the quiz results and your questions to determine 
how much review if any is needed before we start the class activities. Upon the completion of each chapter, there 
will be some non-graded problems (with answers) on Sakai that you can use to assess your higher-order thinking 
skills. Finally, there will be a graded, self-assessment homework onthe Sapling Learning website that you will be 
required to do alone. Working with a peer on the SL homework is a violation of the honor code (see p. 4 of the 
syllabus). 

If you find that you are doing all of the required work and you are still having difficulty with any of the material in 
this course, then get help immediately. Do not let it build up. How can you get help? Visit any of the course 
instructors (Dr. Balaban or TA’s) during their assigned office hours; form a study group; go to peer tutoring 
(http:iilearuingcenter.tmc.eduifind-a-tutori); and/or hire a tutor (infornration available in GA 107). Finally, maybe 
you aren’t studying correctly. In that case, there are a series of study skills videos on Sakai entitled "How to Get the 
Most out of Studying" that provide some highly reconunended suggestions. 



Course Requirements: This course is rigorous and demanding. You are expected to work hard, actively 

participate, ask questions when you have any doubts, and perform to the vel?." best of your ability. Still, the purpose 

of this course is to teach you something about economics, not to destroy your GPA. Evaluation for this course will 

be based upon two mid-term extorts (22.5% each), a cumulative final exmn (35%), in-class polls (8%), and "other 

graded activities" (12%). 

"Other graded activities" include your scores on 5 writing assigmnents and the Sapling Learning (SL) problem sets. 
A problem set will be assigned for each chapter covered and I expect to cover 20 chapters this semester. You will 
have about 5 days to complete each SL problem set and all SLproblem sets must be completed on time. I will, 
however, drop your lowest score which means that you can miss one SL assignment without penalty, regardless of 
your excuse. The SL problem sets and the writing assig~unents (i.e. 24 total assignments) will be averaged together 
to generate your "other graded activities" grade. 

"In-classpolls" will be conducted during each lecture by nsing the response system known as Poll Eveo6~;here. 
Participation requires that you have access to a cell phone texting plan or a device that can logon to the University’s 
Wi-Fi (e.g. tablet, laptop). Prior to our first poll you must register your device with Poll Everywhere (PE). 
Registration instructions and other FAQ can be found by following this link: http:iihelp.unc.eduihelpipoll- 
evei_5~where-faqi. If you do not register properly, then your polls will not be counted. Even if you have an existing 
PE account, you will probably need to edit your registration information as noted in the given link. An explanation 
of how the polls will be graded can be found on p. 6 of the syllabus. 

Exam Format: There will be two mid4erm exams given during the semester (February 14t~’ and March 28~h) and 
a cumulative final exam (May 5th @ 8am). Each exam will cover material presented in class and during your 
recitation, readings and videos scheduled outside of class, SL assignments, and suggested problems from the 
textbook. The exam Ibrmat will be provided in the class prior to a given exam. You should bring a #2 pencil, your 
UNC ID, and a basic calculator with you to each exam. Students that arrive more than 15 minutes late ~br an exam 
will not be permitted to take the exam. A 1.5 hour review session will be held one evening during the week of the 
exam. I will consult with the TA’s, and, based on their feedback, determine what material needs to be covered 
during tbc review session. The time and location of these meetings will appear in Sakai. 

Recitation Information: Students in ECON 101-006 must be enrolled in a recitation designated Section 6XX. 
Recitation presents an opportunity for you to put: in more practice time and review any concepts that are unclear. 
Generally, I will have a few problems or an activity for you to do during your recitation. However, part of each 
recitation can also be dedicated to addressing any questions you may have from the regularly scheduled class 
meeting or from the self-assessment materials. Recitation attendance is highly recommended and any material 
covered during recitation may appear on your exams. 

Regrade Requests: Requests for a regrade must adhere to the following roles: 
1. All Regrade Requests must be made within 1 week qf the day on which the grade was 

posted. Unfortunately, due to the size of the class there can be no exceptions to this nile. For instance, if 
you find that your midterm PE grade is incorrect and noti~~ me 2 weeks after it was posted, no Regrade 
Requests will be accepted. 

2. If you believe a multiple choice question was graded incorrectly, please discuss the question with your TA. 
Your TA will contact me if a regrade is warranted. 

3. If you feel that any written work was graded incorrectly, please fill out the Regrade Request Form found in 
Sakai. If applicable, staple the Request form to your assignment and hand it in at the start of class. Please 
note that there is an element of subjectivity in grading written work. If your Regrade Request is of a 
subjective nature ("I think I deserve 10 points and you only gave me 9"), your Request will likely be 
rejected. 

4. If you submit a Regrade Request, I reserve the right to regrade your entire assigmnent, which could 
potentially lower your grade. 

If your Regmde Request is rejected and you disagree with the explanation, come see me during my office hours to 
appeal your Request. Please note the odds are fairly low that I will overturn the original grade, but it is possible if 
there is a relatively severe misunderstanding. 

3 



Grading Scale (as a percentage of total points) 

A = 93-100 C = 73-76.99 

A- = 90-92.99 C- = 70-72.99 

13+ = 87-89.99 D+ = 67-69.99 

13 = 83-86.99 D = 60-66.99 

13- = 80-82.99 F < 60 

C+ = 77-79.99 

Letter grades are computed from the total points earned during the semester and assigned based on fl~e scale given 
above. There is no maximum number of A’s or B’s awarded. Due to the size of the class, this grade scale is finn. In 
other words, if you earn an 89.99%, you will receive a B+. 

Missed Exams: There are no make-up midterm examinations. You are forewarned well in advance to properly 
schedule your time and make proper arrangements for other potential conflicts, ffyou ~nust miss a midterm exam, 
say due to illness, you may be permitted to transfer the missed credit to the final examination. To qualify for a 
transfer of credit, you must contact me before the start of the missed midtenn examination and provide ~ne with an 
acceptable explanation. You are required to support your explanation with documentation within 2 business days of 
the exam. For example, if you miss an exam on a Friday, then you will have until Tuesday to provide your 
docu~nentation. If the explanation and docu~nentation are approved by Dr. Balaban, then the weight of the midterm 
will be placed on the final exaln. 

If you miss both midterm exams, then your final exam will only carry, a weight of 70%, i.e. a 10 percentage point 
penalty applies. If you are unable to attend the final exam, then you will need to provide me with an "Exam 
Excuse" from the Dean’s Office no later than Wednesday, April 231a at 3:30pro. The make-up for the final exam 
will be held at 8am on Wednesday, May 7th. 

Attendance Policy: Regular attendance is strongly recommended. You are responsible for any am~ouncements that 
you may have missed if you choose not to attend class or if you cam~ot attend class. You should get the missed 
notesia~mouncements frown one of your peers. Discuss al\y questions you have on the content with a TA during their 
scheduled office hours. It is expected that you will respect your peers and the instructor with appropriate behavior 
while in class and that you will arrive to class on time. Students who are not willing to attend regularly should 
drop the course. 

In the event that you must miss or anticipate missing at least 3 consecutive classes because of an extenuating 
circumstance, noti~ me and the Dean of Students immediately. Upon receipt of notification from the Dean of 
Students and your return to campus, it is your responsibilib~ to contact me and we will discuss any adjustments to 
your course grade calculation. Reminder: read the email etiquette section for when you should/should not contact 
your professor. 

Laptop/Cell-Phone Policy: You should refrain from reading the paper, browsing the web, texting, playing games, 
etc. during class time. The first time you violate the restriction~ you will be warned. The second time you will lose 
all Poll Everywhere points for the day. If you are expecting an important phone call (job interview, family illness, 
etc.), please notify me before class then sit in the back of the class near the exit. 

Academic Integrity: All students are expected to adhere to the Honor Code (_h_t__t_p__;!_i_j~8_t__I_:!~__n___e____n__t_:___u_~N:__e___d__u_). Any 
violation will result in an F for the course, and other sanctions may apply. 

You may use your notes and textbook to complete SL assigmnents and polls. No other assistance is 
permitted. If you need a hint or guidance on the SL assignments, then you can consult with me, a TA or a 
UNC tutor. You 1nay not work on the problems with your classmate(s). 
No assistance is permitted on exams. During the exam, however, feel free to ask me or a TA for 
clarification. You are permitted to use a basic calculator as described on p. 1 of the syllabus. 
You will be permitted to discuss the writing assignments with your classnrates, me, and/or the TAs, but 
each student must submit their own assignment in their own writing. 
I will let you know whether you can consult with a classmate and/or use outside materials when answering 
an in-class poll. 



Calendar and Reading List: Below is a general outline of the topics that will be covered this semester. A detailed 

outline with a schedule of required readings and assigmnents can be found in Sakai under the "Lessons" tool. You 

should always refer to the "Lessons" tool when you are preparing for class. 

Dates Topic Reading from Cowen & 
Tabarrok 

Jan. 8 - Jan. 13 Introduction to ECON 101; The Economic Way of Ttfinking; Chapters 1 & 2 
Comparative Advantage and Trade 

Jan. 15 - Jan. 24 Supply" and Demand; Market System Chapters 3 & 4 

Jan. 27 - Jan. 31 Price Elasticities Chapter 5 

Feb. 3 - Feb. 7 Market Outcomes in the Presence of Taxes, Subsidies, and Price Chapters 6 & 8 
Controls 

Feb. 10 - Feb. 12 Market Outcomes and Policy Suggestions in the Presence of Chapter 10 
Externalities 

Feb. 14 Exam #1 

Feb. 17 - Feb. 21 Firm Level Decisions trader Perfect Competition Chapter 11 

Feb. 24 - Feb. 26 Monopoly: Firm Level Decisions and Policy Suggestions under Chapter 13 
Imperfect Competition 

Feb. 28 Market Outcomes and Policy Suggestions in the Presence of Public Chapter 18 
Goods and Common Resources 

Mar. 3 - Mar. 5 Intro to Macroeconomics; Measuring Economic Output Chapter 24 

Mar. 7 - Mar. 24 Economic Growth and Public Policy Chapters 25 & 26 

Mar. 26 Unemployment Chapter 28 

Mar. 28 Exam #2 

Mar. 31 - Apr. 2 Savings, Investment, and the Financial System Chapter 27 

Apr. 4 - Apr. 7 Inflation and the Quantity Theo12¢ of Money Chapter 29 

Apr. 9 - Apr. 11 A Model of the Macroeconomy: Aggregate Demand and Aggregate Chapter 30 
Supply 

Apr. 14 - Apr. 16 The Federal Rese~Te System and Moneta~ Policy Chapter 32 

Apr. 21 Fiscal Policy Chapter 35 

Apr. 23 - Apr. 25 Applications of the Macroeconomy Model Review of Chapters 30, 
32, and 35 

May 5 @ 8am Cumulative Final Exam 

Disclaimer: Although the instructor intends to follow this syllabus as closely as possible, there may be times when 
deviations from the material presented herein are necessal2¢. Changes will be announced as early as possible so that 
students can adjust their schedule. 



Explanation of "In-Class Polls" Grading 
Below is an explanation of how the Poll EveuTwhere questions will be graded. Essentially there will be two types of 

questions asked: 1) graded questions; and 2) polling questions. 

"Graded questions" are multiple choice questions where there is ouly one correct answer. "Polling questions" do 

not have correct answers. Examples include questions like, "What would you be doing - right now - if you weren’t 

in class?" and "What is the opportunity cost of going to a class that meets at 7pm?" 

Grading Procedure: 

I understand that you may not be able to participate in some polls because you missed class, forgot your 

polling device, and/or had technical difficulty. Missed polls ca~mot be made-up. This holds regardless of 

your excuse (e.g. university/athletics commitment, job interview, sickness, etc.). Only the highest 85% of 

your polls will be allocated toward your "In-Class Polls" grade. I expect to do at least 100 polls during 

class this semester. In the event that we do 100 polls, for example, your poll grade will only be based on 

your tfighest 85 polls. In other words, you can miss 15 polls without incurring a penalty. 

Possible scores on any given "graded qucstioff’ include: 

o 100% (you answered the question correctly) 

o 50% (you answered the question incorrectly) 

~ 0% (you did not answer the question) 

Possible scores on any given "polling question" include: 

~ 100% (you answered the question) 

~ 0% (you did not answer the question) 

Starting Wednesday, Janua~ lYh, all poll responses will be graded according to the procedures outlined in this 

docmnent. 

Registration instructions for Poll Everywhere can be found at http://help.nnc.edu/help/poll-everywhere-faq/ 

If you do not register properly, then yourpolls will not be counted. Even if you have an existing PE 

account, you will probably need to edit your registration information as noted in the given link. 



Stu dent Access Instructions for Sapling Learning 

1. Go to .l_~!XR:__i__i_~__a_t_)__[_i_n_g_l__e___a_r_~!_i_~!g:__c_.__o___m_ and click "US Higher Ed" at the top right. For best restdts, use Google Chrome 
or Mozilla Firefox. 

2a. If you already have a Sapling Learning account, log in then skip to step 3. 

2b. If you do not have an account you can create one, using either of the following: 

If you have a Facebook account, you can use it to quickly create a Sapling Learning account. Click "Create 
an Account", then "Create my account through Facebook". You will be prompted to log into Facebook if 
you aren’t already. Choose a username and password, then click "Link Account". You can then skip to 
step 3. 

Otherwise, click "Create an Account." Supply the requested information and click "Create My Account". 
Check your email (and spam filter) for a message from Sapling Learning and click on the link provided 
in that email. 

3. Find your course in the list (you may need 1o expand the subject and term categories) and click the link. Our 
course name is "The University of North Carolina Chapel Hill - ECON 101 - Intro to Econ - Springl4 - 
BALABAN" 

4. When prompted, enter the course keycode. The kcycode is the time your class starts, either 9AM, 10AM or 1PM. 

5. Select a payment option and :follow the remaining instructions. At the begi~ming of each course, there is 
approximately a two-week grace period in which you can enter the course for free and do all your work. At the end 
of the grace period you will be prompted to pay. 

Note: Please include your UNC PID in the "ID number" field when you are setting up your profile, ff you 
already have an account but did not include your PID in your profile, you can add it by clicking on "Profile" 
on the left-hand side of the screen, then click on "Edit profile" then "Show Advanced." Near the bottom of 
the page enter your UNC PID in the "ID Number" field. Finally, click on "update profile." To get credit for 
the Sapling Learning homework, you must enter your UNC PID into your Sapling Learning profile. 

** eTEXTBOOK: Your course text is also available as a low cost online eTextbook. You can search, highlight, take 
notes, and each homework question is linked back to the appropriate section in the eTextbook for irmnediate 
instructional help. You may purchase the eTextbook in step 5 on the hmnework payment screen. 

Once you have registered and enrolled, you can log in at aw time to complete or review your homework 
assigmnents. During sign up or throughout the term, if you have aw technical problems or grading issues, send an 
email to support@saplingleaming.com explaining the issue. The Sapling Learning support team is almost always 
faster and better able to resolve issues than your instructor. 



Stor 155.4: Introduction to Statistics Spring, 2014 

Place and Time: Hanes Hall 120; Tuesday & Thursday, 9:30-10:45AM. 

Instructor: Vladas Pipiras; office: Hanes Hall 305; e-mail: pipiras@email.unc.edu; 
phone: (919) 843-2430; office hours: Wednesday 8:00-9:30AM, l l:00AM-12:30PM. If 
contacting me by e-mail, please start the subject line with "Stor 155:", e.g. Subject: Stor 

155: Homework 2. 

Instructional Assistant: office: Hanes Hall 
~email_unc~edu; office hour: Tuesday 2:00-3:00PM. 

B22; e-mail: 

Open Tutorial Sessions: Sunday through Thursday (and if there are classes the next 

day), Hanes Hall 107. Time: 7:00-8:00PM. If you have your own laptop computer, you 
should bring it to the tutorial session. 

Open Tutorial Leaders: 

Homework: Unless announced otherwise, homework will be due twice a week. Any 
homework not turned in at the regular class meeting must be deposited in the 

Instructional Assistant mailbox (Room 310 in Hanes Hall) before 9:30AM on the due 
date. Homework will not be accepted via e-mail or other electronic form. If you are 
absent when homework is returned, you may obtain your homework from the 
Instructional Assistant. Any questions regarding homework grading should be discussed 

first with the Instructional Assistant. Late homework will receive a grade of zero. Each 
homework assignment will carry an equal weight. Missed homework will receive a grade 

of zero. However, the lo~vest homework grade (possibly zero) will be dropped at the end 
of the semester. 

Rules for submitting homework: clearly label each problem, circle your final answer, 

staple the entire assignment together in the order in which the problems were assigned 
and also PRINT your name and section mtmber on every page. Only turn in Excel output 

corre,sponding to the template required ill the assignment do not turn in additional 
Excel worksheets or other output. If homework violates any of these rules, its score will 

be halved the first time and receive a grade of zero on all subsequent times! 

Exams: There will be two in-class Midterm Exams and Final Exam. All exams are 
required. There will be no make-up exams. Missed exams will receive a grade of zero. 
All exams are in multiple-choice format. All exams are closed-book and closed-notes. 
Computers are not permitted but calculators are allowed. All questions regarding exam 
grades should be discussed with me. There will also be an additional question session on 
the day before each exam. 



If you have 3 scheduled Final Exams within 24 hours, you may reschedule the Final 
Exam after obtaining a written Dean’s excuse and discussing the situation with me at 
least 2 weeks before the regularly scheduled Final Exam. 

Exam Schedule: 1st Midterm Exam: February 113 (Thursday). 2nd Midterm Exam: 
March 27 (Thursday). Final Exam: May 2 (Friday), 8AM. 

Grades: Homework 25%; 2 Midterm Exams 20% each; Final Exam 35%. Course grades 
will be posted on the course website. You are responsible for verifying your recorded 
scores during the semester. 

Course website: The course website is at http://sakai.unc.edu. Homework assignments, 
lecture slides, announcements and other information will be posted there. Skeleton 

PowerPoint s#des will be posted by 5PM on the day bejbre each class. I suggest that you 

print these s#des to make notes in class. Do not bring your laptop computer to class. 

Required textbook: Introduction to the Practice of Statistics by D. S. Moore, G. P. 
McCabe and B. A. Craig, 7th edition, W. H. Freeman and Company. 

Excel: I will regularly assign homework problems that will require using Excel. These 
problems will have self-explanatory instructions, and require reading the accompanying 
supplement Excel3~[anual by L. M. Myers, 2010. The Excel Manual will be posted on 
the course website. Excel will not be covered in class but questions about it will be asked 
on the midterms and the final. 

If you are a Mac user, the Excel exercises required for this course are not compatible with 
the newer versions of Mac office (2008, 2011). Several possible workarounds for this 
problem are suggested on Sakai. 

Syllabus: We will cover Chapters 1-7 of the textbook (except * and beyond the basics 
sections) and also selected sections of Chapters 8-9 as time permits. 

Prerequisites: The official prerequisite for this course is Math 110. The material of the 

course, however, is not intended to be too mathematical. 

Other: Regular attendance of the class is required but it will not be given a grade. The 
Honor Code will be observed at all times in the course. This class will participate in a 
department course evaluation. You should feel comfortable approaching me with any 
problems you have with the course. If there is a problem which cannot be resolved with 
me or with which you do not feel comfortable approaching me, you may confidentially 
contact Professor Jan Hannig (office: Hanes Hall 330) or Professor Shankar Bhamidi 
(office: Hanes Hall 304) at the Department of Statistics & OR. 

All questions about course enrollment and waitlists should be directed to Mr. Christopher 

Schrieber in Room 321 of Hanes Hall, 962-2307, cschrieb@email.unc.edu. 



Spring 2014 English 105i (Sections 02 & 03): Writing in Law 
Dr. Jennifer Larson 
E-mail: jlarson@email.unc.edu 
Office: Greenlaw 421 
Office Hours: T 10:45a-12:15pm, MWF 11:50-12:20p & by appointment 

Course Introduction 
Welcome to English 105L This semester, we will learn that writing is both a journey 

and a process, Whether you love writing or fear it, and whether you have excelled in 

the past or struggled, you will find that college writing presents new challenges for all 

writers (and readers). This English 105i course will serve as a writing community that 
helps you understand your own personal writing journey and helps you learn how to 

most effectively manage your writing process. Always remember that we all have a lot 

to learn from each other. 

And, of course, In Writing in Law, we will focus on scholarly legal writing. Scholarly 

legal writing is composed of the scholarly research conducted by law professors, 

judges, law students, and lawyers in which particular aspects of the law are described 

and changes or amendments to laws are prescribed. We will be producing 

substantially shorter pieces than what legal scholars usually must, but we will 
nevertheless write with an eye toward understanding the rhetorical significance of the 

genres legal scholars produce as well as how these genres influence and are influenced 

by professional legal writing. 

Required Texts & Materials 
Pryal, Katie Rose Guest. A Short Guide to Writing about Law 

Ruszkiewicz, ]ohn. How to Write Anything (2,,~ Edition) 

The Student Guide to English 100 and 105 

Course Objectives 
¯ Analyze and assess arguments, especially legal arguments 
° Compose arguments, especiallylegalarguments 
° Conduct scholarly research 
° Speak professionally, especially about legal arguments 
¯ Write scholarly papers on legal topics 

Course Framework 
° Writing groups. This class is a workshop course. This means that you, as an 

individual student, will be responsible not only for helping yourself become a 
better reader and writer, but also for helping your classmates do the same. You 
will, in turn, received valuable feedback from your peers. I will divide the class 
into three groups. You will work within these groups for sections of every class 



period. Together you will generate ideas, work on projects, and most 
importantly, evaluate each other’s writing. We will be using Google Drive and 
Sakai Groups. I highly suggest that all group communication and materials be 
managed through these two channels exclusively. 
Units. We will explore legal writing in three units containing both unit 
assignments and "feeder" assignments. The portfolio turn-in system (see 
portfolio section) will help you see how the assignments work together as well 
as how your own writing process is evolving. 
SakaL We will use Sakai as the hub for all class information, and as a major 
interactive tool outside of class. Make sure you are comfortable with its setup 
and capabilities. Help is available if you need it. 

Requirements 
Unit Portj~olios 
¯ At the end of each unit, you will submit a unit portfolio that contains the unit 

project, optional revisions of one of the the two feeders with a revision report, 
and copies of the feedback you gave during draft workshops (submission 
specifics will be detailed on Sakai). The portfolio will determine your grade for 
the unit. You will submit your unit portfolio electronically via Sakai. All of your 
drafts and draft workshop responses must also be posted in the 
appropriate locations on Sakai at the time the portfolio is due. Missing 
elements will affect your portfolio grade. 

¯ Each feeder will be given a grade when submitted, but you may revise it for an 
improved grade. As noted above, revisions are due in the portfolio. Revisions 
are optional unless otherwise directed. 

Drafts for workshop are due by class time, but final versions of feeders and 
portfolios are due EOD (11:59pm) unless noted otherwise on the syllabus. All work 
must be submitted to the proper place on Sakai (drafts to Forums; final versions to 
Assignments). Assignments not submitted as the specified time are considered late 
unless we made prior arrangements or unless there is a situation with severe 
illness/injury or a family emergency, defined at my discretion. Computer or printer 
failure is not an excuse, so please prepare for it! Papers will be accepted up to 4 
days late (yes, weekends and holidays count), with a 10% per day late penalty. This 
penalty will apply to any portfolio revisions as well. 
Sakai 
In order to provide you with diverse writing experiences, I will require you to use 
Sakai in several capacities: examining sample works, discussion board posting and 
responding (Wou be the ]udge"), online draft workshops, accessing course 
documents, and submitting course assignments. You will lose Sakai points each 
time you fail to participate in a Sakai assignment or your participation is 
inadequate. We will have a brief introduction in class, but you are responsible for 
familiarizing yourself with the Sakai tools. Discomfort/confusion are not valid 
excuses for failure to complete a Sakai assignment or for not completing an 
assignment on time. 



"You Be the Judge" assignments will involve both an initial response (post) and a 

secondary response based on a classmate’s initial post (reply), and you must 
complete both to receive any credit for participation (10 points). The "You be the 

Judge" assignment will be detailed Jn a se~ar~te ha~adout. 

Professionalism 
Professionalism for Writing in Law has five components: Community, 
Responsibility, Respect, Communication, and Collegiality, all of which are described 

in detail on the "Professionalism" handout posted under "Resources" on Sakai. 

Professionalism includes coming to class prepared and on time, contributing to 

group/class discussion and draft workshops, giving a series of pedagogical 

presentations (to be detailed in ~:~..3..~!¢~=~..f~E~~..t~f~..~,!.f~..~Xf!~-~j~), and responding to a daily 
prompt ("opening statements"; please see the Sakai forums for "opening 

statements" policies). Your professionalism grade will be affected each time you are 

absent, tardy, your daily participation in class/your group is inadequate, or you are 
using email/facebook/cell phone/etc, in class. And because this discussion-based 

class depends on the input of all class members, your professionalism will be 
evaluated in part by your peers via group evaluation reports ("The Jury Box"). 

Grading 

Unit Portfolios (3 units 25% each) 75% 
(Grades on unit portfolios are based on standards outlined in your Student Guide) 

Sakai 15% 
Professionalism 10% 

Attendance 
You are expected to attend all classes. The workshop format requires consistent 

attendance in order to be successful. If you are not in class, your classmates cannot 

help you, nor can you help them. Each absence beyond three (3) will result in a 
reduction of your final grade by one-third (1/3) letter grade. Any student who has 

ten (10) or more absences may receive an F for the course (this is UNC policy). 

Conferences 
My office hours are listed on the first page of this syllabus. I strongly encourage you 

to see me with any concerns you have about the course or your writing. You do not 
need an appointment to stop by during office hours, although those who have an 

appointment will take priority. I will also answer questions over e-mail (see below). 



E-mail 
I am generally easiest to reach electronically. My e-marl address is listed on the 
front of the syllabus and is also available through Sakai. If you e-mail me during my 

office hours, I will usually respond immediately, unless I am with a 

student. Otherwise, I will respond within 24 hours during the school week (M- 
F). Please do not e-mail a question about an assignment due in fewer than 24 

hours. In all other cases, if you do not receive a response within 24 hours 
during the school week, please re-send the message. 

Also, please do not send me drafts, homework, or any other attachments over 
e-mail unless I have specifically requested that you do so. You may send me 

passages from essays/assignments to review or a full draft with specific 

questions/concerns to respond to as long as it is at least 48 hours before the 
assignment is due. 

Other Electronic Aspects 
You are also responsible (in all your courses) for saving your work: always save 
regularly and in at least two locations (a hard drive, a disk, a flash drive, your h: 
drive, etc). Further, when you submit work to an instructor, you should also keep a 
copy of it yourself; I suggest you save all your work for every course at least until 
you receive a final grade. 

You shouM bring your iaptop to class every day. On these days, you should only 
have your laptop open at the specified times. If you are off-task during these times 

(on e-mail, playing games, on facebook or IM) or have your laptop open during a 

time when laptop use is not necessary, I will consider you absent. Note: I consider 
using the laptop for non-academic/off-task use during class time to be a 
violation of the spirit of the LINC Honor Code, and sanctions for such behavior 
will thus be severe. If laptop mis-use becomes a chronic issue (even with just one 

or two individuals) in the course, I may disallow all laptop use from class. 

The Writing Center 
A wonderful resource! Although they will not proofread your papers for you, they 
will help you organize your paper, think through your ideas, and improve your 
arguments. Make appointments in advance online 
(www.unc.edu/depts/wcweb). You can also send drafts of papers to the Online 
Writing Center, where tutors can usually respond with written comments within 48 
hours. 

Plagiarism 



Plagiarism is a violation of the Student Honor Code. You must document all sources of 
information that you incorporate into your papers. A person commits plagiarism 
when he or she represents someone else’s ideas as his or her own. We will discuss 
issues of documentation during the semester, but you should read the Student Guide 
section on documentation and plagiarism (pages 13-15) before turning in your first 
paper. Any cases of plagiarism will be handled in accordance with UNC policies. 

To access the Course Calendar, click ~:~ere 



https :/isakai. unc. edu!accessicontent/group/638c0d40-90b4-4a39-b66c- 

13ab4b0092a2iArt%20155%20Spring~202014opdf - African Art survey 

AB 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

rackham <rackham@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:08 PM 

TONY YOUNT ~gmaJd.com>; Yount, Tony <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall Volleyball 

Fall Volleyball.pdf; ATTO0001 .hm~ 

Here are the 3 kids with PIDs 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Frown: <noreply@unc.edu> 

Date:              at 5:00:26 AM EST 

To: <rackhaln~)uncaa.unc.edu>, <isagula(dbuncaa.unc.edu>, <markos~nncaa.unc.edu>, <tadams(~uncaa.unc.edu> <ille(~emaAl.unc.edn> 
Subject:     Fall Volleyball 



1’0~ 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

CormectCaro]ina Newsletter ] Jamiary ] 6, 2oJ4 ] ttappy New Year! 

There will be an outage affecting CormeetCarol~na a~d other systems on 

Tht~rs&~y, Jan. 23, beginnh~g at 5:00pro and ending at approximately 12:00airl 

as pa rt of the Sp r~ng e~ nsus acd ~qties, For detaff s, 

An important mflesto~e has been reached as the ConnectCaro]ina pnoeet 

the Systems I:ntegration Testing (SIT) phase. For the first time, Finance, 

HR/Payroll and Campus So]utions em4ronments are linked for testing and 

business O-Whets are hands-on in the system, b:.~:: ad i:~ 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConneetCarolffm is fully tested and 

ready for use? Check out dfis 

"ip.:Eb,~.F::.~ph~c detailing how the system 

will be tested to make sure it ~,~:~rks 

tot Catalina. 



257 Days to GooL~ve! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edn> 

Monday, 12:11 AM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Tonnk~’mnc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall Lacmsse-W 

Fall Lacrosse-W.pdf, ATT00001 .htm 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Frown: <noreolv(~unc.ed~> 

Date:                5:00:44 AM EST 

To: <uncwlax~uncaa.unc.edu >, <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>, < markos@uncaa.unc.edu>, < pbames@uncaa.unc.edu>, <ille(~ema~l.unc.edu> 
Subject:      Fall Lacrosse-W 



E S H E L M A N 
SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 

Carolina Pharmacy LEAD Program 
Col leg e Prepa ratory Prog ra rn 

Application for College Students 
(This program is intended for incoming College Freshmen through Post Graduates) 

Application Deadline: February 14, 2014 

Description 

The Carolina Pharmacy Leadership, Excellence, and Development (LEAD) program is a preparatory and 
professional development program geared toward students who are interested in networking and exploring the 
outstanding career opportunities in the pharmaceutical sciences and learning how to be a competitive 
applicant. 

Participants will engage in interactive classes and seminars and interface with faculty and students from one 
of the nation’s leading pharmacy schools. They will also meet and work with innovative clinicians and 
cutting-edge researchers from a variety of pharmacy practice settings. 

For more information, visit www.pharmacy.unc.edu/lead 

Program Dates and Campus Selection 

Please select the LEAD program date and campus for which you are submitting your application. 

March 01, 2014: Chapel Hill Campus 

March 29, 2014: Asheville Campus 

How did you hear about the LEAD Program? 

The deadline for submitting an application is February 14, 2014. To apply, we must receive all the following 
by the due date: 

One completed application: 
1. One official sealed copy of your transcript from your college (required only for current college 

students and graduates). If incoming college freshman (high school transcripts) 
2. One signed professional recommendation letter from an instructor, employer, or other non-related 

adult 
3. One one-page personal statement describing what excites you most about the opportunity to 

participate in the LEAD program 

Mail all application materials to: (All application materials need to be mailed in one packet.) 
Galen Kopfmann 
The UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy 
100B Beard Hall, CB# 7355 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7355 

Email questions to: pharmacy_LEAD@unc.edu 

Application Criteria 
Applicant must: 

Be a current or incoming college student with a B average or better; 
Submit an official sealed transcript from each college or university attended (incoming college 
freshmen should send an official high school transcript); 
Provide a letter of recommendation (letters from instructors, employers, and those unrelated to 
you who can speak to your work ethic and character); 
Submit a well-written personal statement about your motivation for applying to participate in the 
LEAD program. 
Demonstrate strong leadership potential; and 
Have a high probability of fulfilling the social, educational, and professional goals of this program. 
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PERSONAL INFORMATION 

Last Name First Name Middle 

Current Street Address Apt # 

City State Zip Code County 

Permanent Street Address Apt # 

City State Zip Code County 

Home Telephone Cell Phone Other 

Email 

Date of Birth (month/day/year) 

EDUCATION 

Name of High School City State 

Graduation Date Weighted GPA Un-weighted GPA 

Total SAT Score SAT Test Date Two or three part SAT test? 

Critical Reading Score Mathematics Score Writing Score 

Total ACT Score ACT Test Date 
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Colleges, Graduate, and Professional Schools 
Please list all colleges and schools attended beginnin~ with the most recent, 

Name of College/School City State 

Dates Attended GPA 
(M M/YY - M M/YY) 

Graduation Date Degree Major 

Name of College/School City State 

Dates Attended GPA 
(M M/YY - M M/YY) 

Graduation Date Degree Major 

Name of College/School City State 

Dates Attended GPA 

(M M/YY - M M/YY) 

Graduation Date Degree Major 
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Name of College/School City State 
(Most recent) 

Dates Attended GPA 

(M M/YY - M M/YY) 

Graduation Date Degree Major 



Work or Professional Experience 
Please list the most significant nonacademic activities in which you have participated including 

volunteer and paid work positions. 

Job or Activity (Most recent) City SLate 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description of role 

Job or Activity City SLate 

DaLes (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description of duties 

Job or Activity City SLate 

DaLes (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description of duties 

Job or Activity City State 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description of duties 

School Based Organizations 
Please list your membership in student and community organizations, noting any offices held 
or initiatives led. 

Organization (Most recent) City State 

Position (If applicable) Hours per week 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Responsibilities / Activities 
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Organization City State 

Position Hours per week 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Responsibilities / Activities 

Organization City State 

Position Hours per week 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Responsibilities / Activities 

Organization City State 

Position Hours per week 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Responsibilities / Activities 

Honors and Awards - Please list all honors and/or awards. 

Name of Honor/Award (Most recent) City State 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description / nature of award 

Name of Honor/Award City State 
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Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description / nature of award 

Name of Honor/Award City State 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description / nature of award 

Name of Honor/Award City State 

Dates (MM/YY - MM/YY) Description / nature of award 

ADDITIONAL IN FORMATION 

What influenced your interest in pharmacy? 

-3 Interaction with the Eshelman School of Pharmacy Innovative Leadership and Diversity 
(Carla White, Galen Kopfmann) 

3 Teacher/Professor 
3 Friend 
3 Current Pharmacy Student 

-3 Website 
-3 Text 
-3 Listserve 
-3 Facebook 

-3 Other: 

If other, please explain: 

you have already decided on a career in pharmacy, what influenced your decision? 

Interaction with the Eshelman School of Pharmacy Innovative Leadership and Diversity 
(Carla White, Galen Kopfmann) 

Teacher/Professor 
Friend 

Current Pharmacy Student 
Website 
Text 
Listserve 
Facebook 
Other: 

I have not decided on a career in pharmacy 

If other, please explain: 
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Emergency Contact Information 

Last Name First Name 

Relationship Phone # 

STATE M E NT O F AUTH E NTICITY AN D PARTICI PATIO N 

I certify that the above information is true and correct. I agree to provide, if requested, any 
official documentation necessary to verify this information. I understand that false statements 
or misrepresentation on this form may result in my inability to participate in this program. 

If accepted, I will participate fully in the program and abide by all the rules and regulations as 
stipulated by the program coordinators. 

Signature Type "Agree" if you certify the Date 
above statement 
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In order to assist us with keeping track of the students we serve, please 
complete the following questions, These questions will not affect the review 
of your application. 

Birth Place (city, state, 
country)" 

Please mark with an X for the appropriate response, 
Gender:                    Male 

US Citizen" Yes 

Female 

No 

Please mark with an X for the appropriate response. 
Your Ethnicity               African American/Black 

American Indian/Alaska Native 
Chinese!Chinese American 
East Indian/Pakistani 
Filipino/Filipino-American 

Ja pa n eseiJa pa nese-America n 
Korea n/Korea n-Ame rica n 
Hispa niciHispa nic-America n 

Pacific Islander 
Vietna mese!Vietn a mese-Ame rica n 
Caucasian!White 
Other Asian/Asian-American 
Other 

If Other please elaborate: 

Family Background 

Highest Educational Level If Applicable, Degree Occupation 
Completed                Completed 

Father 
Mother 
Sibling 1 
Sibling 2 
Sibling 3 
Sibling 4 
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UNC 

PHOTO AND VIDEO RELEASE 

I grant to the UNC Eshelman School of Pharmacy and those acting with its authority and permission 
the absolute and irrevocable right and unrestricted permission concerning any photographs and 
videos that the UNC EshelmanSchool of Pharmacy has taken or may take of me or in which I may 
be included with others to use, reuse, publish, and republish the photographs and videos in whole or 
in part, individually or in connection with other material, in any and all media now or hereafter 
known, includingthe Internet, and for any noncommercial purpose whatsoever, including 
recruitment, marketing, and academic purposes, without restriction as to alteration; and to use my 
name in connection with any use if the School so chooses. I release and discharge the UNC 
Eshelman School of Pharmacy and those acting with its authority and permission from any and all 
claims and demands that may arise out of or in connection with the use of the photographs and 
videos, includingwithout limitation any and all claims for libel or violation of any right of publicity or 
privacy. 

I have read this document and fully understand its contents. This release shall be binding upon me 
and my heirs, legal representatives, and assigns. 

SIGNATURE X 

NAME (PRINT) 

ADDRESS 

DATE 

PARENT/GUARDIAN SIGNATURE (if the person above is a minor) 

X 

PARENT/GUARDIAN NAME (PRINT) 
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Skip Navigation 

Single Sign-On 

Onyen -or- U~IC Guest ID: Forgot Usemame: 

! ............................... Onyen I [~c Guest ID 

Password: Forgot Password: 

I On,/en I u~lc Guest ID 

~i :ii:ii~i~:i~:iii:i~:ii:ii:il 
Leam ~nore a~ut: 

Onyen I UNC Guest ID 

IMPORTANT: To protect your personal information, you must close evew inst~x~ce of this browser that is open on your cotnputer when you log out. 

[.~i I The of North Carolina at Hill | University Chapel 

For assistance please call (919) 962-IlELP or (919) 962-4357. Toll-fi~ee fi~om US and Puerto Rico: (866) 962-4457. 

2009 The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:15 AIVI 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn+~unc.edu-~ 

FW: Dropping Physics 

See below - have them follow up with BP’s instructions below but they can both do it. Thanks!! 

[.at~ce 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:09 AN 
To~ Narkos, Lance N 

Cc~ Kretchmar, Jen 
Subje¢t= RE: Dropping Physics 

Eli, Lance, 

Although we would prefer they not drop the course because it leaves them with a very light course load this year, we will not pull their admission if they do~ 

Please have them emaH us at schedule@admissions.unc.edu to submit an official schedule change request. 

Thanks. 

0 ffice of lh~derg~ad ua~e 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

5uNeet: Dropping Physics 

Hey Barbara, 

Got two incoming Field Hockey players who are looking to both drop Physics this year and they want to be sure they’re ok. I’ve attached their evals - they both have 

3 sciences already - Biology, Chemistry, and AP Environmental Science - but I want to make sure they don’t need a certain kind of science for UNO before I tell them 

it’s ok. Can you confirm they can both drop Physics? Thanksl! 

Lance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie ~aimielee@onc.edu;, 

Wednesday, Janoary 22, 2014 12:59 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

FW: orientation 

sampleOrientationlis~t.xlsx; Final 2014 Orientation Dates (ca~lpus pmlners).pdf 

hockey S-A’s. I have attached a pdf of the d~tes. Will you please email me those dates once you have figured that out? 



{Monday 

Session 1 

Session 2 

Session 3 

Session 4 

Session 5 

Session 6 

Session 7 

Session 8 

Session 9 

Session 

Session 

Session 

Session 

Session 

Session 

Session 

Session 

Session 

Final 2014 Orientation Dates 

- Tuesday & Thursday-Fridayl 

(FY): Monday, June 2 - Tuesday, June 3 

(TR): Friday, June 6 

(FY): Monday, June 9 - Tuesday, June 10 

(TR): Friday, June 13 

(FY): Monday, June 16 - Tuesday, June 17 

(FY): Thursday, June 19 - Friday, June 20 (Honors Carolina session) 

(FY): Monday, June 23 -Tuesday, June 24 

(FY): Thursday, June 26 - Friday, June 27 

(FY): Monday, July 7 -Tuesday, July 8 

10 (FY): Thursday, July 10 - Friday, July 11 

11 (FY): Monday, July 14 -Tuesday, July 15 

12 (FY): Thursday, July 17 - Friday, July 18 

13 (FY): Monday, July 21 -Tuesday, July 22 

14 (FY): Thursday, July 24 - Friday, July 25 

15 (TR): Monday, July 28 

16 (FY): Tuesday, July 29 - Wednesday, July 30 

17 (TR): Wednesday, August 13 (Make-Up Transfer Orientation) 

18 (FY): Thursday, August 14 - Friday, August 15 (Make-Up First-Year Orientation) 

11/27/13 



ATTENTION STUDENT WRITERS! 

You are invited to attend an informational meeting about the .... 

~inor in Writing for the Screen and Stage 

Thursday, January 23rd, 6PM, Swain Hall, Room 01A 

Enter the red brick building in the back and take the stairs to the 
basement. 

Application dates are FEBRUARY 2 - ~ARCH 2, 2014 

This program offers students an opportunity to study at UNC 
with professional, award winning writer/producers. 

Director Dana Coen, Professor Scott Myers and student representatives 
from the current Writing for the Screen and Stage program will be on 
hand to discuss the application process, the curriculum and the program’s 
advantages, including the annual One-Act Festival. 

Graduates have already earned these professional credits: 

¯ Staff writer on Sci Fy Channel’s series "Haven." 

¯ Production of Off Broadway play. 

¯ Screenplay sold to major Hollywood producer. 

WEBSITE ~NFORMAT~ON: 

http ://c~mm~ unc. edu/undergraduate-studies/Writing-f~r-the-screen-and-stage-min~d 

Interested students must be of sophomore or junior standing by 
Fall, 2014 



TESTIMONIALS 

V,,s ~,-’, n intel-n al the M~,-’,lwood G.~oup, I wo~ked 

on many substantive projects ha different 

a~eas of the company~ like 1:he ~-esea~ch and 

advisor7 @visions. ]h~s atlowed me b cop 

labora~:e with a wide variety of people who 

constantly p~ov~ded me feedback on my 

work and fostered my p~ofessionai develop~ 

men% ultimately leading 1£~ ~s job with the 

co m pa ny." 

.- ERiK R~ UNC %0 D,O OFFiOE 

Marwood Group 
Intern Program 

Research 
Advisory 

Investing 



Healthcare Advisory & Financial Services 
Marwood G..’x)up was fou.."~ded by John Mo(xe (tJl’iC ~88} and 

Xed ~enned)q J~, The Marwood Group is a heaithca~e advi-- 

sory and financial se~wioes fim~ headqua~’te~ed in New Yod~ 

0i~?’ with offices ~n Washink~on~ D,C, and London. Marwood 

G~’oup h~s ow~r ].00 empiok~ees and advises institutk>nal 

money mana~e~-s on the re~ulat~:~ry and reimbursement 

envi~onment in WashingS,on, D~O, ma~ket trends and other 

fact~:~rs that impact investin~ ~n the healthcare ~ndustry. 

Marwood Group Research 

Marwood Group Research focuses on trackin£, and ana- 

lyzir’..~..: .."e£uiaix>..’7 a.."]d .~eh".."..bursemeni: oai:alysts 

re£ulated indust~-ies such as healthcare, financial serwces, 

er’..el’~.~ a nd ed uoado..’-~ for ou 1 m.ut.ua i fu rids a nd heal@; fu nd 

ciients~ 

Marwood Group Advisory 
Marwood Group Advisory provides stra::e£ic advisory se[.- 

vices to priw,-’.te equity investors and c(xporate clients 

contemplat~n£~ a mer£er o~ acquisition h~ the heatthca~e 

indust~7. 

US Ima4in£, a subsidiao’ of the Marwood Group, is a 

national netwoA< of diat, nostio ima@n4 centers that helps 

employees save money on advanced radioio{~, scans and 

provides them with a VIP concier4e service at hi~h qualit~f 

facilties. 

The Marwood Group 
Internship Experience 

At Malwood Gloup we have a structured in::elnship plo£,lam, 

We pick ir~terns who have poter’..tiai and show ~teat aptitude 

fo~-leamin£. Ou~-summer program runs from the be@nnin~of 

June throuIh the fi~st week in £u~5~st and interns are @yen 

~-eal work that hetps the company move forwa~-d. The intern- 

ship concludes with each intern makin4 a plesentation to 

~heir peers and senio[ manai~ement showcasin£ what they 

have learned and theil overall experience, 

Ttqe Internship Experience 
Appiy academic coul-se work "r~:,~ a hands-on 

practical expelience 

P~obtem-solve in a prolessional work 

environ merit 

I.."]te.~aot with se.."]io.." executives on a ~edular 

bas~s 

Discuss current events and caree~" £oals w~th 

our ChairmaniCEO, President and other se~io~- 

mana@)rs and advisors 

Participate in a resume wod<shop 

Informative si4htseein4 -trips in New Yo~k and 

Washington, D.O, 

Executive Lunch & Learn Topics 

L.ea rr~ir’..~:.: the Issues 

SeifAl~alys~s 

Analyze the Workplace 

Politics & Business 

i-Jim bra oh’i£~ Chan£e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Per~, Clara A <caperry@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 12:46 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

mngdings 

Tony, 
What model is your printer?? I’m about to get to googling your problem. 

Clara Andrews Perry 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
919.843.9921 phone 
919.962.6002 fax 

..w....w....w..:g..o...h..~.~!:.%.c...o...n.! 



January 24, 2014 

Student-Athletes: 

The purpose of this letter is to inform you of your selection to receive the Athletic Director’s 
Scholar-Athlete Award for your respective sport for the 2013-2014 academic year. The 
Athletic Director’s Scholar-Athlete Award was establi shed during the 1985-86 academic year 
and has been recognizing student-athletes each year over the last 28 years. This academic award 
is given to one student-athlete per team who has attained an exemplary level of achievement 
during his or her career in both academics and athletics. The award goes to the individual who 

best exemplifies the term "student-athlete" and its most positive connotation. 

You, along with the selections from the other teams, will be honored during halftime of the 
Men’s Basketball game versus Maryland on Tuesday, February 4th (8:00 pm game time). The 
UNC Department of Athletics will provide you with a ticket for your entrance into the Smith 
Center for this event. To reserve your ticket and to confirm your participation in the award 
ceremony, please contact Kym Orr prior to January 30th Kym can be reached by phone (919- 
843-2425) or by email orr@email.unc.edu, it is very important that you RSVP to ensure your 
ticket for the event. 

All tickets will be picked up at the Smith Center on the evening of the basketball game. 
Additional information on the ticket location will follow as the event draws closer. 

For the ceremony itself, you should take the elevator at Entrance "A" down to the first floor of 
the Smith Center with five (5) minutes remaining in the first half. Kym will meet you all at the 
bottom of the elevator to begin coordinating the presentation. The dress code for the halftime 
presentation is business professional (coat/tie recommended) 

This award recognizes your contribution to the University of North Carolina, both as a scholar 
and as an athlete. Once again, congratulations on this achievement. 

Sincerely, 

Kym N. Orr 

Kym N. Orr 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles, Jennifer S <jenchar@unc.edu> 

Monday, Janua~~ 27, 2014 1:15 PM 

Younk Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Class drop dates 

Tony, 
When is the first and last date to drop a class? 

Je~mifer Charles 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brunner, John F <Jolm Brunner@nnc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaU 27, 2014 2:46 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn*~unc.edu-~ 

Mental ttealth 

Tony, 

Have you seen this piece? 

http_, i_/_.e.s_Bn~t~o comi_es~n/_ot i_storw/__~_..d_/~10335925i_awareness-better-treatment-co ege-ath etes-mental-health-begins-take-shap_.e 

John 
John Bmrmer 

Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

P.O. BOX 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

www,~oheels,com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:21 AM 

Gis~lman, Steve <~tgiss@email .unc.edu~; Bingham, MaD’ Ellen <binghamm@emaAl.unc.e&~>; Hirth, Christopher J 

<chirth@email.unc.e&l>; YounL Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu> 

Visit on Saturday 

Hi Everyone- 

I was curious if everyone could spare 10-20 minutes to meet with our committed class of 

Does after the BBall game work for everyone? 3:30? Thanks. 

Phil Barnes / Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach / University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 / Carmichael Arena / Room 1264 / 310 South Rd. / Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

/ Fax: 919.843.8175 

on Saturday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bingham, Ma~’ Ellen <binghamm@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:36 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edtr~; Gisselman, Steve <sdgis@emaJl.unc.edu>; Hirth, Christopher J <chirth@email.unc.edu-~; Yount. 

Tony <tonyyounK~:unc.edu> 

Visit on Saturday 

Phil, 

Is there any way I can speak to them before the bball game? 

When:_~ will the group be al: 12.-noon? 

f can meet you guys anywhere but I have fool:bail recruiting a~: 10:30 and a baseball droner at 7pro. 

~ wasn’t piarm~ng on going to the basketball game so ~ would prefer [o not have to come to casT, pus at 10:30, 3:30 and 7pro if at sl~ poss~bie. 

Thanks! 

MEB 

F~ B~rnes, Philip E 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:21 AM 
To= Gisselman, S~ve; Bingham, Ma~ Ellen; Hi~h, Chris~pher 3; Yount, Tony 
Subject= ¢isit on Saturday 

Hi Everyone- 

I was curious if everyone could spare 10-20 minutes to meet with our committed class of on Saturday. 

Does after the BBall game work for everyone? 3:30? Thanks. 

Phil Barnes / Assis~nt Women’s Lacrosse Coach / Universi~ of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2~26 / Carmichael Arena / Room 1264 / 310 South Rd. / Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

/ Fax: 919.843.8~75 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Taylor Chunmey <TChumne~Q@sportsendeavors.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 4:04 PM 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu>; Levy, JennitEr S <jenny.le~.5,@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <ton~ount@unc.edu> 

Summer Internship - Social Media at Lacrosse.com 

Hi Phil and Jenny - I was wondering if you could pass this information along the girls! 

We are looking for a summer social media intern for Lacrosse.corn at Sports Endeavors, Inc. We are located in Hillsborough, NC which is a short trip from UNC and 

hopefully convenient for the players who have a lease over the summer. Sports Endeavors is the parent company not only to Lacrosse.corn, but also Soccer.corn 

and WorldRugbyShop.com and a leading e-railer in the sports industry! 

It is a non-paid internship for college credit and a great opportunity for someone majoring in communications/PR/journalism or business. This person will play a 

very active role in our social media efforts at Lacrosse.com. We hope to create a full-time Lacrosse.com social media position in the near future. 

The job description can be found here: http://sportsendeavors.iapplicants.com/View.Job-518535.html 

If you have players who are interested, please let me know their names and have them apply through the website. 

I would also have another opportunity for them to coach with Carolina Fever if they wanted to while they stayed in North Carolina over the summer! 

Best regards, 

Taylor 

Best regards, 

Taylor 

Taylor Chumney 

Lacrosse Sales Manager 

LACROSSE.COM 

Sports Endeavors, Inc. 

431 US Highway 70-A East 

Hillsborough, NC 27278 

Office: 9:19-640-6267 

Learn how you can get back 10% on every order and free shipping as a CLUB LAX member! 

Our team is committed to providing legendary service. For additional assistance, you may also email team@sportsendeavors.com or call (800) 967-462S. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes@unc.edn> 

Tuesday,               5:12 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

RE: Visit on Saturday 

We can do after the game for you at AC. Will have a few parents~ Thanks. 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent= Tuesday, .t:33 PM 

To; Barnes, Philio E 
Subject= Re: ¢isit on Saturday 

I have family driving from the coast and going to the gmne - after the game is better for me but I’ll probably need more than 15 minutes. There a~e usually more 

questions than that. Will parents be here? Great to hm~e them there too. In the Academic Center? 

Tony 

On.          . at 11:20 AM, Barnes, Philip E <pbarnes(a~unc.edn> wrote: 

Hi Everyone- 

I was curious if everyone could spare :~0-20 minutes to meet with our committed class of 

Does after the BBall game work for everyone? 3:30? Thanks. 

Phil Barnes / Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach / University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2J.26 / Carmichael Arena/’ Room ~.264 / 310 South Rd. / Chapel Hill, NC 275~.4 

/ Fax: 9:19.843.8:~75 

on Saturday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <~swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 9:08 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

http:!!ca mpushea~th.unc.edu/caps/app~intments/c~unse~ing-services-first-time-visit-faqs.htm~ 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201{3 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.{343.8917 
F: 919.962.68138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 9:09 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5~onn~unc.edu> 

Perfectionis~t Snpv~rt 

http:/[campushealth.unc.edu/caps/group-therapy/perfectionist-support.html 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
20113 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.1343.8917 
F: 919.962.6~138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weltxm~, Spencer <~swelborn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 3, 2014 9:10 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

This one may be good for the           who lost her mother this summer. 

http:!!campushealth.unc.edu!caps!group-therapy!grief-group-living-loss.html-:[ 

Spencer B. Welborn 
Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
2018 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
T: 919.843.8917 
F: 919.962.6888 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:28 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; 
@live.unc.edu>; 

~live.unc.edu>; i ~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu>; i ........ @live.unc.edu> 

@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu>; 
Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; 
Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

- Cancelled 7pm & 8pm 

Student-Athletes, 

will not be able to provide tutoring during the 7pm and 8pm hours tonight due to a rescheduled class 

from the snow. 

Please see your counselors if you have any questions or are in need of rescheduled sessions. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.unc~edu 

Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Porter, Courtney <Courtney_Porter@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, i               12:20 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Hi, 

I am Courtney Porter the graduation coordinator for the business school. I have approved      for 10.5 hours of 
underload and this is active in the system under her minimum enrollment limit. Please allow her to practice, as she 
is still considered "full time" just with only 10.5 hours to complete her degree. If you have any questions, please feel 
free to contact me. 

Thanks! 

-Courtney 

Courtney C. Porter ¯ Academic Services Manager ¯ Undergraduate Business Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

9:19.962.9984 [] fax 9:19.962-6964 [] Courtney, Porter@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders I Driving Results 

Visit UNC Kenan-Flagler on:Ni ~/ I~ "~’~ ..... ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                12:29 PM 

Porter, Courtney <Courtney_Porter@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; 
flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: 

image001.png; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image005.jpg; 
image006.png; image007.png 

~kenan- 

Thanks Courtney! Have a great afternoon, 
Brent 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 12:20 PM, "Porter, Courtney" <Courtne¥ Porter@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

I am Courtney Porter the graduation coordinator for the business school. I have approved      for 
10.5 hours of underload and this is active in the system under her minimum enrollment limit. Please 
allow her to practice, as she is still considered "full time" just with only 10.5 hours to complete her 
degree. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Thanks! 

- Courtney 

Courtney C. Porter ¯ Academic Services Manager ¯ Undergraduate Business Program ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Campus Box 3490 . McColl Bldg. ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919.962.9984 [] fax 919.962-6964 [] Courtney_Porter@kenan-flagler.unc.edu 

Shaping Leaders [ Driving Results 

Visit UNC Kenan-Flagler on: <imageOOl.png> I <imageoo2.png> I <imageoo3.png> I <imageoo4.png>l <imageoo5.jpg>l <imageoo6.png>l <imageoo7.png> 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Andrea L <andreac@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, Februa~ 6, 2014 11:36 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

I have some time between student apIyointments if you need to still lbllow- up with me re: your student 

... as of now, your student has not come in. We have walk-in coverage until noon today and again tonight from 6 -8 pm. 

Thanks for all you do, 

Andrea 

Andrea Caldwell 

Assistant Dean, Academic Advising Program 

1007 Steele Building 

V (919) 843- 6052 

F(919) 962-6888 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill College of Arts and Sciences and General College Academic Advising’s webpage: 



INSTRUCTOR: 

MATHEMATICS 116     SPRING 2014        ) g.)~ 
/- ©~ o,~ 

J. Ptante (302 Phillips, l~lante@email.unc.edu,) 

OFFICE HOURS: MWF 1 !:00-11:45 and by appoinmaent. 

TEXT(optional): Basic Calculus from Archimedes to Newton... by Hahn 

COURSE TOPICS: Euclidean geometry* (I.!, 1.2, 1.4, 2.2, 3.2) ~c(,~ - } - !;) 
Ancient algebra (1.xC, 3.3) 
Geometry of the parabola* (3. i, 3.4) 
Analytic geometry* ( 4.3, 4.4, 5.1) 

---exam--- 

Tangent lines and derivatives (5.2, 5.5, 8.3) 
Area and integrals (5.6, 6.1, 6.2) 
Continuous and differentiable functions* (8.2, 8.5, 8.7, 10.6) 

---exam--- 

Analytic theory of polynomial functions* 

(Numbers in parentheses indicate relevant sections in the text. 
Relevant materials located solely in the end of chapter exercises 
are denoted with x. For topics marked with * there wilt be 
supplementary material provided.) 

EXAMS: There will be two mid-term exams worth 100 points each and a 
f’mal exam worth 150 points. All exams will take place in the 
regular classroom. Make-up mid-term exams will not be given. 
The time of the finn exam has been set by the registrar and any 
alteration requires the approval of a dean. 

GRADE: 

HONOR CODE: 

Your final come gade will be the total of your exam scores and a 
composite quiz!attendance grade of approximately 100 points. You 
will be assigned problems to help you prepare for the quizzes. 

It is expected that each student in this class will conduct herself or 
himself within the guidelines of the UNC Honor Code. 

COMMENTS: In order to be successful in this course you need to study 
adequately (5 to 10 hours per week depending on the quality of 
your backgrotmd), study carefully (actively rather than passively), 
attend every class, and formulate questions (and ask them if no one 
else does). 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:58 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20140212125754670.pdf 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Monday, February 17, 2014 10:09 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Commentary for POLl Class w/Susan Bickford 

Below are comments from Prof. Bickford on your students... 
B 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Brown, Michelle 
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 8:53 AM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: please forward 

Hi Brent, 
I don’t know which sports these students are with so, on Monday, can you please forward the comments I received in a conversation 
with the professor to the respective counselors. Thank you. 

Professor: Susan Bickford 
= wonderful writer 
has a keen analytic mind 

Thanks, 
Michelle 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaiLunc.edu> 

Monday, Februao~ 17, 2014 11:16 AM 

TONY YOUNT ~gmal.com>; Yount, Tony <tonyyounV~:unc.edu> 

Timmermans, Tom <fimmerma~unc.edu~> 

RE: Incomings 

Ton?’, 

The email has been sent and let me know if you need an?’ additional information. 

Thanks for your patience. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
EWAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-%2-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being con:terence champs." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 10:22 AM 
To: TONY YOUN~ 
Cc: Strassner, Rachel 
Sutzject: Re: Incomings 

Tony, 

Rachel is working in the orientation list. Computer will have to wait a little bit because the CCI amount for next year has not been set. Once that is determined we will send out a list with 
instructions. 

Tom 

Sent from nry iPhone 

> On Feb 17, 2014, at 10:17 AM, "TONY YOL~N’T" ~gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

> Tonr, Rachel, 
> 

> We are in the process of contacting all of our incomings about registration for orientation. It would be enommusly helpful to us if we had a list of the incomings whose orientation costs 
were being covered by- athletics. It helps as we guide them tl’uough the registration process. Also, we sometimes get questions about corrlputer purchases (Mac vs Window-s). If you could 
send a copy of whatever infornration you give to the incomings, it would help us be nrore knowledgable when tl-ley ask questions. If its possible to send us that information, it would be vcry 
much appreciated. 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Friday .10:18 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

fh GPA 

Is the 3.196 GPA for FH in the fall the best ever? Best ever in-season? Or it is the highest cumulative ever? I’m going to mention this in the AII-ACC 
Academic story and want to make sure I have the correct superlative. Thanks! 
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Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 
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Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 
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TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 
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Course Name: 
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I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 
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Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 
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Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 
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Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 
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Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 
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Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 
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According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Febma~ 27, 2014 11:17 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

i need a big favor could you go into my office abd find the yellow legal pad on nay desk and take a picture of the page that it’s on and send it to me? i’m on my way home, 
you can find it, please call me 

Kym 

Sent from my iPhone 
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Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 
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TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 
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According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

ASPSA Tutoring <ASPSATutoring@unc.edu> 

Friday,                4:47 PM 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, 
Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

PSYC           Exam Review - Wednesda~y    @ 9:00pm 

Hello All, 

I would like to invite you all to an Exam Review for PSYC              that our Psychology tutor, 
be conducting on Wednesday evening     at 9:00pm in Loudermilk Room 2310C. 

Hope you all can make it. Bring any questions that you may have. 

Thanks, 

Susan 

will 

Susan Ma~y 
Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
919-962-9892 (office) 
919-962-8247 (fax) 
sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 7:46 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Toun~unc.edu> 

Precious Memories -- The Dean Smith story 

Wow. Tough to read this piece Best 
http://espn.go.com/espn/’~’eatureistory/ /id/10545949/precious-memories-d ean-smith-story 

Sent via BlackBer~’ by AT&T 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barnes, Philip E <pbames@unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 6, 2014 1:09 PM 

Hirth, Christopher J <chi(d~@emai|.unc,e&t>; Yount, Tony <ton~’o~m@unc.edtr~; Bingham, Mary Ellen <bingha~nm@email.unc.edu>; 

Gisselman, Steve <~tgiss@email.unc.edu>; Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu>; Brenner, John F <Jolm Brunner@unc.edu>; ’Rebecca 

Lynch             ~gmail.com)’; I ,evy, Jennifer S <jemay.levy@unc.edu>; Dowd, Katrina M <kmdow@unc.edu>; Domina, Julie 

~-jdomina@elnail.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

I:W: UVA Itin 

Virginia Itin.pdf 

Hi Everyone- 

Please see attached Itin for Virginia. Thanks. Have a good weekend. 
Phil Barnes / Assistant Women’s Lacrosse Coach / University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 / Carmichael Arena / Room 17_64- / 310 South Rd. / Chapel Hill, NC 7_75~4- 

/ Fax: 919.84-3.8:~.75 
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Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 
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Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday, March 11, 2014 4:46 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony, 
All is now taken care of. 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 
which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 
distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may 

be disclosed to third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are 
subject to FERPA. 
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S~bjee~t: 

Compeer.Carolina < eom~ eet.~m~lf ha_inCh (~ u nc.edu > 

Wednesday, March z2~ 2o]4 ~ :z2 PM 

Young, To~]y <ton},Tounl.@unc.edu> 

Town ~ tall ChaKfields We[:finar and More: Connec~Carolh~a Ne~,~tQe~er March ~2; 2014 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

~’[arch 19, ~o14 - 3:oo- 

Want to know what 

ConneetCarolina will look [fl~e 

after Finance and } tRi Payroll 

components go-lh’e in October? Join us at the next ConnectCaro[ina Town } tail 

for demonstrations of Finance, t ttm~an Resources and ~’eporting fl~netio~s (or 

watch via webcast), 

A new webfnar takes a deep dive 

into the chartfields that replace the 

dd FR.S aceoullt arid o]~ech It wit] be 

presented l~ve on Men., March ~7, 

2:3o-3:3o p.m. All ~mpus accounting and fi~ancial persom~d are im’il.ed to 

partidpate. 



The October expansion of 

ConneetCaro]i~a to include Fi~ance 

and ~ tRiPayroll will replace more 

than two dozen ~egaey systems with 

a single software. The integration of multiple business fi~c~ions into 

CormectCaro~ioa is a major change ff~r the Universffy - - and ooe with some 

defir~ite advantages, 

ConneetCaro~ina means lots of chaoges {br {heulty, staff and students° Use {be 

fbrm or~ t~~i:: i,:.~g~.: to submit your questions, ideas, concerns or {bedbaek about 

Com~eetCarolina. We -~n{ to know M~at’s on your mind, so we can help you 

kransikion to and use this new system. 

Project team staff and business owners are 

convergfitg on ~testing centraF’ in the ITS 

Manning building to test al~ the pieces of’ 

ConnectCaro[ina and how khe pie~x~s work 

together, 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConnectCarolina is fully tested and 

ready lk~[’ use? Check out this 

ir:i.:::g::q::::t i:. detailing how the system 

will be tested ~o make sure it works 

for Car’o]ina, 
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ANTH 101 
Spring 2014 

Guidelines for Research Projects 

For your projects, I’m asking each student to find and read either one full-length 
academic book OR three peer-reviewed articles on a topic that interests you in 
anthropology. You should choose sources written by anthropologists for an academic 
audience. Books and articles written by journalists or science writers drawing on other 
people’s research will not count. 

Peer-reviewed article: These articles are found in professional publications covering 
original research. The articles are written by the researchers themselves and not 
j ournalists or science writers. They are "peer-reviewed" because other researchers in the 
same field read the article prior to publication and verify that it is accurate and worthy of 
publishing. Book reviews, news briefs, and articles summarizing the work of others are 
generally not peer-reviewed articles. Most peer-reviewed articles will have the author’s 
academic or research affiliation listed somewhere (e.g. Bruce Winterhalder, Dept. of 
Anthropology, UC-Davis). 

Databases for finding j ournal articles can be found on the library’s website by looking 
under Anthropology in the Library’s "E-Research Tools" page (at 
http:iieresources.lib.unc.eduieidisubject.php?subjectName=Anthropology). These are a 
good way to find an article on a specific subject. Anthropology Plus is a good one to use. 

The following are some peer-reviewed journals often used by anthropologists. You do 
not have to use one of these. There are many, many others. 

American Anthropologist 
American Antiquity 
American Ethnologist 
American Journal of Physical Anthropology 
Evolutionary Anthropology 
Evolutionary Ecology 
Human Nature 
Journal of Anthropological Archaeology 
Journal of Anthropological Research 

Journal of Human Evolution 
Journal of World Prehistory 
Man 
Nature 
Research in Economic Anthropology 
Ethnohistory 
Science 
World Archaeology 
Journal of Archaeological Research 

National Geographic, Discover, Archaeology, and Natural History are NOT peer- 
reviewed j ournals. 

- If you choose to read articles, they should all be on the same topic. 

- The library’s website will help you find books on subjects in anthropology that will 
work for this project. Again, you should check to see that it was written by an 
anthropologist. 



- If the library doesn’t have the book you want, you may order it through Inteflibrary 
Loan (it’s free!). 

You should show me a copy of the book or articles you want to use for approval on or 
before March 20. 

Paper Guidelines 

- Your research paper should be no less than 5 and no more than 7 double-spaced pages, 
using 12 pt. Times New Roman font and 1" margins. 

- You should cite all sources of information used in your paper. Every time you use 
information from a source, you should include a parenthetical citation at the end of the 
sentence including the author’s last name, year the source was written, and page numbers 
if applicable in the follo~ving format: (Name year: pages) 

Foragers in the Colorado River canyonlands were known to have made open-twined 
type sandals (Geib 2000:511). 

Citations should be used even if you are only using information from a source (i.e. 
putting it in your own words), not just for direct quotation. 

- At the end of your paper, you must include a Works Cited section with information on 
all of the sources you used. 

Format for an article citation: 

Geib, Phil R. 
2000 Sandal Types and Archaic Prehistory on the Colorado Plateau. American 

Antiquity 65(3): 509-524. 

Format for a book: 

Sellards, E.H. 
1952 Early Man in America: A Study in Prehistory, University of Texas Press, 

Austin. 

- Your paper should summarize the book or articles you read and evaluate it. 

- You may also compare your sources to information discussed in class or in the readings. 

- You may wish to consider discussing some of the following topics: 

- what the author’s goal was in writing 
- whether they succeeded in that goal 
- what issues the author is trying to address 



- what methods the author used to acquire and analyze their data 
- what theoretical position the author is taking and if that might effect their 

analysis 
- whether the author is trying to draw larger generalizations from their work 
- whether you learned anything new about culture or human behavior from 

reading your sources 

- Your paper is worth 20% of your final grade and is due on April 17. Papers turned in 
late will have points deducted. 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Monday, 5:16 PM 

Yount, ToW <ton~Tounl@unc.edu> 

Hi Tony-...I know this isn’t your jurisdiction, but don’t kno;v who else to ask. Who would I talk to about what scholarship covers ;vith respect to room and board..given that there are 
options as far as costs go? Many thanks 
Sent via BlackBerry by AT&T 
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Cutover PIamaing, Chartfields Webinar and More: ConnectCaro]ina N~r~talekker Mamh 20, 2ot4 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConneetCaro[ina News]etter ] March ::6, 2o14 

’]’he transition to ConnecK~arolina 

will nok be as simple as flipping a 
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tasks will have ko be executed over 

sea, era] weeks to trar~sitio~ fvorn 

legacy syskems to Connect Carolina. 

Rc’eordff~gs of a r~ew Chartfields 

webinar and the recent 

Conr~eetCarolirm Town Hall are r~ow 

a}ailable online. 

°I’he Oe[ober expansion of 

and HR,!Payrdl will replace more 

timr~ two dozer~ ~egaey s~:~t.ems with 

single software. The integration of 

multiple business flinctions into Connect.Carolina is a rmjor change (br the 



~ ~h;’ers~t.v-.-. and orie w~th ’,~orne definite advanb~ges, 

ConnectCaro]ina means [ors of changes Ibr ~hcul%,, staff and students, Use the 
form on thb (,:4:F.: to submit your questions, ideas, concerns or tbedb~ck about 

(k~nnect(]arolina. We -~nt to kno-w what’s on ]amr mind, so we can help you 

l.mnsil.io~ to and use this new system. 

Pr~ect tef~m sb~ff arid bt~siness owners are 

com’c~’ging on ~testil~g centmF’ in the ~TS 

ManninB buiJdin[4 to test f~)J the pieces of 

ConnectCarolina and how the pie~s work 

together. 

Fi nd out what wc’~’e wo~’ki ng 

on now and what’s coming 

on the path to go.divc~ . i,.~,.~. 
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Bryan National Collegiate 

March 28-30, 2014 

Thursday, March 27th 

1:45 pm Depart from Chapman Center for Bryan Park 

6:30 pm Tournament Banquet at Bryan Park Enrichment Center 

Attire: Thursday uniform 

Fridav~ March 28th 

6:30-9:30 am 

7:00 am 

9:50-10:26 am 

10:35 am 

Breakfast in Bistro 40 
Practice Range opens 

ist Rd tee times off #1 (9 min intervals - WF & Northwestern) 
Ist Rd Individual off #1 
Box Lunches provided at Enrichment Center 

Dinner at the Cone’s (Parents invited) 

Saturday~ March 29th 

6:30-9:30 am Breakfast in Bistro 40 

7:00 am Practice Range opens 

8:20-10:35 am 2nd Rd tee times off #1 and #10 

Box Lunches provided at Enrichment Center 

Dinner at the Osteen’s (Parents invited) 

Sunda~ March 30th 

6:00 am 

7:00 am 

8:30 am 

2:00 pm 

Breakfast in Bistro 40 

Practice Range opens - Learning Center Range 

Final Round - Shotgun Start 

Awards Presentation 

Lunch Cookout 



Uniforms: 
Thursday - C. blue skort, White polo, White LS polo, White hat 
Friday - Bone shorts, Navy stripe polo, C. blue collarless LS, Navy hat 
Saturday - Black shorts, C. blue polo with white collar detail, Cream LS pullover, 

Black hat 
Sunday- White shorts, C. blue polo with white stitching detail, C. blue collarless 

LS, C. blue hat 

Items to bring: 
4 Hats (navy, white, C. blue, and black) 

4 Shirts (C. blue with collar detail, C. blue with white stitching, navy stripe, 

white) 

3 Shorts (black, bone, white) 
1 Skort (C. blue) -Jan C. blue shorts 

3 Long sleeve shirts (white polo, C. blue collarless LS, cream LS) 

30uterwear (white vest, white jacket, black jacket) 

Nike LS cold weather top 

Rain jacket and pants 

Belt 
Warm outerwear - new black hand pouch or cold weather golf mitts 

UNC grey toboggan 

Umbrella 

Gloves 

Golf balls 

Golf shoes (suggest two pairs because of rain in forecast) 

Golf towel (also may suggest a backup) 

Cart cooler 

Cart cover 
Duffle bag for back of cart to put extra clothes 

Outfits for dinners 

Weather Forecast (as of 3/26/14 for Browns Summit) 
Thursday- High 57/Low 43 (0%); Partly Cloudy 

Friday- High 66/Low 55 (70%); Rain 

Saturday - High 71/Low 41 (60%); Scattered T-Storms - potential for severe 

thunderstorms 

Sunday- High 65/Low 37 (0%); Partly Cloudy 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Om Kym N <orr~email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 28, 2014 11:37 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

FW: connect carolina and tmofficial tran~ript 

From: Horton, Rocky 
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2024 2:27 PM 
To: Orb Kym N; Lineberry, Crystal Nolan 
Subject: RE: connect carolina and unofficial transcript 

Kym, 

Follow the navigado~ below and then once the transcript comes up I just hit CTRL+P or just select prb~t in the browser me~u. Prints neatly each time. 

Main Menu - SIA Menu - Records and Enrollment - Transcripts - Transcript Request 

Choose Add a New Value tab. For Transcript type, choose INTRN. For Output destination, choose Page. Don’t worry about any of the other fields. Then click the 

"Request Detail" Tab. Enter the PID and click "Process Request" in top right corner. 

F~m= Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Thursday, January ~6, 20~4 ~:20 PN 

To: Ho~on, Rock; Lineber~, C~s~l Nolan 
S~bject: connect carolina and unofficial transcript 

Rocky!Crystal: 

I need to print off some unofficial transcripts for a scholarship application. When I attempt to print them off, I usually cut and paste it into a Word document. 

Unfortunately, it comes out in a really weird format. The margins are small and it looks as though everything is centered on the page. Do you know how I can 

either print it correctly or chan~e the formatting? Thanks. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
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EXSS 276 - Human Physiology 
Spring 2014 

Class Time and Location: M,W,F 10:00-10:50 AM, Fetzer 109 

Instructor: Dr. Anthony C. Hackney 
Professor Exercise Physiology & Nutrition 
Office: Fetzer Hall 203 
Email: ach@email.unc.edu 
Office hours: TueiThur 12:15-2:00 pm or appointment 

Teaching Assistant: @email.unc.edu) 

Textbook: Tortora and Derrickson. Principles of Anatomy and Physiology. 2013. 
13th Edition. Wiley & Sons. Inc. (although earlier editions are perfectly fine 

as well). 

Course Objectives: 
1. To learn the fundamental concepts in human physiology using a systems approach. 
2. To gain an understanding of how the body maintains homeostasis in the face of a 

constantly changing environment. 
3. To build a strong foundation of knowledge in the area of physiology for future courses in 

the health sciences. 

Course Prerequisite: EXSS 175 or BIO 252 or an equivalent course (with instructor 
permission only) 

Grading: 

Grades ~vill be assigned using the follo~ving scale: 

_> 93% = A 73-76 = C 
90-92 = A- 70-72 = C- 
87-89 = B+ 67-69 = D+ 
83-86 = B 61-66 = D 
80-82 = B- _< 60% = F 
77-79 = C+ 

Exam 1: 15% Final Exam: 25% 
Exam 2: 15% 
Exam 3 15% 
Exam 4: 15% 
Exam 5: 15% 
(approximately every 3 weeks) 

Exams: Exam questions will be derived from material covered in class (Powerpoint lectures and 
class discussion), and will include both multiple choice as well as true false and identification 
questions. The chapters in the book often provide greater depth and detail than what we will 
cover in class, but they are quite useful for helping you to further understand the material 
presented and discussed in class. 



Exams 1 to 5 are not cumulative. The Final Exam will be cumulative in nature. 

Class Attendance: Students are expected to attend all scheduled meeting times. There will be 
no additional lectures held for those who miss class. 

Exam Attendance: All students MUST be present for exams. A make-up of missed exams 
will only be allowed with aooroved medical absences or official university activities; 
otherwise, a missed exam will resnlt in a grade of zero for that exam. If you know that you 
will miss an exam, you must notify the instructor before the event takes place and not 
afterwards. Scheduled absences (i.e., university sponsored) are to be brought to the 
instructor’s attention during the first two weeks of the semester. The Final Exam cannot 
be rescheduled except for extreme circumstance as per campus-wide policy. 

HONOR CODE: If you are not familiar with the instrument of the Student Judicial Governance, you can 
pick up a copy in the Office of the Dean of Students in Steele Building. The guidelines for the 
appropriate academic behavior will be strictly enforced. 

Tentative Daily Schedule 
(Subj ect to change at the instructor’s discretion. Final Exam date is the only set date.) 

TOPIC TEXT PAGES 

Introduction to Physiology, (Jell Physiology 

Cellular Membrane Transport 

Metabolism: Overview and Carbohydrates 

Metabolism: Fats and Proteins 

1-19, 29-103 

11025-1052 

Energy expenditure and post-prandial states 
Endocrine System: Overview, Hypothalamus, 
Pituitary and Select Hormones 

Endocrine System: Stress, Metabolic, and 
Water Balance Hormones 

680-714 

TBD 

Nervous System: Overview and Divisions 

Nervous System: Reflex Arcs and Brain 
Basics ofNeurophysiologyi ANS 

Nervous System: Action Potentials and 
Nerve Transmission 

447-485,581-599 

606-628 

Nelwous System Case Study* 



TOPIC 

Muscles: 

Muscles: 

Skeletal 

Cardiac and Smooth 

Muscle Case Study* 

Cardiovascular System: Blood and Heart 

Cardiovascular System: ECGiCardiac Cycle 

Cardiovascular System: Hemodynamics 

Cardiovascular System: Vascular System 

Cardiovascular System Case Study* 

Respirator}, System: Ventilation 

Gas Transport 

Respiratory System: Acid/Base Balance 

Respiratory System Case Study* 

Renal System: 

Renal System: 

Kidney Structure/Function 

Urine Formation and 
Acid/Base Balance 

Digestive System: Overview 

Immune System: Basics of Function 

TEXT PAGES 

327-358 

728-866 

918-959 

11065-1124 

967-1012 

875-905 

The Final Exam will be given on Monday, April 28th at 8:00 AM 

Ita#c~edtopicsaretobereviewedbythestudentsontheirownasthisispriorm~efial~om 
An~omy 

* Indicates that the case studies will be used if time permits 



Professors, 

Below please find the original women’s lacrosse travel schedule presented to you at the 
beginning of this semester. Our game with Northwestern was originally scheduled for Sunday, 
March 30. Due to a mix-up in communication between American Airlines and Anthony Travel, 
the booking agent for Carolina Athletics, the team was unable to fly to Chicago today for the 
game. The coaching staff has worked all day with the airlines, the travel agency, and 
Northwestern and the game has been rescheduled for Monday at 3:30 pm. The staff has 
reduced the travel party to 19 players and they will depart campus at 8 am Monday morning 
and depart RDU at 9:40 am. They will return to campus Monday night and be in class on 
Tuesday. 

We very much regret the necessity of changing our schedule, and the resulting absences from 
your classes on Monday. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me. 

Tony Yount, 
Academic Counselor, Women’s Lacrosse 
919 962 9535, office 

!, cell 

Women’s Lacrosse Travel Schedule 
Spring 2014 

DATE DEPARTURE TIME 

Thursday, Jan. 23rd 8:00 am 
Miss all Thursday and Friday classes, Jan. 23 and 24 

Friday, March 7th 8:00 am 
Miss all Friday classes, March 7 

Friday, March 21 st 8:00 am 
Miss all Friday classes, March 21 

LOCATION 

Buena Vista, FL 
Sun. Jan 26- 10:00 pm 

Charlottesville, VA 
Sat, March 8 - 8:00 pm 
Boston, MA 
Sat, Mar 22 - 9:00 pm 

RETURN TIME 

Friday, March 28th noon 
Miss Friday afternoon classes, March 28 

Chicago, IL 
Sun, Mar, 30, 9:00 pm 

Friday, April 11 8:00 am Syracuse, NY 
Miss all Friday classes, April 11 Sun, April 12 - 11:00 pm 

April 24 - 27 - ACC tournament in Boston, MA. Playing times and pairings will not be announced until April 20, but students could miss Tues 
- Friday of that week. Students will notify when they know actually playing dates and departure times. 

NCAA tournament occurs after the spring semester. No class time will be missed. 

If you have any questions regarding travel or class attendance, please contact Women’s Lacrosse 
Academic Counselor Tony Yount at 962-9535 (tonyyount@unc.edu). 
Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaikunc.edu> 

Monday~              3:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

WGO Summer School 

pdf 

Tony, 

Attached are t~vo women’s golf stammer school forms Could you please review and sign? I kno~v they hope to take more hours, but will depend on summer school budget. 

You may return the completed forms to me (email or campus mail) 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-%2-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being con:terence champs." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coleman, Drew S <dcoleman@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:48 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

FYS Question 

Hi Tony: 

Ben Haven forwarded your question to me about a student who has one semester in residence, but wants to enroll in an FYS in the fall. This is not an ideal situation - 

someone who has been here for a semesler (and a summer?) is a pretty different individual than our doe-eyed firsl-years just arriving on campus. 

That said, if you think the student needs the FYS experience, we can consider it. In any case, seats roll not be open until summer orientation and this student would 

probably not be able to enroll matil August. 

Please let me know if you have more questions. 

Drew 

Drew Coleman 
Assistant Dean, First Year Seminars 
Associate Professor, Geological Sciences 

dcoleman@unc.edu 



SMU/DAC Invitational 

Wednesday, April 2"d 
1:30 pm Depart from Chapman Center 

4:05 pm AA 332 departs RDU to DFW 

6:10 pm Arrive in Dallas 

Thursday,~pA ril 3~d 

10:30 am 

12:20 pm 

Range Opens/Trainer Available 

Practice Round off #1 

Dinner with team 

~ril 4th 

6:30 am 

8:00 am 

Saturday, April 5th 

6:30 am 

8:00 am 

Sunday~ApA ril 6th 

6:30 am 

7:00 am 

8:30 am 

5:35 pm 

9:10 pm 

Range Opens/Trainer Available 

First Round tee times off #1 and #10 

Dinner with parents 

Range Opens/Trainer Available 

Second Round tee times off #1 and #10 

Dinner with team (may do carry-out) 

Trainer Available 

Range Opens 

Third Round Shotgun Start 

AA 1049 departs DFW to RDU 

Arrive at RDU 



Uniforms: 
Thursday - C. blue skort, White polo, White LS polo, C. blue hat 
Friday - Bone shorts, Navy stripe polo, C. blue collarless LS, Navy hat 
Saturday - Black shorts, C. blue polo with white stitching detail, Cream LS 
pullover, Black hat 
Sunday- White shorts, C. blue polo with white collar detail, C. blue collarless LS, 

white hat 
**For all you OCD uniform obsessed people!!! 

Items to bring: 
4 Hats (navy, white, C. blue, and black) 

4 Shirts (C. blue with collar detail, C. blue with white stitching, navy stripe, 

white) 

3 Shorts (black, bone, white) 

:~ Skort (C. blue) -Jan C. blue shorts 
3 Long sleeve shirts (white polo, C. blue collarless LS, cream LS) 

30uterwear (white vest, white jacket, black jacket) 

Rain jacket and pants 

Belt 

Umbrella 

Gloves 

Golf balls 

Golf shoes 

Golf towel 

Duffle bag for back of cart to put extra clothes (can put in golf travel bags) 

Casual clothes (jeans and t-shirts fine for dinner) 

Pack a carry-on for this week. You do not have to bring all outerwear/Iong 

sleeve shirts if you do not want to do so. Pack appropriately for weather. 

Weather Forecast: 

Thursday- High 83/Low 50 (40%); Scattered T-Storms 

Friday - High 71/Low 48 (0%); Sunny 

Saturday - High 70/Low 49 (20%); Mostly Cloudy 

Sunday- High 67/Low 49 (40%); T-Showers 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Greene, Michael <greenem@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 5:39 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

FW: Summer School (V~q,A) 

20140415172352089.pdf 

Tony, 

I was sent the following message regarding W~ I.ax summer school forms and wanted to forward it your way. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

M icha ~:_~1 Greene 

Academic Counselor 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina- Chapel 

greenem[:@ema~L unc.edu 

~rom: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 20~4 5:28 PM 

To: Greene, Michael 

Subject: Summer School (WLA) 

Mike, 

WLA summer school request forms are a~ached. Would you please review and approve by checking the appropriate box and signing the forms. 

forms may be sent to me via email or inter-office mail. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel ~ill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper gowles Drive 

Chapel ~ill, NC 27515 

Phone: 9~9-962-6~ 

Fax: 9~9-962-6~2 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs/’ 

The completed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 10:49 AM 

UNCAA_Academics <u ncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu> 

for freshmen: B school presentation after CREED meeting 

Hi all, 
Please give your student-athletes (the ones to whom this is relevant) a heads-up that there will be a short presentation about applying to business school following tonight’s CREED 

meeting. Presumably all of the freshmen will be there anyway, but if they’re interested in going the business school route they might want to plan to stay afterward for a little bit. 

Any question, please let me know. If you could pass this on to those you know are considering business, that would be great! 

Thank you, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin * Universify of North Carolina 



From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Tuesday, April 22, 2014 11:10:24 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: UNC’s ACC Men’s Basketball Opponents for 2015, 2016 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 
This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 
2015-16accmbbmatchups.pdf (1.9M) 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
TUESDAY, APRIL 22, 2014 
Contact: Steve Kirschner (919-962-7258, stevekirschnet@unc.edu) 
ACC ANNOUNCES MEN’S BASKETBALL CONFERENCE MATCHUPS FOR NEXT TWO SEASONS 
CHAPEL HILL - The University of North Carolina men’s basketball team will play home and away games in 2014-15 against Georgia Tech and 
Louisville in addition to Duke and NC State, the ACC announced today. 
The league announced on Tuesday the conference matchups for the first t~vo years of a 12-year schedule rotation that begins next season. Each of 
the ACC’s 15 schools has two permanent schedule partners (Duke and NC State for the Tar Heels), plays home and away games against t~vo 
other schools each year, plays five teams at home only and the remaining five schools only on the road. 
In 2014-15, Carolina will play host to Florida State, Notre Dame, Syracuse, Virginia and Virginia Tech and travel to Boston College, Clemson, 
Miami, Pitt and Wake Forest. 
UNC will be playing at Louisville, which is joining the ACC next season, for the first time since December 23, 1999. The Cardinals will be making 
their second appearance in Chapel Hill and their first since December 17, 1998. 
The Tar Heels will face Syracuse for the first time ever in Chapel Hill. The two schools have played one previous game in the state of North 
Carolina; UNC beat the Orange in Charlotte on January 8, 1983. 
The 2014-15 schedule will be the ACC’s third season with 18 conference games. UNC went 12-6 in league play in 2012-13 and 13-5 this past 
season. 
In 2015-16, UNC will play two games against Duke, NC State, Boston College and Syracuse; home games only against Clemson, Georgia Tech, 
Miami, Pitt and Wake Forest; and away games only at Florida State, Louisville, Notre Dame, Virginia and Virginia Tech. 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 
(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 
steve kirachner@unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 
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1’0~ 

S~bjee~t: 

Com~eetCarolhm < com~ eet~m~lf ha_inCh (~ u m:.edu > 
Wednesday, April 23~ 2014 2:2() })~] 

Youn~ Tony <ton)Toun[@une.edu> 

Report] n& Q~A Video: ConnectCa rolina Ne-~sletter April 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConBec~Carolbm Newsletter ].April 23, 2o14 

The transition to ConnectCarolffm 

~41] not be as simple as flipping a 

s~vitch. Many, mm~y tasks will be 

[ransidon h’om legacy systems to 

(>:mnect Carolina. 

2_~rmect,2arolina rn eans lots of changes 

f~etflt.% stai’{’and stude~ts. Use the lbrm o~ 

p..L{.;o to submit your questions, ~deas, co~cerns 

or ll~edback about Co~rmetCarolhm. We m~nt to know ~d~affs o~ your mfnd~ so 

we can help you transition to and use this new system, 



.Are you on top of the Chartfidd 

eha nges eomMg with 

~c nnectt ar ~]m~; Learn aIx:~ut them 

in a new Ohartflelds v~eb]nar 

recordh~g now avaih~bie online, 

The first application developed by studenl.s in 

~r~unetion witt-~ ITS is ~ow avai[able~ Cheek out 

Find out what we’re workin3 

on now and what’s corn~n~ t~p 

on the path to 

Days to Go-Live! 

i ..:!.’~n~ ~~t:; ,t"c ~.~]i:,:; ,~.~i. i.]~ e ii’~,r~ ::.ii~:x.:ii. :.~ tu}i ii~: ~,w ’~;~ :,.:~ ~:::.~ t~ i!:!7.::ii, ii rn’~.~i ve:::]. 
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University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:45 PM 

TONY YOUNT <         ~gmail.com>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc. edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <b sheu@email.unc, edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle 
<mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc, edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc. edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 
RE: guiding principles 

Although I may seem technologically savvy, I am not good with the commenting on comments stuff. So, I default to say 

that I think these are all good points and I am comfortable with going forward to make these guiding principles a reality. 

The most important thing will be for counselors to be able to do their job of servicing our student athletes without 

interference from the coaching staffs and feeling handcuffed about communicating with faculty. 

That’s my two pennies. 

Kym 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto , , @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 23, 2014 2:27 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Beatty, Greg; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Sheu, Benjamin; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Brown, Michelle; Greene, 
Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Re: guiding principles 

I’m in, and I tried to stir up some trouble. Have tim. And I did this on a Mac in the Boston airport. Nor sure that the formatting will 
hold tree. My comments are, like Brent’s, replies to other comments. 

Tony 

On Apr 23, 2014, at 9:46 AM, Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> wrote: 

> <Guiding Principles for Faculty and Student Interaction.pdf> 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jelm <~jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 25, 2014 5:58 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Academic awards bmNuet 

Hey, Tony: 

Two things: 

:~. Can you please send me some of your graduation pictures and any other academic pictures you have? We are trying to create a slide show that will be 

playing while we are eating lunch at the banquet? 

2. I need help with handing out awards, handing out t-shirts and/or the sign-in table. Are you comfortable presenting an award? 

Hope you are having fun! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919 962 9538 

~.:~.:~§~::~2~.}! (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

TONY YOUNT <         @gmail.com> 

Saturday, April 26, 2014 9:26 PM 

Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> 

Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym 
N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Hours of Operation 

Colleagues, 

I originally volunteered to cover the AC on Saturday, May 3 from 10 - 1 during our extra exam coverage this spring. I am desperately 
seeking to trade a time. 

So I would love to trade a shift, or work another night 
someone if anyone can make a trade. Thanks 

Tony 

On Apr 25, 2014, at 9:43 AM, Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> <Academic Center Hours of Operation - Final Exam Week.docx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@emaikunc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:40 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Levy, Jennifer S ~ielmy.levy@unc.edu> 

Smnmer School Requests (WLA) 

20140430143137835.pdf 

Tony, 

Please see two attached summer school requests If you approve, please sign and return If you do not approve, contact Jenny. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 
EWAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles I)rive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 9 ] 9-%2-60(;0 
Fax: 919-%2-6002 

highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conference champs" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 2, 2014 5:46 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc. edu>; B eatty, Greg <gpb eatty@email.unc, edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

RE: ORIENTATION 2014 updated list 

***A~so, please note, the ~ast dav to register is Wednesdav, {~aV 21, 2014 at 11:59pm (EST)..o After the Reservation 
Deadlines, a $50 late fee w~ be assessed to the Orientation Reservat{on. ~f anvone has spedfic questions/concerns 
about th~s, fee~ free to d~rect them to htt~://~scpp.uac.edu/how-~ake-ode~tat~o~-~eservat~o~.ht~P** 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, May 02, 2014 5:32 PM 
To: Townsend, Jenn; Brown, Michelle; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Overstreet, Tia; Beatty, Greg; Greene, Michael; Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: ORIENTATION 2014 updated list 

I finally received an updated orientat{on list! Please let me know {f you have questions/concerns and especially any 

additions or removals from the list!! 

*gbr d~scuss~on purposes only* 

laimlie Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

C 

jaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Wednesday, May 7, 2014 12:08 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

20140507120742618.pdf 

This E-mail was sent tlcom "R11153" @Xicio NIP 3500) 

Scan Date: 0507.2014 12:07:42 (-0400) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



To~ 

S~bjee~t: 

Com~eetCarolina < eom~ eet~m~lf ha_inCh (~ u nc.edu > 
Wednesday~ May 7, 20z4 2:24 PM 

Young, Tony <ton~4yount@unc.edu> 

System Outage May 16-17; Campus Testing New System: CcmnectCarolh~a Ne-~tqetter May % 2oi4 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCaroIina Newsletter ] May 7, ~-:o14 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other s):stems on Friday, 

May ~6, beginrting at 5:oopm and e~ding on Sakurda> May -t7, at 

a pp roxi m a rely 8: o o p m ~i-~r Su m rr, er I census aeti ~4t.i es a r~d se bed u ted 

mai~rte~mn~. 

hwoh4ng University employees new to 

ConnectCarolina in testing the system is an 

important part of the system’s development. 

Campus involvement is increasing in 

curre~t round of testing, which runs now throt~gh M~y 

How wilt reporting work i~ the new 

system ? What a re the bene fits o [ 

changing our adrni~ sysi.ems to 

Conr~ec’tCarolina? Check out the ::m ~::.:vi .;;v.:.ii..~~:.~ Y::~vT~.~i-::,.~ :.h;~.~a~,.~::. for new 

videos oft these topics and more° 



The transition to ConnectCaroIina 

~]l ~ot be as simple as flipping a 

switch, Many~ mm~y tasks wil~ be 

executed ow~r severa~ weeks "to 

tcansitio~ from legacy systems to 

Connect Carolina. 

CormeetCa~’olina means lo~s of elmnges 

~aeuky, staff and students. Use the lbrm on 

pz<~.;,:: to submit yore’ questions, ideas, eonee~’ns 

o~’ lix~dbaek about Co~rie~£Ca~’olina. We want to know ~i~at’s o~ your mind, so 

we can hdp you transition to and use "d~is new sys’tem. 

.Are you ot~ top of the Cha~’tfidd 

eha nges coming wiff~ 

.c nnec~t ar Jma; Lem’n about [hem 

in a new Charttields v~,ebinm’ 

~’ecording no-w available online. 

The first application developed by studenl.s in 

~r~unet.ion with ITS is ~o v available. Cheek out 



F~nd out what we’re 

on now and wl~at’s com~ng up 

on the p~th to go~li-ve; 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCaroiina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cashion, Jody W <jody cashiou@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 8, 2014 2:25 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~7ounl@unc.edu-* 

Eugl 130 required text 

~’ritir~g exe,~-ds:es involving.; elemerl~s such ~s point of 

student exercises and readings in sho@ 

?th: ed~f:ior~ (.290.5}, [SBN 978-03939261 t8 



i~i NCAALogo 

INSTITUTION VERIFICATION FORM (Page 3/4) 

! IMPORTANT! 
PRINT 2 COPIES OF TIIIS PAGE IMIVIEDIATELY FROM YOUR BROWSER! 

Mail one copy to your conference office (address listed below) and keep one copy’ for your records. 

Thank you :For submitting your NCAA Woman o f the Year nomination form [n order for this nomination form to be considered, your conference office must receive this verification page 
with appropriate signatures not later than The address ]2~r your conference office is listed at the bottom of this page Nominations submitted without this verification page will 
NOT be considered by the committee. 

We attest the information :For from Universi~ of North Carolina, Chapel tlill submitted on - 8:19 AM is accurate: 

Mr. Lawrence I/. Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 

Signature: 

Dr. Beth Miller 
Senior Woman Administrator 

Signature: 

Mr. Steven Kirschner 
Sports hfformation Director 

Signature: 

In cormection with the family rights and privacy act of 1974, I authorize the NCAA to release to the media and public any information on this nomination form This information may be 
used to process my application and to publiciz~e the NCAA Woman of the Year award program In addition, I verif~y the submission of my persona[ statement. 
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ASTR 101L: Introduction to Astronomy 
Lab: Our Place in the Space 

Course Overview 
Online Lab Manual and Lab Kit 

Course Components 
Grades 
Contact Intbnr~ation 
Academic Policies 
Course Mccha~fics 

Course Overview 

Welcome to ASTR 101L, Descriptive Astronomy Laboratmy! My name is Dr. Dan Reichart. I am an 
associate professor of p~sics and astronomy at UNC-Clkapel Hill and the director of the Skynet Robotic 
Telescope Network, which we will make use of this semester. I am the principal developer of tlfis course 
and will be your instructor this semester. 

ASTR 101L will consist of eight labs. In some of these labs, you will observe astronomical objects using 

robotic telescopes, called PROMPT, ttkat my research group has built and maintains in the Chilean Andes. 

In other labs, you will use observations that we have already made for you with these and other Skynet 

telescopes around the world. Fi~kally, some of the labs will be traditional in that you will collect dala using 

materials in your lab kit. 

Here is a brief summary of each lab: 

Lab 1: Introduction to Skynet--In this lab, you will 

¯ learn how to take pictures of astronomical objects with PROMPT 
¯ learn how to analyze these pictures with software that we have developed, called Afterglow. 

Lab 2: Earth and the Seasons--In this lab, you will 

° learn why it is hotter in summer and colder in winter 

¯ measure the size of the Earth. 

Lab 3: The Galilean Revolution: Earth’s Place in the Solar System--In this lab, you will 

° show that Earth is not at the center of the solar system 
¯ ~neasure the mass of a Jovian planet. 

Lab 4: The Cosmic Distance Ladder I: Parallax--In tiffs lab, you will 



learn how to measure distances to objects using parallax 
lneasure distances to solar system objects and a nearby star. 

Lab 5: The Cosmic Distance Ladder II: Standard Candles--In this lab, you will 

learn how to measure distances to objects using standard candles 
measure distances to a globular cluster in our galas’, a nearby galaxy, and a faraway galas’. 

Lab 6: The Great Debate: The Solar System’s Place in the Galaxy and the Galaxy’s Place in the 
Universe I--In this lab, you will 

show that the solar system is not at the center of our gala:9T 
show that our galax)T is merely one of maW similar-sized objects in the universe. 

Lab 7: The Rotation Curve and Mass Distribution of the Galaxy: Dark Matter--In this lab, you will 

learn how to measure the speeds at: which matter orbits our galaxy. 

measure the distribution of mass in our galaxy and show that total mass is greater than that which 

can be accotmted :for by visible matter alone. 

Lab 8: Hubble’s Law: The Galaxy’s Place in the Universe II--In this lab, you will 

learn why thc Big Bang was not: an explosion in space but of space 

show that our galaxy is not at: the centcr of thc m~iverse and that the universe, in fact, has no 

measurable center 

determine whether the mfiverse is expanding at a decelerating, constant, or accelerating rate. 

We should have a fun semester! 

If you enjoy ASTR 101L, I encourage you to take ASTR 101: Introduction to Astronomy: The Solar 
System, and ASTR 102: Introduction to Astronomy: Stars, Galaxies, and Cosmology. ASTR 101 is a 
prerequisite for ASTR 102. 
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Online Lab Manual and Lab Kit 

All of the labs for ASTR 101L are available free at the ~..k..yAc.‘..t...~!.~.1.a..~!..c...e...d....A~.~.L~..1~.~..~.~32..L..i~..b..fi website. There is 

a link to Sk?.’net on the left-hand sidebar of Sakai. Also available at this site, and li~ked to in the labs, are 
video tutorials and easy-to-use, web-based graphing applications that have been developed specifically for 
these labs. 

You will need also need an ASTR 101L lab kit for the traditional labs, which is provided upon enrolhnent 
by the UNC-CH Department of Physics and Astronomy. The Friday Centcr will contact studcnts upon 
enrolhnent to make arrangements regarding delivery, of the lab kit. 
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Course Components 



Lab Reports 

Lab reports consist of answering all questions in the labs. Lab reports will be administered through a 

software package called WebAssign. You must purchase a WebAssign access code on the WebAssign site 

(see WebAssign section below). 

Blank lab report: forms will be available at WebAssign at: the beginning of each lab, and will always be due 
before 10 pm on the due date (see the Schcdtfle, accessible via the left-hand sidebar, lbr due dates). Do not 
wait until the last minute to submit your lab reports! After submitting your lab reports, check to make 
sure that WebAssign received your submission belbre logging off: Late lab reports will not be accepted 
without a medical excuse. 

I strongly encourage you to make use of the discussion forums on the Sakai site to work on the labs and the 
lab reports with your classmates. 

WebAssign 

WebAssign will be used for your lab reports. There is a link to WebAssign on the left-hand sidebar of 

Sakai. To access WebAssign and activate your account, go to WebAssign and click the Log In button. You 

will see a log in page that will ask for a username and password. For tiffs first time you log in to 

WcbAssign, skip the nsername and password section and click "the "Have a class key?" button. You will be 

asked to enter your class key, which is "unc 7606 4798." Enter "unc" in fl~e first box, "7606" in the second 

box, and "4798" in the third box. Next you will see a page that shows you fl~e class with which you arc 

associated and asks you if it is the correct class. Click yes, and you will be directed to a page where you 

will create your own username and password for WebAssign. (Note: If you already have a WebAssign 

account, you can click "I already have a WebAssign account" after you enter the class key, and you will 

fl~en be asked for your log in inlbnnafion.) 

Once you have created your username and password and entered your email address, you will see a page 
that asks you to either enter the access code you have already purchased, or to 
Note that even if you already have a WebAssign account, you will need to purchase an access code for this 
course. 

After this first log in, you must use the username and password you’ve established whenever you log in to 
WebAssign. Please keep your log in information in a safe place so that you can retrieve it if necessary. 

Discussion Forums 

Participation in the discussion lbrums is an imporrtant component of the course and will count for 25 

percent of your final grade. I strongly encourage you use the discussion forums to discuss the labs and the 

lab reports, as well as any burning astronomy questions that you might have. 

I also encourage you to present questions to the group and to discuss what you think the answers to others’ 
questions might be. I will monitor the discussions and jump in from time to time to help out, but lcnow that 
you can still ask me questions directly--I live to answer astronomy questions! 

An appropriate question for the discussion formn might be, "How can astronomers detect black holes if 
they don’t emit any light?" An inappropriate question might be, "What’s the answer to question 3?" An 
appropriate response to the first question might be, "I think that one way is that they detect gas flowing into 
them. But how do they know that it’s a black hole that the gas is flowing into?" Feel free to be more 
verbose than in these abbreviated examples. 

Post your discussion forum responses to the Forums section of Sakai. 



Note: Pasting from Microsoft Word directly to Sakai can result in strange formatting codes. This can be 
avoided by using the "Paste from Word" buttorL shown here: 
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Grades 

Final grades will be assigned on a curve at the end of the course. Rougtfly, the top 25 percent of the class 
will receive As, the next 35 percent will receive Bs, the next 25 percent will receive Cs, and the next 15 
percent will receive Ds and Fs. However, you have to do veu poor work to get an F. Your grade will be 
determined as follows: 

Lab Reports: 75 percent of your filial grade 

Participation in the discussion forums: 25 percent of your final grade. 

Contact Information 

If you have any admilfistrative questions, and/or science questions that you do not want to share with the 
rest of the group, feel free to email me at lacluvze,~email.unc.edu. Please include "CCO ASTR 101L" in 
the subject line of any message you send to me. 

Academic Policies 

By enrolling as a student in this course, you agree to abide by the University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill policies related to the acceptable use of online resources. Please consult the Acceptable Use Policy on 
topics such as copyright, net-etiquette, and privacy protection. 

As part of this course, you may be asked to participate in online discussions or other online activities that 
may include personal infom~ation about you or other students in the course. Please be respectful of the 



rights and protection of other participants under the UNC-Chapel Hill !_~[Q~%.m._~2_t_i__o_p___~_e_._c_!~!:i~" _p._.o._l_.i_�__i_~s. when 
participating in online classes. 

When using online resources offered by organizations not affiliated with UNC-Chapel Hill, such as Google 

or YouTube, please note that the terms and conditions of these companies and not the University’s Terms 

and Conditions apply. These third parties may offer different degrees of privacy protection and access 

rights to online content. You should be well aware of this when posting content to sites not managed by 

UNC-Chapel Hill. 

When links to sites outside of the unc.edu domain are inserted in class discussions, please be mindful that 
clicking on sites not affiliated with UNC-Chapel Hill may pose a risk for your computer due to the possible 
presence of nralware on such sites. 

Honor Code 

Remember that as a student of UNC-Chapel Hill, you arc bound by the University’s Honor Code, which 
states that "It shall be the responsibility of every." student at The University" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
to obey and support the enforcement of the Honor Code, which prohibits lying, cheating, or stealing when 
these actions involve academic processes or University students or academic personnel acting in an official 
capacity." 

An especially serious Honor Code violation is plagiarism. If you are uncertain about what constitutes 
plagiarism, please consult your instructor and/or familiarize yourself with this plagiarism tutorial courtesy 
of UNC Libraries. 

Course Mechanics 

Using email 

A fcw notes on using email to submit your course work: 

We recommend that you use the email feature of Sakai for this course. There is an email link in the left 

navigation bar. Select Compose Message, select your recipient(s), leave the CC box checked to send a 

copy of the message to recipients’ email addresses (otherwise the message will be internal to the Sakai 

site), and compose your message. Then click Send. By using Sakai’s email, a copy of any messages you 

send will be automatically saved in the Sakai site. 

All email messages regarding the course will go to your UNC address. Off-campus users can access their 
UNC email inbox using ..H_._e_..e_l_NI_.a_j.!.. You can have your UNC email forwarded to a different email address 
by following the instructions in .H.__e_._q!~.,3i.l_.. 

To ensure that you receive important conmmnications, please add the following to your email address 
book: 



Library Services and Resources (including e-reserves) 

Students el~rolled in Carolina Courses Online have access to the UNC Library System. Visit .__D__i_~_t__a__~!__c___e_. 

~__d_~__t__i___o_~L__L___i__b__~:a__r_E_~2_i__c__~. to access a wide array of online services and resources including e-reserves, 

online databases, online journals, online books, and live help with research and library access. 

Most online resources require you to log in with your O~en and password, ffyou have a~ trouble finding 

the resource that you need or logging in to a resource, you can contact the library through the contact 

information at ~_i_~_l_~___n___c_.__e___~_c__t_!!__c_.~_t__i___o____n__L___i__b____r__a____ry Se~ices. You can chat live about your problem, or send an 

email to request assistance. 

Other Ouestions 

Contact your instructor with questions regarding the content of the course and your progress. Please include 

"CCO ASTR 101" in the subject line of your email. 

Contact the instructional designer at the Friday Center about problems with this website, including bad 
links or navigation problems (not being able to find your way around). 

Contact the ~_J____N___Q~__e__l_Rf_t__c_’_~__k__ (not your instructor) for any proble~n you lkave with teclmology--your Intemet 
connection, downloads, Sakai, and so on. Help is available twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. 

If you have any logistical questions as you work through the course (enrollment, Onyen, credits, 
withdrawal, and so on), contact the Student Services staff at the Friday Center for Continuing Education 
(phone 919-962-1134 or 800-862-5669). 
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to Astronomy: 

Course Overview 

Welcome to ASTR 101, Introduction to Astronomy: The Solar System. My name is Dr. Dan Reichart. I 
have developed this distance education course and will be your instructor Ibr this course. I am an associate 
professor in the UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Physics and Astronomy. I invite you to visit my home 
page to learn more about my interests and research. 

In this course we will explore the following topics: 

Charting the Heavens 
The Copernican Revolution 
Radiation and Spectroscopy 
Telescopes 
Introduction to the Solar System 
Earth and the Moon 
The Terrestrial Planets 
The Jovian Planets 
The Formation of PlanetaDr Systems/Life in the Universe 

Should be Ihn! Astronomy is a scientific subject, and you can expect to work with scientific equations and 
mathenmtics as we explore the universe. 

If you enjoy ASTR 101, I encourage you to take ASTR 102: Introduction to Astronomy: Stars, Galaxies, 
and Cosmolo~;. ASTR 101 is a prerequisite for ASTR 102. I also encourage you to take ASTR 101L: 
Introduction to Astronomy Laboratory: Our Place in Space. 



Required Text 

The required text [br this course is: 

Chaisson and McMillan, Astronomy Today with MasteringAstronomy®, 7th edition (2007), ISBN 978- 

0321696236. 

You can purchase this textbook from Friday Center Books & Gifts. You may visit the store in persork order 
_o__!!_ljRc_’_, or mail or fax in the ._b__o___o__k_____o___r_d___e___r_2f_o___r__m_. Refer to the ouline ordering site for current book prices. 

The MasteringAstronomy website is available to you for free with the purchase of a new copy of the 
textbook package listed above. You will need to register on the site by entering the access code provided 
with your textbook. 

Library Services 

Students enrolled in Carolina Courses Ouline have access to the UNC Library System. Visit Distance 
Education Library Services to access a wide array of online services and resources including e-reserves, 
online databases, online journals, online books, and live help with research and library access. Most online 
resources require you to log in with your Onyen and password. If you have any trouble finding the resource 
that you need or logging in to a resource, you can contact the library through the contact infornmtion at 
Distance Education Library Services. You can chat live about your problem, or send an email to request 
assistance. 

.K~R__o__f__t?_a_g_e_. 

WebAssign 

WebAssign, a homework management systmK is required for this course. WebAssign will be used for your 
homework, midterm exams, and final exam. There is a link to WebAssign in the navigation bar on the left 
side of this Sakai site. 

To access WebAssign and activate your account: 

Go to the WebAssign site (there is a link to it in the left navigation bar here in this Sakai site). 
Click the "Logiff’ button, and you will see a log-in page that asks for a username and password. 
The first time you log in to WebAssign, skip the usenmme and password section and click the "I 
have a class key" button near the bottom of the page. 
You will be asked to enter your class key, which is "unc 5765 8855." Enter "uric" in the first box, 
"5765" in the second box, and "8855" in the third box. Click "Submit." 
Next you will see a page that shows you the class you are associated with, and it asks you if it is 
the correct class. If so, click "Yes, this is my class." It should sw: 
Course: ASTR 101 (CCO) 
Instructor: Dan Reichart 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
You will be directed to a page where you will create a WebAssign account (that is, set up your 
own username and password). Note: If you have set up a WebAssign account in the past for 
another class, you can click "I already have a WebAssign accmmf’ and you will then be asked [’or 
your log in information. 



Please store your log-in infornkation in a safe place so that you can retrieve it if necessary. After 
this first log in, you must use the new username and password you’ve established whenever you 
log in to WebAssign. 
Once you have created your username and password and entered your email address, you will see 
a page that asks you to either enter the access code you have already purchased--or to purchase an 
access code. Note that even if you already have a WebAssign account, you will need to purclkase 
an access code for this course. 
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Course Components 

ASTR 101 has nine lessons, two midterm exams, and a final exam. In addition, you will be expected to 
participate in the class discussion forums. 

Here is a description of what you will encounter in the course: 

Reading Assignments 

All reading assigmnents will be from Astronomy Today. I both like and dislike this text. It does a good job 
of explaining why things are the way that they are, instead of treating the material superficially like most 
introductory astronomy texts do, but I do not like how the material is ordered, particularly near the end of 
the text. Consequently, in each lesson I suggest not only what to read, but what order you should read it in. 

The textbook website contains a nmnber of extras: short animations and videos, and interactive tutorials. 
Some of these are quite good, while others are probably more trouble than they are worth. However, I 
i~nagine that each of you will find different ones to be helpful, so I have included as many of the relevant 
ones as I could identi~ in the reading assigmnents. I strongly encourage you to try them. If you find one 
helpful, great. If not, ~naybe the next one will be better. In any case, these are ~neant only to rei~fforce the 
material in the text--they are not meant to be integral to your learning of this material. 

Math Notes, Summaries, and Laws 

Ahnost ever), lesson has at least one, and sometimes all three, of these: 

Math Notes: These are meam to help you do the homework problems, roughly half of which involve some 
math. They organize and expand upon the ~nath that you will encounter in the text, often providing 
examples that parallel homework problems. I very strongly encourage you to nrake use of these. 

Summaries: The surmnaries are meant to flesh out topics that are covered more briefly" in the text, or to 
provide you with a brief recap of important i~fformation. I do not expect you to memorize all of this 
information. Rather, you should view these as references that you can go to if you want or need more 
information. 

Laws: These sections provide restatements of Kepler’s, Newton’s, and KirchhoWs laws from the text. I 
have included them in your lessons for easy access and to show you how they apply to specific aspects of 
astronomy. 

Homework and Exercises 



Each lesson concludes with a homework assig~wnent. Maw lessons also have exercises that will comet 
toward your participation grade. 

Homework assignments will be administered through our WebAssign site. There is a link to WebAssign in 

the left navigation bar on this Sakai site. See Required Software for instructions on how to access 

WcbAssign. 

Homework will be available at WebAssign at the beginning of the lesson, and will always be due before 10 
pm on the due date (see the Schedule for due dates). Do not wait until the last minute to submit your 
homework! After submitting your homework, check to make sure that WebAssign received your 
submission before logging off. Late homework will not be accepted without a medical excuse. 

I strongly encourage you to make use of the discussion forums to work on the homework assigmnents with 

your classmates. To access the discussion forums, click "Forums" in the left navigation bar of this Sakai 

site. 

Exams 

There will be t~vo midterm exams and a final exam. The second midterm will cover only the ~naterial 
covered after the first midterm. The final will be cumulative, but with an emphasis on material covered 
after the second midtenn. 

Exams will be admi~fistered via WebAssign and will be available a week before the due dates (see the 
Schedule for exam dates). Makeup exams will not be given withom a medical excuse. 

Exams are open book and open notes. However, you arc not pernfitted to consult with anyone (except me) 
about your exams. Although I encourage you to work as a group on the homework and exercises, you nmst 
take the exams on your own. 

Participation 

Participation in the discussion forums is an important component of the course and will count for 25 
percent of your final grade. I strongly encourage you use the discussion forums to discuss 

¯ the homework 
° the exercises 
¯ the material in the text 
° the material in the lessons 
¯ any other burning astronomy questions that you nfight have. 

I encourage you to present questions "to the group and to discuss what you ttfink the answers to others’ 
questions might be. I will monitor "the discussions and jump in from time to time to help out:. But do not feel 
that this means that you cannot ask me questions directly--I live to answer astronmw questions! 

An appropriate question for the discussion forum might be, "How can astronomers detect black holes if 
they don’t emit any light?" An inappropriate question might be, "What’s the answer to question 3?" 

An appropriate response to the first question might be, "I think that one way is they detect gas flowing into 
them. But how do they know that it’s a black hole that the gas is flowing into?" Feel free to be more 
verbose than in these abbreviated examples. 
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Grades 

Final grades will be assigned on a curve at the end of the course. Roughly, the top 25 percent of the class 
will receive As, the next 35 percent will receive Bs, the next 25 percent will receive Cs, the next: 10 percent 
will receive Ds, and the next 5 percent will be considered for an F. However, you have to do veu poor 
work to get an F. Your grade will be determined as :follows: 

Homework: 25 percent of your fhlal grade. Your lowest grade on the nine homework assignments 
will be dropped. An extra-credit homework--a two-page essay--will be offered in Lesson 5. I will 
grade this optional homework on a pass/fail basis. If you pass, I will also drop your second lowest 
homework grade when I average your homework grades. The extra-credit homework is due at the 
same time as the final exam. 
Exams: 50 percent of your final grade. The final will count as two midterms. Your lowest exam 
grade will be dropped, unless it is the final, in which case the final will count the same as a 
midterm. 
Participation in the discussion forums: 25 percent of your final grade. 
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Contacting Your Instructor 

If you have any administrative questions, and/or science questions that you do not want to share with the 
rest of the group, feel free to email me at reichart@physicsmnc.edu. I recommend that you use the Email 
function in Sakai so that a copy of your email will automatically be saved in "the Sakai site. Please i~mlude 
"CCO ASTR 101" in the subject line ofaw message you send me. 
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Academic Policies 

By enrolling as a student in this course, you agree to abide by the University of North Carolina at: Chapel 
Hill policies related to the acceptable use of online resources. Please consult the Acceptable Use Policy on 
topics such as copyright, net-etiquette, and privacy protection. 

As part of this course, you nmy be asked to participate in online discussions or other online activities that 
may include personal information about you or other students in the course. Please be respectful of the 
rights and protection of other participants under the UNC-Chapel Hill ~.~.f..~..L..m..~..t..i...~.R.~..e...c..!~i.~.Z...P....~...[.i..c7..i..c.‘.~. when 
participating in online classes. 

When using online resources offered by organizations not affiliated with UNC-Chapel Hill, such as Google 
or YouTube, please note that the terms and conditions of these companies and not the University’s Terms 
and Conditions apply. These third parties may offer different degrees of privacy protection and access 
rights to online content. You should be well aware of this when posting content to sites not managed by 
UNC-Chapel Hill. 

When links to sites outside of the unc.edu domain are inserted in class discussions, please be ~nindful that 
clicking on sites not affiliated with UNC-Chapel Hill may pose a risk for your computer due to the possible 
presence of nrdware on such sites. 

Honor Code 



As a UNC student, you are expected to uphold the Umx erslty s _H.__0j__~._o_.r___.~__o_gt_~. All graded acade~nic work 
~nust include the following pledge: "No unauthorized assistance has been received or given in the 
completion of this work." 

All work that you produce must be your own! Plagiarism is a serious offense and will not be tolera/tcd in 
this course. If you arc uncertain about what constitutes plagiarism, please contact me. Please view this brief 
Plagiarism Tutorial created by the librarians of UNC-Chapel Hill, Duke University, NC State University, 
and NC Central University. 
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Course Mechanics 

Using email 

A few notes on using email to submit your course work: 

We recommend that you use the email feature of Sakai for this course. There is an email link in the left 
navigationbar~ Select Compose Message, select your recipient(s), leave the CC box checked to send a 
copy of the message to recipients’ email addresses (otherwise the message will be internal to the Sakai 
site), and compose your message. Then click Send. By using Sakai’s email, a copy of any messages you 
send will be automatically saved in the Sakai site. 

All email messages regarding the course will go to your UNC address. Off-campus users can access their 
UNC email inbox using HeelMail. You can have your UNC email fol~varded to a different email address 
by following the instructions in HeelMail. 

To ensure that you receive important communications, please add the following to your email address 
book: 

Library Services and Resources (including e-reserves) 

Students enrolled in Carolina Courses Online have access to the UNC Library" System. Visit Distance 
Education Library Services to access a wide array of online services and resources including e-resel~res, 
online databases, online journals, online books, and live help with research and library access. 

Most online resources require you to log in with your Onyen and password. If you have any trouble finding 
the resource that you need or logging in to a resource, you can contact the library, through the comact 
information at Distance Education Library Services. You can chat live about your problem, or send an 
email to request assistance. 

Other Questions 



Contact your _i_~!f!_t___n__N___t__o__!: with questions regarding the content of the course and your progress. Please include 

"CCO ASTR 101" in the subject line of your email. 

Contact the instructional designer at the Friday Center about problems with this website, including bad 

links or navigation problents (not being able to find your way around). 

Contact the .~J~___N___Q___H___e___lp______d___c_~__k_. (not your instructor) for any problem you have with technology--your Intemet 
connection, downloads, Sakai, and so on. Help is available twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week. 

If you have any logistical questions as you work through the course (enrollment, Onyen, credits, 
withdrawal, and so on), contact the StudeIIt Seladces staff at the Friday Center for Continuing Education 
(phone 919-962-1134 or 800-862-5669). 



XVebAssign http:/!www.webassign.net/webiStudent!PayPal-Checkout/receip... 

WebAssign 

Thank you! 

You have purchased access to the items listed below. 

ASTR 101L, section 990/991/992, Summer 1 2014 

Astronomy with 5kynet: Our Place In Space! - le by Reichart 

Single-term Access to Homework 

$65.oo 

ASTR 101, section 99019911992, Summer I 2014 

Astronomy IOI: The Solar System- le by Reichart 

Single-term Access to eBook and Homework 

$35.00 

Subtotal$100.O0 

Tax     $0.00 

Total $100.00 

You do not need to enter an access code; you now have full access to the purchased courses. 

You can access course materials and purchased eBooks only for the duration of the course. 

If you drop a course, you can request a refund until 05/27/2014. After that time, no refund can be made. 

Use of the service is subject to WebAssign’s Terms of Use. 

Transaction Information 

Time and Date of Order 

05/13/2014 13:56:09 

Transaction ID 

97V27457C1367434H 

1 of 1 5/13/14, 2:00 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 14, 2014 5:49 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan 
B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 
Orientation schedule availability 

Hello all! 

Here are the dates for our Day i orientation meetings/presentations. Please let me know what dates you will NOT be able to 

meet with our incoming student athletes. Thank you[ 

1. Mon 6/2 

2. Mon 6/9 

3. Mon, 6/16 

4. Thurs, 6/19 

5. Mon, 6/23 

6. Thurs, 6/26 

7. Mon, 7/7 

8. Thurs, 7/10 

9. Mon, 7/14 

10. Thurs, 7/17 

11. Mon, 7/21 

12. Thurs, 7/24 

13. Tues 7/29 

14. Thurs, 8/14 

Please respond no later than this Monday, 5/19. After I receive this information, I will get back to you all about sign ups. 

Thank you[[[ 

*for discussion purposes only* 

]aimie Lee 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

C 

jaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This eomail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited~ If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply eomail 
and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 15, 2014 10:27 AM 

Maloy, Susa~ B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; YounL Tony <tonyyount@uuc.edu% Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 

<lesmyers@email. unc.edu-~ 

Brown, Michelle <mbmwn3@e~nail.unc.edu;>; Maxwell, Scott (rsmaxwel@indiana.edu); Bethel, Bradley Richmd 

<Sbethel@em~JJ.uuc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M < e~nlyons@emaJd.unc.edu> 

Importaa~t summer dates tbr incoming freshmen! 

Hi, 
We want to make sure that everyone has on his or her calendar the important dates in our academic programming for incoming student-athletes this summer. 

Academic screening (for every scholarship student-athlete who we have not already screened): 

4:00-6:00 on Wednesday, June 18 

Note: Please let me know if this does not work. We are willing to find an alternate time on Wednesday afternoon or evening or sometime on the 19th) 

Academic Workshops (from 1:45-3:15}: 

Friday, June 20th 

Friday, June 27th 

Friday, July 11th 

Wednesday, July 18th 

Please communicate this information to your coaches as soon as possible. These sessions are mandatory for any incoming new first year student-athlete. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~J,~...~2..~.~ 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Monday, May 19, 2014 2:45 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; OrL Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Overstreet, Tia 
<overstre@unc. edu>; B eatty, Greg <gpb eatty@email.unc, edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Haydon, Joe <haydon@unc.edu> 

RE: PLEASE SEE ATTACHED orientation list! 

Hello all, 

Reminder of the Orientation Reservation Deadline: 

Beginning on May 21, 2014 at 11:59 PM, EST for First Year Orientation Reservations, a late reservation fee of $50 will be 

charged to process all Orientation Reservations. Please remind all of the incoming student athletes. I have not yet 

received an updated report, but I hope to get one by tomorrow morning. 

*for discussion purposes only* 

~aimie Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 
C 

]aimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kaplan, Roger Jay <kaplan@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 1:06 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~7oun~unc.edw~ 

Your ONYEN 

TOny, 

Canlgetyour ONYEN to add you to ourSakaisiteforfirst-yearstudents. 

Thanks. 

Roger 

Senior Academic Advisor 

ColleBe of Arts and Sciences and the General College 
G 00~.q Steele 

Campus Box 3.1.~.0 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel ~ill, NC 

Office: (919) 962-3404 

Fax: (919} ~62~6888 

* * Confidentialib" notice: This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

in[ormadon. Any unaud~orized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.* * 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sakai@groups.unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 20, 2014 10:05 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Site Notification 

Dear Glenn Yount, 

You have been added to the following Sakai @ Ui~!C-Chapel Hill site: 
Academic Advising For the Class of 2018 (S-Z) 

by Academic Advising 

To log in: 

1. Open Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill: https://sakai.unc edu 
2. Click the Login button. 
3. Enter your username and password, and click Login. 
4. Click on the site tab to go to the site. (You will see two or more tabs in a row across the upper part of the screen) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             1:56 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

GSR Submission 

Hi Anson, 

1 am submitting the data this week for last year’s GSR/FGR scores ( 

from a cohort and outcome standpoint. 1 have: 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Left eligible with eligibility remaining 

As a result, the GSR score is 79% and the Federal Graduation Rate is 78%. 

) and 1 wanted to let you know what 1 am submitting 

Let me know if you have questions, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(9,9) 962-9536 dc I (9,9) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to 
third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             4:39 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 
Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: GSR Submission 

has also graduated now .... Can that help us somewhere, somehow? 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Tuesday, ,1:56 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: GSR Submission 

Hi Anson, 

1 am submitting the data this week for last year’s GSR/FGR scores ( 

from a cohort and outcome standpoint. 1 have: 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Graduated 

¯ - Left eligible with eligibility remaining 

) and 1 wanted to let you know what 1 am submitting 

As a result, the GSR score is 79% and the Federal Graduation Rate is 78%. 

Let me know if you have questions, 

B 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9536 ofc I (919) 962-8247 fax 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message, including attachments, if any, is intended solely for the person or entity to 

which it is addressed and may contain confidential and/or privileged material. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 

the original message. 

Email correspondence to and from this address may be subject to the North Carolina Public Records law and may be disclosed to 

third parties by an authorized state official (NCGS. ch. 132). Student educational records are subject to FERPA. 



ATHLETIC LAPTOP INSTRUCTIONS - 2014 

UNC student-athletes who are receiving 50% or more athletic grant-in-aid and beginning initial full-time 

collegiate enrollment at UNC are eligible for an athletic laptop grant. 

Preorder your laptop as follows: 

Go to: cci.unc.edu 

Select the "New Students" icon. 

Choose the computer you would like to purchase and select the "Proceed to RAM Shop to 

purchase" button. 

Follow the purchasing instructions (you will need your PID (9-digit personal ID number)). 

In the comment section, indicate you are a student-athlete and your sport. 

If you need help ordering your laptop or have questions regarding a laptop, contact the Rams 

Shop at 919-962-2422. 

2014 RATES 

ThinkPads MacBook Pros 

Computer T440 Yoga Pad W540 Xl Carbon 13" 13" Retina 15" Retina 

Cost (after NC 

tax) $1,451.18 $1,983.05 $2,102.85 $2,372.55 $1,697.74 $2,252.22 $3,146.35 

Athletic Grant $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 $1,451.18 

Student Pays     $0.00 $531.87 $651.67 $921.37 $246.56 $801.04 $1695.17 



Processor 

ThinkPad T440 UItrabook 

Ir’,,tei Core i5 up to 2.9GHz 
(Dual-Core, 3MB Caciqe) 

ThinkPad Yoga 

Intel Core i5 up to 2.9GHz 

(Duai--Core, 3MB Cache) 

ThinkPad W540 

Ir’,,tei Core i7 up to 3.TGHz 

(Quad-Core, 6MB Cache) 

ThinkPad Xl Carbon MacBook Pro 13" MacBook Pro 13" w/Retina MacBook Pro 15" w/Retina 

Ir’,,tei Core i7 up to 3.3GHz intel Core i5 up Lo 3.1GHz InLel Core i5 Lip t~. 2.~G, {z intel Core i7 up Lo 3.2GHz 

(Dual-Core, 4MB Cache) (Dual-Core, 3MB Cache) (Dual--Core, 3MB Cache) (Quad--Core, 6MB Cache) 

~err~or~~’-’f~:~ B 1.:~00~    ~ivq H,_~ DDR3             8~:~B~" 1600 MHz DDR3L            8~:~B~" 1.:~00~    ~ivq H,_~ DDR3L.          ] 8~:~B~" 1.:~00~    ~ivq H,_~ DDR3L.                         -~c-t:~B 1600MHz DDR3              8GB~- 1600MHz DDR3                                     ~3GB 1600MHz DDR3 

~ ~,| ,," 14" HD+ Co o LED Ba~’klit 12 5" FHD IPS ............ FD Back it 15 5" 3K IPS LED Ba~-ki t 14" \!vQHD IPS LED Ba~’klit 13 3" LED Backl t G ossv 13 ........ 3" R~,qna LED Backlit G" os~-v 15 ........ 4" Re,Nna LED Backli,~ Gio<sy ,..~s~,,a~ ........ , ~ .......... . . 
Anti-glare, LED Backiit lO-F:inger Multitouch with Pen Resolutior’,,: (2880x1620) i 10 Point Multkouch Resolution: (1280x800) Resolution: (2560x1600) with IPS technology 

Resol Jtion: (1600x900) Resol ution:,(1920x1030~ ’ i Resol Jtion: (2                                                                                              ~,~60xl       -~-~40) Re,~oio ution: (2880x1~ 800~    ’ 

Storage 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 500GB 7200rpm Hard Drive 500GB 7200rpr~’,, Hard Drive 256GB Solid State Drive 500GB 5400rpm Hard Drive 256GB i::lash Storage 256GB F:iash Storage 

16GB Solid State Drive 16GB Solid State Drive 

Optica~ Drive None (Extern,~iDr;vesAva;iable None (ExternaiDrivesAvaiiabie DVD Recordable None (Extern,~iDrivesAvaiiable 8x double--iayer SuperDrive None (Extemai Drives Available None (ExtemalDrivesAvailabie 
on Acce.sories Pages) on Accesories Pages) on Acce.sories Pages) 

DVD+i-R DLiDVD+/-RW/CD-RW 
on Accesories Pages) on Accesories Pages) 

Life hrs. hrs. hrs. hrs. hrs= hrs. ~at~ery Up to 8.6 Up to7 Up to 11.1 i Up to8.? Up to7 Upto9 Up to8 

Camera 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p HD 720p F:aceTirne HD camera 720p I::aceTime HD camera 720p F:aceTirne HD camera 

,~.~@~,,~.~.’~ ~,,.,~.~% ~’~ .... ,~ ...... ~, ~, ,’,,,, .,’." ,., ~ ~.,’~-.’~., ~,, v $1,244.00 $1,709.00 $1,813.00 $2,049.00 $1,278.00 $1,678.00 $2,373.00 

Micr.~soft ,_~,fice 2~,13, Wi-~dows 8 Microsoft Office 2013, Windows 8 Microsof: ,_~,fice 2~,13, Wi-~dows 8 Microsof: ,_~,fice 2~,13, Wi -~dows 8 Microsoft Office 2011 Microsoft Office 20il Microsoft Office 2011 

Notebook Security Cable Notebook Security Cable Notebook Secur ty Cable Notebook Secur ty Cable Notebook Security Cabie Notebook Seculity Cable Notebook Security Cabie 

4 years of insurance Coverage 4 years of Insurance Coverage 4 years of insurance Coverage 4 years of insurance Coverage 4 years of Insura~qce Coverage 4 years of h]surance Coverage 4 years of Insura~qce Coverage 

4 years ofTlnilnk~ ad Protection 4 years ofrhinkPad Protection 4 years ofTlnilnkPad Protection 4 years ofTlnilnkPad Protection 4 ’/ears of AppleCare Protection 4 ,,/ears of AppieCare Protection 4 years of AppieCare Protection 

3-year Sealed Battery Warranty 3-year Sealed Battery Warranty i-year External Bakery Warranty 3-year Sealed Bakery Warranty 

i--;~ear External Bakery Warranty 

"~’:,. ,~ 9 .,,~ ~ ~’~ ~- "" ~ .,, o,,,~ ~,~ ,,,,,,,.H,,,,, }~,,o ~ ,~ ,~,,,,,,~ $1,356.00 $1,853.00 $1,965.00 $2,217.00 $1,600.00 $2,124.00 $2,966.00 



First-Year Orientation 2014: Tirneline, Deadlines and Action Steps 
The Academic Advising Program is philosophically changing how academic advisors will interact with incoming first-year 

students as a result of registration occurring off-campus. Students will be supported through the registration process and 

information will be introduced to them in a three phases: pre; during and post-orientation. During each phase there will be 

several action steps which a student must complete to have a smooth and successful registration experience. 

Step Action Important Notes 

1 Students will receive an email from ¯ Directions for accessing the online module will be included in the email 
NSCPP with a pre-orientation to-do ¯ The online module will be accessible after May 19th for any student via Sakai 
list ° Athletic Counselors will have access to view the Sakai site 

2 

4 

Students will login to the Sakai site 
and complete the online FERPA and 
self-report of standardized test scores 
forms 

Students will complete the online 
module "Connecting to Carolina: Your 
Orientation Advising Guide" 

Students will complete the online 
module and submit the APPS 
(Academic Pre-Planning Sheet) which 
will require students to submit a list of 
at least 20 courses of interest for the 
Fall semester 

Students attend a large group 
Academic Advising Presentation from 
11AM-Noon on Day 1 

Students will attend a small group 

sessions with their Orientation Leader 

Students will meet with an advisor in 
pairs for 25 minutes throughout Day 2 

¯ Copies of this information will be directly sent to the student as well as linked to their 

online academic record in lmageNow 

° Students will also be reminded to complete the online foreign language placement 

exam if necessaW 

Outline of Module 
¯ Introduction to General Education requirements 
¯ Majors Overview (General as well as division-specific) 
¯ Building your 1st semester schedule 
¯ Action Items (Searching for Courses, Completing the APPS and adding courses to your 

shopping cart) 

The APPS form can only be accessed at the end of the module 
Reminders will be sent on Wednesdays and Mondays for M-T and Th-F sessions 
respectively 
Students must submit the APPS form by midnight of their Day 1 session in order to 
register for courses. Stude~.~t.~ who do not.~ubmit the APPS )brm by the deadline will not 
register’for ciasses untii Aagust 7th. 

Students will be introduced to services offered by academic advising and expectations 
for interacting with an academic advisor 
Students will be introduced to the theme of being "Curious, Confident and Connected" 

There are two small group sessions on Day i (during the afternoon and evening). At one 
of the sessions, information regarding accessing ConnectCarolina will be introduced. 

8 Students will be added to an ° Messages regarding closed courses, system malfunctions, etc. will be posted as 
= orientation registration group announcements in Sakai 

~a 9 Students will receive a follow up email ¯ Directions to accessing ConnectCarolina and tips for registration will be included 
"~ from NSCPP 

~, 10 Students register for classes during 
their designated time 

Students will review their self-report and APPS forms with an advisor, have an 

opportunity to change/declare their major(s), and craft sample schedules with various 

options for courses 
St~dents who miss this appointment will not register fbr classe,~ until Augu,~t 7th. 

Details Concerning the Post-Orientation Registration 
There will be user-friendly, interactive, online FAQ that should be used as a resource for students (it will be posted on several websites) 
If students have questions during the registration process, there will be several ways to receive assistance including: online chat, 
telephone and submitting remedy tickets 
Students who have questions that require telephone assistance will be directed to ITS help who will screen the call and direct them to the 
appropriate resource 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Levy, Jennifer S <jennyJevy@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 20:[4 3:08 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@ unc.edu> 

final team spring GPA? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:15 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

Hello a!l, 

I have created a presentation for us to use for Day 1 of orientation. Please visit the shared drive and take a look. All 

feedback/suggestions are welcome! I would like to finalize it by Friday but do not want to take up too much time during 

our lunch meeting. Please take a look before then. 

Thank you ! 

Location: H:\Academics\New Student OrientationV’ASPSA Orientation 2014 Presentation" 

discussion purposes 

Ja~tr~ie Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

C 

]aimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information, Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original messa9e. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 8:55 AM 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, 
Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Yount, 
Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

don’t know if it’s just me but when I attempt to access the file, I get a message: "Access denied° Contact 

administrator". How can we fix this ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:15 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 

I have created a presentation for us to use for Day 1 of orientation. Please visit the shared drive and take a look. All 

feedback/suggestions are welcome! I would like to finalize it by Friday but do not want to take up too much time during 

our lunch meeting. Please take a look before then. 

Thank you! 

Location: H:\Academics\New Student OrientationV’ASPSA Orientation 2014 Presentation" 

*for discussion purposes only* 

laimie Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919o843-6566 w 

C 

jaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 9:01 AM 

Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

I tried to reach out to Tom, but he didn’t answer. I also called Clara and left a message. 

They just need to change the permissions for our group. Fve found folders here and there that we just call him and he 

can update the group permission. 

Ben 5heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiLuncoedu 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Orr, Kym N 

Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 8:55 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 

Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

I don’t know if it’s just me but when I attempt to access the file, I get a message: "Access denied. Contact 

administrator". How can we fix this ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:15 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 
Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 



I have created a presentation for us to use for Day 1 of orientation. Please visit the shared drive and take a look. All 

feedback/suggestions are welcome! I would like to finalize it by Friday but do not want to take up too much time during 

our lunch meeting. Please take a look before then. 

Thank yo!! 

Location: H:\Academics\New Student OrientationV’ASPSA Orientation 2014 Presentation" 

*~%r discussion purposes only* 

la~m~e Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

C 

iaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 29, 2014 12:07 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S 
<blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn 
<j townsend@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu> 

RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

should work for all now. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiLuncoedu 
Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Lee, Jaimie 

Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 9:16 AM 

To: Sheu, Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Yount, 

Tony; Townsend, Jenn 

Cc: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

Importance: High 

Thank you for the attempt! The presentation is attached, so feel free to email feedback or stop by to discuss! I am 

storing the most recent orientation roster and other documents in that orientation folder as well, so hopefully access 

will be granted to everyone shortly, Thank you for your help, everyone! 

Also, here is the list of student athletes attending session :1 this Monday: 



From: Sheu, Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 9:01 AM 
To: Orr, Kym N; Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Yount, 
Tony; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

I tried to reach out to Tom, but he didn’t answer. I also called Clara and left a message. 

They just need to change the permissions for our group. I’ve found folders here and there that we just call him and he 

can update the group permission. 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 
UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@emaiL uncoedu 
Office: 919-843-2328 

Cell: 

From: Orr, Kym N 

Sent: Thursday, May 29, 2014 8:55 AM 

To: Lee, Jaimie; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 

Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 

Co: Brown, Michelle 

Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 

I don’t know if it’s just me but when I attempt to access the file, I get a message: "Access denied. Contact 

administrator". How can we fix this ? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Wednesday, May 28, 2014 9:15 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Greene, Michael; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Yount, Tony; Sheu, 



Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn 
Cc: Brown, Michelle 
Subject: RE: updated S-A orientation registration list! 
Importance: High 

I have created a presentation for us to use for Day 1 of orientation. Please visit the shared drive and take a look. All 

feedback/suggestions are welcome! I would like to finalize it by Friday but do not want to take up too much time during 

our lunch meeting. Please take a look before then. 

Thank you! 

Location: H:\Academics\New Student Orientation\"ASPSA Orientation 2014 Presentation" 

~for discussion purposes only~ 

]aimie Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-843-6566 w 

C 

jaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 3, 2014 11:21 AM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; 
Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Please reiterate the advising appts with your students! 

Hello all, 

Spencer called and said there were 2 S-A no shows to advising appointments today: 

1. 

2. 

Please make sure all S-A’s know they must attend all sessions. If they do not meet with their advisor, they will not be 

able to register. All sessions are mandatory, but failure to submit the APPS form, the module, and attending the 

meeting means they will not be able to register for sure! 

Ja~m~e Lee 
Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 
C 

jaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



1’0~ 

S~bjeet: 

Com~eetCarolina < eoni~ eet.~xm~lina_in~b (1~ u nc.edu > 
Weclrlesda,);, ,}u~e q~ 2oL:~ 3:22 

Youn% Tony <ton}Tounl.@unc,ed.u> 

Reporting Changes; Payroll Testing; and more: ConnecK~aro]ina Ne~,~sleEEer ,June 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

ConnectCarob na Newsletter ] June 4, 2o] 4 

The h~p]emenkakk)n of a more 

robust data warehouse and 

ne-w rods will help modernize the 

way that the Universib~ thinks about 

reporting. 

As the calendar moves closer to the 

October go-.live date for 

ConnectCaro[ina, the project b~am 

and business owners are rampir~g up 

the extensi~t~ process of Payroll Parallel Testing, Here’s how it ~,mrks, 

The final Con neekCarolina Town 

before the go-.live of Finance 

HtUPa3’rd~ this li~ll will be hdd 

~’~red. June 1 S, 2pro to 3:3opm, 

Genome Sciences Building, Room 

Gloo. Mark your ea~er~dars to akkeud this eveut {br intbrmadon on d~e cutover 

process, training, reporting and the end user experience. 



CormeetCarolb~a means lots of changes 

[acuity, sea[[" and students. Use the lbrm on 

p.:~.{.;e 1o submR your question% ~deas, 

or l~edbaek about Co~mecK2arol~na. We want to know w{~affs o~ your mb~d, so 

we can help you transition to and use this new system. 

E-vewone who will be using ConnectCarolina will 

receive the training l.hey need -- and, training is 

requir’ed for access ~o the system, Because so mmD" people need trainfng~ we 

are delivering ~t in a variety 

Tl~e transition I.o ConnectCaro[ina 

will ~ot be us simple as flipping u 

switch. Many, many tasks will be 

executed over several weeks t.o 

transition f~’om lega%~ systems to 

Com~eet Carolina. 

Are you on top of ~he Chartfield 

changes coming wi~b 

.c nnec~t ar ~hna: Learn about them 

in a new Char~aelds webinar 

reeordi~g now available online. 



Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 5, 2014 9:01 AM 

Maxwell, Scott <smaxwell@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; 
Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 
Clayton, Nicole <claytonn@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael 
<greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Henriod, Kelly <khenriod@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie 
<j aimielee@unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc. edu>; Overstreet, Tia <overstre@unc. edu>; Sheu, B enj amin 
<bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Grammar Program 

Counselors, please copy and paste the message below to all your students. Thanks. 

Dear Student-Athletes, 

Do you feel confident in your overall writing skills but sometimes stumble over grammar? Have you ever 

wished you had learned more grammar to give your writing an extra boost? Do you have concerns about 

how you will score on the writing section of the (3RE, LSAT, or other tests required for graduate school? 
Are you a Journalism major who still needs to pass the Usage and 13rammar Test? 

If you answered yes to any of the questions above, you may be interested in completing the Core 

Grammar for College program. Core Grammar for College is a self-paced program that teaches you the 

grammar skills you haven’t yet mastered. Completing the program can be an excellent way to improve 

your understanding of grammar for both academic and workplace writing. Furthermore, because the 

program is web-based, you can complete it from any computer with an internet connection. 

The Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes will have a limited number of free subscriptions 

available to interested student-athletes. If you would like to learn more, please contact your counselor. 

Bradley R. H. Bethel I Reading and Writing Specialist 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 
344 Ridge Rd. ] Campus Box 3107 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 ] T (919) 962-2237 
C,         IF (919) 962-8247 
bradley.bethel@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 1:22 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; 
Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Spannaus~ Alison <spannaus@email.unc.edu> 

Orientation presentation 

ASPSA Orientation 2014 presentation.pptx 

Hello all, 

There were several updates made to our presentation. Alison, it may be too late for you to have it cued and ready, but I 

wanted to get a copy to you as well, especially before session 5! 

Please use this today, if you can! 

Thank you!! 

*for discussion purposes only* 

la~m~e Lee 

Academic Counselor (Women’s Basketball/Men’s & Women’s Swimming & Diving) 
Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 

919-843-6566 w 

C 

jaimielee@unc.edu 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and 
privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 9, 2014 5:55 PM 

Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; 
Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; 
Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, Elizabeth M 
<emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maxwell, Scott <smaxwell@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N 
<orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; @gmail.com 

Friday lunch meeting 

Hi, Everyone: 

Please remember that we will have another lunchtime meeting this Friday. The menu will be B¥OBB (Bring Your Own 
Brown Bag)--Les gets credit for the acronym. 

We have a lot to cover, so please make sure you are at the meeting by noon (I will announce location Friday morning). 

Also, since we have a large agenda, does anyone have any conflicts with meeting for another hour until 3:00? If you do, 

please let me know ASAP. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 
Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gelin, Dana E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 9:09 AM 

UNCAA_Academics <u ncaa_academics@groups.unc.edu> 

Treats from Holland 

Hi all, 

Treats from Holland in the kitchen. (Stroopwafeltjes -- they’re good with coffee!) Please try one! 

-- Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 5:35 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle <mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, 
Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie <lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Maloy, Susan B 
<sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>; Bethel, Bradley Richard <bbethel@email.unc.edu>; Lyons, 
Elizabeth M <emlyons@email.unc.edu>; Maxwell, Scott <smaxwell@unc.edu>; Beatty, Greg 
<gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Jaimie <jaimielee@unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com 

RE: Friday lunch meeting 

Hey 

In preparation for the Friday meeting, please browse through folder !inked be!ow AND bring a copy to the meeting. 
H:\Academics\Friday Meeting Information 

Thanks! 

Ben Sheu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

bsheu@email.uncoedu 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Ceil: 

From: Townsend, Jenn 

Sent: Monday, June 09, 2014 5:55 PM 

To: Brown, Michelle; Blanton, Brent S; Myers, Leslie; Maloy, Susan B; Bethel, Bradley Richard; Lyons, Elizabeth M; Maxwell, Scott; 

Beatty, Greg; Greene, Michael; Yount, Tony; Sheu, Benjamin; Orr, Kym N; Lee, Jaimie; @gmail.com 

Subject: Friday lunch meeting 

Hi, Everyone: 

Please remember that we will have another lunchtime meeting this Friday. The menu will be BYOBB (Bring Your Own Brown 

Bag)--Les gets credit for the acronym. 

We have a lot to cover, so please make sure you are at the meeting by noon (I will announce location Friday morning). 

Also, since we have a large agenda, does anyone have any conflicts with meeting for another hour until 3:00? If you do, please let 

me know ASAP. 

Thanks[ 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-9538 

919-962-8247 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday,             10:53 AM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

FW: Summer School (WSO) 

Tony, 

Did    drop additional classes for $1? How many credits is she enrolled in and are they online classes or standard? 

Financial Aid alerted me due to her account being overpaid. 

Any insight? 

Rachel Strass~er 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill. NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conj@rence champs." 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:53 PM 

To: Blanton, Brent S 

Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

Brent, 

Yes these three in particular,      athletic aid was based on 9 credit hours, but only enrolled in 6. 

impacts their overall costs and equivalencies too. 

The other two, 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel H[[I, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical and moral program in the country is better than being conj,.fence champs/" 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:44 PM 



To: Strassner, Rachel 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 

Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

I’m sorry. Am ! missfng something? Are you refer~ng to these three? If" so, 1 do not work ~4th them and Tony is out of" the 

country. 1 don’t even know when any changes were made that would have affected this one. ls th~s because of t~e d~fference 

between        9 and What she ~s actually ca~4ng? 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:36 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

Brent, 

Again, I cannot stress the important of the staff notifying me promptly of a student-athlete receiving athletic aid drops 

or aids classes from the original approval form the coach and ASPSA staff member signed. If the information is not 

communicated in a timely manner, this can impact the student-athletes athletic aid and eligibility. 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethic~l ond mor~l progrom in tl’}e country ~S" better thon being cortference chomps°" 

From: Blanton, Brent S 
Sent: Wednesday, .10:11 AM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: RE: Summer School (WSO) 

Hi Rachel, 
is enrolled in 6 (both online), 6 (one Maymester, one online), and , 6 (one online, one traditional). 

B 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:24 PM 
To: Blanton, Brent S 
Subject: FW: Summer School (WSO) 

Brent, 

Would you mind checking on the three girls below regarding the number of hours they are enrolled in for Maymester 

and/or Summer 1? 



Rachel Strass~er 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel 

EWAC Buildin8 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

"T}he highest ethical and moral program in the country B better than being cor~ference champs°" 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 
Subject: Re: Summer School (WSO) 

~gmail.coml 

Rachel - Italy internet wes so bad that I couldn’t get online. Brent Blanton can probably do that more easily than 
I can at this point. See if he will do that for you tomorrow. He is covering me while I’m away from real internet, 
and I apologize. 

On at 5:06 PM, Strassner, Rachel <r4strass@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Did you have a chance to confirm these are the correct number of hours? 

Rache~ Strassner 

Assistant Director 

Universit}, of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill~ NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethica/ and moral program in the country B better than being conference champs°" 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:50 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Re: Summer School (WSO) 

I’m in turkey and luggage is in Italy. We reunite and I can check my computer. My memory tells 

Me this: 

9 

6 

6 



Sent from my iPhone 

On I at 1:16 AM, "Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass@emailouncoedu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Need some clarification on the number of credits the following SAs are enrolled in for 

Maymester or Summer 1 

-in 6 or 9 credits? 

-in 3 or 6 credits? 

- in 3 or 6 credits? 

Rachel 5trassner 

Assistant Director 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919@62-6000 

Fax: 919-962-6002 

~The highest ethical £nd mor£/ program in the country Zs better th£n being conx@rence 

From: Strassner, Rachel 

Sent: Monday, 4:28 PM 

To: Yount, Tony 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Summer School (WSO) 

Tony, 

Below are the women’s soccer student-athletes who will be receiving a portion of athletic aid 

for Maymester and/or Summer Session I. (Summer II will be confirmed closer to the 

beginning of the session.) Individuals receiving a book scholarship have been designated with 

an "X" in the book column. Please keep me posted of any changes. 

Name I    PID I Enroll 

12 

12 

13 

13 

10 

R/NR I Books Sl/S2 Hours Online 

X MM 3 

$1 6 X 

$1 9 X 

$1 6 X 

X $1 3 

$1 3 X 

$1 3 

R = Resident 

NR = Non-resident 



$1= Summer One 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper BowJes Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethical ~nd mor~l progrc~m in the country Ls better thon being cony@fence 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 
To: Beatty, Greg; Blanton, Brent S; Greene, Michael; Lee, Jaimie; Maloy, Susan B; Myers, 

Leslie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Sheu, Benjamin; Townsend, Jenn; Yount, Tony; Brown, 

Michelle 
Cc: Vangelder, Marielle A; Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Dressier, Carly 

Subject: Summer School Compliance Reminders 

ASPSA Staff, 

As coaches confirm summer school requests for student-athletes receiving any portion of 

athletic aid, the information will be emailed to you. Please be reminded if a student-athlete 

who is receiving athletic aid drops or withdrawals from any class(es) during the Maymester, 

Summer Session I or II, it is imperative you notify me promptly. We need to ensure the 

student-athlete’s athletic aid is adjusted accordingly and to divert any potential violations. 

Also, if a student-athletes is on a book scholarship and drops the course, he/she is 

responsible for returning the book(s) directly to Student Stores. If the book is not returned, 

the student-athlete will be charged the full cost of the book in accordance with UNC Students 

Stores Refund policy, 

(https://itsapps.unc.edu/UNCStoreFront/jsp/Textbook/RefundsSummer.jsp). Please 

continue to communicate this information to each student-athlete. It has also been included 

in their Summer Grant-In-Aid Agreement they have or will sign, through their ACS portal. 

Thank you in advance. 

Rachel Strassner 

Assistant Director 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

EWAC Building 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 



Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

"The highest ethice/ end morel progrem in the country is better then being con]%,rence 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Thursday, June 12, 2014 12:55 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edw~ 

Message from "RNP0026738007EC" 

20140612125503025.pdf 

This E-mail ~vas sent from "RNP0026738007EC" (MP C’~503) 

Scan Date: 06 12.2014 12:55:02 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc~edu> 

Friday, June ~L3, 2014 12:03 AM 

UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

My Carolina Experience: 

Carolina Athletic Dept. Staff: 

Our latest article in the GoHeels.com series "My Carolina Experience" is now live online. It features 

professionally in Russia. Our next installment in the series will appear next Wednesday on GoHeels.com. 

The link to ~ story follows: 

who currently plays 

Sincerely, 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 3:15 PM 

Sheu, Benjamin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

Who is              with? 

Which team doe below to, please?!? 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 2:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: 

Who is this? 

From: Streeter, Charles D 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 1:48 PM 
To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Cc: Legge, Allison 
Subject: 

Scarlett, 

Here is the student athlete who is not able to get into the Orientation application: 

I’ve informed Allison that this person is not on your list of athletes and someone from Athletics needs to contact 

your office to provide verification on his status. 

Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 3:17 PM 

Lee, Jaimie <j aimielee@unc, edu>; Sheu, Benj amin <bsheu@email.unc.edu>; Beatty, 
Greg <gpbeatty@email.unc.edu>; Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu>; Myers, Leslie 
<lesmyers@email.unc.edu>; Greene, Michael <greenemt@email.unc.edu>; Yount, Tony 
<tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: Who is              with? 

From: Lee, Jaimie 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 3:15 PM 
To: Sheu, Benjamin; Blanton, Brent S; Beatty, Greg; Orr, Kym N; Myers, Leslie; Greene, Michael; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Who is with? 
Importance: High 

Which team doe below to, please?!? 

From: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 2:31 PM 
To: Lee, Jaimie 
Subject: FW: 

Who is this? 

From: Streeter, Charles D 
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 1:48 PM 
To: Jordan, Scarlett L 
Cc: Legge, Allison 
Subject: 

Scarlett, 

Here is the student athlete who is not able to get into the Orientation application: 

I’ve informed Allison that this person is not on your list of athletes and someone from Athletics needs to contact 
your office to provide verification on his status. 

Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

Friday, June 13, 2014 8:05 PM 

UNCAA-Everyone uncaa- everyone,,~=roups.unc.edu> 

Department of Athletics Job Postings 

The Department of Athletics is currently recruiting fer the followin9 position(s). All candidates must apply on-line through the Universi~’s on-line application process. For more 

information, and to apply for any 
of the positions listed below, please click on the link beside the position of interest, 

UNC Athletics Game Day Coordinator/Public Communications Specialist 

http://unc.peopleadmin.com/postin.qs/45492 
Closing Date: 06/23/2014 

apply, 
Joy¢e L, Dalgleish 
UNC Depa~ment of Athletics 
Ernie Williamson Athletic tenor 
CB #8500 
P. O. Box 2226 
Chapel Hill, NC 27525 
Phone: 9~9-962-7850 
Fax: 929-8~3-7003 
"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@nnc.edu~ 

Monday, Jnne 16, 2014 8:22 AM 

UNCAA-F~,eryone <uncaa- everyone@groups.unc.edtr"~ 

Department of Athletics Job Postings 

The Depadme~t of Athletics is currently recruiting9 for the fo ow n# pesition(s), All candidates must apply on- ne th "ou,qh the Universi~’s on-line applicatien precess. For more 

informatioo, arid ~o apply for any el the positions listed below, please click on the link beside the position of inlefest. 

AssWtant Director of New Media/Public Communications Specialist 

Closing Date: 06/23/2014 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~5 

Phone: 9:19-962-7850 

Fax: 9:19-843-7003 

"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Yount, Ton,’ ~’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=TONY YOUNT (GYOEINT)> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:17 PM 

Suiks, Christy It. <Chfisly_Suits@unc.edu> 

test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, October 5, 2012 12:45 PM 

Shane Pamsh <spamsh@uncaa.unc.edn> 

hike shoes 

Shane 

I’ve just had the dreaded changeover from Groupwise to Outlook I think I’ve lost the email about shoes 

Would you please send that to me again? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 7:33 PM 

Jemlifer Townsend <jtownsen@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Priority Registration schedules 

FieldHockey.xlsx; Volleyball.xlsx; Wome~fs Golf- 1.xlsx; women’slacrosse.:dsx 

Here are the spring schedules 

On Oct 8, 2012, at 9:48 AM, Jennit~r Townsend ~itownsend4~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, 

All of you sent me your teams’ calendars last spring for the fall priority registration application. Please review your teams’ schedules below and send me any 

changes that will occur for the spring semester. If the fall and spring schedules are the same, you can just respond to this email and tell me there are no 

changes. 

Please respond to this email and send your schedule changes if there are any by Friday. 

Thanks! 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 
Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

91.9 962 9538 

91.9 962 8247 (fax) 

<3:" allschedulesPRAC .xlsx~ 



Men’s Basketball Fall Schedule 
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Study hour~ 

Lunch 
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12-12:50 
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Lunch 
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12:30-1:45 
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Shower/ 

Breabfast/ 
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9-9:50 

Tutoring/ 

Study hour~ 

Lunch 

Class 

12-12:50 

Class 

1:00-1:50 1:00-1:50 1:00-1:50 

~/eights / Weights / 

Meet Meet 

Weights / 

M eet 

with trainer with trainer with trainer with trainer with trainer 

Practice 

Shower/ Shower/ Shower/ Shower/ Shower/ 

Trainer/ Trainer/ Trainer/ Trainer/ Trainer/ 

Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner 

Studying 

Appendix C 
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Women’s Swimming and Diving Fall Schedule 
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Weights Weights 

Commute Commute Commute 
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9:00-9:50 Class 9:00-9:50 Class 9:00-9:50 

Class 9:30-10:45 Class 9:30-I0:45 Class 

10:OO-10:50 10:OO-10:50 10:OO-10:50 

Class Class Class 

Class Class 

11:00-11:50 11:15-12:30 11:00-11:50 11:15-12:30 11:00-11:50 

Lunch Lunch Lunch 

Lunch Lunch 

Meet Weights Meet 

with trainer with trainer 

Afternoon Practice 
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Women’s Swimming: and Diving: Fall Schedule 
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Field Hockey Sprin  Schedule 
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Meet with Professors, TA’s, Advisers 

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 
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Room Room Room Room Room 
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Field Hockey Spring Schedule 
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Field Hockey Spring Schedule 
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Field Hockey Sprin~: Schedule 



Volleyball Spring Schedule 

B C D 
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Training Room Training Room Training Room 
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PRACTICE Class PRACTICE Class PRACTICE 
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Class Class 

9:30 - 10:48 9:30 - 10:45 

11:00-12:15 11:00-12:15 

Class Class Class 

Lunch Lunch 

Lunch Lunch Lunch 

Class 

TRAINING 

ROOM 

PRACTICE 

Class 

TRAINING 
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PRACTICE 

Class Class 

G 
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Volleyball Spring Schedule 
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Volleyball Spring Schedule 
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Volleyball Spring Schedule 



Softball Fall Schedule 
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Morning Morning 
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Lunch Sho~er/ Lunch Sho~er/ Lunch 
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Cla~ Cl~ 

2-3:15 2-3:15 

Af{ernoon Afternoon Afternoon 

Cl~ 
Practice Practice Practice 
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Shower/ Shower/ 
Trainer/ Trainer/ 
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Softball Fall Schedule 
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Men’s Basketball Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Swimming and Diving Fall Schedule 
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Men’s Basketball Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Golf Spring: Schedule 
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Men’s Basketball Fall Schedule 
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Women’s Swimming and Diving Fall Schedule 

B 

Monday 

C D 

Morning Morning Morning 

Practice Practice Practice 

Breal~fast Breal~fast 

Shower/ Shower/ Shower/ 

Breal~fast/ Breal~fast/ Breal~fast/ 

Weights Weights 

Commute Commute Commute 

Class Shower Class Shower Class 

9:00-9:50 Class 9:00-9:50 Class 9:00-9:50 

Class 9:30-10:45 Class 9:30-I0:45 Class 

10:OO-10:50 10:OO-10:50 10:OO-10:50 

Class Class Class 

Class Class 

11:00-11:50 11:15-12:30 11:00-11:50 11:15-12:30 11:00-11:50 

Lunch Lunch Lunch 

Lunch Lunch 

Meet Weights Meet 

with trainer with trainer 

Afternoon Practice 

Appendix C 
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48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 

A 

Women’s Swimming: and Diving: Fall Schedule 

4=00 

:15 

:30 

:45 

:15 

:30 Shouter/ Shouter/ Shouter/ Shower/ Shower/ 

:45 Trainer/ Trainer/ Trainer/ Trainer! Trainer/ 

¯ =00 Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner 

:15 

:30 

:45 

:15 Study Hall 

:30 

:45 

8=00 

:15 

:~0 

:45 

10=00 
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A 

1 

3 :15 

4 :30 

5 :45 

7 :15 

8 :30 

9 :45 

10 ~oo 

ii :15 

12 :30 

13 :45 

14 

15 :15 

16 :~o 

17 

18 llsOO 

19 

20 :~o 

21 

2~ :~o 

2~ 
26 

27 

28 :3o 

29 

30 ~oo 

31 :15 

32 :3o 

33 

34 

35 :15 

36 :3o 

37 

38 

39 :15 

40 :3o 

41 

42 

43 :15 

44 :3o 

45 

46 

Women’s Lacrosse Spring Schedule 

B 

Shower 

Breakfast 

Commute 

Weights 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:OO-10:50 

Class 

11:OO-11:50 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Commute to 

Finley Fields 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Dinner 

C 

Shower 

Breakfast 

Commute 

Weights 

Me~ w~h 

Athletics Counselor 

Class 

9:BO - 10:45 

Class 

lhO0 - 12:15 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Commute to 

Finley Fields 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Dinner 

Shower 

Breal~fast 

Commute 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Dinner 

E 

Thuesda~ 

Shower 

Breal~fast 

Commute 

Meet with 

Professors, 

TA’s 

Aduisers 

Class 

9:30 - 10:45 

Class 

11:00 - 12:15 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Commute to 

Finley Fields 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Dinner 

F 

Shower 

Breakfast 

Commute 

Weights 

Class 

9:00-9:50 

Class 

10:00-10:50 

Class 

11:00-11:50 

Lunch 

Training 

Room 

Commute to 

Finley Fields 

Afternoon 

Practice 

Shower/ 

Dinner 

G 



A 

47 :15 

48 :3o 

49 

50 

51 :15 

52 :3o 

53 

54 

55 :15 

56 :30 

57 :4.5 

58 

59 :15 

60 :30 

61 :4.5 

62 

Study Hall 

Women’s Lacrosse Spring Schedule 

C 

Study Hall 

D 

Study Hall Study Hall 

G 

Study Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,                9:29 AM 

Tony Yount <tons’youn@uncaa.unc.edtr"- 

Guy Cathro <calhro@uncaa.unc.edtc~; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Grade Report 

My apologies. I said that I talked with 
mine from          High School. 

in the Dean’s office. That would be Melinda Manning, not i 

On, at 9:56 PM, Tony Yonnt <ton,vvount(&uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

who was a former sA~dent of 

Coaches, 
This is where we are right now. Some midterms are not yet graded, though the first round of tests are complete. If there is an asterisk, it represents a 

progress report from the professor. Otherwise the grade is my best guess based on the self-reported grades by the student. Where there is no grade, we 

just don’t have any significant feedback from the prof or the student. 
Some of the grades are bad. Those usually get better after the second round of exams, This is just a snapshot of where we are right now. 
~ talked with               in the Dean’s office this afternoon. She said that normally in situations like this, she has the registrar clear the schedule for 

and withdraw her from all her classes and the University for the fall semester, She agreed to hold off on that until the end of next week. I talked with 

and she has it set up for        to call me in the morning so that I can go over her options about her classes and the possibility of 

continuing from off campus and perhaps earning some credit. 
~ will be away for the weekend leading a retreat for women’s golf. Good luck at Maryland 

Tony 

[hgradereport.pdf> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 8:18 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Halloween 

Cancel it aJ1 and close the building, save the ~noney, they can study in the library if they need a place - my 2 cents 

On Oct 25, 2012, at 8:10 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmalov~uncaa.nnc.edu~ wrote: 

Hey Guys, 

I need a general consensus on Structured Study on Halloween. It is my understanding that Tutoring has not run on Halloween night in the past since it is 

difficult for tutors to get in and out and students don’t typically come, so we end up spending money that is not being utilized effectively. But I am hearing 

that some may need tutors that night anyway. Perhaps arrangements can be made with specific individuals, but in those situations supervision must be 

covered also. Please let me know what your needs will be so that I can communicate with the tutors who work that evening. I will not be in the office 

tomorrow, but please feel free to email me. 

Thanks everyone, 
Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator!Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

9~L9 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa,u nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 7:15 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Tyler Admns <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Joe Sagula <jsagnl@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Eve Rackha~n 

<rackhmn@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger <wigge@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; KaJcen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Tony Yount ~mac.co~n> 

Fwd: TI~\VEL/COMMITMENT LETTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu> 
Subject: TRAVEL/CONMITMENT LETTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 
Date: November 14, 2012 4:54:36 PM EST 
To: Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>, Beth Bddger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>, Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>, <g¥ount@email.unc.edu>, Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>, KymN 
Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>, Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>, Susan B Maloy <sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu>, 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>, NateYarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>, Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>, Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "A. T. Panter" <panter@ad.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu>, "Lissa L Broome" 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>, Joy J Renner <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>, Bobbi A Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Dear ASPSA Staff: 

I am writing to clarify the policy regarding the use of the travel/commitment letter I sign and distribute to you at the beginning of each term. Faculty 

legislation requires that instructors receive timely notice of the dates student-athletes will be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. The 

purpose of my letter is to inform faculty as to when such absences will occur. The letter is intended for use ONLY by student-athletes. It is not to be 

used by managers, videographers or other students who travel with teams for athletic events. Please share this clarification with the students and 

coaches with whom you work. 

Please contact me if you have questions or concerns regarding this matter. 

Take care. 

Harold 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 7:20 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Tyler Admns <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmam~@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Joe Sagula <jsagnl@~mcaa.unc.edu-*; Eve Rackha~n 

<rackhmn@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger <wigge@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; KaJcen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edt~-; Tony Yount ~mac.co~n> 

Fwd: TI~\VEL/COMMITMENT LETTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Harold Woodard <harold woodard@unc.edu> 
Subject: TRAVEL/CONMITMENT LETTER FOR STUDENT ATHLETES 
Date: November 14, 2012 4:54:36 PM EST 
To: Bradley Richard Bethel <bbethel@email.unc.edu>, Beth Bddger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>, Elizabeth M 
Lyons <emlyons@email.unc.edu>, <g¥ount@email.unc.edu>, Jenn Townsend <jjtowns@email.unc.edu>, KymN 
Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>, Tia Overstreet <overstre@email.unc.edu>, Susan B Maloy <sbmalo¥@email.unc.edu>, 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>, NateYarbrough <yarbro9@email.unc.edu>, Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Jaimie Lee <jaimielee@uncaa.unc.edu>, Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "A. T. Panter" <panter@ad.unc.edu>, Vince Ille <ille@email.unc.edu>, "Lissa L Broome" 
<lbroome@email.unc.edu>, Joy J Renner <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>, Bobbi A Owen <owenbob@unc.edu> 

Dear ASPSA Staff: 

I am writing to clarify the policy regarding the use of the travel/commitment letter I sign and distribute to you at the beginning of each term. Faculty 

legislation requires that instructors receive timely notice of the dates student-athletes will be absent from class due to travel for athletic events. The 

purpose of my letter is to inform faculty as to when such absences will occur. The letter is intended for use ONLY by student-athletes. It is not to be 

used by managers, videographers or other students who travel with teams for athletic events. Please share this clarification with the students and 

coaches with whom you work. 

Please contact me if you have questions or concerns regarding this matter. 

Take care. 

Harold 



(Due" Januau 2013) 

In 2008, the National Collegiate Athletic Association established the Jim McKay Scholarship Program 
as a means of recognizing the immense contributions and legacy of pioneer sports j ournalist Jim McKay. 
Under this program, one male and and one female student-athlete are annually awarded a $10,000 

scholarship in recognition for outstanding academic achievement and potential to make a maior 
contribution in the sports communication industry. McKay scholars will be recognized as having 
demonstrated a unique aptitude and commitment to the communications field and promises to be a 
future leader in the industry. McKay scholars also will demonstrate the highest level of professional 
integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, obj ectivity, impartiality, fairness and public 
accountability, with the element of compassion that so infused McKay’s long and storied career. 

The NCAA only recognizes 1 male and 1 female for this award, so candidates must be one of the top student- 
athletes (both in athletics as well as the classroom) to be considered for the award. 

Qualifications to be eligible for consideration, nominees shall: 

1. Have an overall undergraduate cumulative grade-point average of 3.500 or better 

2. Have competed in intercollegiate athletics as a member of a varsity team at an NCAA member 
institution; 

3. Be enrolled in graduate study at an NCAA member institution or be a graduating senior committed to enrolling 
in a graduate degree program ~vithin five years of being named a McKay Scholar; 

4. Have demonstrated the potential to make a major contribution in the sports communications 
industry; 

5. Ascribe to the highest levels of integrity, including the principles of truthfulness, accuracy, 
obj ectivity, impartiality’, fairness and public accountability. 

6. Have evidenced superior character and leadership; 

7. Have an understanding and appreciation for the legacy of Jim McKay, his contributions to sport broadcasting 
and specifically his award-winning orator?" on the 1972 Olympic Games in Munich. This scholarship is open to 
student-athletes in all three divisions, participating in all sports 

Please contact Spencer Welborn if interested 
919-843-2328; welborn@uncaa.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 12:50 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Spring Schedules 

can leave in 30 minutes and make it in time for the banquet if there is a ticket 

On No’., 15, 2012, at 12:33 PM. Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa uric edu> 
wrote: 

Hey Ton?-, how- are you looking for this evening? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 11:35 AM. ~’ Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> Here’s where ~ve are right now. Adjustments ~vill no doubt follow 
>> 

>> But its a chance for you to check to see if there are conflicts that will pose problems 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:05 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Spring Schedules 

Thanks, I’ll be leaving soon. 

On No’,, 15, 2012, at 12:56 PM. Guy Cathro <catlzro@uncaa uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Yes, we ha’‘’e a ticket for you 

Sent Iicom my/Phone 

On No’‘, 15, 2012, at 12:52 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 

>> I can leave in 30 minutes and make it in time for the banquet if there is a ticket 
>> 

>> 

>> On No’,, 15, 2012, at 12:33 PM. Guy Cathro <cat2aro@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hey Tony, ho~v are you looking for this evening? 
>>> 
>>> Sent from my !phone 
>>> 

>>> On Nov 15, 2012, at 11:35 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonss’ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Here’s where we are right now Adjustments will no doubt follow. 

>>>> But its a chance for you to check to see if there are conflicts that wil[ pose problems. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 1:06 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Spring Schedules 

I’ll be leaving soon 

On No’,, 15, 2012, at 12:56 PM. Guy Cathro <catlzro@uncaa uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Yes, we have a ticket for you 

Sent Iicom my/Phone 

On Nov 15, 2012, at 12:52 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc edu> ~vrote: 

>> I can leave in 30 minutes and make it in time for the banquet if there is a ticket 
>> 

>> 

>> On No’,, 15, 2012, at 12:33 PM. Guy Cathro <cat2aro@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>> wrote: 
>> 

>>> Hey Tony, ho~v are you looking for this evening? 
>>> 
>>> Sent fi’om my !phone 
>>> 

>>> On Nov 15, 2012, at 11:35 AM, "Yount, Tony" <tonss’ount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Here’s where we are right now Adjustments will no doubt follow. 

>>>> But its a chance for you to check to see if there are conflicts that wil[ pose problems. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emofil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 15, 2012 10: l 1 PM 

joyced@uncaa.unc.edu 

Help 

Joyce, 

I was asked today to consider adding another team to my list of responsibilities, and was asked what it ~vould take to entice me to say yes. Currently I’m supposed to work 25 hoursAvk. 

Because I am a retired teacher in the state system, I ha’q-e an earnings Emit to think about. I started receiving Social Security benefits this ?’ear so that’s part of the picture. I ~vould really like 
to come see you and talk about what options are available to me if I atr~ assigned another team and my hours would increase. And I think that you have some limits on how- many hours I can 

work and still be part time 

Do you have an~v time available next week? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:50 AM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: 

thanks 
I wondered where that had gone 

On Nov 26, 2012, at 10:12 AM. Spencer Welbom <swelbom@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> <20121126093423727 pdf> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, November 30, 2012 3:36 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Lacros~ Unit Pla~ 

I’ll be at the meeting 

Tony 

On Nov 30, 2012, at 2:44 PM. Rick Steinbacher <rickstei@email uric edu> wrote: 

> <Unit Plan - Women’s Lacrosse - Final.docx> 



From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Tuesday, December 04, 2012 10:07:27 PM 
To: Joe Sagula 
Subject: 
Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

This message’s contents have been archived by the Barracuda Message Archiver. 

Joe’s pic.jp.q (7.0M) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 6:57 PM 

Welbom, Spencer <swelbom@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Advising Question 

can’t take tile placement test? I’d advise them to register for 203, a~ld move down if the profthinks it appropriate after the semester starts. 

On Dec 5, 2012, at 6:52 PM, Spencer Welborn <swelborn~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hypothetical O.uestion? 

Transfer student who is coming in as a junior ..... 

Completed SPAN J_01 and 102 at previous institution.....what SPAN class would you advise said student to take? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, December 16, 2012 10:11 PM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rickstei@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Women’s Lacros~ Unit Pla~ 

Can we p~xk at or near the EWAC tomonow during the meeting’? 

Tony 

On Dec 12, 2012, at 1:32 PM, Rick Steinbacher <riclcstei~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

l_und’~ will be cater~:,d in ((:~[(: Car.:_~li~a 5a~dwiches ~md 



Fl’om; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emofil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 9:01 AM 

John Brunner <johnny~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Visit 

I will be out by 2 today. How about anytime aYter 9:30 tomonow morning. 

Looking forward to it. 

On Dec 20, 2012, at 8:53 AM, John Brunner <iohnml ,~nncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Good morning just left you a voicemail. This morning has filled up a bit..,I’ll be over that way for a meeting with MLax around ~L:O0, should be done about 

2:00 but assuming (hoping for your sake) that you’ll be headed o~lt by then? ~’m avail~b e tomorrow from 7 ]_0:45 Jf there Js a convenient block Jn there for 

you. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Youut, Tony <gyount@emaiLunc.edu>- 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 9:39 AM 

John Bruuner <j ohnny~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Visit 

No coffee, thauks. I’ll be ready. 

On Dec 20, 2012, at 9:04 AM, John Brunner <iohnmlb~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony sounds good...I’ll plan on heading over there around 10:00. Can I bring coffee or anything for you? 

John 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <~on~,~,ount@unc.edu > 12/20/2012 9:01 AM > > > 
I will be out by 2 today. How about anytime after 9:30 tomorrow morning. 

Looking forward to it. 

On Dec 20, 2012, at 8:53 AM, John Brunner <iohnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Good morning just left you a voicemail. This morning has filled up a bit_.1"’ll be over that way for a meeting with MLax around 1:00, should 

be done about 2:00 but assuming (hoping for your sake) that you’ll be headed out by then? 1"’m available tomorrow from ] 10:45 if there is a 

convenient block in there for you. 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJJ.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 3, 2013 7:17 PM 

Susa~ Maloy <sbmaloy@~mcaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: StaffNight Rotation [br Spring 2013 

what program did you use to create that staiT rotalion file - I c~a’t open in on my mac 

On Jan 3, 2013, at 3:59 PM, Susan Maloy <sbmaloY~uncaa.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Everyone, 

Attached is the staff rotation for evening structured study this spring semester. Please review and make note of the nights you will be expected to work. If a 
specific night does not work for you, please attempt to switch with someone else and inform me so that the master schedule can be adjusted accordingly. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Thank you, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

919 962 9892 (office) 

919 962 8247 (fax) 

sbmaloy@u ncaa.u nc.edu 

<20 ] 2-13 Night Staff Rotation.pub> 



January 2013 
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2O 

27 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 3 4 5 

8 

i CLASSES Begin 

i 2.’3~ Fitness 

lo 

2:30-4:30 Practice 

11 

8/12 Lift 

2:O0 specials" 

2:30-4:30 Practice 

12 

~ Lacrosse Conven- 

tion 

29 

2:15 Fitness 

2.’45-4.’45 practice 

2." 45-4." 45 practice 

[23 
2:00specials 

i 
2:30 Team meet 

2.’45-4.’45 practice 

i3o 
i 

2:00 specials 

2.’30-4.’30 practice 

24 

2:15 Fit~,~ ess 

2: 45-4." 45 practice 

31 

TBA 

2.’30 Team meet 

2." 45-4." 45 practice 

25 

2:O0 specials" 

2:30 Team meet 

2: 45-4:45 practice 

Indoor track meet 

26 

TBA 

12-2:30 .~l Lax vs" 

Denver 

3-6 Team Camp 

2.’30 Team meet 

2:45 -4:45 practice 

i21 
[ Li~ 

Practice 

Recruit in 

~/12 Lift 

2.’OO specials 

2:30-4:30practice 

22 

2.’15 Fitness 

2:45-4:45 practice 

6:30 Team meeting 
[ 3-4.’30 Practice 

5:00 Team work 

PP~4 C77CE STARTS Hoops" game ~I lax camp 

~ 12 Lift 2:15 F~mess 2:00 s~ecials 2.’15 b~mess 8,12 L~fi TBA 

~ 2.’00 specials 2.’45 4:45practice ~ 2.’30 Team meet 2:45-4:45practice 2.’00 specials" 



February 2013 
Sun Mort Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

3 

South of Border 

Scrimmage JMbV 

Delaware 

4 

off 

5 

2:15 Fitness" 

2:45-4:45 Practice 

6 

2:O0 specials" 

2:30 Team meet 

2:45-4:45 Practice 

7 

2:O0 specials" 

2:!5Film 

2: 45-4:45 practice 

1 

2:O0 specials" 

2:30-4:30 practice 

8 

2:O0 Film 

2:30-3:45 

Fetzer practice 

2 

AM Practice 

Indoor track meet 

12 Men vs Lqvola 

@ Navy 

9 

12 pm vs Florida 

10 16 

Off 
TB D 

17 

1pro vs Richmond 

24 

Off 

!1 

8,/12 Lift 

2:15 Film 

2:45-4:45 practice 

18 

off 

25 

TB1) l’71m 

12 

2:15 Fitness" 

2:45-4:45 practice 

19 

2:15 Film 

2:45-4:45 practice 

26 

2:15 Fitness" 

2: 45-4:45 practice 

13 

2:O0 specials" 

2:15 Film 

2: 45-4:45 practice 

20 

5:45 specials" 

6:O0 Film 

6:30 8:15practice 

5pm Men vs Brown 

27 

2:O0 specials" 

2:30 team meet 

2: 45-4; 45 practice 

14 

TBD 

2-3 Fetzer practice 

21 

5:45 Film 

6- 7:30 Fetzer practice 

28 

2:15 Fihn 

2: 45-4:45 practice 

15 

12pm pre-game meal 

4pro vs Towson 

22 

3pm pre-game meal 

7pro vs Northwestern 

Indoor track meet 

23 

TBD 

1 men wLf&irfield 



M arch 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

3 

Off 

10 

3-4:15 Young Guns 

17 

Off 

3-4:15 t’oung Guns 

24 

Off 

3-4:15 t’oung Guns 

3! 

Easter 

o.tf 

i 4 

TBD Film 

11 

Spring Break 

i AMFilm TBD 

@m Practice Navy 

18 (Ftball) 

i 2:00 ~pecia/s 

i 2: l S Film 

2: 45-4." 15 practice 

1 

8:30 am Leave for 

Philly 

5 

2:15 Fitness 

2:45-4:45 practice 

12 

3pm pre-game meal 

3:45 leavejbr game 

7pro @ Highpoint 

19 

6:00 Fihn 

6:30-8 Fetzer practice 

6 (Ftball) 

i 2:00 specials 

i 2:30 Team meet 

2." 45-4." 45 practice 

13 

1:00 team meet 

1:30 3:30 stretch/ 

stick 

20 (Ftball) 

7 

2:O0 specials 

2:15 Film 

2: 45-4:45 practice 

14 

ll:O0,specia~ 

ll:15Film 

ll:45-1:45prac#ce 

21 

2:30 Film 

2:O0 Film 

2:30-3:30 

Fetzer practice 

15 

ll.’O0 ~ 

11.’30-1.’00 

Fe~erprac~ce 

22 (Ftball) 

2.’30 Film 

3pm pre-game meal 

7pro vs Cornell 

3:00-4.’30 practice 3:00-4.’30 practice 

2 

lpm @ Penn 

Return home 

9 

3:30pro vs Virginia 

16 

lpm vs Georgetown 

23 

2pro Shoot around 

3pm pre-game meal 

7pro vs BC 

i 2 .’O0 ~pecials 

2:15 Film 

2." 45-4." 45 practice 

26 (Pro-timing) 

2:00 ~specials 

2:15 Film 

2:45-4:30practice 

27 (fiball) 

6.’OO Film 

6.’30-8 Fetzer practice 

28 (Ftball) 

3pm pre-game meal 

7pro @ Duke 

29 

2:30 Film 

3:O0 Stretch/~’tick 

Leave jbr Va Tech 

2pro @ Va Tech 



April 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

7 

3-4." 15 Young Guns 

14 

Off 

3-4.’15 Young Guns 

21 

Off 

3-4.’15 Young Guns 

28 

ACC’s @ Carolina 

1 (I:tball) 

TBD Film 

s (Ft:,alO 
2:00,specials 

i 2:30 Film 

3." 00-4.’45 practice 

2 

2:15 Fitness 

2:45-4:45 practice 

9 

2.’15 Fitness 

2:45-4:45 practice 

3 (Ftball) 

i 2:00 specials 

2.’30-4.’30 practice 

lO :,Ft:,alO 
i 2.’OO specials 

i 2.’lS Film 

2." 45-4." 45 practice 

4 @ ttELVRY? 

2:O0 ,specials 

2:15 Film 

2: 45- 4:30 practice 

11 

6:O0 Film 

6:30-8 Fetzer practice 

5 (/tball) 
9am Leave for 

~,]faryland 

Practice TBD 

12 (Ftball) 

7pro vs Jacksonville 

6 

12pro @ MD 

13 

TBD 

2.’45-4." 15 practice 

25 

ACC’ s @ Carolina 

Practice TBD 

26 

ACC’s @ Carolina 

27 

3.’00-4.’45 

22 

29 30 

23 

2:00 ~pecia/s 2:15 Fitness i 2.’00 specials 2.’00 ,specials 9am Leave jbr lpm @ Vanderbilt 

2.’30 Film 2:45-4:45practice 
i 2.’15 ~Tlm 

2." 15 Film Vanderbilt 



May 2013 

12 

19 

26 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 11 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Atlach: 

Yount, Tony <gTount@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 1:39 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@ut~caa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Class Schedule 

FHspring.lMf 

As of this moming around 10 ran: 

Will I need to meet with the recruits? 

On Jan 16, 2013, at 1:29 PM, Guy Cathro <cathro4t~ancaa unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

Do you have an updated class schedule for the team?’. 

Trying to arrange for a couple of recruits to attend class... 

Guy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 2:05 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; GraJat Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edn>; Guy Cathro <catbro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

fl~.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 28, 2013 3:56 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H Cshelljo@unc.edu> 

Re: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

I am excited at the prospect of Beth Bridger trying to crack my head 

On Jan 28, 2013, at 3:02 PM, Shelley H Johnson <shelljo~unc.edu> wrote: 

The end of the month is on Thursday which means t-minus three days to get your clues into Otherwise, Beth Bridger has 

promised to go door to door collecting clues and cracking heads. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Tuesday, January 22, 2013 2:49 PM 

Subject: RE: REVISITED: "Who are the people in Loudermilk?!" Bingo 

Ara’ you still muffing ova’r },our clua’s to i~~,ciuda’ i~~, bi~~,go? Time to pull the trigger wid~ it, a~d emaif them to in t~me for ~pub~icat~on" ~n 

February. Thanks~ 

F~m~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Monday, 3anua~ 1% 2013 ~:05 PN 
Subject~ RE: REVISED: "Who are the peoole in Loudermilk?[" B~ngo 

G~nection ---please send your dues to ~)uncaa.unc.edu}. Tbanks~ 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, 3anua~ ~% 20~3 3:24 PN 
Subject= REWS~D: "Who are the people in Louderm~k?[" Bingo 

Back by popular demand: hallway bonding~ 

As Sesame Street taught us to ask, "Who are the people in your neighborhood?" Click on the link below for o bit of nostalgia. Well consider the gauntlet 

thrown, Sesame Streeters~ Just like last year please email me by the end of the month (1/3~) with three things about yourself that your colleagues might not 

know. ~ee examples below. The clues will be used in a light hearted effort to get to know our neighbors. Thanks for your help~ 

Example: 

1. I won the Science Fair in 8th grade. 

2. I was the President of the Latin Club in HS. 

3. I know all 50 states in alphabetical order. 

Sesame Street: Who are the people in your neighborhood? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,               1:50 PM 

Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu> 

has graduated, posted in December. 

She’s still on the team list. should I make her inactive, or is that something you want to do 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 5, 2013 11:22 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Snmmer Orientation 2013 

2013 fiosh.xl~ 

On Feb 4, 2013, at 2:27 PM, Jenn Townsend <itownsend~,~unc.edn> wl~ote: 

Summer Orientation Registration will open for already admitted students on February 13th. In order for us to keep track of the student-athletes who 

have registered and also in order to reserve spots for sports who meet specific criteria, I will need a list of all of your incoming student-athletes for all 

of your teams by Monday, February 11th at the latest. Please contact your coaches as soon as possible and get the names and information for your 

teams. 

You need to send me your students’ information in the format shown in the Excel sheet I am attaching. Please do send me the information in any 

other format or I will ask you to redo it. 

Also, those counselors whose teams are allowed to reserve seats for certain sessions need to let me know how many spots they will need for those 

sessions (I will confirm with each counselor which of their teams are allowed to reserve seats). 

Thanks for your cooperation, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9__;.9___.9__6__2___9_5_3_~ 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Februa~ 5, 2013 11:22 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Snmmer Orientation 2013 

2013 fiosh.xl~ 

On Feb 4, 2013, at 2:27 PM, Jenn Townsend <itownsend~,~unc.edn> wl~ote: 

Summer Orientation Registration will open for already admitted students on February 13th. In order for us to keep track of the student-athletes who 

have registered and also in order to reserve spots for sports who meet specific criteria, I will need a list of all of your incoming student-athletes for all 

of your teams by Monday, February 11th at the latest. Please contact your coaches as soon as possible and get the names and information for your 

teams. 

You need to send me your students’ information in the format shown in the Excel sheet I am attaching. Please do send me the information in any 

other format or I will ask you to redo it. 

Also, those counselors whose teams are allowed to reserve seats for certain sessions need to let me know how many spots they will need for those 

sessions (I will confirm with each counselor which of their teams are allowed to reserve seats). 

Thanks for your cooperation, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9__;.9___.9__6__2___9_5_3_~ 
919 962 8247 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 8, 2013 1:08 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Summer Orientation 2013 

2013 fiosh.xl~ 

Women’s Soccer has been added to the list I sent previously. 

Tony 

On Feb 4, 2013, at 2:27 PM, Jenn Townsend ~itownsend@unc.edu> wrote: 

Summer Orientation Registration will open for already admitted students on February 13th. In order for us to keep track of the student-athletes who 

have registered and also in order to reserve spots for sports who meet specific criteria, I will need a list of all of your incoming student-athletes for all 

of your teams by Monday, February 11th at the latest. Please contact your coaches as soon as possible and get the names and information for your 

teams. 

You need to send me your students’ information in the format shown in the Excel sheet I am attaching. Please do send me the information in any 

other format or I will ask you to redo it. 

Also, those counselors whose teams are allowed to reserve seats for certain sessions need to let me know how many spots they will need for those 

sessions (I will confirm with each counselor which of their teams are allowed to reserve seats). 

Thanks for your cooperation, 

Jenn 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

9:[.9 962 9538 

~ _1__%9___6__2__:__8__2___4_2_7_ (fax) 

<2013 Orientation Session Dates.doc><CTOPSsample.xlsx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, ToW <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Monday,                9:02 AM 

Halvermn, Doug <haJverso@email.unc.edu> 

Bingham, MaD F31en <binghamm@email .unc.edu:>; Stephen Gisselmm~ <mtbiker@uncaa.unc.extu>; PM Barnes <pbame@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re:     Class Visit 

Friday afternoon I am flexible fl-ol;q noon - 4 before the lax game. 

Saturday after the bball game field hockey’s class has me from 2:30 -3:30. I am free after than until around 5. 

Tony 

On 

wro be: 

at 8:33 AIVI. Doug Halverson <halverso@email.unc.edu> 

> Friday I am flexible 9-2 PM 
> Saturday ! am working 8-2 PM 
> 

Original Message ..... 



> t;rom: PhiIBames [mailtoarnes(@uncaa.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday,                  8:16 AM 
> To: Bingham, Mary Ellen; Halverson, Doug; Stephen Gisselman; Tony Yount 
> Subject: (;lass Visit 
> 

> Hi [~veryone, 
> 

> Elope you had a good weekend outside of Carolina Sporting events The entire class is visiting this weekend. What does Friday and Saturday look like for everyone? I was hoping 
everyone could spend 20 minutes spending time with them as a group. Please let me know. 
> 

> Thar~zs. -Phih 
> 

> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 11, 2013 10:03 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Academics 

Thanks to both of you for meeting with Susan and me Friday morning and welcoming me to ~vomen’s soccer I’m excited to meet the team Wednesday morning at 9:15 m room 2301 here in the 
Academic Center. When it is convenient for each, or both of you, I would really appreciate the opportunity to have a short conversation about your expectations for me as your academic 
couaaselor, and about how you do things with your team from the academic perspective. I think it would be helpful for me going forward in dealing with the team and the coaching staItl 

Thanks 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 5:17 PM 

Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Change in Hours 

h~h~ha 

am to pm 
thanks for that 

my dedication is bonndless 

finance, however, would not approve such a time caxd 

On Feb 13, 2013, at 4:55 PM, Guy Cathro <cathro~b~uncaa.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Hi Tony, 

I know you’re dedicated but 18 and a half hour days are putting us all to shame... 

:-) 

Guy 

>>:~ "Yount, Tony" <k~n~oun(a)unc.edu> 2/13/2013 2:52 PM >>> 

A~, 

New hours for me in the office : 

9:00 oa~ until 3:30 am daily 

Women’s Soccer has been added to the list of team’s that I serve so I will be in the office more. I don’t anticipate a~y other ch~lges. 

Tony- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:32 PM 

Jan Mann <ja~mann@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagul~r@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Jenny Levy 

<uncwla~x@uncaa.unc.edu>; Leah Wigger <wigger@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbame@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Va ticket? 

I have a ton of friends in town this weekend and I’ve given all nay tickets away. Does anyone have an unclaimed ticket for the UVa game at noon Saturday? 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 6:38 PM 

Eve Racldmm <rackham@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Re: Va ticket? 

Thanks 

On Feb 14, 2013, at 6:34 PIVl. Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu> ;vrote: 

I probably do. I leave at 6am tomorrow morning but my tickets are in my desk at ;vork. Coach should be able to get for you 

Sent licom my/Phone 

On Feb 14, 2013, at 6:32 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> I ha~’e a ton of friends in to;vn this weekend and I’ve given all my tickets away Does anyone have an u~claimed ticket for the UWa game at noon Saturday? 
>> 

>> Tony- 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 7:04 PM 

Phil Barnes <pbame@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Va ticket? 

I’m covered. Eve Rackham is recruiting and I’ll pick hers up tomorrow-. 

Thanks 

On Feb 14, 2013, at 6:58 PM. Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

I may have ~. Depends if Jenny gives me one of hers. Will know more tomorrow. 

Sent ficom my/Phone 

On Feb 14, 2013, at 6:32 PM, "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 

>> I ha~’e a ton of friends in to~vn this weekend and I’ve given all my tickets away Does anyone have an u~claimed ticket fbr the UWa game at noon Saturday? 
>> 

>> Tony- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 15, 2013 8:10 PM 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0215fll.pdf 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached. The first wave of significant grades are beginning to come in. More will come next week. Progress reports to professors will go out earl?’ next week, so by the begimaing 
of spring break on March 8, we should have a good idea of ho~v the kids are doing. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 15, 2013 8:11 PM 

Lea~h Wigger <wigge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <ja~mam~@uncaa.nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

0215gol£pdf 

Coaches, 

Weekly is attached. The first wave of significant grades are beginning to come in. More will come next week. Progress reports to professors will go out earl?’ next week, so by the begimaing 
of spring break on March 8, we should have a good idea of ho~v the kids are doing. 

Tony 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJ, l.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 22, 2013 1:21 PM 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edn>; Guy Cathro <catbro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0222fll.pdf 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt~emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Februa~)122, 2013 1:23 PM 

Tyler Adams <tadams@nncaa.unc.edu> Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.tmc.edu-*; Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Arturo Rivera 

<aj river~ uncaa.unc.edtr’~ 

WeeNy 

0222vb.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:32 PM 

Eve Racldmm <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Joe Sagula <j~gul~uncaa.unc.edu>; Arturo Pdvem 

<aj rivera@ uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Weekly 

0302vb.pdf 

Coaches, 

Progress reports have just started to come in. Very few in fact so far. Remember that when I have a grade indicated for a course, it is my best guess based on information from the student If 
there is an "*" by the grade, that grade has come from the professor. There will be many more of those next week, and the week after spring break. 

Classes and meetings with me wil[ continue through next Friday. Registration [’or fall will be our main focus when c]asses resume after break. I will be sending sometime in the next 10 days or 
so a list of which students are ahead of graduation pace, on pace, and behind pace and in need of summer schoo]. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:40 PM 

I.ea~h Wigger <wigge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <ja~mam~@uncaa.nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

0302golf.pdf 

Coaches, 

Progress reports have just started to come in. VeW few in fact so far. Remember that when I have a grade indicated for a course, it is my best guess based on information Iicom the student If 
there is an "*" by the grade, that grade has come from the professor. There will be many more of those next ~veek, and the week after spring break. 

Classes and meetings with me will continue through next Friday. Registration for fall will be our main focus when classes resume after break. I will be sending sometime in the next 10 days or 
so a list of which students are ahead of graduation pace, on pace, and behind pace and in need of summer school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 8:41 PM 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edn>; Guy Cathro <catbro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0302fll.pdf 

Coaches, 

Progress reports have just started to come in. VeW few in fact so far. Remember that when I have a grade indicated for a course, it is my best guess based on information Iicom the student If 
there is an "*" by the grade, that grade has come from the professor. There will be many more of those next ~veek, and the week after spring break. 

Classes and meetings with me will continue through next Friday. Registration for fall will be our main focus when classes resume after break. I will be sending sometime in the next 10 days or 
so a list of which students are ahead of graduation pace, on pace, and behind pace and in need of summer school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:42 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbarnes@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Jenny Levy <uncwla~-;@ uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

lax.pdf 

Coaches, 

Progress reports have just started to come in. VeW few in fact so far. Remember that when I have a grade indicated for a course, it is my best guess based on information Iicom the student If 
there is an "*" by the grade, that grade has come from the professor. There will be many more of those next ~veek, and the week after spring break. 

Classes and meetings with me will continue through next Friday. Registration for fall will be our main focus when classes resume after break. I will be sending sometime in the next 10 days or 
so a list of which students are ahead of graduation pace, on pace, and behind pace and in need of summer school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:46 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

soc.pdf 

Coaches, 

Progress reports have just started to come in. VeW few in fact so far. Remember that when I have a grade indicated for a course, it is my best guess based on information Iicom the student If 
there is an "*" by the grade, that grade has come from the professor. There will be many more of those next ~veek, and the week after spring break. 

Classes and meetings with me will continue through next Friday. Registration for fall will be our main focus when classes resume after break. I will be sending sometime in the next 10 days or 
so a list of which students are ahead of graduation pace, on pace, and behind pace and in need of summer school. 

I’ve had twu conversations, one with Lance Markus abuut our ability tu pruvide tuturing fur i           this spring (we can’t uffer any help at all) and with Brent Blanton abuut her 
eligibility for [fall, if she is successful in raising her GPA to a 2.0 and be able to return tu schuob If that happens, she shuuId be :fine tu play if she does not compete anywhere for anyune this 
spr~ng and summer. 

I am gradually meeting inure o[fthe girls and beginning to learn about them and their academic situatinns. 

Tony 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 9:12 AM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax~uncaa.~mc.edu> 

Re: Spring Break schedule 

’I’h~ak you vely much - that is ve~ helpful mad easy to accommodate. 

On Mar 7, 2013, at 8:31 AM, Jenny Levy <nncMax(~uncaa.unc.edn> wrote: 

Tony, 

You asked me about our practice schedule for next week this is what is on the calendar that was sent out in Januan./and what we will stick to: 
Monday: 12 Film 

6 8pro Practice 

Tuesday: 
3pm Pre game meal 

4 Leave for High point 
7 9 Highpoint game 
&]. home 

Wed nesday: 
]. Team meet 
$:30 3:30 practice (probably not that long) 

Thursday: 
$~:15 Film 
11:45 1:45 practice 

Friday: 
11:00 Film 

].]_:30 Z:30 practice 

Saturday: 
9:30 Pre game meal 
~ Georgetown Game 

[f kids are scheduling academic meetings, please have them allow for time to get food after practice prior to any meeting. 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

<Mail Attachment~peg> 
<Mail Attachment.ipeg> <Mail Attachment.ipeg> 
Carolina 2052 Summer Camps 
REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrossecam ps.comi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emai|.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:14 PM 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu:~; Guy Cathro <cathm@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0308fll.pdf 

Weekly attached. 

An * means its from a progress report from a professor. 

Ha~e a great break 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:21 PM 

Tyler Adams <tadams@nncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.unc.edu>; Eve Rackham 

<rackham@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0308vb.pdf 

Weekly attached. 

An * means its from a progress report from a professor. 

I’ll be in the AC in a classroom waiting for you tomorrow at noon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:21 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anmn@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmma@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0308soc.pdf 

Weekly attached. 

An * means its from a progress report from a professor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 11, 2013 11:36 AM 

Jan Masm <janmam~@~mcaa.unc.edu-*; Joe Sagula <j~gul~uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu~; Karen Shelton 

<kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-* 

Priority Registration 

Coaches, 

The deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams for the fall is Friday If there are changes to your fall practice schedule, please let me know- as soon as possible so that they 
can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we will submit the same infolTnation that ~ve submitted last year 

Thanks 

Tony 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 12:18 PM 

Jan Maim <jaJ~mann@uncaa.unc.edu:~ 

Re: Priority Regi~J’ation 

Thank you 

On Mar 11, 2013, at 12:08 PM, Jan Mama <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Same Ton?’. Thanks 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On IVIar 11, 2013, at 11:36 AM. "Yount, Tony-" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Coaches, 
>> 

>> The deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams for the fall is Friday If there are changes to your fall practice schedule, please let me know- as soon as possible so that 
they can be included in the application. If there are no changes, we ;vill submit the same information that we submitted last year 
>> 
>> Thanks 
>> 

>> Tony- 
>> 
>> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 11, 2013 3:03 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Regi~Jcation 

Thanks 

On Mar 11, 2013, at 1:09 PM, Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa uric edu> ;vrote: 

> No changes:-) 
> 

> Sent Iicom my iPhone 
> 

> On Mar 11, 2013, at 11:36 AM. "Yount, Tony" <tonyyount@unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Coaches, 
>> 

>> The deadline for applying for priority registration for your teams for the fall is Friday. If there are changes to your fall practice schedule, please let me know as soon as possible so that 
they can be included in the application If there are no changes, we will submit the same information that we submitted last year. 
>> 
>> Thanks 
>> 

>> Tony 
>> 

>> 

> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 6:13 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Priority Regi~Jcation 

Thanks 

On Mar 11, 2013. at _~.~"’~ PIVl. Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.uaac.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> We like to go from 2:30 to 4 pm followed by weights a couple of days a week. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 11:36 AM 
> To: Jan Maim; Joe Sagula; Jemay Levy; Karen Shelton; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Sul~iect: Priority Registration 
> 

> Coaches, 
> 

> The deadline for applying for priority’ registration for your teams for the fall is Friday If there are changes to your fall practice schedule, please let me kno~v as soon as possible so that 
the?- can be included in the application If there are no changes, we will submit the same information that we submitted last year. 
> 

> Thanks 
> 

> Tony 
> 

> 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 4:33 PM 

John Brunner <johnny~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Thanks 

You know, I would ask band director Fuchs if they have a recorded version, and play that one. Good publicity for the band anyway. And it is a wonderful, snappy 

version. 

Great to visit with you too. Find a class to take. 

Tony 

On Mar 13, 2013, at 3:10 PM, John Brunner ~iohnnyb(a)uncaa.m~c.edn> wrote: 

Tony, 

Was so great to visit with you last night. ~ really enjoyed talking with you and really appreciate your perspective on things department, students, staff, 

university, life, etc,, 

]wanted to follow up on the national anthem issue you raised about Fetzer. Can you pass along a better version? ~’ll see if ~ can get that issue addressed. 

Thanks, 
John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 12:35 PM 

I.ea~h Wigger <wigge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <ja~mam~@uncaa.nnc.edu-* 

Weekly 

golf0317.pdf 

A bit of different format this week, since I didn’t see an?- of the kids. It contains the grades that the?’ have reported to me, progress reports from professors (marked with an *), and my best 
guess otherwise. There were some new- progress repolts in this week 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 12:35 PM 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

O317fll.pdf 

A bit of different format this week, since I didn’t see an?- of the kids. It contains the grades that the?’ have reported to me, progress reports from professors (marked with an *), and my best 
guess otherwise. There were some new- progress repolts in this week 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 12:36 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0317soc.pdf 

A bit of different format this week, since I didn’t see an?- of the kids. It contains the grades that the?’ have reported to me, progress reports from professors (marked with an *), and my best 
guess otherwise. There were some new- progress repolts in this week 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 17, 2013 12:37 PM 

Eve Racldmm <rackham@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Tyler Adams <tadams@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Arturo Rivera <ajrivera@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Joe Sagula 

<j sagula@ uncaa, unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0317vb.pdf 

A bit of different format this week, since I didn’t see any- of the kids. It contains the grades that the?’ have reported to me, progress reports from professors (marked with an *), and my best 
guess otherwise. There were some new- progress repolts in this week 

Tony 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu7 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:56 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Tyler Admns <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.nnc.edu-*; Joe Sagula <jsagnl@~mcaa.unc.edu-*; Eve Rackham 

<rackhmn@~mcaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@nnc.edu-*; Jenny Le~¢ <uncMax@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Lea]~ Wigger 

<wigge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albe(t A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

<pbame@uncaa.unc.edu~>; Tony Yonnt !!mac.com> 

Fwd: Managers 

Begin tbrwm~ded message: 

From: Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 
Subject: Managers 
Date: March 18, 2013 3:42:53 PM EDT 
To: Beth Bridger <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>, <gyount@email.unc.edu>, Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>, 
Spencer Welborn <swelborn@email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <ton¥¥ount@unc.edu>, Brent Blanton 
<blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Susan Maloy <sbmalo¥@uncaa.unc.edu>, Wally Richardson 
<wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi, 

Sor~ for the late notice but I need the names of managers who roll need priority registration for fall. I really would like them by tomorrow afternoon if 

possible. The application is due Wednesday. 

Jenn 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:04 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

MaJmgers List 

Managers lis~t.:d sx 

Top group is women’s soccer, 
Second group is volleyball 
Women’s Golf has no managers 
Women’s Lax and Field Hockey have not responded. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:50 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

npdated Mmmgers List 

Managers lis~t.:d sx 

women’s lacrosse has been added 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu7 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:22 AM 

Eve Rackham <rackham@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Phil Barnes <pbames@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Fwd: updated Managers List 

Managers lis~t.:d ~ 

Sent to Jenn Townsend to be included on priority registration list. 

Tony 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: TONY YOUNT <,q¥ount@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: updated Managers List 
Date: March 19, 2013 5:49:41 PM EDT 
To: Jenn Townsend <itownsend@unc.edu> 

women’s lacrosse has been added 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@ema~l.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:09 PM 

Katrina Dowd <kmdowd@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tyler Admns <tadams@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann 

<janmann@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu-*; Eve Rackhan~ 

<rackhmn@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-*; Jenny Le~i <uncMax@uncaa.unc.edtv~; Lea]~ Wigger 

<wigge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs~)uncaa.unc.edu>; Dorrance, Albe(t A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Phil Barnes 

<pbame@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Tony Yount @mac.com> 

Registration 

Coaches, 

I sent the message below to each of your athletes this evening. Registration smnmer and thll is approaching on the dates listed in the email. 

Priority regiS_ration application has been filed. The final ruling hasn’t been mmounced, but we are assuming that it will be granted and planning accordingly. 

Those students with holds that roll prevent registmlion were notified this afternoon. 

Tony 

First, there has been a change in the way priority works. On the morning of your regisWation date, we’ve been told that you will be able to register bet~veen 8 am and 

8:30 am. At 8:30, the ~stem will be closed to you and you will not have access again until your normal registration time (the time posted right now on your Connect 

Carolina page) later in the day. When "that time arrives, you roll agmn have access k~ "the system if you want to make changes. 

Summer school registration starts Monday March 25 and continues March 26. Check your day on Connect Caa:olina. If you’re on scholarship, have a conversation 

with your coach about financial suppo(t for your classes. Coaches Inake that decision lmsed on a limited amount of money each coach gets for summer school 

support. Communicate with theln, and make good decisions. Asldng for money, and then dropping the course later wastes that money and spends Inoney that one of 

your teammates could have used. 

Fall registration for currem juniors is scheduled for April 3, cnnent sophomores April 5, currem freshmen April 9. Bm please check your day on Connect Carolina. 

Dates can vary based on hours, transfer status, semesters in residence at Carolina. Don’t waste your priori .ty by missing your assigned registration day. 

I’ve attached a coW of your worksheet so that you can see what requiremems you have leIt to fulfill. There are many resources available to help you decide what 

courses to take. Your Academic Advisers in Steele Building are the primary resource. In addition to appointments there, advisers will be in Loudermilk Tues and Wed 

evenings of next week to help you get ready to register. 

Tar Heel Tracker on Connect Carolina aJso lists what requirements you have met and what requirements you slill need to meet, and obviously you can come in to the 

office and visit with me. 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 1:30 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: registration lbr the tall 

Thanks for including me on this. Very, helpful to me. 

Tony 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 1:10 PM, Thomas J Sander <pacmat~(d~unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Team, 

When you are putting your fall class schedules together, please keep the following in mind: 

Practices will be from 2:30 -4:00 pm each day next fall. Players should be finished by 1 pm MWF or 12:30 pm TR (or 1:45 if you have to) to allow for 

treatments. 

Most Mondays will be off so that would be the day to take a lab if you have to take an afternoon lab. Otherwise, try to take it in the evening. 

Monday and Tuesday evenings are best for evening classes / labs. 

We will be traveling quite a bit on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, so try not to schedule classes / labs / recitations / etc. on those days. 

Any questions, let me know. 

* recruits -you will be doing your class registration with our academic advisor, Tony Yount, at CTOPS orientation this summer, so you don’t really 

need to worry about this now, I just wanted to keep you in the loop. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 2:11 PM 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.~mc.edw~ 

Meeting 

My recruiting is done arid I am free to come for a visit anytime that you can see me if you have time this aI’ternoon 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, March 22, 2013 2:43 PM 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

Any afternoon after 2:30 works for me 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 2:35 PM, Joyce Dalgleish <ioyced~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Today has turned outto be rather busy...what does next weeklooklike for you? 

Joyce 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 3/22/2013 2:11 PM > > > 

My recruiting is done and [am free to come for a visit anytime that you can see me if you have time this afternoon 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emaJLunc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 8:07 PM 

Eve Racld~am -~rackham~b uncaa unc.edtr> Ty er Adams <tadams@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Arturo Rivera <ajriver@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

~j sagu|a@ uncaa, tmc .edu> 

Weekly 

0323vb.pdf 

Coaches, 

’]7he main focus this week will be registration for summer and t’al I wi be in the AC Tuesday evening from 6 - 10 [’or some extra meeting time. Steele Building a&,isers will also be in the the 

AC fi-om 6 - 8 Tues and Wed of this week for advising time for the athletes. 

Weekly is attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount~ema]l.unc.edu> 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 8:07 PM 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edt~~; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu~’; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0322fll.pdf 

Coaches, 

The main focus this week will be registration for summer and fall. I will be in the AC Tuesday evening from 6 - 10 for some extra meeting time. Steele Building ad’dsers will also be in tlae tlae 

AC from 6 - 8 Tu es and Wed of this week for ad’~’ising time for the atlaletes. 

Weekly is attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emaJLunc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 8:07 PM 

Eve Racld~am -~rackham~b uncaa unc.edtr> Ty er Adams <tadams@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Arturo Rivera <ajriver@uncaa.nnc.edu>; Joe Sagula 

~j sagu|a@ uncaa, tmc .edu> 

Weekly 

0323vb.pdf 

Coaches, 

’]7he main focus this week will be registration for summer and t’al I wi be in the AC Tuesday evening from 6 - 10 [’or some extra meeting time. Steele Building a&,isers will also be in the the 

AC fi-om 6 - 8 Tues and Wed of this week for advising time for the athletes. 

Weekly is attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount~ema]l.unc.edu:= 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 8:08 PM 

Leah Wigger <wigge@ancaa.unc.e&~>; Jan Mann <jaJ~mam~@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Weekly 

0322gol£pdf 

Coaches, 

The main focus this week will be registration for summer and fall. I will be in the AC Tuesday evening I¥om 6 - 10 for some extra meeting time. Steele Building ad’~’isers will also be in the the 

AC from 6 - 8 Tues and Wed of this week for ad’~ising time for the athletes. 

Weekly is attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~ad~: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 24, 2013 8:09 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman,~unc.edu~ 

Weekly 

0323soc.pdf 

Coaches, 

The main focus this week will be registration for suma~er and fall. I will be in the AC Tuesday evening from 6 - 10 for some extra meeting time. Steele Building advisers will also be in the the 

AC from 6 - 8 Tues and Wed of this week for advising time for the athletes. 

Weekly is attached. 

T any 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 25, 2013 3:01 PM 

Joyce Dalgleish <joyced@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Meeting 

What afternoon this week is going to work for us to meet? 

Tony 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 2:42 PM, TONY YOUNT <gvonnt~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Any afternoon after 2:30 works Ibr me 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 2:35 PM, Joyce Dalgleish <iovced(dbuncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

Today has turned outto be rather busy...what does next weeklooklil<e for you? 

Joyce 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 3/22/2013 2:11 PM > > > 

My recruiting is done and I am free to come for a visit anytime that you can see me if you have time this afternoon 

Tony 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:51 AM 

Dalgleish. Joyce L <ugofer@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting 

I’1l be them at 3 tl~is aeternoon. Thank you 

And I just had to resIx~nd to an email thmad with Tom Tlmme~mans, Lar~’ Gallo, and Joe Sagula who had weighed in on the thread after 9 pm last night, just after 6 

am, and just after 7 am. I i~clnded this sentence in my reply. 

"Gentlemen, 

I apologize l~r being so tar@ to this discussion. Joyce Dalgleish tells me that I can’t work more than 30 hours a week. After noting the times of the emails sent in this 

thread, I need to send her a thank you note." 

So thanks again. 

Tony 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 9:37 AM, Joyce L Dalgleish <ugofer(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Today or tomorrow around 3:00. 

From: Tony Yount [tonyyount@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 3:01 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Subject: P.e: Meeting 

What afternoon this week is going to work for us to meet? 

Tony 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 2:42 PM, TONY YOUNT <gy_ount(a)email.unc edu> wrote: 

Any afternoon after 2:30 works tbr me 

On Mar 22, 2013, at 2:35 PM, Joyce Dalgleish <io’iced~)uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Today has turned out to be rather busy...what does next week look like for you? 

Joyce 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <Lonwount@unc.edu > 3/22/2013 2:11 PM > > > 

My recruiting is done and I am free to come for a visit anytime that you can see me if you have time this afternoon 

Tony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:46 PM 

Da~a Gelin <dgelin@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: inlb session on b- school admissions 

Would love to see that. Friday April 12 is a good day for that. 

Tony’ 

On Mar 26, 2013, at 2:41 PM, Dana Gelin <dgelin~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi ’all, 

Anna MillaJc, who oversees the admissions process for the undergrad business program at Kenan-Flagler, has ott~red to come over to Loudennilk and 

speak to our staffabout the undergraduate admissions process. She’s ficee maytime on April 12, M~ich is a Friday. Maybe we shoot ti~r 2 p.m.? The 
program takes about 1 hour. 

If this is solnething you’d ke interested in attending, please let me know whether 4/12 at 2 p.In. works for you. 

(FYI, there’s an admissions ove~wiew for students on April 29, the reading day. I will malce sure students and counselors receive info about that dtiead 

of time.) 
Any’ questions’comments, please let me know. Thanks! 

-- Dana 

Dm~a Gelin 

As~)ciate Direck~r of Athletic Communications 

Coordinator of Career Development tbr Student-Athletes 

University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

(919) 962-0083 

dgelin(~uncaa.unc.edu 

www.~oheels.co~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 2:59 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; GraJat Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edn>; Guy Cathro <catbro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0329fl~.lxtf, fh sumlner 1.1xtf 

Coaches, 

Priori~z Registration was granted tbr all teams earlier this week for the fall semester. 

Registration for rising seniors happens Wednesday morning, and for rising juniors, Friday morning. Times are 8 - 8:30 am each day Please, if they have practice or weights, let them register. 
Losing priori~z really hurts us 

Also included are pdIis of current (noon today) registration for both sessions of summer school (if you have students in both sessions. Registration is ongoing, and online classes through 
the Friday Center may not be posted yet 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Younl, Tony <gyount@emai|.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 3:04 PM 

I~a!~ Wigger <wigge@uncaa.unc.e&~; Jan Mann <jo~mam~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

addition 

golf summer 2.pdf 

Forgot to add that priority registration was granted for all teams for the fall. 

Here is the sunm~er school list as of now 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 2:50 PM 

Domina, Julie ~jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Dinner options for Maryland 

SaJlnon 

Thanks 

On Apr 2, 2013, at 1:59 PM, Julie Domina <idomina~nncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 

H e¥ 7o ny - ~lea se s ee b elow. T ha t~ ks ! 

I=r~m; Domina, Julie 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 02, 2013 :i[0:15 AM 
Subject: Dinner options for Maryland 

Good morning, 

If you are traveling to Maryland this Friday, please send me your dinner choice (by tomorrow night) from the options below: 

1) Sirloin steal{ 

2) Grilled chicken -plain, bbq, or Hawaiian (teriyaki glaze) 

3) Salmon 

You’ll also be getting bread, salad, a vegetable, and a starch. Thanks! Julie Domina 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 4, 2013 11:08 AM 

Domina, Julie <jdomina@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Jersey Mike’s order 

Turkey - no tomatos. 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 9:46 AM, Jnlie Domina <idomina(&uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey guys, 
Lunch tomorrow will be Jersey Mike’s. Can you let me know what sub you want? We are doing regular size. Thanks! 
Julie Domina 

Olympic Sports Administration 

Office: 919.962.5552 

Fax: 919.8d3.8175 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. April 4, 2013 11:15 AM 

Domina, Julie ~jdomin&@uncaa.unc.edu-* 

Re: Jersey Mike’s order 

Just turkey and cheese. I mn a simple man. 

Thanks Julie 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 11:09 AlVl, Julie Domina <idomina(~uncaa.unc.edn> wrote: 

H~V -do you w~m: the oth~r toppings lik~-’_~ lettuc~-’_~, onio~L b~;m~ p~?p~ers, spices, oil & vim?g~r? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Seat-" Thursday, April 04, 2013 11:08 AM 

To-" Domina, Julie 
Subject: Re: Jersey Mike’s order 

Turkey - no tomatos. 

On Apr 4, 2013, at 9:46 AM, Julie Domina ~i__d_~_:_r:~i_~2_~_~_~:_~_~£~:~£t~> ~¥rote: 

Hey guys, 
Lunch tomorrow will be Jersey Mike’s. Can you let me know what sub you want? We are doing regular size. Thanks! 
Julie Domina 

Olympic Sports Administration 
Office: 919.962.5552 

Fax: 919.843.8175 

idomm~,~ uncaa un£.e~£ 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tow <gyount@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:13 PM 

Grant Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edn>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc edu~>; Guy Cathro <cathro@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brill, Teryn 

DeBoer <tbrill@ive.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

04051h.pdt:. FH schedules.pdf; summer 1 FH.pdf 

Coaches, 

Registration cuncludes on Tuesday morning, April 9, when the freshmen will register from 8 - 8:30 am. 

A second round of progress reports went to professors last week. ~,[hose will be showing up on next week’s report to give us a better idea of where the kids are before exams. 

Just so that you’ll know, mainly :[’or rec 7uiting purposes, I will be leaving for my annual western pilgrimage to Yellowstone on the afternunn of June 17 when women’s lacrosse :finishes 
orientation, and I will rettuTn for meetings Wednesday aftemoun July I t) in time ft~r vnlleyball and f*eld hockey orientati(m sessions. We will be 2 counselors short until replacement hires for 

Beth Bridger and Spencer Welbom are completed so we’ll be a little short-handed this summer and we’re trying to coordinate vacations to give the best coverage that we can. 

Weekly, and summer and fall schedules as of around 9 am this morning are attached. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tow cgyount@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:20 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0405soc.pdf; Soccer Schedules.pd£ Summer 1 Soccer.pd£ summer 2 soc.pdf 

Coaches, 

Registration concludes on Tuesday morning, April 9, ~vhen the fresl~nen will register from 8 - 8:30 aan. 

A second round of progress reports went to professors last week. Those will be showing up on next week’s report to give us a better idea of where the kids are before exams. 

Just so that you’ll know mainly for recruiting purposes I will be leaving for mv almual western pilgrimage to Yello~vstone on the at’ternoon of June 17 when women’s lacrosse finishes 
orientation, and I will return for meetings Wednesday aRemoon July 10 in time for volleyball and field hockey, orientation sessions. We will be 2 counselors sholq, until replacement hires for 

Beth Bridger and Spencer Welbom are completed so we’ll be a little short-handed this summer and we’re trying to coordinate vacatmns to give the best coverage that we can. 

Weekly, and summer and fall schedules as of around 9 am this morning are attached. 

’]?on’>’ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 12:11 PM 

Allison, Y-Jm A <kallison@email.unc.edu~ 

Re: 2013 -2014 Employee Paxking 

Hi Kim, 

Do yon know if I am allowed to request parking given my part-time slams? 

Tony 

On Apr 8, 2013, at 11:45 AM, Kim A Allison <kallison@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

PLEASE NOTE: 

’vVh*:_~]l you’re et~[:ering your informi~tior~ make ~;ure you use [:he folk)wing i]lforma[:~ot~: 

Home Departmen[: CTR STDNT SUCCESS---ACAD COUNSEL 

Department Number: 3214 

You do not have to I~st your work schedule--- that is optional And ~,e do NOT have a shop number, 

Thanks, 

F~ Allison, Kim A 
SeBt: Monday, April 08, 20~3 ~:~ AM 
Te: CSSAC; Blanton, Robin C; Kessler, Frank S; Maitland, Theresa L; Perry, Christina; Rademacher, Kr[sten N; Shambley, B[llie K; Gigi Taylor; K[m Abels; 
Percival Guevarra; Vicki Behrens; ’Beth Lyons’; ’Bradley Bethel’; Bridger, Beth; ’Kleissler, Amy’; Lee, ]aimie; Orr, Kym N; Overstreet, Tia; Susan Maloy; 
Townsend, ]enn; ’Wally Richardson’; Welborn, Spencer; Yarbrough, Na~; Yount, Tony 
Subject~ 20~3-2014 Employee Parking 

Good morning ~ 

It’s time to start thinking about the 20~3-20~4 parking allocat[onsH H This year, the employee request form is now online and you have from 

to enter your parking request. ~lease note that this form will NOT be a~¢essible after April 26-- so please submit your request 

bythen. Once you’ve completed your online parking request form, make sure you print it and save it for your records. 

Please use the link below to access the request form -you’ll need your onyen/password/p~d #: 

Remember ~ou have until todayt April 8th throuqh April 26th to submit your parking request[or the 2013-2014 academic year. 

Thanks, 

~im Allison 

Department Manager 

Ctr for Student Success ~ Academic ~ounselin~ 

Writin~ ~enter 

4S0 Ridge Road, Suite 0~27 

~m~us Box #3~0~ 

~hapel Hill, NC 

~1~-843-~34~ fix) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 12:56 PM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

Re: Fall practice times 

Looks fine to Ine for my sports 

On Apr 8, 2013, at 12:35 PM, Jenn Townsend <itownsend~unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Will you please look this document over quickly and let me know if anything needs to be changed? 

Thanks! 

Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
93_9 962 9538 

9:[.9 962 8247 (fax) 

<Fall2013practicetimes.xlsx> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:51 AM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgtigg@email.unc.edu"~ 

Re: All SD~rts Celebration "The Rammys" 

Kathy, 

Sadly, I will miss it. It is tnfly unfortunate scheduling as my students start exams the veiy next morning and I roll working ruth many of them. Perhaps next yeax. if this 

event is again scheduled during the exam period, putting it the night before a reading day when there ate no exanas the next morning, instead of the ni?:ht before an 

actual exam day. conld be considered by those in charge of maJdng this decision, so our student atNetes don’t have to make this unfortunate choice of academic 

preparation, or athletic celebration. 

Tony Yount 

Academics Counselor 

On Apr 10, 2013, at 9:36 AM~ Kathy Griggs < kgrig~s(~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

<imageOO~_.png> 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and 
more 

Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina 
Inn 

Please RSVP to Kathy Gr~ggs _kg.r__igg_s_~_g~.a_.i_~:~_~G._efl.u__ by April 22, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:41 AM 

Griggs, Kathy <kgrigg@email.unc.edu> 

Re: All SD~rts Celebration "The Rammys" 

Thai~ you veu much. I appreciate that. It just seems so illogical to do this that perhaps those who scheduled weren’t aware that it was the night before m~ exaln day. 

Tow 

On Apr 10, 2013, at 10:10 AM, Kathy Griggs <kgriggs(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

To~y-Will pass Nong your thoughts to those ,)h~nni~g the event. 

F~m; Yount, Tony 
N~Btl Wednesday, April ~0, 2013 9:5~ AN 
To~ Gri~gs, Kathy 
Subje¢t; Re: All Spots Celebration ’The Rammys" 

Ka~y, 
Sadly, I will miss it. It is truly ut~b~nate scheduling as my students s~ e:~]ns ~e wE n~m monfing and I will wor~ng with many of them. Peflmps 
yem: if this event is again schedMed during the ex~ period, pu~ing it ~e night ~fore a reading day when there am no e:~ms ~e ne?a mo~ng, instead of 
the night beBre an ac~l exam day, could be considered by those in charge ofm~ng this decision, so our student athletes don’t have to make tNs 
unfo~nate choice of academic preparation, or athletic cdebration. 
Tony Yount 

Academics Connsdor 
On Apr 10, 2013, at 9:36 AM, Kathy Griggs <kgfigg~?~emaiLt~nc,eA~> wrote: 

<imageOOl.png> 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and 
more 

Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina 

Please RSVP to Kathy Griggs kgriggs@emaiL uric. edu by April 22, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 1:56 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

ID card renewal 

Joyce, 

My Temporal’ StaffUNC ID card (and my balzk card) expires 04/13 I would like to get that renewed next week if possible. I believe that you told me m our last meeting that you were the 
person that I needed to ask about documentation for renewing my ID 

Would you please let me know what I need to do, or when I would be able to take care of that? 

Thank you 

Tony 

962 9535 



Steps for Completing Orientation Reservations: Student-Athletes 

Please carefully review all instructions below before proceeding with your Orientation 
Reservation. You may want a printed version of this page for reference while signing up for 

Orientation 

Review Orientation Dates and Fee Policies by clicking here. 

2. Review Orientation Reservation instructions by clicking here 

3. Create an ONYEN (http://onyen.unc.edu) 

4. Activate your UNC email account (http:iimy.ad.unc.edu, select Email Set-up option) 

5. Pay/defer your enrollment deposit (can take 3-10 business days to receive and post) 

Know the names and email addresses of any family members/guests attending New 
Student Orientation with you (for fee information regarding Parent/Family Orientation 
Reservations, please click here) 

Know if any of your family members/guests attending Orientation want to make a 
reservation for on-campus Orientation housing. (Please note that overnight, Orientation 
on-campus housing is not available for family/guests attending Orientation in August.) 

We estimate that completing your Orientation reservation will take between 20-30 
minutes. Please note that once you start your reservation, you must complete all 
information at that time; you may not start the application, save information, and then 
complete it at a later time. If you close your browser, disconnect your Internet session 
without completing or without canceling your reservation, or leave the application idle 
for longer than 15 minutes, you will need to start a new reservation. 

9. Go to http:iimy.unc.edu and select Undergraduate Orientation link 

10. Enter your ONYEN and password and complete your Student and Family/Guest 
Orientation Reservation. 

11. When you are prompted to select your Orientation Session date: 
a. If the Athletics Department has not assigned you to a specific session, please 

select the Orientation Session that best fits your schedule; Orientation sessions are 

available on a first-come, first-served basis. 

If the Athletics Department has confirmed an assigned Orientation session for you 

to attend, please select that appropriate session. If your Athletics-assigned session 
is not presented as an option, please make a reservation for any open session. 
Immediately after completing your reservation, please contact the Office of New 
Student & Carolina Parent Programs at newstudents@unc.edu or 919-962-8304 to 



verify your Orientation dates. Please be sure to include your name, PID, athletic 
team, and athletics assigned Orientation Session date in your email. 

12. Paying 
a. 

for Orientation 
If you are not a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, you may select Visa, MasterCard, check or money order. 
Please note that payments made by check or money order must be received and 
processed by the Office of New Student & Carolina Parent Programs no later than 
10 days. Please make checks payable to UNC at Chapel Hill. For more 
information about Orientation Payments, please click here 

If you are a full grant-in-aid student-athlete, when you are prompted for your 
Orientation payment, choose the Pay-By-Check option. After you select the Pay - 
by-Check option, and finish your reservation, email newstudents@unc.edu to 
confirm your reservation, so the University Athletics credit can be applied to your 
Student Orientation Reservation. The email must include the following 
information: name, P1D, athletic team, and if applicable, the athletics assigned 
Orientation Session date. After the credit has been applied, you will be notified of 
any outstanding balances related to Parent/Family Orientation Reservations that 
you are responsible for completing. (Please note that Parent/Family 
Orientation Reservation Fees and Guest Orientation Housing are not 
included in the athletics orientation credit. For more information about what 
the athletic scholarship covers, please contact the Athletic Department). A 
sample email is detailed below: 

Sample language for the email: 
I, (Insert Name, PID, athletics team), have reserved a place in Orientation for 
(Insert Date), and will be receiving a full athletics grant-in-aid. Please apply the 
University Athletics credit to my reservation, and recalculate the bill to let me 
know how much (if any) I still owe to complete my reservation. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 11:10 AM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Grm~t Fulton <gfulton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Guy Ca’thro <catbro@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Weekly 

0412fll.pdf 

Coaches, 

We completed registration for fall 2013 this week. Schedule changes will continue but the bulk nf the scheduling is done. As fresbxaea came to see me this week we looked over each 
individual schedule and the kids did very well at addressing their needs. I tvill complete a review of the schedules of the upperclassmen next week and send a schedule sheet for all returning 

players then 

A second round of progress reports went to professors two weeks ago. Many have responded and those are reflected in the weekly that is attached Remember than an * indicates a grade 

from a professor 

Two weeks of c[ ~sses are lel~. Unfurtunately, the new version of the spring student athlete dinner, the RA~/;MYs, was scheduled fur Monday night, April 29, the night bel7~re the beginning 

of :[inal exams. I will encourage them to make a wise decision that evening about how ~hey spend their time. 

In early May, we will get a list of summer urientatiun registratiun irfformatlun [’or the incoming freshmen I will pass that alnng to ynu when it ocmes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyount@emoJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 14,2013 11:11 AM 

DorroJ~ce, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu-*; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa. anc.edu> 

Weekly 

0412soc.pdf 

Coaches, 

We completed registration for fall 2013 this week. Schedule changes will continue but the bulk of the scheduling is done. As freshmen came to see me this week we looked over each 
individual schedule and the kids did very well at a&kessing their needs. I will complete a review of the schedules of the upperclassmen next week and send a schedule sheet for all returning 

players then 

A second round of progress reports went to professors two ~veeks ago. Many have responded and those are reflected in the weekly that is attached Remember than an * indicates a grade 

from a professor 

Two weeks of classes are [e~. Unfurtunate y, the new version of the spring student athlete dinner, the RAN/2MYs, was scheduled for Monday night, April 29, the night before the beginning 

of:final exams. I will encourage them to make a wise decision that evening about how ~hey spend their time. 

In early May. we wi I get a list of summer urientatiun registration mformatinn for ~he incornin~ freshmen I will pass that along to vou~ when it ucmes. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 11:12 AM 

Lea~h Wigger <wigge@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <ja~mann@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Weekly 

0412gol£pdf 

Coaches, 

We completed registration for fall 2013 this week. Schedule changes will continue but the bulk nf the scheduling is done. As fresbxaen came to see me this week we looked over each 
individual schedule and the kids did very well at addressing their needs. I ~vill complete a review of the schedules of the upperclassmen next week and send a schedule sheet for all returning 

players then 

A second round of progress reports went to professors two weeks ago. Many have responded and those are reflected in the weekly that is attached Remember than an * indicates a grade 

from a professor 

Two weeks of cl ~sses are [el~. Unfurtunatel’~, the new version of the spring student athlete dinner, the RA~/;MYs, was scheduled fur Monday night, April 29, the night before the beginning 

of :final exams. I will encourage them to make a wise decision that evening about how ~hey spend their time. 

In early May, we will get a list of summer urientatiun registratiun irfformatlun [’or the incoming [’reshmen I will pass that along to ynu when it ocraes. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 11:18 AM 

Lea~h Wigger <wigge@uncaa.unc.e&~; Jan Mann <ja~mann@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

Weekly 

0412golf.pdf 

Coaches, 

We completed registration for fall 2013 this week. Schedule changes will continue but the bulk nf the scheduling is done. As fresbxaea came to see me this week we looked over each 
individual schedule and the kids did very well at addressing their needs. I tvill complete a review of the schedules of the upperclassmen next week and send a schedule sheet for all returning 

players then 

A second round of progress reports went to professors two weeks ago. Many have responded and those are reflected in the weekly that is attached Remember than an * indicates a grade 

from a professor 

Two weeks of c[ ~sses are lel~. Unfurtunately, the new version of the spring student athlete dinner, the RA~/;MYs, was scheduled fur Monday night, April 29, the night bel7~re the beginning 

of :[inal exams. I will encourage them to make a wise decision that evening about how ~hey spend their time. 

In early May, we will get a list of summer urientatiun registratiun irfformatlun [’or the incoming freshmen I will pass that alnng to ynu when it ocmes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:14 AM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

online 

The STOR class is not offered online through the Friday Center, but there are many courses that would fulfill general education requirements for her if she would take one or t~vo. I spoke 
with Lance and with Tom in compliance. The?- are of the opinion that we cari pay for summer school online for her Tom is checking into the regulation that requires initial full time enrollees 
to be in 6 hours in summer school. He doesn’t think that will apply to her since she is a transfer student, but he’s going to get back to me on that. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:17 AM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tom’s answer 

She would have to be enrolled in 6 online hours during the initial enrollment period 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emafil.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 9:45 AM 

Townsend, Jenn <jtownsend@unc.edu> 

travel dates this summer 

Gone: June 18 - July 10 or Orientation sessions 6, 7, 8, 9 

Here: The rest of them - though nay hours are restricted in the summer, and I will not regularly be in the office on Fridays 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yount, Tony <gyonnt@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:22 AM 

Jenny Levy <uncwlax~uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: Exam Review Sche&fle 

Jenny, 

There is no way to generate a team exam schedule. I know when some of the freshman exams are becanse I meet ~vith them weekly and track their schedules, but that 

information is not in Connect Carolina and there is no way to generate that report. 

The most elticient way to gather that information is to tell the kids to come to practice kno~ving their exam schednle and them simply have them show hands if they 

have an exam on Tues at 8 am, Tries at noon, Tues at 4 etc. It would take about 5 minutes to get what we need. 

We’ve done it that way before, and I’d be happy to come do that if you like. That way is much more efficient than asking them to emaJl their exam schedules, or to go 

by hand through the University exam schedule (below) and then go tbrongh indivkhml ~hedules of 33 kids, and then still not know if protEssors cha~ged the sche&de, 
or are giving online or take home exams. 

If you tell me a day and time to come to practice, I’m happy to put that together. 

Ton?, 

8:00 A.M. 

12:00 

8:00 A.N, TR PHYS 116, 117 

Fren 101, 102~ 105, 203, 204 

GERN 101, 102, 203, 204 

HEBR 102, 204 

ITAL ~0~, 102, 203, 204 

~TN 101, 

PORT I0l, 102, 203, 204 

~USS 

SPAN 102, 105, 203, 204 

4:00 P.H. 3:30 P.M. TR CHEN 530[, 8USI 

408 

7:00 P.N~ C~asses starting after 5:00 P.M. on 

T or TR 

Wednesda~ 8:00 A,M, 10:00 A,N. MWF 

12:00 P,N 12:00 P,N, NWF& ~2:30 P,N. NW 

BUSI only 

4:00 P,M, 3:00 P.N, MWF & 3:30 P.M, MW MATN 110, 130, 

BUSI only 152~ 231 

7:00 P,H. Classes star~ng ~Fter 5:00 P,N~ on 

HorNW 

Nay 3 8:00 A.M. 11:00 A.M~ NWF 

12:00 P.M. l:00 P.M. NWF STOR 113 

4:00 P.N~ 4:00 P~N. MWF 

C~asses no[ otherwise provMed for 

in this schedule 

Sat~wda~’ Ma~ 4 8:00 A.M. 8:00 A,M, NWF 

12:00 P.M. II:00 A.M. TR 



4:00 P,M. 2:00 P.M, NWF 

8:00 A.M. 9:00 A,M~ MWF ~. 9:30 A.M. MW 

BUSI only 

~2:00 P.M. 12:30 P,M~ TR 

4:00 P,H~ ~:00 P~N. MWF 

7:00 P,M. (:]asses starth~g ~fter 5:00 P~M~ on 

W 

8:00 A.M. 9:30 A,M, TR 

12:00 P.M. 2:00 P,M, TR 

~:00 P,M, 5:00 P,N. TR BUSI 

7:00 P,H~ Classes starting after 5:00 P.M. on 

R only 

On Apr 24, 2013, at 10:06 AM, Jenny Levy <uncwlax(~a)uncaa.unc.edu> 

wrote: 

Tony, 

Can you send me the team exam schedule?trying to formulate a plan for next week and beyond. 

Thanks, 
Jenny 

<Mail Attachmentjpeg> 

<Mail Attachment:ipeg> <Mail Attachment:ipeg> 
Carolina 2012 Summer Camps 

REGISTER NOW! 

www.ca rolinalacrossecam ps.com/ 

> > > "Yount, Tony" <tonwount@unc.edu > 4/24/2013 9:57 AM > > > 

Ladies, 

Here is the exam review schedule for finals this spring, Please take advantage of these sessions. Reviews begin on April 25, Thursday. Writing tutors will also 

be available in the evenings except Monday from 7 9 

Please also note the following: 

evening tutoring on Monday, April 29 (Rammies) is canceled but the facility will be open for individual study from 6-:11pm 

the facility will also be open for individual study on Friday, May 3rd from 6-11pm and Saturday, May 4th from lOam-6pm 

Tony 
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